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not know his successor, but hope that he may prove to be as 

good a man as Mr, Shaw has been, but it may take him 

years of hard work and study to arrive at the knowledge 

now possessed by bis predecessor, and therefore this change 

does not seem to be for the best interests of fishculture in 

Towa. Fishculture is something which cannot be learned in 

a year, and the men who have been engaged in it for the 

past fifteen or more years are still learning, therefore their 

knowledge and experience cannot be too highly valued, and. 

should not be carelessly thrown aside for merely political 

reasons. 

THE GROWTH OF TRAP-SHOOTING. 

E have not the statistics at hand to show how many 

hundreds of base-ball games are played by profes- 

sional clubs in this country every year, how many millions 

of dollars are invested in the business, and what the profits 

are, It is well known that the national game yields hand- 
some returns to the stockholders, This is because the public 

is interested in the matches on the diamond field, and is quite 

willing to pay gate money to witness the play, 

The experiment is about to be made by certain enterprising 

gentlemen of attempting to inaugurate a system of trap- 

shooling matches which shall have charms for the, public 
and receive the same support now given to base-ball. They 

reason that since base-ball matches are popular, shooting 

matches may also be so managed that the public will pay 

admission fees to witness them. The accomplishment of 

this end would, of course, be a highly desirable condition of 

affairs. The public would be instructed in the noble art of 

“shooting-flying,” and what pastime might better engage its 

attention, Incidentally the manufacturers of powder and 

shells and targets, the gunmakers and the publishers of 

ForEst AND STREAM would be benefited. 
Snch a consummation is, we are quite ready to agree, one 

most deyoutly to be desired; but we must yet confess that 
our faith is too weak to very clearly foresee its coming. On 

the contrary, it is extremely improbable that trap-shooting 
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SHOOTING PROSPECTS. 

T is about time for the arrival of the shore birds, and 

those who gun along the beaches and on the salt 

meadows will soon be looking for their coming. No great 

flight is to be expected much before the middle of August, 
however, and eyen then it may fail, In fact, shore bird 
shooting along the New England, Long Island, and Jersey 
coasts is most uncertain. In old times one could rely on hav- 

ing a little of it, but new times haye come, and what with 

the entire lack of protection at any season of the year, and 
the building of hotels and cottages all along the beaches, the 

birds have become so few and so wild that it is the exception 

for them to be seen in any numbers along our shores. Down 

onthe Virginia coast there are afew localities where the 
5 
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artificial Wee canever betnatiestotuteyest: any large nuM- | birds still appear in something like their old abundance. We 

CONTENTS. ber of individuals other than those who are directly con-| tayo seen acres of salt marsh there brown with jack curlew, 

* ae aad é ; Tie Kaen, id cerned as participants, This is, however, merely an opinion, | 5,4 peaches where, at the right stage of the tide, the wil- 

" ics in Fisheulture, etter from an Ignoramus, I ic @ ‘ y ; i 

Wimbledon—i884. Training Trick Done. ia the fallacy of which we should be well pleased to see lets traded back and forth in numbers which were astonish- 

‘Shooting Prospects. ! Newport Fox Hunting, demonstrated by the event of the practical test about to be|;,, g, Itis years since we have shot there, but we are told 

) The Growtivot Trap-Shooting. | _ Kennel Notes. ; made in this city. And, then, trap-shooting is as yet only in ; he : : : 
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| pitts Choice of Hunting Rifles, | _A Bad Day for wap Cookery | competent men, irrespective of their political creed, it is that | before long, further reports of this shooting will come in 
ame FIRE PLICKERINGS ACHTING. seed ' 5 “ sys . : 

| Bra ann River Frsnines - Hull Y. C. Races, of Commissioner of Fisheries, The position is one that calls | thick and fast. 
All the indications now point to a good shooting year, a 

season when birds shall be plenty. From all quarters come 

reports of quail plenty, and the mellow ringing note of Bob 
White resounds from the old stone wali, the gray rail fence 

for a man who has not only a love for the work, but who 

also has an intimate knowledge of the habits of fishes and the 

waters inhabited by them, as well as of the needs of the 

Camps of the Kingfighers;—xu, Lynn Y. C. Matches. 
“Salt-Water Fishing. Jeffries Y. C. Matches. 

Oneida Lake, #7, New York Y. ©. Cruise and 
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Whitefishes off North America. The Steam Vacht Athlete. 
ae Pesan ray EE Sy is eee aise: people. If, in addition to this, he has some zoological lore, 
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The Laverack Setter. The Sentinels of our Coast. he should be valued too highly to be laid aside because his | and the twisted branch of the gnarled old apple tree. 

Fe ee TA NGtS ae aha ¥.C. Second Champion- | political convictions do not chance to agree with those who Ruffed grouse, too, have reappeared in something like their 

The Deerhound. i é ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. may be temporarily in power. Most fortunately the United | old time abundance. In covers long deserted by these noble 
birds you may this season find some broods, the young just 

large enough to flutter up to the low branches of the trees, 

while the mother stands straight and slim in the top of the 

alders near at hand or tumbles at your feet in a seeming 

death struggle. 
Woodcock do not seem to be very plenty, yet we know of 

one gun which captured seventy-five on the second and third 

days of July this year. 
Yes, the signs are certainly, so far, very favorable for a 

good fall’s shooting, and although there are still some dangers 

to which the young quail must be exposed, we hope to find 

birds plenty when the crisp days of October and November 

shall summon us afield. 

States Fish Commission is not in any sense a political 
machine. Its head is not in political life, and its many and 

widely-scattered experts are selected for their fitness alone, 
and if they have views on politics they are permitted to hold 
them, the same as any other citizen. We regret to say that 

this sensible rule is not followed in some of the States, and, 

therefore, changes are made in accordance with the views 

of politicians, who know little, and care less, of the fishing 

interests, . 
Of the thirty-nine States having Fishery Commissioners, 

thirty of them pay no salary to these officers, two (Connecti- 

cut and New Hampshire) pay them three dollars a day 

while actually at work; one (lowa) pays $1,200 per year to 

the Commissioner and $600 to the assistant; one (Maine) pays 

$500 to each; three (Maryland, North Carolina and Texas) 
pay $1,500; while Kansas pays her Commission + three 

dollars a day for fifty days. Jt is therefore plain that the 
pay is not large enough to make the position a tempting one 

to political men of a class fitted to fill it, even in the few 
States which pay salaries, Yet there have been instances 
where Governors haye removed men whose experience was 

of value in order to reward some partisan who came fresh to 

the work, but was entirely ignorant of the duties of the 

oftice, Certainly if the principle of Civil Service Reform is 
a correct one, then if should be applied in the case of the 

Fishery Commissioners, who should only be removed for 

neglect of duty. 
Our attention has been called to this matter by the re- 

moval of Commissioner B. F, Shaw, of Iowa, one of the 

ablest fishculturists in the country, and one whose services 

have been of great value to his State. We have long known 

of his good work and have watched it with pleasure, noting 
his broad views and systematic endeavors to protect and in- 
crease the fish food supply of Iowa. Mr. Shaw is said to 
have been removed because he was not in political accord 

with the present chief executive officer of his State. We do 

A BENCH SHOW ASSOCIATION, 

: ee postponed meeting for the purpose of forming a 
t national bench show association will probably be held 

at Philadelphia at the time of the coming dog show. That 
such an association is greatly needed, no one at all con- 

yersant with the present state of affairs will deny, and we 
| hope that prominent breeders throughout the country will 

- attend the meeting and take such action as shall best serve 

- the interests of all concerned. The circular which was 

published last May, and which was sent by the Westminster 

Kennel Club to all of the prominent clubs in the country 
who had held bench shows, called for a meeting of delegates 

Brom such clubs only, Pending this meeting the club 
received letters from several breeders and exhibitors, sug- 
gesting that the association should be composed of individuals 

instead of clubs; and wishing that the best possible course 
should be pursued, they postponed the meeting, in order 
that a free and full discussion should point out such course. 
We have no fear that associated clubs would trample upon 
the rights of exhibitors or public. Their interests are too 
closely allied; and an unjust and domineering course pur- 

sued by such an association would at once meet its just 
reward in the withdrawal of that support without which, 

of course, the clubs cannot hold their shows. Neithe: have 

we any doubt that an association composed of individuals 
an accomplish all that is required of it. There should be 

no antagonism between the clubs and individuals; their 
interests are identical; the object of each is to preserve the 

purity of the different breeds of dogs and to improve their 

quality, The meeting should be perfectly harmonious in 
all important points, and the society formed should be an 
association that will command the respect and support of 
eyery lover of the dog in the land. We hope to see some 
efinite action taken at Philadelphia. 

Forustky PRESERYATION.—The Commissioners appointed 

by the Comptroller to investigate and report upon a system 

of forest preservation for New York State, met at Saratoga 

on Wednesday of last week. About thirty gentlemen, repre- 
senting the owners of forest lands, were present, and an in- 

formal discussion was held. Reference was made to the 
destructive effects of forest fires, which it was stated were 

very often due to the carelessness of camping parties; and 

special stress was laid upon the necessity of having a force 

of guardians to patrol the woods and prevent the setting and 

spreading of such conflagrations. The Commission will 
meet at Blue Mountain Lake, next month, and make a tour 

of inspection through the Adirondacks. 

AuL Roaps LEAD To RomEe.—<An illustration of the old 

proverb is the fact that within the past week we have been 

favored with calls from Mr. N. P. Leach, of Canada, Mr. T. 

G. Dabney, of Mississippi, Mr. T. 8, Van Dyke, of Califor- 

nia, and Mr. H. L, Mullen, of England. No, 39 Park Row 

is at the hub of a pretty big wheel. 
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WIMBLEDON—1884. 
| Ps English riflemen haye just completed their fortnight’s 

work at the old shooting common, and from the latest 
mails, which bring us the story of the camp up to the middle 
of the meeting, we judge that the twenty-fifth annual gath- 
ering has been a very successful one. 

It is a place of continual change, and with a solid substra- 
tum of very cautious conservatism the council have with 
each recurring meeting introduced changes enough to pro- 
voke discussion and set the scribblers busy with protest and 
‘comment, ‘This year a curious ruling as to the standing of 
a yolunteer puts the council in the position of disqualifying 
a member of a volunteer organization as not being a volun- 
teer, even when his name appears in good standing on the 
roster. The “old uns” are’ indignantly aroused over the 
matter, and it is not unlikely that some modification of the 
rule will be made. 

One of the most marked features of the present meeting is 
the concession on the part. of the council that the Snider rifle 
is not a fit weapon of precision at this time. It has been 
pushed aside by a better arm, and this particular better arm 
is the Martini-Henry, which is now permitted in all military 
matches. Itis not unlikely that the Snider, which is the 
recognized arm of the volunteer force, may be called in, and 
the better Martini-Henry used in its stead, a change which 
only paves the way toa later change when the rifle which 
is now being sought for by the regulars shall have proven 
its superiority to the present Martini-Henry. The permis- 
sion to use the Martini in place of the Snider gives universal 
Satisfaction, for besides saving the lugging of two weapons 
to Wimbledon there is an assurance of better scores under 
worse weather conditions than could possibly be made with 

. the large-bored Snider. 
The marking has undergone a modification in the way of 

simplification, and there is a constant approach to that com- 
ing perfect target which shall be selimarking, where the 
services of a man in the pit shall be dispensed with and the 
agency of electricity come in to tell the tale of each shot, 
promptly and accurately. The targets at Wimbledon for 
seyeral years past have been made of canvas, with a dummy 
target which was pushed up above the parapet when a shot 
was made, and which carried with it a marking disk placed 
approximately over the spot hit and signifying the value of 
the shot. Then upon the raising of the real target a small 
patch is seen inserted in the shot hole, which, to the marks- 
man with a glass, enables an exact record of the shot to be 
made. The new scheme does away with the dummy target 
as showing the place of the shot, The value only is given 
for the regular record keeper, while the small shot hole or 
Bland ‘patch is retained as a guide to the man shooting, 
The prize list, as usual, is a tempting one, and consider- 

able care has been exercised in its make-up. There are yal- 

uable aggregate prizes which are not oft to be won by a 
fluke, and while class competitions are provided in plenty 

there are an abundance.of all-comers matches, both for mili- 
tary and sporting rifles, 

The range itself has its old arrangements, a plenty of reg- 
ulars to assist in the butts and at general work, while the 
Canadians are at their old place with an Indian team from 

the service in that far away colony, There are changes in 

the personnel of the staff, Sir Henry Wilmot replacing Lord 
Brownlow as Chief of the Executive. 

The first week of the meeting was not a yery satisfactory 

one in a shooting way, for the wind was unruly and the 

weather generally mixed, The shooting went off without 

mishap, and while big scores were not the rule, the figures 

and the firmanent taken together, showed good shooting 

skill. .A tour of the camp by a military man would suggest 

many very good things, while the stay of a fortnight would 
enable a shooting man to pick up.a thousand and one 

wrinkles about rifles and score gathering, 

An Unknuyp Counsneinor.—Two Vermont ‘Canucks, 

arrested for seining and conyicted of the crime, are now 

pining in the Addison county jail, They were egged on by 
prominent lawyer of the county, who assured them that 

they might net all the fish they wanted to and he would see 
them safely out of it. But instead of that he has only seen 

them in. A correspondent asks what we think of such a 

man, It would no doubt be a good thing if the counsel 

were keeping his client’: company in Addison county jail. 
But perbaps the Canucks will have something to say to the 

legal luminary when they get out; so his punishment may 
be at hand. 

CALIFORNIA Durr are killed by the skin-hunters at an 
alarming rate. Mr, N. £. White, of the Sacramento Sunday 

Capital, relates that within one week after the opening of 

the present deer season in that State he saw in San Francisco 

a truck-load of 450 well-dried deer skins from Michigan 
Bluffs, in Placer county. The skins were of deer which had 

been slaughtered by Indians, employed by hide dealers, in 
the spring. California sportsmen through their State Associa- 
tion are doing what they can to correct these shameful 
abuses, but it is plain that they need more help from the 
State, 

Uncir Lisua’s Saor,—In response to several inquiries 
we reply that we hope to hear further from Uncle Lisha’s 
Shop, perhaps in the fall, when the crops have all been 
gathered, and the author finds leisure to continue his 
sketches, 
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Che Sportsman Canrist. 
WITH THE PILCHARD FISHERS. 

what the pilchard really is. 

name. 

mak-r-rel,” 

indented coast. 
houses, wherein the rude forefathers of the hamlet dwell, 
but in tarry sheds for fish drying and a fleet of big-beamed 
pilchard boats drawn upon the beach their pride is centered, 
and the quality of the village proclaimed. Many of such 
villages, standing in amphibious contentment with ‘‘one foot 
in the sea and one on the land, to one thing (¢. ¢. pilchards) 
constant ever,” are perfect little gems for the study of an 
artist, and not a few of them have lent subjects for canvases 
in the Academy and Salon. Many a quiet nook is there 
along this coast which would laugh to scorn the fairness of 
their Normandy and Brittany rivals over the sea, and with 
their neat little white houses, thatched or roofed with red 
tiles which time and moss soon clad in somber tints, their 
nets festooning the winding’ streets, their tarry sheds and 
painted boats, aud the many flowers which bloom in the 
mild climate of Cornwall, these fisher hamlets surrounded 
by some of the finest scenery in England are rich beyond 
comparison in coloring. 

I am looking out now on just such a Village as this that I 
have described, lying half hidden in the blue hollow of a 
landlocked inlet, and flanked by rugged precipices which 
shut out from it all the world save the sea in front. Down 
to it leads from the heights above'a bridle-path, fraught with 
grave danger to the inexperienced, and a sight to haye filled 
with elation the heart of any one being beneficiany expect- 
ant under the insurance policy on the descender’s life. In 
parts it is so steep, and so eccentric in its sudden twists and 
turns, that to walk along it like a god of old story come 
down from the home of his rest, were impossible; you must 
content yourself with walking like a muchly bewildered 
and nervous mortal coming down to homes, which, if you 
eycr reach in safety, you would thank your happy stars. It 
was here that I have just assisted for the first time at the 
catching of a school of pilchards; and it is with great delight 
that I have welcomed the experience of a new phase of the 
English fisheries, after awaiting it for many days. I haye 
been staying in the neighborhood, and have madeéit my daily 
habit to wend down the narrow pathway to the village, at 
much risk to my neck and everything but my determination 
to witness some pilchard fishing, The village has been full 
of charm for me, and its life so simple and natural, that I 
have willingly passed the majority of my time among its 
scenes, chatting with the queer old fishing folk, as they 
mended their nets, painted their boats, gazed furtively at the 
signs of the weather, or philosophically smoked while they 
descanted on their views of things in general; and many 
strange ‘‘yarns” have they had to tell me in return for tales 
of the outer world, and in their company much ozone have 
I absorbed internally and much tar externally. 

But the day of rejoicing came at last. Some inspiration 
had led me to seek my quiet haunt.earlier than usual, and 
when I reached the beach its wandering spirits in muchly 
patched nethers and red ochre colored jerseys had hardly 
got wellinto the prefatory pipes of the morning. Some 
good-natured chaif about wanting to wake the sleepy 
pilchards up and tell ‘em that London was bigger than all 
the towns of Cornwall put together had to be met in the en- 
counter, and anxious inquiries as to whether I had walked 
down the ‘“‘devil’s slide” (as that fearsome path was aptly 
called) in a fit of somnambulism, had to be denied, and my 
mind sorely exerted for so early an hour in concocting 
repartee. But for all this it was lucky I was up betimes or [ 
should have lost my pilchard experiences of the day. We 
had barely got off our salutations, and I had received my 
usual answer in reference to the state of the weather, ‘Weel, 
its muggy-like atowards the hill, but there don’t look to be 
no wind in the sky,” when the faint echo of a shout from 
the crag above us caused us all to look up, Sure enough 
there on the cliff top, where a watchman was stationed to 
warn his comrades below when he should sight pilchers 
(whose location he could easily descry by the dark patch 
which the school makes upon the water), was the tiny figure 
of a man gesticulating wildly with the branch of a tree which 
he pointed seaward. No need for him to continue at his 
maniac dance long, for the chorus of hallooing which 
ascended to his olympian heights was a brave albeit discord- 
ant acknowledgment of the long hoped for signal, and once 
this babel of welcome had been given there was no further 
attention paid to him for the present. 

In a couple of minutes all the village had turned out, agos 
with excitement and expectation—for with pilchards as with 
hares the adage holds good that you must first catch, then deal 
with them as you will, And now the village, which had hereto- 
fore been so quiet and peaceful, developed the most maryvel- 
lous latent energy. Hurry and bustle were everywhere, and 

aA SBOE GE pilchard fishing has been so time-honored 
an industry in the southwest of England and along the 

opposite French coasts, and so much has been written and 
said on the subject, it would still appear to be a moot point 

Some advoeate his claim to be 
classed as a distinct species of fish, while others, and they 
are many, maintain that he is merely the juvenile represen- 
tative of some denizen of the deep already dubbed with a 

The majority, perhaps, lean toward this latter 
opinion, and it seems to be generally considered that the pil- 
chard, as a pilchard, is a delusion and 2 snare, and that 
when he grows up he will be recognized as a mackerel, His 
title of pilchard is, in fact, a superfluity from which the 
owner will seck to rise to loftier things, as the pickerel which 
devours his brother, hoping thereby to attain the dignity of 
being a pike. Does not the all-mentioning Shakespeare throw 
his quill, like the Goth’s sword, into the disputed scales 
when he says: ‘‘A husband is as like to a fool ag a mack- 
erel is to a pilchard—the husband’s the bigger’? Certainly 
the general appearance of the pilcher would justif y his own 
portion of the simile, and it may well happen that in his 
maturity and the fulness of eyents, he may come to be 
hawked about the east end of London on the head of an 
itinerant mortal of the Bill Sykes type, yelling, ‘Yar fres-sh 

But be the pilchard’s descent what those having authority 
may agree upon, the industry that his catching, drying, salt- 
ing, packing and exporting affords to the fishermen of those 
coasts which his fastidious tastes induce him 10 patronize, is 
a very great and profitable one, Indeed it is almost solely 
in one or other of the various items which the industry in- 
volves that the many fishing villages from Land’s End to 
Torquay find the means of livelihood. All who baye wan- 
dered in this out of the way limb of England will remember 
the quaint little cluster of houses which here and there peep 
from among the rocks of each bay and cove in this much 

Seldom do they boast more than a dozen 

: 

the air was thick with orders, which no one tut their p 
ticular progenitor dreamt of obeying, all being far too occ 
pied with their own part of the business, St. Peter, as if 
patron saint of the fishermen, must—and 1 write it modest. 
—have fingered his golden keys to see the way his followe 
struggled, and panted, and labored to push the unwiel¢ 
pilcher boats into the water. For the pilcher boat is no Tigh) 
toy. Itis more like the sort of thing which Cmsar well 
Briton-fishing in than an ordinary boat, and has nearly 2! 
much beam as length. Tt will hold an indefinite amount @ 
men, oars, masts, sails, nets, and with good luck, pilchards. 
and altogether is quite an unique craft. As soon as one 4 | 
these had been successfully launched, we hastily piled i 
such necessaries as were not already aboard, and then hurtie 
off to another. There were four altogether to be run dow 
the shelying beach into the water, and a variety of odds an: 
ends to be placed in each, but from the moment when thi 
warning shout of the watchman on the cliff had broken i 
upon our morning gossip to the time when everything wa: 
prepared for the start barely half an hour had elapsed 
Directly things were ship-shape, the sailors got into the boats 
and as each crew secined to have been previously arrangediyy 
there was no time lost over this proceeding. Seeing that mj 
fayorite sailor—a bluff old subject of Neptune, who h 
lived all his life upon seaweed and pilchards, or his fa 
could never have matched the ruddy glow of his trousers — 
was skipper of the “‘leader” boat, T tumbled in with him ands 
his crew, and the nets, barrels, oars, and general assortment 
of animate and inanimate objects which made a delightfully 
chaotic mosaic at the bottom of the boat. | 

All was now ready, and so, with a long shove and a strough 
shove and a shove all together, we pushed ourselves off from 
the shore and got under weigh. But what wind there was 
hardly made itself felt in this landlocked bay, only lazily 
flapping the sail set forward with tantalizing weaknéss, and 
so we had mainly to trust to our oars. These we pulled withy 
as much vigor as though the ghosts of galley masters were 
threatening us, and with their help soon reached the open 
sea, where ‘‘a wind that’ followed fast” eased our labo: 
somewhat, Hither and thither the watchman on the cli 
pointed our course with the leafy branch of a tree as the 
school of pilchards changed their playing ground, and a 
wearisome dance those finny players kept us at, Fora long 
time we rowed and sailed about trying to reach the movin, 
shoal, which as yet we had never sighted, and the position of 
which we could only judge by the watchman’s faithful 
branch; but at lengtha shout from one of the boats announ 
that the occupiers had found its whereabouts, With re 
newed energy the boats now pushed forward in the direction 
indicated, and it was not long before all could see; still som 
half mile ahead of us, the dark cloud-like shadow on th 
water which told where the pilchards were playing. _ ’ 
And now as we neared the school much bustle was visible 

in all the boats, where everything was being made ready for 
a big take. Orders were shouted across the water and th 7 
men became more and more business-like and cool, although! 
intensely excited by the sight of the broken water ahead 
where the fishes were disporting themselves, or perhaps 
ing chased by other fish, or may be waging war uponey, 
smaller fry in the battle of survival of the fittest. In the 
capacity of ‘‘leader” the duty of commencing proceedings 
deyolyed on us, and we were, therefore, allowed, on apa 
proaching the shoal, to sail ahead of the other boats, two ofe 
which brought to, while the third followed us to be of ass 
ance in case of need. Slipping gently overboard one endo 
the enormous net which we carried, to which was attacl 
a buoy, we sailed along the outskirts of the school, letti 
trail out behind us the coils of net which were stowed aw 
in the bottom of the boat and ran out over a wheel in the 
stern. These pilchard nets are often of extraordinary length 
though of no very great depth, and are necessarily made 
very strong, while at the same time they have to be con 
structed of the most delicate materials, and with extremelyay 
small meshes. Such a net is, of course, a very expensive 
article in the outfit of a pilchard fishing village, and I hayew 
been told that four or fiye thousand dollars is by no mean 
an unusual price for one, 

But while we are making this digression, the buoy we hae 
left in our wake has been picked up by one of the stationary | 
boats, and we have sailed round three-quarters of the shoalyy 
dropping the fateful net over our course. But at this crisiay» 
the net gives out. We could almost have reached the ot 
end, but a miss being as good as a mile, the other boat hai 
to be called ulongside, and the task of finishing the circle in 
trusted to it. With its own net attached to ours, the re 
mainder of the trap is soon laid down, and the two ends joinet 
at the original starting point. Thereis thus completeda 
wide circumference of net, buoyed here and there to h 
it up to the surface, and sinking down to a depth of sey 
yards. Inside this is playing the main portion of the school, 
all unsuspecting the perfidy of man and ‘silliness of li i) 
fishes.” But their ignorance is not permitted to remain) 
bliss Jong, for our boat, as the biggest beamed one, and there | 
fore capable of withstanding the strain better, commences tof 
gather In the ends of the net which imprisons them. Hf 

After a while the water grows rapidly more mottle d, iy 
freckled, and splashed as the alarmed fish begin to show | 
they are aware of the treachery around them, and at the sight i 
of this the other boats join us in gathering in the heayy bur- 
den. What a time it is as the meshes, laden with fish, — 
are dragged in over the sides oi the boats! We wade in ~ 
water, pilchards, seaweed, nets and the many strange things 
which live on the surface of the sea. We have apparently 
turned into finny monsters of the deep, like those we perse- 
cute, and from head to foot are beflaked with the scales of © 
our victims. The boats, which but a short time since had 
looked like tarry blots upon the bright sea, now sparkle and if 
glisten with their freights, and seem to be loaded to the gue 
nel with mercury, which runs in streamlets into every cranny 
as the excited sailors draw in the full nets. What jovial 
congratulations as the last bend is taken in, and the depth 
to which the boats have sunk in the water tells to all t 
yalue of the catch. ! 
We have soon freed the boats from one another and ad 

justed their cargoes, and then, with much shouting from 
oat to boat, make our ladened way back to the little portin Wj 

the cliff-sheltered bay. The village wives and all who were 
left have turned out on the beach to welcome us, for they 
have long since learned the news of our success from the 
watchman on the hill, and when the boats haye been rug 
ashore and their crews have Junded there is a wild scene of | 
triumph and pent-up jubilation. All the anxieties of the 
little village are temporarily ended, and the careful watching 
of the sea rewarded with the certainty that now they ha 
in abundance food, a marketable commodity, and the where 
Withal to ply the various trades connected with the pilchard 
industry, For not alone is the pilehard pete to the 4 er ‘fie 
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dissimilar habits. It would be just as proper to callit a 
flying mouse, but flying squirrel if will be called to the end 
of time, I suppose. 

This little animal seems quite contented in confinement, if 
well fed, sleeping the day through, but very lively during 

many eager markets, or salted for the island towns, cr dried 
for winter use, or packed in barrels to be forwarded to the 

-2reat hungry stores of London, but nowadays the pilchard 
may be found in all lands, lurking im a tinned case in a sea of 

| oil with a few brothers and bay leayes for company. An 
| all-pickling age respects not his native choice, and it is whis- 
pered—though this I, as a partial enthusiast, and the pil- 
chards as ‘‘aboye such things,” are loath to believe—it is 
whispered, I say, that not a few of the sardines a Phuale, 
Which purport to come from France, in reality looked their 
last-on life as pilchards in the meshes of a Cornwall net, — 
Kunance Haven, Cornwall, England, June 28. B. A. 

Satuyal History. 
THE HUMMING BIRD. 

(Trochilus Colubris). 

FINE shrill lisp of the crickets and the piping of the 
myriad insect voices, that have made the woods throb 

with their music during the night, is hushed; and all these 
little imps of darkness are tucking themselves snugly away 
among the “weeds and grasses, and under the sticks and 
‘stones, ther& to snooze until the cool of the next twilight. 

The sky is beautifully clear, and it seems as though the 
stars were burning with more than their wonted brilliancy. 
Venus is flashing splendor from the heavens, and now aad 
Again a thrill of admiration at her wondrous beauty runs 
through the groye, and reaches us ina faint murmur from 
‘the tréetops. A heavy mist, that all night long has slept in 
the lowlands, is ‘‘folding its tents like the Arabs, and as 
Ailently stealing away” in long, white streamers, that vanish 
in the still air as we watch them. 

The east is bright with the coming day, and shafts of 
‘pearl-colored light are already pointing toward the zenith. 

here are the birds? the little ‘‘bright-eyed woodfolk?” 
Listen! And from out the shadows conies the plaintive voice 
of little Phoebe, with afew soft notes of welcome to the 
morning. The swamp robins, awakened hy the sweet voice, 
are soon heard, and their rich sympathetic song is full of 
the secret charm of the woods. Voice after voice is now 
joining with its little mite of praise, until, from field and 
‘crest, is rising the matin chant of the birds, Af last the 
sunbeams are clancing through the leaves, chasing the 
shadows that lurk there, and lighting up the dew drops that 
tremble and glisten from every twig. All nature is music! 
Another day is begun! 

Cosily sitting in the very tiniest little nest, so soft and 
elastic that even her delicate phimage is unrufiled by contact 
With iis moss-covered sides, we find our humming bird. 
High on the guarled and twisted branch of a dogwood, she 
has built this fairy home, and therein, with the overhanging 
leaves for a canopy, the little syIph is brooding. How shall 
I describe the cunning little structure? A few weeks ago, 
the building it was commenced, but on such a small scale 
that the foundation was laid ere the site was discovered by 
us. Soft pufis from the blossoms of oak and chestnut, 
bits of the softest brown fungus, and scraps of gray 
‘mosses, that grow in secret places known only to these little 
| fairies, were worked into the walls, and gradually the little 
‘cuj-lke house approached completion, Little flakes of 
lichen and bark, veritable diminutive clapboards, were next 
added, and the task was finished. There it rests, tis mossy 
covering harmonizing so well with the tree bark, as to con- 
céal it from all but the closest observer, and often, though 
knowing its location so well, [ haye missed it for an instant, 
so cunningly isit placed. A dead twig projects from the 
branch a few inches to one side, and here the little wood 
sprites frequently perch. There is the male now, his ruby 
throat all ablaze as a Sunbeam covers him for an instant with 
‘gold. See him edge up to bis little darling! And now as 
‘he snuggles close beside her, he is evidently telling her where 

§ her breakfast is waiting in the trumpet flower be tapped for 
her last night, and which is half filled with nectar this 
morning, accumulated drop by drop during the cool hours 
of darkness, Like a flash she is off, and he takes her place, 
to keep the chill from the tiny eggs. 
These frail little creatures have gradually become accus- 

tomed to my presence. At first they were nervous and would 
‘cease work, while one or the other would dart down to 
within five or six feet of me, and there, poised on its whirring 
wings, closely inspect the intruder, uttering the while sundry 
peeps and curions little cries. Now that they are convinced 
that no harm is intended, they do not even leave the nest at 

} my approach. 
What a dream life is theirs! Gliding in zigzag lines over 

the-flower beds, now suspended almost motionless over a lily 
bloom, now racing with the humble bees for « honeyed 
prize, or dashing at the sparrows and robins, and speedily 
putting them to flight with the fury of their onset. What 
they do or where they go when it storms I do not know; but 
at the first returning sleam of sunshine they are back again, 
With the rapidity of thought, sipping the rain drops from 
‘the flowers. And when bed time comes, what wonderful 
Stories of the sunlight the little things must. tell each other, 
as cuddling Glose up there in the dark, they listen to the 
croon! croon! croon! croon! of the insects, and watch the 
fireflies guiding tle moths among the trees by the light of 
their torches. WiLMor. 

“NOTES ON THE FLYING SQUIRREL. 
HE very interesting article ou the flying squirrel, in 

a late issue, by Dr. Gibbs of Michigan, is very good, so 
far as it goes, but is, in some respects, liable to mislead the 
student, This little rodent, Pleromys volucellu, is very 
abundant in this part of Illinois, though being a strictly 
night or twilight animal, itis not often scen unless disturbed. 
We boys, when out ‘coon hunting of a.warm night in early 
futumn, bad a good chance to observe how plentifnl it was 
When we built a bright fire so as to be able to ‘see the coon 
mp the tree.” When we did this, the air would at times 
seem alive with Pleromys, flitting from tree to tree, and 
uttering their querulous squeaks. I found some years ago 
the tails of twenty-eight of these little animals under one 
“stub” of a tree, that had been there killed and eaten by 
some enemy, probably an owl. ' They do not always nest 
and rear their young in boles in tree stubs, as the Doctor's 
article would lead us to believe, fori have found several 
rearing their young in nests built by birds on bushes, I do 
pot say forsaken birds’ nests, for 1 do not Know but Pieo- 
mys droye the birds from their nests and oceupied them 
olens volens. 
| The so-called flying squirrel is not a squirrel proper any 
more thanitis a trator a mouse, It belongs to the genus 

8, the squirrel proper to the genus Se’wrus, with very 

oe 7 ; 

taw flesh; when in confinement, it seems necessary to their 
health. In fact nearly all the rodents eat more animal mat- 
ter than is generally thought, The common little striped 
eround squirrels, both the timber chipmunk and the prairie 
gopher, genus Spermophilus, seem very fond of snails, at 
least I have often shot them with snails (univalves) in their 
pockets. When in confinement, the squirrels will dissect and 
eat a fresh-killed bird about as quickly as any animal of their 
size. : BYRNE. 
Lacon, Il, July 21. 

YOUNG LIONS ON THE BOTTLE. 

pa interested in lions may like to hear something of 
how the young ones are brought up in cases where 

from some cause the mother lacks the power to suckle them, 
or dies soon after their birth. I have had several cuses of 
the kind under my own care and haye also witnessed the 
experimenuts—sometimes successful, sometimes the reverse— 
of others, and will therefore give a chapter out of my own 
personal history. 

At the Zoological Gardens at Leipzig (Germany) we once 
had four cubs brought into the world by a young lioness, 
and as is sometimes the case, she had not sufficient milk for 
her babies and we were obliged to lose them entirely or try 
what bottle nursing would do. It was with considerable 
trouble that the young things were gotten out of the cage, 
for the mother made furious resistance and gave me several 
tastes of her claws in spite of the assistance of two of the 
keepers whom J had stationed on the outside, each armed 
with one of the long iron forks used for feeding, with which 
to keep the beast away from me during the remoyal. At 
last I suéceeded in getting all four out of the cage, and after 
placing them carefully in a basket, I took them home to my 
own rooms. 

The next step was to get. a large box in which I put some 
straw, covering it well with an old, soft rug, and after de- 
positing my strange pets in their new nursery, stood it near 
the stove so that they could enjoy the warmth, 

Then came up the feeding question. I took an empty 
wine bottle, bought several India rubber nipples—such as 
are used for human babies—and made arangements with the 
milkman for the increased size of my family. 

At feeding time I filled the bottle with milk slightly 
warmed, to which I added as muck sulphur as could be 
taken upon the point of a penknife, and tried my experiment. 
To my delight the little beasts took lovingly to their new 
way of feeding and evinced a decided love ‘‘for the bottle.” 

At first I used to feed them every four hours, keeping this 
up until they were six -weeks old, after which time every 
five hours was often enough as long as they were on their 
milk diet. 
Knowing the importance of regularity in meal hours I 

bought an alarm clock, and every night set it to awaken me 
at the proper intervals, and if any observer had been at hand 
he would have smiled to see me engaged in my novel mater- 
nal experiment. Often have I sleepily turned out of bed at 
the sound of the alarm, douned my dressing’ gown, and 
seated myself on a low box, holding a bottle in each hand, 
while the cubs tugged at the ends, my own head nodding the 
while on my breast. As they grew older they became some- 
what expensive, as they bit through oyer two dozens of the 
rubber nipples before they left off the bottle. 
When first I took them in charge (immediately after their 

birth) they were about the size of Newfoundland pups, but 
in the course of six weeks they had nearly doubled in weight, 
They also began at this age to be very amusing in their 
antics, ond used to fight so vigorously for their first turn at 
the bottle that I used to be obliged to take them singly out 
of their box in order to feed them comfortably. 

As soon as their teeth were strong enough I gave them 
young chickens and pigeons to eat, which change of diet 
seemed to meet with their entire approvel, Of course the 
birds were given in a raw state. At the Zoological Gardens 
of Dresden, where a similar attempt was made, the entire 
litter was lost through feeding upon cooked meats instead of 
raw, Naturally, in the matter of dict, one must adhere as 
closely as possible to the food they would haye had in their 
native Jand and wild condition. 
By the tine the cubs were three months old I used to let 

them run round the room, and one cannot imagine anything 
funnier than the way they played together. They would 
roll over each other and tumble about as though there was 
not a bone in their whole little soft bodies, Sometimes one 
would manage to climb up on a chair, which was a signal 
for the others to rush and try to dislodge him froto his 
stronghold, but he would frequently hold the situation for 
several minutes before they could rout him, and then, when 
he did come down, the “grand and lofty tumbling” would 
begin afresh. 
When they had reached the age of four mouths, [returned 

| them to the gardens, where they were put in a cage and 
amused and delighted many visitors by their playfulness. 
They were subsequently sold to another garden, where they 
are doing very well. My labors were often very arduous, 
and my anxiety great; for I loved my pets and had their 
welfare greatly at heart, but the abundant suecess that 
crowned my efforts more than repaid me for the trouble they 
had given, 

Tne experiment has been tried of putting young cubs to a 
cat, but this has very seldom succeeded, as there is rarely 
milk enough for their wants, nor does it seem to agree with 
them. After a few weeks of such uursing they die from a 
softening of the bones, which is a very frequent and deadly 
disease among the young of all wild animals, 

Ti would naturally be imagined that lions “‘brought up by 
hand” would be much tamer than those captured in their 
native homes, but such is nof the case, and the most fierce 
and vicious that haye passed through niy hands have been 
those born in captivity. J. 8. W. 

: 

Toar Frorma “‘Orcur.’—A Jacksonville, Fla., corre- 
spondent says: ‘‘Your correspondent who seeks to identify 
a Floridian orchid hy comparing it to the passion flower can 
hardly haye enough of botanic knowledge to warrant him in 
saying that the plant referred to is an orchid. The two are 
about as dissimilar as planig can be. In remembrance the 
wide-spreading flowers of the Hpidendrum venosum mizht 
have become sufficiently amplified to suggesi the comparison, 
but he would haye described that asa plant with bulbous 
roots growing upon trees. Its popular name is ‘wild 
shallot.’”” 

toost of the night. I haye found all the rodents very fond of } 
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A Sea Lion on a Rampace—Thousands of persons. 
yesterday visited the sea lions in Druid Hill Park. The 
margin of the extensive pond in which they are kept was 
crowded several persons deep the whole afternoon, and the 
stretch of road overlooking the pond was packed with 
vehicles. The mother sea lion was belligerent, and tried to 
get out. Her keepers had reneatedly to thrust her with 
whips back into the water. She did get out Saturday 
morning and made it very livety in the park. About sunrise 
Mr. Fisher, the gatekeeper of the Green Spring Valley 
entrance to the park, notified Captain Cassell of the appear- 
ance of the sea lion in that vicinity, Captain Oassell, with 
assistants, hastened to the locality and found the animal 
trying to force an entrance through a flogd-gate into the 
premises of Poole & Hunt, Spanish mackerel is a favorite 
dish with sea lions, and Captain Cassell used a quantity of 
the food in Juring her up from the woods, She was very 
wicked and spiteful, She followed to eat the fish which 
were thrown down at intervals of about ten feet. The effort 
was to keep her from intermediate ponds, and get her baclk 
into her old quarters, but when she got near the first carp 
pond she dashed in. Before her body was all in the pond 
she caught a 16-inch carp, and in as many minutes had 
seven more of about the same size. She was yery hungry, 
und it is thought she caught all the carp in that pond large 
enough to breed. As eyen Spanish mackerel would not lure 
her from such good fishing grounds, her maternal instincts 
Were appealed to. Her cub was brought up and laid on an 
adjacent hill, He was made to bellow by tickling, She 
answered and followed across country as the cub was moved. 
On reaching No. 4 carp pond in this way she went into it, 
and would pay no further attention to the cub’s bellowing. 
She grew even more ugly, and would rush at any one who 
came near the edge of the pond. She was very quick in 
her movements, and the snap of her jaws could be heard 
some distance. Captain Cassell at this stage went for Buck 
Taylor, the lasso man of the Buffalo Bill troupe. Mr. 
Taylor did some beautiful throwing of the rope, and lassoed 
‘the animal repeatedly, but whether at one or the other 
extremity, the rope slipped from her smooth surface, She 
was finally gotten out of the pond and went back toward 
Poole & Hunt’s. The prescription of Captain Eastman. 
who brought her from the Pacific coast, was now given her 
by thrusting the straw end of brooms in her face. She was 
forced back into No. 4. pond and the lassoing repeated, On 
being forced from this retreat she followed her bawling cub 
to the pond from which she had escaped. She passed by a 
gap that had been made for her entrance and stood up on 
her tail flukes to the frail fence five feet high. She put her 
left front fluke on top of the fence, as an athlete would use 
his hand in jumping a bar, and then sprang over the fence 
into the water, The fence, made of three eighth inch stuff 
and put together with sixpenny nails, shook badly, but there 
was no break. She immediately took her cub in her arms 
and rolled over and over in the water with if and soon 
coming ashore gave it a good meal, The animal ate about 
sixty pounds of Spanish mackerel Saturday while being 
tolled, in addition to all the carp she caught in the ponds. 
Yesterday morning she ate sixteen pounds of Spanish 
mackerel, and in the evening a large crowd enjoyed seeing 
her consume sixteen pounds more of the same food.’ She 
caught many of the fish as cleverly asa “fielder” catches a 
ball. She seemed in excellent health, though possibly a 
little heavy from the big feeding of Saturday.—Ballimore 
Sun. 

A Lunar Rarsow.—Utica, N. Y., July 24—Haditor 
Forest and Stream; The other night a party of us were on 
our way up West Canada Creek in this State. I was walk- 
ing at, the time for a change, as it was an all night’s ride, by 
the light of a full moon, now and then coming in sight of 
the creek, with its water hurrying as fast as, we to a destina- 
tion. There was a thick fog filling the valley, and as we 
passed along through it I discovered a bow like a rainbow, 
not as distinct as by sunlight, but plain enough to discern 
the arch and some of its beautiful colors, Our course at the 
time was about northeast, wilh the moon at our back, I 
neyer saw the like before, Perhaps the lay of the land and 
yalley would have something to do with it. I have read in 
Forrest AND STREAM of fog rainbows from the sunlight. 
I would like to know if any of the craft have ever witnessed 
the moonlight rainbow.—C. M. H. [ln 1855 we saw ..a lunar 
rainbow in Iowa during a snow storm, and again in 1879 we 
saw one in mid-ocean. } 

Swans ty Intiors.—T wo fine adult swans were killed in 
this neighborhood last spring. One of them alighted with a 
flock of domestic geese within our city limits, and was 
sneaked up to and potted. It proved to be anaged individual 
of Cygnus americana, the whistling swan, It had great 
spread of wings, seven feet eight inches, and was seven feet 
two inches in length from tip to tip. The other alighted in 
a little pond right in the city of Peoria and was shot wilh a 
revolver. This was a fine specimen of (. buccrnator, the 
trumpeter swan. The first 1 think had dropped out of a 
migrating flock from the weakness of old age, the other had 
probably been wounded, Swans now seldom alight in the 
Lilinois River, but in “‘ye olden time” they painted it white 
each spring and autumn.—BYRNE, 

Allow me to answer 
the query of “‘M. M, 5,” in your issue of the 10th inst., as to 
how turtles dig the hole in hard ground in which to lay their 
eges. My observation has been that on hard, clayey sround 
they dig it with their hind claws, stern foremost, wetting the 
hard clay with their urine to soften it. as they proceed. This 
was the habit of many if not all species along White River, 
in Arkansas, where there are no beds of sand above over- 
flow. Here, along the INimois River, where beds and banks ' 
of sand are common, | have not noticed this moistening 
process. Here the mother will often travel for miles to find 
a suitable sandbed for a nidus. —ByRNnw (Lacon, U1.) 

How Tortiums Lay THem Hees. 

ALBino BARN SwaLLow.—Hydeville, Vt., July 12.—On 
July 2, [saw ai bird that, when flying, looked to be pure white, 
and it was being constantly harrassed by some other 
swallows. It took a turn around near me, and I improved 
the opportunity to shoot it. Upon examination it proved to 
be a young barn swallow (Airundo erythrogastra herreorum), 
and evidently not long out of the nest, but was in yery fine 
plumage, a creamy white on belly, and upon the back more 
of a chalk white, but to the contrary of most albinoes, did 
not have pink eyes,—A. J. JomNson. 

A Waitt Buacksrrp,—l received for mounting, July 21, 
a purple grackle in pure white plumage, feet and legs flesh 
color, eye of the regulation color. Taken twenty miles east 
of this city.—A. M, Turts (Lynn, Mass., July 21). 
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Game Bag and Guy. 

OPEN SEASONS FOR GAME AND FISH. 
REVISED TO JULY 31, 1884, 

California. 
Grouse and quail, Oct. 1-March 1, Doves, June I-Jan. 1 

Wildfowl, at all times. Deer, July 1-Noy, 1, Unlawful to 
shoot female deer at any time. EIK and mountain sheep pro- 
tected at all times. 
_ Trout, April Noy. 1 (unlawful to take any of less than six 
inches in length). Salmon, Sept, 1-August 1 (except weekly 
close time from 12 o’clock Saturday nights to 12 o’clock Sun- 
day night). 

WITH THE DUCKS AT RICE LAKE, 
N the 20th of October, 1883, after fonr months of an- 

ticipalion, four of us, Frank, Will, Clare and Willard, 
all from the village of Rochester, near the city of Chili, N. 
Y., found ourselves aboard the train with bagrage checked 
for Charlotte, There we took the boat, and pitching, tum- 
bling and tossing in the roughest kind of a sea, Tearful lest 
We should find a ducking before we gota duck, we ploughed 
our way across Lake Ontario, and 12 o’clock midnight found 
us on the wharf at Port Hope, Ontario, Routing out the 
Custom House officer (who, by the way, proved to bea per- 
fect gentleman eyen at that trying hour, 1:30 A. M.), wehad 
our luggage duly passed, and then, forming ourselves into a 
committee of four, we marched to the hotel of the town, St. 
Lawrence Hall. After knocking on the door until we ex- 
pected to see all the windows fall out, we desisted, and began 
to skirmish around, when all of a sudden one of the party 
shonted cut Eureka, and we rushed to where he had disap- 
peared into the hotel through a side door which was found 
opened. Then commenced more fun; the porter’s gong was 
Tung, and nobody appearing, we marched upstairs with a 
lamp. Skirmishing around the halls we at last found the 
kitchen, and were just getting under good headway looking 
fora feast and working up an appetite, when somebod y 
shouts ‘Look out, you will be taken for burglars and get, 
shot,” and immediately the kitchen was deserted, Proceed- 
ing to the second floor and finding two choice rooms to suit 
our tastes, we furned in about 3 P. M. The next mornings 
we found the landlord, Mr. Mackie, in the office. Telling 
him of our exploit of the night before, bis remark was, “‘I 
thought I heard a noise.” Upon settling up we were allowed 
twenty-five cents off on each bill for acting as our own clerk 
and porter, 

Procuring a carriage, with a wagon for baggage, about 11 
A. M. we started for a fourteen-mile drive to Gore’s Land- 
ing, Rice Lake, where, after a very cold drive, we were wel- 
comed by Mr, and Mrs. Isaacs in true homelike style, and at 
last we are at our destination, After dinner, Tom Wallace 
is sent for and the prospects for the morning’s shooting 
talked oyer, Finally, everything being settled satisfactorily, 
we turn in early, so as to be on the ground by 4 A, M., 

Rice Lake is covered with rice beds, and wild celery grows 
very plentifully, so that it makes one of the best feeding 
grounds known for ducks on their way South, It is also 
covered with islands, so that a person can find plenty of good 
points for blinds. Monday morning opened bright and cold. 
The shooting was fair, and Frank and Will wilh Tom Wal- 
lace came in with twenty-six ducks. The party being sepa- 
rated, Clarence and Willard going with Isaacs, no count was 
kept of their shooting. They also left for home Friday, hay- 
ing only four days’ sport, Tuesday, fair weather and 
warmer; score for the two enns, twenty-two, Wednesday, 
cloudy with little rain; score, thirty-six. Thursday, warm 
and bright; score, eleven, Friday, cloudy and rain; score, 
thirty-three. Saturday, warm and pleasant; score, ten, 
The hours between 11 and 3 we devoted to taking views, 
Frank haying his camera, and succeeded in securing several 
good ones. Sunday was devoted to rest and inspection of 
the famous canoe works of Herald & Hutchinson, Mr, 
Hutchinson himself showing us around and exhibiting the 
models, etc. Monday, cold and rain; shot until 10 A. M., 
haying scventeen. Total score, seven days’ shooting, 155, 
mostly redheads and bluebills. Wesaw several flocks of 
mailards and canvas-backs, but did not secure any; we also 
had a number of whistlers. The redheads were large, hand- 
some birds, and so were the bluebills. Several fine speci- 
mens of redheads were brought home, of which I have in 
my dining-room one mounted on a panel by our skillful taxi- 
dermist, Thomas Fraine. 

BXPENSES OF THE TRIP. 

Rochester to Charlotte and return............ pad Aut by ata ast tase 
Charlotte to Cobourg and return Sb we wee et dn ee Cee ae 

Cobourg te Rice Lake and return 2.0.0.0... -2.002..4---000 esse 1 00 
Board, $1 pet day, 0 days) ce lee Se cee Ses potters 9 00 
Guide, $2.50 per day, or $1.25 apiece for two, 7 days,,......,.... 6 75 
Meals and lodging at Cobourg...,..........-,.-. noacp are he Bie 75 

otal. Gud ce POR a PAS RIAL EI ID. oils oy ATR GY $23 38 

This is for a ten-days’ trip, with a guide to do your work. 
As a general thing, I do not believe in guides; but no one 
should altempt to shoot at Rice Lake without first securing 
the veteran Tom Wallace. They tell at the lake that 
wherever Tom goes, there go the ducks, 

Starting for home Monday, we are delayed at. Cobourg by 
a furious storm on the Jake, so all we have to do is to sit on 
the pier and say “so near and yet so far,” being able to 
almost see home, and yet unable to reach it, We begin to 
wish we were back at Mrs. isaacs’s, eating delicious duck 
polpies, also first-class roasts, with fresh eggs and plenty of 
nice butter and milk, That’s the place for me. No hotel or 
tavern, when I can find a good home like the pleasant little 
brick house at the top of the hill, and such an excellent 
housekeeper as Mrs. Isaacs. We also sigh when we think of 
the charming paddles we had each morning, noon and night, 
for we took the canoe, and Tom the boat and decoys, he 
soing on ahead to secure a good hunting ground, while. we 
would follow, paddling along in the dark, singing, “One 
more river to cyoss.” 
Marching up town we find a scale, and discover that one 

has gained seven pounds and the other two. After satisfy- 
ing ourselves on this point, and afraid to wait longer for the 
tub, fearing we shall pine away what we haye gained, we 
decide to immediately start by train, so that we may reach 
home in time to exhibit our corporosity; and so we go around 
by the way of Suspension Bridge, which is a very pleasant 
ride along the shore of Lake Ontario, 

At Toronto we had fourhours; so hunting up friend Larry, 
with his aid we enjoy ourselves, and are only waiting for an 
oppertunity to reciprocate. , 

One little incident happened while riding from Toronto to 
the bridge. An old lady, one of the mother(in-law)ly kind, 
sitting opposite, observed my friend (who sometimes does 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

things absent-mindedly) take from his pocket and put into 
hismouth acigar, Immediately springing from her seat 
the old lady shouted, “I beg your pardon, sir, but smoking 
isnot allowed in this car,” My friend, somewhat startled 
for a second or so, finally recovered himself and replied that 
he ‘was not smoking; but said she, ‘I know better; I can sea 
you,” “‘l beg your pardon, madam, IT am not smoking.” 
“But I say you are; I can smell the smoke. O my poor 
nerves!” At which the laughter of the passengers actually 
drowned the hubbub of the train itself, When we reached 
Suspension Bridge the Custom House officer found nothing 
but duck decoysund baggage. Wearrived homeat11 P, M, 
tired and sleepy, Koxoxono, 
Burrawo, N, Y. 

EXPERIENCE WITH A PANTHER, 
SPENT the entire winter of 1877-78 in Brown’s Tract, 
with the well-known guides, Ed. Arnold and Jack Shep- 

pard. ‘We hunted panthers six weeks, and I killed three, 
The first one we treed I had to pick the ice off the lock of 
the rifle before 1 could shoot it. ‘Lhe bullet entered the right 
eye of the animal, killing it instantly. I told Arnold and 
Jack that [thought it pretty tame fun. ‘Wait till we find 
another one,” they said, ‘‘and you can wound it and haye all 
the fun you want with it,” 

Well, we started one a couple of weeks after, and the dogs 
treed it in a spruce tree, on the very edge of a rocky ledge 
about fifty yards high, In the meantime, the boys had 
talked so much about it being dangerous to wound a panther 
that I determined to give it a dead shot, but just as 1 pulled 
the trigger the animal raised its head and [ shot it in the 
neck. It fell out of the tree and rolled off the ledge, fol- 
lowed by the dogs, and ran into a fissure in the rocks at the 
bottom of the ledge, Soon we heard the dogs howling and 
we scrambled down the ledge several hundred yards further 
on, where it was not so precipitous, 
Then I advanced boldly toward the fissure. The dogs had 

by this time received several bad bites and scratches, and 
had drawn off. The ground sloped quite sharply “up to 
Where the panther was. I cocked the rifle and crouched 
along up within twenty feet of the fissure and then rose up; 
at the same time I saw the panther rise from a reclining: posi- 
tion. It opened its great wide mouth, and gave the most 
hideous howl Lever heard, Jt sounded like the roar of a 
lion Ina menagerie. For an instant I was paralyzed, then I 
shouted, “Gentlemen, I have seen enough,” and started to 
rim back to Arnold and Sheppard, but my snow shoes locked 
together and I tumbled into the snow, gun flying in one 
direction and hat in another, and expecting every instant 
that the panther would light on my back. Then Arnold and 
Sheppard came up, and looking cautiously into the fissure, 
saw the animal was dead. 

In regard to panthers howling or crying, Arnold, Sheppard 
and other old panther hunters say that they never heard them 
make any noise except when wounded. 

I wish I could have had an instantaneous camera with me 
that winter, Hvery time we trecd a panther, we would sit 
down and smoke, and take a good look at it. The animals 
intently watched every moyement of the dogs and kept their 
tails tremulously swaying to and fro, but didn’t seem to pay 
much attention to us. Je Was) 

STALKING THE MOUNTAIN SHEEP. 

NE day last fall the boys thought that a mountain sheep 
would be a change from ell and deer, on which we 

had been living for the past few weeks, I was detailed to 
fill the bill. 

About half way between the head and mouth of ihe Blue 
River there are what are called slaty points running to the 
river, and above them are tablelands, well covered with aspen 
and pine, and in the little parks among and on the edges of 
the cliffs the sheep graze, coming down to the river to the 
various licks; so it only requires 1 man to know their ways 
to cireumvent them, On the right bank there is one place 
which forms a horseshoe, about half a mile across, with the 
ends resting on the river, I camped in a cabin on the 
left bank, about a mile from the above place, and the next 
morning as soon as I could see 1 was scanning the ground 
with my field glasses and saw some fresh tracks on the south 
of a smali point, It had snowed about half an inch over 
night, and although snow may be a couple of feet deep 
around on the flats, yet it does not lie on the south on slaty 
ground; and the evening before the points were bare on that 
side, so there could be no mistake about the sign being fresh. 
I went up the river and crossed, and went around uatil I got 
on the hill above the horseshoe, on the top of which is some 
twenty feet of perpendicular rocks, up which no man could 
climb; but the sheep manage fo get upand down, Above 
the rocks it is an easy grade up to another bunch of rocks, 
some 500 or 600 yards further up, and so on to timber line, 

I took up the right side and on my way I saw lots of 
crouse, but they were too small potatoes, and when I stood 
above the cliffs I saw fresh beds made over night, so J took 
out my glasses and scanned the horseshoe below me, feeling 
sure I was above them and barring any accident of wind 
which chops and veers around in such places, the meat was 
mine. 

Finally | saw them down almost to the river feeding 
quietly in asmall gully. Tworams and one ewe came to 
my eye through the glasses in a small patch of grass.a few 
yards in area, I had to look long and carefully before I 
could make up my mind which way the wind sucked in 
that particular spot. Looking at the tall weeds and wild 
rye I finally decided, I went down the right of the 
horseshoe, having almost to go to the river to get below 
the perpendicular rocks, and then had to climb so as to get 
above the sheep. I crossed seyeral smal! cullies and points 
and came to where the sheep were feeding when last I saw 
them, Istalked them very carefully, buf no sheep were 
there. I slipped out of sight over the ridge and worked the 
small gully to the head of it and saw no fresh tracks 
leading out that way. My confidence was stronger than ever 
and all I was afraid of was the wiad. WhenI saw they 
were not above, I went back to where [ last saw them 
through my glasses and worked the gully down. I had not 
gone over twenty steps before I saw them lying down im a 
small patch of grass not over forty yards off and somewhat 
below me. Thad a small juniper bush before me, so I 
stepped a few inches to the right, when up stood a big ram. 
My Maynard found my shoulder, and at the crack the three 
broke for the point a little below them and across the gully. 
Tran down the point on which I was, and saw a ram and 
ewe looking down in the gully; they were about seventy-five 
yards off when I sent my ball to the ram, and her ladyship 
hung around and acted as foolish as any tame sheep ever 
did, giving me every show to kill her several times had I 
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wished, but two rams were enough. I ran down to the sully 
and found I had made center shots, both through the heart. 
They were in prime condition, had pretty horns, but not ex- 
tra large. I reached camp one evening and back home the 
next with two large mountain rams. This is what I call a 
successful hunt. - > Ripon, 
Camp, Mouth or tax Brug, i884. 

THE PERFORMANCE OF SHOTGUNS. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
Nine years ago I ordered a breechloader of one of our 

home makers. I ordered what Iwanted and got what I 
wanted; it cost more than it would to have bought of second 
hands, but it is the way to get a good pun. TI have tested it 
with both breech and muzzleloaders, so far it has not been 
equalled and it gives me perfect satisfaction, The test has 
been principally at short range, 24 and 40 yards. At 24 
yards the target was 5§x9 inches. Average of my gun for 
14 shots, 1113 pellets No. 6. The average of eight muzzle- 
loaders was from 15 to 35 pellets. Some of them I know to 
be good guns, having hunted with them for years, the charge 
was 2 drams of powder, 14 ounces shot. At 40 yards,30-inch 
circle, my gun, 200 pellets No. 6. -Three muzzleloaders - 
ranged from 60 to 132. A few shots were fired at a target 
the same as is used in gallery practice, it is the Creedmoor 
reduced to 76 feet; the outer circle is 7 inches; distance 24 
yards with No. 6 soft shot—90 to 121 pellets in 7-inch circle. 
With No. 8,108 to 212, I have four or five fargets 5x9, 
At 65 yards with No. 6, 18 to 14 pellets, with BB, 5 pellets, 
T have tested penetration in this way, I used a pamphlet, 
say one inch in thickness for a target, shooting breechloader 
at one side and the muzzleloader at the other, both guns 
being 12-gauge, 28-inch, 8-2; pounds weight, and loaded alike 
from same powder and shot. There were three leaves pene- 
tration in fayor of the breechloader. 

Luse this gun exclusively for wing-shooting, I do not shoot 
rabbits, nor squirrels; my reason for this is my rule never to 
shoot anything when out with a bird dog except what I 
want him to hunt. My charge for hunting is 8 drams powder 
and 1 ounce shot, changing size of shot according to game, 
distance, and season. I think many sportsmen load foo 
heavy; 6 drams powder is too large for a 12-gange, 8pound 
gun, besides it will not shoot near as well, and is not. as pleas- 
ant to manage, [can give some scores at birds in the brush, 
but never fired a shot at a trap and never attended a trap 
shoot. WING. 
Canton CrentRE, Conn, 

TRUE STORY OF A DEER HUNT. 
{ARLY last November a party of would-be deer slayers 

found themselves in the mountains of Hardy county, 
West Virginia. One of my companions and myself had already 
been guilty of killing deer, though, speaking for myself 
many more had been scared than hurt. Of course uene of 
us would miss such a big mark as a deer, and as to getting 
buck feyer—(I did not suggest such a thing as I was the 
lightest man in the party, and weight will tell), We were 
armed with shotguns and the proper loads were long debated 
and then each one loaded to suit himself. I shall not weary 
any indulgent reader with preliminary details but dive into 
my story. 

After a couple of days with unpropitious weather and bad 
luck, I got a shot at u pair of fawns which tried to fit their 
noses into the muzzles of my gun, Of course 1 missed them. 
T always get the first shot at a deer. I always miss him, 
Then if you will believe my kind companions I had buck 
ague. Of couse they would have killed them. I was con- 
demned as a duffer tit for nothing but to drive deer ont of a 
thicket and to such work L was set. In the course of my 
duties while I was separated from my companions, the latter 
had a chance to vindicate their skill. They walked upon a 
spike-buck and fairly cornered the poor fellow before either 
he or they knew il. The best shot of the party immediately 
missed his buckship, another set to work to change his 
buckshot for something more effective, and the third grace- 
fully put one buckshot into the animal’s brain. Now, don’t 
think that any one had buck fever, for all this happened 
under peculiar circumstances. The deer was in some laurel 
bushes. 

Of course before leaving I missed another deer, this time 
at longer range. He was about thirty feet off. I have great 
talent for placing buckshot in a safe place. Our friend who 
tried to change cartridges also distinguished himself again, 
but™did not miss. He only let a deer run away without 
shooting, “did not want to take him at a disadvantage, you! 
know.” And this is all. Perhaps the tale is not worth 
telling or rather I am about as qualified to tell it as to kill 
eer, 
Allow me in closing to recommend our stoppmg place to: 

any one desiring deer and turkey hunting in that part of the 
country. Our host, Mr. Thomas Wilson, of Capon Tron 
Works, Hardy county, West Virginia, was yery kind andi 
considerate, a good hunter, and being a Virginian of course: 
most hospitable. I forgive him forsaying, ‘‘Well, he did the: 
best he could, but if you put a boy or a duffer on a stand the: 
deer are sure to run out to him.” Just as though I could not 
have killed those deer if I had wanted to, 

Tt may interest some of your readers to hear that one of the 

us had ever heard of. 

WHERE THE GAME GOES. 
Niditor Horest and Stream: ; : 
Is it any wonder that wild pigeons are growing scarce?’ 

Some years ago I sent an item to Formsr AND STREAM rela- 
tive to a nesting in Hastern Indiana, The next week I re 
ceived a letter from a man in Central Ohio wanting to know 
all about the roost, and how to get atit. I gaye him as full! 
a report as I could, thinking that he probably was netting to- 
supply the demand for live birds, but I was reliably informed 
that not a live bird was shipped from the station, From 
fifty to a hundred men were engaged in netting pigeons, and: 
every pigeon had its neck broken, as it was taken from the: 
nest. They were then barreled up and shipped to the best 
market forsuch game. Sportsmen haye to bear the blame 
for the decrease in numbers of this pretty bird, when if the 
truth was known, the insatiable appetite of the people in 
our large towns and cities are at the bottom of it. 

Again, sportsmen lament the small numbers of our water 
fowl! in their regular spring and fall migrations, A party of 
sportsmen will spend probably one week among them twice 
each year, aud a party of four will bag in one week say one 
hundred, or if they are unusually plenty, two hundred, have 
a rattling good time, and go home feeling younger by some 
years, divide the game with friends, and immediately begin 

a= 

party shot a quail weighing nine ounces, the Targest ee ot. 
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talking up their next semi-annual hunt, The market hunter is 
fully eqnipped, and he will leaye his regular business for 
What he considers his haryest, As soon as ducks first make 
their appearance in the spring he will goto the shooting 
sromd, make camp, and prepare to ‘‘siay with them” until 
the flight is over, if it takes six weeks or two months, He 
will kill fifty to one hundred ducks ina day, And where 
do they goto? Just where the pigeons went. What does it 
mutter if Iowa does have non-export Jaws? It is easy to 
cross the river and ship from the other side. ' 

I don’t know a better way to proteet our game (of all kinds) 
than to utterly prohibit the traffic in it. States claim the 
tight to legislate for the protection of game; why not the 
same right to prohibit the sale of it altogether. Ii the idea 
is a good one let us pound sway at it until we get at least a 
uniform uon-export law, or, what would be yery much bet- 
ter, laws in all States that will totally stamp out the trattic, 

> Marx. 
Morning Sun, Towa. 

A WORD FOR THE HORSE. 

(re day last fall my brother was driving a little mare of 
Messenger and Morgan breed, hitched double with one 

owned by my father. In the wagon he had his gun and 
hunting accoutrements, and in his outside coat pocket was a 
.82-caliber revolver with an eight-inch barrel, every chamber 
of whieh was loaded with short cartridge. On the road he 
overtook an acquaintance and invited him to get in. Pass- 
ing through 4 piece of woods about eight miles from home 
they saw a grouse cross the road, and my brother took the 
gun and went into the woods after it, leaving the passenger 
in charge of the team. Before going he laid the revolver, a 
clumsy thing to carry in the pocket, on the wagon seat. 
Shortly after he left he heard the report of a pistol. When 
he started the team he noticed that the little mare did not 
respond as was her wont. Before he had gone a mile her 
disposition to lag was so decided that he got out to investi- 
gale, and he then found that a .32 bullet had entered her 
rump, parallel with and about eight inches to the right of 
the root of the tail, and had doubtless penetrated her vitals. 
His companion then confessed to haying shot her wi ile fool- 
ing with the pistol. They turned her loose, and gamely 
following her mate nine miles, she died in two hours after 
reaching home, “mourned by all who knew” her. 
Though she was a granddaughter of Crown Prince, in his 

day the ‘third best” trotter in the world, and was one of 
the most gentle and intelligent roadsters I ever handled, Ido 
not estimate her loss in dollars and cents; it is the manner of 
her taking off, and the impossibility of my replacing ler 
that grievyesme. But I owe firearms no grudge, and if this 
would only teach some of the “‘darn fools,” who handle 
them carelessly a lesson, that would save the life or limb of 
some human being, the little mare will not have died in vain, 

In a recent number of your paper, one of your most enter- 
taining correspondents put himself on record against the 
horse, and though I do not wish to provoke any controversy, 
L trust you will allow me, while on this string, to say a few 
words in reply, Iam no “sporting man.” J have seen some 
horse racing, but except once, when I saw John H. and run- 
ning mate, in attempting to lower the double team record, 
coyer one-quarter of a mile in thirty-two seconds, on Beacon 
Park near Boston, I haye always left the race course dis- 
usted. I propose to consider the horse from. the standpoint 
of alover of nature, and as a source of legitimate pleasure. 
If I owned Jay-Hye See 1 would not put him on a race 
course, yet [enjoy holding the reins over a level-headed 
machine-eaited 2:50 to 38-minute roadster during a “‘brush on 
the road,” where the unjust judge putteth not back, neither 
do “ringers” break in and steal. ‘‘The man who takes 
care of a horse is a slave.” What is there in the 
world worth haying, the possession of which does not 
entail trouble? Nothing that I know of. ‘‘When you are 
going like the wind behind a horse, you can’t see anything 
but the horse,” A horse is only flesh and blood, and cannat 
be driven fast all the time, though J admit that the way some 
of the “bloods” drive, when any one is in sight, might lead 
the uninitiated toform that opinion. I hate that way of show- 
ing off; though two very dearfriends of mine will go through |- 
a Village in saddle or wagon with a dash that would have 
done eredit to the James brothers. Haye some humanity, 
When you come to an inviting piece of scenery, pull up your 
horse, slack your reins and let him walk; and if you do not 
see more than if you were doing the work yourself, it is your 
own fault, If a walk carries you along too fast, stop him: if 
you wish to be alone, tie him up and leave him. 

_ “A horse as a8 means of locomotion, has a value, and for 
that purpose one is as good ag another.” If the writer of the 
aboye had eyer handled two such horses as our old Flying 
Dulehman and Canadian Charlie, he never would haye 
penned that passage. J once droye Dutchman six miles in 
twenty-four minutes. Hugh McLean drove him from Wood- 
stock to Salmon River, 100 miles,in aday. Dr. Flower 
drove him forty-cight miles without drawing rein, in five 
and a half hours, No one ever struck him in harness, On 
the other hand, Charlie could not be driven at a fiye-mile-an- 
hour gait, without as much work as would be required in a 
half a day’s thrashing witha poverty club flail. There is a 
difference in the value of horses as a “means of locomotion.” 
J admire a good locomotive as a splendid production of me- 
chanical art—a good horse as a work of nature. The man 
who truly loves nature, has to take the horse with the rest of 
the dose. j 

It is strange how inconsistent are some men of science, 
rofqund thinkers, deep lovers of nature. Thoreau, who 

laved beasts and birds as few men ever did, sneered at 
geology as ‘“a lot of old broken shells,” yet his contributions 
to science were of no more yalue than those of Lyell or 
Murchison, But I suppose this inconsistency is a wise pro- 
vision of Providence. It tends to develop learned specialists 
in some department of science, instead of sciolists, as men 
of my stamp, who are enthusiastic over anything they sup- 
pose to be beautiful, are only too apt tobe. A good horse 
is almost as valuable an adjunct to the outfit of a sportsman 
agsugood dog. Viewed from the standpoint of a lover of 
nature, he is oné of the noblest productions of a great Cre- 
ator, amd less often casts reflections on his maker than some 
of his human masters. He is intelligent, obedient and 
patient, meekly bearing usage that would exasperate a man, 

- when one blow from his hoof would send his tormentors into 
_ eternity. He is as far ahead of man in some qualities as 
tan excels him in others. See Frank Wilkeson’s account 
of the little white mare. 
_ “Wells” thinks there is little pleasure in a sleigh ride, and 
had I never lived north of Boston I believe I would think so 

too. But with us northerners it is the institution for which. 
re most sigh when we migrate to southern climes, Had I 

space I could cite, as an example, a piece of Texan experience. 
Here the snow is hard and the rivers frozen nearly all winter, 
The driving paraphernalia are always clean instéad of being: 
covered with mud asin summer, As for cold, we wrap up 
and laugh at it. My lest sleigh ride was on or about April 
8 of the present year, and the scene is burned as it were, on 
my memory. A pair of small gray horses hitched to a 
double-seated sleigh, skimming over the frozen river at the 
rate of twelve miles an hour; silyer dash rails and gongs 
glowing in the soft light of the most beautiful auroras, and 
the bells chitning even more musically than the rhythmical 
jingle in which Poe immortalizes ‘‘the sledges with their 
bells, silver bells.” Within that sleigh four light-hearted 
young people, who, thrilled by the weird grandeur of the 
swiftly passing scenery, sat motionless amid a silence only 
broken by the chimes, the telegraph patter of the horses’ feet 
and the low, long-drawn, ‘‘steady-y-y” of the driver, as 
“Johnny,” with his long stride, promised to lift his little 
mate off her feet. Such is the picture. ‘‘We are all 
changed.” One of that quartette is in Chicago, one is on 
the brink of the deep, dark yalley, one has crossed to the 
other side. One of the horses is dead, and ‘‘Johnny” and I 
remain like two trees of a different order that have been 
spared by the hurricane. I would give all my earthly 
possessions to be in a position to repeat that ride, ‘‘Senti- 
mentalist?” Well, perhaps, yet take the sentiment out of life 
and there would be a bigger vacancy than some holding 
opposite opinions will say fhere is in my heart. 

Ouirtron, New Brunswick. L. 1, Fuower. 

CLUBS AND CLUB GROUNDS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
You once asked the meaning of the movement by clubs 

to aeqnire possession and control of desirable club grounds, 
It must, be evident that a considerable number of the sport- 
ing fraternity, or at least some of the leading members of 
these clubs, have come to the conclusion that bona fide pro- 
tection for game under ordinary circumstances is impracti- 
eable, and that “‘the game must go,” and that quickly unless 
they can prevent its destruction by thus securing exclusive 
rights to certain favorite localities where it still frequents 
and may be protected by judicious management. 

Some of these parties are, however, no doubt actuated by 
purely selfish purposes in seeking to monopolize the best 
hunting grounds, and do not care a fig for the general good 
of the public or for preserving the game, except so far as for 
their own temporary amusement and benefit. It may also 
be regarded as some evidence of the increasing number of 
the wealthy men in the country and the growing popularity 
of field sports. 

Whatever may be the outgrowth of the movement, the 
responsibility, if any, rests with the people. Under our 
form of government unfortunately any legislation for rezu- 
lating and restraining the indiscriminate killing and taking 
of game animals, birds or fish, is regarded with high dis- 
favor and is unpopular with the masses, under the stupid 
and erroneous impression, that it is an unwarranted invasion 
and curtailment of their natural and inalienable rights in a 
free country. And hence the difficulty to be encountered in 
the way of getting stringent game laws eifacted, or enforc- 
ing them or of educating the public mind to a sufficient 
understanding and appreciation of the value and importance 
of game protection, There is a time coming, however, 
when no doubt there will be a change for the better in public 
sentiment, but it may be deferred until most of the game is 
exterminated. Like most of the savages who inhabit this 
country, the game of nearly every species is certain to disap- 
pear before the advance of civilization. Against the 
threatened monopoly by clubs of the best game resorts, there 
seems to be no present remedy, and as to the amount of good 
or evil they may accomplish, time will show, They may 
serve to bring a more speedy solution of the gnestion of 
“came” or “no game” in this country. J. W. 
DeEtRort, Mich, 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I was brought up in the country where there was plenty 

of small game, such as squirrels, rabbits, pheasants and a 
few turkey; and before I was able to hold a gun off-hand 
would steal off with the old rifie, and by resting the muzzle 
on a log or by the side of a tree, practice on the squirrels. 
My old rifle was about .38 or .40-caliber, shooting 80 round 
balls to the pound, and withit I could upset a ground hog 
at one hundred yards nearly every time, and once made an 
extra good shot and killed a wild turkey, which all of the 
old hunters of the neighborhood had been chasing for a week 
or more. After I was grown up, I was placed for ten or 
twelve years in a situation where I had no chanee for hunting; 
but twoyearsago, moving to where] could spend a little time 
occasionally, I returned to my first love and purchased a 
muzzleloading rifle. While it was a good sun, and ! could 
do good work with it, 1 was always reading in the columns 
of your paper discussions as to the relative merits of muzzle- 
loaders and breechloaders, and it seemed to me that the 
breechloader had the best of the argument. I then, after a 
good deal of inquiry and studying the opinions of the corres- 
pondents of your paper, concluded that a .40-caliber rifle 
would fill the bill for a general purpose rifle. So I purchased 
a .40-caliber, double set triggers Marlin, 60 grains powder 
and 260-srain ball. 
[had never fired a dozen shots with any breechloader, and 

unpacking my purchase, the first impressions were not good. 
While the gun handled well and was well made, the sights 
were too coarse and it kicked so 1 could not do good shoot- 
ing, and I could do far better with my muzzleloader of equal 
caliber. The eun shot strong and occasionally I could put 
the balls where I wanted to, so I concluded the fault was 
mine, One great trouble was that if I sighted it with a fine 
sight such as my muzzleloader took I would shoot below the 
mark, and in-shooting I had to place nearly all of the bead 
of the front sight in the hind notch to shoot bigh enough. In 
order to remedy this 1 knocked out the knife blade of the 
front sight and putin one of bone, which J made smaller 
and filed down so at thirty yards with fine sight I could 
shoot into the center. Ihave become accustomed to the re- 
coil and can now at any distance from ten to one hundred 
yards with it beat my muzzleloader. I have on two diiferent 
occasions at thirty yards off-hand, drove three centers in sac- 
cession; while all were not true centers, they all cut the tack 
out, [have never shot at any large game with it, but have 
killed dogs, ground hogs, pheasants, crows and squirrels, and 
think it will kill a deer at any distance short of two hundred 
yards as wellas guns of larger caliber, I killed a crow at 
one hundred and eighty-five yards, measured distance, and 
with my potnt blank at thirty yards. In shooting any dis- 

tance up to one hundred yards, T take the same sight and do 
good work, and by taking coarser sight, up to two hundred, 
without elevating my hind sight. To sum up, I find that I 
can kill any small object such as a rabbit, squirrel, or wood- 
pecker, from ten to one hundred yards as surely as with my 
muzzleloader of equal caliber, and for distances over one 
hundred yards the breechloader is far ahead. 

The ammunition is easily prepared. At first I had the 
same trouble that some of your correspondents have, with 
the cartridges jamming in the magazine, the ball pushing in 
the shells so that the carrier block would not work, This I 
overcome by filling my sbells full of powder, then rapping 
the side of the shell with my pencil until thé powder was 
settled, placing the ball in and seating it properly. In this 
way you may shoot all day with the magazine full of cart- 
ridges, using the gun asa singleloader without shortening 
the cartridges in the magazine any. In the event of a cart- 
ridge jamming while hunting game, one can load as rapidly 
as any singleloader, as the gun will eject an empty shell 
without the carrier block working. Ido not know how 
long the shells will last, but have reloaded some of them 
twenty times, and they still are serviceable. I reload my 
own ammunition, which reduces the cost less than one-third 
the price of new shells. Ido not see where the singleloader 
has any advantage over the magazine gun, unless you except 
the danger of shells exploding in the magazine, and those 
accidents are so few and far between that they cannot be 
counted. 

I have enumerated some of the advantages of the breech- 
loader over the muzzleloader, and now for the disadvantages. 
With a muzzleloader you ean vary your charges to suit your 
game. In hunting squirrels you can load wilh small charges 
of powder and round ball, Tf after larger game you can 
increase the charge of powder and use a long ball. With a 
breechloader itis the same charge whether you are aiter 
squirrel or deer, The manufacturer will say, ‘Use guns 
suited to each kind of game.” This will do for those who 
can afford it; but lam speaking of a gun for general pur- 
pose, and the majority of those who use a gun cannot afford 
a gun for every kind of game. Why cannot a short shell be 
made to use a round ball and say 25 grains of powder, for 
shooting small game, and still be accurate enough for that 
purpose. I am aware that the short cartridge would not 
work in the magazine, but the magazine could be kept full 
of the regular cartridges and the gun be used as a single- 
loader, and in the event of wishing to shoot at anything at a 
distance, have the long cartridge always on hand. Ne 
JACKSON CENTER, Pa. 

[The short cartridge would not fit in the long chamber. } 

['The following letter from ‘C. D.,” in reply to communi- 
cation of “‘W. DeV. F.” in our issue of April 24, has 
been overlooked, and is now printed with this explanation. | 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

Our Government never had in the hands of troops any 
arms using a bottle-necked cartridge, consequently never 
used a bottle-necked shell. Whether “government experts” 
condemn it, I cannot say, for I am not posted as to all ex- 
periments or opinions they may have made or entertained. 
The ‘‘bottle-neck” is certainly in use by the Turks, as many 
a Russian found to his cost; and the British army use it in 
their rifles, which are practically the same ag the Turks’, 
The Westley Richards falling-block rifle, nearly all the Eng- 
lish express rifles, the Winchester ,45-75, and many other 
guns besides the new .40-90, all use bottle-necked shells; so. it 
hardly looks as though the ‘‘bottle-neck” is yet ‘‘a type of 
the past.” 

I would not advocate its use, however, except for special 
reasons, such as have already been siven by myself and 
others, and that are not necessary to repeat; especially as the 
.40-90 rifle is already a fact, to be had for the buying. . 

As one of your correspondents has already stated, recoil 
depeuds much more upon the amount of Jead to be thrown 
than the powder burned, I have fired the new .45-85-285 
grain cartridge alongside of the .45-70-405 government, and 
can say positively that the recoil is much less, instead of 
greater. In fact, the recoil is not as great as with the 
.45-55-405 cartridge, judging only from its sensible effect, and 
not from elaborate experiments with balances, 

As to primers, allow me to quote from an ordnance report: 
“Relative sensitiveness and certainty of fire—The following 
table shows the results obtained by dropping 4 one-pound 
weight, through the heights recorded, on the primers on their 
seats In the cartridge case: 

FLAT ANYVILS. 

Inches. 
Service cup anvil—height...,...4..........-..---.14, --,--..1.6 t0 65 
Lowell primer..... shot, SES as Pee ee tourer am een 1.6 to 6.0 
Frankford Arsenal experimental primer......-............. 2.5 to 6.0 

POINTED. ANYILS. 

Berdan: primer Nereis si oso steleroseige esate sie ton ints oe ildlg boon aes 1.5 to 3.0 
WiINCHESTGE PEIMGL ek Cet eaten cette rt aetee ee lti epee tee eee es 1.5 to 4.5 

Taking for standard the service cup anvil for sensitiveness 
and Springfield rifle for igniting power, the latter has suffi- 
cient surplus power “‘to cover the range of all the above 
primers.” 

“The Hotchkiss gun will also cover the range if provided 
with a spring requiring 15 pounds to start and 28 pounds to 
bring to full cock. If less, it is prejudicial to the cartridge 
and there may be an occasional misstire, 

“Only one missiire occurred in 16,000 rounds of the Frank: 
ford arsenal primer fired from the Springfield, Hotchkiss 
(with spriug 15 and 28 pounds) and the Gatling guns. It 
happened in the latter, and is supposed to have been due to 
bad er burned composition. , 

‘On the record of missfires the Frankford arsenal primer 
is superior to all the aboye primers and is better adapted ta 
magazine gins (the italics are mine), being less sensitive to 
explosion when struck by the bullet of another cartridge 
held concentrically in a tube representing the Hotchkiss 
magazine, and dropped from various heights, as shown by 
the following record: 
Berdan primer explodes when struck by cartridge falling 5ft. 
Winchester primer explodes when struck by cartridge falling 20ft, 
Service cup anvil explodes when struck by cartridge falling oof, 
Frankford arsenal explodes when struck by cartridge falling 40ft.”’ 

“W. DeV. F.’s” faith in his Winchester is certainly sub- 
lime; but there are other repeaters that have stood as heavy 
atest, and it is a significant fact that the Winchester re- 
peater was not submitted to the Ordnance Board of 1881, re- 
cently mentioned by me, although I happen to know that 
they had a model that would take in the ,45-70-405-grain car- 
tridge as required by the Board. This fact I learned from 
the company itself in its refusal to build a special gun, not 
so very long ago, and before other arms companies, now in 
existence, had sprung up. Mr, Duane has my sympathies 
for the unfairness shown him in ‘‘Holding Well’s” criticism; 
and the ‘‘point” he makesis just what I believe to be the 
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truth from both observation and experience. There are hosts 
of then in the service who shoot better than I, but I know— 
egotistical as it may seem to say it—that they can’t tell the 
reasons why to save their lives—and I have to instruct some 
of these very men as a part of my duty. If the penhad been 
held as quiet as possibly he can hold the rifle, ‘Holding 
Well” would have held better, and not have written an un. 
just criticism. I, for one, thank Mr. Duane for his experi- 
ments and articles, and hope we may see more of them, 

OC, D. 

Frog SHoorme.—The frog is a homely creature, but 
every yeat it becomes more yaludble intrinsically as a 
marketable product of the fresh water. It is now esteemed 
48 game in restaurants, and three frogs fricaseed in cream 
call for forty cents, The restaurateur pays about fifty cents 
a dozen for them. They are sold like terrapins, and if under 
six inches from tip to tip they are not ‘counts.’ The 
American Eneylopedia says that the frog is a batrachian 
reptile of the anourous order, embracing such thoroughbred 
eroups as the ranide and hylade. The ranidee is therefore, 
the “‘anourous batrachian reptile’ which we devour with 
cream sauce, and pay forty cents for. The hyla is a tree- 
frog, with warts on its-back, and is not built for the table. 
The small boy used to kill frogs ten years ago on the mill- 
ponds with stones and trade them off in town for enough to 
buy ‘‘alley-taws” or “‘lignum tops” with. Now able-bodied 
men armed with shotguns go out and make a good day’s 
wages by killing a couple of dozen or so. Sportsmen even 
go after them with cat-rifles, and shoot them as they squat 
on the banks of a stream: or pond, with true sportsmanlike 
glee. Hpicures deyour them greedily. The ranide are 
ordinarly known as bull-frogs, because when they attain old 
age they can raise as much fuss along a river bank at night 
as a herd of Texas cattle, The boys call them ‘‘bloodies,” 
the name being an abbreviation of ‘‘bloody-nouns” the 
pronunciation of the compound word in a guttural voice 
being similar to a stave of the ranida’s evening serenade. 
The frog spends most of his time in the water, when he loafs 
under a stone, but he can hop across country when his 
native pond dries up in a style that would discount an 
Arabian camel making for an oasis, When he finds another 
pool of water he stays there and makes himself comfortable. 
Occasionally he will stop and spend some time in a moist 
locality, where there is nothing but ooze and damp leaves. 
He has four non-palmated fingers, a rudimentary thumb, 
ancl enormous extensor muscles in his hind legs. “He lives 
upon bugs, and has been known to swallow smull birds, but, 
like other amphibia and unlike the ward politician, he 
cannot drink. His tongue is fastened to the lower jaw at 
the tip instead of the base, and he slings it out after a cricket 
or June bug like a lasso. The encyclopedia states that the frog 
is peculiar for the presence of occipital condyles and 
the development of the transverse processes of the 
sacrum, but most people do not believe this. His greatest 
peculiarity lies in the fact that there is nothing to eat on his 
bones except the muscles of his legs. The number of frogs 
sent North during the spring and summer is enormous. 
From the tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay alone the frog 
crop averages $100,000 a year. In the salt marshes of the 
South they grow larger than they do clsewhere, but the meat 
is coarser and not so edible, Frogs are as prolificas herrings. 
Millions of little black tadpoles infest every mudpuddle. 
The knowing fish esteem them very highly as food, but the 
tadpole who escapes consumption for three weeks drops his 
tail, which is only a temporary affair anyhow, grows four 
ample legs and goes out to be a “bloody” himself until he is 
shot or hooked to satiate the inveterate maw of the lord of 
creation.— GBultimore Sun. 

Srpe-Honr STRATAGEMs.—Several years ago the writer 
und a friend named Hodge (then hoys) decided to have a 
shooting match on a certain New England Fast Day. A 
value was to be set upon everything shootable, including 
even conimon house cats. The day came raw and chilly, 
and the writer betook himself to tae starting point at an early 
hour of tbe morning. Hodge soon appeared and produced 
the tip of the tail of a cat, which counted 25, explaining: that 
4 neighbor had asked him to kill it for her several days ago, 
but that he had kept it tied up until the day of the match, so 
as to get 25 points to start with. Of course I felt cheated, 
wud meditated revenge. The day and place selected proved 
unpropitious, and after a weary tramp the shades of night 
found me withont a thing to show for my hunting. At this 
point, while walking along the bank of a river, a skunk was 
discovered apparently lying down under a bush. <A close 
examination showed if to have been dead but a few. hours. 
A crashing in the bushes told of the near approach of Hodge, 
so the writer drew up his gun and fired at the defunct skunk, 
making some new shot holes init, ‘‘Hello!” came from the 
woods in the voice of Hodge. “Hello!” was yelled back at 
hin. ‘*What did you shoot at?” ‘‘A skunk; come and see 
it,” called the writer, The bushes opened and Hodge ap- 
peared, likewise minus any game. ‘‘I don’t smell him,” said 
Hodge, ‘surprised him, and shot him before he had time 
fo give out any odor,” Lreplied, Hodge came up and viewed 
the creature, saying mourpfully, ‘‘Well, then, I suppose 1 am 
heaten, as a skunk counts 50, while a cat counts but 26.” 
The pair wended their way homeward in the chilly atmos- 
phere, one sad at being beaten and the other feeling that the 
ends of justice had not been thwarted. Some months after- 
ward the writer confessed to a congenial crowd, of which 
Hodge was one, and it cost him a treat for us all, and it was 
a long time before he heard the last of that shooting match. 
—CURTIS, 

Fiswer’s IstAsp Cius.—Hoboken, N. J.—The secretary 
of the club has received yery encouraging news from the 
farmers of FPisher’s Island, N. Y., stating that about all of 
the 400 quail turned out were mated and doing well, whistl- 
ing over the whole of the island. This will give the club 
one of the finest preserves to shoot over that can be found in 
any of the Hastern and Northern States, and insures the suc- 
cess of their field trials, to be held about the middle of No- 
vember, These trials will be made a social gathering of the 
members and a friendly contest between their pointers and 
setters for a handsome prize in plate. In time, when the 
club grows stronger, public field trials may be inaugurated, 
a want sadly felt by the sportsmen of the Hastern States, who 
cannot compete in the trials held at present in Tennessee and 
other Southern States, for want of time and on account of 
the heavy expense. Besides the abundance of quail, the club 
has two coveys of English pheasants on their island, and 
proposes to turn out during this. summer probably forty or 
fifty young hares, of a Huropean breed, which are now being 
bred in captivity by a member. These will be used for 
coursing only, and the members of the club will shoot none 
fora few years,—Max W. 
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Prize OwLERs.— Washington, Pa., has a society called 
the Hawk and Ow] Association, now in its seventeenth year. The President of the society writes: We are strictly a sports- 
man’s organization for the preservation of game, and who have waged war so long on the worst enemies of our game that [ believe we are at last well paid, It is no uncommon thingto count 1,000 heads of hawks and owls at our annual meet, presented in competition for prizes offered by the society. ‘The birds are for the most part captured in steel 
traps placed upon a pole on elevated ground. A bunch of 
feathers, a wing, a rabbit skin, or similar lure, placed within twenty-five yards of the traps draws them a long distance. 
They light on the pole to investigate. The pole should be set in the open field, Many depend upon shooting them but it is not so successful. John Crawford, in this county, turned in for count forty-seven, taken in the trap during the month of January last; that seems wonderful, yet itistrue. He 
has quite a number of traps set. The men who participate 
in the contest for prizes are generally farmers. The prizes 
are for the largest specimens, from the Cooper hawk to the 
redtail, and from the barn owl to the great horned owl. 
Will report at close of this year.—J. 8. M. 

A’ Grounp Hoe Day.—Steubenville, O., July 25.—Our 
boys are starting for their camping grounds on Yellow Oreck, 
Thomas Mears and his sons Will and Ed are camped near 
Nebo, and report squirrels very plentiful. Bob White is 
whistling around the wheat fields, and unless we are mis- 
taken we are going to have some good shooting this fall, 
Some time ago one of your correspondents wrote Inquiring 
if it Was an unusual thing to see a ground hop up a tree. If 
he would come here I could show him one up a tree any day. 
Last season some boys were camping on good old Samuel 
Wallace’s place on Yellow Creek. “Boys,” says he, ‘the 
ground hogs are ruining my meadows. I will give you a 
quarter a piece for every ground hog you kill.” The boys 
started out and formed a skirmish line. Bang bang all day, 
and in the evening they brought in the game, and you should 
have seen Wallace. Forty ground hogs, young and old, all 
in one heap. Of course the boys didn’t want the money, 
arth had the old man solid on the ground hog subject.— 

MassiLion, O., July 26.—The sportsmen of this vicinity 
met last evening and organized the Massillon Rod and Gun 
Club, electing the following gentlemen as officers: President, 
E. W. Eckert; Vice-President, Frank Brown; Secretary, 
L. C. Cole; Treasurer, Jas. H. Hunt; Captain, Geo. O. Dob- 
son; Executive Committee, Dr. H. ©, Royer, E. W, Eckert, 
and John Ryder. The club intends to improve in shooting, 
and to see that the game and fish laws of the State are en- 
forced, an undertaking in which they will find that they have 
their hands full, as there is plenty of room in this section of 
the country for action, several cases having already been 
discovered, Negotiations haye been made with the Ligow- 
sky Clay-Pigeon Co. for traps and pigeons, and the club ex- 
pects to begin practice in a week ot so.—Rop anp Gun. 

Two-HyEp Snoorme.—Glassville, Mo,—I think ‘Ama- 
teur,” of Somerset, Pa., is a little “off” in his idea that two- 
eyed rifle shots do not observe the sights. It is impossible 
for any one to shoot a rifle at, say 200 yards, without sight- 
ing it, and sighting it fine. Now, the fact is two-eyed rifle- 
men shoot just exactly as others do, 7. ¢., they look through 
the sights with one eye, while the other is of no use what- 
ever, it might as well be shut. I know whereot I speak, for 
I have handled a rifle ever since I was big enough to carry 
one, shooting sometimes with one eye open. sometimes with 
both, but I always take aim, and always with my tight eye. 
No man living can Jook through rifle sights with both eyes 
at the same time. It is a physical impossibility,—S. Y. L. 

CAMB INTO THE BiIND.—Boston.—A party of duck ghoot- 
ers had Jast fall quite a curious incident, while shooting on 
one of the ponds near Sandwich, ‘They had decoyed a flock 
of about seventy-five black ducks up to the stand, and. were 
waiting till they conld shoot to good advantage, the ducks 
being somewhat scattered, some being on the shore within 
two or three feet of the blind. The gunners had a number 
of live decoys inside, and one of the wild ducks hearing 
thein call, flew on the top of the blind and jumped down 
inside where the shooters were, staying there for one or two 

It then went back into the water without seem- minutes. 
ingly being frightened in the ieast. 
shot fifteen from the flock.—H. J. T. 

The party afterward 

He Expecrs Four Hunprep Ann Furry.—EKasthamp- 
ton, Mass., July 22.—The woodcock season opens Aug. 1 
here, and as the birds are very plenty good sport is looked 
for, Last year I got 150 birds, and this year will get as 
many more, as the birds are three times as thick. 

squirrels are also yery plentiful. 

be satisfied with the bags of woodcock, partridge and quail. 
—W oopcock. 

Conorapo,—Hot Sulphur Springs, July 25.—Some sports- 
The chicks 

are of good size and make a capital fry, but the law forbids 
The people in this region 

men are already shooting young sage grouse. 

their killing for some weeks yet, I 
still rely almost entirely upon game for their meat supply, 
and .deer, antelope and elk are almost daily killed. How- 
ever, very little meat is now wasted, and no one ventures to 

The season has been and is favorable, the lll for market. ) ! I 
feed very fine, and in the auttimn months all kinds of veni- 
son will bein superb condition and very abundant.—W. N, B. 

PRosECUTE THE DEER Ki~Lers.—Wyalusing, Bradford 
County, Pa., July 28, 1884.—Adstor Horest and Stream: 
What can be done ina case like this? On Saturday, July 
19, 1884, two red deer (buck and doe) were killed in this 
county. The buck was skinned, and the meat used, but the 
doe was left until Sunday, July 20, when the party took the 
skin off and left the carcass to decay, The doe bad two 
fawns running at her side. These deer have fed in sight of 
our home this spring.—L. W. 

GAME WANTED.—Hampshire, Il]l.—Will some of your 
readers please tell me through your valuable paper where 
good deer and turkey shooting can be had, nearest point 
from Chicago, Ill. How is it around Dodge Centre, Minn,? 
—C. BE. P. New York,—Can your correspondents put me 
in the way of the best ruffed grouse shooting within ten or 
twelve hours of New York?—H, B. G. 

above title has purchased fifty acres 

sixteen miles southeast of 

Grouse 
are more plentiful than they have been for the last fifteen 
years, as large flocks have been seen close to the town. Gray 

J would like to see some 
sportsmen come here next fall, and I will warrant they will 

ee 
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Wooncocge 14 Oxnto.—Wooster, O., July, 1884.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. J. Fi. Mack, of New York, manager of Haverly’s 
hunting woodcock, Considering the extreme dry weather we did remarkably well. On 
a half brace; Wednesday eight brace, and on 
a half brace—all fine, plump birds. 
pally in the cornfields; some few in 
Joun Boxvs, 

enterprises, spent the past week with me. here, 

Monday we bagged nine and 
Friday ten and 

We found them princi- 
the alder thickets,— 

Raccup- Lake Rop Any Guy Crus—A club with the 
of ground and a house 

N. Y. The lake is about 
Malone and four miles west of the 

Upper Chateaugay Lake. The members of the club are mainly from Syracuse, and among the number is the Hon. James Geddes, This club will materially assist in the pre- servation of fish and game in the Northern Adirondacks, 

on- Ragged Lake, Franklin county, 

PENNSYLVANIA Woopcock SEAson. = Hollidaysburg, 
Pa,, July 28.—Hditor Forest and Stream: Prospects for fall 
shooting through this section are fair. Woodcock haye been 
quite plenty this summer, but a good many sportsmen here 
would be pleased to see the season open later, say Aug. 1. 
The birds secured then would be worth double their.number 
on July 4, and every young hobbledeboy would be unable to 
cause their feeble-wings to fold.—T, BE. D. 

TEXAS CHICKENS AND QuaAtL.—Indianola, Calhoun Co., 
July 18, 1884.—Weather very dry since I wrote you last and 
birds of all kinds very scarce, although reports from the 
surrounding country say chickens and quail have bred well 
and are very plenty, When the first of August arrives I 
will be better able to report the truth of said reports.— 
GEORGE ARMSTRONG, 

Bay Brrp Movements.—Philadelphia, July 26.—Curlew, 
willets, and other shore birds, are beginning to show them- 
selves as they pass down the New Jersey coast. No birds 
are stopping, unless those that are called down. The flight 
will be over by the end of the first week in August, Robin 
snipe come later, These and the calico bird are the latest 
comers, —Homo. 

CALIFORNIA.—Mr. N. E. White, late of the Sacramento 
Bee, has bought the Sunday Capital, of the same city. Mn. 
White is well-known to all California sportsmen, and his 
pen has had a great influence in promoting the interests of 
game protection in that State. The Capital will, of course, 
be sound on this theme. 

Mrssounrr.—Ironton, July 18.—Quail wintered splendidly. 
The outiook for fall shooting is the best for several years. 
Several flocks of wild turkeys have been seen within three 
miles of town. Young turkeys are very small at present, 
but are in considerable numbers wherever seen.—W. E. B. 

ILutors.—Lacon, July 21.—This has been a very fine 
season so far for the breeding of game and wild life of all 
kinds here, therefore if nothing happens we may expect fine 
shooting when the season opens,—BYRNE, 

Outo.—Seville, July 25.—Weather dry here and prospects 
good for fall shooting. A whooping crane (@rus americanus) 
was shot near here lust week, something unusual for this 
locality. CHIPPEWA, : 

Wisconsty.—Roberts.—The promise is good now for chick— 
ens this fall; was never better. Bass fishing is very fair. 
Have only been trouting once; then got a good string,— 
On TW: +e aay Fiber 

Camp Lire HMlickerings. 
i 

“That reminds me.” 

128, 
Gb OYS,” exclaimed Sid one evening after we had eaten 

supper and were sitting around our little camp table, 
“did I ever tell you of my adveniure out in Colorado, in “72, 
with a panther?” “No,” ‘‘give it to us,” ‘fire away,” and 
the like greeted him. 

“Well, you see, ’d been out out after turkeys and was 
pretty far from camp, when | was struck with the idea that 
a drink of spring water would go good, so I shouldered ‘Old 
Maria’ and set off to hunt up a spring, Just as [ was emere- 
ing from a deep thicket I heard water drip, and looking 
around I spied a large rock and a tiny stream of water trick- 
ling down its side into a little pool below. I knelt down to 
take a drink when, to my horror, I saw reflected in the 
water from a limb just above me a panther’s head and shoul- 
ders, and its eyes told me that it was just about to jump. I 
knew that if I tried to leap away it would spring, sure, so I 
instantly swung Maria up over my shoulder, took aim bythe 
reflection in the water and fired. I killed that panther 
deader’n a, nit.” eens et, 

OsweEaeo, N. Y. 

129. 
Tf was quite late in the evening and had begun to grow a 

little dark. My dog, as usual, was off working the brush 
when all at once I heard a yelp, next a stampede, and then 
came face to face with a large flock of wild turkeys. The 
surprise was mutual, as well as the alarm, and before I 
could raise my gun and fire the flock had taken to the trees. 
I could count a half dozen within easy range, so selecting 
my victim, one which appeared to be a little larger and 
nearer than the rest, 1 fired. The turkeys all flew excepting 
the one I had fired at, which never moved, I fired the sec- 
ond barrel. The bird did not move. Then I tried again. It 
did not budge. Finally, I went closer to see what it all 
meant, I had been firing at a large hornets’ nest. 
Vatu, Ia. EH. B. B. 

WHAT THEY SAY OF “WOODCRAFT.? 

SSMUK” is an old and valued contributor to Forrest AND 

Stream, and his articles in that paper haye been of great 
Service to those who have undertaken a summer ramble in the 
forests. This writer has lately written a little yolume (**Wooderaft,” 

New York: Forest and Stream Publishing Company), in which are 

given in readable and entertaining form a vast deal of information 

and advice to those unacquainted with the ways of the woods. Not 
only does he tell how to pick out an admirable outfit, but he dis- 

courses on game, hunting, fishing, camp cooking, ete. No one can 
possibly do better before going into the woods than to read thought- 

fully “Nessmuk’s” words, acting upon his suggestions and remember- 

ing everything he says,— Albany Argus. 
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Sex and Ztiver Mishing. 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS., 

Black Lake, Michigan.—XII. 

W: still had two days left, and Merrill insisted that be- 
fore we broke camp he and I should have a bear 

hunt and a deer chase with the dogs. 
Accordingly, on Monday he made his appearance at the 

camp with an old musket charged with a handful of bullets 
(something about his repeater was out of gear) and three 
dogs, 'Turk, the black dog, and another pensive-looking cur 
of various breeds, and announced himself ready for the 
grand wind up. I took the rifle, and ‘‘the five of_us” fol 
lowed the beach a hundred yards above when we struck into 
the tangle of swamp to make our way to the hill and out on 
to the plains beyond, 

Before starting he said to the others, ‘‘Boys, get into the 
boats an’ scatter along up the shore fur half a mile an’ Hick- 
ory an’ me'll run a deer into the water before we get out o’ 
the green timber; yes, sir, we'll have onein the water in 
less’n five minutes by the watch, and then you'll see some 0” 
the tallest swimmin’ you ever see in yer life; a deer can out- 
swima duck any day, an’ I'll bet this ole gun that none o° 
you can run a boat over him; look out, now, an’ you'll see 
some fun.” 

In anticipation of seeing some fun the boys did as directed, 
but L may say here that had they waited till we ran a deer 
into the water for them, they would no doubt have been 
there yet. 

Out on the plains, we struck for the ‘‘beayer meadows” a 
couple of miles from the lake, with our best eye peeled for 
bear, but we saw nothing but a half dozen families of “pat- 
ridges” (prouse), ten to fifteen young ones and the two old 
ones in each family, The young ones were nearly as large 
as the old ones, but so tame and silly that they would scarcely 
fly out of our way. Had we-been hunting “‘patridges” we 
might have bagged more than we could ‘‘tote” to camp, but 
we were after bigger game. Near the bank of the little 
stream where we found the beaver meadows, the dogs flushed 
a bevy of twelve or fifteen that flew up and settled on the 
bushes where they remained with necks outstretched and 
perfectly motionless, a half dozen or more in plain sight, 
and two of them nota dozen yards distant, Merrill said, 
“Try au shot at that feller sittin’ on that limbthere with yer 
rifle, an’ le’s see how you kin shoot.” Isuggested that the 
noise of the gun would probably scare the very bear out of 
the vicinity that we were looking for, but he said "Oh! no, 
they'll pay no “tention to that, blaze away.” To please him 
L raised the rifle and fired, but the young grouse never moved 
nor winked an eye. Iam tolerably certain the ball passed 
two feet over its head, “Try him agin!” said neighbor M_., 
and slipping in a fresh cartridge I tired again, and this time } 
Tam sure the bullet flew afoot under it, The bird never 
stirred, ‘‘You can’t hit nothin’!” said Merrill. ‘‘Gimme 
that rifle and watch the ole man clip his head off.” I putin 
another cartridge, and handing him the gun he took a long, 
steady aim, and fired, but at the crack the fool bird still sat 
there on the limb staring at us as though nothing had hap- 
pened. The old man wauted to try again, as he said he 
wasn’t used tothe gun an’ must ‘a’ overshot,” but I had 
only four cartridges left in my pocket, and lest we might 
Tun across a bear, we concluded not to waste another on the 
simple-minded young grouse. 

All this time the black dog and the dog of uncertain 
lineage were tearing around like mad, and barking aimlessly 
up every bush that came in their way; but Turk, who felt 
that his dignity and reputation as a bear dog was outraged 
by these senseless proceedings, had quietly stretched himself 
at the edve of the}water, near the old beaver dam, and was 
gazing with reproachtul eye at his master, and a look of 
supreme disgust on his honest countenance at the ridiculous 
spectacle his canine companions were making of themselves. 

“Durn ye, PU histe ye off’n that limb, see if I don’t,” said 
neighbor M., and, selecting a club to his pleasement, he 
tiptoed up to within four or five yards of the bird and blazed 
away. Theclub passed close to its head, but it did not fly; and 
picking out another, he took careful aim, and this time struck 
the limb a terrific whack a couple of inches from where the 
bird stood, knocking if a yard into the air, and, whi-r-r, it 
was off like a shot, the others following in quick succession 
till all were out of sight in a flash. 

“Tf Vd a hit that patridge ’'d a knocked him clean out, 0’ 
his fethers,” said the old man, and then he broke into a great 
“hoss laugh” that seemed to come up from the very lowest 
cavity im his broad chest. 

For a minute the two foolish dogs tore around worse than 
eyer, but a sharp ‘“‘shet up that yelpin’, will ye?” silenced 
them, apd when the noise was all over Turk got up, slaked 
his thirt in the waters of the dam, and looked around at his 
master with an expression in his eye that plainly implied, 
“Tf you're done with all this tomfoolery we'll go on and look 
up something that’s not beneath my notice.” 
We walked down to the stream and followed Turk’s ex- 

ample in the matter of slaking our thirst, but I was so full 
of laugh at the neat manner in which Merrill had ‘‘clipped 
that patridge’s head off,” that there was barely room in the 
old tank for more than half the regulation drink. 

_ The old beaver dam was a solid looking-structure reaching 
from bank to bank of the narrow ravine, and looked as if it 
might have been built away back in the days of the red man. 
Tt was three or four feet high and nearly as broad, and was 

_ covered with a growth of moss and grass and weeds, and the 
backwater above was grown up with rushes and grasses, all 
having the appearance of having been unused by the intelli- 
gent builders for years gone by. It was a lonely, quiet scene, 
the only sounds breaking the stillness being the soft rustle of 
the aspen leaves, and the faint iinkle of the wuter as it found 
its way through the old dam, and it was a relief when Merrill 
‘shouldered his gun and said, ‘‘You’d better foller the crick 

this is the same crick that runs into the lake where I first 
picked out yer camp—toller the crick down about a mile to 
a high knoll—the highest you’ll see anywhere—and set 
down on the knoll an’ wait till you hear from me. Me an’ the 
dogs ‘lI strike across into the green timber an’ jump a buck 

| in less *n a half an hour an’ he'll be certain to cross the erick 
| an’ come up the pint right past where yowll be settin’, Take 
| my pocket compassan’ if you get lost yer can find yer way back 
to camp,” and taking off the cap he pointed out the direction 

| of the camp and said, ‘‘foller that mark,” indicating a point 

yer eye on the pint comin’ up from the crick; that’s one of 
the deer’s old runways an’ you'll see a path along there as 
plain as a hog path in a woods paster. Ho! Turk, look 
alive now,” and springing lightly across the narrow stream 
he and the dogs scrambled up the low bank and were soon 
lost to sight in the green timber. (Green timber, to dis- 
tinguish if from the plains.) ' 

followed the stream down to the high knoll overlooking 
the ravine, which was here deep and wide, through which 
it flowed, and sat down with my back against a hemlock 
where I could command a view of the point, and waited to 
hear the old man shoot or holler. I had sat there perhaps 
half an hour, when hearing a slight noise in the pine needles 
down to the right, I looked that way and saw the black dog 
come tipping up the hill with his tongue out and wet, as 
though he had been cooling himself off in the stream below. 
He came up wagging his tail, and lay down by me, looking 
as “tired asadog.” Soon he got up and trotted down the 
point afew rods and stood looking wistfully across the 
ravine into the woods beyond, as though expecting some- 
thing, and I fully looked to see Merrill come walking up the 
point; but nothing came in view, and after snuffing the air 
a minute or so the dog came back and stretched himself 
again inthe shade near by. But he seemed uneasy, and 
eyel'y now and then would make a short excursion down the 
hill, snufile a few times, and come back and lie down again 
for a short time, 

Tt finally ‘‘crep’ into my nolledye box,” as Ben would have 
said, that neighbor M. was hid in the woods somewhere 
across the ravine, watching me to see how I would perform 
in the woods alone; bul in this I may be doing the old man 
an injustice, and if so he will please accept my apology here 
for the suspicion. At any rate, after waiting a couple of 
hours longer and hearing no shot or shout, and not even a 
yelp from the dogs, I concluded to go back to camp, and 
consultmg the compass to be sure of the exact course, I 
started for the lake, the black dog ranging from side to side 
forty or fifty yards ahead, with head und tail up as though 
well pleased with the move, (N. B.—I saw no game going 
back except two or three families of grouse and—huckleber- 
ries. ‘N. B.,” in every-day use, stands good for nota bene, 
but in this case it means ‘‘No Bear.”) Of£ the berries it was 
no trouble to make a good bag, and by the time I reached 
the hill at the edge of the swamp I had loitered along, strip- 
ping a bush here and there, till I was ‘‘jest chuck full o’ 
huekleberry juice.” Dovyan the hill and through the tangle, 
I struck the beach only a few rods above where we had left 
it, which the old man would no donbt have considered a 
good ayerage guess for a tenderfoot, even with the aid of his 
poeket compass, The boys had waited in the boats for half 
ab hour or more for us to run a deer into the lake to see some 
fun, but were now in camp packing up odds and ends, and 
getting ready to break up in the morning. 

The old man came in an hour later looking fagged and 
sheepish, and the same load in his gun that he started out 
with, but he could not pass the opportunity to fire a parting 
broadside into us in the shape of a highly nickel-plated 
story about a big buck he had jumped in the green timber 
shortly after ieaving the beayer meadows. *‘He was the big- 
gest buck Ive see this year,” he went on, ‘‘an’ had a reg’lar 
rockin’ cheer on his head, an’ when the dogs jumped him up 
I thought sure he’d strike for the crick and go up the pint 
where you was, but stid 0° that he went sailin’ over the 
bushes to’ards Black River, an’ that’s the last I see of him.” 
He had evidently forgotten the fact that while waiting on 
the knoll I had not heard the dogs give tongue once, which 
they certainly would have done had they jumped a big buck 
or 4 medium-sized buck, and it struck Ben that ‘*bucks don’t 
always carry 4 first-class cheer fact’ry on'their headsin July ;” 
but in street Arab phrase the old man had ‘‘got his work in 
on us,” and this wound up the grand wind up. 

The next morning he came down to the camp with three 
of his boys and neighbor Stewart to help us across the lake, 
and by 9 o’clock we were off for the landing below the sand- 
bank, where Bush and one of Stewart’s boys were to come 
around with the wagons. Fortunately, the lake was quiet, 
the first morning for three or four cae and we made the 
landing without trouble. The wagons loaded, we said good- 
bye 10 neighbor Merrill and the boys, waved our hats in 
adieu to the lake of the dark waters and were away for Che- 
boygan, one of the party at least full of regrets at the move. 
We took but few bass during our stay at Black Lake. I 

believe it to be one of the finest bodies of water for this 
prince of game fish in all North Michigan, and [ attribute 
our lack of success with them to the fact that we were there 
too early in the season. ‘The latter half of September and on 
into October would, I think, be a better time for bass in this 
lake than when we were there in the last half of July, Mr. 
Charley Ramsey, a newspaper man in Cheboygan anda 
relative of Old Ben, told us that he had seen strings of small- 
mouthed black bass brought down from Black Lake in Sep- 
tember, many of which would weigh six, seven and eight 
pounds, and one that weighed nine pounds ona reliable 
scale. This sounds very much like a big fish story, but as 
newspaper men are, asarule, ‘‘voracious,” we had bo rea- 
son to doubt his statement. J asked Sid Merrill one day 
while in camp, about the thirty-one-inch string his father 
sent me as the measure of a bass, as 1 was Inclined to think 
the fish must have been a pike-perch, but he said it was a 
true bass, found dead in the ice when it broke up in the 
spring. The lake affords the finest pickerel, and any one 
fond of this branch of the sport may get a surfeit of it here 
with either spoon, minnow, or frog. All along the south- 
west shore from our camp around to Sturgeon Bay we took 
them till we were tired of knocking them on the head, and 
had we stayed another week Merrill would have run short 
of bar’ls to put themin. As to the mascalonge, I can only 
speak of the three monsters we saw, but Lam convinced that 
there are many others in the lake that, if not so large, are 
yet powerful enough to part an F line ona straight pull 
Without making an extra flirt of the tail. If some brother 
will go up there this fall and capture the great fellow Dan 
and I saw off Pickerel Reef, 1 am sure it will be a joy to 
him forever, and we will promise to relinquish all claims on 
him and to not feel a pang of envy over his downfall at other 
hands 

While on Black Lake we had a pleasant time, a good 
camp and ‘‘stacks o’ fun,” as Ben said. Iwassorry to leave 
“Camp Hilarity”—the Deacon’s name for it—and was only 
reconciled to the moye by the fear we were in that Dick 
might at any time take a notion to construct another huckle- 
berry roll, but then Dick is a kind of ‘‘vegetinarian,” as he 
puts it, and is not to be blamed, perhaps, for preferring 
huckleberries concealed in tough dough to fried fish and 
plain side meat, 
And now a few words to any of the brethren who may 

wish to make a camp ou Black Lake; Write to O. §. Merrill, 

Cheboygan, Michigan (Black Lake box) for boats, He has 
enuugh to accommodate a party of cight or ten, and they are 
very fair boats to fish from, being dry and seaworthy. Have 
him meet you with the boats on any specified day at the 
sandbank, and from there you can go to any camp you may 
select. The camp we had is as good perhaps as any on the 
lake, but there are three others that would probably suit as 
well, one at the head of the lake, near the Deacon’s spring, 
the Hughes camp, and another good one nearly opposite the 
mouth of Little Black River. Deer and bear are very 
plenty in this region, and 4 party of hunters might have 
great sport with the rife in the proper season, When we 
were there the plains were aliye with families of grouse, 
which later in the season would likely be found along the 
hillsides surrounding the Jake and in green timber, Alto- 
gether itis a locality that will please the sportsman, be he 
4 lover of the rod or the rifle, or both. The lake may be also 
reached by boats from Cheboygan by going wp the river and 
making the portage at the rapids. or teams, write to Mr. 
Wm. Spencer, of the Spencer House, Cheboygan, and he 
will engage them to be on hand at any time wished, The 
charge is $4 per day for double tcam and driver. 

Arrived in town, we drove to the Spencer to separate the 
baggage, as only four of us were going over to Central Lake to 
the old camp, the others intending to spend a day or two at 
Mackinaw Island and Petoskey, and thence home, Frank 
and I went to the depot with the wagons to see our traps 
properly disposed of till train time, four or five hours later, 
and here we eacountered the second hog it has heen our mis- 
fortune to run across in Northern Michigan. This specimen 
in bristles sailed under the name of H. BK. Worcester, local 
agent at that point for the M. OC, R. R. He was uncivil and 
ungentlemanly from the first word we said to him when ask- 
ing about the disposition to be made of our things till train 
time. We usually expect civil answers to civil questions, 
but Mr. W. appeared to be entirely lacking in two things so 
desirable in one placed in a position to serve the public— 
civility and courtesy—and from his manner we were led to 
believe he owned half the town, at least’ a huudred miles of 
the M. C. road, and most of the rolling stock. It is not 
necessary to enter into particulars, enough that we were 
snubbed and insulted till he probably found out he had made 
a mistake, when we were graciously allowed to place our 
trunks and rods in the baggage room, to be locked up until 
train time in the evening. I promised to “‘curl his hair,” 
and if this serves the purpose, it will have done the brother- 
hood a seryice in warning them hew to demean themselyesin 
the presence of this swell head, should any of them ever 
chance to have dealings with him. But it would be much 
more to my pleasement to learn that the management of the 
M. ©, R, R. had found it to their interest to vive him the 
grand bounce. All T have said will be substantiated by Mr, 
Frank Frantz, of Bellaire, Mich., else L would not have 
written it, and I wish Mr. W. to understand, too, that the 
FOREST AND STREAM is at liberty to furnish him my name 
at any time, and the names of party if he desires tiem, 
That’s all about Mr. H. E. Woreester, and I trust it may 
teach him to be more courteous to civil people in the future, 

After a good supper at the Spencer—not counting the 
inevitable huckleberry—old Dan, the Deacon, Ben and the 
writer said good-bye to the others and boarding the train 
were off for Mackinaw City, where we arrived justin time 
to transfer our baggage to the G. R, and I. train in a driving 
rain which continued nearly all the way down to Mancelonu. 
Here we were met. by our old friend Charley Persons of the 
Mancelona House, looking ‘‘purtier’” than ever, who tucked 
us away for the remainder of the night, In the morning 
while loading our traps on the wagon for a start we had the 
pleasure of making the acquaintance of un old time eorres- 
pondent of Formst anpD Srream, Mr. W. D. Tomlin, 
(‘‘Norman”) who was just ready to start with his family and 
a small party of friends for a camp near the mouth of 
Spencer Creek, where they proposed spending a couple of 
weeks with the trout. We found brother “Norman” to be a 
pleasant, kindly gentleman, and we were sorry the time at 
our command did not allow us to sit down on some conven- 
ient log and have a genuine old-fashioned ‘‘fish talk.” We 
gave him a “good luck” shake and watched him till out of 
sight hurrying to overtake his wagons which had driven off 
and left him, That the lines of brother ‘‘Norman,” his good 
wife and the irrepressible youngster, may always fall in 
pleasant places is the sincere wish of the “Kingfishers,” and 
we trust we may meet again, with more time to spare in 
which to exchange fish lies. 
We left a good part of our camp furniture in charge of 

the gentlemanly station agent, A. J. De Larme, who took 
care of it without charge until we returned that way on oni 
road home (i mention this only as a contrast to the treat- 
ment we received at Cheboygan). 
We mounted the wagon and before noon were at Bellaire, 

where we hired boats and by nightfall were snugly in our 
old camp at the mouth of Sweeny’s Creek on Central Lake, 
where we spent two weeks in solid comfort and content, 
which I may take a notion to write about some time in the 
future when the spirit moves me. 
And now with a few turns of the reel, these chronicles of 

the camp will be wound up, for another trip to the North 
Woods is ripe, and by the time these (fish) lines reach the 
readers of Formsr AND Strwam the “Kingfishers” will be 
winging their way northward to a new camp, 

If, in writing of the waters and the region about Black 
Lake, I have given any information that will be of future 
benefit to any brother of the rod, lam content, but if the 
letters have served to amuse and comfort any longing soul, 
yearning for a sniff of the odors of the pines and the balsams 
and the hemlocks, the time will have been well spent, 
With good wishes to all the brotherhood and the rest of 

mankind, I gladly lay aside the pen to grasp in a few short 
days the more familiar and congenial cormpanion, the well 
beloved old rod. KINGFISHER. 
CrncInnati, O., July 14, 1884, : 

OpposED To THe Fuask.—Seville, Ohio, July 25.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: In reading your valuable paper I see a 
growing tendency toward the abolition of the pocket flask 
from the ‘‘kit’” of the ordinary sportsman. ‘‘AJl hail the day,” 
say Il. Now 1am no prohibitionist or temperance fanatie, 
but this I do know, that the less liquor and the more spring 
water we drink the better for usall. I have tried it for years 
both ways, and 1 know whereof I speak. I wish I could 
just get one good drink out of that spring that “Old 
Hickory” tells us about on Black Lake. I wonld walk five 
miles any of these hot July days for a cool draught of its 
waters, Don’t laughat the oldman. Heis right. Lots of 
bass in Chippewa Lake to any angler that can catch them. 
The large-mouth are natiye, smallanouth, | introduced.— 
CHIPPEWA, 



' 

8 FOREST AND STREAM. [Juny 31, 1884. 

' SALT-WATER FISHING. 
Editar Forest and Stream: 
The comments of ‘“Fontinalis” on the article signed 

“‘Knebel,” published in your last issue, seem to have been 
written by some one who has never had “‘salt on his fist.” 
He says, ‘‘Knebel’s” report contains ‘‘nothing instructive, 
no observations on the surroundings, except a reference to 
the bird called ‘quack,’ and is wholly destitute of the inspir- T An! ‘ 
ation of the angler,” A careful perusal of the article leads | 1 8™ not writing in the interest of any one but my brother 
me to believe that the writer “Knebel,” whoever he may be, | 28's, who will find North Bay the most pleasant, as I 
has given us more insight into salt-water fishing than your Ge seen three places during my three days’ stay. 
interesting publications have given us for a long time. Many i a ting is fair for bass and pickerel, and Lhaye no doubt 
menin New York and Brooklyn, like myself, have been | VOU sre very good if the murderous work of spearing was 
brought up outside of the limits of the cities named, and | *tPPed, but it was carried on vigorously every night duung 
have drifted to these cities to ‘earn the loaf,” but we can | @Y Stay, and I would respectfully call the attention of 
still bear in mind the remembrances of our experience in our eG tsmen and fishing clubs in that portion of the State to 
boyhood days in fresh-water fishing, and in comparing the practice in hopes some action may be taken to stop it. 

“skittering,” or trolling for pickerel ar bass, or casting for ___ Dorsau Finn. 

There are three points on the eastern ar upper end of 
Oneida Lake—Fish Creek, North Bay and South Bay. The 
two former are reached by rail from Fish Oreek station, 
whence a liftle steam launch runs to the mouth of the creek 
and thence over to South Bay, also across the lake about 
four miles to North Bay. The latter is also reached by rail, 
pels ate next station north from Fish Creek on the N. Y- 

CoLor or Leaprrs.—Paterson, N. J.—Huditor Forest. and Stream. J have read with great interest the various articles on the *“Best Color for Leaders.” I first made experiments 
In staining gut according to the recipes in a book on angling, 
but the recipes were so difficult to produce that I gave it up. 
This book stated that the gut should be soakediin a boiling: mixture of three ingredients for several hours. What effect 
does boiling: produce on gut? Simply this: Tt reduces its strength, and it frays and wears out almost directly when 
exposed to friction and moisture. After Many experiments 
I came to the conclusion that ink answers best for staining 
gut, I hereby give two recipes, hoping that they may be of 
use to some of your readers, Slate (or neutral) color,—The 
ink sold by the American News Oo. answers best. To one bottle of ink edd a tablespoonful of vinegar. Soak the gut 
in the above mixture until the desired stain is produced. 
Blue color.—Arnold’s ink used accordin to the above direc- 
tion produces this stain.—F'rep, 

trout, we do not find such sport or romantic surroundings as 
in salt-water fishing, whether trolling or still-tishing. If 
*Fontinalis” wishes to know about tackle, any reputable 

-dealer will post him as to the proper outfit, He has not to 
go through college to learn what particular “fly” or ‘‘moth” 
to use, And as to surroundings, no mountain trout stream 
can show in its surroundings more soul-inspiring scenery 
than our bays and inlets, and grand old ocean itself. 

To one who has ever trolled for bluefish and has had the 
luck to strike a school of that fish, bonita or Spanish mack- 
erel, all tulk of inland fishing seems insipid. C. G. B 

Fiditor Forest and Stream: 
A friend and myself started from the float at Broad Chan- 

nel this morning at 5:40, anchored at the old spot above the 
club house, commenced to fish at 5 A. M., and by 8 o’clock 
we had thirty-four fine weakfish, which 1 consider good 
sport for a few hours. The early morning beats all the rest 
of the day, for weakfishing has been poor lately. A great 
many £0 out with the first morning train and come home in 
the evening disappointed. Some lay their poor luck and 
sport to the slormy and changeable weather, others to too 
much *‘seine” drawing. I have been told by some old bay- 
men that large schools of porpoise have frequented the bay 
of Jate, and surrounding the fish, feed on them and keep 
them at bay for hours, which of ccurse scares and scatters 
them, or may drive them out of the bay; but my idea is that 
fishing will be good again as soon as the weather settles. 

lsaw in your iast issue an article signed ‘‘Fontinalis,” who 
tries to criticise my account of sport and luck combined. 
He says I mention nothing about tackle, ete. Now all I say 
is if Mr, ‘‘Fontinalis’” wants to go weaktishing, it would be 
advisable for him to leave his trout tackle at home, other- 
wise he might fare the same as did John Smith, of Poca- 
hontas fame, KWEBEL, 
Broogk.yn, July 22. 

There is now good fishing in all the waters about New 
York, Bluefish are plenty and of good size. They are quite 
plenty at the eastern end of Long Island, and small. Fish 
from one to two pounds are now coming into the Sound and 
haye been caught as far west as Smithtown, Long Island. 
Weakfish are not so plenty, but some are taken about Staten 
Island, Striped bass are very scarce all over; there are but 
few in the market, and the fishing clubs in Vineyard Sound 
are not taking anything like their usual catch. Coney 
Island Creel does not afford the sport it did a few years ago, 
perhaps on account of the number of people to be found 
there now, or the drainage from the island, Drunifish have 
been ioo plentiful in Prince’s Bay to please the oystermen, 
but their coming is as sudden as their disappearance; they 
are not usually angled for about New York. On the Great 
South Bay both bluefish and weakfish are quite plentiful. 
but are small. Some kingfish are taken, and bottom fishing 
is good. At Fort Hamilton some weaktfish and kingfish are 
taken daily. 

ONEIDA LAKE, 

WO or three weeks ago, while near Syracuse, N. Y., the 
weather was very warm and I went up to Oneida Lake 

to enjoy a quiet Sunday, and get some fresh air, as well as 
indulge an idle curiosity [ have to inspect all fishing waters 
I may be near. 

On arrival at Fish Oreek station, the first stopping place 
on the lake, I made a start for the door to get off the train, 
but was met on the platform by a gang of young men reek- 
ing with perspiration, beer and poor whisky, who were 
evidently bent on having a big time, and making as much 
racket as a band of Comanche Indians. Isaw that was not 
the place I was looking for and got on again, and when the 
cars reached North Bay I stepped off in a little station house 
with not a single drunken man anywhere about. That was 

_fayorable, anyway, so picking up my gripsack and rod I 
started off and pitched camp at Brayton’s, a large new hotel 
right on the shore, only a stone’s throw from the station, 
and was soon enjoying a good cigar and the cool breeze on 
the piazza, 

Oneida Lake is a beautiful sheet of water. Twas glad I 
had come, and sat a long time watching the glimmer on the 
water and the bright stars above. During the evening and 
late into the night the torches of the pirates who spear fish, 
could be seen up and down the Jake, and about an hour 
before I turned in one boat came up to the pier in front of 
the hotel and I walked down to see what they had. They 
had come ashore to see if they could not get more coal oil, 
as their torch was growing dim. Mentally wishing they 
would not find a drop, which would put astop to the murder 
for one night, I stooped down and examined the cargo. 
“Poor luck to-night,” one of the men said as I looked them 
over, Fifteen or eighteen fine large bass, some of them 
three and four pounds, a good many bullheads, and one 
catfish of probably ten pounds, lay about the boat’s bottom 
with gaping wounds of the spear in their backs. I said to 
them, “I thought spearing was illegal in this State.” ‘‘Wali, 
we don’t know nuthin about it, nor don’t care, we spear all 
we want just the same. You can’t catch nuthin here ona 
pole and line,” ; 
On the piazza I met the hotel proprietor and one of the 

“pirates,” whom he had just supplied with more oil for his 
torch, I lighted a fresh cigar, sat down with him, preached 
a sermon upon the evils of such murderous practices, and 
tried to show him how he was helping to kill the very game 
fish that he ought to protect to his utmost, if for no other 
reason than the prosperity of his business. He was a good- 
natured fellow and I thiak had not realized before that he 
-was really injuring his own interests by encouraging spear- 
ing, and [ think when I got through I had made one convert 
to the cause of fish protection, 

ONE SvatH GAME Protecror’s Work,—Reading, Schuy- 
ler County, N, Y., July 24.—Kdttor Forest and Stredm: Since 
Oct. 18 Lhave made two arrests on Cross Lake, three on 
Canandaigua Lake, four on Owasco Lake, five on Keuka 
Lake, eight on Cayuga Lake, eight on Seneca Lake, two on 
Little Cayuta Lake; and haye reported the District Attorney 
of Schuyler county to the Governor for refusal to bring six 
more suits for violations on the same lake, after I had fur- 
nished him affidavits of several good witnesses to prove the 
same. Ithink the violationsin my district have fallen off 
at least one-half, and if justices of the peace and district 
attorneys would give me their full support I would have but 
little trouble to enforce the Jaw; bul 1 can see a change for 
the better even with them, I have two men under indict- 
ment and suits in Supreme Court for the recovery of $1,500; 

; have collected $750 in fines and penalties; and pot-fishermen 
and pot-hunters begin to make up their minds that the game 
and fish laws are to be enforced. It is a great mistake that 
protectors are not allowed more for travel. Everybody 
knows that a protector cannot travel over six or eight coun- 
ties on $20.80 per month, It often costs that to attend one 
term of court at a distant county seat; and then the protector 
is left to stay at home the rest of the month, no matter what 
violations may be going on, or else pay his own expenses, 
which he can ill afford to do ona salary of $500, 1 think 
every true sportsman, regardless of party, should use his in- 
fluence to have this thing righted at the next session of the 
Legislature.—A. N, Parisu, 

Giant PowprEr Frenps.—Crested Butte, Colo., July 19, 
1884.—Hiditor Forest and Stream: J inclose article from the 
Democrat of Gunnison, showing how we treat “trout hogs” 
in this country: ‘‘For several days past reports have been 
in circulation that the fish in the streams about Gunnison 
were being slaughtered by the use of giant powder. This 
was said to be particularly the case in the Black Canon, but 
instances were also reported from other parts of the county. 
The first actual case of the kind, however, was not brought 
to light until the day before yesterday, when James Maguire, 
of Mount Carbon, came to town and swore out warrants 
against Peter Cooper, John Bulger and Barney Carns, charg- 
ing them with using explosives to kill fish in Carbon Creek. 
The fwo latter were arrested and Jocked up in jail that even- 
ing, and yesterday Sheriff Shores went to Mount Carbon and 
brought Cooper to the city, The three mén were tried 
before Judge Wadsworth at the Court House last night and 
were found guilty and sent back to jail, The judge deferred 
sentence until nine o’clock this morning. The penalty for 
killing fish in this way is a fine of from one hundred to three 
hundred dollars, or confinement in the county jail for a 
period not exceeding sixty days, or both. District Attorney 
Rood and Mr. D. T. Sapp conducted the case for the people.” 
Thousands of fish are slaughtered yearly by the use of giant 
powder and seines, However, this year we have taken the 
matter in hand, and the miserable curs who have to cet their 
fish in this manner will find that they will be indeed ‘costly 
fish." —Srort, 

PENNSYLVANIA TRoutine.—Reading, N. Y,, July 24,— 
Last week I took a few days for pleasure and went fishing 
for brook trout with friends in Pennsylvania. I went to 
Lock Haven, and accompanied Messrs. Chas. Wait, the depot 
master of the P. & E. road, and James Dunn, one of Lock 
Haven’s merchants. Our fishing ground was Hddy Lick 
Run, reached via Beech Creek, Clearfield, on the South- 
western Railroad. In one day we took 245 of the speckled 
beanties. We had intended to stay two or three days, but 
Messrs. Wait and Dunn, being expert anglers, filled our 
basket in one day, and we returned fully satisfied. Deer and 
bear are reported plenty in that locality, also on Pine Creek, 
Iam sorry to say deer are being hunted daily with and with- 
out hounds, entirely regardless of the closed season. One 
fellow was watching a lick on the run that we were fishing, 
I saw several cubs both on Pine and Beech creeks, chained 
up at lumbermen’s camps, Lovers of beautiful wild scenery 
could find no better place to enjoy it than a trip over both 
the Pine Creek and the Beech Creek, Clearfield, and South- 
western Railroad.—A. N. P. 

PHIUADELPHIA Fisnine Nores.—July 27,—During the 
week there has been a run of bluefish at Barnegat inlet, the 
fish, however, were not large, but many were caught. Weak- 
fish and sea bass are biting well atthe same grounds. At 
Cape May this weck the Porpoise Fishing Company captured 
twenty-three large porpoises and two immense sharks at one 
haul. They were drawn up on the beach and their throats 
cut to prevent them from struggling, A fine black bass was 
taken in the Schuylkill River, under Girard Avenue Bridge, 
on Wednesday last, by a fisherman who was after ‘“‘catties;” 
the fish was a two-pounder. Ii is of very rare occurrence 
that a bass is caught so low down in the Schuylkill. From 
Betterton no news comes that the large perch have begun 
to bite, Later on they will appear.—Homo. 

PENNSYLYANIA.—An angler residing at Frankford informs 
us that numbers of white catfish have lately been captured 
in the Delaware at Bridesburg wharf and at the mouth of 
Frankford Oreek, The Jatter place a quarter of a century 
ago was.a favorite resort to fish for perch, and at times some 
fair catches are still made there. Dr. Burgiv, of German~ 
town, tells us that he lately had some very fair black bass 
fishing in the Perkiomen Creek, a half mile or more above 
its mouth, He fished there with artificial flies on several 
days and took a number of good-sized specimens, the largest 
weighing one pound and three-quarters. He found a fy 
with a yellow body to be the most killing,—Germantown 

| Telegraph, 

you 

lowing; “8, D. 

New Jersey; 
in I will send them to you to print.—Mmat-Hawx, [That 
was not the bargain. We will perhaps print a few. ] 

“Muat-Hawn’s” Ruymus,—Hditor Forestund Stream: Will 
permit me to acknowledge through the Formst AND 

STRHAM the receipt of responses to my rhymes, from the fol- 
K.,” Florida; “J. A.- H.,” Kentucky; 

‘Tommy Hawk,” Ontario; “Sangwillah,” Maryland; “C. J. 
T.,” Michigan; “E. R, W.” New York; “Mephistopheles,” 
Pennsylvania; ‘Mud,’ New York; ‘Youngster, Massachu- 
setts; ‘Ishnep Results,” Virginia; ‘A. 1. J.,” Vermont perma. 
C. M.,” New York; “J. D. V.,” Pennsylvania; “Reebuck,” 

‘Fish-Hawk,” Pennsylvania. So soon as all are 

CoLorapo.—Hot Sulphur Springs, July 20,— Editon. Har- 
est wnd Stream: Legally, the trout fishing seison opened here 
July 1, practically, it began about the 10th, when the streams 
had for the first time fallen enough for the fish to take fly or 
"hopper. Since that date it has improved rapidly, and sports: 
Inen now come in daily with good strings of large, fine fish, 
in perfect condition. The largest catch I have heard of was 
one man forty pounds of dressed fish on Wednesday evening 
and all day Thursday last. The best sport is now in smaller 
Streams, but many fish are taken from Grand River. The 
latter is yet rather full for first-class sport.—W. N, B. 

“Oty Hickory” Bewarn.—llion, N, Y,, July 25,—The 
kingfisher business drags slowly; the sky is pretty well 
cleared of them. 102 killed in five years, and millions of 
fish saved for the fish hogs.—J. D. H, 

Sisheulture. 

THE WHITEFISHES OF NORTH AMERICA. 

[A paper read before the Amevican Fisheultural Association.) 

BY TARLETON H, BEAN, M,D,, M5. 

Curator of the Department of Fishes of the U. 8. National Museum. 

feos whitefishes, properly so called, all belong to the genys 
Coregonus, which, however, admits of division into sev- 

eral minor groups, based chiefly upon the character of the 
mouth and the form of the body. We have, in North Amer- 
ica, twelve recognizable species, one of which is now appar- 
ently for the first time distinguished by name. These species 
are usually of wide distribution, and subject to sreat varia- 
tion with age and surroundings, making it difficult for the 
student to sharply define them by the use of characters which 
are generally believed to have specific value. An attempt is 
made to set, forth the relations of these twelve species by call- 
ing attention to the peculiarities which seem to be most im- 
portant and least subject to variation. The form of the 
mouth, the structure of the gill rakers, the size of the species, 
and, in some cases, the length of the fin-bases, appear to serve 
the purposes of classification best; but itis difficult to apply 
any fixed formule of definition and little to be wondered at 
that most of our common forms have been described over and 
over again since they were originally introduced into tlie lit- 
erature. 
Thave placed along with the whitefishes that magnificent, 

species, the finest of all fishes closely related to Coregonus, 
the Inconnu of the McKenzie and Yukon regions. This well- 
flavored species grows to four feet in length and is known to 
have reached fifty pounds in weight. From an examination 
of the Russian Stenodus leucichthys, 1 am inclined to think: 
that the American IJnconnu is identical with the species of 
Giildenstadt, and, if so, the range of the speciesis much more 
extensive than we have supposed, It may be, also, that sey- 
eral of the Alaskan species of Coregonus will prove to be iden- 
tical with Siberian forms; but we are unable tostate anything 
definite about this ab present. 
The whitetishes are among the most important, eeqnomic- 

ally, of all fishes. I need refer only to the fisheries of our great 
lakes to verify this statement. Im the northeim regions of 
America, also, they constitute one of the chief sources of food. 
supply. These fishes possess many natural advantages over 
otnes inhabitants of the waters—they do not prey upon one 
another and theirmoyements are not checked by dams and 
similar obstructions. They yield vast numbers of eggs, which 
are readily developed artificially, and it has recently been de- 
monstrated that the young fry can be reared in confinement, 
All of the species but two have excellent food qualities and 
they exist in great abundance. We may well protect and cul- 
tivate these fishes whose importance and possibilities can 
scarcely be overestimated. . 

NORTH AMBRICAN SPECIES OF COREGONUS, 
A. Lower jaw included; gill-rakers about 50 or fewer, moder- 

* ately long, or short and thick. 
a. Gill-takers moderately long; maxilla 1 head, or 

more. 
b. Tongue with teeth; gill-rakers 23... .labradorieus. — 
bb. Tongue toothless, or nearly so. 
ce. Nape arched and thick; gill-rakers 26-29,...cluwpe7- 

formas. s 
cc, Nape arched and much compressed; gill-rakers 24 

.. + nelsoni. —. 
aa. Gill-rakers short; maxilla 1-5 head.... (44 in willieni- 

soni). 
d. Wiouth inferior. 
e, Body elongate; maxilla ahoub 1-5 head; gill-rakers 

17....quadrilateralis. 
ee, Body oblong; maxilla about y head; gill-rakers 25 

... -williamsont. 
dd. Mouth not inferior, jaws nearly equal; maxilla 

about 1-5 head; gill-rakers 22... .kennteottti. 
AA. Lower jaw projecting, or jaws subequal; gill-rakers 

more than 30, long and slender. ; y 
f. Body cee i scales little convex behind; gill-rakers 45 

....tullibee. 
if. Body oblong or elongate; scales strongly convex be- a : 

ind. ; 
gl Eye moderate (¥ to 1-5 length of head). 
h. Dorsal base longer than post-orbital of head; sill- 

takers 36....laurette. = ’ ‘ Me 
hh, Dorsal base shorter than post-orbital part of head, 
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%. Teeth on premaxillaries and tongue; gill-rakers 39-44 
a+. nigripinnis, 

Tt. Feermacillary: and tongue toothless; gill-rakers 46-52 
a 4a4 oy" ta t 

9: Hye large (2-7 to 1-8 length of head); size small. 
. Anal rays 10; gillvakers 55... .hovyi. 

kk, Analrays 14; gill-rakers 45, ,..merivi subsp. 
1. Stenodus mackenzii Rich. Inconnu. 

Luciotrutta mackenzit Gunther, Cat. Fish, Brit. Mus., vi,, 
1866, p. 164. Mackenzie’s River and its tributaries; Yu- 

__ kon River, Alaska, . ‘ 
‘A food fish of great value; the largest of the whitetishes. 
Growing to tour feet in length and reaching fifty pounds 

in weight. ‘Tt is full of spawn from September to Jan- 
uary, when it disappears.”—Dall. 

2. Coregonus labradoricus Rich, Lake Whiting. 
/ Great Lake region; lakes of the Adirondacks, of moun- 

tains of New England and northeastward, preferring 
clear, cold lakes, 

It is abundant in cold, cleax lakes, and in Labrador the spe- 
cies frequently reaches the length of eighteen inches, but in 
New England the average size is somewhat below this, This 
species may be regarded as certainly nearly related to the com- 
mon whitetish, C. clupeiformis, from which it differs chiefly in 
its somewhat more decided lingual dentition and its slenderer 
body. it seems besides never to reach so large a size as the 
typical great lake form. It would seem that the size of the 
species increases somewhat in the northern portion of its hab- 

 itat. This species has been erroneously placed in a group 
characterized by numerous long and slender gill-rakers; as a 
matter of fact the gill-rakers are nob more numerous in this 
species than in williiamsoni and kennicottii, The oldest name 
for this species is the one here employed, but the New Bneland 
form has since been described by Prescott in the American 
Journal of Science and Arts, 1851, under the name of Core- 
gonus neohantoniensis. 
3. Coregonus clupeiformis (Mitch), Milner, 

fish. Greatlakes; British America. 
This is one of the most important of all the whitefishes; it 
has heen extensively reared by artificial methods and 
distributed as widely as New Zealand. The Otsego Lake 
form is said to be the most southerly in the United 
States, but willimmsonit occurs in rivers of Utah. 

_ This is the common whitefish, and is-the object of the most 
important of the fisheries of the great lake region. ~We have 
the typical form of this species from Lake Champlain to the 
eastward, and from Manitoba to the westward. The range of 
this fish has also been greatly extended by artificial introduc- 
tion. The maximum weicht of the species is said to be twen- 
ty-two pounds, but the ayerage weight will perhaps scarcely 
reach ten pounds. The reported occurrence of this species in 
the Yukon River, Alaska, is perhaps unwarranted, a re-exam- 
ination of our Alaskan ‘material showing that the supposed 
C. clupeiformis of the Yukon is really C. kenwicottii, a species 
Which grows to evenalarger size than C, clupeiformis, but 
which is really not yery closely related to that species. 

It is worthy of mention that the young of C, elupeiforniis 
have a much greater uumber of scales in the lateral line than 
the adults, some examples of which are here exhibited show- 
ing as many as ninety scales, while the average number in the 
adult is but seventy-five. 

The following additional information about the whitefish 
ee extracted from the published writings of Mr. J. W. 

er: ; 
The fishes are not evenly distributed throughout the lake. 

bat range in large colonies and run near the shore at different 
points, while the majority of localities may be destitute of 

Common white- 

The statistics of nine principal fish markets on the lakes 
show the proportion of lake herring handled to be one-sixth, 
while the low rates herring command in the markets would 
produce only about oneé-thirtieth of the amount realized from 
the whole quantity of fish handled. This shows the small 
yalue of the herring to the fishermen, in the herring localities. 
T™ the whole product of the lakes it would be of much less 
cousequence, 
The whitefish is found in all depths in more or less abund- 

ance, not only in the spawning season, butatalltimes. Young 
whitefish seek the surface, and they are strong and vigorous 
from the time they leave the ege. In their early life, there- 
fore, they are not much preyed upon by voracious fishes, and 
the swarms of cyprinoids and Chivostoma (2 which are 
abundant at the surface at the same time, form a large part 
of the food of such predaceous species as do come to the sur- 
face. 
4, Coregonus nelsoniti Bean. WHump-back whitefish, Bean, 

Proc, U, 8. Nat. Mus., VII,, 1884, p. 48. 
Known from Alaska only, occurring from the Bristol Bay 

region northward to the extremity of the territory. 
This species which was until recently undescribed, has long 

been known from Alaska, but it has been confounded with a 
Siberian species, C. syrok, from which if is really very difier- 
ent, The Russian name of the species is Korabati, The Tin- 
neh tribes of the Yukon call it Kolokwih. Mr, Dall, in the re- 
port of the Commissioner of Agriculture for 1870, p, 586, speaks 
of it as a conimon species characterized by the strongly arched 
back and broad tail, He says it is rather bony and inferior in 

_fiayor, and thatitis generally used for dog food, except in 
times of scarcity. 

Ibis related to OC. clupetformis and OC. labradoricus. From 
clupeiformis it may readily be distinguished by its greatly 
BtCed and much compressed back. The body is oblong and 
compressed; the head is one-fifth as long as the fish without 
the caudal; the maxilla extends to the front margin of the eye 
and is about one-fourth as long as the head; the gill-rakers are 
only moderately long, the longest a little more than one-half 
length of eye, and thei number is about twenty-six. The 

_ greatest height of the body is a little more than one-fourth of 
the total length in the typical example, which is about four- 
teen and one-half inches long to caudal pase. The adipose fin 
is large and scaled for nearly half its height. The ventrals 
are a little nearer the tip of the snout than to the root of the 
caudal, They are about as long as the head without the snout; 
‘D. 12; A, 12; scales 10—88—10. The type of the species is No. 
29,905, taken at Nulato, Alaska, by Mr. H. W. Nelson, to whom 
the species is dedicated in recognition of his important zoolog- 
ical researches in that territory. 

6. Coregonus quadrilateralis Richardson. Round whitefish: 
4 (2 (Russian); Shad Waiter; Round-fish. 

Lakes of New England; Upper Great Lakes; Slave Lake; 
Kodiak; Yukon River; rivers of Arctic North America. 

_ (Ginther). 
0. quadrilateralis is apparently the most widely distributed 

_ ofall the whitefishes, and naturally is subject to much vari- 
ation, In the Yukon River region the form of the head is 
somewhat different from that of the ordinary Hastern type, 

_ and, strangely enough, this variation of the head is repeated in 
some ofthe Maine lakes, The appearance of this species on 
the Island of Kodiak, which is separated from the mainland of 
Alaska by a wide and deep ocean channel, is one of the most 
interesting of recent discoveries in the ichthyology of Alaska. 
C. quadriluteralis is a small and slender species, seldom ex- 
ete fifteen inches im length, but its quality is excellent, 
Tt is noteworthy that this species has a smaller number of gill- 
rakers than any other species of the North American white- 
fishes, Prescott, in the journal already referred to, re- 
pecaned this whitefish under the name Coregonus nove- 
anglice. 
Oo Gonads williamsonii Girard. Rocky Mountain-whitefish ; 

_  Ohief Mountain whitefish. 
Coregonus couestt Milner, 
1872 and 1873 (1874), p. 88. 

Rept. U, 5, Comm. Fish, for 

Pacific, northward to Oregon; found alse in tributaries ! Sun, 
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of the Saskatchewan and of the Upper Missouri, Re- 
cently received from Mill Creek, Oregon, whence it was 
sent by Col I. R. Moores, This is an abundant and yalu- 
able food fish, 

The size of Coregonus williamsonii is small, about equal to 
that of C, Ee Ane which it closely resembles; it has, 
usually, a larger maxilla and less elongate body, and the 
number of gillrakers is somewhat larger. The Chief Moun- 
tain whitefish (O, cowesii Milner) is now known to he identical 
with Coregonus williamsonit. 
%. Coregonus kennicotlii Milner. Broad whitetish. 

Known in Alaska fromthe Kuskoquim Basin to Meade 
_River in the extreme northern part of the territory. 

This is the mufsun of the Russians, a name transferred from 
a Siberian species of similar appearance. The broad whitefish 
reaches the weight of thirty pounds, ranking next in size to 
the Inconnu only, Tt has a short head, remarkably smail 
subequal jays, and its boay is very thick. Itis a food fish of 
great excellence. Dall states that it is abundant in both win- 
ter and summer, spawning in September in the small streams 
falling into the Yukon. 
8. Coregonus tullibee Rich. Tullibee. 

Great Jakes and northward into British America, 
This singular and handsome species is said to grow to alength 

of eighteen inches. Its body is deeper than in any of the other 
whitetishes, and the scales are deep but very narrow, giving 
the fish 4 tniqne and unmistakable appearance. Richardson 
had a specimen from Pine Island Lake, in north latitude 54 
degrees. 
9, Coregonus laurettce Bean. (7) Morskoi ciga (Russian). 

ars eeu region, and northward to Point Barrow, 
Alaska. 

This species is not large, rarely exceeding three pounds in 
weight, but it is a very important source of food wherever it 
occurs. It resembles the lake herring, C. artedi, somewhat, 
but has fewer gill-rakers and a much longer dorsal base. In 
the Yukon it is particularly abundant and is one of the best- 
flavored of the Coregoni, becoming the staple article of food 
in winter, according to Mr, Dall 
10. Coregonus nigripinnis (Gill) Jor. Bluefin; blackfin, 

Lake Michigan, in deep water; deep lakes in Wisconsin, 
from the vicinity of Madison, Wiscousin, whence it has 
been sent by Fish Commissioner Welch. 

This species is locally abundant, as, for example, in Grand 
Traverse Bay. Milner reported as follows concerning it; Core- 
gonus gripinnis is most abundant in seventy or more 
fathoms and is seldom taken in the fishing season, even in as 
great a depth as fifty fathoms. At Grand Haven, Mich., 
where a line of steamers keeps the harbor open throughout 
the winter, the fishermen take the blackfin in quantities 
within thirty or forty fathoms in the month of December. 
The blackfin grows to eighteen inches in length, surpassing 

C. artedi in size and differing from it, also, in having evident 
teeth on premaxillaries and tongue. 
aie SpE lg artedi Le Sueur. Lake herring; Cisco; Michigan 

herring. 
Great Jakes and northeastward to Labrador, the eye 
becoming larger and certain other characters varying 
to the northeastward. This species has considerable 
commercial importance, 

2. Coregonus artedi, yay. sisco Jordan. Cisco. 
Small lakes of Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana, 
A form of the preceding modified by residence in small, 
deep lakes. 

. Coregonus hoyi (Gill) Jordan. Lake moon-eye; Cisco (Lake 
Michigan); Smelt (Western New York). 
Lake Michigan and Lake Ontario, in deep water; lakes of 
Western New York, where it sometimes dies myster- 
iously In great niimbers. 

Coregonus merkii Gunther subsp. Niulatoski ciga (Russian). 
Known from Yukon River and Hotham Inlet, Alaska. 
A small species, thin and hony, rarely exceeding a half 
pound in weight; little used as food in Alaska. It differs 
from typical merkii in several particulars. 

15. Coregonus lavaretus L. Mareene, 
Great lakes of Switzerland, Tyrol, Pomerania, Mecklen- 
burg, and Sweden. 

This fine, large species, the type of the genus Coregonus, 
comes into the series containing our common whitefish, C. 
clupeiformis. It has about thirty gillrvakers of moderate 
length, and the lower jaw is included. Im size and extent of 
distribution as well as in amount of variation, as expressed 
by the numerous synonymes of the word lavaretus, the two 
bear a strong resemblance to each other. The mancene in its 
adult condition is readily distinguished at sight by its 
numerous and rather deep scales; but I suspect that 1b will be 
difficult to separate the young of the two, especially since 
we have common whitefish from Lake Superior with as many 
as ninety scales, the usual number in some of the variations of 
lavaretus, 
Four hundred and nine were placed, April 14, 1877, in Lake 

Gardner, Otsego Co., Michigan. The history of the marcne 
since its introduction into America by the U. 8, Fish Commis- 
sioner is not known to me. 

14. 

CARP IN THE SUSQUBHANNA,—About two weeks ago 
a curious crowd had gathered around a large tub in one of 
our hotels which contained a fish belonging to a species un- 
Known to the oldest inhabitants of this town. The same was 
shipped to the Smithsonian Institute for identitication, and 
proved to be a German carp. ‘This is the first instance of Ger- 
man carp being takenin the Susquehanna. The fish was a 
finé specimen, weighing probably four pounds. He was taken 
in aset net below the Columbia Dam. Where did he come 
from2—A. C. KrunGer (Wrightsville, Pa., July 22, 1854). - 

GROWTH OF CARP.—Lyles, Lancaster County, Pa., July 
22.—On the 10th of last May I put sixty carp in my pond; they 
were of last years’ spawn and ran from one and a half to two 
and a half inches in length. Just seventy-one days atterward, 
haying occasion to draw off most of the water, I caught four 
leather carp. The largest measured eleven inches in length, 
the others from one to two inches shorter. This was not 
cuessed or estimated length, but actual measttrement with a 
rule. Was not that extraordinary for even a German carp?— 
J.J. C. 

THE JOWA COMMISSION.—The Governor of Iowa has 
appointed Mr. A, W. Aldrich, of Anamosa, in place of Mr. B. 
F. Shaw. 

4 

THE Fisu Link Ropper.—George W. Bennett, abank janitor, 
of Elizabeth, who was sent to the State prison for robbing 
the bank, died in prison of cousumption June 15. He was 
sentenced on November 11, 1882, When the circumstances of 
his case are recalled, the man will be well remembered. It 
was he who used a fish line and sinker and shoemaker’s wax 
to steal with. He set the line down on the teller’s desk, and 
the sinker being waxed was deposited on bills which clung to 
the sinker as he drew it upto the ceiling of the bank and 
through a hole into iis own room. He was the first man ever 
heard 6f to use fishing tackle for burglarious purposes, and 
the newspapers at the time of Its occurrence made a great 
ado over it. 

Way HE WAS Posrtrve.—‘‘You swear positively that it was 
on Sunday morning that you heard the woman shout for 
help?’ ‘Yes, your Honor, positively.” ‘‘This affair occurred 
some months ago, Couldn’t it have been Saturday morning, 
or Monday morning, instead of Sunday morning?” ‘Impossible, 
your Honor,” “But why?’ insisted the Judge. ‘‘Man’s 
Inemory 1s not infallible. Why are you so positive that it was 
Sunday morning?’ ‘Because when [ first heard the ory Or 
help 1 was out in the back yard digging angleworms,”—N, Y, 
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FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS, 

Sept. | to 6.—Bench Show of the Lancaster County Fair Association 
Lancaster, Pa. Entries close Ang. 80. J, B, Long, Secretary, 6 Wast 
ase eee Peete Pa. 

sept, 9, 10 and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Montreal Ien- 
ne! Club. Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent. J. §, Wall, Secrea dey Co 
Box 1,246, Montreal, Oarindas : ee te 

Sept. 16,17 and 18.—Collie Bench Show and Field ‘Trials of the 
Ontario Collie Club, Toronto, Ont. Entries close Aug, 23. Mr. H. J, 
Hill. Secretary, Toronto. 

Sept. 16, 17,18 and 19.—Bench Show of the Philadelphia Kennel 
aN Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. Mr, Benj, GC. Satterthwaite, 
ecretary. 
Oct. 5, 9, 10 and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 

Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. BH. §, Davis, Superintendent, 
Danbury, Conn, 

Oct. 21, 22, 23 and 24.First Annual Fall Bench Show of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York. Mr, Chas. 
Lincoln, Supermtendent, 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Dec. § —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Chib 

at Canton, Miss. D, Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn, 

A. K, R. 

Ki [ea AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 
lished every month. Entries close on the dst, Should be in early, 
Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelops. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1, Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Box 28382, New York. Number 
of entries already printed 1407, Volume lL, bound in cloth, sent 
postpaid, $1,5¢, 

POINTERS AT NEW YORK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I don’t propose to reply in detail to Mr. Mason’s letter which 

appeared in your paper last week, since it is so full of false 
statements and insinuations, that it would compel the denial 
of each and everyone. Justice to myself and others, however, 
compels me to deny his assertion that I ever had any pecuniary 
interest in the paper he mentions, or ever conteibuted one 
cent toward it other than my subscription and advertise- 
ments, for which I always paid the regular advertised rates, 
I feel confident the same can be said of Mr, Sterling, Mr. 
Pilkington of England, who bred Meteor, sent him to St, 
Louis saying he was by Garnet and out of Jilt. This is 
sufficient. My, A. C, Waddell of Topeka, Kan., writes me 
under date of the 24 inst. ‘Mr. Mason has no authority in any 
way to state that I said Beaufort is a better dog than Meteor, 
* *% # T never said so.” Joun W. Munson, 

Sr, Louis, Jnly 26. 

THE LAVERACK SETTERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
It is yery evident that ‘‘Rusticus,” in reply to my hastily- 

written article under the above heading, which appeared in 
ForREST AND STREAM of July 17, intends that I shall better 
explain myself after using the following sentence in reference 
to the Laverack setters: ‘“‘In the stud they are priceless, in 
the field useless.” It was, perhaps, unfortunate that I was so 
emphatic in placing a great yalue on the dogs of this breed 
for stud purposes without more fully describing where f 
thought the greatest benefit would be derived from the blood. 
After haying pues out in my letter the faults of the Lay- 
erack setters | had imported and bred as I saw them (and I 
am free to confess every failing noticed should never be pos- 
sessed by a field dog), the high-appearing quality of the breed, 
their fine texture of coat and general symmetry of outline are 
points to be desired in every setter, more especially in those 
that are being bred for bench show purposes. Tt was just here 
where I intended it to be mown that the Laverack blood, in 
my opinion, was most useful if it could be utilized without 
carrying with it the baneful taint that would be hurtful in a 
field dog, and expressed myself that the breed was useless for 
working purposes. I am sure others who have had any 6x- 
perience with the Laverack setters will agree with me in ref- 
erence to the faults I have named, and it surprises me when 
“‘Rusticus,” who has seen almost as much of the breed as my- 
self, makes it appear by writing “if ‘Homo? is correct in his 
premises that he is of different opinion, I yield the palm to 
him as a much older and more experienced breeder than my- 
self, and am sure the readers of ForrsT anp STREAM would 
be greatly interested in- learning his estimation of the Lay- 
erack setter and that of all unbiased sportsmen who haye 
owned and tried them in the field.” Come, Tages 

omo, 

THE POINTER PROTEST. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The following extracts from a letter which appeared m a 

Western contemporary last week calls for a reply: 

“New York.—I think, out of respect to the gentlemen who have 
been insulted by this protest and in justice to myself, I should make 
an explanation as to the manner in which my name becaine signed as 
one of the protestators against the pointer judging at the New York 
show. Mr. Mason called at my office and informed me that all the 
pointer exhibitors were going to sign a protest against Mr. Sterling’s 
decisions and wished to know if I would signit. I told him I would 
consider the matter. I needed but a short time for consideration, and 
sent him a letter saying that I would not sign the protest. [also 
wrote tomy friend, Mr, A. A. Whipple (who was an exhibitor). and 
requested him not tosign the protest, and no one could haye been 
more surprised than myself when my name appeared. Tshould have 
considered myself ungrateful had I consented to have my name at- 
tached to the protest after [learned the nature of it. IT should have 
sent to you this explanation sooner, but on account of sickness in my 
family I was detained at my country home.—A, McCoxiom,” 

First let me ask what Mr. McCollom means by ‘‘out of re- 
spect to the gentlemen who have been insulted by this protest.” 
Unless Mr. McCollomis permanently blind, he must have seen 
that th » protest was against the decisions of Mr. Sterling. Mr. 
MecCollom says I called at his oitice. Mr. McCollom wrote me 
requesting me to call at his house (not at his office), ashe 
wished tosee me in regard to breeding a bitch (owned by Mr. 
Whipple of Kansas city, Mo.) to Beaufort, There is a slight 
difference between calling at a person’s house and being sent 
for, at least [imagine so, Beforeleaving Mr. McCollom’s house 
(not his office) I alluded to the protest. Mr. M. asked me. 
for the names of those who had already imdorsed 
it, and after hearing them told me to add his name. 
Lasked him if he thought that Mr. Whipple would wish to in- 
dorse the protest, and he replied that he would write Mr. W, 
I took the precaution, however, to write Mr. W. myself, and 
that gentleman replied that though many of the decisions 
were altogether at variance with his ideas, he did not feel 
justified in allowing the use of his name, as he had not had a 
lengthy experience. That was honest. ff Mr, McCollom ever 
wrote me to take his name off the list (which I don’t believe 
lve did), alll can say is that Inever received his letter. Mr. 
McCollom says that Mr. W. isa friend of his, He may be, but 
oue thing is certain, and that is that Mr. M. never saw Mr. W. 
but once, and that at the last New York show. Mr, 
McCollom would have sent his explanation sooner, ‘bub 
on account of sickness in his family he was detamed 
at his count home,” ete. It r. MeCollom will 
giye himself the trouble to look into the columns of the paper 
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he refers to, he will find that his mame was never alluded to, 
and the protest was printed but in two papers, ForEs'tr AND 
SMRHAM and Turf, Mield and Farm. How, then, can Mr. M, 
support his statement that because he did not get his paper he 
could not explain sooner? Mr. M. ignores the fact that he was 
not detained at his country house, for I called on him in New 
York July 1, and though he was out on business he was, or 
would have been, home in ten minutes, and had I had the 
time to spare I should have seen him; as it was, I was de- 
prived of the pleasure. Mr. McCollom sees ForrsT AND 
STREAM every week, also the other papers, whether he is at 
his “country house” or at his ‘house in the city,” and it is a 
httle late in the day to.try to get out of adding his name to a 
protest which appeared six weeks ago. 
What Mr. MeCollom gaid about the judging of pointers at 

New Yorkis known te a score of people. I will not write 
what he said, for you, Mr. Editor, erindta not print it if I did. 
I will simply add that he denounced it in the strongest 
language, and especially the awards in the champion large 
dog class and the small champion bitch class. Said Mr, McCol- 
lom, ‘‘T would not give $25 for Meteor and Vanity together,” 
and Mr. McCollom showed good judgment. There is really no 
perceptible reason why Mr. MeCollom should toady to anybody, 
and I take him to be strong enough to resist influence. I can 
assure him that he has nothing to fear. He shall not be barred 
from exhibiting, neither shall he be excluded from dog shows, 
though he might be from ‘‘bench” shows. What once was 
cannot be again. 

“The past is as a story told, 

The future may be writ in sold.” 

The anonymous letters of ‘Pious H.,” “Starling,” ‘“Ah-Pe,” 
and *‘16-Bore,” in the same paper, are so much alike that we 
might conclude they are written by the same individual. They 
only can carry weight with people of the same social standing 
as the writer of them. Gentlemen and sportsmen hate 
sowardice, and supreme contempt is the reply of gentlemen to 
such productions. 

“Affect a candor which thou canst not feel, 

Clothe envy in the garb of honest zeal.” 

CHARLES H. Mason, 
ToMPEINSVILLE, Staten Island. 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

x. 

7 OU will have to decide for yourselyes what sized beagles 
will suit you best—it of course depends upon the work 

they are required for, I got the following letter in a round 
about way, and though for certain reasons I have not been 
been able to ask permission to publish it, yet I hope should 
fhe writer see himself in print he will accept my apology for 
making use of his information: 

“DEAR StR—There was no need to introduce yourself with 
so many excuses, the fact that you are a sportsman is suffi- 
cient. Jt is a trouble I will always gladly accept to assist in 
raising interest in pure breeds, especially that one in which I 
take a particular interest, viz,, the basset hounds. You are 
correctly informed that the two couples Lord Aylesford took 
out to the United States were from my kennel, Agreeably 
ta your wish lt made a call on his lordship to learn bis opinion 
on the breed’sfuture in America, and to find out what he 
thinks of beagles for hunting over there. ‘Am I pleased with 
the basset hounds? asked his’ lordship, ‘Of courseIam. I 
have had some good fun with them in Texas; they are the 
most amusing dogs] know, and as for hunting, well their love 
of it almost amounts to a fault, for when they are out doing 
it to please you, if you don't look out they'll be off to please 
themselves.’ 
rf NBA do the Americans think of the breed, anyhow? J 

asked. 
‘Like them immensely, and want them badly; look hers, 

that’s a letter lreceiyed.’ [t was from Mr. Chamberlain of 
New York, asking Lord Aylesford if he couldnot spare a 
bitch from his imported hounds. Mr, Chamberlain's hound 
Nemours, that took a prize in New York, he bought as a 
puppy of me when he was in England. His lordship told me 
e intended to take back several more to increase his small 

stock in Texas, Inextusked about the beagles, and his de- 
Seription of jack-rabbit hunting opened my eyes a bit. Ii these 
American hares go to ground like our rabbits, then certainly 
the twelve-iltich beagle, or better the basset hound, would do, 
but on the other hand, when you get a run with them, Lord 
Aylesford doesn’t see anything less than harriers can be of use, 
such a rate do they go, and in fact his lordship intends to 
take out with him in the autumn seyeral couples of harriers. 
Among his basset hounds will be Texas Fino, a full brother to 
Fino VL. Heisa grand little hound and shows his pedigree. 
He is a son of champion Fino V., and sograndson of champion 
Wino de Paris. On his dam’s side he is related to Guinevere 
and Theo, so Texas Fino is of the purest Count le Couteulx de 
Conteleu strain and Artesian type. I am sorry I cannot tell 
you more about beagles, they are a breed I have not studied, 
but Ishall be happy to give you the address of a friend of 
mine who was lately master of a well-known pack, and whose 
writings over the nom de plume of ‘Beagle’ are familiar to the 
readers of the Field. if you write to him [ am certain he 
would be pleased to tell you his experience,” 

There was a small but not uninteresting lass of beagles at 
the Crystal Palace Show on the Ist of July. Mr. Beckshowed 
three beauties, one of them faking. first prize. This was 
Myrile, by Minstrel—Handmaid. She has already taken 
honors at Warwick and is a sori that would fill the eye of 
your fourteen-inch men. To my mind she is too light for a 
hound, too much the style of a fox-terrier, inclined to be 
light, shelly, legey, not substance enough to’do a hard day’s 
work but undeniably pretty and full of quality. I liked the 
sazhe owner’s Abigail much better, She is a Birmingham 
Winner and though in excellent condition was only he, here. 
She has a far truer beagle hound type of head than her 
kennel mate Myrtle. Honesty I1., from the same kennel, de- 
served the vhe, I only saw one of Mr. 0, J, Carew-Gibson’s 
entries, Sportsman Il., an extraordinary cur, not worth his 
chain and collar, a little lumbering clumsy dwarf, he looked 
like a bad cross with a basset hound, and though stated to be 
only four years old is as gray as a badger. I saw a letter in 
the papers from Mr, Carew saying his other had run away, 
was too modest to show itself I should think. 
Now, a puff is not a puff unless the writer makes something 

out of it, and as I.don’t know Mr. W. H. Parker from Adam, 
what I have to say about his two entries may benefit him and 
may benefit the breed, but I can’t get anything out of it. I 
think his Freeland Countess and Freeland Duchess, second and 
vhe.,, are as perfect a little couple as ever I saw. {know not 
what they may be at the shoulder, but I should guess 12 
inches. They are compact and substantial, with wonderful 
bone for such small hounds, and the very type, I fear, 1s being 
lost. Their pedigree runs through generations of fashionable 
strains, they are only a year old, and were catalogued at £12 
each, I did not hear if they were claimed, but I consider they 
were the cheapest dogs in the show, My fingers itched to 
sign a check for them, They are a pair of models. 

he show was a splendid sight, and all the celebrities of the 
canine world were there; but I am amazed to hear that the 
attendance was so poor that the club must lose some £200, 
What has come over the public, 1 wonder; dog shows used 
to be so popular, and now from all sides we hear of this falling 
off in patronage, 
Has perhaps the continual harping on hydrophobia in the’ 
apers had something to do withit? I this isso the public 

are curiously illogical, for there is less chance of being bitten 
by a mad dogin ashow of 1,300 dogs than there isin the 
street. Bench dogs have an average value of let us say £5, 
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that is putting it yery low, most of them come from fanciers’ 
kennels, and are accompanied by some of their mates, and the 
public may take it for granted that their cares and wants, 
sanitary arrangements, etc,, are in all cases more efficient 
than those of the nightly slim inhabitants of our great cities, 
What the respective creditto the fancier and the “parish” 
may be, I leave for discussion to more serious writers than 
myself. 
Most owners sce all their own dogs every day, or this is just 

as effectually carried out by a responsible keeper, and if one 
of his charges shows a change in his demeanor, is moping or 
refuses his food—‘‘There’s something the matter with Floss: 
kennel her by herself.” The dog's own value is considered 
and at once the safety of the rest of the kennel. I have never 
heard of the appearances of hydrophobia in a fanciers kennel 
that was not observed in its most early stage. In large hunt- 
ing kennels, I regret to record, that my raemory is against 
them, Some foreigners even reproach us with carrying atten- 
tion to our animals too far, and jeeringly recall to mind the 
caricature that appeared when times were so bad in the coal 
districts, of a gaunt-looking miner affectionately watching his 
bull pup drinking the milk, while the rest of the famished 
household look on with hungry eyes. HEyen in this scene a 
philosopher, deep as the brutality may appear, might illu- 
inate some fine trait of human nature concealed beneath 
the surface. 

Itis among gutter curs that hydrophobia breaks out, these 
wretched, ownerless, slinking creatures, that seem as friett- 
ened of a policeman as a street arab, I remember speaking to 
a large breeder on this subject, and he observed: “IT bucket 
more pups than most people rear, but I never give any away, 
because f found that people thought nothing and cared noth- 
ing for what cost them nothing; but if they pay a fiver for 
their pups, they will look after their money on four legs.” 

Lthink | could win a champion prize for wandering from 
my subject. I have brought myself a long way from the Crys- 
tal Palace. Of course fhe show was in the grounds under can- 
yas, the weather was made to order, all that was required 
was visitors. Isaw fewer ornaments of the fair sex than at 
previous gatherings. Of course Lady Lamb and Mrs. Merrick 
Hoare were present to see their pets were not neglected. 

Mr. Lort, the popular, complaisant, all-round judge, disap- 
pointed, so extra work was thrown on the others. There 
were one or two novices, among them Mr, Groom and Mr. 
Pirie, The first named looked happy when he saw the long 
line of boarhounds that had come to ask his opinion. I 
watched Mr, Pirie judging the collies, and though I can’t say 
he appeared to be enjoying himself, yet there was a quiet 
determination about the chiel of the North that said he meant 
to do hisindependent best; his own opinion was good enough 
for him whetherit pleased friends or foes, Of such stuff 
dogey men can feel proud to know their modern judges are 
made of, 
We have progressed in great strides since dog shows were 

treed from the beery patronage of Mr. Bung, but I don‘t des- 
pise those old fanciers who assembled Saturday nights at the 
“Spotted Dogs” and ‘‘Magpies” and in their sanded-floor rooms 
held their little shows on the deal table, and where the prizes 
were silver collars and pewter pots. They hold to present 
times a position analogous to the ‘‘original members” of a 
modern social club. Their judges were ‘“‘open to reason,” of 
course, which sometimes took the form of ‘'What'’ll you take?” 
and at others broken heads, 
They were succeeded by the skimpole type of judge, 

anxious to oblige everybody. These were generally born in 
the North; theirs were happy natures. As thev entered the 
ring their eyes would usually scan the exhibitors’ faces, while 
they hummed to themselves ‘‘Should auld acquaintance be 
forgot, and hever brought to min?’ Eh, well, aulres temps, 
autres maeurs—not that 1 can say the m@wrs are much im- 
proved. 

Mr. Shirley, as usual, was yer'y busy. How much the Ken- 
nel Clib owe to him they will only realize when he is gone. 
There was a Benetlict air about him. 

Mr. Ubiquitous Berrie was, as usual, judging half the show, 
“toujours Berrie,” the exhibitor sometimes sighs. [saw this 
toy-dog patriarch picnicking all by himselfon the fleeting 
sandwich and bilious sherry, with a tent peg for his seat, ‘‘to 
save time.” His “expenses” won't cost the show much. 

My. Stephen, as manager, satisfactorily accomplished his 
duties and without fuss; [ have seen other managers work as 
hard, but I have never seen one smoke more cigars. 

The novelty class this time was composed of the Chinese 
edible dogs, chow chows they call them, .If I had a kennel of 
them I should keopasharp look out for moon-faced tramips 
from the flowery land. Iread inthe papers that they have 
founded a Chinese sehool of cookery at the Health Exhibition 
in London. Would not the exhibitors and breeders hurry 
through the turnstille to see Mx. Francatelli Taunton in the 
spotless white of 4 cordon blew dishing up the ‘friend of man” 
for the degustation of Mesdemoiselles Phryne and Aspasia, 

Going through the benches at the Palace | was struck with 
the magnificent class of St. Bernards; mastiffs were also a 
grand lot. There was one serious slip in the judging in the 
bitch class (puppies), the second prize was 50 points better 
than the lucky recipient of premier honors. The report in the 
Gazette, which is the official organ of the Kennel Club, is 
written by the judges themselves, and I quite expected Mr. 
Sydney Turner would avail himself of the opportunity to ad- 
mit he had shpped; but he has excused himself, You know 
the proverb about ‘who excuses himself,” etc., but perhaps he 
is right; it would be rather weak, after all, to admit the 
blunder. , 
He has preferred to ‘face the music,” to use an expression 

employed by your epistolary correspondent, Mr. Beaufort 
Mason, 

This remark leads me to say I did not think much of our 
pointers in the open classes. Im fact, I believe a team could 
be chosen from your side of the streak that would walk away 
from us. 
Nor were the setters any better, and Mr. Fountleroy man- 

aged to “spot” the wrong ones with an exasperating consist- 
ency, Others may agree with his judgment in putting Sting 
over Sir Alister, I don’t. Sting is a beautiful lemon and white 
and a pure Laverack, which Sir Alister is not, and Sting also 
had the pull in condition, but everywhere else Sir Alister is 
first fiddle, ~* ‘ 

All Sir Alister’s pups bear a strong resemblance to their 
patrician sire; they generally mbherit his belton color and 
ticks. Two of his produce won first and second in the open 
class—Sir Colin Kendal, a lovely dog with excellent legs, and 
Sir Kent, rather the reverse in that particular, The winner, 
Prince Pred, by Hmperor, is also a grand setter. 

I was surprised not to see even a card over Mr, Salter’s 
pretty bitch, Mayic Lantern; she isa color rare nowadays, 
the liver belton, a little legey, but to leave her unnoticed was 
a mistake. The second prize, Dashing Rose, is 4 common 
bitch, and got her honor by a fluke. Another one left outin 
the cold, Bonnie Bell. a pure Laverack and good enough to 
have won. Lady Westmoreland is a nice bitch and nearly as 
good as Bonnie Bell. ; 
My old friend Boss IIT., deservedly added a bracket to his 

Warwick win, heis the best Clumber | have ever seen. The 
bulldogs were a sight to see, all celebreties were there, Mon- 
arch, Britomartis, Taurus, Big Ben, ete. Mr, A. H. Clarke 
spreadeagled the fox-terriers with his victorious little Result. 
The coming shows are Cardiff, Darlington and Tunbridge 

Wells, Birmingham, too, is buckling on her armor, she vill 
have to worl hard to maintain her ancient fame. All the 
might of the Kennel Club will heer aue bt into the field against 
her, There are some of us who think the club would do itself 
good to be more generous and less small-minded in this struggle 
against independent shows, LILLIBULERO, 
Lonpon, July 15, 1884, 

the tall greyhound belonging to the P 
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THE DEERHOUND. 

iiditor Forest and Stream: 
Knowing the interest taken in the deerhound among many 

American gentlemen, and thinking it may save me several let- 
ters to American correspondents, as wéll as being interesting 
to some strangers, I venture to ask you to atford me thespace™ 
to describe the inmates of one of our most noted deerhound 
kennels, also for a few remarks I deem may be of interest to 
your readers concerning this beau ideal of a sporting dog, 
euarian and companion, Miss Hdrica dela Pole’s kennel of 
eerhounds, located at het fine ola place, Shute House near, Ax-~ 

minster, Devon, is likely to become our leading deerhound 
kennel, for, although Capt. G. A. Graham and H. Chaworth 
Musters, Esq., are still in the van, and Mr. Hickman won’t he 
kept back, Miss de la Poie has taken the matter up of breed- 
ing this superb variety with not only spirit and enthusiasm, 
but what is far better, judgment, and I may say skill. 

To commence with, Miss de la Pole secured Hector. In color 
he isa dark brindle, of great size, standing thirty-one inches 
at shoulder, and girthing thirty-five round the chest. Weight 
in ordinary condition about 112 pounds, but could be got up 
heavier for exhibition. He is a lengthy animal, with long tail, 
great bone, and capital smal] ears, with good, thick, hard coat. 
He has proved himself a sure and sucecsstul sire, his puppies 
coming out large, and some of greatexcelience. Not a big 
winner himself, but his stock haye been very successful on 
the show bench, Hecter has been used as a sire by most of 
the Wnglish breeders of deerhounds, and is highly spoken of 
by the veteran breeder, Capt. G Graham, in Shaw’s 
“Book of the Dog,” page 227, He was then the property of 
Mr, Dadley, head keeper to the Marquis of Bristol, and Capt. 
Graham states he is “good with deer and thoroughly well 
bred, probably the best bred dog now extant, Hector’s pedi- 
gree runs back in parts to about 1845, bub the strains were 
valued long previously, 
The second to command attention is Belle, a black brindle 

standing 2814 inches at shoulder, girthing 31 tnches, weight 85. 
pounds. She is rather short in body, but shows great quality. 
der coat is a trifle too soft and scanty, but she has proved 
herself a good breeder, and being own sisterand same litter as 
Capt. Graham’s Clutha, her blood is very valuable, Her pedi- 
gree is well traced out as far back as her great-great-grand 
parents. Among other prizes, she took first at Crystal Palace 
and second at Bristol shows in 1884. Her kennel companion 
Mee Merrilees has been parted with through being a daughter 
of Hector’s out of H. Chaworth Muster’s Glen; Miss de la Pole 
not caring to breed so closely. 
Leaving the older and turning to the younger portion of the 

kennel, we have Derrig, by Hector out of Belle, born October, 
1883,fawn colored and standing,now just eight months eld, 2844 
inches at shoulder and 303g round chest, weight 88 pounds, 
long in head, with a good forearm, dark eyesand lengthy body, 
very fast and active, but at present rather shy in disposition. 
If we could induce his owner to part with him, we would much 
like to send this promising puppy out to one of our American 
correspondents, as from his high breeding he cannot fail to 
prove a useful sire. Clover, sister and same litter to Derrig, 
is also afawn, standing 25 inches, girth 2815, with good fore- 
arm, though somewhat small, good in shape, swift and high 
couraged, Berger, by Cupples’s Bran out of a daughter of 
Hector’s, now nine months old, is a blue brindle, standing 2714 
inches, girthing 2944, weight 72 pounds, long in body and 
well made, high couraged and shows a lot of breeding. The 
two former are the last of old Hector’s get, except a litter 
whelped out of Los Angelos, and haye not yet been exhibited, 
but may be expected to make their mark eyentually, 

The kennels themselves occupy about an acre of ground, and 
are built in a circle, having a large yard, as well as a run for 
puppies in the center, Hach dog has a. separate compartment 
about six feeb square. In some the floors are brick, but others 
are better, being stone overlaid with tar to keep damp out. 
The benches all fold up and the kennels are washed out and 
then sawdusted daily. The dogs are healthy and distemper is 
a vomplete stranger, as it always should be, when dogs are 
kept properly clean, The keeper has been there sixteen years 
and would show the dogs to any callers I feel confident, 
although strangers should always write to the owner for per- 
inission to Inspect any Kennel, and this one is well worthy of 
attention, From the earliest age the puppies are accustomed 
to see railway traffic, Jead singly and in couples, face water 
and be stauneh on fur. I have now set forthsuch information 
as I think will be of interest and wish my notice could have 
been written before the large daughters of the high-bred, 
aristocratic-looking Belle had left and her giant dog puppy 
dispatched to a purchaser in Dundee. 
t will now give a short history and description of the 

breed, although I should advise all breeders of this yariety to 
read for themselves the chapters on the wolfhound and deer- 
hound, written by my friend, G A. Graham, for Shaw’s 
“Book of the Dogs,” published by Cassell & CGo., for however 
one-sided and faulty the work in other respects and portions, 
Capt. Graham’s essay is a useful historical compilation. 
The deerhound, like other good things claimed by Scotland 

cannot be considered indigenous to that country. The land of 
the shamrock, sweet Ireland, has the prior elaim, although 
the breed has been praised asa Celtic one by the poets of all 
ages. It was beloved by Scotland’s martial bard, who stands 
unrivalled yet in the way he played on our chords of feeling, 
and although Moore was silent on the subject, Hrin’s poets 
haye sung the fame of this breed, and Spencer has most touch- 
ingly described the greyhound Gelert of my countryman, 
Llewelyn, Prince in Wales. 
Pope and others have mentioned this noble animal, and Mrs. 

C. Phillips composed an elegant description of the Irish grey- 
hound in verse about the year 1660, when the breed was still 
common in Ireland. The Irish poets termed the dog eu, sig- 
nifying a champion. That eminent naturalist, Colonel Hamil- 
ton Smith, pointed out that the radical word khan and can in 
their acceptation of power, were evidently mixed up with 
the idea of a dog; and in ancient British, from cu, a dog, head 
or champion, we have the title cy nobelin and eu nobelin, the 
head king, The element khan and can is seenin Canute, I 
may be permitted to add that cean is the lrish and Scotch for 
head, and ctin is the Welsh for king, cean or hawn, cin, mean- 
ing the head king or sovereign over petty princes. All these 
words ate plainly derived from the Greek kuon, a dog, and 
the well-known term cur is plainly the same word in another 
form. Many writers have heen fogged and confused over the 
rough Celtic greyhound, from the various terms or names 
it has borne owing to the work it was kept for. The proper 
classical name forthe greyhound was vertraba, as used by 
Gratius; and the same word in the Gallic was vertaygus, which 
has been preseryed to us through the writings of Martial. This 
name is seemingly derived from the verb verto, to turn, from 
the manner of pursuit peculiar to this group. The Latins used 
the term agasceus (muchas we now use the German word 
hound), to denote a hunting dog of any breed, the word seem- 
ingly being derived from the Greel word ago, or in its older 
form agago, meaning to fetch, drive, bring or carry. We find 
the word used substantively by Livy and Plamtus, the latter 
using agaso to denote ‘a driver of beasts,” and again we find 
Horace speaking of the dog, using the word in its verbal form 
in his Hpodes (Ode VL, line 7) agam—I will drive. I have en- 
tered thus minutely into the meaning of the term agaswus as 
many writers, overlooking its palpable meaning—simply a 
hunting dog—haye fallen into the error of assigning it as a 
name for a particular breed. The greyhound belonged to the 
Pedibus celeres group, of Roman writers, the ancients naming 
the various breeds of dogs penerally from the locality they 
came from, or the use they were put to, The true rough grey- 
hound, however, has always been considered of Celtic origin, 
and that it hunted by sight and not by nose. Strabo mentions 

ctish and Celtienations, 
Pliny relates an account of a fightin which the Ivish grey- 

ee 
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hounds took part, terming them canes graii hibernici, Neme- 
sian says, “Distant Britain sends swift dogs fitted to course 
our fields ” ees in his Cynegetieus, Lib. 1. line 465, men- 
tioned that the Greeks were acquainted with and valued that 
kind of dog termed agascus. Owing to the translators of Op- 
pian rendering the word baiow, small, writers fell into the 
abit of deeming the agaseus a “small” dog, anda Latin writer 

wondered why Oppian called these British dogs badoi, “little,” 
for, says he,“‘for in our age they are large.” Youatt and 
others were led into the same error through the translation of 
this word batou as “little,” whereas I hold, properly rendered, 
it means “‘slender.” Oppian mentions that these dogs were 
lean and coarse-haired, and armed with deadly teeth—being in 
itself a correct description of the rough Celtic greyhounds. 
Symmachus, who flourished about A. D. 400, informs us, 
Scotch greyhourids (which may he rendered Irish greyhounds, 
as Ireland was termed Scotia Major and Scotland Scotia Minor) 
were famous av that timeat Rome. ‘Rome beheld Scotch 
2 el on the day before the sports with astonishment, 
ete 
There is little question but that originally the Scotch deer- 

hound and the Irish wolfhound were one and the same breed. 
From the ancient Irish and Scotch posts we have a fair de- 
scription of what the dog was: 

‘The greyhound! the great hound! the graceful of limb: 
Rough fellow, tall fellow,** etc.; 

also, from Ossian’s poems, the “hairy-footed bran,” showing 
the breed was always rough-coated, and not smooth, for, as 
Capt. Graham rightly says: ‘Although several writers have 
incorrectly confused the great Dane with the Irish wolfhound, 
it is probable that the two breeds were not unfrequently 
crossed,” and he might have added that it is probable much 
great Danish blood runs in the veins of the purest of the 
modern deerhounds. The true rough Celtic greyhound was 
the windhund of the Germans; the Goathar, so named from 
Goath, the wind, on account of their speed, by the Celtic 
Britons, and the grewhunde or grighunde of the Anglo- 
Saxons, whence the English term greyhound or grewn’. The 
laws of the Welsh Princes of the ninth centry mention heavy 
poueiiies Jaid down against any one injuring the Irish grey- 
ound, as it was styled in the code, the “Canis Graius Hyber- 

nicus,” and in those days only Princes and chiefs might keep 
these dogs. Alfred the Great made a present of some wolf 
dogs to Tulos, Archbishop of Rheims. The whole passage is 
80 unique a piece of scholastic metaphor that were it not for 
the space it would take up deserves translation. Roderick, 
King of Connaught, was obliged to furnish greyhounds to 
Henry II., and King John gave one of these greyhounds, the 
verse-renowned Gelert, to Prince Llewelyn, 
Henry VII. presented four Irish greyhounds tothe Marquis 

of Dessarages, a Spaniard. Caius, alias Dr. John Kay, physi- 
cian to Edward VI, and Queens Mary and Elizabeth, rightly 
elassed the deerhound under the name of “gazehounde” and in 
Latin ““Agasaus,” stating that they were then even more used 
inthe northern than southern parts of England for hunting. 
tm November, 1566, Shane O'Neil forwarded to Queen Eliza- 
beth, through the famons Earl of Leicester, two Irish grey- 
hounds, and her Minister, Sir Francis Walsingham (who was 
educated at Cambridge and Eaobapey. a friend of Dr. Caius), 
in 1558 had a brace of Irish wolfhounds sent him from Ireland, 
Thaye enumerated carefully these importations of Trish grey- 
hounds to our English sovereigns, as it proves the Irish grey- 
hound was well known in this country to our kings and their 
nobility, and that Caius actually saw existing specimens. 
Coursing the deer with greyhounds was a royal sport, men- 
tioned in the treatise composed by the Master of the Game to 
Henry IV. for the use of hisson, Prince Henry. It runs to the 
effect, “When the King would think proper to hunt the hart 
in the parks or forests, either with bows or greyhounds,” ete. 
That this sport was continued until the times of Blizabeth and 
after we learn from various MSS. 
Tn Angust, 1591, when Queen Blizabeth visited Lord Mon- 

teath, at Cowdray, in Sussex, Her Highness killed three or 
four deer with a cross bow, vide ‘*Nichols’s Progresses,” Vol. 
I. The same author also informs us: “One day atter dinner 
Her Grace saw from a turret sixteen bucks, all having fair 
law, pulled down with greyhounds in the park.” Having 
personally visited Cowdray’s beautiful ruin in the summer of 
1883, and there seen the harp of the Lady Montagu, with the 
name of its Parisian maker still distinct, and also having in- 
spected in its yards Lord Egmont’s splendid herd of some 
t Alderney cows, one bull and several calves, all of pure 
blood and some of great beauty, [may be pardoned for here 
inflicting my readers with a few rough stanzas I thereon com- 
posed: 

“COWDKAY.” 

Oh, could T tune my thoughts to verse, 

Of crumbling ruins fair would I rehearse, 

And sing of regal state and ladies fair, 

Of sylvan sports and deerhounds rare, 

Of glories past and mighty deeds. 

Hentress and hounds should employ my reeds, 

The Diana-tike Queen, with martial air, 

With her Erin-bred dogs, well matched in pair; 

Their race and lineage would I deseant, 
Their pace so justly termed rolant, 

Cowdray, the wind whistling through thy ruined walls 

Now makes sad music to the poet's ear. 

Where now the gentile kine lowing in their stalls, 

Once housed the horse and hound io England’s Queen both dear. 

Where now the spiendor of thine iyied stair? 

Where “Bess the Good” saw from thy lofty tower 

Rolled o’er, ‘mid courtiers bright and fair, 

Many a buck, all having law. just aft dinner’s hour. 

Thy lady's harp, sole remnant of the past, 

Hangs rusting unto decay in thy kitchen hall. : 
In Paris framed, for musing ladies gay and lordlings fast; 

Sad token of joys fed, memento of song and ball, 

With Jadies fair, bent on pursuing pleasure’s fleeting wing. 

I list unto story of thy fire and *Lauffen‘s deep, 
Nor shall I forget thy fading beauties, and echoes ring, 

~ And tale of fate’s dark page, unto thy owners and their keep. 

} euisins the deer with these large greyhounds was con- 
tinued until the times of James the First, and continued until 
a much later date, and wp to the middle of the last century 
the greyhound was common and niumerous enough among the 
Celtic gentry. In 1615 the Irish greyhound was numerous 
enough, and the then Duke of Bucclengh and other nobles got 
dogs and bitches of the largest sort, and preferring the white 
ones, from Ireland. Iadstone states that Taylor, in his “Penni- 
less Pilgrimage.” mentions the strong Irish greyhound em- 
ployed in the Harl of Mae’s chase of thered deer in 1618. 
ennant, writing in 1769, calls the dog the Highland grey- 

hound, and states they were in great yogue in former days, 
and used in vast numbers at the magnificent stag chases by 
the chieftains. Bewick, as late as 1792, terms the breed the 
Scottish Highland greyhound or wolfdog. These remarks 
will show my readers that the ish wolfhonnd and so-termed 
Scottish deerhound are one and the same animal, bred up to 
the requirements of their owners, and perhaps Bewick’s title 
for the breed is the most correct after at. : 
_inan excellent httle work on dogs, by G. F, Pardou, pub- 
lished in 1857, in the frontispiece is an excellent engraving of 
the deerhound, greyhound, and Irish greyhound, by that 

«. 

* Lord Montagu, the then owner of Cowdray, was rowned in the 
ee of Lauffen, and the house was destroyed by fire about the same 
ime. ° 

prince of canine artists, Harrison Weir, by far the best depicter 
of dogs we have, as, fortunately for the fancier, he knows 
what thoroughbred dogs are and the points they should pos- 
sess. Such, alas, lcannot say for the immortal Landseer, 
whose early paintings show a decided loye for mongrelism, if 
not vulgarity. 
[have run my article to some length and must beg your 

pardon, Mr, Editor, for thus taking up so much of your valu- 
able space, but when an Englishman gets on his hobby, the 
dog, and more especially a Welshman, if genealogy enters into 
the subject, he can generally spin a yarn. M. B. Wynn. 
THE Enus, RorHuey, Loughborough, Leicestershire. 

A LETTER FROM AN 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Wise men have had their say; 
When comes the noodles’ day? 

Not that I presume to claim the proud distinction of 
being a real noodle. Oh dear,no, I’m only a dweller on the 
outskirts, Not even a pointer or setter man, and therefore 
ready to tremble at my audacity in claiming a place in your 
columns. I read your paper for information and beg you will 
kindly give me enough to set my mind at intelligent rest in 
regard to a few matters. There are to be several bench shows 
next fall, are there not? I hope to be an exhibitor, and bear 
mysterious whispers about ‘‘judges,” ‘‘faking,” “merits of a 
dog,” ete. How are judges appointed; are they paid; do 
successful exhibitors make them presents; does etiquette allow 
them space in the newspapers when attacked; is it etiquette 
for them to give correspondents of the press points in regard 
to the dogs before or after their decisions; can they determine 
whether an animal is disqualified? What is “faking,” is it a 
synonym for unfairness, cheating? For instance, is it ‘‘faking” 
to smear clay over a sore just before a dog is led into the ring, 
to throw sawdust over crooked or weak ankles to conceal 
them; to sear the root of an animal’s tail to compel him to 
carry it low; to give an animal's age as six, when it is eight 
years or more—are these examples of the art? 
What is meant by the term ‘merits of a dog’”—has owner- 

ship any connection with them, or field qualities, intelligence, 
training, etc., or color, size, build, action, in short, upon what 
do they depend? 
Perhaps you will say any noodle could answer these 

questions, or would not have asked them, but I am nota 
noodle, only an ignoramus. One more query. If, by any 
mischance, I have to join the ranks of disappointed exhibitors, 
bye and bye, upon what conditions, and for how many 
months can I haye unlimited space in your kennel department 
in which to sing my song of woe and praise my precious pets? 
An answer will greatly enlighten an IGNORAMUS. 
Noopiuetown, Nowhere. 

[Gallantry prompts us to say that our fair correspondent 
shall have all the space she may want, ] 

IGNORAMUSs. 

TRAINING TRICK DOGS. 

6 "HES in here, a trainin’ ’em,” said the call boy of a well- 
: known theater, showing the reporter into a small, 

dingy dressing room behind the scenes. 
The visitor had just managed to hold his breath long enough 

to squeeze himself through the half closed door, when sud- 
denly what appeared to be a small ayalanche fell from the 
ceiling on the back of his neck, producing a smarting sensa- 
tion as if he had been struck simultaneously by four pin 
cushions, 

“She’s a jumper, ain’t she?” smilingly said Professor Parker, 
as he disengaged the claws of a ten-pound snow white female 
cat from the reporter’s shoulder, which he then shut up in a 
little box. ‘I was just putting the finishing touches on her. 
She’s a flyer from Flyville and no mistake, but it’s almost 
broken my heart to train her. She can jump twenty-five feet 
without trying, and the Lord only knows how much further 
if she took a notion. She’s neyer appeared in public yet, but 
her mother here is an old stager. it took me four solid months 
to break the old one. I’ve been putting six months’ work on 
this one. She’s exactly opposite in disposition to her mamma, 
The old lady was always holding back; the young ’un would 
rather jump than eat. It’s impossible to keep her quiet. 

_ “How are cats broken to go through a hoop of fire? Why, 
I put the cat in a small box open at one end, where the hoop 
is held, The other end of the box is movable, and when 
pushed in the cat is so crowded that it has to get, so it goes 
through the fire, She soon gets used to it and don’t mind the 
fire in the least. Yes, ‘cats are ten times harder to break than 
dogs,’ and unless perfectly broken they are always acting 
mean and uncertain. I haye only broken two,” 

“Dogs,” continued the Professor, “are far more satisfactory 
to work with than any other kind of animals. Since I first 
exhibited at the Tivoli I have broken a great number, some 
eighty dogs in all. Sixty of them were for my own use. I 
have now four troops—one with Ross, at Savannah, Ga, 
valued at $2,100; one in charge of Wingfield, with Doris’ cirens, 
in Texas, and another with Charles J. Greggory, in Michigan,” 
“A breaker of trick dogs must find it difficult to make a- 

proper selection of stock?” 
“Ves. In the first place, 1 never touch a dog until he is 

between one and two years old. He has then had the distem- 
per, and his body and mind have matured. I have tried all 
kinds of breeds, and my experience teaches me that the most 
discouraging dogs to teach are black and tan terriers. Pugs 
are always idiots. Setters and pointers are mean dogs to rely 
upon, and so are Scotch and Skye terriers. So no more of 
these kinds for me.” 
‘What are the easiest dogs to break?’ 
‘Why, Russian poodles, caniche, spaniels, greyhounds anil 

all cross breeds.” 
“Mongrels?” 
“Certainly. Ican almost always get good work out of the 

cross-bred dogs. ‘Why? Simply because they are generally 
yery intelligent. I know mongrels are despised, but it is 
wrongfully, They have twice the brains and pluck of most 
the ‘pure bloods,’ that are frequently stupid and timid from 
inbreeding. Take a collie, for instance, the most intelligent 
dog in the world, and by inbreeding for five generations you 
produce an idiot. This has been demonstrated in England. 
“When I began to break dogs years ago I used a whip, but 

I at once discarded it, for fear [might lose my temper some 
day and intimidate my pupil. One thing I can also say, I 
never once kicked a dog, as hundreds of dog owners do. Had 
I done so I could never have lifted my foot to walk that the 
dog would not have shrunk from me, I do all my breaking 
with a light check cord fastened to the dog’s collar, It takes 
me trom one to six mouths to thoroughly break a dog, the 
length of time depending entirely upon the disposition of 
the dog in hand. Some dogs are wonderfully quick to learn 
and immensely intelligent. I divide dogsin my business into 
two classes—jumpers and trick dogs. The former must have 
short backs, good loins and long legs. [have found greyhound 
bitches easy to break, even more so than the dogs of the same 
species, as the bitches seem to possess better dispositions. The 
trick dogs are selected for the act they are intended to do. 

“Dogs to walk on their forelegs, for instance, must possess a 
natural balance. This is not found in but one dog out of three 
hundred. For clown dogs Il always use poodles. They are 
always broken to work simply by the sight of certain objects, 
not by any special routine of programme. When my clown 
sees the hurdle he knows he is to crawl under it; when hesees 
the wicker hoop he sees he knows he is to creep through it, 
and soon. Some tricks are very easy to teach, while others 
are very laborious, Now, the strange thing of ibis thai the 
very hardest acts to teach a dog are those that are least ap- 
_preciated by the audience. For instance, it takes a long time 

to perfect a dog in putting on a collar and taking itof. But 
the most difficult of all is to break a dog to jumping on its 
‘hind legs, or walking on amoving object like a barrel. Jt has 
taken me months to put a dog in show order for the jumping 
act. Jtis far easier to break a dog to walk tp Broadway on 
two feet than to get one to jump ahurdle or skip a rope on 
its hindlegs. I have spent whole weeks in teaching a dog to 
jump a hurdle standing up. 1 begin by making it stand on its. 
hindlegs and follow me walking everywhere. Ithen place a 
low hurdle between us and call the dog to me, holding at the 
same time a piece of food high in the air. The dog will jump, 
but naturally tries to alight on all four feet, Before it can da 
so [ catch it under the chin with one hand and give it theserap 
of food with the other. This is repeated thousands of limes, 
until the dog alights in a standing position.” 

“But one would think,” said the reporter, ‘that the noise 
and confusion behind the scenes, and the glare of the foob- 
lights and applause of the audience in front, would distract 
the attention of the dogs?” 

“So it would if [ did not accustom the dogs to nnise and the 
gas beforehand, After I have gotten a dog perfect in his busi- 
ness I take him on the stage, light the footlights and have two 
men with big drums aod cymbals potnding away in the 
orchestra, At each exit in the wings I have a man stationed 
with awhip. Shouid the dog try to leave the stage he has to 
confront aman with a whip, He don’t fancy this, and back 
he comes, thinking 1 am his best friend in the world, He 
never attempts to run away again, 

“Dogs can be taught anything if the breaker only uses kind- 
ness and judgment, Iam now breaking two dogs to spar with 
hoxing gloves, Icall one Sullivan and the other Slade, They 
sit up and knock: each other out in the equare style. It seems 
strange to me that sportsmen, as a rule, do not use better 
broken dogs. 1 am fond of shooting, but | rarely see a doe 
whose education has not been sadly neglected. But it’s time 
forme to go on,” said the Professor, bidding the reporter good 
afternoon, and the reporter went to the front of the house, 
where he soon heard the audienee applauding vigorously the 
Ganines im their wonderful performance.—New York 
Herald, 

NEWPORT FOX HUNTING. | 

Editor Forest and Stream: i 
Your paper is usually so careful and accurate that T was 

astonished to find upon the first page of your issue of July 2 
the following words: ‘‘No society cculd eyer he formed in 
this country strong enough to bolster up the repute of such ex- 
hibitions as, for instance, are occasionally given by the New- 
port huntsmen in their chase of maimed foxes.” 

I cannot conceive what ground you have for intimating that 
the foxes are “‘maimed.” Cubs have been used, and, being 
young and strange to the country, they are usually run into 
by the hounds within a very short distance after being turned 
down at the end of the drag, which affords the real run. 

J have always ridden in these drag hunts and consider them 
one of the pleasantest additions to the summer life at New- 
port, and I have always strongly opposed the use of the fox ab 
ali, but the managers of the himt have an idea—erroneous, in 
my opinion—that the hounds would not continue to run well 
without finding a fox at the finish. 

This is a common belief among Hnglish fox hunters. bub in 
the regular hunting of wild foxes in Pennsylvania the hounds 
very rarely kill, owing to the earths not being stopped, and 
they do not seem to be any the less keen on that account, 

In old-fashioned bag hunts, got up at country taverns, foxes 
were no doubt sometimes crippled tor the purpose of causing 
the run to end near the starting point, so that the crowd col- 
lected unon the occasion would come back for refreshments, 
and for that reagon, among others, the well managed Pemisyl- 
yenia huuts set their faces against bag hunts of all kinds. 

Let the Newport hunt be responsible for its sins, whatever 
they may be, but do not accuse it unfairly, 
With reference to the first part of your article I firmly hbe- 

lieve that before long it will become necessary for horsemen 
and sportsmen to organizé some society to protect themselves 
against the fanaticism of the societies for the prevention of 
cruelty to animals which in some localities seem to desire to 
regulate the lives of their neighbors after the fashion of the 
Puritans and in much the same tentper. AIRMAN ROGERS, 
Neweort, R. I., July 25. 

[We did not mean to intimate that the foxes used in the 
Newport runs were always maimed, and we are very glad to 
know that the maiming is so rare that our correspondent, who 
has participated in the runs, knows nothing of it. That- 
Inaimed foxes have been turned out before the hounds at the 
end of a run at Newport we haye been informed by gentlemen 
who have themselves witnessed it, and in whose positive state- 
ments respecting it, we have (with all due regard to our cor- 
respondent’s negative testimony) entire confidence. It was 
upon such information that our remarks were based. ] 

CHAMPION BUSH.—£ditor Forest und Stream: In your 
issue of July 17, Mr. A. H. Waketield, the present owner of 
champion Bush, wishes to know if there are two English 
beagle bitches named champion Bush. J think IT can explain 
the matter, as Mr, Frank Kent has not done s0. I sold to Mr. 
Kent, Noy, 29, 1882, two bitches out of Bush, by Briar, The 
puppies I suppose Mr, Kent advertises are ont of one or the 
other bitch | sold him. That being the case, Bush is grand 
dam, and not dam, as Mr. Kent has led some to belieye.—W. 
H, ASHBURNER. ‘ , 7 

Monticello, N. ¥., July 2.—Hditor Forest and Stream: Y 
would say in reply to Mr. A, H. Wakefield, in your issue of 
July 17, that the beagle pups advertised by me are out of my 
Gypsy Queen, by Mr. N. Ehnore’s imported Ringwood; Gypsy 
Queen is out of champion bush by Bner, as per ny advertise- 
ment,—C. F, Kant. 

MASTIFF INFORMATION WANTED.—Verona, Pa., July 
14.— Editor Forest and Stream; Can any one give me any in- 
formation as to the address of a gentleman named La Fontaine, 
who lived in Charlestown, Mass., in 1857, and who owned a 
mastill; or can any one give me any information as bo mastills 
owned in St, Louis at about the same time, and which came 
trom Montreal? My reason for theinguiry is that Col. Garnier, 
the owner of Lion, the sire of Governor, writes that Mr. La 
Fontaine had a brother of Lion’s, and that his parents remained 
inthis country, and the best of their offspring went to St. Louis, 
Lam trying to trace out our early mastilfs, and information on 
these points will be of material service.—W. WADE. 

PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW,—A great deal of enthu- 
siasm is shown already by canine owners in regard to the 
bench show to be held here in September next, and Philadel- 
phia alone will furnish a number of line animals for the exhi- 
bition. Our city firms are subscribing liberally in the matter 
of special prizes of value. if the list of these prizes should 
be closed now it would be as large as that of any yet held, 
The building to be used for the exhibition is new and large, 
and the appoiatments will be of the best order. Appleations 
are daily coming in. Judges will be appointed at next meet- - 
ing, in August,— Homo, 

LANCASTER DOG SHOW.—The Lancaster County Wan 
Association will hold a bench show in connection with their 
annual fair at Lancaster, Pa., commencing Sept, 1, and holding 
six days. “This is just three days too many tor a dog show, 
and we can assure the management that owners of Valuable 
dogs will not enter their dogs to be confined six days. If they 
will make their arrangements for the dogs to be exhibited the 
last three days of the fair only, they will be able to securea 
much larger entry with a better class of dogs than would 
come for six days, 
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Stream: In one of your late issues I stated I had entered my 
beagles (purchased in Hngland) at the late Crystal Palace 
Show. 1 received a letter some days ago from Mr. Gibson, 
stating that he did not get my letter in time to enter them. 
Of course [ was much disappointed. Please state the facts as 
several favors have been received asking how I made out by 
doing so, and greatly oblige—W, H. ASHBURNER, 

T. M. ALDRICH REINSTATED,—Memphis, July 25,— 
Editor Forest and Stream; Upon the petition of a great many 
sportsmen asking the N. A. K. Club to reconsider the debar- 
ment of Thomas M. Aldrich, Manton, R. I., the executive com- 
mittee have acted favorably on said. petition and reinstated 
Mr, Aldrich by a unanimous yote.—D. Bryson (Secretary N, 
A. K, Club), 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

- Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of Cate To insure 
ublication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
evlars of each animal; 

1, Color, 
2, Breed. : r or selle 
3. Bex, 7, Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4. Age, or 8, Owner of sire, 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9, Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death, 10, Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name, 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

== See instructions at head of this column. 

6. Name and residence of owner, 
buyer or seller, 

Duke of Magenta, By Mr, H. Lee Clarke, Baltimore, Md., for white 
and orange ticked setter dog, whelped April 4, 1884 (Dr. Baer’s Don 
—Lady Donna). 

Pauline Markhum. By Mr. Chas. H. Baker, Boston, Mass., for black 
cocker spaniel bitch, wheloed Feb. 4, 1884, by Obo IT. (A.K.R. 284) out 
of Hornell Ruby (A.K.R, 67), 

Ta Ta, Tra-la-lo, Tweedledum and Tweedledee. By the Chequassat 
Kennel, Lancaster, Mass., for pugs, two dogs and two bitches, whelped 
July 9, 1884, by Young Toby (A,K,R. 478) out of Tantrums (A.K.R. 
220). 
Conn Zan, Countess Zanettu, Dashing Ditto, Dashing Dido and 

Dashing Tansy. By Mr. E. W, Jester, St. George's, Del., tor lenron 
and white dog, lemon and white biteh, black and white bitch and two 
black, white and tan English setter bitches, whelped May 28, 1884. by 
his Zanzibar (A.K.R. 1182) out of Dashing Jessie (A,K.R. 815). 
Black Pedro. Miss Ginger, Shina unc Phousie. By Mr, J. P.Willey, 

Salmon Falls, N. H., for black cocker spaniels, one dog and three 
bitches. whelped April 19. 1834, by champion Obo II, (A,K-R. 432) out 
of Blackie TIl, (A.K.R, 428). 
Trump Dale, Dash Dale. Rock Dale, Hafed, Baronet, Royalist, 

Nellie Dale T7., Pansy and Hinda. By the Ravenswood Kennel, Bos- 
fon, Mass., for four black and white and two liver and white dogs and 
three black and white English setter bitches, whelped June 7, 1884, by 
Dash I. (Blue Prince—Armstrong’s Kate) out of Nellie Dale (John 
Staples—French’s Daisy). 

NAMES CHANGED. 

1=— See instructions at head of this column, 
Dash fo Bon Ton. Lemon and white pointer dog. whelped Feb, 19, 

1882 (Sensation—Lil]), owned by Dr. A. McCollom, Ne\y York. 

BRED, 

E= See instructions at head of this column. _ 
Juno—Turk._ Mr. J. B, Blossom‘s (Morrisania, * 

hitch Juno (A.K.H. 294) to champion Turk, June i 1 
Bonnuiez—Brition. Mr. John Bolus’s (Wooster, O,) English setter 

biteh Bunnie (Pontiac 11,— Buckeye Belle) to his Britton (Glack Dick— 
: +). July 20, 
eerie. Mate. The Westminster Kennel Club's pointer bitch Belle 
(Fiske—Lilly) to Mr, R. C. Cornell’s Match (A.K.R. 210), July 18, 
Blue Gown—Cashier. Mr. Wm. H, H, Hawkins’s English setter 

bitch Blue Gown (Blue Dan—Flake) fo Mr, J- J. Scanlan’s Cashier 
I,—Qpal), July 24. ? Z| 

ne renee. Mr. G. W. Dixon's (Worcester, Mass.) imported 
pue bitch Pudgie (Tony—Judy) to the Chequasset Kennel’s Treasure 

K.R. 472), dnly 17. 
Se eae hee aaa Son. Mr, E. M. Crouvh’s (Thomaston, Conn.) 
ointer bitch Zoe (St. John—Folly) to Mr. J. Blakeslee’s Sensation’s 

Eon (Sensation—Flrt), July 20. sl x p 

teen. Vic—Glen III. Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall’s (New York) black 
at tan setter bitch Queen Vie to Dr. H. F. Aten’s Glen I. (A.K.R. 
378). July 26. j [ 
electra Boy's Girl—Zanzibur. Mx. J. O. Lassell’s English setter 
bitch Hoxey's Boy’s Girl (Roxey's Boy—Gipsey Maid) to Mr. E. W, 
Jester’s Zanzibar (A.K.R. 1182), July 26. 
Bellissima—Tippoo. Mr. John BH. Thayer’s (Lancaster, Mass.) bull- 

bitch Bellissima to his Tippoo (A.K.R. 390), June 14. 
Josephine—Tippoo. Mr. John BH. Thayer's (Lancaster, Mass.) bull- 

hiteh Josephine (A.K.R, 388) to his Tippoo (A.K.R, 390), June 29. 
Jaunty—Mixture. Mr, Jobn EB. Thayer's (Lancaster, Mass.) fox- 

terrier bitch Jaunty (Joker—Torment) to his champion Mixture (Spice 
—Fairy if,), June 9. P ‘ 
Richmond. Olive—Raby Tyrant. My..Jobn E. Thayer’s fox-terrier 

bitch Richmond iS eatt eA: Tari—Jess) to his champion Raby Tyrant | 
(®.K.0,8.B. 11,179), -Tuly 22. 
Coes aera Mr. John E. Wega Eatieapven, Mass.) deerhound 
itch Belle to his champion Lance, June 15. : ee 

“ Gashin Primrose—Pride of the West. Mr. G. R. Nichol’s (New 
Hayen, Conn.) English setter bitch Dashing Primrose (Dashing 
Monarch—List) to bis Pride of the West (Count Noser—Lola), July 25. 

Hornell Ruby—Obo, Jr, The Hornell Spaniel Club’s (Hornellsyille, 
WN. Y,) cocker spaniel bitch Hornell Ruby (4.K.R. 67) to Obo, Jr. (Obo 
—Nellie), June 22, : 
airy I/.—0Obo If, The Hornell Spaniel Club’s (Hornelisville, N. 

¥.) imported black cocker spaniel bitch Miss Oba II, to champion Obo 
. (A.E.R. 482), July 7. ee 

aL Eon Abbot ny ORd, Jr. Mr. Andrew Laidlaay’s (Woodstock, 
Ont,) imported coeker spaniel bitch Newton Abbot Lady to Mr. J. P. 
Willey'’s Obo, Jr (Obo—Nellie), June 7. by ; 
Ruby—Obo IL Dr. 8. H. Gresne’s (Newmarket, N. H.) cocker spaniel 

bitch Ruby (A.K.R, 734) to Mr. J. P. Willey’s champion Obo II, (A,K.R, 
432). June 12. . 2 
bg ees Garrie—Obo, Jr. The Cummings Cocker Spaniel Kennel’s 
(South Acworth, N. H.) cocker spaniel bitch Black Garrie (A.K.R. 
44) to Mr. J. P. Willey’s Obo, Jr, (Obo—Nellie), June 29. 
Blackbird.—Obo, Jr, Mr. ¥.¥. bitcher’s (Claremont, N. H.) cocker 

spaniel bitch Blackbird to Mr. J. P. Willey’s Obo, Jr. (Obo—Neliie), 

Y.) Gordon sétter 

May 24. , 
lack Bess IL—Obo, Jr. Mr. Harry Hammett’s (Newport, R, I.) 

cocker spaniel bitch Black Bess IL. (A. K.R, 834) to Mr. J. P. Willey 
Obo, Jr. (Obo—Nellie), June 27. pats ; 
Nom—Obo ll. Mer. Harry Hammett's (Newport, R. 1.) cocker 

spaniel bitch Nan to Mr, J. P. Willey’s champion Obo II. (A.K.R. 432), 

Hee WHELES. 
s~ See instructions at head of this column. : - j 
Daisy. Myr. J. C. Harris’s (Boston, Mass.) black pointer bitch Daisy, 

July 10, twelve (siz dogs), by Mr. J. 5. Davis's black Nat. d 
ellie Dale. The Ravenswood Kennel’s (Boston, Mass.) English set- 

ter bitch Nellie Dale (John Staples—French’s Daisy), June 7, ten (six 
dogs), by Mr. A. M. Tucker’s Dash Til. _ ; 
Nell Riliey, Mr, W. R. Traver’s (Washington, D. C.) English setter 

bitch Nell Kelley (A.K.R, 286), July 17, six (four dogs), by Blue Gown 
(Frank—Victoria), / : 
- Fay. Mr, ¥, C. Wheeler's (London, Ont.) fox-terrier bitch Fay 
(A, KR. 1209), four (two dogs), by Raby Tyrant (H.K.C.5,B. 11,179). 

Whiskey. Mr. Charles Lincoln's (Detroit, Mich.) fox-terrier bitch 
Whiskey. July 22, four (three dogs), by Natty (Gamester—Teetee). 

Bizorah. Messrs. Child Bros.’s (Hast Milton, Mass.) red Irish setter 
bitch Bizorah (Biz—Flora), June 28, eight (five dogs), by champion 
Nimrod (A.K.R, 631). 
Tantrums, The Chequasset Kennel’s (Lancaster, Mass.) pug bitch 

Tantrums (A.K.R, 220), July 9, four (two dogs), by their imported 
Young Toby(A.K.R, 473). ; 
Roberfo Laverack, Dr. J. R. Housel’s (Watsontown, Fa.) English 

setter bitch Roberto Laverack (A.K,R, 1071), July 21, six (four dogs), 
by Mx. A. M, Tucker’s Dash TI. ; all black and white. ; 

' Snowball, The Millbrook Kennel’s (New York) St. Bernard bitch 
Snowball (A,K.R. 415), July 2, two dogs, by Prince (A.K.R, 1053). 

Critic. Mr. W. 0. Partridge’s (Boston, Mass.) spaniel bitch Critic 
(A.K.R, 303), July 27, twelve (nine dogs), by Obo IJ. (A.K.R. 432). 
Fairy IT. Mr. J. H, Goodsell’s English setter bitch Fairy I. 

(Bailey’s Victor—Blue Daisy), July 8, four dogs), by his Prince (Pride 
of phe Border—Petrel). 

MR. ASHBURNER’S BEAGLES.—£ditor Forest and 

Daisy Laverack. Myr. J. BH. Goodsell's English setter bitch Daisy 
Laverack (Thunder—Peeress), July 27, five (two dogs), by his cham- 
pion Plantagenet (Dashing Monarch—Petrel). _ , 

l Petrel. Mr. J- H. Goodsell's English setter bitch Queen 
Petrel (Thunder—Petrel), July 28, nine (six dogs), by his champion 
Plantagenet )Dashing Monarch—FPetrel). 

Petrel WT. Mr, J. H. Goodsell’s English setter bitch Petrel IIT. 
(eet ret AS eight (two dogs), by his Don Juan (Tam O'Shanter 
—La Reine). 
Pearl. Mr. BE. W, Jester’s (St. George's, Del.) Italian greyhound 

bitch Pearl (A.K.R, 758), July 19, six (four dogs), by Snap (Rome II,— 
Naughty). 

SALES. 

i2S~ See instructions at head of this column. 
Sensation—Flirt whelp. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped 

aoe li, by the Westminster Kennel Club to Mr. F, O, deLuze, New 
ork. 
Pauline Markham. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Feb. 4, 

1884 (Obo If., A,K.R, 432—Hornell Ruby, A,K.R, 67), by the Hornell 
Spaniel Club, Hornellsyille, N. ¥., to Mr. Charles H, Baker, Boston, 

aSs. 
Gemmi, St. Bernard bitch (A,K.R, 579), by the Chequasset Kennel, 

Laneaster, Mass., to Mr, E. J. Sillér, Cleveland, 0. 
Rex. Wiverand white setter dog,3 ED. : rs, (One-Hyed Sancho—Horace 

Smith's Nellie), by the Clifton Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J., to Ma, 
W. W. Tucker, New York. 

Jersey Belle. Black and white English setter biteh, 8mos. (Brandt 
—lowa Belle), by_the Clifton Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr, 
J, F. Traumtem, Middletown, Conn, 
Eckhardt. St. Bernard dog (A.K.R, 418), by the Millbrook Kennel, 

New York, to Mr. N.S. Keay, Boston, Mass. 
Robin Hood. Black and white English setter dog, age not given 

(Carlowitz—True). by Mr, Thos. Blyth, McIntyre, Pa., to Dr, J, R. 
Housel, Watsontown, Pa. 

Rosa, Liver and white pointer bitch, 2yrs. (Bonne—Rena), by Mr. 
S.J. McCartny, New Philadelphia, O., to the Clifton Kennel Club, 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Donald—Grace whelp, Liver and white pointer dog, whelped April 

1884, by the Clifton Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr. CG, F. Gleve- 
land, Windsor Locks, Conn, 

DEATHS. 
ES" See instructions at head of this column. 
Penus. Mastiff bitch (A.K.R. 453), owned by Mr. James Lenox 

Banks, New York, June 27, from distemper. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting, 

LIGHT IN RIFLE SHOOTING. 

Editor Forest and Strean.- 
An incident occurred at a target shoot at Oak Island Grove Range, 

Revere Beach, July 9 last, which I deem worthy of mention, as from 
inquiry among riflemen I haye been unable to learn that any have 
experienced anything approaching a similar condition of things, 
The match began well, three bullseyes being made on the first round 
(eight marksmen were shooting on the target), and the second round 
had begun. The second shot on this round was challenged and, atter 
examination, pronounced a bullseye, This challenge consumed a 
little time, and when shooting was resumed there was an unaccount- 
able wildness in the shots, they all going toward the top of the tar- 
get. Good marksmen suprised themselyes with 3s and 2s, and a few 
shot entirely over the top of the target. Some sights were lowered 
four points without getting ont of the 3 ring, aud most miserable 
scores were made allround, Just about the close of thematch the 
conditions changed again, and one gentleman who had dropped his 
sight Four points and got “high 2” still further Surprised himself with 
a “low 2;” and another, who had dropped his sight ten points. being 
adyised to adjust it to its usual position, did so and got a close 4. 
Now, after thinking this thing over pretty thoroughly, and studying 

the condition of things as well as I have been able, I conclude all was 
owing to changing light from passing clouds. The day was warm and 
muggy; the air cay. withthe appearance of an approaching shower, 
and dark clouds and light clouds chased each other oyerhead, which, 
to my mind, produced a mirage of the bullseye to the extent of from 
two to four feet, and the phantom we fired at was really that much 
above the object we were trying to hit. This will, perhaps, appear 
preposterous to those who have never had similar experience; but ib 
is a fact, nevertheless, and I write this hoping some one may furnish 
aparallel, Tous whodid experience it, the language of Pinafore, 
that “things are seldom what they seem,”’ was forcible. 
Boston, July 19. ABRAM KEACH. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MASSACHUSETTS SCHUETZEN.—The progharnice for the inter- 
state shooting festival, under the auspices of the Hast Boston Schuet- 
zen Corps has just been issued. The festival begins Aug. 11 and 
continues five days, at Oak Island, Revere Beach. The target of 
honor will be opentoall comers. The first prize will be $100in money 
and a gold badge, the winner to be erowned ‘‘Shooting King for 1884.7" 
Other yaluable prizes will be given in connection with the target of 
honor. This will be a ring target, entry to be $2. Three shots toa 
score, any rifle; only one entry allowed. Creedmoor match, National 
Rifie Association rules—Five shots to a score, any rifle allowed of 
three-pound pull; entry $1, re-entry 50 cents; sixty per cent, of 
the gross receipts for this match to be divided into twelve prizes. 
Man target—This target represents the head and body of a man, and 
is divided into half-inch vertical lines, center line counting 20. Open 
to all comers; three shots to a score, any rifle; first entry $2, re-entry 
$1; twenty-five money prizes to the value of $359; first prize, $60. Ring 
target—Open to all comers, three shots to a score; entry $2, re-entry 
$1; twenty-five prizes for $388; first prize, $70 Bullseye—Ten shots 
to a score; first entry $1, re-entry the same; $1 will be paid for the 
first and last bullseye each day; twelve prizes, to the value of $130, 
to be divided in accordance with the number of bullseyes scored dur- 
img the festival; first prize, $20. Shooting will commence Aug. 11 at 
9:20 o’clock, and will continue each day of the festival until 7 o’clock 
P.M, Team match—Open to all organized clubs in the country; five 
men to a team; entry fee $10 per team, five shots per man; German 
ring target; five money prizes to the value of $170, and to each mem- 
ber of the winning team a gold badge, to be known as the “‘Champion 
Team of the year 1834," Shooting for the match will commence Fri- 
day morning at 9:30 o’clock, and will continue until 7 o’clock P. M. 
Secretary, S. Wolffsobn, 47 Court street, Boston. 

PORTLAND, Oregon, July 10.—Yesterday afternoon several mem- 
bers of the Portland Rifle Club and the American Rifle Team invited 
Capt, W. Milton Farrow to a friendly contest at the South Portland 
range. Following is the score: 
Stewart. . .48444444544454344455—82 Ourry......45454445455545444445 8 
Tibbetts. ..54544444444554445445—86 Dodge..., .45444556464444454454 87 
Farrow.. ..44454555544455545555—92 Helbrook, ,53444454444444454444_ _92 
Moore... ..54444444455445554445—87 Buchtel, . .83444444444443444434 95 

CHALLENGH.—New York, July 24.—Kditor Forest and Stream: 
Please publish the following challenge; Mr. BH. Bird, of the Seppen- 
feldt Rifle Club, says he will shoot any man in New York open-sight 
rifle, 100 shots, target company distance, for from $5 to $100. Man 
and money can be found at the SEPPENFELDT RIFLE CLUB. 

LOCKLAND RIFLE RANGE.—Scores made by the Lockland (O.) 
Rifle Club, July 18, Massachusetts target, off-hand, 15 shots, possible 
180: Bandle 170, Stickles 167, T. Smiley 167, Roll 165, Poole 165, Nei- 
man 160, Dunn 160, Fruchey 155, P. Mace 154, R, Mace 153, Helwig 153, 
J. J. Smiley 151, Oakey 148, Richards 148, Shinkle 164, W. Stevenson 
128. Several of the members haye been reading the book entitled 
“How I Became a Crack Shot,” by W. M. Farrow, and the aboye 
scores show the benefit derived from the contents.— Ap. RK. Rou. 
Scores made July 25: Dunn 161, Neiman 161, Poole 160, Shiekles 160, 

Roll 157, P. Mace 156, T, Smiley 153, Weston 152, Jennings 151, J. J. 
Smiley 149, Harrison 148, Richards 144, Shinkle 143, Oakey, 143, W. 
Stevenson 142, Craig 132. 

WHyY?—Anening, Ont., Can., July 19.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Wil some of your rifle correspondents explain why a Remington- 
Hepburn rifle, .40-45-265, I have, that carries the regular size bullet up 
to the center at 100yds., drops it 8 to 10in. when bullet is reduced by 
one-quarter of length and powder is increased 10 grains? By the way, 
the Remington moulds, marked 265 grains, make a bullet weighing 
320.—Wu. L. CouLTER. 
BOSTON, July 26.—There was # very light attendance ab Walnut 

Hill this morning, but in the afternoon the number was increased by 
a delegation of gunners from the office of Rockwell & Churchill, who 
had lots of fun trying to find the bullseye, which dodged them suc- 
cessfully. The weather conditions were fineand some good shots 
made. The atsociation will send at least one team to the intended 
shoot at Oak Island next month, and to prepare for it a man target 
and a ring target will be opened at Walnut Hill Saturday next. The 
best scores were as follows: 

Creedmoor Practice Match, 
J Francis... ...-....5 adspddhpd4—46 H A Lewis (mil,)....4434452544—40 
HM Cross.....-..... 4444445454 42 § Wmery..........-- 4359533444 —40 
E Sandford.......... ree aces # Hee fail) wage 4443332434 34 

reedmoor Prize ch, 
EB Souther......... 545455544—46 BE Smith.......... d44dd44455—42 
UGE BALES Ee: pier eek ts bb44444545—44 WH Oler........... 4454d44444—41 
Dic CODD eh ate. oie ,5434554455—44 OH Russell,........ 4344454544 —39 
W J Look.,.......,..5445444445 48 

MANCHESTER, N. H., July 25—A: more favorable day for rifie 
shooting than to-day was neyer enjoyed by the members of the Man- 
chester Rifle Association. The sun was clouded in. but not to Such 
an extent but there was a good light upon the targets, and there was 
not sufficient breeze to move the flags, which hunz limp about the 
staffs. The interest of the meeting centered in the team telegraphic 
match between a team selected from the local organization and the 
Lawrence Rifle Club, and when the men commenced. to shoot their 
team cards every shot was closely watched, The footing of 271 for 
the team was a surprise to all present, as the most sanguine had not 
counted upon so good a score, and the feeling that defeat was almost 
certain which was manifest before the shoot, rave way to one of con- 
fidence that the Lawrence boys had been outshot. One of the strong- 
est members of the club, Mr. H. G, Bixby, who has hitherto shot mn 

6 team matches, was not present, and this had much to do with 
the local team BOCAS defeat. c 
The record of the shooting in the various events is giyen herewith. 

A large number of cards in matches B and O were withdrawn uncom- 
pleted. All of the shooting was done upon paper targets. 
Creedmoor Practice Match.—3 cards, 7 shots each, possible 105: 

J Barnette...... . 27 28 29-84 W Graham 2 

with handicap: 
TO William ........2 29 29 32-90 AB Dodge. ........ 30 32 —62 
dsHodgen Leas 29 30 30—89 JA Barker......... 30 —30 
BIChines re ae ae. oat 28 29 29-86 J Lawrence.......... 29 —29 
Creedmoor Target, Match C.—3 cards, 10 shots each, possible 150: 

G A Leighton,..... 43 46 47-136 ER Angell......... 43 44-130 
HUD rake: Sere 44 45 45134 J ABarker......... 40 40 42122 
A B Dodge.......... 43 45 46-134 M Wadleigh. . ....41 42 — 83 
He Pals ee 44 45 45134 FB Potter.......... 39 42 — §1 
CD Palmer.... .... 42 45 45—132 
Team Match.—Conditions: Teams of 6 men, rounds 10, distance 
Sas position standing, with the rifle off-hand, rifie any within the 
rules: 

Manchester Rifle Team. Lawrence Rifle Team. 
GA Leighton ..... 5545545554— 47 Jewell.... ....,.... 55455445415— 46 
Pb rakes fee sest 5454454545— 45 Richardson........ 5454444455— 44 
AB Dodge.......... 5544554445— 45 Howland........... 4455044444 — 48 
EQe Panis eet ters 4445554554 45 Hrost........ ...-., 4554544444 43 
C D Palmer ........ 5445355454— 45 Fisher............. Adddddd45— 42 
ER Angell, 2.45.2 4555445444 — 44 Hliott.............. 4544445444 —_ 42 

271 260 
During the first half of the match the Lawrence Club shot an aver- 

age total of 268 shots, which, if held up in the last half, would have 
brought them within three of the home team. One of their mostreli- 
able men broke the hammer of his rifle on the third round and had to 
finish with a strange une which was a serious disadyantage to him 
and, his club. Then the Lawrence team had to contend with a strong 
and constantly fluctuating wind during the last of the match. Mr. J. 
H, Shepard, the secretary of the Lawrence Club, writes that the score 
made by the Manchester Club is a magnificent one. and that his elub 
have the consolation of knowing that they were not beaten by scrubs. 
At the next match he hopes to make the margin less, and doubtless 
will, as bhe Manchester Club cannot hope to do as well every time, 
and their opponents of yesterday are sure to do better. Mr, Shepard 
proposes that the two clubs meet in a series of matches, one to be shot 
in Lawrence, one in this city, and one on neuiral ground, The Man- 
chester Club will doubtless accept this proposition. 

THE KOLAPORE CUP.—The Canadian team won the Rajah of 
Kolapore’s Cup at Wimbledon on the 23d, with a score of 665 against 
660 for the English, and 576 for the Indian teams. The competition 
for the cup was for teams of eight selected from efficient volunteers 
of the mother country, and from the militia or efficient yolunteers 
of any British colony or dependency. Since the institution of this 
cup in 1871, Canada has been successful in four conipetitions, 

WIMBLEDON.—The Elcho Shield match on the 24th went to Ireland 
with a score of 1,583 against 1,476 for Scotland and 1,474 for England. 
ee is asmack of an old-time American small-bore match in such 
a lead. 

THE TRAP. 

THE NEW YORK TOURNAMENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: . - 
Tn answer to many inquiries, permit me, through you columus, to 

add the following to the programme of the intersiate tournament, 
New Yorkecity, Aug. 14, 15 and 16, already announced in your col- 
nmns, viz.: : 
First—No purses guaranteed; all purses will be proraia. (Judgisg 

by our Chicago tournament, and the great interest taken in this tour- 
nament, we think the purses have been underrated.) 
Second—Shoots Nos. 5 and 8 have been changed to use of both har- 

rels, similar to shoot No. 2. f : 
Third—i0-bore guns shall be handicapped one yard. Shooters will 

be requested to give particulars of guns and ammunition, and cards 
for that purpose will be given to shooters on the ground. 

’ J. EH. Bioom (for Exec, Com,). 

PROVIDENCE TOURNAMENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream- 
A grand tournament was held to-day by the Narragausett Gun 

Club at their grounds, at Washington Trotting Park, in this city, and 
proved 4 grand success, many visitors being present from Massa- 
chusetts. 

First event, 5 clay-birds, 18yds.: 
(G{Na aoe rere ete bee 11111—5 “Palmer ..........--.2...---; 11110—4 
Hager ..., .--11110—4 “Crandall, &.....002. 25... ,11011—4 
Allem...,.... . .101i-—4 Perkins 1 0111—4 
SAT SOMe tery steam ees 1i0ii—4  Hall...... Seis 
Wal bite ta see Se eas 111014 Bartlett.................4, 110H0—2 

Ties on 4—Hager 4, Allen 0. Sampson 3, Wilbur 1, Palmer 0), Cran- 
dalli, Perkins 0. Cary first, Hager and Sampson second and Hall 
third. 
Second event, 5 Clay-pigcons, 18yds. : 

SW ial? ctead se heures dee ae 10111 RaIIMGKA On Pan dente 11101—4 
SAIN PROM era) venga 110114 Bartlétt..........-....-.-. 1110i—4 
MD ORES gt eects erste atte 1110i—4 Hall......-..- .--.. am Fe €1101—3 
ANT] erie ed dete oars oe teiceete ale 10199 —4" Caryn 285 thee Ga 1i—2 

and Cary third. _ 
Third event, 5 birds, 18yds.: 

WEES See nn leinefole 0141-4 Allen.... 22... c.4.. -.,- 10101—d 
sjitults opi IC hes Ap pacsaer cated 10jd1—4  Grandally..4.,.; .t.4s sca; 11000—2 
Grandall, W.o...--- --o08: OIMI—4 Gray..-............ we ath 10001—2 
(GEN greta Osa hd Jos anes ieaseascr O1i—4 Palmer... ..........425-05 00101-—2 
Sheldon,W..-...-....-—s+ 11100—3 Perkins.............. Vea 11000—2 
eTAD Te Porte pets seers. 10110—3 Bartlelt........... i Re 01001—2 
Hager.... pep eeee 100-3 : 
Cary and W. Crandall first, Eager and W. Sheldon second, G, Cran- 

dall third, Sampson fourth. 
Fourth event, 7 birds, PADS 18yds.: 

a 
- 

HPIEW OG. Jo ac cts cme 111—7 Mathewson .....-...-.-.- 1010111—4 
AM Glitasyeea ce Sot eae Hitij—F ~W Sheldon 5 32.2., _.-11010]7—5 
(OPT ae ee Ne ae rs sree Wdidi—F  Hager......--...-... -.. LOU0111—4 ~_ 
SWalfits tessa sglesattenss 4111011—6 Tinker ..,....... ,....-.1000101-4 
(RAVI ian a eon ete pare 1011111—6 Butte....... an ee eee 0001011—8 
TIS RW eae te a ahs sci 1101717—6 W Crandall..........., ,-0100101—3 
In Cditel P MAPERe eho ttcrn se 1111110—6 Roberts.....-........... 001100—3 
Sampson........ .....-. 1101011—5 --Bartlett....,.....-..... .-1100001—3 
Gr Crandall Sparen nectes 0111101—5. Potter_....-.---......... 01000001—3 
OiSheldon=.-2-.... 026-4 1111010—5 T Hall ..,........... .. .0101000—2 
Gray. abte-oenhee enn TOT10—B: Reads. 1.25.5. 0000110—2 

divided. . 
Fifth event, 5 pairs, loyds.: 

‘randall, G.......41 11 1110 14—9 Bartlett_........- 00 11 10 10 O1--5 
ogee 740 00 11 11 11—7 Kirkwoed...... .10 10 10 01 00—4 
Payne..-,.....-.,01 10 11 11 10-7 00 00 4 
Wilbur..,..-..... 11 1011 0010-6 Hag 0 40 4 
Sampson......... di 01 11 10 00—45 
Wichols..,......-. 11 01 00 10 116 
GAY Soe. bets re 40 11 01 10 00—5 
Ajlen......-,.--. 10 11 10 00 10—5 

Sampson.....:-..«. peo A ITI—7 “Sawyer... eee yee ,-1111010—4 
Wilber ete wits Be 1111110—6 Butt (oh ound eh ahed ees 0111010—4 
PAYIE: isso aeiegd trite} 111011i—6  Grandall, @......--.----. 1110001—4 
MARE ssi eriss cscs vee ere HIIIOVI—6) AWeri 2 ities. (nen enone 1111000—4 
Bartlettics.2..s0ce0tsc ake 1110111—6 Mathewson.............- 1110100—4 
ee et bt Bettis 11161116 Brown, O..-.--.......-..(011101—4 
Sheldon, W........ » A O1I—6 Crandall) W...:2..-..--. 0010111—4 

SARL Gest petit amine sigs bp 01011115 Greene....--.-.... 1. --«.0110101—4 
Otitis See a veeeere AQ1M10I—5 Handy .-.....---..-+--- 0101110—4 
Mb at rs} are racocer 0011411— Nichols..................1101100—4 
LEN Vere ennai nsy oye 0114140—5 + Karkwood........ .......1011001—4£ 

BrowmyDs..2 «2: es: ~. eldt00li—> Gray 2.0)2-0- 2 .0010011—3 
Hall, C0000, 2 UL onioti—o-- Shippee. 20.0... 220.....1000110—8 
FIarris..ius.2....u0i:e0eetlOM0l—5" Palmer,.-....... 4 OOD. 



', 

_ Sampson first money, W, Sheldon and Wilbur tied again on 2and 
divi ee 8. Greene are Aun tied on 6 and divided, Cary and Tinker 
ied on 4 and divided, Gray and Shippee divided. 
ee ea birds, 18yds.: 

Ww STS SR oh OltII—8 Cary... 5 rit pee Oren ce 1110011—5 
Crandall, G ......, +.-:-1111011—6 ~Gardner............ ..-1111001—5- 
Sampson...... .,..-.-- 0111111—6 Barney... . .1101101—5 

_ Crandall, W....--b.....,1111110—6 Nichols . 1101011—d 
a Ye ee ...401111—6 Tinker.... . -.0111010—4 
Allen..... > JTI0NI—6 ~Bager.........02.- 222... 111000i—4 
Sheldon we, Silo Hist ai 11110116 Sheldon, W........-.... 0110101—4 
PL YOWIN SSP eS > ona clk s 0111110—S Mathewson.............. 1101001—4 
BREE AEs os he eUnl=5 Gawivers Pelreneates nut: 0101110—4 
LEAT pe een OL eee eee oe THO010—5, Cornelly Ir. sk 1000110—3 
Biche ran ogy tra aee ass 0554, 1010107—5 Roberts... .....-0-4 028. 0101000—2 
Hamers qos. CSSEOBILE 1111010—5 1 Tisdale................. 0000010—1 
Barkwood © 22):)-....... 10101115 

G. Crandall ana Wilbur tied again on 5 and divided; Gray, Palmer, 
Barry and Nichols tied again on 4and divided; Sawyer and Tinker 
tied again on 3 and divided. 
Agi ie event, 10 birds, 5 traps, 18yds.: 

HGUD seo. oe. -J110110HI—8 “Tinker .,,.....-2.4-.. 0101001111—6 
Mathewson....,.....- 01111111108 CR8heldon............ 0011101110—6 
NGGHOIS OHO Ge eneosss 11101101118 Sampson............. 10001111016 
Oar Or eee Ts. long nets LOLOLOd Ide CAO ia ee easa sae 00031101001—4 
Ry ee eee. eG? Paynes ok 0011000100—3 
COE ae nc Ae 1010100110—5 Sawyer,.............. 00001010;wW—2 

... .-.1001011011—6 : ' : 
Ties on $ ee ties on 7 divided; Tinker and Sheldon tied again 

Ninth event, 3 pairs birds, ee 
Fes 1 a Orandalle 53. /e,le 11, t—8 4i—4 

Sampson... --1l 11 11-6 Oi—3 
Wilbur .. 10 11 1i—5 11—3 
Eager... 10 11 11-5 10—3 
ROGET, oa.) tsk Wi i1 01-5 10—3 
Dinsyest ated 2 chet sees Ot li 10 11—5 01—1 
RSA oP eh LL 
Sampson and Crandall divided first; Wilbur won on shoot-oif of 

ties of 6; Tinker and Luther divided; Palmer won on shoot-off of ties 
of 3 
Tenth event, 7 birds, 18yds.: 

Mathewson............-. Did — ie) “PORTO nese ko Os 1101110—5 
Payne ......... ay ee hihi“) ‘Sanitpson.—-.,.i.cesse2! 1100111—5 
eAoo deen ey Jule unt 1111111—7 Nichols....... ..........1101011—5 
PiMcers ay lot tel tt 1111101I—6 EHager..... Fee pods Jake Ws 1101011—5 
SHIMON deel to Gas. Pad eel tae Psa Cs eee ne 0101111—5 
OT Nie cn I a 1111110—6 Hopkins................. 0001111—4 
ENOL, eee ewe, 1111011—6 Roberts... .............: 1001110—4 
Wilbur-..... Ceele eee LO hel tes Gritty anne Go eRe tellcc 1010101—4 
IBATHIELED, ehecimes we, 1101111—6 Shippee.... 0.220.262 2... 0110011—4 
TOPO aTL Writ Cece :0111111—6 +Tisdale............... ~«1101010—4 
SAT nf oes hes Te 1011111—6 Ratcliffe....,.2.......... 0111010—4 
Sheldon, W........ .-.. 1111110—6 -Greene.........0......... 0011110—4 
Luther. .......)..- ...: W01I—6 Gardner... . 0. oe (011110—4 
imal see eS, OUW11I—6—- Aldrich... .....2...0..., 0000111—3 
Crandall, G ~1010101—5 + Cornell........4.......6. 0101000—2 
Sheldon, C. -AOHIOI—3 -Wddy.-..s.23....052 2.08 1000010—2 

Chet gabe) eee ee 1101101—5  Elderkin,............... 1100000—2 

Eleventh event, 7 birds, 18yds.: 
We pieldowy yy sea) h2.5 Wi1—7_ G Crandall........ ..... Q0u11ii—4 
OA hao oe ++. 1111111—7 Shipper................. 0101011—4 
SP EPECOL Si i suey CEE es PTI a EATEN, 1101010—4 
RAYS. waa ve ..-11111J1—7 Greene........ deat eee 0111100—4 

Be RA 1114101—6 W Crandal.............. 1101000—3 
4 np BC od Sea TI1OI—6-Grayy 2) cbe-saas == 1100100—3 
BamMpson.. sc... eee 1111101—6 Cornell sesees,--0100101—3 
Palmer ‘ oe LOTTE be POGLETwe iu Cee se inae ieee 0010101—3 
Perkins Se ATTITO— 6" Chace soos, eves oon 0101010—3 
T Brown Se ee LO — Gs SAA ce ott ahs, oo eg 1001010—8 

ng SST ae 1101110—5 Roberts ................. 0100001—2 
Bartlett ...... eee bebe Gardner 12.58. bet, 1100000—2 
Husdale:. ee Pe TAANtIN=— 5 Bapris, 5) Sis eae eh 0100010—2 
OI yee shee sloete sie 2 0110111—5 Ratcliffe......- 22... 2. 0010100—2 
SDT Peewee tw on 1110011—5 C Brown.,.............. 0010000—1 
MACHOISY =. ose rl ess, pare UL LOL SB WB RULE; emacs SPREE ees & 0000 w—0 
Mathewson.......... 10011115 
W. Sheldon and Payne tied again on 6 and divided, Palmer and T. 

S. Hall tied again on 3 and divided, Bartlett, Tisdale and Wilbur tied 
ain on 3 and divided, G. Crandall won ties of 4 with 2. 
welfth event, 5 birds, 18yds.: 

BNVISea TLE ae eee te oes THII—D BrownyT:: 2.22... eee. 00111—3 
randall Guero. ise: bhhid os Butte ee cele vere Thee 11100—3 

= Orandall W422. 220, 2 ie gE Ge a pe 10101—3 
Mathewson....,. ns Sa Pe 11—5 Perkins.........5........ 1010i—3 
FE Sen Pras. » MS Cf oe a a 52 To 8 Ae 1100i1— 

Bartlett 2. . Sees 101314 Sheldon; W... ....0.2..... 10011—3 
Paimenti sr 0.4 iu ort TIGL "Gray we eo ee 010113 
MOAR ext s he Abi ecte soe a ALOTI—4 SEAMS OL. meee ee 01010—2 
JMG aay ere Bt ee ARTO 3. CNIGHOIR wk Boke bel. ey 01001—2 
11 (3) oh le A POT a 01101—8 Sawyer..................., 00100—1 
SAM PSONsS esse oa eee TOODT 3 EArris we Lah ie oe 00010—1 
ISIN a any ae Se: 11100—8 Brown, ©........ 0.0.4... 00100 —1 

Thirveenth event, 7 birds, 18yds. : 
Crandall, Gs. +... 22.2... TEU AS? Sein ker oes bany cna 4 01101115 
WIUBUCG i eetele cece eee. DWE Bh ere 4 Ses BOR ee een 1101110—5 
Mathewson.............. ANM01I=-6§ Palmer. -2....-0200.... 1011011— 
(Coe hr Qi ful boAMager iss ST, ae) 1011001—4 
RADY sree teers e5 ses ete 1111110—6 Sampson........ ... ....1011100—4 
DUGG Lyons ona aoye II1101—6 . Roberts... - 0-02 ,++22+2 <3 1011010—4 
Wilbur and G. Crandall divided first, Wathewson and Cary tied on 
att divided second, Palmer took third with 4, Sampson fourth 
with 2. 
Pe SUDO nS 3s evidently looking up here, 
PROVIDENCE, R.1., July 22. 

W, H. SHELDON. 

THE SPRINGFIELD SHOOTING CLUB will have a field day on 
the club grounds, East State street, next Tuesday. Shooting open to 
all. Willbegin at 10 A.M. Clays and glass balls. On the programme 
is a challenge match between the Springfield Club and the Spenser 
Gun Club, of Windsor, Conn. 

Ww NEW ORLEANS, July 22.—This evening, at Frogmoor, the first 
shoot took place for the valuable rifie put up by Mr. Rich. Rhodes. 
Besides the participants in ihe contest, there were a number of spec- 
tators present, who evinced a great deal of interest in what was 
transpiring. The scores for single clay-pizeons were as follows: 
LP Chaudet......... 1111111010—8 JO Valette......,..- 4000010000—1 
EF Stevens.......... 0901111010—5 C Perilliad............1011111001—7 
TL Carleton......... 00001110104 TL Cueullu. ......._.. 1110011000—5 
# Landry, Jr......5.. 0110111117—8 A Drouet............. 1100011001—5 
W Mayronne. .......100111110I—-7 F Tabary............. 0030110011—5 
HB Frebiger......... 1011011100—6 E Drouet.... . ....., 1111011011—8 
SP. Jaequet.....:25.. 0111101101—7 
The scores at 5 double bats each, were as follows: 

L P Chandet..... 11 11 10 10 10—7 JO Vallette ...-..00 00 00 00 01-1 
E F Stevens...,..11 10 00 01 01—5 CPerilliat ... ... 10 10 11 10 01-6 
T LCarleton... ..10 10 01 1010—5 LCucullu........ 00 10 10 00 01—8 
E Landry, Jr..... 10 00 11 00 10—4 A Drouet...... .. 00 11 O01 11 10—6§ 
W Mayronne..,..10 11 10 10 11-7 WTabary... 

H Pebiger........01 10 00 00 0iI—8 E Drouet..... 
8S P dJacquet...... 11 00 10 10 00—4 

POUGHKEEPSIR, N. Y.. July 26.—Match between the Wappinger’s 
Falls Gon Club and representatives of the Cottage Hill and Pough- 
keepsie Gun Clubs, 20 glass balls, 18yds. rise. 10 single rotary and 5 
pair doubles, Card’s stardard trap, Aiter a pleasant drive of about 
eight miles we arrived at Wappinger’s Malls and proceeded directly 
to the grounds were received by Dr. William Baxter and other mem- 
bers of the Waypinger’s club, The shooters were soon popping away, 
both sides doing their best and after the match was over Poughkeep- 
sie was found to be ahead with an average of 11 1-7 to the 91-9 of the 

..-10 10 00 00 11-4 
-.-,01 10 11 10 10—6 

Wappinger’s men. Below is the score in detail: 
Poughkeepsie. Wappingers Falls, 

. Single. Double. Total, ingie. Double. Total. 
E Decker, ....10 8 18 C Clapp...... 5 8 18 
J M Godmez.. 9 8 iv T Crozier..... 2 8 10 
W Leary... .. 7 10 HCrozier.... 6 4 10 
Dr Mills...... 6 3 9 Pape... ... 3 6 9 
MCondit..... 4 5 9 C Van Dyne.. 3 6 9 
J Thomas, 5 4 9 Dr Baxter.... 5 4 q 
W Frank..... 5 w 6 J Wakeman,. 3 4 7 

‘ , eee = — CVanDyne.. 3 a 6 
5* 43 35 ie = = = = 
Average per man 11 1-7. ‘ 30 43 is) 

4 gt Average per mun 91g, 
the interest in shooting seems to 

ing different kinds of composi- 
é Niagara ball as the best. We 

eg A.C. G. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

_ BOSTON GUN CLUB.—The attendance at the shoot of the Boston 
Gun Club at Wellington, July 23, was not very large. A number of 
events were shot, principally for practice for the New York shoot 
ery month, The winners in the principal sweepstakes were as 
ollows: 
First event, five single birds, eighteen yards rise—H. Evans first, D. 

Kirkwood second, N. Papanti third. 
Second event, five birds—C Stark first, R. Walker and Evans second, 

DeRochmont and Chambers third. 
Third event, three pairs double birds—B. W. Law and Stark firat, 

H. Warren and Kirkwood second, Papanti and Evans third. 
Fourth event, seven birds from five traps—DeRochmont first, 

Walker second, Warren third. 
Fifth event, five birds from five traps—Cousin first, Law and Stark 

second, Chambers third. 
Sixth event, three pairs birds. five traps—Evans and Law first, 

Stark and DeRochmont second, Warren third. 
Seventh event, three pairs birds, three traps—Warren and Evans 

first, B. F. Johnson and DeRochmont second, Kirkwood third. 
Eighth event, seven birds; use of two barrels; a kill with a second 

barrel counting one-half of a bird—Byans first, Stark second, War- 
ren third. 
Ninth event, seven birds, single—Law first, DeRochmont second, 

Nichols and Kirkwood third. 
Tenth event, five birds, five traps—DeRochmont and Evans first, 

Stark second, Law third. i 
Hleventh event, five birds, five iraps—Snow first, Stark and De- 

Rochmont second, Johnson third, 
Twelfth event, seven single birds—Nichols, Eyansand DeRochmont 

first, Stark second, Johnson third. 
Thirteenth event, seven birds, five traps—DeRochmont, Swan and 

Stark first, Nichols and Law second, Chambers third. 
Alargé number of miss-and-out matenes, in which Nichols and 

Swan were the principal winners, in the order named, followed the 
completion of the programme, 

MOHAWK, N. Y.—In the village. of Mohawk, N. Y., July 23, the 
Mohawk Gun Club, for trap-shooting and the protection of game, was 
organized with the following officers: President, Dr. Eli Fox; Vice. 
President, Seth G. Heacock; Treasurer, Dr. G. P. Rasbach, Secret®ry 
R. R. Wightman. Executive Committe, J. C. Morgan, A. Casler, 
Oscar Horton. The elub shoots every Thursday evening.—R. R. WwW, 
JAMESTOWN. N. Y., July 22.—At the regular weekly shoot to-day 

of the Jamestown Shooting Club, at 15 glass balls, 18yds. rise, Card's 
revolving trap, the following scores were made: 
LJ Pennoek.. ..141111101111701-14 WS Carnahan .001000100110141— 7 
A A Walker....11113001101111i-12 BK Solliday.. .010110001000101— 6 
RH Burng...... 010110011111111—11 _F A Pennock. ..011000101000010— 5 
DrG@B Jones...110009101101011— 8 R. Hi. B. 
MR. TUCKER BEHIND.—We have received from some one in 

Montgomery, Ala., a photograph which represents a mule making 
great speed with a cart. In the cart are Mr. W. G. Tunstall, who is 
arivying, and Mr, ‘‘Andy’ Meddows, who appears to be using a gun as 
awhip. ‘Cutting behind” is Mr. Tucker, the Parker gum agent, whe 
appears to be “getting left..* There is probably some deep meaning 
to this picture, which was designed and executed by C. E. Wallen. of 
Montgomery, but we shall not attempt an interpretation, 

SHOULD HAVE BEEN AGREED UPON BEFOREHAND.—Moira, 
N.Y., July 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: At a recent shooting 
match two shooters made 20 each, and next highest 19,and soon. I 
contend that the two who tied on 20 should havé shot off for the first 
prize, and that the one beaten on shoot-off was not entitled toany- 
thing, and that the next highest, 19, was entitled to second prize. But 
the judges here gaye first and second prizes both to the two that tied 
on 20 and they divided first and second prizes. Had they either of 
them any right to second prize?—ANxI0vs. 

WILLARD V8. RIVERSIDE.—The seventh match for the Ligowsky 
medal, between the Willard Club of Portland. and the Riverside Club 
of Topsham, was shot at Portland on July 22. The Riversides were 
the challenging club, The match was shot in a gale of wind blowing 
from behind the shooters which accounts for the small scores, many 
of thé birds in the single shooting being on the ground before the sec- 
ond barrel could be used, and the second bird in the double shooting 
often being lost inthe same way. The judges were Messrs. Carter 
and Davis of Portland, Refere=, Mr. Pierce, also of Portland. The 
following are the scores: 

Willards. 
MGKennyes eeecd hho es ot 1110120101 00 G0 11 00 10— 91 
Flaite tikes (Syed 2100021020 11 10 00 O01 0O— 714 
Pod hE Nb re 1101011000 + 10 10 01 10 1411 
Rae 5 ee er lh Aa 1110112112 11-11-10 00 1115 
Barre Conese! Le ueee ees, Oe 0110110111 01:10 00 17 00—41—a4 

Riversides. 
dEaTig bahay en ee ee ee AE Se 1111121111 01 O1 01 11 111614 
Gad SH eee a Pete 1111200101 01 00 00 10 10— 14 
ANEW ATI: LAM, LA SLs 1122110102 00 00 11 00 11101 
OG yale oS Ah ee 1020111201 01 00 10 10 0i—10 
Alexaniler: 9.055 lees ht 4s, 1100111111 10 11 11 11 11176348 
NEW YORK, July 27.—Pigeon shoot at Woodside, L. L, between 

Dr. H, Franz, of the North Side Gun Club, and Mr. Thomas 
Walsh. Dr. Franz gave Mr. Walsh 2 dead birds out of 10; 24yds. rise, 
one barrel; score: 
Dre Prant Aes. ek. 11111111—8 Thomss Walsh......... 11011000—4 

Glass ball match, same place for $25 aside and loser pay expenses, 
Dr. Franz gives Mr, Walsh 5 broken balls, 18yds. rise, the following 
is the score: 
Dy CETarz oe. Ue, S. 0101010111118 T Walsh ........... 111110000011—7 

WELLINGTON, Mass., July 26.—This afternoon was one of the 
afternoons for trap-shooting by the Malden Gun Club. All the con- 
ditions were perfect, and the Wellington Range was accordingly well 
attended, The gold medal was taken by Goodnow twice, while 
Adams still continues to retain a firm grasp on the leather one. The 
leading event was at glass balls, nine men making a record of 44 out 
of a possible 45, as follows: 

Glass Balls. 
5 ADSMSe Pe 111i— 5 
5 DeRochmont......... 11111— 5 
5 elites ob bo ee pee ne wee 11111— 6 
5 Shumway..... ..4::. W11— 4—44 
2 

Hachting. 

FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht clubs will please send early notice of pro- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Aug. %.—Hull Y. C., First Championship. 
Aug. 4.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Harbor Cruise. 
Aug, 9.—boston ¥. C., Annual Matches. _ 
Aug. 11-25.—Quaker City Y. C., Annual Cruise in Chesapeake and 

Delaware Bays. 
Aug. 16,—Salem Bay Y. C., Open Matches. 
Aug, 16,—Hull Y, C., Open Matches. 
Aug. 23.—Boston Y¥. C., Third Club Mateh. 
Aug. 23.—Beverly Y. C., Open Match, 

. 23.—Beverly Y. C., Nahant Third Championship Match. 
. 26.—Beyerly Y,C., Special, Marblehead. 
. 28.—Quiney Y. C., Fourth Match. ; 
, 30.—Huil Y. C., Second Championship Match. 
. 80.—Beverly Y. C,, Open Sweepstakes, Marblehead. 

Sept. 3.—Hull Y. C., Third Championship Match. 
Sept, 4.—Salem Bay Y. C.. Second Championship Match, 
Sept. 6.—Beverl . C., Marblehead, Special Match, 
Sept. 6.—Hull Y. C., Third Championship Match. 
Sept. 11.—Quincy Y. C., Last Race. 
Sept, 11.—hrenton’s Reef Challenge Cup. 

. 13.—Boston Y, C., Ladies* Day. 
. 13.—Boston Y.C., Fall Matches. 

Sept. 14.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Cup Race. 
Sept. 28.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Harbor Cruisé. 
Oct. 5.—Quaker City Y. C., Closing Review and Cruise, 

THE STEAM YACHT ATHLETE. 

R. RICHARDS of Boston, has lately had built for him a steam 
yaeht to which he has given the name of Athlete. Her dimen- 

sions are over all 55ft., beam Sit. Gin., depth 4ft. The engines are a 
pait of 6<8 vertical, with balanced valves, and are intended to runat 
175 turns. The boiler is of steel, upright tubular, with 280 }in. tubes, 
and has over 300ft. of heating surface. A Hancock injector 1s fitted 
to supply the boiler, and an ejector is also fitted to the bilge, The 
Meat te four-bladed, 42in. diameter and 6ft. pitch, of composition, 
mounted on a 2in, steel shaft witha brass jacket, and the rudder, 
Tudder aud sternposts, and condenser are also of composition. The 

—a ee, ee 
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house begins 13ft. from the bow, where there is a semicircular wheel- 
house, under which is a wine locker and refrigerators The after 
cabin 1s 12ft. long, finished in mahogany, as are all the deck houses. 
It is elegantly fitted up with lockers, sidé board, closets, ete. The for- 
ward cabin 1s finished in ash, with perforated wood seats. The frame 
of the yacht is of oak, the plank fastenings being brass screws. She 
is ae fitted with galvanized iron air tanks to aid in floating her if in- 
jured. 

JEFFRIES Y. C. MATCHES. 

| jee: second championship races of this club were held on Saturday 
last off Jeffries Point, Hast Boston. Although the weather was 

fine with a good sailing breeze from N. E., there were butfew entries. 
The course for first cliss was nine miles, to aud around Thompkin’s 
Island; that for the second, six miles, being around Apple Island. 
The first class started at 3:21 P. M., and the second 3:31 P. M., finish- 
ing as below: 

CLASS I. 
Length Actual, Corrected, 

Judith, E, T. Pigeon........... ......-. 22.9. 2 00 27 2 00 27 
Una, John Marno.... 2.0. eee eee eee 20,1 2 07 13 2 04 00 

CLASS II. 
Unknown, A. Martin........0..0002. 22. 19.5 1 30 46 1 30 37 
Zetia, Warren and Fowle...... ee as 1 37 40 1 37 22 
Hard Times, Geyer and Moore........,19.7 1 89 10 1 39 10 
Captain Rood’s new cutter Gilus sailed over the course in company 

with the yachts, though not in the race, coming in second to Judith, 

& DORCHESTER Y. C. 82d MATCHES. 

d lees Dorchester ¥, C. sailed their 82d matches on Monday, July 28, 
off the club house, fifteen boats taking partin the two classes, 

second, 18 and under 21ft.; third class, under iSft. 
All started well tegether under afresh southeast wind, which made 

a goood race for a time, but finally dropped to a calm near the finish. 
The times were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length. Actual. Corrected. 

Joker, George Coffin. ,.............20.5 20.04 1 82 15 1 03 49 
Pray, HW Baten. eee Sooty 20 10 1 33 55 1 06 00 
peers ed Lae Ces Pee Le ene IR 18.0444 1 36 47 1 06 04 
Niobe, Wb. Dunne). oe eee see 20.01 1 36 53 1 08 10 
Myrblos ONEPOOr:. Sadess cee ot tee eek 19.04 1 37 48 1 08 14 
HIB WE, (Ps Baie yh 2 eo 19.11 1 38 39 1 09 45 
Corsair, C.H. Whiting 0.025 So. 2 18 05 1 43 24 1 12 44 
Water Witch, Taw, King: ose 19.05 1 48 10 1 13 42 
Rena, H. L, Soule. oe. occ el eels eee 18,11 1 47 25 1 17-22 
Madelon, W. A Tucker...........-..22¢ 20.07 Withdrawn. 

, SECOND CLASS. 
Mirage, H. J. & L, M. Olark............ 17.0516 1 37 50 1 05 58 
Queen, W. L. Dearborn....... ene 17.0744 1 46 31 1 14 51 
bY Glande GH NMMbGs. Hb hc esa 16.01 2 00 10 1 26 20 
SGHEISW 2°H) Cutters dos ead oss caked 16,08 1 69 30 1 26 32 
Patience, A, A. Nickerson ............ 16 00 2 04 58 1 31 02 

i member on board, so 
Joker takes first prize and Scamp second. The judges were 0. H 
Whiting, H. B. Callender, and J. b. Norton. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. PENNANT MATCHES. 

Gieeeevee last, the date of the first pennant matches of the Knick- 
erbocker Y. C., brought a different sort of weather from that in 

which sandbaggers delight, but the cold weather, chilly northeast 
rain, squalls and lumpy sea did not discourage the oil-skinned Corin- 
thians, the turnout of ten boats being quite creditable considering 
the weather, at a time of year, too, when many are off cruising, 
The course was froma line off the elub-house to Throgg’s Neck 

Buoy and return. The start was made promptly on time, the first 
gun being fired at 3 P.M, and the second at 3:10; Bon Ton was the 
first over, with a close reef-and sand to windward; then Gracie, Mag- 
gie, Nellie R., Kittie B., Jean, Gipsie, Lizzie R., Flash and Undine, 
all on port tack, the last two with 54 seconds and 1 minute handicap 
against them. 
The beat across to Fort Schuyler was more work than fun, the 

crews being soaked and capsize imminent, and only avoided by con- 
stant care... Gracie took the lead, which she held throughout, haying 
8 minutes to spare at Fort Schuyler, Kittie B. had withdrawn before 
the turn was reached; but the rest turned in the following order: 
Lizzie R., Nellie R., Flash, Undine, Bon Ton, Jean and Maggie, Now 
the worst was over, and with less wind and sea and a fair tide Gracie 
shook out her reefs and started down wind for home, most cf the 
others increasing sail likewise, all finishing as below: 

FIRST CLASS—CABIN YACHTS. 
Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed, Corrected. 

Flash.... ....— — 3 16 19 5 58-24 2 42 05 2 42 05 
Undine....... 34.0744 319 40 6 06 37 2 46 47 2 44 1936 

FIFTH CLASS—CAT-RIGGED. 
Lizzie R...... 31.00 3 15 00 5 43 05 2 28 05 2 28 05 
Nellie R...,,.28.06 3 13 27 5 47 50 2 34 23 2 31 53 

SIXTH CLASS—CAT-RIGGED. " 
Gracie, .......24.05 2 12 27 5 30 58 215 31 2 18 31 
Gypsy........24.0246 3 15 00 6 15 16 3.00 16 3 00 0346 

SEVENTH CLASS—CAT-RIGGED, 
Maggie....... 18.01 3 13 02 6 36 652 3 23 30 3 21 484 
Bon Ton... ...18.00 311 39 6 12 04 3 00 25 2 58 1837 
Kitty B.... ..20 011g 3 14 24 Did not go course. 

EIGHTH CLASS—CAT-RIGGED. 
Jeans as. 15.003 3 14 45 6 31 46 3.17 01 317 01 

Flash wins the pennant in the first class, beating the Undine 2m. 
1tiés., Lizzie R. in the fifth class, beating Nellie R 3m. 48s, Gracie 
wins in her class, beating Gypsy 4im. 321s. Maggie wins in the 
seventh class, beating Bon Ton 23m, #0s., and the Jean in class eight, 

EASTERN Y. C. CRUISE AND RACES, 

T will be remembered that Fortuna had a sail over on June 27 in 
the matches off Marblehead, winning a prize of $250. Commodore 

Hovey has devoted this sum to the purchase of a cup for schooners, 
giving another of the same value for sloops, both of which were 
raced for on Monday last at New Bedford. 
The course decided on was atriangle of 27 miles,starting from Clark's 

Point. At1P. M., the time fixed for the start, there was a flat calm, 
but in spite of it the starting gun was fired promptly, several of the 
yachts towing to the line, and some drifting back when well over. 

This fun lssted for half an hour, by which time a notheriy wind 
fave promise of a race after all, sending Rover off, with Fortuna close 
astern, and Windward, Bedouin, Huron, Halcyon, Hesper, Wanderer, 
Rebecca, Maggie, Meteor, Ruth, Harbingér. and Gitana in chase to 
the first turn, 8 miles to windward. giving Bedouin a chance to do 
over again what she did so well at Marblehead, she being first around 
with Huron second, then Halcyon, Maggie, Hesper, Harbinger, Ke- 
becca, Windward, Rover, Meteor, Ruth, Gitana and Wanderer. 
By the time that the yachts had turned, the wind had done the 

same, meeting them again on end from southwest, giving another 
beat of fifteen miles, in which the positions of the leaders remained 
nearly the same, Fortuna coming up to fifth place and Rover dropping 
to the rear. The last stretch found matters changed but little, 
Bedouin coming in first. The two sloops Windward and Rover 
were practically nowhere, the honors resting With their long-legged 
opponents, 

he corrected times were as follows, Wanderer and Gitana not 
finishing: 

SCHOONERS. 
Length. Corrected. 

ABC On: Chale AMG ele ee ae ak Eee kn ys sa aoe 82.96 4 51 46 
Harbinger, Vice-Commodore Forbes............... 63.11 4 53 49 
Rebecca, George P. Upham. ..... 2772.22... wee .2 9.72 5 03 00 
Fortuna, Commodore Hovey ....-.. ...---. 0 -. 3 89.46 o 06 46 
DMaleore RG shark, ALN gh ayy oa te das ooo ota bees 69.47 5 23 24 
Ruth, Horace Hathaway.......................e, 86.16 5 27 18 
Wanderer Georee We Weld... 3-022: 2 en 95,74 notfin. 
Gitana, Rear-Commodore Weld..............-..... 86.12 not fin 

SLOOPS. 
Bedouin, Archibald Rogers... .;.).vecgse<cy res ar -nse 64.43 4 4318 
Wacoie, (Eni Warren tek. 2 oe eee, ll lea 39.64 4 47 52 
Orem WIA Tay. oy ua gare ee ee 1 Sdaee heed sak 53.24 449 19 
IBS BON Ws eh OLDeSa es 5, fot ay oe ae 47 AF 448 43 
Windward, G.-O. ‘Shattueks. ooo. Sn vee cee 49.53 5 li 04 
SLOP TS TV Sl CESESLIEL re pines nee ne Oe Oe LU 44.09 5 38 44 
The races were managed by the Regatta Committee of the E, Y, C., 

Messrs. Daniel Appleton, George A, Goddard and E. B. Haven. 
Tuesday morning found the fleet ready fora runto Newport. The 

weather of the previous day had favored the smaller boats, but a 
strong wind from southeast early in the morning gaining strengt 
through the day, gave a chance to the two-stickers to retrieve their 
reputations. As the start was not med closely, the yachts getting 
under way as they could about 10:30 A. M., the results are not accur- 
ate enough for a comparison of the boats. P 
Fortuna was first off, after giving the signal at 10:30 A. M., and 

was first in at Newport at 1:51:30 P. M. Latona, Gitana and Bedouin 
made a late start. the rear guard, Wanderer, Halcyon and Thetis get- 
ting off about 10:40. 45.3 

ff Mishaum Ledge at 11 A, M., spinnakers were set and carried to 
Brenton’s Reef, where sheets came in for a beat up to the anchorage. 
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Imperia sprung her boom and was towed in, and the steam yacht 
Ibis, Mr. F. G. Higgmson, of Boston, ran aground on Hen and 
Chickens, being towed in by the fishing steamer Humphreys, the 
revenue cutter Samuel Dexter also going to her assistance. 
The times of arrivalat Newport were: 

IAMS UALETER gts ee 15130 Harbinger... ....-...-.....- 8 32.00 
VENA PETA EIe, 5p poi cab e ee a ADH SUN IEG Olu eeeaes oh f= psec. ee 235 00 
eas oe 21230 Romance ¢ é 245 00 
Meteor... 82... a ea-Eees Sete AK PRINT Mri Whe as rowley 2 48 00 
MIRA A Ae es ee 2 18°00! Haleyor. 02>. Ta 3 06 00 
FGCU Saas aes | eee Pol TOOT MAUI Ge eh pace esse ca 3 11 00 
ivnua\elsya oa faa ag Re SrepaOOy Active. toc 2). 2 oo. ne: 3 15 00 
TEED COSNYES ee, yey pp 4 es 2 80 00 

Maggie, Meteor and Thetis remained by the Ibis to render agsist- 
ance. It isintended to run to New London on Wednesday if fair. 

LYNN Y. C. MATCHES. 

ey yachts started on Saturday last in the matches of the 
Lynn Y. ©, held off theelub house at Lynn, Mass. They were 

divided into three classes, the courses for first aud second classes be- 
ing from off club house, around Old Sunk Buoy, leaying Pines Point, 
Western Lobster Rock and Old Sunk Buoys on the port, and returning 
leaving Western Lobster Buoy on starboard, to starting point, a dis- 
tance of seven miles, and third class, from off club house, around 
Pines Points and Western Lobster Rock buoys, leaying them on port, 
to judges’ boat, a course five miles in length. 
With a wholesail breeze from the east, the boats got away promptly 

at sunfire, Magic, Kitty, Edith and Eyvor, in first class going over at 
1:15 P, M,; Ruth, Daisy, Pearl, Viola, Jessie and Jennie 1., in second 
at 1:30. and Mabel, Daisy D., Georgie and Crest in third at 1:45, the 
Mabel taking a good lead. 
Magic and Byvor made a good race at first, Magic taking the lead 

after a time and increasing it to the finish, Pearl led the second class 
Over the course, and Daisy soon took and held first place in her class, 
the race finishing as follows: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length Actual. Corrected. 

ETC ew NSC, INGA va os woes peng eo -ooeolwOL 1 42 20 1 23 20 
On VV ess GA ) wocsedtteence sicae 30.09 2 06 00 1 47 23 
Kitty, W. CG. Wooldredge.... 7.2809 Withdrawn, 
CR SIRE) VIS ons ae «ole ou) le wes sero 26.11 Withdrawn, 

SECOND CLASS. 
Pearl, Vice Com. J, F. See ._.-..-.,.-.22.04 1 40 00 1 15 21 
Jennie L., C, H. Lockhart.......,...,. 23.09 1 42 30 1 19 04 
Walodsete Chismaiphre =... eee. elu bay 20.00 1 43 10 1 16 16 
Daisy, Wm, Hawkes......-..2.64--+--5 22.09 1 48 20 1 24 08 
Ruth, Wm, Bassett. -...-......---....- 21.09 1 48 40 1 23 09 
Jessie, Otis Pecker ... .............-- 20.07 1 49 00 1 2242 

THIRD OLASS. 
Daisy D., iF. W. Martin...-...00...... 0. 18.07 0 67 50 0 37 22 
Orest, G. B. Gordon......-......2..., 18.06 0 59 50 0 89 27 
Georgie. W, B. & F. B. Newhall, .....18.06 1 01 45 0 41 22 
Mabel, G. H. Cushman ................ 16,09 1 26 00 1 04 26 
Magie takes first prize, Pearl first and Viola second in their class, 

and Daisy D. first Cresb second and Georgie third in the third class. 
The judges were Messrs. N. T. Davidson, W. M. Rand, J. W. Attwell, 
and the regatta committee were Messrs. W. 8. Newhall, C. H, Lock 
hart, W. M. Rand, I’. 8: Newhall, W. Hawkes. 

HULL Y. C. RACES. 

AE matches of the Hull Y. 0. for prizes presented by the guests 
of the Oregon House at Hull were sailed on Saturday, July 26, 

with full entries, thirty-four boats starting, their lengths running 
from 15 to 26ft, A fine wind froin the east allowed full sail to be car- 
ried, and made an interesting raee, the finish being very even and 
fiukes being Few. The courses sailed were: For first and second 
¢classes—From judges’ line to Steamboat Barrel buoy, off Seal Rocks, 
leaving ib ou starboard, thence leaving Sheep Island on port to Jack 
Knife Ledge Buoy, Jeaving it on port; thence leaving Sheep Island on 
starboard to Black Brush Buoy, No.1, leaving it on starboard, to 
Downer Landing Buoy, No. 2, red, leaving it on port; thence leaving 
Black Buoy off Point of Bumkin Island, on starboard, to Yellow Bar- 
rel Buoy, marked H. Y. C., off Strawberry Hill, leaving it on port; 
thence leaving Steamboat Barrel Buoy, off Seal Rocks, on starboard 
to judges’ boat, passing between it and flagboat—i0 nautical miles, 
For the third and fourth classes—From judges’ line to Steamboat 
Barre! off Seal Rocks, leaving it on port to Yellow Barrel marked H. 
¥.C., off Stawberry Hill, leaving it on starboard; thence to flagboat 
off Quincy Great Hill, leaving it on starboard, to Yellow Barrel 
marked H. Y. ©., off Cleyerley’s, Petticks Island, leaying it on star- 
board to judges’ boat—6 nautical miles. 

In spite of a blunder over the firing of the first gun, and the conse- 
quent delay, a very even start was made, the intervals between the 
lasses being five minutes. The contests between the yachts in each 
class were very lose, as will be seen by the following times: 

FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS, 
Length, ActnalL Corrected. 

Bannerett, J. F. Brown......:......--- 23.08 1 57 01 1 23 26 
Transit, H. H. Ingalls......-...-.., ...-20.09 1 56 36 1 25 51 
Kitty, Tarbell & Adams,_..,-..,.:... 22.08 2 06 30 1 32 07 
Gem, Oseood & Savage ............... 25.02 2 07 34 1 35 41 
Thelza, A. P. Thayer...:.......:...-..% 21.03 2 21 26 1 44 47 
“ilu, CoA, Brayman, 2.cu<.:.- 22.2. 26.09 withdrawn. 

SECOND GLASS. 
Queen Mab, cat, Burtwell & Adams. - .21.06 2 08 53 1 24 34 
Black Cloud, sloop, Brown & Cunning- 

1 Tt 4 eR Ears are aie en 22 00 2 01 52 1 26 13 
Sea Bird, sloop, G. 8, Furbush-.......- 22.02 2 05 04 1 29 38 
Alda, sloop, W. H. Wilkinson .......- 23,01 & 0G 33 1 32 22 
Lizzie Warner, Thos, Stuttard. _...... 24.06 2 04 39 1 32 01 
Arty: SOL °W, Beaters soc: 2522.22 s 20.06 2 12°20 1 34 39 

THIRD CLASS. 
Joker, cat, George Coffin..........--.. 19.07 1 23 18 0 59 038 
Niobe, cat, F.L. Lunne.....-. Md a peageripe 19.07 1 25 45 1 02 20 
Myrile, Celie’. BH, ONPoGT in? ase ee 18.06 1.27.25 1 02 58 
WAT act NII OMIG wins cep neke be eee ee pee 18.06 1 29 26 1 04 54 
Hornet, Harding & Merrill..........-. 18.11 1 80 57 1 07 50 

_ FOURTH CLASS—CATS, 
Sheerwater, M. M. Morrill,............ 16.00 1 36 28 1 O09 14 
RDC Ke sR BASS) Sey yess nl centres ae 15 10 1 32 46 1 05 25 
Mirage, A. J. & lL. M. Clarke.......-.. 17.07 1 31 41 1 05 49 
Wildfire, H. A. Keith .....,......-55- 17.038 1 38 56 107 08 
Imogene, B.'l., Wendell... . 6.1... es 17.07 13119 105 57 
SDLAV se tle, HARON te sinew ces = select 17.07 1 31 41 1 06 19 
Kismet, BH. N. Curtis... 0... c.s ee eee 17,10 1 33 41 1 08 34 
Zip, Ge We Morton; yet. a) een 1600 1 36 22 1 09 14 
Charlotte, G. G, Garroway.....,.--.-.- 17 07 withdrawn. 
Idlewild, Henry Taggot .. ......-....- 16,04 1 37 07 1 10 39 

Tn the first class, keel sloops 21 and under 28ft,. Bannerett takes 
first prize, $25, and Transit second, $10; in the second class, center- 
board, 20 and under 25ft., Queen Mab takes $25, and Black Cloud $10; 
in the third class, cats of 18 and under 20ft., Joker takes $20, Niobe 
$10, and Myrtle $5; whilein the fourth, cats under 18ft., Sheerwater 
takes $15, Rocket $10, and Mirage $5. The regatta committee was 
composed of Messrs. Z. J, Harrington, F.L Dunne and J. F. Brown. 
The judges were: Z. J. Harrington, C. F. Harrington, and M, J. Kiley. 

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE AND RACES, 

ESIDES the steam yacht races to be held during the cruise, a race 
for the Goelet cups will he sailed at Newport, the particulars of 

which are given in the following circular issued by the Regatta Com- 
mittes: 
New Yorx, July 28, 1884.—Particulars of the race for the Goelet 

cups; Open to schooners and sloops of the New York Y. C ; schooner 
prize, $1,000; sloop prize, $500. To take placein the early part of the 
eruise; probably en the day after the arrival of the squadron at New- 
port, the day to be named by the flag officers. To he sailed under the 
rules and with the time allowance of the club. he course for this 
race wil! betriangular and about forty-five miles long, starting from 
Brenton’s Reef Lightship or its vicinity, and will be announced by 
signal from the judges’ boat on the morning of the race, and if possi- 
ble from the flagship also, as follows: The letters K V of the inter- 
national code will signify acourse from Brenton’s Reef Lightship to 
and around the buoy on the north end of Block Island, leaving it on 
the port hand; thence to and around a mark displaying a red flag an- 
chored about two miles and five-eighths west-southwest from the 
lighthouse on West. Island, leaving it on the port hand, and thence 
back to the lightship, passing to the southward of ib and between the 
ship and the judges’ boat. The letters 8 M will signify a course from 
a line drawn between the red bnoy off Beaver Tail and the judges 
boat, anchored to the southward of it,to and around the Sow and 
Pigs Lightship, leaving it on the port hand; thence to and around the 
Hen and Chickens Lightship, leaving it on the port hand, and thence 
to Brenton’s Reef Lightship, passing to the southward of it and be- 
tween the lightship and the judges' boat. The measurement of yachts 
not already measured should accompany entries. 

Entries will be received by the secretary, at the club house, No. 67 
Modison avenue, up to Friday, Aug. 1, aud on the flagship, addressed 
to the commanding officer, up to 8 o’clock A. M. on the morning of 
the race, Owners are requested to send in their entries as early as 
possible, to facilitate the labors of the Regatta Committee. The pre- 
“paratory signal will be giyen at 9:46 o'clock, and the starting signa] 

* 

at 10 o’clock precisely, if possible. The signals for starting will be 
given from the judges’ boat, as follows: Preparatory Signal—One 
loug blast of the steam whistle, and at thé same time the United 
States ensign will be lowered from the bow staff and a blue peter set 
inits place, The Start—Hifteen minutes later there will be a second 
blast of the whistle, the blue peter lowered and the yacht club signal 
Seb in its place, when the time of each yacht will be taken as it crosses 
the line. Ten minutes later there will be a third blast of the whistle, 
and this time will be recorded as the time of any yacht starting in 
the race thereafter. If practicable. short blasts of the whistle will 
be given when each yacht crosses the starting line, There will be no 
‘limit as to the time of performance. Yachts sailing the race must 
carry their private signals at the main peak. In case the judges’ 
boat from any cause is not ab the finish line yachts will pass close 
aboard Brenton’s Reef lightship, each owner or representative taking 
the time of his vessel when the foremast is on aline drawn at right 
angles to the straight course from the last mark and passes the bow 
of the lightship. J. F. Tams, 

CHARLES H, SrHBBINs, 
J. A. Monrant, 

Regatta Committes. 
The proprietors of the Pequot House at New London have offered 

a cup for schooners and one for sloops, to be sailed for while thé 
fleet is at New London, 

BEVERLY Y. C, SECOND CHAMPIONSHIP. 

HE elub had its usual bad luck with the weather for the ei#hty* 
eighth regatta, held at Swampscott July 26, the morning opened 

with the merest trace of an air from the N. E., which was expected 
to haul to 5. W. but did not, The calm prevented Gem, Hornet, 
Mirage and several other boats from arriving at all; and the start 
had to be postponed half an hour in order to get any entries. 
At that time the second class boats, Witch, Hoiden, Spider, and 

Rita, the Countess and Atalanta of the first class, and Bluebell and 
ey ae of third class were on hand, and the prepatory gun was fired 
at 12:28;30, 
As Bugenia was sighted about a mile out, Countess and Atalanta, 

decided to wait for her and the steam: launch Florence ran out and 
towed her in, the judges agreeing to start them when she arrived. 
As Psyche had no club member aboard and could not race without 
one and Bluebell’s owner had to actas judge, it was decided to start 
third class with the first, 
Second elass got off at 12:38:30 in a light $.E, by EH. air, Spider and 

Hoiden together immediately after the gun, Witch just astern and 
shooting to windward of them, and Rita, who was unused to one-gun 
starts, len minutes late. 
The course took them round a stakeboat 114 miles E, by S. of Egg 

Rock, a boat off Little Nahant and return, f miles. In reality the 
Be niles, was placed more than 144 miles out, and course was fully 

344 miles. 
At 12:48, Hugenia having arrived. and Psyche haying profited by the 

delay to shipa club member to steer her, the preparatory fun was 
fired for first and third classes. At 12:53 when the order to fire was 
given, Alalanta and Bluebell were just on the line, Countess and 
Psyche three or four lengths astern, and Eugenia behind, the cap 
snapped and as Mugenia did not hear 1t they turned back with notice 
to go in 3 mmutes. 

This time Bluebell was a second or so too quick and had tu go back. 
Psyche got off at once with Atalanta and Countess close to her, then 
Bluebell a dozen lengths behind Psyche, then Eugenia, 
The first class left Eeg Rock, Graves bell Buoy, and a stakeboat off 

S$. W. Breaker on portand return, 13 miles, the third class sailed same 
course as second. 
The race in both small classes was a surprise, in second class Rita 

fairly outsailed and outpointed the others and won safely, while 
Hoiden did not appear to be in good shape. : 

In third class Bluebell, though not footing with Psyche on first 
lack. outpointed her badly, crossing her bow the first time they met, 
and increasing her lead all the way to Little Nahant, but on the run 
home Psyche gained about a minute. 
The first class race soon came down to a match between Coutitess 

and Atalanta, Hugenia dropping astern. It was watched with in- 
terest, as Atalanta had come round the Cape to race, and this was 
her first appearance in Hastern wafers. On the beat out to the 
Graves she passed Countess and rounded first; on the run to §,W. 
breaker Countess gained and finally took the lead. 
Here the race was spoiled by a piece of outrageous stupidity on 

the part of the man in charge of the stakeboat. Hisorders from the 
committee were plain aud distinct to stay at his post fill all the boats 
rounded hint. hen they were about two miles off he deliberately 
got the stakeboat under way and deserted his post. Sucha thing has 
never occurred before in the history of the club, and certainly could 
not have been foreseen by the committee, as the man had given no 
preyious evidences of insanity. 
Countess, finding no boat where tt ought to be, and knowing the 

ground, turned the §8.W. Breaker Buoy; but Atalanta say a fishing 
boat well in shore of the buoy and rounded her, thinking she was 
stakeboat. Bugenia gave it up, not finding the boat, but she was far 
astern. 
On the return of the boats, every one, including Mr. Thomas, agreed 

that Countess would have been first boat home 1f stakeboat had been 
in place, and the pernant for best actual time was given to her. 

In regard to the prizes with allowance,no one could say how it 
would have heen, each boat was sure she had the race; Countess’s times 
were 3:14 better than Atalanta’s but the latter sailed over more 
fround, 
The judges consequently ordered the race re-sailed, but it was 

found that no date could be fixed on when both boats could start, 
and it was finally agreed by Messrs, Thomas and Chase that Atalanta 
should take first prize and Countess second prize and the pennant. 
Summary as follows: 

FIRST GLASS. 
Leneth, Actual. Corrected. 

Countess,slp:, Geo. B, Chase.,......-...31.6 2-49 20 2 41 46 
Atalanta, cat, Isaac R. Thomas,-....... 29.76 2 54 45 2 do 00 
Bugenia, cat, Irving §. Palmer ........ 28.3 withdrawn. 

SECOND CLASS. 
Rita, cat, H, B. Richardson.........;...20.6 2 15 30 2 05 00 
Witch, cutter, B. B, Croninsfield. 22.6 215 46 2 06 51 
Spider, cat, Walter Abbotl........ 21.0 2 17 06 1 06 09 
Hoiden, cat, P. C. Severance ... ...... 25.0) 2 22 62 2 14 20 

THIRD CLASS. ' 
Bluebell, cat. W. Lloyd Jeffiies.,.. ...18.7 2 18 10 2 05 49 
Psyche, cat, R. D. Sears.....--...-414.; 19.4 2 20 OL 2.08 24 

Atalanta, Rita and Bluebell take first. prizes; Countess and Spider 
second prizes. and Countess, Rita and Bluebell the pennants, tieing 
with Thialfi, Witch and Mirage. Judges—l’. EH. Gabob, W. Lloyd Jeft- 
ries, Judges’ boat, D. Buupn wire A Goubp CASTLE. 

THE SENTINELS OF OUR COAST. 

S off-shore cruising becomes each year more common, yachtsmen 
must take a deeper interest in all that pertains to the safety of 

yessels on our coast, the foremost feature of which, of course, is our 
liththouse system. We copy from Jron the following interesting sum- 
mary of the organization and work of this most yaluable branch of 
the public service; : 
‘The lighthouse service of the United States is a branch of the pub- 

lic administration in which eyery citizen can take pride. ‘The entire 
amount appropriated for maintaining the service during the last fiscal 
year was only a little more than $2,000,000. For the guidance and 
warning of navigators, the Government maintains 755 lighthouses and 
beacuns on the sea and lake coasts, besides 972 beacons on the West- 
ern rivers. There are 29 lightships anchored or moored at spots 
where it is impossible to lay the foundations for brick or iron towers. 
The most exposed of all these lightships is that which rides at anchor 
over the Davis New South Shoals, 27 miles from the coast of Nan- 
tucket. There the currents are so strong and the seas so enormous in 
stormy weather that the vessel is sometimes driven off her station, 
Once during the year a heayy gale swept her all the way to Block 
Island, The Trinity Shoals Lightship, west of the mouth of the Mis- 
sissippi River, broke from her moorings in the storm of last Septem- 
ber, and cruised for two days m the Gulf before she could be worked 
back to tlhe post of duty. The pedis aud hardships of the service are 
at their greatest aboard these lightships. which are tossed and pum- 
tmeled mereilessly by the waves in heavy weather, and exposed to 
danger from ice and collision. It is a singular fact that these floating 
beacons are not infrequently run down by other yessels. The Hand- 
kerchief Lightship, in Vineyard Sound, was run into and somewhat 
damaged twicé within twelve months. In one instance the eulliding 
schooner was sunk. ! fhe é 
“Besides the lighthouses and lightships the board maintains 852 un- 

lighted beacons for day use, 66 steam or hot air fog signals of differ- 
ent sorts, 88 automatic whistling buoys, 28 bell buoys, and about 
3,500 silent buoys of the varieties known asnun, can and spar. Many 
of these channel guides haye to be taken up when winter sets in aud 
replaced in the spring, aiid they allrequire constant tmspection and 
frequent attention. This work, together with the distribution of 
supplies to the lighthouses and lightships, is performed by a busy little 
fleet of steam tenders. They continually patrol the Atlantic and Gult 
coast from: West Quoddy light,which throws some of its beams across 
into the Province of New Brunswick, to the Brazos Sanuago and the 
Point Isabel lights, which illuminate a corner of the Republic of Mex- 
ico. They run up and down the Pacifie coast to San Diego to Cape 
Flattery, and they are everywhere on the Great Lakes, and on the 

d HWeret 

Ohio, Mississidpi, and Missouri rivers. There are 30 of these tenders, 
including the boats eugaged in the work of construction and repair. 
rhs aan employs about 2,600 men, of whom nearly 2,000 are lizht- 

sepers. 
“Every lighthouse district, has one or more manufacturing and sup- 

ply Stations. The most important of these establishments is on 
taten Island. There is a complete laboratory for testing oils, a 

workshop for repairing Jamps, and an electric department where ex- 
periments are in progress to determine the practicability of employ- 
ing electricity instead of oi] in the lighthouses. Lard oil is going out 
of use as an illiminant. Mineral oil has taken its place in all buta 
few lights of the first order, and even in these the board are substi- 
tuting the mineral oil as fast as the necessary changes in the appa- 
ratus cin be effected. No money spent by the government is better 
invested than that which keeps the beacons burning on the coast and 
riverzbanks, 
“Phe Sperauons of the seryice are conducted in fifteen districts, 

each in charge of an officer of the navy as inspector and an army 
officer as enginéer. The First District includes the Maine and New 
Hampshire coasts; the Sacond reaches around Cape Cod to the Con- 
necticut boundary; the Third to Squan Inlet, N. J., including the 
Hudson River and Lake Champlain; the Fourth to the Virginia coast, 
and so on tothe Wighth, which extends to the Mexican boundary. 
The Tenth and Hleventh Districts cover the lake region; the Twelfth 
and Thirteenth are on the Pacific coast. while the Fourteenth is the 
Ohio Riyer, and Fifteenth the rege ote and the Missouri. The 
lighthouses, lightships and beacons are distributed as follows: 

Atlantic coast and Lake Champlain. ._.-........ . 
CHIT DRG Os eran y eich Lien aie aetee ch jay eee ae Bei) 
TERCAT SAREE pees. PPL Loita rial e tir. meee ... 198 
IFACITIC COAST Fileethe Lj ccelorente eee eieit etme ns ob 
EH METSAT TIMES apr, cOMUOne eM eetr ete ebay eere O72 

OAL AS cats sles a eee te eee ae Ue ne W535. 

ATLANTIC Y, C, ANNUAL CRUISE. 

N Saturday last the fleet was anchored at Black Rock, Conn., pre- 
aratory to their annual ¢ruise. The programme was not ad- 
to, as (in consequence of light winds) the fleet was late im 

assenibling, and did not call at Norwalk, as intended, to the disap- 
pointment of a large crowd of spectators gathered there to see them. 

Grayling camé up from Bay Ridge in the morning; Agnes, Haze, 
Stella, Tourist, Venture, Nomad and Viking arrived from Whitestone, 
and Enterprise and Roamer from the eastward, also arrived on Sat- 
urday, the Orusader, Water Witch and Thistle arriving on Sunday af- 
ternoon, Sunday was rainy and cold. Diyine service was held on 
the Grayling in the morning, the Rey. Dr. W. H. Thomas, of Norwalk, 
officiating. All the afternoon and evening the rain continued, with a 
strong easterly wind, soaking all who ventured ashore or on board 
other yachts. 
Monday morning broke fair, and the fleet, increased by the arrival 

of Phantom and Viola, prepared for an early start for New London. 
At 6:16 A. M. a gun from the Agnes gave the first signal, and at the 
second, 6:32, the smaller boats—theé Tourist, Venture, Gleam, Wilful, 
Ee Nomad and Viking—were off, the larger craft waiting 
nnth TD. 

The fleet at this time included the following yachts: First division, 
schooners—Grayling, L.A. Fish; Crusader, J. R. Maxwell; Agnes, 
Commodore Hogins; Water Witch, C. H. Mallory; Haze, M. Hogan. 
Sloops—Enterprise, Vice-Comimodore Moffat; Roamer, J. W. Cooper; 
Stella, J. L. Maxwell; Viola, G. N. Wayland; Tuistle, William Ziegler. 
Second division, sloops—Nomad, Rear-Com, Wintringham; Viking. 
Frank ©, Swan; Venture, H. G. Peabody; Phantoms, L. A. Smith; 
Wilful, H. W. Coates; Gleam, N. D. Lawton; Towrist, Benjamin Aborn, 
Jr. The wind was light from the northeast, and the weather clear 
and pleasant, though cool for July. 
Calms throughout the day robbed the race of any spécial interest. 

The fleet was scattered over the Sound from Long Island to Con- 
necticut, the Nirvanaand Rena joining themin theafternoon. Gray- 
ling was first into New London, Water Witch second, then Crusader, 
Roamer, Viola, Enterprise, Haze, Thistle. 
For once Long Island Sound has repudiated its summer reputation 

as a duck pond, and shown yachtsmen what iocan do when it really 
tries, even in summer, sorting out the fleet in a way that was far from 
pleasant. The programme for Tuesday morning was to run for 
Gaeenport, but the east wind and heavy sea were sufficient to deter 
several of the division in New London Harbor, while bo report was 
heard of the doings of the smaller boats. 
Grayling decided to stop and haul out to scrub for the Goelet Cup 

race, and Tourist withdrew, a fortunate thing for her. 
At 10:30 A. M. the harbor was full of coasters, taking refuge from 

the storm, but Agnes signaled to go through Plum Gut, aiid at L0S4:10 
fired the starting gun, all being soon under way on port tack. Once 
outside there was wind and sea in plenty, Hlephant and Thistle, the 
only ones carrying topsails, were glad to stow them, and Crusader 
lowered foresail and double reeted main. 

At noon the wind was east northeast, and the sea worse with heavy 
rain, all the yachts reducing sail as much as possible, Hlephant, with 
her big spars aloft, was having more than she wanted, while Thistle 
was nob much happier, 

Off Bartlett's Reef, while attempting to reef, Klephant lost her 
mast and behaved so badly in the sea thal the crew were obliged to 
cut away everything, losing spars and sails, finally coming into 
Greenport under a jury sail with wind and tide, The others had 
arrived in Deering’s Cove previously. the Crusader being first ab 12:52, 
Haze 1;05, Agnes 1:22, Huterprise 1:32, Wilful 1:50, Thistle 1:10, the 
latter anchoring near the town, 

THE WEATHER STAKEBOAT. 

V4 RS ago when that antiquated piano hox, the scow Randall, 
used to “beat everything on the bay,’ the “Master Mariner's 

Regatta,” on the Fourth of July, was a sight worth seeing, but of 
late years the yacht clubs have rather taken the shine out of the 
Mariners, and they bave held uo regatta for some five years. This 
time though there was a chance; the big yachts had gone to Santa 
Cruz, and the sniail ones to Napa, so, not the coast, but the bay was 
clear. From time to time, we outsiders Who take an interest in such 
things, were informed that the prospects were goon, and that the 
committee were like Mr, ‘Riley, of hotel-keeping fame. Three of us 
taking time by the forefoot, obtained the exclusive right to board the 
weather stakeboat before she left the wharf, and accompany her to 
her station. 

Bright and early then on the morning of our glorious anniversary, 
about 9 A. M., I wayed a fond adieu to the better moiety and smaller 
fractions otf my domestic establishment, and in company with a 
camera, tripod, big ulster, some lunch and a pipe, hied me on my 
devious way by many and divers street cars to Channel street, where 
T had been directed to seek out and discover the A 2 or 8 clipper scow 
Yosemite. I found her without difficulty, for though my present 
palatial residence and the location in question are as far apart as is 
consistent with their being in the same town, I was wont in my 
callow youth to keep one or niore boats thereabouts, and the same is 
therefore as familiar to me as my catechism (some people might say 
more so). = Aly 
- Larrived first upon the ground and found the Yosemile and another 
scow in possession of avery good natured dog; so, having made 
friends with him and convineed him that I was a good deal that sort 
of fellow myself, in fact, a cousin of his somewhal removed asit 
were, I deposited my belongings upon the deck, and turned about to 
make sure I had boarded the right craft; a fact which wassomewhat 
difficult of determination, since a regard for economy liniits the dis- 
play of name boards, ete,, strictly to the requirements of thelaw, to 
wit, on the stern, and in order to read her name it would benecessary 
to walk down a block or so to the next pierorask someone. That 
was whatI did. I asked a young chap who showed himself upon the 
deck of the other clipper, and he said it was; so I turned my atten- 
tion to captivating his cat as T had the dog. 1 didn’t succeed se well 
with the cat; there isn’t thab sort of whole-souled good saute 
about a cat that you findin dogs not too highly bred; we've ha 
“Dogs” at the Bohemian Club, but we never had *-Cats,”” and then 
this wasa particularly talented cat, for when she was “chucked” 
under the chin, she jumped three feet in the air, came down like a, 
piece of velvet, and retired with dignity to the seclusion granted by 4 
pile of boards, where she modestly kept ont of reach lest she should 
be made to jump again,so she cowdn’t, of course, be expected to 
take up with strangers, like a commonplace dog. : 
Presently the other chaps hoyein sight laden down with cameras 

and things, and we waited anxiously for the moment of departure. 
By dint of much pulling and hauling weat length got our craft under 
way aud drifted slowly down the narrow channel while we hoisted 
sail, It is really wonderful, the skill with which these. skippers, 
who are mostly Danes and such, manage their great unwieldy craft 
in tight places. and squeeze through all sorts.of narrow gaps, bump- 
ing and thumping occasionally, but never getting stuck. The entire 
crew. gousisted of the skipper and only one man, who was mate, 
steward, cabin boy, cook and deck hand all im one, to manage a 
schooner from eighty to one hundred tons capacity. 4 
As had taken my ‘irick at the wheel” on atleast one specimen of 

almost every Kind of craft that floats, from 4 canoe to an ocean. 
steamer, L was anxious to add to my experience by guiding this cratt 
over the troubled waters, and did fairly well until westruck a calm 
streak, with a mess of passing ferryboats and big ships at anchor, 
with long how sprits pomted threateningly al our canvas; and here 
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_ serewed the old hooker in toward 
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yentured to hint to the skipper that his owners would probably he 
something in pocket, and the race less liable to disappointment, if he, 
for a time at least, assumed the direction of affairs. With the wind 
from nowhere and an ebb tide setting us down on the bowsprits, he 

the wharves, got: her around, 
twisted her out again into open water and a breeze, while we looked 
Onin silentadmiration, Then he résigned in, my favor again, and 
while the biz brown sails swelling out ‘spread their broad bosoms to 
the lusty wind, like lass that woos a lover,” the Yosemite pushed her 
Square how thumpety bump oyer the sparkling waves, and I grasped 
the spokes of her weather-beaten wheel, and thought the weariness 
and grind of the ‘office’ were not so bad after all, since they made 
this eae se keenly felt; and Phantom (who weighs 200) stumped 
the deck and puffed his pipe, thinking of the days when we were 
Skipper and mate of our little crafi and courted danger (so the gran- 
mes said) every chance we got. 
As we sailed down, a couple of three-masters were being cast by 

tugs to get under way for the race, while smaller classes by the 
dozen made the water gay in all directions. We slid along past 
Alcatraz, with the officers: cottages on the heights looking remark- 
ably pleasant and peaceable, and the guns on the hatteries not too 
warlike, and ptesently, as if happened to be noon, the guns from all 
about us—from the island, from the forr, from Black Point, from 
Camp Richardson and the Hartford in the stream—fired the annual 
salute, which lam just enough of a tomfool American to delight in 
listening to, 
_The race was to start at 1, and we were expected to be at our sta- 

tion by that time, The question was, should we do it? There was an 
ebb tide and a breeze, both facts in our fayor, but it was fretting on 
toward slack water, while the wind. wasn’t more than half what it 
should have been in the channel ona July day; but we did our best 
and pounded away to windward as wellas we could. Then a com- 
pass made ils appearance. I was surprised to find one aboard, and 
the *“instructions’’ carefully discussed while we got our ranges, every- 
hody aboard taking a trick at that, until the skipper thought we 
should do, and sung out to ‘ower the ‘yib’.” 
We had provided a sort of luncheon for ourselves, but the skipper 

regarded the proceeding with so much grave disapprobation that we 
rather slighted it, even what there was, and waited to join bim at his 
tepast to which he had invited usin his 5x6 cabin. As we could not 

~ have less than two hours to wait before the leading boat hove in si ‘ht, 
the cameras were gotin order, and the tripods carefully lashed to 
the deck in about sixteen different places, while I, who intended that 
this my maiden effort in the field of photograpy should be something 
to brag of, arranged to have the fort and sloping hills for a back. 
ground for all my pictures. Iintended to take six, alas for the falli 
bility of human hopes. Unfortunately the Yosemite, being anchored 
in thirty fathoms of water with the wind one way and the tide another 
Swung to every point of the compass in about ten minutes withdut 
the slightest regard to my wishes. 
Presently we discovered afleet of Whitehall boats, bearing up for 

us, every One with three men on the weather rail, and eyer mothers 
son soaked to the skin, shining like blackbirds on a fence. As the 
Jeader approached, buried in a cloud of spray, I hastily dismounted 
the camera intrusted to my care, and hurried aft to take my first 
“snap shot.” We were anxiously asked if we were the stakeboat for 
the Whitehall race, and on answering ‘*No, master mariners’,’? re- 
marks were borne upon the breezes in regard to the whereahouts of 
that particular stakeboat, that were ab least emphatic. Whether 
they ever found it or not ve no idea, for our birds began to feck 
about this time and we were all alive for the fun, 
The first comer wasa barkentine, which could, I suppose, carry 

half a, million feet of lumber, and wasn’t she a beauty just then. She 
stood far enough up to be sure of clearing us, then tacked, and with 
every stitch set and drawing like a team of horses, tore down upon 
us with the rush of a locomotive, The foam curled high up on her 
bows, rolling and tumbling in a wilderness of froth past her lee chan- 
nels, which were tearing up some water on their own account, the 
sloping decks glistened with the seas and swarmed with people, who 

"had come aboard to pulland haul forthe fun of the trip, and high 
above the shouts of the men and the shrill cheers of women, the jolly 
wind whistled and yelled as he scampered through the rigging, Then 
with the rattle of blocks and creak of spars, as the sheets were eased 
off, the first of our visitors left us amid cheers and cries and waving 
of handkerchiefs, while the spray, churned to the finest mist floated, 
all about us. 
Next a three-masted schooner, straining eyerything to overtake 

her rival, and she, too, roared past us, while her crew gaye us our 
quota of thanks, im ringing shouts and waving of handkerchiefs. And 
50, sometimes singly, sometimes in bunches all in a pother, they bore 
up and rounded, and no one forgot that the stakeboat should Have a 
hurrah, until the last fellow shouted, ‘Up killiek, you fellows, and go 
home, we're the last.” 
_ And so our duty was done, and now came getting the anclior. The 
wind was strong now, though there was no fog, and the sky was blue 
as a summer sky should be, but isn’t always in the channel, and the 
tide was flood, with sixty fathoms or so of cableto getin, ‘Man the 
gipsy, boys,” and the cabin boy, with the kerosene can, began to 
hibricate in all directions. We got it after a while, but as Tsit and 
write this J hear again the Se RLS clank of the windlass paqwls 
and still feel the aches and pains thaphalf hour’sjobgave, ‘*Then up 
sail; pub away the cameras; give us some more coffee, Pred,” and, 
Pipe in mouth, T fake the wheel again. We're homeward bound. 
We allagres that the windward stakeboat is the place to see a race; 

that’s where the struggle takes place and where the main interest 
centers, 

: Phantom aid the other chap, who are shining lights among the 
photographic amateurs, got fifteen good pictures of the passing ves- 
sels oul of a possible sixteen; while I—well, | got one passable one out 
of a possible six, and that broke the first time it was printedsfrom. 
Phantom yery learnedly explained to me why I hadn’t done better, 
but Pi afraid I didn’t understand very well, and anyway I didn’t 
think much of photographs; there isn*t any life in them, you miss 
the sweep of the waves, the whistle of the winds, the shouts of the 
tmen—and the smiles of the girls, B. 

AN OCEAN SCHOONER RACE.—Considerable talk was indulzed 
in among shipping men at Second and Walnut streets yesterday 
when it b3camie known that a bet of $5,000 had heen made between 
two prominent vessel owners on the speed of the new schooner 
Francis j.. Cooper, of Philadelphia. Sheis now loading & cargo of 
locomotives at Willow street wharf for Brazil, The wager is that 
she will beat the record hetween the Delaware Breakwater and Rio 
de Janeiro. The record of the quickest time evel made between 
these two points by a sailing vessel is 45 days, 6 hours and 10 minutes. 
The Francis L. Cooper will receive the remaindér of her cargo at 
Noble street wharf on Thursday next. She will leave at noon and be 
towed to the Breakwater, where her time of starting will be taken, 
Captain KR, V. M. Cooper, the master of the vessel, said yesterday re- 
fardimg his route: “I shall keep east southeast until L strike lati- 
fude 30, longitnde 82, when I shall strike the southeast trade winds. 
T shall then hold them until I strike the equator, when I shall steer 
southeast, and keep this course till T round Cape St, Roque, the ex- 
Tremeé eastern point of Brazil,’ “Do you think you can beat the 
record of forty-five days?” “I donot iknow, but hope so. The vessel 
is 2 new one and will not make as good time as one that has been run- 
ning fora year ortwo. A craft has to get her ropes and eanvas 
stretched, but as she is a keen-hbuilt boat 1 think I can £o there in less 
than that time. She is 300 tons, 125fb. keel, 27ft. beam and 11ft, depth 
of hold. There is $1,000 in my pocket out of the bet if I win it.” 
“How did this bet happen to be made? ‘There are a great many 
vessels idle at present, without cargoes out, and as the rates to Brazil 
on treizht are high, shipmasters like ta get voyages there. Now, as 
iam booked with a good cargo for that place, thereisa little jealousy 
among some of the captains, and it is well known that I had my 
vessel built on my own plans. Myrivals call her a tub, and one of 
therm this morning becanie so excited about my ‘tub’ that he planked 
up $2,500 that she would not beat the record. <A friend of mine ‘saw 
him’ at once and the money is in a stakeholder’s hands.”’ ‘Your 
‘ise has considerable confidence in the boat, Captain?” ‘He 
mows her and me.”—Philudelphia Times, July 20. 
IRON SHIPBUILDING ON THE PACINIC.—Some time ago we 

' published a desuription of an iron shipyard then under construction 
at San Prancisco, Cal. News has just been received that work has 
begun at the shipyard, the ways having been completed for the con- 
struction of a collier for the Newport Coal Company. ‘Phere is no 

longer any necessity,” said Irving M. Seott, general manager of the 
works, to the répresentative of a local paper, ‘for sending orders 
East to Cramp’s or Roach’s for iron ships. We have: every facility 
that they have, and we can compete with them in work and price.” 
“The first contract and the first yessel on the ways is the caisson for 
the dry dock at Mare Island. While this is used as a gate for the 
‘dry dock, itis practically an iron ship, 80ft. lan iS 17ft. beam and 38ft. 

_ deep, of which 1746ft. is keel. Tt will be built of iron and steel, with 
gates for admitting and discharging water, and fitted with the most 
approved appliances in the dock business up to date, In front of 
this caisson; upon the same ways, will be built the steam collier for 
the Newport Coal Company, alluded to aboye. This will run between 
the harbor of San Francisco and the Newport mines at Coos Bay, 
also touching at Empire City. The dimensions will be 20/ft. long. 
S0ft. beam and 16ft, depth of hold, and the vessel will ba fitted wi 
arines of the compound surtace-condensing type, cylinder 24 and 

in. diameter, and 38in. stroke, and with 650 horse power. She will 
200 tons of water ballast, and will be built entirely of steel, and 
with all the modern appliances for receiving and discharging a 

0.—Ion, July 1%. 

BOSTON Y. C,—The matches of the Boston Y, 0. on August 9, will 
be started at 10 A. M, Commodore Pfaff and Vice-Commodore Con- nor have presented two silver cups as prizes and several cash prizes 
will be ofiered besides a silk flag to each yacht going over the course. 
The race will be sailed under the following conditions: The first class 
is open (6 yachts Tneasuring 32th. and upward sailing Jength. Yachts 
30ft, and under 338 may sailin this class by calling themselves 33ft. 
sailing length, The second class is open to yachts under 38ft. sailing 
length. Schooners will reeeiyé an additional allowance on such 
part of the course as shall be decided by the judge to be windward work 
—that is to say, on such Windward work schooners shall be reckoned 
as only four-fifths of their real sailing length. A yacht must win three 
races to obtain a cup. Thirty minutes before the signal to come into 
line, flags bearing the number of courses to be sailed will be hoisted 
on the judges’ boat, and the yachts in each race will come into line 
without regard to size. A steam whistle on the judges* boat will be 
sounded at 10 o'clock sharp, which will be the signal for ali classes: to 
form into line, after which the yachts shall be amenable to the rules. 
Abt 10:30 o’clock it will be sounded again, and a flag lowered, which 
will be the signal for starting both classes. When in position for 
starting, yachts must have their jibs down. Boats returning niust 
bass between the judges’ boat and a flagboat. The several races 
shall be sailed within eigkt hours from the time of starting, and all 
yachts intending to sai] should be in position before 10:30 o'clock A. 
M. Entries may be madeat the officeof W. 1. Wellman, 18 Post- 
Office Square, until 12 o'clock noon Friday, Aug.8, The entire man- 
agement of the race isin the hands of the regatta committee, consist- 
ing of C. FP. Lorine, chairman; J. P. Phinney, Charles L. James, 
George H. Tyler, and W. L. Wellman, secretary. The judges are; 
Thomas Dean. Eben Denton and Coolidge Barnard. 

PETROLEUM AS A FUEL FOR STEAMERS.—One of the most 
notable effects, to our mind, of the deyelopment of the Caspian oil 
mining isthe use of oil for fuelin steamers, and the all-important 
question is, whether liquid fuel can be exported at such a price as to 
compete with coal in the Mediterranean and the Hast. If this be done, 
‘the effects upon trade will be almost incalcucable. Itis said that one 
ton of oil used in the crudest kind of furnace will go as far as two of 
coal; and in good arrangements, such as one recently patented by 
Mr. Robert Walker, it is claimed that one ton of oil generates as 
much heat as three tons of coal. If such be the case the profitable 
area of the employment of steamers will again be largely extended; 
and forthe Hastern trade there will be the additional advantage of 
the nearness of the source of supply. The system in use in the Volga 
steamers is that oil and steam are together injected into the furnace, 
the force of the steam causing the oil to form aspray. The use of 
liquid fuel was made the subject of a series of experiments by the 
Admiralty as long ago as 1868, and the result is described in two 
papers by Admirai Schoyn, in the Transactions of the Institution of 
Naval Architects for 1868 and 1859. The method was similar to that 
in use on the Volga, and the experiments gave a good result, but the 
éxpense of the oil fuel proved to be an insuperable difficulty. Since 
that the price of American oil has much decreased; and if a low- 
priced liquid fuel can be obtained from Russia, it will certainly find 
4 good marketin the Mediterranean.—Nauwtical Magazine. 

A NEW SCHOONER FOR SAN FRANCISCO,—-A full-tigged 
model of Mr. J. V. Goleman’s new yacht, the Carmelita, has just 
reached that geutlemen’s office from New York, Tt isthe handsormnest 
piece of yacht-modeling we haye eyer seen. The original design is by 
the celebrated marine architect, A. Cary Smith, of New York, and 
the mechanical work of the model is from the hands of G, Graham, 
of the same place. The Carmelita is a keel boat, flush deck and 
schooner rigged, and her lines are in sharp contrast to anything 
built for these waters. With an overall measurement of 80ft., she is 
but 65.6ft. on the waterline, giving her an immense overhang, which 
looks as beautiful as itis remarkable. Her beam is only 16,6ft., and 
she has a draft aft of 10ft.—another feature that will surprise our 
local yachtsmen, who have all along held out for plenty of beam. Of 
her sailing qualities, judged by her model, opioions will vary. We 
think she will prove as fast and weatherly as our own heamy craft. 
Her spars are lofty, mainmast 46.1ft., main topmast 30.6ft., and main 
boom 47.4ft, The foremast 48.10ft., fore topmast 27,6ft. Her top- 
masts are all housing. To make her keep her feet with the spread of 
eanvas these spars will carry, she will have 11,5 tons of lea 
on her keel, and 20 tons of lead inside. Aloft and bélow she will have 
everything which mechanical skill and good taste can suggest to 
make lier a perfect yacht,—San Francisco Newsletter, Jwne 14. 

A NEW FRENCH YACHT.—One of the brightest of our yachting 
exchanges is the French paper Le Yacht, published in Paris, and 
devoted to French yachting and naval interests. 

new 19-ton entter, now building for Mr. A. M, Pilon, former owner of 
the Surfand Cuckoo, by Camper and Nicholson, of Gosport. This 
yacht, designed by Mr. G. L. Watson, is 50ft. on waterline, 9ft. 6in. 
beam, and draws ‘ft. 3in., with a lead keel of 19 fons. The same num- 
ber also contains the plans of a cruising yacht of the same length as 
the above, but of very differeot proportions, haying 12ft. 10in. beam, 
6ft. fin. draft, and 12 tons on keel, with a fiush deck, and 6ft. of 
head room, while aftis a cockpif. The accommodations below in- 
elude an after or ladies’ cabin with four berths, forward of which is 
a wide companion, with closets on the sides} and still further for- 
ward isthe main cabin, with room for twelve persons at table, for- 
ward of which 1s the owner's stateroom. This yacht, which is about 
equal in cubic capacity to a large class of our centerboard yachts, has 
an amount of room below, with no house on deck, that would aston- 
ise those familiar only with the average centerboard sloop. 

THE YAW WHITE CAP.—This yacht is reported as doing much 
better this season under a larger mizzen, though still using the old 
mainsail she had as a schooner. The loose-footed mizzen formerly 
tried has been abandoned by her owner, as it was found that a heay 
strain was needed on the foot of the sail to keep it flat, and make it 
do its work properly, to stand which strain a very long and heayy 
boom was necessary, bringing too much strain on the mizzen mast. 
To overcome this difficulty the boom is fitted with two grooved jacks 
of oak, the foot of the sail haying brass travelers attached, sliding in 
the groves, the arrangement being the same as that sometimes em- 
ployed in place of the mast hoops. é 
perfectly flat without undue strain on the boom, while it may he 
hauled in, removed from the boom, and the latter unshipped when it 
is desired to set a lug mizzeu trysail. The success of the White Cap 
has proved the feasibility of the yawl rig for cruising, aud we hope 
that with new canvas she will do still better, 

NEW HAVEN Y. C. CRUISE.—The fleet left New London at 6:15 
A. M. on Wednesday, and anchored about 5 P. M. in Newport harbor, 
the sail being slow and tedious, owing to light winds. Brunetta, 
Marguerite and Hival left the feet at New London. The fleet left on 
the 24th for New Bedford. The race for the Commodore's Cup took 
place on Saturday, July 26. The course was from Eleven Foot Bank, 
around Bush buoy, thence around buoy on Wilkie’s Ledge and return. 
The wind was very light from the east, finally shifting to southwest? 
Atii A. M, the yachts started in the following order: Ceres, 11:23:45 
Wild Pigeon, 11:2:9; Rajah, 11:2:52; Vixen, 11:3:27, Wild Pigeos soon 
took first place and kept it to the fiuish, the others alternating as 
second. he finish was made with hardly any wind; Wild Pigeon, 
2:50:40; Ceres, 2:56:27; Vixen. 2:59:22; Rajah, 3:9:6, After the race 
the yachts sailed for Onset Bay. 

OPEN BOATS ON THE SOUND.—The jib aud mainsail boats 
Maud M,. and Orland R. Phenes, sailed a race from Whitestone to 
Gangway Buoy and return, on July 24. Maud M. winning by four 
minutes, The catboat Belleville, of Bridgeport, capsized off Block 
Rock on the 27th, her crew of four being rescued by boats from the 
yachts anchored near by, In a race on the same day between the 
Unknown and Daisy, New York jib and mainsail boats, the former 
was capsized near Sand's Point. The Daisy was unable, in the sea 
then running, to go to her assistance, for fear of a similar mishap. 
after two hours in the water the crew, eight in all, were rescued by 
Capt. James Gibbons, the Hell Gate pilot, in an exhausted condition, 

AN IMPORTED YACHT.—Among the recenf importations classi- 
fied by the United States tariff as manufactured articles of wood” 
is the English-built cutter yacht Daisy. Duly entered and eres 
at the Boston Custom House as a part of the cargo Of a British 
freight steamer, she was a few days ago hoisted oyer the bulwarks, 
above which waved Her Britannic Majesty's ensign,and lowered into 
the waters of Boston Harbor under the flag of this great Republic. 
Forty-eight hours later saw ber with her mast on end, her rigging in 
order, her sails bent, her stores on board. and everything ready fora 
yoyage to New York.—Iron, July 24, 

ILEEN.— When Teen was anchored in Marblehead Harbor a short 
time ago, it. was discovered thatthe copper was torn loose.on one side, 
a piece projecting several inches from her side. The tull extent of 
the injury could not be ascertained without docking. When on the 
serew dock preparatory to the Marblehead races in June, she was 
hauled off in a tity. to allow Wenonah to haul out on the same tide, 
and itis supposed that one of the bilge blocks was not drawn back 
far enough, tearmg the copper loose. 

SINKING OF A STEAM YACHT.—The steam yacht Warwick made 
an excursion from Norfolk to Fortress Monroe on July 22, haying a 
pacty of ladies and gentlemen on board, and on her return ran into 
the torpedo boat Alarm, striking the ram bow of the latter, and 
going down in about twenty minutes in ten fathoms. Her passen- 
ers and erew were taken on board the Alarm and landed at Fortress 

retina The boat was the property of the Newport News Company. 
She will be raised at once. 

—— 

ballast 

A most interesting 
feature of the paper is the illustrations, of which there are always a 
number, and in the issue of July 12, we find, besides a sketch of the 
Loire Regatta of June 22, the lines and sail plan of the Henriette, a 

By this means the sail is kept 

AMERICAN Y. C.—Commodore George S, Scott, haying sold the 
Viking to Samuel J. Tilden, and gone abroad. Vice-Commudore Alfred 
DeCordova, steam yacht Promise, will take command on the cruise. 
The first race will start from Larchmont on Aug. 7, at 11 A, M., for 
New London, the fleet stearring to Newport on the following day, At 
Newport races between yachts’ boats will be rowed, the prizes being, 
four-oared, $50 and medals to each of the crew; pair-oared, $20 and 
badge; single sculls, $10 and badge. The iron steamboat Cygnus will 
accompany the fleet, leaving Hast Twenty-third street, New York, on 
the morning of the 7th. 

YACHTING ON THE LAKES.—The Kingston Y. ©, will hold theiz 
matches on Aug. 24. The prizes are: Hirst class—First $120, second 
$60, third $30; entrance fee $10. Second class—First $80, second $40, 
third $20; entrance fee $7. Third class—First $40, second $20, third 
$10; entrance fee $3, The Belleville matches will TICE BN take place 
on the 8th, Atalanta will not enter. Aileen has already entered, and 
Norah is heing putin shape. A yacht club has lately been formed in 
JATEOgUSs C. E, Britton being elected commodore and 8S. R. Brough 
secretary. 

YACHTING IN SAN FRANCISCO.—AN the yachts are home from 
their crnise, Haleyon leaying Santa Cruz in company with Lady 
Mine, at 3:30 A, M. on the 6th,and reaching their moorings at 11:30 
A.M. onthe 7th. Most of the others were becalmed on their way 
home, Lurline and Fleur de Lis arriving on Monday afternoon, Nellie 
coming ou Friday from Monterey, arriving at 10:30 A. M, on Satur- 
day, ! and Casco, Annie and Aggie coming up the early part of the 
week. 

NEW BEDFORD Y. C, CRUISH,—The New Bedford Y. C. started 
ou their annual cruise on July 23, at 9 A, M., running to Newport, 
where they anchored at 5 P. M, The fleetincludes the following yachts: 
Indolent, Commodore Rhodes; Azalia, Rear-Commodore F. A. Sawin; 
Pointer, Henry LeClark, M. D.; Tolanthe, J. Henry Lee. The Princess, 
Starling and Glimpse joined the fleet at Newport, 

YONKERS Y. O.—While the larger clubs are enjoying their cruises 
on the Sound and Atlantic, this club content themselves this year 
with braving the perils of the Tappan Zee, and the squalls that howl 
about Dunderberg and Anthony’s Nose, and will start on Aug. 18 on 
a cruise up the Hudson to Albany, stopping at the towns on the way. 
The fleet will probably number twenty-five sail. 

Canoeing. 

CANOBISTS are invited to send us notesand full reports of criises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu- 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forresr AND 
SrrREAM their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forms, AnD Srrwam their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, raaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the spurt, 

FIXTURES. 
Aug. 1 to 15.—A. C. A, Meet, Grindstone Island. 

THE A. C. A. MEET. 

R. WHITLOCK haying resigned as chairman of the Regatta Com- 
mittee, Commodore Nickerson has appointed Mr. Vaux to fill 

his place. Races will be arranged in addition to those on the pro- 
gramme, to accommodate the cruising boats. Five of the Hartford 
canoes and six from Springtield left ina special freight car on Thurs- 
day last for Clayton, and their owners will follow them on Aug. 1, Dr. 
Neidé write us that the weather has been very unpleasant at the 
camp, heavy winds and rain squalls, He has obtained some help and 
is at work clearing up, and expects to have all ready in good time. 
The New York C.C. will leaye on Aug. 3, via the New York, Ontario 
& Western Railway. They expect tomuster 17 men. The Knicker- 
bockers will leave about the same time, 

TOLEDO C. C. CHAMPIONSHIP RACES. 

ILE third championship race of the Toledo C. C. was sailed on July 
19, six canoes entering. The wind was very light.at the start, 

but freshened into a good blow at the end. The Kitty was first over, 
then Daisy and Hetty, with Viola, Julia and Fawn in a bunch behind. 
Kitty led to the first turn, Hetty being second around, with Fawn 
third. On the beat home Fawn took the lead, but was disabled and 
withdrew, Daisy following. Near home Hetty closed up on Kitty, 
while Julia withdrew. The times of the race were: 

Start. Hinish. Hlapsed, Corrected. 
4 soe Sie 14; 00 4 02 30 2 16 30 2 16 30 

fara tat le hes anes 1 46 15 3 56 30 2 10 15 2 09 11 
5 PSs ee st 1 47 00 4 04 00 217 00 215 00 

1 47 10 Withdrawn. 
ho ARG 1 47:10 Withdrawn. 

....1 46 10 Withdrawn. 
fouled the Daisy, the flag was awarded to the 

The club has now 20 members and 11 canoes. They will hold an 
open regatta next month, in which outside ecanveists are invited to 
compete. 

CRUISING CANOES. 

de almost all sports there is a point where improyemetits and com- 
plications become so numerous. that those who would keep up 

with the leaders can only do so ata large expenditure of time anu 
money, so that the real amateur, seeking only recreation and amuse 
ment, isforced into the background. The many improvements in 
canoes in England, together with soma local conditions seem to have 
put an effectual stop to canoeing there, it bemg mainly confined to 
half a dozen racing men on the Thames; and looking at the course of 
canoeing abroad for the last few years, we may seek to ayoid a like 
danger. 
There are many safeguards in this country which do not exist in 

England, the much greater distances that canoes are transported by 
rail or wagon, the increased length of cruises, the small intrinsic 
value of prizes, and the abundant facihties for eruising and camping 
in all sections of our country; bub above all these, the most import- 
ant point is the encouragement of the cruising cauoe, 

As noticed last week, the tendency of the present Association Rules- 
is to encourage racing machines, both for sailing and paddling, to the 
exclusion of the all around boat, and it is possible thatunless some 
modification is made in favor of the cruisers, we may see another 
“Order of Cruising Canoeists,” with a strict limit for cruising canoes. 
Such a possibility may be avoided by the creation of a special class 
for cruising canoes, with a definite limit of size and weight, the other 
classes heing retained as at present. . 
Experience has settled the details of such a class definitely, and there 

should be no trouble in drawing up a rule, which, if built up to, would 
ive the best possible canoe for general work. The beam can be 
xed at 30in., neither more nor less, as the best ayerage for sailing 

and paddling; thelength at from 14 to 15ft., certainly not under i4and 
not over 15, The depth amidships of such 4 canoe should not he less 
than 914 or more than 11; perhaps the best limit being 14 instead of 
1fin, from deck to garboards. These dimensions would fix the size 
definitely, without hampering model. The question of keel or center- 
board could be ieft open, the limit of depth of a keel being 3in., as 
now; but a limit should be placed on the weight of the hoard, say at 
1élbs. for board alone, exclusive of case, : 
A tnost important point is the weight of the hull without the moy- 

able fittings, or the least weight to which the boat can be reduced for 
hauling out and portaging, and this, in order that the canoe may be 
readily handled by one man, as every cruising canoe should be, re- 
quires a limit of 90 to 100)lbs., which should inelnde the centerboard 
trunk, an excess af perhaps 10lbs. being allowed when the board is a 
fixture. 
We offer as a rough draft of such a tule, the following: Cruising 

canoes Shall not be over 30in. extreme beam, including beading, or 
over 15ft. length between perpendiculars, the depth from underside 
of deck at fore end of well to mside of garboards, nof to exceed din. 
The weight of the hull without movable fittings shall not exceed 100 
pounds without centerboard, or 110 pounds including centerboard. 
The centerboard, if movable, shall not exceed 15 pounds in weight, 
including hauling up gear, if permanently attached to the board. 
Keels shall not exceed 3in, depth below outside of the garboards. _ 
There are many canoeists already whose canoes would come within 

such a rule, and many more in old boats of yarious sizes whose next 
move will be into a good erniser. to whom we recommend the above 
suggestions for their consideration and criticism. If such a rule is 
formulated and presented tathe Association next month, there is little 
doubt but what it will be passed, and it rests with those interested to 
push the matter, : ' 
The Mohicans seem to have struck the true idea of canoeing; ac- 

commodation, speed, portability, are all found in their canoes, the 
latter being one of the prime requisites, We have not forgotten that 
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phere are also a very large number of cruisers 14x28 in diniensions 
but the eraft we have outlined are the ones hound to become most 
popular, while in addition, the 14x25 boats do not come as closely into 
competition with the extreme Canoes as the 14x30 do. There will still 
be places for all, from 18x24 to the 14x33 boats, but the inducements 
will be to build boats capable of cruising everywhere, 

Of the construction of the ideal boat, and the minor details much is 
fo be said. Toattain the maximum lightness and ample strength, she 
must be Japstreak and copper rivetted, as no other mode can equal it, 
Her planking and decks, if she is to receive ordinary care, can be a 
trifle yoder Lan. thick, timbers of oak or elm, and gunwales, coam- 
jug and deck frame as light as possible, or much lighter in some parts 
than is now customary, Superfluous material must be avoided, 
every part being so chosen as to material, quality and shape, as 
to give the greatest strength without weight, The perfection of con- 
struction seems to have been reached in the modern bicycle, every 
part, no matter how small, being carefully selected and proportioned. 
to the work it must do, and we may hope some day to see a canoe 
that shall compare almost as favorably with our best boat of to-day 
as the newest Columbia does with a “boneshaker” of *68. 
In continuing the series of articles on canoe building, we shall 

offer some plans of new cruisers for the criticism of canoeists and 
shall beviad of amy hints or ideas that may aid in the evolution 
of the perfet cruising canoe. 

THE LAKE GEORGE MEET. 
AHIS purely local affad: occurred on the Canoe Islands, Lake 

George, July 24, 25 and 26, and, like “true canoéists,** Sunday 
the 27th still fonnd us there, It was to be a joint meet of the White- 
hall and Lake George Canoe Clubs, but unfortunately the former club 
for various reasons could only turn ont one man, Six of the latter 
were present. Messrs. Fowler, K. GC. C,, Proctor and Webster, 
Howard C, 0.and Mr, Puyanna added pleasure to the occasion by 
their presence. : 
Saturday was selected as race day, and soon after dinner merry 

boating parties commenced to arrive from the neighboring hotels, 
The course was off the north end of Lorna Island. Firstrace was 16 
mile paddling, any canoe, Following are the entries and first three 
in order in which they finished: 

Name. Canoe, Club. 
SUAS PUSHIN Geb late ccstite cs a Uneas,’__., LG, Go & 

pa apt CS fe dicta asriereed stats Tent SGA fe as Fee L. G, G, C 
Edwin Fowler...... ANSEL Oat AMEE sos be Pinca Ooh K Cu: 
wey EO 'f 2 oto 3) ee PATTI SITIO s4 5 . etl snake ae net Harvard ©. C. 
PAT: EV OOBGI. i 5 yb swe eter ass tce Harvard C. C, 
UN SEU YADA GL 4: 0. due ao 0 th Flying Dutchman..........-- 
John Clendon... .. ...... Hawkeye... cerns eeee ey -ns G&. CVC, 
Diggs bee an yn ee ee ee Eee HGHATG: ces wae thes oth LS GSore? 

SECOND—TANDEM PADDLING. ; 
Knight & West... -.e2-: BLEND ores. Wa an ae dee 2 as Gi CG. CG. 
Webster & Puyanna....... (QBEDIRING. glen ase ee eee eee o Ht. C, C. & —— 

THIRD.—1 MILE SAILING—CLASS B. 
PVs WV RU wait a cieng ess Subs “ee PEEP CAN ORE OF 
Edwin Fowler............0 Sly ORO? 

Frank §, Proctor Harvard ©. C. 
OBS, Homie ht cca ess L. G, C..C, 
A, @. Webster... occ... (FOETUS OM ole wet alee aes Harvard C, C. 
GY EP WiHkOlA se. 3 0 ote TG REN AFAGET cohen sans eee L, G. G&G 
Fourth—Special paddling between Puyanna and ‘‘Tug’’ Wilson; 

eourse around Lorna Island. Therace was called, and only Puyanna 
appearing at the starting point the referee deciared him the winner 
and awarded the prize, atin horn. *‘Tug’s" trainer soon after called 
upon the representative of Forest AND STREAM and implored him to 
omit the facts from his account, for fear that his reputation would 
become worse than Courtney’s. but *twas finally ascertained that 
“Tue” was “knocked out’ in the ‘‘first round’ and was minus the 
necessary “sand.” A noticeable feature about the meet was the at- 
tention which the men gave to the cooking, 
At Canoe Islands, Lake George, there have registered since July 3 

Newman and Neide, Dr. Parmele and wife, Messrs, Stevensons 
Hands, Webster and Prector, all cruising north en rowfe for Thousand 
Islands. HAWEEYE. 

A SIMPLE CANOE OUTFIT. 

M AKE a box 128x154 of Lin, pine, fit a rim lin. indepthto cover, 
no hinges are needed, procure a waist belt. cut in two pieces, 

buckle and lay across cover of box, nailing each end to sides and bot- 
tom of same. This gives you a fastening to hold coyer on, and a 
handie to lift with: shellac inside and out. 
Now make some little bags of heavy stuff, stout drilling will do; 

these will hold flour, hominy, corn meal, etc,, the bags may be 4xSin. 
or5™é10in. Some tin boxes for tea, coffee. and sugar,asmall, deep 
frying pan, two tin plates, tin cup, knives, forks and spoons. A piece 
of enamel cloth to roll bacon and pork in, is very convenient, The 
box will hold all that is necessary for a short trip and can be replen- 
ished when empty, * ‘ ‘ 

For cooking kit, in addition to the frying pan mentioned aboye, two 
tin pails of one and two quarts respectively, to boil potatoes, eggs, 
make stew, soup, cook hominy, grits or rice, Graham, oatmeal, etc. 
To prepare the last five, put in small pail, add equal quantity water, 
a pinch of salt, put on cover, and put small pail inside of the large 
one, fill large one half full of water, and put oyer fire, then you will 
not be annoyed by your mess burning, sticking to the kettle, etc, 
For stores much will depend on personal tastes, trip and means at 

disposal. One thing, ‘Don’t forget the pork.” Callit bacon if you 
like, but don’t forget it, Many enes might be ealled Juxuries and 
dispensed with, but pork is essential to awell regulated canoe cruise 
—is can be used in an endless variety of ways, and many dishes 
would be a failure without it. : , 
You will need a tool chest, and the following is as good as any: 

ake a piece of light canvas 24in.x13in., turn up one end bin., stitch 
up sides. This makes a pocket which will hold beeswax, nails, 
screws, brads, coil of copper wire, ball of twine, spare cleats, mast 
rings, a small block or two, ete. Now make small pockets for each 
of the following: Hammer, compass saw, brad awl, screw driver, 
vimlet and pliers. Sew a piece of strong tape on the top end and it is 
done. When packed and tied snugly it takes but little room. Can 
be opened in 4 moment and everything is at hand, 
For a clothes bag, a piece of rubber or enameled cloth dx4ft,, and 

a shawl strap makes a very good one. Holl tightly, fold the ends 
snuglv—it is as near waterproof as anything you can geb—and it is 
just the size of your wardrobe, whatever that may he, 

For bedding, one good heavy woollen blanket and a light rubber 
blanket will fill the bill; folded properly they make a good seat 
through the day; placed on top of your camp chest, you will know 
that you have two articles that are ont of the way, and where they 
will do the most good, besides you ean paddle easier if your seat 1s 
moderately high, ; 

A rubber air cushion makes an excellent pillow, but not much good 
for a seat; no man can sit on one for an hour without breaking his 
back One word more, don’t try to canoe by a recipe; strike ouf on 
your own hook; if you make a failure once, try and see where you 
made it, and you will do betternext time. Canoeing is a noble sport, 
butit can't be taught like bookkeeping, still a hint or so may be of 
use 1o a novice, and if so you are welcome to the Ee age of 

ARPON, 

A BAD DAY FOR THE DOG. 

aks warmth of a July afternoon was tempered by a light, uncer- 
tain breeze from the south, At the time when offices are being 

locked up and a little relaxation before supper is in the minds of 
most properly constituted men, some seven or eight canoes slid one 
after another off the Hoat in the Albany basin and glided out into the 
river. Next day there was to be a rave, and the proposed course was 
4 new one, Naturally, the fleet made for the scene of the anticipated 
contest and ran and beat oyer the ground, some trying fragmentary 
bits of racing, others drifting with only little blue curls of smoke to 
afford comparisons of speed, and when a fellow smokes he can atford 
to Jet the little clouds roll on ahead. Some big portentous clouds of 
another kind were piled up in soft-looking masses away in the south, 
but they might mean nothing, and they were very handsome. 
The river was charming, and the smart wing-like sails just filled 

and curved with the wind and looked as pretty as pictures, The 
Marion was there and the Thetis with their new single lateen sails, 
and the ex-commodore's lateen-rigged Annie O, too; and the Snake 
with jib drawing finely, and the new champion Lasca with her nickel 
fittings flashing in the sun, and the whitest of white jibs, challenging 
the Snake's. And the other new boats were afloat, the Uneas and the 
Arno, uot quite so new as they were once, but none the worse for 
their age yet; and—but this is not a catalogue. . 
The big cloud rolled over a bit and squirmed tmeasily, bub no one 

watched it, for a splendid little breeze fresbened up and turned the 
tipples into wavelets. There was more movement and quicker. The 
e@anoes beating down close hauled, pissed and repassed at close 
uarters with many a hail. Thenewly hatched club dog came out 
yom beoeath his hatch, and with forepaws on the coaming recognizd 

hhis several patrons as they skipped past, Hewas aboard the Snake 
and he saw something happen, She was close hauled on the star- 
poard tack, heéling a little and going grandly when he peeped under 
the boom and saw the Annie O. coming on with the wind aport. Then 
a hail “Ihave the right of way” and the Annie sheered off, but two 
seconds later a big shout introduced a bow inscribed '\Thetis” right 

ahead at a distance of one yard, and before the poor dog could tnder- 
Stand it the Snake's bowsprit was thrust into a contusion of rigging and 
summarily thrown overboard, and a hard stem charged into a not 
quite so hard gunwale with a dreadful jolt. Then there was trouble, 
the floor was less léyel than ever, the dog was first strangled ina 
tunning sheet and then squeezed flat upon a cushion that seemed 
harder than it ever did before, and finally disappeared temporarily 
under the hatch. When order was restored the jib and dandy were 
both foiled and the canoe was rustling through a good deal of spray 
uncer reefed main, 
Then Sob, the pup before mentioned, put his paws on the coaming 

again and took a look over the lee bulwarks, The flect was all at a 
little distance. He saw a strange vanishing of sails and the appear- 
ance of two or three paddles, and looking ta where they steered with 
business-like purpose, he saw a canoe prostrate, lying most ignobly 
on her side. and on her upper side a man, and at one end a gleam of 
nickel plate revealed the rudder of the Lasea, it was all the nickel 
plate she showed just then but it was very wet and bright, She was 
soon up, sail and all, mad asawet hen,no doubt, but her captain 
was stilldry from the waist up and was able to inform the inquiring 
crowd that he had capsized, They seemed to believe him and made 
certain suggestions; one was that he should sail 10 shore and bailout 
but it appeared to be the opinion of the person most directly inter- 
ested that sails were undesirable things. He divested the craft of all 
such damp and draggled superfinities as quickly as possible; he was 
ao wet except a little way up, and had litle sympathy with the wet 
sails. 
But the waterlogged Lasca seemed to be more unsteady without 

them, or perhaps the squall culminated, for some reason the canor 
heeled oyer and the crew tooka plunge which settled once for all 
how much of him was to remain dry. Sob withdrew with a shudder 
and a SURADE he fell overboard once quite recently, and knew whatit 
meant. 
_ There was much ‘‘chinning” and splashing and bajling and spong- 
ing, and some sailed home and some could not, and the carpenter is 
at work on a broken spar, and the new Mohican champion is bap- 
tised, and does not seem to mind it, 

“WHERE'S FRIDAY?” 

7 HEN all are gathered round the camp-ire at Grindstone Island 
next week at least one familiar face will be missed by those 

present last year at Stony Lake, and more than one from Canada and 
other distant places will ask of the New York men, “Where’s Pri- 
day? a question best answered by the following letter from Birney 
P. 0., Guster county. Montana: 

There are only two of us on the ranch now, as the boss and three 
men have gone to drive the cattle np here. My companion is a Ger- 
man called John, a carpenter by trade, a jack-ofall-trades by prac- 
tice, and a rifle shot by nature. Our cabin, or “shack,’is built like 
al) others in this country, in the true log style, with a heavy dirt roof. 
The cracks between the logs forming the walls are filled or ‘‘chinked”’ 
with mud, strengthened by strips of wood nailed in the chink where 
the aperture has been too large for the mud filling to be packed 
easily. The shack is 16%14<10ft, In this we eat, sleep, cook, work 
and lounge, besides keeping our provisions stowed away somewhere 
le of the four walls. It faces the creek, which is about 75 yards 
istant. 
On the right-hand side (facing the front from within) is the door, 

behind whieh tools, chains, ropes; etc., are piled up. The door itself 
is made of hewn timber, with “sunny sacking” stretched across the 
outside, On the back of the door hang bridles, ‘‘schapps’’ (leather 
riding pantaloons), *‘slickers** (waterproof coats), lariettas, etc. The 
cook stove or range occupies the front left-hand corner of our man- 
sion. On one side of the stove, ranging along the front of the house, 
hang the cooking utensils, dish-rags, etc., while on the ground is the 
firewood and water-pails. 
Back of the stove along the left hand side of the house are three 

shelves each about five feet long. On these shelves are piled the 
miscellaneous small articles belonging to the cook's department. <A 
box standing on end on the top shelf serves us for a cupboard. Then 
comes the window which is supposed to be in the middle of the wall. 
Under the window is the table of unpainted pine, three feet long, by 
two feet wide. The two bunks or beds stretch aleng the back of the 
shack, They are made of Saplings Supported about two feet from 
the ground and covered over with hay. Over the bunks is a shelf 
upon which are heaped clothes, hats, papers, cartridges, etc. Just 
about where my pillow would be, if I had one, hangs my revolver and 
cartridge belt, while beside the same place stands a repeating rifle. 
Over against John’s end of the bunk stands his trusty rifle in com- 
pany with his double-barreled shotgun. 
There is a confused pile of things under the bunk, John’s clothes 

bag, or war bag, as he calls it, my saddle, a pair of boots, and a wash 
tub, occupying the most prominent positions. The right-hand side 
of the shack is almost entirely given up to the provisions, consisting 
of flour, bacon, tea, coffee, sugar, salt, rice. oat and corn meal, beans, 
dried apples, ditto peaches, and molasses. Some canvas is stretched 
across the top of the roof to preyent the dirt from falling on us. 
The inkabitants of the shack are: mosquitoes, flies, ants, rats, mice, 

John and myself, the order of the supremacy beginning with the 
first-mentioned and ending with FRIDAY, 

CHICAGO C. C. ANNUAL REGATTA. 

Hditor Forest and Stream; 
The first annual regatta of the Chicago C. C. took place on Lake 

Michigan off Douglas Monument Park last Saturday afternoon, the 
19th, and was quite a success. The day was a beatitiful one, and a 
fine §. B. wind was blowing up white caps in’a way that promised 
exciting sport in the sailing races, but which made a postponement 
of the paddling races a possible necessity. 
The races were to have been first class, A, sailing; second class, B, 

sailing: third class, 2, paddling; fourth class, 8 and 4, paddling; fifth 
class, tandem, paddling, free for all, and were to have started sepa- 
rately, commencing at 2:30, but owing to delay, im setting out the 
buoys. the class A sailing and tandem paddling races had to be post- 
poned until next Saturday. j 

The sailing course was triangular, about 3}4 miles, being S. BE. 144 
miles, thence 8S. W. 1 mile, and back to starting plage, 1 mile, It was 
4 o'clock before the opening race, class B, commenced, but all] the 
boats got off nicely in the following order: 

Ve lee en ene NOON SING’. 5 Sctecteslelele me ory Ed N. B. Cook. 
Q. Se Se rrr ett a WsyChen. esse pareye ee eet aed H. B. Cook 
3. Sandy Hook. ..........: SPriyeece cece ces | soeaee ye ne J. W. Keogh 
4. ShadOW..... cece. ec. ee eet sAvtful Dodger -.....:2+611.5 J. H. Ware 
5, Racine model............ Sarande; hoo 2e arises = I. ¥, West. 
6. Racine Shadow..........@§—evcscece cece eevee teens A, H. Havens. 
vi F.S. Waters. . Racine Saranac 

The Psyche and No Name were built by Mr. N. B. Cook, and are 
perfect in every detail, and this taken in connection with the sailing 
experience of both father and son, gave weight to the general opinion 
that it would lie between them as to who would capture the prize, 
This opinion proved fo. be correct. for the Psyche took the lead, 
closely followed by the No Naine, with the Spray and Artful Dodger 
cloge together im the rear. The Spray soon shook off the Dodger and 
took third place, and these positions were not changed until the 
homestretch, when the No Name passed the Psyche and took the 
first place and therace. ‘Time, covrected—No Name, 1:13:15; Psyche, 
1:18:41; Spray, 1:18:30. The others were distanced and did not round 
the second buoy. The Psyche and No Name being outside the limit 
had to allow the other canoes one and ahali and three minutes re- 
spectively. The prize in this race wasa beautifully engrayed gold 
medal yalued at $45, presented by the club. ‘ 

Tt was now almost a dead calm, and as the wayes had subsided, 
the class 2 canoes were called ont for the paddling race. Three mem- 
bers of the elub, viz: Com. G, M. Munger, Thos, Kane. and Ff. S, 
Waters, had presented three very beautiful gold medals to be con- 
tested for at this regatta, and as the finest one, valued at about #50, 
had been designated as the prize for this race, the greatest interest of 
the regatta seemed to center upon it. There wereeleyen entries, bub 
when the signal to starh was given, the number had diminished to 
fonr, viz.: Canvas boat, W. A. Phillips; canyas boat, Hd Sherman; 
Racine Rob Roy, J. B, Keogh: Racine Birdie Kane, A. W. Kitchen, 
She course was oue mile with a turn, and 4 splendid start having 

been made, the boats held pretty well together until the half mile 
was reached, when the extreme light weight of the canvas boats be- 
gan to have its effect and they drew steadily to the fronv. They had 
a close race between them, however, Phillips winning b. about two 
lengths in 10.50, with Sherman second, and Kitchen third and Keogh 
bringing up the rear, ann 
The next event on the programme was the paddling race for classes 

3 and 4, and the starters were: Psyche, H. B. Cook; Ariful Dodger, 
J. H, Ware; Racine Shadow, G. Hessert; Spray, J. W. Keogh, Cook 
took the lead from the start and maintained il to the finish, with 
Ware a close second and Hessert and Keogh finishing third and 
fourth respectively, Time, 11,50; prize, gold medal, 
The lateness of the hour compelled the postponement of the tan- 

dem. But for the annoying délay in getting the sailing race started, 
everything would hayé been satisfactory, but the wait of an hour 
and 2 half rather took the enthusiasm out of the spectators, about 
500 of whom had assembled in the park, and many of them left be- 
fore the start was made. aking into consideration, however, the 
fact that it was our first attempt at a regatta, and that the partici- 
pants came from points on the lake extending from Hyde Park on 
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the south to Hyanston on the north, a distance of twenty miles, I 
think we did yery well. We will endeavor to start next Saturiagts 
races on Lime. SPRAY, 
Cutoaco, July 22, 

MOHICAN C:. C, RACES. 

Liditoy Forest and Stream: 
The summer of 1884 will be remembered by the Mohicans in later 

years as the period during which they evolved their racing propensi- 
ties, Their first race for the Gibson champion badge has already 
been reported. Their next race was held on che idth inst,, it was & 
friendly paddling contest from the upper railroad bridge to the lower, 
half amile, between the Thetis, Wackerhagen II, and the Annie O,, 
Lloyd Thomas, and was won by several lengths by the Thetis, whose 
skipper thereby became the owner of a yaluable Waterbury watch 
presented by F. L. Mix. : 
After the race.allthe Mohicans present putin time to wind the 

valuable Waterbury. Wind and water were both unfayorable, and 
on that account the race was quite interesling, The strong west wind 
blew across the course and ruffled the water considerably. The other 
canoeists out had to exercise their paddles also, to prevent their 
cratts from going ashore in the strong breeze, 
The next day, Tuesday, 15th, brought the same squally west wind, 

which, however, did not prevent the sailing of the race for the taste- 
ful Oliver cup. Sail limited to 60ft., no ballast, triangular course, 
above the upper railroad bridge, about 114 miles, to be sailed over 
twice, At 5:19 P. M, the captain of the club, R. W. Gibson, acting: as 
starter, gave the word, 20 seconds later the Thetis, Wackerhagen 
Ii., crossed the line, followed within 15 seconds by the Lasca, G. A. 
Thacher, Jr., and 20 seconds later by the Annie O., L. Thomas, The 
latter made such a beautiful start that her captain's friends predicted 
the victory for him. She was closely followed by the Uncas, H. R 
Pierson, Jr., and the last to cross the line was the Marion; R. S. Oliver. 
at 5:21. Something in her rigging had refused to work smoothly, 
hence her delay, 
The Thetis turned the starting buoy on her second round at 5736, 

Lasca at 6:36:56, and Annie O. ab 5:37:25, the latter haying lost the 
wind while turning the third buoy close to the dackin the lumber dis- 
trict. They crossed the line at the finish in the same order, Thetis at 
5:54:40, Lasea at 5:54:48, Annie O, at 6:58:50, and Maricn at 6:00. ‘The 
Uneas, having broken a rudder chain, had dropped out of the race on 
the homestretch, In making her last furn the Marion yery nearly 
came to grief for the same reason which made it late at the start. 
The race, onthe whole, was an exciting one both for participants and 
spectators. The wind was strong and squaily, and the course, unfor- 
tunately the only one possible for Albany canoeists, is a part ofthe 
river much infested by tugboats, tows, and the passenger boats to 
and from Troy. . 
_Next Tuesday, the 22d, the Mohicans will haye a genuine race, no 

limits as to sail or ballast, each skipper entejing has to pay $1 to buy 
ene as prize for the winner, and eight entries haye been made so 

r, 
The Tuesday following, the 29th, Geo. H, Thacher, Jr., Lasea, wiil 

have to defend his championship insignia, won June 19, as reported 
In FOREST AND STREAM Of July 2. 
W. B. Wackerhagen, who first floated a North River canoe, of the 

Smith build, has sworn allegiance to Rushton and purchased a new 
Henrietta, of a modified ENard pattern, which he is now trying to 
turu into a ‘‘dude” boat. Two canoes of the same pattern made their 
appearance on the Albany waters the same day, but they are not 
owned by Mohicans, bad luck to them may happen, if they do uot 
join the turtle tribe as apprentices, FioR DA Lice, , 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

CANOE AND CAMP COOKERY. 
VI.—VEGETABLES, 

AX vegetables must be carefully looked over, the unripe or de- 
cayed parts removed, and then they must be washed in cold 

water. When to be boiled they should be put in boiling salted water, 
and if the water has to be replenished before the cooking is complete, 
boiling water should always be used. Keep the yess] coveréd, and 
drain the vegetables as soon as done. Do not let the water boil long 
before the vegetables are putin. Old and strong vegetables some- 
times require boiling in two or more waters, 
The following is atime table for cooking yegetables that I have 

found reliable. It is not eee and I do not know its authorship; 
so, for lack of better knowledge I will credit it to my serap book: 

Potatoes, old; boiled...2 1... cls. Week 30 minutes, 
Potatoes, new, baked. ..... 22.21.0000. 5 45 minutes. 
Potatoes, new, boiled-:.....,....04-..2--..5. 20 minutes, 
Sweet potatoes, boiled. ..,.),.........--2.... 45 minutes. 
Sweet potatoes, baked....... Lee Poreoee 1 hour. 
Squash, boiled,.,,..... meters Ses 2 EL ent eitcie 25 minutes. 
Squash, baked... .-.............1.-...-.....45 minutes. 
Shell beans, boiled...,,-..-.. ..--. Be cy vat Ag 1 hour. 
Green peas, boiled... ..:.5<.20.225.-esetiss- 20 to 40 min. 
String beans, boiled,,-.. 2. -..s.-..-.2.-7 +.1 to 2 hours, 
Crean gon: freee rene aa cote oe Ae eee 25 min. to 1 hr. 
ASPALAR EG hers baka a schats oaces te ier eee 15 to 30 min, 
SPAS yas rsh tee hepa ete eee ito 2 hours, 
Totaptoed, Tieshi. ipl a ee ,.1 hour, 
Tomatoes, canned, 30 minutes.* 
Mab aPe Ay icc itpitceiy ee bape tae tee .45 min, to 2hrs, 
Canliflower..... beh nees e ace) Pee eee 1 to 2 hours, 
DamMlelions Seppe eer pes bream s iain pono 2to3 hours, 
RGSTHRUCONAL Yo const cits og.atnt pow kdl oe ees 1 hour. 
COWMIOTS et 2 terice Melanie rea aoa nr are 1to 2 hours. 
Beets 3. sade heey ee Mentesskietiss. Peta! 1to 5 hours. 
SEMPMIPS Wiens of vee dceatre chs ee cree eee tee 45 min. to 1 hr, 
MINES ACLU Wesabe mes eed eo lit batcdenets U4 to 2 hours, 
Parsnips ... .. Ait doth atlas cicktesiclomealy oy ean mia 1 to 2 hours, 
SPNDCVOLD I wales sd wctel tek street rhe ete 1 to 2 hours. 

* Tf the unopened can is put in boiling water, only about ten min- 
utes are necessary. 

Tf a piece of lean salt pork is boiled with some of the above, they 
will be sufficiently seasoned. If not. season with salt, pepper and 
butter, 

Boiled Potatoes.—Small or medium-sized potatoes are preferable 
to large ones. Choose those with small eyes, as those with large eyes 
are generally about to sprout.and are of poor quality. Do not pare 
unless they are very old, and then lay in cold water half an hour be- 
fore cooking, or putin cold water and allow it to boil. If they are of 
unequal size cut the large ones, so that they will boil evenly; wash, 
cut out bad places, and eyes, and slice off a piece of skin at cach 
pointed end. Put into enough boiling salted water to cover them, 
and simmer steadily till a sliver will easily pierce the largest. Strain 
when done, and set the pot near the fire. shaking them occasionally 
to dry them, ’ 
Mashed Potatoes.—After boiling, peeland mash thoroughly with 

the bottom of a large bottle, working in pepper, salt, butter, 
and sufficient hot milk to make them into the consistency of soft 
dough. Lf mashed in an iron pot they will be discolored, but will 
taste just as good as if mashed in tin or earthenware. 
Baked Potatoes.—Wash and wipe them dry, and cut oif the ends. 

Bury them in the ashes and hot coals tilla sliver will easily pierce 
hem. 
Fried Cooked Potatoes,—Peel and slice cold cooked potatoes, and 

put them into enough “screeching hot” lard or pork fat to cover the 
bottom of the pan, Stir frequently and fry slowly, seasoning: with 
pepper ana salt, , 

ried Rau Potatoes.—Wash, peel, and slice very thin, Put few ab 
a time into enough boiling fatto foat the slices, If too many are put 
in at one time they will chill the fat and will not fry evenly. Turn 
and fry a light brown on both sides. Whendone remove with a fork, 
leaving as much grease as possible, and shake them up ina covered 
dish to eliminate the grease still further. ; 
Stewed Potatoes.—Cut cold boiled potatoes into pieces the size of a 

hickory nut, put them into enough boiling milk to cover them, and 
let them simmer slowly till the milk is nearly exhausted, stirring 
frequently to prevent burning. Season with pepper, salt and butter. 
Sweet Potatoes are cooked the samé as nish potatoes, but require 

longer time, (See time table. : 
Boiled Cabbage.—Remove the outer and all bad leaves, examining 

carefully for insects, and halve or quarter the cabbage, accordimg 1¢ 
size, Wash, soakashort time in cold water, and putin a covered 
ot of boiling salted water, When itis tender and ‘*smeélis good” it 

is done. Drain, and press out the water, seasoning with salt, pepper 
and butter. ‘he latter should be omitted if it is boiled with pork. 
Cabbage aux Legumes.—Cut ont the center of a large cabbage, and 

fill the hole with small potatoes, onions, parsnips, beets, ete. Cover 
with a cloth and hoil till tender. vs 
Fyied Cooked Cabbage.—Haye enough lard in the pan to just cover 

the bottom when melted. Chop the cabbage, put into the melted 
lard and stir frequently till the cabbage is piping hot, when itis ready 
fo serve, 
Vegetables” will be continued in the next paper. SENECA. 

THAT SNHAKBOX AGAIN.—Mr. Rushton writes us that he will — 
have a 12x4 sneakbox, with a balance lug sail of 105[¢,, at Grindstone jand, An apportunity will thus be given for the test gre the 

s “i. ?. advoeates of t Sou declined last spring. 

a al 
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N. ¥. ©. C.—Members intending to visit the A. C. A. camp will ren- 

dezvous at the club house at 2 P.M.,on Saturday, Aug.2. Canoes 
will cruise in company to the Knickerbocker club house, foot of 155th 
street, N. R., will proceed on the following day to Weehawken, where 
a car of the N, Y., O. & W. Railway will be in waiting to receive them. 
Train leaves Weehawken at 7:15 P.M.; New York, foot of West 
Forty-second street, at 7 P. M. 

HARTFORD C. C.—We have received a copy of the constitution 
and by-laws of this club. They will send six men to the meet, Com- 
modore Jones, and Messrs. Clark, Crowell, Francis and Dodd, besides 
Dr. Parmele, who is now cruising with his wife on Lakes George and 
Ckamplain, and who will meet the others at the camp on Aug, 1. 

BUCKEYE C. C.—This club was organized in Newark, O., on July 
1%, 1884, with five active members. The commodore is D, H, Lewis, 
Secretary and Treasurer, Chas. EH. Thorne. Burgee, white field, blue 
border and red letters, B. C. C. i 

Auswers to Correspondents, 
ks" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

T, E. D., Hollidaysburg, Pa.—The rifle named will suit admirably, 

J, U. §., New York.—What is the best book on amateur fly making? 
Ans. “The American Angler’s Book,’’ by Thad. Norris. 

Y. 5. C.—Will the large fresh-water sunfish take the fly, and if so 
What kind? Ans. Yes, they will take almost any fly, but we think 
that they rise best to the red ibis. 

SNow Goose, Missoula, Montana.—The bird you describe is the coot 

vent blur as much as peestts while sighting? 2. Is the work entitled 
“Hints to Riflemen” old or one of recent publication? Ans. 1. Smoke 
it. 2. Been published some time, but a valuable book. 
TaBBy, Detroit, Mich.—We printed the story about the bear, the 

cubs, and the man in the hollow tree some years ago, and one of our 
correspondents reported haying read it fifty years ago in the school 
books. If you will send us your proper address, we will send you 
story, which, it appears from your account, is still being told about 
the winter fires of country stores, 
W. C. T.. Bethel, Me.—I have a rifle with knife-blade muzzle sight 

and cloverleaf rear sight at present on it. With the cloyerleaf down 
to lowest notch in scale it will carry too high at any distance less than 
150 yards. What shall I do to the sights to haye them right at lowest 
notch for any distance under 100 yds? It is a .40-65-265 rifle, with very 
flat trajectory. Ans. A locksmith will lower the sights; or hold a 
little low. i 

decide upon species. The grayling has an exceedingly large dorsal 
fin of eighteen to twenty-two rays. It isin season in Michigan from 
June 1 to November 1. ‘It is a fish that spawns in late winter or early 
spring. 

O. C., Woonsoeket, R. I.—Can you tell me who owns or has charge 
of the land around the Rangeley Lakes? Ans. It is a big country and 
the land is owned by many different owners. 

A Bs eS chord peryades the nature of Charles Fisher; 
a reputable citizen of South Baltimore, which, strange to say, 
entangled him in the meshes of the law at the Southern police 
station yesterday. Mr. Fisher, according to the testimony 
produced at the hearing, sauntered out for a stroll along the 
banks of the Spring Gardens a day or two ago. His gaze from 

R. R., Hamilton, Ont.—The sketch of the fish caught in the weir at | the ground was suddenly riveted on asmall pen from which 
St. John, N. B., is clear enough to enable us to recognize it as one of 
the sauries, Scomber esoa, one species of which is common to our 
coast and one to California, Itis probably the eastern form, S. saurus, 
and is called in different parts saury, skipper and bill fish, according 
to Jordan. It differs from the gars, Belone (Tylosurus) in haying 
small finlets behind the dorsal fin. 

G. H, J., Lancaster, Mass,—1. How can I best obtain information of 
the value, kind of land, etc., near the town of Albion, Fla.? 2. If a 
person used to the climate could go and settle there: haying 100 
acres, how could it be used to the advantage of a person who has 
never seen it, but who does not want tosellit? Ans, 1. Secure some 
competent person to go and look atit. 2. If the land is suitable for 
oranges, it might be improved on shares; but in this case yery great 
caution must be used to secure a good partner. 

J. H., Port Hammond, British Columbia.—i. What is the best oil 
I can use to keep my gun from rusting? 2. We have a fish in our 

the hideous but appealing howls of a dog issued. An examina- 
tion of the structure revealed the nose of a cur protruding 
between two bars and scenting his rescuer from afar. The 
sympathetic chord which pervades the breast of Mr. Fisher 
was touched as it had never been touched before. He 
removed the bar, and the imprisoned cur bounded out. A 
second later a brother followed, and for the next five minutes 
Mr. Fisher says that dogs of all kinds, from the ugly cur to 
the fondled pug bounced out of that hole. The liberator was 
astounded at the contents of that pen, and still more so when 
he was informed, after the canines had escaped, that he had 
set loose the twenty-four dogs for the capture of which the 
city had paid $6. Keeper Hamlin’s anger arose and fell 
alternately as he thought of the irreparable injury which had 

or mudhen (fulica americana), a bird of the rail family, found almost 
‘everywhere throughout the United States. 

Inquirer, Machias, Me.—1. By what method can the common open 
Y-sight (back sight) of a rifle be colored or made dark, so as to pre 

trout rivers but it won’t take a fly. Some call it a chub and some a 
grayling. [have caught them with a grasshopper for bait. Small 
scales, very dark on back, Is the grayling in season now or in the 
winter? Ans. 1. Use vaseline. 2. 

been done. He finally got out a warrant for Fisher’s arrest, 
on the charge of destroying property of the dog pound to the 
value of $1.50. Justice Talbott dismissed the case.—Baltimore 

The description is too meager to | News. 

<> ta HNEHEES 
TERIA FICS | Zi 

-OR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF al 
HORSES,CATTLE, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS, 

and POULTRY, 
FOR TWENTY YEARS ee Homeo- 
athic Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 

YTurfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Coa} Mine Companies, Tray’g a odromes 
and Menageries, and others handling stock, 
With perfect success. _ 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, (839 pp.) 

sent free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
i=" Pamphlets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,.CO, 

109 Fulton Street, New York, 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHR Vital Weakness and Pros- 

tration from over-work or 
indiscretion, HOMEOPATHIC ier and promptly cured by it. 

——SSSS= 

Hh 
i 

Been in use 20 years, ° p | a 
—is the most success- 0 
fulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vials an 
rge vial of powder for $5, sent post-free on re- la 

ceipt of price. Humphreys’ H . Med. Co, 
“tulust, Catalogue free] 109 Fultom Suey 
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GUMPENSATING REEL, 
i Patent January 17, 1882. 

QUADRUPLE MULTIPLYING. 

Nos. 0204 
Capacity 40 

0206 
60 

0207 . . 
80) Yards of Largest Size Bass 

] Line. 

This is not the *‘coming quadruple reel,’’ but the reel already 
come, The only quadruple reel made on scientific principles. It 
is the smoothest and most perfect running reel in the world. With 
ordinary care it will last a lifetime. The simplicity of its construc 
tion makes it hard to get out of order and easy to repair. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order 
them for you, send 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of 

Every Description of Fine Fishing Tackle. 
NEW YORE CITY. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
&. DLATASA, 385 Broadway, N. W., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

Fishing Tackle. ris nui, ving tase arr 
REDDITCH, ENG, 

BES CESSES ES a is a 
He 185 R—E,S, 

aS Extra-Strong Spring Steel 
‘bollow=Point 

Pe LIMERICK HOOKS 
BR S . Alleock & Co. 
ATrade Mark REDDITCH. 

te 

Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti- 

ficial Baits | 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

_—_——— 

Flies for all Waters. 
Special patterns tied to order 

APPLETON & LITCHPIEL 
304 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

The Still-Hunter, 
—BY— 

T. 8. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID, $2.00. 

Kx No. Ringed. .100. 
BEER AA AA Bt Ea 

Hooks made of the best Spring Steel, Swivels, 
Phantom Baits, Patent Standard Fly Book, Patent 
Waterproof Lock Joint, Trout Rods, Patent Spring 
Hook Swivel. All descriptions of Fishing Goods, 
which can be had through all wholesale houses in 
the United States. : 
AWARDS: Gold medals at Paris, Berlin, Nor- 

wich, Wurzburg and Calcutta. and the highest 
awards at Sidney, Melbourne, Adelaide, South 
Africa, Toronto, London, and other exhibitions. 
a 

Harrison’s Celebrated Fish Hook, 
Registered. 

Whereas, It having come to our notice thatsome 
_| unprincipled house, to gain their own unworthy 

ends, and to attempt to damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportunity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterly 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for excellence 
of temper, beauty and finish in ht way to 
approach ours, which are to be obtained trom 
the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO., 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Fish 
Hooks, Redditch, England. __ 
Manufacturers also of Fishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles, 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Uo. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade euppliod dy E. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, at pase by ee : 

anufactured solely by 
GHD. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue, Rod, Gun and Canoe 

Jersey City, N. J. 

. IN NORWAY. 
With a Map and Fifty-eight Illustrations. 

One volume, 12mo. Price $1.75. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, bi 

H} Sold everywhere by the Trade, 

JAS. EF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine BF'ishine Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; B00ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25; 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 ets. extra; nickel piated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, srg Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
package. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 38yds., 15 cts, Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length,10 cts. Trout Fhes, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, ret. long, $1.50 to $10.00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Samples of hooks, leaders, eic., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

Established 20 years. Open Evenings. Je F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Es. WIN © C HE’ Ss 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost 
only about half as much. Weight less than paper shells. _ They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameteris nearly two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

~ GUNNING GOAT, 
Edge of game pocket turned up to 

show the net bottom, which permits 
ventilation, drip and distention. 
Right and left sides alike. 

OUTSIDE. INSIDE. 

Gorduroy Coat, Woe jaoss ase. $10 00 
M4 MeBin LaDcey ere Gronne nee 3 00 
ms TTOWSETS. p, oeee (nop nach 5 00 

Linen Duck Coat........2.......... 5 00 
ne Meshasemeeee.cun, meee 2 00 
ae Panligeereeens te eca cc oe 3 00 

Cotton Duck Coat........... ERI OC ete 4 00 
oy CAtr ceeuen ce eeem es 2 00 
i; Haagtgy. eer eee e eect ee 2 50 

Cap of Corduroy..............-.... 2 00 
£ Mick eerese eee tener ee ree ee 1 00 

Gaiters of Leather................ 3 00 
MS See ees Ah 5 03 linge 2 00 | 

\ 

| ij Sent everywhere in the United States on 
ll ‘ aA receipt of price. 

I= 7 
HENNING, CLOTHIER, 

BoP ocbenr fon nty hate 410 Seventh Street, 
WASHINGTON CITY. 

E—Exit from game pocket, 
F—Entrances to game pocket 
G—Net bottom game pocket, 
H—Game pocket. 

O©—Pockets for loaded hells. 
D—Pockets for caps, etc. 
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P Fe | ¢: E S O F - [ S 4 [ N G a A C K ie E r | TH E PETMECKY 276 and Vaveuenae & ie Mich, Brass Multiplyiag Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish. 75t't., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; oe $1.50: dee $1.75; 300ft., $2.00; 450Fb., $2.25; 6O00ft., $2.50; TH0ft., $2.75; 900Ft "8.00. Nickel Soe a rags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds , 60. cts.:; 40yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cents. : 80yds., $1.00. Kiffe’s ¢ e ovens Hooks shelled on gut. Single gut, 12 ets. per doz.: double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 80 cts. per ie Single Gut Prout and Black Bass Leaders, 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted i “eek ers, 2 length, 5 cts,; 4 length, 10 ets.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 4-ply, ength, 25 cts, Trout Plies, 50 cts. per doz.: Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Samples of our goods sent by mail or express on receipt of price. SHND FOR PRICE LIST, 
HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, NT ES 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall OPEN EVENINGS. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

GUN, 

Manufacturer of Decoy Ducks of all kinds. First GUN CLEAN EHR. quality, $9 per doz.; second quality, $7: third qual- 
ity, #5. Also geese, brant, coot. swan and snipe 
decoys. Duck and turkey calls. Decoys made like 
any pattern furnished, without extra charge. 
Large stoek. 

The only Cleaner that will thoroughly clean a gun 
barrel, doing the work equally well in choke bores 
without adjustment. Will do the work quicker and 
better than all other implements, for the purpose, 
conibined, Price, $1.25, By mail, 10 cents extra. Ask 
your dealer for it, Discount to the trade. Circular 
free, J. C. PETMECK Y, SOHN MOoOoR Fz: 

Wholesale Dealer in Guus, Fishing Tackle, etc,, Aus- 7 tin, Texans. MANUFACTURER OF 
a 

BILLIARD AND 10-Pit BAS | Carriages and Harness 
=> ’ CLOTH, CHECKS, | °f all Descriptions. Substantial, Serviceable Work. 

1 Y PRICE, $75 TO $250. Cues, Cue Chessmen, geetber Top Buggies aly Phaetons.....,... $100 up 
ockaways and Depot Wagons.. ........... 100 Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 2 Tips, Dice, Keno Elegant omnes Dapriaen siden pee eat 135 es This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10 Ibs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. CHALK, Ete D Oni ‘ Hendsome Ur Bete Ces ete... .... 0% 00 up , ; : oupes and Coupe Rockaways.............. 250 i. C. SMITH, Malzer, Syracuse, N.Y. OMB. | ‘Top Delivery Wagon... 1254p PLAYING CARDS, Ete. Road and Village Carts, Road Wagons, Sites ie 

= (V) 
i D Excellent Light Buggy Harness..,........... 10 Y UP & MOG S FISHING SUIT, Ivory, Shell, and Pearl Fancy Goods, Grocers’ and Delivery Harness ee Sea oe fe = i ie ouble Harness... ... Nalctd so aigtc rate ne 35 a = DARK LEAD COLOR, TOILET SETS, CANES, FANS, Ete. War sEOR TESS wok meee eae ny 1s. ee ee up 

AND THE 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
4 Of Waterprooted Duck, Dead Grass Color, Lrish 

Fustian and Imported Corduroy. 

ASSORTED COLORS. 

Unequaled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

Repairing done, Ten-Pin Alleys built and estimates 567 & 59 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 
furnished. 

F. GROTE & CO,, 114 E. 14thst..N.Y.| Sehwatka’s Search. 
SS 

PECK & SNYDER’S 

Celebrated Tennis Balls 
and Bats. FRANKLIN RECORDS, 

= —BY— 

Our new Franklin Bat WILLIAM H. GUILDER 
eannot be surpassed. Price 

_ $5.50. Weare sole makers 
of the Regulation Ball, adopted by the U.S. N. L. T. 

Sledging in the Arctic in quest of the 

Second in Command. 
Write for our new Catalogue and Samples, 

= 

ta 
“i ss Association, April 5, 1884, and by the Intercollegiate 1 Volume, 8vo., with Maps and Illustrations, 

THIS L. T. Association May 7, 1884. The Playing Rules of 
U PTH EGROV Lawn Tennis, with complete catalogue of our popu- Price, 3.00, 

Js our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. Weighs but 15 ounces. lar goods, by mail, 10c. stamps. 
Can be worn over or under an ordinary coat. Has seven PECK & SNYDER, 126, 128, 130 Nassau st., N. Y. For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co. AND 

M cLE LB AN pockets and game pockets. It is of strong material, 

Wy dead grass color, and will hold the game of a successfu 

FE day without losing a hair or feather. We will mail it to 
Val paraiso, Ind. you, postage paid, for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

A FERARE CHANCE?! 

Elastic Heel-Plate for Shotguns, Hunting & Military Rifles 
= = 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. SOLD BY ALL GUN DEALERS AND WHOLESALED BY 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane Street, New York City. 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 
roe WiCHOo1.:s 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel- 
snee more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded to any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

The American Arms Co., manufacturers of the Fox patent double guns, are how running their entire 
gun machinery on the single semi-hammerless guns and their new double-action extracting pistols, and 
will make no more double guns at present, except on orders, at full prices. The undersigned, havin 
purchased all their stock or Fox guns. some 300 in all, of the various grades, No. 5 list and above, wil 
offer them to sportsmen—‘first come, first serve’'—at 25 per cent. discount from the regular list while 
they last. Here is an opportunity to purchase a fine gun at an unprecedentedly low price. They are all 
warranted of the finest qualities in every respect, and cannot be duplicated when this lot is exhausted. 

Orders may be sent as usual to the AMERICAN ARMS CO., or to F. H. RAYMOND, Treas- 
urer, 103 Milk Street, Koston. Will be sent C. O. D. for trial and examination. 

Sportsmen’s Wear. 
tte ake ee ee ee Pee Shae Send for list: with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws. 
No. 2 sé ae se es iy 2 5O 

No. 3, as - 175 INTER-STATE CLAY PIGEON TOURNAMENT 
Under the auspices of the 

e . e e 2 e 

Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Co., Cincinnati, O., 
At Metropolitan Base Ball Park, N. Y. City, Aug. 14, 15 & 16. 

(Cor. First ave. and 107th st., via Third ave. Elevated R. R.) Admission 25 cents. 

For full programme, etc., send to above Company at Cincinnati, or at 59 Murray street, New York City, 

HEADQUARTERS; ASTOR HOUSE, EUROPEAN PLAN. 

PATENT BREEOH & MUZZLE-LOADING 

Yacht Cannon, 
Sizes, 17, 24, 28 and 32 inches in length, 

MANUFACTURED BY THE 

STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct. 
Also Mfrs, of Shelton Auxiliary Rifle Barrels, Combination Sights 

and Oartridge Grooving Machines. 
Send for Catalogue and Price Mist. 

For sale by all gun and sporting goods dealers, Ask for them; 
see that our trade mark is on the lining. They are the best; take no 
other, 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Pants, Vests, 
Waterproof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryall Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bag:, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
scriptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterproof Leather. 

Iilustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent free 
upon application. 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St , Chicago. 

BASTERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st.,N.Y. F.N, Waiter, Manager, 

JO WIE OLE RE: 
A Lotion for Sportsmen, Excursionists & Others. 

Protects persons using it from the attacks of MOSQUITOES. 
BLACK FLIES, and other insects, and from SUNBURN and the 
disagreeable effects of exposure to the weather. TARGET BA LLS AND BALL P| GEONS. 

It is beneficial to the skin, and has no disagreeable odor; is color- a New and Superior fo all others. 
less and cleanly, not staining the finest Imen, and washes off Composition 
readily on the application of soap and water. : ene C Sample barrel of the New Bali and a handsome | silver 

TARG ALL “A badge sent to any address for $3.00. The Moyer ‘Ball 
MANUFACTURED BY —— = Pigeon” and trap will be ready about April15. Trap, $15; 

THOS, JENNESS & SON. 12 West Market § q Bango r Pigeons, $18 per M. Any club desiring to test the new ball 
4 y “9 . thoroughly we will sence for ® ater biel oe ee 

i i i i i atest ball tra Sold by the leading dealers in sporting goods throughout the country price will be inflexible at $9 per ee Ps 

Price, 50 Cents Per Sotile. 
the only one we guarantee and recommend, and 1000 balls for 

N. B.—When ordering please mention this paper, 
$14. The trap in exchange for your old ball trap and $6.50. 

Bargains that should be in every Sportsman’s Hands. 

Send for circular. TARGET BALL AND BALL PIGEON CO., Lockport, N. Y. 

A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

Eragrant Vanity F'air 

“WTwJimMTa SHoo TIN G’” 

AND 

Cloth of Gold 

Left, and will be sold for 50 cents each. 
Methods for cleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical hints upon wing shooting; 

CIGARETTES. i 

directions for hunting snipes, woodcocks, ruffed grouse and quails. 

j Our Cigarettes cannot be surpassed. If you do not tise them, @ trial will convince 
you that they have no equal. Two hundred millions sold in 1883. 

Iuustrated: Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 50 cents; formerly sold for $1,00. 

T. G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 
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13 First Prize Medals Awarded. 7 
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THE SACRIFICE OF SONG BIRDS. 

ier a lady should adorn her bonnet with bright feathers 
is almost as much a matter of course as that she should 

wear a bonnet at all. The employment of birds’ plumage 

for such a purpose is so much an accepted feature of the 

civilization of the day that it fails to excite notice or remark. 
A moment’s reflection is sufficient to show that the universal 

adoption of the custom, which is thus so familiar, is also the 

very best evidence of the enormous sacrifice of bird life that 
must all the time be made to supply the constant demand for 

feathers, 

Where do the birds come from? Where is this never-ceas- 
ing slaughter of feathered life being carried on? In South 

America, or Africa, or somewhere in the uttermost parts of 

the earth. It is not known, nor does it matter just where. 

This is what the average person thinks, if he or she thinks 

about it at all. But the average person is mistaken. The 

startling truth is that the supply of plumage does not come 

to us through the Custom House. Of the wild birds 

slaughtered to go for the trimming of dresses and hats, hun- 
dreds of thousands are American song birds. They are the 
bright-plumaged creatures that make up the musical, joyous, 

beautiful feathered life of our own yards and orchards and 

pastures and meadows and ‘‘wood lots.” Instead of view- 

ing with indifference the insatiate rage for feathers, which 
is growing until it will lead no one knows whither, we ought 

to be filled by it with the gravest concern and alarm, 

The destruction of American wild birds for millinery pur- 
poses has assumed stupendous proportions. The unholy 

work gives employment to a vast army of men and women, 
and this army wages its campaign of destruction with a 

diabolical perfection of system. From Florida to Maine 
the bird butchers are shooting, netting, snaring and poison- 

ing, seven days in every week and every week in the season. 
Middlemen gather up the sanguinary harvest and forward it 

—" im) «2 

to the milliner-taxidermists’ shops, where the skins are pre- 
pared and then sent to the dealers. In our natural history 

columns will be found some statistics concerning this work, 
which is nothing less than one of song bird extermination. 
The figures there given do not fully show the magnitude of 

this industry, but they show enough to fill with alarm every 

lover of bird life and every intelligent reader who knows 
enough of the ways of nature to comprehend what such a 

destruction of birds cannot help but mean. 

This isnot purely a matter of sentiment. But suppose it 

were. It is the sentiment of those who are cheered in their 

pursuit of pleasure and at their toil by the grace and beauty 

and melody of the birds, a sentiment shared by millions of 

men and women and children who dwell in the country. 

For it and for them we propose to proclaim the magnitude 

of this slaughter, and the enormity of the offense of these 

bird butchers, who are indecently outraging the rights of 

country dwellers. There are sentiments more powerful than 

cupidity. Would that we could array the sentiment of bird 

lovers in this country against the greed of the league who 

are waging war on the birds. Unless we have very greatly 

erred in our estimate of the strength of that feeling, such an 

awakening of public indignation would end, once and for all, 

the occupation of the song-bird skinners; and we would not 

care to ask for the Formst anD SrRwAM a more honorable 

task than to voice the feelings of its country readers on this 

subject. 

But it is yet very far from being wholly a matter of senti- 

ment. Heis an ignorant and sadly deficient tiller of the 

soil who, in these days, lacks appreciation of the services of 

the birds on his land, as faithful friends, in their unwearied 

war upon the insect hordes that prey on tree, and grain, and 

fruit; but just how many millions of dollars we owe to the 

birds for such services is not known, nor can be known to 

the most earnest students of the subject. It is beyond all 

estimate, 

This milliners’ campaign against the birds strikes directly 

at the farmer. Diminution of inSectivorous birds is always 

surely and swiftly followed by an increase in the hordes of 

noxious insect pests. By one of the immutable laws of 

nature, destruction of birds means the destruction of crops. 

The shiftless fellow, too lazy to earn an honest living, who 

skulks about the fields and woods, killing swallows, larks 

and pewees, should be treated just exactly as we treat the 

wretch who burns barns and steals horses. His dastardly 

work is altogether too expensive. It is a hard price for 

farmers to pay for feminine feathered finery. 

DISHONESTY AT THE BUTTS. 

f pre very enterprising, but yery rascally, marksmen are 
now under arrest in Hanover, Germany, charged with 

obtaining leading places on the lists and consequently valu- 

able prizes by a well-planned conspiracy with the markers 

in charge of tlie targets. The facts of the scheme are given 

in the Sun’s foreign notes, quoted in another column, and in 

some respects they recall the scandal which fell upon Wim- 

biedon but a season ago by the discovery of an extended 

plan of beating the record without the necessity of making 

bullseyes to do it. 

In Germany as in England, the discovery of such a 

scheme of plunder as this is a much more important event 

than it would be with us. In both those countries there are 
extensive rifle meetings with valuable prizes, and many of 
them for all comers, or at least for natives. These meetings 

are so arranged as to form a sort of grand circuit, and a rifle- 

man of skill may find it to his profit to attend a series of 
them. If then, by some cleverly designed plan of bribery a 

pair of rogues may go about snapping up the fat morsels at 

each tournament, it would at once be evident that all rivalry, 
all interest in the sport would drop dead at once. A mere 

suspicion is chilling, and the bringing to light of these 

frauds will have, at least, a temporary dampening effect on 

this extensive form of German sport. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that one of the thievish couple 

should. be entered in the account as an American. He surely 

did not catch the idea of his money-making plan on this side 

the water. There are not rifle gatherings enough to make 

such a scheme practicable, nor prizes enough to make it 

profitable. Still, no doubt, America will get full credit and 

blame for sending to Europe this latest short-cut method to 

easy honors and rich profits. 

Back of all that may be said remains the fact, that the 

great Schiitzen Fests, apart from their merry-making fea- 

tures, are merely aggregations of mug-hunters. Established 

through long periods of time, these organizations have gained 

strength and wealth, which enables them to present long 

lists of rich prizes. This may stimulate rivalry to a certain 

point, but beyond that the tempting purse remains to be 

grasped at by scheming cupidity. The sport, in short, 

is not a healthy one. The men do not strive for the sake of 

victory so much as the fat trophy which accompanies it. 

Such sportsmen must not be surprised if sharpers come in 

and accept the wide-spread invitation to compete for a prize, 

only the sharper does it after his own method, which is a 

very objectionable one. 

The coming electric target gets another vigorous call in 

these developments. It is the target of the future, and one 

which could not be manipulated in the interests of pencil- 

made scores. To us the affair may be regarded as a remote 

warning. The day may come when America shall have its 

series of rifle meetings, which it will pay the mug-hunter to 

attend, but the prospects are that it is not very near. 

GAMB WARDENS.—By a suggestive coincidence, we are 

this week in receipt of communications from three States so 

widely separated as Vermont, Michigan and California, in 

each of which the writer makes an earnest plea for the ap- 

pointment of proper game officers to enforce the provisions 

of the law by making examples of those who violate it. 

These correspondents are not asking to try any experiments. 

The time of experimental game wardenship has gone by. 

The system has been practically tested in Maine, New 

Hampshire and New York. The result isfavorable. It has 

demonstrated to the satisfaction of all, who haye studied 

the subject closely, the utility of a force of game wardens, 

appointed and paid by the State to take care of the 

interest of the State. There are good wardens and 

bad; but the system itself has been demonstrated to: be 
right. There is then no good reason why other 

States should not follow the example of those named, and 

provide the proper officers, It is high time that the public 

should be roused from its apathy on this subject, The day 

has come when the burdens of game protection should be 

lifted from the shoulders of individuals and clubs and borne 

by the State. The farcical enactment of stringent laws, 
with no adequate provision for their execution, has gone on 

far enough. The close season means nothing, simply because 

it is no one’s business to see that it shall mean something, If 
it is worth while to prescribe such a season, itis certainly 

worth while to provide a way for securing the benefits at- 

taching to it. 

New Trap-SHOoTING PracticE,—The more closely shoot- 
ing at artificial targets ean be made tu approximate the actual 

incidents of a day in the field, the more valuable, of course, 

is the practice thus obtained, as a preparation for field shoot- 

ing, or to keep one’s hand in during the off-season. It has 
always been objected, and with much reason, that trap- 

shooting is materially different from field shooting, so differ- 

ent in fact that proficiency in the former does not of 

necessity insure skill with the quail or grouse, At the 

recent clay-pigeon tournament in Chicago, in the so-called 

‘Svalking match,” an effort was made to imitate field shoot- 

ing by the use of several traps, which were sprung as the 

competitor was walking toward them. This proved to be 

very successful under the circumstances, and now the ex- 

periment is to be tried on a somewhat larger scale at the tour- 

nament to be held in this city next week, It is proposed to 

fix a number of screened traps, which shall be sprung at 

irregular distances from the shooter, and on different sides 

of him, as he advances toward them from the score. This, 

if successfully carried out, will more nearly resemble the 

flushing of wild birds in the field than any other plan of 

trap shooting has succeeded in doing, and as the clay- 

pigeon’s flight is birdlike, this novel trap-shooting ought to 

prove a more satisfactory test of a field shot’s skill than the 
ordinary modes. 

Roya PHEeLpPs.—By the death of Royal Phelps, in this 

city on Wednesday of last week, the cause of game protec- 

tion loses one of its most earnest supporters. Mr. Phelps 

was an active member of the New York Association for the 
Protection of Fish and Game, and its monthly meetings 

were usually held at his residence. 

FOREST AND STREAM FABLES. 

A MILLINER’S Bird Butcher having shot a beautiful Oriole, was 

about to pick it up, when the dying Bird asked him why he had 

done so cruel an Act as to kill a harmless Singer, who must now leave 

his Mate to care alone for their Helpless Young, 

“Tt is that you may adorn a Lady’s Hat,’’said the Man, “and you 
should rejoice that it is your privilege to make Beauty more Beauti- 

ful.” . 
**Ah!?? said the Oriole, “if such a destiny is mine, I die Happy,” and 

expired with a Smile on his Bill, 
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Che Sportsman Conrist. 
HUNTING IN THE HIMALAYAS. 

Lights and Shades of an Indian Forester’s Life.—lI. 

CAN claim acquaintance with the Blac Danube and the 
_ busy Thames, The castellated banks of the fabled 

Rhine are more familiar to me than the banks of its western 
rival, the Hudson. The St. Lawrence, the classic Indus, 
fhe Sutlej and the Jumna have all their associations in my 
memory; but more deeply intertwined with my past, and re- 
called with fonder regret than all these, is the sacred Ganges, 
on whose bosom a hundred generations of brave warriors 
and fair women have glided calmly into the unknown land.* 

Yes, Love the Ganges. Notthe muddy, lukewarm, mighty 
river of the Bengal plains, but the foaming, rushing, roaring 
crystal Ganges from its source in the icy jaws of the ‘‘Cow’s 
mouth,” for the first. hundred miles of its career, during 
which it descends twelve thousand feet through some of the 
wildest, grandest scenery in nature, cutting in this short dis- 
tance every climatic belt from the eternal snows to the sub- 
tropical Sewaliks. 

I know the Ganges in mountain and plain, not merely 
with the casual acquaintance of the sportsman or traveler, 
lured to its banks in quest of game, but as one who held it, 
for the time being, as his own especial reserve—as the forest 
officer in charge of the forests which the Moslem and Hindoo 
axe had spared. 

The Sewalik belt, a strip of jungle’at the foot of the Hima- 
Jayas, is in British territory. From the point of view of 
the sportsman it is perhaps the nicest little shooting reserve 
in the empire. The elephant still roams wild through its 
solitudes, the tiger makes night musical to the sportsman’s 
ears with his roar. The spotted deer roam through the Sal 
forests In troops of a hundred or more; the reedy banks of 
the smaJ] streams are stocked wits hog deer and wild boar; 
the Gerao, and the Nyl-ehui, or blue cow, roam everywhere 
over forest and plain; the panther glides through the loag 
grass; and for small game, there is the hare, the peacock, the 
pheasant, the wild bantam, the black partridge; and, when 
fhe sportsman is satisfied with slaughter, or his larder is so 
well stocked that nothing but the chance of a tiger can lure 
him from his camp, he can put his rod together, select bis 
fly or his spoon, and casting for mahseer (one of the Sal- 
monide) in the clear, cold waters of the pebbly Ganges, may 
look for as fine sport as ever gladdened the heart of any 
devotee of the gentle craft. The mahseer generally runs 
from five to fifteen pounds, and fights gamely; but one occa- 
sionally hooks a fish of thirty pounds or over, the landing of 
which requires some patience. If you let a mahseer break 
away with your best gold spoon, the chances are that you 
have lost both fish and spoon. : 

I saw one exception in the case of a sporting doctor who 
got a week’s leave, and came down tome withrifle, gun and 
rod, fora few days’ sport. Letting a big fish break away 
with his sole gold spoon, he bent on another cast, got it en- 
tangled in the first and landed his fish; but he was a very ex-. 
ceptional sporisman—that doctor Isaw him take a steady 
aim at a gerao at a hundred yards, and the great stag 
bounded away unharmed, but advancing three hundred 
yards, | saw a hare indulging in his last struggles, with the 
doctor's express bullet in the back of his neck; this we all 
pronounced a very clever shot. The next day, having come 
unexpectedly on a couple of tigers on a ‘‘kill,” and disturbed 
them by our want of precaution, we began to beat the adjoin- 
ing long grass. I gota mowment’s glimpse of one at a hun- 
dred yards, and reserved my fire for a better chance, but the 
doctor had sighted the other, pushed on, and put him up at 
five yards in front of his elephant, fired at him onthe bound, 
and shouted wildly to me to come to his assistance to finish 
the wounded beast. I came, The doctor pointed out the 
clump of reeds in which the beast fell—it was about fifteen 
feet hish—and putting in my elephant, 1 commenced syste- 
matically, and laid the whole clump level with the ground. 
There was no sign of tiger, but the doctor’s shot never missed 
its mark; there lay his express bullet enveloped in the body 
of an otter, If that doctor had become a sportsman by voca- 
tion, what adventures might he not have to narrate! 

But we must away to the mountains, One cannot linger 
later than the 15th of April in the Sewaliks. The fever king 
then holds sway until the 15th of October; and I promised 
to take my readers with me for a summer’s tour of duty in 
the Himalayas. 
My starting point was always the camping ground two 

miles above Mussorie, on the confines of British territory, 
and nearly 6,000 feet above the plains right below. Here I 
arrived about the 20th of April, pitched my camp for the 
day, got in supplies of canned provisions from the ‘‘Europe 
shops,” ordered a score of coolies (forced laborers) for the first 
day’s march, got all my baggage packed in suitable packs, 
and the next morning at daylight, while I take my coffee in 
a folding chair, my tent is struck. Isee my little flock of 
twenty sheep, a mile off on the road, my trusty hill pony 
saddled and ready, a nearly thoroughbred filly, which 1 
intended to familiarize with mountain travel, in the hands 
of another groom waiting for the pony’s lead; and the coolies 
shouldering their several loads—camp kettles, chairs, bed- 
stead, portemanteaux, baskets of cooking pots, cases of stores, 
tents, poles, everything necessary for civilized life in the 
mountains; then came the office records and books, English 
and vernacular, the baboo, or head of the Bnglish office, the 
sheristidar, or chief of the vernacular office, and his clerks 
in spotless linen; the chuprasses or messengers with sword 
and }adge, carrying my shooting irons, the cook, washer- 
mun, valet, water-bearer, sweeper, and prominent among 
them all, the khansamangii, or chief butler, carrying a six- 
foot roasting spit, which was regarded by the mountaineers 
as so formidable and yet so exceptional a weapon that they 
were impressed with a high sense of its bearer’s importance, 
and always attached the ‘‘gii’ to the end of his title, 
Thus in irregular marching order we made the first day’s 

march, rising from 6,000 to 8,000 feet and covering about 
ten miles. Above the road was hardwood forest, principally 
oak, to the crests of the ranges, but below the road there 
were numerous oak clearings planted with potatoes. The 
yoad cut in the side of the hill was four or five feet wide, 
and being the first march out from Mussoorie, was kept in 
good order. Beyond this to the great suspension bridge 
at the contiuence of the Indian and Tartar branches of the 
Ganges, erected by my predecessor, the road was in charge 
of the Forest Department, the several villages along its 
course having, by arrangement with the Rajah from whom 

+]t is a pious custom of the Hindoos to consign the bodies of their 

dead to the Ganges, to secure them a safe passage to that better 
land supposed to be behind the veil. Those living at a distance burn 

their dead and convey their ashes to the sacred stream. _ 

the British leased the forests, agreed to contribute the neces- 
sary labor at the demand of the forest, officer or his subordi- 
nate. Beyond the bridge above mentioned there was no 
made road, but he who had nerve enongh to cross the bridge 
fearlessly, would hardly shrink from the perils beyond—it 
was a suspension bridge 300 feet long, 300 fect above the 
roaring, deafening torrent, and 8 feet wide. 

The second day’s march led down to the valley of the 
Ganges, there about four thousand five hundred feet high. On 
the third day’s march up the valley, the sun shone down as 
fiercely as on the plains. The valley was for the most part 
under cultivation, but on the overhanging ranges, dotted with 
a scanty crop of Scotch fir, the soil was too thin and parched 
to raise anything else. On the fifth day we crossed and 
recrossed the Ganges in the temperate belt, the road now 
running for a mile a few feet above the stream and again 
rising a couple of thousand feet above it to ayoid some 
otherwise impassable rugged points. Our suspension 
bridges here were six to eight feet wide, and although the 
fury and din of the raging torrent and the swaying of the 
bridges were trying to unaceustomed nerves, the ayerage 
traveler soon familiarized himself with them, and my filly 
“negotiated” them so unconcernedly, and had shown so much 
coolness and judgment in the bad spots, that 1 determined to 
put the saddle on her the next day, 

Starting early, with the syce, or groom, leading the way, 
and a chuprassee following with my rifle, we soon clambered 
the first hill and descended to 1 mountain stream then nearly 
dry, but its bed full of large boulders, waiting their turn to 
be rolled down to the Ganges, Here the syce attempted to 
take the filly’s head, but she did net like it, and I sent him 
ahead, leaying her to pick her own course, which she did as 
creditably as though ‘‘to the manner born,” Another ascent, 
Which left the Ganges nearly two thousand feet below, and 
the road swept on a dead level round the face of a mountain, 
following every indentation, so that, while you could fre- 
auently trace the road like a rope a mile beyond, you were 
unable to see it twenty feet ahead of you. Turning one of 
these sharp turns, I came suddenly on a boulder projecting 
some eighteen inches over the road, which was only four 
feet wide, and at this very spot the edge of the road had 
broken down more than a foot, leaying mea bare eighteen 
inches between the point of the broken boulder and the preci- 
pice. J was within two yards before I saw it, and tightened 
the rem. The filly reared up immediately, and plunged to 
follow her syce, who had passed the place heedlessly. There 
was no room for circus performances on that narrow plat- 
form, so I gave her her head, and, taking my foot from the 
stirrup, faced the diffieulty, She took the edge of the road; 
there was just room for her to pass. Lraised my knee above 
the projection, but the saddle caught it; she pressed forward; 
the next instant her hindlegs were over the precipice, 
her chest was on the edge of the road, and so was mine. 
sprang as she fell, got my hands on the edge of the road well 
clear of her, and as I clung there, I looked over my shoulder 
and saw her sliding away down, tail foremost, pawing the 
eTound in 4 yain attempt to stay herself and recover her feet. 
Then she disappeared, and my servants running to ty 
assistance, 1 sprang to my feet. The first fifteen yards 
below the road, was a pretty steep incline, so steep that if I 
had let go my hold to go to the filly’s assistance, I should 
probably have lost my footing and shared her fate, yet not 
so steep but that a man on his feet might keep his foothol, 
might even haye gone to the poor brute’s assistance, and 
getting her bridle in one hand and a tufi of grass in the 
other, have enabled her to recover her feet; but it would 
lave been rash to attempt it from my position as J clung to 
the edge of the road, A few minutes’ watching and then 
far away below I saw the poor beast roll out on the green 
bank of the Ganges and disappear in some long grass. She 
had left her viscera, her saddle, and her hoofs on the way, 
and if it had not been a life habit with me to spring from 
my saddle, without using the stirrup, 1 suppose I should 
have had a yery good chance of reaching the Hindoo heayen, 
Another couple of days and we reach Lacca, where the 

tents are pitched for the summer, the office opened, postal 
communications established with the plains and with each 
forester in charge of a forest tract, The timber contractor 
gets his instructions as to what railway ties to get out and 
where, and the business of the season commences, unbroken 
by thought of sport for the present, for the wild sheep and 
chamois, and all their kith and kin, will be little better than 
skin and bones until the June sun shall have rendered the 
mountain grass nutritious. 

Here at this spot in the valley of the Ganges, ten thousand 
feet above the sea level, is my headquarters for the summer, 
Here I have my. garden, whicli is soon stocked with vege- 
table and flower seeds. On the right bank, on which 1s my 
camp, the slopes are comparatively easy, and a great deal of 
the land is cultivated in terraces, but across the river, which 
at this point is wide, shallow, and with but little fall for a 
mile of its course, the bare face of the broken rock rises 
almost perpendicularly for fifteen hundred feet. Looking a 
little further down stream, the eye reaches above the timber 
limits, above the topmost stunted birch and juniper, to an 
emerald tableland, the summer pasture grounds of the shep- 
herds and haunt of the wild sheep, the Tare, the Gooril and 
their kindred, and of the black and brown bears. Looking 
up stream, the hardwood forest is supplanted by the somber 
foliage of the deodar, or cedar of Lebanon, which rises tier 

on tier, to the foot of the everlasting snow peaks, for which 

they form a magnificent setting, This is the only timber in 

the region deemed of any value by the Forest Department. 

There is walnut, oak, aud other valuable hardwoods, hut 

they cannot be floated down to the plains, and of all the 

conifers, the deodar is the only one whose timber does good 

service as railway ties. 
The Ganges forests of which I had charge were supposed 

to be inexhaustible at our rate of felling, and 1 was instructed 

to interview the Rajal and prepare him for a renewal of the 

lease when the current lease should expire. I had then to 

temper the brilliant reports of my predecessors 1n office and 

announce that I had every available timber tree marked and 

numbered, and that instead of a hundred and fifty thousand, 

as wildly estimated, there was something short of five 

thousand, , 
These forésts have shared the fate of allthe deodar forests 

of British India which twenty years ago were pronounced 

inexhaustible, They want a hundred and fifty years to re- 

cover themselves, but the grand old stems of thirty and forty 

feet girth, cutting a hundred broad-gauge ties each, if they 

are not already traditions of the past, soon will be. 
In this camp as my headquarters, I deyoted two or three 

morvings a week to office duties. The great bulk of the 
correspondence was in the vernacular, being weekly reports 
and general correspondence with my native foresters, these 
were read to me; the munshi took an abstract of my orders, and 

later m the day I had another hour’s sitting to hear his replies 
read to me; then I had to keep an eye on my English office, 
examine the preseribed forms, and look to the stock and cash ~ 
accounts, keep a record of all trees felled, logged, converted 
and floated, and tally these with the returns from the catch- 
ing depots below. ‘The intervening days were mostly spent 
in inspecting felling and sawing operations, sometimes camp- 
ing out a day or two; and later in the season, when the work 
was well in hand, the ready villagers would be summoned, 
and a shooting excursion organized, and sometimes protracted 
to a week’s absence. The game is hard to stalk in these 
mountain regions, but if you can steal on it unobserved, the 
noise of the rifle as it reverberates from hill to hill so nearly 
resembles that of the evyer-rectitring avalanche, that it 
scarcely startles the animals. 

This region was a very favorite one with forest officers. 
The camp at Lacea was only two days’ march from the Tar- 
tar boundary, immediately within which were the feeding 
grounds of the Ovs ammon, the father of all the muttons, 
tor whose head many an enthusiastic sportsman would gladly 
have bartered a month’s pay. The bear and wild sheep and 
chamois on our own side of the boundary gave excellent sport 
for one hardy and daring enough for mountain climbing; 
ee oes deer, and the moonal pheasant were also plen- 
tiful, 

The sense of freedom, of room, experienced in these moun- 
fain solitudes, the stillness unbroken save by the occasional - 
rumbling of the avalanche, all tended to raise the beholder 
above the level of every-day life and divert the currént of 
his thoughts into harmony with the surroundings. ' Profes— 
sionally, too, the charge was almost a sinecure, 

’ 

‘ 4 There wer 
no nurseries to raise, no planting, no thinning, no stock 
be taken, or working plans to be framed; in fact, no conser 
vaney. It was outside British India, and from the time it 
was leased until I was forced to dispel the illusion, it was 
fondly believed that the forests would reproduce themselves 
naturally as fast as they were cut oyer; but it was a charge 
which gave the forest officer a chance to recover his stamina 
after long years of toil below, enabling him to go back 
with renewed vigor for a winter's work in the Sewaliks, 
where every effort was being bent to inaugurate systematic 
conservancy; where the forests were cut up into blocks by 
fire lines, the blocks numbered, their standing stock esti- 
mated and data established for the felling operations of future 
years. In this lower region, too, there was-a very lars 
trade in bamboos, and while in charge of it I had the credit 
of clearing the Ramgunga, an affluent of the Ganges, for 
nearly thirty miles of its course, and of utilizing tpe bam- 
boos as floats for the heavy Sal timbers from forests which 
had never previously been tapped for either timber or bam- 
boos, but I am charged with having spoiled the mahseer fish- 
ing. It was the first river channel cleared in India. aA, 
Camp Lak Kan, Upper Ganges, Northwest Proyinces, India. 

A “TWELFTH” IN PERTHSHIRE. 

T is near the twelfth of August, and everybody talks 
about the grouse prospects. A few days move, and the 

heather-grown moors far and wide will be shot over, and the 
ring of the breechloaders will wake long-dormant echoes in 
the Straths and Bens of the old Scottish Highlands. By 
every north-bound train scores of sportsmen are arriving, 
and the guns in their leather cases are brought out en the 
platforms of railway stations, coupled dogs, fine silky 
coated setters, beautiful intelligent pointers, reliable old 
retrievers jump out of baggage cars, weary with the long 
journey. Kilted gamekeepers welcome their musters back 
once more, and the parties drive off to their shooting lodges, 
With the sportsmen come their wives, daughters, some 
friends, every one who is going to make the stay up North 
pleasant, and help to combine delightful society with the 
glorious shooting. Eyerywhere is animation, laughter, 
welcoming old friends back again, pleasant anticipations 
and general happiness. 
Look at the sportsmen, here you see members of the high- 

est nobility, there merchant princes from all the big towns, 
and old captains, and majors, and admirals, and generals, 
who have shot everywhere from Sweden and Norway to 
way beyond the tropics, Woe to the old cack-grouse that 
rises in range of them, far better it is to sail away after hear- 
ing the doubled crack of the young man from London, who 
has to rely mostly upon talk for huge bags. And once you 
have reached the shooting hoiae, how the keepers put the 
suns in order,and make the dogs comfortable in the old 
kennels, to the bars of which many a hawk and owl, many a 
crow and raven, and weasel and stoat has been nailed, to 
prove that Duncan and Angus look sharp after vermin. 

Then a long talk after dinner, with the inevitable fragrant 
weed, and many inquiries are made of the old game watchers 
who for months before have been jealously watching the 
moors, and they report that last season there has been but 
little grouse disease, and that the broods are large and strong 
on the wing, Outside we hear a noise, bye and bye the 
sounds approach, the village piper has come to welcome the 
owner back, and we hear ‘‘Jennie’s Bawbee” and ““The 
Campbells are Coming” and many other old “reel” and 
*pibroch.” . : 
The next day is the day betore the 12th, and impatience 

reigns as 4 master, and shells are counted, and the guns all 
stand in bright, polished rows, dear old friends; the com- 
panions which haye gone through so much, seen so many 
climates, and killed so many a uohle bird. ; 

At last the day is over, and heds are sought again, it is hard 
to go to sleep, but when you do, visions come over you, and 
you go through many a far away day of sport in dream, 
when you suddenly wake, and the rising sun sends golden 
beams in your chamber. Up and out of hed at once, there 
are no laggards on the 12th, there is bustle in every room, 
and as the inmates-all join in the dining room every one Is 
happy, for the morning is beautiful, spirits are high, and the 
grand old day has dawned at last. 

Breakfast is onthe table. How J wish that every reader of 
our favorite Formst anp STREAM could take a real good 
Scotch breakfast, crisp oat cakes, warm scones, delicious 
smoked Finnan haddies, and jams, and marmalades, and 

cold rabbit pie, a meal to tempt a hermit back trom his cell 

into the busy world again. ; 
We are through, and the ladies bid us good bye, and wish 

us good success, and we are off, quite a party, The kind 

owner of the shooting, a grand specimen of a fine old Scotch 
gentleman, on the old white pony, for we have a mile or so 

to walk and climb before we reach the moors, and he cannot 

walk as much as he used to, and wants to save himself for 

the tramp on the moor. His two sons, the elder a genial 

Oxford oarsman, the other a promising young Rugby 

cricketer, an elderly major, who can tell us all about tiger 

shooting and boar spearing in India, and who has killed 
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game in myriads, Two other inyited guests from London, 
and the writer end the list of sportsmen. Then the two 
Se i and a couple of boys to help, besides those 
aving charge of the two ponies that are to carry the game, 

form the rear guard of the party. After winding up the old 
road that leads to the peat bogs near the little trout loch we 
yeach high ground after a while, a rest of a few minutes is 
taken, and far away before us we see the undulating ground, 
with the red-brown patches of heather and the black spots 
where the heather has been burnt to give room to a new 
growth, affording more green ahd tender food for the birds. 
Everywhere we can hear the peculiar ery of the grouse, a 
queer guttural sound, unlike any other cry I have ever heard. 
he dogs are let loose, the line is formed, the ponies behind 
us, and the keepers and helpers between the shooters, to pick 
up the game and work the dogs. Wverything is ready and 
on we march, Wardly a hundred yards have been gone over, 
and after a splendid point, a covey rises, bang, bang, and 
two fluttering birds, the first brace of the season, are down, 
eredited to the unerring aim of the major. On we go, and we 
get in the thick of it; birds rising every moment, and after a 
sharp crack here and there, and everywhere, the retrievers 
and helpers are busy picking up the dead and the wounded. 
Onward still, anda blue hare springs from the bog, a short 
tun, for heis bowled over by the Yankee chokebore, Further 
still, and coveys and packs keep rising, and firing is steady 
all down the line; an old duck flies out of a bit of marsh, 
and she goes to swell the bag. A snipe twisis away, having 
uttered her cry, a bang, a miss, and off she goes rejoicing. 
The shooting goes on steadily, many birds are missed, and 
nany are killed, and from way off, one might have thought 

‘a little battle was raging, Pretty soon more cartridges are 
needed and bags and pockets are filled again from the boxes 
carried by the ponies, 

The slaughter goes on, a fine black-cock rises between 
myself and the major. As the younger one of the two I 
wait, and the cock goes down with a thud; another one 
jumps up, and now my turn has come, and next day his 
curved black and white tail feathers adorn my shooting 
cap. 
We continue our walk, and suddenly, over a sloping hill, 

we see another little loch, a little shepherd’s hut is near and 
an agreeable surprise is in store for us, for we see a carriage 
is there, and the ladies we left in the morning come out to 
greet us; lunch is laid out for us, a few trout have been killed 
in the loch, and they are cooking. ‘The guns were unloaded, 
and we threw ourselves on the soft springy heather, the 
sheep all around us seemed to be gazing at us in astonish- 
ment, and the collie dog belonging to the shepherd wagged 
his tail and made friends with us all. What a luxury is 
such a picnic in the heather, after a good tramp, good shoot- 
ing and a fine time generally; the bag was counted, and the 
birds admired and talked about. One hundred and nine 
brace of grouse, one brown hare, twelve blue hares, a few 
rabbits that were killed below the moor, one duck, two 
black-cock and one snipe lay on the heather, Pipes are 
lighted, the guns are swabbed, and after the gillies and 
helpers have had their lunch, off we start again, for on the 
12th of August they always try for a big score on all the 
moors, for all England and Scotland will look in the papers 
and read the reports of the shooting. 

The birds are plenty again, and we go to work with a vim, 
and soon the shot is whizzing through the air, and the fine 
old brown grouse again are accumulating in the saddle 
baskets. Good shots, bad shots, shots of all kinds. The 
major swears he killed this bird at eighty yards, that other 
one at seventy, and so on; every one is happy; now and then 
the guns get warm, and still we are picking doubles out of 
the packs that whirr away in front of us now and then. 
This was kept up until about six o’clock, when a turn was 
made for home, the guns cracking still all the while, until 
we reached the old peat road again, and the,day’s sport is 
ended to begin again néxt day, and to be kept up until the 
birds are made so wild by the shooting that they have to be 
driven, Next time I write again, I will relate how I went 
ona grouse drive later on, if readers of Formst anp STREAM 
eare to hear about it. 

Well, this fine day had an end, like all good and bad 
things, and on the fourteenth, the Scotsman had among its 
notes something to the effect that, ““At moor, two 
hundyed and five brace, with seventeen hares, one duck, 
three snipe, two black-cock, and seven rabbits were bagged, 
seven guns.” G. V. 5, 
Nuw YorE. 

NOTES FROM TENNESSEE. 

PAP TEE a pleasant sojourn in the metropolis of the new 
world, I have just returned to Memphis. I entered a 

sleeper at Jersey City, and stepped out of the same within a 
few blocks of my lodgings here, after a fifty two hours’ run. 
The run north from here is only forty-six hours, over the 
same route. I spent the time very agreeably in transit, 
reclining on pillows in my sleeper, reading the charming re- 
citals in ForEst AND STREAM of “Kingfisher,” ‘‘Reignolds,” 
and others, not forgetting the ‘‘Flickerings,” with their 
spicy jokes. ‘‘Uncle Lisha’s Shop,” also, comes in for a 
lavge share of commendation. The transition from the train 
of thought inspired by the pages of Formsr AnD STREAM, 
of which you had kindly furnished me with seyeral late 
numbers, to that excited by every glance from the car win- 
dows, to the beautiful scenery along the route, was easy 
enough, i 
Up the Cumberland Valley along the Pennsylvania Rail- 

road, was a continually shifting panorama of beautiful and 
highly cultivated farms, with a range of mountains bound- 
ing the horizon on either side. The mountainous feature 
became more pronounced along the Shenandoah Valley, with 
frequent enticing-looking trout streams. But the climax was 
reached on the Tennessee River, below Chattanoova, where 
the ever-varying forms of forest and stream, amid the rapidly 
evolving and bold mountain scenes, passed betore the eye 
like the insensible transformations of the kaleidoscope, from 
the windows of the flying train. _ 

While in New York I visited some of your parks, particu- 
larly Central Park. It is certainly a beautiful place, and 
doubtless of incalculable value to the citizens of the metropo- 
lis, especially the working people, but such scenes. soon 
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converge, If is a pleasant place to step into from the hotels 
across the street, to read the daily papers and smoke a post- 
prandial cigar. But the principal charm about this little 
park is that if abounds in squirrels. There are several 
dozens, perhaps a hundred, chiefly gray equirrels, with a few 
red ones, ‘They are fed every morning by 2 man appointed | 
to do that office by the city authorities, I have never wit- 
nessed the proceeding, but am told that they flock to the 
feeding place at the appoirited time from every quarter to 
draw the day’s rations. They are fed on nuts of some kind, 
Many persons, especially children, carry nuts inte the square 
to feed them for amusement. The small children thought- 
lessly chase them, which makes the little fellows somewhat 
shy, but I can easily coax them to climb up on my knee and 
go into my pockets for the nuts, and even to sit on my 
shoulder and eat them. When the little rogues haye eaten 
enough, it is amusing to see them carry off the surplus nuts 
and hide them in the grass. This they do with great caution, 
frequently rising up on their haunches to see if any other 
squirrel is watching his maneuver, in which case a new hid- 
ing place is sought. Why cannot the parks of New York be 
peopled with these frisky and attractive little denizens of the 
woods? Their presence would add greatly to the attractive- 
ness of such places. 

IT remember that at one time durin @ the war, in the South- 
ern army, there was a rage among the soldiers for catching 
young squirrels. As soon asa brigade bivouacked after a 
hard day’s march through the bills of Georgia, and mayhap 
after a brush with the Federals, all bands set forth with 
clubs and axes, to capture squirrels. I have seen a brigade 
marching, with dozens of squirrels skipping about over the 
soldiers, or sitting on cap or shoulder. 1 think it would not 
be a difficult matter to stock the parks of New York with 
squirrels from our Southern woods. Here there are boxes 
nailed up in the branches of the trees to afford them stelter, 
which they tale to very readily. 

Fishing has been nnusually fine in the lakes and bayous 
of the Mississippi and Arkansas bottoms this season, The 
spring floods of the Mississippi River amply replenished the 
stock of fish in these waters. Our most valuable varieties 
are the white perch, black and striped bass, all of which are 
very abundant, I heard of one party, consisting of four 
Memphis gentlemen, who captured 120 pounds in one day 
in Beaver Dam, a lake forty miles-by rail, below Memphis. 

The completion of the Mississippi Valley Railroad, from 
New Orleans to Memphis, which will be accomplished 
within a month or six weeks, will give easy access to a vast 
area of the best hunting and fishing grounds in the South- 

CoAHoMa. 
Mempuis, Tenn., July 27, 

[There arenow quite a number of gray squirrels in the 
Central Park. They haye at times been so numerous there 
that they did great damage by destroying some of the shrub- 
ery. Some months ago the park officials made a vigorous 
war on the little fellows and reduced their number. | 

PODGERS CRUISES ALONGSHORE. 

E read in the Forms? AnD STREAM of cruises in yachts, 
canoes and all sorts of things pertaining to matters 

nautical, but seldom if ever of yachtsmen’s cruises ashore, 
A bold departure from rigid rules may serve as a change, 
and now you shall have the experience of a ‘Corinthian’ 
ashore by way-of variety, 
You may remember that last Thursday and Wriday it was 

sultry, hot and uncomfortable in the city; thermometer at 
94; result, along toward the latter end of the day (to be nau- 
tical, about two bells) one of the new Broadway cab com- 
pany's yellow yachts night have been seen heading north- 
west for the good steamer City of Worcester, at which port 
the yacht arrived anc proceeded to discharge a gentleman in 
a straw hat, asmall leather trunk anda bundle of fishing 
rods. The cab itself was then discharsed, and after a con- 
ference with the ‘‘gentlemanly purser,” exchanging $2.75 in 
ereenbacks for a brass keey (a good deal for a key), the gen- 
tleman ascended to the upper saloon, consigned his traps to 
his room, walked out on the forward deck, and mopped bis 
noble brow with a sense of relief as the gentle zephyrs 
fanned it, 

This semi-aquatic, semi-terrestrial cruise had no special 
purpose or object except to get away from the city and do a 
little fishing—it might be said a good deal of fishing if pos- 
sible. And yet there was another reason—a friend wants to 
buy a small yacht, large enough to be comfortable for two 
or three Corinthians. Wehad chased those ignus fatuis 
brokers’ advertisements and spent time and money in the 
pursuit, until we were sick and disgusted. They were a 
delusion and asnare. Yachts described as fast, sound and 
well fitted out were mostly rotten old hulks, worn out and 
worthless, and so slow they could not get out of their own 
way. And such prices! Whew! Fifteen hundred and two 
thousand for boats that neyer cost it new, The folly of 
people wanting to sell boats in asking such prices is appar- 
ent from the fact that nobody buys them, There are two 
species of property that depreciate rapidly—horses and 
yachts. You can seldom sell out at cost. When you want 
to buy either, especially yachts, everybody wants them; 
can’t find them—at the price you will pay. When you want 
to sell, a sudden apathy falls on the market; nobody wants 
them—the illustration of the difference between tweedle dum 
and tweedle dee. Well, my friend commissioned me to look 
up a yacht in my cruise, and that was why I determined to 
take it coastwise. 

The steamer City of Worcester is a magnificent boat, splen- 
did in appointments, and her rooms are elegant; heds unex- 
ceptionable and invite early retiring, with the certainty of a 
good night’s rest, The officers are obliging and polite; but 
the charges for meals are exorbitant and the cooking bad. 
No worse than the other Sound boats perhaps, for they are 
all bad—not much variety in their badness. One sighs for 
the good old days, when you could get a good fadle d’hite 
meal for a dollar, before the advent of the fashionable @ la 
carté or European style, which is simply robbery. 
A gentleman of the colored persuasion tapping at my door 

at 7 o’clock the next morning for my ticket was the first 
intimation that we were at the wharf in New London, and 
the banging of that Chinese abomination, a gong, soon after, 
was a hint to get ashore, I would have gladly paid the 
hotel price to have beea allowed to stay aboard all day, but 
that was against rules, so I bundled ashore and took up my 
quarters at a hotel, and after breakfast sauntered down to 
that most attractive of all places to a yachtsman, the 
wharves, to see what was to be seen in the way of boats. 
Yachts were few and scarce; afew catboats completed the 
list. 

Seeing two or three small steamboats at the wharf puffing 
and blowing, apparently going somewhere, I got aboard, 
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caring very little where Iwent. For the small sum of ten 
cents I was treated to around trip down the harbor to the 
Edgecomb House, Pequot, Osprey Beach and back. It was 
a good deal of sail for ten cents, so I took another one, and 
saw at anchor in front of the Pequot several yachts. 

In looking over a local newspaper after a midday dinner, 
I saw a yacht adyertised, and on inquiry learned she was at 
anchor off the Pequot, so treated myself to another ten- 
cen voyage. I arrived at the Pequot wharf just as it began 
‘0 rain, 
Tt is said no one dare venture within the aristocratic 

portals of the Pequot without exhibiting credentials and a 
pedigree that won’t run you into soap-making or shoe-making' 
a generation or two back. Not being particularly we 
dressed, it occurred to me that I might assume the hot- 
potato-in-your-mouth accent of a British tourist, and inquire 
about rooms and get temporary shelter. I had fortunately 
broken my eye glasses, and had but half a pair. Sticking 
the remaining glass in my eye, and assuming the tourist 
slouch, I made my inquiry forrooms. The gentlemanly 
“clerk” was all politeness and condescension, and I got a 
good hour’s storage out of that dodge. 

But still the storm did not abate, and I returned to town 
and the dreary office of mine hotel and looked out the win- 
dow at the down-pouring rain, until the brilliant idea struck 
me that I could while away my time by writing up my trip 
for the Forrst anp Srream, and that is how you are in- 
debted (?) for these notes. Thanks to an easterly storm and 
a dull, rainy Sunday, say you? You don’t say it? Well, 
never mind, we will play that you do. ‘Some other people 
will experience the unfortunate result of a dull evening, also 
as I wrote sundry and numerous letters, and inquired of 
every dropper in about the yacht I saw advertised. I got a 
deal of information about her. One said she was a good 
one but didn’t know her dimensions. Others did; and she 
appeared to have elastic properties, ag she ran all the way 
from thirty to fifty feet. Commissioning every fellow to 
tell the owner to call around, I smoked my night-cap cigar 
and retired, 
When | came down to breakfast the next morning I found 

the owner of the yacht awaiting me, from whom I obtained 
the desired information, and posted a letter to my friend, 
the first blood, 1 might say, on the trip. With a feeling of 
satisfaction I betook myself down aboard the Block Island 
boat, where at the present moment I am to be found by any- 
hody owing me anything; and hope I won’t be by anybody I 
owe, But as this first chapter is quite long enongh, we will 
cut the log off here, turn over a new leaf, and date the next 
Block Island. PopGERS. 
Brock Isuanp Boat, Newport, July 28. 

EL CAZADOR’S FIRST BEAR. 

Eee nite’s wood’s noises ar mitey suthin an sleepy-makin 
to them whats used toem an keers to sleep out in the 

free breathin fresh air oy the mountains. Even the howlin 
songs oy the coyotes is not scurse oy musik an I Juv to listen 
to em amusin ov themselves with the Jack Rabbits. The 
sound ov Rocks rolin down the mountain is also sugestiv 
ov wild anemals to be bunted an highly gratifien. What I 
am doen this pen writin for, Mr Editur, is just about this, 
last nite me an Tom wus settin on a log smokin and torkin, 
an I wus sayin ‘‘what a heap ov nice redin thur wus in yo 
paper’ an Tom ses to me ses he ‘‘ole man yu has so much 
fun at this yer newspaper pik nik why doz yu not kontrib- 
ute yo sheer oy the provishuns” which the saim I am now 
proceedin to do by tellin yu the storis ov too bares my oun 
first bare an Toms first also. 
Way bak in erly dais befor the Rtikles on ‘‘Choice of 

Hunting Rifles” in Forest AnD STREAM was wrilen wen 
thar wus but one good huntin rifle to sum thousans oy good 
huntin men, I tuk down my Hawkins 14 pownds, 32 to the 
pownd, all the poudr yu wanted, an a gude purctshun cap 
to the lode, an shated out for a bare. J] kneeded a bare 
badly, ol the uthur fellers had killed um sevral apeece (roun 
the kamfire at leest), an they korld me a deer hunter an sade 
“Tn the fall yu kan sel dricd meat an bi enuf pison to kill 
won.” Isune struk a fresh trak an f it did not seem large 
at first it groed considerable while I was follerin it, for sum 
distans it kep down in the kanyon an then turned up a@idge 
whar tharis sum roks, whar 1 got stung by 2 bes it haven 
eet the bee kave young bes hony kombanall. Wen I got 
oven bein stang [ follered along an the bresh got thiker an 
thiker as the traks got fresher. Sune I perseeved the bare 
lied on the groun asleep an about a milyun flis flien aroun 
it an eten hony on its hed an eers when I fust seen it it wur 
not larger than a large horse but when I tried to hole my 
rifle on it to shute it it wur more large than a hows then ina 
littul wile I kud noi tel whar the hiil left off an the bare be- 
gan. Then I saw it was very poor an very happy at bein 
ful oy hony an [ kaim away an did not disturb it eny moar, 
This was the first bare | ever saw an it was mine becoz I 
diskovered 1t altho I did not okupi it. 
(Tom ses he be doggoned if he will let me tel his bare 

story after this, but 1 will do it nex time sure), sono moar 
at present from your fren En CAzApor. 
Los ANGELES, California. 

A QUAIL INCIDENT. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
A little incident which occurred a day or two since gave 

me much pleasure at the time, showing, as it did, that my 
lessons and instructions had not been entirely thrown away. 
I have a most promising young setter (now thirteen months 
old) which I am trying to train. A day or two ago he was 
noticed coming across the yard from the fields with some- 
thing in his mouth, which he carefully deposited on the 
ground, then backed a few feet and came to a dead stand. 
Upon going up we found an old cock quail sitting there, un- 
hurt, and apparently incapable of fear, as he allowed me to 
take him up and carefully examine him without attempting 
to escape. Finding that the bird was perfectly sound and 
unhurt, I took it out to the orchard and, tossing it up, it few 
off as strong and as fast as one everscesa bird fly, The dog 
had probably brought the bird a mile or more, as the quail 
grounds are fully that distance, and had not bruised it in the 
Teast nor rumpled a feather. The bird must haye been sit- 
ting, and Ponto probably found him there, capturing him 
before he could make his escape. The seeming absence of 
fear must have been caused by numbness from being in the 
dog’s mouth so long, though it had perfect _use of its wings 
when tossed in the air. I am fully satisfied now that my 
dog bas a perfect mouth and worth any trouble I may take 
to make a good retriever of him, A. F, R. 
BELVIDERE, N. C., Aug, 1. 
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— Alatural History. 

THE DESTRUCTION OF SMALL BIRDS. 

UCH has been said and written of the destruction of 
our large game in the Adirondacks and on the West- 

ern plains and mountains, but how little is known of the 
enormous numbers of small birds that are daily being killed 

for purposes of decoration, 

It is difficult for one who has not made a special study of 
this subject to realize how much harm in every way is being 
done by this means. The farmers, above all, have deep 

cause to regret this extermination of our small birds. Bird 
life exists almost wholly through the death of some other 
form of life, and by destroying insects, worms, and other 

noxious creatures, the bird is of the greatest use to the 

farmer by protecting his crops. The vast slaughter that is 

going on among our birds is already a source of serious 
anxiety to all who take an enlightened interest in agriculture, 

It is only by means of figures that one can comprehend 

how inyaluable is the help given by these creatures. Insects 

produce and reproduce with such marvelous fecundity that 

in one season a single parent may be the progenitor of 

many thousand offspring. It is easy to see, therefore, how 

prodigious would be the increase of insect life were 

not these creatures destroyed and kept down by some 

efficient check, 
This is what the birds do for us to a much greater extent 

than is generally understood. The number of times that a 

pair of birds will visit their nests in a day, each time with 
an insect, is very large, as was shown by a recent record in 

these columns, and their work lasts through the season 

when insect life is on the increase. 
Unless some active measures be at once taken to stop this 

wholesale slaughter it will not be long before their ranks are 
greatly thinned. We must realize how important this 

matter is, and must realize it now. The number of birds 

killed every month for millinery and other purposes is im- 

mense, and the number of people engaged in their pursuit is 
constantly increasing. We shall lose all our small birds un- 

less something is done. 
Aside from the agriculturist’s point of view and the 

merely practical side of the question, we must reflect on the 

pleasure all derive from the presence of birds, It is a great 

@elight not only to hear them but to watch them, and to un- 

derstand, as we can by careful observation, their ways and 

life. When we consider the enjoyment they have given us 
and the good they aze constantly doing, should we not make 

eyery effort to prevent their extermination? 

While no exception ean be taken to the killing of birds 

for truly scientific purposes, the wholesale slaughter which 

is taking place in many Jocalities is deserving of the severest 

condemnation, This destruction goes on mainly about the 

great centers, but it is by no means confined to any one sec- 
tion. We know, for example, of one dealer residing on 

Long Island who, during a three months’ trip to the coast of 

South Carolina last spring, prepared no less than 11,018 
bird skins. A considerable number of the birds killed were 

of course too much mutilated for preparation, so that the 

total number of the slain would be much greater than the 

number given. The person referred to states that he handles 

on an average 30,000 skins per annum, of which the greater 

part are cut up for millinery purposes. 

This in the past. At present the trade is growing, and at 

a rate which is startling. Weare told by people who have 

the best facilities for knowing, that there are, and have been 

since early spring, hundreds of people on Long Island, shoot- 

ing birds for the middlemen, who supply the taxidermists 

and dealers. 
During the past spring and summer and up to the present 

time, Jarge boxes of birds ‘in the flesh” are coming into New 

York. They are delivered to taxidermists, who employ girls 
to skin for them, and then sell the prepared skins at ten or 
eleven cents each. From a single locality on Long Island, 
one man, who buys from the local gunners, sent in during 

the week ending July 26, over $300 worth of birds. As the 
prepared skins sell, as stated, for about ten cents apiece, the 

number of birds must have been considerably over 3,000, and 

the total destruction was probably at least one-half greater. 

This same man has sent, during this season, from the early 

spring until the present time, an average of 300 birds a day 

to a William strect taxidermist, 200 a day to a Bleecker street 

man, and from 100 to 150 per day to a dealer in New Jersey; 
or an average of between 600 and 700 birds daily fora period 

of four months, making a total of not far from 70,000 birds 

inall. This, be it remembered, is from onesingle village on 
Long Island, It should be added that, besides these birds 

sent to the dealers, this same individual sends in a yast 

quantity of snipe to the New York markets. 
Of all the cases which have come under our notice since 

we first set on foot inquiries in regard to this subject, this is 

the most appalling, but there are others that are only less so. 

A father and two sons shot for three weeks near Rockaway, 

and made over 2,000 skins; there is amanat Sag Harbor, and 

another at Shelter Island, who are preparing skins; a man 

near Bath does the same. Im fact, there seems to be a great 

opportunity for Game Protector G, W. Whittaker, whose 

jurisdiction extends over the counties of Kings, Queens and 
Suffolk, todo a lot of missionary work in enforcing the 
statute for the protection of insectiyorous birds. Ifthat gen- 
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tleman will call at our office he can obtain names and figures 

which may aid him in his work. 
The eyil to which we are calling attention isnot, however, 

confined to any one section of the country. The water 
birds, perhaps because they are larger than our insectivorous 

birds, seem to be quite as eagerly sought after as the land 

birds, and are shot literally by myriads. The dealers com- 

plain that there are ‘‘no sea-swallows now.” Strange, is it 

not, that there should be none? The following extract from 

the Baltimore Sun may suggest an explanation of the 
mystery, Read it: 
During @ recent trip with the Orpheus Sailing Club, of Baltimore, 

to the well-known Cobb’s Island, the following facts were ascertained 

and created a very unpleasantimpression: An enterprising woman 

from New York has contracted with a Paris millinery firm to deliver 

during this summer 40,000 or more skins of birds at 40 cents 4 piece, 
With several taxidermists she was carrying out the contract, having 
engaged young and old to kill birds of different kinds, and paying 

them 10 cents for each specimen not 1oo much mutilated for millimery 

purposes. The plumage of most of the birds to be obtained at this 

island is plain, but with the assistance of a little dye it is soon trans_ 

formed into that of the gayly-colored tropical birds, The birds com_ 

prised in this wholesale slaughter are mainly the different species of 

gulls and terns, or sea swallows, of which many species in large num- 

bers could formerly be found upon this island. But now only few of 

these graceful birds remain upon Cobb's Island itself, and the pot- 

hunters, or rather the skin-hunters, have to go some distance to carry 
out their cruel scheme. If we consider that with each old bird 
killed—and only old birds haye a suitable plumage—also many of the 

young birds, stillunable to take care of themselves, are doomed to 

starvation, this wholesale slanghter becomes still more infamous and 

criminal. 

We happen to know that the above is no exaggeration but 
is strictly true, Is this nota rather alarming state of affairs? 

On the whole it is about as bad as what is taking place on 
Long Island, 
Now what is the public, and especially the great army of 

bird lovers in the United States, going to do about this? 

What do the farmers and the fishermen think of the de- 

struction of their friends and allies, the birds? 
It is an easy matter to sit still and do nothing, It will be 

some trouble to call the attention of one’s friends and neigh- 

bors to the subject, and to urge each one of them to do what 
he can to stop this butchery; some trouble to warn off from 

one’s premises every man who caries a gun; some trouble 

to go a little out of your way to speak to the local game 

protector, or to write him a letter, 

We feel sure that one class of men will put their shoulder 

to the wheel wilh earnestness, and will by every means in 

their power strive to bring about the result which is so 

desirable. This class includes those men who best know 

the birds, and who by their interest in nature are brought so 
close to her creatures that they regard them with a tender- 

ness and an affection which many men could never compre- 

hend. 

But we believe that there are many besides the ornitholo- 

gists who love our birds as truly and deeply as they do, and 

on all such we urge the importance of this subject. 

FRUIT-EATING BIRDS, 

ee robin, so far as the fruit grower is concerned, is 
yery easily managed, especially if the fruit gardens are 

somewhat isolated. All one has to do to protect his fruit 
from the robins is to shoot a few pairs when they begin to 
mate and nest in the spring. This will frighten the others 
from your place and vicinity, and as they are a yery domes- 
tic and local bird when breeding they will give no trouble 
that season. If this is not done—the small fruit farm being 
a permanent institution—trom the well-known habit of the 
robin to return to the same vicinity year after year to nest, 
they would so icrease as to well nigh get all the fruit. 

At my present home, where I located twenty years ago, it 
being in the center of a small prairie, fairly exposed to the 
fierce winds of winter, I planted a great many evergreen 
trees for wind breaks and shelter, There are many of them 
now thirty feet tall, with very thick foliage, thus making an 
evergreen island on the bleak prairie in early spring, In this 
grove the robins, in their northward spring migration, find a 
secure shelter and roosting place, and they frequent it by 
thousands and tens of thousands from two to three weeks 
every spring. They commence to come into this grove of 
evergreens about 5 o’clock in the evening and keep it up 
until it is quite dark, coming from every direction. They 
leave in the morning from the first peep of day until, by 
sun up, they are all gone. This robins’ roost is of very 
ercat benefit to the surrounding country, for they destroy 
yast numbers of noxious insects, especially the field eut- 
worms. Suddenly they nearly all leave for further north, 
leaying behind only enough of the vast multitude to fairly 
“settle” the country. I seldom trouble them until the flight 
is gone and they begin to pair and build their nests, but 
sometimes I shoot enough for a pot-pie with my ,38-caliber 
shotgun and No. 12 shot. 

The eatbird I consider the most injurious of all hirds to 
the grower of small fruits. He gets the first strawberry 
that ripens, and sticks to it_manfully until he has gobbled 
the last grape on the vines. He is an unmitigated nuisance, 
and the fruit grower does just mght if he kills him on sight 
every time. So bad have I found him that I think they 
should not. have the protection of the law at any time nor 
season, but be killed without compunction by all who wish 
at all seasons. ‘The catbird, like the robin, comes back after 
migrating to the same vicinity to breed. I am isolated from 
timber and making a business of growing the fruits the cat- 
bird so dearly loves to devour, and if I did not kill them 
about as fast as they appear in the spring I would not be 
able to supply the catbirds, let alone the markets, with small 
fruits, I have stood in a little blackberry patch on my place 
and killed twenty-two catbirds at twenty-three shots with 
my .22-caliber Ballard rifle, loaded with breech caps, without 
moving from my tracks. The present season being very 

busy and haying, as I supposed, such a vast quantity of 
small fruits that there would be a great plenty for me and 
the catbirds both, I did not shoot any, but-I now see thai I 
made a very costly mistake, for they are so numerous that 

they are taking nearly all my raspberries, and badly injur- 

[Aue. 7, 1884. 

ing the gathering of the crop that they leave, and they will 
also spoil my blackberry crop. Such isthe prose of the cat- 
bird. Some sentimental individual gave us the poetry of 
this soul-inspiring and berry-gobbling bird in a late issue of 
this journal, Were he a cultivator of the small fruits he 
would as soon think of finding poetry in the flea, bedbug, 
potato bug or plum curculio. Coues, in writing of the 
catbird, says: ‘'*Who could hope to rise in the world wear- 
ing a pepper-and-salt jacket, a black velvet skull cap and a 
large red patch on the seat of his pantaloons.” I have no re- 
spect at all for the bird, and therefore shall continue to wel- 
come him with bloody hands to a bloody dose of No. 12. 
quia on a occasions hereafter. BYRNE. 

Acon, Ill, 

GROUSE OF THE PACIFIC SLOPE. 
Editor Forest and, Stream: : 

I see the boys have been talking of game birds abroad, So 
I will tell them of some we have in Washington Territory. 
The largest, grouse found in this Territory is the sage hen, 
These liye in the yicinity of Walluba, Ainsworth, and 
several places on Snake River. The next in size is the pine 
hen, on the eastern slopes of the Cascade Mountains, They 
are called by some blue grouse, although they differ some- 
what from the blue grouse on the western slopes of the Cas- 
cades, for on the east side of the mountains they are some- 
what lighter colored, and when hooting only give one hoot, 
while those on the western slope give five hoots, and are 
called hooting grouse. Their flesh is white and sweet. The 
prairie hen is found all over the eastern plains. They are 
light-colored, long pin-tailed, and fly very swiftly. They 
are found in large numbers around Spokane Falls, though I 
think the Pallouse country can’t be beat for them. Tool 
hens may be found all over the eastern slopes of the Cas- 
cade Mountains. I have never seen any on the western 
slopes. The white grouse can be found near all of the snow 
mountains. They are found where they are not likelv to 
be molested, for by the time one has climbed up to where 
they live, he will have all he can do to craw] back. They 
are, to some extent, nocturnal in their habits, for I have 
heard them ufter it was too dark to see them, flying around, 
whistling incessantly, calling each other. They live on a 
short kind of moss that grows on rocks wherever there’s no 
snow. White grouse are about the size of a ruffed grouse. 
Their legs have long feathers on them even down to the toes, 
and in soft snow they make atrack nearly like a cat. 
Pheasants, or ruffed grouse, are very numerous on all of the 
western slopes of the mountains, and along the rivers even 
more so, In the fall of the year one can kill all he wants in 
a sbort space of time. They are found best with a small 
dog. JinsA Ton. 
WeHarcome, Wash. Ter., July, 1884. 

RARE BIRDS ON LONG ISLAND. 

Kiditor Forest and Stream: 
Several noteworthy captures of birds have occurred dur- 

ing the past spring on Long Island, a few of which I wish 
to record. ; 

Porzana jamaicensis—Little Black Rail.—1. A bird of this 
species was taken last spring by C. Sargood, of Williamsburgh, 
L. 1., near Canarsie or East New York. It was on the up- 
Jand when first started, and was shot at ineffectually. The 
same or another bird was then flushed from near the spot 
where it had alighted and killed. The specimen was iden 
tified by J. Wallace. 2. Another rail of this species was 
killed Aug. 1 or 2, near South Oyster Bay, L. L., but I have: 
learned nothing of the circumstances of its capture. I ex 
amined the bird, which proved to be a male in good plumage, 
The only other individual of these species taken on Long 
Islund, of which I have any recollection, is one secured by a 
tosn named Simpson five or six years ago, near Canarsie, 
and now believed to be in the possession of Mr. Robert B. 
Lawrence, of this city. : 

Rhynchops néigra—Black Skimmer,—A full plumaged 
adult male of this species was taken near South Oyster Bay 
on Saturday last (Aug. 2), and sent into this city, where J 
saw it. The appearance of this bird recalls the remarkable 
flight of skimmers which took place a few years ago along 
the Long Island and New England coasts. 

Herodias alba egretta—White Egret.—A bird, which was 
described to me with such detail that | am convinced that it 
was this species, was seen near Fire Island, Long Island, 
July 27, by Mr. I. P. Martin, Jr. The species occurs not 
very infrequently on Long Island, and it would be interest- 
ing to learn whether any of your correspondents have ob- 
served it this year. 

Guarzetta candidissima—Little White Heron.—Mr, J. Wal- 
lace informs me tbat he has received during the past spring 
‘and summer about a dozen birds of this'species ‘‘in the flesh” 
from the vicinity of South Oyster Bay, Long Island. 

These occurrences would seem to indicate that there has 
been a somewhat unusual movement of Southern water birds 
northward along the Atlantic coast this summer, and it would 
seem desirable that collectors and observers should at once 
put on record their observations of the occurrence of species 
unusual in their vicinity. Gro, Brrp GRINNELL. 
New York, August 5. 

How Turrims Dig rHerR Houes,—Berlin Heights, O., 
July 21.—Haditor Forest and Stream: Regarding that tough 
turile, I will say that it would move when irritated forty 
days after decapitation. The fortieth day the movements 
were so feeble that I gave it no further attention, I have 
seen the note from Mr. Burr H. Polk, of Lincoln, Neb., 
stating his observations Sead the manner in which the 
turtle digs holes in hard ground to deposit her cass. His 
observations were the same as I once witnessed, owever, 
I do not think the moisture a urinary secretion, for I do not 
believe they have kidneys more than a hen, but think they 

fill themselves with water for the occasion. This is only my 

opinion in the matter. If some one knows, let him come to 
the front and enlighten us.—M. M. Brenscuorer. 

Recent ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDFN,— 
Received by purchase—Two wildcats (Lynx rufus), four sparrow 
hawks (Malco sparverius), four pairs of crested pigeons (Ocyphaps 
lophotes), and five pine snakes Pituophis melanoleucus). Received 
by presentation—Two woodchucks (Arctomys mona), one red fox 

(Vulpes fulus), one raccoon (Procyon lotor), one opossum (Didel- 

phys virginiana), one Swainson’s buzzard (B, swatnsoni),ihree screech 

owls (Scops asio), one American crow feorots americanus), one 

booby gannet (Sulu fiber), one red-headed woodpecker (Melanerpes 

erythrocephalus), two peafowl (Pavo cristata), one summer duck 

(Aia sponsa), seven alligators (Alligator mississippiensis), one black 

snake (Bascanion constrictor), one milk snake (0. dotiatus trian - 

ulus), one pine snake \Pituophis melanoleucus), one gila monster 

(Heloderma suspectum) and one horned toad Pale pera COrnuUta): 
Received by exchanze—One tigrine snake (Tropidonotus tigrinus). 
Born in the Garden—one mazame deer (Cervus campestris), two 
fallow deer (Cervus dama), three Virginia deer (Cervus virginianus), 

one elk (Cervus canadensis), one eland (Oreas canna), aud one pea 

fowl (Pawo cristata), : 

_- —— 
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“BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT.” 
HAYE read, with no little interest, the letter of your cor- 
respondent ‘'Piute,” who writes from the far-off occi- 

dental land, on the day immediately succeeding the one 
which all patriotic men regard as hallowed by a nation’s 
birth, Doubtless the mind of ‘Piute,” when he penned his 
communication, was still resting pleasantly on the celebra- 
tion which he had given ‘‘the glorious Fourth,” and felt that, 
as humanity had been blessed by the practical adoption of 
certain “resolves” made on that day in 1776, it was but just 
that one of the recipients should, in this age of intellectual 
and moral advancement, evince his appreciation of benefac- 
tions by pleading the cause of all animal comfort, I heartily 
sympathize with him in his utter detestation of “cruelty to 
animals’ and his horror of all needless slaughter of game. 
He touches s tender cord in my bosom when he protests 
against the inhumanity of destroying life by the slow pro- 
cess of physical torture. But, with all respect for a gentle- 
man of his evident intelligence, | am forced to say that his 

' article on ‘‘man’s inhumanity to”—brutes and fowls is en- 
tirely deficient in logic, or leads him to the entire abnegation 
of what I take to be a favorite pastime. And now, with be- 
coming bumility, 1 beg leave to enter my dissent from cer- 
jain positions which he has taken in the communication to 
which I refer. 

I confess I was poorly prepared to expect that the ‘‘abhor- 
rent practice, a relic of barbarism, which ought to have 
been relegated to the past centuries ago,” was the habit 
which some of the readers of Formsr AND STREAM have 
adopted for gratifying their love for field sports, and de- 
lighting their own palates and those of their friends with a 
piece of delicious venison. To my profound astonishment 
I find even myself the subject of ‘‘Piute’s” caustic objurga- 
tion, because I have been yuilty, oftentimes, of the ‘abhor- 
rent practice” which he denounces, and did not suppose I 
was committing an offense against the judgment of any intel- 
ligent portion of mankind, I can only plead “‘confession 
and ayoidsnee”’ in this and other barbaric practices in 
which I have indulged. I ‘‘exist in this nineteenth century, 
so litile advanced beyond savages,” that I have, with-as 
much ‘‘deliberation” as an occasional attack of ‘‘buck ague” 
would allow, ‘many a time and oft” discharged a shotgun 
(not a hand cannon) loaded with from twelve to twenty-five 
buckshot at ‘‘the most beautiful animal in creation” as he or 
she was taking “brave bounds” to escape the mortal foe 
which was in pursuit, I am sorry to say that I did not 
elways kill, nor even wound, the game. It has sometimes 
happened that I inflicted a mortal wound, but failed to get 
the deer. But will ‘‘Piute” say that because of this J must 
not use a shotgun at all? Does be not see that such an argu- 
Ment will, carried to its logieal conclusion, stop all shooting 
af game, and especially when in flight? Does he never 
wound a running de r which he fails to get, even when he 
hunts in a country destitute of timber? And does he never 
shoot at a deer when it is standing, utterly unconscious that 
such a lurking foe, a high-minded specimen of the very best 
race of men God, in His wisdom, has ever made, is holding 
his deadly rifle, perhaps at a rest, with the view of taking its 
innocent life? 

Did ““Piute” ever hunt ducks? If so, did he use a rifle or 
in 8-bore shotgun? How many could he get with his favor- 
ite weapon? Did he ever engage in grouse shooting,.and if 
so, did he use his rifle or a shotgun? Ifa rifie, he got no 
birds, unless he shot at them while perched ona tree. But 
that style of hunting is too unsportsmanlike for such a gen- 
tleman as ‘‘Pinie” proclaims himself to be, and I take it 
that he has steadily and scornfully avoided it, Did he ever 
go into the fields or brush with a well-broken setter or pointer, 
and beat around hoping to find a covey of Bob Whites? If 
so, did he use a weapon which would certainly kill or miss 
the game? | take it that he was around with a shotgun, and 
that oftentimes he has been dismayed to see the poor bird 
fly feebly away, to die in the agonies of a slow death, If 
“Piute’s” argument is good as to deer, it is good as to all 
game; and on this I shall have something to say before] con- 
clude this communication. 

“Piute” tells us, in his zeal, that if a weapon could be de- 
vised which wou!d either surely kill or leaye untouched, it 
should be adopted. That i will not deny. But he says 
human ingenuity has not yet produced sucha gun. It has 
not, and probably never will achieve that success. The 
next thing to this chef d’wuvre, he insists, should be the 
only weapon which a decent man should take into the forest 
or field. If this advice is taken, we shall have to travel back 
to the day of traps and snares and dead-falls. Or, perhaps, 
instead of troubling onrselyesand emptying our purses to get 
a good gun, it would be wise to purchase one which would 
nof hit a harn door at thirty yards, thus insuring the escape 
of all game unharmed. Now, I beg leave, with all respect, 
to suggest to ‘“‘Piute” that his argument leads to just that 
result and nothing else, and we shall be obliged, to escape 
the charge of barbarism, either to stay at home, or else load 
our guns with powder alone, or use a broadsword at every 
short range, and kill the animal stonedead. But even with 

‘this deadly weapon we should never strike unless the ani- 
mal is tied—because we might only wound, and thus subject 
ourselyes to the mortification of ‘‘committing a deed which 
would trouble our conscience al) the remainder of our days.” 

One would suppose, from reading ‘‘Piute’s” article, that 
he, at least, was so skillful with a rifle that he never failed 
to plant his ball in the most vital part of the game, If he 
ever fails, he stands condemned by his own judgment. But 
is a man to be denied all participation in field sports because 
he is deficient in equal skill? The time was when I was 
respectably adept in the use of the rifle, but now, alas, I 
fee] sure that it would be quite doubtful whether I could hit 
the Hae deer, even standing, at a distance of fifty yards, 
unless | had a gun with barrels forty-eight inches long and 
the advantage of a rest on some convenient fence rail, This 
would exclude me from hunting deer, and it would exclude 
thousands of others who are so ‘‘barbaric” as not to have 
acquired extraordinary skill. 

Let us examine, somewhat, the case which ‘‘Piute” gives 
as an illustration vf his humanitarian ideas; That deer 
which was wounded by both shotgun and rifle, ran, accord- 
ng to the statement, fully a mile, in “corporal sufferance,” 
aud was tracked up by the trail of blood. Is it possible that 
the true sportsman’s gun was 80 unadroitly handled as to 
ailow such a flight as that? Could “Piute” have recovered, 
unaided by a dog, that deer in a wooded country, inter- 
sected by streams? Why, even he fails to kill cleanly. He 
only allows the deer to run over a mile. Now, a crack shot 

with a goed 12-bore, if he has the discretion not to shoot 
unless he has a fair chance, will, under fifty yards, kill and 
get three out of four deer, and not be obliged to follow even 
ahalf mile. With great respect, the case cited by the Cali- 
fornia advocate upsets his position, and it is strange that he 
did not sev he was ‘‘hoist by his own petard.” 
The fact is, ‘Piute” has written a sort of post-prandial 

letter, and has taken positions in it which even his forensic 
skill cannot maintain, His purpose, no doubt, is “sweet 
and commendable,” but his views are so extreme that they 
degenerate into absurdity. They are entirely impracticable. 
If carried out all gunning would end, there would be no 
furtber use for sporting weapons, and our gun makers would 
be obliged to close their shops or deyote them entirely to the 
manufacture of implements exclusively devoted to the humane 
business of taking human life, as a means of preserving the 
peace of men and of nations, Then ‘‘farewell, a long fare- 
well” to all our joys of the forest and field—for a possible 
wounding, not immediately fatal, would stamp us as unfit to 
live m an age of delicacy and refinement, and relegate us to 
such pleasures as would not, by any misadventure, do hurt 
to a living thing. 

Until the sportsman is perfect in the use of his gun, and 
never shoots unless he knows that the game will surely in- 
stantly die, there will be languishing death, whether the 
weapon be a rifle, a shotgun, a pistol or acannon. There 
always have been and always will be wounded as well as 
dead victims in all species of warfare, and no ingenuity will 
eyer enable us to avoid this result. WELLS. 
Rocrineguam, N. C., July 24, 1884. 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of July 24 along comes a correspondent 

‘Piute,” from California. He dubs us all as of ‘Spot-hunt- 
ing proclivities,” and calls the shotgun “‘a relic of barbarism,” 
the men who use it ‘“‘little advanced beyond savages,” and 
declares ‘‘the brutality of the shotgun man deserves to be 
denounced by all sporting journals.” ‘Angels and ministers 
of grace defend us.” What next! With an intolerance 
characteristic of the entire article, ‘‘Piute,’’ who seems to be 
the owner of a cheap rifle, denounces every one who does 
not also procure a cheap rifle and make that his choice 
weapon. Let ‘‘Piute” exercise a little charity, and once for 
all allow me to suggest to all such gentlemen of refinement 
who seem to have no method of evincing that refinement but 
by calling all others ‘‘pot-hunters” and ‘‘savages” who fail 
to follow their favorite pursuits and methods, that there is 
an old and somewhat threadbare adage, true in sportsman- 
ship as well as other matters, ‘When in Rome do as Rome 
does.” The methods of taking game legitimately and law- 
fully are many and varied. qRocalty and surroundings 
govern in a great measure the means. 

Trout are taken in many of our narrow mountain streams 
with a worm, the overhanging brush from either side and 
the drift rendering a cast with a fly an impossibility in many 
places. 

_ Deer are sometimes sprung on our brusby and heavily 
timbered mountain sides, at close range, when very fair shots 
can be obiained with the shotgun; under the sarie circum- 
stances and surroundings a rifle would be of as little use as a 
fence rail. 
_ The shotgun within the limit of its range and power is as 
Immediately destructive on @ deer as a rifle, The chances 
of inflicting a wound not necessarily fatal, whereby the 
animal may crawl off and die unprofitably, are, under the 
circumstances | have indicated, no greater with the shotgun 
than with the rifle. Infact my experience in that line is 
largely in favor of the shotgun. 
Were I to hunt the same, animal on the Western plains, 

where the shots would bein the open and at long range, 
beyond the powers of a shotgun, 1 should use a rifle. 

WEST VIRGINIA, BACKWOODS. 

THE CHAMBERLIN LOADING MACHINE. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
I have been much interested by the discussion in your col- 

umns during the last six months regarding the performance 
of shotguns, and often have been amused at some of the very 
queer claims made. AsJ have-not yet made a debit and 
credit statement of facts presented, | am not prepared to say 
which side is entitled to the balance. Two facts, however, 
must be apparent to all; that there exisis a vast diversity of 
opinion, and every one is positively correct. There seems to 
be really no standard for loading. but a kind of happy-go- 
Jueky, go.as you please plan; bit when you can, and when 
you miss swear at your gun and kick your dog. 

While groping in darkness I happened to see the Cham- 
berlin machine for loading shells. Suddenly the sunlight 
of a great invention broke through the clouds of doubt, and 
suggested to me the idea, eureka for sportsmen. This is 
truly a wonderful machine, and 1 think some description of 
it may interest your readers. I quote from their circular: 
“Jt is not an implement, but a machine, complete in all its 
parts, that performs all the operations of loading shells, and 
does the work with absolute accuracy, giving uniform 
charges and even pressure upon the wads, Hach wad is put 
separately into the shell and forced home in a level position. 
The rammers are graduated, and adjustable to any pressure 
from five pounds to one hundred.” ‘The shells when loaded 
are al] the same size and beautifully crimped. It seems to 
me that this machine must cause 4 revolution, and event- 
ually bring us a standard fixed ammunition for breechload- 
ing shotguns. It is well known that the highest explosive 
force of powder can only be obtained by the requisite 
amount of compression. If the manufacturers will study 
this and apply just the amount of pressure necessary, whith 
their machine can make uniformly the same, they have ac- 
complished a most important feature in loading; that canuot 
be done by hand. JI find that they use every means to guard 
against deterioration from age; and from my examination of 
their methods and appliances I see no reason why these cart- 
ridges should not be fully as durable as the fixed ammuni- 
tion now in use for rifles and pistols, 
We who shoot all know the difficulty in obtaining reliable 

cartridges loaded by dealers. Weall prefer, when we can, 
io load our own, for this reason. If we can have a standard 
make, with the guarantee of a reliable manufacturer, whose 
interest is to have them the best, it will bea grand thing. 
Two years ago, being very much hurried, | had a large num- 
ber of shells loaded by a dealerin whom I bad confidence, 
When I went into the field I found them worthless. I was 
forty miles from any place where I could get more. Imag- 
ine my feelings, inthe midst of plenty of game with such 
ammunition, I discovered that instead of ducking grade of 
powder, which I specified, my shells were loaded with the 

meanest kind of common, cheap powder, though I had paid 

for the best. When TI took the cartridges back to the man 
who loaded them, he had to acknowledge the corn, and with 
many profuse apologies for the mistake, refunded the mouey, 
and, I have no doubt, sold the cartridges to his next customer. 
Life is too short, and profanity ton demoralizing, for more 
than one experience of this sort. J believe that most dealers 
who load shells do so to the best of their ability, and hon- 
estly try to please, but there must always be some doubt 
when it-is hurriedly done; especially by boys, or help that 
desire to get through as quickly as possible. J have not yet 
been able to thoroughly test the shooting qualities of the 
Chamberlin cartridge, but intend to do so. Meanwhile I can 
but be favorably impressed. BEDFORD. 
BROOKLYN, N. ¥., Aug, 1. 

SNIPE IN THE SWAMP PASTURE. 

Vv Eyhave a sportsman’s club here, and good work has it 
done, too, in the protection ‘of same. We cannot 

reach the pot shooters. The fences of this country are, 
for the most part, osage hedges, which make splendid cover 
for quail. Jt is here that the pot-shooter finds his oppor- 
tunity. Only yesterday I overhead one of them telling a 
“pard” how he once found three coveys and killed twenty- 
one at three shots, When I remonstrated with him, his 
reply was, ‘‘When I shoot 1 shoot for meat.” Such work as 
this is fast thinning out the quail in this section. Every boy 
that can raise $5, and is large enough to carry 4 gun. has one 
of the breechloading muskets, and woe to the covey of quail 
that they find bunched in the hedzes. 
We have near here one of the finest snipe marshes im the 

world. Sitting in my offie one bright day in April, 1881, I 
heard quick footsteps on the outside, and in a moment the 
door was thrown open and in rushed my friend and shooting 
companion, J. K. L., with the news. “Sam Hyrse’s boy 
says his father’s pasture is full of snipe. Let us give them a 
whirl.” ‘We had sixty-five shells each, and, to ‘‘make it in- 
teresting,” put up a little wager as to which should haye the 
most to show for his work at the close of the shoot. It was 
10 A. M., and we had three miles to drive, with no time ta 
lose if we reached home in time for our 12 o’clock dinner, 
At 10:30 we were entering the aforesaid pasture. The field 
contained thirty acres, and is what the owner calls his swamp 
pasture, lying as it does on the outer edge of a large tract of 
unredeemed swamp land. The grass had only been partially 
eaten off the year previous, thus leaying a good cover for the 
birds. Wehad not fairly entered when there were two re 
ports from my gun and two of the longbills lay on the 
ground as the result of my first two shots; and I turned just 
in time to see my companion make a beautiful double, ‘The 
fun had commenced. J, K, L.taking the left and myself the 
Tight, we started across the field, lt was one succession of 
shots for the next hour and a half, when, to our dismay, the 
shells gave out. After a careful count we found that I had 
51 birds, while he had an even 50. When we arrived in 
town it was 12 o’clovk, havin® been gone just two hours, 
driven three miles, and come back with 101 snipe. This was 
the best snipe shooting I ever had; and there was no “Flick- 
ering” electric light dodge about it either, D. G. C. 
San Jose, I. 

TO PRESERVE KILLED GAME. 

rE preservation of dead game is a matter of much im- 
portance, Particularly is this true as to prairie chickens, 

as they are killed during the hottest time of the year. ice is 
usually resorted to, but it is not always obtainable, and is 
bulky and cumbersome at the best. A friend and myself, 
who haye been shooting chickens together for the past ten 
years, have never lost a single bird during that time. Our 
method is to take a supply of paper sacks (such as grocers 
use), just large enough to put a chicken into and tie snugly. 
Draw the birds and hang by the head until they have thor- 
oughly dripped and the natural heat has left them. Stuff 
fresh leaves or grass inside; put into the sacks head first, and. 
tie sack tight enough to exclude the air. Put them in acool, 
shady place until ready to ship. Birds packed in this way 
have kept over fifty hours, and when used were sweet and 
fresh, and this during the hottest weather of August. Never 
put game on ice unless you can keep it there until ready to 
use, for it spoils in an almost incredible short time after being 
taken off. 
The prospeet for quail in this vicinity is most promising. 

They wintered well, and reports from different localities 
agree as to their haying hatched out their broods and are 
doing finely, Ruffed grouse are also reported as being more 
plentiful than for several years, They are, however, a eom- 
paratively rare bird, Dicx. 
Brazin, Ind. 

MASSACHUSETTS GAME OUTLOOK. 

NDICATIONS point to a good shooting season in New 
England this fall. In Massachusetts grouse are reported 

“nlenty,” as the word goes—that is, plenty as compared with 
several seasons past. An abundance of berries of all kinds 
furnishes plenty of food for the chicks, although the un- 
usually wet weather has been against them. ut at the 
nesting season there were two weeks of fine weather extend- 
ing into the season when the broods would first Le brought 
out, and it is believed by those familiar with the habits of 
this noble game bird that the season has been favorablo. 
This idea is confirmed, by several country boys interviewed 
on the subject. They say that the partridges were drawn 
hard upon last fall, by reason of the non-export law forbid: 
ding their shipment from Maine. The market men ‘‘had 
to have them,” and consequently paid a better price. 
Besides, the woods were invaded by more sportsmen than 
usual, with more and better trained dogs, 

The farmers’ boys would generally favor the clause in the 
proposed game laws—defeated last spring—which would 
empower the owners of Jands to prevent shooting on the 
same by simply posting and advertising due notification. 
They want the birds themselves, or at least the privilege of 
deciding ‘‘who shall shoot on father’s land.” But after all, 
they think that they can hold their own with outside sports- 
men; for, knowing the ground, and haying driven the cows 

and hunted the sheep over it all summer, they have had 

every flock of partridges mapped out from the time 

the old bird lowered her wings and fluttered through 

the brush to ‘‘cheat” them away from her brood 

not bigger than little balls of dried leaves and about 

the same color, till they have begun to feed on the blneberry 

patches at the edge of the pasture, or ou the stray blueberry 

vines beside the wood road. The boys will keep track of 

each flock of ‘‘bob-tailed sinners” till Sept. 1, when they 

will be full-fledged and the law will be off. But the trouble 

will come a few weeks hence, at daylight on the mornitig of 

Sept, 1, when two boys creep up with gun in hand, to the 
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flock each supposed he alone knew about, and had kept 
secret, But such troubles are usually settled between such 
boys by a good-natured ‘‘How in thunder did you come to 
know of my partridges?” ‘‘Your partridges! wal, 1 guess 
Tye watched them all summer!” And then they agree to 
hunt together, So much the worse for the poor birds. There 
will be but few left for the sportsman who comes later. 

Concerning quail, the reports are meagre and conflicting. 
The cry of Bob White was to be heard on every pond along 
the south shore at the nesting season, and even up to July 4, 
but the month of July has not been so cold and wet within 
the recollection of that ‘‘oldest inhabitant,” still those best 
posted in the habits of the quail are of the opinion that the 
chances for fall shooting are good, since the birds will have 
ample time to pick up by the opening of the season, Oct. 15. 

For the poor woodcock the hunter is already abroad, 
though with what success it is too early to lell, since the 
open season began Aug.1. Woodcock have already been 
seen in market, with the suspicion lurking about them that 
they were killed too early; but the law is off and who 
knows. SPECIAL. 

ON CALIFORNIA LAGUNAS. 
ob A: let us take a run up to Santa Margarita Valley 

next week,” said Paul §. one beautiful evening in 
January of last winter, as we sat trying to kill time and 
recounting former scenes of sport in the upper country, 
“Tye never been there, and they say that ducks and geese 
are overrunning the valley. Can’t we get a few by going up 
there?” 

“Well, I should smile,” I replied, ‘‘am glad you spoke of 
it as I've been wanting to propose going for some time, and 
did'nt waut to be disappointed by ycur refusmg. You 
make all the arrangements, Paul, and lll arrange my shop 
work so that I can get away for three or four days of next 
week, if that will suit you.” ‘All right,” he said, and the 
matter was ended—as far as preliminaries went. 

One foggy morning just a week later, an early riser might 
have seen a light wagon, occupied by three mufiled up 
figures and loaded down with guns, tent, and camping out- 
fit, slowly leaving town ina northerly direction—and the 
evening of the same day found us just riding down into San 
Luis Rey Valley, distant forty-five miles from San Diego, 
We were looking for a lake or a laguna, as Californians term 
if, near San Luis Rey Mission, owned by a Frenchman, Be- 
gare, and said to be the hest known ground for geese and 
ducks, We found the laguna, which comprised about ten 
acres of very muddy ground, inthe center of which was 
probably about fonr acres of water about two feet deep, The 
laguna was situated ina little valley, and an ordinary ob- 
server would have said that not even a frog would have staid 
there, it looked so Torbidding, 

“Well,* I said, as we slowly got out and released the tired 
horses, “this is about the worst L eversaw. What idiot told 
you we could find geese here, Paul?” 

“Well, this is one of the lagunas, and according to Begare 
there are plenty of geese here every night, and ducks too,” 
he said, ‘‘and | for one propose to camp right here and find 
out.” 

“All right, old boy.” 
We picketed our animals, cooked supper, and had about 

made op our minds that we were ‘‘left,” as we could hear 
nothing that sounded like geese, when Morg jumped to his 
feet. ‘‘Hark,” he said, and we held our breath and quietly 
reached for guns and cartridges, as away off somewhere we 
heard the onk-honk of many highflyers. ‘Hunt cover,” 
and no sooner said than men and dogs were out of sight in 
tules and salt grass. We waited, it seemed to me, an hour, 
and then away over the hills agajnst the crimson sunset in 
the west I could seeafast thickening line, momentarily 
growing larger and longer. : 

“Here they come,” | whispered exultantly, as I looked 
around to see how everybody was located. 
‘When they settle give’em Hail Columbia,” says Morg, 

and you can just calculate we did. Bang-et-ty-bang-bang 
went barrel after barrel, as goose after goose came swirling 
earthward, and the dogs were frantic. Well, I thought I 
had seen seese, but for a solid half hour the feathered beau- 
ties came flying in until the air was full of moving feathered 
bodies, and their cries were absolutely deafening; but the 
noise of our guus kept them higher than we could reach, 
and they circled round and round until the eye became 
bewildered in trying to follow their movements. We tried 
keeping still, but it wasnogo. They were toosmart. They 
wouldn’t light or come within range, so we reluctantly gath- 
ered up our spoils and went back to camp. It was by that 
time nearly 9 o’clock, and so dark that we could hardly find 
our way back to the camp. " 

‘Paul, did you ever see anything like it?” Lasked, as we 
sat over our pipes later on 

‘‘No, by thunder,” he replied, ‘‘I never did, but wont we 
get to them in the morning,” and he got up and again picked 
up his gun and fondly patted it. 

“Oh, shucks, you fellows don’t know what geese are,” 
spoke up Morg from out the darkness, ‘‘on the river 
Platte ve seen a thonsand geese to every one we say to- 
night in one band, and it was a derned poor goose year too.” 

Paul groaned aloud, ‘Why don’t some one put him out,” 
he said, as More came forward and took a seat near the 
fire and propped himself up against a big sycamore log, pre- 
paratory to unravelling about the river Platte, 

“You need’nt laugh,” he growled, “I tell you for each 
and every goose we savy to-night, I’ve seen a thousand in one 
band,” 

"Draw it mild, Walt,” I said, ‘‘as we want some sport to- 
morrow, and if I thought some fellow on the river Platte 
was getting a hundred geese for cach one I got, I believe I 
should go back to town.” 

“Oh, go to sleep,” says Morg, as he pulled himself off 
into the brush, and soon a heavy snore from the darkness 
told us that Morg, the ‘“‘boss of the black brant” was 
wrapped in oblivion. 

“Wake up, boys, the geese are all leaving the Jaguna,” 
was the first thing I heard about daylight, and poking my 
head from out the blankets I found everything as wet as 
water aud every object hid by a dense fog. 

“No goose would be fool enough to fly off this kind of a 
morning,” I growled, ‘‘why did not you Ict us alone?” and 
I did feel growly, too, for every bone in my body ached 
svith a cold, which seemed to have settled all over me. 
We crawled out, rubbed our hands until they felt limber 

and took our guns and, followed by our whining dogs, 
started for the scene of our last night’s glory. We hadn't 
gone a hundred yards until honk, honk we heard, and swish, 
swish went many heayy wings as an immense flock of geese 
soared heavenward, startled by our voices or scent. They 
were followed by the cries of hundreds upon hundreds who 

were resting on the water or feeding around on the muddy 
banks, Just then the fog lifted ever so little and we stood 
spellbound for an instant, for not thirty yards in front stood 
a goose, and beyond him the ground was gray with geese, 
and they seemed to be as much astonished as we. 
_it is hardly necessary to say that those geese were in the 

air almost as soon as our guns came to our shoulders, but 
some didn’t get away at all, as nine we picked up could 
show. It seemed wonderful that we only killed nine with 
six barrels where there seemed to be thousands of geese; but 
a goose is a large object, and once he is in the air, a gun to 
get more than one must do it as they get in line or a head 
shot strikes. However, we felt well paid for our trouble, 
and went back to breakfast hungry and happy. 

“Well, Morg, how do you feel now about geese?” says 
Paul, after we had breakfasted and were discussing where 
to go next. 

“Pooh! that’s nothing, once in Nebraska, near Beatrice, 
I killed eighteen geese with one shot; scooped ‘em in in a 
cornfield; got their heads all lined up and picked up eigh- 
teen, and I'll swear I saw a dozen more wounded.” 

“That wasn’t on the river Platte, then,” 
“Never you mind the river Platte. If the boys had you 

back there, they’d teach vou how to shoot,” retorted Morg, 
to whom the ‘‘river Platte” was getting rather tiresome. 
While in town, Morg had so often regaled us with ‘“‘goose 
hunting on the river Platte,” that we were disposed to joke 
him a little when we could; but as Morg was a rattling good 
“pard” on a hunt and good fellow all around, we were care- 
ful not torub him too hard. 
We ‘‘hooked up” our team and decided to pull across the 

mesa to Santa Margarita Valley—Don Juan Foster’s home, 
The jovial old Englishman, who had located there some 
thirty years ago, and who had his thousands of herds all 
over these hills and beautiful valleys, and who, although 
counted one of the wealthiest men of Southern California, 
lived in a ‘‘doby” or adobe house with dirt floor until late 
years, when, the country around settling up, Don Juan built 
a fine mansion house on an eminence overlooking the valley 
for miles around; and eastern tourists coming down the 
valley on the California Southern Railroad, often remarked 
yaa a fortunate man he was to own the beautiful ranch and 
house. 
Santa Margarita is a beautiful spot, well watered, wooded 

and stocked; and the Californian who passed its door with- 
out partaking of the hospitality of Don Juan or Donna 
Ysabel must be indeed unfortunate, Since the death of the 
old Don, in 1882, the ranch has been owned by arich firm in 
San Francisco, who have wire-fenced it and posted “‘No 
Shooting” all over the ranch, and advertised $500 reward for 
the conyiction of parties hunting on it without permission 
from the present owners. Rather a gloomy outlook for goose 
hunters this; but Mr, O’Niel, the manager, never fails to 
accede to the demand of a bona jide sportsman, who goes to 
him in the right way; and many a good day's sport can be 
credited to the kindness of Richard O’Niel by Eastern and 
California sportsmen. The notices and rewards were posted 
in order to keep off ruthless marauders, who, while camped 
on a man’s property, will burn his fences, leave open his 
gates, and shoot his stock with as little concern as they would 
ground sluice a bevy of half-grown quail. 
We drove down to the ranch house about 9 o’elock, and 

meeting a dark-celored yvaquero mounted on a fiery broncho, 
Paul asked in Spanish as to the whereabouts of Mr. O’Niel, 
Quite a conversation ensued, during which Morg and I kept 
silent. Suddenly Paul turned and said in English, “He 
says O’ Niel went up the road we came down; did either of 
you see him——” ‘‘Yez must have met him, fur he wint to 
San Luis this mornin’,” broke in the vaquero in such broad 
Milesian that we all three roared out in laughter, and were 
joined by Pat, who relaxed his features into a broad grin 
after he saw the joke. ‘‘Begob, I thought yez wur powerful 
white fur greasers,” said he, ‘‘an’ I don’t blame ye fur mis- 
taken me fur one with this toggery on.” After finding out 
that we could neither buy nor steal some hay or barley for 
our tired team, we droye down to the upper laguna and 
pitched camp for an indefinite time. ' 

In every direction we could see ducks flying, and as the 
valley was covered with little ponds of water and small run- 
ning streams, we knew that duck hunting was plentiful, 
while in almost any direction flocks of geese, brant, and 
sandhill cranes could be seen grazing on the hillsides or fly- 
ing through the air, and a beautiful sight it was to see thou- 
sands of white brant feeding on the green hillsides, and 
looking in the distance like myriads of snow-white sheep 
browsing on the beautiful hills. ; 

“Somebody must drive back oyer to San Luis Rey and 
bring over a bale of hay,” broke in Paul, and we pulled 
straws to see who was to be the unlucky one. 

“Just my luck,” I groaned, as I prepared to ‘hook up” 
again for a nine mile drive and back after hay, ‘Well, you 
fellows take care of yourselves,” and with on long, lingering 
look at Morg, who was buckling on his armor and putting 
No. 6 shot shells into his belt, I drove off. On arriving at 
Goldbaum’s store at San Luis, he quickly loaded on a bale 
of hay, and I went to the store to get some No, 1 and BB 
shot in case we ran short, I tarried a while to talk goose 
and get posted as to the best part of the valley to find the 
honkers, and was fully enlightened by a ‘‘native,” who in- 
formed me that he and a brother had ‘“‘slewed a wagon full 
last month, down by the ocean, and you ean find afew 
swan there too; I killed one,’’ he said, while I was mentally 
noting all the roads he was telling me of. ‘Sauntering out 
after an hour’s chat, I found that a herd of cows were having 
a fiesta on ty bale of hay, now growing beautifully less, 
while a crowd of natives were languidly reclining on a fence 
across*the way and looking too lazy to spit. 
“Why couldn’ some of you have driven off these cattle?” 

Tasked, indignantly, as I filled the air full of clods, stones 
and clubs. 

“Ye want to know, do ye?” said one, with a grin, ‘‘case 
them cows is mine, and what derned fule wouldn’t gin his 
stock a feed when he could,” and his compatriots all smiled 
in sympathy. , 

Muttering a blessing on all such apologies for men, I drove 
off, followed by the laughter of all of San Luis Rey and 
about a thousand cur dogs. I arrived in camp late in the 
afternoon and found it deserted and with an addition of a 
dozen brace of ducks. Then I took my gun for a short 
stroll up the valley, where I could hear every once In a 
while a faint bang. I got up duck after duck, and after 
knocking down two or three 1 decided to go over among the 
trees, where 1 could see band after band of Canadas fiying 
to and fro over a certain line of flight. : 
On arriving near to the place I spied a large tree with an 

immense bunch of mistletoe near the top, and I happened to 
conceiye the brilliant scheme of climbing up and getting into 

that mistletoe to see if I couldn’t ‘get to” some of the geese 
flying over so invitingly hear and just out of range from the 
ground. What aclimb it was; but I got there, and waited 
and waited until Thad almost made up my mind that the 
flight was over, when,’ happening to turn, I saw heading 
directly for me, not more than seventy-five yards off and no 
more than thirty feet higher than my perch, about twenty 
Canada geese, Waiting until they were nearly over me I 
raised my gun suddenly, and asI did so every individual 
goose seemed to be climbing an imaginary ladder straight up 
in the air, and very anxious to put a deal of space between 
him and that tree in as short time as possible. I laughed 
to myself as I glanced over the barrels and gently pressed 
the trigger as the head and neck of a gray old ‘thonker” met 
my eye, and swiftly turning I caught a glimpse of another 
as he climbed heavenward. Well, I kilied from that bunch 
of mistletoe that afternoon, in about two hours’ time, five 
more, and got back to camp in good time to welcome Morg 
and Paul, who had each his load. 
We shipped back to San Diego by rail that night just 180 

pounds of ducks and geese, not bad for a two days’ hunt, 
and we had only just begun to learn the ground, After 
supper we decided not to goto the laguna that evening, 
although we could hear thousands of geese splashing the 
water, but to wait until the ensuing night, when we could 
take our time and organize a systematized hunt after them 
as they came in at night to find a safe refuge from coyotes, 
foxes and wildecats. 
About daylight the next morning I was aroused by the 

deafening report of a No, 10 gun in the hands of Paul, who 
had awakened just in time to see a band of honkers as they 
had taken flight from the laguna and had headed directly 
for our camp. Morgan jumped to his feet with a yell of 
delight. as Paul discharged the left barrel; and a second 
goose came down with a broken wine. 

“Hurrah for us!” yelled Morg again, as he tore frantically 
around the camp, scattering things “end west and crooked” 
as he vainly endeayored to find his belt containing his No. 1 
shells. Bang! bang! went my gun at a band of ‘“‘sprigs,” 
which came sailing down with the wind, ready to light and 
failing to see us through the trees until a double charge of 
No, 5 shot came hurtling through their flight and bringing 
three down to our welcoming arms. 

“Good enough before breakfast,” said Paul, as he picked 
his geese up and commenced to kick the fire together, while 
I went to work among the bedding and Morg fed and watered 
the horses and brought the water for coffee, and we all hit 
the ‘‘chokebore” one for luck for an appetizer for our break- 
fast of goose livers fried in lard, home-made bread and excel- 
lent coffee. After that we felt equal to tackling anything from 
a cinnamon teal up to his royal highness, the king of them 
ali, the grizzly, and I intimated as much, regretting that the 
last grizzly had been killed in this country some ten years 
ago. Paul smiled as he asked me if 1 remembered a black 
bear I had once seen on ‘‘Old Baldy,” among the pines of 
the San Bernardino range, and I—subsided. 
We spent the morning cleaning up generally for a grand 

hunt that afternoon and eyening, intending to finish the next 
morning and then start for home; and after eating dinner, 
we started out with the understanding that the lowest num- 
ber of ducks and geese brought into camp by one hunter by 
9 o’clock that night was to stand the oysters on our arrival 
home. We had a .38 Kennedy along, and no one as yet de- 
sired to use it as we had brought it with the expectation of 
hunting deer; but that afternoon I saw so many geese feed- 
ing on the hillsides and plains that we were unable to reach 
with our guns that I decided to take both and try solid lead 
on the beauties. Morg and Paul decided to ¢o up the valley 
one on each side, and | then said I would take the lower end 
of the plains. I struck out, loaded down with two guns, 
about one hundred shotgun shells, and a box of cartridges 
for the rifle. I hadn’t gone over half a mile from camp when 
T spied, about two hundred yards off to my right, quietly 
feeding, some thirty or forty white brant, and dropping on 
oue knee, I commenced to pump the bullets into them, and 
was delighted to find that 1 hada ‘‘left” two on the ground; ~ 
and on examination found that I had shot them both square 
through the body, and I am satisfied the same bullet killed 
both birds, as I saw none drop after my first shot. 

I merked the place and cached my game and went on, 
and ere long struck another band of geese, safe this time, 
they were the old time ‘‘honkers,” the regular Canada geese. 
They were ona small pond well covered on one side with tules. 
I crept up and was delighted to find that after about ten 
minutes hard work, the geese, about eighteen in all, were 
directly in front of me and within fair gunshot distance. 
By chance I got two with my first barrel, and as they 
climbed upward I brought the leader down with a thud 
which would have made your eyes dance. As the boys had 
taken the dogs, I was compelled to wait until my two geese 
drifted within reach, which they did in the course of half an 
hour, and in the meantime killed a couple of brace of canvas- 
backs which came swirling by within easy gunshot. I 
could hear every once ina while, gunshots up the valley, 
and could imagine the sport Morg and Paul were having, 
but consoled myself with the reflection that my best hunting 
was yet to come by waiting until dark when the geese would 
come into the lower Jaguna to rest, 

1 waited patiently, getting an occasional shot at a band of 
ducks or at a stray goose, but meeting with only ordinary 
luck until just about sundown, when the fun commenced. 
IT got shot after shot into whirling bands of geese, which 
came in so rapidly that their numbers were astonishing, and 
l actually got tired of loading so rapidly, and the continued 
report of my gun had made my head ache fearfully . Besides 
it had grown so dark that I could not tell when I hit any- 
thing at all, as the geese were so high that it was possible 
to see them only very faintly, and an occasional thud or 
splash told when one or more would come to terra-firma. I 
skirmished around as well as 1 could, and retrieved twelve 
geese in all, and, if Lremember rightly, cither six or seven 

ducks, making fifteen geese and twelve ducks I had shot at 

the one pond. I cached them in among the tules and started 
back for camp, picking up my game which I had left-early 
in the afternoon, Iwas rather surprised to find them un- 
disturbed by coyotes or wildcats, as I had feared the latter, 
being very numerous, had found them. On arriving in 
camp I was greeted witha yell of laughter by Paul and 
Morg as they saw my two brant, and Morg says, ‘‘You’re a 
good one, old boy. Where’s your game? i heard you shoot 
about a thousand times,” 

“J didn’t get any, Morg, where’s yours?” Lasked. “‘Come 
over here and I'll show you,” and he took me to an immense 
sycamore tree, and hanging from a Jimb_ which grew almost 
in a horizontal position, was the prettiest lot_of honkers, 
brant, and big ducks | believe 1 ever saw- “Where'd you 
buy em?” I asked, ‘‘and how many have you got? 
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“Just 82 geese and 19 ducks,” he laughed, ‘and we had 
fun getting them, too.” 

“Well, ’m going to take the team after I get a bite, and 
go after mine,” I said, as we returned to the fire, and Paul 
Taughed as he said, “‘I thought it queer if Ad had only got 
those two miserable dyspeptic brant; how many have you 
sot, and how far off are they?” he continued, as we went 
over to the team and hooked themup. ‘‘I don’t know ex- 
actly,”’ I replied, and in a few minutes we went off. After 
a brisk drive through the darkness, over logs, boulders, etc., 
we arrived at the laguna, and crawled up as I had in the 
afternoon, as we could hear the geese distinctly on the sur- 
face of the water. 

“T’m dashed if there aren’t a thousand geese there,” says 
Paul, in a whisper, as we cocked our guns (of course we had 
them along), and bang, bang, bang, bang, went four barrels 
into the demoralized bands of geese, brant and ducks which 
rose clamorously from the laguna. ‘‘This beats it all,” Paul 
continued, as the dogs commenced to retrieve them, and in 
a few minutes had laid at our feet 4 fine geese and 3 brant. 
“Good enough in the dark,” I rejoined, as I commenced to 
uncover and carry my 27 geese and ducks over to the wagon. 

“Well, you did ‘get to’ ’em,” said Paul, as he assisted me, 
and we had the wagon just comfortably filled when we 
finished. On arriying in camp, we astonished Morg by 
piling them out on the ground, and on counting up found 
altogether fifty-six geese and twenty-seven ducks—a good 
enough afternoon’s work for anybody. 

“Well, Morg, how’s the river Platte now?” 
“Oh, this place will do to pass off time,” says Mors, try- 

ing to appear as indifferent as possible, “‘but this ain’t a big 
hunt. Why, i’ve killed over fifty geese a day myself, and 
brought whole wagon loads into town and couldn’t get ten 
cents a piece for them. The farmers only use them for their 
feathers. You couldn't hire me to eat goose while I was in 
Nebraska and Iowa.” 
“Why don’t some of those fancy sportsmen Hast take a 

run out there and kill a few thousand,” says Paul, “‘if they 
are counted a nuisance and are so thick?” 

“Well, they do organize systematic hunts once in a while, 
but the geese seem to be as thick as ever immediately after, 
and nothing can thin them out it seems.” 

“Well, Paul, let’s all go to the Platte next season,” said 1, 
jokingly, ‘‘and get some goose hunting; this is rather small 
business anyhow,” I continued, where three men go out in 
an afterncon and only bag eighty-three geese and ducks,” 
and Morg got sulky again as he caught my jocular tone, 
and I could see that he felt almost like getting ‘‘hot,” but it 
was late and we felt tired, and soon dropped off to sleep, 

The next morning we hooked up and drove down to 
Soledad station on the California Southern, where we found 
a woman and about sixteen children guarding the station 
house. Riding up I asked, ‘‘Is there a station master here?” 

“No,” she replied, *‘the road is too poor to afford one, and 
they let us live here for taking care of things.” 

“Can you receive some freight?” I asked again. 
“No, I can’t receive it for the company, but you can 

leave it and when the train comes by maybe they will stop 
and take it on.” 

‘Don’t the train stop here then?” 
“No,” she said, ‘‘only when they have freight or know 

that some has been left for them.” 
“Well, how can we Jet them know that there is freight 

here?” I asked. 
“T don’t know,” she replied, ‘‘unless you stay here and 

signal them?” 
“But we want to get into San Diego to-night and it’s forty- 

five miles off, and the train don’t get along here until about 
4 o’clock this afternoon.” 

‘Well, pile up something on the platform and put your 
game on that, with the direction and 1 guess they will get 
it,” she sugeested, and I tore around and found about half a 
dozen dry goods boxes and piled them upon the track and 
put the game on the platform with a card for Conductor 
MeNeal, and left them with the sincere wish that that even- 
ing would find our game safely in town. 
We drove down the valley, toward the ocean beach where 

we were told we could drive along for thirty miles, as far as 
Loup’s watering place, distant about fifteen miles from 
town, and getting an occasional shot ‘in geese or ducks as we 
disturbed them along the road. 

On arriving within about.a mile of the beach, we came to 
an immense marsh, on one side of which ran a slough about 
200 yards wide and extending down to the beach. The 
marsh was literally covered with ducks feeding—I never 
saw anything to beat it. We could see thousands of them 
in every direction and.could have killed, it seemed like thous- 
ands more by staying by them, but we were bound for home 
and couldn’t stop. 

“What are those away off there?” suddenly said Paul, 
pointing off to our left. : 

“They are swan,” said Morg, and I grabbed the Kennedy, 
as Paul stopped the team. 

“Can you reach them?” said Paul as I commenced to fill 
the magazine. 

“T don’t know, but 1 am going tohave some swan’s down 
for the women at home, if this gan can shoot,” | replied. 
“Away we go,” said Morg, as the beautiful white birds 

came swinging along about a foot above the water, and Paul 
said, ‘‘They are coming this way. Try themonthe wing, 
Ad,” and as they got directly opposite to us I dropped on 
one knee, pulled up the rifle, and judging the distance ahead 
aud the elevation as well as J could, I let her slide and— 
flip—came the middle swan, end over end on to the water, 
shot square through. 

“A seratch,” yelled Morg, but I was too busy firing bullets 
at the remaining two, which were just making the air hum 
as they cut through it, on their way to safer climes, To say 
that I was delighted would not express my feelings. But 
there lay my swan in the marsh grass and shallow waiter, 
about a hundred and fifty yards off, and we couldn’t, for 
some reason, get the dogs on toit. They would go so far 
and return, and as the siough formed a curve and to go 
around would probably take an hour or more, I decided to 
peel my clothes and swim it, for to have that swan I was 
determined. As TI had never seen a wild one yet, and they 
are very scarce In our section of the country, so in I went. 
Cold! I guess not—middle of January, too, Why, I never 
was so cold in my life, and before] had swam across and 
back I had repented me of my rashness; but I retrieved my 
bird in good shape, towed him clear across by the neck, 
haying an excellent grip with my teeth, and you ought to 
have-heard Paul and Morg laugh as I floated up to the bank, 
plumb exhausted (but I had my swan). 

Well, the boys rubbed me down well and I dressed, and 
after “hitting” the '‘chokebore” deep I felt better, but Morg 
still jokes me about my “derned fool swim after a pelican,” 

as he terms it. But I had the chap nicely skinned, and 
secured a beautiful piece of down which J yet have as a 
memento of my first swan. 

About noou it commenced to blow a gale, and riding 
along the beach as we were, and the wind blowing directly 
from the ocean, it was far from pleasant. Finally it biew 
so hard that I was afraid we should be compelled to seek 
shelter from it until it abated, as the velocity was so great 
that the horses couldn’t travel faster than a slow walk. 

“How’s this, Morg?” I said, after a long silence. 
“Oh, this is pleasant; suppose one of our old eastern 

cyclones should strike this place, you would take all such 
little breezes as this as a summer zephyr.” 

“Did you ever see anything to beat this?” I asked in 
disgust. 

“Beat this?” he rejoined, lifting his eyebrows, ‘‘well I 
should smile. Why, in Nebraska, just before I came out here, 
a cyclone struck the village in which I lived, and in one house 
they were just cooking dinner, when everything turned 
black and—presto—no more house, yillage, and only three- 
fourths of the people were left. And where do you suppose 
they found the stove that was in this house where they were 
cooking dinner?” he coetinued. 
“Quen sabe,” Paul said. 
“Out about a hundred yards from the remains of ihe 

house, right side up, and the tea kettle was still on it and 
the water boiling,” 

‘This didn’t happen on the river Platte, did it?” 1 asked 
again. 
We halted at San Dieguito for water and dinner, and drove 

slowly down to Loup’s and from there to town, getting in 
about 7 o’clock. Tired! oh, so tired, but thoroughly satis- 
fied over the biggest and one of the most enjoyable hunts I 
ever had, We look forward to another next winter, which 
we hope to make more successful, as we now know the 
grouud and how to huntit. To-day I look back and see 
and hear the geese and ducks again, as we kill once more (in 
memory) our 226 ducks and geese in a three days’ hunt on 
the Santa Margarita Rancho, in Southern California, during 
the winter of 1883. Nos-RA-EP. 
San Dinco, Cal, 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Having in a previous communication spoken of some of the 

points of a hunting rifle as affecting the trigger stock, etc., 
let me now resume by calling attention to the barrel and its 
fittings. Heretofore in all the discussions, nothing has been 
said about the rifling. Everything has been caliber and am- 
munition, and all the experiments, so faras I know, have 
been with invariable twists, which twists may and probably 
have been calculated for a different bali and different pow- 
der charge than that finally adopted. 

I would therefore invite discussion on this point, z, ¢,, have 
y} we the right twist forthe short and light hunting bullet? 
Have we not the same twist that was adopted for a long- 
range rifle, shooting a long and heavy bullet that had to have 
ahigh rotary velocity to keep it from tumbling? And is 
such a twist needed for the shorter bullet, meant for shorter 
range, whose trajectory needs to be as flat as possible? And 
cannot the requisite rotation be given by a less rapid twist, 
the bullet being driven out of the piece so much quicker by 
the heavy charge of powder, and greater velocity and flatter 
trajectory result? In all the rifles I am familiar with, the 
twist is very great, being a uniform twist of from one turn 
in eighteen inches, to one turn in twenty-two inches. These 
guns are all intended for accuracy at long ranges, and of 
course are accurate within certain limits at short ranges, but 
have too high trajectory for successful use as hunting guns. 
The adoption of the lighter bullet and heavier charge of 
powder is of course astepin the right direction; but can- 
not a step further be taken, and a twist be adopted especially 
calculated for the light and short ball, and higher velocity 
and flatter trajectory result, through the less resistance that 
the longer or lesy rapid twist gives to the ball? In some 
English express rifles the twist is very slow, being one time 
in from 100 to 150 inches, or even greater length. [am not 
familiar with the twist of either the Winchester or Bullard 
express, or with that of the doublebarrel rifles built by the 
Colts, but I am inclined to believe they are more rapid. 

The character of the rifling has also a great influence upon 
the velocity of the bullet and its consequent trajectory. 
The tendency appears to be to shallow grooving, and I think 
this is right, for a very little resistance is all that is needed 
to give the bullet its rotary motion. With shallow grooves 
there is less tendency to leading, and if they are made right 
there appears to be but little danger of strippiug. The gun 
can also be more easily cleaned and kept clean, and the bullet 
will haye a much tighter and more accurate fit than with 
the deep grooves. 
Every one is familiar with the *‘shoulder” at the mouth of 

the chamber, and how vexatious this is in many guns from 
not being of the proper shape. I have seen guns whose 
chamber was so badly constructed as to leave the ends of the 
landes as sharp cutting edges, that cut their way through 
the ball as it was forced into the barrel. Have we yet ile 
proper shape for this throat from the chamber to barrel? 
‘Would not greater velocity result from having the thickness 
of the landes vanish to nothing, on the surface of a loug 
cone, teward this throat, to haye their full thickness at the 
muzzle? Would not the bullet then start on its path easier 
and quicker, gradually ‘take the grooves,” as it is called, and 
have its full rotary velocity when it left the muzzle? There 
is one objection to this being carried to its fullest extent 
perhaps, and that is that the sudden jump of the ball, under 
the impulse of the burning powder, might cause it to strip 
across the landes partway before its inertia had been over- 
come by the landes and rotary motion set up. But could 
not this vanishing extend from a short distance in front of 
the chamber, backward to the chamber, say for 3, 6, 9 or 12 
inches, aS experiment might determine to be best, so as to 
get effectually rid of the shoulder? Experiment only can 
determine these points, and have such ever been made? 
How many rifle shooters haye not been bothered by ex- 

tractors? And haye we yet the best form for them, particu- 
larly with magazine guns? Are not these extractors nearly 
always so placed and of such a form as to give a side pull, 
instead of a straight and direct pull backward? And donot 
extractor hooks frequently slip off or cut through, and so 
disable the sun from this very side pull? I haye had a Win- 

chester so disabled on the target range, the rifle having been 
first perfectly cleaned, the shells properly cleaned also, and 
the gun taken out purposely to test for this very point, from 
its having failed me in the field, Experiment there showed 
me that it was not from dirt nor foulness, but from an im- 
proper extractor principle, and | sold the gun as soon as pos- 
sible to get rid of it, Jmproyemenis since then haye made 

better and stiffer extractors, but the principle is the same, 
and the hook is on top, there isonly one; there is a side pull, 
and only a little stud underneath to hold the head of the 
shell against the extractor hook. Cannot two hooks be put 
in, one on each side of the bolt, and yet be so arranged as to 
let go of the shell at a certain point? 

With singleloaders I know of but two models that haye 
double extractors. All the rest have but one, and T have © 
seen rifles thoroughly disabled from the shell refusing to ex- 
traci, or the extractor cutting through. In one Indian fight 
we captured an Indian whose carbine (a Springfield from 
the Custer massacre) was so disabled, and he had dug off the 
entire head of the shell in his efforts to get it out with his 
knife. I have yet to see the singleloader that cannot be fitted 
with double extractors, and I know they will prove beneficial, 
not only from the straight and direct pull, but also from the 
sreater strength and less liability io a breakdown. Suppose 
one does break? The gun would not be helpless, for it would 
then be as good as all are now. 

Let us lool at the exterior of the barrel. We have them 
round, half-round, half-octagonal and full octagonal. Which 
is the best, or is it a matter of fancy? The element of 
weight first presents itself, for here are the weights and 
different balances, depending upon the weight we select. 
The round will be the lightest as a rule, and may have the 
same balance as the full octagonal; the half-round and half- 
octagonal will be the next in weight, and will have a differ- 
ent balance from either the round or full octagonal, from the 
greater weight of metal next the breech, and then comes the 
full octagonal. But independent of weight and balance, 
does not the round or octagon form have some influence 
upon the shooting qualities? With the round barrel we 
have an equal distribution of metal.around the axis of the 
bore of the piece, and all of the same thickness, section by 
section, from breech to muzzle, and we have the stiffest 
form that can be given for the same weight of material. I 
do not mean to say that there will be as much metal or the 
same thickness at the muzzle as at the breech, but that in 
any one cross section there will be no iron on the surface of 
the barrel at one point further away from the axis than at 
another point, With the octagonal barrel, however, there 
will be metal unevenly distributed about the axis, the form 
is: not the stiffest, for the same weight of iron in a round 
form will be stiffer, and do not the eight ‘‘ribs” that he 
around the barrel cause unequal expansion as the sun warms 
up, and therefore cause defiection that would not be found 
in the round barrel? Jivery target shot knows that his gun 
when hot shoot differently from its work when cold. Which 
will show the least difference, the round or octagonal form? 

Aside from mere form of barrel exteriorily, are there not 
other points that have great influence upon this even or uneyen 
expansion? Are the fittings to the stock always so placed 
that they do not pinch and bind when the gun warms up? 
Do not the front and rear bands sometimes become too tight 
from the wooden fore-end swelling from moisture? Are 
there not lumps and excrescences that have their effect, and 
that can just as well be dispensed with as not? 
Who in shooting at game in the blazing sun has not been 

troubled with the radiation from the top of his gun barrel? 
I haye seen my front sight look asthough dancing a jig, 
because of this wavering of the air. QOan nothing be done 
to prevent or overcome this? Suppose we ‘‘check” the top of 
the barrel like a ‘‘dead smooth” file, as I have seen on some 
English rifles, would not this overcome it to a great meas- 
ure? Round barrels as well as octagonal ones could be so 
checked along their top line, and [have no doubt with a 
good result. 
Who has not wished that they had something on the fore 

end to give as good a grip for the left hand as the pistol grip 
does to the tight hand? Cannot this be done by cutting out 
the places where the thumb and fingers naturally lie, so that 
each has a resting place in the wood, to be checked or rough- 
ened to prevent slipping? 

Ti is said to be a “‘poor workman that quarrels with his 
tools;” but have our rifles yet arrived at that degree of per- 
fection that nothing further is needed or wanted by any one? 
We have been improving for the last 500 years, but more 
particularly in the last twenty-five, and yet 1 think there are 
some points that still need attention. I probably have not 
mentioned all, but I have sought to call attention to a few of 
the points that haye come to my notice, hoping thereby to 
induce others to also mention any they may have found to 
be faulty. 

T leave the matter of diffe‘ent style of breech mechanism 
for others to discuss, Doubtless many are good and some 
bad; but this I think to be. mainly a matter of taste and - 
safety, and not as seriously affecting the shooting qualities of 
the gun, Hach have their preferences, and 1 for one have 
mine and do not desire to force them on any one, as 
familarity with my favorite movements would cause me to 
prefer what some one else may think abominable, and vive 
VETS. 

So it is with sights. J have never seen an Hastern-made 
sicht that suited me yet, and doubtless the sights I use would 
not be liked by the majority. For a hunting rifle I want no | 
changeable rear sight at all, butarigid fixed sight with plain | 
open bead front sight. I think all fancy and changeable rear _ 
sights or combination front sights an abomination for hunt- 
ing, When we go to target shooting then it is another mat- 
ter. Cc. D, 
WYomina. 

THE PERFORMANCE OF SHOTGUNS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I had hoped some able and experienced gorrespondent 

would have summed up the results of the discussion on '“The 
Performance of Shotguns.” But it seems that ‘Major 
Joseph Verity,” by a Jittle innocent irony, has alarmed the 
whole of them. 

The subject seems to have degenerated into a variety of 
kindred subjects—who can stuff the greatest number of wads 
into a shell? two-eyed shooting, cross-firing or firing from 
the left shoulder, pulling triggerS before the gun is in posi- 
tion at the shoulder, or while in the act of bringing it there 
(this last is particularly brilliant), and various other topics 
which I might touch upon, If not in error, I think Mr. 
Greener is the original author who has ventilated some of 
these matters. It will not detract from the merit of Mr. . 
Greener as a maker of guns. nor from his authority as an 
author, to say that some of his dicta concerning the use of 
guns and how to become an expert shot, etc., should be taken 
cum grano suis, I would not go to Mr. Greener’s shop to 
learn how to stop 2 pheasant, as with impetuous rush and 
whirl he scudded through a laurel brake; nor yet to stop a 
canvas-back skimming along at his best at 40 yards, with the 
wind in his favor, Hundreds of sportsmen know infinitely 
more about that than Mr, Greener does, They know exactly 
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how to do it, how they have done it repeatedly, There are 
numerous establishments in this country that manufacture 
saws and planes and other tools for the carpenter; yet had 
we a job of nice paneling or other work to accomplish, we 
would employ the skilled carpenter and joiner to doit. It 
would be somewhat out of the line of business for the manu- 
facturer of the tools used to instruct the workman. 

Not content with a diversity of instruction advising two, 
three, and I know not how many wads between powder end 
shot; the last outgiving, directed seemingly to the owners of 
full-choke guns, is to divide the charge of shot by partitions 
of wads; this, they tell you is to insure distribution; other- 
wise the whole charge might ball up and go in a body, as it 
were. The plain inference to be drawn from this is that you 
have a gun that shoots so close that in short-range shooting 
and at game that is easily knocked over it is absolutely ne- 
cessary to make the gun scatter. Like Proctor Knoit's 
“model statesman,” this is the “model gun” that we have 
all eard about from time immemorial—put the whole 
charge in the crown of your hat at a hundred yards, you 
know. It isthe old standard lie that the sporting world has 
been struggling with for years. Modern refinement simply 
steps in to give it a new garb, 

Then, we have ‘‘two-eyed shooting.” LIinfer from the 
tenor of the articles on this subject that every one who pre- 
sumes to close one eye in the act of aiming his piece at the 
game, is an antiquated fogy, an old-school sportsman and 
all that, True, you are doing exactly what the vast majority 
of your companions are doing, and always have done; but 
then. we are told, we are using but half the power with 
which nature has endowed us. Indeed! Do we not use 
both eyes in discovering our game and watching its flight or 
movement, and in calculating with critical nicety the 
proper moment to put ina shot? The gun is placed to the 
shoulder, an instantaneous sight taken, and before you can 
recover the arm both eyes are in full play to discover the 
effect of the shot. 

Akin to this we have cross firing or shooting from the left 
shoulder. The majority of folks look upon left-handed 
people as laboring under a disadvantage, Left-handed people 
there are and those too who are ambidextrous, but the 
meagre few who are such, either through some freak of 
nature or acquired habit, can scarcely claim an advantage 
over the rest of the world. 

Next we have a set of double-triggered, electric flash, 
sharp set of fellows, who pull trigger while in the act of 
bringing the gun to the shoulder—to save time, you know. 
Ltake it that this Instruction was for those who used the 
outside hammer guns. The hammerless is said to be so 
much quicker in its action that I fear those pupils who have 
learned the knack of quick trigger pulling will have if all to 
uolearn. The advocate of this snap shooting gets ahead of 
"Prank Forrester.” Frank tells his pupils to blaze away 
ten feet or ten yards ahead of the quarry, according to its 
speed of flight or movement, etc. As well blaze away ten 
miles ahead, so far as chances of obtaining the game is con- 
cerned, BAckKwoops. 

PENNSYLVANIA GAME. 

§ notices of the prospects for next autumn shooting are 
the order of the day, I will inform your readers that 

I jook for a more than usual share of sport at the opening of 
the season. 

Quail and rabbits are plenty, especially the latter. When 
out in the evenings, training my beagles, they seldom fail to 
start from four to six in Jess than an hour, very near our 
town. Right here allow me to say a word of praise for my 
imported beagle Minstrel; he is one of the best trained dogs 
Tever followed, possessing the best of trailing powers, sure 
and reliable, and an indefatigable hunter. I expect some 
rare sport with the beagles after November 1, and hope to 
give you an account of a rabbit hunt with beagles some time 
next fall. Squirrels are reported numerous, and I shall, 
with the aid of my new Baker, try to get myshare of them, 
Very few snipe were seen or shot here this season, and their 
familiar “‘scaipe” and erratic flight will soon be among ‘‘the 
things that were” in this vicinty. The writer has at last, 
after considerable hard work, succeeded in interesting a sufli- 
cient number of our sportsmen in the organization of a gun 
club. A meeting will be held this week, when the necessary 
committees will be appointed to draw up a constitution and 
by-laws, efc., ete., and officers elected. Although among 
the members there are some fine field shots, yet [ think that 
our first seore at the trap will be remarkable for its numer- 
ous foose-eges. A, C. KRUEGER. 
WRIGHTSVILLE, Pa., July 30. 

He Amep aT tor Hwavs.—Hditor Horest and Stream: 
Having been used to 4 gut all my life, I have, as all other 
sportsmen, made some crack shots. While out squirrel 
hunting one day I saw two wild pigeons in the top of a tall 
oak tree, one sitting above the other. I crept up under the 
tree and, getting them in range, touched the trigger of my 
old rifle, and almost instantaneous with its whip-like crack 
down they came, one with the side of its head off and the 
other one shot through the neck. In another instance, some 
quail were sitting under a currant bush. I managed to get 
fhree of them in line and took the heads off two of them, 
and caught the third one low down in the neck. I also shot 
the head off of aruffed grouse on a run preparatory to taking 
its flight. I aimed to take the heads off of all the above. 
They were no chance shots.—BUCKEYE. 

Woopocock Anour Rocupster.—Rochester, N. Y,, Aug. 
4.—Woodcock shooting began here, under the law, the Ist 
inst,, and the reports from men who went out are satisfac- 
tory. It is the general belief that fellows of the baser sort 
had been shooting before the close season was over, as only 
scattered birds, and they very wild, were found on certain 
grounds where numerous broods were known to have been 
reared, Two well-known gunners brougit to market on the 
2d thirty-eight birds, another couple who drove out from 
the city returned with ninetven, and from these figures the 
record runs down to nothing. One man bagged four wood- 
cock and a snipe.—H, Rh. 

Minnesota GAmn.—Pillsbury, Minn,—Game prospects 
are excellent. Every little slough has broods of young 
ducks, now more than half grown, while coveys of pinnated 
and ruffed grouse are frequently found. Bears are reported 
more numerous and far more bold than for years past. 
Within a few days three have entered as many door yards in 
broad daylight. Owing in part, perhaps, to the absence of 
suow during the last open season, deer sign is plenty.—J. 
FRANK LOcKE, 

North Caroiiya.—Belvidere, Aug, 1,—The outlook for 
game in this section seems very favorable for next fall, Old 
quail are extremely abundant, and unless the recent heavy 
rains have seriously injured them the coveys of young ones 
will be full. Deer are generally increasing, though several 
cases of killing out of season have been reported. We have 
a State law prohibiting the killing of deer at certain times, 
though it is ‘hard lines” to some of the old-timers and not 
respected by them as it should be, After the 15th of August 
the open season begins, and I am looking forward to a week’s 
hunting in the Alligator River section, where deer and bear 
are quite plentiful,—A. F. R. 

InDIANA GAME.—Fuirland, July 80.—Woodcock have 
been fairly abundant—that is to say a bag of six to ten birds 
might be easily made in a evening’s walk by the sportsman, 
if acquainted with the habits of the bird. The dry weather 
m July concentrated them in a few favored localities. 
The prospect for quailis yery good, Many old birds are 
even left over, and the season has certainly been unusually 
favorable for hatching and rearing the young chicks. The 
Jaw, too, I think, was fairly observed in this vicinity by gun- 
ners during the close season, There may have been some 
ae g = farmers’ boys, but not to any considerable extent, 

‘WoopcocKk,”—One afternoon we were going throuch the 
woods, when we met aman who inquired what we were 
shooting. I told him that we were hunting woodcock 
When we had gotten quite a distance from whtre we 
met him J heard him calling me to come. I went back and 
inguired what he wanted. ‘“‘Come on,” he said, “here is 
one of them woodcocks.” I went up to him and asked him 
where it was. ‘‘Look on that old dead tree.” I did, and 
saw a red-headed woodpecker. 1 told him that was nota 
woodcock, but he knew better. JI then showed him a wood- 
oe aa he said that was a snipe.—G, W. B., (Washington- 
ville, O,). 

Bay Brrps at BARNEGAT.—A week spent at Barnegat 
satisfies me that the day has passed when bay bird shooting 
can be had at that point. Being there during a flight of cur- 
lews, yellowlegs and ‘‘fat- birds,” I saw that the flocks 
were passing ones and would not stop. Unfavorable winds 
direcied their course in such a direction on their southern 
journey that it was impossible to get in the line of flight 
near enough to decoy them by whistles or stools. Some few 
birds were killed, but only enough to remind one of the sea- 
sons gone by.—Homo, 

Sea and River Sishing. 

TROUT IN OREGON. 

OME again, and this is how it happened. A friend of 
mine who was making the camp-fire his home during 

the summer, thereby seeking to secure that boon we so much 
covet when once deprived of it, and which we so little prize 
when ‘tis ours—health—called upon me during the rattle and 
clatter of the ‘‘glorious Fourth,” and at my request stopped 
with me a day or two to rest himself and team. So after 
the din and noise was over, and the smell of powder from sky 
rocket, China bomb and fire cracker was gone, and we were 
quietly seated at home, after recounting tome the enjoyments 
of his trip, our conversation naturally turned to bygone 
days and sport with gun along the coast, and of our success 
among geese, mallard and canyas-backs, At length my 
friend abruptly said to me, ‘‘Fred, I never yet caught a 
trout,” Iwas astonished, as I knew him to be a good shot, 
and recalled the manner of life he was now leading, camp- 
ing on the bank of streams that were literally alive with 
these delicious beauties. But he stontly declared that trout 
would net bite his hook, though he had often tried to catch 
them both with well baited hook and tempting fly without 
success, while others had caught them al] about him. He 
said, however, that he at one time came very near capturing 
a fine prize, but just as he was about to grasp the fish it 
broke loose and bid him good-bye. 

He said: ‘I had been fishing from a log which stood in a 
splendid pool whete the water poured over a huge rock, 
making just the nicest ripples imaginable, while my wife 
was busy gathering beautiful specimens of ferns and mosses 
from the rocks along the water’s edge. 1 had cautioned her 
that she would scare the fish with her big straw hat, but she 
laughingly said, ‘There is no danger of that as the fish all 
know me. But now,’ said she, ‘instead of scaring the fish 
the shadow cast by that hat will make them think.a shower 
is coming and they will come out to feed, So look out or 
you will get a bite.” My hook had been carelessly drifting 
during this speech when, great Jerusalem! 1 had a bite. 
Away went hook and line through the water as I tugged 
stoutly at the rogue that was trying to steal the march upon 
‘me, and rob me of that choicest fly for which I had paid a 
fabulous price at a country store the day before, and in my 
excitement 1 came very near plunging into the pool head- 
long, to drive off the audacious robber, Just then! thought 
of the big hat and called Joudly to Sarah Ann to come to my 
relief with the hat as a landing net. She just laughed out- 
right at the thought. In my excitement I had clambered 
down to the water’s edge and was reaching out my band to 
take in the prize when he let go, and in the most tantalizing 
manner imaginable waving me an affectionate adieu both 
with fin and tail, departed, leaving me dejected to mourn the 
inconstancy and fickleness of all things beautiful. This was 
ny first and last bite.” 

After some further consultation, it was finally agreed that 
we should take a trip to a well-known forest stream and 
spend a few days capturing these coy denizens of the ripple. 
This being settled to the satisfaction of all, we retired to rest, 

After a day spent in getting things in readiness for the 
trip, July 8 found our company—consisting of Ed. H., Mrs. 
H., your correspondent and Mrs. C.—nicely robed in camp- 
ing attire, with all the paraphernalia for a fishing excursion, 
rolling along over one of the finest roads to be found in any 
country, past fields of waving grain just turning to yellow, 
past farmers busy hay-making, the perfume of the curing 
grass mingling with the ever balmy air of Oregon, making 
the ride enjoyable beyond description. Our destination was 
the McKenzie River, or the north fork of the farfamed Wil- 
lamette, an almost ice-cold stream that has its origin in the 
Cascade range of mountains and flows out from the ice 
glaciers at the foot of the Twin S.ster, whose lofty peaks, 
clothed in the white of eternal snows, stand forth in bold 
relief against the blue sky directly ahead, distant about sixty 
miles and in plain view. ‘The day was glorious, clear as a! 

bell and balmy as the ‘‘Spicy Isles.” At 12:80 we reach the 
river bank and halt for Junch. 
While Ed. cares for the horses and builds the fire, I hastily 

adjust my rod and line, and with a single brown hackle 
attached to the leader, staited for the stream. I had made 
but few casts at the head of a fine ripple, when 4 splash, a 
sirike, and the war begins, but the combat was unequal, and 
after a shurt fight a fine trout lies at the bottom of the creel. 
Two more soon follow, which are handed over to Mrs. C., 
and in half an hour we sat down to a meal fit for a prince, 
the three fish being sufficient to satisfy a good appetite after 
our morning’s ride. The McKenzie trout aycrage large and 
are very fine; they are the rainbow, or as we call them, the 
“red side” species, and are truly delicious, and I know what 
I am talking about, having caught the brook trout of the 
Atlantic States from many waters. This species caught in 
the Willamette are not so good, being softer and coarser 
grained. 

“All aboard,” and away we go up the river; now through 
bottom land in places quite rough. At 3 P. M. we cross the 
river on a ferry, and again halt to catch a few fish for 
supper, as we shall go into camp about thre miles above. A 
short walk up stream brings us to a nice gravel reach, alon 
which are rapids and pools, making excellent fishing oth 
Assisting Ed. to udjust his rod, reel and line, aud giving 
him some instructious about casting, ete., 1 turn my atten- 
tion to getting my tackle ready for work, when an exclama- 
tion from Ed. calls my attention to him, and, lo! he has a 
fine trout hooked, which he succeeds in landing in good 
shape. Then comes a lusty hurrah for the first trout, which, 
by the way, was not the last, as he soon became quite an -_ 
expert fisherman, After catching plenty for our use, we 
return to the Wagon to find that the ladies have not been 
idle, but have gathered a nice lot of black raspberries, which 
grow wild here in abundance, and with the prospect of a 
feast, we start for our camp ground, 

The next. two days we fished from a boat with fair suc- 
cess, Our dinners are just superb; trout nicely biowned, 
fat and crisp, California quail broiled, the results of rod and 
gun, and not the least among our delicacies are berries fresh 
from the hillside, gathered by fair hands, _ 

Thus time flies swiftly, and ihe moment has arrived for 
our departure and return home, With reluctance we 
bid farewell to the old camp ground and return to the plain 
realities of every-day life. How sweet have been the mo- 
ments spent here, and how we shall treasure them in mem- 
ory. 

Before closing this sketch Jet me relate an occurrence that 
will go to settle a question much discussed in Forms AND 
STREAM some time ago, to wit; how a trout takes a fly; 
whether he takes it directly with the mouth, or whether he 
dashes the fly into his mouth with his tail, While fishing 
from the boat a fine Jarge fish made a rush for the fly and 
missed it, At the next cast he made a desperate plunge 
and away went the line at almost lightning speeed, 
fifty, seventy-five, eighty feet of lime, out before 
his speed could in the least be checked, and I began to think 
that fish, boat and all, were bound for salt water to be food 
for sharks and whales, when lo! he changed his course and 
came for the boat as though he expected to sink it, but veer- 
ing to the mght, started for the ice slaciers with a determina- 
tion that seemed unconquerable. So the battle raged for 
some time, and 1 cannot tell what the result might have 
been had not a lucky dip with the landing net captured the 
valiant warrior as he passed near the boat, And now behold, 
the whole thing was made plain and the vexed question 
decided, for the hook was fast in the flesh just above the 
tail fin, showing conclusively that the mode of taking the 
fly was by striking with the tail, but in this case he struck 
above the mark in bis impetuous haste, and therefore took 
the fly at the wrong end, I claim the honor of settling this 
problem. 

The trout of the McKenzie, as I before intimated, are 
superior to any I have taken on the Pacitic slope, the water 
being so pure and cold and the amount of food so abundant 
they are always in the finest condition, fat and solid In 
the summer, when there is no surface water running into the 
river, its waters become so perfectly clear that a ten-cent 
piece would be plainly visible at a depth of over thirty feet, 
where there is no rippling of the surface. There are no 
muddy banks, and the bed of the stream is composed of loose 
rocks, from the size of the huge boulder to the small smooth- 
washed pebble. The stream is very rapid, and in places 
rushes over these rock barriers with an almost"deafening 
roar. One cannot force.a boat up over these rapids, and it 
is hardly safe to descend them except by the most expert 
boatman. : ; 

After you pass up the stream, about twenty miles from its 
mouth, the valley becomes narrow aud rocky and hemmed 
in by lofty mountain ranges, covered chiefly with cedar and 
fir down to the water's edge. Deer are very abundant in 
these forests, This valley is really the hunter’s paradise, 
The trout of the McKenzie are the gamiest fish I ever drew 
aline upon; they make some of the wildest dashes when 
hooked, vaulting several feet into the air, then going fo the 
bottom, usually making several of these desperate plunges 
before leading off, and then fight long and well, aud will 
average from one-half pound to one and 4 half pounds, and 
sometimes reach two and two and a half pounds weight, 
and are truly a fine and gamy fish. F. W, A. ©. 
Event Crry, Oregon. 

WHY NOT THE WORM? 

Hditor Forest and Stream. Ee 5 

‘Kingfisher’s” letters are exceedingly interesting, giving a. 
natural account of camp life and fishing and traveling 
experience, 1 read them about the first thing when the 
ForEST AND STREAM comes to Land, and agree with bim in 
his views, especially on the cold water question; of course 
it don’t make any difference whether 1 do or not. Butt 
must say 1 think he strains things considerably in_his last 
letter when he speaks of the utterly ridiculous idea of bait- 
ing for bass with ““wums.” He puts on a minnow or fog 
and drops his bait into the water. The other fellow puts on 
a worm or wornis; and likewise drops in. 
Now, if “Kingfisher” hooks a bass (which he didn’t) like 

the other fellow, it is to be supposed that K.’s bass, knowing 

that he has been properly baited for and that it is incumbent, 
on him to make things hot, immediately opens the show. 
The line cuts the water with a ziz-z-z—the bass makes for 
the weeds—the tough and pliant little 8-oz. bends to the last 
second of endurance—the neryes are strung—the bass 

yields—here he comes—look out—turn the boat—there he goes 
—sec him jump, shake his head, show his teeth—down he 
goes—give him line—sings the reel —back he comes—look out 
for slack—under the boat—give him butt—over and over— 

Lud 
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around and around—landing net—belly up—see him gas 
lift him in—twenty minutes—three pounds—A-h-b-h!!! 
Wasn't that a glorious fight. That’s the way bass do when 
the proper bait is used—and ‘‘Kingfisher” catches one in four 
or seven days. 
The other fellow puts on the ignoble worm, and day after 

day the fish are causht. But it is not. to be supposed that they 
make any fuss about it. Oh, no! They sneak into the boat 
and into the fish box as fast as their legs will carry them. 
Why, certainly! 
_ “Kingfisher” has a right to his frog and one bass to 
balance a week of superb pickerel fishing—certainly! But 
E submit 1f these views of just wnat should or should not be 
done are not sometimes far-fetched, : 
Pardon me for saying that L believe I have caught as 

much weight of black bass as “Kingfisher,” I prefer the 
minnow, but when minnows won’t do, and J want bass and 
sport, a frog, or phantom miunow or plebeian worm will 
answer. 8. 

SALT-WATER FISHING, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Some weeks since one of your correspondents complained 

of the few referencesin your columns regatding salt-water 
fishing, In the past I contributed many articles on this sub- 
ject, and will furnish another, based on the recent experience 
of my piscatorial friend, A. J. Pryor, of this city. If your 
Correspondent is desirous of indulging in the perfection of 
sali-water fishing, Jei him Yisit this city and he will find 
disciples of Old Izaak, who will direct hini to points where 
he will become surfeited with piscatorial sport. 

Mayport is situated on the St. Johns River, about two 
miles from the ocean. One mile up the river from Mayport 
is ‘‘Mile Point,” a noted *‘drop” for channel bass. Two 
weeks since, P. anchored near the point, and ina short time 
landed two drum weighing 40 pounds, next a channel bass 
weighing 83 pounds, and soon after another tipping the 
scales at 45 pounds. To keep his fish alive, P. attaches every 
four feet large ringed hooks to a stout cotton line. As soon 
as his captures are unhooked, he passes one of the cod hooks 
through the upper jaw and allows them to tow astern, In 
this way he keeps large fish alive for a lengthened period, 
A hungry shark captured drum No.1. As No. 2 was a 

stranger, he took himin, As soon as these were comforta- 
bly disposed of, he appropriated the 38-pound bass. P. 
deemed it advisable to secure bass No, 2, and proceeded to 
pull him in, but before this was accomplished the shark 
seized aut amputated the tail half of the fish, and P. secured 
his half. , 

Disgusted with the conduct of the shark, P. hauled up 
anchor. and beat a retreat to a point about one-eighth of a 
mile further up stream, He anchored, baited his hook with 
a piece of mullet, and by the time his sinker reached the 
bottom he was rewarded with a lusty bite, and as he failed 
to hang the fish, he pulled up his Jine and found that the 
snood had been cut off above the hook. To circumvent the 
eritter, P. took a piece of stout copper wire six feet long, and 
doubled it four times, making a snood eighteen inches long, 
He attached a large ringed hook to one end, and his line to 
the other, He baited his hook with a piece of bass No, 2. 
The bait descended to the bottom, and the result was a bite 
and a yank. There was arush, and in a moment traction 
ceased. An examination revealed the fact that the line had 
been cut off above the wire, 
Becoming disgusted with the one-sided business, P. made 

a Jonger wire snood, and baited with a piece of bass. The 
bait had scareely disappeared beneath the surface before it 
Was appropriated, and he answered the summons with a 
terrific yank. The captive started off with a full head of 
steam, P. up anchor, and after a lively tow of some min- 
utes, the fish started downstream, P. hauled in his line 

until only about forty feet was out, and seizing his oars he 
beached his boat above Mile Point, and succeeded in coaxing 

_ the overloaded fish into shallow water, where he grounded, 
P, kept a taut line, seated himself on the edge of the marsh 
grass, and like patience seated an a monument he watched 
aud waited until the ebb tide left the man-eater high and dry. 
With a hatchet he dispatched his stranded foe, which meas: 
ured ten feet in length. An autopsy revealed the fact that 
the fish had appropriated two drum, one channel bass, the 
tail half of another, a mullet hait, a bass bait, one copper 
snood and two large hooks; the aggregate weight of the 
meal being about 96 pounds, As evidence that this is 
not a fish story I inclose a tooth taken from the mouth of the 
shark. AL FRESCO. 

JACKSONVILLE, Fla., Aug. 1. 

BUILDING FISHWAYS, 

\ ITHIN the past year there has been great activity 
throughout the Eastern States in building fishways. 

It has taken a long time to convince the public that those 
living above dams haye rights that dam owners are bound to 
respect, and also that the fishes which are seeking upper 
waters to Spawn must reach them or become scarce or ex- 
tinct. Judging by the number of fishways built last year and 
those now building, or contracted for, we believe that the 
benefits to be derived from a properly constructed fishway 
are much better understood than they were ten years ago. 
This may be due in part to the increased knowledge of the 
rights and needs of both the people and the fishes, What- 
ever may be the cause, it isa fact that the building of fish- 
ways has increased greatly, and within the next ten years it 
is safe to prophesy that there will be one over every dam in 
this country where 2 fishway is desirable. ; 
The McDonald Fishway Company, of Washington, already 

haye so many orders for building fishways on hand that they 
have declined to contract for more at present, and Col. 
McDonald is absent putting up works in Scotland, New 
Jersey wants several and is negotiating with the company for 
them; New York wants more on the Oswego and Salmon 
Yivers, while other States are contemplating building new 
ones or substituting the McDonald way for older patterns. 
The plans for the large fishway at the Great Falls of the 
Potomac have been accepted, and work will soon begin on 
the monster fishway under Government engineers. 
New York needs fishways on the upper Hudson in order 

that the fish may ascend not only to spawning but also to 
feeding grounds. The million young shad placed at Glens 
Falls by the United States Fish Commission last spring will 
find feeding grounds that are unoccupied by their species, 
and therefore will not find competitors in the struggle for 
life, and as the sbad originally ascended the Hudson as fur 
as Miller’s Falls they might do so again if suitable fishways 
were provieed. A good fishway benefits those below the 
dam as well as those above, and no person or corporation 
should be allowed to bar the ascent of fish in a great river, 
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or small one either, in order that he or they may make 
money. Certainly the State of New York should build a 
broad fishway over its dam at Troy, which was constructed 
to furnish water for canal navigation. 
Tt is to be hoped that the McDonald Fishway Company 

will increase its facilities for building ways and keep pace 
with the demand. It is young and will no doubt grow so 
that it will seek business instead of declining contracts for 
want of workmen. It may seem rather late to advocate the 
building of fishways, but fhere are persons who have not 
yet fully realized the advantages to be derived from them. 

THe CorryHunk Cius.—This striped bass club, which 
owns the island near New Bedford, Mass., from which it 
takes its name, has had fair success this season, but has not 
taken as many or as large fish as in former years, On the 
boat up I met Judge H. P. McGown, of the club, and the 
chairman of the committee of arrangements of the National 
Rod and Reel Association, who showed me the following 
memorandum of his catch: July 19, three fish of 164, 64, 52. 
No fish were taken again until the 29th, when the Judge took 
one of 54 pounds, The next day he took the largest catch 
of the season, a “Junker” of 48 pounds, and one of 64 
pounds. On Aug, i he captured three of 14, 104, 54, while 
on the same day other members took fish of 162, 29 pounds. 
Again on the 2d he took fish of 132 and 54 pounds. The 
large fish of 48 pounds measured 49 inches in length, 30 
inches in girth, and spread of tail id inches. The best indi- 
cations for bass were observed about July 15, when a mem- 
ber of the club observed severai bass rise to the ‘‘chum” 
thrown in, thus showing that there were not only fish left in 
Vineyard Sound but that they were hungry. Coming down 
on the Fall River boat I met Mr. Fred Mather who had been 
the guest of the Pasque Island Club for the past week and 
he reported the fishing poor. The largest bass taken at 
Pasque for the week included between July 21 and 26, was 
174 pounds, which was taken by Mr. W. H, Phillips. The 
bass had not been biting at Pasque Island and he had not 
had much success. Since writing the above I have seen the 
following in the New York Local Reporter, headed ‘The 
Ninth District Court on Deck”: ‘‘Judge McGown, who is 
spending bis vacation at Cuttyhunk, made the largest catch 
of the season, landing a bass that weighed 48 pounds, there- 
by winning the diamond hook presented by the Cuttyhunk 
Club to the member catching the largest fish of the season. 
Judge McGown has expressed the fish home, and it will 
arrive this morning, when the clerks and attaches will as- 
semble in solemn conclave at the Judge’s house on Madison 
avenue to iuspect the great catch of their honored chief.”— 
PoxKn-0-MOONSHINE. 

WEAKFISHING AT Barnnecat.—Weakfishing is better at 
Barnegat than at any other point on the New Jersey coast, 
and the fish run larger, Abreast of Clam Island your corres- 
pondent had the best of sport with very large fish when the 
tide began to run in, but as soon as the water rose high 
enough to let them out on the flats the fun ceased. Soft 
shell erabs and shedders was the fayorite bait, and nothing 
else would be touched at this point. On the main fishing 
grounds between Barnegat Island and Barnegat village the 
weaktish touk shrimp well all through the day and the catches 
Were enormous, Sea bass were not being fished for during 
the week, as all the bottom fishermen were sheepsheading, 
many of which are being caught at or about the inlet, It 
would be useless to attempt to give the number of fish 
taken by the different boats that started from Barnegat. vil- 
lage last week. The count was enormous, and not one 
party returned unsatisfied with the catch. Capt. Lew 
Mitchell, of the village, is one of the most attentive baymen 
of the place, and gave us all the sport desired. I do not 
stale this to advertise him, as he has all he can do, his time 
being monopolized by one party succeeding another, I 
mention him, however, as the best man to engage if he can 
be secured.—Homo, 

Juny Fisnoxe At Mippue Dam,—Angler’s Retreat, Mid- 
dle Dam, Me., July 27.—ditor Forest and Stream: The 
fishing at this place this month has been almost equal to that 
in the spring. Many people have been here since the first 
of the month, and all have had a good catch of fish. Among 
several of the later visitors were Mr. Charles Sturdevant and 
sister, who took a very handsome string of trout averaging 
about a pound each; Mr. Chas. H. Ouem and wife, from 
Baltimore, Md., fished mostly at the pond in the river, and 
took in one day twenty-four trout that weighed twenty-eight 
pounds. Messrs, A, G. Bonsall and John A. Hayes, of 
Philadelphia, carried home thirty-two pounds of trout, one 
of which weighed five pounds, and two others respectively 
two and three pounds each. Another gentleman took one 
of three pounds, and several others yesterday, and also had 
a good eatch to-day. The continued cool weather seems to 
affect the fishing very favorably, and those of your readers 
who were not enabled to take their customary spring fishing 
trip, would do well to pay u visit to the Middle Dam at this 
time, and spend a week or two at the Angler’s Retreat.— 
SPECKLED TROUT. 

TENNESSEE.—Savannah, July 31.—The Klaw Hammer A. 
A. returned from their third excursion this season on last 
Friday. Owing to reports of large bass being seen by the 
natives, they concluded to encamp four miles above their 
usual location, Results proved the move a good one. Many 
fine bass were taken. The three largest were caught by Mr. 
B®. Cherry, and weighed four and a half, five and six pounds 
respectively. The six-pounder was of the small-mouthed 
species (Mier'opteris salmoides) and measured tweuty-eight and 
a half inches in length. He was very game and resisted 
capture, making mauvy leaps from the water, yielding only 
after 1 long struggle. This is the largest bass of either 
species that has been caught in Horn Creek for ten years 
past, At present, much ruin is falling and the creek is high 
and muddy.— WIL. 

CHATEAUGAY Laxn, N. Y., July 29.—Last week Game 
Protector Liberty employed a man to go to Chateaugay Lake 
to watch a female fish poacher, who for years had defied the 
law in many ways, but more by continually drawing a seine. 
The detective went to the good fishing grounds as an inva- 
lid and summer boarder. After a few days the lady of 
the house proposed to her daughters and farm help to get 
some fish. The net was drawn, the fish were counted by the 

detective, and Mrs. B. was compelled to pay between sixty 

and seventy dollars fine. On the 11th of August the people 
interested will meet at Mrs. Ralph's to organize a game and 

fish protective society. Mrs. B and cthers will have to use 

their nets and seines for lawn tennis or mosquito nets,—OLD 

GUIDE, 
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THe Larerst Brack Bass Yet.—A black bass was 
caught in Greenwood Lake, Aug. 1, by Mr, H, Folsom, of 
Orange, N. J., with Ben Hazen as guide. It was an Oswego, 
or large-mouth bass, weighing 74 pounds, post-office weight; 
that is, he barely raised the beam at 74, but overweighed the 
notch lower, so he was entitled to a record of 74 pounds, as 
he was not weighed for several hours after being taken from 
the water, This is said to be the largest bass. ever caught in 
that lake, and is larger than any bass we ever heard of being 
caught elsewhere. He was taken with a light rod and reel, 
casting with small bait, which may have suited his appetite 
better than a larger one, for when we opened him we found 
inside of him a yellow perch (very little digested) that meas- 
ured from end of nose to the tip of the tail 114 inches, There 
have been a great many large bass taken from this lake this 
season, but this caps them all, and gives to Greenwood Lake 
the palm for bass fishing.—MicrorTprus. [This is cer- 
tainly a large fish of this species to be taken so far north. 
In Florida, however, they grow up to nearly twice the 
weight given. The National Museum has a cast of a Florida 
big-mouth which weighed 14 pounds, a copy of which may 
be seen in the office of Mr. B. G. Blackford, Fulton Market. ] 

“NESSMUK” In Favor.—Norwich, Conn., July 25.—I 
have just received your paper of this week, and your letter 
from ‘‘Nessmuk” leads me to.say in opposition to the criticism 
of the Evening Post, that a lady of refinement, after reading 
his excellent book, said ‘‘Nessmuk’s”’ appearance on the title 
page of bis book, combined with his description of bringing 
the cool water to the sick children, fully made up for any 
woods eccentricity in the way of toilet articles, -Unoas, 

Miynesora.—Pillsbury.—As usual, fishing is superb, I 
4m just returned from a two days’ camp at Long Lake, where 
mnyself and three companions caught fully three hundred 
pounds of bass, walleyed pike and pickerel, one of the latter 
measuring thirty-nine inches in length, seven and a half in 
depth, and weighing seventeen pounds. Visiting brethren 
can find fair accommodations at a reasonable price.—J. 
FRANK Locks, 

InprAna.—Fairland, July 30.—Fishing in this part of 
Indiana is almost destroyed. The dynamite fiend is abread 
in the land, night and day, seven days in the week, and the 
‘‘ventieman with the net,” as “M. W. R.,” of Denver, 
formerly of Indianapolis, happily expresses it, may always 
be found wandering along the streams,—C. W. W. 

WE NEVER OFFERED Such A PRize.—Chardon, O., July 
29,—Haditor Forest and Stream: I have been informed that 
in a recent issue of your paper there was a reward offered of 
quite a large sum fora black bass that would weigh more 
than six and one-fourth pounds,—A. D. D. 

THe ANGLERS’ ASSOCIATION OF THE ST. LAWRENCE 
Riven held the first annual meeting at Olayton, N. Y., yes- 
terday, and to-day the members and their friends are going 
on an excursion on the steamer Island Belle, to picnic on 
St. John’s Island. 

Hisheulture, 

NOTES ON LAND-LOCKED SALMON. 

[A. paper read before the American Fishcultural Association. ] 

By Charles G. Atkins, 
NOMENCLATURE AND RANGE. 

THE term “land-locked salmon,” though it may be, and 
probably is, a misnomer so far as it implies any forci- 

ble detention of sea-going salmonin fresh water, has come to be 
generally accepted as applicable to all those salmon of Eastern 
North America and of Europe that pass their entire livesin fresh 
water. They are all, according to the most recent conclusions 
of our American ichthyologists, members of the great species, 
Salmo salar, the commonriver salmon of the tributaries of the 
North Atlantic, In America they are found in a number of 
restricted localities, of which, besides several in the Canadian 
provinces, there are four in the State of Maine, namely: first, 
the waters of the St. Croix; second, of one branch of Union 
River, Hancock county; third, of Sebee River, a tributary of 
the Penobscot; and fourth, of Lake Sebago and tributaries in 
Cumberland county. 
The results of some inquiries that I have made relative to 

the salmon of lakes Champlain and Ontario indicate that 
these, also, should be added to the list, though I believe that 
the salmon of Lake Champlain are now extinct, 

I have little knowledge of the salmon of any of these locali- 
ties, but those in the State of Maine, and their descendants in 
other States, and any general remarks I may have oceasion 
to make must be understood as apphkying especially to them. 

A COMPARISON WITH ANADROMOUS SALMON. 

To the anatomy of the land-locked salmon J have girvennone 
but the most superficial attention, and am not able to say 
whether there exist any distinguishing marks by which they 
may be unerringiy separated from the normal Salmo salar, or 
from each other. The general impression made upon the fish- 
culturist who views them in their separate haunts is that the 
external difference of form and color are sufficient to enable 
him easily to separate those of the several districts should they 
be presented in a promiscuous heap, but I confessthat I should 
not dare to indicate the points of difference; and granted thati 
the impression of dissimilarity is correct, 1t sill remains in 
doubt whether when bred m other waters, either variety 
will retain its peculiarities, 
However, when we came to place the land-locked salmon of 

either district by the side of the normal form of Salmo salar, 
and to include in our survey other than anatomical features, 
there are not wanting data for an interesting comparison, 

In the first place, we find a general resemblance in form and 
color. The young fry are so closely alike that the eye fails to 
separate them if mixed together. Asthey grow we find further 
that the reproductive functions of the males are in both forms 
active at a very early stage, while yet in what is knownas the 
parr-stage, marked externally by the presence of bright red 
spots and dark transverse bars or “finger-marks” upon the 
sides; and at Grand Lake Stream may be observed several 
other stages of growth closely seers those of the migra- 
tory salmon, The adults have identical habits in the spawn- 
ing season, and thesame remarkable external changes take 
place in the adult males at that season of the year—the deep- 
ening of the body, the depp tiene of the eae the curving of 
the jaws, the growth of the wonderful hooked bony process 
on the tip of the lower jaw, the assumption of brighter colors 
—though these changes are generally not quite so marked in 
the land-locked as in the anadromous varieties. The color of 
the flesh is also the same, and there is a similarity, though not 
an identity of flavor. , . 
On the other hand, we find certain well-marked differences, 

Some things favor the theory of an arrested development. 
For instance, the dark bars on the sides, which are very prom- 
inent marks in the young fish, but entirely disappear in the 
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adult migratory salmon, are always retained on the inner 
skin of the land-locked fish and may be found by strippin 
the skin off. I have also obseryed among the Sebago fis 
some cases of a retention of the external bars in atleast one 
individual thirteen inches long; whereas, normally they be- 
come invisible from without when the fish is about eight 
inches long. 

As might be expected, the inferior size of the land-locked 
salmon is accompanied by a lower rate of fecundity, but this 
would not lead us to expect the individual eges of the smaller 
fish to be of a larger size. This is, however, the actual fact, 
the difference beng quite noticeable, and amounting to say 
twenty per cent. in weight. Among the migratory salmon of 
the Penobscot, ovarian disease is very rare; but with the 
land-locked salmon of the Schoodic lakes it is very common. 
Tn 1883, by careful observation we learned that eighteen per 
eent. of the temale fish were affected with some disease of the 
ovaries, resulting in defects of the eggs which were apparent 
bo the eye—in some instances involving the entire litter, but 
in general a very small number of eggs, This phenomenon 
was observed before artificial breeding began at Grand Lake 
Stream, and does not appear to be influenced thereby, 
The habits of the two forms of salmon afford the strongest 

contrasts. The anadromous salmon has its home in the sea, 
and there, exclusively are its feeding grounds: it visits the 
fresh water only for the purpose of breeding, and during its 
stay there abstains from food and constantly falls away in 
fiesh. Its young on attaining the age of one or two years and 
a weight of two or three ounces, descends to the sea to com- 
plete its grewth. The Jand-locked salmon neyer visits the sea 
except accidentally, and makes its home in the fresh water 
lakes. It has its feeding grounds in the lakes and rivers and 
instead of fasting six months or a year at a time, curbs its 
rayenous appetite for but a few weeks atthe spawning season, 
My obseryations on the date of spawning lead to the conelu- 

sion that it is a week later with the land-locked than with the 
anadromous salmon, In approaching the spawning ground, 
the land-locked salmon move either up into an affluent stream 
or down into an effluent stream, being goverened, so far as I 
can see, by the pectliar circumstances of each case. There 
are not wanting some indications that they prefer an effluent, 
but 1 think that the phenomena admits of a different explan 
ation. The young fry in most instances moye up the stream 
to gain the lake which is to be their future home, but in some 
instances quite the reverse. Jt does not appear that in any of 
these phenomena we have uncovered any essential difference 
in habits and instincts, but when the sea salmon attains the 
age for the seaward migration, an instinct begins to govern 
his actions to which the land-locked is forever a stranger. 
Of less theoretical but more practical importance is a com- 

parison of size, The average of adult Penobscot salmon is 
about thirteen pounds, though there are some fluctuations 
from year to year—the mean fora season being sometimes 
above sixteen pounds, and sometimes below twelve pounds. 
if we excluded the Ontario and Champlaim salmon, we know 
ofno land-locked salmon in America that average half as 
large. The Sebago fish are the largest; a score of thirteen 
taken with hookin the Sougo River in 1880 averages five 
pounds, and this is probably about the usual size, though indi- 
viduals of great weight are sometimes taken. The above score 
contained one weighing ten and three-quarter pounds. One 
thirty and one-half inches long and weighing fifteen and one- 
half pounds, was taken with hook in May, 1883. One found 
stranded and deadin Rogers Brook in Bridgton in 1883, was 
thirty inches long and weighed twenty-tive pounds. The 
Reed’s Pond salmon are next to those of Sebago in size—in- 
deed, possibly, are fully equal. The salmon of the Sebec 
region vary very much in the different waters of the system, 
as do also those of the St. Crorx, but the average growth may 
be taken to be about thesame as at Grand Lake Stream, where 
some hundreds were measuredin the autumn of 1883, with 
the result that the mean weight of the males was 5.2 pounds, 
and of the females three pounds, while the salmon taken in 
May and June are perhaps a quarter of a pound lighter, 

: AN AUGMENTATION OF MBHAN SIZE. 
Tn connection with this part of the subject I have some very 

interesting statements to present, with reference to a dreaded 
change in the mean size of the Grand Lake salmon, 
A Philadelphia sportsman who fished at Grand Lake Stream 

nearly thirty years ago, furnished Mr. Thaddeus Norris mem- 
oranda fromm which the following averages may be deduced: 
Tn June, 1856, the average weight of 634 salmon was 1.38 
pounds; in J une, 1857, the average of 452 salmon was 1.49 
pounds; in the same month of 1858, the average of 575 salmon 
was 1.42 pounds, In May, 1865, Hon. Harvey Jewell, with one 
companion, took 479 salmon weighing 50217 pounds, and aver- 
aging 1.38 pounds, and remarks that this was the average 
weight of those taken by other parties in each of the years 
1864 and 1865, 

Tn 1867, I personally visited the fishing ground and know 
that the size of the fish had not materially changed since 1858, 
The maximum was then believed to be 4 or 5 pounds, but the 
Gapture of so large specimens was extremely rare. The au- 
tumn weight may have been a little above that of June (which 
eatnpae one to a length of 163% inches), but did not exceed 134 
pounds. 

In 1875-6, the average weight of some hundreds of males 
taken at the spawning season was 1.6 pounds and 1.8 poungs 
respectively, and of the females 1.9 pounds each year, In 1878 
the males wyeraged 2.3 pounds and the females 2.2 pounds, 

Tn 188%, the males and females weighed respectively 3.1 and 
8.08 pounds; in 1888, 3,2 and 3.0 pounds. There has been a 
corresponding, but perhaps not equal augmentation in the 
size of the fish caught in May and June; seventy salmon taken 
in May, 1885, averaged 2.7 pounds, a httle more than double 
the weight of Mr. Jewell’s fish of 1865, Accompanying this in- 
ereage in size, we haye found a corresponding improvement in 
the fecundity of the salmon. The eggs are no larger, but 
nearly twice as many are now obtained from a single fish. 

These figures apply only tothe salmon of Grand Lake Stream, 
In other parts of- the Schoodie waters the fish are of various 
sizes—some larger and some smaller than those described. At 
Dobsis stream, in the spring of 1672, a score of Mr. Jeweill’s 
shows that twenty-six fish taken below the dam in water 
communicating with Pocuympus Lake, averaged 1 4-10 pounds, 
while eighteen taken above the dam, in the waters of the Dob- 
sis Lake averaged 26-10 pounds, In after years this distinc- 
tion was maintained, and indeed, emphasized. Inthe Dobsis 
Lake in 1876, they were about as heavy as they are now in 
Grand Lake, In West Musquash Lake they are larger than 
in either of the above. In the lakes of the east branch of the 
St. Crors (the Chepedneek Lakes) they are generally larger 
than in any of the waters of the west branch, with the possi- 
ble exception of West Musquash, and there has been kKnowna 
single specimen of ten and one-half pounds, In Pleasant Lake, 
on the west branch, are the smallest specimens of all the 
Schoodic region. In February, 1883, I obtained thirteen speci- 
mens said to represent fairly those that winter through the 
ice, except that some yery small ones had been excluded from 
the lot, These had the torm and color of adults, but the 
largest of them weighed only eighteen ounces and measured 
only fifteen inches in length, and from this size there was a 
very regular descending serics down to ten and one-quarter 
inches in length and five ounces in weight. 

It is much to be regretted that we do not possess the data 
requisite to the discussion of the causes that have led to this 
diversity of size between the fish of different parts of the 
same lake system, or to the recent increase in the size of the 
Grand Lake fish, i 

RATE OF GROWTH, 
At Grand Lake Stream, at the spawning season, we have 

found six distinct classes of salmon, distingiished mainly by 
size, as follows: 

First Class,—This is equivalent to the “parr” or “pink” 
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stage of anadromous salmon. Tt is characterized by the pres- 
ence of dark transverse bars and brilliant red spots on the 
sides. Im size they ate very uniform. Of nineteen of them 
captured Oct. 15, the smallest was 2 9-16 inches long, the 
largest 3% imches long and the average 314 inches, ‘hei 
weight was not ascertained, but must be about 2-10 ounce. 
They have thus far been obseryed only on the gravelly shal- 
lows of the stream. They were present before artificial breed- 
ing began, and undoubtedly represent a normal stage of 
growth. Parr of about the same size are also found in the 
stream at the beginning of summer, and occasionally in 
sreat numbers. Such was notably the case in 1882, and also, 
though not to an equal extent, in 1883. Mr. Munson, our 
foreman, who is very careful and exact in his statements, 
reported that in June, 1882, at the time when the driving 
of logs through the gates was in progtess, there were great 
numbers of these little fish below the dam. While the gates 
were open and the stream full of water, they were little in- 
clined to bite, but when the gates were closed and the water 
fell they eagerly pursued any line, crowding each other and 
leaping out of the water after an approaching fly or other 
bait. Meeting one day a young fellow crossing the dam with 
a long string of these little fish that would more than fill a 
peck measure, Munson took out his rule and measured about 
half a dozen of them, and found them to vary littie from three 
inches inlength. These young fish were taken that season in 
numbers that threatened to seriously affect the abundance of 
the adults, and upon petition; the Legislature at its next ses- 
sion forbade their capture. The occurrence of parr of the 
Same or nearly the same size in the fall as in the spring, is a 
noteworthy and at)first a puzzling circumstance. Spawning 
takes place but once a year, that is beyond question. Do the 
young fry grow unequally, part of them attaining in six 
months the same size that others do in a year, or is there a 
lapse of six months in their lives without any considerable 
growth? I think the first supposition is not admissible, he- 
cause we have never met with the intermediate sizes that 
must have been present. It seems possible, therefore, that 
their growth is almost whoily accomplished in the warm sea- 
son and is nearly suspended in the winter. 
Second Olass.—Seven or eight inches in length and weighing’ 

5 to 4 ounces; bars and red spots still plainly visible, an 
nearly as distinct as in the first class. They yield a copious 
supply of milt, and afew of them are found cOmmonly on 
the spawning beds, attending or seeking to attend the female 
salmon in the act of spawning. They occur at the same time, 
though not commonly in conipany with the smaller fish of 
class one, both in fall and spring, 

Third Class.—A little larger than class two, measuring about 
10 inches, and weighing 7 or 8 ounces. Bars and spots still 
visible but very faint. All males, and yielding milt copiously. 
Observed occasionally in October and November, This form 
approaches closely the ‘‘smolt” of the river salmon. 
Fourth Class.—Ahbout 13 inches in length and 1 pound in 

weight. Reproductive functions dormant, organs little de- 
veloped and sex unknown, They are uniform in appearance 
as well as size, but are not numerous and appear irregularly, 
rarely more than half a dozen of them in a single season. 
Barren individuals of larger size, sometimes as large as 17 
inches in length and 30 ounces in weight, met with rarely, and 
only in autumn. Whether there is a corresponding class in 
May and June, I am unable to say, but judging from the 
weights of captures shown by some scores submitted to me, 
I think it quite likely. 

Fifth Class—Adults. There is a great range in gize, and 
doubtless some are of advanced age and belong to an additional. 
class, but as there seems ta be an unbroken series from the 
smallest to the largest, [am unable to separate them, and were 
a separation possible and the fish classified according to age 
itis not unlikely that the different classes would be found 
overlapping each other in respect to size—that is, the larger 
fish among those that are in their first year of adult-hood may 
be larger than the smallest of those that are a year older than 
the smallest adults on niy record were. 
Now what conclusions are we to draw from these data? On 

the supposition that each. of the first four classes represents a 
separate stage of growth, with intervals of one year in each 
case, the fifth or adult class must be, when caught in Noyeniber, 
five years of age from the date of the deposit of the egg, or 
four and a half years from the date of hatching. I haye, how- 
ever, some doubts as to the yalidity of the distinction between 
classes two and three, the former being equivalent to the male 
parr of the British salmon and the latter aving not yet fully 
attained to the ‘‘smolt” stage, which should be distinguished 
by entire absence of any external bars or spots, The position 
and significances of class four (15 inches, barren) is also not 
entirely free from doubt. It is possible that such fish are of 
adult age, but barren from some unknown cause, and on the 
supposition that such is the case there will appear to be no 
intermediate form between the third elass (that has almost 
reached the smolt stage) and the adults, and hence the interval 
of time separating these two becomes more than ever a mat- 
ter of conjecture; but as we are tolerably certain that a year 
(from impregnation) is required to attain three inches in 
leneth, and another to attain eight inches, it is hardly reason- 
able to suppose that the growth from eight inchestothe adult 
stage would be accomplished in a single year. 
My conclusion is that the following is the most probable out- 

line of the life of the salmon of Grand Lake; taking the time 
of impregnation as 4 starting pomt, the embryos hateh ab six 
months of age, attain a length of three inches at one year; of 
eight inches at two years; of thirteen inches at three or four 
years; and of complete maturity (fifteen inches or more in 
length) at, four or five years. Specimens twenty miches or 
morein length and weizhing three pounds or upward, I am 
inclined to regard as fish on their second yisit to the spawning 
grounds, and on the assumption (of which there is, however, 
no direch proof) that they are like the anadromous salmon, 
biennial spawners—such fish are six or seyen year's old. 
Whether the same rate of growth preyails among the land- 

locked salmon in their own native haunts, there are no data 
to determine, but it is very probable that the entire period of 
erowth is about the same, and accordingly that in the case of 
the larger salmon of the Sebago the rate is greater. 

GROWTH IN NEW HOMES, 
When introduced to new haunts they have often grown to 

an unwonted size and sometimes ab an accelerated rate, I 
will cite some instances: 

In Saipsic Lake, Connecticut, in May, 1851, was captured a 
specimen twenty-two inches long and weighing three pounds 
fourteen ounces. This was the growth from Schoodic fry, the 
first of which were planted in 1874. If this specimien was trom 
the first planting it had grown to an unusual size for Schoodic 
fish, Sept. 23, 1881, another specimen was taken in the same 
lake, weighing six pounds two ounces, One of six pounds 
eight ounces was reported to liave been taken about the same 
time from one of the Twin Lakes in Salisbury. : 

In Shrewsbury Pond, near Rutland, Vermont, specimens 
have been taken, Tam told, by Dr. C. H. Barber, weighing 
six and three-quarter pounds. One party caught twenty- 
three in one Jay, the smallest of which weighed one and one- 
half pounds and the largest six and one-quarter pounds. This 
lake is one mile long, one-half mile wide and 160 feet deep. 
Woodhull Lake, Herkimer county, N. ¥., was stocked with 

fry of Schoodic salmon in the summer of 1579, Inthe spring 
of 1881, goon after the disappearaice of the ice, several speci- 
mens were taken, one of which weighed nearly a pound, In 
the winter of 1882, a number of specimens were taken by fish- 

ins through the ice, and some of them were eighteen inches 
long, probably weighing two or three pounds, In the fall of 
1882, a specinien weighing over four pounds was taken in the 
stream below the lake—this fish. was tls four years old from 
impregnation, and had attained a size double that calculated 

i for a Schoodic salmon of that age in Grand Lake, 

In the Rangeley Lakes in Maine, about fifty domesticated 
Schoodic salmon about two years of age were introduced from 
breeding ponds in Alna; fry of Sebago salmon were introduced 
as follows: 2,000 in 1874; 5,000 in 1875; 8,000 in 1877; 18,000 in 
1877. In 1877 @ single specimen weighing five pounds was 
captured. As to further results I will quote Mr. Stanley's 
letter to the Forms? anp STREAM, Oct. 26, 1882; “TI am happy 
to state that the salmon put in an appearance in the Range- 
ley stream this fallin considerable numbers and for the first 
time, Some of them were very large. 1 saw five of them in 
a pool which I estimated would run from 4 to 10 pounds each, 
Over forty were taken last June in the Rangeley Lake alone 
of from 214 to 444 pounds each. They have also been taken 
in the lakes below. for the short time that has elapsed since 
they were introduced, and the small number of eggs, the siic- 
cess has been remarkable.” As it is impossible to determine 
absolutely whether these captures came from the early plant- 
ing of Schoodic fish, or the later planting of Sebago fish, nor 
yet their age, we can only remark that the size attained is 
very satisfactory, and from the numbers captured and seen 
itis quite evident that the species is established as an inhab- 
ibat of theRangeley Lakes. 
Another instance from the same State may be adduced in 

the case of the Weld Pond, which I will give in Mr, Stanley’s 
language: 

“The most reliable information I have in regard to growth 
of Jand-locked salmon or the time it takes to reach a certain 
size is what I get from the Weld Pond in Franklin county, 
This pond is about five miles long and two miles wide; is ted 
by numerous large brooks which take their rise back in the 
wilderness among the mountains, to which the trout and 
salmon (the former are plenty) have free access to their head 
waters. Also the outlet of the pond, Webhb’s River, about the 
size of the Presumpscott, is a rapid stream, five miles after it 
leaves the pond, with clean, gravelly bottom, and unobstructed 
by dams. This pond is famous for its trout and pickerel—the 
angler catching about as many brook trout as pickerel. It is 
plentifully stocked with smelts and minnows. * * * I give 
you the number and dates of the plantings of Sebago salmon; 
1875, 2,000; 1876, 3,000; 1877, 10,000.” 

The first 2,000 were put into the Bowley Brook; the other 
two lots were turned into the river, with the exception of per- 
haps about 2,000 more, which were put in the above brook, A 
friend of mine, who is reliable, told me he saw weighed one 
that was caught in this brook that tipped the scales at 11 
pounds. Last fall they came into the brook and river also in 
considerable numbers and of large sige, some, undoubtedly, 
of 10 0r12 pounds. Last summer the small salmon 6 to 8 
inches long were anit plenty in this brook, also some in the 
river. Parties fishing for brook trout would in half a day’s 
fishing catch fifteen or twenty of these little salmon, which, 
however, they put back, None have been taken in any of the 
streams except the river and Bowley Brook and the pond, 
Quite a number have been taken fishing through the ice this 
spring, but none over 514 pounds, 

Quite remarkable results have been observed in some of the 
waters of New Hampshire, I will quote Commissioner H. B. 
Hodge, Under date of April 25, 1884, he writes as follows: 

‘Tn regard to the Schoodic salmon in this State, I am happy 
to state that they are doing well, and good reports are being 
received from yarious parts of the State. In some waters 
their growth hag been remarkable, particularly in Squam. 
Lake, The first plant was made in this lake by Col. 8. Webber, 
in 1877. In June, 1880, a landlocked salmon was taken in 
the outlet of the lake that weighed 61g pounds, and one was 
killed by going through a mill wheel that measured twenty- 
seven inches; weight not taken, as it was decomposed when 
found. In November of 1883, six years after the lake was 
stocked, two salmon were speared on their spayning beds ab 
the eee one of them weighed 10 pounds and the other 15 
ounds, 

a “In Lake Sunapee their growth has been greater than in 
Squam. First stocked in 1880, by Commissioner A, H, Powers. 
The largest fish taken in 1885 weighed 744 pounds, and one re- 
ported to weigh 814, Severalof 5 and 6 pounds were taken 
during the season, and the large ones all got away. 

“The figures I have given you are all from reliable persons 
and are authentic. Hyen in small ponds I have seen fish that 
weighed 214 pounds, when two years and two months of age, 
I could give you many other instances where large land-locked 
salmon haye been reported to have been taken, but the above 
is enough to show that they are a success in this State, and to 
warrant the Commissioners in following up the planting of 
them in such waters as are adapted to them,” 
Under date of April 28, 1884, Mr. Hodge writes further; 

“Since my letter to you of last week, there has been taken at 
the outlet of Squam Laike, a land-locked salmon twenty- 
eight inches in length, and weighing nine pounds. This fish 
was measured and weighed in presence of several reliable per- 
sons ” 

REQUIREMENTS OF LAND-LOCKED SALMON, 
Ibis to be regretted that there are no adequate data at hand 

from which to discuss the question of the requirements of 
Schoodic salmon. We ought to know definitely the size and 
depth of all the lakes that they naturally inhabit; the quality 
of the water; its temperature at surface and bottom during 
the heated term; the quantity and variety of food afforded; 
whut enemies they have successfully combatted, and to what 
ones they have succumbed; the character and extent of their 
spawning grounds, ete, The data at hand will enable us to 
lay down only general rules, which will, nevertheless, it is 
hoped, be of some service in directing future effort, 

It does not appear that the matter of area is important, 
Landlocked salmon appear tu thrive as well, other things be- 
ing considered, and attain as large size in lakes of a few hun- 
dred acres area as in those covering thousands of acres. Wor 
instance, the largest salmon of the Grand Lake région are 
found in West Musquash Lake, whose area is less than a,thou- 
sand acres; and among new localities we may instance Shrews- 
bury Lake, in Vermont, only one mile long and one-half mile 
wide, where such signal success has attended the introduction 
of these fish, j 
The depth of water is apparently a more important matter. 

I think the rule will hold good that large fish of the salmon 
family generally inhabit deep lakes. Of the native haunts of 
the land-locked salmon, the deepest is Lake Sebago, where 
410 feet of water have been found, and in this region we find 
the lavgest land-locked salmon in Maine: it must, however, 
be noted, as a possible exception to our rule, that the salmon 
of Long Pond, a tributary of Lake Sebago of much smaller 
size, and, it is, supposed, much shallower water, are not much, 
if any, inferior to those of Sebago itself, and haye actuall 
furnished the largest individuals on record. West Musquas 
Lake, which produces the largest salmon of that region, is 
known to bein some places oyer 130 feet deep, while Grand 
Lake is not known to be over 115 feet. Shrewsbury Lake, in 
Vermont, is 160 feet deep. « 

T ain not, however, prepared to say that there can be no 
sticcess in lakes of moderate depth, It is known that land- 
locked salmon were ouce abundant at Princeton, at the outlet 
of the lower lakes of the Sehoodic Chain, They must hayein- 
habited Lewy’s, Long or Big lakes. all of which are ingeneral, 
shallow, and in which there is good reason to, believe. though 
by no means certain, that a depth of more than sixty feet 
canuot any where be found. 
As to temperature, I am only able to say thatthe phenomena 

observed indicate that on the approach of hot weather the sal- 
mon forsake the streams and surface waters and retire to the 
depths, where it is always comparatively cool. Tt is likely 
that they will not permanently thrive in waters where they 
are compelled to endure through the summer a surface tem- 
erature, of say uae of 70 degrees Fahrenheit, Very 

lncety this limit will haye to be moved a few degrees up or 
down when data are obtained. The latitude in which nature 
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j has placed these fish indicates roughly the climatological con- 
- ditions required. Tt is not likely that they will thrive much 
further south than their natural range, unless in elevated, and 
therefore cool, Boe iODe, 

_ As regards qualities of water other than temperature, I do 
not think landlocked salmon are specially fastidious, Muddy 
water is undoubtedly objectionable, but among their native 
haunts are many lakes whose water is strongly colored with 
peaty and earthern solutions, 

Gravelly shores and bottom are not essential, except on the 
breeding grounds, which must be ample to insure a great de- 
gree of success, A good-sized brook, abounding in gravelly 
rapids, will meet the requirements, Whether it should be 
an inlet or an outlet may be properly brought in ques- 
tion, It seems to me well proven that these fish are en- 
dowed with instincts of locality that impel them to deposit 
their eggs in their native streams, to the extent of selecting 
one among several streams connected with the same lake. 
On no other supposition can we Sepia certain phenomena 
atiGrand Lake, Junior Stream, at the head of the lake, is a 
fine gravelly stream, offering excellent locations for spawning 
beds, and more easily accessible from the lake than is Grand 
Lake Stream, and wasformerly much resorted to by the salmon, 
Of late, however, it is almost entirely deserted, notwith- 
standing the salmon are abundant in the lake, and thousands 
of them yearly resort to Grand Lake Stream at the other ex- 
treme of the lake. Whether this instinct will interfere with 
the use ot fry from Grand Lake eges for the stocking of waters 
whose only spawning grounds lie in their 4filuents is a ques- 
tion deserying consideration, but which we shall doubtless have 
to leave ta the solution of experience, It is interesting to note 
that in many of the Jakes where they have been introduced 
we hear of them first in the outlets. Such is the case at 
Woodhull Lake, in New York, and Squam Lake, in New 
Hampshire. Some of the new inhabitants have made them- 
selves known by running down into mill wheels. At Wood- 
hull Lake, “‘from appearances,” writes Gen. R. U. Sherman, 
‘the whole stock went out at Woodhull Dam through the 
open gates, and gathered in the stream below to spawn.” 
The question of enemies must be regarded as one of the 

first importance. I am inclined to attribute the disappearance 
of land-locked salmon in recent times from some of their old 
haunts in different parts of the Schoodic lakes, to the attacks 
of pickerel which were introduced from the Penobscot 
waters. I think it is capable of demonstration that in each 
instance where this has occurred the existing conditions 
were more favorable to the growth of pickerel than of 
landlocked salmon, <A case in point is that of Junior 
Stream mentioned above. The lower course of this 
stream is a broad, weedy, semi-stagnant piece of water, full 
of aquatic weeds, a most admirable place for the reproduction 
and growth of pickerel, which could here lie in wait for the 
young parr, and down whose capacious throats the entire 
brood may have slipped. The presence of pickerel is not, 
however, necessarily fatal. If the conditions are sufficiently 
favorable the salmon will maintain themselves. as at Grand 
Lake Stream. In general, any lake in which trout maintain 
themselves against pickerel may be considered suitable for 
land-locked salmon. It is quite possible that in some cases 
the salmon will succeed where trout have yielded to their 
tes but there is nothing in experience to warrant the expec- 
ation. 
The growth attained in sone of the instances cited above, 

lead to the hope that introduced to conditions more favorable 
than those of their native haunts, they will become perma- 
nently mereased in size and inimportance. Itis not too much 
to hope that in suitable tributaries of some of the great lakes, 
especially those of Lake Superior, Michigan and Huron, they 
may even become what they have never yet been in their 
ea homes in Maine, the objects of pursuit of an industrial 
shery. 

Prof, GoopE: Mr. President, [am sure we have all listened 
with great interest to the paper read by Mr. Atkins. It cer- 
tainly is 4 magazine of new facts concerning the land-locked 
salmon. Jshould like to take advantage of the presence of 
Mr, Atkins to ask one or two questions. The land-locked 
salmon is, | suppose, universally admitted to be a descendant, 
through moditication in habit, of the sea-running salmon. (To 
Mr. Atkins) Haye you in your studies of this fish been enabled 
to judge how long it has been since the land-locking tool 
place; or, rather, when the oldest and most recent land-lock- 
ings occurred? [vould also ask whether, in your opinion, 
the land-locking has produced an hereditary tendency in 
the fish to remain in the head waters of streams, so 
that if obstructions” are removed, fish descended from 
land-locked fish will also be likely to remain in the head 
waters. Iwould also ask,in the special interest of the fish- 
culturists of England, who at the present time are doing a 

_ great deal of work in the way of hybridizing various species 
and races of Salmonide, etc., whether our land-locked salmon 
could not be transported to Hngland and crossed with the 
large brook trout or the char? It would bea great advantage, 
for they would thus secure a heavier and better fish than the 
trout which they now have; and, moreover, a fish which 
would be likely fo remain in the head waters of the streams. 
Such is the theory of certain English experts, but it occurs 
to me that their theory is without very good foundation, 
Tf Wa. Atkins can throw any light on any of these questions, 
we shall all, I think, be greatly interested, : 

Mr, ArKins: I do not think we have any evidence that the 
land-locking of the species under consideration has occurred 
during recent geological periods. There is nothing at present 
to prevent any of these salmon from going out to sea from any 
of thess waters where they are now found. There are 
obstructious to their coming back, if they once went to the 
sea, and these same obstructions would hinder the sea salmon 
having access to the upper waters where the land-locked 
salmon now live. It is possible that at some very remote 
period there were obstacles which prevented their descending 
to the sea. I think it possible, also, that the change in their 
habits and instincts occurred gradually. The male salmon 
will live in fresh water until their reproductive organs are 
developed, which occurs at an early stage of their existence. 
I do not know thatit has been proved (excepting In the case 
of some other species than Salmo salar) that salmon can be 
kept from making migrations to the sea unti the eggs of the 
female become pretty well developed; but I think it possible 
that such ns may be iurnished. One salmon may haye 
stayed over the proper time—perhaps from compulsion, 
perhaps from some natural weakness of instinet—and she 
may have deyeloped eges without going to salt water, and 
her descendants may have inherited the tendency to remain 
in fresh water. That is, of course, mere speculation, without 
any obseryation to base it upon, excepting the absence of 
obstructions at the present time. That the lack of instincb to 
migrate seawards is hereditary, is unquestionably true. The 
salmon have an opportunity to go to sea, and do sometimes 
run down as far as the mouths of weirs, but apparently not 
with the intention of going to sea. As to the hybridization 
suzgested, I have never seen any evidence of its occurrence 
naturally among the salmon or any other species of fish, I 
have bad no experience in the matter of artiticially breeding 
hybrids, but the general testimony from those who have 
attempted to raise them, is that they grow, well and probably 
make good fish. 
The Presipent: Is 4 great depth of water necessary to the 

welfare ot the fish? 1 ask this becatise Ihave noticed that 
on Long Island in some sinall ponds they never come to any- 

Mr. Avxkins: I think probably that the depth of water is the 
most paper tent point to be considered. They will not thrive 
if compelled to sustain a high temperature of water. They 

must In the heated season be allowed to go into deep water 
where they can keep cool, 

Prof. Goons: Mr. Atkins, have you ever seen any indications 
of hybridization under natural conditions bet ween sea salmon 
and land-locked salmon? 

Mr. Arktwys: I never had an opportunity to observe anything 
of that kind. I have taken only four or fiye anadromous 
salmon in company with land-locked salmon, In Grand Lake 
Stream we have on seyeral occasions taken sea salinon that 
ascended to the lake and came to the same ground as the 
land-locked salmon for the purpose of spawning. Two of the 
above four or five were mated—male and female, and the 
others we took and made use of without waiting to see what 
the action of the fish would have been if left alone. 

Che Fennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

Sept. 1 to 6—Bench Show of the Lancaster County Fair Association 
Lancaster,Pa. Entries close Aug.30. J. B. Long, Secretary, 6 West 
King street, Lancaster, Pa. 

Sept. 9, 10 and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Montreal Ken- 
nel Club, Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. J.S. Wall, Secreary, P. O. 
Box 1,246, Montreal, Canada. 

Sept. 16.17 and 18.—Collie Bench Show and Field Trials of the 
Ontario Collie Club, Toronto,Ont. Entries close Aug. 23. Mr. H. J. 
Hill, Secretary, Toronto. 

Sept. 16, 17,18 and 19.—Bench Show of the Philadelphia Kennel 
Club. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. Mr. Benj, C. Satterthwaite, 
Secretary. 

Oct. 6, 9, 10 and: 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 
Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. EH, 8. Davis, Superintendent, 
Danbury. Conn. 

Oct, 21, 22, 23 and 24.—Mirst Annual Fall Bench Shew of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York. Mr. Chas. 
Lincoln, Superintendent, ; 

FIELD TRIALS, 

Dec, §.—Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 
at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. 

A. Ka EY 

HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTHR, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month. Entries close on the ist. Should be in early, 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (x5 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in adyanee. Yearly subscription $1. Address 

“American Kennel Register,*’ P. O. Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 140'7. Volumet., bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50, 

DOGGEREL. 

Bi was 4. city swell, and as he sauntered by 

With his lovely Laverack setter, so timid and so shy. 

His get up was tremendous and regardless of the cost, 

And¢ in self-admiration he seemed completely lost, 

A mighty smasher of glass balls, who dare his honors trench? 

His dog a ttial winner on many a hard-fought bench, 

What matters tho* he ne’er had sprung the woodcock in the swale, 

Or roused the booming grouse, or flushed the whirring quail, 

His hammerless is Blank’s best brand, his dog the choicest straia; 
Now country bumpkins stand aside, or meet with deep disdain. 

. October’s woods, in brown and gold, gleam in the morning light; 

‘Tis there he hopes to drop the grouse, or stop the woodcoek’s flight, 

And there he winds his eager way, his setter close behind, 

When lo| ye gods! what’s this he hears, like roar of rushing wind? 
Uprising at his very feet, a startled bevy springs, 

The air seems full of flying forms, and rapid, flashing wings. 

Our sportsman, dazed, in frantic haste fumbles his gun in air, 

Uncertain at which bird to shoot, he points.it here, then there; 

At last, in desperation sheer, he fires both right and left, 

But not a bird of all the lotiiwas of his life bereft. 

The covey out of sight had flown ere the shot had left the gun, 
While the lovely Laverack setter to his distant home had run, 

APOSTROPHE. 

These are the men and these the dogs we meet in dress parade 

Bach pleasant afternoon on the fashions’ promenade; 

Heroes of the club-room, they trumpet forth their fame, 
(Euchre, Brag and Poker, their more familiar game). 

But work in field and thicket (I tell you this zmcog.), 

Needs another breed of mau and another breed of dog. 
Rusty Cuss. 

POINTERS AT NEW YORK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The following intelligible and intelligent reply to my letter 

in your issue of July 17, appeared in your columns last week, 
under Mr. John W. Munson’s signature. Jt is what a lawyer 
might term ‘‘a plea by confession and avoidance,” 

I don't propos? to reply in detail to Mr. Mason’s letter, which ap- 
peared in your paper last week, since it is so full of false statements 
and insinuations, that it would compel the denial of each and every 
one. Justice to myself and others, however, compels me to deny his 
assertion that lever had a pecuniary interest in the paper he men- 
tions, of ever contributed one cent toward it other than my subserip- 
tion and advertisement, for which I always paid the regular adver- 
tised rates. I feel confident the same can be said of Mr, Sterling. Mr. 
Pilkington. of England, who bred Meteor, sent him to St, Louis, say- 
ing he was by Garnet out of Jilt. This is sufficient. Mr. A. C, Wad- 
dell, of Topeka, Kas., writes me under date of the 24th inst.: “Mr. 
Mason has no authority in any way to state that I said Beaufort is a 
better dog than Meteor. * * * Inever said so.” 

Beaten in argument, faced by conflicting statements of very 
questionable appearance, unable to meet the serious charges 
brought against him, Mr. John W. Munson endeavors to extri- 
cate Timselt from the difficulty by accusing me of presenting 
your readers with false statements and imsinuations. This 
novel style of argument may be well adapted to those that 
hope by such means to avoid just and well-earned retribution. 
But I can assure Mr. Munson thatin this case there is no 
chance of escape through sucha channel. Before I proceed 
let me remind Mr. Munson that when gentlemen join in a dis- 
cussion they retire therefrom as they enter—gentlemen. 
Unless argument, logical and sound, is introduced to support 
a charge of falsehood, it is not allowed as evidence by persons 
either intellizent or ignorant. That Mr. Munson’s case has 
been a lame one from the outset is an undeniable fact, and so 
he once*more resorts to the old, old argument of abuse. No 
defense! Abuse the plaintiff! Unfortunately (for Mr. Mun- 
son) the plaintiff in this case likes abuse, every ounce of which 
adds aton of weight to his case; and when a verdict is reached 

the sentence likely to follow it will, [ have every reason to 
suppose, be as severe as any yet rendered by the dog lovers’ 
tribunal of this or any other country. Mr. Munson does not 

appear to realize that when he denies my letter he either con- 

yicts himself of falsehood or charges me with fraud. Such 

being the case, I propose, by Fou courtesy, Mr. Editor, to vin- 

dicate myself, and leave Mr, Munson to do the same—if he can, 
Mr, Munson wrote in your issue of June 12; ‘*1 am willing to 

Al 

go on record as saying that Meteor and Bang Bang are (barring 
the head of each, which, I think, could be slightly improved) 
the best pointer dogs in America, and the only type of the 
pointer to breed to,” Two months previous to this Ma. Mun- 
son wrote me two letters; as follows: 

; St, Louis, April 9, 1884, 
Chas. H. Mason, Esq., N. ¥.: 

De5sR StR—I expect to catch fitsin the papers for passing Bang Bang 
by at Cleveland, but I am sure I put the ribbons where they belonged, 
iam not pleased with Bang Bang, * * * Tam told Beaufort is a 
remarkably handsome dog. Yours truly, 

: Jouyn W. Munson. 
Sr. Lovts, April 15, 1884. 

DEAR Sir—Your favor of the 12th to hand. If 1 had thought Bang 
Bang the best dog at Cleyeland he would have won first. I thought 
him good enough for second only. Idon't fancy his head, especially 
his front face, and eyes. The latter are black and cocked, showing 
the inside white of both when he looksat you. I don't think his tail 
food, nor his throat. In fact, 1 don’t think him a first-class dog. 

Very respectfully. 
Joun W. Munson. 

Mr. Mumson denies having written these letters, and there- 
fore Linclose them herewith, and in justice to myself will ask 
you, Mr. Editor, landly to say whether they are in Mr. Mun- 
son’s handwriting or not, and I now call on Mr. Munson to 
explain the meaning of such work. [There is no doubt that 
the letters referred to were written by Mr. Miunson.—Ep. F. 
AnD §.] I do this in the interest of pointer breeders and ex- 
hibitors. Mr. Munson, I believe, has officiated as judge at 
seyeral dog shows, and it is only proper that those who haye 
submitted their exhibits to his judgment, should know exactly 
who judged their dogs. Mr. Munson somewhat evyasively 
denies that he has money in the only paper that indorsed Mr. 
Sterling’s decisions and conduct at the New York show. Not- 
withstanding his negative reply, I am assured by those in 
whom I haye confidence, that, if Mr. Munson looks through 
his cash book he will again find himself mistaken, I will, 
however, cheerfully accept his statement when he has cleared 
up several other matters in a satisfactory manner, but not 
until, May I now ask Mr. Munson what moral right he and 
his friends have te twist my writing into such shape as to 
suit themselves? Ihave never said or written that Mi 
Waddell ‘said Beaufort is a better dog than Meteor.” What 
I did write was that Mr. Waddell said Beaufort was the best 
large pointer he had eyer seen. He said it to me and I believe 
he said it to others. What Mr. Waddell said about Meteor I 
am not at liberty to repeat, To say that Beaufort was the 
best large pointer he had ever seen was not to say that he 
considered him a better dog than Meteor. In the first place, 
Mr. Waddell might not consider Meteor a large pointer, and 
in the second place he might share the opinion of a good many 
other people and not consider him a pointer at all. Why, 
when I challenged Mr, Munson to name one judge who con- 
siders Meteor a better dog than Beaufort could he not reply? 
I will tell him. He does not know one. I gave him thenames 
of the oldest and best judges, such as Mr. Steel and the 
Messrs. Orgill, insupport of my own judgment, and I showed 
him clearly that every independent paper had denounced the 
decision. Surely such and the like evidence ought to be sub- 
stantial enough for Mr. John W, Munson, who considers dogs 
bad looking one month and the best m the country two 
months later. 
A very sensible writer in a contemporary last week. offers 

some very sensible suggestions. Says he, ““Why do not bench. 
shows follow the example of the field trial clubs and disbar 
any one making unjust and uncalled for remarks about their 
judges?” This is what they ought to do, but unfortunately they 
refuse to do it; thev rather prefer to do that which they ought 
notto do, It isa pity this intelligent writer forgot to say 
that exhibitors as wellas judges have a claim to protection 
against unjust decisions, and questionable conduct m general. 
{have been accused of slandering Mr. Sterling. If adding 

my name to a protest against his decisions was slandering hin, 
why then I am proud of being charged with such a dreadful 
crime, A great noise has been raised about that protest by 
those who delight to blind the public to serve their own pur- 
pose, but people are getting tired of that sort of thing and 
will not forever tolerate it. The questionable conduct of 
others cannot be hidden by throwing mud at me. 

I find myself unable to agree with Mr. Munson when he says 
that because “Mr, Pilkington, of Bngland, who bred Meteor, 
sent him to St. Louis saying he was by Garnet out of Jilt. - 
This is sufficient.” Mr. Munson will excuse me, but itis not 
quite half sufficient. Mr. Pilkington is a man of honor and a 
gentleman, and the pointers he sent to the St. Louis Kennel 
Club in the spring of 1881, would doubtless be bred as certified 
toby him, Let it be understood that I donot question the cor- 
rectness of their pedigree. Letit also be understood that Ido very 
much question the correctness of the pedigree of the two dogs 
Meteor and Maxim, exhibited by Mr, Munson at the New York 
show this spring, and entered in the catalogues as by Garnet 
out of Jilt, age three years. Such being the case I now 
summon Mr, Munson to state and solemnly swear in the pages 
of FOREST AND STREAM that the two dogs now being exhibited 
by him are the dogs Meteorand Maxim sent to this country by 
Mr. Geo. Pilkington, three years ago. When Mr. Munson re- 
plies I will have something of interest to say to him. In his 
last letter Mr. Munson alludes to justice. Far be it from any 
intention of mine to deprive him of it. 
A friend of Mr. Munson has suggested I be barred from ex- 

hibiting my dogs at bench shows, because ‘I disturb the har- 
mony and am prejudicial to the best interests of all con- 
cerned.” Nobody regrets more than myself that I am com- 
pelled to ‘disturb the harmony” or that lam prejudicial to 
the ‘best interests of all concerned.” But, Mr. Editor, it 
must be done, and LI have clad myself with armor of steel, 
and am prepared to face the dangers likely to be encountered 
by those who attempt to “disturb the harmony” or interfere 
with the interests of '‘all concerned,” 

“The time is out of joint; O cursed spite, 

That ever I was born to set it right.”’ 

CoaruEes H. Mason, 
TOMPEINSVILLE, Staten Island, Aug. 4. 

THE PROPER SIZE OF BEAGLES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: , 
Being much interested in articles in FOREST AND STREAM, as 

to ‘the proper size” and “shooting over beagles,” 1 yenture to 
give my experience with them, and my opinion as to their 
proper size, | having owned probably more of different strains 
than, with one or two exceptions, any member of the beagle 
chib. 
My dogs are kept for private shooting and sport, and have 

razged from eighteen down to eleyen inches, and t roost em- 
phatically indorse the smaller dog for sport, with or without 
the gun. 
A large dog, I find, runs too fast and overruns the doubles 

too much and far, he sometimes runs fifty or one hundred 
yards before he finds his mistake, he then circles until he finds 
the trail and so onat nearly every double of the samein a 
close or woody country, if in the open it is one straight dash to 
the nearest hole, the nearer the hole the less sport we have. 
A small dog will uct oyerrun as much or as far, because he 

is slower in his pace, he works a double better, does not circle 
as much as a large dog; he keeps the game onthe move about 
fast enough to follow with or without the guu, and will give 
you more shots, becanse the game does more doubling and 
does not take to the earth until shot at, or very near tired ont, 
therefore, in my opinion, he isthe best dog for sport with or 
without the gun. 

I have always found three dogs a plenty, and oyer four too 
many, for in 4 larger number there are elke some that are 
inclined to hayetoo much tongue, and will keep on crying 
when the trailis overrun and will bring the others to them, 
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Eeeping them in a constant whirl of excitement; from experi- 
eneé I niust iIndorse three or four small dogs, 
Tam unlike Mr. Phebusin my experience. He says in his 

romantic article of July 17 that the practice of shooting rab- 
bits before beagles is pernicious and will render a pack useless. 
Ihave had dogs refuse to go out without the gun, and I think 
there are more like me. A beagle will soon learn the differ- 
ence. Iam sure mine are always prouder than I when I kill 
the game. Hesays a pot-hunter goes for quantity. I would 
ask what kind of sport it is to stand by and see a rabbit torn 
or mouthed in pieces? Would not the pot-hunter haye made 
better use of it? I take it as a wholesale waste of game, 
something the FOREST aND STREAM has been trying to stop 
tor many years. As to his bagging fifty-six out of sixty 
starts, and nearly all run down, I would say I haye never in 
all of my experience, and I was in the field before Mr. Phebus 
run down ten rabbits, when they had any kind of a chance; 
I do not know what kind of country or rabbits there is in 
Berkley county, Virginia, but this I do know, that eighteen or 
eleven inch dogs can’t run them down in Pennsylvania in less 
than forty-five minutes, if they can do it then, and make out 
the doubles, and he has done it, one in nearly every twenty 
minutes fortwo whole days. lwould ask some other beagle 
man that runs down rabbits if they can do this. 
Ihave had some of the very strain that Mr. Phebus writes 

about, and a friend close by who has three more, and although 
they are good dogs, above the average beagle in hunting, we 
could never equal his record. I would say in conclusion that 
if the beagle men want good dogs, give them plenty of work 
without the gun, but if you want ketter dogs and better sport, 
give them plenty of work with it. Lovis SLOAN. 
PHILADELPHIA, July 23. 

NATIONAL BENCH SHOW ASSOCIATION. 
A CALL, 

\ Ay* publish below a call for a meeting to be held at Phila- 
delphia, Sept. 17, for the purpose of forming a National 

Bench Show Association, We received the call last week 
from arse Taylor, who requested us to withhold its publica- 
tion until this week. We complied with the request, as we 
were in honor bound to do, but why he should wish it to ap- 
pear in ForEsSt AnD STREAM a week later than in other 
papers we do not understand. The call is addressed to all ken- 
nel clubs and associations in this country and Canada, under 
whose auspices bench shows have been held, We hope that 
every one will respond and send delegates, or designate proxies, 
whose names should be sent to Major J. M. Taylor, Lexington, 
Ky., or to Mr. Elliot Smith, New York, Thesecretariés of all 
associations taking action in the matter will confer a favor 
by at once informing us of the result. 
As the propriety and necessity of forming a National Bench 

Show Association has been discussed, and a general agree- 
ment arrived at that there should be one, we hereby issue 
a call to the kennel clubs and associations, under whose 
auspices bench shows have been held, throughout the United 
States and Canada, to hold a meeting at once and elect a dele- 
gate to represent them at a convention to be held at Philadel- 
phia, Pa,, Wednesday, Sept. 17, at 10 o’clock A. M., it being 
the second day of the Philadelphia Kennel Club show. If it 
is found impossible to send delegate, if name of any proxy 
elected to represent is mailed to J. M. Taylor, it will e at- 
tended to and the person notified. When meetings are held 
secretaries are requested to notify promptly the press of their 
action. (Signed) J. M. TAYLOR, 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB. 

WISDOM FOR 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
‘Tonoramus” stands self-confessed_and self-proven. The 

wise men have not “had their say.” I have not said a word. 
The simplicity of the inquiry as to the fe Feels Nt of judges! 
That is the very latest triumph of the clairvoyant’s art, The 
spirits of Montargis, Prince Llewelyn and St. Hubert are 
consulted through a medium, and the voice of the majority 
decides the selection. 
“Raking!” Why that is a weak invention of inexperienced 

ones, unable to do it themselves. Plastering up sores, doctor- 
ing tails, etc,, is “high art,” generally imported (duty free). 
Dogs’ ages are never given wrongly, but sometimes stud 

books do lie. Ay ; . 
Judges are paid, well paid, by the privilege of looking wise 

in a ring, 
“Merits of a dog” is a technical term for the length of the 

owzer’s tongue. ; . 
- Wf “Tenoramus” had consulted either of the canine authori- 
ties above-named, full exposure of ignorance would have 
been avoided. 7 

Catus (with approval of Dame Juliana Berners), 
Wrstminster Appry, No time. 

“IGNORAMUS.” 

PHILADELPHIA BENCH SHOW. 

HE list of special prizes already donated by the leading 
firms of Philadelphia for the exhibition to take place 

Sept. 16, 17, 18 and 19, isa very valuable one—a rough esti- 
mate made of its worth places it over $1,000, while more will 
be added before the show takes place. Superintendent Lin- 
colnis expected here in about ten days, when all arrange- 
ments will be completed. In connection with the display of 
dogs. various dealers in sporting goods, etc., have expressed a 
desire to exhibit their wares, a feature which will add much 
interest to theshow. Before FOREST AND STREAM goes to press 
again the Philadelphia Kennel Club will have held a stated 
meeting when the judges will be selected. ’ 
Satisfactory progress is being made by the field trial com- 

mittee of the Philadelphia Kennel Club im regard to the trials 
of the association, a nuraber of entries for which have been 
made. Homo, 

LAVERACK SETTERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: . 
“Homo” is certainly well up on the Laverack setter. So far 

as field work goes, y would not fancy his selection for stud 
urposes, 

3 he wants to breed dogs for bench shows under a standard 
not fitted for field purposes—the latter being the real object 
for which all setter dogs have heretofore been bred—he had 
better enter them in the non-sporting class, as all bench show 
standards for setters are supposed to cover all points of form 
neeessary for a perfect field dog. ; 

“Fomo’s” scale of pointsfor a stud dog would run something 
like the following: 
; High-appearing quality.......-.,.-..+-+ 

Fine texture of coat....--...:..2--5:5 fone 
General symmetry of outline....... 

OBSERVER, 

BEAGLES AT THE PHILADELPHIA SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: " 5 
T send you the list of classes for beagles at the Philadelphia 

bench show in September. 1 do so that those who are inter- 
ested may know in time what classes they will beable to enter 
their favorites in, and get them in proper form. The Philadel- 
hia Kennel Club have considered the claims of the American 
uglish Beagle Club and kindly given us the classes asked for, 

and I hope that all of our beagle owners will make an effort 
to have such a display of oui little hound as never has been 
seen before in this country. The prizes are liberal, also the 
classes, and there should bea grand response from lovers of 
“the beagle. Besides the regular prizes there will be specials, 
among which the American Huglish Beagle Club will donate 
two cups, one forthe best beagle entered below 12 inches. The 

awards will be made according to the scale of points adopted | as preferable to letting them hunt rabbits, Teach them early 
by the club. 
Below are the classes: Champion dogs, champion medal, 

bitches the same; open, dogs oyer 12 inches, $10, $5 and medal, 
bitches the same; under 12 inches, dogs the same, bitches the 
same, W. H, ASHBURNER. 

MEETING OF EXHIBITORS AND BREEDERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
During the past few days I haye been in receipt of a number 

of signed circular letters from gentlemen, many of whom are 
well known as exhibitors and breeders, asking me to call a 
meeting for the purpose of establishing a kennel club, These 
read as follows: 
Editor American Kennel Register: 

In yiew of the conflicting actions of the Westminster Kennel Club 
and of Major Taylor relative to the inception of a National Kennel 
Club, and the danger of the proposal falling through thereby, we re- 
speetfully ask you to issue a call for a meeting of exhibitors and 
clubs to form such a kennel elub, and that you prepare a plan of 
organization, work, etc., for such a chib, to be considered at this 
meeting. Itseems very desirable thatthe co-operation of so respected 
and experienced a judge as Major Taylor and so old and influential 
an organization as the Westminster Kennel Club should both be 
secured to this object. . 

Since these circulars were sent out by the original signers, 
Messrs, Wade, Kirk, Burgess and Perry, I have been informed 
by Mr, Elliot Smith that, in conjunction with Major Taylor, 
the Westminster Kennel Club has called a meeeting of dog- 
show clubs, to be held at Fhiladelphia on Sept,17, This call 
Mr, Smith read to me, and it contains no reference to exhibi- 
tors er breeders; and he further informed me that, in his opin- 
ion, individuals could not forma club to have any control over 
dog shows. If struck me that, if individuals were not wanted, 
it was rather strange that one of the two signers of the call 
should be a private individual, 
With all due respect to the gentlemen asking me to call a 

meeting of exhibitors and clubs, I think it would be better to 
allow my call to be addressed to all interested in breeding’ or 
exhibiting, so that clubs may be represented if they so desire 
otherwise it would appear as if there was antagonism. I 
therefore desire to notify all such that a meeting will be held 
in Philadelphia on the evening of Sept. 16. The time and 
place will be duly announced later on. 

Yours truly, 
EDITOR AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER. 

BREAKING SPANIELS, 

<1 0 little trouble is taken generally in breaking this, one of 
.) the most useful of the sportsman’s canine friends, that a 
few words on the subject may not be out of place. Most peo- 
ple are contented if a dog will work within gunshot and push 
out the game for him to kill. Almost any mongrel, with the 
necessary practice and experience will do this, but lam sup- 
posing that the sportsman takes a pride in his dogs, likes to 
haye good looking and well-bred ones, and if he wishes to 
shoot in comfort and in good form when he uses spaniels, itis 
quite as necessary to have them well trained as it isfor any 
other breed of sporting dog. I will therefore proceed to give 
such few directions as my experience has taught. I know no 
dog that more repays the trouble of breaking yourself (that 
is, if you have the requisite knowledge and patience) than the 
spaniel, who, from the natural love and affection he has for 
his master more than any other dog, should be more ready to 
work for him than any one else; but the fact is, from the 
spaniel’s winning ways, and his beautiful pleading eyes, it re- 
quires a little hardheartedness on the part of the breaker, for 
the spaniel will bear and requires a good bit of whipcord, not- 
wishstanding ‘‘Actzeon’s” dictum, as advocated in an article 
in a contemporary, that he will bear less than any other dog, 
Ispeak from considerable experience—the spaniel’s natui‘al 
love of and ardor in hunting, require a firm hand over 
him until he is matured. Thereis an old saying that ‘‘a spaniel 
is good until he is nearly worn out”—there is a great 
deal of truth in this, for very few spaniels are good for much 
until they are at least three or four years old. I recollect an 
old bitch that belonged to an ‘‘old Devonshire sportsman”— 
by the way it was not that gentleman who was in the habit of 
opening a conversation with those words, and who used to 
buttonhole you so at certain dog shows—who used to boast 
that he could kill more game to ‘‘old Fan” than three parts of 
the men with their teams of spaniels and numerous keepers; 
the fact was, as | found out afterward, that she was so cun- 
ning that she used to catch as much as he shot. When the 
old man died I bought the bitch, as she had a great reputa- 
tion, but she was fax too much of a pot-hunter for me.  [ 
could have backed her against a moderate gun any day, and 
to prevent her getting into other hands I shot her, Spaniels 
get very knowing in working to the gun after a few seasons, 
and it is astonishing what efforts they will make to maneuyre 
the game out to the shooter, I have seeu numberless instances 
of this, particularly in hedge-row shooting, when I have tre- 
quently seen a clever old dog on winding game, noj make a 
rush at it, which would have had the effect of sending it out 
the other side, but pop through the fence and push it out to 
you, This, as I have said, is only acquired by experience, and 
a young, vigorous spaniel will push up the game when he has 
a chance irrespective of lending any aid tothe gun. A really 
good spaniel, even when he is busy questing and bustling 
about, should always have an eye to the gun, and work to it 
instead of for himself and his own gratification and amuse- 
ment. 
You cannot well begin too early to train young spaniels to 

get their noses down and to hunt close; to work thoroughly 
every bit of ground and every hole and corner that can pos- 
sibly shelter a head of game is what the spaniel is required to 
do when he is grown up; and in order to inculcate this habi 
in him, and to discourage what they are so prone to do, 
namely, go ahead, you should begin by flinging small bits of 
meat or boiled liver into small patches of turnips in a garden, 
or small patches of thick bushes, or any kind of covert that 
will cause them to seek for it with their noses and not with 
their eyes. By no means enter your young spaniels to rabwits 
if you can possibly help it; they take to them too soon unfor- 
tunately when they get the chance, and there is no fear about 
their having the opportunity quite soon enough; enter them 
to winged game by all means, and for this purpose get an old 
cock partridge, cut one wing (if you cut two he will still be 
able to make some sortof a fly of it), and put him into a small 
patch of thick covert. A really well-bred spaniel ought to 
prefer the scent of winged game to fur; but how rarely this 
is found to be the case, and one reason for it is that the puppy 
is generally first introduced to the scent of rabbits. Ninety- 
nine keepers out of a hundred enter their young spamiels to 
rabbits because it saves trouble, as they are easily found, but 
it ruins the dog. ae ; 

Never take young spaniels into large or thick coverts where 
they can get away from under your eye, which they will be 
pretty sure to do. Confine your working ground to small bits 
of covert, patches of turnips, bushes, bits of gorse, anything, 
in fact, where you will be likely to have enough cohtrol over 
them, and where they are in reach of an attendant, whom 
ou should always have with you to turn them to your whistle. 
aac found it a first-rate plan to take them out on the sides 
of rivers and ponds, where there are lots of moorhens, and 
plenty of sedge and rushes; let them bunt in the rushes till 
they are tired, and a morning’s work at this fun will do them 
more good than anything I know of, they very soon 
get fond of the work; it teaches them to hunt close, and 
they are perfectly under the control of yourself and a 
lad. Itis said the scent of the inoorhen is very like that of 
the woodcock. I do not know how any one could tell this, 
but at all events itis a bird whose scent they enjoy, and it 1s 

o drop to hand and shot, and spare no pains about it; this is 
a part of a spaniel’s education which is generally neglected, 
and 1b 18 a sine qué non for ateam of spaniels, if they are to 
be worthy of the name of being called broken. I know 
many men, who, instead of making them drop to shot, make 
them come 1o heel, using the word ‘“‘come round” or “heel” 
it answers every purpose. And as it brings every dog to you, 
and he has to work right away from you again when he gets 
the signal, it has its advantages in keeping them under con- 
trol, but on the whole I prefer the dropping to shot and wing 
instantly; itis difficult tomake spaniels drop to fur, and if 
you can keep them free from chasing, merely putting up hares 
and rabbits, but not following them after they are started, 
rest satisfied that little more is necessary or desirable. 1 once 
saw a very pretty thing of this Kind. J was shooting with a 
gentleman near Southampton in one of his coverts to a nice 
team of small Clumbers; we were both standing in a ride 
and saw a charming little bitch feathering hear to us toward 
the ride. Just as she got to it out popped a rabbit and seut- 
tled down the ride, followed out of the covert by the bitch, 
but directly she had cleared the wood and was clear im the 
ride close on to the rabbit, which she had not seen till then, 
down she dropped, entirely of her own accord, as she had not 
seen either of us, neither did we know that we were each 
observing this pretty bit of work until we compared notes a 
few minutes afjer, and agreed that we had never seen any- 
thing better. It is rather difficult, to describe, but to me it 
was worth all the afternoon’s shooting, and it made an 1m- 
ression at the time which is as fresh as ever now; she was, 
need scarcely say, thoroughly broken. 
If it is desired to make young spaniels take the water, and 

they show any disinclination to it, the best plan is to take 
them to a stream which you can wade through; walk throtish 
to the other side.and they will probably follow you at onee;if 
they do not, walk straight away from the opposite side and go 
out of sight, they will come after making a little fuss about 
it. If you have not a suitable shallow stream, but are obliged 
to make use of a deep river for your purpose. getanattendant 
whom they do not know ta hold your puppies while you go 
around by a bridge out of their sight, and come down oppo- 
site to them, and follow the instructions [ haye given aboye; 
but remember niany young dogs have xt first a great fear of 
getting out of their depth all at once, but will freely dabble 
into a shallow stream, so itis best to lead them on by degrees. 
Once having got off their legs, and finding that itis an easy 
matter to swim there will be no further trouble. Always 
choose warm weather for this teachIng, There is, however, 
no better plan of teaching them to take to the water than 
letting them hunt moorhens. As to whether spaniels should 
be taught to retrieye or not will depend woon what your 
requirements are, the number you see, and so on.- 

you are a one-dog man, by all means take all the trouble 
you can to perfect him in this business, and for this purpose 
you should choose your wheip from a strain that retrieves 
naturally. 

If you work three or four spaniels together, unless they are 
thoroughly broken, they all want toretrieve, anditis often the 
cause of much foul language and great trouble. Nothing looks 
worse than to see several dogs all tugging at one bird, exept 
perhaps the bird itself afterward. 1f yourdogs are sufficiently 
broken and under command, and will drop to shot or come to 
heel, and you can direct either one of them to find the wounded. 
game, while the others remain down or at heel, you can let 
them take it in turn which shall be allowed the pleasure and 
honor of recovering the wounded; ut how rarely one sees 
spaniels so well under command as this. In the case of a team 
of spaniels, I think it better that they should not be allowed to 
retrieve, and this duty is better confined to a regular retriever. 
A team of Clumbers should never be allowed to retrieve. I 
recollect a Clumber I had called Joe, one of the best markers 
of a wounded bird I ever saw, and he would be sure to find if 
too, go where or what distance it might; but if Joe eould 
break away from me, [had to go with all my might to get up, 
for as sure as fate if he had time he would break every bone 
in the bird’s body before he brought it to me. 

Tt is a good plan with young spaniels to walk round a covert 
toward the evening when pheasants are out at feed in the 
stubbles, having an attendant with you to preyent them get- 
ting into covert, and walk in a zigzag way about the stubbles; 
you can generally give them plenty of practice in this way, 
and enter them well to the scent of winged game. It is diffi- 
cult to find high and thick stubbles now such as we used ta 
haye, but suitable bits can be found here and there. If your 
puppies do not readily turn to your whistle, but show a dispo- 
sition to go on, turn your back upon them and go the other 
way, which will generally have the desired effect andarate 
or a crack of the whip from your attendant will greatly aid 
it. If a puppy is too fast, put up a foreleg in his collar, or tie 
astrap tightly round one hindleg just aboye the hock, but 
neither of them must remain very long without changing, or 
you will produce swelling and inflammation. Apart from the 
pleasure and satisfaction there is in shooting to dogs of your 
own breaking, there is this advantage, that they learn to un- 
derstand your ways, and to know thoroughly your every look 
and motion, while you at the same time perfectly understand 
them. e 

In selecting young spaniels to break, if you do not breed 
your own, be most particular in getting them from a 
thoroughly good working strain, of a sort that a friend of 
mine designates as “savage for work:” this is most difficult to 
do atthe present day, as owing to most of the handsomest 
spaniels being bred and kept entirely for show purposes, the 
produce from them is rendered soit and useless. This, of 
course, is not always the case, but that it is the case too often, 
if not generally, is beyond dispute, To work spaniels 1m thick, 
large woods, you should always go with them to work them, 
or send some one they are accustomed to do soto, or they 
will either become wild or slack. And with the spaniel of the 
present day I believe that wildness will be found the lesser 
evil of the two, as they have become soft and deficient in 
pluck, without which a spaniel in a rough country is useless.— 
‘dn Old Judge of Spaniels” in Land and Water. 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

XXXY. 
Sergeant Geo. Osborne, of the Yonkers police, is a noted 

sportsman. Next week the Sergeant is to take his vacation, 
and, by dint of much persuasion, he succeeded in borrowiug 
Commissioner P. U. Fowler’s hunting dog, a beautitul setter 
with big brown eyes. It was vaiued at 32U0. Sergeant Os- 
borne proudly led his prize down te the police station. and, 
atter exhibiting him to everybody, went and chained him up 
in the police stable. That evening one of the policemen 
brought in a big black dog that had bitten somebody, and tied 
him up in the stable next to the brown setter, The Captain 
sat in judgment on the black dog, heard all the details of his 
crime, and ordered Detective Pats ‘Quinn to. go out and shoot 
him. Quinh took a revolver and lantern and went out to the 
barn. ‘The setter had broken loose, and jumped upon him to 
caress him, whereupon Quinn shot him through theneck, made 
sure that he was dead, and went back to report that he had 
killed the vicious brute just in time, rt 5 
Osborne went to the stable and found the beantitul setter lying 
dead at one end of a broken chain, while the black dog was 
dancing wp and down at the end of another chain, ready to go 
hunting, The black dog has since died.—N_ Y. Sun. 

_ X&XxKYL 
A good story of a dog's ability to find its way from a strange 

place to its former home comes from Flat Rock, O, A young 
tarmer named McCauley emigrated from that pluce to Kansas, 
He put his goods on the 

Next morning Sergeant 

‘ 

cars at Bellevue, and with them puta — 
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shepherd dog. On his arrival at his destination he drove from 
the railroad station to his brother’s house, the dog following, 
The team was cared for, aud the young man went into the 

could not be found. He wrote back to Ohio to his friends, and 
mentioned the disappearance of the dog. Three weeks after- 
ward he received a letter announcing the arrival of the dog at 
its old home. The animal refused, however, to make up with 
nee pues and in a short time died.—Cincinnati Enquirer, 
7 \ 

house leaving the dog outside. The next morning the animal 

MASTIFFS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Iwas mich pleased to see an article from so distinguished 

an English authority as M. B. Wynn, Esy., in your last, but I 
am sure we would have enjoyed an article from him on mas- 
tiffs much more than one on deerhounds, as Mr, Wynn is one 
of the very few mastiff breeders now living who knows any- 
thing about the early dogs, their characteristics, breeders, 
ete. His aiticle on black mastifis in Live Stock Jowrnal would 
well repay republication, as it opened a flood of light on the 
great variety of color that has appeared in a race that we are 
accustomed to think of as only fawn or brindle. It is much 
to be desired for mastiff interests that the threads of informa- 
tion still existing on this subject should be gathered up and 
putin permanent shape. é need a ‘Book on the Mastiff;” 
not a chapter in “Tom Collins on the Dog,” but a whole book, 
and we have at least one English breeder in this count1y who 
could add much of yalue to such a book. W. WADE. 
VERONA, Pa., Aug, 1. 

TRAINING DOGS ON TAME QUAIL,—Pittsburgh, Pa., 
July 21.—Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed please find $1 
for copy Hammond's ‘Dog Training.” Ican verify your re- 
marks by the experience of myself and friends in having dogs 
“broken” by some professional breakers. They were “broken” 
indeed. I have an eleven months old puppy, Fauntelroy 
(Fairy Prince—Flirt) that I wish to try to train by Hammond's 
book, Do you Enow where I can purchase a pair of quail? 
It would be inconvenient to go the necessary distance just at 
this time to find quail enough to give the puppy work,—B. 
[Your dog should not be allowed to work on quail, or in fact 
on any bird until his yard education is such that you have him 
uuder control. We learned many sree ago by sad experience, 
that birds that haye been handled should never be used while 
training a dog. The olfactory power of hunting dogs is some- 
thing marvelous, and the taint of human touch upon the bird 
is as evident to them as is the scent of the bird itself. It is 
this Sa a to distinguish the difference between a wild bird 
and one that has been handled that causes a dog to become 
unsteady on point to them, and if the practice is continued he 
will soon fail to point, unless perhaps at sight, and the re- 
sult will be that he will follow the same course when you take 
him afield, and you will bave a hard task, and may not even 
then succeed in bringing him back to where he was when you 
eommenced with him.] : 

SHINER.—The Labrador dog Shiner, which was brcught 
back in the Loch Garry from the Arctic regions, has heen 
lost or stolen from the Brooklyn Navy Yard. The dog was 
brought home by Lieut. Chambers as a present to Capt. Kirk- 
land, the captain of the yard. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To imsure 
ublication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
iculars of each animal: 

1. Color, 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed, buyer or seller. 
3, Sex. - 7. Sire, with his sire aud dam. 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire. 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10. Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name, 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

ES" See instructions at head of this column. 
Beppo, By Mr. H.W. Smith, Worcester, Mass., for black, white 

and tan fox-terrier, age not given. by Mr. W. Tallman’s Quickstep out 
of Nippet (A.K.R, 1404). 
Cherry Blossom II By Mr. J. A. Doolittle, New Haven, Conn., for 

liver and white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped July #8, 184, by his Don 
(A-E.R. 1809), out of his Cherry Blossom. 2 
Meteorite and Meekness. By Mr, J. W. Munson, St. Louis, Mo., for 

liver and while pointer dog and bitch, whelped July 19, 1884, by cham- 
yion Meteor out of his champion Vanity. 
Monitor and Meta. By Mr. J. W. Munson, St. Louis, Mo., for liver 

and white pointer dog and bitch, whelped July 13, 1884, by champion 
Meteor out of Flash IT. (Bang—Pride). ; 
Maxinum and Minim. By Mr.J.W. Munson, St. Lowis. Mo., for 

liyer and white pomter dog and bitch, whelped July 25, 1884, by Maxim 
(Garnet—Jilt) out of Spinaway (Garnet—Keswick). 
Duke of Britain. By Mr. Charles F. Corbin, New Britain, Conn., for 

red and whi-e s-tter doz. whelped Nov. 5, 1882, by Holt’s Sam (Sam— 
Nell) out of Bailey's Topsy (Dan—Reauty). 
Dandy Lion, Warwick I... Lady B., Countess B, and Lady Lio. 

By Mr, A. BE. Burche, Washington. D. C., for English setters, two 
white and black ticked dogs, and one black, white and tan and two 
black and white ticked bitches, whelped May 1, 1884, by Dashing Liou 
(Dash II. Leda) out of his Victoria (A. K.R. 1383), 
Lady Glen. By Mr. George L. Wilms, Jersey City, N. J., for liver 

ee White pointer bitch, whelped June 7, 1884, by Glenmark out of 
essie. . 
At Thoughts, Highjfiyer, Highlunder, Highland Queen. Honey 

Moon. Hazel Farke and Haida. By Mr. H. W, Huntington, Brooklyn, 
N. Y., for black greyhounds, three dogs and four bitches, whelped 
July 15, 1884, by his Bouncing Boy (Walton Lad—Cremorne) out of his 
Begonia (Born a Demon—Belle). 
Jvan L., Julien I, Vedetie, Anno, Alnorma, Asphodel and Lorraine. 

By the Essex Kennel, Andoyer, Mass., for orange tawny, whith white 
markings, St. Bernards, three dogs and four bitches, whelped July 29, 
1884, by Cassar (A.K.R, 22) out of Daphne IT. (A.K.R, 489). 
Hazlehurst, Honeysuckle, Hopeisell, Happy Boy, Harebell, Harle- 
utn, Honey Bee, Handsome Maud and Huntress. By Mr. H. W. 
untington, rooklyn, N. Y., for one red and five black dogs and one 

blue and two black greyhound bitches, whelped Ju y 15, 1884, by his 
Bouncing Boy (Walton Lad—Cremorne) out of bis Schoo] Girl (School- 
fellow—Sol-Fa). a : 

Pilot 7. By Mr, C. L. Schember, Yonkers, N. Y .for liverand white 
and ticked eocker spaniel dog, whelped May 20, 1884, by Pilot (Sam— 
Daisy Dean) out of Beauty imported Racer—Daisey I1.), 

Dot. By Mr. F.S. Wetmore. Yonkers, N. Y., for liver cocker spaniel 
dog, whelped May 20, 1854, by Pilot (Sam—Daisy Dean) out of Beauty 
(imported Racer—Daisey I.). . i. 
Beaumont. By Mr. R. T. Greene, Jersey City, N. J., for lemon and 

white pomter dog, whelped June 12, 1884, by Glenmark (Rush—Romp) 
out of Girl (A.K.R. 697). 

NAMES CHANGED, 
ES See tnstructions at head of this column. 
Tony Lava Rock to Lava Ruck TT, Biue belton English setter dog 

(A. EGR, 291), owned by Mr. [. M. Dewey, New Haven, Conn. 

BRED. 
£S= See mstructions at head of this column, ; - 
Belle—Faust II, Myr. H. Clay Glover's (New York) imported pointer 

biten Belle to Fanst 11. (A.K.R, 696), July 13. 
Queenstoun—Dan O'Connor, The Milwaukee Kennel's Club's Irish 

water spaniel bituh Queenstown (Barney—Irish Nell) to their imported 
Dan O'Connor, June 21, 

- Erin—Dan O'Connor. The Milwaukee Kennel Club's imported Irish 
water spaniel bitch Erin (Connaught Ranger—Quail II.) to their im- 
ported Dan O’Connor, July. 
Peggy Dan. O'Connor, The Milwaukee Kennel Club's Irish water 

spaniel bitch Peggy (Dan O’Connor—Irish Nell) to their Dan O’Con- 
nor, 
Kate O'Connor—Tim O'Connor. The Milwaukee Kennel Chib’s Irish 

walter spaniel bitch Kate O'Connor (Dan O*Connor—Irish Nel) to their 
Tim 0O’Connor, July 7. ‘ aye 
SIyde T.—Fritz. Mr. John Wanstall’s pointer bitch Lyde I, (Lyde 
See to champion Fritz (A. K.R, 1351), July 

2 

29, 

Kdda—Beaufort. Mr. H. D, Towner’s (Nyack, N, ¥,) pointer 
bach ot. Kila (Dilley’s Ranger—White Lilly) to Mr, C. H, Mason's 

ufort (A.K.R. 694), Aug. 5, ; et 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Lodin—Here IJ. The Ashmont Kennel’s (Boston Mass.) im- 
Latins mastiff bitch Lodin to their imported Here IL (A. K.R, 545), 

Oma—Hero IT, Mr, Wm, Mellis’s (Lucknow, Ont.) mastiff hitch 
pms peso —JaED) to the Ashmont Kennel’s Hero II, (A.K.R. 545), 

y 25. 
Pitis—Bannerman. Dr. L. H, Twaddell’s (West Philadelphia, Pa.) 

beagle bitch Pitts to Mr. L. D. Sloan's imported Bannerman, July 7- 
Beta—Meteor. Mr. J. W. Munson’s (St. Louis, Mo,) ‘imported 

pointer bitch Beta (Garnet—Sybil) to champion Meteor, July 25, 
Joon of Arc—Cambridge, Mr, John Schrink, Jr.’s (Cincinnati, O,) 

English setter bitch Joan of Are (Leicester— Pearl) to Cambridge 
(Gladstone— Clip), July 26, 
Dolly Varden—Hero IT. The Ashmont Kennel’s (Boston, Mass.) 

mastiff bitch Dolly Varden (A.K.R, %5) to their imported Hero I. 
(A. E.R, 545), Aug, 2. 

WHELPS. 

ES— See instructions at head of this column. 
Cherry Blossom. Mr. J, A. Doolitile’s (New Haven, Conn.) cocker 

spaniel bitch Cherry Blossom), July 28, three (one dog), by his Don 
(A.K.R. 1309); dog since dead. 

Gaily, Mr. Howard Hartley’s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) English setter bitch 
Gaily (Hesper—Polly), four (two dogs), by his champion Royal Ranger 
(Royal LV.—Novel). 
Daisy Queen. Mr. Howard Hartley’s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) English set- 

ter bitch Daisy Queen (Rock—Flame), six (four dogs), by his cham- 
pion Royal Ranger (Royal LV,—Nuvyel). 

Breda Girl ‘The Milwaukee Kennel Club’s (Milwaukee, Wis.) im- 
ported Irish water spaniel bitch Breda Girl (Wallace—Duck), July 24, 
nine (six dogs), by Kelly’s Drake. 
Honor Bright. Mr. H. W. Smith’s (Worcester, Mass.) black grey- 

hound biteh Honor Bright (A.K.R. 902), July 29, six (three dogs), by 
champion Friday Night (A.K.K. 783). 
Lucia, Mr. D, 8. Gregory, Jr., 20's, pointer bitch Lucia (A.K,R. 

209), Judy 25, eight (three dogs), by Bang Bang (A.K.R. 394); two dogs 
and one bitch liyer and white, the rest lemon and white; one bitch 
since dead. 
Daphne Ii. The Hssex Kennel’s (Andover, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch 

Daphne II. (A.K.R. 489), July 29 eight (three dogs), by imported 
Cesar (A.K.R. 22), 
Lady Mab. Mr. H. C, Miller's (Hudson, N.Y.) pointer bitch Lady 

Mab (A.K.R. 1044), July 27, eleven, by champion Knickerbocker 
(A.K.R. 19); two since dead. 

Mollie. Mr. H. C. Miller's (Hudson, N.Y.) white bull-terrier bitch 
Molhe, July 2, seven, by Mr, M. Gifford’s Brandy. 
School Girl. Mr. H, W. Huntivgton's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) greyhound 

bitch School Girl (Schoolfellow—Sol-Fa), July 15, nine (six dogs), by 
his Bouncing Boy (Wslton Lad—Cremorne), 

Clio. Mr. H. W. Huntington's (Brooklyn, N.Y.) greyhound bitch 
uo. (Badger Han), June 11, eight (five dogs), by his Doubleshot 
KR. 7A). 
Cricket, Mr. Arthur M, Wood’s(West Philadelphia, Pa.) beagle 

bitch Cricket (Bugle—Pitts), July 30, four (three dogs), by Mr. L. D. 
Sloan’s imported Bannerman, 
Madge. The Ashmont Keunel’s (Boston. Mass.) mastiff bitch 

Madge (Sultan—Queen), July 25, eleyen (four dogs), by their Hero II. 
(A.K.R, 545). ae 
Flora I. Mr. Charus M. Wray’s (Shelter Island) cocker spaniel 

bitch Flora Il. (Snipe—Flora), July 29, seven (five dogs), by Black 
Prince (A.K.R. 62); four black and three liver. fan 

Begonia, Mr. H. W. Huntington's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) greyhound 
bitch Begonia (Born a Demon—Bella), July 15, seven (three dogs), by 
his Bouncing Boy (Walton Lad—Cremorne). 

Vanity. Mr. J. W._Munson’s (St. Louis, Mo.) imported pointer 
bitch Vanity (Bang—Pride), July 19, five (two dogs), by champion 
Meteor. 
Spinaway. Mr. J. W. Munson’s (St. Louis, Mo.) imported pointer 

bitch Spinaway (Garnet—Keswick), July 25, seven (five dogs), by 
Maxim (Garnet—ZJilt). . ‘ 
Beauty. Mr, J, H. Rushforth’s cocker spaniel bitch Beauty (Racer 

—Daisey I1.), May 20, seven (five dogs), by Mr. C. E. Scott’s Pilet (Sam 
—Daisy Dean). 

SALES. 

> See instructions at head of this column. 
Dashing Lion—Victoria whelps, White and black ticked English 

setters, whelped May 1, 1884, by Mr. A. E. Burche, Washington, D, C., 
a dog to Mr, J, W, Marsh, Fredericksburg, Va.; a dog to Mr, George 
W. Moss, Washington, D. C., and a bitch ta Mr. James Rogers, same 
lace. 

y Dandy Lion. White and black ticked English setter dog, whelped 
May 1, 1884 (Dashing Lion—Victoria), by Mr. A. E. Burche, Wasning- 
ton, D, C., to Dr, Chas. Neilson, Deyil’s Lake, Dak. 

Glenfinlass. Black, white and tan English setter bitch (A.K.R. 588), 
by Mr. T. G. Davey. London, Ont., to the Merrimac Kennel Club, Bos- 
ton, Mass. 

Gayly. Lemon and while pointer bitch, Smos. old (Guy—Grace). 
by the Clifton Kennel, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr, A. Quick, New 
York. 

Claire. Liver and white ticked pointer bitch, 8mos, old, Pedigree 
not given, by Mr. A. E. Burche. Washington, D. C., to Mr. W. H, Hoff- 
man, Quincy, Il. i J \ 
Alpina. Smooth-coated Sb. Bernard bitch (A.K.R. 928), by the Essex 

Kennel, Andover, Mass., to Mr. J. H. Hinton, New York. : 
Shandon. Orange and white pointer dog(A.K.R. 702), by the Knick- 

erbocker Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr. W. P. Bowers, Clin- 
ton, Mass. 
Harmony. Black greyhound bitch, whelped June 11, 1884 (Double- 

shot, A.K.K. 73—Clio), by Mr. H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y.,to 
Mr. GC. S. Wixom, Ithaca, N. Y. ' 
Hawthorn Bell, Black greyhound bitch, whelped June 11, 1884 

(Doubleshot, A.K.R. 73—Clio), by Mr. H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, 
N. Y., to Mr. A. D. Swan, Lawrence, Mass. 
Hurd Cash. Black greyhound dog, whelped June 11, 1884 (Double- 

shot, A.K.R. 73—Clio), by Mr. H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N, Y., to 
Mr. W. Blockham, same place. — 4 

Pilot I. Liyer and white and ticked cocker spaniel dog, whelped May 
20. 1884 (Pilot—Beauty), by Mr. J. H. Rushforth, Yonkers, N. Y., to 
Mr. C. L. Schemhber, same place. 

Dot. Liver cocker spaniel dog, whelped May 20. 1884 (Pilot— 
Beauty), by Mr, J. H. Rushforth, Yonkers, N. Y., to Mr. F.S, Wet- 
more, same place, ‘ 
Highland Boy and Harefoot. One red and one black greyhound 

dogs, whelped June 11, 1884 (Doubleshot, A.K.R. 78—Clio), by Mr. H. 
W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Dr. P. F. Coe, Pawtucket, &. I. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
=" See instructions at head of this column. . 
Beppo. Black, white ana tan fox-terrier dog, age not given (Quick- 

step—Nippet, A.K.R. 1404), by Mr, H. W. Smith, Worcester, Mass., to 
Miss Mary B. Bigelow, same place. _ : j 

Lady Glen. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped June 7, 1884 
(Glenmark—Bessie), by Mr. W, F. Steel, Piermont, N. J., to Mr, Geo. 
L. Wilms, Jersey City, N. J. 

POT LUCK FROM XFCHANGFS., 

A “droll dog” is a wag with a funny tale,—Pittsburgh 
Chronicle. 

The Charlestown (N. H,) Selectmen have paid bounties on 
752 woodchucks this year. 

Fashion is said to be a tax imposed by the industry of the 
pooron the luxuries of the rich, Probably the present fashion 
of keeping big dogs does not benefit the dusty of the poor 
toavery large extent, butitis certainly a tax imposed by 
the luxury of the rich on the convenience of everybody else. 
A dog who is four feet high and as heavy asa man is no 
longer a dog—or, at all events, not such an animal as the word 
dog has usually signified in our language, and the sooner a 
progressive tax on such animals, rising ene. for every 
pound over a stone, is imposed, the better for the revenue 
and the public. If people who are fashionable wish to mflict 
their monstrosities upon us let them pay for it, although it 
seems utterly unreasonable that one class of the community 
should be allowed to keep brutes that frighten our children, 
bump up against our wive’s dresses, and jostle us off the 
ayement, for any consideration whatever. In Kensington 
ardens, where there is a public notice that no dogs are ad- 

mitted unless led by a string, I counted some seventy dogs of 
all sizes on Sunday afternoon in ten minutes, under no control 
at all, a fact which shows pretty well the view dog-owners 
take of their responsibilities. To use the words vf Horace, 
a dog-owner “Jura negat sibi nata, nihili non arogat armis”— 
thatis, a walking-stick if any one comes between him and his 
dog, or remonstrates in any way.—Indignant correspondent 
Pall Malt Gazette. 

Onn IN SEVEN of those insured under the accident policies of the 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn., in 18$3, was killed or injured by acci- 
dent, and received cash benefits,—Adv, 
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| Rifle and Gray Shooting. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THOMASTON, Conn., July 26.—The weekly shoot to day was very 
slimly attended, most of the club mémbers being out of town. Can- 
field won the badge with a very fine score: 
Gis Panttelis seen Ssoor eee A 121211 8 i1 11 10 10 10 11—106 
Ris eNOBU Maris Sa aa teva. Sic ose a ee 710 9 9 91112 & 9 3— 87 
BOW PEASE Moh Otis she cce bee 2 8 9 6 711 G61l 6 9— 85 

F. A. Pz 
BULL'S HEAD RIFLE CLUB, July 31.—Regular weekly shooting, 

izring target, possible 120: A, Lober 118, G. Zimmerman 117, M. 
Dorrier 115. C, Kein 113, G. D. Johnson 111, J, Schneider 110, J. Jordan 
108, A. M. Hesser 106, S. F. C. Webber 105, J. Campbell 102, D. Louitaki 
100, B. Walter 100, J. Shaw 87.—A. Loser, Secretary. 

BULL’S HEAD VS. SEPPENFELDT.—2ditor Forest and Stream: 
Seeing a challenge by Mr. Bird in your last week's edition, I will say 
that Mr. Gus Zimmeriuan is willing to shoot Mr. Bird, of the Seppen- 
feldt Rifle Club, 50 shots, target f0yds, distance. open sight, $25 a 
side, any time convenient after September 15. Man and money can 
be found at the Bull’s Head Rifle Club, Twenty-fourth street and 
Third ayenue.—A. Loper, Secretary. 

BOSTON, Aug. 2.—There was a good attendance of rifiemen at the 
range at Walnut Hill to-day, and the day proved excellent for tha 
sport, the light being good and a moderate west wind blowing. Dur- 
ing the day several embers practiced at the ring and man targets to 
prepare themselves forthe coming tournament to be held at Gak 
Island. Considering it was the shooters’ first attempt at the new 
targets, excellent results were obtained. The ring target has a 
i2Anch bullseye with 144-inch center, surrounded by three-quarter 
inch rings, counting from 1 to 25. The man target represents the 
head and shoulders of a man marked by vertical lines half an inch 
apart, counting from 20 in the center {o1 on the outeredge. Below 
is the summary of the day: 
2 Creedmoor Prize Match. 
EB Souther...... ..4545454555—46 OB Edwards...... . .5dod4545444—44 
FW Perkins........ 555544445546 SE Briggs... ... , 4445544544— 43 
F Wallace. ....2...., §455545544—46 JP Bates.......,.... 3445455445—48 
OM Berrys. tiie 4454555445—45 J ACobb............ 5444444445—49 
R Reed 2..3.+2 . ..4454445554—44 JALark....... +. D44444d4s4 4 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
Gn Berry nn x. elects 544454455 —45 amon 434444344438 
J F Parker (Mil.) _..4554543545—42 JA Lark... .. 444334443437 
JE Darmoddy(Mil.),4435344545—41 JBLow......... ... 3444354334—87 
HA Lewis(Mil.) .. ,4544485348—a9 

Rest Match. 
EEOW Optnings to. i secre ca lasr. 10,40; O 2.10.00 7% 9.40 094 
DAR ACRUS ie. oy ate, de eels Ow «to 1 eo eO 99 8&—k9 
Je AY EaISECY Syeirents. asceK wae 1) 10, 10..J0 8s SB. 9F ove aha Ose 
DeATMaLGC ess. oues hee ue eee 2 10 9 10 % 8 10 ‘8 10 10—85 

Ring Target—Possible 250. 
CUM e well tare cet ..23 19 2 20 19 23 19 20 22 21-210 
a AULeh es. fet ee see owe 21 20 18 24 25 25 21 18 19 18—204 
AR GHEE fh, cape es clea ys 24 15 22 21 90 22 18 22 18 20—209 
AR AN CIST ie tater inn hie 22 18: 22 21 28 19 19.15 25 48— 202 
ISS Ure, 2: er, oe 23 17 20 21 19 18 20 24 18 24—199 

Man Target—Possible 200. 
Oo Brancis, :=:cccsnies f2n. 0) 19 16°20 18 19 15 12 15 18 12—164 
RARCGWS sci aaressiipoitle su 0 19 19 18 12 20 419 td 16° 17—165 
J BFellows..:. <2:..--:,...1'8) 18 12 16 15 36 16 16 47 45-147 
GE Warren tists cr saasak 16 18 17 12 17 6 9 8 17 16—137 
CA Hunts.ceecaiseums 12.07 20 0 19.14 19 15 18 16 0-187 
COE Berry. 225.25: --..2ce lt 12 0. dS d4 20.10 WW 9. ag 8e9 

NEW ARK.—The thirty-second annual king shogting festival of the 
Newark Shooting Society will take place at the Shooting Park, on 
South Orange avenue, to-day. The shooting, which will begin at 
9:30 A, M., will be for members only, and they will shoot at the ring 
and main targets. 

aterelle os as 645955554548 Heritage.,..... .. 445545554444 
Ailey 3... ..-- 5454455555—47 Thaxter........ - 4444555444—43 
Laing..._,.....-..5444554545—45 “Cheney .......... 444444545543 
Slocomb....,...-.4444455535—4d4 Cewing........... 4444445544 49 
Kennedy..,---.2.. 4554454445—44 Borges...,.... ».  H55454—12 442 

GOVERNOR'S PRIZHS.—The N. R. A. have established a Gov- 
ernor’s Match, to be held each year during the fall meeting. The 
opening match will take place at the meeting next September on 
Creedmoor. Eich Governor has heen invited to contribute a prize, 
which will be named after him and shot for in this match, 

CALIFORNIA.—There is much rivalry in California to heat the 
record for 100 shots off hand, at 200yds., now held by Lieut. Kubnile 
at 457 in the possible 500, and the Shell Mound Park range is occu- 
ied each afternoon by ambitious marksmen working up toward a 
etter score. 3 
FOREIGN SHOOTING SCANDAL.—Bremen and Hanover are 

agitated by the greatest sca::dal which has ever disgraced théir sport- 
ing annals. Jn the recent Bremen rifle competitions the principal 
prizes were won by M. Wangersheim, a resident of Hamburg, and 
Mr. Winter, an American The wonderful regularity and accuracy 
with which these gentlemen made bullseye scores astonished the 
native marksmen, who had never witnessed such marvelous shooting. 
The strangers were envied, and féted like heroes, and coaxed to make 
the grand tour of the different prize meetin They attended the 
rifle competitions at Hanover on Saturday, and there maintamed their 
reputation as phenomenal marksmen by taking most of the prizes. 
The scores made on Saturday were so extraordinary as to raise sus- 
picion among some of the defeated contestants, and an investization 
was made. This has just resulted in the discovery that the big 
records of both Wangersheim and Winter were obtained by collusion 
with the targetmen, who had been bribed to assure certain of the 
prizes to the adventurers. Wangersheim and his targebmen have been 
arrested, and will be placed on trial for fraudulent practices.—Far 
Cor, N. ¥. Suwa, July 30, 

THE TRAP. 

INTERSTATE CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Permit me through your columns to request that the clubs intend- 

ing to compete in the club-team contests at the above New York City 
Tournament, Aug. 14, 15, 16, will kindly notify me at once, to enable 
me to make arrangements accordingly. BEntrance fees can be puid 
the first day of the shoot. F 
Sportsmen residing in or near New York cily. are respectfully in- 

vited to meet at the office of the undersigned at 3 P. M. on Mouday 
Aug. 11, with the view of organizing a reception committee, designat, 
ing referees, judges, etc: ; 

Ttis one of the possibilities of the near future that a team will be 
selected from the contestants at these tournaments—which ¢all forth 
a@man‘’s nerve as wellas his exporine-s as an accurate shot—to be 
sentto England to contest for the international clay-pigeon cham- 

pionship abroad. J. EH. Buoom, 59 Murray street, N. Y. City, 

FIELD TRIAL OF SHOOTERS. 
4 Ieee? novelty at the late Chicago clay-pigeon tournament was the 

so-called Ligowsky “‘walking mateh.”’ In this the pigeons were 
sprung from traps concealed in the field as the shooter advanced to- 
ward them. The attempt was made to app oximate the conditions 
of field shooting. Tie ‘walking match” was a great success, and 
called out much favorable comment, especially from the older sports- 
men present. We learn that similar matches, ohly on a more elab- 
orate scale and so much more nearly apyroaching the actual condi- 
tion of real field work, will be shot at the mterstate clay-pigeon tour- 
nament in this city next week, Aug. 14, 15 and 16. 
Ten traps will be placed at irregular points in the field, and the 

shooter will be required to fire six shots while advanciug toward 
them—six single birds being sprung im succession. If the shooter 
fires both barrels at one bird, a_hit with the second barrel will be 
scored $4. When he has fired both barrels, he will stop, reload his 
gun and again advance along a generalcentralline, The traps will be 
arranged in two series or fields of five each; three traps in the first 
field will be pulled first, and then three traps in the second fizid, the 
shooter walking at least yds. before the pulling of the first trap of 
the latter field. Thetraps to be pulled will be determined by the pool 
balls and bottie, as will also the number of steps to be taken by the 
shooter before the pulling of traps. i 

For the second field, the number of steps must be counted after 
the shooter has advanced five steps since firing the third shot. 
All these numbers will be drawn by a judge and recorded and shown 
tothe puller only, just before or as the shooter goes to the svore. 
Otherwise present rulesto govern. Thisisa system suggested by 
Mr, J. BE. Bloom. it is his opinion that some such means as this is 
requisite to prolong and retain the interest of the spectator, and that 
by ils use the sportsman is perfected as a field shot. 
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NORTH ATTLEBORO, Mags. , July 26,—Mt, Hope Gun Chib weekiy 
shoot on their new grounds: 
aby FUE St OR EN Re ee eee eee ey 0010011010014111111111111 48 
NSE AP ROTA dotieey ted a Yeisen ee 0001010110000111010011101—12 
VEE SR GETIGAL yo l.b woh sleet nme behs 00011011111010110011 w 
BACT SL URAC (dearer oe ee ee a Penn, oye 1060101110001111010011100-43 
REL AULD Shae, Wace wale elct-tedtonia Renee erect 0000000010011011110000101— 9 
J Zileh .. ... eet te bc whee eke ae ee Q0000 -w 

CINCINNATH, O,, Aug. 1.—The attendance at the regular weekly 
shoot of the Hast End Gon Club, of Cincinnati, held July 81, was 
small, but those who were on the grounds had a pleasant time, After 
alittle preliminary practice at a few live birds, the traps for the clay 
substitintes were placed, the following scores isade, Conditions: 20 
clay-pigeons, ldyds, rise, 5 traps. 
MSE SRE Seq 4es HAS bes sales! ae ne 01011011011100011100—11 
BOULEW io sete Ors esa sl = Ea yoy 8 By yy a age AO 0010011001010100011— 8 
Wilet ae Deep moonoue SAR SSs530S46Hy 4c 00111411101111100010—13 
UE SUG hE Gaol ew enist Re Sat muleni street ytec a: 0010110013 1731001110—18 
SOMADA IAM es tetvidruicacil fol eP Ge ove Ubell Gow: 10107914771410111010—15 
pARRAITUCD LO tt atic oe trees PE ee 10010001011010001770— 9 
YR OTIS Bee 52 oc SS BAIN Fe a oe ae 5 eee 11100010001011001171—17 
MOSM oe Pes at doa seal Palani ECE LLE Ler Liesl eho _. ».11410111007101017171—45 
Dr George ........0...- puth W FER OUUL Ly Aint, 10010111111001111001—18 
WVTIMOT i eae tae une UwWa wisuuuch Us. lee olla 0100001 Swanha ly 
DAUR «Seeger ey cele ee ns och Ph iach 001001110011011 withd’*w 

OLINTON, Mass., July 30,—At the recent tornament of the Clinton 
Sportsmen's Club, at Cunningham Grove, there was a large attend- 
ance ofsportsmen. The following are the results of the several events: 

1. Hive glass balls—Holden and Deane divided first; Deane, Goodale 
and Poore second: Rugg third. 

2. Hive clay-pigeons—Holden and Dayis firsty 
Whithaker and Hayterthird, 

3. Seven glass balls—Holden, Goodale, Whittaker and A. L. Gilman 
first; M. D. Gilman and Hudson second; Rugg and Taylor third; Davis 
and Wright fourth. 

4, Séyen clay-pigeons—Bowers and Sampson first; Holden and M. 
D, Gilman second; Webber, Rugg and Whittier third; Whittiker and 
Kinney fourth. 

5. Two men team match, five glass balls—Sampson and Bowgrs 
first; Webber and Davis, Rugg and Goodale divided second, Perry and 
Baudrey third. 

6. Seven clay-pigeons— Whittaker first; Sampson and Kinney second; 
Weboer and M. D. Gilman third. i 

7. Two men team match, five clay-pizeons—Perry and Wager first; 
M.D. Gilman and Holden second; Whittier and Whittaker third. 

8. Hive ¢lay pigeons, 2iyds. rise—Hager first; Perry and Smith 
second; Whittaker and Gowers third. 

9. Five glass balls and five clay-pigeons—Whittier first; Webber and 
Davis second; Sampson third. 

10. Miss and out, pizeons—Sampson, Perry and Holden. 
The result of a match between the Clinton Club and the Worcester 

South End Chib—ten men from each—resulted: Worcester 77, and 
Clinton 62 out of 100. 

WINCHENDON, Mass., July 81.—At the repular meet yesterday of 
the Winchendon Gun Club the members shot at clay-pigeons. The 
following score tells the story: 
James Sutherland....1711011710—8 FI Hopgood ......., 0100110001—4 

Whittier sécond: 

EW Martin............ 0101111111—8 FM Brown.......,... 0101000110—4 
EAD AUVAG « <0 '¢ pes etsemece & 1010110011—6 LP Ball........ - ,0001010100—8 
WE Mann............ 1011110110—6 Dr JG Henry..-;-... 0011000000—2 
OSBORN HOLLOW, N. Y,—Match shot July 30, between Dr. J, W, 

Booth and §, 8. Wilcox, of the Booth Gun Club, 50 clay-pigeons, 18yds. 
tise, use of one barrel: 
Dr Booth......... 14109101011111010441911101101119114994111111711111—48 
Mr Wileox,....... 11.1011111011111199100.119.111111111111117111111T1— 48 

BRADFORD, Pa.—The Bradford Shooting Club will give a tourna- 
ment Aug, 19, 20 and 21. Prizes, $1,500, Nobody barred. Programmes 
sent by D. T. Seeley, the Secretary. 

RIVERSIDE CLUB.— Topsham, Me., July rear for Club badge. 
11 10 11 CEES OS i erin _... 0111120111 1 10—1415 

EE a NOG (op Tee OE RE eo ea eae gear 41111911111 Wd 1 0 0 0O—i% 
Ta Tei Ee CUA 4 ll ae goal Sp SS US ara 0212111111 10 11 00 O01 GO—72 
Meh: Arlee wines Utes feces cet iets 0211111101 00 11 0) 00 11 1144 
Alexander.... Sees bbbbbbkn! 10 10 i1 10 11—1614 
WYATISIGTY co-op abl iieph a aarsan toes 1101001101 00 11 10 00 —i 
LET wed suldacdtasce ee nee -.~..11971127101 10 00 10 11 Oi—181% 

OxHAS. Goup, Secretary. 
NATCHEZ VS, VICKSBURG.—Vicksburg, Miss.. July 30.—Five 

hundred spectators gathered at Newman’s Grove, Vicksburg, Miss., 
yesterday, to witness the second shooting match between the Natchez 
and Vicksburg gun clubs. The shooting was atclay-pigeons, 20yds,, 
one trap; and glass balls, 18yds., one trap: 

Natchez Gun Club. 
Clay-Pigeons, Glags Balls. 

Wim Griffin, ..,....-19911117101411111111—19 11111111110111177111—-19 
EY) Borer. 5.2, 41110111111011010011—15 01110101011111101110—14 
WJ Arrighi......... 01111101100011100000—10 11111101111191111111-49 
5 McDowell.,....... 11110111101111110110—16 
AJ Boger..........00110111011100110111—18 
A W Metealfe.......01111141111111111011—18 
Jos Tuttle.... ...,.11110111011001710000—12 

11410111111111111111—19 
CO111101111110101111—15 
11111001111141111711—18 
11110111011111111111—18 

Jno A Dicks.... .-. 111011101011191911770—18 =. 11111111101111111141—19 
Vicksburg Gun Club, 

J Mi Auter, .,...5.5 11719411111111711111—_20 11111111111111111111—20 
DD Casey...,...-...17110110010711111111—17—1.11111110919111 19 
BB Miles....0..-,.: 00117001101117010011—12 101011111 10171110111 —16 
J M Batchelor...... 1OLOO1L1119111701111--46——1111111111111111110-19 
AG Tiliman...,..-- 11910010012919111141—16 = —-101111111110111111-48 
DM Hebron.,.. .-.. 10911900111917310101—18 0191911111111 —19 
G W Bookout....... 1110 007111111101111 17 41191111117111111111—20 
HL Poote..., ._....40100011010111111001—12 11002109991111111111—17 

Natehez Club, 119 pigeons, 141 balls, total 260, 
Vieksburg Club, 128 pigeons, 148 bulls, total 276, 
The judges, Hon. George Marshall, a courtly gentleman of the old 

school, on behalf of the Natchez Club, and Mr, William H. Harvey, 
of Madison, selected by Vickburge Club, with Aldetman W. L. Polk 
as Teferee, announced the result to the throng of excited spectators, 
who received the same with repressed enthusiasm, which broke forth 
into shouts when Capt, Searles proposed three cheers for the sports- 
men of Natehez. The latter received their defeat with a becoming 
grace, which gave emphasis to the sympathy and good feeling which 
their demeanor had already gained for them among those present. 
Aiter the shoot, the team adjourned to the tables spread with a mag- 
Hiticient repast Mr, Pat, Henry welcomed the Natchez team and 
guests in a yraceful speech, to which Hon. George Marshallresponded, 
atthe request of Mr. John A. Dicks, in a pithy address that aroused 
the greatest enthusiasm. The scores as a whole are considered very 
fine by spovisiven, and the record of Messrs. Auter, Bookout, Casey, 
Hobron atid Batchelor, of the Vicksburg Club, is phenomenal, making 
87 out of a possible 100 at glass balls, while Messrs, McDowell, Dicks, 
Griffin, Arrizhi and Metcalfe aggregated 04. After dinner, a sweep- 
stakes match was shot, with 28 entries, at 5 glass balls, ties miss and 
oub on the tie for the first money, after retiring 40yds. Messrs. Till- 
man and McCree clivided first money, and in the shoot off to divides 
pool MeCree won. Mr. James Pendleton, of the Natchez Club, won 
second, and the third was divided between Hebron, Myles, Lambden 
and Searles, Then ainiss-and-out pigeon natch was arranged, and 
Capt. George W. Bookout won on the sixteenth bird. At 7 o’clock 
the train returned to the city, bearing the most delighted crowd that 
ever attended an entertainment at Newman’s Grove.—Mrs, Ippy, 

A PACIFIC COAST MATCH.—San Francisco, July 28.—The most 
important pigeon match that has ever been shot on the Pacific coast 
was decided yesterday at San Bruno. There were 8 entries, at $50 
each, which, with $100 added, made a total of $500; $250 for the first, 
$150 second, and $100 third, Conditions, 40 birds each, 80yds. rise, 
100 fall, and Hurlingham rules. Ben Brown was ailowed to shoot at 
P4yds. Ramon Wilson was referee. Crittenden Robinson opened the 
ball with amiss, A howl went up when the champion’s bird—a low- 
fiying blue, from the left eud trap—escaped, and the rest of the 
shooters all felt easier. They had not, however, much to congratu- 
late themselves upon, as Robinson only allowed one more to escape, 
taking first money, with the remarkably fine score of 38 out of a pos- 
sible 40—the best score that has been made here atthe same distance. 
As usual, Robinson had good luck with his birds, one of which was 
within a foot of topping the boundary fence. Still, he shot through- 
out with a coolness and precision that made his seven opponents feel 
considerably blue. Lambert did some really fine shooting, killing 12 
before he missed his 13th—a nasty rising-tailet—thus making himself 
and Robinson equal scores. At this juncture Robinson got up and 
oftered to bet $100 that he would beat Lamberr. There were no takers. 
From this point Lambert failed, and finally withdrew on his 66th bird, 
after making four misses in succession, Hd. Way, like Robin- 
son, let the first bird get away, as he, for some reason, 
mistook the trap which was pulled, and had to turn right 
around, Towever, he made up for this later on, and did 
some fine shooting. Unlike Robinson he got all fast birds but one or 
two, and missed the easiest of fhem. At the finish Way’s score stood 
at 26, a most creditable score for a veteran, and a remarkable one for 
# man who only shot from the trap for the first time last season. Fay 
took second money. H. 1. Hopper came next. He is a very neat 
shot and handles his gum in a way which shows that his hand and 
eye have been well trained on the quail of his native Sonoma hills. 
Hopper camein for third mouey, with a well killed string of 35. Pete 
Walch shot with had luck, aad dropped oub on his thirty-ainth bird, 

with- 22 to his credit, Dorsett, a ‘tule duck’ from the Sacramento 
River, fell early in the fight, pulling out on his uineteenth bird with 
a score of 12, Henry Bassford did some good shooting, but was 
altogether too slow in getting on his bird. Bassford made a score of 
34. Ben Brown brought up the rear and retired on his twenty-third 
pigeon, having missed 7 out of thatnumber, The day was a peculiar 
one for San Bruno, as the wiud blew all day from the southwest, 
Duriog the latter part of the shoot it blew so hard that the birds 
seemed to hesitate about launching forth on their flight. The veteran 
trapper, Kice, handled the ropes, and as usual, pleased everybody, 
There was not a single CLS Ate ae eel of any kind. 

The Seore, 
C Robinson.........., 185 nocd: OVGI11999 99119101109 111111111101119.11 14 1438 
J Lambert. eee hit 141471414111.001110111011111111110000 wn—es 
H Fay Bata ait RA ON ie. O1191911001911101191109.111191110711111111-— 86 
TSELOPP EU, vember am, 1104111111110011101111110011111111111111—35 
PSV alti sepmre Reiners 11101111011701011111101111010withdr’ wn—22 
IDGPSEUL ALAR EE Mane rete 1110101101410110100 withdrawn —12 
HiBasstortiioe yee, 1101110111111111011131111311110010111011—34 
BIBVOW Lees a ade, 01101110111111110011100 withdrawn —16 

NEW ORLEANS, Aug, 1.~The following is the score of the shoot 
of the Louisiana Gun Chub, which took place to-day; 

Five Double Bats. Ten Clay-Pigeons, 
C Perrtbate yey eas ee eee 00 10 00 00 10—2 0111101111— § 
5 ELLE): Move ese tjek eel cere 00 10.00 00 11—8 0110010001— 4 
HM Valette.... 2.255. 2.4 -..00 11 00 10 00—8 1001101010— 5 
J O-Valattie lr ae Gh Mole 10 00 00 11 00—2 0010111001— 5 
HD raucieen. See 10 11 10 10 10—6 11117714111—10 
“ASD FOU Tne cite ck Lene s 10 10 10 11 00—5 0011100111— 6 
W Mayronne ...............25. 11 10 11 11 11—9 1111111110— 9 
Ly PHA Ats Meese ctleh ane 4 10 11 10 11 11—8 1101111017— $8 
Jum erebbyhr ee Oe hE ee Oe 10 10 10 10 00—4 (100001100— 3 
HsLandpy, WP... as: ..suheek 10 10 11 00 10—5 1010010001— 4 
Wi, Mayronne won the rifle, having made the greatest total in the 

two shoots. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug. 2.—There was not a large attendance 
at the grounds of the Malden Gun Club to-day, but those presert en- 
joyed a good afternoon’s sport. Several sweepstake matches were 
shot, with the following result; 

Hirst event, five clay-pigeons—Hopkins and Saunders divided first, 
Brown and Snow divided second, Scott third. 
Second eyent, five pigeons (straightaway)—Brown first, Adams 

second, Hopkins and Snow divided third, 
Third eyent, five pigeons—Snuw first, Brown second, Adams third. 
Fourth event, five glass balls—Pratt first, Snow and Brown divided 

second, Adams third. 
Witth event, fiye pairs pigeons—Pratt first, Saunders and Snow 

divided second, Adams and Scott divided third, 
Sixth event, seven birds—Brown first, Hopkins and Saunders di- 

vided second, Snow and Pratt divided third. 
Seventh event. three pair pigeons—Hopkins and Shumway divided 

first, Snow second, Goodnow third. 
Highth event, five birds—Saunders and Pratt divided first, Snow 

second, Lewis and Adams divided third. 
Ninth event, three pair birds—Saunders and Brown divided first, 

Goodnow and Hopkins divided second, Pratt and Scott divided third. 
eee event, five balls—Brown first, Hopkins second, Saunders 
Hird. 

Eleventh event, five birds—Hopkins first, Scott and Pratt divided 
second, Snow third, 
Twelfth event, five bals—Hopkins first, Snow and Saunders divided 

second, Brown and Pratt divided third, 
The gold medal was won by Goodnow, with a score of eight out of 

a possible ten. 

Hachting. 
FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht clubs will please send early notice of pro- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Aug. 9.—Boston Y. C., Annual Matches. of 
Ang. 11-25.—Quaker City Y. C., Annual Cruise in Chesapeake and 

Delaware Bays, ~ 
Aug. 16.—Salem Bay Y. C., Open Matches. 
Aug, 16.—Hull ¥..C,, Open Matches. 
Aug. 23.— Boston Y. O., Third Club Match. 
Aug, 23.—Beverly ¥. C., Onen Match, 

Championship Match, Aug, 23.—Beverly Y. C., Nahant Third 
Aug. 20,—Beyerly ¥. C., Special, Marblehead, 
Aug, 28.—Quincy Y. C,, Fourth Match. 
Aug, 80.—Hull ¥. C., Second Championship Match, 
Aug. 80,—Beverly Y. C., Open Sweepstakes, Marblehead. 
Sept. 8.—Hull Y. C., Third Championship Match, 
Sept. 4—Salem Bay Y. C., Second Championship Match. 
Sept. 6.—Beverly Y. C., Marblehead, Special Match. 
Sept, 6.—Hull Y, C., Third Championship Match, 
Sept. 11.—Quincy Y. C., Last Race. 
Sept, 11.—brenton’s Reef Challenge Cup. 
Sept. 18.—Boston Y, C., Ladies’ Day, 
Sept. 13.—Boston Y. C., Fall Matches. 
Sept, 14.—Quaker City Y, C., Review and Cup Race, 
Sept. 28.—Quaker City ¥. C., Review and Harbor Cruise. 
Oct. 5.—Quaker City Y. C., Closing Review and Cruise. 

EASTERN Y. C.-NEW BEDFORD RACES. 

BE published last week a summary of Bedonin’s victory at New 
Bedford, but the full details of the race are given in the follow- 

ing account from the New Bedford Merewry: 
The weather Monday noon was not Protas for an interesting 

race when the yachts of the Hastern Club got under way. The sur- 
face of the harbor was as smooth as oil, and the light sails hung limp 
from the mastheads of the beautiful fleet as it drifted indolently down 
theriver. The course decided upon was from a line drawn from 
Clark’s Point Buoy, No. 7, to the regatta committee's boat; thence, 
leaving North Ledge Buoy, No. 3,on the starboard, to and around 
Lone Rock Buoy off Quick’s Hole, leaving it on the starboard; thence, 
by the north side of Penikese Island to and around the Hen and 
Chickens lightship, leaving it on the starboard, and return to starting 
point, leaving Mishaum Ledge, Wilkes’s Ledge and Great Ledge buoys 
all on port, and crossing a finish line between Clark’s Point buoy, No. 
7, and the committee’s boat. , 
Tug Nellie was the judges’ boat, and on board were Messrs, Daniel 

Appleton, George A. Goddard and Edward B. Haven, who acted as a 
regatta committee, 

for a time ib seemed as if the race must be abandoned for lack of 
wind. <A fine opportunity was afforded for the inspection of the ficet. 
The new schooner Harbinger, owned by J. M. Forbes, claimed con— 
siderable attention from her clean model. She is painted white and 
has a bowsprit simply, with no jibboom, The cutters were also re- 
garded with interest, the Bedoum with her flowing mainsail, and the 
famous little Maggie flying an English flag attracting considerable 
comment. Upon the Harbinger wasa party of Rests including 
Frederick Swift, C, W. Plummer, HE. W. Hart and Harry Plummer, 
while upon steamer Ibis was Charles'S. Randall. Upon yachts Wan- 
derer and Mystery were parties of ladies, and schooner Azalia, which 
came up from Naushon to the regatta, also brought a party including 
Col. Forbes and a number of ladies. 
Steamer Monohansett took about 100 excursionists to witness the 

contest, and all the pleasure craft in the harbor were down the bay. 
The schooners were enveloped in canvas with huge jibs, club topsails 
and huge maintopmast staysails, but no breeze came to fill them. 
After drifting about for more than an hour, away to the southward a 
dark vipple appeared upon the waters and the whistle for the start 
was blown, There was no wind as yet, aud the swarm of boats drifted 
by the tug with crab-like sluggishness, Following is a list of the 
yachts starting: ? 

Racing Mea- 
surement, Allowance, 

SCHOONERS. 

Wanderer, George Weld......-...--.-+- RA hie 95.74 1 
Fortuna, Commodore Hovey ..........<---- ,. 89.46 220 
Ruth, Horace Hathaway... os evvsss--+ee2sescrees 86.16 3 30 
Gitana, Vice Commodore Wel -- 96,12 8 30 
TEAL COD seared ea aie neal ee ETE RO EERE Saxe v 82.96 5 00 
Rebecca, George B, Upham, Jr......-...-. .....-. 69,72 11 00 
WiGeyeday GO bE eye AN MUS anh kaye Peers oe 69.47 i 37 
Platine Sire die MW GPUER ra sem ae be-e ee rere eae 63.11 15 19 

ALGOPS. 
Bedouin, Archibald Rogers, .....-..--..:--..--...+. 64.43 14 42 
Huron, William Guay, Jr__..,.-.---.--..5 ADR O RAG 63.24 2 0: 
Windward, G. O. SWattuele... 2.22... eee eee. 40.68 25 29 
She FOlere a AVedly BVA) s\ec le AA A a sok oe le 47 AF 26 50 
Rovers Dr DawsOUw.. beeen seen ke ory melerntee ieee 09 30 4s 
Maggie, G. A. Warren. ....2. cee cece ee eee --- --89, 64 35 40 
The ripple soon rolled along up the bay until it reached the yachts, 

and in a few minutes a good breeze from §. §, W. awakened the fleet 
into activity. The Waleyon and Harbinger made a good point eariy 
in the race by standing well over under the shore before standing out. 
into the bay. The Ruth made a poor start and seemed to have trouble 
in setting ber jibtopsail, Together with the Gitana and Rebecca she 
stood directly aevoss the bay and tacked under Natshon, while the 

remainder of the fleet worked along under the shore of Nonquitt be- 
fore finally standing across. After the yachts were stretched out it 
was at once apparent that Bedouin was the leader, She crépt to the 
windward of the entire fieet, and was the first to round the buoy in 
Quick's Hole. The Haleyon was forced to make a short tack under 
Naushon in order to weather the buoy, and meanwhile the cutter 
Huron had tacked around it. The Harbinger soon demonstrated that 
she had a right to be considered a dangerous rival to the Halcyon, 
and she seemed to work to windward better, The boats rounded the 
buoy as follows, and to the ensuing table is appended a eolumn giving 
the elapsed time: 

AGHOONERS, " 
Start Lone Rock, Time. 

Wanderer................ Oe ei 1 10.00 § 57 15 247 15 
JMGY OER OER 9 meee A okay poattionn a 6 be Aas eh ete 1 08. 04 3 37 10 2 29 06 
J SATIS S Cas a Oa ms Ae ay pel A bows Sh bees 1 10 00 8 53 80 2 43 20 
(CUTER ES Rc 8 5 SALAD A ON ep ee FT! 1 10 CO 8 46 55 2 46 55 
JEUATC Ot Man ARBRE AAS ade Sees ke J 10 00 816 30 2 06.30 
THEN TCT We POORER DEAE ROP 1 10 00 3 87 00 2 27 00 
Metéor........... APSR OB ens ey AEAAS 1 10 00 3 41 45 2 81 45 
Harbinger n.).Leleee odes ae Oy Alea wt U0 d) 3 36 00 2 26 00 

SLOOPS ° 
RECOM tere ee reek te hits 1 09 55 8 07 85 1 57 40 
ERO ererrre eee tee tant ti tee nee 1 10 00 3 16 00 2 06 00 
Windward... -1 09 85 3.87 15 2 24 44 
Le NS OTe ee a ll Any, Be 1 10 00 3 26 15 245 15 
SLUOAVIGIS ba rtcvenetbieete Pert cieel gels coc 1 05 15 3 89 20 2 34 05 
WIRE 6201S) ee Wy era SEER SILKE 6 Beh 2 10 00 8 20 15 2 10 15 
With sails hauled flat the yachts stood away for the light vessel, 

The cutters evinced their superiority in pointing to windward, and an 

he Bere and Windward made a short tack under Peni- 
kese which seemed to give them a slizht advantage, The wind had 
how freshened to a wholesail breeze, and the cutters were ploughing 
their way along in a manner which delighted theadmirers of the deep 
water craft. The Bedouin made a eae tack avross the bay, and 
coming about she wound off beautitully around the lizhiship and 
jibed her boom to port. In exactly three minutes an immense spin- 
naker, which hung rearly to the water’s edge, was drawing and she 
boomed along for home, the bell on the lightship ringing her a salute 
as she rounded, while the Monohansett greeted her with several blasts 
of her whistle. It was evident from the outset that Bedouin made a 
mistake in setting her spinnaker to starboard and subsequent events 
proyed it to have been an error. The Huron was forced fo make a 
short tack before rounding the lightship, and as she turned her sheets 
were started, her spinnaker boom was lowered. and the sail, stopped 
throughout its length, was hoisted to the masthead. It was sheeted 
home with dispatch, and as the canvas broke out the spectators were 
filled with admiration. The sail was drawing in two minutes. Not so 
fortunate was the Haleyon, who was eleven minutes in setting her 
spinnaker. The little Maggie rounded next, and natty enough she 
looked as she dashed along, gunwales under, Then came Fortima ab 
her very heels, followed by Harbinger, Hesper, Rebecca, Windward, 
Ruth and Meteor. The Hesper made the quickest time in setting her 
spinnaker, and it filled in one minute after rounding. The sail was 
set to port, which was to her advantage, and on the bottom of the sail 
a large strip was bonnetted on. The time of rounding the lightship, 
with the elapsed time from the start, follows: 

Start. Hen & Chickens, Elapsed. 
Bedouin -...,... eta y wk Aes oti ons 1 09 45 4 19 35 38 09 40 

uy 1 10 00 4 35 00 3 25 00 
2 1 10 00 439 10 2 29 10 

Maggie,........,. rSpeat ie Mes 1 10.00 4 48 00 3 38 00 
1 08 04 4 48 10 3 40 06 

fs Eloy Faledc\ ees NG noe 1 10 00 450 20. 3 40 20 
TIGR WEES ah e S Aether eat hy 1:10.00 4 51 00 3 41 00 
REDE CEA var ngsscte se Aheeb Oke tee 1 10-00 4 54 20 3 44 2 
AN AVG auth Me hae, ORIN e nels en ie 1 09 35 4°57 25 3 47 50 
UOT 35 S46 BERD AAAS AAAS ARS SoM 1 10 00 5 15 00 4 05 00 

AVERSLEN Bea Ceetntc fepelefstsoin oa ee (oiots eae 1 10 00 5 19 00 4 09 00 
TROVET I aaa ee sete tee or 1 05 15 Not taken, 
With eyerything drawing the yachts sped along as if driven by 

steam, The Bedouin was forced to shift her spinnaker to the port 
side, as were also some other of the yachts, and as she hauled to the 
northward the after guy was eased until the sail acted as a balloon 
ji. Nothing prettier in the way of a marine picture could be imag- 
ined than the appearance of the magnificent craft as they bowled 
along with light sails pulling like demons. The relative positions 
were unchanged, butit was noticeable how well the Harbinger held 
her own with Fortuna. The Bedouin was the first to pass the stake- 
boat, and she was saluted with blasts from the tug and the Monohan- 
sett. Haleyon was second, with the Huron less than a minute be- 
hind. Thén followed Harbinger, Maggie, Yortuna, Hesper, Rebecca, 
Windward, Ruth, Meteor and Royer in the order bamed, The sum- 
mary follows: 

SCHOONERS. 
Start, Return, Actual. Correctéd, 

HESICYON sete ye a stone bese 1 10.00 6 06 46 4 56 46 51 46 
Harbinger... -..cs.-+4 .,1 10 00 6 18 38 5 08 a8 453 19 
REBE COAT ec nee 1 10 00 6 24 00 5 14 00 5 03 00 
HOT OID. Hey, syle ater pee i 10 00 617 19 5 09 15 5 06 46 
Meteor.) oe belek 1 10 00 6 45 01 6-36 OL 5 28 24 
thee (eee eee eee 1 10 00 6 40 43 5 30 42 5-27 13 
Gailand.c iene. 2 eae 1 10 00 Not taken. 
Wanderer... .......22. 22. 1 10 00 

; SLOOPS. 
iBetlominn se stone eee 1 09 55 5 53 18 4 43 18 4 28 36 
Margie... i iitiene i.e! 1 10 00 6 18 50 5 08 50 4 38 10 
UCC AA eee eee _.1 16 00 6 07 07 157 OF 4 34-37 
TRUS a1) Spee Hueco eee.) op 1 10 00 6 20 61 § 10 51 4 4f 01 
Windward ,.....-.5-..4: 1 09 35 6 381 26 6 21 51 4 bb 22 
Rovers Meir i ewes eee 1 05 15 7 00 00 6 64 45 5 24 02 

Tt will be seen that Haleyon wins in the schooner elass and Bedouin 
in the sloop class. Capt, Church of the Nellie acted as pilot for the 
former and Harry FW. West for the latter. The race was close and in- 
teresting throughout between the leaders. Schooners Wanderer and 
Gitana did not sail overthe course, 

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C. RACES. 

Vy ITH the object of encouraging the younger sailors of New York, 
the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. 0. have held races every sum- 

mer for open boats, canoes and fourth-class yachts; but the turnout 
each year seems less and less, this season’s race, except in the canoe 
class, being a complete failure, in spite oi the efforts of the regatta 
committee to secure entries and fill all classes. 
But three boats were ready on Wednesday afternoon last, although 

the weather was all that could be asked for, clear, warm and a good 
breeze, while the tide helped over most of the course. The classes, 
and values of prizes wert: Cabin sloops and cutters, fourth class 
all measuring less than 85fb. corrected length, $50. Open sloops, firs 
class, 25ft, or more in mean length, #40; second class, less than 25f6, 
in mean length, $40. Open catboats, first class, 25ft. or more in mean 
length, $40; second class, less than 25ft, inmean length, $40, Canoes, 
$30. One man was allowed for every five feet of length on deck, and 
ove for every additional fractional part of five feet, not mcluding the 
owner; and each boat was manned by amateurs éxclusively, any in- 
fringement of this rule forfeiting all claims to the prize. 
The following sails were allowed; Fourth class cabin sloops and 

cutters, mainsail, forestaysail, jib, jibtopsail, gaiftopsail and spin- 
naker; gafftopsails extending above the truck but not beyond the 
gaff end may be carried; open sloops, mainsail and jib; open eatboais, 
mainsail only; canoes, carry any kind and number of sails, but may 
notusea paddle for any purpose whatever during the race, and 
shifting ballast was prohibited. _ a - 
The course was from an mmaginary line between the club house and 

stakeboat, thence to a stalkeboat near Staten Island shore, bearm 
about §. 8. EB. and distant about one rile and two-thirds from elub 
house, rounding it on the port hand; thence to red buoy, No. 18, off 
Bay Ridge, rounding on the port hand: thence to Robbin’s Reef black 
buoy, rounding to port and home, making seven miles. 
The Cruiser, A. B. Alley, and Meteor, W. B. Wainright, were the 

only boats in the sloop classes, and the Fairy in the catboat classes, 
the latter sailing oyer in company with the others but not being in 
race. The canoe class was better represented, although many of the 
boats were absent, on their way to the annual meet. The starters 
were: Guenn, A, ©. MeMurray, 15x31; Siren, R. B. Burehard, 
1428; Dot, G, B. Vaux. 14.04X30; Psyche, C. K, Munroe, 14,0828 
Freak, C. V. R. Sebuyler, 1630, y 
With a light wind from the Narrows the sloops gotaway atthe gun, 

Meteor over at 2:40:51, and Cruiser at 2:42:33, working the slack tide 
down the Staten Island shore to first mark, with a long and short lez. 
Cruiser, though two minutes bebind at the start, soon overtook her 
larger rival, ani won the race before passing the first mark, the rest 
having @ stern chase, her lead at Buoy 15 being nearly 7 minutes, 
and at Buoy 17,8 min.53 sec. At the finish Meteor kept off and did 
not eross the line, so her time was not taken, Cruiser was sailed well 
throughout the en:ire race, and after her performances this season, 
we shall loak with intererest at the coming races sho will sail in the 
Hash, J 

Last year, over the same course, the canoes heid the big boats te 
Buoy 17, losing in the beat against the tide, but this year they started 
later and, in a good breeze, were not able to hold the large ones. £ 
Psyche was first away at 3:00:15 under anew balance lug of 55fl., 

Dot at 8:00:50, Freak, 3:01:30, Guemn, 4:01:52, and Siren, 3:02:45, 
The beat to firs} mark occupied some time, the tide still having 

—— 



some force, and the work for first place being very pretty. Guenn 
took the lead, but near the mark Dot overhauled and passed her, and 
was soon off on the long run to Buoy 18, with the last of the flood 
under her in mid channel and a good breeze for a small boat. Guenn 
came second, then Freak and Psyche, Siren haying come to grief, 
her lugs, borrowed for the occasion, proving too much for her. At 
Buoy 17, Dot still led, turning at 4:38:15, Guenn being second at 4:44:03. 
After hauling on the wind, Guenn attempted to reef, but the gear giv- 
ing way, was unable to do so, and as she could not carry full sail to 
windward, she made for home, close by, Freak and Psyche rounded 
soon after, and all came down with the tide, now a strong ebb, the 
wind being dead ahead. Dot finished first at 5:22:33. Psyche’s per- 
formance, with new sails, more ballast, and mast stepped in the bows, 
astonished all, and although one of the oldest boats in the club, she 
promises to roll up a racing record equalto her cruising one. She 
was formerly rigged with a jib, the masts being well inboard, buthas 
Sailed with baiance Ings for several seasons with the masts in the 
samé positions. This season, her mainmast has been shifted a foot 
ee forward, greatly improving her sailing. The full times were 
as follows: 
" > Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 
BRR EEO Yorn acre ce tai ets et 2 40 51 Not timed, 
_ TIERS cee -..2 42 33 4 13 12 1 30 39 1 28 461g 
4 ; CANOE CLASS. 

MG TAS dhe ae ks 3 00 00 Did not finish. 
PO erty Ooh Ay sien 3 00 00 Did nof# finish. 

2 00 00 5 22 33 2 22 33 
{, hear 3 00 00 5 388 42 2 38 42 

ag obvi d ten ateeaeee 3 00 00 5 36 28 2 36 28 

CRUISE OF THE YONKERS Y. C. 

A N event which many members of the Yonkers Y. C. are pleas- 
antly anticipating is a cruise up the river to Albany. The yachts 

will spread their white wings early on the morning of Monday, Aug. 
18, and sail away for Peekskill, where they will remain over night. 
he State Camp will be visited, and on the following morning the 

Wilcet will weigh anchor and continue the cruise to Newburgh, where 
phat night will be spent. Here the fleet will be illuminated with Chi- 
i3 oe lanterns and brilliant lights, and a display of fireworks will be 
made. 

_ On Wednesday morning sail will be made for Rondout. For want 
of a good anchorage no stop will be made at Poughkeepsie, and the 
inhabitants of the *‘Queen City” will have to be satisfied with seeing 
the yachts skim by. On Thursday the prows will be pointed for Hud- 
son, which, wind and water favoring, will be reached early in the 
day. 

| At 
XY. 

‘this point the fleet will be met and welcomed by the Albany 
-, and escorted to that city. Atthe capital city the yachtsmen 

ll be entertained by the Albany club, and in all probability races 
will be arranged to give eclat to the occasion. — 
‘The yachts which will participate in the cruise will be the Inez, fly- 

ing Commodore Prime’s pennant; Newton P, Quick’s Racket, A. W. 
rrell’s Glance, W. H. McVicar’s Spray, J. Howard Clapp’s Ella C., 
alcyon Skinner’s Hawthorne, John Nesbitt’s Kitty N., John H, 

TT . aa 1 7 
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SAIL PLAN OF YAWL “WINDWARD.” 
ay 36 

We publish this week the sail plan of the yawl Windward, the lines of which were given in ForEsT AND STREAM of Feb. 7, 1884, The interior plans and description will appear next week. 

Thorno’s Rambler, John Dixon’s Little Spray, and J. W. Goodale’s 
Cutty Sark. 

Invitations to take part in the cruise have been extended to the Col- 
umbia, New Jersey, Harlem, Jersey City and Knickerbocker clubs, and 
the fleet will be augmented by representatives of those organizations. 
Some of the invitations have already been accepted and the owners of 
the steam yacht Elsie V. and the Clarita, of the Columbia Club, have 
sent word to count them in. 
The indications are that the fleet will be a large one, and that the 

cruise will be in every way a success. The sight of a score of yachts 
bounding along together through the white caps, or idly moving with 
the tide, is a novel one up the river, and the yachtsmen will be the 
sea lions for the time being. 
At Albany the fleet will disband, and the sun-browned sailors will 

return home as best suits their convenience or pleasure.— Yonkers 
Statesman, July 29. 

NEW JERSEY Y. C. OPEN MATCHES. 

HE New Jersey Y. C. have issued the following programme for an 
open match on Oct, 2: 

A union regatta over the club course will be held under the auspices 
of the New Jersey Y. C., on Thursday, Oct. 2, 1884; and hoping to 
make it an event to be remembered by the numerous yachtsmen in 
this vicinity, we cordially invite you to co-operate, by entering any 
and all available yachts and catamarans that will conform with the 
classification given below. 
There will be cash prizes for four classes, as follows: Class A, for 

catamarans 30ft. and over, $30; Class B, for all yachts 26ft. and over, 
$30; Class C, for all yachts 21ft. and under 26ft.. $25; Class D, for all 
yachts under 2ift., $15. The entrance fee will be, for Class A, $5; 
Classes B and OC, $3, and Class D, $2. The starting place will be from 
Bedloe’s Island, and is within easy access of the different clubs in, 
around and near-New York harbor; hence, we have great expectations 
of their being a large number of boats entered, and of having a very 
interesting race. Entries are requested to be made at as early a date 
as possible, and, to insure correct classification, please give the meas- 
urement of boats, with name of owner or sailing master, when entry 
is made. Entries close Sept. 30. Communications addressed to E. A. 
S. Barkelew, P. O. Box 880, or 25 Park place, New York city, will re- 
ceive immediate attention. E. W. Ketcham, H.C. Dilworth, E. A. S. 
Barkelew, Regatta Committee. 
The start will be a flying one across an imaginary line between a 

stakeboat and the dock on Bedlce’s Island. 2 
The Course—For Class A (catamarans) will be to and around buoy 

on Robbin’s Reef, thence to and around Southwest Spit Buoy No. 
814, leaving both on the port hand; returning to westward of Rob- 
bin’s Reef Buoy and to finish at starting line. For Classes Band C, 
same as Class A, except to and around Buoy No. 13, off Hoffman’s 
Island in the Lower Bay instead of Buoy No. 814. For Class D, same 
as above, except to and around Fort Lafayette, in the Narrows, in- 
stead of Buoy No. 13. / 
The rules governing this regatta will be as follows: Measurement— 

Length on waterline and one-half the overhang. Time Allowance— 
Class A, 1 minute; Classes B and C, 2 minutes, and Class D, 14g min- 

utes to afoot. Ballast—To remain stationary from start to finish. 
Sails—Catamarans, jib and mainsail; cutters, jib, mainsail, staysail 
and working topsail; sloops 30ft. and over, jib, mainsail and working 
topsail; sloops under 30ft., jib and mainsail; catboats, mainsail only. 
Crews—One man to every 5ft., and one additional for 4 fractional 
part of 5ft. 

OPEN BOAT SAILING. 

HE Knickerbocker and Harlen yacht clubs have arranged for an 
open regatta at Oak Point on Aug. 25, open to all yachts under 

35ft. The folllowing prizes will be offered: 
First class—Cabin boats, under 35ft ; first prize $40: second, $20. 

Second class—Open jib and mainsail boats, over 25ft. in length; first 
prize, $40; second, $20. Third class—Open jib and mainsail boats, 
21 to 25ft. in length; first prize, $40; second, $20. Fourth class—Open 
jib and mainsail boats, under 21ft.; first prize, 25; second, $15; Fifth 
class—Catboats, over 20ft.; first prize, $25; second, $15. Sixth class— 
Cathoats, 20ft. in length and under; first prize, $25; second, $15. 
The course for the first four classes will be from Oak Point to and 

around Fort Schuyler buoy and return twice over. Time allowance, 
two minutes to the foot. The course for the fifth and sixth classes 
will be a triangular one sailed twice over, making fifteen milles in 
all. Time allowance, one and ahalf minutes to the foot. A pennant 
is also to be given tothe boat making the quickest time over each 
course, without regard to time allowance. The entrance feein the 
first four classes will be $5, andin the others $2.50. Entries are to 
be made to Joe Golding, foot of East 124th street, New York. 
The committee is composed of the following gentlemen: Commo- 

dore J. W. Thorp, Harlem Y.C.; Commodore G. R, Hobb. Knicker- 
bocker Y. C.; W. R. Morse, James T. Lalor, J. B. Arnold, W. J. 
Parker, A. Welde, G. R. Rosenquet, Thomas R. Smith and others. 
The races are to be started between 11 and 1 o’clock. 
On Aug. 20, a sweepstakes race will be held at New York, under the 

following conditions: The start, which will be a flying one, to take 
place at 12 o’clock, and the race to be sailed over the Centennial 
course—a distance of about twenty miles—on a time allowance of two 
Te to the foot. The yachts entering are to be classified as fol- 
Ows: 
First class—Jib and mainsail, 25 to 28ft. in length. Second class— 

Jib and mainsail, 22 to 25ft.in length. Third class—Jib and mainsail, 
19 to 22ft. in length. Fourth class—Jib and mainsail, 19ft. and under, 
Fifth class—Cat-rigged yachts, 20ft. and under. 

Prizes will be awarded the winners in each class, anda yaluable 
special prize is offered by Mr. George Bechtel to the yacht making 
the best corrected time over the course irrespective of class. 
The Regatta Committee are Messrs. Charles A. Kullman, T. Brown, 

and B. McAloon. The judges will be selected by the boat owners on 
the morning of the race. 

LAKE YACHTING ASSOCIATION.—The race of Wednesday was 
postponed on account of a calm which prevented a finish. On Thurs- 
day it was sailed in a gale which scattered the fleet, bringing several 
to grief and landing the two cutters, Aileen and Verve, in ahead. The 
details of the race will appear next week, 
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ATLANTIC Y. C. CRUISE. 

FTER the blow of Tuesday came a rainy night, which stopped 
effectually the fireworks and other amusements prepared for 

the arrival of the fleet at Greenport, aud on Wednesday the weather 
was the same, At? P. M., however, it was determined to start for 
Stonington, and a little later, the Agnes, Haze, Wilful and Wivern, 
were under way, being joined, later on, by Thistle, Viola and Mary 0, 
Stella, Who had left the Heet at Thimble Islands, also coming up. 
With spinnakers set and a west wind, all stood over for Stonington, 
which was reached at 7:30 P. M. 
_ Here Enterprise, Venture, Tourist and Phantom were found await- 
ing the others. Aftera qniet night at anchor a meet was held on 
board the flagship. at which it was decided to start at 11 A. M. for 
Newport, and shortly after that hour all were under way. The times 
of passing the Breakwater were: 
EHISUA Low 41s ee eel 10) 44 60° Haze... .cc.ere sss ..2. 10) 45. 68 
Hoterprise........... PaO SSS. ABE VOTE ee 10 46 12 
ls See seheere. 10; 45, 40. ‘Phantom. 2.222022. I 10 47 50 
WVGR Bec cauen ve dO: 45) 52 Wahu 0 gee es oe 10 48 20 
Stella... .,...- Bote wth 10 45 55 Venture...,.....-......, 10 48 50 
The fight between Enterprise and Agnes was a close one, ending 

with victory for the schooner, after a haid day’s sailing. Under the 
light soutwest wind the yachts carried their kites until afternoon, 
when off Point Judith they were taken in. Agnes was first in, with 
Enterprise a quarter of an hour behind, the full times being: 

Start. Finish, Elapsed. 
AN, 2) (21: Bae eee 465 SORROE  e a 10 45 40 2 48.10 8 57 30 
MULE DPAPISE PY eee css ein came eck 10 45 32 3 00 00 4 14 28 

BEOL ein t. cekce ss teeeriteveries bie p ad 10 45 58 3 00 30 4 14 32 
INHASHIGN cee tei ticadae ts sats cid on onde 10 44 50 3 03 00 418 10 
MIGIA eA EUs ALEC NAA cate ctcab sey tes 10 46 12 B05 05 418 58 
ECLA ene: tweets Morden ys ones we 10 45 55 3 15 85 459 40 
OWREV ETE Sewn tanec, Shae ane e caich ak 10 45 52 817 05 4 31 13 
(PM antom: cies cath ia cus ee kwaner es 10 47 50 8 28 20 4 40 40 
WALLIN ee eaaie Ne habe tos ae! Au 4.. > 10 48 50 8 57 10 5 08 20 
On Friday. the last day of the cruise, a start was made at i0 A. M. 

for New Bedford, the fleet having diminished to six yachts, the Roamer 
joining them and making seven, A fresh north wind madea quick 
rin, Rosmer being first all the way, The yachts Roamer, Viola, 
Aenes, Haze, Phantom, Stella and Wilf arrived at New Bedford 
at about 4 |’, M,, and on the following day the fleet was disbanded. 

AN IMPROVED SHARPIE. 

iditor Forest and Stream; ' 
There was a good deal of discussion in your paper last year in ref- 

erence to the working of the sharpie as the extreme type of shallow 
boat, and among the disadyantageées which were developed in the case 
of mihe was a tendency to steer hard and to yaw badly in going free, 
I then said that I intended to remove the balance rudder, which 
seemed to me an abomination, and replace it with one of the ordinary 
kind, and that in addition I should put on a skag to prevent the diffi- 
culty in steering when off the wind. I had these alterations made 
duying the winter, and have tried the boat sufficiently this year to be 
able to report the result. The change has been a benefit in every 
way, and now a pleasanter boat to sail or more comfortable one for 
shoal water can hardly be imagined, We haye had some rough 
weather, but she is no more troublesome 10 handle than any round- 
bottomed vessel of her size, while she hus that contempt for flats and 
sandbars which 1s so desirable in most of our inland bays and 
sounds. She works perfectly. There isa boom on the jib, and she 
stays all standing even in the lightest air and forges ahead while 
doing so in a manner that she never did before. Heretofore, when 
we put the helm down she slewed her stern to leeward with a 
force which would almost toss an wnwary mariner off her deck, 
Now she-shoots up into the wind like a framed vessel. Instead 
of having to throw our whole strength on the wheel, it can be 
moved with one hand, and a single spoke is ordinarily enough ata 
time, I will add that the same change has been made with the Hllie, 
the first large sharpie which was built on this model, and the same 
beneficial results have followed, I hope, therefore, that the balance 
rudder isa thing of the past. except for small. cheap flat bottoms, 
where it works well for the price. lis true that the Heartsease is a 
little slower than she was last year, but thatis due to the fact that 
we have rather over-ballasted her, as we expected to do some outside 
work. She is now so stiif that she will carry all sail in half a gale of 
wind, For speed [shon!d reduce ballast even beyond what she pre- 
viously carried, [saw by the Forest AnD STREAM of a past issue that 
Mr, Frank Osgood had anticipated me in an experiment which [ had 
on my mind, namely, the use of a keel in his sharpie. I understood 
that he had a keel of 2ft., which, as his boat was over ‘0ft. long, 
would probably give him quite 120ft. of keel surface beside the center- 
board which she carnes as well. I should think such a vessel would 
oto windward better than any round-bottomed boat of twice her 

frat. Tshould like to hear his experience, for results do not always 
bear out anticipations. RoBeERT B. Rooseyverr. 

HULL Y. 0. CHAMPIONSHIP MATCHES.—The forty-third regatta 
and the first championskip race of the Hull_Y. C. took place yester- 
day, and, notwithstanding the light air from the eastward, the race 
was very interesting, especially in the smaller classes, as they kept 
well together throughout the race. The first class started at 3:30 with 
the Nimbus ahead. followed closely by the Lillie; in the second class 
the Banneret crossed the line first, closely followed by the Transit 
and Gem> in the third class the Seabird was first, followed by the 
Saracen and the Thelga close behind. In the fourth class Queen 
Mah crossed the line fir t, as usual, followed by the Amy, Joker and 
Niobe, the Niobe having to recross the line on account of being partly 
over when the gun was fired. In the fifth class the Viva crossed first, 
followed by Spider, Harriet, Kismet, spray. Myrtle, Rocket, Scamp, 
Wilafire,ina buneh. In the sixth class the Mirage crossed first, 
followed by the Idlewild azd Ese. At the buoy off Prince’s Head the 
sixth elass eaught up with the fifth, and at the buoy off Bumpkin the 
fifth caught up with the tailenders of the fuurth, first one boat lead- 
ing and then another, the wind changing continually, blowing first 
from the east and then from the northwest. The wind gradually 
died out and made it impossible for the boats to return in time, and 
it was declared norace. No summary can be given, as no time was 
taken.—South Boston Inquirer, Aug. 3. 

A BUSY WEEK.—This week promises to surpass in interest any 
similar length of time in American yachting, owing to the number 
and variety of the events. Monday is the opening of the New York 
Y. C, cruise; Tuesday is the occasion of the Goelet Cup Race, one of 
the first events of the year; Wednesday will probably see the race 
from Brenton’s Reef to Sandy Hook and return for schooners and 
sloops; Thursday is the opening day of the American Y. C. cruise 
and the beginning of steam yacht racing in America; Friday is also 
devoted to steam yacht racing, and Saturday 10 boat races between 
pecnts crews at Newport, while the races for steam yachts of the 
Yew York Y. C. fur the Bennett Cups will prebably take place the 

last of the week at Newport. The fleet gathered at Newport, includ- 
ing the New York, Atlantic and Hasirrn, is one of the finert ever col- 
lected in our waters, and numbering, as it does, such cracks as Bed- 
ouin, Wenonah, Fornmma, Mischief, Maggie and Oriya, is one of which 
American yachtsmen may well be proud. 

YACHTS FOR SALE.—We would call attention to the advertise- 
ment of Messrs. Burgess, who offer tor sale the cutter Maggie, now 
the property of Mr. Warren, and the schooner Azalea, belonging to 
Mr, J. M. Forbes. Mr. Warren will build a larger cntter and Mr. 
Forbes is the owner of thenew Harbinger, built last winter. 

Canoeing. 

OANOEISTS are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other comma- 
wieations of interest, 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forrmsr anp 
Srream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Formesm AnD STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of ernises, tiaps, and information concerning their local waters. 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
fo the spurt, 

TORONTO C. C. SAILING CUP RACE. 

i ieee Toronto OC. C raced for the all-round sailing cup on Saturday, 
in a single-veef breeze, over a triangular course; total distance, 

thiles. Following are the entries and the result: 
Mr. F. M. Nicholson’s Sadie N... ..-...:..-4 ATE ee aera 1 
Mr. Robert, Tyson's dsabele ee 62. cese soon ee eee tens rene 2 
Mire 3 A OMA MA Css re mii. mw pene Basics = FG hoe Pais ss me 3 
Mr, S. Mason’s Whimbrel..........-.... s+, BeR eA gee 0 
Mr, Hugh Neilson’s Boreas....... .--.-..2.,4-+--+-e-t ee: 0 
Mr. Arthir H. Mason’s new Camloe..... 2222, -s cence eens oe 0 

There was a bad start owme to the sienal nct being distinctly heard, 
Sadie N, and Boreas led the fieet for twe rounds, keeping close to one 
another. When rounding the turning mark, a wavethrewthe Boreas 
against it, wrenching off her side fap, and placing her at a disadyan- 

FULL SAIL AND REEF. 
PRINCE’S LATEEN RIG. 

tage in sailing, Sadie N. then took and kept fhe lead. Isabel, which 
had been last at the start, gradually won her way to second place. 
In order of time Mr. Neilson was third, and Mr. Arthur Mason fourth; 
butthey were ruled out for accidental fouling, leaving the result as 
above. In addition to the eup, Mr. Nicholson wins a spirit-stove, pre- 
sented by Aikenhead & Crombie. Mr. Kerr wins some canoe cleats, 
presented by Mr, Tyson. The time of the three first arrivals at the 
Sisal. was 87niin., 3844min., and 39min., respectively.—Toronto 
TlOooe, 

HOW TO GET TO THE MEET. 

Ww. copy the following from the Toronto Mail, as it will be of 
interest to canoeists from Cauada and rhe lakes: 

The arrangements for the meet of the American Canoe Association 
at Grindstone Island, near Gananoque, Thousand Islands, from ist to 
15th August, next, are now complete, The secretary, Dr. C. A. Neidé, 
is in camp on the island, and willbe glad to give any information, 
His address is Clayton, N. Y. Membership fee is $1.00, and $1.00 for 
annual dues. 
Railway and steamboat arrangements are as follows: 
Canada Southern Railway Co.—Fare and one-third for the round 

trip from any point on their lines to Buffalo, Niagara or Toronro to 
any ony person presentirg a certificate. which can be procured from 
Dr. Neidé or myself, Canoes and kits free if ordinary cars will ac- 
commodate. Tickets will be on sale from now until August 10, good 
to return up to August 20. 
Northern and Northwestern Railway.—One fair for the round trip 

on presentation of A. C. A. membership certificate; canoes and kits 
ree, % 
Canadian Pacific Railway Co. (Ontario Division) and the Grand 

Trunk Railway Co.—One and a third fare for the round trip on pre- 
sentation of certificates; canoesand kits free. Ticketsgood ctoreturn 
up to Aug. 23, inclusive, GT. R. will issue tickets to Gananoque, 
Brockville, Kingston or Prescott, as may be desired. 

R. & O. Navigation Co.—Single fare for round trip, meals and berths 
extra; canoes and kits free. Thesteamer Rupert will carry canoeists 
and eanoes to Clayton and return for $5, 
Other steamers and railway lines will generally carry canoes free, 

even if they charge full rates for members. Persons not members of 
the A. ©. A. will not be allowed to camp on Delaney’s Point. Ice will 
be supplied to members every morning. Plenty of firewood on hana, 
A wharf has been built for the use of nembers. The racestake place 
on the 12th, 13th and 14th of August. Yours, ete., 

_Huex Nuitson, 
Toronto, July 28, 1884. Member Executive Committee A.G.A. 

A NEW LATEEN RIC. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Among the many ingenions improvements in canoe sailing, I have 

seen none to equal a late invention by Capt George Prince, of Bos- 
ton. The Prince rig consists of a lateen sail suspended between a 
double mast hinged at the top, with the spreading feet stepped into 
each side of the boat about one-fifth of her length fron the stem. 
The center of the boom is hooked to the forward deck amidship be- 
tween the feet of the spreading mast by a pivot hook; the halliards 
are rove through a single block on the yard and lead up through a 
fore and aft sheave (f) fitted into the head of the mast, thence down 
by the starboard mast and aft to cleat. In a large sail the halliard 
blocks would be double. 

Tt will be seen that this novel pian of a double mast allows the 
lateen to work as a fore and aft sail when close-hauled, and also as a 
square-rigged sail with the boom extending equally over each side 
when going before the wind with yards square. The Prince rig has 
also a handy contrivance for reefing, which avoids the great objec- 
tion to the Jateen in the matter of shortening sail. By a simple brai'- 
ing line within reach of the helmsman the sail can be reefed in ten or 
fifteen seconds. The halliards being also within reach, the sail ean 
be hoisted or lowered without letting go the helm. In case of a sud- 
den squall, let the halhards go by the run and the yard falls to the 
deck instantly, the masts and the lifts keeping the yard and all parts 
of the sail inboard. There isno complicated gear; everything is as 
simple and effective as any sail can possibly be. Isend you herewith 
a diagram, which will exhibit the novel features of this ingenious 
contrivance and represent it more completely than any description 
ean do, Inthe diagram the boat is 147t. long by 8ft. wide; the yard 
is of bamboo, 18ft. long; the boom is 14ft., the leach 14ft. and the 
mast lift. above the deck. 
aa—Double mast, hinged at top to block, 
b—Lateen yard, jointed. 
c—Boom, jointed. 
d—Halliards. : 
e—Double topping lifts and screweyes. 
g—Reef line. 
hi—Mizzen. 
k—Hinges. 
I—Sheave in masthead. OG, J. LAWRENCE, 

CHALLENGE FLAG SAILING 
RACE, 

fee monthly race for the sailing challenge prize and champion- 
ship, took place Weduesday, July 30, having been postponed 

from the previous day for want of wd, Wednesday afternoon at5 
o’clock the weather was most propitious, bright and sunny. with a 
moderate canoe breeze from the south. The course up theriver and 
return was therefore decided upon. The conditions of the race are 
as follows: Sail limited to 75ft., ballast limited to 75Ibs., course about 
8 miles triangular, or to windward and return or equivalent. 
The start was made with a one-minute warning, and the five canoes 

entered crossed the line before the wind, Lasca leading, at 5:28. The 
entries were: Lasea, Rushton Ellard, Class B.,G. H, Thacher, Jr.; 
Thetis, Lansin purgh, Class B, P. M. Wackerhagen; Snake, Rushton, 
Class B, R, W.Gioson; Marion, Rushton Grayling, Class A, R.5. 
Oliver; Annie O., Everson Shadow, Class B,H. L, Thomas. None 
earried ballast. In the order named they went up the river well 
together, the Annie O. drawing grauually ahead to third place, and 
the Snake fallmg back to the last, The buoy was rounded first by 
the Lasea, Thetis next, then Annie O,, Marion and Snake, ail withina 
few feet interval. On the beat back there was a good dea! of varia- 
tion in the lead, the wind veered occasionally, and gaye now one, now 
another a fayorable lift or a set back. Annie O. held her position well 
during the first tack or two, and then suddenly came to the front. 
She carried only one Jateen of 514ft,., while all the others had the 
new reefing mainsail of settee shape, and dandies, and the Lasca and 
Snake carried jibsinaddition. _ : r 
The Snake was much out of ttim, having had to discard her usual 

dandy and use 4 borrowed smaller sail to get within the 75feet, Wath 
a lee helm and poor staying qualities she did her best. The Marion 
showed to great advantage. The wind and water were just to her 
liking, and she carried her smaller sails (60ft ) upon her 28 mches of 
beam with a good effect, which was very satisfactory to her crew. 

MOHICAN C. C. 

TS 

Le eee 

BEFORE THE WIND. 

But the lesson of the race was given by the Annie ©. That single 
lateen could set flatter and eat up closer into the wind than the bat- 
ten2d sails, and so long as the steady breeze holds to just the right 
pees so that no reefing or furling or other maneuyering is in 
emand, there is without doubt no smarter sail. It seems that when 

the boom is hauled in close the yard comes up too, not dra ged by the 
tension of the sail, but pushed up by the leverage of the ange con 
nection with boom, so that it (the yard) forces the peak up to the 
wind instead of being dragged by it as is the case when the yard is 
not directly connected with the boom. This was the Snake’s experi- 
ence at Stony Lake, and is thoroughly confirmed by this event. 
Theories spart, the fact was that the Annie O. came in first, crossing 
the line at. 6:14, Thetis second, at 6:14:30. Then an interesting com- 
bination occurred, The Snake on the starboard tack met the Marion 
on the port tack, both close-hauled and very near to the line, and 
right abeam on the port side of the Marion came Lasca, It was as 
nearly as possible an even possibility as to which should get third 
place, except that the Snake had the right of way. Bnt the Marion 
could not go about unless the Lasca should do so first, and ! asea did 
not see the Snake or the situation qnickly enough, so, all being in a 
bunch and a collision imniinent, the Snake luffed up and retired ta 
ie rear. Lasca crossed third at.6:15:40, Marion 6:15:42 and Snake at 

From start to finish the race was extremely close and excitine, and 
it served to show that unless the weather 1s heavy, a limited sail area 
is a good way to handicap the bigger boats and give all sizes and rigs 
an opportunity to compare merits, And it has warned us not to for- 
get altogether our old friend, the Jateen. Why cannotit be mada to 
reef in a practical manner? 

RACINE CANOES. 

Aditor Forest and Stream: 
Will some of the owners of the Ragine boats give me their opinions 

as to the best boat of that manufacture for all around work in lake 
and river, with any suggestions as to alteration in rigging, ete ? 
And has it not been found that that they are capable of carrying 

more canvas than is shown 1n their catalogues? I would like tc see 
more articles on this subject In your columns, and no doubt there are 
many canoeists who could give valuable suggestions for the benefit of 
those of us who contemplate purchasing a canoe. BF. &. 0, 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

CANOE AND CAMP COOKERY. 
CHOWDER AND FISH. 

© make the chowder, you will want the following ingredienis: 
One-half a peck of clams in the shell, one quart of pniatoes 

thinly sliced, a two-inch cube of fat salt pork, two onions, one tea- 
spoonful of salt, one-half a teaspoouful of white pepper, one large 
tablespoonful of butter, one quart of milk, two eggs, eight or.ten bubl- 
ter crackers. Clams in the shell are always better for chowder, as ia 
opening them yourself you saye all the clam liqnor. Dip and wash 
your clams to get all. the sand from the shells, washing them in salt 
water. Open them by steaming, Put themina large kettle with 
half a cup of water, just enough so keep those on the hottom of phe 
kettle from burning, and set them overthe fire. When the clams 
have opened take them out with a skimmer, and when they are cool 
enough to handle, take the clams from the shell, remove the thin 
skin, cut off all the hard black end, and cut the “leather strap ’’as the 
connecting membrane is called, into small pieces, leaving the soft 
art whole. Use an old pair of scissors to cut them. Let the clam 
hac settle, and pour it off carefully. Use half water and half clam 
liquor for the chowder, Cut the pork into yery small bits. and fry; 
remove the scraps, then fry the onions, which have been thinly sliced, 
in the hot fat; add the clam liquor and water, and when this is. boil- 
ing, putin the potatoes, which shall have been peeled, sliced, and 
soaked in cold water. When the potatoes are tender, add the season- 
ing and the clams. When the clams are hot—boiling would harden 
them—put in the hot milk and crackers, and just before serving, after 
the keitle is off from the fire, add the ezgs well beaten. 
Whatever else you may forget in selecting your camp stoves, don't 

forget a good supply of crackers, cheese and chocolate. Crackers are 
easily carried, always ready, and enter largely into the composition | 
of a good many dishes, They are a necessily fora chowder, Butter 
erackers are good for nearly every purpose, but from the endless 
variety now made eyery taste may be suited. Cheese contains ali 
the elements of food but starch, and tht the crackers supply; so, 
if you have crackers and cheese in plenty, you will not starve, no 
matter what else youlack, Except for those who have some weak 
ness or idiosyncrasy of the digestive organs, cheese is nourishing and 
healthful. A little of it will satisfy the crayings of hunger, and give 
force and strength sufficient for hard work or protracted fasting. 
Chocolate also has wondesful sustaining power, and a cake of sweet’ 
ened chocolate is a good traveling companion. 3 
One of the favorite modes of treating fish, especially the salt-water 

fish, cod and haddock, is to make 1t into a chowder, as that is easily 
done, and is a palatable dish to most persons. To make a successful 
chowder, clean thoroughly and skin the fish; as the average weight is 
about five pounds, the proportions giyen are for a fish of that size. 
Remove the bone and cut into small pieces. Pare and slice one quart 
of potatoes and put them tosoakjn cold water. Fry four slices of 
fat salt pork, cut mto fine squares, in the hottom of the 
kettle in which the chowder is to he made, They must be 
slowly fried until the fat is all out of the pork and it is erisp and 
brown, but great care must be taken not to let it burn. as all the work 
will have to be done over again, since the chowuer would be spoiled 
by the scorched taste which would communicate itself to thé whole 
dish. Skim out the pieces of crisp pork and put into the hot fat two 
oniong sliced and the potatoes; cover with boiling water and cook ten 
minutes; add one tablespoonfal of salt, one-half 2 teaspoonful of pep- 
per and a tablespoonful of butter. After seasoning in this manner, 
put in the fish and cook eight minutes. Add one quart of hot milk, 
and one heaping tablespoonful of flour wet in cold water; if you hap- 
én to have a small saucepan with you, which you can sét over the 

fire, you may cook the flour and butter together by melting the butter, 
and when it is bubbling stirring in the flour untilitis perfectly smooth 
before adding it to the chowder, or, if you prefer, you may omit the 
flour altogether, and add two eggs, which should be well beaten and 
added to the chowder after it has heen taken from the fire. This 
makes the dish more delicate than when it is thickened with flour, 
although a hungry party would not disdain it, whichever way it w4s 
eooked. Toast a dozen crackers before the fire and serve with the 
chowder, At home orin camp, this chowder or theclam chowder is 
& great success.—Bostoi Herald, o 

. 

A CANOE AUCIDENT,—Accidents to canoeists have been very few, 
sapeolly asso Many young boys are interested in the sport, The 
following aecount of a fatal one, copied from the Cork, Ireland, 
Constitution, only shows that young children should not be truste 
alone on the water. '‘A very sad accident occurred to-day in the river 

Sell 
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‘ off the Savors and the Lime Kiln Point. A canoe containing two 
_ brothers, Cecil and Louis Platt. sons of J. J. Platt, United States Con- 

sul for the Port of Cork, was upset and Louis was drowned. These 
two young gentlemen, from the information that can be gathered, 
started on a little sailing expedition some time after 11 o‘clock in 
what appears to have been a badly constructed canoe, measuring in 
leneth eight feet and not more than nineteen inches wide. In this 
frail craft a mast was erected, and a sail about the size ofa large 
pees handkerchief was attached thereto by a miniature yard 

_ Having embarked, the occupants used the paddle as a steering ap- 
paratus; but ib appears, although no person actually saw the acci- 
dent, that the canoe became unmanageable and the squally northwest 
wind which was blowing at the time took effect on the sail that was set 
and capsized{the tiny craft, precipitating the two occupants into the 
water. The boat must have immediately righted itself again as, fortu- 
nately for the survivor, alaborer wh> was working in afield not far 
from the river where the fatal event occurred, saw the eafioe upright, 
but deep in the water, asif she had been half full. This Jaborer, named 
MeCarthy, noticed that there was no one in her, and saw two caps 
floating in the water close by. He immediately with another man, 
named Flanagan, proceeded to the strand, and there saw floating 
five or six yards from the shore a body, which proved to be Cecil Platt, 
aged six years, McCarthy waded to the apparently lifeless lad,and after 
bringimg nim on snore, discovered life, and soon after, with the valuable 
assistance reniiered by Mrs, Curtis, the child’s condition improved, 
every want being supplied at Mr. Donaldson's residence, where Mr. 
Downing quickly arrived. The little fellow is now progressing favorably, 
A diligent search was 1ustituted for the elder brother, who was aged 
nine years, which proved futile until half past one o’clock, which 
would be about an hour and a half atter the occurrence, when Head 
Constable Courtenay and a party while searching in a boat discovered 
the body lyin= ia six feet of water. The lifeless remains were at once 
taken home to the bereaved family. It is needless to add that the 
most heartfelt sympathy is felt for Mr. and Mrs. Plaut by the mhabit- 
an s of the town.” P 

DOWN THE RICHELIBU.—Ex-Commojore Alden, the father of 
American canoeing, has returned with his party from his nineteenth 
personally-conducted tuur down the Richelieu. For danger and 

thrilling incidents this voyage rivals the other eighteen, but thanks to 
the skill, experience and personal brayery of their leader, the party. 
which consisted of Messrs. Stevens, Messiter and Morse, reached home 
safely. The question has lately been asked by many whether the re- 
sults of the Greely exhibition were worth what they cost in hardship 
and privation, and the same question may be asked in regard to these 
cruises. Valuable as the results must be to science, the dangers in- 
curred by the venturesome cruisers are too great, and we hope that 
nee season their friends will persuade them to choose a less perilous 
route. 

THH A. C. A. CAMP.—Canoeists are arriving from all points. and 
Many are now in camp, Pittsburgh and Warren, Penn.; Hartford, 
Conn.; Springfield, Mass.; New York city and Rochester, N. Y., and 
Peterboro, Deseronto and Brockville, Canada, all have delegates. The 
New York C. C. left on the 3d via New York, Ontario Western 
Railway. 

CHICAGO C. C.—The races set for July 26 were postponed on ac- 
count of a heayy storm which prevailed during the day. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. | 
N.N., Philadelphia.—write to Chas, Gilchrist, Port Hope, Ontario. 

M.M.S., Excelsior, Pa.—i. Suckers will not take bait. 2. We be- 
lieve it to be. 3. We know of no book that will instruct you how to 
train pigeons for the crap. 

H. W. A., Pottsville, Pa.—Will you please let me know where I can 
obtain a lot of young trout for stocking a stream and how? Ans. 
Write to James Annin, Caledonia, N. Y 

B. T. 8,, Rock City.—Please inform me of the best work on fish 
hatchery and trout raising, and where to get them and the price? 
Ans. Get ‘Domesticated Trout,’* by Livingston Stone, price $3. We 
can furnish it. 

B., Concord, Mass.—Can you tell me whether the party that usu- 
ally goes west on a special hunting car from Worcester is a strictly 
private one or is there a chance for an outsider? Ans. We believe 

that the party is not what you probably mean asa “‘strictly private”’ 
one. Write to Jerome Marble, Worcester, Mass., the manager of the 
company. 

MirceHELL,—The fish sent for identification is the trigger fish (Balis- 
tes), so called because of the trigger-like arrangement of its spinous 
finray. It is common in tropical parts of the Atlantic and oecasion- 
ally visits our coast in summer. 

J.T. McK., Albany.—Do you know of any physicians in Towa or 
Nebraska that are fond of sport that would be inclined to give a 
brother a few days good shooting during his vacationin August. Ans. 
We presume that there are many such, but must confess inability to 
name them. 
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER. Detroit, Mich.—In your issue of March 29, 

you have an article on amateur photography and give formula for 
developer. Please give me information in regard to mixing the 
chemicals to make developer. i, Whether hot or cold water is used. 
2. If filtered. 3. What scale is used. 4. You say 90 parts, 200 parts, 
ete., is this weight or measure? Ans. 1. Cold water. 2. Not necessary 
to filter. 3. Apothecary weight, proportion as follows: In one bottle, 
16 drams pure carbonate of potash, 4% ounces of water. In another 
bottle, 4 drams pyrogallic acid, 1 1-12 ounces of sulphite of soda, % 
dram citric acid, 2 ounces water. 4, Take from 40 to 60 drops of each 
to 3 ounces cold water, soak your plate in cold water for from 3 to5 
minutes, then pour it off and apply the developer. : 

SusqueHanna, Wrightsville, Pa.—Which is preferable for carrying 
loaded shells in the field and over hills, a belt or a vest? Give your 
reasons. Which is the proper way of crimping shells? Is it generall 
done by hand, if so, please give me instructions to perform this 
properly. Ans. 1. We prefer a vest; it distributes the weight more 
easily. One is apt to tire of the belt before the long day's tramp; 
and sometimes we have known it to lead to colds in the region of the. 
waist. 2. Paper chells may be crimped by pressing in the ends by 
hand; but there are numerous simple mechanical contrivances which 
crimp much faster, more rapidly and better than can be done vy 
hand. Instructions for their use accompany the machines which are 
to be seen in the gun stores and are deseribed in the catalogues of 
sporting goods dealers. 
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UMPHREYS 
DePeHINARY T = <sPECl F | CS 

y E ,SHEE f - HORSES Ce TY DOGS, HOGS. 

FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Bomeo- 
athic Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
-armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 
Turfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Coai N odromes Tine Companies, Trav’g Hip 
and Menageries, and others handling stock, 
With perfect success. _ 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manaal, (830 pp.) 

sent tree by mail on receipt of price, 40 cents. 
i=" Pamphlets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.COQ, 
109 Falion Street, New York, 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHREYS’ tation feomtr Work e 
indiscretion, 

i Se No, 98. 1 
—is the most success- P| 
fulremedy known, Price $1 per vial, or5 vials and 
farge vial of powder for $5, sent post-free on re- 
gipt or priee Hua npheey Homeo. Ried. Co, 

ust, Catalogue free.) 109 Fulton St.. N.Y. . 
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WAITINZE: FISHIN G. 

FLIES for the 

illustrated catalogue. 

We have given particular attention this season to the manufacture of Rods, ete., 

for Maine fishing, and we have taken great pains to obtain the most KILLING 

different waters in that State, including the celebrated patterns of 

the late LORENZO PROUTY. 

We also beg to ¢all the attention of sportsmen to our new light-weight Fishing 

Jackets, made of a new and absolutely waterproof material. Price $7.00. 

Jf your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 

ABBE YY & INMBHRIE, 
Manufacturers of 

Eine Eishingsg TWackie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
=. LATASA, 38S Broadway, WN. Y., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in al] grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine. 

For price list address 
Sample thousand, 10 different prades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

- ALLCOCK & CO., 

Fishing Tackle. ig sui, ving tulle Wes 
Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti- 

ficial Baits 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

eee 

Flies for all Waters. 
Special patterns tied to order 

APPLETON & LITCHFIELL 
504 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

JOSEPH PLUNKETT, 
(Successor to R. SHEPHERD,) 

Importer and Manufacturer of Eng- 
jish Brass and Iron Bed- : 
Steads, Adjustable Fol ling # 
Chairs, Folding Beds, Baby # 
Carriages, "tc. Also £ 
all kinds of Bedding 
an id Mat- F 

Ses tresses 
constant y 
on hand 

toorder, _ ———s hae 
112 West 14th Stree t, New Y ork. 

PECK & SNYDFHR’S 

Celebrated Tennis 
. and Bats, 

Our new Franklm Bat 
cannot be surpassed. -Price 

- Z $5.50, Weare sole makers 
of the uwesulaion Ball, adopted by the U.8.N.L. T. 
Association, Ap-il 5, 1884, and by the Intercollegiate 
L. T. Association May 7, 1884. The Playing Rules of 
Lawn Tennis, with complete catalogue of our popu 

lar goods, by mail, 10c. stamps. : 
PECK & SNYDHR, 126, 128, 120 Nassau st., N, ¥. 
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REDDITCH, ENG, 

185 R—E.S. 
me 
med FA 
Es 

Extra-Strong Spring Steel 
bollow=Point 

LIMERICK HOOKS 
§ . Alleock & Co. 

BaTrade Mark REDDITCH, } 
f No. __Ringed..100. 
SRR an ee Be 

Hooks made of the best Spring Steel, Swivels, 
Phantom Baits, Patent Standard Fly Book, Patent 
Waterproof Lock Joint, Trout Rods, Patent Spring 
Hook Swivel. All descriptions of Fishing Goods, 
which can be had through all wholesale houses in 
the United States. 
AWARDS: Gold medals at Paris, Berjin, Nor- 

wich, Wurzburg and Caleutta, and the highest 
awards at Sidney, Melbourne, Adelaide, South 
Africa, Toronto, London, and other exhibitions, 

is 

Harrison's Celebrated Fish Hook. 
Reeistered. 

Mark, 

Whereas, It having come to our notice that some 
unprincipled house, to gait their own unworthy 
ends, and to attempt damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect fhat the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportimity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterly 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for excellence 
of temper, beauty and finish in any way to 
approach ours, which are io be obtained from 
the most respe¢table wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO., 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Fish 
Hooks, Redditch, England, 
Manufacturers also of Fishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles, 

Katon’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal stores. Western 

wade supplied dy E. E. EATON, 53 State street, | 
Ohicago, i. Cannot be sent by mail, 

Manufactured solely by | 
GHD. B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenze, 

Jersey City, N. J. 

_ A—Openings to game pocket. 

SAS. FE. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine F'ishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first-quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; 300ft., $2.00; 450fb., $2.25; 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20ydsi, 50 cts.; 80yds., 75 cts.; b0yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sueak Bent, and all other hooks.” 
Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
package. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cis.; 3yds., 15 cts, Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5,00. Trout and Black Bass 
Ply Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
somples of hooks, leaders, e.c., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, Send stamp for 
catalogue. 
Established 20 years. Open Evenings. J. FEF. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Es W I Oo CET’ Ss 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes, Cost 
only about half as much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal. inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged, The crimping tooi aiso 
acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

GUNNING COAT. OUTSIDE, 

Hy, G 

Edge of game pocket turned up lo 
show the net hottom, which permits 
ventilation, drip and distention. 
Right and left sides alike. 

Corduroy Coat..2es oto a $10 00 
HS PGS ie ME ree a ee 2 00 
& TTrOMWHEPSs ©. <e865 diane 5 00 

Linem Duck Coa ey sea ioe 5 00 
ze By ci] Sen eet egw eee 2 00 
Ae ATG see uses tea ae Ay RIL 

Cotton Duck Coat... ........... . 4, 4 00 
‘ £22) FEE eee eee 2 00 
x TAT ERS eee rec cal ocoeca meee 2 50 

’ Cap or Corduroy, yy eee +o bane 2 00 
fi Ducks ole Bees «He step fet 1 00 

Gaiters of Leather................ 3 00 
*S PBN abs gee ee 2 00 

ae Sent everywhere in the United States on 

receipt of price, 

HENNING, CLOTHIER, 
410 Seventh Street, 

WASHINGTON CITY. 

E—Exit from game pocket. 
F—Entrances to game picket, 
G—Net bottom game pocket, 
H—Game pocket. 

B—Pockets for empty shells. 
C—Pockets for loaded hells. 
D—Pockets for caps, etc. 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE.| THE PETMECKY 
Brass Multiplyiag Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180ft, , $1.50; 240ft.. $1.75; 300f6., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25; KOE, $2.50; T50ft., $2.75; DOOR 83.00: Nickel Are 
and Dr ags extra, Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.; 40yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cents.; 80yds., $1.00. Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut. Single gut, 12 ets. per doz.; double, 20 cts, per doz.; treble, 30 cts, per 
doz. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 ets.; 2yds., 10 ets.: 8yds., 15 ets. Double Twisted 
Headersys length, 5 cts.; 4iength, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 ects.; extra heavy 4-ply, 
4 length, 25 cts, Trout lies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Samples of our goods sent 
by mail or express on receipt of price, SHND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFR, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Halll OPEN EVENINGS. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

GUN. 

FRICE, 575 TO $250, 
Deed 

2 Send for Illustrated Catalogue. : : 

This gun is light. and compact, from 9 to 10 Ibs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate, 

az. Cc. SMitHe, Maker, Syracuse, N.Y. 

UP & MCS FISHING SUIT, 
DARK LEAD COLOR, 

AND THE 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Dead Grass Color, Irish 

Fustian and Imported Corduroy. 

ASSORTED COLORS. 

Unequaled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

G Write for our new Catalogues and Samples. 

THIS 
Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. Weighs but 15 ounces. 

Can be worn over or Under an ordinary coat. Has seven 

pockets and game pockets. Itis of strong material, 

Ve Mie iW, 

UPTHEGR 

dead grass color, and will hold the game of a successfi 

AND 

McLELLAN, 
day without losing a hair or feather. We will mail it to 

Valparaiso, Ind. you, postage paid, for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

& RARE CEA WCE::? 

The American Arms Co., manufacturers of the Fox patent double guns, are now running their entire 
gun machinery on the single semi-hammerless guns and their new double-action extracting pistols, and 
will make no more double guns at present, except on orders, at full prices. The undersigned, havin 
purchased all their stock of Fox guns, some 300 in all, of the various grades, No. 5 list and above, w. 
offer them to sportsmen—‘“‘first come, first serve’’—at 25 per cent. discount from the regular list while 
they last. Here is an opportunity to purchase a fine gun at an unprecedentedly low price. They are all 
warranted of the finest quahties in every respect, and cannot be duplicated when this lot is exhausted. 

Orders may be sent as usual to the AMERICAN ARMS CO,, or to F. H. RAYMOND, Treas- 
urer, 103 Milk Street, Boston. Will be sent C. O. D. for trial and examination, 

Sportsmen’s Wear. 
No. A i, Barnard Canvas Shooting Coat, - 85 00 
No. 1, 46 “é “6 66 & 4 00 

No. 2 “ae es ce ee = g 5O 

No. 3 ce ac sé “sé — 1 Wb 

For sale by all gun and sporting goods dealers. Ask for them; 
see that our trade mark is on the lining. They are the best; take no 
other. 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Legging, Pants, Vests, 
Waterproof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryall Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bags, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
scriptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterproof Leather. 

Illustrated catalogue, sampie and measurement blanks sent free 
upon application. 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St., Chicago. 
HASTHERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st.,N.¥. F. N. Wurm, Manager. 

eo ORE OLN E: 
A Lotion for Sportsmen, Excursionists & Others, 

Protects persons using it from the attaeks of MOSQUITOES, 
BLACK FLIES, and other insects, and from SUNBURN and the 
disagreeable effects of exposure to the weather, 

It is beneficial to the skin, and has no disagreeable odor; is color- 
less and cleanly, not staining the finest len, and washes off 
readily on the application of soap and water. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 12 West Market Sq., Bangor. 
Sold by the leading dealers in sporting goods throughout the country 

Price, 50 Cents Per Bottle. 

N. B.—When ordering please mention this paper. 

Bargains that should be in every Sportsman’s Hands. 
A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

Cwmav7iImTmae Shoo Tin Ge” 
Left, and will be sold for 50 cents each. 

Methods for cleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical hints upon wing shooting; 
directions for hunting snipes, woodcocks, ruffed grouse and quails. _ 

Tilustrated: Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 50 cents; formerly sold for $1.00, 

TT. G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 

J. Si DODGE: 
Detroit, Mich. 246 and 278 Division street, 

Manufacturer of Decoy Ducks of all kinds. First 
quality, $9 per doz.; second quality, $7: third qual- 
ity, +5. Also geese, brant, coot,-swan and snipe 
decoys. Duck and turkey calls. Decoys made like 
any pattern furnished, without extra charge. 
Large stock. — 

BILLIARD? AND 10-PIN BALLS 

GUN CLEAN ER. 
The only Cleaner that will thoroughly clean a gun 

barrel, doing the work equally well in choke bores 
without adjustment. Will do the work quicker and 
better than all other implements, for the purpose, 
combined. Price, $1.25, By mail, 10 cents extra. Ask 
your dealer for it, Discount to the trade, Circular 

PS hotesade Dealer in ew Diehiue Teeklo, ae , 
tin, Texas. CLOTH, CHECKS, 

THE Cues, Cue Chessmen, 

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. Pips, Dice, Keno, 
Successors to Tun J. M. Brunswick & BALKE Uo. CHALE, Etc., DOMINOES. 

and THe H, W. CoLLENDER Co. 

PLAYING CARDS, Ete. 

Ivory, Shell, and Pearl Faney Goods, 

TOILET SETS, CANES, FANS, Hie. 

‘Repairing done. Tea-Pin Alleys built and estimates 
furnished. 

F, GROTE & CO., 114 E. 14th st. N.Y, 

SOHN MooRes, 
MANUPACTORER OF 

Carriages and Harness 
Of all Deseriptions. Substantial, Seryiceable Work. 

WAREROOMS: 
860 Broadway, New York. 

Market & Huron Streets, Northside, Chicago. 
211 Market Street, St. Louis. 

1134 Market Street, Philadelphia. 
2 867 West Baltimore St., Baltimore 
Indorsed by all the leading players, and awarded 

the highest prizes at eeery, exposition where ex- 
hibited. TRIED AND PROVED. 

Send for Cireular 

“BUSINESS” Leather Top Buggies and Phaetons.......-. $100 up 
; — FISHLINES. Hakan and Depot Wagons.. ....-...:.. 100 up 

Braided from the very west sik. Manufactured Anche Sie ee te era ee aan a 
only by E, J. MARTIN, Rockville, Conn. Coupes and Conpe Rockaways.............. 250 up 

Top Delivery Wagon...-......2.0.--.2--....- 125 up 
WALLACEH’S Koad and Village Carts, Road Wagons, Sulkeys, ete. 

‘ Hxcellent Light Buggy Harness.,.,..,......- $10 up 
Grocers’ and Delivery Harness........ -. 18u 

Map of the Adirondacks. Light Double Harness... ,.......,.-+ a5 on 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00. Danii AeNess.: . eee een sere Pree 22 up 

And Horse & Stable Requisites of all Kinds. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co 57 & 59 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 

Elastic Heel-Plate for Shotguns, Hunt ing & Military Rifles 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. SOLD BY ALL GUN DEALERS AND WHOLESALED BY 

HERMANN BOKER & ©O., 101 & 103 Duane Street, New York City. 

THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 
Time: WIiCEZOxL.= 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel- 
ence more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded to any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

Send for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws. 

INTER-STATE CLAY PIGEON TOURNAMENT 
Under the auspices of the 

Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Co., Cincinnati, O., 
At Metropolitan Base Ball Park, N. Y. City, Aug. 14,15 & 16, 

(Cor. First ave. and 107th st., via Third ave. Elevated R. R.) Admission 25 cents. 

For full programme, ete., send to above Company at Cincinnati, or at 59 Murray street, New York City. 

HEADQUARTERS: ASTOR HOUSH, EVGVROPEAN PLAN, 

PATENT BREEOH & MUZZLE-LOADING 

Yacht Cannon, 
Sizes, 17, 24, 28 and 32 inches in length, 

MANUFACTURED BY THE - 

STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct 
Also Mfrs. of Shelton Auxiliary Rifle Barrels, Combination Sights 

and Cartridge Grooving Machines, ~ 
Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

TARGET BALLS AND BALL PIGEONS. 
New and Superior to all others, 

Sample barrel of the New Ball and a handsome silver 
badge sent to any address for $3.00. The Moyer ‘Ball 
Pigeon” and trap will be ready about April 15. Trap, 515; 
Pigeons, $18 per M. Any club desiring to test the new ball 
thoroughly we will send 1000 for $5, after which the regular 
price will be inflexible at $9 per M. Card’s latest ball trap, 
the only one we guarantee and recommend, and 1000 balls for 
$14, The trap in exchange for your old ball trap and $6.50. 

TARGET BALL AND BALE PIGEON CO,, 

AT 

Lockport, N. ¥. Send for circular, 

EFragrant Vanity rair 
ND 

Cloth of Golda 

CIGARETTES. 
Our Cigarettes cannot be surpassed. If you do not use them, a trial will convince 

you that they have no equal, Two hundred millions sold in 1883, 

.18 First Prize Medals Awarded. 

WM. 8. KIMBALL & CO. 

a 
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SOMH OF THE CHEAP GUNS. 

EON certain sections of the country there is a constant 
demand for cheap guns, and the country shopkeeper 

meets this demand by keeping a rackful of the most won- 

derful-looking weapons. To those who can appreciate and 

haye the ability to buy a really good and serviceable arm 
these stocked and locked gas pipes are looked upon with the 

utmost contempt. Half-grown lads, farm hands, and in the 

South negroes old and young are great buyers of these so- 

called shotguns, and are very proud, indeed, in the posses- 

sion of them, There are—comparatively—few accidents re- 

sulting from their use, since there is in some classes of these 
arms a liberal margin of strength in the make-up, and 

those who get them prize them sufficiently to bestow good 
care upon them. ‘The high prices of powder and shot also 
act as checks on any overloading, 

They are used in an indiscriminate banging away at pretty 
much every living thing in the air above or the earth be- 
neath, from a woodchuck to a deer, a humming bird to a 

hawk—everything with life in it and out of arm’s reach gets 

a charge of shot. In not a few instances they may beof real 
service, and a sport-loving farmer’s lad may make himself 

very useful in bringing down troublesome crows. There is 

no doubt that some good work is occasionally got out of 

these very cheap weapons. Those who own and use them 
get the hang of their peculiarities, learn just how much the 

“old thing” is out of true, and how far away from the object 
aimed at to hold in order to make a telling hit. It may be, 

too, that there are many instances where a permanent love 

for field sports has been implanted in a man’s nature through 
the possession and use of one of these things of little cost. 

There is much to be said in favor of these much-ridiculed 

arms. They fill a space in the economy of sport which 
would otherwise remain a gap. There is nothing to take the 
place of them, and they can no more be stamped out by rule 

and ridicule than the small boy with his simple fishing tackle 
can be forced to step out of existence to make room four the 

more scientific angler. The boy cannot afford a better tackle 
than he uses, yet he has the instinct of sport strong and 

—_—-— 

fresh, and he yery properly gratifies it. So it is with the 
blunderbus gunner. He does not get the weapon merely to 

gratify a killing desire, but he feels the passion for field 

Sport strong within him, and goes to the extent of his purse 

in its gratification. 

The question is asked again and again as to where this 

seemingly endless supply of cheap shotguns comes from. 

Uncle Sam is the provider of a great many of them. The 

immense stock of a half million Springfield muskets which 

had been turned out during the war was upon the hands of 

the Government when the war ceased. There was much red 

tape tied about them, and many years elapsed before any 

steps were taken toward their disposition. ‘They were of the 

old style muzzleloading .58-caliber pattern, and, of course, 

had become obsolete beside the breechloading rifles with 
metallic cartridges then coming into use. An attempt to sell 

them outright showed that the best price which could be 

realized was about $1.50 per arm. There were parts of the 

arm, however, which it was found could be used in the 

manufacture of the new model breechloader, and that the 

value cf those parts, added to what could be got for the re- 

maining parts when sold, put the old arm at a value of $4 

to the Government. This ledto the dismantling of the arms. 

Gradually as the force at the armory could be spared for 
the work, and from time to time sales of the discarded bar- 

rels, stocks and scrap have thrown a supply of raw material 

into the hands of the outside makers of cheap shotguns. 

The process of conversion is a cheap and rapid one. The 

barrel is rebored, a cheap lock is added, or the old one re- 

furbished, and with a coat of varnish over the stock the 

thing is ready for a purchaser who may not have more than 

$2 or $3 in his pocket. A free-trade system would enable 

the supply of these cheap weapons to be kept up indefinitely 

from the Belgian workshop. ‘There the low wages paid 

to workmen and the inferior quality of the material 

bring in that element of cheapness which the second char- 

acter of the raw material now makes for the transmuted 

Springfield. There is no fear that the cheap guns will crowd 
out the better and more expensive class of weapons, They 

fill an entirely different want, go to an entirely different part 

of the community, and both will be found in the market so 
long as the sport instinct appears in poor and rich, 
And then the guileless person who uses one of the cheap 

guns rarely knows whether he is shooting an old musket 
barrel worked over, or a pot-metal arm of destruction, every 

pull of the trigger of which jeopards his life. 

THE DIFFERENCE. 

‘fey our last number was published a communication from 

a San Jose (Ill.) correspondent who told of having once 

in a swamp pasture killed fifty-one snipe in an hour and a 

half; and also spoke of a man who had, by shooting at quail 

huddled on the ground, killed twenty-one of them in three 

shots. We are in receipt of a communication from a Lynn 
(Mass.) correspondent, in reference to these Illinois incidents 
and asking: 

Will you or some of your readers tell me the difference between 
shooting twenty-one quail at three shots and fiffy-one snipe in one 

hour and a half? And why is the man who does one called the ‘‘pot- 
hunter” and the other ‘‘sportsman?’’ 

No, we cannot explain the difference. Itis altogether a 

matter of sentiment; and to awaken dormant sentiment in a 

man’s heart, or to instill it if lacking, is a task that requires 
time. If our correspondent does not for himself appreciate 
the difference between a raking shot at a bunch of quail on 
the ground and open shooting at twisting snipe in the air, 

it can hardly be described so that he will at once recognize 

it. But there is hope for him, if, as we presume, he is a new 

reader of the FcREsT AND STREAM. Let him scan its pages 
carefully, learning the lessons here and there taught by its 

scores of bright correspondents, and reflecting on what he 

reads. Then, some happy day, he may rise to a plane of 

thought when stopping short in mid-air the zigzag flight of 
the deceptive scolopax will appear to him a little more ele- 

vated and becoming style of amusement than it is to rest his 

gun on a fence and ‘‘cut loose” at a bunched bevy of quail 
in a furrow; or, if his fancy inclines to fin instead of feather, 

he may realize that it is far better to catch one bass with the 
fly than a dozen in a net. 

PourricaL.—They were discussing the situation, in one of 

the Catskill Mountain trout pools the other day, and ali the 

little fishes had gathered around the oldest inhabitant to 
catch the wisdom that exuded from his gills, ‘‘Which way 
are you going to yote?” they asked him. ‘“‘Here goes for 

Arthur,” was the reply; and the President smiled as he 
added one more plump fish to his creel. 

THE Srarvine PrecaAns.—When the story came of the 

terrible fate of the Greely party amid Arctic desolation, the 

whole civilized world was thrilled with horror and pity; 

report after report comes of the starving condition of the 

Piegan Indians at the Blackfeet Angency, in Montana, and 

precious little attention any one seems to pay toit. When 
the statement of their desperate. condition was made last 

June, we personally communicated with President Arthur, 

at Washington, asking that immediate relief should be given 

to the famished wretches. In reply, July 2, came word that 

the matter would have ‘‘the personal attention of the Secre- 

tary of the Interior,” Nothing more was heard, until last 

week a dispatch was published in the papers saying that the 

Board of Trade of Helena, Montana, had telegraphed a peti- 

tion to the Secretary of the Interior for the relief of these 

same Indians, who, despite contrary reports, were actually 

starving. Has the Secretary of the Interior given this his 

“personal attention,” and if so, what does that mean? Is it 

the deliberately adopted policy and purpose of .the Govern- 

ment officials to rid the land of these Indians by penning 
them up to starve to death? . 

A Lesson From SwiTzeERLAnND.—It is a pretty story that 

comes to us from Switzerland, and not without its moral, 

The threatened exhaustion of the chamois some time ago 
was so imminent that the government wisely enacted laws 

for the protection of the animals which have from time im- 

memorial posed in picturesque attitudes to delight the moun- 

tain tourist. By this law certain well-defined districts were 

set apart for the chamois, and to kill them was positively 
forbidden for a number of years. The result has been that, 

the chamois have increased and multiplied, and no longer 

dismayed by the attack of the skin pirate, have become so 
tame as to sometimes even venture into the villages and 

towns. The tourists are, of course, delighted with such an 

attraction, and the people are well pleased, for all this means 

more silver to jingle in their pockets. 

SouTHERN SPORTSMEN’s AssocIATION.—A number of 
New Orleans sportsmen met in that city Aug. 4 and organ- 

ized the Southern Sportsmen’s Association. The purpose is 
announced to be “‘the protection of game and fish by proper 
laws in this and adjoining States, and the enforcement _ 
thereof, the encouragement of breeding sporting dogs and 

the holding of an annual field trial for that end,” ete. The 

officers elected were: Mr. N. D. Wallace, president; Mr. J. 

K. Renaud, secretary; Messrs. F. H. Watson, James Buckley, 

A. M. Bickham, A. M. Ancoin and Richard Fotscher, 

governing committee. Thirty members were enrolled, and 
it is expected that many more will be added from Louisiana 
and the adjoining States. The annual field trials, hunt, din- 
ner, etc., will be given by the new association. 

THe CALIFORNIA STATE SPORTSMEN’sS ASSOCIATION has 

issued a circular of inquiries addressed to residents of dif- 

ferent portions of the State, with a view to securing data for 

the forming of a suitable game law. This is a sensible pro- 
ceeding. The plan is one that might be imitated by others 

with profit. In many ways the California society has given 
proof of its energy and determination, and we are glad to 

know that it is accomplishing the tasks it was organized to 

perform. 

GamE Rerorrs.—We shall be glad to receive for publica- 
tion reports upon the game supply for the fall shooting, and 

such notes of desirable localities and the routes to them as 

our friends may be willing to send to us for the benefit of 

readers. There are always many sportsmen on the lookout 

for shooting grounds, Some want quail, some woodcock, 

some ruffed grouse and others prairie chickens, and then 

there is the man who is anxious to kill his deer or moose. 

WE HHAR A GREAT DEAL about the true sportsman, but 

it is the untrue sportsman who makes the biggest bags, 

FOREST AND STREAM FABLES. 

WIDOWED Woodduck swimming foriorn beneath the Trees that 

overhung the Stream, beheld thereon a Robin, a Bluebirdand a 

Starling, all mourning as sadly as she. Asking each the cause of her 

sorrow, they all replied that their Mates had been shot by a Natural- 

ist. ‘'You should not mourn, my Friends,” said the Woodduck, ‘‘but 

rather be thankful that your Partners were not slain as wantonly as 

mine, who was killed only to fill some one’s Stomach, while yours haye 

died to aid the cause of Science.** But the silly little Birds were not 

comforted by her words, and continued to mourn, saying it mattered 

little to them why they had been robbed of Happiness, and the World 

despoiled of so much Beauty and Song. 
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Che Sportsman Couvist. 
HUNTING IN THE HIMALAYAS. 

Lights and Shades of an Indian Forester’s Life.—II. 
MY. camp had been pitched nearly two months at Lak- 

kah, spring had passed into summer, tle snow Ine 
had retreated to i/s impassuble limit, leaving a rich emerald 
girdle between the topmost belt of timber and the eternal 
snow, and once only, for a few days, had the race instinct 
impelled me to breast the steep mountain’s side with the 
object of killing something; but that I had not wholly 
dreamed away my time my garden was a sufficient voucher, 
Although not large, it was well stocked and everything 
growing vigorously. My flower beds, too, inclosed with 
rock work, were becinning to bloom, and around the whole 
camp there was an air of comfort and civilization such as 
the wayfarer would hardly look for at the camping ground 
of aman who had no guarantee that he would return the 
next scason, Asa rule, I had given two days a week to the 
inspection of timber operations, and for the rest my morn- 
ings had been devoted to office work, the afternoon,.from 4 
o’clock until dusk, to my garden, and the evening to my 
books. I had cast many wistful glances to the emerald 
tableland towering high above the opposite bank of the 
river, but £ had persuaded myself to wait a little longer, 
while the muttons were putting a little more fat underneath 
their skins; but now the middle of June had arrived, I felt 
an inexhaustible store of energy within me, a restless desire 
to expend some of it. My work was well forward, the river 
was covered with sawn ties drifting idly down the broad, 
compiratively smooth surface in front of my camp, There 
Was nothing, in fact, to deter me, so I summoned the village 
headman and made arrangements for fifteen coolies to start 
the following Monday (this was on Saturday), The time 
Suited the villazers—it was between seed time and haryest— 
thete was nothing but weeding and hoeiny, and that was 
woman's work, 

T had got through my office work early this morning, and 
as soon as my visitor had departed, 1 got out my shooting 
irous, and finding them all in order I set to work to fill a 
stock of cartridges, a work on which I was busily engaged 
when my bearah appeared before me all aglow with excite- 
meat and announced ‘*Swhid log atiah hat” (There are Huro- 
pean gentlemen approaching). Giving the order for break- 
fast—il, was then about 11—1 set off to meet the travelers, and 
had nof gone far betore they hove in sight, A few words let 
me know that one was ©, of the Forty-second Highlanders, 
the other M, of the Thirty-first Native Infantry, who had 
taken two months furlough, and instead of spending it in 
the pleasant dissipation of some hill station, had pushed on 
to my camp, bent on devoting their holiday to la chasse. They 
were both subalterns, both Scotch, and likely-looking men 
for mountain climbing, and bemg ly no means a jealous 
sportsman, I eave them a right cordial welcome. 
A few minutes’ walk brought us to the camp, and select- 

ing a place for theii tents, we turned into mine. The table 
was already cleared and Jaid for breakfast; my bearah, who 
knew his duty, was ready, corkscrew in hand, and over a 
rich foaming glass of Bass, conversation became animated 
and unceasing, until the mutton chops and curry and rice 
divided our attentions. My preparations fell in admirably 
with their advent; the Zemindar, who knew he would be 
wanted, was in walling, and getting his orders for all the 
available force at lis command, the rest of the day was spent 
in preparations, the travelers being by no means sorry to 
make a day of rest of the intervening Sunday. 
They had come in light marching order, but the ascent up 

fhe mountain’s side was somewhat different from traveling 
on the made road, and although some of the stoutest moun- 
tuineers could breast it with fifty pounds on their back, I 
I knew that our requirements would necessitate all the cre- 
tins and half idiots of the village being pressed into our ser- 
vice, so | made my own marching camp as light as was con- 
sistent with my notions of comfort, and by 8 o’clock on 
Monday morning, we were ready for a start with a week’s 
requirements for ourselves, and, of course, food supplies tor 
the villagers. 

"T don’t see any game up there this morning,” said M,, after 
taking in the tableland with his glass. Ismiled—it looked 
so near—the river was not nearly half a mile wide at the 
spot, then came a belt of timber and the tableland immedi- 
ately aboveit. ‘‘Thigisno Scotch Ben, M.,” said I, ‘‘thatyou 
can press right up it without letting a sob confess your toil; 
three hours hence you will have a better idea of distances in 
these mountain wilds.’ The Joads were soon adjusted, not 
without gome display of temper on the part of the few cre- 
tins, and marching through the village, where all the women, 
children and dogs turned out to greet us, we soon gained the 
bridge, whieh was thrown across at the extremity of the 
Lacca yalley, where the river narrowed down suddenly to 
fifty yards. Here we paused a minute to watch the fies, as 
they were one after the other drawn down by the under cur- 
rent, to reappear a hundred yards below, rising end foremost 
with a force that lifted them nearly their whole length out 
of the water, Then skirting the Ganges in silence for a mile, 
forits deafening roar rendered conversation impossible, we 
came to a spot where two giant boulders spanned the whole 

 yiver so that it might be crossed at that season dry-footed at 
forty fect ubove the rapids, although two months later the 
floods from tle meliing snows would roll over them, 
We now turned aside from the river and breasted the 

mountain, the village headman leading the way. The road 
was steep, but there was a well-defined pathway, the laying 
out of which had been the work of generations. Leave it 
and you would soon find yourself before some impassable 
face of rock, but by keeping on it the worst pinches were 
negotiable with the aid of tree roots and grass tufts, Some- 
times we mounted through belts of hardwood, until, cross- 
ing the saddle of a spur, we found ourselves suddenly in a 
pine forest; by and by we found the undergrowth consisted 
largely of black currants, the fruit not yet ripe; higher still 
the path led through dense growths ot hill bamboo, the best 
stalks of which made capital light fishing-rods; but what 

Nature meant by growing them above an icy river with no 

fish, | haye not yet determined. Higher and higher we 

mounted. The hours slipped by, bnt higher and higher still 

the forest seemed to rise above us, until at last, glowing with 

perspiration and panting with the toil, we entered the birch 

pelt, and goon saw light breaking through the trunks of the 

trees, A few hundred yards more and we standon the 

limits of timber vegetation and throw ourselves down on the 

rich emerald sward, for emerald it is, as a whole, although 

diversified by myriads of wild flowers of every hue; but it is 
no flat tableland, it still ascends ata pretty stiff slope as far 

us the eye can reach. The coolies were not far behind, and 

instructing the Zemindar, or headman, and one of my ser- 
vants, who had kept with us, to select a camping ground 
within « hundred yards of the forest, and close to water, we 
lighted our pipes and listened to the distant roar of the 
Ganges some three thousand five hundred feet below, We 
had had a pretty arduous march of about eight miles, which 
we covered in three hours, The coolies were all up by noon, 
and while the camp was being pitched, a cold breakfast, 
witn Bass’s pyramid brand, was served and discussed, and 
after the coolies had partaken of a frugal meal, the best of 
them were as impatient as we to commence business. 
We toiled up the ascent about a mile together, stopping at 

every hunared yards to take breath, for at 14,000 feet 
above the sea it is heavy work toiling up hill on a full 
stomach, but after the first mile we felt easier. Here we 
came to a halt on the edge of the tableland, which not being 
timbered on the southern slope, was the favorite resort of the 
goats and muttons of the region, A short discussion settled 
the question of the campaign. The coolies, of whom ten 
were with us, were sent down the slope with instructions to 
drop one man at every hundred yards, and then beat across 
in the direction we were heading, in the hopes that the game, 
if sprung, would work upward, While this was being ar- 
ranged we skirted the precipice for another quarter of a mile, 
when we came to a, halt, and both M. and C. electing to go 
forward, I was stationed here, and telling the other two not 
to station themselyes more than a quarter of a mile apart, I 
dropped the cartridges into my rifle—a double-barrel 10-hore, 
shooting round ball—and stood on the alert. Soon the hal- 
looing of the coolies was borne on my ear, and they gradually 
caine nearer and crossed below my standpoint, not in line, 
the roughness of the steep side of the precinice forbade that, 
but at different points from a quarter of a mile to a mile 
below me. Presently I heard a shot on my left, and looking 
around: suddenly, saw a serao* within twenty-five yards, 
coming oyer the edge of the tableland right down on me. 
He saw me at the same instant, and as he swerved sharply 
around and gave me a broadside, I fired. I heard the thud 
and saw the muscles twitch, but the beast bounded on for 
about a hundred yards, and then turning head down the pre- 
cipice I saw bim disappear headlong. ‘he coolies heard the 
shot, saw the blind downward plunge, and some ten minutes 
later a shout came up letting me know that they had found 
the kill nearly a mile down. 
Two distant shots feil faintly on my ear, and after a min- 

ute’s interval, a third, Taking my field glasses I glanced 
from crag to crag, but saw uothing until just in the act of 
lowering them I thought I saw some dark specks in motion, 
Readjusting the glasses I was just able to make out a herd 
of ter (pronounce tare) sweeping over a point nearly a mile 
away; so leaving the coolies to deal with the serao, I pushed 
forward to the next station, whence I caught a distant 
glimpse of all heading for C.’s post, for which I also pushed 
on. Here I found the two in exciting debate over the ter. 
M. bad seen them first heading up the mountain so as to 
reach the tableland between him and C,, and as they passed 
him at little over a hundred yards (as he thought), and were 
then disappearing down the edge of a ravine, he could not 
resist the temptation, and fired, instead of going along the 
tableland and catching them at close quarters as they came 
up. Descending to the spot at which he last saw them, he 
found it over three hundred yards, and, seeing no blood, 
climbed up the steep and had just reached the tableland 
when he heard ©.’s shots, and pushed on to be in at the 
death. He found CG. in no enviable frame of mind. After 
M.’s shot he saw the herd cross his path some four or five 
hundred yards below, but apparently they disappeared down 
a ravine, which they followed up to the table land, coming out 
on C.’s flank. C., unsuspecting their proximity, was engaged 
in whispered conversation with the Zemindar, when the latter 
sprang to his feet crying, ‘‘Fire, Sahib, fire!” Some thirty 
yards on C,’s left was anarrow ridge, and as he turned he saw 
a score of ter turning tailon him. Bang, bang! and they bad 
all disappeared. Reaching the spot they found a deep ravine, 
down which they saw the herd plunging at a hundred yards 
off, and C, put in another shot but without effect, Meantime 
the Zemindar had detected a drop of blood on a blade of grass, 
and although there were no further traces, he pronounced a 
hit, and had gone down the ravine. I was listening to the 
account when a shout came up from below, and we all 
started down the steep ravine, and guided by shouting, suc- 
ceeded after some breakneck hazards in reaching him, to 
find that he had disemboweled and was now cutting up a 
young buck ter. He had seen no more blood he told us until 
he came on the dead beast, ©,’s snap-shot had entered the 
bullseye in the middle of the white under the tail, and cut- 
ting through the lungs had Jodged in the neck, so that all 
the bleeding was internal, Outting the beast into quarters, 
which must have been fully twenty-five pounds each, we 
started on our return home, but before we had negotiated 
two hundred yards, I called a council and proposed leaying 
three quarters behind us for the coolies to fetch on the 
morrow. The proposal secured a ready assent, and we again 
set forward, each of us burdened with his rifle and the 
Zemindar with a hindguarter of ter. We kept as near a 
level course as possible, and came out where I had shot the 
serao, and sat down to rest and fill our pipes. ‘‘What would 
you take,” Lasked M. and C., ‘‘to go back now and fetch each 
his quarter?” There was no need for answer. Carrying our 
rifles in our left along a slope sometimes of sixty degrees, 
we had. needed our right to grasp atuft of grass at every step. 

Reaching the camp, we found that the serao, which must 
have weighed over 250 pounds as he fell, had been cut up 

into loads for each man, and now the whole camp was round 

eager for its apportionment. The flesh is coarse, but makes 

a good soup, so telling my khansaman to keep the head and 

half a leg for that purpose, I gaye the Zemindar control of 
the balance. There was a good 175 pounds between 20 
coolies, or 7 pounds apiece including bones, and although 

they had tasted no flesh fur months, they had barely picked 

the last bones by daylight, but they had sat or lain round 

the camp-fire and cooked and eaten at intervals the whole 

night, 
"The morning was chilly, a hoar frost was on the ground, 

and it was uo slight luxury to turn round in bed and find hot 

coffee and eggs and toast, but having thus fortified our inner 

men we were ready for the ficld before the sun was half an 

hour high. We took sixteen men with us, exclusive of the 

Zemindar, and marched in a body to where we had left our 

game; it was undisturbed, and telling four men to take the 

three quarters and head to the camp, we pushed on toward 

the snows, the herbage becoming scantier and the country 

more broken as we advanced, The field glasses were con- 

stantly in requisition, and at length a flock of goorgal or 

* A large antelope with horns rarely exceeding ten inches. ah 
+The chamois of the Himalayas, An old malein good condition 

will weigh nearly 200 pounds. 

mountain sheep were made out a full mile off. “‘It will take 
us more than an hour to stalk them,” said the Zemindar 
after laking in all their bearings, “‘but they will not move 
far until afternoon.” “We went down a ravine for some dis- 
tance, clambered up its precipitous side, over the ridge, 
across another rayine, then along a steep slope for nearly a 
mile, then across another rayine, which we had to descend a 
long way before we could breast its steep side, then over the 
ridge and down into another ravine, which the Zemindar 
told us we had only to follow up to come on our muttons, 
Bidding us rest a while before we commenced the ascent, he 
took another man with him and climbed up the opposite 
ridge to try to get a view of the game, and as he peered oyer 
the crest | saw from his motions that he had sighted other 
game, but from the absence of caution 1 could infer that 
that, too, was at some distance. He then turmed and looked 
up and across the ravine for those we had just sighted, and 
pointed them out to his companion. Returning, he informed 
us that our flock was grazing quietly about half a mile up 
on the left bank of the ravine looking upward, that ibere 
was another flock not very far off, and two large male ter in 
a Cavernous rockat no great distance down the mountain, A 
council of war was held, and we determined to dtyide our 
forces. C. and M., taking eight of the coolies, went up the 
ravine, and I, taking the Zemindar and the other fuur coolies, 
went for the ter, with the understanding that after shooting, 
with whatever results, we would return to where we then 
were, and to make assurance doubly sure I had the lunch 
basket left there. 
Mounting the ridge with my party, I could just make out 

two dark spots on a ledge of rock about half a mile off in a 
bee line. There was another ravine at my feet, the opposite 
ridge of which curved away in the direction of the ter. 
Crossing this ravine tv the opposite ridge, we followed it 
down some distance until it terminated abruptly with a sheer 
descent of a hundred yards, and from this point had aclear _ 
view of the ter, but they were still two hundred yards off. 
Lying down with face downward, with a man holding me 
by euch foot, for the incline was stiff, | drew a steady bead 
on one of the beasts; but at that moment [ heard distant 
firing, echoing and re-echoing from hiJl to hill. As it sub- 
sided, I again leveled my rifle, but at the moment I did so I 
thought I saw something move right below me. Taking my. 
eye from the rifle, and peering down, I saw two brown bears, 
which had just walked leisurely into my range of vision. 
Lowering my rifle, I succeeded with some difficulty in get- 
ting my shoulder far enough forward to bring the sights in 
line with one of the bears; but I did it all leisurely, for there 
was no fear of anything disturbing the bear until I did, and 
was again about to pull the trigger when I saw that I had 
the two-hundred-yard sight up. While adjusting this, both 
beasts unfortunately turned heads toward me, and I saw that 
if they made another step or two they would be too far under 
me for eyen a perpendicular shot; so, getting the saddle of 
one quickly in line, I fired, There was a fearful growling 
and swearing, and as the smoke cleared away 1 saw the two 
bears fighting tooth and claw, I got in the other barrel and 
saw one of them fall, and the next moment [ saw one run- 
ning and the other rolling down the incline. Both disap- 
peared, but satisfied that one was hard hit, | told the men to 
draw me back, and, getting on my feet, told the Zemindar 
to take my rifle and three men and go after the skin, while [ 
smoked 4 pipe and waited progress. I kept my No. 12 
gmoothbore wilh me, and dropped a couple of ball cartridges 
into it for an emergency. The party had to make a consid- 
erable detour to get down, but in about a quarter of an hour 
I heard a shot might under me, then a shout, which meant 
victory, and in another hour I caught sight of them return- 
ing with the skin, which they carried by turns in a kilta (the 
basket strapped to the shoulders, so often seen in Holland 
and some parts of Germany). They soon joined us and re- 
ported that the bear had rolled down about fifty feet, where 
he disappeared, and on examing the skin they found that he 
had stopped both balls, the first on his haunch and the gec- 
ond through his shoulder. = 
We then started for the trysting place, and on nearing the 

last ledge saw amanon the lookout for us, and knew that 
the others were there before us. ‘*What luck?” they shouted, 
as we hoye in sight, and the cheery tone of the inquiry im- 
plied that they were in a satisfactory position to answer the 
same question. They had bagged a couple of gooral in 
prime condition. 

Mutual congratulations were followed with all the details 
which we discussed with owr lunch, the Bass serving the 
double purpose of washing down the viands and keeping our 
tongues wagging. C. and M.—as they told their story— 
had worked up to near the herd, when they sat down pant- 
ing and breathless, and let one of the men climb the bank 
to mark the exact whereabouts of the flock; the mountaineer 
just raised his eyes aboye the bank and ducked instantly, 
and returning cautiously, told them to walk just one hun- 
dred yards further when, climbing the side of the rayine, 
they could get a close shot. As soon as they had sufficiently 
recovered their breath, M. proposed that on reaching the top, 
he would count one, two, three, low but distinctly, and in 
even time, and both having their rifles at the present, shout 
fire as the ‘‘three” was uttered. On coming to the top they 
raised their heads, and there within twenty yards of them, 
was the flock of muttons staring at them preparatory to a 
scamper. They forgot the one, two, tree, and both fired 
as fast as they could throw their rifles to their shoulders, 
The next instant the flock was in motion, and the second 
barrels being discharged at about fifty yards, one beast was 
seen to drop behind with a broken leg: Reloading, they 
started in pursuit, and being breathless at the end of a hun- 
dred yards, and the wounded beast haying come to a stand, 

they fired two more rounds at him, dropping bim at the 

second round. By this time the flock had reached the foot, 

of a bare, rocky peak, and as they sprung up it from ledge 

to ledge, one of the coolies saw a mutton miss his spring and 
fall, and on going up it was found that he had been shot in 
the flank, probably at the first discharge. This was an old 
ram with a splendid pair of horns, but the ball having gone 

clean through, they were unable to decide to whom the tro- 
phy should belong, As M, had fired shell, and C. a spher- 
Foal ball, the problem presented no difficulty; but as 1 was 
not called on for a decision, I made no comment. 
Lunch over and our pipes lighted, we once more turned 

our faces homeward or rather campward, Being cousider- 

ably above the level of the camp, the mountaineers made a 

down hil! course of it the whole way, but we Britishers with 

our shooting boots, preferred striking upward to the table 

land where we could set our feet down flat; the four men 

with the bear skin preferred the same course, so bidding the 

main body of the coolies keep their eyes open if they heard 

‘ashot, we set out on our mareh, The tableland was soon 

gained close to the snow limit, and seeing a covey of snow 

a 
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_ partridges on the wing, we watched them down, and taking 
our smoothbores we went after them, put them up and fot 

in a right and left, dropping five birds, four of which fell to 
our first barrels. They were in good condition and the 
plumage, although not gorgeous, like that of the mooual and 

silver pheasants of the region, was prettily marked; the 
skins are rare. too, and little known, so | determined to pre- 
serve them. Here at the eternal snow limit at fifteen thous- 
and feet above the sea level, we paused to tuke in the most 
splendid prospect our eyes had ever feasted on. Behind us 
were the mountain peaks wrapped in their pure white 
tantles of snow, below us was the Ganges looking like a 
Hivulet as it wound throngh the broad expanse above Lacca, 
and visible above for short stretches oyer twenty miles of its 
course; the village of Lacca, and another village four miles 
_below, could be made out with our glasses, but the distance 
Was too great to distinguish life or motion even with their 
aid, but the grandeur of the scene was before us. Far away 
across the Ganges, perhaps fifteen miles in a bee line to the 
nearest point, towered the white peaks of the snowy range 
visible for a stretch of fifty miles, the eastward peaks far 
oyer the borders of Thibet. As we stood, the distantroar of 
an avalanche smote on our ¢ars, but we could not fix its 
locality with our glasses. Solemn grandeur was the pre- 
dominating characteristic of the solitudes, and the occasional 
tumbling: of the avalanche as its roar re-echoed from peak to 
peak, was in as perfect harmony with the scene as the sub- 
dued incessant murmur of the-brawling Ganges. 

Retracing onr steps, we found the men with the bear skin 
awaiting us, and again set out ata good steady course. A 
couple of miles were passed without seeing anything, when 
one of, the mountaineers directed our attention to a burrell, 
or wild goat, standing on the yery edge of a perpendicular 
cliff about two hundred and fifty yards distant. ‘‘Oh, what 
a splendid shot!” cried M., and both he and C. hastened to 
recover their rifles, ‘Take steady aim,” said 1, adjusting 
my field glass. Bang! bang! and then the report went echo- 
ing from cliff fo cliff. I saw one shot strike some feet too 

_ low, and turned to ask what sight they had up, but at that 
moment they emptied their second barrels. The little beast 
looked round and then, before they could reload, he had dis- 
appeared, ‘“What sights did you put up?” Lasked, Both 
had used the 100-yard sight the first shot, but C. had put up 
the 150-yard sight for the second. 
We saw nothing more on the way home, which we reached 

about 4 o’clock, the coolies coming in more than an hour 
later. One of the muttons was reserved for our own table 
and for our three servants, who had given strict injunctions 
to the Zemindar that, whatever was shot should have its 
throat cut while still alive, which I hope was done; the 
other was handed oyer to the Zemindar with the other hind 
quarter of ter, and the sun went down again on general 
preparations for feasting. Seated round the camp-fre at 
night in-calm digestion of the loin of ter which the rhansa- 
man had roasted on a spit before a bright log fire and served 
up with fitting accompaniment, plans were discussed for the 
morrow. Neither of them had ever shot or seen.a musk 
Meer, so if was decided to give the next day to the quest of 
these little animals. A. 
Camp LAk Kan, Upper Ganges, Northwest Provinces, India, 

ABOUT RATTLESNAKES. 

‘li was during the early day, of the autumn of i18— that our 
hunting party, consisting of half a dozen, had pitched 

camp at the foot of North Mountain in Augusta county, Va. 
_ Although a majority of the party hunted upon temperance 
principies, there were several individuals among the number 
who could not ‘look upon the wine when it is red” without 
a hankering 10 swallow some of it. One among these soakers 
was Billy 3., whose spasmodic attempts to set sober had, on 
several and sundry occasions, resulted in his Seeing more un- 
canny things than were dreamed of in Horatio’s philosophy. 
On the present occasion, however, Billy had sobered up 
sufliciently to ride out to his appointed stand, which was 
upon a spur of the mountain, and above those of the other 
members of the huvt. Old Nat G, and Shep M. were 
chosen as drivers for the day, whose business it was to take 
the pack by a circuitous route up near to the summit of the 
mountain, so as to drive the deer down toward the standers. 
Now it so happened that they did not strike a single trail 

before reaching the bench in the spur where Biliy had heen 
directed to take his stand, and consequently they came upon 
him unaware of their approach, Their astonishment may 
be imagined at the tableau that came in sight. There was 
Billy, Jike old Mother Goose’s little man, jumping up ‘“‘with 
all his might and main” as if skipping an imaginary rope 
twitled by invisible hands, Up and down he went, up and 
down, and with a slight rotary motion so that he faced in a 
different direction after each leap. His eyes were intently 
fixed upon the ground, his hat had fallen off, and above his 
flushed face covered with great beads of perspiration, bis 
long hair was tossing at every jump like the thick mane of a 
bucking mustang. 

‘Poor fellow,” said old Nat, as they halted unseen by 
Billy, but so near that they could hear his quick pantings 
from the effects of the terrible exercise. ‘‘Poor fellow, he’s 
got em bad this time, sure.” 

**Yes,” said Shep, ‘and he will certainly kill himself if he 
keeps up thai foolishness much longer.” 
“Who would have thought he could have kept it up even 

so long as we’ve been looking at him?” said Nat. 
“And jump so high,” said Shep, “he must get off terra 

firma about three feet at every pop.” 
“Must a been a bouncer at playing leap-frog,” said Nat. 
At this stage of the performance Billy, in his turnings, be- 

came aware of the presence of his visitors, and when his feet 
. next touched the earth, his mouth open to its widest extent, 
he sung out ‘‘Snake!” at the top of his register. 

The knowledge that he had an audience did not, however, 
change the programme or check the performance. Again 
and again he went up and again and again he came down, 
only it seemed like Antzus, to renew his vitality from the 
touch of mother earth, while, like unto Poe’s raven, his 
vocabulary appeared to be yery limited, as the only sound 
that came out of his mouth was ‘‘snake.” 

_ “Poor fellow,” repeated old Nat, ‘the’s got one in his 
boots this time, certain.” But as he spoke Billy suddenly 
made an end of his rope-skipping and, throwing up his gun 
to his shoulder, he let loose both barrels in quick succession, 
fortunately not in the direction of Nat and Shep. No 
sooner, howeyer, did they witness this new turn in Billy’s 
madness than, standing not upon the order of their going, 
they put spurs to their horses and did not pull up until be- 

_ yond the furthest range of his howitzer. Then, after 
holding a council of war, they determined to flank his posi- 
tion, and returned to camp to advise with the other mem- 

bers of the party as to the best means of capturing poor 
Billy, Reaching camp, their horns soon called in those 
whose stands were nearest, and to them Nat related the facts 
as aboye stated. ‘‘Poor fellow,” said Nat, ‘‘we must all go 
up and surround him, and before he can unlimber his artil- 
lery and Jet loose on us, Texas Jack here must noose him with $ 
that cow rope of his’n.” This was, of course, agreed upon 
as the best plan for preventing Billy domg any harm to the 
others of the party, and for restoring him to his family, 

But the best laid plans of men and mice, etc. Before Jack 
could secure his lariat, Billy, to our great relief and aston- 
ishment, was seen riding slowly toward camp, to all appear- 
ances duly sober and “clothed in his proper mind.” We all 
therefore waited in silence for his nearer approach to un- 
ravel the mystery. 

Riding up he addressed old Nat with, ‘Look here, old 
man, what made you and Shep try to break your necks get- 
ting away when I shot that snake this morning?” 

“Shot that snake; thunder!” said old Nat. ‘“How the devil 
could you shoot a snake when you had him in your boots?” 
A revelation of the cause of the precipitate flight of Nat 

and Shep flashed upon Billy, so with a laugh he went on to 
explain, ‘“‘I called to you,” he said, ‘‘soon as I fired, that 
Thad killed him, but I had just as well have hollered to that 
signal staff up on Elliott’s Knob.” Then turning to the rest 
of us he continued the relation, how after hitching his 
horse he had looked around and chosen a location for taking 
his stand. No sooner, however, had he taken his selected 
position than up from out of the short grass, from some- 
where, but from what direction, how far off, how near, he 
could not tell, there came the deadly, shivering, jar-fly music 
of a rattlesnake’s tail. 

Some of the readers of Forrest AND STREAM have doubt- 
less heard that same awful staccato, and stopped suddenly 
with uplifted foot, uncertain whence came the sound, 
whether from far or near, above or below. Now from here; 
now from there, it seems to come, but ever that same quick, 
icy rattle that comes we know from a quivering tail that is 
vibrating above a dark yellowish diamond-marked coil, from 
whose center rises a broad, flattened arrow-shaped head, 
with pitiless eyes—still, motionless, Impassive as death itself. 

Only those who haye once felt themselves in the power of 
this rightly called Crotalus horridus, can appreciate poor 
Billy’s feelines. Twice have I felt myself in their deadly 
power. Upon one occasion while attempting to steal upon 
a feeding deer, a slight rustling noise drew my eyes to the 
ground. There, coiled in my path, he lay with raised head 
and motionless tail, and with his glassy eyes looking up into 
mine as I stooped above him. Fortunately instead of being 
placed upon, my boot slid under him, and I could feel the 
heavy pressure of his coiled body upon the unprotected in- 
step. Without loss of presence of mind, lowered the muz- 
zle of my rifle in front of his uplifted head for the purpose 
of attracting his attention, and then quickly withdrawing 
my foot, I stepped backward out of danger. Upon another 
occasion, while hunting through a level woodland, I 
mounted upon a great fallen gum tree for the purpose of 
getting a better view of surroundings. Having satisfied 
myself that there was no game within the range of my rifle, 
I started to step down on the opposite side to that on which 
Thad approached it, and only after losing my balance did I look 
down to see the place where my foot would fall. A glance 
showed me that I was about stepping into the coils of two 
enormous rattlesnakes. The situation instantaneously flashed 
upon me. I saw that it was out of my power then to step over 
and beyond them, and that my only chance was to draw in 
my foot, now almost resting upon their heads, and place it 
upon the ground between their coiled hodies and the log 
upon which I had been standing. Fortunately there was 
sufficient space for doing this. My next stride was of ne- 
cessitysover them. I was conscious of my hair going up, 
and of making some involuntary exclamation as I went 
over, for I was certain I would feel the sharp sting of their 
inch-long fangs as I did so, A few steps of course placed 
me out of danger and my fright went as quickly as it had 
come, so offering a sincere prayer to le bon Dew for my es- 
cape from what I had considered certain death, I alligned 
their heads and dispatched them with a single shot. I have 
since had some compunctions in regard to that deed. Had I 
reflected a moment I think I would have called to mind Uncle 
Toby’s address to the fly and have let them go unharmed, 
T have of course had many other close shaves, as every ove 
who lives and bunts in a rattlesnake infested country must 
of necessity have, but these were the only times that I am 
aware of being helplessly in their power. 

But I must let Billy finish his story. ‘I knew that music.” 
he continued, ‘‘soun as I heard it, for ’twasn’t the first time 
Thad ever heard one of them varments winding up his pizen 
mill. But where he was for the life of me 1 couldn’t tell. 
T thought at first that he was right behind me, and I faced 
about pretty quick, I tell you. Then the musie seemed to 
come from the other side, and I "bout faced again, Then it 
sounded like it was right down between my legs, and I be- 
gan to jump right straight up. By that time I had got right 
smart excited, not to call if skeered. I couldn’t stay on the 
ground to save me, and 1 think I must haye jumped about 
five feet high every leap when I first began to practice, But 
when I first saw old Nat and Shep I had been dancing to 
that snake-tail music about half an hour, and I don’t think I 
was then making a rise of more’n about three feet. At last, 
however, I got a glimpse of the opera off in the grass about 
twenty-five feet from me, and I let him have both barrels, 
and hollered to old Nat that I had killed him; but *twas 
devil take the hindmost with him and Shep, and, as I said 
before, I had just as well hollered to that signal post up 
there on Elliot's Knob.” And billy waved bis hand up inthe 
direction of the summit of North Mountain, and joined in 
the general laugh that followed this explanation of his mys- 
terious conduct. TUGKAHOR. 
YAzoo Riypr, Miss, 

Ty Tee Prevention oF Forest Fires, the orth- 
western Lumberman says that ‘‘The greatest difficulty in the 
prosecution of such a work [greater than the collection and 
burning of brush, tops, etc., left by lumbering, or of fallen 
limbs and trees in an unworked forest, both of which it 
thinks should be enforced by law in all cases where the land 
joins woods owned by other parties] would be from wind- 
falls. Jt would seem sometimes as if nature stepped in to 
hasten the coming of the flames. Swarths, of such dimen- 
sions as only the elements can mow, are cut through the 
forests by the wind, and for miles and miles every tree of 
decent sizeis laid flat. These windfalls are prolific of in- 
tense forest fires, and they have been the starting point of 
some of the worst fires on record.” It would seem that the 
loggers should, if possible, give the clearing of such a wind- 
fall precedence over all other work, 

PODGERS CRUISES ALONGSHORE.—II. 
LOCK ISLAND.—My letter terminated as 1 was about 
_ taking the steamer from New London to Block Island. 

Getting on board I found a large party of excursionists from 
Worcester, Norwich, etc., and as usual lots of spoony 
couples, After leaving the wharf I cast about for a quiet 
corner for 2 comfortable smoke, but wherever Lweut I found 
the feminine element in possession; from bow to stern they 
were ensconced in every nook and corner. Men apparently 
had no rights that they respected; and wherever [ essayed 
to smoke some female face was puckered up in disgust, and 
frequent remarks about gentlemen smoking in ladies’ pres- 
ence were made loud enough to be, as intended, audible to 
the smoker, I could find no place that females had not 
taken possession of. 

There was considerable of an old swell on, and some 
young swells succumbed; and couples that were very much 
ou the spoon order at starting seemed sadly indifferent to 
each other, and sought different paris of the ship from which 
to contemplate sadly the waste of waters as they wasted 
their breakfasts. 
We touched at Fisher’s Island to land a ‘‘kit” of mackerel 

and a box of yellow soap. The man that received it on the 
wharf stood in great need of the latter article, and there must 
have been a corner in the soap market prevailing all summer. 
A fine hotel seemed nearly empty; not surprising, when more 
attractive places are experiencing a dearth of visitors. 
Fisher’s Island is noi exactly the place one would choose for 
natural attractions. It might suit those who sought solitude 
and a peaceful neishborhood. 

There were no boats at the wharf, and that was enough to 
condemn the place. Where there are no boats there can be 
nothing to interest. Hauling in our gangway plank, we 
continued on to Block Island, arriving there about noon. 
Here things seer more aliye, and the hotels are more or less 
prosperous; the Ocean View being nearly full, and very 
lively. The location is charming, and the view of the sea 
from any and all of the Block Island hotels is uninterrupted; 
in fact, there is nothing in the way of trees or foliage to ob- 
struct the view in any direction. Why there ave no trees on 
Block Island isa conundrum J wish to ask, unless it arises 
from the indifference and carelessness of the residents. 
The island has been settled for a hundred years or more 
and not a shade tree graces this part and portion of the 
island, and on going up to an eleyation and looking in every 
direction none are seen. If it had trees and shade, no place 
could be more attractive; but, as it is, if is open to the full 
glare of the noonday sun, and when not tempered by the 
breeze it is about as hot a place as one that can’t be mentioned 
in polite society. 

There is one thing to be said for the Block Islanders, their 
hotels and homes all look neat and clean, and having a com- 
mission to look up rooms for a friend and family, I visited 
many places where the stranger is taken, which includes 
nearly every house on the north side of the island, and the 
universal neatness and thrifty New England housekeeping 
was refreshing to see. Without distinction the private 
houses where a few people can be accommodated are just 
what many people seek, real cosy, comfortable country 
homes with good wholesome food, and especially fresh vege- 
tables and nicely cooked. Accidentally I dropped dowu at 
Mitchell’s cottage, and it realized the city man’s longing for 
good country board. The beds are sweet and clean, the 
cooking excellent, nice fresh milk and home-made butter, 
yegetables right fresh from the garden, It was a revelation 
and a treat, and such a relief from the misery of city board, 
its mysteries of unknown dishes, stale vegetables and diluted. 
milk, I don’t owe Mrs. Mitchell any money, perhaps, but I 
do owe her gratitude for a new sensation, a real ‘‘treat” for 
the three square meals and perfect night’s rest at her cottage, 
I commend Mrs. Mitchell and her cottage, charmingly 
located two minutes’ walk from the landing, as a pleasant 
home tor any one seeking such, at very mederate cost. 

After attendine to the inner man, [ strolled down to the 
landing to sce the boats, of which there were a goodly num- 
ber of catboats of very clumsy proportions and build, rough 
and unsightly. Block Island, being destitute of a natural 
harbor, has fallen back on government aid to create one. A 
sea wall of heavy boulders in an irregular pile breaks off the 
sea to the northward and eastward, and a basih a couple of 
hundred feet square inclosed, with an entrance to the north- 
ward, affords a secure harbor for boats and the fishing fleet 
of small schooners, of which there are quite a number en- 
gaged in sword fishing, haying a small iron “‘roost” on the 
éxtreme end of the bowsprit, with a round railing, for the 
security of the man that stands with the harpoon ready to 
‘“‘oive it to them” when a fish comes within reach. Sword 
fishing must be quite profitable, judging from the number of 
vessels at New London and Block Island fitted out for the 
business. Boarding a natty little schooner, I had a yery in- 
teresting talk with the skipper about this kind of fishing, 
and from him learned that Boston was the principal market 
for swordfish, New Yorkers not taking kindly to them. 
The Captain showed four or fiye long blades, or swords, 
thin at the edges and round pointed, like a Spanish rapier 
blade, which he had amputated from the snouts of the fish 
he had caught. The fish have been quite abundant all dur- 
ing July, which is the best month for them, and compara- 
tively few are caught later than the 15th of August. The 
fish average about 250 pounds in weight, and notwithstand- 
ing their warlike name are arrant cowards when they meet 
each other, either fish seeming equally anxious to get away 
from the other as quickiy as possible. They will attack a 
helpless whale and stab him to death, but nothing that shows 
fight in return, They never run together, and when two are 
seen they are generally both busily engaged in putting as 
much space as possible between. 

The catboats and other craft appeared to be doing a land 
office business, taking out parties at fifty cents per head for a 
sail, and the fishing schooners for the nonce had converted 
their crafts into excursion boats, which merely inyolved 
placing a couple of settees on deck for the girls to sif on. 
Speaking of these schooners, | was quite taken with their 
natty appearance, and must say they are the largest small 
eraft I ever saw, 7, ¢., have more room and space, look larger, 
and are stauncher and more seaworthy than any yacht of 
their dimensions that lever saw. Being deep and with 
plenty of freeboard, high-headed, good sheer, they are said 
to be able to make good weather of it, and go to windward 
in almost any gale of wind, and can go when large yachts, 
with their absurdly heavy spars and long topmasts, must, 
seek shelter. And for style and sauciness are not excelled by 
any yachtsIsee, These little schooners, I learn, are built 
at Noank, Conn., and are a type known only to these waters. 
They are very much after the style of the Gloucester fishing 
schooners, but much prettier and more stylish in appearance. 
They are admirably adapted to the requirements of cruising 



yachtsmen, as they have the seagoing qualities, are 
staunch, strong, and easily handled. Supposing the 
owner to be capable of taking his trick at the wheel, 
one man and a cook is quite as large a crew as is required, 
the cook taking a hand to get up anchor and sails. They 
seldom nave a crew of more than one besides the captain, and 
are out m all sorts of weather, Of course if the yacht 
owner is a noodle and don’t know the bow from the stern, as 
many do not, he will get a sailing master who will tell him 
he can’t get along with less than six men before the mast, 
and then will want the craft lengthened to get room to stow 
them away. It seems strange tliat as popular as yachting is 
getting to be that people owning yachtsshould not endeavor 
to learn something about sailing their own boats—and espe- 
cially try to get posted as to what percentage of the expenses 
of a yacht is made up in commissions to the sailing master 
on every job of repairs, every coil of rope, every bite of gro- 
eeries. About one-half,and alarger proportion than that even 
of yacht owners, are mere babies in swaddling clothes in their 
innocence of the actus] necessities and unavoidable expenses 
of a yacht, and are consequently easy victims, They can 
run the seltzer and champagne department below deck ad- 
mirably, but on deck the sailing master is an autocrat, whose 
word is law, the owner isa proportionately small potato, and 
believes all he is told about both coming heavy weather and the 
safety of runuing into the port under the lee, either New Lon- 
don, Newport or New Bedford, where the sailing master, like 
rie sailors, has a sweetheart, and where he can sport his but- 
ons. 

It must be a curious condition of things to own «a yacht 
and mot know scarcely which end goes first, as many do not. 
What a heap of enjoymentit must be to make believe they like 
it, especially on two occasions—when it is rough, and when 
it comes to paying the bills. In either caseit is ‘‘shell out.” 

It wouldn't be a bad idea to have one large yacht fitted up 
for a training school and take out yacht owners in_ classes, 
and then be subject to an-examination and be found compe- 
tent before being allowed to sail, But bless me, how many 
fellows could stand the racket? Iam sadly afraid I shall 
not be able to regulate all these things, and won't waste my 
energies in the effort. 

Tt occurs to me that some other fellow may take a fancy 
to take a shore cruise or a cruise alongshore, like myself, and 
would like to know all about expenses. That is just what 
every scribbler omits, and is often the principal item of 
interest. [Tam keeping an account of this trip just for my 
own satisfaction, to verify my assertion to a friend that a 
person studying economy can travel about and have a good 
time for the same amount of money it will cost him to stay 
in New York wishing he could afford to go, premising the 
assertion on the supposition that he lives the life of a vaga- 
bond, 2, ¢., in a furnished room at say $10 a week, and takes 
his meals on the fly. Well, for expenses. I am on the 
economical Jay, remember, and trying to see just what a 
fellow can do and live decently. But as this chapter is as 
long as Forrest AND STREAM can afford space for this week, 
we will deter the expense account till later. 

I have just made a contract with a small boy, with a small 
horse and a small wagon, to drive me across the island for a 
small price to see the windward shore and get a view of the 
broad Atlantic. See you later. 

Newport, Aug. 4.—Having exhausted Block Island, 
took boat for Newport, It was quite rough and rained. 
There were a number of passengers; some ladies with the 
usual Saratoga trunks that would make summer cottages, 
They had left Block Island because it was cold and rainy, as 
if the island was responsible for bad weather, They were 
nearly all seasick, which was a judgment upon them pre- 
sumably. There were also several young gentlemen with 
very slim legs, illustrating the accepted idea of ‘‘dudes.”’ 
The wonder was that they held so much when they started, 
and where they ctowed it, but they were mere empty cylin- 
ders before reaching smooth water. The usual drunken 
Irishman was aboard, the fellow that is maudlin, and insists 
on your taking a drink with him or accepting a huge black 
disgusting-looking cigar, the kind they sell eight for a quar- 
ter. And by tlie way, Block Island must be a free port and 
exempt from Internal Revenue ‘‘chouls,” for I saw in a 
show case ‘Victoria Reinas, five for a quarter;” think of 
that, you fellows that pay fifteen cents apiece for them in 
Broadway; go to Block Island for your cigars, blockheads. 
My drunken Irish friend imparted to me confidentially 

that he was on his way from Boston to New York and had 
lost his trunk. He moreover gaye me his opinion privately, 
that these far-tamed Boston boats were not so splendid as 
stated, and he knew boats that were much larger and finer. 
Lasked him what boat he supposed he was on, and found he 
believed it to be the Pilgrim or Bristol, and thought I was 
guying him when liold him he was en voute from Block 
Island ta Newport. It did not seem to be a matter of any 
coucern to him where he was, or where he was going to. It 
is 4 strange condition of a man’s intellect, though, when he 
don’t know who he is, where he is, where he came from, or 
where he is going to, and yet it would rather puzzle the best 
of us to settle those same little points satisfactorily, even 
when our minds are not clouded with Block Island whisky. 
Life isa goud deal of a muddle anyhow, especially if you 
go ashore at Block Island. 

tn the mist and rain Janded at Newport, installed myself 
in snug quitters and came to anchor for a brief period, re- 
solved to make due prepuration for whatever might come, 
be if a ride, a sail or a walk. But first the inner man needed 
attention, which Leing duly and properly given, a smoke 
was in order. None of your Block Island Victorias, but a 
genuine meerschaum and genuine “Durham.” There’s com- 
fort and a peaceful condition of the mind under such circum- 
stances that only comes toa smoker, It was more agreeable 
to ‘‘lay off” in a Bostonrocker with pipe and a pile of New 
York papers than to go out into the mist and rain. The pipe 
and papers win. No outside work to-day. 

Newport, Aug. 5.—Vhe weather is exasperating beyond 
the forbearance of even such a Christian-like disposition as 
yours truly. Saturday was deyoted to fishing, that is the 
afternoon, the morning was sultry, nob a breath of air. stir- 
ring; but a fair breeze came up at 2 o’clock, and we tried 
Keitle Bottom Rock with good success: a nice Jot of tautog 
and about half an acre of flounders, and such flounders—half 
as large asa Broadway building lot. But I abominaie big 
fish stories; besides, there are people that don’t believe them; 
and who wants to give statistics for skeptics to criticise? So 
we'll say nothing about the size of the fish caught that can 
be gainsaid. Will simply say that one of them just covered 
the bottom of the boat ag nicely as if made to order; but 
then our boat was a medium-sized one, not over fifteen feet 
long and five wide, so you see this was after all no great 
shakes of a flounder, and nobody can whew! at this state- 
ment, 

_ it has rained and ‘‘misted” about all the time since I ar 
rived in Newport, but yesterday it beat its record for fog.. 
The fleet was to sail from New London early Monday morn- 
ing, but could not have done so, as they did not arrive until 
nearly dark, when one by one in quick succession they glided 
into the inner harbor like phantoms, and found anchorage. 
Really a wonder that there were no collisions, as the fog 
was thick enough to chew. As each came to anchor she 
fired a gun, and it was like a fusilade for an hour, 
All night it poured, and to-day, by way of variety, it rains 

pitchforks; and there the splendid fleet of the most magnifi- 
cent yachts in the world lay at anchor, with awnings stream- 
ing in cataracts and a few ghostly old tars in oilskins creeping 
about decks. As to owners, none are visible. They were all 
expected at the Casino last evening, but, like sensible men, 
most of them preferred the comfort of luxurious cabins to a 
splatter through the rain and fog up the hill to the Casino to 
hear an orchestra play a piece about once in half an hour; 
it being considered the proper thing to be deliberate and be- 
tray nO impatience, time being of no consequence. I 
thought so as I listened to one piece, when every ‘‘blower” 
kept his own. The dancing is carried on by very young 
“fry,” a lot of self-possessed girls of tender years and callow 
youths with legs innocent of undulations or projections, 
sadly in need of being dipped over again. 

The arrival of the Namouna on Sunday morning and her 
departure a few hours later for New London, was certainly 
very creditable to her condition. It is not every steam 
yacht that would be found resdy to resume her voyage after 
one across thé Atlantic without any overhauling. She re- 
turned with the fleet last evening, and Commodore Bennett 
came ashore in his steam launch, looking none the worse for 
his voyage, quite a large crowd gathering in the rain to see 
him land, one pickled old salt remarking: ‘‘Naow we shall 
have suthin’ done; he’ll stir "em up, you bet, and there won't 
be any more of this dead-and-alive business, you see.” 

The Newport boatman only sees things through a single 
eye, to his personal advantage; in fact, that is characteristic of 
all Newport. They look upon a coach-and-four as so much 
money to them. ‘The man that keeps the feed store makes a 
mental calculation as it goes past just how many bushels of 
oats and how many pounds of hay will be wanted. The 
butcher looks at the man with a glass in his eye that tools 
the coach and the fat, rosy girls on top and the envious 
flunkies behind and calculates to an ounce the steaks and 
chops required to sustain life in that cottage. 

On the higher ground eyerything is lovely and beautiful, 
but take the principal business street of Newport (Thames), 
and especially the alleys running from it to the water, there 
is not 4 town in the North so disgracefully nasty or with 
such a combination of stinks in the same space. It seems 
as if the number of coal carts, fish carts, ice wagons, butcher 
carts and vegetable wagons equaled the carriages, and 
especially do they prevail on Belleyue avenue, the fashion- 
able drive. A carriage with champing horses and rattling 
silver-plated harness and flunkies in top boots on the rumble 
comes sweeping along. Close behind it is Smith & Co.’s 
meat wagon, with Smith in the bows in his soiled frock. 
Next comes a coach and four with a flunky with a long tin 
horn which he toots constantly, and Johnson’s fish wagon 
follows closely, getting the advantage of the horn, which 
time out of mind serves to announce ‘‘fish.” Next comes a 
dashing turnout, driven by a young lady who is ambitious 
to win the reputation of being ‘‘a stunniny young girl” from 
the loungers on the hotel piazza, but if she should only look 
behind she would find close in her wake Brown & Co.’s 
vegetable wagon, with young Brown with his sleeves rolled 
up and naked arms, making the wilted vegetables bounce as 
he encourages the sprained old mare to greater speed by 
hi-hi-ing and squaring his elbows. In passing the Casino to 
day just at the most fashionable hour, I saw a coal cart, 
meat cart, vegetable cart, ice wagon and fish cart all backed 
up in front, discharging across the sidewalk under the noses 
of the beauty and the fashion, and how the aforesaid noses 
can ever stand the combination of smells is wonderful, but 
they pay their money and take the smells, If ‘‘society” can 
stand it, 1 can. 

Aug. 6.—Another exasperating day. More fog, more 
calms, More swearing, moreeverything but what is wanted— 
good weather. When the yachtsmen turned out early this 
morning in the hope of finding clear weather and a breeze, 
their heads emerged above the companionway into a fog so 
dense that chunks might haye been cut out with the couk’s 
carver. The exclamation was, ‘‘No race to-day.” About 9 
o'clock the fog lifted a little and a fair breeze sprung up from 
the nortliwest. 
A gun from the flagship signalled ‘‘Get under way,” which 

the yachts proceeded to do, the regatta’s tugboat leading the 
way. Anda beautiful sight it was to see them filling away 
and standing out of the harbor, Numerous parties of guests 
had previously gone aboard the larger yachts, anticipating a 
delightful sail, ladies predominating. The fleet had scarcely 
reached the Dumplings when the fog shut down again 
thicker than ever. The leading boats, some of which had 
got down as far as Beaver Tail Light, turned back, and came 
eliding past the committec’s tug, phantom like, as their tall 
sails loomed above the fog, which was low, and most of the 
time it was clear aloft. . ; 

For two hours the yachts tacked and tacked, appearing 
and disappearing like ghosts, but they were all handled with 
great skill and no collisions occurred; and it was rather a 
wonder, too, that in gettmg under way there should not 
have been accidents, for they lay densely packed in the inner 
harbor where there is none too much room. Several of the 
large yachts, viz., the Dauntless, Madeleine, Tidal Wave, 
lay outside Goat Island, where there was more room to get 
under way. The steam yachts, with large parties of guests, 
glided noiselessly through the fleet, appearing and disappear- 
ing. Occasionally the fog would lift and the sun come out 
for afew brief moments, but the fog horn on Beayertail con- 
tinued its Jong drawn out doleful moans, indicating no im- 
provement seaward. After waiting until 12 o'clock, the 
committee on the tug gave if up, and a long whistle an- 
nounced to the impatient yachtsmen that there would be no 
race. The tug ran alongside the Electra, on which the com- 
modore had hoisted his flag, for orders, which were to an- 
nounce a postponement until to-morrow. One by one the 
graceful prows of the yachts were turned harborward, and 
returned to anchorage with disgusted crews and owlers. It 
was a fizzle, the elements were in league with the Newport 
tradesmen, who smiled as they reckoned on the renewed 
orders for more ice, more beefsteaks, more vegetables, more 
groceries. It was an ill fog that brought no fish to their 
nets, and now all hopes hang on the morrow. What man- 
ner of weather shall we have? If a continuance of this sort, 
the yacht fieet will out-Herod the army in Flanders. 

PopGErs. 

Hatuyal History. 

SUPPOSED ANTIDOTE FOR SNAKE BITE. 

IN Oe ee A DUNG the abundance of venomous 
snakes in this country, and the comparative frequency 

with which men and domestic animals are bitten, but little 
is known about the antidotes to this virus. The remedies 
commonly prescribed are ardent spirits and ammonia. The 
former is to be drunk until the patient becomes intoxicated, 
when the effects of the poison usually pass off, and recovery 
follows, Ammonia is advised to be taken dilute, internally, 
and also to be applied to the wound. In all eases ligatures 
should, if possible, be placed abuut the part, and the ciren- 
lation between that and the central organs should be, for the 
time being, diminished as much as possible. 

There are certain herbs which are recommended as speci- 
fies for wounds of this character, but it is perhaps doubtful 
if any of these, as usually applied, are invariably efficacious. 
We have heard skull cap (Scutillaria) and snake weed (Ser- 
pentaria) recommended, but neither of these seem to be reli- 
able. The Pawnee Indians have a ‘‘medicine,” which we 
have seen them employ with unfailing success on horses, 
and they state that it is an equally certain cure in the case of 
human beings. ‘he Indians, however, guard the knowledge 
of this ‘‘medicine” very jealously, and will not reveal its 
constitution to any white min, e have seen them take a 
bitten horse, whose leg was rapidly swelling, behind a hill 
near at hand, and in less than an hour return with him mani- 
festly better, the swelling much reduced. Ina day or two 
the animal would be in a condition to be used. It is to be 
noticed, however, that animals thus treated by the Indians, 
although they recover, are never as good after being bitten 
as they were before they were atlacked. They are found to 
have lost their spirit and to be dull and Jazy, much like ani- 
mals that haye eaten loco, Itis probable that this Indian 
“medicine” is an herb of some kind, 

It is now some years since Dr, Lacerda, of Brazil, experi 
mented with marked success on snake-bitten patients with a 
very simple remedy. But the announcement of his discovery 
does not seem io have made much impression on the medical 
world, nor were his experiments followed up by others, so 
that the efficacy of the remedy has never been clearly 
established. Indeed, by many, the announcement of his 
supposed discovery was ridiculed. 

Dr. Nestor Freire de Carbalho, at the hospital of San Joas 
Baptista do Nictheroy, has recently employed Dr. Lacerda’s 
remedy on a patient bitten by the South American cobra, or 
jararaca. The case is by no means so fully reported as we 
could wish, but such as it is we give it. 

The patient was a colored man, an African, seventy-five 
years of age, unmarried, of bilious temperament, a laborer 
residing in Nictheroy. He applied for hospital treatment in 
the afternoon of April 25, 1883. He was a person of low 
intelligence and limited understanding, and was with diffi- 
culty able to give an account of his case, merely stating that 
he had been bitten by a cobra, and needed immediate treat- 
ment. The place of the wound is not mentioned, but it was- 
apparently in the right hand or arm. The symptoms were 
as follows: Gidema strongly pronounced, extending to the 
ring finger of the right hand and to the scapulo-humeral 
articulation, and from there involving the entire thoracic 
region. A. marked hemorrhagic tendency was observed. 
The patient suffered great pain from the distention of the 
tissues from infiltration of serum, compression of the nerves 
throughout the affected region. The wounded arm had a 
temperature slightly above the normal, aud the patient had 
great difficulty in bending it. Thermometer applied in the 
oxilla showed high temperature. The circulation moyed 
slowly and the radial pulse was thready. The patient 
suffered anguishing painsin the region of the cerebrum, man- 
ifested a tendency te hyperesthesia, an intolerable anxiety, 
expressed by uneasy movements, and exhibited marked 
aversion to light arising perhaps for the direct influence of 
the venom upon the retina or optic centers. 

The simple treatment was as follows: Permanganate 
of potash in hypodermic injections at the seat of the wound, 
with small closes of hydrate of chloral to combat the neryous 
phenomena. On the afternoon of his admission, from hypo- 
dermic injections of a solution of one grain of permanganate 
of potash to 100 grains of distilled water were applied, and, 
under the influence of the injection, the graver symptoms by 
degrees abated, and the condition of the patient sreatly im- 
proved. On the 26th of April three more injections were 
given, and in the two days following two more, when but a 
slight circumscribed cedema remained in the ring finger, 
Senor de Carvalho considers permanganate of potash an in- 
fallible antidote in cases of serpent poisoning, and by his ob- 
servations confirms those of Dr. Lacerda. 

It is to be hoped that a possibie remedy, so simple, so 
harmless and so easily applied, may have a fair trial by med- 
ical men wherever venomous serpents are found. If it will 
accomplish what is claimed for it, the importance of the 
discovery can hardly be overestimated, 

“OUR BIRDS IN THEIR HAUNTS.” 

NDER this title the Rey. J. Hibbert Langille has giyen 
us a pleasantly-written book about birds. It is em- 

phatically a popular and not a scientific work, the author’s 
object being ‘‘to render as popular and attractive as possible, 
as well as to bring within a small compass the sum total of 
the bird life of Eastern North America.” Not professing to 
be in any sense scientific, the book is not to be looked at 
with a critical eye, and should be reyiewed on its literary 
merits. 

It contains brief descriptions and accounts, more or less 
full of the habits of most of the birds commonly found east 
of the Mississippi River. The descriptions, while they are suf- 
ficiently accurate to enable one to identify most species from> 
them, would be useless in the casé of such as are very simi- 
lar in appearance. The life histories, as the author some- 
what pretentiously styles them, are in many cases very brief, 
but usually give the essential points of range, date of breed- 
ing and rough descriptions of the nest and eggs. 
he species follow one another without any regard to their 

zoological sequence. The first bird described in the book is 
the horned lark, the last the ring plover. Opening the book 
at random we find the species following each other in this 
order: ring billed gull, spotted sandpiper, barn swallow, 
kingfisher, marsh hawk, Carolina rail, woodcock and pigeon — 
havi, ete, 

The plan of the book appears to be to vary the subjects as_ 
much as possible, so that the interest shall be kept upslways. — 
To carry out this purpose the author describes certain locali-— ee 



ties, and 
whatever kind, which may be seen there. Thus, in the 
‘marsh, he describes the long- billed marsh wren, the bittern, 
least bittern, two species of rails, the common gallinule and 
the ccot. As arulé, the accounts of the habits of the differ- 
ent species are excellent, so far as they go, but it must be 
confessed that in many cases they do not go very far. The 
author has a oreat admiration for nature and a pleasing 
style. His enthusiasm is, therefore, likely to be shared by 
his readers. We see occasionally glimpses of the author's 
cloth in the tendency toward preaching, and the too frequent 
attempts to draw moral lessons, but these are not very obtru- 
sive. ~ 

The purpose of the book isa good one, and it is to be 
hoped that it may find a place in many a household. There 

are a great number of people who are fond of our birds, and 
yet know nothing of them, and to such ‘‘Birds in their 

aunts” will be entertaining and useful, It will serve asa 
‘sort of primer from which they may learn the A B C of bird 
lore, and atter passing which ihey can begin to study from 
books more advanced. In appearance and make-up the vol- 
ume is remarkably attractive, which is much more than can 
be said of a large number of books on this subject. It is 
illustrated by a number of cuts, most of which have at one 

time or another done duty elsewhere, Some of these are 
excellent, as that of the pine grosbeak; others are appalling, 
for example that of the cedar bird. : 

The lack of a table of contents and list of illustrations is 
to be deplored, but there is an index of English names. 

THE CATBIRD. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Your correspondent ‘‘Byrne’s” yvexation appears to have 
taade him forget his logic. He has lost some berries, and in 

“his zeal to make out a case against the catbird, quotes so dis- 
tinguished an authority as Dr. Coues to support him, The 
extract he gaye us is from ‘Birds of the Coloradu Valley,” 
p. 58, where Dr, Coues is giving the reasons for ‘‘the vulgar 

“prejudice against this bird,” a feeling which he goes on to 
quite satisfactorily explain, by reluting the ‘unscientific 
notions of the catbird.” The whole chapter is written in a 
playful mood, and unless lam much mistaken, “‘Byrne’s” 
use of the quotation referred to is a gross misconstruction of 

the author's split and meaning, and an wunwarrantable 
assumption that what Dr. Coues wrote in humor should be 
taken for his deliberate opinion, aS a naturalist, of the cat- 
bird’s place among birds, In what light Dr, Coues really 
does esteem the catbird is probably indicated by the follow- 

ing extract from ‘‘New England Bird Life,” I.—64: 
“Next after the thrasher, and the mocking bird, ‘prince 

of song,’ the palm must be awarded to this humble tenant of 
the shrubbery * * * It is also entitled to protection and 
grateful regard on account of the great numbers of injurious 
insects which it destroys—a service to us against which the 
small quantity of fruit which the catbird steals should be 
considered no offset, Notwithstanding its musical ability, 
its harmless and inoffensive disposition, and the benefits it 
confers upon the agriculturist, the catbird is an object of 
derision and persecution, as undeserved as it is cruel.” * * 

There is little in that declaration to bolster up ‘‘Byrne” in 
his resolve that the catbird shall be hereafter ‘‘welcomed 
with bloody hands to a bloody dose of No. 12.” There is 
evidently blood on the face of the moon thal shines on that 
Iilinois raspberry patch, and probably no argument could 
stay ‘‘Byrne’s” vengeful hand; but let him not seek to make 
us believe that his murderous intent is approved by those 
Whe know much about the catbird’s habits, for naturalists 
as well as ‘‘sentimental individuals,” contend that the cat- 
bird does more good than harm. WILMOT. 

A Huen Squip.—In a letter to Prof, 8, F. Baird, published 
in the Bulletin of the U. 8, Fish Commission, Mr. J. W. 
Collins gives an interesting account of what would seem to. 

_be the largest squid yet observed. Writing from Gloucester, 
Mass., he says: ‘‘Yesterday, while in conversation with 
Capt. Charles A. Keene, of this port, I obtained from him 
the following statement relative to one of the big squid that 
was found on the Grand Bank. The squid seen and secured 
by Captain Keene and his crew was much larger than any 
that 1 have previously heard of. But his statements are very 
positive and precise as to its length. The information which 
he furnishes seems to be of more fhan ordinary importance, 
since it enables us to form more accurate estimates of the 
maximum growth attained by these great ‘devil fish.” Cap- 
tain Keene states that, in September, 1876, when fishing on 
the Grand Bank in latitude 44° north, longitude 50° west 
(approximately), he found floating at the surface near his 
vessel one of the large squid, the body of which, measured 
as accurately as it could be from a dory, was 50 feet long, 
while the tentacles, all of which were intact and uninjured, 
were longer than the body, making the entire length more 
than 100 feet. The teutacles were larger around than the 
body of a stout man. He cut the squid up and boated aboard 
three dory loads, probably about three tons weight, and he 
estimates that there was at least one to two more boatloads 
which he left to drift away, I had previously heard of fish- 
ermen finding pieces of tentacles, etc., which might belong 
to animals nearly or quite as large as the one above men- 
tioned, but I have never before met with any one who has 
had the fortune to see entire such a king of the mollusks. ” 

Auprye AnmaLs.— Washington Territory.—Hditor Forest 
and Stream: Occasionally, I notice that persons speak in 
your columns of white goats. I have recently taken a trip 
to Mount Baker, and there had the pleasure of seeing eight 
Or nine of these animals. They were extremely beautiful 

: -ereatures, and as white as the snow they were on. I found 
them at an elevation of 10,500 feet above the sea. There 
: were some four or five small kids and several Jargeunes. All 
were very wild and shy and kept a vigilant watch, mostly 

looking down. I think the worst enemy they have is a very 
_ large bronze-colored eagle, which hovers over them, and [ 
think they have to feed in bands to protect their young. 

They were feeding alongside of a rock on mosses, which 
grow wherever there isno snow. I saw a number of places 
where there were ledges no more than a foot wide, a hun- 
dred feet down trom the top and five hundred from the 
glaciers below, ‘There they stand for hours on narrow 
benches not more than three feet wide. I do not believe 
that these animals are very swift of foot, though in climbing 
they make the hunter who is watching them dizzy. They 
ean make leaps on glass ice and snow which are almost in- 
credible. They are somewhat smaller than tame goats and 
have black horns. During this same trip J also heard num- 
bers of ptarmigan whistling and clucking to their chickens, 
They are white also, and live on mosses as the,goats do.— 
ESATCHIN, 

after doing this goes on to speak of all the birds, of 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

Tor GREENE SMITH OrNtrionoarcan CoLLmction,— 
Peterboro, N, ¥., Aug. 11.—The family of the late Greene 
Smith, the eccentric naturalist, have declined to transfer 
to the Park Commissioners of New York city the great 
ornithological collection which the deceased gentleman 
spent a lifetime and $200,000 in making. Four years ago 
he offered to present it to the city, but the Park Commis- 
sioners, ignorant of its great value, failed to give the offer 
any attention. When they were subsequently made aware 
that the collection was the most complete thing of the kind 
in the world, they sent word to the naturalist that they would 
accept the offer. He had been affroated by their delay in 
recognizing his offer, and refused, in very emphatic terms, 
to make the transfer, The collection of humming birds is 
alone worth $75,000. The birds were collected from all 
parts of the world, and were mounted by Mr, Smith himself. 
There are rare birds in it which are in no other collection in 
the world. The naturalist died in the house he had built for 
his birds four years ago. 

Wasps, Bens AnD Fires.—While spending my vacation 
at Roslyn, Long Island, I became acquainted with the hor- 
net, yellowjacket and bee families. [ was in the habit of 
writing and reading on a piazza, and tried the experiment 
of placing a cylinder fly-trap on the table in front of me to 
seduce the flies from my face and hands, which by the by 
was only partially suecessful. I -was soon attracted to the 
maneuvers of a hornet, who, after darting around for a 
moment, pounced on a fly and quickly bore it away, Then 
came a yellowjacket and performed the same feat. The tiny 
bee was, however, the most interesting hunter, He would 
seize a fly and would dart his sting into it until it was dead 
or paralyzed, and would then, with some difficulty, carry it 
away. These knowing insects distributed the proceeds of 
their happy hunting grounds among their respective colonies, 
and raids thereafter were continuous as long as daylight 
lasted, Sr, Jonny. 

NesTiné OF THE YELLOW-BELLIED WoODPECKER IN 
Norrsern On10.—July 30, while out in the woods a few 
miles from here, I saw a pair of yellow-bellied woodpeckers, 
and after watching them for a time presently saw a young 
bird of the same species. This bird was about_two-thirds 
grown, and was able to fly but a short distance at a time. 
This is proof enough for me that the yellow-bellied wood- 
pecker breeds in Northern Ohio; that is, it did this year if 
never before.—8. R. Inewrsoun (Cleveland, O., Aug. 4). 

Ausino Rurrep Grouse —Somerset, Pa,—Last season 
while hunting, 1 shot a cock pheasant (ruffed grousc), which 
was snow white; its eyes were not pink, A gentleman in- 
formed me recently that he saw a white cock pheasant with 
a flock which are frequenting the same ground. I shall try 
to get this bird alive if possible. Could this bird be a 
descendant of the one I shot?—AMATEUR. 

Was iv A BuuEBrRD’s Nest?—A nest was found near here 
which was built entirely of dry grass and leaves and placed 
in an unused paper box, but the two eges which it contained, 
although resembling those of a bluebird both in size and 
shape, were pure white in color.—s, R. Iyemrsoxun (Cleve- 
land, O., Aug. 4). [It was no doubt a bluébird’s nest. Their 
eggs are sometimes pure white. | 

ALBINO SPARROW.— Woodbury, N. J., July 28,—At the 
Wootlbury Glass Works a bird is nesting with the sparrows. 
It is pure white, its head is like that of a sparrow, and so are 
its actions.—G, W. ©. [Probably a partial albino sparrow. | 

Gane Bag and Gun. 

RETURN OF THE GROUSE. 

I AM glad to be able to state from my own experience as 
well as from what I have learned from sportsmen in 

other parts of the county, that our game birds, grouse and 
quail especially, are much more abundant in this locality 
than for eight or nine years past. So scarce had the grouse 
become that I had abandoned all pursuit after this our 
grandest game bird and only occasionally met him when out 
hunting the lowlands and thick cover for quail or woodcock, 
and at such times he generally flushed wild and unexpectedly 
and was away like an arrow, leaving nothing to mark his 
line of flight but the quivering branch and trembling leaf of 
the bush that was strack by his wing tips as he shot past on 
his wild flight of three hundred yards or more and then 
dropped down in a tangled mass of grape vines, white birch, 
briers aud dead brush that a chipmunk could not penetrate. 

Occasionally he would be cut down by an ounce of No. 8 
chilled shot from the 12-bore, but he more often went off un- 
hurt and the charge that cut through the brush and leaves in 
his track only served to increase his speed. 

There is a spot on the side of a wild and rugged mountain, 
about a dozen miles from here, where, eight or nine years 
ago, twelve or fifteen grouse could be started any day; and 
often, when following the trout stream that winds its way 
along the mountain’s rocky base, I have gone a few rods up 
the old wood road, and beside some stump, bog or clump of 
brush found a nest with eight or ten eggss, and sometimes 
haye startled the old bird from her nest. This was a rough 
and scraggy place, with deep ravines, a thick growth of 
laurel, spruce and hemlock making it exceedingly difficult to 
shoot with success, as well as a fatiguing plave to wall; but 
a good shot conld seecurea fair number of birds on any fayor- 
able day. 
A few years ago, however, the birds disappeared very sud- 

denly and no trace of them was left, and an all-day tramp 
would fail to start a grouse, the nests could no longer be 
found, and the drumming of the old cock was not heard in 
the early spring echoing through the forest. Where had 
they gone; had some disease suddenly exterminated them, or 
had they gone of their own will to some other part of the 
land; had the poacher’s snare caught the last bird, or had 
they all been killed in a legitimate manner by the sportsman 
over his staunch and true setter? It is difficult to imagine 
how or where the went; but they were gone, and at the same 
time we were getting reports nearly every week through,the 
FoRESsT AND STREAM from all parts of the country that the 
rouse had gone, and many were the reasons given for their 
Aicirerate aud doubtless all of these were correct in part 
and had something to do with their departure. But last 
year the grouse returned again, or, at least, a fair proportion 
of them. 

I had heard from brother sportsmen of large broods heing 
found early in the season when out after woodcock, and 
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when the September days were here (I never shoot earlier) I 
-started out one pleasant morning with a friend to see it we 
could bag a brace of these birds. We were working out a 
piece of cover on the lowland near the mountain side before 
mentioned; two grouse had been started, one of which was 
killed, also a couple of woodcock. I suggested we take a 
tiiru up along the side of the ‘Big Hill” as it was called, but 
my friend said there had not been bird there for five years, 
I said it had been five years since I had seen two started in 
one day on the ground we had just been over, so we went up - 
on the hill. It seemed to me I never knew the timber and 
growth of underbrtish so dense, but we started eight grouse 
in a very short time, and ont of four shot at, two were killed. 
We could have secured more had we deen persistent in follow- 
ing them up, but they made long flights and I told my com- 
panion it was 4 satisfaction to know that there was still a 
half dozen grouse left in Dutchess county. I also found 
them in goodly numbers in all the localities where I hunted 
last fall, and I have heard of large bags having been made 
all through the county to the Connécticut line. Business 
matters prevented me from making shooting trips into other 
States as has been my custom, so 1 can only speak of those 
localities within this county. . 
A friend of mine shot five grouse one day in a little patch 

of woods where I will guarantee that number had not been 
seen in 4s many years. Gs Was. 
WISHKILL-ON-THE-Hupson, 1884, 

THE CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION. 

Edttor Forest and Stream: 
For the purpose of gathering information relative to the 

effects of the different climatic influences present in Oalifor- 
nia, upon the breeding seasons, habits, ete., of our game and 
fish, the California State Sportsmian’s Association, at its last 
annual meeting, appointed a committee to be known as the 
committee on game and fish. The committee is composed 
of the following members: H. T, Payne, chairman, Los 
Angeles; J. T, McIntosh, Chico; J. H. Burnham, Folsom; 
M, Byrne, Jr,, Grass Valley; J. K. Orr, San Francisco: H. 
H. Briggs, secretary, San Francisco. A circular of inquiry 
has been extensively distributed in all parts of the State 
asking information, with notcs and suggestions, The aues- 
tions asked are: 
What kinds of deer have you; when do they rut; if mi- 

gratory, when do they come and when go; what is the 
proper hunting season in your vicinity? 

Are doves migratory; if so, when do they come and when 
go; when do they mate; what is the proper open season? 
Have you any grouse; what. varieties; what is the proper 

open season? 
When do quail pair; do they raise more than one brood; 

are they migratory; if so, when do they come and when go; 
what is the proper open season? 

Are snipe migratory; when do they come and when go; 
do they breed in your vicinity? 
What ducks breed in your vicinity; when do they pair; 

do you favor protection for ducks; what is the proper open 
season? 
When do trout spawn in your vicinity; whenshould trout 

fishing commence? 
It is hoped that in this way a fund of information will be 

secured upon which legislation may be based which will 
meet public approval. The Association is in earnest in this 
matter, and has certainly adopted methods which are sensible 
and sure to be profitable. If this note should come under 
the eye of any readers of the Formsr AnD STRB@AM in Cali- 
fornia who are not in communication with the Association, 
it is hoped that they will favor the secretary with such par 
ticulars of the game in their localities as may be of use to 
the committee in its work. The secretary’s address is No, 
69 Sacramento street, San Francisco. GOLDEN GATR. 
SAN FRANcIscO, Cal,, Aug. 2, 1884. 

A CAMPAIGN INCIDENT. 

V E were in camp on the banks of the Maganetawan 
River, in the wilds of Muskoka. Jt was our first 

night out. The weather was clear, cold and frosty. We 
were seated around or in front of a roaring camp-fire of dry 
maple logs, smoking our pipes and planning for our still 
hunt in the morning, when Captain ——, the principal of 
our party, addressed our guide, a well-known woodsman in 
the Muskoka country: ‘‘Well, old man, haye you ever been 
fooled much on a deer hunt?” ‘Yes, an old Springfield 
musket fooled me once.” Mac rubbed the shavings from his 
lap and patted his pet dog on the head, and told us how he 
missed killing one of the biggest bucks he ever saw. 

“Tt was in the summer of 1872, we were having our first, 
parliamentary election in Muskoka. The campaisn was 
conducted red hoi and sharp and I went into it up to my 
ears, working hard for my candidate to win. I tramped 
around considerably and called upon many of the electors 
who could net attend the political meetings, I took pot-luck 
with them, in bed and board, and dished up the sayings and 
the doings of the campaign to them just to suit my hearers, 
One evening I brought up at an old Highland Scotchman’s 
shanty, I had been told that he held stubborn and conserva- 
tive opinions, and would yery likely yote against my candi- 
date, so L figured on staying with him for the night, there- 
fore I get there late enough to claim his hospitality, which I 
received with all the characteristics of the Highland race. 

“After supper, which was simple and clean, we smoked our 
pipes and chatted on various topics; and finally we drifted 
into the political questions of the day. I was very careful 
how I trod upon ground that would raise any dispute, and 
when a chance came I dropped the subject and turned off 
onto fishing and shooting. There I struck my man in the 
right spot. We talked fishing and hunting until bed time, 
and as we were going to turn in the old man told me that he 
kept his musket loaded for three deer that were in the babit 
of coming into his turnip patch. I told him that I would 
muke it a point of being up early in the morning and have a 
crack at one of them. Well, the old rooster made an offer, 
there aud then, if I killed him a deer in the morning, le 
would go to the polls and vote for my candidate, ‘It’s a 
bargain,’ said J. ‘It that musket of yours will do its duty 
and the deer are within shooting distance, I will give you 
venison for breakfast,’ ‘There is no danger of the musket,’ 
he replied, ‘I loaded it with powder, bali and buckshot my- 
self, yesterday morning; and if you see the deer, and the 
musket is the cause of your misfortune, I will support your 
man anyhow.’ Here wasa one-sided bargain, if I killed a 
deer I was vetting another vote, and if | missed the deer 
through any fault of the shooting iron my man would yet 
vole for my candidate. 

**At the earliest streak of dawn of morning, I crawled out 
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of bed, gently opened the heavy slab door that screamed on 
its hinges as loud asa Red River cart, sneaked around to the 
back of the shanty, and looked over the brush fence into the 
turnip pateh. There they were, three beauties, a big buck 
and two does. I slid back to the shanty for the musket. I 
met my man at the door and I reported what was in store for 
us in the turnip patch, and as he handed the arsenal of rings, 
screw nails, hollow iron, and walnut timberto me, I could 
hardly repress a chuckle when I thought of the deadly con- 
tents. I quietly cocke@ the arm, and crawled down along- 
side of the brush fence, while my Highland friend eagerly 
watched me. I crawled with the caution of a Mohawk, I 
crept with the stealth of a cat. I wanted to let my man see 
how close I could get to my prey, and to kill the deer and get 
the old fellow’s vote. Well, when I got within thirty yards 
from the game, I pushed the old gun through the brush 
fence, glanced along the sights, pulled the trigger, and killed 
nothing, There was no hammer on the musket. I rose up 
and shook the old foundry of disappointment at the deer 
fully half a minute before they took to the woods. My old 
Highlander and I spent half an hour or more looking for the 
hammer among the weeds and leaves before we foundit. We 
both felt mean over our luck; but as I was leaving the shanty 
my friend renewed his pledge to vote for my candidate, and 
on the following Thursday he made that promise good. But 
that buck was among the lot of biggest deer I ever saw in 
front of a gun barrel.” CABDRIEIGH. 
PARRY Sounp, 

MY FIRST DEER. 

WAS a colossal tenderfoot in those days, and Jack, our 
stage driver, innocently inquired to what use my arsenal 

(consisting of a repeating rifle, six-shooter, and seven-inch 
bowie) was to be put, and made several desultory remarks, 
reflecting upon tenderfeet in general and ‘‘durned -tender- 
feet” in particular. Game, according to this authority, had 
all followed the Indians, and the Indians were all dead or 
dying of consumption—of red eye, This was discouraging, 
to say the least, and my dreams of slaughter, deer, bears, 
ay ae oceasional redskin before breakfast, were rudely dis- 
pelled, 

Having decided that my mission upon earth was prospect- 
ing, I chose for my field the country lying roundabout the 
head of Badger Oreek, and there established my camp. Some- 
what mistrusting Jack’s statements regarding game and 
Indians, hoping to run across the former, and us a defense 
against the latter, I always carried my rifle and knife, soon 
learning that a six-shooter was not absolutely necessary. One 
afternoon, coming down one of the side streams running into 
the main creek, Lespied something that brought me toa 
sudden standstill. Tom, my partner, coming behind, 
thought of bears, A close scrutiny satisfied me that the long 
looked for big game was in sight. The deer stood motion- 
less, watching us, as much from having nothing to do as 
anything else, seemingly. Not so with us, We then and 
there held a council, which resulted in a declaration of war 
against that particular decr. Having all the afternoon before 
us, and being only five miles from camp, we waited. We 
could afford to, The game made the first move, start- 
ing on a slow trot, to a point that would bring 
it to the creek about half a mile below us. 
We went on cautiously, watching for any break in the pro- 
gramme. We had gone but a short distance, when the deer, 
also on the lookout, stopped short. A pause of five minutes 
occurred, during which we were closely watched. Not a stir 
from us, however, and. as before the game was the first to 
move. The above maneuver was repeated several times, we 
getting closer at each move and the pauses growing longer, 
until the spirit within us was moved to excitement. A 
friendly groye of quaking aspens giving us shelter, we 
dropped hats and coats, and with rifle in hand fairly flew. 
We were bound to get there. Without warning the trees 
disappeared and we rushed out into a clearing, and there, 
not fifty yards distant, stood a fine two-prong buck, motion- 
less as a statue. It was all doneinasecond, The result 
was instantaneous. The buck dropped in his tracks and was 
dead. Shot went through the heart. The game was ours, 
We did not shout; oh no. We only shook hands and acted 
as if demented for a few minutes. Fools, probably, but 
then remember it was my first deer. Tenderly we prepared 
the booty, and rigging it on a stick, shouldered it, horn, 
hide and hoof, and started for camp. That tramp is still 
fresh in in my memory. At some hour past midnight we 
were close enough to camp for Tom to go for assistance, 
which soon arrived. Since then many deer have fallen 
before my fire, but in yain haye I looked for or experienced 
that elation of spirit which accompanied the bringing down 
of my first deer, Koxomo. 
Sanina, Colorado. 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT, 

Liditor Horest wand Stream: 

“Piute” gets into a stew about the man who shoots deer 
with a “hand cannon,” don’t he? That’s all right, He 
needn't use such an implement if it hurts himto. But he 
ought not to sit down so heavily on other folks who, in 
widely diiferent circumstances and localities, use a ‘‘seatter 
fun” to get venison now and then. Out in California and 
away off somewhere else, where deer are waiting for some- 
body to make a target of them with a rifle, buckshot might 
be frowned on, but in other places where deer are scarce, 
people get them any way they can. IJ know of places where 
Swamps are so vast and impenetrable that it is impossible to 
get deer excepting at night by fire hunting when they come 
out to feed, and although it steeped me in ignominy, I shot 
deer with buckshot and had a good time, and got venison, 
too. Maybe I like a rifle as well as “Piute,” The first deer 
T ever shot was in Colorado, and my weapon it was a Win- 
chester, or as we called it then a ‘‘Henry.” 1 like the sharp 
report of a rifle first-rate, and used to be proud of my skill 
when I could shoot squirrels through the head, but when 
deer aren’t ‘‘comatible’’ with a ball, then the bang of one of 
“Pinte’s” “hand cannon” answers to get meat. I believe it 
tastes just as good and gives as much nutriment as if shot 
some other way. 

“Piute” speaks of the man who “‘boasts of his wonderful 
gun that sent its dozen buckshot through the body of a deer 
at a hundred yards.” Well, I should reckon, He couldn’t 
do any better with a rifle, nor kill the deer any deader., 

Then ‘Pinte’ up and says, says he, ‘Tf a man were stary- 
ing and had no weapon but a shotgun he would be justified 
in killing a deer with it, but under no other circumstances.” 
Kaiser Wilhelm! Whatadictum. Id never a dreamed it. 
And again he fulminates; ‘‘Those methods which require 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Well, don’t the shotgun require a little skill, and don’t it 
give game chance of escape? I should say so. 
And then “Piute” goes on to tell about a barbarous, ab- 

horrent, brutal shotgun man who went grizzly hunting and 
shot at a deer at fifty yards, and the deer ran away, and a 
highly civilized and enlightened gentleman of the nineteenth 
century opened fire with a rifle and knocked the deer down 
in its tracks, An example of awful quick killing. And the 
deer got forthwith up and streaked it a mile before he finally 
died. Suppose there had been no trail of blood all this mile, 
would the animal any the less have crawled away and died 
because he was shot with a rifle? 7 

_ As between the rifle and shotgun, the former in my estima- 
tion is the neatest weapon—for some work—I prefer it. 
But what about the fellows out on the plains and in the 
mountains who pump lead into game far or near as long as 
there is lead to pump, without knowing whether the game 
runs away to die a lingering death, I don’t suppose that is 
brutal. There is a pro and con to this subject. as to eyery 
other, and it won't do to lay down a law as inflexible ag those 
of the Medes and Persians. To call a man barbarous and 
brutal because he differs with you is very unkind, If shot- 
guns will get game under certain circumstances as well as or 
better than rifles, then am I at liberty to take my choice, or 
if *‘wums” will catch fish better than minnows, then will I 
use “‘wums” without being necessarily relegated to the 
dominions of Pluto, 5. 

MIDSUMMER SPORTS WITH THE GUN. 

New is red midsummer's sultry time, 

The August days, the season's prime, 

The skies, the earth, are all a-glare, 

A drowsy calm pervades the air; 

The chestnut grove with umbrage deep 

Droops its great limbs as if asleep, 

The locust leaf, the willow spray 

Swoon in the hot midsummer day; 

The thistle-down may searcely float 

Abthwart the air its silken boat, 

The cobweb-thread, the gossamer 

May searcely their light streamers stir, 

And scarce of breeze is sigh or hum, 

Yor earth is silent and air is dumb, 

Yet goes the sportsman out with gun 

To swampy clump in brooklet-run, 

For there where deepest shades pervade 

The inmost heart of thicket-glade. 

The woodcock makes his hermit-lair, 

Feeding at will on daintiest fare, 

And there despite the toil and heat, 

The gunner invades the dim retreat. 

Though fervid burns the August day 

On salty meadow and spacious bay, 

Yet swift on wing are the bay-bird flocks 

O’er sandy beach and weedy rocks; 

Now high in air, in lengthened files, 

Now swooping low to reedy isles, 

Now sweeping over the marshes green, 

Where the mower’s scythe hath lately been, 

For there it is their great delight 

On fluttering pinions to alight, 

Oh, many and sweet the days of yore, 

When I would traverse the sandy shore, 

Through many bright August days have sat 
Amid thy meadows, Barnegat, 

Or hid in ambush pass’d the days, 

Long Island, in thy ample bays, 

When daylight dawn’d on sea and shore 

How dear those meadows to explore! 

To see each incoming flock appear, 

To hear their whistlings echoing clear; 

To hear the plaintive, mournful cry 

Of willet as they circled by, 

The cries of brant-birds, dropping down, 

Of martins, clad in dusky brown, 

The shrill of longshanks. or the faint 

Soft notes of dowitchers’ complaint, 

The cries of flocks of jack-curlew, 

As high o’erhead their squadrons flew, 
Are sounds in hot midsummer noon 

Heard by each salty marshlagoon. 

GREENPORT, July 27. Tsaac McLennan. 

A BEAR HUNT IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

OUBTLESS there are many of your readers who have 
passed one or more seasons in this town, so well known 

to pleasure seekers, who haye fished the many streams and 
can testify to the abundance of trout, but there are com- 
paratively few who realize that deer and bear are still plenty 
in these mountain regions. Those who have been on Thorn 
and Iron mountains will recollect the dark forests stretching 
north and westward to Mt. Washington, east to the Maine 
line, thence northerly in an unbroken wilderness as far as 
the eye can extend. This was formerly a favorite feeding 
ground for moose and deer, but the early settlers so earnestly 
pursued the war of extermination that moose have not been 
seen for years, and at the rate the shameful winter hunting 
is now carried on, the deer must in afew years share the 
same fate. But old bruin, the king of these forests, has 
been more difficult to ‘‘corral,” and still roams far and near 
at will, giving the sheep pastures frequent calls, and raiding 
cornfields and apple orchards with surprising impartiality. 
The last spring I determined to carry out a long cherished 

desire for a bear hunt, at a season when there would be 
sufficient snow to trace his footsteps and impede his progress 
if he entered the gulches and ravines he delights to travel 
through when followed in the summer season. Accordingly 
on the 28th of April mine host of the Jackson Falls House, 
Mr, G. P. Triskey, a most enthusiastic and accomplished 
sportsman, and myself, accompanied by one of the best guides 
and woodsmen in this section, started out for the ledges of 
Sable Mountain. We soon came to the “‘forest primeval” 
and found snow to a considerable depth; we donned our 
snow shoes at once and preceded by our guide, who carried 
a heavy muzzleloading -rifie, axe, knapsack, stuffed to the 
overflowing with food and raiment, and my companion con- 
fidently asserted we should find in it also a Sibly tent and 
spare snow shoes when we reguired them. Mr. Trisky fol- 
lowed in light marching order, burdened only with his little 
seven-pound shotgun that he has used from Georgia to Maine, 
trying it now against Southern alligators, and now Northern 

a little skill and give the game some chance of escape, etc.” | bears. I brought up the rear somewhat handicapped with 
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my ten-pound rifle. We started at a brisk walk, the crust on 
the snow being sufficiently hard for easy snowshoeing, 
At eight o’clock we struck the well defined trail of a bear 

and three cubs. “Then there was hurrying to and fro,” one 
would follow directly on the track and one at each:side at a 
little distance to take advantage of the doubling and short 
turns they make. This is good policy, for the average New 
Hampshire bear is a most excellent walker, and with all the 
advantage, his pursver is reasonably sure of sufficient exer- 
cise befove he is overtaken. The chase was continued till 
nearly noon before we were near enough to hurry them from 
awalk. It was quite easy to determine this, as the snow 
had by this time become quite soft, and though while walk- 
ing slowly, a bear can, by spreading his paws and creeping 
along, go almost anywhere that 4 man can on his snow- 
shoes; he goes down badly when hurried. We now pushed 
ahead as rapidly as possible, assured by our guide that if we 
pushed things, they could be overtaken by sunset. As 
usual they selected the hardest possible ground ¢o trail in, 
and as this country was visited by a tornado inthe fall of 
'83 and is full of hills and timber blown down and tangled, 
it was difficult to travel it at great speed, except to one per- 
fectly versed in woodcraft and familiar with snowshoes, 
and here the efficiency of our guide showed itself, carrying 
his heavy load with apparent ease, and encouraging us to 
the highest possible speed. 
We planned to overtake our game on the banks of the east 

branch of Saco River, which we knew was considerably 
swollen and hard to cross, and there we were correct in our 
calculations, for coming on the high bluff that, make the 
banks at this place (between Double Head and Sable moun- 
tains), we saw the cubs in a small copse on the banks of the 
stream. It has always been said by old hunters that a bear 
never deserts her young. Relying on this we kept the cubs 
in sight, and anxiously watched for the old one, After afew 
minutes they commenced to break for cover, and I shot the 
foremost one, and in afew minutes the other two were dis- 
posed of by Mr. Triskey and our guide. The old one had 
during the firing crossed the stream, the noise and thick 
cover enabling her to do so unseen by us. We waited anxi- 
ously, but in vain, for her to return within range, and it be- 
ing nearly sunset, we retraced our steps to the village, not 
displeased with our day’s sport. 

Reserve your fire for the old bear, for I’ve lost all confi- 
dence in her standing fire for her young’s sake. ES Wa 
Jackson, New Hampshire. 

COLORADO GAME. 

A RECENT issue of the Denver Republican gave the fol- 
lowing notes about the game resorts of Colorado: “The 

choice of places to visit depends upon the time to be devoted 
to the trip, the object sought and the expense to be incurred, 
A reporter asked an old prospector and hunter, who has 
spent every summer for many years in the mountains, and 
knows the advantages and disadvantages of eyery region, 
where it is best to go this year. The answer was, ‘That de- 
pends upon circumstances. If you want to go upon the line 
of a railroad, go to Wagon Wheel Gap. That’s the best 
place on the line of a road, both for hunting and fishing, If 
you want to go off with wagons or pack animals, there are 
better places to visit. Middle Park is a good place. You 
cap go there with wagons and make the trip in three days 
from Denver, There is fair fishing there yet, and some 
chance to kill game, ‘There are some deer left, and occasion- 
ally an elk, when you get up close to the snow. A good 
hunter can kill plenty of game, but a tenderfoot might set 
hungry if he depended upon killing his meat over there. 
Then there is an occasional bear, if you want any of that 
kind of hunting. There isa way of going to Middle Park 
that people don’t know anything about, where there are good 
fishing and hunting most of the road; but you’ve got to go 
with pack animals, because there is nothing but a trail. You 
go from here to Ward, in Boulder county, and from there to 
the South St. Vrain; from that point there is a trail leading © 
over the range, coming down right into Grand Lake in ~ 
Middle Park, One can go in one day from Ward, and is 
sure to find game when crossing the range. Estes Park is 
about as good as Middle Park for fishing, but not so good 
for hunting. But it isa cheap place to go to, for you can 
hire your camp outfit, hauled in by a stage and delivered 
where you want it, cheaper than you can hire a team of pacl: ~ 
animals. > 

‘The old prospector gives some information in regard to 
mosquitoes that is worth knowing. He says that all along 
the range up close to the snow, in the northern part of the 
State, the mosquitoes are so thick at this time of the year 
that there is no comfort in being there either for man or 
beast, They will continue to be bad till the latter part of 
August, By that time the frosts will have killed them. 
There is a wonderful difference between different parts 
of the State in regard to mosquitoes. In the southern 
part and in Gunnison county there are not enough mosqui 
toes to annoy one; but ‘God pity the fellow,’ said he, ‘who: 
tries to hunt or camp along the range now anywhere north 
of Gilpin county. ‘The best hunting in the State is in Gar- 
field county. ‘To get there you go by rail to Red Cliff, and 
from there by stage to Dotsero, at the mouth of Hagle River 
This distance is fifty miles and the fare $10. At Dotsero 
you can hire a team or pack animals and go about fifteen 
miles up on the Sweetwater. There you can have more 
fun in one day hunting and fishing than you can have in any 
other place in the State in a week. Why the whole country 
is alive with deer and elk. And if you want some real wild 
camp life, where few people have ever been, you can get it 
by going to Trappers’ Lake, only twenty-five miles away, 
The iake is full of trout and the whole country is overran 
by elk and deer. But the mosquitoes are bad there, too. 
For comfort you don’t want to go till late in August, Don’t 
ever go to North Park. 1lt’sa funny thing, but there ain’t a 
trout in the park, while in every other place in the mountains 
there are trout in all the streams. There is fair hunting 
there, about the same as in Middle Park. As to when to go 
camping, if you are going for rest in a cool place, now is as 
good atime as any to go. Butif you are going for sport 
only, wait until the mosquitoes are gone, and then go where 
the sport is best.’ ” 

In relation to the above, our correspondent, ““W. N. B.,” 
“The Republican article writes from Denver, Col,, Aug. 3: 

is fairly correct. Ide not knew the author, The descrip- 
tion of abundance of game on Sweetwater, in Garfield 
county, will apply equally well toa large portion of the 
northern part of that county, and to the southeast portion 
of Routt county, throughout all of the ‘Book’ or ‘Roan” 
group of mountains (familiarly called the ‘Flat Tops’) and 
covering the sources and courses of many streams besides 
Sweetwater Creek. 
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“Game is fairly plentiful in Middle Park. I saw a deer 
within a mile of Hot Sulphur Springs a week ago to-day. 

‘Three were killed in the same vicinity only a few days be- 
oe Plenty are being killed within from five to ten miles— 
that is, plenty for immediate personal use, The law is not 
‘off until Sept. 1, Fishing is excelent all over Middle Park. 
Mosquitoes nearly gone. Horse flies yet bad.” 

DUCKING IN KANDIYOHI. 

PQ ESOLVING to spend our vacation in the Northwest, 
4 we had started at Buffalo to make the grand trip of the 
lakes. At the Sault Ste. Marie, hearing of the fine fishing 
do be found on the north shore of Lake Superior, we had en- 
‘camped for several days upon the shores of Lake Nepigon, 

aroused by the fingerlings caught in our native streams, and 
increased by the fabulous stories of monster trout lurking in 
the deep cold waters of this northern lake, Leaving Nepi- 
gon, we had crept along the northern shore of the lake, 
among countless islands and tortuous passages and, finally 
arriving at Duloth, we had been Jured still further southward 
by a desire to see the substantial and rapidly growing cities 
of Minneapolis and St. Paul, the story of whose rapid 
growth and prosperity had seemed like a dream to our 
sleepy conservative New Bnglatid village, many of whose 
sons had been enticed hither and now openly sneered at the 
effete civilization of their native hills. 
Artiving at Minneapolis, we had idled away several weeks 

upon the shores of Lake Minnetonka, and finally tiring of 
her manifold attractions, we had visited the vast wheat fields 
of Dakota, and falling into the wake of the Villard party, we 
passed over the Northern Pacific to the National Park where 
“we had spent some time among the remarkable formations of 
the Yellowstone, and there taking a guide and outfit, we 
had wandered far from the beaten tracks in search of ante- 
lope and trout. 

On our return to Minneapolis we met Forsyth, an old 
friend, who invited usto accompany him for a few days’ 
shooting to a farni owned by his father in Kandiyohi county. 
The next morning found us, with our equipments, upon the 
northern bound train on the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Mani- 
foba R. R. Leaving the railroad at Willmar we rode about 
thirty miles through a beautiful rolling country, sparkling 
with Jakes, many of which were covered with ducks, while 
frequent flights of chickens rising at the sudden approach of 
our outfit filled us with joy for the morrow. Arriying at 
the house, a substantial frame building surrounded by gra- 
naries and stock barns, we received a cordial welcome from 
mine host Mr. Wisher, Fisher was a great character, tall, bony 

/ and good-humored; he was atypical New Englander. While. 
he was yet. a boy his parents, moved by the migrating spivit 
so common to eyery native-born American, had Jeft ‘*Var- 
mount” and settled in the southern part of the State while it 

) was yel an almost unknown region; when St. Paul, a mere 
collection of huts cowering beneath the wing of Fort Snell- 
ing, was inhabited by half-breeds and hard characters of 
every description; when life was a continual struggle against 
wild beasts and the still more savage Sioux, and when the 
‘settler Leld the rifle between the handles of his plow. He 
had served through the entire war of the rebellion, and had 
Yeturned with Sibley’s command in the dark days to find the 
whole Minnesota valley desolated and surrendered to the 
atrocities of the Sioux, his house burned to the ground and 
his property laid waste. . 

Nothing daunted, he had rebuilt his house and recom- 
menced the strugsle; but the fates seemed unpropitious, and 
he had finally drifted north, discouraged by many successive 
visitations of grasshoppers aud chinchbugs, finally accepting 
the management of the farm here. 

At about 4 o’elock we started for a marsb, or, as they call 
it here, ‘“a slew,” a mile back of the house. It was a mile 
long, two hundred yards wide, and surrounded on all sides 
by marsh grass, waist high. Tyo years before Forsyth had 
had it sown with wild rice, so that now it was a great resort 
for wildfowl of all kinds, being completety covered with 
them late in the fall, just before they take their flight 
south. On one side was a wheat field, now covered with 
stubble, and on the other was a great tract of ground 
but lately broken upon which the wildfowl congregated in 

| large numbers, Truly it was @ paradise for sportsmen. 
Lighting our pipes we stretched ourselves at full length in 
the tall grass, which completely concealed us, and awaited 
the evening flight. or a long time we lay there admiring 
the beauty of the day, It was one of those perfect Indian 
summer days, seen only to perfection in the clear, bracing 
atmosphere of the Northwest. The air was perfectly still 
and a slight haze hung over the surface of the earth, while 
a sheht chill on the air warned us that summer was gone 
and that old winter was rapidly approaching. The sun was 
near the horizon when a flock of mallards swept directly 
over our heads and circled to our decoys. 
We blazed into the flock, getting six before they recovered 

from their surprise and were out of range. They were fol- 
lowed by ancther flock and still another, until it seemed that 

all the ducks in the country had selected that one ‘‘slew” as 
their resting place. We levied toll upon each flock until it 
was so dark that we could not see to shoot; then gathering up 
our dueks we returned home hungry but happy. Most of 
the ducks were mallards, there were afew teal and redheads, 
and three that Forsyth said were canvas-backs, but 1 was 
quite sure that the canvas-back never came so far west. 

Arriving at the house we partook of a substantial meal of 
duck, chickens and sandhill crane, the last of which, shot 
by one of the men returning from his work, was delicious. 
‘After supper we drew up around a great open fireplace, in 
Which a great fire was roaring, for »sit became dark a cold 
wind had risen which, sweeping across the unbroken prairie, 
shool: the house to its foundations. Presently Fisher, taking 
down his pipe, asked us if any of us had ever been caught in 
a “blizzard,” then he went on to describe the winter before, 
which had been exceptionally severe all through the North- 
west. ‘The snow had been two feet deep on a Jevel, and for 
three months he had not stirred out of the house except to go 
to the barn to tend the stock, several times the thermometer 
‘approached thirty degrees below zero, and during one ‘‘bliz- 
gard,” which term I found was applied to the driving snow 
storms which sweep along the Western prairies, he had been 
lost between the barn and the house and had barely escaped 
with his life.. One family, he said, living about three miles 
west of him, had been caught unsupplied with fuel, and 

| after a three days’ blizzard were found frozen todeath, while 
the hn of furniture showed how they had fonght against 
their fate. 
__ Then becoming still more communicative, he told us of 

| the early days of Minnesota, how he had grown up sur- 
Tounded by wild beasts and Indians, for in those days the 

‘satisfying forthe first time our piscatorial longings, first. 

‘of protection they have had. 

nearest settlement was thirty miles distant, while his next 
door neighbor was three miles up the creck; of the Sioux 
war and the terrible spectacles he had seen on his return, 
children with their eyes cut out left to starve, and babies 
left hanging by their mouths upon sharpend stakes, and 
other cruelties too terrible to believe. It was11 o'clock be- 
fore we retired to our well-earned slumbers, asking’ Fisher 
to awaken us at 4 on the next morning, for we were going to 
try_our luck with the geese on the plowed ground. 
Promptly at four we were awakened by Fisher. It was 

dark and cold, and [ felt very unhappy and sleepy until 
Brown poured a bucket of water on me which effectually 
awakened me, After a cup of coffee anda light meal, which 
Mrs. Fisher had been kind enough to prepare, we set out for 
the “ploughed ground,” as the large section of broken 
ground north of the house was designated. Arriving at the 
edge of this tract we separated, each man taking about a 
dozen decoys. Fisher had sent out some of the hands the 
day before, and we found our pits already prepared, with a 
plentiful supply of straw on the bottom, Setting up my 
decoys and cocking my gun, I sat down on my straw and 
awaited the arrival of the geese, which Reuniled at day- 
break fo feed upon the yarious creatures turned up by the 
breakers, though I could uot see upon what they subsisted, 
as the ground was very hard and would resist the best efforts 
of a worm to force its way through. 

It was now nearly light, when 1 heard a report far off in 
Forsyth’s section of the tield, and presently I heard the dis- 
tant honk, honk of the geese as they slowly approached my 
side. Presently they passed directly over me to Brown’s 
part of the field, and as they were a good way up I let them 
go. LI was just falling into a doze when another flock 
passed only a few feet above my head with a lond roar, and 
yeering suspiciously from the decoys settled upon the ground 
on the other side of the pit. There were about a dozen of 
them, ridiculous looking objects as they slowly waddled 
around pluming themselves and craning their long necks at 
the decoys on the other side, as if they wondered why they 
did not respond to their overtures. Atter watching them for 
some time I remembered that I had a gun, and waiting until 
they were well bunched around an ear of corn that had been 
left by the breakers, I poured both barrels into them, and 
before they could recover from their surprise | slipped in 
another shell and winged one more before they could get out 
of range. These were soon followed by a couple of sand- 
hill cranes, one of which concluded to stay with the geese. 
Two more tlocks followed the cranes, but were very wild, 
and I only succeeded in getting two more. At about 8 
o’clock [ left my pit, feeling very well satisfied with my bag, 
six geese and a sandhill beside a fat mallard which had wan- 
dered away from the fold and had joined the geese and the 
crane, 

Approaching Brown’s pit I fonnd him in the cave of 
gloom. For some unexplained reason the geese had not 
come near his pit, although they had flown over repeatedly. 
When J looked at his decoys, [ found that he had set them 
all in a line with their heads toward the direction whence the 
geese had come, I suggested that a decoy set in that direc- 
tion (for the decoys were made of sheet iron cut into the 
Shape of a goose and painted) was not calculated to exert 
much influence over a goose flying toward it, whereupon a 
settled gloom spread over his face and he refused to be com- 
forted. Forsyth also had good success, getting four geese, 
three ducks and a badger. 
We remained for nearly a week at the farm, having 

splendid sport and at the end of that time we tore ourselves 
away with difficulty, promising to return again the next 
year if the fates were propitious. W. Dz. W., JR. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

Apee annual fusilade has begun on the young red-winged 
blackbirds that are flocking from their nesting grounds 

to our Delaware shores. The birds are yet young and have 
but few pin feathers and readily picked, A month hence, 
however, when reedbirds will be with us, the blackbirds 
will be in less demand. It is surprising how any of the 
latter are sold in our markets at the present time. Grass 
plover shooting is quite good in our interior counties, and 
sportsmen who enjoy ‘‘chaising it” for these delicious birds 
are having good sport. One friend, whose horse does not 
stand fire as well as he would like, tells me he fills his ani- 
mal’s ears with cotton to deaden the sound of the gun, and 
the plan works well. 

Your correspondent noticed a marked decrease of all the 
varieties of terns at Barnegat a week since. The demand 
for the skins of these birds by the milliner has caused this. 
So scarce are all sorts of gulls, terns, etc,, that the taxider- 
mists who located at Barnegat and Beach Haven last year 
did not present themselves this season. Their quarters haye 
been taken up on the Atlantic coast south of Cape May, 
where the birds are more plentiful, One resident of Barne- 
gat has*made quite a sum by hatching young chickens by 
incubators and killing them for their skins, 
Thad along talk with an old resident of Barnegat, who 

remembers the last ‘‘grouse” or prairie chicken that was 
killed in New Jersey. This he tells me was twenty-three 
rears ago. He recollects the time when Hast Plains, Bur- 
sion county, held hundreds of them, and related to me 
how he had often made a train of grain in a section where 
the grouse frequented, and from a brush hide more than once 
killed a dozen at a fire as they fed; this was the favorite way 
to make a bag. Is it a wonder then that from such a com- 
paratively limited space as the East and West Plains of Bur- 
lington county, N. J., offered asa harbor forthe grouse, they 
are DOW gone? 

Deer are yet plentiful, so to speak, in the lower counties of 
New Jersey, but itis owing entirely to the late three years 

In the big swamp near Mana- 
hawken, N. J,, black bears are known now to live, their re- 
treat being almost impenetrable, and for the reason that no 
dogs yet put upon their track will follow them, bruin is quite 
safe, 
Two large broods of black ducks are making their head- 

quarters on the marshes near Gunning River, Barnegat Bay. 
These fowl were hatched in the neighborhood, probably in 
the big swamp on Long Beach, and are large and strong 
enough to make extensive flights. Itis probable they will 
not We allowed to live until the duck shooting seasons opens. 

Homo. 
AUGUST 9, 

TowA Prargim CurcKens.—Eldora, Ja., Aug. 2.—The 
crop of prairie chickens in this central part of the State is 
extra good, and they will have some chance for their lives, 
as by our new law the season does not begin until Sept. 1. 
There is, however, some shooting being done, but the yio- 
lators of the law aré pretty careful about it—W.8,P,  ~ 

Tar Botp Hunter or Pocono.—A young “gentleman 
sportsman,” Solon Chamberlain by name, has been stopping 
at the different villages in the Pocono Mountains for two 
weeks past. He came into the mountains from Philadelphia, 
and has created much amusement among the rough-and- 
ready hunters of Pike and Monroe counties by his fancy 
hunting outfits and large stories of his exploits in the Georgia 
swamps. On Sunday, a party of hunters started and 
wounded a bear near Oakland, but it escaped from them. 
On Monday Solon Chamberlain alighted froma Lackawanna 
train at Oakland and desired to be put on the track of the 
bear. He had on a buckskin hunting jacket and leggins, all 
brand new, and a wide belt filled with loaded cartridges. A. 
Joug hunting knife hung in a sheath by his side. He carried 
a double-barreled gun, which was locked in its sole-leather 
case. He said he did not believe there was a bear in the 
whole country, but if there was he would like to meet it. 
James Smith and Walter Knapp walked down the railroad 
track with Chamberlain, and showed him about where the 
bear had last been seen in the woods. Without stopping to 
take his gun out of its case the visiting hunter entered the 
woods, Smith and Knapp, not believing the bear was any- 
where in the vicinity, started slowly hack. They had walked 
not more than a hundred yards before they heard a great 
noise behind them, and looking back saw first Chamberlain 
emerge hatless from the edge of the woods, still grasping 
the handles of his locked gun case and hallooing for help, 
and then, not ten feet behind, a big bear bringing up the 
rear, and following the wonderfully equipped hunter with 
very evident evil intentions. Chamberlain dashed up the 
railroad track at the top of his speed, but the bear, on seeing 
the two other men, gave up the chase and returned with eyi- 
dent reluctance to the woods. Chamberlain said that he had 
surprised the bear dining ov a shcep in the woods, and that 
it had made for him before-he could unlock his gun case and 
put his gun together. A party went out in pursuit of the 
bear the same afternoon aid killed it. Mr, Chamberlain 
went away on the next train.— Times, _ 

Woopcock my Hasta#aAmMpron.—A correspondentin whom 
we have perfect reliance writes from Hasthampton, Mass,, 
about the reported abundance of woodcock in that vicinity: 
“The item in your issue of July 31, dated here, is an imposi- 
tion. There are parties in this vicinity who are much 
provoked because the land here is Jargely posted under the 
trespass act hy last Legislature. Some three years ago a law- 
less fellow who lived here was arrested and punished for 
killing quail during the close season, and to ‘pay off? the 
sportsmen, he and another fellow, last year, began bunting 
Aug. 1, and continued through the whole season, selling 
their birds in Springtield. As they were both good shots and 
tireless workers, they thinned out the birds more than all the 
gunners here would in two seasons; and they claimed that 
they were going to keep it up as long as they could find any 
birds. The trespass act gaye us an opportunity to check 
them, and now lands are very generally posted, although any 
decent gunner from outside can join the club, which has the 
exclusive right to hunt on the posted land, on the same terms 
as the citizens here have. These are the whole facts. To 
the best of my belief there were not 150 woodcock killed by 
all the hunters in this town last year, including the two who 
shot for the market. [ killed just six, and no one I know 
of did as well except the two market hunters.” 

Notes From lowa,—Glenwood, Ta,, Aug. 7.—Having 
been out in the country very often this summer, I have 
found the quail plenty, and good shooting may be expected. 
Rabbits are Dumerous everywhere, Our mainstay is the 
duck shooting, especially in the fall, which is the proper 
time to shoot them, | think. Heavy bags may be made by 
eyen*an ordinary shot. At Waubousie Lake, twelye miles 
south of this place, good shooting may be found until very 
late m the season. Boats may be had at any time during the 
season. Ducks linger here long after the small ponds are 
closed by ice, as they find good feeding here, Itis asad 
thought that with us ruffed grouse are a thing of the past. 
During five years of shooting here I have not.seen one; this 
in woods where they were once plenty. ‘Turkeys are found 
in small flocks aleng the timber of the river-bottom lands, 
Our fishing is limited to the above lake, and many of our 
sportsmen avail themselves of its cool shade and fine springs. 
Snipe shooting was the best this spring that we bave had for 
many years, and heayy bags were made by many of our 
good shots. We expect to give all kinds of game a warm 
welcome this fall, I have just finished reading ‘*Wood- 
craft,” and it is the best work on the subject I have ever 
read,— W. H. Ri. 

Two-Hyep SHootTmne,—“‘S. Y, L.,” of Glassyille, Mo,, 
thinks “me *‘oft” in what I have said of two-eyed shooting. 
Perhaps 1am, Most of the men who advocate two-eyed 
shooting claim the use of both eyes to be a decided advan- 
tage. ‘S. Y. L.” says: “Now, the fact is two-eyed riflemen 
shoot just exactly as others do, ¢. ¢., they look through the 
sights with one eye, while the other is of no use whatever— 
it might as well be shut.” If this be a true statement, I can 
understand how my clerical friend missed the glass balls 
formerly referred to; but I cannot understand how a man’s 
eyes are arranged who can be looking through the fine sight 
of a rifle with one, and off into futurity or elsewhere with 
the other é¢ye at one and the same time. I’ve tried for years 
to acquire the art. But, in all seriousness, the eyes of men 
who shoot with both eyes opeu must be differently arranged, 
as regards the axis of vision, from those of ordinary men, 
that is, if they see the sights. 1 know that when I shoot at 
a fruit can with my revolver, and without sighting, I simply 
throw the pistol out to position, keeping both eyes open, 
and I do not see the sights of the pistol at all; it takes the 
proper direction instinctively. —AMATBEUR. 

Mn. TaAyver’s Back Door.—Milford, N. Y., Aug. §.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Woodcock shooting is very poor, 
the birds being very much scattered, four or five beige an 
average day’s work. Grouse are more plentiful than usual, 
and if Mr. Thayer’s pot-hunters will only let them alone, we 
shall have some splendid shooting here in September, By 
the way, this man Thayer, who runs an eating house near 
Cooperstown, is still holding out inducements for gunners to 
break the law, as te offers the same price for ‘‘shortbills” 
(meaning grouse) that he does for woodceck; and he also 
makes it a point to ask gunners whi sell him birds, why 
they don’t bring him some “‘shortbills.” This is the man 
who claimed to represent the sportsmen of Otsego county at 
the State Convention several years ago, and who really did 
get on the commision for a revision of our game laws. The 
sportsmen of this vicinity are ‘laying low” for birds of this 
feather, and his judgment day may he near at hand,—Sorv, 
TATOR, 
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RELOADING AMMUNITION.—Hdilor Forest and Stream: 
Your correspondent ‘'C. D.” has had bad luck loading rifle 
shells. I sngeest that ‘‘C. D.” first buy a rifle of which the 
breech will hold a shell without swelling it. Then the 
Bridgeport G. I, Co,’s reloading outfits will do the work. 
“O, D.” is right about bullets; no one can mould a bullet 
equal to the U. M. ©. pressed bullet, I had considerable 
trouble about swelled shells until I got a .40-caliber that held 
the cartridge tight, and since then I have thrown away my 
reducers and now use nothing but a cap punch, a ve-capper, 
powder measnre and mallet. Tf you want the shell crimped, 
the Bridgeport G, I. Co,’s screw crimper will do it. I don’t 
reload a repeater cartridge, as to save the shell in quick 
shooting does away with all advantages claimed for it. 
Tused a double-barreled Rigby 40 express, with 125 grains 
of powder, four years, and had but 200 cases. I must have 
shot each case as often as twice a week, and ‘I never had a 

_ hung shell. I never had a reducer, The only use I ever 
found for such a tool was for a poor gun that was loose in 
the breech. Antelope are plentiful around this town, and I 
take them in once a week, and shall continue it till the 1st of 
September.—Atmo (Henrietta, Tex., Aug. 1). 

Norte CAROLINA CoAst SHootine.—We have received 
the following memoranda from a gentleman who spent a 
fortnight last fall at the points named, wildfowl shooting. 
Chincoteague Tsland—Reached via Old Dominion line of 
steamers, twenty-four hours from New York; Chincoteague 
Hotel, Matthews, proprietor; board $1.75 per day; guide 
$2.50 per day. Two best guides are Capt. Jeffreys and Jack 
Snede. Jeffreys has sloop, would meet a party at Franklin 
and go down the island. Offered to go with two for 2.50 
each per day. Currituck—Church’s Island. Write to E. B. 
Midgett, post office address, Coinjock, Currituck county, 
North Carolina. Reached by steamer Bonito (beastly boat) 
or by rail to Snowden’s and then team. Board at Midgett’s 
$2 per day; man $3 per day. Ammunition can be had there. 
English snipe shooting good in season, 

New Hampsarrn Woopcock.—Lancaster, N. H., Aug 5. 
—This is the third year that woodcock have been seen in 
this vicinity. Three years ago a few were observed near 
here, but not until this scason have they received any atten- 
tion, and it is well that they have not, for they would cer- 
tainly have been destroyed. Already several have been 
killed, and apparently the remainder are doomed. How 
much better it would be to wait a year or two longer, shat 
We may be assured of a lasting sport.—Coos. 

To THE YELLowsTone Parx.—The Union Pacific Rail- 
road has a system of excursion rates to the National Park 
based upon the number in the party. Individual tickets 
cost $90 each forthe round trip from Council Bluffs or 
Kansas City to the Firehole Basin and réturn. The rate is 
graded down to $65, according to the number of persons 
golug together, September is the best month in which to 
see the Park, 

Doves 1y Grorera.—Macon, Ga., Aug, 6.—Macon sports- 
men have had but little sport with doves this summer, I 
went on one occasion and had a very pleasant day; shot very 
well indeed, bagged forty-three birds, killing a fraction better 
than three out of five shots.—I. H. J. 

BEARS ARE PiLentTy in Pike county, Pa., this year. 
Several have been killed in Green township. 

Camp Sire Hlicheyings. 
a a ee 

“That reminds me.” 

130. 

if had rained, rained, rained all day; not in torrents, not 
spasmodically, but in a steady, persistent drip, drip, drip, 

without a single intermission or even the promise of one. 
Everything was thoroughly soaked inside andout, The fish- 
ing had been bad, the supper worse; gloom was in the air 
and had cast its dull mautle on everything and everybody. 
The ‘‘Spoonhill” ganye crawled early into their shelter, soggy, 
despondent and moody. Silence had the floor, also the 
chair, in fact supreme command, were it not for the con- 
tinual patter, patter of the rain drops. The fall of a house 
or the scream of a steam whistle could have been easily and 
distinctly heard. The thickness of the stillness was becom- 
ing intolerable when the shrill shafp voice of Black was 
heard: ‘Dad, if you don’t tell us a story or do something to 
route this hideous nightmare, to shatter this pall of gloom, 
your gray hairs and respected position shall not save 
you from destruction. Out upon thee, old man, if you do not 
rouse up, lend us a willing hand and wunloosen that nimble 
tongue of thine, I'll denounce thee from this camp to the 
mouth of Grand River, as a morose, dyspeptic old fraud fit 
ouly tor the early cornfields or crossroads, your rods as 
miserable twigs, your lines as rotten delusions, your spoon 
baits as revolving glittering cheats! 

“Belay there, youngster; clap a stopper on that silly 
tongue of thine or you will not have wind enovgh left to 
blow the candle out. It’s ballast you need, not tales; found- 
ation, not stories; although for that matter | might perhaps 
‘a tale unfold’ if any of you will give me a reminder or a 
starter.” 

“Byer catch a grizzly on a Hill spoon?” ‘‘Were you eyer 
drowned?” ‘‘Hver see au artificial bait equal to the Spauld- 
ing?” ‘Ever lost inthe woods?” ‘These were the ejacula- 
tions fired at the old man instanter. 

“Wo, | never was lost in the woods, nor drowned in a 
single shower; but I must confess I am all at sea and nearly 
dazed in this crowd of silly-pates who cannot stand up under 
the infliction of one dull, rainy day, and no fish, without 
whining like a whipped puppy or scolding like an old 
washerwoman, But did I ever tell you how Spaulding got 
lost on Grand River?” _ 

“Wo, you never did; soif there is any line on that reel, 
ease up on the pressure and let her whirl.” 

“Tate in the fall of ’82,” said the old man, “‘our party was 
camped at the mouth of Bass River. On this particular day 
the weather was raw aud windy; an occasional flurry of 
snow, and the low, dull gray clouds plainly denoted an ap- 
proaching storm. In the afternoon the strength of the 
breeze obliged us to haye out two good-sized anchors, one 
astern to keep us from swinging into the reeds, along the 
edge of which we were fishing, When we left camp after 

dinner, it had been decided that S. should go over to East- 
man’s, a distance of ahout three miles, to replenish our stock 
of groceries, About 8 o’clock he pulled up and started. The 
provisions were in due time obtained, but several valuable 
hours were spent in gossip with some old fishing friends, and 
darkness was upon them when, after helping §. load the 
necessaries intg the boat, his friends gave him a good send 
off, wishing him a good time in rowing to camp. 

“While $8. and his friends had been making the most of 
their time, the gathering storm had not been idle, and was 
now fairly started on a regular jamboree. The wind was 
blowing a stiff gale, the snow was falling thick and fast. 
Had the arch fiend gathered the universal goose crop, picked 
the feathers by machinery, and fired them down with Gat- 
ling guns, they could not haye been more abundant nor 
hurled with any greater force. §. went at his task briskly, 
and with a determination to get there and that soon. He 
was a good rower, had a snug boat, and literally had plenty 
of yim aboard. For half an hour he pulled vigorously and 
without halting, then, thinking he should be nearly across, 
Iet up and looked around. No eye could penetrate more 
than a boat’s length in any direction; there was nothing to 
be seen but the scurrying, pelting snow, the black water 
and the whitecaps which were breaking, rolling and 
tumbling over one another in their wild and crazy race for 
the shore. 

“The steam which had generated during the story telling, 
was now very much condensed. and as §. rather nervously 
strained his eyes and peered as far as possible into the snowy 
darkness, he concluded that the outlook was rather obstructed 
that it was a very wild night, and wished that he was safe 
and sound in camp. But how to get there, or the direction 
to take, was the question. A division of the question was 
had without debate, which resulted, that the ‘how’ was to 
pull for it, while the direction could only be guessed at. 
Hastily considering the direction of the wind, then the cur- 
rent in the river, he jumped at his course and applied bhim- 
self to the oars with all his mipht andmain. But how to 
guide his course by the wind was a puzzler, for it blew from 
every direction—first on one side then on the other, some- 
times it was dead ahead, then square in the stern, and again 
it seemed as though it was blowing from the four quarters, 
and that he was the center of grayity with a lateral section 
down through the center. Manfully he struggled on for 
another thirty minutes—it seemed as many hours—and then. 
stopped from sheer exhaustion. He stood up in the boat 
and hollered, yelled, screamed himself hoarse, Bah! he 
might as well have stuck his head under the water; his little 
insignificant noise was slapped back into his face ere his breath 
was cold. No sound could be heard but the howling of the 
storm, the swash of the whitecaps, and the slap, slap, of the 
Waves against the side of his boat, Herolled up a hard wad 
of paper and dropped it overboard tosee which way the cur- 
rent was setting. Before it fairly touched the water it was 
caught up by the wind and whirled out of sight. A piece 
of board went over for the same purpose; a wave caught 
and dashed it against the side of the boat, another seized it 
and it was gone foreyer. He was confused, discouraged and 
was either growing dizzy or seasick. He bowed his head, 
covered his face with his hands and endeavored to steady 
himself. Which way to go? What to do? Where am 1? 
were his mental ejaculations, ‘Perhaps 1 have rowed down 
with the current and am now drifting out into Lake Michi- 
gan, Horror of horrors! If so, nothing can save me from 
a horrible death.’ The howling storm raged and roared 
around him, eager to engulf him. He made a dive for his 
hat, which the wind had hurled into the stern of the boat; 
seized if with one hand and grasped with the other—what? 
A line as taut as a high-strung bow string. What was it? 
Why, simply his stern anchor rope, which his friends had 
jokingly dropped into the water when they gave him such a 
cheerful send-off. For over an hour I had been rowing as 
for life and death in the face and eyes of that screaming, 
blustering, bitter storm, vainly trying to drag that infernal 
anchor through the mud, snags and rushes which cover the 
river bottom,” 

‘Hi yi! Hold ox, old man; how is that? 
said it was Spaulding,” 

‘So 1 did; so I reiterate.” 
“Bat you just let out that you had been doing the rowing,” 
“Did 1? Well, it must haye been a slip of the tongue, or 

I have got two stories mixed. But never mind. The rope 
was cut, for the anchor was so badly fouled I could not get 
it aboard. The faint scream of a locomotive and the low 
rumble of a train on the D. & M. gave me my bearings, 
Ten minute’s rowing and I saw the glimmer of the fire the 
boys had built on the bank to guide me to camp, Late a 
hearty supper and for the next twelve consecutive hours 
slept the serene sleep of the innocent and just.” 
GRanD Rarips, Mich, 

Thought you 

131. 
We were floating down a certain river in Arkansas—M. 

and I—in our small shanty boat, about the first of November. 
We had yery carefully placed our guns where we could grab 
them at a moment’s notice, for ducks and squirrels were 
plenty; and we had seen a deer on the bank, and no gun 
within reach. As we rounded a bend I espied a large object 
ina tree overhanging the river. ‘Look what a big nest,” I 
exclaimed, ‘‘Hello,” said M., ‘‘I want that nest. Ill take 
it home and hang it up on my porch,” and up went his gun. 
Thinking he was joking, I paid no altention, but he fired, 
and down came the nest, falling right in front of the boat, 
and the next moment a swarm of red hot hornets attacked 
us on all sides. ‘I didn’t know it was loaded,” groaned M., 
covering his face. I followed his example, and we at last 
got through all right, THREE-BARREL, 

sd 132. 

My boyhood days were spent in the neighborhood where 
President Arthur first saw light, North Fairfield, Vermont, 
and a short distance from our house was a deep, sluggish 
stream called Black Creek, which was full of hornpouts, or 
bullheads, as they are called there, and many an evening, with 
one of the farm hands for a companion, have I spent in my 
youthful days on the banks of that stream ‘tyanking” those 
fish owt. One evening I had with me a fresh ‘‘chip from the 
auld sod,” whom I had rigged up with a stout pole and 
tackle, with the necessary ‘‘wurms for bait.” I gave him a 
stand a short distance from me, and told him that when he 
felt a bite at his bait to yank with all of his strength, but 
to be careful of his fish. ‘‘Sure,” he said, ‘I'd not be alarmed 
to saze hauld of any fash that would grow in that strame, even 
if it was the Auld Nick himself.” Ina few minutes I heard 
him give a tremendous grunt, and a heavy thud on the ground 
behind him proclaimed a landed pout. He seized hold of the 
line close to the fish with one hand and held it up toward the 

struggling fish. 
spines, back his hand would go with a flirt and a howl, 
while he would execute a miniature war dance. 

clear sky, and with his other hand attempted to handle the 
As his hand came in contact with the sharp 

““What’s the trouble with you, Anthony?” I cried. 
‘Holy murther! What’s- the trubble!” he howled. ‘‘But 

this is a quare counthry and it’s a quare,lad that ye are. 
Furst ye had me mouth an’ throte in purgatory with yer hill- 
fire wild Amirican thurnip (turnip); thin ye had meatea bloody 
grane buthernut that was so bither that it wud drive a saint 
to distraction; thin have me hunt of an avening a kitten that 
was a murthering, stanking polecat, that kilt me stamick in- 
tirely and made me slape in the barn for a wake away from 
Ann, and now it’s a fash that ye have that’s so tied up wid 
se that wud borther the divil himself to lay a hand to 
im, » 

STANSTHAD. 
- Hieuaats, Vt., July 15. 

Sea and River ishing. 

SALT-WATER FISHING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
My communication on “‘Salt-Water Fishing,” published 

in your issue of July 17, was not for the purpose of opening 
a controversy on that subject, but ‘‘Fontinalis’’ seems to 
think it was, and after calling attention to me by name, mis- 
construes my language, and says that it is only when Mr. 
Scolt writes about trout and salmon fisbing that he is poetic- 
ally inspired. I did not intend to assert that fishing in the 
salt water made any one write poetry, but what I did say 
was that ‘neither Mr. Scott nor Mr. Roosevelt was lacking in 
inspiration or poetry of expression wh n writing on salt- 
water angling. There is a difference beljeen poetry of ex- 
pression and writing poctry. However, upon referring to 
Mr. Scott's ‘Fishing in American Waters,” you will find 
that Mr. Scott wrote poetry as well as made use of poetry of 
expression, when on the subject under discussion, and J have 
inclosed herewith the following selections, taken from the 
book referred to, as the best argument that ‘‘Fontinalis” 
labors under a false impression, Mr, Scott also freely imter- 
sperses poetical quotations throughout his work, but the 
selections here given are his own production. The first is 
from his book at page 84: 

“At mouth of river, or where deep 

O’er mussel beds the bay tidessweep, 

The bulky sheepshead loves to hie 
When summer suns ride hot and dry; 

And there, for hours, in anchored boat, 

Hopeful, the patient anglers float, 

Only too happy if a score 

OF dainty fish enrich their store.” 

Again, on page 94; 
‘Where inlet of the Barnegat 

Opes to the boiling surf its gate, 

When the young flood tide washes in 

Limpet and crab, a luring bail, 

Then, where the affluent current pours 

The deepest o’er its mussel floors, 

The greedy sheepshead hidden lie, 

To seize whatever may float by, 

And there, in dancing boat that swings 

At anchor in the floating tides 

The angler line and plummet flings, 

And takes the robber where he hides.” 

Aguin, on page 98: 
“To anglers who dwell near the coast 

The kingfish is a peculiar joy; 

And among all the scaly host, 
This they choose as their favorite toy.” 

On page 103 Mr, Scott gives this: 

“When twinkling icicles depend 

From woods that with the bright freight bend, 

When salty stream and open sound ; 

With adamantine ice are bound, 

Then o’er the solid frozen stream 

The tents of the smelt fishers gleam; 

Each opes with axe the crystal floor, 

Then patient watches at the door,”' 

On page 105 he says: 

‘Where low the level Jersey shore 

Spreads out its ribbed and sandy floor, 

At break of day the fishers launch 

The little skiff. so swift and staunch ; 

Spread the white sail, forsake the strand, 

To dare the ocean miles from land. 

Full well by shore-marks they may know 

Where reefs of weeds are hidden low; 

There, anchored at the dawn of day, 

They rob the marine banks of prey.” 

And on page 112; 

“Whereyer kelp and seaweed cling 

To ramparts, form’d of rugged rock, 

The tautog finds a dwelling place, 

Deep down in waters at their base; 

Ov where a passing boat hath met 

Its fate along the rocky shore, 

And, with its broken ribs and Keel, 

Lies rotting on the ocean floor, 
There, where the clinging shell and weed 

Gather, and barnacles abound, 

The blackfish, seeking out their feed, 

In numbers by the hook are found.” 

Also see pp. 122, 126 and 137. 
Had I the time to look over my old files of the Spirdt of the 

Times, Turf, Field and Farm and Wilkes’ Spirtt of the Times, 
T could furnish more proof on the same subject. And will 
add, further, that a personal acquaintance with Mr. Scott, 
when I lived in New York city, warrants mv in asserting that 
he felt quite as much interest in salt-water as in fresh-water 
angling. I was sorry to see the spirit in which “Fontinalis” 
criticises the article contributed by ‘‘Knebel,” who is evi- 
dently an angler of no small parts, judging bim by his en- 
thusiasm and success. Anglers are proverbially gentle, 
being votaries of a gentle art, and it does not become us to 
cast reflections on one another, no matter to what branch of 
the craft we belong. We may be “‘salt,” we may be “‘fresh;” 
but we. are all ‘‘children of one family,” My striped bass 
rod, my fly-rod and my bait-rod for general use, my gaff 
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Bhinck and my fly book, lie peaceably together. So may it 
be with the fresh-water and the salt-water anglers. 

OP IT ho! i 
| Bosron, Mass., Aug. 6, 1884, 

[Should not Mr. Isaac McLellan have the credit of author- 
ship of the verses quoted? A note in Mr. Scott’s preface ap- 
_ pears to intimate this. ] 

THE FISH-EATING BLADDERWORT,. 

[* OUR issue of July 24, we published a communication 
from Mr. R. E. Barll, of the U. 8. Fish Commission, on 

this subject, in which he described the plant and stated that 
Prot, Baird had received specimens from Prof. H. N. Mose- 
ley, of Oxford University. We add the following description 
by the discoyerer, G. EH. Simms, Jr., as given in the London 
Hishing Gazette: - 

“T have recently discovered among the aquatic weeds 
placed in my aquarium, where J haye also a large number of 
newly-hatched perch and roach, a novel and unexpected 
enemy to the pisciculturist in the bladder traps of Utricularia 
vulgaris, which its capable of catching and killing young fry, 
My attention was first drawn to it by observing that some of 
the tiny fish, without any apparent cause, were lying dead 
on the weeds, while the rest of the brood looked perfectly 
healthy and in’ good condition. At first 1 was somewhat 

_ puzzled at the strange position in which they were lying, 
and in trying to move one with a small twig I was still more 
surprised to find’it was held fast by the head, in what I 
thought, when I pulled the plant from the water, were the 
seed vessels, and a still closer examination revealed the 
strange fact that others of the little fish had been trapped by 
the tail, and in one or two instances the bead and tail of the 
same fish had been swallowed by adjacent bladders, thus 
forming with its body a connecting bar between the two. I 
placed one or two good specimens in a glass jar and went to 
the Museum, where I was fortunate enouch to see Professor 
Moseley, who immediately verified my suspicions. 

‘According to ‘Bentham’s Handbook of British Flowering 
Plants,’ the Utricularia vulgaris, or greater bladderwort, is 
widely distributed over Britain, and although it is local, yet 
where it is fuund it grows luxurianitly, seldom appearing in 
the rivers, but chiefly confining its presence to still ponds 
and deep ditches, the places where it is most likely to work 
mischief to the young fry. A peculiar fact in connection 

"with it is that it has no roots at any time of its life, and the 
floating root-like branches which are covered with numer- 
ous capillary and much divided leaves are interspersed with 
tiny green vesicles, which were supposed by a former school 
of botanists to be filled with water, by which means the 
plant was kept at the bottom until the time of flowering, 
when the water gaye place to air, and the plant then rose to 
the surface to allow its bloom to expand. Asa matter of 
fact, these vesicles exercised no such function, their real 
work being to entrap minute crustaceans, worms, larvee, 
etc., for its support, and without a good supply of which it 
is impossible to keep it alive in an aquarium. Their form is 
that of a flattened ovoid sac, or, in other words, when seen 
under a low-power microscope, they are precisely like a 
human stomach, and they are attached at their binder ex- 
tremilles each by a very short and fine pedicle or foot-stalk 
in the axil of the leaves. Each, too, has an opening at the 
opposite free extremity, somewhat quadrangular in outline, 
fyom either side of which project two branched processes, 
called by Mr. Darwin antennz, In fact, | do not suppose 
they could have received a more appropriate name, because 
in appearance the whole bladder intimately resembles an en- 
tomostracan crustacean, the short foot-stalk representing the 
tail. 

“On either side of the quadrangular entrance several long 
bristles project outward, and these bristles, together with the 
branches of the antenne, form a hollow cone surrounding 
the entrance, which there cannot be the slightest doubt act 
as a guide for the prey toward it, The entrance is closed by 
a valve, which beivg attached above slopes into the cavity 
of the biadder, and is attached to it on all sides except at its 
posterior or lower margin, which is free, and forms one side 
of the slit-like opening leading into the bladder. Differing 

“materially from the color of the bladder itself, which is of a 
brilliant green, the valve is colorless and transparent, and is 
extremely flexible and elastic. 

“Animals enter the bladders by bending inward the pos- 
terior free edge of the valve, which, from being highly elas- 
tie, shuts again immediately. The edge is extremely thin 
and fits closely against the edge of the collar, both project- 
ing into the bladder, and it is extremely difficult, if not im- 
possible, for any animal to escape, although I have observed 
a long worm to do so at the expense of a part of his body; 
ye as a rule, it is a case of ‘all who enter here lose hope.’ 

o show how closely the edge fits, it was found that a 
daphnia, which had inserted its antennie into the slit, was 
held fast a whole day, and on other occasions long narrow 
lary, both dead and alive, were seen wedged between the 
valve and the collar, with their bodies half in and half out 
of the vesicle. When a fish is caught, the head is usually 
pushed as far into the bladder as possible, till the snout 
touches the hinder wall, The two black eyes of the fish 
then show out conspicuously through the wall of the bladder. 

“So far as is Known, there is no digestive process in 
Utricularia, neither is there any sensibility or irritation. 
Mr. Darwin was unable to detect either, his opinion being 
that whatever nutriment the plant obtained from its prey 

_ was by absorption of the decaying matter, and it would ap- 
pear that the longer of the two pairs of projections compos 
ing the quadrifid processes by which the vesicles are lined, 
which project obliquely inward and toward the end of the 
bladder, acts, tegether with the spring valves at the mouth 
of the bladder, in utilizing each fresh struggle of the cap- 
tive for the purpose of pushing it further inward. 

“Of its destructive powers all I can say is that out of 150 
newly hatched perch placed in a glass vessel only one or two 
were alive two days subsequently, and I hope in a few days 
fo be in a position to speak of its powers en natura.” 

Professor Moseley writes: '‘Mr. Simms supplied me with 
_ afresh specimen of Utrieularta in a vessel with fresh young 

fish and spawn, and in about six hours more than a dozen ot 
the fish were found entrapped. Most are caught by the 
hhead, and when this is the case the head is usually pushed as 

_ far into the bladder as possible till the snout touches its 
hinder wall. The two dark black eyes of the fish then show 
out conspicuously through the wall of the bladder. Rarely 
a specimen is seen caught only by the tip of the snout, By 

no meansafew of the fish are, however, captured by the 
dail, which is swallowed, so to speak, to a greater or less dis- 
tance, and | haye one specimen in which the fish is caught 
by the yelk sac. Three or four instances were observed in 

which a fish had its head swallowed by one bladdet-trap and 
its tail by another adjacent one, the body of the fish forming 
a connecting bar between the two bladders, 

‘I have not been able to see a fish in the actual process of 
being trapped, nor to find one recently caught, and showing 
by motion of the forepart of its body signs of life. All 
those trapped were found already dead, but I have had no 
opportunity of prolonged observation, and it will be remem- 
bered that Mr. Darwin, in his account of the trapping of 
crustacea, worms, ecte., by Utricularia, states that he was 
not able to observe the actual occurrence of the trapping of an 
animal, although Mrs, Treat, of New Jersey, often did so. 
I think it probable that the fact described by Mr. Darwin, 
and which is easily verified, that the longer of the two pairs 
of projections composing the quadrifid processes by which 
the bladders of (/trzcularia are lined ‘project obliquely in- 
ward and toward the posterior end of the bladder,’ has 
something to do with mechanism by which the small fish 
beccme so deeply swallowed, so to speak. The oblique pro- 
cesses, set all toward the hinder end of the bladder, look as 
if they must act together with the spring valyes of the mouth 
of the bladder in utilizing each fresh struggle of the captive 
for the purpose of pushing it further and further inward. 
On cutting open longitudinally some of the bladders con- 
taining the heads and foreparts of the bodies of fish and 
examining their contents, 1 found the tissues of the fish in a 
more or less slimy, deliquescent condition, no doubt from de- 
decomposition, for Mr. Darwin failed to detect any digestive 
process in Utricularia. The quadrifid processes were bathed 
in the slimy semi-fluid animal substance, and the processes 
themselves appeared to contain abundanee of fine granular 
matter, possibly the result of absorption, but the large quan- 
tity of surrounding animal matter present rendered the ob- 
servation uncertain, The usual swarms of infusoria were 
present in the decomposing matter. 

“Specimens of the Utriealaria with the little fish fast in 
the bladder-trap, and their heads or tails hapging out, can 
be well preserved in spirits, and show the conditions well, 
notwithstanding that the plant becomes colorless, and there 
is no Jonger the marked contrast between the glistening 
white dead fish and the green bladders, which in the fresh 
condition renders the combination of the trap and prey con- 
spicuous. 

“T found that a certain residual number of a certain batch 
of young fish remained weeks with the weed untrapped, 
either because the weed is only able to catch them when the 
weather is warm or because they learn by experience (im- 
possible) or because the plant soon loses its activity in con- 
finement (7), Othcr cxperiments seem to show that possibly 
one certain species of young fish get caught. 

“Tsee Asa Gray in his manual refers to Var. Americana 
as most common in the United States, but no doubt the two 
varieties will act alike as to young fish, I have not found 
any cog Ot a young fish already trapped by any specimen 
of the Utricularia taken from the pond in which it srows 
here, although there are many fish in the pond,” 5 

Specimens of the entrapped fish were received from Pro- 
fessor Moseley by the United States Fish Commission June 
9, and are deposited in the National Museum. The Utrieu 
laria is a large rootless, water plant, which floats freely in 
the water. Its leayes bear the small bladders which entrap 
the fish fry. Mr. C. W. Smiley says: ‘‘Eleven species are 
enumerated in the ‘Fish Commission Bulletin,’ 1883, p. 260, 
as useful in carp ponds. While these dv not include the 
vulgaris, it is probable that some of these may have the same 
ability to catch the small fish, In that event these plants 
must be excluded from carp ponds.” 

AMERICAN FOOD FISHES. 

NTI I read Dr. Henshall’s paper on ‘‘The Comparative 
Excellence of Food Fishes,” published in Fornst AnD 

Srream July 17, | never had met with anything on the sub- 
ject, though considering the general ignorance of it, such 
teaching has been much needed. People pay a dollar a 
pound for stale brook trout, whoily deyoid of flavor; white- 
fish are brought from the great lakes to New York on ice, 
equally valueless, and striped bass and bluefish are sold in 
the markets almost in a state of decay, the cunning dealers 
putting forth a theory that a bass, like a leg of mutton, 
should be ripened before it is eaten, Dr. Henshall, being 
ichthyologist, angler and fish lover, is well qualified for this 
work of instruction in fish food. 

J agree with Dr. Hensball in placing the whitefish of the 
Great Lakes (Coregonus sapidissimus Ag.) at the head of the 
list of fresh-water food fishes, and that those of Lake Supe- 
rior are the finest of this species. Like him, I have eaten 
them three times a day for weeks without being cloyed. 
This was at the Sault Ste. Marie, where the fish were taken 
from the rapids by the Indians with their dip nets and 
brought alive to the hotel kitchen. On the same table were 
usually brook trout, taken equally fresh from the same 
waters, and three persons out of four preferred the white- 
fish. But this delicacy of flavor evaporates in a few hours, 
and the whitefish of the markets of the lake cities generally, 
although a fairly good fish, is far inferior to those we get at 
Mackinac andthe Sault. I have even found tasteless and 
stale whitefish on the tables of the most pretentious of the 
Mackinac hotels, but memory recalls one house there forty 
years ago, the flavor of whose broils yet lingers on the 
alate. 

. My experience with brook tront also confirms the opinion 
of Dr, Henshall. Eaten fresh from the stream, it is one of 
the most delicate and finely flavored of fish; but it will not 
bear transportation without losing its finer qualities, and 
when twenty-four hours old it is, I think, inferior to the black 
bass under similar conditions. I have captured and eaten 
the brook trout from Massachusetts to Colorado and from 
Pennsylvania to Canada, and find it equally good Kast, West, 
North and South, in cold and pure waters. Some people 
maintain that only those trout which have access to salt 
water are perfect, but that is not my experience. 

As to the black bass, I haye eaten the large-mouthed 
species in Florida, und found it to compare fayorably on the 
table with the best salt-water fishes of that coast, which is a 
severe test. It appeared to me equal in quality to the small- 
mouthed black bass of the Great Lakes. The great depth, 
coldness and purity of the water of these lakes give to all 
their fish exceptional merit; even the sucker (Catosiomus), 
hardly eatable elsewhere, I have found in Lake Superior to 
be firm and well-flayored. I should rank the Great Lakes 
fishes as soliows: Whitefish, pike-perch, mascalonge, black 
bass, white bass, perch, blue catfish, Northern pike, lake 
trout. The siscowet I have never eaten, ; 

Dr. Henshall omits an-opinion upon the salmon. Having 
eaten it from Boston to the pools of the Restigouche, I found 
it to improve asl went north, Good in Boston, better in 

AQ 

Portland. So good in St. Johns, N. B., that I thought i t 
could not be better. At Dalhousie, on the Bay of Chaleurs, 
still improving. On the table at Frazer’s, at Matapediac, I 
fancied it had reached perfection, but when 1 tasted salmon 
in camp on the river bank, cooked by a fine old Irish gen- 
tleman in the Tweedside fashion, I felt that fortune had 
nothing more in store for me. 
With Dr. Henshall, I place the pompano at the head of 

the list of fishes. It seems to me to happily combine the rich- 
ness of the salmon with the delicacy of the whitefish, and to 
the earnest and appreciative ichthyophagist, to taste of this 
delicacy would repay him for the trouble of a visit to the 
Gulf Coast. I think that Dr, Henshall undervalues the sheeps- 
head of the Southern coast. Perhaps, however, he has eaten 
it in the last part of winter and the spring months, when the 
spawning process deprives it of the flavor and succulence 
which it posse:ses in fall and winter. So also with the red- 
fish or channel bass, which has its season of excellence, 
namely, the summer and fall, 
The red snapper, now often seen in the Northern markets, 

being a deep-water fish, keeps better than any other species, 
and is found in good condition several hundred miles in the 
interior, 

I do not observe that Dr, Henshall mentions the mullet of 
the Southern coast, which in the summer and autumn is by 
the coast people preferred to any other species. In winter, 
when those coasts are visited by Northern people,*the mullet 
is only valuable for bait. When fat, in summer, the mullet 
when salted makes the best substitute for the mackerel. 

It is a common error that the fishes of the Sonthern coast 
are inferior to those of the North. In fact there isa greater 
variety of valuable food fishes from Charleston to Cape 
Florida, than can be found north of that region, at least: 
that is my opinion, from some experience of both regions. 
_ Comparing the number of species of food and game fishes 
in the United States with those of Europe, our advantages in 
this respect appear to be remarkable. England for instance, 
where anglers and angling books most abound, has five or 
six species of the salmon family. We, in North America, 
have from twenty-five to fifty species, according to the 
naturalist you consult. The British islands have one pike; 
we have five or six. 
We have three pike-perches to none in Great Britain. We 

have a large family of basses; black, white, green, spotted 
and striped—all wanting there, except as imported from 
America. So with the catfishes, of which America seems to 
be the home. British anglers are obliged to occupy them- 
selves with species which with us are disregarded, or left to 
the boys—chub, bream, roach and dace, and their angling 
books contain long descriptions and full directions for the 
capture of these insignificant fishes. 5. C.C 

THE TRIBUTARIES OF THE OCONEE: . 

[ SPENT a week fishing, in June, on tributaries of Oconee 
River, about sixty-tive miles from Macon, in Montgom- 

ery county. We were invited to join Col. $., of Dublin, and 
in company with Mrs, §, and daughter, of Columbus, to- 
gether with Dr. H. VY. J., we spent a delightful week fishing 
for perch and bream. Leaving Dublin, June 3, about sun- 
rise, in two batteaux, we reached Troup Spring Lake in time 
to catch a string of fine perch for dinner; thence to mouth 
of Turkey Creek in time for camp and a supply of fish for 
supper and again for breakfast. Breaking camp next morn- 
ing, we ran down the river and reached Mercer Creekin time 
to make camp before night and to be ready for the bream 
next day. We had an abundant supply of this, the finest 
game and pan fish in the South, unless we exeept the bass. 
Mrs 5, and Miss M. §. are as fond of fishing and camp life 
as any ladies I ever met, and enjoyed very much our stay of 
one week on Mercer Creek. We anticipated some young 
ducks, as Col. 8, had some fine sport there last year; we were 
Spd) eta however, in that, as the ducks were later than 
usual, 

Mercer Creek has two mouths, and the lower one runs 
only in high water, and forms quite a deep lake or back 
water from the river, and in this we caught the fine bream 
and perch, Goy. G@. M. Troup owned property near this 
creek and was buried about three miles from its mouth. I 
passed in sight of his monument, and the rock used for in- 
closing if was blasted from the bluff overlying the river just 
below the mouth of Mercer Creek. Troup Spring Lake was 
named in honor of Goy. Troup, and was a favorite fishing 
place of his. This is a grand place for fall fishing, white 
perch and bass being very numerous. 

Gov. Troup lived in what we call the ‘‘wire grass” country, 
and in “‘ante-bellum” days lived in the common house of 
that day, a log house; but if was unusual, as it was plastered 
inside and had marble mantlepieces and Brussels ANS: 

Macon, Ga,, Aug. 6. 

PHImADELPHIA Notrs,—Aug. 9.—The porpoise fishing 
company at Cape May, N, J., has proved a success so far as 
the capture of these wary denizens of the deep is concerned. 
During the season many good catches were made whenever 
the trap was set and the fish were about. Your correspond- 
ent heard to-day of a movement to be made to utilize the 
flesh minus the fat for table use. Sturgeon may do, but 
porpoise mext—bah! Better use it to Inbricate the new 
cable motor railroad here. Bluefish have been rare thus far 
all throughout this summer. A few very small fish came in 
the inlet twice lately, but no large ones have shown them- 
selves. The white perch have begun to bite well at Better- 
ton, and the fish are of fair size. J would advise a post- 
ponement until September for those who propose going 
there. The fish will be of heavier weight then and most 
certainly finer. Mr. Jackson Johnson took a pickesel weigh- 
ing four pounds in the Delaware River, near the Water Gap, 
recently. This is large for that section,—Homo. 

A Micnigan CAMP Grounp.—Iron Mountain, Menominee 
County, Mich., Aug. § (Menominee River Branch R. R.).— 
This vicinity offers a splendid field for the sportsman, fish 
and game being plenty, Spread Bagle Lake is full of bass 
and pickerel, and some splendid catches have been made 
there this year, ranging from 40 to 200 pounds of fish, 
Trout can also be caught in the Brule and Michigamme 
riyers, besides many others near here. I caught 104 trout 
day before yesterday, weighing about 35 pounds, and could 
haye caught more if Lhad been able to carry them or had 
been a flytisherman. They jumped at sinkers nearly every 
time we dropped a hovk into the creek, Any reader of the 
FOREST AND STREAM that wishes information on this sub- 
ject—camping and hunting or fishing—will find me ready 
to give them every assistance in my power. Deer are plenty. 
—Ge«o, F, SELBERT. 
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Oup Ase’s AnGiiIne SEoRET.—Among the many disciples 
of Izaak Walton who have resided in Hartford for the past 
twenty years, none have enjoyed such an enviable reputation 
as “Old Abe.” it has been reported that he could draw a 
pail of water out of the faucet in the house, sit by the 
kitchen stove and catch a larger string of fish than ordinary 
mortals could where there were thousands, He was a daily 
visitor to Wethersfield cove and night after night “Old Abe” 
could be seen trudging along the avenue with his fishing 
pole upon his shoulder and a well filled basket in his hand. 
All day long he would sit in one place hauling in fish, while 
the other fishermen would move from place to place without 
getting a bite and finally leave in disgust. It was whispered 
among the boys, and believed by some, that ‘‘Old Abe” had 
a secret way of making the fish bite, and one day an amateur 
in Wethersfield offered him $) to disclose it. ‘ ‘Abe’ told 
him to get about two dozen angle worms, place them in a 
bottle and put the bottle near the kitchen stove for about six 
weeks and then strain the oil, and when he went fishing to 
put a little of it on each hook. He got the worms and after 
they had lain upon the shelf for three weeks his mother-in- 
law, who was neat-sighted, was dusting the shelf and 
knocked the bottle off. It broke upon the hot stove and in 
two ininutes the canary bird was dead and the family out of. 
doers. A family of skunks left the cellar soon after and run 
in a dazed condition under the barn, It was three days be- 
fore the family could enter the house, and then a hageard, 
wild-eyed man started for Hartford with a gun on his 
shoulder and murder in his eye. We don’t know whether he 
found ‘‘Old Abe” or not, but it is certain that from that day 
to this his familiar figure has not been seen near Wethersfield 
cove.— Hartford Heening Post. 

SALMON tN Pacretc CoAsr Rryers.—The salmon run in 
the Sacramento River has decreased until it has proved dis- 
astrous to canneries and fishermen. It promises to become 
extinct, In this dilemma the fishermen threaten to violate 
the close season and defy the Jaw, The cause of the decay 
of the fisheries is attributed, first, to the sealions at the Golden 
Gate. It is said they destroy 5,300 pounds of fish daily. It 
is alleged that the throwing of trimmings into the river by 
the cannery employes is another cause of the slackening of 
ihe run, it being held that the fish avoid waters into which 
parts of the bodies of disseeted fish are cast. This may be 
a fanciful, or it may be a cogent ieason; certainly fihsermen 
have faith ia it. One admitted prime cause is the surcharg- 
ing of the waters of the riyer with mining detritus and the 
coating of the bed of the stream with hydraulic sands and 
slickens. These evils destroy the feeding grounds and ob- 
literate spawning beds. That thé fouling of the water by 
mining processes tends to repel the tish is certain, while 
overtiows, owing to the raised river bed, certainly carry 
many young fish into basins, where the falling of the waters 
leaves them to perish. The catfish is said to be destructive 
of the young fry salmon. Added to all these misfortunes is 
the discontinuance ot the McCloud fish hatching establish- 
ment, heretofore maintained by the United States Govern- 
ment, In contrast to the depletion of our fisheries is the 
overcrowding of Northern streams by salmon. The runs 
were neyerso great there as now. It is held by some that 
the salmon will return next season to the Sacramento, but 
fishermen generally are not consoled by this possibility.— 
Sacramento Union, Aug, 2. 

MARmH Catrisnes.—Salem, N. J.—Hditor Forest and 
Stream: Isend by express a specimen of a fish. At first it 
was pronounced a catiish, but when examined it was found 
that the skin was like a mackerel, that the eyes were differ- 
ently placed from those of the catfish, that the dorsal fin was 
very much elongated, that the tail was forked with long 
points, like a shark, and with a very fine and delicate run 
aft, Some of us think thisis ahybrid. One gentleman here 
says he has caught many of them in the Mullica River, 
New Jersey, where they are known by the name of catfish. 
However, they differ very much from the fish which we 
know as catfish, Can you enlighten us on this point?— 
T. J. ¥. [Im spite of the malodorous condition of the fish 
when received, we recognized it as one of the sea catfishes 
LaWluriehihys marinus) which is found on our coast from 
Cape Cod to the extreme southern boundary. The name of 
“catfish” is applied to all the family Siluride in America, 
and this contains, according to Jordan, five genera and 
twenty-six species inhabiting fresh wuter, and two genera 
and three species in salt water. Therefore, there is ‘great 
difference in the appearance of the species, as well as in their 
size, The marine forms differ from those of fresh water, in 
having the anterior and posterior nostrils close together, 
neither nostril with a batbel. They have a deeply-forked 
caudal fin. The species sent is remarkable for its Jong fila- 
ments on- the dorsal and pectoral fins which reach past the 
vent. They are not rare, being often captured by fishermen, 
but not in quantities to be sent to market, as the fresh-water 
spscies ure. | 

Biuerisuine.—Newport, R. L, Aug. 9.—On Wednesday 
Jast I began trolling for bluefish off Block Island, where only 
au occasional fish had been taken so far this season. Our 
party went out at 6 A, M., and three hours later we had but 
one fish, About 10:30 the second fish was struck, and from 
that time nntil 4 P. M,, when we went in tired, they struck 
as fast as we could pull themin. Between the hours named 
our pariy of four captured 136 fish weighing from four to 
six pounds. Some boats brought in over 200 fish and all who 
were out noted the fact that they began biting at about the 
same time. We fished the next two days with about the 
same success and so did all others who were fortunate enough 
to be here when the fish struck in. <A fisherman from No 
Man’s Land told me that the bluefish were there in great 
numbers on Tuesday, showing that the great school came 
from the eastward, If this is the case then there should be 
good fishing in Plum Gut and about Fire Island by the time 
this reaches you. From allreports the fishing for bluefish 
has not been very good this season anywhere north of Cape 
May until now, As I write I can see a fleet of catboats start- 
ing for Point Judith and everything in the way of a sea boat 
is in requisition.—Poxn-o-MoonsHme, 

A Grorronous Bass.—In Prospect Park Lake, Brooklyn, 
Jast week, Robt. Carter found a large rock bass that had been 
trying to swallow a perch, but that the perch was too large 
for the bass. This fact the bass had discovered, and it was 
trying to eject the perch. The bass was choking, and in a 
short time was dead. Mr, Carter secured both fish, The 
bass weighed four pounds. The dorsal fin of the perch had 
stuck fast in the roof of the bass’s mouth, and. the perch 
could not be forced either backward or forward, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

BAss IN THE YoOuGHIOGHENY.—Somerset, Pa., Aug. 6. 
—Millions of black bass have been killed in the Yough- 
logheny this season in the coal regions of Fayette county by 
turning into the river the sulphur water of the mines. Dead 
fish weighing from a couple of ounces to five, six and eight 
pounds were washed out on the banks of the river, This 
stream was stocked with black bass and salmon trout, the 
former about 1874, the latter in 1878, No one suspected that 
black bass of so large a size were to be found in the “Yough,” 
nntil they floated out dead from the influx of the foul water 
of the mines. Tt seems to me.and a number of other pentle- 
men who like occasionally to enjoy a day’s sport with hook 
and line, that there is work for the Fish Commissioner along 
the course of the “roaring Yough,’”—AmarTHur, 

St. Lawrence Assoorarron.—Clayton, Aug, 7.—At the 
annual meeting of the Anglers’ Association of the St. Law- 
rence River, held here, committees were appointed to call a 
meeting of New York State anglers in November, to codify 
the fishing laws and ask for amendments from the Legisla- 
ture; also to confer with the Canadian fishery officials to 
secure the enforcement of the laws in relation to net, fishing 
upon both sides of the river. The following officers were 
chosen; President, J, J. Flannagen, of Utica; First Vice- 
President, H. R. Clarke, of Jersey City, N. J.; Second Vice- 
President, Gardner M. Skinner, of Clayton, N. Y.; Seere- 
tary, W. W. Byington; Treasurer, Wm. Story, of Albany. 

Moosrnbabd Lake —The new hotel at Mt, Kineo was 
recently opencd, 1t is a modern structure throughout and is 
a wonder and surprise to every one who sees it there in that 
great wilderness. The Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad Com- 
pany haye completed their line to the shores of Moosehead 
Lake, so that now the traveler leaving Boston can go wholly 
by rail to the lake, and a steamboat ride of twenty miles 
carries him to the hotel. 

BiLoErtsH AY Brock IsuANp.—Bluefish struck in here 
Wednesday, und in ashort time some very good catches 
were made, The fish are of unusually large size, as if to 
atone for their long absence from our grounds. Mackerel 
have been yery numerous heré, but ave fast disappearing 
before their larger foes.—A. W. Brown (Aug, 6), 

CornsTaLK Fisnine.—They have a variation of the ‘jug- 
ging” deyice in Maryland. Fishing lines about five feet long 
ure attached fo pieces of last year’s cornstalks two feet in 
length, the hooks are baited and the lines dangle from the 
floating stalks. The device is much favored by codfisher- 
men anid those who are after ecls, 

THE Osweeo Bass.—Lditor Horest wid Stream: I have 
been asked to write an article on the ‘‘Oswego” bass, for 
your journal, In compliance with that request I send you 
the following monograph: There is no such fish as an 
“Oswego” bass.—FreD Mater (Cold Spring Harbor, 
N. ¥., Aug, 11, 

Lishculture. 
RESULTS OF FISHCULTURE. 

HEH following statements and tables, prepared by Mr, 
Charles W. Smiley, of the U. 8. Fish Commission, show 

the influence of artificial propagation wpon production as 
illustrated by the salmon work on the Sacremento River, Cal- 
ifornia, Mr. Smiley writes: . 

it is understood that about four years are required for sal- 
i1on to mature, I have therefore placed the yield of 1877 op- 
posite the planting of 1875, and so on. For four successive 
years the yield has been nearly double the yield of the years 
preceding the artificial propagation, which commenced in 
1873, This appears to have resulted from annually planting 
about 2,000,000 fry. The planting of 500,000 fry in 1873 and in 
1874 appears to haye increased the yield by about a million 
pounds each year. No record of the production in Sacra- 
mento River prior to 1875 is obtainable, but it is known to 
haye been less than six million pounds. 

Young salmon hatched from eggs 
faken by the U. 8, Fish Commis- 
sion and réleased in the McCloud||Annual yield of the Sacramento 
River, a tributary of the Sacra-|| River in salmon to the canner- 
mento, in California. ies. 

Year. Month. No. Year ending— Pounds. 

Bi Pein aie erent Noue, Auge 1, 1875. .0......... 5,098,781 
gy ee eek ites eae None PATI Sid 167 Geel pee eel 5,311,428 
1878. Sept. -,---.... ..] 600,000 |) Aug. 1) 1877... 0.02... 6,498,563 
1874,. Sept.... <--...... 500,000 || Aug, 1, 1878............ 5,520,763 
1875. .|Sept.-Oct.._......| 850,000 || Ang. 1, 1879.......=.... #4 432 950) 
1876. .|Sept.-Oct..,.. e+] 3,000,000 || Ane, 1, 1880............ 10,837,400 
1877. -;Oct .->| 25200,000 |) Ang. dy I88l eck 9,600,000 
1878... .| 2,000,000 || Arig, 1, 1882.....2...... 9,605,280 
1879... 2,000,000 || Oct, 16, 1888,.......... 9,585,672 
1880. . 2,000,000 |) 
1881. . 2,250,000 
1882... 4,037,000 

18,337,000 67,485,137 
1} 

* The salmon were as numerous in the river this year as in any pre- 
vious years, but the small number taken was due toa feud between 
the fishermen and the canners as to the price to be paid for the fish, 
For three weeks in the height of the season no fish were taken, ex- 
cept for daily consumption in San Francisco and other markets. 

Pounds. 
The average yield during the past three years was. . 9,596,984 
The average yield in 1875 and 1576, before any fruits 

of fishculture could haye appeared, was........... 5,205,102 

Making a gain per annum due to fishculture of..,.... 4,391,882 
The fish are worth 50 cents apiece as they come from the 

water, their average weight being 7 pounds each, 
Value of the 4,391,852 pounds due to fishculture... $313,706 00 
Cost of hatching and planting 2,500,000 fry......_. 8,600 00 

were as follows: 

Pay 4 Amount |Hggs pro- 
Fiscal year, expended.| duced, 

187778 ’ $7,853.96! 7,033,000 
ieee" 12,730.54) 10,310,000 
1879-80 12,875.55) 6 650,000 
1880-81 13,587.20) 5,800,000 
1881-"82 6,653.51) 7,500,000 

Total,...... 15 -S6-Lee SERV eee est (one ats .-| $53,700.76) 37,293,000 

Average cost per million eggs, $1,440, 

[Aue. 14, 1884. 
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This expenditure was much greater than necessary merely 
to increase the supply of fishin the river, Of the 57,295,000 
eggs obtained during these five years but 11,000,000 were nsed 
to produce what young were returned to the river. The other 
20,293,000 eggs were sent to the Wastern States and to foreign 
countries. Additionally, the experience of the past will enable 
the Commissioners to exercise greater economy. One of the 
California Commissioners stated to a committee of the Legisla- 
ture that ‘a million of salmon could be artificially hatched 
and placed in the river for less than $800, and if it were desir- 
able, and the Legislature made suflicient appropriation, the 
Commissioners could fill the river so full of salmon that it 
would be difficult for a steamboat to pass through them.” 
Considering the fact that food does not have to be furnished, ~ 
these fish, coming from their ocean feeding grounds to the 
rivers, as they do, merely to spawn, his statement may be 
within the bounds of reason. 
Writing under date of Jan. 6, 1882, Mr, B. B, Redding, of 

San Franciseo, Cal,, said: “Since we commenced putting 
young salmon into the Sacramento, Pitt and McCloud rivers 
the number of canneries with money invested has more than 
trebled, and more persons are investing money in new can- 
neries, Requests are coming from other parts of the State to 
haye salmon hatched. Fishhatching, for the purpose of sup- 
plying food, has at length become popular,” 

CHARLES W. SMILEY. 
U.S. F. €., Wasnine'tron, D. C., April 15, 1884. 

ON THE FORCES WHICH DETERMINE THE 
SURVIVAL OF FISH EMBRYOS. 

[A paper read before the American Fishcultural Association. | 

BY JOHN A, RYDER. 
i\\ R, PRESIDENT; Unfortunately the programme an- 

nounees the title of my communication in a form 
somewhat different from the one actually chosen for my 
paper, although in reality there is no great difference between 
the two. I propose to-day to discuss some of the causes which 
limit the suryrval of fish embryos. It is well known to fish- 
culturists and naturalists that there is a great amount of vari- 
ation in the number of ova produced by different species of 
fishes, This great variation is significant and can be accounted 
for on no other ground than this: that it must be supposed that 
there is a great over-production of eggs in order to make up 
for the losses in the struggle for existence, as indicated in the 
first place by Malthus and afterward elaborately worked out’ 
by Mr. Darwin. This disparity in the number of germs pro- 
duced by different species is so great. as to astound us at first. 
There are species, for instance, in which the number of germs 
produced by the female fish would not exceed twenty. There _ 
are some, indeed, that produce only five or six. Again, there 
are species which produce as many as 10,000,000. Now, how is 
this difference to be explained. Jt is a singular fact that the 
greatest number of eggs appears to be produced by those fishes 
which take the least cave of their progeny, yiz., those species 
which discharge their eggs into the ppensea and commit them 
to the merey of the winds and waves, such as the codfish and 
flounders and many of the Clupeoids. Whereas the reyerse 
seems to be true, in the case of those fish which studiously 
take care of their eggs, or incubate them inside of their ovar- 
jes—as for example in the HMmbiotocoid fishes of the west 
coast—or as in another case (Gambusia) within the ovarian 
follicle, modified into a placi-placental structure; or, as in the 
case of the catfish, where the male hovers over the adherent 
mass of ova and forces the water through them, or yet again 
where the eggs are retained in a pouch underneath the abdo- 
men, as in the pipe-tishes, or are ae in a similar pouch under 
the tail, as in the male sea-horse (Hippocampus). It seems as 
if the number of eggs was diminished just in proportion to the 
amount of care taken—usually by the male—of the embryos. 
This, of course, indicates that in the case of eggs which are 
not protected in the way mentioned, millions of surplus ova 
are destroyed in the struggle for existence, whereas with 
the species which protect their ova, the strugele for existence 
at the commencement of development must be much less 
severe, : 

There are other points to be noticed, Some species haye 
very small ova. Such are usually hatched in a condition in 
which the little fish is much feebler than in those cases in 
which the oya are large, and in which the young fish leaye 
the egg in a much more vigorous condition, in a condition, in 
short, in which they are able to contend with the environ- 
ment more effectually. That is an important fact to be con- 
sidered. Again, there are some species which leave the egg 
with the throat perforated, and other forms which do not, 
In the case of the shad, for instance, the young fish cannot 
swallow at the time of hatching, but in other forms the young 
can swallow as soon as they leave the egg membrane. There 
are still other causes which would affect the percentage of sur- 
vivals, such as changes in their habitat produced by man, or 
the pollution of a river by substances which sink into its 
ooze, and so vitiate the water and thus render incubation on 
the bottom impossible. 

There are also forms in which there are protective contri- 
vances developed on the eggs themselves. We areall familiar 
with gelatinous strings that we find in stagnant ponds and 
which inclose the eggs of the toad, for example. ost of the 
various forms of frogs have a different kind of spawn, adher- 
ing together in masses instead of in strings. Certain fish-oya, 
again, have long thread-like appendages, by which they are 
suspended on weeds and grass, so that the currents of sea- 
water can pass backward and forward among them, aerating 
them and preventing them from being smothered, Thisigthe 
case with a number of marine, and some few fresh-water, 
forms of fishes. There are cases where mimicry doubtless 
plays a part in preventing the capture of young fish, as in the 
case of the young of the stickle-back, where the young fish 
seem to undergo a sudden change of coloration, rendering 
them much more difficult of detection in the water, <A cer- 
tain writer, speaking of stickle-backs, asserts that the male 
will actually catch and return the young fish to the nest, 
during the first day or two after hatching. This change of 
coloration may possibly be dependent upon the action of light, 
Regarding the survival of fish embryos, the specitie gravity 
of the eggs of different species, is another point to be con- 
sidered, Thus, the eggs of the cod, mackerel and crab-eater, 
are buoyant and tend to come to the surface of the 
water, Others as persistently smk. In other fish ova 
the oil drops are so arranged as to persistently turn 
the germinal disc to the top, as is the case with the 
salmonoids; this relation is reversed in the case of floating 
eggs, in which the vitellus is on the top and the germinal dise 
underneath, Judging from the attemps made to rear and 
multiply certain feral mammalia, we know that confinement 
tends to produce sterility. I believe that under such condi- 
tions certain changes are effected in the ovaries of fishes in 
their efforts to free themselves from the bondage imposed by 
man, and that the physiological organization of the eggs is 
destroyed. The distribution of food—especially articulate 
food—is also an element to be considered with respect to the 
survival of young embryos. In various regions of the globe 
certain living aquatic food seems to swarm at particalar 
times and in fixed localities. I know this to beso from my 
own obseryations in the vicinity of Philadelphia, and espe-~ 
cially in the swamps and low grounds of New Jersey. Ibis 
impossible to predicate from outward appearances what par- 
ticular forms of articulates will be encountered until you are 
on the ground and make a careful exammation, and there is, 
no doubt in my mind that the absence from streams of certain 
small forms of articulates, such as Daphnids and Copepoda, 
have a great deal to do with the survival of the young fish. As 
this nd of food is absent or abundantly present, so will the 
oung fishes perish or survive. — b ; 

m There is another cause to which may be attributed the dex 
- Lae “ede 

ri 
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struction of fish embryos, and that may be embraced under 
the head of “shocks” which pervert development. We know, 
for instance, that shocks, given to fish eggs during the time 
that they are in process of incubation, will often produce mon- 
strosities, and if yery violent will cause death. Shocks may 
pe exerted as the result of natural causes, or may be brought 
about in the course of the application of artificial methods in 
the incubation of fish ova, The ordinary mode of formation 
of any fish embryos is around a globular yitellus. There is 
a dome-shaped cap of plastic material formed over the yelk 
in which nuclear matteris imbedded immediately after fer- 
tilization, Segmentation proceeds step by step, and in the 
course of this process shocks may produce aberration of 
development, The germinal matter at first covers, or is 
partially scattered through the vitellus and connected with 
the surface, migrating toward that surface and to one point 
so as to form a discoidal germinal mass at one side of the egg, 
That, of cgurse, is not the first. step in development. Now, it 
is easy to understand that shocks would impair the delicate 
processes of development gomg on within, especially when 
we remember that during this time the nuclear matter is 
arranged in a certain peculiar way, and that as cleavage pro- 
ceeds, this nuclear body elongates and throws out rays 
through the enveloping protoplasmic matter. If at this stage 
of development I should shake the eggs violently, a second 
embryonic axis may be formed which soon fuses with the 
axis of the originally formed embryo, and the result would be 
a double-headed fish, Thus you can readily see that, certain 
forces tend to diminish the number of normally developed 
embryos, malforming them and producing irregularities which 
eannot become adult or perfect fishes like the parents, 

i have only mentioned some of the forces which are opera- 
tive in diminishing the chances of survival of young fishes, 
but I trust that enough has been said to indicate to some ex- 
tent the nature of the problems still to be solyed by those who 
are interested in the breeding, protection and multiplication 
of food fishes, 
The first and most important principle which I would espe- 

cially commend to the thoughtful attention of the Association 
is the general law already hinted at, namely: that just i pro- 
portion as the individuals of a species are prolific in respect to 
the number of their germs, just in that proportion do the 
chances of survival of the individual germs seem to be dimin- 
ished, and vice versa, and that this natural fecundity, or the 
want of it, is dependent upon the amount of protection re- 
ceived by the eggs in the course of development. 

Prov. Ginn: The observations of Mr. Ryder are very inter- 
esting, and ibis one of those strange cases that weso often 
meetin nature—the accommodation and correlation of different 
things, In this case we have the number of eggs in a certain 
ratio to the capability of the young fish to take care of them- 
selves. We have it now established on a large basis that there 
is generally a close correlation between the two, and that the 
number of eggs is in inverse ratio to the capability of the 
young to protect themselves. Besides the cases alluded to by 
Mr. Ryder, we have an interesting instance of the female of 
one type of catfish found in South America, Aspredinidce, in 
which there occur periodically swellings of the skin of the 
abdomen in which the eggs are received, and therein they are 
nourished for some time. Again in the same group, or order 
of catfishes, but in another family, we have the Arit, 
in which the male parent takes care of the eggs by 
holding them in his mouth, and so preserving them 
from danger yery skilfully. Care is taken of the young by 
other species of the family. It was with great interest that 
some months ago Mr, Ryder and myself observed the habits 
of our common catfish, The male hoyered over the young, 
and when feeding frequently took the young into his mouth, 
but always ejected them again, thus discriminating accurately 
between the objects taken as food and the young fish incident- 
ally transferred to his mouth. This same habit of taking care 
of the young in the mouth is exhibited by certain Cichlids, 
forms somewhat like, and perhaps akin to, our common sun- 
fishes. One of these is a fish found in the Holy Land, a species 
of Ohromis. And the same peculiar habit is likewise mani- 
fested by species of the same family living in South America, 
the Geophagi. The belief was also long current, and 
found expression in most of the old books, that fishes 
not only did not take care of their young, but were 
invariably viviparious. We all know now how false 

such a statementis. In one class, the Selachians, the larger 
proportion of forms are viviparous. For example, of the 
sharks proper, three-fourths, or more, are viviparous, and the 
same statement holds good with respect to the rays or skates. 
Thus, out of 150 species of rays, over 100 are viviparous, and 
another noteworthy tact is that the oviparous rays are nearly 
all included in one family—the common skates or rays brought 
to our markets. ‘his feature of viviparity was known to the 
ancient naturalist, Aristotle, who even went so far as to say 
that the Selachians were viviparous, while all scaly fishes 
were oyiparous. There, however, he erred, for there is no 
such limitation. Many of the Selachians are oviparous, and, 
on the other hand, many of the scaly fishes are vivipar- 
ous, For instance, all the Hmbiotocoids are viviparous; 
and of these the common perch of the Pacific is an ex- 
ampls; also viviparous are the eelpout of our markets, and 
species of the Cyprinodont family among others. Viviparity 
is, indeed, largely manifested among fishes. The only reason 
why reverse statements are found in the old books is that in 
Europe these cases were almost unknown. Lagree with the 
statement of Mr. Ryder that confinement frequently affects 
the power of procreation, either directly or indirectly, and 
this does not apply to fishes alone, as is evident from the expe- 
rience of those in charge of menageries and zoological gardens. 
It is known that many animals and birds which are confined 
seem to live with perfect freedom in zoological collections, 
but they do not bring forth young, or their eggs are sterile. 
There are many exceptions to this rule, but many cases of 
sterility for which we ¢an assign no other cause. Somewhat 
analogous is the peculiar a condition of animals 
Evite in confinement, in which the bones become softened or 
rickety. 

FISHWAYS FOR SCOTLAND.—Col. Marshall McDonald, 
Commissioner of Fisheries in Virginia and Assistant to the 
United States Fish Commission, is at present in Perthshire by 
invitation of the Tay District Wishery Board for the purpose 
of inspecting the rivers in the Tay district and submitting 
plans for the erection of salmon ways or passes at such points 
as the board may think advisable, and more especially at the 
Falls of Tumimel and on the Hricht above the Blairgowrie 
Bridge. Col, McDonald visited the Falls of Tummel on Thurs- 
day and the obstructions of the Ericht on Friday, and on Sat- 
urduy he had a conference with the members of the Tay 
Hishery Board in the office of Messrs. McKenzie & Dickson, 
solicitors, Perth, and it is expected that his formal report will 
be submitted in the course of the next few days. Col. 
McDonald is a member of the United States Fish Commission, 
and is charged with the administration of some of its most 
important functions. He is at present on furlough, and is vis- 
iting Hurope for the purpose of investigating the methods of 
fishculture and of the fisheries as practiced in the different 
localities.—Dundee Advertiser, July 29. 

POLITICAL. 
This, ii appears, is to be in some weasure a campaign of hatehets. 

The parly organs and party orators have signified no purpose to em- 
ploy the truthful hatchet to any great extent, but the clubs organized 
for parade will carry rather sayage-looking weapons of the hatchet 
ordér,—FPiiiladelphia Times, 

Yes, but since the youthful days of Gearge Washington there has 
neyer been a hatchet that would dosuch work as "Nessmuk’s,” de- 
seribed in “ Wooderatt,” (N. B, $1 per copy, this office). ” 
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The Kennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Sept. 1 to 6— Bench Show of the Lancaster County Wair Association, 

Lancaster, Pa. Entries close Aug, 30, J. B. Long, Secretary, 6 West 
King street, Lancaster, Pa, 

Sept, 2, 8 and 4,—Bench Show of the New England Fair, Manches- 
ter, N. H. Wntries close Aug. 28, C, A, Andrews, Superintendent, 
West Boxford, Mass. 

Sept. 9, 10 and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Montreal Ken- 
nel Club, Entries close Sept. 1. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. J. 
§. Wall, Secreary, P. O. Box 1,246, Montreal, Canada. 

Sept. 16, 17 and 18.—Collie Bench Show and Field Trials of the 
Ontario Collie Club, Toronto, Ont. Entries close Aug. 24. Mr, H, J. 
Hill, Secretary, Toronto. 

Sept. 16, 17,18 and 19.—Bench Show of the Philadelphia Kennel 
Club. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. Mr, Benj. C0. Satterthwaite, 
Secretary. 

Oct. 5, 9,10 and 11.—Vhird Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 
Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn, Wntries close Oct. 1. E.§, 
Dayis, Superintendent, Danbury. Conn. 

Oct, 21, 22, 23 and 24.—first Annual Fall Bench Show of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York. Mr, Chas. 
Lincoln, Supermtendent. 

‘ FIELD TRIALS. 
Pec. 8 —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss. D, Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. 

A. K. R. 

HEH AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, ete. (with prize lists of allshows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month, Entries close on the ist. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed enyelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in adyance. Yearly subscription $1. Address 

“American Kennel Register,’ P. O. Box 2832, New York, Number 

of entries already printed 1490, Volumel., bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50. 

MONTREAL DOG SHOW. 

HE third annual bench show of the Montreal Kennel Club 
will be held at Montreal, Sept. 9, 10 and 11. Major J. M. 

Taylor, Lexington, Ky., and Mr. James Mortimer, New York, 
have been selected as judges. The entries close Sept, 1, Fol- 
lowing is the premium list: 
Mastrrrs.—Champion dogs or bitches $10; open, dogs $10 

and $5, bitches the same. 
St. BERNARDS.—Champion rough-coated dogs $10, bitches 

the same; smooth-coated dogs $10, bitches the same; open, 
rough-coated dogs $10 and $5, bitches the same, smooth-coated 
dogs the same, bitches the same; puppies, dogs or bitches $5 
and medal, rough-coated the same. 
NEWFOUNDLANDS.— Dogs $10 and $5, bitches the same. 
DEERHOUNDS.—Champion dogs or bitches $10; open, dogs 

$10 and $5, bitches the same. 
GREyHOuUNDS.—Champion dogs $10, bitches the same; open, 

d®es $10 and $5, bitches the same. 
SETTERS.—Champion English dogs $20, bitches the same; 

open, dogs $15 and #5, bitches the same; puppies, dogs or 
bitches $10 and $5; Irish setters same as English; black and 
tan setters the same. 
Pointprs.—Champion dogs over 55 pounds or bitches under 

50 pounds $20, dogs under 55 pounds or bitches under 50 
pounds the same; open, dogs amy weight $15 and $5, bitches 
the same; puppies, dogs or bitches $5 and medal. 
SPANIELS,—Champion Lrish water, dogs or bitches $15; open, 

dogs $10 and $5, bitches the same. Clumber, dogs or bitches 
$10 and $5, Champion Field, dogs or bitches, any color, $15; 
open, dogs $10 and $5, bitches the same. Champion cockers, 
dogs or bitches, any color, $15; open, dogs $10 and $5, bitches 
the same; puppies, field or cocker, dog or bitch $10. 
FoxHouNDS.—Dogs $10 and $5, bitches the same. 
HARRIpRS.—Dogs $10 and $5, bitches the same. 
DALMATIANS.—Dogs or bitches $10 and $5. 
BEAGLES.—Dogs $10 and $5, bitches the same. 
Fox-TERRIERS.—Champion dogs, special, bitches the same; 

open, dogs $7 and $3, bitches the same; puppies, dogs or 
bitches $5; wire-haired, dogs or bitches, special and 55. 
CoLtins.—Champion dogs, medal and special, bitches the 

same; open, dogs $10 and $5, bitches the same; puppies, dogs 
or bitches $2 and $3. 
BuLLpoGs.—Champion dogs or bitches, medal and special, 

open $10 and $5. i 
THRRIERS.—Champion bull-terriers, dogs or bitches, medal 

and special; open, dogs or bitches $10 and $5. Champion 
black and tan, dogs other than toy, medal and special, bitches 
the same; open, dogs over? pounds $7 and $5, bitches the 
same, dogs under 7 pounds the same, bitchesthe same; pup- 
pies of 1884, litter not less tham three, $5. Bedlingtons, 
champion dogs or bitches, medal and special; open, dogs $7 
and $3, bitches the same. Irish terriers, dogs $7 and $3, 
bitehes the same. Champion Skyes, dogs or bitches, medal 
and special; open, dogs $7 and $3, bitches the same. Hard- 
haired Scotch, dogs or bitches $7 and $5. Champion York- 
shires, dogs over 5 pounds, medal and special, bitches the 
same, dogs under 5 pounds the same, bitches the same; open, 
dogs over 5 pounds $7 and $3, bitches the same, dogs under 5 
pounds the same, bitches the same. Silver grey terriers, dogs 
over 5 pounds $7 and $3, bitches the same, dogs or bitches 
under 5 pounds the same. Broken-haired toys, dogs or bitches 
the same. 
Pues.—Champion dogs or bitches, medal and special; open, 

dogs $7 and $3, bitches the same. 
Kine CHARLES SPANIELS.—Champion dogs or bitches, medal 

and special; open $7 and $3. 
BLENHEIM AND JAPANESE SPANIELS.—Dogs or bitches $7 

and $a. 
ITALIAN PERE U RUB es or bitches $7 and $3. 
PoopLes.—Dogs or bitches $7 and 53. 
MiscELLANEOUS.—Three prizes of 55 each. 

PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW. 

Be rooms of the Philadelphia Kennel Chub, northzast cor- 
ner Thirteenth and Market streets, have been offered for 

the meeting of the delegates from the several kennel clubs in 
the United States in answer to the call of Messrs. J. M. Tay- 
lor and Elliot Smith forthe formation of a National Bench 
Show Association. Wednesday, Sept, 17, 10 o’clock A. M., is 
the time appointed for the meeting, and it is hoped many rep- 
resentatives will be present, The following is a list of the 
special prizes donated for the coming Philadelphia dog show. 
A number of others have been promised and will be added. 
Premium lists will be ready in a few days, and will be fur- 
nished on application by Mr. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, 
whose office will be located at the rooms of the Philadelphia 
Kennel Club, corner Thirteenth and Market streets, Phila- 
delphia. Homo, 

SPECIAL PRIZE LIST. 

Best mastiff, dog or bitch, silver coffee urn and lamp ($40). 
Best rough-coated St. Bernard, dog or bitch, framed picture 

entitled ‘‘In Ambush” ($60), / 
Best Newfoundland dog, box cigars ($10). 
Best greyhound, dog or bitch, silver cup (#40), 
Best deerhound, dog or bitch, field glass ($15), 
Best imported English setter dog, copper jardinier ($50). 
Best imported English setter bitch, mounted polar bear's 

head ($100), | j 
Best English setter dog bred in the United States, F, Wes- 

son breechloading rifle ($25), 

Best Bneglish setter bitch bred in America, shirts, collars and 
eulfs ($25). 

Best English setter bitch with two of her progeny, Glad- 
stone-Coomassie pup ($50), 

Best brace English setters, yelveteen shooting jacket (29). 
Best Irish setter dog, silver wine cooler ($25). 
Best Irish setter bitch in open class, silver cup. 
Best frish setter bitch and two of her progeny, dozen siver 

spoons in case ($24). 
Best Gordon setter, dog or bitch, painting (79). 
Best brace of Gordon setters, prize (S20), 
Best large pointer doz, shooting suit (Sal) 
Best large pointer bitch, silver cup ($25). 
Best small pointer dog, assorted chilled shot (&20). 
Best small pointer bitch, full set, breechloading implements. 
aut large pointer bitch with two of her progeny, silyer cup 

(B25). 
Best Chesapeake dog or bitch, prize collar, 
Best cocker spaniel dog, dogskin shooting jacket ($12). 
Best cocker spaniel bitch, siiver eup (#15). 
Best couple of foxhounds, silyersmonnted hunting crop ($40), 
Best foxhound dog, ladies’ riding hat (410). 
Best foxhound bitch, ladies’ riding whip (14). 
aes beagle, dog or bitch, Remington system Wlobert vifie 

(S15). 
Best beagle, dog or bitch, over twelve inches, silver aup, 
Best beagle, dog or bitch, under 12 inches, silver cup. 
Best basset or benchtegeed beagle, silver collar (14). 
Best fox-terrier, dog or bitch, prize collur. 
Best collie, dog or bitch, a Minton underglazed tile ($15). 
Best bull, dog or bitch, prize collar. 
Best bull-terrier, dog or bitch, Smith & Wesson reyolyer ($12), 
Best large black and tan tersier, dog or bitch, prize collar 
Best rough-haired terrier, silyer cup ($25). 
Best Yorkshire terrier, prize collar, 
Best Skye terrier, dog or bitch, silver ice pitcher (S25). 
Best pug, dog or bitch, Japanese bronze vase (40). 
Best Italian greyhound, dog or bitch, photograph album (#15), 
Best whiffet or running dog, dog or bitch, medal. 
At the Jast meeting of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, the 

judges for the coming show were selected, and invited to act. 
itisnot yet known which gentlemen will accept and there- 
fore no report cah be made to FOREST AND STREAM. 
The success of the show is assured, Many entries have al- 

ready come in, and our members are very enthusiastic. We 
are surprised that Philadelphia holds so mamy splendid speci- 
mens of both sporting and non-sporting dogs that hayes neyer 
been exhibited, 

The running races will be a great feature of the show, as 
over one hundred whilfets are owned in this city, many of 
which will compete. The display of beagles will be good, 
Foxhounds in packs will enter, and as Philadelphia and sur- 
rounding counties are noted for its fox-huntimg ciub, this 
class will be well represented. Homo. 

ENGLISH KENNEL 

AD, 

NEMPUS FUGIT. Heigho! Another fortnight gone, more 
notes to write. Where's that luntin’ pipe, fill hit with 

Maryland; now my quill; a plague on steel-uibs, here’s the 
virgin foolscap; now, what’s the news? I feel like Austin 
Dobson’s oldsun dial (“dark with many a stain” of mailice, 
thinks Mr. J. Sydney Turner): 

“round about its gray, time-eaten brow 

Lean letters speak—a worn and shattered row: 

Tam a shade; a shadowe, too, arte thou: 

Imarke the time; saye, gossip, uost thou soe?” 

NOTES. 

Why cert’nly! Once a fortnight with my gossip. 
Dorehester wasa pretty show, and its president worked 

hard to make it prosper. He induced his royal friend, the 
“Coming K.,” to exhibit, and presided at the show dinner. The 
royal benches were decked with roses, a lady’s inspiration, I 
hope. To the dogs’ olfactory nerves the flowers conveyed no 
compliment. They would have preferred their partitions 
hung with unpicked bones, strips of liver, paunch, and ¢at’s 
meat. Their appreciation of lowers was on an equal with the 
old huntsman's, whose hounds could not pick up the scent 
among ‘‘those stinking violets.” 

The beautiful prize cards given to exhibitors by the Dor- 
chester Committee deserve a word of praise. I like the idea of 
the prize cards, They look handsome framed and remain as 
a pleasant souvenir long after the prize money has been spent 
im solacing and lubricating the disappointed exhibitors. Some 
shows that used to have them seem to haye giyen them up, 
The Kennel Club adopted them one year, but the handsomest 
T have seen were those of Birmingham, Maty exhibitors are 
so attached to the idea that they take away the nailed-up 
show card from their dogs’ benches, When Messrs. Spratté in- 
troduced their metal labels, they found this a troublesome and 
expensive practice, so they placarded printed notices strin- 
gently forbidding prize winners to carry home their labels, 

This brings me to another habit that I regard as objection- 
able and undignified, that is, hanging a lot of little medals 
round a dog’s collar, each medal representing a plize won 
somewhere or other, Lady fanciers have for a long time past 
indulged this very feminine form of vanityin so decorating 
their spaniels and pugs, but I was disgusted atthe Crystal 
Palace to see a sporting dog, a setter, with his collar fur- 
nished with this ridiculous conceit. 
The management of a show have a yoice in this mabter and, 

should see toit. It is a practice that can speeaily develop into 
a nuisance. We shall soon haye dogs with earrings and 
bracelets. 

Bracelets I have seen already on poodles, but then poodles 
are a privileged class; they are the clowns of the dog world. 
I think it looks rather chic tosee asilver bangle on the pastern 
of a glossy black poodJe. A. poodle’s legs are generally shaved 
or clipped, leaving wristband rings of hair, just above this is 
the place for the bracelet, which must he fitted inside with 
elastic that makes it cling to the leg. Before tisting the 
poodle out of doors with it he must be taught to pick it wp 
and bring it to you whenever it drops off. Over here we domt 
need to waste time teaching these tricks, we can send our 
dogs to Felix and he will teach them as many tricks as we 
wish at a guinea each, [thinkibis, WPelix, whois an English- 
man in spite of his name, lives in London, and has almost a 
monopoly of the poodle market; he also deals largely in Great 
Danes. Pelix used to be a clown at Hengler’s circus, where 
he had the performing dogs. His power of teaching tricks 
amounts toa gift, and Lam pleased to say bis system 1s based 
on kindness. “What is the good of hitting them?” he asks, 
“you fummux them and make em nervous, and if they have 
any brains you shake’em up till they don’t know whether 
they are standing on their heads or their heels,” though either 
posture would be a good trick by the way. lt must be a very 
dense dog that Felix can’t educate. Of all breeds admittedly 
the poodle is the most tricky if not the most intelligent. Jtis 
instinct, I suppose, and that instinct which is assuredly hered- 
itary knowledge, for they are bred from long lines of tricksters. 

Poodles continue to fetch yery high prices, especially from 
people who are not fanciers, Fashionable people like them 
because itis a breed that cannot become common. They are 
foo expensive to keep in trim. In London a good poodle clip- 
per gets a physician’s tee for barbering my Lord’s Fido. 
Certainly there are clippers and clippers, your groom can do 
it for the matter of that, but it requires a technical touch to 
get those wavy, glossy shades of black over the loins, ib re- 
quires the expert's eye to leave the tufts over the quarters— 
well back if the doz is shortin the couplings and more for- 
ward if loosely cast and long in the back—an artificial length 
of face can also be given by 4 prachiced artist, Some people 
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haye their monogram or crest clipped, but this is the wltima 
thule of tonsorial fancy. Felix finds Great Danes very easy to 
teach, all of his are very docile and exceedingly graceful they 
look when performing. 1 
J was staying near Watford last year and ran up to town 

with a friend to see a match at ‘Lord’s” cricket ground, a 
match in which I had a county interest. ‘Lord’s” we called 
to the cabby as we jumped into one of those jolly new han- 
soms, Driving through St. John’s wood I suddenly stopped 
the cab and pointed with my stick to a little white villa. 
“Lords or ladies?” inquired my friend, with a smile. ‘Come 
on,” T said, as I sprang out, and I pointed to a brass plate on 
the door, the name had caught my eye (Felix), ‘‘Vllshow you.” 
The lord and master was not at home, but his ‘good lady” 
was, and my friend neryously clutched for the door handle as 
the matronly siren, he had not expected to see, fearlessly 
handled and ordered her huge boarhounds about. Weneither 
bought anything, we only went sight-seeing, but I am sure the 
obliging civility of Madame Felix was not thrown away, as I 
dare say we haye ‘‘recommended our friends” who I hope haye 
made up for our lack of business intentions. 

Talking about teaching animals by kindness, I hear the op- 
posite process has its believers in your kennel world. On dit 
that the wonderful American setters, of whose cleverness our 
papers were so full a few months ago, were entirely taught by 
‘force,’ that is the word used, They jump on a horse's back, 
open stable doors, lead the horses in and out, ete. The proce- 
dure, [ am intormed, is to Jet the dog clearly understand what 
you want him to do, and then make him do it. ‘‘Make,” I 
suppose, means the “stick,” but then, whenever I have tried 
to teach a doga trick that is just the point I have never ar- 
rived at, ‘making him understand what 1 wanted him todo.” 
have taught mry dogs to swim easily enough by example, 
They will soon take the water if they see another doing it and 
getting all the caresses. But the new school say, ‘If he 
won't goin push him in.” That’s how it was tried to teach 
me to swim, Itemember. 1 was fiung into the river and told 
to shift for myself, I should not have been writing these 
notes if somebody else had not “shifted” for metoo, Tt wasa 
long time before I plucked up courage to attempt another les- 
son, and when I did I tried a way of my own. I went to the 
pubac baths and walked out into the deep part up to my 
neck, and then swam back to the shallow end, My own 
knowledge of dog nature, and I have studied it deeply, leads 
me to affirm that two re are requisite, patience on the 
teacher’s side and confidence on the pupil’s. 

I see from our papers that the usual number of promising 
dogs have been sacrificed to the Crystal Palace puppy classes, 
but if the whole class were to succumb to distemper it would 
not prevent other owners from competing for the prize money 
at the next show. 
For our latest sensation we have to thank Dr, Jager, of 

Stittgart, who bas paid dogs the compliment of saying that 
“the seat of the soulis in the nose.” This will go some way 
toward solying the problem that has puzzled se many, whether 
dogs have souls, for it must be admitted that they excel all 
animals in “nose.” The learned doctor has so thoroughly 
worked up his subject and perfected his own sense of smell as 
to he able to see with his nose how many people there are in a 
room divided from his eyesight witha closed door, If man 
€an improve his olfactory organs to such an extent, what in- 
dg aaa and useful forms of development may not be possible 
to dogs? 

Mr. J. Sydney Turner is on the rampage. He commences 
with a mistake. I did not describe the judging at Warwick. 
he scene I depicted was purely imaginary, Then followsthis 
extraordinury sentence: ‘‘Hard facts are hard” (there is a 
novel truism for you), *‘out the facts are mere presumptuous 
outpourings of an ignorant conjecture, which he seeks to im- 
pose on the credulity of his readers.” There you are, and, 
strange as it may seem, I have no doubt that Mr. Turner is 
very proud of that bit of composition, and from it you can get 
an idea of the pompous windbag English aitected by edu- 
Gated. men in press discussions. When I read these strained 
sentences. that evidently cost their authors much trouble to 
produc I feel inclined to ask them, “Did it hurt you much?” 

e finds fault with my haying imagination. I am proud of it, 
and if he lacks it let him try King Lear’s preseription; take 
“An ounce of civet, good apothecary, to sweeten thy imagination.” 

Yes, it was a slip of the pen when I wrote Anglo-American, 
I meant Franco-American, and I thank you Mr. Turner for 
telling my readers that Mr. Portier is also ‘County Monaghan.” 
‘I did not know it. Jn reply to Mr. Turner’s fulsome panegyric 
of Messrs. Taunton and Portier, I say, ‘‘tut, tut, tut, they are 
wery worthy members of the doggy world, but spare their 
blushes.” And then it is inconsistent im one part of his letter 
to say I ‘‘evidently know Jittle” of them, and in another part 
to impute “malice.” I have read over again my notes that 
have so seriously upset Mr. Turner, and I ean see nothing in 
them to offend masculine minds, and [ don’t write for old 
ladies. If I have offended either of the gentlemen let him say 
so, and I will express regret for aby unintentional act. Mean- 
while, with regard to interposing meddlers, ‘‘Taunton I know, 
and Portier I know, but who are ye?” As to the point. of the 
mmatter. which was the award of the stud and breeder's’ prizes 
at Warwick, l repeat the opinion I expressed in the notes 
that have so excited Mr. Turner: ‘Not one suspicion do 
I cast upon Mr, Portier’s strict probity, and I can say 
more. that [ feel confident that the award was an honest 
independent and conscientious one,” but none the less in my 
opinion, and that of many others, an utterly indefensibly 
ridiculous one, In speaking of my writing, Mr. Turner has 
employed the word “ignorant.” I believe his letter was writ- 
ten before the Crystal Palace show, where Myr. J. Sydney 
Turner awarded the prizes ii the mastiff classes} it cannot be 
said he judgedthem. Such a public display of ignorance or 
prejudice as Mr. Turner presented to bewildered mastiff fan- 
wiers by his awards in the puppy class, is within the recollec- 
tion of few men, if any. So enormous was the blunder that 
one of our oldest and most respected exhibitors, who has won 
prizes by the dozen and lost them with equal equanimity, was 
exasperated into making a scene in the ring. He did not 
mince his language in telling Mr. Turner his opinion of his 
capacity to judge mastifis, and I dare swear his cutting eriti- 
cisms are still tingling im Mr. Turner’s ears, Had not this ire- 
ful Daniel so arrogantly assumed my “ignorance,” I should 
have hesitated to draw attention to that indelible record of 
his own incapacity, the catalogue of the Crystal Palace show, 
wherein those who run may read: Class II. Mastiff Puppies— 
ist, Princess Rita; 2d, Princess Ida. LILLIBULERO, 
JoLy 29, 1854. -— 

DEATH OF BOW. 

al [as as We go to press we receive notice from Mr. Odell 
regarding his well-imown pointer, champion Bow, The 

letter states that he had been unable to swallow anything 
for twenty-four hours, and that in all probability he would be 
dead before the letter reached us. Bow was a grand dog both 
on the bench and im the field. He was, perhaps, as well and 
favorably known as any dog in this country, and Mr, Odell 
will receive the sympathy of every lover of the dog in the 
land. Bow was whelped in 1874, é was bred by Mr. 38. 
Price Bow, North Devonshire, England; he was by Price's 
champion Bang and out of Davey’s Luna, Hewas brought to 
this country in 1878 by Mr. T, H. Scott, who exhibited him at 
St. Louis shortly after his arrival, and then sold him to the 
St. Louis Kennel Club, who kept him until the dissolution of 
the club, when he was purchased by Mr. Edward Odell, of 
New Orleans. . ; oy 
Following is a listof his winnings in England in 1876; Second, 

Aguicultural Hall; first, Bxeter; second, Tavistock, and third 
at Bristol. After his arrival in this country he won on the 
bench: Third, St. Lonis, 1878; first and special for the best 

ReneS also with Sleaford, the special for the best brace ati | and white collie bitches, wlelped May 25, 1884, by their Kilmarnock 
)s ew York, 1878; champion prize at St. Paul, 1879; first and 

special for the best pointer at Detroit, 1879; champion prize 
and special for the bést pointer, also with Faust, the special 
for the best brace at Boston, 1879. His field trial winnings 
are; Divided second with Nellie in the All-Aged stakes at the 
National American Kennel Club’s field trials at Patoka, I1., 
1879, and with Faust, winning third in the brace stakes at the 
samme meeting. 

TREATMENT OF POISONED DOGS. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 

The lives of many valuable dogs can be saved by the prompt 
use of a yery simple remedy, As soon as you know a dog has 
been poisoned, inject about one ounce of hydrate of chloral 
into his back with a hypodermic syringes, the quantity to be 
governed by the size of the dog and severity of his symptoms. 
As lone as there is life in him do not despair. T have known 
dogs to be saved by this treatment when in the death throes, 

’ DIcK, 
Braz, Indiana. 

NATIONAL BENCH SHOW ASSOCIATION. 

W®* have received notice from the following-named clubs 
¥ that they will send delegates to the meeting called at 

Philadelphia, Sept. 17, for the purpose of forming a National 
Bench Show Association: The Philadelphia Kennel Club, Mr. 
8. G. Dixon, The Cleyeland Bench Show Association, Messrs. 
L. G, Hanna and C. M. Munhaill. 
The Philadelphia Kennel Club have kindly tendered the use 

of their club rooms, at the corner of Market and Thirteenth 
streets, for the meeting. We hope that every club in the 
United States and Canada will send delegates or appoint 
proxies, as the meeting will probably be one of the most im- 
portant events in canine history that has yet transpired. 

. WHY LOGAN’S DOG DIED.—It seems the General owned 
a paicueyi fine watch dog, a mastiff, of whose sagacity and 
fidelity his master was never tired of discoursing. One sum- 
mer the Logan family were temporarily away from home, 
and Nero was left to guard the premises, of which he was the 
sole occupant, he having been readily taught to repair twice a 
day to a restaurant afew blocks away for his food,a hole cutina 
back door-affording him means of egress and ingress, One day, 
on returning from his dinner, Nero heard 4 noise in the dining- 
room, and on inspecting the cause discovered a burglar, who 
dashed into a closet and pulled the door shut after him before 
the huge beast could pin him, The dog laid down in front of 
the door and waited with all the savage persistency of his 
breed for his victim toreappear. A day went by - two, three 
and still the stubborn dog, weak and haggard with hunger, 
kept his post with a purpose that only death could subdue. 
On the fifth day the family returned and lifting the emaciated 
brute from his station, opened the closet, It was then re- 
yealed that the house-breaker, provided with his kit of tools, 
had sawed a small section out of the frame wall of the house 
and escaped. When the dog beheld the aperture and the 
cold facts of the case dawned upon bis canine brain, his little 
remaining strength forsook him, and lying down at the feet 
of his sorrowing raaster, he gave his tail an apologetic quivér 
and—died. His obyious resemblance to a human detective 
had broken his faithful heart.—Philadelphia World, 

THE DANBURY BENCH SHOW.—The society under 
whose auspices the above exhibition is given have arranged 
for prizes to be awarded at the next show to be held at Dan- 
bury, Conn., in connection with the annual fair, during the 
first week in October, as follows: Double the amount re- 
ceived as entrance money in each division of a class—viz., 
dog, bitch and puppy—will be paid by the society as a cash 
premium to such division, divided according to merit in first 
and second premiums, according to the discretion of the 
judges. The best dog in each division may receive the socie- 
ty’s silver medal and the second a broze medal in place of the 
cash premium when desired. Winners in the champion diyi- 
sion wil receive a special silver medal. There will also be 
special prizes given by the society besides those that may be 
iven by individuals, as follows; Thelargest dog, the smallest 
og and the best bitch with uppies each a special silver 

medal; the best exhibition of dogs exceeding six varieties a 
special gold medal. An effort is being made to secure the 
services of the best judges for classes, and when arrangements 
have been completed the announcement will be made in these 
columns. The premium lists are now being prepared and 
will be ready within a fortnight. There is an increased in- 
terest shown in this exhibition, and it will no doubt greatly 
exceed in numbers and varieties any that have preceded it.—F, 

NEW YORE FALL DOG SHOW.—The premium list of 
the fall bench show of the Westminster Kennel Club is now 
ready, and can be obtained by addressing Mr. Charles Lin- 
eoln, box 1,812 New York, or at this office. A complete list 
of the classes and premiums may be found in our issue of 
July 10. We hope that the breeders and owners of non-sport- 
ing dogs will heartily second the efforts of the club by an 
entry that will warrant them in making the fall show a per- 
manent fixture. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To iusure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal; 
1, Color, 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed. buyer or seller, 
3. Sex, 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death, 10. Owner of dam. . 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

bE" Seeinstructions at head of this column. 
Belle. By Mr. Hazel Hibbs, Bristol, Pa.. for red. with white on 

breast and toes, Irish setter bitch, whelped May 13, 1884, by Duke (Guy 
—Lillian) out of Nettie (Berkley—Lulu), ; i 

Hen. By Mr, Hazel Hibbs, Bristol, Pa., for red and white Irish cet- 
ter dog, whelped May 13, 1884, by Duke (Guy—Lillian) out of Nettie 
(Berkley—Luli). ; at 

Dot, By Mr, 0. M. Munhall, Cleveland, O,, for liver and white ticked 
pointer bitch, whelped June 28, 1884, by Donald IL. (Donald—Devon- 
shire Lass) out of Dora (Sensation—Devonshire Lass). ! 
Clansman, Poker, Magyie, Kuda, Nettie, Kuss, Topsy and Flirt. 

By the Kilmarnock Collie Kennel, Dorchester, Mass., for biack, white 
and tan collies,; two dogs and six bitches, whelped April 20, 18h4, 
by their BHRE ROOT Bruee (A.K R, 1422) ont of their imported Iona 
A, K.R. 1421). 
: Petite Grace. By Mr. Luke W. White, Bridgeport, Conn., for lemon 
and white pointer bitch, whelped June 1, 1884 (Beanfort, A. K.R. 694— 
champion Grace), : } , 
Leda, Panchita, Hfie. Madge and Kilmarnock Belle. By the Kil- 

marnock Collie Kennel, Dorchester, Mass., for one black, white and 
tan and four sable and white collie bitches, whelped July 11, 1884, by 
Scot Guard out of Drumiin Tsle (A.K.R. 1417). 
Bang Grace, Earl of Grace, Graceful Bangand Nell Grace. By 

Mr. L. W. White, Bridgeport, Conn., for ete two lemon and 
white dogs and one lemon and white bitch and one liver and white 
bitch, whelped May 22, 1884, by champion Bang Bang (A.K.K, 393) out 
of his Graceful (Sensation—Grace). 

Clyde, Don, Rogue, Archie and. Scamp, By the Kilmarnock 
Collie Kennel, Dorchester, Mass., for three black, white and tan and 
two sable and white collie dogs, whelped May 26, 1884, by their Kil- 
apni Bruce (A.K.R. 1422) out of their imported Winnie (A.K.R. 
1431). ; 
fetta, Minnie, Meta and Blanche. By the Kilmarnock Collie Ken- 

nel, Dorchester, Mass., for one black, white and tan and three. sabl Ss ee” 

Bruce (A.i, R. 1422) out of their imported Winnie (A. K.R. 1481 
_ Grace Beaufort, By Mr. L. Gardner, Mount Vernon, N. Y., for 

liver and white ticked pointer bitch, whelped June 1, 1884, by Beaufort 
(A. KE R, 694) out-of champion Grace (Match Nell). 
Pope, Shoozer, Ky-Ky, Pudge and Musette, By the Wssex Kennel, 

Andover, Mass., for pugs, two dogs and three bitches, whelped Aug. 
vi ata by their Young Toby (A.K.R. 473) out of their Titania (A.K.R. 

BRED. 
ES— See instructions at head of this caltaummn. 
Lyde Ii.—Fritz, Mr. John Wanstall’s (Washington, D. G@.) pointer 

biteh Lyde Il. (Sport--Lyde) to champion Fritz (A.K.R. 1351), Futy 28, 
Elsie—Dunrobin. Myr. Cecil Campbell Higgins’s déerhound bitch 
ae ne Mrs, George Shepard Page’s imported Dunrobin (Torrom— 

oyal). : 
Di—Buckellew. Myr. Thos. F. Connolly’s (Flatbush, L. 1.) English 

setter bitch Di (Perfection—Beauty) to Mr. W. A. Coster’s Buckellew 
(A.K.R. 30), July 28, 

WHELPS, 

[ae~ See instructions at head of this column. : 
Lilie, Mr.G. D. Penniman’s (St. Denis, Md.) blackesetter bitch 

Lillie (Rake—Flora), June 27, eight (five dogs), by Bang (A.K.R. 805). 
Ruth. Mr. £. §. Hawks’s (Ashfield, Mass.) English setter bitch 

Ruth (Dashing Lion—Armida), July 25, , by Bobolink (Rake— 
Clara Dale), 
Sweetheart, The Ashmont Kennel’s (Boston, Mass.) red Irish set- 

ter biteh Sweetheart (A.K.R. 299), Aug. 7, eleyen (five dogs), by their 
champion Nimrod (A.K.K. 681). 
Lyda Belle. The Ashmont Kennel’s (Boston, Mass.) red Irish setter 

biteh Lyda Belle (A.K.R. 626), Aug. 4, eleyen (four dogs), by their 
champion Nimrod (A.K.R, 681). 
Lady Bird. Mr, Jos. R, Trissler’s (Lancaster, Pa.) pointer bitch 

Lady Bird, July 18, nine (three dogs), by Shot; all liver, 
Flirt. Mr, George A, Ayre’s (Warwick, R, 1) Gordon 

Flirt, Aug, 2, sixteen (seven dogs), by Dinks (A.K.R. 1077) 
Beauty, Mr. Walter D. Peck’s (New Hayeu, Conn.) pug bitch Beauty 

(A, I. R, 1860), Aug. 8, five (two dogs), by his Napoleon. 
. Titania, The Essex Kennel’s (Andover, Moss.) pug bitch Titania 
Ge R, 471), Aug, 8, five (two dogs), by their Young Toby (A.K.R. 

Coomussie. Mr. L, Shuster, Jr’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) Hnglish setter 
bitch Coomassie (A.K.R. 949), July 12, five (one dog), by Mr. P, H. 
Bryson’s champion Gladstone. _ 

Victoria. Mrs. C. Wheatleigh’s (New York) pug bitch Victoria 
(A.K.R. 1264), July 14, five (three dogs), by her Tu Tu (A.K.R. 1263), 

SALES. : ; 

eS" See instructions at head of this column. 
Tiny. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, age not given (Racer— 

Beulah), by Mr. A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., to Mr. 0. 8. Hawks, 
Ashfield, Mass. 
Robert Bruce. Black and tan_collie dog (A.K.R. 893), by Mr, Chas. 

H, Baker, Boston, Mass., to Mr, B. 8. Kneeland, Springfield, Mass, ~ 
Toquin. Mastiff dog, whelped Jan. 26 (Diavolo, A.K.R. 543—Madge, 

A.K.R, 648), by the Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass., to Mr-J, D. Was- 
son, Albany, N. Y, ; 
Donald I7,—Dora whelp. Liver aud white B inter dog, whelped 

June 28, 1884, by Mr. C, M. Munhall, Cleveland, O., to Mr. J, R. Bole, 
same place, 

Clyde. Black, white and tan collie dog, whelped May 25, 1884 (Kail- 
marnock Bruee—Winnie), by the Kilmarnock Collie Kennel, Dorches- 
ter, Mass., to Mr. I. Bremer, New York. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

(== See instructions at head of this column. 
Baing—Lillie whelp, Black, white and tan setter doz, whelped June 

2% 1884, by Mr, Geo. D. Penniman, St. Denis, Md., to Mr. Allan Me- 
Lane, Baltimore, Md, 
Donald 1.—Dora whelps, Liver and white pointers, whelped June 

28, 1484, by Mr. C. M. Munhall, Cleveland, 0., adog to Mr. L, G, Hanna, 
same place; a bitch to Mr. H. C, Sherman, New York, and a bitch to 
Mr. T. 8. Dumont, New York. 

DEATHS. 

Pe See instructions at head of this column. 
Sheila, Scotch deerhound bitch, 11mos. old (Oscar—Olga). owned 

by Mr, James Mortimer, New York, July —, from distemper. 
Tartar. Fox-terrier dog, 6mos. old (Marlboro Jockey— Lill), owned 

by Mr. James Mortimer, New York, July —, from distemper. : 

setter bitch 

THirty CENTS A WEEK, at age 25, buys a life policy for if1 000 in the 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn, Cheapest fir-t-class goods in the 
market! Apply to any agent, orthe home office at Hartford.—Adv. 

Aifle and Crap Shooting. 

ARMY MARKSMANSHIP. 

Editor Forest and Stream- = 
As my second article on army target practice contained not only 

criticism but suggestions as to improvements, I could perhaps well 
ass over “Benton’s” criticism of my first article in silence; but 
onest criticism is entitled to respect and answer, and first thanking 

“Benton” for his courtesy. let me now reply: ' 
In my first article I purposely refrained from any definite sugges- 

tions or formulation of new ideas. It was my desire to attract atten- 
tion and discussion, and my eriticisms themselves suggest the 
remedy; but, living so far away and it taking so Jong for the mail to 
fo and come, criticism and answer would necessarily take so much 
time that I finally concluded to send the secund article, not in answer 
to any discussion, but as advancing my ideas for improvement, and 
anticipating just such criticism as that of “Benton,” and to that 
article 1 would refer him for much in reply to his remarks. so, al- 
though my first article condemns simply, it will be found that my 
secoud does suggest and formulate, and possibly a third may do so 
still more. 
‘Benton’ says our system is ‘‘an old and well established system;” 

will be be kind enough to tell me how old, and what he considers as 
age? ‘Laidley’s Rifle Firing” was nob issued until some time in 1879; 
his system, and the present one, was not formulated until Aug. 16 of 
that year (See G. O. No. 86, A. G. O. Series, 1879), and the revised edi- 
tion of Laidley was printed and distributed some time in 1880. Prior 
to Laidley it may be most emphatically said that we had no system. 
Some ball firme was done by some few officers with their men, but 
as a whole, thé army was without any system whatever. The Tactics 
issued in 1873 (See G. O. 6, Headquarters Army, July 17, 1878), had 
less than six pages devoted to the snbject (Par. 179 to 187 inclusive), 
and covered a crude system to which no attention whatever was paid 
by the majority, Prior to this the tactics had nothing but the manual 
for the loading and firing in the different positions, and this as far 
back as 1867. Now I know there were books and systems long before 
Laidley issued his, for he copies and draws from many iu his book. 
“Creedmoor” had began the boom as early as 1874, or perhaps earlier. 
and the fever was spreading and taking in new victims continually 
in 1874-75-76-77; but the system 4s a system, affecting the whole 
army, did not begin until the fall of 1879. Just prior to this a system, 
based on Department orders simply, was in yoxue in the Department 
of the Piatte Gyhether other departments had a similar one Lam not 
prepared to say), and this Department system, though similar, was 
not like our présent one; and it had to be abolished when Laidley’s 
came out. 
There is yet an order on file in this Department, issued by Gen. 

Ord, who, by the way, was the only department commander in those 
days who insisted and demanded that target practice should be, and 
he did haye quite a system; there is one order, I say, which says, in 
effect, that ‘‘recent results of campaigns against hostile Indians haye 
demonstrated the fact that it is cheaper to expend lumber for targets 
than for coffins. Post commanders will, therefore, see that a brome 
expenditure of material is made to provide the nevessary means for 
tarzet practice.” 1 do not quote the exact language, as I have not 
the order here to quote from; but I have seen and read the order, and 
know that iv is almost the exact language used and idea conveyed. 
And doés not the mere existence of such an order indicate that 

want of target practice had been badly felt? Would it indicate that 
any zeal whatever then exis.ed, excepton the part of the department 
commander, for target practice, and that he had to issue orders to 
enforce his zeal? 

Jt may therefore be truly said that we have not an old system; the 
system we have has been a growth since 1879, some of the growth 
having been in a right, but, as | claim, the greater part in a wrong, 
direction and with wrong ideas. pllere practice was not established 
by orders until May 18, 1880 (see G, O, No. 36, A. GO. of that date). 
the reports now required were called for first 1n 1881 (see G. O. 43, A. 
(3, O., May 9, 1881), and the annual -lassification o£ ‘two best scores, 
etc., Was instituted by this same order; the “tropby*) was first offered 
in 1881 (see G. O. No. 45, May 11, 1881, A, G. O.), and conditions for its 
winning changed in 1882 (sea G. 0. 52, A. G. O,, May 13, 1882); the 
pera system of competitions was lee in 18k2 (pee G. O. 

, A. G. O. May 15, 1882), having been first started by GO. No, oH 
series of 1881, and a great deal of detail previously unexplained am 
undetermined was decided by this order. Skirmish firmg and com 



- petition was begun in 1882. Mounted practice with carbine and re- 

2 = < 

volver was imaugurated in 1882 (see G. O, 57, A. G. O. May 24, 1882), 
_ and innumerable decisions as to the detail, etc,, have from time ta 

» 

time been given by department orders and circulars, making a mass 
of decisions and rulings jhatit would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer 
tofollow, The allowances of ammunition for target practice, includ- 
ing revolver, was not fully determined and decided until 1883, and 
now we have G. 0. 12, A.G O. of 1884.as amone¢ the last. 
As to the system being “well established” I would ask ‘Benton’ if he 

really thinks it is, when orders and decisions innumerable have been 
given as indicated aboye by which to establish it; and when some of 
thes¢ orders conflict, making more decisions and orders necessary 
fully to elucidate donbtful points? The requirements of orders, in- 
cludingdepartment orders, previous to G. O, 12. 1884. called for 66 per 
cent. to make a man a first class man (Laidley calls for $5 per cent.) at 
200, 290, and 500 yards, and the rulings under G. O. No. 53, of 1882, re- 
quired that a score of 16 in 5 shots together with a 17 in another score 
of 5 shots (and those two scores not necessarily consecutive or in the 
same month—see G_ O. 6. Department Platte, 1883), or 33 ina score of 10 
shots, gave this percentage. G. 0. 53, Par. XI., required that scores 
of five shots were to be taken as the basis. G. O. No. 12. of 1884, 
changes this, and yet does not recognize the impossibility of making 
66 per cent. on scores of 5shots. Tt calls for “the three best scorés 
made (euch having the required i Ra We gate italies are mine— 
which practically raises the first elass man’s percentage to 68 per 
cent., the sécond class man's to 52 per cent., and the marksman's per- 
centage to 72 per cent. at 600 yards, as itis simply impossible to make 

_ the percentages called for by previous orders ou scores of five shots. 
Now Iam not complaining as to the standard having heen raised, for 

IT think that 4 move in the right direction; I am simply calling atten- 
tion to this to show that in my opinion a system is not ‘‘well estab- 
lished” that requiras so many orders and decisions to clear up doubt- 
ful points, said doubtful points being caused by orders that are poorly 
digested and poorly worded before issue and on being issued. (4. O, 
12, 1884, could just as well have fully expressed its meaning by the 
addition of a little more detail, haye stated fully that 8 per cent., 42 
per cent. and 72 per cent. would hereafter have been the require- 
pape have settled many points,yet doubtful, beyond any shadow 
of doubt, 
_Thave read my article of May 8 carefully from bezining to end, and 

it is to be regretted that ‘‘Benton” thinks he ‘need nct remark upon 
the many evidently strained conclusions reached in his (my) efforts 
to discredit the system that he denounces so unsparingly,”? for I can- 
not find them, and, as Tam open to conviction. I would haye been 
glad to have them pointed out. There is nothing in the article, 
yiewed without adverse comment as to particulars, that I would 
alter, abridge, or retract, It expresses just exactly what I mean and 
what I would emphasize, andi have not “already been reminded 
that it isnot so much the system, but the practices that have been 
allowed -at his ny) station to grow upon this system, that consti- 
tutes for him (me) his (my) grievance;’’ I am reminded every target 
practice day—and I have four of them a week, two for carbine and 
two for pistol—that the faults are in the system as announced in 
orders, said orders embracing those from the Adjutant General’s 
office, from Division, Department, and Post headquarters. Iam 
reminded every day thal I have men shooting at 200yds., who 
“by order,’ are supposed to be qualified therefor, and who should 
yet be at the 100-yd. range; tbat I haye men atthe 300 who should 
be yet at the 200, etc., ete., etc., and I know of no “practices that 
have been allowed at his (my) station to grow upon this system,” ex- 
cept such as are authorized and directed by orders, and such as are 
eo-extensive with the entire army. 
The ideas advanced by me are not mine alone. TD claim no origin- 

ality therefor. I have talked and discussed with riflemen of all 
branches of our service, from many regiments and many parts, and I 
know there is a general feeling such as I have expressed. 
Again itis to be regretted that'*Benton" is so sparing of your columns. 

I haye no wish to he personally offensive in my remarks, but if he had 
anything to say why did he not say it? I occupied nearly a page in 
your issue of the 8th, and certainly he has as much right to intrude 
on your space asT. Had he said what he wished doubtless you would 
have published it gladly, and I then would have been met with criti- 
cism face to face atid had detail to have met and answered. What 
niay be evident to him may not be evident-ta others, unless he makes 
his meaning clear by express statement, and 1 cannot therefore be 
expected to meet anything but the express statements he dzes make, 
efime, therefore, meet what he does say about targets, 
As Ttake it, the fundamental object of target practice is to teach 

men to shoot at and hit a certain object, which object is regulated in 
size upon our targets by the distance. This object I take to be the 
bullseye and not the rest of the target, the space around the bullseye 
_being divided into spaces or divisions of different value simply to 
give a means of showing and scoring the shots that missed the bulls- 
eve and yet came somewhere near to it. The scoring of such misses 
of the bullseye of course should have. and do have, a value; not only 
asascore, but to show the rifleman where heis missing, so as to 
enable him fo se® what correction to make for the next shot to shoot 
better and to hit, or come eloser to the bullseye. 4 
Before going furt) er lev me say that ‘‘Benton’s” article and mine 

have been the subject of discussion with one of the best instructors 
in my regiment, and who has the most marksmen in his troop of any 
in ve regiment, and that he fully agrees with me, and then to pro- 
ceed, 
Our practice haying for its object the hitting of the bullseye and not 

the target. does it not go without saying that the man who conies the 
closest to it is the best shot, and that the scoring should so indicate? 
TDhis is impossible with the present target. A ‘four’ anywhere is of 
the same value, whether it be J4in. from the bullseye or Yin, from it, 
as may be the case. More divisions should be placed upou the target, 
and a decimal target, such as is already used by private clubs, be in- 
stituted. J have shot af such targets at short range gallery practice, 
they being of siz- proportional to our reduced target of Creedmoor 
patrem used in gallery practice.. On the reduced Creedmoor I made 
25 24 24 in three consecutive scores of five shots each, off-hand, using 
a Ballard tarzet rifle at 50ft,, and frequently repeated very fine scores 
with both Ballard and the carbine and rifie of the service. Ona deci- 
mal target, with samé space occupied by bullseys and four ring 
divided into ten equal spaces 14in. between rings, with bullseye dein. 
diameter, I had alll could doto average 80 per cent., showing for 
itself how much closer scormg could be done by if. Shots on the 
derimal target that would count a ‘‘four’ on the Creedmoor target, 
might count anything from 8 to 1. Shots that hit the bullseye on the 
Creedmoor might count either 10 or 9 on the decimal target, as Iwas 
using a smaller bullseye purposely as more in accordance with the 
distance, and I wanted to see what Icould do for my own satisfac- 
on, 
T absolutely and positively deny that if is easier to shoot on the yer- 

tical than on the horizontal, as ‘Benton’ claims. An examination of 
any target after firmg by any troop, battery or company in the army 
will probably show more hits to the right at 4-8 to 3-8 than anywhere 
else on the target. All our arms (except the revolver) drift to the 
right, the natural tendency of all beginners is to pull to the fight, 
and it is a hard matter to learn to bring up the rifle eyen on a ‘rising 
sight” and put shot atter shot on a vertical line through the center of 
the bullseye. More misses are made to the right than anywhere else, 
and all the instructions given emphasize the necessity of teaching 
the men to ‘pull the tri-ger with an even, steady pressure of the 
finger,’ so as not fo impart motion to the piece. In a wind this is 
aven harder yet; motion is much more readily given to the right or 
left by the wind than in any other direction. In kneeling, the left 
arm being supported, the deviations are naturally to right or left. 
“Benton's” argument thas the elliptical target should be turned on 

its side to represent a man lying is very far fetched. If lying in the 
open he would bea fool who would lie with side exposed to shois. 

e would tie head or feet on and would still present 4 fair target for 
the line shot. Most emphatically ‘‘we have” not “gone far past the 
day of ‘line shots,’ for we ure or should be teaching men to shoot at 
individuals more than ever now that ‘open order” lines are the orler 
of the day in engagements, Time was when ‘‘firing at the goose and 
hitting the gander” did yery well with the compact lines or bodies of 
troops; horizontal accuracy was very well under such conditions; 
but now we haye a Jine of extended and individual skirmishers 
opposed to a similar line, each under cover if possible, each dodging 
about from cover to cover, and the line shot is yet more to be sought 
for than eyer. At the distances which will rule in such cases the 
plunge of the fire contracts the dangerous space. I may fire just 
over aiman’s head lying head to me on the ground, and trom this 
very plunge hit him in the back, leg or feet if I shoot on the line, 
whereas I would miss him entirely if [ shot to one side. 
I had individual experience in this which I may be pardoned for 

nientioning. I was sitting in a ‘buffalo wallow’ during an Indian en- 
gagement some years ago, firing at “Mr. Lo.’ My rifle was the only 
one at work on that part of the jine, becatise carbmes were then nob 
supposed to né able to reach the distance. Affer every shot I fired 
there was a return fire all around or above me, as the Indians were 
getting my range. coming closer and closer as each shot was fired. 
Finally I fired at an Indian fully exposed. purposely to draw my fire, 
and in refurn the bullets whizzed over and on each side of meand one 
hit the ground within an inch of on hip. Had ‘Mr, Lo” been a z¢o0d 
line shot when that shot was fired I would not now be “driving the 
quill;*' he shot to one side, and the ‘‘miss was as good as a mile,” and 
here Lam “‘at your service.’ Needless to say that I at once got out 
of his “dangerous space,” and he had to again get his range before 
he made any such ‘‘close call’? on me, and before that happened the 
fight was over, 
Ju the heat of battle, when solid line is opposed io solid line, but 

ov 

little attention will ever be given to sighting: bub we are not teaching 
men to fire without sight, we are teaching men to shoot with steady 
aint at individual enemies, so as to enable them to he effective upon 
the duty they may at any moment he called upon to perform, yiz., 
fight Indians, who are always at extended intervals; or to take their 
places on the skirmalsh line against skirmishers, Times will doubiless 
yet come when solid line or mass is exposed against line or mass; 
but they will probably be few and far between, and even when they 
do come, surely the man who can “pick his man every time” will be 
none the worse for his training, eyen against a body of men. 
The practicability of the Creedmoor tarret 1s the only qualification 

worthy of mention, in my opinion; but cannot a better target, that 
will be fully as practicable, be devised? It requires four colors or 
combinations of colors to signal the hits by their value on the 
divisions, and a decimal target would only require two, These signals 
would be easily leamed, remembered and worked, and as rapid ‘scor- 
ing take place with them as with the present system. Then, with such 
a target a score of 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2,1 or 0 for a shot would mean 
much more than does the 5,4, 3,2 or 0 at present, and percentages 
would be as easily figured for scores of 5 or 10 shots. 
Your paper Containing ‘‘Benton’s” criticisms happens also to contain 

something applicable to my ideas of classification. In the second 
column of the didth page appear the scores made by three men, each 
inan shooting three times on the same day, at the Schutzen Park, 
Savannah. These men are called marksmen and properly so, as their 
shooting entitles them to be so called Dauey, first man, makes 43, 
42, 48, out of 50 for his three scores; White 43, 43, 42; and Kolshorn 
41,48 and 38, having evidently had bad luck on his seventh shot. 
Then we have White with 63, Dancy with 61, not to mention others, 
ont of 75 in 15 shots at 200yds. range, being an average for each of 
over 80 percent, Now when any man can repeatedly on thesame day 
make 80 per cent. or over I beligve he should be called a marksman, 
but when he only twice or three times in a year’s firing makes 80 per 
cent. or over then I say he is not a marksman, nor entitled to any 
such honor or dignity. That we have marksmen of the first class I 
am fully willing 10 admit, but that we also have them of this second 
class Lalso contend, Ihayeaman in my troop who qualified as a 
marksman in the spring of 1882, and never repeated his marksmau’s 
scores from that time until the end of the target year, By chance, 
or whatever you may choose to call it, he put in the scores necessary 
to make him to be classified as a marksman; but he never repeated 
his scores that year. and there were men who were not classed as 
“marksmen*’ who beat him all around shooting at all the ranges. T 
never would haye classed him as a marksman except for the order, 
for I do not believe he was entitled to it. 

Itis useless to say that those men mentioned aboye are experts. 
What should a marksman be but an expert? There is nothing to 
show that they are considered experts. The article simply callsthem 
marksmen and attaches no particular importance to their work. 
Further down in this same column are other scores of 45, 44, etc., 

at Boston; at Waltham, 44, 40, 40, ete., and so on, but here are only 
records showing one score for each individual, and therefore there is 
no telling, except by watching for future records, or looking backfor 
those of the past, to tell whether these are exceptions or are therule. 
Then there are the scores at Milwaukee by Farrow and others. TWar- 
row with (2 out of 75, followed by 66, 65, 65, 62, 61, not only sood 
shooting, but shot under unfavorable circumstances, and none less 
than 80 per cent. 

Classed as a marksman though I am, and with a record such as was 
shown in your issne of the 8th, Ido not claim to be able to do such 
shooting. I only claim to be a fair sbot, and I would only have it 
understood what our marksmen are, myself included, so as to have 
an intelligent and intelligible understanding as to what our men can 
and cannot do. This our classification does not give, and I wonld 
evap require either that a man’s ayerage, as well as his best shoot- 
ing, should be looked to, to determine whether he is or is nota marks- 
man, and have such a system that the fine shot gets due credit, even 
though the fair and medium shot be classed as a Marksman also. 
Ifreely admit that taere are tio sides to this as well as all ques- 

ions. [ only regret that ‘‘Benton” did not present his side rather more 
‘in extenso,’’ and I hope that others who agree with him may be 
pleased to give their views. Understand that I am open to convic- 
tion, and if proved to be wrong willfully acknowledge niy error: tnt 
I will at present say that I do believe there is ‘“\jugglery,”? “humbus” 
and “buncombe’* without end in our present system, and I hope to 
see it stopped and a true basis of progressive instruction instituted, [ 
can only thank you for your editorial article, and say [ believe you 
haye the right idea therein, and I hope you may continue your 
notices of our work until weare given what we want, a proper and 
reasonable system, such that admits of no tricks, and whose results 
tell exacily what they mean and mean exacily what they tell; such 
that when amanisso qualified he will be much prouder than | now 
am of being classed as a marksman, ©. D. 

Fort M¢RKINNEY, Wyo, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BELLEVUE, Ohio.—Gallery Club, 74in. bullseye, 76ft.; paper tar- 
get. Average percentage for June and July: Ebertshbauser 89,2, 93.2. 
Dr, Yearick 85,5, 92. Schachterle 79.7,902. Gira 87.2, 868. Aicler 
875,87. Dr. Higgins 86.8. 87. Bodette 90,—. Wollenslagel 88.2, —, 
Webster 83,—. Aug. 1. Range 200yds., 8in. bullseye, 2in. ring, no 
wind, possibie 100; 
Ebertshauser, Ballard .22........93 Diltine, Winchester .44,_...,_...87 
Scherk, Winchester .44..........90 Heal, Winchester .44......__._- 82 
Aigler, Winchester .a8,......,.. B8 1s lh ADE 

Reb oe Conn., Aug. 2.—Weekly shoot of the Empire Gun 
ub: 

GeGHl bent. - ssh enarnay es: o. Av ete. tO ree BD, E190) 
GA Lemmon...... Sree OF 6 60 7 10 10 2 
Geb Northse any cnipsig tesa ee 9 9 8 it 8 lt 9 10 9 #82 
CORT AAU ini peo? 2 ele a dia ott cla teste TT Dis ae ate | Soe] Deeb eo 
ABH Oe tC rah aes skh PS gt vor (ree EE BNC mC reece tye Re Saree 
W KerWood, 27,223 3.20)...2. fo UD ey SYS Te EE pain 
Aug. 9,—Bright light, and a very light 6 o'clock wind: 

WEB SUID ERS eer atet res Do 12 11 ad 10 S10 10105 
Fred A Perkins ... 2PS Glib PE Git ee ese Bite a ERT iss 
GA Lemmon .., Pa UY te bk eh cP abe ee Ble fee 
GeGithert) OS shies aes ae @m 9 11 9 10' § 10 10 12—101 
110) a a eee 17 a 92 tt 7 9 pa 
ARRON ate ee ee BY Sa eee eRe a OU) 
Coop AlhnE eee we: eee he, VI Ma ao" I6 8 % 99— BB 
ePoNanthe pres eeme-seevss 7 10 12 #5 11 10 8 10— 88 

Fellows made an excellent $b. Below is the day’s record, allat 200Vds. 5 
Man Target. vi 

Rive atslsti ln qe SANA SOUR 4 Pe ,«-..20 § 16 20 13 18 20.19 17 20—170 
del Lit: To fe) to, Se Me ee ~op niet 16.16 17 13 11 11 15 15 17 16—147 

Oreedmoor Prize Match, 
WW. Perkins.... ....5555555455—419 RB Soubher........ 4544444455 —43 
WareOlerss se. 5c, 45455453504—4 65 

Ring Target. } 
PORGG sey eee coe ned em ine ded ccme eek 20 DO 24 22-95-25 a2 28 20-—321 
OMe elle Se, Se alee 24 28°19 22 20 21 23 22 24 19217 
SLU deh Ca eee OR rem Or ogre ae 22 19 22 23 19 24 24 20-23 15—211 
Je RelIo WSs 2 Eee oe 19 20 23 20 19 24 19 22 20 21—207 
JNWrye..... eee ae RSX 4 5 18 23:22 16 21 20°21 24 21 17—203 
PVRS CYS Sd Ioteles bias an atte erate tas 21 22 17 24 1h 24 18 20 18 20—202 
HAPOEL 15h EES eo loletc a ety belong ele ee =...-28 1817 18 22 19 21 19 21 23—R01 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
J Francis,... ._.....c000504459—48 J E Stanion (mil)... 
AlLaw....,-... -. ,-4416455554 45 M George (mil).-..-. ; 
ASRenche ye o, -.8s 455454454444 J CB Erickson (mil).4324314444—36 
Re-entry,,.-.cv. -. 45d4445d45—d4 C W Hodgson....... 243534443436 
J E Darmoddy (mil).4444543445—41 MG Andrews.... ~. .68433e2424—35 

SAN FRANCISCO, July 27.—W. M. Farrow was on the Shell Mound 
Range to-day as the guest of Col. Ranlett, of the 5hh Battalion, For 
the visitor’s benefit a friendly match of 100 shots at the 200 yard tar- 
gel was arranged. Lieut. §. I. Kellozz and Messrs, Pierce and Wal- 
tham, all of the battalion, joimiag Mr- Farrow in the shooting, That 
gentleman used a new repeating rifle, with peep and globe sights, 
while the others used open-sizht military rifles, regulation pull of 
trigger. The scores of Farrow and Kelloge were of more than average 
excellence, as the following show: 
Farrow, ,....--.-.....5555355444 47 Kellogg,...,,.. 

545454544545 
4544445045 —44 
4555555454—47 

ABSAAB: 

4454425445 —43 
4445345545—44 5555445444 —45 
544455945445 4944454544 —44 
4543455454— da 5004544544 —45 
5955544555 —48 4445555455—46 
§44455545—415 5500454455 AT 
459900355447 4543455445—45 

456 . d54 
The other scores, by totals of strimges, were: 

PiereO see yj id 43 4B 3 4? db 45 4B dy 43-430 
Waltham 23 oot iec 4 weve -dBt 48 43 45 48 45 42 43 43 - 433 
Policeman P, D. Linville, of San Mrancisco, says. he will shoot Capt. 

W.M, Farrow a match at 200, 500 and G00 yards. any military rifle, 
open sights, regulation pull of trigger, to rule, at the Presidio Range, 

Should Capt, Farrow accept this offer, he can name his own day (ex- 
cept Sunday) and terms. 

THE INTHERSTATE MATOH.—There is a likelihood that California: 
and Nevada will renew their fight at the bults this year, as Briz,.-Gen., 
Dimond, of California, has appointed the following committee to 
take charge of the arrangements for selecting and Sending the inter- 
state team to Neyadain September: Lieut, Col. Bromweil, Capt. C. 
L, Tilden, Lieut. G. A. Strong, Lieut.-Col, David Wilder, Lieut. Adolph. 
Huber, Liewt. C.F. Last, Lieut.-Col. P. Boland, Gapt. P, Delany, 
Lieut. R, H, Hammond, Jr., Major T. J. Parsons, Capt. T. H. Thomp- 
son and Capt, D. B. Fairbanks. Major A, F. Klose, Inspector of Rifle 
Practice of the Second Brigade, has been added to the committee, 
and will have charge of competitions for places on the team, the first 
of which will be held at Shell Mound on Sunday, Auz,10, He will 
furnish targets and markers for the use of all who wish to take part, 
Any military rifle, open sight, with regulation pull of trigzer, van he 
used. The mterstate match must be shot at Carson City in Septem- 
ber, and the committee will have to work lively and energetically to 
get a representative team of ten mén, 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

INTERSTATE TOURNAMENT. 

af Wes first guns will be fired at 9 o'clock this morning. The grounds 
are the Metropolitan Baseball Park, First avenue and 107th 

street, reached via the Third Avenue Blevated Railroad. Tournament 
will last through Friday and Saturday, The proposed dinner at Coney 
Island has besn given up, as the eonmnmittee found it impossible to 
secure the desired room. The following teams will be present; Two 
from the Massachusetts Rifle As-ociation, two from the Jersey City 
Heights Gun Club, one each from the Narragansett Gun Chib, of 
Providence, KR. 1: Spencer Gun Club, of Norwich, Conn,; Worcester 
Pinca) un Club, Westwood (N.J.) Club, and probably Exeter (N. H.) 
tun Club, 

_ The referee will be Mr. Al Heritage. of the Jersey City Heights Gun 
Club, Much interestis taken in the meeting, and it is expected that 
the matches will be closely contested. It is an open sécret that the 
New England teams think they ean carry off the prizes and the New 
Jersey boys are said to have taken a solemn oath on theirgiuus to 
Sohne ah the reputation of their State. It will be a hard fourht 
attle 

OINCINNATI, 0., Aug. 8.—The Kast End Gun Club, of Cincinnati, 
met for the regular weekly shoot, Aug. 7. Attendance of both shoot- 
ers and spectators was good. Vive traps staf fourth notch, were 
used. 18yds. rise for singles, and 15 for doubles: 
Wagner......-........ -.10101101110111110110—14 11 10:00 10 00—4 
Wihitmey. - 2242222. 0/22.-4. 01110101000011 100000 — 7 00 10 10 01 10—4 
Mile tyrants via: cs 2 10100001010411010010— § 00 11 10 10 10—§ 
Boutety. 22y¢es2-acteec it 11000170000000000000— 4. 00 00 01 00 00—1 
(O(c (EP er eer eerie Ree 01100111001111111110—14 10 11 11 11 11—9 
etsy debs ss eich rt ede 11110111000111010010—12 10 10 01 00 10—4 
Schatgnian 4.2 snasrecsns 11110011110010110111—14 00 01 10 01 01—4 
PLVCUE feats tne ae aes ass 1110201 1110113110111—16 11 01 11 11 10—8 

Oy SOT: 1 s24< pe sade sans 00000000000010010101— 4 10 00 00 10. 00—2 
PG BEA Vises Write ives 10111101711111010111—16 11 01 11 10 i179 
Wale so eee oa saaadeass 11111014 101001000000—10 10.11 10 01 10—6 
Stuart. ..., Seseas isan cee 11000139110110111000—12 
MUTI pat ay ne enast sewers 00100000000001000000— 2 
BIOORR: Weer ayet see eae 00100000001001011100— 6 
Wpedli ve pees des sews Peed 000100010111000 — 

HARTFORD GITY, Ind., Aug. 1,—Monthly shoot at ¢lay-pizgeons on 
the Fair Grounds, in contest with the Marion Gun Ciub and Hartford 
City Gun Club, Trap fourth notch: 

Hartford City Gun Club. Marion Gun Cli, A 
Brown .. .1011011111111010101—16 - Cortywright0010111110111111114145 
Mark ...... 10010111011711410110—14 Netbaner. 10034110001110110111418 
Adkins ....1000111000.010011110—10 Alabburd.,11111110181011010100—13 © 

Cooley .. ,00000001011101000001— 7 McEntire ,.10110100110111011111—14 
Parks. ....00100010110000011100— 7 Gadbury ..01011111001010111111—14 
JOUES! .)52 5 10111000111110111110—14 Qlouser. ..,11110111101101100110—14 
J Whistler.00010101101110111100—11 Tait —_.., .00111111011010111001—14 
L Whistler.01111101010111110110—14 Gable... ,..0.011009001011110110— 9 

100 99 

monthly mateh, Kroger 26yds., the rest 24yds.; 
COROT tree eel: eee 1011110—5 Manning,....5 .......... 1011111—6 
WIN GZ ee sete Saad —7 'Stokey se ee 0111110-—5 
Krombeck,,..... .......101110i—5 Kettler.......... .,. -OL01101i—4 
Barlow --101111—6 
Lyons....... SETCUL, st— toe tips ah sana 1111111—7 
Eberhardt ....-..... ... 1101101—5 10) (INR yay ody eee yes 1111111—7 
Oppermann,............ 1111000—4 Fender... .........2.... 100100 —2 
Grae eo es san 1100011—4 Skslten,............. ..1101111—6 

Ties of 7, 26yds., Winholz won with 6 straight; Barlow missed 3d 
and withdrew, Terreth 4 ont of 5, Wahlen’ out of 5.—P, ; 

PERU GUN CLUB, Aug. 1,—Conditions: Combination traps, 10yds_ 
rise, Ist notch: 

iste ee 10111111001001111111—16 Ohas Agiderson) ... oo... -.t avian: 
Chas Prentiss_-_..,-- ., 0111111111111 — 20 
Eteinirye@onunerr. s+. feslaeells dees eomaet mre ey ey 01110110111011001110 —18 
Lea EAE SY: ree ee ae isny Oe Ait AER tise prea al 10110101011100110000—10 
D Macmasters. Shot at6:.2.,..2. 2-.-22.--+00: 10110 - 3 

SACRAMENTO, July 27.—The Porester Gun Chi held its monthly 
pigeon shoot at Agricultural Park to-day. Owimg to the absence of 
many members of the club from the city there were only ten contest - 
ants. and the shooting was not very good. In the subsequent pool 
shooting the shooters did better. Following is the score o1 the main 
match: 
WELESGle ee seca 1111111101111 Coffey.............. 1100101110118 
Zuver.... 111111110111—11 Miller _...... .-. ..O11100001111—7 
Toddti ws 01111011101I0— 8 Tebbets ... ....... 001001101101—6 
H Gerber....... ..001110101111— 8 Helkhardt.......... 000011011101—6 
Schroth .......... 111101010101—_ 8 Ruhstaller ......... 0090010110001 —5 
Watson and Zuver shot off the tie on 11 at double birds, Watson 

winning, as follows: Watson 5, Zuyer 4. The main match was fol- 
lowed by a sweepstake, $2.50 entrance, 2lyds., 5 birds: 
Md cee rename mer er oe 1111—5 Parrott. ..,...- ¢ Prien eae 1i1—s 
ThiGecher oon. se aeooeeon s: HI — Ss (AUVEBLA, fee a ee eee rey 000d. 
Watsons Silke eee on, ots 11411—5 
The ties were decided at a freezeout, dlyds.;, Todd 1, H. Gerber 7, 

Watson 6, Parrot 5. ‘he next match was for $h entrance, 2lyds. 10 
birds: : : 
Todds. one bone neen ae 111101101110  Watson...........,, 1101010w. — 5 
H Gerber. ..02 0.2... 1110111111— 9 Parrott.._........... 1111111111—10 
Todd and Parrott shot off at 3lyds., freezeout, Parrott wiuning, 

Todd haying lost his first bird. 

LONG ISLAND SHOOTERS.—The Glenmore Rod and Gun Club 
hadits annual shoot on Ruffle Bar, Jamaica Bay, on the 7th insb 
There was much jollification and some shooting, the score of whieh 
is given, BW. H. Madison acted as referee, and barring the rain a 
very pleasantt day was passed, The maitt shoot was for the elub 
gold medal: 

Class A, 27yds. 
A Bookman............. 5 iy DS eo eT § 111101 —6 
H Boehme..... ol A Raisbeck, 222.2271: A011 
GU Torbell ..-.-..-- _.. 1111-7 EB behiellein..........-- 1101111—6 
11S (4 Sif 3 (ee an 1110011—5 RP Sutter...2...... 2.4.2... 1110010—5 
S$ A Livingston........ ,11011i—? WR Selover ... ......- 1111101—§ 
RGN eecioee aol ae ror 1101110-5 J ¥ Van Wicklen......., 1011111—6 
TEV Se eee, eee w00ui—s -~(J A Vreeland..........., 1010011—4 
oF UGS reid net 1001141—s W Limington,... ....... 1111111—-7 
The ties for first place theu shot at 3 birus each, with the following 

result: A. Bookman, 1, 0, 1—2: H. Boehwwe, 1,1,1—3; G, U, Porhell, 
§. A. Livingston, 1, 1,1—3; W. Linington, 1, 1, 1—8; J, Walsh, 1, 0, 1— 
3. he four highest then shot off, with the following result, each 
man retiring assoon as a bird was missed: H, Boehme, 1, 1, eee 
5; G. U. Forbell, 1, 1, 1,1, 0—4; S. A. Livingston, 1, 1, 0—2; W, Lining- 
ton, 1,1, 1.1, 0—4. 
ASSOCIATION OF THE CAROLINAS.—Rockingham, N. O., Ang- 

5,—Editor Forest and Stream; It will be seen by the mclosed pro- 
gramme that the tournament of the Sportsmen's Association of the 
Carolinas will take place in Charlotte, N. C., on the 266b. 27th and 
28th days of the present month. Aj] persons fond of such sports are 
cordially invited to be present. Some of our members would be glad 
to “measure swords” with experts from auy section of the country, 
and say “Lay on, Macduff’ to the best of them. Hotel accommoda- 
tions are’ample, and the grounds as good us can be desired.—W ALTER, 
L, Sterne (President). The programme provides eleven matches, all 
except Nos. 1,5 and § being open to the world: Juesday—l, Mateh 
for ¢hampionship and gold badge, team of omen, 10 balls each man, 
rotary trap, 18yds.; 2, Sweepstakes, 0 balls. 1Hyds,; 4. Sweepstakes, 6 
clay-hirds, 18yds.; 4. Sweepsiakes, 4 live pigeons, 2lyds.. 2 ground 
traps, 1 barrel, Wednesday—s. Team championship and badge 
mateh, 5 men, 50 clay-birds per team, Ibyds., traps at bangles; 4. 
Sweepstakes, teams of two men, 8 balls per man: % Sweepstukes, 3 
clay-birds, 2lyds. rise; 8. Sweepstakes, 5 double clay-birds, isyds. 
Vhursday—9. Individual championship, 15 balls, 25yds. straight away 
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for $110 Scott gun and badge; 10. Teams of two men, 7 clay-birds, 
18yds., sweepstakes; 11. Sweepstakes, 4 double balls and 4 double 
elay-birds; 12, Consolation sweepstakes, open to those who haye not 
won first, second, or third in any previous regular match, 5 clay- 
birds and 5 balls, i8yds. A handsome silver cup willbe presented the 
individual making best score in matches Nos.1and5. Rulesto govern 
the shooting arasuch as are usually adopted, and will be furnished 
Nh the grounds. One-eighth of all purses will be deducted to defray 
the necessary expenses, except in live bird shoot, in which case the 
acral cost of birds will be charged, On every day, after the regular 
matches, sweepstake shooting will continue until night, Parties de- 
Siring to join the Association before this meeling, will please make 
Application to fhe secretary, incloging #1 initiatory fee.—T. H. Grenes, 
Secretary, Cohiumbia, §. C. 

WELLINGTON, Mass, Aug. §.—At the weekly shoot of the Malden 
Go Club. at Wellington this afternoon, the winners in the sweep- 
Stakes matches were: 

1. Hive glass balls—Dickey and Steele divided first, Hopkins and 
De Rochmont second, Scott third. 

2, Same—Dickey first, Brown second, Pratt third. 
3. Wive pigeons (straightaway)—Dickey took first money, De Roch- 

mont and Steele second, Short third. 
4. Same—Dickey and Brown divided first, Hopkins took second, and 

De Rochmont and Short divided third. 
5, Three pairs elay-pigeons—Hopkins won first, Pratt second, De- 

Rochmont third, 
5 pe Due pairs doubles—Hopkins won first, Steele second, Pratt 
nid 

7, Five clay-pigeons—Hopkins took first, Scott and Dickey second, 
Brown third. 

§, Five birds—De Ro¢hmont won first, Scott second, Divkey third. 
9, Five birds—De Rochmont won first, Scott second, Steele third. 
10, even birds—Brown won first, Hopkins and Saunders divided 

second, Pratt and Snow third. 
ae Five birds—Dickey took first, Hopkins and Brown second, Scott 

ind. 
12, Vive balls (stvaightaway)—Brown won first, De Rochmont and 

Short second, Dickey and Steele third. 
i3. Ten birds, medal, sweep—Hopkins and Pratt won first, Brown 

and Steele second, Dickey and Short third. 
Seott wou the gold medal. 

Pachting. 

FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht clubs ull please send early notice of pro- 
posed matches qnd meetings. 

Aug, 11-25,—Quaker City Y. C., Annual Cruise in Chesapeake and 
Delaware Bays. 

Aug. 16.—Salem Bay Y, C., Open Matches, 
Aug, 16.—Hull ¥, 0,, Open Matches. 
Aug. 23.— Boston Y..C., Third Club Match, 
Aug. 23.—Beverly Y. C., Open Match. 
Aug, 23.—Beverly Y. C., Nahant Third Championship Match, 
Aug, 26.—Beverly Y, C., Special, Marblehead. 
Aug. 28.—Quincy Y. C,, Fourth Match, 
Aug. 80——Hull Y. C., Second Championship Match, 
Aug. 30.—Beverly Y. C,, Open Sweepstakes, Marblehead, 
Sept. 3.—Hull Y. ©., Third Championship Match, 
Sept, 4.—Salem Bay Y. C.. Second Championship Match. 
Sept. &.—Beverly Y. C., Marblehead, Special Match, 
Sept. 6,—Hull Y. C., Third Championship Match. 
Sept. 11.—Quiney Y. C., Last Race. 
Sept, 11.—Hrenton’s Reef Challenge Cup. 
Sept, 18.—Boston Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 
Sept. 13.—Boston Y. C., Fall Matches. 
Sept, 14.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Cup Race. 
ep 28.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Harbor Cruise. 

Ct, 5,—Quaker City Y. C., Closing Review and Cruise. 

WAIL OF THE SLOOP. 

HAT are the wild waves saying, 

Hildegarde! Fanita'! Athlon! 

Running, reaching or staying, . 

I hear but the same sad song; 

And not while under way only, 

But at anchor by night or by day, 

Comes the weird, monotonous greeting, 

“The skimming dish passeth away.” 

Fanny! we hear no singing, 

‘Tis but old ocean we ween, 

Beating devil’s tattoo on the fantails 

Of Oriva, Wenonah, [een. 

Don't heed the barks of those sea, dogs, 

Those diving bells, imps of the deep, 

You sueaked round Long Island before them, 

And came in ahead of the heap. 

Yes, bul there’s something greater, 

That punctures my tenderest rib, 

°Tis the gibe of the double-dyed traitor 

Whoa imported the two-headed jib. 

Yes, but the waves seem ever 

Repeating the same horrid jeerg, 

Flatiron! Tub!! All endeayor 

Oan’t stifle my troublesome fears. 

To windward those cutters haye merit, 

Their staunchness is more assured still; 

After all there is very small credit 

In winning a race ‘‘down the hill.” 

No! And my dread is the greater 
Lest these lead mines successful be found, 

While I'll be condemned as a freighter, 

Scudding Little Neck clams through the Sound. 

YACHTING ON LAKE MICHIGAN. 

ATHR accounts of the 18th annual regatta of the Chicago Y. C., 
give the victory to Cora in the first class on time allowance, al- 

though her actual ame was greater than thatof the little Verve, in 
the class below. 
The pleasant weather brought out a large number of spectators on 

the steamer John A. Dix, the regatta committee being on the steam 
yacht Welcome. The course was a triangular one of 18 miles, and 
the wind, at start, fromthe east. he entries were: 

FIRST GLASS. 
Waterline, Beam. Draft. 

TED a8 Fore Og anda alge er adage dadoe aes ely a8 64.00 19.10 6,00 
tee pil) 0) OAS RACE Bap She eabee (eegonee Ete poet 52.10 17.06 4.06 

SHCOND CLASS. 
STS OM TDEGL alll heal Aa ciei-(tidee bl es CS. We wae 42.00 @.05 7.09 
PAM AIDC te! ela e te Blows idee rele eer alee 33.08 13:06 gaaf 
fas Campanas, Sloop. ...-.-.- 2. es bette net cede whee 
(OAR C10] oi ab bee ODED RRO ARCESS ote er eee 

THIRD CLASS. 
PARTING err - 6 fess pice sta aet ces ae 18.10 BOE 
RU Pae eels. Aascas es 8 eer er wa eas hea eee > ee cep 

The starting gun was at12M. Zephyr first at 12:06, Cora second at 
12:08:50, Verve third au 12:12:50. Las Campanas, 12:14:04, Wasp 
12:15:15. Una 12:17:25, O. K. 12:25:40, 

Once on the wind the little Scot set the pace for the others, layin 
up closer and going ahead ab the same time, and helped by goo 
handling, led around the first buoy, Wasp being im. 15s. bebind, Cora 
im 30s. and the rest, yirtually out of the race. Over the second side 
of the course the sloops gained on the smaller boat, Wasp turning at 
#16 and Gora 2:18, setting off for home under spinakers. Wasp was 
first in at 3:25:40, Cora at 3:32:41, and Verve at 3:35:84, their actual 
times thus being: Wasp 3:10:25, Verve 3:22:41, Cora 8:22:51. The cor- 
rected times were; Verve 3;09:49:, Cora 8:09:57, Wasp 3:10:25, making 
Verve the winner, but asshe was entered in second class, she takes 
the prize in that class only, the first class prize going to Cora. The 
Zephyr arrived at 4:24:08, and the Las Campanas at 5:05:30, their 
actual times being 4:08:04, and 4:51:26, Cora’s prize is a silver pitcher, 
yale $175; Verve, a silver cup, value $125; and Zephyr, a silver Cup, 
value $100, The Harry Burke, though starting, was not regularly 
entered, Yerve's performance thus far on the lakes does not dis- 

an ——— 
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credit her old record, as she has shown herself able to compete with 
much larger craft than herself, and on the open courses of the lakes, 
with the winds common there she will, without doubt, make many 
conyerts to the side of safe, speedy and seaworthy yachts. 

HULL Y. C. 

sper first championship race of the Hull Y. C,, postponed from 
‘ last Saturday, came off yesterday afternoon, The wind al start- 
ing was from the southwest and blowing quite fresh, but in half an 
hour it, died away, and the sailing was slow, Later, however, tho 
wind agam freshened, and the boats came in in fine style, many of 
them passing the judges’ boat within a few seconds of each other. 
The preparatory gun was fired at 3:15 o’elock, and five minutes later 
a second gun was fired for the starting of the boats in the second 
class, the first class haying finished on Saturday. The first boat to 
cross the line was the Banueret (keel), and she was fullowed quickly 
by the centerboard yacht Rambler. The Transit was bothered on 
account of net haying a full erew, and it was nearly five minutes 
before she got to the judges’ boat, and, as no allowance would be 
made, the owner refused to be reckoned as a contestant, although 
she sailed partially over the course, There were no starters in the 
third class. At 3:25 the fonrth class got away, the contestants being 
the Amy, Queen Mab, Niobe and Mabel. They all got away nearly 
together, and madea fine appearance. The fifth class also got away 
together, and wera so eyen that they commanded the applause of the 
spectators. At3:40 the sixth class started, The courses were, for 
second elass, 11 miles, and for the other classes, 7 miles. the first 
boat to return was the Queen Mab, well in advance of the Joker, 
second. The Wildfire, in the fifth class, carried away her gaff, and 
did not return. The following tables give thé result of the contest. 

SHCOND CLASS. 
Length. Acinal. Corrected. 

Banneret, J. F, Brown, keel,.. --.....25 01 22417 2 19 00 
Rambler, J. J. Henry, ¢,b... -...... 27.00 B20 17 2 47 17 

FOURTH OLASS. 
Queen Map, Buswell & Litchfield, c.b 22,06 2 08 41 1 44 10 
Joker, George Coffin, ¢.b.......---..-- 22,08 2 1467 1 48 44 
Niobe, F. L.. Dunn, Gc. b...............- 20.06 2 16 54 1 50 31 
Mabel, George R. Howe,e.b... ...... 20.06 217 26 1 51 03 
Amy, C.W. Baxter, ¢. bs..0-.. 25.0. ee 21.02 2 16 56 1 51 16 

FIFTH GLASS. 
Spray, Jak Dalit 22) 10a ag Ase R ABA aag ad 18 10 2 15 04 1 46 55 
Viva, P: M. Bond, cat... 2.0.2.2... eee 19.06 2 24 52 1 47 27 
Myrtle, ©. H. & K..G. Poor, cat........19. 2 16 36 149 11 
Hornet, Harding & Merrill, cat........ 219 22 1 51 40 
Spider, Jere Abbott, cat............... 2 21 23 1 53 20 
Sheerwater, W. M. Merrill, cat........ 4 2 22 57 1 64 48 
Kismet, H. M. Curtis. ¢at.............. 18.11 2) 22°46 1 54 43 
Wildfire, HW. A. Keith, cat.... ... .... 18.00 Did not return. 

SIXTH GLASS. , 
Mirage, L. M. Clark, ¢at........00..... 17,10 2 18 31 1 49 13 
Pisie, ©. H Harwick, cat.......... -,..16,07 2 20 34 1 49 41 
Rocket, B. F. Bass, cat........,..-...-16.07 2 20 48 1 49 50 
Charlotte G., Freeman & Gurraway. c.17.11 2 19 42 1 50 20 
Wollowing the races on the 28d inst., the club will undoubtedly sit 

down to a supper at the Oregon Hotse.—Boston Herald, Aug. Vv, 

NEW YORK Y. C. ANNUAL CRUISE. 

T may be that it is not always foggy at Newport, that the sun and 
moon shine at times as in other places, that wind and rain are not 

always present, the oldest inhabitants say so, men of apparent verac- 
ity, but it will be hard to conyince the yachtsmen of New York and 
Boston, whose hard lotit was to be anchored there all last week. 
Pogs, calms, rain and mud, until the patience of all were exhausted 
and they were ready to welcome most any weather for a change. 
Never before have the prospects for a brilliant racing cruise been 

so good, the pick of New York and Boston yachts present in racing 
trim, plenty of valuable prizes for all races, both sail and steam, a 
flagship worthy to lead any squadron, and a commodore ready to do 
all possible to make a success, 
According to programme, the fleet met on Saturday afternoon at 

New London, the Namouna coming in on time from her transatlantic 
yoyage. A meeting was held in the evening, at which it was decided 
to sail for Newport on the following day, declining the offer of cups 
for races at New London. The programme was changed, however, 
on account of the fog, and it was not until Monday afternoon that 
the fleet drifted into SE eOrt in a dense for. 
The first races were to be sailed on Tuesday for the Goelet Cup, but 

Tuesday morning brought only rain with the fog. The town was full 
of sailormen, owners and their guests, pape, hands, besides the 
crews of smacks and coasters in harbor, all damp and dripping, and 
all alike in one dismal monochrome of yellow oilers, varied by an ac- 
casional black one. 

Boats were busy in spite of the rain, some to and from the shore, 
and some carrying visitors from yacht to yacht. The two little steam 
launches of the Namouna seemed to be in constant motion, every- 
where through the fleet, day and night, carrying messages, stores, 
passengers, all the time. 
The fleet at anchor was one such as has never before gathered in 

American waters, and was well worth a careful inspection. Fore- 
most, at her moorings near Fort Adams, was the stately Namouna, 
just in from a run across the Atlantic, but looking none the worse, 
and in company with her, aloof from the smaller fry, the Dauntless, 
Dreadnaught, Tidal Wave, Rambler, all known of old. 

Further up were a mixed fleet, schooners, sloops, cutters, steamers, 
with everywhere between them fhe catboats for which Newport is 
famous, Big Wanderer, with the black horse at her masthead; near 
her Gracie, with Fanny further above; the handsome Harbinger, new 
and clean in her first season’s coat of white, her stylish stern and 
bright cutter bowsprit showing to best advantage among the stub 
tails and square painted sticks about her; just below her two little 
fellows, Rajah and Wilful, stylish and saucy looking; outside of her 
Maggie, trim and shapely, mast stayed well forward, copper bright 
as gold, and horrible to relate, ‘the British jack a riding at anchor” 
over her stern. 
Athlon had a place near by, her board over the side for repairs. 

Regina and Whileaway were noticeable from a distance by the blue 
tinfed cabin top; Espirito, hngering on the outskirts, was minus a 
bowsprit end, knocked off by the steamer Newport. Inthe middle of 
the heap was the old “‘iron pot” the Mischief, looking ready for a 
share in the sport. Montauk, Gitana, Fortuaa, Grayling, were also at 
anchor, with the old Juniata, now the Wave Crest, Julia, now Nir- 
yana, Norseman, Clytie, and a host of others. 
The culters were certainly not the least prominent feature of the 

fleet, Bedouin, Ileen, Wenonah, showing out in bold relief their high 
sides, bright copper, taper sterns, and sailor rigs among the low 
waists, half-moon sheers, painted spars and blunt ends of the older 
ones. Medusa, a fine looking little ship, came in on Thursday from 
Boston; Huron was present with the Hastern fleet, and last, but not 
least, was noticeabie the long spars, straight sheer, and shining sides 
of Madge, once more afloat after two years of idleness. 
Of course the most prominent of the steam fleet, next to Namouna, 

wis the Electra, high black sides, smooth and perfect, handsome 
outline, and glittering with bridge and wheel of bright brass. Besides 
her was the white Magnolia, the \wo stacks of the Onenta, the twins 
Corsair and Stranger, and a number cf smiller ones, making a total 
of oyer 100 yachts present. Thetis, the new sloop, had been with the 
Hastern fleet, but was obliged to return to Boston to repair her board, 
The programme as settled on Tuesday was to race for the Goelet 
cups on Wednesday, from Newport to Oak Bluffs on Thursday, and 
after the return on Friday to race on Saturday for the Brenton’s 
Keef cups, around Sandy Hook lightship. The prospects on Tuesday 
night were nol encouraging, the rain falling gently and the fog 
everywhere, . 
Wednesday morning was litle better, but all were ready early, 

extra boats and gear were sent ashore, the regatta committee 
steamed out on the tug Luckenbach, which had come from New York 
to follow the races, and in good time the fleeb were ready, off the 
Dumplings, but all in vain; down rolled the fog thicker than ever, 
Beaver Tail boomed dismally and ominously, and after waiting until 
noon. the signals, ‘‘Race postponed until to-morrow” were set, and 
the tug steamed through the fleet with them flying. In the afternoon 
the sky really brightened, and some, over-sanguine, actually asserted 
that they saw the sun, but soon another white fog bank hid the fleet 
from each other aud the shore, The programme wasagain changed, 
the following order being issued from the Hagship: 

In consequence of fog to-day the race for the Goelet Cup has been 
postponed until to morrow. A modification in the programme for 
the week will consequently be necessary. On Friday the squadron 
sail from Newport to Oak Bluff, competing for the Brenton’s Reef and 
Oak Bluff cups, and will return to Newport on Saturday, competing 
for the handicap cups, as previously offered by the Commodore, forthe 
sail back from Oak Blufts. , 
By order of the Commodore, THomas Buneuss, leet Captain. 
Neywrort, Aug. 6, 1834. 3 ‘ 
Thursday morning was even worse tian the preceding one, being 

so bad that no attempt was made tastart, All resigned themselves, 
not without more or less grumbling, to the existing state of things. 
Of course another postponement was necessary, and, as time was 
short, a new programme was arranged at a meeting on board the 
Namouna in the afternoon, 

‘he Goelet cups were to be sailed for on Friday, on Saturday the 
fleet would race from Brenton’s Reef to Oak Bluits for two cups pre- 

sented by the Commodore, remaining over Sunday and racing back, 
on Monday, tor two cups also given by the Conrmodore; this race to be 
a handicap, based on the times of Saturday’s race. On Tuesday, a 
race over a triangular course of 60 miles, from Brenton’s Reef to and 
around Sow and Pigs lightship, thence to aad around buoy on north 
end of Block Island and hack to start. The prizes offered are: One 
$500 cup for schooners of ¢0ft. sailing length and over. One $500 cup 
for schooners under 90ft. sailing length. One $500 cup for sloops of 
Soft. sailing length and over. One $500 cup for sloops under daft. 
Sailing length, One $500 cup for the first yacht winning on lime 
allowance, 
After this race the squadron will race from Newport to Marblehead 

for a cup worth $500, with no limit of time or sails. 

SMALL CRUISERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 5 
1 have been an attentive and appreciative reader of the yachtinu 

department of your valuable paper for some years past, and althoug 
at present the owner of one of those much maligned boats denomi- 
nated “tats,” am open to conyiction, I commenced my boating 
career willt a simall cat, then tried jib and mainsail, followed that 
with a small sloop, and have finally got back again to 4 cat (about 
26ft. L. W. L.). which I have used for the past three years; and while 
as yet l haye neyer struck any weather in which I could not handle 
her alone, still, in candor, [must admit that] have been compelled 
to run for harbor when, although the fishermen were doing the 
same, I would have liked to keep on. 
Do you think I would do well to make still another change fora 

yawl, say about 26ft, L, W. L,, 7ft. 6in, beam and 4tt, bin, draft, and 
would I be likely to experience any more difficulty in managing a 
boat of that size and rig than my present centerboard cat? I aim still 
bigoted enough to think the catboat the fastest to windward in ordi- 
nary weatiter; but what I want nowisa suitable boat with proper 
accommodations to admit of my taking my wife occasionally on a 
three or four days’ ernise. 
Please give me your ideas as to the boat best adapted to this pur- 

pose, speed to be secondary to comfort, PROBABLE PROSELYTE. 
[Our correspondent puts very plainly a question which is asked 

many times every year by those who, with a fontlness for cruising, - 
have found no betfer boat for their purpose than some variety of the 
small centerboard sloop or cat, more or less faulty, according to the 
locality where they are found. To answer the questions cirectly, the 
proposed yawl will give much greater accommodations in the way of 
comfortable cabin room for two or three than the boat mentioned, 
and would be much more easily handled by one man, besides. being 
safe. The rig itself is very easily managed, and while not as fast as 
a cathoat in a good breeze and smooth water, its advantages become 
apparent as soon as itis necessary to reef, both as to ease of ‘hand- 
ling andspeed. We have gone into the subject of accommodations 
at a greater length in another column, For the purpose described, 
we would recommend a boat of about the dimensions mentioned, or 
if depth of water permits, 5ft. draft, flash deck, cockpit, small cabin 
trunk and companion in one, pole mast, jib, mainsail and mizzen, as 
ilustrated last week in the ForREST AND STRHAM, with an imterior ar- 
ranged somewhatas described this week, the increased room allow- 
ing & more convenient arrangement, however. ‘he greater portion 
or tk pape on the keel would make the boat safe under any press 
of sail. 

LAKE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION. 

HE first regatta of the Lake Yacht Racing Association and fourth 
annual regatta of the Oswego Y. C, was to have taken place 

Wednesday, July 30. The course was a triangular one, starting from 
a buoy outside of pier opposite club house, to antl around a buoy 2144 
miles W.N.W., thence to and around a buoy 314 miles N.H, 34 H., 
thence to and around the starting buoy, 3144 miles 8.146 EH, first class 
yachts to sail over course three times, making 30 miles; second class 
yachts to sail over course twice, making £0 miles, 
The following first class yachts started; Aileen and Verye, R. C.Y. 

C., Toronto, Ont.; Garfield, K, Y. C., Kingston, Ont.; Ella, O. ¥. C., 
Oswego, N. ¥Y. Second class; Gracie and lolanthe, B. Q. Y. C., Bélle- 
ville, Ont.; Laura, K, Y. C., Kingston, Ont,; Katie Gray, Laura, Cricket 
and Fascination, 0. Y. C., Oswego, N. Y.; Zeta, O. Y. C., Sackett’s 
Harbor, 
The wind was from §,W. and light. The first class yachts started 

at10 A. M, and second Glass at 10:30 A. M. 
By the time the first class yachts had reached the starting buoy first 

time around, and before all the second class yachts liad reached the 
north buoy, the wind died out entirely and the regatta committee 
postponed the race until the next day. 
The day following the wind was trom the §.W. strong and pulfy. 

The first class yachts started at 9.380 .A.M, The Ella, of Oswego, 
having lost her topmast, was unable to start, The others started in 
the following order: Aileen, Verve, Garfield, They rounded the 
home buoy the first and second timesin the same order, the Aileen 
have a lead of atleast three miles. Just as the Verve rounded the 
home buoy the second time a heayy wind and rain squall came down 
thelake, compelling the yachts to shorten canvas, while running 
from the west to the north buoy a wind and rain squall of unusual 
severity came down the lake. The Garfield haying sprung a leak 
was obliged to run for the harbor, which she reached in safety, let- 
ing go hér anchor and dropping out of the race. 
The wind had now shifted to the west blowing very hard and a 

heavy sea running. For the balance of the race the yachts had a 
succession of wind and rain squalls, but by skillful handling came 
through all right, the Aileen winning the race. The following is the 
actual and corrected time: 

Actual. . Corrected. 
ATIB OS . terete teense oo SATE E Lees s ge 4 51 50 4 51 50 
Verve eee oe ee ore See Stree ony 6 02 35 5 41 35 
Gartield: eer re 2 eee eT Ee ea did not finish. 
The second class yachts upon which most interest was centered, 

started in the following order: x 
Laura (Oswego). .....-...: 9 31 0a Kathie Gray... -....-...... 0 52.20 
TOMA. -. so ee - op ee ae ae OLaUESO AG LACIE) el) bata beeen 9 52 50 
VACUS eters yee ge ees $41 82 Laura (Kingston).......... 9 54 05 
Wakeinution s,s ea. Drogo lt WOMek OG es SLE ieiinkneete 9 54 50 
The west buoy was rounded first time as. follows: Tolanthe, Laura, 

(Oswego), Katie Gray, Gracie, Zeta, Fascination, Laura (ing ston), 
Cricket, 
A wind and rain squall tame down the lake before the yachts had 

reached the north buoy the first time, which was,rounded as follows: 
Tolanthe, Katie Gray, Gracie, Laura (Oswego), Laura (Kingston), Zeta, 
Fascination, Cricket. 
The yachts were obliged to tackfrom the north to the starting 

buoy, which was rounded the first time as follows: folanthe, Laura 
(Kingston), Katie Gray, Laura (Oswego), Fascination, Cricket, Zeta. 
The Gracie being hopelessly in the rear withdrew, and entered the 

harbor, Krom this to the west and north buoys the yachts had a 
succession of wind and rain squalls, causing all to reef, and in some 
cases settling away everything for a time. The west buoy was 
rounded the second time as follows; lolanthe, Katie-Gray, Laura 
(Kingston), Laura (Oswego), Fascination, Cricket, Zeta. 
At this point the Zeta, finding the wind and sea too heavy, with- 

drew and sailed for the harbor, which she reached in safety, The 
north buoy was rounded the second time as follows: lolanthe, Katie 
Gray, Laura (Kingston), Wascinavion, Laura (Oswego), Cricket, 
At this point the Katie Gray was 2min. 1ldsec. ahead of the lolanthe 

on time allowance, Lolanthe being second and Laura of Kingston 
third. These three yachts rounded the north buoy within two min- 
utes of one another, From the north buoy tu the finish the yachts 
had aseries of squalls, duriug which time the Katie Gray sailed 
away trom the Laura of Kingston aid held her own with the 
Jolanthe, 
When the Iolanthe was within 100 feet of the finishing line, the 

seyere squall spoken of before struck the Tolanthe, Gray and Laura 
of Kingston. The Iolanthe, by skillful handling, managed to cross 
the line carrying nothing but close-reefed mainsail. The other 
yachts, with the exception of the Cricket, were oblized to settle awa: 
everything. The Gray and the Laura of Kingston got out their 
anchors; the Fascination and Laura of Oswego drifted down the 
lake and were picked up by the tug and towed into the harbor. 
The squall lasted for almost an hour, after which the Gray and the 

Laura of Kingston made sail and crossed the finishing line, the Gray 
crossing second and Lanra third. The Cricket carried sail through- 
out the blow, behayirg adinirably, and finished fourth, The follow— 
ing is the actual and corrected time: 

Actual. Corrected. 
Tolampherv.n-.t aiceee eee Poet get ane We oe ees 3 57 40 357 40 
Katie Gray.......-..+- ee terscses ees eee 4.51 40 447 23. 
Tyttina, OL Sine StOHS 2 oie wees sages ae actin oft norte 5 15 50 yay ste! 

Gray. 
After the races at Oswego the fleet sailed for Kingston for the sec- 

ond inatch of the round, which was sailed on Monday, Aug, 4, The 

. 
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~weather at first was rainy, clearing in the morning with a southwes t 
wind. The courses were: For first Uass, from moorings off Grand 
Trunk wharf, thence to buoy off Abbott's Point, thence to buoy off 
foot of Simcoe Island, thence to buoy off Four Mile Point, thence to 
place of starting and twice around, forty miles. For second class, 
from moorings off Grand Trunk wharf, thence to buoy off Abbott's 
Point, thence to buoy off foot of Simcoe’s Island, thence to place of 
starting, twice around, thirty miles. 

The eer offered were: Wor first class, $120, $60 and $30; for sec- 
ond, $80, $40 and $20. The starting whistle blew at 10:27, the boats 
going over as follows: 

_ Norah, R. J. Bell, B’ville..10 82 80 Aileen, J. Leys. Toronto, .10 34 30 
Verve, B. Cochrane, Tor..10 33 00 Garfield, Dr. Curtis, K’2’n.10 36 10 
Norah led over the course, Aileen being second and Garfield third. 
The times at finish were: 

Finish, Corrected. 
‘Norah 8 48 25 5 10 55 
Aileen. 8 54 50 5 20 20 
Garfield 4 04 50 5 23 40 
Verve 4 27 30 5 54 30 

ance. ‘ 
The second class started from an anchor at 10:58:45, the following 

boats entering: Laura, T. McK. Robertson, Kingston; Tolanthe, W. 
Biggar, Belleville; Katie Gray. W. B. Phelps, Oswego; Gracie, R. M. 
Roy, Belleville; Victoria, G. Offord, Kingston. The times of turning 
at end of first round were: 
UGE TAI) ogame BAL AAR ay 12.27 28 Laura............ ahiaesanct 12 34 45 
Katie Gray..../........... 12 31 25 Gracie........ a2 bb sanlta 12 35 50 
WSTCHOUTA Ree TNT. LL ees Time not taken. 
The order remained unchanged to the finish, which was as follows: 

Finish. Corrected. 
UGIAN DUGER Ma Lect esse cme nas shes hy eet 2 a's 1 49 20 2 50 85 
BA IOLE TOV EY waite het cisely Uso ae toes. fu oily 2 00 01 3 01 16 
ILIPHENG EAS 3! CEPR Bon Aetna ey i ul nt, ees 2 02 45 3 04 00 
CREUSET AO By ot oe Re RP 2 11 05 3 12 20 
AVINGUINS EE Te 5 MGR ABR eye eee ae oe a =. ..-Not taken. 

THE YAWL WINDWARD. 

HATEWER may be urged against the yawl rig on the score of 
. peed, it is beyond question the most convenient rig that can 

be given to asmall boat. The sail plan in ForEsT AND STREAM of last 
weelx shows the rig of the little yawl Windward, designed and built by 
Ws P. Stephens of West Brighton, Staten Island. She has been tried 
thioroughly in light and heavy weather, and handles well under full 

_, sail as shown, under jib and mizzen, and under mainsail only, requir- 
ing with the latter, in very strong winds, a little of the jib to keep her 
on, aut at other times having an easy weather helm under any shift 
of sails, 

DIMENSIONS OF SAILS AND SPARS. 

Mainmast from fore side of stem............ ... 4ft. Gin. 
Mainmast, deck to hounds...................-++- 17ft. 6in. 
Mainmast, deck to truck............ cece esses eens 2oft. 
Mainmast, diameter at deck ..............-.---5 5in. 
Mizzen mast, from fore side of stem............. 19ft. 10in. 
Mizzen mast, deck to hounds.................... 12ft. 
Mizzen mast, deck to truck ../......-. 22s. .cteee 13ft. 
Mizzen mast, diameter at deck,................- 314in 
WET NP OOM MLNS time 4.5 Ole elec oluencabuty 15ft. 
Maimboom. diameter.) 30) oo) ao Sn 3in. 
NZ Zen OOM LENS twee eke. baer celles ta et lee "ft. 9in 
Mizzen boom, diameters... 40.12... es eee eee 2in. 
MT eee OO i Se eae eee oncs Be Honee 12ft. 
Main gaff, diameter.... .. Pin thocwouees nea hoa 234in 
WINGATE SRE a lot © eats Sh Oe eel tne rae 6ft, 9in 

BVIZZeNPy Ae eOtHIMELeI ce fe a chin vatehs oe pete Pus sank ok 2in. 
TDipUae Yore too BU CArS ST, eet A A ee ee Sealy ae 15ft. 
ENT OTe SEN or et gee ay ta calor setare wee mi sigiecs oft. 9in 
MCS Cho Loma Sadly Acie bs st acl arrartnelt oy See gh ares es 22ft. 9in 
HeaGhotmizZen Saily cok. lea lec areeks 11ft. 6in 
Mainsail, tack to peak..........2.. 0.222245 25ft. 
Mizzen sail, tack to peak. 12ft. sin 
Mainsail, clew to throat.................-c000eeee 19ft. 9in 
Mizzen sail, clew to throat................. 2... 10ft. 
ADCO TS SA Vere cee yeateecet he ty merges gsetle ta 18ft. 
RIN EORE LG OF erin eet eane At ncaa Sn Sietis mate eames C 11ft. 9in. 
Sele acastsyig, ORS faa peeks Si OL Ae ea oe eee eas 14ft. 6in 
GMOyARE RIL TTICUN Hot EA oe ba Ase oe RUE en eet, ats 17ft. 6in 
POD Sed CEC lig latin te wee ners Hal he, Sackett lift. 4in 
J WOy CSE HTeS EXO UR ye eee OH Oe ae 18ft. 
Nay ojsfn bhava tio eee eee Sr Ee ee ee 14ft. 
Topsailyard, diameter. 2.: 2.2. ....---2 espe eee ess 2in. 
BOWS prt, OULDOATC pps nae tec ste este ses Meeks oo 7ft. 6in 
Bowsprit at stem, diameter.......2...........-.. 334in 
Bowsprit at end, diameter.........-..22+.5...5-. 214in 
Aileyeh Cont women bese nie ae tee AA te Bs Sen haem et ca 2306. 
PAT CHIN@ fam TL VNRA Te Bn ace eerie bod Geechee oat 85ft. 
PATCH OMIA Onsen inet tue 6 & = Pests ch tees 61ft. 
ETO AOL LOPS ey dines tis eelal sete Cais eee neia ts 7btt. 
PRO DRUM SAM LANGA hey ts seat ict be ao ole b's aude spree igh oe 451ft. 
Length on water-line.......0..-..--1002- veeseen . 18ft. 
Meno ue OVEN A erst ttt fs vee e net ee muse sb. 22ft. 
IBGaTie CO RURCNT Om Pye stot an aie pean eet sukesn! sey 6ft. 
IDS Wifhy, (pq HU SpaeVEN Ee menos tare ie ee Aarne 4ft. 
Height, cabin floor to top of house inside ...... 5ft. lin 
Ballast OneEel IPOs phad aeteindelese tite celeciderclses 1,700lbs. 
AE SPHDSI Gs POM wes eee eee oek Mte iacd ete 2,0001bs. 
DIS MIAG ETT eM mei g pee at tee semis Deets janie 7,5001bs. 
Ratio of ballast to displacement.... ........ was 
Midship section abaft center of length. 1.5ft. 
Center of effort, lower sails, ditto............ .. 1.40ft. 
Center of lateral resistance, ditto......... ...... 1.87ft. 
Centerofbuoyancy, ditto... 3.20.0. ..tseeew eee (266, 
Center of buoyancy below water-line....... .... 1.16ft 

Table of scantling: Stem and stern sided 3in.; keel amidships, sided 

problem in all yachts how to arrange the available 
space to the best advantage, and the difficulty increases rapidly as 
the size of the yacht \lecreases. In comparing the relative accom- 
modations of yachts, it is often forgotten that there is a unit of 
measurement for all, large or small, by which they must be gauged; 
and this unit is the height of aman, or say 6ft., as the least head 
room in which the average man can move in comfort. This much at 
least must be had in a yacht of any size, and more, while desirable, is 
not indispensable. Similarly, this length, or a little more, is neces- 
sary for berths and lockers for sleeping, and a like size for breadth, 
an excess in any one direction being of little value, unless accom- 
panied with reasonable dimensions in the other two. 
For this reason the keel boat of moderate or even extreme pro- 

portions permits great advantages over the ordinary shoal type, 
whether large or small, as t .king boats of the same internal capacity 
in cubic feet, the former offers one clear space from stem to stern, 
with a fair proportion of height and breadth, offering every possi- 
bility to the designer, while the space in the latter is largely taken 
up by the wings, where it is of little use, leaving a low and confined 
rat-hole for galley and forecastle, and a similar large and compara- 
tively useless space aft, under and about the cockpit; and while 
headroom may be had in the cabin, thanks to a barn-like structure 
on deck, the space under it is sacrified to that ever-present, always 
in the way, centerboard. Panel it over, veneer it, put leaves to it and 
eallit atable, put mirrors on the side and call it a bulkhead, itis 
always there, making two small rooms of a single large one, parting 
the best of friends, separating each from his vis-a-vis at dinner, tak- 
ing the space that would, without it, allow gangways, staterooms 
and closets, and most of all, a constant source of weakness in an 
otherwise strongly built boat. Of course with the diminutive propor- 
tions of the little craft, whose interior arrangements are shown 
above, it is impossible to obtain the comfort of a large yacht, but an 
effort has been made to secure fair accommodations for two in cruis- 
ing im the limited space at the disposal of the designer, and in com- 
paring with other types, only those of approximate capacity must 
be considered, 

The space forward of the combined hatch and skylight has a height 
of 4ft. 6in., allowing a man to sit down comfortably while cooking 
over the oil stove shown on shelf on. port side. _In the bows are two 
shelves for paints, boatswain’s stores, etc., just forward of the mast 
is the chain locker, abaft the mast is a large zine-lined box for ice. 
The body of the boat has a height varying from 4ft. 9in. to 5ft. Zin. 
under the low trunk, the sides of which at no point are over Jin. high, 
while its curved top takes away the clumsy look of the ordinary 
cabin trunk. The slide is made quite long, so that a man can stand 
on the floor in dressing, his head being just out of the cabin. The 
lockers on each side are nearly 7ft. long and 24in. wide for sleeping, 
the width being increased at night by pieces hinged to each, resting 
on the slides shown in the drawing, or if three are to be provided for, 
the entire space between the lockers may be covered over. making 
one wide bed, decreasing the standing room, but even then giving 
more headroom than any sloop of similar size, 

_ Ab the after end of each lockeris a large closet for stores, canned 
goods, clothes, ete., while additional stowage room is provided under 
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ad, Shelves for stores. 

b. Bitts. 

ce. Chainlocker. 

d. Stove, 

e. Icebox. 

Jj. Pantry. 

g. Table, 
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INTERIOR PLANS OF 18-FOOT YAWL 

hh. Lockers. 

ti. Steps. 

k, Companion slide, 

lL. Decklight in end of house. 

mm. Cast ballast. 

nn. Closets. 

o, Pump, 
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p. Tnlet to tank, with screw plug. 

s. Water tank, thirty gallons, 

t. Faucet. 

u Sail locker. 

vv. Lockers at sides of cockpit, 
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the lockers. Instead of a companion ladder, tio movable steps are 
fitted on cleats serewed to the sides of the closets, both being quickly 
remoyed and not being in the way when in is desired to reach the sal 
locker under the cockpit; below which, in tutn, in the run, is a water 
tank holding a large supply, which is filled by a pipe in the cockpit 
floor, aud empties by a faucetin the cabin. On either side of the 
eocekpif are also small lovkers, the cockpit rail being wide cnough 
for a seat. 

The cabin is well lighted by four oval fixed lights of plate glass, and 
afive-inch swinging décklight, fhe latter also, in conection with a 
sinall canvas windsail, giviig a current of fresh air when at anchor. 
The cabin door. the sill of which is on a level with the deck, is hinged 
to drop dawn and out, falling against the bulkhead between cabio 
and cockpit, where it is out of the way, but. may be readily closed. 
At night the slide may be closed, but the door is hooked so as to be 
open a few inches at the top, making a draft upward and outward. 
but admitting little or no ram. The dooris also fitted so as to drop 
to a horizontal position, where it makes a seat for the helimsman in 
bad weather, his legs and a portion of his body being in the cabin,‘ the 
hatch drawn close to him and a tarpaulin keeping him warm, and all 
dry bejow in the cabin. 
Where room is sa limited itis hard to find a place for the many 

smal] articles required on a eruise, especially in the cook's depart- 
ment, An attempt has been made in this hoat to combine a table and 
pantry, asshown on the right hand side of the drawing. A closet, 
two feet long, fore and aft, is built into the side of the boat, its 
ereatest depth from front to back being five to Six inches. Jn it are 
several shelves, the top one with racks for plates, on edge, the one 
below for glasses, jars and bottles. with hooks for cups, while the 
Jowesr forms a tray for knives, forks, napkins, ete. The front of this 
closet is about two feet square, hinged on the lower side, and opens 
downward, being supported in a horizontal posilion by a leg from the 
iisor. A rim around it one inch high prevents the plates going adrift 
inalurch toleeward. Twoesn sit on the opposite locker ard one 
beside it. It is quiekly stowed, takes no room, and offers a conveni- 
ent place for all crockory and small articles. 

RIG OF SHARPIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

As the sharpie seemed to me to have been somewhat over-discussed, 
and as the building of these boats was proving more interesting to 
me than a contimued reiteration of facts which I had proved by 
years of careful experiment, I some time sincé resolyed not to 
further cumber your columns with arguments and statements 
which were, to myself at least, becoming somewhat stale. However, 
Mr. Roosevelt's letter in your last number appears to call for a reply 
from me,as the designer and builderof his sharpie vacht Hearts- 
ease. 

His yacht is of a pretty good model, although now old-fashioned. 
She would be fast if she were properly rigged. She would also steer 
perfectly with the balance rudder if she were not spoiled by her 
rig. Therigis that of aschooner, and was adopted by Mr. Roose- 
yelt in spite of my desire to equip her as a Roslyn yawl, which is the 
only rig suited to any large sharpie of her peculiar model. 

It is the heavy mainsail (in the schooner rig) hanging over the 
stern, aud exerting an undue leverage in one place, which caused 
his yacht to *‘steer wild,’’ and he has been obliged to add a scag and 
secow rudder, as a makeshift to force her to steer at a, certain sacri- 
fice of speed and weatherly qualities, which she would possess with- 
out resort tc @ questionable method if she were rigged as I now riz 
all the large sharpies I build. Mr. Pike, owner of sharpie Ellie, 
added the seag and scow rudder, two year's agu, hecause he, hie Mr, 
Roosevelt, would uot permit me to fit out Elie with the yawl rig. 
Mr. Masury’s large sharpie yawl, with balance rudder, will sail 

round either of them, has beaten Heartsease very badly, and her 
sailing master reported to me, early in the spring, that her steering 
qualities, her rig and her performance in all weather were perfect, 
Mr. Roosevelt wished me to make his Heartsease 16 10 18ft, wide ona 
length of 55ft. That I would not consentto, HadIdoneso, he would 
nat have steered her at all. He has experimented with one sharpie. I 
have built and sailed about thirty. Which of us is the more likely to 
understand this question? 

Mr. Osgord’s sharpie Mascotte is noi‘tover 70ft. long,” and sbe has 
no keel. Her keel was taken off oné week afterif was put on, because 
her owner wished to usé her in water less than 4ft. in depth. 

If Mr. Roosevelt desires to test this model and rig question, why not 
arrange a race with Mascotte? Ibis my 0) inion that the latter can 
easily give Heartsease 30 minutes’ time allowance round the N. Y. Y. 
©. course, and *'she was not built for speed, either.” 

if Mr. Osgood were willing, I would sail Mascotte against Hearts- 
ease, Single banded, to test steering qualities and handiness. Mr. 
Masury and Mr. Pike might perhaps be indueed to enter their 
sharpies, and thus the entire question would be decided in an inter- 
esting and amicable way. THOMAS CLAPHAM. 

Rostiyy, L, I., Aug. 9, 

A RACE OF WHITEHALL BOATS.—The Whitehall boat race off 
Worth Beach yesterday afternoon attracted a great many persons to 
old Meige’s wharf and vicinity, and upon the hills overlooking the 
bay in the northern portion of the city were congregated large nurmn- 
bers, and itis estimated that fully 3,500 persons witnessed the race. 
Betting small amounts was the order of the day about the beach. 
the favorite hoats being the Captain Sennett and Chief Crowley. The 
start was madeai 1:34 o'clock from off Section 1 of the seawall by 
the Chief Crowley, sailed by William Hllison, Jr., withacrew consist- 
ing of Peter Burns and William Mason; the Jersey Lily, sailed by 
Henry Hoyt; the Stewart Menzies, sailed by David Crowley and crew, 
Henry Smith and Charles Hodge; the Captain Sennett, sailed by Wm, 
Fitzgerald, and the Faugh-a-Ballaugh, sailed by Patrick Fitzgerald. 
At the time a very_brisk breeze was blowing, and as far as the eye 
could reach were whitecaps, and the prediction of the spectators was 
that some of the boats would meet with amishap ‘This proved true, 
the fist to succumb being the Faugh-a-Ballaugh. She got around 
the stakeboat 500yds. off the seawall, and coming back filled with 
water and had to giveup the race. The Jersey Lily also had on too 
much sail, and when off Filmore street wharf filled with water and 
returned without having attempted to make the stakeboat off Fort 
Point. The other boats, agamst wind and tide, went down the bay in 
fine style, the Senneit having the advantage on the start, but getting 
too close in shore off the woolen moills she was partially becalmed, 
letting the Menzies forge ahead. The latter kept the lead to the 
finish, coming home at 3:01 o’clock. followed by the Chief Crowley 
at 3:07%% ond the Sennett managed to getin atd:14. The prizes were; 
To the winner {30 and a handsome suk flag, inscribed ‘Champion 
1884," and in the ceoter a while rooster. Over this flag was a pen- 
nant suitably inscribed; second prize $40, and third $20, The donor 
of the flag, O, W. Lilkendey, with C. C, Burr, officiated as judges, 
and the genera] impression was that the beats had a very fair chance 
to show their respective merits. The Stewart Menzies is owned by 
Dayid Orowley and was builtin this city by John Twigg.—Sanr Fran- 
cisco Call, July. 

NOUBMAHAL.—M, Astor's steam yacht Nourmahal arrived on the 
4th from her builders, and was at once docked inthe Erie Basin. 
Considerable work remaitis to be done inside, and it will be several 
weeks before she is completely ready. 

AMERICAN Y. C, RACES.—The races of this club for steam yachts 
acts cba in the Sound last week. A report of them will appear 

next week. 

COLORED BOD. 

GC. J. Greene, after prospecting seyeral days in the Mule Monntains, 
stopped two days last week to hunt before returning to Bisbee. He 
camped at the old rorse ranch, about eight miles from the camp of 
W. EKenison, better known as “Colored Bod.’ Greene and Bod found 
where # lion had killed a lange buck deer and had dragged him halfa 
mile. Knowing he would return at night to eat, they got provisions 
and lay in wait for him. The second night they got a good shotfrom 
a distance of about thirty yards. One hall passed through his hody 
back of the shoulders and one through in front of the hips. Thelion 
ran half amile and fell, Before he died he tore up the ground and 
brush considerably. He measured nine feet in Jenyth, and had very 
large claws and teeth._Tombstone (Arizona) Epilaph, Tune 23. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Sucenss RuwArpine Toem,—Messrs. Upthegrove & McLellan have 
found it necesssary to put steam power in their manufacturing estab- 
lishment. he boiler is in position, and the engine will probably be 
set up to-day, By the way, this firm has in four years’time worked 
up @ business too large for one to realize unless he knows about the 
matter, They make all kinds of hunting snits, and being of the best 
ees and carefully made up,the demand is yery large. Their 
usiness has doubled each year in the past and the Videlle hopes it 

may continue so todoin the fuuire. A visit to the establishment will 
surely surprise any onenovfamiliar with-the state of affairs. The 
whole of the second floor of the building is occupied, and the force of 
hands employed very large. While the suits are of the finest, the pro- 
prietors are irue gentlemen and thorough business men, and this of 
course adds a great dealio the success of the establishment,—Val- 
puraiso (Ind.) Vidette, 

4 
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Canoeing. 
CANORISTs cure invited to send us notes and full. reports of cruises, 

club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other conunu- 
nications of interest, 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forma AND 
StrREAM their addresses, with name, membership. signals, ete , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same, Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested te forward to Forest AnD STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of criises, tiaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the spurt, 

A. C. A. CAMP. 

[From a Staff Correspondent] 

. GRINDSTONE IsLAND. Monday, Aug. 11. 
fp O-DAY is the first of regatia week, and a number of canoeists are 

already in camp, others being expected in time for to-morrow’s 
races. 
The camp is now well organized and everything in order, tents 

pitched, landing platform in place, mess shed and kitchen ready, and 
all the canveists settled into the routine of camp life. The visitor 
coming from Clayton, four miles distant, sees first, on tuming the 
point of the island, a hill rising gradually from the water, facing the 
east, at the foot of whichis the main part of the camp, some forty 
tents of all colors, many large ones amoung them, being pitched here, 
Each tent or group of ients has one or more large flag poles, fying 
the Stars and Stripes, Britisn eusign, A. C. A. flag, and various club 
flags. Lights everywhere strung in rows from the high fiag poles, 
and between the masts of the canoes. The Toronto QO. C., high up 
the hillside, displayed their initials, T. OC. C., in large letters forme 
of Chinese lanterns, that were visible from far down the river. To- 
day all ave preparing for the races, but there isno wind and no 
prospect of any at 8 A, M- 

In Caup, Tuesday, 8 A. M. 
After the review on Monday afternoon, a race took place between 

the Snake, s#@ed by Captain Gibson, and a 12x4 sneakbox, brought by 
Mr. Rushton, and sailed by Dr. Neidé, who first challenged thesneak- 
boxes last spring, in behalf of his canoe Aurora, no one else offering 
to sail her. The race was over the sailing course, 144 miles, triangu- 
lar. The wind was of moderate strength, and water smooth over 
most of the course. The Snake left the box at-once very rapidly, but 
mistook the cours’, going to the south, while the box was at a disad- 
yantage, owing to the centerbuard being misplaced. This was reme- 
died, and Gibson notified of his mistake, after which both started 
together oyer the remainder of the course. Snake again ran away 
from fhe box, coming in so far ahead that no time was taken. 

In the evening the camp and canoes were illuminated, the fleet 
paddling up aud down along the shore. The sight from a distance 
was very beautiful. , 

One of the most prominent objects is an old and battered white hat 
on top of one of the highest poles, marking the location of the New 
York ©. G. Here are camped the Rochester Club in a large tent, 
below them the Knickerbockers and Brockville, and above the New 
York, with the Mohicans beside them. Springfield and Hartford ure 
near by. Passing on to the northeast point is the mess shed, where 
meals are seryed to those who do not care to cook, at forty cents 
each; then just above on the north side is a grove of trees onsthe hill- 
side in which is a row of tents extending up to the northwest point. 
First a laree tent under a British flag, the home of the Toronto C. C., 
and on above, the Lake George, Newburg Dockrats, several Knicker- 
bocker and New York men, and above all the Deseronto C. OC, The 
latter have a cook with them and large stoye seb up. 
The entire number of tents is seventy-five, not including canoe tents 

and several belonging to outside parties. The interiors of many are 
worth a visit; tastefully arranged, decorated with flags (trophies won 
at previous meets and regattas), pictures—spoils of the ever-present 
camera, of which there are no end in cainp—iolding chairs, camp 
cots, nicknacks of ali kinds, ingeniously deyised to make camp life 
wore comfortable; while outside is a picturesque litter of spars, sails 
and gear of all sorts. The tent of the Mohicans is guarded by a 
diminutive canine, who answers, when it pleases him, to the name of 
Sob, and is the pet of all the camp, while the Hartfords haye set up 
an opposition in the shape of an amiable black kitten, who, however, 
receives Master Sob’s advances with disdain. 
The most attraciive portion of the camp lies well to the south of 

the main camp, and rejoices in a huge sign, “‘Squaw’s Point,” though 
most of those in camp know the road there without sign or guide. 
Here are about a dozen tents, all more tastefully and comfortably 
furnished than those in the main camp; the largest, a double tent 
most tastefully decorated, belonging to Mr. Seavey, of ihe Kit Kat 
Club, who is here wilh his wife and daughter; just below are some 
ladies from Canada, and aboye is a snug little tent, in front of which 
is a string of canos flags, among them two with the deyices of a but- 
terfly and alligator, which tell who the owners are, The weather is 
all that could be desired, and is a surprise to those who have experi- 
enced the cold and rain of the Middle States this month. Clear, 
warm, to-day very hot, pleasant at night, breeze enough for sailing 
at most times, while blue skies, warm breezes and the beautiful green 
of wood and water incline one for anything rather than work. 
Thus far the following clubs are represented: New York, Knicker- 

bocker, Lake George, Rochester, Voronto, Peterboro, Deseronto, 
Mohican, Watertown, Philadelphia, Springfield, Brockville, Neptune, 
of Newark, N. J., St. Lawrence, of Canton, N, ¥., Pittsburgh, Hart- 
ford, Rondout, Lake St, Louis, Whitby, both of Canada, Crescent, of 
Trenton, N. J., Ottawa, Ubique, a club of campers out from Canada, 
Royal Millitary College C. C. of Kingston, Amsterdam, and the New- 
burgh Dock Rats, the latter not yet an organized club, To mention 
names would wake a long list, but the best known to canoeists are 
Dr. Neidé and his father Rey. Dr. Neidé, Tyson, Neilson, Bridgeman, 
of Toronto, Com, Nickerson and Mr. Shead, of Springfield, Andrews 
and Angle, of Rochester, Mr. Rushton, Brentano, of New York, Vaux, 
Monroe and Stephens, Gibson, Thomas, and Willy Wack, of Albany, 
Nate Smith, of Newburgh, Hdwards and Rogers, of Canada. 
Gom. Jones, of Hartfora, Dr. Parmles and wife of the same place, 
both of whom made the entire cruise by water from Hartford. Orange 
Frazer, who has been present at the previous meets is not here this 
year, but has sent a poem asa substitute, while other familiar faces 
are also missing. Whitlock, of New York, ‘‘Friday,” Gen. Oliver and 
Fernow, of Albany, Norton and Alden, of New York, and Hx-Com- 
modore Longworth. — 4 
A striking point this year is the costumes worn; the New York C. C. 

vome first with a neat suit of dark green, Rochester appearsin white 
Mohicaus in gray suil and helmets, Knickerbockers in blue suits, an 
nearly allare ueatly and appropriately dressed. Of head gear there 
are all varieties, helmet hats of various styles and color, white caps 
on the New York men, Tam O’Shanters, silk yacht caps, Scotch caps, 
and among the most popular, a huge pointed straw hat with a wide 
red ribbon, obtained in Gananoque, and worn by many. Excursion 
parties visit the camp every day trom various pomts, and to-day many 
jadies are in camp. ‘ ; i 
The daily routine begins with a swim on rising; then breakfast, 

dish washing, setting all in order; then visits, sailing and paddling 
abeut, rigging and preparing for the races; dinner about noon. The 
afternoon 1s passed in sailing or off to Clayton and other pomts; sup- |" 
per at 6, and in the evening songs and music by the banjo corps from 
Toronto, camp-fires and stories. The bugle callat8 A. M. gives hme 
for setting colors and at sundown for lowering them, a final blast at 
10 P M. being a signal for all ndise to stop, On Sunday seryice was 
held in the mess shed, the Rey. Dr. Hoffman, of New York, officiating, 
assisted by Rev. Sumuel Buel, also of New York, and Rev. F. T, Rus- 
sell, of Waterbury, Conn. , ; Y 

On Monday morning a general meeting, at which a. committee on 
nominations was appointed, consisting of a delegate from each elud 
appointed by the club, as follows: New York, Vaux; Lake George, 
Wests Knickerbocker, Keyser; Rochester, Gray; Toronto, Bridge- 
man; Peterboro’, Edwards; Deseronto, Wrench; Mohican, M. Wack- 
erhagen; Watertown, Wilson; Philadelphia, Westcott; Springfield, 
Foote; Brockville, Richards; Neptune, Totten; St. Lawrence, Rush- 
ton; Pittsburgh, Bailey; Hartford, Dr, Parmlee; Rondout, Has- 
brouck; Lake St, Lewis, Walton; Whitby, Darttield; Crescent, Carter; 
Ottawa, Baldwin; Ubique, Kendrick; Royal Military, Weller; Amster- 
dam, Bell. Members-at-Large—N. S. Smith, of Newbure; James 
Esplm, Montreal; C, H. Buchanan, New Orleans. A meeting was 
held at once to nominate officers for the ensuing year. 
Much might be written of the various boats present, but the most 

noticeable points are the preponderaiice of the lapstreak, and of 
canoes about 14x30, most of the boats heing about that size. A few 
canvas canoes are present, one metal one; no paperas yet. Those 
patent canoes from which so much was expected a few years aga, 
their chief claim being a smooth skin, haye practically disappeared, 
but few being present here, though many of the canovists present 
have owned canoes of thismake, Of course a notable exveption to 
the lapstreak is the Canadian eauoe, of which a number are pres- 
ent, prominent among them being the handsome boats of the Ontario 
Boat Company. : ne 

Tm the afternoon the fleet sailed off about a mile from the island, 
and formed in tivo divisions, the paddling first and behind them the 
sailing canoes, coming up to the island. tol ; ; 
Tho officers of the Association were in their canoes off the dock, 

(Ate, 14, 1884, 

— 

the fleet passing by them in review, the paddling candes first. in two 
divisions, thirty-two in all. che sailing fleet coming down on the star- 
board tack, sixty-tive canoes, under all conceivable rigs, led by Snake, 
unde? jib and mainsail, with a large snake painfed on it, anda mizzen; 
Dot, under her two balance lugs, and behind lugs, setfess and lateens 
of various sizes and shapes, , W Woe 

A SPORTSMAN’S TOOLCHEST, 

Vee correspondent “Tarpon. in writing of ‘A Simple Canoe 
Outfit,” mentions a ‘‘toolchest.”? While I am not 4 canoeistT 

use & trolchest similar to the one he mentions, made as tollows: 24in. 
white duck, i6in. wide half its length, and 12in, wide the remainder, 
bound all round with dress-sweep, the narrow end turned up as he 
suggests, forms a pocket, and I will expose its contents. A piece of 
beeswax, a piece of shoemaker’s, a little box of vaseline. a patent 
oiler, filled with sperm oil, a piece of chamois. a piece of red fiannel, 
a coil of white thread, a coil of black, a little ball of heavy saddler's 
sill, half dozen needles, two saddler’s neédles, a glover’s needle, a 
surgeon's curved needle. needles stuck through the duck in the side 
for safety, a coil of copper wire, somewhat thinner than the lead of a 
pencil, about six feet lone, a coil of annéaled iron wire, a dozen wood 
serews, usual s1Z*, several nails and tacks, thin screws taken from 
gunlocks, a coil of heavy fishing line, a piece of catgut three feet 
long, foui Joses quii ine, bought when starling somewhere, a pair of 
pliers so arranged that half the jaw cian beused for cutting and the 
other half for hokling, lastly a tool containing screw driver, brads, 
scratch-avwl, gimlet, a half ineh chisel, a half-inch gouge, and the iron 
end which is used ag a tool holderis 50 shaped that on occasion it 
may be used as a small nammer, and still there's room. The flap 
which folds down is provided ith loops instead of pockets, and holds 
a jointed wiping rod, a gun cleaner, a vair of scissors, a small saw, a 
lead pencil, and, just now, a short steel rod,nearly as long as the 
canyas, ue in, I think, at some time to stiffenthe package. There are 
seyeral loops unfilled, the extra two inch@s on each side fold over 
and prevent anything falling our of the flap. I put into this anything 
I find useful on a trip, orthink I may find usefus, In Hoy’s wilderness 
two years ago, a companion by some means broke the stocl: of his 
shotgun justin the grip, his sport wasruined if it could neh be remedied, 
My toolchest, yhich had been niade the butt of many a wilty remark, 
was brought into requisition, and I fastened it so firmly with the 
copper wire and three screws that he did not send it to Pittsburgh for 
repairs until the close season began. I may add this package weiehs, 
now, eighteen ounces, sometimes more. AMATEOUR- 
SOMERSET, Pa. 

CHICAGO GC. C: RACES. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Beth, G. H, High,.......... 6 39 31 Phantom, J. B. Keogh..... 6 40 55 

6 46 05 

owner, which had been madein Kastern waters. The result, how- 
eyer, proyed their prophesies to be false, for the Phantom, under au 
immense pressure of beautifully setting canvas, both outpointed and 
outsailed her, and drew rapidly to the front. 
Betore the first buoy was reached the Phantom had virtually won 

the race, Qui Vive being 6144 minutes behind at the turn, and Beth 20 
seconds later, with Kit, Jr., and Esmeralda nowhere. These posi- 
pions aemiiaed nuchanged to the end cf the race, the boats finishing 
as follows: 

Finish Elapsed, 
HAN LOU tee yer e betel leer Sean este cee 7 52 00 1 11 05 
(AUTOM AIG BF RB SERB ES SSAA GAs ganda! sacmee te! 8 00 25 1 19 46 
Beit Cay Che .|-cu ts toe Reale acld +. eee iene tak roe 8 05 25 1 26 55 
ors therefore took the prize, a beautitul gold medal, yalued 

at p25. 
The tandem race, 1 mile with turn, was free for all canoes, and had 

been arranged merely for the purpose of fillinz up th e programme, 
but it proved to be the closest and most exciting of allthe paddling 
races. The starters were: Nameless, W. A. Phillips and C, 8. Raddin; 
Qui Vive, Ed. Sherman and I. F. West: Beth, G. H. High and G, Hes- 
sert; Kit, Jr., A. W. Kitchen and O. A. Woodruff; Psyche, H. B. Cook 
and J. W. Keozh, 
The Psyche was the only large canoe entered, being 33in. wide, 

while the others were 26 and 28in. A good start was made and the 
boats kept pretty well together, but the Nameless gradually drew 
ahead, with Psyche second. Nameless turned first, with Qui Vive 
cluse after, Psyche having lost her chances by being crowded out 
from the buoy by Beth and compelled tomake along turn. The race 
home wes & good one, every crew doing its best, but Nameless's lead 
could not be overcome, and she crossed the line winner by (wo lengths, 
with Qui Vive. Beth, Kit, Jr., and Psyche following in the order 
named, one second apart. Time, 10m. 26s, Prize was a gold medal to 
each member of the winning crew. 
Thus was ended the first annual regatta of the Chicago ©. C., and. 

if one may judge by the opinions expressed, the résults eave general 
satisfacuion, There has been no quibbling or quarreling, and in every 
case the best man won. Our prizés, too, have been exceptionally fine, 
the aggregate yalue being somevhing like $150, and I doubt if their: 
equals have ever been offered in a canoe club regatta. Of course 
many have been disappointed in not winning a medal, but their fail- 
ures will only impel them to greater exertions in the io.ure. and 
already we begin to hear of the great deeds which are going to he 
accomplished at the second annual regatia of the Chicago C, G 

SPRAY 

SWAMPED.—A party of Yale students, enjoying a canoe trip down 
the Housatonic River from Pittsfield, attempted to shoot the rapids 
of the Lover's Leap Gorge, below New Milford, Conn., the other day, 
a feat that no human being, since Irdian days at least, has ever ac- 
complished, Their two cances were swamped, but. being powerful 
swimmers, all escaped with their lives, and they even succeeded in 
saving part of their outfit. 

Answers to Correspondents, 
=" No Notice Taken of Anonymons Correspondents, 

FP. F. Cooxz.—Cannot tell you but will inquire. 
J. §., New York.—Try Wim. Lane's, al Good Ground, L. T. 
H, L,, Brooklyn,Fendeur appeared in Worrst anp Srream Feb, 8, 

1858. 4 ° 

@, H.—We know of no one whe sells such plans. Will publishsome 
his Fall. 

C. U, H., Canton, Pa.—Address Brentano Bros,, Union Square, New 
York. 
W. D. B. wants good location for quail shooting in Virginia, with 

reasonable hoard. 
P.J. K,, Tamaqua, Pa, The guns are of good grade. and stand very" 

high amoung the makes of the day. 

B. A. W., Jersey City.—We presume that you can get the desired 
ammunition through the New York gun stores. 

Same Parry.—Shoot as you have learned to shoot, if, as you say 
the present results of the system are satisfactory. 

Don QurxotH,—You will find your queries about the New York 
gaine law answered on page 485 of issue of July 17. 

H, B., Glasco, N, Y.—The. firm is perfectly reliable, so far as we 
know, and you may rely upon their representations, 

A. F.F,—We can furnish ‘‘Practical Boat Building,” by Neilson. 
pes We haye now in preparation a boolr on boat and canoe 
ul g. ; 
H. K. L.—The make of gun you mention has a good reputation. 

We cannot te)l from your indefinite description whether the pariicu- 
Jar fun you speak of would be a bargain. k 

$. FB. G., Duluth, Minn.—We do not know where you can buy a 
double-bladed axé like that described by ‘“Nessmulk”” ane Woodenitn 
Tf some live manufacturer would put these axes on the market, pay 

| ¥ ™ 



'Nessmuk" the royalty he deserves, and advertise themin the Fornat 
AND STREAM, he would make a profitable venture. 

G. C,, New York.—1. Shooting and fishing on Sunday are forbidden 
by the laws of the State. 2. It is unlawful to shoot wildfowl with any 
gun other than such as is raised to the shoulder. 

_’ I. F.S., Providence, R. I.—The terms used to designate charges of 
powder and shot are arbitrary, and denote measure, not weight. Use 
the powder gauges to be obtained at the gun stores. . 

BLUEING, Rockland, Me.—Send your gun to some of the Boston gun 
ouses. 

net than you can do it yourself, and about as cheaply in the long run. 

_ Ff. M. P., Sewanee, Tenn.—The California ostrich farm is eight miles 
from Anaheim, The proprietor is J. C. Sketchley. There are twenty- 
one imported biras and a number that haye been recently hatched. 
We believe that the Florida ostrich farm proved a failure. 

G. S., Buffalo, N. ¥.—There have been repeated outrages.on the 
Niagara River by dynamite fiends. 
Whatcan be done to suppress them? Ans. You can easily learn the 
eae of the game constable of the district. Make your complaint to 

_ J, M.S., Madison, Wis.—Thos. G, Gentry is the author of a work in 
two yolumes, entitled “Life Histories of the Birds of Hastern Penn- 
sylvania,”’ published by the author at Philadelphia in 1876. We do 
not know of his having written a book specially on nests and eggs. 
Write to him at Philadelphia. 

E. CO. P., Springfield, Mass —1. For names of canoe builders see our 
adverti-ing columns. 2, For mosquito preventive use this lotion: 3 
ounces pine tar, 2 ounces castor oil, 1 ounce pennyroyal, simmer all 
together over a slow fire and bottle for use. ‘This is the recipe given 
by ‘Nessmuk” in his ‘**Wouderaft.” 

ANGLER.—1. Where is the best hunting and bass fishing combined 
in New York, during September and August? 2. What are the pres- 
ent merits of lakes George and schroon, and the intermediate lakes 
in respect to bass fishing? 3. Whatis the name of a good manual of 
fishing, giving the peculiarities, habits, ete, of fish, and the various 
kinds of hooks and baits? Ans, 1. Probably Raquette Lake in Hamil 
ton county is the best if you wish deer and Tufted grouse shooting. 
If squirrels are your game, then the vicinity of lakes George and 
Schroon would please you better. 2. The bass fishing at Lake George 
is fuir at times, but neither of these lakes are to be depenied on for 
bass; there are perch and pickerel to be had there at alltimes. 3. If 
you wish to be informed on b ack bass geb Henshall’s ‘‘Book of the 
Black Bass; if on general fishing get either Norris’s ‘‘American 
Angler’s Book,” or Scott’s ‘Fishing in American Waters.” We can 
furnish them, 

8. B.8.—1. What difference does length of barrels have upon the 
shooting qualities of a gun? 2. Why have heavy guns 36 and 42-inch 
barrels? 3. What is the proper weight and length of barrels for an 8- 
bore gun? 4. Would an 8-hore gun, 12 pounds weight, 33-inch barrels, 
shoot any better if it had 36-inch or 42-inch barrels, load being equal? 
5. Is 12 pounds heavy enough for an 8-boregim? 6. Is 82inches long 
enough for the barrels and would it shoot well? 7. Would an 8-bore 
12-pound, 32-inch barrel, full choke, shoot any better than a 10-bore, 

They will blue the barrels in a much more satisfactory man-: 

They operate on the Canada side. 

ii-pound, 82-inch barrel, full choke, loads being equal? 8. If the 8- 
bore had 36 or 42-inch barrels, would there be any difference in the 
shooting? 9. Are uot d2 inches long enough for any gun barrels? 10. 
My idea is to get a 12-pound, 8-bore, 82-inch barrel, full choke gun, 
what do you think of such a one? 11. Giye me your idea of what an 
8-bure gun should be? Ans. 1-11. The longer the barrel the greater 
charge of powder can be used, but experience shows that a barrel 
te not exceed 32 inches to give satisfaction. Your choice is about 
right. 

J. E.C., Sing Sing, New York.—In an article in FoREST AND STREAM 
two or three weeks ago you said that the salt-water fishing around 
New York was best “when the neap tides arein.’’ Will vou please 
let me know what neap tides are and how I ean tell when they will 
occur? Ans. Reference to Webster’s Dictionary will tell you that 
neap tides are those which happen in the first and third quarters of 
the moon, when the difference between high and low water is less 
than at any other period of the month, and you can tell when they 
will come by looking in the almanac. 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 

Nes By Augustus J. C. Hare, New York: George Routledge 
Sons. 

FiLorence. By Augustus J. C. Hare. 
ledge & Sons, 18384, 

How to TELL THE AGH or A Horst, By J. M. Heard, 
M. T. Richardson. Price, 30 cents. 

THe Man From Texas. A Western romance, 
Philadelpnia: T. B. Peterson & Bros. 

CAMPING AND CRUISING IN FLoRIDA. By James A. Henshall, M, D. 
Illustrated. Cincinnati; Robert Clarke & Co., 1884, 

Our Birps my THEIR Haunts. A 
Eastern North America. By Rev. J! 
5. E. Cassino & Co., 1884. 

PRACTICAL FormsTrRY. A treatise on the propagation, planting and 
cultivation, with a description and the botanical and popular names 
of all the indivenous trees of the United States. By Andrew S. 
Fuller. New York: Orange Judd Co., 1884. 

New York: George Rout- 

New York 

By Henry Oldham. 

opular treatise on the birds of 
ibbert Langille, M.A. Boston: 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

CuRE OF HypRopHosiA,—The subject of so much discussion, 
Mr. Burt True, was bitten by a rabid dog last May. The dog 
had bitten several animals, and was killed. Young True was 
bitten in the center of the inside of the right hand. Being in 
the country at the time, it was some twelve hours before he 
reached a surgeon, who cauterized the wound with nitrate of 
silyer. The wound healed and remained so until between 
two and three weeks since, when it became irritable and 

—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMBEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tn use 30 years.—Each number the special pre- 
seription of an eminent physician.—The only 
Simple, Ssfeand Sure Med ¢ines for the p-ople 
LISt PRINCIPAL NOS. OURES. PRICE. 
1. Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... .25 
2%. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic,.. ,25 

_3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants .25 
A. Diarrhea of Vhildren or Adults...... -25 
5. TS Griping. Billious Colie,.. 2) 
6. Cholera Morbus, Vomiting,...... 1 Ph 
7. Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis......... eat oe aD 
8. Neuralgin, Toothache, Faceuche,.... .25 
9. Headaches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo .25 
10. Dyspepsia, Billious Stomach,.. .... .25 
41. Suppressed or Painful Periods,.... .25 
12. Whites, too Profuse Periods,.......... .25 
1%. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... .25 
¥4. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 
15. Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains... . .25 
16. Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues .50 
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding,........ . .650 
19. Catarrh, acute or chronic; Infinenz 50 
2%. Whooping Cough, violent coughs,.. .50 
24. General Debility, Physical Weakness.50 
27. Kidney Disexse,..... Re eects be .60 
23. Nervous .Debility,..............-. a. 1.00 
30. Urinary Weakness, Wetting the bed .50 
22. Disease of the Heart, Palpitation. 1.00 

Sold by druggists, or sent by the Case, 0: sin- 
gle Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr-Homohreys’ Book on Diseacre &e. 
(144 pages), also Lilustrated Catalogue FREE. 

Address, Humnhreys’ Homeopathic Med- 
fcine Co.. 109 Fulton Street. New York, | 

broke out again. Soon the first marked symptoms of hydro- 
phobia showed themselves, convulsions, “‘barking like a dog,” 
frothing at the mouth, and making strenuous efforts to bite 
every thing that came near. During these conyulsions the 
patient would seize the pillows from his bed in his teeth, and 
shake and rend them with all the seeming ferocity of an angry 
dog, An intense dread of water algo exhibited itself, the sight 
of which threw him into the most terrible convulsions, at these 
times requiring the united strength of fiye men to keep him 
under subjection; in fact, every symptom of hydrophobia 
made itself conspicuous. The patient was attacked on Friday 
evening, January 19. On Saturday night his physician, Dr. 
Axford, reached him, and at once was convinced of the 
terrible nature of the disease, having had a case similar some 
seven or eight years since, where the patient recovered under 
his treatment, and has remained well ever since. After con- 
sulting the physician present, Dr. McCall, it was decided to 
place the patient upon the same treatment which had been 
successful in this former case, which for the aid it may be to 
others who suffer from this disease, we here give as follows: 

) The injection under the skin of large doses of morphine, and 
the administration of large doses of castor, which is a power- 
ful anti-spasmodic. About one grain of the sulphate of 
morphine was injected under the skin once in four hours, and 

| halfa dram of the powdered castor, mixed with syrup, given 
internally, The effect was to produce sleep in about half an 
hour, which lasted about an hour, when the convulsions 
returned at interyals of an hour to an hour and a half until 
nine o’clock Sunday morning, when the last convulsion 
occurred, after which he suffered severely from obstinate 
yomiting until Monday at ten o’clock, when that also ceased, 
leaving the patient comparatively easy, but very much 
prostrated. Since that time he has gradually improved, and 
now is to all appearances quite well. In addition to the above 
treatment, small quantities of chloroform were inhaled at 
times; and on Sunday morning the patient was wrapped in a 
woolen blanket wrung out of a warm solution of muriate of 
cecal eighteen to twenty grains to the ounce.—Detroit 
Tribune. 

Judge D. M. Bruner, who is eighty years old, sends the 
following remarkable incidents of his life to the Louisville 
(Ky.) Courier-Journal: “T raised a sweet potato in Richmond 
County, nine miles below Augusta, Ga., that weighed twenty- 
eight pounds. I knew aman by the name of William Prior, 
on Beach Island, Edgefield district, 8. C , who killed over 3) 
cat squirrels in three days, besides various other game. My 
daugnter, Josephine C. Bruner, caught on Saturday, June 2, 
in my garden a snow-white crane over three feet high.” 

“THE FAIRY” MINNOW. 
This is by far the best artificial minnow ever made. It 

is a great improvement on the “Phantom,” which has 

long been considered the best of all minnows. When put 

into the water it almost immediately becomes as soft as 

velvet and as tough as leather, besides haying ithe exact 

appearance of a real minnow, even in the matter of 

scales. Our Phantom has been imitated, and so, no 
doubt, will this be. Anglers will find our name on every 

box containing one of these minnows, and om well- 

known trade mark on the card to which each minnow. 
is attached. 

The above minnow is No. 7. The following are the various sizes we keep in stock. 
6 iste gies 5 

ra B16 3 
4 

Inches Long a2 
7 8 9 
3% + AM 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for 120-page illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMB RIB, 
Manufacturers of eyery description of 

Eine Fishing WDWackie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

SILK WORM GUT. JAS. F. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

=. DATASA, 385 Broadway, N. WY., 
Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heayy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

Fishing Tackle. | Havism’s 

Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti- Pe cihie eat 

ficial Baits 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Flies for all Waters. 
Special patterns tied to order 

APPLETON & LITCHFIELL 
304 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 
SS ge 

PRHCK & SNYDHEHR’S 

Celebrated Tennis: Balls 
and Bats. 

Our new Franklin Bat 
cannot be surpassed. Price 
$5.50. We aresole makers 

of the nezulation Ball, adopted by the U.S. N.L. T, 
Association, 4p) il 5, 1884, and by the Intercollegiate 
L. T. Association May 7, 1884. The Playing Rules of 
Lawn Tennis, with complete catalogue of our popu- 
lar goods, by mail, tO READS: aml 
. Puck & SNYDER, 126, 128, 130 Nassau st., N.Y. 

— 

Celebrated Fish Hook. 
Registered. 

It haying come to our notice that some 
rincipled house, to gain their own unworthy 

ends, and to attempt to damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that the manu- 
‘facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportunity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterly 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for excellence 
of temper, beauty and finish in any way to 
approach ours, which are to be obtamed from 
the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BAKTLEET & CO., 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Fish 
Hooks, Redditch, England. 
Manufacturers also of Fishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles. 

JOHN MOORE, 
MANUPACTORER OF 

Carriages and Harness 
Of all Descriptions. Substantial, Serviceable Work. 

Leather Top Buggies and Phaetons......... $100 up 
Rockaways and Depot Wagons... ........... 100 up 
Elegant Jumpseat Carriages.........-...--. 135 up 
Handsome Surreys, Lawrences, ete......... 100 up 
Coupes and Coupe Rockaways.............. 200 up 
Wop Dehvery, Wagon. 2.) .2 7 eee 125 up 
Road and Village Carts, Road Wagons, Sulkeys, etc. 

Excellent Light Buggy Harness...... Aste i $10 up 
Grocers’ and Delivery Harness.......,,.....- 18.up 
Light Double Harness... «1. 2...) ..+s--0--- 35 up 
STIS BLATIORS! © OR re ete Be fe dosage Pee 22 up 

And Horse & Stable Requisites of all Kinds, 

57 & 59 WARREN STREET, NEW YORKH, 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine Fishing Vack ile. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180Ft., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; 300ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25; 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts, extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; HOyds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra, Marster’s celebrated Hooks sneliled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 
Single gut. 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.: treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
PRCEaES: Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 ets.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 ets. per doz. Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Sft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
pants of hooks, leaders, e.c., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

rs YM OO CC ET’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells ara made of extra fine thin phable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. Can be reloaded as offen as any of the thicker makes, Cost 
only about half as much. Weightless than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heayier charge, as owing to the thin metal inside diameter is seein two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than cauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
erimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For salein any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,, Sole American Agents, 
101 & 108 Duane Street, New York. 

FURIBOLLENwE 
A Lotion for Sportsmen, Excursionists & Others. 

Protects persons using it from the attacks of MOSQUITOES, 
BLACK FLIES, and other insects, and from SUNBURN and the 
disagreeable effects of exposure to the weather. 

Icis beneficial to the skim, and has no disagreeable odor; iscolor- 
less and cleanly, not staining the finest lmen, and washes off 
readily on the application of soap and water. ~ 

MANUFACTURED BY 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 12 West Market Sq., Bangor, 
Sold by the leading dealers in sporting goods throughout the country 

Price, 50 Cents Per Sattle. 

N. B.—When ordering please mention this paper, 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE.| GUOEr 
Brass Multiplyiag Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180ft., $1.60; 240ft,. $1.75: B00LE., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25; GOOFE., $2.50: 750ft., $2.75: 900Ft $3.00. Nickel plating 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds,, 60 cts,; 40yds., 75 cts.; G0yds., 85 cents.; 80yds., $1.00. Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts, per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per 
doz. Single Gul: Trout and Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts,; 2yds., 10 ets.; 8yds., 15 cts, Double Twisted 
Leaders, 3 length. 5 cts,; 4 length, 10 cts.; treblé, 8 length, 10 cts,; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 4-ply, 
4 length, 25 cts, Trout HMlies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1,00 per doz, Samples of our goods sent 
by mail or express on receipt of price, SHND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

PRICE, S75 TO $250. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogne. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10 lbs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

in. C. SMITE, Maker, Syracuse, N.Y. 

UP & MOS FISHING SUIT, 
DARK LEAD COLOR, 

AND THE 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterprocted Duck, Dead Grass Color, Irish 

Fustian and Imported Corduroy. 

ASSORTED COLORS. 

Unequaled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

Write for our new Catalogue and Samples, 

THIS 
| 

V E Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. Weighs but 15 ounces. 

AND Can be worn over or under an ordinary coat, Has seven 
pockets and game pockets. Itis of strong material, 

dead grass color, and will hold the game of a successfu McLELLAN, 
day without losing a hair or feather. We will mail it to 

Valparaiso, Ind. you. postage paid, for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

UPTHEGRO 

Sportsmen’s Wear. 
No. A 1, Barnard Canvas Shooting Coat, - #5 00 
No. ay Se ce at oe =) 4 00 

No. 2 ee ee ae cs =| 2 50 

No. 3, “ us ss as - 1 %5 
For sale by all gun and sporting goods dealers. Ask for them; 

pea phat our trade mark is on the lining. They are the best; take no 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Pants, Vests, 
Waterproof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryall Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bags, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
scr)ptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterproof Leather. 

Tilustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent free 
upon application, 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St , Chicago. 

HASTHERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st.,N.Y. EF. N, Wuire, Manager. 

ate for Shotguns, Hunting & Military Rifles 

SEND FOR C{ROULAR, SOLD BY ALL GUN DEALERS AND WHOLESALED BY 

BERMANN BOEER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane Street, New York City. 

Bargains that should be in every Sportsman’s Hands. 
4A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

°° SE ZIGe SH oo Tin Go” 

Methods for éleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical hints upon wing shooting; 

Leit, and will be sold for 50 cents each. 

directions for hunting snipes, woodcocks, ruffed grouse and quails. 
Jlustrated: Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 50 cents; formerly gold for $1.00. 

". G DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 

E'ragrant Vanity E*air 
. AND 

Cloth of Golda 
CIGARETTES. 

Our Cigarettes cannot be surpassed, If you do not use them, atrial will convince 
you that they have no equal, Two hundred millions sold in 1883. 

13 First Prize Medals Awarded, 

WM. 8S. KIMBALL & CO. 

Ss FOr ALK bs 

We offer a better spread in 
Trap Guns (for which we are sole agenis), 

Migs and other grades. 
and a]l improvements. 
cannot afford to buy fine double guns. 

guns this year than ever before, 
) the Colt Club and ott 

& Richardson’s Guns and Revolvers, Enos James & Co.’s Invincible 

consisting in part of the Parker 
Colt Guns, Harrington 
Triumph Trap, Neyer 

The Great American Single Gun, called the Field. with top leyer 
The Field Gun costs but a trifle, and is designed for boys or wed who 2 { Besides the above we have a 

Webley, Hollis and other makes which we offer at less than half 
small job lot of guns of 
price. Send stamp for 

catalogue. Fi. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street (P.O. Box 1114), New York. 

OUTSIDE, 

Edge of game 

HENNING, 
A—Openings to game pocket, 
B—Pockets for empty shells. 
C—Pockets for loaded hells, 
D—Pockets for caps, ete. 

Sizes, 

STRONG 

GUNNING COAT, 
show the net bottom, which permits 
ventilation, drip and distention, 
Right and left sides alike, 

Corduroy OORT a GAHE onled) eae $10 00 
: Vestetis elena aenen a: 3 00 

mG Trowsers: . .....0 5 00 
Linen Duck Coat......... 5 00 

Lt Wiest 2 00 
si Pants. . 3 00 

Cotton Duck Coat............. ..... 4 00 
at ‘WESth nbn) eee 2 00 
a Pants 2 50 

#) Cap of Corduroy...) .26.).....).0.. 2 00 
a Dike ree eee 1 00 

Gaiters of Leather................. 3 00 
i Ducka, ie ye wea 2 00 

Sent everywhere in the United States on 

receipt of price. 

410 Seventh Street, 

WASHINGTON CITY. 

INSIDE. — 

pocket turned up to 

CLOTHIER, 
EK—Lxit from game pocket. 
H—Entrances to game pocket. 
G—Net bottom game pocket. 
H—Game pocket, 

PATENT BREEOH & MUZZLE-LOADING 

Yacht Cannon, 
17, 24, 28 and 32 inches in length. 

MANUFACTURED BY THY 

FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct. 
Also Mfrs. of Shelton Auxiliary Rifle Barrels, Combination Sights 

and Cartridge Grooving Machines. 
Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

cn 
Bel 

Compositioy 
TARGET BALL 
lu oc PORT. 

$14, 

Send for circular. 

TARGET BALLS AND BALL PIGEONS. 
New and Superior to all others. 

ZA Sample barrel of the New Ball and a handsome silver 
Co badge sent te any address for $3.00. The Moyer ‘Ball 
=a Pigeon” and trap will be ready about April 15. “Trap, $15; 

Pigeons, $18 per M. Any club desiring to test the new ball 
thoroughly we will send 1000 for 
price will be inflexible at $9 per M. 
the only one we guarantee and recommend, and 1000 balls for 

he trap in exchange for your old ball trap and $6.50, 
TARGET BALL AND BALL PIGEON CO., Lockport, 

, after which the regular 
Card’s latest ball trap, 

THE PETMECKY 

GUN CLEAN ER. 
The only Cleaner that will thoroughly clean a gun 

barrel, doing the work equally well in choke boras 
without adjustment. Will do the work quicker and 
better than all other implements, for the purpose, 
combined. Price, $1.25, By mail, 10 cents extra. Ask 

dealer for it, Discount to the trade. Circular 

tree, 2% J. C. PETMECEY,, 
Wholesale Dealer in Guna, Fishing Tackle, ete., Aus- 

tin, Texas. 
a I 

THE 

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. 
Successors to Tar J. M. Brunswick & BAauKE Co, 

and THe H. W. CoLLENDER Co. 

ik Geeta ink 
860 Broadway, New York. ' ° 

Market coe Streets, Northside, Chicago. 
211 Market Street, St. Louis, 

1134 Market Street, Philadelphia. — 
367 West Baltimore St., Baltimore- 

Indorsed by all the leading players, and awarde 
the highest prizes at oi exposition where ex- 
hibited. TRIED AND PROVED, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores, Western 

trade supeltey dy BE. E. EATON, 58 State street, 
hicago. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Pig ity Manufactured ae bees by 

Go, B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenue 
, Jersey City, N. J, : 

a4 
Detroit, Mich. 

J. N. DODGE, 
276 and 278 Division street, gx. 

Manufacturer of Decoy Ducks of all kinds, First 
quality, $9 per doz.; second quality, $7: third qual- 
ity, #5. Also geese, brant, coot. swan and snipe 
decoys, Duck and turkey calls. Decoys made like 
any pattern furnished, without extra charge. 
Large’stock, 

BILLIARD AND 10-PIN BALLS. 
CLOTH, CHECKS, 

Cues, Cue Chessmen, 

Tips, Dice, Keno, 

CHALK, Eie., DOMINOES. 

PLAYING CARDS, Ete. 

Ivory, Shell, and Pearl Fancy Goods, 

TOILET SETS, CANES, FANS, Hte, 

Repairing done, Ten-Pin Alleys built and estimates 

furnished, 

F. GROTE & CO., 114 E. i4thst,, N.Y. 

WALLACH’S 

Map of the Adirondacks, 
IN CLOTH COVERS. FRICH $1.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co 

Best Reversed Winged Trout Flies 
Tied by a fly-fisherman. Send for list, or $1.00 for 
sample dozen, WM, W, CONH, Masonyille, Del. 
Co., N. ¥. 
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With tts compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 
amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 
kennel, yachting, canoeing, and kindred subjects, than is con- 
tained in all other American publications put together. 

THH CANOH CAMP. 

co G parties are becoming so much 2 matter of 
course, and ‘‘camping out” occupies such a prominent 

place among our summer recreations, that they attract no 

particular attention from those not directly interested, but 
the camp of that division of the Grand Army of Outers who 

gathered under the flag of the American Canoe Association, 

at Grindstone Island, St, Lawrence, last week, is worthy of 

More than a passing notice. Perhaps the most striking 

feature of the meet was the unity and harmony that prevailed 
among the members present—men of all ages, countries and 

pursuits; school boys, collegians, business men, lawyers, 
: ministers, men wealthy, and men poor, all met on common 

ground without jar or clashing. One of the best of the 

many fellows present, as young as any, though the father of 

four members of the A. C. A., has written Reverend before 

his name for more years than many of us can number; one 
of the most enthusiastic of sailors and amateur builders wore 

gray hair and beard; several who appeared through the week 

in tweeds and flannels had to be home in time to don the 
black for Sunday’s service, while a census of the crews 

would have shown representatives from all occupations and 

“professions. Many, of course, hoisted the Stars and Stripes 

over their tents, but side by side was the red ensign; while 
in one corner was a small tent with the French tricolor, and 

‘but a few yards off, a neighbor under the black, white and 

red of Germany, Just at this season it is hard to find a few 
men gathered together without a discussion of the various 

booms and boomlets that disturb our political atmosphere, 

but here politics were by tacit consent abandoned. Time 

was too precious to quarrel over ‘‘issues.” There was too 
much that was really of importance to be discussed, relating 

to sails, tents, rules, and similar mutters, to waste any time 

over such trifling matters as tariff or taxes, and for the time 
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the meet lasted its politics were as nearly Utopian as we may 

ever hope to see. 

The social features of the meet were also pleasant in every 

way. Many ladies were present, both in camp at ‘Squaw 

Point” and as visitors during the day. The meetings around 
the camp-fire at night were graced with their company, and 

to them much of the enjoyment of the meet is due. With 
such a number of men owning no authority, and each in- 

dependent, free from the discipline that prevails in a 

military camp aud from the rules enforced in camp meet- 

ings and similar large camps, and at the same time not re- 
strained by the conventional rules of society that must pre- 

vail in cities, it would only be expected that some would 
overstep the bounds; but in this instance, as in the previous 

meets of the Association, such has not been the case. As 

perfect freedom prevailed as in a camp of half a dozen only, 

but without quarrels or ill-feeling. 
The question of accommodations is also a serious one in 

a large and undisciplined camp, but this was also arranged 

satisfactorily through the labors of the secretary. He had 

been on the grounds for several weeks before, and by bis 

constant efforts all was made ready in time; and as each 

party came they found camp sites, landings, ice and food 

supply, and all minor details ready for them, The magni- 

tude of such a task can only be appreciated by those who 

have attempted it. 

Many have contributed to the success of the meet. Mem- 

bers have worked hard at home to secure a proper repre- 
sentation for their club. Mammy gave time and trouble to the 

amusement of the camp in the evenings, and many others 

worked hard to make the races a success. To all of these 

the thanks of the camp are due, but over and above all to 

the secretary, and every one will echo the wish that for 

many a year as the members return to camp the first to wel- 

come them may be the crew of the Aurora. 

GUN CLUBS, 

fs recent clay-pigeon tournament in this city brought 

out the fact that there is not in the metropolis a really 

live gun club. This is somewhat remarkable, considering 

the number of good guns owned in this city, and the num- 

ber of excellent. shots among our citizens. Yet the fact re- 

mains that the list of entries at the tournament failed to 

show a single team entry from this city. 

We think a good gun club could be organized in this city 
and under proper management be made one of the fixed in- 

stitutions of New York, and just here, upon the question of 

organizations, comes in a great deal of discussion, Shall the 
club be made up entirely of shooters, shall each member be 

the possessor of a gun and the ability to use it with more or 

less success, or shall the club be an open one with a class of 

members who are simply jolly good fellows, somewhat fond 

of shooting, but not as an active personal sport. It is urged 

that with a club organized on a liberal basis, a club house 

could be established with trap grounds adjacent, and that 

this club house eligibly situated, could be made a popular 

resort, not alone for those who face the traps, but for a 

large class who are fond of good fellowship. It may be a 
road house, where an attractive menu after a good drive 

would give excuse for a visit or frequent ones. It may be 

that the club house would be placed by the water side, and 

so during the shooting season its broad, cool verandahs 

would form attractive lounging places and so draw this class 

of non-shooting members spoken of. 
A comparison has been instituted between such a club and 

the yachting clubs of the city. These latter have the yacht- 

owning members, who really control the affairs of the organ- 
ization; but beside this comparatively small number there is 

a general membership of those who enjoy the privileges of 

the club house in town and the anchorage club house beside 
the water, who, by their acquaintance with the boat-owners, 

enjoy frequent trips upon the water, and then on reviews and 

regattas this large class of boatless members find pleasure in 

watching the sport from the decks of the guests’ steamer, 

It should be borne in mind, however, that there is a great 

difference between a yacht race and a trap match. The 

general public will turn out in large numbers to witness the 

gathering of a number of fleet sailing craft, and will spenda 

day observing a race over the water, while on the other hand 

a shooting match pure and simple will not attract a baker's 

dozen of lookers-on, A boat race, a yacht race, or a base- 

ball match haye about them an element of activity and 
change which is wonderfully attractive to a very large part 

of the amusement-loving public. They are easily understood 

and may readily take on that most enticing feature of the 
racing track—the excitement of betting, A trap-shoot be- 
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side this is dull and uninviting as a spectacle. ‘fo the par- 
ticipants it is full of excitement. They understand exactly 

the difficulties in the way, and each bird killed or lost. may 

vary the chances in the mimic battle going on. The spec- 
tator, especially if he has never fired a gun or personally 

faced the trap, is in no condition to appreciate the sport 

going on before him. It appears either merely mechanical 

manipulation of the weapons or else a sort of luck which he 

is not able to fathom. There is not that animated picture 

which is ever present in most other forms of sport, and the 

spirit of rivalry and keen enjoyment which fills the breasts 

of those taking part in the shoot can not be communicated 

to those who sit and look on. 

It would seem then that it is idle to expect such an amal- 

gamation of active and non-active members in a shooting 

club, as may be seen in clubs given up to other forms of 

sport. We think that one of the drawbacks to Creedmoor 

has been the fact that its managers have been in too large an 

extent non-shooters. They were not close enough to their 

patrons and failed to catch the popular sentiment respecting 

the sorts of competitions wanted, A successful shooting 

club must be under the direct control of those who give lite 

to it. The organization should be simple, so that those 

whose main object is to shoot may not fritter away their 

time in management details. Competition is the life of such 

aclub, It may be said that very soon certain shooters will 

assert their superiority, and the uncertainty, and hence the 

life of competition, will be gone, ‘This need not be so, for a 

discreet system of handicapping will keep up the interest 

and encourage the rising shots. The constant endeavor 

sbould be to bring fresh talent forward and get new men 

before the trap. There will be no difficulty in getting prizes 

to be shot for, while sweepstake matches are always in order, 

A convenient shooting ground is a prime necessity, and 

there should be no great difficulty in securing such about 

New York. Matches with other clubs should be sought 

for, sce through them the best of enjoyment may be had 

and winning or losing such matches put new life into a club. 

New York city should have a strong club, and it needs but 
one enthusiastic worker to gather about him a band of shoot- 
ers, It can be done, and the quicker the better. Another 

season should find the club a strong and live one, with a 

membership sufficiently large to enable it to put a strong team 

in the field at any tournament which may be started. 

Tne Perits or ANGLING.—We have heard of the ‘‘Pleas- 

ures of Angling;’ who will write of its perils? There is 

abundant material. ‘‘Al Fresco” gives us a hint in his story 

of the encounter with the big swordfish. If any one thinks 
that incident was not hazardous, let him put himself in “Al 

Fresco’s” place. Then there is the regular midsummer item 

which goes the rounds of all the papers about the man down 

at the Fishing Banks who is pulled over by a big fish and 

drowned. Sometimes this man falls overboard in an epil- 

eptic fit; but no ‘‘true sportsman” will credit that part of the 

tale. And what a monster the fish must have been. The 

fish one does not catch is always a whopper; how immense, 

then, the one which only was not caught by the angler, but 

which actually caught the angler. Another chapter might 

be devoted to the unfortunate individual who topples off 

from the dock in his sleep while waiting for a bite. 

THE GRANDFATHER Bass.—Just as a crack trotter occa- 

sionally lowers the record, so does an occasional angler 

raise it with a fish which lays others in the shade. In an- 

other column will be found an account.of a black bass (AL 

salmoides Lac. Henshall) which reached the weight of 234 

pounds. This, we believe, beats the record by many pounds, 

and as the head of this fish, nicely mounted, stands on our 

table, we can easily believe the entire fish weighed all that is 

claimed for it. Its maxillary bone measures 43 inches, the 

head is 74 inches from the tip of the upper jaw to the end of 

the opercle, and the lower jaw projects one inch. The 

greatest girth of the head is 164 inches, It is truly a formi- 

dable head, even in death. 

Fiy-Castrnc In ENGLAND.—We give in another column 
the report of the late tournament in England. We note that 

our English friends are now casting distances which they 

discredited two years ago as haying been cast in our own 

tournaments. Mr. P. D, Malloch made the extraordinary 
cast of 92 feet with a single-handed rod. This was in the 

amateur class, and the style of rod is not given. Later the 

same gentleman cast with a single-handed split-cane fly-rod 

86 feet, while Mr. Marston cast 72 feet. The first cast 

named appears to beat the American records, but we do uot 

know what kind of a rod it was done with. 
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Che Sportsman Canrist. 

IN THE LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN. 

SING of codfish and their livers’ oil, for codfish is the 
daily and the sole theme of aj] the dwellers on this west- 

ern coast of Norway. They eat codfish, they drink codfish, 
they manure with codfish and, in short, they hve upon cod- 
fish in both senses of the word. The great resort of the 
codfish is the banks of the Luffoden Islands, about 69° north 
latitnde, Hither they come in millons twice a year, and, 
strange to say, in the greatest numbers in the month of Feb- 
ruary, for the Gulf Stream sets strongly along this coast, and 
very rarely are the fiords frozen even in these high northern 
latitudes. 

There are codfish and there are codfish. The genuine 
fish is migratory and puts in an appearance only twice a 
year on these banks. Then he disappears, and the fishermen 
say that he is gone to sea. But the dwellers at home, the 
smaller codfish, who can be caught at any time and upon 
whom millions of gulls feed, are a much inferior article, 

It is estimated that fifty millions of codfish are taken off 
this coast eyery year. The government stations vessels at 
certain central points, and it is the duty of every fisherman 
to report his catch as he passes. This report does not include 
what he and his crew may eat. The men fish in open boats 
in mid winter, and of course are yery much exposed to the 
weather, and suifer consequently from rheumatism, As 
their fathers did, so do they. We were shown at Christi- 
ania the ship of a Viking, lately dug up from a mound, 
where be and his ship, and his dogs and his horses, and his 
jewels were buried. Itisan open boat, about thirty feet 
long and ten feet wide, and beautifully proportioned, They 
build in Norway on the same lines now. It had a great 
square sail, and a bank of oars on each side passing through 
holes. There was absolutely no protection from the weather 
except an awning, and necessarily they could not use this in 
rough weather. In these open boats those hardy pirates 
made their descents upon the coasts of England and France, 
and even penetrated into the Mediterranean, while their his- 
toriuns contend that they crossed to Greeland and discovered 
America. The medical men at Christinia have studied ihis 
Viking’s bones, and find that he was not more than 50 years 
of age, about six feet tall, and that he dicd of rheumatism in 
the hip joint. But to return to our codfish. A very 
large number of cod are sold to be eaten fresh, but 
the greater part are dried, and soa sent to all 
parts of the world. When a boat comes in, the 
fish are handed oyer to the women. They clean 
them, cut off their heads and their tails, take out 
their bones, and bang the fish under the house or fish house, 
where they may dry; for the fish houses are built upon piles 
for this purpose. A handy woman will make $1.25 a day 
cleaning fish. The intestines are thrown away, but the head 
and tail and the bones are dried and sold to the mills to be 
turned into fish guano, Itisa curious sight to see a Nor- 
wegian vessel laden with dry codfish. They are piled up 
like shingles on the deck, and look very much like them, but 
the nose can detect the difference when the eye fails. These 
vessels have an immense square sail, as their fathers’ vessels 

had a thousand years ago. It is hoisted by strong arms and 
many of them, for your true Norwegian scorns a windlass or 
any other modern mechanical contrivance. At the bow 
there stands an upright post, rising some ten feet, that the 
steersman may sec it above the deck load of fish or lumber 
and know how to direct his course, 

But the ‘‘precious jewel’’ of the cod lies in his liver. 
There are cod-liver factories on the Luffoden Islands and on 
the Main, Two hundred thousand gallons of cod-liver oil 
are here manufactured annially. It is shipped to all parts 
of the world, and even to the United States, for I regret to 
state that the Norwegian cod-liver oil is better than our own 
and this is the reason. It appears that the liver should be 
taken from the fish within half an hour after he is caught 
and should be thrown into the kettle within twelve hours. 
Then it is perfectly sweet, later it becomes rancid. Our cod 
fishermen, fishing on the banks of Newfoundland, have 
long distance to go, even if the factory is on the shores of 
that island, while here the fisherman takes his fish almost at 
his door, and a night’s sail brings him to the factory, A 
fresh cod liver is a tif-bit for a king, or even for a Parisian, 
who is better fed than most kings, especially when the king 
makes a contract with his cook, as some kings do, and pays 
him so much per head per diem for himself and court. But 
a liver twenty-four hours old is simply uneatable. The liver 
is wonderfully full of oil. Three pounds of liver will make 
two of oil. 

The fish are taken on a hook and line. Ima letter to you 
last summer from Elsinore, I described the curious imple- 
ment they use there for taking fish, Here I have just 
hooked from the steamer’s deck, three or four small ones 
with a machine even more singularly and wonderfully made. 
A heavy line is fastened to half a pound of lead. Fastened 
to one side of the lower end of the lead and projecting from 
it is a piece of stiff brass wire bent like a half bow, and on 
the outer end of this bow is fastened the gut with a pewter 
fish, and the hook. Why the hook is attached to this half 
bow I cannot say. I asked our Norwegian captain and 
many others. “No one knew, But these machines have heen 
used athousand years and more. It was suggested that 
the sinker not being directly above the hook, the fish might 
not be frightened by it. My impression is that 4 sort of 
twirl is communicated by this arrangement to the bait, which 
makes if appear more natural. ; ‘ 

Well, you lower this machine near the bottom into six or 
seven fathoms of water, and then you commence a series of 
short and rapid jerks. The fish are so numerous and so 
stupid or so hungry that they rush for the bait, aud before 
they can get out of the way are hooked on the outside. I 
doubt if your oldest reader ever heard before of an appara- 
tus of hooking fish on the outside. 

I caught from the deck of the steamer several small cod, 
but the mate took the boat, and rowing three or four 
hundred yards from this bold, bleak cliff, took, in half an 
hour, half a dozen five or six pound fish, and most tooth- 
some fish they were. ; ; 

The codfish of these regions is evidently a superior creation 
to that of Newfoundland’s foggy banks. He has an eye for 
the picturesque. He is found in the most beautiful fiords, 
amid the grandest and wildest, as well as the most pictur- 
esque, scenery. If he has anything below, compared to what 
there is above, he ought not to be enticed therefrom by the 
wily bait. For when the midnight sun casts its column of 
saffron light across the waters of those Luffoden fiords, it is 
difficult to conceive of anything more lovely. But I vegret 
to state that at midnight one soon loses his respect for his 
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majesty, the sun, You stare at him with perfect impunity, 
and he twinkles and twinkles at you, as he were tipping you 
a wink. To compare great things with small, he reminded 
me of a locomotive headlight. 
And now I must bid adieu to the North Cape, adieu to the 

midnight sun and the many-sided codfish. I shall probably 
never see the former again, nor lure the latter with the pewter 
spoon. WickwAmM Eorrman. 
Norte Capen; Norway, Latitnde 71° 10/ North, July 2, 1884, 

HUNTING IN THE HIMALAYAS. 

Lights and Shades of an Indian Forester’s Life—III. 

Pps musk deer is a small animal about thirty pounds 
weight, and not being of a roving disposition can only 

be found by hunting him up in his home, which he makes 
in rhododendron stocked ravines, aboye the timber limits. 
These ravines were, I knew, numerous some two or three 
miles to the north of the plateau on which we had pitched 
our camp, aud to these ravines our steps were directed the 
next morning. We took all the available coolies with us, 
leaving only a few to cut wood for the camp, and on arriv- 
ing on the ground told them to separate in three parties, one 
party to each ravine, and beginning at the lower rhododen- 
dron limit to beat upward. We sportsmen of course took 
the heads of the ravines, and had scarcely stationed our- 
selyes before the shouting from below announced that the 
coolies were at work. The village headman joined us and 
prayed for a shot,so I handed him my rifle. In about a 
quarter of an hour a female walked quietly out into an open- 
ing about eighty yards below, and the Zemindar leveled his 
rifle, but at the same moment a shot to the right startled her 
and she disappeared under coyer. The beaters came nearer, 
more shots on our right, and presently two deer, a male 
and a female, broke cover ata gallop, and dashed up the 
ravine toward us. The Zemindar got his rifle to the level, 
and at the moment he pulled the trigger, the male sighted 
him and swerved off up the ridge, and by the time the ball 
had szeached the spot, the female had come into line and 
stopped it, but I had my smoothbore with a wire cartridge 
and swan shot in it, and was in time forashot. The little 
beast disappeared over the ridge, but fell and rolled over as 
soon as he attempted the descent. Here we found M., who 
had bagged a female, and leaving the coolies to cut the 
throats and excise the musk bag from my male, we started 
on to C,, who had had three shots and missed them all. 
We now lighted our pipes, and talked maters over while 

the coolies were getting’ back to the foot of the next three 
ravines, which occupied about an hour, when we again took 
up our stations in the same order as before. In due course 
amale and female trotted out of cover at.cighty yards, the 
Zemindar fired, and both animals skipped over the ledge to 
our left into one of the covers already beaten. Much shout- 
ing and more firing to my right, and when we again rendez- 
voused and compared notes, A. had had no better luck than 
we, but C, had got one stag and wounded another, which 
the coolies were tracking. Again we sent the men below, 
and took up our stations at the next three ravines. Again 
the shouting was borne up from below, whén looking round, 
IT saw a moonal pheasant sailing right down for me. I was 
too late to take him coming at me, but wheeling sharp 
round, I sent a wire cartridge after him with the confidence 
that I covered him as I fired; the next instant he had disap- 
peared down the ravine, The shouts drew nearer, a female 
stepped out at sixty yards, stood a moment, then the male 
put out his head and shoulders; the Zemindar fired. 1 saw 
the female tun sharp round, and a little struggling in the 
bushes told us that the male was biting the dust. We went 
down to perform the last offices with the knife. Two sbots 
in quick succession on the right, and looking up I saw a 
male plunging right down toward us. He was within ten 
yards when I fired, and rolled right over to our feet, start- 
ling the Zemindar, who was cutting the purse from his own 
animal. I laid down my gun to perform the like office for 
the one Lhad dropped, when I heard fresh shots on the 
right, and the next moment another animal coming from M,’s 
direction, dashed by within thirty yards of us, and was gone 
before we could recover our weapons. 

The coolies now came up bringing my moonal which they 
had seen fall, and when we once more rendezvoused and com- 
pared notes A, was able to report one male bagged and C. a 
female, and the finding of the wounded male which the 
mountaineers had finished with their sticks. 

It was now long past noon, and as we were five or six 
miles from camp, and had rather a heavy bag to carry home 
it. was decided that we had done enough for the day, so the 
lunch basket was produced, and done full justice to. We 
counted up our bags. The Zemindar had one male and one 
female, | two males and a moonal, M. a mule and female, 
and CG. two males and a female. We had done a good day’s 
work, the six pouches of inusk being worth ten dollars, 
American money, apiece, and the moonal skin about the 
same, 

While we discussed our pipes the coolies got the skins off, 
and loading these with the meat in their kiltas we started 
for home, which we reached in time to get a good bath while 
the day was still warm. Both C. and M. were keen for a 
chance at a bear, but when we sat down to a saddle of good 
gooral roasted on the spit, the general verdict was that the 
meat was worthy of the skin and that the head would not 
only be prized as a trophy, but would always serve to recall 
a dish enjoyed with all the gusto of the gourmet, stimulated 
by a ten-mile march oyer the mountains, and it was resolved 
that the morrow, which was the last day of our stay, should 
be devoted to gooral and ter, but that 1f we could get scent of 
3, bear, we would endeavor to come to close quarters with 
him. 

Thus resolved, we retired to sleep the sleep of the just, or, 
what is practically the same, the sleep of tired and satisfied 

hunters; and before the sun was half an hour high we were 

ouce more toiling up the mountain side, the predominant 
sentiment in my breast being that [ was carrying at least one 

more cup of coffee than was conyentent at that elevation. 1 

was not the only one of the party who experienced the diffi- 

culty of mounting the hill on a full stomach, both M. and C. 

seemed under the same necessity of stopping at every hun- 

dred yards to admire the scenery or peer among the rocks for 

ter. We had determined to push well on to the grazing 

grounds, where we had seen the zooral on Tuesday, before 

dividing forces, Arrived at the extremity of the plateau the 

glasses were brought into requisition; there was nothing in 

sight, but the ground was so broken that this argued little. 

We could sweep the elevated ridges on all sides, but could 

see nothing of what was in the hollows, It was a poor 

country for beating with less than a hundred coolies and 

eight or ten guns, so we concluded to stalk in two parties, 

M. elected to join forces with me, and ©, took the Zemindar, 
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whom he had furnished with a long Enfield, The trysting 
place for luncheon was fixed, and we were just about fo sep- 
arate when a buriel stepped into sight on the edge of a cliff 
some sixty yards above, and looked calmly over without 
noticing us. C. and M, fired almost instantaneously, but OQ, 
was a few seconds in advance, and I saw the beast fall at the 
first shot without knowing whose it was; he fell a hundred 
feet and slid a few yards before he came to a stop, “dead ag 
mutton.” Leaving a couple of men to carry the kill to our 
luncheon camp, the party divided, C. crossing the first 
ridge, while M, and I struck down the ravine, making for 
where I had shot the bear, — | 
We had not been parted mote than ten minutes before we 

heard firing—one, two, three—and after a short interval two 
more shots. M, started to clamber up the ridge, while I 
kept down the rayine, making for the end of the spur, which 
was not far distant, Presently, [heard a shot behind me, 
and looking round I saw and heard a brown bear going | 
down the side of the ridge straight for M., who fired his 
second barrel, at about five yards he threw down hisvifle and 
scrambled off on all fours, just in time to avoid the hear, 
which, missing him, rolled like a ball down to the ravine, 
about a hundred yards above me. Here the beast struggled 
to his feet and came lumbering down the ravine. I could 
see he was hard hit, and slipping behind a projecting rock T 
waited his advent, He came on within ten yards, when] 
raised my rifle; he caught sight of me at the same moment, 
stopped and growled. A No. 10 spherical in his throat 
rolled him over, but as he struggled on toward me I jumped 
on the ledge and gave him the second barrel through the 
shoulder. This crippled him, but he was not yet dead aud, 
reloading, I gave him one in the ear which settled him. By 
this time the coolies had come out of their hiding places, 
M., too, was nearly in at the kill, and C, and his whole troop 
had reached the crest of the ridge and were coming down 
toward us. Now came the important question, ‘‘ Whose is 
the skin?’ The beast was examined and turned oyer, and 
found to have five holes in his skin besides my finishing shot 
in the ear. M, and I were, cousequently out of il. Subse- 
quent examination showed that M., C. and the Zemindar 
liad each got in one shot, and as it was impossible to deter- | 
mine whether C.’s effective shot was fired before or after the | 
Zemindar’s, it was settled by U. giving the latter a couple of 
rupees (a dollar) and taking the skin, ; 

But C.’s party had got sight of some gooral before putting 
up the bear, and were anxious to stalk them, so we separated 
ouce more, and M. and I made for the cliff below which 1 
had shot the first bear, I was satisfied that the ledge on 
which I had seen the two big ter, was their regular haunt, 
and as we neared the spot, I took out my glasses, and was 
not disappointed in my expectations. Phere were the ter, 
and on reaching the extremity of the space, and examining: | 
them closely, they proved to be two large males. Lowering | 
my glasses, I caught sight of three more tare on a lower + 
ledge, and examining the rocks more carefully; we found a , 
whole herd of thirty or more, scarcely visible in the deep 
shadows of the block slate ledges on the side of the cliff, 

- The distance to the highest pair which were nearly on our 
level, was little short ef two hundred yards, while those | 
lower down ranged up to two hundred and fifty. It is very 
uncertain killing at that distance, and I suggested to M. that | 
one of us should vo below, stallk round toward the foot of 
the cliff, and lic in cover until the other’s shot from above: 4 
sent them down fora close shot. M. started to po down — 
and show himself at a point specified, before I fired. Light- 
ing my pipe, I smoked away at my leisure, and otherwise | 
employed the time in cutting a couple of rests tor my heels, | 
and another for my seat, within a few feet of the precipice. | 
The coolies | kept in the background. J had finished my | 
pipe before I got M.’s signal, but it came at length, and get 4 
ting into my improvised seat, and resting my elbows on my | 
knees, | drew avery steady pull on the trigger; both ter 
sprung up. the one I had coyered rushed to the other end of | 
the ledge some half dozen yards, and again went on his 4 
knees, the other stood irresolute. I gaye the same beast my | 
second barrel; he sprung to his feet again, and the whole 
herd went down the precipice making straight for M.’s hid- 
ing place, He let them come on pretty close, rose to his | 
tect and fired, one dropped; the herd stood irresolute; asec- | 
ond shot, and the herd turned and went up the cliff. Calling | 
a couple of coolies to hold my legs, I Jay down and leaned! 
over the precipice with my glasses, and saw my beast lying = 
at the foot of the cliff as 1 had expected, and not caring to 
shoot any more, I sent all the beaters down to M. to help 
bring up the load, and to tell him that I was gone back to 
the trysting place. . 

I strolled along very leisurely, rifle in hand and my shot- 
gun slung over my shoulders, and im something like forty 
minutes had gained the crest of the ridge which overlooked 
the ravine in which we had dropped the bear. Looking 
back, IT was unable to see M. and his party, but listening 1 
could distinctly hear the hum of their distant yoices, some-— 
thing more than half a mile below. Turning to look up the 
ravine for the spot where the bear had fallen, 1 saw some- 
thing which sent a thrill through me. The beast was sitting 
calmly on his haunches. Withdrawing quietly behind the 
ridge and leveling my glass, I could at first make out noth- 
ing more than the bear sitting on bis haunches at the yery 
spot I had dropped him, but I soon got at the real position 
of affairs. It was the mate of the dead beast which, with 
his back toward me, was apparently licking the wounds 
of his fallen comrade, which he almost concealed from my 
view behind his own broad back. He was about two hun- 
dred yards higher up the ravine, and falling back behind the 
crest of the spur, so as to keep out of sight, I stalked quietly 
up to the spot I had selected with my eye as nearly above 
him. Divesting myself of my smooth-bore I peeped over, 
and could but just see the point of his shoulders over the) 
rock on which I had stood to fire the last shot at bis com-! 
rade, Steuling noiselessly another ten yards, I got a full 
side view, and was able to bring my rifle in position without 
disturbing him as he sat there licking the face of the dead, 
‘Ping! and with a short growl the beast rushed to the oppo- 
site side of the ravine and sprung up the bank. Again I 
covered him, my finger was on the trigger, but as 1 pulled 
he disappeared from my view; my ball lodged in the hillside 
and the bear lay dead below, shot through the heart with the 
first shot, 

Reloading, I descended to the ravine and examined my 
kill, which was a large female, with an excellent coat, but 
reflecting that 1 had but a very circumscribed view in the} 
ravine, I once more toiled up to the ridge, and sat down with 
my back against a rock to smoke my pipe and gaze out over, 
the wild grandeur of the scene and listen to the murmur of 
the distant Ganges. I was in a very complacent mood,| 
speculating on the half-envious, halt-pleased surprise with 
which M. and GC. would regard my last addition to the bag’ 
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T could hear M.’s party talking as they came, and was specu- 
ing on the distance, when a slight sound or the instinctive 

consciousness of something near caused me to turn my head, 
and there at close quarters was herd of ter, headed by an old 
male, who stood looking at me and stamping the ground 

th his foot. Jt was the best yiew I had ever had of these 
mimals, aud as we had meat enough and I had long grown 

wweary of accumulating horns, the fine head of the leader 
oul not dispose meto a needless waste of life. We studied 
each other for what appeared quite a long time, but I sup- 
pose it was only a few seconds, when, throwing my rifle 
across my arm, thestartled herd dashed down into the ravine, 

ip the opposite bank, and away. M, and his party were 
now in sight, and sent me up a shout which went echoing 
from crag to crag, and some ten minutes later M, was seated 
at my side, the heayily laden heaters still a hundred yards or 
So below. Chatting away and describing his sensations as 
he saw my ter fall, and the whole herd of big horns come 
ushing siraight at him, his eye suddenly fell on_the second 
ear, the first was not visible to us as we sat. ‘‘Helio!” said 

ie, with a perplexed countenance, ‘how did the bear get 
Over there?” “‘That was where she fell,” IT said. ‘‘No,” re- 
plied he, getting to his feet, ‘it was—’ and then getting a 
sight of the other bear, he turned, and, meeting my laughing 
face, he exclaimed, ‘‘By jove, old fellow, but you haye been 
lucky!” 

: itovax now long past noon and there was no sign of C., 
Iso we determined to descend to the ravine and have lunch, 
for we were famishing, and the cold ptarmigan pie, filled 
‘out with fer's tongue, and the jelly from « boiled leg of ter, 
was still further provocation to appetite; so, leaning our 
eapons against a ledge of rock, and knocking off the head 

of a bottle of Bass, we set to witha will. We had settled 
well down to our task, and were too preoccupied for con- 
rersation, when simultaneously every one sprang to his feet, 
There was a half grow), half groan, as a bear clambered to 
the crest of the ledge with one foreleg broken. Leveling 
our rifles, ML. and I fired simultaneously, The bear stopped, 
fried to steady himself, and sent out most unearthly yells, 
Which sent something like a feeling of terror to my heart. 
Dropping in the second barrels, he fell where he stood, but 
we could still see his sides heaving, so l sent up a moun- 
Aineer with instructions to put a finishing shot in his eur, 
We sat down and finished our repast so happily inter- 

tupted, and had just lighted our pipes when the Jumberdar 
came oti in the bear’s tracks, which he had followed for more 
than two hours. C. had taken first shot and broken the leg, 
and both he and the Zemindar fired as the beast rushed 
down the precipice, but without apparent effect, so C. had 
sent the Zemindar in pursvit, while he went after some 
gooral which had been scen grazing. Half an-hour later C. 
Pmade his appearance, followed by lis men with the carcass 
of a fine old ram gooral and a beautiful leopard cat. Mutual 
congratulations were exchanged, and C, settled down to his 
Junch, talking as well as he could with his mouth full. M.’s 
reflections only were tinged with regret. His first shot at 
dhe ter was fired into the moying mass and was stopped by a 
yearling male; the second shot, although aimed at the biggest 
male distinguishable at the minute, had secured only a mod- 
erate pair of horns, small in comparison with mine, which 
‘made areally splendid head, and although he had taken an 
/active part in bagging two of the three bears, and had a very 
élose shave for his life, he could claim neither of the skins 
‘asatrophy, He could not help giving vent to his feelings 
on the subject, but was consoled when I told him that this 
was but the epening of the campaign, 
- The head only of my ter had been brought along, that and 
‘M.’s two carcasses being as much as our coolies had been 
able to carry, but when the headman heard that the carcass 
had been left behind, and reflecting that if was our last day, 

| he took four men with him and went after il. The men had 
cooked and disposed of some thirty pounds, and while six 
were engaged in skinning the bears, the other six were in- 

‘structed to take as much .as they could carry to a specified 
“spot on the tableland, while we set out to send back all the 
available men from the camp.- lt was near 5 o’clock when 
'we got home. Some of the men turned up at 7, but had to 
| return for loads left behind, and we had _ long retired to rest 
before the last of the party turned up. But when | awokeat 
“gray dawn in the morning and peeped out of my tent, I saw 
‘them all squatted round their camp-fires doing their best to 
‘Tighten the load for the march down hill. In spite of all 
| their exertions there was more than they could carry, and 
/it was arranged that C. and M. would stay another day 
looking for bear only, going down.in the evening with eight 
of the men, who would return for a second load. 

_ Lwent down the hill without adyenture, reaching my 
camp by half past nine, and had disposed of all the week's 
correspondence by evening, It was after dusk when C, and 
M, turned up, bringing with them asnow leopard’s skin 
which had fallen to M.’s bag, and which quite reconciled 
him to his comparative ill luck of the preceding day. Dinner 

“owas ready, and we were soon seated at table with our respec- 
“tive Khausamans, in their best turbans and kummar-bands 
(waist sashes) behind us, and as we wound up the evening, 
killing the slain over again oyer our Burgundy and olives, 
we cemented a friendship based on the common attributes of 
our Norse blood—the loye of killing something—the tendency 
to guod fellowship and love of good cheer, Saturday was 
for them a day of rest and preparation. On Sunday they 
‘started for Thibet bent on bagging each an ovis ammon. L[ 
accompanied them some four miles on their road and savy 
them no more. O, I shall never see again. He fell at Can- 

dahar in the first charge, ignorant, happily, that the day 
would turn against the British. Regutescat in pace. tikes 
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_ Furenr or Winprown in Kansas anp NEBRASKA,— 
‘Sioux City, Ia,, Aug, 11.—Editor Forest und Stream: 
Thursday [ leave here for a hunt in Nebraska; not solely to 
hunt, but also to study the birds of the northern portion. 

_ Going west of here, say 160 miles, IT will then go south per- 
haps as far as the Platte, hunting geesc and cranes princi- 
pally. My object in writing you is to get some information 

_fespecting goose and crane hunting in Kansas, at the Salt 
Marsh and other placesin the State. Owing to my going 
out particularly to study the Hight of the geese and cranes, 
I desire all the information | can obtain respecting that 
flight and the best places to go to to study them. With 
such intent, I also want to know from some of your many 
subscribers, if possible, what shooting can be obtained along 
‘the seacoast below the mouth of the Rio Grande. I think 
that down there and perhaps in Sabine Lake I can obtain 
‘good goose shooting all winter. For some time I haye been 
making a study of the flight of birds, and that the coming 
six months’ work, if put in in the proper field, will he of 
great value to me.—D, H. T. 

Cc stud Ved? cli La 
FOREST AND STREAM. 

dlatuyal History. 
THE CROW, 

66 A® cunning as a crow” has become a well-known 
phrase throughout this country wherever Oorous 

americanus is found, Much has been written about this 
bird, most writers denouncing him asa thief and villain. 
That he tears up corn, kills birds, and does a great deal of 
mischief generally, is well known, and on the other hand, 
that he eats grubs, and acts as a scavenger, is also admitted. 
Ido not propose to enter to any extent into his economic 
benefit or destructiveness, but simply to mention some of 
his characteristic traits and show some of his well developed 
intellectual points. 

On the seashore, at Gloucester, Mass., during our very 
cold winters, the crows congregate in immense numbers to 
feed upon the refuse cast ashore during the storms. Some 
of them stay near the coast through the winter, but it is as- 
serted that many come from as many as thirty miles inland 
for food, and refurn at night. In Gloucester there are three 
pine groves, in which the crows pass their nights, these each 
being about one-half a mile apart. From these, in the early 
morning they separate, and fly to different parts of the shore 
and remain there all day, flying from place to place, at times 
eating, and again resting, either on the ground or in trees. 
Tn the afternoon about 3 o’clock, they begin to assemble on 
some open common a mile from their roosting place. Until 
5 o’clock there is a perfect babel of confusion in 
this vicinity, the air and ground being literally 
black with crows. In the meantime, individual mem- 
bers leaye the crowd, and fly over to the pines in 
which they intend spending the night. Arrived there they 
circle around again and again over the whole grove, as if 
looking to see that everything is clear. If in one of these 
woods anything unusual is seen, such for instance as a man, 
or if a gun is fired when these sentinels are near, the crows 
desert that grove and lodge for the night in one of the other 
two. All of these individuals return to the rest and no doubt 
communicate the results of their spying to them, Finally, 
after these preliminaries, everything being settled, a small 
number, twenty or thirty, with one leading, start off, and after 
circling around a few times if then nothing appears to be 
wiong they settle down for the night, and the others follow- 
ing in small detachments alight in the same grove that the 
first did. Each group appears to have one, perhaps the 
oldest and most experienced, who takes the lead and directs 
matters. This flight goes on until they have all reached the 
grove, which takes nearly an hour. I haye stood on the 
railroad track, over which they have to pass, for three quar- 
ters of an honr, and watched these groups moye by, one after 
the other, until | am certain five thousand must have passed, 
and 1 think this is asmall estimate. During the whole 
winter this g0es on each day. 

Tt seems tothe observer that there must be something 
about this sroup of crows besides an ordinary chance meet- 
ing, in which each individual governs himself, and does as 
he chooses. I have believed for a long time that during the 
winter crows are governed by individuals who, perhaps from 
old age and experience have become wiser than the general 
mass, and the others through respect (if I may be allowed to 
use the term in this connection) for theni have come to ohey 
them, to follow their leadership, and_adopt their precau- 
tions. This may be mere wild speculation, but Lhaye heen 
led to firmly believe in it. 

One night with a friend [ went to a srove where I knew 
the crows had roosted, in order to shoot them, We went 
into the woods as noiselessly as possible, hut they seemed to 
suspect some harm and began cawing at a tremendous rate, 
until L think every one in the lot must have taken part. At 
this we stood still and suddenly a much louder and well 
marked individual caw was heard, and in an instant all in 
our vicinity was still. Similar voices were heard in other 
parts of the woods and all these many voices were stopped. 
Then the same shrill voice began a very peculiar cawing as 
if scolding them, and they all seemed abashed, and for many 
minutes all was still except an occasional individual caw and 
the flapping of a wing as some bird endeavored to keep from 
being crowded off his perch by his neighbor, At last we 
fired both barrels of our guns and brought down three crows, 
Immediately after the reports died away the curious voice 
sounded a loud commanding caw, then all commenced 
yieing with each other to see who could make the most noise 
and they flew into the air. We fired fonr more shots at them, 
then they were out of range. They settled down in the 
further end of the woods. ‘This and many other observa- 
tions have led me to believe in the superior intelligence of 
crows, Their wariness, tact and cunuing are proverbial, and 
I think that careful study would give them well established 
claims fo great intellectual development. R. 5. TArR. 

A RAILROAD TO THE ARCTIC. 
Editor Forest und Stream, 
Absence has prevented my perusal of Forrsr AnD Stream 

ot July 24 until today, and now, having completed it, L 
cannot refrain from writing you a few lines of commenda- 
tion of the very excellent and comprehensive history of the 
Greely expedition it contains. That report contains more 
information than I have been able to glean from all other 
sources, and with the accompanying map, the article be- 
comes one of exceeding yalue. Your editorial upon ““The 
Greeley Rescue” is also exactly to the point, and its sugges- 
tions indicate a plan for making the Arctic regions accessible 
at almost any time without seriousrisk. But 1 would im- 
prove upon your permanent stations at interyals of fifty 
miles. Why not build a railway to the North Pole, or to the 
nearest accessible point thereto? Tf governments are going 
‘to continue sending out polar expeditions, and if stations are 
fo be maintained in the far north for scientific purposes, it 
will be better for science, far safer for the agents employed, 
‘and much cheaper in the long run, to provide a permanent 
and sate way to reach the desired point than it is in the pres- 
ent desultory manner of conducting the business. 
A few years ago the building of narrow gauge railways be- 

gan. The primary object was ease and cheapness of con- 
struction along lines where more expensive roads weuld uot 
pay. Following this principle, roads were narrowed to _six- 
teen and possibly to twelve inches between thetracks, Then 
a single rail was tried and found practicable. It is perched 
upon the apex of a supersttucture, whose sectional view is 
represented by the letter A, The rolling stock straddles this 
track like a saddle, and is kept in place by horizontal bear- 
ings at the sides. Such a superstructure could be built en- 
tirely of wood, framed anywhere along the New England or 
Canada coast and shipped to the most. northerly starting 
point that is safe; say, somewhere along the coast of Labrs- 

) not very great, 
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dor, and thence constructed rapidly, carrying its own 
material and supplies, and following near the coast by the 
most practicable route, It can be elevated four, six or more 
feet above the road bed, so as to avoid obstruction by the 
average depth of snow, which, according fo all acounts, is 

For the purpose in view the entire work 
may be relatively light; the iron rails and rolling stock especi- 
ally so. Car room, four feet wide and as many high, with 
adequate motive power ahead of it, would be a palatial struc- 
ture in latitude 83° north. In the far north this road would 
in places have to be built upon the ice, and occasionally sec- 
tions of it would be swept away; but they could be quickly 
replaced when winter restored the ice bridge, because all 
necessary material would be provided beforehand and held’ 
in reserve for such emergencies, The expense of the Greely 
expedition, if correctly reported by the newspapers, would 
have built and equipped 200 miles of such road, and the 
money cost of all the Arctic explorations and reliefs would 
have girdled the northern zone with iron rails, 

Aside from the practical utility of this scheme in relation 
to science, observe for a moment its commercial possibilities. 
Tt would afford to every adventurous fool who wants to go 
fo the Arctic regions a chance to do so. [The woods are 
full of them andIam one]. It would become a favorite 
summer resort for excursionisis, and a rendezvous for Sun- 
day school picnics. Your fifty-mile stations would blossom 
into fashionable summer hotels, and spoony loyers who 
find the winter evenings too short for their business in lati- 
tude 40° could select quarters where the nights are long 
enough to satisfy every want. If is not likely that any very 
extensive trade would grow up in that direction, but there 
would be some, while the road would afford 2 chance for the 
escape of some of the many whalers who are each year east 
away in the dreary Arctic ocean. : B. 

ANTIDOTE FOR SNAKE’S BITE. 
Editor Hovest and Stream: 

The recent death of a showman in New York from a rat- 
tlesnake bite and an article in your issue of this week (Aug. 
14), “Supposed Antidote for Snake Bite,” hag led me to send 
you a statement of a case. I have never seen the remedy 
in print, and I send it thac tt may lead to further investiga- 
tion. My information comes direct and from a wholly 
reliable source. Three counties in this State—Ulster, Greene 
and Sullivan—were noted for their variety and number of 
reptiles. Thefirst referred to I vive the palm, perhaps because 
J was more acquainted with it, haying spent several seasons 
there. Some thirty yeurs ago all the tributaries of the Esopus, 
above sawmills and tanneries, were filled with the speckled 
beauties, About this time the writer was located af ‘“Ladew’s 
Corners” (P. Q. address The Corners, Ulster county, N. Y.). 
Here T met Squire Ladew, from whom the name was taken. 
To be brief, some thirty or forty years before this time he 
built a tannery at this place and ran it for many years. He 
was a gentleman of large business experience and varied 
information, and one time represented his. district in the 
Legislature at Albany, and has a son in business in the 
“Swamp in New York. He was near his house one morn- 
ing standing on a log (having on his feet torn slippers), and 
stepping down a large rattlesnake jumped from under the 
log and bit his foot where the slipper was torn. He was only 
a short distance from his house, but before he reached it his 
foot had swollen very much. He told me that spring he 
had read in an almanac that the Legislature of Virginia had 
given a life annuity to an old negro for the discovery that 
the broadleaf plantain was a cure for the bite of the moc- 
casin, a deadly water snake. It is to be found srowing 
everywhere around farms, gardens, ete. (and when young 
and tender farmers in New Hampshire use it for greens). 
To Mr, L.’s foot they repeatedly applied poultices of this 
plant, and he drank tea made from it. He was unwell for 
seyer2l months, but gradually improved, For four or tive 
years after just about this time of the year he was unwell, 
but finally recovered. As I before said, all this can be fully 
attested. Can any of your readers give any testimony of 
value as to the virtues of this plant? Jonmy WrLtAMson. 

Yourenrs, N, Y., Aug, 16. Pe Fey 

The New York Times, of Aug, 14, contained the following 
note from a Marlborough, N. Y., correspondent, recommennd- 
ing the same treatment: ‘‘Charles M, Purdy is one of the 
leading commission merchants in New York who handle the 
fruit products of the Hudson Valley. Mr. Purdy’s residence 
is near Marlborough. About 80 years ago Mr. Purdy’s 
mother, then a young woman, while rambling alone the 
bank of the Hudson here, on what is now the Thomas T. 
Buckley estate, was bitten by a rattlesnake on the leg, The 
poison caused great pain and the limb wus discolored very 
much, and the old settlers said that the only thing to do 
was fo mount a fast horse and to ride to the Marlborough 
Mountain and coax an old Indian woman, who lived there 
then all alone in 4 eave, to came and cure her, This was 
done, and the life of Mrs, Purdy was saved through the 
medicine furnished by this old squay. It is a simple remedy 
—a small cupful of the juice of the plantain weed, which Is 
to be found alone every road and in nearly eyery door yard 
in the country, Inquiry made among farmers and country 
people generally elicited the information that plantain weed 
is used extensively for poulticing to heal up running sores 
and to break up cases of chills and fever. Dr. A. Lf. Palmer 
of this town, says that a handful of plantain leayes made 
into a cup of tea breaks up severe attacks of certain mala- 
rial disorders when other specifics fai]. Old inhabitants say 
plantain leaves years ago were considered a sure cure for 
hydrophobia. Wood choppers onthe Plattelkill, Marlbor- 
ough, and Shawangunk Mountains say they have long known 
that plantain juice would prevent fatal results from the bite 
of a rattlesnake, Toads and other animals know the medic- 
inal properties of the plantuin weed, When bitten by a snake 
they invariably hop to where the specitic can be found.” 

CATAPORNIA QUATL IN NEBRASKA,.—A gentleman who re- 
cently came to this city from Hamilton county, Neb., in- 
forms us that afew years ago, when in this State, he pro- 
cured a number of our native quail and took them back to 
Nebraska with him, where he turned them loose. He says 
they have got along nicely, and that he lately saw several 
broods of them near the place where the old ones were let 
loose. We understood him to say they were ‘“‘mountain” 
quail, which are much larger and hardier than the blue 
quail of the yalley.—Sacramento Capital. 

Quam oy ConrmemEnt.—Toledo, O., Aug. 15.—My hen 
quail (Ortyr».) began to sit on Sunday, Aug, 10., on four- 
feen eggs of her own laying. She seems healthy and strong, 
and comes off every other morning for a few minutes to feed. 
IT think I shall be able to “count my chickens” Aug. 31 or 
Sept. 1 —J. B. B. 
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ONE HUNT OF THE CAPON CLUB. 

=| OME time in the fall of 1878, two young men living in 
Montgomery county, Md., might have been seen jogging 

along through the Valley of Virginia on horseback, getting 
a good view of the beautiful scenery, up the valley of the 
Shenandvah and down that of the James River, and stop- 
ping wherever night overtook them. Both were enthusiastic 
hunters, and when occasion offered could descant learnedly 
of the horse, the hound and the cunning *old red. One 
evening near the middle of October, our hunters put up for 
the night at a hotel known as the Sugar Grove Inn, in 
Augusta county, where they were so fortunate as to make 
the acquaintance of the president of the Albemarle Hunting 
Olub, who extended to them an invitation to hunt with the 
club some time in the near future. From that meeting 
sprang the great Capon Hunting Olub; for immediately after 
their return the club was organized, an annual hunt insti- 
tuted, and grounds selected for the camp, This club, which 
consisted entirely of young men, is still in a healthy and 
flourishing condition, and the members hope to enjoy many 
a deer hunt in the years to come. 

At the annual meeting of the Capon Club in September, 
1883, it seemed somewhat of a problem to settle on a place 
for the fall hunt, partly on account of the uncompromising 
disposition of one of our leading railroad companies, so it 
decked to accept the repeated inyitation of the Albermarle 
ub. 
On Friday, Noy. 16, our party, consisting of the secretary, 

familiarly known as John Caleb, ‘‘Billy G.,” ‘The Fiddler,” 
and the writer, known as ‘‘Arkansaw,” fully armed and 
equipped, together with four fine foxhounds, took passage 
for Rockville, where we were 1o meet our President. Dr, §., 
of Washington, D. C. The Doctor and “Billy G.” were 
armed with Winchester rifles, ‘‘The Fiddler,” with Winches- 
ter shotgun, the secretary carried a Greener with 40-.0 sub- 
caliber rifle, and ‘‘Arkansaw*’ a Snider with 40-70 sub-cali- 
ber rifle. 

After leaving Harper's Ferry we passed through beautizul 
and fertile farms, we roll along to our first stopping place, 
Charlestown, where in the distance can be seen the jail 
where John Brown was executed. A stop of but a moment, 
and on we go past Ripon, Fairfield, Berryville and other 
stations to Riverton, at the junction of the north and south 
forks of the Shenandoan River, 

Our secretary had left his hunting horn at Shenandoah 
Junction, so it was decided to invoke the aid of the con- 
ductor in its recovery, and on our arrival at Riverton he 
dispatched a telegram with orders to haye the horn for- 
rence to Stannton, where it arrived in dueseason and good 
order. 

On we gofrom Riverton, up the south fork among the 
mountains, now clad in their winter garb of russet and 
brown, but more beautiful far to the hunter’s eye than the 
emerald of summer or the scarlet and crimson of early fall; 
and just as darkness falls on the landscape we reach Luray, 
where we stop for supper. 

The caverns of Luray are doubtless the most beautiful in 
the world, and with the present facilities for reaching them 
and the splendid accommodations, will be visited by many 
thousands the coming year. During 1883 they were visited 
by over 15,000 persons, 

Our party did not stop, ag their time was limited, but con- 
tinued the journey to Waynesboro Junction, where the 0. & 
O. R. BR. crosses the Shenandoah Valley road. Here we met 
and made the acquaintance of Mr. Hicks, a gentleman of 
rare abilities, and one to whom we owe much of the pleasure 
and comfort of ourtmp. After a bountiful lunch and two 
hours spent iv splendid converse we boarded the C. & O. 
train for Staunton. On the train we met a number of the 
ventlemen who participated in the hunt, and with story and 
jest the time was whiled away till our arrival in Staunton, 
where we were met by a committee of the A. H. C. and 
escorted to our hotel. 

it had been arranged that we were to leave Staunton at 9 
o'clock next morning, but it was just 10 when the last coach 
of the train, with a cali from the driver of ‘‘all aboard,” 
swung into the street and took the road for Jennings’s Gap. 
Away we go, behind «team of four spanking grays, up, 
down and around the hills, and after an hour’s drive reach 
our first stopping point, the Middle Fork ot the Shenandoah, 
Soon Churchville is passed, and in a short time we are fairly 
in the Gap. To the south rise sharp and rugged hills, while 
on the north a more gradual slope rises for several miles and 
ends in Little Hankey. Soon we leave the waters of the 
little stream which runs through the gap, cross the divide 
and enter the grounds of the club, and at 2 o’clock, after a 
rather fatiguing ride, debark at Camp Armistead. At the 
foot of the meuntain was our camp, A long, low, one-story 
log building, with a kind of loft next to the roof, and with 
an ancient look and smell that isnot very inviting to delicate 
nosirils. To the west stretches a lony field up and down the 
hollow formed by the Calf Pasture River. To the north and 
west, in rugged grandeur, but softened by distance and a 
purple haze, harbinger of approaching evening, lies North 
Mountain, while to the northeast, with towering tops and 
precipitous sides, lie Big and Little Hankey. 

Some of the hunters proceeded to unload the provision 
wagons, while others attended to the wants of the horses, 
and unloaded bales of hay and bags of oats, Yet others 
were selecting places in the dormitory and fixing beds, 
while a few who had beds already provided by the landlady, 
“Mrs, Mac.,” proceeded to builu a fire in front of the house 
as a general place of meeting. 

These preparations consumed most of the time until about 
4 o'clock, when the gentle tinkle, tinkle, of a bell was heard, 
followed by the appearance of the chief cook with the an- 
nouncement that ‘dinner isready.” All else is forgotten 
for the time, and hungry men proceed to demolish whole 
piles of ‘‘corn dodgers” aud plates of bacon. Then all 
hands adjourned to the camp-fire and, rolling up logs for 
seats, proceeded to make each other’s acquaintance and to 
discuss the situation and prospects for a successful hunt. 

On Sunday evening all hands were called together to hear 
the reading of the rules of the camp and hunt, and for the 
appointment of officers, among which were a captain and 
several lieutenants to aid in placing the men, two misters of 
hounds, two men to see that proper care was taken of the 
meat and a fair distribution made of it at the end of the 
hunt, two men to see that good care was taken of the horses 
and thé feed properly distributed, a secretary to keep the 
minutes of the meetings and to record the incidents of the 
hunt, and last but by no means least a steward to attend to 
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the distribution of provisions to the cooks and to have a 
general supervision of household matters, : 
An enumeration having been taken, it was ascertained 

that there were twenty-seven hunters, twelve horses and 
about thirty dogs on the ground, to which were afterward 
added four hunters, two horses and several dogs. 

All of the preparations being completed, and each man 
assigned a stand for the morrow, the call came to “‘turn in,” 
Imagine a lot of herrings or sardines packed in a box and 
you will have a slight conception of our sleeping accommo- 
dations. 

All hands were up bright and early on Monday morning, 
and after a substantial breakfast, set out for their respective 
stands, and in a short time the stentorian voice of the presi- 
dent was heard calling on the dogs to “look him up,” which 
they did; and ere long the music of the chase was heard 
rolling over hill and hollow; now clear and distinct as they 
rise a ridge, anon, faint and seemingly far away as they 
descended into a deep hollow. Again a burst of music ris- 
ing Clear and distinct, and then becoming fainter and fainter, 
and at length all is again still. 

It was runway shooting. Deer have regular runways or 
paths which they invariably follow, unless very hard pressed. 
and.a deer started at a given point will almost invariably 
take the same general course, unless turned off by a hunter; 
so that men stationed on these runways or Crossings are 
almost certain to get a shot if a deer is started, The driving 
is done by men on horseback, each driver being accompanied 
by one or more men to lead the dogs and to uncouple or turn 
loose when a trail is struck, Hach driver with as many dogs 
as he can control, or his helper can handle, proceeds to the 
end of a ridge, always, however, leaving at liberty one old 
dog, which is known as a “‘strike dog.” 
When a fresh trail is struck, the driver will order one or 

more ot the dogs let Joose, and will continue in this way up 
one ridge and down another to the end of the hunt—one 
driver often running in as many asa dozen deer with as 
many dogs. 

Imagine the feeling of the himter on a crossing, the hounds 
in full cry coming directly toward him. He grasps his sun 
with a grip of steel, the blood coursing through his veins like 
liquid fire; but hark! what noise is that? a twig snaps, then 
a noise of flying feet, a moment more and a light form springs 
into view, and now comes the supreme moment. If one be 
an old and experienced hunter, at sight of the game his 
nerves becomes steady, his eye instinctively 1akes in all of the 
inequalities of the ground, and just at the right spot and right 
moment a gentle bleat or whistle brings the deer to a stand- 
still, and quicker than thought the well-trained finger presses 
the trigger and the bullet speeds on its errand of death, 

All had gone out in high hopes in the morning, but on re- 
turning to camp only one saddle graced the meat-pole and 
one hide lay on the stable roof. We had dinner at 5 o’clock, 
and soon the hunters gathered round the camp-fire and spent 
some hours in discussing the hunt, ete. At about 8 o’clock 
all hand were caJled up by the secretary, and each related 
his experience, after which the appointments for the next 
day were read and the rest of the evening till 10 o’clock was 
spent round the camp-fire, when the call came to turn in and 
was obeyed with alacrity. 

Tuesday morning dawned bright and warm, and all hands 
again betook themselves to their allotted stands, and the drive 
began. 1t fell to the lot of the writer to be placed on a stand 
in a deep hollow; so the day passed without his hearing any- 
thing except the report of one gun, and all of us were agree- 
ably surprised to hear on our return to camp that one more 
deer had fallen; this time to the gun of the honorable gentle- 
man from Richmond, and that some of the hunters had gone 
with horses to bring it in. Soon a sound of voices was heard, 
and ere long the cavalcade appeared, headed by the lucky 
man, perched upon the ‘‘old dun,” with the deer before 
him and armed with an old ram’s horn, from which eyer and 
anon he evoked strains of the most entrancing music. Der 
No, 2 was soon hanging with the first one and one more 
hide was spread on the stable roof, anda lot of hungry 
men again demolished immense quautities of what is known 
in camp parlance as ‘‘grub,”’ 

The experience meeting that night was one to he remem- 
bered, and was brought to a close by the declaration of the 
lucky individual, that “if the President told me that a deer 
was going to jump from the top of a pine tree fo the top of a 
neighboring hickory, I would place implicit confidence in 
the statement, and watch the trees accordingly.” 

Again the assignments were made for the morrow’s hunt, 
and then musie was cailed for, ‘‘and now the fun grew fast 
and furious.” Song. jest and dance followed each other in 
quick succession till “the wee sma hours ayont the twal” 
and would probably have continued all night, as one of the 
performers declared, ‘‘We won't 20 home till morning,” but 
tired nature at length asserted her rights and all sunk quietly 
to sleep. 

The third day's hunt was much like the first as regarded 
the amount of game killed, but was made a day of mourning 
to the writer of this article, as he failed to get a shot at the 
finest deer started, on account of his gun missing fire. Again 
the merry blast of the horn recalled the men from their 
stands and fun and jollity followed. It was decided on 
Wednesday night to end the hunt after one more day, and 
every one was accordingly anxious to do their best. 

Daylight saw most of the men en route for their stands, 
and as a light rain had fallen through the preceding night, 
great sport was anticipated, but alas, thoagh many deer were 
started, and several of the hunters obtained shots, the sum 
total at night was two deer, one of which fell to the lot of 
one of the gentlemen from Albemarle, who ran up and shot 
the deer in the head while one of the dogs held it by the 
hind leg. 

T must also note the fact that our respected ‘‘Steward” 
failed to shoot a deer that ran around the house and garden, 
within fifty yards of him, while he sat on the wood pile, 
talking to ‘‘Mrs. Mac,” but in justice 1othe gentleman | must 
state that be had no gun with hina. ; 
And now, ouce again the mellow tones of the horn go 

echoing oyer the hills, recalling the men and dogs; and for 
the last time we gather around the camp-fire, and recount 
the incidents of the: day and hunt, Night again settles over 
the scene, and werepair to the house, and quiet reigned in 
camp, broken only by an occasional snore, or some one in 
imagination still following the chase. _ 
On the following morning all was stir and bustle, beds 

and clothing were repacked and everything made ready for 
a start, and at 12:80 o’clock, with three cheers for the Alhe- 
qmarle Hunting Club and Camp Armistead, we were again 
oft for Staunton. On Saturday morning the Maryland party 
returned to Waynesboro Junction, and from that point pro- 
ceeded to Roanoke, the terminus of the Shenandoah Valley 
Railroad, While at Roanoke our party met and spent a 
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pleasant hour with Mr. A. Pope, the efficient general passen- 
er and ticket agent of the 8. V. & Norfolk and Western | 
ailroad. From Roanoke we returned to the Natural Bridge 

and after a few hours spent in viewing this marvel of nature’s 
handiwork, returned on the next train to our point of depar- 
ture, Shenandoah Junction. 
We received the kindest attention from all whom we 

met, and particularly from the officers and employes of the — 
8. V. R, R —with but a single exccption—one station agent 
having requested us to vacate the waiting room, during a | 
heavy rain, and when shelter was not elsewhere obtainable. 

The thanks of the party are especially due to Messrs. Frank 
P. Cord and William Hays—conductors—and to their gen- 
tlemanly conduct and efficient baggage masters, who did all 
in ther power to make our trip pleasant and profitable, May 
we all meet again in the years to come. If the reader wants 
to have a good time and successful hunt, and at the same 
time travel over the most picturesque line in America, let 
him take the 8. V. R. R. to Roanoke, secure the good offices 
of Mr. Pope, and follow his directions, and he cannot fail 
to have a splendid time, and be amply repaid as was 
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ELK IN THE NORTWEST. 

ena some of your readers who take pleasure in 
hunting the noble elk, would be grateful for reliable 

information as to localities where they may be found in this 
section of country. There is one Ineal ty and only one in- 
Western Washington, Territory that may be hunted by an 
outer with any hope of success, and that is the eastern slope 
of the Olympic or coast range of mountains in the valley of 
the Duckeybush River. All the steamers stop at Port Gamble 
on Hood's Canal, connecting with small steamers at that 
place for different points on the canal. Twenty miles from 
Gamble you reach Seabeck. from there go to the delta of 
the Duckeybush, a distance of five miles by small hoat, and 
you are at Mr, Percy’s, a hospitable gentleman, who has re- 
sided at that place for a period of seventeen years. From 
here follow an old logging road for two miles up the right 
bank of the river, then by keeping near the foot of ihe © 
mouutains for two more miles you come to Moss Valley. 
From here on for a distance of twenty-flye miles you have 
an unbroken and well traveled elk trail, with numerous 
small open meadows, spots where the elk love to feed. No 
horse can be taken in. Supplies must be packed im by 
guides. In this manner sufficient can be taken by each per- 
son to last for two weeks, including guns, ammunition, 
blankets, etc. Of course, nothing could be brought out 
unless a trail were cut through a not very bad stretch of 
underbrush for a distance of two miles. The tiver is not ) 
navigable for more than three miles inland, but it is a fine 
trout stream, 
i spent the month of September, 1882, also the same month | 

of 1888 in the valley of the Duckeybush. The result of the © 
trip in 1882 was one cougar, one black bear and two elk; in © 
1883, one cinnamon bear, one mountain goat and two elk, 
More elk could haye been killed, but they could not have 
been saved, and the massive frontlet of a six point elk, too 
heavy to be brought out, adorns an evergreen treeto this day, 
Any further information desired will he given by me. 

TILLICUM, 
OtymprA, Washington Territory. 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 

Heitor Horest and Stream: 
Your correspondent ‘‘Piute,” of the 24th ult., it would 

seem, in contrasting the effects of buckshot as against the 
rifle ball in the bunting of deer, touched upon a tender spot, 
as indicated by replies from both ‘‘Wells” and ‘“Backwoous.” 
The subject is one which will bear ventilation, and I hope to 
see more communications trom different sections. 
My candid opinion is, that ‘‘Piute’s” shot was pretty near 

the mark. I do not claim, of course, that a person too 
blind to see the sights, or with neryous system too much im- 
paired to hit a barn door at 40 yards, off-hand, with a rifle, 
should be debarred from hunting; but it does not strike me 
that a majority of our young men, coursing field and fore-t 
with a double-barreled shotgun from morning uniil night, 
are thus deficient either in sight, neryes or muscle, 

The time spent in learning the art of taking a woodcock or 
rufted grouse on the wing with shot would enable them to 
do good shooting with the rifle. Game sa small that 4 hunter — 
cannot get its head with a.1ifle ball, would be pretty poor — 
eating after being. driven full of shot and feathers, I never © 
saw a bag of squirrel killed with shot that 1 would have taken 
as a gift, su full were they of shot and hair driven into the 
flesh, and with blood settled through them. This isthe very 
reason that trapped or snared game birds are sought after in 
markets, 80 Mauch in preference to those shot. The same 
holds good with venison. Who ever heard of a purchaser 
calling for a saddle shot with buckshot? 

This brings me to the consideration of contrasting the 
deadly effects of shot and ball. We have different makes of 
guns, each carrying sufficient lead to give even a grizzly a 
deadly shock. How is it in hunting deer with a shotgun? 
Of my own personal knowledge I cannot answer the question, 
but will give you a casein point to judge from. Lust Novem- 
ber I made a trip into the Adirondack woods, and while at a 
certain hotel there, I heard one of the guides say that he had 
got through going out with tenderfeet floating for deer, only 
to wound and worry them. I inguired why, “‘Well,” he 
said, ‘I have been out night affer night all summer long, — 
given them dozens of fine shots with their double-barrels 
loaded with buckshot, and not a deer did we get,” 

“They must have had the fever bad,” I suggested, ‘‘to 
have missed all of them,” 

“They undoubtedly bit a good share of them, many of 
which afterward died,” he replied, ‘‘and that is just why i 
have sworn off having a hand in any such dirty work here- 
after,”’ 
Now, those are about my sentiments in regard to hunting 

deer with a shotgun, and if ‘‘Piute” had included the hound- 
ding of deer as equally barbaric and unsportsmanlike, he 
would not have been far from the truth, as | believe the two 
modes of capturing deer go hand in hand. It would not be 
unlawful to kill deer in this State, | believe, after the 14th of 
the present month, by either mode. But any person or party 
that goes out and kills to any great extent before the latter 
part of October, I should judge must go for the mere pur- 
pose of slaughter, Car Locs, 
Frewssure, Aug, 10, 

Fiditor Forest and Stream: : a 
Tam inclined to agree with ‘‘Piute,” in his letter of July — 

5, in regard to the rifle being a more humane weapon than © 
the shotgun. ‘I should think a bullet hole in a deers leg or — 
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ather portion of his body—provided that it was not a vital 
spot—would heal more veadily than a ragged wound made 
by a dozen or twenty buckshot on the same spot, 

Tn this State, [ think, the shotgun is used tar more exteu- 
sively than the rifle, and I know that frequently a deer will 
earry off a'good load of shot for a mile or more and be found 
dead after its body has been attacked by the buzzards, 
Men will shoot deer (as long as there are deer), and until a 

gun which ‘‘kills dead” by an electric shock is invented I 
shall be in favor of the rifle. TRUMP. 
‘SANFORD, Fla. 

Editor Forest and Stream: . 
*Wells” is intensely scathing in his thunderbolts of wrath 

hurled down upon the head of ‘‘Piute,” because the latter is 
an advocate of the rifle in bunting. Now it is self-evident 
from the first that ‘‘Wells” is as biased in favor of the shot- 
gun, as he blames ‘‘Piute” for being in favor of the rifle; 
but let us consider the question from a logical point of view, 
In the first place, ‘“Piute” is but voicing his own senti- 
ments, with regard to the arm best adapted, in his opinion, 
to general hunting. One fact among others. should be re- 
membered in connection with ‘‘Wells’s” criticism, which is 
that the Californian’s choice, as 2 rule, inclines to the rifle as 
a hunting weapon, and it is, after all, possible that the per- 
secuted ‘‘Piute” can manipulate the rifle with as much ease and 
success as ‘‘ Wells” can his shotgun. Jt may be possible in 
North Carolina to coax a deeer to within fifty yards and 
pour a broadside load of shot into them, This, however, is 
not the case in the Northern States; deer, however plenty, 
are too scarce for such a course; to talk then of shooting 
them at fifty yards with a shotgun is ridiculous. 

The acme of success in deer shooting is obtainable only by 
the concentration of powerand force; such are to be found 
in the rifle alone in a sufficient degree to accomplish the de- 
sired end—a clean, thorough, deadly shot, Then again, your 
correspondent, appears to doubt the liability of shol to tear 
the flesh, without doing deadly damage. This in itself is 
ludicrous. But why speak further on this subject? It is 
condensed to simply this demonstration: Since the general 
trajectory of a load of shut is by no means as flat as that of 
a rifle ball shot from a rifle, as all sportsmen who have used 
both rifle and shotgun in the field must know, we can arrive 
at but one natural conclusion, which is, that when men who 
are naturally good shots with both shotgun and rifle, invari- 
ably use a large-bore rifle when on their deer hunts, and even 
then find difficulty in bringing to bag “the noble monarch 
of the forest” (for if is seld0m imdeed that deer are met with 
under one hundred yards), the shotgun is unquestionably 
worthless. So much forrange. But ‘Piute’s” critic is not 

- inclined to believe that shot (provided it does reach the deer 
at the long range) will cause torture without death, but it 
will most certainly. C, A. R. 
Pirtspuran, Pa, 

A RIDE THROUGH GEORGIA. 

{is that most valuable book for all lovers of the rod and 
gun, ‘'The Sportsman’s Gazetteer,” by Chas, Hallock, 

the author says: ““The northern and northwestern portion of 
Georgia, embracing the counties of Rabun, Haverstraw, 
Hall, White, etc.—a track one hundred and forty miles 
long by~ about seventy-five wide—contains some of the 
roughest, wildest, and most picturesque scenery in our land, 
‘and this is the hil] country of Georgia. The tourist will find 
high mountains, crystal streams, deep, dark gorges, roaring 
torrents, smiling valleys, in short, the grand and the beauti- 
fulin nature in every conceivable form, and the lovers of 
the rod and ¢un can find in its recesses some of the choicest 
sport in the South. It is a wild country, and it will be no 
child’s play hunting and fishing through this wilderness.” 
We have found out by experience that the above quotation 

is correct in every particular, and would advise every reader 
of this article who comes South for sport and to ‘‘rough it,” 
to be sure and spend several weeks in Upper Georgia, par- 
ticularly that portion called the ‘‘hill country.” 

I had lived for several years among the copper regions on 
the shore of Lake Superior, and hunted, trapped and angled 
throughout the sections I was in, and after living in Florida 
for eight years, I was just aching to “rough it” again in a 
wild, mountainous country. So last winter, when a friend 
(an old Texas and Mexican trayeler) asked me what I had to 
say about a camping trip from Jacksonville to the Blue 
Ridge Mountains, | answered at once that I would go with 
pleasure, as it was a section of the United States I had long 
wanted to visit. . 

We had a tough little mare—she had already been on a 
trip of six hundred miles—a light, strong buggy, a fine dog, 
a tent, blankets and clothing, suns and ammunition, cook- 
ing utensils, ete., altogether, with ourselves, making a good 
load for the horse. 

Leaying Jacksonville one cold, rainy afternoon about 4 P, 
M,, we situck out for the Old King’s Road, noithwest of the 
city. (This road was made a good many years ago by the 
government and used as a mail and telegraph route to St, 
Augustine, Fla.; also, as a mail route to Fort King, in 
Marion county. It begins at Savannah, Ga,, and continues 
in a southerly direction to Camp Pickney, Jacksonville, St: 
Augustine and Fort King, We have followed it from Cen- 
terville, Ga., on the St. Mary’s River, tu Glencoe, Fla., near 
Mosquito Inlet, and throughout its entire lengthone used to 
traveling could follow it in the night, as it is mainly free 
from roots and trees and thrown up in low places, also has 
long reachés straight as au urrow), This road we followed 
to Camp Pickney, on the St. Mary’s River, forty miles north- 
west of Jacksonville, pitching our tent twice and getting 
things in smooth running order, Camp Pickney exists in 
name only, there being nothing but the terminus of the 
road and a bank of white sand on one side and the ferry- 
man’s shanty on the other. We met with a mishap in cross- 
ing Buffalo Creek, between the ferry and Hoboken. The 
creck was without a bridge, and was much swollen by recent 
tains. We entered the water at the fort cautiously, when 
suddenly it deepened rapidly and finally ran over the top of 
the front wheels, running into the buggy and wetting every- 
thing but our bedding, which was on top of the seat. We 
had Lo stop at the first dry spot, unpack everything, includ- 
ing (our two valises, and spend three hours in drying our 
oad. 
From the ferry we went to Blackshear, Pierce county, 

riding, one day, through a low, flat woods country of pine 
and saw palmetto, on the eust of the great Okefinokee 
swamp, stopping at several turpentine stills and small towns, 
crossing the Satilla River three times within an hour, At 
Blackshear the country rises a little, the sand Hecomes mixed 
with red clay, and occasionally a small pebble or stone is 
seen. Theré is fine quail hunting in this section. There are 

= , 

many old plantations and much wheat and oats is rdised, 
affording good feeding grounds. Blackshear can be reached 
by a short ride from Sayannah over the Wayeross line. ; 

After leaving Blackshear we struck out for Buckett’s 
Ferry on the Ocmulgee River, sixty-five miles distant, pass- 
ing through Pierce, Ware, Appling and Cofice counties, 
The country was made up of flatwoods, rolling and hilly 
lands, mostly covered with lofty yellow pine timber. We 
saw and killed numerous quail and small game. Stopped at 
several houses and received numerous invitations to 20 on 
fox hunts. ‘Nearly every one in this section has one or more 
foxhounds of fair stock. We crossed the Ocmulgee at the 
terry on a flatboat. This river isa red color, like cofice 
after the milk is added, and quite rapid. The ferrymen and 
others do quite a business here catching shad with nets for 
ue market near; they ask fifty cents each for a good sized 
sh, 
Leaving this place we went to Eastman, Dodge couuty, 

passing through Telfail county and numerous small towns, 
Eastman is a pleasantly situated town, on high, table-like 
land. It is quite a resort for parties on their way home 
from Florida in the spring. There is one of the largest and 
finest hotels in the whole South here—the Uplands Hotel. 
Excellent shooting in the vicinity; mostly small game. 
From the above place we took tbe road for Macon, via 

Hawkinsville, Haynesville, Houston, ete. At Houston we 
found splendid fishing in a pretty little lake near the town, 
catching perch, pike, bream and other fish. Here we also 
procured some fresh-made Georgia flour and yellow corn 
meal, the latter hard to find in the South. Arriving at Macon 
we put up at a liyery, and spent a day looking around this 
old city, and irying hotel fare. Macon reminds one of Alton, 
Til., sifuated as it is among hills. 
We left Macon for Griffin, passing through Bibb, Monroe 

and Pike counties. The country along the road was gener- 
ally well settled, but there are localities in nearly all of the 
above counties where small game is quite plenty. Weusually 
killed all we could take care of while going from place to place. 
In Pike county we found a large number of Indian arrow- 
heads and other signs of the once powerful tribes of red men, 
The country around Forsyth reminded us of Northern local- 
ities. There was white clover growing all about the place, 
with chestnut trees and fences made from chestnut rails; in 
fact it seemed as though we were at the North. Griffin is a 
live town, with a population of 4,500; it is in one of the 
finest fruit growing sections of the South. We hunted near 
by; also fished in a small creek to the northwest, and had 
fair luck. (The night before arriving at Griffin we had 
camped neara colored church. A heavy rain cameup about 
10 o'clock that night, and in order to save our tent a thor- 
ough wetting and the horse a heavier load next day, we 
moved into the church—the door being ajar, as usual in the 
South—where we remained and slept well until next 
morning. ) 

Our next Jarge place was Atlanta, the ‘Gate City” of the 
South. We spent one day yery pleasantly here, Saw some 
of the finest foxhounds we have met in the South, owned by 
gentlemen in the suburbs. From Atlanta we went to the 
northeast, climbing gradually up, up, all the time, Some- 
times the hills were so steep that we had to help the horse, 
both going up and down. All through this mountainous 
country water for ourselves and horse was scarce; we often 
carried a demijohn full from our last camp. The scenery 
was grand, and grew wilder and rougher as we advanced, 
Sometimes we could see for a distance of forty miles around 
about us, especially as we neared Buford, Suwanee, Flowery 
Brauch and Gainesville. All through this section fine hunt- 
ing can be had, and we know of no place In the South where 
one could spend a few weeks or months to better advantage. 
Many of the inhabitants showed us fine specimens of gold 

ore taken from their farms. When asked why they do not 
sink a shaft and develop a mine, they generally say ‘‘they 
haven't got time; have more than they can do tilling the soil,” 
It also requires considerable capital to properly carry on the 
mining business here, although the ore is generally near the 
surface, and very soft or ‘‘rotten.’’ They are waiting for 
Northern men to move in and ‘‘set the ball rolling,” just as 
the Floridians did in the orange business. 

Gainesville, Hall county, was our last stopping place. Thi 
is a busy town of 2,000 inhabitants, and a great summer 
resort. Best route from the Northeast is via the Richmond 
& Danville Air Line. 

Here our trip ended for a time; we explored the surround- 
ing country pretty thoroughly before leaving. We went for 
health and pleasure, and were not disappointed, Total dis- 
tance traveled with horse and buggy, 500 miles. 

Lower Georgia comprises about 35,000 square miles, and 
the ayerage elevation is 250 feet above the sea. Middle 
Georgia, 15,000 square miles; average elevation, 750 feet. 
Upper Georgia (the section we would recommend to sports- 
men) has an area of 10,000 square miles, and comprises all 
of the northern pertion of the State and all of the mountains. 
Tts average elevation is 1,500 feet, with mountain chains that 
rise to 3,000 feet and peaks to 4,800 feet above the sea. The 
mean temperature corresponds with that of Central Ohio, 
Illinois and Upper Missouri. Rep WING. 
GLENCOE, Fla. 

THE PERFORMANCE OF SHOTGUNS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Having lately purchased a new breechloading shotgun, 

and being anxious to test the same, also to ascertain the cor- 
rect charge to use to obtain the best result, 1 loaded sixteen 
brass shells with various charges, ranging from 3 drams of 
powder and 1 ounce of shot to 4 drams of powder and 1} 
ounces of shot. No, 8 chilled shot and Dupont’s Ducking 
No. 2 and wood powders were used. The target shot at 
was a 24-inck circle, distance 40 measured yards. The fol- 
lowing table contains the result: 

7 
POWDER. SHOT. RIGHT. | LEFT. 

=— } 

3 drams black—2 wads...._.......,- 1 ounce 285 815 
344 drams black—2 wads.......,.-..-, 1 ounce 192 22H 
314 drams black—2 wads. .......- .-.. 14g ounces 206 218 
334 drams black—2 wads,,..,..,....-. 14 ounces, 217 234. 
4° drams black—2 wads...,......-..- 1144 ounces, 49 RBz 
4 drams wood—2 was,.....-...---. 14g ounces, 122 nev 
4 drams wood—i wad,,..,....----.) 144 ounces, 1438 | #237 
4 drams black—l wad.....-........- | 144 ounces, 101 | 5 
234 drams Dlack—1 wad,,...,.---.+--- | A ounces, 210 +p 

The penetration of the charges loaded with one wad on 
powder was far inferior to those loaded with two wads on 
powder, and again, the penetration of the wood powder 
Was not equal te the black, but the wood powder’s compar- 
ative freedem from smoke, noise and recoil fully compen- 

sates for this. The result, I think, goes to show that the 
heaviest charges are not the best by any means, the penetra- 
tionof course being a trifle better, I shall adopt the charge 
of 3 drams of powder and 1 ounce of, shot for field use, 
which many of your correspondents think too small a charge 
for a 10-gauge. 

The gun is a 10-gauge, 30-inch barrel, weighing 8 pounds; 
left barrel full choke, right medium, and as the sixteen 
charges were fired without cleaning I think the performance 
of this gun very creditable. A. ©. Kk. 
WRIGHTSVILLE, Pa. 

GREEN MOUNTAIN BOYS, ATTENTION! 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

In your last issue, I notice that you mention having re- 
ceived an earnest plea from a Vermont correspondent for the 
appointment of game wardens, efe. In Vermont the town 
jurors have the power to appoint a game warden for their 
respective towns. I would advise your correspondent to 
have a game warden appointed in his town, and if this 
warden should prove lax in the performance of his duties, 
then do as the writer has done; act as complainant person- 
ally. Within a month the writer has had four writs served 
on violators of the game laws, and should reports prove 
true, will, on his return home, have another writ issued 
against a State official, who has been caught shooting young 
ducks during the past week, At the next meeting of our 
Legislature, an earnest effort will be made to improve our 
game laws and simplify the means of enforcing them, and 
those who are interested in this matter are requested to cor- 
respond with the writer, so that we can gei your views on 
this important subject. Address, care of Forusr snp 
STREAM office, STANSTEAD. 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Yes; ‘‘C. D.” has been very unfortunate in that he never 

has had cash enough to buy, or have built, a special rifle 
that would act as a shell reducer, or whose chamber fitted 
the shell so closely as to keep the shells from swelling on re- 
peated firing. He never has had anything but the regular 
factory gun of greater or less cost and fineness of workmun- 
ship, and he never yet, among all the guns he has used, has 
found a gun that comes up to ‘‘Almo’s” specially made gun. 
‘‘Almo” is to be congratulated that he has such a gun. Per- 
haps such guns can be made for the general market, but 
they are not now so made, as my experience with the best of 
guns, by some of the best of makers, now teaches me. De- 
pend upon it, the man who does not wish to ‘get left?’ in a 
tigot pinch is not going to depend upon anything but care- 
ful work withand inspection of hisammunition, A “‘swelled 
head” may Jose him his life, and I know of no other way of 
being sure than to haye perfect ammunition, reloaded by 
proper tools, as recently mentioned my me. I know it is hard 
work to so reload, but the surety of no accidents pays for 
the labor. 

“Almo” mentions having a gun that will hold a shell 
tightly, so as to prevent swelling on discharge; but I would 
caution all your readers and gun buyers against such guns 
unless they know exactly what they are about and what the 
gun will do. 

Kyery brass shell will expand on discharge, and, if the 
chamber is so tight as to hold the shell closely after such ex- 
pansion, there will be a tendency to stick, causing faiJures of 
extraction unless the gun is built with a very powerful ex- 
tractor that will take out any shell, no matter how tightly 
fitting. I know of one such gun, built on purpose to force 
the shell home no matter how tight a fit, and to extract it 
after firing, and I never have learned of any fuilures of this 
gun in its work of either loading or extraction. But this sur 
is a singleloader, and a special gun as well, and can, therefore, 
be left out of consideration in any general Ciscussion, 

The chamber of a repeater must be of such a caliber that 
the shell will enter easily and smoothly in loading, and ex- 
tract without fail; it must haye such a shape and fit that the 
expansion of the shell will not seat it in the chamber, but 
allow the shell to expand and again contract (as it will), and 
thereby admit of easy extraction. 

The permanent set that each shell will take after expan- 
sion is what the shell reducer has to take care of; this perma- 
nent set is always present, though variable for various metals 
from which the shells are made, and for variable thicknesses 
of shells. Yet it cannot be eliminated by a tight fitting 
chamber, andif the chamber is too tight, there is a great 
liability of this permanent set locking the shell so tight in the 
chamber that there will be a failure to extract. 

Tf shells are resized after every fire, then the amount of re- 
ducing necessary is very small, and a blow or two of the 
mallet will drive the shell into the resizing die. Thisshould 
be done after every fire, because if not (and even although 
the shell will enter the chamber after one, two, three, or 
perhaps more firings) the permanent set becomes greater and 
greater, and atime will come when the shell will not go 
home, and a disabled gun may be the result, with perhaps 
an attending catastrophe, as well as for the reason that when 
the shell comes to be reduced after several firings, so much 
permanent set will then be found that the shell will be re- 
duced with very great difficulty, to the great injury of the 
shell, perhaps to ruin it, as well as to the injury of the resizing 
die, and great increase of the labor necessary in reducing. 

It must be remembered, also, that rifle shells are governed 
by rules different from those of the shotgun. Brass shotgun 
shells are comparatively thin in proportion to their diameter, 
have therefore more elasticity, and take a very infinitesimal 
set, Rifle shells, owing to their greater thickness in propor- 
tion to their diameter, have less elasticity and take a greater 
permanent set in proportion as a consequence, necessitating 
their resizing after eyery fire as a necessary precaution to 
enable one to guarantee sure work with his rifle, The time 
does come with shot shells, too, when they are no longer fit 
to be used without resizing; but as resizers for such snells 
are generally not furnished, those shellsare generally thrown 
away. 
AS to the saving of shells from a repeater, that is entirely 

a personal matter, governed by the work the hunter may be 
doing, and the ‘‘length of his pocket.” In some work the 
shells can be as well saved as not to the saving of money to 
the hunter, something each one can best judge of for bim- 
self as to ils being either necessary or expedient. When at 
target work L always save my shells, as weli as when hunt- 
ing slowly. One can stop and pick up shells as well as not 
when still-hunting, after several shots may have been fired, 
to the very material reduction of the yearly cost for ammu- 
nition, if said shells are reduced and properly reloaded. 

So let me say that I do not consider that I haye had ‘‘bad 
luck loading rifie shells;” I think I have had very good luck, 
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and am only unfortunate in not having the necessary cash to 
provide myself with a gun which will of itself do everything 
I now find it necessary to do myself to insure proper action 
and no accidents. Ihave had to take the guns of the manu- 
facturers as I have found them, as the majority have to do, 
and, even though /the list has been a long one, have yet to 
discover a gun that-will safely, surely, and beyond all per- 
adventure of a doubt take in ‘‘swelled heads,” fire them and 
extract them; that is a gun that I could afford to buy, or that 
the majority could reach. I congratulate ‘‘Almo” on his ex- 
ceptional success, C. D. 
New York Crry, Aug. 17. 

GAME IN THE ARCTIC CIRCLE. 

TSOLLOWING is a statement of the game killed by 
Lieutenant Greely’s party in the region adjacent to 

Lady Franklin Bay during their long stay in the frozen 
North: 

August, 1881—1i6 musk oxen, 1 hare, 1 ptarmigan. 
September, 188i—5 wolves, 10 musk oxen, 1 seal. 
February, 1882—7 hares. 
March, 1882—1 lemming, 4 hares, 
April, 1882—1 fox. 
May, 1882—2 lemmings, 3 musk oxen, 5 seals, 1 hare. 
June, 1882—1 wolf, 4 lemmings, 18 musk oxen, 1 seal, 11 

hares, 17 king ducks, 6 long-tailed ducks, 20 dovekins, 2 
burgomaster gulls, 1 arctic fox, 20 skuas, 5 brant geese, 7 
ptarmigans, 7 tarnstones. 

July, 1882—4 ermines, 10 musk oxen, 2 hares, 8 long- 
tailed ducks, 19 eider ducks, 1 sabine gull, 5 arctic terns, 118 
skuas, 27 brant geese, 6 turustones, 1 sandpiper, 14 owls. 

August, 1882—2 ermines, 33 musk oxen, 2 seals, 11 hares, 
5 king ducks, 6 long-tailed ducks, 7 eider ducks, 13 dovekins, 
1 burgomaster gull, 3 arctic terns, 40 skuas, 87 brant geese, 
32 ptarmigans, 54 turnstones, 1 sandling, 16 knots, 2 ringed 
plover, 2 owls, 1 walrus. 

September, 1882—3 foxes, 1 ermine, 1 musk ox, 8 seals, 2 
hares, 1 raven, 3 ptarmigan, 1 turnstone and 1 owl. 
November, 1882—1 fox and 1 musk ox. 
December, 1882—1 seal. 
February, 1888—1 hare, 
March, 1888—1 ermine and 3 hares. 
April, 1883—2 hares and 4 ptarmigan. 
May. 1883—3 musk oxen, 2 seals, 7 hares and 11 turn- 

stones. 
June, 1883—1 wolf, 2 foxes, 8 musk oxen, 3 seals, 14 king 

ducks, 27 long-tailed ducks, 1 eider duck, 21 dovekins, 1 
diver, 3 burgomaster geese, 12 arctic terns, 12 brant geese, 
15 ptarmigans, 28 turnstones, 8 knots, 1 owl and 1 phalarope. 

July, 1883—1 lemming, 3 hares, 8 king ducks, 5 long- 
tailed ducks, 2 brant geese, 3 turnstones, 2 knots and 1 
phalarope. 

August, 1883—8 seals, 6 long-tailed ducks, 3 eider ducks, 
6 doyekins, 1 brant goose, 1 turnstone and 1 knot, 

A summary of the above gives a total of all game killed 
as follows: 7 wolves, 7 foxes, 8 ermines, 8 lemmings, 103 
musk oxen, 19 seals, 57 hares, 44 king ducks, 53 long-tailed 
ducks, 30 eider ducks, 60 dovekins, 1 diver, 6 burgomaster 
gulls, 1 sabine gull, 21 arctic terns, 178 skuas, 84 brant 
geese, 1 raven, 79 ptarmigan, 100 turnstones, 1 sandpiper, 1 
sandling, 27 knots, 2 ringed plovers, 18 owls, 2 phalaropes, 1 
walrus. 

The above statement of the game found by the Lady 
Franklin Bay expedition, which was prepared by Sergeant 
Brainard, is of interest as showing what species of birds and 
animals frequent Grinnell Land, and at what season of the 
year the migratory hirds return to that region. No game 
was killed during the months of October, November and 
December, 1881; January and October, 1882, and January, 
1888, when hunting was impossible on account of the 
darkness and cold. The solitary musk ox killed in 
Noyember, 1882, was found by the party which was sent 
during that month io Carl Ritter Bay, though there can be 
no doubt that it is resident throughout the year, subsisting 
during the winter season on saxifrage and the scant grass, 
to find which it removes the snow with its hoofs. The 
number of these animals seen disproves the theory advanced 
by Major Feilden in his paper on mammialia (see ‘‘ Voyage to 
the Polar Sea,” volume 2, page 201, Nares) ‘‘that the number 
of musk oxen in Grinnell Land is extremely limited,” and 
was well nigh exhausted by the onslaught made by the 
Wares expedition during the winter of 1875-76.—.W. Y. 
Herald. 

Harty Days In Western New Yorx«,—Dansyville, 
Livingston County, N. ¥Y.—The following brief notes taken 
from a standard history of the period serve to remind one of 
the halcyon old times experienced by the pioneer settlers of 
Western New York. Wecan imagine how the old settlers 
may have enjoyed the situation in the midst of abounding 
wildwood creatures, trout streams and the myriad feathered 
creation so charmingly written about by Wilson and Audu- 
bon. I opine, however, that there would have been no use 
for a sportsman’s journal in those piping days of plenty. 
Here is a quotation: ‘John Mountpleasant, Indian son of a 
British officer stationed at Lewiston, Niagara county, N. Y., 
says of those dear old days: ‘Deer were not plenty, the 
wolves hunted them, driving them into the Jake (Ontario); 
then they would wait and catch the poor tired creatures when 
they swam out. They also made sad havoc among them 
in the deep snows and crusted snows. A slope between the 
ridge and Lake Ontario abounded in bears; flocks of swan 
were often at the islands above Niagara Falls; bitterns were 
found in the marshes; white owls were numerous. I have 
taken salmon a foof long with my hands in Highteen Mile 
Creek, near Lockport. Trout were abundant.’ Judge Hop- 
kins, who came to Lewiston in 1788, says: ‘There were a 
great many bears, wolyes and wildcats, and being in the 
trade, | paid from fifty to seventy-five cents for beaver and 
otter skins, and four cents apiece for mink and muskrat 
pelts.’” Although the foregoing meagre notes only make a 
good show for bear meat and trout, and they omit any men- 
tion of the millions of grouse, ducks and other small game, 
yet we know they were abundant, and as for deer, they were 
numerous. throughout the State. Cannot ‘‘Antler,” my for- 
mer neighbor of Allegany county, furnish a contribution on 
this subject—or anybody else—trom either personal recol- 

- Jections or book gleanings?—OBED Boaas (of Livingston). 

Wrst Jursey Socrmry.—At a recent meeting of the 
_ directors of the West Jersey Game Protective Society at 
Gloucester city, Joseph Ore was appointed special detective 

- for Camden county; Fish Warden Platt, of Woodbery, for 
Gloucester county, and the directors of Salem and Cumber- 

_ land counties were authorized to appoint their own. The 
detectives are paid $12 per week, with the instruction to 
enforce the game laws from date.—Homo, 

Lakewood Cemetery, Minneapolis, a graduate of the forest 
Acadamy at Tharand, Saxony, among other reasons why 
government should engage in forestry in this country as well 
asin Europe, says (a) that without governmental oversight the 
abundance of woodland will be, as is the case in America, 
where it is least needed. 
for fuel—this is true of two-thirds of our so-called wood- 
land—and in census and tax returns, much is called such 
that ought not to be. 
long ago had ten million acres of good forest, have only two 
million left. 
private control of the business. 
population, of wood-consuming industries, und the extension 
of railroads, the demands made upon our forests are increas- 
ing, and yet their area is diminishing, 
years are necessary for some of the most valuable trees to 
reach maturity. Many will not even plant fruit and grapes 
which they may hope to enjoy. Will they plant forests 
whose completed growth they will never see? 
areas, more capital and more knowledge than most farmers 
have, arenecessary for the successful growing of timber, 
This knowledge must be largely traditional; it cannot be 
acquired by personal experience. 
will not show themselves the next as in ordinary crops. 
Hence government should take the lead as in Germany, 
where it gives its forest service a long technical training and 
apprenticeship. 

GOVERNMENT Conrron or Forests.—Mr, Schatzka, of 

(b) Most of the woods are fit only 

(ec) Michigan and Wisconsin, that not 

This is always what results from unrestricted 
(d) With the growth of 

(e) From 80 to 200 

(f) Larger 

The mistakes of one year 

ADVICE THAT WILL PROBABLY BE FoLLOWED.—Menomonie, 
Wis., Aug. 12.—The season to commence netting pinnated and 
ruffed grouse, ducks, etc,, opens Aug. 15, and itis estimated 
by good mathematicians that every citizen of our city who 
is old enough to bear arms, and who has arms to bear 
will be in the field promptly at four o'clock on the morning 
of said day; and it is hoped that there will be no bad misses 
of good shots, and that every bird that can possibly be killed 
will be brought to bag. For it would be a great misfortune 
to have too much game in the country (particularly the dan- 
gerous game known as grouse) and for that reason I say to 
shooters of this vicinity—don’t stop shooting after you have 
all you want to eat, but keep right onand kill all you can, 
because the fifteenth of August is here, and besides, some 
other hunter may kill more birds than you do, and that 
would be a disgrace for you, especially if you are credited 
with being an expert with the gun at the traps, and the 
other fellow only a novice. The prospects for prairie chicken 
shooting this year are exceedingly good. Good dogs are 
scarce, but good guns are exceedingly numerous. The birds 
are too small on the fifteenth to afford the best of sport; the 
open season should not commence before the first of Sep- 
tember.—B. A. E. 

IowA PRAIRIB Cutcenns.—Morning Sun, Iowa, Aug. 13. 
—Chickens are plenty. There is no doubt of it, but whether 
they will be by the first of September remains to be seen. 
I have just learned to-day that they are shooting them now 
out on the prairies in spite of the law. One party killed 
sixteen in one evening. Now, isn’t this too bad? Our laws 
are good enough, but there is a lack of the proper officers 
to enforce them. It seems to me that the experiment of 
having game wardens has been tried and been a success in 
other States, and with proper help they would do good work 
in the State of Lowa just now. The warden could drive 
out in a buggy and with the aid of a good glass catch men 
in the very act of shooting game out of season. I could 
show him now within six or cight miles of my house where 
he could make it hot for the law-breakers. Going into town 
this evening I found the bays terribly worked up, wanted to 
organize a club for the protection of fish and game. This is 
all right and we will organize such a club, but is it the duty 
of clubs to protect property that the State claims as its own? 
I think not, only when the State giyes them the authority 
soto do. I only hope these lines may be read by some one 
who can and will use his influence in the right direction.— 
Mors. 

W oopcock in Oxnto.—Wooster, O., Aug. 11.—The recent 
heavy rains haye moistened the ground, consequently our 
expectation have been realized. I anticipated that after the 
pround became moist again the woodcock would return to 
their feeding grounds. Such is now the case, and one who 
understands hunting them can make a fair bag, or rather 
the one that can hit them after he findsthem. I killed in 
one day last week over my beltons, Buckeye Belle and Bon- 
nie, fourteen brace. Got up one more bird, which I failed 
to shoot at. Killed all of those in the cornfields, which in 
places are very rank and thick. I was at work nearly two 
hours, and fired thirty shots. Remarkably good, considering 
the density of the cover. I shall send you some papers on 
the habits of the woodcock, particularly on the moulting and 
the nonsensical idea that sportsmen get into their heads that 
woodcock seek dense cover to go through this process. 
Quail are doing splendidly. While running a brace of Blue 
Dick bitches this A. M. I found three coveys of nearly full- 
grown ruffed prouse—one of 17, one of 13 and one of 15— 
and all within 300 yards of each other, I long for Sept. 1. 
—JouN Bouus. 

Two-Eyvpp SHoorinc.—Centralia, Pa., Aug. 15.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: J think a good solution of the “‘two- 
eyed shooting” question is that those who practice it really 
use but one eye while the other may be open. This isa 
matter of only a little practice I find. J am quite interested 
in microscopic and astronomical work, In using my instru- 
‘ments I never think of closing either eye, using one for a 
while then changing to the other for rest, never thinking of 
closing the one not in use, At first things were considerably 
mixed; a beautiful double star seen with one eye was put in 
a cherry tree with the other, and the scales of Lepisma sac- 
charina were mixed up with the meshes of my table cover, 
but after a while I learned to pay no attention to what 
Was in view outside the tube-—Spricewoop. 

Game Azout Lowrin, Mass.—The prospects for good 
shooting in this vicinity during the coming season looks bet- 
ter than for a number of years past, Our summer has been 
cool, with frequent showers, and all the old and well-known 
woodeock grounds, as well as many new places, are well 
bored throughout their rich, moist bottoms by our long-billed 
favorites. Two and more have been flushed im each of a 
number of places by the writer. Reports come in favorable 
for sport with ruffed grouse, and some half dozen broods 
of these regal birds have been located by your correspondent. 
The whistle of Bob White is heard in every field, and if the 
writer is not mistaken in the symptoms we will have the 
best quail shooting for many years,—HEMLOCK. 

A Crosn SHAve.—Centralia, Pa,, Aug. 18.—Rattlesnakes 
seem to be a frequent topic in your paper these days. The 
other evening while riding out 1 heard the “sing” of one of 
those wretches close by the roadside. 
horses, and my setter dog passing the wheel was struck at 
from a low oak bush by the snake; she dodged it, but with a 
little yelp. I was afraid she was ‘done for,” but no ill-effects 
followed, so his snakeship, not making allowance for the 
dodge, came a little short of the mark and my dog was saved 
to help me in some of the sport promised this season. Quail 
and pheasants seem to be unusually plenty, and wild turkeys 
are on all the mountains.—Sricewoop, 

I reined up my 

Quai In Inprana.—Hartford City, Ang. 11.—The pros- 
pect for quail shooting this fall is exceedingly flattering here. 
In a half hour’s walk I can raise from 15 to 20 covies of 
young broods, 
hatching, We all lock for better shooting than we have had 
for the past five years. 

The season has been most favorable for their 

Ruffed grouse are more numerous 
also, though they are not hunted much by our sportsmen, 
quail being too plentiful and easier of access.—At Loox. 

CHazy Laxn, Dannemora, N. Y., Aug. 11.—Woodcock are 
very plenty this summer, and partridges also. On the shore 
near the lake is the cabin of Old Mose fhe guide. Of him Rey. 
8. O. Prime says: ‘Out of the thicket emerged an old man 
in many colored and patched raiment, with long and matted 
hair and beard.” Mose is now over 80 years old, and never 
wore a hat in his life. He can tell a good story and shoot a 
rifle with many young men to-day.—Rommr. 

RUFFED Grouse Near New Yoru.—lIf “H. G. B.” 
will come to Indian Point, Chateaugay Lake, Franklin county 
N. Y., he can find enough ruffed grouse for any reasonable 
sportsman. Our woods are full of the young birds, tyo- 
thirds grown. Ishall be happy to impart any information 
sportsmen may want concerning game and fish of our woods 
and waters at any time.—Mosms A, LAayram (Chateaugay 
Lake, Franklin county, N. Y.). 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS IN _Kansas.—Hartford City, Ind., Aug. 
11.—Reliable reports reach me from Marshall county, Kansas, 
that prairie chickens are thicker this year than grasshoppers 
were in 1870. Two parties were out on the 5th inst, and 
killed thirty-one in half an hour. It would be a good idea 
for sportsmen of that section or game protectors to look after 
the game a little, as the law is not off before Sept. 1.—Anm 
Loox. 

Camp Sire Hlickeyings. 
re 

“That reminds me.” 

1338. 
NTO the store one eyening strolled Hank, the old hunter 

of the town, and the talk turned to hunting. Some of 
the boys asked the difference between a grouse and a part- 
ridge. While we were discussing that subject there came in 
a fellow who, we thought, might enlighfen us, so Bill 
asked him if he could tell us the difference between 
a grouse and a partridge. After scratching his head and 
looking at the wall, he drawled out, “J always supposed a 
grouse was a specie of rabbit.” Hank told us a yarn about 
trapping. He said that when he used to trap, mink were 
plenty and commanded a good price, and he used to catch 
several every night. One morning as he was going over his 
traps he came around a high bank in the creek and there on 
top of the bank not twenty yards away sat a mink. Hank 
said he pulled up his gun and fired, and the mink started to 
roll down the bank and Hank ran so fast to get it before it 
went into the creek that the load of shot struck him in the 
legs. Then Bill related a story he had read in the Formst 
AND STREAM, about some boys who ran a rabbit under a 
powder house and tried to smoke it out. The powder house 
exploded, blowing them to pieces, tore a hole in the ground, 
carried a tree several yards, and broke glass in a window 
half a mile off. After he had finished, Bob eagerly asked, 
“Did it kill the rabbit?” Brut. 
ATHENS, Pa. 

134. 
Tt was our last evening in camp; there were three of us, 

C., the genial ‘old trapper,” H., the man of varied experi- 
ence, a traveler in many lJands—a roamer of the seas—but 
now the woodsman, and the writer, J. W, H. had in his 
dime many adventures with the wild animals of the forest; 
the panther in particular. Perhaps it would be no exagger- 
ation to say, for a choice between a good Thanksgiving din- 
ner with all the ‘‘fixin’s,” and a hand-to-hand clinch with 
that ferocious beast, the latter would be taken every time. 
I ventured to intimate to my friends that it was our last 
evening in camp, and asked if H. would entertain us with 
some real good panther stories, Without deigning even an 
intelligible reply, but only giving a half grant or mutter, and 
a few extra puffs at his pipe, he relapsed into silence, and 
that was the order of things for the next few minutes, Just 
when it was getting to be the least bit oppressive, however, 
the old trapper began: 

‘My grandfather was a great hunter, trapper, and Indian 
fighter, and eventually his name was a terror to the red man. 
He lived at that time in Northern New York, not far from 
the ‘old Canada trail.? His business was hunting, trapping, 
and killing Indians; the latter came about this way: One 
day, while absent ona hunting expedition, the Indians 
raided that section, murdered his entire family, and burnt 
his home and all its contents. When my grandfather re- 
turned and saw what had been done, he swore eternal ven- 
seance against the red devils, and never after did he omit 
an opportunity to killand scalp an Indian. He set about 
building a small log cabin, selecting a spot not far from his 
old home, but more secluded, and not so likely to be observed. 
There the poor old man lived solitary and alone, with none 
to cheer or comfort him; but what with his rifle, traps, and 
hunting Indians, he was kept pretty busy, and so had not 
much time to brood over his troubles, It was one cold 
morning in the winter following the sad occurrence, that my 
grandfather started out to visit his traps. 

“There had been the night previous one of those furious 
snow squalls which usually precede very cold weather, and 
he had not proceeded far when he found it so intensely cold 
that he was sorry he had come out, but thought he would 
go only to the first trap and then return. Now in order to 
reach his first trap he would cross the Indian trail which led 
into Canada, and when he had got so far he saw the fresh 
tracks of five Indians. Though the day was so very cold 
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the sight of those tracks warmed the old man’s blood, and 
he started right on after them, forgetting all about his traps. 
After going about five miles he saw smoke ahead; this he 
‘cautiously approached, and there, sitting around the fire 
cooking, were the five Indians, By good management he 
succeeded in killing four of them, the fifth escaped. Four 
reeking scalps were dangling to the old man’s belt, and he 
was homeward bound. 

_ ‘Not until then did my grandfather realize how Cold it was; 
oh, so fearfully cold. Would he live to get home was his 
‘thought, when out on the trail hopped a bob cat; he shot it, 
loaded his rifle and went on. Not far, however, when a half 
famished wolf sprang out in front with a savage growl, and 
was served the same sauce as the cat. Now it had got to be 
so frightfully cold that my grandfather did not dare to stop to 
load, but hurried on as fastas his legs would carry him. He 
was not destined to go far before he was brought to a sudden 
halt by a most terrific scream close in his rear, and that 
scream once heard was never mistaken, for there was but 
one anima! in the forest that could utter it—the panther. 
When my grandfather heard that yell he turned instantly, 
caught his powder flask and quickly poured the powder in 
his rifle, then felt for the bullet pouch. It was gone, For 
amoment the old man was paralyzed, the next scared, yes, 
seared, for the first time in his life, and great drops of sweat 
came out on his face and fell thick and fast. What should 
he do, what could he do! Oh, for something—lead, iron, 
anything—to put in his rifle. At that moment the terrible 
creature appeared not twenty paces distant, creeping toward 
him, getting ready forthe fatal spring. A glance at the 
sround—there at his feet was a little pile of ice pellets (the 
sreut drops of sweat as they rolled from my grandfather's 
face bad frozen like hailstones before they touched the earth). 
Why could he not catch a handful of them and put in his 
rifle? Surely they would be better than nothing. Nosooner 
thought than done, the rifle was full, chuck; none too svon, 
for as he drew the bead on its head the panther was about 
to spring, not eight paces distant, He fired; the panther 
rolled over and over; and boys, if you will believe it, those 
ice pellets went into that critter’s head so far they melted, 
and he died at once ‘*with water on the brain.” . Ww. 

ADIRONDACK PRESERVATION. 
ye various plans of preserving the forest of the Adiron- 

dacks differ in the question of how and how much, 
The true solution, leaving out all personal and copartnership 
interests, is simple and can be but one. As to the-how, it 
can only be by the State acquirmg absolute proprietorship; 
as to the how much, the line is not so easily drawn, but for 
the simplification of the former question, it may be placed 
as closely to the true source of the Hudson waters as may be, 
but without permitting any complication of the State prop- 
erty’s boundaries by the exclusion of valleys which enter into 
the district necessary to be preserved. This it seems to me 
moreover needful, to avoid the danger of climatic changes 
such as would occur even to the forest region if the adjoin- 
ing valleys were cleared or burned off. The true headwaters 
of the Hudson are to a serious extent already damaged by 
the clearings in the Schroon and Lake George sections. The 
State should appropriate every acre of woodland in that sec- 
tion and as far north and cast in Essex county as the sources 
of the tributaries which run through the Indian Pass, and 
all the forest remaining in the north of Herkimer and its 
adjoining counties of the same range where are the northern 
tributaries of the Mohawk, which river shows within the 
past twenty-five years grave indications of the action of 
freshet in the setting up of its channel. To this ought to be 
added the wild section about Mount Seward as far north as 
the Lower Saranac Lake, and, for the double reason of pre- 
serving the yalleys of the southern tributaries of the St. 
Lawrence and controlling the climate of the whole region as 
far as may be, the Upper Saranac Lake and all south of a 
more or Jess straight line across from ridges north of the 
Saranac Lakes to those north of the headwaters of the Black 
River, and thence following the western water shed of that 
yalley down to, the line of settled country north of the Mo- 
hawk, 

All within this boundary ought to be in the unquestion- 
able control of the State at the earliest possible date. This 
would include much cultivated land and various hotel sites, 
but there is no necessity of reforesting all the district—those 
sections which have been thoroughly reclaimed may be 
leased on Jong leases, and on conditions which will keep the 
tenant from infringing the interests of the State; the hotels 
equally may be leased to their present owners under such 
restrictions us to clearing more land as may be desirable, and 
the whole forest, when under the State proprietorship, may 
be, as European—forests are, leased to the lumberers under 
rigorous conditions as to the size of the trees to be cut and 
the complete disposal of the litter and prevention of fires. 
The wood must be cut at maturity if the forest is to be pre- 
served from conflagration, and the removal of the full-sized 
trees permits the growth of the smaller ones which, without 
some fhinning, will never come forwerd. At present under- 
sized trees are being cut to a very large extent. 

I have spoken of a dam on the Raquette. This construc- 
tion, authorized by one of those nefarious bills which are 
rushed through our Legislature without the knowledge of 
adversely interested parties, was built across a rapid at the 
lower part of a long, level reach of the river, and its effect 
was to flood the bottom land for many miles regardless of all 
proprietary rights on the river. The lumber in the flooded 
district was killed, and when the water fell and fire got in 
great sections were swept by the flames. The aspect of the 
valley is changed very much by if, and the inhabitants, in- 
dignant, but without legal remedy, took steps to blow up 
the dam, with eminent success, so that the level is now 
much reduced, but the valley is ruined. 

Hitherto the State authorities have regarded the whole 
Adirondack country with contempt. Whole townships haye 
been bought, the best timber cut off without payment, and 
the land allowed to lapse back to the State. Nobody at 
Albany cared or looked twice at the affair, and I think that 
if the State were to look rigorously into the titles of all the 
Tands there would many a flaw be found where sheer usurp- 
ation has taken the place of purchase. 

The damming of the rivers should be rigorously prevented, 
except where required in the interest of ihe fisheries, and so 
vigorous and destructive has the lumbering been of late that 
there is little harm to be done by such a restriction, for the 
lumber easily accessible to the rivers is now very little. The 
State in reclaiming the lands could easily afford to open good 
roads to the region, enabling such lumber as may be got 
out with advantage to be moved more easily than it is now 
by water, and to a certain extent facilitate the utilization of 
WETS now do not come to the market, and at the 
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same time facilitate the moying of tourists and supplies for 
those inhabitants whom the proposed regulations would re- 
strict in their home production. 

Once the proprietorship of the district is vested in the 
State, all these conditions may be so co-ordinated that no 
important interest shall be infringed and the State itself may 
be relieved from a great portion of the expense of the tenure. 
The forest can be made to pay foritself and still remain a 
forest, which is the desideratum in the matter. At present 
the only interests served are those of speculators, indifferent 
to any good to the State or the community, and to a great 
extent not citizens of it. —Correspondence Hueming Post. 

— Sea and River Sishing. 

SHEEPSHEAD AND BLUEFISH. 

BY BARNWELL ROOSEVELT, 

6 ‘Ty GOT eleven *bunkers from Charlie Green this morn- 
ing,” said the Superintendent to the Commissioner, 

as the latter stepped aboard the Heartsease and ordered the 
men to get under way for a day’s sail and fish. 

“Well, that will be enough to catch all the porgees we 
want,” was the contemptuous reply, as the Commissioner 
busied himself to see that the peak was ‘‘topped up” and the 
mainsheet trimmed just so as to get everything ‘‘out of her’ 
that was possible. 

‘“‘Porgees!” was the grumbling response. ‘I want biue- 
fish. You might as well catch sunfish out of a mill pond as 
porgees; I did not come fiye hundred miles from my home 
in a country village, as you call it, to catch porgees.”’ 

‘‘But suppose that bluefish are not biting,” suggested his 
associate. — 

“Then we must make them bite,” was the confident re- 
tort. 

“That is enough,” the Commissioner responded gaily, as 
he gave the helm up to his sailing master and lighted his 
after-breakfast cigar, ‘‘bluefish you want and bluefish you must 
have. As for myself I had settled my mind on sheepshead, 
but as my rule is always to let my visitors have their own 
way, I shall concede the point and content myself with the 
lively bluefish.”’ 

The Superintendent ruminated. He knew his companion 
well enough to understand that he did not talk idly; he had 
never caught a sheepshead, but he had heard of them, 
had seen their broad sides and positive heads in the market 
and was well aware that they were regarded by many fisher- 
men as the lords of the finny tribe, to whom bluefish were 
as sprats fo whales. So after a while he said meekly: 

“Are you sure you can catch sheephead?” 
“Sure I can catch sheepshead!” was the exclamation of 

response. ‘‘No; an old fisherman like you to ask such a 
question! Is any one ever sure he can catch anything when 
out fishing except a cold in the head? Why. lam not sure 
you will catch a single porgee with all those eleven "bunkers, 
although I believe porgees to be as thick as the historical 
leaves in Vallambrosa.” 

“Then what are you talking about sheephead for?” de- 
manded the Superintendent, one of whose peculiarities it 
was to call sheepshead ‘‘sheephead” for a little variety, just 
as he would address the sailing master as ‘‘Augur,” although 
his name was ‘‘August,” which is as easy to pronounce if 
not easier. 

“Simply because I am told that they are biting, and it is 
a way | have to go fishing when the fish will bite, and for 
the kinds that are biting, in preference to going when they 
are not in the humor, or for those which are at the moment 
making a visit to distant relatives.” 

‘‘Humph,” snorted the Superintendent, for if there was one 
thing he hated more than another it was to be instructed in 
the art of catching fish, in which he supposed he was fueile 
princeps, as we used to say when we were young, and were 
persuaded to it by the use of the rattan of the schoolmaster. 
So they talked ahout the weather till they arrived at the 
“cinderbeds,” which was their favorite spot for inveigling 
bluefish and porgees. They cast anchor, and the Commis- 
sioner, who evidently had no great idea of the prospects for 
sport, said: 

“JT will take August with me and go to the flats off Hast 
Island and dig soft clams for bait for the sheepshead if we 
should conclude to try them after you have caught all the 
bluefish you want. in the meantime you can he fishing for 
porgees.” ; ; 

**Porgees,” grunted the Superintendent, as the other pushed 
off in the smallboat for the island some quarter of a mile 
away, and proceeded to put on a bluefish bait. His com- 
panion was absent about half an hour, and when he returned 
his first greeting was an announcement ‘‘that they were 
biting.” It appeared that the Superintendent had taken the 
cook from his accustomed duties and set him to ‘‘chum- 
ming” and helping fish, to which, being young, he was 
nothing loth, and between them they had several bluefish 
already, with good prospects for more. So the host got out 
his rod as quickly as he could, without even waiting to put 
on his shoes or roll down his pantaloons, which he had con- 
verted into temporary kneebreeches when he was in the pur- 
suit of the secretive softshell clam, and the two were at once 
hard at it and hauling in the finny prey hand over fist, that 
is, by many revolutions of the reel, =. 

‘Do you observe,” cried the Commissioner, as he was 
twirling his reel-handle merrily with a fish of five pounds at 
the end of his line, ‘‘the superiority of the use of a large 
single-barreled reel over the mulliplier? I altered my old 
salmon reel by taking out the click. You haye so much 
more power. No man should ever use a multiplier except 
for bass fishing or casting, and then one like what you have 
on that rod, Imbrie’s new patent, hung on adjustable pivots, 
is the thing.” 

‘‘This will suit me well enough,” retorted his companion, 
contentedly. ‘‘I like my line to come in fast, and want to 
land my fish in something less than an hour apiece,” 

“And work away as though you were grinding coffee,” 
retorted the other. ‘‘I can reel in as fast as the fish will 
come, and that is fast enough, and I don’t have the handle all 
the while slipping away from me and rapping my fingers.” 
At this moment a large catboat, filled with a sailing party, 

many of whom were ladies, passed close to the Heartsease 

ting ejaculation, appar- 
ently uttered in deference 1o the superfluous husband, but ir | 

reality spoken of a recalcitrant fish that had been biting 
without being hooked. ‘‘Thatis the advantage of tying on 
the bait as I adyised you to do; we always do it for striped 
bass, and when the bluefish are shy as they are now, I do the 
same for them, Then, if they miss the hook the first time, 
they do not tear the bait off, so that they get it the second 
bite, but it is in good order to catch them,” 

In their excitement the sportsmen had not followed the 
motions of the catboat, they did not see her keep away in 
front of them, jibe over, and swing up alongside, and the 
first notice they had of an impending visit was the rounding 
to of the boat close aboard. The Commissioner was taken 
aback, his feet were bare, his pantaloons rolled up to his 
knees, his hands were more or less daubed with menhaden, 
and he was in a general state of neglect and disarrangement 
not at all suitable to the reception of that ‘‘beautiful woman” 
of whom he had been speaking so enthusiastically. He did 
his best, however, receiving her, her husband and her 
father with enthusiasm and without apology, but he promptly 
set the Superintendent to getting out some champagne, while 
he slipped into the nearest stateroom, and put on his shoes 
and tidied himself up a bit. Rods were of course laid aside, 
the inferior game neglected for the superior. Jokes, laugh- 
ter and bright smiles pervaded the cabin, and the poor de 
luded fish had a respite. Time flew by till the visitors had 
to bid good-bye. When they were gone and the fishermen 
had resumed their rods and found that the other game had 
taken advantage of the occasion to retire to parts unknown, 
the Superintendent asked sulkiiy, ‘‘How much time haye 
we lost?” 

It is unnecessary to give the Commissioner’s protest against 
this commonplace interpretation of so delightful a change 
from the mere act of catching fish, but he offered to get 
under way and run down to the sheepshead ground which 
was a couple of miles off and near the hotel on Fire Island. 
The offer was promptly approved. There had been wonder- 
ful sheepsheading in the Great South Bay allsummer. These 
valuable and delicious fish had been taken in numbers never 
equaled before, and both the sportsmen were anxious to try 
them. So the yacht was quickly bowling along through the 
intricate channel between the beach and the islands, past 
Olam Pond cove, round Tobey’s flat, close to the net ‘reels 
beyond Sammis’s hotel, nearly to the black buoy off the 
lower shoal. There, anchored entirely across the channel, 
were fifty small boats, and in each of these one or two 
patient, silent, industrious sheepshead fishers. The theory 
has been received from time immemorial, that to catch such 
shy and cunning creatures it was necessary to use the ut- 
most caution, Jo fish from a small boat, to go alone, to 
anathematize every sailing vessel which came within a 
quarter of a mile of you, to whirl your heavy sinker and 
bait over your head at the risk of driving the hooks into 
some sensitive part of your body and to send the line spin- 
ning off a hundred feet from the boat. 

‘‘Why cannot we fish off the deck of the yacht?” de- 
manded the Superintendent with irreverent disregard for all 
these well-established traditions, ‘‘anchor her as near as you 
can and let us try. How deep is the water here, anyway?” 

‘Hour to five fathoms.” 
“You may just as well say it in English.” 
‘Twenty-five to thirty feet,’”’ said the Commissioner, mak- 

ing the correction as gracefully as he could, “I agree with 
you there, there is no sense in taking such precautions when 
the water is so deep and the current as strong as that of a 
mill race.” 

So they came to, not exactly where they would have pre- 
ferred to be but as near the line of fishermen as they dared 
in view of the prejudice which they knew they were con- 
troyening, Then they rigged up their lines. Of course, 
the Superintendent would accept no advice; he had caught. 
salmon trout, the shyest of all fish, when no other man could 
get a bite, and had versed himself in the ways of all the 
denizens of the fresh waters, so he was not to be instructed. 
He hitched ten hooks, one above another, to the line and put 
a whole clam on each hook, When be had baited his trap 
it stretched the entire length of the yacht. The Commis- 
sioner was more modest and merciful, he only put on four 
hooks, but the upper one was fully five feet from his sinker, 
which hung in a loop six inches long from the line. The 
sailing master, who had seen sheepshead caught before, 
looked on in dismay while the distant fishermen wondered 
whether these were new species of nets baited lo make them 
more fatal. Hach sportsman had a stiff rod and a fifteen- 
thread bass line that would lift nearly thirty pounds, while 
a large, long-handled scoop net Jay conveniently on the deck. 

Sheepshead are a peculiar fish, as the Superintendent soon 
found out, They bite and run, to live and biteagain, They 
are not like their fierce brother, the bluefish, but they pick 
up your clam as gingerly as though they loved it, which 
they do, and having gently squeezed it in their powerful 
jaws they drop it with scarcely a twitch on the line to warn 
the deluded sportsman of the fate of his bait. If he dis- 
covers what is going on at all and ‘‘yanks” in approved 
fashion, the hook slips from the trapblock pavement in 
the mouth of the adversary and he takes nothing 
by his motion, lt is all yery well to say, “Wait fill 
the sheepshead has pulled twice and then has picked 
up your bait and gone off with it.” That is excellent. 
But suppose he never goes off with it, but is contented with 
sucking out the softer and more delicate portion and waiting 
till you give him a fresh morsel of tenderness, what are you 
to do then? ‘Have patience,” said the Superintendent. 
“Have luck,” murmured the Commissioner, as he made a 
vicious yank at nothing visible, while his companion fast- 
ened toa big fellow that gave him all he could manage. 
The tide was strong, and the sheepshead, turning their sides 
to it, tear and tear and jerk and pull in a way that makes 
landing them by hand difficult, and with a rod a work of 
uncommon skill and patience. The use of a hand line is a 
coarse business at best, and the loss of temper over the 
tangles it gets into makes it doubly undesirable. To be 
sure, by substituting the rod the fisherman loses the exhil- 
aration of whirling his line over his head and perhaps sink- 
ing the hook into the ears of his attendant or friend, but if 
the bait is quietly dropped over the side of the vessel the 
current will carry it far enough away without ‘‘ze dam 
fioureesh.” So they fished and they fished, and they 
“vanked” and they “yanked,” and the fish sneaked off in- 
stead of behaying like gentlemanly fish and allowing them- 
selves to be caught, and when hooked, which happened to 
about one in ten bites, they broke the lines and smashed the 
hooks till even the patience of the Superintendent, to say 
nothing of Job’s, would have given out. Nevertheless there 
was a reward—some got hooked. Of these a proportion 
eame into the net, and before fishing was over the roomy 
cockpit was full of them, their shape giving them the right 
tq be classed with the blue blood of the dining table, tha 
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aldermanie aristocracy. Sheepshead are a fine looking fish 
after all, if not as graceful as salmon nor as delicate as trout, 
and deserve their reputation as a table delicacy. 

It was 6 gala day aboard of the Heartsease. Those eleven 
*bunkers had been put to good account, and now the soft 
clams had turned out even more remunerative. It is not 
often you can catch sixty seven bluefish with eleven men- 
haden, and it is still more rare to take twenty-six sheepshead 
under any circumstances. One fact had been demonstrated 
to the benefit of the gentle angler, if not so much to that of 
the professional, that in fishing in a strong tideway in thirty 
feet of water, as good success can be had from a large vessel 
as from 1 small boat, while the comfort of the two methods 
are not to be compared. 

**Well,” said the Superintendent as he recled up his line 
after being satisfied that there were no more fish to be con- 
quered, as the shades of eve had settled down and darkness 
was approaching, ‘“‘you are right about one thing. A single- 
barreled reel isthe proper one for this sort of fishing even if it 
does occasionally catch your thumb when the fish makes a 
sudden tush. A multiplier is unnecessary and makes too 
much work of it,” 

“That being admitted,” replied the Commissioner, off- 
handedly, “let us take our bluefish to Jesse Smith, make him 
a present of them, and keep our sheepshead,”’ 

“No,” answered the Superintendent, “let me teach you 
how to salt down the blucfish so that they will keep, not spoil, 
as I believe once happened.” 

This retort, which had something of truth in it in spite of 
the Commissioner's explanations, closed the sports of a day 
which has not been surpassed in Eastern waters for many a 
revolving moon, and will probably not be equaled for 
many to come. 

THE LARGEST BLACK BASS YET, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Ifindin your issue of Aug, 7, an article with the above 

heading. Now, we will all admit that a black bass weighing 
74 pounds isa beauty, butif our friend Mr. Folsom will 
make us a visit, we will take him to where he can have the 
pleasure of reeling in fish which will bump the beam at 11, 
yes, 12 and 14 pounds, without much trouble. Ido not 
mean by this that. there are no small bass in the waters of 
Florida, nor do I wish any of our Northern friends to think 
that they can be killed with sticks and stones, or caught with 
pitchforks, as have heard people talk of doing, but I do 
claim for Florida as fine fields for piscatorial sport as are to 
be found in this country anywhere. 1am a great lover of 
the rod and reel, and if you can find space in your columns, 
I will give you and our Northern friends a little sketch of 
my last skirmish with the finny tribe. 

The greater portion of fish taken in the fresh-water lakes 
of Florida, are black bass, pickerel or jack, and a goodly 
number of bream and catfish. Some ten weeks ago, I left for 
Altoona, Florida, and from there, in. company with two of 
my piscatorial friends, we started out for a day’s sport. An 
hour’s ride through fragrant floral pines brought our little 
party to one of those clear, crystal streams or bayous, which 
bears the unpoetical name of Niggertown Oreck. 
We were well supplied with good tackle, and the usual 

supply of good things which are required to make up the 
sportsman’s lunch box, and had it not been for a poor affair 
of a boat, our entire outfit might well have been called a 
respectable one, even if we did ride on a mule cart with a 
gentleman of African descent as driver. 

However. a portion of Jones’s underwear was soon put to 
use as caulking for the little home-made plank boat, and 
after our paraphernalia was safely stowed away, with Bird- 
song at the oars, we were soon gliding rapidly to the bait 
grounds, 

A half hour was sufficient to fill our minnow bucket with 
fine silvers, and then away we went across and into 
one of those clear, deep, lily-bound lakes, for which 
Florida is noted. This lake contained, I suppose, 34 
acres, was about 25 to 30 feet deep, and like all 
the other little lakes which surround Niggertown Creek, are 
to be reached only by pushing a boat through high saw 
grass and reeds about three or four rods. This, you may 
think, is too much trouble; well, perhaps so, but if you will 
pive us a little time we will show you how it pays. — 
We soon made our boat fast to the bonnets and began 

work. Joues took the lead with a bass of 6 pounds, I came 
in second with a fine fellow weighing 8} pounds, and Bird- 
song as third with a pickerel of 7 pounds 9 ounces, I again 
with a 3i-pounder. Birdsong took for his second a 123- 
pounder, and Jones for his a 74-pounder. Several others 
were taken, I suppose in all about 60 pounds, when Jones 
proposed we should move to a little cove on the opposite side 
of the lake. We did so, and after partaking of our lunch, 
which we were by this time hungry enough to enjoy, we 
began anew, with our boat at anchor in the shade of some 
wild orange trees and live oaks. 

Jones was the lucky one again, and took for his first a 
beauty weighing 182 pounds, then I with one of 44 pounds 
and Jones again with a §4-pound pickerel. Birdsong had in 
the meantime made fast toa huge mudfish, which occupied 
his time for about half an hour, very much to his disgust 
and our yery great pleasure, but he soon came to the front 
with a fine one of 124 pounds. At about this time our bait 
was exhausted, with the exception of a large bream, which 
was, I suppose, 64 inches long, and as a matter of experi- 
ment I proposed to Jones that I try it. My pole was a very 
light, one, only 8 ounces, and the bream made my little float 
bob around lively until he became worried down a little, 
We were about to go home satistied, when suddenly my float 
sank and away went my line at lightning speed, fairly heat- 
ing my reel in its whirl. Jones and Birdsong reeled in ex- 
citedly, supposing I had made fast to an alligator or some 
other hideous monster of the deep, and both sat silent and 
awe-stricken, intently watching my trembling limbs and 
quivering pole, ’ 

‘his monster was a black bass which I finally succeded in 
landing after about forty minutes of hard sport. He was 
374 inches long from tip of nose to tip of fail, measured in 
circurmference at girth 294 inches, and weighed 284 pounds. 
J have in a rough way preserved his head, and have taken 
the liberty of sending it to you by express, for the inspec- 
tioa of any that may doubt the veracity of this statement. 
Having no preservatives with me at the time. I was obliged 
to hang it oul in the sun todry, and it is badly shrunk and 
withered, but it will give you an idea of the size which he 
must-have been. ' 
Now, if any of our Northern friends can beat this record 

of five and a half hours, which footed up 128 pounds of 
black bass and pickerel, please let us know and we will try 
again, but will not ugree to catch another black bass weigh- 
ing 284 pounds, for it is the largest one I have ever seen, 

” 

and I had no idea that they ever grew to beso large, His 
flesh was sweet and delicious, and seemed to have retained 
all the fine flavors of the younger black bass. This fish 
was laken in about 22 feet of water with the minnow, about 
12 feet from surface of water when hooked. He made a 
straight shoot for the center of the lake, and it was with 
the greatest trouble and care that I succeeded in getting him 
toward shore. He did not show himself above the surface 
at any time, and when finally pulled to the boat he came 
with his mouth full open and to all appearances dead, and 
after being landed I think he made but one fiop. 

H. W. Ross. 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. 

THE BROOK TROUT. 

BHAUTIFUL child of the fountain stream! 

Thou seemest Horn of a naiad’s dream, 

Child of the water and child of the light, 

Shining in rainbow colors bright. 

Dissolved from the flashing sunbeams sent 

Down into thy erystal element— 

Resplendent in mantle of silvery fold, 

Sparkling with rubies and pearls and gold! 

Not in coralline depths of tropical seas 

Do fishes glitter in hues like these, 

Nor winged forms of the burning zone 

Th dyes more gorgeous than thine own— 

Of all the eveatuves of wave or air 

The most alluring and most fair! 

Roaming mid Nature’s loy’liest scenes, 

Through meadows, glades and wild ravines; 

In clear, deep races, where mirrored lie 

The feathery clouds and azure sky; 

Where the cataract leaps with 1mpetuous might 

Like molten emerald down the height, 

And white and soft as the wild swan’s throat 

On the basin’s margin the foam-drifts float, 

Or dancing and whirling the snowy spray, 

To the rippling musieé glides away, 

Loitering under the grassy eaves, 

Hiding under the lily leaves, 

*Neath mossy boulder and shelving stone, 

And trunks by tempests overthrown; 

By gnarled roots and boughs concealed, 

Tn odorous wood and flowery field: 

Basking lazily in the sun, 
Leaping at insects bright and dun; 

Sporting the shining gravel in; 

Darting swift as a javelin! 

In and out; now here, now there, 

A gleam of sunlight everywhere; 

Shunning with instinet quick and sure 

All things tainted or impure; 

Started with violent affright 

If sudden danger meet thy sight, 

Or but a shadow or motion rude 

Disturb thy wonted solitude. 

Beautiful nymph of the fountain streant] 

So long as its sparkling waters gleam, 

Or darksome flow where the shadows slant 

Be fair Montsweag thy favorite haunt, 

That ardent lovers, each blooming year, 

May seek and softly woo thee here, 

Thine are the roseate summer hours, 

For thee the fountains, dews and showers, 

When the earth is smiling, and woods and leas 

Ave yocal with sweetest melodies, 
And myriad bright, ephemeral things 

Skip o’er the waters on gauzy wings— 

When nature all is warm and rife 

With happy, sportive, bounding life, 

But ah! when cease the founts to flow, 

When for the showers falls the snow, 

When the tender flowers die, and still 

Is the insects’ hum and song birds’ tril— 

Bleeping under the fleecy folds, 

With lilies, pinks and marigolds, 

Thou liest, in icy fetters bound, 

Til the brooks shall melt anew to sound 

And gentle zephyrs and vernal rain 

Wake thee and them to life again! 

By THE BROOKSIDE, WiscAssEer, Me. B. F.S. 

BASS FISHING 

Hadiior Forest and Stream: 
Mrs. Partington remarked that comparisons are ‘‘odorous,” 

and having noticed in your issue of July 7, the reports from 
Cuttyhunk, I cannot refrain from giving you some reliable 
data regarding bass fishing near the mouth of the St. Johns 
River. On several occasions I have referred to the sport 
obtainable during July and August in this section, and as 
evidence that I did not exaggerate, I will append a few 
scores made by friends within one month. 
My friend General Ledwith commenced fishing on July 9, 

and his score is as follows, the fish beg channsl hass: July 
9, 8; July 11, 8; July 14, 5; July 16, 3; July 20, 12; July 23, 
9; July 2%, 11; Aug. 2, 12; Aug 8, 11; Aug. 6, 12; Aug. 9, 
3; Aug. 10,3. Total 94, Smallest, 20 pounds; largest, 46 
Ibs. Average, 26 pounds; aggregate 2,444 pounds. 

On Aug, 4, my friend Mr. Marrin and party fished trom 
one bout with fullowing result, the fish being channel bass; 

IN THE ST. JOHNS. 

Mr. Marrin 8, Mrs. Marrin 6, Miss Thornton 5, Miss Palmer 
4, Mr. T. W. Palmer 4. Total 82, Average weight, 82 
pounds; total weight, 1,024 pounds. 
Aug 8—Mr. Marrin, 3 channel bass; Mrs. Marrin, 2; Mr. 

Thornton, 4; Miss Palmer, 2; Miss Barnard, 2. Total for 
boat, 13; average weight, 35 pounds; aggregate weight, 405 
pounds, ’ 

Aug. 9—Mr. Marrin, 7 channelbass; Mr. Palmer, 2; Mrs. 
Marrin, 1. Total for boat, 10; average weight, 34 pounds; 
aggregate weight, 340 pounds. 4 
My friend Mr, Wall and boatman fished two days, with 

followivg result: Aug. 5—Mr. Wall, 8 channel bass; Boat- 
man, 12; Aug. 6—Mr. Wall, 18. Total, 33; average weight, 
30 pounds; aggregate weight, 993 pounds. 
My frieud, Mr. H, M. Pryor, visited the Back Channel and 

Mile Point to fish for turpon, and as a side amusement he en- 
gaged in bass fishing with the following result: July 20, vi 
channel bass; Aug, 5, 8; Aug, 6, 11; Aug, 7, 17; Aug. 8, 3. 
Total, 36; average, 31 pounds; aggregate, 1,147 pounds. Mr. 
P, informed me that Mr. Sullivan, of this city, fished near 

him on the 5th, 6th and 8th, and captured 20 channel bass, 
averaging 80 pounds: aggregate, 600 pounds. 
On Aug, 7 George Degolia and Hartley Williams landed 

12 channel bass; average weight, 30 pounds; aggregate 
weight, 360 pounds, 
My friends, Cols. Forbes and Hart, fished with rods and 

reels, with the follwing result: Ool. Forbes—Aug. 8, 3 
channel bass; Aug, 9, 4 channel bass. Smallest, 25 pounds; 
average, 30 pounds; aggregate weight, 210 pounds. Col. 
Hari—Aug. 8, 1 channel bass; lost 4 by tackle breaking; Aug. 
9, 8 channel bass. Average, 30 pounds; ageregate weight, 
120 pounds, 

Col Forbes informed me that on the 9th he examined over 
100 channel bass that had been captured during the day and 
that the smallest weighed 24 pounds. Taking the aggregate 
we find these parties captured 251 fish; average weight about 
30 pounds; total weight 7,340 pounds, or over three tons and 
and a third. 

Bass visiting this river during July, August and Septem- 
ber range from 20 to 45 pounds. We are or the opinion that 
some of your Cuttyhunkers msy visit this section with ad- 
vantage, By taking the mail train from New York early in 
the morning they would reach this city the next day at 12:3) 
P, M. By taking steamboat at 8 P. M. they would arrive 
at Mayport at 6 P. M., orin about forty hours from New 
York. By steamship from New York to Savannah or 
Fernandina they would arrive in this, city in from 65 
to 85 hours. Cost of boatman and bait $2.50 per day; 
boarding, with good tuble and fair beds at Burough’s 
Hotel, Mayport, or at Gilbert’s, at Pilot Town, $10 
per weck. If fishermen are desirous of paddling their own 
canoes, Whitehall boats can be hired at Jones’s boatyard in 
this city at $1 per day. AL Prusco. 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla., Aug. 9, 1884. 

MONSTERS OF FLORIDA WATERS. 

Editor Horest and Stream: 
As one of your Correspondents appears anxious to secure 

some information regarding the pleasures and disappoint- 
ments of salt-water fishing, 1 will favor him with some of 
my experiences. 

Some years since the steamer Lizzie Baker was wrecked in 
the north channel at the mouth of the St. Johns River. 
Within a short period but little of her was left except the 
bottom, boiler, engine and the walking-beam frame. Some 
months after she was wrecked, G., B., “Al Fresco” and a 
representative of the colored persuasion proceeded to the 
wieck for the purpose of capturing sheepshead and channel 
bass. B. was provided with 600 feet of 72-thread cable laid 
cotton line. He used a piece of a pine board for a float, and 
allowed his line to float seaward with the ebb tide until the 
float was some 400 feet astern. The float disappeared, B, 
yanked, but felt no fishy response. I advised to haul in his 
line, and he exclaimed, ‘I have hooked bim,.” As soon as 
the line tightened the fish started up stream, and B. hastily 
hauled in slack line. When the slack was all hauled in, B. 
attempted to arrest the onward progress of the fish, but failed, 
and the Fifteenth Amendment joined in the fray, but the fish 
kept on its way, and G, lent a hand At the time I was a 
cripple, seated in the stern of the boat and could merely 
make suggestions. After the fish had passed some distance 
up stream, 1 noticed the float near the boat, and I suggested 
that No, 15 should seizeit. He did so, and held on like death 
to a defunct darky, but his end of the line parted. The 
three bent on the other end of the line, and after a half hour’s 
hard struggle they brought the unknown to a point beneath 
the boat. As the question was, ‘‘What is it,” they pulled 
away, and there appeared at the side of the boat the end of 
a saw belonging to a sawfish fully sixteen feet in length. As 
we were in a Jight' clinker-built boat, the three deemed dis- 
eretion the better part of valor, and instantly gave the fish 
slack line. I requested them to hand me the Jine, the Fif- 
teenth Amendment to cut the painter, and B. and G. to man 
the oars and pull away from the wreck and up stream. B, 
objected to the loss of his painter, and as a consequence the 
boat was pulled to the wreck and the painter untied, The 
fish made a sudden dart for the machinery, and the line 
fouled and paried. . 

Last summer I was fishing for channel bass with a hand 
line at Mile Point, and was rewarded with a iusty bite. I 
soon found that I had hooked an elephant, and from its mo- 
tions I could not determine what was at the other end. 
After a long tussle I brought the game to the surface, and 
with a strong steel gaff and the line I landed in the cockpit 
of the boat a loggerhead turtle weighing ninety-five pounds, 
As soon as the turtle landed I left the cockpit, for 1 instantly 
discovered that there was room for but one. After the 
crawler had quieted down I put him in harness and resumed 
my fishing. 
Two years since I was fishing at Mile Point, and during 

the forenoon I captured six bass, from twenty-two to forty 
pounds. To keep the fish alive I tied them with short, 
stout cords and allowed them to swim by the side of the 
boat. I retired disgusted, for all I had left was six bass 
heads. Sharks had appropriated all the rest. 
A short time after this experience I was fishing at the 

same place, with MeMullen as my boatman, I was after bass 
and obtained a bite. I yanked and found something more 
at the other end than 1 had bargained for, After a lon 
fight I brought to the surface a shark, which I had hooke 
iu the forward fin. I told Mac to strike hira with the grains, 
He complied, and struck him in the head, but the grains did 
not enter. Instantly the fish turned on its side, rushed at 
and seized the bow of the boat and tore off the false stem, 
Resolved that the brute should die and that brute force 
should yield to tact, I determined to tire out the fish, Atter 
a fight of three hours the shark was beached on the mud in 
shallow water, | plunged the grains in his back, and with 
the fishing line and line attached to the grains we hauled the 
capture into shallow water and I dispatched him with a fish 
knife. He measured nine feet in length, and was played 
with a bass line and a Job Johnston’s hook. 
On one occasion last summer I anchored at Mile Point, 

and engaged in tarpon fishing, and in a short time landed © 
four sharks, each from six to seven feet in length. Ati P. 
M., I had two lines out, one of my floats disappeared, and I 
hooked a shark. I commenced playing bim, and very soon 
float No. 2 went under, and to my disgust lL ascertamed that 
I had a brace of sharks to conquer. 1 gave No. 2 four hun- 
dred feet of line, and allowed him to circumnavigate until T 
dispatched No.1. Disgusted with this description of fishing, 
linstructed my Fifteenth Amendment associate to haul in 
the shark, and when he neared the boat 1 despatched him 
with my rifle, and we found himto measure seven feet. 
After a long fight between No, 2 and my Filteenth Amend: 
iment, ihe monster was favored with three rifle balls. He 
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measured nine feet in length, The darky had but little 
skin left on his fingers. Annoyed at such base sport, 1 
pulled up anchor, and after a pleasant sail reached home, 
JACKSONVILLE, Fila. AL FrREsco. 

7 FROM SUCKER TO BASS. 
4/7 OUR correspondent, “W. 8. P.,” in your issue of July 

24, commenting upon the gaminess of suckers and red- 
horse, calls to mind an incident of “lang syne,” where one of 
diy old friends. who had been wedded to that sort of fishing 
for years, renounced his first love and established his ortho- 
doxy by becoming an expert and successful angler for the 
Saracen of our Western rivers and lakes. One morning, late 
in the month of March, Sam §. called for me and promised 
tare sport if 1 would go with him to the fishing grounds. It 
was rare, but the best act in the play was not mentioned on 
the programme. I had already looked upon several graphic 
pictures, wherein ten-pound suckers had figured prominently, 
When I was admonished by a shake of the hand to tread 
easy. Passing quietly down the steep bank, poles were soon 
rigged and the ball set rolling. Lnmedisiely in front of us 
lay a great sycamore tree, with just a strip of its bark above 
the water. lt was close in shore, and after making a cast 
Sam would rest the tip of a pole on this tree. He had some 
five or six lines out, and it was not long until the play was 
going on merrily, Ab, me! what a time that was. It was 
one of those rare gray days when the winds seemed to be 
stl wearing their winter wings. The waters looked dark 
and cold, and just the thoughts of a plunge in the icy pools 
was maddening, 

Por a time there was a great oufcoming of the sucker fam- 
ily. Sam was vigilant, and his tackling substantial. Every 
now and then something would flash through the air like a 
meteor, and when an instant later | would hear a loud thump 
up on the side of the levee, I always knew another sucker 
hid paid the debt. By and by there came a lull, and 
stories of fine ten and twenty-pound fish began to float out 
again. Just at this period one of the poles slipped over the 
tree and out of sight like a flash, leaving a trail of sparkling 
bubbles in its wake, suggestive of more than one fish-power. 

Ti was but the work of a moment for Sam to cast aside 
his shoes, hat and coat. Turning to me with a Jook of tri- 
tinph, he said; ‘Parson, you have had your langh; when 1 
produce the fish, then—well, then I willsmile,” Then there 
was a great splash, and a few seconds later the grim, deter- 
mined face of the old boy was turned shoreward, I came 
down the beach and led ihe hero from the waves. ‘Sam, 
itis a sucker?” 

MV og |?” 

“A white sucker?” 

eSam ge 

“Well” ; 
“These scales make the weight just 2 pounds 54 ounces.” 
From 2 sheltered place I watched elm poles and hickory 

| poles go whirling over the watery wastes and in their wake 
glistening bait can. And last, but not Jeast, about two yards 
of suckers arose uboye the horizon of the levee and as full of 
evolutions as a Chinese balloon. It was then that the scepter 
departed out of Kgypt. It was a shoeless, hatless and coat- 
less clyclone that swept down that river bottom. It did not 

| destroy much timber, but the electricity, the thunder and the 
_ odor of sulphur substantiated the identity of the phenomenon, 
if it was human, 

That night [taught Sam to spell Henshall and a week 
later he had a rod of that name, 

Take it pound for pound and | think a sucker has as much 
nerve as a whale, but the power and activity of the bass he 
sadly lacks. Jt is not necessary for his existence that he 
should be so samy as the bass. The latent power awakened 
by the touch of the hook is like the force of spent embers. 
Tt glows for a moment in the gale and is puffed out. 

Parson O’GATH. 
BatRp TRon Works, Ohio. 

TROUT IN MOOSELUCMAGUNTIC. 

| ee trout fishing here is something remarkable. Yester- 
“ day, Aug. 8, a gentleman took five trout weighing 
together twenty-eight pounds. A few days before he cap- 

| tured eight weighing thirty-eight pounds. The only mode 
- to get these larye fish, veritable leviathans in size and nature’s 
jewels in glistening beauty, is by deep-water bait-fishing 
he angleworm is very catching, and a long line of say 

| sixty yards is needed. 
For smaller fish one needs to go to Lake Kennebago, over 

along and bad carry of ten miles, professedly by buck- 
board, but actually for seven miles of the route walking is 
Jess fatiguing, Once arrived there the sport is very excel- 

| lent, it being an easy catch to get forty specimens, averaging 
six ounces. <A party of three took 120 in about six hours. 
Tt is the only lake in this range of the Androscoggin Lakes 
where the angler is certain of getting enough trout for a 
meal, And here they are always on the table, while at 
the other hotels or camps they appear very infrequently, 
unless at the “Elmwood,” which, although located out of 
the vicinity of the Jakes, is always well supplied, and indeed 
is the hest house in the sporting region. 

Jarge fish are better faken in June and September, and 
some of the weights are appalling, But I have taken pains 
to yerify some of the stories, and find them true. A twenty- 

| four pound trout (Salmo fontinalis) was taken here in 1872 
by a boy who had left his hook baited over night with a 
minnow, the fish haying swallowed the bait and hooked him- 
self. Since then, seyenteen, fifteen, twelve and eleven and a 
half pounds arethe largest weights. Five, six andeyen seven 
pound captures are frequently made. I will show you the 
head and expanded jaws of a six-pounder-when I return. 
Tt looks like the skull of an average-sized muskalonge. 

There are other sports—caribou, deer, moose, partridge, 
etc., but all in the season, mainly after Sept. 1. 

Canoeing is good on these beautiful waters. The ‘‘carries” 
are easy, except the Kensebago route, and there is a continu- 
ous water journey of over seventy miles. The owner of the 
Stella Maris is here, with his new boat, the Gaviota, and, in 
-eompany with a lady, is making the tour of the lakes. She 
(the canoe I mean) behaved very well with the double load in 
a rather heavy sea on the sail through the lake, and although 
somewhat long (16 feet), is a good sea boat. 

This is a charming way to make the trip, and a lady, if 
not too delicute, cannot trayel more pleasantly. Of course, 
wet garments and rough walking must be taken with the 
balmy skies and zephyr breezes, black flies and mosqui toes 
have no respect for lily brows and rosy cheeks, But apart 
from this there is a zest in the journey and rough lite a 
“Woman can never enjoy lounging upon a hotel piazza; but 
ladies the shady side of thirty had better hesitate. The (3g 

. 
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would-be lady canoeist must have young blood and fresh 
spirits as well as a strong back and stout limbs. 

There are no photographs of these fairy waters, each one 
a Lake George on a small scale, which convey any notion of 
their varied beauty. Mr. Woodman, who is an amateur 
photographer as well as a preacher, has taken many views 
hereabouts, but these are mainly of small size, cabins with 
their handsome lady occupants posed on the outside, canoes, 
camps and similar scenes, An artist could find no better 
field for remunerative work than here, and this, too, would 
enable your readers to form some idea of this beautiful chain 
of waters. Come here in September, bring warm clothing 
and a small Remington, and you can have five-pound trout 
and a chance for a caribou. _ KNICKERBOCKER. 
Camps Bemis, via Rangeley, Me., Aug. 9. 

ANGLING NOTES FROM COLORADO. 

HAVE just got in from a ten days’ camp on the Rio [ Grande. Fishing good, but the river not at its best; too 
much water. J managed to save one trout weighing two and 
ahalf pounds, Col. Steele brought in one that weighed three 
and 4 quarter pounds, and I reckon I saw twenty dead fish 
that would weigh over pound apiece. But to fish at Wagon 
Wheel Gap to advantage one must wade, and wading at 
present is not possible, The fishermen who come later will 
have the best of sport. If I were to make a trout stream, as 
a model | would copy the Rio Grande ten milesup and down 
from Wagon Wheel Gap. Next to the supreme Nepigon, it 
is the river, Curious as it may seem, it is reached by rail- 
road, and there is a choice of hotels (either is good enough). 

If one gets the cramp in the ice water, there is a hot sul- 
phur bath to take it out; and as it is not all of fishing to fish, 
there 1s scevery to satisfy the eye. And up well toward snow 
line there is plenty of game—deer, elk and some grouse. 
am home for a few days and then am going into Middle Park 
to join a couple of your correspondents, Franee and Byers, 
and hope to have something to report by the middle of Sep- 
tember. 

I had an old timer for a cook, and was pleased to see that 
the little book of ‘‘Nesmuk’s” had fallen good ground. 

Mr. Sears will be pleased to know that thanks are paid him 
from many a camp between here and him. 

Myron W. Rep. 
Denver, Col., Ang. 13. 

THE ENGLISH TOURNAMENT. 

: hes fourth annual ‘‘Fishing Gazette Tournament,” in aid 
of the Anglers’ Benevolent Society, was held at the 

Welsh Harp Fishery, on Saturday, July 26, af 2 P. M. 
The following officers selected by the Committee of the 

| Anglers’ Benevolent Society: 
General arrangements under the direction of Mr. R, B. 

Marston, assisted by the committee. 
The Salmon and Trout Fly-easting Competitions, —Judges: 

Mr. Geo. M. Kelson, and Mr. J. C, Murray. 
Thames and Nottingham Style Bait casting Competitions, — 

Judges: My. Philip Geen and Mr, A. J. Little. 
The ‘‘Go-as-you-please” Roach Anglers’ Race, the Getting 

Ready for Fishing Competition, and the Two Hours’ Peg 
down Fishing Match, under the direction of Messrs. R. Mur- 
phy and E. Chambers. Referee: Mr. J. Woodward (cham- 

_ pion roach angler). 
RULES FOR THE FLY CASTING. 

1. Hach competitor to be in readiness and to proceed when 
called upon by Mr. Kelson to do so. 

2. Five minutes will be allowed for each competitor to make 
his cast; the judges, however, may give further time 
if they consider it necessary, for repairs, 

. Each competitor must have some treble and single cut at- 
tached to his line. 

. Each competitor to use one of the flies which will be pro- 
vided. 

5. Any competitor entering for Prize No. 2 who shall make 
a longer east than any one of those competing for 
Prize No. 1, shall be entitled to his choice of any one 
of these prizes in exchange. 

6. Gentlemen will be allowed to enter in assumed names, 
and an entrance fee of ds. to be paid by all competitors. 

RULES FOR THAMES AND NOTTINGHAM BAIT-CASTING, ETC. 

The Committee have decided on the following rules; 
1. Competitors are at liberty to use their own rods, lines and 

winches, except where otherwise specified, and subject 
to the undermentioned regulations, ' 

2. No rod shall exceed the following lengths: Single-handed 
competitions, 12 feet 6 inches; double-handed, 16 feet; 
salmon, 20 feet; Thames style bait, 14 feet; Notting- 
ham style bait, 14 feet. 

3. No allowance in points (or distance) shall be made for 
difference in lengths of rods. The term rod shall be 
understood to mean a Jond Jide fishing rod, 

4, Bach competitor shall use the artificial baits and flies for 
casting provided by the management. 

5. Competitors shall draw lots to determine the order in 
which they shall cast, and must heready to commence 
when called upon by the time-keeper. 

6. In each competition five minutes will be allowed for cast- 
ing; the judges, howeyer, may allow further time, if 
they consider it necessary for repairs. 

%. The fly competitions will take place on the water, and 
each competitor will be required to cast from the same 
position, either from a punt on the lake, or from the 
bank (according to the wind), as may be decided by 
the judges. 

8. The bait castings will take place on the grass, and each 
competitor will be required to stand on the selected 
ground, which will represent as far as possible the 
floor of a punt. 

= oD 

-9, In no case will three prizes be awarded in any competi- 
tion unless there are at least four competitors, 

10. In the “Go-as-you-please’” Roach Anglers’ Race, also in 
the Getting Ready for Fishing Competition, and in the 
Peg-down Match, the competitors must submit their 
boxes, rods, tackle, etc., to the judges. The ordinary 
recognized roach angling rod, box, etc., will be used 
in bank angling, : 

11, On discovery of any unfair act or attempt, the judges to 
disqualify the competitor at once. 

12, The decision of the judges to be final in all cases, — 
The English contests have usually had to contend with bad 

weather, and the day was no exception. The Meld says: _ 
What many gentlemen considered the most artistic exhi- 

bilion of the tournament was Major Treherne’s splendid sal- 
mon castof 45yardsifoot. Until now, the late Pat Hearns, 
of Ballina, stood first on the record of prodigious casts, but 
the Major has besten him by over a yards, Mr. Francis 
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admits in his book that 342 yards from a boat was the best 
up to the time of his writing he had achieved, and that is 
excellent work, But at the Welsh Harp on Saturday Major 
Treherne, as we have stated, cast a capital line, straight and 
fight, 5 and 40 yards and a foot to spate. This must, until 
a better is authenticated, be regarded as the best salmon cast 
ever made. The Major is a tall, powerful man, which is the 
first consideration in such a coutest, and his experience and 
skill are of course known to all Irish anglers, and to most 
English.” The rod was under 18 feet, and a beautifully- 
balanced spliced implement. The best all-round success was 
fairly attained by Mr. Mallock, of Perth, who scored time 
after time, and practically, as the saying goes, carried every- 
thing before him. His cast of 37 yards odd, in the ‘“‘switeh” 
trick, was uncommonly good, and not less so was the cast 
of but a few inches under 40 yards with a salmon rod under 
16 feet long. In the competition in which Major Treherne 
created his sensation, Mr. Mallock also came very close with 
43 yards 2 feet, 3 inches. Such a pair of casts were prob- 
ably never seen on one day. We append the details of the 
competitions: 
Amateur overhand fly-casting with salmon rod, not ex- 

ceeding 16ft, in length.—Mr. P. D. Mallock, 39yds. 2ft. 8in., 
1; Mr. Kelson, 37yds. 9in., 2; Mr, Thomas, 80yds. 1ft. 6in., 3. 
Amateur oyerhand fly-casting, with salmon rod not exceed- 

ing 18ft. in length.—Major Treherne, 45yus., 1; Mr. P. D. 
Maliock, 48yds. 2ft. 3in., 2; Mr. Kelson, 39yds., 3; Mr. 
Thomas, 36yds., 0. 
Amateur switch fly-casting, with any salmon rod; 6ft. only 

allowed behind the competitors for the red or line to ex- 
tend.—Mr. P, D. Mallock, 37yds. 1ft. in., 1; Mr. Kelson, 
d2yds, 2ft. 8in., 2; Major Treherne, 32yds. 2ft. 6in., 3; Mr, 
Thomas, 29yds., 0. 
Amateur fiy-casting competition, with single-handed fly- 

rod.—Mr. P. D. Mallock, 80yds. 2ft., 1; Mr. Marston, 
2d8yds., 2; Mr. Thomas, 21yds., 3. 

Amateur fly-casting competition, with double-handed trout 
fly-rod.—Mr. P.D Mallock, 8yds. 1ft., 1; Mr. Thomas, 
s0yds., 2; Mr. Marston, 28yds. 2 ft., 3. 

Special competition (open to United Kingdom only) fly- 
easting with single-handed split-cane fly-rod, lent for the 
purpose by Mr. F. L. Andrews, of Uppingham.—Mr. P. D, 
Mallock, 28yds. 2ft., 1; Mx. Marston, 24yds., 2; Mr, Thomas, 
Q3yds., 3. 
Two hours’ fishing match, pegged down.—Mr. Mayory, 

Good Intent, 3lbs. 120z,, 1; Mr. Osborn, Hoxton Brothers, 
ib. 50z., 2; Mr. Gadbury, Ilb. 307., 8._ Eight competed. 

The Richtaond cup (presented by the Richmond Piscatorial 
Society) for bait-casting in any style, Thames or Notting- 
ham.—Mr, Powell (Thames style), 1; Mr. States, 2; Mr. 
Simpson, 3. 

Go-as-you-please roach anglers’ race, competitors to be fully 
equipped, with red in bag, and roach. basket or box (course 
about two miles and a half).—A. Tucker, Cobden Club, 1; 
Osborn, Hoxton Brothers, 2; Castell, City of Siondun, 3; 
Moenrow, 0. ‘Tucker soon had the race in hand, and ulti- 
mately won as he pleased. Time, 21m. 
Amateur compefition in casting in the Thames style.—Mr. . 

Simpson, 1. 
Amateur competition in casting from reel in the Notting- 

ham style.—Mr. States, 1. 
Amateur competition (open fo Thames and Nottingham 

style) in casting toward a fixed mark, the angler casting the 
bait nearest the mark to win.—Mr. Simpson, 1. 

Professional competition in casting in the Thames style,— 
Andrews, 1, 

Professional competition in casting from reel in Notting- 
ham style.—Martin, 1. 

Amateur competition in casting in the Thames style, each 
competitor to use the same rod, line, winch, and weight 
(80z.).—Mr. Alfred, Jr., 1, 

Competition in throwing the bait with forked stick in the 
Welsh Harp style.—Sawyer, 1. 

The race round the lake in the roach anglers’ race was 
probably more amusing to the spectators than to the 
competitors, who girded themselves to the long course 
burdened with some seven or eight pounds weight of para- 
phernalia. If ever winners earned their prizes they did. 
The pegeed-down fishing match was also worthy of the m- 
imitable pencil of Dendy Sadler, whose great picture on the 
same description of sport, but with river scenery, is being 
engraved by Mendoza, of King street. But the anglers were 
not lucky. The frequenters of the Welsh Harp fishery have 
this summer been catching quantities of coarse fish, especially 
bream, and within the month a boy hooked and hauled out 
bodily a ten-pound carp. Saturday’s competitors experienced 
an afternoon of small things, and the first prize went for a 
gross weight that has been frequently of late equalled by one 
bream taken in the same water. There was no such possi- 
bility on Saturday. Some of the arrangements of detail 
were not, perhaps, as good as they might have been; but 
necessary allowances were made, The weather upset every- 
thing, and it was to the credit of the promoters that the 
tournament was not altogether abandoned. 

DEAD FISH IN WISCONSIN LAKES.* 

N ADISOWN lies between two of a series of four lakes, the 
larger one of which is known as Fourth Lake or Lake 

Mendota, and the smaller Third Lake or Lake Menona. The 
discharge of water is from Fourth Lake into the Third Lake 
and soon from Second to First Lakes to the Rock River. 
All of these lakes are well stocked with fish; perch, pickerel, 
white and black bass, whitefish and some other varieties. 
The same families of fish are found in each lake. 
About two weeks since, the perch of Fourth Lake com- 

menced dying in all parts of the lake, As they came to the 
surface they were driven by the waves tothe shore, Great 
numbers have been driven upon what may be called the city 
shore, becoming yery offensive. Probably upon this shore 
a greater portion of fish have been driven than upon other 
parts of equal length of the shore of the lake. What we 
designate as the city shoreis probably three quarters of a 
mile in Jeugth, and its form, together with the prevailing 
winds, have tended to bring upon it a somewhat greater por- 
tion of the fish than have gone to other portions. ; 

The city has had a force of men constantly employed in 
the work of burying the fish as they come. The force has 
averaged from twelve to fourteen men, with teams. On one 
day thirty-eight men were employed. It is estimated by the 
street superintendent that he has buried in excess of a hun~ 
dred tons, calling a wagon load, with double side boards, a 
ton. The fish dying are mostly perch. Latterly quite a 
number of whitefish have been found with the perch and a 
few suckers und white bass, but no more of the yarieties of 

*From an official report by the mayor anda State Fish Commis- 
sioner tothe United States Fish Commission under date of Aus, 4, 1864 
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fish other than perch and whitefish than we expect to find 
each year. ‘The perch will average about a quarter or a 
third.of a pound in weight, A day or two since some perch 
minnows were noticed to be dying. The dying continues up 
to this time. Fully one hundred tons have been buried. The 
lake is from six to eight miles long, and from two and one- 
half miles wide to five at the greatest width. Assuming that 
twice or three times as many fish as haye been buried lie upon 
other parts of the shore, the destruction of fish, chiefly 
perch, is fully three hnodred tons. 

Although the flow of water is from Fourth Lake into 
Third Lake and so on, the fish in Third, Second and First 
lakes are not yet affected. .A small quantity of sewage (that 
is from a few private sewers) is discharged into Fourth Lake, 
also some chemicals from the laboratories of the State Uni- 
yersity, and also a little gas tar from the insane asylum gas 
works situated on the north side of the lake opposite the 
city, The sewage, waste chemicals and tar are put_into the 
lake at three points, each remote from the other, But it is 
also true that a much larger amount of sewage is discharged 
into Third Lake, in yolume not Jess than three or four times 
that which is discharged into Fourth Lake and as well as 
some gas tar. 

It would be a calamity if it were merely the loss of the fish, 
but there may be in it also a threat of sickness to the people. 
Various suggestions have been made as to the cause of this 
trouble. One is that a small worm attacks the gills or 
throat of the fish. A worm is said to have been taken froma 
weed upon which the fish had been feeding, the weed being 
found to some extent in the intestines of the fish. Another, 
that it is caused by a parasite feeding upon the gills. Dr. 
Hoy undertook to analyze the water of the lake’ and reports 
it nearly as pure as the artesian water with which the city is 
supplied. 

ft is also said that in years past the fish of this lake have 
died in considerable numbers. Every year there are some 
dead fish. In or about 1844 the whitefish came ashore in 
quantities as ¢reat as the perch come now, and on several 
occasions fish in considerable numbers haye come ashore. 

BASS AT PASQUE ISLAND. 

()* the 16th and 16th of August twenty fish, Weighing 
J 5413 pounds, were taken by the seven members of the 

Pasque Island Ciub. The weight of each fish is as follows: 
©. P Gassilly, 3, weighing 49, 47+, 45. F_ O. Herring, 3, 

weighing 47, 41,4, I, C. Brown, 7, weighing 43, 39, 28, 17, 
17, 74, 34 W.A. Brown, 2, weighing 37,11. N. A. Mes- 
erole, 2, weighing 41, 194. A. B. Dunlap, 2, weighing is, 
3i. 5. Colgate, 1, weighing 23. Ii was the poorest hass 
weather ever Known at the island; wind light northeast, 
water without a ripple and as clear as it possibly could be. 
One member lost five large ones, and one member lost two 
monsters. All taken with menhaden bait. J. L. Y. 
NEw Lore, Aug. 20. 

“Brown TRour’ 1s NEw ZHALAND.—In 1878, My, W. 
Arthur read a paper before the Otago Institute on the Salmo 
fario introduced from England. Last November he fol- 
lowed it with another, which has just reached us. He re- 
cords the effects consequent on the acclimatization of this 
fish in New Zealand as affecting their growth, habits and 
structure, and as bearing on the theory of the variation of 
species. Mr. Arthur recognizes the fact that a revision of 
the salmon family inhabiting England is necessary, because 
of the many intermediate forms between the so-called 
species. Among other things, he says: ‘‘The shape of the 
black spots, always round on the gill covers, shoulders, dor- 
sal and adipose fins, varies on the body from round to rect- 
angular and X-shaped toward the tail, The theory that 
residence in salt water is shown by the black spots assuming 
the X-shape is not altogether borne out by the facts. Por 
example, trout of both sexes, in such water as the Shag 
River, Pomahaka aud Wakatipu Lake, when there is clear or 
white water and a light bottom, are silvery, and have black 
spots mostly X-shaped; indeed, I have often seen bright 
silvery females with fine heads and X-spots that might be 
easily taken for sea trout, while the Waiwera and Waipahi 
riyers, which haye dark bottoms, produce trout of the 
golden variety, with most of the black spots rounded in 
form. The food in these four rivers is much the same. 
Brown frout taken in Otago Harbor show a tendency to 
acquire X-shaped spots, and take on a sea trout appearance, 
but not always,” Mr. Arthur goes into the structue of the 
fish as well as their coloration, and gives diagrams of the 
yariation in the preopercle which will interest ichthyologists. 
We have little doubt that a careful revision of species would 
reduce many English trout to the condition of sub-species of 
8. fario, if it did not show a full line of intermediate forms 
which would show them to be merely varictics, 

A Ram on Onazy Lake.—Chazy Lake, Dannemora, 
Clinton County, N. Y., Aug. 11.—On the last of July, State 
Game and Fish Protector John Liberty, in company with I, 
W. Collins, proprietor of the Chazy Lake House, made a 
raid on the illegal fishermen in Chazy Lake and captured 
twenty-two night lines and three nets that were put in for 
speckled trout. A great many of the lines had from three 
to four hundred hooks. This lake has been fished for the 
past twenty years by all the outlaws in two counties. Mr, 
Collins has declared war to the knife against all pot-hunters 
‘and night-line fishermen. Over three tons of salmon trout 
have been taken this season from this little lake, only five 
miles long. Something over one hundred large trout were 
returned to the water by Mr, Liberty,— Romer, 

Serves In lowa,—Morning Sun.—Our fishing has not 
been good the past summer, all on account of the ‘‘gentleman 
with the seine.” ‘There are plenty of ponds and lakes in this 
county, but they were al] drawn last spring with but one ex- 
ception, and that one, through the courtesy of the owner, 
has been ‘fished to death” with the rod. So it goes. 1 must 
complain. I talk and talk, then sit down and write about it; 
and the same thing goes on every year “just the same.”— 

MorE. 

Massacuusetrrs.—Adams Pond in Plainville (Hadley), 
which at one time furnished power for a large lumbering 
aud manufacturing business and famous as a- breeding place 
for fish, has been bought by the Piscatorial Club of Amherst, 
who propose to repair the dam, forbid all fishing for a year 
or two and carefully stock the pond. They intend to build 
a boat bouse and keep several boats to rent, Captain Lamb 
will have charge of the premises. : 

Dip you BYPR HRAR the cry of a catfish? 

* 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Gritsu.—Passing through Fulton Market last Saturday 
we heard Mr, Blackford gay to his foreman, ‘‘Those fish are 
not for sale,” and on examining the box just opened we saw 
two fine grilse, on which lay a card '‘With compliments of 
John L, Cadwallader.” They had been sent from the Resti- 
gouche Club, and were fine specimens of about four pounds 
each, The grilse when in condition is of the finest flavor, 
much superior to the salmon. ‘ 

A New Fis Hoox.—The London Fishing Gaeette gives 
illustrations of ‘the new sliced fish hook, patented.” Its 
peculiarity is a barb, or ‘‘slice” on the- back of the shank, at 
About its middle which keeps the worm, or other bait, from 
slipping down. It was inyented by Mr. R. B. Marston and 
is specially recommended for up-stream worm fishing, 

Hishculture, 

PROPAGATION OF STRIPED BASS OR ROCK+= 
FISH (Roccus lineatus), 

[A paper read before the American Fishcultural Association.] 

BY 8. G. WORTH, PISH COMMISSIONER FOR NORTH CAROLINA. 

ee propagation of the striped bass, by artificial methods, 
appears to be as easy of accomplishment as that of the 

shad, and there are greater opportunities probably of doing a 
large work with less money than is necessary in the propaga- 
tion of shad. qj 

Tt is much to say thatthe striped bass can be as economically 
hatched as the white shad, for the expense of shad hatching 
is yery small. From the observations upon the shipment of 
rock fry, it would seem that there is no difficulty whatever in 

, successfully depositing the fry in rivers at points distant from 
the hatcheries. ; 

Tt is not known at what points ripe fish of this species can be 
found in greatest abundance, but in our present state of 
knowledge Weldon, North Carolina, presents the greatest 
number, This town is at the head of navigation on Roanoke 
River near the North Carolina and Virginia line and is 
more than one hundred miles above the head of the tide. The 
Roanoke River, at this point. is adarge stream, which would 
be navigable many miles further up except on account of the 
abrupt fails existing above 2 distance of a few miles. 

Ttis amuddy stream a great portion of the year, having its 
souree about two hundred (200) miles in the tributaries of the 
Dan and Staunton. 
However muddy its waters may be at times, a great portion 

of the volume is from pure mountain springs. 
Although large quantities of striped bass are taken during 

seyeral months by the large seines and pound nets seaward, 
there appears to be no one point where the eggs ina condition 
proper for fecundation can be found so abundantly, At the 
particular point named, the fallisso great that ordinarily, 
owing to lack of a great volume of water to smooth over the 
falls, the fish are unable to pass directly over, and in conse- 
quence are detained at the foot of the falls. 
Here more than a hundved canoes are used each spring in the 

capture of the striped bass. y 
Bow uets are used in water ten or niore feet deep, two men 

occupying the boat, one using the paddle, the other holding 
the net. 
At times great numbers of fish collect here, and within fif- 

teen years past as many as three hundred of these fish, weigh- 
ing upward of thirty pounds, some reaching seventy, have 
been taken on a slide or trap (another minor fishing contriv- 
ance used there), in a single day- ; 
The quantity, however, has greatly fallen off of late years, 

owing to greatly-increased fishing operations below, 
Ti is stated on good authority that on many occasions, when 

these fish were very numerous at this point, that in their 
spawning moyements they have been so abundant that great 
quantities of blood were extracted, owing to the contact with 
each other, conveying the idea that the water was literally 
overcrowded with them, causing them to come into abnormal 
conflict with their sharp spines, owing to lack of space.- 
The bloody appearance of the water has been popularly 

considered the bleeding consequent upon an actual fight among 
those fishes, but) was probably only the result of overcrowding 
where dorsal spines were frequent. 
Some few thousand of striped bass are still taken at this 

place. : 
- The place has appeared favorable for the work of collecting 
eges for artificial propagation, and after investigation of its 
capabilities the following results may be enumerated: 

in the year 1882, in the month of May, I sent an expert 
among the fishermen by way of investigation, and had re- 
ported back from him the sale during his stay of something 
less than a dozen spawning fish, 
He was there but a few days and made no attempt to fecun- 

date or hatch the ova. Preyious experience in the propaga- 
tion of the striped bass at Avoca, in 188-, led to the inference 
that the discovery of this many fish ina ripe condition at Wel- 
don, would crdinarily afford material for a limited hatchery, 

Consequently, I established at Weldon, quite late in the sea- 
son of 1585, an exceedingly crude establishment, containing: 
sixty-five McDonald jars, equipped as if tor yery rudeshad or 
whitefish hatching. : 
The station was provided with five experts, a force rather 

too small, though efficient. During a period of ten days from 
May 14 to 24, nine rocktish in spawning condition were se- 
cured. 

Four of these were sold on the market before the hatchery 
was ready, and the eggs were lost, They were observed, how- 
ever, to contain ripe eggs. Fiye others were captured and 
handled by my force subsequent to the establishment of a 
hatchery. 

One of these weighed thirty-four pounds twelve ounces, but 
being dead and stiff before it was found, the eggs were not 
available for impregnation, so I used it for the purpose of de- 
termining as near as possible the relative number of eggs con- 
tained in this species. A fraction of an ounce was carefully 
weighed out on apothecary’s scales by a young druggist who 
chanced to be in my corps, and a computation was niade of 
the number of eggs, and 3,194,000 were found. The two ovar- 
ies were packed m ice and sent to Prof. Baird for more careful 
calculation. They arein his possession and are preserved in 
alcohol. The total weight of these ovaries at the time the cal- 
culation was made was seven pounds nine ounces, 
However many the exact number may be, it is evident that 

the average rockfish produces upward of 1,000,000 of eggs. 
Four other fishes in spawning condition were taken, oue on 

the Lith weighing 12 pounds, two-thirds spent, yielded 250,000 
eggs, another taken on the 18th, weighing 8 pounds, two-thirds 
spent, contained 280,000 eggs. The eggs from the last named 
fish, when impregnated, measured 14 U. 8. standard liquid 
quarts, and in the ovaries which I dissected afterward, were 
remaining 4 ounces unimpregnated eggs, These latter I con- 
sidered about 100,000 in number, sbewine that this fish of 8 
pounds weight, contained upward of 1,200,000 eggs. 

The result of the crude operations at Weldon, produced 
something like 1,000,000 of eggs from the four fish stripped 
(these being mostly spent), from which a very moderate 
number of fish—50,000—were hatched and turned into Roanoke 
River, specimens being sent to Prof. Baird in glycerine, 
The only difficulties encountered were two, the one consisb- 

ing in the great delicacy of the egg shells in the latter stages 
which caused the fish to hatch prematurely by concussion, an 
the other consisting in the difficulty of securing fine enough 
screens to hold the fish when hatched, ee 

ee 

— a a ——— 
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_ Now since I found that the eggs would stand a great while 
in water without a change, even twelve hours, it is apparent 
that they may be hatched without motion, and thus prevent 
premature hatching, and as to the difficulty of confining the — 
young fish by proper screens, all that seems necessary, is the 
substitution of clear water for that muddy water which I 
used. Not only do the rock spawn at Weldon, but incident-_ 
ally at several points below, and with the system of impound- 
ing, there seems scarcely a doubt of securing a great supply of 
eggs, thus opening a means of propagating the choice, valuable 
striped bass. 

THE NEW JERSEY COMMISSION.—Mr. Theodore Mor- 
ford having resigned the position of Fish Commissioner the 
Governor has appointed the Hon. Frank M, Ward, of Newton, 
to fill the yacaney. Mr. Morford was appointed by Goy. Me 
Clellan in 1878, and re-appointed by Goy. Ludlow in 1885, he is 
well known as an enthusiastic sportsman and owner of a fine 
pean Mr. Ward is an ex-Senator and is well and favorably 
nown. 

THH MICHIGAN COMMISSION.—Mr. A, J. Kellogg, so 
well known as one of the Michigan Fish Commissioners, has 
resigned, and the former secretary of the commission, Mr. 
Herschel Whitaker, has been appointed to succeed him, Mr. 
Kellogg is now secretary of the Boatdi 
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FIXTURES, 

BENCH SHOWS, 

L 

; 
Sept. 1 to 6.—Bench Show of the Laneaster County Pair Association. 

Lancaster, Pa. Entries close Aug. 30. J. B. Long, Secretary, 6 West. i 

. 

; 

King street, Lancaster, Pa. 
Sept. 2, 3 and 4.—Bench Show of the New England Wair, Manehes- 

ter, N. H. Entries close Ang, 28. ©. A, Andrews, Superintendent, 
West Boxford, Mass. 

Sept. 9, 10 and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Montreal Ken- 
nel Club, Entries close Sept. 1. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. J. 
S. Wall, Secretary, P, O, Box 1,246, Montreal, Canada, 

Sept. 16,17 and 18.—Collie Bench Show and Field Trials of the — 
Ontario Collie Cinb: Toronto.Ont. Hntries close Aug. 23. Mr. H. J, 
Hill, Secretary, Toronto, — 

Sept. 16,17, 18 and 19.—Bench Show of the Philadelphia Kennel 
Club. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. Mr, Benj. C. Satterthwaite, 
Secretary. 

Oct. 6. 9,10 ana 11.—Vhird Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 
Agricultural Society, Danbury, Gonn. Entries close Sept. 27. H. 8, 
Davis, Superintendent, Danbury. Conn. 

Oct, 21, 42, 23and 24,_first Annual Fali Bench Show of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York. Mr. Chas. 
Lincoln, Supermtendent. 

FIHLD TRIALS, . 

_ Noy. i/.—sixth Annual Trials of the Hastern Field Trials Ciib, at 
High Pomt, N.C. W, A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, 1. I. 

Dee. 8 —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Cli — 
at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. : 

As kG, Re 

ee AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, tor the registration of 

pedigrees, etc, (with prize lists of allshows and trials), is pub 

lished every Month. Hntries close on the ist. Should be im early, - 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. — 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subseription- $1, Address 

‘American Kennel Register,’ P. 0. Box 2882, New York. Ninnber 

of entries already prmted J490, Volume, bound im cloth, sent — 

postpaid, $1.5(, ; 

PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW. 
“NCREASED interest is bemg taken in the comiig Phila- 

delphia show. A. larger building than the one first set 
aside for our display has been assigned for that purpose by the 
Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, and could not be better 
as to ventilation. The judges who have accepted are: 

Mr. ¥. A. Diffenderfer, of Lancaster, Pa., for Irish setters. 
Mr. W, A. Coster, Matbush, L. I., poiaters. 
Mr. James R, Pierson, of Buckingham, Pa., for deerhounds , 

ereyhounds, Italian greyhounds and whippets. 
Mr. James Mortimer, of New York, for bulldogs, bull-ter- 

riers, black and tan terriers, etc, ; 
Mr, J. A. Stovell, of Philadelphia, with two other gentlemen, 

for foxhoonds. r 
Dr. J. W. Downey, of Newmarket, Md,. for collies and 

beagles. 
Mr. W.2R. Knight, of Philadelphia, for pugs. ; 
Mr. Ed. D. Dudley, of Camden, N. J., for mastiffs, St: 

Bernards, Newfoundlands and Ulmers, 
The club have decided to offer no prizes for puppies, and to 

enable a dog to be entered in the champion classes he must have 
won three prizes in open classes or first prize in a_ champion 
class, where there has at least been one competition. ore 
special prizes will be given and itis now known that an im- 
mense display of foxhounds in packs (six couple constituting 
a pack) will contend for the very liberal award to be made 
for this class. It is estimated that thirty to forty thousand 
visitors will attend the State Fair daily and an excellent op- 
portunity will be had by owners to dispose of their dogs if ~ 
they are for sale. Entries will close Sept. 6 and application 
for blanks and rules can be made to Mr. Chas. Lincoln, super— 
intendent. Homo. 

COLLIE KENNEL CLUB. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Thave read with much interest the remarks of the American 

Kennel Register, and breeders and. exhibiborsin general, in re- 
gard to the formation of an American Kennel Chib. 7 ie 
There are two very distinctive classes of fanciers, breeders, — 

and connoisseurs, to wit: the sporting and the non-sporting” 
divisions. 
Now I bope that no one will take umbrage at my platform ; 

that itis with great difficulty that the non-sporting division 
has due equity meted out to it by the sporting division. I do 

not wish by my above remark to casta slur at any club or 

gentleman, but do mean that if an association or club is inter- 

ested personally and financially in pointers and setters, they 
will not and cannot have the same interest for other breeds. 

T admire a Scotch collie. My neighbor across the way is the 

happy and proud possessor of a Mrench poodle; he kicks my 

collie every time he finds him in his yard, and when I find the 

poodle on my front porch I give him a bone, but he complains 

that the bone strikes him promiscuously with entirely too 
much vigor. : 

Tt is not natural or possible for a person to guard the inter- 

ests of an object for which he has no affection. I wish, at_ 

this time, to offer a plea in behalf of the class of dogs in which 

my interests lie. : ; h sf 

Tt is not necessary to tabulate in a numerical point of view — 
the relative value of collies to other breeds. ‘The answer is 
patent to all readers of our American Kennel Register. _ 
Brother collie breeders and owners, can’t we organize and 

maintain with much interest and success a collie kennel club? 
I would be very proud if my words could bring itabout. I 

am an wiknown unit in the great number of lovers of the 
collie, than whom is no better or useful breed. Should such 
Napoleons in collie matters as J. Lindsay, Esq., or Mr. T, H. 
Terry, or Dr. Downey broach such a subject, the tongue of — 
scandal mizht ory out, because it would recognize in its heart { 
Gf scandal has a heart) their right to such a claim, “Oh, yes; 
he wants to be president, etc., etc., etc.” 7 Casi. 
- T don’t hesitate to “ring the bullseye,” because Tam simp 
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an unknown who helps to make the aggregate, and no one 
will be such a fool, to speak plainly, as to makes uch a charge 
against me, If l was known among collie breeders, I would hes- 
itate long before speaking, but my nothingness is my protection, 
In the August mitnber of the American Kennel Register there 
are 52 entries for registration and nine different breeds separ- 
ately classified. 

Thus, you see, we have a general average of 9 entries for a 
breed. ‘The observer will notice that the collie entries num- 
her 18, being exactly double the general average. 

In the last Crystal Palace show there were 1,286 entries. In 
sheepdogs I see by the report 56 obtained prizes and honor- 
able mention. Now it is not saying too much to claim that 
not one-half of the collie entries obtained public notice, and 
thus we can safely say that there were at least 112 collies en- 
tered in the show. Thus, by the figures deduced, we find that 
one-cleventh of the total entries at the last Crystal Palace 
show were Scotch collies, 

Ts it asking tao much to want a collie kennel club? Are we 
not woefully lacking m the enthusiasm that ought to fill collie 
breeders’ hearts when we see how wonderfully popular collies 
are becoming? 
We have as good as there isin the world, and again I ask, 

canon we get enough life into our blood to be willing to or- 
fahize and he members of a Collie Kennel Club? Ihave not 
much time to spare from my business, but if collie breeders 
will calla, meeting at the Philadelphia show this fall and or- 
ganize a elub, I will pledge my word to come all the way from 
Cleveland, O., to enroll my name as a member thereof, and 
will also promise to do all the hard work that may be imposed 
pon me, in so far as my abilities will permit. 
_ i must stop, lye said too much already; forgive me for tak- 
ing up so much space. Who will be the next to speak a word 
for a Collie Kennel Club? r C. Van W. FIsx. 
CLEVELAND, O, 

THE REINSTATEMENT OF W. T. MITCHELL 

Ectitor Forest and Stream: 
Mr. William Tell Mitchell, of Lynch’s Station, Va., has had 

his disyualitication removed and is reinstated with full privi- 
leges to handle and run dogs in future trials of the Hastern 
Meld Trials Association. This action has been based on the 
following recommendation of the committee haying the 
matter in charge: 
To the Governing Committee of the B, F. LT. Club: 
Your committee, to whose consideration were referred 

with power the applications made for the reinstatement of 
William Tell Mitchell, of Tiynch’s Station, Va,, including his 
personal applications and apology, as adopted by resolution at 
meeting heid May 7, 1854, at Madison Square Garden, New 
York city, do vespeetiully report that they recommend the 
reconsideration of his expulsion and that he be reinstated. 
Annexed hereto will be found certain correspondence from 
which in part this conclusion has been made. All of which is 
respectiully submitted—Eciior Sirs, President, and WasH- 
tNeron A, CosTER. 

The undersigned having understood that Wim, ‘ell Mitchell 
has made submission to your ciub, and made acknowledg- 
iments that may be satisfactary to your body, respectfully ask 
that the bar to his handling dogs at your field trials may be 
remoyed; R, S. Terry and W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va.; 
#. M. Brown, Jr, Amherst C. H,, Va.; Capt. J. W. Foster 
and Geo. H, Nixon, Leesburg; Henry Malcolm, Geo. Norbury 
Appold, Chas, ¥, Bancroft, Sam J. Ford, M. D., J. H. Stron- 
berg aud Wim. N. Numsen, Baltimore; Jos. M. Sturges, Phila- 
delphia; J. Heron Crosman, New York: Jno. C. Higgins, 
Delaware City. 

Vo the Hustermm Field Trials Club, New York City: 
_ GpnTLeMen—I hereby respectfully ask that upon the follow- 
ing submission you will remove the bar which prevents my 
handling dogs at the field trials of your Association: I 
acknowledge that my actions and words at the trials of 1882 
were most blamewo1thy and subversive of the proper conduct 
of field trials; also, that my subsequent utterances and 
threats were very wrong and highly discreditable to me. All 
such were the results of my giving away to an infirmity of 
temper when it should have been my first care to control it. 
Ladmit Thad no justification whatever, and I do not seek to 
findany. I regret beyond expression that it ever occurred. 
If the bar shall be removed I shall make it my constant care 
to conform to all the requirements of your laws governing 
field trials in the letter and spirit. Yours respectfully, W. T. 
MiItcHELL. 

Besides the above, we have several letters from sportsmen, 
yiz.: G. W. Amory, Esq., Boston; A. W. Foster, Hsq., Atlanta, 
etc., recommending his being reinstated. 

WaAsHinGron A. Costur, Sec. and Treas, EH, F. T. Club. 
New Yor, Aug. 20, i8h4. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

PRE sixth annual meeting of the Hastern Field Trials Club 
will commence at High Point, N. C., on Monday, Nov. 17. 

There ave four eyents npon the card aside trom the Members’ 
Stake, which will be run the week previous, probably com- 
meéncing on Thursday, Noy, 13. The prizes and conditions for 
the Members’ Stake are the same as last year; the judges will 
be selected from members of the chub, if available, the even- 
ing previous to the running. This arrangement for the run- 
ning of this stake, we believe, will prove much more satisfac- 
tory to all concerned than has heretofore been the case, and 
we shall look to see a large entry and a most enjoyable time. 
There will be two All-Aged Stakes this year, one for pointers 
and one for setters, The purse in each will be $400, with $250 
for first and S150 to second. The forfeit will be $10, with $15 
additional to starters, These stakes are only open to pointers 
and setters which have not won a first prize in any all-aged 
stake or any special pointer or setter cup. There will be a 
champion sweepstake with 440 entrance and $200 added, all to 
goto the winner, Open to all first prize winners in any all- 
aged stake, including those at this meeting, and to winners of 
any special pointer or setter cup. Three dogs owned by dif- 
ferent individuals must enter to fill, The order of running 
will be as follows; The All-Aged Poimter Stake, the All-Aged 
Setter Stake. the Champion Sweepstake, closing with the 
Derby. Entries for the Members’ and All-Aged stakes close 
Oct. 1. The Champion Sweepstake closes after the finish of 
the All-Aged Stakes. The Derby closed May 1, with seyenty- 
one entries, forty-eight English setters, one Irish and one Gor- 
don setter, and twenty-one pointers. This is a good showin 
for the Derby, and we shall doubtless see a well-conteste 
tace. In addition to the regular prizes the president offers a 
cup, value $100, to the breeder of the winner of the Derby. 
The other stakes will fll well without doubt, as the honor of 
securing even a single heat at this important meeting is well 
worth the winning, to say nothing of the liberal prizes offered. 
We have received letters from parties who live at High Point, 
stating that there has seldom been so fayorabie a year for the 
young broods of quail, and that they are in greater plenty 
than ever has been known. The members of the elub will 
generally attend the trials, and, judging from letters that we 
have received from different parts of the country, the meeting 
will prove to be even more successful than the very brilliant 
one of last year. 

NATIONAL BENCH SHOW ASSOCIATION.—Baltimore, 
Aug. 15.—Hditor Forest and Stream: At a stated meeting of 
the Baltiniore Bench Show Association, Mr. Harry Malcolm, 
Vice-President, and Mr. George Norbury Appold, Treasurer of 
the same, were appointed delegates to the National Bench 
Show Association meeting, to be held in Philadelphia, Sept. 
17, 1884.8, J. Fort, M, D., Secretary B, B, 5, A. : 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

THE PICKUP.—An odd-looking specimen, half collie, 
quarter Gordon, the remainder undeterminable, bid us wel- 
come. “That’s the pickup,” remarked the Doctor as we 
alighted, “The pickup, what’s that?’ ‘Well, yousee, I have 
a good many friends round here, and the more friends one 
has the more enemies he will also have. The enemies a man 
makes as a general thing will leave him alone personally but 
will destroy his belongings, venting their spleen that way. 
My belongings in the way of dogs are pretty valuable, and I 
don’t want to have them poisoned. I cannot go around hunt- 
ing for ares meat, so I have instituted the ‘pickup,’ who 
is loose all the time. He runs about everywhere, and if any 
dogs are to be placed in an unoccupied kennel the ‘pickup’ is 
first of all turned in to prospect for poison. You will see for 
yourself that this individual specimen would be an expensive 
purchabe at ten cents when dogs are dear. A man must be 
adly in want of a dog who would steal him, and if I aid lose 

him by poison or otherwise I can get as good as him atthe 
first cross roads.”—American Kennel Register. 

DEATH OF BESSIE.—We have received a letter from Mr. 
Luther Adams of Boston, Mass., stating that his English setter 
bitch Bessie was killed last Friday by the cars running over 
her while she was af exercise. Mr. Adams writes that he 
considered her fully the equal of Drake. We can readily be- 
lieve this, as her performance atthe National Trials in 1881 
gave assurance that if nothing befel her she would turn out 
something wonderful. Weshall long retain a vivid recollec- 
tion of the rare good judgment she displayed at that meeting 
while roading out arunning bevy. She was second in the 
Derby that year in the best company of youngsters that we 
aye ever seen together; she also won two heats in the all- 

aged stake, doing most of her work in good form. Her loss 
is doubly seyere, as Mr. Adams is about to start on his annual 
trip to the chicken grounds. 

A LARGE LITTER.—Mr. Theodore R. Heintz, Baltimore, 
Md,, writes that his pointer bitch Nell whelped fifteen puppies 
last Friday. He says that he believes this to be one of the 
largest litters ever produced. If he will consult the Kennel 
Notes in FoREST AND STREAM for the past two or three years 
he will find recorded a number of litters that exceed this. 

BALTIMORE BENCH SHOW ASSOCIATION.—At a meet- 
ing held in Baltimore, Md., Aug. 15, the Baltimore Bench 
Show Association was formed with the following named 
gentlemen as officers: President, Mr. L. R. Cassard; Vice- 
President, Mr, Harry Malcolm; Treasurer, Mr, Geo. Norbury 
Appold; Secretary, Dr, 8. J. Fort, 

BEAGLE LOST.—Black, white and (light) tan beagle bitch, 
154g inches high, answers to name of Mand, was missed two 
months ago,—H. Bripier (Wrightsville, Pa,). 

CALIFORNIA FIBLD TRIALS.—It has been decided to 
extend the date of closing entries for the Derby Stakes of the 
Pacific Coast Field Trial Club to Noy. 10. - 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To iusure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1, Color. é. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or : 8. Owner of sire. 
6. Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10, Owner of dam. 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
ES See instructions at head of this colunin. 
Rollo, Richelieu, Roderick, Riot, Hlsie, Fayette and Kestless. By 

the Riverview Kennel, Clinton, Mass., for mastifis, four dogs and 
three bitches, whelped July 12, 1884, by their Agrippa (A.K.R. 449) out 
of their Rena (A.K.R. 262). é 
Douglass, Dumont, Dictator, Donald, Druid, Christabel and Bona. 

By the Riverview Kennel, Clinton, Mass., for mastiffs, five dogs and 
two bitches, whelped July 4, 1884, by The Prince (Crown Prince— 
Lady) out of their Delep Viva (A.K.R. 1482). 
Mona. By Mr. BE. D. McConnell, Madison, N. J., tor liver and 

white ticked pointer bitch, whelped June 28, 1884 (Donald I1.—Dora). 
Polk and Dallas. By Mr. Thos. G. Hinds, Kingman, Kan., forlemon 

and white ticked English setter dogs, whelped Dec. 20, 1883, by Em- 
peror Fred (A.K.R, 33) out of Countess Belle. _ 
Sam Sterrett. By Mr. 8. MeCuen, New Orleans, La., for white, 

black and tan English setter dog, agenot giyen, by champion Glad- 
stone out of Layallette. ’ 
Leader, Lance, Lightfoot, Limber, Lightsome, Lawless and Lively. 

By Mr. Thomas Goode Tucker. South Gaston, N. C., for blue ete 
foxhounds, four dogs and three bitches, whelped Aug, 14, 1854, by 
Speck out of Lucy (Alston’s Rouse—Bett), ‘ 

Lutile. By Mr. $. MeCuen, New Orleans. La., for liver and white 
pointer biteh, age not given, by imported Caro out of imported Juno, 

Stilejumper, Stormy Night, Black Bran, Flying Scud, Dauntless 
and Tempest. By Mr. H. W. Smith, Worcester, Mass., for black,with 
white markings, greyhounds, three dogs and three bitches, whelped 
July 29, 1884, by his champion Friday Night (A.K.R. 753) out of his 
Honor Bright (A. K.R. 902). 
Monday Night, Tuesday Nighl and Wednesday Night, By Mr. H, 

W. Smith, Worcester, Mass., for black, with white markings, grey- 
hounds, two dogs and one bitch, whelped Aug. 12, 1884, by his cham- 
yion Friday Night (A.K.R. 753) ont of bis Lufra (A. K.R. 1138), 
Rex Obo. By Mr. F. E. Crockett, West Newton, Mass., for black 

cocker spaniel dog, whelped April 27, 1884, by Obo IT. (A.K.R. 432) out 
of Gem (Snip—Feather). 

Jet Obo, By Mr. Geo. A. Mead, West Newton, Mass.. for black 
cocker spaniel dog, whelped April 27, 1884, by Obo IT. (A. K.R. 482) oub 
of Gem (Snip—Feather). 
Morning Star. By Mr. Charles York, Bangor, Me., for orange and 

white English setter bitch, whelped Dec. 27, 1883, by Dashing Dan 
(Lofty—Mand Muller) out of Daisy Starlight (Lelaps—Starlight). ’ 

Teaser, Dandy, Vixen, Pearl and Cute. By Mr. Walter D, Peck, 
New Haven, Conn., for pugs, two dogs and three bitches, whelped 
Aug. 8, 1884, by his Napoleon out of his Beauty (A.K,R, 1360). 
CorrEecrion.—Editor Forest and Stream: On yisiting my kennel 
esterday I found the man in charge had reyersed the names of my 
re Plage greyhound bitches, both of which whelped July 15. will 
you kindly make the correction in your paper stating that Begonia 
whelped nime instead of seven, and School Girl seven imstead of nine 
pups? The names claimed for the pups remain unchanged. The 
only change will be in name of dams. HH. W. Huntineton. 

BRED. 

=> See instructions at head of this column. 
Sue—Hope. Mr. T,'T. Phlegar’s (Pearisburg, Va.) foxhound bitch 

Sue (Mike—Smoke) to Hope (Dixie—Rinctum), June 18. , 
Burlesque—Blue Dick, Mr. John Bolus’s (Wooster, O,) English 

Ber bitch Burlesque (Belton—Vernor’s Rose) to his Blue Dick (A.K.R. 
936), Aug. 2. ; 
Bonnie—Britton. Mr, John -Bolus’s (Wooster, O.) English setter 

bitch Bonnie (A.K.R. 937) to his Britton (A.K.R. 940), Se 
Blonde—Blue Dick, Mr. John Bolus’s (Wooster, 0.) English setter 

bitch nee (Carlowitz—Magnet) to his Blue Dick (A.E.R. 936), 
July 16. 
‘Blanche—Blue Dick. Mr. Tom Backewell’s (Wooster, 0.) English 

setter bitch Blanche (Belton—Floss) to Mr. John Bolus’s Blue Dick 
(A. E.R, 936), July 18. ’ MEO 
Dinah I.—Bevis. Mr. Wm. Wade's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) mastiff bitch 

Dinah Il. (A-K.R. 18) to Mr, E. P. Jones, Jr.'s, Beyis (A.K.R, 152), 
Aug. 5. 
‘Darbie—Obo Ti. Mr, John Daly’s (Salmon Falls. N. H.) cocker 

spaniel bitch Darkie (A.K.R. 250) ta Obo Il. (A E.R, 432), Aug. 4. 
Fidé—Knickerbovker. Mr. Wm. G. Martin’s (Garrison, N, J.) im- 

ported pointer bitch Fido (Rocket—Panny) to champion Knicker- 
bocker (A.K.R. 1), July 21. 1! ; h 
Lady Isabel—Knickerbocker. The Knickerbocker Kennel Club's 

(Jersey City, N. J.) pointer bitch Lady Isabel (A.K.R. 461) to their 
champion Knickerbocker (A.K.R. 19). July 28. ; 
Pearl Blue—Gun. Mr, Charles York's (Bangor, Me,) Pnglish setter 

pitch Pear] Blue (Royal Blue—Dryad) to his Gun (Gladstone—May B,), 
May 16, % WHELPS. 
= See instructions at head of this column, 
Cleopatra. Dr, TW, Aicop’e (Middletown, Conn.) mastift bitch 

ae 

Dleopatra (AIR. 258), July 19, five (four dogs), by Ma, Wim. Wade's 
Dr. Buck (late Tiny). : 
Diisy Starlight. Mr. H.W. Durgin’s (Rangor, Me.) Enetish setter 

bitch Daisy Starlight (Lelaps—Starlight), Aug. 1, iine (sis dogs), by 
Count Paris (Royal Blue—Modjeska), 
Lucy. Mr. Thos, Goode Tickers (South Gaston, § ©.) Byron fox 

hound bitch Luey (Rouse —EBett), Aug, 14, seven (four Goes), by Speck; 
all indigo blue, 
Lufra. Mr. H, W. Smith's (Weoster, Mass.) greyhound bitch Lufra 

(A. K.R. 1188), Aug, 12, three (two dogs), by champion Iriday Night 
(A.IK.R. 758). 4 
Cassie. Mr, Sterling M. Allen’s (Peekskill, N. ¥.) couker spaniel 

bitch Cassie, Aug, 9, nine (four dogs), hy Jambo. 
Pearl Blue, Mr, Chas. York’s (Bangor, Me.) Fnelish setter biteh 

Pearl Blue (Royal Blne—Dryau), ily 19, eight (five dogs), by his Gun 
(Gladstone—May B.). . 
ose, Mr. ¥, M. Finkney’s (New York)red and white setter bitch 

Rose (Ned—Rose), June 16, nine (five dogs), hy Proniise (Pride of the 
Border—Flash), 

SALES. 

Es See instructions at head of this cobunvit, 
Lady Bute. White, with mottled ears, foxhonnd bitch, wheltped 

April 13, 1331 (Sport—Topsey), by Mr. N. Himore.Guauhy, Conn,, to 
Mr, T. T, Phlegar, Pearisburg, Va. 
Sue. White, black and tan foxhound biteh, whelped Mareh 22, 1580 

(Mike—Smoke), by Mr. N. Wilmore, Granby, Conn,, io Mr. 7,7. Phiegar, ~ 
Pearisburg, Va. 
Gladstone—Jessamine whelps. Blue belton Hoglish setters.whelped 

April 21, 1884, by Mr. John Bolus, Wooster, O., a bitch to Mr, Niel 
Traper, Same place, and a dog to Mr. H. P. Owsley, Stanford, Koy, 
Duke—Foanny whelps. Black, white and tan Biglish satier bitches, 

whelped May 30, 1884, by Mr. John Bolis, Wooster. O., one to Mr, BR, 
He Oey Stanford, Ky., and one to Mr, D. T, Roots, Connersville, 
nd, 
Wuddy. White pointer bitcb, 4yrs. old (Sleaford—DLady), hy Mr, 

Jolin Bolus, Wooster, O,, to Mr. D. L. Sanford, Lodi, 0. ' 
Mcrmion, Mastiff dog, whelped March 4, 1884 (Nevison—Brenda), 

by the Strawberry Hill Kennel, Leicester, Mass., to Mrs. A. L. Joslin, 
Oxford, Mass. 

Shot. White and liver pointer dog, 4yrs. old, pedigree not given, by 
Het tn eS Hill Kennel, Leicester, Mass., to Mr. A. Kilburn, Rut- 
and, Vt. 
Chico, Brindle, with white points. collie dog. whelped June 11, 

1884, pedigree nof given, by the Strawberry Hill Kennel, Leicester, 
Mass., to Mr, Stephen Slingsby, South Wellington, Conn. 

_ Lutile. Liver and white pointer bitch. age not given (Caro—Juno), 
by Dr. Otto Moebs, Rowland, Ala,, to Mr. 8. MeCuen. New Orleans, 

a, 
Sam Sterrett. White, black and tan Hnglish setter dog,age not 

given (Gladstone—Lavallette), by Mr. Chas. Tucker, Stanton, 'Penn., 
to Mr. 8. McCuen, New Orieans, La. 
Scamp. Sable and white collie dog. whelped May 25, 1884, by Kil- 

mmarnock Bruce (A.K.R. 1425) out of Winnie (A.K,R. 1481), by the Kil- 
marnock Collie Kennel, Dorchester, Mass., to Mv. B. W. Taylor, Pope's 
Hill, Mass. : 
Gun—FPearl Blue whetps. Black. white and tan Hnzlish setter dogs, 

Wwhelped June 2, 1884, by Mr, Charles York, Bangor, Me.. two to Mr 
H.W, Durgin and one to Mr. Charles F, Danforth, same place. 

Bertie, Lemon and white pointer biteh, 2i4yrs. old (Rab—Bellona), 
by Mr. J. ©. Schuyler, Lehighton, Pa., to Mr, R. deB. Smith, New 
York, 

DEATHS. 

ess~ See instructions ut head of this eoluma. 
Bow, liver and white poinier dog, 10yrs. old (champion Bang-— 

Luna), owned by Mr, Hdward Odell, New Orleans, L2., Aug. 9. 
Deborah, Black, white and tan imported beagle bitch (AK. R. 1119), 

pres by Mr. W. H. Ashburner, Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 18, in par- 
burition. 
Bessie, Black and white English setter bitch, whelped May 24,1880 

(Dash L0,—Countess IT.), owned by Mr. Luther Adams, Boston, Mass., 
Aug, 15; killed by the cars. 

Grace Beaufort, Liver and while pointer bitch. whelped June 1, 
1684 (Beaufort—Grace), owned by Mr. L. Gardner, Mount Vernon, N, 
Y,, Aug. 15, 

Five vo Tey Donnars A YRAR for all ordinary employments secures 
$1,000 insurance with $5 weekly indemnity in the Travelers, of Hart- 
ford, Conn, Paid accident policy holders $864,000 in 1843,—Adv. 

| Rifle and Gray Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

GREEDMOOR, Aug. 13.—The members of the N. ¥. R. GC. held a 
shootto-day for the Dunlap medals. The following scores were made 
out of a possible 105; 
M Herrington..... 35 80 88—98 A MeInnes........... 33° 30 <8—91 
W Simpson.......... 83.31 30—94 J Duane.... ........33 80 25-88 
John Mangam.......68 88 56—92 F Hamilton......... 32 27 17-7 
BOSTON, Aug. 16—The first Schuetzentest of the Hast Boston 

Schuetzen Corps was with fitting ceremonial! brought to a successful 
close to-day. OakIsland was crowded with visitors, including ladies 
and gentlemen, riflemen, and those not skilled in marksmanship. At 
4 o’clock the Schuetzen Corps, accompanied by Brown's Brigade 
Band, marched to the railroad station to receive the Independent Rifie 
Corps of New York, which came down from Boston to witness the 
ceremonies of awarding prizes apd crowning the Schuctzen Keenig. 
Returning to the hotel the company drew up outside, while Chief 

Marshall Rudolph Schaefer and Grand Duke Orr went up to the royal 
chamber to notify his majesty thatthe coronation cerémonies were 
about to begin. The royal personage, who, before his elévation to 
the throne, was plain P. J, Fenning, of Newport, R. L, wore his gay 
robes right majestically, several persons remarking that he bore a 
striking resemblance to the king: of diamonds. 

In the evening allregal pomp was laid aside, and everybody par- 
ticipated in u social dance until the departure of the “last train.” 

Following are the prize winners and the scores: 
Creedmoor Match. 

William Dennison, Merrimac.,..............:..-- ,<:2.-:20 25 24-74 
Wahatles BOShOT 2:2). .e ee eh bce Malcom Be = sue as 25 24 24—73 
GUASWIte WhOTCestere. ne) res eld Aen eae eae 25 24 24-73 
OM Jewell, Lawrence..........-. aa jesse toes Rds (RA “Pde re 
COD Palmer, Manchester,............-. To ecdaceeacsscee espa, 24 P4—771 
A Bode, Manchester... 0.0.22. tans ieee esret ae et Ae 2870 
G A Leighton, Manchester..-,..-.-.-.--- 2:-8-2-s.2. 225 24 23 ¥38—70 
DiBreivozels HB SiGoRpse ype s. cae eee ees eee ese peas 24 23 23—T0. 
F W Perkins, Maplewood......... eee soe best 3 24 23 238—70 
CH Tayntor, Brooklyn. .... (ists. .c.. 2p ee---p eee eerste 23 2369 
HB SOULE OMIM yah et aa ek We Se eee ante ate a eae A 23 22-69 
GH Wielfert, H BS Corps. ...--..5-+-2- 2222 -s eee eee eet 28 22119 

Man Target. 
August Bigero, Newark........ Wo pet rb totes 2.20 20 20—60 
William Hayes Newark,....... ......-.-.- aerated oe 1 20 20—59 
J DiMarks) Phompsonville; =. . 2. . pees setts eee pac cies 20 20 19—59 
TAM Gee OO os a sna cea 2 ke even Mee pes ee eeleeden 19 19 20—58 
T Fitz, New York.... .:-; Piste Petey eederae seed tho doe 19 20 19 5s 
GWE Gueth\ FaBs Oorps. oes ee oe oreo ae ce ge 19 20 19—55 
PH Webwner, NeW COL .on2 2S esieeeecene sons eenbe test 19 19 19—57 
Charles Judson, New WVork,.«, 2--.<---------se-reee ete 20 19 18—az 
@G Zettler, New Work. ..:..225 22. 22.-.-2 0. een tenes 20° 19 18—S7 
PG Fenning, Newport, .<-...--1).--42ee -sp eee ee eeeee tl TY Ib—o6 
J PDelahanty, Pitisburgh..-....-.-.---.-+--ere-reeee » 1D 20 17 56, 
ThiViozeleNew Morin. heise eles! inpeeaetaes ee 16 19 20—55 
Charles "Rein, New York. 2.2. css. csetciesiceensnene oe f 
Wea leneicerereanhronees pce ote aes eae tas eee etengrl stat states i 
W Dorrler, New York..... a 
A © White, Worcester’ .......-..-: ~.- 
W Klein, New York....... -.-..---.-; 
OM Jewell. Lawrence.__.....--- Ae ait 
D Breivogel, 6 BS Corps.......-... ..--..-., ay aie 
We @Harles WHOSPOM. | sous neen ean Belen ten ed 
D Miller, Hoboken 
HiGray, Nashua... 2-2.) 20222222. ss nants eee tts : 
J Schneider, New York........-2-...---+-:- Be eee nese 

William Hayes, Newark......-. Y 
CM Gueth, # BS Corps.......- V1 GE Tayntor, Broaklyn........- tif 
Henry Oehl, New York......--. fl D Breiyogel. EH BS Corps... -. i 
Charles Judson, New York..... 71 Henry Andrews, Hartford.,._._ 6 
G L Firche, Newark........-.-- 70 MB Engel, New York.......-.- Aye 
D Miller, Hoboken..........--,. "0 B Zettler, New York,.-.~--.... G7 
J D Marks, Thompsonville......09 R Reed, Woburn .._......... pe atiis 
Gus Zimmerman, New York.,..09 CG Zettler, New York..,..,.-., ti” 
IW Perkins, Maplewooad.----.-- 69 W Klein, New York. ..,..-.......06 
HR Von der Horst, Baltimore..69 W W_ Tucker, New York__-.-.. 6d 
HE Bennett; H BS Corps.......-. 69 W P McLeod, Hartford........- 66 
O M Jewell, Lawrence... ,.. _, 68 Charles Rein, New York...,.-,.66 
A GC White, Worcester... -..... 6 
Team Match—Zettle: Rifle Club, No, 1, of New York—H, Oehl 11y, 



72 FOREST AND STREAM. [Aue 21, 1884. 
Se ee ee ee eee ee a ee me. 

Es ie eaaer #6, A. Lober 101, M, Dorrler 100, G. Zimmerman 105. 
‘otal. B14, 
Zottler Rifle Club, No. 2—M. B. Hugel 91, B, Zettler 101, C, Judson 96, 

D, Miller 98, T. Fitz 98. Total, 4’7/4. 
Newark Shooting Society—H. R, Von der Horst 102, J. Gopper- 

epatth 89. A. Bigerow 86, W. P. McLeod 76, William Hayes 107. Total, 

Massachusetts Ritie Association, Team No, 1,—O. M, Jewell 101, J, 
B. Wellows 91, W. Charles 97, H. Gray 74, R Reed 91, Total, 454. 
Massachusetts Rifle Association, Team No. 2—J. Francis 86, F. W, 

Perkins 115, R. Davis 98, W. Fisher 74, E. ©. Barnes 68. Total, 431, 

FORT SNELLING, Minn., Aug, 14.—The annual shooting contests 
of the men and officers of the Department of Dakota, U.S. A . always 
draws good crowds to this range. The shooting attracted a large 
crowd of spectators, including a number of ladies, who were especially 
interested in the skirmisher’s match, which took place in the after- 
noon. <A refreshing, steady breeze blew over the range all day, and 
the riflemen eagerly availed themselves of the favoring conditions of 
wind and atmosphere, so that some fine shooting was done. In the 
morning the short-range match was shot, the distance being 200yds., 
Seven shots To each entry, the participants being allowed to enter any 
number of times. The shooting was off-hand. The two highestscores 
only were counted in each case. Cap . Blunt won the first prize by 
the excellent score of 64 out of a possible 70. Following is the score 
of those who won prizes in this match: 

Capt S E Blunt, Ordnance Department... ... 2... .6 ccc eek eee eens bd 
Seret G Woodburn, Co EH, 15th Infantry. .... 2.2. cc. neue cde ee 64 
rd Lieut Corwin Sage, 17th Infantry ...............0.....0. 22 A Saas 8 64 
Jet Seret J. Unger, Co f, 5th Infantry... 2... cs ccc dee ecu 68 
2d Lieut J F Kerr, ifth Infantry... elec ccm cece cekecsee 63 
Ist Lient G Andrews, 25th Infantry....... cc cee ence kee ce eee ees 65 
ist Sergt F Muraszko, Co K, Ist Cavalry ...........00 ccc cee eee ec eeee 63 
peret W Chatman, Go H, 25th Infamtry...-.. 22. co. eke cece ay 62 
Capt I. M Mans, Medical Department....................- He Vl Sob oF 62 
SQ bien sever y. oannnagary eels il oily ihe. Lisant bes pple 62 
Private CH Dorsey. Co B, 25th Infantry, 22.2.0... 2h. cp eee cece eee 62 
Musician J Corrie, Oo H. 15th Infantry...............,...0, ss 22» G2 
Priyate D McKenzie, Co D, 1st Cavalry... 1.0)... cee eee ca eee nees 62 
Seret G W Dougherty, Co M, ist Cavalry..............20..-. 0.044 0. 61 
21 Lient C L Steele, 18th Infantry....... 22... cece cece eee cael 61 
Private i, Lynch Oo.Rs 15th Intantry:. os lle ee 61 

The skirmishers’ match, which took place in the afternoon, was 
more interesting and attractive to the spectators than the morning 
firing, A skirmish line of twelve riflemen was formed, one for each 
target, with an officer in command and a mounted trumpeter, and as 
the line hurried furward, what with the blare of the trumpets, the 
sharp word of command and rattling fire of musketry, the spectacle 
assumed at times the phases of a mimic engagement. The match 
was an individual one and open to any member of the regular army, 
the conditions being as follows: 
Distances 600 to 200yds. Competitors, as their numbers are called, 

form in line at the 500yds. firing points, and at the command or signal 
“Skirmishers Attention,”' load their rifles. At the command or signal 
“Forward March,”’ the line advances until the signal ‘‘Skirmishers 
Halt,” when the sights are adjusied to the estimated distances. Fir- 
ing is commenced at the command “Commence Firing,’ and con- 
finued until the command ‘-Cease Firing,’ which is gryen fifteen séc- 
onds later, after which no competitor fires until ‘Commence Firing” 
isagain given. Having approached sufficiently near the 200yds. firing 
points, the signal ‘To the rear, Mareh,’’ is given, when the manauver- 
ing to the rear and firing continues as upon the advance, ‘The rifles 
must be carried on the right shoulder when maneuvering to therear. 

Five halts were made in advancing and five in retiring, and a de- 
duction of five points was made for firing before or after the signal. 
and penalties inflicted for firing on the wrong target. The best score 
only was counted in awarding prizes. Capt S. E. Blunt—who won 
the first prize—entered twice, making 118 on his first entry and 144 on 
his:econd. The record showed that he had fired 39 shots, making 12 
bullseyes, 14 centers, 8inners and 2 outers, a total of 36 hits. The 
match was won last year by Lieut. Partello, with a score of 89, which 
only equals that made by the tenth man on the list yesterday, The 
recerd of the prize winners is as follows; 
Capt. S. E. Blunt, Ordnance Department....... . ......... «. 144 
2d Lieut. J. T. Kerr, 17th Infantry........ -. 130 
20 Lieut. W. H. Sage, 5th Infantry ..................... ., 119 
2d. Lieut. J. A. Emery, dith Infantry. ........0...c.b eee ede ene » T5 
ist Sergt. F. Muraszkok, Troop K. ist Cavalry.................2... 115 
Corporal E. B. Gillett, Co. A, 5th Infantry............0....2,.402, 109 
ist Sergt. T. Rogers, Co. D. 5th Infantry........ Ae ere Ea atta 105 
Private M.. Lynch, Co. F, 15th Infantry... 22. eee ees veadetes 108 
Sergt T. W. Stafford, Troop H. ist Cavalry. ............,......2000, 90 
Musician J. Corrie, Co. BH, 17th Infantry. ~.-. 0. ise ee eee ee 89 
Corpys; oobeL CosG,.ad Infantry. s io) a eed eee cok wenn 84 
Sergt. L. Drugan. Co. O, 5th Infantry..... 2.2.02. cee cee eee &3 
ist Lieut, R. W. Hoyt, R. Q. M., lith Infantry..................... 82 
ist Lieut. G. Andrews, 25th Infantry.........2.0. -.cceceeceeceeeee 61 
Private C. H. Dorsey, Co. B, 25th Infantry............. ccc cceenees 79 
Corporal C. F. Miller, Co. K, 15th Infantry..................-.-.-.5 79 
Sergt. J. W. Umphrey, Troop E, 7th Gavalry.............-2....00- U7 
Pererse. Mlwell,Co, B, (sh Tnfantry-)).. ob. eee le alleees 7) 
istSeret, J. Unger, Co, F. 1%th Infantry .........-. 0-2 eee eee (4 
Tatehieut. H. G, Sickel, (ih Cavalry... oot. lal lk areca te wma 73 

WHEELING ys. PITTSBURGH.—Wheeling, W. Va., Aug. 17.—The 
Wheeling Rifle Club met the Pittsburgh Rifle Club at Washmegton, 
Pa.. yesterday and shota team match withthem at W00yds. off-nand, 
each man firing 20 shots. This 1s the first team match our club has had, 
withthe Smoky City club, and ashas always been the case heretofore 
with other clubs, the Wheeling came out ontop by 22 points. Theday 
was unusually bad for high scores, it being intensely hot, and in an 
open field, from which the hor air raised and caused mirage, like 
looking over a hot stove. The targets were in a shadow and hard to 
see. The wind was changeable, but not very strong. The heat had a 
perceptible effect an both men and rifles, and nearly overcame Prof. 
Dwight, of the Wheeling team, but they pulled through with a score 
to satisfy them fully, although their scores are far below their aver- 
aZze 
“Mr G.W. Rothwell, the photographer, of Washington, arranged the 

details for the shooting, fixing targets and firing points, and having a 
tarret at the tent to show to the spectators the exact location of each 
shot as it was fired, gaye all an opportunity to see the progress of the 
mateh, which was watched with great mterest by all present. The 
shooting began at 2P. M. and was finished about 5. Both clubs spent 
a pleasant day and enjoyed themselves as well as possible in the great 
hrat. The Wheeling Club, being the wmners, had the choice of 
ground for the next match, and it will take place here in a few weeks, 
probably at Seibert’s Garden. The home club average about as high 
as the best teams of the country, and the Pittsburgh Club have some 
members of national reputation. The return match promises to be 
more hotly contested than this one. The score will show that Pitts- 
burgh only showed ahead on tenth and eleventh rounds, when they 
were 4 and 5 points ahead; but next round put us § ahead, and they 
did not come nearer than 20 points after that. 

Wheeling Team, 
SHINS oa. 9111110 712101111 6101111 9111010 91010—199 
Stewart....... 91111 6111011 91110 611111110 8 &111012—197 
Jarger........91111 9 7 91111 911 7 8 41211111110 9 6—191 

ox. ...... 8 81110 99 7 9 7 912 8 811101110 91210—168 
Dwight.......1J011 6 3 610 9 8 9111110 811 9 7 7 711 9—166 

941 
Pittsburgh Team. 

Hodgdon..,,..1110 9 9 61110111010 810 8 81012 7% 11 11 00—192 
Huggins...... 1112 7 9 810101111 9 8 810101112 6 61210—191 
Sutch.......... 9 7 912 91010 8 8 9 9 8 9101111 111011 10-190 
Smith ....... ,¢% 7 819 7 8 8 9 91010 8 9 912 91012 912-175 
SUODE eee ess ee 410 711 910 7 9111110 4 7 81010 6 9 910—171 

919 
Winn. 

CREEDMOOR, Aug. 16.—The third of the off-hand all-comers’ 
matches was shot to-day. Prizes to the value of $50 are given in each 
match. There were thirty-two entries. Following are the prize 
winiers: 

200yds. aged Total. 
John §Smich, 9th regiment, New Jersey............. 80 0 60 
Frank Stewart, 69th regiment, New York..... ....29 29 58 
J §$ Shepherd, 28d regiment, New York,.....,..... 28 29 57 
G W Munson, 7th regiment, New York....... ..... 380 Rt 57 
SWPLUTCTeTTy Np alte cAy seen Ls) Seer es!) llce tejeseiatem ee 28 26 54 
These scores were made out of a possible 70. 

THOMASTON, Conn., Aug. 16 —The weather conditions at Bridge- 
moor Range to-day were 4 very bright light and Hight 6 o’clock wind. 
Followimeg are the scores: 
GC Gilbert... 2. cess 2.7 s- Wi 11 10 11 11 11 8 11 10 12-106 
LUT OE oes ae est mnsE eae td abe TOPO 9 lls 10D TeLOs BER eh — soy 
W FH Dunbar.... Doth okie aie eb aly sti) Slay Sb ey eli ote 
Fred A Perkins ald Sey ah ir eb SAL Ati ep wel ete 
E Thomas.... OSE Did TOES = Ooi) to 96 
© ¥ Williams,.......... FSi dre Gr aT 0) 1d) 2) A — a0 
AN ee ee gts bea ay 10 7 10 11 12 10 10 9 6 9-94 
PACH UATEL.  OM. 5- nee a FoelGe eG: MeGt ile GA MON EBS tet — 38 
GP Nor:h...,...-- ie ped» Bois 89) (G0 Bi SENS SS Shei t sas 
PANGS eats ta fy qa oes ia es nese 4° 916 9 % 1010 & 9 & & 

THE TRAP. 

ah tle who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

THE CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT. 

CCORDING to announcement, the interstate clay-pigeon tourna- 
ment, under the auspices of the Ligowsky Company, was held in 

this city on the three closing days of the past week. In some respects 
the affair was @ success, in oth«rs a disappointment, There was a 
fair attendance of out-of-town clubs, but an almost entire scarcity of 
New York city shooters. 
_ Among the entries were some of the best trap shots in the country, 
including J. Von Lengerke and F. W. Pfaender, of this city; F, G, 
Feldhaus and ©. A. Rockfeller, of Brooklyn; f. M. Hames, Bay Ridge: 
M. W. Bull, C M. Spencer, E, A. Folsom, of Windsor, Conn. ; Harry 
Nichols, Bridgeport; J. Haryey, Buffalo; W. M. Brunner, Rochester; 
Stephen Washer. Greycourt, George U. Luther, Syracuse; Henry B, 
Whitney, of Phelps, N. ¥.; Coryden Wilbur and .v. H. Allen, Brock- 
ton, Mass : C.H. DeRochmont, Newburyport; O.R Dickey, J. Nichols, 
G. H, Wurm, Boston; 0. H. Law, Cambridge, and J. A. Rowell, Ames- 
bury; James L. Smith, Hackettstown, N. J.; J, §. Brown, Wm. Sezler, 
Mon clair; D. H. Terry, Pluinfield; 0. C. Townsend, Englewood; 8.W. 
Tinker, George W. Cary, M. B. Cornell and George J, Crandall, Provi- 
dence; Charles B, Payne, Pawtucket; C H. Gerrish, Exeter, N, H.; 0. 
M Stark, Dunbarton; O. J. Jenkins, Epping; F. Miller, Norristown, and 
William Wagner, Washington, D. C. 
Among the clubs represented were those from Exeter, N. H.; the 

Massachusetts Rifle Associations, Nos. 1 and 2,1he Narragansett Gun 
Club, of Proyidence; the Spencer Club, of Windsor, Conn,, and clubs 
from Wasihngton, Boston and Jersey City. 
The arrangements on the ground were excellent in many respects, 

Thrre was a commodious grand stand, from which every shot fired 
could be easily noted. The traps were in two sets of five each and 
well protected by low bulkheads, behind which the trap-feeders were 
protected, The clay birds went sailing away here and there in good 
style, and all scores made were earned by really good shooting. The 
ground secur-d was the Metropolitan base ball field, located at the 
corner of Virst avenue and 107th street. With the Elevated road it 
was not a very out of the way place to reach, but the managers should 
have secured a better canteen keeper. The provisions were of the 
most wretched variety, and the shooter who braced up on the mildest 
drink paid for his effort in a racking head. 
_Not an accident marred the three days’ sport. and general satisfac- 

tion seemed to be given in the decisions of judges and referee. The 
rules were simple and easily understood, and everything was kept 
moying and on time. _ 
The first day was given up to a couple of individual sweepstakes 

under different conditions, and an Interstate team championship 
mateh, This weit to the Massachusetts Rifle Association team, The 
second day was an interesting one, with two team matches and a good 
sweepstake, The Massachusetts team again led, The final day’s 
shooting was individual, with a novelty in the walking match, The 
scores of all the regular contests are given in full below, with the 
rules governing them. In weather the shooters were fayored, and 
each day was fine and clear. 
Mateh No, 1.—Purse $200, individual sweepstake, entrance $5, 7 

single clay-pigeons, 18yds, rise; three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent., 
classified! 
BPG RIE GOTT ho eats! 1111111—7 GG Tidsbury........... 1111101—6 
HeNiehplsayiese. See 1010010—8 OC BPayne...... OR te: 0111000—3 
FG Feldhaus........... 1010111—5 A W Cooper........2.... 1010111—-5 
DEWSB Ue er aaa re 1101111—6 OJ Jenkins........_.... 1101010—4 
HVAT HolsOnl earuesae cee 1111111—7 WS Perry......... ..... 0011101—4 
QO MW Spencer,........... 1101101—5 Wm Wagner.......,.... 1011010—4 
GW Canyne Fe hnas sete 1101011—5 HB Whitney............ 11111117 
CHW IDI ay See ewe 0111111—6 MBCornel] ........... 1001000—2 
C H DeRochmont....... 0110011—4 EF W Pfander............ 11101116 
J A Rowell. .:.: 2.0.21, 11100014 GC Green,......... -0011110—4 
EW Law...,. Bp tie on 1111001—5 ~M M Brumner .. .0010100—2 
W #H Allen...- 0111110-56 GO MStark.. ..... .. 11100115 
GJ Crandall.. 011141—6 Dr Gerrish............. 1111100—5 
FM Hames.,-- 01001018 CH Seymour........... 1100111—5 
C A Rockfeller. -.- .-0100100—2 S Washer............... 0100000—1 
OLR Diekeyee ccs A125 oe 1100.1—4 J Nichols,..............- 1100111—5 
ebay a week ey oe 1011000—3 W Seigler..........2..., 1011100—4 
© CTownsend.,-.,-..,.. 0111101—5 _ J Van Lengerke.,....... 0011111—5 
H OW Tinker.... . oreo a flit TE Very 2), Fike rae 1010110—4 
G Baldwins ssa sees 1011110—5 

Wurm, Folsom, Tinker and Whitney divided first. $90; Bull. Wilbur, 
Crandall, Tidsbury and Pfaender second, $54.39, Ties for third, miss 
and out: Feldhaus 0, Spencer 1, Cary 2, Law 2, Allen 0, Townsend 1, 
Gerrish 1, Seymour 1, Yon Lengerke 0, Nichols 0. Baldwin, Cooper 
and Stark broke 3 each and divided $36.26. 
Match No. 2.—Purse $300, individual sweepstake, entrance $6 00, 7 

single clay-pigeons, use of two barrels, break with second barrel to 
count one-half, rise 2lyds., four moneys, 40, 30, 20, and 10 per cent.: 

GH Wurm...... 1441 04%00-3 HB Whiting.,..0 0 -w. 
WARIES 8 ccetad, th 010011 0-8 EW Tinker..... 01111141-6 
WS Perry..-.-., 1111111-—T GJ Crandall ..,0 04%1%1 1-4 
A F Cooper...... 11111117 MLL @ Pee O41 0 UMW 1—4 
WG Feldhaus,...0011111—-5 WHAllen......, 1114601 1—5i% 
H Nichols........ 1101111-—6 GDSeib........ 111111 0-6 
C Townsend..... 11111%1-6% GTidsbury...... 111111 0-6 
Wm Wagner... .011441111—5% Dr Gerrish...... 1011111—6 
J Von Lengerke.11414411 1 1—6 OR Dickey......1 0 0 0 w. 
E 4 Folsom..... 44%11011—5 JA Rowell...... 011014%1—414 
CM Stark... .. 441111%1—6 EW Law........ 110101 0—4 
O Jenkins........ 10011014 WBOCornell..... 00001001 
S Pfander........1 0 00 1441-344 COB Payne...... 9001100-28 
HC Wilbnr...... 4g0100%1—3 PKelly.......... 10000 00-1 
T Seigier........ 36110441 1-5 A Watkins...... 0010011-8 
F Bames......... 0100011-8 GBaldwin... ... 100w. 
GC Luther...... 14401111-5% 

Perry and Cooper divided first, $74.58. Townsend won second, 
35.98. Ties of 6; Nichols 0, Tinker 0, Seib 1, ,|Tidshbury 1, J. Yon Lén- 
gerke and Stark tied on 2 and divided third, $37.29 
Match No. 3,at 2 P. M.—Interstate team champ‘onship contest, 

purse $510, open to teams of three from any duly organized gun club 
(members of teams must be of at least thirty days’ standing as club 
members), eutrance fee $25. 7 single clay-pigeons, 18yds. rise, 3 
doubles, li5yds. rise, no class shooting Three moneys, 50, 30, 20 per 
cent. : 

Exeter Gun Club, Exeter, N, H. 
GRETTISTE jcc ceee cecmnarls Seeepemeetc tee hee Ryton eters tlemenene 0111011 O1 01 11— 9 
Wop Peres oar al-ldoccaccias tena oe ties sae 0111111 10 10 11—10 
SUD ene A ee era em or tere A 4 Baa 1110101 00 11 11— 9—28 

Narragansett Gun Club, Providence, R. I. 
{Lia fee ite egrets sor Seer Gay fons Eee ae 0111010 10 10 11— 8 
PAYING .5 ee elas baer racuet eee teats tee 0001001 00 10 11— 5 
Grand aie ig y. ehc. hoe sce anee ete ad ete 1141111 01 00 10— 9—22 

Jersey City Heights Gun Club, Jersey City. 
PRO WHSEI Gr tethers Scart epg itesarg aleisicetate € 1000100 10 10 00— 4 
H Von Lengerké,.-.- i232 sence cea ee 1111111 10 11 11—12 
TVon Leneerke: i.e elise seed cece ees 1101111 01 01 11—10—26 

Spencer Gun Club, Windsor, Conn. 
MOIBOIER leelelate nee ee elie eu acest 1110011 10 01 O11— 8 
ISS BABE RADE RAR ODocty ido = commen Feary tar soe es 1100011 11 00 10— 7 
pay u[eVekGl ey Seem ANS SRE BD oe Re 1011011 00 410 10— 7—22 

Massachusetts Rifie Association, Team No, 1. 
MUTA SET. low seer nee mh eters a alae pee ees 1111141 11 11 11—18 
Rowelle Qenp ee Gece AAA eee hie ee 1110101 11 00 00— 7 
PePny 22.2.4 -)4 = seuige seutan Apeteyes wae Jaq 1110110 10 10 1i— 9—29 

Massachusetts Rifle Association, Team No, 2. 
WIT 3 Weider ide eee rarest Merce her s 1111111 10 11 00—10 
Gary sete homens Hei hy ee eo ee nee ae . 1001111 10 10 10— 8 
TL oy Pee ort os epee er BP 8 Ss 4111011 00 00 11— 8—26 

Townsend........- 10—4 1 ea AAO bet 110 11—4 
H Von Lengerke,.110 00=—2% LEE pas Aadgse eps Bees ~110 ©=©611—4 
J Von Lengerke.,,.111 —5—11 Wurm............. 011 1i1—4—12 

WS Perry... ..461 001434814 MW Bull... ...0111100—4 
OJ Jenkins....0 000 w. F Miller,...,...0011 w. 
Dr Gerrish. .1461 1461 1-6 A Maddock .1111114%—-6% 
DeRochmont...1 10114 1—6 CO MStark ....,.100w 
A FCooper....011111%—53¢ OK Dickey..... 00 w. 
J A Rowell ....0 0460 O4ew. G C Luther... ict w. 
GH Wurm...., 1144100 0w. CH Yerrington, 0 1 gal 10—4 
H Nichols...... 1111111-7 SH Barrett.....0 1 0 w. 
C Townsend... Oa e7a 0—2 GG Tidsbury.,,0110w. 
A Getz .-2.4.. .1001%0%0-—2 CS Payne...... 03636 w. 
HA Folsom... 11111%1- 6% 

Nichols took first, $4882; Folsom and Maddock divided second, 
$29.30: Geriish and DeRochmont divided third, $19,58. 
Match No 5,—Purse $300, open to any team of two, 

singles, 2lyds. rise, three moneys, 50, 80 and 20 per cent: 
entrance #7, 7 | stantially as indicated on the anu.—c 

De Rochmont...,... 1111100—5 ) g Gerrish. 5... -.--. 1110000—28 : 7 
Dickeys sy Cs 011100—4 ff Seestatulnctetten 0110011—4 
Stark Germans, ,.-..0011010—3 } Pos ..1001010—3 4 5 
NICHOISE) Ceyeee se: 1000010—2 a 0001001—2 fF 
JOUKINS., :- 2 eel poe 11000,1—4 | , Dy 
Tidsbury..........-.1001011—4 ¢ : 3f 
AMG as dene Sees 1100110—4 | 8 ..0000101—2 |g 
WALD Sones eer 00111014 (° Van Schick ......... 1101111—6 f 
C Townsend.....,... 0000100—1 } 3 2 Yon Longerke..... 1111011—6 ; hl 
W Hughes...... -..0110000—2 (° H Von Lengerke...-1101110—5 
Jones....... -1110000—8 | 6 Eleritage: 8 sees 1001010—3 ] 
Maddock 0100011 - 8 § Seib........-..-,---. 11001 —5 fj © 
Luther ...0110011—4 5 
PHANG EN tess let acres 0160000—1 

Gérrishs Ss fae See a 0010111 «400 11 00—6 
be] 221 oN te ee ee Ree 1111101 ii O1 11—11 
COUPER A A nai ee ean tenes 1100011 di 11 10—9}—49 
Wal Dut, ia tee a ere eee Sairty) att ee 1110111 1i 11 11—12 | 
UOTE: strove ue fe we, ja eed Se ob bGtaGl a) atin, Sl ahh | 

Massachusetts Rifle As ociation. 
DerRochmonty sissersee wees whet See 11111 00 O01 11— 9 
ROWeL Vase eee eke | Rape eae, 0111110 11 10 O1— 9 
NVR SORE ee hee oat eee ote en 1110111 10 01 11—10 }—52 
(DIiCKEy LSet eee Ree Un nee eee we 1111011 Ji 11 10—11 
‘BIA SOUL ya es Saad he cet eae ete T1111 Wi i 11—18 

Algonquin Gun Chib, N. Y. 
TOR ys tine Kemean Adee danas meee 1011010 —«s«10 «00 GO— 4) 
We reschaicica sia jasemeresr hath tee tena 1301000 »=600 01 11— 6) 
SAUTE Petia hte een cles deat 0010100 OL 00 10—4}+—26 
Glazier, wee fae eae ee reine CREE 0100101 = OL «11 0O— 5] 
POW. Cette «et ot eee melee ope eee 1100110 01 11 YO 7) 

Jersey City Heights Gun Club. 
J Von Lengerke.....+..... .2 Pee: Eee 111,41 10 it 1i—12 
Seigler. c ysis. etee bs NPBA Bretbsito ky 1111011 ti 10 11—10 
H Von Gengerke..c..-2; yhscdeese-s es ATLL ii 11 11—12 }+-—49 
B6ib) ub skas seo cepa nee Pepi Pets. Sh 1111000 40 «11 10—8 
TOWnSOUGarise te ctor eteurrea eee 1000101 00 11 1Il— 7 

Ties for second money: 
Exeter Gun Club, Jersey City Heights Gun Club, 

1 J Von Lengerke..101) 
Beizlen. Soe ose 011 

10—4 }—19 H Von Lengerke..101 | Withdrew. 
10—4 | Seib 100 

per cent.: 
Dr Gerrish......---65-2-- 1111110—6 Longden...-..., ..... ..1041100—4 
OL Gite Stak Aah at 1111111—7 Tousey ede Jo, SOLTITO0=A: 
DeRochmont............ 1110111—6 Ferrish .- ..,..-.-...... G000111—3 
FLONRELL pin hora. aeaisee oeelhs 4110111—6 Tidsbury...............- 1111110—6 
SAD GO ante peed, 0011101—4 lLuther........ ........., 0111111—6 
Jenking i 420 eter. ae 1101411—6 Stark.................... 1011101 5 
WALD TAS tlk Ly ge eda WO0IMM—6- Warde. 3.) 5... ,.- 0L00111—4 
PLHGYP eet cape acts = ctu 1110110—5 H Niechols............... 1111100-6 
Gonper, a2 eee eas 1101111-—6 Maddoek................ 1n—7 
DICKY. 2, Pig, tees ee eeg 41110100—4 J Nichols........ 2.2... 10010wW. 

SATURDAY, AUG. 15, 

Mateh No. 8.—? single clay-pigeons, 2lyds. rise, three moneys, 60, 30 

Rea een eels tee eee Oa 6 9 aother coe eee 110100j—4 
DICKGWe: | Staser sate oes qIdI11—" -Seigier .-... ---4..-.<-.. 1011111—6 
Monpden sy essere ey eas 0100011—3 J Von Lengerke........, 1114111—7 
DeRochmont............ ACG. Fa) Nicholssae, sas ee, 000111i—4 
Rowell ..... A Lctocenrs ae Robes Ate aWalouir pees Se oe Jue ee 1011111—6 
WuUbmn Shoes ss rober sania ado eWarthe. 3.220 ck ee oe 1010001 8 
SENKIASy aoe eeamananae se 1110.11-6 Remington........... .. 1111111—7 
YESS Oy he Ae btoaader 1011110—5 Jenkins.................. O00000w. 
GOerrigheyey ise torte et 1711100—65 Palmer:.....-........... 0110100—8 
WOOPeriw.. ved aes oe= 4 1J11110—6" Dittmar... ..-. -.. 1110000—3 
FETUS Sa see da ae eae ,0010010—2 Towser_.........------.. 0011010—3 

2 pairs double clay-pigeons 
following rules: This mate 

Bh 

32 
re i 4-YDS. *W29 

30 NECA, BY | 

28 . dina, 
| N2I0 

26 met tse OYbs. { 

» we 

24 
{ 

\ | 
22 Tey nee ta || 

N82 YDS. 

20 (OZ y93 

(4) 

18k ssacye OYDS, ‘Sina alam G0 Ue 
Nos ' 

/6 ' 4YDS. A NOt 

14 ARRANGEMENT OF TRAPS 
FOR THE 

12 Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Field Contest. 

JQ Trap No.1. Straightaway Birds. : 

tt 2, Left Half Quartering. | 5 

8 a 3. Straightaway. ic 

: 4, Right Half Quartering. b 
ce 5. Left at 4¢ | 

6 
! 6. Straightaway,. ' 

d i 7, Right Half Quartering. | z 

j 2 8. Right Quartering, ne, 

WF g. Left a f 

2 “ to. Left Half Quartering. ‘ 

A 
0 

SCORE, 
wvuart. The angles of the traps 

shall bs fixed to throwin the general directions indicated by fhe 



arrows (but if a bird from any cause takes a different direction it shall 
not be considered a ‘No Bird’). 
AB indicates the general direction along which the shooter will 

walk— the “seore” orstarting point being ai A (the distance of the 
furthest trap therefrom being about a6yds. 

Tiaps No. 1, 2, 8, 4 and 5, shall constitute the ‘ ‘first field;’’ traps No, 
6, 7%,$, 9and 10, the ‘second field,” 

‘Dwo single birds shall be sprung in the first field, and one single 
‘aiid one pair of double birds in the second field, use of both barrels 
Sater for all birds, but a hit with the second barrel to be 
score only, : 
Therespective traps tobe pulled and time of pulling{same will he de- 

termined of follows: Por the first field, halls No. 1,2, 3, 4 and 5 will 
be placed in a bottle, anda duly pent sd judge willdraw two there- 

_ from (for instance. Nos. 2 and ); for the second field, balls No, 6, 7, 
8, 2 and 10 will be used—the judge drawing one ball, which shall in- 
dicate the trap for the sinsle bird, and then drawing two more to in- 
dicate which traps shall be sprung together for the doubles (for in- 
stance, No, 6, and Nos, 7 and 9. 
To determine the time of pulling, place pool balls, Nos. 3 to 13, in- 

clu-ive, in the bottle, the judge draws four balls (for instance, 4, 6, 8, 
10). the lowest two will indicate the niimber of steps from the score 
which the shooter must take before the traps im the ‘‘irst field” are 
pulled, add the number 5 to the highest two, and the results (summa- 
tions) will indicate the number of steps from the score before the 
traps in the ‘second field’ are pulled. 
The judge records these numbers as they are drawn in a record 

book, which is placed before the trap-puiler for his guidance; the 
shooier shall non be allowed to see same until he has finished his 
score, under the penalty of haying all his ‘‘birds’’ scored as *‘lost.” 
The following form of record will be used: 
tens: 4S ea ... Trap No, 2 Steps 18.... ... Trap No 6. 
Steps & .. ...... Trap No.4 Steps 15........ Traps Nos. 7 and 9 
which will indicate to the puller that when the shooter has advanced 
4 steps he is to pull Trap No. 2; when 6steps, Trap No 4; when,13 
steps, Trap No. 6; when 15 steps, Traps Nos. 7 and 9 together. 

Vhen the shooter has fired, ne can stop toreload his gun; if he 
fails to do so and is unable to fire at the next bird sprung, it shall be 
scored a ost, bird." 

Ties will be determined at a similar number of birds, the shooter 
gtarting 3yds, in rear of previous starting point. 

Otherwise the Ligows rules for 5 trap matches (June, 1884), to 

eed otto 101 10—3 
viedo. 00—8 

10 ahaee 1-5 
10 rare baa A 1) 1i—4 
lel TItSHUIy asl edtte a all SBGL 11—5 

Stark . La 11—5 Jenkins............. alee E 10—4 
Nichols 10 00—2 Coopers... . 22.122. 110 10—3 
J You Lengerke..,1 10 10-3 Seigler......-...2... 110 11—4 

Ties of 5.—Gerrish, 1, 1, 1,11—5; Stark, 0; Luther, 0; Tidsbury, 1, 0, 
Gerrish wins first. 
_ Ties of 4.—DeRochmont, 0, 1, 0. 10—8; Longden, 1,1, 1, 00—8; Rem- 
een 0, 0; Jenkins, 1, 1, 1, 0O—8; Seigler, 1,1, 1, 01—4, Seigler wins 
second, 

Ties of 3.—Rowell, 1, 0. 1, 11—4: Wilbur, 1, 1, 1,11—5; Dickey, 1, 1,0; 
J. Von Lengerke, 1, i, 1, 10—4; Cooper, 1,1,0; Towsey, 0. Wilbur 
wins third. 

WHEW |—Editor Forest and Stream: On the 20th of March, 1884, 
I issued five challenges, open to the world, to shoot one or more 
matehes wilh my daughter, Miss Lillian FP. Smith, the “California 
Girl,’ champion fifle shot of the world, twelve years of age. I have 
not receiyed any reply from any one as yet, I will once more say 
Iwill match my daughter against Dr. Carver, Hugene Bogardus, E. 
E, Stubbs, or any other professional shot in the world, to shoof a 
bond jide match for speed and accuracy in using the rifie. I would 
like to hear from some of those parties. I will wager $500 that Miss 
Lillian can break 1.000 glass balls in 60 minutes with the rifle. It took 
Capt. Bogardus one hour to accomplish this same feat, using three 
shotguns, 1 will wager $1.000 that she can beat any one in the world 
as a gallery shot. I willalso wager $100 that she can hit more com- 
mon Wnelish pins, lin, long, stuck into a frame, to be set in motion to 
travel 12fr. in 144 seconds, distance 80ft. (onf of 50 shots), than any 
one else in the world, using a rifie, .22-cal. It must be remembered 
that Miss Lillian is only twelve years of age, and the first shot she 
made with the rifle was on April 2, 1850.—Lry1 W. Smuirx (Watsonville, 
Santa Crug county, Cal.). 

ACGME ROD AND GUN CLUB.—Monthly match at Dexter's Park, 
L. 1., Aug. 12, for club badge, liye birds, one barrel, Schotiler, Kne- 
hel and Schmidt 25yds., Keppel 28yds., others 2lyds.; 
A Harnard........... 1110171711—9 Gpstark.............. 0101111010—6 
LOPE se i ee 1111110111—9 J Kubn-.....-. ....,,0011101101—6 
M Schottler.......... 11110011118 CSehmidt............ 00001111116 
H Knepel, Jr......... 11100110117 G Bitz..-.........--.- 1101110000—5 
J Lendsdeadt........ 0101111011—7 DLink ............... 0011100011—5 
M Buchman.......... 0111110110—=7, “GC Keppell:..,...22--, 0001101100—4 
MsWinestive says. snes 1111001011—7 

H. KE, 

TORRINGTON ROD AND GUN CLUB,—Torrington, Conn.—Regu- 
Jar shoot, Ang. 18. Conditions—10 clay birds, 15yds. rise, 10 balls, 
18yas. rise: 

Captain Butlei’s Side. 
Pigeons, Balls. 

TEDW as EtHACE (ek ci lsleres «terse 0101001010— 4 0000100001— 2 
HHUA GS cede tte er iron bce 0111111101— 8 1100101101— 6 
OAR Behera oye ee 011001111 — 7 1001111000— 5 
Metta 2 he ee ape roel ad acl aeiey 1171141111 —10 0010011011— 5 
LO) lal sCaye hS S 45 aes 6s | See 0011010010— 4 1011010110— 6 
INARA Gre a eas ee a ee 0010011111— 6 
A Whiting, ,—..-.-.,-..-..0... 1110010100— 5—44 o0en001111— 4—28 

Captain Allen’s Side. 
igeons. Balls. 

H J Allen...-, SA eee sen ene 0100000100— 2 0100011100— 4 
APE OOMEASR DP imrinic cies oes re 1111010111— 8 0101011100 — 5 
LH Dewey:-........- eee. ee 111110000!— 6 1111111111—10 
INVEST NEGO ALLY colts ax ccc enn ds 09 1111011100— 7 
(0.0 brs i281 FV as ne Te 1900011100— 4 1110100101— 6 
CLVMOUB I otter Bilioc ber reir sae ,0011101110— 6 0010100600— 2 
SEONG GUAM ye corte as ree ,0001101110— 5—358 Q010010010— 3—80 
Captain Butler’s side won by a score of 72 to 68, F. Briggs taking 

the napkin ring for best scoreon pigeons; L. E. Dewey the silver 
badge for best score on balls, and the silver butter dish presented by 
Mr. Shepard. of Litchfield, for best score on both ae eae pigeons. 

E 1, peC’y. 

Briggs .-2... 111000101100010001111001011010—15 00 11 10 11 il—7 
Wolters. ... -.000000111010101000u01000000000— 7 10 00 O01 00 O0—2 
LSS AARP 0010 OLI1111111 0V11010101011-20 11 01-10 «10 «=17 
Henry....~, ..00001100111011000011010110014115 10 O1 11 11 CO-6 
Whimey..... 10011411000110101111 —18 If 01 if 10 11-8 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug. 16.—The result of the work of the 
Malden Gun Club, to-day, was as follows: The gold medal was wrested, 
after a lengthy contest, by Dutton from Pratt, while President Adams 
still pockets tne leather medal. ‘ 

Fiist event. three pairs—Pratt first, Hopkins second. 
Second event, five birds—Goodnow and Dutton divided first, Scott 

second, Hopkins third, Pes at 
Third event, five birds—Dutton first, Goodnow and Hopkins divided 

second, Pratt third. ™“ i 
Fourth event, three pairs— Brown and Saunders divided first, Good. 

now and Mopkins divided second, Scott and Pratt diyided third. 
Fifth event, five blackbirds—Pratt and Dutton diyided first, Brown 

and Adams divided second, Hopkins third. 
Sais event, five blaelbirds—Brown first, Scott second, Hopkins 

rd, 
Seventh event, five birds—Adams and Hoplins divided first, Dutton 

second, Brown third. Ke 
diehth event. five birds—Pratt first, Saunders and Snow divided 

second, Adams and Scott divided third. 
Ninth event, five balls—Hopkins and Pratb divided first, Scott and 

Brown divided second, Goodnow third. 

LOWELL, Mass., Avg. 16.— Last Thursday the Rod and Gun 
Club had a test of the merits of 10s and 12s, but it was, as the Times 
of this city remarks, veally an excuse to get the members out and 
have some practice ap shooting. As a test the trialamounted to com- 
aratively no.hing, for uniformity of conditions was impossible. 

There were ten then toeach team, and eavh man had 30 shots, 10 at 
single class balls, and 10 at double balls. Of course one side claimed 
the other side had selected the best imarksmen. Undoubtedly the ele- 
ments of different degrees of skill, varying qualities of guns, aside 
from the matter of hore, difference of charges, changing light, and 
various directions in which the balls and pizeons were thrown, all 
rendered sucli a thing asatest impossible. The occasion was one 
yery much enjoyed, A large attendance of the club was present, 
and also a ood representation Of other spectators, An incident of 
the day was th = shooting ci a rabbit by E. A. Smitu within a few rods 
‘of the shooting grounds. 
: x * r 

The rabbit had been started by W, A. 

——— a, eS 
FOREST AND STREAM.. 

Lang's hound and ran through the brush justin time to be inter- 
cepted by Mr. Smith, The victim of this unseasonable and indecent 
shooting proved to be afemale, with three unborm young. In the 
shopping matck the ten-bores were. finally triumphant by ten points 
although the other side say if some of their men had shot as we 
as they have been Inown to do, they would have left the big 
bores out of sight. Following are the events and scores of each 
meniher, . 
Ten clay pigeons: 18yds.: 

en-bores. Twelve-bores. 
Downs, captain............,.....,.6 Lovej Captain. wa sucear g 
PAVG tn Wee. eee een eertas PeIGHeaE My aero: ar dal 8 
SB aeUy Aen bee perc mcernn nse ties ne Ge Biri Ghy bes ens asaees 5 
Richardson, C W W,.......;:-.: tO AV ORT eee.) ler haass roa aee 5 
Partridge..:.....<. brett seer tet on a; Brown): peau nega ee 8 
RIGOR Ee eee at teeth, vegeees isa 8 Derby, L A.,..- price iceein nes st 5 
Waulkner, 52.4.0 2-2 s-5es pera soos G -SVOUDES ites Ses tecsas cecseees cise 3 
Knowles...,...... oT pe earn Dit ULCIR Soe tee ee te bane moe oe 1 
OU a irl) 2 ae oe eG Oe a iGreenwoodsie: ooo sees. tee: 4 
LOS trem reseed s.r fas id 1 t-apeOOMBYs AWW eAlues Sans Waves ents eee 5 
Ten glass balls, 18yds.: 

Ten-bores. Twelve-bores. 
OWS tebe dene sce ee see ae A ONE TOY TE ation Ro enn 3 
Hartford, Wy..:..-4.... cmadceaes ODE be OMIOS I cei lela tate batart ofeie sete est Sf aer 9 
DenbyweAr Sues soe lee tee tere Se am RORETERED rr Ch tareee) tetera eVects 6 
Helis omen paar see meee ree eee mat STAY Cnn inner c ce Usaeciehaye 6 
PALLTINZ ORS ee stele) EM TSLO Wil eee am eat yan hen eee 8 
MIGONG See er ne, eee B deF Don ya Duar. even yh ht eclele telesbra ele 5 
aaTer see eg en aah RUD SAonih Was FAAP KER am OKA See 5 
TSO WICH OV ya eer eae os SPAS Cha dona See ee Peeaigt e Eee ae 3 
Rightedsom ee Pee es 2 Greenwood. thsi cc sje ck. 6 
Rroste se ey: Pe eae ge ree ee Ge OWED L easel eu cise n-b pee aie het che 1 
Ten double balls, 15yds.: 

Ten-bores. Twelve-bores. 
TBO ZS Seay AL Peering Sy55te4 Peano Ves Oyen Gdon on tde te ddadienlacd- 5 
JOISR MNO 5S re Se P Et taser imal ONESEME SS d-t to Mins = Med one eck G 
PAS DRUG oer ante eee a yas yo GPS Gina G Bre oh aces ctecabe Poses oh os 8 
JOS EEE Aenean ats By Too R AEE SW Led, 6 ear eee ee As Bee A 3 
Jethiig staffs mens BAe GBP Sep en § Doe EEE 21) = tes oat blot hin 8 
SUKOrey He's Ales SR RRA AS 8 DA Derby.... .. pe ass ove Beaters, 8 
HAMOT yah solseetadde alas rae QO PCIE tang Aap 8 SS epee ep tove aay 
ISTO WROR Ts nee n ie Seca a Pltelaerae od By HRUMGIS oe Bg oe eter ee igh aoe 6 
DICHALASOIIN. Lia dps ck hone las 2 aGreenwood.— 4, eel hece fas 6 
DRONE eee ton ace aks nek a WED Se dek4=tG58 5 Mee hs ee aera 6 
Following are the total scores; 

Ten-bores. 
PIP OHS ae a inpr > wee dol! ig 
Single glass balls. lal Single glass balls... ; 
Iban bles Sno ee ee 58—178 Doubleballs. ........... .--62—168 

3 traps; 
Gonder sig ta ea pote 1010102120 11 00 01 11 0O—10 
LU[CU NS eee eR etre a iesees 1110010110 10 00 O1 00 10—9 
IGAROE ZAM Pe ea sane seeds 0021110100 10 01 10 10 Ol— %% 
Gomi AL QS cites tt ers 1200012122 li ii it G1 11—1i¢4 
Ha Pre ere sews sesey 2111201112 01 01 10 01 11-13% 
TONY yaar oe sei ansbr ts mhs ua 22111101112 ii 11 10 10 1116 

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROTECTION 
CF FISH AND GAME.—The twenty-seventh annual convention will 
be held in Buffalo under the auspices of the Audubon Club of that city. 
At8 o’clock Monday evening, September 1, the convention will be 
called to order in McArthurs Hall, and the business meeting will be 
held, On Tnesday the regular contest with trap and trigger will 
commence, The Audubon Club believes, from the number of hve 
birds already secured, it will undoubtedly have enough for the shoots 
designated, and also for the Pierce medal and cup shoots. In the 
event that enough are not obtained for all, the medal and cup shoots 
will have the preference. The club also reserve the right to substi- 
tute blackbirds. For full particulars address the secretary, Mr. J. P. 
Fisher, Buffalo, N. Y 

HARTFORD, Ct., Aug. 16.—The Colt Hammerless Gun Club, which 
has been formed but a short time, had its first shoot in the meadows 
this afternoon. Eeach member had 10 elay-pigeons to hit at 15yds. 
rise. The following are the scores made: J. Howe 8, H. M. Jacobs 
7, BE. C. Howe 6, George Towles 5,R.S Gladwin 5, J. J. Peak 3, W. 
Johnson 3, W. R. Hopkins 2,.A. McMullen 2, Dr. P. D. Peltier 2. A. CG, 
Collins 2 and BE, Young1. Another shoot will soon be held. 

STARK vs. WURM,.—A match will be shot by these crack marks- 
men within 80 days. Conditions, 50 clays, 2lyds., 1 trap, 5 angles, © 

Canoeing. 

OANOEISTS are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about cdnoeable waters, and other commu 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested tosend to Forrsr AND 
Srream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to ForssT anp SrreAm their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

THE ASSOCIATION MEET. 

I | OME again; back todesk and counter, to hot and dusty side- 
walks, boiled shirt and stiff collar, and the grind of everyday 

life for another year, with a pleasant but tantalizing memory of last 
week; idling under the trees; the glorious stir and excitement of 
racing; pleasant hours by the evening camp-fires;, the bright green 
waters, clear and beautiful, of the St, Lawrence; the deep blue sky, 
half American half Canadian; free from smoke, except the light blue 
of the camp-fire; free from noise, except the distant whistle of a 
steamer, too far off to be unpleasant—until the drone of the city, the 
rattle of cart and omnibus over the stones subside into a refrain of 
“Alouette, gentil Alouette,” the brief or ledger fade from view for 
amoment, and we hayeaglimpse of the camp again, only to wake 
with a start to the claims of business. h 
What a holiday it has been; meeting friends old and new, talking 

boat and drawing pictures until the veriest cance maniac was tired 
of it; forgetting all the world outside of that Arcadia that opens its 
doors each year at the “Open Sesame’ of *A. CG. A.” for a brief 
two weeks of pleasure; and home, rested and refreshed, fullof new 
plans, wrinkles and ideas, new rigs, new sails, grand devices for 
maling our canoe superior to any, and, best of all, with the anticipa- 
tion of next year at Grindstone, which, with the memory of the last 
two weeks, will carry us through the coming year, 
Many who have met us before at Lake George or Stony Lake were 

absent, and to us it belongs to tell them, as best we can, of what they 
missed, The surroundings of the meet haye been all that could be 
desired, perfect weather nearly all the time, an excellent location, 
ecu rend supply and transportation facilities, and good feeling on 
all sides. 
The preliminary steps of this meeting have already been given in 

FOREST AND STREAM, the discussion over a camp ground and also over 
@ permanent camp, the selection of Grindstone Island by Messrs. 
Neidé and Whitlock last fall, the survey of the courses in deep snow 
last winter by Secretary Neidé and a localsurveyor. Dr. Neidé re- 
visited the camp ground in July, crnising there with Mr. Newman, of 
the N. ¥.C C.,and at once went into camp and began the labor of prep 
aration, Underbrush was cleared up, a dock for steamers was buult, 
courses were buoyed from the ranges malked in the winter, an eating 
shed and kitchen built and a caterer installed, landing stages built 
along the bank, wood coliécted for fires, and much other work doue. 
Canoeists began to arrive early in the week, Mr. and Mrs. Parmalee 

being among the first trom a distance, having cruised from Hartford, 
Conn.. in a 15x30 canoe; the New York club camein on the 3d, piteh- 
ing a large tentnear the wharf; Mohicaus, Hartford, Knickerbocker, 
Rochester, the latter chartering a steamer to bring them all the way 
and also to take them home. oe, J 
The best view of the camp and surrounding islands is from the top 

of the hill on the east end of Grindstone Island, and though the way 
to the top is stony and rough, it is well worth the journey 10 the early 
morning, The top itself isa comparatively level plateau, perhaps a 
hundred yards in its lesser diameter. Looking first to the west is the 
jJower mee of tne island, extending southwest, and then between 1b 
and the Canada shore a number of pretty little islets, their shores 
rising from the water to a height of 30 or 40 feet in the center, each 
covered with trees. About four miles off to the northwest are the 
white spires of Gananoque, a pretty little Canadian town, situated on 
a slightly rising hillside and running down to the river’s edge. Be- 
youd, in the north, is the Canadian snore, with islands between; to 
the eust a space of cpen water. where the races are held, and beyond 
the picture is framed by more islands. while directly south Wells 
Island, thickly wooded. shuts out the view. Looking closer, at the 
island itself, first in the southwest, on “t'other side of the bill,” is 
Delany's dairy farm, whence ice, milk, eggs and butter are supplied 
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to canoeists, and where many take their meals, the charge being but 
twenty-five cents per meal, and the food very good. Meals could also 
be had af the mess shed at forty cents each, a great convenience ta 
many. 

Our canoeists have several times been ridiculed by canoeists as 
well as woodsmen for not cooking for themselves, but in a camp of 
this kind time is too precious to many. Nearly all are provided with 
u cooking kil, many cooked for themselves, some large parties em- 
ployed a cook, and all were perfectly well able to take care of them- 
selves; but a man who races several times a day, attends to such 
business of the meet as must be imposed on many. has littie time to 
spend over pots and pans, however much he may like it, while all de- 
sire to see and do the most possible in a limited time, visiting other 
islands, inspecting other canoes, and some evin straying at times ro 
Squaw Point. At the same time, any one who visited the earlier 
meets must notice here the general improvement in camp kits, cook- 
ing kits, and the cooking itself over previous meets, 

assing from the farm to the north shore of the island the prettiest 
partisfound. The hill here slopes rather steeply to the water, end- 
ing in a low bluff, the slope being thickly wooded as far as the north- 
east point, The first tents met with are two containing the Ubique 
Club, a party of campers from Canada, all members of the A, ©, A., 
but not canoeists. A little further on the Deseronto C. C. are camped, 
with three tents, and a shed of boars for a kitehen with an iron stove 
setup. The presijing genius of this department is a French.Cana- 
dian, cook of a lumber camp, and no less celebrated in camp fir his 
excellent bread than for his songs by the camp-fire. The process of 
bread baking is very intere-ting, and worth a halt to examineit, The 
plant consists of two cast iron bake kettles, each about 24in. in diam- 
eter and Sin, deep, with tight-fitting covers, a log fire, and a hole in 
the ground. The bread is putin the kettles, seven loaves in each, 
the lids are put on, then a few shovels of hot ashes—not too hof, but 
just hot enough—are thrown into the hole, the kettles lifted by two 
ooks and set on the ashes, and all covered with hot ashes. In about 

forty-five minutes the kettles are dug up, the bread being beautifully 
light. Beans and meat are also cooked in the same way, 
Passing on to the east, through the grove, is Mr. Newman’s tent, 

shared with Mr, Brokaw, both N. Y, ©. C,, the private office of the 
secretary, an old desk on four saplings—‘‘Have you paid me a dol- 
lar?’’—the camp of the Newburg Dock Rats, with improvised table m 
front, the Rondout ©. C., Gould and Buchanan, of the K. C, C,, and 
seyeral others. 
A little higher up the slope are the Crescent C. C., of Trenton, N. - 

J., and the art gallery of Messrs. Shrapnel and Humme, filled with 
sketches in color-of Canadian woods and Jakes, including last year's 
camp, 
From the top of the hill to the extreme northeast point runs a ridge 

of land, partly papeusting this portion of the camp, and forming, with 
the rest of the hill, a background for the level spot on which is the 
main camp. On the crest of the ridge is the Toronto tent and flag: 
pole, at its end the mess shed, aud near by the little wharf where 
steamers from Clayton, Gananoque and points on theisland land their 
passengers. 

At the head of the wharf is the Hartford camp: below this is 
Springfield’s, with flags in front, the Commodore’s above all, and 
next Mohican‘’s three tents, including Sob’s, both having a row of 
canoes with tents over them in addition to the club tents. New York 
occupies a large tent just beside the Mot-icans, the front being orna- 
mented by a huge watch, the sign of some old watchmaker, besides 
several flags. 

Mr. Rushton's tent, a large one, is next in order, then several 
smaller tents; a large one belonging to the Rochester C. C., several 
tents from Peterboro’, Brockville, Warren, Pa., Pittsburgh, and a 
Jarge tent with fly in front and a big inscription, ‘Knickerbocker 
Canoe Chib,”? The bank along this portion of the camp is low, so 
canoes may be easily hauled up. Rough landing stages have been 
laid down, each consisting of three or four saplines at right angles 
to the beach, across whica several boards are nailed, making an in- 
clined plane, on which canoes are easily drawn up, and on which rig- 
ging may be easily done. 

This portion of the camp is not shaded and, facing Lhe east, was 
very warm at midday, but the evenings were pleasant all over the 
camp, : 
About half a mile to the south of the main camp was a group of a 

dozen tents on the edge of a grove, and in front of them a large sigu 
on two poles with the inscription, “Squaw Point.” Here were 
camped Vice-Commodore Munroe and wife; Mr. and Mrs, Nichol-on. 
of Toronto; Mr. aud Mrs. Toker, of Peterboro’; Mr., Mrs. and Miss 
Seavey, of New York, and several other parties, and on the beach 
were the old Psyche; the Hiawatha, a large open Peterboro’ canoe 
handsomely decorated, and at almost any lime a string of visiting 
eanoes from the main camp. 

This year many of the larger clubs wore uniforms; the Rochesters 
a neat suit of light gray; Knickerbockers, dark blue; Mohicans, gray 
with helmets of the same color; New York, dark green with white 
caps or green Tom O’Shanters; Springfield, dark blue with helmets, 
but the majority consulted their own sweet will, adding greatly to 
the picturesque effect. The headgear was in all cases the most strik— 
ing feature. Many wore huge peaked straw hats decorated with 
prize flags, feathers and ribbons, white sailor caps, blue Scotch caps, 
Canadian toques of all colors, army caps, red fezs, mingled together 
in # cosmopolitan disorder, while costumes were hardly less mixed; 
the Knickerbockers and Norfolk jacket, however, being most gen- 
erally worn. 

Besides the silk ribbons distributed by Dr. Neidé to each member, 
many of the clubs had badges of their own, most of which, like the ~ 
former, found their way ultimately to Squaw Point. One in particu- 
lar, an A. C. A, badgé, was given by a canoeist who upset to one of 
his rescuers, by whom it was given to another canoeist, by him to an- 
other lady, untilit reached a fifth owner. During the week canoeists 
continued to arrive, tents were pitched throughout the camp, men 
became acquainted and old friendships were renewed. 

At evening a camp-fire was lighted on the hill, and all met around 
it for song and story. On Thursday night the Gananoque Y, 0. came 
over in a steam launch and invited all to a trip to Reh ee A 
band on board furnished music, and the trip was enjoyed by all. By 
the end of the week there were nearly 200 canoes In camp. On Sun 
day service was held inthe mess shed by the Rey. Dr. Hoiiman, 
Bach morning the camp turned out about 7 A. M., many taking a 

swim, then followed breakfast, at a call from the bugler of the N- Y. 
CG. C. colors were hoisted, then through the day, sailing, paddling 
about, fishing, visiting, and the various camp duties; supper about 6 
P, M.and afterward a camp-fire, the bugle sounding at 10;30 P. M. 
for quiet in camp. The camp-fire was one of the great institutions of 
the meet. A huge fire of logs on the level hilltop, at first flaming up 
and lighting the island and the water with its red glare, then as the 
evening advanced, subsiding into a plowing mass, the huge twisted 
stumps of which it was composed looking like fiery snakes, and 
making the sky a deep indescribable blue-black againsb which eyery 
leaf of the surrounding treetops was clearly outlined. The enter- 
tainment each eyening consisted of songs, recitations, stories and 
music on the banjo, guitar and flute, the conclusion usually being a 
shout, ‘Wilkin, make the welkin ring,” followed by the ever popular 
“Roll the Man Down," the chorus bemg given by the full strength of 
the company. 
Throughout the week previous to the races there was plenty of 

wind. but durng the race week there was but little, vausing a post- 
ponement of several races, : 
The arrangements this year were better than ever before, the 

courses were surveyed accurately, and there was no tide or current, 
and no wind in the paddling races,so the times, which were talen 
accurately, are of more value than aby previous records. 
The sailing course was triangular, starting from the dock, 4 mile 

on a side, and the paddling course, 44 mile, was_marked by a buoy 
near Squaw Point. The Regatta Committee were Messrs. C. B. Vaux, 
N.Y. C.C.; BE. B. Edwards, ’. B. C,, and L. Q. Jones, BH. 0). €., as- 
sisted by Messrs. Carter, C. U. O., as Clerk of the Course; C. H. War- 
ing, Timekeeper; Rushton and Stephens, Measurers. 

m Monday morning a prelimicary meeting was held, ar which a 
nominating committee was appointed, consisiing of one delegate from 
each elub and three at large. In the afternoon a review of the fleet 
was held, the bouts starting about half a nile away and coming 
down, the first division of 32 canoes, in two lives, under paddle; the 
second, of 65 canoes, under sail, passing by bie Commouore. The 
sight from shore was very pretty, the little teet maneuvering under 
full sail, flags flying and each with a device in the peak of the maiu 
sail. New York with the red ball, Toronto a ring of the same color, 
Knickerbocker a red lozenge, Lake George a red star, Mohicans with 
a turtle, and many others. A Springtield canoe had two cherubs 
ainted in colors on the mainsail, another, of the same club, had an 

imp swinging im a horseshoe, while snakes, mermaids and fishes 
BReried in some, and others were dyed red and yellow or pamted fan 
tastically- 

After the review a race took place between the Snake, R. W. Gib 
son, and a 124 sneakhox, brought by Mr. Rushton and =ailed by Dr 
Neidé, The Snake won an easy victory, and. even making all allow 
anees, it is pretty certain from their relative performances bust a good 
caios has nothing tofear from asneakbox of anything like equivalent 
size. 
The first of regular races were set for Tuesday morning, and at 9:30 

the bugle sounded the assembly for race No, 1. Class Il., paddling, 1 
mile, § entries. Johnson, of Toronto, took the Jead, holdmp it 
throughout, with Weller, of Peterboro, second. Weller and Adlams 
used singje blades, all the otuvers double. The boats entered were; 
Open canoes, Hillcrest 16x28, Zulu 16x26, Ada M. 8 16:<275 ds eked, 
Pixie 14%27, Diamond 1425, Idler 12%2144, Muriel 18x27, Germatus 
1427. As the decked canoes were much heavier, besides being snorter 
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and wider, their defeab was a forezene conclusion, and a clear proot 
of the unfairness of a rule which classes them with the open canoes. 
In order to compete successfully with the latter, thay would have to 
be lengthened, narrowed, and made so liehtias fo be useless for our 
purpose. Nodisparazement of Mr. Johnson's victory is intended, as 
he fully proved his ability fo outpaddle any man or boat present, or 
to Mr, Weller’s splendid performanve; but itis only just to those wha 
entered against them, Mr. Johnson's admirable stroke, long and 
Clean, his seat being yery high, coupled with his good condition and 
powers of endurance, won him first place in this asin several other 
races, while Weller’s uniformly good performance, both in sailing 
and paddling. broucht him out far ahead of all in the general record, 
The times of the winning boats were: 

ar FPG reSpe Ve tHo OMMSOns Dee, OL cee ee ne sd eyseiyey 4 10 20 50 
Te Oe I 1A Gc) het Sp PT Ge sat ORI Lh 10 21 00 
OLA DES yo 5) dls ATS, ep ss at tee Che) Cruntebelite ce we ejon eum 10 21 40 

Af one time during the rave three decked canoes were in line with 
the doek, end on, them appearance, ith three pairs of paddles work- 
ing together, being yery curious, 
The second race, a sailing one, was for neyices—atcording to the 

Association’s ruling those who have never sailed a canoe before this 
year. ‘Phe wind was very light from the east, and water perfectly 
Smu0o0th when the race was called at 10:49:55. 
No limit of size was laid down, except that all canoes must be 

within the Association files. Hleyen canoes started, the course heing 
one and a halt miles triangular, Of these, 3 carried latoeens, 8 the 
Mohican settee and 5 balance lugs, 1 having a jib also. 
The entries were as follows: 
Name. Owner. Dimensions. Club, 

|) Gy An be EChers te esos se 14.630 Moh. 
TENN} a Oe LO eWers ea aeeeaden 16 X26 PPB 
Maraintuile,....-...., FG, VAT tgs pehleltsc beet bad 14.630 Har. 
POR EITEE on cpt vtass avec itd ae NEES bee ig a tt ids 14 «3014 TG. GC 
Cee eer ee ee SU RILGOSUILN wet sleaas es 14.4% 30 Warren 
Day Dreany,.......W, G. Van Dalfsen.,..,... ld RT Newburg, 

HIRE Sesto ceca WEtAS DSC Ter ea rensmeeial Gee au Ubique. 
AN yes nee Ae Weer ICA WS ole eee 14 x80 Siar 
Derry he es ee B. H, Nadal.._.., fT ae 16 30 Ky ©. G, 
Mosquito --......-.- H.C, Delavan, Jv........d4 80 N.Y. 
Talore... oe T. Westcott __... 4 X27 Phila. 
A little puff at the start sent all well off, but soon died out, and there 

2320; Zrlu, 34:55; Tarantula, 35:55. ' 
Followime this race came a paddling race for Class TI1., one mile, 

Which was started at 11:59:15: 
Name, Owner, Diniensions. Chib. 

Hillerest..........,0. FP. Johnson ....,-.. ABO REZ” Hyco PGs, 
Lily; SEG a eee cf PUG Wilsons Ltr ce 15 Bae | ERRERRS Watertown, 
Margucrite........ E.G. Grifin..... 2.2... 14.6380 ........ Lit eas @ 
Kvora ..._- A. A. Mason, --..-- -..14 KB0IG........ TO. 

the A and BG sailing races were to talce place, but there being no wind 
at all, they were postponed, and race No. 5 called for tandem 
paddling. Four raed sane but two starting; 

5 j M. F. Johnson..,. } "ee La Maggie... -..0:.,: Ww. HL. Williams. . {"-*1*-7 IB} 24... 4-7 OO 

el \ FW. Adams, ...-.... | tyr 
Ada M.8,---.--.. “77. L, Weller...... specced ntl UPA eenacereceens Pc. 0 

tered. 
FP. Jobnson...:,.:..5:2. UT GR OF 

dees Weller foc Coe er oe ESBoC, 
fins eee Cras VELA ep taste = fiesta te ws. aC 

(TEU: ge Ae ee HS  Amdtewse-ot tines. ce el Rochester C. C. 
Nos oa Pe ead! A G. Webster... .......... Harvard 

Aquila... .....:.. Breeores G. Te? Votten, Uris. ies... oo, Neptune. 
SPINES bg ict tte et eps TA; onesie. oye is e Hartford. 
Bytpbe itt fet eel PA AQMIGKeLSOE i. se uwioe cs Springfield. 
1Sf i071 dn ee ke ee oe J. WH. Mellen. .i. nels. Rochester C. C. 

The time from upset to first stroke of paddle was 20 seconds. Com- 
modore Nickerson excited considerable amusement by diving under 
his canoe while she was u pacts and raising the centerboard from the 
juside. One man not in the race, upset his canoe, dived under, com- 
ing up inside, lay fat in the canoé and righted it while in that posi- 
tion. Weller, in the Zulu, an open canoe, was very active m getting 
aboard, 
After the long distante race,two extra races for paddles, offered 

by Mr. Rushton, were paddled, Classes A and B. 
B was started first with 8 entries, at 6:25 P. M., 

Won by Eyora in 12min., Nellie fonling the buoy. 
The Class A race was won by the Lark, no time being taken, there 

‘being 5 entries. j ; 
The fitst race on Thursday was for ClassTI., paddling, 14 miles 

with 3 entries: 

distance, 1 mile. 

Name Owner. Dimensions, Time, 
IN Bsfea te 2 ee ars M.¥, Johnson............18%25 14 48 
PANY Dee gata as sakes dv da, Weller: - 24 0 cee 1626 14 55 
Ada Mise) 2. oe. BP) OR SAMS SS oe oo pe Ee 1627 17 60 : dani x 

In this racé Mr. Weller used the double blade for the first time, 
Adams using the single, The order was as in the previous races. 

It was intended to sailrace 4on Wednesday, but the calm still con- 
tinued, soai4 P. M. Race 7 was called, 3 miles for canoes Hot under 
27in. or over 16ft., there being 4 entries: 
Name. Owner. Dimensions. 

nlerestcy-=yssacse-- =a, He donnson DLO Cae ee 1626 
ACRAONL « ves) Shyness ob K. Gould, EK. C. C . ALG KR6 
ANTS WR pe 222s eye 2 eA Mens ire eG) vets ees oe Nl 16K27 
PANUITIIN oy eae ckesae ee 6 eee ap eee J. Lawler Pe Bien... olen. 16X27 

Hillerest and Kazoo used double paddles, the others single. The 
race was twice over fhe sailing course, giving a good view of all from 

' the hill, Johnson took the lead at ones and kept i throughout, 
Weller soon taking second place. The times were: 

i4¢ miles, 8 miles. émiles. 3 miles, 
Hillerest..........48 40 31:38 Ada M.S. ....- 16 40 33 58 
UPVENIT) — oe eines eno thbl eee 32:42 Kazoo...:.....-. 17 25 34 10 

Race No. ) was also a paddling race for Class IV, canoes, distance 
one-half milé. Wour boats entered; Mamie, M. Ff, Johnson, T. 0, C.; 
Nellie, W. BE. Kipp, St. Lawrence; Idyl, J. C.Wilson, Watertown; Evora, 
AH, Mason, Johnson won easily, with the others in the above order. 

In the aftertioon there was a light wind from southwest, and race 
No, 4, postponed from Tnesday, was called, bringing to the line the 
finest fleet of canoes eyer entered in arace. The entries for Class B 
nuinberéd 26, and for Class A 12. Of the former 19 were from 14 to 
1di4ft. long, 4 15ft. and 3 16ft., while 13 were of 30in. beam, 8 of 21, 
¥ of 82, anid 1 of Bin, OF Ulass A, 7 were 14ft. long, 6 of 27in. bean, 
5 of 26in. 

Division B started at 1115 A. M., Aurora being first over. “he wind 
was very light abaft the heam to fitst buoy, making aru to second 
buoy anda beat home, Ten minntes after Class A was started over 
the same course, aud as both classes sailed two rounds, the sight was 
a most beautiful one. The leadersof the first division were soon 
even with the reav guard of the last, and the ee boats were 
Scattered Over the course mntil it was difficult to place any one, 
The larger boats were in two divisions, oue keeping to the north, 

the other, atone time the rear one, holding a more direct course for 
the finish, The Veuture, L. Q. Jones, of Hartford, in this division, 

- Game in first, with Dot, C. B. Vaux, N. Y. 0, C,, second, and Henri- 
eta, W. B. Wackerhagen, M.C.C,, third, The winners in Class A 
were Zulu, J. L, Weller, P. B.C.; Helena, Grant Van Densen i sec- 
ond place, and Dido, G. W. Wdgar, Jr, Newburg, third, 
Race No 10 of the programme was started at 3:11;25 P, M., there 

being two classes, A and J3, the former with a limit of 50fb, sail area, 
the lather with a limit of 74ft., causing many to reef down or leave 
mizzens ashore. The wind was the same in force and direction as in 
the morning, the course being but one round. or 144 mules. ' 
The Snake approached the finish firsh, out the Glick coming up, 

very cleverly luifed tnside of Snake and passed abead of him, win- 
ning the race. i d 
The fight for third place, between Venture and Girofla, was also 

very close. The winners were: 
Name. Owner. Chib, Dimensions. 

Gites. fun tace lee’ 5. M. Bowles, Jr.... 8. 0) GC) 14 +80 
SOME) sueersceres iy. WienGbSOn. J 228050 M. C. © 144g xa 
VGMTUPCA. nk beta seeacdalis, UNOS rere mse Tele 0540) I4te X30 

Tn Class A, Mr. Weller won in spite of his being run down by the 
ateamer E,JVau Horne, which came across the course as he finished 
the first round, deliberately running inte him in spite of a warning 
from allon the bank, Luckily, the bow of the steamer struck a 
glancine blow, the light canoe rehounding and receiving but little 
damage, he steamers, of which there weve a number present, paid 
littla attention to the race, the Hero, with an excursion party on 
bourd, rimming into the thickest of jhe teat. ae 
The winners of Olass A were: 

Name. Owner, Dimensions. Chib. 
EI clene tS tive ee G. Van Deusen..._. 14 X28 NM. WG. C, 
SAAT ee oe es ote La. Wellet:.,..). 16 3<28 PeBsGy 
RR VONG2. Serre 2 Re tor ©, K. Munroe. .. - 14.828 INS ibs 

In this race the Venture, approaching the Snake on port tack, did 
not see her and ran her down, striking nearly amidships, and the bow 
of the Venture running clean across the déck of the Snake, fortun- 
ately doing no damage. 
The next race, No. 11, was omilted for want of time, No 12 being 

called instead, for Classes A and B without ballast, and the large 
canoes with heavy boards, The wind was still too light to make a 
ues race, but the boats, coming in im pairs, made a rather exciting 
mish; 
Name. Owner, Dimensions, Club. 

TBD ly sch te Ey W, West......... 15.3 XB11¢ h. G0. o 
Sy ee eboranre amen Rh. W. Gibson ...... 15 X31 M. G. Cc. 
DGG ee eth deere eee GUNES CANUAVIRERS. toe eon 14,430 Bu er Opa Oy 

Class A, 9 starters: 
Name. Owner, Dimensions. Club. 

SULT ss ah ete et RARE J. L. Wellere......... 1628 . BG, 
DidGi..i44+6. Hessen G, IE. Hdegar, Jr...... 1528 Newburg. 
Alii, ING Siac eee tes ot: Hi K@arpee sees) 1628 DER te OP 

The heayy centerboard class was headed by the Isabel, R. Tyson, 
T. C, C., with Boreas, Hugh Neilson, T, C. C., in second place, The 
races finished in almost a ealn, 

After the sailing race came a hurry-scurry race, nine canoes heing 
drawn up on the beach, the contestants being placed in line z20yds, 
off, At thesignal all started on arun forthe canoes. Weller was 
first, and jumping into a canoe paddled off, rounding a stakehoat off 
shore ahead of all the others. The scramble for boats was very 
amusing. Wollowing this came an exhibition of canoe gymnastics, 
by Messrs. Vaux inthe Votand Weller in the Zulu. Mr. Vaux walked 
from end.to end of the boat, crawled around the paddles placéd in 
the mast tubes, turned somersaults and stood on his head; then 
turned the boat over, dived underneath and created a laugh by work- 
ing the rhdder from helow. Mr, Weller upset his open canoe, righted 
her azain, shook the water out, and climbed in over the side, a most 
difficult featinan undecked boat. This exhibition concluded the 
races. 

In the evening all gathered on the hill, to the number of seyeral 
huudred. and an entertainment was given under the direction of Mr. 
L. W. Seavey. Atter fhe first portion, consisting of recitations, 
soups and music, a band of Indians arrived in a bireh bark canoe 
and went through a number of performances, including an Indian 
wedding, funeral, hunt, capture and scalping of a white man, burn- 
ing a captive at the stake and the war dance. At the conclusion a 
demand was made for Big Snake, chief of the Mohegans, and on Mr. 
Gibson stepping forth a young chief produced a large bucket with 
the information that it contained ““Big heap soup for big chief.” On 
lifting the cover, out came little Sob, the chief’s do and the pet of 
the camp, who had been a prisoner all the eyening. After this all 
sang “God Save the Queen,” cheers were given for the officers, espe- 
cially De, Neidé, and as the assembly moved down the hill after giy- 
ing them, some one made the announcement that ‘He's a jolly good 
fellow,” 4 fact which seemed to strike all as trueif not original, 
from the way in which they walked the echoes. 

On Friday morning the bugle sounded the call for a meeting and 
allthe members gathered around the secretary's tent, finding seats 
on the ground. Commodore Nickerson took the chair, and the min- 
utes of the previous meeting in August, 1883, at Stony Lake, were read 
and accepted, and the minutes of the executive commities meeting 
in Albany, Oct. 3, 1883, were read. The report of the committee on 
badges was read and accepted, Several designs were offered, that 
most Approved of costing #7. Some debate ensued as to the limit of 
cost, aiid the matter wasreferred to the committee for action, with 
iustvuctions to select a badge, not to cost over $5. 
The report of the treasurer was also read and accepted, and on 

motion of Mr, Wilkin $300 was voted to the secretary for clerk hire 
and expenses, this amount to be paid each year, The regatta com- 
niittee also offered their report, with a recommendation that 10 man 
be allowed to use more than one canoe in the races of the Association, 
after which a discussion of the rules followed. It has been difficult 
heretofore to enforce properly all the rules, especially where fouls 
were concerned, but it was the opinion of all present, that henceforth 
the rules should be enforced literally, as they have been in usé long 
enough for all to know them. The election of officers was next taken 
up, the committee on nominations reporting as nominees, for 
Coinmodore—Gen. RB. 8. Oliver, Albany. 
Vice-Commodore—R. 8. Rathbun, Deseronto. 
Rear-Commodore—!’. F, Andrews, Rochester. 
Secretary and Treasurer—C, A: Neidé, Schuylerville. 
Hxecutive Committee—Messrs. Rand, of Boston; R. C. Wood, of 

Peterboro; C. B. Vaux, New York. 
Thereport was accepted, and it was moved and carried that Mr, 

Newnan east a unanimous yote, which was done, and the ticket was 
declared elected, A rumor haying circulated through the camp con- 
cerning My. Johnson's standing as an amateur, Mr. Tyson, of the 
Toronto C. C., made a statement concerning Mr. Jolmson’s training, 
which settled finally his right to be considered an amateur. On the 
motion of Vice-Commodore Munroe it was carried that all honorary 
members must be practical canoeists. On motion of Mr, Wilkin the 
word ‘‘person’’ in Article 3 was changed to “gentleman,” and on 
motion of the same gentleman, a flag was decided on for the Secre- 
tary, the ground being white, with letters A, C. A. and a quill, im blue. 
it was also moyed and carried that the secretary be authorized to 
buy atent for the use of the Association, and on motion of Dr. Neidé, 
that the size of the A. OC, A, flag be changed to 12x18in., in place of 
10X15, asat present. The Jast clause of Article 12 was also dropped, 
on Dr. Neidé's motion. Dr, Neide then spoke of a meeting ground 
for next year, stating that Mr. Delany had offered the present site 
again, atter which a vote of thanks to Mr, Delany was passed. A 
motion was also made to make the Forsst Anp StrmAm the official 
crgan of the Association, but after some discussion 1t was voted down 
the publishers of the Canoeist offering to issue the paper semi- 
monthly all through the summer. : 

Dr. Neidé proposed a vole of thanks to the Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company for their assistance in printing the Association 
Book, after which a vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Seavey, the Gan- 
anoque Y. C.,and others who had heiped to make the meet so pleasant 
to all, after which the prizes won in the races were presented, Mr. J. 
L. Weller took the prize for the bestaverage, 49 points, the next being 
Mr, F. M, Johnson, with 30 points. The prizes were handsome flags, 
presented by lady friends to the Association. Adjourned. 

All were invited to dinner by the caterer who had charge of the 
mess shed, an invitation generally accepted, after which tents came 
quickly down, canoes were packed, kits and tents loaded on the 
steamers for Clayton, and the departure began. 
Some sailed on down the river to cruise further, some scattered 

among the islands, and others started direct for home. Canoes were 
launched, a halt made at Squaw Point to say farewell, and the cances 
headed again for Clayton in the quiet summer twilight, their crews 
shouting back an affirmative answer to the question, ‘And you'll be 
back again next year, I don’t know?” 

RACINE CANOES. 

Edilor Forest and Stream: 

In veply to inquiry of “F. 8. C.,” I beg to say that three years’ ex- 
pericnee with Racine canoes of different models leads me to recom- 
mend for all-round eruising the Birdie Kane (271nch beam), with 
rudder added and cockpit lengthened to 5feet. She paddles quite as 
easily as a Rob Roy snd sails vastly better, going very close to the 
wind. In matter of vig prefer the usual form of lateen, with yard 
and boon joined, to tbe disjointed reefing style sent out. Spars may 
also be made lighter. i . ; 
As a believer in the Racine system, and in the interest of fair play, 

T must also be permitted to enfer a protest against the slurs directed 
at these canoes from time to time by members of certain clubs. The 
manulacturers ave gentlemen and entitled to be treated as such, 
while their canoes as now built fully sustain all that is claimed for 
them. ; ‘ CLY'TIE. 
Lowrit, Mass., Aug. 13. 

CANOEING IN THE ADIRONDACKS.—Keene Valley, Aug. 14.— 
Disappointed in not being able to go to the A, C. A, meet atthe Thou- 
sand Islands, | concluded to take'a cruise of two days on the pictur- 
esqué east branch of the An Sable River, which takes its source from 
the Au Sable lakes. The upper part of this river is but a small trout 
stream, Iniis course through the pleasant Keene Valley, it settles 
down to a yory stiooth runniug stream, with here and there a rift to 
break the mouotony of too much quictness. On the first day of the 
cruise Ifioated lazily down stream under great leaning elms, past 
mossy banks, where the water was stilland déep, tempting me to 
east fora trout. 1 paddled on until the evening shadows warned me 
ib was lime to make camp. Next morning Isent word to my friend, 
Mr, Avthuc N, Hollister, of Hartford, the veteran fisherman and 
canosist, to come and take dinner with me. He arrived ati o’clock 
yery hungry, bringing his friend Mr. Mason, We had a yery nice | 
diner of steaming hot lamb chops and potato pie, After dimmer, we 
all started down streamin the one canoe; wa paddled down about 
three miles and ben pads led back for home, arriving about 7 o'clock, 
tired and hungry,—Josgea W, Pagwur, A, ©, A. (Keene Valley, 
Hsxex County, N. Y;). ~ of Bee di 

then southeast and every which way, 
fleet still had the wind from northeast, and were fanning along déad 

herself and rivals. : € 
north shore miles away, s0 far by virtue of the mistake in standing 

t fhe poble sport, and is making yacht 

dachting. 

FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht clubs will please send carly notice of pro- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Aug. 11-25.—Quaker City Y. 0., Anmual Cruise in Ghesapeake and 
Delaware Bays. 

. 23.— Boston Y. C., Third Club Match. 

. 23.—Bevyerly ¥. C., Open Match. 

. 23.—Beverly Y. C,, Nahant Third’ Championship Match. 
. 26.—Beverly_Y. C., Special, Marblehead. 
, 28.—Quiney ¥. C,, Fourth Match. 
. 80,—Hull ¥, C., Second Championship Match. 
. 30.—Beverly Y, C., Open Sweepstakes, Marblehead. 

Sept. 3,—Hull Y. C., Third Championship Match. 
Sept. 4—Salem Bay Y. C,, Second Championship Match, 
Sept. 6.—Beverly Y, C,, Marblehead, Special Match. 
Sept. 6.—Hnll Y. C., Third Championship Match, 
Sept. 11.—Quincy Y. C., Last Race, 
Sept. 11.—brenton’s Reef Challenge Cup, 
Sept. 18.—Boston ¥. C., Ladies’ Day, 
Sept. 12.—Boston Y. 0.. Hall Matches. 
RODE: 14,—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Cup Race. 
r ep . (as tad City Y. C,, Review and Harbor Cruise, 

5,—Quaker City Y. 0., Closing Review and Cruise. 

PODGERS CRUISES ALONGSHORE.—III. 

Nero Aug. §.—What manner of weather shall we have to- 
day? was the first thought of every yachtsman as he awoke this 

morning. It was a conundrum that brought forth various opinions, 
One thing was 4 consolation, there was no fog; and another, thar 
there was a breeze, from northeast, and quite afresh one. Old Prob 
ae northeast winds in the morning, followed by westerly winds 
ater, 
some quarter. That the race was to come off seemed probable, and 
the steam cutter of the commodore was soon seen swiftly gliding 
around among the yachts delivering notes, presumably orders. A 
little later the regatta committee went aboard the chib tug Luckens- 
bach and things began to look like business. 

It was encouraging to know that there was to be wind from 

The order was given by signal to get under way. Soon the smaller 
yachts got their anchors and filled away before a fair wind, and ran 
outside Goat Island and squared away for the lightship, which was to 
be the point of departure. 
or two of the larger yachis that were limited for room to geb under 
way, and soon the harbor was almost deserted. 
lay at their anchors whose owners bad returned to town to look after 
“longs” and “shorts,” and could not be present—notably the Fanny 
and several other flyers. 

The tug towed out the Wanderer and one 

A few yachts still 

The wind continued fresh from the N.H, and everyhody felt happy, 
as the tng steamed ont to the lightship to take the time of crossing 
the imaginary line. Here commenced the sual maneuyers for posi- 
tion near the line, and here, too, as has been so often repeated, was 
exhibited the pad judgment onthe part of the large schooners of 
standing off too far, The Fortuna, for instance, stood away over ta 
the north shore, when any child could have caleulated the distance 
could not be run on the return tack within the few moments that re- 
mained before the whistle would blow as a starting signal, OF course 
she was handicapped, as were several others of the larger boats. Soon 
after the start the wind began to fail, and it was evident that a light 
day was in store for them, and moreover the meanest of all winds— 
dead att with a heayy oldswell heaying in, throwing every particle of 
air out of the sails and making the whole scene nmuch like the back 
yard of a laundry with the week’s wash hung out todry, The large 
schooners rose on the long swells gracefully. but when they dove 
down in the hollow every sail fapped, every rope whipped and every 
block creaked, while the smaller craft threatened to pitch their top- 
masts over the bow. 
The fleet began to -seatter, some steering direct for ihe Block Island 

buoy, others kept off to the southward, and the schooners, also the 
Gracie, stood to the northward of the direct course, thinking if the 
wind was coming out fromthe westward, as the Weather Butean 
had promised, they would he wellup to windward. The cutters, 
with a yiew to the greater probability of a southerly wind, kept 
away due south, and for aboup half an hour there was nointerrwption 
to this course, but suddenly the breeze came out from the southwest, 

While the rear vessels of the 

before it, those to the northward hada southwest breesé, and the 
eutters got it from due south, and were enabled to head directly for 
the buoy. Thus the Bedouin, the most windward of the culters, had 
a decided advantage over her rivals, the Ileen and Wenenah, which 
were just a little to leeward, and had to jam elosely to the wind, sails 
shaking half the lime, and eyén then just before reaching the huey 
the wind headed them, making a tack necessary, while Bedouin suc- 
ceeded in making a straight course, and rounded the buoy somo fif- 
teen minutes ahead of the others that were contending with a strong 
head tide which, on rounding the buoy, enahled the Bedouii to slide 
away nearly dead before it, rapidly widening the distanve between 

Tn the meantime here came the Gracie from the 

northward as to lead one to wonder that she céuld consider herself im 
the race at all. 

It was a foregone conclusion that the chances had favored the 
yachts that had stood to the south, and with the failing breeze, at 
times almost a dead calm, the less-favored yachts could not stem the 
tide, which cut them rapidly to lesward. The committee on the tug, 
seeing the hopelessness of the contest, concluded to steam away for 
the West Island stakeboat to sée if it was in position, as it was draw- 
ing near twilight. On the way there the three citters were picked 
up in succession, the Wenonah, Teen and lastly the fortunate Bedouin 
atleast three miles ahead. Ib was after 6 o'clock before she rounded ~ 
the West Island stakeboat, and then came a long les and a short one 
beat up to the Brenton Reef lightship. The night breeze had fresh- 
ened up a little and made it a little more animated, and the full moon 
rose to help out with an Inquiring expression on its face as much as 
to say, “What’s going on here, auyhow?”’ 1 think it must feel 
friendly to the cutters, for it smiled visibly a broad smile and bore a 
pleased expression, as if it wanted to say, “Got’em this time, eh?” 
The moonlight made things morecheerfulanyway. The tug reached 
the stakeboat and, finding her rather close to the island, towed her 
oif a mile or so and anchored her, Then came a long interval before 
the Bedouin, the leading cutter, came in sight and voided the stake- 
boat in good shape, the crew evincing by their alacrity in handlin 
the mainsheet and getting in the spinnaker that they were in agen 
spirits and knew they had the race and the cup. The Ileen followed 
some twenty minutes later, and lastlv the Wenonah, The Gracie had 
evidently given up the fight and had squared away for port, 
When the last of the cutters had rounded the stakeboat the tug 

steamed away for the lightship on Brenton’s Reef, and laying to waited 
for the cutters to put in an appearance, There was quite a heavy 
swell on stil, and she rolled and tumbled about in a yery lively way. 
The committee and reporters sought snug coruers, where a stool 
could be braced, and dozed. The engineer and firemen nodded at 
their posts, the captain pulled his hat/over his eyes and dreamed of 
profitable “tows.” At last through the misty haze a. all sail loomed 
up, and here came the Bedonin with the freshening night breeze. 
Everybody roused up to give her a chéerand take tine. She passed 
the lightship with started sheets ata rapid pace and squared away 
for port. After an interval of half an hour along came the Ilecn and 
later the Wenonah. The next wait was a long one for the schooners. 
On the way trom the stakeboat the tug met the Grayling heading for 

‘the mainland, and ‘all at sea*'as to the location of the stakeboat. 
Hailing the tug for information, she was put on her course and dis- 
appeared to leeward. , : 
tein everybody dozed that could not scare up a cigar or a pipe to 

smoke. It was a long hour before thé Grayling. the leading schooner, 
turned up in the moonlight and cate up Fapidly with a fresh breeze 
and dashed past the lightship in gallaut style. She looked beautiful 
as the moonlight fell on her white sails and her bright copper flashed 
in itsrays. The captain of the tug roused up and pulled the steam 
whistle cord with great energy and gaye her a deafening salute, 
The Grayling bad won the cup. The Worttma and Varnnsa came 

along after a while and at one o’¢lock the tug headed for the harbor. 
As the Steam tug threaded its way to the landins: ib was asi¢ht worth 
a day’s travel to see such a collection of beautiful vessels as com- 
prised the yacht fleet lying at anchor in the inner harbor, the bright 
moonlight shedding its silver lustre on the white sails whith, except 
jibs, had not yet béen lowered. and although it was in thesmall hours 
the scene was animated, the beauty of the night tempting the yachts- 
men to sit on deck chatting overthe events of the day, while boats 

| passed to and fro between the yachts exchanging late calls. 
Yachting, and especially cruising in squadron is eminently ealeu- 

lated to promote sociability as well as an esprit de corps, and has a 
tendency to familiarize yachtsmen with the duties of the sailor and in 
the end makes yery passable sailors of them. They ean also learn 
something of the merits of different) models and rigs, The New York 
Yacht Club is very generally composed of men cf means, and is ex- 
ceptionably a social club, agreeable as_well as hospitable to an ex- 
trems degree, The club is justly popular, its members are gentlemen 
in every sense of the word, 1b {s doing much to promote 4 taste Tor 

ng the most popular amuse, 
& 
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tment of the day. The great increase of the number of yachts within 
6 last three years if an evidence of how rapidly it is growing in 
wor. Vachi property formerly was considered strictly a fancy in 

yestment trom which no man ever expected to realize one-third of 
the cost, but it is quite a different affair now, as any one willfind who 
sets out to buy oné cheap. Of course, there are always yachts for 
sale at much less than cost, but on examination they will be found 
‘Guill sailers or old or needing expensive repairs to make them safe. 
The enormous spars and big sails carried on all yachts in these days 
soon tears them to pices or strains them. The yacht fleet collected 
at Newport on this occasion is greater in number and exhibits a lar- 
per proportion of expensive yachts than on any other “within the 
memory of the oldest.” " 
itis an interesting studyto note the variety of model and build, as 
exhibited inthe collection. Any man with a practical eye can easily 
distinguish the Hastem model and style, and more especially Boston, 
from those of New York build and its adjacent ship yards. Roston 
seems considerably afflicted with the cutter craze, but in mamy in- 
staices 4 compromise is apparent, particularly in the case of sloops, 
many beige déép cehterboards or keel boats with cutter stems, but 
with good beam and rather abrupt sterns. This class of boat seems 
to be growing in favor, having all the merit claimed for the cutter in 
the way of depth and cabin head room, with beam and deck surface, 
aswell as a coclepit, which is an indispensable adjunct to comfort in any 
small eraft. Im the matter of satety they are quite equal to the 
cutter, and in comfort so evidently supetior that the wonder is any 
one can hesitate to decide upon a sélection of this type of boat. The 
assertion that they are slowis not borie out by facts. Take the 
Athlon for instance, which is an illustration of fhe deep and wide. 
phe is a fast boat as well as 4 staunch craft, that can go where the 
best of them can. Because a boat is not a cutter it does not follow 
that she is a skimming dish by any means. 

Tn the face just referred to nothing was proven in fayor of cutters, 
aithough they were the winners in the sloop class. The day was such 
that no test could be made, it was anybody's race; whichever hap- 
pened to cateh the breeze most fayorably. The cutters were the most 
fortunate in their selection of tacks, all there were of the same mind 
appareutly, and kept together, standing to the southward; all the 
others stood on the opposite tack to the northward. When the wind 
did come it came from the south, and they were thus miles and miles 
to windward: and it was perfectly evident that there was no slow for 
any of the other craft, It was a cutters’ day, the wind being very 
light, and so little of it that they were able to stand nearly upright, 
their natrow wedge-like bulls offering but little resistance and fric- 
tion apparently, It 1s bardly to be supposed such competitors as the 
Gracie and Mischief would throw up the sponge and turn their prows 
homeward in any race where they bad wind to sail, enough certainly 
to fill their sails and give steerage way, which at times they scareely 
lad. Wewill give the cutters all due praise, however, for being 
handled with good judgment and doing remarkably well. It may be 
admitted. too, that under certain circumstances, even if Gracie, Ath- 
lon and Mischief had stood on same tack, chances of winning were 
greatly in favor of the cutters; but as to winning at all times and 
under all cirenmstances, they can*tde it. Hach type hasits advan- 
tages and each its days. and neither can claim supremacy. 
The eontest may goon until erack of doom without being settled. 

Ibis perfect !y feasible to build a compromise boat combining the best 
pomts of cach type, and such will probably be the outcome of the 
mooted question. The racing cutter is an extreme type, the result of 
arbitrary rules of mnieasurement of the English clubs. The model is 
in conformity with the idea of dodging measurement and still get a 
great above-water area with small immersed section, but we accept 
the cutter as the result of long years of experiment on model, whereas 
itis simply a build to escape a rule of measurement. The present 
rage for everything English helps the matter considerably; we are 
copying Enelish in everything, even to the absurdities that we once 
ridiewled and made great sport of. The disvosition to copy the Eng- 
lish stern is eyident m the models of some of the large schooners, 
namely the Intrepid, Varuna, Fortuna, and to a somewhat lesser 
degree in Cary Soa1ith’s newest production, the Harbinger, a very 
pretty little schooner she is too, and just such a handy little craft as 
should be popular with yachtsmen who are competent to sail their 
own yachts and take a. hand in the work of sailmg her. Such a craft 
combines all the comfort under deck a reasonable yachtsman would 
ask, and the expense of sailing her is about one-half that of the larger 
and more unwieldy schooners; The Harbinger is a type of yacht that 
should become popular. The owner can be congratulated on having 
4 staunch, handy and very neat little craft under him, I want to say 
something more about other yachts in the fleet, but I willreserve fur- 
ther remarks for the next chapter. 

BAY OF OQUINTE Y. C. 

A Rae ninth annual regatta of the Bay of Quinte Y. C., which formed 
the third of the series under the auspices of the Lake Yacht 

Kacing Association, was held over the usual triangular course on 
Massassaga Bay ou Friday, the 8th inst. Prizes to the amount of 
450 were ofiered. namely: Wirst class—ist, $150: 2d, $75: 3d, $30; 
4th, 510. Second elass—tst, $100; 2d, $50; 2d, $25; 4th, $i0. As, how- 
ever, there were but four entries in each class, the fourth prizes were 
withheld. The entries were as follows: 

First class—Outters—Aileen, W. Goudenham, Tcronto; Verve, R. 
Cochrane, Toronto. Sloops—Norah, R. J. Bett, Belleville; Gen. Gar- 
field, Dr, Curtis, Kingston, 

Second class—Sloops—Surprise. Jas. Richardson, Trenton; Iolanthe, 
-W. &. Biggar, Belleville; Gracie, R. M. Roy, Belleville; Laura, T. 
Mek, Robertson, Kingston. 
Course, 8) miles for first, and 20 for second class. The first class 

yachts were not measured as it proved to be unnecessary. In the 
third class the measurements and allowances were: 4 

Length. M.s. Length,’ M.S. 
SpE es .. e = 86.3 Allows. Surprise.........2 2. 6 4 23 

PANS ERS ERR LS nes 30.7 405 -Glacie wie cs: 33.7 3.06 
The weather was yery fine—teo fine—the wind being light and 

shifty, the fiaws coming in streaks and from northeast and north- 
west, but generally from the former quarter. 
The first class race was almost totally devoid of interest, as the 

- Norah, whieh had the best of the luck, easily outsailed her competi- 
tors, and the Gartield got Into a calm streak and met with several 
mishaps which threw her far behind. The cutters had a lively race 
for second place, but the trim little Verve secured it on time allow- 
ance, The times were as noted: 

Finish. Actual, 
4 37 00 3.39 30 
5 29.28 4 31 02 
5 37 04 435 28 

4 5 18 26 411 42 
When the second class yachts started there was rather a better 

breeze, and the light eraft went away very rapidly, their times in 
crossing the line bemg as under: 
Iolanthe: .... Pirates byes TRISTOON | (GHAGIE Ru les wie oe 1 18 4914 
APPA Papmesas nS he. 1 18 3546 Surprise.................. 1 19 0914 
The Laura tried te eover the Tolanthe, but eould not sail fast 

enough to do so, as the leader drew away steadily from her nmme- 
diate follower, which in turn was closely followed ior a Jong time by 
the Gracie, but managed to shake her off when near the south buoy. 

_ The Surprise was outsailed by ail, but by standing to the windward of 
the course held by the others got an advantage which carried her up 

' close fo the Gracie. The first turn was made in the following order: 
,folgmbhes. deo fee ue. eo Slant pew cad ee ee wy | a Wee 2 OG 320 
Lhaura.... 2.2. Fee Sesete 2.05 00° Surprise....................2 06 50 

The race was now considered to be the Tolanthe’s, bar accident, as 
she began dropping the others rapidly after all had hauled on the 
Wind, Shestood onafter the big ones and overlook them, but got 
into 4 pocket between two of them, and so lost a good deal of valuable 
time, Meanwhile Cuthbert, who felt that without a luciy streak in 

| his fayor the Surprise was beaten, stood off ona long stretch to the 
eastward, and thus got a fine land breeze, which carried the Trenton 
hoatinto the second position, she turning the north buvy close at the 
heels of the folanthe. Ou the long way up the north shore the Iolan- 
the went away again, an) was actually second boat in the race on 

completing the first round, haying beaten the first class yachts, 
except the Norah, about twenty minutes in one hour and three-quar- 
ters’ sailing, The time taken as the yachts rounded tlie home buoy, 
Tirst time around, was: 
Tolanthe...-,--. ............3 07 20 
r=) 09H 04 Stop Oe Pe eee 5 10 00 

The Gracie, which had had bad luck and wasa considerable dis- 
tance behind, was not timed. On the way to the south buoy for the 
second time the boats which were behind had much the best of the 
luck, as the Surprise turned it only forty-five seconds behind the 
leader, and the Laura was scarcely three minutes later. Once moré 

in the windward work the lolanthe showed her powers by adding to 
her lead over the Surprise, but the Laura held her own and went by 
Cuthbert's charge before the northern mark was turned. It was 
sharp work on the final lee of the course, and the Iolanthe had a lead 
that would haye assured her, at the worst, second prize; but under 

_ O= Point the wind Jeft her for upward of a minute, her competitors 
meantime holding it, and when the next streak reached her it headed 

_ her off so much that it was found’ necessary to take in the jibfopsail. 
Altogether the champion of the second class must haye lost between 
one and two minutes at this critical time, At length the line was 
érossed, as tinder: 
Idlanthe....... ep ew pee OOF Sur prigesa..: r.s2 seul o 
Sy) ee gt ak ARE el AAHIOS VOLACIOL LS pp nee pie: ee 4 
The Tolanthe thus heat the Laura 4714s. over the course and the Sur- 

- ‘ 

TUAULET ees ees: ae ee 3 15 30 

prise im. 43 

_ — _ = a _ _—_ a 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

14s. On time allowance the Surprise wins first prize by 
about 3m. and the Tolanthe wins second by 74s. f 

Mr. N. M. Gauldwell, a devoted yachtsman of the Quaker City Y. 
C., Philadelphia, thoroughly enjoyed the regatta from the Dauntless, 
Commodore Pitceathly, whose guest he was, together with a few 
other friends, 

In the evening the yisitors were entertained at the Dafoe House, 
where a very handsome spread was laid. . 
Vice-Commodore Roy will lengthen the Gracie’s bow and sive ber a 

sharper entrance, With this alteration her speed will, no doubt, be 
increased. 
A number of young yachtsmen propose to build during the winter a 

secoud elass craft from a model by W.S8. Dreury, a local amateur, 
BELLEVILLE, Ont., Aug. 13. Port Tack. 

BUNKER HILL Y. C. ANNUAL MATCHES. 

HE Bunker Hill ¥Y. C. were unfortunate in their choice of Satur- 
day last for theit annual matches, ay many of the boats were 

entered in the races of the Hull Y. C., and there was but little wind 
for those that startea. The schooners were becaimed and unable ta 
reach the start in time for the race, and the first class for sloops did 
not fill, owing to lack of wind. The second class brought out four 
boats and the third thesame. The courses were, for second class, 
from the judges’ boat, leaving west head of Long Island to port, 
Rainstord’s, George's and Lovell’s islands to starboard, and Gallop’s 
Island and Nix’s Mate to port, Sound Point beacon to the starboard, 
Spectacle Island and Sculpin Ledge to port, to judges’ boat; and for 
third class, from judges’ boat, leaying Spectacle Island, huoy No. 7, 
Castle Rocks and Sculpin Ledge to the port, to the judges’ hoat, 
passing between it and the wharf. Time limit, five hours. ‘The start 
was made at1i:30 A.M. The times of the yachts were as follows: 

SHCOND GLASS. 
ength Actual. Corrected. 

TONG BS A = RAAB AS BASS OS SSG ROCs EAE 25.06 Withdra'n. 
LT} TEAK 4A ae oe ees Re ABER A Ae RAB 26.03 4 04 OF 4 O04 10 
Ii ongcltte Ree AMERY: AER Roe Re i 25.04 OK, Ot 
Geleste.. 2.0... ieee ee Wart sigksis tot 88.00 

THIRD CLASS. 
IST ieee ene vee Wilcox & Rich,......... 18.03 3 06 00 2 49 04 
ZCtOS 2.2 cerns oH, Morrison... 2300 3 30 00 3 20.00 
AGT ts ee, G, W. Leunell,.......... 20.00 3 17 OD 3 02 00 
J Digs Hee Sr ne ww. W, Parkman. ._...-. 20.00 Withdrawn. 

After the finish the fleet sailed for Hull, where the members joined 
in the entertainment of the Hull Y. C. 

_BOSTON Y. C. CHAMPIONSHIP MATCHES. 

HE second races for the Connor and Pfaff cups were sailed on Aug, 
9,in a heayy breeze, The starters in the first class for the Con- 

nor Cup were Tempest, Adrienne, Shadow, Nimbus, Ella May and 
Lillie; and the Pfaii Cup, Rebus. Echo, Sunbeam, Sara 22, Wide- 
awalse, Kitty, Seabird, Aida and Hya, All yachts above 33ft., in the 
first class, were rated at 38ft. ‘The sunimary of the race is as fol- 
lows: 

FIRST GLASS. 
Length. Corrected. 

PAYG PCE ty aot SUVA SEE hing per eos ursteensy rsorinitestes Gi toescce 64.02 3 55 52 
Tempest, H. KF. Whittier....... ........... yee 56.09 4 16 01 

SLOOPS. 
Shadow, 8. BP. Mreenian..:..--.2... 2-22.66 0tssass 34.06 4 50 23 
WERGUSs OHNE Yo per ee ces fe cece neicinine tye ee 844 4 16.05 
Initio WRekl. Gales hs io ae Se aes 86,11 410 16 
AGUA Ga ee Vets eae. coek cros ch eae roa are 83.00 41711 

Seabird,G. S&S, Worbush . 2... peseccaeeeet yes ansees sess 2 56 O04 
Hva, D. Sargent 8 00 12 
Saracen, Wi Pi Wowie. ..i.ci.2232 -fissseascsci.,.t B23 45 
sunbeam, W. EG. Wellman... ...;.25..2-...2..-:2- 3. 22 09 
HGH, Be W Putnans DDG peat es coe 2 inane. 2 OE 3 30 08 
Rebus, JiR. Phinneyy.5 cs pasa seenssecaxtre tah, enavee 00 8 14 21 
Wideawake, C. J. Wright. .........2...:....4:2...- 18.00 Withiirew. 
Kathy ch Dame, Stren. ctoas Sei nssss cg aaeontls 23.11 3 04 11 
Aida W, Fe Wilkinson. ss. sal 22262 -ennsentes noes OL 53.17 82 
Adrienne wins the Connor Cup, Shadow takes second priz, $30, and 

Tempest third, $20. Seabird wims the Pfaff Cup, Hya takes $30 and 
Saracen $20, Hach of these cups has to be taken three times by a 
yacht before she can hold it, and with but one race each year it will 
be long before the matter is settled. Last year the Shadow won the 
Connor Cup and Frolic the Pfaff. 

BEVERLY Y. C.—89th AND 90th MATCHES, 

4) Gea eighty-ninth regatta was sailed ab Monument Beach on Aug. 
1b, being the third racé for Buzzard’s Bay pennants. Ibwasopen 

only to sloop class and third class catboats; wind northeast, moder- 
ate at start, very light atfinish. Judges, James M. Codman. Geo, H. 
Richards; judges’ yacht, Mande, B. Y. C.; 

SLOOP CLASS. 
Length, Actual. Corrected. 

Curlew, C. L. Robimson,...............29.02 2°42 03 DEBE E! 
Nomad, J.S. Fay, dtec.....2..0. 22. 30.07 2 51 01 2 43 42 

THIRD CLASS CATS, 
HI GANOTACE & OR GSCE CEE CS a ah SR ee 23.08 1 45 40 1 36) 21 
IB YoU Aie Femelle EhY shee Gare oe A ae 22.10 1 54 51 1 44 42 
Mystery, Vice-Commodore Stockton. .21.11 218 21 2 OF 81 
Wide Awake, F. Tudor, Jr.... ..-..8.. 16.10 Did not go course. 
Wink, Moses Williams................. Not measured, 
Course for Sloop Class—Prom judges’ yacht, off Tobey Island, leay- 

ing Seraggy Neck Buoy No, 11, and Bird Island No. 13, on slarboard 
hand and return, 11 miles. 

Course for Cats—Leaving Dry Ledge Buoy No. 12, Abials Ledge 
Buoy No. 1, and B. Buoy No. 3 on port hand and return, 7 miles. 
Curlew and Eleanur take first prizes and pennants, Dolly second 

prize. 
The ninetieth regatta was sailed at Monument Beach on Aug, 16, 

being the fourth race for Buzzard’s Bay pennants. 
Tn this race the first class cats were split into two classes as far as 
rizes were concerned, but raced as one class for the pennant. 
Courses for sloops and first and second class cats the same as for 

sloops On the 15th; course for third class cats same as on the 15th. 
Wind northeast, light. Judge, J, M. Godman; judge's yacht, 

Maude, B.¥.€. ~— 
SLOOFS, 

4 Length. Actual, Corrected. 
Curlew, J. W. Robinson.......,,..,....29,02 2 85 00 2 26 31 
Nomad, J.S.Way, Jr... 2.2.2.5 ys 80.0% 2B 20 2 80 01 

FIRST CLASS CATS. 
Violet, George H. Richards...,........ 27.06 230 21 2 20 05 
Mattie, Vice Commodore Stockton, ,..28.10 2 80 55 2 21 56 

SECOND CLASS CATS, 
Tantrum, J. M. Codman....,...... ... 25,01 23% BG 2.24 21 
Flirt, George H. Lyman............... Notmeas, Did not finish, 

THIRD CLASS CATS. 
Hleanor, Richard Codmamn.._.,...,....28 08 Teoh 1 47 5S 
Dolly, A. H. Hardy ae ae RR Peers 2219 1 49 10 1 49 01 
Wink, Moses Williams...............,. Notineas. Did not finish, 
Atalanta arrived as boats were abreast of Wing’s Neck, she sailed 

balance of course with them and came in just ahead of Violet. 
Curlew, Viole, Tantrum and Eleanor take first prizes; Dolly sec- 

ond prize. Curlew and Hleanor win and hold pennants, and Violet 
wins pennant, tieing with Mattie and Atalanta, 

BLUE WITH 4 Goup CASTLE. 

HULL Y. GC. OPEN MATCHES. 

| Bipsaueset may wellbe proud of the fleet that turned out on Satur- 
day last to sail in the open matches of the Hull Y, C., a fleet that 

no other yachting port in America cau equal. Keels and centerboards, 
sloops, cutters and cats, 57 of them crossed the finishing line, therace 
from start to finish being without afoul. Therace was sailed nnder 
following conditions: The start for all classes was from anchor, 
Yaehts were allowed to carry oné man to every Sft, and fraction 
thereof, sailing length, The measurements were made on water line, 
with one-fifth overhang. Shifting ballast was not allowed, under 
penalty of being debarred from further entry ar participation in a 
Tace given by a chub affiliated with the New Hngland Yacht Racing 
Association. There were no restrictions in regard to sails. The club 
table of allowance was used, The limit of time in the first and second 
classes was five hours, and that of the third, fourth and fifth classes, 
four hours. Two or more yachts hadto compete in a class to insure 
one prize being given, three or more to insure tyo prizes, and four or 
more to insure three prizes. 
The yachts were divided into seven classes, as shown in the follow- 

ing table, the courses being: 
Second Class—From judges’ line to Black Brush Buoy No. 1, half a 

mile south, leaving it on the starboard, to yellow barrel marked H. 
¥. C., off Pettick’s Island, leaving it on the starboard, throuzh Hull 
Gut, leaving Toddy Rocks and Point Allerton buoys on starboard, to 
bell buoy on Harding’s Ledge, leaving it on port; returning, leaving 
Point Allerton and Toddy Rocks buoys on the port, through Hull Gut, 
ip audees sbeamer, passing between it and flagboat. Ten nautical 

es. 
Third and Fourth Classes—from judges’ line to West Gut, leaving 

barrel marked H. Y. G., off Pettick’s Island, on starboard, thence 
N.E. by N. 34 mile to black buoy on Wilson’s Rock, leaving it on the 
starboard, thence to striped buoy on Hunt’s Ledge, leaving it on the 
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starboard, then back to black buoy on Wilson’s Rock, leaving if on 
the port, through Hull Gut to the judges’ steamer, passing between ib 
and flagbeat., Nine nautical miles: 
Third Class—From judges’ line to steamboat barrel off Seal Rocks, 

leaving it ou the port, to yellow barre] marked H. Y. ©., off Straw- 
berry Hill, leaving it on starboard, to yellow barre! marked H. ¥.C., 
off §, E. end of Pettick’s Island, leavg it on starboard, to yellow 
barrel marked H, ¥. C., off Pettick’s Island, (Cleverly’s), leaving: it 
on starboard, passing between the judges’ steamer and flagboat. Hive 
nautical miles, . 

To start so many yachts together ts a matter of no small difficulty, 
but it was done successfully in this case by au anchor start, Thefleet 
was grouped close together, making a beautifnl sight as they swung 
bo their cubles, put as the sigral was given at 2 P. M., the pawls rate 
tled, blocks creaked, cables came in, and halliards set taut, and the 
fleet were soon under way without accident. The steamer W. H. 
Olark accompanied the race with the judges on board, while the Rose 
Standish carried a large mumber of guests. Near the finishing line 
the Transit had a very narrow escape from being run down by the 
steamer Twilight, which bore down on her at full speed as she was 
on the line, missing her by a few feeb, fhe steamer never slowing. 
ne New York boat Cruiser wasin the fourth class, taking third 
place, 

The times cf the yachts were as follows: 
SECOND GLASS CENTERBOARDS. 

Length. Corrected. 
WoO. He Ob INGA Gs te ners etd ote Sto oe pes ape 30.02 218 03 
Shadow, John Bryant 2s 12 
WWESA SEY LAMPS TCHR: rnsioys Oe Syren eS ee oe : drawn. 

SECOND CLASS KEELS. i 
BSS) Od SPRL ea Ae (CLAN rer eer a ntOey Gece oer ew, & 45.01 2 32 20 
BUNT aE CEU VLEET 2 5 bees tbe nc schcteees bau net teas ee Senos 31,08 238 40 
ETE ee Ns le Grea es meer eh fe: ae hte ht ett eed pelts gobs ss 2 er AG 02 2 40 86 

THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Séa Bird, G.S, HOTDUSH 2. fc cece cece eee gene 25.00 1 37 43 
Prolic, W. 8. Chamberlain... 2.2.0... ce eens: 28.09 1 43 08 
Glyn SHepHn Ge tesser se Saat ee pie kirkes 26.04 1 46 08 
Rambler Gide eur ya ac ac to cin nie wie ceolerttemecls cheated 26.00 2 80 40 

THIRD GLASS KEELS. 
Trarsit, Hy JAy Ingalls. ccc seen ete eed 25.09 1 50 55 
Rayen, G2 H. Walliams, 2.2.22 cei cccees ten g ease a e000 2 17 28 

FOURTH CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
BOSO ible. de LCIsP Cas ory i ee! aa ide eta tanddt edd oe 21.01 1 39 85 
Black Cloud, Brown & Cunningham.....:..:...... 22.00 1 47 44 
OriiseritaAy BS Alley ys.) . 2. 22. Pye setae ina ttac 20.05 1 48 44 
THISGE, AL SSHreeman, 2 ic. own cannes yes Heep e404 1 52 32 
Lizzie Wamer, T. Dtred -...- 1... cee ats elt as 24.06 1 56 57 
Queen Mab, Burwell & Litehfield .................. 21.06 2 02 03 
PALIT Veta VV Ps Ascb Ole oy trae le ein alel ls aa aitecie 20.00 2 OF 38 
ay Sin thi SWS OUT te 2 oe one eh mabe tee Say 23.02 2 10 09 
Iigeslid IME ley Sige NAR RS gee Panes went Sie 22,04. 0 00 00 
Kittiewake, C. F. Cunningham............1-2-.--:. 2004 2 la 24 
T3227 i Les a sated can U1 be oe ages | od eee eee oo 2002 2 15 42 
David Crockett, H. Pittnam.....).2.-2..- 22. eee 20.11 2 1% 57 
OF fodhee el ee GENGE as pede eee sees oes ene 22.00 2 18 55 
(Bai eh hdl eer es comnnges locoseey 8 aes Beano 22 07 2 22 24 

' FOURTH CLASS KEELS. 
BAAS LE Tia Wie eile, ESEONWANS loders lelalejole eins vacieleliine soda ties 23.07 1 40 07 
Kitty, Tarbell & Adams. 2.0.0 1 eee eee eee 22.08 2 06 47 
PVALACEL, pV Weel ot HO WELES ire eietc)o wile) s peelebefosefetets- ciel chere)ete} aes 22.09 2 16 53 
AGS Teer PAO RAB 66a ASS oH) om see aed « cag me She 20.00 2 20 05 
VESpen, Bei wBintGy. wagons leek ejencce deere 20.01) 2 24 00 
Witch, B. B Crowningshield...........0.00......0¢ 22.00 2 27 06 
Tbex, Williams & Knowlton... .................-.- 24.00 2 27 80 

FIFTH GLASS. 
NE NyAb Ge WGA ie AAR Rnd Dena AanAnAge BAA cad sana 19.06 42 
Mars viee Ong Baca eerie Solan CELe nel tie chen 18\.06 6 28 
HIGra, Sees sO alin Olt ss ee ve eel ae eee est 
Joker, G, Coffin. ... 
Spider, W- Abbott.........,.....-. 
Sneerwater, W, M. Merrill 
Wildhres Hora KIO Oke So oy ROe nb eneee ne ee sane : 

cr) oo wo 

ej} woe re) 

He Hoe He He 

Lee =~ es) co Dw 

Scooocesorrolol} 

SoD Grbours DiwMYOn ooo) aloes ue ee ee Eo r 9. 9 46 
Hornet, Harding & Merrill.............2...... PP 18, 11 49 65 
ROCK eta WH Boss, eee nase us eat ekn renee an eI OCOT 50 25 
Myrtle, OG. Hi d& Ri CO. Poor: -.c.s..s jc ec acu eee en 18 .06 51 19 
Scamp, FB. Gray,.......... Mite als wuban Tesla sees hekeg 17,09 62 01 
ICTS eels RN oOo ee a ee eee 17.10 0 52 39 
OL. eae ae a ia 2 eet atky eek pe ete 19.04 0. 52 42 
Guenn, W.L. Dearborn........- 022,220 2eeese-peeeee 16 11 0 §2 44, 
Grin Gl, amen ais ha nlasseh Oba gorte sory ed: aleve 18,06 0 53 26 
PAT IGERP ML TICH ae weet satis SNS) en eee ere 08 0 53 43 
HS) 82 Pe w Ses le ip: 0) 0 Ine Ho oats, aes : 0 54 06 
Cadet, Beleher & Dunham. : 0 54 10 
eh allasy AA Wan Giai eco Wek y ie dieriae ain Bese alcraiertecs « ; 0. 54 36 
Charlotte G., G, G. Garroway .......,.-....-...----17.01 0 54 53 
Parole be Bow GUS yer tare ceeatt ete evils teeta aie 17.10 0 55 04 
WISiGs Gc B Rie y ey Or asia gente gees oN ee creel 16.04 0 55 50 
WOMB TELE NM SARS eee. lancaster aia a eeetes 16,00 0 55 50 
WeWell Wale SHanitine cys oo) pa ene a 18.10 102 10 
The judges were: C. V. Whitten, W. L. Loelchart, C. 7. Loring, H. 

P, Stanwood, WP. C. Brewer, C. W. Harrington, G. A. Palmer, 4%. T, 
Harrington, H. B. Crowell. 
‘he prizes in the different classes were: J 
Second class, centerboards—Virst, $35, Magic; second, $25, Shadow. 

Keels—Virst, $35, Hera; second, $25, Mla May. 
Third class, centerboards—Wirst, $25, Sea Bird; second, $15, Frolic: 

third, $10, Folly. Keels—Virst, $25, Transit; second, $15, Raven: 
Fourth class, centerboards—First, $20, Posy; second, $15, Black 

Bird; third, $10, Cruiser. Keels—Virst, $20, Banneret; second, $10, 
Kitty; third, $5, Saracen. 
4 Fifth class—¥irst, $15, Mabel; second, $10, Viva; third, $5, Flora 
pee. 

‘4 are the races a ball was given by the members at the Hotel Pem- 
erton. 

BEVERLY Y. C. OPEN SWEEPSTAKES. 
Wy. NCOURAGED by the great success of their open regatta in 18838, 

in which they turned out the largest fleet of yachts ever gathered 
together in American waters, a fleet notable not only from its num- 
bers, but from the general high standard of excellence of the boats 
present, the Beyerly Y. C. haye decided to hold a similar meeting pn 
ug. 30, at Marblehead, While the entries will probably be less in 

number than last year, thereis no doubt but what there will be plenty, 
and witha good breeze, a most exciting contest may be expected. 
Many of the yachts are old rivals of nearly equal ability, aid they 
will make a hard fight for first in their respective classes, 

If is such meetings as this and the previous one that show clearly 
the great advance yachting has made in Wastern waters. But a few 
years since it would haye been impossible to gather together a feet 
of half this size, saying nothing of the quality of the boats or the 
general standard of seamanship, but to-day itis no rare spectacle to 
see fifty or sixty small yachts in a race. able, speedy and safe, all of 
them, and each manned by a crew of amateurs who kiow their busi- 
ness. 
For this result in the Hast, the Beverly Y. ©. are largely instru- 

mental, and the whole yachting fraternity owe thanks to them for 
their encouragement of smail yachts. 
The races of the 30th will be open to all yachis not over 40ft. water- 

line, prizesto the amount of the entrance fees with $400 added by 
members and friends of the cluh, divided as follows: Second, third, 
fourth and fifth prizes will be given only where three, four, five, six 
or more yachts, respectively, start. Schooner Glass, first: prize, 50 
per cent.; second prize, 50 per cent. Tirst class, first prize, 30 per 
cent.: second prize, 40 per cent.; third prize, 30 per cent. Second 
class, first prize, 30 per cent.; second prize, 30 per cent.; third prize 
30 per cent.; fourth prize, 10 per cent. Third, fourth and fifth classes 
same as second. The fifth boats in fourth and fifth ciasses to save 
their entrancetees. In addition to the above $20 will be added to 
every first prize, and $10 to every second prize. A 5 entrance fee 
will be charged for boats in the first, second and schooner classes, 1 
$3 fee in the third class, a $2 fee in the fourth and fifth classes. The 
start will be tiying, the yachts crossing a line between the judgés’ 
yacht and stakeboat moored off the Hastern ¥.C, house. Race will 
be sailed under the rules of the N. H. Y. R. A. and the time allowance 
ofthe Beverly ¥. C. Time allowance will be based on waterline 
length, As soon as the courses are decided on, white fiags bearing 
their numbers will be displayed ou judges’ yacht, Six sung will be 
fired for the start as follows, all classes having ten minutes in which 
to cross the line: 12:00, firstor preparatory gun, fiye minutes before 
the start, when a blue flag will be hoisted; 12:05, second gun, 
when blue flag will be lowered—start for first class, 12:15, third gun, 
second class, centerboards and keels and schooner class to start; 
limit for first class, 12:25, fourth gun, third class, centerboards and 
keels to start; limit for second and schooner classes. 12:85, fifth gun, 
fourth class, centerboards and keels to start; limit for third class. 
12:45, sixth gun, fifth class to start, ten minutes being allowed in 
which to cross the line; limit forfourth class. 
The courses for first class are: 1. Wrom starting poiut, leaying 

black buoys Nos, 5 and 4 on starboard hand, Halfway Rock on 
starboard hand, Pig Rock stakes (three red buoys) on starboard 
hand, stakeboat off Spindle Rock at entrance to Swampscott harbor 
on port hand, Pig Roek stakes and Half-way Rock on port hand, 
black buoys 3 and and 5 on port hand, to judges’ yacht, 19 miles. 
2, Prom starting point, leaving black buoys Nos. 6 and 8/on starboard 
hand, om Moor’s Rock, Tinker's Island, Roaring Bull and Pig Rock 
Stakes on starboard hand, Whistling Buoy off the Grayes on port 

‘ 
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hand, Half-way Rock on port hand, black buoys 3 and 6 on port hand, 
to judges’ yacht, 2014 miles. 8. From starting point, leaving black 
buoys Nos. 6 and 8 on starboard hand, Half-way Rock on starboard 
hand, Whisthng Buoy off the Graves on starboard hand, Pig Rock 
Stakes, Roaring’ Bull. Tinker’s Island, Tom Moore’s Rock and black 
boys Nos. 3 and 5 on port hand, to judges’ yacht, 2014 miles. 
Schooner and second classes. 4. From starting point. leaying 

black buoys Nos. 5 and 3 on starboard hand; Tom Moore’s Rock, 
Tinker’s Island, Roaring Bull and Pig Rock stakes on starboard hand; 
stakeboat N. of Ege Rock on port hand: Half-way Rock on port 
hand; black buoys Nos. 8.and5on port hand, to judges’ yacht, 1534 
tiles. 5. Leaving black buoys Nos, 6 and 3on starboard; Half-way 
Rock on starboard; stakeboat N. of Wee Rock on starboard; Piz Rock 
stakes, Roaring Bull. Tinker’s Island, Tom Moore's Rock, and black 
buoys Nos, 3 and 5 ou port, to judges’ yacht, 1584 miles, 6. Prom 
starting point, leaying black buoys Nos. 5.and 8, Tom Moore's Rock, 
Tinker's Island, Roaring Bull and Pig Rock stakes on starboard hand, 
stakeboat off Spindle Rock at entrance to Swampscott Harbor on 
port hand. stakeboat N. of Egg Rock on port hand, Pig Reck stakes, 
Roaring Bull, 'Tinker’s Island, Tomi Moore's Rowk, and black buoys 
Nos, 8 and 5 on port hand, to judges’ yacht, 1814 miles. 7. From 
starting pnint, leaying black buoys Nos. 5 and 3, Tom Moore’s Rock, 
Tinker’s Island. Roaring Bull and Pig Rock stakes on starboard hand; 
stakeboat N. of Hgx Rock and stakeboat of Spindle Roek, (Swampscott) 
on starbeard hand, Pir Rock stakes. Roaring Bull, Tinker’s Island, 
Tom Moore’s Rock, and black buoys 3 and 5 op port hand, to judges’ 
yacht, 1344 miles. § Sameasi10. 9, Sameas 11, 

OQourses for third class: 10. Leaying red buoy No. 6 on starboard; 
Bowditch’s Ledge Beacon on slarhoard; stakeboat off red buoy No. 2 
on Gale’s Ledge on starboard; stakeboat anchored off S. EB. Breakers 
on sbarboard; Halt-way Rock on starboard; black buoys Nos. 3 and 4 
on port, to judges’ yacht, 101g miles. 11. Leaving black buoys 5and3 
on starboard, Half-way Rock, stakeboat anchored off §. E, Breakers, 
stakeboat off red buoy No. 2 on Gale's Ledge, Bowditch’s Ledge 
Beacon and red buoy No. 6 on port, to judges’ yacht, 10144 miles, 

Cour: es for fourth and fifth classes; 12, Leaving red buoy No. 6 on 
starboard; Bowdilch’s Ledge Beacon on port; stakeboat off Curtis’ 
Point on port; black buoys 7, 6, and 3 on starboard; black buoy on 
Selman’s Berth on starboard, to judges’ yacht, 744 niles. 13. Leaving 
black buoy on Selman’s Berth on port; black buoys Nos. 3, 5, and 7 
on port: stakeboat of Curtis’ point on starboard; Bowditch’s Ledge 
Beacon on starboard; red buoy No, 6 on port, to judges ’ yacht, 714 
tiles. Note to courses 12 and 14.—Black buoys 3,5, and’7 are the 
regular port buoys att ntrance to Beverly Harbor: 

If the weather should render a slight delay in start unavoidable, the 
starting signals willbe given at the intervals stated above after the 
first gun. Uuless the weather makes a- slight delay absolutely 
necessary, race will be started punctually. Racing yachts in the 
smaller classes are requested to keep away from the line until the 
first class has started, in order to leave the course clear for the large 
boats. Yachts on their return will pass between the judges’ yacht 
and the stakeboat. Yachts are requested to carry their private 
sipnals at the peak, Yachts will call their names at the-start and 
finish. Yachts will be furnished with numbered ecards which must be 
plainly shown at the start and finish; they can be cbtained of W, 
Lisyd Jeffr es, 78 Devonshire street, Boston. In case of unfavorable 
weather, the races will be sailed the following Monday. Yachts not 
Tacing are requested to anchor on the north side of harbor and leave 
south side clear; also not to fire any guns, as salutes, until after all 
the boats have started. Yachts are advised to cowe down the day 
betore the race: the anchorage is good, and boatmen can be found at 
Tucker's wharf, who will care for any yachts that the owners may 
wish to leave over night, 
The yachts will be divided into classes as follows: all sehooners 

over twenty-one and not over forty feet water line, shall form a 
separate class. The first class shall include sloops and cutters 
measuring over thirty feet and not over forty feet on the water line; 
sloops, cutters, and cats measuring over twentv-five feet and not over 
thirty shall form the second class; those measuring over twenty-one 
feet and not over twenty-five feet shall form the third class; all boats 
mesasnring over seventeen feet and not over twenty-one shall form 
the fourth class; and those of seventeen and under, the fifth class. 
Tm the first second, third and fourth classes, separate prizes will be 
awarded to cénterboads and keels, 5ail will be carried as follows in 
the fourth and fifth classes: Schooners anti cutters, mainsail. foresail 
tind jib. Sloops, mainsail and jib; catboats, mainsail. No restrictions 
in regard 10 sails in the first, second, third and schooner classes. 
Wo means, except sails, shall he used to propela yacht. The club 
rule. requiring the yachts to be sailed by members cf the club, will 
be waived for this regatta, Yachts to be allowed to carry men as 
follows: Not over thirteen feet water line, two men; over thirteen 
feet, atid not over sever teen feet, three men; over seventeen feet and 
not over twenty-one feet, four men; over twenty-one feet and not 
over twenty-five feet, five men; over twenty-five feet and not oyer 
thirty feet, Six men; over thirty feet and not over thirty-five feet, 
seven mon; thirty-five feet and not over forty feet, eight men, No 
trimming by dead weight allowed during the race. All yachts, 
whether belonging to the club or not, mush enter in writing, giving 
name of yacht owner, club, or port. rig, C. B.or K., and length on 
waterline. Entries must be sent to the Secretary of the regatta 
committee, on or before two o'clock, P. M., Friday, August 29, 
addressed to W, Lloyd Jeffries, Swampscott, or 78 Devonshire street, 
Boston, and be accompanied by the entrance fee. Yachts having 
certificates of length on water line, from the measurer of any yacht 
club, willreport their length to the Secretary of the regatta com- 
mittee; all others should be at the starting point mm time to be 
measured, the club reserving the right to re-measure any ieee and 
in case of conflict of measurement to take its own. All protests 
must be madé to the judges within half an hour after the race. 
The following gentlemen bave kindly consented to act as judges: 

John Dane, W, A. Jeffries, Daniel cent James H, Blake, George 
H. Richards, George A. Goddard, W. Lloyd Jeffries. The Regatta 
Committee are, George H. Richards chairman, John Dane, Gorden 
Dexter, George B, Inches, W, Lioyd Jeffries, Secretary. 

AMERICAN Y. C. CRUISE AND RACES. 
HE Aimneérican Y. ©. have at last held their races, the first for 
steam yachts in American waters, and the results have been 

about as satisfactory and of as much yalue to science as those of 
races abroad have been. We Imow now that the Atalanta steamed 
over 4 certain course in less time than the Yosemite by 29 minutes, 
and that the Vedette won in the second class, though in what time is 
not clearly determined; but what did it all, bull or engine, boilers, 
wheel, fuel, water, firing and running—all most important factors in 
steam vessels—or how to utilize the meagre knowledge gained, no 
one has yel told us, f : 
While steam yacht racing may open up a new and certainly excit- 

ing sport tu the blasé yachtsman, who cares little for the work and 
healthy exhilaration of a sailing contest, it is very hard to see what 
good results can come from it, The many factors necessary to speed 
in a steamer cannot be properly. tested by a mere trial of speed over 
a given course, especially with yachts of widely different design in 
hull and engines, and the attempt to classify them by an empirical 
forniula has failed most signally. The qualities of asteam vessel can 
only be estimated by careful tests, requiring a knowledge of her hull, 
engines. boilers and grates, quality and quantity of fuel and water, 
and. of course, of all details of her wheel, and such data have been 
practically ignored m the present races. : yp 
Of course, it is a difficult, in fact an impossible task to give each 

its proper value in a race; such value can only be obtained by the 
careful experiments of experts, and then often but approximately, 
and without them the results of any trial of speed are useless, For 
this reason steam yacht racing can be of little or no practical value, 
while if continued, that competition which must result will lead 
some day to a fatal ending, : 
Those interested in their yacht will find a field wider than their 

own lifetime, full of facts yet unknown but of the greatest value to 
science, in the study of the yessels they command. Steam engineer- 
ing, apart eyen from the no less intricate questions of hull and pro- 
peller, is yet in its infancy, and there are yet ample rewards for new 
discoveries in a] three branches. Builders, usually, have neither 
timé nor money for the necessary experiments; the scientist, val- 
uable as hia calculations are, has seldom the practical experience 
necessary, but the steam yachtsman has thea time, opportunity and 
money, which, coupled with a love for the subject, will enable him to 
attain great results, and to him an unlimited field of discovery is 
open. 
ton the day set for the race, Thursday, Aug. 7, the yachts, to the 
number of ten, were anchored at Larchmont, enveloped in a fog, 
through which a dismal drizzle fell, lasting all day, The entries 
were divided into two classes: 

FIRST GLASS. 
Yacht. Owner. Allowance, 

Yosemite _......5 ach tote Baler John Roach ...--.-.....- Te _ 
Act ted tpt toe it ahi Jay Gould,... -..--..5- syaeee 0 18 06 

Tere pias 
AG GUGG Ie) so patu et ge fe oh ie am Bliss.... --- Pers «tah _ 
MAQUI eet statis teeters ds ©, H, Oszood....--.-.. +. vee) 89 40 
Natalie .......,0s-c05 wees . OC. WY Tinpson... --.-)-<..214..0 14 57 
i HURT tet cetcpetatal strat eegtote se teete Hy Ay Taylor... ..-2..2:eritaeenl 84.30 
Warts s sete mbt pore 8 JERE camo Febibo. dF geet 2 04 06 
Be eA da in Sc ote pies A, De Cordova. ..----. hive ne vee OF BI 
AVES UDB aia sgt cn iret wipe else EOS hm tag! — 
val er origin re OF Teee ea J. M.S@ymour,..- sey ere yee OD 86 
At 10 o'clock the Cygnus arrived from New York with the regatta 

started, Sophia being first away and Vidette last, at 10:24:45, All were 
soon lost fo view, and the spectators spent a tedious hour waiting for 
the first class to start, At 11;20;15 Atalanta crossed the Jine, and 15 
seconds later Yosemite followed, the latter leading for a few miles 
and then taking second place, ; 
Those on board the steamer saw nothing more of the race, as the 

two big ones steamed quickly out of sight, and the smaller ones were 
far away by this time. At 6 P. M. the Cygnus reached New London, 
to learn that Atalanta had arrived at4:05 P. M., with Yosemite at 4:34, 
and that no time had been taken in the second class. Vidette wins 
the second slass prize, and Riyal the prize for first boat in. 
On Friday, instead of a second race to Newport, races were held 

at New London for yachts’ boats, in which the boats of the Atalanta 
were victorious. Several yachts left quietly during the night, and on 
Saturday the squadron was disbanded. > 

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE. 

ie spite of the week that was wasted in idJeness atits beginning 
the cruise of this year will take a place in our yachting annals, 

on account of the yictories of Bedouin, three firsts out of four starts, 
fo say nothing of Wenonah, Tleen and Oriva. 
After three days of dreary waiting, the Goelet Cup races were fin- 

ally sailed on Friday, Aug. 8, the result being a complete victory for 
the cutters. The weather on Friday morning was such as to justify 
a start, though far from pleasant, and at an early hour the committee 
were aboard of the Lucsenbach, and had hoisted the signal for the 
Block Island course; start from Brenton’s Reef Light, tc and around 
the buoy on the north end of Block Island, leaving it on the port 
band, thence to and around a mark 254 miles W.S.W. from West 
Island Light, leaving it on port, to the starting point, about 45 miles. 
No limit of time was set. The prizes were cups, of the value of $1,000 
for schooners, and $500 for sloops, presented by Mr. Ogden Goelet, 
The yachts were ready atthe start by 11 A, M.,a number of steam 
and sailing yachts being also on hand to witness the race, and at 
10:55 A. M., the first whistle was blown. At, 11/10 A. M,, the starting 
Whistle followed, most of the boats going over within the time limit, 
The full list of starfers was as follows: 

SOHOONERS, 
Meassure- Allowance, 

' ment. M. 5, Start. 
Dauntless, C, H, Golt .....2....,05+-05- 112.06 Allows. 11 21 00 
WSNOSrOP ns tess edt ed tec amen aieiee ot measured, 
Tidal Wave, Leith & Griswold,......... 103, Of 4 ii 1i 21 50 
Gitana, W, BW. Weld, JP... 5.0. ceeneceny 92.30 10 82 11 16 85 
Fortuna, H, §: Hoveys cnc... cee eee 94.05 9 20 11 28 05 
MontareSs RV Pre ths 46056 hae seer ces 94 06 9 85 11 20 40 
Ruth, Horatio Hathaway............... 89 04 12 27 11 16 04 
Varies hie BS GLY Soe ba had eee eeree 87.00 14 O1 11 28 07 
Grayling. A, Wish.........se. eee 83.42 16 28 11 15 08 
Testelle, 3. OFS) cat 110 a aarp ere a , 81-82 17 28 1i 18 50 
Halcyon; Gs. PaMe . 2... ees a.... 1.01 18 10 11 19 68 
Oly he ASP Sbokes tbs owe navey ee + 80.06 18 82 11 19 68 
IPVANE eluls OVW. Se 1s ase cielo it . 70,88 26 84 11 17 10 
@HoPRERMChaser sj ceress cts naeeees as 68,08 28 27 11 19 48 

SLOOPS, 
Gracie, Joseph P. Harle....,......-- ... 71.46 Allows. 1113 17 
Bedopin, Arch, Rogers ...,-...,....... 71 45 es 11 16 40 
Teén: AvPadeltord), eee 65.55 5 48 11 23 40 
Mischief, J. R, Busk -..,.- 65.17 6 O01 11 418 08 
Wenonah, James Stillman.,. 63 04 7 5S 11 19 20 
Whileaway, G. F, Randolph. 67.05 14 40 11 16 45 
Athlon, J.S, Barron..,.......... .. 66.08 16 06 11 18 25 
Tsis, A. CG. Oanfleld...,-.-. 2.006... 0. Bd.21 18 56 11 22 30 
Eclipse, HE. H; Wales............-. An Se 52.26 21 38 ii 45 

All went down with the tide under spinakers, to 

shifted to southwest, making a beat tothe mark, At the first buoy 
were & number of steam yachts to welcome them, besides the Lucken- 
bach, Bedouin came up first, then Tleen, and later on, Gracie, the 
times being: 
BEACON Seencc tet nae 3/33 00° Athlon, 2. 2-22.,4:.-2.22.2 -4 18 10 
Tee ee Me on ee ee enkce 9-48.06 Grayling... -¢2i4¢2.2.2suace 4 22 10 
A BACL ON ees opine wcerte ek hat 400 40 Mischief...,.::...,,....-... 4 23 17 
Wenbnih 2 )F.9%ts ap: 5--s 4 03°05) Warling). 47 pascassescte aes 4 23 20 

Pte eee ees bee 8G 

Tleen..........- pee thee 7 5440 Athlon 
No others were timed here, as but seven miles remained, and 

haste was made to time Bedouin at the finish. The beatup by moon- 
lighi, in the light wind, was long and tedious, and it was midnight 
before a start was made for home by the tug alter timing Bedouin, 
Tieen, Wenonah, Athlon, Grayling and Varuna. These six were all 
who appeared at the finish, the times of the others not being taken. 
The full times of the race were; 

tart, Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 
Grayling.......--..- 11 15 03 11 20 15 12 05 12 11 48 44 
Varuna,.....--. _....11 20 10 Ll 54 35 12 34 35 12 20 3 

SLOOPS, — 
Bedouin 9 23 20 10 16 40 10 16 40 
Athlon 11 15 25 11 57 00 11 40 5a. 
Wenonah 10 22 12 11 02 52 10 54 59 
TIGA WOM eeea ea oats. 9 49 00 10 29 45 10 28 57 

handicapped, E the : 
duel between Bedouin and Montank, the former winning by 2m. 23sec. 
Although unable to hold her down the wind, Bedouin worked to 
windward of the famous two-sticker, beating her on eyen time, with- 
out allowance, a feat that surpasses all her previous performances. 
The times of the leading yachts were: 

SOHOONERS. 

ass G18 2) OS Bee Mrontaen. . ives bac ney toners oe me 5 62 

Grayling: hes esc cass (ewese pete 11 41 49 6 35 03 6 54 02 
NEO DUETEe eeetats ola ele fe sirds oleh ue 11 40 35 6 36 39 6 56 O04 
RAT DLOE.e ere eek skins mesiaty Famine: 1 42 50 6 57 29 GW 14 39 
1 bh zs 0) Perey ee ees ene oe eee 1i 44 038 @ 00 24 V1 21 
INOPSEMAN Shanon t vsaeyt scene 11 45 39 7 03 54 7 14 15 
FRTCEER WY VERVIC ede cd ha pen cette ates lode 11 42 47 7 OL 55 19 08 
An ELS Peed ee esos 7 4 4 COONS li 41 12 % 22 09 7 40 57 
TDS HANS a ee ee a arg aie 11 39 09 7 37 38 6 48 29 
ITEM ets ke Aertie Ad gS SR EAA 11 41 13 7 39 33 % 58 20 

soot 43. 29 6 id 19 6 30 50 TRGAGIIIT Ee te eyewear han 30 6! 

VET SIRTTSS Oa et, 2a caster ASS ERS 11 40 12 6 49 16 ¢ 09 04 
DIG, SS ots Peete pe = eae seteeh feu eeere it BS fy ‘ e ah A “if Be 

Fe ee ne eis ma cbelajgs ah! ons s te a Wenonah Deen ee 

and Fortuna the schooners, 
Committee were: 

; pa ge ses ar oe 
SAV ih Darel 2% 8 ea Aes cope ray (tet td 4 44 

aoaine ie On RA ies fetta 2 26 28 5 36 38 5 26 33 
G)Rna espe coMtisae AS aeieelveptier rire Sc 2 35 07 5 45 07 5 85 07 
WIM eet duel eee se ge ry ee 26 39 5 36 34 5 25 84 
Water Witch.......... mcr ,a1d 00.89 5 48 av 5 86 30 

NV P00) pap) Wee bea SAb Sao) eerie frees 2 88° 25. 6 48 25 § 29 25 

INT VANE Ay ee ciao we eet rer fares fasta titee 2 88 20 5 48 20 5 88 20 

RAN DIGES Whee cede atyate ar SELL set teen 2 38 06 5 48 05 5 28 05 

MOPRAatwcoa sc wlewocls ci «dues pee ar? 80) 25 5 40 25 5 18 25 

Pidal Wavd..., .eesenc---seeseseny iad RO 18 5 38 18 5 15 13 

WanteMeaa. tay yeeretebee ders feeee@ B3R5 54325 8 13-25 
Tistelle,....- Frente fanteeetet boa) Shs, eee abd 18 5 45 18 4 10 18 

EUG Lek ede ener ti, er aee lace 6 41 41 4 fb al 
Madeleine, -..-..- 1; yseres- Not timed. if 
Wanderer .s- 22.5 1 su-poiaars + per nae 40D 6 50 10 

LOOPS, 
uin 46 48 5 56 48 5 66 48 

Thestiot 22 18 5 32 16 5 19 16 

Tleen ..- 38 43 5 43 33 5 28 43 

Wenonah 36 10 5 46 10 5 26 10 
(5.211 ee 30 53 5 40 58 5 13 53 

EHION ioc ec ets Ler 29 11 6 39 11 6 04 11 
Windward.....-....- ahaa 85 OF 

Clio thus takes first prize for schooners and Athlon for sloops, 
The last race of the eruise was over a triangular course of 60 miles, 

starting from Brenton's Reef, the three sides of the course bemge 
from Brenton’s Reef lightsbip to Sow and Pigs lightship, B. by $.148., 
Vie nautical miles, From Sow and Pigs lightship to buoy off north 
end of Block Island, W, 168.. 2714 nautical miles. From Block Isiand — 
buoy to Brenton’s Reef lightship, N.#.14H., 14 namtical miles. 
The prizes, offered by Com. Bennett were four cups of $500 valie 

each for two classes of schooners and two of sloops, without time 
allowance, besides a cup of $250 for the first yachtin with time allow- 
ance, this prize to go to the second boat in, if won by a winner of an- 
othercup. There was no limitto time or sails, and the race was 
sailed under the N. Y. Y. C. rules. : 

In the morning the yachts worked out to the lins with a Jightnorth- 
east wind, all being ready shortly before 11 A.M. At 10:52 came the 
fivst whistle, and at 11;07 the start, Ileen going over first, then Regina, 
Varuna, Oriva and Mischief, all the others being handicapped, 
The entries in the yar ious classes were: Dauntless, Fortuna, 

Montauk, Varuna, Social, Bedouin, Teen, Mischief, Athion, Oriva, 
Regina, Hesper and Vixen. 
The wind, which had heen northeast up to the start, sudderly 

shifted to southeast, still being light, making a beat te Sow and Figs, 
The fleet soon separated into two divisions, one stan ing inshioy'e to 
the north, the other seaward to the south. The wind continued 
light and fickle from the east. Montauk was first to jibe around the 
lightship, at 2:34:49, Mischief closé behind af 2:45:49, with Tleen hunt- 
mg her hard at 2:50:50. Next came Bedouin, 2:52:04, Wortuna, 2,55;03, 
then Varuna, Oriya, Regina, Vixen, Hesper, Athlon Social, Dauntless 
the last at 3:50:08. 
Balloon sails and spinakers now came out on the run to Block 

Island Buoy, which was rounded as follows, Montauk still ahead, 
Mischief second and eStats in Tleen’s place: 
Montauk EE ROG Bef Ate edt Oe 

: PUR AT CO) 1 tgp ies AN ce pire 6 43 41 
They ister ppp etree tre ty eodrindp G08 a2 Hesper...n. 12. ee oe 6 45 12 

6 17 20 

Home lay off to windward, after jibing round the buoy, and all 
starved on starboard tack foribt. Wirst place was seenred to the big 
schooner, barring accidents, but second was still to be won, and Mis- 
chief and Bedouin went at itin dead earnest. Tack after tack in the 
fading sunlight, the red glow of sunset, and finally in the dark, until 
the Montauk finally came in ahead by 6m., winning on el ipsed 
time by 9m, 20s., the Mischief being, by the N. Y. seale of allowance, 
one second ahead of her, thus taking the $250 cup. : 
Montauk, Varuna, Bedouin and Oriva take the cups in their classes, 

as shown below; 
SOHOONDRS OVER YOF'r. 

- Start. Finish. Elapsed, Corrected. 
Montauk...........5- 11 17 00 8 31 43 9 14 43 8 729 49 
OPH Sy sey clare 11 17 00 9 05 00 9 48 00 9 33 31 
Dauntless............ 11 17 00 Withdrew, 

SCHOONERS UNDER 90PT, 
NAV EVORE) ole arsey ter ects. 11 13 07 9 80 15 10 17 08 9 5 21 
Socials, Aol ele 11 16 00 Withdrew. 

SLooPs 55FT, AND OVER. 
Bedouimt. Fi tae 11 17 00 8 89 37 9.22.37 8 42 11 
TIGR Eats Saeed «11 11 10 8 50 00 ' 9 38 50 8 50 00 
Mischief. ........./...11 14.18 8 46 10 9 31.5 8 42. 10 
AUDIT”, Wale, nineties di 17 00 10 11 00 10 54. 00 9 48 82 
(OF aEEM Goo unce ene © 11 14 09 9 37 20 10 23 11 9 11 04 
FORTE Yas calole lv eee J1 11 40 Not timed. 
Waren! Pre ee 11 17 00 10 04 00 10 4% 00 9 24 19 
Hesper..., .-,.,..--.11 17 00 Not timed, 

Oriva has scored another victory over her old antagonist Vixen, 
Varuna wins her first cup, lleen comes in for third place on time al- 
lowance. After the race the squadron was disbanded, as few ca*ed 
to continue the race to Marblehead, some ervising about the Sound, 
and many returning to New York. 

SHARPIES ONCE MORE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T see in ihe issue of Aug. 14, & letter from Mr. Thomas Clapham, in 

which he apparently wants to get up a controversy with me about 
something or other, he don’t seem to know what, The only wonder 
is that aman could have built the seed he has and know so Tittle 
of real value about them. What would a race between sharpies as 
he proposes prove? You might as well race a parcel of scows. The 
only thing the sharpie does not possess is speed. As for my propos- 
ing to make the Heartseace 16 or 17ft, wide, 1am not sure she would 
not have heen better for it, and besides, it was merely discussed, as 
were many other matters. The yawl rig was then wholly experi- 
mental and not on any vessel of li¢ht draft and fair size, and as for 
the Roslyn yawl, as he absurdly calls it, for it is nothing new, it ison 
a par with the balance rudder, a monstrosity unhandy, unmanage- 
able, and entirely unseaworthy, The only question about sharpies is 
whether they can be made safe, comfortable, and handy; as to speed, 
in a race which implies of necessity work to windward, inexperience 
or misdirected enthusiasm would alone expect a boat all out of water 
to beat one mostly under it. 

T have found the sharpie all that I expected of her and more, com- 
fortable, safe, and now that the balance rudder had been removed 
and a skag added, pleasant to handle. She holds her own with the 
fastest of the working sloops and beats them when she gets a slant 
of wind, but as to putting her in a race against heayily-sparred 
achts Ihave not the time to waste in such follies. Hven as to them 

Thelieve it is at last getting to he understood that the racer and the 
cruiser are two different types which cannot be united. In studying 
up the sharpie question I found an unwillingness among the men who 
knew most about them, the builders of Fair Haven, to build a large 
sharpie. There must have been some reason for this, and I suspected 
that they were not to be trusted in rough work or would not last. 
Still, mine is as sound, watertight and perfect to-day as She was when 
launched. She has not wrung or twisted, and she has been driven at 
times pretty hard, 1am ata loss to comprehend the prejudice which 
certainly does exist against them é¢ven as working boats, 

ROBERT BARNWELL ROOSEVELT. 

TRY ‘HARVEY SAUCE” WITH IT.—The result of the race for the 
Goelet cup, and in fact of the entire cruise 0: the N. Y. Y. C., hasbeen 
to put the cutter model well ahead of the sloop. The race for the 
Goelet cup is always one of the most desperately sailed yacht races 
in this country, and the winner is one of the fastest boats on this 
continent, so that its winner holds 9 very high place. In this case 
it was sailed in a light and shifting wind, which was not accompanied 
by smooth water, however, but the advantage of the weather was 
with the sloops. Hourteen schooners, including the flyers Dauntless, 
Fortuna, Montauk, and Varuna, and nine sloops got away, among 
which were sloops Gracie, Mischief, Athlon, and the cutters Bedouin, 
Tleen and Wenonah, The Bedouin led almost from the start, and the 
cutters were able to slip along through the heavy dead rollers at a 
good speed, while the sloops were simply jerking RE and down, The 
first part of the race was. dead before the wind, and the cutrers won; 
the second was dead against the wind, and the cutters won; the third 
was wind abeam and again the cutters won, Lhe three, Bedouin, Ileen 
and Wenonah coming in the leaders of the Heet. This was one of 
the most remarkable yacht races ever sailed. It is now inorder for 
the yachting editor of the Spirit of the Times to eat the Ueen as he 
promised he would if she proved to bea fast sailer. Well, he has 
acknowledged that the Wenonah is fast, after she forced that 
recognition from him, and as the Ileen has beaten the Wenonah, she, 
too, must be fast. Mr. Padelford, therefore, must be prepared to see 
his fine craft immured in a Coffin if the Spirits “old tar” has as 
lusty an appetite as he professed he had. ‘‘No bottom for to sail on,” 
eh?—Belleville Intelligencer, Aug. 13. 

A FATAL ACCIDENT TO A YACHTSMAN.—The races of the Hull 
Y. ©. on Saturday last was followed by a very sad accident, resulting 
in the death of Mr. Geo. H. Tyler, of the cutter Ella May and Fleet 
Captain of the club, After the ball, which followed the race, in which 
his yacht had been a winner, he went down to the wharf to go aboard 
his yacht, whistling for the boat. Tt is sipposed that he missed his 
footing in the dark and fell, striking an iron rail on a tugboat below 
in his fall, as his body was found some hours later in the warer near 
the tug, the skull being badly crushed. Besides his reputation as a 
yachisman, Mr. Tyler was well known throughout the country as an 
actor and manager, having been for some time manager of the Bijou 
Theater, of Boston, His many good qualitiss made him hosts of 
friends, especially among yachtsmen, ' 

A SLOOP YACHT WRECKED.—One of the largest sloops of the 
Jersey City ¥. C., the Linda, Commodore H. C, Roome, was lost on 
Aug. 10 6n the outside of Sandy Hook. She was on her way to Mon- 
mouth Beach with a fishing party, having left Jersey City on the pre- 
vious evening, and when running down the beach iu the dark shortly 
after midnight, grounded on the point of the Book. As it was found 
to be impossible to gét her off in the sea then running, her crew and 
stores were landed, and the vessel stripped as far as possible. Early 
in the morning she went to pieces, her crew staying by her to save. 
all they could, 'The spars, sails and furniture were Say brought 

| ashore. ‘The “Linda was built by Jackson & Mathews, at Greenport, 
in 1874, and was of 1h tons messurement. Her Jength on waterline 

| was 43ft,, beam 16ft., and draft 3ft. Gin, 

——<e 
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cuswers to Correspondents. 
Es No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

E, J, B—New York law forbids shooting and fishing cn the 
Sabbath, 

A. H,, Cuero, Texas,—The dealer is reliable, and the guns have a 
good reputation; we have never heard anything to his or their dis- 
credit. 

N, W., Lancaster, Pa.—The fish hooks mentioned afe not advertised 
and we do not know who is the agent. Apply to any of our advertis- 
ing tackle dealers. 

Ff’, Brooxiyn,—1. When does open season for black bass and North- 
ern pike close in this State? I refer more especially to waters of 

[ f legal to take bass 
during September will they take fly during that month? Ans. 1. The 
Raquette and Long Lake, Adirondacks? 2. 

* 

all your expenses, 

12 pound? 

in a layer. 

as fit the choke. 

season closes Jan. 1. There is no law affecting the pike. 2. Occasion 
ally they will but are nncertain. Try them, 

G. L. L., Cleveland, O.—You wili do well at the St. Clair Flats or im 
the neighborhood of Henry, Marshall county, Ill. 
no place where you shoot ducks for a month and sell the game to pay 

W.8., Denver, Colo.—1. Which in your opinion is the best Jength 
and weight of a gun for duck shootiag, a 32-inch 12 pound, or 34-inch 

2. Is there any difference in the shooting of the two guns, 
32 or 34-inch 10-gauge? Ans, 1. Depends on the size and weight of 
the man usingit. 2, Practically none. ; 

R. W. B., Pittsburgh, Pa.l1. To use buckshot in a chokebore you 
should insert a wad into the barrel at the point of most constriction 
and then by trial determine the proper number of buckshot to place 

Then load accordingly. 2, The threadwound cartridges 
may be used in chokebored guns provided care is taken to select such 

W. G.—Does the salt-water striped bass occur in Lake Caddo, 367 

miles inland from New Orleans? Ans. The salt-water striped bass 
(Roceus lineatus) is not identical with that of the Great Lakes and 
Mississippi Valley, The ‘‘white bass” (Roccus chrysops) is found in 
fresh water exclusively, in the Great Lakes, Mississippi Valley, and 
northward. It is of a golden color below the lateral line and has four 
to five dark longitudinal lines above the lateral line. (Our striped 
bass has seven or eight.) Other lines, variable in number and more 
or less distinct, appear below the lateral line. It has fourteen rays in 
soft dorsal fin while lineatus has ony twelve. Another fish, R. inter- 
twptus, has interrupted lines below the lateral line and twelve seft 
rays in dorsal. 

But we know of 

“Sem here. my friend, that dog of yours killed three sheep 
of mine last night, and 1 want to know what you propose to 
do about it.” ‘“‘Are you sure it was my dog?” ‘Yes.” “‘Well, 
IT hardly know what to do. i guess I had better sell him. 
You don’t want to buy a good dog, do you?”’—Merchant 
Traveller, 

—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tn use 30 years.—Each number the epecial pre- 
scription of an eminent phys‘cian.—The only 
Simple. S:feand Sure Med cines for the p:onle 
DIST PRINCIPAL NOB. CURES. PRICE, 
1. F-vers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... .2 
2. Worms, Worm ever, Worm Colic... .25 
3. OUrving Colic, or Teething of Infants .25 
A, Diarrhea of Uhildren or Adults.,..,. 25 
5. Dysentary, Griping. Billious Colic,.. .24 
6. Chole ‘a Morbus, Vomiting,...... 2) 
7. Coushs, Cold, Bronchitis.............. 225 
&. Neuralgis, Toothache, taceuche,.... .25 
9. en‘faches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo .25 
19. Dyspesia, Lil.ious Stomach,.. .... .25 
it, SS Ae or Painful Periods,.... .25 
12. Whites, too Profuse Periods,...... 25 
1 :. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing... .25 
34. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eru: tions, .25 
15. Rheumatizn, Rheumatic Pains,.. . .25 
16. Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues .59 
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding,........ . .560 
19. Catarrh, acute or chronic; Influenza 50 
3% Whooping Cough, violent coughs... .50 
2, General Debility, Physical Weakness.50 
27. Kidney Diseyse,......2.....205. 2 eee .50 
23. Nervius Debility,...-..-.-..:+ec.eare 1.90 
30. U-inary Weakness, Wetting the bed .60 
32. Disease of the Heart, Palpi ation. 1.00 
Sold by druggists, orsent by the Case, o sin- 

ple Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr. Hnmophreys’ Book on Diseace &e. 
(a pages?, also f Iustrated Catalogue FREE. 
Address, H-mmhreys’ Homeopathic Med. 

fcine Co., 109 Fulton Street. New York, . 

WMAINE: EISHING. 

illustrated catalogue, 

We have given particular attention this season to the manutacture of Rods, ete., 

tor Maine fishing, and we have taken great pains to obtain the most KILLING 

FLIES for the different waters in that State, including the celebrated patterns of 

the late LORENZO PROUTY. 

We also beg to call the attention of sportsmen to our new light-weight Fishing 

Jackets, made of a new and absolutely waterproof material. Price $7.00. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 

ABBE YT & IMBHIE, 
* Manufacturers of every: description of 

Eine Eishing WackHkie,. 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
EF. LATASA, 35 Broaaway, N. ¥., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

Fishing Tackle. 

Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti- 

ficial Baits 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Flies for all Waters. 
Special patterns tied to order 

APPLETON & LITCHEELD 
304 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Harrison's Celebrated Fish Hook. 
Registered. 

Whereas, [b having come to our notice that some 
wnprincipled house, to gain their own unworthy 
ends, and to attempt to damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportunity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utter) 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for excellence 
of temper, beauty and finish in any way to 
appreach ours, which are to be obtained from 
the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, KR. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO., 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Wish 
Hooks, Redditch, England, 
Manufacturers also of Wishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles. 

SOHN MooRkez, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Carriages and Harness 
Of all Descriptions. Substantial, Serviceable Work. 

- lLLeather Top Buggies and Phaetons......... 
oA ere a and Depot Wagons... . R 
Flegant Jumpseat Carriages....... 135 u 
Handsome Surreys, Lawrences, etc 100 up 
Coupes and Coupe Rockaways .. . 250 up 
Top Delivery Wagon..... -.--:.--- ..-....- 125 up 
Road and Village Carts, Road Wagons, Sulkeys, etc, 

Excellent Light Buggy Harness.............. $10 up 
Grocers’ and Delivery Harness............... 18 up 
Light Double Hamess... ..- .- tide Spa 
Warm-Hartness.+-,......2.502+ 22 up 

And Horse & Stable Requisites of all Kinds. 
_ 67 © 59 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK, 

Wanted, 

O SPORTSMEN,—A YOUNG SCOTOHMAN OF 
large experience in the Scottish salmon rivers, 

@ first-class dresser of salmon and trout files, and 
good shot, desires situation under gentleman given 
to above pursuits, or in good sporting business. 
Has first-class stock of material for making flies of 
all kinds, and would travel anywhere. 1001, Forest 
and Stream Pub. Co., New York. aug? ab 

Sov Sale. 

Referee’s Sale of Desirable Lands 
jn the Adirondack Mountains. 
A tract of land, bordering on the northerly and 

westerly shore of Raquette Lake, in Hamilton Co., 
Y,, comprising 7,000 acres, will be sold in two 

parcels by a referee, under a judgment of partition 
and sale, at Bennitt’s Hotel, on Raquette Lake,. 
July 9, 1884 This property is not only valuable for 
its lumbering interest, but essentially so for private 
camps und hotel sites, being located on one of the 
most beautiful lakes in the Adirondacks, and affords 
the best of fishing and hunting grounds. For par- 
ticulars address F E. Wadhams, Albany, N. Y., or 
H. D. Waldo, West Barre, Orleans Co., N. Y. 
Dated Albany, N. Y., June 20, 1884. 

F. E. WADHAMS, 
Referee. 

OR SALE.—FORTY-SIX ACRES OF LAND ON 
the shore of Bass Lake, 12 miles from Florence, 

county seat of Florence county, Wis. This is a de- 
lightful location, being inthe heart of the fine-t 
fishing and hunting grounds of the Upper Peninsula, 
and to the lovers of genuine sport affords an oppor- 
tunity of securing a location which for many ) ears 
will prove unrivalled as a select summering point. 
Will be sold with or without mineral reserve. WM. 
SOMERVILLE, Menominee, Mich. aug7,5t 

NOR SALE.—IMPROVED WINCHESTER RIVLE 
in perfect condition; has been used but twice. 

Address W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N.Y. jy3l,tf 

Trout Farm For Sale. 
I will sell at low rates a very produetive farm of 

160 acres, or simply 10 acres, which include 75 rods 
of one of the best trout streams flowing from the 
Adirondacks. On these 10 acres are 9 large, cold, 
boiling springs, emptying into the brook, thus af- 
fording a superior opportunity for trout culture. 
The whole is situated on the Northern Adirondack 
R. R., and only five miles from the O. & L. C.R R., 
giving quick and cheap aecess to the New York and 
Boston markets. Address or yisit JOHN MOSIER, 
Alburgh, Franklin county, N. Y. 

OR SALE.—A NEW HARRINGTON & RICH- 
ardson hammerless B.L. shotgun, 12, 30, 8446, 

$150 grade. A good shooter. Price $80, F: W. 
WOOD, Burlington, Yt. augl4,2t 

OR SALE.—ONE FIRST-CLASS RUSHTON 
canoe of the Ellard model, has only heen used 

afew times. Price $85. Address F, L. SAFFORD, 
care First National Bank, Springfield, Mass. 

aug? 2b 

OR SALE.—A SINGLE BVERSON SHADOW 
canoe, sails. paddies and a complete camping 

outfit, Address CANOEIST, Evening Post, Hart- 
ford, Conn. aug21,1 

Best Reversed Winged Trout Flies 
Tied by a fly-fisherman. Send for Jist, or $1.00 for 
sample dozen. WM. W. CONE, Masonville, Del 

Co., N. “ - 

JAS. EF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Fine F'ishinge Tack ie. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180£t., $1.50; Raut, $175; 200£t., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25: 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 

25 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 80yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, neak Bent, and all other hooks, 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 

package. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. ia. 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 

wisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts, Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 

Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 

$1.50 to $10.00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
money or stamp. Send stamp for 

Plies, $1.00 per doz. 
Fly Rods, 10ft long. C ¢ : 
Samples of hooks, leaders, e.e., sent by mail on receipt of price in 
catalogue. 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Es YWVmwo ckrr’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. ' 
These shells are made of extra fine thin phable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes, Cost 

only about half as much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 

of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 

game as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 

crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 

acts aS a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 

shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quae to the trade 

only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 

not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

GUNS FOR A LEat 

(, 

We offer a better spread in guns this year than ever before, consisting in part of the Parker 
Trap Guns (for which we are sole agents), the Colt Club and other Colt Guns, Harrington 
& Richardson’s Guns and Revolvers, Enos James & Co.’s Invincible Triumph Trap, Never 
Miss and other grades. The Great American Single Gun, called the Field, with top lever 
and allimprovements. The Field Gun costs but a trifle, and is designed for boys or men who 
cannot aftord to buy fine double guns. Besides the above we have a small jeb lot of guns of 
Webley, Hollis and other makes which we offer at less than half price. Send stamp for 
catalogue. H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street (P.O. Box 1114, New York. 

Sportsmen’s Wear. 
No. A i, Barnard Canvas Shooting Coat, - 86 00 
No 1, + Lad oe af Ay 4a a0 

Won, ss ‘6 tc a = 2 BO 
No. 3, iz} oe 46 its = a! 15 

For sale by all gun and sporting goods dealers. Ask for them; 
Bee hah our trade mark is on the lining. They are the best; take no 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Pants, Vests, 
Waterproof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryal Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bag:, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
ser ptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canyas, 
Corduroy and Waterprocf Leather. 

lustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent free 
upon application. 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St , Chicago 
EHASTERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st.,N.¥. F.N.Wairz, Manager, 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft,, $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180Ft., $1.50; 240£t.. D175; B00fb., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25; GOOFE., $2.50; 750Ft., $2.75; 900Lt e380. Nickel Acie 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.: 40yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cents.; 80yds., $1.00. Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks <neélled on gut. Single cut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.: treble, 80 cts, per 
doz. Single Gut T. out and Black Bass Leaders, 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 ets.; Byds., 15 cts.. Double Twisted 
Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 4-ply, 
d length, 2b cts. Trout Flies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Samples of our goods sent 
by mail or express on receipt of price. SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN -H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

oi fey, 

ATER 
q Jb, su 

PRICE, $75 TO $2650. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, . 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to L0 lbs, weight, The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

is. ©. SRILTH, Maker, Syracuse, N. YY. 

UP & MCS FISHING SUIT, 
DARK LEAD COLOR, 

AND THE 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterprooted Duck, Dead Grass Color, Irish 

Eustian and Imported Corduroy. 

ASSORTED COLORS. 

Unequaled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

Write for our new Catalogue and Samples. 

THISt= 
is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. Weighs but 15 ounces. 

Oan ode worn over or under an ordinary coat. Has seven 

pockets and game pockets. lt is of strong material, 

dead grass color, apd will hold the game of a successfui 

AND 

McLELLAN, 
day without losing a hair or feather. We will mail it to 

Valparaiso, Tnd. you, postage paid, for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

Elastic Heel-Plate for Shotguns, Hunting & Military Rifles 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. SOLD BY ALL GUN DEALERS AND WHOLESALED BY 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane Street, New York City. 

THE “BLACKBIRD” TARGET. 
The “Blackbird” ‘BLACKBIRDS” 

is thrown by its $20 per 1000. 

central hub, and 

TRAPS, 

$5.00 each, 

has a flight simi- | 

lar to a clay pig- 

eon. 

Regularly organized gun clubs furnished with our trap FREE 

wi hb first order for one thousand “Blackbirds.” 

ASK YOUR GUN DEALERS FOR THE “BLACKBIRD” TARGET, 

NATIONAL FLYING TARGET CO., Knoxville, Tenn. 
ec Se ee le ro ae ee PS Oe LS 

? — PATENT BREEGH & MUZZLE-LOADING 

= Yacht Cannon, 
Sizes, 17, 24, 28 and 32 inches in length. 

MANUFACTURED BY THE 

STRONG FIRE ARMS Co., New Haven, Ct. 

Also Mfrs. of Shelton Auxiliary Rifle Barrels, Combination Sights 
and Cartridge Grooving Machmes. 

Send for Catalogue and Price List. 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 
Tee Li Cao Ls 

‘Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
v r Sil Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel- 

i eres ee ate Dee ea this is the highest prize awarded to any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

Send for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws, 

OUTSIDE. INSIDE, 

GUNNING COAT, 
Edge of game pocket turned up to 

show the net bottom, which permits 
ventilation, drip and distention, 
Right and left sides alike. 

Corduroy! COat.. vis wae cen eee $10 00 
VERE... sae AS nepern sure 3 00 

f TROWSETSS) .evteeiey meee, dD 
Linen Duck Coat..........4.2.-0.4.. 5 00 z# 

as OBB Soeee LAG 2 00 
= Pants: § Sse aieusceetepete 3 00 = 

Cotton Duck Coat,,........... v0... 4 00 
= WES een b bad One tC 2 00 
bet PATS: faaeiol pee hee eee 2 50 

#) Gap of Corduroy.................-. 2 00 
Oi DIG agsate ese sss. RCo 1 00 

Gaiters of Leather................. 3 00 
a) Duce fat Grete 2 or, 2 00 

Sent everywhere in the United States on 

receipt of price. 

Gs 
HENNING, CLOTHIER, 

410 Seventh Street, 

WASHINGTON CITY. 

A Lotion for Sportsmen, Excursionists & Others. 
Protects persons using it from the attaeks of MOSQUITOES, 

BLACK FLIES, and other insects, and from SUNBURN and the 
disagreeable effects of exposure to the weather. 

It is beneficial to the skin, and has no disagreeable odor; is color- 
less and cleanly, not staining the finest linen, and washes off 
readily on the application of soap and water. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

THOS, JENNESS & SON, 12 West Market Sq., Bangor, 
Sold by the leading dealers in sporting goods throughout the country 

Price, 50 Cents Per Bottle. 

N. B.—When ordering please mention this paper, 

Bargains that should be in every Sportsman's Hands. 
A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

“WimnNTGe SHoo Tin G” 
Left, and will be sold for 50 cents each. 

_ Methods for cleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical hints upon wing shooting ; 
directions for hunting snipes, woodcocks, ruffed grouse and quails. 

Tlustrated: Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 50 cents; formerly sold for $1.00. 

T. G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 

A—Openings to game pocket, 
B—Pockets for empty shells. 
C—¥ockets for loadéd hells, 
D—Pockets for caps, etc. 

E—xit from game pockEet. 
F—Hntrances to game pocket. 
G—Net bottom game pocket, 
H—Game pocket. 

Fair 
AND 

Cloth of Gold 
CIGAREHTTHEHS. 

Our Cigarettes cannot be surpassed. If you do not use them, atrial will conyinca 
you that they have no equal, Two hundred millions sold im 1883. 

13 First Prize Medals Awarded, = 

WM. 5S. KIMBALL & CO. 

im TARGET BALLS AND BALL PIGEONS. 
fof “3 New and Superior to all others, 

OMpPos ITI y. Sample barrel of the New Ball and a handsome silver 

TARGET BALL 

EF'ragsrant Vanity 

badge sent to any address for $3.00. The Moyer ‘‘Ball 
@ Pigeon’’ and trap will be ready about April 15. Trap, $15; 

Pigeons, $18 per M. Any club desiring to test the new ball 
thoroughly we will send 1000 for $5, after which the regular 
price will be inflexible at $9 per M. Card’s latest ball trap, 
the only one we guarantee and recommend, and 1000 balls for 
$14. The trap in exchange for your old ball trap and $6 50, 

TARGET BALL AND BALL PIGEON CO., Lockport, N. ¥- Send for cireular. 

THE PETMECKY. = J. N. DODGE, 
276 and 278 Division street, Detroit, Mich. 

Manufacturer of Decoy Ducks of all kinds. First 

GUIN CLEAN BE. quality, $9 per doz.; second quality, $7: third qual- 

The only Cleaner that will thoroughly clean a gun 
ity, #5. Also geese, brant, coot, swan and snipe 
decoys. Duck and turkey calls. Decoys made like 
any pattern furnished, without extra charge. 
Large stock. 

BILLIARD AND {0-PIN BALLS 

barrel, doing the work equally well in choke bores 

without adjustment. Will do the work quicker and 

better than all other implements, for the purpose, 

combined. Price, $1.25. By mail, ny Gente aa rk 
ler for it. Discount to the trade. Ciroular 

as J. C. PETMECKY,, free, 4 
inne Dealer in Guns, Fishing Tackle, etc., Aus CLOTH, CHECKS, 

PECK & SNYDER’S Cues, Cne Chessmen, 

Celebrated Tennis Balls Tips, Dice, Keno, 

apse a CHALK, Ete., DOMINOES. 
PLAYING CARDS, Ete. 

Ivory, Shell, and Pearl Fancy Goods, 

TOILHT SETS, CANES, FANS, Ete. 

Repairing done, Ten-Pin Alleys built and estimates 

furnished, 

F. GROTE & CO., 114 E. 14thst., N.Y, 
| aD 

For the Walls of Your Rooms. 

THREE NEW HUNTING SCENES. 
IN WATER COLORS. 

By the author of Tight-Shell and Double, viz,: 

Our new Franklin _ Bat 
cannot be surpassed, Price 

= : $5.50, Weare aoe anes 

6 Regulation Ball, adopted by the U.S. N. lL. 2. 

peoeiatl one April 5, 1884, and by the Tintern eee 

L. T. Association May 7, 1884. The Playing Rules 0 

Lawn Tennis, with complete catalogue of our popu- 

mail, 10c. stamps. 

lar BOOK & SNYDER, 196, 128, 130 Nassau st., N. Y. 

FERGUSON’S 

Rust Preventer 
Specially adapted for 

Hire Arms, Cutlery, Tools, Htc. nes as err ee chat .-. Size Oi i 

Superior to all other preparations. ‘\ LOST OPPORTUNITY .... er hee, ee eae ene 

The entire set ready for framing sent postpaid for 
$5.00, Address ©. A. ZIMMERMAN, 

; St. Paul Minn. 
A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 

Office, 65 Fulton st., N.Y. (with T, J. Conroy). 

— 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
THe ForEsT AnD StRRAM is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Hditors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payabls te the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States, 

Canadas and Great Britain, American newsdealers should order 

through the American News Company, those in England, Scotland 

‘and Ireland, through Messrs. Macfarlane and Oo., 40 Charing Cross, 

London, England, 
ADVEHRTISHMENTS. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months, Reading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 

money or they will not be inserted. 

Address all communications, 
: Forest and Stream Publishing Oc. 

Nos. 39 AnD 40 Park Row, New Yor«k Criry. 

CONTENTS. 
EDITORIAL. THE KENNENL. 
New Methods of Angling. English Kennel Notes.—x11, 
The Creedmoor Meeting. 

THE SPORTSMAN TOURIST. 
Salmon Wishing in Sweden. 
“Podgers’’ Cruises Back Again: 

~ Natorau History. 
Fruit-Eating Birds. 
The Catbird Speaks, 
“Our Birds in their Haunts.”’ 

GAME Bag AND Gun. 
The Opening Day on Woodcock, 
The Ruffed Grouse. 
Goose Shooting on the Platte, 
Bullet versus Buckshot. 
Sandhill Venison. 
Maine Game. 
Rail Birds. 
Bear Hunting in the Backwoods. 
The Prairie Chickens. 

Sa anD River FIsHina. 
An Invalid’s Resort, 
Tim and Seven Ponds. 
A Morning on Salt Water. 

FISHCULTURE. 
The Decrease of Lobsters. 

THE KENNEL. 
To Inaugurate an Era of Peace. 
Treatment of Poisoned Dogs. 
Importations from Greenland, 

Sporting Dogs and Dog Shows. 
The Champion Rule. 
Kennel Notes. 

RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING, 
Range and Gallery. 
The Creedmoor Fall Meeting. 
The Trap. 
The Alabama State Shoot. 

CANOEING. 
American Oanoe Association. 
A Boy’s Home-Made Ganoe. 
Buffalo €. C, 
Racine Canoes. 
Canoeists and the Sailing Rules. 
The Galley Fire. 

Broiling Small Fish. 
YACHTING. 
Another Singlehahder. 
Yachting on Cape Cod Bay. 
Milwaukee Y.C. Annual Matches 
Races at Mattapoisett. 
The Battle of the Sharpies. 
Hull Y. C. 
Lights on Small Boats. 
Beverly. Y. C. 
Toledo Y. C. Annual Matches. 
After the Battle. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING. 

(pee programmes for the annual fall meeting at Creed- 

moor are now out, and itnow depends upon the rifle- 

men throughout the country whether or not the affair be 

made a grand success. The Board has been urged into mak- 

ing more than the usual perfunctory effort, and with such en- 

thusiasts as make up the-committee on the meeting, it is 

quite certain that marksmen will have no cause to complain 

of any sins of omission, Creedmoor has, without doubt, been 
in a season of decline of late. It has not been a place of 

busy activity, but rather an out-of-the-way nook, where 

soldiers under orders were compelled to go, and to the all- 

comers matches a few lovers of target sport found their way. 
The Board has shown its belief that there are plenty of 

riflemen over the country, and has made a bid for their at- 

tendance during the second week of September to take part 

in the several matches mentioned in another column. It is 

an attractive list. No class of shooters can justly complain 
of neglect. From 100 to 1,000 yards every range may be 

fired over. Hach and every style of rifle known to the rules 

may find employment, and there is no room for the civilian 
growlers to say that the programme has been made up in the 

exclusive interest of the men in uniform. There is promise 

of plenty of pool shooting, and the committee should see to 
it that this promise is amply filled. 

Cash prizes are offered in fair abundance, and winners in 

important matches, while they may not carry off any great 
fortune, will at least have a substantial recognition of their 

skill, The Prize Committee has made a good showing, and 
has secured the co-operation of a large number of business 

houses, whose names appear in the official list of conditions 

and prizes. In comparison with such stupendous bills of 
prize fare as are spread before the marksmen at Wimbledon, 

the list at Creedmoor may not appear a very heavy one; but 
_ itis large enough to show that the present members of the 

Board are not inclined to let matters drop into a hasty de- 
cline. They have done as well as could be fairly expected 
under the largely deserved want of encouragement which 

has of late been shown by riflemen toward the N. R. A. 

There are assurances that a good attendance of National 
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Guardsmen will be seen at the meeting, Several of the 

city regiments have teams in training with envious intent 

upon the military competition, and ye old time waiter cooler 

grab games. About the regular army there may be some 

doubt, for the best shots of the several departments are just 

now pretty busy in preparing for the Division and general 

competitions, If the two sets of engagements do not clash, 

there is good reason to look for a liberal showing of Uncle 
Sam’s blue coats. 
The meeting as a whole is an inviting one, and the Board 

has a right to expect that organizations and individuals will 

come forward and take part. There is work ahead for Am- 

erican riflemen in defending the championship in small-bore 

shooting and in doing something toward redeeming our 

present very much draggled record in the matter of military 

shooting. 

NEW METHODS OF ANGLING. 

[* conversation with anglers on the streams, or in reading 

their views on the many different questions concerning 

their art, as given in the columns of FormsST AND STREAM, 

one cannot help remarking the wide differences of opinion 

which they hold on several subjects. This is not at all to 

be wondered at when we consider the number of those who 

angle and their wide diversity of temperament, and conse- 

quently of opinion. It is too much to expect that they 

should agree upon the proper color for leaders, the correct 

bend of a hook, the best make of rod, or the best points in 

the several excellent reels now made, These things are 

largely determined by individual preference, judgment, or 

prejudice, and may safely be left to be decided by the indi- 

vidual. They area fruitful theme for friendly argument, 

and probably never will be decided to the entire satisfaction 
of all, 

There are questions, howeyer, which would seem to de- 

mand the earnest thought of all lovers of angling, and which 

should be settled by some such body as the National Rod 

and Reel Association, the St.. Lawrence Angling Associa- 

tion, or other organization having the respect and confidence 

of the great body of unafiiliated anglers. One of these ques- 
tions, and it may be called a question in the ethics of angling 
is, may an angler properly follow the customs sanctioned by 

long usage in other branches of field sports and train the so- 

called lower animals to assist him in the capture of his game? 
Since the days when fair ladies sallied forth with falcon on 

wrist in the pursuit of sport, it has been usual for sportsmen 

to call in the aid of animals having superior sight, scent, or 

fieetness to aid them in the chase. Even the ferrct, an ani- 

ma] possessing none of these qualities, has been domesticated 

on account of its perseverance, which has become a proverb. 

Now, if the horse, the hound, the falcon, the pointer, setter, 

spaniel, elephant, leopard and ferret have been used to assist in 

the capture of birds and mammals, why should not the sports- 

man whose game is fish seek aid from outside sources also? 

It is true that the fisherman of China trains the cormorant to 

capture fish for him, but then the Chinaman is a heathen 
and we may not look to him to instruct usin sport. It is 

from our own glorious land that we receive the new code of 

angling, and we hasten to enlighten a benighted world in 

order that all who now own expensive fishing tackle may 

cast it into the fire and begin with the latest appliances. The 

cost to individuals will be small, but it will be the ruin of 

the large fishing tackle factories; yet they must submit to 
the changes consequent upon human progress as others have 

done, and they have our sympathy. 

The new apostle of angling is Lonoon Druilliard, and, 

according to the Lockport (N. Y.) Union, he lives at Dog 

Point. Mr. Druilliard has unfortunately found that his de- 

sire to improve on the present method of angling does not 

meet with the instant recognition which it deserves, and that 

an unsympathetic constable claims that his methods are 

wrong and cites him before an equally obdurate justice of 

the peace, who holds that he is liable for fishing without a 

license. 
The fact is that instead of fishing with either a rod ora 

hand line Mr. Druilliard utilizes his flock of thirty geese, 

“To the legs of these fowls he ~has lines and baited hooks 

attached. ‘The geese are driven into the water and are fol- 

lowed by Druilliard’s two sons, who drive them up stream, 

thus making them troll. As soon as a goose gets a bite, it 

becomes frightened, and, with a great flapping of wings and 

squaking, flies to the shore, where the fish is taken from the 
hook. The hook is again baited and the fowl placed back 

among: the others.” 
We have read of ‘‘jug-fishing”’ and also of tying a line and 

hook to the leg of a goose, but it was reserved for the genius 

of a Druilliard to take thirty geese and affix a line to each 

leg, thereby improving sixty fold on the dullard who fished 

with a line on a single leg of one goose. If Mr. Druilliard 
had owned a hundred geese at the time when he first con- 
ceived the idea of breaking the noble fowl which saved 

Rome to be the servant of man in his sports, our admiration 

for his genius would have been greater, but, had fortune 

favored him with a thousand of these birds, it would have 

been unbounded. 
If in the past we have looked up to the men who have 

written of the pleasures of rod and reel as deserving well of 

their fellow man for making him acquainted with the possi- 

bilities of sport, so in future will we sound the praises of a 

Druilliard, who will henceforward occupy the niche of the 

now dethroned Walton. For the next month the ocean 

steamers will be taking American rods and reels to countries 

which are not blessed with a Druilliard, and our great fish- 

ing tackle stores will be busy in buying and selling live 

geese. The question as to the proper color of geese to be 

used for black bass, and why the hue that is the correct 

thing for that fish should be varied for pickerel, while a 

darker or lighter shade ought to be employed for trout, is 

the topic which will absorb the angler of to-morrow; and no 

doubt Mr, Wells is already experimenting in that Jine. 

That other points of difference will arise there is no doubt; 

and ‘‘Kingfisher’ will labor to convince ‘‘Al Fresco” that 

the style of goose most successful in Florida will not do at 

all in Michigan, while ‘*S. C, C.” will advocate a new breed 

for coast fishing, We expect to hear ‘‘Piseco” arguing with 

‘‘Nessmuk” as to the proper place to attach a line, whether 

above or below the knee, and N. A. Cheney may go so far as 
to insert swivels in each web of the bird’s foot and so get 

six lines on each goose. Surely the world moves, and in the 

right direction, and we have little doubt but the next fly- 

casting tournament will be turned into a match of goose 

swimming, and the ‘‘true angler’ will be known as one who 

is sound on the goose. 

PAYING THE FIDDLER.—If the occasional confessions in 

the editorial columns of the daily press are to be taken as 

correct reflections of public sentiment, this nation is waking 

up to certain facts connected with its Indian policy, to which 

it has been strangely blinded in the past. After years. of 
skin-hunting warfare waged upon the buffalo, elk and ante- 

lope of the West, until extermination has ensued, it has 

suddenly heen discovered that the tens of thousands of car- 

casses which have been left to rot on the plains and in the 

gulches might have been utilized as a constant supply of food 

for the Indian tribes. What with Indian rings and public 

land rings, and grab and greed at Washington, the Govern- 

ment has looked idly on while the hide-hunters have com- 

pleted their work, The large game, which under a wiser 

system could have been made to yield sustenance to the 
savage wards of the nation, and could thus have reduced the 
Government expenses for Indian supplies, has been killed off 

to swell the coffers of the fur traders. To-day we are pay- 
ing for all this unseemly fiddling at a dance of death by the 

Congressional appropriations for Indian rations. As we 

have said, the people are beginning to see this, but its recog- 

nition is tardy. It is too late now to repair the reckless 

damage. The bones on the prairies are useful for sugar 
refinery processes, but they cannot be reconverted into 

game. 

MicuigAN DEER are now being killed out of season by 
wholesale. The very excellent law is of no service, for no 

one seems to care much about it. The notorious Clare 

county dwellers indulge in venison at their own sweet will; 
and some other parts of the State are not one whit better. 

Why do not the right-thinking citizens of Michigan put 
some one into the Legislature who will make it his business 

to urge the appointment of a game warden, paid by the 

people, to protect the interests of the people? 

Tor AMERICAN FormstRY Coneress will hold its annual 

meeting at Saratoga, Tuesday, Sept. 16. The topics for dis- 

cussion will include the mercantile significance of the Adi- 

rondack forests, hydraulic influences of forests, methods of 

reforestry and other allied subjects. The secretary of the 
Association is Mr, B. E. Fernow, No. 9 Pine street, New 

York. 

Tum SxetcuEs oF InpDIAN ForEst Lire will be con- 

tinued, They are fresh from the pen of a writer who has 

successfully undertaken to describe for us the incidents of 4 

forestry official's excursions for recreation. 
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SALMON FISHING 

HE king of fish is the salmon. The most royal of sport 
is his pursuit. That is when you pursue him as a frue 

sportsman—with rod like steel spring, with taper line, leader 
of single gut and feathered hook that darts like an arrow 
through the summer air and drops as a snow flake on the 
swirling pool beneath the rapids. 

So being in Sweden I was bound to -have some salmon 
fishing. I made a study of it all through the winter, and 
big isthe package of letters Ihave on file answering my 
questions on the taking of this silvery fish. 

I found that although the salmon are fairly plenty in 
nearly all the rivers of Sweden, yei no salmon will take the 
fly in any river flowing into the Baltic Sea or the Gulf of 
Bothnia. That is the whole cast coast of Sweden. On the 
west coast of Sweden and on the whole west coast of Nor- 
way the salmon have a much keener appreciation of the de- 
Sires of the sportsman and rise freely to the fly in every suit- 
able stream, 

River after river 1 wrote about, only to get the unvarying 
reply: ‘“The fishing in this river ts let for a term of years to 
some English gentleman,” etc. At last a ray of light 
broke in, and fishing could be had on the Laga River in 
Sweden. It was described to me in a letter as “the right to 
fish with rod, line and hook from Kasafors to Hofmiille, as 
far as the Uddekulla estate extended,” and was represented 
as abounding with salmon. The bait took. I immediately 
secured the lease of the riyer, and one fine summer's day 
found me on its banks. 

Ti was a river of fair size, with plenty of rapids and some 
good pools. It looked well. I put together my split bamboo 
rod, placed a tempting “Jack Scott” on the leader, and cast 
faithfully over the first pool. Norise. On approaching the 
next pool, what should I see but a stalwart Viking, with 
rolled-up breeches, standing knee-deep in the stream, fishing 
with a mighty pine of the forest and a red fly the size of a 
partridge. hese, 

“What does this mean?” said L. 
the waters I have leased,” 

“Oh,” said my lessor, ‘itis all correct. This man has also 
the right to fish here. If you will read your lease carefully 
you will see that it gives you the right to fish, but not the 
exclusive right. 

“Ah! Isee. And.are there any more?” 
“Only one moré, and I hope you three will get along nicely 

together.” ; 
About this time there appeaied on the top of the hillside 

IN SWEDEN. 

“This man is fishing in 

opposite a band of men, each armed with a pole that seemed - 
to reach the heavens. I counted them—the men, not the 
heavens—they numbered seventeen, and made a most im- 
posing appearance as, with their mighty poles on high, they 
began to execnte 4 movement, single file, down the hillside 
toward the river. , 
“What army is this?” quoth I. 
“Oh, these are only the farmers that have the right of fish- 

ing on the opposite bank of the river. If you will read your 
lease carefully you will see that your right goes only as far as 
the Uddekulla estate ¢xtends, and the Uddekulla estate does 
not extend across stream. You see?” 

“Ves I see too late.” And I reeled in my line, wiped my 
brow, sat me down on a stone and meditated upon the power 
of language if adroitly used in a lease. m 

Well, I was in forit. There were salmon in the river, 
and although I had only one-twentieth of the fishing, I still 
had aright to cast afiy, and cast it 1 would, and cast it I 
did. For ten days I swung my rod oyer the stream, with 
one joint proprietor above and another below me, while sey- 
enteen mighty rods brushed the air opposite. What made 
it allthe worse was that these Swedish peasants, with their 
unwieldy twenty-foot rods and home-made tackle, threw an 
excellent fly, and every now and again landed a fish. 

On my fifth day 1 hooked asalmon that flashed down 
stream like an arrow, cut around a jagged rock in the shoal 
rapids, and broke my leader like tow. On the seventh day 
IT hooked another, or perhaps the same fish over again, for 
he went through the same evolution with the same result. 
This sort of salmon fishing began to get monotonous. 

Last summer Dr. Oscar Dickson, of Gothenburg, had cas- 
nally remarked that he should invite me to fish in the Atran. 
What if he were to invite me now! Would not that be 
slorious! I eagerly watched the maiis, but no Jetter of mvi- 
tation came. Ido believe, reasoned I, that if Dr. Dickson 
knew what a fearfully stupid time I am having on this river 
he would invite me now. Why not write and tell him? 
Oh, no, that would be very bad form—begging an invitation. 
And so I fished on, surrounded by my noble army of fisher- 
men, with never arise. On the tenth day I could stand it 
no longer. To the telegraph office, not to the river, I went, 
and dispatched this message: 

“Dr. Oscar Dickson, Gothenburg: Could you kindly telegraph me 
about when I may fish the Atran?” 

And I went back to the villaze hotel, settled myself in a 
chair, cocked up my legs and read a newspaper with great 
determination. In about two hours there was arap at the 
door, the little girl from the telegraph office came in, dropped 
a courtesy, and gave me this message: 
“The Atran is placed at your disposition for a week.—Oscar Dicr- 

gon,” 

I gave a ‘‘whoop,” jumped out of the chair, ordered 
horses and at noon was rattling along the dusty road to the 
north. Fresh horses were harnessed in at Halmstad, and at 
8 o'clock of » bright northern evening we drove over the 
stone bridge across the Atran, and drew up at the door of 
the hotel in the little town of Falkenberg. 

Next morning I was early at the river bank with Nilsson, 
the gaffer. In the second pool I hooked and landed my first 

Swedish salmon, A little further down I landed a second. 
fish. From a boat in the center of the lower rapid I took a 

yery bright salmon, fresh run from the sea, and weighing 13 

ounds, and crossing to the opposite shore landed two more, 

the largest 12 pounds. At o'clock I reeled up and went 

home to breakfast with five salmon. I began to think I 

would sell out my lease on the Laga at a very considerable 

reduction on the original cost, , fA , 

In the evening I whipped the right bank without a rise. 

Grossing the river, I soon landed a twelve-pounder, and then 

hooked the heaviest fish of the day, that shot down stream 

like a rocket, and ended his grand first rush with a leap four 

feet in air. But the hook held fast. I played him gingerly, 

and in a quarter of an hour towed him alongside the rock 

whereou stood Nilsson with his mighty landing net. The 

ola man slid the net under, scooped up the salmon, and held 

‘a merchant prince, 

him some three feet in air, when with one big flop the sal- 
mon broke through the meshes of the rotten net, and tum- 
bled back into the river, The fright gave the fish new life. 
He shof across’ stream like a flash; 1 yelled to Nilsson, he 
held up the landing net as the clown at a circus holds up the 
paper balloon for M’lle Victoria, ‘“‘the champion bareback 
rider of the world,” to jump through, and with line running 
through the torn meshes of this wretched net, I played the 
salmon till he was perfectly quiet and had gone to bottom in 
mid stream. Then slowly reeling in as I advanced the rod, 
T thrust the tip into the rent in the net, passed the whole rod 
quietly through, and breathed easy again. When Nilsson 
had mended the net, I towed in the salmon, now entirely 
spent and lying on his side, Again Nilsson scooped him up. 
Again he flopped, and horrors! again he broke through that 
infamous net and tumbled into the river, Immediately the 
air grew hot and heayy with the admonitions I could not re- 
frain from administering to the old mau upon the enormity 
of his using a net of such an exasperating degree of rotten- 
ness. Wonderful to relate, the hook still held—I shall al- 
ways swear by double hooks, hereafter, if not at rotten nets. 
Again old Nilsson assumed the role of -the circus clown. 
Again I played the salmon through the upheld balloon, and 
again I passed the rod clean through the rotten meshes. 
Now I dragged the salmon through the rapids till the life 
seemed drowned out of him. Not till he turned up his 
pearly breast did I bring him into the rocks, when old Nils- 
sou, having thrown away his worthless net, grabbed master 
salmon by the gills with his sure talons, and lugged him 
flopping ashore—a sixteen-pounder, 

IT immediately sent Nilsson to the hotel for my gaff. Re- 
clining on the grassy bank J watched the fast flowing river, 
Between tree-embowered banks the Atran ripples and rushes, 
surges and swirls in its rocky bed. These rapids are about a 
quarter of a mile in extent and furnish six or eight good 
pools on either side the river. Five minutes’ walk down 
stream brings you to the stone bridge; five minutes further 
is the salt water of the open Kattegat. In these rapids you 
greet the silver-sided, pearly-throated salmon, fresh from 
the sea. The world may furnish a better salmon river, I de 
nof know of one. 

On the left bank of the river a tree-shaded way follows 
the meanderings of the stream—the Doctor’s Walk, Twenty- 
one years ago this very summer—a light-hearted boy—I had 
lounged along this Doctor’s Walk and gazed upon the self- 
same river, and now came running through my mind: 

‘*'The husbandman sits on the banks of the river, 

And waits for the stream to flow by, 

But the swift-flowing river flows onward forever, 

And will flow eternally.” 

A light langh behind me wakes me from my reverie. 
Turning my head, I see three pretty Swedish maidens saun- 
tering along the Doctor's Way. Each has a flower in her 
hand; but the flowers were not sunflowers nor lilies, and 
the maids were not esthetic, only three blue-eyed, golden- 
haired, pretty girls of the South of Sweden. 

Smiling, twirling their flowers, they seat themselves on a 
bench close to me and wait to see me fish. It was 9 o'clock 
and the shades of evening were slowly falling, eyen in this 
sunny north, but I felt the honor of America was at stake. 
Slipping on a silver doctor 1 commenced casting over the 
stream. Gradually lengthening my casts, 1 at last, under 
the inspiration of my pleasant company, threw my fly toa 
spot I had made at least a half a dozen failures to reach dur- 
ing the day. Swift and true asa lance, the feathered, glitter-' 
ing hook flew to the swirling edge of that far sunken rock. 
A silver flash, and a leaping salmon catches the hook in air 
and dives into the fiord. The maidens clap their hands. 
Now he darts across stream. Again he leaps, now here, 
now there, and almost at the same instant, way yonder, 
so quickly the leaps flash one upon the other, you can 
scarcely believe it is the same fish, Slowly his strength is 
spent, and as I draw him near the strand, a young man with 
a quick jerk of the gaif fings the salmon quivering upon the 
green sward, 

I turn and take off my hat to the maidens three. They 
rise and all drop a courtesy. Then waving their flowers 
they slowly pass down the Doctor’s Way toward the town. 

The young man that so opportunely appeared with my 
gait was Nilsson’s son. He remained with me as guide and 
gaffer during the rest of my stay. The old man never reap- 
peared. Can it be that he was a strict constructionist, and 
took exception to certain language addressed to him, as our 
statesmen say, “in the heat of debate?” 

Casting out again I landed another salmon, and reeled up 
at 10 o’clock with nine as my score for the first day. But 
my host, though leasing the fishing, does not own the salmon 
caught, These are all sold according to ancient custom, and 
the proceeds go one-half to the town of Falkenberg, one- 
fourth to the mayor and one-fourth to the aldermen. 

L attended the sale next morning at 9 o’clock, My catch 
was laid in a row on the floor. The fish were first weighed 
and the weight of each carefully written in a book by the 
chairman of the board of aldermen. Then each fish was put 
up separately and sold at auction. There were some twenty 
persons present, and the bidding was lively. Theauctioneer 
was the chairman of the board, and he knocked down each 
fish with a blow of his ivory mallet on the table. Prices 
took a largerange. I bid off the first fish I landed at 75 Gre a 
pound, while one lean racer that must have been in the river 
a month and had got reduced to six pounds was knocked off 
to a buxom woman from the country, with a big basket, for 
30 OFe, 

The second day I caught six salmon. The third, fourth 
and fifth days I took it very Icisurely and landed four fish 
each day. 

The sixth day I arose at 3 o’clock and landed four salmon 
before breakfast. In the forenoon I caught seven fine fish, 
one of them weighing 16 pounds, and wound up in the even- 
ing with three more, making fourteen salmon for the day, 
and forty-one for my six consecutive days’ fishing, 

As bounteous as the river is its honored proprietor, Oscar 
Dickson, He is the Vanderbilt of Sweden, but he is not only 

He is the benefactor of every good and 
ereat work that commends itself to his judgment, or enlists 
his sympathies, Whenever his heart goes out toward an 
object, be it in the interest of science or humanity, his great 

eae flows forth as freely as the rushing waters of the 
ian. ; 
Jt was the princely generosity and signal executive ability 

of Oscar Dickson that enabled the great Arctic explorer WNor- 
denskjéld to circumnavigate, for the first time in history, 
ihe continent of Asia. The merchant philanthropist of the 
Northland! Jong may he live to swing the salmon rod or | 
fit out expeditions to the North Pole! MARSTRAND, 
SrockHoim, Sweden, August, 1834. 

“PODGERS” CRUISES BACK AGAIN. 

E THERE is any hole or corner of the earth where a tele- 
gram can’t reach a man out on a pleasure trip, I want to 

go there. Telegraphs may be useful things to the community 
at large, but they are the bane of the man who seeks a little 
rest. To attempt to evade them is useless; they will follow 
a fellow if he should climb the north pole. They are worse 
than a draft at sight, and who ever heard of one of those things 
miscarrying,; they come straight as an arrow. If a remittance 
is made to meet them the money will linger and lag behind 
for days. There is not much to choose between drafts and 
telegrams, both equally disagreeable. It’s no use to attempt 
to dodge them, and here comes a Western Union nuisance 
saying, ““You must be in the city to-morrow to meet Smith,” 
The impulse to say cuss words is uncontrollable, and you ejac- 
ulate an objurgation upon Smith; youcan’t help it, it’s human 
natur’. Thus was I cut short of my promised holiday. Gloom- 
ily I packed my valise, and saw no escape; and just to azgra- 
vate me here came a beautiful morning and a splendid breeze 
for the yacht race to Oak Bluffs. One by one I saw the 
yachts fill away and run out of the harbor preparatory to a 
start, and I could not go. There are circumstances under 
which a man is justifiable in swearing, When he just 
misses the train or boat, when the third and last match fails, 
and lastly and worse than all, when he is about to partici- 
pate in a regatta and is ‘‘called back” by a telegram. He 
don’t feel friendly to the man that invented them. He wants 
to hit the boy that brings it, or anybody else, even his 
respected grandfather. 

1 can’t tell you all about that race to the Vineyard for the 
reasons aforesaid. They say it was a “Lully” race and that the 
cutters did wonders. That’s what they are always doing 
when lam not there. They neyer do when I am—but are 
always out of luck. Something happens to them, generally 
happens that they get beaten. I don’t call the race the day 
before anything because there was not enough wind to blow 
a candle ont. I hope I may live long enough to see the 
cutter have her play, which they claim isa heavy breeze, and 
that is the day they always get their sugar weighed by the 
“skimming dishes.” Very good boats are such skimming 
dishes as the Gracie, Fanny, Mischief, etc., they generally 
warm the ‘‘lead mines” and *‘pig troughs,”’ 
When all the yachts had left the harbor I shouldered my 

fishing rods, and valise in hand slowly sauntered down to the 
Eolus to depart. A young gamin followed me two blocks 
singing out ‘‘Shine, sir? shine boss?” J hit him over the 
head-with my fishing rods. I was ready to hit anything I 
saw. Anythingin reach. A friend stopped me and pro- 
posed a parting “‘smile.” Irefused even that. Evidence 
positive of my condition of mind. Getting on board a 
darky wanted to seize my yalise. He dodged the pass I made 
at him. The next trouble was with “the gentlemanly 
purser;” he tried to pass a quarter on me with a hole in it. 
I could not reach him, but I kicked a dog that ran between 
my legs. Iwasin lovely humor. <A pretty girl silting near 
laughed, and I felt a little ashamed as she gathered in her 
pug. Now I like dogs, and a feeling of remorse came over 
me. I madeit up with the purp, and gaye him a cracker 
I had in my pocket. He accepted the apology and the 
cracker, The young lady looked approvingly, and my 
stock evidently went up a little with her; but she kept a 
close hold on her pug. I went on deck; splendid breeze, 
and in my mind’s eye I saw those yachts laying down to it, — 
and going like mad. Life seemed a failure and the world a 
hollow mockery stuffed with sawdust. Got to thinking 
about a model Thad in my mind that would beat every- 
thing. Sat down on a stool and began an outline of her on 
the leaf of amemorandum book. <A person near me watched 
me, and finally said, ‘‘An artist, 1 presume; sketching the 
shore, eh?” I put up my book. What a compliment to my 
skill with the pencil. 

In due time we arrived at Wickford, celebrated for its 
clams. The people there all live on clams. I knew a 
preacher once that lived there who dug clams all the week 
and preached on the Sabbath; he waded in the water week 
days and waded into theology on Sunday. When I left the 
boat the CBee Poy and ‘‘sentlemanly purser” gave mé a 
wide berth. ade the junction all right and procured a seat 
all to myself and settled down to read. Ata way station a 
fat woman came in and took the seat opposite, which was 
turned down facing. She had numerous bundles and pack- 
ages, She set a basket down on my toes and laid a heavy 
package on the seat by her side. Presently it jarred off and 
came down on the floor with a crash. Immediately a liquid 
stream meandered across the floor of the car, and a suffo- 
cating odor of gin was wafted through the car. People 
looked at me. Itried to look innocent. It was no use; my 
face got ved, The woman looked out of the window. The 
young woman with the pug laughed again; but the pug, 
without her noticing it, jumped down and began lapping 
the gin bitters. He got a good dose before she saw what he 
was about, and then she grabbed him, but too late; that dog 
had got a dose, and when she took him up he smelled hor- 
ribly of gin. Meantime the liquid had run all over the car, 
and the ladies gathered up their skirts. I got up and sought 
another seat. That left the poor woman to shoulder the 
expose. If she had been young and good-looking I would 
haye staid and seen her through; but she was neither and 
she had to take the consequences of nature’s meanness in de- 
frauding her of her rights, 
We arrived at Groton and ran on to the ferryboat. Went 

up into the refreshment room and liad a mild debauch on a 
piece of pie and a glass of beer. A stunning young woman 
does duty as cashier, but was so taken up with her own good 
looks and mashing some young dudes that she was very 
slow about making change. She kept a hand-glass at her 
side and was absorbed in a contemplation of her face, and 
proceeded to plaster down her spit curls instead of giving me 
the change. I said, ‘““‘Young woman, when you have fin- 
ished admiring yourself, will you give me my change?” She 
gave me a crushing look and handed it out, five cents short. 
I dared not remind her of her mistake, and got aboard the 
train again, and after afew moments’ delay we went on. 
happened to sit next seat to the young lady with the pug, 
which by this time began to feel the effects of his bitters, 
and if ever there was a sick dog it was that same pug. It 
was my turn to laugh then, but she was good-looking; 1 
came to the rescue, and held the purp up by the tail to let 
him drain. Somebody had to give that girl a new dress, I 
know, for the one she had on was spoiled. 

Nothing more of importance occurred until we arrived at 
Forty-second street depot, except that I felt as if I had eaten 
a quarter section of lead. That piece of pie fixed me, and 1 
was as sick as the dog, but did not dare betray my agony 
for fear the young woman would offer to reciprocate by 
holding me up by the heels. Two days of horrible dyspepsia 

—— —— 
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memory of that young woman in the refreshment saloon and | that he 
her spit curls. 

followed the consumption of that pie, and I cherish the | mony a a has been received, indeed, so mel 
as felt obliged to appeal to the sparrows’ friends for 

reports on their side of the house. 
My yacation was up and I -had nothing to show for it ex- | be addressed to Dr. Holder at the Museum. 

cept my dyspepsia. 
Now, won't somebody tell me where I can go and haye 

a little fishing where no confounced telegrams can reach 
me. Does any good fellow want a companion for a camp 
out in the woods or on top of some inaccessible mountain? 
“Oh for a lodge in some vast wilderness.” PODGERE. 

alatuyal History. | 

FRUIT-EATING BIRDS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
What ‘‘Byrne” says about the catbird in your issue of 

Aug. 7 is only too true, as T- have learned to my cost. I, 
also, am engaged in growing small fruits for market, and if 
‘Wilmot’ had been on my plantations during the berry sea- 
son this year I think his mind would have undergone a 
change. Here he would have seen the robin, catbird and 
thrush in their glory, and in flocks of 201060. From the 
tone of his remarks I will venture the assertion that he never 
saw 40 or 50 robins in a single flock. Had he been here the 
2d of July 1 would have shown him a single flock of over 
150. I would haye proved to him that the robin can scent 
a patch of ripe raspberries nearly a mile, and that they will 
come up the wind, plunge among the bushes and devour the 
fruit with a voracity and heedlessness of their surroundings 
that would cxasperate the most sentimental naturalist in the 
world if he were depending upon his fruit crop for a living. 

For the edification of “‘Wilmot” I present a table showing 
the result of my investigations of the contents of the crops 
of 30 birds shot at different hours of the day during the 
months of June and July. 

The method of investigation adopted was to open the 
erop, pick over the contents and divide them into two 
masses—fruit in one and all other materials.in the other— 
then the percentage of each was estimated. 

Tnsecis, worms and vegetable matter were not separated 
and classified, the principal object of the investigations being 
to ascertain what percentage of the whole food consisted of 
fruit. Sand and gravel were set aside and not included in 
the estimates. 

CONTENTS, 

| 7 : 
DATE, Hour, BIRD. 2 fh 3 

ga | é 
& ee 

June 5 6 A.M. Robin, 4 6 
June 7 3 P.M. Robin, 2 8 
June 10 5 A.M, Thrush, 5 5 
June il 6A. M, Catbird, 1 9 
June 11 9 A.M. * Meadowlark, 9 1 
June 11 10 A. M, Robin, 2 8 
June 13 VP. M. Robin, 2 8 
June 14. 1P. M. Catbird, 2 8 
June 19 5 A. M. Thrush, 4 6 
June 28 4P.M. Robin, 1 9 
July 3 6A. M, Catbird, % 94 
July 3 4P.M. | Robin, 1 9 
July 5 5 A.M, Ropin, 0 10 
July § 10 A. M. Thrush, Q 8 
July 8 8 A. M. | +Meadowlark, 10 0 
July 12 11 A. M, | + Robin, 0 10 
July 15 VTA. M, Thrush, 8 7 
July 15 10 A, M. Robin, 1 9 
July 15 11 A. M. Catbird, 0 10 
July 16 9A, M. || Sparrow, 1 9 
July 16 3 P.M. § Bee Martin, 6 4 
July 19 5 A. M, Catbird, 1 9 
July 19 6A. M. ° Thrush, 2 8 
July 19 6 A. M. Robin, 2 8 
July 26 7 A.M. | Robin, 3 7 
July 26 10 A. M. Blackbird, 9 1 
July 26 4P.M, Cathbird, | 2 8 
July 26 6P.M, Thrush, 3 q 
July 28 8 A. M. Robin, 1 9 
July 28 5 P. M. Robin, 2 8 

1 

* On strawberry patch about fifteen minutes. 
+ Shot among raspberry bushes. 
+ Was among raspberry bushes all A. M. Was recognized by loss 

of portion of tail. 
| Was among raspberries over an hour. 
§ Shot among raspberries; was there about fifteen minutes, 

The fruit found in crops consisted of strawberries, rasp- 
berries, blackberries and cherries. 

There were a few wrens and bluebirds nesting about the 
place, and I am so fond of them that I had not the heart to 
kill any of them; but close observation convinced me that 
they are among the most valuable insectiyorous birds we 
ave. 
During the past fruit season, in my endeavors to save my 

crops, I killed 123 robins, 32 thrushes and 44 ecatbirds. I 
have fully determined that if Lraise a crop next year I will 
get the benefit of it. I shali make such arrangements with 
sundry youth in this vicinity as will insure the destruction of 
1,000 robins, thrushes and cathirds if they pour in upon me as 
they did this year. 

“Wilmot” may stand aghast at this statement, but he can-: 
not alter cold facts, My fruit crop is of vastly more import- 
ance to me than the vaporings of a sentimental person who 
is in nowise injured by the pests he defends. PICKET. 
CHRISTIAN County, Ill. 

Hornets AnD House Fires.—Boston, Aug. 21.—Read- 
ing the note in your paper of the 14th, about bees and hor- 
nets killing flies, | thought that perhaps the writer of the 
article might be interested to learn that in some parts of 
Eastern Massachusetts, if a colony of hornets build their 
nest near a farmhouse, the occupants never disturb them. 
The hornet will never sting a person unless provoked, but 
will cruise around the whole day, seizing flies and carrying 
them to a convenient resting place, where the juice is sucked 
out and the remnant discarded. If a person is attacked by 
hornets, the best thing he can do is to throw himself on the 
ground and keep perfectly quiet, The hornets will buzz 
around spitefully enough, but if no movement is made they 
will never sting, and will soon go off. I have tried this plan 
mapv times, and always with success; thotgh once it was 
about as much as I could do to remain still, while a ‘‘yellow- 
belly” buzzed around inside my shirt, having gone in be- 
tween my neck and collar.—H. J. T. 

Sparrow Trstrmony.—The committee on the English 
sparrow question will make its report at the annual meeting 
of the American Ornithologists’ Union, Sept. 26, in the 
Muscum of Natural History at Central Park. ‘The chair- 
man, Dr. J. B. Holder, reports that an abundance of testi- 
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THE CATBIRD SPEAKS. 

(DEDICATED TO HIS RIVAL, THE TOMCAT.) 

ILL you? 

Won't you? 

If not, why don't you 

Listen to me? 

While out of the bushes 

My melody rushes, 
And be dream-drowned 

In a musical swound? 

Ah! hold your breath 
While you suck the peth 

Of my song through your ears 
(if they’re long enough). Sobs, tears, 

Laughter, cackle, gossip, sneers, 

Just as good as any of the beers, 

Small or strong, brewed by Bass. 

Or in wood or in glass, 

And a great deal cheaper: see? 

Haw! Haw! 

That from the jaw 

Of the crow, you know, 

With his parson’s coat and nose so long, 

Sartainly his’n aint much of a song. 

IT can sing it but he can’t mine; 

Not as a singer can he ever shine, 

I mind me of once he tried it with me, 

And the very next day he hung by the heels 

To frighten his friends from a farmer’s fields. 

Perup! Purup! 
That is the robin, 

I wish *t he *s in Hurope 

With the one we was nursin* 

But now are a cursin’. 

"Twas he stole Byrne’s cherries, 

And all his nice berries; 

He was always a robbin’. 

One bird of his name 

And others of game 

(The worms 

That squirms), 

And folks of their fruit, 

Him let Byrne shoot. 

Where blows 

The Yankee nose 

In autumn, I heard one holler, 

As loud as a dinner horn, 

Acrost a feller, 

The whiles he husked a shock of corn. 

I mixed his call 

With the frost of fall 

By Suckermuck, . 

And Tuckernuck, 

And whined it, 

And signed it 

With my name; 

And the same 

Was worth 75ets. or $1,00. 

When he whisper’d 

The cedar bird 

J heard: . 

And I like him first rate 

For the reasons I state. 

He keeps still, as the shy do, 

And don’t eat what I do; 

A sensible chap 

Who keeps shut his trap 

For all things but cherries 

And seeds and berries. 

Who ever heard 

Of a cedar bird 

Who tried 

To eat a fly that flied? 

The frog, 

Ker chog! 

Off a log. 
And then ‘‘Keberlong!”’ 

His not long song. 

Now who could expect 

A bird of self-respect 

And feathers, would attempt 

To vie with one skempt 

Of wings, though with two legs 

More than my two pegs? 

If myself I know 

Never so low, 

Will TL 
Try to fly. 

But then 

I ken, 

And so do you, I’m quite a fellow. 

No thing 
With wing doth sing, 

But what I try to imitate, 

And with his note my throat dilate. 

Hen hawk, bobolink, 

Robin and chewink, 

Song sparrow and thrush, 

Bird in hand, bird in bush, 

Their songs I try to tell you, 

And if I don’t make out 

Inever pout, 

Nor get mad, 

_ Nor sad, 

Nor say dod rat it! 

But up again and at it. 

I'm not purpled nor puryiled, 

Nor snordid nor snurviled 
(Which are words known only to poets and birds), 

But only a brown-coated creature, 
Nor care a snap for the past, nor a fly for the future, 

But only to be a cathbird to-day, 

And in my way 

Have my say. 
“s Horace MuMPSON, 

Schoolmaster in District No. 13, 

Town of Danvis, Charlotte county, Vt. 

Communications should 

“OUR BIRDS IN THEIR HAUNTS.” 

THE AUTHOR'S OPINICN. 

Héitor Forest and Stream: 
Your critic, in his brief and rather summary review of 

> “Our Birds in Their Haunts,” has made some very amiable 
remarks, For instance, that itis “pleasantly written;’ that 
as a rule, the accounts of the habits of the different species 
are excellent, so far as they go; ‘‘that the author has a great 
admiration for nature and a pleasing style;’ that, ‘‘on the 
whole, the book isa good one,” etc,; but he takes special 
pains to relegate it beyond the pale of scientific value, and 
backs up his conclusion by saying, that ‘‘the book does not 
in any sense profess to be scientific.” This last point of 
criticism is very emphatic, and certainly yery important in 
its bearing; since, if true, it would sink the book forever be- 
yond the notice of a very desirable class of readers, namely, 
those who read, more or less, for scientific information. 

Fair criticism should never be shunned by any author, It 
may help him to find his reckoning in a literary career; and 
it is certainly due to the reading community, as a leading 
and educating in literature. But a misleading criticism may 
be a great damage to an author’s literary reputation; and 
what is certainly not to be overlooked, will surely limit in 
every way the results of what may have been very import- 
ant labors, such as, at best, can never be compensated, 

After a careful examination of the review in question, the 
author of the book under review (notwithstanding his high 
esteem for the character of your journal) is under necessity 
of regarding it as decidedly inadequate and misleading. 
The main point of issue to be taken is in the too restricted _ 
use of the word ‘‘scientific.” Very true, ‘Our Birds in 
their Haunts” does not claim to be an authority on the order 
of classification or scientific nomenclature; but if science 
means knowledge, as both its derivation and its application 
would imply, then be it remembered that science has many 
and various points of view. For instance, in ornithology 
we may measure the tarsus and count its scutelle; we may 
count and measure the primaries and rectrices, etc., and 
very properly call this science or knowledge—science in its 
more technical form, In our order of study we may follow 
the most rigid classification—a system by no means certain 
as yet, however—and placing the robin or the wood thrush 
first and some guillamot or auk last, contemplate them on 
pegs or senahede in the closet, and call this science—science 
par excellence. Or, since we have had a good deal of this 
kind of study, decidedly important as one point of view, 
suppose we change our position for once, and study the birds 
in some more obviously natural relations—the relations of 
seasons, times, localities, etc. 

Let us take the air awhile and study the birds in their 
natural haunts. Let us listen to their songs and examine 
gomewhat into the physiology of that wonderful effect in 
nature. Let us contemplate ‘“‘the way of the eagle in the 
air,” and inquire a little into the mechanical laws involved 
in flight—that most wonderful feat in animal locomotion— 
and learn about the aerated condition of the body and bones 
of the birds. AJl these points are treated of in the book in 
question, the writer believing them to be of the most interest- 
ing and vital importance to the knowledge or science of 
birds. Moreover, in pointing out the local habitat of each 
kind, in showing how some species keeps to the swamp or 
marsh, others to the forest, others to the field, and others 
still to the ocean, will the knowledge of these facts be any 
less important than to learn the length of the legs orto count 
the feathers in the tail? Are those sedges and cattails on 
which wrens and redwings perch, or those branches in which 
thrushes sing and warblers warble, any less dignified and 
scientific, than the pegs or whittled standard in the closet? 
Surely to most minds they are more inspiring to that love of 
nature, which is the source of all true scientific knowledge. 

Moreover, the book in question isnot a compilation, not a 
pudding served up for weak stomachs from the stale bread 
of other men’s making; but, for the most part, is a direct re-_ 
port from the field, the forest, the stream, the ocean. It is 
said that the book follows the order of locality, It must also 
be said that every locality treated of is more or less new to 
bibliography, in the sense of knowledge in book form. Such 
a book, we had flattered ourselves, could scarcely fail to be of 
scientific value to the advanced ornithologist, as furnishing 
those shadings of knowled ge especially useful and gratifying 
to the minute specialist. It is a matter of peculiar praise to 
the New England ornithologist that they have not been sat- 
isfied with general works on American ornithology, but have 
made their field a specialty. Indeed, we shall never gather 
the harvest of the science for our continent until this is done 
throughout. This is just what we have been trying to do 
for Western New York and the adjoining regions of the 
great lakes. Nor has this proved to bea barren field. It 
would seem to be a cornering point of several of the great 
geographical areas of distribution, the local study of which 
has changed the record of habitat in the case of a Jarge num~ 
ber of species, 

Some years ago Prof. W. E. D. Scott, of Princeton, N. J., 
was not alittle surprised to find that the hooded warbler 
breeds abundantly in Western New York, even to the shores 
of Lake Ontario. A little later Dr. C. Hurt Merriam wrote 
a second time, to assure himself that the above rather south- 
erly species, and so northerly a species as the Canada 
warbler, could be found breeding in the same locality, as 
stated in my private letter on the breeding of birds in Orleans 
county, N. Y. The article on the horned lark, in the book 
under review, is most noticeably different from any biog- 
raphy given in book form heretofore. Before goimg to 
Georgian Bay three years ago | searched the books on Amer 
ican ornithology in vain for a glimpse in anticipation of 
what I might expect to find there; and the results of my 
investigations were not all what my previous general read- 
ings had led me to expect. On going to Nova Scotia, still 
more recently, I had nothing but the reports of inexperienced 
workers and the rumors of fishermen to guide me in my 
studies. The important link between the avi-fauna of New 
England and Labrador, furnished by this province and also 
Georgian Bay, are somewhat extendedly noted in my book. 
It also contains the first account of the nidification of Bick- 
nell’s thrush, that late and interesting acquaintance of the 
ornithologist, and the first well-authenticated account in 
book form, I think, of the ring-billed gull. 

After all this we are virtually told for our encouragement 
that the work has no scientific value. A book of more than 

600 good-sized pages, in which completeness and compact- 

ness of the essential knowledge of the birds of Eastern 

North America was made a specialty, is consigned to the 

honor of being a “‘primer,” an "A BC” in “bird lore,” use- 

ful only for those who love our birds, indeed, but of no 

special value to those who may have knowledge of them. 

We cannot but feel that this peculiar attitude of the critic is 
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the result of somewhat mistaking the mere technicalities of 
science for the facts which they represent—the mould for the 
metal, the ear for the corn—an exaltation of the mere form 
above the spirit and essence of knowledge. ‘Our Birds in 
their Haunts” is not designed to take the place of the incom 
parable analytic pages of the ‘‘Key,” by Dr, Coues, or the 
voluminous pages of Baird, Brewer and Ridgway. It is 
designed to occupy a new field, in which the general reader 
and the scientist may find some community of thought, may 
enjoy together the freshness and fragrance of knowledge 
directly from nature. 
_. The manner in which the critic refers to the second-hand 
Hlustrations in the work, and more particularly to the ‘‘ap- 
palling” portrait of the cedar bird—no picture of that bird 
being in the book, however—will not do much, we fear, to 
bring about the ‘‘solden age,’ when our American readers 
will sufficiently patronize a greater expense in publishing 
scientific works, By the way, was not the sentence about 
the “glimpses of cloth” designed to be a Jittle stinging—not 
to speak of the rather slangy character of its phraseology? 
Perhaps, however, the sting and poison-bag are somewhat 
squeezed out by the after thonght contained in the last clause 
of the sentence: *‘These, however, are not very obtrusive.” 
Weare quite ata loss to know what the critic means by 

“rough descriptions of the nests and egos,” since these de- 
scriptions, while they avoid being wordy, contain all the 
essentials and details, unless it be the exact dimensions of the 
several nests; an item which, to say the least, is very vari- 
able and of little use in our case for identification. As to the 
adequateness of the descriptions of the birds themselves and 
their life-history. we appeal to the book itself, and ask the 
candid reader if the former are not quite as full and exact as 
those given in our smaller ornithological works gener- 
ally? And whether the latter do not’ compare favorably 
in extent and substance with those which are given in even 
our most extended works. A description which is too minute, 
is at once confusing to the beginner and useless to the adept. 
In an ordinary work only the salient points of differentiation 
should be noted, and they should be stated Jucidly and brietly, 
As to the history of habit, species of the same family or genus, 
are often so similar that full accounts of all would be simply 
repetitions, not at all to be expected in a professedly brief 
and popular work. We will ask no greater vindication of 
this paper as against the points taken im the review than that 
the reader shall examine the book thoroughly, using the 
slender paragraphs of our critic as a book-mark. We may 
say further that we have in our possession letters from sey- 
eral of the leading ornithological critics on the continent, 
which are in tle most striking contrast with the Fornst AND 
STREAM’S review of the 14th inst., as to the scientific value 
of the book in question. J. H, LANGIULE. 
Burrauo, Aug, 25, 1884. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

THE OPENING DAY ON WOODCOCK, 

HE woodcock season opens in Vermont on the 15th of 
August, nominally, Practically, it opens at any and 

every time when the illegal shooter chooses to hayeit. This 
year woodcock have heen shot in this vicinity ever since the 
last week in July, and the fusillade has gone on increasing 
until, about a week before the 15th of August, it reached 
iis culmination and then ceased, for the sole reason that the 
eteater part of the birds had been destroyed. A few law- 
abiding sportsmen held off until the 15th, and then sallied 
out to see if they could pick up a stray bird or two which 
had escaped the onslaught of the early shooters. Such is a 
faithful picture of the game laws of Vermont. 

On the morning of the 15th I rose to find the world 
bathed in that smoky, copper-colored mist which hbetokens 
intense and scorching heat, The prospect was anything but 
an assuring one, but as Lhad been counting for so long on 
the pleasure of going woodcock shooting the moment the 
law was off, I dared the smoking wrath of Old Sol and 
made my preparations for starting with a light heart. An 
early breakfast, and my companion and I bundled our traps 
into the buggy, called the dog to jump in after us and were 
off. ; 
We drove for about two miles, and then stopped at a right 

pretty hole for the brown beauties—a winding swale near 
an old deserted railway; the swamp of alders screening a rich 
bed of black loam, throngh which a small stream oozed, 
while the warm banks on either side, wooded with pine; 
hemlock and birch, afforded a choice place for the birds to 
lie during the day. Our dog, a smal) field spaniel, was 
quickly sent into the covert, while we walked slowly along 
the edge, waiting for the appearance of the evasive cocls, 
Searcely had we prepared ourselves to shoot, when—twitter, 
twitter on our right, and a little behind us rese a woodcock. 
We wheeled in our tracks and saw a brown gleam winding 
swiftly through the pines overhead, now dodging a_ thick 
limb, now mounting higher to overpass the dark tip of a 
hemlock, Bang! bang! We had both fired before we knew 
it almost, and the flickering hall of brown feathers was just 
disappearing over the top of the opposite coyert. Out 
leaped the spaniel from the swale, his eyes shining with the 
light of excitement, his stern vibrating like mad, and his 
tongue dripping blood where he had scratched it in the briers 
and blackberry thorns, Away he went at the waye of hand 
into the opposite covert. Now, be ready! Don’t miss again. 
Bee! there go two of them over the railroad—hbang! bang! 

bang! That last one dropped in the young birches. But 
what is the matter with the dog? Is he shot? 

The poor little spaniel started back as if somebody had 
struck lim in the face, staggered, and fell struggling on the 
ground, For a moment I fhought that one of us must have 
hit him; but the foam flying from his mouth, and the con- 
vulsive nature of his struggles soon convinced me that it was 
a fit, brought on by intense excitement, over-exertion, and 
the terrible heat. He was not in conditioi—nor were we— 
for hard work on the opening day. 

“Tt never rains but if pours.” As we were trying to get 
our dog into a shady place, an individual approached with a 
directness which bodes something more positive than curi-. 
osity. Our suspicions were nof groundless. “Excuse me, 

gentlemen,” said the intruder, “but Mr. ©. has hired the 
shooting on these grounds, and you will have to come oft,” 
“Why aren’t these grounds posted then?” we asked, 
“yh, he said he was going to post them, and he meant to 

do it before this, but he didn’t get around to it,” 

We yielded—it is the best way. Always be gentlemanly, 

brother sportsmen, although you may feel that injustice is 

being done you, and in the end, my word for it, you will 

have more friends and more birds than the man who plays 

land, but the privilege of the ame. 

Bang! 

the bully. Still, T must confess that as we sadly took our 
departure from that familiar little covert, which I have 
watched and shot over unmolested since boyhood, I could 
not resist something like a feeling of resentment against the 
rich city sportsmen who come up and buy the right to mon- 
opolize our native game, How can we help feeling a prior 
Tight in it, who have always lived on the ground, and taken 
our legal share of the people’s game in a friendly, unselfish 
way, like gentlemen, no man ousting his brother out. True, 
the land is the property of private individuals, but the game 
is the State’s and the people’s, and when a man buys the 
right of trespass on a certain piece of land because if isa 
game covert, he robs the people of thei right and prohibits 
them from their legal privileges. 
trespass, but the right of shooting; 

He buys, not the right of 
not the privilege of the 

In this sense, the act is 
The object of purchase is 

, 

morally, if not actually, ilegai. 
the game, which is not purchasable under the law. So far 
as the act is legal, it is legal by a subterfuge, 

But where am I? not arguing a casein court, let it be 
hoped, on the 15th day of August, when woodcock are free 
to the people in general, and certain individuals in particu- 
lar. ; 
ert because a Mr, C, has bought the right to shoot there, and 
may choose to do so at some future time. 

No; I have just been ordered off a choice piece of coy- 

T sracetully sub- 
mit. Jam off, 

A. liberal dose of cold water, administered both externally 
and internally, has brought the little spaniel out of his agony. 
Poor fellow! he is weak and dazed enough. 
more work to-day. 
drive on to another covert, known to your humble servant— 
2 covert five miles away from the first, for we are bound to 
get outside the jurisdiction of Mr, C. if it takes a week. 
Dinner is eaten under 2 cool clump of trees on the edge of the 
woods, 
grass, while we are enjoying our Junch. 
the covert, the little spaniel at our heels. 
push ahead, but is bound to go with us when there are birds 
in the wind. 

He must do no. 
We take him with us into the buggy, 

The horse has his bag of oats and his nibble at the 
Then we push into 
He is too weak to 

Scarcely have we struggled through the thick brush on 
the edge of the swamp when from among the tall weeds— 
behind us again, for we have passed him a few feet on the 
left—tises a woodcock, the whistle of his wings making 
delightinl music in the breathless stillness of the swamp. 

A miss. Bang again. There he falls twenty rods 
away. See him flutter down; he is badly hit, but not killed. 
Mark the spot as wellas you can; the spanicl isso dazed 
and stupid he does not seem to mind the shot at all, We 
drop in more shells, and muke our way as nearly as possible 
to the place where the cock seemed to fall. Back and forth 
we work, treading the weeds aside, and looking carefully 
for the wounded bird. If the spaniel was only lively enough 
to take the scent; but he only pokes around a little, and 
comes panting to heel, The bird has evidently run off and 
given us the slip, probably with a broken wing. Weare 
forced to give up the search. On we struggle through the 
weeds and tangled vines, now tripping over a fallen tree, 
now plunging into an unseen hole, It is hard work. How 
welong foradog! There—who would haye thought that 
bird was right under our feet?’ He got away nicely, but it 
didn’t Jook as though he went far, Be ready now this time. 
We walked right over the spot where the cock seemed to 
pitch down, but no bird could we find. The heat was in- 
tolerable. 

‘‘Let’s go back to the edge,” I suggested, “‘we can’t stand 
this; it’s too much of a good thing without a dog.” We 
turned, and suddenly, right from between my two feet, as 
if Thad kicked him into the air, rose the cunningly hiding 
cock, The barrels glimmered in the heat as I brought them 
to my face, The eock’s flight was obliquely across the line 
of vision. I covered him as well as my demoralized nerves 
would permit and pulled. Down—silent, instantly, as if 
beaten direct to earth by some unseen force—he fell. No 
flutter, no death throe, no sounding thump as with the 
srouse, but noiselessly he disappeared in the thick greenery. 
If thesmoke had been between me and him I should scarcely 
have known whether he was mine or not. I parted the 
leaves and saw him lying’ on the brown earth beneath—a 
fine, plump fellow, beautiful in death. The light charge of 
No 9. had scarcely ruffled his feathers. He was the first bird 
of the season, and Isat down on a log and smoothed his 
plumage and admired the gamy look of this typical game 
bird for several minutes. But the bloodthirsty mosquitoes 
and stifling heat soon admonished me that the edge of the 
swamp was the only suitable place fora human being on 
such a day, and so, leaving the rest of the covey for some 
cooler day, when better prepared to do myself and them 
also justice, I returned to the team with my companion, and 
was soon bowling homeward over the hard road. One bird! 
a big bag for two guns, was it not? But what of that. It 
was well earned and all {he more precious, We had smelled 
powder, the opening day was inaugurated and there were 
feathers in the bag, PavL PAstNor. 
BuRLINGTON, Vt. 

THE RUFFED GROUSE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
“G. W. A.’s” article in Forest AND Stream of Aug, 14, 

bringing up the grouse question again, leads me to contribute 
my mite, In the central part of New York State, where I 
resided until the spring of 1880, we attributed the decrease 
of grouse to the most natural cause (as we thought), the 
shotgun. ‘There were so few in that section that when we 
did find them in bunches, we held the idea that we got there 
before some one élse had scattered the covey. My first sea- 
son’s shooting in Michigan was in the fall of-1880, and 
ruffed grouse were quite plentiful at that time. The winter 
of 780 and ’81 was very severe, and the next season there 
were no grouse to be found in their usual haunts. Were 
‘they killed by the cold or did they go to thicker cover, where 
they could get better shelter and more food? Some might 
haye been starved and frozen, but I think the larger number 
went into the tamarack swamps and dense thickets; atleast 
these were the only places they could be found, All the 
erouse I found in the fall of ‘81 were either at the edge of 
some tamarack swamp or in thickets that a dog could hardly 
penetrate; and those at the edge of swamps or thickets would 
invariably, on being flushed, fly into the thickest places, 
where they were sate from gun or dog. Does it not seem 
reasonable that they were driven to such places during the 
cold weather of the winter preceding? 

If this is a fact, ave there not other causes which would 
lead to this same thing? For instance, a continual “banging” 

at them might have the same effect. Luse the word “bang- 

ing” in this Connection advisedly, for in eyery community, 

besides the ever-increasing number of sportsmen (who 

for, 

should wait until October before taking many tramps), 
there are countless numbers who cateh the hunting fever 
about the ist of September, and think that because 
the law-is up it is time to go hunting; they borrow 
a gun and start for the first woods, and for a week or 
so there isa perfect fusillade on every side; not much 
game killed but a great deal of damage done. 
this, not that 1 would deny any one their sport, but that it 

I mention 

may have something to do with the grouse question; for this 
much I do know, while during the summer months grouse 
may be heard drumming in the woods, and occasionally one 
is fiushed in our tambles, that after this early September 
fusillade we can only find thém in the swamps and thickets, 
where the first of September hunters never go. 
do not suffer much by this class, for they ‘take to the 
woods” forall kinds of game. 
dents which have strengthened my belief that grouse will 
not stay where they are continually hampered; but I think 
sportsmen generally will agree with me that their disappear- 
ance is greatly due to their moving to better shelter, to better 
feeding srounds, and-‘‘far from tne madding erowd.” 

Quail 

1 could relate many inci- 

Tn recapitulation, game is scarce, spertsmen do not bring 
in enough birds to show up, and noyices are not filled with 
enthusiasm by the sight of a good bag; there will not be 
much shooting done this year, Next year game will be more 
plenty, but it will not be generally known. 
son comes, everything has been favorable, birds ave plentiful; 
the first good bag is paraded up and down the streets. 

The third sea- 

‘Hurrah, boys, let’s go hunting.” The next few days the 
‘“voods are full of ’em.” How is it with the grouse? If there 
is a jungle within five miles, can you wonder that they 
silently steal away to its seclusion, where man or boy eannot 
enter? RAVELSTONE. 
LANSING, Mich. 

GOOSE SHOOTING ON THE PLATTE. 

V .] HILE sauntering along O street, down in the business 
part of Lincoln, on the 31st of last March, 1 was 

accosted by U. 8. District Attorney Lambertson: 
“Wello, Polk! You are the very man I haye been looking) 

Get your traps ready and go with us upto Central 
City after geese. ‘“Scip’ was up there last week and reports 
them there by the million. He will be up from Falls City 
on the first train and wants us to meet him at the depot.” 
Looking at ny wateh I found I had barely an hour and a 

half in which to run up to the house, load a few extra shells, 
pack my outfit, tell the folks good-bye, and get down to the 
depot in time for the northward-bound train, So 1 expressed 
some doubts about being able to accomplish all this in time, 

“Oh, pshaw, you can doit. I have heard you were always 
ready. [vill sce to your pass. We can’t do without you, 
as it is important that we have your big flock of decoys, so 
hurry up and get ready.” ; 

Ordinarily 1am ready on call. But here was a call for a 
“richt smart” trip for spring shooting of geese at a point 
where it was reported they were congregated by millions, 
and I knew I would be short on shells unless I loaded a few. 
Then I had my traps to pack. Still, on hasty reflection, I 
thought I could do it, and told my friend I would meet him 
at the depot on time. And I did it; I was ahead of time. 

*Scip,’ whom [ have already mentioned, is properly 
named BE. 8. Dundy, Jr., the son of Hon. E. 8, Dundy, Sr., 
Judge of the U. 8. Court for Nebraska, Scip bemg deputy 
clerk of said court, Both are enthusiastic sportsmen, gen- 
erally spending their summer vacation among the deer and 
antelope further West. 1 haye several times listened with 
much interest to the Judge’s humorous and entertaining 
recitals of his experiences of his party while on these exhil- 
arating hunts. But I doubt if he loves the sport more than 
his boy, if he even loves it nearly so well. 

Well, when the train pulied in from the South, there was 
Scip and his dog Joe. Helping him make the transter, the 
two were snugly ensconced in one of the comfortable cars 
of the B. &M., and steaming away for the scene of the 
coming slaughter. About that time it had been raining 
some in Nebraska. As the phrases goes, the country was a 
‘sea of mud.” I think the new moon came in with her point 
down, or lying flaton her back, I don't just precisely re- 
member which, but all the weather wise predicted wet 
weather. It was surely a wet moon and it was certain to 
bring much rain. My memory does not allow me to state 
positively if these predictions were subsequently verified by 
the facts for the entire moon, but it distinctly occurs to me at 
this moment that our train had not passed out of sight of 
Lincoln before the flood gates above were thrown wide open 
and poured down torrents on people already soaked with 
water, which operation was continued all the afternoon 
without an intermission or change of propramme. Scip 
drew out a ‘‘deck” and he and I whiled away the time by a 
contest of skill in sundry games of ‘‘old sledge.” It may be 
some consolation to my friends, especially in view of what 
followed at the hunting grounds, to lcarn that I generally 
‘flaxed” the young man. We could see none of the country 
as we -sped through it, the rain being so furious that the 
Jandseape was entirely shut out, So ‘‘old sledge” prevented 
the surroundings from growing monotonous. 

During the trip Lambertson and I put many questions to 
Scip, touching his former visit to Central City, the state of 
the weather, the stage of water in the Platte, whether one 
could get out on the bars with “waders, *how far from the 
hotel were the best grounds, if the geese were wild, how 
many he killed, and sundry other questions naturally arising 
as the witness submitted fo the exmination and made his re- 
plies. The best grounds are about amile from the hotel; 
he did nut know about the depth of the river as he had not 
tried it, he did not think the gecse were wild; he and a 

friend laid behind ahay stack and got a shot now and then 

as they flew over when going out to feed or return to the 
river; they killed six or seven during his stay there, and s0 
on. I told him if we found geese anything like as abundant 
as he reported them, I would, for avery slight compensa- 

tion, guarantee better results than had followed his first trip, 
especially if we could get out into the river. — , 
When the train pulled on to the long bridge over the 

Platte the rain had ceased, and the lights of the town shone 
dimly through the mist and the night. Of course we could 
not see the thousands of geese we knew to be huddled up on 
the little flat bars on either side of us, but we could almost 
imagine we heard them jabbering and sputtcring away as 
they usually do when together in large congregations, Ar- 
rived at the depot we were jammed into a “‘free bus’ which 
was filled to overflowing, and hauled off through mud and 
quagmires to the hotel, where they gave us a first-rate sup- 
per, the waiter not being able to repress her look of aston- 
ishment as Scip cleaned up things within his reach. The 
young man had left home early in the morning and not hay- 
ing had time to lunch at Lincoln, was clearly not * ‘off his — 

’ 
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feed” when he sat down to the table at Central City. After 
“supper we smoked our cigars in the office, eliciting, during 
the time, that geese were fairly numerous but not so abund- 
ant as they had been the week before. We then arranged 
With a local teamster to call for us early in the morning and 
hau! us down to the river. The wind had whipped around 
to the north and the mercury had run down near the freezing 
point, so that when we were turned into the room assigned 
to us for our stay, we found a cheerful fire blazing away in 
the stove, quite a luxury. 
_ We got up early next morning—people out with me have 

‘a habit of doing that—and by the time breakfast was an- 
nounced we had on our hunting clothes and our outfit made 
ready so we could start when the wagon should call for us, 
Breakfast did not fal] behind the supper in quality, and 
Scip lent a willing, helping hand, as before. The programme 
was to stay out all day, so we had the folks prepare a stout 
Tanch for us to carry along. It had turned colder during 
the night and a crust of ice had formed over the mud and 
water, which made it rough work on the horses that hauled 
us down to the river. But we got there in time, and were 
dumped out in a willow thicket on the margin of the un- 
gightly Platte, our driver showing us the route he thought 

shallow enough to enable us to wade well out in the stream 
‘There were great flocks of ducks to be seen in every direc- 
tion, flying about here and there or silting in the water, no 

doubt greatly discommoded both by the swift rolling river 
and the young gale that was sweeping down from the north 
across the stream. The geese had mostly gone out to the 
fieids to feed. 

The absorbing question now was how were we to get our- 
selves and our traps out to good hars near the center of the 
river, The prospect did not appear at all inviting, Jam- 

_bertson and Scip had only hip boots, while 1 had wading 
pants, but I am a very light weight, and the switt water and 
numerous quicksands intimidate me. 

: “Well, we've got to try it,” said Scip, and, gathering up a 
Joad of one thing and another, he slipped down the bank into 

the river, Lambertson and I following. There were a couple 
of little towheads close together, apparently about a quarter 
of a mile from shore, and we concluded to make for those, 
‘and when there rést and reconnoiter. We all carried heavy 
loads and the wading was tedious and tiresome, the water 
being fearfully swift, the bottom treacherous, and often the 
Sentlemen with the boots being compelled to tiptoe in order to 
prevent taking in water. But our path carried us across 
Tiumerous little sandbars, where we could stop and “blow” 
find set up stakes to guide us on our return and to avoid the 
necessity of hunting again for a path. On reaching them we 
found our towheads perfect wind-breaks, and covered with 

such stufi—willows, dead grass, plum bushes and cedar— 
as we needed for blinds, 

Ladyised Scip to locate on a smal] bar nearly a quarter of 
~# mile further out, and gave him my ideas of a blind, Tak- 
ing his gun and ammunition, about fifteen decoys and a 
bundle of brush—a monster load fora light weight—the 

young man struck out. Lambertson and I concluded to 
build a blind together on a bar further down the river and 
not quite so far out, As we worked at it, we every now and 
then took a look at our young friend whom we saw slowly 
Anaking his way by zigzag lines, with now and then a square 
retreat, when he found himself likely to get beyond his depth, 
until at last he tumbled his load upon the bar I had desig- 
nated, and sat down to resta spell. Poor Joe, his faithful 
dog, had the more serious time of it. He was made to go 
before, and when the water was deep enough to compel him 
to swim the master was warned to turn back and try another 
Way. ‘The water was ice cold and the animal must have 
suifered no little, though he neyer shrank from it when 
ordered to go in. 

___ We first put out our decoys, and then began work on our 
blind. A few erratic geese were maneuyering around, and 

once in a while set sail for our outfit, but shied off again 
when they got near enough to ascertain there were a couple 
of buccaneers about. This, of course, threw us into con- 
sternation, and we labored like Turks fighting to complete 
the work, It seemed an age before the blindreached a point 
that gave us any satisfaction. Lambertson was so awfully 
tall that nothing short of a hay stack would hide him unless 
he would lie down and submit to being covered up with 
sand, which he persistently declined doing. Now end then, 
when we thought the thing had cost labur enough, I would 
walk back to the towhead and take a look at it. It loomed 
up large enough to scare a goose a mile away, but for all 
that I could see my companion as plain as day. And 
80 we kept on building, stopping a crack here, plug- 
ging a hole there, increasing the height in this 
place and that until near 10 o’clock, when we threw up the 
job and swore we would not put another lick upon it, in 

the meantime, Scip had made a pilgrimage or two to the 
towhead atter more brush and had, at last, erected himself 
a fair blind, but rather ‘‘open” for a real wild fowl. He 

had succeeded in pickiug a sandhill crane out of a flock at 
long range; which, up to that hour, constituted our entire 
bag, ‘The hour having arrived when the geese usually begin 
returning from the fields to rest and drink and fuss with 
‘each other as they congregate in flocks on the bars, we made 
ourselves as comfortable as possible by sitting down in the 
blinds, Lambertson and I using for seats the two decoy 
boxes and Scip a box he had that morning brought .out from 
town. The morning had been cold and blustery, with the 
wind square from the north, the sky being overcast by angry 
looking clouds hurrying southward, as if in haste to reach 
Plorida that they might there warm up. During their flight 
they treated us alternately to rain, sleet, hai] and snow, now 
and then driving the frozen rain against us with such force 
as to sting our hands and faces when these were exposed to 
the blows. While at work making the blinds we experi- 
enced no discomfort from this state of weather, but now, 
haying no work to do and nothing to engage our minds, we 
grew cold and our teeth rattled together as we sat. there 
‘waiting for the tardy geese. We danced imaginary war 
dances in the sands around the blinds and did what we could 
to keep up an active circulation and ‘‘down” the cold 

sillade of four shots, [at once gave chase, but before I got 
lat contrary goose I lost wind and temper, no doubt swore 
little, and wasted six or seven loads in trying to flatten him 
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out flatter on the water. At last I claimed my own and 
started back toward the blind. While going wp there, and 
when near il I saw a white brant coming in with wings set 
for the decoys. I dropped down on the bar and watched 
him sail m and light down right among them. I think the 
man on watch did not see the bird till it was down. I sup- 
posed he would flush it and knock it over in the air, but in 
a moment or two a puff of smoke rolled out of the blind and 
the brant rolled over on his back and began a series of flop- 
ping, At this juncture a pair of geese sailed in and Lam- 
bertson downed one of them, which fell in the current and 
began drifting away when he tried his legs on a chase, His 
bird being dead was soon overhauled and brought back, but 
as the hunter neared the blind the wounded brant arose from 
his recumbent position, took wing and lit out for the north 
pole, Lambertson giving him two parting shots without 
apparent effect. On coming up myself, nearly fagged out, 
I found some of my decoys knocked into smithereens, two 
of them each having nine holes through them, mostly in the 
head and neck. And then to think the cause of all this 
trouble had made its escape, 

Along in the middle of the afternoon, while Scip was bold- 
ing the fort and L. and I were seated behind the towhead 
toasting ourselves over the fire we had built there, and which 
we kept alive by homeopathic doses of small brush and twigs, 
two large geese alighted on a bar in front of us and about 
three hundred yards from Scip. 
“Tm going out there and shoo them up,” said I, ‘‘and may 

be they may go oyer to the boy.” So, taking my gun, I 
walked out to the outer edge of the second bar, as far as I 
cared to go for the deep water, which brought me to within 
about a hundred and fifty yards of the geese. At first they 
declined to fly, but by yellmg at the top of my voice and 
waving the tails of my rubber coat frantically in the air, they 
at length arose, but instead.of going off, as a sensible goose 
would do, they put for me in as straight a line as they could 
fly, coming directly up the wind. This freak astonished me. 
I stood there as steadily as possible, holding my gun at port, 
so as to be ready in case they came within range, When 
about seventy-five yards from me one of them turned aside 
and went away, but the other came slowly along as though 
J were the chap he had been in quest of all bisdays. ‘‘Honk, 
honk,” he said repeatedly, as he came on, while I held my 
five, for once, at least, in my life, to be sure of my game. 
When within forty yards of me the silly fowl seemed, all at 
onee, to realize the situation, for he suddenly came to a halt 
and attempted to turn and start down the wind, when I 
stopped proceedings in that direction by tumbling him over 
into the river, using hoth barrels, the first apparently scoring 
a Clear miss. This goose proved to he the largest one I ever 
saw, bringing up the scales strongly at fourteen and a half 
pounds, and measuring six feet eight inches from tip to up 
of wings. 

The day grew more uncomfortable as night came on, so 
that if was as much as either of us cared to do to remain in 
the blind as long as half an hour at atime, The geese did 
not return from the fields either at their morning hour or at 
night, consequently we had no flight, and scored only one 
sandhill crane and six geese during the day. Of course, 
none of us felt very enthusiastic though not greatly discour- 
aged, feeling satisfied that the furious wind had kept the 
geese either out in the fields or in lakes and ponds near them. 
But we were glad when we heard the yell of our teamster 
announcing his arrival to take usto town, and leaving all our 
traps except guns in the blinds, we hurried over to him, laid 
down in the dry straw he had brought alone with him inthe 
wagon, and were driven to the hotel, tired, cold and hungry, 
in addition to which both Lambertson and Scip had wet feet 
from getting over boot top. Besides, we were in a strictiy 
temperance town, and bitters could not be obtained for love 
or money, by coaxing, by bribes, or any other means ordin- 
arily available in such emergencies. But a good hot supper, 
with steaming tea, brought on the desired reaction, and when 
we retired 10 our rooms and had cleaned our guns, and dried 
our damp clothes, we rolled into bed feeling none the worse 
for the day’s experience. Before 10 o’clock the clouds had 
all drifted away, leaving the sky as clear as one could wish. 
The wind also died away during the night. ; 

On getting up in the morning we found the country white 
with frost and the ground considerably frozen, but the sun 
came up bright and cheerful and soon began to warm things 
up. Our enthusiasm haying calmed down somewhat, we 
were later getting down to the river than on the previous 
day. The water between the shore and the towhead had 
become deeper on account of the wind haying subsided in 
the night and allowing the water, which was driven to the 
southern shore during. the prevalence of the gale, to return 
to its natural channel in time of calm. The big blind and 
the decoys around it were all in the water, one or two of the 
latter having been washed away. ‘The entire bar on which 
the blind was located was covered, and quite a current was 
sweeping oyer it. Some of our traps, including a portion 
of Lambertson’s shells, had taken a soaking, but the most 
serious feature of the case was the fact that we were com- 
pelled to pull up and locate elsewhere, a thing we did. re- 
Juctantly, but with all dispatch, though not in time for the 
first incoming geese. These having probably remained out 
two days and nights, began their return unusually carly in 
the day, and, what was still more unusual, very few of them 
left. the river after they came in. 

Their favorite rendezvous was on the bars just above the 
bridge, about a mile and a half below us. Here they con- 
gregated in almost countless numbers, the white brant at 
that distance appearing liké a vast snow bank, This dis- 
play grew so conspicuous and the geese there being so noisy 
as to attract incoming geese a mile or more away, it isa 
wonder our pigmy outfit of dead geese and sheet-iron decoys 
brought in any at all. About 2 o’clock in the afternoon 
Lambertson waded out to shore and walked down there and 
fired some shots from shore. They rose up in clouds with a 
terrible racket, and a few came up to Scip and me aud were 
saluted, but much the greater number merely, after much 
ado, settled down on bars further out, already occupied by 
geese that had not been disturbed by the shots. 

The shooting was fairly good all day, The geese came 
along often enough to keep up the interest, but not so often 
as to bring on a surfeit. Lambertson and I did bad shooting 
and had bad luck in other ways. Inthe first place, our blind 
was an absolute scarecrow, and no doubt frightened off many 
a goose, We had a small bar, with a deep and swift channel 
on all sides of it, into which every goose we brought down 
fell and many of them were lost, especially the wounded 
ones, We wore ourselves out. chasing them. One who has 
never tried it cannot realize how quick a man may become 
exhausted trying to capture a wounded goose in the river 
Platte. The stiff current and the numerous guicksands render 
locomotion as trying upon a man’s powers of endurance as @ 
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hearty foot race. In one of Lambertson’s pilgrimages after 
a wounded goose he got into quicksands, sank into water 
neatly to his hips, and came back utterly out of wind and 
without his fowl. We both failed so often to kill, we grew 
desperate and shot wider still. At last four geese came and 
hoyered over our decoys. I put my aim dead on one, say- 
ing, “‘Now, confound you, let me see you fly away,” So I 
banged away at that one and then at another, Lamberison 
doing the same. They did noi drop at once, and we stood 
there speechless with amazement and watched three of them 
tumble dead in the river half a mile away. 

In the meantime Scip was doing much better work. The 
geese came up to his decoys from the south between two 
towheads, near which he was located, and when a goose or 
a flock once started for him they seldom changed their 
course. The young man was evidently cool about his work, 
much more so than we were, for it seemed to us as the game 
came in, they were often nearly on line before his No. 10]im- 
bered up. He made but few bad shots. Two putts of smoke, 
two unshapely objects falling through the air, two splashes in 
the water, and faithful Joe rushing out to retrieve the dead 
fowl, was what we generally witnessed when a flock sailed 
into Scip. During the day he brought down thirty-two, 
twenty-eight of which Joe brought in, the others either fall- 
ing too far away or outswimming Joe in their race for life, 

The flight having ceased near sundown, we signalled Scip 
to pull up and come in. When he brought his first load over 
to the towhead, which had been our rendezyous, we met and 
congratulated the young man on his day’s work. He said 
he had neyer in all his life had such royal sport, or learned 
so much as to how to kill geese. He had secured just twice 
as many as Lambertson and I both together, our score for 
that day being only fourteen. 

The muscle of every one of us was thoroughly tested 
before we succeeded in getting our outfit and game to the 
main shore, notwithstanding the teamster who came after 
us haying come with waders on, and rendering us all the aid 
he could. Ifany one had seen Lambertson carry out both 
boxes of decoys at one load he would not ever doubt that 
gentleman’s strength, The geese were tied together in 
bunches and dragged through the water, I think some of the 
party made three trips before everything was brought off the 
bars. Of course we were tired, and it was nearly 10 o'clock 
when we reached the hotel. Our total score was forty-eight 
geese, one brant and sundry ducks that had been killed as 
they flew over the blinds. e left on the early morning 
train the next day for home, satisfied with the hunt. 

The big goose was given to me inthe divide, I had a 
suspicion it was tough, and quietly insisted 6n Scip taking 
it down home asa curiosity. He politely declined on the 
sround that he did not want to deprive me of my trophy, 
though 1 suspect he also had an idea the bird was ancient. 
The spring before, while in company with Mr. Hathaway, I 
had killed a goose that weighed precisely fourteen and a half 
pounds. It was the only goose we had, and we settled the 
question of division by giving it to Dan Lauer, the local 
editor of the State Jowrnal here. He had it roasted, but it 
was too tough for any member of his family, and he gave it 
to a festival then in progress for the benefit of some church, 
but no one there could masticate it, Dan says the last he 
saw of any part of the carcass was when two little negro 
boys, each with a leg, were going down street creating 
amusement by. their efforts to pull meat off the bones, 

I thought this last goose was a brother of the one that 
passed unscathed through a festival, and I made up my 
mind to give if to Charley Baum, a neighbor, against whom I 
had a grudge. Asthe gentle ruler over my household was 
saving up feathers, we picked all our geese before giving 
them away. I had told her of my scheme to wreak ven- 
geance on Charley. When we picked the big goose it was 
as fat as butter, its meat was white, and there was every in- 
dication that it was a tender fowl, the lady aforesaid insisting 
that it was so, and that we keep it for our own table. But 
I was afraid of it. JI was sure it was tough and I carried 
out my original intention. Two or three days after this I 
met Charley and he thanked me most cordially for the goose, 
alleging he had never eaten a more delicious one. I related 
this conversation to the lady aforesaid, 

“T told you so,” she said, ‘ 
“Oh, yes,” I replied, ‘‘that is what the woman said to her 

husband, when he told her the cow had eaten up the grind- 
stone.” 
My doubts as to that goose being tender will never be set 

at rest until every member of Charley’s household, including 
the cook then in charge, is put upon oath and swears it was 
not tough. Burr H. Porx, 

Lincony, Neb., Aug, 18, 1884. 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT, 

Hiditor Forest ani Stream: 
While the “Bullet versus Buckshot” war is raging, the 

writer can look on with equanimity, and will be on the win- 
ning side no matter how the battle ends. The fact is, my 
deer gun has two barrels, one a shot and the other a rifle bar- 
rel, 80 you see—to use a political phrase—I can “‘straddle” 
on this question. I do not wish to join in the war of “Bullet 
versus Buckshot” for obvious reasons, but am a secker after 
information on a subject which is closely connected with the 
question at issue, I would only remark en passant that the 
hunting ground in this country is so diversified, the shots at 
deer so few and far between, and life is too short to throw 
away any decent and lawful chance to bagadeer. The 
question which puzzles me, and which I would respectfully 
ask ‘‘Welis” or some other gentlemanly veteran ot the shot- 
gun is, ‘“Up to what distance will a buckshot gun be reason- 
ably certain to kill or thoroughly disable a deer, the gun to 
be a good one, properly loaded and held right?” 
Thad a little recent personal experience which I give to 

show why this is to me a PEA, question. I had a gun 
made to order with two sets of barrels. With shot barrels 
the gun weighs & pounds, and is a 12-gauge chokebore; with 
the other barrels the gun weighs 9% pounds, right barrel .45- 
caliber chambered for Government sliells, left barrel 12- 
gauge cylinder. With shot barrels, after careful trials at 
target, | obtained very satisfactory results with Nos. 6 and 
8shot, With the rifle at the ranges tried, from 30 to 150 
yards, with 300 grain bullet and 85 grains powder, was also 
well pleased. Now came what I had considered the easiest 
of the experiments—to make the buckshot barrel do its duty. 
Put up a target 3 feet by 4 feet and measured off 60 yards; 
loaded shells in accordance with tlie usual methods of load- 
ing, tried various sized shot, also wire cartridges, but could 
not get anything even remotely resembling a pattern, It 
then began to dawn on me that the deer that are killed with 
buckshot ai distances varying from 60 yards to 100 yards are 
usually killed ‘‘on paper.” Moved up to within 40 yards of 
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target, and with first shot, loaded with nine buckshot (128 
to fhe pound) loose, put seven pellets nicely distributed into 
the target. J] am not entirely without experience, having 
not only drawn blood but brought meat to camp killed with 
buckshot, but must confess that my chances were consider- 
ably nearer than 40 yards, and the brush too thick to see a 
deer at that distance. Haye fully made up my mind not to 
throw buckshot at a deer outside of what I consider a rea- 
sonably sure distance to kill or quickly disable. Now, what 
is this distance? Please don’t theorize, sentlemen, but give 
us facts. BOBOLINE. 
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. 

SANDHILL VENISON. 

LD FRANK ELIAS went to Missouri in ’40, and has 
killed more deer than Lever saw. He is now nearly 

seventy years old, but I am told still keeps. few hounds, and 
can ride a horse “‘on a dead run through the prairies, sitting 
straight as a boy,” and “‘that reminds me,” 

Deer had become scarce about 1871 in Old Frank’s neigh- 
borhood. One Saturday his son John and myself rode down 
into what was known as the ‘‘Moflitt Bottoms,” but we saw 
“no sign.” Returning in the evening we saw several sandhill 
cranes feeding in a cornfield, and I drew my gun to my face 
and at the report one of the cranes fell. I galloped over, 
picked it up, tied it to my saddle, and as we went on home- 
ward proposed to John that we cut steaks out of the bird’s 
breast. and persuade John’s wife to fry them for our supper. 
John readily acquiesced and the plan was carried ont. We 
had finished our repast when Old Frank came in, His face 
wore a look of unwonted pleasure, and he sniffed the fumes 
of the steak delightedly. 

“Boys, ye got a deer unless my nose deceives me, Where'd 
ye gét him?” 

“In Moffatit’s bottom,” said I. 
*‘T’vye thought there were deer there for some time, and this 

proves it. We'll have to put in a day in that bottom,” said 
he. 

“Sit up and have a slice of the stake; Anna, bring father 
a plate of it,” said John. Old Frank seated himself and 
evidently enjoyed the tender ‘‘venison,” which he praised 
inordinately, 

His supper down the old man said: ‘‘Now, boys, I must 
see your deer,” 

John led the way to the smokehouse, opened the door, 
and nothing was to be Seen save the huge crane hang- 
ing by the head to the beam, while its feet touched the floor. 

“Where's the deer?” said Old Frank. 
“There it is;” said John. 
“That thing?” said Old Frank, ‘‘You don’t tell me that 

after killing more deer than you haye both seen, I’ve eatin’ 
a sandhill for venison, do you?” After a lone pause he 
added, ‘‘Well, the old man’s getting old, and bless me, but 
it was good anyhow. From this time forward I declare war 
on sandhill cranes.” 

T must add that I never saw any on his table. 
AMATEUR, 

Somerset, Pa., Aug. 18. 

MAINE GAME. 

PYXHE prospects for fall shooting in Maine may be con- 
sidered favorable, on the whole—in some directions 

very good, On ducks and grouse, the principal game birds 
in that State worth mentioning, the open season begins Sept. 
1. In the northern lakes and ponds it has been noticed that 
sheldrake nested more plentiful than usual. while blue and 
green-winged teal were observed all through June and July 
at the Androscoggin and Kennebec headwaters, probably in 
the neighborhood of their nests. Concerning black ducks, 
there is probably rare sport for October and Noyember in the 
lakes and ponds, when they come from their breeding places 
in flocks. The beautiful wood duck has been seldom seen 
this season, and it isa lamentable fact that this pearl of 
Maine gume birds is almost exterminated, from his defense- 
less habit of breeding about the woods-surrounded crecks 
and ponds, where he is so easily approached, by reason of 
the ambush his own hiding place affords. But there has 
been less of illegal summer shooting than usual in Maine 
this year, thanks to the better enforcement of the game laws. 

The season has been quite favorable for ruffed grouse; 
the beautiful little Canada grouse is another tame and de- 
fenseless bird which cannot stand the force of hunting which 
has been directed toward ithe Maine woods during the past ten 
years. He also is becoming extinct. There were accounts of 
his being seen last year, but none this season. The ruffed 
grouse, or partridge, came through tf! ec winter well and in 
greater numbers than usual. The non-transportation law of 
the State saved the lives of thousands of partridges last fall, 
and kept them out of the Boston market. They nested in great 
numbers, but since the cold, rainy season has not been fav- 
orable, ‘Two of these birds had their nest in plain sight of 
the buckboard read through the woods from Andover to the 
arm of Richardson Lake of the Androscoggin chain, The 
careful drivers saw the birds day after day, and they soon’ 
became so tame as not to start from their nests as the heavy 
buckboards went creaking by, although one sat where the 
hollow foot of 4 great beech made a complete shelter for her 
nest. The drivers only pointed out these birds, during the 
period of incubation, to such as they knew would never 
trouble the careful mothers. 

The ladies of our party were treated to a sight never seen 
before, probably never will be again—a mother partridge 
sitting on ber nest. These old birds hatched their young in 
good order—one of them but six, for somebody stole some 
of the eges—the other thirteen. If the little birds stood the 
cold of early summer well, ‘they have since fared sumptu- 
ously, for the woods and leaves have never been go full of 
berries of all kinds. 
_In Massachusetts the snipe and yellowleg shooting is good, 

if one may judge from their appearance in the Boston 
market. A marble market table, its edges ornamented with 
a row of skinned peep, is not an uncommon sight in Faneuil 

-Hall Market, with braces of black-breasted plover and yellow 
legs hung against the wall. Such sights are not very pleas- 
ing to the eyes of the lover of field sports and fresh game of 
his own killing, but I suppose we must all submit. The love 
of trade is a strong sentiment just now, even if the weather 
is hot and the birds begin to taint. Trade is antagonized 
against game protection, and has well nigh conquered. 
Utter extermination is likely to. be the final result. 
By the way, two brave hunters lately returned from the 

Adirondacks and a trophy of their (?) skiJl was exhibited in 
agtore at Boston Highlands. It was a buck with budding 
horns, hey got their names into the local paper. The 
story was that the ferocious buck, slightly wounded by a 
rifle ball fired by one of the skillful hunters, turned upon. 

them. The gun of the other one failed to arrest the fierce 
onslaught of the infuriated animal. 
One of them drew his hunting knife, and with a well directed 
blow, pierced the animals breast. 
true story probably was: 
suides to drive a deer with hounds into the water, and per- 
haps with a dozen shots they succeeded in killing the poor 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

He dashed upon them. 

So the fable reads. The 
Two dudes from Boston hired 

creature, Such hunting makes one disgusted, and the 
mawkish sentiment which tells of it in the newspapers is un- 
worthy of the present age of a struggle to save a vestige of 
our noble game animals. SPECIAL, 
Boston, 

RAIL BIRDS. 

A eS is nothing whatever at present in the shooting 
_ line to occupy the attention of our city sportsmen, un- 

less it may be the grass plover, which are moderately plenti- 
ful on the upland fields of the near counties of our State. 

The woodcock—vnon est. Hid away in his moulting quarters 
and will not show himself again until October or November, 
Rail shooting will be the next on the carpet, and from the 
crop of reeds growing on the borders of our river and creeks 
it is hoped a good season will be had. One by one the old 
rail shooters of Philadelphia are deserting Tinicum and 
Chester for lower grounds down the Delaware and Morris 
rivers, Cohansey Oreck and Port Penn are points nowadays 
that attract, but it requires a big tide to work these places 
and get a “big boat.’” My adyice to all who intend trying 
these grounds is to wait for a full moon, and an afternoon 
tide about the middle of September. There is published by 
the United States Government a record of the tides as they 
will be for the entire year, and it would be well if the book 
were Consulted by persons coming from a distance for rail 
shooting. Reed birds are now flying over our city at 
night, making their way toward the marshes. Their flight 
will continue for two or three weeks. Homo, 
PHILADELPHIA, Aug, 23. 

TABLE OF HIGH TIDES. 
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BEAR HUNTING IN THE BACKWOODS. 
[Extracts from an unique contribution to the London (Hng.) Land 

and Water, by ‘Pious Jeems,”’| : 

be you will permit a backwoods hunter from the wilds of 
Mississippi to introduce himself to the sportsmen of Great 

Britain through your columns, J will tell them in the first 
place that I am considered a ‘‘queer un” even in this country. 
Nature, it seems, intended me for an ‘‘odd fellow.” I have 
never dvawn an even number in any of the lotteries of life. 
My father was a Seotchman and my mother of English 
parentage, and I an oniy child, born in the Indian Territory, 
where the;e were no white children in the nation, and under 
the reign of Ish-ta-ho-to-pah, the last of the Chickasaw kings; 
for the Chickasaws had a monarchical government, and 
were allies of the British in their wars against the French. 
But I lost my natiouality by the United States Government 
purchasing the Indians’ lands, which is the polite way of 
saying—cheated them out of their homes; and thus I became 
a, citizen of the United States. In the late civil war I fought 
for the South. I have associated with the wild children of 
the forest too long not to love freedom, and too much to be 
very fond of those who crushed the hopes of Dixieand. 
Whatever I am, I am a child of the sun, and his bright rays 
have warmed my heart toward my fellow men. I love the 
world and enjoy its beauties and its pleasures. If I am 
orthodox in any creed, it is the Joye of pleasure. I am 
particularly fortunate in inheriting one of the few spots on 
the globe fit for a gentleman to live on. The woods around 
me are filled with game, and the State of Mississippi has the 
most delightful climate in the world. The air is soft and 
balmy, healthy and invigorating, The winters are never 
Jong or very cold; and when the breath of summer comes it 
bears no fevered pestilence on its tropic-laden wings. I wish 
I could live always. Why should I, who enjoy lite so 
much, wish to leave a land so full of delight? 1 see others 
grieving over sorrows and misfortunes; | neyer grieve over 
anything, but laugh at every care—I don’t haye many. 
During the war the Yankees scourged my estate with fire 
and sword, but I laughed for joy when I found the four 
years of strife among men had filled it with game, s0 th 
changed my uniform for a shooting coat, and my war steed 
for a hunter, and in the pleasures of the chase forgot to 

erieve over my lost property. Tam far away from the strife 

and turmoil of the great cities, gratifying my taste in the 
enjoyment of field sports, I love mankind, horses, dogs, 
birds, and flowers, yet the more I know of men the better 1 
love dogs. , F 
Now, if John Buli can tolerate the sporting experience of 

an American cousin, ’ll waft him an echo from a hunter’s 
horn, accompanied by a chorus of hound music—the sweetest 
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orchestra in the grand theater of wild Western life, telling a 
tale of adventure in our Western forest. 

The swamp reaching from forty to fifty miles on each side 
of the Mississippi River contains numerous small lakes and 
streams, along whose banks the cane grows in tangled masses, 
its grim solitudes furnishing a lair for the wolf, panther, and 
bear, while along the open woods, covered with verdure, the 
antlered monarch of the woods pastures with his does, and 
the wild turkey cock struts in the pride of his beauty, 
Here, when the first frost of winter has hushed the hum of 
the mosquito and driven the venomous reptile to his den, 1 
am annually accustomed to meet in camp two backwoods 
hunters, renowned for their skill and prowess in encounters 
with bear, panther, and other denizens of the forest. One 
was a grizzled old man of sixty, with a complexion never 
fair, but so bronzed by exposure to miasma of the swamps 
as to give it the appearance of a tanned alligator’s skin; yet 
he had a well-knit frame, and muscles in his arms like 
corded steel, His name was Asa Edwards, but he was better 
known by the sobriquet of ‘‘Old Asa, the bear hunter.” The 
other was younger by fifteen years; tall, broad-shouldered, 
with light hair and gray eyes, and a face that would have 
been fair had it not been tanned by hardships and exposure; 

Mountain cagle’s, and teeth as white ag a hound’s. Wash 
Dye was the beau deal of a backwoodsman, an untutored son 
of the forest, who would stake his life on any hazard for the 
pure love of adventure. We had hunted through the winter 
with our usual success, killing a number of bear, panther, 
deer, etc. In the month of February I again found myself 
in Wash Dye’s cabin, and was told soon after my arrival that 
he had a little fun in store for me. He had found the den 
of ashe hear. Aboutthe last of January they den in the 
hollows of the large cypress trees, and there bring forth their 
young. Their dens are easily found by the marks of elaws 
on the bark of the tree. Wash had found a bear tree, and 
only waited for my arrival to attack Madam Bruin in her 
den, He said he knew ‘‘there would be fun enough for 
forty men, and he did not want it all to himself.” We sent 
for old Asa, and he came next day with his dogs. 
When we reached the spot we found the den in a giant 

cypress, whose hollow extended to the ground from a hole 
forty feet up, which showed where the bear had entered, 
We made a scaffold several feet high to stand upon while 
chopping, as the cypress is almost twice as large near the 
ground as it is a few feet higher, When Wash began 
cutting the bear growled, but would not leave her young, 
After an hour's work, the hunters, relieyine each other with 
the axe, the tree began to totter, and suddenly gave a loud 
crack, and old Asa halloaed, ‘‘Look out, it’s falling,” and 
the tree fell, tearing open one side of the stump to the 
ground, Wash leaped from the scaifold. We sprang to our 
euns, but the eager dogs had covered the bear as she rushed 
from her den, and we could not shoot for fear of killing 
them, The bear arose on her hind feet, and with her fore 
paws scattered her foes, and with a leap disappeared into 
the cane brake. There the battle raged furiously, we follow- 
ing as fast as we could cut our way through thecane. Iheard 

bear kept on. When I reached Wash he told me he had 
only slightly wounded her. ‘‘Push on!” shouted old Asa, 
coming up excitedly, “‘she will kill every dog in the pack, 

dead dogs already.” We were soon scatlered in the cane 
brake. I -worked my way out to a piece of open woods, and 
heard the pack fighting half a mile off, and as I pushed on I 
heard them returning toward me, so I stood still and 
awaited their coming. 

Then J saw the bear burst ont of the cane, crowded by the 
dogs fighting like furies, 
twenty dogs crowded around herin the open woods, pressing 
her so closely on every side. 

ventured tog near. Jvran up to get asure shot, when she 

tongue lolling out like a fiery serpent, writhing in the white 
foum that dropped from lier lips. 
towird me, I braced myself for a shot, and fired at her 

snort and roar charged me. I fired again, and turned to run, 
when my foot caught in a bamboo vine and J fell. 
struggled to rise I turned, and she was on me! [ felt her 
hot breath m my face, and saw her fierce eyes flash 
vengeance, as her red mouth, glittering with horrid fangs, 
opened to seize me. I have stood upon the battlefield, amid 
bursting bombs, the grape and canister shot scrapimg the 
earth, while the Minie balls hissed the whisper of death in 
my ears; but I never felt the horrible fear before which 
came upon me then. The inspiration of despair made me 
thrust the stock of my rifle in her mouth, I could hear the 
teeth grinding, as she crushed the wood in her iron jaws, 
with a sickening sensation, as I felt their next crunch would 
be my flesh and bones. I shouted in an agony of despera- 
tion. Old Lawyer, a grand bear dog 1 had often petted in 
camp, rushed to my rescue and seized the bear by the oar 
just as she wrenched the rifle from my hand, and her grim 
lips touched my beard as she made a lunge for my throat. 
The noble dog, with the strength and courage of a lion, 
realizing my danger, regardless of his own life, held on, 
pulling at her ear with all his might, She arose, with her 
weight upon my body to shake off the brave dog, but he 
clung to her as though he knew my life depended on _ his 
tenacity. ‘Take hold, dogs,” I shouted, and the gallant 
pack covered her and pulled her off me. I grasped my 
hunting knife and snatched it from its sheath, And oh, what 
a joy thrilled my heart, what hope of life came back as I 
felt my right hand free, clutching a weapon of defense. I 
might haye crawled out of her way now, but the demon of 
fight possessed me, and I turned and struck my knife into 
lier side. She shook herself loose from the dogs and tarned 
on me again, I drew my feet up and kicked desperately, 
when she caught one of my feet, which were encased m 
heavy boots, in her mouth, when Lawyer seized her nose 
and snatched her head around, so she loosed my foot. I had 
lost all sense of fear, and was revelling in the fight, which I 
knew to bealife and death struggle. I never thought of 
escape, but turned again and struck the bear to the heart, 
twisting my knife in her vitals with savage exultation, when 
she fell and rolled over on me, the weight of her body 
knocking me senseless. 
When consciousness returned, old Asa and Wash Dye had 

pulled the dead bear off me, and I lay in old Asa’s arms; 
while Wash Dye fanned me with his hat, ‘‘Where am I, 
Wash?” I asked, opening my eyes, “‘’m so glad to hear 
you speak, Pious,” said the backwoodsman, with the tears 
running down his bronzed cheeks; ‘‘we thought you were 

a step as light as the panther’s tread, an eye as bright as the ° 

It was a splendid picture, as ; 

She was driven to place her | 
back against a large tree, when, with her rear protected, she | 
knocked over her antagonists like nine-pins whenever they ! 

started toward me with fierce sleaming eyes and her red - 

On she came directly | 

forchead. She stumbled—tell—but arose, and with a terrific 

As I 

. 
t 

the report of Wash’s rifle a short distance from me, but the - 

An old she with cubs is the devil to fight. I haye found two ° 
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killed.” T attempted to rise, but was too weak; the hunters 
aye me ‘a swallow of whisky, and in a few minutes I 

revived and was able to get on my feet. I threw my arms 
i around old Lawyer's neck and cried like a fool; I couldn’t 
helpit. We skinned ‘the bear, and old Asa went back to 
the den for our horses and brought back with him two very 

_ small cubs, that seemed to be all head and no body. I saw 
them a cowple of mouths afterward playing with Wash 
_Dye’s children, and they reminded me so forcibly of the old 
she bear, as her hot breath seem to burn my éyes, I shuddered. 
My dear cousin, John Bull, having introduced myself in my 
odd way, if you like me I may continue to correspond with 
you, Ihave had many adventures,and bear on my body 
scars imprinted by the claws of both panther and beur; but 
that “old she hear” gaye me the worst seare J ever had, 
But, bless the dogs, can you blame me for loving them, and 
believing that the best part of our animal nature is the dog 
that is in us? Prous JEEMS. 
Pontotoc, Mississippi, U. 8. A. 

- 
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THE PRAIRIE CHICKENS. 

INCOLN, Nebraska. It'turns out that prairie chickens 
in this section of the country are quite ‘‘thin,” Par- 

ties who were out on the 15th, after hard work all day over 
fair dogs, did not average over twelve or fifteen birds to the 
gun, any of these were the old ones, or very young ones. 
Late burning of the old grass in the spring destroyed large 
numbers of nests, and the hens laying again accounts for 
the predominance of quite young birds. The law in relation 
to chickens seems to have been pretty generally disregarded 
in this region, as the farmers encountered on the 15th stated 
that hunters had been shooting for nearly three weeks. Some 
coyeys had been thinned down to the mother aud one chick, 
As corn seems to enter largely into the question of one’s 

success in chicken shooting here—for in over half the cases 
every bird not brought down on the first rise darts into a 
field of this grain and is seen no more that day—let me say 
the prospect was never near so good asin Nebraska to-day. 
Tt looks as if the State would produce enough for the world. 

Burr H. Pour. 

Game Avout Pirrspurau.—Pittsburgh, Pa. Aug. 25.— 
The sportsmen in Pittsburgh and vicinity are cleaning their 
breechloaders, loading more than the usual amount of shells, 
and patting their pointers and setters with more than the 
usual degree of affection, and well they may, as gameseems 
to have run the gauntlet of a severe winter and army of 
pot-hunters far more favorably than the most sanguine 
might expect, Without, I believe the exception of a single 
species Common to our locality, game is more abundant than 
it has been for several years. [have had information from 
about ten different amd reliable sources, every one of which 
assert that game is abuudant, and that in Washington county 
squirels which have immigrated, are so plentiful that 
they are actually a nuisance. I hope to take the dimensions 
of that nuisance about the first week in September, and it 
will not be my fault if I don’t read the rule of subtraction to 
those squirrels. I hope soon to see individually what the 
quail prospect is, and if it magnifies itself to me, as it did to 
poor “Almo,” the being with over three thousand quail 
Waiting to be crammed into his game bag, anda gun that 
will puncture the moon if need be—I'll just ‘drop you a 
line.”—C. A. R, 

SsHorm Birps. FisH, AND A CHANCE TO GO FoR DreER.— 
Belvidere, N. C., Aug. 22.—I have just returned from a 
week's sojourn at Nag’s Head, where I went in quest of sport 
after shore birds. I found the flight poorer thus far than 
for many years. The oldest hunters declare they haye never 
known so poor a season, Where, only two years since, ] 
shot curlew, willet, brown-back and yellow-shank until it 
almost ceased to be sport, I this season found the birds very 
searce and extremely shy. The fishing, however, was and 
still is excellent, Any Northern sportsmen wishing fine sport 
‘ab little cost Gan find it at Nag’s Head from this time until 
the last of September, The flight of birds will probably be 
much heavier in September than at any time during the pres- 
ent season, Should any sportsman (who doesn’t mind taking 
things as they come and a little roughing it) wish to shoot a 
deer before a good pack of hounds, and at the same time 
make the trip as economical as possible, apply to me before 
the ist of October, I may be able to ‘‘get his name into our 
party,” which will probably start for the Alligator River 
ae about that time. Deer are abundant I Jearn,.— 

GAME IN Prose County.—Some of the readers of Forest 
AND STREAM may be interested in learning that grouse prom- 
ise to he more plentiful than usual this fall in some parts 
of Pike county, Pa. Quite a number were started one day 
last’ week on the side of one of the hills that border the pretty 
village of Milford, and reports from the vicinity of this place 
indicate increasing numbers of this gamy bird. Quail also 
in larger number than usual are seen on the New Jersey side 
of the Delaware, opposite Milford, and even within sight of 
the village itself; while from the back townships deer are 
appearing in increasing numbers. However, any of the 
readers of FoREsT AND StrHamM who desire to know more 
about these things and what their chances of success might 
be, can learn them by addressing a letter to the proprietor 
of Glen Cottage, Milford, Pike county, Pa.- It is possible 
that the appearance of deer this summer in Pike county in 
Jarger numbers than for years past is owing to the forest 
fires of last spring in the adjoining county of Wayne, but old 
sportsmen attribute it toa better enforcement of the game 
laws and less hunting with dogs.—A. H, G, 

A VENERABLE SPORTSMAN.—Rochester, N.-Y., Aug. 25. 
—Hiditor Forest and Stream: Of the any remarkable and 
interesting shooting matches that are recorded in your pages, 
there can be but tew, if any, surpassing in some of its fea- 
tures one that took place in this city a few days ago. The 
contestants were James Palmer and George W. Crouch, Jr., 
who sustain the relations of grandfather and grandson, The 
matc¢h was shot on Mr, Palmer's eighty-fifth birthday, and 
his score was six clay-pigeons out of ten. The shoot took 
place in the evening after the parties had hunted a woodcock 
cover in the vicinity of Mr. Palmer's residence. Amongthe 
spectators at the contest were the son, grandson and great- 
srandson of the hale old sportsman, who still enjoys a day 
in the brush with as much zest as do younger men. In the 
above contest, which Mr. Palmer lost by two birds, one of 
his shots was challenged, and he broke another bird, and 
‘then had the first one picked up, when it, too, was found 
fractured,—E. R. E; a 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Jowa.—Mount Vernon, Aug. 22.—Last year, about the 
ist of August, I found a woodcock under a small bridge on 
the prairie, ten miles from the nearest timber, 1 went there 
every day for a week and never failed to find him within a 
few rods of the place where he was first flushed. The 10th 
of the present month, while out exercising my dogs, they 
put up one quite near the same spot. I visited the place for 
three days and always found him close by. I wondered if 
it was the same bird, Have hunted in this part of Iowa for 
the last twenty years and never found woodcock before, 
Chickens did well here this season, but so many have been 
shot since the middle of July that it will nearly spoil the 
sport for those who observe the law and wait till Sept, 1. I 
was told by a man who had six live wild geese and one white 
crane in his wagon that the old geese could not fly in the 
month of July, but as all that I ever saw in that month had 
good use of their wings I did not believe the yarn. What is 
your opinion?—Ranp. 

GAME IN Micu1cAn.—Coldwater, Mich., Aug. 18,.— 
Woodcock are somewhat scarce when we compare with pre- 
vious years, but this season seems to meet with considerable 
good will and less grumbling than former times, The boys 
haye been out and we have secured as un average bag from 
six to seyen birds, Quail are very plenty in this vicinity. 
One cannot ride any distance into the country without com- 
ing across a covey of the little birds. Ducks are but seldom 
seen nowadays. Last fall the largest bag made only con- 
sisted of eight woodduck"and one mallard. Prairie chickens 
for the last two years have been hunted but none haye been 
shot, Grouse are strangers here, and geese are seen only as 
they pass by,—J. 8. 

CoLorapo GAmMe.—A_ cousin of the writer, who has just 
completed a journey on horseback of over 500 miles in 
twenty-four days—from Denver to Meeker, Col.—in a recent 
letter states that game of all kinds is plenty, and that the 
Grand River is full of trout from two to three pounds in 
weight, while in the White River they are very plenty and 
run in weight as high as seven and eight pounds. While on 
a three-days’ ride from Meeker to Hayden he came across 
several bands of Ute Indians, who taunted him and tried to 
produce a quarrel, but being alone he paid no attention to 
their insults and rode on unmolested.—BucKEYE, 

5aLEeM, Mass., Aug. 22, 1884.—Shooting in this vicinity 
has not been over lively yet, Of the different species many 
have been seen, but fewer shot. Woodcock have been seen, 
one party got ten. Uplands are now quite common, and if 
one can endure the mosquitoes, Plum Island sand hills is a 
good place to seek them. Peeps and ringnecks have been 
preity plenty. Scattering “‘black-breasters” ((. virginianus) 
have been shot, but the flight has not yet passed. Quite a 
good number of quail and partridges are found.—X. Y. Z 

An Aprronpack Resort.—Indian Point, Chateaugay 
Lake, N. Y., Aug. 18.—At this place there is an inexhausti- 
ble supply of grouse and a good supply of deer, One day 
last week three deer were killed within a short distance of 
this point. As they say out West, the woods are full of 
them, Plattsburgh is our central mart, then via C. Q. O. 
Co. R. R. to Lyon Mountain, then to Ralph’s, Any one 
fayoring me with inquiries will receive information with 
pleasure.—OLD GUIDE, 

Sea and River Sishing. 

AN INVALID’S RESORT. 

ORTH Creck, the present terminus of the Adirondack 
railroad, is one of the gatewaysto the woods and lakes of 

Northern New York, through which hundreds of the readers 
of ForEs?T AND STREAM annually pass. The village contains 
two hotels, one sole-leather tannery, where about 15,000 
South American hides are tanned annually, a Roman 
Catholic, a Free Will Baptist, and a Methodist church, one 
or two yariety stores, a drug store, several work shops, a 
,post-office, a few substantial residences aud farmhouses, and 
a large number of shanties and inferior dwellings scattered 
for a mile and a half along the uneven west banks of the 
Hudson River and North Creek, The creek rises among the 
mountaias seven or eight miles to the west, and empties into 
the Hudson a little below the depot, nearly equally dividing 
the village. The views from the village of wooded hills, 
mountains and river are fine, although not extended, yet from 
the hills near by with a field glass I have had some magnifi- 
cent distant views of mountains and sunsets. Tourists, 
sportsmen and invalids rarely stop here but take stage or 
private conveyance for Blue Mountain Lake, Long Lake, 
Indian Lake and other places. This is my second season at 
the creek as an asthmatic sufferer, and 1 much prefer the 
climate to that of the woods or more mountainous region. 
The air here is dry and invigorating, the soil and sand 
absorbant, the water soft and pure, and miasma and malaria 
are unknown except when brought here from other sections. 
I am thus particular in describing the village and its adyan- 
tages for the benefit of the invalid sportsman and others who 
may desire to regain lost health, and still indulge mildly in 
hunting and fishing; for there are plenty of partridges and 
squirrels almost within the village, the brooks all supply a 
limited number of trout, and deer are occasionally shot ten 
miles up the river in Essex county and at the Thirteenth Pond, 
While bear are plenty in almost all the mountain passes, nine 
of the bruin species having been captured near North River, 
nine miles above this village, this summer. 
Among the once famous trout streams flowing into the 

Hudson in this vicinity are: North Creek, Balm of Gilead 
Brook, Cold Brook and Thirteenth Pond Brook on the Johns- 
burg side of the river, and Carr Brook, Casey Brook and Deer 
reek on the Chester side. Most of these streams have lately 
been restocked with trout by the Fish Commissioners, and if 
the laws could be rigidly enforced they would soon be alive 
with trout. 

On an excursion lately I visited Thirteenth Pond, ten miles 
distant, via North River and the mountain road, and had a 
day of rare enjoyment. This pond, three miles long by one- 
half a mile wide, is situated in a basin surrounded on all 
sides by mountains, At some places, bold, rocky points jut 
down to the water’s edge, and at places the banks are covered 
with wood. In former years I had admired Echo and 
Profile lukes in the Franconia Notch and wondered if <here 
were any finer mountain lakes in the country. Here was 
their equal if not superior in surroundings, setting and purity 
of water. Here, too, on the west bank, just below Shanty 
Point, is a wonderful echo from the lake among the moun- 
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tains. After arefreshing dinner of native berries, milk that 
seemed to be cream, and the substantials of the farm, at the 
boarding-house of Mr. George Bennett on the eastern shore, 
a row of two miles and a half took me to Inlet Brook, where 
in the dense forest I caught trout enough for breakfast. 
The large luscious red raspberry, now in its prime in the 
woods, hung temptingly by the water’s side, but did not 
lure me from the rod, Fresh deer tracks were often scen, 
and the whirr of the frightened partridge was about the only 
noise that disturbed the solemn silence. This lake (why call 
it a pond?) is more than 2,000 feet above tide water and must 
be a healthy location for people suffering from pulmonary 
diseases. At Shanty Point 1 met Mr. M. Tebbutt, an old 
angler and charming story-teller from Albany, and a friend 
of the lamented George Dawson. Mr, Tebbutt said George 
always prayed and talked the best in the Baptist conference 
room soon after one of his fishing excursions. H.W. 
Norte Crmek, Warren County, N. ¥., Aug. 20, 1884, 

A MORNING ON SALT WATER. 
Soe discussion on salt-water fishing that has appeared of 

late in FoRnSsT AND STREAM, ought to call tke atten- 
tion of anglers to some of the remediable deficiencies in that 
branch of their art. Itis an undoubted fact that there are 
many persons yery fond of the sea, but whose methods of 
fishing in it are such as do not deserve the name of angling. 
One serious fault, as has been mentioned before in the dis- 
cussion, is in the little attention to tackle which is paid by 
many. Another is the hiring of too much assistance. 
Many things about salt-water fishing tend to render the 

fisherman indifferent to tackle. In the first place, the fish 
are rather regardless. A bluefish cares little whether the 
squid be of bone, or wood, or pewter, and the only requisite 
about the line is strength. Weakfish will bite about as well 
at a hook tied with a heavy knot directly to the line, as at 
one on the end of an invisible leader, The important points 
are*bait and place and tide. The true pleasure in fishing is 
not in the mere result, but in the successful issue of skillful 
work. Now, when there is below your boat a school of 
hungry fish, ready to gulp down anything and everything 
resembling food, there is no room for skill, Then,again, the 
uncertainty of the presence of the game is a serious discour- 
agement to skillful effort. If your fish are about they are 
pretty sure to bite. Ifthey are not around no amount of 
experience or knowledge can aid aught to bring them to the 
surface. But when the angler for bass or trout or pike is 
unsuccessful on ground known to be good, he has a definite 
problem before him. ‘The fish are there, but they are indif- 
ferent to the ordinary attractions of the fisherman. Now, 
what can be done to overcome this apathy, It is the solu- 
tion of this problem, rather than the size of the catch, that 
gives zest to his sport. 

If must not be inferred that no advantage results from 
nicety of tackle in salt-water fishing. The writer has in mind 
a recent trip to the shore at a time when yery few fish were 
within reach. The careful use of his pole and fine tackle 
brought to the boat nearly as many fish as did the combined 
efforts of his three companions with hand lines. Not unfre 
quently the rough hand-over-hand pulling in of a line tears 
the hook out of the mouth of the biggest fish of the day, 
when the steady teeling in of the line would have brought 
him safely to the surface, Sometimes the darts of the fish 
as he is hauled up parts the line with the sudden strain, 
where if he had had the steady spring of a rod upon him, 
the break would have been avoided. 

In spite of the alleged and actual want of care for their 
tackle, there are yery many persons who pay as much atten- 
tion to the matter as does the average fresh-water fisherman. 
But the fishing of these often falls short of the true standard 
of sport, because they depend too much upon others for 
knowledge of localities and the means of reaching them. 
Most fishing in salt water is done from boats. These are 
usually hired, and with them a boatman is mostly employed. 
He does all the hard work, and the party depends on him to 
conduct them to the best grounds. There remains for the 
fishermen nothing but to drop their hooks and test the skill 
of their guide. 
Now this is but poor sport. Let the angler do his own 

rowing. Let him work as hard on the oars as does the trout- 
fisher over tangled thickets, or slippery stones, or drifted 
brush. Let him learn the feeding grounds of the fish and 
the times to find them, as the inland fisher knows the lurking 
holes in his fayorite stream. Let him, moreoyer, and here 
the fresh-water fisherman has little with which to match him, 
Jet him learn to sail his boat. If he do all this, if he sails 
his own boat fo the places where he knows the fish should 
congregate, and then catches them with his own tackle, and 
bait of bis own selection, his sport, as a whole, may claimto 
equal that of any inland fisherman. His fishing is intrinsic- 
ally inferior, but he makes up for this by the nature of his 
accessories. Of the hundreds, perhaps thousands, of fisher- 
men who spend their summer vacations on the sea shore, very 
few learn to manage a boat, they dislike the work and the 
trouble. The work will do them good, and the trouble is 
very insignificant, Older men may reasonably object to 
changing their customs, But let me earnestly exhort all 
young men who goto the salt water for health and recreation, 
to manage their boats for themselves. It will give a new 
zest to their sport, and at least double their enjoyment. 
Whether the fishing be good or poor, one-half of their pleasure 
is secured. 

Perhaps a word of caution may be needed about learners 
venturing upon the open sea. The majority of our watering 
places are adjacent to landlocked waters, in these heavy seas 
are infrequent anda shallow water abundant. Here ihe learner 
should begin, and, as his fishing is largely in these bays, here 
he should spend most of his time. For too preat caution 
cannot be used about venturing in small boats upon the open 
sea. We presume that our amateur boatman is a good 
swimmer, and that if his boat capsizes he can easily saye 
himself. But let him not risk the lives of others who can- 
not swim; particularly let him be careful of ladies, The 
yachtsman or canoeist should be willing to risk much dis- 
comfort, but should never expose himself to any chances of 
real danger except to avert greater risks. 

Of course, in visiting any new place one must learn about 
the channels and fishing grounds, and the help of a local 
pilot will save much time. Still one may do much by judii 
cious questions, and by following the lead of those better in- 
formed. The following narrative gives a practical illustra- 
tion of the foregoing remarks: 

I had only been a day and a half at Beach Haven, N. J., 
and had found few acquaintances. The small number whom 
I knew either had their plans laid for the morrow or were 
not going-on the water. So 1 was left to my own resources, 
and I determined to make the most of them. Except the 
Great Tuckerton Bay they were slender; A fair supply of 
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fishing tackle, a smattering of boatcraft and a little money 
When the morning came, twenty-five cents of the latter pur- 
chased’a half dozen crabs, and fifty cents more secured a 
sneakbox for the day, At seven we were all together at the 
wharf, my resources andl. We were going to hold by each 
other as Jong as we could. The bay, which was the biggest, 
held the hoat, and was not likely to drop it. The boat held 
me and would not drop me, at least while I kept on the right 
side of it, Finally I held the tackle. The crabs were given 
ample opportunity to take care of themselves. 

Where should we go? Two or three people had strongly 
advised me to go some two miles down the bay to the Cove, 
T had passed the place the day before, and knew the way 
there, and was soon expecting to goto it. But the last man 
T saw, he who gave me the boat, said I had better go to the 
Point. T would have fair wind and tide gomg, and the tide 
back also. Now. E wanted to go to the Cove, but who was 
I to offer my opinion against the advice of an experienced 
bayman. So I deferred to his judgment, and asked for more 
explicit directions. ‘‘Don’t you see that point of land?” he 
said, indicating the direction with his finger ‘‘Yes,” T an- 
swered, for I saw half a dozen straight lines of shore, any 
one of which might have been a point if seen from above. 
“Well,” he returned, “you just sail right up here, and then 
bear away to the left, and you have a straight course and a 
fair wind.” So I put up the sail, started off, but with many 
misivings; for | knew by former sad experience how impos- 
sible it was either for an inland man to understand the 
directions of a waterman, or for a waterman to appreciate 
the ignorance of astranger. The further I weni tlie more 
were my fears of losing myself increased, Right down on 
the water level, I could not tell island from shore, point 
from bay. I never before had found a new place, and Iwas 
not likely to now. Gradually the wind swung more and 
more ahead, so that 1 could hardly lay a straight course, and 
the water became so shallow that my centerboard seraped, 
and if I took it up the boat would noi sail into the wind, 
So I gave up the Point and turned round and went toward 
the Cove. 

With some effort, for T now used my oars, I retraced my 
course, though by a different channel, and after 1 had been 
on the water nearly an hour, I was just opposite my starting 
place and only an eighth of a mile out from it, Here the 
wind failed entirely, The vowing was very laborious, 
because the boat was so fixed that I had to row back- 
handed. The tide was running strong against me, and in 
short, choppy waves which bumped all the life out of my 
rowing. “There wasa dead treetop anchored in the mud to 
mark the channel. A careful observation of it indicated 
my rate of speed to be aboul an eighth of a mile in a 
quarter of an hour. A _ little calculation showed that 
the morning would be gone at that rate before I covered 
my two miles, and my feelings told me that my strength 
would long precede the morning. 

LT surrendered unconditionally. The elements might have 
their own way, I was tired and discouraged; even more, I 
had a suggestive feeling of sea sickness. But now my last re- 
sources came to my aid. 1 had tackle and bait, and was in 
the deep channel. Letting the boat drift, I sought comfort 
in holding my rod, cherishing the hope that some few fish 
had, like myself, been unable to decide whether to go to the 
point” or the ‘‘cove,” and were stili just between the two 
places, ‘ 
My pole was soon rigged, a crab partitioned and one part 

placed on the hook; the bait was fast sinking to the bottom, 
when lo! a few sharp jerks infused new life into me more 
quickly than ever galvanic shocks did intoa fainting man, Yes, 
it is a bite and no mistake, and that quick jerk hooked him, 
and he tugs manfully at the line as I reel up the surplus so 
as to lift him into the boat, Now he is in, and as I contem- 
plate his fifteen inches of mottled side and drop the hook 
again inta the water, I forget weariness, I lose disappoint- 
ment, and wonder whether I really did feel seasick, Scarcely 
hus the bait again reached the bottom, before another jerk is 
felt and another, and in two minutes the second fish is flop- 
ping about the boat. 
And so we proceed for three-quarters of an hour, adding 

one or two fish every five minutes. Then they stopped 
biting. Meanwhile, we had drifted a mile or so toward the 
Point, where a small forest of masts showed that a great 
many boats had found the place if Ihad not. But what 
matter, I mused, as I took out the oars to help the tide, if 
we did lose our way. How like many another experience in 
life. We are baffled in one direction then in another, and 
give up just when we are in the right place. The poet was 
right when he said: 

* Yet on life’s current he who drifts 
Is one with him. who rows or sails.”’ 

Few amateurs at either Cove or Point have caught more 
than fifteen fish thus far. Still, 1 am tired of drifting now, 
and as | cannot gail for lack of wind I settle down to harder 
rowing. Soon a sudden coolness strikes my face, and the 
surface of the bay is all ruffled. It is the breeze again. In 
a mifute the oars are stowed away and the sail filled with 
the wind. The philosopher is certainly right, a boat under 
sail isa much more beautiful thing than one laboriously 
urged by the oar, especially in the eyes of the boatman. 
Fisherman as I aw, it is hard to say which is the most de- 
lightful, to pull the struggling fish from the water or to lean 
back with tiller ropes in hand and watch the bending sail 
and the nearing objects, listening meanwhile to the gentle 
ripple of the water that is parted by the prow of the boat, 
To have the two alternated is as much as any one could ask. 

The sensation of passing from handling the oats to hand- 
ling the rudder is one to be appreciated only by the experi- 
enced, And yet in semblance, that is what most of the 
human race are waiting for. The majority of men are toil- 
ing for their living, bending their backs over their work, 
but they are hoping for the time when they can cease from 
the muscular labor and Jay their hands to the helm, guiding 
either the strength of other men or the energies of nature. 
Toward the same.end the mass of all mankind at large is 
tending, Once they rowed or pushed their own boats, then 
they caught other men and made them row for them; next 
their sails caught the wind, which then drove their vessels, 
aud finally they part the waters by the force of imprisoned 
steam 

Did I think of all this as 1 sailed down to the clustered 
fishing boats? Some of it perhaps, But 1 was more con- 
cerned to place myself near some boat whose occupants were 
fishing successfully. : 

I had reached the Point at last. I had no doubt about it, 
for my director had said that there would be plenty of boats 
there. But the place where the boats were was far from be- 
ing a mathematical point. It was just the reverse of one. 
Tt had magnitude, but no posilion, For the boats were 

spread over a space a quarter of a mile in diameter, and 
were all drifting with the tide. 

_ For an hour and a half J drifted and rowed and sailed 
from place to place, dropping my line here and there, and 
added slowly to my catch till it numbered twenty-two. 
About noon I put up my tackle and turned homeward. The 
tide was now in my favor, but the wind blew a stiff breeze, 
ight from the landing to my boat, which was over two 
miles from it. It was an even tack either way, and my boat 
heing a sneakbox, with a round, smooth prow, would not 
go as close to the wind as did the yachts, But it was a 
splendid sail home, though it took two hours. There ig a 
peculiar pleasure in sailing against the wind, It seems like 
making headway against opposition. Any thing can go 
before the wind, a log or a board, but to go really into its 
teeth is a matter of philosophy and skill. So J felt it, as 
seated in the very bottom of the boat to catch as little air as 
possible, I kept my hand on the tiller ropes and my eyes on 
the sail, and took the air on my cheek, first one and then the 
other, as I tacked. 

I finally drew up to the wharf, gaye the boat to its care- 
taker, and hunted up some dinner, more than ever impressed 
with the virtues which the Jersey coast shows to those who 
are willing to wear blue flannel and rough it a little. 

PENN. 

TIM AND SEVEN PONDS. 

Adite Forest and Stream: 
Friday morning, August 1, we left Boston en route for 

Tim and Seven Ponds. Our party consisted of a gentleman 
friend, myself and wife. We came by the Boston and 
Maine R. R. to the Portland transfer station, thence by the 
Maine Central R. R. to Farmington, and from there the 
Sandy River R. R. conveyed us to Strong, where we were 
provided with a good supper at Porter’s, After tea we pro- 
ceeded by stage to Kingfield, a distance of thirteen miles, 
where we were made comfortable for the night at the Mt, 
Abraham House. The next morning we took the stage again, 
and aftcr stopping at a farmhouse and enjoying a good 
country dinner, we reached Smith’s farm at 3 o’clock P. M. 
The house is situated on a high hill, and from it a most won- 
derful view of the country can be had, There we doffed 
traveling suils, donned fishing rigs and started on onr way 
into the genuine wilderness. My wife and friend had sad- 
dled horses, but I walked most of the way, not liking horse- 
back riding, occasionally mounting the buckboard which 
conveyed our baggage, A little way from the farmhouse 
we turned into a pasture and soon passing over the last 
cleared Jand this side of Canada, we found ourselves in the 
primitive forest. After a rough- but interesting ride of six 
miles we reached Tim Pond, The snug log cabins with 
their pleasant porches and neat surroundings, standing on 
ground sloping to the edge of the lovely pond, which Hes 
encircled by the hills, closely wooded from the summit to the 
water's edge, form a most delightful scene for the tired 
traveler’s eye; and we at once felt that ‘‘our lines were cast 
in pleasant places.” Our log cabin, which was only finished 
the night before, was as neat and comfortable as one could 
wish. The attentive steward had a cheerful fire in the 
Franklin fire-place, and it really seemed conifortable although 
it was Aug. 2, and his excellent wife soon had a good supper 
on the table in the camp dining room, introducing us at 
once to that delicacy, fried trout. And when we came to 
stretch out wearied limbs on those fir-palsam bough beds, our 
satisfaction was complete, We have slept many nights on 
bough beds, but never on such restful ones as at Tim and 
Seven Ponds. No aching bones in the morning from sleep- 
ing on ridges, 
We at once decided that only one thing more was needed 

to complete our comfort, and thatwas to have good luck 
fishing, A few trials of after-supper fishing showed us that 
Tim Pond is indeed the angler’s paradise. We have spent 
one week at Seven Ponds since our coming here, and were 
just as much delighted with the place and camps as we were 
at Tim Pond. The distance from Tim to Seven ponds is a 
little over thirteen miles, but the first mile can be made 
easier by crossing the pond and joining the buckboard as it 
turns off the beach and winds around and over hills, and 
through valleys, with not a trace of man’s presence or handi- 
work, except the road, which is a continual reminder of, 
what an earnest man can accomplish when he tries. The 
seenery is even grander than at Tim Pond. The Boundary 
Mountains, as they are called, loom up in the northwest and 
form a grand background for that gem of waters, Big Island 
Pond. ‘Then there are L. and Rock ponds within easy dis- 
tance of the camps, and scattered about a little further off 
are five or six other small ponds, all available as fishing 
grounds, You are within four miles of Canada when at the 
camps at Seven Ponds. ‘The fish in these waters are some- 
What larger than those at Tim Pond and equally gamy. 
Large strings can be taken, but all true sportsmen will stop 
when the needs of camp are supplied and not catch to 
waste, . 
We know by the tracks of large game on the shores, the 

flutter of partridges frequently started up by our party as 
we rode through the woods, and the glimpse of wild ducks 
as we fish in the various ponds, that both Tim and Seven 
Ponds must be an ideal retreat for the hunter in the bunting 
season. 

These camps are more than 2,000 feet above the sea, the 
air is dry and pure, and guests are supplied with water from 
clear sparkling mountain springs. There is fly-fishing dur- 
ing the entire season. I hope this letter may influence some 
sportsmen who are acquainted with this region to visit it 
this fall, and try its hunting and fishing facililies, for l know 
they will not be sorry. They will probably say as one party 
did who visited this place by my advice last July: ‘1 only 
regretted that I couldn’t stay longer. It is one of the few 
places where they do not promise more than they fulfill.” 
We are still at Tim Pond, and at the close of August shall 

regretfully leave this charming spot, only comforting our 
selyes with the thought that a year will soon roll away, and 
if all goes well we will again visit Tim and Boe ues 

Tim Pon, Me., Aug, 18. 

Tur Posrep Connecricur Srreams.—The editor of the 
New Haven Morning Neins is an angler, and even when fly- 
ing across the country behind a locomotive his thoughts 
turn to the trout streams. Here is what he thinks about the 
posting of streams: “During a recent trip up country as we 
passed various trout streams on the flying railroad car, we| B 
were struck with the number of creeks and brooks which in 
technical phrase were ‘posted.’ Along almost all of them, 
nailed to some riparian trees or capping a stake was the 
ominous sign which warned anglers away frem the pisca- 
torial joys of the banks, The change set usa thinking. 

Not a quarter of a century has gone by since scarcely a 
stream was posted in Connecticut. In those days fishing, so 
long as the anglers did not trample down the farmer’s grass 
lot, was free as air, We nursed a sort of popular prejudice 
against. any invasion of the fisherman's traditional rights. 
The notion of ‘protecting’ fish had an alien and foreign 
savor, smacking somewhat of the exclusiveness of British 
Jandholding. As boys we were allowed to catch trout just 
as we had the privilege of going chestnuting or crossing 
the bucolic pasture lot; and the man was aapmelt mean 
and narrow who ordered the angler away from his brook 
because he wanted to catch more fish himself. From some 
motives this growing system of private posting of streams 
may be- defended. It is certain that the trout in many 
of our streams where he used to abound has become 
a rare and transitory visitor. The clear waters still dash 
on, sparkle in the sun, pour in foam-crested torrents 
into their old basins, or break into the long ripples which 
the tront loves. The old habitations are there, but the 
finny natives have gone long ago to the angler’s creel. 
‘More fishermen than fish’ has been the terse and 
blunt explanation of the change. Yet in many country 
streams remote from the cities, even now, the trout is more 
than an occasional phenomenon. He breeds freely, and with 
proper protection all our splendid streams could be restocked, 
With a comparatively small supply of the fry by the State, 
coupled with general prohibition for a few years, we might 
yet find the old times restored, when the angler with a few 
hours’ sport could fill his basket, But to compass such an 
end the law would have to be very general, very restrictive, 
and what seems almost impossible with sporting laws in this 
State, very rigidly enforced. Private ‘posting’ by individual 
owners of riparian lands sometimes protects the fish but 
oftener defeats its end. The reason of this is because our 
streams are seldom posted from any motive but the selfish 
spirit of profit. ‘With a $5 bill I can fish down any stream 
in Connecticut,’ said a successful angler to us one day last 
spring; and he was pretty nearly right. In plainer words, 
men protect their streams not so much for the sake of the 
lish as for the almighty dollar that the trout now and then 
brings into the household treasury. People who don’t know 
a trout from a sucker and who would as soon think of fish- 
ing as of suicide, are often the first to drive away the angler 
or make him ‘come down’ with his toil in the form of Unele 
Sam's promises lo pay. Im consequence the streams most. 
fished are often those that are most severely ‘preserved.’ 
Prohibition does not prohibit but works a good deal like 
prohibition of liquor selling in increasing the prevalence of 
the evil prohibited, The sign board attracts the angler who 
can afford his fee and baits him with délusivye hopes. So 
Jong, however, as a land-owner’s control over the streams 
that wind through his property is unlimited there appears to 
be no legal expedient for averting the extermination of the 
trout; or, if there is such an expedient, it brings up a ques- 
ae for the State and her law-makers rather than for the 
editor.” 

Buverisn In Lone IsnAnp Sounp.—Huntington, L. L, 
Aug. 25.—For years the bluefish have declined to come into 
Long Island Sound very far. True the young fish, of the 
size of a man’s hand, locally called ‘‘snappers” or ‘‘saapping 
mackerel,” come as far west as Whitestone, and possibly go 
clear through the Sound, if not killed by the vile compounds 
emptied into Newtown Creek at Hunter’s Point by the 
Standard Oil Works. It is unusual to find the Jarge fish of 
two to four pounds as far west as this place, which is about 
the middle of the island, and near the line belween the coun- 
ties of Queens and Suffolk. Here they are, though, and are 
being taken in fair numbers. I heard of them at Port Jef- 
ferson and at Smithtown, but did not expect to find them 
here, where I came for rest to a sprained wrist, and not for 
fishing. I learn that Iam within two miles of the hatchery 
of the New York Fish Commission at Cold Spring Harbor, 
and will run over and see it soon. The hatching of fish has 
always interested me, but I have never seen the apparatus, 
nor met the well-known superintendent of this fish factory. 
Should I learn anything new I may drop you a line on the 
institution. —PoKE-0’- MOONSHINE. 

Bust Conor FoR Leapers.—New Haven, Conn., Aug, 
21.— Editor Yorest and Stream; 1 have been very much in- 
terested in Mr, Wells’s series of articles in your paper, and 
sincerely hope he will continue them during the fall and 
winter, In regard to the best color for leaders I think it de- 
pends a great deal on what kind of a day it is, and what 
kind of a. stream you are going to fish. Ifitis a clear day, 
and the edges only of the stream are overhung with bushes, 
allowing the sun to strike the ceuter of the stream, I should 
use an azure, or greenish blue, leader; but if it was-a cleudy 
day, with trees overhanging the stream, over the center and 
everywhere, I should use a greenish mist-colored leader. If 
Mr, Wells will take the glass bottom off from his box 
and substitute a wooden one with a hole in it large enough 
to let the tube of his camera (I suppose he has one) slide into 
the tube and then putty all around it so as to make it water- 
tight, put the bottom on his box, fll with water, draw the 
leader across the top, adjust the focus, and take a photograph 
of it, if he wishes, I think he will see how the leader ap- 
pears to the fish, as near as it is possible for us to find out,— 
SALMO, 

Toe West Istanp Crus.—Newport, R. I, Aug. 25.— 
Fishing for striped bass has been exceedingly poor here this 
season. It is said to be better further east, about Martha’s 
Vineyard, and Cuttyhunk and Pasque Islands. President 
Arthur is at the West Island Olub and did not come in to- 
day to review the North Atlantic squadron, which arrived at 
noon, Report here says that the bass have struck in and this 
may be the reason why the President has postponed the re- 
view until Friday. If sol hope he is having the success he 
deserves as a patient and persevering angler, and he shows 
his usual level-headedness in preferring bass fishing to re- 
viewing anything. Up to the present time the bass have 
been small and searce.—Roccus. 

Maine Trout,—Machias, Me., Aug. 20,—I send photo- 
graph of twenty-four trout caught in Cathume Lake in the 
town of Cooper, by Warden E. H. Smith and E. H. Stod- 
dard, of the Eastern Hotel, average weight a little over two 
pounds each. Iregret my business would not allow me to 
cast a fly with them. Who will not say there is not a mine 
of wont, pleasure and health in our forests and lakes?—§. 

DELAWARE Percu,—Philadelphia, Aug. 22.—Perch fish- 
ing is now very good at Betterton; the fish bite better off 
Grove Point than any other, and are being caught in num- 
bers there.—Homo.- 

—_— ———— 
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Larae Trovut.—stanley, N. J., Aug. 24.—Mditor Forest 
and Stream: 1 notice in your issue of the 2ist, an item by 
“Knickerbocker,” in which he mentions some trout of re- 
markable size, ranging from eleyen and a half to twenty- 
four pounds; the veracity of which statement he has taken 
pains to verify. There is one trout on record, the weight of 
which was eléven and a half pounds, of which there is a cast 
in the Smithsonian Institution; another, which weighed ten 
pounds three weeks after capture, having been taken from 
the Rangeley Lakes to New Jersey, and was considered by 
both Profs. Baird and Agassiz to have lost two pounds in 
captivity, If 1am not much mistaken, trout of this size are 
stated to have reached a great age, Now, probably all inter- 
ested in such matters would be very much gratified if 
“Knickerbocker” would kindly inform us of the source from 
which he obtained his statements, and give them here, forif 
they are correct they will be of great interest. In the mean- 
time, perhaps, we will be justified in considering that some 
age has been “stuffing” “‘Knickerbocker.”—Harry DB. 
AGE, 

Carrisr with A Fry.—San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 9.— 
‘We are always glad to hear from our friend, Rey, Myron W. 
Reed. From Denver, Col., to San Antonio, Texas, via New 
York City is a roundabout way of sending information, but 
the Forms? AND SrRHAM made the connection without any 
mishap. By the way, we have not missed a copy during the 
past two years, and should be grivously disappointed to 
lose our regular Tuesday evening entertainment. The paste 
of Linburger cheese and flour is O. K, Catfish do like it; 
but our last capture was made with a yellow fly, The fish 
weighed four pounds and seven ounces, and it took thirty- 
five minutes to land him with our five-ounce rod, By the 
way, Mr. Reed’s four-ounce rod is a split bamboo, but it is 
to our certain knowledge machine made. Werise toinquire 
if he still uses that rod fishing for pickerel and continues to 
use # liye éel for bait?—Grinco. 

Hisheulture. 

NOTES ON THE DECREASE OF LOBSTERS. 

{A paper read before the Fishcultural Association. ] 

BY RICHARD RATHBUN. 

WE of the most important of our seacoast fisheries is that 
aitorded by the American lobster, the Homarus ameri- 

conus of naturalists. This interesting crustacean, the largest 
of its Kind in North Americau waters, ranges from Labrador 
in the North to Delaware in the South; but is most abundant 
and most sought for along New Hneland and the southernmost 
of the British coast provinces. 

Its great abundance and rare flavor are not unfrequently 
mentioned in the early annals of New England, and it prob- 
ably formed an important element in the food supply of the 
seacoast inbabitants of colonial times. As aseparate and dis- 
tinet industry, however, the lobster fishery does not date back 
much, if any, beyond the beginning of the present century, 
and it appears to have been first developed on the Massachu- 
setts coast, in the region of Cape Cod and Boston, although 
some fishing was done as early as 1810 among the Elizabeth 
Islands and on the coast of Connecticut. Strangely enough, 
this industry was not extended to the coast of Maine, where 
it subsequently attained its greatest proportions, until about 
1840. Concerning the history of this unique fishery but few 
authentic records of any kind exist, nor was any attempt 
ever made to estimate its extent and value prior to the census 
investigations of 1880. We are, therefore, left without much 
reliable data for comparing its past and present conditions, 
and for solying the many problems which now, in the minds 
of many, seem to threaten its continued prosperity. 
The great question at issue, and one which demands the 

earnest attention of eyery lobster fisherman and dealer, is 
whether lobsters are decreasing in abundance and will eventu- 
ally become rare and difficult to obtain, or whether they are 
still as plentiful as ever and show no indications of approach- 
ing extinction, While we hope for the latter, we are forced to 
acknowledge that a careful study of all the materials at our 
command inclines us tothe belief that the abundance of lob- 
sters has yery perceptibly diminished within comparatively 
recent times, and that, unless some active measures are insti- 
tuted to prevent continued decrease in the future, a great and 
irreparable injury to the fishery will ensue. 

though, as we haye just said, the lobster fishery is with- 
out a caretully recorded history, we have been enabled, 
through the assistance of many intellizent fishermen and 
dealers, some of whom have shown themselves to be very 
capable observers, to trace back the conditions of the fishery 
through a number of years. Theresults so obtained haye been 
embodied in a report prepared for publication by the U. 8. 
Fish Commission. It has been suggested that a short state- 
ment of some of the facts bearing upon the supposed decrease 
might be of interest to the members of this Association, and it 
is forthat purpose that the following brief notes have been 
prepared: 

Concerning the distribution of lobsters it may be stated that 
a few stray individuals have been occasionally recorded from 
the extreme northeastern corner of Virginia, but the Dela- 
ware Breakwater may more properly be regarded as the. south- 
ern limit of theirrange. On the New Jersey coast they are 
somewhat more abuncant, and give rise to a limited fishery in 
the neighborhood of Atlantic City and Long Branch. Though 
formerly quite plentiful and extensively fished for in New 
York Bay and Hell Gate, they are now nearly exterminated 
from that region, due to overtishing combined with the pol- 
lution of the waters by the refuse from large factories, Alone 
the Connecticut shores they are moderately common, while at 
the eastern end of Long Island and in the region of Block 
Island, the outer Elizabeth Islands and Martha’s Vineyard 
they aiford a very profitable industry. , 

The entire coast line of Massachusetts abounds in lobsters, 
wherever the character of the bottom is suited to them; but 
overfishing has nearly depleted some of the shallow-water 
areas which were once prolific, as at Provincetown, ‘The 
sandy shores of New Hampshire furnish only a moderate sup- 
ply, but on the Maine coast they are much more abundant 
than anywhere to the southward, and the yearly fishery 
greatly exceeds in quantity aud value those of all the other 
States combined, This State is in fact the main source of sup- 
ply for all the principal markets of the United States, Con- 
trary to the Helief of many persons the lobster is not a migra- 
tory animal in the common acceptation of that term as applied 
to fishes. On the approach of cold weather it leaves the shal- 
low areas near shore and 1¢etreatsinto somewhat deeper water, 
where the temperature remains milder and more uniform 
during the winter. As the spring advances it returns to its 
summer haunts, These spring and fall migrations vary as to 
time and extent on different portions of the coast, oceurring 
earlier in the spring and later in the fall at the South than at 
the North, During the summer they often approach very 
close to the beaches, and in some favorable localities, espe- 
cially on the coast.of Maine, the traps set for their capture 
become partially uncovered at low water. The more usual 
depths for the summer fishery are, however, those of a few 
fathoms, The winter grounds are in depths of twenty to fifty 
or sixty fathoms, and generally not far from those of the sur- 
“mer, especially in regions where the water deepens rapidly. 

i 

Tn so far as it has been possible to make the observations, it 
is supposed that the dilferent schools of lobsters, if we can so* 
define them, return to about the same shallow places every 
spring, and do not journey northward or southward along the 
coast to any very greab extent, although there may be a 
gradual interchange of ground in the course of time. If this 
supposition be correct, as appears most natural, and there are 
many facts to substantiate it, each geographical region is 
more or less independent of all others, and not influenced by 
large and frequent migrations from them. This division into 
distinct schools, and defined geographical regions, while an 
arbitrary one, not strictly existing in nature, serves to sim- 
plify the argument which we desire to make, and which is to 
this effect; That continued overfishing in any one region will 
tend to eventually reduce the stock of lobsters in that region, 
without the hope of its being replenished by early accessions 
from neighboring regions, and that the almost total depletion 
of that region is, therefore, quite within the bounds of possi- 
bility, This isnot the case with such truly migratory fishes 
asthe mackerel, menhaden and herring, and the laws which 
govern the moyemenits of the latter cannot be applied to the 
lobster. In support of this proposition there are several well- 
authenticated instances of the almost entire extinction of lob- 
stersin what wereformerly revarded as exceedingly rich regions, 
and since lobster fishing has been more or less abandoned in 
those regions, the abundance of lobsters has never perceptibly 
increased, 

Another strong proof of the continued decrease in abundance 
of lobsters has been the gradual decrease in the averare size 
of those brought to market. Tt is not rational to suppose that 
lobsters grow less rapidly now than in former years, or haye 
in ahy way become dwarfed in size. On the contrary, it has 
been overfishing, restricted by legislation wlrich protects the 
young, and influenced by the higher prices paid for the larger 
individuals in the fish markets which has caused the preater 
diminution in the supply of large lobsters, A strict observance 
of existing laws may prevent the total extinction of the 
species, but it cannot maintain the average size of those taken 
for market much, if any above the limit prescribed by those 
laws. This limit in nearly every instance is, moreoyer, about 
thé size of the young female just beginning to spawn, and, 
therefore, with absolutely no protection for the spawning fe- 
male, excepting in the close season, during which there is but 
hittle spawning, it is doubtfui whether existing legislation is of 
much avail. <A careful consideration of all the facts ayailable 
certainly indicates that a marked decrease in the size of 
lobsters is proof of an equally greas, if not a greater diminution 
in the supply. 

Ti is not possible within the scope of this short paper to 
strengthen our conclusions with a long array of facts, but the 
brief statement of some of our evyidenes must here suffice, 

One of the best illustrations of the great decrease in the 
abundance of lobsters is furnished by the once famous fish- 
ing grounds of Cape Cod. The lobster fishery was first started 
in this region about the year 1800, by Connecticut lobstermen, 
who carried nearly their entire catch to New York city. As 
early as 1812, the citizens of Provincetown began to entertain 
fears that unless some restrictions were placed upon the fish- 
ery, the extermination of the species would he speedily effected. 
Protective laws were at once passed by the Legislature of 
Massachusetts, and from that time to the present they have 
been continued in one form or another, but all without avail 
unless it may have been to somewhat prolong the fishery 
which might otherwise have been much earlier destroyed. 
The fishermen of Provincetown did not themselves engage in 
lobstering until about 1845, but between then and 1850 the 
fishery was greatly expanaced and a large trade started with 
New York city. In fact abowt this time the latter market re- 
ceived nearly its entire supplies from the vicinity of Province- 
town. A preat many men engagedin the fishery, using the 
old style of hoop-net pots and catching from 100 to 200 lob- 
sters each every night. These were prosperous times, and 
yielded the inhabitants of the town a profitable income, The 
carrying smacks obtained large fares and were kept busy. 
No marked diminutionin the supply was noticed until about 
1865, since which date there has been a rapid decrease in 
abundance from year to year, obliging the lobstermen to re- 
sort. to other occupations for a living. In 1880 there were only 
eight men engaged in Jobstering, and although they used the 
most improved appliances, their annual gross earnings were 
only about 560 each. 
On the coast of Maine, although the fishery is of much more 

recent date, it has already exhibited many unfortunate 
changes, and in numerous places there has been a marked de- 
crease in the average size of individuals caught. The shore 
fisheries have also, in some cases, been well nigh exhausted, 
and the fishermen forced to resort to more distant grounds. 
When the fishery first began, hoop-net traps were in general 
use, but soon after the introduction of lath traps conipetition 
caused them to be universally employed. From year to year 
the fishermen increased the number of traps they used, and 
custom of setting them trawl fashion rapidly came into vogue. 
These changes were due to the competitions of trade, the desire 
to obtain larger catches and for one man to perform the work 
oftwo. The fishing grounds were strained to their utmost, 
and there was no fear of an overstock, as the canneries were 
ready to buy all that were not taken by the market smacks. 
More recently the fishermen have begun to return to the old 
method of setting their traps singly, and why? Because they 
say the lobsters are more scattered over the bottom, and that 
by altering the position of the traps every time they are set, 
they fish better, But why should they be more seattered now 
than formerly unless they are more rare? In 1864 lobsters 
were so abundant at Muscle Ridges that three men tending 
forty to fifty traps each, caught all the count lobsters which 
one smack could carry to market, making a trip once in eight 
days, in 1879 the same smack was obliged to buy the entire 
catch of fifteen men in order to obtain full fares, and at times 
times required to visit other localities to complete the load, 

Regarding the Booth Bay region, very nearly the same may 
be said. As late as 1856, lobsters were very abundant about 
the islands of Booth Bay Harbor, and the fishery was carried 
on close to the shorein slight depths of water. The season 
lasted about six months, and each man setting lifty traps 
could make about $500 during the season, By 1869, the num- 
ber of fishermen having increased, however, the season’s stock 
was reduced to about S175 per man, and the average size of 
lobsters had greatly diminished. This caused the fishermen 
to try further owt from shore, and the fishery is now mainly 
carried on in depths of twenty-five to thirty-five fathoms, 
The facts of these changes were furnished from many places 
in this section, between Cape Small Point and Pemaquid 
Point, 

The canneries have undoubtedly largely influenced this re- 
sult on the coastot Maine, as all sizes of lobsters large enough 
to pay for the handling are consumed, and the ready market 
thus afforded has tempted the fishermen to save every speci- 
men that enters theirtraps. It is uiquestionably this exten- 
sive destruction of the young that has hastened the decrease; 
but that the decrease is not solely due to the presence of can- 
neries is evidenced by the statements we have already made 
regarding other sections of the coast. 

Tm the Saco district, although thereare no canneries located 
nearer than Portland, a smack trade between the fishing 
grounds and the canneries to the eastward has recently been 
started, and several witnesses haye testified to a marked fall- 
ing off Im the proportionate catch since if began. The average 
catch per man is now about one-third whatit was twenty 
years ago, and while, in 1876, a barrel of lobsters ayeraged fa 
by count. an average of 80 lobsters is now required to fill a 
barrel. 
On the New Hampshire coast the decrease for twenty years 

is stated to have been from 50 to 75 per cent, 
From Rhode Island and Connecticut we haye complainta re- 

- 

garding a decrease in abundance and size of lobsters similar 
to those already noted fromthe more Northern States; but 
the statements we have given constitute but a small propor- 
tion of the evidence we have obtained. 
That this evidence is unimpeachable as to a general and 

lasting decrease, we would not now affirm, but to our minds 
it has been conclusive. To press a definite and unfavorable 
opinion, however, regarding so extensive and valuable a fish- 
ery after the meager returns of 4 single investigation extend- 
ing through only one or two years would scarcely be justifi- 
able, but it has seemed to us that public attention should be 
now attracted to the subject, as it appears in the light of the 
tenth census. 

The fishery has had such a rapid growth, and the demands 
upon it have so exceeded ils capacity, thatthe problem of 
weighing evidence has been somewhat difficult. The total 
catch of lobsters has increased from year to year, but so has 
the number of fishermen, and the number of traps used, even 
in greater proportion; and the grounds haye been enlarged 
until they now cover an exceedingly broad area, and extend 
into deeper water than was ever dreamed of formerly in con- 
nection with this fishery. The decrease in the ayerage catch 
per trap and man, in the yearly earnings, and in the average 
size of Jobsters has kept pace with the increase in the fishery; 
the inshore grounds in many places haye been nearly depleted, 
and in some of the deeper areas the lobsters are so much 
scattered thabitis no longer profitable to set the traps in 
trawis. If a continuous and rapid decrease should be proved,’ 
what can be done to stop ib and insure the future prosperity 
of the fishery? The task of remedying the evil will be much 
more difficult than the proof of its existence, and the question 
is one regarding which we have as yet no definite ideas, 

Past legislation has certainly not been very effective, nor can 
any laws avail much until the true character and extent of the 
evil has been determined, Neither are laws beneficial unless 
they can be enforced, an exceedingly difficult task in the casa 
of any fishery. , 
The question of artificial propagation has-been raised, and 

a few unsuccessful attempts have already been made to carry 
iton. But the failures have not been without cause, as wedo 
not yet even know the rate of growth of lobsters, or whether 
they require six or a dozen years to attain the adult size, 
which is about ten or twelve inches. Immetliately after hatch- 
ing they swim freely about at the surface of the water, and 
continue their erratic ways of life during most of the first séa- 
son, after which they settle down upon the bottom and assume 
their future habits, 

The first task, therefore, which we suggest for the would-be 
benefactor of the lobster fishery, is a most thorough investiga- 
tion of all points bearing wpon the natural history of the 
Species, upon the changes which haye occurred in the fishery 
grounds, and upon the relations of the total catch for eachsec- 
tion to the number of fishermen and tiaps set, and the awer- 
age size of the lobsters taken. 
With the census returns, soon fo be published, as a starting | 

point, 4 plan of the work can be easily sketched out, and the 
tgures thete given may serve asa basis for future calculations, 

THE NEW YORK OYSTER COMMISSION.—Mr. Bugene 
G. Blackford, State Fish Commissioner in charge of the oyster 
investigation, has prepared a series of 156 questions, addressed 
to those interested in the production of oysters. The circular 
may be had on application to him at No. 80 Fulton Market, 
New York. Hxperiments in artificial propagation have begun 
at Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, and the work of inyesti- 
pation into the needs of the oyster industry will proceed with 
vigor. A circular, which accompanies the questions referred 
to, says; “‘You will herewith find imclosed a series of ques- 
tions relating to the oyster work in the waters of this State, 
which you are very earnestly requested to read over carefully, 
and then answer with as much fullness as you are able to do 
and your time will allow.. The questions have been prepared 
as preliminary data in an investigation which was authorized 
by the last Legislature of the State, regarding the present 
condition of the oyster traffic and oyster heds in our waters. 
The information obtained trom the auswers to the questions 
will be summarized in a report to be made to the next Legis- 
lature, and such legislation will be recommended as will best 
protect the interests of all concerned in this important in- 
dustry, The results of the investigation will therefore accrue 
entirely to the advantage of the oystermen of the State, and 
itis to he hoped that each one will accordingly see that it is 
for his interest to assist in, so far as he can, expediting the 
work and making the results as complete as possible. It is 
not expected that you will answer all of the questions, but 
only those that you can, and evenif you find that there is only 
one or two, you will kindly answer those and forward the 
same tome. Trusting that you will give the subject your im- 
mediate and considerate attention, I remain, respectfully 
yours, HuGenn G, BLACKFORD (Commissioner of Fisheries in 
aay of oyster investigation, Fulton Market, New York 
city). 

answers ta Correspondents. 
k=" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondenta, 

H. L,, Brooklyn, N. ¥Y,—Feb. 5, 1883. We can furnish it. 

Hi, G. B., Hartford, Conn.—We have tried the merino wads and like 
them, but have not noticed the diminishing of recoil. 
J.R,.H,, Watsontown, Pa—Rose is by Leicester and out of Vic- 

tess The correction will appear in American Kennel Register next 
month, 

R. B,, New Haven.—There is no mit of age for members of the 
A.O. A. Cedaris worth $45 to $80 per thousand, according Lo quality, 
The amount of ballast depends on the model and amount of sail car- 
ried; 14530 canoes carry from 100 pounds or more for racing, down 
to no ballast at all in light winds with cruising rig. 

Pappiye, New York.—You can cruise up the Hudson; down the 
Passaic, if masmall cance—see NWoRESTAND STREAM Dee. 27, 1883; 
down the Connecticuti—see Fores? AND STREAM Dec. 18,1583. Ora 
pleasant trip would be from New York to Perth Amboy via Kills and 
Staten Island Sound; thence to Sandy Hook, Atlantic Highlands 
Navesink and Shrewsbury rivers, and home yia Lower Bay and 
Narrows. 

Signor, Springfield, Mass.—The ‘‘dobson” is the larva or pupa of 
the helgramite ily, Corydalis cornutius. Itis an excellent bait for 
black bass either in the larval or pupa state, The larva has many fan- 
ciful names in different parts, such as ‘kill devil,” “conniption bug,"’ 
ete. They are found under stones in swift brooks where the water 
tumbles over the stones. A netis placed below the stone before it is 
lifted. Noone keeps them for gale. They are difficult to keep for 
any length of time. If you know of a locality where they can be 
found you can usually geb boys to capture them at a fair price, say 
from fifty cents to a dollar per hundred. 

WE DON’T NIBBLE. 

CORRESPONDENT sends us this little incident: 
‘7 hayen’t had a single bite since I’ve been here,’ 

pleaded a chap who was caught tishing on a posted stream. 
x rae you'll get one now,’ replied the irate farmer, ‘here, 
ige—Tige— 
“The angler broke a two-dollar gate getting away.” 
Very good. But this is the way it has already been printed 

inthe Sun: ‘ 
“7 haven't had a bite for two days,” pleaded a tramp. 
“Ts if possible?” answered the woman with sympathy, “I'll 

see what I can do for you in the way ofa bite. Here, Tize— 
Tige—” : 
The tramp broke a two-dollar gate getting away, 

Miniions of DoLUARS WERE Lost by men who were accidentally in- 
jured in 1885, aid not insured inthe Travelers, of Hartford, Conn. 
The wise ones insured and, drew 5964,000 in cash benefits, —Adv: 
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FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Sept. 1 to 6, Bench Show of the Lancaster County Mair Association 

Lancaster, Pa. Entries close Aug. 380. J. B, Long, Secretary, 6 West 
King stipet, Lancaster, Pa, 

Sept. 2, 8 and 4,—Bench Show of the New England Fair, Manches- 
ter, N.H, Wntries close Aug, 28. ©, A. Andrews, Superintendent, 
West Boxford, Mass. 

Sept, 9, 10 and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Montreal Ken- 
uel Club. Hntries close Sept,1, Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent, J. 
S. Wall, Secretary, P, O, Box 1,246, Montreal, Canada. 

Sept, 16, 17 and 18.—Collie Beneh Show and Field Trials of the 
Ontario Collie Club, Toronto, Ont. Entries close Aug, 23, Mr, H, J, 
Hill, Secretary, Toronto. 

Sept, 16, 17, 18 and 19.—Bench Show of the Philadelphia Kennel 
Olub, Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent. Mr. Benj. ©. Satterthwaite, 
Secretary, 

Oct, 8 9, 10 and 11.—Vhird Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 
Agriculinral Society, Danbury, Conn. Entries close Sept. 27. 1, §. 
Davis, Superintendent, Danbury, Conn, 

Oob. 21, 22, 23 and 24.—Kirst Annual Fall Bench Shew of the West- 
minster Kennel! Club, Madison Square Garden, New York. Mr. Chas. 
Lincoln, Supermtendent, 

FIELD TRIALS. 

_, Noy. 17.—S8ixth Annual Trials of the Hastern Field ‘Trials Club, at 
High Point, N.C, W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L. I. 
Dee. §.—Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn, 

A. K. R. 

PEE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc, (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished eyery month, Entries close on the Ist, Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (#5 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted uuless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1. Address 
“American Kennel Register,’’ P. O, Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1490. Volume, bound in eloth, sent 

postpaid, $1,50. : 

TO INAUGURATE AN ERA OF PEACE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Lask that you and all other sporting papers urge that the 

uational convention to meet in Philadelphia under the call of 
Mr, Eliot Smith and Major Taylor; be the epoch of peace and 
good feeling between those interested in the canine race. If 
those petty contentions and criticisms that have filled the 
columns of our sporting papers for the past year continue, 
bench shows and field trials will soou be things of the past. 
To establish good feeling all individual caprice must be con- 
troled, Should delegates come to the aforesaid convention 
with their eyes and ears closed, and determined in their own 
minds to push individual standards, etc., for their own 
notoriety, the result of the convention will be on a par with 
that reached by some sporting papers of this country, which is 
a disgrace to journalism. OBSERVER, 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Aug, 22, ; 

TREATMENT OF POISONED DOGS. 

Editor Forest and Streai: 
Your correspondent of Aug, 14, in speaking of chloral 

hydrate in cases of poisoning in dogs, covers over entirely too 
large a field, To use this drug indiscriminately im all cases of 
poisoning would cause more harm than good, In cases of 
strychnia poisoning it has been of some use, but take for 
instance a narcotic poison, In such a case chloral hydrate 
would be simply adding fuel to the fire, as it would keep the 
animal dull and sleepy, and allow the other drug to be fully 
absorbed and get its full action. 
As regards hypodermic injections of chloral hydrate, it is 

not to be used in that way, as it invariably causes violent 
erysipelatous inflammation of the parts surrounding the 
place injected. This is followed by a slowly healmg ulcer, 
which leaves a bad scar, a thinp: not yery desirable in a fine 
haired dog. In giving a hypodermic injection to a dog, al- 
ways take the inside of the thigh, as any drug, if injected, is 
lable to cause an abscess,and there itis notseen. With chloral, 
if the animal cannot swallow, give an anal injection; it is al- 
most as prompt. 
The sheet anchor in ail cases of poisoning is an emetic, as it 

will remove all the unabsorbed portions of the drug from the 
stomach, the best emetic is tepid water and a half teaspoonful 
of either mustard or common salt, the former preferred. Let 
there be plenty of water, as in such a case itis to wash the 
stomach; then treat the symptoms.as they appear, If they 
are spasmodic or irritant accompanied by pain,give sedatiyes— 
chloral hydrate, opiates, etc, ;if they are narcotic in character, 
as dullness, sleepiness, give stimulants—often repeated doses 
of sherry or port, 4 ALEXANDER GLass, V.8. 
PHILADELPHIA, Aug, 21, 

IMPORTATIONS FROM GREENLAND. 

“)VER in the navy yard the members of the rescuing party 
who receive the most attention seem to prize it least. 

They roll around the decis of the Bear, trying to keep out of 
the sun, and only become animated when the cook begins 
frying something savory in the galley. Then they poke their 
long noses in at the door, and wait until something is thrown 
to them. They are three Hsquimaux dogs, taken out by the 
relief expedition and brought back to enjoy life where there 
is plenty to eat. But the sailors say the dogs did’nt seem to 
look at the matter in a pleasant light, and prew more and 
more uneasy as they got further south. They seamed to en- 
tertain a horrible suspicion that they were being inveigled 
into a trip to the equator, and awaited with dread the time 
when reindeer, fish and icebergs should give out, and warmth 
and starvation stare them in the face. — 

Hive were brought from Greenland, but two were given 
away al Portsmouth, The joyful demonstrations which took 
place there conyinced the remaining three that the equator 
had been reached, and, thinking that it could not get any 
hotter, they began to adapt themselves to circumstances, and 
to devote their exclusive attention to antagonizing two New- 
foundlands who were taken on at St. Johns. They fought the 
Newfoundlands pretty much all the time, and this kept them 
occupied and cheerful. Occasionally, the Newfoundlands got 
tired and refused to fight, and then the Esquimaux fought 
among themselves, But the sailors noticed, with great admi- 
ration, that, no matter how bitter they might be against each 
other, they suspended. their animosities and became brothers 
with one accord as soon as a sow broke out with the new 
comers. 
A little way out from Portsmouth five young Msquimanux 

were born, and this created a great commotion among all the 
dogs on board. The big Esquimaux knew that the little ones 
couldn't stand the heat, and were very much worried about it, 
and the Newfoundlands failed to understand the half-dozen fat 
little hairy, chunky animals that had come among them, and 
showed a tendency to investigate the matter by biting little 
pieces out of the pups. This led to constant war and a long 
succession of binging ears and seratched noses. It only 
ended with the death of the little Esquimaux, The heat, 
combined with oyereating and the persecution of the New- 
foundlands, was too much for them, and they dropped off one 
by one, in spite of the care of the sailors, who kept them as 
cool as possible and kicked their enemies at every SURG LIY 
When all but the last pup was gone the mother didn’t know 

whattodo, She kept it all day between her paws, and bit at 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

everything that came along, without discrimination. At last 
ib died tuo, and then she became inconsolable. She wandered 
around in the sun, and lay down recklessly near the furnaces, 
as hone courting death. Her long yellow hair has all fallen 
out, and sheis yery thin, Visitors to the vessel look at her 
and laugh at her poor appearance, without perceiving the 
equatorial tragedy going on before them. But the sailors 
ac age it all, and are yery sorry to see that she is going to 

e, 
The other two dogs seem, however, to get along very well, 

They are sleek and fat, and the hair is growing out on the 
places that had been rubbed bare by the sledge harness, Ac- 
customed to ill treatment and abuse at home, they are treated 
like heroes and experience all the agreeable sensations of an 
imported second-rate English actor, But, like the latter, they 
appear to take all for granted, and seize every opportunity to 
show by their actions that they consider the north pole far 
more comfortable than anything in this country, 

But in spite of their fine appearance now itis feared that 
they will not live, and Dr, Ames, who takes a great interest 
in them, is going to take them to the Metropolitan ice house 
in Brooklyn, where they will wander up and down the cool 
corridors until the winter comes on, when they will be ex 
ab ited in Central Park beside their compairiot, the polar 
ear, 
Wnsign Harlow, of the Thetis, when spoken to about Esqiti- 

mau dogs, said: 
“Thad the finest dog in Greenland, and one that had been 

nearly 1,000 miles further north than any of the rest. He had 
come down from Sander’s {sland, with a lot of other dogs, 
hitched to a sledge, and I picked him out from among the lot. 
He was a beauty, and I got him cheap, I made a trade with 
the Esquimau lady who owned him, I gave her a paper of 
needles, a spool of thread anda fruit knife. It was a good 
bargain for her, but the dog died, went overboard just before 
we arrived at Portsmouth. Some of the boys thought it was 
a case of suicide, but I don’t believe it. Probably he thought 
it was hot enough, and he wouldn't go any further down. He 
aida realize how far we were from shore when he jumped.” 
—Sun. 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

XI, 

READ in the papers that) the thermometer was 124° in the 
_ sun one day this week, Phew! Iwish I had not seen it. 

T have felt an inch of clothing hotter ever since, 
dogs feelit! Nature is a queer creature at most times, 
“Nature and Nature’s lawslay hid in night,”’said Pope in the 

course of his blasphemous epitaph on Sir Isaac Newton. We 
should require a dark lantern to illuminate Nature’s object in 
keeping masses of thick coat on the much-to-be-pitied rough 
dogs in summer time. Poor collies, sétters, Maltese spaniels, 
poodles, etc. 
nature with 124° of heat in the sun. 

T have been spending a peaceful week at a charming little 
coast village and haye had interesting opportunities of study- 
ing thatmost forlorn canine, the ‘‘seaside dog.” He belongs 
to. nobody and nobody belongs to him, Of an evening he 
wanders about the town, you meet him sitting idly in the 
middle of the paveme=t, placidly contemplating with envious 
eyes the cool, moist fish, reclining by blocks of crystal ice on 
marble slabs; from there he will pensively wend his way to 
the pastry cook’s, and wait by the door and regard witb ex- 

| pectant gaze the children coming out ‘with buns and bags of 
iscuits, All children love dogs, and he usually gets a mouth- 

fulortwo. You will next be almost thrown to the ground as 
he comes tearing wildly out of the cook shop, into which the 
savory odors of cooking meats and batter pudding have 
tempted him to yenturesomely enter and out of which the 
“steel” thrown at him has precipitated his departure. 
he sleeps nobody knows. 
a wag of his stump as you come down on the beach with your 
novel, If you loo 

him. Examine his mouth and you will see his teeth have got 
worn to the gumin this pastime, If you want to lie on your 
back and read, he will slouch off to the nearest boat and 
throw himself down in its shadow. Worsome time he ye go 

ear- 
ing a noise that must proceed from him, you raise yourself 
upon your elbow to lookat him, There he lies, fast asleep but 
dreaming, his body and legs twitch and little short yaps and 

he is chasing the landlady’s cat 
in dreamland, Good dog, that cat is a lot in every lodger’s 

to sleep with one eye, keeping the other fixed on you, 

barks escape from his throat; 

debt. Now he starts from his sleep witha yelp, Ah! the 
slavey’s broom caught him in the back, He looks stupidly 
round for the imaginary assailant, then stretches himself from 
the tip of his nose to the last hair on his hind foot, and trots 
leisurely oyer to you, sits down by your side, with his face to 
the ocean, and we both listen to a language we neither under- 
stand; but ag] think and muse two more characters appear on 
the scene, little Paul Dombey hoiding the hand of his sister 
Florence, and they listen again to the words the waves throw 
up. 
irhere isa deal of sentiment in a “‘seaside dog,” but [ am 

sorry to admit their attachment Can sometimes become an 
embarrassment, Iremember such a case yearsago, A dear 
old ruffian, a thoroughbred mongrel, a sad dog only in appeal 
ance, took afancy to me on my arrival at his ozonic birth 
place, and like Poe’s raven, he left me nevermore, that is to 
say till had to leave him, Dear old Dash was a ragged, 
wiry, grizzly gray dog, and everything else that ends in “‘y,” 
but his BesebIe and black, shone bright with intelligence 
and gratefulness. His father may have been a lurcher, his 
mother, but no, I respect the sex too much to give the lady 
a bad name, and why should I reflect upon the gallantry of 
my friend’s parent. This Dash literally dogged my footsteps. 
He bathed with me, he drove and rode with me, he pretended 
an interest in the sights of the neighborhood that | am sure 
were dreadfully stale to him, and by the courtesy of the land- 
lord and the muttering toleration of the landlady he slept with 
me. 

So violent became his affection that he would spontaneously 
attack passers-by that in his zeal he suspected of intent to as- 
sault me. I had to pay for several pair of trousers and in time 
found that in my walks abroad stones came unpleasantly 
whizzing by me that were hurled at Dash by boys he had 
tasted on my behalf. 

Our. parting was pathetic, 1 dreadedthe day. | amsure Dash 
had his suspicions that I was going. He ate the kidney [ 
handed him from the breakfast table mournfully, lam sure he 
thought it was a bribe for his good behavior in the approach- 
ing trial. He knew all when I shut the door of the ear, but he 
didn’t whine, he only looked at me but with such reproachful 
swimming eyes. The station master and porter were there 
looking on, they knew me and Dash, the porter patted him, 
the train moved. ‘Here, Jook after him,” | called to the porter 
throwing him half a crown; as the train quickened Dash’s 
composure broke down and he came atter it barking, but the 
ace was to the engine and poor Dash sat down and howled 
is last adieus to ‘‘Lillibulero.” I can still see him sitting there 

and hear his sad yoice. There isa deal of human nature im a 
dog and I wish often there were more of dog’s nature im man. 
Imust risk the madhouse certificates jof Doctors Winslow 
and Sydney Turner when I shake hands with Mrs. Welden 
and maintain this canine vagabond had a soul. 

IT mentioned bathing with Dash. I will write awordor two 
on that head, I was sitting on the sands last week watching 
the bathers when a sweet vision “‘of the flesh,” im 4 captivat- 
ing costume that neither prudishly hid nor immodestly dis- 
layed, tripped down the steps of the machine, and after a 

fow pretty, hesitating gestures at the freshness of the water, 
boldly plunged in ane struck out. With a bark of excitement, 
a splendi ewfoundland hounded past me and dashed into 

- 

How the poor 

What must they think of great and glorious 

W bere 
Next morning he will greet you with 

cheerful, he will tempt you to a game and 
bring stones and lay them at your feet for you to throw for 

[Ave. 28, 1884 
$e ee ee 

the water after its beloved mistress. With vigorous strokes 
he swam ont to her, she saw him and called him to go back, 
but he thought she was drowning, so he made grabs at her 
hair and gown to pull her in, then he swam over her and pad- 
died her under the water; she tried to escape, and very soon 
he would have effected the opposite of his goad intentions, I 
sprang to my feet and shouted at the top of my voice “Tread 
water and hold onto his collar.” She heard and compre- 
hended, and brave Sailor swam to shore with her, where lL re- 
ceived the bashful thanks of the dripping maiden who was 
saved in spite of herself, 
Care should also be'taken when boating accompanied with 

dogs. Small dogs are the best to take, as a large dog puts the 
boat out of “trim” by his ‘movements. And anybody who has 
had a dog ina rowing boat knows how they jump from side 
to side to salute their confreres as they pass. Never throw a 
dog ont of the boat, doing so splashes everybody, and spoils 
the temper of others who are not doggy, and not ‘over kind” 
to their “faults,” Then your dog will try to eet back into the 
boat, and sometimes succeeds in turning it over in his frantic, 
unreasonimg endeavors, Don't either let. your dog swim be- 
hind attached to a rope, for he will stand a good chance of 
entangling himself and getting nearly drowned. The best is 
ie let them run along the bank and take a swim when they 
ike. 
Above all, a dogry man should ayoid making his pleasure 

another man’s nuisance. 
I don’t think the Darlington Committee are satisfied with 

the results of their ‘‘ratting,” For seyeral years them show 
has been held under their own rules, and f think they were 
wrong to yield their independence in the face of the small- 
minded boycotting of Kennel Club members, associates, secre- 
tary, steward, porters, ete, 

Darlington bartered away their freedom for a miserable 
increase of sixty entries. The Kennel Club is good enough for 
its own purpose, but it is a broken reed to lean on for small 
shows. I am glad that so much attention was paid to the 
well-filled foxhound classes. I want to see sportsmen and 
fanciers at our shows. 
Stroud wisely held its showin conjunction with the agri- 

cultural society, and so reaped a handsome profit from the 
“gate.” A fox-terrier was objected to for haying had his coat 
tampered with. . 
An idea can be formed of the way in which shows are being 

overdone by the list of those held in the lastfew days: Duns- 
kirk, Durham, Darlington, Buxton, Strabane. Pontefract, 
Pickering, Redruth, Cardiff and ad nawseam. How can they 
be expected to pay? A 
An ably-written letter has appeared on Great Danes and 

German mastiffs, signed by D. Frank, of Paris. He is well up 
in the subject, and plainly shows that the Great Dane or boar- 
hound is quite a different dog tothe Ulmer dogee or German 
mastilf. The Great Dane he describes as a “high elegant 
dog,” the German mastiff ‘head rather short, heayy in shape.” 
Some points he treats fancifully and with too much detail, 
but he properly sums them up, ‘‘The Great Dane, elezant and 
powerful, and the Ulmer dog heayy and sullen,” He says 
little about color, but I baye read that the Great Danes are 
usually black or blue, mottled, tiger and dark pbrindles, and 
that the Ulmer dogs are generally fawn or red. [Mr. Wrank’s 
article will be published in our next issue,] , 

Mr. Frank concludes his letter with the prommse, “In another 
article I will endeavor to defend the Leonberg against the 
author (Vero Shaw) of the ‘Illustrated Book of the Dog?” I 
am looking out for that article. Mr. Prank is a-braye man. 
A more uncompromising mongrel than the so-called Leonberg 
dog I haye never seen, They are a swindle breed. 
Mr. James J, Giltrap and the Rev. O'Callaghan are having 

an Irish row over their Irish setters Garryowen and Gany- 
mede, If the editoriis foolish enough to tolerate the eontinu- 
ation of a correspondence of no interest whatever to anybody 
but the two disputants, the reputation of Ganymede and Gar 
ryowen will disappear atter the manner of the Kilkenny cats. 

I see that one of the specialist clubs has presented its hon. 
secretary with a pair of candelabra on his marriage. This is 
the first occasion that has come under my notice of a club 
honoring itself by a proper recognition of the arduous cuties 
performed by its honorary officials. May other clubs follow 
the example when the secretary's ‘‘fancy (vice collies) lightly 
turns to thoughts of love.” 
Birmingham has decided to reform, and will publish the 

names of their judges. <All grumbling now should cease, and 
Lhope that one and all will exert themselves to send old 
Brum a bumper entry! 
Much amusement has been caused in dogey circles by the 

report of a dog case at Sunbury, The well-known actress 
Miss Violet Cameron was the plaintiff, and prosecuted the 
owner of a dog which had killed her spaniel, Mr. Stephens, 
the secretary of the Kennel Club, conducted Miss Cameron’s 
case, and, from the report in the papers, seems to haye shown 
not much knowledge of the business; he harped the whole 
time upon the “big brown beast” haying belonged to the 
murderer Pease. This goes to show that if the bootmaker 
shoule stick to his last, so the secretary should stick to his 
ink-pot. I don’t say this unkindly, but I should guess by 
what I have heard from his friends that there ave two qual- 
ties in Mr. Stephens’s nature that contend for supremacy— 
modesty and good nature; it is a pity he allowed the latter to 
get the upper hand in this affair. LILLIBULERO. 
Awe. 12, 1884. 

SPORTING DOGS AND DOG SHOWS. 

FIYWENTY years have now passed since dog shows were first 
thought of in this country, and atter the experience of 

the most scientific men has been brought into play, the ques- 
tion arises, ‘Haye exhibitions béen of benefit im improving 
the various breeds of sporting dogs!” There is a wide margin 
of old-fashioned sportsmen in Hngland who maintain that the 
institution of dog shows has had the contrary effect, one gen- 
tleman affirming, in a letter to our contemporary, the eld, a 
few months back, that, previous to their establishment, “zun- 
shy” dogs were neyer heard of, which seems to show thatthere 
has been something in the subsequent) breeding which occa- 
sions the weakness. He gave as his reason that, m the mode 
prizes are awarded, it is impossible to test the working quali- 
ties of the wimers, and many dogs receive honors which 
have defects totally unqualifying them for their duties, such 
being transmitted to their offsprmg through breeders running 
after stud dogs that have been so distinguished, without first - 
ascertaining their fitness to produce. The correctness of this 
statement admits of considerable doubt; in fact, our experi- 
ence, dating back to long before shows were inaugurated, is 
that gun-shy dogs always were to be found, and we cannot 
accept the theory that if the fault did not previously exist it 
could, under any circumstances, be reproduced in procreation. 
Tt is possible that occasional cases may occur that dogs which 
have won prizes have been gun-shy,; but we look upon it as 
the exception rather than the rule, ; A - 
There is, however, room for consideration whether in show 

yards sufficient care has been taken to ascertain the working 
qualities of sporting dogs, and in this the Americans have set 
an example, as at the more recent bench shows held in the 
United States, classes have been made for candidates showing 
the best records in field trials, thus bringing the best working 
dogs and the most perfect animals in conformation together, 
and giving breeders the opportunity of exercising their judg- 
ment in selecting their sires. Without going quite so far to 
say that within the lasb twenty years sporting dogs have 
deteriorated, we are still of opinion that some plan should be 
adopted by which it would be impossible for an unbroken dog 
to gain prizes, and, perhaps, raise himself to the title of cham- 
ion, : ' 

4 Horses qualified for races confined to bona fide hunters are 
compelled to obtain a certificate from the master of the 

+ 
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th ounds cwith which they haye been hunted, stating that they : 
have been regularly hunted during the present or past season. 
In some such way certificates might be given to sporting dogs. 
Bor so plausible aspurpose, and one which would be productive 

£ so much advantage to breeders, there would be no difficulty 
in finding gentlemen who would undertake to see the dogs 

ed, and award.a first, second, or third class certificate ac- 
eae to the merit displayed by the candidate, These judges 
might be-appointed by the Kennel Club, and consist of mem- 

would he prepared to see a dog worked on application being 
made by the owner; after which, a dog appearing as a prize 
winner without a certificate, would be marked as a doubtful 
‘sire. 

_ Inthe eritiqgne on a dog show held lately when a special 
judge awarded the prizes in the greyhound classes, a state- 
_ ment was made that the judge selected the winners morefrom 
a racing than a show bench point of view. Surely there should 
‘he no distinction between the two, or how can dog shows be 

| ofany benefitin improving the breed of greyhounds. Tne 
animal thatis formed forthe greatest speed combined with 
endurance, with a lengthy neck to pick up its game, is the one 
that should gai the prize, whether judged by a coursing man 
or one of the regular show yard judges. Sowith pointers and 
setters, After allowing for coat in the latter and intelligence 
of head in beth, the man who has shot over either knows that 
like all animals that are required to gallop, they must have 
sloping shoulders, with plenty of heart room, short muscular 

hacks, with strong loin and powerful, lengthy quarters, hocks 
well set under them, and straight legs andfeet. The dog that 
possesses these pointsin the greatest perfection is the one 
which, from his point of view, should obtain the prize. 

To please most sportsmen, a dog must be level all through, 
not with one good point exaggerated and others defective, It 
is the favoring of the latter class of dog by judges which haye 
kept many good and well-trained dogs off the show bench, 
Hinting with hounds, shooting-over pointers, setters, or span- 
lels, and killing yermin with terriers, are sports which were 
engaged in long before dog shows were thought of, andthe old 
fenerabion of sportsmen must die out, before exaggerated 
head properties can be accepted, in preference to straight 
timbs and well-carried sterhsin the hound, or shooting-dog. 
Be this as it may, to the impartial observer it cannot but be 
evident that in. many respects the institution of dog shows, 
and the rules which regulate them, haye been the medium by 
which canine culture has been greatly adyanced.—Live Stock 
Journal (London), ; : 

THE CHAMPION RULE. ~ 

Hiditor Forest and Stream; 
I have received a copy of the rules and regulations of the 

Philadelphia Kennel Club bench show, article third of which 
treads thus; ‘To enter the championship class a dog must 
haye won three first prizes in open classes, or first prize in a 
champion class, when there has been at least one competitor 
in any recognized bench show.” It seems to me that while 
this might be an excellent rnle under some circumstances, 
under existing circumstances in this country, it amounts to 
virtually barring out of the champion class all dogs excepting 
those who have already established their claims as champions 
under different ruling. 1 believe Iam right in stating that in 
all bench shows held in this country up to the present time, a 
dog having taken one first prize in any recognized bench 
show has not only been entitled but obliged to enter the cham- 
pion class at any subsequent show at which his owner might 
wish to exhibit him, thereby rendering it impossible for any 
doz to have taken three tirst prizes in openclass. Idonot find 
any fault with the adoption of the rule at what I would con- 
sider a proper time, but my idea is that before requiring a dog’ 
to take three first prizes in an open class, to make him eligible 
for the champion class, the open class should be thrown open 
to dogs untilthey had taken three first prizes, otherwise I 
cannot see the sense of requiring of a dog that in order to 
enter 4 certain class he must tirst have accomplished somethin: 
which the rules of all recognized bench shows haye pondered 
impossible, even though he were perfect in every particular. 

T. C, Faxon, 
Bosvon, Mass. 

(The rule quoted, if adopted by the managers of all future 
bench shows, will accomplish just the result desired by our cor- 
respondent by throwing open the open classes to all dogs which 
have not won three first pues We believe the rule to be an 
excellent one and hope that every bench show association in 
the country will adopt it. The reform is certainly needed, and 
sae is no time like the present for commencing the good 
work. ] 

POINTERS AT NEW YORKE.—Mr. John W, Munson has 
published a letter in which he alleges that his recent commu- 
nications sent to the Forms? AND STREAM were altered in this 
office before they were published. The changes of which he 
complains consisted of the elimination from his letters of (1st) 
a column of advertising matter setting forth the performances 
of the progenitors of the dogs Maxim and Meteor in Hngland, 
and which we are quite ready to publish at any time and at 
the usual rates, in the pages devoted to advertisements; (2d) 
purposeless personalities, among them the statement that 
the gentleman against whom Mr. Munson was contending 
“lied;” and (8d) profanity, Wewill do Mr. Munson the credit 
of believing that when he recovers his temper he will quite 
agree with us that the pufis, personalities and profanity were 
not essential to the argument. 

PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW.—New specials are the 
“Mayor's prize,” a silver cup given by Mayor Smith, to be 
competed for by setters of any strain bred in the United 
States or Canada‘: case of stuffed birds for best dog or bitch, 
Trish setter, in open classes; year’s subscription, ForEsT AND 
STREAM, for best couple of beagles, regardless of sex, owned 
by individual. Dr. J. 8. Niven will judge Gordon setters and 
spaniels, The express companies will return free all dogs on 
wiich regular rates haye been paid: to show. The judge for 
greyhounds, deerhounds, Italian greyhounds and whippets 
will be Mr, Joseph R. Pierson, Buckingham, Pa. - 

THE PHILADELPHIA OCTOBER SHOW. - This isa great 
year for dog shows in this country. There haye been a baker’s 
dozen already, and our list of fixtures shows the dates for 
seven more. Now comesnews of a second Philadelphia show, 
to be held October 16, 17 and 18, a month later than the Puila- 
delphia Kennel Club’s exhibition. The secretary of the Phila- 
delphia Kennel Club writes to explain that the October show 
will not be given by that club. We are not at present advised 
who is back of it, but understand that it will be under the 
auspices of a number of well-known breeders. 

THE FASTING DEGREH.—Spencer, Ind., Aug. 21.—The 
Masons meet monthly. At the last lodge meeting one of the 
members was attended by a fayorite dog. The man went 
home and wondered what had become of his dog. Inquiries 
were made, but no one had seen or knew anything about the 
animal The janitor of the lodge, three weeks after, went up 
to see about something and opened the property room, when 
out popped the staryed dog, runnine out through the hall, 
down stairs and into the street, and made for the ditch full af 

water, where he lay all afternoon, and drank enough water 
to swim a horse,—A READER, 

_ PEDIGREE WANTED,—A. correspondent wishes the pedi- | p 
of Baldwin's Don or Nigger Boz, 

a 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

THH ILLINOIS KENNEL CLUB.—Zditor Forest and 
Streum; At a meeting held in Chicago, Aug. 23, the Illinois 
Kennel Chib was formed with the following officers: Presi- 
dent, Mr, Henry Miller, Chicago; Vice-President, Mr. Timothy 
Donoghue, La Salle, Il.; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. John 
H. Naylor, Chicago. Applicants for membership must be 
residents of Illinois. Further Percents mImay be had by ap- 
plying to the secretary, Jonn H. Nayior, 3182 Archer avenue, 
hicago, Ill. 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
Ree of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ieulars of each animal: 

1. Color. 6: Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed buyer or seller, 
3. Sex, 7, Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age,or — & Owner of sire. 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of deat 10. Owner of dam. 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. : 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

ES— See instructions at head of this colunvn. 
Dush, Jr, By Mr. J, ®, Hutehinson, Boston, Mass., for English 

salt dog, color and age not given. by Dash If. out of Hardy’s 
sa. 
Sandy. By Mr. J, M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., for lemon and 

white English setter dog, whelped Feb, 27, 1884, by Count Noble out 
of Countess A. (Dashing Lion—Armida). 
Congo. By Mr. Wm, Loefiler, Preston, Minn,, for faJlow red dachs- 

hund bitch, whelped June, 1884, by Scamp (Kaiser—Waldina) out of 
Thora (Frust—Frieda). 

Kaiser, Crown Prinz, King George, Prinz Ernst, Prinz Lee and 
Prinzess Alice. By Mr, Wm, Loeffler, Preston, Minn,, for dachshunde, 
two black and tan and three fallow red dogs and onefallow red bitch, 
whelped May 26, 1884, by his Waldmann II. (Waust—Flora) out of his 
Gretchen (Unser Fritz—Waldine). ' 

Mink, Martha, Cora-and Grace. By Mr. Wm, Loefiler, Preston, 
Minn., for dachshunije, one fallow red dog, one silver and tan, one 
black and tan and one chestnut -and tan bitch, whelped July 6, 1884, 
by nis Waldmann Ii. (Faust—Flora) out of his Babette (Waldina— 
Bock). 

Sioux, Clyde, Phil, Belle, Else and Clara. By Mr. Wm. Loeffler, 
Preston, Minn.. for red Irish setters, three dogs and three bitches, 
whelped May 22, 1884, by Don (Cherry—Sandy) out of his Kesinid. 
White Daisy. By Mr, Joseph i. Lord, Gildersleye, Conn,, for white, 

black and tan beagle biteh, whelped June 17, 1884, by Ringwood 
(Ranter—Beauty) out of Gipsy Queen (Briar—Bush), 
Woodcraft, Little Dolland Villy. By Mr. C.H. Lounsbery, Provi- 

dence, R. I,, for black, white and tan beagles, one dog and two bitches, 
whelped May 6, 1884 (Smuggler—Little Beauty). 
Rock Dale. Editor Forest and Stream: Will the Rayenswood 

| Kennel please claim some other name for their English setter puppy, 
as 1 claimed the name of Rock Dale for my dog two years ago, and 
exhibited him at Boston under that name in 1882.—C. H. Lounssery 
(Providence, R. J,), - 

NAMES CHANGED. 

== See instructions at head of this column. 
Don Gus to Don Gladstone. Black, white and tan Hugilish setter 

dog, 3yrs, old (Gladstone—Juno), owned by Mr. 8.8, Hawks, Ashfield, 
Mass. 

BRED. 

(k= See instructions at head of this calkwnn. 
Nellie—Young Bill. Mr. D. 8. Gamble’s (New Haven, Coun.) bull- 

terrier bitch Nellie (Clipper—Fly) to Young Bill (A.K.R. 196), July 18. 
Little Nellie—Young Bill, r, Frank F, Dole’s (New Haven, Conn.) 

bull-terrier bitch Litile Nellie (Paddy— ) to bis Young Bill 
(A.K.R. 196), July 22. 

Scarlet 1.— Young Bill. Mr. Frank F. Dole’s (New Haven, Conn.) 
bull-terrier bitch Scarlet II. (Randall—Scarlet) to his Young Bill 
(A. K.R. 196), Aug. 4, 
Rosy—VYoung Bill, Mr, J. Barnard’s (Boston, Mass.) bull-terrier 

bitch Rosy (President—ScarletII,) to Young Bill (A.K.R. 196), Aug. 7, 
Princess Pearl—Rocket, Mr, W. R. Traver’s (Washington, D, (.) 

English geter biteh Princess Pearl (A.K.R, 1460) to his Rocket (A.K.R. 
118), Aug. 16. _ 
Zulu Princess—Bruce of the Mlyde. Mr. Thomas H. Terry's (New 

York) collie bitch Zulu Princess (A.K.R. 896) to the Kilmarnock Collie 
Kennel’s Bruce of the Flyde (A. K,R, 1415), Aug. 3. 
Lady Bub—Benedict's Boy. Mr. H. F. Schellhass’s (Brooklyn, N.Y.) 

cocker spaniel bitch Lady Bub (A.K.R. 998) to his Benedict’s Boy 
(A. K.R. 180), Aug. 21. 
Polly Dale—Foreman. The Blackstone Kennel’s English setter bitch 

Dolly Dale (Waters’s Grouse—Daisy Dale) to their champion Fore- 
man, July 29. 
Betty—Mack B. My. James Lawton's (Westerly, R, 1.) Hnglish set- 

ter bitch Betty to the Blackstone Kennel’s Mack B, (Dick Laverack— 
Twilight), July 80. ‘ f : r 

Opal .—Mack B. Mr. R. J. Sullivan's (Providence, R, I.) English 
setter bitch Opal ID. (Blue Dan—Opal) to the Blackstone Kennel’s 
Mack B. (Dick Laverack—Twilight), Aug. 2. 

Belles Pride—foreman. Mr. Hugh Hill’s (New York) English set- 
ter bitch champion Belle’s Pride to the Blackstone Kennel’s champion 
Foreman, Aug. 5. ; 
Daisy—Mack B. Mr. Samuel H. Crawtord’s (Pawtucket, R. I.) Eng- 

lish setter biteh Daisy to the Blackstone Kennel’s Mack B. (Dick Lay- 
erack—T wight), Ang. 6. 

Nettie B—foreman, The Blackstone Kennel’s (South Attleboro, 
Mass.) English setter bitch Nettie B. (Mark—Rose) to their champion 
Foreman, Aug. 6. : 
Fidget—Click, Mr. Charles G. MceKenzie’s (Hudson, N.Y.) cocker 

spaniel bitch Fidget (A.K.R. 30¢) to his Click (A.K.R. 133), July 31. 
Jule-Jimmie, The Knickerbocker Kennel Club's (Jersey City, N. 

J.) pointer bitch Jule (A.K.R. 1042), to Mr. L. Livesey’s Jimmie (Start 
—Maud), Aug. 19. : ; gta 
Flyaway—Rob Roy, Mr. J. A. Long’s (St. Louis, Mo.) collie bitch 

FPlyaway (A. K,R. 837) to his Rob Roy (A.K.R, 334), Aug, 21. 

WHELPS. 

fs— See instructions at head of this colunvn. 
Juno. Mr, James B. Blossom’s (Morrisania, N.Y.) Gordon setter 

bitch Juno (A.K.R 294), Aug. 11, six, by champion Turk (A.K.R. 717). 
Crum. Mr. J. R. McKinley's (New York) red Irish setter bitch Crum, 

Aug. 8, one bitch, by Patsey. ; 
Lady Stubbs. Mr. Thomas J. Zimber's (Rochester, N. Y.) cocker 

spaniel bitch Lady Stubbs (A,K,R, 852), Aug. 7, five (two dogs), by Fritz 
(A.K.R. 850); all liver and white, , 

Netta. Mr. John HE, Graham’s (Wilmington, DeJ.) red Irish setter 
peat ree Sod (Spy—Reeta), July 7, nine (Seven dogs), by champion 
Gleneho. 
Bessie A. Mr. J.M. Avent's (Hickory Valley, Tenn.) English setter 

bitch Bessie A, (Dashing Lion—Armida), July 8, seven (two dogs), by 
champion Gladstone. 

Forést Dora. The Blackstone Kenuel’s (South Attleboro, Mass.) 
English setter bitch Worest Dora (A.K.R, 500), July 18, nine (seven 
dogs), by champion Foreman. f 

Jessie. The Blackstone Kennel’s English setter bitch Jessie (Blue 
Dan—Flake), Aug. 3, nine (two dogs), by champion Foreman. 
Maude. Mr. W. H. Higgins’s (Pawtucket, R, I.) Hnglish setter bitch 

Maude (Sam—Smut II.), Ang. 11, four (three dogs), by the Blackstone 
Kennel's Mack B. (Dick Layerack—Twilight), : 

Pet Berwin. Mr. W. B. Peck's (Central Walls, R. 1.) English setter 
bitch Pet Berwin (Dashing Berwin—May Druid), Aug. 22, five (four 
dogs), by champion Foreman. 

Beauty. Dr, B. B. Greenough’s (Boston, Mass.) Gordon setter bitch 
Beauty (A.K.R. 122), Aug, 9, seven. by Fay’s Coin (Leicester —Rose). 

Rose. Mr. G.G. Hammond’s (New London, Conn,) Chesapeake Bay 
bitch Rose (A.K.R. 142), Aug. 21, five (two dogs), by his Rake (A.K.R. 
141). 

4A‘ Tiny? Mistake. For sire of Cleopatra's whelps, reported in last 
issue, read De Buch for “Dr. Buck.” 

SALES. 

= See instructions at head of this column. 
Syren. Red Irish setter bitch, 6yrs. old (Hicho—Rose), by Mr. O. B. 

Shreve, Salem, Mass., to Mr. A.S. Guild, Lowell, Mass. _ 
Biche F, Red Trish setter dog (A.K.R. 1297), by Mr. Prank Wind- 

holz, New York, to Mr. J. A. Maury, New Orleans, La, 
King George. Vallow red dachshund dog, whelped May 26, 1584 

(Waldmann IJ.—Gretchen), by Mr. Wm. Loeffler, Preston, Minn,, to 
Mr, Wm. Lee Howard, Hartford, Conn. 
Prinz Ernst. Fallow red dachshund dog, whelped May 26, 1884 

(Waldmann Il.—Gretchen), by Mr. Wm. Loeffler, Preston, Minn,, to 
Mr, A, Schoen, Rochester, N. Y. * } 
Sioux, Red Irish setter dog, whelped May 22, 1884 (Don—Kesmid), 

by Mr. Win. Loefiler, Preston, Minn,, to Mr. H. ©, Reed, Hudson, 
Wis 

Clyde. Red trish setter dog, whelped May 22, 1884 (Don—Kesmid), 
by Mr. Wm. Doeffier, Preston, Minn,, to Mr. M, Rust, Washimgton, 

Wo. 
Phil, Red Trish setter dog, whelped May 22, 1884 (Don—Kesmid) 
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by Mr. Wm. Loeffler, Preston, Minn., to Mr. Al Culbertson, Whalan, 
HID, ‘ 

White Daisy. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped June 17, 
1854 (Ring wood—Gipsy Queen), by Mr. Chas. F. Kent, Monticello, N. 
Y., to Mr. Joseph H. Lord, Gildersleye, Conn. i 
Fiyaway. Sable and white collie biteh (A.K.R. 537), by Mz. James 

Watson, Philadelphia, Pa., to Ma. J. A, Long, St, Louis, Mo. 

DEATHS, 
ES= See instructions at head of this column. 
Spring. White bull-terrier, 2yrs. 10mos. old (Sefton—Bess), owned 

by Mr. Geo. W. Moore, Pittsburgh, Pa., Aug. 15. 
Daisy Starlight, Black, white and tan Wnglish setter bitch (Lelaps 

—Starlight), owned by Mr. H. W, Durgin, Bangor, Me, Aug. 19, 

Rifle and Gray Shaating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE CREEDMOOR FALL MEETING. 

hee National Rifle Association has issued the programme for the 
12th annual fall prize meeting to take place at Creedinvor, com- 

mencing Sept. 9, and closing Sept. 13, . 
The Association intends to make a special effort to attract compet- 

itors to this annual meeting by largely increasing its prize list. In 
addition to the numerous and valuable prizes reccived from the 
State and others, it offers itself $1,800 in money, and other amounts 
are confidently expected from its friends. The whole p)ize list will 
exceed $7,000 in value, and be much beyond what has been offered 
in any previous year, The last meeting was not financially a success, 
and the Association has had some doubt what coursé it should adopt. 
Tt has adopted the above in the belief that it will induce such an at- 
teudance as will enable it to meet the expenses of the meeting, 
There willl be a large attendance from the army, ard anumber of 
teams are expected from the National Gnard of the different States. 
The committees haying charge of the meeting is an excellent one, 

consisting of Mr. J_H. Brown. Lieut, B. L. Zalinski, U. 8. A., Capt. 
W. W. DeForest. The general regulations of the meeting provide 
that entries will be received at the office of the Association, 102 Will- 
jain street, New York, until 6th of September at noon, and at Creed- 
mocr during the meeting. All entries received after the bth day of 
September will be considered post-entries, and must be accompanied 
by an additional charge of fifty percent. Hntrance money will be 
refunded to all persons who notify the Secretary of the Association, 
in writing, twenty-four hours before a particular match is shot, that 
they are unable to be present atthe shooting. The restrictions above- 
mentioned do hot apply to continuous matches. 

Scorers-shall write upon the blackboard the names of the competit- 
ors in each squad or file in the order in whicn they are to fire; shall 
enter each shot upon the blackboard before entering the samé upon 
the ticket, and shall not wipe off from the blackbcard the names and 
scores of the competitors until a proper authority has verified the 
tickets with them. Such heel pads as have been allowed by the Asgo- 
ciation may be used. Spirit levels on sights adopted by the Associa- 
tion may also be used, In matches Nos. 1, 2. 4, 5, 6, 7, 18, competitors 
ay use any bona fide military sight within the rules of the National 
Rifle Association. During this meeting, matches where cash prizes 
are given, absolute ties will diyide the prizes, 

j. Bullseye targets will be open all the time during the annual meet- 
ings, 
2 Tickets (entitling the holder to one shot at any butlseye target) 

will he sold at the office of the financial officer, upon the range, at 
twelve for $1, or ten cents each, 

3. Bach competitor making a bullseye will receive a bullseye ticket. 
4, The pool receipts (less one-half retained for expenses) will be 

divided pro rata among those making bullseyes, on presentation of 
their fickets at any time after noon of the day following the pool 
shooting. : 4 
The list of matches runs as follows, the prizes aré not given since a 

supplementary programme will be issued about the date of the meet- 
ing giving many in addition to those now offered. 

No. 1.—"‘ Directors’ ** Mateb, 200yds—Open only to Directors of the 
N.R. A. Rounds five. «Position, standing, any military rifle. Hn- 
trance fee, $5. Prize—The Directors’ Championship Gold Badge, 
shot for annually, and held by the winner during the year. To be 
shot at any time during meeting, 

No. 2.—'Judd™ Match—Open to all comers, any military rifle, 
200yds. Position standing, rounds seven, Entrance fee, $2 each, or 
three for $5, but only the highest score to count, and only three en- 
tries allowed. 

No. 8.—‘*Wimnbledon Cup” Match—Open to all citizens and residents 
of the United States, 1,000yds. Thirty shots, any rifle within the 
rules. Position, any without artificial rest. Mnirance fee, $2. Prize— 
The ‘*Wimbledon Cup,” presented by the National Rifle Association 
of Great Britain to the N. R. A. of America. Won in 1875 by Major 
Fulton, in 1876 by IL. L. Allen, in 1877 by Dudley Selph, in 1828 by 
Frank Hyde, in 1879 by C. H. Laird, in 186) by W. M. Farrow, in 1881 
by Ff, J. Rabbeth, in 1882 by W. Budworth, in 1888 by H. 'T. Rockwell. 

No. 4.—President’s Match for the Military Championship of the 
United States—Virst Stage: 200 and 500yds.; 7 shots ab cach distance; 
open to all members of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps of the 
United States, or the National Guards of any State. Rifles, Reming- 
ton, New York State model, Springfield service, and Sharps military. 
Position, standing at 200, any at 500, Entrance fee, $3 to both stages. 
Second Stage: 600yds.; number of shots, 10; position, amy. Rifles, 

same as in first stage, but .50-cal. Remington Stace model will receive 
ane point allowance. Open to all prize winners in the first stage. 

No. 5.—The Shorkley Match—Any military rifle within the rules; 
$00, 900 and 1,000yds.; any position; other conditions same as in mateh 
No. 4;7 shots at each distance. Entrance, $3. 

No, 6.—Continuous—All-comers’ continuous match; 200yds,; posi- 
tion, standing; number of shots, 7 Any ritle within the rules; mili- 
tary rifle to be allowed one point on each score. Full scores cannot 
hé beaten. Thirty prizes. Hntrance fee, $1; re-entries allowed. No 
competitor to win more than one prize. _ 

No. 7.—Governor’s Match—7 shots at 500yds.; position, any. To be 
shot for only with the Remington State model rifle, or the Springfield 
service rifle and Sharps. BHntrance fee, $1; re-entries allowed; the 
aggregate of three scores to count for first three prizes, aggregate of 
two scores to count for the others. Two points allowed on the aggre- 
grate of the three scores in first three prizes to State model rifles of 
.00-cal,; one point allowed on aggregate of two scores. Full scores 
not to be beaten. No competitor can win more than one prize, 

No. 8,—All-Comers’ and Marksmen’s Badge Match,—Open to every- 
body, 200 and 500yds., position, standing at 200, prone at 500, o shots 
at each distance, Entrancefee $1. Re-entries allowed. No compet- 
itor to win more than one prize, Rifle, Remington, .50cal. 
Members of the N, G., S..N. ¥.,in uniform (jacket, cap and belt), 

record their scores in this match as aia’ for the N, Y¥. State 
marksmen’s badge, proyided that if ordered they have attended (or 
do once during the season atlend) general practice, and provided 
they have previously qualified inthe second class (100 and 300yds.). 
See Junior National Guardsmen’s match (No. 17). 

No. 9,—Brooklyn Furniture Company Match.—Open to teams of 
four from any company or battery in Second Division. Hach organ- 
ization may enter as many teams as they wish, but no competitor to 
be a member of more than one team. Remington rile, State issue. 
Seven rounds each at 200 and 500yds. Position, standing at 200, prone 
ai 500yds. Entrance $5 per team. 

Prize of plate to be held one year by the winning team in the com- 
pavy’s or officer’sroom, as they may decide, and bo become the 
property of the organization whose team shall win it three times. 

No. 10U—*‘Hilton Trophy” Match.—Open to teams of twelve from 
the following: 1. The United States of Amevica—aA, the army of the 
United States, one team from the troops stationed within each of the | 
three military divisions—Atlantic, Pacific, and Missonri—(three teams 
in all); B, the United States Navy (one team); C, the National Guard 
or ununiformed milifia of the several States and Territores, includ- 
ing the Districh of Columbia (one from each State or Territory). 2. 
Other Countries—England, Ireland, Scotland, and each of the Proy- 
inces of Great Britain, each of the Provinces of Canada, and all 
other countries, one team each from the followmg: A, the regular 
army; B, the militia; C, the volunteers (separate teams may be sent 
out only when the organizations are separate); D, the navy of any 
country. The members of each team to be officers or enlisted men, 
and active members of the corps or organization which they repre- 
sent, and to appear in the authorized uniform thereof, They shall be 
sélected in such & manner as shall be preseribed by the military au- 
thorities of the country or State they represeit, and shall, if required, 
be certified to by them as being their authorized representatives; 
200, 500 and 600yds,; rounds, Seven at each distance; position, stand- 
ing at 200yds,, prone 500 and 6)yUs; weapons, any military rifle 
which has been adopted as an official arm by any State or goyern- 
ment; ammunition, apy; entrance fee, $2 each man, Prize: A 
Trophy, presented by Hon. Henry Hilton, of New York, to be shop for 
me at Creedmoor, or such other range as the National Rifle As- 
sociation of America shall select, to be beld during the year by the 
head of the cerps or organization whose team may win it, Lo be re- 
turned to the N, R. A. at the expiration thereof; value, $3,000. Won 
in 1878 and 1879 by State of New York; in 1880 by Division of the Mia 
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ouri, U.S. A.; in 1881 by State of New York; in 1882 by State of 
Pennsylvania; in 1883 by State of Michigan. 

No. 11. The Jones Match.—200 and 500yds. Rifle, Remington State 
model. Position, standing 200; prone 500yds. Seven shots in distance. 
Open fo teams of four from any company or battery in the Hirst 
Division, N.G.3,.N,Y. Any number of teams may enter from each 
organization, but no competitor may shootin more than one team. 
Entrance fee, $5 per team. 

No. 12. ‘Inter-State Military*’ Mateh—Open to one team from 
each State and Territory in the United States, consisting of twelve 
members of the regularly organized and uniformed national zuard 
or militia of such State or Territory, chosen in such manner as shall 
be prescribed by the military authorities thereaf. Hach team must 
be provided with a certificate from the Adjutant-General of the State 
it represents, certifying that each of their number is a regular 
member of their uniformed militia, in good standing, and was such 
on the first day of June, 1882, They shall appear in the uniform of 
their corps. Distances, 200 and 500yds. Position, at 200yds. standing; 
at 500yds! prone. Any military rife which has been adopted as an 
official arm by any State or government, In cases where the State 
has adopted no particular model (which must be cerfified te by the 
Adjutant-Generai), the team will be allowed to use the rifle in use by 
the reguiar army of the United States, or by the uniformed militia of 
apy other State. Rounds, ten at each distance. Hntrance fee, $2 
each man, Prize—To the team making the highest argreprate 
score, a large bronze “Soldier of Marathon,” presented by the 
Commander-in-Chief, on behalf of the State of New York, to be shot 
for annually at Creedmoor, and to be held during the year by the 
Adjutant-General of the State whose team may win it. Vaiue, $350, 
Won 1875 by N. ¥.; in 1876 by Conn. ; in 1877 by California; in 1878 and 
1879 by WN. ¥.;in 1880 by N. J.; in 1881 by N. Y¥.;in 1882 by Penn,; in 
1883 by Mich. 

No. 18, *‘Inter-State Long-Range’ Match.—Open to teams of four 
from all rifle associations or chibs in any State or Territory in the 
United States. Members of the various teams participating must, 
at the time of shooting be residents, and must have resided in the 
State represented for at least three months prior to the date of the 
match; 800, 900, and 1,000yds; fifteen shots at each distance. Any 
rife within the rules. Entrance fee, $10 each team, Prize.—A 
trophy, to be held for the year by the successful team, which shall 
be deposited in some central place in the State whose team may win. 
Wonin 1877 by Amateur Rifle Club, N. Y.;in 1878 by Massachusetts 
Rifle Association: in 1879 by New Jersey State Rifle Association; in 
1880 by Empire Rifle Club, N. ¥.; in 1881, 1882 and 1883 by Ilion Rifle 
Club. 

No. 14. *‘New York State National Guard’? Match.—Open to teams 
of twelve from each regiment, battalion, or separate company of 
intantry of the national guard of the State of New York, each man 
being certified by his regimental commander to be a regularly enlisted 
member, in good standing of the regiment, battalion, or separate 
company he represents, and to have been such on June 1, 1888. 200 
and $00yds. Position, standing at 200; prone at 500yds. Remington 
rifle, State model. Rounds, five at each distance. Entrance fee, $1 
each man. 

No. 15. “First Division National Guard’’ Match.—Open to+eanis of 
twelve from each regiment, battalion, or separate company of 
infantry in the first division of tle national guard in the State of 
New York. Remington rifle, State model, 200 and 500yds. Wivye shots 
at each distance. Position, standing at 200; at 5l0yds. prone, 
Hutrance fee, $1 each man. : 

No. 16. “Second Division National Guard’*' Match,—Open to teams 
of twelve from each regiment, battalion, or separate company of 
infantry in the second division of the national guard of the State of 
New York, Other conditions asin No. 15. 

No. 17. ‘Junior National Guardsmen’s” Match.—Open to members 
of the national guard, who have never won a prize in open-air rifle 
shooting. 100 and 800yds. Five shots at each distance. Position, 
standing at 100yds.; kneeling at 300. Wutrance fee, $1 each; re-entries 
allowed. Rifie, Remington, State model, Members of the national 
fuard, State of New York, in uniform, may count scores made as 
qualifying them to shoot for New York State marksmen’s badge. 

No. 18. Laflin & Rand Powder Company Match,—Open to members 
of the United States army and navy, the national guard or uniformed 
militia of any State or Territory, and to members of any rifle associa- 
tion or elub in the United States. Any military rifle. Remington, 
50 val., to receive one point allowance; 20) and 500yds. Position, 
standing at 200; prone at 500, Rounds, seven at each distance. 
Previous winners not eligible to win first prize. Entrance fee, $2. 
Re-entries allowed. 

Wo. 19. “Gen. Sheridan’s Skirmishers’ Mateb.”’—Open to teams of 
six from the regular army, navy, marine corps, national guard, volun- 
tears, or militia of any country, State or Territory. Any number of 
teams may enter from each organization, but no competitor may 
shootin more than oneteam. All competitors to be regularly com- 
rissioned or enlisted members in good standing, of the regiment, 
battalion, corps, troop or company they represent, and to have been 
such on Aug. 1. 1884, and to appear in the uniform of the organization 
they represent. Distances 600 to 200yds. and return; sécond-class 
targets, Weapon, the military rifle with which the organization has 
been regularly armed, unless such be a magazine gun, in which cave 
any military rifle which has been adopted as an oilficial arm by any 
State or government, Competitors form im single rank in teams, in 
rear of 600yds. firing point opposite the target to which they are as- 
signed, each having his ammunition in his cartridge box or belt, and 
are numbered from the right, At command of the officer in charge 
the men in each team whose numbers are called, adyance to the 
firing point, 600yds.. and load. At the bugle call or other signal, 
each competitor then advances at quick time toward his target, 
taking his alignment from the guide designated, until the signal 
“halt” and “commence firing** are sounded, when he halts (assuming 
any position) fires and continues loading and firing at his discretion 
until the signal ‘cease firing’ which will be given twenty seconds 
after the command “commence firing,’ when he rises and again 
advances in “quick time” until the signal “‘halt’’ and ‘‘commence 
firmg" is again sounded. When the competitors arrive at about 
200yds. from the target, the signal ‘‘skirmishers in retreat” is sounded, 
when they face about and return over the same ground, firing as 
before, the rifles to be carried at a right shoulder in retreating. Vive 
halts are made in advancing and five in retreating; competitors fire 
as they please, not to exceed twenty slots in all, but must fire at 
least one shot at each halt, Upon finishing the advance the signal to 
‘eease firing” is sounded, when the markers examine the targets, 
and signal the total number of hits upon each, as follows: So many 
bullseyes, centers, inners and outers. After the retreat, the signal to 
“cease firing’’is sounded, and targets examined as before. The 
practice is continued in this manner until all the teams have fired. 
Wive points will be deducted from a team’s score for each failure of 
any member to fire at least one shot at each halt, for each shot fired 
after a signal to ‘‘cease firing” has heen sounded, or for each shot 
found on the target in excess of twenty shots per man, A competitor 
firing on the wrong target will be ab once debarred from further 
competition, Hntrance fee $3 for each team. A commanding officer 
or coach may be allowed. in rear of each team, or as a member on 
the firing line. Prize, a silver cup, to become the property of the 
organization winning it twice. 
The daily schedule of matches was prepared to [meet as far as 

possible the convenience of all classes of shooters, and the matches 
will be shot as nearly as possible upon the following days, though 
the right is reserved after entries are made to change the order of 
shooting: 
Tuesday, Sept. 9-—Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 17, 18. 
Wednesday, Sept. 10.—Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 17, 18: 
Thursday, Sept. 11.—Nos. 1, 6,7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. 
Friday, Sept. 12.—Nos, 1, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 
Saturday, Sept. 13.—Nos. 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 17, 18. 

NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB, Aug, 21.The New York Rifle Club 
shot the Donaldson military match at Creedmoor yesterday. Condi- 
tions—7 shots off-hand at 200yds., any military rifle. Sporting rifles 
handicapped 3 points. The following were the best scores made out 
of a possible 35: : : ; F 
J Duane (mil.).... ...4. 544554431 M Herrington (sp't’g). -5d44455 — 31 
J W Mangam (mil.)....4545444—39 F O Hamilton (sp’t’g). .4544445—30 

FW Perkins (mil),. .4554435444—42 J Barnet...... perme §484333435—37 
CW Hodgdon....... 3454844855—40 J EH Stamon (mil)... .5443348424—26 
NET OPS te APA eon 4424344444 88 H Dockman (mil). ..5333234443—34 

Victory Medal Match. p 
RiReed ie eee hg eee teet 6 9 6 5 5 6 10 10 10 10—"7 
PLOushing)).l.-- 224s Gases Bee OO. BO See O meds, Death 10-10 
se AS DVIERS. ote n clas beteeterm mers 0) 19) 97100 Sor ay 8 9 6 6—16 
FERPA GIN yo be eas 2 hot are ek 10) eee Sr Sh 55 10 8 8-5 
§ R.Jaeob........ Rig gutsnteen eres OVAOD ee ob 6? 8. OU eS oe ee 

aD Ci io 10 9 10 9 Y% 10-95 Salem Wilder. .......:.2::..-. 1 t - 
TS WIVeSDeD oe eet eeu 0; 79° 10) “Be 10> <a) 28) TO! 2o 10 —94' 

PENVISER COO cig) ose tiers a See ala sls iO DF OF TO) B10) WO. 0 — 34 
P GOWHES.-s.conpestriaerreens S 989 98 10° “8 9 810. 40 40. 1092 
STIRGHIbHTie eee honest ea neDe 10. GLO) IB 7" ei cf aes 9—90. 

THOMASTON, Conn., Aug. 23.—The weather conditions at Bridge- 
moor range to-day Were alternate sunshine and shadow, with a light 
9 o'clock wind: 
COMO caaies( May rey pee gee gee eet: di 11 12 OF 11 12 11 10 10 07—102 
A SAR ETO Me ae eter nates 1110 7 10 11 1212 6 11 12—102 
G O.Gilbert........ Wes bois ootle PERE v.10 71111 912 9 10 11 10—100 
W_H Dunbar 41 9 7101110 9 10 11 11— 99 
Cit ATI a Tee Aediaseee is cal neameres 11 610101210 8 911 9— 96 
F A Perkios -9 9 8 911 911 9 O11— 95 
G P North,._-_... 9 9 7 91112 9:10 9 8— 93 

MG e oe See 9 912 611 910 8 6 42— 92 
CF Williams .. Ve .8 9 91110710 9 711 Y—91 
ATOR SoS ase enerees 9494 85 9 7 811—% 

The third and last of the matehes between the Empire Gun Cluband 
the Canton Rod and Gun Club will be shot Saturday, Aug. 80, at the 
range of the latter club near Collinsville, 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

THE ALABAMA STATE SHOOT. 

Moos Aug. 19,—The fourth annual meeting and tournament of 
4¥i the Alabama State Sportsmen's Association opened here to-day, 
with good prospects and under excellent management. The first day 
was a very successful one. There was afair attendance and much 
pleasant rivalry. The following are the scores: 

First match, 5 single birds, 2 , 2oyds. rise, #5 entrance: 
Miri tallys yess ec et oe ee Qd110-=4" (Carrey. eerie 11115 
MUBHORS so. Set cere oti WANA ACES 5 rere ete nee 10100—2 
BOs opapisi schemes bes O01 8" CAlRton 3258s Wee t 11110—4 
NST Se Seite wt 3-4) eee ee Ae COSA Fe Som 8 22H (| Se Barer athe are he 11111—5 
QV USS ey geass tae Eee DEI 5. Stroup Gs} vengeance aes 11141—5 
PY WEAR TON, ate aed OUT Sr AUTO Tl os recep ote eke os se 11110—4 
GHTIStIBDR Se. <4 ae ees 1d HGS Vie Ps Kiet ray gee eee 11100—3 
Gallap se so ee A A O11 —4 TCL ape tecnette ene tered eee oe 411011—4 
NTO ONE Wy a ceneeie sales cael ty 11111—5 Sheffield.................-. 01111—4 
Oameron....422-3-..,.. -.111I—5 

Ties of 5—Fuentes, 10; W. Vass,10; Moove,00; Cameron, 111; 
Carre, 00; Ladd, 111; Strowp,10. Cameron and Ladd divide: 

Ties of 4, First Match—Tunstall, 0x x; Lane,111; Gallap,0; Als- 
ton, 0; Irion, 0; Ward, 0; Sheffield, 10. Lane wins. 

Ties of 3, First Match—Seales, 111111; Rich, 111110; Christian, 111110; 
Marshall, 111111. Marshall and Seales divided. 

Second match—10 glass balls, 2lyds, rise: 
Fuentes. 2. ...s0+ aye 0111001110—6 Cameron,............ 1000110110—5 
Timnsballyy.- = 1111011000—6 Sheffield... .......... 0110100101—5 
Rileiee eens chic: cA ag 1110011010—G Stroup............. ..,0011911111—9 
Wirstrall® 2.5. «aaet 1411101110—8 J M Ladd, Jr......... 1110110011—7 
Ve) WHSE aes, Medireineces 1100100011—6 Kane,,., ...... 2... 0011000011—4. 
IB ez ae eye ee LOM101110—7 Lane__........: ... --.0111010110—6 
OF Wee gee gee ee . 0010110011—5 Gallup. <...--.,..-..,1000000111—4 
SANSOME ao 28 each ockse 2 1W11000101I—8 “Trion ............., 0010010001 —8 
VC ee Saree 10101111118 

Stroup first money, Ladd, Jr, third money. 
Ties for second—Marshall, 0 1 1; Alston, 0 1 0; Ward,1 10, Mar- 

shall and Ward divide. 

Third mateh—5 birds, dlyds, rise: 
Gait. eee ee Ee 11110—4 W Vass Senses oe OU 
Scales fs ere se se PAS abbots fasten sPh ete hen 11110—4. 
TRIES fn See oo a re ae eee O01I—2 JM Ladd, Jr:.-)..__.2...: 01001—2 
AISGOM. oo ccee yee e eee ey eee L001 3 Br wae hE eee, 11100—38 
OE tet he st SE a 01000—1L Cameron..,.......,,..-. ~. 10100—2 
ne ee eee oe Sen! sits 1OVTI—4 “Tunstall... pecs cents 01111—4. 
Sheffield .-.7....0........4. 0O100—1 Stroup....... pte Laels 11111—5 
NGS Be REPL EEEE roteidelloke 11i11—5 Brick Pomeroy,........,.. 11011—4 
WES s 25 Pee ABNER Cust IBRD Wah AGG) Oi homer Canty AMA .,.10011—3 
ISGhots) ABTRRN 956655 445542 01100—2 John Smith... .... ....,.. 11010—3 

Ties on 5—Scales 1 0 1, Lane 0 0 1, Stroup 0 0, ‘ 
Ties of d—Gallup 1111, Rich 1 0 1, W. Voss11 1 1, Baltz 0, Tuns- 

tail 0, Pomeroy 0. Vass and Galhip divide. 
Ties of 3—Alston 1 0111 0, Marshall 1 1 0 0, Ward 1 0 1 1 1, Trion 

00, Smith1 01111. Ward and Smith divide. 

Aug, 20.,—The second day opened np warm and clear, with a larger 
attendance, that increased as the day wore away. 

The first match of the day was 5 single birds, 3lyds. rise, entrance, 
$5: 
Pon ly Ae eA See ech td OO10I—2, “Modoc..........255..2....52 OL000—1 
Joseph Smith....... ...... AOOUG— 2. Tee ay, cose, Catle iees 01100—2 
Garretheet sist fo eeten ae O111i—4 Westcott.................. 10110—3 
Bol tz s.o8t coite taqce tue tee DTOTI 4 Gali es SOO ee 11111—5 
MAASUOM Seer ee Wee aerecent ct -1101i—4 Stroupe. ...............0. 00100—1 
TREIDUC Eg cecapcl teen tees sera IS) WildiBill eee ee, 10100—2 
SWVERVASES 4 nat ectetecaessten mi-y yeh WA 4 Wiardto. ng. Phe ference 11100—3 
TAL EN Sere acl oe UPL I— b> MD YADLA LG Ci oy cie bens, oct oe 10100—2 
SEU UeDL LS oteke eee ssc ales) eats » OOLLI=3: “Waser. ). 005). Geos teses 11111—5 
REGS ow ee sie tence anne 10001—2 JONES... eer ces wees 11100—3 
SCALES eee ee ub ee oe seal Liha a 

Ties for first money—Fuentes 1 1 1—3, Ladd 1 1 0—2, Gallup111 
—3, Wagner 0, Fuentes and Gallup divided. 

Ties for second place—Boltz 1 1 i—8, Alston 1 1 1—8, W. Vass 0, 
Scales 0, Jones 0, Carre 0, Boltz and Alston divided. - 

The second match proved an interesting one, being 4 double bats, 
21yds. rise. Mr, W. I. Jones, of Montgomery, was the trapper and 

a way to try the skill of the best shooters: tossed the leather-wings in 
(SP eh, on fa etoc eld 0010 01 10—8 Kane.........-.....- 10 11 10 10—5 
SEO pure Eee ok eh se Lie O5 0001 — be tihdddl sean canes 10 11 01 10—5 
ALS HOW) fajcpetesele ese = 11 00 01 11—S Fuentes.... ........ 11 00 11 10—5 
VV fo rctlae ener 10 00 01 J1—4 .00 10 01 10—8 
W Vass ...10 11 10 00—4 . 01 10 01 10—4 
Boltz... -.10 10 00 00—2 --10 10 01 00—38 
Sheffield 10 01 10 00—8 ..01 10 01 00—3 
(EDI Ron-PeAA eons 01 10 01 10-4 Hooper......-....... 1i 00 11 10—5 
TREIOIS b iy too ge ets 10 00 10 10—3 

Ties of 5—Fuentes 1 11, Ladd, Jr.110, Gallup 111, Wagner 0, Gal- 
tap and Fusntes divide. 

‘Nies of 4—Boltz1 11, Alston 110, Carre 0, Vass 0, Scales 0. : 
ies of 8—Tunstall 111100, Westcott 111100, Ward111111, 

Jones 0. ; 

The third match was 6 single birds, 26yds. rise. 
111 SL ING MVS SAAB CA DO NESS bOe 1 Or ME ee ae edna a pea 011000 

PR ATISGH Ue reel dekeleile le iaieiee eas DOO IER Ga eer ery eee nee ee 110111 
She veyeslCclcn, Be as eee A gree OLTOOI WeVSSShhr cole sian eet 111111 
ABU pie eas Ke SERA eae 010101 Sheffield. -............ 100101 
Ides terse (ils 74 ale a ae 010110 McDonald........ .......... 110111 
UR Cera Ss Ge ae ea bee, TIO 00) LL ON ge ase er emetem ete eases 001700 
WiGSCOLD sce) )leelicseinies ne ts TLOVOO: Strotpys.2 esse lesan et OU00 Ww 
iBT LV-AB 98 dda Sa sPa SS WH SSitewearhs locas... ts etree ee 111111 
CHEN OWS WA A AMES aHE Saget THOIQ0) WED y ott esas een 410010 
LEP THO CORO DK ONES ae Noe So Sees eed DT. Rich eee ee ese: fe Persist 110111 
I MOSMSIRRHD ies cetta epee ai DIONIO, Wane A. ck skie eee ee 011010 

Tie for first money—Alston, 10 10; Boltz,0 11111; W. Vass, 
10110; Randolph,1 01110; Stewart,i01.  - y 

Tie for second monéy—Gallup, MeDonald and Rich all divide. 
Tie for third money—Tunstall, 0 1 0; Fuentes,1 0 0; Fry, 0 0, 

Aug, 21,—The third day opened up warm and with a threatening 
rain, which about noon came in torrents, with a strong wind thatdroye 
all to cover. The shooting began early, the first match finishing 
about 12 o’clock. ‘ee 

First Shoot—Five Bingle binds, 2byds. rise: 
De Fuentes..............-. Al CLG ote ee ak a eee eres 11111—5 
UT Aa ST EWM i ee asthe 4 1010U—2 Gallup..-.<....-........-. 01110—8 
TaesHote too) ae capper ee Tee Wi1—5 Rich............ Lpewhooress 11101—4 
Holizs see. eee eee WO) WOves ery enone een wee 11110—4 
Tone Laan wre. 10000—1 Jack Hooper..-.,., .....- 00110—2 
ASIA ye a lee gh ae (POMC ERE O Sic) CW pen ee 111115 
PNT Ms Anh anbahe dit GIT ay Prichards 25-9 oes cence 00111—8 

First tie for first money—Randolph, Ladd and Scales divided, 
Second tie for second money—Boltz 0, Alston 110, Love 111, Rich 10, 
Tie tor third money—Prichard and Gallup divided. 

Second match—t doubles, 2lyds.: 
iPmchande seen, 00 11 11 1iI—6  Seales.........-:-.. 11 10 10 10—5 
Drey.....--.; -. -..01 11 00 00-3 Kennedy..-...- ,---, 10 00 11 11—5 
INISEOI miele sees ese cee 10 11 10 10—5 Carre ....:...:. ....0010 00 10—2 
NGOT tee eae eee an) 11 11 10 10—6 Randolph......-..... Jl 11 11 10-7 
OW Ea ia as oes seein 11 17 di 11—8 Wilson. ,--.......... 11 00 10 10--4 
Wass ©). 20222) 101 10 b> Gea ee cece 10 11 10 11—6 
TUNStal es sees ogee LOLOL —— 6. Vives bs cetera =e ii 01 10 00—4 
BOW. <a e ee. ae di 01 41 10—6 Jones...-........ _.--10 11 11 10—6 
IEE Adee dyes 1010 11 11-6 Stewart.........--...10 11 10 11—6 
IBtISiDE Sub ER dna oe 10 i141 10—6 Wescott...........-.10 10 11 10—5 
TORS TROY oo See a 11 11 11 11—8 

™,, 10: Long, 00; Rich, 00. Prichard and Ga up 
Team shoot for the Association medal—B. HO, 

Scales, judges; O, J. Semmes, referee. Two doubles, 21yds,, and fiye. 
singles for each man, 26yds. i 

Mobile Club, 
BOHZie rer etre aan! Aa. omens Sern e | eee ii 10 111 
Btewagh.. deste “01 i1 10011 
MeDonald...,... eat] pe 11000 
Hua, Aes se bg BOTAN BP RSet. yt etek cea qi 11 11100—26 

Montgomery Clnb. ; 
Randolph............ 10 01 10147 
fe Tavegt wt uiot Wit 
Westeott.... 14717 
TOMES + Farce s'elgr itis in 2G Us| ERE ROME Fe ee PEPE OTON ae 11111—30 

NERS MUPILS sind Sdche are cacy tee Er een NE, ae li 10 41111 
SViASSSEL Bescdh oct ait, anntge +s PEA: oe ae ee PPLE 10 10 O1007 
Tans bale ee Fi a esse eee ote pete ee ney O1 10 111i 
WS eek tek. basek Oks tie Pete eee) a geen 1d 11 10111—85 
Fourth match—10 singles, 26yds. rise: 

Randolph,... ..,... CGO" Sioliz! Seer eee O111011111— 8 
Benleset. fe eS 101101J010— 6 Jones...,.,...,......1111410111— 9 
Stall, eee see ner 1001011111— 7 Stewart......-,..:: ,1141111111—10 
BESET. sapuhereeneted 1010011001— & Alston.......- ieee 0111111111—-9 
WH Vasa peared 1144111171—10  Love................ 011111711— 9 
MSV ASS at Dacca 0000000011— 2 Gallup.............- 141791117140. 
HEP Vass ee HINO — AS Witedes Sais eee .0010101100— 4 
Westeott............ 1100111111— 8 GO Pitichard.. ....... 111111070— 4 
WiHeiieree Uy a ee 0111101010— 6 ET Cowart . +++ L101001000— 4 
RIGIEE SS an Shee eee -O0UIII— 8 Trion.............505 1011000100— 4 
MeDonald........... 1W01111101— 7 RFinch............. 11141110101— 8 

Ties for first money—Vass, Stewart, Gallup divided. 
Ties for second money—Joneés 1 1 1, Lo¥e 0, Alston 0. 
Ties for third money—Vass 111, Westcott 0, Rich 0, Boltz1 i 1, 

Finch 0. Vass and Boltz divide. 
Fifth mateh—l) singles, 26yds. rise: 

IM ISTO) eel. yee ee AOLOIITOI— We ove... 2.1.5.2 -s 26 (iA AA1— 9 
JONES nee el Peon eat Lida Rech es 1141111111—1) 
Stet ot ee 1011011110— 7 Weseoth.......,.,-...0111111011— & 
Wass, Pee wee 2M QOOIIINI0O— & Baltz_..2. 212, 2 m0 & 
ASSO ile eae 1101111711— 9 Gallup............ -. A 111101010— ¥ 
IPTUCRECleee one eee 0111010017— 6 Tumstall,._..........1114117771—10 
Stewart...-.,..-., ..1111101000— 6 

Ties for first—Jones, Rich and Tunstall divided. 
Ties for second—Vass (W. T.) and Mayor Love divided. 
Officers for new year: Warren 8. Reese, of the Montgomery Cluh, 

Preeient Hon. O. J. Semmes, of the Gulf City Club, first vice-presi- 
dent; T. B. Master, of Montgomery, second vice-president; DD. H. 
Lay, of the Gulf City Chib, recording secretary; J. S. Alexander. of 
the Gulf City Club, corresponding secretary; §. T. Wescott, of the 
Soowdown Club, treasurer. Law Committee—O, J. Semmes, W. 0. 
Bragg, H.C. Semple, PF. C. Randolph! Governing Commithee—id, 
Carre and G. W. Tunstall of the Gulf City Club, D. W. Macarthy of 
the Snowdown Club, W. K. Jones of the Montgomery Club. 

Capt. Price Williams then presented in a neat speech the associa- 
tion gold medal, which was received by Mr.W. K. Jones for the Mont- 
fomery Gun Club in a fitting response. The thanks of the associa- 
tion were tendered to Messrs. W. Tunstall, of Mobile, and W. K, 
Jones, of Montgomery. The next meeung will be held in Mont- 
fomery, 

NEW JERSEY STATE SPORTSMEN’S ASSO- 
CIATION. 

New Yor, Aug, 26, 1884, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Tt has been decided to hold a convention and tournament of the 
New Jersey State Sportsmen’s Association on Sept. 16, 17, 18 and 19, 
1864. The convention will be called at the rooms of the Jersey City 
Heights Gun Club, Ruempler’s Hotel, 598 Newark avenue, right oppo- 
site the Court House, Jersey Ciby Heights, at 2 P. M.. on Sept, 16; to 
elect new officers, receive propositions for new memberships and 
transact all necessary bnsiness. One or more deélezates from all 
clubs members, of the organization, are expected to be present. The 
tournament will be held at the Jersey City Heights Gun Club grounds 
at Marion, Jersey City, N. J..on the 17th, 18th. and 19th of Septem- 
ber. Owing to the impossibility to procure wild birds during the last 
three or four years, no tournament has been heli by this Assoviation 
since 1880, and it has now been decided to hold this shoot at clay- 
pigeons and tame birds. 
The secretaries of all clubs helonging to the Association and others 

in the State are requested to at once send their present address to the 
undersigned as above. Respectfully, 

? J. yon LENGERKR, 
See'y N. J. State Sportsmen’s Association, 

No, 14 Murray street, New York City, 

POUGHEKEEPSIB, Aug. 23.—The return match between the Wap- 
pingers Falls Gun Club and the Poughkeepsie Gun Olub resulted ina 
victory for the home club, The weather was magnificent and the 
shooting ground all that could be desired, haying a clear yiew of the 
balls in every direction. ‘The fresh wind made the double-ball shoot- 
ing very pleasant, as the smoke from the first barrel cleared awa 
almosti mmediately and gave a good yiew of the second ball. Mate 
ati BN rise, Card's standard trap, 10 single balls rotary and 5 pair 
doubles: ‘ 

Poughkeepsie, Wappingers Falls. 
Single. Double. Total Single. Double. Total 

E Decker..... 9 i 16 W Baxter..... iF 5 2 
J M Godinez.. 9 6 15 © Olapp.....: 6 6 11 
M Condit..... 8 6 14. Van Dyne, Jr. 4 6 10° 
M Jones...... 9 4 13 T Crozier..... 4 5 9 
PB Ackert... 6 6 12 Wakeman. 5 2 vi 
Talmage ,...-. 6 4 10 CO Van Dyne.. 3 4 7 
DY ee gee 5 5 10 EH@rovier...2-5 1 6 
W Seary,..-.. 6 2 a Paes 2 a 4 

58 40 98 Bi] 30 66 

CONNECTICUT.—The record of the last Connecticut shoot for the 
clay-pigeon medal will be given in our next issue. 
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Aug. 28.—Reeular monthly shoot for Ligowsky 

medal by the members of Knoxville Gun Club; 165 clay-pigeous, Isyds 
rise: 

110101141111141—18 
1141011111101114—48 

d fein fe ty ee ee aioe sore eaee BOSD Ss Pee eee .0911111100111111—12 
AVVO CIDUIT Vase om coe stare clei eprint ie ee Suet eee ce te ees 101111000111111—11 
SOG NG din aes mon ie, Woy Lake aes . + L01111011111001—11. 
Dun Canes ened Cee ee eas Serene aera date ae 110011111100101—10 
WEY Kh RO er ee SY Eas ae 4 010000111011111— 9 
Neenchye.e.. oy. rs cine eT ce ed inh begat atonal ,.. 1100010111 11001— 9 
VV OUTSET LINES ome tee atetelniete emir een iets Ee orci std on cae ine eee 0111001111 00110— 9 
Gani ielle es. sen ates ec fa iG aie hee centro 111010111001000— 8 
AHN) el 5, SAS cAMP ARCE ERP Ree OREN! 3) 111010111000010— 8 
Wa hcea9 et oS deORESURe Cases hse ne SE Eom Seer clk 110101110000000— 6 
WOVEN Gn) SOU AE SRA BB Pre Spenco Sees al n5 294 530 100000100017101— 6 
Ross won medal in shoot off. 

A shoot at the new “blackbird target” was quite interesting, and 
demonstrated that they are not so easy to “get on” as clay-birds, 
Tts flight ig more like a quail’s, and after leaving the trap eonrinues 
about the same rate of speed until it alights on the ground 50 to b0yds, 
away. 
ROSS pies kieese donde se See 1idi0—4 Jacques... .--...2....0... 01100—2 
I Kerhe Oe Oey Ee: 7 he O101I—38 *Misser?? oso.) 2 cl lbs. 01100—2 
ION OYTO Powe Seoaada od 11001—8 Jenkins............ --.... OO011—2 
WiCHOIOD oe poss Saree oe LNGHI—S> Mawel. ose ke eee. 00100—1 
Dike IB sees see obits: ,01110—8 Deaderick.,...-........... 01000—1 
McClung. D praelOO0I=2" Sandford... .:::s:s2--s1a8 10000—1 
SIGCUDL.,--2-+ «<= +++. L0100—2 
But one target was broken in trap in the aboye mateh,. 

TENNESSEE, 

A PROPOSED NEW YORK CLUB.—To all sporismen in New York 
City and wicinity; During the Inter-State tournament at the Metro-— 
politan Base Ball Grounds last week, a number of local sportsmen 
spoke to me with reference to obtaining said grounds throughout the 
year for the use of loval shooters. With ils object in view I ad- 
dressed the managers of the grounds. I think the same can be 
obtained when not in use for base ball matches (which wil! be yery 
seldom as the grounds are too small for this purpose), at a yearly 
rental of $500, and a fixed sum per day when tournaments (with 
admission charges) are held. Sportsmen hereabouts should not lose 
this opportunity. We suggest that they form ‘‘The Metropolitan 
Olay-Pigeon Club,” to seeure the grounds on the following basis; if 
sufficient is not thus realized at ouce to pay the rental, we will guar- 
antee same; Membership open to any shooter per annum, $5; shoot- 
ing privilege per month, $15 single admission to shoot, 25 cents. All 
profits to go to club. There will probably be four or five shooting 
days per week on an ayerage. Any gun club already organized can 
make arrangements to shoop on fixed days at about $150 per annum 
with this new proposed club, All sporismen interested are requested 
to send their names and addresses to the editor of the Pormsr anp 
STREAM, stating whether they will subscribe as yearly members. 
When fifty subscribers are obtained, a meeting of same will be called 
for complete organization, These grounds are so accessible, there 
is no reason by seni should not be “kept up” here throughont 
the winter.—J, H. Broom 
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PROPOSED TRAP-SHOOTING LEAGUES,—The following has been 
addressed to the sportsmen of Philadelphia and vicinity: ‘We desire 
herewith to make the following offer to the sportsmen of the Middie 
States; Jf you will take the necessary steps to organize the Middle 
States Clay-Pigeon League, open to any duly organized gun club in 
Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey and Delaware, we. will donate 
100 toward the management of the first tournament, to be held 

under the auspices of said association. A similar organization is now 
being effected af Boston for the New England States; a first tourna- 
ment to be held in September. The necessary steps are being taken 

| to organize a Southeastern States League, with Washington aga 
center; a Southern States League, with New Orleans as a center; a 
Western States League, with St. Louis as a center; a Northwestern 
States League, with Chicago as a center; a Northern States League, 

_ with Cincinnati as a center; a Pacifie Coast League, with San Fran- 
cisco as a center. We realize that some time will elapse before these 
organizations can be perfected, but a firm beginning has been made 
in New England, and we look to you to be thé next in the field. When 
a& majority of these Leagues arein working order a meeting of same 
will he called to form a National League, to adopt a common code of 
rules, ete. If such a National League can be organized before next 
February we will donate $500 to same, toward the management 
of the International Clay-Pigeon Tournament, announced to he 
held at ‘New Orleans, La., Mardi-Gras week, Webruary, 1885, 
during the World's Cotton and Industrial Exposition, said man- 
#gement to be under the auspices of the National League. 

@ would sugges! the following course of action on your part, viz.: 
That a meeting be called for next Wednesday evening ai§$ P. M., at 
the Girard House, of two representatives from each gun club in or 
near Philadelphia; that said representatives organize themselves into 
a “provisional committee” to form the ‘‘Middle States Clay-Pigeon 
League;” that said committee issue a call for a several convention 
of elubs to be held early in October, 1884; that sub-committee be at 
once appointed to draft constitution, bylaws and regulations, to be 
preseuted at the October meeting for adoption, That a committee of 
the whole be organized with proper officers, to organize a three days’ 
shoot. The first Interstate Clay-pigeon Tournament to be held in 
Philadelphia, between the ist and loth of October, immediately fol- 
lowing the above convention. The times are undoubtedly ripe for a 
concerted action on the part of sportsmen to form Interstate Associ- 
ations to foster shooting sports on a broad*national basis. Themany 
benefits to be derived therefrom need not be here recited. If for uo 
other reason, the bonds of good fellowship alone among devotees 
of the sim should prompt every sportsman to lend his hearty co-op- 
eration to further the purpose of the above mecting.—J, 6, Buoom, 
For Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Co.” A similar offer has been made to 
Col. J. M. Barbour, at Louisville, Ky., for a Centra) States League, to 
include Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee. Also to Mr. Bragg, 
of Ft, Louis Gun Club, for St. Louis and vicinity. Also to Palmer 
Bros,, Savannah, Ga., to form Southeastern Leagne; and to H, L, 
Mills, Washington, D, C., to form Hastern League; and to McCutcheon, 
ab Vicksburge and G, G.. Bennett, of New Orleans, to form Southern 
State League, 

EMERALD GUN CLUB.—New Dorp, §. 1., Aug. 21.—Regular shoot 
at live birds. Cody, Glaceum, Grainger, Otten and Mudson, 25yds.: 
the rest 2lyds.; 

eicn 50 of course were fully entitled to a protest, though none were 
odged. 
For the benefit of the novices we will give the following, with the 

advice to learn it thoroughly before sailing a, boat again; ‘'The wind- 
ward rail denotes the tack.” Port tack always mush give way to 
Starboard. Port wine and port light are both red. These three items 
will fix the miain points firmly in mind, as fof course every one who 
uses 4 boat knows that port is the left and starboard the right side, 
facing the pow. 
The other rules of the Association are few and easily learned, and 

should he studied until they are thoroughly understood and will not 
be forgotten. 
Another important point to which sufficient attention is not paid, is 

the size of ca.oes. Both canoeists and builders are going over the 
lintits by a lew inches of length, or a fraction of beam, and then think: 
it very hard it they are shut out from the races on that account, but 
the rule cannot be too strictly enforced. 

It is not fair to thé majority who comply with the rules that one or 
two should have an advantage given to them, and the measure- 
ment should be adhered to to the smallest fraction. One elub 
already has admitted the had precedent of allowing boats built over 
thé limits to eiter on time allowance, and if this practice becormes 
general with the clubs it must make the rules of no use. All who 
exceed the limit, builders or owners, should be rigidly excluded from 
club and association races, and this evil will soon cease. 

BUFFALO C. C. 

ANOBING has taken a start in Buffalo, as will be seen from the 
following letter, and we congratulate the Buffalo GC. C, on their 

successful beginning, anid hope next year to see the buffalo at 
Grindstone with the turtle, snake and other animals: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The Buffalo C. 0. organized July 1, has eight active members and 

the following cantes: 
_Hloise, a Rushton Stella Maris; the property of the captain; lateen 

rig, ’ 
Terror, 41536 tandem canoe, Joyner’s diamond model, with heavy 

iron centerboard and big combination lateen sail; small lug for 
ernising, 

Hilf, 1480, built by Hingston & Son, of this city, from designs. of 
her owner; has metal air tanks and all modern improvements, This 
model we call the “Niagara.” Rig balaice lugs of 45 and 20ft. 

Louise, 1536, canvas, built by her owner from lines by Capt. 8. D. 
Kendall, Anclote, Mla.; sharpie rig, with balance lug mainsail for 
racing. 
Elaive, 1426, Racine St, Paul, lateen riz. 
Surf, 13x31, 3-inch rockered keel, carries 150 pounds ballast and two 

balance lings of 70 and 25t; built by Hingston, this city. 
Another Niagara, 1430, is to be oul’ Alig. 15, and a tandem is 

tallced of. 
At the first meeting the following officers were elected: Captain, 

Williams Lansing; Mate. E. P. Hussey, M. D.; Purser, A. H. Allen. 
A bison in the peal of the mainsail was adopted as a sailing device, 
The club are all enthusiastic cruisers, a Saturday afternoon run to. 

Turner, . ,. .-.11007100—4 MM Cherry........:..---. 0100171—5 | Point Abino and canip over Sunday being a regular feature. Two 
aye ature wet Ta ae oes a ree Sie Ae tea ae boathouses, one on the river at Black Rock, the other near Fort 
ie Wiehe jue See ie 01001010—3 GV Hudson............ 1i1iiiii—s | Porter on the lake. afford ample accommodations for the fleet. 
ETB VHO TOF) oan a dull f LON0001I—4 J Martin. ............... 01000100—2 SURK. 
TIGA EY A 4 are cee-oas 11100111—6 J Fane... es. 00110101—4 
© Measgeél..:... i+... O11N11—6 ~PKeenan...... es pate dy OOOL0117—4 A BOY'S HOME-MADE CANOE. 
SEB ES ERSTE sa dets oe ete fra se 1001001/1—4 J Klein...,.........0... 111101117 ; ; we i . 
R Regan... - AGLNNLII—5 “TD Wisher.... ce, 10011130—5 § Tread the canoeing articles in ForEst 4nd Srrwam, with their 
® Gonnor........... . 110001115. G@ Connor............ 64. (10010002 description of fine boats, | often think of the thousands of boys 
J GlAeGuO, «ce. 1101117 “A McHale... 20.0... 01(10100—3 | and young men to whom these seem asa delightful vision of things 
J, Measeb.... oe. eee 10111001—5 + EL Mackin.............4 101111016 | Unattamable because of their cost. And I think also how it is per- 
OM Grainger.......... 11101411—7% fectly possible for very many of these to realize their wishes if they 

were only a little wiser. Tf 1 had known at eighteen what I knew at 
thirty, | would have had a canoe twelve years before I did have one. 
From my own experience in boatbuilding, I am conviiced that any 
boy who has access fo a workshop and can use a few common tools, 
van make for himself a canoe that will afford him infinite satistac- 
tion in its use, and be all that he needs til] he can make or buy a bet- 
ter one. Because some horses can trot a mile in 2:10 there is no réa- 
sou why great pleasure cannot be derived from a horse whose aver- 
agé gait is six miles per hour, Neither does the fact that there are 

Dr. Hudson won first. Ties of 7, miss and out; Grainger (a0yds,) 
15, Glaceum (30yds.) 14, Klein (25yds.) 8. Ties of 6: Measel (25yds.) 
and Cody (25yds.) both missed first, Measel killed 2 and Cody1. Day 
was good and the birds good flyers.—G. V. TH. 

TRENTON, N. J.. Aug, 19.—A very exciting match was shot at 
Trenton at the monthly shoot of the Trenton Gun Club, Ang. 14, Con- 
ditions: 20 clay-pigeons each, l5yds. rise, trap screened and set at 
4th notch: 
Viet UNE el Re carrer ore tee 100 1017110110001100 e ; } : : 

as of almost faultless style and shape prevent other boats of iets or a8; 1110111011111001000 0-19] Ganges O! an Spake ne oe eae eee aide : 
QP Barwis................... 10011000101010000000_—6 ue a from bringing to their owners a great deal of en- 
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ae cat APP OSOS FFs aah oS ath ‘ " : : i ‘) $ : i ‘ i : ; . d ae propose ina few paragraphs to tell how cheap and serviceable 
Rao Se Rael 4011010010011011000 t—10 | Canoes can be made, hoping that a good many boys read the Forusr naa bea ba newer Set Etta 10000011010011001101—9| 4X2 Steam, and that older readers may, in some cases, show the 
W Tes ERa veer rte sre "0110101000000011111 o— 9 article to their young friends who are interested in boating. 
BA All Cs og ahha Se a 100111111100100100 1-12 | .. 2 the first place, boys, do not be discouraged because we are talk- 
7 Giron peas ire at ee aay 0100110001011110101 0-40 | 28 Bbout canoes, You may never haye seen a canoe, and imagine it 
+ Duane 2 PYRE sem ses entre ces 1900100101100110011 1210 | 2 be Some very wonderful affair, You may think a boat possible to 
D Cubbert res fi els Merresesets 010114170100111111 11 0-14 | COMPASS, but that a canoe must surely be beyond your reach. Not 
wW o Wekel Sao Poteet 1011011110 7 | aball, Whatisa canoe buta small, light boat, sharp at both ends? 
J Str Ai BE pbdet tat Baal alah 0000011010 5 | In fact a canoe is an ideal small boat. 
PUTA B MOGs. eer cece cere GHA.’ Many boys have tried to make boats for themselves, and some have 

succer ded pretty well. But one serious troubleis to get them tight, 
Most boys can do fair carpenter work, but to make water-tight jomts 
requires a steadiness of work which none but the most skillful can do. 
Now. the boats which Iam going to prescribe for will be light, and 
can be made entirely water-tight without any very exact carpenter 
work. Again, it often happens that those who do own boats find 
that they are used by every one else and are soon worn out, unless 
the expense of a boat house be added to that of the boat. Now a 
canoe Is so light that two boys can easily carry one a short distance, 
or Wheel if ona wheelbarrow or truck half or three-quarters of a 
mile, Itmay thus be kept at the house or barn and taken to the 
water whenever wanted. Here is the general rule: Make the best 
shaped boat that you can, out of thin, light woou, with no attempts 
at water-tight joints, and coyer the whole with heavy canvas. Any 
flat box can be made into a water-tight float by a cover of painted 
Canyas, and any boy can make a box and tack on canvas and paint 
if. Hence any boy can make a boat. The only question is, how well- 
sbaped and neat can he get it up, 
The first questions to be decided are in regard to the size and shape. 

For size, take recommendations found in a reeent number of Formst 
AND STREAM, The beam can be fixed at 30in., neither more nor less, 
as the best average for sailing or padding: the length at from 14 to 

MASSILLON, O., Aug. 20,—The first regular shoot of the Massillon 
Rod and Gun Club took place on the 15th inst. at their new grounds 
near the city. Twenty clay-pixeons, 3 traps, loyds. rise and fourth 
notch; Sharppack 12, &. Baer 9, Loeffler 8, H, Baer 7, Dobson 7, 
Hekert 6, Scott 5, Reed +. Ryder 3; 5 pair doubles at 12yds, rise: Loef- 
fler 7, 8. Baer 7, E. Baer 5, Reed 4, Sharpnack 2, Dobson 2, Eckert 1, 
Scotti, Ryderi. 5S. Baer and Loeffler shot off tie at § pair, 15yds.: 
Baer 4, Loeffler 8. Only about half of the club was present at the 
shoot, and low as the score was it pleased those who helped to make 
if, as this is their first attemptat such sport. The club is now fully 
organized and outfitted and will hold regular practice shoots eyery 
Friday, and hope soon to become quite proficient in (he arl.—SrpPro. 

Among the incidents of life in Central India are the visits of 
peddlers of live game. They are miserable, unkempt dwellers 
in the jungle, and a whole family will go peddling together, 
bearing on their shaggy heads large round baskets. Inside 
quail and partridges are fluttering about, the former piping 
their complaining notes, and outside may be a splendid 
peacock and two or three pea hens, a monkey, a couple of | i5ft. The depth amidships should not be less than {14 nor more than 
crow pheasants, a large blie and salmon colored kingfisher, | 1jin. In my own case | haye found i2ft. by 34in. by 12in. in depth to 

_be very satisfactory for a general cruising and fishing canoe, 
With respect to the model, there must be a compromise between 

that which4s theoretically best and that which is practically within 
the limits of the skill and patience of the builder. Jn general, our 
boy will find a flat-bottomed modei the best for his first craft. Fach 
side will be made out of one board and the bottom from one or two 
others. I will not go into details, for my general advice is to make 
the two ends of the boat just like the bow of the best boat which you 
can examine at your leisure. Do not follow the plans in any book or 
paper without you are avery good mechanic. Do notoriginate anew 
plan unless you are willing to do all the work over twice. Most ex- 
cellent canvas canoes are nade by stitching the cloth over an open 
framework, If our builder can get drawings of these he might make 
a boat much superior to any flat bottomed craft. Boats of this kind 
are used by the guides on some of the great Maine lakes in place of 
birch canoes, the bark for these being now difficult to procure. The 
writer has made for himself a very satisfactory canvas canoe by 
covering an open fraiue, and two parties of his younger friends have 
successfully followed his example. But though successful in the end, 
he knows how slow was the operation of designing an original boat, 
ie say nothing of the fact that nearly all the work had to be gone over 
wice. 
After the model is sélected the material must be procured. Pro- 

bably the best kind of wood for the bottom and side boards is white 
cedar. If this eannot be procured, fulip-poplar wood will do quite 
well. Perhaps linden or basswood would answer. The important 
points are that it be light, easy to work and not much inclined to 
split. In thickness the boards should be not less than one-quarter of 
an inch nor more than one-half, Five-sixteenths or three-eighths will 
generally be best. ‘ 
Everything being now ready, let the young builder proceed to make 

his boat, getting it as strong and firm as the material will allow. If 
the boat is to go on salt water all the serews and viyets must be of 
brass or copper. Iron will rust too much if exposed to salt. 
When the wood work is all done the Ganyas must be tacked on. 

For this get heavy sail cloth of sach width as will goon most 
economically. Tf the boat be round-bottomed, without the canvas is 
very wide or the bwat very nartow, it willtake two breadths, These 
should overlap an inch andathalf along the keel, Lay one piece 
along the bottom so that the edge reaches three-fourths of an inch 
over the middle line of the boat, putting in a few tacks to hold iv in 
osifion. 

‘4 Now apply a good coat of thick white lead paint to the under edge 
of the canvas, reaching under about two mches, Tack this edge 
down with tacks two or three inches apart, then lay on the piece 
covering the other side, ayerlapping the middle line three-fourths of 
anineb. Apply a coat of white lead to the upper side of the lower 
canvas and to the lower side of the upper piece and tack this down 
with tacks half aninch apart. Double pointed ones are very good 
for this, and for all other tacking where quite small tacks are not 
needed. When the pigces are thus fastened along the keel, stretch 
the canvas oyer the sides of the boat, putting in temporary tacks 

some jungle fowl, cocks and hens, and perhaps an iguana two 
feet long. All the birds will have their eyes stitched up, ac- 
cording to the brutal Indian custom, and will sit placidly in 
utter darkness on the top of the basket, hungry and thirsty, 
for the poor things will never eat or drink when thus cruelly 
treated, The woman, moreover, may have a basket of panting, 
palpitating hares, and her child—a wild looking gypsy imp— 
a young jackal in her arms. The prices are low; but the 
buyer, at any-rate, would get the worst of the bargain since 
the taste of the flesh of most eatable animals is ruined by this 
kind of treatment, Nevertheless these junglers learn nothing, 
but persist, according to their ancient notions, in keeping alive 
as long as possible any wounded or snared animals that may 
come into their possession.— Foreign pauper, 

Ganoeing. 
CANORFISTS ave invited to send us notes and full reports of critises, 

club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commas 
nications of interest, 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested tosend to Foresr Anp 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubs, and also noticesin advance of meetings and races, and 

- reports of fhe same, Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested fo forward to Former AnD StRmAM their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or deseriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the spurt. 

CANOEISTS AND THE SAILING RULES, 
A LTHOUGH no disputes arose over the late Association races, it 

was. by no INcans because no occasion was given in the shapeof 
fouls, as there was an abundant crop of them; but as few ornone of 
them afiected the firstand second prizes, no notice was taken of 
them, The entries were more numerous than in any previous races, 
and asin the sailing races two classes were starved together, there 
avere sometimes over 30 canoes on a course of 146 miles, Under such 
conditions, it is of course to be expected that some fouling wil! occur; 
but with a proper knowledge and observance of the rules of the road, 
nmiost of it can be avoided. i 
_ Although the rules have been before canoeists for three years, it 

was very plainly tobe seen that many were still unfamiliar with 
them, especially the two most important, Nos, 18 and 17; or, if they 
knew the former, they did uot know which tack they were on. Those 

_ who did know were foreed in many cases to give way to ayoid a col- 
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here and there. Then fasten down the pieces to the stem and stern 
posts in the same way as an the bottom. Thé canvas must now b 
securely tacked to the grnwale, folding it over on the inside, and the 
covering is dene, Now giye it one heavy coat of boiled linseed oil 
painted on with a brush. When this is well set give two coats of 
paint and the boat is ready for water. It would be betterif the 
woodwork were well painted before being covered with canvas, 

Tf the canoe be flat-bottomed the canvas should be put on in three 
pieces. Ooyer the two sides first, then the bottom, Let the canvas 
on the sides just come down to the bottom, but not overlap it. In 
coyering the bottom cut the canvas so as to project over the edge 
two inches all round, then turn the edge in an inch and tack the re- ~ 
maining folded inch of canyas against the side. Let a liberal coating 
of thick white lead be applied to the under edge of this fold as itis 
being fastened down. 
As the thin boards of the boat will not be strong enough to hold the 

tacks ibis necessary to run half or three quarter inch strips around 
the inner side of the gunwale, and around the inner edge of the 
bottom of the boat, ‘These are not only needed for holding the tacks 
but for giving the canoe sufficient Strength, 

Boats thus covered with painted canyas are absolutely watertight. 
They have this further adyantage over all wood boats that no amount 
of shrinking can open any seams. You can keep them in a hot 
loft for a month, and they will come outa little wrinkled perhaps 
but as tight as when new. 

Lhayve some fear that these minute directions are yet too mdéfinite. 
But I do not propose to give a, full description of the work. In fact I 
have already discouraged the builder from trying to follow written 
directions, These suggestions here are to be taken merely as hints, 
the real directions are yery brief, and I will here repeat them: Make 
the best shaped double-ended boat that you can, out of thin, light 
wood, with no attempt at water-tight joints, and cover it with heavy 
canvas, 
A word now about the advantages of such canvas over ordinary 

boats. They are so light that they can be kept at home when not in 
use. They ean be easily carried around dams, or taken in wagons to 
any distant piece of water, They are tight and durable, though they 
be warped or shrunk or cracked. They do not leak, No ordinary 
rock or snag can hurbthem. When they are torn by any unisual 
mishap, they can be easily patched. 
A canoe izft, by 380i, will easily carry two people, with consider- 

able additional weight of baggage. It will be a good plan then, in 
many cases, for two boys to build a boat together. They will get 
along more than twice as well im the making and have more fun m 
the using. : 

I have been writing chiefly for “hig boys,” but believe that many 
who are well aiong in the time of lite when they are called young 
Inen, cau with profit follow these suggestions. I can but hope that 
Some one who has been content with the heavy, lumbering boats so 
common on most ponds and streams, may be incited to a desire to 
possess all fo himself a light, easy canoe, in which he ean go where- 
ever there is fiye inches of water, If he wishes solitude, and, 
the seeking of his own pleasure, he can go alone, without any fatizue 
from doing all the work. If he desires fo share the labor and pleas- 
ure, be can take some friend and still have floating power for a whole 
camping outfit: If he wants to do all the work,yet share the pleas- 
ure, SO as to double it, he can seat a-lady in the bow, and give her as, 
delicious pleasure as’ she ever enjoyed. It is always pleasant to 
watch water scenery, but sit in the stern of a canoe and urge it with 
double paddle along some narrow river, or on an islanded Jake, while 
in the center of all the changing beauty isa fair friend, in whose glow~- 
ing face ismingled enthusiasm jor the scene, and gralitude for the 
chance to enjoy it, is about as much pleasure as often falls to the 
young man’s lot. 

Stir yourselyes my young friends, and let no questions of expense 
or regrets for the unattainable any longer keep you away from the 
growing ranks of enthusiaslic canoeists, PENN. 

RACINE CANOES. 
fiditer Forest and Stream: : 

In your issue of Aug. 6 “HW.S. 0.” asks about Racine canoes. The 
best all-around Racine model for river and small lake work is un- 
doubtedly the Birdie Kane. These canoes can carry yery comfort- 
ably more sail than the manufacturers rig them with. They have 
done so hereon Lake Michigan. I made a cruise this summer, in 
company with a Birdie Kane, onurapid, wild river. She stood the 
“racket” well. Striking rocks in rapids, hauling oyér log jams, and 
sleeping im her at night affected her not the least. Thé only draw- 
back was her weight—severely felt on the portages. Iam informed 
by Mr. Green, the genial head of the “canoe department, that the 
Racine Co, will soon put on the market a Birdie Kane weighing not 
over sixly pounds. If they do this there will be little left to be de- 
sired; for 4 Racine Birdie Kane will stand more hard usage than any 
other wooden canoe made, is a beauty to look upon, is finely finished 
to the smallest detail, paddles easily, sails well, isa good sea boat 
and a life boat inthe bargain. Reduce her weight to sixty pounds, 
80 that she can be comfortably carried on a yoke, and no better 
cruiser for narrow waters need be wished for. Mr, F, H. Pallén, a 
veteran canoeist of Lowell, Mass., will, I think, indorse my rémarks 
concerning the Birdie Kane, one of which moyes to the dip of his 
own blade. Wor sailing a centerboard Childs’s or similar is a ivis- 
able, but not absolutely necessary. I, F. Wusr, 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

BROILING SMALL FISH. 

Le broil the small fish which you catch, either in fresh or salt 
water, clean them and fasten them by the head to a slender, 

fiexible, birch branch. Stick the other end of the branch into the 
ground at an angle that will allow the fish to hang justin front of the 
fire, where it can get the most heat. Put a piece of pork onthe head, 
so that the pork fat will run down and baste the fish, Turn and 
watch it carefully that it may be cooked evenly. Serve and eat at 
once. Beetsteak and mutton chops may be cooked the same way, 
and they will be so juicy and nice that you will never miss the grid- 
iron. Of course, the blaze must be clear, and the meat must be at a 
distanee to get the most intense heat without any smoke. You must 
be watchful, remembering that eternal vigilance is the price of some- 
thing else beside liberty. Ifyou havea shad or a bluefish that you 
wish to cook quickly, and in a less time than it would take to bake 
it, you may plankit. The way to serve planked fish is one of the 
easiest in the entire lisbof camping ont dishes. Clean the fish, take 
off the head and split it the entire length. Nail it to a smooth piece 
of board, set iin front of a hot fire and broil until the fish is browned 
and is cooked through. Removeit from the board, spread it with 
butter, salt and a little cayenne pepper, and serve. If you areshort 
of Alaitetss you may serve it on the plank on which it was cooked, It 
will not hurt the fiayor of it at all. 
If any of your party have been fishing, and haye had Sn un- 

commonly successful trip, you may like ta keep the fish not wanted 
for immediate use, and this you may do by spicing it. Dress the fish 
and remove the skin. Ifitisalarge fish remoye the bones as well. 
Cut into small pieces, two or three inches square, and pack them in a 
stone or granite jar. Cover with vinegar, in which put a tablespoon- 
ful of salt and a dozen each of whole cloves, allspice and peppercorns. 
Cover with a tight-fitting plate or a piece of bread dough, and bake 
in the hot sand and ashes, prepared as for baked beans, for five hours. 
It will be delivious, and may be served any time within a few days, 
either hot or cold. If you wish to steam or bake your fish, you 
would heat it in the following manner, especially small sealeless fish. 
Clean the fish, bub do not remove their heads, Season them well with 
Salt and pepper, and wrap them close in thin brown paper thatis weil 
buttered, each fish being separately wrapped, and care taken not to 
baye the least portion exposed. ‘hen fold each fish again in several 
thicknesses of coarse straw paper. Soak them in cold water until the 
paper is thoroughly wet, then place them in a bed of hot ashes and 
embers, covering them closely with hot ashes, and allowing them to 
cook 10 orl6 minutes. The buttered paper next to the fish will keep 
them fvom the water. Draw them from the ashes by inserting a 
long, forked, bireb stick under them, When unrolled ona hot, flat 
stone and spread with butter, they will be found clean, sweet and 
delicious, Itis needless to say that, in order to haye them at their 
best, they must be eaten at once.— Boston Herald. 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MEET.—We have received from Mr. S. 
KE. Stoddard, of Glens Falls, N. Y.,a number of views of the camp 
from Various points, giving an excellent idea to those not present of 
the camp and island. The yiews of the start of two paddling races 
are very good, and also the group of canoes drawn up onshore, We 
expect to publish soon a complete list of all photos taken at the meet. 
Photography has become a4 fixed institution with many canoeists, as 
was eyident this year in camp, where it was hardly possible to move 
without hearing a warning cry, “‘Keep still, you’re ima picture,” 
while the unannounced visitor of an evening was apt to be blessed if 
he opened a tent flap suddenly, for bringing white light with him. Per- 
haps it would be possible next year to build a small shanty for the use 
of the photographic members of the Association. The expense need 
not be yery great, and it would certainly be a great convenience to 
many. All thatis needed is a dayk room and a small room dor oper- 
apes Let those interested take the matter in hand now and push it 
at once. 

- 
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AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

THE 1884 Ment ar Grinpstonr IstAnp, Auc. 1 To 15. 

OFFICIAL PROGRAMME OF RACES, 

Tuesday, Aug. 12. 

A. M. 
bean oe Ii,,imile. (Length not over i6ft., beam not under 
2O1n.). 

2, Sailing novices; any class canoe; 114 miles. (Canoeists who have 
never sailed a canoe before 1884). 
oe iene Iil., 1 mile. (Length not over i7ft., beam not under 

in.) 
P.M. 

4, Sailing, A and B, 3 miles. (No limits as to trim or rig; start 10 
Tiinutes apart; two first prizes; A. length not over 16ft., beam not 
over 28in.; B, lenguh not over 17ft. with a limit of 28léin. beam for 
that leneth; beain may increase $4in, for each Gin. length decreased), 

5, poo uine: tandem, 1 mile. (Flags to both men in the winning 
canoe). 

6. Upset, any canoe, 14 mile. 

Wednesday, Aug. 18. 
%, Paddling, long distance, miles. (Not under 27in. beam and not 

oyer 16ft. long). 
Thursday, Aatg. 14. 

A, M. 
as Papin, L,i6miles. (Length not over 18ft., beam not under 
24in.). | 

9, Paddling, IV 
30in.), 

10. Sailmg, A and B, cruising rig, 3 miles, start together. (A, not 
more than 50sq. ft.; B, not more than ‘5sq. ft. sail area; any ballast; 
two first prizes). 

. 6 mile, (Length not oyer 16ft., beam not under 

P.M. 

1i. Paddling and sailing combined, 1 mile each way, 2 miles. 
12. Sailing, light race, 114 miles. (A, canoes without ballast; R, 

canoes without ballast, and canoes with heayy boards only). 
13. Hurry skurry race, 220yds. (Hntries race 220yds, for choice of 

ees which are drawn up in line on shore, first eanoe touched to be 
used). 

14. Exhibition of canoe tricks and gymnastics. 
Wm, Waitiock, Chairman,* 
E. B. Epwarps, 

; L. Q. Jonns. 
*Mr. Whitlock not being present at the meet resigned as a member 

of the Regatta Cummittee, and Mr, Vaux was appointed by the Com- 
modore to serve as chairman during the week, 

NOTICE POSTED ON THE BULLETIN BOARD THE WEEK OF THE RACES. 

"Record will be kept of the order of finish of every canoe cross- 
ng the home line in the following events, and from this record the 
average merit will be ascertained and prizes awarded to the two 
canoes securing the largest and next largest number of points. 
The first canoe in each race to receive 10 points and the last canoe 

finishing to get 1. All others to get proportionate numbers between 
these limits. 

Tt will be noticed that it may not be necessary to win a single race 
to secure these prizes which are for the best all round canoes. 

C. Bowyer Vaux, New York C. C. 
R. W. Gisson, Captain Mohican C. C. 

RECORD OF RACES ON THE A. CG. A. OFFICIAL PROGRAMME FOR AVERAGE 
PRIZES. 

Tuesday, Aug. 12. 
1, Paddling, 11,, 1 mile. 
2. Paddling, IIT., 1 mile. 
8 and 4. Sailing. A and B, 3 miles. 

Wednesday, Auy, 13, 

Paddling, long distance, 8 miles. 

Thursday, Aug. 14, 
. Paddling, L., 144 miles. 
. Paddling, 1V., 44 mile. 

8 and 9. Sailing, A and B cruising rig, 3 miles. 
10. Paddling and sailing combined, 1 mile each way, 2 miles. 
ll, 12 and 18. Sailing, light race, A, B, and heavy boards, 144 miles. 

OFFICIAL REPORT OF RESULTS IN DETAIL. 

DELANEY Potnt, Tuesday, Aug. 12, 

Hyent I.—Paddling, Class I1,,1 mile, with turn. Length not over 
16ft., beam not under 26in. 

ut . 

=1 53 

4a ss 
2 ew 

} ‘if y" : ® . ~ i * o a i Sa CANOE. Owner Club Size Se Time. | 

8 fo 

Hillerest,..|M. F. Johnson...|/Tor. C. C. 1628 1 10 34 | 10 
Fulu _jJ. L. Weller. ...|Peterboro. | 16235 2 10 44 | 85-7 
Ada M. §... Adams......,.|Peterboro. | 1627 6 | 11 24 7 3-7 
Pixie...: .: N.S. Smith,..... \Dock Rat 1427 4 ines 61-7 
Diamond...|E, O, Finnel..... L. G. : 1426 5 4 6-7 
didler.- 25: .: », Gould... .--. /K. C, C. 122914] 6 34-7 
Muriel...:- R. W. Baldwin..|Ottawa. 1327 7 22-7 
Germaine,.|A. G. Webster... ‘Harvard, 14x27 | 8 1 

M. F. Johnson, first prize ag. J. L. Weller, second prize flag. 

Event I1.—Sailing noyices, any canoe (A. C. A, rules), 144 miles. 
Qanocists who haye never sailed a canoe before 1884, 

CANOE. Owner. Olub. Size. |Finish. |Time. 

hasex..._...- G. H. Thacher, Jr.|Mohiean, 14.630 1 82 20 
Tarantuia,.../E.G. Rand..... -.. Harvard. |14.630 2 85 5d 
Evora -....../A, H. Mason......, Toronto. 14 x38014) 38 35 58 
Gv Tietl See << J, P. Jefferson. ...;Warren, [14.430 4 neat 
Day Dream,.|W.G. Van Dalfsen.|Dock Rat, |14 27 5 
Kate.....:. Wy A. Praser., 4. eae. 16 30 6 
Minx. .|M. V. Brokaw...... N. Y. C. C. |14.4%30 q 
Argo. .- .|B, H. Nadal...,... |K. €, C. 16 380 8 
Mosquito ....|E. C, Delavan, Jr..)N. ¥.C. €.|/14 30 9 

Juniper (entered by mistake as Zulu), J. L, Weller not the owner, 
came in second, but had to be disqualified according to rules. 
Kaloolah....R. P. Brock....K. C. C. 14% 30 Did not start. 
Lalage...... T, S. Westcott, Phila, . 14x27 Did not finish, 

Course was triangular, 4 mile on a side, wind very light, 

Event II].—Paddling. Class III., one mile, with turn, length not over 
17ft,, beam not under 23in. 

; be) 
a Be 

CANOB. Name. Olub. Size. | ‘a | Time. oF 
Fy fi, Py 

Hillerest...|M. F, Johuson,..|/Toronto. |16 %28 | 1 | 11 20 10 
Wah lep Ra bee: J.C. Wilson..... Watertewn|15 32 2 | 12 00 q 
Marguerite |H. C. Griffin..... K. C. C. 14.680 | 3 | 12 15 4 
Byora.... .|A, H. Mason,..../Toronto. |14 3014) 4 1 

Fanita (under limit), E. Gould, K.C. C , 1427, 12min.; time was 
taken by the official keepers. Started 2min. later to get official time, 

Tuesday, no wind; sailed on Thursday. 

Hyent [y., A.—Sailing, Class A, 3 miles, twice round the 144 mile 
triangle; length not over 16ft.; beam not over 28in. 

E Ey 
CANOE. Owner. Club. Size. | Time. | od 

i DS 
ca AG 2, 

Zulli ....... aJeeda, Weller. tren Peterboro. | 16 X26 | 1 | 1 28 44) 10 
Helena ....|G. Van Deusen. .|Rondout. 14 X27 | 2 | 1 23 49) 85-7 
DIG, G, BE. Hdgar, Jr..|Dock Rat. | 15 x28 | 8 | 1 51 18) 73-7 
SEEM ct. R. B, Burchard..|N. ¥.€.C | 14 x28 | 4 | — —| 61-7 
Diamond ../H, O, Finnel. ...)/L. G. C. ©. riaees 5 |— —| 46-7 
“Psyche ....|C, K. Munroe..../N, ¥. C.C, | 14.6x28 | 6 | — —| 847 
Nettie W.L, Green..... K. ©, C, 14 x27) 7 | — —/] 22-7 
Lady Jane,|B.C. Bakewell . :|Pittsburgh.| 14 x28) 8 |— —| 1 

Time taken from starting signal. Start made with sails up, 10 
minutes later than B Class. Germaine, Mr. Webster; Lalage, Mr. 
Westcott, and Muriel, Mr. Baldwin, were entered, but did not finish, - 

Vee oF 

Eyent IV., B.—Sailing, Class B., 3 miles, twice around the course 
17ft. to BBléin, beam, afin, more for each ’6in. less in length: } 

Event X., A.—Sailing, Class A, isi ig, limi ;. Sai miles: aice role: 8 A, cruising rig, limit 50sq. ft. sail, three 

i Lott A 7 

OANoz. Name Club Si 2 ly Se 2 a2 ' : ize, E ime. | 9 a CANOE Owner. Club. Size. |g | Time. 3a 
c=) fy (i 2 

Venture..../L. Q. Jones...... Hartford, |14.6<380 1 | 1 08 47) 10 Helena Grant Van Dusen e., Dotan. ct. @. B. Vaux... 2... N.Y. C. C, |14.4x30 2/105 51] 914) Zulu....... J. L. Weller. .... Bomepnt. 16 ee ‘ ji 10 _ hy Henrietta, .|WBWackerh gen Mohican, 14.631 8/107 45) 9 Psyche C. K. Munroe....|N. Y. G, C.| 14 628 | 3 / 1 18 39 bie Annie 0... H. L. Thomas., + Mohican. 4.631 4 roe. 8 idG eee GQ. E. Edgar..... Dock Rat. | 15 28) 4 234 ns Ae . W. Gibson... |Mohican. -6X¢ L |B. C. i } 5 ie Lasca.-....|G@. H. Thacher,Jr/Mohican, |14.6x80 | 6 1% Eat apie eA © gue: 
Sofronia...|/l. F. Andrews, .|Rochester. |14. x31 q v4 
Isabel....../R. Tyson........ Toronto. |14 x88 8 614 Ada M.58., Nettie, and Siren either did not start or started and did 
Sadie N,.../k. M. Nicholson, |Toronto, |14 X81 9 6 not finish, Psyche was handicapped several minutes by not knowing Boreas. ...|H. Néilson....,.. Toronto. [14 x32 | 10 5% | that race had started, and was thus delayed in getting off. Germaine Eyora...... A. H. Mason..... Toronto. |14 30%4| 11 5 upset at start, but started fifteen minutes after the others and com- Girofla.,.... F, A, Nickerson, |Springfield |14 80° | 12 41g |p eted the distance in ih. 27m. 32s. This race was started ten minutes 
Aurora... |C. A. Neidé...... L. GG, 0. 15 x 8114] 13 4” | after the B class. 
Freak.,.... C.V.R. Schuyler|N. Y, C. ©, 16 x80 | 14 34 e bsg = ; 
Kate....... Ce nasen wn ae Ubique. 16 x30 | 15 3 Event XII.—Sailing light race, no ballast, 114 miles once around 
Katrina....|R. W. Bailey,..., Pittsburgh.|14.6x31 | 16 a 24 sailing course. B, A, and heavy boards. Three first prizes, two second 
Minx. ....|M. V. Brokaw,,../N. Y, C. G. 14.480 | 17] .... 2 prizes (A and B), 
Whimbrel../F'. W. Mason, .... Toronto. |i4 X81 | 18] .... 1% B. 
Sapphire ..|J. W. Bridgman,|Toronto, 14.6 3244) 19 1 

: Sa A] 
Seven other canoes entered but did not finish; several did not start. | CANOE. Owner, Club. Size. 3 Time, Se 

> rt; oO 

Event V.cTandem 1 mile paddling race, any canoe, two men, 4 a fa 
mile and turn. 

— KE. W, West..... »|L. GC. 0, 115 3x3114) 1 | 2980] 10 
; er : R. W. Gibson....|Mohican. {14.6381 2] 33 15 9 

CANOE, Crews. Club. Size. Finish. | Time. C. B. Vaux.,.... N. ¥. ¥. ©./14.4x30 3) 33 17 8 
5. W. Bowles, Jr.|Springfield |i4 x80 | 4 ed via 
i SS SION S mpeGetd 14 se Pl) 46 6 

' M. F. Johnson... |Toronto. ackerh'gen|Mohican. |14 6x31 | 6 g 
Maggie... ... W. H. Williams. |Toronto. 1824 1 9 31 .|R. W. Bailey.... Pittsburgh. 14.630 ve 4 
NoRattels F. Adams........ Peterboro. | 4g 9 9 42 |. F. Andrews. .|Rochester. |14 30 8 3 Ada M, 8...../4 7° Weller...” |/Peterboro. XRv .|E. M. Nicholson.|Toronto. [14 x3146) 9 2 

C. Wraser........ Ubique. 16 x80 | 10 1 

Crew of Ada M. 8. used Crew of Maggie used two double paddles. 
Two other crews entered but did not start, two single paddles. 

Event VI.—Unpset race, 34 mile. Canoes to be turned completely 
over at the signal and then finish. 

CANOE, Owner. Club, Size. | Finish.) Time. 

| 

Maggie M. F. Johnson..... Toronto. 18 x24 1* 
Zulu... J. F. Weller... .... Peterboro. | 16 26 2 
Teale. en CAIBMYV Ae W. WerG. ©!) 14 5x26 3 
Sofronia..... Ff, F, Andrews....|/Rochester. | 14 x31 4 
Germaine....|A. G. Webster..... Harvard. | 14 x27 5 ‘ 
Aquila....... G. L. Totten, Jr.,..)Neptune. 14 28 6 PP 
Venture....../L. Q. Jones........ Hartford. | 14.630 fe 1 
Sylph......-. F, A. Nickerson...|Springfield| — — 8 : 
Bertha.,..... J. E. Millen, ....... Rochester. | — — 9 

* 20 seconds from signal to first stroke of paddle after upset. 
Zulu is an open cance, all others are decked. Weller emptied his 

boat while in the water himself, and paddled over the finish line sec- 
ond, with no water aboard. 

Wednesday, Aug. 13. 

Byent VIl.—Paddling long-distance race, 3 miles, twice around tri- 
angular sailing course. Not over 16ft. or under 27in. beam. 

4 Ee 
CANOE. Owner. Olub. Size. | ‘4 | Time, | § 4 

ie Gu 

Hillerest.../M. F. Johnson.../Toronto, 1628 1} 81381} 10 
VAT Lee J... Weller... Peterboro.| 1626 2) 382 42 vf 
Ada M. §../F. Adams........ Peterboro.| 16X27 3 | 33 58 4 
Kazoo...... Gould ee K. C. C. 1626 4| 84 10 1 

All open Peterboro canoes, Zulu and Ada M. 8, using single paddles, 
Hillerest and Kazoo the double-bladed paddle. Johnson’s rate of 
speed for whole 3 miles was better than his one-mile rate in other 
races, except the tandem. 

Thursday, Aug. 14. 

Event VIUI.—Paddling, Class I., 13g miles, round sailing course once. 
Length not over 18ft., beam not under 24in. 

4 Eg 
CANOE. Owner. Club. Size. |G | Time. | Sa 

2 23 a a 

Maggie ....|M. F. Johnson. ...|Toronto. 18x24] 1 | 4 48 10 
Urea J. L, Weller........ Peterboro. | 1626 | 2 | 14 55 5% 

Ada M. §...|/F, Adams...,...... Peterboro. | 1627 | 38 | 17 00 1 

Maggie is a decked canoe. In paddling classes IL, IM. and IV. can 
enter class I. races. III. and IV. class I. races, and IV. class III. races. 
Tn sailing class A could enter all the B races, if started at different 
times, as the advantage is with the B. In event IV. some of the A 
canoes came in ahead of the last of the B class, though starting ten 
minutes later. 

Event 1X.—Paddling, Class IV., 14 mile straight away. Length not 
| over 16ft., beam not under 80in. 

4 ro 
: dat |. Be 

CANOE. Owner. Club. Size, 2 | Time. 9 A 

= Fe 

.Johnson.../Toronto. |16 él 1 | 05 16 | 10 
St La’rence/1i5 3134) 2 | 05 37 | 81-5 
Watertown|15 32 3 | 0540) 62-5. 
Toronto. |14.8%3014) 4] .... 435 
Buffalo. 14 x30 5 24-5 

Marguerite K.C. C. 14.630 6 1 

Slipalong and Gliick entered but did not start. 

Event X., B._Sailing, Class B. cruising rig, limit of sail area, 75ft.; 
8 niles, twice round regular course. 

G Ee 
CANOE, Owner. Club. Size, |g | Time. 2 =I 

ei fq 

Glick..... |S. W. Bowles, Jr.|Springfield |14 x30 1)| 57 11 }10 
Snake R. W. Gibson....|Mohican, (14,681 2) 57 24 | 93-42 
Venture L. Q, Jones...... Hartford. |14,6<380 3 | 58 00 | 86-12 
Girofla .|F. A. Nickerson. |Springfield |14 30 4 7 9-12 
Jape JE. W. West...... L. GC. ©. |15.8x3144) 5 v4 
Katrina.,,.|R. W. Bailey ....)Pittsburgh.|144%481 6 6 3-12 
Dot... ...{C, B. Vaux...... N. ¥. ©. ©, |14.430 ia P 5 6-12 
Sofronia.../F, F. Andrews...|/Rochester. |14 380 8 49-12 
Henrietta,.|WBWackerh’gen| Mohican, (1444x381 9 ? 4 
Tsabel...... Be Dysont.0 2. 3... Toronto. 14 x33 | 10 3 3-12 
Whimbrel .|f. M. Mason Toronto. [14 x31 | 11 2 6-12 
Corinne R. E. Wood. ....\Peterboro, {15 29 | 12 1 9-12 
Kate....... C. Fraser.......: Ubique.° |16 x30 | 18 1 

SS se 
Annie O., Lasca, Boreas, Evora, Sadie N., Sapphire, Tarantula, 

Minx, Freak, Elf, Aurora, Argo and Edna entered, but did not finish. 
Several did not start, 

Event XT. did not take place for lack of time; 12 entries are on the 
book for thisrace. If it had taken place, the result of the record 
would haye been quite different, : 

Four other canoes were entered. Three did not finish, Venture 
came in second, but fouled buoy and was ruled out. 

A. 

VALUED aca J. L. Weller..... Peterboro. |16 26 1) 386 41 ;10 
Dido ..,... G. EH, Edgar..... Dock Rat. |15 28 2) 45 48 | 815 
Ada M.S&...|f. Adams....... Peterboro. |16 x27 8] 45 46 | 62-5 
Helena ....|Grant Van Dusen|/Roundout, |14 x7 4 arf 43-5 
Psyche .../C. K. Munroe... |[N. Y. Y, ©,/14.628 5 24-5 
Muriel..... R. W. Baldwin..|Ottawa. |138 «27 | 6 1 

Lady Jane and Germaine did not finish, 

Heavy Boards. 

Isabel...../R Tyson ........ Toronto. {14 x33 1) 6455] 10 
Boreas..... H. Neilson....... Toronto. |14 32 2 ee | 1 

Sapphire and Whimbrel paddled in to finish. 

Eyent XII.—Hurry-skurry Race—8 canoes, 8 men, Run 220yds. for 
choice of canoe. Paddle round a boat and back. 

Finish. Namnies, Canoes entered. Size. 

1 JJ. Go. Weller.......... to404-- RNS ae ae 16 26 
2 DAN Bareess\ co eddie. ARMS ats, 16 x27 
8 |T. Gibson (Ubique).......... Mosquito, .......... 14 x30 
A Ge OrmLobtenty ine. ene an FEACTSR no, ee ers 16 x30 
5 |J,N. McKendrick.,.......... Orilla Queen,........ 14- X33 
6 Should hace eee FE ee SEO Wee ie) locerme sete 16 80 
i “EV CabDelavansJri.c tenes 2 4) LIQ iar lee: aoe) 12 29: 
8 |F. Adams, Ontario (birch)..)/Aquila.............. 14,628 

Event XIV.—Weller and Vaux performed canoe tricks. ~ 

EXTRA RACES, 

Two first prizes, presented by J. H. Rushton. Two second prizes, 
presented by Ontario Canoe Company. 1 mile with turn, Extra 
Taces, Bede, ing, two classes of decked canoes, a and 6, First not 
over 15ft, length or under 26in. beam. Second, not over 16ft. length 
or under 30in. beam, First and second prize paddle in each race. 

b. 

CANOE. Owner. Club. Size. Finish.) Time, 

EVOMS. 225.5 A. H. Mason.. .... Toronto. (|14.8x3014) 1 12 00 
Oh perce + lJ. ©. Wilson... ... Watertown|15 32 2 12 10 

ilfeises. co ..|E. L, French ...... Buffalo 14 x30 3 12 20 
Slipalong....)W. P. Stephens....|N. Y. C. ©./14.430 4 mice 
Brownie..... C. M. Douglas..... Toronto 14 X30. 5 h5O% 
Gyn. . ...-.(U. P. Jefferson ...|Warren. |14.4x30 | 6 - 

himbrel...|F. W.Mason....... Toronto. (14 x3014) 7 

Nellie, W. F. Kipp, came in first, but was ruled out for fouling at turn, 

a. 

| 
asks... 5s GC. B. Vaux........ IN. ¥. C. C.|14 26 1 11 17 
Aquila, .....- G. O. Totten, Jr...;Neptune. 16.628 2 11 25 

‘anita. ...... KE. Gould ...... ... Ke CAG 14 X27 3 li 44 
Germaine....|A. G. Webster..... Harvard. {14 x27 4 pees 
Lalage ...... 14 x27 5 T. S. Westcott..... eee 

Eyora and Idyl in B, and Lark and Aquila in A, took the prizes. 

THE RECORD, 

Rate. Name ints. Owner, 
neo R AAT tits tie if Weller. 
2....Hillerest Johnson. 
Dk ON MCCS 2 tect pecsdqecers a ilnie tn 7 Gibson. 
Ae” MPIGIONEA  asepad es pee ah 23.82 Yan Dusen. 
BH UNDO bt esp ees estes eae : Vaux. 
67 sn5Rabelue ei Sybian m Tyson 
7... Ada M.S EBS. aisle stl aera RAT SL 
8.,.. Venture : Jones 
[LAB 19) tt Coast ae he kee - Edgar. 

10 ... Henrietta 18.00 Wackerhagen. 
11.,..Girofla . Nickerson. 
af Eh a eae ae bbb buebtitiog " West. 
125 GliGks tebe eee eee i Bowles 
14....Sofronia 3 Andrews 
AE MR AIGA Bok open rescce ah 18.40 Wilson 
16....Katrina 2. Bailey 
i7....Psyche Munroe 
ISS ShivoOtan ss. Goea rae es Mason, 
IQ Mae eioe hie ae. UY ST eee eee Johnson 
195 Mae Re pthteh Sart cstree ct OS UU, Nace te oy wee Johnson 
ST Fe reset SUNY OD TRUD cas tptarete ate) sah efate te Ta sie che Dereay cee Peco Finnel 
Upp eet (Ohne k Spb eaunddecs feb iad arts ety. Thomas 
BO ore NELILC seus Pet ela fraden eau penne eo bene carters Aa operate Kipp. 
ATA CAG ANA Eine too baie ok eee UD. = yn een penne ee tae Nicholson 
Raia A VSG eh ate rete bes Dine tek A Me Spe al ae Thacher 
2b DOVES Se ees beanie as ROC DOR Te RIS heer Neilson 
OF fretted 2d 2-4 (Serle args 5 ee ee A Ae Dying Mt NR ee Smith. 
27... Siren......-.. Title, Gabe eye aneee Burchard, 
29....Marguerite............. EDS UF cate beoeid SLT, a, Griffin. 
29... Kate .... -0,. pemekys Or O ges Fr sya wee as Fraser. 
OD. te AROMAS. t 5 cars Sarees 4.00 eidé, 
31....Whimbrel 4.00 Mason, F. W 
33. 3.58 Gould, E 
34... 3.50 Schuyler 
35... 29 aldwin 
36. . 2.80 French 
37... 2.29. Green. 
38 += 2200.2. Brokaw. 
38... 2.00.. Bakewell, B. C. 
40. al rroie Wood, . 
41. 1.00... Webster. 
41., 1.00 ... Bridgman 
41 1.00 Gould 
Result of the record: Weller, in Zulu, took first prize, and J ohnson, 

in Hillcrest, second prize, Forty-three canoes in all. | 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

‘On the record Toronto Club leads by most entries and paddling 
oints, Peterboro second, Mohican third, but first for sailing. New 

York GC, G.. fourth, 

‘ Regatta Committee—O. B. Vaux, chairman; H,B. Edwards, L. Q. 
ones, 
Clerk of the Course—W. M. Carter. 
Time Keepers—C, H, Waring, F. §. Westcott. 
Judge and Starter—Col.-H. C. Rogers. 
Police of the Course—Brockville GC. C. 
Measurers—J. H. Rushton, W. P, Stephens. 
The clerk of the course and the time keepers were presented with 

sniall paddles (the gift tothe A.C, A, of the Ontario Canoe Co.) for 
theil faithful services. 

dachting, 
. FIXTURES. 

Sevretaries of yacht elubs will please send early notice of pro- 
posed matches dnd meetings. 

Aug, 28.—Quincy Y. C,, Fourth Match. 
Aug, 30,—Hul1 Y. G@., Second Championship Match, 
Aug. 30,—Beverly Y, C., Open Sweepstakes, Marblehead. 
Sept. 3,—Hull ¥, C., Dhird Championship Match, 
Sept. 4,Salem Bay Y, C,. Second Championship Match, 
Sept, 6.—Beverly Y, C., Marblehead, Special Match, 
Sept, 6,—HullY. O,, Third Championship Mateh. 
Sept. 11,—Quincy Y, C., Last Race. 
Sept. 11.—Krenton’s Reef Challenge Cup, 

. 13,— Boston Y, C,, Ladies’ Day, 
ept. 13.—Boston ¥, C,, Pall Matches, 

Sept. i4.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Cup Race. 
Sept, 28.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Harbor Cruise, 
Oct, 5,—Quaker City Y. C., Closing Review and Cruise. 

AFTER THE BATTLE. 

ee Bedouin’s victories this season have finally decided the long 
contested question of type in favor of the cutter, it may not be 

out of place to review briefly the battles, both on paper and water, of 
the last four years, that have oulminated ina triumph of honest 
boats, sailors rigs, and scientific methods in designing, sparring and 
ballasting. Although it is thirteen years since the old Vindex, a cut- 
ter, though only of three beams, first divided the waters of the Dela- 
ware opposite Tinicum Island, itis less than half as long since the 
awful proposition was adyanced that any boat, muchless a ‘‘cuttah,” 
eould equalin any respect an American sloop; so short 4 time, in 
fact, that the din then raised still echoes, and we hear even yet at in- 
tervals the old ery of ‘‘plank on edge," “lead mine,” “‘toothpick,” 
“diving bell.” All interested will remember the scorn and derision 
with which the assertions that a deep boat would move as easily as a 
shoal one, that lead ballast was better than cobble stones or baled 
hay, that a loose-footed mainsail or double jib could sail with the big 
windbags of the sloops, were received as well as the announcement 
that “when it blew, the cutter would lie down and wallow, and when 
it did not blow, she would stand still,” with the accompanying war 
eries of “No bottom for to sail on,’ ‘Our waters,” ‘“‘Aping English 
snobs,” with a vast amount of patriotic buncombe thrown in. 
The early fathers and their converts had a hard time of it at first. 

Argument, abuse, controversy, backed by years of prejudice and mis- 
placed patriotism, made their lives anything but apP for a time, 
with no chance to confound their opponents, Little Yolande in 1880, 
and Oriva in 1881, made the style and rig of the cutter familiar to 
many and won some converts on sight, but much more was wanted, 
anditcame. “One pleasant day in the early fall’ it came up the bay 
on the deck of the Devonia, shored up and securely lashed in a shape 
that astonished many and excited all interested in yachting; the deep 
hull, clean-lined, coppered, handsome, with a fabulous weight of lead 
under it; the high sides, Jong shapely overhang and straight sheer, 
won at once the admiration of many and the derision of many more. 
The queer-looking machine was lifted by a derrick and set afloat, a 

long horn quickly run out, a short mast stuck in somewhere amid- 
ships, a huge topmast set up on top of it, the canny Scot in command 
took the stick, and off she went down the bay to her anchorage. In 
the short time that intervened before the races in which she was to 
take part she was seen more than once on the bay, was met by sloops, 
and sad to say beaten, Fast sloops beat her, slow ones sailed around 
her, and shouts of victory went up from the opposite camp, but ‘the 
Saner he blew a whiff from his pipe, and a scornful laugh laughed 
a 
If this was not enough the newspapers had already settled the 

question 80 thoroughly as to make any further test unnecessary. 
The cutter was slow, wet, had no accommodations, could not point 
with the sloop, clumsy rig, too complicated, etc., the proposition 
standing in about this form: that the American sloop was- faster in 
any weather except, possibly, a very Leavy sea, and was dryer, a 
better seaboat, more weatherly and had greater accommodations. 
We all remember what followed—a victory in Meese that did the 

same for the flat-footed fleet of pleasure boats that the little ‘cheese 
box on a scow” did for the modern navies of the world twenty years 
before—two yictories that side by side stand out above all contests of 
peace or war on the water for the results they have produced. The 
swittly-revolying gun of one penetrated to its most yital spot every 
wooden hull afloat, and left powers that had ruled the seas for cen- 
tures deprived of their greatest defense in a few hours, and the 
hempen sails of the otherswept away in an afternoon the theories, 
traditions and fables concerning displacement, ballast, weights and 
sails that had Jed us to build Mohawks and Sophias. 
We all remember the story how she went down the Bay with 

the Schemer and left her there, Madge coming down the wind ahead 
lugging 8 tons of keel, while Schemer had no ballastin her; how 
little Mistral tried it and came home half drowned and minus her 
sails; how Wave fared,and Schemer’s second trial, as bad as the first, 
and then the Newport races, winning two out of three, one from the 
Wave and one from the fastest sloop of her size ever in our waters. 

lf this was not enough, a second glance revealed more, while Madge 
sailed six races without straining a rope yarn, losing the seventh by 
an accident due to the carelessness of a green hand, of the others 
picked and prepared long before to sail against her, Schemer came 
out of the races in a badly demoralized condition, and Mistral lost 
her sails entirely. After the races, those who had beaten her so badly 
at first Suddenly remembered that Captain Duncan had not set his 
topsail when they were racing him, and they forgotto boast any 
more of their victories. 

Of course an altempt was made to cover up the defeat by bluster, 
partly in the shape of a challenge from a larger boat, Madge's oppon- 
ents being very careful toreckon her ‘ft. of overhang as a part of 
her length; and partly by an attempt to belittle the boats she had 
beaten, with 4 charge of unfairness against the club undér whose 
Ttujes she raced, and their system of measurement, The first charge 
is disproved by the records of the boats before and since, which en- 
titled thet to be called representative sloops, and the second falls to 
the ground when if is considered that Madge beat the larger boats on 
even time, not asking the time they allowed her. 

Tu spite of all blnster and excuses, it was felt that some concession 
was imperative, andit came in the shape of areconstruction of the old 
platform; the mangled remains of the ancient theories and dogmas 
were carefully sorted over, renovated and brought ont ma new shape 
somewhat as follows: The cutter is fast in rough water, bub she has 
no accommodations, she can go to windward, but she is wet, she can 
keep the sea, but she is of no use in our light winds and shoal waters, 
and finally we never cared for speed. but must have room and com- 
fort in our boats. Some subscribed to this new version, but some 
others looked down Madge’s companion, saw the amount of width, 
head room and length in her cabin, good transoms on each side, 
lightiron framed hammocks swung up against the side, roomy fore- 
castle, and cool, light cabin, and came away doubting the second 
clause; some remenibered that Schemer’s crew were soaked, her 
cabin with water in if,and Mistral had her cockpit like a bathtub 
after her race, and they pondered oyer the fourth clause, and the 
idea oceutred to obhers that perhaps with sucha boat a man might 
go where he pleased without the necessity of keeping a shoal harbor 
Gonstantly wider his lee, and that in such a case, a little greater draft 
was not such a bugbear as it looked. Late this season Oriva was 
tried, but under all the disadvantages attending not only a new 
boat, but a style of boat entirely new to all who handled her, and her 
lack of success gave rise to fresh jubilations among the flatfeet. 
Boston already had taken kindly to the new ideas, starting off with a 
flect of little fellows, both cutters and keel sloops wider and deeper 
than cutters, bub the festin New York at this time numbered but 
three, the little Leila. 2 tons; Yolande, 5 tons, and Oriva, 30 tons. 
The next year, hésides the advent of Mageie inthe East, two large 

eulters were added to the fleet, Bedouin and Wenonah. Oriva was out 
of the New Yorkrace in the spring, carrying away the jaws of her 
gail, but in the Seawanhaka race, a few days later, she made a fair 
showing in her class. Late in the same fall Bedoum made her debut 
in the races arranged by the Seawanhaka C. Y.C,, winning the first 
tace from Gracie and josing the succeeding two by a few minutes 
each, but although nominally beaten by the sloop, startling all who, 
looking at the most obvious facts, considered that Bedouin was a new 
boat as yet untried, new gear, ballash nob properly stowed, under all 

the disadvantages that weigh on a boat in her first season and sailed 
partly by her owner, as yet a tyro in cutter sailing, while Gracie rep- 
resented in rig, trim and handling the perfection of our boasted sloop 
fleet. Oriya in these races kept on steadily, adding to the good opin- 
ions of aJl who had watched her carefully. 
The odds at this stage of the battle were still, and for some time 

continued to be, largely in favor of the sloops. Their reputations 
were already made, they were backed by a feeling of so-called patriot- 
ism, narrow-minded and bigoted, that cried down everything new or 
foreign; the pick of the sloop fleet (manned by men and crews who 
had sailed in them season atter season, and who had spent their lives 
aboard similar craft) representing the results of all our yachting for 
thirty years, stood ready to give battle to three cutters, one with a 
season's trial, the other two untried, new boats owned by men who 
were as yet unfamiliar with their handling, manned by crews selected 
with difficulty, and with their failure already announced, their doom 
croaked over, and their owners abused by wholesale. 
The fall races came, more or less shouting was heard from the ultra 

sloop men over the nominal results, those who weighed carefully all 
the points of the races felt that it was a good time to “lay low and 
keep on saying nothin’,”' and all took up a new stand on the question, 
their argument now being about in the shape of this quotation froma 
paper that had championed the side of the sloops, which summed up 
the race as follows: “It was evident that the best of our sloops was 
probably as fast as the cutters,” 

Here was a change indeed in one short y ear, the comparisons of the 
cutter with the exalted standard of the American sloop had changed, 
anew standard of speed had been established, and the claim was 
meekly made that probably the sloops could reach it. 

Public opinion had changed materially and yachtsmen were becom- 
ing more liberal and inclined to accord a fair trial to many points at 
first condemned, the big jib somehow disappeared from sloop after 
sloop, never to reappear, lead ballast displaced iron and gravel, 
masts somehow becaine shorter, and big housing topmasts were no 
longer a curiosity. Counters grew longer with the new boats, floors 
were quietly gecened and afoot or two taken in depth until it was 
finally discovered that these things were nothing new, we had always 
dove so, and many of the details most prominent in the first diseus- 
sion disappeared entirely from the dispute, being coolly appropriated 
by the sloop men, with the claim that they had always adyocated 
them, The controversy lost its distinctive features that it possessed 
at first; as change after change was made in the sloops it became 
difficult to draw the line once so clearly marked between the two 
elasses, until finally the broad claim was made last winter that all 
under six or seven beams were not cutters but American keel sloops. 
Last season (1883) opened with the drifts of the New York and Sea- 

wanhaka clubs in June, the cutters holding their own, even over the 
New York course, with the sloops; and in the former, Weno- 
nah’s maiden race,she beat the pick of the sloop fleet, Mischief, 
Fanny, Gracie and Hildegarde, in their own wind and water, over the 
course most favorable to the sloops of any on the Eastern coast, fol- 
lowing it up a week later by another light weather victory over the 
fleet of the Hastern Y. C, at Marblehead, 
At Newport Bedouin losther boom and was out of the race, and 

Wenonah was beaten by the sloops; but the result of the races and 
cruises was to draw the attention of all to the many good points of 
the cutters, and to win fresh converts, although the advocates of the 
sloop still made a determined fight for their favorite. What was 
needed was a decisive victory for the cutter and it came in the fall, 
when in the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, C. races, Oriva beat the Vixen 
out of sight, a fair victory over one of the best specimens of the cen- 
terboard sloops afloat, while she finished uncomfortably close to big 
Gracie and Fanny, Wollowing close on the heels of this victory came 
Bedouin’s grand triumphs over Gracie in October, fair and honest 
sailing, no flukes, 19m, im one race, 14m, in another, until it seemed 
that nothing was left to be won; and then the last race, where a Hap- 
ping mainsail on Bedouin gave Gracie a win of 4m, and the sloop 
men enough comfort to carry them over a hard winter, postponing 
the final settlement of the question to this year, and driving their de- 
fense into still another form, 

The light displacement theory was finally renounced, questions of 
rig were less prominently put forward, the limit of draft increased, 
and little left of the American sloop but that cloyen foot, the center- 
board, and the beam, The argument was put m definite form by the 
roposal to build a yacht of three beams, drawing about one-third of 

Eee beam, rig between Boge and cutter,and with heayy centerboard. 
The adyent of this type, the last standby of the shoal-water center- 
board patriot before a final surrender to the foreign ideas promul- 
gated b cutter advocates, promised to add additional zest to the sea- 
son of 1884, as terrible tales came from Boston of a formidable craft 
building there—deep, broad, powerful, with heayy centerboard—that 
was to sweep the leadmines from our coast, while alt Bay Ridge, the 
stronghold of the faithful about New York, a similar wonder was 
building. Of the former little need be said, the season is well over 
and thus far she has done nothing, while reports are current of 
trouble with her big board. The latter, Athlon, has done well for a 
new boat among the sloops, but her performance in the postponed 
New York race and in the Seawanhaka race of the next day, where 
a look outside of the Hook was enough to send her home, show her 
yale as a heayy-weather boat, while her defeat at Newport by Oriva, 
a boat shorter and of but two-thirds of her beam, shows her unable: 
to cope with the cutters in speed. : 
Noseason yet has opened so auspicious)y for the cutters as the 

present one; but, although to those who observed carefully the races 
of the early summer, the results were convincing, the nominal results 
of the races gaye a still further lease of life to the sloop. Bedouin 
was unfortunately unable to sail, Wenonah met with two mishaps, 
Tleen, with anew hand al the stick, did nothing to make a record, 
and all the brunt of the battle fell on little Oriva. On the other side 
were Mischief, Fanny, Gracie, Hildegarde, Vixen, in perfect condi- 
tion, with new Athlon, all thirsting for cutter gore. 
The first day’s drift brought Deen out at the start, but all her ad- 

vantage was lost later on; Wenonah lost 4 topmast, and the fleet 
drifted in late at night tofind no racemade. The second day saw 
wind and weather for the cutters, and Ileen showed what she could 
do to windward, while Oriya beat Vixen over the course. Wenonah 
as wellas Mischief was disabled, The third day saw such weather 
as yachtsmen delight in,a good breeze and lively tumble, which 
drove the sloops inside of the Hook, all except Gracie, while Oriva, 
foing over the course with her, beat her terribly to windward, not- 
withstanding her extra length and size. Following closely on this 
race came that around Long Island, a game of drift, with flukes in- 
terspersed that gave no relative idea of the merits of the boats en- 
tered. 
These races were eagerly seized by the sloop's adyocates as the peg 

on which to hang their last plea. The cutter is faster than the sloop 
when the wind is lizht, or when it blows hard, but when it don*t blow 
ou can’t sail, and when it blows hard no sane man wants to sail, or 

in other words, the question had finally dwindled down to the old ery 
of ‘our weather.” 
The race around Long Island was followed later on by one at 

Marblehead, in the ideal sloop weather, smooth water, good topsail 
breeze all day, and besides a triangular course where no flukes were 
found, and here Bedouin scored her first victory of the year, beating 
the entire fleet, large and small, from big Fortuna down, oyer the 
course on even lime; and at New Bedford a month later it was the 
samé story over again, smooth water, fresh breeze, and Bedouin over 
the course far ahead of all. schooners, sloops, or compromises. 
The fleet that gathered at Newport for the raves of the New York 

Club surpassed any previous fleet in our yachting annals, the repre- 
sentative boats of both classes being all present except Hildegarde, 
of the sloops, and Oriva, of the cutteis, the latter joming in time for 
the last race, and all were in condition for a final test The story of 
the four races is soon told: First day, some sea and light airs with 
calms, Bedouin was first in of all the fleet of twenty-three yachts, 
Teen second and Wenonah third, Athlon an hour and a half astern, 
Mischief nowhere and Gracie withdrawn. The second day, in the 
race to Oak Bluffs, there was more wind and some roll to the sea, 
Bedouin was the first yacht in, beating Montauk, with Mischief nearly 
forty minutes later on even time, this race bempz without allowance, 
Tieen and Wenonah third and fourth, and Athlon so far behind as to 
capture a big handicap forthe race home. The third race on Mon- 
day, home again, in light and varying winds, found Bedouin last in- 
stead of first, the only exception to her remarkable performance this 
season, the honors really going to Mischief, although Athlon, thanks 
to her heavy handicap, takes the prize, The last race was over the 
triangular course of sixty miles for the Bennett cups, no time allow- 
ance, Bedouin beating Mischief 9m, 20s. on eyen time and taking the 
cup, the extra prize going to Mischief by 1s. on time allowance, Ath- 
lon was nowhere in particular at the finish, and Ileen was neariy 
8m, behind Mischief on corrected time. 
Here then is Bedouin’s record for this year in weather picked at 

random in June, July and August along our coast, five first prizes oun 
of six starts, four races out of six in which she led the entire feet, one 
race in which she was beaten and one in which she takes the prize 
but practically ties Mischief on corrected time. Though ifs and buts 
do not make a record in racing fortunately, those who saw the 
first three races this season, and saw Bedouin sail last year and this, 
ean form a prety good idea of the place she would haye taken in 
them, 

Tt will ayail nothing to say that she has beaten Mischief but not the 
other three; many will agree with us that Mischief holds first place 
among our sloops, with Gracie second and Fanny third, and besides 
what Bedouin can do with Gracie is pretty well proved. Oriva’s per- 
formance in the final wats must aah e overlooked, as she beat Vixen 
fairly and squarely, no eg or chances. 
There is aa disputing it, the cutters have beaten the sloops fairly 

and badly in all weathers, the compromises, as competitors with the 
narrow cuiters, have proved failures, and nothing remains to be 
gained by denying either fact. Better acknowledge it openly and 
startin to improve the besb boatit possible. 
Itisnot to be expected that, with the present standard of speed 

which even the sloops have attained, we shal] Have to score 
many more such yictories over them as Madge did, or as the sloops 
once promised the cutters; but gaining the position they have aiter 
an unequal fight of four years, there isno fear thatthe cutters can- 
not hold it with increasing numbers each year, and increased skill in 
handling them. 
The scarecrow held up by some that their use entails the importa- 

tion of designers, builders and sailors from abroad, is an insult to 
American skull and ingenuity; we have found it necessary to call to 
our aid those regularly trained to their pr aes, whose knowledge 
and experience haye taken the place of that guess work and rule of 
thumb once too common in all branches of yaeht construction, with 
already an asbonishing improvemént in the standard of excellence; 
but that we alone cannot build and sail cutters, while we can build 
and sail sloops, is too absurd an idea to be entertained for a moment, 
The part that PormsT AND STREAM has taken in the fight is too well 

known to need comment. In ifs columns appeared the first intima- 
tion that our boats were not what they should be, but that something 
better was possible, and ever since it has continued the course then 
commenced, through along and hard fight toa successful ending, 
and in the future, as in the past, its efforts will always hein the cause 
of honest boats and true yachting. 

YACHTING ON CAPE COD BAY. 

Roe some time past there has been a question as to the respective 
merits of the yachtsin Cape Cod Bay, and to settle the vexed 

question a race Was arranged for Monday, Aug. 18. A much desired 
wholesail breeze was provided in the fresh wind from §. W., and the 
result was unquestionably convincing. 
The start was made from a stakeboat off Brewster Bar, and the 

course thence was EH. fiye miles to stakeboat off Orleans, thence N, 
three miles to Lone Rock buoy, off Hastham, and from there seven 
miles back to Brewster stakeboat. At 2:10 P. M. the Mattie, Ida 
Florence and Wavecrest started, followed at 2:11 by the Nellie and 
Mamie, Perey Allen at 2:12, and Fawn 2:14. The Mattie led until just 
before reaching the Orleans stakeboat, when she was delayed a min- 
ute by fouling a net, The boats rounded the stake in following order: 
Ida Florence and Wavyecrest together, one-half mmute later Perey 
Allen, Mattie, Nellie and Mamie, the Fawn turning two and one-half 
minutes after them. Loné Rock buoy was rounded by Ida Florénee, 
Wavecrest, Percy Allen, Nellie and Mamie, and Mattie. Wrom that 
oa the Percy Allen soon passed the Wavecrest aud Ida Florence, 
olding the lead to the finish. There was no time allowance; all boats 

were centerboard cats and built for 20ft. keel, except the Fawn, 
which was a 25ft. sloop. Length of course fifteen miles: 

SUMMARY. 
Percy Allen, F.§. Allen. Brewster......... 00.0.0... sees ese eeesees 2.12 
Nelly and Mamie, Commings and Howes, Orleans...........,...., 2 18 
Ida Florence, John H. Sweet, Welltieet...................-.22..02. 2 20 
Mattie, Roland Nickerson, E. Brewster... ...... .... ..-,........ a 2B 
Wavecrest, D. L. Young, Orleams...................., Time not taken. 
Fawn, Thaddeus Basset, Brewster............ .-..... Time not taken, 

BEVERLY Y. C. 

ee ninety-first regatta was sailed off Nahant on Aug. 23, 1884, be- 
- ing the third championship match. Wind W.S.W., shifting to 
S.W. light. Judges—Geo. B. Inches, Gordou Dexter, F. J. Bradlee. 
Judges’ yacht, Bluebell, Beverly Y.C. Course for First Class— 

Leaving Whistling Buoy off Graves and Red Buoy No. 2 off Winthrop 
Head on starboard and return, 104 miles. 
Course for Second and Third Classes—Leaving Winthrop Head Buoy 

on starboard and return, 7 miles. 
FIRST GLASS. 

Length Actual. Corrected, 
Cricket, sloop, C. F. Adams, 3d......- 30.07 3 01.20 2 54 21 
Countess, sloop, Geo, B. Chase........ 31.06 3 25 30 3 19 24 
Bessie, schooner, Chas, P. Curtis...... 27.01 Withdrew. 
Cruiser, sloop, A. B. Alley....... ..... 23.06 2 28 45 2 19 13 
Spider, cat, Walter Abbott ........... 20.00 2 34 30 2 21 43 
Hornet, cat, H. L. Harding........... 21.00 2. a4 45 2 22 59 
Rita, cat, H. B. Richardson.........,.. 20.06 Withdrew, 

SECOND CLASS KEELS. 
Witch, cutter, B. B. Crowninshield. . .22.06 3 00 00 2 49 36 
Mosquito, cat, B, W. Codman......... 22 02 Not timed, 

THIRD CLASS, 
Mirage, cat, L. M. Clark........ ae ye 19.04 2 34 40 2 22 O8 
The wind was very light, too light for Bessie and Countess, Cruiser 

had a great advantage under the clubrules, which were not made 
for “jib'and mainsail boats,’ im being allowed to carry a jib while 
the cats had mainsails only. Witch was late at the starting fate and 
Mosquito waited for her starting twenty minutes late, when wind was 
very light; she was six minutes outside the limit of time and it is a 
question for the Regatta Committee to decide whether she takes a 
prize or not, Theruleis: “No prize awarded unless one boatin class 
makes race at rate of 244 miles an hour.” Witeh and Mosquito in 
racing for the pennant were in same class as the catboats, who made 
race in time, but sailed for Separate prizes with allowance. : 

Prizes were won as follows: First prizes, Cricket, Crniser, Mirage 
and probably Witch. Second Prizes, Countess and Spider. Cricket 
and Cruiser take pennants, tieing with Thialfi and Countess, and with 
Witch and Rita. Mirage wins and holds pennant. : 

BLug with a Goup CAsrun, 

LIGHTS ON SMALL BOATS. 

A® will be seen by the following extract from the Syracuse Stund- 
ard, the question of lights on open boats has come up again, in 

connection with the sad accident of Aug, 15 on the St. Lawrence 
River, by which a lady was drowned. On the evening in question, a 
lady and gentleman in a skiff attempted to row across the bow of the 
steamer Rothesay, but were struck by the steamer, thrown into the 
water and the lady drowned, her escort being severely injured. 

It is without doubt highly necessary for their own safety that small 
boats should carry a light at night, but a single white light. visible im 
all directions, as directed by law, will not answer for the reason stated 
below, that it practically blinds the persons in the boat toallafew 
feet distant. Many canoes carry a square brass lamp, with red and 
green sides but haying in addition a lense of plain glass in front, the 
latter being quite thick and, as it is of rather poor quality, siving 
little light to dazzle the eyes, but still powerful enough to be visible 
as a signal at some distance. 

This lamp has been found to answer very well, and although not 
visible to a boat approaching from behind, it is probably the best yet 
devised. With any lights more or less trouble will arisé iu crowded 
waters, the small boats take too great risks,and the steamers, as a 
rule, are utterly indifferent to the danger they put the small ones in 
as longas they donot render themselves liable, ‘lo run so closeto a row 
boat as to Swamp her is only a joke, and it is just as funny to- make a 
sailing boat go off her course, even while racing, though a turn of a 
spoke or two would make no difference, Some samples of this con~ 
duct were shown by steamers on the St, Lawrence at the canoe nieet, 
uotably the E. Vanhorne, which deliberately ran down a rach 
canoe, while the Hero and others van through the racing fleet to give 
a view of the race to those on board, regardless of the danger and 
disappointment of the crews. Perhaps if such sbeamers were com- 
pelled occasionally to stop fora rowboat or pay the penalty, they 
would learn to be more careful, and on the other hand, if there was a 
better feeling between them and the boatmen, the latter would not 
hinder them. The law, as it stands now, is simply absurd, as the 
penalty is so great that it is never enforced, Asit stands it applies 
to all boats, shells and canoes included. 

It is no uncommon thing fora man to be caught ont after dark, in 
a shell or rowboat, with no light, but the danger is only to himself; 
and to fine him $200 for incurring it istoo ridiculous eyer to have been 
enforeed. If the law is worth enforcing, a small fine of $10 or $15, 
imposed on a few, would do more good than can ever be accomplished 
as it stands at present, No distinction is now made bebween large 
vessels and working boats on the one hand and small pleasure eratt 
on the other, andit is unfair to weigh down the latter with a rule only 
intended for the former. 

“It was understood by two orthreepersons only, who saw the rey- 
enue cutter Bibb steam down the riyer yesterday afternoon, that an 
attempt was to be made to enforce the law requiring skiffs to carry a 
bright light 2ft. above the bow. This law has been on the statute 
book tor several years; but has nol been observed, Three years ago 
an attempt was made to enforce it, bub the officers soon saw the ab- 
surdity of it, and gaye the boatmen to understand that no further 
attempts would be made at that time. At the time of the killing of 
Miss Ives last week by the Rothesay, while she was in a skiff without 
a light, Captain Hstes, of that steamer, wrote to Ogdensbul'z. protest- 
ing against the growing habit of going without lights, In view of 
this the Bibb has been senvt down the river to see that the law is ob- 
served, 

“This law is well-meant, and is good in that im extreme cases it Might 
save a single life, but on the whole it is better broken than kept. Had 
Captain Estes stopped to think he would not haye written as he did 
for the law is that skiffs carrying a light haye the right of way and 
ateamers are compelled to stop, and if they happen to strike a skitf 
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they are responsible. Tf there were but occasional skiffs to be seen 
upon the river this perhaps could be acéamplished, but at the part, 
here, for example, where on many evenings fifty or seventy-five skills 
are on the water. it would be utterly impossible for a steamer to stop 
every time askiff happened to cross its bow. Again, the stopping of 
the steamer might endanger the lives of many passengers and cause 
much damage, for here, where there are so many dangerous shoals 
it would not be possible to reverse the engines without incurring the 
risk of grounding upon one of these, especially if a strong wind were 
blowing, Tu this way, while a single lifé mist be saved, Iindreds 
of others would be placed in jeopardy. There are many young men 
on the river of sufficient importance, in their own esiimation at least, 
to compel a steamer to stop for them, especially if they are accom- 
pamed by young ladies, and it must cause thé captains of the steam- 
ers immeasurable annoyance to obey the whims of such egotistical 
Specimeus, 
“Another reason urged against ibis law is thatif the lights be placed 

in the bow of the boat, the person rowing cannot see beyond the light 
and will be unable to determine his course, thus incurring dangar, 
These and other reasons are urged by boatmen why the law should 
not be enforced, Upon inguiry among them your correspondent 
learns that all of them think the law absurd, and they declare that 
if they are compelled ta observe it, they willso annoy steamers by 
making them stop on every occasion that the captains of vessels will 
seek to haveit rescinded. The fine for being without a light is #200, 
It people were notso careless there would be no need of so much 
caution; but many who come here for a few days have a sort of idea 
that they can row a boat or gail it, under all circumstances, even if 
they haye never been in one before, and the result is that they take 
risks that skillful oarsmen would ayoid. It has come to be just the 
thing for brave swains to attempt to shoot across the bow of a pass- 
ing steamer or row as near as possible to catch the swell. Nothing 
can sfop such except death or marriage. It seems better 10 all par- 
tiés concerned that the law is better broken than kept. What the 
outcome will be is not yet known,” a 

RACES AT MATTAPOISETT. 

WEHNTY-FOUR boats took part in the races sailed on Saturday 
last off Mattapoisett for yachts under 30 and over 15ft. No 

yachts entered in the first class, but the other three were fairly well 
filled. The first gun was fired at 10:30 A. M, to prepare, the classes 
beimg started in order. The wind was steady from southwest during 
the race. The entries and times were: 

SECOND GLASS. 
Length Actual. Correeted. 

murprise, C.-C. cPaAMley., ..- eee se epee 24,00 2. 64 O01 210 14. 
PAVE SS che tots d tty 8 bcc eats pe enle 24.05 2 55 21 2 11 09 
PTT ba Dy Ets, PA WLO LPNS ate ore et cat 26.09 2 54 11 2.18 22 
Mattie, Howard Stockton. ............25.10 2 56 42 2 14 36 
Myrtle, Phinney... .. 2.5 csi es 2. et. 02 3 01 48 217 2d 
URIS MGUY Tes c bk te we mantetnartee clacsic 24.01 8 03 49 219 15 
AteyOone, PHINNEY. bocce selec cece eee 25.08 3.05 39 Payal 
Maolet, -G. A Richards... 0.0 Lee ee 24,04 Not taken. 
Whisper, F. Sargent............. Pere 25.04 Not taken, 

8 25 42 2 24 06 
3 22 56 2 84 56 
3.27 39 2 39 387 

2 3 40 31 2 49 06 
Sprite, H. BR. Dalton, Jrm........2.0) vs 20.0 8 41 36 2 51 02 

FOURTH CLASS. 
SRST See ptsa sce d/o tars wreseph sd cish sd hep te § 16.08 1 38 14 0) 54 42 
Gem, 8. A. Bigelow...............-0.-5 18.00 1 33 52 0 56 36 
BROS Hes eds hae seats oils Pele ene 16.11 1 43 00 1 00 04 
Te are, De Eee etter ee eee een 15.05 1 48 22 1 01 43 
PHOSIE, BE. He GIbPSic oe eet tesa ed 20.01 1 28 15 Not m’d. 
Spray, Threidhoff.. -......... RE Te rer, The 1 41 09 Not m’d, 
dslaid Belle, Joseph, 102: weet testes 1 37 54 Not m’d. 
FERS eters ae he Cerise tte t tie Pedes =e Not taken. 
LE TeVC 21g Waele te le Oe eer 2, Sere new de fon a Not taken. 

Not taken. 
Judges, Malcolm Thomas and F. 

Reception committee, Messrs, Olark, Atkinson, Holmes, 

HadyrOL MeL Ake. 5. Caine dsrensdise ved 
Prizes, $12 and $6 in each class. 

EH, Sparrows. 

HULL Y. C. 

ASTERN yachtsmen haye much to be thankful for in the oppor- 
4 tunities offered to them for yachting on a modern scale with 

plenty of sport for all boats down to the smallest, Last week we 
noticed the races of the Bunker Hill, Boston, Beverley and Hull yacht 
e)ubs, all open to small boats, this week we haye as many, and next 
will come the great event of the season, the turn out of the Mosquito 
fleet at Marblehead. Last Saturday was the date set for the second 
championship matches of the Hull Y. C. and the sailors shared the 
lively southwest breeze that blessed the other clubs on that day. 
Twenty five yachts came to the line at 3:15 P. M., at which time the 
first class started. The remaining classes, five in all, followed at five 
Minute intéryals, all being oyer by 3:45, It was 4:53 when Seabird 
passed the finish, winner in ihe third class. then the others began to 
flock in. A curious accident happened to Transit as she finished. She 
passed too close to the judges’ boat, and as she heeled at the time her 
topmast struck that of the latter and broke off, 

FIRST CLASS. 

Length. Actual. Corrected. 
Shadow, c. b., John Bryant ..........- 34, 04 1 53 41 1 27 29 
ihe, ke JP.-Gales< 2 22... 36.11 2 05 32 1 41 16 
Just My Breeze, k., R. W. Jones ...... Ind not return. 

SECOND CLASS, : 
Banneret, k., J. F. Brown............. Bo, 01 2 06 08 1 30 58 
Transit, k.. H. H. Ingalls............-. 27.03 2 05 05 1 32 21 
Gem, k,, Osgood & Savage..... .- 26,05 2 12 30 1 38 51 

THIRD CLASS, 
Sea Bird, c. b., G. 8. Forbush,,......., 28.01 1 27 06 03 06 
Kitty, k , Tarbell & Adams. .........,.238-09 1 28 56 05 30 
Mhelta, k.)AwP. DHAVOL,. eee e ses 0ee 22.07 201 07 3G 41 
Saracen, k., W. P. Fowle,.. ........-- 23.08 208 AN 25 

1 
1 
1 

56 14 
FOURTH GLASS. : 

1 
1 
1 

Queen Mab, c. b., Burwell & Litchfield .22.06 138 06 O8 3a 
Joker, c. b., George Coffin,...... .... 20.08 1 39 31 12:18 
Gey A Cad feny DE Yd 242-4 el 21.04 1 38 08 12 29 
Niobe, c. b., F.S. Dunne.... ......... 20.06 1 44 22 17 59 

FIFTH CLASS, 
Wildfire, c. b., H. A. Keith. ............ 18.01 1 44 44 1 15 44 
Kismet, c. b., H. N, Curtis.,............18.11 1 43 40 1 15-37 
Viva, €..b., P. M.Bond.....-....-. 19.06 1 43 20 1 15-65 
Sherwater, c. b,, W. M, Merril.........16.09 1 45 00 1 16 46 
Myrile, ¢, b., ©, H. & R.C, Poor...... 19.06 1 45 40 1 18 15 
Spray, ¢. b., A. HW. Faxon... v1.5.0 18.10 1 46 42 1 15 33 
Tmogene, c, b,, B. T. Wendell.......... 18.10 Did not return, 

SISTH CLASS. 
Charlotte G., eat, Freeman & Ganoway.17 11 1 49 48 1 202 
BDisie, cat, C. WF. Hardwich............. 16.01 1 51 12 1 20 39 
Gadet, cat, Belcher & Dunham........ 16.01 1 53 14 1 21 40 
Idlewild, cat, H.Taggard.............. 17.08 1 53 39 1 23 3b 
Judges—Messrs, Griffin, Aborn, Kiley, Loving and Miller, 

TOLEDO Y. C. ANNUAL MATCHES. 

HE Toledo Y. C. held their second annual match, open to all lake 
boats, on Thursday, Aug. 22. The yachts were in two classes, 

second and third, the fil st failiig to fill; the second being between 23 
and 85ft. waterline length, the third under 23ft. The time allowance 
of two minutes per foot is made on a basis of the sum of waterline, 
extreme beam and depths of hold from planking to under side of deck 
next to mast. One man is allowed for every five feet of such gross 
measurement, The courses decided on were for second class, from 
starting line on north side of Turtle light due east 7 miles, thence 
southwest by south, half south 7 miles, to starting line, 21 miles; and 
for third class due east to stakeboat 7 miles, thence due west 7 miles, 
The time limit was six hours. Five prizes were offered in the second 
elass of $75, $50, $40, $25 and $10, and three in the third class of $25, 
$15 and $10, besides the Machen cup for second class only, to be won 
at three consecutive annual matches before becoming the property 
ofayacht. A flying start was ordered at 10:80, boats to cross the 
line at gunfire with ten minutes limit, but it was 11:03 before the signal 
was given. The water was smooth with a topsail breeze from south- 
west. The entries and times rie nope. were: 
No Name......-........- 11 SIShe Gl i arene: Uernsteiste eetonie oe) 11 09 25 
VATE OF a,b? SOBEL OBE OSE EEL 11 07 20 Wanehon.....,- Pesta he ,-1l 09 50 
WET RRR Bh ee Ree Rb OEE 11 07 45 Madeline 4....-3-2..,20.-, 11 09 28 
WTES Cente ake res verter Ane OS 00 SScudees yes eus errs hese: 11 10 00 
Kate Graham..........-. SE WIRG SOE Noe papers apesgreentys eee rest 11 10 00 
ILD 4 i aN led a PL Se weber mn Eten e stestetiaieiere tasers ii 10 00 
MOTRAI |, dtcljaeles eejahaialeloies ip TOFS 00) 0 ec Fe eae SN ern err 11 10 00 
HATH. Wey ease oceL Sawehet WW 09 02 Gypsyic-. 2. es ee ene ees 11 10 00 
UPL ARE LE n Meer ean e eae DOO SIS SOS WRO Vs Set fcr ssta erst 11 10 29 
@harlie A. 2.000.220. 8 TAMp9eR5 ahennienl ee anc 11 10:35 
Victoria............ binge 11 09°25 Oberon,..........- aptee tates 11 18 00 

Several accidents happened to the yachts. Charlie H, broke her 
spinnaker boom and carried away throat halliard bolt in gait; Lulu 
parted balloon jib halliards; Corsair had trouble with her balloon jib; 
Fanchon parted topmast backstay and lost topmast, bubim spite of | 

all such mishaps the races were a. siccesss and all were satisfied. 
The times of finish and elapsed time are given below; 

SHCOND CLASS, 
Measure- Allow- 
ment, anes. 

M.S. lapsed. Corrected. 
STOVE Sra eok Hag ip oteenca neh Aithapayte Met 50 ee 3 39 00 3 39 00 
N00 a A sae ERAT 45 3 30 349 15 8 45 45 
Kate Graham... %....-.. 45 2 30) 4 49 03 3 45 33 
DUES AGL CA (Lode yp pl ad Baa pre or 49 0 42 disabled, 
Rpg Ss ae sore ue om AOR 40 7 00 4 20 03 4 33 03 
DLGlAA co ialste Rene 44 4 12 4 12 57 4 09 45 
BBLOD as wale ee | a () 42 3 52 53 852 11 
WVIAC es Srey Vokes 42 5 36 4 00 12 3 54 86 
OVS Lr eee eee ty 6 18 4 14 18 4 08 00 
AOS hacked ares wea 39 7 42 4.07 45 4 00 038 
GTQ Y Nanna es ceed) eee eae 49 () 42 4 28 13 4 27 31 
Crescent AQ YOO 4 12 20 4 05 20 
Jennie J . 42 5 86 411 2h 4 06 49 
\ 003 RU Ee ome Apemrese ee Nese: 48 1 24 4 41 00 4 89 26 
Oharlie H........ beceatees 36 10 80 
NMadelime: jv yit, e g BEE 11 12 
ARGU sc ett oe = 

THIRD OLASS, 
WAGVOMI snot sts tte 6 ES 30 1 06 
EAST CR Bee RP, ove oe 32 ure 3°25 05 3 2b 04 
INO NO ees oi chia easee 401 18 4 01 14 
WGT1 bree ee eee Se eS 38 bebe 
Petre... het ietoock. on ee at St Q 26 5 46 50 a 46 22 fe 2 

The regatta committee were Messrs. E. G. Herrick, Walter Brown, 
and A. W. Machen, 

THE BATTLE OF THE SHARPIES. 

Hditor Forest and Strewi: 
In your issue of Aug. 21, Mr, Robert Barnwell Roosevelt subscribes 

to the following statements. making af the same time some purely 
personal remarks lo which I do not see fit to reply. He says; 
First—The only thing a sharpie does not possess is speed,” and 

afterward adds that his sharpie has speed. 
Second—‘That the Roslyn yaw! rig is nothing new.” Perhaps not. 

T had the pleasure of desighing it, howeyer, PorEsT AnD STREAM gave 
it the name. Possibly Noah's Ark Was rigged that way, she may have 
heen a Nonpareil sharpie for aught we know, and if so, was a handy 
cratt, 
Third—Mr, Roosevelt says that the Roslyn yawl is a “monstrosity, 

unhandy, unmanageable, and entirely unseaworthy.’’ My reply to 
this highly seasoned statement is that when he and his schooner 
sharpie were dodging through canals and behind sandbanks to reach 
Florida, one December, Commodore Douglass's Roslyn yawl sharpie 
was sailing the open sea course to the same destination. On this trip 
the latter yacht made good time, proved herself a fine staunch sea 
boat, and her rig was much praised by those who sailed her, Her loz 
was published in forrest Anp STREAM. 

TY am constantly busy building large sharpie yachts, all of which 
haye the Roslyn yawl rig, with balance rudder. No one but myself 
builds there sharpie yachts. Are there no wise sharpie owners in the 
world but Mr, Robert Baruwell Roosevelt? That gentleman has de- 

-| clined to practically show wherein lies the superioriby of his schooner 
rig and scow rudder over my yawl with balance rudder, and as my 
only object in replyimg to his letter of Aug, 7 was to have this ques- 
tion fairly tested, I now decline to further discuss sharpies ou any 
such unfriendly personal basisas the tone of Mr. Rooseyelt’s last 
published letter suggests. THOMAS CLAPHAM, 

Rostyrn, L. L,, Aug. 23. 

ANOTHER SINGLEHANDER. 

Editor Forest and Streau: 
Tsend you herewith a general description of a narrow ‘single- 

hander,* now under process of construction by an amateur who "ot 
out” the lines, is building and rigging the boat himself, andis doing 
-4 fair job considering, and the lines look well: 

eng thcvergally So eral seiitens ye an ae eee 25ft, 
Length on L,W.L..-.., Fes ele lo me Ely eseerper ieee 2Aft, 
Gat 3 Riese tascractd git te ees ee Aft, 
Greatest draft..... ......... 
Least freeboard..... 
Width of top.of Ieel 
Headroom in cabin nndeér heams.................. 5ft. lin. 
VCE UOr tL Une one enter neha etree hittlaciec Eee Lv 12in. 
Wathen lGGkGrsan ens eterno tenable khan day eae 12in, 
Citiainelens ily SP SUL hrc whey ostaiele ala ener 7ft. 
Moses AE wl Oe eee ORR ee yee 8ft. 

panion combined 6fb. long, 18in. wide, cockpit same width, 3ft. long, 
iron on Keel 1,400Ibs., inside 1,200Lbs., full cutter rig, housing topmast 
and reefing bowsprit, 400sq, ft. in three lower sails, main, foresail and 
jib. Cost complete, $496. Srx Bras. 

Sr, Jonns, Mich,, Aug. 19, 1884, 

MILWAUKEE Y. C. ANNUAL MATCHES. 

HE first annual matches of the Milwaukee Y. C. were sailed ou 
Aug. 14. The course was triangular, nine miles twice around, 

or eighteen miles in all. Aithough the early morhing was quite 
fogrey, a geod breeze from the southeast sprang up before the start, 
increasing during the latter part of the race. Four yachts entered, 
Adele and Las Uampanas keel sloops, and Kate and Idun, center- 
board sloops, the former being a, deep Boston boat, 
The first leg of these miles was a beat, Adele leading as she did all 

through the face. The times of the first round were: Adele 2:40, Las 
Campanas 2:51, Kate 2:55, Tdnu 2;5814. 
The times of the finish of second round were, Adele 3:10, Las Cam- 

panas 3:3514, Idun 4:45, Kate 3:46. Adele tales first prize, silver cup, 
Tdun takes second place on time allowance, 

A SEAT TOR A ROWBOAT,—Central Lake, Mich,, Aug. 21, 1884. 
Editor Forest and Stream: A good many years ago | adopted a de- 
yicein canoeing which I found yery satisfactory where portages 
were short. This was simply a common wooden chair, with the legs 
sawn oli, and placed in the bottom of the canoe, or sometimes on the 
top of a bucket. When dining, I often inverted ib, with the seat rest- 
ing agaiusi a tree, when ib served as a small table, In affer years, 
when my wife, who sometimes accompanies me in long boating ex- 
eursions, complained of weariness, I remembered the old thing. I 
took a chair and having cut the legs at the hack completely oft and 
left the front ones about an inch in fength, I placed upon each of the 
latter an iron cleat, pointing backward, When the chair is placed 
upon the boat’s seat, and shoved back until the front legs touch the 
board, the cleats will retain it in position, A round top or “bow 
back” is preferable. Wor invalids, or those who, while not over 
strong, yet delight in boating, the value of this simple device can 
hardly be overestimated, It is within the reach of the most lintited 
exchequer, and 1 yenturé to ask that you will publish the description, 
Tf I am not much mistaken, there will be nota few, especially among 
your lady readers, who will thank you forit before a month is up,— 
ISELPIA, 

TRH FIRST STEEL VESSEL ON THE LAKES.—The first vessel 
built of steel on the lakes was launched on Aug. 21 from the Wyan- 
dotte shipyard, at Detroit. Her name is the Albany, and she is 265ft. 
on keel, 282ft. over all, 38ft. heam, 17/¢ft. depth, and was built for 
the Western Transit Company, of Buitalo, for carrying grain from 
that point to Chicago. Her engines are fore and aft compound, 28 
and 4348, with boilers 91416 to carry 110 pounds, This vessel will 
cost $200,000, and was seven months in building, her keel having 
been laid in Wemmuary, The same firm will soon launch asimilar 
boat, The Albany was launched beam on, being held, after wedging 
up, by ashore at the stem and one at the stern, kept in place by 
ropes. At the signal from Mr, Frank 4, Kirby, the company’s con- 
structing engineer, both ropes were cut ab once, and the vessel 
glided sideways into the water, sending a wave that wetted a num- 
ber of the spectators on the bank. 

OPEN BOAT RAGE IN THE BAY.—Prizes were offered for a race 
on the Upper Bay on Ang, 20, over the centennial course. from Capt, 
Jake Schmidt's float around buoy off Coney Island Point, thence 
around buoys 18 and 17, making ten miles. Seven boats from 16 to 
gbft. entered, hut as the wind was-very lighp the course was shortened, 
the boats turning Fort Lafayetze instead of Coney Island buoy, The 
time allowance was forty-two seconds to the foot. The starters were 
Teaser, 18ft.; Martha Muna, 24ft. 8in,; Lone Star, 18ft. 2in.; Mand, 
18ft. 5 Fedora, 19ft. 10in,; Comanche, 18ft, Zin, and Maggie, 16ft. ‘The 
wind died out before the course was completed, so the race was post- 
poned. A race was also sailed between the yaw! boat of the schooner 
Nokomis, sailed by Capt. Louis, and a sharpie of Capt. Schmidt's, 
the yail finally winning. 
MOLLY.—This yacht was built for Mr, ¥. 8, Mallock, of Hamilton, 

Ontario, last winter, and is similar in dimensions with the Wad) hay— 
ing 2914ft. over all, 6ft. beam and 7ft, depth, Bhe was desigued and 
built by Thomas Dalton, a local huilder,who bas made a,success of 
her and turned out a first-class iece Of Work. Her keel is of iron, 
4,710 pounds, with 3,710 pounds of lead inside, The interior is finished 
in pme, oiled and varnished. 

A JUNK RACE ON NEW YORK BAY.—A piece of canvas ten feet 
square is 4 more economical motive power than even a five dollar 
horse, For this reason not all the junkmen’s carts in New York city 
are on wheels, Those that are on the water are about nineteen feet 
long, with one mast in the middle, and are of at least one thousand 
pounds tonnage, estimated by the weicht of oid lead pipe, bursted 
boilers, ships’ anchors and other articles which fate consigns to a 
junkman’s scales, The spéed of these boats has always been the 
cause of much argument between their owners, and as argument 
proved a couspicuous failure in settling the question, the happy idea. 
of having a race was hit upon several years ago. It came off and 
was & success, and eyery summer since that time a regatta has been 
held, the course being from pier 28 Hast River around Robbin’s Reef 
and back again, Yesterday was the day for this year's race and all 
junkdom turned out from West and South streets and congrezated 
on pier 28, At 1 o'clock in the afternoon the neighboring piers were 
covered by the friends of the contestants, among whom, however, 
not a plumber could be seen. This fact was explamed as being the 
result of an unreasonable prejudice which plumbers entertain azainst 
any Ian who can tell ata glance weight and cost price of a coil of 
lead pipe, At 2 o’clock nine boats rocked on the wayes at the slart- 
ing line, with their names painted upon their sterns in green, yellow, 
sweet violet and other cheerful colors. Tach boat contained 
her owner, who held the ‘post of captain, and a crew of 
one man, who sat with the ballast between lis knees and 
with his back against the mast fo keep it steady. When 
Commodore Patrick MeDonald fired the cannon the nine boats 
glided across the line with all the grace of miniature canal 
boats, the waiting throng on the piers gave a loud shout and the race 
was begun, As the boats swept down the river all the ferryboats got 
ont of fhe way and a Sound steamer escaped being run down only by 
closely bugging the Brooklyn shore. When the Battery was reached 
the Pride of the Hast was ahead. Next to her came the Limerick 
Lass and Dynamite, The Light of Other Days, Schweitzerkase and 
the Brooklyn Belle formed the secoud group. They were, however, 
hard pursued by the Island Queen, Old Gold and the Atlantic Avenue 
Belle. The Limerick Lass, Captain Bugene Mahoney, was the first to ~ 
round Robbin’s Reef, while the Island Queen, Uaptain David McDonald, 
was not far behind, Just then the crew of the former, excited by his 
triumph, took the ballast from between his knees and drank halt of 
it. This incautious act at such 4 critical moment upset the equilib- 
rium of the Lass and she was capsized. The keeper of the lighthouse 
on the reef rescued the captain and the crew, but the other half of 
the ballast was lost, On the return voyage the Light of Other Days, 
under the skillful hand of Captain John Reddigun, crept by all of the 
other boats and passed the hne ina blaze of glory, haying made the 
five miles of the race in the remarkable time of two hours. The 
second hoatwas the Atlantie Ayenue Belle, of Brooklyn, Captain 
Pairick Ginerfy commanding, and the others came in within the next 
half how, the captain of each being consoled for his defeat hy the 
cevtainty of winning next year’s race.— New York Herald. 

QUAKER OITY Y. C.—EHditor Forest and Stream: The mateh and 
sweepstakes races that have taken place since the annual regatta, June 
2, have all been yery exciting and closely contested. The yacht M. 8. 
Thomas, third class, having won the Commodore’s Cup (Bancroft) 
three times in succession, becomes permanent owner. The 8th of Sep- 
tember has been decided upon for a sweepstake race between the 
yachts Elwell, Minerva, Pierson, Pratt and Adelphia, of the fourth 
class, for a purse of $250, The fifth class boats will also sail a sweep- 
stake race on the same day, A match race between the second class 
boats Consort and Julia willtake plsce soon, Other races aré on the 
tapis. Yachtirg is lively on the Delaware just now. I never wit- 
nessed races so closely sailed, and in so short a time, Mr, L. §. Cole- 
man presents a challenge cup to the first class yachts, Commodore 
Valette a challenge cup tosecond class, and ex-Commodore Bancroft 
achallenge cup to third class. One of the conditions is, yachts must 
be sailed and manned by owners who haye never been employed to 
sailraces. Professionals will positively not be perniitted to partici- 
pate in theseraces. This is a good move, and will prove there is 
plenty of theright kind of stuff in the club to sail theiv yachts, especi- 
ally after being thrown on their own resources for a time, without 
pone outside for hired help, Will send you a report of future races, 

+ . 

JEFFRIES CLUB MATCH ES.—On Saturday last the fifth ceham- 
pionship match of this club was sailed off Jeffries Point in a, good 
breeze from southwest. The course for first class was the special 
nine-nile course, and the start was made at 8:07 P. M., Judith and 
Una only starting. In the second class, the cat Hard Times had a 
sailuver, Judith won, as below, and as she had won three preyious 
races she takes the first prize and club championship: 

Actual. Corrected. 
Stidith, HT Pirean tl. se cee epee et ere te AP Sar aK, 1 fs 27 
Up ot: ry Pee yes ee ee ee tee eT y NT laid 2 07 87 
The time of Hard Times was 1h. 15m. 25sec, for a six-mile course. 

A sixth and final race is talked of for next Saturday, as was first 
arranged, but th will not affect the result, 

SAN FRANCISCO Y. GC. ANNUAL MATCHES,—The San Fran 
cisco Y. C. will sail their annual matches on Saturday next over 2 
new course, starting from a line between Meig’s Wharf and Aleatraz, 
thence to a stakeboat near the Berkeley Flats near Goat and Sheep 
islands, thence around a stakeboat off the Presidio Whart, back to 
the Berkeley stakeboat, thence to the Presidio boat again to the finish 
oif Meig’s Whart, a total distances of 28 miles, a aS part of which is 
windward work. The yachts will sail in four classes, fwo of club 
yachts—Class A, 55ft, and over; Class B. under 55ft—and two of out- 
side yachts—C, 45ft. and over; D, under 45ft, Separate prizes will be 
given in each class, 

HASTERN Y, C.—There will be a regatta for first and second class 
cutters and sloops of the New York and Hastern yacht clubs, from 
Marblehead Rock over a course of about thirty nautical miles, to be 
sailed by Hastern Y. C. rules and time allowance, under the direction 
of the regatta committee of the club, on the sth day of September 
next (or if stormy, next fair day), at 11 o’clock A. M., for purses of 
$300 for the first class, and $200 for the second class, offered by Com- 
modore Hovey. The prize will not be given in either class unless two 
boats complete the course in that class.. The exact course and other 
particulars will be notified to the boats hereafter. 
DOUSCHKA.—The iron steam yacht Douschka, formerly called the 

William H. Vanderbilt, which was built in Buffalo in 1879, has been 
sold to go to Baranquilla, Central America, where she will be used as 
ayacht. She is 60f6. Jong. Ot, din, wide, and has a trunk cabm yery 
handsomely filled and furnished. She has a double engine 6x6, a 
return tubular boiler which carries 100 pounds pressure per square 
inch, and she cost when new $10,000. The Atlas line steamer which 
sails on Tuesday, takes her in tow to her destination. She will be 
called now the Carolina, 

ROYAL CANADIAN Y, C.—Ata special meeting of the club on 
Aug’, 22, it was decided to fund the debt of the club ata rate not to 
exceed 644 per cent. The lawn in tront of the club house will be 
raired eighteen inches and drained, and the roof of the house will be 
raised andiniproyed. 

DORCHESTER Y. C.—This club will meet on Friday, Aug, 29, of 
Thompson's Island, for a review and cruise to Marblehead. The 
yachts will meet at 1:30, starting at 2:30. 

at 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

A Boston lady adyertises for a kind, carefiil man to look 
atter the house and be company for her dog during her sum- 
mer absence in Hurepe. 

July 20, O. W. Fleecker, farming the Scott Ranch, killed a 
squirrel, ftom whose mouth he took 891 kernels of as fine and 
large wheat as we ever saw, their actual weight being two 
ounces less two drams. Hight such mouthfuls are about 
equal to a pound. Here is a lesson to a farmer who has a 
thousand squirrels on his farm,—Santa Oruz (Cul.) Sentinel. 

A Mean TRICK ON A SPARROW.—A small piece of looking- 
glass was placed in an upright position about a week ago on a 
picket fence in Leominster, Mass., and for about threes hours 
every day since then a sparrow has been seen flitting about 
the mirror. The bird willstand and peck away at its reflected 
self until it gets thoroughly excited, and then it will run back 
and torth along the fence, fly abont the mirror, then return 
and peck away again, and this order is kept up untilit is com- 
pletely exhausted, when it departs to reappear the next day, 

Squire Borge, of Bangor, is wealthy and wishes his friends 
to understand that he is a wonderful sportsman. ast winter 
he started up country on 4 fishing trip, where he met with 
poor success. The first thing he did on returning to the city 
was to go to a market and buy fifteen trout. They were 
beauties, and he told the salesman what he was going to do 
and asked him where he should say they were caught. ‘‘Oh, 
tell them they were taken from Linus Pond.” On hii is way 
home the ’squire called and had the largest one photographed, 
Underneath the picture he wrote; “One of the fifteen taken 
from Linus Pond, January 8, 1884, by Timothy Borge, pet 
In two days he came back to the marketman and said; 

———————— 
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Seals 
‘Lookee here, where is Linus Pond, anyway? They asked me 
were it was and ITtold them it was upin the north part of 
Hancock county. Then they got a map and wanted me to 
ow it to them, and for the life of me I couldn't find it. Just 
1 me where itis and Pll go home and fix them. Confound 

bei hearts, Vl tell them where Linus Pond is, and give them 
nough of it,” Then the marketman led him gently outside 
fhe shop and pointed to his sign. It read: “Linus Pond. Fish, 
Oysters and Game.” 
_A summons has been issued against Lonoon Druilliard, of 
Dog Point, for fishing without alicense. The manner in which 
Driilliard breaks the fishing law is rather curious. Instead of 
taking a net. and fishing he has a flock of 30 geese. To the legs 
of these fowls he has a line and baited hooks attached. The 
fiock are driven into the water and are followed by Druilliard’s 
two sons, who drivé them up stream, thus making them troll. 
‘As soon as & goose gets a bite it becomes frightened, and with 
a great fapping of wings and squawking flies to the shore, 
where the fish is taken from the hook,—Loekport Journal. 
George A, Smith, a resident of Wooden Valley, in this 
mnty, was in town Tuesday, and had in his possession 880 

quirrel and 6 rabbit scalps—the squirrels having been poisoned 
ear his home all in the space of one week, Justice Hunt 

certified to the fact of the scalps, and afterward, according to 
daw, burned them in the presence of the claimant. The Board 
of Supervisors allow five cents apiece on squirrel scalps, thus 
netting Mr. Sraith the handsome sum of #44 for seven days’ 
work. We understand that a war of extermination is going 
on against these little pests, and thousands of them have been 
Be See the county law went into effect.—Nupa (Cal.) 

eporter. 
d aA Sport,” who is desirous of information on the subject, is 
informed that we do not run what is generally termed a 
“sporting” department. Prize-fishters, boxers, and others of 

“that class call themselves sporting men, and with such we 
have nothing to do. We believe in, and shall encourage, 
decent, refined “‘sportsmanship,” such as embraces gunning, 

“angling, the use of setters and pointers in connection with the 
gun, archery, etc. The spurious is 
fruit.of low associations—we abhor. No, ours is not a ‘‘sport- 
ing” department, as you wnderstand the term, but a sportsman’s 
“department.—Sacramento (Cal.) Capital. 

eissonier, the painter, had a gardener who was a 
reat botanist and a sreat wag. He knew the seeds of all 
sorts of plants, and Meissonier was always trying and always 
failing to puzzle him. “I have got him now,” said Meissonier 
to some friends at a dinner party, and he showed them a 
package of the roe of dried herrings. Then he sent for the 
gardener. All the guests smiled. The gardener arrived. ‘Do 
you know these seeds?’ Meissonier asked. The gardener 
examined them with great attention. ‘‘Oh, yes,” said he at 

last, “that is the seed of the polypus fluximus, a very rare 
tropical plant.” A smile of triumph lighted the face of 
Meissonier. “How long willit take the seed to come up?” he 
asked. “‘Fitteen days,” said the gardener. At the end of the 

article—which the 
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fifteen days the guests were once more at table, After dinner 
the gardener was announced, ‘‘M. Meissonier,” he said, ‘‘the 
plants are aboye the ground.” ‘Oh, this is a little too much,” 
said the great painter, and all went into the garden to behold 
the botanical wonder. The gardener lifted up a glass bell, 
under which was a little bed carefully made and in which 
three rows of red‘herrings were sticking up their heads, The 
laugh was against Meissonier. He discharged the gardener, 
but took him back the next day.—Foreign magazine. 

The last canine martyrdom to science operated by M. Brown- 
Sequard was of a peculiarly sensational character. That experi- 
menter wanted to see-whether life after a violent deathis sus- 
ceptible of being recalled in an animal killed in a healthy state. 
He therefore beheaded adog tamiliar with his voice. The blood 
of another dog was beforehand prepared to be transferred into 
the arteries of the head. No sooner was it injected than the 
inert head became animated, the eyes opened, and on the pro- 
fessor calling the dog by his name, an attempt was made to 
answer by a caressing look, When the arterial blood was 
exhausted life disappeared. This painful experiment was 
suggested by one made by Dr. Laborde on Campi’s head an 
hour and a half after execution, and when presumably the 
cerebral matter had greatly lost excitability, Nevertheless, 
when arterial blood was ejected into the head the mouth ap- 
peared to take a living character, the eyelids were raised, the 
pupils contracted when light was flashed upon them, and by 
an orifice in the skull it was seen that circulation was momen- 
tarily established in the intellectual convulsions. Dr. Lam- 
borde wanted to operate on Campi’s head directly it fell in 
the basket, but the rule in virtue of which the form of a 
Christian burial was gone through at the Champ de Navets 
stood in the way.—London Daily News. 

SENATOR THURMAN’S FISH StoRY.—Once upon a time, when 
crowded about his Presidential aspirations, Mr. Thurman re- 
plied, “Lreally have no ambition in that direction.” A look 
of incredulity on every face was the only response. The Judge 
took in these looks and related a little story. ‘‘One summer 
I was at the Oakland House, Maryland, spending a little yaca- 
tion upin the cool mountain region. We got telling fishing 
stories. I related something of my own experience when I 
was present and saw caught a catfish weighing ninety pounds, 
When I told the weight there was a general laugh, and I was 
humorously awarded the prize for telling fish stories. I quietly 
remarked to my incredulous friends that I hoped soon to con- 
vince them of the correctness of my story that in Western 
waters there were catfish of ninety pounds weight. When I 
returned to Columbus I went tc the leading restaurateur and 
instructed him to procure me the largest catfish that covld 
possibly be secured. He reported in a few days that he had 
one, 1 walked over, and found an excellent specimen, weigh- 
ing seventy-five pounds. 1 had him boxed and carefully 
packed in ice, and shipped him by express to my disbeleving 
friends at the Oakland. From the restaurateur I got all the 
recipes I could for catfish chowder, catfish steaks, stuffed cat- 

fish, roast, etc., and sent them on by mail. I telegraphed as 
follows: ‘Skin your fish before you cook him,’ a catfish’s skin 
being so rank as to spoil the fiesh when the fish is cooked with 
iton. They got my telegram and were puzzled. When the 
box arrived, dripping from the melting ice, they were more 
puzzled. The letter, which arrived by the same train as the 
fish, explained all. They had a fine feast, and at it formally 
organized with a president and secretary, and passed the fol- 
lowing resolution, which was sent to me: ‘Resolved, That the 
truth of Allen G.. Thurman’s statements should never be 
questioned; that his fish stories are always absolutely true, 
especially his catfish stories.’”—Cleveland Press. 

Tt is cheering intelligence that the London courts have 
decided that a man is not at liberty to keep in his back yard a 
dog that barks and howls, and consequently that long suffer- 
ing neighbors have at length a legal remedy against this 
nuisance. The aceompanying remarks of the Hnelish judge 
that a small dog inside is a better protection than a large one 
without, may or may not be borne out by the facts, but in the 
main point is a genuine and tangible boon to long suffering 
humanity. No more shall Smith be forced to toss sleepless 
night after aight irritated to the point of madness by the 
yelping with which Brown’s dog salutes the moon, while from 
afar the detestible curs of Jones and Robinson join in the 
inharmonious chorus. No more need he fruitlessly rave and 
protest, endangering health of body and soul by nocturnal 
curses and daily recriminations, since the law has tardily 
come to his aid against the nuisance which was the bane of 
his existence. As civilization becomes more and complex and 
more and more complicated, the liberties of the individual are 
more exchanged for social blessings. Brown may feel himself 
agerieyed that he is restrained from keeping a deep-mouthed 
hound melodiously to bay the moon and sonorously salute 
stray and unwary cats; but Brown must reflect that while 
called upon to sacrifice this pleasure, he is by the same power 
which restrains him, protected from sundry and diverse 
annoyances which might otherwise render his life a burden to 
him despite the joy of a whole pack of nocturnally yelping 
curs. Smith, for instance, might please himself by nourishing 
a thriving donkey whose hideous bray would bring Brown to 
the verge of suicide; Jones might in turn indulge in shrill- 
yoiced chanticleers, with clarion crow to wake the morn at 
hours most unseasonable; while the fancy of Robinson might 
incline him to the maintenance of an entire menagerie; all of 
which would tend to the stbyersion of Brown’s peace and 
tranquillity. If Brown is a philosopher he will easily console 
himself when his howling hound is reft away from him with 
these and kindred reflections; stating the whole matter in 
some epigram embodying the law of compensation and the 
great principles of political economy. What-is lost In one 
direction is gained in another, and meanwhile we who do not 
keep curs for our own pleasure or the offense of our neighbors, 
can not but be rejoiced at the prospect of a restraining of the 
wads crew of nocturnal howlers and yelpers.—Boston 
ourter. 

JU MPHREYS’ 
«| FOMEOPATH CA By 

WET EBING: ICS 
FOR THE CURE OF ALT, DISEASES OF 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry. 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Specifies have been used by Farmers. Stock« 
reeders. Horse R.R.,Travel’g Hippodromes 
enageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS. 
A.A. Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

THE CELLULOID MINNOW. 
——<——S=> = 

Psyer, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 75e, = 
.B. Cures Routider, Suavin, Stites, Tic. 

C.O, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 75c, q 
ib. 0, Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms, - - - 7c. 
E.E, Cures Cough, Heaves, Pneumonia, 7c. = ; 
eee cies ene or mina Bellyache, Toc. = 

.G@, Prevents Abortion, - - - - - - - Se. s = = = = = 
Hi. Cures all Urinary Diseases-- - = ZBe- This Minnow is practically indestructible. 

eer hs Cara a ee eee ote ee aoe: Mounted in the most substantial manner on hooks 
Vetermary Case (black walnut) with Vet- 

erinary Manual, (330 pp.), 10 bottles of 
Medicine, and Medicator, - - - - - $8.00 

Mledicator,- - --------+-- 35 
("These Veterinary Cases are sent free fo any 

address on receipt of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humpk *s Veteri M 1(830 pp.) sent 
SU Se ae ee ee 
("Pamphlets sent free on application. 
HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO. 

109 Fulton Street. New Work. : 

a No.7. We keep the following sizes in stock; Nos. 
particularly adapted 4 3 

1 3 Inches long 2 
as boyy 
rE o 3h 4 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue, 

to SN WATERS, This cut shows the exact size of 

a 

ABBEY c& INBBRI EB, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LAN 

Mianwutiacturers of Fine F*"ishing Wackie, 
E, NEW YORK. 

Gut to Extra Fine. 
For price list address 

SILK WORM GUT. 
m=. MLATASA, 35 Broadway, N. Y:, 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 
2 Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

SAS. EY. MARS'TE RS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

E“ine F"ishingsge VWackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. 

180fb., $1.50; 240f6., $1.75; 300ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25: 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 

Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 

JSIOHN Moore, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Carriages and Harness 
Of all Descriptions. Substantial, Serviceable Work. 

Fishing Tackle. 

Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti- Leather Top Buggies and Phaetons......... $100 up 
Rockaways and Depot Wagons.. .... Be oe 100 up 
Elegant Jumpseat Carriages................ 135 up 

fi . o Handsome Surreys, Lawrences, etc....,.... 100 up 
Cla, al § Coupes and Coupe Rockaways.............: 250 up 

Top Delivery Wagon.....,.......-.- shabeaue’t Dp 
Road and Village Carts, Road Wagons, Sulkeys, etc. 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
a Excelent Light Buggy Harness............-. $10 up 

eae oe Piety ory EINES. es ne te up 
. ig oupleHamness. =O Pe See ae 35 up 

W WARTS So te Saat en iad a cana eter tieckye 22 
Flies for all aters ‘ And Horse & Stable Requisites of all Kinds. 

7 . : 57 & 59 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK, 
Special patterns tied to order . 

APPLBTON & LTWHIELE 
804. Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

FERGUSON’S 

Rust Preventer 
Specially adapted for 

Hire Arms, Cutlery, Tools, 

Superior to all other preparations, 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 
5 - < 

/ SEND FOR PRICE List| _ Office, 65 Fulton st., N.Y. (with T. J. Conroy). 

H @co . OF THE FINEST DECOY 
be DUCKS IN THE WORLD. 

7 H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer, 
7 WEEDSPORT, N. Y. 

Hitec. 

Send for Circular 

“BUSINESS ” 

<a — Ss FISHLINES. 
Braided from the very vest silk, Manufactured 

ouly by EB, J, MARTIN, Rockville, Conn, 

Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
package. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Flies, $1,00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00, Trout and Black Bass 
Ely Rods, 10ft. long, $1.50 to $10,00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing, 
pein les of hooks, leaders, etc,, sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. , 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 
SS 
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Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
_ These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No, 2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes, Cost 
only about half as much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gange of shells. Or can be effectually 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged, The crimping tool also 
acts a8 a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers - 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO.,, Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

PATENT BREECH & MUZZLE-LOADING 

"Yacht Cannon, 
Sizes, 17, 24, 28 and 32 inches in length, 

MANUFACTURED BY THE 
STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct. 
Also Mirs. of Shelton Auxiliary Rifle Barrels, Combination Sights 

and Cartridge Grooving Machines. 
Send for Catalogue and Price List. 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish 

1S0ft. , $1.50; R40F6,, 1,75; BOOEL., $2,003 450f6,, $2.25; GOOEE., $2.50; THOL., $2,755 900Et , $38.00. Niekel plating 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds , 60 cts,; 40yds., 75 ets.; G0yds., 85 cents.; 80yds., $1.00. Kiffe’s 
ae et Hooks -nélled on gut. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts, per doz. ; treble, 30 cts. per 

Leaders, 3 length. 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 len tS, 5 gut L “) -; treble, eth, 10 cts,; 4 length, 15 cts.; 
4leagth, 25 ets, Trout Plies, 50 cts. per doz.: Black Bass Tlies, $1.00 per doz. a1 
by mail or express on receipt of price, SEND FOR PRICE sien ie Sgt ala gl i ads 
HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS. 

CUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

‘i GUN. 

Tft., $1.00; 120ft,, $1.25- 

extra heavy 4-ply, 

PRICK, 575 TO $250 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, = 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10 lbs, weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

in. C. SMITE, Makeor, Syracuse, N.WY. 

UP & MC’S FISHING SUIT, 
DARK LEAD COLOR, 

AND THE 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
6 Of Waterproofed Duck, Dead Grass Color, Irish 

. oS 
"Stew 

. 

Fustian and Imported Corduroy. 

| ASSORTED COLORS. 

Unequaled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

= 
> Write for our new Catalogue and Samples. 

aA he ag 

UPTHEGROVE THiS 
Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. Weighs but 15 ounces. -2 

AND Can be worn oyer or under an ordinary coat. Has seyen 

Ni cLELL AN, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a successfur 

¥ day without losing a hair or feather. We will mail it to 

Valparaiso, Ind. you, postage paid, for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

pockets and game pockets. It is of strong material, 

"5s W Sportsmen’s ear. 
No. A i, Barnard Capvas Shooting Coat, - #5 00 
No. 1, oe ee at os “= aA 00 

No. 2, ee ve ac ce = 4 60 

No. 3 «a ac ee ee - 1 75 

For sale by all gun and sporting goods dealers. Ask for them; 
ree at our trade mark is on the ling, They are the best; take no 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Pants, Vests, 
Waterp:oof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryall Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bag:, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
scriptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterprocf Leather. 

Tilustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent free 
upen application, 

GEORGE BARNARD & C0., 108 Madison St , Chicago 
EASTERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st., N.Y. F.N. Warn, Manager. 

Elastic Heel-Plate for Shotguns, Hunting & Military Rifles 

SEND. FOR CIRCULAR. SOLD BY ALL GUN DEALERS AND WHOLESALED BY 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane Street, New York City. 

SURI OLE NE: 
A Lotion for Sportsmen, Excursionists & Others. 

Protects persons using it from the attaeks of MOSQUITOES, 
BLACK FLIES, and other insects, and from SUNBURN and the 
disagreeable effects of exposure to the weather. 

It is beneficial to the skin, and has no disagreeable odor; is color- 
less and cleanly, not staining the finest limen, and washes off 
readily on the application of soap and water. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 12 West Market Sq., Bangor. 
Sold by the leading dealers in sporting goods throughout the country 

Price, 50 Cents Per Bottle. 

N. B.—When ordering please mention this paper, 

TARGET BALLS AND BALL PIGEONS. 
New and Superior to all others. 

Sample barrel of the New Ball and a handsome silver 
<M badse sent to any address for $3.00. The Moyer ‘Ball 

7 Pigseon”’ and trap will be ready about April15. Trap, $15; 
Pigeons, $18 per M, Any club desiring to test the new ball 
thoroughly we will send 1000 for $5, after which the rerzular 
price will be inflexible at $9 per M. Card’s latest ball trap, 
the only one we guarantee and recommend, and 1000 balls for 
$14. The trap in exchange for your old ball trap and $6,50, 

TARGET BALL AND BALL PIGEON CO., Send for circular. Lockport, N. Y- 

Single Gut. Tout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd,, 6 cts. ; 2yds., 10 ets.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted | 

GUNS FOR AII:? 
Fe 

We offer a better spread in guns this year than eyer before, consisting in part of the Par 
Trap Guns (for which we are sole agents), the Colt Club and other Colt ane Harriiod 
& Richardson’s Guns and Revolvers, Enos James & OGo.’s Invincible Triumph Trap, Never 
Miss and other grades. The Great American Single Gun, called the Field, with top lever ° 
and allimproyements. The Field Gun costs but a trifle, and is designed for boys or men who 
cannot afford to buy fine double guns. Besides the above we have a small jeb lot of guns of 
Webley, Hollis. and other makes which we offer at less than half price. Send stamp for 
catalogue. MH. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street (P. 0, Box 1114, New York. 

GUNNING COAT. 
Edge of game pocket turned up fo 

show the net bottom, which permits 
ventilation, drip and distention. 
Right and left sides alike. 

i 

OUTSIDE. INSIDE. 

GorduroyiCoat....ce. eae cone $10 00 
° NEC Re ih in he RHO AL 3 00 
*s TROVESCTS Wg eee ene ae 5 00 

Linen Duck Goat: 03... 2 5 00 RN | Tie 
“ prt cae ear 200 & a 
s PATS)! ose eee 3 00 

Cotton Duck Coat..,.......... .-... 4 00 
MY Vest Spee ee! 2 00 
Mn Panta hoe eeeh sb iene ts 2 50 

P) Capote Gorduloy. 2s eeeee eens 2 00 
5, DUCKN Het, ohicemen en tall aan 1 00 

Gaiters of Leather................. 3 00 
es TIGER Jide nose eee 2 00 

Sent everywhere in the United States on 

receipt of price. 

nit 
HENNING, CLOTHIER, 

410 Seventh Street, 

WASHINGTON CITY. 

Bargains that should be in every Sportsman’s Hands. | 
A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

“WING SHOOTING” 
Left, and will be sold for 50 cents each. 

Methods for cleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical hints upon wing shooting: | 
directions for hunting snipes, woodcocks, ruffed grouse and quails. 2 e coe 

Tiustrated: Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 50 cents; formerly sold for $1.00, 

A—Openings to game pocket. 
B—Pockets for empty shells. 
C—Pockets for loaded hells. 
D—Pockets for caps, ete. 

H—Exit from game pocket. 
F—Entrances to game pocket, 
G—Net bottom game pocket. 
H—Game pocket. 

T. G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 

you that they have no equal. 

E'ragsrant Vanity F'air 
AND 

Cloth of Gold. 

CIGARETTHEHS. 
Our Cigarettes cannot be surpassed. If you do not use them, atrial will conyince 

Two hundred millions sold in 1883, 

18 First Prize Medals Awarded. 

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

Camping and Cruising 
in Florida, 

By DR. JAMES A. HENSHALL, 

Author of “The Book of the Black Bass.** 

With Forty-Five Spirited Il'ustrations. 
One vol., i2mo., with handsomely designed cover, 

$1.50. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

In this book the author gives, in his personal ex- 
perience, a taithful account of two winters passed 
in Southern Florida, as viewed from the standpoint 
of an angler, a sportsman, a yachtsman, a natural- 
ist and a physician. Dr. Henshall writes with a free 
pen, in most spirited style. aud his book will serve 
as an excellent summer companion, for all who are 
interested in recitals of travel and adventure, while 
for those who may contemplate a winter’s Sojourn 
in the delightful regions described, it will be an in- 
valuable and trustworthy guide. The work will 
certainly commend itself to that already rapidly 
growing class of sportsmen, who eagerly read 
narratives of hunting and sporting adventures, as 
one of the best books yet written; and it will un- 
doubtedly meet from all classes of readers an im- 
mediate recognition of generous welcome. 
Tbe spirited illustrations are from the pen-draw- 

ings of a well-known Cincinnatian, Mr. George W. 
Potter, a pupil of H. F. Farny, now a resident of 
Lake Worth, Florida. 

ROBERT CLARKE & CO., Publishers, 
CINCINNATI, 0. | 

THE 

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. 
Successors to THs J. M. Brunswick & BALKE Uo, 

and Tas H. W. CoLLENDER Co. 

WA EEOC: 
860 Broadway, New York, ; ' 

Market cuearanl Streets, Northside, Chicago. 
211 Market Sureet, St. Louis. 2 

1134 Market Street, Philadelphia. — 
367 West Baltimore §St.; Baltimore 

Indorsed by all the leading players, and awarded 
the highest prizes at every exposition where ex- 
hibited. TRIED AND PROVED. 

J. N. DODGE, 
276 and 278 Division street, Detroit, Mich. 

Manufacturer of Decoy Ducks of all kinds, First ' 
quality, $9 per doz.; second quality, $7: third qual- 
ity, $5. Also geese, brant, coot, swan and snips 
decoys. Duck and turkey calls. Decoys made like 
any pattern furnished, without extra charge. 
Large stock. 

Harrison's Celebrated Fish Hook, 
Registered. 

Trade Gf pa {Es Mark, 

Whereas, It having come to our notice that some 
unprincipled house, to gain their own unworthy 
ends, and to attempt to damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportunity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterly 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for excellence 
of temper, beauty and finish in any way to 
appreach ours, which are to be obtained from | 
the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO,, 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Fish 
Hooks, Redditch, England. ; 
Manufacturers also of Fishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles. 

GOOD NEWS 
7? LADIES! © 
Greatest inducements ever of 

fered, Now’s your time to eet up 
ordersfor our celebruted Teas 
and Coffees, and secure a beautl 
ful Gold Band or Moss Rose Ching 

H Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated 
Gold Band Moss Rose Dinner Set, or Gold Band Moss 

jlet Set. For full particulars address . 
Dene GREAT AMERICAN TEA “% 

)"P. 0, Box 289. 

: THE = 
GREATAMERICAN 

“Company 

co., 
21 and 33 Yesey St., New York, 
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THE NEED OF THE WEST. 

| eee people understand the difficulty of enforcing laws 
for the protection of game and fish in the Western 

States and Territories, Most of them have upon their statute 
books laws that are stringent enough in letter and spirit, 

but they are non-effective in the great majority of cases for 

‘the reason that penalties are not, or cannot, be enforced. 

They are, as a general thing, very liberal to the informer 

and to the public; one-half the money penalty usually going 

to the former and the other half to the common school fund. 
The theory of the law-makers is, of course, that the large 

reward offered to the prosecuting witness, or informer, for 

securing punishment for violations of the law will stimulate 

the public to extra vigilance. Hvyery man is expected to be 

awatch upou his neighbor, because he can profit by the 

latter’s violation of law. But such is not the effect, and for 
two reasons—first, self-interest, and second, fear. 

There are, in general terms, two classes of offenders 

against game protection laws: First, those who have means, 

and, therefore, hunt for pleasure. They are generally 

Strangers in the regions where-they hunt. They remain but 
temporarily, and disappear before their acts obtain notoriety, 

To the few with whom they come in contact in the sparsely 

settled districts they visit, they are good customers; hiring 

teams, horses, guides and servants; buying supplies of all 

kinds at whatever price asked. Hence, it is to the interest of 

such settlers to wink at the offenses of their visitors and cus- 
tomers against the laws of the State. 

The other class are mercenary meat or skin-hunters, who 

destroy game simply for the profit there isin it. They vio- 

late the law persistently and knowingly. They are lawless 

and unprincipled. Regardless of one law they are naturally 

suspected of disregarding any other law or all laws. Hence, 

scattered settlers are afraid of them—afraid to report their 
unlawful acts. The man who with his family lives in the 
wilderness, far from neighbors, feels that it is not safe to re- 
port the offenses of theskin-hunter, because in doing so he 
would place himself, his family and all his property at the 
mercy of an outlaw, who might hesitate at nothing to secure 
‘revenge. The informant. may be waylaid and shot, his 

stock may be killed, his range burned over, his hay, grain 

or improvements destroyed by fire, his spring poisoned, or 

revenge taken in some other malicious: way. And the man 

whose cunning has been sharpened by the studied pursuit of 

wild animals will wreak his vengeance in such manner that 
detection is almost impossible. Only a few days ago a man 

was waylaid and shot in the night, in Chaffee county, Colo- 

rado, and the only provocation tbat could be thought of was 

the fact that a few days before he had lodged a-complaint in 

a justice’s court against certain persons for killing trout with 
giant powder. 

The only effective method of enforcing game protective 

laws is by game wardens, or commissioners appointed by the 

State. Such officers are responsible to the State, and the 

State becomes the prosecutor. Individual responsibility 

ceases, and with it all thought of personal revenge. ‘The 

warden can have no interest in winking at the offenses of 
hunters for pleasure, nor can he, except in extraordinary 

cases and at rare intervals, suffer vengeance from the pot- 

hunter. 'The wide field of his service would make that ser- 

vice only the more effective and the more to be feared and 

respected by violators of the Jaw. Settlers, too, could then 

become informers to the warden without endangering them- 

selves and their property, 

THE CLOSE TIME FOR BLACK BASS. 

N another column will be found a communication from 
Mr, A. N. Cheney, on the subject of extending the close 

season for black bass, which we commend to the attention of 

our angling readers, and especially to that portion of them 

which make our laws. We have long wondered why the 

close season for black bass should be different in different 

parts of the State of New York, because the exceptions to 

thé general time, which extend it, are in waters not only 

wide apart, but in some which lie in tne southern portion of 
the State, where the season might be expected’to be earlier, 

The fact that Mr. Cheney usually fishes in the northern 

portion of the State need not lead any person to think that 
he is not competent to speak for the whole State, for he is 

not only an enthusiastic angler, but one who is greatly inter- 

ested in the art and its literature, and is in correspondence 
with anglers not only in all parts of ‘New York, but in most 

other States. We regard him as one of the best-informed 

anglers in the country, and know that many of our readers 

in Southern New York agree with him that the close time is 

not long enough. If the object of the law is to protect the 

black bass while they are spawning, and during the time 

when they are protecting their young, as we suppose, then 

the period between the first of January and the first of June 

is not sufficient. As to the fixing of the time when the 

season shall close,.we do not suppose that any one cares 

whether it shall be November first or March first, because be- 

tween the dates named nature practically closes the season, 

and no one fishes for black bass in the State of New York 

al this time, and if they did the fish would not bile. It is 

well known that black bass hibernate in the Northern States 
during the winter, and those fishermen who cut holes in the 

ice and try to imagine they are having sport in dragging 

pickerel from a temperature at which ice is fluid to one 

where it is not, do not capture the bass which lie dormant at 

the bottom. 

But if the four months hetween Noy, 1 and Feb. 28 are so 

cold that it makes no difference whether black bass are pro- 

tected or not, the folowing four months ending June 30 are 
vital because, as Mr, Cheney says, the waters are opening 

and the anglers are waking up. This fish begins to take 

food, after its winter fast, as soon as the temperature of the 

water rises to about 45 degrees Fahrenheit, and not until 

then does any increase in the ovaries take place. Itisa 

question of temperature entirely. In the Southern States, 

where the black bass does not hibernate, but feeds all winter, 

the fish spawns earlier. In the State of New York, the date 

at which all law-abiding bass should haye finished spawning 
and protecting their young has been fixed at June 1, but we 

regret to say that the majority of bass are so depraved and 

have so little regard for law as to delay their family arrange- 

ments for a month later, and the question is: Shall the fish 

be compelled to change their habits to comply with the wis- 
dom of our legislators, or shall we acknowledge that they 

know best when they want to spawn and accommodate our- 

selves to them? 
Perhaps our abused lawmakers thought that the first of 

June was as long as they could hold the anglers off, because 

mankind is so constituted that when it sees a belated angle 
worm hurrying home over the gravel walk in the morning, 

after a roystering night of hilarious dissipation, it (man- 

kind) immediately wants to go.afishing. Now, suppose that 

an observant and intelligent angler, in the person of Mr. 

Cheney, calls a halt and asks mankind to wait another 

month until the bass has not only brought its young into the 

world but has carried them through the period of long skirts 
into that of short dresses and knee-breeches, What answer 
will he get? A universal shout will go up, ‘‘My vacation 

begins in June and I can’t wait.” Another question now 
presents itself: Shall the parent fish be captured and the 

brood be untimely cut off, or shall the impatient angler be 

restrained? Is it better to wait and let the fish get through 

with their domestic arrangements and have some fishing two 

or three years from now, or is it best to kill the old fish and 
trust to luck for a future crop? 

We think that Mr. Cheney has rather understated the case. 

Hiven in Southern New York the black bass are not done 

Spawning by the middle of June, and it seems to us that 

while his request to make the close season end at that time 

would be a step in advance we would go still further and 

make the law for the whole State exempt black bass from 

capture before July. This may deprive some anglers of 

their accustomed fishing. If they cannot go fishing later we 

are sorry for them, These are few, however, and they 

should sacrifice their pleasure for the public good. The 

Inain Opposition to such a change would come from summer 

resorts and country hotels which look for the black bass 

fishers in June. With them it is a question of dollars, in 

which we and unselfish anglers like Mr, Chency are not at 

all interested, The law needs changing, 

RecuLrar ARMy PracticH,—The crack marksmen among 

the regulars are now busy in a general scheme of the selec- 

tion of the fittest, and as each department picks out its team, 

after exhaustive trial these choosen ones are placed in further 

contest in the division matches until it will soon be known who 

will make up the champion team for the year as well as the 

leading individual shots. We have had occasion in the past 

to criticise the nethods of army practice and instruction, 

but there is such a great advance in the present skill of at 
leasti a minority of the men over what it was but a few years 

ago that the general public will look with satisfaction at the 

result and not pay much attention to what dangers lie in the : 

future. There is an excellent rule which prevents the mak- 

ing up of a crack team to be brought out on eyery possible 

occasion, Rotation on teamsis the team rule, and it is a 

good one, but while the teams are piling up the bullseyes 

and showing us high percentages, perhaps some officer pos- 
sessed of the knowledge, will tell us precisely what the bulk 

of the army can do in the way of shooting, not merely in 

filling blanks, but in the haphazard, catch-distance methods 
of actual warfare. 

Tue NAtionaAL BREEDERS’ SHow.—A show under this 

name will be given in Philadelphia next October. The plan 

ot a show of this kind originated with a prominent breeder 

and exhibitor, who writes to us privately that it was at his 

solicitition that the gentleman who is acting as secretary 
undertook that task. The names of the gentlemen under 
whose auspices the exhibition will be given and the names of 

the judges are suificient vouchers for its character, The prize 

list is liberal and the payment of the awards has been guar- 

anteed by a fund of $1,500 already subscribed. We make 

no question that the show will receive the cordial support 
ot breeders, owners and exhibitors. 

TRAP Nores.—The New Jersey Association are making 

preparations fora fall tournament. They have had prone 

since 1880, but there is a good deal of vigorous life left in 

the society yet; and its secretary thinks that the coming 
meeting will be well attended. At the late clay-pigeon 
tournament in this city the New Jersey shooters did some 

good work, one of them bearing off the honors of the best 

average, A praiseworthy effort is being made to form a 

club in this city to secure suitable shooting ground. Boston 
will soon have a big tournament, 

THe Narronan SHAmE.—After many fatal weeks have 
gone by, the Indian Commissioner has at last seen fit to pro- 

vide a food supply for the starving Indians in Montana, 

The cruel apathy with which the slow deaths of those poor 

creatures have been regarded is a national shame, Some one 

at Washington is responsible for the outrageous condition of 
affairs that has been permitted on the Montana reservations, 

and when Congress meets we hope to see an investigation 
that will fix the blame where it belongs. 
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A PHANTOM SHOWMAN. 

HE speculstive doe-showzaan is an abandoned wretch 
who, when discovered, ought to be strung up by the 

thumbs and treated toa column or two of editorial scourg- 

ing, We haye long had a column of just that sort in pickle 

to be promptly administered on the very first opportunity. 

and accordingly, the other day, when the report came to us 

by way of Chicago that a speculative dog show was to be 

held in the City of Brotherly Loye, we were greatly inter- 

ested in the story, for here at last promised to be our victim. 

But our satisfaction was of short duration, Eager as has 

“been our search, we have heen unable to discover the slight- 

est trace of when, where, or by whom this speculative dog 

show is to be held, and the supposed speculative manager has 

proyed as elusive and intangible as a will-’o-the-wisp, an 

ignis Fotues, the baseless fabric of a dream, an Ichthyopha- 

gian nightmare, an op'um vision, the uncanny creation of a 

mind exalted by stimulants, a vanished presidential boom, or 

finally, as that woodcock we were waiting until the 1st of 

August to kill, and in the place of whose borings, when that 

day finally came, we found the print of the hob-nailed boot 

(not to say cloven hoof| of the gunner who had got in there 

before. us. It has gradta'ly dawned upon us that this specu- 

lative showman must belong to the category of the men of 

straw which enterprisine' journalists now and then set ur 
that they nay be aiways ahead of others in knocking them 
down again. We bave aso abandoned the fruitless search 
for the speculative dog show. Any one who has eyer tried 
to recover one lost dog can appreciate what a hopeless 

task it would be to discover the whereabouts of an entire lost 

tlog-show. 

We are compelled (and somewhat reluctantly, in view of 

that column which must be kept in pickle) to conclude that 

the Philadelphia speculative showman is a phantom, 

CawnADIAN Rirte SHooring.—The season of fall meetings 

is at its height in the Dominion, and the successful Ontario 

meeting of last week is followed by the Dominion matches 

at the Rideau rages in the present week, The volunteers 

of Canada take as much interest in this part of their military 
duties as do their fellow volunteers in England, The Cana. 

dian meetings are well attended, and there will be many 

congratulations in this season over the success of the team 

at Wimbledon last July, when the Kolapore cup was once 

again captured by Canadian pluck and good shooting. The 

government lends a discreetly helping hand, but not more so 

han the importance of the work demands, and the entire 

subject might serve very well as a guide for our American 

militiamen who think so much of their uniforms and so 
little of the work to be done in them. A series of local 

meetings followed by a recognized national one is what the 

States stand in rare need of, Pride of locality has much to 

do with stirring up an enthusiasm in such matters, and the 

managers of our home guard ought to bear this in mind and 

at once institute a series of regular State shoots. 

WESTERN MARKSMEN.—A elance at our rifle columns will 

show what has been done in the way of tall scores by our 
friends in the West during the past week. There is a plenty 

of shooting talent in almost any section of the country, 
but the men at Western Union Junction piled up the scores 

in a fashion which showed that they bad caught the secret of 

successful small-bore work. Should another international 
match fall upon us soon; it is not unlikely that Western men 

will be called upon to lend a hand in wiping out the British 

marksmen. Such averages as those shown by this last team 

match are rarely made, and they speak volumes for the fine 

team system which must haye prevailed, We congratulate 

the Minneapolis team and think that under good opportuni- 

ties even better work is possible from them. 

CREEDMOOR Prizes.—There is a liberal oul-pouring of 
gifts from many quarters into the hands of the Creedmoor 
authorities, and at the meeting of Tuesday afternoon a long 

list of donors was read by the chairman of the prize com- 

mittee, It is pretty certain now that with fine weather there 

will be 4 liberal attendance afi Creedmoor during next week, 

and it is no more than the committee men who have worked 

so hard for the affair, deserve. 

THe PHMADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB SHow.—We take 
sreat pleasure in acceding to the request of the Philadelphia 
Kennel Club to editorially notice that the club ‘cordially 

invite all breeders to exhibit at their show on Sep. 16,17, 18 

and 19; and to make it a representative and legitimate one.” 

The entries will close next Saturday. The full list of judges 

is printed elsewhere, 

PosTMASTERS TAKE KINDLY to angling, and appear to 
have a happy faculty of getting quick responses when they 

drop a line to the fish. We cannot answer for other cities, 

but we know that there isa great deal of well-cultivated 

fishing talent in the post-offices of Boston, New York, Bal- 

timore and Cincinnati, 

GunzyA, Switzerland, has a novel society for the protec- 

tion of Alpine plants. It appears that the edelweiss and 

other beautiful mountain plants have been so recklessly 

destroyed by the tourists that legal measures have been 

thought necessary to protect them from extermination. 

Che Sportsman Gourist. — 

A SONG OF SELFISHNESS. 

Danvis, Charlotte Co,, Vt, Aug. 18. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

These lines were found by Mrs. Huldah Lovel in a bag of 
paper rags which she was emptying to sell toa tin peddler, 

and are supposed to haye been written by her husband, 

Samuel Lovel. She having kindly permitted me to copy them, 

T seitd them te you to make such use of as you see fit. Yours, 
truly, Horace MuMrson, 

Schoolmaster in District No, 13. 

THINGS AS I LUFFTER HAVE 'EM. 

BY A SELFISH CREETUR, 

I luffter see the corn a growin’, 

Nary weed in ary hill, 

When ‘taint me ‘at does the hoein’. 

But the corn my ben *]] fill; 

An’ jes’ ’s I feel abaout the hoein’. 

So I do abaout the mowin’. 

I luffter hear a haoun’ a hoolin’, 

‘N’ when the fox comes raound tie hill 
1 lnuffter hear a gun a shootin’; 

‘N’ then everything grow still— 

When it’s my haoun’ does the hootin’, 

An’ it’s my gun *t’? does the shootin’, 

1 luifter see a fly a hoppin’, 
On the suffis of the brook, 

I luffter see a traout a floppin’, 
In the grass when that he’s took— 

When ‘t was I the fly sot hoppin’, 
An’ it’s my traout does the fioppin.** 

FISHING IN NORWAY, 

VY ERY few years ago Norway claimed no more prominent 
a place on the map of countries possible to the modern 

tourist, than it did in the days of the ancient Romans. It 
was a terra incognita that the external world left undisturbed 
in its supposed fogs and snows, The most eccentric cf 
tourists would never have dreamed of searching for pleasure 
in a land of which report was so yague and knowledge so 
limited; and the occasional bold’ adventurer who, having 
delyed into its hidden secrets, proclaimed the beauties and 
interest he had discovered there, was regarded as an amiable 
lunatic. Gradually, however, as descriptive works of 
journeys taken in this northern fastness found their way into 
the hands of readers, and guide books made the path straight 
for those who need a road well rolled before they venture on 
it, this feeling of alarm wore off, and a more or Jess intelli- 
gent public, as anxious for a new pleasure as ever Xerxes 
was, welcomed the fresh field and pasture new. Ten years 
ago, when I first visited these Scandinavian shores, it was 
quite an event to meet a fellow traveler on one of the inland 
roads; now all the world goes there, and each season the 
number of tourists increases. Of course the main supply 
comes from England, that being the nursery of the fashion, 
but many Americans and a small contingent from the Con- 
tinent help to swell the annual tide. 

Nor is there the least reason why so magnificent a country 
as Norway should have remained thus long unsought, The 
land and waterscapes possess a diversity and grandeur be- 
yond compare with anything to be found in the usual haunts 
of the tourist; it is the birthplace of half the legends and 
myths which enrich our language, and filled with historic 
interests which speak our kinship to its people; to the sports- 
man it offers game of many kinds, and to the angler a fish- 
ing ground unsurpassed; while the mode of traveling is as 
delightful as it is simple, and as cheap as it is comfortable. 
As to this latter particular, the traveling arrangements of 
Norway are wonderfully good, especially when one takes 
into consideration the wild nature of the land. Railways 
are necessarily conspicuous by their absence, but the coun- 
try, certainly the southern portion, is threaded by excellent 
roads, which area marvel of engineering skill and careful 
keeping, Along these roads at “stages” of from seven to 
ten miles apart, are farms appointed to the dignity of being 
“ost stations,” the owners of which are authorized by their 
government to supply at fixed rates to all wayfarers board 
and lodging, horses and carrioles—the small cart of the coun- 
try, and the only means of transport in the interior. The 
qualities of. these various items vary, of course, in different 
parts of the country, but the mishaps are the exceptions 
which prove the rule of general excellence. 

The traveler, if he be worthy the name, must be ready to 
meet with bad pieces of road, ending in some poverty-stricken 
farm; to drive long stages in stormy weather, when the rain 
and darkness becloud his way, and he is conscious that the 
harness of his horse is mainly built of string and promises. 
Sometimes he may even find that his hopes of resting long in 

some chosen locality will be doomed to disappointment by 
season of the Norske cupboard being as empty as was Mrs, 
Hubbard’s: but this is an event unlikely to occur often. 

After some little experience, | may assure my reader that he 

would find all over the southern portiohs of the country, an 

almost perfect traveling organization, anf all his needs amply 

supplied by one of the simplest, kindest and most hospitable 

of people whom it is possible to travel among, Nor could 

he choose a land wherein the pocketbook hetakes so little of 

the plan de chagrin nature as Norway. Vikings have for- 

gaken their crafts of old for simpler ways, and live quietly 

after history’s fitful fever. No longer pillaging the Mercian 

coasts, they weleome Mercia’s descendants and fleece them 

not. May be the yearly growing influx of tourists will alter 

somewhat the old order of things, but a year or two ago a 

man’s average expenses would come to about half a collar 
per Norwegian mile—equal to seven English miles —for tray- 
eling, and one dollar per day for board and lodging. Say 

that he journeyed three days out of the week eighty miles, and. 

stayed at stations which promised good rt during the 

other four days, he could spend but little more than fifteen 

dollars per week in this way. : : 

For the sportsman who looks for pleasure mainly along the 

mid-rib of his gun, I cannot recommend Norway as a happy 

hunting ground, Guide books and enthusiasts, suffering 

from a superabundance of superlatives on the brain, may 

laud the sport to be had here, but they either do not know, 

or else have been the spoiled favorites of fortune. For many 

other reasons I could advise him to go to Norway, but the 

shooting which he may hope to gain isa delusion and a snare, 

at least. so 1 found, and I looked hard. But for the angler, 

let him forsake Seville, and see Norway ere he die, It is a 

land after his own heart; a region of fjord, river, lake and 
stream, wherein all things that swim abide, Tt is a, very 
paradise for a fisherman, and as the best months for his pur- 
pose, namely July and August, are also the best for trayel- 
ing, he may enjoy together all that Norway has to give and 
show him. I hear that lately the government has made 
if necessary for strangers to take out a fishing license, but 
doubtless the fee for this would be light, and as everybody 
fishes throughout the land the enforcement of the rule would 
not be very stringent. ; 

That fish is abundant everywhere the traveler will all foo 
soon learn in his experiences, and perchance he may srow as 
weary of trout and the inevitable salmon as did the Israelites 
of quail and manna. Of the former, being always fresh and 
well prepared, it is not easy to tire, but the dried salmon, to 
which the Norwegians are so partial, may be relishable as a 
novelty, but familiarity with it breeds much contempt. I 
remember once sitting down in solemn state at the head of 
an abnormally long but, save myself, empty table in an 
out of the way hotel, and dining, fow/ sew/, liberally but 
monotonously on salmon. “They had no other food in the 
establishment, Five times did the grave-faced lady of the 
house bring me cutlets of fried salmon in a lordly dish, and 
five times did I obediently partake of it, being hungry, but 
when salmon appeared for the sixth time | beat a masterly 
retreat to the balcony, there to brood over “‘the sameness of 
our passing lives.” It is not possible to get fresh meat every- 
where, and the mutton which one returns to once in a while 
is a dubious justification of that name, while its substitute, 
reindeer venison, is confessedly preserved through the sum- 
mer months in ice, The latter is always very good, how- 
ever, and in smaller items the Norwegian table is generally 
well provided. I might perhaps mention here a little fact, 
not that it has anything especially to do with our subject, 
but merely because it is a fact, and they are inclined to be 
rare nowadays, 

At some of the upland stations, where jarge flocks of goats 
are kept, mine host is fond of bringing in two sorts of cheese 
as a finishing touch to the traveler’s dinner. One of these is 
fresh and fairly eatable, but the other should be approached 
with care. The station-keeper himself seems to doubt 
whether the tourist will enjoy this particular comestible, for 
it is always covered with a closely-fitting glass shade—a not 
unnecessary precaution. Any fastidious mortal whose olfac- 
tory nerves are sensitive, had best let that sleeping dog lie. 
Tf he essay to lift it, he will, in all probability, receive a dis- 
taste for cheese which will last him the rest of his life. I 
once, and only once, allowed innocence and curiosity to 
leaG mé into the fatal error, but on the doing of the deed that 
cheese found itself with startling rapidity on the grass plot 
outside the window, and I finished a gloomy breakfast from 
which all happiness had departed. But these are the mere 
sayorings of the salt, and even should the sportsman find 
himself at some post station, where the commissariat had 
not provided for him, he can almost always count on easily 
making up the deficiency with ducks and fish. On several 
occasions when I have learned that the necessary eruse of 
oil was running dry, I have succeeded in working a material 
miracle by visiting some neighboring lake or stream, from 
whence I would returnin triumph, bearing the wherewithal 
to eat and be merry. It isset down in some guide-books 
that it is necessary to get the- permission of the land owners 
to fish in somie of the trout streams. This may be the case~ 
with a few, but I have fished with considerable success 
wherever it seemed likely that I should catch anything, and 
was never in the least degree interfered with. Indeed the ~ 
natives are everywhere so courteous to strangers, that one 
has to read as one runs and learn some of their lessons. No 
Norwegian would pass you on the road without bidding you 
good-day, nor would he dream of entering a shop without 
saluting by moving his hat to the inmates, and he deems 
those who do not conform to the ways of his land unman- 
nerly—miay be he is right. 

Of course, it is difficult to lay down rules about tackle, 
time and method for a fishing tour in Norway, since the 
diversity of waters and seasons is so great. But the strongest 
tackle and plenty of it must be taken; strong because the fish 
run to a great size, and plenty, because tackle proper—gut, 
flies and good rods—are almost unknown in Norway, the 
half dozen large towns being the only places where such 
things can be purchased. The most valued gift which you 
can bestow upon the peasant of the interior is a fishing hook, 
They are the ‘‘backsheesh” of Norway, ‘The tourist will 
hear the ‘Tip us a brownie, Sir,” or *“Give us a small copper, 
Boss” of his own land in its Norske rendering, ‘Will the 
stranger give Knute a fishing hook?” For what good was 
money to him for his purpose when the nearest store where 
he can purchase his need is perhaps at Christiania on one 
side of his wild country, or Bergen on theother, Once, 
however,he has procured a hook,the native cares little for the 
rest of his outfit, but armed with a young firtree for rod, and 
as much of the finest string as he can get, sets forth to hunt 
the wily trout with a light and confident heart, With these 
rude implements, too, he is often surprisingly successful. Tt 
is a bad workman that complains of his fools, and in Nor- 
way it isthe trout who has most right_to demur on these 
erounds, for is it not more of an insult to be basely caught 
by an improvised rod in the hands of anatiye, than humored 
and gently landed by the science of a well-equipped tourist? 

The prophet here has often honor in his own country. I 
have an example in my mind’s eye, of painful memory. 1 
had been fishing the better part of an afternoon in a likely- 
looking piece of water, without so much as a rise to treward 

my endeavors. Yainly did I try every hole and rapid; vainly 

changed flies and whipped the pools and shallows; Dame 

Fortune, whose uameis Frailty, would not smile for me. 

‘At last in despair, I relinquished this futile warfare, feeling 

much inclined to imitate the old gentleman who, after a 

similar temper-depraying experience, hurled his fly-book 

into the stream with the remark, ‘‘There, you obstinate beg- 

gars, take your choice!” But having no wish to cut off my 

‘Tose in order to spite my face, I restrained myself, and pre- 

pared todo upmy rod. WhileI was thus engaged, two 

Norse lads appeared on the scene. They were evidently 

bent on business, for both carried long and newly peeled fir 

rods, from the ends of each of which hung a generous allow- 
ance of multi-colored string, ending in a hook for bait. As 
they chose the same fishing ground as that oyer which I had 
lately been “swinging my ten-cent bug,” I determined to 

watch their proceedings awhile, and by witnessing the fail- 

ure of my successors, beget some solace in my soul. So 1 

watched. The little fishermen soon had everything pre- 

pared to their liking, and went at the sport im earnest, one 

walking up stream, the other down. The time went merrily 

by, and consolation lurked in every soothing puff of smoke 

from my pipe. But such undeserving contentment came to 

an abrupt end, as suddenly the younger of the two Norwe- 



: 

sians—a baby Viking, dressed in a pair of trousers which 
had obviously been made for a larger man, since he 
had found it expedient fo button them round his 
neck and thrust his arms through the pockets— 
uttered a joyful but guttural exclamation in choice 
Norske, which, although beyond my limited powers of in- 
terpreting, was fraught with a world of meaning to me, All 
was gall and wormwood now. To see that young native 
play that denizen of the deep was a caution, In the matter 
of strength between the boy and the trout, it was about six 
for one and half a dozen for the other. Pull boy, pull trout, 
with the final result of the conflict lying mainly in the en- 
during powers of the numerous knots in theline. ‘The elder 
of the two boys was at this time trying to commit suicide by 
fishing from a high rock overhanging a deep pool, and was 
too absorbed in his own affairs to leaye them for the fight 
waxing fierce behind him. Now and then he would express 
a philosophic remark on the subject of trout fishing in gen- 
eral, or encourage his companion with some such phrase as, 
“Hold on, Harold, he'll get tired in a minute;’” but further 
exertions from his precarious perch were not to be expected. 
Much as I longed to see the result of this contest, the scene 
proved too exciting for my neryes, and so, flingig my baser 
moods of envy to Odin and the gods that made them, I 
hurried forward to the rescue, and soon that little Norseman 
was gloating over a really superb fish which lay glittering 
among the stones and grasses of the bank. This was the 
first of several very pretty fish caught that afternoon by 
the two boys, and when I asked them how it was that they 
were so fortunate, the younger said, “‘Oh, only luck; 
some days we catch plenty, on other days none.” Ob- 
viously this was the former sort of day for them and the 
latter for me, so I purchased ihe best of their catch to for- 
tify myself against any satirical remarks which I might 
chance to eceiye from my fellow-guests at the farm where I 
was staying, and left that brook and its attendant water 
babies a wiser and sadder man. 

Perhaps more patient anglers than myself and those who 
care for such kind of fishing might do well with some pike 
lines and artificial baits. Certainly 1 never achieved much 
success myself in this way, but 1 met with a fellow traveler 
on the Laerdalsoroen Fjord who told me he had done great 
execution-with the spoon and minnow. Lake Miosen, for 
instance, some few miles novth of Christiania, is said to con- 
tain thirty varieties of edible fish, including trout, char, pike 
and a peculiar kind of fresh-water herring. It was on the 
shores of this lake that the famous hotel of six-courses-of- 
salmon-memory was situated, and when staying there I had 
some very fair fishing. Trying to find one day how deep 
tlie water was, I tied a couple of bullets together and let 
-them down by an eel line over the side of a small pier at 
which the lake steamers call. Down, down they went, and 
| paid out the line as fast as I could, but really there seemed 
to be no moré bottom to *his piece of water than there was 
to the dream of Bottom the Weayer. Nor was the mystery 
solyed until | discovered that the weights were close to the 
surface of the lake some scores of yards below my experi- 
menting ground, taken away there and upheld by the force 
of the current. I mention this for the benefit of brother 
fishermen who try to fish in the rapids of Lake Miosen. 
The subject of flies was ever a sore one to the angler— 

though I do not refer to those “busy, thirsty, curious” speci- 
mens which persist in singing oratorios with full chorus 
round his deyoted head. The skilled fisherman is, as a rule, 
content with a very limited selection of fies, modifying 
their sizes according to the state of the water and the differ- 
ent atveams in which he casts. Yet in Norway, where, as I 
have said, fishing tackle shops vie with the visits of angels, 
being few and far between, the fishermen had better be well 
supplied with many varieties and sizes. I feel sure that a 
medium-sized fly is the most killing, while perhaps decided 
colors—bright or dark—take best. But the well stocked 
angler will have little difficulty in finding this out for him- 
self, if only he pays due regard to the character of the local 
flies and does not offer the fish an object as big as a bumble- 
bee when he gees that they are rising at gnats and tiny 
midges. It cannot be well, however, to be too conventional, 
and somehow I always had a sneaking belief in the humors 
of fish. Why should not they also enjoy a diversity of 
moods, and study natural history from a bilious, nervous, or 
healthy view? Apparently such is the case, for sometimes 
they will be fastidious to an aggravating extent, and on 
other occasions so greedy and gourmandizing that they 
seem to wish like the alderman that their mouth were the 
middle arch of London Bridge and the Thames turtle soup 
—with an admixture of flies, of course, for piscatory taste, 
An amusing instance of this indifference to diet which 

trout display at times, happened to me once in Norway. 1 
was stopping af a place called Fagernoes, a bright little 
homestead standing on a promontory, which jutted out into 
one of the great bends of the Lillie Strand Lake, well justi- 
fying its name of “‘the beautiful headland.” One day, when 
returning from an unsuccessful duck-shooting excursion upon 
the lake, the idea occurred to me that it would be a pity to 
Jose the chance of trolling for a salmo-ferox which the 
prospectiye long row before me offered, and so I hunted 
about in tle lockers of the boat, for some means of luring to 
destruction the wily leviathan, Unfortunately, I could tind 
nothing but an cel line, with one very clumsy hook on it, 
and bait I had none. As I was determined, however, not to 
Miss my opportunity, I set about converting this uninyiting 
hook into a tly. The means at my disposal were certainly 
not overpoweriugly numerous, but they were sufficient, Cut- 
ting from the lining of my cartridge case a small piece of 
red flannel, I threaded this onto the hook, and fastened it 
securely with a thread of wool drawn from my stocking. To 
this I added a tag of white linen, and by way of finishing 
touch, an affectionate lock of my hair. This parody on flies, 
which would have aftrighted poor Izaak Walton into melan- 
cholia, and was an insult to all who respect the convention- 
alisms of the gentle craft, I then paid out from the stern 
of the boat at the end of the eel line, which, in defiance of 
all the laws on the subject, I made fast to the tiller handle, 
AsTrowed across the Jake I could see with much con- 

tented pride my addition to creation trailing in the wake of 
the boat, sometimes sinking, as my oars waxed lazy, then 
reappearing again in a frothing wavelet as they grew more 
energetic. I had satiated myself with complacent gazings, 
and was thinking of castles in the air far more likely to 
prove real than the one proposed to the fish for architects, 
when my attention was suddenly recalled by hearing ‘‘a 
mighty fine fish louping ahint me,” as the gillie remarked 
when his friend tumbled into the highland stream. Could it 
be that some idiotic old trout in his second childhood was 
after that monstrosity? The thought was absurd, yet as the 
leap was certainly in the wake of the boat there could be no 
harm in pulling in the line, just by way of government in- 

‘cause he would not Jet me. 

° oer aS 
FOREST AND STREAM. 

spection. ‘Blessed are they which expect nothing, for they 
shall not be disappointed,” and although in such mood I ap- 
proached that tine a touch on it was enough to dispel all 
moralizing. Jt was astaut and as obstinate to my pulling 
as though I had caught the famous bottle with the genii in 
il, or hooked & mountain at the bottom of the lake. 
since, if I wished to be consistent in my fishing theories, it 
was necessary to forego the niceties of playing my catch 
whatever it might turn out to be, 1 pulled with a long pull 
aoe) strong pull, and gradually my captive consented to 
yield, 

That was one of the gamest fishes I ever had to deal with. 
As Lhad nothing to humor his strength with, save by the 
constant bending of my arm, my reader may imagine what a 
lively time of it I had perched in the stern of my flat- 
bottomed drifting Norske craft, Like the Turk of fame, I 
had caught a prisoner, but could not bring him along, be- 

Ounce or twice he leaped over the 
line in the hope of snapping it, and a great fight he made of 
it altogether. But the inevitable end came at last, and when 
his path of glory had Jed him to reach the inside of my boat, 
I think that I felt rather ashamed to see go fine a ferox lying 
glistening in his armor among the muddy ribs of the boat, 
done to death by so pitiful a sham of Nature's handicraft. 
There was once a snake in the London Zoological Gardens 
who, in a fit of absent-mindedness, swallowed the blanket 
which had been supplied to him for his personal comfort; 
but of all things that creep or swim, my Fagernoes victim 
has always seemed to me singularly simple in his tastes. LI 
have met with seyeral such instances of the unsophisticated 
behavior of Norwegian fish, and I can assure my reader that 
they are as kind and courteous in their ways to strangers as 
the people of that most delightful of northern Jands—Nor- 
way- J. B: A. 
Durrncn, Scotland, July 21. 

A SARANAC ROMANCE. 
( NE of the literary deities, too potent a magician for me 

to dispute, once thought it necessary to remark that 
‘an unskillful fisherman is a most unloyvely thing.” Although 
he died a full century before my time, he must have been a 
sort of an astrologer, and had me in his mind’s eye as I ap- 
peared upon a certain August day long ago, when he penned 
his loquacious paragraph. I had been inthe Saranac regions 
for a week trying to catch pickerel and keep my guide sober, 
without any gratifying success in either particular. This 
especial Angust morning the miserable guide was saturated 
with whisky to his very collar button, and after wasting half 
an hour in vain attempts to awaken him, | left camp, break- 
fastless and disgusted, for a day’s fishing by myself. 

A few nibbles varied the monotony of the forenoon, but I 
failed to raisea scale. Afternoon found me dejected, hungry, 
sullen, completely out of sorts with all creation. I had put 
away my fishing kit and seated myself in the bottom of the 
boat, willing to drift wherever if might choose to go. My 
meditations, though far from profound, were suddenly in- 
terrupted by three of the most unearthly screeches that ever 
startled mortal ear, and they seemed to come from 
under the bottom of the boat. I nearly swamped the 
thing in a desperate effort to look under it for the 
origin of the racket, when, with a plunge that would have 
done credit to a hippopotamus, something, to me unseen, 
started for the bottom of the lake just behind me. This ex- 
plained the mystery. The destroyer of my peace was a loon, 
which had approached very near to the boat because of its 
apparent emptiness, He had suddenly remembered the 
melody of his voice and had tried it with the most awful 
effect, My efforts to make him out had heen accompanied 
with a quantity of noise sufficient to alarm him as much as 
his duleet cadences had alarmed me, so he had prudently 
sought safety ‘‘beneath the wave.’ Now my blood was up. 
It was bad enough to leave camp hungry with a drunken 
guide toasting his shins at my fireside, and it was still more 
exasperating to fish a whole forenoon unrewarded; but to 
have fun poked at me by an idiotic loon was the one thing 
unendurable, and I resolved upon revenge; that is, if he de- 
cided to come up again, as I fervently hoped he would, and 
I prepared my light rifle for his reception. Gritting my 
teeth and dividing mental anathemas between guide and 
loon I patiently awaited the next act. Just as I de- 
spaired of ever seeing my quarry he reappeared about 
a quarter of a mile to the southward. Rifle was ex- 
changed for paddle with silent rage, and a moment 
later the boat was gliding toward him, swiftly 
and fiercely. When I was within reasonable shooting 
distance and felt cautiously around for my gun, he observed 
equal caution and lest me staring stupidly at the spot where 
he had just been swimming. And so the chapter continued. 
For two hours that miserable pilgrim from the northern seas 
kept me boiling with rage, and determined to have him or 
die. At last my chance came; he had staid under longer 
than ever before, and finally bobbed up serenely within fen 
yards of me and about twice that distance from the shore. 
My rifle was dead on him the moment he appeared, and 
with grim satistaction I blazed away. But my weapon was 
like the Allen revolver immortalized in Mark Twain’s sub- 
limest epic; it failed to bring what it went for; bnt it fetched 
something else. Its confenis had been let off after a loon 
that was now sate in the bottom of the Upper Saranac; but 
judging from the collection of echoes awakened on_shore, 
the luekless bullet must have landed in the midst of-a Sunday 
school pienic. A score of female screams followed each other 
in quick succession, and then silence again reigned supreme. 
The consternation born of such an entirely unlooked for 
event held me motionlessin the bout with my rifle stiil aimed 
at the place where the loon was last visible, in a way that 
must have delighted the soul of that urbane fowl if he saw 
me from his safe haven below. The appearance of a young 
girl upon the beach, wringing her hands like misery persomi- 
fied, and entreating me to hasten ashore, broke the spell. 
Neyer did 4 boat go faster, and before its prow crunched in 
the sands, I was out of it and beside the frightened girl. 

“What is it?” [ demanded. 
‘Oh! sir, [ fear you've killed her; I daren’t go and look.” 

And then she covered her face. 
‘Where is she? Tell me quickly,” I exclaimed. ‘Tl 

look, anything is better than this.” 
“Sir, dont be alarmed,” said a quiet voice from the 

bushes above me, “‘Nellie is unnecessarily frightened; I am 
not injured in the least.” 
And here a wonderful vision of blushing loveliness ap- 

peared, to whom the little maiden who had just been play- 
ing despair to a bewildered loon hunter, flew with out 
stretched arms. 

“Be still, Neiie,” said the Vision, and thentome, ‘‘ Won't 
you join us, sir, and let me explain?” 

I was only to happy; bad as it might have been it was 

Yet } 

i — 

enough sight better than drawing moral comparison between 
drunken guides and evaporative loons. Upon the bank above 
the beach was a tent, some camp chairs and a bammock. 
The Vision gave me a chairand then took one herself, the 
little maiden still clinging to her, 
“We were watching you chase the bird,” said the Vision, 

“and were hoping you would succeed in capturing the pro- 
voking thing, when suddenly it came up between you and 
us. I was seated in the hammock reading a book when you 
fired, the bullet glanced up here, somehow, ruined my book, 
and then went tearing away into the forest. Poor little 
Nellie thought I was dead because in a moment of fright I 
tumbled over backward out of the hammock. It was she 
who did the screaming,” she added with a smile. 

I tried te apologize, but was checked. The whole thing 
was an accident and no one was to blame, she said. Neither 
would she let me go. ‘‘Papa and Jack will be here presently, 
and they will be delighted to meet you. We hayen’t had a 
caller before since we came into the woods; it seems rather 
lonesome after the bustle and whirl of the city.” 
Undoubtedly she was right, but as I sat watching her, i 

suddenly dawned upon me that she was very beautiful, and 
and I was sufficiently interested in her to wonder who 
“Jack” was, She was not inclined fo allow me much time 
for reflection, but kept prattling on about books, people, 
everything but her pretty self, and made me talk whether I 
would or not. Before the end of the hour which brought 
‘‘Pa and Jack,” I veritably believe that I was very much 
in love with her, and it was with genuine relief that I 
learned that Jack was only a brotber. 1 was introduced to 
the two as ‘‘a gentleman who is camping across the lake; he 
happened to stumble upon our camp a few minutes ago, and 
we prevailed upon him to stay and become acquainted with 
all hands.” 

The old gentleman smiled me a cordial welcome, followed 
by a heaaty hand shake, in which courtesy his son promptly 
followed him. No allusion was made by the girls to the 
shooting that came so near a fatal termination, while the 
older one secured the shattered book and carefully concealed 
it. In the hour that followed I discovered that I was being 
entertained by the family of Mr. Alfred Bronson, and that 
their names, given in the order of their ages, were, respec- 
tively, Jack, Alice, and Nellie. The mother had died when 
Nellie was a child. Their home wasin Boston, They had 
been a month in camp and intended remaining a month 
longer. 

T was compelled—somewhat. easily, too—to remain to suip- 
per, after which 1 departed for my own camp, which was 
all the more cheerless now because of the attactive little 
maiden directly opposite. Of course 1 was pressed upon to 
call again, and often—‘‘every day, sure,” my charmer siid. 
That night I dreamed of nothing but loons and pretty girls, 

The month that followed was the most delighiful ove of 
my life. Alice and I were constantly together; we strolled, 
sailed, and filled the lone hours in a thousand happy ways. 
Hach succeeding: day was a repetition of the day before it, 
excep that each seemed to draw us nearer together. A 
eynical woman-bater all my life before this, I now had hap- 
piness thrust upon me in spite of myself. Lucky dog! 
Father and son seemed to vie with each other in favoring my 
suit, and Nellie was equally solicitous. 

At last breakine-up day came; it had already been delayed 
two weeks beyond the stipulated time, owing to the fine 
weather; but now it had suddenly grown colder and camp- 
ing was out of the question for ladies. 

Alice was the last one I bade good-by; the others had 
crowded in first and then left us to ourselves. I tried to be 
at ease, but was somewhat choked up and diffident. She let 
her hand linger in mine as long as I wished. Apparently I 
had nothing to do but speak and she was mine, but speak 1 
could not. ThenI said to myself, ‘‘I will wait; it would be 
unmanly to compromise her without her father’s consent. 
l'll spend this winter in Boston, and settle the whole thing 
there,” Then I felt better. i 

Her people were waiting for her in the wagon that was to 
convey them to the railway, and I must not make them im- 
patient by detaining her too long. Both her hands were in 
mine, and when I stooped and kissed her it seemed to be 
exactly what she had expected me to do. 

Lleft camp the same day, the wilderness haying no fur 
ther charms forme. Alice and I exchanged letters every 
two weeks, mere friendly affairs, but letters still, and | was 
to visit them on Christmas. The interyening time, lone 
drawn out, was over with at last, and the slad day came. 
My reception was more than hearty, and I congratulated 
myself on how smoothly everything was running, when a 
dainty, foppish specimen of the genus home came into the 
parlor suddenly and unannounced. I was presented to him, 
but his remarkable familiarity with Alice prevented my 
understanding his name. His call was short, for which I 
was grateful. 
“Who is that gentleman?” I asked as he departed. 
“Why, can’t you guess?” ; 
J couldn't, but possibilities were beginning to generate 

cold sweat all over me. She tapped her foot carelessly upon 
the brass fender and then said, ‘‘'That is my betrothed hus- 
band,” 

Then it all flashed upon me that she was a mere maiden 
of twenty, while I was astaid old bachelor of forty-five, both 
etay and—bald. I didn’t blame her, but I left Boston by 
the next train. Lew VANDERPOERL, 
Cuicaco, Il. 

BIRCH AND PADDLE IN NEW BRUNS- 
WICK WATERS. 

YO SHELDRAKEH ISLAND. 
66¢\TAND four-square to the world for praise or blame,” 

says Sebastian Hvans, and we did it, doggedly 
enough, when by our appearance in the streets one Sunday 
evening, travel-weary, laden with our guns and game bags, 
and paddles and trusty birch, we scandalized the devouter 
Sabbatariang of the little town of Chatham, on the Miramichi. 
I say devouter, because I would have it understood that we 
also are devout. Buta twenty-four hours’ trip, with sup- 
plies to suit, had been lengthened to forty-eight by an un- 
looked for heavy gale which our craft conld not make head 
against, and now our ravening inner men urged us irresist- 
ibly toward home and rations. We might, had we been 
devouter, have waited on the wharf till darkness should dis- 
guise our street parade; but we scorned concealment—and 
ruined our reputations. 

Sheldrake Islund is situated about fifteen miles below Chat- 
ham, toward the north shore of the river, which at this point 
is, properly speaking, a portion of Miramichi Bay, and fully 
five miles in breadth. My friend O. and myself, being fain 
to stock our respective larders with duck and ployer, had 
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set out for Sheldrake Island on a Friday afternoon about the 
last of August, with the intention of returning on Saturday 
evening, But our plans had ‘‘gane agley.” The entire 
manuer of this miscarriage shall be niade manifest further on. 
My little Milicite birch was looked on very scornfully by 

the dwellers on the boisterous Miramichi, who were accus- 
tomed to seeing only the huge sea-going canoes of their Mic- 
mac Indians, and who regarded even these outrageously 
safe craft as little less than criminally perilous. My dainty 
Milicite, in which they saw me put out in the roughest 
weather, they consolingly designated as my coffin. No 
adult native of Chatham, with the exception of one or two 
young ladies, who were looked upon as reckiegsness incar- 
nate, could be induced to set foot within its slender sides, 
and when two or three plucky boys, with the true cande- 
man’s fibre to their spirits, became my disciples and with me 
danced upon the big waves in the teeth of the characteristic 
nor’easters, a cry went up that I was about to sacrifice the 
Tairest promise of the town on the altar of my hobby god; 
but my idol called for no such perpetration, It is a gentle 
god, 

For the trip now under consideration, however, I had no 
neophyte for companion. ©. is not a swimmer, nor is hea 
thoroughly skilled canoeist, but he has ridden the great geen 
billows of the Newfoundland Banks in his dory, and is 
therefore not timorous in rough water. We paddled off 
arabout four o'clock of a sunny and windless afternoon, 
and kept down along the southern shore. Occasionally, when 
passing likély ground,we landedand bagged a snipe or two. 
When a light head wind arose, with a salt tang in its breath, 
caught of the green gulf waves from which it blew, our 
blood bounded yigorously, and we faced the music with 
glee, making as good time as before. On the flat beaches at 
Black Brools, as the sun was getting low and the shadows 
Jong, we knocked down a few yellow-legs. As we drew 
under a lofty cliff, from the summit of which projected a 
thick growth of mingled birch and yines, the laugh of a 
great crested kingfisher rang out above us, and as we looked 
up the bird launched itself headlong for the water close he- 
hind us, J had just time to prepare for a scornful smile, 
as 1 saw ©. toss up his barrels, when the splendid bird 
reached the water—‘'a mass of fluttering feathers.” 

“Never more 

Shall the lake glass her, flying o’er.”* 

lt was a fine shot, sudden as thought, full over the 
shoulder. C. wanted the bird ssa specimen, But I felt a 
sentimental sorrow for the handsome fisher, which in no way 
interfered with my deadly purpose, or with the accuracy of 
my aim, when, afew minufes later, we passed under a voyag- 
ing duck. ¥ df 

All this time we had been cruising alongshore, but as the 
sun sank behind the low hills of the Northwest Branch, and 
the broad patches of rose which overspread the whole sky 
began to pale into a chilly ashen green, we turned our prow 
toward the island, which lay about two miles below us and 
then over a league out from shore. Having been forthe last 
half hour or more under the lee of Point Cheval, we had not 
noticed that the light head wind had developed to a strong 
gale, but we found out this fact presently. Almost before 
we had time to realize 1t we were contending against a wind 
and sea which gaye the tiny birch all she could do, in the 
direction we were traveling. We fell equal to the contest, 
however, with our canoe well balanced, a tough arm at the 
bow and a steady wrist at the stern, and got over another half 
mile without swerving from the course wehad chosen. But 
by this time night had gathered down Yaw and gray, the 
wind had greatly increased in violence, sweeping fiercely and 
steadily from the open gulf, and we dared no longer flout the 
dangerous seas with half our broadside as we had heen doing. 
We had to put the craft nearly bow on. giving the seas just 
as little of her quarter as would enable us to make the lower 
end of the island, thus adding nearly two miles to our diffi- 
eult way. Then a half hour of silent labor, teeth set, fingers 
numb, my steering wrist feeling ready to snap like an over- 
tense steel spring, and ©, said, ‘‘Old man, don’t you think it 
would be as satisfactory if we were out of this?” 

“Um-m,” said I; “‘blaze away. I can’t hold her head up 
alone.” And ©., with back bowed and head thrust forward, 
doggedly resumed his sinewy surges upon the bow paddle. 
At one moment we would have a very good view of the 
shadowy bulk of the island to our left; and the next from 
the trough of the sea we could mark only the white, 
angry crests of the waves about us. Frigid as were our 
fingers, our bodies were drenched with perspiration, as well 
as by the flying spume-flakes. We had no care for conyer- 
sational duties at that time. In fact, a casualobserver might 
have called our silence morose. But at last we got near 
enough the lower end of the island to find that a landing 
there was utterly impossible. The shores were high and 
rocky, lashed with surf, and an attempt to land would cer- 
tainly mean shipwreck. Besides, 1 was not a swimmer. 
We gathered our breath and our vim, and just upon the 
duwnward slope of a good, substantial, unbroken billow we 
brought her round, with most nimble speed and some trepid- 
alion; and were swiftly speeding up the island coast just 
outside the surf fringe. The little Milicite rode like a duck, 
behaving exquisitely, so that I almost forgot our peril in ny 
pride. My wrist felt now asif it were within a white-hot 
iron bracelet, with the prolonged strain of holding the craft 
steady against the brutal twist which every curling wave 
delivered her. At last we crowded round the head of tue 
island, stole into a little sandy cove where no wind was, 
thrust in among a quiet family of bulrushes, and lay back 
in our places with a long sigh of relief. We wanted to stay 
ust where we were; and I believe the unspoken thought oc- 
urred to both of us that we might manage to sleep right 

here. But a few minutes’ rest restored us to a our normal 
ondition nearly. 
The first thing that aroused us was a timely visit from an 

uuaccounted-for autumnal contingency of mosquitoes. We 
had regarded the mosquitoes as defunct, as now lying afar 
off peacefully in the seclusion of their nameless graves; but I 
think we must have been mistaken. No ghost, unless it 
were the vampire which feasted upon our forefathers, was 
ever half so definite and incisive in his visitation, We arose, 
shouldered our vessel and our dmpedimenta, and moved in- 
and. We wade a smoky fire and reveled in the smoke, 
warmed our tea and diank it, demolished too large a part of 
our knapsacks, taking no thought whatever for the morrow, 
nd then pitched our tent on a patch of dry, elastic sward, 
We slept well that first night on Sheldrake Island. 
When we turned back our tent-flaps the next morning, and 

rawled forth, yawning and stretching, into the crisp air, 
we needed not to glance off-shore to tell us that the wind still 
held high revel. Wecould hear the roll and beat of the surge 
beyond our sheltering point. We could see the trees on the 

higher ground of the island swaying and tossing heavily, 
And the whole distance between us and the nearer shore, a 
reach of treacherous shoals, navigable only in still weather 
and for very light craft, was whipped into a mad ferment 
of sand and weeds and dingy foam. It was a very poor 
lookout for us, 4s far as our hopes of sport were concerned; 
and noting the businesslike pertinacity and inexorable energy 
of the wind, we thought, aghast, that possibly it had wnder- 
faken a whole week's contract. We made an economical 
not to'say parsimonious, breakfast, and were most sparing 
of our—raspberry vinegar. But we mdulged in a liberal 
desseri. of blueberries, which grew by our very tent door, 
©,, being a Newfoundlander, persisted nm calling these harm- 
less little berries “hurts” (whorts), 
Then we started to make a detour of the island, and tra- 

versed a small reedy marsh, wherein we put up several 
snipe. C, bagged his birds, but I was a little off my aim 
and missed two easy shots in succession. But no sign of 
ducks far or near, A flock of sandrail ran before us, a 
puff of feathers, a flicker of gray and brown and fled down 
the sheltered beach with a soft din of tiny cries. So we 
moved on till we reached the rocky northeast extremity of 
the island, climbed around the point, above the roar and 
tumult of the surges, drove seaward a solitary cormorant 
and monopolized his airy perch, the wind singing keenly in 
our ears. We scanned the broad expanse of wild waters 
which we had crossed the night before and we congratulated 
ourselves anew, Between our island and Point Cheval, 
sparkling like liye emerald in the sunlit distance, and thence 
down as far as the eye could see toward the open gulf, we 
counted eight square-rigeed ships racing in before the gale 
for Chatham harber. ‘Then we made our way back by the 
windy shore to our starting point, but nothing saw we of 
eame, By this time we desired to set out for home, accord- 
ing to our original plans, but the wind and sea derided us 
hugely when we mildly suggested the idea, We were rav- 
enous in this bracing air, so we finished our provisions com- 
pletely, gnawing our beef bone toa beautiful whiteness. A 
dessert of blueberries followed, and then we wandered inland, 
passing from side to side and from end to end of the island 
through its tangled heart, Still no more game, not so much 
éven as 4 squirrel, and when, toward sundown, the ducks 
began to fly past, they gave our ‘prison a wide berth. We 
eroaned and gnashed our too-unoccupied teeth, built a fire in 
a sheliered nook, and spitted the few birds we had shot. 
How delicious the one duck tasted, and those round-belhed 
snipe. We cast longing eyes even upon the feathers; but we 
saved the two yellowlegs for next morhing’s breakfast, 

Tt was passing well that we did so, for we awoke to find 
the wind still supreme. It was Sunday morning, and we 
eat our tivo slim yellowlegs with thankful lips, but most 
ungratified stomachs. C. swallowed his bird whole, and 
then sat glaring af mine, but I rolled the morsel under 
my tougue, inhaled the perfume of it, and so managed to 
make a long, if not avery square, meal. We decided that 
we might as well take things easily, as it was Sunday, so we 
Jaid away our guns and strolled out among the blueberry 
bushes. Wespent some happy hours also devouring the dry 
and gvitty pigeon berries and the acrid iron-wood berries, 
till our inner men groaned bitterly over such unaccustomed 
dieting. Still the wind raged. Then we caught the whistle 
of a snipe not far off, and straightway our Sunday scruples 
were forgotten; went for our guns and set out upon the war 
path. Two moré snipe, which fell before us, and soon after 
disappeared asif by magic, Ithink they were snipe, but 
we did nof stop to inquire too closely. We eat them and 
cried for more, As more were not forthcoming, however, 
we fot up a game of quoits with flat stones, and when tired 
of that rolled back and smoked upon the warm sand, chew- 
ing beach-grass roots, and taking a malignant satisfaction in 
sharp criticism of our best friends. The wird could not 
touch us in this drowsy cove; the sun and sand were sweetly 
soft about us; a tiny thistle bird—too small to be eaten— 
came and twittered to us from the seedy top of a swaying 
rush, so about four in the afternoon we fell asleep. 

Tt was a little after five when we awoke, and behold, the 
wind had half abated. The seas were still running high, 
the breeze was still no mere capful; but we decided that the 
passage was possible, so we undertook it as speedily as we 
could get our canoe loaded. By heading diagonally toward 
the northern shore, we kept as long as possible under the lee 
of the island, and by the time we were clear of its protection 
ihe wind had still further gone down, The waves rose 
mightily before us, they towered up behind us as if to over- 
whelm us entirely; but the brave little birch ever lifted 
herself just foo soon for them, and rode merrily without 
shipping a drop. We set our sprit-sail, and ran with a speed 
so gay that we almost forgot our hunger in the splendid ex- 
citement of it all, We ran near enough to a big Liverpool 
ship to receive the mingled jeers and astonished congratula- 
tions of the crew, who fried to persuade us to come aboard 
und save two funerals. We laughed loud and sped on. The 
run to our wharf at Muirhead’s slip, in Chatham, was made 
in two hours, and the heavy-eyed tobacco-chewing idlers, 
who hung over the wharf posts to watch our return, greeted 
us with gloomy Se har We had failed again to verity 
tlieix predictions, and hence could not expect any popularity, 
Gameless, but still game, we arrived. The next step we 
took is told in the beginning of this chapter, and the final 
one, quite to the satisfaction of all concerned, was connected 
With pipes, easy chairs, and brilliant, if somewhat egotistical 
discourses for the benefit of a sclect and admiring (female) 
audience, Onarins G. D. Ropers. 
TORONTO. 

A Bre Buck Srun.—Boston Highlands, Aug. 40,—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: The old adage holds good in many in- 
stances, that “‘One story’s good fill another one’s told.” 
Permit us, through the columns of your valuable paper, to 
suggest to “Special,” your Boston correspondent, that a 

little investigation would haye prevented his indignant re- 
marks in your issue of Aug. 28. On the morning of our 
return from the North Woods, a short time since, thinking 

to play a joke upon one of our neighbors, one of us procured 

a cut or picture of a ‘buck with budding horns,” about an 

inch in length, and tacking it on the top of a sinall stick, 

secured the stick in the center of a large box, which was 

sent by express to the aforesaid neighbor. He opened the 

box with glittering eyes and watering mouth only to find 

himseif sold. Hastily donning hat and coat, he made his 

way down town to the office of our local paper, and after 

several hours of arduous labor produced a most thrilling 

story of our (the dudes’) adventures in the Adirondack woods 

with a ferocious buck. Hoping that “Special” will take our 
correction in a kindly spirit, we would advise him not to 

believe all he sees in the papers, especially about election 

time,—ONE OF THE DUDES, 

dlatnyal History. 

ANIMAL LIFE IN THE GULF STREAM, 

URING the summer cruise of the U. 8, Fish Oommis- 
_ sion steamer Albatross many interesting animals in- 

habiting the surface in the Gulf Slream were encountered, 
We found cuttlefish in abundance, leaping out of the water 
as they are chased by swordfish, dolphins and other enemies, 
We were constantly accompanied by large schools of the 
animals, attracted by the brilliant lights and food thrown 
overboard, Swimming backward and forward with equal 
ease and rapidity, it is difficult to capture them, ordinary 
squid jigs being of no service. Many devices were tried, and 
finally we succeeded in capturing them by means of an in- 
geniously constructed spear. Whenever surprised, ?ts inky 
fiuid was forced into the water, enveloping it in 4 cloudy, 
protective mass of water. By means of its finlike tail for- 
ward motion is procured, and by forcing water through 4 
tube opening near the mouth itis propelled backward. This 
curious animal is classed by naturalists among the mollusks 
or shellfish, though, unless carefully studied, no resemblance 
between it and an oyster or clam can be seen. “There are 
two large, prominent eves, and its mouth is armed with a 
horny peak very much like a parrot’s bill. With this it can, 
no doubt, prove itself a dangerous enemy 10 marine animals. 
Ten feelers or arms, armed with strong suckers, are arranged 
around the mouth. HEyen in this form an embrace from the 
creature’s arms, small though they be, is quite painful. How 
much more so must it be in the giant squid, or devilfish, of 
the North, which is often forty fect Jong. In this case the 
suckers are sometimes two inches in diameter, and when 
worked bythe powerful muscles of the devilfish, painful 
wounds can he produced. 
From the earliest times fabulous accounts of a creature like 

this have been circtlated, but it is within a dozen years that 
accurate observations have been made proving the existence 
of such animals. Until 1870 it was regarded as a myth by 
naturalists, even as the sea serpent is regarded by many sci- 
entists. Victor Hugo, in his ‘'Toilers of the Sea,” gives a 
good picture but very poor description of this gigantic in- 
habitant of the sea. He confuses the name of poulp with 
polyp, and im his description makes an animal having char- 
acteristics of both the polyp and devilfish. He ealls them 
Oephaloptera tor Cephalopoda, the former being a species of 
ray called devilfish, the latter being the name for the cuttle- 
fish. There are gigantic octopi in the Southern waters 
which furnish food for the sperm whale, it biting a piece 
from the soft body ag it passes along. The Northern deyil- 
fish is not a true octopus, the latter having only eight arms. 
A swordfish captured during the voyage was found to 

have in its stomach over thirty eyes and twenty beaks of the 
small cuttlefish, together with a few partly digested indi- 
viduals. Swordfish and sharks are natural enemies, many 
accounts of desperate encounters between them being re- 
corded. The swordfish is a bad enemy to encounter, using 
its sword with such force. One will often drive its sword 
through a boat’s bottom, leaying it in a leaking condition if 
the sword is withdrawn, but it frequently is broken off and 
left into the bottom, It is very pugnacious and furious 
when wounded, one case being on record where it struck a 
vessel twenty times. At times they are quite abundant on 
all sides, lying on surface with their dorsal fins projecting 
above. 

One day a sailor speared a dolphin, much to our surprise, 
for, allhough there had been a school about for days, they 
seldom came near enough to be speared, staying usually 
many feet below. Viewed through the deep azure blue 
water of the Gulf Stream, the different colors of their body 
reflected in the sunlight, and again in the electric light, were 
beautiful to an extreme degree. At last, one venturing too 
near the surface, received its fatal blow, and was suceess- 
fully bronght on deck. 41 had often heard of the changing 
colors of a dying dolphin, and now 1 was to witness it for 
the first time. No one can exaggerate the weird beauty of 
the sight, as the fish in its last struggle changes through all 
its various colors. One can eyen seé the colors disappear to 
be followed by others. Beginning at the head, they seem 
to sweep as a wave over the body. Blue gives place to white, 
then a light yellow, which changes to a golden, this bemg 
followed by a copper-colored tint; and so on through all con- 
ceivable hues, until the end having come, change is inter- 
rupted in its course, and two tints are leit in possession of 
the body, one in the act of disappearing, the other about to 
spread itself over the body. That portion exposed to sun- 
light changes more rapidly, the under side being less gor- 
geous. The power of changing colot to adapt itself to ei 
Gumstances is woll illustrated here in the dolphin, where it 
is well developed. ; 

Quttlefishes haye another enemy, this time belonging to the 
feathery tribe. Stormy petrels or Mother Cary’s chickens 
follow the outbound vessel in large flocks as soon as if is out 
of sight of land, and remain with it until land is again 

sighted, unless a violent stotm drives them away, Flying 

along the surface they dart down and peck a piece from the 

body of a cuttlefish; but their food is in a great measure com 

posed of refuse thrown from the ship. Hovering over the 

food in such a peculiar manner by patting the water with 

its webbed feet and quickly flapping its wings, it appears to 

stand on the water, and following the food as it is drifted 

along by the current it seems to walk along. Sailors have 

a great superstition coucerming this bird, fearing some great 

calatityif they are wantonly injured. They are very tame, 

flying very near the vessel, and at times even alighting m the 

rigging. Attracted by the lights they often flew against the 

house and dropped senseless to the deck. These birds must. 

have a very short and irregular breeding period, for they are 

always to be found on the high seas far from land. Probably 

they go in groups at different times, and quickly rearmg a 
brood, return to the sea. oe ) 

Physalia, the Portuguese man-of-war, with its beautiful 

blue fioat, may be seen on all sides. The float filled with air 

serves to keep the animal on the surface, and by the wind 

to bear it from place to place. It is a most curious animal 

or cluster of animals, I should say, for itis now considered 

to be a group of individuals having different fuactions, but 

working for the same general cause—that of supporting the 

mass. They say that in this group there are some whose 

sole purpose is to obtain food, some to digest, others to re- 

produce, etc., yet each is an individual animal, working for 

the good of the whole, that the whole may work for its good, 

and that in conjunction they may perform all the functions 
of life necessary to the well being and general weltare of the 
whole united colony. ‘The cluster has most remarkable de- 

fensive powers, being well furnished with lasso—cells or 

stinging organs, 
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These consist of little barbed, arrow-like 7 
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points, fastened to thread-like arms, each of which is coiled 
up in a little cell. Whenever it is necessary to use them, 
Vhey are hurled ont with violence, and the barb striking the 
object penetrates, for it has the power of working into ami- 
mail tissues, and being covered with a sort of poison, #, in 
conjunction with many others, benumbs theprey and rend- 
ers if harmless. That Physalia possess this property to a 
marked depree, some of the sailors of the Albatross can 
testify, for they cautiously placed their hand into a tub 
of water containing one, and the shock they received was 
compared to a shock from a Leyden jar, though not at all 
electric. I have seen a deep sea sea-anemone, six inches m 
length, by this means kill and afterward swallow a lively 
fish a foot long, which was placed in an aquarium with it. 
The fish barely touched the anemone and then seemed in- 
capable of moving further, and after a few struggles became 
paralyzed, On one occasion we dredged several bushels of 
am anemone from deep water, together with some rays or 
skates. The sharp spines of the skates tore my hands in 
several places, Upon handling the anemones I found that 
sharp pains shot through my hands. 1 continued until all 
the specimens were disposed of, but the pain stil] kept on 
and my hands began swelling. Several days elapsed before 
the pains and swelling ceased. These arrow poiwts retain 
their power of motion for many hours after being detached 
from the animal, Probably I should not have been badly 
stung had my hands been uninjared. Lasso cells can be re- 
placed as fast as lost, and in a very short time. On a square 
foot of surface there are millions of cells. It is a curious 
fact thal most well-defended marine animals are brilliantly 
colored. This can be seen in the case of sea anemones, 
tropical shells and crabs, Those with little or no defense 
are inconspicuous and resemble surrounding objects. The 
reason for sll this is plain, for if inconspicuous they easily 
escape the notice of their enemies. Brilliant, well-defended 
aninijls haye no feur of enemies, but by their bright colors 
altract curious animals within teach of their deadly powers. 

In the day we often pass large schools of jelly fishes, at 
that time hardly visible, so great is thei transparency. As 
soon as night approaches there is a sudden and remarkable 
change, for (he masses of jelly are then transformed to bril- 
Tiant balls of fire, wonderfully phosphorescent. When dis- 
turhed they became more brilliant and tben the whole sur- 
face is one bright glare. Patches of gulf weed furnish a 
refuge for good-sized crabs and shrimp, which feed upon 
their more minute brethren also seeking safety under the 
floating weed. The goose or stalked barnacle is found 
everywhere attached to anything which floats. ‘This is the 
animal which is such an enemy to shipmasters sailing from 
tropicnl ports. Although the vessel’s bottom is scraped just 
before leaving port young goose barnacles attach themselves 
and grow so rapidly that before the ship is nearly across 
they seriously retard its progress. There is no remedy but 
to sail on, letting them grow as fast as they will and remov- 
ing them when port is reached, Norwegian sailors believe 
that the barnacle goose hatches out of the goose barnacle, 
and many will assert that they have seen the young just on 
the point of flying ont, This belief probably arises from 
peculiar motion of the hairy feet when food is being pro- 
cured. These feet remind one somewhat of a partially 
feathered wing of a bird. When the barnacle is young it is 
free swimming and resembles a shrimp; but as it grows 
older it attaches itself to some object by a sort of cement 
and becomes so changed that unless its anatomy is carefully 
studied no resemblance to a shrimp would be guessed at. 
Harly naturalists classed it as a mollusc, even nearly down to 
the middle of this century. Odd as it may seem, many 
kinds of animalsat first possessed of free motion voluntarily 
attach themselyes to some object, and are from that moment 
imprisoned, having no power of moving from place to place. 

The waters of the Gulf Stream teem with minute life of all 
kinds. Here the young of larger animals exist, of micro- 
scopic size, and adult animals which never grow large 
enough to be plainly visible to the naked eye, oceur in im- 
mense quantities. By dragging a fine silk net bebind the 
vessel these minute forms are easily taken, and when placed 
in glass dishes millions uncounted swim backward and for- 
ward and are seen through the transparent sides. When 
looked at through a microscope we sce young jelly fishes, 
young barnacles, crabs and shrimp, besides the adult micro- 
scopic. vurieties which are so abundant. These animals 
furnish food for the toothless whale, being strained from the 
water by its hairy plates of whale bone and-then swallowed. 
The abundance of this kind of life can be judged from the 
fact that they compose the bulk of food for all the toothless 
whales. The warm Gulf Stream waters are very favorable 
to rapid growth, and the animals there are tropical. The 
stream serves not only as a modifier of naturally cold 
climates, but it also transports marine animals from place to 
place, equally distributing them throughout the osean, The 
near resemblance of Huropean shore species to American is 
due to this fact. Ii it were not for such a stream the faune 
of the two regions wonld be as decidedly different as that of 
Asia is from the Hastern American fanna. 

Raupe §. Tarr. 

THE ROBIN AS A GAME BIRD. 
Eititor Forest and Stream: 
Tam one of those wicked people so often condemned, who 

are so fond of robin flesh that, regardless of existing laws, 
they will persist in killing this ‘harmless song bird.” All 
who have fasted a robin know that if is very fine, equal, in 
fact, to many of our established game birds, but still we must 
not shoot it because it is ascng bird, Its song usually 
amounts to a harsh, noisy chattering but little superior to a 
crow, buf when itis mating in early spring if really does 
have a pleasant song, A quail has a nice voice and, what 
there is of it, a nice song, but that is neyer urged as an ob- 
jection against shooting it. I must confess that I have an 
intense hatred for robins, because of the many scrapes they 
have gotten me into in days gone by, when I was yery much 
interested in collecting birds and birds’ eggs. Of course I 
would nof touch a robin'’s nest, because I did not wish their 
epes or their nests; still whenever I came within a hundred 
yards of such a nest the bird would set up a most unmerci- 
ful sereaming that would bring out all the people who lived 
within a mile to see what was up. Now sometimes I con- 
sidered it necessary to stealtbily enter a man’s orchard for 
the purpose of investigating its avitauna, and if by any mis-. 
chance I should happen to disturb Lord Robin, precipitate 
flight was tecessury, for although I had a certificate for col- 
lecting IT always considered Hight better than stopping to be 
turned out, In this connection robins have caused me much 
trouble, so that Lam prejudiced against them, and hence do 

_ fot feel the merey toward them that some do, 
Another thing that has prejudiced me against him ig the 
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fact that a cherry orchard in which I haye an interest is 
every spring the field of his destructive operations. Flocks 
of robins, undaunted by scarecrows, gather in_ the early 
morning and destroy quarts of the delicious cherries. It has 
been urged that the few cherries taken from the tree are 
amply paid for by the destructive grubs it eats, ete. I fail 
to see it in this light, and am inclined to think that this 
cherry orchard and other orchards would get along without 
the robin’s aid, From what Ihave observed it seems that 
the grubs eaten by a robin will freqently turn out to be earth 
worms, and these are now admitted to be beneficial to fields. 

His song being distasteful to me, he himself injuring my 
cherries without giving a return, and his flesh being agree- 
able to my taste, | consider myself fully justified in saying 
that shooting him is no worse, and, if anything, not so bad 
as killing quail, for the quail certainly does man no harm 
whatever. In the fall of the year robins are very abundant, 
and nice shooting could be had. As good sport could be 
gleaned from robin as from quail or plover shooting. In 
Massachusetts game birds are scarce, and there is very little 
good shooting to be had im the eastern part except the 
autumn sea birds. Why not add the robin to the list? 

we 

GuoucrestER, Mass. 

ANTIDOTE FOR SNAKE’S BITE. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Asa contribution to the discussion of the treatment of 

rattlesnake biles now going on in your journal, permit me to 
briefly relate the only case of the sori I have personally 
treated. My setter, running along the roadside, was bitten 
just above the right foot. He yelped once or twice when 
first bitten, but thinking he had stepped on a prickly pear I 
paid no attention to him until he began to limp, which he 
did very soon. On examination, the two punctures made 
by the poison fangs were plainly seen, and the foot rapidly 
swelled. In a rattlesnake country l always carry a hypo- 
dermi¢ syringe and a small bottle of ammonia (agua ammo- 
mi@e one part in three parts of water). lat once injected 
two syringefulls (each about a dessertspoonful) of this where 
the poison fangs entered. For a day or two the dog suffered 
from the great swelling of the foot, but this and the inflam- 
mation rapidly subsided, and within a week the animal was 
as well as ever except a slight limp, which soon disappeared. 

This treatment, with, in addition, the free internal use of 
dilute ammonia or alcohol in some form, is the best as yet 
known for man oy beast. The great point is that it should 
be prompt, and to gain time it is well, if the person or animal 
is bitten on an extremity, to tie a cord tightly a little above 
the bite. Time spent in heating irons is time lost. The 
hypodermic syringe can be carried in a vest pocket, is easily 
and quickly used, and is always ready. 

I should add that in the case I haye described the snake 
was the comparatively small species found in Montana; 
the bite of the larger ones found in the South is more fre- 
quently fatal. ARE-BAR-DEA. 

FRUIT-EATING BIRDS. 

Editor Forest, and Stream: 

“Picket’s” table is an interesting one. I presume he will 
not object to its being used as a basis to figuve upon in esti- 
mating his loss of fruit. His object (a perfectly proper one) 
is to realize as much in dollars and cents as is possible from 
his crop. Let us then reduce the matter to dollars and cents. 
Asa majority of the birds dissected were killed among his 
raspberries, we will figure on ‘‘raspberries.”” The table 
shows ten berries as the highest number found in any one 
ease, and although the ayerage as shown is below this, we 
will call it fen all around. 

In his endeavors to saye his crops he says, “‘I killed 128 
robins, 32 thrushes, 44 catbirds,” total 299 birds, say 300. 
At the above rate of destruction these 300 birds robbed him 
of 3,000 berries. The usual market quart of raspberries 
(‘‘Picket’s” may be larger) will containabout 800 berries, so that 
by killing these birds he has saved ten quarts of fruit, worth 
at the yery liberal price of 25 cents per quart, $2.50. The 
number of shots fired to kill them he does not state, say he 
fired 250, allowing him 50 shots at two birds each, the other 
200 one bird each. ‘The cheapest kind of ammunition and a 
muzzleloader would cost him at least one cent a shot, which 
just squares the account. If he use a breechloader the ex- 
pense is increased. The price allowed for berries as above is 
a full one, too full, we think, but he has had the benefit of 
all doubts in the calculation.. 

Brother “P.” may stand aghast at this statement, but he 
cannot alter cold facts, as per his table. This by his own 
showing squares the fruit account with the birds. The in- 
sects are all to their credit, but as*‘P,” has confined his at- 
tention to figuring actual loss by damage to fruit we have 
aone the same. In making his arrangements for the destruc- 
tion of 1,000 birds next season, let him take the above 
“vaporings” into serious consideration. Further investiga 
tion we trust will prove to him that his actual loss is trifling, 
and that his sufferings are more imaginary than real. We 
have seen many flocks of robins largely in excess of 150 in- 
dividuals, but are free to confess that we have never met 
with the long-nosed species that can ‘‘scent” berries a mile. 
It may be the berries were “‘tired,” which might in some 
measure account for the powerful bouquet. Wimor. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I would like to offer a few facts in defense of the 

catbirds. For several years a pair have nested close to 
my house, and although within a few feet of the garden, 
where there are berries of all kinds, I haye neyer seen 
them destroying any of the fruit. I wish I could say 
as much for the robins, | have watched the catbirds by the 
hour catching bugs, beetles and worms of all kinds, at which 
they are very expert. ‘They would pick them off the trunks 
of the trees, under the fence slats, and in all sorts of out-of- 
the-way places. ‘The large bectles they would take down to 
the board walk and break them to pieces before cating them, 
I counted In one day over thirty bugs of different kinds that 
this pair of bitds Killed inside of twenty minutes, aud the 
number destroyed during the season must haye been enor- 
mous. Wakeman HoLeerton. 
New Yorr, Aug. 28. 

Evyipence Av Last.—Central Lake, Mich.—I am pleased 
to say that [ have seen a man who has seen a man who has 
seen a tree which was killed by the “pizen” tail of the much 
dreaded hoopsnake. This time it was in Northern Michigan. 
The snake was going to prod the man, but injudiciously 
punched the tree instead. Both died.—KxE prin, 

_ 

A Nest of rae Buntocn’s Ortone.—Fort Snelling, Col.,. 
Aug. 20.—I have a pensile nest, found on the 16th, made en= 
tirely of hair from black cattle, It is egg-shaped, 7 inches 
in depth and 15 inches in circumference at its largest part. 
The opening is 2 inches in diameter, and the bottom lined 
with down from the cottonwood. From the bottoin hangs a 
tuft of tail hair one foot long. I take it to have been made 
by Bullock’s oriole (Zeterws bullockit), as that is the only bird 
here that is known to build a pensile nest, Yet the shape 
differs from any nest of that bird I have seen. Its jet black 
gives if a very peculiar appearance, and I have never seen or 
heard of one like if, A brood has been hatched in it, but 
on account of its material its condition is as perfect as when 
first made, Dead cattle were plenty here in the spring, and 
about the nesting season of Bullock’s oriole heavy rains had, 
made vegetation very rank, Could the bird have used hair 
because his usual material was not in good order?—T. 

Tun GrounD SNaKke.—I was very much interested in the 
article on the “Ground Snake,” by B, Horsford, in Formst 
AND Srream of July 24. Ground snakes are occasionally 
seen in this State while plowing or digging upthe soil. They 
are generally about eight or ten inches long, of a dirty gray 
color on the back, and white on the belly, with a rounded 
nose and mouth well back like the shark. All I have seen 
appear to have eyes, but some seem to think, nevertheless, 
that they are blind. J found one last summer and sent it to 
the Smithsonian Institute; I asked for information in regard 
1o its habits, what it was, cte., but so far haye heard nothing 
from it. The snake appears to feed on earthy matter, as the 
last one I found seemed to have been eating dirt. All Thaye 
seen haye a horny substance on the end of the tail, Can any 
one give me ‘‘more light” on the subject?—Grunpy Wine 
(Glencoe, Fla.). 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE LinnaiaAN Socimty,—We have 
receiyed the second volume of the Transactions of the 
Linnean Society of New York. It contains a frontispiece- 
plate of Bendire’s Shrew, the conclusion of *‘The Vertebrates 
of the Adirondack Region,” by Clinton Hart Merriam, M.D., - 
and a description by the same author of a ‘‘New Genus 
and Species of the Sorecids: (Alophyrar bendirit), Published 
by the Society, price $2 im paper, $3 in cloth. The corres- 
ponding secretary is N. T. Lawrence, No. 4 Pine street, 
New York. 

Gane Bag and Guy. 
BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
Your issue of the 7tlt inst, al hand, and in it I find my 

humble article entitled ‘‘Bullet versus Buckshot,” as pub- 
lished in FoREST AND STReAM of July 24, the subject of a 
severe scoring at the hands of your worthy correspondent 
“Wells.” IJ feel extremely diffident to open a polemic with 
“Wells,” for, apart from the fact that he carries very heavy 
critical guns, he has the easiest position to defend, and I am 
painfully aware that 1 am on the side of the innovators and 
the onus proband? rests with us. I am not anxious to cross 
swords with one whose many felicitous articles display so 
much logic and acumen as do those of ‘‘Wells.” Neither do 
I care to remain tied to the stake while he makes me the sub- 
ject of a ‘‘clean kill” with his good ‘‘broadsword at very 
short range.” His many pleasant hits and well-told stories 
have afforded me intense satisfaction in the past, and I think 
I recognize in ‘‘ Wells” a legal luminary of no mean magni- 
tude, one whose commanding abilities have placed him in 
the front rank of his profession, and whose passion for field 
sports has gone hand in hand with his professional attain- 
ments, until he can safely be taken as authority on all ques- 
tions relating to both, except the buckshot question, 
H says my “‘views are so extreme that they degenerate into 

absurdity.” Let us see. My idea is to confine the use of the 
shotgun to birds and small game, whose tenacity of life is 
slight compared with that of large game, and use on the 
latter 1 powerful rifle which makes a deadly and a quick- 
killing wound. It is true that a buckshot, or, for that mutter, 
a duckshot even, under certain circumstances might produce 
death in large game quicker than a rifle bullet would under 
adverse circumstances. For instance, a buck or duckshot 
penetrating the heart, aorta, or some large artery or vein, 
would produce death more quickly than a rifle-ball wound in 
some ot the muscular parts removed from the seat of vitality, 
but the chances for quick killing, unless at close range, are 
‘bout ten to one in favor of the rifle. 

Ttis largely a matter of humanity, Other correspondents 
recognize this principle in their many suggestions for an im- 
provement in ‘‘an all-round” gun, and so even does ‘‘Wells,” 
when he uses No. 10 shot for quail and buckshot for deer, 
recognizing the fact that different degrees of killing power 
are needed for different species of game. If my position be 
an ‘‘extreme” one, it is at least an honest one, and should 
my views be the means of causing one young sportsman—lL 
hardly flatter myself that the older ones will adopt them— to 
desist from the use of the shotgun on deer, I should feel 
amply recompensed tor advocating them publicly. 

“Wells” accuses me of “being deficient in logic;” then 
(doubtless unintentionally) misrepresents me in several par- 
ticulars, and als hints that my practice is not in accordance 
with my teachings. My article did not in any way imply 
that 1 was a phenomenal sportsman, a phenomenal rifle shot, 
ora phenomenal man, On the contrary, I honestly con- 
fessed to having committed many unsportsmanlike acts. 

“Wells” usks if because he lets an occasional deer—and in 
another sentence his estimate seems to be every fourth one— 
escape to die by slow torfure, ‘the shall not use the shotgun 
at all?’ His meaning is obscure, If he intends to ask 
whether he shall use it on birds and small game, I answer, 
‘Yes, certainly. Ifondeer? J willsay that while I do not 
propose to dictate to ‘‘Wells” what he shall or shall not do, 
I for one de not want venison at any such sacrifice of animal 
life, Lnever have used, and never will, unless | am stary- 
ing, use a shotgun on deer, notwithstanding the fact that my 
shooting is done largely in timber and thick underbrush, 
And here let me ask, how does it happen that he is under 

the impression that there is no timber or undergrowth in this 
country? Our mountains are heavily timbered, and the 
paiches of chaparrai, wild plum, cottonwood, mountain 
mahogany, and greasewood, on the hillsides make as close 
cover for deer as can be found in any country, In fact, un- 
less they scent the hunter, he will almost have to kick them 
up, so secure is their hiding place, I sometimes have passed 
within fifteen or twenty feet of them before they would stir. 

‘“Wells” wants to know if I hunt ducks with a rifle or an 
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8-bore shotgun, and with the former how many T kill, Pre- 
suming that no slur was intended, and that he desires infor- 
mation, I will say that an 8-bore shotgun is a weapon that I 
never owned, handled, or fred in my life, and that in my 
present collection of six firearms a 12-cauge 8-pound pun is 
the only representative of the ‘‘scatter gun,” the rest being 
from .22 to .45 caliber and no two alike, and that I hunt 
ducks about as often with a small ealiber (.22 or .82) rifle as 
with a shotgun; not so successfully, if numbers be the 
criterion of success, but when occasionally one is stopped 
when doing his best to escape, that one affords me more 
satisfaction than a carload of them killed with the shutgun. 

Pinnated grouse and sage hens I have so far hunted with a 
shotgun, and often have had the pleasure of a whole day 
spoiled by having a badly crippled bird to get away to die 
by inches. The ruffed grouse is not plentiful enough here to 
hunt specially. Occasionally we find it in the mountains 
When hunting deer. Then (‘‘Wells’s” good opinion of my 
sportsmanlike characteristics to the contrary notwithstand- 
ing) J kill it or miss it with the rifle. 
And now my “logic being deficient,” and it most certainly 

is, if ““Wells’s” “logic” be good, how does it follow that if 
“my argument was good as to decr if was good as to all 
game?” Does the contrary proposition hold good that because 
a shotgun is the most suitable for quail, a shotgun is also the 
most suitable weapon for deer? Does it follow that because 
au ordinary rifle shot can readily hit a deer he can as easily 
hit a grouse? Does ‘‘Wells’s” “‘logic” teach him that a rifle- 
man could hit a running elephant or a flying humming bird 
with equal ease? 
By the same “‘logic,” because No. 10 shot is large enough 

for quail it is large enough for getizzlies? a position even 
“Wells’s” subtle ability would hardly maintain in the field, 
however successfully he might do so in the forensic arena, 
Does ‘‘Wells” follow out the teachings of his own ‘‘logic” 
and attempt to hunt buffalo with his 12-bore shotgun charged 
with its regulation quail charge? Does he pursue with his 
fayorite weapon any game that will “strike back” if not at 
once dispatched! Isn't it only the timid and harmless that 
is misused at his hands? Then if my argument applied to 
deer ‘‘should be held as good for all game,” so should hisas 
applied to birds be held as equally good for large and dan- 
gerous game, 

In the case cited, ‘‘Wells” argues that I was not skiliful 
enough to-stop the deer with my favorite weapon until it had 
tun amile. If is, perhaps, unnecessary for me to confess 
that 1 was not the man ‘‘who sayed the day.” Had he 
looked more carefully he would have seen that the ritle nsed 
wis a Henry, burning but 28 grains of powder, which he 
doubtless knows is entirely too light for mule deer. Had 
my favorite (a ,45-75) or any .45-caliber with 70 to 90 grains 
of powder, been used, the deer, struck as he was, would not 
have made a second jump. The,case was simply cited to 
contrast the work of the two weapons. The shotgun cham- 
pion took a cool, deliberate, standing shot at not over 50 
yards. The rifleman, using 4 light arm under unfayorable 
citcumstances, for the deer was 100 yards away and jump- 
ing, grassed him and gave him such a wound that he couid 
be easily followed. The animal! died within fifteen minutes 
from the effect of the bullet, whereas he would have been 
lost to us and have been a week dying from the effect of the 
buckshot. 

In conclusion, let me reiterate that white a buckshot or a 
duckshot may, under especially favorable circmstances, 
produce death quicker than a wound from a large rifle bullet 
in Jess vital parts, still the chances for immediate killing by 
the latter are about ten to one in its favor. For humanity’s 
sake, then, 1f for no other reason, it alone ought to be used 
on deer. The skill necessary to handle the rifle successfully 
on moving objects is a never failing source of pride snd 
pleasure, and would alone more than compensate for its 
acquirement and for discarding the shotgun on large game, 

I sincerely hope that ‘‘Wells” will resume his rifle practice, 
regain his former skill, hereafter kill his venison only with 
the bullet, pay mea visit if he ever comes to the Pacific 
coast, thank me for pointing out the error of his ways, live 
to a ripe old age, and contribute an article every week to 
Fornmst AND aioe: as long as I may be a reader of tts 
columns. 
And now allow me to suggest to Mr. “Backwoods” that 

he ought not to have returned to the settlements until the 
balsainic odors and pure ozone had reinvigorated his liver, re- 
duced his spleen and dispersed his severe attack of indiges- 
tion from which he is evidently suffering. 1 constvientiously 
attacked what I believed to be a most brutal and barbarous 
practice, which it seems is a favorite “sport” of his, and he 
rushes into print with personal innuenda and vituperation in 
reply. 

“O. many a shaft at random sent 

Finds mark the archer little meant.” 

His flutter shows how well the “‘shatt struck home.” 
‘Let the galled jade wince.” If he has any good reasons 
“for the faith that isin him,” let him present them and not 
his estimate of me personally, which I am sure does not in- 
terest the readers of Forusr AND STREAM, and certainly 
gives me less concern than “‘the idle wind which 1 respect 
not.” Had I advocated his position and used a $3.50 Zulu,” 
I should have received his entire approbation, My present 
address is not Rome, and were il, one of their customs I 
should never adopt. 

Tf ‘the is the noblest Roman of them all,” I shal] not hurry 
to get there. “‘l bad rather beadog, and bay the moon, than 
such a Roman.” Prutp, 
Fort Bipwext, Cal., Aug. 9, 1854. 

“Speak of measlam. Nothing extennate nor set down aught in 
malice.”'—Othelto. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T understood ‘‘Piute’s” position to be that the rifle was the 

only proper weapon for deer shooting, and he who used any 
other was guilty of barbarism. I also understood him to 
found his remarkable conclusion upon the reasons which he 
offered for its support. Haying used the barbarous weapon 
which he denounced, and feeling sure that his logic was 
faulty, I chose to say so through the columns of the Fornsr 
AND STRHAM. I endeavored to state the argument fairly, 
and I did so, if 1 am capable of comprehending the meaning 
of English sentences. The only question, as I thought, and 
still think, was whether a rifle was the only weapon | please 
italicise the words which I underscore] which a sportsman 
could legitimately use in deer shooting. ‘‘Piute” alleges 
that itis. Ireply that itis not. While I do not doubt that 
one may very properly use the rifle who chooses to do so, 1 
deny, most emphatically, that 1 am to be regarded as un- 
sportsmanlike and barbarous if I choose to use a shotgun, 

The difference between ‘‘Piute”’ and ‘‘Wells” is this: 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

“Piute” denounces ‘Wells” and all who do as he does as 
being guilty of unsportsmanlike conduct and barbarous 
usage. ‘‘Wells’” makes no such charge against “Piute” or 
those who may prefer the rifle, but endeavors to show that 
the reasoning by whieh ‘'Piute’ upholds his position is not 
sound, and defends his own practices against what he re- 
garded as a wanton and unjustifiable assault. 
_ I did not object to any man’s using a rifle for game shoot- 
ing if he preferred to do so, whether the game be buffalo, 
deer, turkey, geese, ducks, Bob White, rail or bobolinks. 
Nothing in my communication to which reference is made 
in the ForEst AND StREAM of the 2ist, by “Cap Lock,” 
“Tramp” and “OC. A. R.” warrants the construction made, I 
repeat that if “Pinte” and his supporters choose to use a 
rifle, even “‘to crush a butterfly or to brain a gnat,” he may do 
so for aught I care or for aught I have said. I shall not 
imitate the bad example set me by denouncing such 
““‘usance” as showing a want of feeling, or a vidlation of the 
laws of genuine sportsmanship. But when any one exhibits 
the Phariseeism of ‘‘desling damnation round the land” on 
all who choose to exercise the right to dissent from their 
standard of propriety, ‘‘Wells” will not hesitate to enter his 
protest against the needless denunciation, but if necessary, in 
his judgment, say to one and all of his assailants: 

‘Lay on, Macduff, 

And thrashed be he who first cries, hold, enough|’* 

“Cap Lock” will take no offense if I say to him that a 
legitimate inference from his language in paragraph three, 
of his artiele dated Aug. 10, is that he thinks grouse, Bob 
White, quail and woodcock ought to be shot exclusively 
with the rifle. 1s if possible he would mean to convey such 
an idea? Now, neither he nor any one would get much 
game of that kind with such a weapon. Doubtless grouse, 
when eating berries or sitting on limbs, can be easily killed 
with a rifle, but when on the wing ‘‘scant and small would 
the booty prove.” This would make the trap and the snare, 
if not sportsmanlike, necessary to supply all persons who 
are not exceptionally expert rifle shots with any game at all, 
Surely “Cap Lock” was unfortunate in the use of his lan- 
suage. 
He tells us that hounding deer is “‘barbaric and unsports- 

manlike.” How? Is hounding foxes ‘‘barbaric and un- 
sportsmanlike?” He will not say that. Then why is the 
use of dogs in hunting deer ‘‘barbaric and unsportsmanlike?” 
Is ‘‘shining” a deer’s eyes at night and shooting him standing 
with a rifle civilized and sportsmanlike? Is approaching a 
deer al. feed among the lily padsin a boat civilized and 
sportsmanlike? Pray let him tell us the distinction, and not 
content himself with a “tweedle dum and tweedle dee” 
answer. What better chance of escape has a deer under 
such circumstances than when Heeing hefore a hound in 
thick woods, with the probabilities largely in his favor, that 
he will not come within gunshot, or even in sight of the 
“barbarian” who is standing in glorious hope? How many 
deer could *‘Cap Lock” hit with his rifle in the woods, with 
thick undergrowth, when on a full run? In an open country 
like the prairies, or the pine woods of Florida, many score 
of deer can be killed by stalking, or ‘‘still hunting,” as we 
eallit, A gentleman who resided about three miles from 
Martin’s Ferry told me, some years ago, that he had killed 
175 in that style of ‘‘sportsmanlike” hunting in two seasons. 
l tried it with a party of six, of whom he was one, in his 
neighborhood, using the ‘barbaric’ dog, and though we 
saw scores of deer, no man eyen got a shot. Now ‘Cap 
Lock” thinks hounding ‘“‘barbarous’” and *‘Wells” does not 
think so, Having an equal right to form an opinion, I say 
to him, that stalking in this section would give no addition 
to the larder, and even with hounds, which have been used 
“from the time whereof the memory of man runneth not to 
the contrary,” five deer are started and escape to one which 
is shot at, much less wounded or killed, and we have now 
as Many deer as- can probably be found in the Adirondacks, 
where the humane practice is recommended and observed of 
stealthily approaching a deer in his ‘'secure hour” while 
feeding among the lily pads. 
And now a word or two with my friend ‘‘Trump.”” Iam 

not sufficiently acquainted with that branch of surgery 
which treats of the Viulwus sclopett or gunshot wounds, to 
discuss the question whether the ws medtcatrix nature is 
more effective in healing a wound made by a ball thrown 
by asmoothbore ora rifled gun. But I have known deer, 
as well as he, to escape the pan of the hunter, to add to the 
enjoyment of buzzards and other scavengers, because the 
wound given by the shot or ball was not immediately de- 
structive. If this demonstrates that a rifle is the only weapon 
which ought to be used for deer, I respectfully submit that 
it is equally good when applied to small game. If ‘‘Drump” 
chooses to use such a weapon, I shall not object. I simply 
prefer a shotgun. 

I come now to *‘C. A. R.” If he carefully read my article, 
all I have to say that either he or I was exceedingly unfor- 
tunate; he in comprehending what I wrote, or I in the use 
of language to convey my ideas. ‘There was no “‘Lhunder- 
bolt of wrath,” ot any wrath at all in what I wrote. There 
was no complaint of ‘‘Piute” “because he is an advocate of 
the rifle in hunting.” But there was a complaint because 
“Pinte” denounced those who used a shotgun as guilty of 
barbarism. Cannot ‘‘C. A, R.” see the difference? If so, 
what excuse can he render for misstating the position? I 
did not “blame” ‘‘Piute” for preferring the rifle; and there 
is nothing in my article which affords even a decent pretext 
for making such an allegation. I did ‘‘blame” him for ex- 
pressing his ‘‘preference” in terms uncharitable and unjust 
to those who might differ from him—for | have no respect 
even for that class of men, who, in their language proclaim 
that they are of the ‘‘holier than thou” sort. 

“Piute’ may, indeed, be even more expert with a rifle 
than I am with a shotgun; and I freely admit that in a tree- 
less waste he could kill far more deer with his exclusive 
weapon than I could with my favorite one. But in thickets 
and dense woods, with the deer running, I beg to doubt 
whether either he or ‘‘C. A. R.” could do it. 
Who said, unless it was “©, A. R.,” that it was possible 

to ‘‘coax deer in North Carolina wilhin fifty yards” of the 
hunter? We do not try that plan, Weare unacquainted with 
that “charm.” Surely “OC. A, R.” is not so peor in his in- 
tellectual resources as to be obliged to misrepresent in order 
to make a successful argument? Who expressed a doubt, as 
“CO, A, R.” asserts was done, of the *‘liability of shot to tear 
the flesh without doing deadly damage”? He himself put up 
that ‘‘man of straw” to pull it down, and is thus guilty of a 
‘‘fantastic trick,” if not a ludicrous one. Who doubted that 
a rifle bad a greater ‘‘range” than a shotgun?—but in under- 
brush the “range” is not of yery much value. ‘ 

I beg now to notice the last seitence in “C, A. R,’s” illog- 
ical and unfair communication. It is in these words: ‘‘But 
‘Piute’s’ critic is not inclined to believe that shot (provided 
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it does reach the deer at long range) will cause torture with- 
out death, but it will most certainly.” That statement: is 
wholly without authority. I said nothing which gaye the 
shadow of a shade” of foundation for any such opirton. 

My eritic ought not to have imputed to me the ridiculous 
idea that any puncture of the hide of a deer, however 
small, would not produce pain, and that some would pro- 
duce ‘‘torfure” and even death. It is to be hoped that when 
he next takes occasion to show his skill in crificising he will 
fairly represent his antagonist, and not wantonly place him 
in a false position. No triumph worthy of un honorable 
ambition can ever come to one who resorts to that method of 
warfare. 
_ I close this article by simply calling attention to the main 
issue—whether the rifle is the on/y non-barbarous and sports: 
manlike weapon. “‘Piute’ and hig sympathizers say it is; T 
and those who agree with me say it is not, All side issues 
aré unallowable in a fair discussion, In no other am I dis- 
posed to enter. WELLS. 
Rocsineuam, N..C., Aug. 24. 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 
I have been an interested reader of the contest between 

“‘Piute” and his critics. Here are some suggestions drawn 
from war experience. J was on Grant’s stait in May, 1864, 
and when we got into the Wilderness and ran against Lee’s 
men, we lost so many men wounded that it caused Gen. Ham- 
mond to find out the reason. The soldiers had found it out 
before; and every captured gun and every Confederate pris- 
oner bore witness to one fact: that a bullet and then buck- 
shot are more deadly than a rifle bullet. I heard Gen. Grant 
myself give an order to his ordnance officer on May 6 to 
adopt the buckshot cartridge. Query: If so with soldiers, 
why not so with game? A man is a noble savage, a brute is 
a low savage; and lead and iron respect neither. Mrprco, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ‘ 

BUCK FEVER. 

{| HAYE seen this mysterious affection of the nerves men- 
tioned in print, and have seen it exhibited by strong, 

cool men at the sight of game, and I regard it as a most in- 
explicable form of excitement. I am utterly unable to 
account for it. That a man who has stood on the battle-field 
while the minie-ball sang its song of death past his ears, 
while the dismal shriek of the shell echoed near him, and 
who has gone on calmly loading and firing in apparent un- 
consciousness of the fact that death was hovering oyer the 
field, and that agony and wounds were all around him; that 
such a man should tremble and grow pale at sight of an 
innocent denizen cf the forest fleeing for its life, is utterly 
beyond man’s comprehension; yet, though ‘‘strange it is, “tis 
true.’ And how one of these unfortunates will lie. I've 
heard one swear that he had killed a deer, heard him point 
out the place where it fell, while all the time he had never 
fired a shot, but his gun was still cocked ag he had set dé 
before he heard the animal in the red brush. Many a 
sportsman will indorse all this, and could doubtless add 
much more. 

Thereby hangs a tale. Lije, John and Jem Jones were 
brothers. All had been in the Federal army during the late 
unpleasaniness, and all had heard the ping of bullets, and 
seen the flash of the sabre. The two first were as thorough 
sportsmen as ever puiled a trigger, but Jem was feverish. 

Tt was my second deer hunt on Missouri soil. Old Frank 
Elias had got up the day’s sport for my especial benefit, 
His son Johu said to me: ‘‘ Keep as far as you cun from 
Jem Jones, but if you must be near him keep behind him.”’ 
I did not have time to inquire why, for just then John rode 
awiy. Fortune, however, showed me the reason of John’s 
advice. Jem Jones and | were thrown together to 20 to a 
certain, crossing. As we rode along Jones remarked : ‘‘ The 
boys generally don’t like to hunt with me.” ‘ Indeed,” said 
I, inquiringly, ‘that seems a little strange.” “‘O, they say 
J wet the buck-fever, and they never can tell where ’'m going: 
to shoot! John Elias swears I’m just as likely to shoot my 
partner as a deer, but Pl show you to-day that I can shoot 
as well ag any of thera, and as you're a stranger | want you 
to tell them go.” J agreed of course. 

“Jones, what's the matter with your horse’s near ear?” I 
asked, as I noticed that the said member was almost entirely 
gone. ‘John Elias shot it off,” was the reply. . ‘John says, 
(hough, that I did it myself. I hada short German shot- 
gun, and just when I shot at the deer John fired. Job here 
wheeled and run, and reared and bucked and kicked, till the 
other barrel of my gun went off and shot a load of buckshot 
just over old Frank Elias’s head, and I'll be whipped if Job 
didn’t fall ima dead faint, His ear was gone, John Elias 
claimed the deer hide, because he swore that 1 shot into the 
ground and Job’s ear; and Lije and John—my own brothers, 
1oo—gave him the hide when they drew the other loads from 
our guns, and found hisgun loaded with No. 1 buckshot 
and mine loaded with 3s. After that brother Lije swore I 
must get a longer gun or quit hunting,” 

A. pleasant companion, truly, | thought; but we arrived 
at the crossing, and Jones said: ‘“You can take which side _ 
you please.” I thanked him and took the left. “Did you 
ever kill a deer?” asked Jones, ‘‘O, yes,” 1 replied, ‘‘many 
a one,” 

Jones was armed with a long double-barreled shotgun 
which he informed me was loaded with No, 3 buckshot. 1 
myself had a ritle. Wesat quietly on our horses for some 
time, when suddenly Jones straightened in his saddle, threw 
his gun to his shoulder, and fired into the body of an oak 
some fifty feet away and af least thirty feet from the ground. 
1 caught the rush of a deer, 2 noble buck with four spikes. 
My rifle came to my shoulder, and when it cracked I knew 
that the shot had told, But I had no time to say anything, 
for Jones exclaimed, “Great Jerusalem! all the deer in the 
county must be coming into this crossing!” And he rose 
again erect in his saddle, and again he touched the trigger, 
and poured another load of buckshot into a tree some forty 
feet off. threw my rifle to my face and as the silver drop 
rested on the spot it cracked, anda mark for the doe was 
added to the notches on the stock of my gun. 

“J got ’em both!’ shrieked Jem Jones, “‘didn’t I tell you 
1’d show John Elias and my own brothers, too, that I could 
kill deer? You must back me up on these, don’t forget now!” 

LT looked at him in utter amazement, but the rest of the 
party rode up at that time, aud Jem reiterated his assevera- 
tions made to me. I noticed that the whole party looked 
very doubtful. ‘‘What did you shoot at?” Lije Jones asked 
ot me, ‘I heard your gun bots times after Jen’s, or at least 
i heard a rifle.” “‘T shot at a deer each time,” said I. “Phen 
you missed ’em,” said Jem, ‘‘for both of mine fell dead in 
their tracks; I saw ’em kicking before I heard your gun.” 
We went to where the buck lay and Lije Jones gaid: 

uy 
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Game in SoUTHHASTHRN Missour:,—Probably many of 
your readers in this part of the universe would like to ae- 
quaint themselves of some good place to hunt where game is 
plentiful and not hunted to death. We pride ourselves on 
living in the best game country in the United States. The 
woods are full of it and there are comparatively few hunters, 
Southeastern Missouri has always been noted as the game re- 
sort of central United States, but it is not generally known 
that wild deer run in large herds and wild turkey in great 
gangs within two miles of a city of 2,000 inhabitants, Such 
is the cage here. We are only 160 miles from St. Louis 
south on the main line of the St, Louis, Iron Mountain & 
Southern Railway, and only seventy miles west of Cairo, to 
which we are connected by a branch of the same road. If 
some of your readers would like good hunting aad fishing 
this fall at little expense I would advise them to visit South- 
cee Missouri by all means.—H. W. H. (Poplar Bluff, Mo., 
mg. 28), 

CHARLESTON, Ill., Aug, 25.—On 22dinst., W. A. Jeffries, 
D, H. Dowling, Douglas McCarty and J. L. Harris were out 
for a day’s shooting eight miles northeast of here. The day 
was cool and partly cloudy, with a gentle breeze from the 
north; the gentlemen reported having a fine time, and bagged 
nineteen young prairie chickens and one white crane. ‘They 
report game scarce,— Fox SQUIRREL. 
Aug, 26.—On the 23d a party of sportsmen, consisting of 

John Swisher, Jacob Pinkney and Arthur Ball, of Galion, O., 
and ©, O. Skidmore of this city, returned from Champaign 
county, about thirty-five miles north of here, where they had 
been camping out for four days, and shooting at the pin- 
nated grouse over their dogs—Pinkney’s Heck, Ball’s Dan 
and Skidmore’s June. ‘They bagged 113 pinnated grouse, 
most all of them fine young birds. They reported game 
plenty.—Fox SQurRREL. ; 

“Jem, if there’s a single buckshot hole in either of the hides 
you own it, if there’s only the bullet hole then you have no 

claim, and they belong to our friend. Are you both con- 
tent?’ We both said yes. The buck was shot through the 
head with a bullet, and no other mark appeared on bis mag- 
nificent body. The doe, too, was unmarked save by the 
fatal rifle ball. ‘Well, I’d like to know where my shots did 
20,” said poor dem. “Come here, Jem,” said Lije, ‘‘and 
Pl) show you.” Jem went with him, and Lije pointed out 
the shots, ‘Climb up, Jem, and satisfy yourself,” said Lije, 
“You must knock under this time, for our friend shoots a 
rifle, und none of the rest of us are loaded with No, 8s 
but you, and the shots are fresh.” Jem went up and cut out 
tiie shot, but when he came down he said, “You're all in a 
conspiracy to cheat me out of my rights. Tl hunt by my- 
self after this.” Poor Jem| 
As I write, the buck’s head, nively mounted, by the skill 

of Lije Jones, looks benignly down on me from the glass 
substitutes that man has put im the room of deer’s eyes. 
SOMERSET, Pa., Sept. 1, 1884. AMATEUR. 

THE STAR MOUNTAIN BUCK. 
ee big buck of the season was killed yesterday by Fur- 

man Kneeland, of Brooklyn, and his guide, Andrew 
Rogers, of this place. This is no doubt the real “Star 
Mountain buck,” which the hunters have been after for 
years. He has giyen the dogs many a bard race and the 
hunters many anxious hours on watch posts. Kneeland had 
gone with Rogers to start the dogs. and when the buck 
jumped up Kneeland gave him the first shot through the 
neck, Rogers finished him while on the run by ashot in the 
back. 

There can be ne doubt about the deer, as he was killed on 
Star Mountain. I have sent the head to J. G. Bell, No, 435 
Broadway, to be set up. When done, it will be worth 
spending a little time to see, The horns have six prongs on 
one and seyen on the other, one provg, next the head, being 
twelve inches long. 
We have killed five bucks this month and not one doe. 

This we think very fortunate. 
Parividge shooting begins next week, and all hands are 

very uneasy. Guns and dogs all ready, 
The laws have been more respected this year than ever, 

and we have had fish and venison every day when in season. 
The trout fishing continues good. The guests of the house 
catch enough each day for the tables. Most of them are 
taken by the ladies, trolling with flies, 

The first cold storm will start the salmon trout. 
A. R. FuuiEr, 

Game IN Kenrucky,—Southern Kentucky, August.—l 
saw 2 bevy of nearly full grown quail last week. Have 
heard of others, The summer has been fayorabie, and this 
fall’s crop should by odds be the largest found for many 
years. Wing-shooting has grown very popular, and every 
boy’s ambition is to save up enough to buy one of those mag- 
nificent shotguns warranted of finest materials and work- 
manship, at the fabulously low figure of twelve dollars for 
next thirty days, to introduce them in your neighborhood. 
After that time not one of those fine guns will be sold for 
twenty-five dollars; less than actual cost of the locks. But 
that we bought an immense stock at a bankrupt sale, or 
‘mine brudder stole em,” they couldn’t be sold for anything 
near that price. Two flocks of turkeys within a mile, ruffed 
grouse on every mountain, a few,deer in occasional localities; MnAcham Lan, Adirondacks, Aug. 27% 
every promise of fine sport soon.—K BNTUCKIAN. 

CAMP BREAD. 

Kditoy Forest and Stream: 
Several correspondents of Formst AND STREAM, who have 

taken part in the discussion arising from “‘Nessmuk’s” receipt 
for camp bread, seem unaware of the fact that the best camp 
bread can be made without baking powder or yeast. 

To all campers-out who prefer to eat bread without taking 
a Seidlitz powder as a part of its composition—and what else 
is baking powder?—l heartily commend the following re- 
eeipt, well known in the Middle and Southern States as 
“Maryland biscuits” or ‘‘beaten biscuits”: 
Take one guart of flour, one tablespoonful of lard, one 

teaspoonful of salt, enough water—or half water and half 
milk, if you can get milk—to make a stiff dough. Mix thor- 

ApIRONDACK GAME.—Chateaugay Lake, N. Y. Aug, 25.— 
Woodcock and snipe and plover are now sought after, and 
good bags tell of the metal of guns, dogs and sportsmen, 
In a week from this time ruffed grouse will be ready for 
shooting; there are quite a number in our woods, all nearly 
grown. Deer are very plenty this fall. ‘Chere is a beautiful 
buck’s head hanging in the office that was shot at some 
twenty times by an old hunter; but I think he must have 
had the fever or a poor gun.—OLD GUIDE. 

Camp Sire Hlickerings. 
—— 

oughly and then beat with an axe or club for half an hour, a eas 43 
or until the dough becomes light and elastic. Any smooth, SS are 
thick board, or a smooth stump or log will answer to beat| — ; 135. 
the dough on. Then mould the dough with the hands or cut 
with a tin-box lid into biscuits one-half inch thick and two 
inches across. Puncture the top of each biscuit several 
times with a fork and put them into a Dutch oven and bake 
with a moderately hot fire, as any other bread should be 
baked in camp. 

Let any one once eat these biscuit properly baked and he 
will never again want a ‘‘Seidlitz powder Discuit,” such as 
the large majority of campers-out, including the United 
States Army, now must regard as the staff of life while in 
camp. 

These biscuit have the great advantage of keeping longer 
* ina comparatively fresh and palatable condition than any 

other bread except “hard tack.” Enough might be made at 
each baking to last the camp a weeks. 

Jt will be observed that there is nothing that is not nutri- 
tious In these biscuit, and the inconvenience and expense 
that ‘““Nessmuk” mentions, of the immense amount of baking 
powder needed in the woods, is done away with, Nor will 
any kind ef weather interfere with making beaten biscuits 
or necessitate any change in the proportion of the ingredients. 

ELERIDGE. 

Te morning was cold and frosty. The gray streak of 
dawnt was scarcely yet visible in the eastern horizon; 

the stars and waning moon shone brightly, and the crisp leaf 
sparkled with its gems of frozen dew as I left the train at D. 
and entered the stage coach for 5. A few hours’ ride in the 
latter would bring me to the place of my destination, where 
I hoped to enjoy some rare sport in one of my favorite 
pastimes, hunting the noblest game that roams through 
woodland haunts—deer and elk. I had a mania for big 
horns. Already a fine pair of antlers graced my sanctum, 
the largest in all the surrounding country; and yet my ambi- 
tion was not satisfied, for I believed that.a larger pair existed 
somewhere in the tangled forest, and I lived in mortal dread 
lest some other lucky hunter should capture them and thus 
exult over me. I fondly hoped that upon this trip I might 
have the good fortune to secure the coveted prize. , 
My “‘trusty rifle” had been carefully stowed away beneath 

the driver’s seat and I took my place inside the coach, 
wrapped in my camp blanket for protection from the keen 
mountain air of early morning. I was the only passenger; 
therefore my camp equipage had been placed inside with 
me, We had been rattling over the frozen ground for a short 
time when, upon a high hill overlooking’ a deep and dark 
valley, whose depths seemed unfathomable, the stage sud- 
denly stopped and the driver dismounted to make some ad- 
justwent of the harness before making the descent from the 
bold mountain top to the valley below. The horses were 
very restless, and as the driver turned to remount they took 
fright, and, bounding forward, they hurled the luckless 
driver to the ground. Away sped the wild steeds down the 
mountain side. As soon as I had recovered sufficiently 
from my momentary fright I essayed to jump from the 
coach, but on looking out the daik chasm seemed ready to 
engulf me; to jump was certain death, We seemed 
io fly like the wind along the edge of the most frightful 
precipices. The sweat stood in large drops upon my brow 
as momentarily I expected to be hurled to destruction. If I 
could gain the driver's seat I might secure the reins and 
check this terrible speed. To climb around on the outside 
was simply impossible; so, drawing my hunting knife, | 
proceeded to cut my way through to the front. In this I 
Was soon successful, and to my intense delight found the 
lines securely fastened to the brake bar, The next moment 
I held them firmly within my grasp, and with my foot upon 
the brakes was exerting my utmost strength to check this 
lightning speed. On, on we dashed, while the fire flashed 
from the steel-shod hoofs of the mad coursers, and the iron 
wheels of the ponderous coach ground to powder the very 
rock with irresistible power. The horses were reeking with 
foam and the sweat was rolling from my face s0 as to almost 
blind my sight. But now we have left the down grade and 
ave dashing along a narrow valley by the side of a mountain 
stream. Our headlong speed begins to slacken, and I soon 
have the satisfaction of stopping the runaways by reining 
them into a side cut against a steep bank. Just as we came 
to a full halt some dark moving objects on the opposite bank 
attract my attention. Judge of my surprise on beholding in 

CANTONMHNT ON THE UNCOMPAHGRE. Col. 

SMALL-Borus.—Hdiior Forest and Stream:  Smail-bore 
puns are aguin coming to the front. I find my shooting 
friends in Europe are getting it down fine; they write to me 
about 20-gauge now 28-gauge, and the best productions of 
the celebrated borer, Ford, have got it down to 410, of what 
we call .41-caliber. I will say that our guns are entirely too 
heavy. I often come across a friend who has just got’ him 
a 10-gauge 10 pound, and paid a good price, that would have 
justified ihe weight not over 74 or 8 pounds. My guns in 
10-2auge do not weigh 8 pounds, and my 12-bores 62 pounds. 
They are thick at the breech, and do not appear to jar any 
more than heavy guns. J have been induced by a friend to 
get one of these small-bores, He recommends 20-gauge, I 
took his advice and gave an order for a 16-gauge, 5 pounds. 
Not that 1 expect a 16-gauge to beat my 8 on wild fowl, but 
T do expect my new 16 to be equal to my old 12 on quail and 
snipe, and I lave lost two pounds weight, which is consider- 
able, when a man wot over strong has to keep pace with our 
Bore every one of which [ get is a little faster than my last. 
—ALMO. 

SALEM, Mass., Aug. 30, 1884.—The past week has shown 
us a few more birds in this vicinity, Among them one bunch 
ot twenty ‘black-breasters” (C. viryintus), one or two cur- 
lew, quite a number of summer yellow-legs, some grass birds, 
and smaller ones. Saw three black ducks (A. obscura) and 
several loons (0. torguatus), and one lot of five blue winged 
teal, the first I have seen this fall, Saw the first meadow 

_ snipe (G. wilsonii) last Thursday. I saw recently in Good- 
dale’s store, Boston, a white egret, that was shot at Tops- 

} field. There ought to be some rail and some snipe, as the 
gronnds are in fine order. Monday is partridge day.— 

7 Ke Yoh : 

_ - 

the dim light of morning, as the moving objects emerge 
from a natrow gorge, a band of elk, which are going toward 
the main valley down which to make their escape, and they 
are led by the very champion of the forest that I had dreamed 
of—a buck with the stateliest pair of antlers I ever beheld; 
in fact, the grandest pair that ever graced the head of the 
monarch of mountain or glen. It was but the work of a 
moment to bring out my rifle and quickly to adjust a shell, 
and asits sharp crack echoed from rock to rock I had the 
pleasure of beholding the monster come rolling down to the 
water’s edge. Springing from my seat to make sure of the 
prize, I found myseli—awake by the side of my bed, and my 
wife ¢éomplaining bitterly that my elbows had nearly punched 
her very life out, The horns were gone. EUGENE, 

Sea and River Sishing. 

THE RANGELEY LAKES. 

aa group of lakes known by this name are not so thor- 
oughly set forth by any guide book that I am ac- 

quainted with but that a short account of their advantages 
in the way of fishing and hunting may prove interesting to 
your readers, 

Beginning at the most southern point of the waterway at 
Lake Umbagog, there comes in the chain next northerly 
Willekennebacook, Mollechunkamunk, Mooselucmaguntic, 
Cussuptic and Rangeley, which last named lake gives the 
title to the series. To the north of Rangeley and over, a 
carry good for three miles, very bad for seven miles, lies 
Kennebago. To the north and-west of this is Lake Parma- 
cheenee. ‘These last two lakes, although separated from the 
others, are properly a part of the same system. ‘The carries 
between these two and the nearest other lake in the water- 
way are Jonger than any of the others, say ten to fourteen 
miles, and much rougher and more difficult. They are all, 
however, furnished with buckboard conveyances, which 
undertake to conyey passengers, provided they can retain 
their seats over the boulders and boggy places, Any reason- 
able amount, of baggage is transported free of charge. 

The lakes are all very excellent for fishing except during 
the months of July and August. In these months lakes 
Kennebago and Parmacheenee are the only ones in which 
the trout will rise to the fly in the open lake. In the little 
brooks emptying into the lakes, fish can be taken any time, 
with the tly or with bait. Very large fish are taken in 
Mooselucmaguntic at any time by deep-water fishing with 
bait. The second week in August an angler from Boston 
took three very large catches. One of seven trout weighing 
four pounds, another of eight averaging fo and a half 
pounds, another of five averaging five and a half pounds. 
The largest, fish in any of these catches weighed six and 
three-quarter pounds. ‘They were caught with the angle 
worm in water about one hundred feet deep, and were the 
genuine speckled brook trout (Salmo fontinalis), not lakers. 
It is advisable to be thus particular, as the natives, and 
eyen guides are very misleading in their talk about fish, 
everything with them being a trout. 

IT do not mean this to impugn their truthfulness, but 
simply their lack of accuracy in speech. The size of the 
fish tuken in Kennebago during July and August rarely ex- 
ceeds thirteen inches in length. But from five inches up to 
this size, they are very abundant and give good sport to 
either the fly-fisher ur the more prosaic baiter. Within five 
hours’ fishing a party of three of us took in trolling with the 
fly and in fishing from the anchored boat with the worm 
and fly, about one hundred and twenty very beautiful 
specimens. Many more under seven inches in length were 
cast baek in the lake. 
As for hunting, there is excellent sport in either of the two 

most northern lakes, Parmacheenee, however, being the 
best. There is no trouble in getting plenty of shots (1 will 
say nothing of bagging the game) at moose, caribou and 
deer. All of these must be shot after October 1, although, of 
course, the law is continually evaded and meat of either 
of these kinds can be obtained at any time by those who 
are willing to break the law. True sportsmen, however, 
should resolutely refuse to do this. Many would-be sports- 
men come here prepared to pay the fine of forty dollars for 
each offense, and indeed one of them informed against him- 
selt, paid his fine and departed with his antlered trophy, a 
happy man. But he brought his conscience with him, and 
that a good many forget. : 

The naturalist will find many examples of the beavers 
skill in the way of dams built by them and large trees 
gnawed down by their sharp teeth. One I saw measured 
eighteen inches in diameter, Fine specimens of loons, eagles, 
bears and all other animals of this region may be easily 
obtained. 

The lakes are traversed by small steamboats and there is 
no hardship imposed upon the tourist, save that of walking 
the carries. Camps abound in all directions, and these are 
fitted up with all cooking and table utensils, and can be hired 
at fifty cents a day. Orif you hire a guide at $2.50 per day, 
he will generally ‘‘throw in” a camp of his own. Sleeping 
upon one of the beds in the log huts upon the soft spruce 
twigs, inhaling their delightful fragrance, cloying as an ex- 
otic perfume, is a sensation that must be experienced before 
it can be understood. Why do not physicians prescribe 
mattresses stuffed with this lung-healing and health-giving 
substance for their consumptive patients? ‘lhe hotels, so 
called, aré numerous enough at each of the carries, and con- 
tain all the comforts if not the luxuries of life. A few are 
lathed and plastered, but the great number have bare floors 
and board partitions, giving you dissolving views of your 
neighbors’ toilet by candle light, and acquainting you with 
all the different varieties of the hnman snore. 

In addition to these there are several angling associations 
where you will find excellent quarters if duly provided with 
letters of introduction through their members. All these de- 
tails can be easily learned through the guide book and ex- 
cellent map prepared by ©. A. J. Farrar, of Middle Dam, 
Lake Mollechunkamunk, Maine. I would advise the reader 
not to attempt a pronunciation of these names except through 
the aid of one of the spelling schools, which the hotels get 
up in this region to improve the neglected education of the 
stiff-tongeued New Yorkers. 1 never knew butone man who 
could pronounce al! off-hand, and he died within a week 
after he had attained the accomplishment, of a horrible 
variety of lockjaw. 

As for the different ways of getting to the lakes, one is 
about as exorbitant in the matter of stage fares as another, 
except that the most unique swindle is practiced on the 
route from Cambridge to Bethel, where the charge of $3 is 
made for+a trip of twenty-six miles, which, although the 
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road is excellent, the stage “driver consumes nive hours in 
accomplishing, And he added insult to injury by stopping 
half way for dinner at a tavern where the bread gave out in 
the first round, and when we came up to time in the second 
round with doughnuts we were gravely informed that we 
couldn't eat ‘‘them thar” until we had got through our din- 
ner. The driver uses two horses without a change for a load 
of six people with all their baggage, and coolly informed me 
that he did nof propose to arrive at our railway depot until 
4 P. M., although our train was dne at 8 o’clock. Toall my 
remonsirances his only answer would be, ‘‘Now, Cap, that 
“ere train ain’f never on no time, and I'll get there as soon as 
she do.” Howeyer, by dint of incessant “nagging” I got 
him to gailop his horses for the last four miles, and within 
about three-quarters of a mile from the station we saw the 
train rollin. ‘Then, by aid of frantic gesticulations, hat 
Wwayvings and coat shakings, we drew the attention of the 
conductor and he kindly waited for us to come sweating and 
toiling Into the depot. Moral; Don’t try the Cambridge 
rouie, 

The most comfortable method is to go by rail to Phillips, 
arTiving in twenty-four hours after you leave New York, 
where, at the Elmwood House, you are cared for as well as 
you would be atany hotelin New York, From there by 
stage for twenty miles brings you to the head of Rangeley 
Lake, trom whence, after dinner, you can go through the 
whole system in a day and a half, excepting the two northern 
Jakes, and if you love comfort can return the same way. 
From Haine’s Carry the steamboat will take you to its cap- 
tain’s camp, instead of Upper Dam to stay over night, unless 
you insist upon being carried through as per ticket, If he 
will not do this until next morning with an extra fare, then 
stop all night at Haine’s Carry, and get two hours more rest. 
They practice these sharp little games all through partially 
opened routes, and a knowledge of them saves time, money, 
and patience. Or you can try your luck by stage from Lake 
Umbagog to Andover, or from Errol Dam on the same lake 
to North Stratford, both these destinations being on rail- 
roads. Itisa pity that the stage route I have criticised is 
poorly managed, for the Lake Side House, where it starts 
trom, is well kept, the road is a pretty one, and the driver a 
well-meaning old fellow, but away behind the age. 

As for the scenic beauties of this region, were [ to attempt 
a description I should only indulge im superiatives. Their 
general feature is one of beautiful varied mountain forms, 
elad with an unbroken primeval wilderness of birch and 
pine trees from the mountain tops to the very shores. But 
few of them have been injured by the Jumberman, and the 
backed-mp waters at the different dams have left in a few 
only a slight fringe of dead timber, Each Jake, however, 
has its individual characteristic. Rangeley has cultivated 
lands, which in some places give the aspect of some parts of 
Lake George. Kennebago is a sapphire set in a gigantic 
emerald border, Parmacheenee is as fresh and virgin in its 
purity as when Eve tempted Adam. The other lakes border 
nearer civilization, aud of course are tainted with its presence 
in some degree. But here, above all other places near New 
York, the brain-tired man can get rest, nature, good fishing 
and hunting, and be not only ‘‘half a dozen miles from a 
lemon,” as Sydney Smith says, but truly thirty-five miles 
from a post-office or telegraph station. What more can be 
said? KNICKERBOCKER. 
RANGELEY, Me., Aug. 21, 1884. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your correspondent signing himeclf “‘Knickerbocker,” 

from Bemis Camp, Aug. 9, in your paper of Aug, 21, refers 
to the taking of large trout inthe Rangeley waters, and states 
that he has taken pains to verify some stories about fish, and 
found them true, und says the weights are appalling. He 
refers to one trout (Salmo fonténalis) taken by a boy in 1872 
weighing twenty-four pounds, and of other trout weighing 
seventeen, fifteen, twelve and eleven pounds. Permit me to 
say as a regular frequenter of the Rangeley and Richardson 
waters for the past twenty-five years, and having a record of 
about six thousand trout caught in these waters, that I have 
never known nor heard of a well-authenticaiced instance of a 
trout (Saline yontenalis) caught here larger than the one of 
eleven pounds caught at the foot of the Moosclucmaguntic 
Lake Sept. 29, 1880. 

Your correspondent also states that caribou, deer, and 
moose are in season after Sept. 1. The law of this State 
does not allow the killing until Oct.1. J, P. Wurrnny. 
RidHARDsSoN LAks, Me., Aug, 27. 

THE SEVEN PONDS. 

HE Seven Ponds in Frankiin county, Maine, are some 
thirty miles north of Rangeley. The writer this spring, 

prompted by a wish to get fairly into the backwoods, with 
a friend and Eugene Soule of Rangeley as guide, spent the 
mouth of June at the latter’s camp on Big Island Pond. In 
previous years I have fished the Rangeley lakes and Kenne- 
bago, but never had any sport to compare with an average 
morning in this region, ‘The trout are very abundant; they 
rise readily, and are wonderfully gamy, though they do not 
run so large as in the Rangeley Jakes. The largest one 
taken by our party weighed two pounds. In June the Jenny | 
Lind was the favorite fly, with the coachman and hackles 
not far behind. 
For autumn shooting, judging from my own observations, 

‘I should say that this region could not fail to suit the most 
ardent sportsman. Scarcely a day passed while we were in 
acamp without at least one deer being seen by our party. 
Moose and caribou are to be found in the neighborhood, and 
partridges are abundant. 
Big island Pond is the largest of the sroup, its length 

being two and a half miles, greatest width possibly a mile. 
ii is more than 2,000 feet above the sea, The air is pure 
and bracing, and scented with the odors of the spruce forests 
which cover its shores. It is in the heart of the mountains, 
and there are charming views of hill and valley on every 
side. About three miles to the west is the rugged range 
which forms the boundary between the United States and 
Canada, 

Soule’s camp comprises two very comfortable log houses 
beautifully located at one end of thelake. At the other end 
Kennedy Smith has a number of log camps which he lets to 
parties desiring them. 

There are three different routes to the ponds—by Rangeley 
and Kennebago; by Strong, Kingfield, Hustis, and Smith’s 
buckboard road to Big Island Pond, or from Lake Megantic, 
Canada, which is reached by the Grand Trunk and Intereol- 
onial railroads. As regards time, there is nothing to choose, 
it takes three days to get to the ponds from Boston by any 
of the routes. Vhe writer has tried them all, and considers 
the sceond the easiest and most agreeable. He cannot re- 

commend the third. Canned goods and all necessary provis- 
ions can be obtained of Kennedy Smith at Big Island Pond 
at reasonable rates. Letters addressed to Eugene Soule, 
Rangeley, or Kennedy Smith, Hustis, will elicit any desired 
information. 

To the lover of nature and life in the woods, 1 can most 
cordially recommend this region, which I believe to be un- 
surpassed, D. I. M. 
Greav BARRINGTON, Mass. 

TROUTING IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A sudden business call to the far South early in July, has 

prevented me trom sending you some notes of a fishing and 
exploring trip to the extreme northern ends of New 
Hampshire in the latter part of June. I haye previously 
written you about trips to the same region, but this one coy- 
evered rather more ground, and was undertaken partially 
for a business purpose, which was to ascertain, if possible, 
the result of the attempts to stock the upper waters of the 
Connecticut, with Jand-locked salmon, by the Fish Commis- 
sioners of New Hampshire in 1879 and ’81. 

The objective part of the excursion was therefore Uncle 
Tom Chester’s camp at Second Lake, where I found Uncle 
Tom and his trusty colleague Harding as fresh and bright.as 
ever, and with a camp full of anglers. Some of these anglers, 
however, were green to the woods and got more bites from 
black flies and mosquitoes than they did from trout. The 
business part of the trip was the first thing to be attended to, 
and I am sorry to say proved entirely unsuccessful, as many 
hours’ diligent casting of a large variety of flies from a well- 
stocked book failed to get a rise, although one or two beauti- 
ful specimens of Salmo fontinalis came in out of the wet, 

Uncle Tom tells me that in 1880, the first year after the 
plant, several of these fish- were taken in the river below 
Second Lake, and between that and First Lake, but that 
none have been heard of since. Now, here comes in the puz- 
zling question; Have these fish all gone down stream to 
spawn, as they did in Western New York, and been unable 
to get back by renson of the impassable dams and chutes of 
the Connecticut River Lumber Company, or have they been 
destroyed while young by the lake trout (Salmo namayeush) 
while hibernating in deep water? I ask the latter question 
particularly, because the plant of 1880 in the celebrated Dia- 
mond ponds, at Stewartsiown, N, H., has been entirely suc- 
cessful. Numbers have been accidentally taken from these 
ponds by trout fishermen, who, of course, knew nothing of 
what was biting until it was brougiit to net, one by the 
Chief-Justice of New Hampshire himsel!; while Mr, Wm. 8. 
Shurtleff, the well-known lawyer of Colebrook, whose pisea- 
torial skill excels, if possible, his legal acquirements, tells me 
that he has returned to the water twenty-five or thirty 
hooked lightly with the fly, while casting for trout, and the 
fish would average nearly a pound in weight each. 

There are no lake trout in these ponds, and consequently 
no very dangerous enemies for the salmon, the deep red- 
fleshed trout or char, which have made these ponds so 
famous, seldom reaching a pound in weight in the larger 
ponds, althongh in the smaller and upper ones they have 
been taken up to 23 pounds. Further, the original plant 
haye spawned in the Diamonds, and a large school of the 
young fry has been seen this year, showing that the spawn 
of 1879—1transplanted in 1880—reproduced their species in 
1888, or four years from their own deposit, which corres- 
ponds exactly with such facts as I have been able to gather 
in regard to the reproduction of the original Salmo salay. 

I send you these data as supplementary to the very inter- 
esting paper by Mr. Atkins, which you published some 
weeks since, and in which my friend Hodge gives some 
statuments of their enormous growth in the deep, cold waters 
of Squam Lake, which actually astonish me, although Iwas 
well posted in regard to their growth in Sunapee last year. 

“So much for Buckingham.” What can I tell you of the 
fun? How my companion Bob and I went up the main inlet 
to the Forks, one day, and waded down, reaching camp with 
two big baskeis full, 126 in number, and weighing 20 pounds, 
How three days after Bob and Ned Norton went up to Third 
Lake, and caught more trout than they knew what to do 
with, while I stopped at the Falls and filled my 12-pound 
creel before I got back to the Forks, and lugged my load the 
two miles to my canoe, without a chance to carry another 
trout, unless I had done as glorious old Christopher North 
says he did once, put them in my breeches pockets, for I 
was wading the river in knee breeches, canvas shoes and 
flannel shirt. 
What can I say of the adventures of the three men from 

Connecticut, who went up to Uncle Tom’s upper camp, where 
he spends the winter, trapping for sable and fishers, spent one 
night, and fished down the Hast Inlet the next day, coming 
out of the woods looking as if they had been parboiled and 
then skinned? 

Enough, however, for Second Lake. After ten daysthere 
I came back to Schoppe’s First Lake House and spent a Sun- 
day with Capt, Reed, of the steamer Hartford, at his camp 
at Breezy Point, tried Perry’s Stream on Monday with indif- 
ferent success, it being fished to death; gota friend to drive 
me down the river three miles on Tuesday, to a farmhouse 
opposite the mouth of Cedar Stream, which comes into the 
Connecticut River on the east side. Found a convenient 
rife, waded the river and then up the stream until noon; ate 
my luncheon on a convenient log, and then wheeled round 
and fished back, taking sixteen quarter-pound trout from the 
same hole almost at the start, and filling the big creel again 
long before i got half way back to the river. Z 

The uext day, July 2, back to Colebrook by stage, with 
good-tempered, genial Ned Merrill on the driver’s seat, and 
out to the Diamonds next day, When I got to Mart 
Noyes’s camp, Mrs. N. said her husband was over on the 
lower lake fishing with a clergyman from Northern Ver- 
mont, but that I could probably find him easily; gave me the 
key to a canoe at the lower pond, and I soon pulled across 
the upper one, crossed the carry and found Noyes and the 
Dominie just round the point us 1 swept out from the land- 
ing. They had basketed eighteen or twenty quarter-pound 
trout, and invited me to join them in their boat, which I 
agreed to do on condition that they should pull up anchor 
and go with me to the mouth of the inlet connecting the two 
lakes, ‘They agreed to the proposition and we were soon in 
place and at work. " ; 

_ I will not worry your readers with the details, but simply 
say that the fly was of no avail—too early in the season for 
flies to be on the water; but with a Jong line, one No. 2 shot 
at the upper end of the gut, and a free cast up into the mouth 
of the inlet, of a No. 2 Limerick with all the worm that could 
be stowed on it, the fun was not to be despised. When we 
left, long before dark, both baskets were ull, I had taken 

thirty-six, which just weighed twelve pounds, the Dominic’s 
basket was overflowing, and Noyes’s pockets were full, So 
with a heavy load but light hearts we paddled in to shore, 
climbed the steep carry, which Yankee ingenuity laid over a 
steep hill because it was the short way between the two 
ponds, and were in camp to an early supper at 6 o’élock, 

The next morning, July 4, Noyes and I threw the tly for 
three hours on the upper pond, but did not get a rise, so at 
7 o'clock we pulled in to breakfast, Meanwhile his two 
young men who help him about the camp had gone over the 
lower pond. Being thoroughly excited by our baskets of 
the night before, they had struck for the same ground, and 
when the Dominic and 1 got back there at 9 o’clock had got 
twenty-one more trout, about the average size—five to six 
ounces each 

T had only av hour or two to fish, for I wanted to drive 
back to Colebrook and get ready to return home early the 
next morning, but I spent an hour with my companion on a 
fayorite ground of mine, at the island on the opposite side of 
the lake, basketing 16 more trout of about the same size, and 
then he pulled me into shore, we shook hands and parted, 
and I swung myself over the carry, paddled across the upper 
pond, and after a trout dinner and a good-bye to Noyes and 
bis warm-hearted wife, was soou on my way to the Parsons 
House, Genial Frank Bailey, the well-known landlord, had 
fallen a victim to acute pneumonia a month before my visit, 
and I missed him sadly, but the woods and waters were the 
same, and I have never enjoyed two weeks in the woods 
more thoroughly and with the hope-of a repetition next 
summer. Von W. 

SPAWNING SEASON OF BLACK BASS. 

poe several years the impression has been gaining sround, 
from personal experience, thal the cloge season for black 

bass in the State of New York is altogether wrong, and at 
no distant.day will vesult in depleting our waters of this 
game fish, unless there isa change made in existing laws. 
From the examination of local waters, interviews with 
professional fishermen, and correspondence with anglers in 
different parts ot the State, this inypression has resolyed 
iiself into a fact as to the present, and the fulfilling of the 
prophecy must follow as 2 consequence. 

Anglers and writers, while lauding the black bass ag the 
game fish of the future, have di plored the untimely taking 
off of the brook trout by various means that are illegitimate 
and contrary to law. Others that have, under protest, 
accepted the black bass as a substitute for the much loved 
trout, or put off the eyil day “yet-a little longer,” have 
been equally ready to denounce the unnatural means that 
have been the primary cause of the disappearance from so 
many waters of the first favorite of most fresh-water anglers; 
but while mourning the troutthe black bass have not, | tear, 
had sufficient attention given to their welfare, In one sense 
they are not neglected, for five anglers seek them to-day 
where there was but one ten years ago. 

Black bass are considered a hardy fish, cast in a different 
mould from the patrician trout and quile well able to care 
for themselves and their families. So they are, in a great 
measure. If they are protected at spawning time they can 
protect themselves during the remainder of the year and 
their numbers will not be materially decreased; but at 
spawning time they really require more care than do the 
trout at their spawning season. The latter spawn in the 
autumn when the weather is cold and there is little 
inducement for the angler to cast his lures; the fishin 
season is practically over for the great majovily o 
the brotherhood, and if trout are taken at this 
time it is not by accident but design. The trout spawn and 
depart, leaving their eggs to fate. If the parent fish are 
captured immediately after spawning it dovs not in any way 
affect their progeny. The black bass spawn in the spring, 
when the warm sun has released the waters from its icy 
bands, and also roused a swarm of anglers from a winter’s 
confinement to retrospections and anticipation so far as 
fishing is concerned, and as each one is more or less anxious 
to have a try at something that has fins there is more danger 
of accident to fish not in season than is the case in the 
antumn, 

It is known that black bass deposit their spawn and watch 
over it until hatched, and afterward care for their fry for a 
number of days. During this time many bass are caught, 
really by accident, while the angler trols the shore for pike. 
The real angler will return all such to the water, but the gear 
used in trolling is such that, however much care may be 
exercised, many parent fish must be injured, The bass will 
not bite when spawning, but before their young are of proper 
age to shift for themselves they will accept a minnow or 
spoon trolled over them, When the guardian is gone the 
bass fry are at the mercy of a horde of enemies ready to 
devour them. 

T have put this matter in the best possible light and say 
nothing of those who with premeditation, and foul murder in 
their hearts, take the spawning bass from their beds, The 
parental duties of the black bass do not cease with the act of 
spawning, and it is for this reason that I consider that 
during the spawning season they require more care than the 
trout. The close season is intended to cover the breeding 
time of both species, bul in the case of the bass it fails 
lamentably. 

The close season in New York is from Jan, 1 to June 1, 
except in certain waters where the close season extends to 
July 1 and July 20 respectively. Last year 1 saw bass on 
their beds as late as August 7, and heard of them with 
young, from good authority, on the 23d ot August, These 
cases are probably exceptionul, but this year I went up the 
Hudson in the middle of June and could find but iwo bass 
that had prepared beds. Wour days later I went to 4 pond 
that is well stocked with these fish, and made the circuit of 
these shores and found not a single bed. It was not until the 
latter part of June that the bass came on their beds in the 
ponds and lakes in this vicinity; and*many instances have 
come under my personal knowledge where bass did not 
spawn until July. 

Data gathered from various sources, both as to running 
water and still water—/. ¢., ponds and lakes, for bass spawn 
earlier in streams than in ponds, and earlier in warm water 
than in cold water—and ali goes to confirm the opinion that 
black bass da not spawa until June, and in many instances 
not until early July. At one time 1 thought this might be 
the state of affairs only in Northern New York, but J find 
Southern New York gives the same report, Any angler 
who is at all observant can see for himself, and seeing, I 
hope he will urge an extension of the close season. One of 
the State Fish Commissioners, when I wrote him that I 
proposed to adyecate a change of law for Northern New 
York, (this was before I learned that Southern New York 
was also suffering) wrote me to make no division of the State, 
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that the law was too early for all portions of it. Two bodies 
of water near here bear terrible witness against early fishing 
by being sadly depleted in consequence. J hope that our 
law makers will extend the close season for black bass 
throughout the State until July 1. Even then, some waters 
require a still longer time for the bass to spawn. In Maine, 
Massachusetts and. Virginia the open season for this~ fish 
does not begin until Juiy 1. Im Rhode Island it is July 15, 
and in parts of Maryland it is as late as Aug, 14. 

A. N. CHENEY, 
Gurns Fabts, N, Y,, Aug. 25. 

LARGE BLACK BASS. 
“()N MONDAY, August 18, on Hast Lake, Daniel §&. 

Burley and Charles G. Fall caught from the 
same boat, on one trip, four black bass, whose total weight 
within five minutes of the time when caught, was seventeen 
pounds by the seales which were carried in the boat. One 
weighed 34 pounds, one 4}, one 4%, and one 54, an average of 
44 pounds, Mr. Fall caught the fish that weighed 54 pounds, 
which is the largest black bass, says Mx, Burley, of which 
there is any record, and he has won the five-dollar prize 
which has been for several years a standing offer by the Hast 
Lake Club for the first five-pound bass.— Wolfbore, (NV. H.) 
aper. 
f! [A correspondent asks for the largest small-mouthed biack 
bass on record. Mr. Blackford, of Fulton Market, New 
York, had one of eight pounds which was caught in Lake 
Ronkonkoma, Long Island, | 

The Glens Falls, N. Y., Messenyer, of August 29, says: 
*Mr, Reuben Seelye, one of our well-known townsmen, 

who resides near the outlet of Glen Lake, better recognized 
as Long Pond, has had much experience and success as a 
fisherman, haying taken with hook and Jine many large fish 
from the waters of the lake. But he made the best haul of 
his life this week Wednesday, when he caught a bass which 
was 25 inches long and of 21 inches girth, and weighed 114 
pounds. This is the largest bass of which we have any 
record as being caught anywhere in the country, Mr, Seelye 
is fairly entitled to the cake.” 

IN KENTUCKY WATERS. 

_\ PRING and summer have not been particularly favorable 
to angling, especially io us who could not step out and 

investigate the stage of water. Riparian residents took some 
sood ones on trawls and “‘set-outs.” When I dropped in on 
Unele Joe in May to arrange for an excursion, 1 found him 
greatly furtied by the shabby mannerin which his agents, 
to watch and report shoaling of red-horse in the Cumber- 
land, had treated him. ‘Two days before he had gone to his 
favorite shoal a few miles off, and cold water was thrown on 
his hopes by those in Gharge of his 90-foot seine, who bad 
been yisiting the river daily, Water was too high, and the 
fish had moved up to-snother shoal where they were safe 
from seiners, ete., but if a prospect of a catch offered a run- 
ner would be sent for him, 

That morning he had found the markets elutted with red- 
horse caught Sunday with his seine, and he knew that his 
supposed friends had ‘thrown him off.” [accompanied him 
and his recruits to see the fun, and when we drew up on the 
bank ten lusty fellows were drawing the seine on the oppo- 
site shore, and more than 200 pounds of fish were divided 
out before a skit was sent over tous. Not a scale was set 
apalt for the owner of the seine, and the old fellow cut his 
tobacco rather nervously, but restrained an outburst, He 
soon had the seine manned, and a mess for each, when the 
seine was stretched to dry and be brought in next day. I 
Jearmed that it hadn’t dried when pickets reported the owner 
gone, and the coast clear for a resumption of work. Seining 
is legal in Cumberlaud, in and below Pulaski county. But 
one bass of jess than a pound weight was caught. Last year 
1200 red-horse that averaged more than 3 pounds were taken 
off that shoal With a seine. 

On my last visit. to Central Kentucky, a few weeks since, 
I found some of the boys jubilant over the opening up of 
the finest stream bass fishing in the world, by the completion 
of the Louisville and Knoxville railway. Several years ago 
the upper Cumberland—above falls—was stocked with game 
fish, hauled across from upper Kentucky River, and so care- 
fully protected that to-day it is one of the best streams in 
any of the older States. 

Jt was reported, currently, several years since, that angling 
was excellent in that part of the State, and that a party 
proved euilty of taking a fish except withrod and line, would 
be hanged without benefit of clergy or jury, but the inacces- 
sibility of the waters lent a savor of Munchausenism to that 
fish story till verified by some of the brethren who went and 
indeed, ‘‘pulled them out” till they tired of the monotony, 
And just think of slatherers and professors, whose dreams 
and hopes had rarely materialized in the matter of three 
pound whales, growing tired of ‘‘pulling out” bass of from 
three to seven pounds weight. No doubt about it. Anglers 
of this State in tracing their lineage from the Adamic head 
find them ramifications in such propinquity to the celebrity 

_ of cherry tree and little hatchet fame, that ‘neighborhood 
pride” alone would assure the perfect credibility of any 
representations they’d make about dimensions of a fish. Yet, 
I have met the exceptions—essenvial to establishment of rules 
—who couldn’t tell the truth—exactly—about their catch. 

j A. BLATHERER, 

ANGLING 

Mint SPRINGS, Ky,, August. 

“Were Onn MAY Fish ror DinwEer.—Keokuk, Iowa, 
Aug, 26,—I have just returned from an extended trip to Lake 
Minnetonka and Wisconsin Lakes; I visited the celebrated 
Douseman trout pond, said to be the largest exclusive brook 
trout hatching establishment in the United States. There 
is nearly a mile of fumes full of trout one and two years old, 
and inthe hatching house a million or two of small fry six 
months old, You can catch all you wish at forty cents a 
pound, or enough for a square meal, and Mrs. Comstock will 
cook them and get you up a good dinner for seventy-five 
cents. The establishment is only eight miles trom the cele- 
brated Palmyra mineral springs, or four and a half miles 
from Eagle, on the M. & 8, P, R. R.—W. J. B. 

PorrsyILLE, Penn., Ang. 28.—The anniversary of the 
Pottsville Fishing Party is being celebrated to-day on the 
top of Shark Mountain near this city. The Fishing Party is 
@ social institution like, though of less antiquity than that, | 
known as “the State in Schuylkill,” The festivities were 
participated in by about 110 gentlemen, seyenty of whom 
are members. Among those present are Attorney-General 
Brewster, the Hon. Simon Cameron, Gen. Fitz John Porter, 
and President Keim, of the Reading Railroad, : 
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Dynamite ty Pre County.—A correspondent of the 
New York Ziimes writes as follows: Bushkill, Penon., Aug. 
30.—There are over fifty natural lakes in Pike county. 
They are stocked with black bass and other choice game 
fish, Lying as most of them do in wild and isolated locali- 
ties, the pot fisherman has always had the best of 
opportunities for fishing in their waters without any regard 
for the provisions of the game laws. Nets, traps, and other 
illegal means of taking large quantities of fish with little 
trouble haye been used for years, but it remained for this 
season to introduce the use of dynamite in the lakes. By 
means of this one of the best of the cham of Pike county 
lakes, known to fishermen far and wide as Log Tayern Pond, 
has been almost depopulated of its fish, A number of 
sportsmen who visited this lake afew days ago found the 
shores lined with dead fish of all kinds and sizes. It was at 
the time supposed that the fish in the lake had been attacked 
with some disease, but it has since been learned that 
dynamite was exploded in the lake on three different 
occasions early in the season. It is strongly suspected that 
a prominent resident and officer of the township in which 
the lake is situated was the person who resorted to the deadly 
‘explosive to fill his boats with fish, Sinee this wholesale 
slaughter anglers have been unable to capture any fish in 
Log Tavern Pond, although previously it afforded the finest 
sport. Mud Pond is a favorite resort for anglers In Pike 
county. It lies high among the hills 1 Porter Township. 
A few days ago a man named Rhinehart and a companion 
whose name is not known sank a heavy charge of giant 
powder in the lake and expladed it. The explosion took 
place before they had rowed the boat far enough away, and 
it was upset by the concussion. Rhinehart could swim, but 
his companion could not. Rhinehart succeeded in support- 
ing the other man until he could get him to the upturned 
boat, which was floating some distance away. Leaving the 
man clinging to the bottom of the boat, Rhinehart swam 
ashore, and procuring another boat, returned and rescued 
his companion. But for this unexpected result of the 
explosion, the marauding expedition of the two men would 
haye remained a secret. Rhinehart is well known, but as he 
is a man of some influence in that part of the county nothing 
has been done, nor nothing is likely to be done, toward 
punishing his violation of the law. It is reported that 

| dynamite has been used in several other lakes in the county 
with deadly results to fish, 

Tur BLADDERWoR'’.—Office of State Entomologist, Nor- 
mal, Ill,, Aug, 29.—Haditor Forest and Stream; While the 
yery interesting fact of the destruction of young fishes by 
the bladderwovt is occupying the attention of your readers, 
permit me to mention another method than that of direct 
destruction, by which these plants must often greatly hinde 
the multiplication of fishes in waters infested by them. In 
an article on the Entomostraca of Lake Michigan and 
adjacent waters, which I published in the American Natu 
ralist for July, 1882, 1 remarked that in ten ‘“‘bladders” of 
Utricularia vulgaris, taken at random, 1 found ninety-three 
animals, either entire or in recognizable fragments, and rep- 
resenting at least twenty-eight species. Seventy-six of the 
animals found were Entomostraca, and belonged to twenty 
species. Nearly three-fourths of both individuals and species 
were Cladocera. Just one-third of all the animals found in 
these bladders belonged to the single species Acroperus leuca- 
cephalus Koch. Now, my studies previously made of the 
food of young fishes, reported chiefly in the third bulletin of 
the Ulinois State Laboratory of Natural History, showed 
that the principal food of all young fishes, with quite insig- 
nificant exceptions, consists of the very class of minute ani- 
mal forms which the bladderwort is constantly engaged in 
selecting from the water by means of the hundred of blad- 
ders with which each plantis covered. Jt thus not only 
occasionally entraps the youngest fishes, but likewise habit- 
ually and continuously contends with them for food, and 
may be said to thrive largely at their expense.—S, <A. 
FORBES. 

Tap Lare Eneiisa TouRNAMENT.—In our issue of Aug. 
21 we gave the scores of the casting at the late tournament 
at the Welsh Harp, and in an editorial notice said: ‘*We 
note that our English friends are now casting distances 
which they discredited two years ago as having been cast in 
ourown tournaments. Mr, P. D, Malloch made the extra- 
ordinary cast of 92 feet with a single-handed rod, This was 
in the amateur class, and the style of rod is not given. Later 
the same gentleman cast with a single-handed split-cane fly- 
rod 86 feet, while Mr. Marston cast 72 feet. The first cast 
named appears to beat the American records, but we do not 
know what kind of a rod it was done wilh.” -The mail 
failed to bring us the copy of the English Mishing Gazette, 
under whose auspices the tournament was given, and from 
which we expected the most complete report, but from other 
journals we learn that the casts were not made along a 
measuring line, but after the casts were made the line was 
laid out on the grass and measured. Under such a rule the 
casts made on Harlem Mere by Prichard, Hawes and Leon- 
ard would probably exceed 100 feet. We concluded that 
Prichard’s cast of 91 feet had been beaten by Mr. Malloch 
by one foot, and rather rejoiced at it, because it would in- 
cite our casters to greater exertion; hut under the circum- 
stances, we do not think that the late English casting should 
be considered as fairly measured, and it is consequently of 
no value, : 

RockFisH DY THE DELAWARE.—Trenton, N, J., Aug. 25.— 
A rockfish caught here to-day by Mr. Fred Wise, weighed 
seventeen pounds all but an ounce, tlfe largest ever caught 
here. Was nearly four feet long and measured five inches 
across the back. Was caught by trolling with an eel ou an 
oiled silk line, and took one hourto land. Mr, Wise is 
Trenton’s most noted rockfisherman.—J. J. S., Jr. 

Aw DYVESTIGATION OF SPAWNING Times.—Dr. Tarleton H. 
Bean, of the U. 8. Fish Commission, has been instructed 
by Professor Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution, to mves- 
tigate and report on the spawning habits of the fishes which 
inhabit the waters of the south side of Long Island. The 
work will be begun in about ten days, and it is thought will 
oceupy Dr, Bean about a month. 

Waar ann Suckers?—Hditor Forest and Strean: May I, 
without indiscretion, inquire what sort of fish is meant by 
“Parson O’Gath”’ when he writes ‘suckers’? Of course I 
haye caught suckers with a hook, but so seldom that 1 sup- 
osed they only bit to let me know that they could take a. 

| bait if they choose.—Kxrr1pre (Central Lake, Mich.). 

A Bre Havt.—The Louisville Commercial sees fun in this: 
“There was fun in the Ohio River just below the dam last 
eee About 5 o’clock the laborers at work on the dam 
succeeded in vetting the gates raised, which, of course, 
banked up all the water above them and let the water below 
ruu off, leaving nothing but the bare rocks, wilh here and. 
there innumerable small holes, As the water receded all of 
the fish between the dam and the bridge were left in the 
shallow pools of water. They numbered thousands and 
thousands, and were of every description, from the halt- 
pound perch to the fifty-pound buffalo, It soon became 
noised around among the fishermen -who infest the falls that 
the fish had been left high and dry, and in Jess than half an 
hour fully 200 men and -boys were wading around in the 
pools of water gathering up the fish by the armnful. 
Cornered as they were, and knowing escape was impossible 
the fish in some instances made a desperate resistance. 
Many a man had his lower limbs finned in a dozen places, 
causing painful and really dangerous wounds. Armed with 
clubs and rocks, reckless boys waded in among the fish, 
slaughtering them right and left, until the pools turned 
almost to gore. Boatload after boatload of fish as fast as 
captured were sent ashore, and if any.speculator is playing 
in the bucket shops he had better ‘buy short’ this morning, 
for to-day fish in the Louisville market won’t be worth a cent 
a pound.” 

A. Prize ror Good Looxs,—At the annual meeting of 
the New York State Voluntwer Firemen’s Association, beld 
at Utica, the best-looking Chict Engineer was awarded a 
$50 fishing rod. Fishing is good for the complexion. 

Hishenlinre. 

THE SHELLFISHERIES OF CONNECTICUT. 

[A paper read before the American Fisheultural Assoeiation.] 

BY DR. WILLIAM M. HUDSON. 

| Se beginning to read my paper TI think it is fair to 
state that in yiew of the papers in regard to the special 

matter of the propagatioa of oysters, etc,, which we shall 
have from experts, | have thought it best to confine myselfy 
entirely to the relations existing between the State of Con- 
necticut and the shellfisheries of that State, especially the 
oyster, 
‘he especial object of this essay will be to consider the rela- 

tions existing between the State of Connecticut and the pub- 
lic and private oyster beds in Long Island Sound, within the 
boundaries of the State. Until 1855 all the oyster grounds of 
the State were treated as common land, open to’ every one, 
and no one having any exclusive right to any portion of them. 
In 1855 the Legislature enacted a law providing for the ap- 
pointment of committees in towns adjoining the shore, who 
should have the right, for a given consideration, to designate 
and allot to private individuals plots of ground not exceeding 
two acres in extent, for the sole purpose of cultivating oysters. 
Numerous applications were made to these committees, and 
many acres of ground, mostly mm the shallow waters of the 
bay and coves, were designated for this purpose. The State 
then passed laws recognizing the right of property in these 
lots, and punishing depredators and thieves for stealing from 
them, The business of raising oysters gradually increased in 
magnitude, new laws were enacted for the regulation of the 
industry, and finally some of the more adventurous of the cul- 
tivators conceived the idea that oysters might be successfully 
taised in deeper water than had yet been tried, Their efforts 
were successtul and a new impetus was given to the business, 
An interesting account of the industry up to and including 

1880, may be found in the article contributed by Ernest Inger- 
soll 40 the tenth census of the United States. During all these 
years a dispute had existed between the States of New York 
and Connecticut in reference to the respective boundaries of 
the two States in Long Island Sound, and also as to that of 
Connecticut on the west end, and New York on the east; in 
the former case New York claiming to low-water mark on the 
northern shore of Long Island Sound, and in the latter about 
2,600 acres more than Connecticut was willing to concede. 
Commissioner's were appointed by the two States to take the 
matter into consideration, and after due consultation they re- 
ported in favor of Connecticut conceding the 2,600 acres in 
dispute on her western boundary to New York, and New York 
giving to Connecticut about one-half of Leng Island Sound, 
fhe line running practically through the center. An act carry- 
ing out the recommendation of the Commissioners was passed 
by the legislatures of New York and Connecticut, and finally 
approved by Congress, Feb. 26, 1881, and the new boundary 
was finally fixed. ’ 
. Onthe 14th of April, 1881, the Legislature of Connecticut 
passed an Act Establishing a State Commission for the Designa- 
tion of Oyster Grounds, a copy of which is here inserted; 

CHaprer CLX. 

AN ACT ESTABLISHING A STATE COMMISSION FOR THE DESIGNA- 
TION OF OYSTER GROUNDS. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in 
General Assembly convened: 

Szotron 1, The State shall exercise exclusive jurisdiction 
and control over all shellfisheries which are located in that 
area. of the State which is within that part of Long Island 
Sound and its tributaries bounded westerly and southerly b 
the State of New York, easterly by the State of Khode Island, 
and northerly by a line following the coasts of the State at 
high water, which shall cross all its bays, rivers, creeks, and 
inlets at such places nearest Long Island Sound as are witnin 
and between points on opposite shores from one of which ob- 
jects and what is done on the opposite shore can be reasonably 
discerned with the naked eye, or could be discerned but for 
intervening islands. And all shellfisheries not within said 
area shall be and remain within the jurisdiction and control 
of the towns in which they are located, under the same laws 
and regulations and through the same selectmen and oyster 
committees as heretofore. If a difference shall arise between 
any town and the Commissioners as hereinafter provided for, 
as to the boundary line between said town and the area so to 
be mapped, said town, by its selectmen, may bring its petition 
to the Superior Court forthe county within which said town 
is situated, to determine said boundary Jine, and said court 
upon reasonable notice to the parties shall hear said petition 
and appoint a comniittee to ascertam the facts in such case 
and report the same to said court, and said court shall there- 
upon make such order as may be proper in the premises, _ 

Suc. 2. The three Fish Commissioners of the State now in 
office, and their successors, shall also beand constitute a board 
of Commissioners of shellfisheries, and be empowered to make 
or cause to be made a survey and map of all the grounds 
within the said area in Long Island Sound which have been or 
may be designated for the planting or cultivation of shellfish; 
shall ascertain the ownership thereof, and how much of the 
same is actually in use for said purposes; they shall also cause 
a survey of all the natural oyster beds in said area, and shall 
locate and delineate the same on said map, which survey and 
map when completed shall not cost a sum exceeding $2,500, 
and shall report to the next session of the Legislature a plan 
for an equitable taxation of the property in said fisheries, and 
make an annual report of the state and condition of said fish- 
eries to the Legislature, and the said Commissioners shall be 
empowered to appoint and employ a clerk of and for said 
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board, and they shall each give a bond to the State with sufii- 
cient surety for the faithful performance of their duties, and 
for the payment to the State treasurer of all money that may 
come into their hands nnder this actin the sum of $2,000, 

Suc, 8. The said Commissioners shall also be empowered, in 
the name and in behalf of the State, to grant by written in- 
struments, for the purpose ef planting and cultivating shell- 
fish, perpetual franchises in such undesignated grounds within 
said area as are not and for ten years have not been natural 
claia er oyster beds, whenever application in writing is made 
to them through their clerk by any person or persons who 
haye resided in the State not less than one year next preced- 
ing the date of said application, The said application and the 
said grant shall be in manner and form as shall be approved 
by the chiei justice of the State, and all such grantsmay be 
assigned to any person or persons w!to are or haye been resi- 
dents of the State for not less than one year next preceding 
such assionment, by a written assignment, in manner and form 
approved by said chief justice; and the said Commissioners 
shall keep books of record and record all such grants and _assign- 
ménts therein, and the same shall also be recorded in the 
town clerk’s office in the town bounded on Long Island Sound 
poe the meridian boundary lines of which said grounds are 
ocated. 
Sao, 4. When any such application is filed with the clerk of 

said Commissioners, he shall note on the same the date of its 
reception and shall cause a written notice, stating the name 
and residence of the applicant, the date of filing the applica- 
tion, the location, area, and description of the grounds applied 
for, to be posted in the office of the town clerk of the town 
bounded on the said Long Island Sound within the meridian 
boundary lines of which said grounds are located, where such 
notice shall remain posted for twenty days, Any person or 
persons objecting to the granting of the grounds applied for, 
as aforesaid, may file a written notice with the town clerk, 
stating the grounds of his or their objections, upon the pay- 
ment to said town clerk of the sum of twenty-five cents, and 
at the end of said twenty days the said town clerk shall for- 
ward all such written objections to the clerk of said commis- 
sion; and in cause such objections are so filed and forwarded to 
said Commissioners, or a majority, shall upon ten days’ notice 
in writing, mailed or personally delivered to all the parties 
interested, hear and pass upon such objections at the town in 
which such srounds are located as aforesaid, and if such 
objections are not sustained and the area of ground is not, in 
the opinion of the Commissioners, of unreasonable extent, 
they may for the actual costs of surveying and mapping of 
such grounds, and the further consideration of one dollar per 
acre, paid to the said Commissioners, to be by them paid over 
to the treasurer of the State, grant a perpetual franchise for 
the planting and cultivating shellfish in such ground or in any 
part of the same in the manner aforesaid, and where no such 
objections are made such grants may be made for the consid- 
eration hereinbefore named. At all hearings authorized by 
this act the said Commissioners may, by themselves or their 
piers, subposna witresses and administer oaths asin courts of 
aw. 
Sec. 5. The said Cominissioners shall, prone to the deliv- 

ery of any instrument conveying the right to plant or culti- 
yate shellfish on any of said grounds, make or cause to be 
made a survey of the same, and shall locate and delineate the 
same, or cause it to be located and delineated upon the map 
aforesaid, and upon receipt of said instrument of conveyance 
the grantee shall at once cause the grounds therein conveyed 
to be plainly marked out by stakes, buoys, ranges or monu- 
ments, which stakes and buoys shall be continued by the said 
grantee and his legal representatives, and the right to use 
and occupy said grounds for said purposes shall be and remain 
in said grantee and his legal representatives: provided, that 
if the grantee or holder of said grounds does not actually 
use and occupy the same for the purposes named, in good 
faith, within five years after the time of receiving such grant, 
the said Commissioners shall petition the Superior Court of 
the county having jurisdiction over the said grounds to ap- 
point a committee to inquire and report to said court as to 
the use and occupancy of such grounds in good faith, and said 
court shall in such case appoint such committee, who, after 
twelve days’ notice to the petitioners and respondents, shall 
hear such petition and report the facts thereon to said court, 

~ and if it shall appear that said grounds are not used and oc 
cupied in good faith for the purpose of planting or cultivating 
shellfish, the said court may order that said grounds revert to 
the State, and that all stakes and buoys marking the same be 
removed, the costs in said petition to be paid at the discretion 
of the court, 

Smo, 6. When, after the occupancy and cultivation of any 
grounds designated ag aforesaid by the grantee or his legal 
representatives, it shall appear to said Commissioners that said 
grounds are not suited for the planting or cultivation of 
oysters, said grantee, upon receiving a certificate to that effect 
from said Commissioners, may surrender the same or any part 
thereof, not less than one hundred acres, to the State, by an 
instrument of release of all his Nights and title thereto, and 
shall on delivery of such instrument to the said Commissioners 
veceive their certificate of said release of said grounds, the 
Jocation and number of acres described therein, which shall 
he filed with the State treasurer, who shall pay to the holder 
the sum of one dollar for every acre of ground described in 
said lease, where said sum has been paid therefor to the State. 
And the said release shall befrecorded by the said Comimis- 
sioners in their record books, and in the town clerk's office in 
the town adjacent to and within the meridian boundary lines 
of which said grounds are located, Yor all purposes relating 
to judicial proceedings in criminal matters, the jurisdiction of 
justices of the peace of the several towns bordering on Long 
sian Sound shall extend southerly by linesrunning due south 
by true meridian from the southern termini of the boundary 
lines between said towns to the boundary line between the 
States of Contecticut and New York. 

Sine. 7, Said Commissioners shall provide, in addition to the 
general map of said grounds, sectional maps, comprising 
all grounds located within the meridian boundary lines of 
several towus on the shores of the State, which maps shall be 
lodged inthe town clerk’s office of the said respective towns, and. 
said Commissioners shall also provide and lodge with said town 
clerks blank applications forsuch grounds and record book 
for recording conveyances of the same, and all conveyances of 
such grounds and assignments, reversion, and releases of the 
same shall ba recorded in books of said Commissioners, and in 

‘the town clerks’ offices of the towns adjacent to and within 
tha meridian boundary of which said grounds are located, in 
such books as are provided by said Commissioners, subject to 
legul fees for such recording, and the cost of all such maps, 
blank books, surveys, and all other expenses necessary for the 
carrying out of the provisions of this act, shall be audited by 
the comptroller and paid for by the treasurer of the State, 
and the said Commissioners shall each receive for their service 
fiye doljars per day for the time they are eae employed, 
as provided for in this act; their accounts for such service to 
be audited by the comptroller and paid by the treasurer of the 
State. 

Suc, & AW designations and transfers of oyster, dlam, or 
mussel grounds within the waters of Long Island Sound here- 
tofore made (except designations made of natural oyster, 
Glam, or mussel beds), are hereby validated and confirmed, 

Sec. §. Ali the provisions of the statutes of this State re- 
lating te the planting, cultivating, working, and protecting 
shellfisheries upon grounds heretofore designated under said 
laws, except as provided for in section eight of this act and as 
are inconsistent with this act, are hereby continued and made 
applicable to such designations as may be made under the 
provisions of this act, 

Sac, 10. When it shall be shown to the satisfaction of the 
said Commissioners that any uatural oyster or clam bed has 

FOREST AND STREAM. [Srey 4, 1884. 

been designated by them to any person or persons, the said 
Commissioners shall petition the Superior Court of the county 
having jurisdiction over the said grounds to appoint a commit- 
tae fo inquire into and report to the said court.the facts as to 
such grounds, and the said court shall in such case appoint 
such committee, who after twelve days’ notice to the petition- 
ers and respondents shall hear such petition and report the 
facts thereon to said court; andif it shall appear that any 
natural oyster or clam beds, or any part thereof, have been 
so designated, the said court muy order that said grounds may 
revert to the State, after a reasonable time for the claimant 
of the same to remove any shellfish he may have planted or 
cultivated thereon in good faith, and said court may further 
order that all stakes and buoys marking the same may be re- 
moyed, the costs in said petition to be taxed at the discretion 
of the court. 

SEC, 11. Any Commissioner who shall knowingly grant to 
amy person or persons a franchise as hereinbefore provided in. 
any natural oyster or clam hed, shail be subject to a fine of 
not less than one hundred dollavs nor more than five hundred 
dollars, and if such franchise is granted the same shall be void, 
and all moneys paid thereon shall be forfeited to the State; 
and the said Commissioners shall in no case grant to any per- 
son or persons aright to plant or cultivate shellfish which 
shall interfere with any established right of fishing, and if amy 
such grant is made the same shall be void. ; 

Suc. 12, The Superior Court of New Haven county, on the 
application of the selectmen of the town of Orange, and the 
Superior Court of any county, on the application of the oyster 
ground committee of any town in said county, shall appoint a 
committee of three disinterested persons of the town within 
the boundaries of which any natural oyster, clam, or mussel 
beds exist, to ascertain, locate and describe by proper bound- 
aries, all the natural oyster, clam, or mussel beds within the 
boundaries of such town. Said committee so appointed shall 
first give three weeks notice, by advertising in a newspaper 
published in or nearest to said town, the time and place ot 
their first meeting for such purpose, they shall hear parties 
who appear before them, and may take evidence from such 
other sources as they may in their discretion deem proper, and 
they shall make written designations by ranges, bounds and 
areas of all the natural oyster, clam, and mussel beds within 
the boundaries of the town they are appointed far, and shall 
make a report of their doings to the Superior Court, and such 
report, when made to and accepted by said court, and recorded 
in the records thereof, shall be a final and conciusive determin- 
ation of the extent, boundaries, and location of such natural 
beds at the date of such report. It shall be the duty of the 
clerk of the court to transmit to the town clerk of each of said 
fown a certified copy of said report so accepted and recorded, 
in relation to the beds of such town, which shall be recorded 
by said town ¢clerk in the book kept by him for the record of 
applications, designations, and conyeyance of designated 
grounds. Such public notice of said application to the Superior 
Court, and of the time and place of the return of the same, 
shall be given by said selectmen or oyster ground committee 
as any judge of the Superior Court may order. It 
shall be the duty of the selectmen of the town of 
Orange, and of the oyster committees of other towns, upon 
a written request so to do, signed by twenty electors of 
their respective towns, to make such application to the Supe- 
rior Court within thirty days after receiving a copy of such 
written request, and said applications shall be privileged and 
shall be heard and dispesed of at the term of said court to 
which such application is returned in preference to other 
causes, All expenses properly incurred by such selectmen 
and oyster-ground committees in said erento and the 
doings thereunder, and the fees of said committees so ap- 
pointed by court, shall be taxed by the clerk of said court and 
paid by the State upon his order. Any designation of ground 
for the planting or cultivation of shellfish, within the areas so 
established by such report of said committee, shall be yoid, 

Sue, 13. The selectmen of the town of Orange and the com- 
mittees of other towns shall, at the expense of their respective 
towns, procure and cause to be lodged and keptin the office 
of the town clerk of each town respectively, accurate maps 
showing the boundary lines of their said towns in the navyi- 
gable waters of the State, and all designations of ground for 
the cultivation of shellfish heretofore made and that shall 
hereafter be made within such boundaries, and shall number 
said designations on said maps, and shall cause to be desivna- 
ted on said maps all natural oyster, clam and miissel beds 
lying within their several towns respectively, as the same 
shall be ascertained by said committee recorded in said towns 
as hereinbefore provided. 

Sec. 14, All acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith are 
hereby repealed. but this act shall not affect any suit now 

nding. 
Approved April 14, 1851. 

T will be important to recollect hereafter that while this 
act was approved April 14, 1881, yet by a general act of the 
same Legislature, it did not take effect until May 1, 1881, and 
as there was on the part of the oystermen a bitter opposition 
to the new Commission, a grand scramble commenced to secure 
from the town committees all the good grounds possible, 
before the act should take effect. In this way about 40,000 
acres were designated by town committees before May 1, and 
as this was necessarily dove in the most hurried manner, preat 
confusion arose as to the titles of many of the designations. 
The newly appointed Commissioners immediately established 
an office in the city of New Haven, secured a clerk, and soon 
after am engineer, who, with his two assistants does all the 
surveying required by the Commission. The first work of the 
Dominission was to establish the line known as the eye-sight 
line, which is demanded by the first section of the act, and 
which extends from headland to headland along the whole 
shore of the State. All the ground lying north of this line 
remains as formerly in the jurisdiction of the towns, and all 
south of it to the New York lineis under State jurisdiction. 
The line as established with one or two amendmentsin certain 
pace ee was ratified and confirmed by the Legislature April 
ma) ie 

Section 8 of the the act authorized the Commissioners, in be- 
half of the State, to grant perpetual franchises for the plant- 
ing and cultivation of she fish, in any undesignated grounds 
within the jurisdiction of the State, which were not and had 
for ten years been naturai clam or oyster beds, to any person 
who had lived in the State one year next preceding the date of 
application. The application and grant were required to bein 
a form approyed By the chief justice of the State, and all 
grants were to be recorded in books kept for the purpose, 
Notices of applications were to be sent to the town clerk of 
the town within the meridian lines of which the grounds were 
located, and if after twenty days’ posting, no objections were 
made, the application was returned to the office, and the Com- 
missioners for $1.10 ay acre granted a ceed to the applicant. 
If, on the other hand, objections were made, the parby object- 
ing paid to the town clerk twenty-five cents, Hled his written 
objections, and, at the end of twenty days, the alae a and 
objections were returned to the Commissioners, who then gave 
all parties interested ten days’ notice of a hearing im the 
matter. If the objections were sustained nothing further was 
done, but if nob the grant was made as before. 
By section 5, the Commissioners are required to have all 

designations mapped and surveyed, and the ‘grantee is re- 
quired to have the ground at once plainly marked out by 
“stakes, buoys, ranges or moniiments,” The same action 
provides that if the grantee does not use and oceupy the 
grounds for the cultivation of oysters within five years, the 
Commissioners shall apply to the Superior Court to appomt a 
committee to examine and report, and if said committee atter 
twelve days’ notice to petitioners and respondents, om a hear- 
ing of the case, finds that the grounds have not been used in 
good faith for the purpose of cultivating or planting shellfish, | 

the court may order that said grounds revert tothe State, and 
that all stakes, and buoys marking the same be remove 
the cost_in said petition to be paid et the discretion of the 
court. On the other hand, section 6 provides that if after 
occupancy and cultivation of any ground designated, it shall 
appear that said grounds are nof suited for the planting or 
cultivation of oysters, the grantee, upon receiving a certifi- — 
cate to that effect from the Commissioners, may surrender to 
the State the same or any part thereof, not less than one 
hundred acres, and receive one dollar for each acre from the ' 
treasurer. 

Section 8 provides that all designations and transfers of 
oyster, clam or mussel grounds within the waters of Lone 
Island Sound heretofore made (except designations made of 
natural oyster, clam or mussel beds) are hereby validated and 
contrmed. Itis under the authority of this section that so 
many designations were made by town committees between 
April 14 and May 1, 1881, 

Section 10 provides that if the Commissioners unintention- 
ally designate a natural clam or oyster bed, they shall apply 
to the Superior Court of the county haying jurisdiction over 
said grounds to appoint a committee of investigation, and if 
said committee find that any natural oyster bed has been so 
designated, the court may order said grounds to revert to the 
State, after the claimant has had a resonable time to remove 
any shellfish he may haye planted or cultivated thereon in 
good faith, 

Section 11 provides that, “Any Commissioner who shall 
knowingly stant to any person a franchise in a habural clam 
or oyster bed, shall be subject to a fine of not less than one 
hundred nor more than five hundred dollars, the grant shall 
be void, and all moneys paid thereon shall be forfeited to the 
State,” Section 2 provides that the Commissioners shall make 
or cause to be made a survey and map of all the grounds 
within the jurisdiction of the State in Long Island Sound, 
which have been or maybe designated for the planting or 
cultivation of shellfish, and also cause a survey of all the 
natural oyster beds in said area, and shall locate and 
delineate the same on a map, The same seetiomr pro- 
vides that the Commissioners shall report to the next 
session of the Legislature a plan for an equitable taxation of 
the property in said fisheries, make an annual report and give 
a bond for the faithful performance of their duties, One of 
the first things to be done under the law was to designate the 
natural oyster beds of the State, and after long and patient 
hearings and consultations with the oystermen, all of the nat- 
ural oyster beds have been mapped, except one about which 
there has been much litigation, and as one question in refer- 
ence to its location is now in the hands of the Supreme Court 
of the State for decision, the mapping has been delayed until 
this question shall be decided, Wightin all haye been described 
to the satisfaction of every one, and they comprise 5,498 acres. 
Surveying and mapping the designations made by the town 
committees has been exceedingly difficult, caused by the fact 
that in many cases the survey was done hurriedly, and in 
many more by incompetent persons who seem never to have 
pretended to do more than guessat the work, The consequence 
is that frequently a person has a deed described in words, an 
accompanying map of the ground, and isin oceupation of a 
plot of ground which corresponds with neither; the map and 
description also being found utterly irreconcilable. Now as 
his next neighbor is in 4 similar predicament, and the ground 
has become valuable, it is easy to see that ill feeling and pro- 
longed litigation are almost inevitable. 

in order to meet this difficulty, the Legislature April 26, 1582, 
enacted a law relating to disputes about boundaries. 

CHAPTER CXXTY. 

AN ACT PERTAINING TO SHELLFISHERY GROUNDS WITHIN THE 
EXCLUSIVE JURIDICTION OF THE STATE. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatine in, 
General Assenbly convened: 

Section 1, All questions and disputes totiching the owner- 
ship, titles, buoys, boundaries, ranges, extent, or location of 
any shelliishery grounds within the exclusive jurisdiction of 
the State may be referred to and settled by the Commissioners 
of Shellfisheries, who are hereby empowered, on petition of 
any person interested therein, to stimmon all parties in inter- 
est, So far as such parties may be made known to them, to 
appear before them at a time and place in the summons named, 
such summons to be signed by the clerk of said Commission- 
ers, and served by him or such other person as the Commis- 
sioners may direct; whereupon, at siich time and place named, 
or any other time and place to which the hearing may be 
from time to time adjourned, the party petitioner shall file 
asworn statement of the facts as claimed by him, to which 
any interested party may respond by filing a sworn counter 
statement of the facts as claimed by him; and after hearing 
all the parties interested with their witnesses and counsel, the 
Commissioners shall make their decision in writing as soon as 
convenient thereafter, which decision shall be recorded in the 
books of record in their office, and the same shall be binding 
on all the parties in interest so summoned or appearing, unless 
an appeal! shall be taken from such decision to the Superior 
Courtin and for the county where the town is situated, be- 
tween whose méridian lines any portion of said ground may 
be, within ten days after such decision shall be filed by said 
Commissioners with their clerk aforesaid, and unless such 
appeal shall be prosecuted to judgment, and said decision re- 
versed by said Superior Court. Said appeal may be taken 
jn the same manner as appeals in civil cases from justice 
courts. 

Sno, 2, Every person filing a petition, statement or counter 
statement, asin the foregoing section provided, shall, at the 
time of such filing, deposit ten dollars with the Commission- 
ers ot Shellfisheries, who shall return to the prevailing party 
the sum so deposited by him, and shall retain the money so 
deposited by the defeated party as a forfeit to pay the ex- 
penses of the investigation, which money so retained shall be 
accounted for and paid to the State treasurer for the benefit 
of the State. : 

Suc. 8. All applications, designations, papers and maps per- 
taining to any allotment or designations of shellfishery grounds 
within the area of the exclusive jurisdiction of the State, here- 
tofore made by town officers, and all assignments of such 
srounds or of parts thereof which haye not heen recorded in 
the office of the town clerk or of the Shellfish Commissioners 
shall be left by the owner or owners, Claimant or claimants 
thereof for record, and shall be recorded in the office of the 
Shellfish Commissioners, or in the office of the town clerk 
of the town between whose meridian lines said grounds 
or any part thereof are situated, and they shall be so left 
within three months after a copy of this section shall he 
posted in the town clerk's office of the town where stich 
grounds are situated; and upon failure to leave such evidences 
of title within such time for record, the Commissioners of 
Shellfisheries may order the alleged owner or owners, claim- 
ant or claimants, to appear before them at a time and place in 
such order named and show cause why said grounds should 
not be deemed as property of the State; and if such parties or 
any of them fail to appear as ordered, or, on appearing, shall 
fail to produce any evidence of the title which they may have 
or claim to have, or shall refuse to have the same recorded, or 
if they shall fail to produce any evidence of title, or shall fail 
to show any reason for such failure to produce the same, the 
grounds shall be treated, as against such alleged owher or 
owners, claimant or claimants, as undesignated grounds 
belonging to the State, and said Commissioners may thereupon 
designate the same or any part thereof as provided by statute. 
Suc, 4, The same fees shall be paid for recording or copy- 

ing panes and maps in the offite of the Commissioners of 
Shellfisheries as are charged by town clerks for like services; 
and all fees so paid shall be accounted for and paid to the 
treasurer of the State for the henefit of the State; and one of 
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the said Commissioners, or their clerk, shall have power to 
sign and issue subpeenas in all matters of i qu before them. 
Suc, 5. Sections 1 and 2 of chapter 70 of the Public Acts of 
1879, are hereby repealed, so far as they may apply to shellfish 
frounds within the exclusive jurisdiction of the State; and 
section 3 of said chapteris hereby amended, so far_as it ap- 
plies to such grounds, so as to read as follows, viz.: When any 
designation of shellfish grounds which are wholly or partially. 
within the exclusive jurisdiction of the State, contains therem 
a map thereof, or refers therein to such map lodged on file in 
the town clerk’s office, and the owner or owners of the adjoin- 
ing grounds, so far as they lie within the exclusive jurisdiction 
of the State, do not agree as to the location of the line fixed 
by such map, orif the boundary between such owners 1s a 
fown boundary and they disagree as to the same, one or more 
of such owners may apply tothe Commissioners of Shellfish- 
eries who shall thereupon notify all parties in interest to file 
sworn statements of facts and Copies of maps as claimed by 
them respectively, and said Commissioners shall thereupon 
appoint a surveyor who shall take such maps and statenients 
and Jay out and suryey the grounds in the various ways 
claimed, andifiany town boundary comes into question he 
shall ascertain and report upon such boundary as it ap- 
pears from the maps and records in the custody of the 
respective town clerks of such towns, Thereupon he 
shall report his doings, accompanied with the maps ot 
copies of maps tound by him touching the dispute to 
the Commissionerr of Fisheries, who shall thereupon sum- 
mon all parties in interest before them at a time and place 
to be named in the summons, and after a full hearing of 
said parties, with their witnesses and counsel, the Commis- 
sioners shall establish the line in dispute, and cause the same to 
be located and marked by ranges and buoys; and the line so 
established shall be the true dividing line between such 
grounds, unless an appeal is taken to the Superior Court, as 
provided for in section two of this act, and said decision shall 
be there reversed; and the costs and expenses of the proceed- 
ings shall be equally divided between the adjoining owners, 
wiio shall pay the same to the Commissioners upon the filing 
of their decision, and the same shall be:accounted for and 
paid tothe State treasurer for the benefit of the State; and 
the cases provided for by this section shall not be deemed in- 
cluded under section one of this act. 

Src. 6, All expenses necessarily incurred-in carrying out the 
provisions of this act shall be audited by the comptroller, and 
paid by the treasurer of the State. 

Sno. 7, All acts and parts of acis inconsistent with the pro- 
yisions of this act are hereby repealed. 

Suc. §. This act shall take effect from its passage. 
peeraved April 26, 1582, 
This act provides that all questions and disputes touching the 

ownership, titles, buoys, boundaries, ranges, extent or loca- 
tion of any shellfishery grounds within the exclusive jurisdic- 
tion of the State, may be referred to and settled by the Com- 
missioners upon the petition of any person interested, and their 
decision shall be final, unless an appeal be taken to the Superior 
Court of the county, within ten days after the decision has 
been filed with the clerk, and said decision be reversed by the 
court. Practically the law has been very successful in its 
operations. Parties in dispute have generally agreed to sub- 
mit their differences to the Commissioners for adjustment, all 
ergous interested have been summoned to appear, the facts 
aye been investigated and patiently considered in all their 

aspects, and in every ease thus far tried the parties concerned 
have submitted to the decision of the Commissioners, 

[fO BE CONCLUDED. | 

Cie Honnel. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

Sept. 1 to 6.—Beuch Show of the Laneaster County Fair Association, 
Lancaster, Pa. Entries close Aug, 30. J. B. Lorg, Secretary, 6 West 
King street, Lancaster, Pa. 

Sept. 2, 8 and 4.—Bench Show of the New England Fair, Manches- 
ter, N. H. Entries close Aug. 28. C. A. Andrews, Superintendent, 
West Boxford, Mass. 

Sept. 9,10 and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Montreal Ken- 
nel Club. Entries close Sept.1. Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent. J. 
S. Wail, Secretary, P.O. Box 1,246, Montreal, Canada, - 

Sept. 16,17 and 18—Collie Bench Show and Wield Trials of the 
Ontario Collie Club, Toronto,Ont. Entries close Aug. 23. Mr. H. J. 
Hill, Secretary, Toronto. 

Sept. 16, 17, 18 and 19.—Bench Show of the Philadelphia Kennel 
SRR eee Lincoln, Superintendent. Mr, Benj. C. Satterthwaite, 
Secretary. 

Oct, 5, 9,10 and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 
Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. Hntries close Sept, 27. HE. 8. 
Dayis, Superintendent, Danbury, Conn. 

Oct. 16, 17 and 18.—National Breeders’ Show, Industrial Art Hail, 
Philadelphia, Pa. James Watson. Secretary, P.O. Box 770. Entries 
glose Oct, 3. 

Oct. 21, 22, 23and 24.—Virst Annual Fall Bench Show of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York. Mr, Chas. 
Lincoln, Superintendent, 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 17,—_Sixth Anmuial Trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, at 
High Point, N. C, W. A, Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L. T. 

Dee, § —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Chib 
at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. 
Dec, 15.—Southern Sportsmen’s Association Trials, Canton, Miss, 

A. Ka R. 

HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

meeting the call,and I have a tolerably clear idea of how I 
would start it, but I would like to hear from others interested, 
so as to get pointers to amend my ideas where advisable, 
Requests for the issuing of the call for the meeting of Sept. 

16 have been received from the following gentlemen: . 
Wade, J. F. Kirk, John W. Burgess, J. Frank Perry, Geo. W. 
Leavitt, BH, R. Hearn, Lawrence Timpson, A. C, Krueger, 
Charles Wheatleigh, John E, Thayer, Bayard Thayer, Rodney 
Benson, Martin Dennis, Chequasset Kennels, J. Otis Wellows, 
W. H. Ashburner, Max Wenzel, M, H, Cryer, I. B. Dorsey, 
Robert Ives Crocker, J. H. Thompson, Jr., J. R. Pierson, J. F. 
Campbell, W. KR, Chamberlain, H. W. Huntington, J. 8. Niven, 
Jean Grosyenor, T. G. Davey, Knickerbocker Kennel Club, 
Millbrook Kennels, J, A. Long, Charles G. McKenzie, Andrew 
Laidlaw, W, Lever. Epttor AMmpRican KENNEL REGISTER. 

THE NATIONAL BREEDERS’ SHOW, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The National Breeders’ Dog Show will be held in Industrial 

Art Hall, Philadelphia, on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
Oct, 16, 17 and 18, under the auspices of the following promin- 
ent gentlemen; 
8. Joseph Kelly, Esq., New York, 
Kdward Kelly, Esq., New York, 
Rodney Benson, Esq., New York, 
W. P, Stevenson, Esq., New York, 
A H. Moore, Bsq., Philadelphia, J, P. Willey, Hsq., Salmon Falls, 
John HE. Thayer, Esq., South Lan- Ny 

easter, Mass., T. G. Davey, London, Ont. 

Of more importance, perhaps, than the sponsors to the ex- 
hibition is the question of judges, and it is with the greatest 
pleasure that I announce the names, and I desire publicly to 
express my thanks most gratefully to these gentlemen who 
have so kindiy acceded to my request, I met with but one 
declination, and that because the gentleman would not be in 
the country next October: 

B, F. Wilson, Hsq., of Pittsburgh, for setters. 
John Davidson, lMsq., of Monroe, Mich., for pointers, 
D. Bateman, Hsq., of Philadelphia, tor greyhounds and deerhounds, 
R, Hxley, Esq., of Philadelphia, for mastiffs. 
A. S. Apgar, sq , of New York, for collies. 
J. BF. Kirk, BEq. of Toronto, for spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, bas- 

setts, dachshunde, Newfoundlands, Skye, Yorkshire, Scotch, Bedling- 
tun, Dandie Dinmont and black and tan terriers and toys. 
Ronald H. Barlow, Esq., of Beverly, N. J., for St. Bernards, bull- 

dogs, bull, fox, wire-haired and Irish terriers, and pugs. 
Miscellaneous, Messrs. Barlow and Kirk, 

“Mr. Wilson I know, and Dayidson and Apgar and Kirk, 
but who are the new men?” If you were a mastiff man you 
would not ask that because you would know all about Hxley’s 
Norma, Exley’s Victor, Exley’s Bosco and other cracks. Mr. 
Bateman isa gentleman who made coursing his hobby for 
years in England, and Mr. Barlow has shown at»the Crystal 
Palace and other shows, and selected bis own classes to judge 
on this occasion. I am casting no reflections upon any one 
when I say I feel confident I have secured the best set of 
judges all around that ever stepped into a ring in this country, 

THE PREMIUM LIS. 

Champion classes are provided for the following breeds, Condi- 
tions, open to winners of three first prizes at any show,winners abroad 
under English Kennel Club rules to have also won two prizes in this 
country. A sweepstake of $5 each for each breed with $5 added, 
English setters, dogs, bitches. Irish setters, dogs, bitches. Gordon 
setters, dogs, bitches. Pointers, dogs, bitches. Wield spaniels, Cocker 
spaniels, Foxhounds, imported, native. Deerhounds. Greyhounds, 
Beagles. Wox-terriers, dogs, bitches. Bull-terriers, Skye terriers. 
Collies, dogs, bitches. Mastiffs, dogs, bitches. St. Bernards, rough- 
coated, dogs, bitches, St. Bernards, smooth-coated, dogs, bitches, 
Bulldogs. Pugs, dogs, bitches. 

The prizes in the following open classes are $15 to first, $10 to 
second and $5 to third: English setters, dogs, bitches. Jrish setters, 
dogs, bitches. Gordon setters, dogs, bitches, Pointers, large size, 
dogs, bitches: small size, dogs. bitches. Wox-terriers, dogs, bitches. 
Mastiffs, dogs, bitches, St. Bernards, rough-coated, dogs, bitehes: 
smootb-coated, dogs, bitches, Pugs, dogs, bitches. 
The prizes in the following open classes are $12 to first, $5 to sec- 

ond and $8 to third: Field spaniels, Climber spaniels, cocker span- 
iels, black and liver; any other color. Chesapeake Bay dogs, Fox- 
hounds. deerhounds, greyhounds, beagles, bassets, dachshunde, 
bull-terriers, Skye terriers, Yorkshire terriers, dogs, bitehes; wire- 
haired and Irish, Bedlington and Dandie Dinmonts. Black and tan 
terriers. NewfoundJands, Bulldogs, Smooth-cated toys, rough- 
coated toys, King Charles spaniels, Blenheim spaniels. Italian grey- 
hounds. Miscellaneous, ; 
Stud Dog Prizes.—A medal will bé given as a stud dog prize to Eng- 

lish, Ivish and Gordon setters. pointers, spaniels, mastiffs, Si. 
Bernards, collies, fox-terriers, pugs. Conditions: The sireis to be 
entered in the regular class, not’ necessarily for competition. Hrom 
three to five of his get to be shown, the produce of more than one 
bitch, and the prize to be awarded for general excellence and uni- 
formity of type in the progeny, the sire’s individual merits not being 
considered. 

Breeders’ Prize.—From three to four dogs to be shown, not neces- 
sarily the property of the exhibitor, but bred by him. Medal in each 
class. English, Irish and Gordon setters, pointers, spaniels, mastilis, 
St. Bernards, collies, fox terriers and pugs. 

Entries will close on Oct. 5, and pending the distribution of 
the prize lists which will be sent out next week, any iforma- 
tion can be obtained by addressing me at P. O. Box 770, Phila- 
delphia, 

In view of the determined but, I submit, totally uncalled for 
opposition to this show, a further explanation may not be out 
ot place. 

This show has been stigmatized by the Philadelphia ‘Kennel 
Club as gotssn up by a speculator or showman and has been 
still more ruthlessly handled in other quarters, and it is only 
right that exhibitors and breeders at large should be made 

W. Wade, Esq., Pittsburgh, Pa., 
J, F, Campbell, Esq., Montreal, 
Dr. J. Frank Perry, Boston, 
Geo, W. Leavitt, Esq., Boston, 

/| conversant with the facts of the case. 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- , 

lished every month. Entries close on the ist, Should he in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of slamped and addvessed envelope. 
Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1. Address 

‘American Kennel Register,” P. O. Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1499. Volumel., bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50, 

THE EXHIBITORS’ CONVENTION, 

Editor Forest and Streain; 
Perhaps it would be as well to remind those interested in 

supporting as well as those who manage dog shows of the con- 
yention called for the eveuing of September 16. his meeting 
is Peres of more importance than is believed by some of the 
delegates appointed to meet on the following rapa nae con- 
sider the formation of a bench show association. The call 
which they are presumably appointed to respond is addressed 
to clubs which have held a show, and several newly organized 
clubs appear to have overlooked the wording of the call, The 
exhibitors’ meeting, on the other hand, is open to all for a free 
expression of opinion on all points of interest connected with 
the advancement of the interests of breeders, exbibitors or 
shows. One delegate writesme: ‘‘Perhapsit would hardly 
be proper for me to attend your meeting, as lam a delegate 
tothe other, Still, l attend the other as a breeder, and will 
aet for their interests, We go perfectly uninstructed.” I 
think that gentleman ought to atttend to hear what the 
breeders want, for if he does not he will simply attend the 
¢elub meeting to represet his own individual views and 
opinion. P 
Speaking of individual views reminds me that I have been 

asked by the signers of the circulars to ‘‘prepare a plan of 
organization and work, etc,, to be considered at the meeting,” 
and here J am met with the same objection to my own ideas— 
they are individual ones, [have during the past month deyoted 

_ much thought to the subject of a kennel club with a view of 

= 

The idea was first suggested to me as early as June, by a 
gentleman well-known as am owner and exhibitor, who in- 
forms me that he has already written to you advising you of 
that fact. I was very doubtful whether I could give the 
necessary time to the show, but after carefully going over the 
ground | agreed to take a hand init. I did so upon two con- 
ditions, which were, first, that there should be a guarantee 
fund subseribed of $1,500, and this was to be placed in my 
custody or as much of it as I considered necessary by Sept. 20, 
and further that in the preparation of the prize list and the 
selection of judges I should be perfectly untrammeled. I be- 
lieved that I could get up a prize list suitable for the breeders, 
who were to be more particularly catered for, better than 
any that has yet been seen, and that I knew of gentlemen to 
act as judges who would give satisfaction. I secured the 
services of Mr. W. 'T. Dunnell as manager, knowing his ability 
for such a position, apart from the consideration of his having 
received so many well-merited praises from the press for his 
excellent work as manager of the horse show at New York. 

In order not to antagonize the Westminster Kennel Club in 
any way I called upon Mr, HBlliot Smith, to whom I was re- 
ferred by Mr. Cornell, and from him received the assurance 
that he had always been of the opinion that-we could not have 
toomany well managed dog shows, and that he hoped the 
one I was interested in would be a success, My next step was 
to notify the Philadelphia Kennel Club of the show and the 
dates, and to assure them that no public notice of thé show 
would be given until the first week of September, by which 
time their entries would, I presumed, be closed. 

Tt is only proper to say that what is called the Philadelphia. 
Kennel Club show isso only by courtesy. This the Pennsylvania 
State Agricultural Society’s show,,that body providing the 
prizes, the building and defraying allexpenses. Without the 
Agricultural Society there would be no Philadelphia Kennel 
Club show this fall. [tisafair question for discussion whether 
a number of prominent breeders and exhibitors have not as 
much right to put up money for a dog show in this city as the 
Agricultural Society to do the same out at Germantown Junc- 
tion. Ido not think that if the gentlemen who subscribed the 
$1500 puarantee had made the same offer to the Philadelphia 
Kennel Club it would have been declined, for they would only 
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be too delighted to welcome the funds and provide good classes 
for their specialties. 

If those who haye opposed the National Breeders’ show had 
waited another week they would have seen on the premium 
list the names of the gentlemen under whose auspices and pat- 
ronage it was to be held, and also the list of judges; and I 
think they would haye been a little cautious in their use of 
ute terms “speculator and showman” and ‘speculative dog 
show.’ 
Some kind friend has sent me a circular signed by Charles 

Lincoln, in which some torthcoming but unnamed show is 
denounced as a speculation, Since the National Breeders’ 
show isnot to be a speculation, of course the circular needs 
no further attention. Lat charitable enough to suppose that 
Mr, Lincoln obediently prepared and issued the cireular at 
the dictation of the F. Kk. Club, and only as a part of his al- 
lotted work as theimagent, 
Some people say, why did you pick Philadelphia? That is 

readily answered, T could not. attend to a show in any other 
city. If the gentlemen interested wanted the assistance 1 
could render them, it was a matter of necessity that the show 
should be held here, So far as I could see, and so far as they 
could either, we were not interfering with any one, as the 
lapse of time since any show had been held in the city, and 
the fact of the September show being given by an outside 
association, left’ the way open for any legitimate enterprise. 

Others again say, why crowd the shows together? These 
people forget the fixture list which was in the Yor»sr anp 
STREAM, last February. ‘This was it: c 

March 4-7, Cincinnati. Mareh 26-28, Toronto, 
March 12-14, New Haven. April 3-5, Cleyeland. 
Mareh 14-21, Washington. May 6-9, New York, 

There was no complaint of overcrowding then, and there 
will be nene now when people make their entries. The 
totally ungrounded attacks which have been made on the 
National Breeders’ show before.it was announced has brought - 
it more prominently before the supporters of dog shows than 
could have been done atian expense of not less than $200 by 
legitimate advertising, I de not think these people would 
accept my thanks, but I must nevertheless say that [ am 
greatly indebted to them, JAMES Watson, Secretary. 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., P. O. Box 770, 

PHILADELPHIA K. C. SHOW. 

Hditor Forest aud Stream: 
A great feature of the Philadelphia Kennel Club’s show will be 

the running of the whippets. Already alaree number of dogs 
are entered, and a stand will be erected for ladies to witness 
the contest, No entry fee will be required, and the prizes are 
$20, $10, and #5, for dogs and puppies. The dogs will be handi- 
capped according to regular rules, Hvery effort will be made 
to Hive this attraction acceptable to the most particular. 
Such races are full of excitement and interest if conducted 
properly. The complete list of the judges is as follows: Fox- 
hounds, J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia; mastifis, St. Bernards, 
Newtoundlands and Ulmers, Edward Dudley, Camden, N. J.; 
deerhounds, greyhounds, whippets and Italian greyhounds, 
Joseph R. Peirson, Buckingham, Pa.; pointers, Washington 
A, Coster, Flatbush, L, I,; English setters, John Fottler, Jr., 
Boston, Mass.; Gordon setters and spaniels of all breeds, Dr. 
J. 8. Niven, London, Qnt.: Trish setters, F. A. Diifenderffer, 
Lancaster, Pa.; beagles, dachshunde, basset and bench-legeed 
beagles, also collies, Dr. J. W. Downey, New Market, Frederick 
county, Md.; fox-terriers, bulldogs, bull-terriers, black and 
tan terriers, Dandie Dinmont terriers, Irish and rough-haired 
terriers, Skye terriers, Yorkshire and toy terriers, James 
Mortimer, New York city; pugs, W. R. Knight, Philadelphia. 

Entries are rapidly coming in, and the pon-sporting classes 
will be as fully represented as the sporting classes, and an 
elegant opportunity will be had by breeders who want to dis- 
pose of their surplus stock, as an immense attendance at the 
State Fair is assured. Homo. 

Ss. & A. FIELD TRIALS, 

ry Hh field trials of the Southern Sportsmen’s Association 
(which has succeeded the New Orleans Gun Club) will be 

tun on partridges at Canton, Miss., under the N. A. K. Club 
rules, commencing on Monday, Dec. 15, 1884. 

The Derby—Open to pointer and setter puppies whelped on 
or after Jan. 1, 1853, Purse, #350; first, $200; second, $100; 
third, $50. Entries to Derby close on Oct, 10, 1884; $5 forfeit, 
and #5 additional to start, 
The All-Aged—For pointers ana setters. Purse, $500; first, 

#200; second, 4150; third, $100. Entrance, $15; nothing extra 
to start; closes at 10 o'clock on morning of Dec. 8. 
The Amateur Cup Race—Open to amateurs who have never 

trained dogs for a consideration, Dogs to be handied by their 
owners. Prize, a valuable silver cup. Hntrance, 5, payable 
on morning of race. Parties desiring further information are 
pees to address the secretary of the club, 

ational American Kennel Club rules will govern. The 
Madison County Gun Club have already secured large fields to 
run the trials in, and report more coveys of partridges within 
the inclosure of two miles square than the most enthusiastic 
sportsman. could dream of, The fields are nearly flat, no fences, 
but dividing lines marked by an unplowed piece of sedge land. 
A quick shot, with two good dogs, ought to fire at least 200 
shots in a day at the “whirring” coveys and singles. 
The new club is composed of the most prominent sportsmen 

of New Orleans and the Southern States. Their principal 
object is to protect game and haye those laws already in 
existence strictly enforced and secure the enactment of others 
to cover any defects in existing statutes. 

GREAT DANES, 

BOARHOUNDS, ULMER DOGGEN AND GERMAN MASTIFFS, 
F there is a breed of dogs scareely anybody understands, tt is 
certainly the one we undertake to speak about in this short 

study. Those of our readers who do not understand dogs will 
reacily believe the four names we write down, to belong to 
tour different and distinct kinds of dogs. That would bea 
mistake, but not as dangerous as the one committed by most 
of our special men, who unwilling, or unable to find out and 
determine the characters of these varieties, put them allin the 
same lot under one of the four names we mention above. and, 
not always the same. We believe, and our experience in these 
sort of things, allows us to say that there ave two. different 
breeds of those huge abimals, hamely, the Great Dane and 
Ulmer Dogge, Boarhound and German Mastiff, They were 
separated in the last Paris Wxhibition. 
One of the best Great Danes we have seen, and certainly the 

best in Paris, is Devro (Kennel Club Gazette, 62), winner of w 
prize at Paris this year when only 19 months old, and skillfully 
represented in M. de Carrier Belleuse, artiste painter, in the 
Dernier Rendez-vous (Salon of Paris No. 454 or 545). The best 
German Mastiff we see in Paris is M, de Pendlver’s Marco, 
bred by M. Otto Freidrich of Zahna;it is superior fo Mr. A, 
Meyer’s Falma, bred by M. Mester of Berlin, and first in the 
show this year. . 
Devro is 4 high elegant dog, standing fully 42 inches at the 

shoulders, and measuring 72 inches from tip of nose to tip of 
tail, His head is strongly built, with a large deep month; the 
skull is marked in the middle, from occiput to stop, by a 
furrow—always existing in the pure Danes; then the skull is 
higher than the muzzle; the ears wide apart, and standigg 
high, The eyes are ray) sharp, and, being of a light yellow, 
impress you with awe when you stare at the animal. The tip 
of nose is large, fiesh-color, bemg Spares to the general color 
of the coat (turtle dove). Lips overhanging; neck, long and 
thick, elesantly carved toward the head, and getting narrower 
behind the ears, Unlike the German mastiff, he has small 
dew-lap, and we like it; it adds power to the general appear- 
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ance. and the Great Danes, in an ancient engraving we know, 
have the same, The chest is broad and deen; the back is 
straight; toes closed; nails strong, and of the same color as the 
coat; hind legs muscular and Jong (almost like a greyhound); 
tail reaching the hocks; wiry; not heavy in bone or coating; 
not straight like the molossus or the French and English 
mastiffs, not curly either like the greyhounds, but something 
between the two, just like the dogs tighting a bear, represented 
by the famous sculptor Barry, The hind paws have no dew 
claws: 
Deyro was born in Klampauborg. Devro has but one fault 

Tah wats one inch more from tip of nose to setting in of the 
ail. 
M. de Penalver’s dog Marco is a very good German mastiff, 

head rather short, heavy in shape, no separation between skull 
and muzzle, no furrow in the skull, no dewlap nor overhang- 
ing lips, mouth too small, neck short and straight, eyes of a 
dark brown, ears not far apart, the rest of the body lice the 
Great Dane, except the jaws; those are like the French 
mastiff’s (Dogue de Bordeaux): the tail also is heavier, The 
chest not deep like a greyhound’s; the measure round loins 
longer than Deyro’s. To be short, the dog is perhaps stronger 
in appearance, but not elegant like the Dane. 
About the names Great Dane seems to say that the first dogs 

of this description were bred in Denmark, Tam not certain 
about that. Boarhound is a bad designation, smooth-coated 
dogs not being fit for hunting wild boars; bearhound would be 
better, Ulmer dog is too complimentary to Ulm, where there 
were a few fine specimens of the breed some time ago. 
German mastiif is the term we adopt, as it isin Germany the 
breed. was created by M. Otto Friedrich of Zahuse, who 
obtained this new mongrel by crossing the Great Dane with 
the origina) Dogue de Bordeaux or French mastiff, 

The Great Dane is gay, intelligent, and loving: he likes to 
run about, especially after the horses; the German mastiif, 
like all mastifis, prefers to be left quiet. The twa breeds have 
a@ very good scent. Their great defect is to hate other dogs 
and attack them. 
By the above remarks it can be clearly understood that the 

Great Dane and German mastiff are two distinct breeds of 
dogs, one elegant and powerful, and the other heavy and 
sulky In both breeds the height is of great importance. 
When too small, a Dane is sure to aye some Dalmatian blood 
in him; and in the same case the German mastiff has been 
bred out of a bulldog. In another article I will endeavor to 
deiend the Leonberg against the author of the ‘‘I/lnstrated 
Book of the Dog."—D. Frank (Paris), in Live Stock Journal. 

PASTEUR’S SURE SUCCESS. 

ARIS, Aug. 15.—In the month of May last the French 
Minister of Public Instruction, appointed a. commnajssion 

of scientists to examine into and report upon M. Pasteur’s sys- 
tem for the extinction of hydroephobia. M. Pasteur’s discoy- 
eries for the prevention and cure of other diseases, until his 
time reputed incurable, authorized a hope that here again he 
might have been successful, although his theory was in some 
quarters energetically combated, Agonized were the protests 
of the members of the Anti-Cruelty to Animals Society, indig- 
nant the protestations of the inhabitants of Meudon, near 
which M. Pasteur had obtained leave to establish his kennelof 
subjects, All the neighborhood protested, believing earnestly 
that the kennel was intended to be a nursery of rabies, and 
that, waits and strays therefrom escaping, all France would 
soon be overrun with mad dogs. uckily for humanity and 
for thé canine race in general, neither was the Professor dis- 
riadrciats by the opposition nor was the Government induced 
to withdraw his license to operate, and last week the Commis- 
sion—MM. Beclard, Paul Bert, Buclez, Tisserand, Viliemin, 
and Vulpian—presided over by M. Bouley, of the museum, 
handed in its report, producing in detail incontrovertible 
proofs of the reality of M. Pastsur’s discovery, 

M. Pasteur’s thesis is that all animals vaccinated by him 
become refractory to hydrophobia: that a dog in astate of un- 
doubted hydrophobia can bite another dog previously inocu- 
lated with the virus of rabies and this bitten dog will not go 
iad, His theory is based upon the evolution of rabid microbes 
by a series of successive inoculations, commencing with the 
monkey and the ruinea pig (the animals most susceptible to 
the disease), passing through cats, dogs, and rabbits back to 
the guinea pig and the monkey, the virulence of the virus 
becoming attenuated with each subject, until finally it not only 
becomes innocuous, but an oat absolutely preventive. In 
his laboratory of the Rue @’ 1M, Pasteur has pursued for 
three years his patient search after the mortal bacillus; around 

im are jars and bottles filled with microbes sufficient to 
depopulate the Huropean Continent; in the cellar below, con- 
fined in iron cages, are the wretched beasts whose agony will 
add a new triumph to the treasures of science. There death 
is everywhere. A needle’s point dipped into one of those 
pretty crystal vials would make more ravages than the ex- 
plosion of a bombshell. It is the quintessence of death, and 
the thousandth part of a drop would kill more surely than the 
curare of Ceylon or the fangs of a cobra. And yet M. Pasteur 
will suck up through a glass tube those terrible poisons to 
inoculate with them dogs and cats who die from their effects 
afew hours afterward. 
No doubt it is all very cruel, in the abstract, thus to torture 

and destroy the poor dumb beasts, but, in this instance 
certainly, the end justifies the means. Rabies is vanquished, 
at least so far that M. Pasteur has succeeded in rendering 
animals retractory to rabies, whatever be its nature or its 
mode of inoculation, and there are dogs in that laboratory of 
the Rue d’ Ulm which by trepanation and by venous injection 
have received the virus, and Nhe after twenty different inocu- 
lations, remain, at the end of three years, perfectly healthy. 
All this M, Pasteur set forth in his original communication to 
the Institute, and on every point the commission has cor- 
roborated his statements. The experiments made were numer- 
ous and exhaustive; whenever there happened to be among 
the ‘‘subjects” an animal atfected ‘‘with street rabies,” that is 
which had gone mad naturally, he was allowed to bite two 
dogs, one vaccinated, the other non-vaccinated, and in every 
instance—there were twenty-three in all—the first never ex- 
hibited a single sympton of hydrophobia, while the second in- 
variably succumbed, One point is then definitely established, 
the vaccinated individual is refractory to rabies, and this point 
alone is of immense importance, but there are two others still 
in suspense, without which its practical results must be null: 
(1) Does or does not this inoculation impair the health of the 
patient? (2) Can an unvaccinated individual who has been 
bitten be cured by the methods indicated by M. Pasteur? This, 
after all, is the capital question; it is not possible to pre-vac- 
cinate eyerybody against hydrophobia, and, as M, Bouley 
observes, the discovery, although scientifically interesting, is 
of no practical -utility, unless ‘after the bite is received the 
preventive action of inoculation with attenuated virus be 
eificacious to annul the action of the virus inoculated by the 
bite,” 

The Commission does not consider that it is yet competent 
to pronounce on this Sieaigns but ‘will continue its labors.” 
Meanwhile, however, the Frofessor is not idle; he argues that 
as there is no instance on record of spontaneous rabies in the 
human being, that it is always the result of an accident by 
which the vitus is introduced into the organism, where ib 1s 
developed after a period of incubation varying from twenty- 
five days to a twelvemonth; therefore, in order to put am end 
to the communication of the terrible disease it will simply be 
necessary to make obligatory the “pastorization” of all the 
dogs in France, just as the vaccination of every infant is made 
obligatory. More still, 1 am assured that at the proper 
moment M. Pasteur will make known the results of an opera-~ 
tion» performed one year ago on a subject of the human 
species. Thisis the story: One day in April, 1883, a stranger 
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called upon M. Pasteur, ‘My name is X.,” he said; “I am 
neither & savant anxious to examine into your researches, nor 
a disciple of your doctrines. I am a tradesman and, although 
like the majority of my contemporaries, an ignoramus in scien- 
tific matters, Lam interested in your discoveries in the inyisi- 
ble world, and to speak only of the most recent, so soon as I 
learned that you had discovered the microbe of rabies—” 
“That is not precisely exact,” replied the Professor; ‘I be- 
lieve that it exists, but by its infinite littleness it. has so far 
evaded the investigation of our instruments.” ‘That belief is 
quite sufficient,” pursued Mr, X., ‘the conviction of men like 
yourself that a ileaat is, renders ocular evidence compara- 
tively unnecessary, The position assigned by Leverrier to 
Neptune was accepted as such by astronomers long before any 
one had really seen that planet, So now, as you haye stated 
in your memorial to the Academy that rabies deyelops itself 
in the encephalon, that it there accomplishes its fatal evolu- 
tion, enabling you to predict the exact minute when its victim 
must die, I believe such to be the action, as I believe 
also your theory that by a methodical cultivation of 
this invisible germ you can so moderate its virulence 
by @ species of acclimation as to neutralize its mor- 
bifie effect, Am TI right im this definition of the 
results of your Jabors?” MM. Pasteur bowing: assent, his visitor 
continued: ‘Your marvelous discovery demands its decisive 
consecration; you have cured rabbits, guinea pigs, dogs and 
monkeys, but you haye not yet experimented on a human 
sub ect, because neither you nor it will accept the responsi- 
bility of sach an ordeal. You need a subject and | have come 
to oifer myself. Do not protest; do not suppose that 1 am 
actuated by any fovlish sentiment of self-sacrifice; the case is 
simply this: One week agoI was bitten by amad dog. Im- 
perfectly cauterized by an apothecary of the Boulevard dela 
Villette, who declined to use a red-hot iron, Iam ahsolutely 
convinced that I shall die of hydrophobia within a given time, 
There is no doubt about the dog’s condition; here are all the 
documents to prove that he was a genuine mad dog in the last 
stage.of the disease. I have no hope save in you. Will you 
or will you not, before the manifestation of the first symp- 
toms, try upon me that vaccine which you pretend has, dur- 
ing three years, preserved or cured the twenty-three dogs 
which you keepin your laboratory?’ “TI pein will not!” 
was M, Pasteur’s answer. ‘Very well, then,” said the other, 
“so be it; you refuse to save a fellow creature; you decline to 
prove the truth of your doctrines, based, you claim, on ten 
years of uninterrupted success. Here is a bottle of strychnine 
which will save me from the atrocious agonies of hydropho- 
bia; in three minutesI shall be a dead man; and here isa 
paper on which are inscribed my last wishes and a formal 
declaration that lL have committed suicide after the categor- 
ical retusal of the great Pasteur, author of the remedy for 
hydrophobia, tosaveme. Good morning, M. Pasteur!” ‘Stop! 
I will aceept the ordeal!” exclaimed the sayant, ‘‘on one con- 
dition: during a twelve-month absolute secrecy concerning 
our interview!” This condition was accepted. During a 
twelveznonth M. Pasteur inoculated his human subject with 
every known species of rabid virus. To all that subject has 
remained refractory. The period of incubation has passed, 
not one symptom of rabies has ever manifested itself, nor will 
manifest itself. With the manas with the dog this terrific 
malady, to which 200 Frenchmen succumb annually, has 
therefore, it seems, become a mere plaything in the hands of 
science.—Corresponcdence N, ¥, Times. 

LLANGOLLEN SHEEPDOG TRIALS. 

FP \EESE trials took place on Saturday, Aug. 16, on the Lland- 
I ayn Farm, Liangollen, in the presence of a large and 
fashionable gathering. The large number of entries in the 
open stakes necessitated the dogs being divided, the trials 
taking place simultaneously in two fields, and the best four 
dogs in each field being chosen to try conclusions in a final trial 
in the one field. The proceedings commenced with the Local 
Stakes, for which there were six competitors, previous win- 
ners for this stake being excluded. Ten minutes were allowed 
this year instead of twenty, aslast year. All the dogs worked 
well, but none succeeded in the task of penning, and the prizes 
were divided as follows: Mr. Donald MeDonald’s black and 
tan bitch Lark, first; Mr. Donald McDonald's black and tan 
dog Murrey, second; Mr. Thomas Griffith’s black and tan dog 
Ned, third. 

The attraction of the day, of course, was the Cambrian 
Stakes, open to the world, for which there were twenty-nine 
entries. Mr. Pattingon’s Nell failed to pen her sheep in the 
time allowed. Mr. Williams’s Handy, after some trouble, 
succeeded in penning in the allotted time, and the perform- 
ance was applauded. Mr. Robson’s Maudy brought het sheep 
to the pen in good time, but they were joined by a *‘stranger,” 
and, after some trouble, she succeeded in penning all but 
the interloper, ‘Toss, belonging to Mr, Edwards, Cerrig-y- 
druidion, Corwen, worked well, but his sheep were very wild, 
and he failed topenthem. Mr. John Jones’s Handy brought 
her sheep down to the pen in eight and a half minutes, and, 
amid loud epplause, succeeded in getting them inside the pen. 
Mr. Hwart’s Tyne brought his sheep down in good time, and 
succeeded in penning two; but they broke out, and he failed 
to get bis three sheepin at all. Mr. Rowland’s Jenny was 
fortunate in haying some quiet sheep, and, after bringing 
them through the obstacles, succeeded in getting them 
inside the pen in nine minutes. Mr, Thomas Jones’s Bob 
failed to pen, and Mr, John Jones's, Llangollen, Hora penned 
hers in one minute under the stipulated time. Mr. John Rob- 
son’s Fly failed in the final attempt of penning, and Mr. A. 
Thomas’s Carlo shared the same fate. Jet, belonging to Mr. Jas. 
Freme, penned in seyen and a half minutes; but Mr. Max- 
well’s Ned, although he started well, failed to pen. Mr. 
Huek’s Fly, from Westmoreland, and a well-known winner, 
was troubled with some wild sheep, and she failed to pen, 
Mr. Davies's Handy followed suit, and Toss, belongmg to Mr. 
Harding, Deepclough, Caton, Lancaster, penned in fairly good 
time. Mr. Evans’s Handy failed to pen, and Corby, the 
property of Mr. Huck, tollowed suit. Mr. Lloyd’s Jango 
penned in nine minutes, and Mir. Maxwell’s Brandy, who 
showed some excellent work, failed in the final task; Salt also 
failed, as did Jerry, the property of Mr. D. W. Roberts, 
Maesgwin, Bryneglwys, Corwen. Mr. Huck’s Lady got two 
of her sheep inside the pen, but they broke out, and time was 
called before she could pen, Mr. Waddell’s Meg succeeded, 
after some splendid work, in penning im seven minutes, Mr. 
Hwart’s Maggie penned in ten minutes; and Mr, Roberts’s Nan, 
who was worked by a boy, succeeded, after some stittish work, 
in penning in nine minutes. The judges then selected the fol- 
lowing eight ot to compete for the prizes as follows: Mr. 
John Jones’s Handy, Mr. Rowland’s Jamie, Mr. J. Jones’s 
Hora, Mr. James Hreme’s Jet, Mr, Harding’s Toss, Mr, Lloyd's 
Dango, Mr. Waddell’s Meg and Mr. Mwart’s Maggie. Handy 
enned. in nine minutes, Jamie penned his in eight minutes. 
ora had some wild sheep to work, and after penning two, 

and one getting in the crowd, succeeded in getting them to- 
gether again, and penned them within the prescribed time, 
Jet worked capitally, and penned in eight minutes. Toss failed 
to pen, although he worked admirably, Jango penned in six 
nae a half minutes; and Meg, in capital style, penned in five 
minutes and a half. Maggie failed ignominiously in her at- 
tempt, and the judges awarded the prizes as follows; 

First, Mr. W. Waddell’s, Waterloo Farm, Sealand, Chester, 
black and white bitch Meg, 4 years. ; 

Second, Mr. James Hreme’s, Wepre Hall, Flint, black and 
white bitch Jet, 3 years. i 4 

Haqual third, Mr; John Jones's Ddollechog, Cerrig-y-Druid- 
ion, black and tan bitch Handy, 4 years. 
Hqual third, Mr. Dayid Rowlands’s, Hendre Mawr, Lianuw- 

ches black and tan bitch Jamy,6 years. Ae nt 
e dogs in the final round o this stake had to work nine 

; [Surx, 4, 1884, 

sheep, from two different flocks, three of which were marked, 
drive away six and pen the three marked ones, The silver 
cup, given by Spratt’s Patent for the best looking dog or bitch 
which competed in the trials, was awarded by the judges to 
Mr, Donald McDonald's Lark. The second and third prizes, 
which were the gift of the society, were carried off by Fly, the 
Broperty. of Mx. John Robson, and Handy, belonging to Mr. 
ohn Evans. 
At the conclusion of the trials the prizes were distributed to 

the successful competitors by Sit Theodore Martin, who ad- 
dressed the shepherds in English, and afterwards called upon 
the vice-president to speak to the competitors in Welsh. Capt. 
Best was complimented upon the successful proceedings of the 
day, and after cheers had been given for Sir Theodore and 
Lady Martin, the gathering separated.—London Pield. 

SOLOMON IN THE SHADE.—When Solomon was asked 
tio decide which of two women a child belonged to, he called 
for his sword and proposed to cut the child in two, and sive a 
half to each; the veal mother went into hysterics, and Solomon 
decided in her fayor, But at the Mixed Court on Friday morn- 
ing, 4n actual division was made, and Solomon's judgment 
put in the shade. The chattel in dispute was a black dog) with 
his tail clipped bare except at the extremity, which still re- 
tained some long hair, The dog was quite unconcerned, and 
went snufting around the arena and under the cout't table at 
the magistrate’s feet, or wherever his tether would allow him 
to extend his explorations. The claimants for the dog were a 
butcher and a‘asherman. The butcher’s assistant held a 
string in his hand, with the dog at the end of it. Tne washer- 
man held a basket in his hand containing hair which he had 
clipped from the dog's tail, and which he produced in proof 
of ownership. Mr. Howes, inspector of markets, stated that he 
had known the butcher for many years, and he had seen the 
dog at his place; and he believed that the dom belonged to the 
butcher. It was also stated by the police that an experiment 
had been tried at Hongkow police station: the washerman — 
called on the dog, but the dog would not follow him; but when 
the butcher called, the dog heard his master’s yoice and knew 
the sound thereof. As a last resort to prove thab the dog 
loved him and belonged to him, the washerman pulled off his 
jacket and showed a plaster stuek between his shoulder 
blades, saying that the dog had bit him there. The magis- 
trate decided in the washerman’s favor, so far that he was 
allowed to keép the basketful of hair, and the biitcher was 
allowed to take the rest of the dog,—Célestial Hmpire. af 
Shanghai, July 18. 

SHOW UP THE BEAGLES,—Hditor Forest and Stream: 1 
wish to call the attention of all lovers of beagles, especially 
those of the Beagle Club, to the importance of making a grand 
display of our fayorite hound at the Philadelphia Kennel Club 
bench show in September, for if beagles are to be made a 
success at hench shows in the future, now is the time to begin 
the good work. Never before have such liberal prizes and 
proper classes been offered as at this show. Now is the 
time for owners and exhibitors of beagles to show how they 
appreciate what the Philadelphia Kennel Club has done by 
considering the claim of the Beagle Club in giving the classes 
asked for, by entering all the hounds they can and by so doing 
encourage other kennel clubs and bench saow managers to also 
consider their claim, Heretofore the objections were: not proper 
classes, not enough prizes and no standard; now all that is 
changed, There are now proper classes and prizes, and a 
standard under which the beagles will be judged, so that those 
who had an excuse before for not exhibiting, have none at 
present. Let us all do what we can for the success of the beagle 
both at bench shows and in the field. Tt all depends upon us 
what the result is, I hope we won't be governed by any selfish 
ends, and I also hope and ask all who can arrange to do so, to 
meet here during the show, as ibis very much to our interest 
that all lovers of our little hound should be acquainted and 
work in harmony. J hope to see a grand display of beagles 
with their owners here.—W. H. ASHBURNER. 

ROBINS ISLAND FIELD TRIALS.—Brooklyn, Aug, 29.— 
Ihave just returned from a week at Robins Island. A most 
delightful time. The birds have done well; never béfore have 
I seen so many there. We have been obliged to plant double 
the amount of feed for them. Formerly the birds used to con- 
gregate, you know, on the east end; now they are all over. 
This has been brought about by our placing protecting sheds 
for feed, and also the water boxes near by, and also to the 
planting of wheat and buckwheat in so many places, The 
prospect is yery favorable fora delightful time at our field 
trials this fall. The Robins Island Clib’s Third Annual Field 
Trials, open to members only, will be held in November, A. T. 
Plummnier, Secretary. We will probably haye as usual, All- 
Aged Stake, Brace Stake and Derby. I think our trials will 
come off in early part of the month.—3. F. 8. 

LILLIBULERO'’S NOTE last week on dogs in the water 
has an illustration in an occurrence just reported from Con- 
necticut: William EH. MeBryan and a, friend were fishing in the 
Housatonie River, near Squantuck, haying a lange dog with 
them. In some way the boat upset, and they were precipi- 
tated into the water. The friend succeeded in getting ashore; 
but whenever McBryan would lift his head above water the 
dog would pounce upon him and keep him down, evidently 
thinking it was all play. McBryan was drowned, ; 

BHASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.—Flatbush, Sepo. 1, 
1884,—All members are cordially requested to attend the 
quarterly and governors’ meeting to be held at Delmonico’s, 
Pitth avenue, corner Twenty-sixth street, New York city, 
Tuesday, Sept. 9, at 6:15 P.M. It is most important that a 
good attendance should mark this first antumm meeting, as 
work ot vital importance concerning the trials must be dis- 
posed of at an early date,—W. A. Costmr, Sec, and Treas, 

THE PHILADELPHIA CONVENTION.—Messrs, E, 8. 
Porter, Secretary, and G. E. Osborn, Assistant Manager, will 
represent the New Haven Kennel Club at the Philadelphia 
convention.—G, E. Osnporne (New Haven). 

WH ARE requested to. state that Mr. J. H. Phelan, of Jer- 
sey City, resigned from the Knickerbocker Kennel Club shortly 
after the New York show, and withdrew his pointers, Lady 
Bang, Lady Gleam and Ruby. 

DENVER is having a bench show in connection with the 
exposition. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To insure 
ublication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
iculars of each animal: 

1, Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller. 
3. Bex. 7. Sire, with his sive and dam. 
4. Age, or 3. Owner of sire. 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or _6. Datn, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, : 
Ie~ Seeinstructions at head of tis column. i 
Grim. By the Chequassei Kennel, Lancaster, Mass., for brindle, 

with white markings, smooth-coated 8t, Bernard dog, whelped Noy. 
28, 1883 (Otto—Breénner), d 



— +. - . 

Sarr. 4, 1884.] 

‘Spot. By Mr. Truman Johnson, Windham, N.Y,, for liver and white 
cocker spaniel dog, whelped March 17, 1884, by Chance out of Wlora 
TT. (A.K.R. 1103). ; 7 

Gypsy Girl. By Mir. A. D, Wilbur, Catslall, N. Y., for liver and 
white cocker spaniel biteh, whelped Mareh 17, 1884, by Rushforth’s 
Chance out of his Flora Il, (A,K.R. 1103). 

BRED. 
BE" See instructions at head of this column. 
Grouse—Othello. Mr. J. W Umberhine’s (St. Louis, Mo.) Gordon 

setter bitch Grouse to Mr, Harry Malcolm’s Othello (Maleolm—June). 
Silk—Othello. Mr. Harry Malcolm's (Baltimore. Md.) Gordon set- 

ter biteb Silk, (Malcolm —Dream TV,) to his Othello (Maleolm—June). 
Crook—Pashing Monarch. Dv. Henry F. Aten's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) 

Bnglish setter biteh Crook (A.K.R, 281) to Mr, J. O. Higgins’s Dashing 
Monarch, Aug, 16. 
Theon—Hermit. The Ohequasset Kennel’s- (Lancaster, Mass.) St. 

Bernard bitch Theon (A, K.R, 94) to their Hermit (A-K_R. 22), Aug. 15. 
Alma—Hermit, The Chequasset Kennel’s (Lancaster, Mass.) St. 

Bernard bitch Alma (A.K.R, 27) to their Hermit (A.K.R. 23), Aug. 17. 
Toodles—Treasure. Mr. George W. Dixon’s (Worcester. Mass.) 

pug pick Toodles to the Chequasset Kennel’s Treasure (A.K.R, 472), 
ug. 5, 
Nun—Hermit, The Chequasset Kennels (Lancaster, Mass.) St. 

Bernard bitch Nun (A,K.R, 24) to their Hermit (A.K.R. 23), Aug. 7. 
Brunhild— Mentor I. The Chequasset Kennel’s (Lancaster, Mass,) 

St. Bernard bitch Brunbild (A.K.R. 28) to their Mentor Il. (Mentor— 
The Nun), Aug. 12, : 
Ruby S —Glencho. Mr. C. R. Squire's (Troy, N. ¥ ) red Irish setter 

bitch Ruby &. (A.K,R. 612) to Mo. W, H Pierce’s Glencho, Aug, 28, 
Petret 1.—Don Juan, Mr. , I, Martin’s Petrel Il. (Pride of the 

Border—Old Petrel) to his Don Juan. Aug. 25. : 
Colleen Bawn—Glenche. Mr, C R. Squire’s' (Troy, N. Y.) red Trish 

setler bitch Colleen Baywn (A,K,R. 507) to Mr. W, H. Pierce's Glencho, 
Aug. 29, 

WHELPS. 

(22> See instructions at head of this column. 
Kuby Chispa. Mr, hiward §. Payson's (Boston, Mass,) Chesapeake 

Bay bitch Ruby Chispa (A.K.R. 147), Aug, 25, saven (five dogs), by 
Dr. N, Green’s Royal (Rake—Rose). 

5 SALES, 

ES> See instructions at head of this column. 
_ Chance—#lora I, (A. KR. 1103) whetps. Cocker spaniels, whelped 
Mereb 17. 1884, by Mr. A. D. Wilbur, Catskill, N. Y., a liver and white 
dog and orange bitch to Mr. Theo. A. Cole, Catskill, N. Y.: a liver, 
with white on breast, dog in Mr. Geo. H, Brandow, Windham, N, Y.; 
a liver and white ticked dog to Mr, Truman Johoson, Windham, N. 
pe ane an orange and white bitch to Mr. Henry Lazeite, Catskill, 

+ 

Mpn Haye No RicuD to expose their families to the risk of being 
thrown helpless on the world, when they can prevent it at small cost 
by taking a policy in the Travelers, of Hartford. Conn,—Adn, 

Rifle and Gray Shoating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

TIP-TOP SHOOTING. 

ih (Lees Aug, 27. The big event of the meeting of the 
at Western Rifle Association took place to-day in the contest for 
the long-range trophy, at the Western Union Junction range. The 
morning broke cool and cloudy, yet the wind was firm and steady,and 
the atmospheric conditions were of a favorable nature for fine results 
at the long ranges, The attendance at the morning contest oyer the 
80-yard range attracted only a Jitht attendance of spectators, but as 
the shooting progressed the spectators increased in numbers, as the 
report gained currency that the contesting teams were close together, 
Among the riflemen the best of discipline prevailed, and the Ameri- 
can team system was shown atits best. The Minneapolis and Mil- 
waukee clubs shot more steadily than the other teams and succeeded 
inrolling up totals at each range that will stand as a record, not only 
in this country. but in Europe, of some of the finest scores eyer ac- 
complished in an association contest. Cale Maudlin, of Minneapolhs, 
Jed the marksmen of the several teams with the remarkable score of 
293 oul of a possible 225 at three lone ranges, and H. P, Yale, of the 
Milwaukee team, ranked second with a total of 218 out of a possible 
995. a fine effort. At &00yds., J. W. Ormsby, of the Milwaukee team, 
scored a bullseye at the wrong. target. which was counted a miss 
unier the Creedmoor rules, and at 1,000yds., ©. W. Weeks, of Min- 
neapolis, scored a miss, having made an inner on the wrong target. 

Following are the scores at S00yds: 
Minneapolis Team. Wapello Team. 

Gale Maudlin..555555555545555—75 TW 'Tatlock. .555555555354453—69 
JS Dexter..... S5sdbb5hbbba055—74 G W Hayden.. .638055545555555—73 
GW Weeks... .555545555855555—74 DS Cole....... 5pbb4dba55o0hpb5—74 
G M Skinner. ..355555555555555—75 J J Ambler.._.054584545534553—60 
L W Gibbs. ,...555965585555455 72 'T J Umphreys.555353445555565—49 
AT Eliiott..... 545565654545454—70 N I Stephens... ,565455555555545 —73 

438 418 
Milwaukee Team, 

B Wielding... . .855555555555555—75 
MW PrYale 2.423 §5455555585550b — 73 

* Chicago Team. 

J 
J © Welles..... 5545555500 ;pp04—74 2 

A 

B Hobbs..... 4555550p5ppa0)9— 714 
A Shaffer... .554555555555555 —74 
B Preeman. .555555453555554 72 

y... .954555445344455—67 
Chen’ eth .403455545535355 —61 

407 

HT Drake _...464554555555555—73 
John Johnston,55455455555ho4d—71 
J W Ormsby. . .505555555445555—68 

452 
Wollowing are the scores at 900yds.: 

Minneapolis Team. 
Cale Maudlin. ..555565555555555—75 J A. 
CG M Skinner... .545555555545455—72 

WH 

Chicago Team, 
Shaffer ...645545555455555—72 

JS Dexter..... 555pbd45444h558 —69 A K Ordway...465533555558555—70 
AF Elliott..... 445544555485h54—65 TD B Freeman. .868554554448435 — 62 
GW Weeks... .544554554545554_6$ J B Hobbs..... 4544455455¢c5544—68 
LW Gibbs..... 505545455455835—65 W Chenoweth. .854553500433444 52 

417 395 
Milwaukee Team. Wapello Team, 

JW Ormsby. .555555555555555—75 ‘T J Umphreys.454554545540345—63 
WP Yale... ... §5°554555955555-74 IN lh Stephens. .65955455555285554—71 
HLT Drake..... 455555555604065—73 G W Hayden. .855545454545334 —66 
J © Welles.....445555444555545—69 HW Tatlock. ..455544543555555—69 
| Wielding..... 53555554) 558 445—68 DS Gole....,...455555555555555—74. 
J Johnston ....254555554944555—68 — 

343 
aor 

At 1,000yds the scores were as folllows: 
Minneapolis Team, Wapello Team 

Gale Maudlin. 545455555555555—73 J Abler........585455554044255—61 
J 5 Dexter..... 435544555455455—69 T Uniphreys. ..5662345444555538—64 
O Skinner ..... 8456858555505555—68 N Stevens. -....55388600038345355 —49 
LW Gibbs.....- 445555355454545—68 G Hayden,..,,. 454558555555345—68 
GW Weeks ...605545554550555—68 2) W Tatlocl. ..650553555543454—63 
A PEINot...... §53545435384454—63 DS Cole,...... 454555444555340—64 

EMSC ineA mig, ap ee ele: eb: 409 369 
Milwaukee Team. 

HP Wale... ...554565445535555—71 
J W Ormsby... .55865s555544545—70 
HT Drake..... 445565355555534—70 
BH Wielding..... §34555535555455—69 
Jobn Jonhston.3835555554345338—66 
J GC Welles. ...: 304445385450335—48 

Ohicago Team. 
§ M Tyrrell... .455543544555655—69 
J B Hebbs. .....838555554544550—61 
AT. Ordway. . .453554534855324—60 
D Freeman... .545535458454234—60 
J A Schaeffer. .304555444554505—57 
W Chenoweth. .5855553522384000—49 

356 
The summary stood: 

Minneapolis Team, 
800yds. 900yds. eas Totals. 
vi visi vi 223 Wale auelling 2 cat aseete es 5 

= PIPL VWs S42 oe GE Pee neti ga 74 69 69 212 
CW-Weeks yea, c.f wldeteee. aay eee 4. 68 68 210 
GM Skinier.,.....- Kineldtrreecee et 73 72 68 213 
TOPS PLE Soe): ee ee es ory Se ee 65 638 205 
AW Biliott..)........, Ap rES pee 70 68 63 201 

438 HT 409 1264 

69 212 
71 218 
5s 200, 
70 215 
66 205 
70 213 

404 1263. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

HWP atlockertes s 2a jess 69 201 
Go Weldsytlenie sss fae ene ae) ateenl 73 66 68 207 
DES: Cole SAS li ivy tty V4. 74 fa. 218 
Oe AmblSte oot elke a8s5 35. 360 = 61 121 
MAU MPH ECy Sires tale eta ysc lle.) 69 63 td 196 
WH Stevens.-2.-.0..-..... Hees Ee 73 71 4g 193 

418 343 860 1196 
Chicago Team, 

MUBIEONWN Sees eace ce Cech eoc en. ves 68 61 203 
yt TUN wy aes aor 3 Oe 855 5b 3b ve: 72 57 203 
PEM HreSti are lee ey Macc uhee eroticy. M4 62 60 194 
PetiiaisyEhallenn sree eee eon lagmnn ale wi 59 val 69 199 
ONG O62 Paes Ca es ee 67 70 60 197 
W H Ghenoweth.................... fil 52 AQ 162 

407 395 A56 1158 
The statistician of the meeting made a few comparative averages 

which show the shooting up in a strong light. The figures are 
(Asterisks denote old style target, highest possible 180): 
Average per man, Minneapolis Team .........2-......062 cesaeee 210.66 
Average per man, Milwaukee Team........ 262. see eee ee eee 210.50 
Average per man, winning American Team,-1874*.............-- 161.33 
Average per man, winhing American Team, 1875*............... 176.13 
Average per man, freat Centennial Team.......... 22. ..eeeeee 195.37 
Average per man, at Dollymount, Ireland, 1876.......-.......... 194.16 
Average per man Im winning team at Creedmoor, 1877........... 208.36 
Average per man in International, at Toronto..........6...eee ee 160.50 
Average per man, for Centennial trophy, 1878...... eee degen 7 207.50 
Af the annual business meeting of the Western Rifle Association 

in the evening, ths followme officers were elected; President, John 
Johnston; yice-president, A. F. Hilioti; secretary and treasurer, W. 
H. Chenoweth; directors, 8. M. Tyrrell, Chicago; W, H. Tatlock, Wa- 
pello, Ia.; C, M. Skinner, Minneapolis; HW. T, Drake, Milwaukee; M. 
H, Burns, Hau Claire; Dr, A. A, Amos, Racine. 
secretary Chenoweth, of Chicago. is en‘itled to the highest praise 

for his untiring efforts in behalf of the Western Rifle Association. He 
1s undoubtedly one of the hardest working officers in the association, 
aucl the success of the present tournament, as well as the organization 
of the Western Rifle Association three years agoin Milwaukee, are 
due to his perseverance. 

8.8. Smith, of Mandan, D. T., was present at the tournament and 
apphed to the association for the admission of the Mandan Rifle Club, 
whieh he reports in a flourishing condition, The Mandan team will 
be represented in the next annual tourhament at the Western Union 
Junction, and vow has an active membership of eifhteen riflemen. 
Following the tournament the teams were banqueted atthe st Paul 

House, at Western Union Junction, by John Johnston, who responded 
with appropriatejremarksat the suecess of the three days’ tournament. 
He was followed by Cale Maudlin, W. H. Chenoweth, C. M. Skinner, 
J. A, Shaffer and others. 

The Minneapolis Rifle Club having won the long-range Ghampion- 
ship badge three successive times, the trophy was efiicially awarded 
the victorious team at the banquet. 

BOSTON, Ang. 30.—There was a limited attendance of riflemen at 
the Walnut Hill Range on aecount of the vacation season. <A. num- 
bér of military marksmen were present, Who devoted the afternoon 
to practice. Owihg to a very tricky fishtail wind, poor scores were 
recorded, except in the German ring target match. Appended are the 
SCOres; 

EN UT YC). oeaccls oy 5444454544—43 AM Libby (mil). ...4845445024—35 
I © Brickson (mil) .. .4444833484—86 © Gordon (mil)...... 0354432344—83 
B® Eitkins (il)....... 2385444355—35 © Jordan (mil), ..,..4404423234—-30 

- German Ring Target, 
Jevdivicld EP OP Oe EE Fees oe re 20512 25 2423 22 dd 19 17 20—201 
Gaiiishy 4. eee fe en 17 21 4 19 23 25 21 25 14 21—199 
AM E27 Arif) a Ieoreewrerg or ie aes 21 19 21 24 12) 20 23 19 20 15—194 
J N Frye, --.;,-: el 21 16 15 18 21 21 18 28 24—193 
HT OHTMSOYG. 1 5.2 fy eek et gs net 18 20 12 22 19 17 24 20 19 25—193 
Tig BEN Gite et heer EAS 5.14 if 15 5% 17 28 22 28 22 d4 1h—189 
TB LIS Ale vy 1S nates Besa ce It 16 21 20 18 20 16 21 R2 17—183 

Decimal Target (Rest). 
Se Wilder ys cea cts 8 10 10 10 8 10 10 10 8 10— 94 
WveSiiitins 84.50 Speer 8 9 10 10 8 10 10 10 8 10— 92 
SREB De ELS aed ie ee ed ai 1 109 9 9 8 10 10 9 Q— 92 
De beWenowve ieee see tees. ue 9 10 10 8 10 5 10 10 10 9— ‘91 
(GLARE Hi CHS Celle BIA e Om ails el ae 1040 8 10 9 § 6 9 10 10—90 
LeeE STR WAL DS Seiden eli eee Mare foeee 10 6 10 10 10 10 10 10 YY $0 
R Emery 10 SOON A RB Oa ay. TI Bg 
F Jobnson b) 40510) dy. 9 6 10 Be 
 B Souther Seo SOS ir eo 6 tO sb 
JN Frye 910 8 10 7 6 6 4 10 10— 88 
BE Sayles. 6 8 8 9 © 10 8 & 8 B8—82 
F Brown..- 005 pheheeh Ee THs a SUB leh Gt Megt tee LL MA T3101 
A -CreULT Seer eye cence sueeana 2 » 8&8 8 1 9 10 9 & 6 9—80 

NEW YORI RIFLE CLUB.—Dunlap medal match, Creedmoor, 
Aug, 27, Corditions—7 shots off-hand at each range, 100, 200 and 
500yds. The following scores were made out of a possible 105: 
W Simpson (sp’t’s)...82 82 292—95 J W Mangan (sp’t’g)..32 28 28—88 
M Harrington (sp’t’g).31 31 29—91 Maj Shorkley (mil.)...38 $1 24—88 
J Duane (mil.).... ...29 31 29-89 EF C, Hamilton (sp’t’g).33 26 282-82 
uv W Todd (sp’t’g)......83 29 27—89 Duane, Acting Adjutant. 

LIGHT IN RIFLE SHOOTING.—Ldilor Forest and Stream: I 
noticed in your paper of July 31, a letter from Abram Keach, relating 
some 6xperiences which every rifleman has often had, and cause 
those who are not very observant to wonder at their seemingly unac- 
countable bad shots. One who would be a first-class shot, and 
especially at long ranges, say 500yds. and upward, must be a quick 
observer of all changes of light, atmosphere, direction and force of 
wind. {f would recommend your correspondent to send to William 
Clowes & Sons, 13 Charing Cross, London, Wogland, one shilling and 
seven pence sterling and get by return mail the ‘Rifle Shot's Manual 
of Target Shooting.** Itis the best little book on the subject. The 
following is an extract: ‘Sometimes. when shooting, there are clouds 
constantly passing over the sun, or, if the sun is not visible, just dark- 
ening the scene and then lightening it up, Undersuch circumstances 
the rifleman has to*be yery wary indeed, or otherwise he will make 
very uncertain shooting. For instances, it the sun suddenly comes 
from behind a cloud and shines full upon the targets, or if a strong 
light is thrown upon the targets, while clouds obscure the firing 
point, and consequently the firer’s sights, if the aim or elevation 1s not 
lowered about two degrees, the shot will be very likely to fiy right 
over the top of the target; and in the same way, if the firmg points 
and the sights are suddenly illumined by the rays of the sun ora 
more vivid light, while the targets remain in comparative obscurity, 
if the aim or elevation is not raised about two degrees, the result will 
be a low shot or a ricochet.” This should throw some light on 
Abram’s path to bullseye making.—RirFLEMAN (Canada, P. Q., 
Aug, 23). 

OTTAWA, Sept. 1,_The Dominion Rifle Association’s annual 
matches commence here to-day, at the Rideau Rifle Ranges. The 
prize list is larzer and moreattractiye than usual. The grounds haye 
been putin proper shape, and everything has been done which will 
tend to insure the success of the meeting. The ranges have been 
changed and the targets put back 100yds. Manitoba sends a good 
team of 19 men, This year the Martini-Henri rifle will be used in the 
two matches of the Hamilton Powder Company and at the 500 and 
§00yds. ranges of the extra series. The object of this is to give an 
opportunity to men to become better acquainted with this rifle, so as 
to make their name with it when they go to Wimbledon, Lord Lans- 
downe will be unable to attend, owing to his engagements in connec- 
tion with the British Association m Montreal. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who fauor ws with club scores are particulurly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug, 30.—At the shoot of the Malden Gun 
Olub, the various events resulted as follows: 

1, Ten-bird medal match—Snow and BHdwards first, Dutton and Pratt 
second, Saunders anc Scott third. ey 

2. re pair doubles—Snow first, Saunders and Scott second, Dut- 
ton third. 

8. Bird medal sweep—Snow first, Pratt second, Edwards third. 
4. Vive birds—Sanunders and Scott first. Edwards second. 
5. Five birds—Snow first, Saunders and Pratt second, Edwards and 

Scott third, 
arte ae blackbirds—Snow and Smith first, Scott second, Hdwards 
shird. 
¢. Wive blackbirds—Snow and Edwards first, Dutton and Saunders 

second, Smith third. ‘ 
8. Five blackbirds—Pratt first, Dutton second, Smith third. 

WALNUT HILL, Boston, Ang. 27,—The weekly bird shoot of the 
Massachusetts Rifle Association took place at Walnut Hill to-day. In 
the team Inatch, the Lowell team made a total of 49, and the other 
teams that entered, viz.) Massachusetts Rifle Association, first team, 
Ghelsa Sportsman’s Olvb, Lynn Central Club, and Massachusetts 
Rifle Association, second team, ape tae it was a forlorn hope for 
them to é¢qual this score; withdrew after shooting the doubles. Scores 
in the balance of the matches were as follows: 
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1. Five clay-birds, single trap—Snow and Stanton divided first, 
Field second, McCoy third, 

2, Kive clay-birds, single trap—Stanton and Field divided first, 
Nichols second, MeCoy third, : 
gan aE clay-birds, five traps—Stanton first, Wield second, MeCoy 
chird. : 
4, Five clay-birds, single trap—Stanton and Field divided first, 

Tinker second, MeCoy third. . 
ae vive clay-birds, five traps—Nichols first, Stanton second, Bates 

ird. 
6. Wive clay-birds, straight away—Snow first, Tinker and Tirrell 

divided second, Knowles and Law divided third, French fourth. 
7. Vive clay-birds, five traps—Snew first, Stanton and Frencth 

divided second, Field and Bates divided third, Wrench fourth, 
Individual badge match, seven clay-birds from five traps, and three 

pairs clay-birds, smgle birds i8yds rise, double birds 15yds rise—Mr. 
Law first badge; Field, Nichols and French shot off ties for second 
medal, Mr. Field taking it; Stanton, Tucker, Tirrell and McCoy shot 
off ties for third medal, Mr. Stanton taking it. 

10, Five glass bails—Nickols first, Bates second, French third, 
il. Five clay-birds, single trap—French and Stanton divided first, 

Law and MeCoy divided second, Suow third. — 
12. Hive glass balls—Bates and Knowles divided first, Nichols and 

McCoy divided second. ] ' 
13, Five glass balls—Snow and Bates divided first, Nichols second. 
14, Three pairs glass balls—Snow first, Knowles second. 

NEW JERSEY.—The tournament cf the New Jersey State Soort- 
mens’ Association will be held September 16, 17, 1S and 19. The Secre- 
tary’s address is J. Von Lengerke, No, 14 Murray street, New York. 

Canoeing. 
CANOEISTS wre invited to seid us notes and full reports of cruises, 

club meets, information about canoceable waters, and other cominu- 
nications of interest, 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Foresm AND 
SirREAm their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete , of 
their clubs, and also noticesin advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing ate 
requested to forward to Fornsr anp Stream their addresses, with 
logs of crnises, maps, and information concerning their local waters. 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport, 

MEET REFLECTIONS. 

Tis now three weeks since we pulled up pegs and left Delaney 
Point to the ‘smuggler’ and the loon for another fifty weeks. 

We have had time to think itall over—the meet, What are the points 
that impressed themselves upon our minds? The firstis that the 
thing as a whole was a great success, thanks to the forethought and 
hard work. of the secretary before and during the camping days, to 
the untiring attention and good humor of the now ex commodore, 
aud also the spirit o£ good fellowship and willingness to do each his 
share of the Jabor that existed among all the men, 
As it turned out, the days of regatta lacked wind. This period of 

calm seems to be pretty regular in its visits, and lasts a little over 
half the movth of August, so we are informed, nearly every year. 
July, the first ten days of August and September rarely have a day of 
calm. Suggestion; Have regattas the firsb week next year, and a 
week of camp life, expeditions and cruises after the regatta. Then 
too those handsome fellows, who could not stay away from the hotel 
piazza of an evening to brighten up their fellow men in camp, will 
stay at home one week anyway, and perhaps get so in the way of it 
that the second week will also find them at the general camp-fire, 
or—if the Association increases as it has done, and makes it impos- 
sible to have a camp-fire on an equal scale—around the camp-fire of 
the local clubs. Let the fellows think thisup during the year, and 
get up songs together and fun of ail kinds, and spring it on us of an 
evening in '85,so no one will care to be away irom camp of an 
éyening, ‘ . l 
Squaw Point, too, another year will be more attractive—in point of 

numbers only—than it was this year. Many of us have learned how 
easy of access it isand how pleasantly Situated, anu the natural re- 
sult will surely follow. 
Many of the fellows this year who had more time than some of us 

have taken extended cruises from the camp, and no doubpr will be 
able to show us the ropes next year if we can secure more leeway too. 
Then, too, the meet being such a success this year, will natnrally tend 
to gravitate canoeists in the St. Lawrence direction next season who 
did not show up this time. 
The experience gained at the regatta cannot fail fo produce im- 

provements and more perfect system another year. Some few of the 
regatta rules should be slightly modified and then strictly enforced; 
such as the rules of entries, carrying signals, starts and right of way 
under sail, fouls, etc. This will be taken up laterin Formsr AnD 
Srream and fully discussed. Thesystem of policing the courses in- 
stituted this year and carried out by the Broekyille Chib, is an admir- 
able one, and should be fully organized and arranged for befere the 
opening of the races next year. A police boat being placed at each 
flag buoy tonote turns, etc., would Insure more care in management 
of Ganoesin a race, a stricter regard to rules, and also ayoid the dis- 
agreeable duty of one contestant lodging a protest against another 
on account of fouling, the police boat athending to this duty. The 
crossing the course by yachts, steamers, etc., could be avoided also 
by a thoroughly equipped patrol. 

Tt was definitely proved that the starting line in the sailing races 
was too short to allow a perfectly fair and equal start to. all. This can 
perfectly well be avoided by making the start from the first turn flag, 
as now arranged, where there is the full width of the bay to accom- 
modate the sailing fleet, A three-mile triangle for sailing, a mile on 
each side, would also be a great boon, and avoid crowding in races of 
many entries, but we feel a little timid about suggesting this as it 
means more engineering and winver work for some one. The pad- 
dlimg courses were perfect. If a mile paddle, straightaway, should 
be on the bill next year, and the mile-sided triangle were buoyed, two 
birds would again fallatone shot. Event XIt,, 1884 programme, as 
originally published by the committee, provided for two races—A and 
B—with two first prizes and two second prizes, Protests were show- 
ered on the committee and the commodore that this was giving an 
immense adyantage to the heavy board canoes over the regular class 
B. when sailed without ballast. The event was therefore divided into 
three classes, the heavy boards by themselves and another prize added. 
What was the result? A Pearl canoe entered this race, sailed over 
the course in 55m,, and took ten points on the record and a first prize, 
one other canoe finishing in the same race, This time was nearly 
double that occupied by the winning B canoe, and slower than even 
the third canoe in Class A. The winning canoe was sixth on the 
record. Without this class it would have been—where? 
A word about thissame record. After the paddling race iti became 

eyident that Mr. Johnson with his three canoes, his good physical 
condition and paddling training, could not be beaten in any paddling 
eyent, Whatinducement was there for any one else to enter? No 
one cares to be continually beaten. The average prize was the in- 
ducement, and moreover it induced the man who looked for second 
place to prevail on all the paddlers he could to enter so as to increase 
bis points. Had there been no such prize and record of average it is 
extremely doubtful whether any one would have entered in the four 
paddling races in which Johnson took part and won first prize, Next 
time it would be well to include the upset race in the average record, 
Itis also. an open question yet whether it would be better or not 
to baye the pumber of points the winner earns the same asthe 
number of canoes finishing, and not 10, Trialin clubs, ete., will haye 
to settle this. It certainly has been proven that the record is a good 
thing and needs buta few details perfected to make ita feature of all 
A. ©. A. regattas, This, with the rule that a man uses oné canoe in 
all races he enters, will go far toward. perfecting the best average 
cruising canoe, which is practically bendicapped in any race by the 
existing rules. The rules are good and should not be changed. 
The double and single-blade paddle is still an open question after 

pai Weller’s performance with his smele, coming out ahead on the 
record even if the first prizes were not won by him. No one will deny 
that, as the rules stand, the open Peterboro canoe is far ahead of the 
decked canoe in point of speed under paddle, The time in these races 
may appear slow to some, Let any one who thinks so try to beat it 
over a measured mile, Timeisnot animportant item in canos racing; 
but it has been carefully taken this year for the purpose of instimiing 
Rlandards over accurately measured courses. The time for the three- 
mile race is excellent. 5 

If the one-canoe rule goes into effect, the question of best paddler 
can be decided by having an official race, in which any man will be 
allowed to use any canoe he can get, or two or more canoes of similar 
build can be drawn for by lot. This race, if not offivial, could be 
arranged for anyway. The extra Rushton decked cange paddling 
races this year were successes and brought out good entries, 
An error crept into the table publinnes last week of Hvent VII., 

limit of beam 27in. Zuluis putdown as 26. Thisisa mustake. By 
means of a wider brace she was sprung out to 27in., a perfectly legiti- 
mate operation. ie 
Why were there but four entries Im Event JIl., two in Bvent V. 

(usually one of the most ee features, tandem), four in Eyent 
Vil., aud three in Hyent VII1.? Simply because the result was a fore- 
gone conclusion. Hyent I. had eizht entries simply because theresult 
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was somewhat in doubt. Eyent IX, had six entries, as the second 
Place was conteste) for, The extra races, though started with very 
little notice and only a portion of the camp knowing of them, had 
seven and five entries. 
The B canoes are evidently the fayorits, ninéteen finishing in one 

race to eightin Class A. ‘The popular sizes are ranged between 14 and 
15fb. Mlength and 30to $l4gin.in beam. The Ellard is probably as 
gzracetul a model as any ald has excellent qualities all through, The 
balanes lug sail was the favorite, though there weretwo boats with 
fhe Stoddard sail which brought its good points out in strong relief 
by carrying off a first prize each, and taking excellent positions in 
races hot won. The Albany cross between the lug and the lateen also 
had many supporters and certainly is anexcellentsail. Lateens pure 
and simple were in the background with the exception of that belong- 
ing to Girofle, which demanded attention by its siza and cherubic 
piak, Gliick won Byent X, with lateen sails, by pointing up better 
than any Of its rivals in a very light breeze, 
The Jap, undoubtedly the fastest canoe, in moderate weather, at 

the meet was ruled out of Event TY. for being over the limit, West 
sawed 4 piece of his stem-post off above water line, and thus brought 
tlie dimensions within bounds, A ruleisarule and should be ob- 
served to the letter, If we will build overhang we must suiter for tt. 
The Hurry-Scurry race (Canadian) proved a very interesting and 

comical event, and will no doubt be on the bill another year. No 
land and water race was tried this year, and unfortunately for many 
the sailing and paddling race had to be abandoned for lack of wind 
and time, If it had come off. the three eanoes with records in the 
fiwenties, Snake, Helena and Dot, would each have stood excellent 
‘haneces of beating Hillcrest’s record of thirty. 
Where were the Pearls? We have all heen taught that in sailing 

they cannot be beaten—for look at the beam, the ballast they carry, 
and the spread of sail. It would be unjust to their owners to say 
they wete not sailed well. They were manned by old-timers, and 
haye certainly more moderu improyements than the majority of 
other canoes, Was there not wind enough for them? Surely, for in 
New York Bay it bas been shown over and over again that smooth 
water and light winds are most favorable to the type. The Tramp 
won the challenre cup under these conditions, and was woefully 
heaten in a strong northwester with a good tunible to the water. The 
Queen Mab experienced a hike fate, also the transient Ripple to some 
extent, The Pearls as river crisers and paddlers certainly are not 
successes Wherein then does lie their good points if the lighrer 
hoats beat them under sail alike in heht and heavy winds? Where? 
The only heavy canoe yet builf which has given promise of great 
thines is the Guenn, and she has not yet been properly rigged to give 
her atest. The tendency of the majority can safely be stated to be 
in the direction of a canoe of the lighter B class, built to sail without 
lead ballast, and provided with some kind of a conveniént folding 
board, and, may weadd, the Stoddard drop rudder, 
Was there a canoe at the meet that had attended allfour A. CG. A. 

meets? We think nof one. Several fhere were that hays been at 
three. Did any of our readers who were on Delaney Point see the 
eanos Orford? If so, did you know that this same canoe was Warn- 
ham’s famous Allegro, in which he cruised along the Labrador coast, 
and. before that ermise even had the honor of being Mr. Alden’s 
Shadow, and the original of thatname? Shadow No, 2 Jaunched and 
sailed before Shadow No, 1) is owned by Mr. Chase, and goes by the 
name of Bubble, Many have heard of her. She was not at the meet. 
Oh, no, Dot was Shadow No, 8, also in the water before her elder sis- 
ter, alid af the ‘84 meet with sails and hull the same as in *82 and *k8— 
Lake George and Stony Lake, and still feared—a little. 
With the experience of °S4, 4 one-canoé rule, a programme of races 

published not latter than Jan,1,and the fixing of Delaney Point as 
the place of meeting, the '85 meet should far surpasss any former one 
in interest and excellence, number of entries to the various events 
and grace of performances—and it will. Think it over. 

THE CANOES OF 1884. 

Cc is a most gratifying feature of each yearly meet to those who are 
really interested in canoeing, to notice each year the improve- 

ments plainly visible in the model, build and equipment of the canoes 
presebt, and at no previous meet was there so marked an improve- 
ment visible as at the last. 

Several attempts to ascertain the exact number of canoeists and 
canoes present failed, but a fair estimate of the latter would prob- 
ably be 200 canoés on the island at various times during the two weeks 
of the meet, The amount of money that this fleet, with tents and 
equipments, represented, was not far from $20,000, in fact more if 
anything. The stroller along the north and east shores early in the 
taorning might inspect at leisure the finest pleasure fieet of very 
small boats ever brought togecher, and certainly mueb of value might 
be gained by a careful examination, 
Most prominent of course were the lapstreaks, by far the best 

method yet devised for a light boat. Of these the most numerous 
were of the somewhat peculiar build originated by Mr. Rushton, and 
made 4 specialty by him, the collection including some 6 or § distinct 
models of various dimensions. These boats are handsome in finish 
and certainly have proved themselyes very strong and durable, but 
we cannot consider them equal, for strength and lightness combined, 
to the usual build of lapstreak with rivetted joints and fewer ribs, Of 
the latter the Everson canoes are good specimens of strong anda sub- 
stantial, yet light work, as fav as the hulls are concerned, though the 
déck arrangements are not what they might be, and there is yet much 
room for improvement in fittings and detail. Hill and planking show 
excellent work, but marred by cheap strips of walnut instead of ma 
hogany in beading and on deck, and an absence of the mahogany 
wale usually found in the best canoes, that is not compensated for by 
@ superabundance of nickle plate. In fittings these canoes still have 
the old hatches fore and aft on deck, to make room for which, the 
mast tubes are both placed so far inboard that the amount of sail now 
considered necessary can only be had by using a jib, The steering 
gear, 28 in fact in the Rushton canoes is still capable of much ini- 
proyement, while the rudder and yoke furnished with the Shadow 
canoes is awkward and clumsy in the éxtreme. The straight keel and 
heel to sternpost are also out of date, and might well be altered. 
Thereis so much really good work in the essential parts of these 
eanoes, thatitis great pity that the details are not up to the same 
standard, Canoeing has changed radically since the first Shadow ap- 
peared, and canoes to keep wp with the sport must change too. Some 
of the boats turned out this season by Mr, Myerson are years ahead of 
the so-called Shadow as now built. 
A good specimen of bag Dae work is an old Spanish cedar canoe 

in three sections, a Rob Roy of 17ft. length, built in Hngland, we be- 
lieve, by Kiffin, of Hammersmith. Somehow the planking on this 
boat is laid in better form than on our boats, and the same may be 
said of all fairly well-puilt Hnglish canoes, though they are inferior 
in many respects, notably in timbering, to ours. The nails are smaller, 
the planking so laid off as to give better lines, and the laps and jomts 
moureneatly fitted, The sanie peculiarities ave noticed to a certain extent 
in some of fhe earlier American canoes, a good specimen of which is 
the Payche, built by Jarvis, of Ithaca, and now in the New York Chub, 
The Eaglish boat mentioned ahoyeis made in three sections, which 
ean be fastened together by thumbscrews or taken apart for ship- 
ment, and lias traveled in almost all parts of the world. 
Lying near by her is the only specimen, but one, of a canvas canoe 

present, a folding canoe invented by Dr, Douglas, somewhat on the 
plan of the Berthon pelos boat. These canoes have more of a boat 
form to them than any folding boat we have yet seen, and should be 
well adapted to small yachts, The one in question is an olf boat, and 
the later ones are much improved. The open Canadian canoes, mostly 
of vib and batten build, seem to be very strong and light, but this mode 
of building is better suited to them than it would be toa decked canoe 
of the ordinary model, 
Before leaving the lapstreaks, we must mention the Toronto canoes 

as ood specimens of clinker build. The Isabelis smooth built, halt 
of each plank being rabbeted out, the planking being 34in. thiclr, 
making her sr vee te an heayy, Hyora and Sapphire are both well- 
huilt boats, especially the latter, which is one of the best of the 
heavier Glass of canoes we haye ever seen, being yery light, about 
?5lps. for hull, including two centerboard cases; her workmanship 
is good throughout, though, asio the other Toronto canoes, a white 
deck detracts from the appearance. Last year we heard a good deal 
about a new method of construction, narrow strips of wood blind 
nailed together and covered with canvas, which was highly spoken 
of, but it does not seem to have stood the test. Two or three of these 
boats were present this year, and at least two of them leaked. With 
such a mote of building a lealc must be fatal, as it cannot be repaired 
as in a lapstreak. ' ' 
Another new method of building is that adopted by the Ontario 

Canoe Company, in which the hull is formed of pieces about lin. wide 
and:i-16in. thick, tongued and grooved together, these being cut to 
lengths, steamed and bent oyer a mould, either in longitudinal strips 
or around from gunwaletogunwale. They are firmly held by keel and 
gunwales, aided by cement in the joints, and make a handsome, light 
and apparently durable boat, They are mostly built on the model of 
the open eanoés, but may be of ary model and decked if desived. 
They have Stood the test of séveral seasons, and promise to last well. 
The Racine Canoe Company were represented by only five boats 

this year, although many present had formerly owned canoes of their 
build, while no paper boats were present, they being practically dis- 
carded by canoeists. Of the nondescripts the most prominent was a 
large zine canoe, while several birehbarks were also present, 
Passing to the question of dimension, the tables ublished last week: 

in the Former AnD SiREAM are most instructive, showing the canoes 
actually used by our leadimg canoeists, and as an actual record far 

more yaluable than any mere theories can be, The list shows 46 
canoes taking part in the races, 7 open Canadian and 89 decked, Of 
the former 6 were 16ft, long, 1 each of 31,30, 28 and 27in. beam, and 2 
of 26in,, the seventh boat being 16x29, an odd size. An average of 
these sizes would show about 1628, but most of the single canoes are 
nearer 1626. The 44 decked canoes were made up as follows: 

f 33—4 18 xM@ 1 | 32—1 

ip a atig fer 430-8 18027 
14.996 —1 146X439 <3 144x808 BB—2 12520144 
14 8311441 (28 —4 [S75 
An average of thes sizes, excluding the 18X24 canoe, gives a 

length of i4ft.and beam of 29¥4in, Out of the 34 canoes, 16 are 14ft, 
long, and Jl are 30in, wide, and we venture to predict that in tha 
future, if the average plan be adhered to, 1530 will be found the best 
size for all-around racing as well as cruising, with, of course, a 
class of smaller canoes for riyer work of 14%27ia,, but the canoeing 
of the next few years will be done in id to 15x30 boats. It will be 
noticed that in the list appear some half a dozen boats of odd sizes, 
mostly by amateurs or small builders. A few years azo there was 
some excuse for such boats, as there were no limits established, and 
no knowledge as to which was the better size of boat, but all this is 
how changed, as shown above; the dimensions are fixed with suffi- 
cient accuracy by common usage, and the A, CG, A, Rules, i5x3ils, 
1530, 1430, or 1427 will all give good boats, leaying full scope 
to the designer as to model and details, and will diminish greatly the 
labor of regatta committees. 
A word of caution is needed to those who buy or build, know the 

dimensions of your boat, and have her a fraction inside of the 
measurement, so as to avoid any possibility of dispute. At the last 
meet one boat had come several hundred miles to race, only to find 
that she was Tin. too long for her class. A liberal application of the 
handsaw at each end, and a straining of the rules of measurement 
allowed her to enter im a mutilated condition, though liable to a pro- 
test, if any one had cared to make it. Another canoeist came to the 
line in a boat which he had used for several seasons, and was much 
disappointed to find that it was but 27in., while he had supposed it to 
be 30, leaving him out of the race. 
Many of the models present were very handsome, but some, though 

good boats, are capable of much improvement in appearance, being 
unfair and boxytooking. The Canadian canoes, both of the ordinary 
build and the Ontario, certainly have yery handsome bottoms, fair 
and easy lines, without any hollow to the water-lines; but their com- 
pressed sheer does not add to their beauty, 

Of the larger canoes, the handsomest were the Sapphireand Evora, 
by Glendenning, of Toronto, who has built all the boats of the Toronto 
C, Q. Sapphire was commenced but three weeks before the meet, 
but was partly built by her owner, Mr. Bridgeman, Her lines are 
much easier than the Pearl, though a boat of the same class, Her 
dimensions are 14,6>¢3214, with good depth, fitted with two center- 
boards, one forward and one aft, giving good sleeping room. Includ- 
ing the two centerboard trunks, her weight is but 75 pounds, both 
boards being movable, and she is the bestspecimen of this type of 
boat we have yet seen, IJsabel and Boreas are already pretty well 
known to canoeists, beth being Pearls. They are fitted with two 
boards each, the larger orforward hoard being im two pieces, the inner 
one Slipping out readily. 
The canoes of the future will be all centerboard, without doubt, and 

the question of which board is perhaps the most discussed of all by 
canoeists, The double board offers the best solution for a moderately 
deep canoe, if the work is thoroughly well done; if not, they may leak 
and cause much trouble. With one board forward and another well 
aft, the center of the boat is unobstructed, the balance may be pre- 
served under almost any Change of sail,and the boat may be handled 
to perfection, The dagger board of the sneakbox, seen a year or so 
ago in many canoes, was not represented at this yeai”s meet, and 
probably is a thing of the past, as far as canoes are concerned. 
Two varieties of folding board are now before the public, the At- 

wood and Child's, The former occupies some space in the middle of 
the camoe, which is an objection, and being made of iron, is not 
adapted for salt water. The latter has the advantage of being en- 
tirely under the floor of the canoe, out of the way, except a hinged 
rod, by which itis lowered. It is also made of brass entirely, so it 
cannot corrode, and from its construction is very stiff and of good 
shape in the water. 
Next to centerboards rudders claim the attention of the canoeist, 

and this year there is a new form, the drop rudder. The idea is an 
old one, but it has only lately been applied to canoes, those of the 
Mohican Canoe Club all haying them. The rudder is made of shee 
brass nickleplated. a portion of it being hung so as to drop below thé 
keel like a centerboard. Weshall shortly give an illustration of it, 
so will not describe it in detail here, 
One invention is much needed in canoes, and that is someé mode of 

attaching the rudder to the boat quickly, surely, and without moy- 
able parts. he best plan now in use is the long pin, but this is liable 
to be lost at any time, and is difficult to adjust in rough water. 

[To BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEE.| 
+ a = 

MOHICAN C. C. 

PAHE second race for the Oliver silver cup, for Class A and B vanoes 
Sailing together, with limit of G0ft. sail, came off on Thursday, 

Aug. 28. The prize was offered to et general sailing in the 
elub and to demonstrate the possibility of the two classes competing 
when sails of equal arex were carried, Hach winner holds the cup for 
amonth untilit has been won three times by the same person, in 
which event it becomes his property and the races close. Last month 
it was won by Mr. P. H. Wackerhagen, and yesterday he again easily 
led all competitors. 
The race was calledat 5P.M. Capt. C. Piepenbrink, starter and 

judge; Messrs. Hilton and Palmer, timeleepers; Mr, Fernow, clerk of 
the course, Course triangular, 1 mile, twice around. Race, 2 miles, 
The wind blew heavily from the south, against current and ebbing 

tide, raising a heavy sea. Hntries: 
Thetis, Class B, P. Wackerhagen, Mohican settee...., ...........56ft 
Annie O,, Class B, L. Thomas, leg o’ mutton main and dandy... .60ff 
Henrietta, Class B, W. Wackerhagen, Mohican settee............. pbft. 
Marion, Class A, RK. S. Oliver, Mohican settee........,.... ATE. 
Lasca, Class B, G. Thacher, Mohican settee............... . 52. 
The start was made dead before the wind, the boats ing the 

line in the following order: Lasca, 5:19:25; Thetis, 5:19:36; Marion, 
5:19:26: Henrietta, 5:19:40; Annie O., 5:19:44, 
The Lasea, Thetis and Marion were all bunched together for the 

first quarter, the Thetis drawing well ahead before the first buoy, 
and the Marion and Lasca rounding almost together, the latter ahead 
getting the inside, At the second buoy the boats were all in a bunch, 
with the exception of the Thetis, who steadily increased her lead. 
On the third leg the Marion was standing well for secund place, but 
lost by bad judgment of her crew in making an extra short tuck, and 
the boats rounded the third buoy, completing first mile in following 
order: 

Third buoy. Time. Third buoy. Tine, 
RHE TS 0. ac wie .6 35 385 01609 Marion...... ... 538828 0 19 02 
Annie ©,..,..... 563710 01% 29 Dasca.... 2... .m, 53840 01915 
Henrietta. .....-- 63735 0 17 55 
The wind, which had been blowing heavily and in squalls, nearly 

knocked the Marion down several times, but she held her own won- 
derfully with the B Class boats. On the second mile, the wind mod- 
erating somewhat, her crew clapped onthe dandy, giving her the 
full limit of 60ft,, and she began rapidly to close up, The Thetis 
ae like an atrow, constantly increasing the lead, and finishing as 
ollows: 

Finish. Time. Finish. Time. 
MHBhigay yok ke 55355 0 3429 Henrietta........ Option  (OIstaay 
Amnie @ ... .... 5 56 238 0 26 42) Marion... 08: 5 57 40 0 38 14 
Lasca did not finish, having been tangled up and driyen out of her 
course on the last quarter by a long tow. a. 

so ended one of the best contested and most exciting races of the 
season, the Thetis maintaining her previous good record, The Marion 
delighted her crew by her remarkable speed in keeping pace with 
B Glass boats in such a heayy sea and high wind. Next week the 
club champion race will be sailed, The Annie O, is the present 
holder of the pennant and badge. x 

CANOE GRUISE ON THE MISSISSIPPI. 

Editor Forest and Strean: 
As Dr. Guilbert, of Dubuque, informed me that you were glad to 

hear of canoe cruises, | write a few facts in regard to ours. As to 
our oulfit, we have three canoes 14ft. long 28in. wide, two of which 
are very near the Shadow model, fitted out with large storage com, 
partments. We varry sails, though depending principally on the 
paddle. We carry a small round tent, cooking utensils, blankets and 
provisions to Jast several days; also asmall camera, Three of us 
started from Dayenport, taking our canoes with us on board a Mis- 
sissippi steamboat to St, Paul, the passage taking four,days, After 
visiting the yarious points of interest at 8t. Paul, Minneapolis, Fort 
Snelling, Minnehaha Falls and Lake Minnetonka, we left St. Paul, on 
our eruise of 400 miles back to Davenport, on Aug.18. he river is 
at first comparatively narrow, but broadens as we descend, often 
dividing intonumerous sloughs, but as we have a government chart 
with us we have no trouble im keeping in the main chammel. On ac- 
count of the present low water the river is filled with numerous sand- 
bars, For the greater part of the distance it is skirted with high and 
often rocky bluffs, ranging from 400 to 600 feeb, and forming beauti- 

ful scenery, Good camping grounds are to be found almost any - 
where, and towns or citi¢s are passed every ten to Lwenty miles, On 
the 2ist-and 22d we massed through Take Pepin, a broad ‘expanse of 
the river bounded by high bluffs. We there encountered two gales, 
producing very large waves. We average Gyventy to thirty miles a 
day, though yesterday we made forty miles with ease, We occasion- 
ally rest by hoisting our sails or drawing our canoes on one of the 
raits which frequently go down the river, The Mississippi is an 6x- 
cellent river forsuch a ernise, as the strong current aids one the 
entire distance, except in the lake. We aré now approaching La 
Crosse, having lal't Winona, one of the prettiest cities on the river 
this morning. GR. Be. 
LA Crossn, Wis., Aug, 25, ° 

THE SAFETY OF CANOEING.—An unfortunate accid: . oy which 
a young man lost his life while sailing ina canoe at Springfield the 
other day has gone the rounds of the newspapers and brought out, 
from several severe condemnation of canoeing as a sport, “The 
Perils of Canoeing” has formed the subjectof numerous articles, but 
allshow evidence of having been written by persons wholly unac- 
usinted with canoes, Had the writers ever owned or used canoos 

they would coincide with jhe opinion expressed by every-practical 
canoeist that the modern cruising canoe, properly handled, is the 
satestof boats and will carry sail where many a larger erafi would 
come to grief—a fact which bas been pubto proof time and again. 
Primarily, the paddle is, of course, thé motive power of a camne, and 
until the use of this is thoroughly mastered one should no more at- 
tempt fo sail than a beginner would essay trick riding on a bicyele. 
It has been repeatedly stated and truly, too, that no person unable to 
Swim should become a canoeist, bub many such haye cruised hun- 
dreds of miles, relying for safety onthe air chambers with which 
every legitimate canoe is fitted and which makes it practically a lite 
boat capable of sustaining its crew and cargo é¢ven when filled with 
water. That occasional disasters, which are almostinvariably caused 
by recklessness on the part of the victims, should be allowed to con- 
demn a manly, healthful and invigorating pastime is manifestly un- 
fair. Baseball, bicycling, yachting, rowing, horseback riding, and a 
score of other forms of recreation might justas properly be placed 
nuder the ban, yet who would hays them all suppressed? And in jus. 
tice to canoeing lef us not charge upon ib the results of individual 
carelessness, while thousands are finding it the means of gaining ja- 
creased health and pleasure. Rather let a word be said inits fayor, 
calling especial attention to the standing of its devotees and its entire 
freedom from betting, gambling and the accompanying evils of pro- 
fessionalism, which haye degraded so many popular sports.—Glytie, 
in Lowell Daily Cowrier, 

DOWN THE SUSQUBHANNA,— Canton, Pa,, Aug. 25,—Two of us 
have just fimshed a cruise over the Chemung and Susquehanna rivers 
from Elmira, N. ¥., to Northumberland, Pa., in cedar canoes weizh- 
ing twenty-six pounds each. We found the water exceedingly shal- 
low in the rifts of thé Chemmmg and Upper Susquehanna, with one 
or two bad rifts lower down. At Laceyville and Berwick we found 
rifts through which we did not care to risk our boats. We took the 
canal from Nanticoke to Berwick, a distance of some twenty miles, 
avoiding the dam at Nanticoke and rift at Berwick, Otherwise, we 
had no difficuity, and brought our boats through without injury and 
without an upset. We occupied seven days in the crnisé, and found 
it throughout a yery pleasant one.—C. EH. B. 

BAYONNE CGC. C. ANNUAL RACES,—The annual races will take 
place on Sanirday, Sept, 13, at 4 P. M., off their club house on Newark 
Bay. The races wili bé open to members of all canoe clubs. Tao 
races willbe: Tirst, 1 mile paddling; second, 38 miles sailing; third, 1 
mile tandem; fourth, paddling tandem, lady and gentleman: fifth ¢ 
upset race. 

Hachting. 
——————— 

FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yucht clubs will please send carly notice af pra 
posed matches and meetings. 

Sept. 4.—Salem Bay Y, C., Second Championship Mateh. 
Sept. 6.—Beverly Y. C., Marblehead, Special Match. 
Sept. 6.—Hull Y. ©., Third Championship Match. 
Sept, 11.—Quincy Y. C., Last Race. 
Sept, 11.—brenton’s Reef Challenge Cup. 
Sept. 18.—Boston Y. C., Ladies’ Day, 
Sept. 13.—Boston Y. C., Fall Matches. 
Sept. 14.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Cup Race, 
Sept. 28.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Harbor Cruise. 
Oct. 5.—Qualer City Y. C., Closing Review and Cruise, 

SHIP LIGHTS AND RULES OF THE ROAD, 

il Faas late unfortunate collision by which a large portion ot the 
navy of the United States was sunk by a common trading 

schooner has awakened 4 fresh interest in the question of collisions 
atsea andthe means for their prevention, and great as the loss is, 
the old *' *Poosa”’ will not have been sacrificed in vain if the resulting 
discussion ends in a revision of the rules. We copy from the Hvening 
Post aletter from Commander Gorringe on the subject, embodying 
several valuable suggestions. His remedy certainly seems feasible, 
and the extra trouble and expense of the proposed lights small com- 
pared with the increased safety ensuing from their use. 

Besides the objection to the ordinary side lights which he mentions, 
another is offen noticed in crowded harbors, where one or both side 
lights of a tug are often masked by barges to which she is lashed, no 
extra light being displayed. A 
Apart from the adyantages on the score of colorblindness and in- 

feriority of the green light, the proposed system of range highs will 
give a much clearer idea of the position of a vessel than that now in 
use, while it removes entirely the objection in the case of an overtak- 
ing vessel. The subject is of vital importance to all who travel by 
water, and we hope to see now a thorough cliscussion, and, if possi- 
ble, a revision of the existing rules. 
To the Editor of the Mvening Post: 
The frequeney of collisions between vessels and the loss of life and 

property resulting therefrom are worthy of the most serious consid- 
eration and discussion, Hardly a day passes without a collision being 
reported. (About half the reported coiisions find their way into the 
news columns; the remainder are recorded ouly in journals devoted 
exclusively to maritime affairs.) Besides those reported, it is proba- 
ble that a majority of the vessels that are missing have been los 
through collision. Of all the dangers attending ocean trayel, the 
most dreaded is that of collision; it generally occurs at night, always 
without warning, and in a majority of cases with disastrous results. 
The most experienced seamen dread it most, the reason being that 
beyond a certain point. experience and caution cannot prevent colli 
sion ander the present system of rules laid down for the guidance of 
mariners. The imstinct of self-preservation is as strong in mariners 
asinlandsmen. Tt is customary and it is natural for the press and 
the sufferers to fix the blame on the captain or officer in charge of 
oneor the other vessel at the time of collision, but ina majority of 
cases this is unjust and mhuman; inhuman because the unfortunate 
mun, already deprived of tis oceupation by the loss of his yessel, ix 
pursned as soon as he reaches land and punished by MS Gea him of 
the right to occupy # similar position on another vessel. 
The prime cause of all collisions is found in the ‘‘rules for prevent, 

ing collisions on the water’ adopted and enforeed by civilized na- 
tions. Wor preventing” substitute promoting, and the title would 
beapplicable, Section 4,233 of the Revised Statutes, embodies the 
rules relating to seagoing yessels; they are seven innumber. Rule 1 
deiines the term steam and sail vessels; rules 2, 8, 4, 5, 6 and 7 
designate the lights to be carried by the different classes of yessels, 
and fix their position and range. hen follows a series of diagrams 
“intended to illustrate the working of the foregoing system of col- 
ored lights," The diagrams are seven in number; they represent 
vessels approaching each other in certain relative positions that are 
designated “situations.’’ Itis not necessary to reproduce or even to 
explain the diagrams in order to demonstrate the absurdity of the 
rules; this is made manifest by the fact that the “sitnations’’ in 
which two approaching yessels may lind themselves are limited to 
seven, and that all are based on the assumption that the vessels are 
proceeding at the same rate of speed, although this is not distinctly 
stated. Manifestly the possible relative positions are unlimited in 
number, and the rates of speed may vary from “steerage way” of a 
sailing yessel to the eighteen knots of the Oregon. But the origina- 
tors of these rules claim that the seven situations are merely i\lus- 
trations. The auswer to thisis that any system needing illustrations. 
must necessarily be defective. 
The system of lights is such that a change of course of one vessel 

cannot be instantly detected by the other, and there ate cases where 
the course may be altered radically, to the extent of five points, say 
60°, without detection from the other vessel. It is this uncertainty in 
the minds of the men who control the vessels, as to the movements 
of the other vessel, that causes collision, The perplexities of any 
situation are vastly increased by the impossibility of divining which 
of many possible courses, all in compliance with fbe rules; the ap- 
proaching vessel is going to pursue, The evil of the present system 
is therefore two-fold, and may be summed up in the statement that 
the lights prescribed by law do not serve the purpose of designating 



“Sper, 4, 1884.] 

fo one vessel any change of coursa less than five points by the other, 
and allowa wide margin of discretion in Choosing the change of 
eourse fii order to avoid collision. There is only one position of a 
yessel as seen f'om another in which, by the present system of lights, 
a chabge of eourge tan be instantly detected, and this is when she is 
pxacily head on. The wonder is that disastrous collisions ave not 
more frequent, t 

dark and hazy nights, and during thick weather, there is no time 
to deliberate on the ™ situation,” even if if were possible to estimate 
the course and speed of the approaching vessel from the time her 
lights are sighted to the moment of danger, The hail of the look- 
out,“ light ho!” under these conditions, in itself creates a neryous 
tension ; the anxiety to follow the rules so as to be right increases ib, 
the impossibility of reconciling the ‘ situation’ ag it is with that 
provi’. “orby the rules, results ina loss of self-confidence; the 
vessels al rapidly approaching ; the momentfor action has arrived; 
the sitnatioh not according with any given in the rules, no rule is ap- 
plicable, and often in sheer desperation the fatal order is given. It 
would be bad enough if this process were confined to one vessel ; but 
there are two vessels, two Heryous undecided men trying their utmost 
to do rightly, if for no othér reason, surely from selfinterest and in 
self-preservation ; each one trying to determine what the other will 
do, for safety depends not on the action of one, but on that of both. 
There is no parallel case on shore. In the case of inrpending rail- 

way collisions there is but one thing to do—stop. ; 
At sea, Underthe present system of ruJes, there are 4 variety of 

possible orders that may avoid collision or hasten it, the situation be- 
ing the same but the speed varying. To stop may be fatal, for im so 
doing you lose control of the vessel, In stormy weather the blinding 
rain and high wind impair the vision and stimulate anxiety, besides 
rendering the vessels more difficult to manage, Instead of denuncia- 
tion, there should besympathy for the men who are unfortunate 
enough to have heen in charge at the moment of collision. The fault 
is Dot theirs; it lies in the established system of lights and rules. 
The remedy is not difficult to find, butit will be difficult to bring 

about. “As to the lights: Instead of carrying red and green sidelights 
and a white masthead light, steamers should carry red and white 
range lizhts forward, so placed that ved will show above white and be 
directly in line when the vessel is coming head on, and white and red 
range lights aft, so placed that white will show above red when the 
vessel is seen-stern on, and all should be visible when the vessel is 
seen exactly broadgide-on only. By this system the slightest change 
of course ¢an instantly be detected by the separation ot approach of 
the lights seen. With the present system no lights are shown att; 
that is to say, there is nothing to mark the position in a dark night of 
8 slow steamer ora sailing vessel from a fast one BE acate from 
behind, as landsmen would say. Many disastrous collisions have oc- 
curred from this defect in the present system. 
The proposed system provides the means of detecting a change of 

course in every possible rélative position of any two or more vessels 
in sight ofeach other. The advantage of having all the lights visible 
when the vessel is exactly abeam is inthe fact that all danger of co)- 
lision has then passed and courses may be resumed without risk hy 
yessels proceéding in opposite directions. Ei is not the purpose of 
this letter to enter into all the details of the proposed system of lights, 
but whoever will take the trouble to make diagrams of vessels in any 
number of positions will find that it furnishes exact information of 
the position aud change of course of an approaching vessel under all 
possible conditions. 

It is impossible, however desirable, to have one hard and fast rule 
for changing course in order to avoid collision; but it is possible ty 
haye four simple rules, easily remembered, that need no confusing 
illustrations, based on false assumptions in order that mariners and 
landsmen should understand them. These rules are as follows: 
First—Whenever a vessel is sighted directly ahead, port your helm. 
Second—Whenever a yessel is sighted on the port side from directly 

ahead to directly astern, port your helm. } 
Third—Whenever a vessel is sighted on the starboard side from 

directly ahead to directly astern, starboard your helm, 
Pourth—These rules must invariably be followed whenever there is 

the least danger of collision and without regard to any change of 
course by the other vessel, 
Any person of ordinary intelligence sufficiently interested in the 

subject, who will take the trouble to draw diagrams of two vessels in 
every conceivable relative position, will find that these rules would 
apply to both vessels under all possible conditions, and that a rigid 
adherence to them would make a collision impossible if the yessels 
are sighted by each other before they are actually in collision. 

Sailing vessels carry the same lights (red and green) as steamers, 
but no masthead light. The green side-light should be abolished and 
white substitnted for it. In misty weather green lights are hardly 
distinguishable from white, even by acute eyes, the reason heing 
that the moistire collects on the lenses and absorbs the green rays, 
leaving only the white to pass through, Color-blindness has varying’ 
degrees ; itis a common thing to Hud mariners who can readily dis- 
binguish red trom white, but hot white from preen, 
The present rules make it the duty of steamers to keep out of the 

way of sailing vessels under all conditions. This is wrong, and is the 
frequeut cause of collision, However inconvenient it may be for a 
Sailing vessel to alter her course, the inconvenience cannot compare 
with tlie necessity of preventing collision. But it is most desirable 
that the two classes of vessels should be easily and instantly recog- 
nized, and the proposed system provides for this by placing the white 
and ved lights one aboye the other for steamers and on the same plane 
for sailing vessels. 
The proposed rules should also apply to sailing vessels ; in fact, 

they are applicable to every possible condition of sleam and sail yes- 
sel. and herein lies their advantage. Henry H. Gorringe, 

a2 Waverley Place, New York City. 

An officer of wide experience writes to the 7imes as follows: 
In connection with the editorials in your columns in regard to the 

collision between the Tallapoosa and a schooner, I would like to fur- 
nish you wilh a few facts, premising that know nothing about the 
special case discussed, and as yet have formed no opinion, knowing 
full well that in nearly all cases of collision the views of the people 
On board of the two yessels are opposite. There are causes which 
tend to produee collision which I have not yet seen referred to, 
among which are first, Article VI, of the Act of Congress, “fixing 
certain rules and regulations for preventing collisions on the water.” 
This article permits ‘small yessels during bad weather” to carry in- 
stead of the ordinary fixed side lights, lanterns which are to have 
slides of the proper colors, viz., red and green, which lanterns are to 
be exhibited on the proper side ‘in sufficient time to prevent colli- 
sion”’ on the approach of any other vessel. The practical working of 
this rule is this: The two limited clauses, ‘‘small vessels’? and ‘‘bad 
weather,’ are left very much to the discretion and judgment of, in 
the first case, the vessel's owner, in the second of her master. Small 
vessels generally carry small crews, and the duty of lookout is fre 
quently intrusted to small boys, who indulge frequently in small 
naps, aud when. by good luck, or bad, as it may turn out, the only 
man sure to he awake, viz., the steersman, discovers a yessel near 
by, and failing, perhaps, to rouse somebody up soon enough, jumps 
himselt to shoye out the light, the small vessel left to her own devices 
naturally yaws considerably, and very much puzzles those on the 
other who are trying lo keep clear of her. 
Then, again, itsometiinss happens that by a blunder the lanterns 

haye not been properly placed, and catching up the presumed to he 
correct one, the light shower exhibits the wrong light, and a col- 
lision is The result, and the steamer, which probably had good look- 
outs, and had obseryed every proper precaution, is held to be to 
blaine. This is nota theory, itis good hard fact, obtained from my 
personal experience, fer 1 command a large steamer that does much 
coasting work, and although I have so far avoided a collision, there 
have been many times when for a few moments things looked doubt- 
ful, But a short time ago on a clear starlight night a vessel with no 
lights was discovered by our lookout « point on ou’ port bow. We 
could miake her out as aschooner, standing so that without changin 
our course we were sure to cross her stern, her port side being towar 
us. Suddenly a facen light was shown us. A dozen of them would 
not haye convinced us that her head sails, which we could make out, 
were aft, so we stood on. Presently the blunder was discovered by 
somebody on board the schooner—probably ‘the old man” had turned 
out—and the proper red light was shown. This vessel, although not 
yery large, was not very small, and the weatker was not bad. Just 
such blunders produce collision, There is a second fruitful source, 
Which is the fact that many side lighis are filled with cheap glass, and 
although there is seldom much difficulty im distinguishing the red 
light however BeGe it may be, itis different with the green, A pale 
green light and a turbid while one look yery much alike ata distance, 
especially if the weather 1s a little hazy, and I have seen green lights 
which I could not bave sworn were not- white ones but for their 
location. White lights are carried only at mastheads, therefore 
naturally higher than the green side light, but between the height 
of a small steamer’s “masthead,” which means the lswer mast, and 
that of the top of the rail of a large sailing ship the difference is 
‘sniall—so small that when seen at such a distance that nothing but 
the light is visible it becomes another uncertain element in the pro- 
blem—a problem to be solved with certaiuty and celerity. 

itis 4 prevailmg impression that steamers only carry white mast- 
head lights. This is an error. Sailing vessels carry them when at 
anchor, and often along our coasbofi harbors schooners waiting for a 
tide anchor with all sail set, aud if head spars cannot be seen if is not 
aiiaye easy to Imow that they are anchored, and pilot ‘*boats,” 
which are generally good-sized schooners, carry the while light at 
masthead while under way. To besure, these are to burn a*'flare,” 
which marks them clearly enough when they burn it, but as this 

ee 

-lisions, but rather to s : 
sides there are chances of collision, that with either party at all care- | 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

occurs but once in fifteen minutes there is ample time between for a | ning gear of the best Hurope and manilla hemp, made by her builders, 
rapid steamer, misled by her light, io steer a course based on error of 
judgment, Ihave wrilten the foregoing not with any intention of 
arguing for or against eifher side in any of the lately reported col- 

ow that with the best of management on both 

less ov not properly outfitted these chances are greatly iacreased, and 
that when after a collision, as is generally the case, all hands on board 
of one vessel swear exactly the opposite to those on the other,it isnot 
necessarily an evidence of perjury ou either side, nor of faulty man- 
agement. Wurther, it sometimes happens that even the best of white 
lights are not perfect. Not long ago, running for the Navesink Lights, 
and about ten miles off, two or three times the haze gave them so de- 
cided a red tinge, although there can be no purer white light than 
they, that had I not been perfectly certam of my position and of the 
true color of the lights I should haye been puzzled, and Iam not in 
the slightest colorblind. SAILOR, 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. PENNANT MATCH. 

ee Knickerbocker Y, G. sailed the second of their annual pennant 
matches on Aug. 26, over a course of 12 miles, from the club 

house to Fort Schuyler and back. There was plenty of wind from the 
southeast throughout the race. 
The twelve hoats were divided into eight classes, the Undine in the 

first and Maggie in theseventh having no competitors. Lizzie R , 
fifth class, was the first out to Fort Sehuyler, with Nellie R, and 
Gracie behind her, the latter taking the lead home, with Nellie R. sec- 
ond, The times were: 

FIRST CLASS—OPHN JIB AND MAINSATL YACHTS. 
Start. Finish. Blapsed. Corrected. 

MAGEYRN NOTES 55 Aye Aas gy nets Oy 8 07 54 4 58 08 1 45 09 1 45 09 - 
THIRD CLASS—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL. 

ebay 2) SE es Re 3 07 23 4 46 58 1 39 35 1 39 1744 
Watvetsl Pras Anos ee ep on 8 07 41 5 02 39 1 54 58 1 54 58 

FIFTH CLASS—OAT-RIGGED YACHTS, 
Black Hawk. -.. ....--.. 3 07 04 5 19 45 212 41 2 08 41 
LEAT SM Sve a ee 8 02 18 4 49 06 1 46 48 1 46 48 
GUC ES secsyuctnins (onto ~-..2 02 69 4 48 12 1 45 18 1 42 43 

SIXTH CLASS—CAT RIGGED. 
Gilt Edge ... .-_-. ..... 8 02 05 5 22 71 2 20 06 219 26 
Maat, oe). ys ee. se a 5 04 37 2 01 56 2.01 56 

SEVENTH CLASS—CAT-RIGGHD, 
WER ii ace ae Ar ile 8 02 09 5 12 47 2 10 38 210 38 

EIGHTH CLASS—CAT-RIGGED, 
Wet teu eas aes ves aceon 3 03. 36 B 22.05 218 29 218 29 
Tennine ded bee. oA .58 08 16 § 26 37 2.25 21 2 20 5446 
Tonelle........ Perret en- i 3 02 15 5 27 24 2 25 06 2 28 51 

OPEN YACHTS ON THE SOUND. 

a Nise open boat races arranged by the Knickerbocker and Harlem 
Y. 0. for Aug. 25 brought out 32 starters. The course for the 

first four classes was from a mark off Oak Point to and around the 
buoy of Throgg’s Point and home, 10 miles in all, to be sailed twice, 
and for Classes 5 and 6 from the same starting point to College Point 
Buoy, thence to mark boat off Fish Point and return, 15 miles, The 
allowances were: For Classes 1 to 4, 2m. to the foot; for Classes 5 
and 6, 144m. At high water, 1 P. M., the boats were started, the wind 
being from §.E,, making quick work. Oif College Point the Martha 
Munn capsized; but no damage was done. The times of the boats 
were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Start Finish, Elapsed. Corrected. 

Carrie Van Voorhis.... 1 12 48 4 45 30 3 32 47 8 82 47 
Metamora......... 2.2... 14 50 4 45 50 3 31 00 3.24 40 
H, W. Beecher... ...... 1 11 36 451 06 3 39 30 8 30 10 
HOPG ee sed se seaae asap 1 16 00 4 49°56 3 33 56 819 11 
NASOTOS OS OSS KHER EE Eker 1 14 43 4 49 45 3 35 02 3 18 22 

SECOND CLASS, 
Nettie Thorp 16 00 4 50 25 3 34 25 3 84 25 
Gracie ..... .. 12 04 4 40 10 3 28 06 3.27 21 
APOSIDLO RAS | eens 12 12 4.49 50 83 87 38 3°36 08 

THIRD OLASS. 
Mane onc eee eee 1 OY 45 
Weir peso ee eee ee 1 O07 57 4 58 32 3 50 35 346 15 
Well-Known ..........:. 1 08 22 5 62 00 3338 38 3 48 28 
PBL pra sao4.poea! 1 08 36 459 04 3 50 28 3 46 18 
Just Woke Up........... 1 OF 47 449 16 3-41 29 3 41 29 

FOURTH CLASS. 
Martha M,............., 1 06 87 Capsized. 
(HISsiGe pone enon ene 1 08 17 5 04 15 355. 58 3 5b 23 
[Oger TMB bITa A ARE Ra an 1 09 30 4 45 55 3°38 25 BB? 25 
White Fawn.........0.. 1 08 24 Not timed. 
(OPV PS nome Tals a 1 09 10 Not timed. 
AACS eee te ree é.1 10 40 4 51 14 3 41 05 3 89 45 

FIFTH CLASS. 
RERSIO, gfe laaia-c faces: 1 01 40 Blof OL 251 11 2 49 0714 
Lone Star............. 1 02 04 Did not finish, 
M. J. Gilligan........... 1 02 47 359 il) 2 56 13 2 50 13 
pepe (Ol Oh vim Ow oom SOAS RS ae 1 06 00 
Mageie. sie eesc.u6 osu, 1 06 00 3 49 18 2 43 18 2 87 8514 
BOM To Sey Sena 1 02 27 8 45 21 2-42" 5a. 286 h4 

SIXTH CLASS. 
MEV Tie el eile ona Aan 1 04 08 4 03 26 2 59 18 2 59 18 
CLOTHE Vie tennenre. anole 1 02 50 4 01 12 2 58 22 2 57 5914 
Little Deane....... ..... 1 03 43 83 38 10 2 44 37 2 43 42 
VOUS At ae eye ss oes 1028 3 52 38 2 50 30 247 3714 
UGG OW ne AA? Ae een 1 08 17 4 07 56 3 04 39 2 58 5794 

SPHCTAL PRIZE. 
QO. R. Phenes......,,---. 1 13 50 4 51 17 3 87 27 3 87 27 
Jennié Willis, .-_...,..,..1 15 15 441 20 3 28 05 3 23 25 
Vixen wins first in class one, $40; Emma ©. second, $20 In second 

class. Gracie, $40, Nettie Thorp $20: third class, Just Woke Up, $25, 
Daisy $15; fourth, Gold Dust $25, Adele $15; fifth, Bon Ton $25, 
Maggie $15; sixth, Little Deane $25, Jean $15. In the special class 
Jennie Willis takes first, Orlando R. Phenes second. Gracie wins the 
pennant for best time over the course, and Bon Ton takes a similar 
prize over the short course. 

THE MARGUERITE, 60-TON CUTTER. 

f(s name of Inman is & weil-known one in the yachting circles of 
England and oftentimes is taken as sufficient guarantee that the 

yessel you are about te buy is a good one inevery respect, Yearsago 
Inman turned out the principal revenue cruisers of the day for the 
British government, and at the same time was building yachts of 
eyery description and tonnage, As builders of the Alarm, Lulworth, 
Albertine, Rosalind, Flying Cloud and other noted racers, they rep- 
resent a name for fast yachts and itis still well sustained in their 
recent productions, yiz.; Somoena, 90-ton cutter; Amethea, 20 tons; 
Silver Star, 40 tons; although the latter vessels were designed by 
Mr, Richardson, naval architect, aS was also the Katie, 10 tons,which 
Inman built in 1582. 
There is now building at Lymington a craft which will be looked 

after with anxious ¢yes by the rating men of the English yachting 
fraternity, as her tonnage is at the present time unusual for a raver 
and will enable her, it is hoped, to save her time well off her larger 
eonipetitors and give the go-by to the d0-tonnersin the next class, 
when they are matched against her. This yacht is a 60-ton cutter, 
Y.R. A, measurenient, her dimensions being, we are told, 74ft. L.W.L, 
by i8ft. 6in. beam, and draft of water 12ft. bin. She is of composite 
construction, yiz.: “ith steel framing and deck beams, and as we 
saw her in frameshe looked to be an exceedingly strong boat, her 
diagonal tie plates, and outside plating being well put together and 
calculated ita a nicety for the strength of the job. Her outside 
planking is of teak and American elm, fastened to the framing with 
forged metal nul aud screw fastenings. 
Her deck is of selected yellow pine, in narrow widths, the widest 
lank hot being nore than 3in., while a portion of the deck forward 

in the wake of her capstan and chain fittings is of teak. ‘The skylight, 
companion, hatchings, etc., are of teak, bulwarks and stanchions of 
the same material, rail of American elm. The bulwarks are excep- 
tionally low for a yacht of her tonnage, being only about 10in. 

Probably the most interesting point of the whole job is the lead 
keel which is being fitted to the yacht. This steadier is about 55 tons 
in weight, and is shaped to the bottom of the yacht. It is a most sat- 
isfactory job, and was cast-in one mould and then transported to its 
place under the vessel. It is fastened with diagonal bolts, 2in, in 
diameter, spaced every 19in., and is a credit to the builders, as it is 
probably the largest load keel thet has ever been cast in one mould. 
The yacht is to be coppered well up above the L. W. L, with cold 

rolled copper, and is to he launched early in May, 1845, to be ready 
for the Thames matches in June, The cabin arrangements are yery 
elaborate, and she will be fitted with eyery convenience for cruising 
as wellas racing. They consist of forecastle, pantry, captain’s cabin, 
saloon, steerage cabin, lounge berths, two state cabins and after 
fadies* cabin, two water closets and the usual lavatories, storerooms, 
etc. Under the saloon Hoor is a spacious sailroom, and she has the 
ordinary sailroom abaft the ladies’ cabin, The fittings of the saloon 
and other cabins are of teak and yellow pine polished, and of the 
crew's quarters white pine, varoished bright. She will be manned 
by a picked crew of twelve bands all told. 
Her sails are being made by Lapthorne of Gosport, and the builders 

are to furnish and complete her in every respect ready for sea, The 
spars are of selected Oregon pine, and the standing rigging is of im- 
proved steel wire rope, Blocks all internal iron strapped, and run- 

who are also rope manufacturers. All her fittings for spars, etc,, are 
inadé from the best brands of ivon, exceedingly strong, yet light as 
possible, and all irow work is galvanized, iw 
Her channels and chain plates are of special construction and made 

of steel. and imcrease her spread of rigging some three feet. She 1s 
fitted with one of Cantello’s patent winch capstans, and is proyided 
with good outfit of ground tackle in the shape of anchors, chains, 
and warps. She will have two boats fitted te dayits built of yellow 
ine, and altogether the yacht will be the latest example of an Eng- 
ish racing cutter, 
She is being built to the order of Mr. Foster Connor, of Belfast, Ire- 

Jand (who last season so pluckily sailed the 40-tonner Silver Star), 
from designs furnished by Mr. Alex. Richardson, of Liverpool, and the 
work is being carried out under the superintendence of Mr, Wm. Shel- 
cock, who has recently entered the firm of Inman & Co. as partser, 
after haying been with the firm for twelve years. al 

THE OPEN RACES AT MARBLEHEAD. 

pee open sweepstakes race of the Beyerly Yacht Club at Marble- 
head this year while inferior in point of numbers and size to the 

wonderful turnout of last August, was, nevertheless, a most exciting 
event for spectators and competitors, and important as an Index of 
the condition of yachting in the Hast. The turnout of 79 yachts, trom 
16ft. to 34ft. at the starting line, is one that no other club in the 
gountry can equal, The state of the weather may be judged from the 
many disasters reported, but it speaks well for the sailormen that 
nearly all, except those whose yachts were completely disabled, went 
over the course, and the shaking up that some of them received, will, 
no doubt, bear good results in stouter gear and ironwork, stronger 
boats, and a more substantial equipment generally. Shadow again 

| leads first class, Hera was not in, and Lillie takes first; Bessie has 
first place, as last year; the second class centerboards did not fill as 
well, Hrin bemeg first however, Beetle was not in, and the order of 
last year was considerably changed. Queen Mab takes first instead of 
fourth place, Banneret came home minus her mast, Vesper wins 
again in the small keels, As far as a comparison of speed can be 
made between keel and centerboard boats in the various classes, the 
difference is rather in favor of the board, but isso slight as to amount 
to nothing compared with the advantages on the side of the keel boat, 
while as the latter ave more numerousand better known, we may ex- 
pect still further improyements in them. 
While the aggregate value of the fleet will foot up toa pretty heavy 

sum, the average cost of the boats composing it is but small, well 
within the means of many young men with time and taste lor yacht- 
ing, but who do not take it up because they do not know what is 
within their reach, The small clubs about Boston offer to such an 
excellent opportunity to enjoy the sport te the fullest extent ata 
reasonable cost, and the increase of small safe craft show that some 
at least appreciate the opportunity. In New York as yet there is but 
little encouragement for such craft but we hope some day to see a 
fleet go out of the Narrows that will put eyen Marblehead Bay in the 
shade. Those who have taken part in the arrangements for eyen a 
small race will appreciate the amount of labor which such a contesr 
as this brings to a regatta committee, and we congratulate them on 
the successful result of their efforts. 
We are indebted for the following account to our correspondent, 

“Blue with a Gold Castle: 
Ttseemed asif the weather would spoilthe race, The 29th was 

cloudy, fozgy and rainy, and the 30th opened with alight east wind 
and a pouring rain. However, the rain stopped about 8 A. M., the 
wind went round to 5.W. and increased rapidly in foree, and although 
it was cloudy and threatening all day long, the weather was satisfac- 
tory to all lovers of a breeze. 
The race being a sweepstakes, it was not expected that the entry 

would be very large, and no attempt was made to rival the races of 
79, 82. and °83. Some 50 starters were expected, and when 79. boats 
crossed the line in a smashing breeze, the club felt very well satisfled. 
By the kindness of Mr. M. K. Abbott, the Addie, of the Hasiern and 

Beverly clubs, was occupied by the judges, and was stationed directly 
opposite the B. Y. C. house, the starting line being outside her. 
The preparatory gun was fired exactly at 12, the advertised time, 

ali the others following on the second given in the notice; by this time 
it was blowing quite hard from §.W., and outside a lively wind sea 
was getting up at right angles to a heavy swell, the reminder of last 
week’s east winds. 
The course in first class was as follows: Wrom starting point, leay- 

ing black buoys Nos, 5. and 3 on starboard hand, Half-Way Rock on 
starboard hand, Whistling Buoy off the Graves on starboard hand, 
Pig Rock stakes, Roaring Bull, Tinker’s Island, Tom Mowore’s Rock 
ane black buoys Nos. 3 and 5 on port hand, to judges’ yacht, 20% 

niles, 
By this time the harbor was ful! of boats, including large numbers 

present as spectators, among them the steamer Ibis, the Priscilla, 
Active, Carolme, Edith, Thetis and many other large yachts; the ex- 
cursion steamer Plymouth Rock, and three or four tug boats as well 
as several steam launches. 

Your keels and as many centerboards were entered in first class, but 
it was generally supposed that at least one of the cracks, the Mapic, 
would not start. as the wind was thought to be too much for her. The 
old favorite, Shadow, was first to start at 12:15:57, with Triton sight 
seconds later, then Cygnet reefed down, then Viking, Lillie and gir, ~ 
he Naiad not putting in an appearance. 
Tn second class Transit led off at 12:16:10, with Cricket just astern. 

and the rest in close order behmd; every boat entered in this class 
started except Eva, who was on hand, prepared to race, but whose 
absence from the start was soon explained. A few working topsails 
were carried in this class but some of the boats were reefed, 
The third class gun was fired at 12:25 and at 12:25:19 Kitty led off a 

fleet of ten keels and-as many centerboards, every entry except Rebie 
starting; housed topmasts and reefed sails were the rule in this class, 
which included nearly every crack boat of the size on the bay; this 
was also true of the second class keels, the fourth and fiffh clasyes. 
The fourth class was started at12:35. Joker leading at 12:25:41, 

three seconds ahead of the New York sandbagger Cruiser, who 
started with a single reef in both sails, Amy Crossing four seconds 
behind her. This class comprised twenty-two centerboards and seven 
keels, Wildfire being the only absentee; fully one-third of the boats 
were reefed before starting. Greatinterest was felt in this race te 
see what Cruiser would doin @ breeze, many yachismen feeling con- 
fident that her string of victories would be broken. now that the 
Eastern boats were beginning to get their weather, At 12:45 the fifth 
class, eleyen in number, was sent off, every entry being on hand, 
Mirage leading off at 12:43:17, closely Followed by Flora Lee. 
by the time the little fellows were clear of the harbor, the schooner 

Brenda came in from outside with the Eva in tow, the latter haymg 
broken her gaff, while trying a preliminary spin, The brenda was 
closely followed by the Ibis, towing the sloop Agnes, whose mast had 
gone at the deck and the ROWED at the stem ; then came Banneret 
with her mast broken off two-thirds up, and Kaven minus her bow- 
sprit ; then a white sloop with her mainsail and boom on deck, and 
Kismet with a broken tiller, making it very evident that there was 
plenty of wind aud sea outside. 
The fourth and fifth classes sailed the following course inside 

Beverly Harbor: Leaving black buoy on Selman’s Berth on port; 
black bnoys Nos. 3,5 and fon port; stakeboat off Curtis’ Point on 
starboard; Bowditch’s Ledge Beacon on starboard; red buoy No. 6 
on port, to judges’ yacht, 744 miles, 

Tt was a free run to Curtis’ Point, wind on the quarter to Bowditch’s 
Ledge, and a dead beat back to the starting pomt. Almost every boat 
in fifth class and many in the fourth were reefed before starting, aud 
nearly every cat and sloop in both classes crossed the home line under 
reefs, Thisbe, Psyche. Imogene, Caprice and a few others being the 
exceptions; the cutters all carried full sail. 

Cruiser rounded Bowditeh's with a good Jead, but the minutte¥shé 
hauled in the wind, it was clear thatit was too much for her, and 
soon a catboal went through her Jee, then another and another we 
by, and she wasa beaten boat. Thisbe was happy, the wind 
suited her, and sne went to the front handsomely; but came 
throwing the whole race away by forgetting to leaye No. 60n p 
she was forced to go back and round it, losing ouch valuable tim 
Cruiser did the same thing,as well as Samaria, Mirage, and som 
others, Mirage, who had an easy Jead in her class, threw away 
first place by this oversight. 

Tt was a piece of great carelessness, as No. 6 was plainly printed in 
sailing directions and always has been in this couvse; the very boats 
who made the mistake, except Samaria, having sailed the course fre- 
quently before, always leaving No. 6 to port. 

The finish was very pretty. Jukér came first on port tack with 
Thisbe on her weather quarter. Joker could not weather the stake- 
boat while Thisbe Gould, and it looked as if she had first place, but 
Joker tacked close to the boat, foreed Thisbe round and lufted over 
the line at 2:12:53, six Seconds ahead of Thisbe. Cruiser, who had 
Deen ots better as they approached the weather shore, came next 
at 2i14:7. 
The third class sailed the following course: Leaving black buoys 

Sand 3 on starboard; Half-Way Rock, stakeboat anchored off §, fi. 
breakers, stakeboat off red buoy No.2 0n Gale’s Ledge, Bowditch's 
ies Beacon and red buoy No.6 on port, to judges’ yacht, 10% 
tiles. 

‘This took them outside with the wind on starboard quariér to the 
rock, then almost before it to S$. KH, breaker, where they gybed and ran 
to Gale’s Ledge witha free wind, still oulside but rather under the 
lee of the islands. From Galse’s to Bowditch it was close on the wind, 
and from this pomt home a dead beat across the harbor. 
The favorites in both classes came to grief as soon as they felt the 
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force of the wind off buoy 5, Seabird lost her topmagt but kept on 
and made a plucky race, while Banneret’s mast broke shot't off about 
two-thirds above the deck. leavin 
Was first in at 2:36:6, then 

best times. 
The second and schooner classes sailed the following course: From 

starting point, leaving Black Buoys No. 5 and 3, Tom Moore’s Rock, 
Tinker’s (sland, Roaring Bull and Pig Rock stakes on starboard hand, 
stakeboat off Spindle Rock at entrance to Swampscott Harbor on port 
hand, stakeboat N. of Mee Rock on port hand, Pig Rock stalres, Roar- 
ing Bull, Tinker’s Island, Tom Moore's Rock, and Black Buoys Nos. 8 
and 4on port hand, to Judges* yacht, 1844 miles. Outside the whole 
way- As they hauled onthe wind off No, 5 for the dead beat to the Pigs 
they got it hot and hesyy, Raven’s bowsprit broke short off of Tom 
Moore's; and Thialfi got a couple of heavy knockdowns, Topsails 
came in all round, and the boats pounded away against a heavy sea, 
Bessie at one time taking a dive that left seaweed on her jib and fore- 
sail. From Pigs to the Spindle it was jam on the wind on port tack, 
then most of them just fetched the Hee Rock boat, though a few had 
ta make atack. Here spinnakers went up for the run home, some 
reefs were shaken out and topsails set, Thialfi came in with a good 
lead at 3:29:56. then Counters! 3:15:22, then Transit, Cricket, Gem 
Bessie, first schooner 3:24:13, Folly leading the centerboards 8:27 48 
and the rest. 
The first class had it a)] ontside, with a dead heat across the bay to 

the Grayes, then a free run home; Shadow won with ease at 4:25:11; 
Lillie was first keel at 4:35:83; Agi lost her topmast at the Graves. 
In addition to the accidents given above some half dozen other boats 
lost Tonmasts. 
Before the race Hisie protested against length of Flora Lee and Mir- 

age. Flora Lee was measured, found to be 16.10 in place of 16.7% and 
her allowance figured on thatlength. Mirage could not be picked out 
in the erowd, and is still to be measured. 
Flora Lee and Charlotte G. protest that Sassacus and Elsie cutinside 

Buoy 6, These protests have not yet been decided by the judges and 
may change winners in fifth class 

Black Olond protests that J. 5. Poyen, Jr., foreed her round while 
haying right of way,if Poyen isruled out, Bessie Hthel gets fourth 
prize. Joker protests against the length of Thisbe. 
The race, on the whole, was the most successful that has been sailed 

for some time. Wind tiue and strong, no finkes, nearly all the crack 
boats in, and the number of starters, though small for an open race, 
was the largest of the season, and the largest on vecord for a sweep- 
stakes. Summary as follows: 

FIRST CLASS CENTERBOARDS, 
Length, Actual. Corrected 

Shadow, B., sloop, John Bryant......... 34.02 419 14 3 30 08 
Cygnet, H., sloop, EB. B. Rogers ..-......83.05 A ST 57 4 07 44 
Naiad and Magic did not Start. 

FIRST CLASS KEELS. 
Lillie, Bv., sloop, J. P, Gale......... ...36,06 4 29 32 448 45 
Viking, D., sloap, L. D. Shepard ,....-.. 35 07 4 35 28 4 43 26 
Apir, J,., sloop, W. McCormick ......... 35.08 4 45 O01 4 57 28 
Triton, 5, B., sloop, D. H, McKay ..---., — H 14 54 

SOHOUNER CLASS, 
Bessie. Bi, Chas, P. Curtis............... 28.02 3 07 12 2 28 57 
Cleopatra, 5. Bay, Wm. Winslow..,,.--. 35.00 3.36 28 3 00 30 

SECOND GLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Erin, Q., sloop, J. Cavanagh ..,..,-,..-- Ra, 3 07 55 2 26 41 
Folly, H., slocp, J. F. Shepard ..........26.09 a 08 42 2 28 37 
Hugenia, B.. cat, 1.5, Palmer..........., 25 05 317 51 2°35 56 
Eya, B., sloop, Daniel Sargent..........; 25.10 Disabled 

SECOND CLASS KEELS, 
Thialfi, B., sloop, Amos Cotling,......:.. 28,10 2 50 43 213 1% 
Countess, B., Gea. B. Chase, sloop....,. 30.00 2 57 00 2 20 55 
Transit, H,, sloop, E. H, Ingalls....,,./26,09 2 58 28 219 28 
Cricket, B., sloop, C. F. Adams, 3d._-.,-29.11 300 27 2 4 17 
Gem, B., sloop, H, W. Savage....-......, 25.11 3 00 39 2 19 5 
Mist, Marblehead, sloop, W.E, Cummings,d0.03 3 18 42 2 42:37 
AHolus, J., sloop, Jacob Rood .,..:. .... 26.05 3 29 07 2 48 36 
Raven, B., sloop, G, H. Williams........25,09 Disabled, 

THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS, 
Seabird, By., sloop, G. H, Porbush...... 22 08 210 13 1 33 41 
Queen Mab, H., cat, Burwell & Litehifield22.0144 2 10 36 1 33 24 
Black Cloud, C. A., sip., Brown & Cuu- 

pibbafedal2 i ci Py Pen en) Cerna re wei eae 22.10 2 13 08 1 36 49 
J. §, Poyen, Jr., New., slp., Pierce & 

Bawermyus ere ss. eS ens SS yesedd 204 2 13 10 1 a7 29 
Bessie Ethel, New.. sloop, WV. Ellis,......23.10 2 19 15 4 4d 06 
M. A. Hamilton, Swampscott, cutter, 

hom atyuliiie le Styles Shee peers Poort ao 2 19°29 1 44 32 
Alda. By., sloop, W, H, Wilkinson...... 23.09 2 20 26 1 45 17 
Pearl. L., sloop, J. F. Lee.... ..-..:., see OT 2 20 ae 1 46 54 
Raldon, C. A., sloop, WF. Martin......:22.02 2 eA 21 1 47 09 
Comfort, C..A., sloop, HoH. Paul....,-:. 21.06 2 32 33 1 54 25 
Rebie did not start, 

THIRD GLASS KRELE, 
Kitty, Bv., sloop, H. HW, Tarbell. .......,,28, 04 2 14 58 139 1% 
Ruth, §, Bay, sloop, W. G, Remmon....24.09 2 18 37 1 4d 39 
Saracen, By., cutter, W, P. Fowle....... 23 07 219 38 1 44 16 
Witch. B., cucter, B. B. Crownmshield. .22,10 2 20 06 1 43 47 
Judith, J., sloop, B. T. Pigeon........... 23.02 2 21 16 1 4522 
Thelga, H., cutter, A. P. Thayer........ 22.01 2'22 07 1 44 45 
Notas, 8. B., sloop, B. O. Dana.......... 22.02 2 30 44 1 53 32 
Mantie, 8. Bay, cutter, ©. L, Williams...21,11 2 82 31 1 54 59) 
Lydia Adams, D., sloop, H, Davenport, .22.05 2387 38 2 00 46 
Banneret, H., sloop, J. FP. Brown..-...-. 24.06 Dizsmasted, 

POURTH OLASS CENTHRBOARDS, 
Thishe, 8. B., cat, 8S. A. Preeman........ au).10 1 36 23 1 08 28 
Joker, H., cat, Geo. Coffin. .............. 20.02 1 37 12 1 08 34 
Pet, Q., cat. J. W. McFarland... -,- 19 03 1 38 19 1 08 39 
Gruisér, B. & Larch,, sloop, A. B. Alley.20.06 1 38 23 110 07 
Gomus, S. Bay, cat, John Neweomh...., 19 01 139 40 1 09 44 
Herald, Q.. sloop, W. B, Smith..-..,.... 20. Ot I 40 46 1 12 30 
Zantho, Nahant, sloop, Joun Cole.... ,-.20.09 1 41 34 1 13 34 
Hornet, B., cat, H.L. Harding... .. 48.11 1 42 18 1 12 15 
Spider, B., cat, Walter Abbott ....,.,...18.05 1 42°62 112 12 
Madelon, D., cat, W. A, Tucker...,... . 20.07 1 42 52 114 41 
Am tia Fess W.. Baxter ..,::..-.. .,20.09 1 42 54 1 14 64 
Niobe. H., car, F. L. Dunne...-. ..-. -,.20,01 1 48 21 1 14 38 
Hestia, C. A., sloop, W.H, Dennen... .. 18.03 1 48 24 1 12 31 
Myrtle, H., cat, R. C. Poor....,-......... 19.04 1 48 29 1-18 28 
Spray, Q., cal, H. M. Faxon............. 18.04 1 45 O1 1 14 16 
Daisy D., L.,cat., &. W, Martin .........18.11 1 46 22 1 16 29 
Rita, B., cat, H,. B, Richardson..-.,.....19.03 1 49 a1 1 19 51- 
Imogen, H., eat, &.'T. Wendall,...... <.18,08 1 49 55 1 19 02 
Kismet, H., cat, H, W. Curtis...,.....-.,18.06 Disabled. 
Kituiwake, H., cat, C. Y, Cunningham. ..20.10 Disabled. 
Samaria, H., cat, J, H. Peabody ........ 17 OF Not timed, 
Helen, D., sloop, ¥, B. Holder.,......... 19.00 Not timed. 

FOURTH CLASS KEELS. 
Vesper, W. L., cat, R, M. Benner,....-., 19.06 1 48 17 1 13 54 
tarmita, B., cutter, C. H, W. Foster....20.10 1 44 21 1 16 x6 
Vera, Marbleh’d, cut,, Paine & Randall.19 09 1 45 27 1 16 22 
Fearless, 8 B., cat, F, G, Cooley........ 21.05 1 46 50 119 31 
Caprice, B, cat, J. G. Rhodes............ 17 AL 1 54 11 -119 54 
Carrie B., 8. B., cat, W. C, Cherrington 21 03 1 56 41 1 29 12 
Faith, Marblehead, cut., D. F, Follett, ..17.00 Not timed, 

FIFTH CLASS, 
Sassacus, OC, A., cat, B, Griffin...,....... 16.07 1 48 45 1 10 40 
Flora, Lee, §. B., cat, D, H, Lincoln._....16,10 1 48 30 1 15 26 
Mirage, B., cat, L.M. Clark.............. 17.05 1 41 31 1 16 85 
Elsie, Q., cat, C. F. Hardwick......:.... 16.07 1 50 06 117 OL 
Pert, New., sloop, Lincoln Coffin...,.... 5.08 1 52 48 1 18 22 
Psyche, B., cat, R. D, Sea's... ..-:....5 17.05 1 53 23 1 21 27 
Charlotte G., §, B., cat, G. G. Garraway 17 07 1 54 08 J 22.25 
Spark. ©, A., sloop, I’. H, Gafiney,.....,16 11 1 56 05 1 28 28 
Tulip, B.,cat, Gordon Dexter.....-...... 16.09 2 00 25 1 27 24 
Frolic, W, L., cat, W. RK. Blaney...., ...16.09 2 02 21 1 29 30 
Snark. Marblehead, cut., H, P, Benson 12,09 Not timed. 
Abbreviations—By,, Beverly ¥. C.; D., Dorchester; J,, Jeffries; §, 

B., South Boston; 8. Bay, Salem Bay; Q., Quincey; H., Hull; L., Lynn; 
@, A, Cape Ann; H., Wastern; New., Newburyport; W. L., West 
Lynn. 

The winners, barring protests, were: First class centerboards, 
Shadow; first class keel, Lillie, Viking, 4dgzir; schooner class, Bessie; 
second class centerboard, “rin, Folly; second class keel, Thiallfi, 
Transit, Gem, Countess; third class centerhoard, Queen Mab, Seabird, 
Black Cloud, J, 5. Poyen, Jr.; third class keel, Kitty, Witeh, Saracen, 
Ruth; fourth class centerboard, Thisbe, Joker, Pet, Oomus, Orniser; 
fourth class keel, Vesper, Vera, Carmita, Fearless, Caprice; fifth class, 
Sassacuss, Flora Lev, Mirage, Elsie, Pert, f 
The tug Confidence, chartered by Mr, EB, H. Lincoln, the photo- 

zrapher, managed, as usual, to get in the way at the start. 
The judges were Messrs, Daniel Appleton, James H. Blake, W. A. 

Jeffries, George H. Richards, John Dane, W. Lloyd Jeffries, 
BLUE With A GoLD CASTLE, 

AN OCEAN TRAMP IN TROUBLH.—The dory Bibber, in which 
Captain Traynor was making the attempt to row across the Atlantic, 
was run into by a steamer during the night in longitude 5ideg. 
izgmim, She was turned over five umes, her side stove in, and stern 
damaged She was towed into St Pierre, Marlinigue, on Aug. 26, 
where her captain will repair ner and resume his voyage. On Aug, 
18 shé passed a dory with No, 4 on her bow, in which were two dead 
men, 

: 

her a complete wreck, Seabird 
: hen Queen Mab 2;86;18. Among the keels Kitty 

led easily at 2:40:17, with the cutters Witch and Saracen making next 

GOELET CUP RACE. 

Kiitor Forest und Stream: 
“Podgers’s Cruise Along Shore—iiT."* must indeed have been aloug+ 

shore or somewhere too far off to see accurately the movements of 
the yachts. He says that in the race for the Goelet cups, ‘‘notbing 
was proven in favor of entters..) “The day was such thatno test 
could be made, it wasanybody’s race; wLichéver happened to catch 
the breeze most favorably. The cutters were the most fortunate im 
their selection of tacks and kept together, standing to the southward, 
all the others kept to the northward. When the wind did come it 
came from the south and they were thus miles aud miles to wind- 
ward.”” To any one wno was there this statement will sound so 
absurd that there seems to be little use in setting ib right; but many 
of your readers will accept as final any report published in the Forrsr 
AND STREAM, and in the interest of facth and cutters,if you have the 
Space, permit me to state as briefly as possible wherein Mr, Podgers 
is mistaken, The three cutters did not stick together. Approaching 
the buoy off Bloek Island they were as widely separated as possible: 
Wenonah from the start to Block Island buoy, passed every single- 
sticker in her class on the same stretch with them and under same 
conditions barring Ileen, who started behind her, First the Bedouin, 
who tacked some time after to the eastward, the following then, sloops, 
she tackeil in (he wake of Gracie and Mischief, going through the lee of 
each, The wind did come from the south, and the sloops got it first, 
not miles and miles to leeward, After passing Gracie and establish- 
ing a long lead, Gracie tacked again to the southward, and afterward 
coming for the buoy on the samestreteb with Tleen who had held her 
tack to the southward from the time the wind shifted, crossed ahead 
of Wenouah and rounded next after Neen; but this victory, the result 
of finding a strouger breeze while Wenouah and Mischief were lying 
with very little, between this wind and Bedouin's from the eastward, 
was Of short duration, for Wenonah again passed Gracie before the 
Wind, and the result at the finish was Bedouin, Teen, Wenonah, the 
three cutters. You will observe that I have incidentally contradicted 
every assertion of Podgers in his paragraph relating to the cutters, 
Lhaye no desire to rel into a newspaper controversy as to facts, but 
will refer Mr. Podgers to Mr. Busk and Mr. Barle as to whether his 
statement or miné igs most accurate, and trust that his next account 
of a yacht race will be from 2 more desirable point of yiew than 
“along shore.” CUTTER, 

THE CRUISER IN EASTERN WATERS, 

HE well-known little sandbareer Cruiser, of the Larchmont, Sea- 
wanhaka and Beverly Yacht Chibs, came round to Boston re- 

eeutly to saila series of matches, which had been previously ar- 
ranged, 

Hartly in July she challenged Rebie, Spider, Hornet, Hoiden, Sea- 
bird, Queen Mab, Black Cloud, Viva, Thishe, Amy and J. S$. Poyen, Jr. 
Rebie and Poyen did not answer, Spider and black Cloud declined, 

Amy was so lone in making terms that all the tintle wastaxen up be- 
fore anything definite was arrived at, and the race was given up. The 
others accepted the challenge, Queen Mab stipulating for shifting 
ballast, the challenge being New England Yacht Racing Association 
rules. Working sail and stationary ballast, 

Gruiser made her first appearance Saturday, Aug. 16, in the Hull Y. 
G. open race, wind very light from the east, and water like glass. She 
was manned by her owner, Mr. A. B. Alley, Messrs. W. T, Alley, 
Fisher and Scott of her regular crew, and 24 loeal pilot, picked up that 
morning after the best men were taken up by local boats. 
The result was that Black Uloud beat her oné minute, she took sec- 

ond prize, beating Thi-be, Queen Mab and many others. 
Aug. 16, in the morning, her first match came off ai City Point with 

the Viya, Mr. H. T. Hutchings, 8. B. Y. C., a boat alittle smaller than 
Cruiser, which is 20.6 water-line and over all, 9.9 beam, and 16in. 
crate. 
There was a very light S.W. breeze, and the water like a millpond; 

jist Cruiser’s play. Course: From starting lme between Thompson’s 
island and Fort Independence; leaving Cow Pasture Buoy on port, 
round Buoy No. 6 on Lower Middle, and back to start, 514 miles, 
Cruiser was manned by Messrs. A. B, and W. 35. Alley, Fisher, T. H. 
Cabot, of the Peri, and Arthur Dean, one of the best professionals 
round City Point. 
Viva started first at 10:41:20, Cruiser 25 seconds behind; but Cruiser 

soon passed her, and at the end of the beat rounded Cow Pasture at 
11415; Viva, 11:17:15. Off the wind Cruiser gained stendily, and 
rounded Buoy 6 at 12:01:15; Viva, 12:05:10. From Buoy 6 home it was 
a drift, Cruiser crossing at 12:42:46; Viva, 12:48°33. 

Tn the afternoon she sailed her second match with the Thisbe, 8. A. 
Freeman, 8. B. ¥. C., 20:5 water line, 23,6 overall. 8.5 beam, 2:4 draft, 
Wind better than the morning, but still light; course from starting 
point round Cow Pasture, No. 6, starting point, No. & and home to 
starting point 614 miles, Cruiser’s crew was the same as in fhe morn- 
ing. Thisbe is notoriously a heavy weather boat. Start: Cruiser, 
9:56:48; Thishe, 2:57:30, being handicapped 30 seconds. To windward 
Oruiser gained steadily, not pointing up with Thisbe, but going faster, 
and rounded Cow Pasture a6 3:25:10, Thisbe, 8:26:25, To No.6 it was 
dead before the wind, the skimming dish still gaining, gomg round at 
3:57:30, Thisbe, 8:59:35, Back to windward to starting point she kept 
up the same game, going round at 4:15, Thisbe 4:18, and turned No, 
6 aguin 4:32:22; Thisbe 4:35:52. Here it breezed up a trifle, and Thisbe 
did better, the finish was Cruiser 4:47:49, Thisbe 4:51; actual time, 
Gruiser, 1:51:1; Thisbe 1:59:00; corrected time, Cruiser, 1:51;1; Thisbe 
1:54:29. + 
Both matches were sailed cat-rig, stationary ballast, mainsail only, 

WN. HB. ¥.R. A-rules, The judges for both were—for Cruiser, Mr. W, 
‘A. Jeffries; for Viva and Thisbe, Mr. P.M. Bond, Referee, Mr. J. P. 
Phinney.. Tuesday Cruiser sailed down to Marblehead in a dense 
og. 
Wednesday morning was fixed for the match with Hornet, but the 

fog rendered it impossible. Wednesday afternoon the fog cleared off 
and thé catboat Hoiden, Mr, P. C. Severance, B, Y. C., 19.9ft. water- 
line, 28ft. over all, 9.10ft. beam, was ready at theline, Course: 
Starting off H. Y, C. house, leaving black buoys 38 and 5 on port, 7 on 
starboard, Avrcher’s Kock on starboard, back round 7 and Archer’s 
Rock aud home; 8 miles. Terms, same as on 16th, Criiser was 
manned by the Messrs. Alley, Fisher, Cabot and W. Lloyd Jeffries, 
Wind very light S.B., and the race a toregone conclusion, as Hoiden 
is fast ina breeze, bul of nouseinacalm. . 
Hoiden got off at 3:24:15; Cruiser, 3:24:38. The wind was free to No. 

3, and Cruiser soon took the lead, increasing it rapidly, till at No. 7 
she was a long way ahead. , 

It was a dead beat to Archers Rock, and at Buoy 3 Cruiser had to 
fight her way through a calm streak, she succeeded, and getting & 
light air beyond, worked out to Archer‘s, and then started back to No. 
?. Hoiden could not get through the calm, she drifted up the harbor 
for some time, and was passed by Cruiser at No. 3.as she ran back. 
When Cruiser was at No. 3 for second time Hoiden had only reached 
No. 5, and gave up therace, going home to Marblehead, as ib was 
evident Cruiser would be at Archer's ahead of her. Cruiser kept on 
and after a tiresome drift finished at6:29:7. Judges, John Bryant, 
W. A, Jeffries. , j a a 
Thursday morning early the match with Hornet was sailed ma 

very hard S.W. wind. Course, around Half Way rock and return, 
614 miles, terms sanie as for Hoiden, sea quite rough outside. Messrs. 
Alley had aboard Mr, Fisher, Mr. 8. W. Burgessand Mr. Shaw. _ 
Hornet is 18.11 waterline, 19.1 over all, 8.5 beam, 19in, draft, andis a 

light weather boat belougmg to Mr, H.L. Harding, Beyerly Y. C, 
Hornet started 7:56, Cruiser 7:56:59, both boats carrying full sail be- 
fore the wind, and Hornet holding her own, Cruiser’s crew being 
posted on niain sheet outrigger, and the hoat seeming to be buried. 
At-lhe Rock Oruiser tool in uwo reefs, and here Hornet made her first 
mistake, Sbe took in three reet's, and finding this too much, shook 
them all out half way home. This was as bad the other way, and she 
had to keep her sail shaking all the time, while Cruiser hada good 
full on. ; 
Cruise came home at 9:29:05, Hornet 9:41:50; corrected time, 

CGruisér 1:82:06, Hornet 1:44:17, Judge, W. Lloyd Jetiries. Had Hoi- 
den had this breeze the result might have been diiterent. : 

The match with the Quéen Mab. Messrs. Burwell and Litchfield, 
Hull Y, C., were appointed for this moming. Queen Mab is 21.6 water- 
line, 24.8 over all, beam 10.38, draft2. The owners had previously 
drawn up and signed an agreement in the following terms; ‘Shifting 
ballast, mainsail only, New Hugland Yacht Racing Association rules, 
race to be to windward and back, 7 10 9 miles inside Beverly or Mar- 
blehead Harbor, to be started as near 11 A. M. as possible. Hach boat 
tonamea judge and they to name areferes.”” Queen Mab named 
Mr. M. J. Kiley as judge, Cruiser, Ma. W. Lloyd Jeffries; Dr. Jobhn 
Bryant of the Shadow was chosen referee. , 

Cruiger’s judge was on hand early, Queen Mab’s arrived from town 
at 10:80, and the judges immediately agreed on a course conforming 

to the agreement; but Queen Mab’s owner claimed that the judges 

should not select thé course, that that was the business of the owuers, 

and the agreement sa sine nothing about this, the owners tried to 

agree on a course and Failed. , : 

eur. Alley said he would sail any course that complied with the re- 
quirement, aud no other. Mr, Burwell proposed at fist to go twice 
round Half-Way and return. This was 12}4 milés, entirely outside the 
harbor, and not to windward and back, as wind had shifted to west- 
ward. Finally he abandoned this, aud said he would sail from 
Abbott’s Rock, round Gaje’s Ledge and return, and no other course, 
This was over nine miles, and would take the boats outside of the 

harbor. The owners were now at a deadlock, time fiying and the 

wind dying out, The judges tried to have inleft to the referee, but 
Queen Mab would not budge, and finally Mi. Alley gaye way and 
agreed to sail their course, 

= < - 

A start was at once made for Abbott's Rock, but when it was 
reached, about 12 M., the wind had gone, leaving a4 light air only, and 

| Queen Mab chose to forfeit the race, It is tmfortunate the race was 
not sailed; the Queen is the best catboat matched with Cruiser, and + 
would probably have wou had she started, as a brisk breeve soon 
sprang up from 8.W., whichwould have enabled them to male the 

for her race with sloop Sea 
water line, 25,814 

-.. Finish Actual. Corrected. 
PSGEUO TLS sorter nes eee ORE el, 1 51 24 1 88 28 1 38 28 
Caviser 1 TEE een ie as 1 53 24 _ 1 89 63 1 37 05 
his was by far the best-of the matches. Judges: for Cruiser, Mr. 

W. A. Jeffries; for Seabird, Mr. Stetson; referee, Dir. Bryant. 
_ Saturday, the 23d, at Nahant, in the Beverly Y. 0. race, wind very 
light, course 334 miles dead to windward and teturn, Cruiser beat 
Spider and Hornet about two minutes and a halt on allowance, and 
distanced Rita, Mosquito and Witch. This race has been deseribed in 
Forres? AND STREAM. 

Saturday, Aug. 30, she started in the Beverly sweepstakes in a 
strong 5,W, wind, under single reefsahd was overpowered, being 
beaten by Thisbe, Joker. Pet and Comus, as appears elsewhere, She 
was manned by Messrs, Alley, one Bosten amateur, and a lougshore- 
man, and was somewhat ats disadvantageim regard to crew. The 
general result seems to be thatin lightairs and smooth water no 
Hastern boat can look at her, but that in a wiid and sea shecan easily 
be beaten, 7 

For every-day comfortable sailmg she cannot compare with the 
Eastern boats, as it takes a large, trained crew tu bandle her. Shéis 
very wet and leaks like a sieve, but fora racer she is a success, and 
would win five out of six races right through the season. 

: Bruun with a Goup Castig. 

WRECK OF THE OLKAZE.—This yacht was wrecked on Aug. 22, 
as described below in the Halifax mornmg Chi'onicle. She was built 
in 1880 at Port Medway, N. §., and was of 9.28 tons néw measurement. 
Her dimensions were, waterlme 3zft. 3in., deck #4ft. 3in., beam 10Ef. 
6in., draft 5ft. She was enrolled in the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht 
Squadron. The Chronicle says: The yacht Oi Kaze,so well known 
in and about Halifax Harbor, was auctioned over a weekago to Mr. 
Geo. E. Francklyn for parties in Cape Breton, and was being sent to 
her new owners when she was wrecked. The thiilling experience of 
the crew was related to a Chronicle reporter by Capt. John MeDan- 
jel, cf this city, who had charge of the yacht, yesterday morning: 
“With John Sullivan to assist me in navigating her, the yacht Oi-Kaze 
left Balifax ati1 A. M.on Friday last for St. Peter’s canal with a 
westerly wind. At8 P.M. Friday Beaver Island bore north four to 
five miles. steering E.S.E. Contmued that course next four hours, 
and at 12:30 A. M, it was calm with a heayy southerly sea till 6:20 A, 
M. At this time we heard surf on the beach. There was a light air 
from the westward and we reached off shore, heading south by east, 
but made breakers right aboard and hadn't time to wear or stay. 
The yacht went right on therocks and filled inten minutes. We 
managed to stick by the wreck till the tide fell and then made for 4 
higher point of the rocks. We had to swim three gullies and fivally 
got on barren rocks, which at high tide were only three or four feet 
out of water, There we had to stay till Monday morning, 45 hours, 
without clothes (we were in ourshi't sleeves and without boots), and 
without food or water. It was raining off and on and the salt spray 
was dashing over us so that we suffered much, Sunday tf was t iek 
and heayy, and there was not much chance to be seen or rescued. 
We-could not have held out much longer, but Monday morning the 
Wind came off the land and the weather cleared, when a sail hove in 
sight, coming out of Pishermen’s Harbor. It proved to be the diving 
schooner Nimble, Captain Slone, who noticed our signals and sent a 
boat and took us off. It was very fortunate that it happened to be a 
diving schooner, with a crowd of men on board and boats able to 
rescue us, as an ordinary trading schooner would not have been able 
to getatus. The hadto backin their boat between two ledges and 
throw us hnes and haul us out through the surf. The ledge we were 
on was the Middle ledge, off Country Harbor, aboutfour miles distant ~ 
from the mainland. The yacht went completely to pieces Sunday 
night, and when we left oy a piece of her side was visible. On the 
Nimble we were treated with the greatest of kindness, supplied with 
clothing, ete., and must speak in the highest terms of our gallant 
rescue and cordial treatment by Capt Stone and his crew who brouzht 
us back to Halifax, arriving here Tuesday afternoon.” The yacht 
was insured in a Halifax office for $600. 

A WHITEHALL BOAT RACH.—The South Street Boat Club sailed 
its regatta ou a sea of troubles yesterday. Those who had advertised 
the race to begin ab1 o'clock had forgotten to consult the almanac, 
and as the tide would not accommodate itself to the exigencies of the 
case ib was foundnecessary toalterthe programme. The boats there- 
fore started at 12:15, amid the enthusiastic plaudits of four men, two 
small boys and a Skye terrier. The gallant craft were 16f. Whitehall 
working boats, and the course lay from Pier No. 28, under the Bridge, 
around Robin’s Reet Lighthouse, on the south shore of Staten Island, 
and back. All that the craft lacked im individual dignity they made 
up inthe pleasing sound of their names, There were the Light of 
Other Days, the Charles Stewart Parnell, the Far Down and the Nellie 
Mahoney. ‘“Durn them ferryboats,”’ said the commodore of the fleet. 
‘Has 6very blessed ferryboat on the river aot torun right athwart 
our course? Blarst my maintop scuppers if there ain*t a conspiracy 
to run us down! Huard-a-port there!’ A posse ferryboat threw the 
gallant Commodore on his beam ends, ‘'Busted my lee halyards and 
sprung my mizzen sheet,” said the ofticer, as he fastened hig left sus- 
pender with a vail and tucked in his stray linen. Bluding the dread- 
ful ferryboats, the feet passed Wovernor’s Island. the Light of Other 
Days having the lead, Off the south shore of Staten Island it lost 
sight of the others. All at once the tarry Commodore was observed 
to turn very pale, ‘*Let’s lie in here under the Jee of the island,” he 
said, ‘‘till the others go by, then we can run hame and get the prize. 
See?” Tis minion saw, and as théy approached the land the Com- 
modore’s pallor disappeared. The Light of Other Days returned to 
the dock at 3:17 P. M. and got the prize money, 41 minutes later the 
Pointer putin an appearance, and soon afterward the others came 
along. All except the Light of Other Days reported that they could 
not round the lizhthouse on account of the tide. “You chet to have 
geen me reund it,’ said the Commodore, proudly... Y. Herald. 

BUFFALO ¥. 0,—Like other lake ports Buffalo has of late taken a 
more active interest in yachting, though the fleet of the Buffalo Y, C. 
is but small as yet, numbering 6 vessels, Alarm and Mermaid, 
schooners; Curlew, Lily R., Arrow. sloops, and Adele, yawl. The 
Petrel was lost some time since, and the Scud has been sold to Toledo 
owners, but the former owners of both yachts will replace them this 
season, The membership is now nearly 100, and the club owns a con- 
venient and handsome house situated on the Breakwater. Buifalo is 
well situated as far'as water is concerned for yachting, and with the 
Jake at her doors, has not the excuse that may be urged for some 
localities far adhering to the model of the departed cae With a fleet 
of deep, safe and wholesome boats, no matter how small, and a proper 
spirit of enterprise among her yachtsmen, uhere is a prominent place 
open for her in the yachting records of the lakes. If her youn 
yachtsmen will drop forever the talsé and misleading standard o 
Jength, with the model of boat which must accompany it, and lool 
for their pleasure in boats of good design and safe construction, that 
they can hand¥é themselves, they will lay a firm foundation for 2 
flest of larger vessels inthe future with a host of amateur tars to 
command and man them. 

TORONTO Y. C.—The third race for the telescope presented by 
Vice-Commodoré Cosgrove, was sailed on Saturday, Aug. 23, in Tor- 
onto Bay. The conditions of the gift were thab it musth be wou three 
times by a yacht, and Iris haa, already won it twice, The perform- 
ance was opened by the Mischief, a light draft trap which was to take 
part in the race, blowing over ab her moorings, in consequence of 
whieh the start was delayed until4 P.M. ‘The wind was strong from 
northwest. and sails were reefed down, Mischief tools the lead at the 
start, but Inis soon passed her, Kestrel pene last. When before the 
wind, bound for the last buoy, the Mischief tried a spinhaker with 
such success that she capsized a second time. peut towed in by a 
ferryboat. Ivis won in 5h. 5m., and takes the prize. | ‘The third annual 
qaatebes will be held ou Sept. 8. Three prizes are offered in first class. 

CUTTER AND SCHOONER FOR SALH.—The cutter Hila May, 
pnilt this year by Lawley; aud the schooner Aaidee, but by Herres- 
hoff, both belonging to the estate of the late Geo. H. Tyler, are Tor 
gale. The Flla May is 20x10 on water line and 6left, depth of hold, 
while Zaides is Bio 10 by oft, draft, 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
QUINCY Y. ©, Aug, 28.—The third championship match was sailed 

on Thursday last, on Quincy Bay. The wind was fresh from south- 
west. The first class championship had already been won by Queen 

_ Mah, and by this race Joker takes second class. As each of the three 
boats in third class have won one race, itis necessary for them to 
Bailagain, The times were as follows: 

FIRST Eenitit 
i : ength. Actual, Corrected. P Brin, John Cavanagh........ ..:......26.08 138910 11454 | Dumping Barge Co., of 

SECOND CLASS. 

THE AMERICAN SHIPBUILDING CO.—A Philadelphia paper of 
recent date says that this company has been forsome timein the 
hands of Receiver ex-Commander Gorringe, the former president of 
the company, who is engaged in completing the contracts taken by 
the company. The following work remains to be done: A large 
passenger steamer for the Merchants’ and Miners’ Transportation 
Company of Baltimore, a companion vessel to the Frassburg, built 
at the yard and recently putin service; a steamer for the Barney 

b ew York; a small steamer for use in Mexi- 
can waters is nearly completed, and will soon be delivered. About 
600 hands are now employed, It was stated at the office recently that 

with Mr. Gorringe at 
be ready for organiza- 

} 1 30 06 1 02 23 upon closing up the business of the American Shipbuilding Co. Mr. 
Miope, BL Dunes. ikke eves 20.06 1 33 00 1 05 22 Gorringe intends to organize a new company upon a plan he has now 
Pet, J. W. MeFarland........ fei an oot 20,01 1 35 57 1 07 58 under consideration, The new organization, itis stated, will enter 
SPLayjetiaWie AO. c.  ovrie els ein eta 10.04 1 38 07 1 04 18 into business under very fayorable auspices 
Wildtire, H. A. Keith.................. 18.01 1 34 59 1 04 86 its head. It is thought the new company will 
J F220] (ys Wd I 610) 1722) SAD (sy A Not taken, tion in about two months.—The Iron Age. 

an ; THIRD CLASS. MIGNONETTH.—The little yacht, described in the Forwst AnD 
Bae Eetanco ls treet eee eee ees re A 4 re 28 : Ht 48 Srream of March 6, 1884, has made’ her first cruise to New London, 
Elfin, O..F, Hardwick... ter Deena Nottaken. Narraganset Pier, Cuttyhunk, Tarpaulin Cove, Oak Bluffs, and Hd- 

The judges were Messrs. E. W, Underwood, George A. Ordway and 
George Steward. 

artown, returning to Newport, her crew consisting of her owner and 
his brother, Her performance, though only rigged for cruising, has 
been very satisfactory, and her appearance excited the admiration of 

all who saw her, Her owner reports that she steers to perfection 
under her present rig, and puts in his evidence in favor of the double 
head rig, even on so small a boat. 

A MODEL TRAP.—In the late challenge race of the Toronto Y. C. 
the sloop Mischief first signalized herself by blowing over at her 
moorings, and then capsizing during the race, Her dimensions are 
2ix7i6tt. waterline, draft 1ft. 

NEW HAVEN Y. C.—On Tuesday, the 26th ult., a race was sailed 
over the club course around @haries Island buoy, for a cup offered 
by the New Haven Register, But two yachts entered, the Vixen 
being aground and unable to get off. Ceres started first and soon 
had a good lead, Stranger’s throat halliards carrying away and de- 
laying her; butin spite of this accident, after repairing damages, 
she overtook Ceres, beatmg her by half an hour. The judges were 
Messrs. Dudley, Peck and Shepherd. 
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DpraeGrove & McLELLAN, of Valparaiso, Ind,, are now running 
their shooting and fishing suit manufactory by steam power.—d4dv, 

RONAN, Box 34, Roxbury Station, Boston, Mass. 
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ER INE ICS 
FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry. 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Specifics haye been used by Farmers, Stock- 
reeders, Horse R.R.,Travel’g Hippodromes 

Menageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS. 
A.A. Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

UMPHREYS 
RY 

Hever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 75c. 
£.B. Cures Founder, Spavin, Stiffness, 5c. 
©.C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, VOC. 

. 1}. Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms,- - - Vdc. 
-E. Cures Cough, Heaves, Pneumonia, 5c. 

FF. Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, 5c. 
2 events Abortion, > - -~-- = - Toe. 
.H. Cures all Urinary Diseases,- - - - 5c. 

L.E. Cures Peuhoye Diseases, Mange, &e. F5ec. 
-J. Cures all Diseases of Digestion, - 5c. 

Medicine, and 00 
Medicator, 35 
seat Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 

dress on receipt of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more, 
Humphrey’s Veterinary Manual (330 pp.)sent 

free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 

t=-Pamphlets sent free on application. 
KRUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO. 

409 Fulton Street. New York. . 
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FAC-SIMILE OF No. 4, 

“ETE. IMBRIE” 

BLACK BASS REEL, 
PATENT COMPENSATING ACTION, 

By which more than one-half the friction (necessary to all other reels) 

is obyiated. Multiplies twice and has adjustable click. 

WE MAKE FOUR SIZES OF THIS REEL: 

Tes 4 Pe ap a .200yds. NOmopatsqet be ob RATS 100yds. 
Oy tatters cate eaten 150yds. INGLAS Beas ee eee suas 80yds. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for 

you, send 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue. 

None Genuine without the name of 

“ABBEY & IMBRIE, N. Y.,” 
Stamped on Disc. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
&". DATASA, 38S Broadway, N. WY., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment ot 
Valencia Sill Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine, Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

For price list address 

__F, LATASA, $1 New Sty Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

Picnin= Latkic |S SCraALIres 
Russian Water Proof. 

Price 25 Cents. 

Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti- 

ficial Baits 

The best article known for keeping out wet and 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

preserving the leather. 

GUN OIDE. 

Flies for all Waters. 

Price 50 Cents. 

Special patterns tied to order 

The only non-oxydizer made that will prevent 
iron, steel and metal from rusting when exposed to 
salt water. The contents of one bottle will keep a 
gun in good condition one year: 

Powdered Areca Nut. 
Price 50 Cents. 

A safe and infallible remedy for WORMS in DOGS. 

APPLETON & LITCHFIELD 
304 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

Imperial Flea Powder. 
Price 50 Cents. 

For the destruction of Fleas and vermin on dogs 
| and other animals. 

The aboye are put up under my supervision by 
one of the best chemists in the United States, and 
each is guaranteed as BeRTese nag. Sample con- 
taining one package of each sent on receipt of $1.50 
in stamps or postal note. 
I keep in stock a full line of 

Spratt’s Medicines for Dogs. 

Ronan’s Metal Shell Oleaner. Cleans with- 
out water. For sale by the trade. Price $1. 10 & 
12-bore sample by mail on receipt of price. J. F. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES. 
No. 175 Broadway, N. Y. 

C. E. OVERBAUGH & CO,, 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers & SportingGoods. 
DOUBLE GUNS: 

CHARLES DALY, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, GREENER, CLABROUGH, PIEPER, PARKER and COLT. 

RIFLYHS: 
WINCHESTER, MARLIN, BULLARD, COLT, BALLARD, MAYNARD and STEVENS. 

We have all of the Sharps 1878 model that there are in the market. Send for new 50-page illustrated 

catalogue. 265 & 267 Broadway, New York. 

DOG TRAINING; 
—h— 

&. T, HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STRHAM. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE PRICE $1.00. 

JAS. FEF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brookiyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine B*ishinge Tack jie. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America, 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; 300ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25: 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated’; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 
Single gut. 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
package, Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts. treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft. long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Bamples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 
Established 20 years. Open Evenings. Je. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Es YW WN © CEz’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost 
only about half asmuch. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal. inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
erimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 1038 Duane Street, New York. 

Breech and Muzzle-Loading Cannon 
FOR 

Campaign Saluting Purposes, G. AR Posts and Towns, 
ORNAMENTAL FOR LAWNS, 

——)o(—— 

PRICHS—BREHCH-LOADERS. 

No. 1, length 18in., No. 8 shell..,. .. $60 00 
ee aed 241n., Be ee era 80 00 
tae 4 28in,, ces Se ae: 110 00 
suas 32in., re Ne ae Ge 155 00 
Rite By 36in. , ALE OM Pies 225 00 
*\ectin ait 40in., Orie | acebes 300 00 

MUZZLE-LOADERS. 

No. 1, length 18iny, bore 1 in. $30 00 
eB @in,, * 44 55 00 
te 3, ae 28in., oe 1% ae F 

IE eS Beye om ey eels 
“5 36a. ° 
arity ef 40in., : 

MANUFACTURED BY THE 

STRONG FIRE ARMS CO.. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Can be obtained from leading Gun Stores, 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first ity ish, [56 eultipl, Is : les, first quality and fine finish. 7ott.. $1.00; 120ft.. $1.25; 

ee $1,505 24086. $1.75; 300fEt., $2.00; 450Ft., $2.25; GOOLE, $2.50; TbOLt., $2.75; oor 3.00. Nickel iptine 
Colerain Gea: Brass Click Reels, 25yds , 60 cts,; .40yds., 75 cts.; G0yds., 85 cents. ; 80yds., $1,00. Kiffe’s 
ice Sine - poe veld ses ee Ree gut, ae per doz; double, 20 cts. per dov.; treble, 30 cts. per 
Beers sk length, Rote: lense feta yil., 5 cls: aya 10 cis.; 3yds., 14 cts. Double Twisted 

: : ; treble, 8 length sts.; 4 Jeneth, 15 cts.; expra] -ply 
sega 25 cts, Trout Flies, 50 cts. per doz.: Black wane Flies, 81.00 ae hes ‘ampin chant oon 
y mail or express on receipt of price. SEND FOR PRIGH LIST. 
HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Between Fulton Merry and City Hall. OPEN RHVENINGS. 

GUNS FOR Aatxrz:?2 

Samples of our goods sent 

We offer a better spread in guns this year than ever before, consisting in part of the Parker 
Trap Guns (for which we are sole agents), the Colt Club and other Colt Guns, Harrington 
& Richardson's Guns and Revolvers, Enos James & Co.’s Invincible, Triumph Trap, Never 
Miss and other grades, and the Great American Single Gun, called the Field, with top lever 
and all improvements, The Field Gun costs but a trifle, and is designed for boys or men who 
cannot afford to buy fine double guns. Besides the above we hayé aj small job lot of puns of 
Webley, Hollis and other makes which we offer at less than half price. Send stamp for 
catalogue. Hi. «& D. FOLSUM., 15 Murray Street (P.O. Box 1114), New York. 

; NEW MODEL 
So 2e os 

“OUR 

PRICE, $75 TO $250. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. _ 

This gun is light and compact, fram 9 to 10 Ibs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

i. ©. SMIPEt, Makzoeor, Syracuse, N. WY. 

UP & MCS FISHING SUIT, 
DARK LEAD COLOR, 

AND THE 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
a (cas Of Waterprooted Duck, Dead Grass Color, Irish 

i (3 = Fustian and Imported Corduroy. 

i ASSORTED COLORS. 

Uneqgualed in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

} Write for our new Catalogue and Samples, 

THIS 
ls our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. Weighs but 16 ounces. 

Can de worn over or*under an ordinary coat. Has seven 

pockets and game pockets. Itis of strong material, 

as ig - | | 

UPTHEGROVE 

dead grass color, and will hold the game of a successfim 

AND 

McLELLAN, 
day without losing a hair or feather. We will mailit to 

Valparaiso, Ind. you, postage paid, for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

Elastic Heel-Plate for Shotguns, Hunting & Military Rifles 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. SOLD BY ALL GUN DEALERS AND WHOLESALED BY 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane Street, New Work City. 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 
Tae WiCHoz:ss 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded ®hree Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel- 
ence more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded to any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

Send for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws. 

Pragcrant Vanity Fair 
F AND 

Cioth of Gold 

CILGAREHETTEHS. 
Our Cigarettes cannot be surpassed, If you do not use them, atrial will convince 

you that they have no equal. Two hundred millions sold in 1883, 

13 First Prize Medals Awarded. 

WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. Se a 

WILSON 
PATENT > L 

e With thirty changes 
of postiions, Parlor 

F ll rary, Invali 
Chair,Child’s Orib, Bed or Lounge 
combining ee lightness, 
strength, COMMOR TT, sim- 
plicity, Everything to an exacs 

science,Orders line mail at 
= tended to promptly. Gooda 

: shippedC,0.D, WilsonAdjust- 
able Chair Manufacturing Co., 
9 West 14th st., N. ¥. 

The knglish “ Fishing Gazette.” 
Devoted to angling, river, lake and sea fishing, and 

heulture. 
Every Friday, 16 pages, folio, price 2d, 

Volume VI, commenced with the number for 
January 7, 1882. 

Eprror—R. B. MARSTON 

Free by post for one year for 12s, 6d. (say $3.20) tc 
any address in the United States. 

Sent direct from the office for any portion of a 
ear at the above rate. U, 8, postage stamps can 
e remitted, or money order payable to Sampson, 

Low, Marston & Go., the proprietors. 
Contains special articles on all fresh and sali 

water fish and fishing; reports of the state of the 
rivers; reports from angling clubs; fishculture and 
naturalhistory; where to fish; angling notes and 
ueries ; angling exchange column; notices of 
shing tackle, books, &c., and other features. 
A copy of the current number can be had (post 

free by sending six cents in stamps to R. B. Mars: 
ton, the FISHING GAZETTE office, 12 and 13, 
Fetter-lane, London. 
The FISHING GAZETTE circulates extensively 

among anglers and country gentlemen in all parts 
of the Empire. 

“There is a large public interest in fishing. , . 
An excellent ‘class organ,’’— World. 
“One of the best authorities on these and kindred 

subj cae : apa ee 
A brighter and gayer little paper is not pub- 

lished. Mayfair cet = y 
The FISHING GAZETTE is quoted by the Times 

and all the best papers. 
One of the best mediums for 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
of fishing tackle makers, fishculturists, hotels ana 
fishing quarters, whisky, waterproof fishing goods, 
cigars and tobacco, books of angling, and all other 
requirements of anglers; also for all general adver 
tisements addressed to a well-to-do class in all parts 
of the country and abroad. 
Office—i2 and 18. We**er-lane London 

& mA BeE?t 
Are you bound for the woods? Do you know the 

way’ No? Then follow the blazes ‘‘Nessmuk” has 
made with his little hatchet. In other words (lest: 

_ READING 

POSITION 

Mention this paper. 
Send stamp for [1,Circular, 

you may not understand figurative language) buy, 
study and be guided by ‘‘Nessmuk’s” book on 
Wooperar?. Its author has forgotten more about 
the woods and camp life than most book writers on 
that topic ever knew. Woopcrarris compact, clear, 
concise, comprehensive, and full ef sconce and 
fumption. Its price is $1.00. 

THE 
BRUNS WICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. 
Successors to THE J. M. Brunswick & BALKE Uo. 

and Tun H. W. CoLLEnDER Co. 

860 Broadway, New York, : ; 
Market & Huron Streets, Northside, Chicago. 

211 Market Street, St. Louis. ‘ 
1134 Market Street, Philadelphia. — 

267 West Baltimore St., Baltimore 
Indorsed by all the leading players, and awarded 

the highest prizes at every exposition where ex- 
hibited, TRIED AND PROVED. 
a 

BILLIARD AND {0-PIN BALLS 
CLOTH, CHECES, 

Cues, Cue Chessmen, 

Tips, Dice, Keno, 

CHALK, Hite., DOMINOES. 

PLAYING CARDS, Ete. 

Ivory, Shell, and Pearl Fancy Goode, 
TOILET SETS, CANES, FANS, Ete. 

Repairing dons. Ten-Pin Alleys built and estimates 
furnished. 

F, GROTE & CO., 114 E. 14th st.. N.Y, 
a 

For the Walls of Your Rooms, 

THREE NEW HUNTING SCENES. 

IN WATHR COLORS. 

By the author of Tight-Shell and Double, viz.: 

A SIDE SHOT (over Deeoys)..........size 15x22 in. 
STOPPING AN INCOMER...-.. “11x14 in. 
A LOST OPPORTUNITY ..-.....----. “* 11X14 in, 

St. Paul Minn. 

‘SEND FOR PRICE LIST 
OF THE FINEST DECOY 
DUCKS IN THE WORLD. Decoy 

H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer, 

WEEDSPORT, N. ¥. 

iy USTABLE 276 and 278 Division street, 
J. N. DOD GE, 

Detroit, Mitch. 

Manufacturer of Decoy Ducks of all kinds. First 
quality, $9 yes doz.; second quality, $7: third qual- 
ity, $5. Also geese, brant, coot, swan and snipe 
decoys. Duck and turkey calls. Decoys made like 
any pattern furnished, without extra charge. 
Large stock. 

Hunting Boots & Shoes. 

Made of best English grain leather either 
black or red, with or without hob nails. 
The very best and cheapest Shooting Boots 
and Shoes made, 
Aliso Gun Cases, Covers, Leggings, Cartridg? 

Belts and Bags, Ammunition Cases, 
Holsters and Belts, Bicycie Bags. 

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL, 

JOHN DD. BETHEL, 

Manufacturer of Sportsman’s Goods 
124 Chambers Street, New York. — 

Write for prices. No postal cards. 

HOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY. WJ 

s) are the only 

ones that can be used 
The Tropicals (dry 

succesfully in warm weather without ice. plate: 
Remember the negatives may all be developed on 

your return home, 
The lightest, most complete and practical of 

Amateur BH nipments: Price $10 and upward. E. 
& eT, ANT ONY & CO., 591 Broadway, N.Y. 
Send for catalogue. Book of instructions free. 
Forty years established in this line of business, 

Refrigerator Baskets. 
The grandest thing ever invented for fishermen 

or for parties living out of town, as articles of a 
perishable nature can be carried around all day in 
the hottest weather and will be kept cold as ice. 
These baskets being lined with tin and packed with 
boiler felt are perfect portable refrigerators, pre- 
serving the contents and giving plenty of ice-water 
for drinking purposes. They are made of the best 
rattan, with drop handles, double lids and straps on 
top, and are the strongest and most handsome 
baskets ever made. Two sizes. Price $3.50 and 
$4.50, Sent by express on receipt of price by the 
He aa JOHN R. HARE, 63 Fayette street, Balti- 
more, : 

FERGUSON’S 

Rust Preventer 
Specially adapted for 

Hire Arms, Cutlery, Tools, 

Superior to all other preparations. 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 
Office, 65 Fulton st., N.Y. (with T. J. Conroy). 

JOSEPH PLUNKETT, 
(Successor to R. SHEPHERD,) 

Importer and Manufacturer of Eng- 
lish Brass and Iron Bed- 
steads, Adjustable Polling BLM. 
Chairs, Folding Beds, Baby 
Carriages, tc. Also f 
all kinds of Bedding 
and Mat- 
tresses 

Hite. 

constant: 2 = 
lyon band = = = 
and made — = —— 
to order. —— = 7 

112 West 14th Street, New York. 

Roller Skating Rink 
FOR RENT. 

The St. Louis Natatorium Koller Skating Rink 
will be for rent for the season from October 15 to 
April 1, 1885. This is the only roller skating rink 
in St. Louis. The building bas all the latest appli- 
ances. Skating surface, 65ft. by 1650ft. ‘Large 
stage. 10-foot galleries aJl around the hall. Ladies’ 
and Gent's parlor and cloak rooms, ete. The build- 
ing is lighted by gas and electric lights, and heated 
by steam. For terms for the season apply to GHO. 
B. THOMPSON, St. Louis, Mo. 

GUU0D NEWS 
T7 LABIES! = 
Greatest inducements ever of 

fered, Now's your time to gat up 
orders for our celebrated Teas 
and Coifee¢s, and secure a beauti- 

os ful Gold Band or Moss Rose China 
; Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated 

Gold Band Moss Rose Dinner Set, or Gold Band Moss 
fed Toilet Set. Tor full particulars address 

per E GEEAT AMERICAN TRA CO. 
P.O. Box 289, 31 and 38 Vesey St., New York. 

Send for Circular 

“BUSINESS” 

- i ei! FISHLINES. 
Braided from the very o2st silk. Manufactured 

only by B. J, MARTIN, Roctrville, Oonn. 
(oe es 

Send six cents for postage, 
~ and receive free a costly box 
f of goods which will help all, o f 

either sex, to more money rightaway than anything 
else in this world. Fortunes await the workers 
absolutely sure. At once address Truz & Co. 
Augusta, Maine. 
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WYOMING GAME AND FISH. 

\O far as talk and legislative enactments go, Wyoming is 

far ahead of the other Territories on all questions per- 

taining to game protection and fishculture. It has a game 
protective association, whose headquarters are in Cheyenne, 

and this association has originated much of the excellent 
legislation upon this subject. We have never been able to 

_ learn, however, that this body has done anything to enforce 

the laws which it has fathered. That the matter is one 

which presents many difficulties we are quite prepared to 

admit. Without funds to pay officers it is manifestly im- 

possible to efficiently police a great and sparsely settled coun- 

try; and if such necessary funds are not to be had in the 

thickly settled and wealthier districts of the Bast, as they 
are not, it is searcely to he expected that they would be con- 

tributed by the busy settlers of a comparatively new coun- 

try. One plan, however, might be adopted by this society, 
and ata merely nominal cost might prove very effective. 
Prominent among the officers and directors of the Wyoming 

Game Protective Association are a number of the leading 
stock men of the country, individuals who own thousands 
of head of cattle, or who represent corporations which own 

tens of thousands. Many of these men are officers, or are 

prominent in the councils, of the Wyoming Stock Growers’ 

Association, a body which largely controls the most impor- 
tant interests of the Territory. If the men who are mem- 

bers both of the stock association and the game protective 
association could be induced to move actively in the matter, 
the stock detectives, employed by the former association, 

could be appointed deputy sheriffs with power to arrest all 

violators of the game laws as well as other offenders, These 

stock detectives are constantly traveling through the Terri- 
tory, and in every direction, and would be the men of all 

others the most likely to run across parties of game butchers. 

What is needed in the wilder sections of the West more 
than anything else—if our game is to be protected—is some 

one to frighten away the wholesale butchers. Something 
should be done to create an impression that the game is being 

looked after. If it were generally believed by the skin- 

‘The latter will be under the auspices of the Philadelphia 

-refer to people in this way, we always prefer first to know 

hunter and the English, Eastern and Western slaughtering 

parties, who now make annual trips to the mountains for 

game, that the Territorial statutes were rigidly enforced, 

there would he a general migration of such people to other 

regions where there were more lenient laws less stringently 

carried into effect. 
That the game is going fast is more true now than ever 

before, but it has been repeated so often that people cease to 

heed the warning. The cry is becoming monotonous. It is 
going fast, and ultimately it must all go; but let us try to 
make its decrease as gradual as possible; let us protest 

against all useless slaughter. 
In the matter of fishculture in Wyoming, on the other 

hand, we can see some tangible results. The fact that no 

trout are found in any of the streams flowing into the North 

Platte River, except such as have been planted in them, 

makes the question of fish food an interesting one to a large 

proportion of the inhabitants of the Territory. Among the 

newspapers which have urged the importance of the subject 

on the people, one of the most important is the Laramic 

Sentinel, whose editor, Doctor J. H. Hayford, is well known 

throughout the Territory as one of its most able and enterpris- 

ing citizens, In arecent issue he gives an account of the 

steps recently taken in behalf of fishculture in Wyoming, 

and this account we publish elsewhere. 

THE OREHEDMOOR MEETING. 

i ae fall meeting at the national range opened on Tues- 

day last with a very fair showing for a good time. The 

hot weather made life on the-range rather uncomfortable, but 

competition made it still warmer, and, with the steady wind 

which prevailed, the shooting was above the average. lt 
looks as though the efforts of the board in offering liberal 

prize lists were to be rewarded with an abundant return in 

the way of entrance fees, and if it can be shown that free 

outlay meets a generous response from the marksmen, it is 

likely that our Creedmoor meetings will again become 

events of note. There is a fair representation among the 
several matches of the various shooting elements. The regu- 
lars are there as far as they can be spared, and the militia 

of three States show sufficient interest to put teams in the 

inter-State match. The individual matches seem to be well 

filled, enough in each at least to make a sharp struggle neces- 

sary if any prizes are to be taken. In fact, it is a meeting 

of experts, and it may be well to consider whether it is not 

wise in such gatherings to have a system of classificd 
matches, as is the practice in trap-shooting, and so give the 

marksmen of inferior but growing skill some chance of 

securing a trophy. It seems likely that the five days of the 

meeting will be clear of bad weather. We hope they may, 

that the experiment of the board may have a full and com- 
plete trial. In our next issue a full report of the meetings 

with detailed scores, will be given. 

THE NATIONAL BREEDERS’ SHOW. 

VERY erroneous opinion appears to have obtained in 

3 certain quarters respecting the dog show which will be 

given in Philadelphia next month, A false impression has 
been created by the misinformation so industriously circu- 

lated by those who have for some reason, quite beyond con- 

jecture, assumed an aggressive attitude to ward the proposed 

exhibition. 
The National Breeders’ show will be given a month later 

than the Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society’s dog show. 

Kennel Club, That there might be no possible confusion in 

the public mind, the secretary of the October show withheld 
all public mention of that exhibition until such time as the 

entries of the September show should be in. 

But pending the official announcement of the Breeders’ 

show, the Philadelphia Kernel Club sent out circulars broad- 

cast, denouncing it a8 a speculative affair and inimical to 
the kennel interests of the country. This journal was im- 
portuned to take a firm stand against the October show, on 

the ground that it was speculative. We declined to do so 

until we had some proof that it was as represented. We do 
not often have occasion to speak of individuals as parasites 

preying on dog owners; and when we do find it necessary to 

to whom the epithets are to apply. So we wrote to the 

gentleman who was reputed to be the secretury of the October 
show. His explanation of the origin and character of the 

exhibition was printed in the last number of this journal. 
The facts being given, the charge that the show was to be 

speculative was at once seen to be utterly absurd. The 

sponsors are gentlemen of wealth and high standing; to de- 

fend them from the silly charge of preying on dog owners and 
giving a dog show'for speculative purposes would be an affront 

to themselves and to the public. To defend the judges from 

the abuse with which journalistic ignorance or malignity 
has already greeted them would be another affront to the in- 

telligence and fair-mindedness of the public. 

Having learned the facts, instead of denouncing the Octo- 

ber show as a speculative venture, we said last week that 

the names of those connected with it were a sufficient guar- 

antee of its good standing, and we added that we thought it 
would have the cordial support of owners, breeders and ex- 

hibitors. It surely deserves this, all the more now that it 

has weathered the thunderstorm of ill-advised opposition. 

We take pleasure in indulging the belief that those who have 
misconstrued its character, now that they are better informed, 

will gracefully change their attitude and give the gentlemen 

who are at the back of the National Breeders’ Show their 

hearty co-operation. 

Boy MarksMEN,—This heading may appear somewhat of 

a bull, but a bull in a china shop does not create half the 

commotion that some of these boy shooters have made 
among the old crack shots. The lad Whitney has been 
creating something of a furore in the shoots about his 

Central New York home. He has been filling in his 

vacation by dropping in at shooting tournaments and scoop 

ing up the major prizes, while the grizzled old mug-hunters 

who have been calculating on a ‘‘sure thing” have been 
left badly out. He, the boy, will have a superabundance 

of small change for sweets and toys, while they, the 
M. Hs., will be sadly short on their tobacco fallowance. 

It will become a serious question, if this thing is to go on, 

whether it will not be wise to get up a handicapping rule on 

an age allowance with an inverse ratio factor so that the 
veterans will stand in to the trap while the infant shooters 
will be back by the grand stand. The question will natur- 

ally arise, how is it that. mere youths, who have had no 
training as shots, can pick up a gun, often an inferior one, 

and do much uniformly good work. There is in snap- 

shooting a certain knack, or instinct or trick, or whatever 

else it may be called which marks the good shot. It is 
that interaction of the brain, eye and hand, which must be 

brought into play if the shot is to be anything more than 

the wildest chance. This may be acquired by training and 
effort, and is so secured in the majority of cases. Occas- 
lonally it seems to exist naturally, and then the phenomenal 

shot appears conspicious when he is a boy, not so much so 

when the ability is suddenly discovered by a full grown 
man. As this knack can he acquired so it can be lost, and 

it would not be surprising to see these wonderful marksmen 

of one season, prove very commonplace ones the next. 

ANOTHER ‘‘Don’?.”—Our list of cautionary ‘‘Don’ts,” it 

appears, was not complete. We must add to it ‘Don’t hang 

your loaded gun up on the wall.” Here is an illustration 

of what happened to one man who did it: “Lightning 

struck the house of John Qucen, of Jacob’s Creek, Pa., 

knocked from the wall his loaded gun, and at the same 
instant his daughter Nancy dropped dead. The gun was 

discharged, and the contents struck her in the breast. 
Whether she met her death by theilightning or the shot will 

never be known.” 

Tun SurroLk County Prorector.—We notice in the 
papers a report that some of the Suffolk county sports- 

men are moving to secure the withdrawal of the present 

occupant from the office of game protector, on the ground 

that he has not succeeded in breaking up the netting of wild 

fowl in Long Island waters. On the other hand, the game 

protector avers that he is not responsible for what is only an 
apparent dereliction on his part, and requests a suspension 

of judgment until the facts are known. 

PHILADHLPHIA Doe Sxow Entrms.—We have received 

a dispatch from Mr. Chas, Lincoln stating that the entries 

for the bench show of the Philadelphia Kennel Club num- 

ber nearly six hundred, and that among them are very many 

fine animals. 

Tue YELLOWSTONE PARK.—One of the staff of this jour- 

nal is visiting the National Yellowstone Park, a region with 

which former visits haye made him familiar. The results 

of his present investigations there will be given in these 

columns, 

Hatr-Cockep.—A gun that goes off at half cock rarely 

hits any game. More often it is liable to wound the person 
holding it. 
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Che Sportsman CTanvist, 

THE LOG OF THE BUCKTAIL. 

DOWN THE TIADATTON. 

fis call a bright, oe river 140 miles in length a creek, 
is & misnomer, Vherefore I abjure the name, ‘‘Big 

Pine Creek,” and use the Indian name, Tiadatton, which 
signifies River of Pines, and is especinlly appropriate. For, 
even at this day, after seventy-five years of lumber skinning, 
it is essentially a ‘River of Pines.” 

It is thirty-six years since I first chose this wild, beautiful 
stream, as my stamping and camping ground. At that time 
there were six sawmills, with their consequent boarding 
houses, between March Oreek and Round Island, Each mill 
employed from twenty to forty hands the year round. For 
fifteen miles the river runs between mountains where there 
never was and never can be anything in the way of settle- 
ment or agriculture. So long as the ‘‘clear pine” lasted this 
region was quite lively, The axe resounded from hill to 
hill. The clank and clang of the gang saw was incessant. 
When there came a ‘‘rafting flood,’ there was a constant 
procession of board rafts going down stream from daylight 
till dark. The whoop of the raftsmen was a constant 
quantity of hoodlum racket, 

Tt is quiet enough now. Of the 200 choppers, sawyets, 
hunters, ete,, nol one is left. Of the six mills and the board- 
ing houses there is not a vestige remaining, save one heavy 
timber that marks the site of Slide Island Dam, and two 
tumble-down stone chimneys that mark the spot where once 
stood the two Manchester boarding houses. It seems so 
strange that this region should be more wild, more lonely 
and silent to-day than it was thirty odd yearsago, But such 
is the fact, 

No man will ever know, eyen approximately, how many 
millions of pine lumber have been “‘rafted down” between 
these dark, fir-clad mountain spurs, To note the effect of 
this constant depletion of green timber is a part of my busi- 
ness. And what is the eitect? How is the region thus de- 
pleted altered or affected in, let us say, a period of three 
decades. It goes without saying that in one or two seasons 
a terrific fire clears off dry tops, limbs and the inflammable 
débris always left in the wake of the himberman. If the 
fire has been fierce enough to “kill the soil” the first after- 
growth is apt to be fire weeds as dense as hair on a dog, 
Then come the trailing blackberry, the fire cherry and small 
poplars or aspens, followed by serub oaks. Sometimcs the 
upright blackberry intervenes, followed by black and red 
raspberry vines, ‘The original timher is seldom or never re- 
produced. in less than twenty years there is a more dense 
growth of cover than was cut off by the lumberman, 

But the springs, the trout streams, the trout, the deer, have 
all suffered in the interim. They may and do recover to 
some extent, but the recovery is very slow. Where the land 
is susceptible of cultivation there is no chance of recovery. 
I can point to a score of hills that 1 have known at one time 
or ancther as little more than barren fire scalds, which are 
now covered with a dense growth of shrubs and timber, 
And the cover is better for game than it was thirty years 
ago; but the game is not there, for, as the hand of the lum- 
berman is raised, the two hands of modern civilization come 
down heayily armed with the fatal breechloader. The shy, 
persecuted wild things are fearfully put to it for a breathing 
spell in which to reproduce themselves, for the roar of the 
10 hore is quite apt to be heard in the closeseason. Perhaps 
eyen the open season would he sufficient, and violation of 
the law only hastens the time a little, 

Some such reflections as these pass through my mind as I 
leisurely fan the Bucktail down Marsh Creek into the Tia- 
datton, almost past ‘‘Plat Rock,” where I once stood on just 
such another bright June day, and took with the angle 450 
fine brook trout between sunup and sundown. 
a trout hog? Nota bit of it. The trout were coming upon 
the June rise. Had | held my hand off not a trout of them 
would be alive to-day, And they were all used. So under 
the brightest of skies and waters, | paddle down to the 
“Eddy.” Now the Eddy is an old favorite camping ground, 
not only with me, but with scores of outers and triends, with 
whom J have camped in the years long gone by. 

I land up on the right hand side, and spend an hour mak- 
ing camp. Itis an oid story. Hemlock bark for fire, hem- 
lock browse for bedding; the old shelter tent put up at a 
sharp pitch oyer along strong pole sharpened at each end, 
the smaller end being planted in the bark of a large spread- 
ing elm, the huge trunk of the tree making excellent back- 
ing for a camp-tire, saving thereby much labor in cutting and 
packing back logs; and long before sundown I have estab- 
lished a cosy woodland home, About all the home I should 
eyer need—if summer would but hold. An hour spent in 
picking browse, another in collecting night wood, and there 
is still daylight enough left to catch afew minnows and 
stretch an outline across the foot of the Eddy, for the outline 
is my weakness, and | seldom camp for a single night on the 
banks of the river without putting out a few hooks. It is 
something that one can look forward to. It includes the 
comforting elements of hope, expectancy and uncertainty ; 
also a possible breakfast of fresh fish. f like the outline, 
and if it be voted that this relezates me to the ranks of the 
pot-hunter, so be it. — 

In handling a canoe a pleasant, handy landing is of some 
importance, and this is quickly made by the aid of a couple 
of slabs held in place by as many stakes: a few feet of 
common trolling line by way of painter, and the Bucktail 
swings airily to her moorings, even as a thing of life. Never 
quite still, no matter how quiet the water; resting on the 
glassy surface like an egg-shell, and always in graceful mo- 
tion, but so gently, so softly, that at times she seems motion- 
less. {make it a point to moor a canoe where I ean lie indo- 
lently on a bed of browse, smoke and watch the graceful 
motion of the little craft, as by imperceptible degrees she 
fakes in every point of the compass. And while engaged in 
this laudable occupation it happens that I forget all about it 
The pipe tumbles on to the blanket, and I unconscicusly drop 
off into a sweet, healthy, unpremeditated sleep—to be awak 
ened by a nightmare dream that I am in the rapids of 
Niagara above tne falls, and paddling for dear life to catch 
onto Goat Island. With a spasmodic jerk I sit on my 
‘“thead’s antipodes,” and still the roar of the falls is in my 
ears; but only for a few seconds. My head gets level, and 
I remember where I am—at the Eddy, im camp for the first 
night of the season, aftera long and bitter winter. And 
below, on the opposite bank, a bright flashing light comes 
glinting and gleaming athwart the open spaces among the 
trees, followed by a buckling, clattering noise of wheels, and 
a dimly seen line of coal cars limned against the opposite 

Was I then! 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

mountain, Then comes the red stern-licht of the caboose, 
and in Jess than a minute the whole affair has faded into 
distance and silence. Yes, the Pine Creek Railroad is an 
accomplished fact. Once I would have staked my existence 
that no engineer could plan and build a railroad along these 
mountain sides. I giveit up. It is like a chapter from 
the Arabian Nights, 

Thirty years ago, I and my favorite hunting chum, ‘Kit 
Stowell,” were apt to spend the entire hunting season along’ 
this stream, and we often hugged ourselves with the argu- 
ment that here no farmer or settler would ever attempt to 
clear land, and no engineer could ever plan and build a rail- 
road, We knew that the high mountains were rich in coal, 
but three generations had paid taxes thereon und had never 
received one cent in return. The coal couldn’t be got at, 
and the lands were repeatedly sold for taxes. Here she 
comes at last—the fiery-eyed locomotiye, And the lands are 
worth $200 per acre. 

It is modern magic. ~ The magic of science. . 
A double steel ribbon is digged and planted in the steep, 

rocky mountain side, and almost hourly heavily laden coal 
trains go rattling and roaring: up stream, while long trains of 
bark, timber, boards and merchandise go down stream, to be 
placed where they will do most good. And six to eight light 
passenger trains go over the road every twenty-four hours at 
high speed, 
And clo I, an old woodsman, regret this? 

i rather Jike it. 
A train does not stop to go marauding about my camp, 

nosing around to steal whisky and loose duffle, as the old- 
time logger did. And I cannot see that the railroad inter- 
feres with the game or fish, I do not see why it should or 
could, Moreover, when I am ready to break camp I can 
step on to a car, fake a cushioned seat, and in an hour or two 
be at my own door. Only four years ago this would haye 
called for an exhaustive, all-day, up-and-down tramp with a 
heavy Joad. (1 think I won’t go back on railroads). 
Musing thus, and still smoking, I drop back on the fra- 

grant browse and again forget, to be again awakened by the 
clashing, clattering roar of a passing train. But this time I 
only rise on one elbow, watch the gleaming headlight flash 
by, and drop off to slamher before the train 1s out of hearing, 
to once more awaken at the first gleaming of daylight. Start- 
ing the dull embers into a lively blaze, I step into the Buck- 
tail, drop down a few yards, and overhaul the outline. The 
catch is not such as the conyentional outer is wont to boast 
of. Just two silver-bellied eels, one of them large. Ag I 
take them in I say, *‘Two days’ rations of first-rate fish. It 
is enough. More would he useless.” Then I go to camp, 
wash up, clean the camp, make a model fire and dress the 
eels. By the way, an eel is more easily and quickly dressed 
than any other fish, if you know the proper way. 
And itis yet only 5 A, M. The days are long on the 4th 

of June, I amuse myself by organizing the camp to my 
notion, and then cooking a plain meal in my best manner, 
Two slices of fish, parboiled, rolled in meal, and fried to a 
light brown; a mealy potato, a slice of brown bread and 
sweet butter, a cup of powerful coffee—thatis all. But the 
appetite. Where did I get it? I wish I had boiled another 
potato or fried more fish, I will get even at dinner time. 

There are fifteen hours of bright summer sunlight to pass 
somehow, before I shall again turnin. (I wish it were tifty 
instead of fifteen). When the camp is in order, dishes 
washed, and everything clean and neat, [ cut a long, slender 
rod, plant it firmly in the sand by the landing, with a bushy, 
genuine bucktail at the tip, as a camp signal. As the morn- 
ing passenger train dashes by, friendly hands are waved in 
recognition, while the signa] is frantically shaken in answer, 
and the train goes on its way Jeaving all silent and lonely as 
before. 

There is a long summer day before me. The thermometer 
must be high up in the eighties, and it is necessary to kill 
the time in some way, more or less enjoyable. Now while 
the little shady flat on the west side of the Eddy is one of the 
finest camping spots on the stream, it is open to the objec- 
tion that there is no available spring on that side, and your 
average Pennsylvanian always considers a cold, clear spring, 
the first. requisite of his camping ground. It happens that 
on the opposite side ef the Eddy, a cold spring comes dash- 
ing and plashing over cool, mossy rocks, to lose itself in the 
main stream. It is only pastime to paddle across whenever 
I want cold water. 

The heavy stone rip-rapping of the railroad affords an ex- 
cellent chance for a strong cache, which is indispensable in 
this region, for there is not a night during the open season 
in which you can lay by meat, fish or butter, where hedge- 
hogs and ‘coons will not find it. Their strength and persist- 
ency in digging out your larder is something surprising, I 
haye a butter cup with a tight-fitting cover, and a square tin 
case for keeping pork, also with a tight cover. Time and 
again I have had these tinsraided by raccoons, nosed around, 
wallowed in the mud, and moved yards away from the cache; 
but the covers stuck like burrs, and it must drive a ’coon 
frantic to work half the night in unearthing a butter cup 
and then with only one thickness of tin between his nose 
and the longed-for butter, be unable to get a taste of it. 
Unless the ‘coon dialect has plenty of cuss words I don’t see 
how he could ever get over it. j 

So I make a cache that Iam certain is strong enough this 
time, and make a neat package with linden leaves for the 
fish; and then, like an old school boy, make a neat little 
pond just above where the spring loses itself in the riyer. 
This is to keep minnows for bait. And the forenoon is not 
half spent, , Pi 
The sun beats dowu with scorching’ power on the placid 

waters of the Eddy. But up on the steep hillside 1 can see 
tall, heayy-topped, heavy-limbed hemlocks scattered around 
in a promiscuous sort of way. It is a good chance for 
browse. And so tying the blanket bag at one end, I go 
leisurely up the hill and kill a couple of hours collecting 
pine browse until the old blanket bag will hold no more. 
Then I paddle back to camp, ana arrange the bed until there 
is no chance for further improvement. And still it is not 
dinner time. I get out the rod and soon have a dozen and a 
half of minnows darting around the little pond waiting to be 
impaled for bait. a : be 

Dinner is a repetition of breakfast, with the addition of a 
Johnny cake, in the making of which I rather count myself 
an expert. It is easy to kill the next two or three hours— 
cleaning up dishes and snugging the camp, with dozing and 
smoking. Then I get out the set lines and cross over to the 
preserve to ‘‘string” the bait, and as I near the landing a 
large water snake comes directly from the little pond and 
swims clumsily across my bows. He is full to repletion, and 
has been stealing minnows past a doubt. But I do not kill 
him, I never killa harmless snake, Ido not admire him, 
but he is less offensive alive than dead. At the pond, with 

On the whole, 
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the head of a small sunfish in his mouth, is another and 
larger snake. He, too, is full to the neck, and not at all dis- 
posed to be scary or give ground. When I take the fish by 
the caudal fin and pull gently but steadily he gets himself 
together and pulls against ine with all his little strength, and 
when I finally drag the fish away from him he still remains 
in position, regarding me wickedly with his bright, bead- 
like eyes. When it was too late, 1 was sorry that I robbed 
him of his prey. It would be interesting to know if he, 
being already full to the neck, could manage to swallow a 
spiny sunfish three times as broad as his own head. 

It takes an hour to make good the lost bait, for there are 
only four left in the pond, and by the time [ haye tied the 
setlines it is getting dusk. Now, if I were a trout enthusiast 
TI could find very fair fly-fishing by going a couple of miles, 
but lam not. I had a surfeit of trout fishing and trout eat- 
ing when they were really abundant, and the fervor has left 
me, foreyer, Limagine. I am here to rest, cruise, and enjoy 
open-air life. 
The second night is one of sound sleep and healthful rest, 

scarcely broken by the roaring, rattling trains that go past 
almost hourly. In the early gray of the morning I get into 
the canoe and overhaul the outline, finding the catch rather 
a slim one for eighteen hooks, thirteen of them being bare. 
There are, however, three fine eels and a large white chub, 
the latter being a poor pan fish during warm weather. So, 
as he is lightly hooked, he is given his liberty. Also, on the 
last hook, just where the spring water turns around the rocks, 
there is a large trout hanging by the lip. As I judge her to: 
be a female, and as catching trout on setlines goes against. 
the stomach of my sense, she gets her liberty, and makes the 
most of it by dashing frantically up stream like an arrow. 
Long before sunrise the fish are dressed and snugly packed 
in moss and leaves. Then I paddle across to cache them and 
get out the others for breakfast, because, ‘‘first caught first 
cooked,” is a good rule for fish and fishing, 

It happens that the rule does not apply in the present in- 
stance, For, long before reaching the bank, I note-a couple 
of dirty-looking tin dishes and a lot of torn, muddy leaves 
and moss scattered loosely along the margin of the stream, 

The sharp-nosed ’coon has been there, and, as usual, hus 
undermined the cache. The soft sand is thickly studded 
with his fracks, looking for all the world like the footprints 
of adarky baby. The tracks of the fretful porcupine are 
also there, and I wonder how the two very different animals 
made it. Did they divvy up amicably, or did the sharp- 
nosed, sagacious ’coon get away with the entire steal? Or 
did the porcupine stand him off by dint of quills, which 
every wild animal dreads and avoids? And how did they 
feel about it when they found that the corner in pork and 
butter would not work, because the stock was ‘‘covered?” 
And the oyerted water snake that I left in quiet possession 
of the pool. Did they make a ‘‘lame duck’ of him, so to 
speak? J never shall know, The bright-eyed wood folk 
have their own mysterious exchange; but I do not get their 
reports regularly, and can only say that they beat me quite 
as often as I beat them. NESSMUK, 

Slatnyal History. 

ANTIDOTE FOR SERPENT’S VENOM, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Aug. 21, Mr. John Williamson speaks of 

the healing virtues of the plantain leaf for rattlesnake bites, 
Another remedy, which is, perhaps, not so easily obtainable 
but sure to have a beneficial effect if taken immediately 
after the bite, is simply a quart flask, or, if possible, what is 
yet better, a two quart flask of good whisky, into wi ich is 
put about a handful of pounded sassafras root. Shake 
thoroughly, cork tightly and you have ready for immediate 
use one of the most powerful as well as certain expellants of 
snake venom that is known, Jt should be taken not only in- 
ternally but externally as well by an application immediately 
to the wound. 

Of this valuable remedy I learned when on a trout fishing 
excursion through Sullivan county. I had returned home 
tired, wet and hungry, to the cabin of my backwoods host 
and had just prepared my fish to become a “‘party of the 
second part” in a trout supper when, happening by mere 
chance to look on what in a more modern structure would 
be known as the mantle, my eyes fell upon two very inter- 
esting objects. The first was a set of rattles, which num- 
bered fifteen; the second was the dried skin of an enormous 
copperhead, Of course, I asked the old man to tell me all 
about it, and he yery willingly unbosomed himself, He 
said that in the fall of 1877 he was hunting deer, and was 
creeping through the bushes endeavoring to flank a large 
buck when, without any other warning than the usual rattle, 
a rattlesnake, one of the largest of its species, sprang upon 
him, sinking its fangs deep into his leg, Quick as thought 
he killed it with his hunting knife, bound tightly the limb 
above and below the wound and made hasty tracks for his 
cabin, Arriving there, he applied the whisky and sassafras 
root in the manner previously described, and in about ten 
days he had recovered. ‘ 

On another occasion he was out trapping, when he was 
attacked by a copperhead, which bit him in the big toe of 
his left foot. This bite was treated to the same dose and in 
the same manner, and speedy recovery followed, while the 
skin and rattles were kept as trophies of his two snake ad- 
ventures. : Wu 

I also know a woman who was bitten in the foot while at 
the spring getting water, and who, after using the remedy, 
recovered fully and in a very short space of ane as 

PrrrspurGH, Pa., Aug. 24. 

In her book, ‘‘Snakes, Curiosities and Wonders of Serpent 
Life,” Miss Catherine C. Hopley writes on the subject of 
‘(The Venoms and their Remedies,” as follows: 
“To conceive of an antidote to snake poison in the true 

sense of the term,” Sir John Fayrer explains, “one must 
imagine a substance so subtle as to follow, overtake and 
neutralize the yenom in the blood; one that shall haye the 
power of counteracting and neutralizing the deadly influence 
it has exerted on the vital forces. Such a substance has still 
to be found and our present experience of the action of drugs 
does not lead to hopeful anticipation that we shall find it.’ 
With regard to the many drugs used in various countries 

for the enre of snake bite, it is curious to note that as a rule, 
they are procured from the most deadly plants. As like 
cures like, so poison cures poison. Pennyroyal, says Charas, 
was held to the nose of a viper, who, by turning and wrig- 
aling, labored hard to ayoid it, and in half an hour’s tim ¢ 
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was killed by it. This was in’ July, at which season these 
creatures are Computed to be in the greatest vigor of their 
poison. 
> Another drig which is poison to a venomous snake is 
tobacco, within the reach of most persons. This, among 
native remedies, has always been in favor, and we have 
heard of its efficacy ever since the weed was known to Euro- 
peans, Various species of tobacco and its allies are in- 
digenous to most tropical countries, and probably were in 
use for both man and snake bites long before civilized nations 
fook comfort in smoking, Man carries more poison in his 
mouth than a snake, said an old Virginian writer, alluding 
{0 nicotine, He can poison a rattlesnake more quickly than 
it can him, Nicholson states that it also rapidly affects a 
cobra, and le recommends it, should you wish to destroy the 
snake uninjured. ‘You have,” he says, ‘but to blow into 
his mouth 4 drop or two of the oil from a dirty pipe.” 
Two young men chopping wood together in Virginia 

espied a, rattlesnake. With a forked stick one of them held 
its head close to the ground, keeping the body constrained 
with his foot, while his comrade took from his own mouth a 
quid of tobbacco which he foreed into that of the snake, 
The reptile was then released, and had not crawled a couple 
of yards before it was convulsed, swelling and dying within 
a short time. 

Strychnine appears to have a similar effect to tobacco 
on snakes. Fayrer found cobras extremely susceptible 
to the influence of strychnine, An almost impalpable 
quantity caused a cobra to twist itself up in a rigid series of 
coils and die. Carbolie acid is another drug which pro- 
duces powerful effects. Poured on the floor of their cages it 
will kill venomous snakes in a very short time. A large 
Bungarus died in ten minutes in this way. 

Dr. Weir Mitchell approves of carbolic acid. The Lancet 
vecommends every backwoodsman to supply himself with a 
little of it, which is easily portable and manageable in 
capillary tubes. In several of Mitchell’s experiments with 
erotalus venom, carbolic acid applied to the wound was 
attended with success. But it must be done at once. 

The whole secret of cures—when cures can be effected at 
all—lies in promptness. It is celerity on the part of the 
“Indians which insures their success, In an instant, if his 
comrade be bitten, the savage is on his knees sucking the 
wound, graspiug the lim) firmly or strapping it tightly 
above and below the bite, knowing quite well the importance 
of checking the circulation. He has his ‘‘poison. pills,” and 
ftobaceo in his pouch. He explodes gunpowder onthe wound 
and loses not an instant, nor does the victim lose heart. He 
submits with courage and confidence, and in these lies another 
element of success. aa 
Many cases are on record of persons being at death*s door 

through fear alone, when bitten by a harmless snake, but 
recovering on being assured that there was no danger, And 
other cases are well known where bitten persons haye died 
of fright and the depressing influence surrounding the acci- 
dent, when they might possibly have recovered. 
And now fora few words about the most popular and 

perhaps the most altainable of all remedies—alcchol. No 
wonder that the backwoodsman resorts to this, which, with- 
out any chopping-off of fingers or toes, or personal pyrotech- 
nics, or other local tortures, deadens his sensibilities, renders 
him unconscious of all suffering, and sends him intoa happy 
obliviousness of danger. It is not arefined mode of treat- 
ment, nor one that presents many opportunities of exhibit- 
ing professional skin; and itis no doubt somewhat deroga- 
tory to admit that to become dead drunk is an effective 
victory against snake yenom, During a sojourn in Iowa 
some years ago, when wild and uncleaned lands formed the 
‘streets’ of the town in which | was staying—Lyons, on 
the Mississippi River, and as lovely a spot as artists and 
botanists Gan wish to revel in—it was by no means an infre- 
quent occurrence to hear of rattlesnake bites. 
‘What was to be done tothe man? Is he alive?” were 

questions naturally asked. 
“He drank a quart of raw whisky and got dead drunk.” 
Generally a quart had the desired effect, that is, of causing 

intoxication, Persons unused to intoxicants might be 
affected by a less quantity, but so violent is the combat 
between yenom and whisky that a large dose must be 
‘swallowed before any effects at all are produced. J heard 
of a man in Nevada, George Terhune, a teamster (I give his 
name, having reason to believe the truth of the story) who 
was bitten in the hand by arattiesnake while stooping to 
veach some water out of a spring. The man was alone and 
far away from human habitations. It was an instinctive 
and momentary business first to kill the snake; then rushing 
to his wagon, he drew the bung from a keg of whisky and 
took a large draught of the contents. After swallowing as 
much as he could, he took some tobacco from his pocket, 
saturated that with whisky, and applied this poultice to his 
hand. He then proceeded with his:team, drinking whisky 
at intervals, until he reached a dwelling, when he removed 
the poultice and found that the wound had turned green, 
Applying another of the same kind, he resumed his jonrney 
and lis potent doses, reaching his destination the’ next day 
as sober as a judge, having imbibed enough fire-water to in- 
loxicate a dozen men. 

The quantify sometimes_swallowed under such circum- 
stances ig utterly incredihle. Professor Halford describes a 
snake-bite, near Melbourne, in which two bottles of brandy 
were drunk withoul any symptons of intoxication, and 
another of a girl of fourteen, who, when bitten by an Aus- 
tralian snake, drank three bottles without being intoxicated. 
She recovered, 

Alcohol has powerful attractions for oxygen, writes 
Professor Halford, on the theory that the venom has 
produced foreign cells in the blood; so that if alcohol engage 
the oxygen absorbed by the poison, the cells perish and 
recoyery ensues. Dr. Shortt, of Madras, says: Bring the 
patient under the influence of intoxication as speedily as 
possible; make him drunk and keep him drunk until the 
virus is overcome. Dr. Weir Mitchell states that delicate 
women and young children under the influence of snake 
poison could take quarts of brandy without injury, and 
almost without effect. One man—a man of temperate 
habits—took one quart and a half pint of brandy, which 
only slightly intoxicated him for about four hours. An- 
other man, bilten in the throat, was cured at the end of 
twenty-four hours, during which time he had two quarts of 
whisky in one night. and renewed, as the pulse fell, besides 
red pepper and other stimulants, 

Wauerw ton AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGICAL UNION convenes 
we hope the members will take up the discussion of the 
destruction of small birds by irresponsible gunners and by 
aaxidermists’ agents, 
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craze,” 
spruces that are dying out, woodpeckers were numerous, 

Bores for insects day after day. 

multiply till whole spruce forests are in danger. 
worse yet, these dead trees are almost sure to be followed by 
fire. 

been made easy of access to the would-be hunter. 
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SMALL BIRD DESTRUCTION: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The Formst AND STREAM has said many good words for 

the protection of our song and insectivorous birds, but the 
missionary work is not all done yet. An importer of millinery 
goods is authority for the statement that from the south 
shore of Massachusetts, including Cape Cod, there have 
been shipped to Liverpool during the past year about 40,000 
tern, a species of small gull or sea swallow, common in that 
locality. They go to Liverpool and thence to Paris, where 
they are prepared for ornamenting ladies’ hats. They are 
shipped from Massachusetts at twenty-five cents a piece, but 
the wholesale dealer in millinary goods imports them into 
this country again at $2 each, though they are largely worn 
in Paris. 
What is to be done to save these birds? It is of not the 

slightest use to ask Dame Fashion to put her yeto upon the 
wearing of them. ‘The only hope is that they will soon be 
out of style, and that the worst is over for this time, 

Our governm ent is to be asked to appoint specialists to in- 
vestigate the subjéct of the dying out of the spruce trees in 
the northeastern part of the domain. Some insect is eating 
around the stems and spruce lumber is endangered by the 
wholesale. 
nowadays, and in the absence of other living creatures what 
do they shoot? 

Well, men and boys go into the woods by scores 

Insectivorous birds. Woodpeckers have 
been among the first victims to fall before the “guoning 

Twenty years ago, in the vicinity of these very 

To-day they are scarce. What does the woodpecker do? 
Kill off the woodpeckers 

The answer is plain; the insects 
Then, 

and what is the result? 

Only a few years ago the Canada jay was very common in 
the vicinity of the Androscoggin Lakes, That EON fai 

as! 
every boy who goes into those woods in season and out of 
season, is armed with a shotgun or arifle, For what? To 
shoot bears. But the poor Canada jay, a pretty bird, falls 
the victim. To-day not one is to be seen in a day’s tramp, 
and the spruce trees are dying. There is law enough in the 
most of the States to save the birds, but how is it to be en- 
forced? The birds are shot miles away from anybody who 
will inform against the destroyers. The only way is to cre- 
ate a stronger public sentiment. Make every man and boy 
who is likely to carry a gun feel that it is a wicked shame to 
destroy the life of song and insectivorous birds. You, dear 
Forest AND STREAM, are doing a noble work in that direc- 
tion, and I speak it right out here, although I suppose you 
will blush like a ripe peach—good to the very core—with 
modesty. SPECIAL. 

Recount ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZoonocicaAL GARDEN.— 
Purchased—One red-bellied squirrel (Sciuwrus awreogaster), male; two 
European squirrels (Scturus vulgaris), male and female; two passer- 
ine parr4keets (Psittacula passerina), male and female; four cactus 
conures (Conurus cactorum), two males and two females; one blue- 
streaked lory (Hos recticulata), and four undulated grass parrakeets 
(Melopsiltacus undulatus), Pregented—Two opossums (Didelphys 
virginiana), one flying squirrel (Pleromys volucella), one red squirrel 
(Sciurus hudsonicus), one black and white creeper (Mniotilta varia), 
two great horned owls (Bubo virginianus), two land tortoise (Hmys 
guttata), one mud turtle (Cinosternum pennsylvanicum), one alliga- 
tor (Alligator niississippiensis), one banded rattlesnake (Crotalus 
horviduz), and one copperhead snake (Ancistrodon contortrix), Born 
in the Garden—One fallow deer (Cervus dama), female. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
When “‘Piute’s’ communication on the barbarisms of 

buckshot appeared in your issue of July 24, I could not but 
commend the feelings and sentiments it expressed. I had, 
however, purposed to have said nothing on the subject, inas- 
much as I did not then think that any one professing to be a 
sportsman would openly advocate the ‘‘barbaric” usages of 
buckshot for hunting deer, but since ‘‘Wells,” ‘‘Backwoods” 
and ‘‘S,” have entered the lists in its favor, ] join hands 
with ‘“‘Piute” in protesting against it. 

Time and again have | heard the virtues of a double-bar- 
rel load of buckshot descanted on, but never for fhe purpose 
of killing deer. Occasionally I have seen it used with ter- 
rible effect, and believed at the time that it was the right 
thing in the right place, but the game was not “‘the most 
beautiful animal in creation” referred to. ‘‘When in Rome 
do as Rome does,” says ‘‘Backwoods,” writing from West 
Virginia, But the nse of buckshot for the purpose he in- 
dorses can hardly be the custom there. The West Virgin- 
ians were, I thought, famous for their skill in the use of the 
rifle, at least they were so accounted when I was a boy (for 
I too am a West Virginian), and I believed until I saw 
‘Backwoods’s” letter that: the rifle still had charms for that 
sport-loving, backwoods people. But be that as it may, the 
custom of hunting deer with buckshot is not common in the 
West. At all events I do not know it, and I have lived in 
that section for quite a while. Our hills are more wild and 
broken, and in places the undergrowth more incomparably 
dense than any afforded by West Virginia, North Carolina, 
or in fact any State east of the Rocky Mountains, and yet 
the rifle for deer hunting is almost invariably used. 

The sharp, clear, clean crack of a rifle is peculiarly fas- 
cinating to the hunter, the broad, bawling bang of a buck- 
shot-laden gun is abhorrent to the soul of a sportsman. It 
is I know to that class of men hereabouts. These go-between 
sportsmen, these buckshot bangers belong to that category 
of men, who, through the columns of the Formsr AND 
Stream, have for the past six months been clamoring for-a 
more deadly and destructive hunting rifle, This broad 
assertion will, I know, hit many a good man but poor 
hunter, for such they certainly are who demand a better 
rifle than any now in use for the killing of any animal that 
walks that part of the earth bounded by the Atlantic and 
Pacific oceans, There may be, as ‘‘Backwoods” claims, a pro 
and con to the game, but it is hard to make those who have 
been there see if. Buckshot has its legitimate uses, but kill- 
ing deer ig not one of them. ‘‘Hand cannon” finds no favor 
for that class of sport in the West, and, I fancy, with none 
but “go hetweens” in the East. Not onthe plea of humanity, 
however good that may be, but because it 1s not sportsman- 

e, 
Rifle shooting is an art perhaps not easily acquired, but 

when once learned it is never again surrendered for a hand 
cannon and buckshot. To be a successful sportsman, other 

‘ knowledge. 
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than target practice must be had; with that alone a bullseye 
hitter would be an unsafe man to wager on as a deer killer, 
Familiarity with the rifle in the haunts of the beast hunted 
is essential to success. Get that, and in ordinary conditions 
the chances are in your favor, This I say from personal | 

Iam free to believe that there are many better 
marksmen than myself, but the woods are not full of them, 
for if venison is procurable 1 can get it and at the same time 
give the deer the advantage of his first jump. ‘This may be 
regarded as a vaunt, but I have many times sprung two deer 
together and killed them both, and that too with a single 
shot (Sharps) rifle. I once killed three under the same con- 
ditions. The knack of the thing is to kill the leading animal 
and those in the rear will momentarily slacken thew speed 
when it tumbles. 

The last deer that I ever drew trigger on was distant pos- 
sibly 400 yards. We were much closer together when if 
first started, but the configuration of the country was such 
that I could not again see it until it reached the crest of a 
ridge at about the distance stated, As it came in sight I 
fired, unfortunately as I then thought; the deer hesitated be- 
fore crossing to the other side at the instant I pulled the 
trigger. I imagined, as the deer sprang back and headed 
down the swale it, had just left, that the bullet had cut the 
sround immediately in its front; in fact, I thought that 1 
had seen it strike, Iran to the crest of a ridge lower down, 
hoping to get a second shot if it again attempted to cross the 
hills, but not seeing it | concluded that it had kept on down 
and into the canyon below, Curious to see what had he- 
come of my bullet, I went to where I imagined it had 
struck. 'To my surprise, the rocks and grass were splashed 
with blood, and not 100 yards below lay my deer, with its 
jugular vein cut in two. It was the neatest thing done | 
eyer saw, I had calculated for a shoulder shot, and the 
sudden halt on the part of his buckship came near losing 
me my yenison. I have killed deer with a revolver at 200 
yards. Ihave killed them with a rifle not 10 feet from me, 
in fact with nothing but a small jutting boulder between us, 
and again 1 have downed them at almost incredible dis- 
tances. The longest shot I ever made may be put down to 
chance, if such a thing there be, but I made it with the best 
possible calculations. 

The wind at the time was blowing hard, and as it seemed 
to insist on going my direction, turn which way I would, I 
found if almost impossible to get a glimpse at a deer, to say 
nothing about getting a shot at one. T-consequently headed 
toward camp, and for easier travel held to the backbone of a 
mountain spur that debouched into a wide and broken cation 
below, in which myself and comrades had at that time made 
ourhome. At the extreme point of this ridge I saw several 
deer disappear, I stood for a moment to watch, if possible, 
the course taken, when I saw what afterward proved to be a 
spiked buck, standing head and shoulders past a big pine 
tree, and looking up the hill directly toward me. To ap- 
proach closer, under the circumstances, I knew would not 
be possible, and to attempt the shot looked foolish; but as it 
was that or none, I determined to venture it. So, raising 
my sights to the 800-yard notch, I fired, off-hand, twice at 
where I thought the deer to be, for I could not see it through 
the sights, but it never inched other than to uncover itself a 
little more. 
Tthen put in practice a little frontier lore and lined his 

body with the tree against which he stood. I lowered my 
hind sight one notch, and marked in lieu thereof sufficient 
space above the deer’s back to make it good, for I believed I 
needed every notch, and thus cleared my sights from the 
dark body that would otherwise have been before them, and 
again fired. My game vanished in an instant, and not until 
I reached it was I certain of its fate. I found it a short dis- 
tance below the tree walking on its fore feet and dragging its 
hindquarters, which were perfectly helpless, Having dis- 
patched it, I looked in vain for other wounds than the cut 
throat, the work of my knife, but could find none. I went 
back to the tree, the rough bark had been burst off for an 
inch in depth, showing plainly the course the bullet had 
taken, but that was all. Nor was the problem solved till 
the deer was skinned in camp, when a black spot about the 
size of a silver dollar on one side of the backbone, showed 
where the bullet had struck, and although it had not broken 
the skin, it had still carried sufficient force to paralyze the 
deer in its hinder parts. : 

I cite this last shot, however extreme it may be, to prove 
to “8.” that deer are more ‘‘comatable” with a rifle than 
with a shotgun. Jt is but now and then that you can catch 
a deer nodding. From 300 to 500 yards isa fair killing 
distance and one that no handy rifleman will refuse. Deer 
in the West are not targetable any more than are the deer in 
the East. When in the rut they, under certain circumstances, 
are an easy prey, but. the same law holds good everywhere. 

In the rutting season I have seen from one to a dozen 
males keep company with one female, and had I been so 
minded, could in almost every instance have killed them 
all. The secret is first kill the doe, and as the bucks will 
not leave her body, they fall an easy prey to any one un- 
scrupulous enough to kill them, but as this fact is not known 
to hunters generally, they blaze away at the first thing they 
see with horns on, and the doe with the major part of her 
coterie, invariably escapes. The bucks at this time haye 
great swollen necks and are dangerous to approach, this I 
know from an encounter that then bade fair to cost my life, 
put it was a chance to use my rifle and not shotgun I prayed 
or. 
Perhaps, like ‘‘Piute,” I may be accused of trying to 

bolster up the virtues of a cheap rifle, and possibly | may 
be induced to acknowledge the soft impeachment, High- 
priced guns are not common to every man’s hands, A plain, 
solid-looking shooting iron, with indorsed qualifications for 
accuracy and reliance, is good enough for me. <A few years, 
or perhaps a few months, of constant service, such as they 
were formerly subjected to in Arizona, will take the polish 
(and that generally is what the high price consists of) and 
leave a high-prized gun as modest-looking as its less preten- 
tious but equally as efficient fellows, A Sharps carbine 
that stood my friend in many u dark corner, cost me but $26 
new, and now they can be bought much cheaper, But if 
was a worker, and did what it was told todo. What man- 
ner of man is he that asksmore? Before it parled company 
with me (by sticking to agreaser’s hands) it looked old and 
travel worn, but in my grasp it was still as true as the mag- 
net to the pole, I missed many times, but the fault was 
mine, not its. An armory of shotguns could not have re 
placed the loss. I have anolher of the same make, but it 
was given to me. I own a little shotgun that likewise came 
tome asa gift, I use it to collect a few bird skins occa- 
sionally, and now and then for a day at ducks or quail. For 
such uses it is, of course, fitted, but to ram in 12 or 25 buck- 
shot and thus convert it into # ‘“‘hand cannon’ for the pur- 
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pose of banging at deer, is not to be considered, If the ad- 
yocaites of that practice will abandon it for the rifle when 
deer hunting they will, on a proper qualification for its use, 
haye a clearer, far-searching eye, a steadier nerve, kill more 
game, a cleaner conscience and be entitled to rank them- 
selves as sportsmen the world over. I respectfully ask every 
buckshot banger that reads the forrsp anp SrrRHAm to try 
it. ADIOS. 
Tucson, Arizona, Aug. 26. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
I haye handled both bullets and buckshot and shall not try 

lo give any other than my own experience and views. There 
may bea few kinds of hunting, such as quail and duck 
shooting and some others of a kindred nature where a rifle 
would be of little use. But for hunting anything larger, be 
it bird or beast, my choice upon all occasions would be the 
rifle in preference to the shotgun. Iam aware that the sub- 
ject scarcely includes hunting anything smaller than deer, 
but let us enlarge the subject and consider in general the 
rifle compared with the shotgun, 

Tf the object in hunting were simply to procure a delicacy 
for the table or camp then I must heartily indorse “Cap 
Lock” in lust week’s issue, for I scarcely ever saw a dish of 
small game that had been killed with shot that could be 
called a delicacy. Compare a dish of squirrels killed with 
shot, splintered bones, wads of hair, bloodshot meat (and a 
shot between your teeth now and then for variety), with a 
dish of the same killed by a rifle, the meat as white and clean 
us the finest yeal or mutton. And suppose we do occasionally 
shoot one through the body, if the wounded part be removed 
when dressed the remainder is far preferable to that killed 
with shot. 

But the principal object in hunting generally is not so 
much jn the meat obtained as in the enjoyments of the chase. 
In this tastes differ. But on the score of mercy I think the 
rifle has decidedly the advantage. For my own part I can 
find more pleasure in quietly following the wild creatures of 
the woods and fields and studying their ways and habits and 
seem them enjoy their liberty undisturbed, than in a whole- 
sale slaughter of everything endowed with life, whatever be 
the means used. 

j have hunted nearly every species of game known to our 
country smaller than buffalo and grizzly bear, m the woods 
of the Hast, on the prairies of the West, and from the lakes 
and glades of Northern Minnesota to the pine flats and 
eypress swamps of Louisiana and the plains of Texas, and I 
cin say that when my immediate wants were supplied I 
neyer had a desire to kill just for the sake of killing. But 
when 1 want meat then I love to pit my reasoning faculties 
and skill with the rifle against the instinct and cunning of 
the denizens of the woods. 
How much nore well-earned is a saddle of yenison if the 

hunter has followed the antlered monarch of the woods into 
his most secluded haunts, and by superior cunning has 
brought down the coy King with a single buliet, than if he 
has simply stood upon a runway and hurled a handful of 
buckshot from a hand-cannon at his flying and unsuspecting 
viclim, as he was endeayoring to escape from a dozen hounds, 
The skill and cunning in the Istter case are simply and soleiy 
on the part of the hounds. 1 know it takes a certain amount 
of skill to kill a quail or prairie chicken on the wing with a 
shotgun, for I have been there, and | also know how much 
practice and skill it takes to enable a man to bit a squirrel’s 
or pheasant’s head with a rifle or to hit the vital part of a 
deer at 200 yards, and I pride nvyself more upon my skill to 
bring down game at long range with a single bullet, than to 
riddle it with shot at short range, as any boy or half-blind 
old man might do. Law Win.Low. 
Leverton, Mo. 

OPENING DAY AT WORCESTER. 

} NE could hardly imagine a more glorious day for the 
opening of partridge shooting than was Monday, Sept. 

1, and there was something a little peculiar about it. The 
last days of August were hot and sultry, and as the boys 
gathered in ‘‘Shattuck’s,” it was the general prediction that 
all who went shooting on “‘opening duy” would pay dearly 
for their fu. It appeared, however, on Saturday evening, 
that about everybody had concluded to go, and there was a 
large and lively party at the ‘‘rendezyous” till quite a late 
hour, Conversation ran brisk, and remarks like the follow- 
ing could be heard on all sides: ‘Who you going with?” 
“Which way you going?” “‘Whattime going to start?” “Bet 
you the cigars no party of two gets fifteen” (no takers). 
“Guess that’s safe enough,” etc, Monday morning dawned 
with a clear sky, a tresh breeze from the northwest, and as 
cool and comfortable as heart could wish. Many a ride of 
five to ten miles had been taken, and many a Worcester 
sportsman was in cover before 7 o’clock. 

Never do I remember of finding the foliage so dense on 
the first of September as the present year, the covers appear- 
ing about as they usually do the last of June. Many a bird 
was pointed and flushed within twenty feet of the shooter 
that was never geen till the dog brought it in, the shot hay- 
ing been fired merely at sound. There is, without doubt, a 
fair supply of partridges in this vicinity. Some of our fel- 
lows had their ideas very high, and because the woods where 
they happenedto go was not fairly alive with them, are in- 
clined to be disappoimted. However, the results of the first 
day show conclusively that the birds are more plenty than 
for many years. lt does not require a bushel of birds to 
satisfy your cortespondent, therefore his first day’s shooting 
was entirely satisfactory, My shooting companion was 
“Tnecle’ Nathan Harrington, and just here let me say that I 
believe we have noi failed of going together on opening day 
for about a dozen years if 1 except the season following the 
amputation of his foot at the instep, the result of an acci- 
dent while fox hunting some eight years ago, 
The old gentleman is now seventy years old, but he enjoys 

the sport with all the zest of a young man. His eyesight 
has failed him somewhat and he is obliged to shoot with 
glasses; notwithstanding he can do very creditable work, and 
his powers of endurance are something truly wonderful, 
an excellent example of what field sports will do for a man 
physically, for while “‘Uncle Nathan” has always been a 
thrifty, industrious man, he has done a goodly amount of 
shooting for more than fifty consecutive years. Our bag 
consisted of six partridges and two woodcock. Happy Jim 
D. was one of a party of three who bagged nineteen birds, 
eleyen partridges and eight woodeock. If Jim killed a 
brown rabbit he forgot. to mention it. Myr, 8, had three 
friends in his party and reported seyentcen partridges to four 
guns. The best individual hag reported was killed by Ed. 
Whittaker and consisted of eleven partridges. There were 
many others who got good bags, and nearly every one had at 
jJeast a fair shoot and a good time generally. 

. 

. 

Now comes the peculiar part mentioned at the commence- 
ment of this letter. Monday, Sept. 1, was like an oasis in a 
desert—tor it has been followed by a succession of the most 
blistering hot days we have known for years. Meantime 
the birds are taking a rest, The evil resulting from the pres- 
ent woodcock law was exemplified here the last week in 
August. A man who hunted through a woodecock cover 
about three miles from the city, bagged three partridges in 
this way: His dog brought them to him. One dead, freshly 
killed, the other two alive, one with both legs broken, A 
gentleman living in the neighborhood informed him that a 
party was shooting there the day previous. The fox hunters 
are looking forward to the first of October with high antici- 
pations. They give the dogs an occasional run on moon- 
light evenings just to keep them in good trim, while their 
owners sit and listen to the delicious music. 

The other night while Messrs, Kinney & White's pack 
were taking a run the leader of the pack met with a fatal 
mishap. The fox had apparently run under a picket fence 
and the dog in attempting to leap over, fell back, caught on 
a picket by his collar and strangled. Mr. Kinney feels the 
loss deeply, as it was his most valuable dog and exceedingly 
hard to replace, E. SPRAGUE KNOWLES. 
WorcestEr, Mass., Sept. 8, 1884. 

ILLINOIS SHOOTING GROUNDS. 

TMIANKS to My, Van Dyke for his ‘‘Memories of Senach- 
wine Lake.” It is still a famous resort and large bags 

are made there every season, though no doubt the game is 
less plentiful than it was twenty years ago. At that time I 
resided in Peoria, and then the whole Illinois River was the 
paradise of sportsmen. The local sportsmen of Peoria had 
their choice of Hooshaw Slough, at the northern extremity 
of Peoria. Lake (the latter a widening ofthe river ten miles 
or so in length) or Besan Lake in the bottoms, a mile or so 
below the town, and indeed of many points on both lake and 
riyer. Iwas the happy possessor of a boat, a set of decoys 
and two guns (this was in muzzleloading days), and a ten 
minutes’ row would bring me among the ducks or to the 
best of snipe ground. I never saw such woodcock shooting 
as could be had in the bottoms opposite town, and in these 
same bottoms back among the farms nearer the bluifs quail 
were always plentiful, while a twenty mile trip by rail cither 
east or west would bring one among the ‘‘chickens.” Happy 
the man whose lot is cast beside such a stream as the Illinois 
was at that time. What with geese, duck and snipe in the 
spring, woodcock and bay birds in the summer, and all of 
the flight birds again in the fall, grouse and quail until 
January, our guns were kept warm for ten months in the 
year. Then the fishing was not 1o be despised, although the 
bass a8 a general thing rarely exceeded three pounds. 
Jhad a shooting companion, one of the best of fellows 

but 4 little nervous, and I always kept one eye open to see 
that he didn’t blow my head off. He isa gray-haired old 
man now, and I haye not seen him for nearly twenty years, 
but there has been some kindly correspondence and 4 tender 
feeling still for the old time comradeship. Well, I’m getting 
pretty gray myself, aud I find that shooting from a blind 
suits me better than July and August tramps after woodcock 
and prairie chickens. 

Our own bags were always moderate—enough for our use 
and that of our neighbors—bvt the market hunters would 
come home with their boats loaded to the gunwales. But 1 
don’t care lo imperil my reputation for truth and veracity 
by stating just how plenty geese and ducks were in the 
height of the season, 

The summer has been so dry here that woodcock shoot- 
ing has been very poor. Ruffed grouse are more plentiful 
than in the last few years, and give promise of some fine 
shooting this fall. Should [ go to Dakota for geese in 
October you may hear from me after my return, 

Harry TuntTer. 
HigHuanp Parg, Ill. 

NEW YORK GAME LAWS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
There seems just now to be considerable discussion as to 

the game laws and the enforcement of the same, Only last 
session the member of Assembly for Suffolk county intro- 
duced an act to amend the game laws by permitting the 
snaring of quail. The execution of these laws requires much 
tact, patience and care to render them as little obnoxious as 
possible, and a preventive system is the best to adopt. The 
owners of the land {bink they ought to have some voice in 
ioaking the laws, and that the laws should not be made (as 
they believe them to be) for the benefit of the self-styled gen- 
tleman sportsman, who often is the first to break them when 
it is for his pleasure and amusement to doso. There canbe 
no question as to the advisability of restraining the snaring 
of quail and partridge, and as to the latter the men and boys 
engaged in it do not make the wages they could get by legiti- 
mate work. Yet let an officer do anything that interfered 
with the personal liberty or the property of any one of these 
men aud boys and the people and press of the county would 
give him no rest. As to snarivg quail, many owners and 
farmers think it an injustice to them that their boys cannot 
enjoy this pleasure, but the law in this respect should be en- 
forced or this beautiful bird will soon become almost extinct, 
as the prices they now command would give a great impetus 
to the taking of them. Still the sportsmen, most of whom 
are non-residents, should not be in too much haste or they 
will get no shooting at all, as already threats out of revenge 
have been made to poison the birds. The people for years 
have been educated to believe they are entitled to do what 
they please with the game upon their own land, and have 
claimed and enjoyed this privilege in contradistinction to the 
great abuse so freely imposed by the game laws in England, 
The people are, however, now becoming more reconciled to 
the game laws here, and it only requires time to convince 
them that the law is not only not prejudicial to them, but a 
benefit, and increases the value of their property. 

I would cursorily examine the means we have for the en- 

forcement of these laws. There is a State game protector 

for four counties in this district, a game constable in each 

town, and a, bay constable in some of the towns, ‘The gaine 

constable is elected at the town meeting, and his becomes 

a political office of no value either to the people or to him- 

self. Who knows of a single prosecution having been made 

by them? The State game protector is appointed By the 

Governor, and subject to remoyal by him alone. His duties 

are onerous and under the present laws the means of per- 

forming them unsatisfactory. He gets no credit and is a 
target for every man whothinks he can make himself of some 
consequence in writing an attacking letter to some periodical 

or to serve a revengeful spirit for some personal notice un- 

connected with the office. Ifthe Jaw could be so framed 

as to give the protector power to appoint deputies for special 
purposes, be would at once become an important officer and 
would be able to serve the people to his own and their satis- 
faction. The cry now is why does he not rigidly enforce 
the law, birds are being snared by the thousand. Does this 
mean that he is expected toseize and arrest in donbtful cases? 
Suppose we admit the facts of birds being snared contrary 
to law, the law is framed in such a way that a breach of it 
cannot be reached. Remedy the law and then hold the pro- 
tector responsible, but he is not to be blamed in anything 
that is defective and which he had no hand in making, his 
duty is to take it as it is and make the best of it. If the 
sportsmen would get iogether and frame a law for the next 
Legislature and get the practical experience of the game pro- 
tector, a great deal might be accomplished. 

There should be framed separate acts, one for game, birds, 
ete., and one for fish, and not combined, for the reason that 
if there bean objectionable clause in the fish act it would 
throw out the whole bill although that part with reference 
to game may be unobjectionable, and ace versa. The gentle- 
man who is now the game protector in this district published 
his views in the FormsT AND STREAM somne two years ago; 
those views which related to seasons for shooting have been 
adopted by the State of New Jersey, and are almost identical 
with the law sought to be passed by the State Association at 
the last Legislature. ~ : 

One word as to the ducks in the bays. There is a grow- 
ing dissatisfaction by the people at the wholesale-slaughter — 
of ducks by shooting from batteries, more especially in the 
Shinnecock and East bays. The ducks no sooner get to 
their feeding grounds than there are dozens of guns blazing 
away at them, which drive the ducks to sea and into Pe- 
conic Bay and some of them entirely away. I have heard 
that one man owns six batteries there, Then as to the net- 
ting, it is against the law to take ducks in nets, and no 
doubt it will be stopped, I understand it only remains with 
the Commissioners to give instructions to the game protector 
and he shall have no alternative but to take just such steps . 
as they may direct. The netting is not as bad as the battery 
shooting—if neither were used there would be splendid 
shooting along the banks and points of the bay, and why 
should Shinnecock Bay be excepted by this act, to serve 
the interest of half a dozen persons to the injury of hund- 
reds, Mr. Editor, I propose in a future letter to show you 
what the fishing interest is and what kind of fish is caught in 
the South Side bays. Bpra. 

GAME LAW JURISDICTION. 

Heitor Korest and Stream: 
Would it be possible for a citizen of the State of INinois— 

provided with proper eyidence—to secure in one of the 
United States district courts in the State of Illinois, the con- 
viction and punishment of a citizen of Lowa, who had vio- 
lated the laws enacted by his own State for the preservation 
of game and fish, the object being, of course, to make it very 
expensive and troublesome to the law breaker? It is yery 
difficult to secure convictions before local magistrates in 
many parts of the West. OrBoLo. 
New YoreE. 

ANSWER.—The laws of lowa for the protection of its 
game and fish provide for that class of crime known as 
offenses against public policy. They are criminal statutes 
inflicting punishment by fine or imprisonment in the county 
jail, or both, and, therefore, should be strictly construed. 
The forum in which offenders are to be prosecuted is ex- 
pressly designated. Violators of the game laws may be 
brought to trial either in the county in which the offense 
was committed, or in any other county where they have had 
or have in their possession game in violation of the statutes, 
Punishment for infraction of the fish laws is provided for 

on conviction before justice of the peace, or in the language 
of one of the statutes ‘‘on conviction before a justice of the 
peace in the township in which he [the offender] resides, or 
where the offense be committed, if arrested therein,” 

Further than that, the district court would have no juris- 
diction of the subject of the action. United States courts 
were long ago held to be without criminal jurisdiction in 
common law cases, unless conferred by an act of Congress, 
making the deed a crime. A former Ohief Justice of the 
United States Supreme Court is authority for the statement 
that no man can be prosecuted in the Federal courts on a 
State law. Although jurisdiction of parties may be obtained 
by their consent, it is otherwise as to the subject of the 
action. Where the subject matter of any suit is not within 
ihe court’s jurisdiction everything done is void. 
Our correspondent’s inquiry, therefore, must be answered 

in the negative. First, because the game and fish acts of 
Towa designate a court for prosecuting offenders other than 
the one he desires to proceed in; and; second, because the 
U. 8, District Courts'of Illinois could have no jurisdiction, 

THE SEASON OPENS IN MICHIGAN. 

YEPT, i was ushered in, not by the booming of cannon, 
S asis the 4th of July (although hot enough for a first- 
class 4th), but by the incessant booming of the shotgun from 
every point of the compass. Nor did our markef-hunters 
wait for the first, but took a good-early start by gomg out 
Saturday night and Sunday, so as to be first on the grounds, 
There were some good bags brought in on Monday and 
Tuesday, the largest consisting of fourteen ruffed srouse, 
eleven prairie chickens and five ducks, by two guns (market- 
hunters). These men make no seeret of it that they did most, 
of the shooting on Sunday, Aug. 31. Very few woodcock — 
have been brought in. Quail shooting will be excellent in 
November from all reports. Several gentlemen of this city 
have purchased a forty-acre tract of marsh land on Fish 
Point, Saginaw Bay, and have formed a club withont by- 

vlws but plenty of constitution, and Messrs. Adams, White- 

head and Cuoley are up there now giving the ducks a salute, 

We expect to hear some big duck stories on theirreturn, and 
perhaps have a bone to pick, as they are veteran duck hunt- 
ers and generally ‘‘git thar.” , : 
Knowing full well that the early bird catches the worm 

(that is some kinds of worms), still I have had no desire as. 
yet to overheat myself or dog by taking a tramp this hot 
Weather, Old Pard looks at me once in awhile, when he 
sees the ardent sportsman going by with his gun, as if he 

would say: ‘Why can’t we go too?” but I only pat him on 
the head and say, ‘‘Never mind, Pard, we may not get so 
many birds, and we may have to go further after them, but 
we'll have heaps more fun when our time comes. Pard 
likes to fish as well as hunt, and I generally take him when 

I go; he will go to the banks of the river and fish alone for 

hours, and will actually stand as if on a point when he sees 

a fish, and woe be unto the minnow that comes too close, “I 

—_— 
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never saw him gct quite so excited, however, as he did 
yesterday, when # friend who was fishing with me hooked a 
pickerel which weighed 102 pounds; from the first leap of 
the fish ont of the water the dog was all excitement and 
watched intently every move of fish and fisherman, and 
twice, 28 the fish broke water, Pard started in to retrieve it; 
he felt yery much hurt to think he could not take a hand in, 
but when the fish was landed safely he was content to lay 
down and wait for another bite. I have seen dogs that 
would hunt frogs, but never saw one take the interest in 
fishing that he does. ‘‘You can know a man by the dog he 
Keeps,” RASELASTONE, 

NOTES FROM BOSTON. 

GOOD number of the boys have “been a guaning,” 
and the reports thus far are quite satisfactory, From 

Maine comes fhe news, carefully mouthed around among 
friends, that partridges are plenty—more plenty than for 

_ several seasons in that State, Two Boston merchants went 
p up to the ‘‘old haunts” to try guns and rods last week, They 

Went up as far as Bethel, Oxford county, Me., by Eastern 
Grand Trunk Railroads, and then by team some sixteen 

- miles ‘‘up into the mountains.” They met a brother-in-law 
with team all ready to start next morning af 4 o’clock. One 
of them with the brother-in-law tried the trout stream, eatch- 
ing twenty, as hot as was Friday. He says the trout are 
actually larger than when he fished the stream as a boy, and 
such is the fact in many of the mountain streams where fish- 
ing has not been overdone, The other brother strolled over 
the hills with shotgun in hand. His score was six grouse 
before sundown and two were shot on the way home; the 
brother-in-law’s horse submitting quietly to firing over his 
head at a partridge rising from the road, ‘The party came 
home well pleased with one day’s outing, and they need not 
have been more than three days from Boston. The what 
some are pleased to call excessive ame protection in Maine 
is likely to be felt most agreeably by the gunners even this 
the second season. 

The hunting parties which will go to Maine this fall are 
more numerous than eyer. A party of four will leave Bos- 
ton on the evening of the 15th per steamer for Machias, 
where they hope to arrive the next day at noon. <A lumber- 
man is engaged to meet them at the steamer with a two- 
horse team, and their luggage will be loaded while the boys 
are at dinner. By 1 o’clock they hope to be on their way 
into the woods. They are going back sixty miles from 
Machias, the last half day of the route by logeing road—to 
some Jumber camps—which they hope to reach by night of 
the second day. But the hunting begins earlier, for the 
route ig through the woods and much of the distance will 
be tramped ahead of the team. Reports have it that the 
deer are standing in rows beside the road waiting to be shot; 
but, alas! the open season does not begin till Oct. 1. For 
this reason the boys are to stay over that date. Sprmcran, 

Woopernucks my New Hampsutre.—State Treasurer 
Carter, of New Hampshire, has received and placed on file 
the bills for bounties on wild animals from forty-three towns, 
most of which include only the animals killed prior to July 
1. These bills amount to $1,782.90, of which sum $1,251.70 
is on woodehucks alone, $301.20 on crows and $230 on 
bears. It is a singular fact that the towns along the Con- 
necticut Riyer haye remarkably large woodchuck bills, 
Lyme leads the list with a total bill of $183.90 for 1,729 
woodchucks, 1 bear and 10 crows; Lebanon Claims $164 for 
1,640 woodchucks; Hanover $158.80 for 1,229 woodchucks, 
359 crows; Charlestown, $96.70 for 7385 woodchucks, 222 
crows; Haverhill, $68.60, all crows; Milan, $31,50 for 3 
bears, 5 crows, 10 woodchucks; Littleton, #86,80, all wood- 
chucks; Cornish, $69.20, all woodchucks; Sullivan, $8.60, 
12 crows, 74 woodchucks; Washington received $25 40, all 
woodchucks; Croyden, $17.10, all woodchucks; Goffstown, 

- $10.80, all woodchucks; Whitefield, $29.60, all woodchucks; 
South Newmarket, $3.50; Litchfield, $4.10, all woodchucks; 
Randolph, $10.20, 1 bear, 2 woodchucks; Troy, $8.40, 6 
crows, 78 woodchucks; Fitzwilliam, $18.90, all woodchucks; 
Shelburne, $2,60, all woodchucks; Westmoreland, $82.30, 
74 crows, 749 woodchucks; Meredith, $44.30, 54.crows, 389 
woodchucks; Belmont, $12.60, 24 crows, 102 woodchucks: 
Gilsum, $20.20, 2. crows, 200 woodchucks; Alstead, $51.40, 
all woodchucks; Salern, $5.40, all woodchucks; Dummer, 
$57.80, 5 bears, 78 woodchucks; Waterville, $40, 4 bears; 
Lee, $20.40, 198 crows, 11 woodchucks; Derry, $5.60, all 
crows; Dorciester, $9.10, 29 crows, 62 woodchucks; Camp- 
ton, $39.80, 123 crows, 175 woodchucks; Pittsburgh, $20, 2 
bears; Langdon, $26.20, 57 crows, 205 woodchucks; Sea- 
brook, $11.50, 63 crows, 50 woodchucks; New Ipswich, 
$11.80, 52 crows, 66 woodchucks; Madison, $15, all wood- 
chucks; Canaan, $96.90, 116 crows, 853 woodchucks: Tuf- 
tonborough, $38, 828 crows, 2 woodchucks; Rindge, $19.20, 

all crows; Thornton, $18, 80 crows, i bear; Wentworth, 
$50.70, 4 bears, 55 crows, 52 woodchucks; Unity, $35.70, 
166 crows, 191 Woodchucks; Marlow, $33.70, all wood- 
chucks; Stratford, $28.80, 88 crows, 2 bears. 

RAL SHoormG.—A very unexpected run of good 
morning tides favored the rail shooters of our city during 
the past week, which was the opening one of the season. 
This was caused by the approach of the full moon, although 
the winds have been unfavorable for much water. Birds 
have not been plentiful, and the boats ran from twelye up 
to thirly toa tide. During the coming week it is expected 
there will be larger tides, and if the weather changes many 
birds will be killed. Most of our Philadelphia sportsmen 
who are fond of rail shooting go further down the river 
than the old grounds atthe Lazaretto and Chester. Alloways 
Creek on the Jersey shore, Port Penn on the Delaware side, 
and Morris River ure now the favorite resorts of the wise 
ones, At any of these places good accommodations can be 
secured, and it will repay New York sportsmen who have 
never had rail shooting to run over and try it for a few days. 
The crop of reed is good, and later on in September teal 
duck shooting can be taken on the same grounds and at the 
same time. Some snipe have already arrived, but the 
meadows are so rank with vegetation that they are difficult 
to find.—Homo. 

GAME IN QUEBEC AND YuRMONT.—Montreal, Quebec, 
Sept. 4, 1884.—The season opened up here and in Northern 
Vermont but fairly, Some good bags of black and wood 
ducks have been made but no snipe and but few woodcock 
haye been killed. Cause, too much killing during the past 
years, too little protection during the close season, the cold 
backward spring followed by the dry hot weather in July 

_ and August, each of the above causes have helped to make 
the birds scarce in this yicinity,—SvANsTmap, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

GAmp my New York Marxnrs.— Venison is from Mich- 
igan, Minnesota and the Adirondacks, It brings by the 
whole deer 15 cents a pound, or 25 cents a pound if sold in 
small pieces. Antelope is 25 cents and bear meat 20 cents a 
pound. Wild pigeons cost $2.50 a dozen; stall-fed pigeons 
are $3.50 a dozen. Partridges cost $1.75 a pair. Grouse 
are 75 cents each. Spruce grouse, that feed im spruce forests 
and whose flesh has a flavor of the spruce, are 75 cents a 
pair, Woodcock are from Rhode Island, Connecticut and 
this State; they bring $1.75 a pair. Willet snipe cost. 15 
cents each, curlew snipe 25 cents, dee birds 50 cents and 
English snipe 20 cents each. Jersey snipe are 25 cents, 
plover 25 cents and grass plover 40 cents each. Corn plover 
and small yellow legs are $1.50 adozen, Large yellow legs 
cost $3, doewitch are $1,50, robin snipe $1.50, brant snipe 
$1.50 and bay plover $3 a dozen. Small snipe bring 25 cents 
adozen. Reed birds are 7 cents a dozen. Rabbits are 50 
cents A pair and American hares $1 each, Duck fillets are 
20 cents each. Guinea fowl are $1 and wild geese are $1 
each, Swans are $1.50 each. Canyasback ducks cost $3 a 
brace. Redhead and brant ducks are $1.50 brace. Mal- 
lard ducks cost $1 a brace, as do black ducks. Teal ducks 
cost 76 cents, teal greenwing 874 cents, and gray, wood, 
broadbill, blackhead and widgeons 75 cents a brace. 

CATCHING A Rurrep GRousE ON THE Winec.—Years 
ago, when Iwasa boy, I lived on a farm in the town of Salem, 
N. Y. Our farmhonse was situated in a pleasant valley, 
between two ranges of wooded hills, which in those days 
abounded in partridges, Near the close of one summer’s 
day, haying finished my work in an adjoining field, I had 
driven home to the well (infront of the house) to water 
the horses. They had drank and started for the barn, As 
1 was walking along behind I chanced to look toward the 
hills and saw something come sailing along; at first I could 
not tell what, but as it came nearer I saw it was a partridge. 
I followed its flight with my eye, thinking if it should alight 
I would get my gun and shoot it. After flying part way 
across the meadow, it circled around and fiew straight as an 
arrow to where I was standing, and would undoubtedly 
have hit me in the face had I not put up my hand and 
caught it firmly, 1t came with such force as to nearly upset 
me. Fora tmoment I was too astonished to think or act, 
but recovering my senses found I had in my hand a full- 
grown partridge; and so far as I could see if was without a 
scratch, I carried it to the house, and after showing it to 
the folks put it in a barrel. On going to look at it next 
morning J found it dead,—D. L. I. (Albany, N. Y.). 

TowA.—Decorah, Sept. 6.—Last Saturday (Aug. 30) three 
men living in Decorah, were arrested for violating the game 
law by shooting prairie chickens before Sept. 1, they each 
plead guilty to shooting one bird a piece and were convicted 
and fined in all $88.45, each man, or thirty days in county 
jal. ‘Chis is the first time that the game laws have been put 
into force in this county and I think it will be a lesson to a 
good many other law breakers in this section of country. I 
wish we could get some one into the Legislature who would 
try and urge the appointment of game wardens, as the way 
the law is now it makes it too personal a matter to prosecute. 
—F arr PLAY. 

A Proyincran Agssoorarron.—At the last monthly meet- 
ing of the Toronto Gun Olub, held in their rooms, 120 King 
street, East, Toronto, Ont., the following resolution was 
passed: Resolved, That the secretary send a communication 
to the city papers calling upon the secretaries of all organ- 
ized shooting clubs in the Province of Ontario to send to 
him their addresses and name of such clubs, for the purpose 
of forming a Provincial Association for the better protection 
of game.—J, W. Mriuar (Hon. Sec’y, 99 King street, East). 

QuaIL SHooTmne AT Capp Cop, Mass.—A few weeks ago 
I wrote to a gunner at Harwich, Mass., who keeps well 
posted on quail, to find out what the prospect for quail shoot- 
ing is this fall. The man states that he can’t bear of any 
young ones being seen by any one, and is afraid that the 
heavy rains which we have had this season during the Jast 
two months has drowned many of the young birds.— 
CHESTER. 

A. Sraren Isnanp WARNING.—A gunner on Staten Island 
bagged three robins and a highholder last Friday. Justice 
Casey at West Brighton sentenced him to the county jail 
for five days for each bird found in his gamebag. 

Marye ComPpanton WANTED.—Ldiior Forest and Stream: 
I wish to find a Forest AND STREAM reader who would like 
to spend a week or two in October at some of the lakes in 
Maine.—C. (P. O. Box 1547, Philadelphia). 

Camp Lire Hlicherings. 
———__4—___—_. 

“That reminds me.” 

136. 
MONG the many quaint characters on the Buffalo range 

along about 1876, John H. was one of the drollest. 
Being a little near-sighted, he used a telescope on his gun, 
and also wore spectacles. The boys never tired of playing 
pranks on him. One morning, while John was reloading 
some shells, one of the boys availed himself of the oppor- 
tunity to paint a miniature buffalo on the front glass of the 
telescope of John’s gun. This done it was laid carefully 
near John, and the cry of ‘‘buff!” raised. John made a rush 
for his gun, and hastily throwing in a cartridge looked 
through the telescope in the direction indicated, saw it sure 
enough. He fired, but the buffalo still stood there. Then 
he became terribly excited, and when one or two of the 
‘boys fired a random shot, he went to shooting as fast as he 
could reload, and only stopped when he had fired ten or 
twelye shots, and looked around for his wiping stick to clean 
his gun. The boys, conyulsed with laughter, were rolling 
on the ground in vain endeavors to conceal their mirth. 
“Dummit, what on yarth aré you all laughing at?” asked 
John, and then suddenly recognized the sell, Although this 
was severul years ago, 1f you want to “hack” John just ask 
him to tell of the time he shot out all of his ammunition and 
let that buifalo get away. Ino, 
CLARENDON, Texas. 

137. 
It was some thirty-five years ago. A party of us, given 

to hunting and fishing, were sitting around the fire ata 
country store in Northern Louisiana, when in came Dr. C., 
a Inan about sixty years of age, regarded as one of the best 

~— —————— 

physician in that section, well informed, observant and a 
great reader of natural history, but impatient of contradic- 
tion, and at times exceedingly irritable at the least expres- 
sion of a difference of opinion. On this occasion he sat 
down; smoking his pipe as usual, and getting the drift of the 
conversation, said: “I saw something a few days ago that 
was strange, and I'll tell you, boys, about it, I hada call in 
the country to see a patient last week. I was riding along 4 
road that ran through a canebrake; it was a warm day— 
about 9 o'clock in the morning—when J heard a ratiling 
noise in the cane, and on looking in that direction saw two 
snakes, each about three feet long; one was a brown color, 
the other green, with white spots. They were twirling 
around, over and over each other. The brown snake soon 
killed the spotted one, and began to swallow it. LI rode on 
to see my patient. Her illness detained me until the next 
day. In the afternoon, as I returned througl the cane- 
brake, it occurred to me to look after the snakes. They 
were in the same place, and one had swallowed the other 
about half of iis length. Iwatched them awhile, but neither 
of them moving, I came home.” 

One of his auditors asked, ‘‘Doctor, how long was it from 
the time you saw the snake begin to swallow the other until 
you came back?” 
_After a moment the Doctor replied, ‘About thirty hours, 

sir,” 
“Well,” said the questioner, ‘it took a long time to swal- 

low only half the other snake,” 
The Doctor glared at him and roared out, ‘Time! time! 

What’s time to a snake!” 
That broke up the meeting. i 
Norra MippLetTown, Ky. 

138. 
A. true story is told at the expense of an acquaintance of 

mine, who is now living in a certain town in Wisconsin. 
He had never handled a gun much, and one day went out 
rabbit hunting for the first time. Not meeting with any of 
the little cotton tails, he was on his way home when suddenly 
an old white jackass bounded across the path in front of 
him, Being an excitable man, and not knowing exactly 
what he saw, he blazed away and killed the donkey on the 
spot, the shot taking effect behind one of his ears. “Hurry- 
ing home, the man told a lot of the university boys that he 
“had killed the father of all rabbits.” They asked why he 
had not brought it home with him, and he replied that it was 
too heavy. Wondering what kind of a rabbit it was, the 
boys followed him to the woods and found that he had actu- 
ally shot an old jackass. Our bunter had to “erin and bear 
it;” in fact, he never heard the last of it. The boys used to 
say that he was the originator of ‘‘jack rabbits.” 

Rep Wine. 
GLENCOE, Fla, 

Sea and River Sishing. 

TIM AND SEVEN PONDS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
My vacation has ended. Ji was a pleasant one, and I did 

as [have done for many years—yvisited Maine, my native 
State. Her shores, her inland waters and her mountains are 
a blessing to thousands whose homes are in a more southern 
latitude. Her opportunities for comfort and the gratitica- 
tion of the desires in the breast of real sportsmen are a mine 
ot wealth to her. The crowds that go there each season for 
happiness, health and game are simply innumerable. 

After a brief visit to the old homestead in Fayetiv, where 
the ponds, streams and forests awoke hundreds of associa- 
tions connected with boyhood days, and dropping a line for 
some one of the myriads of pickerel in the Mount Vernon 
ponds and black bass in Long Pond, I set out with my old 
cheery friend Simon and a lad for the hunting and fishing 
grounds of the northwestern part of Franklin county; Simon 
furnished an excellent team forthe purpose. The air was 
clear and refreshing, and the drive through Vienna, Farm- 
ington, New Vineyard, Kingfield and Jerusalem to Smith’s 
farm, in Eustis, gave usa grand, natural and continuons 
panorama of waving grain fields, beautiful villages, plains, 
mountains, vast forests and foaming streams. Seven times 
have | traversed the way and feasted on the loveliness spread 
out for the gaze of those that pilgrimage on this route to 
Tim Pond and the Seven Ponds. At this now famous re- 
treat we found several old friends and some new faces. 

August is not the best month to catch for count, but here 
the sport was good and we could have easily caught more 
than was needed for the table. One morning, Simon and I, 
as the result of an hour’s fishing before breakfast, brought in 
a string of fifteen beautifully marked trout, weighing nearly 
six pounds. This may be taken asa fair sample. Others 
had larger and some smaller results. Deer, I think, were 
more numerous than any previous year | haye known. We 
saw five in one flock come down to a distant shore of an 
afternoon onarainy day. Large broods of ruffed grouse 
were seen, and there were positive indications that they will 
be yery plenty this autumn. 

The number of visiting spertsmen at these resorts has been 
very large this season—both at Tim and the Seyen Ponds, 
Some of the best guides of the Rangeley region who go to 
the Seven Ponds from Rangeley by the old trail, return via 
Smith’s buckboard road to Tim Pond and the Farmhouse, 
then on to Copeland town, and across to Greenvale. You 
will recollect this is as I foretold two or three years since it 
would be. In August and September these ponds are much 
sought, while the trout do not rise well to the fly inthe lakes 
and most ponds, 

Aug. 18 we reluctantly turned our faces homeward, In- 
stead of returning via Jerusalem and Kingfield, we drove 
through Flagstaff, Dead River, over the ‘‘Horseback,” 
through the gate of Mount Bigelow, Lexington Plantation to 
New Portland, thence to Mount Vernon by the route we 
came. We had a grand trip and the best of sport, and hope 
to repeat next year. We do not boast of so great doings as 
some, but we were satisfied. And this reminds me of a fish 
story I recently read somewhere, telling of a party of four 
or five who took some 2,200 trout in a short time, ‘‘just for 
the sport,” and returned them to the water. Does this ex-_ 
hibit the highest qualities of a true sportsman? 
Aug. 25 Simon and 1 went to Long Pond for our farewell 

fishing for 1884. It was a glorious day, and the finny tribe 
seemed to appreciate the situation, for they yielded to our 
wishes right heartily. In a few hours we took forty-nine 
black bass and white perch about an equal number of each. 
Some of the perch, weighed by actual weight more than a 
pound and a half, the largest of the bass about two aud a 
half pounds; the aggregate of bass and perch was nearly 
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forty-eight pounds, The bass fishing in this pond is fast 
improving, and is likely to continue to for some years yet. 
On the morrow it was fish day in the village. 
Aug, 28 we took the rail for our Connecticut home, arriv- 

ing after an absence of more than a month without one 
delay or one accident by boating, shooting, driving and 
railroading. The fifteen of us that went to Mount Vernon 
as ‘summer boarders” are all safe and sound, and recount 
the pleasures we haye enjoyed with zest and gratitade, 

J, W. T. 
Naw Brrrarn, Sept. 6, 1584. 

ON THE MOOSELUCMAGUNTIC. 

| hee has been my intention for several years to spend a week 
or favo on the above named lake, but 1 never had that 

pleasure until the present season. Seven of us met at the 
railroad station on the morning of June 3, equipped with 
rods, reels, lines, and all the needed outfit for camp life in 
the woods, and as the train moved north we felt more like 
boys just out of school than business men on a vacation, and 
after a two days’ ride on cars, buckboard, stage and steamer, 
we found ourselyes unpacking our traps in the yery pleasant 
camps owned by Capt. Fred Barker, at the mouth of Bema 
stream, 

Our party was composed of merchants, manufacturers, 
mill superintendents, insurance agents, bankers, lumber 
dealers and designers. It-would be strange if out of them 
all somé would not be found full of fun and frolic, and in 
this case we were favored with two or three of the most fun- 
loving, side-splitting jokers that ever struck the Maine woods, 
and no man has any business with such a crowd as this was 
unless he has a double fastening put on to his trouser and 
vest buttons before he leaves home. 
We had been in camp two days and some of us had taken 

several large trout, which were put into fish cars that were 
fastened to a boom of logs, Some of our party who had 
stayed behind a day or two now came into camp and, of 
course, had to take a look at the big fish, and this was just 
the place where the fun began. Out walked the new-comers 
to the end of the boom, and craning their necks to peep into 
the car, the log on which they stood began to roll. Now, 
no one hut 4 first-class “‘river driver” can stand on a log 
turning at the rate of twenty times a minute. So in they 
plunged, waist deep, into the cold water. 'To say that yells, 
screeches and roars of laughter filled the air would be put- 
tine it light, for one of the party, ‘““‘who should have been a 
minister,” actually danced a jig on a flat rock near by in the 
presence of the whole company. his was a good send off, 
as if acted as a cooler on a not day, andthe jig gave unlimi- 
ted sport to all that were fortunate enough to see it. 

The next day some of the mugwumps of the tribe went 
down on the steamer to Upper Dum to meet some friends 
they expected in to join the party, as they wished to give 
them a proper reception, and a little surprise also, at the 
same time, They besmeared their face and hauds so they 
were just dripping with tar and oii, but as they neared the 
Janding they looked in vain for their friends, and no one 
stood ready to grasp their friendly hands, In their stead a 
crowd of admirers followed them around with such exclama- 
tious of delight as, ‘‘Big Ingun—waugh! Heap black man— 
waugh! Muchred man! Caroin achin chemokama!” and 
other pet and endearing names. It was noticed, however, 
that they took the first boat back fo camp, and they were 
whiter if not wiser men. 

The “‘great joker” of the party weighed only 114 pounds, 
and it was surmised by some that Capt, Barker imported 
this same fellow to keep us from eating him out of house 
and home, for at eyery meal some of us had to leave the 
table or burst at bis jokes and queer sayings; but we always 
forgaye him, for he was a splendid fellow, take him as a 
whole. We did, however, have one really “‘troublesome 
customer’ in the party, We christened him the ‘‘infant,” 
on account of his size and his terrible hankering after milk, 
He weighed 246 pounds ‘‘when quiet,” bat when “‘stirred 
up” he would swing nearly 1200 pounds; this is no joke, for 
he would actually *‘clean out’ the whole camp when in his 
tantrums, As this was his first irip to the Rangeleys, we 
used to tag him with a large pasteboard tag, as he hada 
habit of wandering off in the woods, and with all our care 
of him he strayed away over the mountains and was gone all 
day, but finally turned up all right with about a bushel of 
small trout ina bag strung across his back, which in part. 
compensated us for the trouble he madeus. He tried fly- 
fishing with a bait rod, but when he saw some of ithe old 
veterans kill some large trout with a 9-ounce split. bamboo, 
he declared he was ‘‘converted,” threw his bait rod into the 
lake, borrowed a spare fly-rod that was in camp, and fished 
like a little man ever after. When he was fairly “‘domesti- 
caled’’ he proved to be the ‘‘very best fellow” in the whole 
camp. 

I think some of the old campers ought to come in for their 
share of “‘pigheadedness,” but for want of space will only 
mention one or two brilliant feats. One day while the writer 
was trolling, he leaned over the side of the boat to change 
the water in ihe minnow bucket, and just at this instant an 
old “‘sockdolager”’ of a frout struck the bait. To grab the 
rod and strike the fish took but afew seconds, but turning 
to take the bucket into the boat again, ‘‘lo and behold,” the 
bubbles that came to the surface of the water was the only 
Indication of where the bait and bucket was to be found, 
7. ¢., on the bottom of the lake. There was no “‘cuss words” 
about it, but thai hoat was ‘“‘yanked’’ about a mile to camp 
in double quick time, and the vld man shut himself up in his 
room for about iwo hours. 

I was down at the pier next morning about 6 A. M., lay- 
ing the flies off across the stream when, ‘‘gewhiteker!” what 
a trout rolled up at my fly but missed it. The blood went 
to my fingers’ ends with a rush, and my heart thumped my 
breast like a trip-hammer, and eyery instant I expected he 
would come up again. Hearing a rattling of the stones on 
the pier I turned to meet the gaze of one of the old veterans, 
who with disheveled hair and eyeballs glaring wild and wide, 
spake thusly: ‘‘Did you—did you—hear that moose?” ‘Moose 
be darned, you squash head, did you not know that Barker's 
cow got lost in the mountains yesterday, and has not been 
found yet?” It is needless to say I was instantly lett alone 
on that pier to meditate on moose and my big trout. 
We chartered Barker’s small steamer Oquossoc one day, and 

arranged for a trip up the Mooselucmaguntic to Oupsuptic 
Lake, across that to the river, then up the river to Cupsuptic 
Falls and the head of navigation, and only twelve miles to 
Parmachenee Lake. It is impossible for me to describe the 
trip up this river, just wide enough for the little steamer to 
follow its snake-like channel, I think the steamer headed 
to every point of the compass going up. The trees were 
covered with white, long-banging moss, and just in the back- 
ground the grand old mountains reared their heads heaven- 
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ward. At 11 A, M, we ran the bow of the Oquossoe into the 
bank below the falls and tied her to a small tree, and off we 
scrambled up the stream to test the trout fishing, 
For myself, I selected a long reach of rapid water, which 

I think is called the Second Falls. As the old and tried 
split-bamboo pitehed the flies outward and upward and 
finally settled on the rushing current the golden sides of two 
noble trout came gleaming up through the water, and with a 
splash took the dark-winged Montreal and silver doctor. 
The usual merry song of the reel is heard as they rush down 
the stream and the fight begins, At this instant I hear 
shouts just above me up the river, and turning I see one of 
our party with his rod bent to a half circle and his face 
beaming with smiles and a satisfied expression, which means 
much with a geauine trout fisherman. We spent two hours 
takink plenty of fish, then adjourned to the steamer where 
we partook of a good dinner of fresh broiled trout, boiled 
eggs, fried potatoes, fresh bread and plenty of good coffee. 
After dinner the steamer was headed down the river and we 
arrived in camp at 8P, M. We decided that this trip was 
the most enjoyable one we had while on the lakes. 

There are four ponds upon and between the mountains 
three miles back of Barker’s camp, and boats are kept there 
for the use of sportsmen, These ponds are clear as crystal 
and swarming with trout. Barker has built a good log 
camp on the shore of the largest of the ponds, which makes 
it the best and jolliest place to camp in the Maine woods, 

So I start in my boat, casting the flies over the clear spaxkk- 
ling waters, with a cool breeze from the northwest, and a 
snow bank of half an acre on the south side of the ponds on 
the 25th of June, taking trout two at a cast and weighing 
from 4 to # pounds each. | thought of the people at home, 
sweltering in the hot sun with the thermometer at 90° in the 
shade. As I filled my lungs with the exhilarating air, redo- 
lent with balsam and pine, I muttered to myself, “How fool- 
ish some people are who can come to such a place as this as 
well as not, and still neglect it year after year for the sake 
of losing a few dollars for some one to wrangle about here- 
after.” Iknow some have not a taste for trout fishing and 
do not care to enthuse oyer beautiful mountain scenery, 
cool brooks or the lovely wild flowers that grow in such pro- 
fusion in the wild woods, but with me itis different. As 
the body begins to weaken and the eyesight to fail, the 
mountains seem to take on new beauties and more majestic 
forms as tier after tier loom up in the dim distance. Once 
Lused to pass by the tiny flowers, but now J often stoop 
and gather a few of these gems of the woods, to snifi of 
their fragrance and admire their wonderful beauty, and as 
the memories of the many happy days come crowding 
upon me I long for the time 10 come when I can again hic 
away to that haven of rest and enjoyment, the Mame wilder- 
ness. AS ee 
Purwam, Conn., Sept. 1. 

TROUTING IN NEW HAMPSHIRE, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Sept. 4, now lying before me, I see an 

arlicle signed *“‘Yon W.,” describing a trip in June last to 
the Second Connecticut Lake. Among other sentences de- 
scribing tlie experiences of the trip I find the following: 
“What can I say of the adventures of the threemen from 
Connecticut who went up to Uncle Tom’s upper camp, 
where he spends the winter trapping for sable and fishers, 
spent one night and fished down the Hast Inlet the nextday, 
coning out of the woods looking asif they had been par- 
boiled and then skinned.” 

I presume I was one of the men to whom reference is 
made. ltis quite probable that our appearance when we 
returned from the East Inlet that afternoon was « surprise 
to the men whoslept on Uncle Tom’s comfortable beds. 
However that may have been, certain it was that their con- 
duct on the day previous was a greater surprise to us. For 
nineteen years I have made one, and, when possible, two 
trips to the woods every season. I haye met on those trips 
and shared my blanket with mén in all of the walks of life. 
The Indian, the half breed, the trapper, the settler, the euide, 
and even the millionaire tourist, have, without exception, 
whenever | have met them, shown the humanity and unself 
ishness which I had thoroughly come to believe was so much 
a part of life in the woods as the sweet scent of the pine on 
the restful outlines of the everlasting hills. Upon reaching 
the Second Connecticut Lake on this June morning, | met 
for the first time in the forests, a spirit of hoggishness and 
selfishness (and I can call it by no lighter names) that would 
have even disgraced the civilization of our large cities. 

These were the circumstances under which it was ex- 
hibited. We three, on the day previous, having been stop- 
ping at the First Lake, some eight miles from the Second, saw 
Uncle Tom’s man, Harding, and told him as he was going 
into camp that we would be there on the following day to 
stop with Uncle Tom afew days. We arrived at Uncle 
Tom’s cabin a little before noon, and found, L think, six 
persons there, among whom I presume was the writer of 
your article. Uncle Tom came out io the corner of the 
cabin in a few mimutes with an expression of what I took to 
be genuine disgust upon his countenance at the position in 
which he was placed, and proceeded to explain the situation 
tous. He gaid that Harding had brought the announcement 
of our intended visit to him the day before, and that he then 
had informed the gentlemen(?) who were his guests at that 
time of our coming, Hach man was occupying a good-sized 
double bed alone, and he expected them, he said, of course 
to do as others always had under like circumstances, double 
up and let us in. 

“But,” said he, “what did they say to me but that their 
money was as good as anybody's else, and they would pay 
me anything Lasked if I would turn you fellows from the 
door and let them each occupy the whole of a double bed, 
and,” continued he, ‘‘I suppose I must,” 
We went into the cabin, loked around 4 little, talked ‘the 

matter over in their hearing, they the while looking at us as 
though we had intended stealing something to which they 
had a vested right, and finally concluded that as we must 
sleep somewhere, and the little cabin up the inlet was nearer 
than the place from which we started, we would go there. 
Those six men stood on the steps and watched us start off for 
a seven-mile trip up an exceedingly narrow and difficult 
stream to find a bed for the night. 

Atter a hard trip we arrived at our destination about dark, 
and went to work at once to cut boughs for our bed and 
make ourselves as comfortable as cireumstances would admit, 
Work as hard as we could it must have been long after each 
of these six gentlemen had rolled over in the comfort of his 
whole bed, before we were in 2 position to turn in, 

The next morning we packed up and came back, as there 
was no fishing there, and we had no provisions after eating 
our breakfast. I presume we looked a trifle rougher when 

a 
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we came back than did any one of those gentlemen who had 
slept for the night in a most comfortable bed surrounded by 
a good mosquito bar; but we didn’t start up there that after- 
noon looking for fun exactly, but rather in search of that 
which they would not give us—a bed, For my own part I 
cared but little about the discomfort, for I am accustomed 
to all sorts of roughing it, but the gentlemen with me were 
not, and to them it was far from comfortable. Had 1 not 
seen this article in print I should probably have never asked 
for admission to your columns on the subject, though at the 
time we all felt decidedly unpleasant about it. 
Now this is what the three men from Connecticut can say 

about their own adventures. What they said at the time 
about the conduct of the gentlemen who had made those 
adventures necessary was, while true, rather too pointed for 
publication in the pages of your paper. 
A word as to the trout. ‘The day I was there your writer 

and his companion came in from the main inlet with two 
creels of fish. Three or four of them were of fair size, a 
dozen or so smaller still, weighing about a quarter of a pound, 
the bulk of the remainder so small that 1 looked first at the 
fish and then at the man, wondering how he, a man of years, 
and formerly officially connected with the business of caring 
for fish in the State, could have been led into slaughtering 
such infants, THREH-BARRBL. 
BRiIpGEPORT, Conn. 

SKINNING THE TROUT STREAMS. 

M2: JAMES ANNIN, JR., the wellknown trout cultnr- 
: ist at Caledonia, N, Y., sends us a letter which he re- 

ceived froma man in Oswego county last January, which 
says; “Having heard that you intend stocking up your trout 
ponds, I thought I could furnish you, as that business Ihave 
followed for ten years, more or less, I stocked a pond last 
summer located in Onondaga county. Trout taken from the 
erecks wild average in length from four to eight inches. I 
would like to engage with you for 4,006. They are becom- 
ing very scarce in this country. Hoping to hear from you 
soon, | remain,” etc, 
We do not care to give this man’s name, and thereby ad- 

vertise his business, which is probably that of netting trout. 
In sending us this letter, Mr. Annin writes: ‘I intended to 
have sent this letter before, but it has been mislaid and has 
just turned up. It shows how the young fish are cleaned 
out of the streams by these fellows. From what I hear I 
think there isno doubt but what there has been a great 
amount of this work done during the past season, J know 
of its being done in Western Pennsylvania. A man was 
paid by the month by a person having private ponds, to go 
on the streams and camp out and fish, keeping the fish, large 
and small alive, and about once in ten days the pond owner 
would send in for them and take them tohis ponds and after- 
ward sell them.” 

Just how far this may be legitimate rests entirely on the 
mode of capture. The only remcdy is to prohibit the cap- 
ture of trout below a certain size by any means. 

THE MONSTER BLACK BASS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

l returned from Lake George Triday night after several 
days of poor fishing. This is the second week that my 
Texas friends and I have put in at that over-fished lake. 
Next we will try the back bay of Lake Champlain and 
then the St. Lawrence. On the 28th I caught a bass of 
about two pounds that the spawn was oozing from as I put 
the net under it, Lake George is a very late lake for bass 
spawning, because, I suppose, of the cold spring water of 
which it is largely composed, 
When I got home I was informed by about 50 people 

that Long Pond (4 miles from here, where I caught a bass of 
7 pounds 14 ounces in 1877, of which I sent you a photo) 
had knocked the record out of sight by furnishing a small. 
mouth black bass—the only kind in it—of eleven and one- 
quarter poands. Great Scott!! How do you feel now? 
The statement paralyzed me when I was obliged to admit 
that it was about correct. The fish was caught last 
Wednesday by Reuben Seeleye. | interviewed his son who 
did the weighing and he tells me he weighed the bass on 
steelyards. No one but Mr. 8.’s family saw the fish 
weighed, but Mr. Norman Cole, editor of the Glens Falls 
Messenger, saw and measured it; and he gives the measure. 
ments as 25 inches long and 2] inches girth. ‘This is three 
inches longer and 24 inches greater girth than my fish. My 
bass weighed 8} pounds on steclyards when caught, but 
erocer’s scales, fifteen hours after, only made it 7 pounds 14 
ounces, While Seeleye’s bass may not have been as 
correctly weighed as it might have been on grocer’s scales, [ 
am foreed to admit that it must have weighed about the 
weight claimed. Maud 8. knocks onlya quarter of a second 
off the “‘record” at a time, but this fellow puts on 3 pounds 
ab a single clip. 
Long Pond (very nice people now call it Glen Lake) is 

between' here and Lake George, and is about 14 miles lone 
You see the pond from the plank road as you get within a 
mile of Brown’s ‘‘Half Way House,” ond now. the railroad 
Tuns along its west shore. I did not wish to believe the tale 
concerning this big fish, but was forced to do so after 
investigation. A. N. CHmnny. 
Gunns Fauus, N. Y,, Aug. 81, 

Grows or Carp,—Nashville, Aug. 3.—Hditor Horest and 
Stream: To-day I met Mr. H. B, Gray of this county 
(Davidson) and from him I learned the following experience 
with German carp: In April he placed nine adult carp in a 
pond in which there had never been fish of any sort. These 
carp were of two varieties, five scale and four leather, On 
last Saturday Mr. Gray seined the pond, and found to his 
surprise, five hundred fry, averaging in length from three 
so six inches, and fifty which were at least fen inches in 
length. The question now arises as to the presence of the 
large ones. Mr. Gray is personally known to me and I am 
Satisfied that tle aboye mentioned is correct. In addition Mr. 
Gray said that the flesh of the fish were excellent food, espe- 
cially those which had remained afew days in a small pond 
of clear cold spring water. Mr, Dave Jackson from near 
Lebanon, in Lincoln county, has had experiences in carp 
culture almost as fabulous as those of Mr, Gray, and is as 
enthusiastic in his admiration of the new industry in this. 
State. George Eberhardt procured fifty or sixty carp fry,, 
two years ago, from Col. Geo. F, Akersand placed them in a 
pond upon his farm near Nashyille. The original ones have 
grown to an enormous size, and the increase in the numbers 
of young ones is beyond belief. I have never hesitated to: 
say that the introduction of carp into Tennessee was des- 
tined to be of incalculable benefit to her citizens, and the _ 
statements of such as the above, are only convincing proofs of 
the success or the enterprise.—J _ D-H. 
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§izu or RANGHLHY TrRout.—Bethel, Maine,—Aditor 
Forest und Sreeam: Your correspondent ‘Knickerbocker’ 
in your issue of Aug, 21, makes a Statement that 4 boy 
causht a 24-pound red-spotted troat in 1872, and since then 
others have caught 15, 12 and 114-pounders, Ave the larger 
weights taken in our Rangeley lakes? 'Thig statement would 
sive & very wroh® impression among those unacquainted 
with our waters, but those best acquainted here would know 
that it was simply ridiculous. No Salmo fontinulis has ever 
been iaken in any of the Rangeley lakes weighing over 114 
pounds. A fish of that weight was caught in 1880, by 
Stevens H, Morse, of Upton, Me., a guide to a gentleman of 
Boston at the time, and the trout was mounted in Boston and 
sent to Prof. Baird, Washington, D. C., and is now in his 
peering there, in the Smithsonian Institute. I would not 
like to have this mistake go ou record as truth. —J. G, Rion. 

THE Conny IsuAnd Rop anp Gun Cuus, of Brooklyn, 
ofters fishing prizes for September and October, for the 
largest weaktish and striped bass from the creek and bay. 
“Groner L. Ayers (Secretary, 109 Flatbush Avenue). 

ishculture. 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION. 

O* Thursday, Aug. 27, a meeting of the New York Fishery 
Commission, was held at the rooms of the President, 17 

Nassau street, New York, Messrs. Roosevelt, Sherman and 
Blackford being’ present. The question of ways and means 
came up, andit haying been found that the expenditures for 
poeane, the salt-water work in order at Cold Spring Harbor 
ad exceeded the estimates, a reportfrom Supt, Fred Mather 

was read, in which he showed that the unexpected difficulty 
of meeting springs and quicksands had caused the excess, In 
speaking of the work accomplished this season, Mr. Matherre- 
‘ports that the hatchery has supplied and has had planted in 
New York waters, whitefish 1,000,000, salmon 450,000, land- 
locked salmon 12,000, brook trout 20,000, Huropean trout 40,- 
pat rainbow trout 50,000 and shad 77,000—a total of 1,629,000 
5. ‘ 

The appropriation of $15,000 for the year ending Aug. 31, 
1885, was divided as follows: $10,500 for the use of the Cale- 
donia station, $3,500 for thestation at Cold Spring Harbor, and 
21,000 for shad hatching. In connection with this Commis- 
sioner Sherman said that unless a larger appropriation could 
be secured next year the Commission would be obliged to les- 
sen the work. The sum of 515,000 wag not sufficient, at least 
#20,000 being necessary, : 
The loeation of a hatchery in the eastern Adirondacks, au- 

thorized by the Legislature last winter, was placed in the 
hands of Gen, R, U, Sherman, who will begin an examination 
of the country soon. 
Respecting the oyster investigation, which was placed in the 

hands of Commissioner Blackford, with a special appropria- 
tion for conducting the same, he said that he had commenced 
wark and had employed Prof. Rice to investizate as to their 
artificial propagation. He considered Cold Spring as an oyster 
center, and it was there that the work would be carried on. 
Commissioner Blackford also said that he felt confident that 
the codfish could be hatched successfully at Cold Spring, 
age the salt water was of the same density asin the East 

diver. 
The Long Islander gives the follawing: On Thursday Com- 

missioners Eugene G, Blackford of Brooklyn, Gen. Richard U. 
Sherman of New Hartford, in company with Prof. Rice ana 
Superintendent Mather of Cold Spring, visited the hatchery 
and in response to a kind invitation, the Long Islander repre- 
sentative was present on the occasion. Upon arrival by the 
morning train the visitors proceeded immediately to the 
hatchery where everything was inspected carefully and the 
sentiments of all were voiced by Mr. Mather when he declared 
thatthere was not another spot in the world where equal facil- 
ities were afforded for the purposes of hatching salt and fresh- 
water fish onthe samme premises, A bountiful stream of tresh- 
water only 300 feet distant from the sea, and yet 5\ or 60 feet 
aboye the sea level affords an unequalled chance for a con- 
tinued supply of fresh water unvarying in temperature and 
quality. The handsomely graded slope and occasional pla- 
tea afford an unequalled chance for laying out the buildings 
s0 as to secure a supply of water on each floor and the best of 
atrangements for the out-of-door tanks and ponds for the 
Keeping of the larger fish. In addition to this supply from. 
the stream above, an abundant supply can be abtained 
from a short distance below the surface of the ground, a dis- 
tance easily reached in digging the ponds, over aly portion of 
the territory occupied by the commission, In addition to 
this the largo mill ponds south of the hatchery are accessible, 
and the owners, the Messrs. Townsend and Wm. BH, Jones, 
generously offered every assistance. The temperature of all 
this water ig just right, they are natural trout waters. As 
previously stated the salt water in an endless supply is near at 
hand, within 300 teet of the works. 
The building at present provided for the Eee AOL of 

fresh-water fish contains 52 troughs capable of hatching out 
50,000 trout or 52,000 salmon to each trough, There is in ad- 
dition to these troughs facilities for hatching ont four millions 
of whitefish. Highty thousand of shad haye been hatched 
during the past year in these waters, a fish that were never 
hatched before except in their natural spawning places. Many 
of these fish were placed in the waters of the Nissequogue at 
Smithtown. 
A Ryder’s hot, air engine, capable of pumping 1,000 gallon of 

water an hour to a height of fifty feet, has been provided for 
the purposes of the salt-water hatchery, and provision has 
been made in this department for hatching out twenty mil- 
lions of cod, seventy-five millions of Spanish mackerel, and 
an squal number of tomcod. The pure salt Water of a proper 
density to be had so handily is asnure guarantes of success in 
this emterprise. The work will first be undertaken with the 
Hittletomcod, then this will be followed with the cod hatching, 
the spawn heing obtained from December to March. In Jute 
the Spanish mackerel begin to spawn in Chesapeake Bay, and 
the eges.of these will be obtained, Itis a question whether 
bluefish are a desirable fish to cultivate. Their despicable 
shari-like habits cause them to destroy more food than they 
are worth. Hyen when they are gorged they will take the 
bite from the mouths of other fish, New smaller fish can liye 
beside them, 

Prof, Rice has been engaged here during the summer season 
looking up the matter of the cultivation of oysters, and he has 
already spawned some six or seyen millions of eggs, so small 
that they cannot be seen without the aid of the microscope. 
The little creatures only move about for about twenty-four 
hours atter birth, when they locate, so that provision must be 
made for detaching them easily by providing a soft or smooth 
substance upon which they may temporarily locate; cloth, 
wood, pottery and shells are used for the purpose. Whenthey 
have reached the age of one year and are about the size of 
silver dollars, they are then ready to ship as seed oysters to all 
parts of the State were salt water exists. Thorough re- 
searches are bemg made by the Professor as to the best 
methods of cultivation of the oyster and as to the best means 
of preventing the growth of his natural eneniies, such as the 
starfish. Preparatory to this work, circulars have been sent 
out to eyery oyster grower in the State, giving 160 questions 
to be answered. ' %,* 

‘ter visiting thi itchery the company were treated to an. | 

excellent dinner, with some choice dishes of the products of 
the sea, seryed by the kind hostess Mrs. Mather, in a style to 
be envied even by the fair ladies of Huntington, as excellent 
cooks as most of them are. The walls of the cozy dwelling of 
Mr, Mather were adorned with some very fine picttres im oil, 
many of them piseatorial scenes and all the products of Mrs. 
Mather’s skillful brush, Mr. Mather’s technical library and 
collections of the curiosities of the sea, including curious anato- 
ini¢al specimens of the denizens of the deep, betioken the 
enthusiasm and diligence of their owner in this his chosen 
profession in which he is a leader. 

THE SHELLFISHERIES OF CONNECTICUT. 

[A paper read before the American Fisheultural Association. | 

BY DR. WILLIAM M. HUDSON, 

(Concluded from Page 111,] 

PLAN of taxation was also recommended in accordance 
with the requirements of the original law, and the result 

was the passage of an act providing for the taxation of oyster 
grounds, a coyp of which is here inserted. 

CHAPTER CXXY. 

AN AC’ PROVIDING FOR THE TAXATION OF OYSTHR GROUNDs. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in 
General Assembly convened: 

Suction 1. All owners of shellfish grounds lying within the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the State, shall, on or before the first 
day of November, annually, deliver to the Commissioners of 
Shellfisheries a statement under oath specifying the number 
of lots owned by them, the location and number of acres in 
each lot cultivated, and the value thereof per acre, the num- 
ber of acres in each lot uneultivated, and the value thereof 
per acre; and printed blanks for such statements shall be pre- 
pared by the Commissioners and furnished to such owners 
upen application to them or at their office; and upon the 
failure of any owner to deliver such sworn statement to said 
Commissioners at their office within the time above specified, 
said Commissioners shall make up such statement. from the 
best information they may obtain, and shall add for such 
default ten per cent. to the valuation so made. 

Suc. 2. All statements so made or delivered shall be alpha- 
betically arranged, and said Commissioners shall equalize, if 
necessary, and determine the value of all the property so re- 
turned and described in said statements, which property shall 
be liable to taxation at the yaluation so determined, including 
the ten per cent, for default as aforesaid; and said Commis- 
sioners are authorized and etapowered to declare and lay a 
tax thereon, annually, at the rate of one per cent. upon such 
valuation, which shall be payable at the office of said Com- 
missioners onand after the firsts Mondayin May annually; 
and said tax shall be a lien upon the grounds so taxed from 
the time itis so laid by said Commissioners until paid, and 
shall be in lieu of all other taxes on said grounds. 

Sec. 5. If any tax so laid shall not be paid on or before the 
first Monday in July, the said Commissioners shall make and 
issue their warrant for the collection thereof, with interest 
thereon, at one per cent. per month from the day such tax be- 
came due and payable until paid, together with the expenses 
of such collection, which warrant shall authorize any reputable 
person named therein, to seize such grounds and any oysters 
or other shellfish thereon, or any other property of the owner 
or owners thereof not exempt from execution, and to sell the 
same, or so much thereof as he may find necessary, at such 
time and place, and insuch manner, and by such person as 
said Commissioners may direct, whereupon such sale shall be 
so made, and such warrant shall be immediately returned 
to said Commissioners by such person with all his doings in- 
dorsed thereon, and he shall pay over to said Commissioners 
the money received upon said sale, and they shall apply the 
same to the payment of such tax and all the expenses 
thereon, including the expenses of such sale, returning any 
balance that may remain to such owner or owners; and all 
moneys received by said Commissioners in payment of taxes 
and interest thereon shall be accounted tor and paid to the 
State treasurer for the benefit of the State, within thirty days 
from its receipt. Said Commissioners shall each, in addition 
to the bond now required by law, give a bond with surety in 
the sum of one thousand dollars to the State, conditioned 
for the performance of the duties Imposed upon them by this 
act, 

See, 4. <All other shellfish grounds lying within the waters 
of this State shall be taken in the same manner in all respects 
as real estate in the several towns within the meridian lines of 
which such shellfish grounds are situated, and no other tax 
or rental shall be laid or collected on said grounds, or the fran- 
chise of any person therin. 

Sec. f. All expenses necessarily incurred in carrying out 
the provisions of this act shall be audited by the Comptroller 
and paid by Treasurer of the State. 
Approved, April 26, 1882. 
It providesthati all owners of shellfish grounds shall on or 

before the first day of November, annually, deliver to the 
Commissioners a sworn statement of their property, the num- 
ber of acres cultivated, the number uncultivated, and their 
estimate of the value of each. In case of a failure to make a 
statement, the Commissioners are empowered to make one 
from the best information they can obtain, and add ten per 
cent. for the defanlt. The Commissioners are authorized to 
“equalize if necessary, and determine the value of all the 
property so returned and described,” and to lay a tax ot one 
per cent. thereon, and said taxis alien upon the grounds so 
taxed from the time itis so laid by the Commissioners until 
paid, If the taxis not paid by the first day of July, the Com- 
missioners are required to make and issue their warrant for 
the collection thereof, with interest at one percent. per month 
from the time the tax became due until paid. The Cormis- 
sioners are further empowered to enforce such warrant by the 
seizure of any taxable property which the party in default 
muy owl. 
Under thislaw the Commissioners collected in 1388, $5,681.47, 

the entire tax laid. Of course there are difficulties in estimat- 
ing the value of oyster grounds, and the Commissioners were 
obliged in many cases to equalize and determine the yalue of 
the grouncs returned. The general plan of valuation adopted 
was the following; The Commissioners assumed that the very 
best grounds should be assessed at a given figure, and then 
all were aE with reference to their proportionate value 
compared with the best. This subject is one requiring careful 
consideration, and the system may doubtless be improved by 
further experience, As no appeal can be taken from the 
assessments of the Commissioners, they have themselves acted 
as a board of relief for the present year. In other words, 
after the valuations of the grounds had been fixed aceording 
to the best information obtainable by the Commissioners, 
appointments were made of certain days on which they would 
be present with the lists at each of the principal towns along 
the shore, and listen to any parties who might wish to present 
reasons why the assessment of their grounds should be reduced. 
This proyed to be a yery popular move, and when the assess- 
ment was finally fixed, the only one seriously dissatisfied 
with the result was the one owning the aa uel acreage of 
oyster grounds in the State. The oystermen of this State are 
divided into two principal classes, namely, those who own 
and cultivate grounds of their own, and those who gain a sub- 
sistence by work upon the natural or public beds. ‘The former 
are generally men of some means, and work with steamers, 
the latter are poor men, who use sailing vessels, The public 
beds have been raked so constantly for a number of year, 
that very few large oysters can be found upon them, Most of 
the “stuff,” as it is called, taken from them is used for the 
planting of other beds more or less remote. 
A few years ago a serious controversy arose as to the effect | 

of steamer work upon the natural beds. The steamer owners 
claimed that their work tended to improve the bed by pre- 
paring the bottom for a better set of the spat in the breeding 
season, The owhers of sailing vessels, on the contrary, 
claimed that the heavy dredges of the steamers plowed up 
the ground to such an extent as to ruin ib. The result of the 
discussion of the subject was that in 1881 the Legislature 
passed an act forbidding the use of steamers upon any of the 
natural beas of the State, and that law still remains in effect 
to-day. While most of the natural beds are in comparatively 
shallow waters, the cultivators of oysters do not deem it safe 
to plant oystersin less than twenty-four feet of water, and 
many of their productive beds are in water from thirty to 
sixty feet deep, They claim that in less than twenty-four 
feet. of water the crop is liable to be destroyed by heavy 
storms, the oysters being either covered up and smothered. 
with mud or sand, or washed ashore by the action of the 
waves. 

The hydrographic work of the engineer of the Commission is 
soaccurate that confidence has been given to cultivators to 
take up claims in deep water, with a certainty that if they 
secure yaluable ground and their stakes and buoys are re- 
moyed or carried away by storms or steamboats, they can be 
phate The system adopted in this respect is the following: 

én an_applitant has secured a grant of a plot of ground 
from the Commissioners, on an appointed day, the engineer 
with assistant proceeds to the locality with the applicant, and 
having fixed the precise situation with their instruments, the 
buoys are placed im position, and a record is made of the spot 
Which is transferred to the books of the office, each buoy be- 
ing numbered. [f at any future time, the buoys are mis- 
placed, all that is needed to correct the error is to consult the 
number of buoys in the records, and they can be replaced 
without difficulty, The amount of ground lying within the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the State returned to the Commis; 
sioners for taxation, in 1882, was ‘74,980 acres. of which 18,008 
acres were described as cultivated and 61,922 as uncultivated. 
In 1882 the returns were 9,007 acres cultivated and 46,316 m- 
cultivated. The gain therefore for 1883 was 4,001 acres culti- 
vated and 15,606 uncultivated. New applications are constantly 
pene made, and more acres are aunually put under cultivya- 
ion. 
The usual method of planting new ground is to gtrew about 

three hundred bushels of oyster shells and thirty bushels of 
spawning oysters to each acre, In some cases where the new 
ground isin the vicinity of a natural bed or other ground on 
which are spawning oysters, a good set is obtained without 
the deposit of any mature oysters. The time of planting is 
from June 15 to Sept. 1, the deeper the water the later is the 
“set,” and the cultivators goyerh themselves accordingly in 
their work. the great requisite being that the “‘cultch” shall 
be clean and fresh at the time of the floating spat, All kinds 
of business have their drawbacks, and the cultivation of oys- 
ters isno exception. In Connecticut the two principal enemies 
of the oyster cultivators are the starfish (Asterias rubens), and 
oyster thieves of the human species. The oyster growers some- 
times say that it is questionable which is the greater pest, the 
“five fingers” or the ‘‘ten fingers.” The starfish are much 
more destructive in some years than others, and during the 
ame season inflict great injury upun the beds in one portions 
of the State, while in others they do not appear at all, or in 
such insignificant numbers as to do no appreciable harm. Un- 
til recently the only remedy has been to remoye the oysters 
an( starfish together, the starfish being destroyed, and the oys- 
ters either sold or removed to some locality where no starfish 
were tobe found. Mr. J. F. Homan, of New Haven, in this 
State, has invented a dredge which, it is claimed, willremove 
the starfish without taking the oysters. Its construction is 
based upon the fact that the starfish is of lighter specific gravity 
than the oyster. The bag of the dredge is located about six 
inches behind the bar or rake, and a few inches higher. 
The practical effect is that the oyster and starfish being 

stirred up together, the oysters drop back to the ground and 
the starfish fall into the open mouth of the bag, When this 
pest makes its appearance upon the oyster grounds, great 
vigilance is needed to prevent the loss of the crop. The own- 
ers of private beds watch their grounds carefully, with a view 
to prompt action in case of necessity, but the public beds 
being open to every one, no one takes special pains to remove, 
the starfish, and it has been claimed that some of the oyster— 
men have thrown them overboard after being taken, A strin- 
gent Jaw to prevent this was passed at the last session of 
the Legislature, and the owners of private grounds introduced 
an act to enable the Commissioners to remoye starfish from 
the public beds at the expense of the State, but as some of the 
sections of the bill were deemed objectionable, the act was 
defeated 
Another effort will be made next year to accomplish the 

same end, and uncomplicated with other measures, will prob- 
ably be successful. The whole area of ground in the exclu- 
sive jurisdiction of the State is about 800,000 acres. Of this 
about 45,0U0 acres were designated by the town committees 
before the appomtment of the Commission. The aggregate 
area designated by the Commission during the last three years 
has been 38,548 acres, making in all 85,548 acres under their 
supervision. In addition to this, applications for 15,714 acres 
are now awaiting action, and this number will be increased as 
fast as parties discover what they consider to be advantageous 
locations. The oyster cultivators seem to be generally thriv- 
ing, are eager to acquire larger areas of suitable grounds, and 
new steamers and sailing vessels are constantly being added 
tothe fleet. New purchasers are coming into the field, more 
capital is being invested, and under the fostering care of the 
State the industry bids fair, at no distant day, to be one of 
the largest and most important in the entire commonwealth, 

Linuz. Winstow: .I would like toask i, at the last session of 
the Connecticut State Legislature, any act was passed which 
would facilitate the detection and punishment of theft from 
the oyster beds. As I understand the law, as it existed a year 
or so ago, a designation of a natural oyster bed could not be 
made. Therefore, when the thief wanted an oyster he as- 
sumed all beds to be natural, and took what he wanted, He 
did not care whether it was a natural bed or not. The burden 
of the proof did not rest upon him, but upon the owner of the 
area. Any bed was assumed to be natural until the owner 
could prove to the contrary. Such a state of affairs surely 
militates very seriously against the owner. It has seemed to 
me that, afier an area has once been designated, the owner 
should not be called upon to prove that it was not a natural 
bed. I would like to know if amy measures have been 
adopted looking toward a remedy for that evil. 

Dr. WittiAM M, Hupson: Such a bill was introduced in 
the Legislature, but owing to the unfortunate fact that our 
oystermen in the western part of the State were in opposition 
to those in the eastern part, the bill fell to the ground. Harn- 
est efforts have been made by our State Fish Commission to 
bring about that bill, and yet the only act passed in reference 
to the oyster interest was one that simply prevented, under 
heayy penalties, any of the oyster dredges from throwing 
back into the water any starfish they might catch. But the 
attempt to pass an effectual bill failed on account of this op- 
position between the east and west sections of the State, I 
think that possibly during the next twelve months a suitable 
bill will be passed. ' 

Lizut, WInsLow: Another question occurs to me. After 
haying once adopted the system of propriety ownership, the 
greatest difficulty was experienced in detecting a theft. You 
cannot prevent 4 man from traveling over the ground, and 
although you can readily see his appliances, dredges, etc,, for 
taking the oyster, you haye to prove that the man has actually 
taken the oystier;in other words, you must catch him in the 
very act, and prove that they are your oysters before you can 
really accomplish anything toward punishing him. Now, that 
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is a very difficult thing to do, and it seems to me that there 
should be incorporated in the laws a provision for the punish- 
ment of a man found on a area with implements for taking 
oysters. His presence under such circumstances should be 
sufficient ground for his arrest, because evidently his intention 
is to take oysters. The excuse cannot be made that he mis- 
took the sround, for each area is marked plainly. When you 
see the dredging-line going, it is pretty good -proot that oysters 
are being taken. Public opinion is now very strong against 
the stealing of oysters, and it certainly seems to me that a 
provision should be made which would assist the oyster grower 
in bringing an offender to justice. 

DR. Hupson: I think that. what Lieut. Winslow has said 
would be readily acknowledged by any who have looked into 
the matter. The Connecticut Commissioners are anxious for 
favorable legislative action on this matter; but, as I have 
Stated, there is unfortunately this controversial feeling which 
has arisen between the natural growers and the cultivators, 
which has thus far been the means of preventing the enact- 
ment of such laws as Lieut, Winslow has referred to. I have 
no doubt, however, that perhaps in the immediate future suit- 
able laws will be passed, 

Lieut. Winstow: Iwould like to say in addition that I do 
not know of any State that has made so greatian advance in 
this matter as Connecticut. By examining the legislation on 
the subject for the last four or five years, it may easily be seen 
that it is of the most practical nature, and itis based on sound 
business principles. The people of Connecticut, proverbially 
shrewd, have certainly managed to get all the milk out of this 
particular cocoanut. 
Pror. Goopr: I think that there can hardly be too much 

stress laid upon the importance of the work which Dr. Hudson 
and his colleagues are carrying on, the results of which have 
been described by him this morning. Ihave been looking into 
the history of the oyster industry of Hurope lately, and am 
convineed that Connecticut is putting into practice the best 
system of oyster culture in the world. The manner in which 
that State is dealing with the questions of fishery legislation is 
certainly extremely interesting and worthy of commendation. 
The eyes of the world are upon Connecticut at the present 
time. I can appreciate this fact perhaps better than most of 
us here, haying heard the eager questions and seen the intense 
interest of the fisheculturists and oyster raisers of Hurope last 
summer in London. and having heard what was said concern- 
ing the action of Connecticut. HEyery country which has any 
eyster fisheries is trying to solve the same problem, viz,, how 
to protect the beds and give oyster culturists right of property 
by the fruit of their labors, It really appears to me that this 
subject—the progress of the work. in Connecticut—is one of the 
most interesting that could be brought before this society, 

WYOMING.—A recent number of the Laramie Sentinel 
gives the following: “‘A law was passed at the last Legislature 
—an act for the propagation and culture of fish in Wyoming— 
Chapter 45 of the Session Laws. It provided for the appoint- 
ment of a Territorial Fish Commissioner, by virtue of which 
Otto Gramm, of this city, was appointed and confirmed. 
The Act further made an appropriation of $500, for the 
construction of a hatching house, to be located at some 
suitable place in the Territory by the Fish Commissioner, 
with the advice and consent of the Governor, After con- 
siderable trouble and delay Commissioner Gramm. has at last 
succeeded in getting the location fixed for the hatching 
house. Ibis to be located at the ‘Soldier Springs” near this 
city—the springs which watered Fort Sanders. These springs 
furnish an inexhaustible supply of the purest water, and are 
so located that large reseryou's can easily be constructed. 
Cominissioner Gramm bas secured the services of G. FP. 
Slocum, a gentleman who for ten years past has been in the 
erm oy of the lowa Fish Commission and is-perfectly familiar 
with all operations and details. Mr, Slocum will superintend 
the construction and operation of the hatchery for the next 
six months and get everything into working order. Work 
will commence ina week or ten days. Commissioner Gramm 
has made arrangements to secure a large lot and variety of 
eggs from the Fish Commissioners of Jowa and Wisconsin. 
He has also the promise of some eggs of the rainbow trout 
from California, As soon as this establishment is fairly in 
operation Mr. Gramm expects to be able, at very much less 
expense than heretofore, to supply the whole Territory with 
suitable kinds and varieties of fish spawn in any desired 
quantity, The thorough knowledge of the business, combined 
With the public spirit and enthusiasm which Commissioner 
Gramm brings to the discharge of his duties, insures success 
in this enterprise of fishculture. It is fortunate that the 
inauguration ot this infant industry is committed to so good 
hands.” 

answers to Correspondents. 

(= No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondenis, 

W. H.D,, Jr., Dubuque.—We know of none, 

¥F, W. ., Lafayette, Ind.—Write to Reiche Bros., Chatham street, 
New York. 

2. W. B., Wakefield, Mass.—Law on ruffed grouse in your State is 
np Sept, 1 

H. L., Brooklyn, N. ¥,—1If any portion of a boat, meluding her 
spars or oars, touch another boat or a mark, it is considered a foul. 

W. H. B., Deposit, NW. Y.—The protector for county of Broome is 
Tf. P. Drew, Washington Mills; for Delaware county, Francisco 
Wood, Se hoharie. 

J.G. W.—Wor lug sail for Rob Roy, take 74ft. on foot, 54ft. head, 
ft, luff, 824ft, leach, tackto peak 934ft., clew to throat 8¢ft., 45fb. 
avea, This sail is rather lage, but can be reduced proportionately 
for eruising, 

Inguirner.—Could you inform me as to the best bait for catching 
pike and German carp? They are very numerous in our lake but we 
eannot catch them with ordinary bait? Ans, The best bait for pike 
is the mmnow, live or dead, and the trollmg spoon. For carp several 
baits are recommended, boiled peas, a mixture of dough and cotton, 
angle worms, ec. ; 

THE WORM WEDGE. 

OME time ago there wasa great outcry that the English 
anti-pigeon shooting agitation was the entering wedge 

which should ultimately disrupt the interests of sport and the 
general well-being of this country. We haye not heard much 
about this lately, but there is now ample material for further 
alarm. im the Chicago Oriterion of Aug, 25, the following 
note occurs: ‘The English government has passed a law for- 
bidding the use of angle worms as fish bait, so that the angle 
worm paragraph will be seen no more in English comic 
papers.” An esteemed Michigan correspondent sends us the 
clipping and anxiously inquires whatit means, It may imply 
one of two things, either the British are sick and tired of the 
reiteration of that-angle worm joke, and are determined to 
suppress the funny man even at the expense of their fayorite 
sport, or else it means that they have taken pity on the worm, 
and propose in the future to protect him from impalement on 
the barbed hook. There is good reason then for regarding 
this ag another direful ‘‘wedge” against sport, and we shall 
await with interest to hear the howl go up again that our 
navional institutions are endangered. 

Over SHyanTeen THousanD Mun were paid cash benetits in 1883 by 
the Travelers Insurance Company, of Hartford, Conn., for losses by 
accidental death and disabling injury.—Adv. 

Che Fennel, 
FIXTURES, 

BENCH SHOWS. > 
Sent, 9, 10 and 11.—Third Annual Beneh Show of the Montreal Ken- 

nel Club, Entries close Sept. 1, Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. J. 
8. Wall, Secretary, P. O. Box 1,246, Montreal, Ganada. 

Sept. 16, 1% and 16—Collie Bench Show and Field Trials of the 
Ontario Collie Club, Toronto,Ont, Entries close Aug, 28. Mr. H. J. 
Hill, Seeretary, Toronto, 

Sept. 16,17, 18 and 19.—Bench Show of the Philadelphia Kennel 
Ree SOU Lincoln, Superintendent. Myr, Benj. 0. Satterthwaite, 
Secretary. 

Oct, 5,9, 10 and 11.—Vhird Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 
Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn, Entries close Sept. 27. E, 8. 
Davis, Superintendent, Danbury. Conn. 

Oct, 16, 17 and 18.—National Breeders’ Show, Industrial Art Hall, 
Philadelphia, Pa. James Watson, Secretary, P.O. Box 770. Wntries 
close Oct, 38. 

Oct. 21, 22, 23. and 24,—First Annual Fall Beneh Show of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York, Entries 
close Oct. 6. Mr. Chas. Lincoln, Supermtendent. 

. FIELD TRIALS. 
Nov. ——Third Annual Trials of the Robins [sland Club, Robitis 

Island, L.T, Open to members only. Mr, A. T. Plummer, Secretary 
Noy. 17.—kixth Annual Trials of the Mastern Wield Trials Club, at 

High Point, N. ©. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L, 1. 
Dec. 8 —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn, 
Dee. 15.—Southern Sportsmens Association Trials, Ganton, Miss. 

My, T. K. Renaud, Seeretary, New Orleans, La. = 

A. K. R., 

HH AMERICAN KHNNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, ete. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month. Hntries close on the ist. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly Subseription $1. Address 

“American Kennel Register,’ P. O. Box 2882, New York, Number 

of entries already printed 1490. VolumeT., bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50, 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

In reply to the letter of the editor of the American Kennel 
Register in. your issue of Sept. 4, les me say that it was not the 
intention of the Westminster Kennel Club to confine the 
National Association exclusively to those clubs which had 
given shows but to include all formed for that purpose. Per- 
sonally I would extend it to the field trials clubs, but that is a 
matter which doubtless will be discussed at Philadelphia, The 
“newly organized elubs” are perfectly justified in overlooking 
the wording of the call. I may add that I am satisfied that 
Major Taylor agrees with me on the first point, but I am sorr 
to say that he does not believe in admitting the field bridle 
organizations. ELLIOT SMITH, 
New York, Sept. 4. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
At a meeting of the Howard County Kennel Club, of Mary- 

land, held this day, the following officers were elected: Presi- 
dent, M. D. Groverman; vice-president, N. Dorsey; treasurer, 
J. H. Leishear; secretary, T. B, Dorsey. Mr. T. B. Dorsey 
was chosen as the delegate to represent the club at the coming 
convention at Philadelphia. T, B. Dorsey, Secretary. 
Eniizcorr Crry, Md., Sept. 2. 

Kditor Forest and Stream: 
On Wednesday, Aug. 27, the Franklin Sportsman’s Club and 

Game Protective Society elected the followime officers: Alex- 
ander Vincent, President; J, B. Nicklin, Sr., Vice-President: 
GC. D. Elliott, Secretary; Wiliam Wenzel, Treasurer; Dr. I. 
St. Clair, R. G. Lamberton, Carl P. Sibley, H. Jennette and 
James Quinn, Directors, and G. 5. Creswell, Attorney for the 
Club. J. KE. Gill was named as representative to the National 
Bench Show Association at Philadelphia, Sept. 16. As our 
club has held a bench show under the rules of the N. K. A., 
we consider we are entitled to representation, Please publish 
this in your next issue of the FornST AND StRHAM and oblige, 

C. D, ExLtort, 
FRANELIN, Pa., Sept. 1. 

(Dr. J. 5. Niven and Mr. T. G. Davey will represent the 
Dominion Kennel Club .] 

LANCASTER BENCH SHOW. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The bench show, held at Lancaster in connection with the 
county fair, has proven beyond doubt that bench shows in 
Lancaster, held yearly and under experienced management, 
can be made a success and would prove profitable. J cannot 
refrain from giving the manzgers of this year’s show afew 
taps. The benching was excellent, and the dogs were supplied 
with water at regular intervals, but the bedding and feeding 
of dogs was left entirely to exhibitors. This is a great mis- 
take, for it would be against common sense for exhibitors 
from a distance to send their dogs to a show where they know 
their dogs will not be cared for. I haye no doubt the man- 
agement will make different arrangements in another year, 
and then it will become a pleasure to exhibit at their shows. 

English setters were an excellent class, mostly entries of 
Mr. H. B. Vondersmith, of Lancaster, and to his credit be it 
said that he possesses some extra fine dogs. Duke, the first 
prize winner, is a fine Laverack and fit for any company- 
Flash, the other eniry in setter dogs, is off in eyes and nose, 
being a triffe snipy, otherwise a nice dog. In bitches the first 
prize winner is a beautiful looking bitch; head good, with ex- 
ception of ears, which are too much on the spaniel order. 
May, a good bitch, should haye exchanged places with Lill. 
Snowflake, a pure white, with exception of a few small spots 
on head, possesses good coat but avery bad tail. In puppies 
Gertie is a first-class puppy; not much to choose between her 
and Nettie, a little Laverack beauty. Don is also quite a good 
one. The othertwo entries were not as good, the legs of the 
one being especially bad. 

In Tail setters there was only one entry, and she was off in 
color, consequently received no mention. 
The class of Gordon setters showed a dog of splendid color 

and good all over, in Tom, . Bess is showing age, yet possesses 
lots of quality. In puppies, Mab with her litter of puppies 
was a pleasing sight, Countessis also a promising puppy. 
The remaining entry was not good enough to win. 

All of the pointer entries were of the small variety. Nellie 
Bird is a. splendid bitch and looks every ineha worker. Her 
ears might be carried a trifle better, and her muzzle be a trifie 
better, but otherwise she is near perfection. Lady Bird is a 
nice bitch, but not the equal of Nellie. Lady Bird, with her 
litter of nine puppies, formed the most interesting part of the 
exhibition; they were a beautiful lob, sired by Shot, all of 
them solid liver. Biz and Quail, in puppy class, are a promis- 
ing pair. Biz has somewhat the best head, butin body and 
chest Quail surpasses him, , 

Tn beagles Rena was by long odds the best. Sheis one of the 
best beagle bitches in this country. Her large and pleading 
eyes obtained for her many pats from beautiful hands. Bessie 
is not a bad bitch, Victor I did not like as well; he carries his 
ears badly, Don is good in coat, eyes, ears and body, bub is 
undershot and not quite straight in the legs. The remaining 
entry, [am convinced, was a foxhound puppy- 
In collies there were only two entries. In sheep dogs, both 

Sport and Rhoderick were strong-boned, powerful dogs. They 
were tightly placed. ; a 
The only entry in fox-terriers was quite a fine specimen and 

well deserved his card). 

Dalmatians only had one entry and he was Gale passable, 
In French poodles, Mr. Liller, of Lancaster, showed a pair 

of beauties which, without a doubt, can hold their own in any 
company. 

In the miscellaneous class a powerful young dog, a cross be- 
tween a bloodhound and «# Newfoundland, was shown. 

LIST OF AWARDs. 

Ht Setters, Dogs.—ist, Vondersmith’s Duke; 2d, Fordney's 
ash, 
English Setters, Bitches.—ist and 2d, Vondersmith’s Lill and May, 
Enghsh Setters, Puppies.—ist and 2d, Vondersmith’s Gertie and 
on. 
orden Setters, Dogs or Bitches.—_1st and 2d, Vondersmith'’s Tom 

aud Bess. 
Gordon Setters, Puppies—lst and 2d, Vondersmith’s Mab and 
Countess. 

Pointers. Dogs or Bitches,—ist and 2d, Jos. Trissler’s Nellie Bird 
and Lady Bird, 

Pointers, Puppies.—ist and 2d, Trissler’s Biz and Quail, 
peaeees: Dogs or Bitehes.—ist, A, C. Krueger's Rena; 2d Nissly’s 

essie, 
Collies.—ist and 2d, Simon B. Cameron's bitches. 
seep Dogs.—ist, W. J. Madden’s Sport; 2d, J. F. Heinitch’s Rhod- 

erick, 
Fox-Terriers,—ist, J. H. Shepherd’s Gypsy. 
Daimatians.—ist, Wraim’s Jack. 
French Poodles.—1st, and 2d, Liller’s dog and bitch, 
Miscellaneous.—Ist, 0, W. Eshleman’s dog. 
WRIGHTSVILLE, Pa., Sept. 4, 1884. RAZOR. 

GREAT DANES. 

We published last week a letter from Ma. D, Frank to the 
Live Slock Journal relative to the Great Dane, boar- 

hound, Ulmer dogee and German mastiff. We are indebted 
to thesame journal for the following correspondence upon the 
subject: 

D. Frank, in his article on these breeds, which appeared in 
your issue of Aug. 1, premises his remarks with rather an 
ambiguous statement, in which he seems to endeayor to make 
out that he is treating of a breed—to use his words (but, m 
reality, a group of breeds possessing more or less aftinity)— 
that scarcely anybody understands. ‘That these breeds are ati 
eeu but imperfectly understood by the majority of Hng- 
ishinen who adimire these large dogs, 1 admit (and, moreoyer, 
haye a very strong suspicion that most foreigners—especially 
Frenchmen—know still less about them); at the same time, 
there have been, 4nd are, in this country judges of the dog 
who understood and understand these breeds quite as well as 
D, Frank, and could describe them quite as clearly, In a con- 
temporary some four or five years since, [myself pointed out 
the grades of difference between the heayy mongrel German 
mastiff, the rough Suliot or Austrian boarhound an¢l the grey- 
hound-like Great Dane, who forms a sort of connecting link 
between the true Vertragal and Molessian groups. There are, 
however, several important remarks in Mr. FWrank’s letter. 
First, he rightly points out-the difference between the pure- 
bred Great Dane and his allied mongrel cousin the Gsrman, 
or as itis generally known to English breeders as the Ulmer 
imastiff, a name obtained simply through being found existing 
in good mastiff-like type around Uln. Mr. Frank points out 
that smooth-coated dogs are not fit for hunting wild boars, 
This may be a sporting fact, of which I plead ignorance; at 
the same time I can only say, taking an mterest in the subject, 
I have inspected many pictures by foreign (chiefly German) 
artists of boar hunting seenes, in which many of the dogs em- 
punved have been smooth-coated, others maned (asin Hogarth’s 
ulldog), others protected with a coat of armor, while some 

have approached the rough Austrian Suliot boarhound in 
type. Owing to this, [ have always classed these allied breeds 
roughly as boarhounds, but see the atlvisability of particular- 
izing the various breeds. 
There is one point I should like to be further enlightened 

upon by Mr. Frank. He states that the German miastiff was 
a breed originated by Otto Friedrich, of Zaherse; now, per- 
haps I may be very ignorant, but cannot recall ever haying 
heard of that worthy man, and should be glad if D, Frank 
would mention about the date of the manufacture of the Ger- 
man mastiff, for I thought it was a very old variety, and haye 
seen mastili-like looking dogs painted by Weenix Sneyder and 
other German artists, introduced into pictures of wolf and boar 
hunting that if in the flesh, would hold their own, as not mere 
outsiders, if shown among a class of Hnglish mastiffs, Now, © 
am well aware artists often make very great mistakes through 
not being aw fait in the subject they depict, still these artists 
must have had such animals to depict from, andsuch pictures 
are a standing proof that such animals existed at their date 
and the artist often becomes the natuaralist’s historian. I 
should much like to trace the origin of the German mastiff, 
also of the Great Dane, the latter I believe to be identical with 
the large greyhound-mastif-like dog figured on Hgyptian 
sculptures. I have been puzzled to trace how the breed ob 
tained the name of Great Dane, and have endeayored to trace 
the earliest mention of it and any information concerning this 
variety from works on Danish and Norwegian hunting, but my 
researches in this line haye been limited, and I only mention 
it as suggestive to others with better facilities. I note, 
that like myself, Ma, Wrank is in the dark as to the origin of 
the term, Not having seen the specimen Deyro Mr, Frank 
mentions [ cannot offer any opinion of his merits, except that 
T (and no other English judge, | fancy) would consider a fawn- 
cvelored Great Dane with a flesh-colored nose perfect, and be- 
yond all controversy, whatever fancies and likings for any 
particular feature Mr. Frank or any other judge, breeder, or 
exhibitor may have. Any indication of a dew-lap in a Great 
Dane is at variance with true character, and any trace of it 
reveals allayed blood, which will generatly be the mastiff, 
Mr, Frank must not think we Englishmen know nothing of 
these breeds, as the splendid class at the late Crystal Palace 
proves, and personally, I have taken great interest in these 
breeds, and been ab some troubie to investigate their true 
characteristics in a naturalist’s point of view, for some years 
now, Hoping this may elicit further historical data from Mr, 
Frank and others. M. B. Wynn, 

Late Hon. Sec. of the late Mastiif Club. 

In answerto Mr. B. Wynn’s remarks, I will say that Ido 
not iIn¢an no Bnglishman knows about these breeds of dogs, 
but only that they are better known on the continent. than 
here, Ihave been living in Paris for these eight years, and I 
venture to say that the specimens of Great Danes | see there 
are better, asa general rule, than those that haye been ex- 
hibited at Stroud or Henley-on-Thames, I have not been for- 
tunate enough to se the Crystal Palace Show, but the same 
individuals were there, I hear. I lived also in Turkey for seven 
years; have been in Greece and Austria, and do not well see 
which special breed Mr. Wyna calls the Suliot or Austrian 
boarhound. All I know aboutthe differences which distin- 
guish the two distinct breeds of Great Danes and German mas- 
tiffs, | have already, and not ambiguously, stated in my article 
published on Aug. 1, so that I haye nothing to add, as I have 
po more facts in memory about the origin of the name Great 
Dane than Mr. Wynn himself, All I Imow is that Deyro, who 
is much thought of in France, was born in Klamgenbors (Den- 
mark); but that does not prove anything. The breed might 
have been imported. ; : 
Van Dyck has represented the Great Dane fighting the bear, 

not the boar. Those represented in the picture of the Na- 
tional Gallery are so indistinctly detined that I cannot well 
make out what they really are. All Ihave tosayis that I 
think the dog we speak about is more apt to kill a bear than 
a boar; it has the habit of catching any animal by the Aap. of 
the neck, there where the boar has very hard hair which 
would oblige the dog to fall off, while it is the most vulnerable 
part of the bear, by ~s eRts. 
Tam happy to see that Mr, Wynn and Tare of tthe same 

opinion ag to the existence of two different breeds. The Ger 



man mastiif isa new breed; and it isso true that I have never 
seen two of them quite alike, the best proof that the breed is 
not yet well established. M. Otto Friedrich isa breeder of 
Zahna (Saxe), whom Mr. Vero Shaw names in the Lxvi. chap- 
ter of the ‘“Book of the Dog,” and whose catalogue I have at 
the disposal of Mr. Wynn, as well as the best portrait of 
Devro, who is hot fawn color at all, but more dove color than 
anything else, As for the nose, it follows the color of the 
voat, as well as the nails, and I think that is pretty- ‘ 
Ineyersaid Devro was perfect, but T only mentioned him 

as the truest type of the Danish breed I have seen, 
In fact, at Stroud and Henley, if we except Thunder, Nero 

and Devro, the dogs éxhibited would be classed with the Ger- 
man mastifts by any judge on the continent, and Mr, Petrzy- 
walski’s Sultan Il. would not be prized. 
Twillend by thanking Mr. for answering my first 

letter, as I like controversy, and only dislike blind obstinacy. 
Thope that im the next Palace show there will be two differ- 
ent Glasses for the German mastifis, and the pure Great Danes. 

: D, FRANK. 
Loypon, 

With reference to the correspondence 7 ‘‘Great Danes, Ger- 
man Mastiffs,” etc,, ab present going on in your columns, I beg 
to say that Iliyed in Denmark from 1861 to 1864, and had up 
to 1580 visited the country yearly for twenty years, during 
which timel saw but one specimen of the breed there, and 
that in Copenhagen, which belonged to a gentleman who 
came, [ think, from Germany and who remained afew months 
only, when he left taking the dog with him. — 

As a modern Danish breed up to that time (2, ¢. 1850), T have 
no hesitation at all in saying it was unknown. 

EpMUND WoORMALD. 

THE PHANTOM SHOWMAN. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Get your editorial out of the pickle tub “right away.” I 

have a clue to the speculative showman, and he must be 
crushed. 
From no less than three newspaper offices in this city I have 

the story from the editors that they were waited upon by 
several gentlemen who informed them that Mr. Charles H. 
Mason, of Tompkinsyille, 8, L., is interested in a speculative 
dog show to take place in this city. Two editors, not being 
dogey men, had things mixed, and somehow got this affair 
of Mr. Mason’s mixed up with the National Breeders’ show— 
which 1 may parenthetically remark isto be held at Industrial 
Ait Hall, in this city, on Oct, 16, 17, 18—but that is of course a 
mistake, becuuse I named last week all the gentlemen 
interested in any way with the N, B. 8. There must be some- 
thing in this Mason story though, tor no less than three gentle- 
men haye also asked me aboutit, They got their story at the 
Philadelphia Kennel Club rooms and somehow or another they 
had got the same story as the editors. Come to think of it, 
the gentlemen who called on the editors belonged to that club. 
So there is the line for youto follow up—the P. K. C. members 
know all about the showman you thought was a phantom, 
They know something else besides, and I tell it because ib will 
be as much news to you asit wastome. I have itin black 
and white from a gentleman who isa perfect George Washing- 
ton, that he heard there that 1 had paid you for the editorial 
of last week. 
About Mr. Mason, don’t you think you might five him the 
ickle anyhow, If he hits back, or you see what an ass you 
ve made of yourself, (il hunt about for a knothole for you 

to wriggle through. Jams WATSON, 
PPILADELPHTIA, Pa. ‘ 

(lf the Philadelphia Kennel Club members have any evi- 
dence that there is to be a speculative dog show in their city 
they are unwilling to impart it to others, We wrote last 
week to the president of the club and to two other members, 
asking them if they had any such evidence, to send it to us 
that we might make it public, We have had no replies, ] 

PHILADELPHIA K. C. SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Tt would seem tous that the fact of any man or company 

of men holding a bench show of dogs in the city of Philadel- 
phia, almost immediately after one held by the Philadelphia 
Kennel Club in conjunction withthe Pennsylvania State Agri- 
cultural Society, which show giyen by said club and society 
is for the express purpose of giving breeders an opportunity to 
exhibit their animals, so as to encourage the breeding of fine 
dogs, is sufficient within itself to show that the proposed show 
by the man or company of men has a speculative purpose. 

Our show to be held in Philadelphia on the 16th, 17th, 18th, 
and 19th of September, 1884, has one of the largest and most 
yaluable prize lists ever offered in this country, and there will 
not be any admission fee charged. A person unce admitted to 
the State Fair Grounds, has free admission to the bench show, 
which will be of great advantage to breeders, as it will open 
up a new field of visitors to a dog show, 
As Philadelphia hasnot had a show since 1879, it is hoped 

all breeders will exhibit here at once, that we may haye a 
guarantee o: their appreciation of our labors, and thereby 
wurrant us in holding a bench show every year hereafter, 

SaAMusaL G. Drxon, 
President of the Philadelphia Kennel Chib. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Sept. 2. 

[The above communication, it will be seen by the date, was 
written before the announcement in this journal last week of 
the National Breeders’ Show. A reference to that announce- 
ment will be sufficient to show that Mr. Dixon’s inferences as 
to the character of the show were premature and wholly un- 
founded; and we presume that they have since been modified. 
We hope that the Philadelphia Kennel Club’s show will prove 
so successiil that the club will be encauraged to give an 
annual exhibition.) 

Editor Forest and Stream; . 
The entries for the Philadelphia Kennel Club show far ex- 

ceed the expectations of its most sanguine members. Four 
hundred dogs was fixed as the limit to be reached, but for the 
past two or three days the entries haye been pouring in at 
such a rate that it is feared many will be refused. The build- 
ing set aside for the dogs at the State Fair grounds will com- 
fortably accommodate 550 dogs, and the members of the club 
are satisfied they can fillit. The quality of the animals en- 
tered is the best, and at no bench show has there been more 
first class animals than will be exhibited on Sept. 16,17, 18 and 
19. Breeders from all parts of the United States bave entered 
their dogs, and at the club rooms this afternoon numerous 
telegraph dispatches were received, asking for space to be re- 
served, A display of the rich special prizes given to the Phila- 
delphia Kennel Club by the leading merchants of Philadelphia 
has been made in a prominent window on Chestnut street, and 
is attracting a great crowd of people at all hours of the day, 

_ These epee prizes are the richest ever given at any show, 
and will be the subject of illustration in more than one periodi- 
cal, The Irish red class will be particularly hot, and will con- 
tain all the cracks, ; 
The English setter class is also strong and good. It will re- 

pay the lover of hounds fo visit the show if for no other pur- 
ose than to see the splendid packs entered. Shaner, of West 
hester, enters one pack, the West Chester Hunt a second, 

Bryn Mar a third, and three others are on hand, 
Jeff Shaner, the Nester of fox hunting in this State, 

stated to-day that he wished to encourage the holding of a 
similar show next year, and, as a breeder, would work for us. 
The Pennsylvania Railroad will carry dogs free to the 

show. They will also run specia} excursion trains to the Fair 
Grounds during the showy, Homo, 

— 

—--— — 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
MODERN JOURNALISM. 

Editoy Forest and Stream; 
Allow me space in which to illustrate to your readers how a 

certain enterprising Western paper is conducted. In his last 
attempt the editor appears to have fairly earned his reputa- 
tion and eyen to have outstripped himself, Some of the back 
numbers of the paper reyeal many startling facts, bub there is 
nothing there to beat the record of the past few weeks which 
is brilliant beyond description. I haye just been reading that 
Mr. Davidson was a gentleman, a man of honor, and the best 
judge in America until he refused to bow to the dictum of an 
unscrupulous and corrupt character, when he ceased as sud- 
denly as comesa clap of thunder froma clear sky, to bea 
judge or even a man under whose judgment exhibitors would 
intrust their dogs; an ostracized individual with whom no re- 
spectable person would judge. I have also read how the 
Westminster Kennel Club was held up to ridicule, its members 
denounced as knownothings, and its esteemed and lamented 
secretary denounced in the strongest languag's to be found in 
the English dictionary. Ihave noted the sudden change as 
follows: “The Westminster Kennel Club has our most cordial 
support, and deserves the co-operation of every man who is 
interested in dogs.” I haye asked myself the meaning of 
this newly acquired friendship. and have not had far 
to go for an answer; but let time reyeal the facts. 
I have seen how various dogs, when owned by cer- 
tain parties, have been well nigh perfect, and I 
have noticed their collapse into mediocrity when they haye 
changed ownership. Ihave seen them dwindle down into 
niongrels, and then rise again as quickly as the mushroom 
grows, only to be buried againin oblivion with another change 
of ownership, Pitiful as such things are, they sink into insig- 
nificance when a body of gentlemen and sportsmen, respected 
by the entire honest community, are described as having on 
their skins parasites of a worse kind than can be found on 
dogs, ‘Truly such work is a disgrace to journalism, but as an 
oid farmer once remarked, ‘‘What can you expeci from a pig 
but a grunt?” Well, here is a little more consistency; but be 
it understood, ‘‘we conduct this paper in a thoroughly inde- 
pendent manner, and on the principle of the greatest good to 
the greatest number.” (‘‘We" 
est number.) 
Juny 12, 1884.—''The majority 

ave not breeders, including Mr, 
Mason.” 

Juxy 12, 1884.—*‘Nor was he [Mr. 
Mason] a successful exhibitor.” 

JuLy 12, 1584,—*tA man to be a 
teacher must possess knowledge. 
That May, Mason is not the judge 
he professes to be we most posi- 
tively assert.”’ 

Juny 12, 1884.—““The only pos- 
sible way in which Mr. Mason 
could break up dog shows would 
be for him to judge at a few; that 
would do it; but happily we shall 
never see Mr, Mason judge at a 
show of any importance,” 

Aug. 16, 1884.—'‘He | Mr, Mason] 
shall neyer pollute our coiumns 
again.” 

Ave, 16, 1884.—“Can Mr, Mason 
tell us of an instance of an Ameri- 
can judge doing what he did at 
the London show?” : 

Aue. 16, 1884.—“‘There is not a 
man to-day so thoroughly ostra- 
eized socially by the sportsmen 
of America, and to whom somany 
of their doors are closed.” 

Aug. 16, 1884.—‘“So long as we 
can wield an arm with a pen or 
without one, we will not per- 
mit any man to come to America 
and insult our institutions and 
our people, and to cover with the 
mire of dishonor those who are 
entitled to and have the respect 
of Americans.” 

in this case represent the great- 

Marca 26, 1881.—‘*Prominent 
among English breeders will be in 
attendance Messrs. Henry Lacy 
and 0, H. Mason.” 

MARCH 26, 1881.—* * * “Messrs. 
Henry Lacy and ©. H, Mason, both 
of whom have been very success- 
ful exhibitors at home.” 

AuG. 27, 1881.—'‘*Under the man- 
agement of Mr. Lincoln, with 
Messrs, Taylor and Mason as 
judges, the public will loek for 
nothing else but a satisfactory ex- 
hibition,” 

Oor, 8, 1881.—‘‘Mr. C. H. Mason 
judged fox-terriers, greyhounds. 
collies, mastiffs, St. Bernards, 
NewfoundJands, bulldogs and bull- 
terriers, Skyes, Dandies, Scotch, 
Yorkshire, Irish, black and tan, 
toy terriers, pugs and miscella- 
neous. The judging gave general 
satisfaction. "TA notable fact, 
there was not a protest against 
any of the awards.”’ hy 

Aug. 16, 1884.—Will Mr. Mason 
give us the true version of the 
Paddleford matter?’* 

Oct, 8, 1881.—His own report of 
the London show: “The judging 
faye general satisfaction.’ 

Here let me quote from letters 
received from prominent sports- 
men: 
CHAMPAIGN, Ill., July 24, 1884,— 

“Accept my congratulations for 
the straightforward, honest man- 
ner in which you present your 
side of the case in reference to 
the protest in FoREST AND STREAM 
of July 17 ** 
BRoogktyn, N. Y., July 7, 1884.— 

“Mr, says every sportsman 
in N, J. with whom he had talked 
upheld you in your position.” 
BuFFALO, N. Y., Aug. 238, 1884.— 

‘Never rest until the whole busi- 
ness is exposed. You are indorsed 
by honest people.” 

SEpr. 6, 1884.—''Our ventilation 
of this speculative show, in our 
last issue, did not fall dead on the 
public ear, as the numerous let- 
ters we have already received 
go to prove. Among theseletters 
is one from a prominent breeder 
and exhibitor, who after denoun- 
cing the scheme, writes: ‘It can- 
not be a success, forno owner of 
a dog who has the interest of dogs 
at heart, and respects himself 
would lend himself to such a 
scheme by exhibiting a dog. 
Moreover, the character of the 
men who only could be got to 
judge at such a show, would pre- 
yent any one who valued his dog 
from competing, as to win would 
not be an honor. A respectable 
man could not be got into such a 
scheme. Only those, who [sic] 
no legitimate show would have to 
judge, could be induced to judge.’ 
Our correspondent is right, a re- 
spectable and an intelligent judge 
could not be induced to sacritice 
his position to officiate at suchea 
bogus affair, Another correspon- 
dent, commenting on the ‘Little 
Joker’ show, as be terms it, de- 
clares that there will have been 
shows enough given by the time 
the Westminster Kennel Club’s 
October show is over, until the 
winter shows commence, and ean 
not see what possible good, under 
any circumstances, could come 
ofit, Our correspondent is right; 
but he must remember there are 
parasites on the owners of dogs 
as well as on dogs, and of the two 
the one on the owner of the dog 
is a greater blood sucker than the 
one on the dog.”’ 
The following are the promo- 

ters and the judges of the show 
as above described: Promoters— 
Joseph Kelly, Esq., Ed. Kelly, 
Esq., Rodney Benson, Hsq., W. 
bP. Stevenson, HEsq.. A. H. Moore, 
Esq.. John EH, Thayer, Esq., W- 
Wade, Hsq,, J. F. Campbell, Esq , 
Dr. J. Frank Perry, Geo. W. 
Leavitt, Esq.. J. P. Willey, Esq., 
T. G. Davey, Esq. Judges—B. F. 
Wilson, Hsq.,Joln Davidson, Hsq., 
Db. Bateman, Esq., R. Exly, Esq., 
A.S, Apgar, Esq.. J. F. Kirk, Esq., 
Ronald H. Barlow, Esq. 

Let us now see what weight this gentleman’s paper (?) carries 
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with the respectable members of the community. Under date 
of Aug. 16, the editor writes: “The question has been fairly 
put before the public (very fairly) and the verdict is that Mr. 
lason should be barred from bench shows.” The decision of 

the public came in the form of a decided snub for editer and 
paper as follows: 

C. H, Mason, Lisq.: : 
Tam Pecos ied by the committee of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, 

to solicit the favor of receiving some entries from you for their show. 
CHAS. LINCOLN. 

Monrrnan, Sept, 4, 1884. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Aug. 26, 1884, 

Chas, H, Mason, Hsq.s 
If you show Beaufort we will give an extra prize of twenty-five 

dollars for the best pointer in the show. J. F. CAMPBELL. 

I have asked your permission to present the aboye exam- 
ples, because the editor in question having made an wnprin- 
cipled, unmanly and cowardly attack upon me, has for obvious 
reasons closed his columns to my just defense. I have asked 
no space in which to defend myself against an attack of such 
a character: that is unnecessary, butit is best the public should 
know how this gentleman’s paper is conducted. 

Cras. H. Mason. 
TOMPEINSVILLE, Sept, 9, 1884. 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

XI, 
M? CH to eyerybody’s surprise the show at Tunbridge 
at Wells was a great success. (ennel celebrities were 
rather conspicuous by their absence, but the novices turned up 
in great force, There must haye been a very energetic “whip” 
for local entries. This is just the sort of show that will be a 
big failure next time. The entry fees were extortionate, the 
prizes paltry, and the management revealed the presence of 
‘prentice hands.” The favorable balance that should remain 
with the committee they will do wellto husband up for next 
year’s accounts. The attendance was very numerous, andthe 
ladies showed up handsomely in numbers. A foreigner would 
have regarded with enyy these healthy English girls with 
their homely faces and pleasant smiles, and if he had strolled 
along the Pontiles and listened to their conversation, be would _ 
haye found they are as interested in their “hops” as the town. 
belle is in her balls and bazaars. 

I don’t know anything against the beagle judge at thisshow, 
Mr. Carew Gibson; I have no beagles of my own to sell, sa I 
don’t look upon him with the envious eyes of a business man. 
He seems to have scribbled himself into the beagle fancy, and 
possibly looks forward to enjoying the fruits of his labor. I 
opine from the sharp attacks upon him that regularly appear 
inthe Sporting Times, that he has in some way or other 
crossed the path of the jealous ‘‘Wildfowler.” If My, Gibson 
has ever owned any good beagles the public has not seen them. 
Still if in one way or the other he assists in exciting attention 
to these merry little hounds, he will serve a purpose. 

J heard exhibitors comment upon the bad form of the com- 
mittee in allowing a judge (Mr. Gibson) to advertise in the 
catalogue that he was able to supply “the nobility and gentry” 
with specimens of the breed he was to officiate upon. Such 
acts are calculated to lower the tone of dog shows. 
Henley-on-Thames should be a warning to Tunbridge Wells. 

I hear that the show of the regatta town, in spite of the ami- 
ability of the officials and the intense heat, was a—trost. 
Several classes appear to have attracted no entiies at all, and. 
theimpracticability of the sweepstake principle as applied to 
champion classes was conspicuously demonstrated. 

Mr. D, Frank writes about Great Danes and boarhounds 
again. His desire is that in “the next Palace show there may 
be two different classes for the German mastiffs and the pure 
Great Danes.” I lope he may getit. As the secretary of the 
Kennel Clubis himself an exhibitor of this variety, Mi. Frank 
can rest assured that the breed will not lack attention. An- 
other correspondent on the same subject says he has a per- 
sonal knowledge of Denmark for twenty years, and during 
this period he has only seen one Great Dane there, and that 
came from Germany. 

* Boot dere vas only von Sharman dere, 
Und he vas a Holstem Dane.*' 

Mr, Edmund Wormald sums up his historical remarks on 
boarhounds with this statement; “As a modern Danish breed 
up to that time (7. e. 1880), T have no hesitation at all in saying 
it was unknown.” ‘This corroborates Mr. Gustay Lang’s writ- 
ings, which go to show that the Great Danes come from Stutt- 
gart, the German mastiffs from Ulm, and the German mongrels 
from Leonberg and Zahna. 

Mr. J. H. Gunn, secretary of the Cardiff dog show, has de- 
servedly got himself into hot water for his careless manner 
of dispatching the exhibits to their destination after the 
show. Many of these secretaries are most unbearable jacks 
when they are in office. Polite and servile to prominent ex- 
hibitors and those they know, but off-handed and ‘uppish” to 
the meek-mannered searchers for information. They fuss 
about with upraised hands, vacuous confusion in their coun- 
tenances and a generally-bewildered aspect that indicates the 
shallow, inexperienced mind within. They assume all the 
airs of a factory boy smoking his first pipe, and present an 
appearance little less ridiculous and quite as amusing to the 
observant spectator. 

Sir John Lubbock has made his ‘‘pile” at banking, but there 
is still a chance for him to earn an honest livelihood in the ring, 
not the judging ring but the circus rmg. I suppose he still 
keeps his performing ants (I have not much opinion of that 
insect since I read about him in the “Innocents Abroad”), but 
he now possesses a black poodle which he has educated to ask 
for what it requires by bringing cards with the words “‘food,” 
‘“vater,” etc., printed thereon. Iam, of course, much struck 
with the poodle’s intelligence, but T am also puzzed when I 
consider the amount of leisure that must be employed by our 
bankers and statesmen when I read of their developing the 
“business” of the powdered clown. 
Mr. Ernest George Martin has written a letter to tha Shoof- 

ing Times, which among much that is practical contains, [ am: 
sorry to say, much that is injudicious and hot-headed. That 
exhibitors are getting a bit sick of the Kennel Club’s stock 
judge, the Rev. W. J. Mellor, J arn obliged to admit, but it is 
unpleasant to see the mine sprung under him by one of his 
fellow members. It tends to prove that the boasted esprit de 
corps of the Kennel Club is melting away under supercilious 
and limited control. Writing of Mr. Mellor’s awards in the 
bull-terrier class at Henley, My. Martin says; “A greater 
fiasco or miscarriage of justice has neyer been witnessed in 
the history of dog shows.” He complains that Mr. Mellor 
would not ‘thonestly admit” his mistake, If Mr, Mellor had 
stopped at that I should have indorsed his conduct, but he 
untortunately spoiled the effect by ‘‘givying his reasous;” than 
this I know nothing more foolish and implicating. Mr, Mar- 
tin then offers to make a bet of £50 with the judge, which L 
don’t think the latter is likely to accept. In his postscript he 
cuttingly advises the committee to ‘look more fo the real 
interests of exhibitors and spend less on champagne lunches!” 
Dear me, is thatso! IwishIlhad beenat Henley, 1 think 
Mr, Martin is rather hard upon the committee. The reports 
say the heat was tropical, and one must drink, you know. It 
is true the Thames is handy, but the papers say that is run— 
ning dry. The best joke of the whole affair, though, is this. 
Mr, Martin says that the owner of the winning dog “‘candidly” 
told the Shooting Times reporter that Mr. Martin’s was the 
better terrier, and yet, to Mr. Martin’s suffocating astonish- 
ment, he reads in the report that he was unwise to show in a, 
big class. Saye me from my friends! 

“But Annius, crafty seer, 
Came crammed with canon from where Pollis dines.” 

In the same paper under the heading “‘Is this right?’ appears 
a leading article containing an ungenerous, ill-advised atlaclk 
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upon Mr. George Lowe. I think this interesting to my Ameri- 
can readers, because both the writer, Mr. Lewis Clement 
(Wildfowler), and the subject Mr. Geo, W. Lowe (Leather- 
head), are well known to sportsmen your side of the pond. 
Both are journalists who have gained fame by making sport 
their theme. and neither are now above turning their experi- 
ence and reputation to pecuniary advantage, and the medium 
both have chosen is dogs; Aine tlle lacrime. Mr, Lowe's nom 
de plume “Leatherhead” at the end of a paper insures its 
beme read. He was, I believe, the first secretary of the Kennel 
Club, and why he ever. resigned I have never been able to 
understand. I belieyeitis to him the Kennel Club owe the 
idea of starting their own organ, the Kennel Gazette. The 
Kennel Gazette is purely official and has no literary preten- 
tions. It merely records the names of dogs registered and a 
small monthly list of second class fanciers who- have sought 
the equivocal honor of beingelected “‘associates” of the Kennel 
Club, Mr. Lowe was the paper's first editor and continues to 
write the leading article for a yearly remuneration of £50. 
Mr. Lowe has honorably earned a reputation tor his setters 
and has turned it to a good commercial account, By so doing 
he only differs from the majority of the Kennel Club members 
who practice cryptically what he pursues openly. Mr. Cle- 
mentin Belle’s Life, where he was Leatherhead’s colleague 
and on the eld over the name Wildfowler, made familiar and 
fascinating that uncomfortable form of sport from which he 
took his nom de plume, As I hayein a former letter explained, 
he started the Shooting Times forthe very laudable purpose 
of putting money im hispocket. i have no hesitation in say- 
ing that nobody approaches him in the continental export of 
dogs. His advertisements can be read in every language, in 
eyery chime. His article on Mr. Lowe appears to be written 
with the object of showing the public that Short is their friend 
not Codlin. 
He commences with an absolute blunder, Mr. Lowe stated 

that Gordon setters should have no white, Mr. Clement says 
they were originally black, white and tan dogs and that ‘‘collie 
blood has been resorted to in order to produce black and tans,” 
and that they owe their deep black and tan to collie blood. 
This is a Curious error that any collie man could set right. It 
<i SiN the other way round, the collie tan was not deep but 

£. t, and it is the endeavor of the collie men to get rid of the 
deep tan which they unfortunately got into the breed by the 
Gordon eross and it is a fact which a cursory glance along the 
collie benches will proye that the collies with a rich red tan 
show in their heavy heads, substantial build and settery ears, 
the bar sinister of the Gordon cross. This fact goes far to 
account for the fashion in sable collies, as they are admitted 
to show more collie character. It may be as ‘‘Wildfowler” 
wrathtully complains that ‘‘Leatherhead” makes the best use 
of his opportunities to cry up his own wares, but so long as he 
does not run down those of others and so long as there are so 
many great abuses in doggydom that cry aloud for redress, I 
do not think it necessary to expend so much righteous indig- 
nation upon a point more personal than public. 

I think the comment of most people upon the quarrel will 
be that there is room for both of them, let them shake hands, 
make it wp and ‘what'll they take?” 

Tt appears from the revenue returns that the number of dog 
licenses in Great Britain is decreasing. That this is so is not 
to be deplored. In 1882, 908,860 were paid for; in 1883, only 
894,908. It may be taken for granted that the missing tykes 
are no loss to anybody, teaching them to swim with a brick 
round their necks will lessen the scourge of hydrophobia, and 
there remain still plenty only fit to be sent to Mons. Pasteur 
for experimental purposes. Of such poor wretches it might 
be appropriately said that 

‘Nothing in their lives 
Become them like the leaving it. 

Some seared lunatics are clamoring for the dog tax to be 
raised to 10s, The present amount is quite sufficient if it be 
effectively collected. Should it be augmented there would be 
good reason for trying to evade the heavy impost. 
At the time it was raised from from 5s. to 7s. 6d., I wrote a 

letter to the Times pointing out that the revenue would not 
benetit by the increase, and that they would do better to pro- 
vide far a surer meaus of collection. I suggested that the 
postman should undertake the duty, for nobody knows better, 
often to his cost, who keeps a dog. 

Mr, Buealossi, musical director of the Comedy Theater, has 
composed a piece of music illustrating all the incidents of a 
hunt. The Referee critic says he entered the theater the other 
evening when the “full cry” was on, and all the audience was 
joining in and “giving tongue,” The effect is said to be tre- 
mendous. J wonder the neighbors don’t complain. 
tam constantly coming across a popular form of ignorance 

in the shape of stupid people who, as soon as a dog has bitten 
anybody wantit shot. They havea vague belief they can’t 
explain that the sudden extinction of the dog will cure the 
wound and avert any ill consequences. Just such a case came 
lately before a magistrate, A child had been bitten by a dog. 

- The mother wanted compensation, but much preferred to have 
the dog shot. That seemed to her simple mind necessary to 
effect a cure. It is a pity the magistrate did not know more 
aboutit himself, so as to be able to point out to her the vital 
importance of allowing the dog to live. If [ were bitten by a 
strange dog of unhealthy appearance in the street, I should 
right away with or without the owner’s permission, march 
that creature tomy own home. There he should be tied up 
out of danger, and treated like a cavaliens pet, Each morn- 
ing I should go and have a look at him, his health and comfort 
would be mine. Ifhs continued well, so I should know that 
Thad nothing to fear from his bite, his bright face and cheer- 
ful tail would send me to town with a light heart, and when I 
was quite reassured I would buy him such a collar, and on-it 
should be engraved ‘To a good dog, from Lillibulero;” but had 
this good dog been shot, fancy what fears and anxieties would 
have weighed me down for months probably, while J dreaded 
that fatal disease. Butif the dog became ill, grew worse and. 
at last succumbed, why thenI should know the worst. I 
would calm myself with another look round at all that was 
fondest, read a chapter out of the book I loye best, smoke 
again the pipe that is sweetest, and then in order not to waste 
myself, I would sally out and bite my enemy. 

LILLIBULERO. 
AvGusy 26, 1884, 

THE BELGIAN FIELD TRIALS. 

HE field trials of the Society St. Hubert were run off at 
Othee, near Liege, on Aug. 16 and 17 under very favor- 

able circumstances. Tbe ground was the same as in 1882, and 
nothing better for the purpose could be desired. Game was 
plentiful, and, as the crops of potatoes, mangold, and clover 
Were good, coyer was abundant. The heatin the middle of 
the day was at times very trying, and the scent was as good 
as could be expected. The ground was five to six miles from 
Liege, The judges appointed were Gen. Dayid of Antwerp, 
M. N. Marius of Hanover, and Mr, Sam Price of Bow, North 
Deyon. Gen. Dayid was prevented from attending through 
illness, but a substitute was found in Baron W. del Marmol of 
Enusival, who is a thorough sportman, and was quite capable. 
The judges adopted the system at the National Trials held at 
Shrewsbury, discarding almost entirely the heat system, and 
their awards seemed to give general satisfaction. There was 
an entry of sixteen in the Puppy stakes, and thirty-nine in the 
Al-Laged stakes. 
The first prize in the Puppy Stakes was won by M, Charles 

Medard of Liege, with his pointer Sam, by Banjo {a son of 
oung Bang) out of Plume; second, by Mr. F. Lowe of 

Saronpurne, with his setter bitch Rose, the winner at the 
last Shrewsbury Trials; and third, by Prince Albert de Solms, 
with Luck of Hessne. Comte de Beauffort’s pomter Countess 
of Kent, and M, Jules Dodement’s porntey Drake were very 
highly commended, In the All-aged stakes, Sam, the Puppy 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

7 Stake winner, took first; M. Ad. Lapke of Hanover, second 
with his setter Nelly; and Prince Albert de Solms third, with 
Grant (pointer), Comte de Beauffort’s pointer Duchess of 
Kent, M. J. Dodemont’s Do (pointer) and M, Victor Dellowe's 
si? poUUES) were very highly commended.—Live Stock 
ournal, 

EXHIBITORS’ CONVENTION.—The meeting of exhibitors 
and all interested in dog shows will take place at the Colon- 
nade Hotel, Fifteenth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia, at 
eight o'clock on the evening of Oct. 16. The object is to 
consider the adyisability of establishing a Kennel Club, 
We have received a letter from Mr, H, W. Ashburner in 

which he requests that his name be withdrawn from the call 
oo an exhibitors’ convention to be held at Philadelphia Sept, 

an 

THE POISON FLIEND.—Savannah, Ga, Sept. 1.—Zditor 
Forest and Stream: regret to have to report to you the loss of 
all of my dogs from poison, Echo and Gall, both as fine speci- 
mens of setters as ever pointed a bird. Hecho is the dog that 
“Baldy” mentioned in his letter to you on woodcock, and from 
that letter you can judge how I feel for the loss of such a brace 
of dogs, and those the Jast of my stock.—Vitus. 

THE BENCH SHOW ASSOCIATION.—Hditor Forest and 
Stream; The Philadelphia Kennel Club hereby cordially 
extends an invitation to all breeders of dogs not members of 
the club to communicate their views on bench show standards, 
etc,, so that the delegates at the convention can truly 
represent the breeders’ interest.—SaMuUEL G, Drxon (President 
of the Philadelphia Kennel Club). 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of edch animal: 
1. Golor 6, Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4. Age, or 4. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10, Owner of dam, 
Allnames must be plainly written, Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

GE” See instructions at head of this column. 
Don Sensation. By Mr. Robert Mount, New York, for lemon and 

white pointer dog, whelped April 11, 1884, by Sensation (A.K.R. 217) 
out of Flirt (A.1..R. 1248), ; 
Rush Sensation. By Mr. H. H. Valentine, New York, for lemon 

and white pointer dog, whelped April 11, 1884, by Sensation (A.K.R, 
217) out of Flirt (A.K.R. 1248). 

Duke de Richelieu, Senator, Winchester and Lady Promise. B 
Mr. &. W. Jester, 8t. George’s, Del., for English setters, one blue bel- 
ton and two lemon belton dogs and one lemon belton bitch, whelped 
June 26, 1884, by his Zanzibar (4.K.R. 1182) ouf of his champion Dash- 
ing Belle (A.K.R. 814). 
Royal Becufort. By Mr, L. Gardner, Mount Vernon, N. Y.. for 

lemon belton pointer dog, whelped June 1, 1884, by Beaufort (A,K.R. 
694) out of champion Grace (Match—Nell). 

Clyde. By Mr. 1. Brenier, Brooklyn, for black, white and tan collie 
dog, whelped May 25, 1884, by Kilmarnock Bruce (A,K.R. 1422) out of 
Winnie (A.K.R. 1431). 

Dixie. By Mr. 8. L. Farrar, Bath, Me., for black, white and tan 
beagle bitch, whelped March 25, 1884, by Flute (Rattler—True) out of 
Thorn (Victor—Lucy). 
Notion and Virgie. By Mr. A. H, Wakefield, Providence, R. I.. for 

white, black and tan beagle bitches, whelped Aug. 16, 1883, by im- 
ported Ringwood out of Thorn. 
Dandie and Vixen. By Mr. A. H. Wakefield, Providence, R. I., for 

beagles, dog and bitch, a eet Aug. 11, 1888 (Flute—Queen). 
Zita. By My. J. Pp. Hunt, West Rutland, Vt., for lemon and white 

English setter bitch, whelped June 17, 1884, by Rex (Drnid—Bessie 
Lee) out of Countess Bess (Fred— Flirt). 

BRED. 

(ee See instructions at head of this column. 
Novice—Otho. Mr. Fred. W. Rothera’s (Simcoe, Ont,) imported 

meus tepid St. Bernard bitch Noyice to his Otho (A.K.R. 483), 
ept. 5. 
Jumbo—Duke of York. Mr. C. H- Malleson’s (Hudson, N. Y.) King 

Charles spaniel bitch Jumbo (A.K.R. 1485) to Mr. A. W. Lucy’s im- 
ported Duke of York (Don Carlos—Queen of Bow), Aug. 29. 
Bess—Glencho. Mr. Fred, Waterman’s (Hiidson, N. ¥.) red Irish 

setter bitch Bess (Chief—Tilly) to Mr. W. H, Pierce’s chamipion 
Glencho, July 19. 
Deisy Zulu—Obo LI. Mr, J. M. Dewey’s (New Haven, Conn.) cocker 

spaniel bitch Daisy Zulu (A. K,R, 381) fo Mr, J, P, Willey’s champion 
Obo II, (A.K.R. 431), Aug. 15, 

Blackie 177.—Obo TT, Mr. J. P. Willey’s (Salmon Falls, N. H,) black 
cocker spaniel bitch Blackia TIT. (A.K.R. 428) to his champion Obo IT, 
(A.K,R, 432), Aug, 23. 

WHELPS. 
(= See instructions at head of this column, 
Vick. Mr. W. P. Kelly’s (Corsicana, Tex.) pointer bitch Vick (Slea- 

ford—Belle), July 22, seyen (three dogs), by Pettit’s Tory (Maxim— 
Accident), 

Belle Boyd. Dr, Robt. 1. Hampton's (Athens, Ga.) English setter 
bitch Belle Boyd (A.K,R. 1277), Aug. 20, eight (seven dogs), by Count 
Dan (A.K.R. 1282); the bitch since dead. 
Fanny. Mr. Geo. Sanderson’s (Moncton, N. B.) imported Skye 

terrier itch VWanoy, Sept. 3, four (three dogs), by his inrported 
Watty. 

SALES. 

es See instructions at head of this column, 
Abbess. St. Bernard biteh (A.K.R. 783), by the Schoonhoyen Ken- 

nel. Biack Rock, Conn., toMr, Henry Miller, Clifton, S. I. 
Riot. Mastiff! dog, whelped July 12, 1884 (Agrippa, A.K,R, 449—. 

Rena, A.K.R. 262), by the Riverview Kennel, Clinton, Mass., fo My, H. 
Fi. Sargent, Leicester, Mass, ha 

Rollo. Mastiff dog, whelped July 12, 1884 (Agrippa, A.K.R, 449— 
Rena, A.K.R. 262), by the Riverview Kennel, Clinton, Mass , to Mr. J, 
B. Hanson, Taunton, Mass. ’ ; 
Beulah. Blus belton English setter bitch, age not given (Count 

Derby—Dashing Countess), by Mr, W. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to 
Mr. John D. Carr, Foxburg, Pa. : 
Lady Promise. Lemon belton English setter hitch: whelped June 

26, 1884 (Zanzibar—Dashing Belle), by Mr. H. W, Jester, Sb. George’s, 
Del,, to Mr, P, Bowers, Clinton, Mass. : 
Fair O. Fawn ftalian greyhound bitch, age not given (- 

Naughty), by Mr. E. W. Jester, St. George's, Del,, to Mr, W. 
kins, Roanoke, Va, . t 

‘Alto. Maltese Italian greyhound bitch, age not given ( — 
Naughty), by Mr. BH. W. Jéster, St, George's, Del., to Mr. W. Y. War- 
ren, Wilmingion, Del, . 

Chic. Fawn Ttalian preyhound bitch, age nob given ( = 
Naughty), by Mr, H. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del, to Mr, BR OC. Prout, 
Newark, 0. 
Senator. Lemon belton English setter doz, whelped June 26, 1884 

(Zanzibar, A.K.R. 1182—Dashing Belle, A.K.R. 814), by Mr. H, W. Jes- 
ter, St. George’s, Del., to Mr. G. F. Clark, same place, _ 
Dashing Dido, Black, white and tan Hnelish setter bitch, whelped 

May 28, 1884 (Zanzibar, A.K.R, 1182—Dashing Jessie, A.K R. 815), 
by Mr. E. W, Jester, St. Gerge’s, Dél., to Mr. W, W. Davis, Philadel- 

ia, Pa. 
P Winchester. Lemon belton English setter dog. whelped May 28, 
1884 (Zanzibar, A.K.R. 1182—Dashing Jessie, A.IS.R, 815), by Mr. 
hi, W, Jester, St. George's, Del., to Mr, J, R. Hoffecker, Middletown, 

1 

D. Jud- 

Del. ‘ 
Dashing Tansey. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, 

whelped May 28, 1884 (Zanzibar, A.K.R. 1182—Dashing Jessie, A.K.R. 
815), by Mr. H, W. Jester, St, George’s, Del., to Mr. G. #. Olark, same 
place, 
: Count Zan. Lemon belion English setter dog, whelped May 28, 
1884 (Zanzibar, A.K.R. 1182—Dashing Jessie, A.K.R, 815), by Mr. E. W. 
Jester, St. George’s, Del., to Mr. J. C. Calhoun, Massey, Md, 
Foreman—Bush whelp. White, black and tan beagie dog, whelped 

May 80, 1884, by Mr, A. H. Wakefield, Providence, R. 1., to Mr. Tobias 
Burke, Nayatt, R. I, 
Dandie. Beagle dog, whelped Aug. 11, 1884 (Plute—Queen), by 

Mr, A. H. Wakefield, Providence, R. 1, to Mr, MB, Cornell, Arling- 
ton, RK. I 

DEATHS, 
[28> See instructions at head of this column. ; 
Dow Ir. Liver spaniel dog (A.K.R. 1810), owned by Mr, H, P, Black- 

man, Wilkesbarre, Pa., Aug, 24, from distemper. 

[Smer. 11, 1884. 

Rifle and Crap Shoating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE CANADIAN WIMBLEDON, 

Ques Sept. 1.—The annual meeting of the Domitrion Rifle As- 
sociation commenced at Rideau range this mornme, The 

attendance of riflemen was tmusually large, about 200 competing in 
the Nursery match. This was the opening match, open to members 
who had hot won a prize of $10 or upward at any previous meeting 
During the forenoon there was quite a brisk breeze. In the aftor- 
noon, howeyer, the wind died away and the sky became beautifull 
clear, affo1ding marksmen every opportunity of showing their skill. 
The arrangements at the range this year haye been greatly improved, 
all riflemen expressing great satisfaction with the changes in the 
positions of targets, etc, During the afternoon Major-General Mid- 
dleton and other staff officers visited the #rounds, remaining for 
some time. Hor the first time since the Association was organized, 
Colonel Gzowski is absent from the anuual meéting. The first match 
was the Nursery. range o00yds, Snider rifles, The following were the 
leading scores! 
Sergt Kennedy, Queen's Own...25 Private J Kambery, oth......... 23 
Gunner Collihs, W F Battery...21 Major I'd Hagan. 68d ......_.. 93 
Gunner Camphell, Halifax Art..24 Private Beatty, 8th Cav., N B.,..23 
Lieut Jamieson, 60th,.-..... 28) Private G Cook, ath 3...00.0..- 23 
Lieut G A McMicken, 44th......23 Private Jas Wells, 48d....... ... 2a 
Manufacturers” Mateh—Value of prizes, $430; open to members of 

the Association; range, o00yds.; 7 rounds, Snider rifles, any position: 
Capt L Buchan (ret). ....... Major White, dth Cay......-...-- 32 
Capt W McDonald, ist Bat; 88 Sergt Dent, 1th. .... 0.22.42. Sy 
Sergt Brown, 10th Royals.......438° Staff Sergt Clarke, 18th... ....,3% 
Capt Corbin, iGdd ey os eee br 
Rideau Match—Open to members of the Association; entrance fee, 

50 cents, range 500yds., rouids 7. position arranged with head to tar- 
et; total value of 43 prizes, $315. Following are the leading scores: 
ieut H Chamberlain, 48d Batt.88 Private Stanton, 60th Rifles..... 82 

Col-Sgt Mitchell, W"peg Rifies..38 Corp W Hulton, 49th Batt....... Be 
Corp Miner, 73d Batt...,,_..,...83. Corp Henderson, 62d Batt....... 2 
Capt Todd, G GI G............. BP) 

Sept. 2.—The competition in the match for the MeDougall Challenge 
Cup was continued at the Rideau Range this morning. The wind 
was blowing briskly, but some excellent scores were made. The 
prizes were the cup presented by Lady McDougall with $360 added by 
the Dominion Rifle Association, the mateh being open to members Gf 
the acting militia, members of staff, and officers of the acting force 
who have retired retaining their rank, as well as all officers and men 
of the British army stationed in Canada, The cup to be fhe property 
of the member winning it twice consecutively. Ranger 400.and G00yds,, 
Snider nfles. The McDougall Cup won last yearby Lieut. Chamber- 
lain, of the 48d Battalion. The following were the leading seores: 

400vds, 600;vds, 
Lance-Seret. O'Shaughnessy ....0 .2.3 sees cece ee freee} 25 25 
Die Uti Ww Mac CHel Peed irtasn cts boy eretactomeariehe trae Siete 23 25 
Ath) sa oho (ol ONE eee Greece ree an ede termrns facet tent wa Qh 
Lieut-Sergt McHwan, Wpg Rifles. ....-..---.4. ..---220. 21 24 
Capt Hartt, St John Rifesin.. 2. tee ee ee eet a, 22 22 
PIV Sess AITIC SONS AOC Wee. |e wer peeivte eres evel ee ee een 22 21 
Stal Seren Asphalt, QiOvRe os ase. pseu lee) peeaaere es: RS 20 
PittvatewDOverwStiiw a. setae he keene yee Oe 22 20 
Masson Matech,—¥iring inthe Masson Match commenced with 310 

entries. The prizes amounted to $420. A heavy wind blew across the 
range while the match was in progress, and consequently the scores 
were small. Following is the list of leading prize winners, 7shots per 
man: 
Staif-Seret WS Kussel, 45th....30 Bomb Case, H Gik.......5..-..: 28 
Sergi Short. GGEFG....... ....29 Major Bennett, retired list.....: 28 
Private W U King, 45th ......... 29 Corp Mountain, 8th R R....-.-.28 
Sergt Kennedy, QO R..........29 Jas Hunter, St John, N B.,-.-.-28 
Private MO Olark, W R........ 28 

Sept. 3:Shooting in the Minister of Militia’s match was concluded 
this afternoon, the team frem the Queen’s Own battalion carrying oft 
the first prize. A challenge cup was presented by the Minister of 
Militia with $460 divided among 34 teams and 54 mdividual prizes 
added by the Association, The following were the conditioiis:— 
Teams of 3men to be selected from the competitor's entered as indi- 
viduals and composed of three previously named representatives of 
any affiliated associations whose names shall have been given it writ- 
ing to the Secretary of the Dominion Rifle Association by some duly 
accredited representative of the affiliated association on or before 
July 1, 1884; ranges 500 and 600yds.; Suider rifles. The team -compe- 
tition resulted as follows: 

500vds. 600yds. Total, 
Queen's Own Rifles........ bee AAA AE otc se 44 Ne 85 75 163 
WiphthiRoyalsRitles. (cys se a: ene seer eee 84 vue 161 
Sixty-third Rifles, Halifax.._..... _.. Oy ner ay. 74 161 
Guards’ Rifle Association ....--.-......- ..... 4 82 158 
Hamilton Rifle Association......_ anges 232.86 [2 158 
Fifth Royal Scots: .:: 0.2.55. -.22:-2-2- pa) 222: .84 73 157 
The Guelph Rifie Association scored 157, but was counted out on 

ties, Victoria Rifle Clab, Hamilton, and Thirteenth, of Hamilton, 
scored 156. + 

Sept. 4.—The competition in the Domimion of Canada Match was 
continued to-day and finished about 2o*cloeck. The prizes were for 
teams, $200: individuals, #570; open to efficient members of the 
active militia, members of the staff and officers of the avttive force 
who have retired retaining rank, and to ail officers, non-commissioned 
officers and men of Her Majesty’s regular army and nayy stationed 
in Canada who are also members of the Association: First prize, a 
badge and $60—Queen’s Own, 422, Second prize, $50—Hifth Battery 
Royal Scots, 417. Third prize, $40—Seyenty-first N. B, Battery, 402, 
Fourth prize, $80—Highth Royal Rifles, 402. Wifth prize, $20—Dhip- 
teeuth Battery, Hamilton, 400. The Yorty-third scored 208; Guards 
394 and Sixty-third 291, Individual prizes. — 

200yds, 500yds. 650yds. Tl. 
Staff Sergt. Walker, Q. O,. ...... -.--------. aL 32 29 9 
Lieut, Kincaid, Sixth Cavalry.,......: eee i 29 32 30 91 
Capt. McDonald, Q. @........., Pee ceeag: 31) Be a8 90 
Private]. Cook, Wifth,...,.....--..--.-......80 a5 25. 90) 
The Bankers’ Prize—The Grand Aggrezate.—The seores in this 

match were made up from the returns of the teams and men who 
haye made the highest aggregate scores in the manufaciuvers, Rid. 
eau, McDougall, Mason, Dominion and Minister of Milifia matches, 
The foliowing was the result: 

Capt Corben, 63d rifles..:,...:..01 Sergi Curzon, 10th Rep. ,- fala) 
Sergt McLaughlin, 45th Reg. -.., 91 Pte Cooke, sth Reg... 0... R7 
Capt Perley di GO rtsh emer yea ea 8) Pte Armstrong, GGING....,... 87 
Seret Mitchell, Wpg rifles....... & Corp W Hilton, 49th Reg ..._.,.86 

The special Provincial prizes were also competed for today, The 
Marquis of Borne offers $500 to be divided into five prizes of $100 
match to be open to British Cohimibia, Nova Scotia, New Brrunswick, 
Manitoba, and Prince Edward Island. Heretofore the two large 
Proyinces monopolized the military matches, and it was with the 
Object in view of encouraging the smaller Provinces to compete, that 
His Excellency offered these prizes. The result of the above marches 
was issued at 4:55. It was as follows: 1, Nova Scotia—Sergt, Larken 
31, Major Walsh 29, Sergt. Shepherd 20. 2. New Brunswick—Pte. Mc- 
Millan 28, Sergt. G. Langstroth 28, Lieut. S. Gangstroth 246. 3. Mani- 
toba—Gunner Collins 20, Pte. Blasdell 26, Pte. Nay 26. 
During the afternoon the Minister of Militia and Madame Caron 

held a reception im their tent on the grounds, at the couciusion of 
which the prizes were presented. : a: ‘ : 
Asa result of this year’s competition in the Dominion Rifle Associ- 

ation matcbes, next year’s Wimbledon team will be selected from 
among the forty-eight gentlemen who made the highest scores in the 
grand aggregate and the Governor-General’s match, provided they 
are members of the active militia, Following is a list of their scores; 
Pte. Geo. Cooke, 5th Royals, 249; Lieut. Forrest, th Rifles, orb oak 

+ at k=" Smith, 5th Royals, 345; Color-Sergt. Dalrymple, 5th Royals, 3 



, Russell, 45th, 841; Capt. Corbin, 68d, 340; Pte. Kinnerly, 49th, 340; 
-Seret. Ashall, Queens Own, 340; Assistant Gunner McLaughlin, 

dath, 339; Corporal Hilton, 49th, 338; Capt, Perley, H. Q. Staff. 338; 
Gergt. Kennedy, Queen’s Own, 338; Color-Sergt, Mitchell, Win. Rilles, 

, Corp. Miner, Vist, 337; Pte, Armstrong, G. G. F. G., 3387: Staft- 
et. Allan, 82d, 335: Sergi. Curzon, 10th, 383; Staff-Sergt. Wynne, 

hh Royals, 333; Capt. Hartt, St. John Rifles, #31; Capt. Thomas, 54th, 
BB ; seret. Kincaid, tth cay., 330; Pte. Stanton, 6th, 830; Seret. 

‘ Valker, Queen's Own, 329; Lieut, Patterson, 85th, 329; Lieut. Sher- 
qvood, G, G, F. G., 829: Sergt, W, Mitchell, 82d, 328; Pte. King, 45th, 
$27) Seret. Larkin, Gid, 826; Sergt, Dent, 10th, 326; Lieut, Jameson, 
Goth, 425; Lapt. Laurie, M, G. A,, 825; Seret. Short, G. GF, G., 325; 
Beret. Goodwin, 18th, 325; Capt, W. Macdonald, ist B. F, A., 324; 

ient. Kirkpatrick, 67th, 324; Pte. Fraser, Foes Own, 324; Seret. 
Woyle, bid, 824; Phe, Bartlett, Queen's Own, 323; Col. Adam, 13th, 422; 
‘seret, Wilson, 88d, 20; Jamieson, 48d, 320; Sergt. Jack, i0th, 820; 
Capt. Panton, 20th, 820; Pts, Riddel, 6th, 317; Pte. Lordly, 62d, 318; 
“Lieut. Fisk, 63d, 312; Sergt, Langstroth, $th Cav,, 310, : 

BELLAIRE SCHUETZEN SOCIETY. 

SY PSELING, W. Va,, Sept. 3,—The Bellaire Schuetzen Society 
; held theix first Schuetzenfest at this place on Aug, 25and Sept. 
1, The shooting was done at Siebert’s Garden, a pleasant picnic 
Bround some two or three miles from the city, within easy reach by 
trains every hour, Music and dancing also occupied one part of the 
grounds and all could amuse themselves as they felt inclined. The 
fareets were cight in number, and nicely arranged on sliding frames 
for quick marking, The distance was said to be 180yds., and a 100yd, 
target used with din. bullseye. There were two kinds of targets used, 
viz., one on which the Massachusetts rings wero used with 11 and 12 
¢ountin bullseye, and another which only had a pasteboard din, 
hullseye bung in center of white field. On the first of these targets 
(Massachusetts) the score of tive shots were counted; on the bullseye 

targets nothing counted in the score of fiyé Shots but those which 
Strack the bullseye, Of these bullseyes thus made the first prize was 
fiven the shot nearest the exact centel, atid second prize to next 
nearest, and so on down to tenth, there being ten prizes on each target 
of the same yalue, The first prize on each target being a large silver 
cup with riflemen and targets finely engraved and two deers’ heads 
Standing out on the sides. Second prize ten dollars cash, aud each 
lower prize graded down to one dollar fer the tenth prize, argregat- 
ing seventy dollars on each tarzet except No. 1, which was a practice 
target with no prizes, and No. § target, which was for members of 
Society only to shoot for title of Schuetzen Kine, 
One feature of the meeting was the shooting at a large wooden 

eagle, a fac sitnile of the Prussian coat of arms. This eagle was about 
bit. high and onapole o0ft. high and 50yds.from the firing point. 
Members took turns in firing, and prizes to the amount of $100 were 
awarded to the shooters who brought down various pieces, such as 
$10 for the crown, another sum for wing, etc. The last piece shot 
down was also awarded a prize. Below are thescores in the various 
matches which were the result of the two days’ shooting, and as many 
re-entries as were desired were allowed. 

| 

Target No, 2—Open to breechloaders with open sizhts only, off- 
hand. 180yds., 5 shots: 
CG B Dwight..... 12, 811 11 8-50 PF Nininger..,... 6 § 8 8 535 
Otto Jaegzer....., $11 61) 10-49 PW Nininger...,., 31210 2 7—84 
OF Dwight...... ti 911 7 1i—48 F Nininger ..... & & 2 9—s3 

» CE Dwight...... 11 811 6 9—45 HF Nininger...... 712 2 3 4—28 
Hi Scraggens.... 7 68 § 812-43 John Himlim.,..10 010 3 2—95 
C Rumbangh...12 4 § 10 9-43 W Nininger...... 62 2 7 6-23 
J &eraggen... ,, & 010 ¥% 9-43 CRumbaugh.... 8 4 4 3 0—80 
WSehmidt....,.9 710 7 9-42 CRumbauch....6 0 2 5 2th 
i Ganterf. 912 811 6—41 WSchmiidt.:....4 % 2 2 0-15 
Otto Jaeper.....8 910 8 5—41 F Nininger....-. A? 6 2 215 
@Gantert.....,,8 7 % 71140 W Selimidt...... 9 0 0 5 9—14 
BEREr ae eens. «10 6 8 6 9-39 Bhimehburg. .2 4 6 0 0-12 
Chas Hill........ 1 4 8 &§ 87 Chas Will........ 0) 6 3 0—10 
WT Nininger_.__., feo) 2G) he B= 87) Bry esis ooo 0 00 

No. 5.— Bullseye Target—Open to open-sizht rifles only, any con- 
struction of rifle to be used, off-hand, 5 shots, only bullgeyes count, 
siting measure: WP, Nininger first, ©. E. Dwight second, C. Rumbach 
third, ©. Rumibach fourth, C. @. Dwight fifth, F. Niner sixth, C, 
Rumbach seventh, C. Runibach eighth, F_ Nininger ninth. Hach fol- 
lowing shot 5 shots and got no bull: only nine bulls made: William 
ae i Nininger, Chas. Hill, Wim, Cox, 0. Rumbach, J. Rambach, 

. Burffield. 

Target No. 4—Any rifle, any sight, off hand, 100yds,, Massachussetts 
target used at 180yds., 5 shots: 
J I Shiric 172 911 11—51 H Scruggen...., § 8 6 10 12—45 
Otto Jaeger... . 101112 9 9—51 Otto Jaeger.....71010 8 9 44 
RS Stewart... 11 10 912 9-5i JP Shirk -..,...9 $10 9 8—44 
Otto Jaeger...., Ji &11 910—50 J Robinsom..-.., 7 91010 8—44 

tto Jaeger_,.., 911 11 10 9-50 HW Seruggen,.... 1012722 8B 844 
PW itis EOS. nat 11 S11 911-50 Geo Seruggen.,.i1 6 8 7 11—44 
OC Dwight....,17 11 10 9 9—50 Wim Cox....., . 710 9 8 9—43 
RS Stewart...., 5111212 10—50 Otto Jaeger..... 9 914 9 5-43 
QO Dwight .....11 1030 711-49 RS Stewart,..., 1010 7 8 &—48 
Otto Jaeger,....1012 810 9—49 WinCox........ ,6 9 8 10 10—43 
GH Dwight...,.. 91110 910—49 H Seruggen...,. 11 5 8 8 10—42 
RS Stewart..... 1111 7 10—49 J Matter........ § 7 $ 9 S—42 
BRS stewart. .... 91010 9 1749 Wm Cox........ 10 710 4 9-42 
OB Dwight.....10 81211 8-49 RSStewart..,_. 99 9 8 641 
JF Shirk,...,.., 11,1010 9 9-49 F Minger.......00 9 4141 Y—41 
Otte Jaeger,,...1910 8 912—49 J Rumbach....,.101010 8 3—41 
UEDwight..,,..9 911 910-48 HScruggen...,., 9 9 % 8 40 
Otto Jaeger i 10 10 6 1i—48 RSStewart... .9 9 7 & Y—4O 
OH Dwight..... 10 8 1010 10-48 G@Seraggen.:.,..510 8 8 9—40 

FShirk......., 4 T1L 912-47 HA Serageen 911 8 ? 4—s89 
RS Stewart... 12 9 7 8 12—47 BW Minger,....... 7 8 8 5b 8—86 
JF Shirk....... li 9 ¥ 911—47 Wm Cox....... O56) oF b= 85 
H Seruggen.....12 910 % 9-47 L Heller....... RIG! ray flesh) 
J Robinson... (1L1011 8-47 Wm Cox........ 46 6 6 7—33 
Wim Cox.........91011 § 11-46 F Minger...... ek tea125 7—32 
J F Shirk,-..,.. 911 9 8 9-46 F Minger,....... 8 5 6 % 4~30 
RBS Stewart..... 8110! 9 7-46 PF Minger ....... 3 510 8 4-80 

Seruggen...., 12 4 811 10-45 J Rumbach...... ey et hey 
Wi Seruggen.....9 9 8 910-45 Fred Yunker....5 9 0 5 827 

Target 5.—Bullseye target, same as No. 3only for any sights, any 
rifle, 4 shots, only bullseyes count: FH. Niminger first, John Rum- 
baugh second, C. 8. Dwight third, William Cox fourth, John Rum- 
baugh fifth, William Cox sixth, Otto Jaeger seventh, John Rumbaugh 
eighth, William Cox ninth, ¥, Nininger tenth, Qne Bullseye—H. 
Seragger, John Rumbaugh and W. Nininger. Two Bullseyes—J. F. 
Shirk, Five Shots, no Bullseyes—Otto Jaeger, L. Heder, Fred 
Yanker, Blumenberg. : 

No. 6.—I80yds., any vifle, any sights, rest, only bullseyes count, 
nearest shot first prize, ete; FP. Niniuger first, Wm. Cox second, C. 
Rumbach third, 4. Nininger fourth. C. Rumbaech fifth, EB, Beufelt 
sixth, M. Keith seventh, C. EB. Dwight eighth, GC. B. Dwieht ninth. B. 
Beutelt tento. Thirty-five other bullseyes made which got no prize, 
all beiny further from center than the first ten, which: received prizes 
as above, 

No. 7.—Buliseye Target—Same as No. 4, only 4 shots allowed: Louis 
Puhr first, Wm. Smith second, (, BH. Dwight third, B. Kraus fourth, 
©. Rumbach fifth, f, Nininger sixth, F. Nininger seventh, Otto Jaeger 
eighth, O, Rumbach ninth, PW. Nininger tenth. Twenty-five bullseyes 
‘made besides those aboye which got no prize. Winn, 

NEW YORI RIFLE CLUB—Donaldson sporting matel, at Oreed- 
moor, Sept, 3. The following scores were made ont of a possible 105 at 
100, 200 and 300yds,, 7 shots off-hand at each range: 
BA Wetndderewets, & arlene AK) mnaconades a chbe 35 29 8 27—91 
J Duane (nvil).........2.. “Egos hele lols be lalba bean ese sce 8A 332 ©6425 30—87 
RON MHGrle ys (HAs ee Skea hee. skeen. 29 06-20 R684 
© Haiilton (huntmp). se. ee , 22 27 B4—88 
PSL Sa iiyeis (771) remo ms WaT LL CORR RAN NE gn Sm vn RG 
Mr. Hamiltonshot.a new 40-90 hunting gun made by Mr, Brown. It 
would pay some of your corrpendents on the “Choice of Hunting 
Tifles” to visit Mr. Brown's shopsand inspect thisgun. Judging from 
What some of them have written it is destined ‘to fill a long-felt 
want.” At the elose of the 100yd. shooting, Mr. Brown leff to shoot 
atthe long ranges where I donbt not he held up his end, There was 

very variable wind at the 200yd. range which partially accounts for 
the poor scores made there,—Duann (Act, Adjutant). 

__ PHILADELPHIA, Aue, 27.—Tn rasponse to the Gall issued by Mr. J. 
‘T. Bloom, president of the Ligowslty Olay-Pizeon Company, repre- 
‘seutatives from seven gun clubs assembled in roor 42, Girard House, 
‘this evening. in order to form a provisional organization 

Peters; Eureka (Norristown), F. Miller; 
! ons; South Bnd, D. Weir and A. Spear: 

. Rust and H. Fitagerald. Mr. Hil. Fitzgerald, sun 
em, was made President of the provisional oreaniza- 

‘ 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
[ 
club form an executive committee, as follows: Isaac M. Dayis, T. P. 
Greger, F, Miller (chairman), Dr. J. D. Peters, H. W. Gammons, A. 
Spear, A.J, Rust, Asadditional entries are made, each club will ap- 
point a representative to act in conjunction with this committee. Mr. 
Rust said that he had been a participant in the New York tournament 
given by the Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Company, and stated that the 
way in which the traps were arranged, and the contests conducted, 
made the shooting ten times as lively and interesting as he had ever 
seen in Philadelphia, “We have not,” contmued Mr. Rust, ‘‘shot at 
clay-pigeons here properly, the traps being erroneously arranged, 
both as regards position and elevation. I learned a great deal in New 
York, and thought more of the sport than I kad ever thought before. 
T hope the traps will be similarly arranged for our tournament.”’ It 
is hoped that representatives of clubs from the Middle States will take 
part, and that the clubs will form a Middle States’ Clay-Pigeon League, 
A Southeastern league is being formed, with Washington as the 
center; a Southern States’ league, with New Orleans as center; a 
Western States’ league, with St. Louis as center; a Northwestern 
States’ league, with Chicago as center; a Northern States’ league, 
with Cincinnati as center; a Pacific coast league, with San Francisco 
as center, The proposed tournament in Philadelphia will be open to 
any duly organized gun club in Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey 
and Delaware. It will probably be held during the latter part of Oc- 
tober, and be a three-days’ event. A meeting will be held during the 
tournament for the purpose of organizing the Middle States’ league. 

BULLSHBAD RIFLE CLUB.—No. 322 Third avenue, Aug, 28.— 
Twelye-ring target, possible 110: 
M. Dorrler_......, Rey pie iy FE Campbell. ......... +. Paso i 104 
GAlannieronann.. ll eee DUS USS VWALLAES Nc it: <n s nan 105 
ASIGNGE Soot Ee eke eee ea tee Life ly) Guilybide yin as eee eeu eel Oe 
Gre mie O rl LE owe ais: Lie Sete OsWebetar. salah, ere tite 98 
AP SLA Teeth LY cieelOS. AT She wtitie..i4 ie ks eens Ue 96 

SAN PRANCISCO, Aug. 23.—To-day at the Shell Mound Range, the 
fourth and last competition fur places in the interstate team took 
late, under the superyision of Major F, A. Klose, Inspector of Rifle 
ractice. There was a noticeable improvement in the shooting, and 

as the score will show, Klein distinguished himself by a record of 95 
at the two ranges. Hach marksman is allowed two shots at the tar- 
gefito “get his hand in,” and at the 500yd. range Klein’s two sighting 
shots were bullseyes, giving him twelve successive bullseyes. Kuhnle 
did his shooting at Petaluma, and until his official score is received 
at headquarters it is impossible to state just who will pont nGaS the 
eee team, but to-day’s score, given below, will probably show 
all but one: 

200vds, A00yds, Total. 200yds. S500yds, Total. 
Klein... ....46 50 95 Carson...,.. 46 41 87 
Waltham,.,.45 47 92 Johnson..... 44 46 87 
Hovey .2.._, 46 45 91 Mangels..... 45 42 B7 
Garson... .. 46 45 91 Carson.....-. 4] 45 86 
Perkins.._... 45 46 91 Robertson...40 46 86 
Perkins... ,. 45 45 9) Sprowl...... 40) 43 83 
Klems |=. 47 43 90 Townsend, ..35 43 7 
Barrere.. ..,44 48 90 Diers....;.. 40 38 7 
Perkins, .-.., 43 46 8 Simpson. .... 40) 37 77 
Kuhis,..... A 3) pe 689 Hovey.....,.40 35 is) 
Barrere......44 44 88 
Captain H. Parker, of Carson City, is proud of the Nevada bcys, 

and to show eyidence of his faith in them, he wagered a little some- 
thing with Major Klose that the best ten men’s score at Carson to-day 
would beat that of an equal number at Shell Mound. It will be seen 
by the score of California’s first ten men, that the Neyada boys will 
have todo some yery good shooting to come up to the mark—or to 
average 90,7 out of a possible 100. 

BOSTON, Sept. 6.—The rifle shooting at Walnut Hill to-day was 
confined to a comparatively small number of contestants, owing, 
dowbtless, to the heat. The features of the day were the score of 99 
made by Salem Wilderin the decimal rest match, and the 49 made by 
Mr. Francis in the Credmooor 
leading scores; : 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
(ISU 6 (er yan. Sa daly NE A Oa oi te pl 55555455 5 549 
DER tEtSOn fee ove hee a Sto 445534544 5—43 
J E Stanton (mil.) 234533855 4 4 38 
EDESPG elicit <2 ore set men Ra Tee So a Ps 44444350 4 5—37 
DEATH AN Ee es ca Pee heii ed aie ee eee te 3238422844 4 31 
HSB aEDES. y(t gee pees ase nnn thine alee Boro edad (Jesedad- ol) 

Creedmoor Prize Match, 
BUOMS Histon et St CAL etna, 545454445 5—46 

Decimal Rest Match. 
Su iidern © ven Oee nites 2S Ren Ceee jeer 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 40—99 
LY PTA ab. de nk ABB AREAS RARE ARKO Ode 910 91010 & 91040 8—938 

Decimal Off-Hand Mateh, 
UBAW EO Sy Sande opener tee eee $98 && 9% 7 7 9-80 
HEA 120 las tea Re Ee ee nt Oe 4710 6 7 8 910 & B77 
IDA CTBHINE FER vee see ol eee eee 610 68 8 9 & 8 6 5—74 

GARDNER, Mass., Sept. 3.—There were only a few of the members 
of the Gardner Rifle Club present to-day at the regular meet of the 
club ab Hackmatack range. The new American decimal target was 
used, shooting off-hand, distance 200yds., with a possible 100. The 
best totais were as follows: W.C. Loveland $0, G. 1. Ellsworth 88, 
FF. A. Knowlton 81, A. Mathews 81, H.C. Knowlton 79, J. F. Sweeney 76. 

NEW HAVEN, Aug. 26.—The shoot between the Irish-American 
team of this city and the Sixty-ninth Regiment team of New York 
resulted in favor of the home team. The yisitors led by 11 puinis at 
200yds., but at 500yds. the home team wiped this out and closed with 
a baianve of 33 in their favor, as the following 500yd. score shows, 7 
shots per man: 
New Haven Team—P. O’Connor 26, James O?Connor 34, Lawrenee 

O’Brien 24, Sylvester Keohane 20, William I. Murphy 25, Michael 
O'Connell 25, James P. Landers 21, Joseph Purcell 24 James Bradley 
lege Hackett 28, T, K. Dunn 22, Frank Galfney 2. Grand total, 34 

iO, 

New York Team—T. F, Stewart 31, P. McMorrow 24, E. Duffy 23, J. 
Kerr 10, P. Farreliy 23, J. Moran 27, D, C. McCarthy 13, J. J, Gunning- 
ham 17, J. G. Wallace 19, P. Carroll 21, M. Brennan 19, P. Leonard 7, 
Grand total, 234. 

THOMASTON, Conn., Aug. 30.—The third and last of the series of 
matches between the Empire Rifle Club and the Canton Rod and Gun 
Clip was shot to-day, on the range of the latter club, near Collins- 
yille. Canton won by 31 points. The match was mostly shot in the 
Tain. 

Canton Team. i 
OSE ery mere tee f 9) 12710, 422 12 12° 10) at a2z—109 
J D Andrews............ oe eT eet G) ES al E9==105 
PML OTe eee cee 9 10) oe oT 12 10 Ak TON aad 10==108 
—— Bidwell.._.......... UP) GP abe ae a a) ah ay Tees 
BeQebigieys Sone eye 10 10 9 11 5 12 10) 7% 10 fi— 95 
JS Laubenstein.._..... UEP pe ate lf ate eS ies aig Bell 
GF Lewis. ye la OP es: Stl 1 eT A OY 
Ga daCasee pene Ley Pee ele atice aie tet) 49s e5=0G 
G=aBarboure el. ele Oo efeeBe a0) 2s “Bey 1d 18> da-—~ 87-867 

Empire Team 
GA Lemmon.-.......... 9 12 12 8 12 11 10 11—105 
G C Gilbert - ee SSO eS at ot, op 
GC Canfield... ..2-.2... HU ge aGh ali or Sob ie eb ena 
GebeNomilin so. omeu, Vom ede oeleeiendO) cb; 10) = J-——s38g 
Wel Dinibar. 2.22.02 om ot A A088 6 Ss; -B 0 196 
OF Williams .......,.,. 6 9 6 & 12 10 10 9 8 9—'88 
iDIMN Gle)iey2 eS Raa 5 Ry ee 10e 9. "Ge ch, LOL Yad th -Sti=8s 
CO MEPAR Tirta eels eset ay QO eee eee] (Oe Melcher oh 
EW Bennell........... i LOS Sees 4 et SR Be oe pS pag 

Sept. 6.—The weather conditions at our shoot to-day were a very 
bright, hot sunshine, no wind. Following are the scores: 
CR Wilhanis id RS AIT AD TO ae 9 — 108 
MEE Duribaney,, of ese. sas 12 17 8 10 10 10 10 9 12 8100 
PW anti, sees ee phe bees Sarees ee St) 98 oy oS Sa? 
CT Aline Sina LO sets (OF SSR: 8 da oo 
(GA NTOMITHON Nie yadsteneent I Sek oe) a ate OY ee Sheen 
GiGi Gilberts.) eens Bite ae OT OOF Ah Soe gt 
rad ASPErnS ewe pelle ene es es im TO aa Y= -9). 
ASS eo bbarde yl eye ee 10 7 10 6 10 10 12 7 10 890 
AS Winer ils alcluslolywlelee dete he Ge da ES Se TO tr R29. BK 
CAT ss Aaa TUBE MT pb Ts 1 9 1210 & G 6 7 9 10— 8 
RS Goodwin..... a ee 0, Bde Os 2 bt “2 975 

SENSELESS ORDERS.—Bostou,- Sept. 2.—Mrs. Melyina Butler, 
while leaning over a stove at her residence in East Boston this morn- 
ing, was struck in the breast by a Springfield rifle bullet which en- 
tered through the window. Mrs. Butler died in a few minutes after- 
ward. Investigation by the police showed that the bullet came from 
the direction of the Charlestown Navy Yard, and it was soon ascer- 
tained that 4 marine named John ©. Murray had at precisely 9 o’clock 
fired a shot over the head of a river pirate who was endeayoring to 
steal some of the material from the ship Pennsylvania, which is being 
broken up. Murray’s orders were to warn these thieyes verbally, 
and if they did not heed the warning he was to fire over their heads. 
Ti such action did not have the desired effect, he was to fire directly 
atthem. Murray was simply obeying orders when he fired, and 
neyer thought the bullet would injure any one. The distance from 
the point where thé marine stood to Mrs. Butler's kitchen across the 
harbor is one mile_ 

practice match. Following are the 
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THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with chub scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on ane side of the paper only. 

NEW JERSEY STATE TOURNAMENT: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The preparations for the New Jersey State tournament are pro- 

gressing favorably. Nearly all the clubs belonging to the Associa- 
tion have been heard from and new clubs have written their intention 
to join and tobe represented both in the convention and also the 
shooting tournament, A number of prizes haye been donated 
already, and before the end of the week the committee thinks of get- 
ting out the detailed programmes. There will be live bird and clay- 
pisgon shoots during all three days. The first day, Sept. 17, will 
egin with a clay-pigeon sweep at 9 A. M., and at 11 o’clock A. M. the 

State trophy will be shot for. The trophy consists of a beautiful 
large solltd gold medal. Live pigeons will be used, 15 birds per man, 
entrance money $10, open only to members of the Association. After 
this there will be Association and open-to-all shoots at clay-pigeons, 
$5 entrance, 7 birds and two sets of 4 traps each will be kept agoing 
constantly, On the second day, Thursday, Sept. 18, the ball will be 
opened with clay-pigeon shoots, and shortly before noon will be 
opened a grand free-ror-all live bird sweep, 10 birds per man, $5 en- 
trance, biris extra, and the rest of the day 10 clay-pigeon traps will 
be kept agoing at $2 and $5 sweeps, open to all, and one closed shoot, 
Wriday the 19th will begin with clay-pigeon sweeps, open to all. At 

noon the State Champion Cup shoot, open to teams of three from any 
club belonging to the Association, will be contested and not less than 
ten clubs are expected to compete. The Wssex Gun Club, of Newark, 
tied with the Palisade Gun Club, of West Hoboken, at the last State 
shoot, and won it for the second time on the shoot off, It is not only 
expected that the New Jersey shooters will turn out in good numbers 
but 4 large number of shooters from Boston, Massachusetts, Connec- 
ticut, Bradford, Pa., Philadelphia, New York State, and Rhode 
Island, are expected and a hearty welcome is promised themall. As 
some of the Eastern States forhid live bird shooting from traps we 
think a large number of shooters will take advantage of this chance 
to combine liye and clay-pigeon shooting. The second day, Sept. 18, 
is open to all, and if enough live birds can be procured there will be 
an open-to-all liye bird shoot every day. It was at first thought best 
to usé ground traps but it shall be decided at the convention whether 
ground or plunge traps are to he used. The grounds are yery easy of 
access to New York, bein reached in less than half an hour. Lunch- 
eon will be served on the ground, 7 

J, Yon LENGERKS, Secretary N. J..8. §, A. 
Ney Yors, Sept. 8, 1884. 

PROPOSED NEW YORK CLUB. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Your remarks on gun clubs in Forgsr AND STREAM of Aug. 21 were 

read by me with the greatest surprise and regret that this sport 
should seemingly have so few advocatesin this city. I can hardly 
think that with the number of sportsmen liying here and in the vicin- 
ity, owning some of the finest guns made, that there is such an apathy 
in the matter as your article would indicate. Is not the indifference 
you mention chiefly owing to the novelty of the sport, and conse- 
quently to the lack of any concerted action upon the part of the 
shooters? 
That itis new to some 1 can personally testify, haying met a num- 

ber of sportsmen who have never seen a clay-pigeon or attended a 
match, and though the shooting of live birds is an old institution, the 
introduction of the clay substitute is of such recent date as to be 
comparatively unknown. The advantages of the latter are, briefly, 
cheapness and ease of obtaining them; they approach more closely 
than any other imitation to the flight of a bird, and after being 
broken dissolve by action of the weather into powder, giving us a 
sport abonce healthful. manly and elevating, in which we can in- 
dulge without leaving the city. 
Now I would like to ask those in this city and Brooklyn who are 

interested in wing-shooling if we cannot have some interest shown in 
this sport, and organize a club or series of elubs for mutual improve- 
ment inthe art, Of course there are some who will deign to fire at 
nothing but flesh and blood, and who regard trap-shooting as a poar 
pastime, it being in their opinion too easy. Regarding the latter 
point we who have “been there” know best, and would say te any 
one calling it child’s play, try it. : 
Ido not wish to be understood as trying to supplant field hunting 

with clay-pigeon shooting from a humane stand point, but on the con- 
trary have killed many a bird and expect to kill many more. My 
only object is to gather together those who, like myself, are enthusi- 
asts on the subject, and by practice and agitation of the subject gain 
for this a prominent place among American field sports. 
As to who should compose the membership of such clubs, and 

whether they should comprise the general public upon the plan fol- 
lowed by the various yacht clubs, or be limited to the working mem- 
bers, Ishould certainly say the latter, Let us have no one in a club 
not actually a shooter, and who takes pride and pleasure in being 
such. Regarding a general public interest in the sport, we can hardly 
hope for this at present and do not see thatit is necessary. If we 
cannot have a mateh upon its merits and without the usual practice 
of betting as a wedge to force it into popular favor, then let us by all 
means do without the public support, and think we shall suffer no 
great inconvenience. 
What we wantis to arouse an interest among our sportsmen and 

not our sporting men, as you very nicely defined the difference in a, 
late issue, and I hope the subject will be touched upon by others with 
a view to adopting ab once some plan of action, 
As Ido not believe in being idle, I am willing to start now with one 

or as Many more gentlemen as will join me and purchase a trap and 
birds and organize a club in a modest way. In closing would say to 
the friends of the shotgun and consequently my friends, in this city 
and Brooklyn, that 1t would give me great pleasure to hear from any 
of you either in person or by letter, who are interested in this subject. 

. Gro. H. Ouney, 
107 Lisertry Street, New York. 

THE NEW YORK STATE TOURNAMENT. 

1 Oe et Sept. 1,—The twenty-sixth annual convention and shoot 
of the New York State Association for the Protection of Fish and 

Game, opened with a business meeting at McArthur’s Hall this even- 
ing. The attendance did not in the least degree compare with what 
has been known in preyious years, a tact that is attributed by soma 
not so much to a lack of interest or a desire to secure the prizes to be 
shot for during the week, but to the fact that, as a rule, sportsmen do 
not take kindly to clay-pigeons sprung from a trap, and there are, 
therefore, not a great number who are familiar with them. 
The convention was called to order by the president, Henry R. 

Jones, of Buffalo, who addressed those present as follows: 
DELEGATES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVENTION: Ibid youa heart 

welcome to this twenty-sixth annual convention of the New Yor 
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, I can assure 
you, during your stay with us, that the members of the Audubon Club 
and the sportsmen generally of this city, will do all in their power ta 
male your visit a cheerful and Plessant one, so that when you return 
home you will always be pleased to recall this meéting as one of the 
most pleasant and happiest of your life. Weonly regret we have not 
been able to secure for our shooting tournament the varrier, or, mare 
familiarly known, the wild pigeon: I can assure you the Audubon 
Club have not spared time, labor or expense in order to get birds, 
Men have been sent East and West and communication by mail and 
telegraph with all parts of the country, but it was of no avil; and, as 
a last resort, feeling it would not be best for the interest of the State 
Association not to have any meeting this year, the Audubon Club de- 
cided to do the very best they could and give a tournament and fur- 
nish the best that could be obtained. I would recommend to the con- 
vention that some action be taken at this meeting, and a committee 
be appointed to adopt rules to regulate shooting of clay-pigeons and 
glass balls from traps. We cannot depend upon getting the carrier 
pigeon, and in order to make our annual meeting a success and 
to carry out the purposes for which the Association was formed some 
inducement in the way of a shooting tournament must be giyen in 
order to interest the different organized clubs throughout the State 
to attend our meetings. Since the organization of this Association in 
1859 it has generally controlled legislation in regard to our game 
laws, and we must use every endeayor to keep up the zood work, 
During the last session of the Legislature the new game law drafted 
by your committee appointed at the annual meeting in 1882 and ap- 
proved at the meeting in 1883 was introduced, but that was the last 
ever heard of it. And to-day our game laws need revising, and a 
general act passed which shall govern all the States from Long 
Island to Lake Erie, do away with special laws in regard to certain 
sections. do away with all shooting in the spring and sammer months, 
Make your open season from October 1 to January 1, and it will not 
be many years, with alaw of this kind if properly enforced, before 
you will see our game birds ijacrease. The law of 1880 adopted by 
the Legislature, making game and fish protectors, has accomplished 
much good, but should be amended, and instead of having one pro- 
tector for certain districts every county, should haye one. Under the 
peut law 10 one man can watch all the territory assigned to him, 
hope this meeting will adopt a resolution asking the Legislature ta 

increase our game protectors and appoint a man for each county 
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The last annual report of our Stare Fish Commissioners shows what 
has been and Gan be accomplished by the propagation of fish, A 
few years ago our inland Jakes and streams were almost depleted, 
and now they publish letters from residents in the vicinity of lakes 
and streams that were stocked with young fish from our State hatch- 
eries that speak of the propagation of fish in the highest terms. 
With proper action on the partof this Association, much good can 
he done, and I sincerely hope before this meeting adjourns a commit- 
tee will be appointed that willuse covery endeavor to have our game 
Jaws revised at the next méeting of the Legislature; and let every 
member bear in mind when he isin the field with gun and dog, that 
i. is his duty to preserve game, and not kill or destroy for mere pas- 
inie, 
The roll of clubs was called, and of the twelve that reported, six 

were from out of town. FYollowinpyis a ligt of the delegates: 
Queen Cily Shooting Olub, Buffalo—George Stauber, Arthur Coombs, 

Williain Ishister, Jacob Koch, Otto Besser. 
Niagara River Shooting Club, La Salle—James H. Sewett, George 

Barker, Stephen Kelloge, Meury A. Rose. William Gemibert, 
Cold Spring Gun Club, Buffalo—A. McLeish, William Scott, Benja- 

min Ff, Roberson, John O, Manning, Frank L. Bapst. 
Niagara Falls Shooting Club—John Pierce, Rowland F. Hill, Henry 

0, Howard, Eugene H, Smith, Charles 8. Smith. 
East Bufialo Shooting Clab—Johpn Globe, M. Schleier, George Tur- 

ner, Livingston Lansing, H. M. Clay, 
Forest Club, Bistalo—W, ©, Jacus. George Smith, Robert Neweil, 

Frank Kimberly, Robert Hlebard. 
Genesee Sportsmen’s Chib of Irondequoit—H, B. Hooker, James H. 

Brown, George W. Crouch, Jr., H, N. Fleisher, C. ¥. Dean, H. W, 
Waepner. . 
Onondaga County Sportsmen’s Club,Syracuse—William B. Kirk, Jr., 

BH. J. Hudson, W. 8, Barnum, G, OC. Luther, C.. W. Walters. 
Richburg Gun Club, Richburg—J. GC, Linerman, §. A. Attis. 
Munroe County Sporismen’s Club, Roehester—M. M. Hollister, 

Homer Jacobs, George §, Stillson, W. J. Babcock, H, H. Morse. 
Audubon Club, Buffalo—, F. Tahor, J. P, Fisher, James Franklin, 

Uharles J. Heinold, George R. Vine, 
The only application presented was from the Olean Sportsmen's 

Club, and it reeetved favorable action, After the adjournment the 
delegates and yisitors were given a reception at the rooms of the 
Audubon elub, aud the occasion was much enjoyed, 

SEPT. 2: 

The first shooting day brought outa high wind, which made shoot- 
ing at the clay-pigeons rather difficult, The hour sef for the sport 
was 8 O'clock, but it was near 11 when the tardy sportsmen arrived in 
any numbers, The arrangements at the park were very complete for 
the shoot, A commodions grand stand had been erected, with a por- 
tion of itset_apartior ladies, the center of the stand being used by 
the press and the telegraph companies. <A large number of sports- 
men were in attendance, and the following clubs had tents upon the 
grounds; The Audubon of Buffalo, the Kast Buffalo, the Queen City 
of Buffalo, and the Genesee Oounty of Rochester. In the morning 
the spectators were not numerous, but later in the day a fair-sized 
erowd watched the sport, anda number of ladies graced the stand 
with their presence. The want of live birds was considered a draw- 
back by some, as all clay-pigeons had tobe used. The traps, how- 
ever, from whieh they were thrown, are of fhe most approved style, 
and worked to a charm, making the shooting interesting and sharp. 
The shooting was all in classes, and the scores ran: 

Contest No, 1—A class shoot of 10 clay-pigeons, the prizes agere- 
eating $339. he first round resulted as follows; 

W. H. Bradley 9, 8. Hudson 8, Wm. Seoit 7, J. C. Lmeman 9, A. A. 
Fleisher 7, G, ©. Luther 6, BE. M. Moody 7, A. G. Courtney 7, C. W. 
Walter 6, ©. Ditmer 5, G. A. Moody 6, G. Barker 8, W, Richard 7, E. 
H. Smith 7, P. Hines 7, H. B. Whitney 7, H. R. Jones 5, H. CG. Preneh 
6, W. BK. Storey 6, Alf Downs 5, G. R. Vine 5,.7. Beier, Jr, 6, G. J. 
Mason 7, G, J. Heinhold 5, H.C. Howard 6, W. H. Jaeger 6, A. Baker 
&, GO, Wagner 6. 
W. 4H, Bradley, of the Audubon, and J. C. Lineman, of Richburg, 

divided the cash prize of $1(0, The ties of 8 shot off with the follow- 
ing result: Hudson 5, Luther 5, Barker withdrew. Whitney 5, A. 
Barker 4. Then Hudson captured the $50 cash, and Luther received 
(lie $25 picture. Tn thesevens, the following is the score: H_ Fleischer 
a, HE, M, Moody 3, A. G. Courtenay 3, W. Richards 2, EH. H, Smith 4, P. 
Heing 4, G. T. Mason 1, Tha finish resulted in P. Heinz getting a $50 
suit, and Smith getting $25 worth of smoker’s goods. 
‘Contest No. 2—Same number of entries as last contest. Following 

is the Score: CG. Ditman 6, H. M. Moody 6, Geo. Barker 5, W. Richards 
7, W. Scott 5, W. H. Bradley 9, H. B, Jones 6, J. Feist 5, N. Reckten- 
walt 6, G, Bronnan 5, Jacob Koch 7, A. Baker 8, J. H. Moody 5, A, J. 
Courtney 8, Geo. C. Luther, 20yds., 9, HE. H. Smith, 19yds., 9, H. H. 
Fieischer 7, P. Henry. 19yds.,9, J. C. Zimmerman, 21yds.,8, C. Wagner 
10, B. Hudson, 20yds., 6, Wm. Schiebert 5, J. Beier, Jr.. 7, H. GC How- 
avd 7. H. B. Whitney 9, C, Oehmig 6, G. S$. Wride 5, J. P. Fisher 5. 

O. Wagner's clear cul score gained for him the Tifft House cash 
prize of $100. re 
' Ties of 9. Qlyds. rise, > birds each—Bradley 3, Luther 2, Smith 5, 
Heintz 2, Whitney 4. Ties of 8, 4yds, rise, 5 birds each—Baker 2, 
Courtney 4, Lineman 3, Ties of 7, 2lyds, rise, 5 birds each—Rich- 
ards 0, Koch 3, Wleischer 4, Beyer 2, Howard 1, 
The closing business session of the convention was held in the Au- 

dubon Club Rooms in the evening, President Jones presiding. Syra 
clse was selected as the next place of meeting on the invitation of 
the Onondaga Sportsmen's Club. Offigers for the ensuing year were 
elected as follows: President, Wm. B. Kirk, Jr,, Syracuse; Vice- 
President, Henry R. Jones, Buffalo; Second Viee-President. Archibald 
McLeish, Buifalo; Recording Secretary, John B. Sage, Buffalo; Cor- 
responding Secretary, John Stedman, Syracuse; Treasurer, A, G. 
Courtney, Syracuse. ‘ , ; 
The President elect will appoint a standing committee of five. The 

following preamble and resolution was offered by Hon. Charles FP. 
Tabor, Président of the Andubons, and adopted: 

Whereas, This Association is now in debt and a large number of 
elub members of this Association are owing their annual dues, there- 
fore 

Resolved, That the recording secretary of the Association be 
directed to correspond with the deficient clubs. arsine Upon them the 
necessity of said dues being paid, and to take such other action as he 
may deem necessary or proper to secure that result. 

Mr. Jobu B. Sage, of a committee appointed at the convention of 
1888, reported that the donors of the Livingston Cup and the R. V. 
Fierce badge had agreed to allow those trophies to become the prop- 
arby of the winners at this convention. Mr. Sagealso reported that a 
committee bad had printed copies of a proposed new game law, which 
had been distributed, ‘ ; 

President Jones reported that he sent the proposed bill to one of 
the Brie county Assemblymen who introduced the bill in the Assem- 
bly. The bill was killed. Mr. Jones favored the proposing of a gen- 
eral game law for the State which shall do away with special legisia- 
tion for certain parts of the State. The subject of woodcock shooting 
was discussed. The general opinion of lhe delegates was in favor of 
having the season open from September to January instead of from 
August to January, as it is now throughoutthe State except in Oneida 
and Herkimer counties. <A resolution was offered by Mr. J. A. Din- 
fens thabitis the wish of the Association that the close-season for 
woodcock be exteuded one month, so as to prohibit the shooting of 
woodeock from Jan. 1 to Sept.1 of each year. The president was 
directed to appoint a committee of one member from each club repre- 
sented in the Association to work for the proposed amendment of the 
State game laws, 

SEPT. 3. 

Thesecond day’s sport of the State shoot was favored with bright 
sunshine and warm weather, but the wind in the beginning of the day 
was almost too strong for first. class work. Theattendance was about 
the same as on Tuesday, and not as large as it should be. As on the 
first day, the sportsmen were about the last to arrive, and the con- 
tests were 4 couple of hours behind time in starting. - 5 

Contes) No. 3—At 10 clay-pigeons for prizes aggregating $349 in 
value, There were 43 entries, and the shooting was good. The fol- 
lowing is the score; J.C. Lineman 8, A, Baker 8, H. B. Whitney 7%, 
Geo. Baker ¢%, Jacob Koch 6, Wm, Gombert 8, W,. H. Bradley 7, Hi. EL. 
Smith 6, H. H. Fleisher 9.1 HW. Andrews 7, ©. Hudson 5, A, G, Court- 
ney 9, J. Beier, Jr, 6, U. HW. Story 6, H. C. French 5, G, R. Vine5, G, C. 
Luther 8, 0. W. Walters 6, W. Schiebert 5, Edward Taylors, R. Pf. 
Hankin 5, A. P. Pope 7, H, W. Curtiss 6, W. RK, Page 7. : 
ies oF 9,5 birds: Fleischer, 22yds., 8; Courteney, 22yds.,2. Ties of 

8,5 birds: Lineman, 24yds., 4; Baker, @lyds., 3; Gambert alyds., 3; 
Luther, 28yds., 3. Ties for handicaps, 5 hirds: Baker a, toni bert 2, 
Luther 1, Ties of i for handicap: Baker 4, Luther 2. Ties of 7, 2lyds , 
5 birds! Whitney (23yds.) 2, Barker 4. Bradley (24yds.)1, Andrews 2, 
Pope 3, Page 3. Ties of 8, e4yds., 5 birds: Pope 1, Page 2. ‘Ties of 6, 
Biyds.; Koch 4, Smith @4yds.) 3, Beier, Jr. 1, Story 2, Walters 2, Cur- 

Contest No, 4.—The final shoot of the day was to have been at’ live 
birds for prizes aggregatme $277 in value. Owing to the seareity of 
live pigeons, however, the contest was shot ab 10 clay-pigeons. There 
were 42 entries, and the contest was ab times very exciting. ‘The first 
prize, $100 cash, was won by Master H. B. Whitney, who made the 
only clean seore of the day, Killing his 10 clay-pigeons: i. Hudson 
6,1, H, Andrews 7, Charles Wagner 8, A. Barker 6, H. 0. Wleisher 9, 
W, Gombert 6, A. G. Courtney 9, E,W Sniith 7, J. Koch 6, H, W. Cur. 
tiss 8, A, P. Pope 5, W. H. Bradley 7, J. G. Lineman 8 P. H. Oakleaf 
7, U, B. Story 5, G. C. Luther 5, R. Ward 6, P, A, Poole 6, R. F, Han- 
kin 5, W.Isbister 5, W. R, Page 6, J. Feist 6, Peter Heins 6A. J. Min- 
ton 5, J. Beier, Jr, 7, G. Barker 5, E. Philpop 6, W. Richards 6, 5, 8, 
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Goes ee B. Whitney 10, J. §. Pierce 6, ©, §, Rice 6, J. P. Fisher 6, C, 
c ; 
Ties of 9, 2dyds,, 5 birds: Wleischer 8, Courteney 4, Lineman 8. In 

this class the prizes, $50 in cash and 2.500 shells. were divided by 
mutual consent, and the contéstants shot for the handicap, losers to 
takeit. Ties of 8, 24yds., 8 birds; Weischer 3, Lineman 8. Ties of 3, 
repeated; Pleischer 3, Lineman withdrew, Ties of 8, 2iyds., 5 birds: 
Wagner, Qdyds., 5, Curtiss 2. Ties of 7, 2iyds,, 5 birds; Andrews 1, 
Smith, 2tyds., 4, Bradley, 24yds., 4, Oakleaf 1, Beier 2. Ties of 4, 
®4yds., 5 birds: Smith 4, Bradley 0, 

SEPT. 4. 

To-day's sport at the driving park was witnessed by a much larger 
erowd of spectators than that of any of the previons days, ‘The 
contests were very keenly fought, with the only really first-class 
shooting of the meeting thns far. The day was very hot with just 
sufficient wind to affect the clay-birds. The first contest, No. 5, was 
ati yds. rise, 10 birds, 
Baker ¥, Richards 7, G. H. Moody 8, Ziegle 6, Pope 7, Oakleaf 7, H. M, 
Moody fo, Collins 8, Hebard 6, Wish 8, Riegelman 7, Manning 6, Jones 
6, Barnum 5, French 7, Taylor 6, Andrews 8, Schultz 9, Vine 7, Brau- 
ner 8, Krost 6, Jaeger 5, Feist 9, Hess 7. Sage 6. Poole 8, Klinck 7, 
Behring 8, Green 7, Sherry 8, Scheibert 10, Smith 9, Storey 10, Downs 
8, Dingens 7, Fisher 8, Howard 8, Minton 7, Gombert 8, Vornelius 5, 
Sully 8, Brunner 9, 

Ties of 10,5 birds: Moody 5, Scheibert 3, Story 3. Ties of 3,3 birds: 
Scheibert 3, Story 0, Ties of 9, 6 birds, 2iyds,: Schultz 4, Feist 8, 
Smith 2. Ties of 8, 5 birds, 2lyds.; Moody 4, Collins 4, Fish 0, An- 
drews 5, Brauner 3, Poole 8, Oehmig 4, Sherry 4, Downs 0, Fisher 3, 
Howard 2, Gombert 4, Sully 0. Ties of 4, 3 birds: Moody 2, Collins 2, 
Sherry 2, Gomberti. Ties of 2: Moody 2, Collins 1, Sherry 8. Ties 
of 7%, 2lyds. rise, 5 birds: Baker 5, Richards 4, Oakleaf 4, Riegleman 
0, Pope 5, French 4, Vine 5, Hess 5, Klinek, 3, Green 5, Dingens 6, Min- 
tonS. Ties of 5. Baker 0, Pope 2, Vine 1, Hess 3, Dingens 0. 

Contest No, 6, at 10 clays, was the closest of the tournament, and 
the subjoined seore tells how the boy shooter swept the field: 

At 18yds, rise—E. H. Smith (2lyds.) 10, J. C. Lineman (24yds,) 8, A. 
R. Jones 7, EB. Hudson (20yds.) 9, B, M. Moody (2lyds.) 10, John Feist 
(20yds.) 6, G. A. Moody 8, William Gombert 8, ©. J. Heinold 8, P, A. 
Poole 7, 1. H, Andrews 9, W. H. Bradley (20yds.) 8, P. Henry (8yds.) 
9, J, Beier, Jr. 7, A. Baker 9, P, Brauer, G. R. Vine 6, H. R. Frost 5, 
A. P. Pope (9yds_) 6, H. H. Fleischer (23yds.) 9, G. C. Luther (22yds.) 
6, H. R. Hess 8, Charles Wagner (22yds,) 10, H. B. Whitney (28yds.) 10, 
A, G. Cortney (24yds.) 6, James Sherry (9yds-) 9, W. Sully 5,W. Schei- 
bert (2lyds.) 7,8. Skuse 8 Geo. Barker (19yds.)3, GC. F. Hankin 7. H. 
W. Curtis 8, W. B. Page 8, J. Koch 8, M. E. Story 7, D. Mainz 7, W.8. 
Barnum 9, Charles Green 10, Otto Besser 10, J, Fisher 8, 
Ties of 10; Smith 4, Moody 4, Wagner 5, Whitney 5, Green 5, Besser 

0. Ties of 6: Wagner 5, Whitney 5, Green 5. Ties of 5, repeated: 
Wagner 4, Whitney 5, Green 5. Ties of 5, repeated: Whitney 5, Green 
4. Ties of 9: Hudson 5, Andrews 4, Heintz 5, Baker 1, Brauer 2, 
Fleischer 4, Sherry 4, Barnum 0. Ties of 2: Hudson 3, Heintz 3. Ties 
of 3; Hudson 3, Heintz 0. Ties of 6: Lineman 4, Moody 4, Gombert 4, 
Heinold 5, Bradley 5, Hess 5, Skuse 1, Barker 3, Curtiss 2, Page 0, 
Koch 2, Fisher 0. Ties of 7; Jones 3, Poole 4, Beier, Jr. 5, Scheibert 
‘ Sens 8, Story 8, Munz 1. Ties of 4: Poole 2, Beier, Jr, 1, Schei- 

ert 1, 
There was some dispute during the day at the first contest which 

was for amateurs. It had been decidec at a special meeting of the 
Audubon Club to bar out all who had been successful in winning 
prizes up to this stage of the tournament. The decision was based on 
the ground that the meeting was wider the auspices of the Audubons, 
and the match being at clay-pigeons instead of live birds, the rules of 
the State association should not goyern. These rules provide that 
sportsmen who have won a prize cannot enter amatew matches, but 
the conclusion of the Audubon Club was that if these regulations 
were observed, there would be an unsatisfactory number of entries. 
As was to be expected, this decision caused considerable feeling, 
although by many it was regarded as just. The Olean sportsmen 
and Queen City cluh, of Rochester, strongly objected to any such pro- 
ceeding, their objection being that by simply eat out only those 
who had won prizes‘6n this occasion, any professional/shooter, though 
he might have been successful in the contests up to this time, could 
enter against the amateur and haye a regular walk-away. However, 
this was of no avail, and the decision was unchanged, 

SEPT. 6. 

Another fine day met the marksmen and a large crowd, too, for it 
was a day of big matches and real pigeons. 
The first shoot of the day was the contest for the Pierce hadge. 

There were thirty-four entries, among them Fleischer, Bradley, H, 
M. Moody, Hudson, Courtney, Barnum, Fischer, Andrews and Wag- 
ner, some of the best shots in attendance at the shoot. The mate 
was at 15 live birds, 2iyds. rise, the competitor making the best score 
to take the badge, the one making the second best to take $75, and 
the one making the third best score to take $50. The scores on the 
first round were as follows: 

Fleischer i4, Fleischman 13, Whitney 15, Vine 14, Pope 13, Moody 13, 
Hebard 14, Beier, Jr, 12, French 18, Smith 14, Hankin 18, Schultz 13, 
Jones 18, Hudson 12, Heinold 13, Moody 11, Luther 15. Fischer 14, 
Franklin 14, Schiebert 18, Wagner 15, Downs 14, Koch 13, Taylor 13, 
Andrews 14. 

Ties of 15, 5 birds, 26yds. rise: Whitney 5, Luther 5, Wagner 1, Ties 
of 4, 5 birds, 3lyds.: Whitney 5, Luther4, Ties of 13, 5 birds, 26yds. 
rise: Fleischman 1, Pope 1, Moody 0, Hebard 4, French 0, Hankin 2, 
Schultz 0, Jones 5, Heinold 5, Scheibert 5, Koch 5, Taylor 0. 
The Pierce diamond badge, won permanently by young Whitmey, 

was presented tothe association in 1876 by Dr, R. V. Pierce, of this 
city, at that time president of the association. It cost $850. At the 
top is a gold bar pin, in which is wrought ‘‘R. V. Pierce Badge.”’ Sus- 
pended to it by gold straps is a gold shield artistically designed and 
beautifully worked. Shotguns cross the straps, and in the center isa 
pigeon with wings spread, holding in its bill a large solitaire diamond. 
At the tournament held that year in Buffalo the badge was won by 

At Rochester in 1879, George O. 
Luther, of Syracuse, was the lucky Nimrod. In 1880, at Seneca Falls, 
it was taken by H. A. Madison, of Brooklyn. Dr, W. Wynn, of the 
same city, carried it away in 1881, ard in 188% it fellto T. W. Green, 
of Nebraska, formerly of Richburg. Agreeable to the wishes of the 
State Association. the donor agreed to allow the badge to be finally 
contested for this year. : 
The victories of H. B, Whitney, a 16-year-old marksman, from 

Phelps, N. Y., on the previous days had already caused him to be 
known as the ‘‘Boy Wonder,"’ In every contest in which he engaged 
he had comé off winrer. When the shooting for the Pierce badge 
bezan, therefore, his work was watched with much interest, 

‘His yietory here gave the besb prize of the entire contest, as well as 
the money of the lesser ones, to the ‘“‘Boy Wonder.” He was exten- 
sively congratulated. His nerve is considered yery remarkable. To 
a reporter young Whitney said: ‘I was sixteen the 11th day of last 
June. Iam going to shoot at Geneva on Monday next." Hesaid he 
was born and raised at Phelps, and had done most of his shooting 
during vacation. He could not tell how many matches he had been 
in or how many prizes he had won, but he has been shooting since 
1882, In that year he had the best average im the Syracuse tourmey, 
He also made the best average in the Bradford tournanient this year, 
He said he used to use a Remington gun, but had discarded if for a 
Lefevre hammerless gun, ‘Just waituntil next year, and I'll show 
2em,’ the boy champion remarked, with a significant smile. 
The second and last contest of the day, shoot No. 8, was for the 

Dean Richmond trophy, valued at $1,150. This trophy is to be held 
by the winning club each year in trust, to be shot for by three mem- 
bers of a club in the Association, 20 single birds to each shooter. 
Bach team has its own puller. Jonathan Sidway. whose yoice sounds 
like a foghorn, was selected as caller. Mr, J, M. Georgeand Peter 
Heinz were chosen judges and Mr. J. M. Babeock referee. Theshoot 
opened at 4 o'clock. The callers had numbers on wads in his pocket 
corresponding to the number of the entry. He pulled them ont at 
random, and the contestants stepped up and shot or missed his bird. 
Bleyen rounds were gone through with in this manner before dark, 
with the following result: 

Peter Heinz, of he Audubons. 

Gold Spring Club, Buffalo.. Audubon Club, Buffalo. 
JO Manning... ... 11110111114 d PWisher........-- 11110111111 
L, Kappler....... ,. OTN A Downs......-...- 11110171011 
B F Robingon....,. 111111111130 E Taylor......... . 1011111171028 
Onondaga County Club, Syracuse. Niagara River Club, La Salle. 
GC Luther.... .-., 1011111 HM Moody...,.-...11911111111 
WH Hudson......-... 04119111101 G Barker, .....,..-. 010110111 
A G Courtney....-. 0111110111—28 EA Smith..., --....11101011111—28 

Gueen City Club, Buffalo. Forester Club, Buffalo. 
R Hawkins. .,,.--.- 11911110011 HR Jones.......... QLO1111 1111 
C Oehmig..-....... 11111110111 GSmith,...........11111111011 
Pesach ipeeens aes 0111111111128 RH Hebard........ 14210111111—29 
Monroe County Club, Rochester. Genesee County Club, Irondequoit 
H_N Stillson......-. 11011001110 A H Evershed..... SERERREREE! 
TH Andrews.......11111011111 Jas Sherry.......- 01111110011 

GT Stillson,....... 11111111171—28 G W Groneh....,.,.11111111111—20 

Supp. 6. 
The meeting wound up to-day, ‘The meeting has been, in the opin- 

ion of many present, a capital one, everything has passed off 

smoothly, and there has been no serious kicking. All’s well that 
ends well. To-day wasagood day for sport. The morning opened 
with just enough haze before the sun to do away with any glare, 

and some first-class shooting’ was done. It was late when the boys 
were called to the score, but they endeavored to make amends by 
quick work. Jonathan Sidway was always ready for any emergency, 
and his “one to score, two get ready,” isringing"in many a fellow's 

ears yet, ‘The interest in the Richmond trophy contest was well sus- 
tained, and local Sportsmen. did their level best fokeep the prize 
among them, butit has gone to the Genesee county club of Tronde- 
quoit, who also carried off the Livingston cup and all the tit bits in 
the bag. The following 1s the complete score: 

J OUMSTNINE ee eeu ees Ll tore 14110111111011101011—46 
L Kappler Spee Cae Pe erg ett Sgr -01391411911111111100 17 
BF Robinson.............. ef OP ere ee, 4191911111111111111 2053 

; F Audubon Qlub, Buffalo. ’ 
JP Fisher........ cne-,--..11110711111111111071—418 
A. Downs....... meciaiyy Teale wi 1111011 1011111101111—17 
avo ei hepa ee 10117111111010111011716—51 

Onondaga County Club, Syracuse. 
G C Litther,.... PERE Nine ta Hook os ..- 100901 119141101 1100117 
EV ERTASOM fed er ere ie HAT: 01117191101111111191_18 
ANG Golitneys eee al ne alee Poets’ 01917101119111171111—18—58 

Niagara River Clb, LaSalle. 
194179111191110110110—-16 

.-04103401791110171110—15 
E M Moody : 
G Barker......- ... 
EH Smith 11101014111111011101—16—47 

Qneen City Club, Buffalo. 
RoMawkhins.... 2... mS EES, (elodche igor 11411110011110114110—16 
CRORE Ee Geeen ee nen | act-fon lise ean enc 41414110171111011111—18 
ALAZOGHRE OMe Saye AG -Lun RUB Mi sitc\a shreds ee 0, 01491917710110111111—17— 61 

Forester Club, Buffalo. 
IT VRP GWSSo Salas ewe ee ee, pe eh eet 01091191111111110131—16 
GOSTIEH ee ease Ce etnies 11119191011111411111—19 
RHE reharde: 0 ee, eee, ae ee 11110111411011111111—19—83 

Monroe County Clib, Rochester, 
UOT SLU SOKL Gy -eeticeee san ap eet rd) Lett neat 1101100117 0111111101—16 
TR Anne Wao: soe ees an eee E eee 14111019411100111401—17 
Go Silisone yy sa, Se lee ie NEM 19010141911110011111—_18—51. 

Genesee County Club, Trondequoit. 
A TEU VOrsbed nee aad piaa eee tae aes 1199191191111111111110—-49 
LEME R UM CTILY ser aspen det wees ee eee 04911110011911141101—16 
CRAW- GrOnGH yi ee Newel, Cyr eee lee 11119111911111111111—20—58 
The wind-up shoot of importance was for the Livingston sports- 

men’s cup. It was presented in 1876 by Hon. James W. Wadsworth, 
of Genesee. It is a sterling silver bow! of a capacity of abouba gal- 
jon, and is ornamented by two guns crossed upon either side. The 
title of the club is neatly engraved on each side, Tt was first won b 
the Audubon Club of this city al Genesee. They lostit in 1877 at 
Syracuse to the Central Citys, but recovered it here the following 
year. In 1879 at Rochester if was won by the Woresters and in 1880 at 
Seneca Falis by the Fountain Gun Club of Brooklyn. In 1881 and 1882 
it was captured by the Genesee Sportsmen’s Club, Irondequoit. Th 
Was not shot for last year. 
The conditions were that the cup was to be shob for by two mem- 

bers of a club belonging to the association, sueh members to be resi- 
dents of the county in which their club is located. Witteen double 
rises each; entrance $30. The entrance fees to belong to the club 
holding the cup, ayd the team making the highest score to become 
the final owners of the cup, : 
The winners were A. Hyershed and G. W. Gronch, of the Genesee 

Club, of Irondequoit. The following is the score: 
Forester Club. Audubon Club, 

ISRO ES Pe ben te eee al DEE sIS oles wees eee 18 
Geo. Smith... .-.-225: 4... 26—46 Byron Schultz... ........_.85—48 

Genesee Club. Monroe County Club. 
A Eivershed,.. 9... . 0 .s22254 2d HH: Peischer:s! 2... 2 ae 
GW Croneh............ ..2..2b6—49° TH Andrews,.....2.20.0.0. 25—47 
There was much talk during the meeting as to the comparative 

merits, as targets, of live and clay-birds. The former was generally 
agreed upon as good sport, providing: the birds are wild pigeons and 
not too long in the coop. Tanied pigeons crammed into small boxes 
and sent many miles by railway, khocked and banged about, are not 
very apt to be strong on fhe wing, especially when they are fired like 
rockets out of plunge traps, they find themselves in the air stunned 
by the plunge before they know what struck them. Itis poor busi- 
ness anyway. oe j 

Mr. George, one of the judges, who 1s a keen and true sportsman 
after proper game, said that a very little would cause him to say that 
he would not shoot at pigeons from a trap any more, Referee Bab- 
cock, asportsman of the first water. agrees with him, and there 
were many on the ground whosaid: “Tf 161s impossible to get stroug 
wild birds, it is better to use clay-pigeons.*’ Thatis the mule that 
should be made and stuck to, itis one of the few instances where 
half a loaf is better than no bread. 
The Fly-Casting.—The tournament closed with a eontest of single: 

handed fly-casting. Three prizes were offered as follows: Wirst a 
split bamboo fly-rod, donited by Fred Malleson, New York; value 

$25, Second, a snakewood bow, donated by A, Thorns, Buffalo, N. 
¥.ivulue$i0. Third, a Cruttenden fly-rod, donated by Will H. Crut 
tenden; value $6. Some very fine casting was witnessed, The first) 
prize was won by W. 5. Barnum of Syracuse, the second by A. M. 
blay of Buffalo, and the third by Jonathan Sidway of Buffalo. Tha 
judges were H. 0, French and W. D, Davis, and the veteree was 
R, V, Pierce. 

JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS vs. UNION.—The Jersey City Heights 
Gun Club and the Union Gun Club, of Spring Valley, shot a friendly 
match on Saturday, Sept, 6, on the Jersey City Heizhts elub grounds 
at Marion, Jersey City; 10 msn on each side, at_clay-pigeons, ibyds, 
rise, 5 traps, screened; J. Blauvelt, referee; A. Heritage, scorer: 
Jersey City Heights Gun Club. Union Gun Club, of Spring Valley. 

hie atote etme .0100110101—5 +~Towner......-.---.445 0011001110—5 
StL Uy SMR SS 4a ane an 011101011—7 Van Riper ..---,-.0111110000—§ 
Townsend............ 1111011011—8 Tomkins.....-..----. 0111111101—8 
Seigler.............- -1110011111—8 S§inell ....... fie bee 1101001000—4 
Litehenburg.......... OI1I1000—G Jerséy......21---...2: 0010110111—6 
IW eine. Ba eeereboebat TATOL01— 8 Waller. 0). ay. ee 0100100101 —4 
Hughes.... ... ...1001010010—4 Blackledge ... ..... .0111111100—7 
Yerrington. ..0001011111—6 Wisher,...... -....... 14111011010 —7 
Van Brunt..... . 1100110101—6 Dunlap... .... css 0041100010—4 
Von Lengerke........ MOWI—9 Christopher.........- 0100000011—3 

67 58 

JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS GUN CLUB.—Resular monthly shoot 
at pigeons for silver cup Aug. #5; use of two barrels, the second 
barrel (denoted by figure 2 in score) counts half « bird; 24 to 28yds. 
rise; 5 traps: 
1S Costin tN ey ees ede 2112311 Sle Maher......-.---- 2515 1121021—5 
VT Ye a ey pape ny are eee ed 211121254 Camom.......-,.- --. -O121111—6 
Von Lengerke.. 1112111644 Heritaze........ ..... 11211116 
Seigler Gummins ...... ae 11d111—? 
Terry.... Fisher... .2...-..--+: :2121121—61g 
Bird. Van Brunt_..,-.-: ... 2211112—5h6 ey, FORD TOBA YRE Wn 
Resulting in killing: 7) 

WEBSTER, Mass., Sept. 5.—Thereé was a friendly contest to-day be- 
tween the Charlton Gun Club, of Charlton, and the Webster Rod and 
Gun Club, of this town, on the grounds of the latter he following ~ 
is the result in detail; 

Charlton Gun Club. Webster Rod and Gun Club. 
HE Brown......: 1001111111—8 BSmith. 2.2... 2. 1110111141—9 
© Holmes........ 1011111110—8 eg, Bates eo: ce: 1110111011—8 
J Warren..:..... 1000110111 —6 B Waters).....--.. 04141111018 
¥ Knight ...,....0110111000—5 @ Pawers... ..-: »1110111011—8 
FW Pike ...... ...1000110001—4 A Graham... ... .1010000101—4 
OW Pike........5 0000110001334 RTodd...,,,.....1001000110—4—41 

CINCINNATI, O., Sept. 5, 188,—East Hod Gun Club weekly prac- 
tice shoots. Score of Aug. 25, at 20 single clay-birds, 18yds. rise, 5 
raps 
Winer, C1110 WOW C01 —14 
Schatzman Wid 110s 11011 17 
Wt ARAG Sone dit OAT 1111-16 
Given 11011 11100) 1111-17 
@alerey peee ens 10011 AOL = 11011 —17 
Smith, J 10001 10100 01000— % 
(eb Gieiee, ASS Rb h hte poe 10000 = 00010 »=— 00110— 5 

Scores made Sept. 4, 20 singles, i8yds rise, and 20 doubles (10 pairs) 
15yds, rise: ; : 
Wagner....11010 11111 11100 00101-2381 0110101700 11001010 1010 
W Smith, . 11110 11100. 10100 1110148 0010707010 11 01 11 11 10—12 
Milet....... 01001 01110 10100 01000— 8 1000001000 10000000 00— 3 
Cole. ,....2- 11041 1174] 11141 11111—19 000010791 10 111010 11 10—11 
Henry t+. 11117 10101 11001 1010114 1010101010 111010 01 00—10 
Irwin......-. 1114 10110 01110 1110114 0101 1111 11> 41:01 11 00 00—18 
Schatzman 01111 11001 10011 0110113 1077107771 0111 11 001145 
Smith, J... 00000 00010 11011 0100i— 7 1110000311 111041 11 11—15 

BRADFORD, Pa,, closed a tournament on the 22d ult, The highest 
average was obtained by Henry B. Whitney, of Phelps, N. Y., the 
phenomenal sixteen-year-ald shooter. He broke 72 clay-pigeons out 
of a possible 76 and won the first prize. 1b 1s certainly a remarkable 
yictory for a boy among so mauy old crack shots. Meaders took the, 
second prize, $25, by pars gc 1 pigeons. The tournamentproved 
highly successful and will enhance the already excellent reputation 
of the Bradford Shooting Club. Visitors and the club are delighted 
with the result, and look tonward to a similar reunion next year. 

~ 

q 



NORTHSIDE GUN GCLUB.—Match at Woodside, L. L., Sept. 3, for 
club medal, Winholz 26yds., rest 24: 

Winhelz.- . 1111-7 H Whalen... 11141117 
Manning --1111011—6 es -0111143—6 
Grace... . .0011111—5 ..0110101—4 
Duryea. . ..1111011—6 1100141—7 
Dr Franz ..1110111—6 -1111111—7 
WMoéler............. WMI —7 ~“Pfaender.._..... ....-.: 0010111—4 

Ties of 7—8 birds; Winholz (28yds,) 3, Moller and Evers (26yds.) 3, 
Whalen and Barlow (26yds.)2. Second tie—Wiunholz (30yds.) 2, Mdller 
and Evers (i8yds.) 3. Third tie (28yds.)—Moller 1, Evers 2. 
: Clay-Pizeon Sweepstake. — 
Winholz. ..10101101011111101111—15  Pfaender. .0011110101111011 —11 
Dr Franz. .01111011111111110010—15 Hberhardt,11111101111110111101—17 
Manning . 1001000110 —4 Whalen ...10110111111111100111—16 
Kroger... .010000111101100 —" 
H.N, Terrett, referee. 

JENNETTE GUN CLUB,—September 2.—To day a few gentlemen 
were called out to have a private pigeon shoot at New Dorp, Staten 
Island, Some excellent scores were recorded, A most sumptuous 
repast was provided, and the outing was a most enjoyable one to all. 
Subjoined are the scores at 25yds.+ 

First Team. Second Team. 
WARE EY epee be ne 1110011010— 9 Otten. -....-........ 1111110111— 9 
Bish ies See TV etieres, sa. o2.i4. 1111111110— 9 
Tmtemame : i 2ccse. so. 1111111101— 9 Castenbein.... .._... 1111011011— 8 
AW Cordts.._:..,..0011111111— 8 C Disch...............1101111111— 9 
(Otis ee ee -1111101110— 8 .-1111131010— 8 Hanshow,.,,...... 

> 44 43 

MERIDEN, Conn., Sept 2.—The shoot for the Individual State 
medal took place Aug, 27 and was won by E, A. Birdsey of the Par- 
ker Gun Club of Meriden, Conn., 28 men shot for the medal at 50 
pigeons each, the pigeons were well trapped and the peculiar Meri- 
den twist prevented any high scores being made. Following are 
some of the best: Birdsey 35, Penn 387, Folsom 37, Ives 37, Goodrich 
87, Baker 35. 

BVANSVILLE, Ind., Aug. 29.,—The State Shooting Tournament 
caine off at the Base Ball Park to-day, and the State medal was won 
by the Crescent City Club of this place, The match was shot strictly 
to rule, and considering the hard double birds shot at, the scores were 
food, Fhe contestants were the Crescent City, Evansville, Boonville 
and Lamasco clubs, the latter furnishing two teams. The match 
went off nicely, there being an entire absence of all ‘kicking.’ Below 
are fhe scores: 

Crescent, City Gun Club. 

Single Double, 
ae: hiyaaeine os SD ATP O SCE ENTS ETE 1111010101 10 00 00 10 00— 9 
att | en ee Ee SS Se ee 1111100111 O1 O01 00 00 01—11 
PROCES Seah tae sada Sa et see Pasi 4110111111 01 01 11 01 11—16 
NaS IE Soe eS et straits « of 0100111011 it io) Tals - 
LET) a hl Se 1101111101 00 11 10 10 10-18-64 

Lamaseo Gun Club—No, 1. 
PETAL We Lee. een ee. 52 byte, 1111110010 10 10 11 10 11—14 
ALONG DECE Wes ee 1. eee et 1111011001 11 01 10 11 00—13 
(Oeil eas gata eas a ree 0717101111 10 00 10 10 11—18 
(aes. yangeng odes aad 1101010101 10 10 10 00 NO— 9 
SOHOTIS RCN Me tela 4a se ey! 01101091171 00 00 60 01 10—10—59 

Eyansville Gun Club, g 
COL ae ae ee ee ee 5 ee Seed 1111111110 10 10 10 00 01—18 
GRY tere ss to. Fafa eetee 15 er oe 0110110111 10 11 11 01 11—15 
TEXni li hea, wer ee ele i Mey pamie, f 0011101004 10 10 10 10 10—10 
CML pinay tuts eRe Rare ee Dee eee 1111001100 10 10 10 10 10—11 
TIC Agille Sie Wik otc ea oiohfeta dese ne 0000001111 10 00 11 10 10— 9—58 

Boonville Gun Club. 
UNSIWeyb Sant 5455 5 456 4 445 5 Sane ~ ALT1101101 10 00 10 10 11—13 
Tivol barley Gaon S50 OR Sage ena 1111101110 10 11 17 10 10—13 
TETSU Es See Os Re oe 0000011100 11 01 00 19 10-10 
aknlings. Ages GobCEE Sees geamseebd 0100001110 10 10 01 10 10— 9 
LE SGiries 4 02 = eee ABSA e BAe St B Be. 1111011001 11 00 00 10 00—10—55 

TLomasco Gun Club—No. 2. 
VERTIS ree S eden pees pulibiiny! oa 1101101110 10 10 00 10 00—10 
TUN SSIR ULC 2h Se ate eee ate pees ee are eter ae 1110107101 01 00 11 00 10—11 
Koepke....-.- 1010111100 10 O1 01 01 01—11 
Baumgartner 0111011011 01 00 10 00 00— 9 
F Smith. ..:.. 0011000000 00 10 00 10 10— 5—46 

At the close of the shoot the following challenge was sent: 
“To the President of the C, C, Gun Club: According to the rules, 

any organized elnb in the State of Indiana has a right to challenge 
you to coutest for the State medal at any time during the year, 
Therefore, m behalf of the Evansville Gun Club, I challenge you to 
shoot for said medal against a team of five members from said club, 
time and place to be set by you (as per rules) only stipwating that 
the match must be on a, week day. Would add that the sooner you 
give us a date the better we will be pleased... M. Giueert, Presi- 
dent Eyansville Gun Club,”’ 
The Marion Club, of Iadianapolis, have a grand tournament Sept. 

12 and 13, and Shoot at clay-birds and live pigeons. The purses are 
large and well worth striving for. 

MALDEN GUN CLUB, Sept. 6.—The Malden Gun Club’s shoot at 
Wellington to-day resulted as follows: 

1. Five clay-pigeons—De Rochmont first, James second, Brown 
third, : 

_ 2. Wive birds—Adams first, De Rochmont second, James third. 
8, Five blackbirds—Snow first, De Rochmont and Adams divided 

second, James third, 
4, Vive flass balls—De Rochmont first, Dutton second. Snow third, 
5 Tive blackbirds—Gould first, De Rochmont second, Dutton third. 
6. Three pairs clay-pigeons—De Rochmont first, Dutton and Adams 

divided second, Gould third. 
7. Ten elay-pigeons—Gould first, Hopkins and De Rochmont divided 

second, Dutfon third. 
8. Five birds—Dutton and Hopkins divided first, De Rochmont 

second, Adams third. * 
9. Vive cGlay-pigeons, straightaway—Dutton and De Rochmont 

divided first. Snow second, Hopkins third, 
10, Five clay-pigeons—Duitton and Gould divided first, Hopkins 

second, Suow third. 
il. Five birds—Snow first, De Rochmont second. 
The gold medal was taken by Mr. Dutton. 

AKRON, O., Aug. 18:\—The teams of the Akron and Cleveland Gun 
Glubs shot their first match of a series of three at Akron to-day, and 
the Clevelands won with a good deal to spare. The teams numbered 
twenty-three men each, and each man shot at 15 clay-pigeons at 
15yds. rise from three screened traps. The Cleveland team with some 
twenty guests went down on the Valley road, arriving at Akron at 10 
o'clock. They were at once escorted to the base-ball park, where the 
match was shot in squads of five. All the birds were fast and low 
drivers. and the Cleveland average of 11 was a yery good one. There 
was a fine atteodance at the park, many of the audience being ladies. 
Mr. J. J. Clark of Canton. was referee and officiated well The 
shooting closed at 3:30, and the Clevelanders were well entertained 
by the Akron Club. The scores follows: 

Cleveland Gun Club.—M, Silsby 11, A. Reynolds 13, O. F. Lewis 9, A. 
Knerem 7, F’. Tamblyn 9, W. M. Neff 15, P. B. Sherman 9, W. Harris 
12, D. G. Powers 12, G. Newbury 13, L. O. Jones 12, J. P, O'Neil 9. F. 
Chamberlin 13, A. Sterling 11, A. Smithnight 9, J. Heme9, O. Ball 6, 
J, Cox 14, F. Wallace 18, W. Huntington 13, ©. A. Calhoon 14, R. E, 
Shelden 13,7. White 7. Total, 253, 
Akron Gus Ciub—J. Seitz 11, J. Hart 3, F. Buchtel 9, B. Jones §, J. 

Young 11, ©. E. Shelden 8, N. Danforth 9, B. J. Clark 9, D. Waters 8, 
W. G, Jacobs 6, George Hopkins 12, H. C. Wells 6, T. C. Lamb 7, R. B. 
Morgan 5, F. Wettach 9, D. F, Morgan 13, Dr. Crane 10, M. Shornton 3, 
H, B. Cahoon 10, R. Taylor 10, L. Willetts 8, F. Mustell 8, N. O. Freer 
7. Total, 188. 
The second match will be shot at Cleveland in about a month, and 

the final one at Akron. After the team match sweepstake shooting 
was taken up, 

THE Roya Horm, Picton, Ont,, Aug. 19, 1884. 
Enterprise Manufacturing Co., Akron, O.: 
GunTLeMEx—For the first time I gave your Luminous Fish Bait a 

trial, and I gave it a thorough one. I went with the judge of this 
county, and we had reyalsport, My first capture was a seyen pound 
black bass; afterwards we tookia many, varying from two to five 
pounds My catch was pronounced here as unequalled. No one had 
éver seen a bass of that size here. It was caught with your “fying 
helgramite,”’ which I regard as a killiug bait. I used itagainst a 
“Buell” and a‘tChapman’’ spoon and came out on top, I presented it 
to Judge Gillett on our return. Yours truly, C, P. HumpHReys. 
Wée receive compliments daily of our Luminous Artificial Fish Bait 

capturing some of the grandfathers of the finny tribe, as it isa known 
fact that game fish feed only at night; our Luminous bait attracts them 
in deep or roily water and especially after dark. Helzramites Nos, 

, 1, 2, 3, 7c. each, 3 for $2; crystal minnow, Dexter spoon and soft 
tubber frog with fly, 60c. each, 2for$1. Above sent postpaid on 
ceipt of price.—ENTERPRISE M’r’c Co,, Akron, O.—ddy, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Canoeing. 
Canonisrs are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 

club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu- 
nications of interest, 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested tosend to Foresr AND 
STREAM then’ addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forms? anp Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, naaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and al] items relating 
to the spurt. 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 13.—Bayonne C. C., Fall Races. 
Sept. 20.—Knickerbocker C. C., Fall Races. 
Sept. 27.—New York CG. C., Fall Races. 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 
Fourteenth Paper. 

CENTERBOARDS. 

N all decked canoes of classes A and B, which include 
probably two-thirds of the canoes used in America, sail- 

ing qualities have of late been considered as of even more 
importance than paddling, and the sailing powers of these 

boats have been developed to an extent never thought of by 
the first canoeists. Almost the first quality in a sailing boat 

is its lateral resistance, by reason of which it can be sailed 
to windward, and to secure enough in a canoe one of two 
things is necessary, a fixed Keel, or a centerboard; the lee 

board being too clumsy a device to be of use in a canoe, 

though at one time occasionally used. An exception may 

be made here to the double leeboard used on the Canadian 

canoes, which may be handled on an open canoe, 

but will not answer for a decked one. There are a number 

of considerations on both sides of the question of keel vs. 

centerboard, and as no geieral rule is possible, we will notice 

the leading points on either side, leaving the canocist to de- 

cide for himself after weighing them. 

First—efficiency; the two are about equal as to latera] 
resistance and handling if the keel be rockered, otherwise the 

centerboard beat will turn more easily, and the double board 

is decidedly better than the keel when running free, Second 

—strength and weight; the keel boat will be stronger and 

lighter than any centerboard boat can be, but the latter can 

be built strong enough without being too heavy, Third— 

durability ; the keel is not liable to accident and derangement as 
all boards are,and there is less danger ot leakage, while the boat 

will stand more rough usage, Fourth—expense; the keel will 

cost usually from $15 10 $25 less than a board of proper con- 

struction. Fifth—convenience; the keel boat gives more 

room inside, but will not stand upright on shore as the flat- 

bottomed centerboard will, which is a great disadvantage in 

landing, sleeping on shore and in packing stores aboard, 

and sometimes dangerous in running aground. On the other 

hand, a flat keel, as now built for centerboard, allows the 

canoe to rest in an upright position when on land, a very 

great convenience, 

Whatever style of board may be adopted, to secure the 

best results it must be placed as nearly as possible in the 

proper position; but again the question of accommodation 

comesin. The best position fora board is, in most boats, 

with the center of its immersed portion about under the 

center of lateral resistance of the hull and the center of effort 

of the sails; but in a canoe, in order to obtain room for sit- 

ting and sleeping, the board must be considerably forward 

of this if a trunk is required for it, and it may be moved for- 

ward witbout much harm, provided the aftersail is reduced 

in consequence. The only detriment to this plan would be 

that while the boat would balance properly on a wind with 

the board down, she would need a larger mizzen when in 

shoal water with board up. To avoid this disadvantage two 
plans are adopted, either to place the board well forward and 

add a second board aft, or to use a folding board that will 

not requirea large trunk, and may be placed in any part of 

the boat. 

eties, all of them patented, descriptions of which will be 

found in our advertising columns, 

The question of weight in a centerboard is also an import- 
ant one. Most sailing canoes require some ballast, and in 
this form it can be carried lower than in any other way, as 

a drop of 18in. below the keel is allowed by the rules. The 

weight being so low down will make the boat much stiffer 
than inside ballast can, and its yalue will be found when 

running, as it will steady the boat greatly. The extra 

weight is of little account in handling, as the boards may be 

lifted out on landing so that the canoe and trunks will weigh 
no more than a canoe with fixed board. Several instances 

have occurred of canoes with heavy boards capsizing under 
racing sail until water poured into the well, but coming up 

safely and continuing. 
The double board plan presents many advantages for a 

canoe, the center of the boat is entirely clear of trunk, lever 

or gear, leaving plenty of room for sleeping, with two 

boards; if properly worked the boat may be handled to per- 

fection in tacking, the canoe falling off quickly when the 

forward board is raised, and luffing when it is lowered and 
the after one raised, while in running free the after board 

steadies the boat greatly. The objection on the score of 
weight is but small, as both boards may be lifted out easily, 

when the weight of the two trunks is no more than that of 

most folding boards, while the boards themselves are ballast 
in its best shape. The smaller or after board will weigh 
from 7 to 12lbs,, the forward one from 15 to 60lbs., as de 

Of the latter class of boards there are several vari-- 
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sired, or for light winds it may even be made of wood. These 

boards are also made so that a portion of the weight may be 
removed, as will be deseribed further on, 

The first point of importance in building a centerboard 

boat is the trunk for the board. In a boat of any size, a 

sloop or catboat, of 16ft. or upward, the trunk would be 
composed of two pieces of oak called bed pieces as long as 

the trunk, and for a small sailboat, 2x4in. placed on edge 

and bolted to the kcel on each side of the slot, strips of can- 

ton flannel, painted with thick white lead, being laid between 

them and the keel. At each end of the slot are “‘headledges”’ 
also of oak, 2 or 3in. wide, ina fore and aft direction, and 

as thick as the width of the slot, which should be large 
enough to allow for the board swelling when wet. The slot 

being cut in the keel the headledges are driven into it at each 
end and a rivet put through each and the keel, then the bed- 

pieces are put in place with the flannel between and bolted 

down to the keel, rivets being also driven through their 
ends and the headledges. The sides of the trunk are made 

of dry pine from 1 to 14ins. thick fora sailboat, riveted at 

the ends to the headledges, the seams betweon the sides and 
the bedpieces being caulked. 

Such a construction is too heavy, and, besides, unneces- 

sary in a light boat; the headledges are retained, but no bed- 

pieces are put in. The headledges will be from # to 2in, 

thick, according to the thickness of the board, and 1+in. 

wide, of spruce. They are set into the keel as shown in 

Fig. 11. The sides of the trunk are of well-seasoned and 

clear wood, usually white pine, although mahogany is more 
durable. A tongue is planed on the lower edge, tin. wide 

and deep (see Fig, 11), and a corresponding groove is ploughed 

on each side of the slot. The sides are 2in. thick on lower 

edge, for a large board, but may be tapered down to #in, at 

the top, as shown, to save unnecessary weight. Some care 

and neatness is required to make tight work; the sides are 

tongued on their lower edges, then fastened together, side by 

side, with a few small brads, and cut to the same shape; 

then ihe insides are painted, a strip of brass being first 

screwed to the inside of each to prevent wear, then they are 

carefully adjusted, with the headledges in place between 

them, and a few screws put in temporarily to hold them 

while rivetting, They are then fastened together by copper 

nails through sides and headledges, about 1din. apart, the 

nails being also rivetted over burrs. Two or three pieces of 

wood, as thick as the headledges, are now laid in the trunk 

to prevent it or the keel from coming together in planking, 

and are not removed until the boat is finished, or the trunk 

may close slightly. Now the grooves in the keel are painted 

with thick white lead, the trunk is driven down into place 

and clamped fast, rivets are put through the kec! and each 

headledge, then the holes are bored forthe screws. These 

latter are of brass, ;4; to tin, diameter and 34in. long, The 

holes are bored full depth with a small bit, then a larger one 

ig run in for a distance equal to the shank of the screw, the 
latter is screwed firmly in and filed smooth. In fastening 

such work all joints that are painted must be thoroughly 

fastened while the paint is fresh, or they will leak. The 

after trunk will come ou the deadwoods, and it may he 

necessary to set in a solid bedpiecc, on which the trunk is 

set, as above, the sides, however, being thinner, 

Trunks are sometimes made of galvanized iron, but are 

liable to rust and are not as good as wood. If the sides of 

the trunk are thick enough holes aresometimes bored through 

them from top to bottom and bolts driven down through the 

keel, preyenting them from splitting. In canoes the trunks 
are usually open on top, so that the boards may be lifted out. 

The after board may be of zinc, galvanized iron or cop- 

per fin. thick, about 15 to 18in. long. It is hung by two 

strips of brass £xtin., or even thinner, one on each side of 

the board, to which they are fastened by a rivet through 

both and the corner of the board. At the top they are both 

riveted to a small handle, by which they may be lifted out 

A braided cord is used to raise and lower the board, being 

spliced into a brass eye in the after uppercorner. This vord 

runs over a brass pulley fitted on deck, which is also movable. 

The heavy boards are usually of plate iron galvanized, 
and are from + to #+in, thick, the latter weighing 60 pounds, 
A square board, as is usual in sailboats, would bring too 

much weight at the top, to avoid which that portion of the 
board within the case is cut away until only an arm, sufli- 

cient to steady the board in the case, is left. The board is 

first cut to shape out of boiler plate of the required thick 
ness, then it is filed smooth at all corners and angles and re- 

duced to a thickness of in. at the upper after corner 

where the lifting gear is fastened, and at the lower forward 

corner where the pin hole is. Next the board is galvanized 
and then it is ready for the fittings. Sometimes cast-iron is 

used, but it is liable to break. The Pearl canoe has two 

boards of Muntz metal, one of 68 pounds for racing. 

Another form of board was described in Forest AND 

Srream of May 4 and June4, 1882, in which the frame work 
was of wrought iron, with sides of sheet iron, leaying a space 
inside in which a plate of lead could be inserted. By this 

device a light or heavy board could be had, while the weight 
was divided for carrying. If the board be fixedin the canoe 
a brass bolt is put through it and the trunk, on which it 

turns, but the usual plan is to fit the board to lift out, The 

board is hung from a brass rod, or between two brass strips, 
as described for the small board, the top having a handle, 

and also a catch to prevent the lifting rod from pulling for- 
ward. Ariyetis also put through the keel to retain the 
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jower end of the rod, If the board does not weigh over 
thirty pounds it is raised and Jowerea by a single pennant of 
braided cord. Tyo brass plates are rivetted, one on each 

side of the board, at its upper after corner, and a brass 

thimble in which the lifting line is spliced, plays on a rivet 
through their upper ends. A. pulley is placed on deck, from 

which the cord leads to a cleat. 
Por 1 heavier board a purchase must be used, a chain made 

of flat links side by side, is fastened to the centerboard by 
two large links, a rubber ball is then slipped on to the chain 
to set as a butter, and 2 single brass block is lashed to the 

end of the chain, The deck pulley over which the chain 

yuns has a sheave with a square groove to take the chain, 
and is also fitted so ag to slide into place on deck, or be 

readily removed, without taking it off the chain, A brass 

Hlock is also lashed to the lifting rod at deck, and the line is 

yove by making one end fast to the tail of this block, leading 
through the other block, ou the chain, and back through the 

first block, thence to a cleat. By taking hold of the chain 

near the pulley with one hand, and of the lifting handle 

with the other, the pulley may be disengaged and the board 

readily lifted ont. 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

Tou the Members of the American Canoe Association: 
GENTLEMEN—I find it necessary to call your attention to Article 

XL. of the by-laws: ‘Hach member shall send into the secretary by 
Oot, 15 of cach leas a log of such cruises as he may have made, 
noling especially the condition of such waters as he may have 
cruised on, rapids, dams, shoals, good and bad camping places and 
all items of yalue to other canoeists.*’ I particularly request that 
those members who haye made cruises to or from the Grindstone 
Island meet, in part or whole, will send mea condensed report of 
same at their ¢arhest convenience, not only that they may be placed 
on file in this office, but with the hope that they may, af no distant 
day, be published in book form as a reliable guide for canoeists who 
miy wish to cruise on the waters mentioned. It is also necessary 
that I call your attention to Article I, of the by-laws regarding the 
payment of annual dues; 

S = « ‘Hach subsequent annual puyment shall be one dollar, and 
shall be payable at the annual Congress. If not paid within two 
months thereafter, the secretary shall notify the members in arrears 
and if, at the end of oné month more, the dues are still unpaid, the 
membership shall be forfeited, and the member’s name stricken from 
the roll, except in case of absence from the country or other sufficient 
reason.’ 

Tl urgently request that all members who have not complied with 
this law, will do so at once. Money should he sentin P. O. notes or 
orders on ‘Saratoga Springs, N.Y. I woultt also say to those mem- 
bers who have not reported their canoes to me that they will be fur- 
nished with blanks on which to do so, if they will apply to me for the 
same. It is only necessary that all canoes belonging to members of 
the Association be registered, as the committee haying the 1885 
regatta in hand will insist on the strict letter of the law being en- 
forced. Therefore no canoe not registered with the secretary will be 
allowed to enter amy of the A. (. A. races. 

Quads. A. NEpE, Secretary and Treasurer A, C. A, 
SEORETARY’s Orrice, Schuylerville, N. ¥., Sept. 1, 1884. 

Hditer Korest aud Stream: 
A, ©. A. Camp 1884 is over, and more experience has been added to 

the slock accumulated by racing canoeists, Formst AnD STREAM has 
begin a good course in suggesting certain improvements in future 
arrangements. The regatta committee will meet at a very early 
date and will be glad to have the benefit of suggestions from an. 
practical canocists. These will be much more serviceable than eriti- 
eisms ata later date. Therefore let any such canoeist write his ideas 
immediately for publication in these columns, and they shall receive 
due eousideration in making programme and regulations for 1885. 

REGATTA COMMITTEE. 

THE DROWNING OF MR. ALLEN. 

NE of the saddest accidents that has happened in the records of 
canoeing in this country is told in the following letter from Mr. 

James A, Alien, of Buffalo, whose son, Mr, Arthur Allen, of the Buat- 
falo C. C., was drowned in Lake Erie on Aug. 30, Ttis but two weeks 
since we published Mr, Allen’s note about the Canoe Club, of which 
he was atniost enthusiastic member. His death is one of those acci- 
dents which sometimes happen in spite of care or skill; bub it is not 
necessary to condemn the sport as dangerous on account of it, rather 
let usresolve to use still greater care than heretofore, to consider 
wellall risks, and to look more carefully, above all to the proper 
aprons and hatches so necessary in_rough water, but which heme 
seldom used, are often neglected, We sympathize deeply with Mr. 
Allen in his great misfortune, as the loss is not only his, but a loss to 
all canovists. 

Bditor Forest and Stream: ‘ 
Your letter of Aug. 30 to my son Arthur, acknowled ging the receipt 

of his communication, published in your journal on the 28th, was re- 
ceived only after his death. Ashe was an ardent lover of aquatic 
sport and had been for about four years a very diligent reader of the 
FoREST AND StRWAM, as wellas at times a contributor to its pages, I 
have fell certain that [ could count upon your interest in him, and 
have thought that a brief note from me, giying an account of the 
necident in which he Jost his life, might not be unacceptable to you. 

Tn the cultivation of manly exercises it is a necessity that in very 
large part the pursuit should rest with lads im the flower of their 
ealy physical development, before they have acquired that ripe 
maturity and soberness of Judgment, which becomes later one of the 
compeusations of a more advanced and less athletic period of exist- 
ence. A little more than this is true; for since the world began there 
has been, not here and there but always, a perilous wine in the blood 
o£ youth, leading it to court dangers for the sake of danger, an utter 
buoyancy of heart that scorns all thought and fear of death, and 
which, as human life has moved along, has filled the pages of liter- 
ature and story with its most moving scenes, Deeply as we are 
foreed 40 mourn when trafic results follow, we cannot blame, for we 

could not if we would alter the Fapulbes and instinets which stir so 

mightily in the breasts of the youth of perfect mould and prowess 
and push them on to meet dangers voluntarily incurred and to grapple 
with emergencies which in a different mood they ceuld so well and 
easily avoid. L 

Between 2anud3 o'clock on Saturday, the 30th, my son started to 
take his canoe, which he had named the Surf, back to the club boat 
house in front of Fort Porter, from the shop of Mr, Hingston, the 
builder, on the line of the canal near the foot of Jersey street, where 
it Had been for Some days foraslight repair. The boat could have 

heen iaken home by the route of the canal by its being lifted with 

assistance into the Black Rock harbor over an mteryening wall. The 

ouly obher course was to paddle up the canal to the Erie Basin, and 

thence crossing three-fourths of a mile of open lake which lay be- 

faveen the basin and the end of the Bird Island pier, enter the Black 

Rock harbor. A strong southwest wind was blowing to land from off 
the lake, and the séa was running yery high and angry, so much so 

that the raised tracks of the railroad opposite the lake were wet, and 

the spray was tossing and falling around the rows of cars that stood 

in the vicinity. Artbur struck out to paddle the race for life or death 

across this stretch of open foaming Jake. Ido not dotbt that he 

reasoned rightly in holding thatthe trip was one perfectly feasible 

to him to take, all the conditions preserved, only as is shown clearly 

by the event, he did not leave a just margin of allowance for contin- 

gencies. He had crossed about three-fourths of the distance to be 

overcome when itissaid by an eye witness that he was observed to 

be standing in his canoe; ibis supposed that probably the rudder was 

then broken and that he was tryipg to unship it, fy 

The next yiew of him was in the water to the windward of his boat, 

swimming behind it. Butthe unballasted canoe being driven sideways 

shoreward by winds as well as waves, ib was not possible tor him to 

reachit, After some moments of swimming, the canoe being blown 

near the shore abreast of the formidable projecting piles and rocks 

that form the buttress of the railway tracks against the sea, the brave 

boy, either exhausted or drawn in by undertow, sank down to rise no 
more. Only one man was found atthe scene daring enough to at- 

tempt a rescue. The boat in which he started out was speedily 

swamped, though the lad making the venture was happily saved, 

The body of my son was discoyered about noon on Tnesday in Black 

Rock Harbor, in theneighborhood of the water works, caughtamidst 

sonie stay pieces of boards and timber near the line of the break~ 
water. Tihs watch found upon his person stopped ab seven minutes to 

‘ 

five, which must mark nearly thé time when his brave, loving and 
manly heart ceased to beat. At 9 o’clovk the same evening the pierc- 
ing message reached me at the island resort of Manisses, where Iwas 
resting, and by the boat of the following day Lsetmy face homeward. 
The sun lay bright on the shores of the Narragansett as we steamed 
upward from the ocean, and the lordly Hudson and placid Mohawk 
have been rarely more lovely than as my train skirted them on that 
fair ist of September; but a veil of mist and cloud was in my eyes 
and heart, andl could think only of the drowned body of my dear 
son weltering in the waters, and of the broken prop and stay of my 
declining years. His remains were interred on Thursday, the 4th, at 

orest Lawn Cemetery, amidst the soothing burial service of the 
ehurch in which he was reared. 
Arthur was an expert yachtsman, haying been one of the crew of 

the sloop Scud in the Cleveland regatta of July 4, 1888, contesting 
the second class race, the Scud fairly winning the first place, but 
being ruled second, owing to a change of regulations regarding the 
finish not known to the sloop, which had made alate arrival on the 
morning of the race, having barely time to take position and enter, 
His yachting cruises to all points in the lower part of the lake during 
the last three seasons have been very numerous, Point Abino being 
thé more usual destination, but oecasional trips were made to un- 
kirk, Long Point, Bay View, Angola, Wind Mill Point, ete. 
The canoe club, as is shown in his communication of the 28th, has 

been very recently formed, but at a little regattain the harbor on the 
xed, he was the winner of a silk flag, the prize of one of the races, 

Erect in figure, of marked and clear-cut features, elastic in move- 
ment, blithe and buoyant in disposition, wearing upon his face, as 
nature's gift to him, a pléasant smile, the mirror of a happy heart, 
his lovers cored the whole of his acquanitance, The tokens of 
esteem and affection which have been paid to his memory on the 
part of his young friends and admirers in all ways have been of the 
most touching description, As oné whose familiar knowledge had 
been greatest and longest, itis my right and privilege to say of him 
that im soberest verity he was the sweetest and sunniest soul boru 
into time whom I had ever known. His years lacked one month and 
three days of twenty-one. 
_Let me close this brief, sad note, Mr, Ndifor, with a word of can- 

tion to the ardent young canoeists and boatmen, readers of your good 
and useful journal, prized by me for the esteem in which my son held 
it, that they should not incur needless danger, and when siwonely 
tempted to do so they should call up in mind the consequences of 
error to those they dearly love, and thus be led in the way of pru 
dence. i Jamms A, ALLEN. 
Burrato, Sept. 5. 

as she approaches you in mid-stream, A stranger would wonder if 
she Ineant torun high and dry on thebank, She is only keeping the 
channel and her wanderings are guided by knowledge. Steam yachts 
and schooners are not so threatening, but still very respectable op- 
ponents. Under these circumstances canoeists without lights will 
have a lively time, Last year one among us obtained a simplelantern 
with small globe, plain glass allaround, and hung if on his dandy 
mast with a little loop to prevent it swinging and breaking in the sea. 

Tt was the solution of the problem as nearly as we could expect. It 
commanded respect from any quarter afloat (in the darkness a, pilot 
always respéct a light), it was not any impediment to the vision of the 
evew, and it was the handiest lantern around camp. As to details, ib 
was an oil lantern disemboweled, so that where wick and hurner 
had been a candle thrust up through a hole cut in the bottom 
displayed its mild effulgence. And one by one the Mohican canoes 
took up the idea. A lantern on the dandy mast is the thing required. 
We have two or three rules as regards cruising, made and obeyed for 
general safety. The rule to carry a white Licht visible all around 
would have been posted with the others, bub it was not, because it 
was superfluous, We all know its advantage, and’ the Mohican 
who has not his light is a rare and unhappy nighthird. Thisis @ 
canoeist’s contrivance. The dandy mast is an existing, conyenient 
place for the lantern, easily accessible and behind him, sq as not to 
interfere with his sight. What a rowboat can do is another matter 
which does not now concern me. Thecrew facing astern complicates 
the question, but let any canoeist try this plan tor either sailing or 
paddling, and he need never trouble canoeing literahire with com- 
plaints or theories about “that lantern.” Lastly, common candles, 
which ean be bought everywhere, which do nob get injured by wet 
and which do not demand any care about the right end up of the 
lantern when not in use, or of the reserye in the locker, and which do 
not smell like fury when they spill, are the best things to burn, 
MonicAn GANoE CLUB, R, W. Gigson, Capt, M, C, C, 

SOME A. €. A. RULES. 

A asts regatta committees by the constitution is “‘appoimted within 
thirty days after his election by the commodore,” Its duty is 

to “prepare and publish not later than June lan order of races for 
the annual regatta, . . .” The earlier the better. Jan. 1is the 
best time, so preparation ean be made for races while the results are 
still green in the memory. The laying out and buoying of courses 
has been done. (See Art. [X., Regatta Committee Duties.) *‘The 
providing of prizes.” Why cannot this be divided among the clubs 
and a large expense saved the A, C, A,, and vues of much more 
interest and better in design than the manufacturers’ regulars be 
collected? Let the committee decide upon the wording and the 
shape, so as to distinguish paddling from saiting, and first from 
second prizes. Also let them name a date when all must be sent to 
the chairman; then any shorts can be added, and the spectazle of a 
chairman at the meet without a single prize, and telegraphive fran- 
tically here and there to get them, while the races are about to be 
called, will be avoided. ‘To appoint judges, starters and time- 
keepers.” This does not include u clerk of the course unless time- 
keeper means the same thing. Itis a good thing to have vacing’ men 
on the regatta committee; butitis a bad thing to have any duties 
devolving on a man entering races; therefore the judges, timekeep- 
-ers, starters and clerk of the course should be members not intending 
to enter races, and there are many such, and they should be ap- 
pointed if possible—the clerk at any rate—before regatta weelr, so 
they can prepare themselves for their duties, which, though simple, 
need a little thought, The committee or the Association shonld cer- 
tainly provide the clerk with suitable blanks on which to make the 
entries and record results. ‘‘They shall post the course and condi- 
tions of each race in some prominent; place at least one honr before 
the race is called.** Has this ever been done? Jf not, why? Hither 
obey the instructions or abolish them. Obedience in vbis case is the 
qetter course. 
The measurers at the last meet found plenty to do and their services 

were of great importance. Why not appoint them also hefore 
the races begin so they can provide themselves or be provided with 
tape, square, etc. The A.C. A. is getting so large that the work of 
regatta week must be largely distributed so a8 not to fall too heavy 
onafew shoulders. By making appointments early and selecting 
suitable men everything about the regatta will run much more 
smoothly for the time given each official to learn his duties and pro 
vide what is necessar to fully carry them ont. 

“All entries must bein writing, on blanks provided, and must be 
handed in to the Regatta Committee (clerk of the course) within such 
time as they may direct.’ Yes, but suppose no blanks are provided? 
Were this rule followed oul, much confusion would be avoided, 
any amount of mental anguish spared the clerk, and a me ae a 
man’s own siguature—of the dimensions and class of the canoe ob- 
tained, which could be filed forreference in case of protest or question 
as to measurement. The slips for any one race could be pinned 
together and time or order of finish of each canoe entered on its own 
entry slip. Afterward the slips could be arranged in order and the 
entire record copied once for all on large blanks, or in the official 
book, and handed to the secretary of the Association as provided in 
the constitution. Obey the rule or wipe it ont. 
Rule LV. has never yet been followed and should be changed, The 

object of it is that the judges and timekeepers may be able to dis- 
finguish the various canoes—one from another im 4 given race, This 
eannot be done by a strict observance of therule. Other ways are 
much more effective and should be resorted to. Printed numbers on 
the bows or decks for paddling or some sueh marks are good, and a 
like sign on the sail for sailing races, as often adopted in small yacht 
races. Many canoes now are provided with indiyidnal marks which 
identity them a long distance off—the Snake for example. (Se8 Stod- 
dart's photograph of Squaw Point), : 4 
The third prize item in Rule V. should go. The no other prize” 

jtem in same rule we hope to see amended to include the average 
prizes—one and two—tor the meet of *8. 

Rule Vi.—about posting directions—must also be followed or 
dropped. Poor Regatta Committee! you do have duties and no mis- 
take, but for pity’s sake live up to them. A CeueRrt. 

AMENDMENTS TO THE SAILING RULES, 

| Pee late races have already borne good fruit in calling the atten- 
tion of allto the rules and their shortcomings. The following 

letters deal with the question of signals, the rule converning which 
has been more honored in the breach than in the observance. Jn 1re~ 
gard to ‘Tip Top’s” first suggestion, the retarding effect of a small 
flag, is too slight to be noticed, and the amendment proposed by Mr. 
Vaux seems to us much better than to, abolish flags. as the faces of 
some are unknown to the judges, while the designating of canoes by 
numbers instead of names will be a little easier for those keeping the 
records, The suggestion of the number in red on the sail is also a 
zood one, as it is difficult to distingnish the boats in a race by any 
other mark. 

Rule V. may well be amended to two flags only, 
The third prize was intended to promote entries, but the ‘Average 

Record” will now accomplish lhe same end. 
Tn Rule X. the term distanced is understood as equivalent to dis- 

qualified among boating men and a change is hardly necessary. 
Rule VIII. is capable of improvement, as the touching of a bnoy, 

flag oy mark boat is considered a foul, and it should be so stated in 
e rule. 
The suggestion regarding the definition of a professional is imprac- 

ticable, as every previous attempt on the partof oarsmen has been 
unsuccessful, and the introduction of the point will only lead to dis- 
cussion and dispute. The subject had better be left to the judgement 
of the Association rather than to lay down a cast-iron rule, which 
may be evaded by some while unfair to others who would comply 
with its letter, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Tf you will permit me a little space, I would like to call attention to 

a few changes and suggestions that 1 hope will be made regarding the 
Sailing Regulations, and as the Regatta Committee will hold their 
meeting shortly, I trust we will be able to get an expression of opinion 
ou them and others that will be presented. 

Ishall recommend the changing of Rule 1Y,, which provides for 
the carrying of private signals during races. While in canoe racing 
time is the least important feature, I believe that we should not 
hamper and hinder men by compelling them to carry in a pad- 
dling race a private signal, which of necessity will greatly retard 
them, and which is of no use whatever. The original intention of 
private signals was to distinguish the different boats, but m ourraces 
facial recognition is easier than by flags, as small as ours must be. 
This 7ule should be abolished, Rule V, provides that “flags of three 
patterns shall be given for first, second and third prizes,” but as in 
no régatta more than two have been given, T shall recommend the al- 
tering this rule to conform to custom, 
Rule X. provides that if a man in 4 paddling race refuses to slart 

according to the instructions of the starter, he “shall be distanced.” 
As this is very vague to the general reader, T would suggest that if 
any competitor refuses to obey the directions of the starter that he 
be ruled out. Much has been said during the past three years about 
this man being a professional or that man being a professional, and 
it has occasioned both discomfort and unpleasantness to many, 10 
fact, so objectionable that in one case it was found necessary this year 
for a representative of one club to rise up and protest against ifs con- 
tinuance in reference to Mr. Johnson, eyen in the A. C. A. general 
meeting. I would suggest that a rule be introduced defining a pro- 
fessional and then have it strictly enforced, 
One more lap andiam through. Wedeseribe fouls in eyery way 

but one, and that is where a man touches a buoy or stake, Wo 
penalty is laid down in the rules for this. Should there not be? 
These are but suggestions that have come to me while reading over 

the Rules, What do A. C. A. men think of them? Tre Tor. A. CG. A; EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING. 

AMBPRICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION, l 
ExEcurtve Oreice, Aurany, N. ¥., Sept. 9, 1884. | 

HBPRE will be a meeting of the Hxecutive Committee of the Asso- 
ciation at the Delevan House, Albany, N. ¥., on Sahurday, Oct, 

d,ati0 A.M. Allmembers of the Association are cordially invited 
to present, either in person or by letter, any suggestions or ideas 
for the action of the committee that they may deem of benefit to the 

Association. , 4 
The following members will constitute the Regatta Commitiee, anc 

they will be obeyed and respected accordingly 
R. W. Gibson, of Albany, chairman, ’ 
R, T. Wilkin, of New York, 
J. L. Weller, of Peterborough, ’ : 
The conimittes will meet at the call of the chairman previous to 

Oct. 4, to prepare such matter-as it may deem advisable tosubmit for 
the action of the Executive Committee. Members are respecttully 
requested to address all communications relatiye to matters in the 

jurisdiction of the Regatta Committee to the chairman thereof on or 

before Oct. 1, 
By order of the committee, 

Editor Forest aid Stream: : . 
The question of modifying the rule governing signals was raised in 

your issue of last week. The flag of a canoe isso small and the de- 
sizn of it so hard to make out at a distance that it is practically use: 
less ag a distinguishing markin aregatta. The signals on the sails 
are club signals, If every man attending the A. CG. A. meet should 
provide himself with his membership number m red, sewed in the 
peaks of bis sail on both sides, there would beno trouble about 
knowing @ canoe even at some distance away. Let each man also 
provide himself with a white tlag 12x18 with the same number on itand 
a good signal for paddling races results. The question of size that 
the figures should be can be easily devided by experiment. 

@. Bowypr VAux. 

LIGHTS ON SMALL BOATS. 

Hditor Forest and Streatu: : 
Much has been written and said about lights upon canoesand other 

small boats, aud I notice another comment under this head im & recent 

number of Fores AnD StRwAM. Such an important subject deserves 

attention, since serious risks are run in some waters by small boats 

after dark, if they are not equipped with a serviceable light. It must 

be remembered thatthe object of this lightis not to render things 

visible to the crew of the canoe, nor to warn other erart ahead as a 

locomotive or steamer or other giant of modérn science is expected 
to do, by means of headlights and colored signals, but only to be yisi- 

ble, with a modest remonstrance against its own destruction. There- 
fore a simple white light visible all around, is the only proper display 
and is the one which the law and custom almost everywhere directs. 
Mhe objection to it has been that a light betore the eyes of the 

erew renders everything else indistinguishable, and many a man has 

endeayored to peerinto blackness across the dazzle of a bright lantern 

and has become convinced that the experiment was afailure. Dut 

that is not a proper reason for discarding the light or for shutting 

off that part which shines where the crew’s eyes (om a canoe) are 

jeast effective, viz., aft, as is done in those lanterns with blank backs, 

which are unseev if approached from behind. The pretty oil lantern 

with white lisht ahead and green and red on _ starboard aud port is 

imperfect, and as regards its coloris a toy. It matters little to a fast 

steamer what tack or what direction a canoe is sailing, her speed is 

so insignificant that her presence in 4 certain spotis the chief thing 

to be noticed. Two seasons ago some of the Mohicans carried this 

style of lantern, te : ’ 
"he Hudson up here is quite liyely with steamers ab times, and we 

are prone to evening excursions, to suppers and carips and less 

definite ends, 

U, A, Nero, See. A, GL A, 

SAILING COURSES AT GRINDSTONE ISLAND. 

Editor Forest and Stream: -. 

Referring to your suggestion, contained in Pormust AnD STREAM 

Sept. 4, ‘that the A. ©. A. sailing course in Wel Bay be chahged to 

one of a triangle with nile sides,” 1 would say that it would be 
found extremely difficult to get such a conrse free of obstructions 
(as the present one is) in the way of islands and shoals, When fT 
made the survey last winter, Tendeayored to get such a course as 
ou suggest, but found I would have to make the start nearly a mile 
From the camp, and even then, on tiwoof the angles, Lran into the 

rushes. It may be possible to get-such a course as you mention by 

running from the present starting buoy close along shore, to and be- 
yond Picnic Point, and turn off to the N.B., but even that Trear would 
carry us béhind the islands and across thse shoals, to say nothing of 
being forced to keep under the lee of the Jand on the first angle. 
This 8 meve guess work on my part, as I have not the chart by me, 
from which to make the measurements, The mather of expense 
should also be taken into consideration, The present courses have 
cost the Association over $50, and we have gone to a small additional 
expense in order to preserye the points fur another season. 

Cras, A. Name, Secretary A.C. A. 

Tows of ponderous maguitude take their regular 

trips up and down, and in making and breaking paousTOee the 

whole river with a crowa of snorting sesh carrying off unwieldy 

boats to the havens where they would be. Then there are thousand- 
ton passenger steamers from Albany aid Troy, which ai fifteen miles 

an hour take. an erratic course of zigzazs through a river of no mean, 

breadth in amxiety to keep in the deyious deep channel; and one com- 
ing down on the ebb with a red light visible five hundred yards 

above will suddenly shift her helm to starboard ‘and show the green 

4 

CANOES AND SAILS FOR SALE.—We would call attention to the 
canoes offered for sale in our last issue by Commodore Oliver, who 
is going into a Class B boat. The Marion is well known to canoeishs 
as & most complete canoe in her fitting and équipment, She is, how- 
ave, the only small canoe in the club, the others being 30in. Those 

ae racing sails will also finda set for sale in onr advertising 
columns, s 

a —_— = 

ee 
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THE GALLEY FIRE. 

GANOE AND GAMP COOKERY, 
Vil. VEGETABLES (CONTINUED), 

na GREEN CORN.—The sweetness of corn is better preserved 
J in the boiling if the outer layer of husks only is stripped off. 
Turn back the inner husks and strip off the silk, then replace the 
inner busks and tia the ends. Put the corn into enough boiling salt 
water to coverit, Do not leave it on the fire a moment after it is 
ete See time table for cooking vegetable in No. VI. of this series 
of papers, 
Fried Corn,—Cut eald boiled corn from the cob, mixed with mashed 

potatoes, and fry in butter or pork fat, 
foasted Corn.—Leaye the ear inthe husks, cover it well with hot 

ashes, and let it remain an hour, 
Stewed Corn.—Cut the corn from the col, put it into a pot, barely 

covering it with cold milk. Season it with pepper and salt, and if 
Common field com, sugar. Cover and stew gently till very tender. 

Succotash.—Ont, the corn from the cob and shell the beans. If 
sting beans are used, string-and cut into half-inch pieces. The right 
proportion for succotash istwo-thirds corn te one-third beans. Put 
them into enough boiling: salt water to cover them. Stew gently till 
tender, stirring frequently; then drain, add a cup of milk and a 
parce vu butter the size of an egg, and stir till it boils up once. Season 

aste. 

Boiled Beets.—Winter beets must be soaked over night in water. 
Wash them, but do not scrape or cut them, as they lose in color and 
quality by being cut, Put them in boiling water enough to cover 
them well, cover and boil till tender, which will take from oneto three 
hours, Then put in cold water and rub off the skins quickly. If large. 
slicé them; if young, split lengthwise. 

Greens.—When in camp or on 4 cruise, a most delicious dish can be 
made of boiled greens, of which a large variety of weeds and plants 
furnishes the material. Dandelion leayes, nettles, milkweed, spinach, 
young beet tops, turnip tops, mustard, narrow dock, mountain cow- 
slip, kale, cabbage, poke, sprouts and other “weeds” are good. They 
Should be picked over carefully, washed in three or four waters, and 
soaked in cold water half an‘ hour; then drain and put in enough 
boiling salt water to cover them, Press them down till the potis full 
usthey “boil away’ and lose more than half in substance. Cover, 
and boil steadily till tender, Then drain and press out the water. 
Season to taste with butter, pepper and salt. Greens are good boiled 
wath salt pork, bacon, corned beef or ham. Put them in the pot in 
time to be done with the meat, 

Stewed Tomadtoes.—Peel by pouring over them boiling water, when 
the skin will easily come off. Gut up, discarding unripe and hard 
parts. Put into a pot, seasoning with butter, pepper, salt, and if very 
rai two tablespoonfuls of sugar. Cover, and stew gently, See time 

e. 

Boiled Tiwnips.Wash and peel, and if old, pare off part of the 
“meat” next the skin, Cut into pieces of a uniform size, soak in cold 
water half an hour, put into enough boiling salt water to cover them, 
cover, and cook according to time table. Season with butter, pepper 
and salt. Omit the butter if they are cooked with meat. 

Mushrooms.—Hdible mushrooms are found in clear, open, sunny 
fields and elevated ground where the airis pure and fresh; poisonous 
ones are found in woods, low, damp ground, in shady places and 
upon puirefying substances. The edible kind are most plentiful in 
August and September, and spring up after low lying fogs, soakmg 
dews or heavy rains. They first appear very small and of a round 
form, on a little stall, the upper part and stalk being then white. 
They grow very fast and, as the size increases, the under part grad- 
ually_opens and shows a tringy fur (called ‘'gills”) of a delicate sal- 
mon color, Atter the mushroom is a day old this salmon color 
changes to a russet or dark brown, The gills of the poisonous variety 
are red, green, blue, yellow or orange red, and sometimes white, but 
they never haye the delicate salmon color of the edible mushroom. 
The latter have an agreeable odor, and the poisonous have sometimes 
a similar odor, but penerally. smell fetid. The flesh of the edible 
kind is compact and brittle; that of the poisonous generally soft and 
watery. Theskin of the former is easily peeled from the edges, and 
the seeds or spores are tor the most part roundish or oval; the skin of 
the latter is not easy to peel and the seeds are mostly angular. Some 
poisonous ones assume a blueish tint on being bruised and others 
exude an acrid milky juice, The mushroom should have all of the 
above-named characteristics of the edible yariety before it is put in 
the pot, and itis safest not to select mushrooms gathered by some- 
body else, as they change color after being picked several hours 
and the two kinds are then difficult to distinguish. Finally, if a 
white peeled onion cooked with them turns black, or if a silver spoon 
with which they are stirred while cooking turns black, don’t eat them, 
and if you don’t know a salmon -eolor from a yellow let some one 
gather them who does. 

Siewed Mushrooms.—Select mushrooms of uniform size. Wipe 
them clean with a soft cloth; peel, eommencing atthe edge and fin- 
ishing ab the top; cut off the lower part of the stem; put them into a 
lin or earthen vessel and half cover them with cold water, and stew 
gently for fifteen minutes, frequently stirring to prevent burning; 
season with pepper and salt. When the stew is done stir into it one 
or more tablespoonfuls of butter, previously eut im small pieces, and 
rolled in four; stir three or four minutes. Do not let it boil. 

Fried Mushrooms —Prepare as directed for stewing; heat in a try- 
ing-pan cnough butter to thinly cover the bottom; put in the mush- 
rooms and fry both sides a golden brown. 

Broiled Mushrooms.—Prepire as ahoye, put on a broiler with gills 
uppermost, sprinkle on a little salt and pepper and a tiny piece of 
butter, and hold over a bed of coals, 

fried Beans,—Put enough butter in a frying-pan to just cover the 
bottom when melied, When it is hot put in your beans, already 
boiled and drained, and fry brown, stirring occasionally. SmNECA. 

PAN CANOH SAIL. —Hditor Forest und Stream: There was one at 
the meet, the one that has been written about. After seeing it worked 
by Mr. Tyson on the Isabel, one thing struck meaboutit that had not 
before occurred to me—yiz., it cannot be made a flat sail. The bat- 
tens radiate from qa center. The sail cloth between them must giye a 
little. The vesult is that the sail is a series of flutings, if itcan so be 
called, and each batten and parr of the sail near it is taking the wind, 
so as to make a direct leeward forcing power. and no propelling 
power. ‘The battens in the lug sail being parallel to the boom, have 
yery little retarding surface, the mast and part of the yard being 
the main retarding surfaces. These do not amount tonear y as ouch 
“drawback” as the fan arrangement. The fan sail is certainly com- 
p icated iu make and probably tiséless for racing. It may be made a 
good cruising sail, but this [ consider doubtful for many reasons. 
The claimed advantage of haying no mast is much more than bal- 
anced by the amount of labor necessary to get the fan made in the 
first place, and keep its many pa ts in working order in the second. 
for reasons stated above it does not seem possible that it can haye 
the same driving power as an equal surface arranged balance lug, 
settee, or Stoddard sail.—kB. Lue. 

DOWN THE ST. LAWRENCE.—Mr. R. B. Burehard, N. ¥. G, G., 
who is now making a cruise home from the meet by way of the St, 
Lawrence River, writes us, Ang. 29, from Lancaster, Ont.: “Am 
stormbound here; was a little neryous about the Long Sault, but 
went through clean as a whistle, no tronble whatever.” Water ad- 
vices state that he has run all the rapids of {he St. Lawrenee. 

ENICKERBOOCEBR C. 0.—The fourth apnual vegatia of the Knick 
erbocker QO, C. will be held on Saturday, Sept 20, at 3 o'clock P. M., 
off the club house, 152d streetand North River. The programme will 
consist of paddling races of one mile each for classes 2 and 4, and 
sailing races of three miles each for classes A and B. If time per- 
Inits other races will be called. A.C. A rules will govern the races. 

N.Y. C.C,—The Marmalade Lodgers gave a ehowder supper to 
their lady friends on Friday last, after which a moonlight trip on the 
Kills was made, Wrealr, Mosquito. Jersey Blue, Slipatong, Jessica, 
Lark, Wins and several other boats taking part. 

PHOTO OF SNEAKBOX.—'Bojum” will please accept our thanks 
for photo of his “box.” 

MONTHLY LIST OF PATENTS 

Hor Inventions Relating to Sporting Interests, 
Ang, 26, 1854, Reported expressly for this pa: 

Bagger & Co., Mechanical Experts and 
of Patents. Washington. D. @. 

Bearing Date 
er by Louis 
licitors 

AA Breechloading Wirearm—H, Allender, Detroit, Mich. 
14, 

~-808)347 
203186. 

Bago tor Fishing Rods—J, Webb, Georgetown, Ky, 
ishing Tackle—A, Wakeman, Cape Vincent, N, Y- 

Fishing Rod Reel Fastening—H. ¥. Price. Brooklyn, N ¥ . 

Hachting. 

FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht clubs will please send early notice of pro- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Sept. 11.—Qunincy Y. C,, Last Race. 
Sept. 11.—Brénton’s Reef Challenge Cup. 
Sept. 12.—Dorechester ¥. C, 
Sept. 13—Boston ¥. C., Ladies’ Day. 
Sept. 13.— Hull Y. C., Fourth Match. 
Sept. 13.—Boston ¥. ©,, Fall Matches. 
Sept, 14.—Quaker City Y. C., Review and Cup Race, 
Sept. 15.—Race for Catamarans, New York Bay, 
Sept. 19.—Knickerbocker ¥. C., Pall Regatta. 
Sept, 24.—Sweepstake Race, New York Bay. 
Sept, 28.—Quaker City Y. G., Review and Harbor Cruise, 
Oct. 2.—New Jersey Y. 0., Fall Matches. 

5.—Quaker City ¥. C., Closing Reyiew and Cruise. 

LARCHMONT PENNANT RACES. 

HE Larehmont Y. ©. were disappointed on Saturday last, the day 
set for their fall pennant races, as there was hardly any wind, 

and but few yachts entered. Only three went over the course, the 
Fairy, Cruiser and Ada. Six boats started at 11:54 to go over the 
course to Execution buoy, Matinnecock buoy, Constable Point. buoy, 
thence to Execution again and home, 17 miles. 
The wind was yery light from southwest, and thetide just full when 

the yachts started, as follows; 
Skibbereen.....5 0. J... 42-2 Ne Sie ACER uuu ee RR o.5: 12 02 16 
Helipse....... . : se Uo. 05> Nymph eee 12 02 30 
ROLE YA fotos etic pas tat IDOE SS lt Seretis(prcmia Meee oy Toate 12 03 00 

By this time the wind had freshened, and the beat to Execution was 
made infair time. Cruiser rounded the buoy at 5:29:30 and finished 
at 5:55:46, the others not being timed. The elapsed time of Cruiser 
is 6:52:46, and corrected time 5:48:46. She wins Commodore Munroe’s 
$00 cup, as well as the class pennant. 

OPEN BOAT RACES ON THE BAY. 

pee race for open boats, postponed from Aug. 20, was sailed on. 
Sept. 3, under more favorable conditions, from Captain Schmidt's 

Good Anchorage, off Tompkinsville, the course being around Fort 
Lafayette, thence to Buoy 18 off Bay Ridge, thence to Buoy 17 off 
Robbin’s Reef, and home, to be sailed twice over, making 14 miles, 
Besides the regular prizes offered, Mr. Bechtel presented a $50 cup, 
to be giyen to the yacht making the best corrected time. The wind 
was fresh from southwest, and tide food. Besides the open boats, a 
prize was offered for cabm boats with fixed ballast, 

Sixteen yachts started in five classes, as follows: 
First Class—Cabin Yachts.— Vixen 27ft. 3in., Whisper 27ft. 4in. 
Second Class—Open Cat-Rigged.—Parole 27ft. 4in., Snoozer 27 ft. 3in, 
Third Class—Open Sloops.—Rambler 24ft. 2in., Emma W. 22ft. 
Fourth Olass—Cat-Rigged,— Martha M. 24ft 8in., Shadow 20ft, 2in, 
Fifth Class—Cat-Rigged.—Fedora 19ft. 10in., C. Nolty 19ft. 6in., 

Water Lily 19ft., Comanche 18f¢. 7in., Lone Star 18ft, din,, Teaser 18it., 

BP OLGIS reg Pas, aka eee of OY 42 
Wace) 522 es Se eee 3 09 33 
PISDOL=.4 suprene emi we 3 10 47 
Shadow <9) VE 3 13 27 
SUODZETe yea e ts. 3 14 45 
Teaser...:.. 3 15 10 
Emma W... ... 8 17 25 
Hectors 3 eee sey -no 18 13 
* Miter Lily and C. Nolty also withdrew here, leaving the others to 
nisn, 

The second round was not made as quickly, the tide being strouger 
and wind lighter at the end, Parole and Vixen had a dispute over 
the turning of No. 17, the former claiming afoul. The summary is as follows: i 

FIRST CLASS—CABIN SLOOPS. 
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 

NMS POM Sessa higsstptee 1 47 46 5 02 08 8 14 17 B14 17 
VOR ED ae ate See Sat 1 46 55 4 57 45 3 10 50 3 10 43 

SECOND CLASS—CAT RIGGED. 
Paroletees.: ce eon ars eG 1 46 14 459 07 3-12: 53 3.12 53 
Bnooaenr eos yaules sess .1 48 35 

THIRD CLASS—OPEN SLOOPS. 
Rainbler sr 1 47 82 5 24 128 3 36 41 3 36 41 
Emma W,,..,-..,......4 49 87 5 25 59 3 36 22 3 33 20 

FOURTH CLASS—CAT RIGGED, 
WEE MOET aS wana Rem ea 1 47 36 
SHACGWA erhalten tots 1 48 14 5 06 26 318 12 3 11 54 

FIFTH CLASS CAT RIGGED. 
WEGOPD sje. cse est esol 48 14 517 35 3 29 21 3 29 21 
Water Lily. ............. 1 46 40 
Comanche. ...........- 1 49 24 
Hone Stary, Lae we 1 47 05 5 28 10 3 41 05 3 38 59 
LaF EY oo a Le Dies 1 4% 10 5 05 01 817-51 315 17 
WV eye cee ae. lar ecg 1 46 15 5 57 00 4 04 45 4 02 11 
C. Nolty mov cou de AY HG 
PSyCRGy Is ceo eh eye yok 4e000) 
The times for the Bechtel Cup were: 

Elapsed. Corrected. Hlapsed. Corrected, 
Whisper. ...3 14 17 81417 Shadow . ..3 18 12 3 08 13 
Parole ...... 3.12 53 a 12. 53 Fedora.... .3 29 21 3 18 58 
Vixen.. ....8 10 50 3 10 43 Lone Star. .,8 44 05 3 28 36 
Rambler.....3 36 41 a 82.15 Teaser: ..._.. 317 51 3 04 54 
Emma W....3 86 22 3 29 01 Maud... ._,.4 04 45 3 51 49 
Teaser takes the cup, the class prizes going to Vixen, Parole, Emma 

W., Shadow and Teaser, 

SAN FRANCISCO Y. C.—AUG. 30. 

HE race of the San Francisco Y. G. on Aug. 80 proved the adyan- 
tages of their new course, plenty of wind being found, and a 

view of the entire race being afforded from Meigg’s Wharf and Tele- 
graph Mill. This course, which was sailed oyer seyeral years since 
and abandoned, is as follows: Starting from an imaginary line be- 
tween Meigg’s Wharf and a stakeboat anchored 500yds. off in the 
stream, to and around a stakeboat on edge of Berkeley flats: thence 
to stakeboat off Presidio Wharf; thenee around the stakeboat on 
Berkeley flats; thence around stakeboat off Presidio Wharf and back 
across stariing live, both Presidio and Berkeley stakeboats to be left 
on the port hand on turning. In both coming and going each time 
between the stakeboats at ends of course, yachts must pass between 
the Meigg’s Wharf stakeboat and Meige's Wharf. 
The yachts were in four classes: A, yachts 55ft. or over on deck, 

belonging to the San Hvancisco Y. O.; B, yachts under 55ft., belong- 
ing tothe 8. ¥. Y.C.; 0, yachts under 45ft., not belonging to the club. 

in Class A the time allowance is 34m. to the foot difference in sail- 
ing length, the sailing length being the over all and waterline measure- 
ment added together and divided by two. In 2]! other classes the 
allowance is 1m, to the foot, Olass A also giving 1m. to the foot to the 
other classes, _ 
No square sails were allowed, but staysails without booms were 

permitted. 
The race was sailed under the rules of the $. F. Y. GC. The weather 

on Saturday was clear and pleasant, with a fresh breeze, sending top- 
sails below on the wind. The starters were: 

GLASS A. 
Length, 

Waterline, Eeam. Draft, 
Nellie, schooner (Centerboard)..........._... 5.09 19.01 5.10 
Chispa, schooner (centerboard).............. 57.00 19,00 5.00 
Lurline, schooner (kkeel).,,,...-....... ..... F208 21,00 6.03 

CLASS B 
Frolic, yawl (centerboard) ...,....-. ... 16.08 5.06 
Rambler, schooner (centerboard)............ 14.00 4.00 

OLASS G, 
PRC RCLCRSS gt eiiamal eee eas a eee rete nee : ny 
WWE jy ie tte TELLER Pere ecco mee aK 

CLASS D : 
(hae TE eer sae og 4 Stee ST SAR et 24.09 11.00 2.06 
ROLE TV Epeeeny enn enn nn vey a enemiee A 3 
A start was tiade at 1:30 P, M., Frolic going over first. The main 

interest in the’race ceutered in the fight between Nellie, Chispa and 

Lurline, the Chispa leading at the line and gaining a little further on 
Nellie being bothered by the government steamer Manzanita, whieh 
ran in ber way. Lurline was first down the wind, turning at 1355117, 
but at the next mark she went to windwand of Alcatraz instead ot 
passing between Meige’s wharf and the stakeboat. This put her out 
of the race, although she sailed over the rest of the course. 
Down wind from Wort Point, Nellie eained a little, but when booms 

came in and the lee rails went under as the puffs came down heavily. 
Chispa pulled up a little and for a time took a slight lead, but Nellie 
was soon ahead again. The fight to the end was very close, both 
keeping near together, but Nellie finally crossed ahead by 54 seconds 
Rambler beats Frolic on allowance. 
The summary of the race is as follows: 

CLASS A. 
Start. Finish Elapsed. Corrected. 

Qigtling: oes eyeeses cath 1 36 21 4 54 03 B17 47 
CRispaiess sis ee 1 35 10 5 08 041% 3 82 5446 332 5446 
Nelltey ys gad 5 tke 1 37 12 507 1046 38295816 8 29 5134 

CLASS B. 
ETOCS Vatieyattaele oc saece 1 31 29 5 46 30 415 01 415 01 
Ramblets. 2.04, ;-.3,...2 38°81 5 55-20 416 49 4 10 4516 

CLASS C. 
Restless. it em 135 11 5 45 14 410 08 4 00. 08 
Hythe ee 1 35 17 6 44 45 4 09 28 4 09 28 

GLASS D. 
Pleetwing...............1 36 42 4 28 09 2 51 24 2 51 27 
Lively...... ie ENS ah: 1 37 30 415 17 2 87 47 2 37 47 

Besides the club flag Nellie wins a silver fruit dish, and silver set, 
The Beep ates Committee were Messrs. J. A. Magee, Jr., J. M. Shot- 
well, Chas, W. Kellogg. : 

HED sy Cy SEPT. 6: 

qpee championship races and 46th regatta of the Hull Y. G. were 
sailed on Saturday last, off Hull, 25 yachts competing. There 

was a fresh breeze at the start, butit fell later on, so that some of the 
boats could not finish; their times being taken off Point Pemberton, 
as provided by the rules. No boats started in class four, as Queen 
Mab won the pennant in the previous races. The summary of the 
race is as follows: 

FIRST GLASS. 
Length. Actual. Corrected 

Shadow, ¢. b,, John Bryant............ 34.04 1 56 03 1 29 54 
SST lcs) alee Crees een ee 36.11 2 00 09 1 35 52 
Just My Breeze, c. b., R. W. Jones....30 00 221 44. 1 53 46 

SECOND CLASS, 
Transit, k,, H. H. Ingalls..............¢ 26.11 209 38 1 36 26 
Banneret, k., J. F. Brown.............. 25.02 211 35 1 36 31 
Rambler, c. b., J. J. Henry............ 27 00 2.80 17 1 37 17 

THIRD CLASS, 
Sea. Bird, ¢, b., G. S. Forbush........,:23.01 2 17 38 1 53 383 
Alda, ¢. b. W.H. Wilkinson, 2d. 24.01 218 41 1 55 30 
Kitty k,, Tarbell & Adams..........,.. 23.09 2 16 11 1 52 44 

FIFTH CLASS. 
Miva Cr Daye ViVi, ESOL, seein renee 19.06 210 19 1 42 54 
Wildfire, c. b., H. A. Keith.......,..., 18.01 2 18 19 1 49 18 
Hornet, c. b., Harding & Merrill...,,. 19,00 2 Lit 22 1 49 24 
Sheerwater, c. b., W. M. Merrill .. ., -18.09 217 44 1 49 31 
Spider, c. b., Jere Abbott........,..... 18 11 2 18 12 1 50 09 
Myrtle, c. b., C. H. & R. C. Poor, -...., 19.06 2 a tL 1 52 46 
Imogen, ec. b., B. T. Wendell........,.. 18.10 2 21 11 1 53 02 
Sprays, D5 Hie, “Haxo: 22 bitse: sant 18 10 2.29 47 2 01 38 
Kismet, e. b., H. N. Curtis.......... SBMS Withdrawn. 

SIXTH CLASS CATS 
Mirage, L. N. Clark....... PE Leslee eset) 17.10 2 18 07 1 48 49 
Cadet, Belcher & Dunham,... _....... 16.01 2 29 38 1 58 45 
Thtewilt;, Pasba eran ee ee tees. | 17 03 2 82 45 2 02 43 
Hlsie, C, H, Hardwick..... ben ee, 16.09 Withdrawn. 
Charlotte G,, Freeman & Carroway...18.00 No time taken. 
Shadow wins in first class centerboards, Rambler in second, Sea 

Bird in third; Kitty im third clsss keels. Several races are yet to be 
sailed to determine ownership in the other classes. 

Tn the evening the members attended a dinner atthe Oregon House. 

BEVERLY Y. C. 

NINETY-THIRD RACE, MONUMENT BEACH, SEPT. 5, 

HE sail off for the second class Buzzard’s Bay pennant tool place 
on the 5th. Course from judge’s yacht off Bird Island light. 

leaying Seraggy Beach buoy, black buoy No: 3 and red buoy off 
Tobey Island on port, buoy No. 30n starboard and return, 11 miles, 
Wind 8.W., good breeze. Judge, Thos. Codman. Judge’s yacht 
Tantrum, 
The start was fixed for 11 A. M.,and at that time Violet, Mattie 

aud the judge were on hand, but Atalanta was not, The others 
waited for her, finally she appeared and the start was made at 12:9, 
Violet carried away her forestay and was practically out of it. 

eturn. Time. 
ALSAN GAOL tye U MOLT CE else ipa cose: gine 2 18 06 2 09 Of 

’ Mattie, Vice-Com. Stockton ..........,,.-......... 2 20 58 211 58 
WiOlet. Grub sRIchandsey gy. css ea, esr sects 2 28 05 219 05 

NINETY-FOURTH RACE—MONUMENT BEACH, SEPT, 6—OPEN REGATTA. 
The race was sailed under the rules of the N. HW. ¥. R. A., the start 

was fixed for 11, but at that time the judges’ yacht aad the racing 
boats were all becalmed and none reached the starting point until 
11:30 when a8. W, wind struckin. 

It took half an hour to distribute numbers and receive entries of 
boats who came in with the breeze; the preparatory sun was fired at 
12:07 ab which time a nice 8. W. wind was blowing, rapidly increasing 
in foree, till boats not racing were all reefed. 

Hight or ten boats arrived from Mattapoisett as the fourth class 
were starting, Addie, of the third class cats, was in time to start with 
her class, and Atalanta of the first class cats started, her official time 
being, of course, taken from the expiration of the five minutes allowed 
her class, but her real time is also given here. 
Course for sloops and first and second class cats, leaving black buoy 

No, 3 on starboard, Bird Island buoy off Scragey N eck, and black 
buoy No. 8 on port and return, eleven miles. 
Course for Third Class Oats—From Judges’ yacht off Tobey Island 

Buoy, leaving No. 6, Abial’s Ledge Buoy and Dry Ledge Buoy on star- 
board, Black Buoy No, 3 on port and return, 714 miles, 
The boats went off in good shape, including nearly every one of the 

fasl boats in the bay; the course was covered in yery quick time, as 
follows: 

SLOOPS, 

Length Actual. Corrected. 
Curlew, C. 5. Robinson, B. Y, C,....,.-- —— 2 14 15 

FIRST CLASS CATS, 
24,00 1 64 93 1 40 03 
25.03 1 55 59 i 43 14 

Mattie, Vice-Com. Stockton, B. Y. C... 25.10 1 56 43 1 44 30 
24,08 1 57 28 1 43 2) 
24,08 1 58 07 1 44 43 
25 08 1 59 42 1 46 54 
26,05 2 03) 30 1 42 08 
406 2 08 31 1 49 48 

25 00 2 03 48 1 62 48 

1 55 24 1 44 07 
SECOND CLASS CATS, 

Good Luck, A. M, Phillips, Dighton..... 22,03 2 05 U1 1 44 10 
Faunus, H. H. Tobey, Mon. Beach __.... 23.10 2 01 07 1 46 28 
Onaway, J. F, Perry, Mon. Beach.... ... 23.06 % 01 39 1 46 40 
Cadmus, H. KE. Perry, Mon. Beach,...-.. 23.06% 2 02 24 147 35 
Tantrum, J. M. Codman, B. Y. ©. .......92.01 2 08 46 1 46 44 
Edna, C. H. Crosby, Osterville ... ..... 21.10 2 08 56 1 46 3% 
Eleanor, R. Codman, B.Y.C..........., 21.06 2 06 20 1 45 34 
Triste AN Barnes Beye eee caut es Un 21.05b6 2 06 dt 1 49 28 
Lestris, Joshua Crane, B. ¥..C.......... 21.10 2 10 14 1 62 50 

Zella, J, Jenny, Jr., Marion, started late; did not finish course. 
THIRD CLASS CAT'S. 

Dolky. AH Havdy tov Ghee see. oe 20.01 1 30 06 1 16 24 
Alice, A, FP, Marvel, Pocasset..........., 19 08 1 88 14 1 24 16 
Wink, Moses Williams, B. ¥, C.......... 17.11 1 43 38 1 27 85 
Hattie, Dy Hall} Onset. 3.22. 21.07 1 44 49 1 32 42 
Comala, C, Currie, Mon. Beach ......... 17 O04 1 44 54 1 28:12 
Addie, , Mattapoisett.-............ 14. (7 1 49 49 1 28 38 Wideawake, , Tudor, B. ¥. C.......... 15.06 1 53 00 1 32.25 
Annie, David Ellis, Mon. Beach.......... 20,17 6-10 1 29 St 1 17 14 
Annie sailed the reverse of the course and was ruled out. J udzes— 

Edward Bangs, BE. C. Bangs, 
Judges’ yacht, Madcap, B. Y. C 

NINETY-FIPTH RACH, 
The sail off for second class championship was sailed at Marbic- 

head Sept. 6, and was open to Witch, Cruiser and Rita, 
Cruiser having gone back to New York did not appear, and the 

other two sailed over the usual 7}4-mile course, leaving B Buoys 2, 5 
and 7 on port, stakeboat off Curtis Point and Bowditch Ledge Beacon 
on starboard, R Buoy 6 on port and return. Wind S.W., light at siart 
but rapidly breezing up. Startwas made at 12:5, Rita was ontsailed, 
being some five minutes astern when Witch crossed home line at 
1:50:40, and hauled out of the race. Time of Witch, 1h., 45m,, 40s, 
Judges—Amos Cotting, Join Dane, Judges’ Yacht—Thialfi, B. Y, (1. 
The sail off for championship in first class between Thialfi, Cricket 

and Countess will be held at Nahant, Friday, Sept, 12, at 12 M. 
BLUE WitH a GoLD GasTLE 

FE. Elliott Cabot, W. Lloyd Jeffries. 



ae 

STREAM. 186 FOREST AND [Surr. 11, i 

EASTERN Y.C. SLOOPS AND CUTTER RACES. 

2 prizes of $300 and $200 were offered by Commodore Hovey, of 
the Hastern Y. C., fora race for firstand second cisass sloops 

and culters, and seyen yachts met at Marblehead on Monday, Sept. 6, 
tosailfor them, The entries included Jleen, éxtreme cntter; Huron 
aud Isis, wide cutters; Oviva and Maggie, medium tutters; Valkyr, 
compromise, and Shadow, deep sloop, a representation of all the 
conipeting types except the shoal sloop. 
The wind was light from southwest fora greater portion of the 

day with a fab calm thrown in fora while, making anything but a 
‘cutter day,” and the results are interesting. Neen beats all, allow- 
mg them time; Oriva beats Huron by &min. 37sec, on corrected time, 
aud Valkyr 8imin, 40sec, corrected, while Maggie nob only beats her 
eld rival, SLadow, by 26min, 6sec.. but comes in next to Oriva and 
ahead of Huron, Valkyr and Isis. the latter making but a poor show- 
ing in seventh place, Beam was etyidently at & discount, anu lead, 
though low down, at a premium, 
The course was from Marblehead Rock to Halfway Rock, thence 

around Harding’s Bell buoy, thence around Ege Rock to start, 28 
miles. At 11:20 A. M. the gun was fired aud the yachts crossed with 
Huron ahead at 11:22:20, Neen 11:28:49, Valkyr 11:24:03, Maggie 11:24:08, 
Oriva 11:24:24. Isis 11:24:58, Shadow 11:86:17. Leen soon took first 
place, and Oriva soon worked up to third, but the wird died out en- 
tirely for some time, When it came it blew harder than in the morn- 
ing, making fine sport to the finish, Teen rounded Bell buoy at 2:31; 
#5, Oriva 1;45:15, Huron 2:46:45 and Maggie a little after 3 P. M., the 
rest nol being timed as they were far astern, Down the wind Heen 
left the others. Huron and Oriya bad 9 close fight for the entire 11 
miles, and Maggie kept on bravely. The full times were: 

PUNTING ON THE THAMBES.—There haye been a good many 
yacht tages on this week, and at Southsea there were one or two 
events of considerable interest, On the Thames, too, the regattas are 
beginning to occupy the public attention. Those at Reddington and 
Twickenham would have possessed some interest for people unac- 
uainted with a kind of exercise which is aJmiost unknown away trom 

the Thames, Those who have had no experience of punting might be 
apt to think it a mere exertion of rmde strength. The very contrary is 
the case. The deft use of a punt pole is as pretty an exhibition of 
downright skill as rowing in an outrigger: The difficulties are to keep 
the cay on the punt between the pushes of thé pole, to steer to 
right or left while working at one side of the plint only, and to pass 
sately over deep places. The objectis attained by a vigorous shove 
at the very end of the stroke. In his first attempt to do this, thé tyro 
almost invariably takes an involuntary dive into the water. Steermg 
is effected by changing the angle of the pole, anil by pressing the pole 
against the side of the punt, using the bottom of the river as a ful- 
erum, Just because so much skill is required there is more fascin- 
ation in punting than might be supposed, and many amateurs, especi- 
ally in the upper reaches of the Thames, niake it their favorite form 
of exercise. It must, however, be said that the best amateurs are 
immeasureably inferior to the professional fishermen. Inthe recent 
championship contest Beesley, of Oxford, was the winner, This is 
really an interesting fact with regard to hereditary aptitudes. The 
Beesley family, as most Oxford men know, have supplied champion 
punters from time immemorial.—Cor, Toronto Globe. 

“PODGERS” REPLIES TO “CUTTHR,”’—And now comes a cutter 
man who is not satisfied with beating the skimming dishes in the fluke 
of a race for the Goelet cup at Newport, but wants it all. Some 

Finish, Actual. Cotrected : raft ‘ 3a T sai 1. o -| péoplé are neyer satisfied. Heis very touchy because I said the 
“ial Bae Mu node nannies a aac ten sti 4 ibe 40 4 ex 51 447 51 | cutters got the best position and got fh wind, what there was of it, 
eae dies RECO DOGS eee ans 45 Dai) a 4 57 05 | from the south, and were able to lay a better Course than the sloops, 
aie meena teehee tesa cede cies 4 30 33 OBE 3 05 32 | but wants to prove that the favorable slant had nothing to do with it, 
isi yr 5 36 21 5 28 35 but that if was all the superior sailing of the cutters, “I say no,” 
ae Bo catpertarcrtmmnorne pest sees BF 6 vt 1 55410 | put don’t care a tinker’s red cent about the matter either way, Iwas 
ae ae : AS ee 2 nA 2 : ee a HOS. there to report the race for anybody, and gaye my version of if 
The Regatta Committee was as follows: Daniel Appleton, George asIsawit. As for the insinuation that I was not there at all, and if 

I was probably don’t know much about such matters, I will merely 
state that I was within a few hundred yards of the Block Island buoy 
when the eutters rounded it; and as for not knowing much about 
yachting, I have owned not less than twenty yachts of all sizes, must 
of which I modeled and planned and sailed without the aid of a dry 
(or wet) nurse in the shape of a sailing master, which I imagine is more 
than “Cutter” can say. As for newspaper controversy, ‘‘Cutter” 
says he don’t want any. Me too, Rut I would like to test our relative 
knowledge of yachts and yacht sailing by a little controversy on the 
water, each man atthe helm of his own yacht, with the ‘“Cutter’s” 
dry nurse ashore. That would be much more satisfactory. What do 
you say, “Outter?’’—Poperas. 

PORT AND STARBOARD IN THE FRENCH NAVY.—The terms 
‘babord” and ‘‘tribord,’’ equivalent to port and starboard, have 
beén formally banished from the French navy, as far us steering is 
concerned, by a circular lately issued by the Minister of Marine, and 
the terms ‘‘a droite,”’ or to the right, “a gauche’ to the left, substi- 
tuted in their places. The order to put the helm amidships is 
now ‘“zero,”? and “comme ca’’ signifies to keep the vessel on her 
course. When itis desired to moye the helm as quickly as possible, 
the command 1s repeated several times, aud when the change is to be 
made slowly, the words “en douceur”’ are added, the command for 
helm hard oyer being given by adding the word ‘‘toute”’’ to ‘a droite” 
or “agauche.”’ Allordery are to be twice repeated by the steersman, 
once as a signal that they are understood, and again when the order 
is executed. In addition.to the spoken orders, signals are made with 
the hands, to starboard for ‘‘a droite,’ to port for ‘a gauche,” and 
vertically for '‘zero.”” The terms ‘‘babord” and “‘tribord” are still em- 
ployed for the usual commands not connected with the steering of 
the ship. Ivis a long time since “Jarboard” was discarded on account 
of its similarity to starboard and port substituted for it among En- 
glish speaking sailors, and it is strange that the change noted above 
has not been made before. 

A SWEDISH TORPEDO BOAT.—A new torpedo boat has been 
recently added to the Swedish navy, named the Hugin. The vessel is 
built of steeland is of the following dimensions: Length over all, 
116ft.; width, 12.83ft.; draft of water aft, 6.67ft., and forward, 2.05ft. 
The screw is a single one, and the engines, which are of 650 indicated 
horse-power, are expected to give her a speed of 19 knots per hour, 
The vessel is fitted with two steam rudders, For the ejection of tor- 
pedoes there is an apparatus for discharging Whiteheads 19ft. long 
and 14ft. in diameter, the launching tubes being two in number, one 
on each side, a little above water. The yessel is further armed with 
a four-barrel Palmcrantz machine gun, and fitted with electric light 
apparatus. In the stem and stern are water-tight compartments, 
which may also be used for storerooms. The boat weighs, fully 
equipped, 54 tons, and cost $40,000,—Tron. 

YAOBTING ON THE LAKES—.On Wednesday, Sept. 17, a race 
will take place between the Norah and Atalanta for the Fisher cup 
for the championship of the lakes, won by the latter at Chicago last 
year, Mr. R. J. Bell, ot the Norah, having challenged the Atalanta, 
The race will be over the regular course of the Bay of Quinte Y. UO, 
The third of the matches for the championship of Burlington Bay 
was won by Brunette, on Aug. 30, beating Cacique and Coquette by 
15 minutes. The breeze was very fresh and all of the boats shipped 
a good deal of water, 

BEVERLY Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES,—-In the account of this race in 
last week's ForESsT AND StREAmM the tollowing misprints occurred} 
Cruiser did not have to turn back to round buoy No, 6, Comus was 
the boat named. All boats marked B, Y. C, in the list belong to the 
Beverly Y. 0. All those marked By. Y. C. (a misprint for Bo. Y. C.) 
belong to the Boston Y.C. None of the protests were allowed— 
Buun witH A GoLD CASTLE. 

A. Goddard, H. B. Jackson, B. H. Hayen and F. B. Peabody, 

FINE ENOUGH FOR A YACHT.—New Hayen, Conn., Sept. 4,— 
Preparations are going forward here with rapidity for the immediate 
launching of the monster new and elegant three masted schooner 
John H. Tingne. She is intended for the merchant service, and is a 
handsome vessel named after Mr. Tingue, of Seymour, this State, the 
eecentric and wealthy plush manufacturer. Mr, Tingue has a mon- 
opoly in the manufacture of plush, and has become rich by it. He 
was a poor boy when he began, Now he works hard to spend an in- 
come of $80,000 a year, Heis very generous, He it was who set the 
women of the country at work collecting old shank buttons, no two 
to be alike, and after he had accumulated several hundred thousand 
of them from all parts of the country he presented them to the State 
of Connecticut in elegant cases. He has built up the pretty village of 
Seymour, and is well liked there. One of his latest exploits was the 
uniforming of the Seymour Brass Band in red plush from helmets to 
over-gaiters from his factory. The peculiarity that created much 
talk about the launch of the schooner John H. Tingue is the style of 
regal magnificence in which Mr. Tingue has fitted up ber cabins in 
consequence of her haying been named for him. He has expended 
thousands of dollars in the work, and her accommodations are so far 
from the plan and usual style as to rival the fittings of the finest 
yacht. Capt. J. M. Seaman, her commander, a jolly old sea dog, 
walks about the luxurious cabins as awkwardly as a man in a milli- 
ner’s store. The Tingue cost $36,000. The cabins contain large fore 
and after saloons, captain and mate’s room, three spare rooms, 
closets, bathroom, pantry and storerooms. Mr, Tingue covered the 
thresholds of the doors with polished copper, took up the Brussels 
carpet in the after cabin and put down a gem in olive velvet, and had 
an elegant raw silk parlor suit putin the room. The yelyet backs 
ot some of the chairs are jvorked with figures of the heads of Angora 
oats, which Mr, Tingue was the first toimport, and the wool of which 
eusesin his plush, One chairback has Jobn d. Starin’s Glen Island 

worked init. Mr, Starin is a warm friend of Mr. Tingue. The cap- 
tain’s fine stateroom is hung with rich, heavy, raw silk curtains, on 
massive brass rods, All of the rooms are finished in hard wood. The 
pantry is supplied with beautiful wine sets of Dresden glass and 
ehinaware, The whole exceeds in elegance anything ever seen on a 
vessel in this harbor. Mr. Tingue has given the ship a full set of 
colors and a set of mbternational code signal flags, all of the finest 
make, More than’ 500 invitations. printed on crocodile paper, haye 
been issued for the launching, which will occur next Saturday noon, 
Aregular banquet will be seved by a New York caterer, and the 
Tingue Brass Band will be aboard, Miss Maud E. Seaman, the pretty 
daughter of the captain, will crack the champagne bottle over the 
bow and will christen the John H. Tingue as she strikes the water. 
By the by, the State Legislature will be applied to next winter to 
change the nameof Seymour to Tingue. in honor of the lavish plush 
manufacturer. 

A FLOATING COFFER DAM.—Until the erection of the largedry- 
docks at the Erie Basin the facilities for repairing vessels have been 
entirely disproportioned to the immense commerce of New York, and 
even now the following device which has been in use for some time 
bothin New York and Boston, is a most valuable auxiliary to the 
large docks, as many repairs cai hé made more quickly and at much 
less expense. We copy the following description from the Boston 
Commercial Advertiser- ‘Tts use is in the repair of yessels which are 
damaged either at bow or stern, When it is remembered that nearly 
nine-tenths of all marine mishaps occur at these points of a vessel, it 
will be seen that its field of usefulness is large. Nearly half of the 
aecidents occurring aré about the propeller and rudder post, Hereto- 
fore when such an accident was at all serious the repair bill has been 
yery burdensome both in direct expense and delay. Such repairs 
were necessarily made in dry dock, which necessitated the shifting 
and storage of cargo meantime. The floating coffer dam is nearly 
square in shape, and is constructed throughout of the best hard pine 
Jomber. This 35ft. long, 82ft. beam at the gate end, and 24ft. beam at 
the closed end, whileits depth is 24ft, It will thus be seen that its 
eonstruction must be sufficient to stand the enormous strain of 24-foot 
head of water. It is flat on the bottom and three sides are as square 
asa box. The gate side is built V-shaped half its hight, while the 
upper half of the yast inclosure is shut in by huge gates, which swing 
on massive hinges and are so arranged as to offer no obstruction toa 
ship’s propeller, The dam is towed alongside the injured vessel and 
suulk at either bow or stern, as the case may be. Itis then fitted to 
the vessel so that the keel rests upon the bottom timbers of the dam 
and the vessel’s sides ft nto the V-shaped open end. Planking and 
layers of felting are fitted around the vessel, which is thus made to 
form the fourth side of the coffer dam. The dam is then pumped 
out, and being relieved of its immense weight of water lifts the end of 
the vessel out of the water aud leaves the injured portion as high 
and dry for repairs as if ip were ina dry dock. It has the advantage 
over a dry dock that in cold weather it. can be temporarily roofed over 
and heated so that it will serve all the purposes of a workshop. ‘This 
ig an important consideration in the repair of iron vessels in the win 
ter season.” 

MORE STHAM YACHT RACING.—As will be seen by the following 
amusing correspondence another steam yacht race (is promised, we 
hope with more satisfactory results than the last ones: 

New Yor«, Sept. 1, 1884. 
Mr, H. A. Taylor: 
DAR Sir—1 hereby challenge your boat, the Sphinx, to a series of 

three races, to he sailed between Sept. 5 and 15, over the New York 
Y. GC. course—/, e,, from Bay Ridge to and around the Scotland light- 
ship, start to be made each day at1l A. M., prize to be a cup of the 
value of $250, to be paid to the winner by the loser; each yacht to be 
allowed to carry as mnch steam as its captain may think proper. The 
prize to be awarded to the yacht winning two oub of the three races, 
T nnderstand you have not a high opinion of the steaming qualities of 
thé Petrel. 50 lissue this challenge fn hopes that we may hayea 
race which will settle the question beyoud any doubt. Hoping to re- 
ceive an carly reply, I ae yours truly, Ovrus W. FIELD, JR. 

Mr. Taylor veplied as follows: j 
5 : New York, Sept. 4, 1884. 

Capt. C. W. Mield, Jr.: , 
y Dar Sir—Your fayor of this date received, and your challenge 

to the Sphinx note. IThavelong been desirous for the enconnter, 
but it seems to me that ib wou’t take me three days to beat the Petrel, 
Life is short for such a prolonged encounter, and besides my wife 
won't let nie stay away so long from home onso hazardous 4 mission, 
But I will race the Sphinx on some day to be agreed, prior to the 15th 
of September, for a $200 cup, and will endeavor to meet you within a 
day or two to see if we cali agree On the details. MORES hee ee laaty 

MICHIGAN ¥. C., SEPT. 4—The Michigan ¥. C. held their first 
regalia on Thursday last, the prizes beiug club pennants. The course 
was 25 niiles for first and second classes, and 6 miles for third class. 
The first class comprised the schooners Louise and Ives, the Bereut 
schooner Annie K., yaw! Leila, sloops Annie $., Adele, Petre] an 
Jennie J.; third class, Michigan Central, Madeline, Sunset and Frolic. 
The race was sailed in a fresh wind. The Ives won the first class pen- 
nant in 4h. 43m, actual time. Annis §. lost her tupmasb, bub won in 
second class in 5h, 26m.i5s, Madeline won in third class in 2h. 
56m, 45s, 

A CATAMARAN RACH,—A sweepstakes race for catamarans will 
be sailed on Sept. lo, from Communipaw Docks to Southwest Spit 
buoy and return, 35 miles. The boats already entered are the Rocket, 
of Noank, Mr. Humphries, owner; Hermis, Yonkers, Mr. Thomas 
Fearon; Duplex, Jersey City, Com. Longstreet, and the Cyclone and 
Jessie, owned by Fred Hughes. A steamboat willgo over the course 
with the boats. The entrance fee is $25. 

TORONTO RACHS.—The race of the Royal Canadian Y. C., at Tor- 
onto, set for Saturday last, was postponed until Monday on account 
of calm weather. On Monday the ealm still prevailed, so the race, as 
wellas the Toronto Y.C., which was to have been sailed then, was 
postponed until Tuesday. 

SPEPRANZA.—The first vessel built by the Bay Ridge Construction 
Company, was launched on Sept. 10, from their yard at Bay sete 
She isa keel schooner yacht for Mr. H. W. Collender, and will be 
named Speranza. 

THE NEW GATLING GUN. 

HE Second Machine-gun platoon is composed of Lieut. 
A. L. Howard, Sergts. F. Bailey and E, Cooper, Corps. E. 

H. Tieknor and W. H. Forsyth, and Privates EK. B. Hotchkiss, 
John R. Hall, F. Heaney and W. Grohowsky. Tlis platoon 
took charge of the new Gatling battery gun which reached 
this city yesterday. The gun now stands in its room directly 
opening in the Union few The room opens from the cor- 
ridor at the entrance of the building, In front of the gun 
room are the parlors for the platoon which mans it. ’ 

Barly last evening the gun was examined by crowds, which 
completely filled the room at times. Lieut. Howard and the 
men of his command were present and explained the working 
and action of the machine. Ten barrels, about the same size 
and shape of rifle barrels, having a caliber 45-100 of an inch, 
are fastened at the muzzles to 4 circular perforated plate, m 
the center of which is a pivot on which the cluster of barrels 
revolves, In the center of the cluster is a long shaft which 

pivots at the breech as at the muzzle, This shaft is supported 

at the muzzle end by a cross-piece which rests on two long 

steel bars, which enter from the carriage on both sides 

of the barrels, to which they are parallel. Turning a 

crank at the breech of the gun causes these barrels 

to revolve very rapidly. The breech back of the 

barrels is of brass. On the top of the breech is a slot which 

connects with a cylinder inside the breech. When the crank 

is tuned this cylinder revolves also. On the outside of this 

cylinder are ten grooves to correspond with the ten barrels. In 

each of these grooves is a sliding steel breech-plate, on which 

is a shell extractor and a central firing pin with hammer. 

the limber which accompanies the gun are about 100 tin cases, 

about two feet long aud three inches by:one. On one side of 

each tin case is a groove, in which slides the handle of a metal 

| valve, which moves up and down in the case. Each case holds 

sixty rounds of government cartridges. The end of this case 

| 
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fits into the slot on the breech of the gun, When the case is 
full the valve is on top of all the cartridges, and a man pressing 
down on it can shove the cartiidges into the slot of the gun. 
The United States tactics for the Gatling gun furnish a man- 

ual for ten men, but Lieut; Howard will probably rearrange 
the tactics for six men, At the command “Ready,” one gtun- 
ner steps forward and unloosens the crank at the breech, an- 
other places a case of ammunition into the breech, and the 
death-deating machine is ready. The sergeant sights the pisce. 
On the order to fire, gunner No, 1 turns the crank and 1,000 
bullets a minute fly from the barrels, When the cartridze 
drops into the revolving slot it is caught by one of the sliding 
breech blocks and pushed forward into one of the barrels, On 
the right hand frame-bar, which is parallel with the barrels, 
are two sighting-pins. No barrel is discharged until it comes 
around to this frame bar where the sightine-pins are. When 
that barrel teaches the place to be discharged, a hammer 
strikes the firing-pin in the sliding-breech block, which moyes 
in pee barrel’s corresponding groove, ahd the cartridge is ex- 
pioded, 
There is a shell-extractor in every sliding breech block, 

which pulls out the cartridge into the revolving sroye again, 
and the empty shell is again carried around in the groye until 
it is on the lower side of the cylinder, when it drops on the 
ground, There is very little or no noise made by the mechan- 
ism when in motion, except the rapid click of the hammer as 
ib strikes a firing-pin about twenty times a second. The 
breech of the gun is eleyated or depressed by ascrew. By 
moving a little key the turning crank wil! cause the breech of 
the gun to keep moving to the right and left, thus spreading 
the leaden storm over a wide space. 4 
_The gun is mounted in about the same style as an ordinary 

six-pounder, and the circumference of the circle formed by 
the ten barrels is about the same as that of the brass six- 
pounders in the Guilford battery. Two horses will draw the 
gun and its limber, which carries 5,000 rounds of ammunition. 
Although the mechanism seems to be complicated, Lieut. 
Howard can take the whole thing to pieces and put it fogether 
again with no other tool than a wrench and a screw-driver. 
The breech is of brass and the barrels are to be nickel-plated 
to protect them from the salt and damp air at Niantic, The 
machine gun and its platoon will probably do terrible exeen- 
tion during the impending engagement near Camp Couch next 
week,—New Havemw Palladium. 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

THE willows wave in noontide glare 
To meads that sniile beyond, 

The beetles droue in the sleepy air, 
And all seem lost in the dreaming where 

IL seek the pickerel pond. 

Ah, dear old pond! *tis many a year 
Since last Dtook my pole 

And wooed fatizues of wold and weir 
To try a bout with fortune here 
Where thy calm waters roll. 

How well I recollect each day 
In those sweet times of yore— 

I toiled the sweaty hours away, 
Alluring the coquettish prey 
From thy dark depths ashore. 

So now I come with hook and line 
And mem’ries ever fond, 

To live again the auld lang syne 
And taste once more the sweets of thine, 
O yeteran pickerel pond,—Chicago News. 

Thirteen hundred and eight wolves were killed last year in 
France, mainly on the border lands of Belgium and Germany. 

A fisherman at Santa Barbara, Cal., the other day hooked a 
fish weighing about two pounds, and in drawing the same to 
the boat it was swallowed by a large rock cod weighing twenty 
to twenty-five pounds, and he sticceeded in landing both safely 
in the boat. - 

The small prices obtained at the Liverpool sale of wild 
beasts have created something like a panic on the continent, 
The Monde Iltustré announces it as a new horror—‘le krasch 
des faunes.” What seems to have Specially alarmed the 
French financial mind is the fact that a tiger which had eaten 
two keepers consecutively was sold for 1,200 francs—‘only 600 
franes a keeper.” 

“Mariar,” said an Allen county peasant to his other half, 
“have you enny idee how many young uns we have?’ “Wich 
onto leven, I guess,” ‘*And how many dogs are they round 
yere?”” “Most a dozen, I guess; there’s Tige, an’ Bruce, an’? 
Growler, an’ her four pups, an’ the hound, an’ the terrier, an’ 
them others o’ Hank’s that loaf ‘round y’ere.” “Say “leyen 
children and only a dozen dogs. Mariar, don’t ye think we 
have most too many children? Times is most tarnation hard, 
yelnow. Say, can’t we put out some o’ our chunkiest gals to 
work? I low that they could make enough in a spell for us to 
buy another dog or two.” “Jist as you say, Hezekiah.” **Wall, 
I‘low *f we could swap two of our young’ ‘uns for four more 
dogs we'd be fixed, I guess Vl try it.’—The Hoosier. 

“War were you fishing with—bent pins andsh'ings? asked 
Justice Duffy as he frowned down on four trembling boys in 
front of the bar of the Yorkville Police Court yesterday, 
‘Wes, sir,” tearfully assented each urchin. “Well, don’t you 
know it’s against the law to fish in the park, If you catch all 
the fish out there won't he any for other boys to look at. 
Which one of you caught a fish?” “T did,” said Harry Capler 
ashe raised his hand. ‘You didn’t raise your right hand,” 
said the Judge; “doitagain. I shall be yery severe on you. 
Two months is what you will get. One month each for you 
other boys. Officer, take them to jail.” As this sentence was 
given a wail arose from the four enlprits. “Hold on,” said the 
Judge as they reached the door, “come back here. Will you 
ever do it again?” ‘No, sir.’ ‘“Well, then you are discharged. 
Run home.”"—N, Y. Herald. 

Tt is asserted on the anthority of persons who have recently 
visited Marlette Lake that the prodigious increase of trout in 
its waters has overstocked thelake. At times they can be 
seen massing themselves in the small streams which are tribu- 
tary to the lake, and on these occasions they have been 
crowded out on the grass growing onthe borders of the 
streams, Thousands could be thrown out with a pitchfork, 
A piece of bark thrown into the lake will cause a dozen or 
more of troutto leap forit. The coyotes haye caught the 
knack of fishing, and sit by the shore watching for leaves to 
fall into the water. ‘The instant a leaf touches the water the 
fish rise, and like a flash the coyote bounds into the thick of 
the fish, and is certain to bring out one or twoin his mouth. 
The coyotes are shot whenever any ot the lumbermen see 
them, but by stealing up in the underbrush they generally 
manage to escape observation,—Carson (Nev.) Appeal, 

Those of our citizens who haye studied the fish supply of 
Western Maryland have become alarmed at the results which 
have been produced by the introduction of bass into the Poto- 
mac and the neighboring streams. The bass are very vora- 
cious in their habiis, and attack all kinds of aquatic life for 
food. They haye either devoured or driven away most of the 
fallfish, the sunfish, the catfish and other native fish, and they 
have very greatly diminished the number of eels, and have 
even destroyed many of the turtles and watersnakes. If this 
wholesale slaughter continues it will not belong before the 
bass will be almost the only fish in our waters, and then the 
question ag to their future food will be difficult 10 decide, 

—_ 
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quantities in all the streams which enter the Potomac, As 
hey even now deyour their own young, it may be that, when 

the other fish becomes extinct, they will turn upon their own 
“species and start a Kilkenny struggle for existence.—Balti- 
more Correspondent Cincinnati Commercial. 

A-small and dejected dog stood upon one of the stone draw- 
piers of the Congress Street Bridge yesterday gazing long- 
ingly at the inaccessible bridge, and occasionally uttering a 
sorrowful whine. He walked around the top of the pier at 
intervals, looked at the city, then down at the water, and 
when apparently about to jump turned away asif appalled 
at the fearful height and returned with plaintive whining to 
the side of the pier facing the bridge. ‘‘That’s the third time 
he’s been out there to-day,” said the bridge tender. ‘He don’t 
seem to learn by experience, and now he’s got to stay there 
until the Albany boat comes up, and that'll be more than an 
hour. He won’t jump off. Last spring, when the ice was just 

y have increased very rapidly, and are now tound in large terribly scared. The draw struck when I closed it, because the 
heat of the sun had expanded the iron, and I couldn’t get it 
open until night. So ltook my ladder out to the pier and 
went up after the dog, but he wouldn't let me take him down, 
and I had to push him overboard. Well, sir, heswam around 
these two piers twice, cold as the water was, and when he 
found he could not climb up he just swam down to the ferry 
landing, crawled ashore and came up the street and across the 
bridge here like a streak. He never stopped to wag his tail as 
he went by, but just lit out for West Troy asif he was sent 
for."—Troy Telegram. 

It was announced recently that Lieutenant Fred Schwatka, 
United States Army, had resigned his commission for the 
reason, as intimated, that he was about to enter ‘“‘foreign 
seryice.” A Portland (Ore,) newspaper explains this report 
as follows: ‘‘Heis not intending to embark in a change of 
flag, but he is about to enter the Scotch service in this wise: 

expedition up the Yukon River in northwestern Alaska, to 

1200 miles above its mouth and descended to the sea, making 
an accurate record in full compliance with his instructions, 
but in the meantime he attended to a little side show of his 
own. In addition to what he was specially instrficted to 
examine and report upon in the Aleutian Islands group, he 
discovered and mapped out the central channel of the noted 
Japan current and its thermal effect upon the temperature 
of the several islands in its track. These islands are said to 
aggregate about two thousand square miles, with a perennial 
climate of about sixty degrees Fahrenheit the entire year, and. 
covered with grasses and verdure adapted for indefinite 
grazing, and haying no parallel on the planet for stock 
ranges. Onthelieutenant’s return from the Yukon expedition 
he stopped in Portland, and entered into confidential terms 
with ‘Scotch’ Reid in respect to gobbling these perennial 
islands for cattle ranches, to be conducted under the auspices 
of a corporation to be organized in Scotland, with plenty of 
capital to back the enterprise, for which purpose Reid left 
here several weeks ago. Lieutenant Schwatka is to take 
special superintendence of the business there, with a due. 

: 

oe out, 4 cur dog came over from West Troy and ran out 
the pier when the draw was open. He got left and was 

Last year he was deputed by the Government to lead an 

| explore its channel, resources, etc. He crossed to the river, | ratio of non-assessable stock, of course "—Ha. 

UMPHREYS The “Mayer” Minnow Casting and Trolling Rod. 
R 

T ER Ne ICS 
_JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

HOBRSES,CATTLE, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS, 
and POULTRY, 

FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homeo- 
athic Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 

Purfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
joal Mine Companies, Trav’g EGO Gres 
and Menageries, and others han g stock, 
with perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Mangal, (330 pp.) 

sent free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
Pamphlets sent free on application, 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO, 
109 Fulton Street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHREY ) Vital Weakness and Pros. 

HOM 

OMEOR TARY 
VE 

staunchness and the delicacy of its action. 

tration from over-work or 

indiscretion, EOPATHI is radically 
and promptly cured by it. 
Been in use 20 years, 
—is the most success- 0 2 
fulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vials an 
Jarge vial of powder for 85, sent post-free on re- 
cant or prer Hop bres Homeo. Med. Co, 
, Dlust, Catalogue free,] 109 Fulton St.. N. Y. 

This rod is made from specifications furnished by Professor Alfred M. Mayer. Its proportions were reached after a long series of 

experiments, the object of which was to obtain a section bamboo rod of abuut 9 ounces that would feel light in the hand, be well balanced, 

not throw off a delicately mouthed minnow in making long casts, and finally after striking the bass would have enough spring and flexi- 

bility to afford the angler the same pleasure as that given him when playing a bass on a fly rod. 

The rod has two tips, one 6 inches shorter than the other; the shorter tip is used for trolling and in casting when wading. 

This rod has been thoroughly tested in both lakes and quick water, and anglers who have used it are unqualified in praises of its 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle 

48 and 50 Maiden Lane, New York City. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
EH. DATASA, 33 Broadway, N. Y., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment ot 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heayy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00, 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

se ipnime Tatkle.| SPECIALTIES 
Russian Water Proof. 

Price 25 Cents. 

Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti- 

ficial Baits 

The best articie known for keeping out wet and 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

preserving the leather. 

GUN OIDE. 

Flies for all Waters. 

Price 50 Cents. 

Special patterns tied to order 

The only non-oxydizer made that will prevent 
iron, steel and metal from rusting when exposed to 
salt water. The contents of one bottle will keep a 
gun in good cordition one year. . 

Powdered Areca Nut. 
Price 50 Cents. 

A safe and infallible remedy for WORMS in DOGS. 

APPLETON & LITCHFIELL 
304 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price $2.00, 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

GUNNING COAT. 
Edge of game pocket turned up to 

show the net bottom, which permits 
ventilation, drip and distention. 
Right and left sides alike. 

Imperial Flea Powder. 
Price 50 Cents. 

For the destruction of Fleas and yermin on dogs 
and other animals. 

The above are put up under my supervision by 
one of the best chemists in the United States, and 
each is guaranteed as represented. Sample con- 
taining one package of each sent on receipt of $1.50 
in stamps or posta! note. 

I keep in stock a full line of 

Spratt’s Medicines for Dogs. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES. 
No. 178 Broadway, N. Y. 

OUTSIDE, INSIDE. 

Corduroy, Goats, aecsts ese s+ ste $10 00 
a WES SASH Mle eer open yr 3 00 
fr TYOWSETS. . sc -.5s2+500- , 5 00 

PansusPuGks@osibt, 2. ockaccs bt-2 544 5 00 
a VIGSLitee cn Rev ese sures 2 00 
fF LER rapes beled y ered eh 3 00 

Cotton Duck Goat...........- 4 00 
y WEBS r etc iace sles bts 2 00 
‘t Pemtsm ee ese 2 50 

¥) Cap of Corduroy-..........-..-..5%. 2 00 
ow USGL Se Ona aed a a Ie oe 100 

Gaiters of Leather. ........ 0.0.2... 3 00 
Oe ENC eet Me ee ee ck 2 00 

Sent everywhere in the United States on 

receipt of price. 

HENNING, CLOTHIER, 
410 Seventh Street, 

WASHINGTON CITY, 

—Openings to game pocket. 
Pockets for empty shells. 

E—Exit from game pocket. 
F—Entrances to game pocket. 
G—Net bottom game pocket. '—Pockets for loaded hells, 
H—Game pocket, Pockets for caps, etc, 

WITH AUTOMATIC EXTRACTOR FOR D. & 8. SHOTGUNS. 

| JAS. F. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine Fishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
18Oft., $1.50; 240f6., $1.75; B00fb., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25: 600Ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50.cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra, Marster’s celebrated Hocks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
pee eEes Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft. long, $1.50 to $10.00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
pare bles of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings, J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Bs YN © CE ’Ss 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
_ These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Gost 
only about half as much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heayier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is Dee two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool] also 
acts a8 a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,, Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

= 

In offering this well-known and celebrated rifle to the public we féel confident that the long-sought 
means of converting a shotgun into a rifle, without loss of time or overloading the sportsman, is found, 
as thousands of voluntary testimonials bear evidence, 

The perfect simplicity of this invention—the absence of screws or Nurs—adds to the ease with which 
the change can be made from a shotgun to a rifle, and fo its durability; there being nothing to get out of 
repair, there can be no question abont the wear of the rifle; neither is the shotgun liable to any injury 
in the use of it. The change can be made from shotgun to rifle, and back to shotgun, as quickly as a 
discharged shell can be taken out and a gun reloaded, the rifle barrel being operated upon by the ex 
tractor of the shotgun in the saaie manner as the shot shell; and the sportsman’s burden is increased 
but little—the weight of the Auxiliary Rifle being from 15 to 24 ounces. 

A reference to the cut shows that this barrel, when in its place in the gun, rests on a centering collar 
near the muzzle, which perfectly centers the rifle in the shotgun barrel, Forsingle-barrel breech-loading 
shotguns this rifle is equally well adapted, and will become a valuable adjunct. The standard sizes are 
made only for 10 and 12-g. shotguns, but will be made to order to fit any gauge of shotgun manufactured. 

To avoid errors in filling orders, customers are requested to state precisely the gauge of the gun in 
which they wish to use the rifle barrel; also to state the caliber of rifle you desire, and length of shotgun 

Manufactured by 

THE STRONG FIREARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
Also manufacturers of the Climax Cartridge Belt, Shot Shell Creasing Machine and Breech-Loading 

Yacht and Field Cannon, SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

barrel. 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. 
Trout Flies, 30 cts. per doz. 

Single, 1 yd. 5 cts.; 2 yds. 10 cts.; 3 yds. 15 cts, 

Double, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts. 

GUNS FOr; ALE? 

We offer a better spread in guns this year than eyer before, consisting in part of the Parker 
Trap Guns (for which we are sole agents), the Colt Club and other Colt Guns, Harrington 
& Richardson’s Guns and Revolvers, Enos James & Co,’s Invincible, Triumph, Trap, Never 
Miss and other grades, and the Great American Single Gun, called the Field, with top lever 
and allimprovements, The Field Gun costs but a trifle, and is designed for boys or men who 
eannot afford to buy fine double guns. Besides the above we have a small job lot of guns of 
Webley, Hollis and other makes which we offer at less than half price. 
catalosue. H. & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street (P.O. Box 1114), New York. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, 
—SUCCESSORS TO— 

BRADFORD & ANTHONY, 

Agents for Skinner’s Celebrated Fluted Spoon. 
Nos, 1 & 2 are especially made for trolling with flies for Black Bass. 

A KILLING BAIT AND DURABLE. 

Bass Flies, $1 00 per doz, 

GUT LEADERS. 
Treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts. 

4-Ply, 4 length, 25 cents. 

HERMANN H. KIFFER, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Send for price list. Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS. 

Send stamp for 

PRICE, $75 TO $250 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10 Ibs, weight. The rifle is perfectly ace 

L..C. SMITH, Maker. Syracuse, N.Y. 

FISHhiNGe =xTACEsIT.FE: 
Of the best quality, all kinds and styles, 

374 Washington Street, Boston. Mass. 

HUNTING! 
This boot wili give better satisfaction for all-round work 

than any covering yet invented for the feet. Double uppers, 

water-tight tongue at instep, snug adjustment at top, giving 

symmetrical application to conformation of foot, ankle and 

calf, and contributing thorough comfort, protection and 

warmth. Wili not ehafe the heel or ankle. The seams are 

pubber cemented before being stitched; the tongue is thor- 
oughly waterproofed; bottoms put on with welt and hand- 

sewed; no screw-nails used as in the cheap imitations. Thorough 

work and fit guaranteed. 
Send for catalogue of leather and canvas sportsmen’s goods to 

YERRINGTON & QUIMBY, 
SUCCESSORS TO 

THOMSON & SONS, 

301 Broadway (P. O. Box 1016), NEW YORK. 

Also Agents in New York for 

Lefever’s Hammerless Guns. 

DOG TRAINING; 
—BY 

S. T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICHK PRICH $1.00. 

other. 

Sportsmen’s Wear. . 
No. A i, Barnard Canvas Shooting Coat, - 
No. 1, ee ee ae aé 4 4 00 

No. 2; les «6 ‘6 « ce +) 50 

Na, st 66 sh «s ac = 1 75 

For sale by_all gun and sporting goods dealers. Ask for them; 
see that our trade mark is on the liming, They are the best: take no 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Panis, Vests, — 
Waterproof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryall Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bag:, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
scriptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterproof Leather. 

Illustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent free 
upon application. 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St , Chicag‘o 
EASTERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st.,N.Y. F.N. Warts, Manager. 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co, will send post paid any book 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
East of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING. 

American Angler’s Book, Norris............... 5 50 
ARETE RS 5 de ste we heen ewe Bp nie surah a6 ese Batt 
AN PLM eRAlESS DAW SOM Aru eerie y neues ates 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis............++++5- 7 50 
Angling Tiiterature in England,.............-. 20 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall...,......,....... 3 00 
British Angeline. Miiess: voecees cna en cen ean aes 2 00 
Par pycultnirerptal. oak cetlate deo toh umes Ga neen, 1 00 
Pish Hatching and Fish Catching............. 1 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly ................. bsp 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float................----.. 5 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott............ 3 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock...... SHAR St ato eee 2 00 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis ................:.. 2 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes...............---+5 1 26 
Fly and Worm Wishing,............0.2...0.5-5s 50 
Frank Vorester’s Fish and Fishing........... 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne....... ......s.s:..- Os 1 00 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .... 1 00 
Practical Trout Culture..............60 sess eee 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. ............2.0..-2.000 xr 20) 
PEIMeIS 1s Gore ISHN on eee Wee alee eee ees 2 50 
Scientific Angler ... 00... .......0.- LS a aie, 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
LN ON are ART aA Sderot nt eae or As 2 00 

Tolbert. Cee ee ee ee peek etna eee 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

IBTSUIS DEP RON ECCS nase ts sere epee tet fe, ees 2 00 

BILEDS. 

American Bird Fancier.. 2-02.22. 426.-- sseepseee 50 
Baird's Birds of North America.............+.+ 30 00 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 1 50 
BIRGINGLGS ns nes lastnate ep ghia. cadens teste G5 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams............... 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... ..- 15 00 
Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25¢.; cloth....... 50 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds................- 3 00 
Native’ Song Birds... o..0cc5;ccececs ens tee cees 75 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard...........-...--+. 2 00 
Natura] History of Birds..............-.....5+ 8 00 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green..................- 1 80 
Samuel’s Birds of New Hngiand,......... .... 4 00 
BHORGMSIIIN So hee ae nk Ln isle iain oie nee 15 
Water Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer and 
Ridgway, plain edition, $12; hand colored.. oe m 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 8 vols........ 1 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds.............: 6 00 

BOATING AND YACHTING; 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... 8 00 
Boat Racing, Brickwood...........-.-....-++--- 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ 1 25 
Canoeing in Kanuckia. ............20..000--- 1 265 
Canoe and Camera....... 1... eeeeee ween eres » 150 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s......... 2 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts ................-.--+5 2 50 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing................ 1.00 
Paddle‘and Portage... 3.5... yee ses eee eens 150 
Mine Sati BOa a ese ae ale elejjcteinneie ss Pekeners emis 50 
Yachts and Yachting, Kemp.................- 10 00 
Yacht Designing, Kemp..........-............ 25 00 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long,... 2 00 
Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan..............++ 1 00 
GracksS hol. i toe ie bees ore ee eae Oe Ty 1 25 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting...... .... .., 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2 v.,cloth 4 00 
Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 75 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow.......-. 1 00 
Howl Became a Sportsman............ .....- 2 40 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules,........-...-..+.. 25 
Rifie Practice, Wingate.....-.-....-.+.se..s00> 1 50 
Rod and Gun in California..........5.......655 1 50 
SHON Pee etic blouse. cul s Wee mean seater 50. 
Shooting, Dougall............. qaetente erodes ams 8 00 
Shooting on the Wing............-:.+-.s.seeeee 75 
Sots Evie trey wees pee Bok BES BME ey cao omer icrce 2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunting......:....-.:..+..05-- 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting. .......... .22. y.40- 1 26, 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters ............ 1 50 
The Gun and Its Development, Greener....-.. 2 50 
Wing Shooting, by “Chipmunk” ....... ...... 50 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds.......... + 75 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
OL Wil Veen stte ree essence aida ot. metecate he ter 1 75 

Camp Life in the Wilderness,........-.-...... 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 
Camping Out............. nfo RRBs bbe: 75 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. .. 100 
Hints on Camping...... SEER SARS - 1060 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s .. + 150 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher...........+..-- vis} 
Rustlings in the Rockies....-........: em eetces 1 00 

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS. 

Adirondacks, Map of, Stoddard ..,.......---- $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake..........., 50 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley ne 
Net ROre Gui csae seo ene erie bs aye heat 

Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake..... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard........ 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region.... 4a 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele, , 
Map of the Thousand Islands,........ 

| Tourists’ Map of Maine,.,..... ...... 

KENNEL. 

American Kennel, Burges............,..-...-- 3 00 
OE Mer On 8 UC Set. Pn ey eee ee 2 00 
Dog Disexsestor Hillyios. 74.2 een a eee 2 00 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird...................- 25 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson,................5.5. 3 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson... 3 00 
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond........ 00 
ORO ATO O RAL yeti mee ye iis ge Ate Bee ticle teders 75 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
COUuntaeS. Sr 4ae ote eee eee P 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo........ 75 
Dogs, Points for Judging....,............-.... 50 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.: cloth....,.........- 60 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. ............. 1 265 
English Kennel C, 8, Book, Vol. T.............. 5 00 
English K. C. 8. Book, Vols. II. to X., each.. 4 50 
Practieal Kennel Guide................0.-..0- 50 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack..... ............... 375 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands........... % 50 
Yero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.50; 

THOPOCCO ee vals -plyecmpect ins Aart poet tees ee 22 50 
YOuAatwon thesDop wii neha. sere cae ene 2 50 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports andGames 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.: cloth,...... 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes........ 8 00 
CTOQUGIAT IRN Oya naire See ne aie ae ReaD 20 
ASV WVISGE. Ceo cates e oeeene a a amen ean 50 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 3 50 
(FISTS aE RISbAN ejtee cree. heen ne nee een 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. ...... 25 
Laws and Principles of Whist, Cavendish..... 2 00 
uoits and Bowls Se ae 
Keating aes 

Stonehenge, Eneyclopedia of Rural Sports. ../ 
The Philosophy of Whist.. 
Wihist#tor Beoinners.a pects once ee aes 50 

HORSE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses..... 5 00 | 
Bits and Bearing Reins............ bh 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanshi 

Jenning’s Horse Training. ..:...........-... .: 
Manual of the Horseé.-.........0¢0s.seeeeeseeee 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor.................-+.--- 
Mayhew’s Horse Management................. 
McClure’s Stable Guide.............4... =f ea 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer..,..........-1....-----4: 
Riding sand Drying eee. sen se eee ee 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s........ 3 66 
Stable Management, Meyrick,.-............... 1 06 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia....._. 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8yo0 8 50 | 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
T2MO Sa Sedan y he cde e ema bane eee 2 0G 

Po pad de  OLSe mer wets aasie et een meres 1 0G" 
The Horse Owner's Safeguard...............-- 2 Ob 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going ................. 2 06 
Wallace’s American Stud Book..... .. ...... 10 06 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols, 20 0& 
Woodruff'’s Trotting Horses of America...... 2 50 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse.... ........ 1 50 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

Amateur Photographer.-.......-: .:....-----. 1 Ov 
Animal Plagues, Fleming......., ..<-......... 4 80 
Antelope and Deer of America.... ,.......... ® Sui 
Archer, Modern.......... .. salto sagtt peeeme on 2b 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 5@ 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 
Government Report....... fits pas ty ta, 2 50 

Common Objects of the Seashore, ............ 
Wast warp ol leew oat toner teds ote Wet alsure talon 1 6&0 
Florida and the Game Water Birds of the 

Atlantic Coast and Lakes of U.S............ 2 00: 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium............... 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer- 
ROW COAS bares aoc. eee ES ES cea aan mete 

How to Make Photographs............ fe 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour................. 
Insects Injurious to Veretation................ 
Keepme; OnE COW. «enc iddes oem vices ire eee 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher...... 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects........... 
BIstOlMahe, OSE re aidcleitaadeee pers attel aerate 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Bobby y.... 0. noe ce eee ete eee Eee sash lia 

Practical Orange Culture........ iano ae Seas 
Practical Poultry Keeping,............ 12.2... 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd,... ............. 
Sportsman's Gazetter, Hallock,............... 
The Cream of Leicestershire.........,..-..... 
The Northwest Coast of America.,......... os 
The Heart of Europe... 0.0. eee ees te ewes 
The Botanical Atlas, 2-VOIS.......020:-++r-yneee 
The Zoological Atlas, 2 vols.....-......+.-...-- 
The Book of the Rabbit............... erect 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown,.......... . 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland..... ....-....... 
Wooderaft, ““Nessmuk”...........- eins erayes sees 
Woods and Lakes of Maine.................--- 
Yellowstone Park, Ludlow, quarto, clot 4, Goy- 
ermment Report.......--.-.--+-+..+. tontteee 

Youatt on Sheep... ..-.. 20. eeeeeeeee «sens 
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THE CREEDMOOR MEETING. 

4yhe full report which we give of the work on the Na- 
tional Rifle Association range during the past week 

will tell of the doings at a very successful meeting. With 

over 1,500 entries scattered through the nineteen matches on 

the programme, there was abundant competition, and those 

who won prizes high in the lists were compelled to show 
some very fine scores, i 

The militia did not make such a showing as it was fair to 
expect they would, but the regulars were shown that there 
is plenty of good shooting talent among the non-professional 
men ofarms. With the close rivalry came, of course, many 
protests, but the management was prompt in disposing’ of 
all questions brought up, and of the general conduct of the 

meeting there are as yet only words of praise. The financial 

exhibit has not yet been made up, but it is safe to estimate 

that, while the meeting was not a success in the way of pay- 

ing for itself completely, yet it was sufficiently supported to 
encourage the directors in presenting as good or better pro- 

gramme next year. It has been a triumph for those who 
advocated a policy of wise expenditure, even to the point of 

liberality, over those who wished to bring econcmy to the 
verge of parsimony. 

One of the novel sequences to the meeting was the wail it 

evoked from some ancient Fluellen in arms, through a 
column of space in the New. York Herald of the 15th inst. 

The writer had evidently seen one of the special military 

rifles such as modern experience demands shall be provided 

for such of the military as shall show themselves extra pro- 
ficient in marksmanship and enable them to make the best 

use of their skill against the enemy in the ranks of the sharp, 
shooters’ squad. Without troubling himself about the facts 
jn the case this stickler for the obsolete and the defunct pro- 

ceeds to draw 4 very pretty pen-picture of the modern gol- 
dier with a special military proceeding to work before an 

imaginary enemy as though he were operating on a lawn be- 

fore a target, and by inference leaves the deluded reader to 

believe that Creedmoor is given up.to practice with small- 

bore, special military rifle. In fact, this class of practice 
represents the very advance guard of real military shooting, 

= ; i” 

Among those who study small arms in behalf of the sey- 
eral great armies of the world, the special endeayor now is 

to secure an extra-accurate, long-range, small-bore weapon, 
with as many appliances for securing the best results as can 
possibly be put upon it. The demand is for a light weapon 

capable of carriage for the average man and yet not a mere 

blunderbuss for short-range slaughter. The tendency is to 
improve the gun and train the man up to the machine rather 

than simplify the weapon down to the stupidity of the man. 
Brain will beat brawn when the test comes, and if the Flu- 

ellens range themselves on the side of the latter they must 

abide by the result. Statistics, too, are against our ancient 

advocate. The recent meeting at Creedmoor was really a 
military gathering, in which the present armament of the 

troops was abundantly recognized. ‘There was just a leaven 

of small-bore effort and of special military shooting just 

sufficient to show that the management is cognizant of the 

latest drift of the science of arms. 
There were nineteen matches, of which two were confined 

to small-bore sporting weapons, and they had just twelve en- 

tries. There was another match, open to any rifle, with a 

handicap in favor of military arms, and this had 310 entries, 
the large majority being of the military class. In the any- 

military class there were four matches, and the aggregate 

entry list was but 156, and here again the service arms were 
employed in large measure in open competition with the 

weapons whose excellence so troubles our venerable text- 

writer, All the remaining matches were open only to mili- 

tary men, either regular or militia, carrying the service arm 
of their corps. The total entry list ran up to 1,036. Here 

the shooting was done by men who bore arms just as they 

came from the official armory, and with all the hindrances 

and defects retained on them by Boards of Ordnance con- 

seryaliye enough to suit our protesting friend. More 

than this, eight of the matches, embracing 649 en- 

tries, were confined to men using the New York 

State model weapon—the ‘‘gas pipe’—which has so 
often filled the fair breézes which float over the broad Creed- 

moor lawn with the azure tints of hearty and well-deserved 
profanity. It isa weapon after Fluellen’s own heart. It is 

crude; it is capable of immense service in the way of bang- 

ing about, a crook in the barrel may or may not affect its in- 

accuracy, and it is nakedly innocent of any appliances which 
would enable the user to find the bullseye. Such weapons 
are lying about loose at Oreedmoor, and it may cheer F.’s 

heart to know that fully two-thirds of the shots fired at 

Creedmoor for the past week came from the muzzles of these 

.50-caliber contrivances, The desire to enter intocompetition 

was so strong that chances were taken with these arms, 

They have done good service in the past, but we will hail 

the day when America shall recognize the fact that the right 

arm for the coming soldier is the very best one which inge- 

nuity can contrive, and make a grand clearing out sale of 

much of the junk now stored away in arsenals and depots. 

PopMs ON Fieup Srorrs.—Some years ago we noticed 
the proposed publication of a volume of poems by Mr. Isaac 
McLellan. The manuscript was destroyed in the Park Row 

fire. Having, with most commendable perseverance, col- 

lected the poems again, Mr. McLellan makes the welcome 

announcement that the volume will shortly be ready for the 
press. Mr. McLellan was a college mate of Longfellow at 

Bowdoin, and has been favorably known as a poct for more 

years than some of us. have lived. We presume several 
thousands of schoolboys have spoken his poem on the death 
of Napoleon Bonaparte: 

Wild was the night; yet a wilder night 

Hung round the soldier’s pillow— 

and we know that tens of thousands of readers have been 

found for his numerous poetical descriptions of the pleasures 

of field and stream. It is natural that Mr. McLellan should 
desire to see his poems gathered together from the various 

journals in which they have been printed into a more perma- 

nent form, and if is altogether fitting that his book should 
be given cordial welcome and hearty support, For particu- 

lars we refer our readers to the author himself, whose addres 
is Greenport, Long Island, N, Y. 

A Sueenstion FoR Bence Show MAnacers.—Is it not 

about time to put an end to the fictitious valuations of dogs 

in bench show catalogues? What do the characters ‘‘$10,000” 

after an entry signify? It would be more becoming and 
sensible, if the animal is not for sale, to so state it. Here is 

a chance for some club to inaugurate a reform by substi- 
tuting the words ‘‘Not for sale,” in the place of the ridicu- 
lous figures now se common, 

Tue RETURN OF THE GROoUsH.—The ruffed grouse is a 

notional bird. Sometimes it takes a fancy to disappear so 

utterly and mysteriously from a locality that the sportsman 
may hunt over his favorite grounds without even finding a 

trace of one. Where or why the birds go is something that 
no one as yet appears to’ have determined with any degree of 

satisfaction. Breechloading shotguns, grouse ticks, the 

clearing up of land, and half a dozen other causes 

have been assigned, but they do not explain the 

puzzle. Two or three years ago this disappearance 

of the birds was so general that it carsed alarm. 

Last year the birds began to come back again, and this sea- 

son they are on hand in force. Many favorable reports have 

eome from different localities, which indicate that the ruffed 
grouse shooting of 1884 will be remembered. There is 

scarcely any game that American sportsmen could so ill 

afford to lose as the ruffed grouse. All the more, then, 

should measures be taken for its protection from the snarers, 

who are after all probably the most destructive agents en- 

gaged in its diminution. 

THE WonpDERFUL KEELY GuN.—The famous ‘‘motor’ 

man of Philadelphia has been turning his attention to guns; 

and if the papers of that city are to be credited, he has at 
least succeeded in astonishing some army officers who have 

seen the performance of the new engine of destruction. 

The gun is loaded with a wonderful “‘etheric vapor,” 

whether the same that makes the ‘“‘motor’” stock sell we are 
not told. The vapor was introduced into the gun, in the 

presence of the invited guests, and a number of leaden 

bullets more than an inch in diameter were fired through a 

board and flattened out against the iron plate as if they had 

been pounded with a trip hammer. We are promised a 

public exhibition in New York. Meanwhile the folks who 
are getting up an electric gun have to be heard from. 

A PousaKk EXPEDITION is projected by the Russian Minis- 

try of Marine, to be conducted on the plan suggested in the 

FOREST AND STREAM of July 24. The scheme is to have 

several large parties to start from Jeannette Island and pro- 

ceed entirely on foot across the ice, leaving large depots of 

provisions in their rear. It is thought that there are many 

islands north of Jeannette Island that could be utilized, 
The rumor that the New York Yacht Club was to join with 

Cyrus W. Field, Jr., in sending out Chief. Hngineer Melville 
on a new polar expedition is denied by the officers of the 

club and by Mr. Field’s brother. 

A, O. U.—The next meeting of the American Ornitho- 
logical Union promises to be interesting and important. It 

is probable that several well-known ornithologists from 

abroad wall be present, among them Dr, P. L, Schlater, Sec- 

retary of the Zoological Society of London, and for many 

years editor'of the Jézz. Dr. Schlater came over to attend 

the meeting of the British Association of Montreal, thence 

he goes to Washington, where he will be the guest of Dr. 
Coues, Messrs. Henry Seebohl and Howard Saunders, it is 

expected, will also attend the A. O. U. meeting. 

THat Bia Bass Hwap,—The head of the Florida black 
bass—the leviathan of 28} pounds—has been set up in a glass 

case and is now on exhibition in this office, where all who 

may be interested in such things are invited to call and in- 
spect it. It is one of those wonders which must be seen to 
be appreciated. 

THE Po.iticaAL BonkE.—The office of game protector in 

this State is important, but not of such consequence, one 

might think, as to be looked upon as a political gift, It is: 
quite true, however, that the office has in some cases been 
peddled out as a sop to political influence. 

Tue PicturED Rocxs are described in the current num- 

ber of Lippincoté’s, over the signature of D. D, Banta, a 

‘hame very pleasantly remembered by readers of the “‘Be- 

tween the Lakes” papers recently published in these columns, 

Dr. Extrorr Covss returned from Europe last week. 

He reports that his trip was both pleasant and profitable in 

the way of new material secured. 

SHoreuN ACCIDENTS are numerously reported this year, 
They are mostly confined to apple orchards, melon patches 

and vineyards, 
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Che Sportsman Tourist. 
THE SEA OTTER HUNTERS. 

F an Hastgrn man should be suddenly set down in the capi- 
_ _ tal of Washington Territory, and assured that if he 

wished to visit one of its finest sections he would be compelled 
to ride forty-five miles in sn uncovered wagon, over a road 
as Tough as it is possible to imagine, and then be consigned 
to the tender mercies of a Siwash Indian, to finish the re- 
mainder of his journey, some thirty miles, sitting in the bot- 
tom of a kanim (canoe), he would probably conclude to re- 
main where he was; but to those who are familiar with 
traveling in the far-Northwest, this would be taken as a mat- 
fer of course, and the difficulties of the trip did not deter our 
party from making the attempt. 
We left Olympia just as the gray dawn was breaking, and 

crossing the long wooden bridge that spans the Sound, 
climbed the steep hill on the opposite side, and entered the 
forest beyond, The only road is the one used for haulin 
logs, and as the rainy season was hardly over, it was in 
frightful condition, In some places an attempt bad been 
made to form 2 road of corduroy, but the logs were floating 
around loosely, and our horses floundered through, fre- 
quently up to their bellies in mud and water. Pharoah’s 
heart has become proverbial for its hardness, but if there is 
anything harder than a cushionless board stretched across 
the gunnell of 1 dead X wagon, I should like to know what 
it consists of. We had gone but a very few miles before the 
majority of the party concluded that they would much pre- 
fer walking wherever it was practicable. 

The road stil) ran through a dense forest of fir, spruce and 
cedar. Some of these trees were of immense size; it was not 
uncommon to find them nine feet in diameter and fully 800 
feet high, Although the mills on the Sound weekly cut 
millions of feet of lumber, it will certainly be many years 
4 before these vast timber tracts will be exhausted. The 
igh wind of the previous night prostrated numerous trees 

across the road, and the monotony of the ride was some- 
what varied by all hands having to help unhook the horses 
and pull the wagon over some huge log that blocked the way. 

At noon we reacled a small clearing where some enter- 
prising sctiler was endeavoring to raise a crop among the 
girdled trees. He told us that his greatest trouble was from 
the wild animal: that killed or carried off his stock. He 
pointed with pride 1o the grinuing head of a large cougar 
nailed up against the gate post, which, he said, he had shot 
some days previously while in the act of carrying off one of 
his choice sheep. The animal had scaled the corral, which 
was some twelve feet high, and was making a terrible com- 
motion among its ocenpants when he arrived on the scene 
and promptly dispatched it by a well-directed ball through its 
head. Atter eating our dinner we again took the road, and 
arrived just at nightfall at the village of Elma, a place of 
some half a dozen houses. Here we put up at a primitive 
hotel, where one could lie in bed and see all that was going 
on out of doors through the cracks in the boards. The site 
of the village is a very pretty one. A prairie about a mile 
long lies in front of it, while a large spring from a neigh- 
boring hill sends a fine stream of sparkling water through 
the center of the place. 
We left carly the next morning and crossed the ferry over 

the Satsop River in a flat boat ran on a novel principle. 
The river, although shallow, has a very swilt current; a 
large cable having been stretched across it at an angle, the 
boat ran rapidly across without effort on the part of the 
boatman. We at last reached Montesano, the capital of 
Ohehalis county. It is a place of perhaps half a-dozen 
houses, and is located on the banks of the Chehalis River, 
about fifteen miles from its mouth, All through this section 
are magnificent stock and dairy farms. The business is 
yery profitable, for the stock requires no feeding and keeps 
sleek and fat the whole year round on the abundance of 
grass the -basks of the river and the neighboring prairies 
afford, It being too late in the day to continue our journey 
by water, the balance of the time we spent in bargaining 
with the numerous Indians for 4 kanim to carry us the re- 
maining thirty miles. We succeeded in procuring a canoe 
large enough to carry us, with our luggage, etc., with a 
couple of Indians to paddle, for the very moderate sum of 
#12. snd commenced our journey next morning at daylight. 

- The Chehalis being a tide-water stream, the current is very 
rapid, running fully fiye miles an hour, and as it bad just 
begun to ebb we made fine progress as, seated in the bottom 
of the cranky craft, for there are no seals, we kept careful 
watch for half-cunken logs. The banks of the river are cov- 
ered with a similar growth of timber to that which we had 
already come through, and presented a heautiful appearance 
inthe morning sunlight. We could now realize the immense 
height of these trees, for a crow flying just over their tops 
looked no larger than a blackbird. eal 3 

Tt took us but a few hours to reach the mouth, and a wild 
ery of delight came from us as we shot out on the broad 
bosom of Gray’s Harbor, with its myriads of sea birds and 
sporting seals, Here a party of capitalists were building 
a large sawmill, the only one on the harbor; here, also, we 
saw some Indiana fishing for sturgeon, and their peculiar 
way of catching them interested us very much. To 4slen- 
der pole some twenty feet or more Jong is attached a barbed 
hook: it is then carefully let down to the bottom, and the 
canoe is left to drift with thecurrent. The sturgeo:, as they 
feed along the bottom, come in contact with the pole, which 
is immediately jerked upward, securely hookwg them. 
Great numbers of them are taken in this way, some of which 
were of large size, and one of which would certainly weigh 
100 pounds. 

The wind haying changed, we hoisted the small square- 
sail and coasted along the shores of the bay. The scene pre- 
sented was one to delight the heart of a naturalist or sports- 
man, for hundreds of ducks, gulls, cormorants, pelicans and 
the smaller species of sea birds were to be seen onevery side, 
and seemed to have very little fear of us. 
Late in the afternoon we reached our journey’s end, and 

pitched our camp adjoining the otter hunters. Here we re- 
mained some six months, haying a fine opportunity to gather 
what little information it is possible to obtain, regarding the 

natural history of that singular animal, the Hnhkydra marina 

of vaturalists, and of the men who devote their lives to its 

capture, The sea otter, formerly abundant from Cape Men- 

docina northward, hag from the great value of its fur and 

the constant warfare waged against it deserted ite former 
haunts, and of late years has ppramed off the Japan coasts. 

The only place in the United States where they can still be 

found in any numbers is along that rough and stormy strip 

of coast extending from Gray’s Harbor north to the Flattery 
Rocks, a distance of about sixty miles, Here in the heavy 

surf the otter may still be seen, but so shy and retired have 
they become, that it requires the practiced eye of the rifle- 
manto distinguish them from the numerous hair seals that 
also inhabit these waters. Although the seals frequently 
come on shore to bask in the sun, the otter is neyer known 
to do so; the open sca is its home, sleeping or waking, in 
storm or sunshine, it is all the same to him, During a resi- 
dence of many years on this coast, all of which were spent 
in the pursuit of the otters, an old hunter assured me he had 
never seen one of them on the land, or even in the rivers and 
bays unless disabled. Only to feed do they approach near 
enough to the shore to be reached by a rifle ball. 

Although the otter undoubtedly subsists partly on fish, in 
my dissection of them I could not find traces of anything 
but the remains of the large crab (Cancer magister), 80 abund- 
ant in these waters. Diving to the bottom they secure cne 
of these, then, rising to the surface, they lie on their backs, 
holding it between their paws and crushing the thick shell 
With their strong teeth like paper, After finishing their 
meal they swim out beyond the breakers, which here extend 
fully a mile from shore, and, with heads just above water, 
will sleep for hcurs, gently rocked by the huge rollers. The 
female seldom, if ever, has more than one young one at a 
birth, which is carried with her, its little paws firmly grasp- 
ing the thick fur aboul her neek. Eyen in death it still 
clings to her, Quite a number of young have been obtained 
in this way. All attempts to domesticate them, however, 
haye failed, for as soon as they were able to take care of 
themselves they iramediately returned to their former haunts. 
The otters sometimes go in pairs, but generally in com- 

panies of some half a dozen individuals, and when beyond 
the reach of a rifle ball they are very sportive. With their 
broad hind feet, webbed to the very nails, they make won- 
derful speed through the water, leaying a long track of foam 
behind, They know a derrick as well as a human being, 
and at the sight of one will dive and swim fully a quarter 
of a mile under water without once rising to the surface. 
With such a wild, wary animal to be captured, it requires a 
cool head and steady nerve to succeed, and such the otter 
hunters possess to an unusual degree, years of training being 
necessary to make successful men. 

The origin of the present band of hunters was as follows: 
Many years ago an old California miner, hearing from the 
Indians about the gold lands of this, then almost unknown, 
region, shouldered his rifle and came up the beach to what 
is now known as North Point. He found gold plenty 
enough, but so fine that it did not pay to collect it. He 
then turned his attention to the otters, which were very 
abundant and quite tame, and, being a good shot, he soon 
killed three. ith these he made his way to the nearest 
post of the Hudson Bay Company, where he realized $150 
for them. Elated with his success he immediately returned, 
and here for upward of twenty-five years he has remained, 
lenving only at long intervals. He has been very successful, 
and one year made $5,000, In time he was joined by others, 
until now there are about a dozen hunters distributed along 
the beach. 
A stranger riding along the coast would wonder for what 

purpose these curious-looking towers, erected every few 
miles along the beach, with the heavy surf breaking around 
them, could be for, and would be told that as the otters 
hecame more wary, the hunters were compelled to resort to 
other methods to get within range than shooting from the 
flat beach, so at extreme low tide they sunk deeply in the 
sand three poles of about forty feet long, nailing strips across 
to form a ladder; at the topisarough kind of a house 
to protect them from the sun and rain. By this device 
they guin some 400 feet from high water mark. These 
towers or Jovkouts are called derricks. Here with their 
heavy rifles resting on a Swivel they await the approach of 
the otters, which generally feed on the Incoming tide. These 
rifles were niade to order, most of them by -the Sharps, and 
are very heavy, weighing from 15 to 18 pounds. They are 
provided with telescope sights, which are seldom used except 
in misty weather, a plain globe and peep sight answering 
every purpose. 

Some of the wonderful shots made by these men would 
astonish an Eastern tifleman. With a mark barely four 
inches in diameter, for the otter seldom shows more than his 
head amid a boiling surf and high wind, itis not uncommon 
for them to puta ball through the head of their game at 
1,000 yards, although the usual distance is much less than 
this; seldom, however, being under 200. Many aman who 
considered himself a good shot has come here to try his for- 
tune, but after expendiny all his powder and lead in unsuc- 
cessful firing, has returned disgusted, the deceptiveness of 
distance on the water, high winds and heavy surf having 
caused a total failure, The experienced hunter knows better 
than to fire at an otter moying at an angle, but keeping it 
carefully covered, he waits until it turns for the shore, and 
as its head appears on the crest cf an incoming wave, it re- 
mains stationary for a moment; this is the time he fires. 
Even when an otter is killed there is no certainty of get- 

ting it, for it generally sinks and remains under water until 
the gases are sufficiently generated to cause it to float, which 
is usually from five to seven days, and during this period. it 
may drift many miles away. Should it not come in with 
the next flood tide, word is sent to the derricks in the direc- 
tion the current would probably carry it, and they keep a 
sharp lookout for it, promptly restoring it to the owner, 
Disputes as to ownerships are very rare; as an additional pre- 
caution, however, all the bullets are marked. 

Every two or three hunters employ an Indian to run the 
beach for them, and also to skin the otters taken, which is a 
very tedious and difficult process, After skinning, the fur 
is placed on # frame and stretched ay tightly as possible, then 
with a long, thin knife it is carefully gone over and all the 
flesh and fat removed; this reduces its thickness fully one- 
half. It is then still further stretched and left for forty- 
eight hours, until it is set, and then it is taken off the frame 
and the fur side turned out and beaten with a round stick 
resembling aramrod. Not until this process is completed 
can its value be determined. The quality of the fur is ascer 
tained by blowing with the mouth, and should no portion of 
the skin appear if has body enough. Should it then have a 
good top fur plentifully sprinkled with white tt is considered 
an Al skin and readily commands from $100 to $125, or 
even more if it be extra large. ; 

Should an otter be killed and float it is amusing to watch 

the operations of a large Newfoundland dog belonging to 

oue of the hunters. ‘his intelligent animal has been so 

trained that when commanded he will swim out in the surf 

and, at signals from the shore, will go in cither direction 

until the otter is found, when he seizes it and brings it safely 

back to shore, As his master has the lowest derrick the 

dog’s services are in great, demand, and $500 has been refused 
for him from the men of the upper stations. 

Some of the younger men have always had a great desire 
to get out beyond the surf and try their fortunes with a shot- 
gun, but there are scarcely half a dozen days during the 
summer when it is possible to get through the surf, They 
once resolved to make the attempt, however, and had a sea 
kanim built by the Indians expressly for them. The labor 
required to make one of these hoats is almost incredible, an 
Indian being the greater part of a year in finishing one, 
Their only tool is a small hatchet with which the top of a 
log is first fattened. The center is then burnt out with large 
stones heated red hot, The sides are shaped and the rough 
edges burnt off, After this it is scraped and therough edges 
burnt off. After this it is scraped and the edges are fanci- 
fully stained, There are no seats, two pieces of wood being 
Placed across and lashed to the sides, to give it stability, 
Being built of cedar the craft are very buoyant, and as a sea 
boat they are superior to anything I have ever seen, 

With one of these canoes and an Indian to paddle it, a 
young otter hunter successfully ran the surf and reached 
smooth water beyond. They secured two otters, and just 
as the hunter raised his gun for the third shot, the Indian 
swung the paddle around bringing his hand in range and re- 
ceived the charge in his wrist, smashing the bone and leay- 
ing the hand hanging by a few shreds, All thoughts of 
shooting otters were now abandoned, the problem was how 
to get back. The Indian was suffering fearful agony, and 
moreover was in danger of bleeding to death, and the pain 
making him unable to help, so lashing the gun fast, the 
hunter made the attempt alone. Whenabout 100 yards from 
shore the boat capsized, and half drowned the two were 
washed ashore, The hunter generously gave the Indian the 
otters and paid the expenses of amputation algo, 

At another attempt made by two Indians, the canoe split 
from stem to stern; by dint of hard swimming they managed 
to save themselves, although their guns were lost. Since 
then there has been no more attempts. 
As fall approaches, two of the hunters go up the beach 

some twenty miles to 4 small rock situated about a quarter 
of a mile from.the shore, Here they have a small house 
built, and on a calm day enough provisions are taken out to 
last them for six months. They then go out themselves, 
and sometimes have been compelled to remain seyeral months 
before a chance has offered of getting on shore again. 80 pro- 
fitable was shooting from this rock, that they procured from 
San Francisco a wire cable and stretched it from the shore to 
the rock, but it only lasted 4 short time, its great weight cans- 
ing it to part, and it has not been replaced. 

rials of skill are of frequent occurrence among them, and 
some of the shots mude are surprising. Five small ducks 
were sitting in a pond some hundred yards away, and with 
as many shots, two of the men cut their heads off as clean 
as if done with a knife. The shooting of birds on the wing 
is a common occurrence, also the killing of porpoises as they 
swim along; the oil taken from their jaw being of a very 
superior quality, and used by them as a preventive against 
rust, But the most remarkable shots are those at wild geese. 
These birds fly along the beach in the spring and fall in im- 
mense numbers and usually fly quite low. 1 haye known 
the hunters, getting as many as possible in a line, to kill 
five at a distance of several hundred yards, and with a 
single ball. 

Accidents are very rare. But three years ago an old 
hunter named McFarlane received a bullet in his leg by a 
premature discharge of his rifle. Word was immediately 
sent to the nearest physician, some sixty miles distant, but 
before he arrived the old man had bled to death. The most 
singular thing in regard to this accident was that he was the 
only married man among them. 

The otter hunters were formerly much annoyed by the 
Indians of the Quiniault reservation, twenty miles above, 
who would steal their otters or whatever else they could get 
when the hunters were on their derricks. Some settlers also 
were killed in cold blood, and no trace of their murderers 
ever found; but after the mysterious disappearance of some 
of the leading braves with their principal tyhee or chief, 
these peculations ceased, There is no reason to suppose that 
the hunters killed them, although the Indians thought they 
did. The probability is that they were lost while crossing 
the harbor. This tribe has been peaceable ever since, and 
old Fort Chehalis, which for years had stood on the opposite 
side of the harbor, was ahaneoned and is now # crumbling 
pile of logs. ; F 

if the history of the lives of these men were published it 
would make a column of rare interest, but I will content_ 
myself with a short sketch of one of the noblest-looking men 
T have ever seen. He might be said to be a man with a his- 
tory. Coming from an old Vermont family, his great desire 
to see the world led him in his early manaood to brave the 
dangers of a voyage round the Horn, and he landed in Cali- 
fornia in 1840, Here he made a somewhat precarious living 
until the discovery of gold in 49, and being one of the first 
at the diggings, he made a good strike, and realized a fortune 
and returned home. Finding the woman of his choice 
already wedded to another, he turned his back on his native 
town forever and again came to California, Here he soon 
lost his money in speculation. About this time word came 
to the mining camp of the discovery of the precious metal in 
Australia, He immediately left for Ballarat, and remained 
in the country seventeen years. Success attended him there 
also; but the government escort to which he had intrusted 

all his savings being killed by the bushrangers and his 

gold plundered, the old man was left penniless again. 

Back to California he came, and, driffing up the beach to 
the olter hunters’ camp, he has remained there eyer since. 
No one could fail to be impressed with the truth of what 

the old man says. His long silvery hair and beard make him 

one of the most venerable looking menu I have ever beheld. 

Many a night we have sat up unti the small hours of the 

morning, listening to his tales of adyenture and. hardships 

such as rarely fall to the lot of men. 
With their log cabins nestled under the shadows of the 

giant spruces and the little garden patches adjoining them, 

the hunters lead a quiet life. If they have not the pleasure a 

city affords, they at least are free from its cares. Some of 

the pleasantest days of my life were spent among them, and 

so attached did I become to this wild life that itwas with the 

deepest regret that I left them, to seek in other parts of the 
Territory those ornithological treasures that this section did 
not contain, Karta KALva. 

SALEM, Mass., Sept. 15.—Rail shooting on the Powwow 
and at Indian River and Town Creek bas been pretty good 
of Jate. One party got sixty. Several single bags of twenty 
were made. Self and partner got sixty-two. and the chances 
will be good until October if frosts keep off. Other shoot- 
ing matters are quiet. Some coots, so called, are in the bay — 

wn de . . 



HUNTING IN THE HIMALAYAS. 
Lights and Shades of an Indian Forester's Life.—Ill. 

I REACHED the plains by the end of October, and 
i pitched my camp by the sacred city of Hurdwar, a city 
inhabited by men and monkeys in about equal numbers, Be- 
tween the adnli population of both races there appeared to 
be a perfectly good understanding, but between the boys and 

_ the monkeys there was not so much a peace asa perpetual 
armed truce, ready to break out into petty hostilities at any 
moment, and as an impartial observer, Iam bound to admit 
that the monkeys were not infrequently the aggressors, The 
Hurdwar boy when he comes into the street with anything 
eajable in his hand, takes good care not to stand near the 
houses with his back to the wall, but even in the middle of 
the street he knows that the eyes of all the monkey popula- 
tion are waiching him from every roof and rail, and other 
yantage ground; but with all his precautions the boy is 
sometimes off his guard, the monkeys never; and let the boy 
become fora moment indifferent to what is passing behind 
him, some enterprising monkey is sure to steal up and make 
a dash at the coveted morsel, Well, the monkeys ure ser- 
vants of the god Humaiyoon, and the Hindoo may be a mon- 
key himself some day, so he t¥eats his hairy brother con- 
siderately, 

I pitched my camp here in the comparatively open coun- 
iry, forthe feyer king still reigns in the Sewaliks, and it is 
not held safe to venture into its recesses before the 15th of 
November, and further, it was a good point from which to 
take stock of allthe vailway ties collected at the various 
eatchine depots on the Ganges, and to hunt up the consider- 
alle number that, coming down in freshets, when the river 
overflowed the country for miles, had been left stranded in 
the low jungles, and sometimes misappropriated by the vill- 
agers, 

I had been here some two or three days, when I thought 
. it time to get rid of my three cows which had gone dry, and 

of my three yearling, and three two year old calves. I had 
to keep a man specially for them and buy fodder, and was 
vetting tired of it, They would haye been slaughtered in 
the summer, but being in independent Hindoo territory, I 
dared not haye committed such a sacrilege. I knew, too, 
that the Hurdwar people, althongh in British territory, had 
very decided opinions on the same subject, and preferring 
Always to leave a favorable impression behind me, I thought 
it betler to dispose of my cattle and confine myself to my 
muttons, varied by such game as my rifle and fowling piece 
might provide, so I sent into the city and gaye public notice 
of the intended sale for the next day. A dozen or more 
dealers and merchants attended to the summons, but although 
my cows were of the purest blood and snow whife,-the 
natives thought I was at their niercy in the matter of price, 
and had agreed to offer me no more than a third the market 
value. J sent them away and in the evening, when all was 
quict, I called the herdsman, who was 4, Malomedan and a 
competent butcher, and ordered him to get up at daylight 
and slaurhter a two year old steer, 'The-servants, who were 
all] Mahomedans or low caste, smiled, they expected a row, 
ut they also expected that I should come out of it un- 
seathed, and when I turned out atter my morning’s coftee I 
saw the herdsman dressing the carcass, 

LT stayed at home to await vesults, and about 9 o’cleck my 
behrah came to report that the district magistrate—a Mussel- 
man and the head men of the city wanted to sce me. I 
ordered them to be ushered in, received them all with spe- 
cial courtesy, pointed the Magistrate and the chief Brahmin 
to chairs, and apologizing to some other natives presumably 
entitled to the same courtesy for the scantiness of my camp 
furniture, begged them to make themselves at ease on the 
carpet, on which they all seated themselves on their haunches, 
Turning to the Magistrate, | made particular inquiries after 
his health, and he seeing that he would get into difficulties 
with the Hindoos if he appeared too cordial with me, being 
moreover divided between the necessity of upholding his 
magisterial dignity on one hand and the equal necessity of 
being respectful to an English officer in my position, hast- 
tened over the preliminary conversation to tell me that the 
wliole city had been shocked by the report that L had killed 
an ox within its limits, and that the headman had summoned 
him io iuyestigate it. I listened patiently to his speech, and 
then, turning to the Hindoos, I said, gravely and calmly; 
‘You see, gentlemen, every nation has its own customs, and 
the people of one country justify what in anotber country is 
considered an offeuse. For the ordinary traveler it is desir- 
able that when he visits a new country he should study the 
habits and prejudices of the people he finds himself among 
ajid conform to them in every mater, but we English have 
oecupied this country for more than a century; we have 
made it our home, and we act on our own opinions as 
freely as In our own country, and you all know that 
we eat oxen, and that the flesh is exposed in 
the markets of the European stations all over the country. 
For my own pari ialways like to consider the feelings of 
others, and a day ortwo since, when I was about to have a 
steer killed, it occurred to me that some of the people of this 
yery religious city might be offended, and rather than give 
offense 1 had the news publicly proclaimed in the city that 
1 would sell the cattle, Some merchants came and offered 
me a third of the value, snd thinking I must have been mis- 
taken as to the sentiment of ihe people of the city, | had one 
killed.” ‘*But, sir,” said the chief Hindoo, “the Lord Sahib 
long ago passed orders in reply to onr petition that no cattle 
should be killed nor carcass brought within two miles of 
Hurdwar,” Turning, with a tone of grave rebuke to the 
Magistrate, 1 said; ‘‘Tehsildar Sabib—I ought to have been 
informed of this, You know that we English, equally with 
you Mahomedansg, are allowed by our religion to eat beef; 
you know that we are in the constant habit of deing so; and 
seeing me come a stranger fo the place it was certainly your 
clear duty to put’ me on my guard against an action which 
not only isan offense to these worthy Hindoos, but which 

misunderstood is calculated to make the citizens believe that 
although the Lord Sahib gave the order,-he allows his officers 
to break it with impunity.” Having thus turned the tables 
on the Magisirate, | paused for a reply, but he was speech- 
less; his countenance presented a most lugubrious expres- 
sion; so grayely expressing my regret to the Hindoas for the 
mistake I had inadvertently been led into, I requested them 
to explain to the citizens that I had received no intimation 
on the subject; and then rising gave permission to depart. 
The Hindoos behaved in perfect femper, and told the Magis- 
trate that the fault was his. 

Getting outside and congratulating myself on having got 
through very well so far, | began again, “But, gentlemen, 
what shall do with these cattle; they are in prime condi- 
tion aud fit to kill, the cows are good milkers, but as they 
are useless to me, I shall have to kill them when I get into 
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the forest, butas you hold their lives sacred, are there no 
people in the city who would care to redeem them from the 
knife? You are men of-standing and know the value of the 
animals, fix a price and let the citizens take them. I leave 
the matter in your bands.” In ten minutes I got a fair price 
for my cattle, and the herdsman drove them off. As the 
left, I addressed the Magistrate smilingly, saying: ‘Well, 
Tehsildar Sahib, we have got over the difficulty with the 
rice eaters without unpleasantness; the beast was killed by a 
Mussulman aud is in prime condition, you have only to say 
which is your favorite joint and I will have it sent down in 
the evening.” Thus, with a little display of tact, I got a 
fair price for my catile, a supply of fresh and pickled beef 
for my camp, read the Tehsildar a homily for neglecting to 
pay his respects on my arrival, and at the same time estah- 
ane amicable relations with him and all the people of the 
city, 

While taking lyncheon at 2 o’clock I ordered the how- 
dah to be pluced on the elephant, and as soon as he was 
ready I set out for some cover three or four miles distant, 
where J expected to find some birds. The road lay through 
a scantily stocked forest with a strong undergrowth of 
prickly Asiphus, on mounds which formed a favorite cover 
for small pigs and hare. 

Beating these for hare I put up several half-grown porkers, 
but did not fire as 1 had plenty of meat in camp. 1 bagged 
a brace of hare on the way, and reaching the grass cover I 
beat it for an hour, and succeeded in bagging two brace of 
black partridge and a young peafowl, after which I started 
for home, About a mile from my camp I came to a few 
huts where I found my shepherd, who announced the un- 
pleasant news that while srazing’ my little flock of sheep, 
then reduced to seyen, a panther had charged in and killed 
two or three, when his own shouts and the shouting of some 
Villagers near by had frightened the beast off; the sheep that 
escaped had vanished into the jungle. Taking the shepherd 
and some villagers along with me to the scene of the slaugh- 
ter, | found three dead sheep, one of which was tolerably 
close fo a tree suitable for building a mechan or perch on, and 
with the aid of some light poles and small rope the villagers 
soon had a perch built for me, about twenty feet froni the 
ground, Olimbing into this from the howdah, I had the 
other two sheep secured on the elephant, and as there was 
no moon I told the mahout to return for me soon after 
dusk, and meantime to take the shepherd along with him 
and search for the living sheep. The panther must have 
been near enough to hear the noise, for the elephant was 
still visible from my perch less than half a mile distant, 
when I saw the panther walking boldly toward me about 
a hundred yards on my left. Adyancing twenty yards he 
disappeared behind a clump of zisiphus, but he failed to 
reappear at the near end of it, and [ feared that he had 
caught sight of me and yanished, 1 dared not turn my body 
or fhe noise would have disturbed him, but I twisted my 
head as far as possible—in vain. I must have sat therea full 
half hour, not venturing to stir, scarcely daring to breathe, 
when I concluded decidedly that he had seen me and would 
not return before night. I moved slightly, for the one posi- 
tion had become insupportable, when the beast stepped out 
from under the tree, and with one spring was on his prey. 
I did not feel disposed to fire at bis quarters, although he 
was only twenty yards from me, and waited for him to offer 
me a broadside; but he quietly picked up the sheep and 
walked letsurely away, I let him goa few paces and fired; 
with a yell hedropped on his'haunehes, but managed to 
drag himself forward at a quick pace, and by the time I had 
eovered him again he was disappearing behind a clump of 
zisiphus. I fired, but was unable to determine with what 
effect. I neither saw nor heard anything more of him; so, 
loading my pipe, I sat up to a quiet smoke pending the arri- 
val of my elephant, which did not turn up until the night 
had closed in. 

“The villagers told me you had fired, Sahib,” said the 
mahout, as 1 seated myself in the howdah. 1 confirmed the 
report, and added that the beast was badly wounded, but 
that we would leave the final settlement until daylight. A 
wounded panther brought to bay is more ready to charge an 
elephant than a tiger is, and although I thought my beast 
was disabled from springing, | did not care to be present at 
an encounter between my elephant and a wounded! panther, 
and the night too dark for me to cut in, so we plodded home 
to dinner. 
The elephant was ready belimes in the morning, and as 

soon as I had despatched my coffee I was in the howdah and 
away. We beat round a good <ircle without coming on him, 
and then went hack and took up the blood trail, which 
brought us at about three hundred yards to a dry, disused 
canal cut, fringed with wild saccharum about eight or ten 
feet high. Putting the elephant into the ditch, we beat it up 
about a quarter of a mile without result, then gol out, went 
back to the spot at which we had entered it and beat up the 
other way. We had not got more than fifty yards when a 
furious grow! almost at our feet proclaimed the presence of 
the foe. I could not see him for the tall grass that spread 
from bank to bank of the ditch at the spot, and the continued 
growling convinced my that the beast had all the will, but 
not the power to spring. Satisfied of this, I told the mahout 
to back the elephant half a dozen paces. This he did, the 
panther still growling but not advancing. ‘‘I can see him 
now,” said the mahout, ‘‘seated on his haunches,” ‘‘Make the 
élephant sit down,” I ordered, and this being done, I too was 
able to see something of the beast through the reeds, and 
fired. The shot took effect, as I judged from the violent 
cursing in which the panther indulged. I saw him fali over 
too, but could not make ont whether he was moying away 
or struggling only. 

Giving the word, the elephant rose to his feet, got out of 
the ditch, and making for the spot where we still heard the 
panther, threw his trunk round the tufts of wild saccharum 
and Jaid them low, revealing the panther in his last struggle. 
The elephant was now too excited to keep quiet and was with 
difficulty restrained from taking the principal part, with the 
result ihat my next shot was a yard off the mark, and, find- 
ing it impossible to steady him, I dismounted and stepped 
into the ditch. The panther was about five yards from me, 
with his tail toward me; but his head was up, and, dropping 
on one knee to get clear of the grass, I gave him a ball in the 
back of the neck, which finished him, The mahout then 
took the elephant to the spot, made him mow down the grass 
with his trunk,and explained to him that the panther was dead, 
a fact of which the elephant satisfied himself by touching the 
careass with his trunk. The three of us—tor Lalways hada 
handy man in the back seat of the howdah—next hitched a 
rope to the panther, and made the elephant drag him out of 
the ditch, when, finding that he was quite dead, we hoisted 
him to the rump of the elephant, by means of a couple of 
small pulleys fastened to the howdah, ard started for home. 

While the elephant had been displaying excitement and 
refusing to stand still whilel fired, the mahout had employed 
most injuriously reproachful if not actually abusive language 
toward him, He called him ‘‘a pig-headed, obstinate, no- 
mam person, the bastard son of a pig,” prodding him in the 
back of the head with his heavy prickers at every word, and 
now that both were cool the mahout began to talk quietly to 
him about the impropriety and folly of his conduct. ‘The 
elephant displays so much intelligence and is so apt at learn- 
ing anything required of him; he remembers distinctly so 
many words of command that.a mahout speaks of his ele- 
phant as understanding Hindoostani in the same sense as if 
he were speaking of a foreigner. ‘‘He understands Hindoo- 
stani,” said my mahout in reference to this same elephant, — 
“as well as you or do, but they are obstinate sometimes and 
wont do what you tell them to,” 

Three of my muttons had turned up at the camp shortly 
after I left, and some days later the fourth was recovered. 
The two dead sheep sent home the night before were made 
over to my sweeper, who gave a grand dinner to all his caste 
men. The panther skin was a very handsome one, but it 
had cost me dear. 

Glatiyal History. 

A HUMMING BIRD COMBAT. 
AY, HILE out collecting near Aurora, N. Y., I noticed a 

hedge of lilac bushes, and attracted by the delicious 
odor I seated myself near them and partook of my Inveli. I 
had just finished and was preparing to continue my walk 
when a singular twittering, not unlike that of the blackcap 
titmouse, arrested my attention. Looking up I discovered a 
fine male ruby-throated humming bird, almost within reach 
of my hand, He cireled uneasily for a few moments then 
alighted on a decayed twig, within three feet of me, and 
began to arrange his plumage. I remained very quiet and 
he did not seem to notice me until I made a sudden motion 
with my head. In an instant he was out of sight, but soon 
returned with his mate, and after a few half suspicious 
glances at me hovered above the branch for a few seconds; 
then closing their wings both birds grasped the branch with 
their little feet. While observing them, [ noticed a small, 
dark shadow coming toward them and suddenly the stillness 
was broken by a succession of sounds, which very much re- 
sembled a swarm of bees; aud then another male bird dashed 
down and made a savage lunge with his beak. But the first 
bird was not to be caught so easily. : He sprang lightly from 
the limb and the other came in contact with another limb 
and almost stunned himself, he recovered sufficiently to grasp 
the limb near the other’s mate, When the first bird saw this 
he dashed at his rival with the fury of a miniature whirl- 
wind; and the ruby and green feathers fairly showered to 
the ground, The female looked as unconcerned as if they 
were not present. After a few minutes of battle, both com- 
hatants dropped to the ground. One flew ajay, but as he 
acted very strange I think his eye was pierced by the sharp 
beak of his adversary. ‘The other returned to his mate, a 
very sad-looking bird. His tail feathers were gone and his 
beautiful throat was full of blemishes, but he was far from 
being conquered as his scornful twitter showed, 

Onas. C. TRUBSDELL, JR, 
SyrAcuse. N, ¥. 

THE BIRDS AGAIN. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
“Wilmot” is mistaken. If hé will carefully read my 

article again he will see that I said nothing about *‘ten 
berries.” A short time ago I had a lively tilt with some 
‘hird lovers” through the columns of the New York Av 
aminer. After the smoke of the battle had cleared away, 
the inclosed article, from the pen of a well-known horticul- 
turist, appeared. I think it hit my critics in the flank, 
Please Jet ‘‘Wilmot” see it. PICKET. 

The article, by T. H. Hoskins, M.D., is as follows: 
“JT admire the spirit of those who defend the birds. They 

belong to the class who help to make life worth living by 
‘their geniality of spirit and their abhorrence of bloodshed. 
They are a force in the world, and in many respects a force 
for the good; but for all that, they are not safe people to put 
in the jury-box to try criminals, Their bias is eyen greater 
than the law requires on the side of the accused. And 
worse than all, they are apt to regard beautiful plumage and 
a swect song as an ofiset to proved offenses. 

“Ti, seems to me that in discussing the question of the right 
to life of the animal races, in opposition to human interests, 
the just judge will utterly exclude the items of beauty and 
sweetness, The vat has just as much right to live as the 
robin, and the woodchuck as the squirrel, If we may 
destroy one as a nuisance, we may the other, To he sure, 
as regards ourselves, we may give weight to agreeable quali- 
ties, and on selfish grounds may spare the beautsful and 
sweéet-singing birds, while we destroy the no more harmful 
crows. But if we do so, Jet us recognize the nature of our 
motive, and not flatter ourselves that it is not selfish, 

“J like to see the robins on the lawn; I like their song, 
and that of the catbird and thrushes. It is painful for me to 
destroy them, and 1 cannot myself separate distinctly the 
reasons why it is so, without much self-analysis. I will en- 
dure far more loss from them than fram crows or blackbirds, 
before I will shoot. Anditisso with the lively squirrels. 
But when (as happens in some years) we have an inyasion of 
squitrels, and they swarm in the: barn, the cellar and eyen 
in the store-room, I not only shoot but poison, and console 
myself with thinking that if I do nol they must starve from 
the excessive increase which has driven them to unaccus- 
tomed burglary. 

“Tf, then, one has had his love for the pleasing birds 
chilled by their costly depredations, it seems to me that il is 
quite as natural and right for him to kill them as to trap 
gophers, rats or moles. The only question is, Is there any 
doubt about the question of injury? Here the bird-lovyers 
(usually not fruit-growers) join issue with those who would 
destroy the depredators, and in doing so they are very likely 
to tamper with the facts. Hundreds of writers insist that 
the yellow-bellied woodpecker (‘sap-sucker’) is after worms 
when he pecks those regular ranks of holes adown the trunks 
of ourappleand cherry trees, and upon the beeches, birches, 
poplars, firs and pines of the forest. Nobody has ever 
proved this, and it 1s essentially improbable that the larvee 
of any insect exist beneath the apparently healthy bark of 
so many different species in such regular lines, horizontal and 
perpendicular. As to the frequent assertion that the robin 
picks only the wormy cherries, it is proved to be untrue by 
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the fact that he does the same here, where wormy cherries 
are unknown, And how about the strawberries and the cur- 
tants? Are they wormy, too? 

“In regard to the claim made for birds that they keep us 
from being ruined by the insect world, it may be correct 10 
the full extent insisted on; but the proof so far is insufficient. 
Trecently made a list of forty-four species of insects most 
common in gardens, which exist, multiply, and if nut met 
With active means of destruction, would ullerly prevent the 
cultivation of many kinds of cullivated plants, yet which the 
birds we can most closely watch, such as the robin, never 
(or scarcely ever) eatat all. And I want to call attention to 
the fact that the confessedly useful birds about which there 
18 nO dispute (fhe swallows, for instunce, but there are many 
others) do not depredate upon gardens and farmsat all. Like 
the toad, they are useful only These 1 believe in protect- 
ing, both by law and public opinion, The few species thit 
frequent our gardens we may spare or not according to indi- 
vidual taste and necessity. But will not the ph adeis for all 
birds, indiscriminately, bea little more careful anout the 
character of their statements and the correctness of their evi- 
dence? tis a poor cause that needs buttressing with incx- 
actitudes,” 
Newport, Vt.,, August, 1884, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
“Wilnot’s” figures in Forest anp SrreAM of Sept. 4. are 

as interesting as ‘‘Picket’s,” in a former issue, though 
“Wilmot’s” sum in addition is wide of the mark. He credit» 
“Picket” with one hundred too many, whielv ruins his table; 
and then, too, he dovs not allow for what the birds would 
eventually destroy had they not been killed, ror for thos: 
kept off by ‘‘Picket’s” fusilade, To my mind the evidence 
points to a cheup saving of fruit. Here we do not consider 
catbirds or thrushes, other thau robins, fruit eaters to any 
extent. I may say that “Wilmot's” articles are all well 
worth reading, and that I agree with him in the main, still. 
T think sometimes a little powder and snot used with discre- 
lion may «ffect a saving in small fruits. I sincerely hope, 
however, that ‘‘Picket” will not have to destroy a thousand 
birds next year. Mareus. 

East WAREHAM, Mass. 

ANTIDOTE FOR SNAKE’S BITE. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Anent the discussion on snake bites, Why is it that 

our hounds escape death? Im this section of the mountains 
I have never heard of a hound dying from a snuke bite, 
yet there must be over a hundred bounds in a radius 
of five miles from here. I huve known of dogs being 
bitten, and the bitten part swelling up and sloughing out, 
often leaving a deep hole, but I never kuew the dog to 
die. I believe that the poison kills by - depressing the 
action of the heart; hence the counter-acting stimula- 
tion of the heart action by alcohol saves the patient, 
and further the well known fact that an “‘old soaker” is but 
slightly benefitted by administration of alcohol. Another 
instance supporting this theory: A man bitten in the neck 
by & copperhead (not as dangerous a bite as that of a rattle- 
snake, died in ten or fifteen minutes. ‘The poison entered 
the jugular vein and went directly to the heart. Now, is the 
heart action of our hounds s, strong that it resists the ile- 
pressing influence of the poison? S. F. M. 
PFaRMINGTON, Pa., Sept. 10. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Several years ago I was out after deer, when a friend shot 

- a fine buck, which ran into a deep rayine and was caught 
by the dogs. On arriving at the place where the deer lay, I 
discovered that Blue, our main dog, was missing. Looking 
for him, | soon found him standing in the water aud ap- 
parently very sick. Examining him, it became apparent 
that be had been bitten by a very large snake. J took him 
in my arms and galloped four miles to a store, where I got a 
bottle of what they callea “Schnapps,” which I poured into 
him. It made him very drunk, but cured him fully ina 
short while. PROPECTION. 
EL Paso, Texas, Sept. 9. 

HORNETS AND YELLOW-JACKETS. 

Haditor Forest and Stream: 
A few years ago I was on a sporting excursion among the 

mountains of Mendocino county, this State, during the 
month of August. Hornets aud yellow-jackets were yery 
abundant, especially the latter, which were so fond of veni- 
son that we were obliged to encase in sacks the carcasses of 
the deer shot, as wellas to prevent their bring covered and 
fill. d with egys of flies. Not having a sack, the next best 
thing was to close the incision in the abdomen from which 
the veni-on had been drawn with wooden pegs or pins, and 
the sooner and moze complclely this was done the better. 
A fall on the rocks while fishing in one of the rugged 

mountain streams for trout put an end to my sport for some 
days, but gave me plenty of 1 me to watch the depredations 
of the hornets upon the yellow-jackeis. A bone or other 
refuse from the table would be literally covered with yellow- 
jackets, and the hornets, somtimes one only, would hover 
two or three feet above them, select a victim, fly down aud 
alight upon its back, clasp it with its legs and after a short 
struggle, lift it from its teet and ty away with it to its 
young, as 1 supposed, but being tu lame too walk far I was 
unable to settle this point, 

The yellow-jacket would sometimes get free from the 
hornet after being carried twenty or thirty yards, and re furn 
to its mexl apparently uninjured, and the liornet would alsu 
Teturn to secure another victim. This was enacted thou- 
sands of times in my prisence. Only the ycllow jackets 
which were attacked seemed to have the slightest interest in 
the movements of the hornets. 
Your correspondent “H. J. T.,” Ang. 28, is correct in say- 

ing hornets will not sting a person who ki eps perfectly quict. 
Tt is not necessury to lie down as he advises. L, BELpIne. 

Bie Trees, Calaveras County, Cal. 

CarnprmvaL Reprsrrp on Lone Isnanp.—Fiushing. L 1., 
Sept. 9 —On Sept. 7, 1884, 1 was fortunate enough to secure 
on a gentiemnn’s place in this village, a male cardinal red- 
bird (Cardinalis virginianus). He wasin very poor plumage, 
mouiting, but was evidently a wild birt. T have never met 
with one of this variety in this neighborhood before. I 
wonder if the warm weather of the last few days was the 
cause of his wandering sp far away from the sunny South, — 

Roper? B. LAWRENCE. 

ee has come in Southwestern Kansas. 
K 

on 2 country suillless of shade trees 
riding into the little forlorn-looking towos that are scattered 
along the A, F. & S, F., uniformed in the white hat, dirty 
shirt and leather legeins of their tribe. 
crecping westward on the road that hugs the railroad track 
wherever it goes, 
calvs and fawns in plenty, but no hunting or fishing at this 
season 
in summer except an occasional buck for home con-umption. 
So I read the Forest anp Stream and long for the shady 
brooks of the Hist. 
through the summer to read about how vur guild hunted last 
winter. 
entertainment, and what b:tter than an »ccount of how I 
lost W. P. Dixon on the prairie, and how 1 didn’t find him 
(for he found himself). 

last name [| Lave forgotten). 
them out hunting, and offered to pay the expenses of the 
trip. So I got Tracey with his old wagon, and, taking a two- 
seated open buggy, we started the next noon, forded the 

about thirty miles away. 

Game ag and Oar. 
HOW WE LOST W. P. 

A. green, 
) flower-spangled ocean of prairie. The sun heating down 

Bronzed cowboys 

Emigrant wagons 

Cattle and antelope scattered every where, 

We have no game law, but we don’t kill «antelope 

Bless the old paper, it helps me sjong 

I feel that I too owe a contribution to this summer 

Georze Dixon was nicht telegraph operator in Cimarron 
duiing the winter of 1882-83, and his brother, W. P. Dixon, 
of Livermore, Pa,, came out to visit him, accompanied by a 
friend from the eastiro part of this State, named Bert (bis 

George wanted me to take 

river, and pulled out southwest for arain-water lake thst lay 
r We had a head wind and heavy 

road, so we did not make mure than about twelve miles, and 
camped in a little hollow amony the sand hills, put up the 
tent, gathered cow chips for the fire, cooked supper and scon 
went to b.d in the tent. It wasa pretty close fit, five of us and 
a big dog"in a tent 10 by 7, but we got settled down finally 
and put in a comfortable night, 
reached the lake and were disgusted to find a place that had 

At noon the next day we 

evidently been just deserted by a hunting party. Antelope 
heads were lying around, there were wagou tracks, the spot 
where a tent had been, and a dead fox that must have 
prowled around after the party went away and got a dose of 
poison which had been left in the antelope offal. 
We decided to camp and try our luck for a day anyhow, 

so afer burying the stuff that lay around (so that my dog 
Nig could not get it), we moved to the other side of the pond 
and camped, The next -day we hunted on foot, and tried 
hard to kill some of the few antelope that still watered at the 
lake, but they were very wild, and at noon I gave it up as a 
bad job, and came in with my mind made up to give thema 
run in the buggy and shoot them on the wing as they ran 
past Bert and Traccy still clung tv the foot hunting, but 
the Dixon boys came with me in the buggy, accompanied by 
Nig the ee We made a good run in uhead of two ante: 
lope, and W, P, and i missed them nicely about four shots 
apicce. 
We then drove off into the sandhills about five miles from 

camp, and saw a band of antelope as soon as we struck 
broken ground, Leaving the horses we crept upto within 
200 yards and both fired together. Both shots took effect 
but did not kill, and the band ran over a hill followed hy the 
two wounded ones. We made arun, and when we reached 
the top of the hill there stood our wounded game, and we 
settled them at once. W-. P. was delighted at our success 
and we soon got the team up and put our game in, and 
started after the band. Got around them, and as they ran 
past W. P. got ina lucky shot and broke a buck’s leg. I 
turned Nig loose, and he eaught him after about a mile run, 
We then went to camp and found that Tracey and Bert had 
also been successful and got one apiece. 

The next morning George Dixon concluded that he would 
stay in camp. Tracey and Bert went off together afoot and 
W. P. and IL struck for the sandhills ip the buggy. After 
traveling about seven miles we saw antvlope in a hollow 
and, unhitching and picketing the horses, crept toward 
them. We got to the brow of the hill unnoticed and had a 
good chance at 75 yards. I told W. P. tolet me crawl a 
few feet away from him, so that his smoke would not get in 
my eyes, and then take bis shot, and that 1 would give him 
the first chance; but just as 1 got into position, in that unac- 
countable way that things sometimes happe!, my gun went 
off in the air as scon as I cocked it. We both jumped up 
and shot, and one of us wounded a fine buck. Following 
the band half a mile we saw the main bunch standing on a 
knoll a mile away and the wounded one near us, but to the 
left. W P. wanted to go after the herd, 1 wanted the 
wound+d one, so we separated, though I knew I ought to go 
with him. Itold him: ‘if yeu get lost and can’t find the 
wagon, vet on the edge of the burnt ground and iollow it to 
the old freight road and take that to camp.” *“‘ALl right,” 
be said, and away be went. 

J followed my bucx around for seyeral miles but, he was 
wild and vot better so | could not put in a shot, and finall 
at about 2 o’cluck, be led me pasu the wagon. so I stopped. 
ate up half the grub and drank half the water, lay down and 
went to sleep anu woke up with a start at about sunset. It 
was Dec, 24 und very coll. W, P. was not in sivht, I stoud 
on the wagon seat and looked all around with my field glass. 
Lecould net see anything. Pulled the harness off one of the 
horses and pode about two miles, rifle in hand. to the highest 
point in the direction [saw W. P. last, abd fired my gun, 
perhaps twenty times, two shots at a time, listening between 
shots; no response; went back to the buggy; it was getting 
dark; I knew that | could hitch up and gt to camp butit I 
left the spet and W. P. was out wandeting around he might 
come that way aud find me if I stayed there, and besides nis 
brother George would feel as if I had deserted bim, su I 
gathercd all tive wild sage I could and got a small louse 
board from the bugwy and as coon as it was dark made a fire 
on a knoll and kept it up till wood, splinters and sage brush 

gave out. No W. P., so 1 went down inio the hollow and 
wrapprd myself up in the ligut blanket we had on the seat 
and prepared to play freez out. 

W. P. had on light pant-, shoes, vest, and no coat when 
we parted, the thermometer was about 5 above zelo, and 
windy. I knew be was soffering if ont, [was all right, 
but he was lo-t, and all sorts of grizzly thoughts van like up- 

invited glosts through my head in spite of my efforts to 

drive them away. No water, big buffalo, wolves. I knew 

that men went crazy soon when lost, that the sun does not 

seem to vise in the East for them. | knew he bad money on 

his person, and his brother wight think [had murdered him 

Weil, the fautastic things that came iuto my head that night 

were too nun erveus to mention, I made up a plan of action 

if we did not find him the next day—to go to the river snd ‘ of Carquinez, 

start every team from three towns out into that county at 
$5 a day apiece for four days, with $50 for the man that 
found him. But ali dreary things bave an end at last, and 
when daylight came | hitched up and drove for camp, hating 
to show myself and yet hopiog that W. P. had got lack 
there. At last I saw Bert coming afar off, nearer with a 
erin on his lace. He surely wouldo‘t grin if he saw me alone 
and did not know where W. P. was. Did he come in? Yes, 
he got in at 11 last night, but he was awful hungry. 

The load was off my heart. The camp was packed ready 
to start for home when I reachd it. I ate and drank as 
goon ns I could, and we pulled out for Cimarron. Bert told 
me the events of the nicht as we rode along, When we 
didwt come in at dark the boys got anxious snd soon after 
dark fired a few shuts. Then George went out and got lost 
within half a mile of the tent. Shot away all his cartridges, 
the boys thinking he was firing for us and paying no atten- 
tion to him. When he saw the fire thought it was another 
cump-fire. and when the beys went out for him ran away 
from them, They saw my fire at last. and about that time 
W. P. cuméin on the freight road hungry and footsore, 
He had been lost, but remembering my directions at last hit 
the road and came in all right, Then Bert wanted to go 
after me. but Trac y said he is all right, and they all went 
to bed and slept well while I suffered. We got home that 
night after a hard drive, and I vowed that if Lever take a 
tenderfoot out on the prairie again I will never leave him 
out of sight of camp alone. | W. J. D. 
Cimarron, June, 1&84. 

THE TEXAN ANTELOPE HUNTERS. 
Hditor Forest and Stream: 

I have just read your editorial on ‘*The Need of the West, 
and 1 feel so strongly its force and truth that I wish to ex- 
press my earnest commendation of all you wrote. I cannot 
refer to all the points covered by your article, but Ido wish 
to refer to the item on meat and skin hunting. 

Recently, in company with two friends, 1 took a trip on 
the ‘Llano Estacode,” in the western part of this State, and 
while out had occasion to note the following facts: There 
ure now preparing for the fall and winter bunt, not less than 
fifty hunters, who do absolutely nuthing during the epring 
and summer. These men are well armed, fine shots an 
murderous bunters. Under their constant warfare, the 
antelopes are rapidly disappearing, and the buffaloes will be 
about extinct after this winter, Just+o soon as the weather 
grows coul enough to enable these men to successfully jerk 
meat, their murderous work begins. Antelopes are killed in 
vast numbers, and yield a profit of about $1.50 per head. 
Buffaloes yield a*more handsome profit. Thise men so 
cover the country, camping at the few watering places, that 
sportsmen can get ouly very poor shooting when they go out 
for amusement. 

Our State laws offer no protection whatever, as they cover 
only partial districts, and are so very faulty that we might 
as well have uo game laws at all. ‘his murderous work 
will not be stopped until the game on the plains is extermi- 
nated. 

In passing, I call attention to the fact that, as “‘all is not 
gold that glitters,” so all the meat sold in the markets as 
buffalo beet or ‘‘jerky” is not exactly what it is sold for. 
Every now and then a mustang falls to rifle shot, and his 
flesh goes in with tne other and is sold just the same, Don’t 
be sure every time that your buffalo meat is not horse flesh. 

Our mountain vountry is well stocked with the mule deer 
—commonly, but improperly, called blacktail—but this win- 
ter’s hunt will leave us but little hope for the future. Many 
market hunters are now establishing their camps, and soon 
the markets will be filled with venison, O, caunot this mur- 
derous work be stopped? My heart is sick and my soul is 
faint as 1 think of the way our game is being slaughtered. 
Pusb your work. Pushit. You cannot work too fast; 

you cannot hit too hard. Yours in eurnest, 
PROTECTION. 

Ex Paso, Texas, Sept. 9. 

DUCK SHOOTING IN CALIFORNIA. 

()* ALL the sports of field or flood, the art—for truly it is 
an art—of duck shooting is the most exhilarating and 

exciting. To be able to stop the old drake canvas-back as he 
comes sweeping alony in the teeth of a “‘southeaster” is no 
easy task, but calls for both experience and expertness. 
What a thrill of delight is felt by both novice and skilled 
sportsman as the old bird, stopping short in ifs flight and 
doubling up over the sigh!s, comes down with a crash at the 
report of the double barre] hammerless, or the liltle green- 
wing teal just skimming the surface of the pond, and which, 
as you ris¢ in your lind, doubles and *‘ilirts’” from right to 
lefé, as he “‘climb-” to escape your laden hail. 

The shouting, of which | xm to sprak more directly, is 
that confined to within the limit of one hundred miles of 
| San Francisco city, including the large marshes bordering 
the bay, and at the jurction of the two large rivers of the 
State, the Sacramento and the San Jvuaquin, with Sursim 
Buy, an affluent of San Francisco Buy, aud more directly 
speaking, of the tract known as the Suisun marsh, which is 
abou. twenty miles long by ten wile, buving the shape of a 
balf moon its concave side being Suisun Bay, and its con- 
vex side the foothills ot the coast 1ange. This tract em- 
braces, us 2 whole, probably the finest shooting grounds of 
| the State for snipe and all waterfowl. It is traversed by the 
Central Pacific Railrond, and is in time only two hours and a 
| half from the bustle and hurry of the city hy the Golden 
Gute. The marsh was long ago tuken up, and is new leased 
by three shooting clubs who bold all the Jand, and LT being 
the happy possessor of a membership in one of them, have 
my tull sbare of the sport. 

The shooting is of two kinds—pond shooting from a blind, 
over decoys, and sculling the sloughs which thread the marsh 
in every direction. Let me describe one of our parties. 

The 3:30 Oveiland train of a blustering November after- 
noon finds four of our members aboard, our *‘Mr. Presi- 
dent,” B., our crack sbot; T., our funny man, and the 
writer, The ride along the bay on the Oakland shore is 
delightful. The green bills on our right and the broad ex- 
panse of the bay stretching to our Jefl, do ted with sailing 
craft, with the dark outline of fortified Alcatraz rising from 
the bay, standing like a sentinel guarding the Golden Gate, 
beyoud which old Sol is sinking tu rest, having the appear- 
ance of a ball of molten gold, which, with the dark clouds 
above, makes a sunst indesrribably beautiful. But we are 
soon whirled along out of sightof the city and its surround- 

lings, and after cro-sinu a neck of land emerge upon an arm 
ot San Francisco Bay, called San Pablo Bay, which is con- 
nected with Suisun Bay, heretofore spok.n of, by the Straits 

Our first. stopping place is Vallejo Junction 



marsh. All of this time we four have been sifting quietly 
enjoying the ever-changing scenery, laughing al the dry wit 
of ‘Mr. President” or listening to “the latest’ from F., the 
time passing so quickly that we all jump when the brakeman, 
thrusting his head in the door, yells ‘“Leal Station,” and as 
we scramble fot our bags the train slows up and stops at our 
destination, 
We are cordially greeted by Charley and Jake, two of the 

crew, as we step on the platform, and the first word gener- 
ally is, ‘‘Well, how are the birds?” and we then hear the 
Jatest news from the ponds. A five minutes’ walk along the 
irack brings us to the yacht and the arks where, descending 
into the cabin, we find a steaming hot dinner of ‘18 min- 
utes canvas-back” and salad; dishes fit for aking. Here 
discarding our city attire, we put on our comfortable flan- 
nels, and sit down to our sumptuous repast. The record 
book is pulled out, the latest scores criticised, and the pros- 
pect for the morning’s shoot discussed. Dinner over, the 
dogs, which have been standing all this time with their 
noses in the cabin door, nearly wagging their tails off at the 

| delight of seeing their masters and the prospect of the morn- 
ing’s hunt, are fed and caressed, Cartridge cases and traps 

_ are then looked oyer, and everything gol in readiness for 
_ the early morning’s start. A rubber of whist or a game of 
_ draw is hardly over before the clock reminds us that, we had 
_ better turn in if we want to shoot with a quick eye and a 

steady hand in the morning, . 
li seems as if I had only been asleep five minutes, when 

| whir-rz goes the alarm clock, and out we turn to find a 
steaming hot breakfast already on the table, and the cabin 

_ as warm as toast. The hands of the clock mark five, and 
_ we must be off by half-past, so tumbling into our warmest 

clothes, as the weather at this season of the year is none of 
the mildest, we dispatch our breakfast of crushed Indian 
and cream, “‘Bunker’s club sausages and buckwheats,” and 
are soon ready for the boats. Going outside we find them 
loaded and ready, with Jake and the dogs waiting patiently 
our departure. In afew minutes we are all aboard and the 
oars are going mertily, : 
The ponds on which we are to shoot vary in size from 

small “mallard holes” not one hundred feet across to sheets 
of water covering three or four acres, These are permanent 
ponds, the depth of water being about tbree feet, and that 
of the mud immeasurable. Each pond is connected with 
the slough, which runs nearest it by a small artificial ditch, 
which does away with the necessity of making carries, and 
sometimes ponds are ditched into each other, making a string 
a mile or more in length. In these ponds grow the ccle- 
brated yallisneria, miscalled wild celery, which makes the 
“can’-such a “royal blued.” F, and I, whoare goingdown 
to the Haywards, spin along ahead of the others, who are 
to shoot nearer inthe string. By the time we reach the 
landing, the eastern sky has begun to assume a reddish tinge, 
which gradually increases as the day approaches, telling us 
to ey if we wish to be in our blinds in time for the first 
flight. 
he rule is to never fire a gun until it is light enough to 

eclipse the flash, as.it is that which frightens the birds more 
than the report. Our traps are soon transferred at the ditch 
from the skiffs to the pond boats, each man occupying one 
to himself, with his dog, gun, etc., and paddling silently 
down the ditch and out upon the pond, we startle the flocks 
of feeding ducks, which whirr in dark streaks oyer our 
heads, and the geese flying more slowly, but filling the air 
with their ceaseless honk! honk! F. and I are to shoot the 
two blinds at each end of Hayward’s, which will leave us 
about 200 yards «part. We paddle quietly to our blinds, 
and as Jake puts out our decoys, we arrange everything 
ready for the morning's flight. 

There is 2 moderate southeast breeze blowing, just enough 
to ripple the water and make the decoys bob around in a 
niost life-like manner, I have just seated myself on my 
cartridge fub and am talking to Rob, my spaniel, when 
“Mark! South! Cans!” comes booming over the water from 
F., and peering over my blind I spy a flock of ‘royal 
bloods” (you can tell them by their size and speed) heading 
directly for me. Down I go in the bottom of the blind, 
and remain perfectly motionless as the birds coming up wind 
circle oyer my decoys once, and in completing the circle 
they pass with a rush so close over my blind that I could 
strike them with an oar; but I remain breathlessly motion- 
less, then as they swing olf to the left I give them a coaxing 
call, which brings them back immediately, and, after circling 
once more, they alight among the decoys. I peep through 
my blind and select the thickest of the bunch and, rising, 
give them one barrel on the sct and, as the survivors rise, 
startled and bewildered, I pour in the other barrel, and there 
lie five fine ‘‘cans’—four cocks and a hen. As the flock 
passes F., at the other end of the pond, he rises suddenly 
and makes one of the prettiest right-and-lefts I have ever 
seen. As Rob zoes for two of my birds which are wounded, 
IT reload my treechloader and look out for another advent. 
The dead birds are allowed to remain on the ponds till after 
the shooting is oyer and are then recovered, so a doz is not 
absolutely necessary, but I consider one a great help and 
pleasure, as you never lose a wounded bird. 

The canvas-back has two calls, one as he is flying or rising 
from the water, and the other while feeding. The first may 
best be imitated by the words purr-r-r, purr-r-r, with a 
peculiar roll to the r, which is repeated several times and 
sounds about as loud as the quack of a drake mallard. The 
other call sounds yery much like the grunting of a hog and 
is only given out when the bird is feeding. I was just ad- 
miring the symmetrical beauty of the old cock which Rob 
had just placed in my hand, when bang, bang! goes F.’s 

_ hammerless and the flock of teal which he has fired into 
come running toward me just skimming the surface of the 
poud, They are well bunched for a raking shot, and as they 
get abreast of me Llet go both barrels in quick succession 
into them,-and looking up I expect to see the water covered 
with dead and wounded, and there all alone flaps one poor 

_ little teal with a broken wing. My miss is easily accounted 
for when I come to think of the speed at which they were 
going with a southeast breeze af their tails, and the extra. 
allowance caused by F.’s shot. I should have leld fifteen 

. feet ahead of them instead of five. Just as Rub springs into 
the water after that duck, 1 see, waving lis hands wildly 

| ducks on top. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

as pointing to the east he yells, ‘“Swans, swans!” and sure 
enough there came a flock of those magnificent trumpeters, 
They are very wary birds, and it is just my luck to have 
the dog on the pond as they are approaching, but there is no 
calling him back when once atter a wounded bird, but, 
nevertheless, I cronch in my blind and urge him as much as 
possible. I watch first the swans and then the dog. 

As the former approach they spy F.’s decoys and swing 
off toward him; but, no, they change their course and are 
coming directly to me, when suddenly spying the dog, which 
has caught his duck and is half way in shore, they turn 
abruptly to the left, and as they pass about sixty yards from 
F,, he springs up and gives them right and left. ‘The shot 
has no apparent effect, as they go steadily along as if nothing 
had happened, when suddenly the leader Commences to 
wayer in his flight, and, turning on his back in the air, he 
comes down with such a crash that we know that it is a shot 
in the brain, Wossing our hats in the air we both give a 
simultaneous cheer, which immediately arouses Jake, who 
has been asleep in his boat hidden in some tall rushes, and 
he starts to retrieve the swan, and soon returns with a mag- 
nificent specimen of the ‘‘king of waterfowl.” There is a 
curious incident connected with the movement or non-move- 
ment of the swan while on the wing, and for a long time I 
have been unable to account for it, and that is, as they fly 
along, in passing over a blind, the sportsman may spring up 
and pour both barrels or a dozen barrels at them, and unless 
you wound or kill them the discharge has uo effect either in 
frightening them or making them change their course; they 
do not even try to rise out of the way of the shot, as is the 
case of every other waterfowl, but fly along in the same 
order and with the same regularity, just as if you had never 
fired your gun. While looking the matter up I came across 
the following, which probably explains the reason: The 
swan’s wings, though yery large in themselves, are inade- 
quate in size to do more than just sustain the immense weight 
of the bird in flight; so that he cannot indulge in any move- 
ments outside the usual mode of flying. 
By this time the sun is just rising behind a bank of clouds, 

and the birds, both ducks and geese, are leading from all 
directions, back and forth from the bay to the ponds, and 
vice versa, and a continual fusilade is kept up, which grows 
more and more exciting as the flight increases. By 9 o’clock 
the morning's flight is practically over, but nevertheless, the 
birds keep moving more or Jess all day, and at about eleven, 
F. calls for lunch; so shoving from our blinds we paddle to 
a point which juts out about half way between the two 
blinds, and there we join forces, and throwing ourselyes on 
the luxuriant grass, we proceed to demolish our lunch of 
cold duck, bread and butter and claret. In the meantime 
Jake paddles around the pond and collects the spoils of the 
morning’s shoot. Our noonday siesta, being ended by a 
snooze Or a pipe, the. programme for the afternoon’s shoot 
is discussed. Our debate is whether to stick to the blinds, 
skull the sloughs, go for snipe or goose shooting. We both 
agree on leaying the blinds to givethe ducks a chance, so to 
speak, and F. decides to skull, while 1 am to take my chances 
with the snipe, and then give the geese a rattle on the way 
home. 

So leaving Jake to pick up the decoys and follow me in 
the skiff down the slough, I fill my pockets full of shells 
from my cartridge bag and start out over the snipe patch. 
The breeze from the south makes the birds lie well, and they 
all flush within thirty yards and dart away as they utter 
their sharp scaipe! scaipe!! Now is the time the sportsman 
glories in the possession of a good retriever, as I would have 
Jost a large number of my birds on account of the grass 
which is knee deep, had it not been for Rob, my spaniel. He 
is a little hard-mouthed on account of beiug used entirely in 
retrieving heavier game, but neyerthcless works splendidly, 
Iam not much of a shot on snipe, and therefore my count 
would not well compare with my empty shells, but still I 
have a goodly string as I reach the turn of the slough and 
find Jake with the boat, waiting as patiently and contented 
as ever, and smoking the ‘‘everlasting weed.” I reniember 
well the day that Jake, by some oversight, left his pipe and 
tobacco behind him at the yacht, and of all the woe-begone 
darkies, he was the worst; he could not keep still in the 
boat, and it being a rainy day, he was perfectly miserable. 
A little below us on the slough the geese were feeding, 

but I did not feel like stalking them, as I had shot half a 
dozen from the blind in the morning and was very tired. 
The geese we have here are of five different varieties, there 
are four gray species and one white. The gray is the Can- 
ada goose or “‘honker” (Bernicla canadensis), the speckle- 
breasted goose (Anser gambelt) also the common brant, and 
very rarely the black brant. But in numbers these all com- 
bined do not compare by one hundred or one-thousandth 
part with the white gecse, or snow goose, as it is called in 
the East (Anser hyperboreus). They arrive here every year, 
from the 15th to 18th of October and stay until March, 
They come by thousands and ten thousands. I have seen 
acres and acres of the tule just white with them, and they 
keep up a continual cackle, day and night, it is the first 
thing you hear as you step off the train and the last thing as 
you leave. When the large flocks rise it sounds like thunder or 
4 train going over a trestle-work. This sounds very much 
like exaggeration to one who has not seen them, and 
the sight is sometimes worth traveling to see. On some 
mornings, just after sunrise, when the geese are all moving, 
you can see nothing around the whole horizon but clouds 
and clouds of geese. Of course all the club men get very 
blasé about shooting them, and after shooting half a dozen 
in a morning, you generally have had enough. They are 
very good, however, to fill up your sack with and put the 

One afternoon for amusement, I bagged 
thirty in about two hours, and could have easily shot thirty 
more, but they loaded my boat, and were all that I could 
really use, as of course they are good eating as the old song 
says: 
f “Ti is my own opinion, 

When cooked with sage and ‘inion,” 

No bird which flies, 

‘Is half so ‘nize,’ 
As Foose, with sage and ‘inion.’ *’ 

On coming round a bend in the slough, we meet F., who 
has been sculling, and has quite a number of fine birds in 
the bottom of bis boat as the result of his afternoon’s shoot. 
This sculling requires a peculiarly-built boat, and the hunt- 
ers on this marsh, who always build their own hoats, have, 
With years of experience, succeeded in constructing a perfect 
model] adapted in eyery way for the work for which it is in- 
tended, They are so well built that they can be propelled 
very swiftly with the long, flexible sculling oar, and are so 
perfectly noiseless that an adept can approach yery close to 
birds sitting in the rushes at the edge of the sloughs, 

I think that it is one of the prettiest ways to shoot, as it 

requires some skitl both to propel your boat and handle your 
gun successfully, and you have also to be on the alert all the 
time, a8 you never know the momenta bird is going to 
spring from the rushes not twenty yards away. 

Our party soon arrived at the station, and found the others 
there ahead of us. After unloading the boats, we assort 
and count our game, which is duly entered in the record 
book with the incidents of the day. Our bag of to-day 
shows a majority of sprig, teal and widgeon, with a sprink- 
ling of mallard, “‘cans” and gadwell. 

Those of us that have fo return by the eyening train pro- 
ceed to change our comfortable corduroys for our abom- 
inable (at least, they seem so to us at present) city clothes 
and sit down to discuss one of ihe cook Jim’s pet dishes— 
a goose stew with dumplings. 

The great beauty of the shooting on these marshes is the 
length of time which it lasts; it commences in the middle of 
September and lasts until the middle or end of February, 
and we have good shooting the whole of the time, This 
marsh is not just a stopping place, as the birds migrate, but 
arendezyous where they come to spend the whole winter, 
and being well protected, there is no reason why the sport 
should not be good for years to come. In some places the 
widgeons collect as the white geese do, and when you hear 
ten thousand or more widgeons all whistling at once, it 
makes a sound unlike anything else I have ever heard, and 
very startling to a person unacquainted with the noise. It 
ig very pretty shooting to call widgeon down to decoys by 
answering and imitating their whistle, which can easily be 
done by the means of asmall tin whistle, and which will 
also bring them down when flying at an immense height. I 
have seen some flying so high that on ordinary occasions you 
would suppose them to be migrating. But on answering 
their whistle down they will come, at a tremendous rate of 
speed, similar to the dive of the hawk; and checking them- 
selves just before reaching the water they alight right among 
the decoys. After dinner we lounge around the arks until 
train time, either shooting white geese from the railroad 
track or amusing ourselves with the dogs, until the whistle 
of the train far up the track reminds us that there is not 
much time to lose, and we are soon at the station with bags 
and game, and asthe train stops we step aboard and bid 
good-bye to the station for a week or two. 6. 
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. 

DEER IN NORTH CAROLINA. 

66 ALT, let’s try the deer in the morning. W your" 
“All right; count me in.” 
“Thet’s get off early, and take Ike or Smith, or both, and 

see what we can do. I’ve spoken to some of the boys and 
they do not seem inclined to go, so let’s get off anyway, and 
if we kill a big buck they will feel badly. If we fail they 
can’t get the laugh on us, as we'll tell them we merely went 
to see if there was any sign.” 

So next morning early found us at the cabins of the afore: 
said Ike and Smith, two stalwart Fifteenth Amendments, 
always ready fora hunt—deer, fox or coon, But if seems 
that on this particular morniug Ike is troubled about many 
things. Having, by tooting horn and howling hound, at 
last aroused him, he began a series of mournful excuses. 
‘Boss, you knows Id like ter go huntin’ wid ye dis maunin’, 
but I'll hush my jaw ef I kin see any way er gittin’ off. I'm 
got er job er work ter do ter-day dat [ can’t put off ’dout 
ketchin’ Hail Columbus. An’ mor’n dat, I’m boun’ ter be 
dar soon, too, Smith ‘ll go, an’ he kin manage dese dogs 
most’s good as I kin.” 

After a little more parleying, we chose three of the most 
reliable deer dogs and set out for the deer grounds, some 
seven miles distant. Arriving there, we make our horses 
fast and make the best of our way to the stands previously 
decided upon. In the meantime Smith has gone in with the 
hounds. Not many minutes elapse ere we hear the bugle- 
like notes of Monroe, our strike dog. The trail seems cold, 
so we take a seat at the foot of a gum tree and break a pine 
twig to fight ‘‘skeeters.” Soon we hear the other dogs trail- 
ing also, and we know that the scent is warming up. But 
the dogs are working away from us, and soon it is difficult 
to tell whether the buzzing one hears comes from dogs or is 
caused hy the millions of mosquitoes. After a few moments, 
however, we know that the dogs have jumped the game and 
are going directly away from us and up into the great Dis- 
mal Swamp. Very soon all sound of them is lost, but we 
have faith in the dogs and know that sooner or later, unless 
he takes water, the deer will come ashore and strike for 
high land, but woe unto him if he should stay in the swamp 
unlil he begins to fag, for should he do so he will be caught 
by his swift-footed pursuers in a very short time after strik- 
ing high land, even should we fail to get shots. 

After waiting and listening for three hours or more, we 
seem to hear the faintest murmur of dogs away off to the 
right, too faint to be sure of it, yet we think they must be 
coming. A little later we are sure of it. They are coming— 
ouly two dogs in full ery—the third dog has gone in another 
direction, so there are two deer up. Straining every nerve, 
Llisten. He is passing to my right about a mile, also below 
the stand where Walt. is waiting. Soon he turns and bears 
for the millpond some two miles away, and all seems over. 
But hark! they are coming again, and the deer is making 
back for the swamp. Again he passes to the right of Walt., 
and allis quiet. Soon they are coming again, this time in 
my direction, and only one dogin hearing. Nearer and 
nearer come the notes of my favorite Monroe, and again he 
swerves and bears to my left, and is gone like the honk of a 
gang of wild geese, and soon again all is still, We wait 
until we are tired, and gettmg cur horses we sadly start 
home. We feel badly, for having examined the track, we 
know itisa very large buck that has been chased, and we 
dislike to lose him. 
We have not gone more than a mile, when on tooting our 

horn, Monroe comes running to us. Weconclude that the 
game is up and start on. Passing a cabin, the woman of the 
house comes to the door, and calling us tells that the deer 
ran through her yard, with ‘‘that same dog” (referring to 
Monroe) close on him; that the “dog ran off through the 
woods and soon hushed up.” We immediately got down, 
tied our borses, and calling the dog, put him on the scent 
where the deer had crossed. The dog immediately gaye 
tongue, and although he had been once over the tracks, took 
the trail through the dense wood and undergrowth for about 
a quarter of a mile, when he stopped and began whining, 
and on going up we were surprised to find him sniffing as 
fine a buck as it has ever been my good fortune to behold, 
He had actually run the deer down and killed him, and no 
doubt lain by him until bearing the horn, retraced his steps 
tous. We were not long in getting the buck out of the 
woods, and making the best of our way home, where the 

What say 



wa 
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deer was exhibited to an admiring crowd. Though our 
pleasure was somewhat lessened by not being able to tell 
just how we shot him, still it was something to know that 
we had a dog more than a match for the “biggest buck in 
de woods,” as Smith remarked. The deer weighed a little 
over 20() pounds, We learned next day that one of our dogs 
had chased a large doe in another direction, several parties 
having seen both dog and deer, We think there are quite a 
number of deer in our drives this season and will try them 
again soon, Should the eye of Mr, T. G. Tucker chance to 
scan this sketch, I would say that the dog Monroe is a Byron 
and his sire came direct from the kennels of the gentleman 
named; a better dog never made tracks, or howled in re- 
sponse to toot of horn. A, FP. 
Briyipert, N. C. 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
*‘Piute’s” discussion with ‘‘Wells” as regards the advisa- 

bility of the shotgun in shooting deer, has been read with 
much interest by me. Now, while 1 ama great admirer of 
the rifle and a good rifle shot, I cannot say that I think all 
men who use a shotgun are ‘'barbarians.” ‘‘Pinte”’ must 
take circumstances into consideration. i have not the least 
doubt that he is honest in his convictions, while at the same 
time I likewise haye no doubt that if he shot deer before a 
pack of hounds (and that is our only chance to shoot them 
here) in our tangled swamps, he would soon abandon the 
trifle and take up the ‘‘scatter gun,” at the same time ‘‘taking 
back” all he has said in derision of it. 
Why shooting a fleeing deer, before a pack of hounds, is 

not as sportsmanlike and as ennobling as creeping up toa 
feeding deer and shooting it down in cold blood, with its 
mouth full of grass, is another problem I fail to understand. 
I neyer shot but one deer by stalking, and I felt about as 
jubilant and elated over that as I should have done bad I 
shot my mother’s milch cow while feeding in her stall. I 

_ felt as meen as a “'sheep-killing dog,” while, on the con- 
trary, to kill a deer at full speed, even with ‘‘buckshot,” 
makes my blood flow freer, and my conscience doesn’t 
trouble me in the least. 

I must say that I do not, from personal observation, find 
that hounding deer drives the deer away. Ihave hunted 
the same piece of woods for weeks in succession, hunting 
three days in the week and jumping deer every day within 
a mile of the first “start” of the season. More than that, I 
ran with my hounds last weeka very large doe; she by 
some means eluded the dogs. We blew offat 12M. At 3 
P. M, the same day she was seen making her way back to 
the woods from whence she was started. Had she been so 
terribly frightened, she must surely haye gone further and 
staid longer. The same deer was seen leisurely walking 
along the road, while the dogs were at fault, and mouthing 
around within less than half a mile of her—of course, ‘‘cir- 
cumstances alter cases.” Deer are undoubtedly frightened 
at times by being chased, but they almost invariably return 
+m their haunts within forty-eight hours, unless badly wor- 
ried. : A. F. R. 

»ELVIDERB, N. C., Aug. 18, 1884. 

Liditor Forest and Strewmn: 
- The communication of ‘‘Piute,” which appeared in the 
ForRESt AND STREAM of the 4th inst., is in such honorable 
contrast with some others which I have seen, that if I had 
entertained any malice toward him it would have been driven 
away. Although it is probable enough that our views are so 
diverse upon the question which he has raised that no con- 
currence can ever exist, yet he evinces such good temper, 
and shows such a thorough acquaintance with the courtesies 
which should characterize all controversies between persons 
who are sincere in their convictions, 1 feel forced to accord 
to him very profound respect. t 

Tf he will carefully read the article of his which germin- 
ated the existing troubles, I think he cannot fail to see that 
I did not misrepresent him at all. He may not have used 
apt words to thoroughly conyey the views which he holds, 
and, hence, said what he did not mean tosay. In his zeal 
for the maintenance of an honest opinion, he may have used 
‘arguments which were not appropriate. and which, carried 
out, make his position an absurdity, It is certain I thought 
so; and in defending my own practices ] regarded it as only 
fair that I should show, by a sort of reductio ad absurdum, 
he proved entirely too much. With all respect, I think I 
proved that. I am still of the opinion that a legitimate con- 
struction upon the words used by him justified the deduction 
f made; that is, for all game the rifle, because of its destruc- 
tive character, was the only weapon which should be used. 
There can be no doubt at all that he meant no other was 
proper for deer shooting. 

1 have admitted that in an open country where “stalking” 
can be practiced, it is much better, because more effctive in 
its range. But even in the prairies and open timbered lands 
no one, whatever may be his skill, can always place his ball 
where it will almost instantly kill the deer. Oftentimes a 
mortal wound is inflicted, and the animal escapes, to die 
and become a prey for dogs, wolves or buzzards. From this 
fact L drew the deduetion, that the argument would hold 
equally well against the shotgun for small game. This was 
proving more than was desirable, as 1 thought, and hence 
illogical. seems, however, that ‘““Piute” uses a shotgun 
for pinnated grouse and sage hens, and no doubt, would use 
one for the bird which we call partidge, but which he calls 
quail. When hunting deer in the mountains, he finds the 
ruffed grouse; he uses the rifle because as I suppose, he has 
no other weapon. should do that too, and hence there is 
no use of saying anything about “my good opinion of his 
sportemanlike characteristics to the contrary notwithstand- 
in mig 

But ‘Piute” asks, “does the contrary proposition hold 
good, that because a shotgun isthe most suitable for quail, it 
is also the most suitable for deer? Does it follow that be- 
cause an ordinary rifle shot can easily hit a deer, he can as 
easily hit a grouse? Does ‘‘Well’s” logic teach him that a 
rifleman can hit a running elephant or a flying humming bird 
with equal ease?” Surely ‘‘Piute” cannot be serious in these 
interrogatories. To the first one I answer that if a weapon 
is to be inbibited which does not always kill, but sometimes 
wounds only, then the rifle is under the ban too; or if it will 

more certainly kill when it makesa wound, and the gun 
should be exclusively used which makes fewer wounds, as 

contradistinguished from deaths, it should be used on all 

game. Of course, I believe no such thing. Tt was only a 

legitimate deduction from ‘‘Piute’s” argument in behalt of 

the rifle for deer. It does not follow that because a shotgun 

is better for small game, it is also better for elk or deer, or 

buffalo, Ihave never said any such thing, nor thought any 

such thing, Iam somewhat surprised that “Pinte” should 
propound the question. ’ 

for 
recollect his position in regard to mortal wounds not imme- 
diately productive of death, and his deduction therefrom 
adverse to the shotgun, and he will see that he is condemn- 
ing his own bantling in the interrogatories which he submits, 
Not having expressed such views as he attributes to me, but, 
to my mind, very plainly declared to the contrary. 

is doing himself and me manifest injustice. 
himself to the trouble to read his first article he will see that 
the position which he then took, made legitimate every de- 
duction which I drew, intending to demonstrate by these 

say so. 
and not a word which I éver wrote makes a tolerable excuse 

allowed such a startling conclusion. 

To the second inquiry, as to the capacity of a sportsman 
to hit, with equal ease, a flying grouse and a running deer 
with a rifle, [respond that he would be exceedingly expert 
if he could—more expert than, as I think, any one is. 
logic does mot teach me, nor does my common sense, that a 
humming bird is as good a target as even a grouse, much 
less an elephant. 
say to him, in all candor, that a man of his intelligence 
should not haye made such an attempt to evade the real ques- 
tion at issue, 
argument which I never made, when he speaks of my 

My 

Now, if “Pinte” will pardon me, I will 

Nor should he have placed in my mouth an 

“logic,” proving that because No. 10 shot are large enough 
ob White they are large enough fora hear, Let him 

J am surprised that ‘‘Piute” should not have seen that he 
Tf he will put 

deductions that his argument was defective in logic. Thata 
man of his intelligence should, in vindication of his views, 
entirely pervert the evident meaning of his antagonist, and 
place him as the advocate of what he clearly denounces, 
would fill me with consternation if 1 had not too often wit- 
nessed similar exhibitions. Js there aline in my article which 
gives the faintest pretext for alleging, as ‘“‘Piute” has done, 
that I supposed No. 10 or even No. 2 shot, with ‘+ to3 
drams of gunpowder to propel them, would be effective on 

Not one. 
He must excuse me. 

buffalo or bear? And yet he tries to make me 
I will take no such position, 

for the imputation. It was his logic, if any one’s, which 
But even his did not 

authorize it. 
I confess that neither my skill as a marksman nor my 

points of argument is equal to the labor of proving the 
absurdity which he attributes to me. 
abilities in the latter, Lam, I trust, properly grateful, but I 
am not entitled to the distinction which he confers, 
standing as a sportsman is far higher than any I ever attained 

For his tribute to my 

My 

at the bar. I believe I was regarded when I professed to be 
a lawyer as having more ability to manage the facts of a 
case than the law appertaining to it. In the present case, 
however, it is only a question of argument, which requires 
no professional training. 

It is well sometimes, after a controversy has proceeded to 
some length, to go back to the origin of the dispute. Unless 
J am incapable of comprehending the meaning of the lan- 
guage which ‘‘Piute” used in the article to which I took ex- 
ceptions, he denounced the use of a shotgun in decr hunting 
as a barbarous practice, and gave what he regarded good 
reasons for his statement. Among them, and probably 
chiefest, was that the shotgun often wounded without 
instant death, and that a weapon ought not to be employed 
which had that unfortunate defect. 

Having for years used a shotgun of 15, 14 and 12-bore at 
deer and not dreamed that I was suilty of the offense of 
barbarism; thinking that ‘‘Piute” was unnecessarily severe 
in his lancuage, and that his arguments would logically lead 
to an entire abnegation of all field sports—because all 
weapons would often wound without immediate death, or 
sometimes without death at all—I took up the gage which 
he threw down and have contended with him as best I could. 
If he had contented himself with expressing an opinion that 
he thought, when the character of the country allowed it, 
a rifle was far preferable to a shotgun for large game, | 
should have maintained silence, because I would haye con- 
curred with him. But when he attempted to fortify the 
opinion with language caustically severe toward those who 
did not agree with him, and used an argument in sustenta- 
tion of his position which 1 regarded not only as unsound, 
put as leading necessarily to an absurdity, | thought myself 
justified in an attempt to controvert it, 

Tn an open country, therifle, because chietly of its superior 
range, should regard as the proper weapon. In a country 
thickly wooded, my choice would be ashotgun, which [have 
found to be quite effective at distances under sixty yards, 
Beyond that the-chances of killing are not good, though a 
buckshot, if it should happen to. strike a vital part, has 
force enough to do good work even over a hundred yards. A 
sportsman should not shoot at anything unless he thinks the 
prospect of “bagging the game” is good, whether he uses a 
shotenun or a rifle. And when an expert rifle shot pulls the 
trigger on a running deer, at any distance, even when there 
is neither twig nor weed to change the flight of the ball, he 
is not sure that his sbot will strike the head, break the neck 
or spinal column, or pierce the heart or aorta. It is possible 
that by defect of aim or other cause, he may simply break a 
leg or inflict a flesh wound. The fact is, such mishaps are 
inseparable from hunting with any kind of agun. My ideas 
of humanity have not become so refined. When I hunt, 1 
do not take with me “the milk of human kindness,” or a 
tender consideration of the feelings of “the antlered mon- 
arch of the waste,” or the beautiful mallard, or the Immocent 
Bob White. I goto kill. I go to regale my nostrils with 
the smell of death, as it comes ‘‘reeking from the spicy bow- 
ers” which the quarry has sought. 

The difference, at last, between ‘‘Piute” and myself is this 
only. For large game he thinks the rifle the only legitimate 
weapon, I agree as to some large game, but hold that for 
other kinds a sportsman may properly use a shotgun, 
especially in thick cover, For small game such as ducks, 
plover, rail, grouse and partridges, the shotgun is par excel- 
lence the weapon. Yah bry: 

I gracefully appreciate the courteous inyitation to visit 
“Pinte” in “the land of the setting sun,” in case I should 
ever visit it, and shall gladly avail myself of it. Under his 
“vine and fig tree” J feel sure 1 should experience the 

warmest hospitality, and that not one word would escape 

my host to cause me to express my gratitude for his beneyo- 

lent consideration of my ‘‘evil ways,” but that every effort 

would be used by him to show that he realized the sublime 

sentiment, too often, alas, forgotten, “enemies In War, in 

peace, friends.” Both he and 1 would try, in friendly con- 

test, undimmed by a bitter recolletion of our battles, to 
minister to each other’s happiness. 

And now, with me, ‘‘the hatchet is buried,” and “the 

pipe of peace” shall be filled with the most fragrant weed. 

I shall endeavor to *‘live to a ripe old age” by a life of tem- 

perance and healthful exercise, and occasionally, ‘‘as the 

spirit moyes me,” endeavor to fill the soul of “Piute” with 
joy by allowing him to read other “‘pleasant hits and well- 
told stories.” ' WHELs, 
RooxineHam, N. C,, Sept, 10. 

Fiditor Torest and Stream: 
After a long experience on the runways, I have arrived at 

the conclusion that no true sportsman, if he can help it, 
ever fires a charge of buckshot at adeer. A rific, a single 
bullet, and the deer on ‘first jump,” constitute the real 
sporting mode of killing a deer, Bleating, whistling or 
making any noise to bring the animal to a stand is unsports- 
manlike, but not as much so as buckshot. ALGONQUIN, 

OtTrawa, Can., Sept. 13, 1884. 

Biitor Forest and Stream: 
After a moderate reply to the fierce assault made by 

“Pinte” against the shotgun, I had concluded to let this con- 
troversy alone, being entertained more by the contributions 
of others than by any selfish gratification that might arise 
from anything 1 could hope to offer. The more so since 
“Wells,” of whom Iam but a humble compeer, most ably 
sustains the identical position l occupy in the discussion, 
I heartily indorse all that ‘‘Wells” has said in his most 
admirable reply to our adversary, published on the 4th of 
September. 

“Piute” in your same issue charges me with ‘‘personal 
innuenda and vituperation” It needs no finger-board to point 
where that applies. In his blind rage he scoms facts, works 
entirely upon his imagination, and supposes I am the user of 
a $3.50 “Zulu.” For his personal information allow me to 
say I neither own, use nor have I seen such except in print, 
so, touching that, [am in a measure driyen to his own re- 
sources—conjecture. Now, I suppose that a “Zulu” is 
nothing more nor less than a dangerous and worthless low- 
priced sun. If it was this sart that bronght about the orig- 
inal attack of ‘‘Piute,” it. must be an implement terrible in 
its suggestions of sayage barbarity, 

Permit me in conclusion to quote the last sentence of 
‘“Piute’s” article: ‘I had rather be a dog and bay the moon 
than such a Roman,” directed specifically at myself. What if 
he be even now transmigrated into a luckless cur, baying the 
moon, agreeably to his own imprecation? Far better had it 
been for him to have retired to some mountain fastness of his 
own State, and posted the grounds, ‘(No admittance for 
shotguns. Penalty, extermination.” There he might have 
amused himself with his several ritles, bayed at ‘' Wells” and 
and myself to his heart’s content, and enjoyed immunity 
from the presence at least of a weapon that to him seemed 
endowed with such violently disturbing, savage and barbaric 
influences. Backwoons. 
Wesr VIRGINIA, 

SHOT CARTRIDGES. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
Closely allied to the subject of *‘The Performance of 

Shotguns,” lately discussed at some length in your columus, 
is that of the various forms of shot cartridges, 

T have used them pretty extensively in my hunting, and 
have experimented with them also in various ways. As to 
their utility, I may present little that is new or noyel to the 
old and experienced, Still, my experience may be of some 
benefit to some of ycur readers who make frequent inquiries 
as to the use of the larger sizes of shot, etc. 

There are several varieties, the wire, concentrators, thread- 
wound and flannel shot cartridges, besides such nondescript 
varieties as the sportsman of an ingenious turn may choose to 
prepare for himself. 

The main object to be attained in the use of any shot car- 
tridge isto carry the charge in 4 more concentrated form, 
and to a greater distance or range, than a loose charge of the 
same shot could be driven, and at the same time to preserve 
a proper and even ratio of distribution—a good pattern, as it 
is termed, 

If the cartridge fails materially in any of these essentials, 
it is little, if any, better than a loose charge, nor in fact as 
good, if it have the fault of balling or failing to deliver its 
shot. It then becomes a mere slug, with all the elements of 
uncertainty and the almost sure result of a clean miss. 

Of the different kinds, my experience and repeated trial 
lead me to the conclusion that the wire cartridge is the best. 
1 shall give my reasons for this conviction. 

The well-known construction of this cartridge, consisting 
of the shot packed in layers of soft bone dust within a eylin- 
drical wire cage, preserves the spherical form of the pellets 
and admits of their gradual escape while the charge Js in 
motion. This principle, for obvious reasons, insures a per 
formance fulfilling the “requisite essentials 1 haye named 
above. 

- In advocating this preference, I am not actuated by any 
motive to either boost up the one nor detract from any merit 
the others possess, Like the fisherman who ties his own flies, 
I make my own Cartridges, and can vary them to suit my 
own ideas or judgment as to the results | wish lo accomplish. 
I simply give facts and results as I have found them, solely 
witha view to inform those who are without experience. 

The wire cartridge, if properly made, is uniform in its per- - 
formance, which, I think, is more than can be said of any 
others have used pretty much all kinds, and have found 
in all the others a considerable element of uncertainty. 
Sometimes the concentrators work all right and sometimes 
they don’t. Sometimes a threac-wound cartridge delivers its 
shot all right and sometimes fails, the thread adhering and 
failing to unwind; it goes in a body, and the same may be 
said of the flannel. So that to these uncertainties must be. 
added want. of confidence in yourself, when you know that 
no amount of foresight on your part can give you any assur- 
ance of what the thing will do. . . 
Now, about charging. It is not necessary, nor is it advis- 

able to put a wad between the cartridge and the charge of 
powder. If yoninsert any, use quite a light one. A well 
made wire cartridge performs better without; and if you use 
any over the cartridge let it be a light paper one, or what 18 
equally as good simply crimp the shell over it. A heavier 
charge of powder can he used with the “‘cartridge” than with 
the same size loose charge, 

Use the cylinder-bored barrel; if will give you a much 
better pattern and performance with the shot cartridge than 
a full choke will. Back woops. 
BEVERLY, W, Va. 

Cnreantyg BrAss SHeLLs.—Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Will you permit me to inquire of your correspondents how 
they clean brass shells. lam aware that there are several 
methods, and should like to hear the experience of others,— 
ADI, 
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New Jnrsey Gann:—Madison, N. J.—Although quite a 
number of cock quail have been heard during the summer 
whistling their accustomed song, it is a hard matter to find 
a beyy of birds now or even in November, During July the 
woodcock were very scarce, consequently but few birds were 
Killed. The best bag on woodeock made in daly for a day 

_ was one of 10 birds, killed by myself and a friend one morn- 
ing. I predict good fall shooting, however, on woodcock, 
since so few birds were killed in July. Woodcock are more 

_ plentiful now than in July, but it will not be lawful to kill 
them until Oct, 1, Partridges I tind more plentiful than 
for five years past, and expect some fine sport In November, 
Partridges are found in considerable numbers near running 
streams, at least [ find if so around here. Rabbitsare in fair 
number, but not as many as last year. The Passaic River, 
two miles from here, is dragged almost nightly, and, there- 
fore, it is impossible to catch a decent mess of fish with hook 
and line. One fishing along the Passaic River can see plainly 
the marks of the fishing net made the night before. Al- 
thouch the law forbids fishing with nets, nevertheless nets 
are dragged nightly, Ducks will bein larger numbers this 
fall than formerly, judging from the amount of food now 
prowing along the river. Ducks do come in considerable 
numbers along the Passaic River, but it seldom pays to hunt 
them. The weather for the past week has been extremely 
warm, Cowbirds are in flocks already, the only bird, I be- 
lieve, to flock so soon.—Six'rHEN-BoRB, 

PumaDELPH1A Norms.—A flight of snipe seftled down 
on our meadows around Philadelphia last week, but the 
great bulk ot birds occupy the drift on river shore as the 
meadows are very dry and afford no food. Rail shooters 
will find more of them than sportsmen with setters on the 
main land. The flight, bye-the-bye, is not a large one. A 
prominent sportsman of Burlington, N. J., has leased almost 
all the rail grounds in the neighborhood ot Salem Creek, 
and, consequently, the local sportsmen of Salem county are 
compelled to seek other sections for shooting. Should a big 
tide come (as is expected) next week, the leased grounds will 
be trespassed upon. -I'here are very many rail in the 
marshes, but it has been too bot for pleasurable shooting, and 
the tides duving the past week haye been poor. Few upriver 
boats have secured more than twenty birds each to a tide, 
and I learn that the Chester and Lazaretto men have done 
but little better. The change of wind to a westerly quarter 
Jias caused poor tide. Teal ducks are now quite plentiful on 
the streams flowing into the Delaware below Chester. Sev- 
eral flocks have occupied Salem Creek, and tumerous 
bunebes have chosen Augustine for their feeding grounds. 
Not many have come up the river yet.—Homo. 

West Jersey Socrery.—The annual meeting of the 
West Jersey Game Protective Society will be held at 531 
Market street, Camden, N. J., on the 17th of September, 
Following is a statement of the finances of the organization: 
Receipts—A mount ou hand Sept. 20, 1883, $941.32; received 
from RT. Miller, late secretary, $27; received from game 
committee, $2.24; received from sale of certificates to Sept. 
i, 1884, $1,619—total, $2,589.56. Wxpenditures—Vouchers, 
drawn hy C. A. Bragg and R. T. Miller, $215.68; C. VY, D. 
Joline, services as solicitor from 1877 to 1883, $160; O. H. 
Barnard, expenses securing society's books, $100; Robert 
Yonker, police, $48.16; Wdward Anchutz, issuing certifi- 
cates, $15; C. H. Kendrick, carriage hire for committee, 
$8.25; gaine committee, purchasing quail, $650; expenses 
distributing quail, $15.60; special officers, $63.29; boat for 
otticers, $80; badges for officers $7; expenses directors, 
$63.30; seeretary’s salary, $187.50; treasurer’s salary, 1883, 
$50; rent of hall for meetings, $20; printing, $98.37; post- 
age, 14.87—1total, $1,747.02; cash on hand Sept. 1, 1884, 
$842.54. During the past year the West Jersey Game Pro. 
tective Society bought and planted 2,500 quail_—Howmo, 

A Nuw Derrorr Crcs.—Detroit, Mich., Sept. 15.—Ar- 
ticles of incorporation of the Detroit Fishing and Hunting 
Association were filed in the office of the Wayne county 
clerk Saturday. The capital stock is $20,000, in shares of 
$100 each, of which there are now 50 on the market A 
tract of land, 300x500 feet, has been purchased from William 
A. Butler at the Flats, the plat lying between Mr. Butler’s 
residence and the old club house. Dredging and filling will 
be commenced this week and a club house will be erected 
to cost between $10,000 and $12,000. The north wing of 
the club house will be built this winter or early next spring, 
in time for use next season. The idea of the association is 
fo furnish a place where young business men and their fami- 
lies ean secure quict rest and enjoyment. William A. Green 
has been elected President; Lou Burt, First Vice-President; 
Dr. Phil Porter, Second Vice-President; Freeman B. Dick- 
erson, Treasurer; Charles F. Beck, Secretary; Campbell 
Symington, George W. Moore, Albert A. Worcester and Dr, 
HE. C. Moore, Board of Directors, There are thirty charter 
members, and application has already been made for about 
twenty shares in excéss of those held by the charter members, 

Tue “Nessmuk” yrs, of which an illustration is here 
piven, was desiened by our well-known correspondent, and 
a sample made after his specifications has been received at 
this office. We have handled the knife, thouzh we have as 
yet had no opportunity to actually try itin camp. It comes 
up to our notion of what a hunting knife should be, and has 
handled well in the imaginary work we have done with it, 

Ae) 

The drawing, while as nearly correct as calipers could make 
if, inadequately represents the graceful lines of the weapon. 
Altogether we commend the knife to those whoare so fortu- 
nate as to have a use for it; and others who cannot go hunt- 
ing this year will find if an excellent pencil-sharpener to 
whittle their points for writing to the Forms? anp SvRRAM 
accounts of former game excursions. — 

Dakota Prarmif Cuicxens.—I have just received a letter 
from my friend, F. Trumbo, of Choteau Oreck, Dak., inyit- 
ing me to ‘‘come up chicken shooting,” and in his letter 
he states that he shot over his dog last week and killed 122 
chickens at 122 consecutive shots, How is that far shoot- 

ing? Frank's word is as ‘'yood as gospel,” and if he says le 
did it, | am not afraid to indorse it, He says further that 
chickens are abundant,—A. #. R. 

Tum Nye Creasen has been examined and used by us. 

. Bae EE BEY ater 1S Sey Me = 
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r We find acatee convenient and rapid, altogether as neat, 

Dusrs or Hiram JenKs.—Troy, N. Y., Sept. 12.—Hiram 
Jenks, the oldest hunter and fisherman at Schroon Lake, 
Essex county, was found drowned in the lake yesterday. 
He was eighty years old. 

“Sn0RE Brrps” is a timely little work for this season, It 
tells all about the habits of the bay birds. We haye many 
letters recommending it. Price, 15 cents. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

KENNEBAGO. 

HE unusually warm weather of the early part of this 
month has interfered greatly with the fishing of the big 

lakes in this region, and from Mooseluemaguntic, Upper 
Dam, Rangeley and all other resorts comes the same story; 
but yesterday, the day before and this morning no one com- 
plains of heat, and with the thermometer ranging from 32° 
to 50°, and a flurry of snow on Friday, it looks as though 
the big trout might ere long find it cool enough to show 
themselves. 

The pleasant and well-kept hotels, which are generally at 
this season well patronized, are now lonesome places, and 
even here at this headquarters of fishing-made-easy but a 
few members haye as yet arrived. 

At Kennebago, however, aud Little Kennebago and adjacent 
waters the fishing has been excellent, These lakes seem full 
of trout ranging from 6 to 10 ounces, and now and then a 
szood one. Prospects just good enough to keep up excite- 
ment, Per example, my first day’s fishing brought me 78 
fish, of which 60—less than } pound weight, which was the 
standard—went back again; the 18 left ranged up to a 
pound. ‘the next day one of 14 pounds and three others 
oyer a pound gave good sport; and on the next one of 24 
pounds surrendered himself, As bythe third day everybody 
at Kennebago gets in the habit of putting back, I resolyed to 
make a use of that trout that I would remember, and, grate- 
ful to him for the pleasure I had deriyed from our fifteen 
minutes’ acquaintance, I, after weighing, let him go, too 

At the Seyen Ponds, parties had about the same style of 
fishing—any quaxtity from small to medium—none large. 
By the way, the Forest AND Stream is taken by Richard- 

son at Kennebago, and the letter of your correspondent 
**Knickerbocker” has made considerable sensation. 
Somevody must have been guying him fearfully is the 

general verdict, for the stories he has ‘‘verified” of big trout 
are way up beyond anything we can hear of elsewhere. Be- 
ginning at 24 pounds, le runs down to 114 by a series of big 
weights; and just where he knocks off is the figure for the 
biggest fish that I can get any authentic information of, 
One thing that parties going into Keanebago should know 

and many of them don’t until too late, is that from Rangeley 
in by buckboard, the charge for baggage is $2 per hundred. 
No notice of this is posted anywhere, and during my stay 
there were yictims. Cne man and his wife paid seventeen dol- 
lars for traps of which they had no need during their short stay. 
The road into Kennebago is rough, but the stories in regard 
fo it are exaggerated. I walked in the seven miles in two 
hours ten minutes; and there are lots of worse roads in the 
Adirondacks, which, though, I think I shall neyer try again, 
as the Maine woods wil absorb ail of my future spare time. 

For Kennebago fishing the most successful flies are scarlet 
and splitibis snd bee, for trolling, Pamachenee belle, Montreal 
and biue jay. PISHCO. 
Camp KENNEBAGO, Sept. 13. 

MINNOW CASTING FOR BLACK BASS. 

WISH to invite the attention of black bass anglers to 
the special contests of ‘‘casting the minnow for black 

bass,” which is to be included in the programme of the tour- 
nament of the National Rod and Reel Association, to be 
held next month at Harlem Mare. The rules governing this 
contest are framed with the design of making the contest 
approach as nearly as possible the conditions of actual fishing, 
and for this reason only such tools and tackle and weight 
of sinker are allowed as would be used on the stream. Rods 
are limited in length from eight to ten feel, and in weight 
from seven to ten ounces. The weight of sinker (repre- 
senting the minnow) is one-half ounce, While these limits 
provide for an ample and liberal variety im the length and 
weight of rods, they preclude the specially-constructed trick 
rod, gotten up solely for long distance casting; for it is well 
known that a rod of say five feet in length and weighing 
five ounces, can cast a given weight much further than a 
longer and heayier rod—but there its finctions end, for such 
a wand would be of no use in actual angling. 

The mode of castiny will be underhand, to the right or 
left, and but one hand allowed in making the cast. The 
casting will be on water, over the same course as the fly- 
casting, and the system of scoring or counting is similar to 
that heretofore used in the fly-casting contests, wherein ac- 
curacy and delicacy or style, as well as distance, are pro- 
vided for. Each contestant will be allowed tive mipvutes for 
distance and five minutes for accuracy and style. The dis- 
tance for accuracy and delicacy or style will be at-sixty feet. 
The longest cast will count in feet, to which will be added 
the number of points for accuracy and style, the maximum 
of each being 25, For instance: To the cast, say 75 feet, is 
to be added, say 20 for accuracy and 15 for style, agegre- 
gating 110 points, By this method of scoring the battle is 
not always to the longest cast, and the more desirable fea- 
tures of accuracy and style are encouraged. 
Any multiplying reel may be used, but which, in casting, 

is to be controlled entirely and alone by the thumb; that is, 
the use of clicks, drags, etc., are barred. The line shall be 
a practicable one, not smaller than No. 6 (letter H) braided 
silk, No. 1 sea grass, or corresponding sizes of other material. 

I have received numerous letters, at various times, from 
anglers who seemed to think thata cast of forty or fifty 
yards should be easily made before they could be called ex- 
perts; but such casts are phenomenal. I never made a cast 
of fifty yards unless under exceptionally favorable condi- 
tions; as casting a heavy minnow with a strong wind, and 
with the very best tools and tackle, An ordinary minnow 
(weighing not to exceed a half aunce) cannot be cast much 
further than the artificial fly, and as in fly-fishing, forty to 
sixty feet is really far enough in practical angling. 

IT bope no one will be deterred trom taking part in the 
black bass minnow-casting contest because he cannot attain 
Temarkable distances. If he can cast sixty feet accurately 
and with delicacy and good style, he standsas good a chance 
ot Winning as the long-distance caster, Ido not believe that 

forty yards will be cast at the tournament. Twenty-five or 
thirty yards, with a half-ounce sinker, is a long cast. 
Thaye secured the following Jiberal list of prizes, manu- 

factured expressly for this contest, and it now remains for 
black bass anglers to show their appreciation of the generos- 
ity of the donors by entering and contesting for them. If 
this class be well filled, we hope to have two or more con- 
tests for casting the minnow at the tournament of 1885. 

List or Prizes.—Extra fine selected black bass minnow- 
casting rod, Henshall pattern, tancewood joints, two tips, 
extra fine German silver mountings, solid German silver reel- 
plate, wound butt, bamboo tip-case, Manufactured and 
donated by Thos. J. Conroy, 65 Fulton street, New York. 
Value, $25. 

Fine Leonard split bamboo Henshall rod, made strictly to 
specifications, German silver mountings, patent ferrules, 
standing guides, wound butt, extra tip, etc. Manufactured 
for and donated by Wm. Mills & Son, No. 7 Warren street, 
New York. Value, $30. 

Iixtra fine hand-made Henshall rod, ash butt, Bethabara 
joints, two tips, fine German siver mountings, ferrules 
banded and milled, wound butt, ete. Manufactured and 
donated by A. B. Shipley & Son, 503 Commerce street, Phil- 
adelphia. Value, $15, 

Fine split bamboo Henshall rod, with best German silver 
mountings, extra tip, wound hand-piece, flush joints, patent 
reel-seat. Manufactured and donated by Charles F. Orvis, 
Manchester, Vt. Value, $15. 

Fine split bamboo Henshall rod, fine German silver mount- 
ings, non-dowel joints, braided hand piece, extra tip, solid 
grooved wood case. Manufactured and donated by Thos. 

. Chubbs, Post Mills, Vt. Vatue, $15, 
Extra fine German silver multipiying black bass reel, size 

No, 2, latest pattern, handle next to cross bar, adjustable 
click, drag or rubber. Manufactured and donated by B, 0. 
‘Milam, Frankfort, Ky. Value, $20. 

Extra fine German silver multiplying black bass reel, size 
No. 2, narrow pattern, click and drag, with adjustable 
German silver reel fastening. Manufactured and donated 
by J. L. Suge, Frankfort, Ky. Value, $20. 
__ Extra fine German silver symmetrical black bass reel, 
Henshall & Van Antwerp pattern, automatic thumb for cast- 
ing, adjustable compensating joints, alarm. Manufactured 
and donated by Thos, H. Chubb, Post Mills, Vt. Value, $157 

J. A. HENSHALL, 
Chairman Special Committee on Black Bass Casting. 

CynTaiana, Ky., Sept. 8, 1884. 

POINTS ON SUCKERS. 

Hiditor Horest and Stream: 
In your issue of Sept. 4, ‘Kelpie’ asks what kind of fish 

were meant when I wrote ‘‘suckers.” Literally, my mean- 
ing was just as submitted, though if I were to classify, I 
would say they were common red horse or white suckers, 
Ifmy memory serves me right, this species as a member 

of the sucker family, is of the genus Myrastoma, and bears 
the name of AL macrolepidotum. The fish is silvery in color, 
the lower fins being red or orange. It is found in all clear 
waters of the West. lt is not especially prized as an article 
of food, though large numbers are taken early in the season 
With both net and hook. 

Persons who practice fishing for this and other varieties of 
the sucker family with a hook, usually sink a small sack of 
meal at the head of a deep pool in creek or river. If after 
baiting a hole they return ina day or two, well supplied 
with good lines, small hooks and plenty of angle worms, the 
reward will be about all the snckers one would like to carry, 
In baiting the hook one should aim to get all the worms om 
that is possible and then fish on the bottom. To such as 
have fished for bass, trout and salmon, such play would be 
tame. 

I might say in connection with this that there is another 
branch of the family, the common sucker (Cuwtostomus teres), 
that swarms in every stream and pond in Ohio. It bites 
readily, and when bait is laid in a pool is always on hand to 
tuke part in the frolic. It varies some in form and color as 
found in different streams, but when served at the table all 
variations cease and it is the same old sucker. 

The stone roller (C. nigricans), the chub sucker (H. sucelia) 
and the spotted sucker (42. melanops) will also take the hook, 
but are not usually found in such numbers as the other yarie- 
ties mentioned. 

This explanation, I trust, will be eee though I 
must admit that, without reference at hand, | may have 
erred in classing the fish. Parson O’GATH, 
Barrp Inon Works, Gore, O. 

BASS FISHING, + 

Hditor Forest and Stream. 

As large scores seem to be the order of the day, and as 
some of your readers may be disposed to view my previous 
statements as “‘fish stories’ I deemed it advisable to repeat 
the dose, and add to the figures already published. I ad- 
dressed my friend, Dr, Quackenbush, quarantine physician 
at Mayport, and in reply he informed me that his first 
capture in 1884, was on the 13th of May, when he landed at 
the White Shells, eight channel bass, largest 32 pounds, total 
weight 168 pounds. 

On May 24, in company with Mr. J. C, Kerner, he fished 
at the White Shells, and inside of one hour they captured 
13 bass, averaging 20 pounds. Three of the Williams boys 
fished near him and took 11 in out of the wet. 

On the 25th, with his boatman, he visited the same point 
and they captured 15, Returning home they stopped at 
Mile Point and added 5 to the score. Being early in the 
season the fish were small and averaged about 20 pounds. 

During the month of June he fished anumber of times and 
captured from 2 to 14 on each occasion. On July 30, in 
company with his young son he anchored on the Shells in 
front of the old light house, and in one hour and a half he 
landed 19 bass, the smallest weighing 18 and the Jarzest 48} 
pounds, total weight estimated 540 pounds. 
On Sept, 1, Mrs. Maryin and four friends in one boat an- 

chored on Ward’s Bank, near the jetties and fished on the 
last of the ebb at this point, and on the young flood at Mile 
Point, with the following result, the fish being channel bass: 
Miss Bernard 18, Mrs. Marvin 8, Miss Thornton 7, Frank 
Marvin 7, B. Taliafiero 3. Number caught 43, average 
weight 30 pounds, total weight 1,290 pounds. 

On Friday last, Sept. 5, my friends, Dr. Fernandez, Mr. 
Ely and Mr. Bastnett, fished with rod and reel for a short 
time at Ward’s Bank with the following result; Dr, Fernan- 
dez, 1 bass of 27 and 1 of 35 pounds; Mr, Ely, 1 of 27, 1 of 
30 and 1 of 82 paynds; Mr, Bastnett, lof 27 pounds, Num: 



ber of fish 6, average weight 29 pounds 10 ounces; total 
weight 178 pounds. 

On Monday, 8th, Tuesday, 9th, and Wednesday, 10th, Mr. 
H. A, Pryor engaged in tarpon fishing in the Back Channel, 
near Dames Light, and asa side amusement, to while away 
the time, he devoted a short time cach day to bass fishing. 
On Monday he landed 4; Tuesday, 15: Wednesday, 5; total, 
24; aggregate weight, 744 pounds. 

Since the preceding was penned I haye received a short 
communication from my friend Dr, Quackenbush, of May- 
port, in which he says, ‘Was down Saturday on the South 
Beach in front of Miles Cottage [about three miles south of 
Mayport], and fished in the surf and captured eight large 
bass inside of 40 minutes. One of them would weigh over 
40 pounds; and as I pot him in the last row of breakers, and 
in sieht, a shark captured the tail end, and followed him 
until the water became so shallow that his back fin was 
entirely out of water. Shark not extra large, not over 8 feet 
long.” 

This simply goes to show that fishing is good along the 
beach, as well asin the river. Our fishing is something re- 
markable and should be known and utilized. 

Large scores are made daily, but I merely refer to those 
made by my friends. In May and June the fish are small, 
and will average about twenty pounds. In latter part of 
July, August, September and a portion of October they will 
average about thirty pounds, The fishing season continues 
about five months, but the best fishing appears to be in last 
week of August and the first two weeks of September. The 
bait used is mullet und hard-backed crabs. Bass are gener- 
ally captured on the last of the ebb, slack water and the 
young flood, but the enthusiastic and patient fisherman will 
be rewarded with bites at other stages of tide. The privilege 
of capturing our gamy channel bass costs noihing, and our 
fishing grounds are easily and eheaply reached trom New 
York, and it is surprising that the lovers of piscatorial sport 
do not tuke advantage of our unrivalled fishing. 

AL FREsco. 
JACKSONVILLE, Wla., Sept. 9, 1884. 

HOW A TROUT TAKES THE FLY. 

Aditor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Aug. 7, “EF. W. A. C.,” in speaking of trout 

taking the bait by means of the tail, says he hooked a trout 
under the tail fin, and thereforethe question of ‘‘tail bait” is 
conclusively settled, and he claims the honor of being the for- 
tunate discoverer of the ‘popular mystery.” Now really I dis- 
like to disappoint ‘‘F. W. A. C.,” but I always like to hear two 
sides of a question in order that it nay be sifted. I remember 
in the Susquehanna and Juniata rivers, I hooked to my cer- 
tain knowledge three fish—two common perch and one catfish 
—unnaturally, yet I claim no honor, and adyalice no new and 
startling theory in connection with the modus operandi of a 
fish enjoying, contrary to Martin Luther, its “diet of worms.” 
In one of the trout streams of the Allegheny Mountains, in 
1883, [remember of having hooked a brook trout in the dorsal 
fin, yet I feel humbly confident that fish did net attempt to 
take his bait with his dorsal fin, or in fact in any other way 
than the natural way, and by natural [ of course mean by the 
mouth, 

I have for many years taken a lively interest in studying 
the brook trout, and after careful observations from not only 
my own eyes, but from those of others who were with me, 
and who agree with me. lam positive the brook trout does 
not take the fly or worm with any artificial assistance’ from 
the tail. It is the lightning-lke rapidity of motion in the 
trout when feeding which induces some to believe in the tail 
theory. Let the observer look-closely wheu the trout strikes 
for the worm or fly, and he will in all probability see that, as 
he nears the book, he does actually “swish” his tail; but it is 
evidently intended to check his onward motion and at the 
sane time to wheel him to the right or left, though I believe 
generally the latter, as he apparently in almost every case 
has a tendency to wheel im that direction, which, of course, 
would haye him strike for the bait a few points to the right 
of it. Cc, A. RB. 
PrrrsauRGH, Pa, 

Bass NEAR Hartrrorp.—Hartford, Conn., Sept. 9.—Last 
week I had the pleasure of witnessing the capture of two 
large bass on a mountain pond not more than thirty miles 
from our city. Mr. R. 8. Gladwin, one of our best anglers, 
aud myself were fishing from a boat with all kinds of con- 
ceivable bait, to cater to the taste of the fastidious bass, and 
haying some good sport, when Mr, G. had a tremendous tug 
at his 7-ounce rod, and after a hard fought battle, 
secured a 44-pound fish. He took an ignoble earth worm. 
Our boat claimed the honors for that day, but on the next, 
Capt, Andrews anchored near us and secured a fine 5+-pound 
bass on an 8-ounce rod. This one had a taste for a green 
king frog, and took him out some 120 feet before he stopped 
to make a meal of him. Both fish were hooked slightly and 
fought magnificently, breaking the water frequently, The 
rods were of Bethabara, of Capt. Andrews make, 84 feet long. 
Sportsmen who desire to try our mountain ponds this fall 
will be given any information desired, by—ARSENIKOS. 

Brack BAss In Sant WaAtTaR.—A boy fishing at the mouth 
vf the canal in the Hackensack River, on Wednesday even- 
ing, caught a black bass weighing about half a pound. The 
lad was fishing for perch in salt water and was using shrimp 
for bait, This is the firsh black bass ever Known to: have 
been taken from salt. water by hook and line, although both 
large and small mouth bass are frequently found in the nets 
in the bay during the fall.—Newark (NV. J.) Call, Sept. 14. 

A Pavan ReAsrization,—Chicago, [llL, Sept. 8, 1884.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: A recent issue of the Buffalo 
Times says: “An amateur fisherman of Milwaukee was 
drowned while hauling up a realization of one of his bi 
lies.” It seemed so mighty apt and timely that I thought I’d 
forward it and let you laugh, too.—Law YANDERPOBL. 

Fuy-Castmye av Borrato.—We gave the result of the 
contest in single-handed fly-casting, which closed the shoot- 
ing tournament of the New York State Sportsmen’s Asso- 
Glation at Buffalo, in our last issue. Asif has been ayer- 
looked by some of our readers, we will refer them to our 
issue of Sept. 11, page 132, middle of third column, 

Lares WaiTHrrsH.—What we believe to be the largest 
whitefish, Coregonus dbus, lay on Mr, Blackford’s stand in 
Fulton Market, last Saturday, and weighed twenty and one- 
half pounds, It was shipped from Westfield, Chataugna 
county, N. Y., and probably came from Lake Erie, which is 
only a mile or two from that place, 

Back ¥YROM THE Bass Hiystum.—My successin Canada, 
black bass fishing, has been unparalleled. ‘‘Truthful James” 
and [ come liome covered with glory, Wefound the elysium 
of perennial bass,—WawaAyaNnDA, 

M. FOREST AND STREA 

Hishculture, 

THE PENNSYLVANIA FISH COMMISSION. 

a Pennsylvania Commissioners of Fisheries reorganized 
at Harrisburg on Sept. 9. Mr, John Gay, of Greensbuie, 

was elected president, Mr, H. H. Derr, of Wilkesbarre, record- 
ing secretary, and Mr. James Duffy, of Marietta, treasurer. 
Mr, A. M. Spangler, of Philadelphia, was elected correspond- 
ing secretary, and the president and A, Masinnius, of Monroe 
county, and August Duncan, of Chambersburg, were made the 
executiye committee. Col. James Worrall, of Harrisburg, 
was continued as actuary. Messrs. Maginnius and Derr were 
appointed a committee to prepare for presentation to the 
next Legislature amendments to need laws in relation to 
the extirpation of fish baskets and other illegal ways of taking 
fish; also a proposal to change the time for catching trout te 
the 15th of April; defining accurately what shall be the sige of 
mesh for shad nets in the Delaware River, And making a 
change in the law teferring to the shad in both the Juniata 
and Susquehanna rivers, 

Tt was considered that the Pacific coast salmon could not be 
successfully raised in Hastern xivers, the temperature thereof 
being too warm, 
A committes was constituted for the breaking up of fish 

baskets and weirs, each member to make a report from their 
localities regarding the extent of this illegal fishing. A prop- 
osition was made to secure a quantity of wall-eyed pike for 
stocking the tributaries of the Ohio and Delaware Fa 

oMo. 

PRESENT CONDITION AND FUTURE PROS- 
PECTS OF THE OYSTER INDUSTRY. 

{A paper read before the American Visheultural Association. 

BY LINUT, FRANCIS WINSLOW, U, 8. N, 

I beg that you will bear in mind that in a consideration of 
the oyster industry, present or future, there is opened to 

us so wide a field for investigation thatit is hardly possible in 
afew minutes to treat the subject fully or thoroughly, I 
Shall not attempt to go into minnte details, but confine myself 
to the general principles which, in my opinion, govern siiccess- 
ful oyste reulture. ; 

At the last census, the oyster industry of the United States 
employed nearly 53,000 persons and over $10,500,000 of capital. 
Its production amounted to more than 29,600,000 bushels of 
oysters, yalued at about $13,000,000. While these Hgtires are 
net of astonishing magnitude when compared with those of 
many of the industries of the country, they indicate, never= 
theless, a gratifying yolume of business, and when compared 
with the returns from the other fisheries they show the oyster 
industry to be of more importanée than any. 

I learn from Professor Goode’s paper read at one of the con- 
ferences held in Connection with the late London Exhibition, 
that the entire fishing interest of the country employs 181,426 
persons and nearly $38,000,000 of capital, and produces $43,000-, 
00@ of products. Thus itisseenthat the oyster industry em- 
ploys nearly one-third of the persons, more tian one-fourth of 
the capital, and produces over Gne-third of the income. Its 
product is about six tintes as great as that of the whale, seal, 

the produ¢t Of all the other fiaheries put together. Surely such 
an industry is well worth care and preservation. The question 
is, what degree of care does it receive; is its preservation in 
any way endangered? 
The question is of considerable moment, but that I need not 

impress upon you, Its full discussion would occupy more time 
than either youor I have just now to spare forit. I shall, 
therefore, only touch upon a few of the more important points 
and salient features, 

Oysters are found along the whole coast of the United 
States from Maine to the Rio Grande, and a species also ex- 
ists on the northwest coast. But notwithstanding this wide 
distribution, pointing out the possibilities of the future, the 
greater partof the fishery and business is confined to the 
Chesapeake region; that is, tothe States of Maryland and Vir- 

nia. 
Of the 53,000 persons employed, nearly 40,000 belotig to 

those States; and of the $10,500,000 of Papal over $7,000,000 
is credited to them, while of the 22,000,000 bushels of oysters, 
aore than 17,000,000 come from Chesapeake Bay and its tribu- 
aries. 
That is four-fifths of thé laborers, seven-tenths of the 

capital, and considerably more than three-fourths of the pro- 
duct shuld properly be assigned to the Chesapeake region, 
Eyidently, then, any consideration of the oyster industry must 
be to a great oxtent a consideration of the industry as it exists 
inthe bay. Whatever other localities may produée, hbwéver 
valuable systems and methods in use in other States may be, 
whatever superiority of means of intelligence other fishermen 
may possess, they have not yet succeeded in wresting the 
trade from the Maryland and Wareig people. Superiority in 
intelligence, means, systems and crops, are but as so many 
drops ih the bucket when compared with the natural advyan- 
tages offered by the Chesapeake and enjoyed by those who 
fish in her waters, 

The present condition of the Chesapeake fishery is then, 
practically, the condition of the whole industry, and the 
future prospects of the whole may be largely predicated upon 
the prospect in Maryland and Virginia. What is that condi- 
tion? What are those prospects? Generally speaking, the 
condition is bad; the prospect worse, Itis stated by many 
persons of good judgment and sufficient Inowledge to enable 
them to speak with authority, that not-only has the number 
of oysters on the great natural beds diminished very mutch of 
late, especially during the last five years, but it is stated by 
one of the most eminent and experienced observers and stt- 
dents of this question, Dr. William K. Brooks, of the Johns 
Hopkins : University, chairman of the Maryland Oyster Com- 
mission, and a member of the National Academy of Sciences, 
that the oyster property of the State isin imminent danger of 
complete destruction, From time to time during the last de- 
cade notes of warniug have been sounded, but unfortunately, 
have not been heeded. Only within the last few years has 
the public awakened to the gravity of the situation and the 
necessity of taking steps to avert the threatened eyil, 
The vague feeling of alarm which seized the oystermen as 

they discovered toat the apparently exhaustless beds were no 
longer yielding their former returns, became sufficiently con- 
centrated two years ago to calise the appomtment, by the 
State of Maryland, of a commission to investigate the condi- 
tion of the whole oyster industry. The rapid deterioration, 
both in size and quality of the oysters offered in the Baltimore 
markets, together with the frequent failure of the supply 
altogether, roused the packers of the city to set in motion 
under their own auspices, an entirely separate investigation. 
The expansion of the puerilla-like depredations of the dredg- 
ing vessels upon the beds reserved to the tongers, into lirst, a 
systematic onslaught of periodic occurrence; and second, into 
open, defiant and serions warfare with, not only the tongers, 
but also the civil, military and nayal forces of Virginia and 
Maryland, lead to a more thorough and thoughtful discussion 
of the whole oyster subject, by both press and people. The 
results of the discussions and investigations are not hecessary 
that I should review them in detail. It will suffice if [mention 
but a few of the many indications of deterioration. 
. The report of the commission created by Maryland and Vir- 
ginia in 1858 shows that the production ot the Chesapeake 
was, in that year, 21,500,000 bushels, Possibly, says a writer 
in Lippineotls Magazine, tt wentas high as 25,000,000,000 bush- 
els. It these figures are trustworthy, in spite of the improye- 
ments in implements, boats and general apparatus of the fish- 

or menhaden fisheries, and considerably more than one-half of | 
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ery. fhe production has fallen off rather than increased during 
the last fifteen years. Indeed, the testimony of all the oyster- 
men is to the same effeet. According to them, from three to 
seven times as Many oysters could haye been taken twenty 
years agoas at present, and a larger number actually were 
taken, some five years back. I am inclined to doubt the accu- 
racy of the figures quoted for 1868. I am father of the im- 
pression that the yield at that timewas considerably less than 
itisnow. Possibly not half so great, But there are very safe 
indications of a decrease within the last few years, even if the 
yield was an absolutely essential factor in determining the con- 
dition of the beds, But it is not essential by any means. An 
abnormally large production is quite as alarming, if not more 
80, than an abnormally small one, paradoxical as the state- 
ment may seem. j ‘ ‘ ¢ : 
According to Mx, Edmunds, the gentleman who iivestigated 

the condition of the Chesapeake beds for the census, idt only 
has the trade in raw oysters been greatly Hamipéred, but, dur- 
ing the year of 1882, the packers were frequently conipelled 
to quit steaming oysters on accotint of a deficiency in the sup- 
ply. My own investigation in 1888 confirin this statement. 
One of the most prominent and well-known Baltimore packers 
stated to me that he was compelled to take stock at 25 cents 
per bushel which three years back he could have purchased at 
5 or 10 cents per bushel, and five years back would not have 
had at any price at all, 

I might continue quoting opinions indefinitely with the same 
result, but the decision of the matter is based upon sounder 
postulates than opinions. 

In 1878-79 1 made an examination of certain beds of the 
Chesapeake and found them to be in a much impaired condi- 
tion, Comparing my results with the results obtained by 
bimself in 1883, Dr, Brooks states that the beds have decreased 
in yalue more than 89 per cent. This statement is based upon 
the following data: My examination in 1878-9 showed that in 
Tangier Sound there was about one oyster to every 2,3 square 
yards, Dr. Brooks, after examining the whole of the Mary 
Jand beds, states that in 1888 there was only one oyster to 
each 4,2 square yards. That is, the deterioration equalled 
nearly 40 per cent, 

In 1876 Mr, Otto Lugger visited most of the Chesapeake beds 
and measured the quantity of shells and oysters obtained by 
dredging. He found 3.7 bushels of oysters for each bushel of 
shells. , 

Tn 1879 T wiade an exAmination of seventeen beds and found 
1.9 bushels of oysters for each bushel of shells, “A decrease of 
1,8 bushels in three years; ms 

In 1882 Dr; Brooks found 1,8 bushels to each biishel of ahells; 
a decrease of 0.5 bushelsin three years, showing that the deter- 
jeration Was continuous. If is quite evident that an intrease 
in the nnmber of shells.and a decrease in the number of oys+ 
ters obtained at each haul of the dredge, is an indication of 
impairment, and combining that indication with the decréass 
in the number to the square yard, as shown by my own and 
Dr. Brooks’s measurements, the impoverishment of the Heds 
is apparent to the most superficial pbseryer, Bub other byi= 
dence is not wanting. The principal test of the decredse of & 
commodity is the mcrease in its price; and it is well known 
among all oyster dealers of this region that oysters have been 
not only much more difficult to obtain, but much more expen- 
sive than they were a few years back. Fully twice and three 
times as man are now paid per bushel as was customary ten 
and fifteen years ago, 

Tn 1861, oysters in the Chesapeake were worth, according to 
the writer in Lippincott’s whom I have already quoted, 15 and 
20 cents per bushel, In 1868, they had adyanced to 25 and 30 
cents. 187), the average price of the crop of 17,000,000 from 
Maryland and Virginia was over 40 cents per bushel, and at 
the present time it is nearer 50 cents than 40, and occasionally 
ismuch higher, And this in¢rease in price is not wholly due 
to increase i demand, There has been an actual diminution 
in thé number of oysters prodticed. The number of oysters 
passing through the Chesapeake and Delaware canal, the con- 
netting link between Chesapeake and Delaware hays, is 4 
pretty fair indication af the prodtction of the Chesapeake 
beds: Tn 1870, in round numbers, 940,000 bushels passed 
through. In 1883, only 550,000, That is, the reduction was 
about forty per cent. of the amount in 1879, And it is worthy 
of notice how close this restilt agrees with Dr. Brooks’s stalte= 
ment, that the dyster beds had fallen off thirfy-nine per cent 
in value; since the éxaminatiin niade by niyself in 1879. é 
The facts I have recited certainly should be sufficient to con- 

vince any one that the oyster industry in the Chesapeake is m 
avery bad way; and, asI have explained, the condition of 
the Chesapeake fishery is yirtually the condition of the whole. 
In other words, the present offers but little encouragement, 
Does the future offer more? 
A correct answer to the question necessitates the examina- 

tion of the.seyeral causes which may have operated in bring- 
jig abotit the present Staté of things: W86 initish detide upon 
the agency which has been at work, and haviiig dischvered 
it, consider how it can be precluded from further operation, 
It may be confidently asserted that no natural canse has had 
any considerable deleterious influence. 
The natural influences and conditions to which the oysters 

were exposed in the past and under which they increased and 
multiplied so greatly, have in no way changed. ‘Temperature 
and density of the water haye been no more yarious than in 
the past. Channels and bottoms have remaitjed stable, Fac- 
tories and mills with their polluting excrement have not been 
erected, Organic lifeofany kind has neither inereased nor 
diminished to any noticeable extent. In fact, the environ- 
ment has remained exactly as it has always been—with one 
exception, Continnous and exhaustive fishery has sprung up 
with allits attendant evils, To that and to that alone is the 
condition of the beds due. The prophecy so often made is at 
last coming true. The demand has outgrown the stipply, and 
in the effort toward equalization the beds, the source of 
wealth, are fast becoming a total sacrifice, _ 
Allthe facts, all the opinions, all the evidence, was before 

the legislatures of the two States, and they did nothing he- 
yond building a few more police boats. The infinence of the 
oyster men was too strong to be overcome. They either 
would not or could not submit to aily restriction of their 
privileges, and the influence so strong in thé present is not 
likely to be diminished in the future, unless it is shown that it _ 
is for the best interest of the fishermen that a change of policy 
radical and entire, is absolutely necessary for the pieseryation 
of the industry. y : 
Look at the facts. The natural beds in the Chesapeake like 

the natural beds in the Northern States, are no longer capable 
of returning an adequatesupply. Whathas been done to rem- 
edy the evil? An increase of the police force! In other words, a 
more perfect restriction of the fishery—a more extensive di- 
minution of the supply. Surely, that is not what we want! 
We do not care to have a valuable food product diminished, 
That is no real remedy, What should be done is to tollow 
the course of the Northern States and endeavor, by artificial 
means, to cultivate the oyster and increase the productive area 
and supply, 
Task you but to look at the charts of the oyster beds ex- 

hibited in the fisheries section and you will see a marked dif. _ 
ference between the region north and south of the old Mason 
and Dixon line. Inthe northern portion the preponderance 
of the artificial over the natural beds is as marked as the re- 
verse in the southern portion. Years ago the natural beds of 
Long Island; Sound returned a sufficient supply to satisty the: 
demands of the consumers. Gradually those demands in- 
creased and with them the disposition toward the inordinate 
fishing of the beds, The natural consequence followed. The 
beds were overworked, became depleted, were exhausted. 
But the demand still existed and had to be satisfied. New 
beds were created; new methods introduced, and to-day Rhode 
(sland has some 10,000 and Connecticut some 100,000 acres a, — 

= 

+ 
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__ oyster ground over and above the allowance originally made 
hy. nature. 4 

If the industry in the Chesapeake is to follow the same 
course aS in the Northern States, then the establishment of 
artificial beds and artificial extension of the oyster area with 
its consequent increase of the supply, will take place 
only upon the destruction of the present natural beds. In- 
deed, a prominent and intelligent oyster planter testified 
before the Virginia Legislature that he was half inclined to 
hope for just such a consummation, so little had he to expect 
from the present condition of things. But a careful study of 
the Northern fishery and the laws, statutory and natural, 
which govern it, will show quite plainly the steps necessary 
to be taken in order to accomplish the desired end. And if 

_ history and experience are to have any influence ip forming 
‘men’s opinions and guiding their actions, the measures indi- 
cated by the study should surely be adopted. So far as [ am 
able to see, the recuperation of an oyster industry is entirely 
independent upon the recognition and Seis of one great 
principle as the foundation of the work. The principle is the 
right of the State to cede and the individual to hold tracts of 
bottom under a tenure similar to that governing uplands. In 
other words, the practice of holding the oyster area open to 
any and all as common property, necessarily prevents in prac- 
tice the adoption of conservative measures, or a policy of 
goin iehcaely’ and systematic improvement. On the cther 
hand, no sooner is an individual and proprietary right 
affected, than that powertul lever—self interest—is brought 
into play, and progress becomes assured, 

Bvidently cultivation of the common property will never be 
undertaken by theindividual. Yet it must be undertaken by 
some one, It is impossible for the State to assume work, The 
Chesapeake oyster area equals some 400,000acres. If the cost 
of cultivation did nof exceed $10 per acre. and it is much 
nearer $30 than $10, the expense would be $4,000,000 every 
three years. lf the State of Connecticut undertook to culti- 
vate her artificial beds, it would cost her from one to three 
millions per annum. If Rhode Island entered the field it 
would he at an expense of from $100.000 to $300,000 per annum. 
Hyidently the expenditure of such a sum for the benefit of a 
portion of the population is out of the question, even was ifi 
necessary. Butitisnotnecessary. Oyster cultivation can be 
earried on by individuals just as well as the cultivation of 
potatoes or rearing of live stock. That this is not understood 
is the principal difficulty met by those who desire the advance- 
ment of the fishery, and the first condition 1 would make with 
a fisheulturist in discussi g this question, is that he should 
dismiss from his mind allimpressions he may have which are 
based npor the supposed analogy between oyster and fishcul- 
ture, ltis true that we can impregnate the eggs of an oyster 
in virtually the same way We impregnate the eggs of a fish. 
It is true we can keep the young oysters alive for some time in 
ractically the same manner if is accomplished with a fish. 

Bat there the similarity ends. 

Whoever may hatch the fish egy, the general public. only 
ean reap the benefit. Fish are mieratory. Fisheries cannot 
be preserved. But the oyster is not migratory. It is an ani- 
Tit domestic mstincts andstrong local attachments. Where 
itis placed it stays. Consequently its cultivation is emin- 
elitly a proper tield for the employment of individual exertion. 
J wou d not be understood to mean by the term “cultivation” 
in this relation, the artiticial injpregnation of the eggs. That 
has not yet been made of practical importance, I refer, prin- 
cipally, to the cultivation of oyster ground rather than oysters. 
To the improvement of areas ant beds rather than of stock, 
To increasing the facilities for natural expansion, rather than 
the exercise of natural function, 

It is quite possible to take a totally barren tract of bottom 
and seed 1b with matu e oysters, fertilize it with shells, and in 
a few years reap from it an abundant crop, But evidently no 
one will undertase this trouble or expense unless he is reason- 
ably certain of gathering the harvest. Equally evident is it 
that the State ¢ nnot sow the grou dforthefishermen. WNat- 
urally but one concinsion can be reached, The harvest must 
be made sure io the individual, and it can only be made sure 
by the possession of indefeasible proprietary rights. Hovwsoon 
the wee revives under such conditions is proved by’ the 
history of eyery Northen fishery, but [have nottime to quote 
them in detail. Rhode Island offers perhaps the most instruc- 
tive instance, In 1565 there was only some 60 or 70 acres of 
bottom under cultivation. ‘he product was only some 71,000 
bushels, Ihe price was $1.75 per gallon. 

In that year the law was passed which gave individual and 
proprietary rights to oyster ground, and an advance began 
which has never smice been checked. In 1883 11,000 acres 

_ were under cultivation Fi the product was in the n-ighborhood 
of 1,000,000 bushels, an 
than a dollar. 
The fishery in Connecticut will be, I understand, the subject 

of a subsequent paper by a member of the A-=sociation, and I 
will not therefore do more than touch wpon it. It will suffice 
for my purpose to state that since the operation of the law 
giving proprietary interest in detined tracts of bottom, an 
enormous area of what was entirely barren ground has been 
turned i to productive oyster beds, and the crop of native 
oysters increased from insignificance to millions of bushels. 
Indeed, so great has been the success and so encouraging the 
prospect, that the most piominent planter in the State has 
said that the Connecticut people could easily afford a subsidy 
of $50,000 per annum to keep in existence the present Chesa- 
peake policy. 
These facts appear so overwhelmingly conclusive that it is a 

matter of astonishment that the course indicated by them has 
not been immediately adepted. Yet, though it has been urged 
with ¢reat persistency for several years, adyocates and adher- 
ents have gathered but very slowly, The most important 
work to be done is, therefore, that of proselyting. But to 
accomplish this, methods differing from the usual ones must 
be adopted. 

Experience shows that the class which it is desirable to con- 
vert cannot be reached by mere arguments, no matter how 
sound the postulates upon which they are based may be. It 
is useless to apply reason to prejudice, Only actual, tangi- 
ble evidence can haye any effect; and such evidence can only 
be given by what is practically a system of “object lessons.” 
An excellent illustration of the value ofsuch examplesis given 
by the success of oyster culturein France. There the individual 
oyster culturist has been educated by the observation of the 
model government pares, until perceiving all the advantages 
which would accrue trom systematic and intelligent offort in 
this field, he has engaged in the pursuit with wonderful success 
and credit, Some such system, it seems to me, must be 
adopted in the Chesapeake region, if we wish to secure sensible 
legislation and actual advance prior to the destruction of the 
great natural beds, The people must be educated—must be 
made to see the folly of their ways and the wisdom of those of 
others. And, though I am utterly opposed to the entrance of 
the State into the oyster business, yet if the establishment of 
a few model oyster farms can teach the people of Maryland 
and Virginia how to husband aad increase the wealth nature 
has given them, ILshonld regard the money expended in such 
establishment well spent, 

But | have detained you far longer than I intended when I 
first thought of addressing you, aud must bring this paper to 
aclose. The range of my subject and the importance of the 
principle I have been most desirous of urging upon your con- 
sideration, have precluded discussion of many minor points of 
great interest to oyster culturists, and possibly to the general 
public, It hasalso neces~itated a more gene)al and superficial 
treatment of the question than I would desire. Butit 1 have 
succeeded in impressing the need for some more efficacious 
measures than have yet been adopted my etd has been accom- 
plished. Certainly something should be done. Glance at the 
_ census tables and you will find that, with the exception of Vir 

the price per gailon had fallen to less 

ee 

pinia. Maryland employs ten times as many persons, and pro- 
dices ten times as many oysters as any other State. The 
gross yalue of her product is two to four times as large, and 
her capital five times as great. She has at work two and three 
times as maby vessels, and produces nihe and ten times as 
many oysters, In every respect upon a superficial examina- 
tion, Marvland’s oyster trade appears head and shoulders 
above that of any other Jocalitiy, 

But when a comparison is made of the percentage of capi- 
tal returned as income, instead of Maryland heading the 
list, as would be supposed, she actually brings up at the bot- 
tom, her industry returning a smaller mcome than any other 
State in the Union. Thouch the area of the oyster ground is 
about 400,000 acres, the yield per acre is only 40 bushels, while 
at the North it is fully three times as much, Such a condition 
of affairs appears bad enough; but unless some such measures 
as I have suggested ave undertaken matters will soon be 
worse. If the people are left to themselves, they will, in their 
ignorance, give us only another instance of exhausted beds 
and destroyed industry. : 

Unless they can be convinced of the folly of their present 
course we will have but a repetition in the Chesapeake of the 
experience in Long Island Sound. , 
The natural oyster of marketable size will disappear and 

only a small “‘seed” oyster will be left. The goose will be 
killed; the golden eggs will be laid no more, And the vast 
fieet of puncies and canoes, and multitudes of men and women 
will have no employment beyond pickjpg out the pin feathers 
of the inanimate carcass. 

In the examination of one of the largest beds in Pocomoke 
Sound, J found that the shells represented 97 of the product; 
in other words, I had to get about fifty bushels of shells before 
T could get one bushel of oysters. 

Pror, Ryprr; I have listened to Dr. Hudson. Prof. Goode 
and Lieut. Winslow with a preat deal of interest, and it seems 
to me that all the data furnished in their papers point in the 
same direction, but I cannot but believe that artificial oyster 
culture still holds out to us some little hope of success. Ihave 
lately read a recent paper by M. Bouchon-Brandely, in which 
he makes the following remarkable statement: “It is to the 
French investivators that we are indebted for the first ad- 
vances and experiments in artificial oyster culture.” That in- 
eludes, I presume, the development of the methods of artificial 
oyster culture, or rather of artificial fertilization as applied to 
ovster culture. And I take this occasion berore the American 
Fiscultural Association to muke a reclamation in favor of 
American investigators, and especially Prot, Brooks. of Johns 
Hopkins University, in whose footsteps I and several others 
have trodden, and particularly in our work along the 
Chesapeake Bay. We have succeeded in confining the 
spawn of the American oyster in artificial ponds, so as 
to develop the fry to that point in their life-history at 
which they can be transferred from the fertilizing pans 
or dishes to parks, and there plared under such conditions as 
will enable them to grow into adult o sters. [donot mean to 
insist that the American methods of conning the oyster spat 
are of paramount importance, but I dv assert that we were the 
ivst to practically apply any methods, or to devis? suitable ap- 
paratus for such experiments, Inthe pamphlet to which I have 
referred, th re is described amachinein which the embryo are 
confined and in which the water is kept in continuous cireula- 
tion. That machine was devised and operated by Colonel Mc- 
Donald in 1882. I believe that Lieutenant Winslow, in associa- 
tion withProtessor Brooks.operated asinilar machineabout the 
same time. Both of these expe: iments were successful, [ think, 
in getting the fry attached within about twenty-four hours 
after artificial fertilization. So much forthe facts, Subsequent- 
ly, or abouta year later, I carried on some experiments at Stock- 
fon, Maryland, follo ving out on a Jarger scale the methads 
which he had devised in 183), in order to contine the urtificially 
fertilized eggs with the result of gettine spat from artificially 
fertilized eggs The method of connning the fry is simple, 
and merely involves the use of a diaphragm of sand through 
which the tide may ebb and flow automatically, and thus re- 
new the water im the inclosure. Itis evident that such a 
d apbrazm might be utilized to con‘ine the laryes which are 
th own olf from the beds, and which are confined to covers or 
areas with restricted months; in other words, that there are 
a great many places (as indicated on the maps in this hall, 
prepared by Lieut. Winslow) in which diaphragms might be 
constructed on avery simple plan, but upon a larger scale, and 
by means of which we could actually confine the spawn and 
prevent it from escaping from the areas, while we would pro- 
vide in those same waters clean “‘cultch” to which the spat 
could adhere, ; 

The history of the attachment of the spat has been worked 
out very carefully by Professor Huxley and myself, for both the 
American and Huropean species. The papers in which these 
tnatters have been discussed may befoundin the Mnglish Ilus- 
trated Magazine for 1885, and in the Bulletins and Reports of 
the United States Fish Commission for 1881 and 1882. So that 
[think that purely artificial methods, as applied to the culti- 
yation of oysters in this country, are not altogether without 
indications of suceess in the near future. 

Tazrur. Winstow: I did not mean tha‘ the artificial propa- 
gation of the oyster might not in the near future be brought 
to some practical issue. 1 only stated that it had not yet 
been. But while the process of raising oysters by artificially 
fecundating the eggs of the female, will not, probably, soon 
be made a matter of economic importance, the study of 
the embryonic life of the oyster will certainly be of 
great value to oyster culturists in the future. For in- 
stance, the usual method of the oyster farmer is to de- 
posit in the spring or late winter months a certain number 
of “spawners” or mature oysters. After those oysters have 
lain on the ground three or four months and the spawning 
season has approached, vast quantities of shells or other suit- 
able “‘cultch” are scattered in the vicinity for the young fry to 
fasten to. Now it is of the utmost importance that this 
“eulteh” should be elean, and consequently the later it is 
throvn overboard the better, as the deposit of sediment is 
thus avoided, But care must be used not to wait too long, 
else the time when the fry attach will be passed, Now, as 
évery oysterman Enows where an oyster is spawning, if, 
through the study of the embryological life of the animal, we 
could tell him just how much time elapses between the spawn- 
ing and the attachment, we would provide him with informa- 
tion of great practical value. For reasons such as I haye just 
recited, | think embryological work in this direction desirable, 
Possibly we may also make oyster raising through the artificial 
impregnation of eggs a matter of practical importance, but so 
far as my experience Boe. 1 am inclined to doubt any such 
consummation, desirable though it may be. 
Prof Ryper: The results of my own experiments and ob- 

servations in this matter are | think of some value. I have 
found by more recent study of spat which | obtained tm vast 
abundance at Buzzard’s Bay thatafter the fry-shell had grown 
to the dimeusious of 1-90 inch or about four times the size of 
the frry-shell when it tirst affixes itself, there was proof that 
the fry-shell had been attached to the surface of tixation for 
a considerable time before the spat-shell was formed, and that 
the fixation of the fry-shell was continuous with the fixation 
of the spat-shell, which may last until the diameter of the 
lower valve is nearly two inches. Itakeit that the fixation 
vecurs in from twenty-four to seventy-two hours. There is, 
however, this fact opposed to it. I havefound embryo oysters 
not larger than 1-260 inch still free; that is about fwice the 
size of the latves oysters ordinarily observed in our waters or 
obtained by aituicial fertilization, These large free oyster 
larves were obtained from the stomach of adult oysters. 
Pror. Goope: It seems to me that, from what we have to- | 

day heard from Dr. Hudson, Lieut, Winslow and Pi ofessor 
Ryder, we cannot fail to see what no doubt we have all par- 

tially realized before, namely, that there is a great cause for 
alarm as to the future of the oyster fisheries. ihave already 
stated that the natural oyster beds of Hurope have become al- 
most extinct, except as a source of seed for private cultivation, 
and it seems asif our own beds were becoming similarly de- 
stroyed. I think that Professor Ryder has notin the least 
overstated the importance of the artificial culture of the 
oyster, as developed by himself and others, One of the most 
striking events connected with the participation of the United. 
States in the fishery exhibition at London last summer, was 
the receipt of a telegram from Professor Baird, stating the re- 
sults of Professor Rydei’s work at Stockton, Maryland. The 
substance of the telegram was printed in one of the English 
papers, and inlessthan a week it had been reprinted in at 
least 5,000 papers, Letters began pouring in from Russia, 
Denmark, Holland and Scotland, asking for details, and the 
general enthusiasm oyer the matter was indeed astounding. 
Some of the recommendations which Lieut. Winslow has 

made with reference to the encouragement on the part of the 
Government by the establishment of model farms, are of 
preab-importance, as also are many of the other suggestions 
which he made. Jt seems desirable that the United States 
should carry out that system, as has been done at St. Jerome, 
Md, I think that a special obligation of this Association 
is to utter a word of warning to this country that unless 
something is done very soon, & portion, at least, of the oyster 
grounds in some of our States will be as worthless as some of 
those of the European countries have already become, And 
it appears to me that we ought to put forth some official 
utterance in the matter, which shall be uiiouet in legislative 
houses as the deliberate opinion of this body of men. which in- 
cludes all who have given any attention to the subject of fish- 
euture. I therefore move that a committee be appomted by 
the president of the Association to report before the close of 
the session some resolution which shall express the opinion 
of the society as to the necessity of protecting our oyster fish- 
eries by legislation, by artificial propagation, and by all other 
possible means. 

Mr. BuackrorpD: I second the motion, and believe this mat- 
ter to be one of the most important that could come before 
this meeting. [am of the opinion that such a resolution, go- 
ing out at this time from the Association, would have a great 
effect upon the action of the State legislatures, some of which 
are now considering the propriety of taking some measures 
ao the protection of the oyster industry—especially in New 

ork, 
THE PRESIDENT: It is moved and seconded that a com- 

mittee be appointed by the president, to repo:t as soon as pos- 
sible, as to what steps shall be taken by this Association to 
warn the different States in regard to the oyster depletion, L 
SE, for that committee, Messrs. Goode, Winslow and 
yder. 

THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF THE WORLD. 

[A paper read before the American Fishcultural Association.] 

BY G. BROWN GOODE. 
HE oyster industry of the world is seated chiefly in the 

_ United States and France. Great Britain has still a few 
natural beds remaining, and a number of well-conducted es- 
tablishments for oyster culture. Canada, Holland, Italy, Ger- 
many, Belgium, Spain, Portuzal, Denmark, Norway and Rus- 
sia have also oyster industries, which are comparatively insig- 
nificant, and in the case of the Jast two countries, hardly 
worthy of consideration in a statistical statement Recent and 
accurate statistics, Mr. Goode said, were lacking exceptin two 
or three instances. A brief review by countries in the order 
of their importance was presented. The oyster industry of 
the United States was shown to employ 52,805 persons and to 
yield 22,195.570 bushels, worth $3!),438,852 and that of France 
iy 1881, employed 29,451 persons, producing oysters valued at 
$3,464,505. The industry of Great Britain yielded a product 
valued at from two to four million pounds sterling. olland 
was shown to have a considerable industry in the Province of 
Zeeland, and to have produced native and cultivated oy-ters 
to the value of $200,000, Germany has an industry on the 
Schleswig coast valued at about $400,000; while the products 
of other European countries mentioned were too insignificant 
to deserve a place in this brief abstract. An estimate of the 
total product of the world was presented as follows. the 
noures being given in the number of individual oysters pro- 
uced: 

Wanita sbitaites eye: oem cnacl dale tabled 5,550,000,000 
(GLa tha Ee ROA WO Sor Pee Fret aPe tS rey ed 22,000,000 

Total for North America..........5,572,000,000 

AS)rets ta (ot eer Wh Pee ees nce ch ee Ae A i 680,400,000 
\Esisteliral ag sit feW bt rupert as aera onseear toe 1,600,000, 000 
EVOL ARG ee ree rie terete a ee ere ate 21,800,000 
Nr Re Pay Fe pee ed See OBE SaaS WEA 20,000,000 
Geer iy ng Wares etiats beetle Pata Pane € 4,000,000 
Bled pate Ma a hoth epithe id dae eM plete petals 2,000, 000 
yaoi a Gas daca ese UDR ODAD DA Ure 3 1,000,000 
qefop so te fall EER ee Ge ir eee He eS 800,000 
DCMT Waste elon sy reine evo eee eed F 200,000 
TERUSSTB aoe perth anette cla rons [ tetera 250,000 
TIMOTHY = neeest siepe Uataibiavere otters sogitneteors 250,000 

Total for Huropé...............0.. 2,581,200,000 
The oyster industry is rapidly passing from the hands of the 

fishermen into those of oyster culturists. The oyster being 
sedentary, except for afew daysin the earliest stages of ifs 
existence, is easily exterminated in any given locality, since, 
although it may not be possible for the fishermen to rake up 
from the bottom every individual, wholesale methods of 
capture soon result in covering up or otherwise destroying the 
oyster banks ov reefs, as the communities of oysters are tech- 
nically termed. The main difference between the oyster in- 
dustry of America and that of Europe, lies in the fact that in 
Europe the native beds have long since been practically de- 
stroyed, perhaps not more than six or seven per cent. of the 
oysters of Hurope passing from the native beds directly mto 
the hands of the consumer. Itis probable that sixty to seventy- 
five per cent. are reared from the seed in artificial parks, the 
remainder having been laid down for a time to increase in 
size and flavor in the shoal waters along the coasts. 

In the United States, on the other hand, from 50 to 40 per 
cent. are carried from the native beds directly to market. 
The oyster fishery is everywhere carried on in the most reck- 
less manner, and in all directions oyster grounds are becoming 
deteriorated, and in some cases have been entirely destroyed, 
It remains to be seon whether the governments of the States 
will regulate the oyster fisheries before it is too late, or will 
permit the destruction of these vast reservoirs of food. At 
present the oyster is one of the cheapest articles of diet in the 
United States, while in England, as has been well said, an 
oyster is usually worth as much as, or more, than a new laid 
eps. It can hardly be expected that the price of American 
oysters will always remain so low; but, taking into considera- 
tion the great wealth of the natural beds along the entire 
Atlantic coast, ib seems certain that a moderate amount of 
rotectiou will keep the price of seed oysters far below the 
uropeal rates, aud that the immense stretches of submerged 

land, especially suited for oyster planting, may be utilized and 
made to produce an abundaot harvest, at a much less cost 
than that which accompanies the complicated system of cul- 
ture in France and Holland. 

THE BLADDERWORT., — Bergen-on-Zoom, Netherlands, 
Sept. 3. In the edition of FOREST AND STREAM of July #4 last 
T nnd an article about fish-eating plants. Inthe Fe ee ee 
of Plants” of Prot. Hugo de Vries, Amsterdam, ©. L, Brink- 
man, 1880, lfind, page 205, that Ulriculuria vulgaris “it a 
smal! water animalswims against one of the bladders it is 

. 
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caught at once;” and page 206, “if a branch with leaves of 
Utrientaria is put in a glass of water with plenty of animal 
life, after a few hours évery bladder has caught one or more of 
them, Ever since Il havetaken the Utriculiuiria as eaters of fish 
embryos, as I call the newly hatched fish till they have got 
their proper form and are able to care for themselves, and 
was under the impression every one Knew it, as the book was 
printed for the use of the higher class of schools (viz.: Uoogere 
Burserscholen).—C. J, BOTTEMANNE, 

The Kennel, 
FIXTURES, 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Sept. 16,17 and 18.—Colliie Bench Show and Field Trials of the 

Ontario Collie Club, Toronto, Ont, Entries close Ang. 28. Mr, A. J. 
Hill, Secretary, Toronto, 

Sept. 16, 17, 18 ang 19.—Bench Show of the Philadelphia Kennel 
@lub. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. Mr. Benj. C. Satterthwaite, 
Secretary. 

Oct, 7,5, 9,10 and 11.—VThird Annual Bench Show of the Danburv 
Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. Entries close Sept, 27, H. 8. 
Dayis, Superintendent. Danbury. Conn. 

Oct. 16, 17 and 18.—National SBreeders* Show, Industrial Art Hall, 
Philadelphia, Pa. James Watson, Secretary, P. Q. Box 770. Eutries 
close Oct, 3. : 

. Oct. 21, 22, 23 and 24,—First Annual Fall Bench Show of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York, Entries 
close Oct. 6. Mr, Chas, Lincoln, Supermtendent, 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Noy. —.—Third Annual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 
Island, L. I.. Open to members only, Mr. A, T, Plummer, Secretary 
Woy. 17.—fisth Annual Trials of the Wastern Field Trials Club, at 

High Point, N. C. W, A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L. I, 
Dec. § —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn. 
Dee, 15,—Southern Sportsmen's Association Triais, Canton, Miss. 

Mr. T, K, Renaud, Seeretary, New Orleans, La. 

Ay ha 

S hate AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTDOR, tor the registration of 
pedigrees, ete. (with prize Usts of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished every Month. Hntries close on the ist. Should be m early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt oi stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (45 cents) must accompany each entry, No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1. Address 

American Kennel Register,” P, O. Box 2832. Ney York, Number 

of entries already printed 1580. VolumeI,, bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50, 

IMPORTING DOGS FROM ENGLAND. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
{eadine Mr, Wade's handsome notice of my article on deer- 

hounds, which appeared in yourissue of July 31, gives me 
accasion to point out the errors, which haye crept in through 
my cacosraphy, I expect, rather than from carelessness on 
the printers’ part. Although my particular fancy, like that 
of Mr. Wade, has always been the mastiit, andalthough at 
the present time (the first almost for the last twenty years) I 
do not own & mastilf, or in fact a dog of any description, yet 
I fgel there are others whose fancy lies in other varieties, and 
having kept and studied various breeds, especially the noble 
St. Bernard, the callie, the bloodhound, and ail the short- 
faced breeds, and having judged all classes of dogs at various 
shows in this country, and also collected many notes, at times 
T have a fit of cacoethes scrtbendi and like to alr my views ou 
the various breeds. For the true lover of the dog is some- 
thing like the politician, neither one nor the other can rest 
content if he thinks his particular views are lacking an adyo- 
cate. I think, however, it will be more for the benefit of your 
readers this time instead of writing on any particular breed, 
I venture a fewremarks onthe subject of importing dogs 
from England. This is timely since the love for high bred ani- 
mals is on the increase among your countrymen, who rightly 
and naturally turn to this country, as not only the source 
whence to derive practical information, but also the nursery 
from which to cbtain carefully bred stock. This is simply 
because we have given more and longer attention to the sub- 
ject than you have; although Ifully expect in afew years, 
America will quite equal England in producing high-class 
specimens of allthe larger varieties of the canine race, for 
your country has better facilities than our crowded little 
hive of an island, and I for one haye no mean opinion of 
American talent in breeding dogs as well as other animals. 
At present, however, some of your countrymen are some- 

what astonished and even appalled atthe prices that first- 
class breeding and show dogs exchange handsfor among Hng- 
lish fanciers, while others unwarily become, too frequently, I 
tear (either for the permanent good of the English breeder, or 
the pocket of the American purchaser), the dupes of such Eng- 
lishmen as, 1 blush to admit, are sufficiently unscrupulous to 
ask and receive high prices for stock that they know to be not 
eyeu second-rate, and which in this country would be almost 
unsaleable, in fact, a drue in the market, Ihave heard only 
recently from American correspondents of importations of 
dogs into America costing over £50, which in this country 
could easily be beaten both on the show bench and for breed- 
ing purposes, by specimens that could be procured for from 
£% to £25, Importing such outsiders does muchharm. The 
importer naturally deems he has secured valuable breeding 
stock, andis only undeceiyed too late, when he has not only 
sunk a handsome sum himself in the eruel deception, but has 
in many instances innocently partly recouped himself by sell- 
ing the offspring for high prices to American gentlemen who 
have not had the advantages of seeing the number of high 
class specimens that we 80 Constantly do, collected together 
at our frequent shows. a eal 

Again, another mistake Americans fall into 1s in applying 
direct to breeders forspecimens, Much paper and ink have 
been used over this subject, and some very nasty but not 
altogether uncalled for reflections have been made on the Eng- 
lish breeder, but the whole matter may be summed up in the 
fact that nearly every English breeder is anxious to keep the 
best of his young stock for himself for future exhibition, and 
it is ouly the surplus and draft stock that he wishes to part 
with. Americans shotild bear this in mind; also, that for the 
draft’ some are unscrupulous enough to ask long prices from 
the American purchaser, whois often too credulous and over 
sangnine of the merits of such costiy culls. 

Since the appearance of my article on deerhounds, | have 
received a letter (for which 1 had to pay extra postage as well 
as that forforwarding) and revarding the lady whosereally high 
bred kennel I noticed, in teference to purchasing puppies. ete. 
Tn this instance 1 can safely say that I fee] Miss De la Pole is 
one who would scorm to send out anything but high bred, 
healthy specimens, and all her dogs are well bred. But a 
writer has often to mention good dogs as well as horses that 
belong to very questionable parties, and there are too many 
breeders of indifferent stock in this country who would be only 
too glad of the chance to dispose of any and every mortal 
thing they own in the way of dog flesh ee iach and | would 
wari my readers that these Shylocks are rather longer-sighted 
than the celebrated merchant of Venice. al: 

i would suggest to all intending importers theadvisabilty of 
either getting a friend in England to select for them or else to 
employ some known, competent judge as agent, remunerating 
him for his time, trouble and necessary small expenses, I 
venture to say from £5 to £7 laid out im this way would, in 
nine cases out of ten, secure to the importer an animal twenty- 
five per cent, better In quality than if he dealt even with a 

straightforward breeder who has his own draft stock to dis 
pose of—to say nothing of falling into the hands of those that 
would not seruple to pluck the unwary. 
Another point. I would advise all purchasers to insist on 

the dam of the specimen they are about to purchase being 
by a noted dog, and if possible the’maternal grand dam also 
by a noted sire, for there are many that put their indifferently 
bred bitches to the best. and most noted sires, but breeders in 
this country are too wary to purchase, The ofispring, which 
ave often im results little better than three quarters bred, 
having a vast proportion of inferior blood in them. An agent 
in Hngland, if he knows what dogs should bs, has every ad- 
vantage and inducement to secure good and well bred speci- 
mens, for itis to his advantage to send out to his employer a. 
good article, hoping it may lead to further commissions; while 
the Euglish breeder and the vender of indifferent stock is well 
aware that his yictim is not likely to come a second time and 
therefore he must squeeze all he can out of him at the first 
hanl. This is nota pleasant picture I have drawn but it is 
nevertheless only too true. 
The errors in my article on the deerhound were as follows; 

1. The name of the sister to Derriz is Clovn, not Clover. 2. 
| The last litter by Hector was whelped out at Los Angelos, 7. e., 
the place, 5. For vertvaba read vertraga, 4. In transposing 
from the Greek character in which I wrote the word, the 
rinter has rendered it baiu, whereas it should be baion, 45. 

The Archbishop of Rheims was Fulco, nob Tules, 6, Wor Harl 
of Mae, read Earl of Mar, M, B. WYNN. 
Tu Dims, Rothley, Loughborough, Leicestershire, Mng., Aug., 1884, 

SPECULATIONS AND SPECULATORS. 

Aditor Forest and Stream: 
Since your refusal to print my Fish Lines (thereby placing me 

in very embarrassing relations with a number of FOREST AND 
STRHAM readers, who yery kindly sent me their poetical pro- 
ductions), [had about made up my mind to let you go your 
way and [’d go mine, But now that a subject has come up on 
which I want some light, I propose to come to you for it, 

T have seen the remarkable and futile attenzpt which has 
been made to prejudice the public against the coming National 
Breeders’ show, and have noted with great satisfaction your 
own fair and sensible treatment of the same enterprise. | 
lave indubitable evidence that you are right in your course, 
and i try to have faith that those who haye shown such haste 
to exhibit their envy, malice and all uncharitableness, will not 
preyail. Now to my questions. 
What is a speculative dog show? How does it differ from 

other dog shows? Isit wholly a question of profits or of the 
anticipation of profits? The first show given by the Wéstmim- 
ster Kennel Club was so profitable that a sporting paper (The 
Country) was started on the proceeds, Subsequent Westmin- 
ster Club shows are understood to hayepaid well. The second 
shew given by the Massachusetts Kennel Club entailed a loss 
of some $2,500 or over. The third show (the so-called “paper” 
show)was So profitable that the Club got back the $2,500 and 
something more. 
Now, are the Westminster mexubers, because they have 

made something out of their exhibitions, to beset down as dog 
show speculators? Some persons may think so, but J don’t. 
The idea is preposterous, Were the Massacnousetts Clb men 
speculators? On the first and second occasions I think not; 
the third time they may have reasoned that haying given 
$2,500 (or to be more exact $2,700) to the cause, it was right to 
getit back, Lam now inclined to agree with them, though 
at the time I did talk rather loudly at my winning dog receiy- 
ing a diploma instead of a prize. Grantmg then, that at this 
time the Boston men did go into the enterprise for speculation, 
was there anything inimical to the kennel interests of the 
country about it? 
Again, Mr, Charles Lincoln has given several shows at dif- 

ferent points, commonly reputed to have been for his own 
individual profit. Some were successful and others not. The 
proceeds, where there were any, went to Mr. Lincoln. Were 
these shows speculative? 
Not so very long ago, at Chicago, a_ bench show was given. 

The men who got it up are understood to haye been Messrs, 
Charles Lincoln, C. B. Whitford (or his employer), of Chicago, 
and John Olcott, of Cincinnati. This show, it is also currently 
reported, was a profitable enterprise, and the profits went into 
the pockets of the three (or three of the four) individuals 
named. Was this a speculative affair? If it was, how comes 
it that we haye been treated to this rant about speculative 
shows from the pen of the employer who directly (or indi- 
rectly throtigh his employee) made something ont of the Chi- 
cago show? 
One more question: Is it to be taken for granted that Amer- 

ican breeders have no memory? I ask this because I am 
totally at a loss how to satisfactorily reconcile the recent tor- 
vent of indecent rant about parasites who prey on dog owners 
with a certain little transaction by which that N. A K. C. 
Stud Book, its fees and appurtenances, disappeared from pub- 
lic view promptly and to all appearances irrevocably. 

There is yet another point. At many of our bench shows— 
fot example, the one to be held this week at Fhiladelphia— 
breeders are urged to show because they will have ‘ta good 
opportunity to dispose of their surplus stock”—that Is, they 
are to show for spectilative purposes. Is it legitimate to show 
for speculative purposes? If so, is it legitimate to organize a 
show for speculative purposes? If not, where and what is the 
hair-splitling distinction? Mrat-Hawk. 
P.S.—Gan you give me any information about the Cotton Cen- 

tennial Hxposition, which is to he held in New Orleans this fall? 
J have heard it intimated that the whole show is gotten up for 
speculative purposes, and in direct opposition to the Centen- 
nial Exhibition which was held in Philadelphia in 1876, and it 
is understood that it will not be given ‘‘with the sanction” of 
the Centennial managers. M. H. 

[We will print ‘‘Meat-Hawk’s” poetry if he will send it to us, 
but since there is no speculative dog show now before the 
public, we beg to defer a discussion of that subject until there 
is some reason and per'tineney in taking it up.) 

AN OLD-TIME, STORY. 

ee following story is an old one. Tt has been in print 
severaltimes. ‘We copyit from the “Lite and Adventures 

of Dayy Crockett.” Crockett writes: : : 
While walking along and thinking whether it was alto- 

gether the right grit to leave my poor country at a time she 
most needed my services, IT came to a clearing, and | was 
slowly rising a slope, when J was startled by loud, profane 
and boisterous voices, which seemed to proceed from a thick 
covert of undergrowth about two hundred yards in advance 
of me and about one hundred to the right of my road, 

‘CY ou kin, kin you?” 
“Yes, [kin, and am able to do it! Boo-o0-00!—O! wake 

shakes and walk your chalks! Brimstone and —— fire! Don’t 
hold me, Nick Stoval! The fight’s made up, and Jet's go at it. 
—— my soul if I don’t jump down his throat and gallop every 
chitterling out of him before you can say ‘quit!’” 
“Now, Nick, don’t hold him! Jist let the wildcat come, and 

T'll tame him. Ned’ll see me a fair fight—won’t you, Ned?” 
“Ol yes, ll see you a fair fight; blast my old shoes if T 

don’t.” 
“That's sufficient, as Tom Haynes said, when he saw the 

slop Hane Now let him come.” , ; 
hus they went on, with countless oaths interspersed, which 

T dare not even hint at, and with much that I could not dis- 
tinetly hear. “ 
In mercy’s name! thought I, whata band of ruffians is at 

work here. I quickened my gait, and had come nearly oppo- 
site to the thick grove whence the neise preceeded, when my 
eye caught indistinctly, through the foliage of the dwarf 

oaks and hickories that intervened, glimpses of a man ormen, 
who seemed to be on a violent struggle, and I could occasion- 
ally catch those deep-drawn emphatic oaths which men in 
conflict utter when they deal blows. I hurried to the spot, 
but before I reached it I saw the combatants come to the 
ground, and after a short strugele I saw the uppermost one 
(for I could not see the other) make a heayy plunge with both 
his thumbs, and at the same instant I heard a ery in the accent 
of keenest torture, ‘Enough! my eye is out!” 
I stood completely horror-struck for a moment, The accom- 

plices in the brutal deed had all fed at my approach, at least 
[ supposed so, for they were not to be geen. 

“Now, blast your corn-shucking soul,” said the victor, a lad 
of about eighteen, as he rose from the ground, “come cuttin’ 
your shines "bout me agin, next time I come to the Court 
House, will you!—Get your owl-eye in agin if you can.” 

At this moment he saw me for the first time. He looked as 
though he couldn't help it, and was for making himself 
particularly scarce, when J called to him, ‘Come hack, you 
brute, aud assist me in relieving the poor crinur you have 
ruined forever.” 
Upon this rough salutation he sort of collected himself, and 

with a taunting curl of the nose he replied: “You needn't 
kick before you're spurr’d. There an’t nobody there, nor 
han’t been nother. Iwas just secin’ how I could a “font.” 
So saying he bounded to his plough which stood in the corner 
of the fence about fifty yards from the battlezround. 
Now would any man in his senses believe that a vational 

beme eould make such a darned fool of himself? All that I 
heard and seen was nothing more nor less than what is called 
a rehearsal of a knock-down and drag-out fight, in which the 
young man had played all the parts for his own amusement, 
and by way of keeping his hand in. I went to the ground 
from which be had risen, and there was the prints of his two 
thumbs, plunged up to the balls in the mellow earth, about the 
distance of a [phantom dog show]man’s eyes aparb, and the 
ground around was broken up, asif two stags had been eu- 
gaged upon it. 

THE KENNEL HOSPITAL. 
DISIHMPHR: ITS NATURE, CAUSE AND PROTECTION, 

A LTHOUGH a correct knowiedge of the nature and cause 
af of distemper will not totally prevent outbreaks in this 
coultry, it will go a long way, if acted upon, to limit the 
spread of the disease. The majority of the owners of dogs 
fancy that an attack of distemper at least cnce in an animal’s 
life is inevitable—that there is something in the dog’s nature 
which under some indefinite circumstances is certain to gene- 
rate the aifection. This is not so; the disease is a specific one, 
and only arises under one definite condition. Distemper is a 
contavious febrile disease of dogs, analogous to influenza in 
the horse, orinfluenzgain man. ‘These three diseases are not 
due to the same case, they are not interchangeable or com- 
munieable from one species of animal to another. They are 
similar but not thesame. Hach is swi generis, but_they are 
allso analogous as to admit of classification together under 
the same natural order of discases—catarrhal feyers, Distem- 
per then is the specific catarrhal feyer of the dog. It is caar- 
acterized by an inflammatory condition of the membyanes of 
eyes and nose, giving rise to a discharge from those organs, 
and is usually accompanied by sneezing or cough, by more 
or less prostration, and a tendency of local complications of 
various kinds, depending upon extrinsic causes ov structural 
weaknesses. There is no such thing as a “dry distemper,” and 
there is no case of distemper capable of beimg cut short or 
suddenly and permanently arrested. Such conditions are posi- 
tive evidence of the non-existence of disteraper. It isa febrile 
disease, and all feyers run a definite course. It is a catarrhal 
fever; and all catarrhal fevers are characterized by ~some de- 
erée of inflammation, leading to discharge from the eyes and 
nose, Distenyper has been called a typhoid disease. It has 
no analogy to the human typhoid fever whateyer, either in its 
essential symptoms or its post-mortem lesions, Some authors 
have, following the great Dr. Jenner, deseribed it ag a variol- 
ous disease, 7. ¢., as analogous tosmall-pox, This is an error 
traceable to the fact that some few cases present a pustular 
eruption on the thighs and belly like the pustule of variola or 
smallpox. This e1uption is, however, comparatively rare. 
Instead of being a diagnostic symptom, asin small-pox, it is 
merely an occasional complication. The essential symptoms 
of distemper are fever with discharge from nose and eyes 
and the nature of the disease only admits of its classification 
in the pathological group of specific catarrhal fevers. The 
cause of distemper isin many cases uifficult to trace, bub when 
traceable its origin is always found in contagion, There are 
certain circumstances favorable to its orizin—the congrega- 
tion together of large numbers of dogs, the transit of dogs 
through the same places and in the same vehicles, contact with 
strange dogs—all of which are simply facilities for the con- 
yeyance and transmission of the specific poison of the disease. 
In kennels of hounds the most common time for outbreaks of 
distemper to appear is when the young entries arrive, 7, é., 
when the young hounds which have been farmed out at 
various places return home. Any of these may have been m 
contact with a dog suffering from distemper, and if one be in- 
fected all in contact with it sutfer. The possibilities of the 
introduction of disease are in exact proportion to the number 
of places from which the animals are collected. 

Dogs shows are a fruitful cause of thespread of distemper. 
Wo matter how well managed they may be, the mere fact of 
collecting from various places a vast number of dogs renders a 
large show almost certainly a focisfrom which the disease is 
disseminated widely, In some casesa large show has been 
the means of infecting nearly every puppy sentto it, The 
malady is not at once made evident, but shows itself afew 
days after the return home of the animals. This cannot 
altogether be preyented. Dogs just convalescent and free 
from any apparent disease are sent to shews and are capable 
of communicating distemper to others. Even healthy dogs 
haying an immunity from thedisorder, because of a previous 
attack, may carry the disease in their coats if they have been 
in recent contact with adiseased dog, and so spread the malady 
without ever being suspected. Some of these risks might be 
obyiated by requiring all exhibitors to state that for one month 
previously their kennels have been free from contagious dis- 
ease and that their does have not been in contact with diseased 
dogs for a week anterior to the show. Hailway boxes, ham- 
pers and portable kennels are sources of possible contagion 
which might be lessened were disinfection and washing more 
methodically carried ont, 
Distemper can be easily transmitted from a diseased to a 

healthy dog by a nasal discharge. Ibis often spread by means 
of the food which a diseased dog has left. Its contagious- 
ness probably no one disputes, but most men bslieve that there 
are cases which arise quite independently of any contazion 
The basis of such a theory is the fact that insome cases the 
exact method of communication is not traceable. Until a case 
can befound under cireumstances which render the convey- 
anee of the eegre poison an impossibility, this theory has 
absolutely zo facts to support it. The method of communica- 
tion of disease is often difficult to trace; we can satisfactorily 
account for ninety cases out, of a hundred by contagion, and 
it can hardly be called begging the question to say that the 
odd ten, presenting the same sign, running the same course. 
and being equally contagious, are due to the same cause that 
actuated the ninety, . 

There are many alleged causes of distenrper. They are— 
sudden changes of temperature, improper bathing, cold wet 
weather, damp dark dwellings, badly ventilated kennels, the 
immoderate use of animal-food and insufiictent exercise, oyer- 
growing, fatigue and debility. Now dogs have often been 
submitted to each of these without showin Uae ects: of dis- 
temper, and on the other hand dogs have often had the disease 
when none of these conditions haye been present oe 
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allezed causes may, itis true, cause disease in dogs, and such 
disease may be accompanied by some symptoms seen in dis- 
temper. Cold may cause catarrh; bad ventilation may cause 
disease of lungs; improper feeding may give rise to diarrhosa, 
and fatigue or debility may be followed by fits or other ner- 
yous affections, Thus to those who cannot determine be- 
tween am ordinary local disease and a specific fever, cases 

_ may arise traceabie to some of the above causes which are 
mistaken for distemper. Another cause suggested by Blaine 
is the ‘strong inherent liability of the canine race.” There 
are many dogs which are never affected, their ‘inherent lia- 
bility” exists, but they manage to escape contact with the 
infective material, Dogs are liable to distemper in just the 
same way as children are liable to measles—they develop the 
disease when the specitic poison obtains entry to their system, 

The history of the disease throws some light on its origin 
and cause. It preyailsin the torrid as in the frigid zone, and 
cannot, therefore, he connected. with the temperature. It 
was unknown in this country till the year 1763, when it was 
introduced from the continent of Europe where it appears to 
have first shown itselfa year or two preyiously in Spain. 
France was affected about the same time as England. Ac- 
cording to Meming it next reached Italy and Germany in 1764; 
Russia in 1771, and North Africa in 1776, This account of its 
fire appearance and spread is strictly in accordance with a 
contagious origin, and it is utterly opposed tothe theory of 
any atmospheric or climatic cause, [he unrestricted move- 
ment of dogs from one country to another, the utter absence 
of any sanitary precautions, and the errors promulgated by 
canine authorities, fender the spread of disease among dogs 
most easy, but the detection of their exact method of commu- 
nication most difficult. 
Wyerything considered—the history of the disease, its nature 

its methods of spreading, its specific character, its undoubted 
contagiousness, its existence under eyery imaginable variety 
of climate, soil, feeding, housing, etc—l am quite convinced 
that only one explanation of its cause is consistent with the 
facts, viz., that it always arises from contagion either directly 
or indirectly. Thisis not merely a matter of scientific inter- 
est, it is of the greatest practical utility, for we cannot prevent 
a disease capable of spontaneous origin, but we can prevent 
a disease due to a specific cause. Ti we accept a definite origin 
we can guard against its introduction, and we can prevent its 
spread. from our oivn to other people's dogs. I hardly look 
forward to distemper ever being included in the Contagious 
Diseases (Animals) Act, but I firmly believe that if dog owners 
ouce grasp the fact that the disease is sunply and solely a con- 
tagious one, we may, without any legislative help, expect to 
seldom sae it ina well-managed kennei, The prevention of 
the spread of distemper is chiefly a matter of careful isolatien 
of infected animals, strict cleanliness, and thorough disinfec- 
tion. To prevent its getting inte a kennel no dogs should be 
admitted until they have performed a week's quarantine in a 
place set apart for new comers, From this they should ‘only 
pass to the Icennels after a process of disinfection had been 
applied to them, such for instance as washing with carbolic 
or other medicated soap. Vaccination and inoculation have 
been suggested and tried as means of preyenting or regulating 
the spread of distemper. In my next article [ propose to 
consider them more fully than space would now allow —Wim. 
Hunting, in Land and Water. 

MANCHESTER SHOW. 

Din bench show held in connection with the New England 
Pair, at Manchester, N. H.,; Sept. 2, 38 and 4 did not brin 

out a8 many entries as last year, but the exhibits were of goo 
ayerage quality and the show gave general Satisfaction. The 
superintendent was Mr, C. A. Andrews, of West Boxford 
Mass. The prizes ‘were awarded by Dr. George Walton, o 
Boston, with ood judgment and manifest impartiality, Fol- 
lowing are the awards: 
Se Ee A ee er Shaw and Bates. Clinton, Mass. 

(Agrippa). Bitch; Same (Duchess, A, KR. 260). Opan—Dogs! Same 
(Duke of Kent). Bitches: Same (Hilda V.), 
ST, BERNARDS.—RovaH-Coaten—Bitches, Ist, Chequasset Ken- 

nels, Lancaster, Mass, (Pina), Puppies: Ist, same (Grim), SmoorH- 
CoaTEp—Puppies: 1st, George L. Dow, Bpping N. H, (Rix). 
POINTERS,—Over 55nns—Doys:! 1st. W. H, Rea, Manchester, N. 

H, (Shot). Unpsr 50trs.- Pitches: William A. Thorn, Salem, N. H. 
(Bess), Puppies! 1st, John Gray, Lowell, Mass. (Rambler). 
IRISH SHTTERS.—Dogs:; ist, 8. A. Smith, Manchester, N. H. 

(Ponto); 2d, CO. L. Gerould, Manchester, N. H. (——). Puppies; ist, 
#d and 3d. 5. A, Smith, 
SPANTIHLS.—Liver anp Waite—Dogs: Dr. 0.5. Collins, Nashua, 

N. U1, (Jamie). BLuack—Dogs: lst, Cummings Kennel, South Acworth, 
N. &. (Ober). Puppies; ist, C. H. Baker, Boston, Mass. (Pauline 
Markham) 
FOXHOUNDS.—ist, W. H. Rea, Manchester, N. H. (Spot); Rd, Levit 

Caldwell, Manchester, N. H, (Nellie). Puppies! Same, ist, 2d and 3d, 

BHAGLES,—Puppies; I. Jackson, Dover, N. H. (ist, Eva; 2d, Tda), 
COLLIES,—DPoegs: 1st, A, P. Jones, Ware, Mass, (Dihil). Bitches; 

Ist, B.S, Warner, Pomfret, Conn, ( ae 
BULL-TERRIERS.—Dogs: Ist, F. R. Varick, Manchester, N. H. 

(—)._ Bitches: 1st, J, T. A. Dowd. Manchester, N. H. (Fannie); 2d, 
DR. Varick (Clorinda). Puppies; Ist, O B. Hammond, Manchester, 
N..H, (Boxer), 
YORKSHIRE TERRIBRS.—Dogs; ist. W. H, Rea (Dan); 2d, D. Yol- 

Jensbee, Ameéshury, Mass. (——). UnpDER 5LBs.—&itehes; Ist, Kitty. 
PUGS.—CHAmPrIon —- Chequasset Kennels (Treasure), 
PNGLISH HAKRIERS.—ist, Andrew Hough, Lawrence, Mass. 

Neil). 
: NEWYLFOUNDLANDS.—CHAmpion—J. A. Nickerson, Boston (Sam). 

DENVER BENCH SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The eutries at the bench show held in connection with the 

exposition, were not se many as there should have been, for 
many of our best dogs were not exhibited, mainly owing, I 
think, tothe want of sufficient advertising, and the prepara- 
tions for the proper care of dogs being delayed. Buttheshow 
wasa good one, and the dogs exhibited would have been 
strong competitors even iu ye old and better regulated Hast- 
ern shows. The judges were Messrs. D. M, Pomeroy and A. 
H. Jones. The management wasin the hands of Mr. W. &#, 
Sisty. Following were the awards: 
English bull+errier (Maxey), G, A. Broce, blue ribbon and medal, 
Mouse terrier (Daisy), Emily Bloedorn, silver medal. 
English pug (Wannie), Mrs. H. C, Farrar, silver medal. 
Water spaniel (Bob), R. A, Kuner, blue ribbon and medal. 
Newfoundland (Polk), R. A. Kumér, blue ribbon. 
Black and tan (Gus), Mrs. H. C, Laundon, blue ribbon. 
Lemon and white Enghsh pointer (Doc), John P. Lowther, blue 

ribbon and medul. 
tee and white Hnglish setter (Rake), John P. Lowther, blue 

vibhon. 
Chesapeake retriever and setter, John P. Lowther, blue ribbon. 
Maltese poodls (Snow Ball), Anna Morris, blue ribbon and medal. 
Yorkshive terrier (Billie), UW. M. Pomeroy, blue ribbon and medal. 
Trish setter (Vanda). B. W. Rogers, blue ribbon and medal. 
Huogish greyhound (Yak), B. W. Rogers, blue ribbon and medal. 
St. Bernard (Berry), R. Schanfelberger, blue ribbon and medal, 
Scoteh terrier (Tip), Mrs. G. M. Shute, blue ribbon. 
Black cocker spaniel (Jet 11.), W. D. Todd, blue ribbon, 
Stag hound (Harry), John Winfield, blue mbbon and medal. 
Special premiums.—Newfoundland (Benny), R, Schaufelberger, sack 

of flour, Mouse terrier (iaisy), Emily Bloedorn, bisque figure. Bng- 
lish pug (Wannie), Mrs. H. C. Farrar, silver cup, Wid, 
DENVER, Colorado, Sept. 12. 

The Denver News is not at all modest in its estimate of the 
dogs of Colorado. Here is what it says: ‘Denver, like all 
other large cities, is provided with its share of curs of high and 
low degree, but differing fr@m Hastern cities, the average 
merit of Denyer dogs will largely excel that of the Eastern 
camines. Colorado dogs, as a rule, claim a hetter descent than 
those of the degenerate Eastern cities. Their progenitors 
were brought here at-a time when it would not pay to import 
any but the best grades, and the natural result is that Color- 
ado to-day has more good dogs than any other part of the 
nion in proportion to its population, The English people are 
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noted as a_class for their appreciation of fine dogs, and every 
Englishman of any note who has made Colorado his home has 
brought with him the finest specimens of thoroughbreds that 
his favorite isle could boast. Under these circumstances it 
would seem that a bench show in Colorado, especially in Den- 
mers eeu compare fayorably with any similar exhibition in 

e Hast. 

DUBLIN BENCH SHOW. 
[PROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT. | 

A fede Royal Zoological Society of Ireland held their second 
exhibition on their grounds in tie Phoenix Park, Dublin, 

on Aug. 26, 27, 28 and 29, their total entry amounting to 478. 
The weather on the first day was everything that could be 
wished for, but the three following days it was not so favor- 
able, nevertheless the attendance was good, and everything 
passed off smoothly. The exhibits were all in one tent, sup- 
plied by Messrs, James Hopkins & Co., as also was the bench- 
ing which was everything that could be desired. The feeding 
of the dogs was intrusted to Messrs. Wm. Baker & Sons, 
Victoria Biscuit Works, Bristol, and we never saw more 
attention paid to exhibits in that respect. Mr. Snow, who 
was in full charge of everything, was everywhere and always 
at his post, from 6 A. M. to 10 a M., and as a secretary or 
superintendent we have never met hissuperior. F. Gresham, 
Esq., judged non-sporting; F. Lowe, Esq., sporting, and R. 
Vicary, Esq., fox-terriers and Irish terriers. 

Mastiffs were first on the list, and, taken as'a collection, 
were very moderate, The awards were about correct, first 
and second prizes in bitches being a matter or opinion, Jlford 
Claudia was unnoticed, and we think she was not judged; she 
was certainly the best shown, 

Glacier was entered in champion St. Bernards, but did not 
put in an appearance. In the open class for dogs, Musgrave, 
not looking his best, was second, ‘with a young dog, well 
matured, with good head and fair markings, first; he is 
rather wayy in coat and too straight behind. Nero IV,, third 
prize, is a good colored orange and white, with good mark- 
ings, rather leggy and wants more body and a larger skull. 
Scotch Boniyard, fourth, is of the same type asthird. In 
bitches, a very nice young bitch, full sister to the winner in 
the dog class, won} she is a real good bodied bitch. with good 
feet and legs and moves well; her coat is allthat could be 
wished for; were she a trifle shorter in face she would be one 
of the best we know; she won the cup, beating her brother 
in the dog class. Second in bitches was another good large 
bitch, with good body, feet and legs; she is too large in ear 
and small in head. Moira, third, is too smooth-coated and 
fine in muzzle. 
_ In Newfoundlands we preferred the second prize winner to 
the first, but he was out of looks, his coat being all matted. 

In greyhounds, dogs, first went to Surpriser, well-known in 
the coursing world, anda very handsome animal. He won 
well. Second went to a very nice brindle, A very nice brin- 
dle and white won second in bitches. 

Pointer dogs were only moderate; first is stylish but carries 
his tail too high. Second is lightin body, third, a liver and 
white puppy, is straight in stifles and wide in chest. Grouse, 
commended, has” coarse tail. His head and body are fair, 
feet, legs and shoulders good. He was about the best in the 
class, In pointer bitches, first went to a liver and white of 
good type, but rather lightin bone, second to a lemon and 
white, a moderate specimen. 

In Huglish setters Young Rock was an easy winner; he has 
the best head, a good coat and good body, and is well made 
up. Second, Osman VIL, carries his tail high and is straight 
in his quarters. Black and tan setters were a moderate lot. 
We fancied Heather Gem, in bad condition, as best, As they 
stood, her kennel companion, Heather Beauty, woneasy. In 
ehampion Irish setters Garryowen once more won, beating 
his brother, Count. We find a whole page of a good-sized cata- 
logue deyoted to Garryowen’s record, and another page of ad- 
vertisement. Whether heis the best red setter out is one 
question, but that he is the best advertised one I think there 
is no question, while Mr. Hilliard is not far behind at present 
in the advertising of Count. We have one of his stud cards. 
As we haye never seen one got upinthe same way. perhaps 
it would not be out of place to give afew quotations from it. 

It commences: ‘‘Challenge—The owner of champion Count 
(the only trained champion Irish red setter) hereby challenges 
Mr, Giltrap to a field trial between Champion count and 
champion Garryowen for (to suit Mr. Giltrap’s convenience) 
from £20 to £500 a side, so as to prove to the public that Garry- 
owen isnot a trained dog,” etc., etc. Well, it seems a safe 
bet Gf what Mr. Hilliard says is true) Garryowen not trained 
and Count trained; under the circumstance we would say to 
Mr. Hilliard, lay long odds. 

In champion red setter bitches our old favorite Kate won. 
In her day we think she could have made either Count or Gar- 
ryowen take a back seat. In open class dogs first went to a 
yery good one. He won well. Second to Chief, the winner 
here last year. Heis of the correct type, he might be better 
if a size Jarger, The bitches were moderate. The first is 
rather coarse in head, second has too lone an ear and is fine 
in face. Stella, he., was the best to our mind, except that 
she has poor feet. In puppies, first went to a very nice young 
one, which we think may be too fine in face when matured. 

In Irish water spaniels, first in dogs went to Blair, who was 
looking well, and winning easy. We consider this about the 
best dog going. First im bitches went to a very nice, good 
typical bitch; second is too small, but full of quality. Spaniels 
were a poor lot. ; 

In fox-terrier champion dogs we think Darkie should haye 
won easily, as Pincher is no more or less than the remains of 
what was a typical little terrier. An all white bitch, too fine 
in coat, wou in the bitch class. The two open classes had not 
agood oneinthem. The first prize in puppies is a fairly good 
one. He is too large in ear and fine before the eye, but the 
best in the show we think except champion Darkie. 

_ Collies were about the best classes in the show, First in 
champions went to the black and white Sly Fox. Dublin 
Spot, first in open class dogs, is a good one, but we think may 
get coarse. However, there was a long price offered for him. 
Second went to another good one, Kintore, not in full coat. 
We would have placed Bronze third. In hitches we preferred 
second and third. to first, which was short of coat and it was 
curly and the texture was not the best. 

In the absence of Monarch, Lord Nelson won in bulldogs. 
There weretwo equal firstsin bitches. Jenny Howlett II. 
was shown very thin in flesh. 

bull-terriers, Murderer II. wou, and old champion Violet 
won in bitches. 

Trish terriers came out in great force, but no new face worth 
notice, andmost of all the principal prizes were won by dogs 
who have had a very uncertain record at other shows. 
Pugs were a poor lot, and the same may be said of the toy 

spaniels and other toy classes. 
In poodles, a good one won} the property of Mr, P, Law- 

rence, Boston, Mass,, U.S, A. The variety class was also a 
bad lot, Pollowing are the awards: 
MASTIFFS—.CHAMPIUN—Isbt, F. Draper’s Lord Clyde.—Oprn—Pogs: 

ist, Dr. GC. A. Lougest's Cesar: 2d, R. F. EH. Lynch's Major; 3d, Z. R. 
Smith’s Paddy. Attches; 1st, H. Clay's Lady Olivet; 2d, Dr. 0. A. 
Papeess German Empress; 3d, J, C. Abbotr and F. G. Barton's 

10, 

ST. BERNARDS,—Doys: ist, J. Hegarty’s Oscar; 2d, Mrs. F. A 
Mackey'’s Musgraye; 34, Miss HE, Browne’s Bayard, Jr.; 4th, W_S, 
Clark’s Scotch Bonivard. Bitches; ist, J. Hegarty’s Carmen; 2d, 
Rev. J. Lombard’s Hilda V.; 3d, Mrs. F, A. Mackey’s Moira; 4th, 5 ey 
Irwin's, Mall. 
NEWHOUNDLANDS —ist, J. Kavanagh's Zulu; 2d, FP, Morley’s 

Jumbo; 80d, R. Dawson's Jer, 
GRE OUNDS.—Dogs: ist, 8. S, Waterhouse’s Surpriser: 2d, J. 

O*Neill’s Phillip’s Farm: 3d, J. Durbar’s Brimreing River, Bitches: 
ist, J. Tutty’s Tickle-Her-Nina; 2d, J. Molloy's Meonia. 
POINTERS,—Pogs; ist, T. Butler's Milton Bang IL, ; 2d, T. Garland’s 
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Russell; 3d, 7. Gaffney’s Robert le Diable. Bitches; ist, H. B. St, 
George's ‘Topsy; 2d, T. Garland’s Countess of Glasgow. 
SETTHRS.—Hnauise—ist and 2d, T. Garland’s Young Rock and 

Osman VI. Gorpon—ist, R. Chapman's Heather Beauty; 2d, B. U. 
Robert’s Ruby VIJI.; 8d.G. P. Grey’s Rake Inisu—Doys; 1st, J. J. 
Giltrap’s champion Garryowen; 2d, T. M. Hilliard’s champion Count. 
Bitches: ist, L. W. Perrin’s champion Kate; cup, A. Faulkner's Leo 
Vil. Dogs; ist, L. A. Perrin’s Hector; 2u, Wm. OC. Draper’s Ohief; 3d, 
T. M. Hilliard’s Ulster Chief. Bitches: J. McGotf'’s Lalla Rookh; 2d, 
L, F. Perrin’s Wee Kate; 3d, W. G. Robinson's Bellina, Puppies: 1st, 
G, Perrin’s Ruby 1X.; 2d, T. Gaifney’s George IV,; 3d, J. Carroll's 
White Star, i 
RETRIEVERS.— Dogs: ist, R. Chapman's King of the Kolfees: 2d, 

G@. M. Nicholson’s Black Prince; 3d, H. H. Deasy’s Udor. Bitches: 
Ist, Chapman’s champion Black Pearl; 2d, Major C. Bunbury’s Coo- 
massie. 
WATER SPANIELS.—Inisu—Dogs: 1st, Capt G. H. Dwyer's Blair; 

2d, C. J. Doyle’s Young Larry Doolan; 3d, M. H. Rochfort'’s Mickey, 
Bitches; 1st and 2d. C.J. Doyles’s Ouida and Liffey, 34, 1. D. Finu- 
cane’s Duck Ill, Any OrHwR VARtErY—Dogs, ist, C. A. R. B. Knight's 
Sea eg 2d, R. Chapman’s Barney. Bitches; 2d, M. F, O’Donnell's 
ennie, 
FOX-TERRIBRS.—SmooTtH—Dogs; ist, H. B, St, George's champion 

Pincher. Bitches: ist, W. B. Beatty’s champion Sapphire.—OPEN— 
Dogs; 1st, H. B. S8t. Georre’s Timbuck; 2d, J. J, Pim’s Poet; dd, G. 
Morris's Noreman, Bitches: 1st. J, 8. Exam’s Pie; 2d, H. B. St, 
George’s Mell; 3d, 8. Hvans’s Royston Cosy, Puppies: 1st, J. J. Pim's 
Poppy If.: 2d, J. 8. Bxam’s Pie,—Wire-HATRED—3d, R. H. Faulkner's 
Spicey Jill. Puppies: 1st, W. M. Dayies’s Billett, 
COLLIES. —CHAmpion—Dogs; 1st, H, Ralph’s Sly Fox. Bitches: 

ist, Rey. H. FP. Hamilton’s Peggie; 2d, S.T. Mercier’s Jessie.—Opny, 
RoucH—Dogs: ist, W. P. Geoghegan’s Dublin Seot; 2d and 3d, 8. 
T. Mercier’s Kintore and Lord Ullen; 4th, Rev. H, F, Hamil. 
ton’s Patrick. Bitches: Ist, Rev. H. ¥. Hamilton’s Tooty; 2d, 8. T. 
Mercier’s Jenny Lind: 8d, H. Ralph’s Fedora; 4th, 8, Boddington’s 
Discount. Puppies: ist, 8. T. Mercier’s Jenny Lind; 2d, §, Bodding- 
ton’s Discount.—SmooTn—ist, R. Chapman’s Jeanie; 2d, J. Barlow's 
Fido. 
BULLDOGS.—Dogs- ist, J. B. Wilkes’s Lord Nelson; 2d, 8. 8. 

Waterhouse’s Glenalua Smasher; 3d, J. T. Preece’s Luke, itches; 
Equal ist, Dr. C. A. Lougest’s Polly and UJ. Layton'’s Jenny Howlett 
il.; 3d, Lieut. J. N. Coombe’s Sally. 
BULL-TERRIERS.—Dogs; ist, T. A. Hewitt’s Murderer II.: 2d, P. 

Keene's Dutehman; 3d, 4. F. Nicholl’s Young Turk. Bitches: 1st 
Bat 3d, G. Megiw’s champions Violet and Busybody; 2d, P. Keene’s 
Jadeap. 
TRISH TERRIBRS.—CHAmpron—Hqual ist. R. B. and T.8 Carey’s 

champion Sting and H. A, Graves'schampion Playboy. Opman—Dogs- 
ist, C. H. Backhouse’s Buster; 2d, R. B. and T. S$. Carey’s Mogue; 3d, 
H. W. Hamilton’s Sport; 4th, H, Waterhouse’s Killiney Stinger. 
Bitches; ist, R. B. and T. §, Cavey’s Droleen; 2d, H. Waterhouse’s 
Petticoat; 3d, J. N. R. Pim’s Priestess; 4th, H. Waterhouse’s Killiney 
Stinger. WitH Uncroprrp EArs—Dogs. ist, R. B. and T. 5. Carey’s 
Gosther; 2d. H. Waterhouse’s Killiney Boxer. Bitches! ist, J. A, 
Seallan's Niniche; 2d, W. Graham’s Breda Lass. Puppies: Ist, R. 
B. and T, 8. Carey’s Gosther; 2d, W. Graham’s Breda Lass. 
STUD DOGS.—Oren—ist, H. Waterhouse’s Killiney Koy. Mremarrs 

—ist, J. N. R, Pim’s Pester; 2d, C. J, Barnett’s Bogie Rattler; ad, W. 
A. Smith’s Simiuny. 
TERRIERS.—Biack anp Tan—Dogs: 1st, 8. Sameron, Jr.’s Robert 

the Bruce; 2d, C, Megaw’'s Prince Koyal; 3d, H. Waterhouse’s Black 
Bruce, Bitches; ist, H. Waterhouse’s Lillian; 2d, J. Rosborough’s 
Stella, Skyr,—Drop-wArnp—ist, J. B. Wilkies’s Bob Il.; 3d, KR. V. 
Seymour's Lady, Prick-narEen—ist, T. G, F. Lombard’s Dougald; 2d, 
S$. Cameron, Jr.'s Darroch. 
DACHSHUNDE,—ist. TV, Seovell’s Fritz; 2d, Lieut.-Col. J..L. Reid's 

Trotty; 3d, A. Armstrong's Job. ] et 
Re ae ee TERRILRS,—ist, P. Merriman’s Squib; 2d, J. Grant’s 
eck. 
TOY TERRIERS.—ist, J. J. Heeney’s Bab: 2d, I. W. Usher's The 

Foreigner, 
KING CHARLES AND BLENHEIM SPANTELS.—Dogs- 2d, Mrs, 

E. M, Edgeworth's Marquis, Bitches; 1st, Miss L. B. Ford’s Jessie. 
PUGS,—Doys,; Equal ist, Mis, J. Tufnell’s Sweep; Mrs, A. Doran’s 

Tiny. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. J. J, Giltrap’s Lady Isabel; 2d, Mrs, J. W. 
Boyce’s Topsy Turvydrop. 
POODLES.—Ist, P, Lawrence’s Lyris; 2d, Mrs, J. Tufuell’s Jumbo; 

8d, Mus. J, S. Exham’s Babouche, 
ANY OTHER VARIETY—Oyer 30nBs.—Ist, Dr. J. Ford's Luffra; 

2d, J. S. Wolfe's Mona; ad, Capt. Arclidale's Bala, Unpber 80LBs,—1st, 
L. L. Steele’s Jumbo; 2d, A. Holcroft’s Domino; 3d, Rev. 8. 0, Hay- 
ward's Teesdale’s Lass. 

THE PHILADELPHIA SHOW. 

PHILADELPHIA, Tuesday, Sept. 16. 
xe. dog must have his day, and the poultry has been 

cleared ont from the big building of the Pennsylvania 
Agricultural Society building that the five hundred aud fifty 
odd dogs which have been gathered here may have their day. 
The caekles of the hen convention have died away, and the 
erow ot chanticleer has given place to the yelp, bark, and 
deep-toned bay, which make all dog shows such delightfully 
melodious resorts. 
The crowd at the fair to-day has been enormous. The jam 

was so great that it interfered with the judging. 
The quality of the exhibitasa whole is excellent, The 

pointer classes are not ‘well filled, at least so far as numbers go. 
English setter classes full and of good quality, St. Bernard, 
mastiff and foxbound classes excellent, the last-named being 
well shown in large cages onraised platforms. Altogether the 
Philadelphia Kennel Club has reason to be well satisfied with 
the way the show has opened, Following are the 

AWARDS TO WEDNESDAY NOON, 

FOXHOUNDS.—Packs oF Six CoupLtes—ist. Thomas Davis's Dixey , 
Jim (Dixey, Sr,—Ann), Jerry (Boxer- Twilight), Scudder (Ned—Ann), 
and the following. all by Boxer out of Ann: Stormer, Count, Duke k,, 
Fly, Lizzie, Jessie, Gypsy, Topsy, Nettie.—CourLes—Ist, D. O’Shea's 
Torence and Rally. 
POINTERS.— CHAMPION, OVER 55~Bs.—Dogs; ist, Major F. C. 

Draper’s Don, liver and white, 4yrs. (Shot- Juno). UNDER 55nBs.— 
Doys; 1st, Geo, Norbury Appolu’s Bravo, lemon aud white, 4yrs, 
(Bragg—Kate),—OPrEN CnuAss, OVER 55LBS.--Dogs; 1st, C. H, Mason’s 
Beautort, white, liver ticked, 4yrs, (champion Bow—Beulah); 2d, W. 
H, H. Achuff’s Tip, liver, dyrs (Lark—Cragin’s bitch). Ovir 50LBs.— 
Bitches; ist, A, H. Craige’s Beulah, liver and white (Sam—Vivian); 
ad, B. F, Seitner’s Lass, lemon and white, 4yrs, (Sleaford—Lawn); 3d, 
soe ts Kennel’s Lady Gleam, lemon and white, 4yrs, (champion Snap- 
shot—Gipsy). 
ENGLISH SETTERS.—CHampion—Dogs: ist, E. I. Martin’s Plan- 

tagenet (Dashing Monarch—Petrel), Bilehes; ist, E. I. Martin's 
Petrel IT, Opexy—Dogs: 1si, E, W. Jester’s Glen Rock, blue belton, 
syrs. (Druid—Prinzess Draco); 2d, Prank G, Hughes's Paris IIL, blue 
belton, ®yrs. (Paris 11.—Lady Princess); 3d, Blackstone Kennel’s 
Mack B,, orange belton, 2)éyrs, (Dick Laverack—Twilight). Very 
hizh com,, F. E. Lewis's Rock, lemon and white, dyrs. (Water's Grouse 
—rench’s Daisy); N. Jensem’s Cossack, white with orange markings, 
Syrs. (Morford’s Don—Raymond's Fairy); T. G. Davey’s Prince 
Pheebus, black and white, dyrs. (Tam O’Shanter—Prue); Edward K,. 
Rispham‘s Chalkley D,, blue beltou, 4yrs. (Dash 111.—Cornelia), High 
com,, G. Edward Osborn's Brant (A.K.R. 1218), black and white, 2yrs. 
(Dashing Monareh—Molltie Bawn); W.R. Traver’s Rockett, black, 
white aid tan, 22mos. (Wagner—Nell Kelly); HE, I. Martin's Prince, 
black and white, 6yrs. (Pride of the Border—Petrel). Com., B®. I. Mar- 
tin’s Don Juan, blue belton, t4%yrs. (Tam O*Shanter—La Reine); J, 
Walker Clark’s Dash Dale, black and white, 5yrs, (Dash II.—Daisy 
Dale); Hugh Hill’s Royal Sulton, blue belton, ayrs. (Goodsell'’s Racket 
—Detroi Kennel Club’s Kelp); John MeMullin’s Putnam, orange and 
white, dyrs. (George—Juno); J. C, Schuyler’s Dash Boy, lemon belton. 
Bitches; 1:t,T. G. Davey'’s Liddersdale, black. white and tan, di4yrs. 
(Douglass—Ailsa); 2d, E, W. Jester’s Dashing Belle, blue belton, 3yrs. 
(Dashing Monarch—Blue Nellie); 30, C, H, Mason's Blue Bell, blue bel- 
tion, 5yrs. (Roderick Dhu—Dina), Very high com.,'T. G. Davey’s Geni- 
veye, blue belton, 2leyrs. (Harrison’s London— Dawu); E. W. Jester's 
Dashing Jessie, A. K-K.$15, blue belton,3yrs.(Blue Belle—Dashing Mon- 
arch); . W. Jester’s Blue Belle, blue belton, 6yrs, (Rattler—Wadding- 
ton’s Daisy); Blackstone Kennel’s Grace B., black and white, 2layrs. 
(London—Dawn). High'com,, Fred. 2, Lewis's Nettie B,, black, white 
and tan, 2l6yrs, (Mark—Rose). Com., P, McGeehin’s Stella, white and 
lemon, Syrs. (Bismarck—Nora); E, W, Jester’s Dashing Jest, blue bel- 
ton, 8yrs, (Blue Belle—Dashing Monareh); John Henzler’s Kate, 
orauge belton, 20mos.; BE. Comtort’s Cassino Gladstone, blue belton, 
pee 4dmos. (Gladstone—Countess Druid); Lawrence Shuster, Jr,'s 
‘ornelia, black, white and tan, blue belton (Leiteste:—Dart); Law- 

rence Shuster, Jr.'s Coomassie, black, white and blue belton (Thun- 
er—Peeress); Wm. R. Traver’s Princess Pearl, white, black and tan, 

8leyrs, (Druid—Princess Draco); Joseph Lewis's Mollie, lemon belton, 
ateyrs. (Count Dan—MDloss); E. I. Martin's Wairy UL, lemon belion, 
2yrs., A-K,R, 35 (Prince—Fairy II,); 0.1, Martin's Wairy Lass, black 
and white, ¢yrs., A.K.R. 36 (Prince—Fairy II); Edward Herzberg’s 
Lucia, blue belton, 5yrs. (Sim's Dash—champion Maid of Honor); D. 
B. Ford's Leah {1., black, white and lemon, 4yrs, (Royal Dulke—Lea), 
DACHSAUNDE.—Awards withheld except 4 com, to Dr, Hugeng 

Lamparter’s Waldmann, black and tan, 4yrs, gl ve me 
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BEAGLES.—CuHamrion—Dog; D. O’Shea’s Rattler, white. black and 
tan, 8yrs. (Rover—Music), Opmy—Dogs! 1st, D. O’Shea’s Kino. white, 
black and tan, 2yrs; 2d, Pottinger Dorsey’s Rover, black, white and 
tan, 2yrs, (Lee—Rill); 8d, Geo. Goodman’s Monroe, brown, 4vrs. 
ee ri Lewen Tugwell’s March, tan and whit2, 2yrs. (Blunder— 
anny). 
POLNTERS.— Unpeir 55LBs.—Dogs: Ist, 0. M. Munhall’s. Donald IL. 

(Donald I.—Deyonshire Lass), liver and white. 2yrs.; 2d, CL. Dick’s 
Young Sleaford (Lort—Uass), liver and white, 2yrs.; 3d. G. F. Jordan’s 
Booth (St. George—Dinah), liver and white, 8yrs. Very high com,, Clit 
ton Kennel’s Robin Adair (champion Faust—Madge), liver and white, 
2yrs, Bitches: UNDER 50LBs,—lst, Geo. H. Appold’s Daisy Bravo (Bravo 
—Lilly I1.), liver and white, lyr.; 2d, H. D. Towner’s St. Kilda (Ranger 
—Lily). liver, white and tan, 16mos,; 8d, Geo. G. Barker's Princess IT. 
(Princess I. ——), black, 15mos, Very high com,, Clifton Kennel’s 
Lady Bang (Bang—Jean), liver and white, 2i¢yrs., and same owner's 
Lillie (Shot—Daisy), liver and white, 2léyrs. High com., B. F, 
Seitner’s Lady Groxteth (Croxteth—Lass), liver and white, 2yrs. 
GORDON SETTERS.—Oprpn Ciass—Dogs: ist, EB. Maher’s Royal 

Duke: 2d, G. Emlen’s Wrage; 3d, C, R. Taylor’s Gem. Highcom., J. 
H. Davis's Ranger. Bitches: ist, H. Melivain’s Crete I1.; 2d, R, 
Huey‘s Lufra; 3d, Mrs, Geo. Ewlen's Fannie, Very highcom., C. M. 
Thomas's Bess. High com., T. 8. Clarke’s Mau e. 
IRISH SETTERS—CuHampions—Dogs: ist, W. H. Pierce’s Glencho. 

Bitches’ ist, same owner's Trix, Opsen—Dogs: ist, M. Wenzel's 
Chief; 2d, W, H. Pierce’s Snap; 31, J. H. Robert’s Bruce. Very high 
com., H. B. Goetschius’s Chief Il. High com., H. W. Harns’s Jack; 
G. W, Reves’s Duke. Com., R. Reid’s Boyne; J. C. White's Blaze; 
#. I. Martin’s Glenolden and Bird. Bitches: ist, W. H. Pierce’s 
Reeta; 24, W. W. Kendall's Lorna Doone; 3d,S. Barr’s Hazelnut. 
Very high com., W.H, Mann’s Peggy O’More, J. 8. Wibert’s Creole. 
I. H. Robert's Jessie, M. Wenzel’s Ruby. High com., 1. H. Robert's 
Leigh Doane. Com,, W. G. Ridyway’s Bess. 
WHIPPETS.—ist, A. Chamber's Maggie; 2d, A. Chamber's Jack; 
a G. Johnson's Johnson's Beauty. High com.. A, Chamber’s Let- 
er-come, 
FOXHOUNDS.—OrrEn CLAss—Dogs: 1st, Rocklin Hunt’s Lead; 2d, 

D, O’Shea’s Torence; 3d,sameowuner’s Rally. Bitches: 1st, T. Davis’s 
Jessie: 2d. D. O’Shea’s Countess; 3d, same owner’s Roxey If. 
DEERHOUNDS.—Dogs: ist, Clovernuok Kennel’s Mare; 2d, W. D. 

Whipple’s Bruce. 
GREYHOUNDS.—CHampion—Dogs: ist, H. W. Smith's Friday 

Night. Open Ciass—Dogs: 1st, H. W. Huntington’s Bouncing Boy; 
2d,G. F. Kolb's Leo, Bitches: ist, H. W. Huntington’s School Girl; 
9d, samé owner's Belgonia. Com., Hugene Lorb’s Fannie, and H. EH. 
Brisba‘s Maud. ; ® 
BEA\GLES.—Over 121n.—Bifches- ist, D. O’Shea’s Mischief; 2d, C. 

Sehwein's Marjory; 8U,L. Sloan’s Myrtle. Very_high com., HE. A, 
Massey's Nell. Hizh com.,J. Satterth waite, Jr °*s Fly. —Unprr 121n.— 
Dogs: L. Sloan's Bannerman, Bitches; A, C. Krueger's Rena.— 
BasseT—Dogs; ist, P. Dorse.’s Major; 2d, F, A. Bond’s Dyke —sENcH 
Bassnr— Dogs: ist. W. R. Chamberlain’s Nemours; 2d, J. Heidrick’s 
Sport.—Basser oR BENGH-LEG BracuE—Bitches: Ist, F. A. Bond's 
Rose: 2d, F. A. Bond’s Bessie. Very High com., Associated Fanciers’ 
Maud. 
FOX TERRIERS.—CHamprion—Dog: L. & W. Rutherfurd's Royal. 

Bitch: L, & W. Rutherfurd’s Diana.—Opan Cuass—Dogs: ist, L. & 
W, Rutherturd’s Beleraye Primros-; 2d, Olovernook Kennel’s Scars- 
dale; 8d, Surrey Kennel’s Flippant. Very high com., Clovernook 
Kennel’s Trajan. High com., W: T. MeAleer’s Crisp. Com., G. 
Ceesar’s Jim, D. MeClinch’s Teddy U. Bitches; 1st and 2d, L. & W. 
Rutherfurd’s Dance and Jossle; 3d, I. H. Shepperi’s Gipsey. Very 
high cow., Surrey Kennel’s Jill, ¥. C. Wheeler’s Vernon Il. Com.. 
R, P. Dechert’s Betsy. 
BULLDOGS.—ist, J. Patterson’s Bill; 2d, J. J. Thompson’s Leon; 

$a, J. W. White’s Dot. High com., C. T Thon:pson’s Ida, 
BULL-TERRIERS.—OveER 25LBs.—I1st, E. VY. Porter’s Victoria; 2d, 

J. Hoosey’s Nipper. - 
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—CHampion. over 7iBs.—ist, EH. 

Lever’s Vortigeru.—Opran CLiAss—Ist. Mrs, EB. Lever’s Lady, 2d. J. 
Whittaker’s Brilliant. Very highcom.,E Lever’s Reveller, J. Ritter’s 
Sport. Com.. FB. Lever’s Pirtune 
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIBRS.—ist, R, P. Palmer's Wasp; 2d, 

Mrs, J. H. Naylor’s Pansey. 

NATIONAL BREEDERS’ 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
The premium lists of the National Breeders’ Dog Show, to 

be held at Industrial Art Hall, in this city, on Oct. 16, 17 and 
18, have now been sent out, and any person desirous of obtain 
ing one who has not been already supplied will please make 
application at once. Tam pleased to state that a large number 
of exhibitors ab the show now in progress here promise to BOn 
port the National Breeders’ show liberally, and on all hands 
the premium list, with the excellent array of judges to back it 
up, is receiyed with favor, everal applications have been re- 
ceived from England, which would indicate an arrival of for- 
eign exhibitor to attend the October shows. 

JAS. WATSON, Secretary. 

DOG SHOW. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. 

NEW YORK NON-SPORTING SHOW. 
Aditor Forest and Stream: 
The premium lists are now ready for this show, and can be 

had on application. This, the first show of non-sporting dogs, 
promises to be an unusually brilliant one, and will be largely 
supported by breeders and owners of dogs, as the time of 
year selected is a cupital one, As every one will have re- 
turned to town with their dogs, and as they will be in good 
coat, it is expected a large number of them will be entered. 
Several entries have been promised from England. Railroacl 
and express arrangements will be duly announced. The en- 
tries close Oct. 6. Cuas, LINCOLN, Supt. 

DANBURY DOG SHOW.—We have received the premium 
list of the bench show to be held at Danbury, Conn., com- 
menemg Oct. 7. The list includes nearly all the recognized 
breeds of dogs, with a champion class for each breed, and a 
first and second prize to each in dog, bitch and puppy classes. 
The amount of the prize is not stated, but doubJe the amount 
received as entrance money in each division of a class will be 
paid as cash premiums should the exhibitor so desire. Silver 
inedails for first and bronze medals for second prizes will be 
given instead of cash. A number of valuable specials are also 
olfered. Mr. James Mortimer, New York, will judge all 
classes except pointers, setters and spaniels, which will be 
judged by Dr. George Walton, Boston. 

MONTREAL SHOW.—The third annual bench show of the 
Montreal Kennel Club was held at the Victoria Skating Rink 
on the 9th, 10th and lith inst. The building is well adapted 
for a dog show, being of ample dimensions and well ventilated. 
Sporting dogs, with the exception of spaniels, were poorly 
represented, but the non-sporting classes were well filled, 
especially so in the mastiff, collie, pug, Bedlington terrier and 
toy terrier classes. The report of our special corres sondent 
has not come to hand, and we are in consequence obliged ta 
defer its publication until our next issue. 

Tar Nuxtr Maw to Dir is just as likely to be yourself as any of your 
neighbors, and unexpected death is continually happening, Take a 
combined life and accident policy in the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn. 
—Adv. 

Rifle and Gray Shooting. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Sept. 7.—The Routt Rifles scores to-day for a prize 
. Lower & Sons, to be won by the member making 

DENVER, Col. 
presented by J. 
the best score in his first 10 shots; : 

A W Peterson......- 454445445544 C J Kelly..---.-...; 4444443444 39 

Sits) Mite Setono coos 544545445444 EH King..........-. 4449443443 —38 

W <Anderson.......- 545445648448 PM Lessley,—,..... 834544443438 

W Maguire.........- 54443 15454 —42 
After this shoot some good scores were made by some of the mem- 

bers while practicing, as will be seen by the following scores: . 

ppone Mlak wha eee A45pdi5d45—44 Trtione.. . ----..-..5445554445—45 

W Anderson.... .--- 34456444542 A W Peterson,..-...4445054544—44 

W Maguire.......... 43145543544] W Anderson..,..,-.6544444454—43 

A W Peterson.,.,.,.4444444444—4() 

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING. 

if) pes twelfth annual prize meeting at Creedmoor was carried out 
according to the programme published in the Forest AND 

StreAm of Aug. 28. The nineteen matches provided by the cirectors 
were generally sharply contested, and taken by high scores. The 
weather from the opening of the meeting on the 9th to the conclusion 
on the 13th was remarkably fine, so much so as to lead to the remark 
that the range was merely an cpen air gallery, The heat was intense 
but no great suffering was felt. The gathering passed off without 
mishap, and with the giving of the detailed scores, the whole story of 
the meeting is told, 
A feature of the meeting was the number of protests which 

were entered against members for the violation of the rules, They 
were given careful hearing by the Executive Committee, and so. far 
as heard appeared to be justly decided, One competitor shoots In a 
formal military match without.the prescribed uniform of his corps, 
and is very properly debarred when attention is called to the violation. 
Yet another shooter, and one of the most expert shols and experi- 
enced protesters of the country, takes a rifie already used in a match 
and proceeds to make a score, which is a direct violation ot a rule of 
long standing. There were other cases where valuable prizes were 
lost through carelessness in abiding by the rules, and the rightful 
decisions of thesdirectors will teach competitors the inyportance of 
obeying rules when the interests of so many are to be conserved by 
such observance. The offenses in all cases were of a technical sort 
and there i¢ no question but that the shooting was all open, fair and 
above board. 

It would be well in drawing up programmes for future meetings to 
have the copy prepared by some one having a fair knowledge of the 
English language. There was no end of wrangling over confused 
meanings, brought about by badly written rules and conditions. An- 
other point of importance is, that no prize should be announced until 
it is actually in the pessession cf the Association. A week after the 
meeting Goy. Waller, of Connecticut, had failed to send on a prom- 
ised trophy, and the prize distribution was accordingly delayed, 

THE RECORD OF THE MEETING. 

Following the order of the printed programme, the winning scores 
of the several contests stand as follows: 

_ No, 1.— Directors’ Match, 200yds.; any military rifle; open to direc- 
tors: 
SED ESRe Wintec fe)-feleieite th 4584521 J F Ackerman..... fen 4442418 
GW Wingate..... 8 occ 44845—20 EL Zalinski.....-...... , .838438—16 
W W DeForest........... 44444920 BJ Sealury-.......... » SRW 

No. 2,— Judd Match, 20(y.1s.; any military rifle. There were 199 en- 
tries in this mateh, 
C W Hinman ...,...... 5545545—33 G Doyle......... ...-- 5455454— 81 
DOEDBEG Wises oone ae ee Bbb4545—33 BW J Cram.............. 54445431 
AMET RYO}: h te eee ee 555545433 MD Hinds......-....... 4545544—31 
Wescathowmesiress »... 44555b4—82 TH Webster ...... 11. 5544544— 81 
H P Warfield.......<,:- 4645554—382 FJ Rabbeth......-..... 4444554—3) 
JS CASCi x22 24 3- snes ate bd55454—82 J W Bnos y...... -..... 444455420 
a Blatter .s6 ee... tok 655454432 J John-tone..,,........ 4444654—35 
DH Ogden..,....,.....5554855—32 BO Bush...,....-...... 4444545—3) 
Groner een arces econ 5444455—31 BR Spellman,......... 4444545—30 
Bute laerene cee op he . 544445581 GStezinger......,..-.. 4454445 —30 
GH Walcott........... 4445554—31 

No. 3.—Wimbledon Cup Match, 1,000yds.; any rifle; but 7 entries: 
JW Todd........... -448545435255555—64 836535555545554—65—129 
Bee ONeill Se ee. 528584264433550— 59 255454544555345 — 64123 
De F Manice...........80354R423555553—57 583352558 354543—63—120 
CEU Gauss. 226.5 4252 \55d5552455—62 032445345544448 —b4—116 
W W De Forest... ....685402550433555—51 555453342455552—60--111 
F H Holton...... ....823005544325425— 46 8 63844034 Ret. — % 
Geo Joiner ............ ()25040802453402—33 §23854243U02543—42— 75 

No. 4—President’s Match: First stage, 200 and 500yds ; open to 
Army, Navy and National Guard; 71 entries, Second stage, 600yds.; 
1 point to ,40-eal. Remingtons; 38 entries: 

First Stage. 
200yds. 500yds. 

I OTRG LL aes yan. si eabes 23 noe pee ee een 4555454— 32 5545545—88—65 
Es key OMG ros raracoe ong tae eornateraye §455554—33 §554544—22—65 
JS Shepherd......... ay a Atmnhte tae ae 454253 4—29 §555455—34—63 
GPO: 2s atria beg aa cee esl ca Pete 4454545—21 5d44465 382-638 
J Crauley....<... Arak osteo -...-b445454—81 5545355 - 32—63 
(HP MM ep tirme ceoricaon ce pe ss ae stand 4444444 28 5455555— 1462 
PIPIWEHBLED 2. cet Gece et cis wae bens 4444451—29 4555455 —33 62 
Gh. Wi Monroe TM Frc cast 2p eee eerste aer 495 644-20 65944F5—33 62 
SPV EI LGS: Acre pel ceeecarese geet meanest rte tao 4514554—31 4255555—381—62 
eT OR oe Laine. oie Dee egos hah 4554445 - 31 4445554—31—62 
J Oayanae ny. ly: ee estee emer e oe ante 63543 18 27 5055455 A4—61 
GM OVA cies sone ee ep wintie gees ee 43144445 28 4555455—33—61 
JJ vountjoy. ........ ie Sa DEAR th 4544344 —28 5534545—33—61 
GR DOS Wels = eae eae a aes A eee Aire fe 4444445—29 5555534—A2 - 61 
M Metormack. 24 ose ee ees eee ees 5444445—80 4554454 _31—61 
WV DLIRCOM peat pb tina Gis cide fines loamy 3445554—30 5544454 8161 
SV BET AV VES OME eee S20 palabetoye alata eip let salafebasepese 54:544—31 4455552— 30 —61 
(OURGTAITGMG See eestor fo geen lola 43344 4—26 5545555—34— 60 
1A FLOWS any bie rps bon WE borane nian 3438444527 5545455—33—60 
TAGE CI er pen ere eee rete ele ieee ae 444444428 5555435 —32—60 
TIME Ebene eee eee ear TSS See 433554428 555544 1 -32—60 
TH RATIO GLR OTs acledle--pte eae meets ae 453444428 455550832 60 
T J Dolan. re Ae) Ae Ree 445454430 4445454 —10—60 
PRSIODCIS tet ta clr amite nine eh veh nal tants 4445445 .3) 6255454—3)— 60 
eek ft he ra ey ye AL GPa ane LSet 443344527 4544555—82—59 
G B Thompson. .- ae. -41843-4—27 §455454—82—A9 
FRAVEACOVLVILES De Dee ee oe wee oe cn tritiation 8.46444 28 55a4554—31—59 
W H Ogden....-..-- .<b55804 - 29 3554445— 30 - 59 
AW McNaughton........ .......- 444445429 4445454—40—59 
J McEwen ...-------.--- SN aaomarcan 445444429 §444454—30—59 
CoRacueibesl ideas twestakn a shee _. 444554430 68454442959 
BPA Wells. ...-...--..+5- Nee pe sere er a 5444354—30 5255845—29—59 
GOA Days iss cseewe ee cess br btaw boas ps 4s AODSdD4 BI 2554854—28—59 
P Mavellivy, 2 sa goucen ce sseasn savers ents B4434dd—26 5545454. 32—58 
ae CEI WEAR Fe bs 2 jalan fice foreree es ayes 444444428 45° 3454—30 - 58 
GUENGHAGE RM aeees ta dab nah i ekemrarseiz ae , -4434454—28 4454544—30 58 
GH Walcott, 0.2.2. . tn -s 0 com ina ai 4444445 —29 4443845—29 58 

#@ OW PMN BN., 22.00... iene secs ee ie 5445445—31 5585554—34— 65 

*Seore disallowed. Not in uniform at 200yds. 
St cond Stage. 

nb bal Dio) eb taa SA 4 a oton gate Ey eters Peurorbe ghee a ,,..5554545555—48 
GRP IMG Me se ds oe He eae 46 GB Thompson..............:.,.48 
GW ‘Monroe..,.)......-+.s0<temsets dae GEA OHAGES sistency oho dea: = AQ 
5 fel OL Ye): ee Renn pir sescte 43 J Garrard.,...... CEE RR AE 41 
QW Hinmam..........s.:2:..:.. a5- Ble Websterisbend + ocmes saison - 40 
DOW Mamnmg. ono. sees ste 48- HR Anderson.....-2..-2.60-.--: 40 
AW McNaughton...--.....+...- ASS MODE HIndS ty. tere ora aeea pete ee 40 
John Smuth ......-. Peder ich 43 © Barnett,...:........ ilies teem 40 
R MaecMillan..........-.--- ...- 43 

No. 5.—Shorkley Match, 800, 900 and 1,000yds.; any military rifle; 39 
entries: 

800yds. H00yds. 1,000y ds. 
TT eR OLA is Aes et are 445555331 5465455—33 4354 '44—28—92 
W W Deforest......... 4585444—32 544544581 4885355—27— 90 

WoSGOUb, yee - ened 4455435 — 30 5245485—29 23455542887 

JSShepherd.......... 5434555—31 8454355—29 4553553 —26—26 

eSMG eh yooeeet some 4354655—81 8533033 —27 8550545—27—85 
W M Farrow..........+ 558 654—382 2354454—27 8582523 - 22—81 

GW Hinman.......... 35384525 —28 0258458—22 85382555 28—78 
R MeMillan.... ....-.- 4555544—32 §8534538—28 800444318 --78 
EN Walker... 025 3... 5445554—32 540:535—19 2352335 —28 —74 

De F Manice.......-... 4555444—31 5235334—25 0884530—18—74. 

JCavanagh...........- 3335538426 554238 —22 5522582—24— 72 
HW Stuart. 02... sees . 8508445 —24 3053454— 24 2484385—24—72 
MD Hinds.........,.-; 0043455 21 0555554—29 4405333 —22—72 

S Williams...........+5 0554853 — 25 302508216 2485445 —25—65 

J Garrard .......--+« , doUb2B5—25 43828465 —24 82204382—16—64 

R Anderson ri 44043R4—19 8080458—18 44352542764 

J MeNevin...,.....:.- 0844525—23 2043353—20—64 

No. 6.—Continuous Match, all-comers, 200yds.; any rifle; 1 point to 
military rifles; 310 entries by 79 individuals; re-entries; 
a Oeht eho DERE aeckooe ts D545 —34 555545584 —68 
TD! JODO pci-e os ale Steen ens ,....4994595—83 5545554—33-+2—68. 

1 OE Chg hat sre Due bob oncetoechegas 6504555—34 4550545—83 —67 

GR Dayntor-2..... v-lntasens rev ant 645555433 —b67 

J Smirh 4455455—324-2—67 

TR Antlerson 022: Sides: cers , 4555555 —34 5544454 —311+2—67 

W M Farrow 6545455—88 —66 

G Joiner....... 554554533. —66 

T P White 554554533 —O6 

J Duane 5b5p5p4—- 34 —66 

A B Dodge 554555438 —fi6 

J H Brown 5545464—82--2—66 

W Simpson 4545515—32 —b4 

J G Newbury 545454532 —64 

G J Seabury Sikieae — * 

ne Lewis Rasa) be rood bate LG aes ON 

BR Snellman..........-.-.-- oa.  -A454455— 31 5 ‘ 

WiH Beardsley. ..+,.6i¢is<-24-- .» -.-5545445—32 444054531 —O8 
CebGauss 2-447 4 prakns beeen SB55AdA— 32 455544431 —63 

A HOppeiyineersssyevete see eieess +> DDAMEd4 SL 4444455—B0--2—63 

GS TGA Ox4 theese ee telat Cached ans 4545445—31 6544444 30-12 63 
GW Munson.......2..¢26....02......4445454—30 45455443141 2— 62 
FJ Rabbeth oe Weer wget tains diese 4445545—81 54554443] 962 
G A Leighton.......... Fae he paee ewes 4554445 -31 54 5544-31 —62 
C Ww Hinman... 02... .....2..+..5.., 544545431 545554431 — 62 
JUGarmard Se peel e es cet aa , .,4444554— 30 4454454 — 30-2 —62 
iE DeForest Pah saceerarehee 455444—30 A445454— 2 ot —fi2 
JS Shepherd....,......... 4554454—81 45444442) % —62 
HWE LO]tOn ne eee aa ee ~ 544545431 445454430 —1 

No. 7 —Governor’s Match, 500yds, : Remington, Springfield or Sharps 
rifle: 278 entries by 82 individuals: a aa a 
R MeMillan, Sharps........ 555505—35 455555534 555555534 —108 
J Smith, Sharps.:.........5555555-85 545555534 555555484 —108 
LN Walker, Remington. ..5555554—34 655545534 5555554—33-++2—103 
Geo Doyle, Springfield,............ 556555434 555545531 — 68 
FJ Dolan, Sharps..-.-............. 554555534 5b55554—34 — 68 
FW Yates, Springfield ............ 5555555— 35 4555554—33 — 68 
Johnstone, Springfield. .........-... 5555555—35 544455532 — 67 
P Warrelly, Sharps..... -...-.......5555555—34 5544555—383 — 67 
G B Thompson, Springfield -... ... 5055455—34 4555354—33 — 67 
G Joiner, Remington .............; 4555254— 83 4555 154—33-1— 67 
J Garrard, Springfield.......- -5545545—34 545455432 — 66 
MD Hinds, Sharps.... .5545o54—B8 - 5954455 38 — 66 
Ir Stuart, Sharps...... , .5058555—83 5455554—33 — 66 
J Blatter, Springfield.....2.......-. 544555433 855555533 — 66 

No. 8.—All-Comers and Marksman’s Badge Match, 200 and 500yds. ; 
re-entries; 250 entries by 109 individuals; 

‘ 200y7ds: 500yds. 
IGE s SDIES se aa. eee Geeta res es rote ee 53555 —23 §5555—25—48 
EVT Lockwood... 5-2... css oes Se cee 4545 —22 §5055—25—47 
JSShepard... ..2...-. Se eee eer eae §4445—22 55555—25 47 
GaETPELOYiO: silat ston seat pedo ise one root 45558 —22 45555—24—46 
DH Odgen........... .. ..,.45454—22 45555—24— 46 
W M Farrow...... 445429 55455—24 46 
JO Fredericks . BI4D5—22 §5554—24— 46 
CO F Robbins... 65544 23 §5445—23—46 
G Joiner... -.- . 8445221 45555 24—45 
Bibs petlmazin eee ee ere ee Dee t te §5545—22 45545—23 - 45 
ESS ORGSH ees rene ee ROL ts aie 38454— 19 565° 5—25—_44- 
IM DINGS e o.9 oe: ae Oe eee, a eee ree 45441—22 45445—22—44 
WeisCOtbi: <2 ss emeepeedy ive oe nae ae eos aoe eee 54445—22 §4454— 22 —44 
HT MGIGE WAGs «29 vent. nslnt shasaee eee hea 2 e 64445 - 22 §5845—22 —44 
eee POW WiELe gies eee ee nines ee er eant 4453420 45445—28 —438 
FASC Et So one atta dese a etias, beetles. . 44544—21 43555 —22—438 
WT DJ Dolan | sel seas Sew eees) pee piarbet 2 44464 23 55425 21—43 
edt Cle Vsurneteeti: 2a oO) SR: By as Bee ee 4444519 64554 —93— 42 
Wie Poi CKettgd fea eee ht and t ona ee aie Pa eae t 35555— 238 —42 
GoWhiMiMgOns pote eset eden ence 45443—20 Q55F 5—2u—42 
GIB Merehantescs ss eel aan nes PEAS Mic ibs dee . 5444421 86355—21—42 
I Liv tal UNV Toy) ae Eon ee Bo rere 457 34—21 25545—21—42 
CP MENBVITENAN Fey ese eh pation ei emt atss 4355421 62455 — 21— 42 
RARE Monte = laa eR CPON Goer esate 54444 21 85445—21—42 
WSU GErWwOGd A iicstedle iedeuincmrlssb enh sine 444542] 54526 21—42 
(CoM o> aCe a SP rp oSHth Hic ioe r serdicotat od 44445 21 54458—21—42 
PIE GUCEM Wace cate ee ceeds ia patch bitcmatoerncs Nee ree. 45552—21 42 
WERE OTGS As Sacto sintcnn eee sharers 46354—19 §5954—22—41 
Je BANE Rich arden tee va sags ate ee erie 4431419 54588- 22 41 
Pi Be TUDO SOL Mss 2, ctewive tpeatiere eet nl ent miny 44431—19 51554—22—41 
ANTS ae So a ee ONG b thecce cree 48445—20 45534—21—41 
GOP oWeRP eels. tent mnie toy Lava Laat 4544521 44554—20—41 
DRS TOES ben Seen as te Ce aly yas 64444— 21 44548—90 —41 
Lm aad Sts Meee ies eoiern fot ere _ §4454—22 55482 19—41 

200yds. 500yds 
WoMSIAbrOWinesice © uueocee~= 2 , ~~. /8045onh—a2 5abbbh5— 3h —67 
dies (Gt Bene Bae SS oMScee 4458555—23 4545555—33, 66 
WT Dockwoode). a. ...0..65 a 45055d9—82 4455555—33--1— 66 

No. 9, Brooklyn Furniture Co. Match, for teams from Second Diyi- 
sion N. G.S N.Y ; Remington rifle: ° 

Twenty-third Regiment Team No. 1. 
2 Oyds. be lyds. Total. 

WOES Se ooopds sooo! 4445444 —29 5545564—33 62 
WM ina Lace AGL of WH 3443 13425 2545545 —30 35. 
Wells eos yas ce) went 4545445—31 5545454—32 63 
Chndeerr.. oi. aoe: Bl4444—27 112 §4545-38-BV—125 57287 

Twenty-third Regiment Team No. 2. 
200yds. 5Oyds. Total. 

DeForest....... By casteitnireaieeebonle 80 28 58 
Tfeitits uaa aoe mncoonres sate Greco ot 30 23 68 
WOsCe abe ne ewe hte Staielelsteetar reete eee eles 29 28 57 
Shepiplithess Atserasadee tes ae wa BPR 119 338—117 63—226 

Twenty-third Regiment Team No. 3. 
Frothingham............0....eees - Pars 200: 8 £3 
MO set, SRS ah aan Jegaeeeted 1 2h 28 55 
Bithette, Gch ad cianiechrge passes Bs Bl 31 62 
THWallts basen tee ane t epee Ie cits attto 27—110 81—118 5S—#28 

Fourteenth Regiment Team No. 1, 
Browe 2 28 5B 
Jennings 28 54 
Taylor 23 51 
fobinson 29-1138 54—211 

Fourteenth Regiment Team ho. 2 (Company I). 
TACTOU 5 1 2. eos =e BED EAL. Lie aed 38 20 53 
SECON Ep ae echirspdop gern un boos edo oqgeeb een Pe 28 5D 
IN AU es oP ote er eacre satel b40g 20 28 58 
SATIGENSOR dosent les = elec tale Devens 29—109 14—95 438—204 

Fourteenth Regiment Team No. 8 (Company A) 
Hawley sakes cpesceeste sey Weeder tae ne 2 48 
ELEM VOUU ai ee np ates) eee REE ELF 28 26 54 
Gontiyie. eke aye Ree ceed ally 23 25 4§ 
AV Keys) tag eG pee sa GRO ABA ee tenoas 4 25—104 26-97 51—201 

No. 10.—Hilton Trophy Match; regular army and militia teams; 
four teams in all; 

Division of Atlantic, U.S. A. (Springfield Rifle), 
200yds. 500vds, 600yds. Total. 

Sergt Vincent... -.8444354—26 8845455—29 2Q24shid 26 S11 
Private Yates. .....5355543 - 29 4,354 238—03- 5844555-81 83 
Sergt Williams... 4444444 28 55 5455 —- a4 335452326 88 
Sergt Mair......... 4455444—30 4454455—31 544433 —27 3= 88 
Seret Helcher.....,8344545—28 55545 14—32 22423 8-21 81 
Corp Cane......... 4454454—30 35842538—25 854453225. 81 
Sergt Lon 1+, -4444854—28 48n 5525-29 284424822 79 
Corp Lockhart... .8443454—27 5555454— 33 82344439388 
Sergt Petit. ....... 4335555 — 30 §84355—A1 5455558382 93 
Lieut Anderson ....4545444—29 432834527 4555554383 89 
Private Crauley... .4454444—29 5an4d42—27 258544427 «BB 
Sergt Harrell... .. 545444430 4345554—30 544345429 9-89. 

351 823 ©1018 344 
State of New York (Remington Rifle). 

200yds, d500yds. 600yds. Total. 
OKs \< cine: Pee erind au te Sur Shee hs 0 ol 25 86 
Shepherd. ..........5 +--+ +000 sees tees 29 30 2% 86 
SO UIET pa Seles se tielahiae tan ne ne ene 19 27 Q1 67 
De Forest...,..-..-.--- eee ee a 5 31 29. 29 88 
aN UV A nike, peepee nt Deel Ls es. mop ite 26 27 29 §2 
WGLIS2 . sutetecetie = cocsis ae elatee ee Eee bee ala se os i 

ey ehGob ett Maeno pA dg ee a ee § 4 

Be 28 26" 32 86 
29 25 27 &4 
ey i 28 28 83 
25 28 27 80 

Pickett: + sa. eae = pedetiny CLAN taa abit . 8) a2 21 83 

331 341 aly 989 
State of Pennsylvania (Spr ngfield Rifle), 

Seret, Cowlston. ow. -.. . ek en teles  op 29 18 83 80 
Private Mountjoy 2 27 24 73 
Corpl Gauley_.......-. Bl 28 19 (i) 
Private Huntington. ... BL 31 23 85 
Seret Pratt. ........-.-+ ‘ . 28 29 31 88 
Corpl Chase -..-...-. | isGee sods 25 25 26 vo) 
Leut Andrews .....:..... a cone BO 29 31 90 
Private Welles. .......52:2s2.. se2seees 129 29 26 84 
@apt Thompson. ....-....- ... Say eed 81 22 84 
Sergt Baker...... eras eee bettie He ss 30 27 RY &4 
Gorpl MacMillan...;.:-.:- <:.2.5..+-:. 20 25 He “9 
Private Blatter.......... tha Searches eae 28 28 85 

: 342. 827 316 985 
State of Michigan (Sharps Rifle). 

Private Webster......-..-:-,--..-. «+ 30 26 28 84 
Capt Warfield..... re UL peer ket etit 26 18 QT (ee 
Private Monroe........ .ecceste pss ceees 31 23 26 &5 
Qa pi PAVelyen ep -peeat nae aderriae esa 28 30 23 81 
Private Bush........... by dhe xenicoreoe 29 29 26 84 
Private MeBwen ......:.0.eseeee eee BO 27 26 82 
Private Wolcott... 2... :s62+.22s2eee tees 26 eye 29 82 
Private McNaughton........ A £t HRS el 25 80 65 
Private Reynolds..........- Es yee 27 28 22 q7 
Private Hnos,....... Later eet Sees 31 22 78 
Taeut Manning...... ee ahr a as mee Seta 27 ays LaF 
Private Wilson...:-)-:...:+2--+---5+2+1-28 29 21 v8 

Bb) B28 293) 954 
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No, 11.—Jones Match, 200 and 500yds., for teams from First Division 
N. G.S. N, ¥,; six teams in all: 

Seventh Regiment. 
200yds. 500yds. Total, 

2311733 011: Se oer oe 444544429 5443 —| 57 
UDP 23 sets. le cee wos 5444444—29 §414555—33 62 

Greene cs... . 494444427 445454430 57 
Underwood.............. 4554455—82—117 4555455—33—124 65—241 

Twenty-third Regiment, 
200y7ds. 500yds. Total 

WDEPROKeSHWrere.. eee ae 8434445 —% 4244545—28 65 
PUINCR...\oncew ioe. poe nuk 5443534—28 235534527 55 
Sheppard......_ » eeu -- DH4534—29 4545554 —32 61 
Wiay, Mo 2e pei 22 ee, 4544444 —29 118 2555858—30—117 59—230 

Seventh Regiment Team No, 2, 
Richard <=..7.... 26 28 54 

a1 59 
30 i 

Melieweb:...... ee Ua ree ea i outlen Uieeeeor ye 
ae oS Twenty-third Regiment Team No. 2. 
Cie tier cs (ras ores Merete a teow tee 82 gd 
LTE (i i So ee eee 28 25 58 
CES TES ee olen a et eb te 30 CLOT ees 
Ktafty os. 3. vals os aeeeanudonse santas 25-111 29—116 64 — 227 

Seventh Regiment Team No. 3. 
PDIGHas ako as oe. ee Stee ay eee Af chee 28 28 56 
Buntlotineys roses iste san cade ties iO) 29 59 
1M avar oa (0) e 1 tess bes eee AMS § REI ASE pa 26 5) 
MLO Lae eo MER LEV Un eer Lh. aeons ett 29—111 8i1—114 60— 225. 

Twelfth Regiment Team. 
Sergt Kingsland 24 18 42 
Private Farrell. . . 2d 18 31 
Private Leach........ 29 22 51 
PIVEtS Brewers... ack ewn 25 10—68 35— 167 —99 

for militia of several States, 

200yds. 500yds. Total, 
Sergt Coulston .......,,...4545544444— 43 4445340555— 89 82 
Private Mountjoy...,.....4845435455— 42 4545454555— 46 85 
Corp Ganley.............. 4344544444 40 4455535548— 43 83 
Private Huntington.-.... 4554444454 — 43 5485555454— 46 88 
Sergi Pratt,,...... .......5455544544— 45 3545545455— 45 90 
Corp Ghase. iy 6.2 sec. 4444544455— 43 4455505555— 48 91 
Lieut Andrews .......... 5544445544 — 44 4536554455— 44 88 
Private Welles..... ...... 5453555444— 44 5255455554— 48 o2 
Capt Thompson .......... §464455455— 46 5584554555— 46 92 
Serft Bakers... .0... 02... 4444554544 — 43 4433445345— 39 82 
Oorp McMillan,........... 4445544054—- 43 82455585384— 39 82 
Private Blatter......... , 4434544554 — 42 4455455355— 45 87 

518 Dye 1045 
State of Michigan, 

se —" 200;ds. 500yds. Total 
Private Webstet...........0......08 2s 45 44 80 
GAPE WAT Cld lek Sica. ncudseelsteih 41 41 82 
ErivAteyMlOnroG:.uss--%5550-Ffale cde ces 4i 4) 90 
PGhPinW Lilet ust en tm be Nie. Aue ete 42 39 §1 
Duhpi Silva sob Allen cone betoonber BG 44 w 
Private MCB WED oo cciuestsleekecsbeeces 42 41 88 
Eriveipeayy OlCOLe. Sie auatlctes hess :40 44 84. 
Private Me€Natighton.............2...... 42 46 88 
Private Reynolds..... ...........0.... 1.39 a 74 
qn Va MOOSE Nea dete tier tsee sc che eet Oe 42 40 82 
feud, Manning ©). 242. 3) age. 2) 2.-.7-40 4h 8H 

Private WilSon...............:.....-..:;40—490 45—512 85—1002 
J State of New York. 

UE IGLOLEIRG tee SG acl Batu 1 CoA itera a SI 40 43 88 
Lockwood... .......+.-- Ap ee Ne 43 45 88 
ERO A ee ee ec eee ind 53559 8 ony anit ey! 40 40 80 
Brow eee Saat RH bf lowest bo 4f 43 $4 
iE gene EVO, Ai 2) ae; 41 BL 72 
IBIGKEtE. ee keene Norse! tater iets tek 41 46 By 
14} Lae peo errrise eae a ten rens emer 41 52 83 
PATS LCL eee eer t enn Mean ba aga 39 45 84 
“hag ayes TA eRe eee iecice eared ee en 43 41 84 
WRMOLASE. A few cap Piel sake cheer eek iG 42 43 85 
ILA To) eee ee eee ret ee eee eae 43 45 88 
ST et A AE NSE Ae ea a nen 40—494 44—508 84—1002 

No. 13.—Inter-State Long Range Mateh for club teams: small-bore 
rifles at long range. Walk-over for tha Amateur Club team: 

Amateur Rifle Club, N. ¥, 
J. W. Todd. 
900yds. 

455455555355050—61 
¥, H, Holton. 

525545554554444 6B 
W. W. DeForest, 

§54539445544583 64 

1M0yds. 
345455954454555—68—201 

554455558444553—66 — 198 

453504453550504—63 453405455453555—62—1 99 
H. P. O’ Neil. ; 

655524455434554—65 4552355 1345453562 545324553455543— 62—189 
No. 14.—New York State N. G. Match, for teams of N. Y. State 

militia, 200 and 500yds,; four teams contesting: 
Twenty-third Regiment. 

800yds. 
554555504555545—72, 

644550444554555—64 

200y7ds. 500yds. Total, 
IBrivate SOMME 4257 joe dec eos 40444 —16 84454—20 36 
Private Pickett... ..2.......0..00- oe 4345420 45435—21 41 
THN Ce RMI tele. to) cce lus seploee :'e 32435 —18 45555 —2. 42 
[Gy 0} OJ: ha (002 5 er 4444319 58445—21 40 
Serzt Kraft,.... ots GT SEE ene oe 5444320 44555—23 438 
HT VALCAS EO WAL. ls acres cee uses cele 85443 —19 54454 —22 41 
ster a A'S) htc ne , 44555—23 545556—24 47 
EnV ete ALObs os: @ sv soon eae cscs res 54442] 4345420 41 
AULETR MOS od oar = cae use c-os ee hese pep 4334418 45555—24 42 
LCT aESi ets) Qatea oh ee ae oe nasal 44454 —21 55554—24 45 
Lieut-Col Frothingham.,...,.. 53434—19 44354—20 39 
Capt De Forest... 2, oc s cece. ences ens 444442) 55545—24 44 

284 267 501 
Seventh Regiment. 

200yds. 500yds Total, 
PP RUAL CE MESCONVING fb ystereeia lt nyo nis oiaye mone xian Slats 17 28 40 
DGTP MGIC WEY 2 te ein ele ses ettee 16 19 55 
Sergt Munson... 1.2. ¢.2..,22.s02.0205 , 18 22 40 
LEAKS ee Bid} s aoe ery nets pene ek 20 2 41 

7 CormUnderwoods ..¢ 2-025 stn eee sve te 20 23 43 
Serst Greene... cpa. tog eceee sates 17 28 40 
WELarTMTOMSON Sete can taca cess 18 15 38 
serch Bartlet... Pe wont? 18 18 36 
REPET AOU PE. se Ney al ees bps Aten 20 24 44 
Corp Higeinsy teat sse tyes asptsa taste te 20 21 41 
Private Lockwood ....-. 6.66; -csene rise 18 24 42 
Here U RIGHAVAS yoo ese ene a kee ce 8—220 22—255 40— 475 

Fourteenth Regiment, 
Morp Corey) 247 terete ne ss ere et ed aed os 20 18 38 
Private Harney..-:..-.+..-... Rataes 19 22 41 
MOLDS aU sey peeap ae elecsee = pes ites mk 18 35 
Frivate Lacroix 22 41 
SRICTHANIZEU ei) em ganna saan eee wen oh eseius 23 39 
PenivanTeLMGoral ph J sect) eat tess ia ids 18 36 
SereztjAndergon,..+ 6) tic. ..--+--- ae 15 36 
Sergt Taylor...: 12 39 
Priyate Robinson... .... Abe bl b! 16 Bit) 
POOL EVETIW OG) -)-)-) yale iol a- clehefelalelaleistelalons} P 24 44 
sergt Jennings........ 2002 HaoOnth Ooi 15 18 33 
‘Capt Browe... ........ eeqea4gagaaadode 20--222 15—221 85— 443 

- Sixty-ninth Regiment. 
Lieut MeMorrow..... ...20..22.--+2 5 2 17 37 
Sereb Sbewarbe - a... see ciye, wyele cas ews 19 14 33 
VIPTDU at YEH ed Ns a a Baier re na Raters 15 11 26 
RSs Miia! reveee en one ewe ns eee Cee 19 20 39 
Ca aiMGGarhtiver, Wyte: sence eke ee 19 i6 35 
Piemigwrllaces tao ose ee Bes ts 20 11 3l 
Lieut Weonard,..,.--. 242.4 18 14 32 
Beremeanro lp ees ye ee eee 17 1g 30 
Private atmnegan. a2 so. ly peceensste 19 21 40 
ONG US Ferg 2he es ae Ae aS Se eee 21 18 39 
WORN OIA Seles Ge Ak oe Gaon ona ee 17 21 38 
EP PLVELLe rIWONLy, ee Sin ee a aoe ate +... AR—R16 ~ 7-183 19— 399 

No. 15,—First Division N, G. Match; teams from First Division N. G. 
S. N. Y,; three ieams in all: 

Seventh Regiment. 
200yds. 500yds Total. 

Lieut MeLewee........,2.....-.-... B4444— 19 a45b4— 49 
Sere PROMSOM 2.5 +2 b eee ee oee e 44454— 21 B4844— 18 39 
Private Merchant,.....-.- penhaee 45554 — 23 44435— 19 42 
Private Alder. ...... seers seta ees 2s 49544 — 22 5b545— 24 46 
Corp Underwood,....-......... 1... .44851— 20 84535— 20 40 
SE RSUE OS eter by eee en 44434— 19 46545— 23 42 
Sergt Young... . 45444— 21 43525— 19 Al) 
Glopnshite sins Me tL ee ccteas 84853— 18 43545— 21 89 
SBA SUL DSL LO Wi big ceegceey ae! te dotehs Peace on 50444— 17 55455— 24 41 
Beret Bartley eee Gehl aee 45354— 21 - 54455— 23 4a 
Private Spies...........,.. SSeS s rs 34343— 17 33545— 20 37 
Sergt Richard....-. mos GS3 tea 54445— 22 34554— 22 44 

nA 256 496 
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. Twelfth Regiment. 
200yds. 500yds. Total. 

Cupt Hagle........ .eehes wre Shape ees Ded 20 20 el} 
Sergt. Dolan... Sinstsdnce cen 21 22 43 
Beremenaith eal CC ll ie it 15 32 
IPRiVePeaedch: 2 your ee, Pay -. = 20) 15 35 
Bere u Gamards yo. cove ps casentee oe ceed cae 17 16 83 
Mneup Macaulay rcs. cece cece snes ali 16 33 
Private Fraser...-... ......... wy ta 18 16 34 
IPEIVALE TDCCWEN eel Qala lie) jie jas cee 14 14 23 
Berek WAHOUCY, i eo eestie eee ss octets 14 12 26 
Sergi eengsiand yy, y sy 19 a9 
REWHLCAeULZE Rens. Ue dyna cee ceene 18 21 39 
Captrwohovest ote. = Loot cs. ee P38—219 18—199 86— 418 

Sixty-ninth Regiment. 
Lieut MeMorrow............,2).....4... 20 18 38 
Sergt Stewart............ ... re ee Hope) 15 24 
Lieut Farrelly....... ... De. 7 eee ee 17 19 36 
Majo ELYeccN se eee ee Hh Cat Ce L 21 20 41 
Gapukkenigen eyek, ate, com eee ary 24 18 4Q 
Ad} Moran .......2..,.. pe Oe RN Mat ee 16 21 37 
Capt McCarthy........... eee an eee 18 20 38 
ReRiVeACG a oc pst Poe he) ee | 18 26 
SerehOarrolky we. vdecess Wasndes se aee § 17 25 
UTente GOT At) oye unset ecnane paves 12 18 a0 
Private Finnegan 21.20 20 43 
IPINW ALB SICCILy fg ne er coy ein ae oe 10—186 15—219 25—405 

No. 16 —Second Division N. G. Match; teams from Second Division 
N.G. 5, N, Y.; two teams in: 

Twenty-third Regiment. 
200yds, 500yds. Total. 

Private JOmere. 75 spats tos ot Aleve d44d4— 20 64555— 24 44 
Private Pickett, 0.65. ..c.eeesseee 45533— 20 55555— 265 45 
DIA ESD nod oto 012) 7h Ca a ae es oe 44344 — 19 55554— 24 43 
ORD OARI GG Ae: aves enews nea, 43458— 19 44434— 19 38 
OOK ues brace seit marr eee . .48424— 17 34354— 19 36 
BrivA hi PROW irre ices psi oon eS , 84845— 19 25452— 18 37 
ELE OW VOLS ee. sume ructeas detec <ees 44445— 21 33555 — 23 44 
Private Elliott. .... .......4.+2 ens 44544— 21 53443— 19 40 
TL ETR ROC Deepen SE pe ano toot , 445384— 20 45555— 24 44 
Lieut Shepherd,........... +.. ,--- d4544— 21 5ba84— 22 43 
Lieut-Col Frothingham............. 44444— 20 543854— 20 40 
Capt De Forest... ....-5:.,ss.--.05, 34444— 19 34555— 22 41 

236 260 495 
Fourteenth Regiment, 

200yds. 500yds. Total. 
(Opp WOle ye eyelet ree eee: as baee ee 19 14 33 
PEEVR UR YH AETIOY reef. eebederee ye ste nelol 21 43 
COLPAD Aya Ca Lek. Le ahitklreacete cre e 19 37 
IRtivalteqacreOhen eerie beehbi cools 17 a8 
ULATED FUP TS lal Rosier gd AMAA hE BRAN 14 30 
IPCEVALEDIOONOS 34 tcluinde.: «ct eajati =. tee 18 34 
jelerwedn “uaKCkses(a) sherry! BARS) ear Es rea 28 42 
rofeiieg inal Wendl Oli aan 2) SASS BSEENoooe ¢ Once 10 23 
Privitte: KOiMMSONe gh js5 2c oon t oe ne: 12 30 
(WOGPIHICTLWOOU. sos iacecnn Bose es ties 19 56 
Sergt Jennings...,................. 19 37 
GapesBroye re Haee rele tismes ke pete 19—205 37— 420 

No. 17.—Junior National Guardsmen’s Match for snilitiamen who 
have never won an open-air shooting prize; 100 and 300yds.; Reming- 
ton rifle; 82 entries; 

F 300yds. 
FS Kennedy, 7th Regt,....-...,,....00565- 55555—25—48 
BR Meserole. 47th Regt... .. 12.4 +t- nee 45455—23—47 
FA Wells, 26d Rezt_.... 55535—23 47 
A M Prentiss, 7th Regt 55555 — 25 —46 

No, 18.—Latlin & Rand Powder Co. Match; open to army and militia 
members; military rifle} 1 point to Remington’s 50-caliber; 32 entries: 

(Score will be given next week.) 

No, 19.—Skirmishers’ Match; teams of six at varying distances; 
fourteen regular teams and one militia team in match: 
*Second Artillery—Sergts. Davis, Whitehead and Kelly, Corpl. 

Blaisdell, Privates Baker and Van Buskirk, Twenty-six bullseyes. 
34 centers, 19 inners, 36 outers, total 395. 
Fourth Artillery Team—Lieuts. Anderson and Miller, Corpls. 

Stamford, Collins and Huddleson, Private Crauley. Twenty-eight 
bullseyes, 27 centers, 30 inners, 23 outers, total 384, 
Twenty-third Infantry—375. 
Twelfth Infantry 360, Fourth Artillery 358, Engineer Battalion 357, 

Fifth Artillery 351, Second Artillery 332, Fifth Artillery 3i6, Engineer 
Battalion 313, Twelfth Infantry 304, Third Artillery 291, Third Artil- 
lery 267, Thirteenth Regiment, N. G. S. N. Y. 265, Twenty-third 
Infantry 219. 
*Score disallowed because of erasures on score card. 

THOMASTON, Conn., Sept. 18.—The weather conditions at Bridge- 
moor range to-day were alternate sunshine and shadow, with a 
strong 4 o'clock wind blowing across the range at times, the result 
being rather poor shooting: 
GP UN ODE Ne pates ciel tee ee ea kA ee 71110101211 710 9 10~—S7 
CEERALIMN ES: Meee aie te eee tees 8 9 71210111210 7 10—96 
GEA Germmon 22a sneer erence -nsal 12 7 811111110 710 9—96 
Gat Walliams? Sirs oes el ers 71271 91012 810 9 Y—95 
By Carn. 22.22 eee. scarce eee SS Siet” 7999 90) 7 10-91 
W H Dunbar........ beNee RES ene ee 611 9 917 1000 9 8971 
GC Gilbert rua as. wee cuneee teen e ee 12212 ¢ 7 6 8 91110 99! 
BredeaAsPerking s, obese sues setae 6 8 9 911 8 9 9 9 10—90 
E Thomas : SRL cktn Gaba ate: 4121010 611 91010 8—90 
Jad Was Sted eer ope ee AAS He LHe be Ss bt 9) ie OHO Ae 90875 

FRED A. l'ERKINS. 

BOSTON, Sept. 13.—The fine autumn weather lo-day drew a good 
number of riflemen at the Walnut Hill range. There was a strong, 
puffy northwest wind blowing throughout the day, which proved 
troublesoine to the shooters. Members of the Press Rifle Club and 
military marksmen were present during the day. The score: 

‘ Practice Match. 
A Baw....2.2.3. ++. .4455454584—45 J R Carmichael.....5484844548—39 
© HM Barnes... .:. 5544445355—44 © W Hodgdon....... 5433435344—38 
AB Thompson ..,.5544444445 -43 OR Jones...........3482455443 37 
S Merrill,... . ....4484445545—42 J EH Hall (mil.)....... 4433532352—32 

| J MSamniels.....-.. 444555444342 RE Rogers (mil), .. .2038285543—30 
Rest Match. 

Salem Wilder................. TO 10; 107 9° 695 107 106% 10) T0==S5. 
PES VIVEStEL N49 elds co deeds 8 9) §8 10) 10.7 9) 10810. 10—97 
4 CIDP WT oe Rn enn 9 9 o 9° FOP 10> 9) 10-9) “9—91 
APES OM ELON f.)-j-ne -ecstne) mS <]elete =o fh A alte TE ae Ee ality Seeeerl 

DENVER, Col., Aug. 31.—A reception was accorded Mr, W. M, Far- 
row, the rifie shot, at the range to-day by Company H rifle team and 
others of the Colorado National Guard. The day was not well calcu- 
lated for fine shooting, as the glaring sun and the intense radiation in 
front of the target made it extremely difficult to find the dancing 
bullseye through the sights. Theteam were armed with their Sharps 
tnilitary rifles and hoped to giye the champion a close contest. The 
following are the scores of the first round of 10 shots each: 
Capt Farrow....,...544554555446 A W Peterson....... 5545544345—44 
J M Anderson,...,..8484544554—41 TStone,............, 4445544444 43 
W M Anderson...... 444445544442 AG Schaefer...._... 35545444434] 
GW Lower: .....-..: 444445354441 OJ Kelly......... 2. 345444444440 
At the cdnclusion of the string it was suggested that as Capt. Far- 

row was using peep and globe sights that the regular handican of two 
points should be allowed to the military sights and be added to each 
score. This the champion agreed to and another string was shot, the 
Captain not cleaning after each shot, which is always done at Creed- 
moor when handicap is allowed the military rifles, The following is 
the score, same distance : 
Capt Farrow... ... 44555545455—46 GW Lower......... 454545533843—44 
Stone weak. 5435544444242 A W Peterson....., §4453443542—41 
W M Anderson..... 34443585442—41 

NaVADA-ys. CALIFORNIA.—The rival teams are hard at work in 
practice. On the 3ist ult. the shooting of the Nevada men at Carson 
and Virginia City was a very fine average: 

; ates. 500y ds. Th 200yds. anys TL 
Burke ......-. 49 Cameron ........ 44 4. &8 
Thaxter 46 93 Qhatelain ...... 42 44 86 
Galusha 68 2 Parker s 44 86 
Qowing.......:.. AT 91 Slocomb 43 86 
Lond. yee: 48 $9 Wright 45 84 
BOTBCS.i 2225.24. 47 90 Crawford 48 84 
Cheney, ...---..: 47 89 Alley... 40 B2 
Little. .... 3 46 89 Laing. 40 §2 
Saffell......... 44 89 Duanne........... 42 38 80 
Hatrrington...... 42 47 9 (i 8 
Avyerage—For 10 men, 90%; 18, 90; the entire 25 men, 871-5. ‘The 

Carson Tribune claims that this ‘eclipses anything ever recorded in 
the United States,” and adds: ‘The shooting is vonsidered all the 
more remarkable from the fact that all were tirst scores. Ten men 
from one company—the Carson Guard—made a total of 8$1, beating 
the record made by the Nevada team lash year in the inter State 
match by 8 points. Our citizens feel greatly elated over yesterday’s 
work, aud haye every reason to hope that victory will again perch 
upon the banner of the Nevada team this year,” 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

PHILADELPHIA INTERSTATE TOURNAMENT,—Programme of 
Inter-State Clay-Pigeon Tournament, under management of Provi- 
sional Executive Committee of proposed Middle States’ Clay-Pizeon 
League, to be held at Echo Park, Philadelphia, Pa., Oct, 9.10 and 11, 
1684, Daily managers (assisted by Committee and J. B. Bloom, Presi- 
dent Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Company). First day, Girard Gun Club; 
second day, Norristown Gun Club: third day, South End Gun Cinb. 
Rules—Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Rules to govern. Money to be divided 
60, 80 and 10 per cent. Tiesim singles to be miss and out; doubles, 
one pair. Entries to close with firing of first gun in each event. 
Clubs will go ®& score in order of entering. Im team matches each 
contestant will shoot up his number of birds before leaving the score. 
Price of birds, 5 cents each. If team contests are not concluded on 
the day fixed, they will be adjourned until 1:3) P. M. on the following 
day, First Day, Oct. 9. Mateb 1.—Individual championship, entrance 
$5, 7 singles, 18yds. rise; winner also to receive a donated prize. 
Match 2.—Individual match, entrance $5, 5 singles, 2lyds. rise; break 
with second barrel to count one-half. Match 3.—Inter State team 
championship, teams of 5, entrance $10, 10 singles. 18yds. rise. Special 
prize for best individual score. Second Day, Oct. 10, Match 4.—TIndi- 
vidual match, entrance $5, 7 singles, 18yds. rise. Match 5.—Teams of 
two, entrance $4, 3 singies, 8 doubles, 2lyds. rise. Match 6.—Team 
championship contest, teams of ten, entrance $10, 5 singles. i8yds. 
rise, Third Day, Oct. 11, Match 7--Individual championship at 
double birds. entrance $5, 5 doubles, 18yds. rise. Match §.—Imitation 
field shooting match, entrance $3, 3 singles, 2 doubles. limit 21yds. 
rise. Match 9.—Consoiation contest, entrance $3,7 singles, 18yds. 
rise, break with second barrel to count one-half. Match 10.—Donated 
prizes, entrance free, 7 singles, 2lyds. rise. It was decided to hoid a 
meeting on the first evening of the tournament, Oct. 9, for the pur- 
pose of forming the Middle States’ Clay-Pigeon League. The next 
meeting of the Executive Committee will be held on Thursday eyen- 
ing, Sept. 25, at Tie Item office. 

POUGHKEEPSIE, Sept. 9.—Glass ball match at the Poughkeepsie 
Driving Park for four prizes given by the EH. N. Howell Social Club, on 
their annual picnic and day of athletic sports. The conditions of the 
mateh were lSyds. rise. and5 single balis rotary and 3 pair straight- 
away. Card’s trap: 

Single. Double. pos Single. Double, phat 
Godinez.... 5 ay Wakeman., 3 3 
Beigel...... 3 6 8 Leary.....- 3 6 
Decker 4 4 8 Kunkel,..., 3 3 6 
Olear....... z 6 8 MeDonald.. 2 3 5 
Condit ..... 2 5 ( SBennet..... 1 1 « 2 
Baxter 4 3 va 
On shooting off the ties of 8, Beigel tovk second, Decker third, and 

Clear fourth. 

TRENTON, N. J., Sept. 11—Regular monthly shoot of the Trenton 
Gun Club, 20 glass balls. 18yds. rise, Card rotary trap, screened: 
JM Allen 11111111111111111111—20 J Evens... .01111101011011101100.13 
W Mickel. .10111011111111110111—17 © Nealé.. .01001110110001101111—i2 
@H Allen.01101101111111111111—17 Stradling.11111011101111101111-17 
AS Leigh..11011101111111110100—15  W Polano .1100000110110i1w, — & 
H Loveless01101111111111111000—15 Hutchinson0111101111111w, —ii 
J Dumont .00110111111110110011—14 

Shoot at 10 clay-pigeons, 18yds., trap screened: 
JM Allen 2.235542) 0-3. 1100111101—8 J Stradling ......... 0111010111—7 
J Dumont,........... 1101111110-8 Wm Mickel..... . ..1100101101—6 
GH Allen.. ..1111010111—8 V Hutchinson........ 1110101100—6 
J Byens:: ..< .-.1111101001—? Wm Poland.......... 0110111000—5 
GiNea ley, © ents 0111111100—7 A S$ Leigh............ O00llw. —2 

LOCKPORT, N. Y., Sept. 12.—The ninth of the series of twelve 
shoots, held under the management of the Target Ball and Ball Pig- 
eon Company—limited—took place on the Fair Grounds, yesterday 
afternoon. Sportsmen from Buffalo, Rochester, Niagara Falls and 
Lasalle, were present. These contests attract considerable attention 
from the fact that the new “‘pigeon’’ manufactured by the above 
cow pany, is introduced in these matches. 
Ten target ball, four muneys: 

Yards 
EM GO UY stots al dates Stole Pps wade a atcee Pah 24 1111010111—8 
DEWGUL 8 oe Hoe alee we pg get st ue sorte att ane 20 01,000000i1—2 
1S SLO Pele cag A ee eee eS eet Ne ol pe ee ec ee os 20 0011110110—6 
GEG adyeetetete otta cee ae tent Ren ei on neta eee 23 0101111101—7 
POW ARG ees bee eh tee haves sels\caa nye solace bite See 1111111101. 9 
Barker. 020 ee ies: Se Bey a dees 21 1111000010—5 
(REGATIR FIN As foes es Tee esate ne ete so hemes leeateee Bi 00C0110171—5 
BRET ig eee te rare ol pn Poe Aare te 2 18 1111000111—7 

In shooting ties G. Moody 

Yards 
BNUNHEL! seca. Hele Lee eee Mle see linn Hee Ree 18 0110010101— 5 
GNCANG ass hoa) ania ee tteate oecletiss law aas slate hate helen 20 1111111111—10 
BE it2 8 or ABGEO oro Bp Goricoreernick UO dD 006 ai Sian 4 aL 1000011110— 5 
ETO WAT ca ep teii tee as cle Glo allie Sitare fe elede ee fe fede taas 20 1101011110— 7 
(ESA WAGTOTS Nae Arps hee ab BORO ODORE Ib bs sObO Ee Res ates; 1001117111— § 
DB ICzIH 0) Soaks Se ay AeA IR BARAS OG SAA OK ar Be oe Cea See 20 1011110111— & 
OWLS pene eee SRE May eee eens 20 1111100010— 6 
LOOT OL Nye eet Aceh B OR otek Sb ae we 2A 611110010i— _ 6 
Mie lSieita, Se ererisg oo ie co (oup ER ein LE, 5 19 0111010000— 4 
Smith? & ese Vek SAAR LOSS APE N EtPaeg) S 24 1111101011— 8 
Greene first, Moody and Smith divided second, Howard third, Jew- 

ett and Moody divided fourth. 
Ten ball pigeons, four moneys: 

Yards 
STATI re ent At ic pd tangs os treba cee aig ge sp edie =” 24 1010110011 —6 
MGV EI esse ele ose eae uer es Ane beoae psa eee 22 1110100011—6 
TORN OYae BBO corr eee ae eee Se gaa Seams p27 1101110111—8 
OF eve are erect eee eect ee te RS em ee 20 1101011011—7 
JES CET SiS eer a eee cnt ee PG Se ths het ae 20s 1011010100—5 
TSW Diderot etc pre ante ters te ae bee nate eee ae 20 1111110101—8 
ESTATE aie Cree Nee eee ba tae Sth eae Sees ec a 18 0011110110—f 
EWGISH GT co pe sete ath Set dots SOM) ee ate thd toate ay avacetol 18 0100111100—6 
(GRURETSTE Ne hy gees eer on eh en acCOd ee sedition 23 0111111011—8 
ET Ory en Te Ceseg nee fates Mera ST oer cote sane achat erinces ib axe arte 20 1111111110—9 
Howard first, E, Moody, G. Moody and Jewett divided second, 

Greene third, On ties Smith and Moyer divided fourth. 
The next contest was for the championskip and an elegant badge, 

valued at $50, which will be awarded to the one winning it the 
greatest number of times during the series. 
Twenty bal! pigeons: ’ 

FAG WATS x: cence Ae eres, 3 ote ehearewy reece es 1100101101 1111111000—13 
SHAVING Alene asoy Rees tee Pee OF ee et + ped eel O170101111 0001711110—12 
GeMioodiy7 ees he bee eeteny Pee ae | 1411111011 °0111111101—17 

1101101001—15 WINS a Bok BO MEb EE Bel oRpor O35, HadabS do 1101111411 
ADEN KOTO NS 5 GAs Ie ee been Hae beRepe oS 0611101000 0011110110—10 
Barker. .....2.0....- --. 0011010111 0110311010—17 
Tete aA bees BEB: Sh. SOb UEC ECE EOD) “Oeerep” 0111110011 1111100101—14 
ERDGINE. 440, Gio Seadnet cnet searipc toasts 4A AL 1101411411 1711010111—17 
(GAEL aes PEA BBOE Bue BoC OBL EC OAGOL EGR OEE GAEL 0111110111 =1111111111—19 
IBTIMICIA CL ULGELLEOLEhe PEt OeE EL Pies Lt ane 1111601010 1011111001—18 
VWGISheInn hora mtl Poort berry bower Elan 1101101001 at 
» Jewett took first. 
Five double risés. one ball and one pigeon: 

Ei Moody.......... 10 10 11 11 10—7 GMoody......... 4) 11 11 01 10-7 
Howard... ...... 11 O01 11 01 10—7 Barker........... 1i 11 00 10 11-7 
Jeweti...........- 00 00 01 00 10—2 Pieree............ 10 11 11 10 10—7 
Smibh es, loess 11 11 11 10 11—9 
Smith first, in shooting ties Baker took second, Jewett third. 
Ten target balls: 

[Bamicemenues. placed 1114111110—9 Jewett _............. 0117001110 —6 
IBSVIOOO We J. no soaks 0110001111—6 Howard...,....... _..1100111110—7 
Harri doris — pg Berea TUN IALOI 8 AEVeey. oon pees 1011011101—7 
GhWoody. secesss cone EAA IO sScothae eo SN ee 1011111111—9 
On the ties Barker took first, Howard and Pierce divided second, 

Jewett and Moody divided third. 

MERIDEN, Conn, Sept. 15.—The State clay-pigeon shoot for the 
individual and team medal was held at Bridgeport, Wednesday, Sept. 
10. The following teams of 4 men from each club shot at 100 clays 
each team: Bridgeport (Waldemere) 88, Meriden (Parker) 85, Windsor 
(Spencer) 62, New Haven 80, Westport 76, Milford 60, By consent of 
the Waldemere Club, who haye won the medal four times, the next 
shoot will be at Milford, Oct. 8. On the indiyidual medal, Birdsey and 
Folsom tied on 46 out of 50, and in shooting oif tie Folsom wonand 
carried the medal to Windsor, where it will be shot for again Sepé. 24, 

WBIGHTSVILLE GUN CLUB.—Wrightsville, Pa., Sept, 11.—Hight 
members of the newly organized gun club of this place met to-day 
for their first shoot. Quite a numberof the members are splendid 
field shots, but their néver having shot at balls before accounts fo 
the poor score below. Yet we are not discouraged, and I think ou 
future scores will attest that we can learn: 
DBedierj tse Se: 1000100000—3 § Kocher__.......,,.. 00100001G0—2 
5S Wilton......... ...001001000I—3 W Drenning ..,......00010001w—2 
A Krueger... ,.-.-,..C01000v010—2 H Beidler._.,........- GOL0010000—1 

RAZOR. 
THE NEW JERSEY TOURNAMENT is in progess and wili be con- 

tinued to-day and to-morrow. To reach the shooting grounds go to 
Marion station, 
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FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht elubs will please send early notice of pro- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Sept. i8.—Race for Catamarans, New York Bay. 
Sept. 19.—Knickerbocker Y. C.. Fall Regatta. 
Sept, 23.—Lyun Y, C., Third Championship Match. 
Sept. 24._Sweepstake Race, New York Bay. 
Sept. 27— West Lynn Y. C., Second Championship Match. 
Sept. 28.—Quaker City ¥. C., Reyiew and Harbor Cruise. 
Oct. 2.—New Jersey Y, C., Fall Matches. 
Oet. 5.—Quaker City Y. C., Closing Review and Cruise. 

QUINCY Y. C.. REGATTA, SEPT. 11. 

f Risse wind was very light during the afternoon, but at the finish of 
the race came a squall which troubled all the boats, leaving the 

Erin disabled. The summary is as follows: 
FIRST CLASS. 

; Length, Actual. Corrected. 
Queen Mab, E. B. Burwell............. 22.08 316 15 2 48 25 
Erin, John Cavanaugh..........-..... 26.68 317 80 2 58 14 

SECOND CLASS. 
Wildfire, H. A. Keith...........2...... 18.01 3 60 40 2 30 17 
Pet. J. W. McFarland.........--..--... 20.01 8 02 05 2 84 O1 
Spray, OH. M, Paxon,...5.......0-.4....- 19 04 Not taken, 

THIRD CLASS. 
Mirage, A. J. Clark, .............. ap iibas 17.10 2 41 00 215 54 
Elsie, C. H. Hardwick........ .-...-.5. 16.09 2 48 10 221 54 
VAP} (A Ge ah iin MLLER) & 0) tye era deep oe De . 16.09 2 50710 228 54 
The judges were George A, Ordway, BH, W. Underwood, P. H. Gavin 

and BE, A, Perry. 

HULL Y. C., SEPT. 18. 

HE second amd fifth classes of the Hull Y. C. sailed on Saturday 
to settle the ownership of the pennants.- The wind blew heavily 

from the northwest, increasing during therace. The yachts started 
at. 2 P.M. over a course of eleven miles, Transit and Banneret in the 
second class and Viva, Spray and Kismet in the fifth. Bannrret lost 
the jaws of her gaff, and Transit met with an accident as well, but 
the latter led over the course. ‘The fifth class started at 2:50 P. M., 
Viva over first, with Spray second and Kismet last, keeping this order 
to the close. The times were: 

SECOND CLASS KEELS. 
Actual. Corrected. 
1 56 06 1 22 5916 
2 01 32 1 26 2884 

A FIFTH CLASS. 
erie wlery MENS Re lee eine nie 19.06 1 28 58 1 O01 33 
Spray, H. M. Waxon .....-...-.d.-045 18 10 1 30°32 1 02 2314 
Hismet oe: MW Curtis: . 5. se 2-3. +2 18.11 1 34 20 1 06 17 
A private match for $25 a side, course seven miles, was also sailed 

between the Spider and the Hornet, the latter winning m 11:25, with 
Spider 2min. 22sec. behind. The judges were Messrs, Harrington, 
Kiley, Miller and Griffin, The Seabird has been sold by Mr. Forbush. 
She has won, under his ownership, twenty-three prizes out of twen- 
ty-five starts. 

BEVERLY Y. C. 97th REGATTA. 
re Beyerly Y. C, will sail a special match on Saturday, Sept. 20, 

at Nahant, open to yachts of the Dorchester Y. C. The races 
will be sailed under the rules of the New Hneland Yacht Racing As- 
sociation; allowance being based on length on waterline plus one- 
fifth overnang aft, but classification will be based on waterline alone, 
Prizes will be awarded in each class. A‘second prize will be given, 
provided more than two boats start. Incaseof unfavorable weather, 
the regatta will be sailed the following Monday. A one-gun flying 
start will be used: yachts will cross the line between the judges’ 
yacht and astakeboat moored off Old Steamboat Wharf. Yachts 
are requested to carry their private signals atthe peak. Yachts over 
91ft. and not over 30ft. waterline, to form first class; over 17ft. and 
not over 2ift., the second class. Schooners in first class to race at 34 
of the actual sailmg length. A special prize for second class keels 
wil] be offered, provided two boats start; if only one starts, center- 
boards and keels to race ingame class. In first class, schooners to 
carry mainsail. foresail, forestaysail, jib, fying jib, jibtopsail, main- 
toprmaststaysail, gafftopsails and spinnaker. Cutters and sloops to 
carry mainsail, forestaysail, jib, flying jib, jibtopsail, topsails and 
spinnaker. One man will be allowed for every 5ft. sailing length and 
{fractional part thereof. In second and third classes, sloops and cut- 
ters may Carry mainsail, forestaysail, jib and fiymg jib; catboats, 
mainsail only. No trimming by dead weight or change of ballast al 
lowed during the race. Race must be made by one boat in first class 
at the rate of 214 miles an hour; in second and third classes, at the 
rate of 214 miles an hour. The rule requiring yachts to be sailed by 
metbers of the club will be waived for this race, Yachts belonging 
to B. Y. C. can appear atthe start as usual without previous entry, 
Yachts belonging to Dorchester Y, UC. must enter by 2 P. M,, Friday, 
Sept. 19, ab the offige of W. Lloyd Jeffries, 78 Devonshire street. Bos- 
ton, giving name, rig. name of owner, length on waterline, overhang 
ait, and deseription of private signal, AS soon as the courses are 
Ee sat on, rae flags bearing their number will he displayed on the 
judges’ yacht. = i : 
: Chirsed for First Class.—No. 1. From judges’ yacht, off old steam- 
boat wharf, leaving Pog buoy, off the Graves, on starboard hand, red 
Rr iF a Ans 5 h ¥ Senco i ES or te ee. i l 

J 

CUTTER. 

buoy No. 2, off Winthrop Head, on starboard hand. to judges’ yacht, 
1014 miles. No. 2. From judges’ yacht, leaving red buoy No. 2, off 
Winthrop Head. on port hand, Fog buoy. off the Graves, on port 
hand, to judges yacht, 1044 miles, 
Courses for Second and Third Classes.—From judges’ yacht, leaving 

red buoy No. 2, off Winthrop Head, ou starboard hand, to judges’ 
yacht. 7 miles, No, 4, From judges’ yacht, leaving Fog buoy, off the 
Graves, on starboard hand, to judges’ yacht. 7 miles. 
Regatta Committee—Ceo. H. Richards, chairman; Gordon Dexter, 

Geo, B. Inches, John Dane, W. Lloyd Jeffries, secretary. 

BOSTON Y. C. THIRD CHAMPIONSHIP RACES, 

[ped Saturday was a glorious day for yachting in Boston. A 
strong northwest wind and cool weather after the intense heat 

of the early part of the week. At noon there was a prospect of rain, 
but it soon cleared away. The prizes to be sailed for were, for yachts 
of or over 33ft , the Connor championship cup, besides a second prize 
of $20 and a third prize of $20, besides a silk flag to each yacht going 
over the course In the second elass, all under 33ft., besides the Pfaff 
cup, were two of $20 and $20 for second and third yachts, and flags 
for all who completed the course. Schooners received an allowance 
for the windward part of the course, sailing at four-fifths of their ton- 
nage. 
The courses were from off the clnb house through the Narrows, 

leaving Spectacle Island, Nix’s Mate bell buoy, Galloupe’s Island, 
George’s Island on starboard, Sound Point Beacon on port, Toddy 
Rocks and Point Allerton Buoy on starboard, Harding’s bell boat, 
whistling buoy off the Graves, Egg Rock and Ram Head Buoy on the 
port, Fawn Bar buoys on the starboard, Sound Point Beacon on star- 
board, to the judges’ boat, passing between it and the flagboat, and 
from off the club house through the Narrows, leaving Spectacle 
Island, Nix’s Mate bell buoy, Galloupe’s Island, George’s Island and 
Point Allerton Buoy on the starboard, sound Point Beacon on the 
port, Harding’s bell buoy on the port, Point Allerton Buoy on the 
port through the Narrows, leaving George’s Island, Galloupe’s Island, 
Nix’s Mate bell buoy on the port, Sound Point Beacon on the star- 
board, to the judges’ boat. passing between it and the flagboat, dis- 
tances of 25 and 16 miles respectively. 
At 12 M. the preparatory signal was given, and at 12:30 that for the 

start. After the start Adrienne took the lead and kept it, Edna lead- 
ing the second class. On the last lee Brenda and Undine were haying 
a duelfor second place, when the latter lost her topmast aud fell be- 
hind, although she still made good speed. Below is the summary: 

FIRST CLASS. 
ength. Actual Corrected. 

ACGTIGHNE wi ebtatty sls deb eva eth 64.02 3 45 15 3 16 00 
Shadow, D. J. Bryant.........-.. ..-.. 34,06 4 16 46 317 23 
Wndines BD eaniah ies wetlare rs rere tries 50.09 4 00 18 8 23 13 
Tempest, H. F. Whittler............... 56.09 4 05 20 3 29 36 
Brenda, J. H. Abbott... .............. 63.05 4 00 10 8 30 15 
Clytie. F. Cunningham.........,...... 34.09 4 30 52 3 382 05 
DEAT ETEY WS LEA CCR TE ae ta ie os bo 36.11 4 38 54 343 44 

TM GTB Ac.) B's SOUIDLUEL | yn, nony ie ject =e eaaahes 28.0) 2 31 55 1 46 13 
Eva, Daniel Sargent. 2 2 47 14 1 57 85 
Kitty, E. H. Tarbell...... ; 2 58 31 2 03 40 
Saracen, W. P. Fowle 2 56 44 2 03 46 
Alda, W. H. Wilkinson.... .........-- 24.01 2 57 11 2 04 18 
Folly, Joel F. Sheppard................ 27.01 2 55 31 2 07 389 
WehoseBe Me Pitman, Jin, oe 2: Be ee ster 25.04 3 09 44 216 01 
Tomes Ol, WHS a Bet reyes eee Lidn’t return. 
Adrienne wins the Connor Cup for the second time, Shadow takes 

second prize and Undine third prize. Edna takes the Pfaff Cup, Eva 
second and Kitty third. Each cup must be won three times to be re- 
tained. The first races last year were won by Shadow and Frolic, 
The second races this year were won by Adrienne and Seabird. Both 
Seabird and Frolic, being out of the club, have forfeited their claim 
to the prize, Adrienne has but one more victory'to take the Connor 
Cup. This race about finishes the season of the Boston Y, C. 

THE CARMELITA. 
4 RRS new schooner, now building at Driscoll’s yard at Greenpoint, 

has a Jong trial trip before her, as she is to sail around to San 
Francisco when completed, her owner, Mr. J. V. Coleman, being a 
resident of that city. That she will astonish the yachtsmen of the 
Pacific coast is very certain, as she is as different from the few New 
York boats now in their waters as she can well be, while she differs 
no less from the type of yachts evolved by the local builders. In 
model, proportions of beam and depth, in ballast and rig, she is the 
opposite of her future competitors, Lurline, Casca, Halcyon, Chispa, 
Nellie and the sloops, and we shall watch with great interest the 
transfer of the field of battle between the types from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific coast. sf 
The Carmelita is 79ft. 101gins. over all, 65ft. on waterline, 16ft. din. 

extreme beam, 10ft. craft, with 8ft. of freeboard. She will earry a 
mainmast of 46ft. Gin. deck to hounds, with 5fb. Gin. masthead and 
topmast of 30ft. 6in, fid to truck, the foremast being 44ft. head 5ft. 
6in. and topmast 27ft. Gin. The main boom is 47ft.. gaff 26ft., fore- 
poom 20ft., gaff 19ft. 6in The bowsprit is 12ft. outboard, jibboom 
28ft. over all and 16ft, outboard. : “id es 
The frame is of white oak, the keel moulding 10/gin. and siding 20in. 

stem siding 7in, and sternpost 8in,, tapering to 4in. at heel. The 
frames at the bow are of hackmatack in single lengths, and amid- 
pbing of white oak, double sawn, sided wen, nroulded Gin. at heels 
and 8in. at heads, the top timbers being of locust 3)gin at deck. The 
floor’ timbers are of hackmatack knees sided 4tsins., and doubled 
bolted to the keel, with galvanized iron bolts, besides the compositi u 
keel bolts. The frames are spaced 20in. centers, The keelson is 

tie 

yellow pine in one length, 8x fins, shelf also of yellow pine bx bins.’ 
é 
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tapering to 3x3. Clamps 2x6in. Deckbeams5x5in. Parmer beams 
5x6in., with 4in. hanging knees at each beam. The ceiling is of 2in, 
yellow pine, floor beams 3lZins. square, wales of white oak, 34¢x 
2l4ins., planking of white oak, 2 to 244ins. The deck will be laid of 
white pine 244in, square. 
The Carmelita was designed by Mr. A. Cary Smith of New York, 

and is building under his supervision. She will be the first of Mr. 
Smith’s boats in Pacific waters, but from her appearance we believe 
she will make his name as favorably known there as Mischief has in 
New York, and Harbinger and Fortuna in Boston. It is expected 
that she will be ready to sail late in October. Later on we shall give 
a description of her interior arrangements. 

YACHT RACING AT TORONTO. 

Seen guardians of the winds were very unkind to the yachtsmen of 
the Royal Canadian and Toronto clubs last week, as for several 

days they had nothing but calms for theirraces. On Saturday, Sept, 
6. the date set for the R. ©. Y. C. races on Toronto Bay, all the fleet 
were ready but there wasno wind, Both classes were started, out 
neither finished in the calm. During the race a heavy squall struck 
the fleet but didno damage, and after it passed there was not wind 
enough to finish. Im the evening the club gave an entertainment at 
their club house. - 

On Monday and Tuesday the weather was the same, but on Wednes- 
day the second class yachts were started at 11 A. M.,, Iolanthe first, 
Emma second, Surprise third. The wind was very light all day, the 
yachts carrying all canvas. When near the finish, at evening, a very 
heavy squall struck the racers, driving Surprise and Emma out into 
the lake, and they were unable for a long time to work in; but Iolan- 
the was more fortunate, being far enough in to work up to her moor- 
ings. Emma takes the Cosgrove cup and $30 cash, being the only 
Toronto yachtin. Iolanthe takes a cash prize of $100 im R. C. and $60 
T. Y. C. prize. On Wednesday the weather changed, a brisk north- 
wester giving the long-desired opportunity to the yachtsmen, 
The entries were: 

Waterline. Beam. Draft. 
ING S fem FLARE) dts Hse ie nt acer aa kee 55.00 11,08 8.08 
Verve, Cutters cen... ogee cceew ss ase yet 36,00 feilil 6.09 
Oriole, schooner (GC. D.)..-..--.-+2-00es eee es 67.00 18 02 5.03 
Aba amide Sl OG Pa WUe)sn eens stan | sedemisesre ders 64 00 19.00 5 10 
Cygnet, sloop (¢. b.).....-. inh SERS Sen S 2 42.00 15.06 4.00 
Condor, sloop (keel) ........ Se ae ee 38.00 13.08 7 00 
The course was about 35 miles, from the eastward of a line drawn 

from the wharf at the Exnibition Grounds to the judges’ boat, thence 
keeping the judges’ boat to port, to buoy No. 5 in the lake, and so on 
twice round the triangle and finisbing opposite the club house, keep- 
ing et Buys to port, except club house buoy, which must be kept to 
starboard. : 
The start was made at 10:80. the times of crossing being: 

OPO cete hosts el entckns LOLS Lt 5 - "Atanas, eee eens 10.32 35 
PR ETS cele ese cere ete eretatoe 10:31-40, Condantes fh een sadae ras 10 32 50 
ETO ane Jaber nee eine Iva) bb: Gyenety pes tee een ners 10 33. 45. 

Spinakers were set for the run to south buoy, Verve getting hers 
out smartly. The bell buoy was turned as follows: 
MO PIDICT meee ache deperdrinrd cae welts TY 240 Cy eieh. itu ya see cree ea ese 11 30. 
SATTORIS, ee we. kines eofeif Sn eerme TI 25 VCP VE Se See ae ean eee eee 11 33 
INE Mey IUCN Rs Sa he G odo ae ee 11-29 Condon. 4o7 SE Leen ee If 38 

Off to Scarboro Heights the wind was abeam and puffy, and canvas 
was reduced accordingly, Atalanta carried away her throat halliard 
block, and Cygnet her jibboom, delaying both of them somewhat. 
The time at the buoy off Scarboro Heights was: ; 
PNTIGET ale Mee he eee tue. sec tuetl ate A2ROS S ALAA GU ete sarmneneniadcet 12 15 

Cygnet 
The next leg of five miles to windward wasimproved by the cutters, 

Verve taking fourth place ap Bell Buoy: ° 

ATIECTIN. thea tae sap at Bee ViGOV CMe. «kena eete reeeni nates 1 ov 
Atlanta... ..:2.2s6seeee cere TOO! SC VSI Geer ve amet lesa wmieer 110 
Oriole. 4.2. «- Be One ORR CONGOTE, nine) nee een enue me 1 15. 

INP Er FSS sy Se As ae die Gycnen ek Sea. ent 1 50 
JNPRENT TR 3s nes cits dam ABA AO CV ELVES cot ace eee eons 152 
Oriole... %....-+--+:- Si BG 5 Daf Comore tn aunaee se toe “2+. +2 00 
On the wind again the lee rails went under with the heavy puffs, 

Aileen gaining 2min. on Atalanta, while Verve and Cygnet kept even, 
the times being at Scarboro Heights Buoy: 
UVR oa Bat ao abe SABRE Hod 215 Sty ene trots isae e re eee ee 2 33 
INRERIME te: cS EMSRS AS OPS 2970) BVeRVbe Aner poet wre eae lites 2 35 
Ona Fe ey A ee ee dee BRO) ASONM Os ie vt sey eal 2 40 
Home to the Bell Buoy went the fleet, Atalanta now doing much 

better, passing the buoy as follows: 
ATIGONEMY iow. On eden Pag Sed Ghat eta Rea Boo Ober TSA AOR, 3 22 
Js(NEW TT hege Be Boss Ses Baenees a A BuO REV CRM ron ecceaidebierere tle anne 13 26 
CONS LOT Sp wee ae Bee: aS 0 AO COndOL. ocr eek aaatae 3 36 

from her and being finally cutadrift. The finish was as follows: 
- inish. Actual. Corrected. 

PASI EEILM CM sanideite ciscls ater n ere er -.a8 41) do 5 09 55 5 00 49 
(ACOA ENO Se Ine Ai eis Le BRE Soe oe ..8 87 15 5 04 40 5 04 40 
I BINGs Ce Sut ope se add de incon fits. set: 4.17 35 5 46 00 5 15 48 
CON Fe eae to ie es Bead ee SA ees ee ay) 5 19 15- 5 19 15 
LO gts) 1 eee CIEE Sader) ..4 09 22 35 37 
Gondore 90.5. bas cee ee ee ieeeaepe we pend) 

ileen takes the R. C. Champion Flag, the Prince of Wales Challenge 
Cup, the Anderson Challenge Cup, che Murray Challenge Cup, the 
Champion Flag of the Toronto Y. C., and $150. The Atalanta fives a 

ma it ae 

: - A a 
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YOLANDE. 
Ww publish this week the lines and sail plan of the little Yolande, 

built in 1880, by Piepgrass, of Greenpoint, from the designs of 
her owner, M. Roosevelt Schuyler, Esq. After designing the Muriel 
in the previous year, for Mr. Charles Stillman, Mr. Scbuyler, one of 
the earliest and most enthusiastic advocates of the cutter, planned 
the Yolande for his own use. ; 

. The main object,sought was to obtain room for living on board in 
comfort, not merely room for an occasional night’s rest if caught out, 
but such quarters as a man could be at home in, and the division of 
space is not less ingenious than economical. The forecastle is so ar- 
ranged as to give room for a berth for a man, besides stove, lockers, 
ice box and room to cook. A bulkhead separates it from the owner’s 
stateroom which lies just abaft it and is 644ft. long and of the same 
width, with 5ft. 10in. under the skylight, there being, of course, no 
house, but a low skylight. : 
On the starboard side of the cabin is the berth, with stowage space 

below, and on the port side is a clothes locker, bureau and wash 
basin. The locker isso arranged that the lower portion opens into 
the stateroom and is used for clothes, and the upper portion opens 
into the cabin, making a china closet. The opening into the after 
eabin is closed by a curtain, and an ingeniously devised lamp is hung 
to the bulkhead so as to be turned into the cabin, or, if desired, swung 
forward over the berth in stateroom, making a reading light. 

In the cabin are two seats, making up into beds at night, while the 
space aft is divided into lockers for stores, lines, etc. Under the cock- 
pit, which is high above the water-line, is a drawer for linen and 
clothes. The ballast is nearly ali outside, thus giving up all the space 
inside tor accommodations. 
She is rigged, of course, as a cutter. While she has taken part suc- 

cessfully in a number of races. she has been used mostly for cruising. 

DIMENSIONS AND ELEMENTS OF YOLANDE. 

A o(esafea rl oEos avs eel Gre he te rane he ee ee ye - -olft. 
en sibs OMY le Wella ces Wee yee eens leek, ocean 26ft. 6in 
IDEA a Wes eee ks Re ALES beset int ein yee 7£t. 
DEAT AES etitoseio irene ete a Raters deed cht 5ft. 10in. 
IB SaStONeKCClUG me de ecto eee oe Peer eee 9,6001bs, 
(DISMIACEIICH Pressse a hae Ovin tee oeciieo i ae OMe cet | 8 tons. 
AT Ca TOS Hp SCCHOM oer: t se nnete eae eae soa oS 14.78sq. ft. 
AT ea LOAM SW UCTIVN Gees eee eee seule ker steer 118sq. it. 
Midship section abaft center of L.W.L.......... 1.3ft. 
Center of buoyancy abaft center of L.W.L...... 1ft. 
Center of buoyancy below L.W.L. ............, 1.4f6. 
Meta center above center of buoyancy.......... 1.56. 
Mast deck tounound Sse yyetanees soe See ete en eee 28ft. 6in. 
IWAStHCAC Cie pres ies terete Hae eae eae a emer seep ee niiis 4ft. 
Topmast, fid'to sheave hole......2.......¢...00 19ft. 
BOWSpribpOubboand sn, Ses sg Secale aoe ee ., -14ft. 8in. 
SBOOME, Sedresdser es tase Sore etcemenk, 1. cae sae ...20Lt, 

hie oe ee See Peer rr eee 17ft. 
SpirmiinaskerhGOn.:.ieis: Sas tie oh een ea eae B1ft. ; 
Mins iosehagtehhatssen Lee Ae PIPE eG orrescirts ently io 479sq. ft. 
IATORCOL LOPESEIln er, ee keto hres at anette 115sq. ft. 
ATA OM TLDS ee scsi Mee PRT Oe oe NS 171sq. ft. 
Tova ar Cas OL Stel Ae, 22h pete Nv OR Oem eaten 765sq. ft. 

RACES AT LYNN, SEPT, 13. 

HE second championship race of the Lynn Y. C. was sailed on 
saturday last, starting at 4 P.M. The course for the second class 

boats was from off clubhouse, around old sunk buoy, leaving Point 
of Pines, western lobster rock and old sunk buoys on port, returning 
leaving western lobsier rock buoy on starboard (seven mules), and for 
third class, from judges’ boat, leaving Point of Pines and western 
lobster rock buoy on port to starting point, distance five miles. The 
wind was from the northwest. blowing fresh, with squalls. Daisy D, 
the winner of the first race of the series, carried away her throat 
halliards and was last home. 

SECOND CLASS. 
Length. Actual. Corrected. 

Jennie L., C. H. Lockart............,.. 23.09 1 31 58 1 08 27 
Rear eke hpalte cs sat at Aten yaoi oe 22.04 1 86 29 1 10 50 
Wiclayeith Ce Smithves sae elec ae 20.00 1 40.00 1 15 06 

THIRD CLASS. 
Georgie, W. B. and F. E. Newhall..., 18.06 1 06 24 0 46 O01 
Grest{G=B? Gord On. aes eso psa ond ee 18.06 1 08 18 0 47 55 
Daisy D., FE. W. Martin......-...4....., 18,07 1 08 50 0 48 82 
The next race occurs on Tuesday afternoon, Sept, 23, over the same 

course, 
Judges—Joseph W. Haines, Arthur L. Babb and J. L. Atwill. 
The West Lynn Y.C. also raced at 8 P. M. on the same day, the 

course for first class being from the judges’ boat around Pine’s Point, 
Western Lobster Rock, and old sunk buoy to judges’ boat, 7 miles, 
and for second class, around Pine’s Point, Western Lobster Rock and. 
Sand Point to judges’ boat, 5 miles, and for third class a 3-mile 
course. 
The winners were; First class, Blooch, 1:09:33; second elass, 

Raven, 0:43:18; third class, Crescent. 
The prizes sailed for were pennants in each class to the yacht win- 

ning two out of three races. The next race will be on Sept. 27. 
Judges—Com. C. W. Rowell, Robert Brymer and Lew Snelling, 

“PODGERS” AND THE CUTTERS.—‘‘Cutter” would like to ask 
‘““Podgers”’ whether he wishes to repeat his statement made in his 
“Cruise Alongshore—IIL.” that the cutters kept together, that the 
southerly wind placed them miles to windward of the sloops, and 
whether passing sloops in the same stretch and under the same con- 
ditions means nothing. As to the relative amount of seamanship 
possessed by ‘‘Podgers” as compared with “Cutter,” it seems to 
‘Cutter’ immaterial. The only question is as to a statement of fact, 
and ‘‘Cutter’* proposed as arbitrators in this connection the owners 
or their representatives of the sloops sailing for the Goelet cup. 
“Cutter” repeats his assertion that the facts as presented by 
‘““Podgers’’ were inaccurate, and would ask how the three cutters 
could have kept together when they approached the Block Island 
buoy from different points of the compass. That ‘-Podgers”’? was 
there, ‘‘Cutter’’ is willing to admit, because he says so, but would 
never had believed it from his account of the race already referred to 
“Cutter has never been sufficiently wealthy to Possess a sa.ling 
master, but would be charmed to take ‘‘Podger;’’ for a sail in his 
small cutter if he dares risk his precious life in the type of craft for 
which he professes so much contempt.—CurTTER. 

A REVIVAL IN HAMILTON.—The series of yacht races on Bur: 
lington Bay, of which the fifth was sailed last Saturday, has given 
the sport a much needed boomin Hamilton, Interest in yachting 
has all along been manifested there, but it failed to take deep hold 
among those who were most able to indulge in it, Of late, however, 
there is a marked revival of the yachting spirit among gentlemen of 
means, and half a dozen fine boats are reported as probable additions 
to the Burlington Bay fleet next season. Mr. F. S. Mallock, who had 
a tidy 5-ton yawl built for this season, is reported to have given an 
order for a fine 40-ton cutter for next year. Itis said that Mr. H. W. 
Sewell will also be a yacht owner next season. Both boats are to be 
built by Thomas Dalton, who has turned out several fast ones, Sev 
eral Bast-end residents are also among the prospective yacht owners 
of Hamilton, and itis altogether probable that the Burlington Bay 
yachting fieet of next season will be such as would be a credit to any 
lake port.—_Toronto Globe, Sept. 12. 

THE LOSS OF THE YACHT MIGNONETTE.—The Mignonette, 33 
tons, left Southampton, Ing., for Australia, on May 19 last, and on 
June 11, when near the equator, was sunk in a heavy squall. Four of 
her erew, the captain, two seamen and a boy, took to the dinghy, with 
afew cans of provisions hurriedly gathered, but no water. After 
suffering terribly for twenty days, eight of them without any food at 
all, the captain opened a vein in the boy’s arm, and on his death all 
ate his fiesh, which kept them alive until their rescue by the German 
bark Montezuma, on July 5. Their boat had drifted 1,000 miles in the 
twenty-four days, On their arrival in England the captain was tried 
and found guilty of manslaughter, but has not yet been sentenced. 

REGATTA AT COLLINGWOOD, ONT.—The annual regatta was 
sailed on Sept. 12 in high wind over a course of 11 miles. The starters 
in the first class, for a purse of $100, included three schooners, Sur- 
prise, Mystery and Philadelphia, and a sloop, the Wideawake. The 
second class included the schooners Mary, Empress and Florence M, 
A start was made at 11 A. M. for first class and 11:30for second. Phil- 
adelphia was first in, but Mystery protested against her, claiming a 
foul at one of the buoys. The referee ordered the race resailed on 
thefollowing day. Mary wonin the second class. 

CLEVELAND Y. ©.—The annual fall regatta of the Cleveland Y. C. 
on Sept. 10 was spoiled by the weather, the wind being too light to 
make arace in six hours. The yachts entered were started at 11:16 
A.M. The times of starting were: Davis, 11:16:50; Daisy, 11:17; 
Lady Ida, 11:18:15; Rover, 11:18:50; Lulu, 11:19:50; Ida, 11:24:25. The 
course was sixteen miles, half of it to windward. The times of finish 
were: Dulu, 5:29:30; Daisy, 5:54:45; Ida, 6:18; Rover, 6:20. As the 
Lulu was a few minutes over the time, it has not been decided whether 
to call it a race or to order it resailed. 

A TINY STEAMER, brought across the Atlantic ina big one and 
towed through the St. Lawrence River and lakes, is finally to be car- 
ried by men 40 miles overland to Lake Pend d’Oreille, which is close 
to the northern boundary line of Idaho. She is owned by English- 
men who have bought a tract of land there. 
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_ ADRIFT IN A SMALLBOAT.—Last Thursday afternoon two men 
in the yacht Bertie anchored off Life Saying Station No, 12, on Cape 
Gad, and wevt ashore in their dinghy for water, In returning they 
broke one oar and were unable to row, and drifted offshore as even- 
ing approached. After drifting some time, their little 10ft. boat being 
half full of water, they were picked up by the schooner H. B. Metcalt, 
Capt. Fossett, and jJanded in Portland. The Bertie was brought into 
Provincetown by two of the crew of a fishing schooner. 

RACING AT MONTREAL.—The annual race for the championship 
flags of the Montreal Y. © took place over the six-mile course at 
Longueuil on Saturday, and was won by Messrs. Roberts’ Violet, 
sailed by Mr. G. W. Barns, 1 hour 42min, 40sec, The Wanderer came 
in second, with Iris a good third. For the onen sailboat race there 
were five entries: distanré, three miles, Mr, D. Beattie’s Swiftshure 
camé in first, Mr. B. Sheppard's Hattie second.—Toronto Mail, 
Sept. 12. 
AN ACCIDENT TO A BOATING PARTY.—Ata picnic near Brown's 

Mills, N. J. on Sept, 12, six girls, none of whom could swim or row, 
went ouf on the lake ina rowboat, which after drifting into deep 
water, capsized. The Rev, Robert Burke and H. A. Fairchild of Phil- 
adelphia, who witnessed the accident, swam ont, and with great diffi- 
culty succeeded in getting the girls to the boat, where they hung on 
until rescued from the shore. 

A BLOCK ISLAND BOAT IN FRANCE,—We learn from Le Yacht 
that a boat has been built in France from the designs which we p_b- 
lished some time since, and which appeared laterin Le Yacht. The 
builder was M. Fexier, of Petit Gennevilliers. The boat has attracted 
much attention in the ports she has visited. 
BELLEVILLE Y. C.—The first race for the flag presented by Com 

Biggar will be sailed early next season. probably in May. As the Ata 
Janta is about to be sald out of the club, Mr. Bell has been asked to 
withdraw his challenge. 
STHAM YACHT RACE.—The race between the Sphinx and Petrel 

did not take place last week, and is now declared off. 

Canaeing. 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 20.—Knickerbocker €, (., Fall Races. 
Oct, 4,—New York G. @., Fall Races. 

THE CANOES OF 1884. 

[Concluded from page 114.] 

F course next to the boats themselves, the sails were the most im- 
portant feature to the observer, and of these there was a great 

yariety. The lateen. pure and simple, was less numerous than 
at the other meets, but its rival, the balance lug, was there in 
full force; however, it looks as though the qnestion was to be 
settled by the adoption of & compromise. Against many bad 
ones, the lateen can claim one excelent feature: When the sheet 
comes in on a wind, the boom exerts an actual leyerage on the yard, 
being hinged to 1t, prying the head of the latter directly to windward, a 
result obtained with no other sail, making it possible to lie very close, 
but in spite of this advantage there are too many points agamst if as 
a cruising sail. 

The hig, on the contrary, in one shape or another, is adapted for 
almost all work, but there is one strong objection made by those who 
have used it on small and light ballasted canoes, the excess of weight 
aloft. It is improbab e that we shall see very soon a sail that willtake 
its place for large rigs, over 60ft. in a sail for Instance, but an ingeni- 
ous individual has hit on a compromise between it and alateen, which 
has been tried on a number of boats, and promises good results. This 
sail, devised, we believe, by Mr, S. R. Stoddard, is really a balance 
Ing with the lower (pee a or all up to the second batten, cut off, 
leaving a settee sail with one batten. That portion above the batten 
is, of course, triangular, and when the reef is down makes a lateen, 
while the portion between boom and batten is rectangular, as in a 
lug, the full sail thus resembling a balance lug with two reefs in. 
The reefing and h2isting arrangement are yery Ingenious, but require 
cuts to explain them properly, which we will give later on, This sail 
with a mutton leg or lateen dandy makes an excellent 115 for small 
eanoes, and a number were seen in the races, 
The jib also appeared on several boats, being required to preserve 

the balance owing to the positions of masts and centerboard, but we 
still doubt necessity for it in a properly-planned cance. Spinnakers 
were not seen at the meet, and in fact have not come into generaluse 
here yet. 
The balance lugs were many of them fitted with excellent reefing 

gears of yarious kinds, by which sail could be quickly and surely re- 
duced. One or two boats essayed topsails, but they were of more 
troubie than they were worth. Psyche astonished the camp one day 
by appearing with a mainsail of Soft. forward, above as a topsail, her 
small migzen of 17ft., anda mizzen aft of S5ft., presenting a very 
peculiar appearance. One fan mainsail was present, but did nob cre- 
ate a favorable impression, One thingis evident from the races, 
that the average standard of sailing has risen greatly, and a man who 
will win must avail himself of every advantage, perfect sails, proper 
trim, good boat, and a thorough knowledge of what heis doing, The 
ignorance of seme fairly good sailors, as to rules of the road, and the 
Association ries, does little credit to them, and we adyise them to 
study carefully allsuch qnestions during the winter. The Regatta 
Committee owe it to every man who takes the troubie to get his boat 
ready for a race, to enforce strictly the rules, and disqualify, without 
a protest, every one who breaks them, We haye mentioned rudders, 
but the other end of the string, the steering gear, 1s just as important. 
The connection between the two is now made in seyeral ways. 

Some employ chains, some cord and some copper wire, the latter be- 
ing the best, but the wire must beso fitted that it is not bent at each 
movement, or it willsoon be twisted off. We have seen 1t condemned 
for this reason when, if properly fitted, it will last for years. One 
boat that came under our notice, a high-priced and handsome craft, 
had two little strings for rudder Jines that broke the first time any 
strain was thrown on th+m. It is on such details as these that the 
comfort always, and sometimes the life, of the canoeist depends, and 
if the price will not allow the butider to make everything first-class 
let him skimp some of the gimerack and faney work and put in re- 
liable steering gear and storm apron or hatcb; but then the average 
canoeist, who looks through some one else’s eyes at this or that 
fancied improvement, would not buy the boat. 
Here is advice gratis to all beginners who are buying canoes—-but 

they won’t follow it. First—Haye 4 hull of good dimensions and safe 
model, stiff and seaworthy: secund, have the best compartment:. 
wood, imeétal, or other material you can get; third, have an apron and 
hatches that can be carried ready at hand and quickly adjusted so as 
to vlose the well entirely, ke: ping all water out. Don’t rely on the 
hatches u ually furnished witb the canoe to close it for shipment; 
when sailing there is no place to carry them, as the well cannot be 
closed in most summer weather, aud when you want them youcannot 
getthem, Wesawa hatch at the meet as good as it was ugly, but 
must go to fourthly before describing iti have a rudder of proper 
size, hung on strong brass braces, no little screweyes as sometimes 
used, and conueeted by very strong lines to a very strong steering 
gear that can be adjusted to your leg and thabcannot slip out of 
place, If it is going todo such a thing, it will choose the time when 
all depends on keeping head to sea, and when it is simply impossible 
to take off the apron, g0 beiow and repair damages. The leg of a 
man isa toggle joint, one of the most powerful combinations known, 
and when the back is firmly braced, the foree exerted by the foot is 
enormous and enough to carry away a much stronger gear than is 
usually furnished, especially as the pressure cannot always be care- 
fully graduated in avace or ina hard pull, Now that you have the 
requisites you can nickle-plate them, gild them, veneer them, and 
do all you can to make a canoe look like anything but a boat, but if 
ou love canoeing, don’t risk bringing discredit on it by an accident 
ue to a neglect of these essentials. 
Now for the ugly hatch, an invention of Mr. Tredwen's, who has 

probably devised more ingenious fittings than any other canoeist. 
ithe well is square forward and aft. the coaming at the forward 
end is about 34in, higher than the sides, the hatch is flat, no curve, 
and comes avuinst this coaming, but rests on top of the side coam- 
ings, and is binged to the forward coaming by a peculiar hinge which 
allows it to be taken off easily, but prevents it being washed away. 
The sides of this hatch are outside of the coaming, and. extend down 
to the deck. This hatch extends over nearly one-half the distance 
from the fere end of the well to the canoeist, the other half being 
covered by a similar hatch hinged to No.1. Anapron may be car- 
tied, ro‘led up on No, 2 hatch, to which 16 is buttoned, or the floance 
jacket may take its place, In use hateh No, 2is hinged to the other, 
and to open ititis turned back, lying flat on No.1. Now to open 
both they are turned forward once more, until No, 2 lies on the deck, 
forward of the well, No.1 lying on top of it. Both a.e hinged fast 
and cannot wash off, they are instantly closed or opened, they make 
a, flail table when closed, aud are a perfect protection against water, 
but they are as ugly as can be, the square well being ont of harmony 
witb ail the curves of the boal. We have not enumerated all their 
advantages, however, and shall defer them until a picture is ready, 
when we think it will be possible to show another great point, dis- 
pensing with a four-storied pile of lock-up hatches, as now provided. 
The pointed well is, without doubt, the handsomest yet put in a 

canoe, and the best, except for the difficu'ty of fitting an apron to ib, 
whichis considerable, It throws the water to either side, and keeps 
it out for a long time after it would come in in showers with the 
square well, hut when you have to close it in a hurry, its bad side is 
visible at once. The hatches are’curved and will spring out of shape, 
The paddles at the meet were of various patterns, the majority 

being of the styles made by Rushton and Stephens, larger blades than 
the old paddles, Eyerson had some with a short, wide blade, and, 
while not as handsome as the other styles. they were no better in use, 
fhe lengths ranged from 8 to $ft,, although some of 9144 and 10ft were 
used, Where we will stop is impossible to say, but 8ft. will soon be 
considered as short for a 80in. boat as 7ft. was a few years ago; and, 
on the other hand, it is improbable that the coming paddle will ex- 
ceed 10ft.. as beyond that the leverage is too great. We venture to 
predict a standard for 30 to 33in. boats of 9ft. The single paddles were 
present in large numbers, but less diversity of pattern. 
About seats, canoeists each year are sitting higher in paddling, and 

we have not seen any one yet who found himself too high, Mr, John- 
son used a box for a seat, bringing him above the coamings. The 
Mohican, CG. C. have a yery ingenious seat, which makes a backboard 
in paddling, and when turned down makes a seat as wide as the boat 
across the coamings, for sitting on deck in sailing. Apropos of posi- 
tion in a canoe, a canoeist told us lately that he had sat for two years 
where the builder told him to, and only within two weeks discovered 
by accident that in a position one foot further forward he could pad- 
dle easier and faster, and his boat sailed very much closer; so do not 
take it for granted that a builder knows all, but go ahead and learn 
your boat for yourself. 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 
Fifteenth Paper. 

RUDDERS. 

jee is most essential 10 the safety of a canoe that there shall 
4t be some means of steering besides the paddle. The boat 
is so long that it cannot be turned quickly by the latter, the 
leveruge being comparatively short, and on all but the 
smallest Rob Roys a rudder is a prime necessity. The first 
canoes were built with stem and stern nearly alike, both with 
a long curve, to which it was very difficult to fit a rudder. 
One plan was to use a curved rudder and braces fitted to 
turn, but such a rudder is not only difficult to ship but will 
unship itself on the least provocation. In another plan a 
false stern was made fitting the slernpost, to which it was 
fastened, but straight on its after edge, to which the rudder 
was hung. This plan also was clumsy and unsatisfactory, 
and finally discarded. Another plan was to use a long arnt 
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for the lower brace, projecting three or four inches from the 
sternpost, so that the rudder hung vertically; but this, too, 
is now little used, For many years the sternposts have been 
straight, though mostly set at an angle to the keel, as in the 
old Shadows, giving a good support for a rudder. There 
was a decided objection to this plan, however, as it was 
very difficult to launch the canoe from a bank or dock if the 
water was shoal, the sternpost sticking in the mud and, in 
addition, it made the canoe hard to turn round. To obviate 
these objections and yet allow the rudder to hang properly 
without causing a drag, as it will on a curved or raking 
sternpost, some canoes of late have had the svernpost yerti- 
cal, or nearly so, from the water up, giving 7 to Din. to sup- 
port the rudder, but below the water the heel is rounded 
quickly away into the rocker of the keel, allowing the boat 
to be pushed stern first into mud without sticking fast, and 
also increasing the ease of turning. 

In form the rudder, especially for rough water, should 
drop below the level of the keel several inches, so as to have 
a good hold on the water, even when the boat is pitching 
among waves. With this form of rudder, shown in the 
large plates of canoes, a tricing line is sometimes used, being 
made fast to the rudder, and running over a sheave in the 
sternpost at deck, by means of which the rudder may be 
raised in shoal water. The idea of a drop rudder in two 
parts is not new, but its practical application to canoes is of 
recent date, one of the first having been fitted 10 the Atalan- 
tis by Mr. 8. R. Stoddard in 1883. These rudders, now 
coming into general use, are made of sheet brass, as shown 
in the drawing, a portion being fitted on a pivot like 
a centerboard, allowing it to drop to a distance or to rise on 
striking any obstacle, while it may be raised by a line from 
the well. ‘This rudder acts, to a certain extent, as an after 
centerboard, allowing the centerboard proper to be placed 
further forward than would otherwise be possible. Besides 
this it has a further advantage, that on most canoes it may 
be so proportioned as to fold up, leaving nothing below the 
water-line, thus obviating to a great extent the necessity for 
removing the rudder at alJ, as the boat may be launched with 
the rudder attached, but folded ip so as not to strike bot- 
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tom, If the rudder and yoke arc both strongly made, they 
offer excellent handles by which to lift the after end of the 
canoe. The stock of the rudderis made of one piece of 
sheet brass doubled, the rod on which the rudder hangs run- 
ning down inside the seam as shown. The top of each side 
is turned down horizontally, and to the two the rudder-yoke 
is rivetted. The drop portion of the rudder fits between the 
two sides, a boli or rivet passing through the three. 

The usual way of hanging the common rudder by pintles 
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and braces, is shown also, A. better plan is to have two 
braces on the rudder, as well as two on the sternpost, with 
a rod of din. brass running down through them, allowing the 
rudder to rise up, but not to unship, An old but very good 
plan is shown at (m),. On the rudder are two braces, each 
with a hole through it. A similar brace is placed below on 
the sternpost, and a brass rod is screwed or riveted perman- 
ently into it. The upper end of the rod is held by a brace 
with a slot cut in it, as shown, so as to allow the lower 
brace on the rudder to pass through if. A somewhat simi- 
lar device is that patented by Captain Knight, while one on 
a different plan has lately been perfected by the writer, 

The rudder yoke should be strong and well proportioned, 
as if sometimes receives heavy blows. The arnis need not 
be over 44 to 5in. long each, as the shorter length will give 
power enough. Sometimes instead of a yoke a grooved 
wheel is fitted to the rudder head, the lines running in the 
groove. This gives control of the rudder in any position, 
even when backing, and has another advantage in that-the 
mizzen sheet cannot foul and the yoke cannot catch in lines 
or bushes. 

TABHRNAOLES, : 
It is now considered necessary in order to spar a canoe to 

the best advantage, to place the masts so near the ends that 
it_is very difficult, or even impossible to unship them when 
afloat, especially in rough water. The requirements, both of 
conyenience and safety, however, dictate that they must be’ 
capable of being lowered, both for bridges, trees, warps and. 
when in yery rough water. The arrangements by which 
this end is attained are called tabernacles, several styles of 
which are shown. In one form the deck is not cut, but the 
heel of the mast is pivoted between two pieces of (p) oak, each 
24x4in. above deck, fastened securely to the keel and pro- 
jecting 4} to Sin, above deck. These pieces are covered 
above deck with sheet brass ;4;in. thick, and the heel of the 
mast is bound with the same fo prevent splitting. A pin or 
bolt of Zin. brass goes through the three, the mast turning on 
it. The after side of the tabernacle is also of 4in. oak, pro- 
jecting 1}in. above deck, or enough to catch the heel of the 
mast and prevent the later from going forward, The mast 
is raised and supported by a forestay and tackle from the 
stemhead, to permit which, the sail, if a balance lug, must 
have & great peak. 

Another simple form was fitted to a canoe in 1880 by the 
writer. A triangular box was set.in the forward part of the 
canoe, fastened at the bottom to the keel, and at the top to 
the deck, in which a slot was cut, as wide as the mast and 
about 1(t. long, the box, of course, being of the same width 
inside. In practice, the canoeist, seated in the well, could 
place the mast in the box, leaving it, for paddling, lying at 
an angle of 45 degrees, but when desired to raise it, by going 
on the knees the mast could be thrown easily into an up- 
right position, and held by a wooden chock (0) slipped into the 
slot behind it. This chock, with its sides projecting over 
the slot, completely covered it, and kept out all water. 
When the mast was not in use, its place was taken by a 
square plug. The chock was fitted at ils fore end and to 
slide under two screw heads which held it down, and its 
after end was kept down with a brass button. 

Another and better form of tabernacle is that devised by 
Mr. Tredwen and fitted tothe Pearl canoes. This is a square 
box 15 to 18in. long,-as wide as the diameter of the mast 
and as deep as can be fitted tothe boat. It is lined with 
sheet copper and provided with a drain (7) at the bottom. 
For racing purposes two light boxes of wood are made, wide 
enough to fit in the tabernacle, their united length just fill- 
ing the remainder of the box when the mast is init. If the 
must is tobe set forward, both boxes are slipped in behind 
it; the mast may be set aft, the boxes being forward of it, 
or the mast may be placed between the two boxes. By this 
device the mast may be tried in almost any position until its 
proper place is found. In the Pearl the large and small” 
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mainsails are both used with the same mizzen, the position 
of the sails being changed so that both will balance preperly. 

In cruising, the mast is fitted to lower by means of a line 
from the well. Yn one method the brass band to which the 
‘blocks are fastened is fitted with two lugs or trunnions, at 
the height of the deck. These lugs engage in two hooks 
“screwed to the deck, at the after end of the tabernacle, being 
raised by a heel rope led over a sheave in the heel of the 
mast, thence through a sheave on the attcr side of the mast 
above deck, and thence through a sheave forward of the 
tabernacle, giving a very powerful purchase. By another 
plan the mast is hoisted by a purchase made fast at the stem 
head ard also to the mast above the deck. With either of 
these arrangements, no forestay is need: d. To set the mast 

“at the fore end of the tabernacle, no lugs are required, bul a 
chock is dropped into the bottom to prevent the heel 

from coming aft, and the purchase is used to bring the mast 
upright and hold it there. 

A. C. A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. ; 

: : BPXECUTIVE Orrics, Albany, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1884. 
ese will be a mee.ing of the Executive Committee of the Asso- 
eh a itear at the Delevan House, Albany, N. Y.,on Saturday, Uct. 
“4,4 + tks 
“All members of the Association are cordially invited to present, 

either in person or by letter, any suggestions or ideas for the action 
ef tie Commi tee that ihey may deei of benefit to the Association, 
By order of the Commodore. C. A. Nein, Secretary A. U. A. 

ROCHESTER C. C.—Editor Forest and Stream: Rochester re- 
ports an increased interest in cavoeing. the meet having supplied the 
neces-ary spice. Our Captain, Rear-commodore Andrews, has pre- 
sented a silver cup, to be sailed for in a series of races, the win- 
ner to be the owner, For these races the average system has been 
adopted, and the first race was sail-a September 11. Three entries 
were made: Rowena, Rew, Class B; Eleanor, angle, Class B; Bertha, 
Mellen, Class A. Course. 3 miles, triangular, Sail area limited. 
Olasss A, 5Uft.: Class B, 75ft. The wind was anything but satisfactory, 
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heavy squalls and calms alternating. The Rowena was the only 
canos to finish, the Bertha having spilled her crew at the first buoy, 
and the Hleanor losing her mainsail at the same poirt. Rowena’s 
lime 1:07:30. The fall races will occur Oct. 9, at Iroudequoit Bay.— 
THLEANOR. 
BAYONNE ©, ©. This club held their first annual regatta on Sept. 

18,in a high northwest wind, which caused a change in the pro- 
gramme. A number of canoes were on hand at the club house on 
Newark Bay, among them some from Newark. and several boais of 
the New York C.C. The paddling race, 34 miles, was won by F. B. 
Collins, B. C. C.,in the Mist ‘The sailing race, 3 miles, was won by 
Cc. V. R. Schuyler. N. Y. C C., in the Pirate. 
KNICKERBOCKER C, C.—Atthe regatta of this club on Saturday 

next, one sailiiig rice will be open to canocists not belonging to the 
club. Tue reinaining races are open to the club members only, The 
club house is at 152d street. North River. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
PornrseR.— See note on rail shooting in our Game Bag columns. 
Minus 28.—Wecan supply back numbers of any date you wish. 
J. H., Piiladelphia.—Audress the party ab No. 230 Goswell-road, 

London, En land. 
. D. L.—New York law provides that you may shoot ruffed grouse 

after Sept. 1, squirrels after Aug. 1 and quail after Nov. 1. 
A, F., New York.—Go to Fuller’s at Meacham Lake, orto the Forge 

House, via Boonville. You will be too laie for trout fishing. 
R M., Good Ground.—For ruffed grouse try Rockland county. We 

do not know where you can find the grouse and ducks in conjunction. 
JW. C.—1. Quail will not be in season before Noy. 1 in this State 

For the other birds try the vicinity of Monticello, Sullivan county 
2. We cannot refer you to any one from whom you could hire a dog 
for a fortnight. 

H. B., White House.—1. Try Wm. Lane’s, Good Ground, Long 
‘Island. 2. Non-pedigreeu very frequently make good ones; the excel- 
lence has to have a beginning somewhers. 3. The names of shot you 
give aretrade marks. 4, Cast barrels are not so strong as the twist 
and others. 

OC. R. G. Salamanca, N. Y.—Please inform mé what the law is in 
regard to bringing game vo the States from Canada. Ans, The law 
provides that “the export of deer, wild turkeys and quail in the car- 
cass or parts thereof, is nereby declared unlawful and prohibited, 
and any person exporting or attempting to export any such articles, 
shall, for each such offense, incur a penalty of $100, and the articles 

| 80 attempted to be exported shall be forfeited, and may, on reason- 
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able cause of suspicion of intention to export the same, be seized by 
any officer of customs, and 1f such intention ba proved, shall be 
dealt with as for breach of the customs laws.” 

A, W,, Massillon, O,—The Persian insect powder will keep fleas 
off from cogs. It can be had at drugstores. Rub in well. We know 
of nosneb gun. Other query will be answered next week. 

J.C. G.—1, You do not state distance at which gun performance 
was made, but if ib was thirty or fortv yards, the pattern was all that 
could be desired. 2, The thick felt wad will answer admirably. 3. 
You will find better results from the use of brass shells. 

E W. P., New Bedford, Mass.—The wild rice will undoubtedly prove 
an attraction for the wildfowl if you can suceeed in making it grow 
Write for seed to Charles Gilchrist, Port Hope, Ont. The rice should 
be sown in the fall. Rabbits would stay cn the island, but it is ques- 
tionable if the birds would. 

H. Q., Falmouth, Mass.—1. Should one feed pups (just weaned and 
after) on hot food? 2. Can a person who has had no experienceraise 
app? 8. Have any of Nimrod’s (champion) get taken first prizes at 
beneh shuws, or won in field trials, or in any way made themselyes 
famous? Ans. 1. Warm, but not hot, 2. Yes. 3. We have norecord 
of any. 

B. H. J., Boston, Mass,—Ans. 1. For eligible guide who is familiar 
with the Moosehead Lake and West Brancho the Penobscot regions, 
put yourself in communication with the proprietor of the Mt. Kineo 
House, Moosehead Lake, Me. 2. You will find large game there and 
grouse. 8. The fishing will be over Oct.1. For digest of the game 
laws, write to H, M. Stilwell, Bangor. 

J. L. §.—L have used my split bamboo rod for two wesks’ fishing 
this summer and twoweeks of listsummer lLastweek I revarnished 
it (the first time since I bought it) and it looks very well; but [am not 
certain that it should not have another coat or two, or will the one be 
sufficient? Ans. If the varnish is not cracked it will be best to let it 
remain, If it needs varnishing send it to the maker, as it will then 
be properly done. 
Constant SUBSGRIBER.—Is it too late to fish for black bass about 

Oct. 15, and if not what, in your judgment, would be the best bait to 
use at that time? also, please inform me how crayfisa are kept alive? 
are they kept in water or in moss? also. how can I tell an Oswego 
from a black bass? Ans. Itis not too late, The best is the dobson or 
helgramite, crayfish, frogs, and minnows are also good. Crayfish 
may be kept in wet moss. The big-mouth black bass has the maxil- 
lary bone very long and it reaches behind the eye; the small-mouth 
has it Shorter, it comes below the front or middle of the eye. The 
“Oswego,” as you miscall it. is the big-mouth; it has no fine scales 
on its dorsal fin as tne other has; bold the fish to the light to see this. 

UMPHREYS 
OMEOPA aE Y 

VETERINI CS 
_JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

»CATTLH, SHEEP, DOGS, HOG 
en at POULTRY, S 
FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homeo- 

pate Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 

Turfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Coal Mine Companies, Tray’g Hippodromea 
and Menageries, and others handling stock, 
with perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, (30 pp.) 

sent free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
{=> Pamphlets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,CO, 

109 Fulton street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHREY 5 Vital Weakness and Pros- 

tration from over-work or 
is radically 

a ononyHOMEOPATHI cured by it. 

Hota aaescer: SPECIFIC. NO, 28 —is the most success- 
fulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vials and 
Jarge vial of powder for $5, sent post-free on ra- 
ceipt of price. Humphreys’ Homeo. Med. Co, 
, lust, Catalogue free] 109 Fulton St.. N.Y. 

The “Mayer” Minnow Casting and Trolling Rod. 
This rod is made from specifications furnished by Professor Alfred M. Mayer, 

staunchness and the delicacy of its action. 

Its proportions were reached after a long series of 

experiments, the object of which was to obtain a section bamboo rod of about 9 ounces that would feel light in the hand, be well balanced, 

not throw off a delicately mouthed minnow in making long casts, and finally after striking the bass would have enough spring and flexi- 

bility to afford the angler the same pleasure as that given him when playing a bass on a fly rod. 

The rod has two tips, one 6 inches shorter than the other; the shorter tip is used for trolling and in casting when wading, 

This rod has been thoroughly tested in both lakes and quick water, and anglers who have used it are unqualified in praises of its 

ABBEY & IMBRIE. 
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle 

48 and 50 Maiden Lane, New York City. 

SILK WORM 
BE. DATASA, 85 Broadway, N. Y., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heayy Salmon 

Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to tine, $5.00. Gut to Extra Fine. 
For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 438 & 45, N. Y. 

SPECIALTIES 
Russian Water Proof. 

Fishing Tackle. 

Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti- 

ficial Baits 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

The only non-oxydizer made that will prevent 
iron, steel and metal from rusting when exposed to 
salt water. The covtents of one bottle will keep a 
gun in good cordition one year. a 

The best article known for keeping out wet and 
preserving the leather. 

GUN OIDE. 

GUT. 

to his extensive assortment ot 

package. 

Price 25 Cents. catalogue. 

Price 50 Ceats. 

, 

JAS. EF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

EF'ine F'ishing VTackilie. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 1208t., $1.25; 
180ft., $1.50; 240f6., $1.75; 300ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25: 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
26 cts, extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. . : : ; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. 

2 Single Gut Trout and Black 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length,10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, $ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. a 3 
Fly Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp. Send stamp for 

Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 

rh Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 
er doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
ass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds,, 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 

Trout and Black Bass 

Established 20 years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 
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Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

Flies for all Waters 

Special patterns tied to order 

Powdered Areca Nut. 
Price 50 Centa. 

A safe and infallible remedy for WORMS in DOGS. 

APPLETON & LITCHFIELD 
304 Washington St., Boston, Mas~. 

Delaware Shot Shells. 
THREE GRADES. 

Imperial Flea Powder. 
Price 50 Cents. 

For the destruction of Fleas and vermin on dogs 
and other animals, 

The aboye are put *p under ry supervision by 
one of the best chemists in the United states, and 
each is guaranteed as represented. Sample con- 
taining one package of each sent on receipt of $1.50 
in stamps or postal note. 

I keep in stock a full line of 

Spratt’s Medicines for Dogs. 

HENRY C, SQUIRES, 
No. 178 Broadway, N. ¥. 

OLD RELIABLE ST 
(MPROVED.) 

We are the Sole Owners Ae 
and Manufacturers of the © = 
Stover Pumping Windmills 

Quality Unsurpassed. 

Prices lower than any other. 

Delaware Cartridge Co, 
Suburban WILMINGTON, for Railroads, Villages, 

houses, Lawns, Dairies. Brick Yards, 
DA LAWARE. Draioing, Irrigating, ete.. as well as 

: Geared Windmills of all sizes, for 
running Grinders, Shellers, Saws, ete. 

. J. D, BROWER, 22 College Piace, NY. —— 
WI | iD RIC Pea ao een City, Agent for Pennsylvania, N. Y. and N. J. 
TINE, Janesville, Wis, Freeport Machine Co., Freeport, Il,, 0. 8. A. 
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KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin phable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No 2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost 
only about half a» much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal mside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
crimped with tooland straighten out to original shape when discharged The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an adyantaze which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen, Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

GUONS FOF A Fart 

We offer a better spread in guns this year than ever before, consisting in part of the Parker 
Trap Guns (for which we are sole agents), the Colt Club and other Colt Guns, Harrington 
& Richardson’s Guns and Revolvers, Eros James & Co.’s Invincibie, Triumph, Trap, Never 
Miss and other grades, and the Great American Single Gun, called the Field, with top lever 
and all improyemeuts. 
cannot ailord te buy fine double guns. 
Webley, Hollis and other makes which we offer at less than half price. 
catalogue. 

The Field Gun costs but a trifle, and is designed for boys or men who 
Besides the aboye we have a smal! job lot of guns of 

Send stamp for 
H. & D. FOLSUM, 15 Murray Street (P. O. Box 1114), New York. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. Sportsmen’s Wear. 
4 No. A i, Barnard Canvas Shooting Coat - &5 00 

Trout Flies, 30 cts. per doz. Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. No. 1, na ee « ic” 5 4.00 
GUT LEADERS. No.3, 3 “ se te hy 1 ub 

Single, 1 yd. 5 cts.; 2 yds, 10 cts.; 3 yds, 16 cis. Treble, 3 length, 10 cts,; 4 length, 15 cts. 

Double, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts. 4-Ply, 4 length, 25 cents, 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Send for price list, Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall OPEN EVENINGS. 

Breech and Muzzle-Loading Cannon 
FOR 

Campaign Salotivg Parposes, G. A.B: Posts and Towns, 
ORNAMENTAL FOR LAWNS. 

—)o(—— 

PRICES—BREECH-LOADEBRS, 

Wo. 1, length 18in., No. 8 shell. ...... $60 00 
weg we adn) a 

For sale by all gun and sporting goods dealers. 
see that our trade mark is on the lining, 
other. 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Pants, Vests, 
Waterproof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryall Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bags, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
seriptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterprocf Leather. 

Tilustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent free 
upon application. _ a 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St , Chicago 
EASTERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st.,N.¥Y. F.N. Warts, Manager. 

Ask for them; 
They are the best; take no 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
ist of Sportsman’s HoockKks 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

ae 

ee 
3 g8in.! 
4, “ $2in} ' 

«5 8 86in.? 
6 

46 

SOs cere ee AID 5. corwe 

MUZZLE-LOADERS. 

, length 18in., bore 1 in. $30 00 
2 © Min.) 114 “55. 00 

te uc Ter te Re tt = = : 8 + ane i 1s i A te No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 
,, b. - oor, 214 ** 175 00 ANGLING. BIRDS. 

i, 40in., y = 
Vy American Angler’s Book, Norris 5 560 ; American Bird Wancier............2.. sssseses 5 50 

Hata Uh Tega PAR ee hanes 50 | Baird’s Birds of North America.............-.. 30 00 
Angling Talks, Dawson...... 50 | Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 1 50 
Angling. a Book on, Francis..... (0 |EBivd-NOLEeS ooo: ly os Saat nel dbaden en ieee eae ri) 
Angling literature in England.... 1-25 || Binds! Nestings: 0-5... cau soln merase epee 1 25 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall,,,....... 3 00 | Birds of Eastern North Ameérica.....,.......- 18 00 
British Angling Flies.............02.000eeeeeee 2 00 | Birds of Hastern Pennsylyania.............+<. 4 00 
Carga Culiure st wee janie Mikes | sche ote ... 1 00.) Birds of the Northwest. .............. --.--. 4 50 
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching........... .. 150 | Cage and Singing Birds, Adams............... 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly .............--..- aah 52d) Ooues> Cheek/ Mishap area, Laos. see eens 3 00 
en ae or Hoa tics sehieny as F oe Coues’ ae Pearly Pa, Bt LAs pa Set? = 
ishing in American Waters, Scott......-...-. Coues’ Key to North American Birds_..... ... 15 

See aha ae eae be eeae . | Fishing Tourist, Hallock............... Peep 2 00 | Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25e.; cloth__..... 50 
ST RONG FIRE ARM S C0 Fishing with the Fly, Orvis ...... a reatasel sisi , 250 | Minot’s Land and Game Birds, ............... 3 00 

oy | Fly fishing in Maine Lakes....-.............- ye Leal Nati versopy wails, yan wy neene |e erler ae ae a) 
Fly and Worm Fishing..... 0... -.55.cceeeeeseee 50 | Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard................... 2 00 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing......... .- 250} Natural History of Birds...............02s0.0 3 00 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line — 25 | Notes on Cage Birds, GNGEMICCE sue ooh yatta ee 1 80 

Can be obtained from leading Gun Stores. | Wysshe and Fysshyne...............,...s000-0s 1 00 | Samuel’s Birds of New Engiand,......... ...- 400 - 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .... Ai00" Shore Birdsyi ces 2s, ee ee ee ae 15 
Practical Trout Culture <). ........0- ce eere 100 | Water Birds of N, A., by Baird, Brewer and 

, Practical Fisherman. ...,........0c20+.00-0- . 420 Ridgway, plain edition, $12; hand colored.. 30 00 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing.........2-.c.seeeese see 2 50 | Wilson’s American Ornithology, 8 vols,....... 18 00 

I Scientific Ansler vgsdet en fle as oleae eo 1 50 | Wood’s Natural History of Birds,............. 6 00 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

—-—s Trollies ot ott ole a So oe ogi ea} aye e SPORTS AND GAMES, 

Edge of game pocket turned up to The Game Fish of the Northern States and American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
show the net bottom, which permits British Provinces...... eh Sear, Ene 2 00 | Athletic Sports for Boys, bds 75c.; cloth......- i 00 
ventilation, drip and distention. Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, ete.. 2 00 

Right and left sides alike. KENNEL, Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes........ 8 00 

Corduroy Coat... sieves ve ves $10 00 American Kennel, Burges......-.6.62000100 8100 eacgavibenoe Gao ies eae eta ASCO 
+ > ee eee? Chrys: 3 00 Dog, IAC arts eee age Phe boosh san get het. 2 00 Every Boy’s Book of Sports and ‘Amusements: 3 50 

as Mrowserse Ye. et yess. Geese 5 00 Dog. Diseases of, Hill..... ............-- yates EeROO Hanids-at-witist& .,. 2 J eee ee 50 

Linen Duck Coat... .......-.+-..25 5 00 Dog Breaking, by Holabird............. seeseee 28 | Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. ...... 25 7 
‘2 ASR eR ya ern ae 29 2 00 Dog Breaking, Hutchinson,...........-....0.5: 3°75 Laws and Principles of Whist, Gavendish.,.... 2 00 

nt Pants. ...-..-..2-2+0-.- 3 00 Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..... 8 00 | Quoits and Bowis............. By Sis proses: 25 
Cotton Duck Coat..... hee Baoan 400 Dog Training ys. Breaking, Hammond........ 1 00 eadiitior. ob arene etre ee ee eee 

U, WSLS isk orp owes , ees 2 00 DOPS Aco ssee so SEER ds ae ben oo oonon 75 Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 

a Pants,..--..+.sseeceees 2 50 Dogs of Great Britain, America and other The Philosophy of Whist......-..--.-.----- oh 
Cap of Corduroy.....,-.+---+++.+-+ 2 00 Countries: cya ease eae uae Whist for Beginners,........, be sisons bP OMAI 50 

*  Duck,. Doon anaes rad > a Doss; eaten Ge ob Mayhew, 16mo........ 
Gaiters of Leather. ....-...2...-4.. ‘ ogs, Points for Judging.............-.5 ipaege Sr. 

raat Sos oP ABN 2 00 Dogs, Richardson, pa, 80,! eloth..ts...2..c0.., ALOR SB 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. ............. American Roadsters and Trotting Horges...., 5 00 
English Kennel C. 8, Book, Vol. 1........-.... 4 Bits and Bearing Reins_-........-- Pec Pete 60 

Sent everywhere in the United States on English K. C. S. Book, Vols. If], to X., each., Boucher’s Method of Horsemamnship.......... 1 00 
receipt of price Prectieal Kennel Guide............0.-. sss. sees Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 yols..........-......+.- . 80 00 

, Setter Dog, the, Laverack..... ..2..0+c0-yee+> Dadd’s American Keformed Horse Book, 8va. 2 50 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands........... Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo........... 1 50 
Vero Shaw's Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.50; ens eats ysl 8 oy ete peaasarisas Poe este ; se 

; ANOTOCCO see oe ae ee ee ee saat ae ce i erseback Riding, Durant......-.....-.......- 25 
HENNIN G, CLOTHIER, Youatt on the Dog............- Janchsaeeeviorses Brees cay Hounds. .,.... Fas ati tial ms her a 

he American Race..-.....-..--.. GEN me pocket, E—Exit from game pocket. A a) 5 OER eos gets gehts ’ 4 
Bape ciate bouiy suclls. 410 Seventh Street, — F—tntrancesto game pocket. BOATING AND YACHTING: Heese Se A MOE cto 1 
C—Pockets for loaded hells. G—Net bottom game pocket. | around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... Jenning’s Horse Training...........---.-.-, +. 125 
D—Poekets for caps, ete. WASHINGTON CITY, H—Game pocket. Boat Racing, Brickwood,..........:.-.+-..0.++ SONIC es Wastes; dee ye = 05 

Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ Mayhew’s Horse Doctor.......... 3 00 
OCanoemg in Kanuckia. ......... pnobuphoscnocs Muyhew’'s Horse Managemen 3.00 
Canoe and ATIC 2. Atte Mie ne tabs tien sis . McClure’s Stable Guide. .... 1 00 

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s...... 3 Rarey’s Horse Tamer... 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts ..........s.0eseeeeees Riding and Driving..............-..-. 20 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing.........-...-+. Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s........ 3 00 

1: | Paddle and Portage.......... Ba acl RC bn ey Stable Management, Meyrick. ............- ... 1 00 
The Sailing: Bost .6 5 52.000. Po ain ce denn ee ci Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia......- 35 

SSeS Yachts and Yachting, Kemp..............+--: Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
£ uu q k Yacht Designing, Kemp waa nes nsnndtsovetseess Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, eke 

This boot will give better satisfaction for all-round wor : {2TAO, ons poe a Mere reap 5 

than any covering yet invented for the feet. Double uppers, HUNTING-SHOOTING. The Saddle Horse. assesses vse eesnensess 1.00 
water-tight tongue at instep, soug adjustment at top, giving American Wild Fowl Shooting, J, W. Long..,. Bee aves oe ee iiee ‘Gone tate e anne eee sees 5 Oa 

symmetrical application to conformation of foot, ankle and Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan...........- aor eiinnere ted eee St NTIOG Eat oak SA 

ealf, and contributing thorough comfort, protection and Dick Be heemscs parent ata ue re OU a Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols, 20 60 

warmth. Wili not chafe the heel or ankle. The seams are ae pe Ronitres GUNG sorta tee Waediculearottine Horses of Aiericn. ico, > 50 

rubber cemented before being stitched; the tongue is thor- Frank forester’s Manual for Young Sportamen Youatt and Spooner on the Horse............ , 150 

oughly waterproofed; bottoms put on with welt and hand- Frank Worester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper MISCELLANEOUS 
sewed; no screw-nails used as in the cheap imitations. Thorough How I Became a Crack Shot, Parrow........- s ' r 

work and fit guaranteed. ast Ne ge a Srorteman peer ae Pe Re sears Sir-wies et Ete ise giro : we 
rae o 3 men’s goods to Hunting and Hunters ef all Nations, Frost... nimal Plagues, Jelele ee 2 ae ale i iaainnae 
Send for catalogue of leather-and canyas sports . Baninehans Gun Club Rules........... athe = ate Antelope and Deer of America.... ........... 2 50 

Rifle Practice, Wingate.............seeeees eres Archer, Modern......,... .. sa bprdopae tate 584 25 
> ap Rod and Gun in California Archery, Witehory of, Maurice Thompson..,. 1 50 

¥ ERRIN GTON & UIMB \ Shoo, - 2.48 ste cwee anes Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 7 
bl Shooting, Dougall....... Government Report.....-..cs:--< 2200205 nce 250 

Shooting on the Wing..... Common Objects of the Seashore, ,........... 50 
SUCCESSORS TO Still Hunter..... ee OM Hastward:iolicunset i taste ae ieph aoe ae pe , 150 

Stephens’ Lynx Hunting.......... Florida and the Game Water Birds of the 
THOMSON & SONS Stephens’ Fox Hunting......... “eof Atlantic Coast and Lakes of U.$.....,....,. 200 

4 Stephens’ Sonne Mors canes het iets slay wee ped Bau oe Shical Miia genes ( 50 
“ The Gun and Its Development, Greener....... istorical and Bi . 7 

301 Broadway (P. O. Box 1016), NEW YORK. Wing Shooting, by voipnatnk's 2. Washes day OOdshitice soa aed, nee tee 5 00 
How to Hae Phokoprenhe ome i ie 

i 
tmorous Sketches, Seymour 

Also Agents in New York for CANES SD Ne Teac Tnjurious to Vegetation..............- . 650 
} Adventures in the Wilderness ~........--....+5 Keeping One Cow.....--- +. -s0e0ee-2- eters . 100 

Lefever’s Hamme rless Guns. Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.,; bds....._-.. re Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in TIGISY Olea Paty amen bate aetes fe eewires oe yee 1 60 
Nerve vp! CHEE ETD er ARES TT? to , Maynard's Manual Of Texte ERY a ; z bk. Septem a 

Camp Life in the QLTGSS TS elke coe le Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher..... s 
FERGUSON’S A, NEO coven Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 150) Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects........--- 1 50 

Camping Out...........cseweeeae ee nye Bw ep toys FOS Basta, SNC: — snake eek eae eee ee ara: basa 

Rust Pr ev enter oy Come ste eneneas Trapper, Gibson.......- . Hhactical: Taxidermy.and Home Decoration, | 
= Patented December 18th, 1883. mts on Camping... ...... 2. gctessasasen tres OEY Tas ore ten tg ne eects ear reo weed 

: > ; How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s ..,-.:.....6-+ Practical Orange Culture........ Ra diet ono Lobe 
; PEP ee Aly walawred ano: COAL BLACK AND BREAKS LIKE GLASS. | Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher, 1,-0.4... bees Practical Poultry Keeping......-.. Na scaose. 2 00 

Fire Arms, Cutlery, Tools, Htc.) jnpossible for shot to penetrate this ball without | Rustlings in the Rockies................-- rh Randall’s Practical Shepherd.... ....-....--5 , 200 
Superior to all other preparations. having it fiy to pieces; one pellet of shot will break Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock.,........... .. 3B 00 

A, FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer it; sure test of shooters’ skill; no unaccountable GUIDE BOOKS AND WAPS. The Cream of Leicestershire. ......-...6.s..-5 iS am 
‘ ’ ’ | misses. Clubs will not use any other target ball | 4 girondacks, Map of, Stoddard .. .,.-.-..-.. The Northwest Coast of America.......-.... a 

Office, 65 Pulton st., N.¥. (with T. J. Conroy). after giving these a fair trial. Ask your dealer for | Parrar's Guide to Moosehead Lake............ The Heart of Hurope...........-.--..-- neat ae 

Uli aM —«< | Hien. Write for circulars to NIAGARA TAR- Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols.,......- PN feo Sciparerte 0-00 

5 GET BALL CO., Niagara Falls, N. ¥. TakGrcws. Pantene - ce ee, aa aye ue, The Zoological Atlas, 2°VOlS.....-+-s..usteeeees yw ie 

L N THE D 0 G Ses | Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... The Book of the Kabbit ....-.......-- reece AA) he 

é Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown--.......--- ne “ 
Send for Circular Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region Wild Flowers of Switzerland..... -..... eat 

THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR “BUSINESS” Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard........ Ae “N Soe IS reassia get a eR dowel cing s 06 
i NEw can el im oods and Lakes 0. Seeger ee shes 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. me  rsrrzans. | $88 OF Anmoscogen Reg On > 3 6b] Nelowstone Pare Ludlow, quariayCio0S,86¥~ 
Price $2.00. Braided from the very best silk. Manufactured | Map of the Thousand Islands......-.., ...+. ernment Report......-+++++-- rosie tek nee has aa 

. i r ae bara ees weer eeyee © NV eaee 

Tor sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. only by E. J. MARTIN, Rockville, Conn. Tourists’ Map Of Maine...,.,2..sces-2 water Youait on Bhoer: or 

ama 
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| dog also has. the right to exhibit it or withhold it from exhi- 

_ careful and intelligent mating are rewarded. That these 

_ financial management of the show is none of his concern. 

-anteed by a club, as at the Westminster shows, or by an 

_ agricultural society, as at Philadelphia last week, or by a 

" men in America have been guided in the past in their sup- 
. port of bench shows. 

~ 

show should hold such a position, being themselves repre- 

T AND STREAM. 
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Terms, $4.4 YEAR. 10 Crs. a Copy. 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 
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OONTENTS. 
EDITORIAL, THE KENTEL. 

Birds, Bonnets and Butchers. The National Bench Show Asso- 
The Keely Gun Trial. ciation. 

Tue SPORTSMAN TOURIST. National Breeders’ Show. 
Rbymes for the Season. RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING. 
A Chatty Letter. Range and Gallery. 
A Hunt with the Comanches. The Trap. 
A. Search for Amusement, New Jersey State Convention. 

NATURAL History. CANOEING. 
Robins and Strawberries. 
Domesticating Quail, 
The Catbird. 

GAME BAG AND Gon. 
Point of Beach. 
Game of Washington Territory. 
Hints and Queries. 
Bullet versus Buckshot. 

Camp-FIRE FLICKERINGS. 
SEA AND RIVER FISHING. 
The Dobson or Helgramite. 
Trout in Prince Hdward’s Island. 

Knickerbocker C. 0. Regatta. 
Drop Rudders and Settee Sails. 
Toronto C, C. Fall Regatta. 
Brockville C. C. Races. 
The Four who went to Sandy 
Hook. 
eon C. C, Challenge Sailing 

6 ce. 
A Regatta at Albany Oct. 4, 
Washington ©, C, Fall Regatta. 

YACHTING. 
Open Sweepstakes for Catama- 

Unequal Luck. rans, 
FISHCULTURE. Pacific Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
Carp Culture, Yacht Race on Manatee River. 

THe KENNEL. Beverly Y. C. 
New York Fall Dog Show. ‘s ) : Harlem Y. C. Fall Regatta. 
The Philadelphia Dog Show. Knickerbocker Y. ©. Regatta. 
Montreal Dog Show. New Jersey Y. C. Open Regatta. 
Ontario Collie Show and Field | ANsweRs TO CoRRESPONDENTS. 
Trials. PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

THE SUPPORT OF BENCH SHOWS. 

VERY man or club having the pluck is at perfect liberty 
to give one dog show ora dozen. Every owner of a 

bition, 

This liberty being conceded, there yet remains the con- 

sideration of expediency, A dog show is expedient just so 
far as it is beneficial to the interests of breeders and owners. 
The good results are secured iu a variety of ways: public 

appreciation of the several breeds is stimulated; a generous 

rivalry is excited among breeders, and the products of 

ends may be secured, it is essential that the promoters of a 

sentatives of the community of sportsmen, as shall afford 

assurance that the exhibition will be-conducted without a 
uspicion of fraud or prejudice. 

So long as the exhibitor is satisfied that these conditions 

are fulfilled, and has the added guarantee that his dogs will 

be properly cared for at the show, and that any prizes which 

may be awarded them will be promptly paid, clearly the 

If the money to hold the show and to pay the prizes be 

guaranteed, it is not of great importance whether it be guar 

number of individual breeders,as at the forthcoming National 
Breeders’ Show. Wor, so long as the exhibitor receives his 

prizes, need he give himself very much concern as to who 

shares the profits if there are any, or wno makes good the 
losses if any are entailed. 

These are the sound and proper principles by which sports- 

They are go very simple and familiar 
that there would be no need of referring to them now, but 

for the extraordinary attempt which has been made to lead 
the public to forget them, and to substitute others of a less 
tenable nature. Actuated by petty individual malevolence— 
the grounds of which may be explained in due time—a jour- 

nalistic endeavor is being made to prejudice the public 
against the National Breeders’ Show, which is to be held at 

Philadelphia in October. The facts concerning the ex 
hibition have all been published in our columns, and through 
this journal the public has been fully informed of the char- 
acter of the exhibition. The secretary, the sponsors and 
the judges are well known to dog breeders. With men of 
such standing as its promoters, the intelligent exhibitor cau 
readily form an opinion whether or not the Breeders’ Show 
fills the requirements of the exhibitions that should be 
heartily indorsed and cordially supported. ' 

Unless we have most, woefully misjudged the good sense 

of American sportsmen, they will not consent to have their 

eyes blinded by. the ‘mud slinging” to which reference has 

THE KEELY GUN TRIAL, 

At the Government station on Sandy Hook on Saturday 

last a group of gentlemen stood about a very small gun, 
lis bore was only one and a quarter inches, and its projectile 
was a 4% ounce leaden ball, There was no powder in this 

gun, no dynamite, no compressed air, no explosive of any 

kind, so far as any of the spectators could see, ‘‘no nothing,” 

as one of the staring boatmen comprehensively putit. The 

weapon was the new vaporic gun invented and constructed 
by the famous John W. Keely, of motor fame, and this was 

the first trial in public and over an out-door range. The 
gentlemen standing about were army officers and experts in 
other directions of things mechanical. They came, they 
saw, they were convinced that they had seen something, but 
just. what that something was not one of them could com- 
prehend or explain. 

Mr. Keely had come on from Philadelphia to make the 
exhibition, and had brought with him his bottled up force, 

and upon a broad platform raised above the sand a few 
inches the experimental machinery had been arranged. 
Four feet of copper tubing, about the diameter of an electric 

light wire, connected the generator with the gun, entering at 

the vent: The antique bit of ordnance selected hy the 

inyentor to demonstrate the adaptabilily of the mysterious 

power which he has brought to light looked like an ordinary 
yacht cannon, mounted upon a wheeled carriage. In the 
two-inch bore was inserted a brass tube that projected ten 

inches beyond the mouth. The gun barrrel is of steel. The 
large generator, to which was attached the copper wire 

tubing, was of chilled iron, with a holding capacity of five 
gallons. Two feet beyond the generator lay a small heavy 

iron cylinder, resembling in size and appearance a baker’s 
rolling-pin. This the inventor styled the intensifier. It 

was of chilled iron, with a capacity of half a gallon. The 
bore of the copper tube connecting the generator with the 

intensifier was of one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, in 

appearance the same as that connecting the Jarge cylinder 
with the gun. To load the gun the inventor unscrewed the 
barrel and placed against the orifice in the chamber three 

washers, one of rubber and two of gutt-percha, This was 

to prevent, as he explained, any leakage of the ‘‘etheric 

vapor” with which the gun was about to be charged. 
Screwing the muzzle back in place, he rammed home against 
the washers a leaden ball. 

Then there was a lively scattering for places of safety and 

after the inventor had beat a short tattoo upon the holder of 

the cannon with a wooden mallet, a stop cock was turned 

and the shot went off with a short, sharp sound, There 

was, of course, no smoke; neither was the gun heated 

appreciably, and the recoil was very slight. Shot after 
shot was fired, until in all nineteen had been sent from the 

weapon, The initial velocities were taken and showed some 
variations. The highest was 533 feet per second, or about 

one-third that obtained from an army rifle. Steel bolt shots 

were substituted for the leaden ball and one was sent through 

a three-inch plank, and half way into a second plank. The 

pressure, according to the claim of the inventor, was about 

7,000 pounds to the square inch. 
Of course Mr, Keely was interviewed after the experiment 

and he took up a column of space in telling once more the 
fairy tale of his invention. He confessed that he had 
stumbled on his discuyery and then went on to talk of 

| humming steel cores, and molecules and streams of etheric 
|-vapor, until he had succeeded in creating a fine maze in the 

mind and then gave this explanation which at least has the 

merit of brevity. He said: ‘‘Stripping the process of all 

technical terms, it is simply this: I take water and air, two 
mediums of different specific gravity, and produce from 
them by generation an effect under vibrations that liberates 

from the air and water an interatomic ether. The energy 
of this ether is boundless and can hardly be comprehended. 
The specific gravity of the ether is about four times lighter 
than that of hydrogen gas, the lightest gas so far discovered.” 

Here is the whole thing in a nutshell, and not a very big 
nutat that. There is no extravagance in the use of either 
air or water, since the inventor says that the shots at Sandy 

Hook were fired by the use of six drops of water and a pint 

of air, and that after all of the shots were fired the air and 
-water remained in the cylinders, which were then filled with 

more power or energy than when they started, Now comes 

the era of application after all the years of experimenting. 

been made, nor will they be bullied by such malicious and | ‘‘Complete success is near at hand. The adaptation of my 

fatuous misrepresentations into withholding their support of 

the Breeders’ exhibition, and so being unwittingly used as 
instruments for the wreaking of personal animosity. 

force to gunnery is positively assured,” says the inventor. 
On a large or small seale the thing is bound to succeed, and 
it now only remains for gunners to throw their favorite 

breechloaders into the junk pile and provide themselves 
with this etheric-vaporic shotgun of the future, a wee 
cylinder tucked away in the stock, a moistened cap perhaps, 

and the sportsman is armed for the day. Even the electric 

gun becomes a clumsy contrivance beside it, and the inno- 

vator who has been going about with a battery strapped 

ubout his waist, finds himself nowhere besides this latest 

contrivance for getting something out of nothing, and 

by tickling a modicum of air with a drop of water, 
getting a power beside which the great enginery 
of the world becomes weak in comparison. We are 

promised a big thing, and we shall wait and see whether it 

is only a great stock jobbing bit of clever bluff, or whether 

the long dreamed of power of the future is at hand. The 

improbable is always happening, has been well said, and if 

there is aught more improbable than these doings at Sandy 

Hook, we have yet to hear of it. 

BIRDS, BONNETS AND BUTCHERS. 

N one of her stories, George Elliot tells of the little boy 

who loved birds—that is, loved to throw stones at them. 

Tens of thousands of matrons and maidens love the birds, 

too—that is, to wear them on their hats and bonnets and 

dresses. Birds being in demand for bonnets, butchers axe 

found to supply them. 

The industry of slaughtering birds for their feathers is one 

of such magnitude, that those not familiar with the details 

are loth to credit truthful statistics. We gave some startling 
figures on the subject the other day; but we have the best, 

of reasons for believing that they were moderate estimates 

rather than overstatements. 

This work of bird destruction is well organized and»per- 

sistent. It goes on through spring, summer, autumn and 

winter, from one year’s end to another. There are laws in- 

tended to protect some of the birds killed, and prescribing 

punishments for those who do the killing, But the average 
bird butcher cares little for such laws. He snaps his fingers, 
declares that he is ‘‘going to knock every thing that wears 
feathers higher ’n a kite,” and consigns the game wardens 

to perdition. In most cases, unfortunately, the bird butcher 
is justified in his contempt for the laws. 

Here is one example of the class of milliners’ agent to 
which we have had reference. A man living on the 
eastern end of Long Island acts as a sort of wholesale bird 
skin purveyor for firms in this city. He has turned his 
dwelling into an abattoir and a factory for the conversion of 

bird skins into the various forms demanded by the houses 

for which he works. Sub-agents are constantly employed 
in killing sea birds, song birds and insectivorous birds, and 
bringing them in to bim at so much a head or per dozen, 

Their campaign will be waged so long as there are enough 
birds found on the island to make it pay. Some persons 
may think that when the snow comes and the birds have 
gone the bird butchers’ work will cease. Not a bit of it. 

Birds go south. Butchers can go south, too, The Long 
Island man is up to snuff. When the birds go to Florida, 
then he will be there to meet them. He is making preparations 
for the winter campaign, His boats are already in course of 
construction. He has bargained for his shot in bulk, at 

wholesale prices from the manufacturers. He has engaged 
his assistant butchers. He has provided his cheap guns for 

the negroes who will aid in the work of destruction. His 
chemicals, tools and paraphernalia have been selected with 

the care and knowledge of one who has been there before, 

as he has been, All through the winter on the Florida 

coast, in the bays and inlets, and up the rivers and on the 
lakes, he and his men will gather all that flies. ‘Shoot 

everything that has feathers” is the motto. “If it is not 
called for now,” he explains, ‘it may be some time, and 

then, you see, I'll have it.” When the birds begin to come 

north he will follow along, banging and skinning and pre- 

serving. At Port Royal another headquarters will be 
established, and there he will secure the services of other 

negro gunners. Then, by and by, having completed his cir- 
cuit of bird slaughter, he will swing around to Long Island 

again. 
This is only one. How many more there are we have no 

means of knowing. But this single instance should be 

sufficient to set men to thinking what the end will be, and to 

devise some way in which this shameful war of extermina- 
tion may be interrupted. 
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RHYMES FOR THE SEASON, 

DANVIg, Charlotte Co., Vit. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Here is another fragment which I suyed from Mrs. Lovel’s 

rag bag, where, perhaps, it might better have been allowed to 
remain till it went to the making of good, clean white paper. 

To that use it may be you will now think best to consign it. 

Very respectfully yours, 
Hi. Mumepson, Teacher in Dist. 13. 

IN THE FALL OF THE YAR. 

When the popple leaves *s as scace an’ as yaller as gold; 

When the braown leayes rustle an’ the year’s a-growin’ old; 

The crickits creaks slow when the nights grows cold. 

When the patridges’ flight has growed strong an’ bold, 
An’ the fox gits so furry he’s a beauty to behold, 

The erickits creaks slow when the nights grows cold. 

When the wild goose arrer is a-shootin’ from the cold, 

‘Taint the time o' year *at a hunter grows old, 

When the crickits creaks slow an’ the nights grows cold. 

For his heart grows young an’ his sperrit scorns the mould 

That his body *!l be become when his death bell is toiled; 

The crickits creaks slow when the nights grows cold, 

‘N’ his thoughts haint 0’ things that is bought an’ is sold, 

‘N? it’s no matter then if the wimmin folks scold; 
The crickits creaks slow when the nights grows cold. 

Ole Time drops his glass, *n’ his seythe’s aidge don’t hold; 

For a feller that’s a hunter the hours haint told, 

When the crickits ereaks slow an’ the nights grows cold. 

A CHATTY LETTER. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A seattering letter, desultory, chatty, and of little account 

anyhow, tliat is what lam sending you to-day; for lam at 
home, the mercury at 98°, and I am resting up after a three 
months’ outing, Not ‘fishin’ an’ huntin’,” bitt outing; 

> eruising light canocs (I haye two of them), building camps, 
cooking, botanizing; lonking up all points of interest in 
natural history, so far as 1 can see and understand; taking 
in the fine scenery ou the upper Susquehanna, and the many 
cosy camping spots thereabout. My fingers and thumbs are 
cramped and blistered by paddling; my feet and legs are 
peeled by sunburn. Iam ready for a rest; ready to read up 
and write up. And firstly the back numbers of FOREST AND 
Strwam, Il see the old controversy of bullet versus buck- 
shot is still going on. ‘‘Picket” has a sensible article on the 
much-protected but utterly thievish robin, which ‘‘Wilmot” 
answers illogically, while “R. T.” wants to freat him as a 
“came bird;” and ‘‘Elkridge” talks very sensibly on the 
bread question; and the question of snake bites, with the 
best remedics therefor, has prominent place. Now, lam no 
scientist. What 1 have to say is, as Mr. Toots remarks, ‘‘of 
no consequence, not the slightest.” But I like to consider 
myself around the camp-fire, and when better liars than I 
have talked themselves toa standstill and sheathed their little 
hatchets, I like to dip my modest paddle into the contro- 
versy- 
‘And firstly, as regards buckshot versus bullets, rifle against 

shotgun. Boys, you are all right, and each wrong. 0 one 
style of gun can cover the ground, The best possible gun 
for quail and snipe isn’t the tool you want to go after the 
grizzly you have lost. The best rifle for heading squirrels is 
not the one you want for moose and caribou. The best rifle 
for watching a runway on a broad river is not the gun you 
want for ‘‘ridging” or starting dogs in a tangled thicket. 
Cut your coat according to your cloth. If you are delegated 
to start two '‘set” of fierce, unruly hounds, and expect ashot 
among the briars, poplars, chestnut sprouts and fire cherries, 
take the most powerful shotgun in camp. Load each barrel 
with six drams of powder and two ounces of buckshot. If 
ou get a shot you will never know whether or no the gun 

Jicked. If you get no chance at a deer you may as well 
draw the charges. 

T like a neat 64-pound, 20-gauge for snipe and woodcock, 
a 74-pound, 14-gauge for grouse, and a heavy 10-bore for 
duck, wild geese and brant. ' 

Capt. Bogardus, with his skill and his heavy far-killing 
duck gun, can beat the best of us cutting down deer. And 
he will send fewer wounded deer away to die miserably than 
the best rifle shot among us. While the green tenderfoot, 
who loads his gun as though it were a pair of candle-molds, 
will wound far more than he kills. Skill, pluck and judg- 
ment count for something in hunting, as elsewhere. 

There was a time in my earlier hunting days, when, hav- 
ing become rather expert wilh the hair-triggered muzzle- 
loader, I came to have a most thorough contempt for the 
“seatter-gun.” I laid down some platforms in those days, 
the planks of which turned out a little shaky in after years, 
For instance, “It takes but one bullet to kill a deer; andifa 
man has but one shot he is pretty certain to make it count.” 
“If you can’t get a fair shot don’t shoot; and if you can’t 
hit a deer with a fair chance it is only right and sportsman- 
like to let it go.” All very pretty. But as honest Hans says: 
‘*The sooner a man lif the longer he know, the more he find 
by shimany oud.” I found ‘‘oud” that I was missing a good 
many deer, or sending them off wounded, where # second 
shot would have made an easy, sure thing of venison. Also, 
I strack places and game that made me fairly Jong for the 
despised seatter-guu. Notably in Southern Michigan, where 
I found myself one bright October, at a time when the M. 8. 
R. R. was just being cut out and graded to the westward of 
Hudson. . 
Thad started for a fall hunt on the Muskegon, but had 

stopped at a little village west of Hillsdale to visit an old 
friend who had emigrated to Miviivan with his young wife 
ata time when half of New England was singing enthusiastic 
songs about Michigania, His enthusiasm had a good deal 
abated. Both he and his wife had gone away from their 
home rosy and healthy, I found them pale and ague-stricken, 
with three peevish, sickly children. Ichose not to quarter 
myself on them, but took my traps to the Button House, 
where old man Button ngseed to take care of me for $3 per 
week, while his buxom daughter offered to keep my clothes 
in good order for a weekly stipend of twenty-five cents. 
Those were cheap times and money was scarce. Game and 

fish were most abundant about the little village of J., and as 

the weather was warm, and it was early for still-bunting, 

and as I could have a pleasant rustic room right under the 

roof, where 1 could heay the eee of the rain, and as there 
was @ full supply of milk and eggs, and J was a young man, 
and Sukey Button was really a fine—but no matter, I de- 
cided to camp there for an undecided length of time. 

It happened that 1 didn’t camp anywhere else that fall, 
didn’t. even see the Muskegon. For the people were kind, 
the living was good and wholesome, fruit was plenty, and as 
for game and fish, I could take more in one day than the 
little hotel could use in four. And the country was, and is 
to-day, one of the finest and pleasantest in the land, subject 
to that curse of Michigan, “fever ’n’ ager.” So I stayed, in 
an off-hand, unpremeditated way, until I barely caught the 
last boat from Toledo to Buffalo. How did I pass the time? 
Gloriously, There was not a day, rain or shine, on which I 
did not fish or shoot. Scarecely an evening when I did not 
have a pleasant visit with old man Button and his daughter 
Sukey, especially his daughter Sukey. The old lady was a 
victim of ‘‘ager,” and the daughter was yirtually landlady. 
A smart, capable young woman, with an eye like a moist 
violet, and a wealth of waving, blue-black hair, Healthy 
and well formed. Not the sort of a girl you would look for 
in a malarial country, But it was nothing to me, nothing. 
Though only twenty-three, I had solemnly sworn that 1 
would have no spouse but the rifle. No wife. But Dame 
Nature for a mother, 

Still, it was pleasant to come in just at dark loaded with 
game, wash up, get a wholesome supper, then sit by the 
bright open fire reading poetry to her and old man Button, 
for they were both intelligent and loved poetry. 

The old man tied to Pope and Burns. His favorite poems 
were the ‘‘Essay on Man’’}and the ‘Universal Prayer,” for 
Pope, with ‘‘Burns’s ‘‘Adyice to a Young Friend.” The 
daughter liked Byron and Burns, Her favorite poems were 
“Highland Mary,” “‘Cotter’s Saturday Night,” and ‘The 
Dream.” Wext to off-hand shooting, I had a eonceit that 
reading poetry was my ‘‘best holt.” 
When I confess that I practiced reading ‘‘The Dream” in 

the woods when alone, it mnst be understood that it was 
from no spoony sentiment about any young woman; but 
only that I might contribute to the innocent enjoyment of a 
pleasant family circle. (‘‘The Dream” was her favorite.) The 
duties of the bar often called the old man away, and | think 
we did not care how much whisky he sold at three cents a 
lass. 

: There was a gander-shanked, gawky-looking young fellow, 
with a high collar made from common sheeting, who used to 
call about twice a week, and sit twirling his thumbs and 
looking hungrily at Sukey while we read poetry. I thought 
he was in love, and did not blame him. Rather I was dis- 
posed to be sorry for him and help him, if I could. He 
‘owned a sawmill bout five mile off, and was gettin’ rich,” 
so old Button told me. From some casual remarks he made 
to me, and about me, I was led to conclude that he was 
sharper than he looked, But this is digression. I started to 
write something about guns snd game, and was near being 
led into alove story, To return. 
From the village of J., looking to the west, there was a 

gradually narrowing vista through the dense forest that 
seemed to end in a peak as far off as the eye could reach. 
This was the ‘‘Michigan Southern,” cut out, but only par- 
tially graded. ‘The cars came no further than Adrian, forty 
odd miles to the eastward. Only two miles up the track 
there was as good hunting as any man could ask. Two 
rather extensive, swampy thickets furnished excellent cover 
for deer and turkeys. Grouse and squirrels were too plenty 
and tame, and there was not a day in which bevies of quail 
were not seen in the village, while ducks swarmed on the 
wheat stubble every evening. The men who worked on the 
roid told daily of seeing scattering deer and droves of 
turkeys crossing the track within shot, and I began to tire of 
clipping (or missing) the heads of grouse and squirrels and 
to hanker for a shot at something larger. Jt soon came, and 
rather to my disgust, . 

I had taken an early start to get on the ground before the 
workmen came up the track, and was sitting on a stump 
resting and watching for game when a big gobbler glided 
out of the swamp and made for the opposite side of the 
open, followed by a dozen or more well grown turkeys. The 
rifle came to shoulder and I caughi the bead in an instant, 
but to get the bead fairly on the old gobbler was another 
matter. His quick, gliding motion, between a walk and a 
run, fairly threw me out, and I attempted to catch on the 
next and then on the next. Finally, as they all seemed get- 
ting away, | took as good an average as 1 could get at the 
tail end of the flock and cut loose, missing the whole blasted 
lot. And, oh! for the much-abused double-barreled shotgun 
just for five seconds, for they crossed within thirty yards, 
and any decent shot could have stopped a couple of the 
biggest ones. It rattled meso badly that I could not hit a 
squirrel for the next hour. ; 

There was a genial young doctor in J., who had a fine 14- 
auge shotgun, but no time to use it. 1 went to the village 

Batore noon with a fair show of small game, and proceeded 
to interview the doctor for the loan of his gun, leaving the 
rifle with him in case he might be called to visit a patient 
where it was worth while to take a gun along. 

Ispent a part of the afternoon cutting wads, arranging 
ammunition, and getting a good ready for a shotgun raid on 
the turkeys. arly the next morning I was on the ground, 
and I still-hunted on the best ground fill long after noon, but | 
not a turkey could I get sight of. 

Smaller game seemed plentier than ever. Hven the fox 
squirrels had lost their accustomed shyness, and gazed. calmly 
on me at shortrange. But I was not there to shoot at squir- 
rels with four drams of powder, an ounce and a half of BB 
shot and double wads, SoI hunted till the middle of the 
afternoon without firing a shot, and then made for a spring 
I knew to rest and eat a lunch, for I had eaten nothing since 
five in the morning. After lunch, a rest and smoke of 
course; and while ‘smoking, out walks a lordly buck, twenty 
rods away, followed by a large doe and a fawn. They came 
within seventy-five yards of the spring and stopped, broad- 
side on, inthe open, Ah, me! The wrong gun again. A 
big gobbler lost because I had a tifle; a big buck, because 1 
had not one. My notions as to the best hunting gun began 
to stow a little fopgy. : , 

or a full minute they stood still, cautiously looking 
about, then the buck laid his ears forward, lowered his head, 
and poked his nose far out in_ my direction. Something 1n 
the air did not suit him. Suddenly he raised his head, 
whistled and snorted loudly, and galloped off grandly to the 
swamp, followed by his little family. It was a fine sight, 
put discouraging. 1 started for the village in a reflective 
mood, Suppose 1 had been using a mongrel gun, 7.4, a 
double barrel, rifle and shot, the barrels lying vertically, rifle 
parrel on top, and each barrel good of its kind. It 1s as eer- 
tain as sunrise that neither deer nor turkey would have 

escaped me, I went back to the hotel in a most unamiable 
state of mind, 

Just before sundown I went down to the lake, hid in the 
| shrubs near a cove which the ducks affected, and waited for 
them to come from the wheat fields. When I had a nice 
huddle swimming within six rods of the blind, I raked them 
viciously with both barrels at once, and got kicked flat on 
my back; but left six unfortunates sprawling on top of the 
water for old man Button to pick up with thedugout. * * 
“Went to the hotel; washed up and rubbed shoulder with 
liniment. Tried to get up a meek, religious frame of mind, 
but was too full of cussedness, Sukey got up a neat supper 
and was pleasant as usual, 
‘Am atraid that girl is thinking too much of me for her 

own peace of mind, 
‘Tn the evening John Hinckley, the gawky sawmill man, 

came around. 
“He sate as usual, twirling his thumbs, looking spoony at 

the girl, or regarding me with a guizzical smile hard to un- 
derstand. Perhaps because he owns a portable sawmill and 
is a few years the oldest, he is inclined to look down on me. 
He is a good fellow, though, and offered me free quarters if 
I would come out to the mill and hunt deer, I wish the girl 
would fancy him,” . 
The above in quotation marks is about what I entered in 

my diary that night. 1 reproduce it to show what an “egre- 
jus ass” a conceited youngster of three or four and ‘twenty 
can make of himself. 

I modified my notion of sport, and concluded to divide the 
thing about equally between fishing, wing-shooting and 
“‘sneak-hunting” with the rifle. Idid so, and can hardly say 
which afforded the best sport. On one day I would spend 
the morning fishing from the dugout with a preposterous 
tamarack pole and strong linen line. Jn the afternoon go 
out with the doctor’s shotgun, loaded with No, 8, for quail. 
Limiting myself to a round dozen, I could cut them down in 
sight of the village, and in an hour. They were so tame 
that I often had to shy the old wideawake over a bevy to 
make them rise. Yes, game was plenty then. Just before 
sundown IJ would load up with No. 3, and, taking alow sag 
of the swampy timber, just where the ducks came in for the 
wheat stubble, make a few easy shots at them, I came to 
make an zesthetic thing of it. I usually limited myself to a 
dozen quail or six ducks. I was also a little curious fo 
know how years of careful rifle practice had affected the 
wing-shooting, in which I once delighted. Well, I found 
it had made me slower, but not less accurate; rather more 
certain and deadly. I had fine sport in the timber shooting 
grouse and squirrels, but for days had no luck on turkeys or 
deer. Luck came at last. 

‘All things come round to him who will but wait.”* 

I had gone to the timber early on a bright October morn- 
ing, notifying old man Button that I would bring in just 
four grouse and four fox squirrels—grays and blacks to be 
passed by. Now the grouse were easy to get, and I soon 
had the four with heads neatly clipped. But the squirrels 
cost me nearly the rest of the day. No animal that runs 
the woods is more sagacious than the fox squirrel, and I 
think him the hardest animal to get a shot at that I ever 
saw. 

Tf I made three or four misses I did not count them. And 
if I spoiled one or two by body shots, I did not bring them 
in. But just before sundown I was walking down the 
track with my full number, handsomely strung on a broad 
strap, tails down. ‘hey made a handsome picture. And 
then, two hundred and fifty yards ahead of me, a Jarge doe 
loped out of the swamp on the left and made for the opposite 
side, On reaching the middle of the road she paused for an 
observation, and dropping to a knee rest, I held a full bead 
at the top of her back and cut loose, 

For a moment there was no stir; then she bounded conyul- 
sively into the air, tore down the track like mad, and after 
running a hundred yards, keeled over dead. For a round 
balland a light charge of powder, it was a most surprising 
shot, to me, at least; and I haye neyer sincé killed o deer at 
as great a distance, nor have I shot aslargeadoe. She 
weighed 120 pounds dressed. That day I had the right gun 
in the right place. 
What with fishing, hunting, and a little platonic love- 

making in the long, cool eyenings, the time stole by almost 
imperceptibly, and the 10th of November was on me almost 
before I knew it. The weather had become cold, roads were 
frozen, and ice formed along the margin of the lake, Wild 
geese swarmed to the lake every evening, and I took to wateh- 
ing them from the lower corner of a wheat field, where the 
flight seemed most promising. Though I loaded heavily with 
BB shot and the flocks looked near enough, it was only a 
partial success. Three evenings and a dozen shots only re- 
sulted in three geese and a very lame shoulder, and 1 began 
to think of going home. 
Now, it happened then and there, as it often happens in 

frontier settlements, that an old rogue of a buck had taken 
up his quarters in the swampy thickets about the lake, just 
where he could handily make midnight raids on wheat fields 
andturnip patches, Passing his days in easy hearing of 
dogs, guns, men, cow bells, and all the many noises pertain- 
ing to farm life, he had become so cunning that Button de- 
clared he ‘‘knew more ’n’ a boy ten year old.” Hewas often 
jumped by the farm dogs of the settlement, and took it 
cooly, making a short detour to the clearings, coming back 
to the lake, and finally swimming off to a brushy, briery 
island surrounded by reeds, rank grass and wild rice. This 
was his stronghold, from which neither men nor dogs could 
hunt him out. Just how and where he managed to hide so 
cunningly no man ever knew. Several times he was chased 
by the old dugout and_a single paddle, but he could out- 
swim a hollow log, and always got away. He was what 
hunters call a ‘‘swamp buck;” heavy-bodied, short-legged, 
dark-colored, and with an immense foot for a deer. The 
Jocal hunters believed he would weigh 250 pounds, and more 
than one of them had secretly resolved to hunt him down on 
the first tracking snow. They were doomed to disappoint: 
ment. 

It was in the second week of November that, one cold 
evening an hour before sundown, I had taken my usual 
stand to watch for geese. I had scarcely been in position 
for ten minutes when i heard the eager, sharp yelping of a 
little cur dog, and in a minute or two a buck—the buck— 
broke out of the thickct into the wheatfield. He was not 
fifty rods off, and my heart almost ceased beating as he 
turned and skirted the margin of the field straight toward 
my stand. Would he keep on, or dodge into the thicket 
before getting near enough for a safe shot with anything so 
small as BB? 1 

The suspense was painful, but of short duration. Steadily 
and with head down, he came right on, galloping slowly and 



lum sily, not at all like the gallant stags in books. I braced 
up, kept my nerves down, and just as he was passing within 
hiriy feet, let him have it back of the foreleg, It may have 
Teena barbarous shot, but it was effectual, An ounce and 
@ half of BB, backed by four drams of powder heavily 
wadded, did the business. Heart and lungs were riddled 
Jike a colander, and he only made one heavy, lurching jump 
after the charge struck him. He was dead almost as soon 

fis he fell. The cur dog did not come in on the track, and 
by a little after dark, with the help of old man Button, a 

art-horse and pung, the big buck was safely housed. 
Then I suddenly decided to start for home the next 

Morning before daylight, a decision which Button seriously 
Hhjected to. 
“Better stay with us all winter,” he said. ‘‘You can go 

‘out ito the timber and hunt deer as Jong as the season lasts, 
‘trom John Hinckley’s camp, and you'll be among friends. 
Bikey thinks a heap of you; and she and John are goin’ to 
Bet married Christmas—” 

| “Eh? what!” 
“Yes; hadn’t you mistrusted it?’ 
Oh yes, of course Lhad, And I felt a lump rising in my 

throat, and was conscious of looking like a fool. I don’t 
know why; the girl was nothing to me—that is, nothing 
more than a very pleasant acquaintance. 

But at 5 o'clock the next morning I was en route for 
‘Buffalo, which it took two days to reach, and where I found 
the snow eight inches deep, and the boats in a slushy, snowy 

jam. But I feok a Redbird packet, and as we had the 
“wight of way, less than twenty-four hours brought us to 
Rochester, where I soid the buck for $25 to ‘‘Butcher 
Edwards,” who, if he be alive, will take his ‘‘alfred david” 
that the deer did not weigh 250 pounds, though it did 
Weigh 225 pounds, and was the largest buck I have ever 
killed. 

_ ‘Two deer and no wild turkey is not much to boast of for 
4 six weeks’ tour; but I somehow remember that outing as 
‘one of the pleasantest episodes of my life. And it was while 
coming down the lake that I eyolved from my inner con- 
sciousness the plan of my next gun, which was briefly as 

: fillows: Rifle and shot, barrels lying vertically, locks ‘‘over 
and under,’ weight 84 pounds. Shot barrel 14-gauge, rifle, 
80 round balls to the pound, conical bullet 40 to the pound. 
I had it made that winter, and it proved the best all-around 
gun for sporting and general use I have ever owned. Rather 
heavy for chipmunks, and not powerful enough for grizzlies. 
Bul, as I never hunt either, 1 managed to keep myself tolera- 
bly well keeled for anything from a squirrel to a deer. Had 
ibe gun not gone up in an unlucky fire it would probably be 
my favorite to-day. 
We mostly—old hunters though we may be—yary in our. 

methods of hunting. ‘‘Adios” tells of shooting one deer at 
400 yards and another at 800 yards, and says ‘‘from 300 to 
500 yards is a fair killing distance.” I have never killed a 
deer at as long a distance as even 300 yards, and only one as 
far off as 250, 

Of all the deer I have killed 1 have shot only two asfar off 
as 200 yards, and to offset this 1 have shot two so near me 
that the hair on their sides was powder-burned. I think my 
shots at deer haye ayeraged less than fifty yards. and I have 
shot many at about half that distance. NESSMUK, 
WELLSBORO. Pa., Sept. 6. 

A SEARCH FOR AMUSEMENT. 
W the month of July last, our friend, Rev, W. T. J., 
visited his father, a well-known Baptist clergyman, who, 

at that time, resided in the immediate vicinity of Henderson- 
ville, in this State, in quest of pure air and water, which his 
arduous clerical labors had made necessary for his health. 
Though a “fisher of men,” Brother J. does not regard it as 
tnworthy of “the cloth” to indulge, when favorable oppor- 
tunity offers, in the use of the breechloader and the rod. 
After sojourning a while in that delightful neighborhood, 
and feeling somewhat refreshed, he made arrangements for 
a trip to the upper waters of the French Broad, in ‘lransy]- 
vania county, where he was assured the ruffed grouse and 
speckied trout were in abundance. Knowing quite well the 
weakness of your correspondent and one or two other friends 
in this vicinity for the sport which he anticipated, he ad- 
dressed us an urgent letter, advising us of the day of his in- 
tended depurture, and earnestly requested that we should 
reach Hendersonville by the train which left Spartanburg, 
8. C., at 6 P. M. on Thursday, the 7th of August, and be 
the guests of his father that night, Teceel and L concluded 
that we could afford to leave our business for a short while, 
in order to have such an enjoyable time as was promised, 
and, accordingly, left home at 3 A. M. of that. day, and at 8 
o'clock arrived safely at the point of our immediate destina- 
tion, At the station we were met by our friend and one or 
more of his brothers and taken to the dwelling where we 
were to be guests. A cordial welcome awaited us, and, 
after a pleasant chat with the father, mother and sister of 
our friend, we were shown to our bedroom and soon became 
oblivious of all earthly things. At all events, 1 did; but 
Teceel assured me next morning that the “sable goddess’’ 
brought no repose to him until the ‘‘wee sma hours ayant 
the twal,” long after my stentorous breathing had ceased to 
fall harshly on his ears, and then, in sheer physical exhaus- 
tion, he hadfallen asleep, Next morning, soon after the sun 
hal gilded the mountain tops, or ‘‘jocund day stood tiptoe 
on fhe mountain tops” (it has been some time since I read it, 
and the quotation may not be literally exact) we rose from 
our couchus, went below, and waited but a short while be- 
fore that welcome sound was heard which is so pleasant to 
ahuueryman. Coffee and milk, and bread, butter, chickens 
and e#gs were eaten with a relish, and the preparations com- 
meneed for the trip which we were about to take. 
Not long after this, a six-seated vehicle, called a back, 

drawn by two horses, made its appearance, and into this our 
baggage, guus and ammunition were placed, and Sam J., a 
young lawyer of Greensboro, J. F. J., of Ashville, one of 
the best wing shotsin the country, W. T. J., Teceel and 
“Wells” took their seats, the first named acting the part of 
Jehu. Bro, J,, the elder, and a “spring chicken,” as we call 
the boys when the down on their upper lips begins to color, 
whom I shall call Sparrow—that being his nick-name—got 
in a buggy, and bidding adieu to that part of the household 
who remained, we drove off in the direction of Brevard. 
Wehad two dogs—Jeff, an old pointer, who had been, so 
we were told, an excellent hunter in his earlier days, and a 
young bitch of gentle blood and unfathomable bottom, who 
was deficient in taining. Ina little more than an hour we 
teached the French Broad, and took up its right or eastern 
bank fora few miles, when we crossed it on a bridge. Just 
beiow the bridge we saw the unusual sight of a steamboat, 
which had been built to ply between Asheville and Brevard, 
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when the people in that section supposed the Federal Goy- 
ernment would spend many thousand dollars in making the 
Tiver easily navigable for vessels of her class. Alas, for 
human expectations! She will probably rot where she now 
lies without even transporting a single one of those number- 
less tons of produce which the ardor of the people supposed 
would be carried to market on her decks. Getting on the 
west side of the river, our route led us somewhat off from 
its banks, and we did not see the stream again until soon 
after we passed “the old Gash place,” once a favorite rest- 
ing place for travelers, : 
About noon we drew up to a double log house, owned and 

tenanted by a plain family named Allison, who had been 
advised by Brother J. that we would reach their house that 
day, and partake of such hospitalities as they might be able 
to offer. The proprietor was not at home, having been 
called off to Brevard on business, but his wife gaye us a 
hearty reception, which was as sincere as it was unstudied. 
There was no guile in her welcome, but it came forth pure 
and undefiled as the fountain which supplied her waterpail. 
She was indeed glad to see us, and she did “‘the best she 
could” for our accommodation. Ihave seen more sumptu- 
ous repasts than the one which she spread, but never have 
I seen one which more clearly illustrated that “‘better is a 
dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled ox and hatred 
therewith.” It was substantial and neatly prepared, but its 
great glory consisted in the fact that it was not grudgingly 
given, but with heartfelt pleasure. We enjoyed that frugal 
dinner and the smiling face of our excellent hostess, She 
made no charge whatever, alleging that if we felt gratified 
she had all the compensation which she desired, On our re- 
turn we stopped again for dinner, and were fortunate in 
meeting her husband, who, we thought from what we saw, 
was exactly suited to the woman whom he had made his 
wite, He refused te take one cent of remuneration, stating 
that though poor, he had bread enough for his own house- 
hould and a loaf now and then for a ‘“‘wayfaring man,” 
That is a happy family. No sordid cares eat up their souls, 
and in the hereafter they will have “harps of gold,” while 
others who dress in ‘‘purple and fine linen,” will, perhaps, 
not enjoy that sweet music which floats through the arches 
and corridors of “the mansions of the blest.” 

Bidding our kind entertainers farewell, we resumed our 
journey up the immediate valley of the stream, and passing 
some of the best farms in the western part of the State. 
About six miles above Brevard night overtook us, and we 
took lodgings at the house of Mrs. Duckworth. where we 
were comfortably entertained. Bro, Jordan, the elder, hisson 
Jim and Sparrow, went about two miles beyond and stayed 
with an excellent and hospitable family named Galloway, 
but rejoined us in the morning, About o’clock we turned 
squarely to the right and commenced the ascent of the 
mountaing, After an hour or two of toilsome travel, in 
which it became necessary for the vehicle to be emptied of 
its living contents, we reached the top, and began to go 
down to the western branch of the French Broad. This 
was safely reached, and then Jeaving that stream and taking 
up another which emptied into it, a journey of a few miles 
brought us to Robinson's, the place which we were seeking. 
We arrived about midday, and soon thereafter sat down to 
an excellent dinner, which all of us enjeyed. 

The house is made of logs, but is two stories in heicht. 
On the north side there is a piazza extending its whole 
length. An excellent bed in a room up-stairs, where every- 
thing was clean, was assigned me as a place of repose, and 
my associates were Sam and Jim J, and Sparrow, whom I 
“took in’ as a sleeping companion. It is but just to him to 
say that during the night he conducted himself with eminent 
propriety, and neither kicked, pulled off the coyer—and 
cover was quite comfortable—snored nor grunted. His 
digestion, I take it, is remarkable, because if otherwise he 
would haye shown some physical uneasiness, after the suc- 
cessful destruction which he always made of our hostess's 
viands. What an appetite that boy has! He is a small 
specimen of humanity, to be sure, but then people who have 
“fa lean and hungry look” are usually gifted with a capacity 
for victual stowage which is really astonishing. Mud and 
Sparrow would be unwelcome guests in any family where 
the larder was low, provided their gastronomic powers were 
known. 

North of Robinson’s, and distant less than a mile, flows the 
French Broad River. At that place it has a width of about 
thirty feet, and there are quite a number of pools, where the 
water is several feet in depth. It looks asif the trout would 
be abundant in the stream. Indeed, I understand that they 
are, but generally of small size. Occasionally one is caught 
which weighs a pound. One of our party spent an hour or 
so with his rod and line, and brought back a nice little 
string. Unfortunately they were not properly cooked, and, 
hence, were far from being so palatable as they should 
have been. The fact is, I] have never yet had the good 
fortune to have a dish of these fish set before me which com- 
mended itself to my palate, or which was comparable to the 
bream of Waccamaw Lake, or the pigfish of the sounds near 
Wilmington. Itis possible enough thatif 1 had had the courage 
and strength to take up or down one of their mountain 
streams, kill any fish I caught, and cooked them when they 
were fresh, I should have enjoyed them. They ought to be 
first-class, because they live only in cold and pure water. I 
tried the rod and line but once during the visit, and though 
T used all my skill, I did not succeed in getting a ‘‘nibble.” 
Probably this result was caused by the fact that there had 
been rain just preceding the time of my effort, and the fish 
had had plenty to eat, and were not, therefore, tempted by 
the red worms which I used. 

Our party hunted grouse assiduously for two or three 
days and thoroughly traversed grounds which gave promise of 
abundaut sport, but we failed to start the birds, Only five 
or six were found, and they rose at such distances from us, 
that we did not get even a feather, This was so discouraging 
to men who were prepared with over a hundred shells each, 
that though our accommodations were good, the atmosphere 
and water delightful, and the mountain scenery lovely as 
heart could wish, we could stand our poor luck but three 
days, and sorrowfully, but wisely, ‘homeward turned our 
sail,” Grouse may be there, people say they are, but we 
were unable to find them, The fact is, I find that this bird 
and I are doomed to be strangers, for he inhabits loculities 
which my physical powers are incapable of visiting. 

Some time ago one of your correspondents expressed a de- 
sire that some of the sportsmen who write for the Fornst 
AND STRHAM should give an account of one of their unsuc- 
cessful hunts, I have gratified the anxiety of that indi- 
vidual, and trust that he is profoundly grateful for the con- 
sideration I have shown for his wishes. 
Now, although we got neither game nor fish, we had a 

pleasant time and the expense was inconsiderable. If, in the 
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month of October, a small party of hardy men, well equipped 
with guns, dogs and tackle, should visit Robinson’s, they 
could, no doubt, enjoy themselves. Indeed, there are many 
places all through our mountains where moderate sport could 
be had, and where health of body and mind could be secured, 
for a comparatively small outlay of muney. They would have 
to undergo a deprivation of a daily mai!, and content them- 
selyes with Pee COO from a newspaper somewhat 
antiquated in date. But persons who want recreation need 
not care for that, It is only so mich to their advantage. 
As indicated in my last, I have placed my sword in the 

scabbard upon the warlike question of rifles and shotguns. 
They who choose to use either weapon may do so, for aught 
1 shall say, J shall only reserve to myself the right to adopt 
either at my pleasure on any kind of game. If I choose to 
be simple enough to load my 14-bore with No. 12 shot even 
for deer, it is only an evidence of my own folly, for which 
no man is responsible. But I shall use No. 1, 2 or 3 buck for , 
that purpose, and when I come to small game shall use one 
ounce of 8, 9 or 10, depending upon the season of the year. 
And I shall shoot a cylinder gun, weighing less than 7 
pounds, having found it quite as effective as I desire. If I 
fail to kill, the fault will be mine. Nor shall 1 shoot at every 
bird which I see, regardless of distance and opportunity, 
There is no sense in that course. Sometimes, even with the 
best chances, I know I shal] only wound the game, and it 
will escape, But I can’t help it, I wish my aim was always 
so true that this mistake would not occur. It never was and 
never will be, either with me or with any one. 

If, in “the heat of debate,” anything has fallen from me 
which was unpleasant to my humane friend ‘‘Piute,” I sin- 
cerely regret it, and say to him, in all sincerity, ‘‘Let there 
be no strife, I pray thee, betwixt me and thee.” Wruva. 
RockinGHam, N. C., Sept. 15, 1884. 

A HUNT WITH THE COMANCHES. 

TN the year 1875 1 was a trooper in the Fourth United 
States Cavalry, belonging to a company stationed at 

Fort Sill, Indian Territory, On the 15th of October, that 
year, | received an order, early in the morning, ‘‘to report 
at the adjutant’s office right away with eighteen days’ 
rations, arms and ammunition.” Upon reporting I was sent 
to the commanding officer, Gen. MacKenzie. Said he: ‘I 
want you to go with a party of Indians on their winter 
hunt,” ‘‘Alone?” IT asked him, ‘‘Yes,” said he, ‘‘I will 
send you along with them by yourself if you are not afraid 
to go; if you are, say so and I will send another man along 
with you.” That just suited me, I wanted no other man, 
and it did not take me long to tell him so. Then he ordered 
me to start right off and go to the Wichita Agency, thirty 
miles north of Sill, get there that night and report to the 
agent. I saddled up my horse, took a pack mule, vot rations, 
plenty of ammunition for carbine and pistol, and was en 
route for the Wichita in less than an hour. Getting in there 
late in the afternoon, the agent told me that my Indians 
would be down on the next dayto get their supplies, a hunt- 
ing pass, etc., and I could then join them, They did not 
put in an appearance until the next afternoon, quite late. 
Then they held a pow-wow with the agent concerning the 
length of time they could remain out. They finally con- 
cluded to stay out four months if buffaloes were plenty. 
Then we started for their camp, some ten miles up the river. 
I found that they numbered fifteen lodges and about seventy- ° 
five men, women and children, Their chief was A-sa-hab- 
bit. He was about the hardest case on the reservation, so 
the agent kindJy informed me, and his looks did not belie it. 
As it was dark when we got into camp, I did not hayea 
chance that night to see much of him or his band. 

Next morning at daylight the camp was astir, squaws being 
busy taking down the tepees, cooking breakfast, and packing 
mules. We got off at sunrise, going west all day and eamp- 
ing late in the afternoon near Wichita River. While on the 
march this day I had a chance to see how the Indians 
traveled, as I rode in the rear along with the chief. They 
divided up their drove of ponies in six or seven separate 
bands, loose ponies, ponies packed, and ponies carrying the 
younger children. Each squaw had her own ponies to drive 
and pack. The packs were continually coming off and 
the squaws were kept busy all day fixing them again. 
The chief had quite a herd himself consisting of mules 
packed with flour, coffee, sugar, etc., and some thirty or 
forty loose ponies. He had besides five or six large American 
horses which he never rode himself nor allowed any one else 
to ride. What he kept them for I never could find out; I 
do not believe he knew himself. Upon coming to the place 
where the chief decided to camp, the men would dismount, 
take off their saddles, turn their ponies loose and lie down 
under the nearest tree, while the squaws took off their packs, 
put up the tepees, got wood and water and cooked supper. 

The chief was the only Indian in the band who spukea 
word of English. He had a negro boy about twelve years old 
that he had bought, so I understood, when he was quite 
young. The agent took himaway from the Indiuns the follow- 
ing summer and placed him in the school, but at this time 
the chief had him -herding ponies, driving them on the march 
and helping the squaws generally, He acted as an interpreter 
between the Indians and myself until I picked up a little 
Comanche. The chief would never speak English while 
around camp, but when out with me alone he could talk it 
all day. 

As soon as we camped this night and the lodges were up, 
he directed a squaw to fix me a bed in his own lodge directly 
opposite the door. I afterward found out that this was 
the place of honor in the lodge. 

Next morning it was raining, but that made no difference; 
we were looking for buffalo and were bound to find them. 
I saddled up a pony that morning and every morning after 
that, and rode my own horse no more that winter; but 
turned him loose to pick up his living among the ponies. 
The march this day was about a repetition of yesterday’s. 

On going into camp that night the chief announced that 
to-morrow, ‘‘may be so, we get buffalo.” We got them. 
Late in the afternoon we came to the North Fork of the Red 
River, and saw the first buffalo of the season. They had 
heen very plenty there some time back, but a party of white 
skin-hunters were in camp at the river, and had been killing 
them off. The river here is the boundary line between the 
Indian Territory and Texas, and these white men were on 
the Territory side of it. That made the old chief mad; he 
wanted them moved off right away. I told them they would 
haye to cross, and after taking a look at our outfit they con- 
concluded to do so, Our Indians were nearly all armed 
With breechloaders of diffcrent patterns, but most of them 
were old. model Winchesters. The chief had a Springfield 
carbine and a Colt’s pistol] that he had bought from some 
deserter from the cavalry service. We killed quite a number 
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of buffalo that evening, and held a council that night in the 
chief's lodge, After the pipe had gone around the chief 
announced that buffalo were not plenty enough here, and he 
wanted to cross over to Texas. I told him he could do so, 

The next morning it looked like rain, and we concluded to 
remain in camp and give the squaws.a chance to stretch and 
serape the hides secured the day hefore, and cure the meat, 
Whenever it was possible, afler killing a buffalo all the meat 
was brought to camp, cut into narrow strips, and then dried 
and put up in bundles of about fifty pounds each, rawhide 
being used for a cover. Three of these packs made a load 
fora pony. After breakfast I took a pony and crossed over 
to the white hunters’ camp, They were getting ready to 
leave, as they did not want to remain near the Indians. 
We spent this day and the following in this camp, getting 

a few buffalo, and then moved across to McClellan Creek, 
about twent miles away, Here we stopped about ten days. 
Our camp was near where some companies of the Fourth Cay- 
alry had fought a band of Comanche Indians (the Que-ha-da 
Comanches in 1872). Itold our chief about it. He knew it 
all, and said that to-morrow we would go over there and 
visit the locality. We went, and after he had looked for the 
place where the camp had been until we were both tired, he 
announced that he could not find it, Then I tried, and suc- 
eeeded better, The camp had been in the river bottom, and 
all vestiges of it down there were washed away. We had 
burned the camp after the fight, I, however, found where 
the chief’s lodge had been up on a higher bank. This fight 
then furnished us a subject for conversation at nights around 
the camp-fire for some time. 

On leaving the Agency there had been given to me a roll 
containing the names of all the men inthe party, Hyery 
night they would examine it and ask to be shown their names 
onit, They soon could point out each man his own name. 
Ifound that they counted from the top or bottom and so 
located themselves. My watch was another unfailing source 
of amusement to them; they never tired of watching the 
movement in it; then my pocket compass and map of Texas 
would claim their attention. 
_ The chief had an excellent field glass, but he never used 
it, and so I carried it, and found it often very useful. While 
we were in this camp, we were joined by a large band of 
Techi and Wichita Indians; they had left the Ageney some 
days after us, and had not found any buffalo yet; they had 
no rations along and were very hungry. Our Indians fed 
them, and after holding another council that night, we de- 
cided to move again, our purty to go west and the Techis 
north. I noticed this evening that our Indians brought their 
saddles, packs, and all loose articles inside the lodges, Before 
this they had always been kept outside on small racks made 
for the purpose. I was told that the Techis were great 
thieves, and would steal all loose property found lying out 
after night; the chief also sent a guard out to the pony herd, 
which was kept at- night some two 1ailes from camp, 

The next day we broke camp, and the day following got 
tothe Salt Fork of the Red River, where we stopped for 
about to weeks, still hunting every day. At this camp the 
Wolves were very plenty; they gave us a free concert each 
night and kept it up all night. I tried to shoot them with a 
rifle but did not sueceed very well. The chief had two 
ounces of strychnine along, and we began to poison them, 
and saved about 150 of their hides, which came very useful 
ater on. 
Here we had another adventure with the skin-hunters. 

Going out one morning with the chief we found a wagon 
track twenty-four hours old. Not knowing of any white 
men being in the country we followed it. From’ the zigzag 
course it took we soon concluded that they were lost, and so 
it proved. We trailed them to where they had camped the 
night before. Their fire was still burning, and the carcass 
of a deer had been left in camp. Still following them, in 
about an hour we first sighted them on a divide some three 
miles off. 1 examined them through the field glass and saw 
that there were two of them, with a two-horse wagon. It 
did not take us long to overtake them. They had their 
wagon loaded down with green buffalo hides, and wanted to 
go to Fort Elliott, Texas. They were going there, but it 
was by way of Ohina. They said they had been lost for 
nearly a week; had had nothing to eat most of the time, and 
could not eat buffalo or venison for want of salt. They had 
passed within a mile of a large salt lake without knowing it 
until Liold them, We put them on the right road, or rather 
gave them the right direction, for there was no road, and 
Jeft them. They told me that they got one dollar each for 
their largest hides and seventy-five cents for small ones. 
This is where the buffaloes haye gone. There isnot a single 
one now in all that country. The carcasses have been left to 
feed the wolves. 

Our next move, still west for two days, took us to a small 
creek, not down on the map, but about on the line between 
Texas and New Mexico. Here the chief said he would stay 
oné moon—a month—and then start back. 

After we had been in camp here a few days I concluded 
to see more of the country to the west of us. Taking two 
young Indian boys, about 15 years of age, and our ponies, 
some bread, coffe and sugar, I started on a hunt of my own. 
Not liking my gun I left it in camp and took bows and ar- 
rows. We made about 30 miles the first day, taking our 
time and camped at asmall lake or water hole, All the 
game we found this day was a few prairie chickens which 
were killed with bows and arrows, and we made our supper 
off them. Next morning the weather turned cold and it 
blew a norther, which turned into a snow storm at about 
neon. Putting our ponies to the gallop we kept on looking 
for timber and found it at 2 o’clock P, M, Just before get- 
ting into it we jumped a band of antelope, and before they 
vot away 1 dropped two of them, thanks to the repeater. 
Leaving the antelope where they fell, we went on to the 
timber and found a small canyon, well wooded and sheltered 
from the wind. After ticing our ponies out on grass, we 
broughtin and dressed our game. As it wasstill snowing one 
of the Indians and I put up a shelter with our saddle blank- 
ets, while the other Indian started a fire and got our dinner 
ready. The snow continued to fall, but not very heavy. We 
stopped here al] night. 

In the morning it turned warm again; the snow had 
stopped falling and was melting off very fast. I started off 
on foot up the canyon to look for wildturkeys. My Indians 
went off in another direction, and the camp was left in 
charge of the ponies. After hunting for an hour and seeing 
no game, | came back to camp, My Indians had not re- 
turned, so I sat down to wait forthem. I had not waited 
long before I heard two shots, followed by a yell, which I 
knew came from a white man. Just then my two Indians 
carne tumbling down the bank, so badly scared that they 
could not speak. They were shortly followed by a white 
man and two Mexicans. They stopped upon secing me and 

I invited them into camp, It seemed that they had come 
across the Indians back some distance on the plains and, of 
course, must fake a shot at them, Had I not been there 
these Indians would have gone to the happy hunting grounds 
then and there, After taking a smoke with the strangers 
they told me that they belonged to 4 large party, mostly 
Mexicans, who were hunting the buffalo for hides over on 
the Pecos River. They killed them with lances altogether, 
not using guns at all, I declined an invitation to visit them 
and started back toward our camp again. We bore south 
to-day and part of the following day, then turned northeast, 
and got into the hunting camp on the eyening of the fifth 
day from the time we left it. 

Buifaloes were getting scarce again, so the chief concluded 
to go home. He packed up to start next morning. We had 
hardly gone a mile when more buffaloes appeared, They 
were coming from the east, being driven west by other bands 
of Indians. We went into camp and commenced killing 
again. This stop lasted a week, At the end of that time 
every mule and pony not wanted for the saddle was loaded 
down with meat, and we made another start for home. 
When we got to the Salt Fork we found that the Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes had been hunting there since we left, about 
a month previous, They had left, but betore going they 
had taken particular pains to burn off all the grass, and from 
that point into the Agency they kept on a few days in ad- 
vance of us and burned everything behind them, This com- 
pelled us to alter our course and travel south to get below 
the burned district. On account of the poor condition of 
our stock and because of their being overloaded we could 
only make eight or ten miles a day, and could travel only 
about four duysin the week. Christmas found us on the 
Salt Fork, out of flour and nearly out of coffee and sugar, 
We were living on dried buffalo and what deer and turkeys 
we could kill. I was glad when one of our Indians brought 
in news that there was a trader somewhere below us. Leay- 
ing the party in camp, some of us started out the following 
day to find him. The chief and I going down the river 
came upon him about fifteen miles away. He was afraid to 
come up to our camp, buf we compromised, he coming up 
ten miles, and I promising to haye our camp kept where it 
then was, and to have a few Indians ata time come down 
and trade. He made me promise to remain in his camp 
while the trading was going on, and I readily agreed—any- 
thing to get flour and tobacco. 
He had hardly stopped his wagons at the designated place 

before our band was all around him, and trading began. 
He had five large wagons well loaded; his prices were Indian 
prices, 5 pounds of flour for a dollar, 14 pounds of coffee or 
2 pounds of sugar for a dollar. Tubacco a dollar fora 
A-ounce plug. Before he opened up he directed me to go to 
his wagons and help myself, and I did so with wlacrity. 
Calling up one of the chiet’s squaws, I loaded her pony with 
about fifty dollars’ worth of his supplies (Indian prices), 
They were worth about ten dollars, but I paid him nothing, 
80 did not care. His “checks” were felt gun wads, each repre- 
senting a dollar, He paid one dollar each for our wolf skins, 
and whatever was agreed upon for cach buffalorobe. Among 
his stores were a pumber of boxes of rifle cartridges of all 
calibers, also some whisky. I warned him not to sell any 
whisky, but told him to Jet them have all the ammunition 
they wanted. He was afraid to do so, however, so as we 
were out of ammunition, I got together a lot of his gun wad 
checks, taking one or more from each man, and bought all 
his Winchester cartridges and gave them out myself. Trad- 
ing was kept up pretty lively until dark, when we went 
home. Harly the next morning some of our Indians went 
over to look for him, but he had gone. 
From this time until we got back to the Agency nothing of 

note occurred. The return march was very tedious, but we 
finally got into the same camp we had left the previous Oc- 
tober, and on the morning of the day after arriving there I 
bade my Indians good-by, and, taking my own horse, rode 
down and reported to the Agent. 
When we first began to kill buffalo the chief had had one 

of the finest robes tanned and offered it to me for a present, 
but I would not take it; so, when leaving camp this morning, 
he brought up a small white pony, one that I had ridden a 
great deal that winter, and asked me to take him as a pres- 
ent from him. Not wishing to hurt his feelings by a refusal, 
I told him I would accept the pony, but that for the present 
he must keep him for me, I uever called for him, and three 
years afterward I was told that the chief was still taking 
particular care of him, and would not allow an Indian to 
mount him. 

I had intended in this paper to say something about the 
customs, religious beliefs, etc., of the Comanches, I have 
traveled before and since with a great many different tribes 
of Indians, among them the Kiowas, Cheyennes, Ara- 
pahoes and Pawnees, but never found any that I liked so 
well as those Comanches, J. A. B. 
Fort Lowett, Ariz., September, 1884. 

Aatuyal History. 

ROBINS AND STRAWBERRIES. 

HAVE been much interested in ‘‘Picket’s’” article on 
“Fruit-Hating Birds,” and his table of ‘‘cold facts,”’ 

(‘‘Picket” and { can agree better on this question than on 
dogs and guns), The assumption of ‘‘Wilmot” that the 
robin takes fen berries 2nd then goes away like a little man, 
to steal no more, is simply absurd. 

If ‘‘Picket’s” robin had ten berries in his erop at 5 A. M., 
you can take it that he was ready for ten more before 7 A. 
M., and that he will also gobble them at the same rate all 
day long, ; 
And if he saw a flock of 150 at one time, you may be sure 

that three times that number will raid the berries before 
night Does ‘‘Wilmot” know that a healthy robin—young, 
and in confinement—will eat more than a quart of berries 
weekly throughout the season? Yes; he will eat ten gills. 
Thaye tested it, and will wager my best canoe that a 

healtby, full-grown robin will eat more than the above quan- 
tity. (‘‘Picket’s” 18 robins when shot bad 17 insects and 109 
berries in their crops; but no matter). As figures seem to 
be in order, let us figure on the single flock of 150, very 
briefly. ; 
Say 150 robins, each eating one quart of berries weekly for two 

weeks, quarts 
At 25 cents Perils uh oak.) etsy vce eee een eee er eb e tL $150 

This is for a single flock, and for the robin only, Seri- 
ously, it does not represent a quarter of the damage that may 
be done to a large plantation of berries in a single season by 
birds; for nearly every couple of robins will have a nest 
of young near by, and a nest seldom contains less than five 

phew wpe ete se cap ereles owe she deen ees gaa te sie nee sae a 
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young birds, and the young robin is a squalling, ereedy, 
gape-mouthed glutton ag every schoolboy knows; he never 
seems full, never satisfied. As cold facts are in order, and 
as I have had bitter experience with fruit-eating birds, allow 
me to give a few facts, ; 

In 1859 I had a few beds of strawberries, containing a 
little more than 800 hills, They were well attended, runners | 
closely cut, weeds kept out, and in May of that year the beds — 
were white with bloom, As soon as thé berries began to 
color the birds found them, and the way they double-banked | 
the crop was discouraging to an amateur who was trying to— 
raise a supply of berries for home use. 

There were robins, cedar birds, jays, thrushes, catbirds, 
cuckoos, song sparrows and chip sparrows. I think that 
comprises all the birds; but they were assisted by chipmunks | 
and red squirrels, the latter not very destructive, The robin 
was the worst. He was a constant quantity and he was insa- 
tiable. He and his querulous wife built scores on scores of | 
their mud-and-grass houses, wherein they reared large fami- — 
lies of callow, open-headed, gluttonous young. He took his | 
ten berries at sunrise, and he kept taking them at short in. ~ 
tervals until sundown. Also he took, with the help of his | 
wife, ten berries to each of his illlooking offspring, and he | 
kept it up all the day long. 1 

The cherry bird or cedar bird, was also very destructive. | 
He can eat more berries in a given time than any bird of his — 
weight, but he does not carry them off to any extent. 

The sparrows aggravated me by hunting out the finest 
berries and pecking the sunny side, when they were half 
ripe. The cuckoo was a gentleman, He would take a single ° 
berry, eat it leisurely, and then finish his meal on insects, 

The bluejay, too, was very moderate in his stealing, and — 
I, at least, had little fault to find with the catbird. His — 
bright ways and pleasant song paid for the few berries he 
took, He was not numerous or greedy. The robins stole 
more than all the others. Wellsboro is a village of shade, | 
and the villagers encourage the birds. I suppose there were © 
at least fifty families of robins in the village which depended 
largely on my berry patch for subsistence, and the surround- | 
ing country was well stocked with the rascals, As to the | 
quantity a single robin wili eat—we captured a healthy | 
youngster just out of the nest and kept him in confinement — 
until the close of the berry season, He would eat a gill of — 
ripe berries daily and peep for more. . 

The robin is an ‘‘insectivorous’ bird; yes, when he cannot ~ 
get small fruits. When he goes on the skirmish line for in- ~ 
sects his favorite food is the barmless angleworm, as any 
ornithologist knows, We kept a few fresh angleworms in — 
the cage with our experimental robin, and no one ever saw | 
him touch a worm when he could get a berry. 
From 300 fine hills, estimated to yield over 150 quarts, I 

got a moderate supply for the table by covering a couple of | 
the most promising beds with netting. Outside of the net- 
ting I did not get ten quarts, and these of poor quality. The 
next year the vines promised still-better, and again the birds 
beat me. IJ saved just as many berries as I could afford to 
cover with mosquito netting. The birds got the rest. Next 
year I plowed the vines under. Ten berries toa bird, hey? 

In the spring of 1875 I commenced with strawberries 
again, putting out 3,000 hills and laying in a stock of No. 10 
shot, with a firm resolve to harden my heart and shoot off the 
last possible winged thief without remorse, I commenced 
with the earliest robins, and waged war without pity for | 
years with but partial success. I got in the aggrepute many | 
bushels of fine herries—and so did the birds. In the end I~ 
got sick of it. It was not conducive of sound sleep tw lie 
of a June night by an open window and listen to the faint 
cheep, cheep of young robins, slowly starving to death, 
wearily calling, day and night, for the parents I was con- 
scious of having murdered. Izreduced my hills to 200, which 
I thought I could afford to cover; but strawberries raised in 
this way are too troublesome and expensive. Three years : 
ago I plowed under the last bed, and gave it up. 

Verdict: Beaten by robius. (Of course, in the large open — 
fields of such growers as Messrs, Hilwanger & Barry, John 
Collins, Wm, Parry, ete., the birds do little appreciable | 
damage.) NmssMuUK,. 
WELLSBORO, Pa. 

DOMESTICATING QUAIL. 

Kdiior Forest and Stream: 
“Thus far we run before the wind.” Translated to suit 

the present subject, this may be rendered by the statement. 
that my first generation of quail hatched by the parent | 
birds from eggs laid in confinement are now fairly launched | 
into life with a good prospect of reaching a healthful ma- 
turity. To go back a little. ® 

On the 11th of August the hen quail, Betty, began to sit 
on thirteen eggs of her own laying. This was late, even for 
birds in confinement, but my pair had not been introduced 
to each other till June 10, and the coop in which they were 
placed was new to both when they were placed in it a weelc 
later, So that, in fact, when the hen began laying, on the 
16th of July, it indicated a reasonable disposition to adopt 
herself to her new environment. 

The first thirteen days of incubation the hen sat alone, 
Bob during this time was mostly loafing in the sun arranging 
hig feathers with superflous care and pretending now and 
then to keep an eye out for imaginary foes. But at the end 
of the thirteen days he took his place on the nest beside the 
hen and never atterward left it, except for food, till the 
young birds were hatched, Betty was always the more 
timid bird, and during the laying period and the first few | 
days of her sitting I was extremely careful not to disturb 
her. But afterward I resumed my habit of going into the 
coop daily and found that she not only reimsed to leave the 
nest when I sat down beside her, but when I insisted upon 
her rising actually spread her wings and attacked me like a 
full-sized hen. Indeed, she would peck my finger if I put 
it into the nest, nnd when she was forced to leave it went 
back the instant I allowed her to doso. The wild idea of 
self-protection had been mezged entirely in the mother’s in- 
stinct. f 

The period of three weeks (twenty-one days) said to be 
necessary for incubation expired on the morning of Sept, 1. 
During all that day, however, no chicks appeared, and the 
old birds both remained on the nest. On the morning of the 
twenty-second day I took an egg from the nest and broke it 
open to find that it contained a live bi On the morning 
of Sept. 4 the remaining twelye eggs hatche’ out twelve 
live birds. This, it will be observed, covere’ a period of 
twenty-four days, or three more than is sup sed to be re- 
uired. 
. At this writing the young birds are eleven days cld and 
apparently lively and hearty, They feed well, and have a 
-spéecial fondness for flies and grasshoppers, which are served — 
to them occasionally, Thus far I have lost but one chick, 
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which died yesterday morning, presumably from having 
been left out and chilled by an unusually cold night. But L 
shall be surprised if the whole brood reaches maturity with- 
out any greater percentage of loss, J. BB. 
ToLEDo, O., Sept. 15. 

THE CATBIRD. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
The discussion with ‘‘Byrne” on the catbird as a fruit de- 

stroyer has developed to including the thrush family in the 
later correspondence with ‘“Picket,”’ Narrowing our re- 
marks down to the starting point, the discussion of the cat- 
bird, we would have found, I still think, that he is '‘more 
sinned against tan sinning,” and that the actual damage 
done by him as an individual is small, If 1 remember 
aright ‘‘Picket’s” catbirds were in the minority, but being 
fuund in bad company they had to suffer, ‘‘Picket” says, 
referring to me, ‘‘who is in nowise injured by the pests he 
defends.” Not quite true. The robins steal many of the 
tinest of our cherries every year, and visit_the strawberries 
too, and still we let them steal. Why? Because we view 
them as ‘'Picket’’ yiews the bluebirds, ‘‘and have not the 
heart to kill them,” to use his own words. If ever he is 
visited by the sturdy little Britisher (P. domesticus), and I 
sincerely hope he will not be, he will find that that rascal is 
“simply immense” on grapes, Delawares preferred, and can 
disconnt, and does discount in our section, in this way any- 
thing that wears feathers. But why continue? I do not 
purpose to defend the entire feathered tribe against the fruit 
growers, but would ask for proofs of damage, actual pecu- 
niary loss to them, occasioned by the subject of my article, 
the eatbird (Aimus carolinensis), in which 1 simply voiced 
the opinion of many of his friends, That very able and 
interesting letter from ‘‘Mass” and the remarks of ‘‘Mergus” 
cover the whole ground. In conclusion, are eminent orni- 
thologists, such as Wilson, Coues and others, all at sea when 
they say the catbird is more of a benefif as an insect de- 
stroyer than otherwise? 1 think not, and my limited obser- 
yation confirms my opinion. WILMor. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

POINT OF BEACH, 

| | EARLNG of the great flights of snipe on our beach, I 
concluded to try my hand, and engaged my man and 

boat to take me down to the Point of Beach. I was on the 
dock punctually at 4 A. M., and in fifteen minutes we were 
under way, I had anticipated a good deal from this trip, 
haying heard such favorable accounts and being told by my 
guide that he was an expert in the business. We lauded at 
the big hotel, and the understanding was that my guide and 
self would walk down the beach toward the Point, shoot 
what we could, and then at the proper place put oul our de- 
coys, and be ready for business, the boat in the meantime to 
move on down to the Point and meet us there. 
We saw no birds, except now and then a piper and small 

flocks of surf snipe. The prospect became discouraging, 
and after walking several miles through the sand, I became 
hot, disgusted, and tired. The mosquitoes, too, were no 
small discomfort, which, added to the sickening odors sweep- 
ing directly over from Barren Island right in our faces, was 
too much. Calleda halt and proposed that we should im- 
mediately proceed tome. My companion thought it a good 
idea, although up to this time we had not rested once nor 
put out our decoys, or hardly made an attempt to capture a 
bird. Acting upon my advice we hastened to meet the 
boat, and after scrambling over sand dunes, marsh and 
thick grass, say nothing of rivers and creeks, we found—lo, 
and behold, the boat had returned without us, and was 
almost a speck inthe distance, while between us an‘ home 
lay marsh and hillock, inipenetrable grass, covering acres 
and acres of bof and water now made high by tlie flood 
tide. 

While struggling under the weight of gun and high boots, 
the distance accomplished was little gained, as a retreat was 
necessary now and then in order to get around the canals 
that shot far into this part of the island. The sun, which 
had been obscured for three or four days by cloud and rain, 
began now to shine bright and hot, while the deep-grass 
mosquitoes, brought to life by its enlivening rays, proved 
more hungry than the others and tame as kittens. It was a 
disheartening sight to look ahead and see in the distance the 
“Mnammoth hotel,” which seemed but a spectre or a shadow 
in the morning mist, made up of spray and dew mingled 
with the fumes of Barren Island, It certainly required ex- 
traordinary fortitude tu keep bad thoughts and expressive 
language from éscaping one’s lips. But with patience to the 
bone, and studied tranquility, your humble servant strove 
on, measuring the distance from time to time, which hardly 
seemed to prew nearer, 

The sun rose higher and higher, the heat became more and 
more intense, while the perspiration rolled down like rain— 
all of which gave fresh impetus to the courageous mos- 
quitoes and horse flies, which now began to plough deep fur- 
rows on our hands, necks and faces. 
A ‘“‘lonely piper,” seen now and then, bad no more charm 

for us. Pleasure had long been discarded. and business, 
downright business, had begun. Even the snowy ocean bil- 
lows hadi lost their soothing cffect, and all we saw now was 
the goal beyond and the tracks of our feet left deeply buried 
in the sand. 

At last we reach the ‘‘big hotel,” my companion, a sailor 
by occupation, and a great gunner by profession, asks for the 
privilege of a rest. I grant him permission, and bid bim 
good-bye. In due course of time L reach home, and with a 
cheerful but warm countenance I ask for a little “lemon 
juice.” I am’ then ready for breakfast, but the lingering 
odors of Barren Island so affect my taste that my keen appe 
tite has a hard struggle to make the repast an enjoyable one. 
I soon finished and with family seated about me 1 narrate 
the adventures of the morning, its heat, its trials, and disap- 
pointments. They sit in silence listening to the details of 
my story, and at its close hear me exclaim, ‘Point of Beach 
has no further aftractions for me, and now if I were told that 
each mosquito vi4 a yellow-leg snipe and that the milllions 
of grainstpf sand were plover, and every horsefly a curlew, 
with Bargen Island the driving force to scatter the birds hither 
and thit Ki giving innumerable wing shots, I could scarcely 
be tempt i. Barren Island would settle it, for of all the 
sickening, deadly odors (Hunter’s Point included), Barren 
Island stands first on the catalogue.” R. 
Rockaway, N.Y. 

[For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the 

gunning grounds near New York, it may be explained that 
on Barren Island, to which our correspondent alludes, are 
the factories for converting the dead horses and slaughter 
house offai of the metropolis into oils and glue and fertilizers, 
The horrible stenches from the try works are nauseating at 
svyeral miles’ range, and one who has once encountered the 
horrible effuyium will neyer forget it.] 

GAME OF WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Well, they seem to have lots of talk about what there re- 

mains of game in the far East, and I read of boys watching 
coveys of grouse with wonderful interest. Ruffed grouse 
here are almost too numerous to be called game, while deer 
may be found nearly everywhere. Orcas Island, which lies 
about eighteen miles from here, is covered with deer, though 
they are very small; it takesa large buck to Gress sixty 
pounds, Tommy Island, seven miles distant, has large deer 
like those found on the mainland; in fact, they swim from 
the mainland to the island. Whidbie’s Islands have a great 
abundance of dcer, and some of them are white and spotted, 
Now and then shooters. kill a whitetail on the mainland, I 
don’t think the mule deer ever crosses the summit of the 
Cascade Mountains; all through the eastern slopes there ap- 
pears to be lots of them. Now and then astray caribou is 
found in the snow range, although I don’t think there are 
many, and they probably come from British Columbia, Once 
in a while the moose is found west of the Big Bend. I have 
neyer seen any of the longtail ceer, but some of my friends 
killed some. Elk are found quite numerous in places, while 
there are mountain sheep and goats, I think both the large 
and small kind. Ihave never seen any of the large, but 
have seen the small kinds that live on Mount Baker, and 
there they climb to the top, The ibex, in the Olympian 
Mountains is different from either, Its horns are long, 
curved back, and covered with rings, I haye thought of 
trying next season to catch some of the kids of the white 
goat. Jsaw themin July and they were too large then; in 
about the first of June they would be small and easily taken 
if the snow has melted enough by that time to climb up to 
them, MESATCHIE. 
Wuatcome, Washington Territory, Aug. 16, 

HINTS AND QUERIES, 

M* camping-out kit consists of only what J can carry on 
my back, good thick blanket, small iron kettle, leather 

case hanging from belt containing knife, fork and spoon 
(for I do not consider my hunting knife, a 7inch blade, 
buckhorn handle, bowie, very well adapted for ordinary 
purposes), hunter’s half axe hanging from belt well back.of 
hip, a good supply of pepper and salt, some matches, also 
flint steel and punk wood in case of matches giving out. 
Although I have often started a fire by drawing the shot or 
ball from a cartridge and holding my gun parallel with and 
about three inches from the ground, fired,and so ignited some 
dried leaves, or for the want of something better, a piece of 
my shirt. Should recommend a shooting coat made of extra 
quality duck, dead grass color and waterproof—cost about 
0.50. I prefer a pocket toa belt for carrying cartridges. 
lf deer shooting, I sometimes use a repeating rifle .44-40-200; 
still I like my old rifle, a single shot .40-70-310. 

With something like the above described outfit, not forget- 
ing a good congenial comrade who can keep a closed mouth 
when in the vicinity of game, and who can creep from tree 
to tree and not step on all the dried sticks in the woods, 
something like good sport can be had. 1f yuwintend to stay 
in camp through the shooting season with one or more com- 
panions, you will need a few extras when you arrive at the 
end of the railroad part of the journey, if you cannot hire 
some one to cart your traps to a suitable camping ground, 
then there is nothing left but to shoulder your share of things 
and step manfully forward, Before putting up a permanent 
log shanty, it will be best to look around a litile. Find out 
where the deer have their runways and places to water; ut 
the same time keep your eyes out for signs of bear and other 
game. Do not build the cabin too close to the runways; 
better walk a mile or so early in the morning, 
When you kill a deer within a circumference of two miles 

or thereabouts from camp, set to work and build a dead-fal] 
of logs. Bait it with the intestines, and when you come that 
way again in the morning you will stand a good chance of 
getting a bear. It does not take a great while to make a 
good dead-fall with an axe, and, when once built, it is always 
handy. When deer are killed in different directions about 
camp, it is well worth while to rig a dead-fall for bears or 
wolves, Stand on the runways early in the morning, and 
again from about 4 until the dusk of theeyening. The mid- 
dle of the day can be utilized in looking up turkeys, small 
game, etc. 1 mention morning and evening for the runways, 
because deer will be on the mouve on or about such times, 
They will hardly ever spend the night where they feed. 

I sometimes wish that hounds and repeating rifles were at 
the equator. Still, of the two eyils, the repeater is the 
least; and instead of shooting the poor dogs, as some of the 
Michiganders do, it is the owner who suould be peppered, 
Venison obtained in such a manner is unfit for fuod. It is 
only a matter of time, and not long either, before Michigan 
will not have anything Jarger than a rabbit for the sports- 
man. IJ used a repeater two scasons, and, in justice to the 
arm, ] must say that it never missed fire or got out of order 
and refused to work; but I soon found out that it did not 
pay to load one’s own cartridges. I never could obtain uni- 
form shooting, although I tried several brands of powder. 
Some were 100 quick and others would not stand packing, 
but would cake behind the ball and the result would be wild 
shots. Still, 1 am im favor of a first-class double-barrel 
B. L. rifle. It is gun enough for all the game where most of 
the sportsmen go. Of course there are some exceptions, and 
even then a gun with but one lock and extra mechanism, 
like the repeater, involves some risk to the holder—a defec- 
live cartridge or a failure to pump, for instance. Whereas, 
with the double gun you are a lock ahead, 

Then again, with a repeater a man is apt to be a little too 
hasty, He will sometimes risk too much. He says, ‘‘if [ 
miss I can peck it toit again,” So he can, but [ take it 
that his chances on frightened pame are somewhat slim, 
Now, with a double gun he does not feel like taking much 
risk, so he will be pretty certain of bis game before he will 
pull trigger. Of course, this is in reference to still-hunting, 
t have heard (and on good authority, too) of men who stood 
on a runway where it crossed a large creek when the poor 
frightened deer came flying along followed by dogs, and 
who get as excited as the hounds, and when the deer flung 
itself into the water to swim across, would ‘‘pump” at it 

‘about three or four rounds per man; and then go back te 

camp feeling an inch or so taller to think that two or three 
men and as many dogs killed a deer while swimming for its 
life. Perhaps this is true sport. If so, I fail to see it. Did 
you eyer know of afirst-class butcher who would kill an over- 
heated animal for beef, mutton or pork? 
Now I would like to say a few words about shotgun shells, 

ask a few questions, and I hope to receive an answer from 
some one. In using brass shells one has to use wads two 
sizes larger than bore of gun, My field gun is 12 at breech 
and choked to 14 at muzzle. A brass 12-bore shell would 
require a 10-gauge wad. That would be four sizes difference 
at muzzle. hen the wad is forced through the barrel it 
bulges up in the center,and the bulk of the shot are put next to 
the barrel; consequence is that the center of the target will 
be comparatively free from pellets. Will an extra thick felt 
wad (almost +inch) be an improvement? Orsuppose we were 
to use an extra thick brass shell (for instance, same as paper 
shells), heavy enough to take a 1¥-gauge wad, how would 
that do? Iuse felt wads. I like paper shells for cleanliness, 
but the cheaper grades (say food for one shot) blow apart in 
the chamber. Now the question is, does the gas that escapes 
lessen the force of charge, to say nothing of dirt in breech of 
gun? Ifa man uses first quality paper shells, will it over 
come the obstacle? Brass shells once bought are more- 
economical, expense being ammunition only, pOXs 
Macoms Country, Michigan. 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

If ‘‘Piute” is right in thinking that the majority of sports- 
men will regard him as an innovator when he denounces the 
use of the shotzun against deer, there is still left to him the 
satisfaction of haying struck a manly blow at an obvious 
eruelty. I love the gun and the forest too well to wish even 
that any should be excluded from their every enjoyment. I 
do not forget thal the time is coming for all of us when the 
eye will dim and the right hand Jose its cunning, but I fancy 
the most of us who have educated ourselves to the use of the 
rifle and learned to love it will think—and think rightly, too 
—that we can “fix the sights a little,’ and be more than 
satisfied to cling to it'as long as our limbs will be able to 
carry us to the wilds where the red deer feeds, My obser- 
yation is that among those who ever hunt deer, nol one in a 
hundred have sufficient defect of sight or nerve to in any 
wise excuse them for using a bird gun to wound deer with. 
It is all nonsense to talk about men not shooting at deer 
except at such short range that they will be sure to kill 
cleanly or eyen mortally wound. Many atime have I known 
hunters (?) to hurl their rain of pelieis over a distance of 
seventy-five yards, or even more, at a flying deer, and they 
didn’t have the ‘‘buck agne” either. They don’t really ex- 
pect to kill, but not rarely—and here comes in the proyek- 
ing cruelty of the thing—the trail shows blood, which more 
than likely serves as an occasion for our buckshot devotee to 
descant upon his skill (?), the great range of his gun, etc. 
Of course there are men who use the shotgun on deer who 
wouldn’t do this, but they are few, 
Man is selfish, grasping, and too often wantonly cruel, and 

it is not always that these characteristics are left behind 
when he goes into the woods. Since the keenest enjoyment 
of the hunter is only realized when that he pursues has 
yielded up its life, it follows that if he be humane and tender 
of heart—qualities no honest man will be ashamed of, even 
in this wicked and shooting generation—he will use that 
weapon against his game that will be least likely to send it 
to a lingering death, If “‘the game must go” let its taking 
off be sportmanlike and workmanlike. : 

I do not advocate the use of the rifle against deer, because 
more game Cun or cannot be secured by its use, but hecause 
I fully believe as “‘Piute” has already stated, that the chances 
that they will be crippled and not killed are increased ten 
fold when the shotgun is the weapon used. Neither do I 
believe any rifle using extremely small charges of powder— 
like the old Henry, for instance—should be allowed any 
place in the category of deer hunting guns, 

I cannot think as some seem to that the use of the rifle 
should be encouraged for the hunting of birds and other 
small game, The danger to human life would be too great 
when used outside the woods, except of course in a wild and 
unimhabited country. 
We all know that the skill required to plant a load, or por- 

tion of a load, of buckshot in a moving or standing deer, at 
avy distance within which a shotgun can be regarded as in 
any wise effective, is not great under ordinary circum- 
stances, and I believe this preference which some express 
for the shotgun hinges more on this one matier of skill than 
all other things combined. The sportsman who is content 
to rely on a ‘scatter gun” because it is more ‘‘comprehen- 
sive,” so to speak, and better adapted to his use, because his 
nerves are not of the steadiest perhaps, rather than by patient 
practice—eyen though it be after protracted failure—acquire 
sufficient skill to do fair work with a rifle, is lacking m spirit 
of the true hunter and foregoes more keen enjoyment than 
he will ever understand or know. One need not be discour- 
aged because he cannot excel at the target. Many a good 
man at the target would make asad failure on game in the 
forest or on the mountain’s shaggy breast; nor can the f irly 
successful hunter be depended upon to make a good showing 
at target practice. In the use of the shoigun on large game 
there is but little chance for the exercise of skill. It is more 
a question, ‘Wiil he come within my 40-yard limit?” Tt is 
not altogether the amount of game we bring to bag, but how 
it is done must gauge the pleasure attendant upon success. 
Doubtless ‘‘Wells” will use his shotgun, aud I am sure 
Pinte” will his rifle so loug as their hunting days may last 
—and may they be many—and so with all of us on whose 
locks the dust of the road of life is fast gathering, We are, 
no doubt, fast wedded to our idols, and may as well be let 
alone; but to any young sportman not already ‘‘sot” in way, 
and who even now may be thinking of buckshot, wire cart- 
ridges and the like, I want to say very emphatically, ‘‘Don’t.” 
And, further, ‘‘don’t” shine deer, and ‘‘don’t” hound them. 
The first is mean and both are cruel. If you must do either, 
wait until your limbs are too feeble to more than sit upon a 
stump, or allow of your being propped up in the prow of a 
canoe. 

I would say to ‘‘Medico” that if the object in hunting is 
to wound and disable, with no care as to how long the victim 
may bein dying, then use buckshot by all means, anda slug, 
too, if oneis willing to risk head and shoulder behind a 
charge of thet sort. ‘‘Bobolink” will find it hard to get 
guiding ‘‘fucts.” A friend of mine deposited six large buc k- 
shot in the side of a small deer, three of them very near the 
vitals; after two or three hours of faithinl following he was 
about giving up the chase wondering how it was possible he 
could have scored an almost olean miss—for the trail showed. 
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only an occasional drop of blood—at only twenty-five yards; 
and be would have been wondering until this day had not 
the poor thing chanced to 1un across my rifle. He for once 
was made to acknowledge the cruelty of his favorite weapon. 
lam not “‘authority” in these matters, only a tiller of the 

soil, a sometimes shooter of the gun and a faithful reader of 
FoREST AND STREAM, But when any of you drop off to 
see me, with venison in your thoughts and blood in your eye, 
please bring a gun worthy your game. CHIPPRWA. 
AupuBoN, Minn., Sept. 13. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have no special wish to be drawn into the controversy of 

‘Bullet vs. Buckshot,” yet I can not help putting in my oar 
to remark that like neatly everything else on this mundane 
sphere your correspondents seem to imagine that the question 
is entirely one-sided and that inasmuch as each one is right, 
so must the man who differs from him be all wrong. -Can- 
not both, foa certain degree, be right? Until I came to 
Florida J had neycr killed or seen killed a deer with any- 
thing but a rifle, but since coming here I have seen several 
killed with buckshot, and under circumstances when more 
than ordinary skill would have been required with arifle; the 
deer running ahead of hounds through brush and timber and 
at a goodly distance, too. 
My judgment formed from what I haye seen is that the 

shotgun is more deadly than the rifle, and in the hands of 
men who can hold on a jumping deer, that fewer will get 
away to die a lingering death than with a rifle. I have shot 
many deer in the West through the lungs and anywhere back 
of that, that would run so far that unaided 1 would never 
haye found them. Now Ihave seen no deer killed here at 
less thar sixty yards (some at over one hundred and none hit 
with less than three buckshot, and out of more than a dozen 
killed in this Way none ran more than one hundred yards 
after the shot. Let ‘‘Piute” say if this is verv great cruelly. 

To “Bobolink,” in your issue of Sept. 4, I would say that 
his gun is probably not bored properly, or else he does not 
use a size of shot that exactly fit his chamber. With my gun, 
a 10-80-10, 1 can put from three to five out of a charge of 
12-0 buck in a twelve-inch circle at seventy-five yards every 
time, and once put ten out of twelve in a target 18xx4 at 
seventy-eight Jong steps. Several of my friends here have 
guns that will do as_well, and one, a 10-386-11-pound Parker, 
will do better. Q, U. At. 
ORLANDO, Florida. 

Fiditer Forest and Stream: 
In reply to -‘Bobolink” in your issue of Aug. 28, I would 

say that a good B. L. gun is sure of a deer at 60 yards, pro- 
viding said gun is properly loaded (and held right), which is 
the mostimportant part. I have a gun, 12-bore, 84 pounds, 
that will do it every time with my mode of loading; but 
then I don’t use pistol balls for shot. My charge is 4 drams 
good powder, 21 No, 3 buckshot. Itis not often a deer is 
killed over 40 yards in this scrub oak country; only occa- 
sionally a long shotis had. Perhaps ‘‘Bobolink” may think 
No. 8 shot too small, but I feel sure they would Lill a deer at 
90 or eyen at 100 yards, providing they struck in the vicinity 
of the vitals. Please let us hear from others on the subject. 

DEER HUNTER. 
HATCHYILLE, Cape Cod, Mass. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Sept. 4 comes an article from “Wells,” in 

which he criticises my statements of Aug. 10 in reference to 
using shot on large as wellas sma'l game, In speaking of 
the lutter, he “thinks I was unfortunate in the use of my lan- 
guage.” I stated the case fairly as it looked to me, and do 
tiot wish to alter it now, I love to see the woods full of 
game, and when they are I can always get my share with 
a rifle; not as much, perhaps, as one would have brought to 
bag with shot, but then I like the appearance of it so much 
better killed with ball that 1 was willing and could afford to 
do with less. When game became so scarce that i coulu not 
get enough with the rifle, 1 never thought of calling to my 
aid the use of the shotgun, as | would look upon its use in 
my woodlands on small game with as much contempt as a 
man would upon a can of nitro-glycerine to be used in his 
fish ponds. ie = 

“Wells” does not agree with me in thinking that it is 
“barbaric” to hound deer, and he wishes to know how, and 
if hounding foxes is burbaric. 1 hope he doves not class a 
fox, pursued and killed for mere fun, stripped of its hide 
and thrown away, or the wolf, wildcat and many other dep- 
redators (on which there is a bounty paid for the killing) on 
4 jevel with the deer. To either of the former I could deal 
out a dose of strychnia with impunity, and perhaps *‘Wells” 
could do the same; but I could not think of slaughtering 
deer in that way. I should make a grand distinction there- 
fore in the mode of hunting and killing of game, owing 
largely tu the kind and use to be made of the same after its 
eapiure, I have lived in a country and ai a time when the 
hounding of deer was in full vogue; have seen them driven 
by dogs into the fields when they were so exhausted that 
they could not jump the fence to make their escape, and in 
their vain endeavors to find a hole or low place to get out 
overtaken by the pack and torn into a mangled mass; have 
known the pack to follow them all day and eyen into the 
night, and then the dogs could be shaken off only by the 
deer taking to some large pond or river; haye seen them 
driven into lakes, where they would be rowed down and 
brained with a club, filled with buckshot, or butchered any 
other way to dispatch them, 

“Wells” wishes to know if shining a deer’s eyes at night 
and shooting him standing with a rifle are civilized and 
sportsmanlike, and whether approaching a deer at feed 
among the lily pads in a boat is civilized and sportsmanlike? 
To both of which I would reply yes, as 1 think it much mvre 
civilized and sportsmanhbe to secure a shot in that way than 
before the hound, for the reason that if 1 bagged the game in 
that way the venison would be cool, light colored, of good 
keeping qualities, taste natural, and be wholesome. It I 
missed, the game would only have to skip into the brush out 
of sight and beitree. But suppose I took a shot before the 
hound and hit it hard. lf soit is cut up with buckshot, and 
it the chase had been continued Jong the meat is black and 
feverish, has lost its fine flavor and kecping qualities and 
will be classed only as third-rate at best, If I miss or wound 
slightly, the chase is kept up, the deer harassed all day and 
perhaps all night; it is lucky if it-escapes its pursuers, but is 
liab e to be caught and torn into pieces to appease the appe- 
tite of a hungry pack of hounds This is the distinction I 
make as requested by ‘*Wells” in comparing the two modes 
of hunting deer. Nevertheless, were 1 placed in a southern 

latitude without snow to assist in stalking, on ground so 
thick with brush and brambles as to preclude all chances of 

success with a rifle, 1 might be proyoked into trying some 
other mode of hunting, a hound and bucksbot, however, 
would be my last resort. Rather than that I would try the 
plan of Robinson Crusoe on them for a while, honestly be- 
lieving they would, could they have their choice, much pre- 
fer being snared than run down by dogs or riddled with 
buckshot, Cap Lock, 
Priwseure, N. ¥,, Sept. 8. 

[‘‘Cap Lock’s” communication was inadvertently omitted 
from our last issue. | 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
Why do not some of our buckshot deer slayers give us 

some practical experience and not so much theory? I for 
one have been using buckshot for several years shooting 
deer, and must say with great success, Some years ago my 
first shot at a deer was with a Sharps rifle. I hit it in the 
body about the middle, the ball passing through and coming 
out just forward of the hip. The deer seemed to skip along, 
as if nothing had happened, to a point of land extending 
into a lake some three hundred yards from where we were 
standing. 'The deer on reaching the point saw some parties 
in a boat, turned and came back to where we were standing. 
A friend who was with me had a shotgun loaded witb buck- 
shot, and as it passed pave it a ‘‘blizzard’” which keeled the 
old fellow over without it knowing what hitit. The deer 
was going all the time at a Maud 8. gait. I have no doubt 
that if I had struck it in a vitul place the bullet would have 
done the work, but the chances were certainly in favor of 
the buckshot, at least six to one. Before the season closed 
the past year I shot five deer, making five straight shots and 
killing them within a distance of from forty to eighty yards. 
Four of them fell within their tracks when shut, the fifth 
within fifty yards, I could mention many more cases, For 
deer on a runway, when one has a chance to shoot at from 
fifty to seventy-five yards, give me a good shotgun, properly 
loaded, every time, and if I don’t get venison it will be the 
fault of the shooter. For still-hunting and Jong-distance 
shooting of course the rifle must be used. 

Great care must be taken in loading buckshot. Fora 
chokebore No. 12 gauge use. No. 2 buck, provided they 
chamber nicely in the muzzle of the gun, and place them in 
regular layers of say five shot each, leaving a space in the 
center. Use three layers, making fifteen shot, in the load, 
still keeping the space open in the center, then place over 
the shot a thin cardboard wad. The space in the center 
will relieve all danger in shooting shot from a chokebore 
gun, and the charge will make a better distribution than any- 
thing I have ever tried. The followingis the result of a few 
experiments I made a short time ago in relation to charges 
of powder and sizes of shot: . 

Target 24x20; used Laflin & Rand’s Orange Lightning No. 
6 powder, Tatham’s shot; two pink-edge (Ely) wads over 
powder and cardboard over shot; 9 pellets shot to the 
charge. 
Powder, Distance, Shot in Powder, Distance, Shot in 
drams. Shot, yards. target. drams. Shot. yards. target. 

4 00 40 4 3 0 40 6 
4 00 60 4 =) 0 60 2 
3 00 60 5 3 0 75 1 
3 00 60 2 3146 No. 2 Buck. 60 5 
3 00 40 %. st 40 11 
3 00 via) 1 3% SS 40 va 
3 AX)» os 15 24 3 40 q 
3h 0 60 3 % 4s 95 4 
3 0 40 4 8 oY 60 9 

The best distribution and penetration was made by using | 
three drams of powder. In usmg 00 J think there is more 
or less danger in a chokebore gun; would therefore not 
advise it. J. W. V. 
FarrMonT, Minn. 

Norges rrom MAssacuusnrrs,—Taunton, Mass., Sept. 22. 
—The opening week of partridge shooting here was so yery 
hot (in fact, the hottest weather we had for the summer) 
that it was impossible to endure a tramp through the woods 
and thickets after the grand old grouse. Sept. 18 was a cool, 
clear day, and 1 took advantage of it by going over one of 
my old partridge and woodcock grounds. I did not find as 
many partridges at this place us 1 did last year, but they may 
be stowed away in some thick swamp beeause of the dryness 
of these grounds. I succeeded in bagging two fine grouse and 
two woodcock. I found woodcock more plentiful than | 
have seen them before for quite a number of seasons. Have 
been out several times.since, but do not find as many part 
ridges as J did last year at this date, The foliage is thicker 
than I ever saw it before at this timé in Septémber. Several 
partridges I shot I would not have found but for the dog. 
T haye not heard of. any great bags of birds made here yet, 
and do not think there has been any. From what | have 
seen and heard, quail have bred well and are quite abundant. 
Since 1 wroie last I have heard from several places on Cape 
Cod, and at these places quite a number of fine coveys of 
quail haye, been seen lately.—CimEsTER. 

Doperne BuLuETs.—Camp in Blue Mountain, San Juan 
County, Utah —Auitor Forest and Stream: In the fight on 
the 15th of July between F. and B. Troops, Sixth Cavalry, 
and forty cowhoys on one side, and 100 hostile Piute Indians 
on the other side, which commenced at 6 o’clock A. M. and 
continued all day till 9 P, M., as many as 3,500 shots were 
fired. Distance, 800 10 1,100 yards, It was no trouble to 
dodge the bullets by watching the flash of the guns, even 
after you heard the reports of the guns. It would be much 
harder to dodge a charge of .45-500-150. Just after we left 
Arizona last spring Sergt. Morrison, of F. Troop, killed 14 
deer at 18 shots, 100 to 850 yards, then dropped the carbine 
in Black River on return, The boys made up a collection to 
pay for it in about fifteen minutes, One chief and thirty 
“bucks” compelled ten of the Twenty-second Infantry to give 
up seven prisoners four days ago. This Piute war will cost 
“Uncle Sam” as much as the Modoc war, seu if it don’t. 
Game of all kinds is very scarce here now, saw none ona ride 
of 300 miles.—G. H, Coormr. 

Warn We Kin Gur ’em.—‘‘We don’t care much about 
laws up here; we ginerally take things when we kin get ‘em. 
lt makes ’em taste better,” said a resident of Sussex county, 
N. J., to a Newark Sunday Call reporter the otherday, when 
the remark was made that none of our game birds could be 
shot in September. He only differed from his neighbors in 
being a little more candid than some of them. When asked. 
if any one in the vicinity would interest themselves enough 
to apprehend a city sportsman if he was violating the law, a 
countryman said he '‘reckoned” he would if the man looked 
as if he could pay a fine, None of the natives could remem- 
ber a case in which a gunner had been punished for killing 
game out of season in their county, 

GAME mv MArker.—There is not much liveliness in the 
market, although the supply is abundant and prime. Wild 
turkeys, the breast, meat of which is dart, briug 25 cents a 
pound, Venison from Minnesota is 25 cents a. pound, Wild 
pigeons cost $3 a dozen, stall-fed bring $3.50 a dozen, Par- 
tridges cost $1.50 a brace. Grouse are $1.25 a brace, 
Woodcock has advanced to $2 a brace,  Willet snipe cost 
25 cents each, English snipe ave $3a dozen. Ji ersey snipe 
bring $3; and plover are $3 a dozen. Corn plover and small 
yellow legs cost $1.50 a dozen. Large yellow legs bring $3 
a dozen; reed birds cost $1.25 a dozen; rice birds bring 50 
cents a dozen; small birds cost 50 cents a dozen also, and corn 
snipe cost $150 a dozen. Guinea fowl are $1.50 a pair; 
canyasback ducks bring $3 a brace, redheads $1.50. Both 
mallard and black ducks sell for $1.25 a brace. Teal, cray 
ducks, wood-ducks, broadbills, widgeon, etc., sell for 75 
cents a brace.—V. Y. Evening Post, Sept. 19. 

A DENVER Crus.—About twenty-five of our most promi- 
nent citizens, lovers of field sports, haye just organized the 
Standard Shooting Club, and leased a series of lakes and 
propose erecting a club house. Among the number are Rey. 
Myron Reed, the pastor of the Congregational Church, who 
ig @ genuine sportsmen; Ool. ©. W. Fisher, president Den- 
ver & New Orleans Railroad; Mr, S. H, Standard, secretary 
of the Cattle Growers’ Association, who is president of the 
shooting club, and in whose honor it is named; the Sedow 
brothers, crack field shots; Gen. John Pierce, president 
Union Bank; Hon. Alfred Bulters, a prominent cattle man, 
and Messrs, Bostwick, Dingle, Edbrooke, Higgins, Kinzey, 
and others prominent in business and professional circles. 
So that when you get out this way we will endeavor to show 
you a few ‘‘dooks.”—W. D, T 

New Jersey Game Nores.—Madison, N. J., Sept. 19,— 
A few woodduck have been seen along the Passaic River 
lately, Woodduck are in considerable numbers in the 
spring, but are seldom seen during the summer months, 
Was fishing yesterday at Passaic Riyer—no luck. <A few 
black bass have been caught in the river weighing from + to 
2 pounds. Started a fine bevy of partridges yesterday three- 
fourths grown, No snipe yet. Our meadows are in very 
bad condition at present, since no rain has fallen for some 
time past. If we have a good rain before the end of next 
week snipe will afford fine sport. Some years ago one could 
bag enough birds fur a day’s sport around here, but now the 
game is so scarce it is almost impossible to break a dog half 
way decently.—SixrnEn—Born, : 

“SPLENDID Work.”—The Hast Saginaw, Mich., Morning 
Herald copies, with the headline—‘Splendid Work for a 
Summer Vacation, Even if It be Contrary to Law’—an ae- 
count from the Milwaukee, Wis,, Wisconsin, of the way 
deer are killed in the latter State in summer and contrary to 
the law. The account says: “The deer are not in very. 
good condition, many being abandoned after the killing 
owing to their leanness.” It must be ‘‘splendid work.” We 
know sportsmen in East Saginaw who can give the Herald 
editor some points on what real_deer shooting is, and we 
hope that he may be taken in hand as a fit subject in neéd of 
moral enlightenment. , 

Rai SHooTme.—Philadelphia, Sept. 20.—Adverse winds, 
causing poor tides, continues to make poor rail shooting. 
There are plenty of birds but no water. The old heads 
patiently wait for the easterly winds of the autumnal 
equinox, and can start in an hour's notice when water 
cnough comes into the river wherewith to reach the places 
where the rail are now secure. ‘The abscence of rain for 
some time bas dried up the snipe ponds, and a dense stowth 
of vegetation covers the meadows. Quite a number haye 
been killed on the drift stuff on the borders of the river. 
Teal are fairly plentiful on the Delaware.—Homo. 

Ram ix Connectricur.—Middletown, Conn., Sept. 20.— 
The quail and partridge shooting promises well about here. 
I was at Essex yesterday, bagged seventy rail, but these 
were not plenty, and contrary to the common opinion, which 
is, that the later in the season the larger and fatter the birds, 
were notably small and poor. My pusher, B. Hayden, says 
he has noticed that to be generally the case. It may he 
accounted for by the excessive shooting, which clears out 
the birds before they have time to rest and fatten, and so 
all we get are fresh flights.—A. 

Onto Quait.—Moseow, Ohio, Sept, 19.—The hunting 
near this place promises fo be the finest that we have had 
for a number of years. While out some days ago, I noticed 
several fine coveys of quail, and as they were protected hy 
the farmers last winter, they are numerous and very tame. 
Never before have rabbits been so plenty as now, and squir- 
rels can be had in abundance near here. All sportsmen in 
and around here are making great preparation for the com- 
ing harvest in the hunting line.—G. G. J. 

Creaninc Brass SHeiis.—Hditor Forest and Stream: A 
correspondent in your last issue wants to know how to clean 
brass shells. I have used brass shells ever since they came 
out, and my experience has heen that the less they are 
cleaned (inside) the better work they do. Let the inside of 
the shell alone; if it is dirty it will hold the wads miare 
securely. Vinegar rubbed on with arag, followed by hot 
water will clean the outside. J! think it a good plan to use 
nickel-plated shells —Mmat-HAwK. 

Onto Rurrep GRoust.— Wooster, O., Sept. 15.—Ruffedl 
grouse shooting splendid—better than for years, and every- 
body that hunts can haye all the shooting they want, but to 
get all the birds they want is quite another thing. The 
dense cover makes it difficult shooting. Some extra good 
bags have been made, running from two to ten brace a day. 
My best bag the past week was ten and a half brace, over 
‘Keon, a sixteen-months old pup, the property of Mr, Prank 
A. Magee, Chelsea, Muss,—Jonn Botos. 

Winn Ducks iw Cenrrap Parx.—Last Sunday, reports 
the Sun, two wild ducks that had been fying as high as the 
fifteen-story flats swooped down on thelake in Central Park, 
The other ducks turned up their bills at them, and the black 
swans regarded them with distant curiosity, The two wild 
ducks made such a tour of the Park as they might on the 
lake, then rose into the air and flew south, far over the Park 
frees, 
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Camp Hire Af lickerings. 

139. 
rN G around the stove one evening in the office of 

the old Haskell House, in Galesburg, this State, way 
back in 1855, was the usual crowd of farmers, town loafers 
and guests of the house. Among the latter was Gus C., 
who had served as clerk on several of the magnificent pas- 
Senger steamers plying between Buffalo and Chicago, and 
who had knocked about the lakes in one capacity or another 
from boyhood, The farmers and loafers aforesaid had given 
us some pretty tough yarns to swallow regarding deer, 
wolves and rattlesnakes—the regular thing, you know. 
After a pause Gus thought it was about time for him to put 
in his oar, and gave us the following: ~ 

“Gentlemen, I ain’t much on game, fact is, never shot a 
gun in my life, but I have had some rather queer experiences 
on the lakes, and don’t mind telling you about a curious 
thing that happened to the Mohican, a little schooner that I 
was mate of in ’42,. Chicago wan’t much of a place then, 
and we had brought up some dry goods and groceries from 
Buffalo, and took back thirty-six barrels of pork, all that 
had been packed there that season. We had fair weather 
until we got round to Lake Huron, when there came up the 
biggest blow we had struck that season, It came pretty 
near knocking the sticks out of her, and the pork got loose 
in the hold and rolled around considerably, but she weathered 
it, and before we struck St. Clair Flats it was all smooth 
sailing again, and we reached Buffalo all right; but. when 
we tied up at the wharf and opened the hatches, I'll be 
blowed if she didn’t go to the bottom of the creek that quick 
that we hardly had time to jump for the wharf. 
“We got a diver the next day to go down and see what the 

matter was, and I don’t know as you will believe me, but it 
is a fact, there wasn’t a barrel of that pork to be found, and 
there was a hole in her bottom that you could have driven a 
horse and wagon through, I don’t know as we would have 
ever known how it all happened if it had not been for the 
steamboat George Washington picking up the pork which 
they found floating around in Lake Huron, and then we 
knew that when we were rolling and pitching in the gale 
the pork got loose and broke through the bottom, and the 
only thing that kept us afloat was the air in the hold, and as 
soon as weraised the hatches, and let the air out, why of 
course she went down, I tell you gentlemen it was a mighty 
lucky thing we did not doit before we got into Buffalo 
Creek.” And the crowd thought so too. 

Harry Honter. 
HicHLAND Park, Ill. 

* 

140, 
Pat bought a shotgun, 12-bore, left barrel full choke- 

bored, the shooting to be satisfactory or money refunded. 
Pat exchanged the gun for another after the first trial of it. 
Pat shoots from the right shoulder, and nothing would in- 
duce. him to do otherwise. He cannot close his left eye 
without closing the right, but had just begun training to 
shoot with both eyes open, and you know a beginner is 
liable to sight with the left eye across the end of the barrel 

and shoot wild. Well, Pat and Ed drove out about teu 
miles one day to get some squirrels, Going into the woods 

_ they separated, and when they came together at night to re- 
turn home Ed had a good bag of blacks and Pat had one 
poor red. Said Pat: ‘My gun’s no good.” ‘Your gun is 

all right,” said Ed, ‘“‘but you can’t shoot well enough to hit 
anything. That two-eye business that P. is trying to preach 
into you is no good.” ‘‘Well, let’s see you hit something 
with it,” said Pat. So Ed took the gun and, stepping back 
to good fair’ shooting distance, fired at a spot on a fence 
board, and on examination found the board well filled with 
shot, and, turning to Pat, said, ‘‘What have you to say now? 
That’s as good as my gun will do.” Pat saw that he was 
cornered, but a happy thought struck him just then and he 
quieted Ed with the assertion, ‘‘Well, what of that? you 
can hit a fence with any gun.” PINACENTER. 

141. 
. This fall I bought a new imported gun, and being a little 
anxious to try it, four of us started for Long Lake. There 
we svon found a boat and started out, I taking my position 
in the bow. When within about twenty-five rods of the 
marsh at the foot of the lake I espied a big crane standing 
erect in all dignity and pride. All at once he made a move 

’ to fly. This was a chance to test the new gun, and to send 
my compliments after the crane in the way of 14 ounces of 

- No. 6 shot took but a second; and then I gave him the other 
barrel and down he came. The distance was fully twenty- 
five rods. Well, to tell how pleased I was with that gun, 
words are not to be found; $200 would not have bought it. 
The boys were all loud in praising the new weapon and my 
skill asa shot. But alas! for human vanities. We rowed 
up tv the marsh to get my crane, and woe is me, the bird 
was fast in a steel trap, and had simply risen the length of 
the chain and failen back again. Not one single pellet of 
shot had touched him, so far as we could find. But the gun 
is a good one all the same. W.J.F. 
FEnToN, Mich. 

: 142. 
Ed. had been away from camp for about two hours one 

day trying a new muzzleloading rifle. About dinner time 
he returned, with a most tired and woebegone expression of 
countenance, and set bis gun down ina corner of the tent 
without speaking. Finally I ventured to ask, ‘*Where’s 
yourlgame, Neddy?” “Well,” he exclaimed, “I didn’t see 
much game, but I tell you that gun can shoot. I was coming 
home empty-handed, when Liooked up through the treetops 
and spied an eagle sailing along overhead. I up gun and 
fired, aiming at the eye, and I blew the head off close up to 
the neck. It fell, or rataer was falling—the head I mean— 
when that darned eagle just swooped awa and caught it in 
its mouth, and flew out of sight screaming.” 

Luon F. Haw. 
OsweEao, N. Y. 

143. 
Our hunting party had pitched camp for the night upon 

the bank of Cherry River, in (what is now) Nicholas county, 
West Virginia 
when a lank, long-haired individual was seen approaching 
along a path that led down from a log cabin perched upon 
the mountain side, and distant, well, as 1 remember, nearly 
two hundred yards. Our mountaineer having arrived at 

Hardly had our camp-fire begun to flicker, ’ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

purpose of learning what were the game probabilities of the- 
neighborhood, produced a black bottle and tin cup, and in- 
sisted on his taking ‘‘somethin’.” It did not require any 
“moral suasion” to induce him to imbibe; but he had hardly 
smacked his lips and drawn the sleeve of his hunting shirt’ 
across them, when from the door of the cabin above us, 

“A voice fell like a falling star.” 

Ti was a wowan’s voice, and it said, ‘‘You Moneyman, 
yen come right straight home directly sir. First thing you 
now, youll be so drunk you can’t crawl up hereon your all 

fours. You know you wiil.” Our long-haired visitor did 
not however appear to be the least ‘‘flustered,” but turning 
slowly to the direction whence the voice came, and with a 
deprecatory wave of his hand, he answered back, ‘““Now 
Mary, you jest go back inter that cabin, an’ dry right up; I 
ain’t teched er drap.”’ Mary, however, did not heed the ad- 
vice so kindly given, Again her voice rang downthe moun- 
tain side, sharper and clearer than before, ‘‘You’re a liar, 
sir; I can smell your breath clean up here.” TuckAnox, 

Mixneapouis, Minn., Sept. 17.—Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Your Jast Camp-Fire Flicker reminds me of a snake fight 
described by a friend of mine who saw two of the reptiles 
wrestling till each caught the other by the tail and began to 
swallow him. And they kept on swallowing till nothing 
was left of either of them. How’s that?—X. [These snakes 
were the two that came out of the Ark, and the story has 
been told about them ever since. | 

Sea and River ishing. 
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THE DOBSON OR HELGRAMITE. 

(ya excellent bait for black hass which is in many places 
known by the above names, is the larva of an insect 

known to science as Corydalus cornutus, Linn. I have been 
stimulated to write something of this larva by receiving sey- 
eral letters on the subject, asking for information about it; 
what it is, and what may be its proper name, etc. Among 
these is one from Dr. Charles W. Gumbes, of Oaks, Pa., 
who sends the following list of common names, some of 
which I remember furnishing for publication some years 
Ago; 
Columbia Co., Ga.Shellhead. Arata Flip-flap, 

| HE Danae. oun iy | Stone devil, 
Rr oger or Bo- est’n New York. Alligator. 
Water Gap, Pa. ..4 pars, Perkiomen, Pa ....Crawler. 

Algamite. Carlisle, Pa........ Go Jack. 
Southern Indiana.Go-devil. Wyalusing, Pa .... Devil catcher. 
North Vernon, O,..Snake-feeder, Hanover, Pa....... Snake doctor. 

Lafayette, Pa. ...Stone climber. 
Flat Rock, Pa..... Clipper bug. 

iltamites. 
Tulpehocken, Pa.. } Riucmitss: 

Fox River, Wis....Dam worm. 
Schoharie, N. Y ..Dragon. 
Hazleton, Pa...... Devil 

Litchfield, Conn...Bloomer, 
Janesville, Wis....Crawler. 

( The andy. 
Black crabs. 
White crabs. 

| Flying crabs. 
Black worms 

Fulton, N. Y,...... 

§ . 
Schenectady, N.Y. | Flyig worms Portland, Pa...... Bogart. 
Towanda, Pa....... Conniption bug ; \ Red crab. 
Honesdale, Pa..... Clipper. Raleigh, N. C...... < Yellow crab, 
Milford. P. J Stone crab, | Hell driver. 
BAM ee oe sb aR )Sandcrab. Lackawaxen, Pa..,Flying clipper. 
Lambertville, N.J.Water grampus j Heigramite. In many places,. 3° 7] Dobson. 
Tumble, N. J...... Goggle goy. 

Said to be correct. Corydalus, Interior N. J. ..... Crock. 
Monroe Co., N. Y.Hell devil. 

A study of these names reveals several corruptions of the 
name ‘‘helgramite,” others of “clipper,” which may allude 
to its quick motions in the water when alarmed, and still 

LARVA USED AS BAIT. 

others which refer to the backward movement of the cray- 
fish of fresh water, which is miscalled a ‘‘crab’’ in the inter- 
jor, a name which has the warrant of the German, for in 
that language the brook crayfish becomes reds, and is not 

PUPA. 

camp, and the civilities of the occasion over, one of our party | distinguished from the side-moving crab of salt water, except 
wishing to ingratiate himself into his good graces, fot the ' when unusual definiteness is required, when if is called bach-* expect anglers to call it Corydalus, T have made original 

a a 

ows 

krebs. The infernal cognomens in the list cannot escape ob- 
servation. 

In the American Sportsman of May 16, 1874, I gave some 
information concerning the life history of this bait, and 
therein said that it was ‘‘the larva of the helgramite fly.” I 
did so because some onein charge of the entymology of the 
Rural New Yorker, July 12, 1878, stated in answer to San- 
ford Hartman that the ‘‘dobson” was the ‘‘larva or pupa 
(for it is used for fish bait in both stages), of the well-known 

SS tree 

MALE, 

hellgramite fly (Corydalus cornutus, Linn.).”” I replied to 
this in a feeble way a week or two afterward, and tried to 
sustain Mr. Hartman in the use of his local name of ‘‘dob- 
son,” but afterward thinking that 1 had been overweighted 
in acontest with science, I wrote the article referred to in 
the Sportsman, and accepted the name of “helgramite” (with 
one 1) in preference to “dobson,” which in early youth I 
learned to call my bait. I thought heleramite a name of 
wider use, and perhaps a scientific one. Now I ask, what 
does it mean? Why should I prefer it to ‘‘dobson,” which 
I always call it when fishing, but have lately dropped when 
writing of it? Certainly ‘‘dobson” is as good a name, if it 
does not describe any peculiarity of the animal, and it has 
no suspicion of the infernal in its fitst syllable. Therefore, 
if ‘thelgramite” has no scientific meaning, and [tannot dis- 
cover its origin or signification, and is on a common footing 

et tiiteee 

ea 

FEMALE. 

with ‘‘dobson” as a popular name, then I feel warranted in 
returning to the name of my boyhood, which I had aban- 
doned in deference to the supposed learning of others. 
Should any one show there are better grounds for calling it 
‘‘helgramite” than for terming it a ‘‘dobson,” I wiil never- 
more either write the latter name nor speak it when referring 
to the bait, except as a synonym. 

To better illustrate the life history of the ‘‘dobson,” I don't 
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drawipgs from specimens of the male and female insect, 
pupa and larva, which I have had in alcohol for years. The 
adult insects are nocturnal and are seldom seen, the larva, 
which is the only form I have ever known to be used for 
bait, is found in swift mountain brooks under stones and is 
captured by putting a landing net below a stone und then 
raising the latter and capturing the larva as it tries to escape. 
The pupa is found under Jogs on the bank, but personally I 
have never known of its use as a bait for fish, 
The Oorydalus cornutus is a large fly of from three to four 

inches in length, the female having short pincers, like the 
larva, and the male posessing long horns. The female is 
said tolay her egss in clusters about water plants, this I 
have not seen, but that the larya is carnivorous is well known. 
They feed on insects and fish, alive or dead, and are rayen- 
ous. as all larvee are, 

The perfect fly is never seen before the last of June, hay- 
ing passed the stages of egg, larva, pupa and emerged into 
the imago or perfect state, during the year beginning about 
September 1 of the previous season. I have kept the larva 
in running water and fed them on the flesh of fish and of 
beef, but they will die in still water and will eat each other 
if no other food is at hand. They will live for some time iu 
wet moss, but. like all other larvee will require food or they 
will die or transform into the pupa stage, It is impossible 
for them to do the latter unless they are full grown and 
ready for this tranformation and have access to the banks of 
streams where they can find the proper condition of moist 
soil under logs. 

That our ‘‘dobson” is not without a pedigree is a fact, and 
to such as are interested in it, I would say consult the ‘‘Hinto- 
mologists’ Annual,” London, 1862, where will be found Dr. 
Hagen's description of a fossil Corydalus, found in the Meso- 
zoic rocks in Rolenhofen, Bavavia. Now, if man really ex- 
isted in the Tertiary period as is claimed by Mr. Edward 8, 
Morse, in his address before the Section of Anthropology of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences, 
Sept. 4, 1884, at Philadelphia, there is no doubt but he used the 
dobson as a bait for fish, for the insect was already at hand, 
As it is probable that no living angler was there at that time, 
and none of the ‘oldest inhabitants” recollect much that 
happened in the Tertiary period, I do not see how any 
modern fcllow is going to overthrow my assumption that 
pre-historic men used the dobson as bait, 

The dohbson is a peryerse ‘‘critter” when on a hook, and 
will crawl uuder a stone if he can get to the bottom, and 
basely leave the angler to believe that his bait is fishing hard 
for a bite until he pulls slightly and thinks the sinker is fast. 
This habit of the larva isa bad one, and he should be rea- 
soned with and taught to know that when an angler pays 
two cents for him to the boy who bas spent his time in cap- 
turing him, that he should not attempt to shirk his duty and 
skulk under rocks, but diligently fish all the time. 

Lest any one ask how this formidable-looking beast is 
impaled on a hook, 1 willsay: I usually insert the point in 
the back behind the thorax, and bring it out just behind thie 
head, because this leayes the body free. Others insert the 
hook on the lower side, about the thorax, and bring it out in 
the abdomen. You pays your money and takes your choice, 
but as most fish prefer to take their prey head foremost, it 
seems best to present this point of the hook to them. In this 
connection | cannot too strongly condemn the sneaking prac- 
tice of 2 dobson in attempting to save its own Jife by crawl- 
ing under stones after the angler bas paid four it to fish for 
him; this is the basest part of its character. - It evidently 
wishes to live torever * 

There are some other flies which lay eggs in the water, 
whose larva look like the dobson when small; this is the 
genus Siala, and the worms have naked bouies and pincers, 
but do not grow large; and have long and slender tails, It 
one of the male Corydalus should hover over my drawing of 
a female and feel injured that | have drawn the second pair 
of wings overlapping the first, I will apologize to him and 
declare that it was only a slip of the pen, aud that 1 know as 
well as he that the first pair fold over the others. J am sure 
he will ,ecognize his youngest in the drawing of the larva, 
and his eldest in t: e pupa, and will see that his wife has her 
jaws open to meet him, as she often has when he has been 
out too late at night, FrReD MATHER, 

*A writer in the Century for October paraphrases the words of 
Frederick the Great to his guards: ‘'What, do want to live forever?” 
and puts the words in the mouth of a general in our late rebellion. 

TROUT IN PRINCE EDWARD’S ISLAND. 

OME of the readers of ForREsT aND S’REAM may be in- 
terested in the following list of trout rivers on Prince 

Edward’s Island: 
Wheatley River, sixteen miles from Charlottetowu, 
Beach River, Lot 33. 
Winter River, Lot 34, 
West River, Bonshaw, Lot 30, 
Worth Lake, near Kast Point, 
Montague Bridge, Lot 59. 
Rollo Bay and Fortune River Bridge. 

McDougall, at the former. 
The Big Miminigash. 
Bear River Station. 

Nautrage Pond. 
Morell Station. 
Brae Station. 
Dunk River, Freetown Station. 
The Morell and the Dunk are perhaps the most celebrated 

streams, But inasmuch as there are no pickerel and no 
chub, every brook and every millpond contain trout. 
Among millponds, I may mention especially Ramgay’s Pond, 
not farfrom Murgate. The natives despise trout that are 
not silvery in color, and maintain that no trout are silvery 
but such as have access to salt water, 

I must say, however, that my own experience of ten 
weeks’ fishing near Malpeque, and of ten weeks’ cating of 
trout, does not tend to make me agree with them, One 
eolor tastes Just as good as another, and millpond trout may 
be just as tempting to the palate as those caught near or 
even in salt water. It was quile new to me to fish at the 
mou hs of rivers where the water is almost, or, perhaps 
quite, as salt as in the ocean itself. One of my acquaint- 
ances, who this time had abandoned the fly for a humble 
worm, caught on one and the same occasion and with the 
same tackle trout, smelts and flatfish, ‘Trout are taken even 
away out in Charluttetown Harbor, near the Block House. 
Two new localities al the very mouths of smallish rivers— 
here I caught one fish of a pound and nine ounces and a 
number more of very respectable size—were where the 
stream narrowed and the slope of the bottom to.deep water 
was sudden. Such places I should be tempted to try if I 
eyer made a trouting tour of the island, even though the 

Apply to Archibald 

Apply to Dennis Costlow, and go to 

al inhabitant asserted that trout had never been 
ere. 
Prince Edwards has cool summers, low prices, a hospit- 

able and kindly population—this latter the densest in the 
Dominion, so that there is no need whatever of camping out 
to fisi—and trout and golden plover (the latter in Septem- 
ber) in great abundance. he scenery may, perhaps, at last 
become monotonous—gentie hills covered with spruce and 
fir (almost to the exclusion of broad Jeayed trees: and soil 
deep red wherever it is exposed; no rocks, but soft, crum- 
bling red sandstone, and that showing hardly anywhere ex- 
cept on the seashore; no stones, the greencst of turf, bitten 
short each side of the road by the sheep, and a general air 
of fertility and agricultural prosperity—but this scenery has, 
on the one hand for a stranger, the charm of novelty and on 
the other the delight which every one, without exception, 
must take in the unusually vivid contrast between the soil 
and the foliage, is one which never wears out. 

Wituram Coox. 

UNEQUAL LUCK. 

IPMUG is the Indian name of a small lake in the town 
of Mendon, Mass,, about 600 feet above tide water, 

quite deep and of the purest water. 11 was leased from the 
State and stocked with bass in 1870, and is now swarming 
with them, One dull, cloudy day not long ago, myself, a 
friend and a scion of one of the party were taken down with 
the bass fever, and procuring about thirty frogs, we started 
for the lake, four miles away. Numerous were the stories 
told on the way of our skill and luck catching bass and other 
fish, and of the big strings caught and big fish lost, A 
lovelier sheet of water than Nipmug was that day was no- 
where to be seen. The surface was rufiled by just the nicest 
ripple, and the distant shore was just one bank of green. 
This prospect was grateful to us, as we were to snatch from 
its bosom the gamy bass. Unloading our frogs and fishing 
kit on the beach, we adjourn to Luther’s cider mill, hard by, 
to refresh ourselves with his rich new cider just from the 
press. 

Returning we proceed to fix up our rods for business. 
While I am tying on a hook something strikes bang against, 
the boathouse, and a two pound bass flops between my feet. 
To save him I drop my line and grab him with both hands; 
and looking up to see where the fish came from saw 
the Scion with his frog torn by the sharp teeth of 
the bass, while a broad grin on the youth’s face plainly 
showed who had been the first one to cast his froe into 
the lake. After bailing out the boat Fred took the 
oars, the Scion stepped into the bow, and I into the 
stern, while Fred’s portly form in the middle just trimmed 
the boat, and off we started under the engine-like stroke of 
the oars. Hooking on a medium sized frog I cast as far from 
the boat as possible, expecting every minute to see the swirl 
of the bass as he comes with a rush from the bottom, TJ had 
cast three or four times when there was a commotion in the 
bow and on looking up saw the young man’s line taught and 
going through the water with a rush, but the fish proved 
to be well hooked and was pulled in by main strength, 
coming through the air like a bomb shell, striking me on the 
back and bounding into the bottom of the bout. I hooked 
the scales into bis jaw and he pulled just three pounds. 
Within two minutes the bow line pulled in another weigh- 

ing two and one-half pounds. That same line kept at it, and 
all this whiue my frog was unit jured. Fred said, “If I had 
a boy that could catch fish like that, and 1 couldn’t catch 
one, I would turn over all of my rods, reels, lines and good 
will, and let the boy do the fishing in the future.” At this 
moment a splash in the water meant something, and on Jook- 
ing to see who had fallen overboard, I saw the bow line go- 
ing for a bunch of lily pads as though scmething heavy was 
on the otherend. And Fred said, ‘‘Pull him in! Pull him 
in! He is a ripper!” And sure enough, he was the largest one 
yet, weighing four pounds two ounces. 

Disgusted with my luck, I said to Fred, “Come, let me 
take the oars, and you take my rod and see what you can 
do.” ‘‘All right, I will show you how to catch bass ” 
Handing bim the rod and taking the oars, I pulled gently 
around to just casting distance from ihe shore, and all the 

caught 

| while the bow line kept pulling them in, large-mouth and 
small-mouth, and rock bass, and once in a while a pickerel, 
This continued until the entire circuit of the lake was com- 
pleted, and we arrived at the place of starting just in time 
to start for home before dark, neither myself nor Fred hay- 
ing caught a single fish. Fish caught by bowline, 26 bass, 
484 pounds. 

The next day Fred said, ‘‘I’ll tell you how we ean fix that 
fellow; we will hire some one to catch a lot of bass for us, 
and keep them in a car; then ask him over fishing, and then 
we will have the best of him,” NipMua. 
MILFORD, Mass. 

SuArks In Lone IsnAnp Sounp.—Northport, Long Island, 
Sept. 22.—The oldest inhabitant cannot remember such a 
tun of sharks as are infesting the Sound at present. The 
fishing is spoiled by them, as the food fish are too scared to 
feed, or have been driven off, A Jarge shark was landed in 
Huntington harbor last week which had a great number of 
full grown menhaden in its stomach, none of which bore 
marks of teeth. In almost any part of the Sound the fins of 
sharks can be seen above the water, and they seem quite 
tame. The fishermen here think that scarcity of food in the 
ocean has driven them in here. A shark eight feet long was 
taken off Lloyd’s Neck, which stands at the east of Cold 
Spring Harbor, and large ones baye lieen seen in the harbor, 
almost up to the fish hatchery. Porpoises were plenty in 
the Sound before the sharks came but have been scared away. 
The small boy bathes with caulicn, and adventurous fisher- 
men are risging up their shark tackle. The little bluefish 
keep close in shore and feed by stealth, being aware of the 
presence of the monsters. A gentleman shot eleyen from a 
yacht on Monday and captured two of them,—Poxrn-o’-Moon- 
SHINE. 

Tar Rop ann Reet TouRNAMENT.—Last spring the 
committee of arrangwments fixed upon an early day in Octo- 
ber for the tournament, and it was published. The chair- 
man of that committee appointed the various sub-commit- 
tees to revise rules in the different classes, etc,, and all went 
out of town in the hot weather, each thinking that the 
others could arrange all matters without their presence. 
The president and secretary have labored to get a meeting 
of the committee in vain until last week. The days now 
fixed are Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 22 and 23, The 
prizes are coming in, and on Oct. 4 the prize committee will 
make up the list-of prizes in the differeni classes and the 
programme will be published. Everything points to a 
splendid meeting if the weather is at all favorable. 

THosr Bie Trour,—Stanley, N. J.—Hditor Forest and 
Stream; Countless numbers of the arguing readers of your 
always interesting journal are awaiting rather impatiently 
the verification of ‘‘Knickerbocker’s” Munchausenish state- 
ment relative to the Rangeley trout of 24, 17, 15, 12 ponnds’ 
weight. Will he not rise and explain? Nothing short of 
his affidavit. certified by the judges and clerks of courts in 
Oxford and Franklin counties, Maine, and indorsed by the 
Fish Commissioners of Maine—Hons, H O. Stanley and KE, 
M. Stillwell—further verified by the countersigns of Charles 
G, Atkins, Ass’t U. 8, Commissioner of Fisheries, and Prot, 
8. I. Baird, the distinguished and reliable Commissioner of 
Fisheries of the United States of America, will convince any 
angler for trout, whose scales stopped at. 10 pounds and un- 
der, that ““Knickerbocker’s” effusion ought not to have been 
placed in your columns headed ‘That Reminds Me,” I think 
we are all ready to present him our biggest jack knife and 
our chromo, ‘‘Little Hatchet.”—Gno. SHurarp Pags, 

Bass iy Virerta.—Anent the bass fishing at Front Royal, 
Va., advertised elsewhere, a Baltimore correspondent writes: 
“The bass fishing on the Shenandoah River at Front Royal 
is about the best 1 have found in this country; and it will be 
unusually good this fall, owing to the fact that during the 
early part of the season constant rains prevented the river | 
from being over-fished. My average weight from Aug. 1 to 
Sept. 1 was two pounds; average catch twenty-one, which I 
count pretty good.—J, L, T.” 

Perca av Berrerton —The perch at Betterton are biting 
and the fish are large, Grove and Thompzon’s Points are 
the favorite spots, Weakfishing is still good at Barnegat. 
There has been a noticeable falling off of bluefish at thig 
famous fishing ground this year. It is all laid at the door of 
the menhaden fishermen,—Homo, 

TROUT IN THE RANGELEYS.—Our correspondent ‘J. G. 
R.,” writing from Rangeley, Me., Sept. 19, says: ‘Very 
few trout are being taken at present in any part of the Range- 
lJeys, but the large ones are running in and a little cold 
weather will set them rising.” 

Lishculture. 

CARP CULTURE.—Philadelphia, Sept. 17,—The American 
Carp Cultural Association held its fall meeting here to-day. 
The secretary’s report showed between five and six hundred 
enrolled members, representing nearly or quite every State in 
the Union. The price of membership was fixed at one dollar. 
Arrangements were made forthe publication fi a monthly 
journal to be largely devoted to carp culture, was stated 
that 25,000 persons have commenced the culture of carp in 
this country. The members of the association willbe present 
at the draining of the government carp pond at League Island 
to-morrow. Philadelphia, Sept. 18.—The members of the Amer- 
ican Carp Culture Association visited League Island to-day 
for the purpose of inspecting the carp which were placed ina 
pond there in January, 1883. When placed in the pond the 
carp were about four inches in length, they having been 
hatched the summer before, Seyeral specimens were cap- 
tured to-day. not one of which was less than 51g pounds in 
weight and 19 inches inlength. The heaviest one weighed 4 
pounds and 10 ounces, measured 21 inches in length and 14 
inches in girth. It was thus shown that the fish grow large 
and thrive without any especial care, and the experiment was 
pronounced a complete success. 

Answers ta Correspondents, 
F.S., German Hunting Club.—For squirrel shooting, try Sussex 

county, N. J. 

G. W. M., Cedarville, O,—The Michigan game law forbids the ex- 
portation of deer. 

DS. M., Waverly.—Black squirrels will breed in captivity. See 
note on page 45, issue of Feb, 14, 1884. 

¥. §.—Try the vicinity of Chateaugay Lake or Meacham Lake, See 
notices of these resorts in our advertising columms. 

H. H.L., Chicago,—The process of making sawdust gas you will 
find desc:ibed in a pamphlet published by George Walker, P. 0, Box 
83, Deseronto, Ont. 

Sport, New York.—Please inform me the most proper way tocatch 
black bass. Ans. With the artificial fly when they willtakeib, At 
other times use helgramites, minnows, or frogs. 

C. §. 8., Philadelphia, Pa.—l. Use a common butcher knife for 
scraping down spars or mast. 2. Thecvmmon veterinary yaseline, 
the cheapest eee is good for slushisg down masts, It may be 
Tubbed on with the hand. 

A. W.. Massillon, O.—Where can I procure young carp, and at 
what season should they be started? Ans. Apply to Prof. 5, F. Baird, 
Commissioner of Fisheries, Washington, D, C. The distribution will 
probably begin next month. 

R. D. L.. Mystic, Conn,—The seasons in your State are: Ruffed 
grouse, quail and woodcock, Oct. 1-Jan. 1; wildfowl, Say 1-May 1; 
rail Sept 12-Jan. 1 (in New Haven, Fairfield and Litchfield counties, 
Aug. 20-Jan. 1); speckled trout, April 1-July 1, 

J.L. Z.—You will find ruffed grouse and quail near Nyack, <A re- 
cent writer recommended for ruffed grouse near that place the ridge 
which runs from Oak Hill Cemetery north to Hook Mountain. For 
woodcock, go east of Creskill station, Squirrels are reported plenty 
in Sussex county, N. J. ; 

J.G.G., Jr.—From Petoskey, Mich., you can easily reach rood 
deer hunting grounds. The Michigan deer season is in Lower Penin- 
sula Oet. 1-Dec. 1; in Upper Peninsula, Aug. 15-Noy. 15. The pun you 
name will answer for deer shoo.ing. See¢communications elsewhere 
on “Bullet ys. Buckshot”. 

Micuigan Tourist.—For ducks try the marshes at Monroe, Mich. 
Part of them are preserved by a club. For ruffed grouse go to any 
of the stations on the Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad west of Hast 
Saginaw. Jeromeville and Munising in the Northern Peninsula are 
good points for deer shooting. 

T. F., Minto.—1. Does, in your opinion. the feeding of meat to bird 
dogs injure their power of scent? 2. Will rubbing powdered emery 
upon the inside of Damascus steel barrels injure them in any way? 
8. Whatis Ube best article for removing rust from the inside of gun 
barrels? Ans, 1. No. 2. No. 38. Try gun oide. 

» Frat, Lowell, Mass.—Will you kindly inform mé: 1, What is the 
best work on salmon and trout flies (artificial), by tha study of which | 
an amateur could learn to make a satisfactory fly fur American or 
Canadian waters? 2. Where can materials be obtaimed? Ans. 1. The 
information is contained in ‘‘The American Angler's Book,” by Thad. 
Norris, price, $5.50, or in Hallock’s Gazetueer,” price, $3. We can 
furnish either. 2. Write to any of our advertising tackle dealers. 

A, M. H., New York.—A large and very cold spring on a farm is so 
situated that 1 can havea large pond at small expense. The water 
is too cold for carp, which, I am told, require warmer water, How 
would black bass do? The bottom of tue pond is tuo muddy or T 
would try trout. Ans. If there are springs in the pond you can 
throw in grayel on them and trout will thrive, or if there is a spring 
Tunning mm it you can make spawning races. Black bass also require 
sand or gavel. 

L. K. W., Do you thinkit would be worth while to stock a pond on 
the south side of Long Island with black bass? The pond was form- 
erly well-stocked with trout, but has not been strictly presetved dur- 
ing the last few years, consequently most of the trout have been taken 
out. Itisaboutfive fect deep, clear, cold water,sandy bottom, Ans. 
If there isno chance of restoring the trout we would put in black 
bass. Deeper water would be better, but they may do well in five 
feet, Write to Mr: Annin, whose advertisement isn our columns. 
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The Fennel, 
FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
q 

Oct, 7, 5, 9, 10 and 11.—Vhird Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 
Agvicnitural Society, Danbury, Conn. NHntries close Sept. 27. H, §, 
Dayis, Superintendent, Danbury, Conn. 
act. 16, 17 and 18.—National Breeders’ Show, Industrial Art Hall, 

Ph igure Pa. James Watson, Secretary, P.O. Box 770. Entries 
—-Glose Oct, 3, 

Oct, 21, 22, 23and 24.—First Annual Fall Bench Show of the West- 
-nmanster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York, Entries 
close Oct. f. Mr. Chas. Lincoln, Supermtendent, 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Nov, ——Third Annual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 

island, L. I, Open to members only, Mr. A. T. Plummer, Secretary 
__ Nov. 17.—8ixth Annual Trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, at 
High Point, N.C, W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L. I. : 

Dec, 8 —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 
at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn, 

'__ Dee, 15,—Southern Sportsmen's Association Trals, Canton, Miss. 
Mr, T. K, Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La, 7 : 

An Ke 

TAGE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration- of 
— pedigrees, ete. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month. Hniries close on the ist. Should be in early. 
Entry blanks sent on receipt of shamped and addressed envelope, 

Registration fee (25 cents) niust accompany each entry, No entries 

inserted unless paid in adyance. Yearly subseription $1, Address 
“American Kennel ister,’ P. O, Box 2882, New York. Number 

'of entries already p 1560. VolumeL, bound in cloth, sent 

| postpaid, $1.50. 

NEW YORK FALL DOG SHOW. 

HE coming show of the Westminster Kennel Club bids 
. fair to be as popular as their regular spring show. ‘The 
nhon-sporting classes will probably be more fully represented 
than at any show that has yet been held. Exhibitors are 
well aware that the honor of winning at New York well re- 
pays them for the expense of sending their animals even from 

“along distance, and we shall expect to see full entries in all of 
‘the classes. The entries close Oct. 6. Following is a list of 
the judges. All of the gentlemen have most acceptably filled 
the office before, and are well-known to our readers as intelli- 
‘gent as well as upright judges: 

Bor mastiffs, St. Bernards, fox-terriers, bulldogs and bull- 
terriers, Mr, James Mortimer, New York. 

For deerhounds, Newfoundlands, pugs, toy spaniels and all 
“gg except bull and fox-terriers, Mr. J. F. irk, Toronto, 
| Ont, 

For greyhounds, Italian greyhounds and miscellaneous 
classes, Mr. Joseph R. Pierson, Buckingham, Pa. 

Wor collies, Dr. J, W. Downey, New Market, Md. 
For poodles, eB John G. Hecksher, New York. 

THE PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW. 
THE first show of the new Philadelphia Kennel Club was 

held at Philadelphia last week in conjunction with the 
| Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society. There were nearly 
six hundred dogs entered, including many of the most noted 
dogs of the country. The quality of the animals exhibited 
was above the average in nearly all of the classes, and the 
condition in which they were shown was much better than 
we expected to see at this season of the year. There was a 
notable display of foxhounds; in fact, it was one of the most 
pleasing features of theshow, The mastiifsand St, Bernards 
were a grand lot and, judging from the crowds that were 
constantly around their kennels, they received the attention 

| they well deserved. The pointers were not quiteso good as 
[we expected to see, although there were a number of very 
good ones shown, The setters all through were very good. 

| Indeed, we do not remember a show where the average quality 
in all the setter classes exceeded these. The beagles made a 
better showing than we have ever before seen, The fox-ter- 
Tiers were also very good, as were the collies. Nearly all of 
the terrier classes were well represented both in numbers and 
quality. There was also a very good display of pugs, 
The club were favored with good weather and the crowds 

of people were all anxious to see the dogs. In fact the crowd 
| was so preat that in ten minutes after the doors were opened 
it was 1mpossible to get at the dogs and judsing had to be sus- 

|) pended, in consequence many of the exhibitors protested 
against the state of affairs and the club and society, after con- 

sultation, finding that they would be obliged to either close 
the doors or charge an admission fee, adopted the latter 
plan as the only way out of the difficulty; even then the 
Pisilaine was uncomfortably crowded, The arrangements for 
the benching and care of the dogs were first class. The club 
presented Mr, Lincoln a suitably engraved medal as a token of 
their appreciation of his services. We hope that the suc- 
cess which has crowned the effort of the club willinduce them 
to hold a show each year. Thejudging was done in the open 
air as there was not room in the building. Although, as will 
be seen in onr comments upon the dogs, we do not agree with 
all of the decisions of the judges, we feel that it is ne more 
than juctice to say that we believe that the awards were 
Bo eatly. and impartially bestowed. The very good example 
set by the club in omitting all puppy classes should be followed 
by every association in the country, The championship rule 
adopted by the club is also to be commended, and the sooner 
all clubs adopt some rule of the kind the better it will be for 
all concerned, ‘Then as the old champions die off or win the 
place the honor will mean something, 

Following is a list of the judges: 
For Foxhounds—J. A, Stovell, Esq, Philadelphia, 
For Mastiffs, St. Bernards, Newfoundlands and Ulmers— 

Edward Dudley, Hsq., Camden, N. J, _ 
Wor Deerhounds, Greyhounds, Whippets, Italian Grey- 

hounds, Poodles and Miscellaneous Classes—Joseph R. Peir- 
son, Esq., Viet tae Pa, 
For Pointers—W ashington A. Coster Haas Flatbush, L, I, 
For Buglish Setters—John Fottler, J r., Hsq., Boston, Mass. 
For Gordon Setters and Spaniels of All Breeds,—Dr. J, 8, 

Wiven, London, Ontario. 
For Irish Setters—F. A. Diffenderffer, Esq., Lancaster, Pa. 
For Chesapeake Bay Dogs—G. N. Appold, Esq. , Baltimore, 
d. 

- Vor Beagles, Dachshunde, Bassett and Bench-Legged Beagles, 
also Collies—Dr, J. W. Downey, New Market, Frederick 
county, Md. 

For Fox-Terriers, Bulldogs, Bull-Terriers, Black and Tan 
Terriers, Dandie Dinmont Terriers, Irish and Rough-Haired 
Terriers, Skye Terriers, Yorkshire and Toy Terriers—James 
Mortimer, Esq,., New York city. : 

For Pugs—W,. BR, Knight, Ksq,, Philadelphia, 
FOXHOUNDS, 

The. pishlay of foxhounds was undoubtedly the largest and 
best that has ever appeared at an American bench show, In 
the vicinity of Philadelphia, fox hunting, in the good ald- 
fashioned way of riding to hounds, is a populai sport, andthe 
Members of the various hunt clubs gave an earnest of their 
ubilities as cross-country riders, at the hurdle jumping trials 
acing the Fair. Mr, J. Howard Lewis, Jr., of the Rose Tree 
Hunt on Rosinante clea: five feet six inches high, Mr. H, H. 
Dalmas, on the famous Pandora, five feet four inches: Mr. 

second place, 

ae 

Geo, G. Leiper, of the Concord Hunt, on Mingo, tieing him for 
3 ’Many of the other contestants did EAraa eredit- F c tent with second or third. 

‘able jumping up to five feet, The valuable prize offered for 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

the best six couple of foxhounds brought out representatives 
from six packs. The Warren Huut, Mr, Thomas Davis, 
Master, showed twelve; The Bryn Mawr Hunt, Mr, J. L, 
Mather, Master, nineteen; The West Chester Hunt, Mr. J. 
Shaner, Master, fourteen; The Brandywine Hunt, Mr. J, 
Shaner, Jr., Master, sixteen; The Rocklin Hunt, Wilmington, 
Del,, twelve, and the Ontario Hunt, London, Ont., twelve. 
The arrangement for the display of the hounds was very com- 
plete. A circular kennel of wire lattice was constructed 
in the center of the building, divided into six compart- 
ments, each containing a pack. The dogs were loose, 
giving the visitors a good view of the entire exhibit 
ata glance, the beautiful grouping and brilliant and varied 
colors of the hounds madeé up a picture that attracted crowds 
of delighted spectators, The judging was in accordance with 
the views of American breeders who fancy a lighter made 
dog than the English standard calls for. The different packs 
were examined in their kennels instead of in the judges’ ring, 
where they should haye been, as itis a difficult matter to 
passupon the comparative merits of dogs, foxhounds espe- 
cially, unless they are shown together, and in a place where 
they can be seen and made to move around. The award for 
the best pack went to the Warren Hunt, a very sorty lot, ten 
of the twelye being of thesame sireand dam. There were 
many among them that‘yere far above the average, The 
West Chester Hunt showed seyeral very fine animals, but not 
so eyen a lot to look at as the winners. The Brandywine 
Hunt showed some remarkably fine puppies; such heads and 
ears are rarely seen, They promise to make fine upstanding 
dogs when mature. Several of the Bryn Mawr Hunt’s exhib- 
its impressed us as being both fast and enduring. The Rock- 
lin Hunt furnished the winner inthe open dog class, There 
were three or four more in the piel that we thought well of. 
The Ontario Hunt, according to Stonehenge’s standard, showed 
the best pack, although they were far from an even lot, as 
there were at least three distinct types. Their Torrence and 
Rally wen in hraces, and were second and third inthe open 
class. We thought them the best, and should have placed 
them first and second, with Lead, who won first, third. Jes- 
sie, who won first in the bitch class, is a very sweet-looking 
animal, but to our mind not so good-looking as Roxey Ii., 
who was placed second. There were two foxes shown in 
cages with the hounds, 

DEHRHOUNDS. 
The Clovernook Kennel’s Mac had an easy win. He is a 

very typical dog of good size and bone; his coat is a little soft 
and he might have been shown with a little more flesh and 
muscle, but his grand head, lengthy neck, good shoulders, legs 
and feet carried him to the front, Bruce, the second prize 
winner, lacks coat, is heavy in ear, and in contrast with Mare, 
is short in body. There were no other awards in this class, 
The only entry in the bitch class was absent. 

GREYHOUNDS. 
Friday Night, in the very best condition we have ever seen 

him, was the only entry in the champion class. In the open 
class for dogs, Bouncing Boy scored an easy victory. He 
was not in the pink of condition, and to this we ascribe the 
fact of his being beaten by Friday Night for the special prize 
for the hest greyhound. eo is a fair dog but was in very bad 
coat, The bitch class was a good one, and although we do 
not approve of decorating every dog in a class with com- 
mendation cards, we think the judge was decidedly nigeardly 
in his awards. Fannie, c., might haye been with strict justice 
given another letter, as might also Maud. School Girl, given 
first, is an extraordinarily good bitch, Begonia, wrongly en- 
tered as Belgonia, lacks the racing-like quality of the winner, 
but is nevertheless a good specimen. 

. MASTIFFS, 
In champion dogs Nevison was the ouly entry. This dog 

has so often been described that comment is unnecessary, He 
was shown in remarkably good condition, with the exception 
of the old sore on his hock, which seems to be incurable. 
Dolly Varden was the only entry in the bitch class. In the 
open dog class the Ashmont Kennel’s Hero IJ. was placed first. 
eisin poor condition, being very low inflesh, He hasa rather 

slack back and loin, has immense bone and might be improved 
by condition, The second prize winner, Leo, is of fair size, but 
is too straight in his hocks and wants bone. Hishead is narrow 
and he is long in muzzle, Dread, the third prize winner, 
should have been thrown out altogether. He is legey, weak 
in loin, and terribly cowhocked and weak in hindquarters. 
Duke of Kent was absent, Elkinton’s Dread, he., has a fair 
skull and square muzzle, but is yery much out at elbow and 
bad on his feet. In bitches, Aydah and Lorna Doon were 
given an equal first, and second prize withheld, We think 
Lorna Doon should haye been first. She is better in skull and 
muzzle, more massive, and has better legs and feet than 
Aydah; besides, the latter is tucked up in body and has yery 
light eyes, Leonice, third, is of good size and color, but too 
long in face and narrow in skull. Fury and Louise, given he. 
and c., were let down easily. 

ST. BERNARDS. 
In the champion classes for rough-coated St. Bernards, dogs 

and bitches, Bonivard and Gertie were the only entries, these 
are remarkably good specimens, though Gertie was in very 
poor coat, Duke of Leeds almost had a walk-over in the 
open class for dogs; he is below himself in flesh, but was in 
fair coat. Samson, the second prize winner, is a fair speci- 
men, but rather too curly in coat, Herzog, given third, will 
improve with age, but his skull is narrow, still we thought 
him avery promising puppy. The entries in the bitch class 
were both absent. In champion smooth-coated, bitches, the 
well known Leila was the only entry. In the open dog class, 
the Hermitage Kennel was again successful with Don IJ. He 
is a grand dog with plenty of size and bone, standing true and 
straight on hisfeet, Heis perhaps a trifle too much domed 
in skull, almost his only fauli, The second prize winner, 
Verone, is a little weak behind, a fault he may improve on. 
He has a grand head; his ears are rather too heavy, and he 
was shown in bad coat, as was Royalist, placed third. In the 
bitch class we liked BelloneTl., placed second, better than 
Snowball, the winner, who is light in bone and pinched in 
muzzle, but was shown in good coat. 

ULMERS. 
The Ulmers were anything but a good class, and all prizes 

might have been withheld. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS. 
The Newfoundlands were poor. Sam was decidedly the 

best, but he is wanting in size and hasa weak head; his 
best point is his coat, the others scarcely deseryed mention, 

POINTERS. 
In the champion class for large dogs, only two were shown, 

Don, who wou the prize, deserved it; he is a very taking-look- 
ing dos, with many good qualities: he stands a trifle high and 
is out at elbows, Knickerbocker, his only competitor, was 
not quite at his best. ‘There were no entries in the bitch class, 
Tn the open dog class Beaufort had an easy win; he was in 
beautiful condition. Tip, his only competitor, should have 
been disqualified; he is a workmanlike looking dog, but he 
had evidently been clipped to disguise his bad breeding. The 
bitch class was, perhaps, as well judged as possible, all three 
of the winners were grossly fat and far from being in bench 
show conditicn. lass, who won second, had the worst of it 
in this respect. Had she been in good form she would undoubt- 
edly have been first. Bravo was alone in the small champion 
class, He was looking well, although not quite up to his usual 
form. ‘There was uo entry in the bitch class. The open dog 
class was not well handled. Donald Il., the winner of first, 
was in capital condition; he is a very nice looking dog of large 
type with some good points and considerable quality; he 
is too lathy andis straight behind; he should have been con- 

Young Sleaford, who won second, 
is a very good all-round dog also of large type, we thought him 
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full as good asthe winner, except that he has a coarse tail. 
Booth, whe was placed third, has a, poor head and back, loin 
and legs, with fair feet, Heis very throaty and wide in front, 
with loaded shoulders. Hehasa good tail which he carries 
straight in the air; he also does not move so well as he might. 
Robin Adair, yhe., is a yery good little dog. He approaches 
Bang Bang and Meteor in type, and has no glaring faults. 
Rapp, unnoticed, we consider the best in the class. He is very 
good all round, and like Robin Adair, he has no bad faults; 
we liked the way he carried himself better than any in the 
class, We should have placed him first, Robin Adair second, 
and Donald If. third, although Young Sleaford is close to him 
and deserved vhe., while Booth should have been content with 
the two letters. In the bitch class, Daisy Bravo, who won 
first, is not yet mature. She is rather weedy and lathy as yet, 
although she may develop well. Her head is not first-class, 
and she is a trifle undershot, which gives her muzzle a bad 
appearance. St. Kilda, who won second, is a very good bitch 
and deserved the place; she was not quite up to the mark in 
condition. Princess II., winner of third, is a fair animal all 
round, Lady Bang and Lillie, both vhe., were nosin their 
usual show form; we thought them well placed, Lady Crox- 
teth, he., was much the best in the class; she is good all over 
and should have been first, Dora, unnoticed, is also a nice 
bitch; she was not in first-class condition. There was not 
much to choose between her, Daisy Bravo and Princess Il. for 
third place. 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 
The English setters were of better average quality than we 

generally see together. Inthe champion dog class Plantagenet 
won the pride of place, which he deserved; although not quite 
up to his best he was looking well. Foreman was in good con- 
dition excépt in coat; he comes very near the winner. Dick 
Laverack was not quite so well shown as when at New York 
York last spring. Lava Rock was out-classed aside from his 
very bad condition. Emperor Fred was also in very bad form. 
Petrel II. won in the bitch class; she was not in first-class 
condition, although she looked famrly well. Lady May was 
well shown; she is a fine large bitch of the same type that the 
judge selected for winners in the open classes. Belle’s Pride 
and Nellie May were absent. Fairy IT. shows her age, she 
was in yery bad condition and should not have been shown. 
The open dog class was a hot one and we did not envy the 
judge his task, After eee overthe dogs the judge very 
suavely suggested to about half of the handlers that they take 
their dogs over in the shade of the building. This, to say the 
least, was a very neat way of putting it and far more agree- 
able than the action of one of the other judges to whom an 
exhibitor suggested that some of the poor specimens had 
better be sent out, “Yes,” remarked the judge, “that is a good 
idea. You may take out yours.” Glen Rock, who 
was placed first, is a biz, good-looking dog of beautiful color. 
He has rather a coarse head, in fact, he is a little inclined to 
coarseness allover. His shoulders, chest and loin are fair. 
He is a little high on his legs and has ragged hips. He should. 
have been content with vhe. Second went to Paris III., 
another big handsome animal. He has a better head than the 
winner, and is full as good in other points. Mack B,, who was 
third, we also liked better than the winner. He is a bit too 
high on his legs and was short in coat, He has considerable 
quality, and if shown at his best, the others cannot give him 
many points, Telford, wrongly entered as Booth, vhe., we 
liked about as well as any. eis a capital dog of medium 
size and very well put together. He has no serious faults, has 
a good head and is of good color. Rock, also vhe,, notwith- 
standing his ears are faulty, he has the best head in the class, 
He is also of good type and very well made up. Chalkey D., 
another vhe., is good all round, and well deserved his card, 
Don Juan, who also had the three letters, is an exceptionally 
fine little dog with lots of quality, He was badly shown. 
Prince Phcebus, also vhe,, was in yery good condition. Were 
he as good in head as he is otherwise he would make it warm 
for some of them, Cossack was also given the three letters, 
but hardly deserved them, as his coat was very bad and he 
was otherwise in bad form, Prince, he., is one of the best 
formed animals in the class, and when in good form, he can 
come very near beatmg the lot. He was poor in flesh, and 
soft, and not fitto be shown. Brant and Rocket, both he., 
are strong, workmanlike-looking dogs, without much preten- 
sions to show bench form, Putman and Don III., both he., 
and Dash Boy, ¢., were extremely IY to get noticed, as 
they were all decidedly out-classed. Dash Dale, who was c., 
and Wagner, unnoticed, were better than either of them. In 
the bitch class, first went to Liddersdale, a decision which we 
cannot indorse. As we have often said, she is a yery good 
bitch, but Dashing Belle, who was placed second, is full as 
good as her in all points and much better in chest. Blue Bell, 
who won third, is a yery good bitch in many points, but 
in this class she should have been content with 
vhe. Dashing Jessie and Blue Belle, both vhe., were gross] 
fat and received all that they deserved. Genevieve, Fairy IIL. 
and Grace B., who were also yhe., are all very good, indeed. 
Except for her faulty head, Genevieve is one of the best in the 
class. Fairy I. is elegantly formed and shows lots of qual- 
ity; she was a little out of feather, but should have been at 
least third. The class all through was remarkable for the 
quality displayed, and the judge was very lavish of the honors, 
all except three of the twenty-five receiving notice. We have 
mentioned the best in the class, although there were two or 
three others that were close up. It perhaps may seem not 
just_right to leaye out in the cold so many good animals, but 
we belieye that the wholesale distribution of honors is not 
beneficial either to the exhibitor or the public. 

GORDON SETTERS. 
There were no entries in the champion classes. The open 

dog class brought out eight fair representatives. Royal Duke, 
who won first, is a fine upstanding dog, with very. good body, 
loin, quarters and feet; his head is not quite the correct type 
and his ears are too small; he was in excellent condition. 
Wragg, second, is a more typical Gordon than the winner; he 
has a capital head and ears, but he falls away behind the 
shoulder badly. Gem, who won third, we do not fancy; he 
stands too high on his legs andis weak in loin. There were 
also eight to face the judge in the bitch class. They were a 
capital lot and far ahead of the dogs. Crete II, who won 
first, ig a very good all-round bitch, with considerable quality. 
Lufra, who was second, we liked better for first place; she 
has a very typical head, good shoulders, legs and feet; she 
was not in good condition, as she has a litter of unweaned 
uppies. Hannie, third, has a good head, loin and quarters, 
ut her heavy straight shoulders we presume prevented her 

getting to the front. As a whole, the Gordon setters were 
better than we generally see together, 

; IRISH SETTERS. 
The Irish setters all through were very good. Glencho, who 

won in the champion dog class, was looking finely. Trix, the 
winner in the bitch class, was nob quite at her best. In the 
open dog class all of those that were noticed were quite good. 
In many cases there was not in reality much to choose be- 
tween several animals, and it was merely a matter of personal 
opinion as to which was the best. We thought them as well 
placed, perhaps, as was possible. As is generally the case, 
the bitch class was of better average quality than the dog 
class. All but two of the class received notice, which was no 
more than they deserved. 

SPANIELS. 
Benedict was alone in the champion field spaniel class. He 

was not looking so well we remember to have seen him. In 
the open class there were several good ones. Critic, who won 
second, is the most typical of the lot, but he is not quite so 
good on his legs as Hornell Growler, who won first. Both 
were in bad coat and both might be better in eyes. Hornell 
Silk had a walk-over in the champion cocker class. He is 
really a capital little dog, but was in very bad condition and 
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should not have been shown. The open class, at the sugges- 
tion of the judge, was very properly divided into black or 
liver and any other color. A glance at the class showed the 
necessity of this classification, as the difference intype, especi- 
ally in head and coat, was yery-apparent. In the black or 
liver class Nigger was placed first. He is a very good little 
dog, with a good head, straight legs and coat. His ears might 
hang p bit lower and his quarters could be improved, He was 
also a little short of feather. Second went to Miss Nance. She 
is only a fair bitch. She has a poor head, and is rather weak 
in front. We fancied Daisy, vic., for third place, as she has 
many food points. Helen, who got only c., we thought well 
oi for second place, as she is a beautiful little bitch, good all 
round, except that she is a little lishtin bone. In the class far 
any other color, frst went to Rover, a fair little dog, with 
good coatiand feather, He has rather a short head, Nellie, who 
won second, is only 4 moderate specimen. Jumbo was dis- 
qualified fer overweight. He was one of the best in the class, 
a bit high on his lezs, but good all round, ‘with considerable 
quality. The rest of the class we did not fancy. 

GHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS, 
Chess was sthe only entry in this class, He is a very fair 

smecimen, but the judge thought him only worthy of second 
place. 

WHIPPHTS. 
This is a class of dogs that never before had a class assigned 

ftothem. Wepresume thatthe judge gave the awards to the 
aninials that he considered the best formed for speed, as they 
are bred and used for racing purposes. Asa class they showed 
excellent poimts in this respect, and were perhaps as well 
placed as was possible. > 

DACHSHUNDE. 
There was only one moderate specimen shown in this class. 

He was given a c., and all other prizes were withheld, 

BEAGLES. 
The display of beagles was the best that we haye ever seen. 

The members of the beagle club may well feel proud of the 
showing and take renewed courage to coutinue their efforts to 
opularize the “‘merry little hound.” In the champion class 

Rattler was alone. He is an excellent hound, and except that 
he is just a bit throaty, stands unequaled. There were no en- 
tries in the bitch class. Im the open dog class, over twelve 
inches, first went to Kino, a very neat white, black and tan, 
second to Rover, quite a fair little dog, whose forelegs and 
elbows are his weakest po Monroe, who was third, is fairly 
well formed, but is rather large and lacks character, March, 
he., is also too large; we thought Rallywood rather a nice 
little dog, except that his eye is too light and he lacks sub- 
stance, Mischief won first in the bitch class, an honor which 
her fine form and good looks fairly earned for her, Marjory, 
second, and Myrtle, third, are both good. They were properly 
Placed, Nell, vhe., carries a very bad. ear and has a light star- 
ing eye that gives her a wild, scared look that we do not like. 
Ry, be., we liked much better for the place as she is far bet- 
in eye and ear than Nell, and her equal in other points. 
Cricket, c., we also liked better than Nell, as she has many 
sood points although she was sadly ouf of condition. The 
dog class under twelve inches had but. one entry, Bannerman. 
Heis a white dog with lemon head markings, He stands 
akout eleven inches at shoulder, and is avery handsome and 
stylish little hound. There was also but one entry in the 
bitch class, Rena, a very neat blood-like looking one. She 
was given first, and well deserved her ribbon. 

BASSET HOUNDS. 
The judge very properly separated this breed from the 

bench-legged beagle. Itis highly hire that basset-hound 
blood preponderates in the bench-leg beagle, but that heis a 
pure basset hound needs only a study of the two types to 
effectually dispel the idea. Itis right, therefore, to give the 
little crooked-lez American the name of bench-leg beagle in- 
stead of placing him among the basset hounds. Nemours, a 
good and typical Wrench basset hound, was awarded first, and 
Sport, not so clearly detined in type, was placed second. 
There were no bitches tn the class. 

BENCH-LEG BEAGLES, 
Major and Dyke were the only contestants in the dog class, 

These does have met four times, Major winning three times 
and Dyke once. There isin reality very little to choose be- 
tween them, Major, who won, begins to show age. Inthe 
bitch class Rose and Bessie, two very good specimens, were 
placed first and second. Maud, vhe., should not have been 
noticed, She is badly out at elbows and over in her knees. 

FOX-TERRIBRS. 
In the champion dog class, Royal, who is beginning to show 

age, was given the honors. and in the corresponding bitch 
class, Diana, rather low in fiesh, but good in coat, had nothing 
fo oppose her. The open class for dogs brought out most of 
the cracks, Belgrave Primrose was placed first; he is rather 
soft in coat, and does not at all times carry his ears correctly; 
but has the best set of legs and feet we have ever seen, and is 
not wanting in terrier character. Scarsdale, second, was 
shown too fat and in bad coat; he has a very good head, with 
small ears, good body, legs and feet, but is rather straight in 
shoulder, and we are afraid will go wide in front as he gets 
older, Flippant, placed third, is a nice dog, but does not show 
hnnself well inthe ring, Trojan, yhe., is wanting in bone and 
coat, Orisp, he., has a very rue head, with ears nicely 
placed, butis very leggy. Teddy and Jim C, received quite 
asmuch as they were entitled to. In the bitch class Dance 
was given first and Jossle second, The winneris very good in 
coat, body, legs and feet, but is a trifle thick in skull. Jossle 
has not the best of feet, and is a little weak in jaw. Thethird 
prize winner is short of coat and too fullin eye, and but for 
Venom’s bad feet, we should have preferred her for third; ghe 
has avery nice head, andis nicely marked. Jill, vhe., was 
unfortunately in bad coat, and looked to be going blind of an 
eye. Sheisa goodstamp of terrier, Betsey, c.,is badinhead, 

COLLIES. 
Robin Adair won in the champion dog elass, thanks to his 

good head and ears; he was badly out of coat. In the bitch 
class Effie was awarded the prize, but her owner discovering 
that she was wrongly entered in this class, withdrew her and, 
of co rse, forfeited the prize. Bruce of the Fylde made his first 
bow to an American audience in the open class for dogs, he 
has a wonderfully good coat, and is of a very taking color, but 
his ears are heavy, which gives his head a rather clumsy ap- 
pearance; he will prove a valuable dog in the stud, especially 
with light, weedy bitches. Sam, anice sable and white dog, 
*with a fair head, but bad ears, was placed second, and Rattler 
third: we liked Rattler as well as Sam, except that he has an 
open coat, Brack, vhe., has a good coat, but is thick in skull, 

oy, lic., isan intelligent looking dog with plenty of character, 
but he is legey and wants undercoat. Inthe bitch class, Lass 
o’ Lowrie had not much to spare, she was better in head than 
Jersey Lillie, but the latter excelled in coat and body. Meta, 
he., is leggy, has bad legs and feet and wants bone. 

BULLDOGS. 
With the exception of the first and second prize winners 

the class was poor. Bill excelled in skull, shortness of face 
and is better in body than Leon, Dot, given third, is good in 
body, is well ont in front, but has a small head and is long 
faced, je he., is better im head but has a bull-terrier body 
and tail, 

BULL-TERRIERS OVER 20LB8. 
First was given to Victoria, the best bitch we have seen ex- 

hibited here; she is rather lippy and her ears have been spoilt 
in cutting; she has # good strong head and jaw, small eye, 
gzood body and tail ahd stands well on her feet, in the small 
Glags ail prizes were withheld, 

BLACK AND TAN THRERIERS. 
In the champion class for dogs over'seven 

gern Was the only entry; he shows age. 
ounds Old Vorti- 
i the open class 

Lady; fairly well marked, was given first over Brilliant, whose 
tan is of too dark a shadé, Sport, vhe., is correct in mark 
ings, has nice head, but is leggy and not quite straight in front, 
Reveller, vhe., has a good head but is badly marked and 
carries @ poor tail, Fortune, e., was out of condition, bit isa 
fairly good one, 

_ DANDIE DINMONT THRRIERS, 
Wasp, who is very crooked in front, was pluved tirsty over 

Pansy, a fair puppy, that will improve, At present his coat 
is all wrong. 

; TRISH AND ROUGH=HAIRED TERRIERS. 
_Rosie, a Scoteh terrier, aad Brin If., an Irish terrier, were 

given an equal first, These are both typical specimens of 
their breed. Sheila, another Trish, was given vhc. She is 
fair in coat, but has a poor head and is too egey. 

SKYE TERRINRS, 
Th the champion class, Mr. Sanderson’s Jim was given the 

prize, and in the open classes for dogs and bitches the same 
owner's Souter Johnnie and Queen Mab were each awarded 
first; these with Jim make a grand team. Mr. Miff, in the 
dog class, given vyhe., is a grand specimen with good head and 
coat and ength of body, but was disfigured by having his 
tail mutilated, which undoubtedly kept him out of the Taoney. 
Peggy is rather short in body and soft in coat. 

YORKSHIRE TERRIDRS 
were not as good as we often see. In the large size class first 
went to Charley, of good color, bet rather outof coat. In the 
small class Marcus was given first, and Dot, anice little terrier, 
with good coat, but deficient in tan, was second, 

TOY TERRIDRS, OTHER THAN YORKSHIRN. 
Queen Dot, a nicely-marked black and tan, was easily first, 

Fonzo second, Dot and Jet yhe,. and 'Tiny he., were all dimin- 
utive specimens, 

PUGS, 
Tn the champion class Mrs. Hdwin A. Pue’s George was on ex- 

hibition only. He begins to look old ard is growing gray, 
Joe came too late. Don Juan and Effie were not for conipeti- 
tion, which left Roderick a walk-over, In the open class for 
dogs, Nig was awarded first. He has a good skull, butis 
wanting in wrinkle, and his markings are not so clearly de- 
fined as they should be, He has a fairly good body and tail, 
but is coarse in coat and has white markings on feet. We pre- 
ferred Max, given second, for first place. He has good skull, 
is well wrinkled, and has small ears, good coat and tail, but is 
bad in hocks, Tu Tu has a good skull, eyes, body and tuil, has 
rather large ears, and was shown in very poor condition: but 
for this we think he should have been second. Young ob 
should have been yhe. He lacks trace. Smut, he,, is a fafy 
dog, with rather heavy ears and too light an eye. Triumph, 
given vhe., is 4 nice puppy, but wants time to develop. Rob, 
unnoticed, is a nice pug, but rather poorin color. Inthebitch 
class Beauty was given first. She was, for some. cause, re- 
moved from the show immediately after being judged, and 
unfortunately we did not see her. Gypsy, given second, we 
liked very much, Sheis yery good in body, tail, coat, and is 
correctly marked. We thought her skull perhaps a little 
small, and her ears were not correctly carried. Outside of this 
she is a very beautiful pug. Queen Bess, third, has large ears 
and a poor tail, carried well. Minnie, c., we thought entitled 
to three letters, though her ears are heavy and héreyeare too 
light in color. Victoria, he., was in very bad coat, Vixen TT, 
has a nice head and body, but is too fine in tail and smutty- 
colored. 

KING CHARLES OR BLENHEIM. 
Floss, a Sing Charles,in good coat, but long in face, was 

given first, and Cherry Ripe, a white, black and tan, second, 
Violet and Charlie, Blenheims, he, We liked Rheubus, un- 
noticed, as well as anything, he is very small, has a good skull, 
andis yery short in face. Charlie, c., has the best head. of 
anything in the class, but he was in bad coat, 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS. 
First went to Romeo, a nice fawn, rather large, shown in 

capital condition, but had a bad foreleg, which we thought 
should have set him back; second went to Pearl, shown in bad 
coat, but otherwise good. Major, unnoticed, shows age, but 
is undoubtedly a very fine specimen and we thought as food as 
anything in the class. 

POODLES. 
oné entry, a white dog; he was awarded 

e thought him well placed. 
MISCELLANEOUS OR FORWIGN DOGS. 

In the heavy weight class first went to Sir Garnet, an Aire- 
dale terrier, not good in color, and wanting in terrier character; 
second went to Marco, and third to Tinnsils, both nonde- 
scripts, In the class for dogs under 25 pounds, first was given 
to Me Too, a Mexican hairless; second to Sting, a bad Bedling- 
ton, and third to Tidey, a Chinese crested dog, which, we 
thought, should have been second at least, as he is almost a 
perfect specimen of this breed. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 
Many of the special prizes followed the awards im the rezu- 

lar classes. Where rejudging was necessary there were some 
decisions that we cannot indorse. In Class F, for the best im- 
ported English setter bitch, old Fairy II., although showing 
age and sadly out of condition, should have won gasily. In 
Class 8, for the best small pointer dog, Braye was far ahead 
of the winner. In Class 4, for the best foxhound dog, we 
thou se Torrence entitled tothe honor. Following is a full 
list of the 

There was onl 
second prize. 

AWARDS. 

FOXHOUNDS.—Packs or 81x Coupies—ist. Thomas Davis's Dixey, 
Jim (Dixey, Sr.—Ann), Jerry (Boxer- Twilight), Scudder (Ned—Ann), 
and the following, all by Boxer out of Ann: Stormer, Count, Duke R., 
Fly, Lizzie, Jessie, Gypsy, Topsy, Nettie —CoupLtes—ist, D. O’Shea's 
Torence and Rally. CHampron.—Dog: D, O*Shea’s Forester TL. 
while, black and tan, dyrs. (Ring wood—Roxey.—Oprn—Dogs: 1st, The 
Rocklin Hunt’s Lead, red and white, dyrs, (Pipe—Fan); 2d and 3d, D, 
O'Shea’s Torence, black, white and tan, 2yrs. (Ringwood—Roxey), 
and Rally, black, white and tan, lyr. (Torence—Merry). Bitches: ist, 
Thomas Davis’s Jessie, black and tan, 2lgyrs. (Boxer—Aun); 2d and 
3d, D. O’Shea’s Countess, white, black and tan, 14yrs. (Ringer— ——), 
and Roxey I,, white, black and tan, 2iéyrs, (Ring wood—Roxey). Very 
high com,, J. Shaner’s unnamed. High com., Rocklin Hunt's Mar- 
garet. 

DEERHOUNDS.—Dogs: ist, Cloyernook Kennel's Mare, brindle 
fawn, 2yrs. 4dmos. (Paddie—Lassie); 2d, Wm. D. Whipple's Bruce, 
dark brindle, yrs. Bitches; Absent, 

GREYHOUNDS.—CHAmpion—Doy; BH. W. Smith's Friday Night, 
black, 2yrs. 9mos, (A.K.R. 753), Bitches: Only entry not for 
competition.—Oray—Dogs: ist, H. W. Huntington's Bouncing Boy, 
black, 2yrs. (Walton’s Lad—Cremorné); 2d, eorge F. Kolb’s Leo, 
brindle, 2igyrs., bred from imported stock. Bitchés: 1st and 2d, H. 
W. Huntington's School Girl, black, 2yrs. (School Fellow—Sol Fa), and 
Begonia, black, 4yrs. (Boru a Demon—Belladonna), Com,, Bugene 
Lorb’s Fannie, gray, 16mos., imported; and H. HE. Brisbur’s Maud, 
gray, dyrs,, imported. 

MASTIFFS.—CHAmpion—Dog; Chas. H. Mason’s Nevison, fawn, 
Héyrs. (Gurth—Juno), Bitch; Ashmont Kennel’s Dolly Varden. fawn, 
4yrs. (A.K.R. 73). Oren—Dogs: ist, Ashmont Kennel’s Hero II., fawn, 
4yrs, (Salisbury—Venus; 2d, Herbert Mead’s Leo, fawn, 6yrs. (Jack 
Dido); 3d, Wm, 8S. Johnson’s Dread, light fawn, 10mos. (Prince Charlie 
—Dorothy). Yery high com,, Dr. Robert M. Smith’s Milo, dark fawn 
and black points, 24eyrs, (Samson—Juno). High com., L, M. Elkin- 
ton’s Dread, fawn, 2yrs. (Major—Juno), Bitches: Equal 1st, Herbert 
Mead’s Aydah, fawn, 2 yrs. (Turco—Appleton), and Ashmont Kennel’s 
Lorna Doon, fayn, 2i4vrs, (Crown Prince--Ilford Baroness); 3d, Her- 
bert Mead’s Leonive, fawn, 18mos, (Major—Gipsey). Very highcom., 
Edward Lester’s Josie, fawn, 4mos, (Don—Clytie). High com., Her- 
bert Mead's Fury, fawn Syrs. (Fury—Juno). Com., Hd, Lester's 
Louise, fawn, 4mos, Full pedigree, 

ST. BERNARDS.—Roveu-Coaten—CuAmpron—Dog: Hi. R. Hearn’s 
Bonivard, dark orange and brindle, while markings, byrs, (Souldan— 
Myzar). Bitch; WR. Wearn’s Gertie, orange and while markings, 
dyrs., (Nero—Clio).—Opfnn—Doags; 1st, E. R. Hearn’s Duke of Leeds, 
orange, brindle and white, #igyrs. (A,K\R. 1,585); 2d, Clovernook 
Kennel’s Samson, tawny white, 20mos. (Monk TI—Sheilia); 3d, Che- 
uasset Kennel’s Herzog, tawny white markings, 6mos. (Ceesar— 
un, Bitches} AbeentSmooru-CoaTEp—OnAmejon—&, KR, Hearn's 

Tella, orange, brindle and white, 8yrs, (Roland—Nellie). -Opun—Doge s 

St, R. Hearn’s Don Il, orange, tawny aud white, algyprs. (The 
Shah—Dewdrop); 2d, Mill "Brook Kenn ls Verone, dite 5 The 
correct white markings, 14mos, (Rex— a); dd, Mill Brook Ke ‘7 
nel’s Royalist, orange, tawny, correct white markings, 5yrs. (The 
Shah—Bernie IIL). Very high com., Chequasset Kennels’s Grimsel, 
dark brindle and white, 10mos. (Alp 1.—Brenner), Bétehies: 1st, 
Mill Brook Kennel’s Snow Ball, orange, tawny, correct markings, 
(Fido—Dimah); 2d, B. A. Warburton’s Bellone Il., orange and white, 
limos, (Sultai—Bellone), 
ULMERS.—Dogs: ist. Associated Fanciers’ Bolivar, white and 

black points, 1bmos.; 2d, Jas. P, McQuaide’s Rover, gray mattled, — 
ayrs.; 3d, William Punkhurd’s Jumbo, white and brown spot, 10mos, 
(Rover—Unknown). Pitches; Ist, Associated Fanciers? Lady Jumbo, 
white with spots, 18mos, y 
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—ist, J. A. Nickerson’s Sam, black, 2igyrs. 

(Goliath—Dora); 2d, W, C. Adams, Nero, black, 8yrs; 8d, Mrs. Willis’s — 
Rover, black and white, 6yrs, ’ 

POINTERS.—CHAMPION, OVER 55LBs.—Dog; Major F. G. Draper's 
Don, liver and white, dyrs. (Shot- Juno). Under S5uss.—Dog: Geo. — 
Norbury Appold’s Brayo, lemon and white, 4yrs, (Brage—Kate).— 
OPEN, OVER So~Bs.—Dogs: Ist, C, H, Mason's Beaufort, white, liver 
ticked. dyrs. (champion Bow—Beulah); 24. W. H. H. Achufi’s THRs 
liver, ayTs (Lark—Cragin’s bitch), Over 50LBS.—Sitches; Ist, A. H. 
Craige’s Beulah, liver and white (Sam—Vivian): 2d, B. F. Seitner’s 
Lass, lemon and white, 4yrs. (Sleaford—Dawn); 8d, Clifton Kennel's 
Lady Gleam, lemon and white, 4yrs, (champion Snapshot—Gipsy). 
Unpur 55bBs,—Dogs: 1st, C. M. Munhall’s Donald IL., liver anid white, 
ayrs. (Donald I.—Devoushire Lass); 2d, Chas, L. Dick's Young Sleaford, 
liver and white, 2yrs. (Seitmer’s Lort—Seitner’s Lass); 8d, G, BP. Jor- 
dan’s Booth, lemon and white, 3yrs. (St. George—Dinah). Very high 
com., Clifton Kennel’s Robin Adair. liver and while, yrs. (champion 
Paust—Madge), Unper 50Lns,.—Bitehes; Ist, Geo. Norbury Appold’s — 
Daisy Bravo, lemoa and white, lyr., (Brayo—Lilly Il.); 2d, H. D, 
Towner’s St. Kilda, liver, white and ticked, iémos. (Ranger—Lallie); 
3d, Geo, G. Baker’s Princess II,, black limos, ( —Printess). 
Very high com., Clifton Kennel's Lady Bang, lemon and white, 2!4yra, 
(Bang—Jean), and Lillie, lemon and white, 2l44yrs, (Shot—Daisy), Hiel 
cons if F. Seitner'’s Lady Croxteth, liver and white, 2yrs. (Croxteth 
— Lass). 4 

ENGLISH SETTERS,—Caamvion— ooo EK. 
net (Dashing Monarch—Petrel), Bitch: EH. I. Martin's Petrel 
II.— OPpmn—Dogs! tsi, EB. W. Jester’s Glen Rock, blue hbelton, 
8yrs. (Druid—Princess Draco); 2d, Frank G. Hughes's Paris IIL, blue 
belton, 2yrs. (Paris 1.—QLady Princess); 8d, Blackstone Kennels 
Mack B., orange belton, 2yrs. (Dick Layerack—Twilight). Very 
high com., T. G@. Davey:s Prince Phoabus, black and white, 4yxs. (‘Tam 
O’Shanter—Prue); Edward K. Rispham's Chalkley D., blue belton; 
dyrs, (Dash IIT.—Cornelia); N. Jensen's Cossack, white with orange 
markings, byrs. (Morford’s Don—Raymond's Fairy); I. BH. Lewis's 
Rock, lemon and white, 8yrs. (Water's Grouse—Prencth‘s Paley)s Gk: 
Jordan’s Telford, blue belfon; 2¥4yrs. (Darkie—Rosy Morn); EB; T 
Martin's Don Juan, blue belton, 4igyrs. (Tam O’Shanter—La Heine) + 
High com:, John MeMullin’s Putman, orange and white, dyrs. (George 
—Jino); Hugh Hill’s Royal Sulton, blue belton, 3yrs. (Raicket—Kelp)i 
H. A, Butler’s Don I1., orange and white, §yrs. (Rock—Blanche); E. I. 
Martin's Prince, black and white, byrs. (Pride of the Border—Petrel)} 
G, Edward Osborn’s Brant, black and white, yrs (AJK.R. 1281)4 W. R, 
Traver's Rocket, black, white and tan, 22mos. (A.K/R. 115), Cotn., 
J. Walker Clark’s Dash Dale, black and white, 5yrs, (Dash 1iL— 
Daisy Dale); J. C. Schuyler's Dash Boy, lemon helton, Bitches} 
ist, T. G@. Davey’s biddersdale, black. white and tan, 4layrs, 
(Douglass—Ailsa); 2d. W. Jester’s Dashing Belle, blue belton, 3yrs; 
(Dashing Monarch—Blue Nellie); 8d, C. H, Mason’s Blue Bell, bine bel- 
tion, Syrs. (Roderick Dht—Mina): Very high com., T; G. Davey's Gent- 
yeve, blue belton, 2iéyrs. (Harrison's London— Dawn); 1. W. Jester’s 
Dashing Jessis, A.K.k. $15, blue beltou, 8yrs.(Bme Bele—Dashing Mon- 
arch); H. W. Jester’s Blue Belle, blue belton, 6y1's. (Rattler—Wadding= 
ton’s Daisy); Blackstone Kennel’s Grace B., black and white, 2isyrs. 
(London—Dawn); Lawrence Shuster, Jrs Clementine D:, black, 
white and tan, dyrs. (Dash Il].—Uornelia); Wm. R. Trayer’s Princess 
Pearl, white, black and tan, 8léyrs. (Druid—Princess Draco); EH; I. 
Martin's Fairy II., lemon belton, 2yrs., (A.K.R. 85). High com, 
Lawrence Shuster, Jr,’s Cornelia, black, white and tan, blue belton 
(Leicester—Dart); Joseph Lewis’s Mollie, lemon belton, Slayrs. (Count 
Dan—Floss); D. B. Ford’s Leah Il., black, white and lemon, 4yrs, 
(Royal Duke—Leah); Fred. B. Lewis’s Nettie B,, black, white and tan, 
2deyrs. (Mark—Rose); Dr. C. M. Thomas's Muff, black, white and tan 
Rock—Peg), Com., E. W. Jester’s Dashing Jest, blue belton, 3yrs, 
Dashing Monarch—(Blue Belle); John Henzler’s Kate, orange belton, — 
20mos.; E. Comforts Cassino Gladstone, blue belton, 2yrs. dios, 
(Gladstone—Countess Druid); Lawrence Shuster, Jr.'s Coomassie, 
black, white and blue belton (Thunder—Peeress); H. 1. Marfin*s fair 
Lass, black and white, <yrs., (A.K.R. 86); Edward Herzbere’s Lucid, 
blue belton, 5yrs. (Sim's Dash—champion Maid of Honor); P, Me- 
Geehin’s Stella, white and lemon, 6yrs, (Bismarek—Nora), 

GORDON SETTHRS.—Open—Dogs. ist, Edward Maher's Royal 
Duke, black and tan, 3yrs, (Bob—Nell); 2d, Geo. Wnilen’s Wrage, 
black and tan, 4yrs. (Grouse—Maude); 3d, Charles R, Taylors Gem 
(A.K.R, 959), black and tan, 2yrs. High com., J, H. Davis’s Ranger, 
black atid tan, 22mos. (Pilot———), Bitches; 1st, Hugh Mellvain's 
Crete II., black and tan, 4yrs. (Grouse—Mande) 32d, R. wUney M, D.’s 
Lufra, blackand tan, 5yrs. (Rudy—Merse); 8d, Mrs. Geo. Hmlen’s Han- 
nie, black and tan, dyrs. (Grouse—Maude). Very bigh-com., Chas, 
M. Thomas, M.D.’s Bess, black and tan, 18mos. (Pulot—Lady Pilot). 
High com,, Thomas §, Olark's Maude, black and fan, byrs, (Rudy— 
Merge), 

TRISH SETTERS—CHamPion—Dog: W. H. Pierce’s Glencho, 
dark red, 8yrs. 8mos.(Hlcho—Noreen). Bitches: Ist, W.H. Pierce's 
Trix, dark red, 4yrs. (champion Hicho—champion Wire Fly.—Opray 
—Dogs: ist, Max Wenzel’s Chief, red, 5yrs, (Berkley—Duck), 2d, 
Ww. Pierce's Snap, dark red, syrs. cee hehe d al, LH 
Robert's Bruce, red, 3/4yrs. (Elcbo—Noreen), Very bigh com., W. R, 
Knight's Kildare, red, 4yrs. (champion Eleho—champion tire Fly), 
H, B. Goetschius's Chief I1., dark red, digyrs. (champion Cu1ef—im- 
orted Zoe), Franklin Smedley’s Dixey. red, 2yrs. Owney—Nellie), 

Bich com,, H, W. Harris’s Jack, red, 2yrs. 3mog. (Hugh's Boss— 
Rhoder), Geo. W, Reeves’s Duke, red, 18mos. (Owney Nellie) Com.,, 
Robert Reid's Boyne, red, 8yrs. (Rory O’More—Magenta), J. C. 
White’s Blaze, red, 344yrs. (Elcho—Vire Fly), B, I. Martin’s Glenoldeu, 
red, 18mos. (Glencho—Reeta), and Bird, red, 13mos., (Glencho—Reeta). 
—Fitches: ist, Jas. T. Walker’s Reeta, dark red, 4yrs. (Elecho— 
Fire Fly); 2d, W. W. Kendall’s Lorna Doone, red, dyrs, (Berk- 
ley—Madge); 38d, Samuel Barr’s Hazelnut, red, 3igyrs, (Berkle 
amaze): Very high com., Wm. H. Mann’s Pepe O’ Wore, dark red, 
2yrs. (Rory O’More—Quail III.), J.S. Wibert’s*Creole, red, 18mos, 
(Grafton—Meggs), I. H. Roberts’s Jessie, red, 18mos. (Elcho—Noreen), 
and Max Wenzel’s Ruby, red, 4yrs. (Hlcho—Kose), Highcom., J, H, 
Rouberts’s Leigh Doane, red, 5yrs. (Hluho—Rose), Com,, Wi. G, Ride: 
way's Bess, red, 2yrs. (Ruby—Lockwood’s Fay). 
FIELD SPANIELS,—CHAampion—Any Conor, OVER 28Lps —H. W, 

Huntington's Benedict (A.K.R. 61), black, 4yrs. (Gachelor—Nezress), 
—Opun—ist, Hornell Spaniel Club’s Morneil Growler, black, aijyrs, 
(Brag—Nell); 2d, W. O. Partridge's Critic (A.K.R, 303), black, Storrs, 
(Rusk 11.—Blackie II.); 3d, Marmaduke Richardson’s Bateman, lemon 
and white, 2yrs. (imported). High com., Samuel H. Pisher’s Kate. 
liver and white breast, 2yrs. 
COCKER SPANIELS.—Cuaupion—Any Color, Unprr 28pRs.—Hor- 

nell Spariel Club’s Hornell ,Silk, black, 2yrs. (champion Obo—Chiloe), 
—Oprn—ist, F. Harke’s Rover, liver and white, 3yrs.; 2d, BE, L. Ritber’s. 
Nellie, liver and white, 18mos.; 3d, AssociatedWanciers’ Polly, white 
and black, i6mos. High com,, Hornell Spaniel Clnb’s Hornell Sun- 
light, black snd tan, 8mos, (Rattler—Blanche, Com., W. H. Tuck's 
ueen Bess (A.K.R. 1316), liver and white, 5mi0s. BLAvK og Liynr, 
WDER 2&LBS.—Clarence R. Lewis’s Nigger, black, 4yrs.; 20,8. h, 

Hemmingway’s Miss Nance (A.K.R. 1313), black, limos, (Obo IT — 
Darkie); 3d, Clarence R. Lewis’s Virginia, black, 4yrs. Very bigh 
com., Hornell Spaniel Club’s Daisy, liver, 2}4yrs. (champion Bene dich 
—champion Flirt. High com,, Henry Whittaker’s Dell, liver, ldnios. 
(Benedict—Nell); Miss Edna Browning Roberts’s Rhea, blaci, 2b4yi's, 
Doctor—Tuppeuce); Miss Bertha C. Moras’s Dion, black, 2yrs, (Me- 
ath’s Doector—Tuppence). Com., W. 0, Partridge’s Helen (AIS. R_ 

654), black, lyr. (Obo Il.—Critic), 
CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—I1st withheld, 2d, L. C, Clark’s Chess, 

sedge, dyrs, (Sport—Rose). . 

WHIPPETS OR RUNNING DOGS, —ist and 2d, Arthur Chambers’: 
Maggie, brown and white, 3y1s..and Jack, black and white, 7yvs. 
(Soof—Lill); 8d. Geo. Johnson's Johnson’s Beauty, brown, dyrs,, im- 
ported, High com,, Arthur Chambers’s Let-Her-Conie, bine and 
white, dyrs.; Joe Acton’s Plunger, brown, lyr. (Shotover—Let-Her- 
Come); H, Coleman's Valentine, black and tan, 18mos. (Dadzer—Clip). 

DACHSHUNDE,—Prizes withheld. Com., Dr. Eugene Lamparter’s 
Waldmann, black and tan, 4yrs, 
BEAGLES.—CuAmpron—Dog: D. O*Bhea’s Rattler, white, black and 

tan, 3yrs. (Rover—Music). OpgN—Oyur 12m1n —Doges: Ist, D, O*Shea’s 
Kino, white, black aud tan, 2yrs., imported; 2d, P. Dorsey's Rover, 
black, white and tan, 2yrs. (Lee—Rill); 8d, Geo. Goodman's Monros, 
brown, 4yrs. High com., Lewen Tugwell’s March, tan and whibs,2yrs. 
(Blunder—Fanny). Bitches: 1st, D, O'Shea’s Mischief, white, black 
and tan (Rover—Music); 2d, C, Schwein’s Marjory, black, white and 
tau, lyt. tee 33d, Louis Sloan’s Myrtle, black, white and 
tan (Precious—Beauty). Very high com., HE. A, Massey's Nell, black 
white and orange, 8yrs.; pedigree unknown. High com., J Satter 

i: Martin's Plantaye- 



fe, dr's., Fly; black, white and tan, 4¥rs., [Ret fealty) of as 
Bessie, Blok, white and tan; mos, ( 

(Driyer—Fly), and Bessie, lemon and white, 20mos.; site imported, 
ack, 

BASSET HOUNDS,—Dogs; ist, W, Remihgtén Chaniberlain’s 
Nrmours, tri-color, lyr. (Jupiter—Vivien); 2d; Jacob Heidritk’s 
Sport, black, white and tan, 7l4yrs. 
FOX-TERRIERS,—Onampton—Dog; L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Royal, 

tan and white, 8yrs. (Price’s Eecho—Cricket). Bitch: L, & W. Ruther- 
furd’s Diana, white, black and tan, 3yrs. (Tackler—Belgrave Viola). 
Opmn—Dogs: ist, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Belgrave Primrose, white 
and tan, 2yrs. (Belgraye—Wasp); 2d, Cloyernook Kennel’s Scarsdale, 
white, black and tan, Wéyrs, (Joker—Hlla); 8d, Surrey Kennel’s 
Flippant, white and tan, 3yrs. Smos. (champion Koyal—champion 
Tussel), Very high com., Cloyernook Kennel’s Trajan, tan and 
White, 1034mos. High com,, W. 1. McAleer’s Crisp, white, black 
and tan, 14mos. Patch—Bella). Com., D. McClinch’s Teddy I1., white, 
black and tan markings, 1dmos. (Teddy out of Mark Smith’s bitch), 
G. Ceesar'’s Jim, white black and tan, 2i4yrs. (imported). Bitches: 
ist, L. & W, Rutherfird’s Dance, black, tan and white, ¢yrs. (Broken- 
hurst Spice—Polonaise), 2d, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Jossle, tan and 
white, )mos. (Warren Jim—Dance): 3d, I. H, Shepperd’s Gipsey, white, 
black and tan markings, 4yrs. Very high com., Surrey Kennel’s Jill, 
white, black and tan, 15mos. (Trap—Nettle), *. ©. Wheeler’s Ver- 
non Ii. (H.K.C.8.B. 12,425), white and orange markings. Qom.,R, P. 
ees Betsy, white, with black spots and tan head, 24yrs. (im- 
ported). 
COLLIES.—CHAampion—Dog, T. H. Terry's Robin Adair, red, sable 

and white, 2yrs, (Cliffe—Tyne). Fitch; Only entry not eligible.— 
Opan—Dogs; Kilmarnock Collie Kennel’s Bruce of the Fylde, black, 
sable and white (A.K.R. 1415); 2d, G. A, Drape’s Sam, red. sable and 
white, 4yis. (champion Mark—Wood’s Lassie); 8d, Kilmarnock Collie 
Kennel’s Rattler, black, tan and white, 3yrs. (A,K.R, 1427). Very high 
com,, Martin Dennis's Brack, black and tan, 4yrs. (A.K.R. 3). High 
com., Patrick Maher’s Roy, black and tan, 14mos,, imported. Bitches: 
Ist, TH. Terry ’s Lass 0’ Lowrie, black, tan and white, lyr. (Robin 
Adgit—Zulu Princess); 2d, James Lindsay*s Jersey Lilly, black, tan 
and white, 2yrs. (Marecus—Cornet), High com., A. G. Bloomfield’s 
Meta, black, tan anu white, 3yrs. 9mos. (A.K.R. 1134). 

BULLDOGS.—ist, James Patterson's Bill, brindle, 6yrs. (Ben— 
Jenny); 2d, John J. Thompson’s Leon, yellow brindle, 4yrs, (Duke— 
Nettle): 84, Dr. J. Wm. White's Dot, brindle, 4yrs. High com., Chas. 
T. Thompson's Ida, dark brindle, 4yrs. (Crib—Keauty), 

BULL-TERRINRS.—Oyer 25nBs,—Oren—Ist, BE. V, Porter’s Vic- 
toria, white, 16mos., full pedigree; 2d, withheld. Com,, John 
Hoosey’s Nipper. white, lyr. 2mos. (Nelson— ——). UNpbsrR 25L3ps,— 
Prizes-withheld, 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS,.—Onampion, over 7uBS.—Ist, E. 
Leyer’s Vortigern, black and tan, 7yrs. (Viper—Gypsey). Openx—Isb, 
Mrs. BE. Lever’s Lady, black and tan, 2yrs, (Vortigern—Lilly 1D); 2d, 
John Whittaker'’s Brilliant, black and tan, 2yrs. Very high com., 
Hiward Leyer’s Reyeller, black and tan, 3yrs. (Charlie Queen); John 
Ritter’s Sport, black and tan, 14mos, (Reyeller—Lady). Com., BE. 
Lever's Wortime, black and fan, 17 mos, (Reveller—Lilly I[1.). 

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS,—1st, RP. Palmer’s Wasp, pepper 
and salt, 24yrs. (Darkie—Nel); 2d, Mrs. J. H. Naylor's Pansey, pepper, 
7mos., imported. 
IRISH AND ROUGH-HATRED TERRIERS,.—Equal ist, John H. 

Naylor's Rosie (Scotch), brindle, 13mos. (full pedigree), and D. 
O’Shea's Erin, 2yrs. (Rock —Norah). Very high com., Lawrence 
Timpson‘s Sheila, red, 3yrs. (A.K.R. 137). 
. SKY TERRIERS.—Cuampron—Wm. Pierre Sanderson’s Jim, 4yrs., 
fmos. (Birkey—Highland May)—Orren—D,. gs; 1:t, Wm. P. Sander- 
son's Souter Jolimnie, light blue, 2yrs. 6mos.; 2d, withheld. Very 
high com,, Walter Scott Lieber’s Mr. Miff, dark blue, 2yrs. High 
¢om., Christian Hisel's Royer, white and steel. 3yrs. 2 mos. (Julia). 
Bitches /1st, Wm. P. Sanderson’s Queen Mab, dark blue, 5yrs. (Tommy 
—French); 2d, Mrs. Walter Hortsmann’s Peggie. silver blue. 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Over buss—Mrs. Jane Parker's Charlie, 
blue and tan, 2yrs. (Dreadnaught—Nellie).—UnpErR 5ies,—J. Parker's 
Marquis, blue and tan, 3i4yrs.; 2d, Miss M, M. Kendig’s Dot, blue and 
silver, 8yrs., imported, Very high com., Associated Fanciers’ 
Charhe, blue and tan, 2yrs., imported. Com., Charles Schwein, 
Lillie, blue and tan, 2yrs, (Sandy— Dreadnaught), 

TOY-TERRIERS.—OTHER THAN YORKSHIRE, UNDER “%LBS,—lst, C. 
F, Stafford, Queen Dot, black and tan, Syrs.; 2d, John Hentzler’s 
Fonzo, silyer gray, 24yrs. Very high com., Ambrose Rullinger’s 
Dob, black and tan. 2l4yrs. (pedigree not known); Louis Simmons’s 
Jet, black and tan, 16mos, High com,, C. C. Clunet’s Tiny, tan, 3yrs. 

PUGS.—CHAmMPION—Dr. M. H Cryer’s Roderick, fawn and black 
ojnis, 6yrs. (Punch—Judy).—Open—Dogs, Ist. H. B. Warburton’s 
ig, fawn, 2yrs. 3mes,, imported; 2d, Miss $8, Meeksy’s Max, fawn and 

black, 2yrs. (champion Roderick—Dolly); 3d, Mrs. C. 8. Wheatleigh’s 
Tu Tu, fawn, 3yrs. 2mos, (Young Peter—Zoe), Very high com,, Che- 
uasset Kennel’s Triumph, apricot fawn, émos. (Young Toby—Daisy), 

High com., T, F. Nealis’s Smut, fawn, 5yrs. (Charlie—Jetty). Bitches; 
ist. Wm. E, Lex’s Beauty, fawn, 2yrs. 5mos, (Boy—Beauty); 2d, Dr. 
M. H. Cryer’s Gypsy, fawn, black points, eee (champion Roderick— 
Nellie); 8d, Chas, C. Royce’s Queen Bess, black and gray, 2yrs. 3mos. 
High com., Walter Ryan’s Laura, mixed black and silver fawn, lyr. 
4mos. (Puneb—Minnie); Mrs. C. 5. Wheatleigh’s Victoria, silver gray, 
20mos. (Atlas—Zoe). Com., £. I, Martin's Minnis, fawn, 13mos. (cham- 
pion George—Peg). 

KING CHARLES OR BLENHEIM SPANTELS.—Iist, John Parker's 
Floss, black and tan, 2yrs., (Jumbo—Betsy); 2d, Wm. Parker’s Cherry 
Ripe, black, white and tan, 2yrs. (Charles—Lillian), Very high com., 
John Parker's Countess, black and tan, 2yrs. (Victor—Topsy). High 
com,,-James Parker, Jy.’s Violet, red and white, 2yrs. (Prince— 
Rheubes); James Parker, Jr.’s Charlie, red and white, éyrs. (Prince— 
Violet), Com., Jonn Parker’s Charlie, black, white and tan, 2yrs, 
(Flash—K tty). 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Ict, Mrs Annie M. Kramer’s Romeo, 
fawn, 19ni0s.; 2d, HE. W, Jester’s Pear] (A.K,R. 758), fawn, 5yrs. (Doug- 
lass—Gipsey Queen). Very high com,., Mrs. Annie M. Kramer's 
Neppie, fawn, 8yrs. Com., H. MeCormick’s Dot, fawn and white 
points, 6 yrs. (Cymbal), 

POD RTECS tes withheld; 2d, Rush 8. Huidekoper’s Mirleton, 
white, 5yrs. 
MISCHLLANEOUS OR FOREIGN DOGS.—Over 25LBs.—!st, Edwin 

Lever’s Sir_ Garnet, blue and tan, 2yrs. (Brack—Gipsey Queen); 2d, 
Hermann Reiche’s Marco, fawn, dark muzzle, 16mos,. imported; 3d, 
A. Riegenwald’s Tinnsils, brown, 15mos. Unpmr 25uBs.—ist, Mrs. H, 
T. Foote’s Me Too, dark mouse, 2i4yrs., pedigree unknown; 2d, Fred 
KGrby’s Sting, silvertan, 6mos. (Vagabond—Wasp), Bedlington ter- 
rier; 8d, Charles H. Ohler’s Tidey, black, 3yrs., Chinese crested dog. 
Very bigh com., Wm. H. MeCracvken’s Uhi-chi-gas, white, imported 
(Chihuka——). : 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

A,.—For the best mastiff, Chas. H. Mason’s Nevison. 
B.—for the best rough-coated St. Bernard, E. R. Hearn’s Duke of 

Leeds. 
(C,—¥or the best Newfoundland, J. A. Nickerson’s Sam. 
D,—for the best greyhound, H. W. Smith’s Friday Night. 
®.—For the best deerhound, Clovernoolk Kennel’s Marc. 
F.—Yor the bestimported English setter dog, E,1. Martin’s Don 

Juan. 
=G.—For the best imported English setter bitch, Joseph Lewis's 
Mollie. 
H.—For the best English setter bog bred in the United States, E. I. 

Martin’s Plantagenet, . ; 
L—Ffor the best English setter bitch bred in the United States, HB, I, 

Martiu’s Petrel I. , i 
J.—Fer the best English setter bitch with two of her progey, HE. I. 

Martin’s Fairy I,, with Fore-nan and Fairy Lass. 
O.—For the best brace of English setters, B. I, Martin’s Plantagenet 

and Petre! TI. 
L.—For the best Irish setter dog, W. H. Pierce’s Glencho. 
M.—Ffor the best Irish setter bitch in open class, Jas. T. Walker's 

Reéta, 
N.—For the best Trish setter bitch with two of her progeny, Jas. T. 

Walker's Reeta, with Glendolen and Bird. 
O,—For the best Gordon setter, Edward Maher's Royal Duke. 

ash ae the best brace of Gordon setters, Geo. Hmlen's Wrage and 
annie, 
& + For the best large pointer dog, Chas, H. Mason’s Beaufort. 
.—For the best large pointer bitch, A. H, Craig’s Beulah. 

§.—For the best small pointer dog, C. M_ Munhall’s Donald Il. 
T.—Yor the best small pointer bitch, G.N. Appold’s Daisy Bravo. 
te —For the best large pomter bicch with two of her progeny, no 

entry. 
YV.—For the best Chesapeake Bay dog, Louis C. Clark’s Chess. 

r epee the best cocker spaniel dog, Hornell Spaniel Club's Hor- 
ell Silk, — 

' 

ot,, 

eee 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

X.—For the best cocker spaniel bitch, §S, R. Hemingway’s Miss 
ance. 

bs pee the best couple of foxhounds, D. O'Shea's Torrence and 
ally. 
Z,—¥For the best foxbound dog, Rocklin. Hunt’s Lead. 
fee the best foxhound bitch Thomas Davis's Jessie. 
BB;—For thé best beagle, D, O'Shea’s Rattler, 
CC,—For thé best beagle over twelve inches, D. O’Shea’s Ral tler. 
DD.—For thé best beagle under twelye inches, Louis Sloan’s Banner- 

E8.—For the best basset or hench-legged beagle, Gen, Frank A. 
Bond’s Bose; 
#F.—For the best fox-terrier. L, & W. Rutherfurd’s Diana, 
4G.—For the best collie, the Kilmarnock Collie Kennel’s Briice of 

the Fylde. ; 
HHA,—For the bést bull, James Patrerson’s Bill, 
1f.—¥or tke best bull-terrier, Hdward P. Porter's Victoria. 
JJ,—For the best large black and fan terrier, Mrs. B. Lever’s Lady. 
KK.—For the best brace of Gordon setters, Geo. Emlen’s Wrage 

and Fannie, 
LL.—For the best Yorkshire terrier, John Parker's Marquis. 
MM.—for the best Szye terrier, William Pierre Sanderson’s Jim. 
NN.—For the best pug, Dr: M. H. Cryer’s Roderick. 
ae the best Italian greyhound, Mrs, Annie M. Kramer’s 
omeo. 
PP,—¥or the best whippet, Arthur Chantbers’s Maggie, 
te |g the best couple of beagles, D. O*Shea’s Rattler and Mis- 

chief. 
RR.—for the best Chesapeake Bay dog, Louis G. Clark's Chess. 
$8.—For the best pug owned by a lady, Miss Scrota Meeks’s Max, 
Sar he the best pug bred in the United States, Miss Scrota Meeks’s 

ax. 
UU.—or the best collection of pugs, Dr. M. H. Oryer, with Roder- 

ick, Rod, Rob and Gipsy. 
VY.—Yor the best pug dog with two of his get, Dr, M, H, Cryer’s 

Roderick, with Max and Gipsy. 
WW .—lor the best pug biteh, Wm. W, Lex’s Beauty. 
XX.—For the best Irish setter in the open class, Max Wenzel’s Chief, 
Y¥Y.—For the best Trish setter bitch, W. H Pierce’s Trix, 
ZZ.—¥For the best kennel of Irish setters, W. H. Pierce’s Glencho, 

Fawn, Trix, Snap and Reeta, 
AAA,—For the best fox-terrier bitch, with two of her progeny, I. 

H. Sheppard's Gipsy. 
BBB,—For the best black and tan terrier wilh two of his get, Ed- 

ward Lever’s Vortigern, with Lady and Brilliant. 
CCC.—For the best fox-terrier, lL. & W. Rutherfurd’s Diana, 
DDD.—For the best Skye terrier bitch, Wii. Pierre Sanderson‘s 

Queen Mab. 

MONTREAL DOG SHOW. 

HE third annual bench show of the Montreal Kennel Club 
was held at the Victoria Skating Rink, on the 9th, 10th 

and lith inst, The building is well adapted for a dog show, 
being of ample dimensions and well ventilated. Sporting 
dogs, with the exception of spaniels, were poorly represented, 
but the non-sporting’ classes were well filled, especially so in 
the mastilff, collie, pug, Bedliigton terrier and toy terrier 
Glasses. The Governor General and staff visited the show, 
and the attendance was particularly good right up to the time 
of closing. 
Major J. M, Taylor, of Lexington, Kentucky, judged the 

pointers and setters, and Mr. James Mortimer, of New York, 
all other classes with the exception of spaniels, in which class 
both acted. A great feature of the show was the benching of 
all the small dogs in wire cages, which should be adopted 
atall our shows The management, under Mr. Samuel Coul- 
son, the president of the club, and Mr. I. 8. Wall, secretary, 
were untiring in their efforts to secure the comfort of visitors, 
and they were eminently successful, 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 
In the champion class Cambridge, shown in poor coat and 

feather, had a walk over. In the corresponding bitch class, 
Nellie May was the only entry. In the open class for dogs, 
Cattield was awarded first; he is a little out at elbows but is 
of good quality allthrough. Grouse took second and Albion 
vhe. Albion has a good body, legs, feet and chest, was shown 
in good coat but is throaty and heavy in skull. In the OneH 
bitch class, Lill was awarded first over Countess Dash ITT. 
The winner is a fairly good bitch and was yery well shown. 
In the puppy class Simcoe Girl was given second; Ben C. and 
an unnamed puppy by Albion ex Countess Dash IIT, first. 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Dr, Jarvis’s Hicho, Jr., was the only entry in the champion 

dog class; he was rather low in flesh and, consequently, did 
not show so well as at New York; his head is very good but 
he is a little lezoy and lightin bone. In the bitch class the 
same owner’s Meg hada walkover. In the open class for 
dogs Echo had an easy win, second going to a dog belonging to 
Mr. J. W. Magregor and he. to Wild, There were three 
entries in the open bitch class, first going to Irish Moss; all 
other awards were withheld; Romaine was absent. In the 
puppy class Lill was placed first, second going to an unnamed 
puppy belonging to Dr. Jarvis. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS. 
Argus was absent, which left the prize to Pride of Canada, 

a very good one. 
POINTERS. 

In the champion class Meteor was absent, and Draper’s Don 
was given first over Knickerbocker, who was shown in poor 
shape. In the champion bitch class Vanity, the only entry, 
was absent. In the open class, any weight, first prize was 
withheld. Dash, with good body, legs and feet, and a fairly 
good head, but with houndlike tail, was given second. Ail 
other awards were withheld. There were no entries in the 
bitch and puppy classes. 

SPANIELS. 
Clumber spaniels had one entry, a nine-months-old puppy. 

She was awarded the prize. The champion field spaniel class 
brought out three good ones, the prize eventually going to 
Bob, Jr., although Doctor, in magnificent coat and featien, 
ran him very closely. Cocket spaniels were out very strong, 
the prize in the champion class being awarded to Brahmin, a 
rare good one. In the open class Young Obo captured first 
honors, second going to Sport, and Jet vhe. In bitches, Phero, 
avery nice liver and white, with exceptionally good body, 
legs and feet, was first, Woodland Queen second, Helen, a 
very nice little bitch, rather light in bone, vhc., Woodstock 
Flirt he., and Bessie c. This was a remarkably good class. 
In the puppy class, Gipsey took first and Flossie vhe. reserve. 

MASTIFFS. 
Agrippa was absent in the champion class for dogs, leaving 

Hero II, to win the prize; he was in good condition with the 
ea Oa of a slight callousness on hindquarters, Dolly 
Varden had no rival in the bitch class; she is much improved 
since the New York show. Inthe open class for dogs Duke 
of Kent, good in skulland muzzle, and with plenty of bone, 
was first. Beaconsfield, an immense dog, with rather narrow 
skull and snipy muzzle, second, and Argus and Jumbo he. 
Lorna Doon won easily in the bitch class; she is an _exceed- 
ingly good one. Hilda V., given second, is good in skull but 
fall away too much under the eye, and is pinched in muzzle, 
she is of good size, but lacks bone, and is rather slack in loin. 
Beauty, he., and Queen, ¢., were moderate specimens, 

: ST. BERNARDS. 
In champion rough-coated St. Bernard dogs, Hermit, the 

only entry, was absent. In the bitch class there were no 
entries. the open dog class, Sampson, in good coat and 
condition, was given first; Neva was absent. In champion 
smooth-coated dogs and bitches, the grand Don IT. and Leila 
were deservedly awarded the blue ribbon. In the open classes 
prizes were withheld, Grim being absent. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS. 

First prizé was withheld in the dog class, aud second given 
to Bull, a fair-headed dog of good size, but too curly in coat. 
The bitches were very poor and the prizes were withheld, 

DEERHOUNDS. 
Roy was absent, and first prize was given to Lorna II. over 

her kennel companion Lance. In the open class for dogs, 

|the onl 

Bran, a very promising young dog, o, bit off in coat, was given’ 
first and Duncan second, There were no entries in the bitch. 
class, 

GREYHOUNDS. : 
Bouneing Boy had no trouble in winning first in the dog” 

class, and in the bitch class there was only one entry, Fly, a 
beautiful bitch, but shown very highin flesh. In the open 
class, Pilot, a ver'y_racing-like dog, shown in good condition, 
was easily first, Don, placed second, is a good dog, but was 
badly shown, Tweezer, vhe., droops too much in hindquart- 
ers, which are weak, Arabi Bey, ie., would not show him- 
self. He is a strong dog, with plenty of bone; in fact, a little 
coarse. In the bitch class, Bella, a yery good little bitch, was 
first, Gypsy second, and Fern, vhe. She has rather poor feet, 

FOXHOUNDS. 
These were a treat to see, especially Teaser and Terror, in 

the dog class, and Fatima and Tigress in the bitch class, all 
belonging to the Montreal Hunt. They were well worth visit- 
ing Montreal to look at. 

HARRIERS. 

Dan O'Shea, although defeated in the foxhound classes, 
came out strong in this, and captured first and second in the 
dog class and first in bitches. 

BEAGLES, 

Dan was also well in front with these little favorites, win- 
ning first and second in dog class with Rattler and Kino, and 
first in bitches with Music IT. 

POX-LERRIERS, 
Tn the champion dogs, the Clovernook Kennel was first with 

Scarsdale, a bit out of coat. Vakeel getting yhe, reserve— 
Fennel was absent, In the champion bitch class the beautifuk 
Village Belle scored an easy victory over Ruby. Raby Tyrant, 
in much improved condition since we last saw him, had vir- 
tually a walk-over in the open class for dogs, Bowler, a nice 
dog but short of coat getting second, and Raseal, badly out at 
elbows, vhc., Belvoir Jim being absent, In bitches, Venom IIT. 
was placed first, She is good in head, but wide-chested and 
has poor feet. Spy, too lightdn bone, was second. The puppy 
class was a poor one, first going to Spot, just a moderate one. 

COLLEIES. : 
Collies were out strongly, first going to Britain, a yery 

nice dog with good head, small ears and correct coat, Second 
to Rough, a nice sable, Rover, Collie, Laddie, Brilliant, vhe., 
Pompei and Sharp he. and Dan, Rob Roy and Troon c., were 
all good. This was 4 very good class. The bitches were poor, 
second going to Jannie, and first withheld. The puppies were 
only moderate. 

BULLDOGS. 
In the champion class Bellissima, in good condition, beat 

Tippoo from the same kennels. Tn the open class Young Duke 
was first, Romulus and Rhodora being absent. 

BULL-TERRIRS. 
The bull-terriers were all bad ones, and all awards were 

withheld, much to the disgust of the fraternity. 
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS. 

tn the champion class for dogs overseven pounds Teaser was 
entry and won, as did Bessie in the bitch class. 

Teaser II. was easily first in the open class; second was with— 
held; Othello, too large and just fair in markings, was vhe. 
In the bitch class The Squaw was placed first and an unnamed 
one second, In the small class Baby No, 1 and Baby No. 2, 
both very good ones, were first and second. Another good 
class. In the cotresponding bitch class Fanny was first and 
Trap second, Tiney vhe., Dottie hc. and Beauty c. 

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS. 
These were well represented, the champion prize going to 

Blucher oyer Stonehouse Lass, who was out of coat, is light 
of bone and has a large eye, In the open dog class Elswick 
Lad I. was placed first over his litter brother, Elswick Jock, 
given second. These are both good ones, the winner being 
stronger in jaw and with more bone. In the bitch class Tyne-~ 
side Il. was given first; she is a little weak in head and, jaw, 
but is full of terrier character; second to Elswick Belle, a 
good sort but short of coat. 

TRISH TERRIERS. 
Garryowen, in first-rate coat, just beat Joe Il, who is a 

little lightin bone. In the bitch class Grin II. was given first 
and Nancy Lee second. 

SKYE TERRIERS, 
Laddie was placed first in dogs and Nettle in bitches. The 

winning dog is rather short in body, while the bitch is out of 
coat. 

: HARD-HAIRED OR SCOTCH TERRIERS. 
Two of the die-hard breed equally divided first and second 

money. 
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS 

And silyer grays were very well represented. Montreal is par- 
ticularly strong in these breeds, ano could hold her own even 
with the New York show in these classes. Broken-haired toy 
terriers were also very gaod. 

PUGS. 
In the champion class Mrs. Hil’s Joe again scored, while in 

the open dog class Young Toby won first and Triumph, ave 
nice puppy, second. Flossy, an_almost perfect little bitch, 
won first quite easily in the bitch class, with Victery second. 

POODLES 

Were not so good as usual, 
MISCELLANEODS, 

Foreign class—There were three equal prizes given to Foss, 
an otter hound, Lulu and Hornet If., white English terriers. 
Following is alist of the 

AWARDS. 

MASTIFFS,—CHAampion—Dog; Ashmont Kennel’s Hero II,, 4yrs. 
(A, K.R. 545). Bitch; Ashmont.Kennel’s Dolly Varden, 4yrs. (A.K.R. 
75).—OrErn—Dogs; ist, Shaw & Bates’s Duke of Kent, 22mos. (Lion — 
Fan); 2d, P. T. Gibb’s Beaconsfield. High com., Geo. Beaity’s 
Jumbo, Jr., 2mos. (Jumbo—Beauty), and J. H. M. Whitney’s Argus, 
Syrs, (Hero—Flora). Bitches: 1st, Ashmont Kennel’s Lorna Doon, 
2yeyrs. (Crown Priuce—Ilford Baroness); 2d, Shaw & Bates’s Hilda V., 
ayrs. (A.K.R. 1433. High com., Geo. Beatty’s Beauty, i4yrs., (Jumbo 
—Nellie). Com., §. H. Ross’s Queen, 4yrs. (Argus— ——,), 

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.—CHampion—Dog: Absent. 
Bitch: No entry.—Opes—Dogs; ist, Hdward Kelly’s Sampson, 20mos. 
(Monk Il.—Sheila), only entry. Bifches: Absent, Puppies: No entries. 

SMOOTH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.— CHampron— Dog: BH. R. 
Hearn’s Don Tl, 3igyrs, (A.K.R. 1161). Bitch: E.R Hearn’s Leila, 3yrs. 
(A.K.R. 1163), -OPEN—Dogs: Prizes withheld. Bitches: Prizes with- 
held. Puppies: No entry, 

NEW FOUNDLANDS.—Dogs: 1st, withheld; 2d, Gilbert Giraux’s 
Bull, léyrs., pedigree unknown. Bitches: Prizes withheld. 

DEERHOUNDS.—Cuampion—John HH. Thayer’s Lorna JI.. brin- 
dle, 8yrs. (Bruce—Lorna). OPeN—JDoys; Ist and 2d, John B. Thayer's 
Bran, brindle, lyr. (Donalu—Wyvis), and Duncan, white, yrs. 
(Gance—Lorna Ii.) Bitches, No entry. 

_ GREYHOUNDS,—CuAmpion—Dog: H. W. Huntington’s Bounc- 
ing Boy, black, 2yrs. (Walton Lad—Cremorne), Bitch: Edward 
Crean’s Ely, mouse, gyrs. (Star—Gypsey).—Orrn—Dogs; ist, Chas. 
©. Clapham’s Pilot, mouse, 5yrs., full pedigree; 2d, J. H, Buchanan's 
Don, fawn, 2yrs., unknown. Very high com., J. Hickson’s Tweezer, 
dark fawn, 5yrs., unknown, and Chas. Page’s Jack, age and pedigree 
not given. igh vom., Alex Ford's Arabi Bey, fawn, 2yrs. (Pilot— 
Speed), and G. H. Cunigan’s Prince, age and pedigree not given. 
Com,, C. H, Murray's Fly, blue, 4yrs. (Star—Gyp). Biiches: 1st, F. Up- 
ton’s Bella, blue, 2yrs. (Spring—Jessie); 2d, Wred Fubrer’s: Gipsy, 
fawn, 2yrs. (Spring———). Very high com., Henry M, Pellatt?s Fern 
light gray, 244yrs, (Ringwood—Jessie), 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CuHampron—Dog: Montague Smith’s Cam- 
bri ge, blue belton, dyrs. (Gladstone—Clip), Biich: Wm. Danger- 
flelli's Nellie May. black and white, 4y s. (Blue Dash—Jolly May).— 
Opaxn—Dogs: 1st,Wm. Witty’s Catfield, blue belton. zyts, (Cambridge— 
Coomassie); 2d, H. H. Curtis's Grouse, blue belton, 2igyrs. (Jeff—Flo). 
Very high com., J. F. Scriver’s Albion, blue belton, zyrs. (.ondon— 
Dawn), Bitches; 1st, D, O’Shea’s Lill, lemon and white, 2i4yrs. (Dick 
Laverack—Louie): 2d, John F. Cam pbeli's Countess Dash iIT., black 
and white, 2yrs. (Dash U1—Juno). Puppies: 1st, John ¥. Campbell’s 
unnamed, white and black, 5mnos. (Albion—CGountess Dash III. adi 
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H, H. Curtis's Simcoe Girl, blue belton, 1imos, WJeff—Flo), Com., P. 
Donnelly's Ben, lemon and white, 5mos, (Royal Beua—Echo). 

TRISH SETTHRS.—Cuampron—Dog: Dr, Wm, Jarvis’s Elcho, Jr., 
8yrs, (A.K.R, 508). Bitch: Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Meg, 5yrs. (A.J.R, 435) — 
Opnn—Dogs! 1st, Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Echo, 3yrs, (Blcho—Rnse); 2d, J, 
G. McGregor’s Charge, age and pedigree not give. High com.,John 
Ryan’s Wilde, gyrs. (Snipe—Fan I1.). Bitches, 1st, John Ryan's trich 
Moss, 4yrs) ( Ben—Mag), 2d, withheld. Puppies; ist, John Ryan's 
Lill, 10mos, (Wilde—Irish Moss); 2d, Dr, Wm Jaryis’s unnamed, 6mos, 
(Ble so—Noreen). 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.—OCsamrron—Dog: Charles Hughes's 
Pride of Canada, dyrs. (———Beauty). Bitches: No entry.—Opay— 
Dogs; No entry, Bitches: No entry. Puppies; No entry. 

POINTERS.—Cuampton—Over 55nu8. on Brrenes over 50LBs.— 
Dogs; Geu. F, C. \vaper’s Don, liver and white, 4yrs. (Shot—Juno). 
Do@s UNDER 5bups. on Bircurs unpER 50DBs.—Absent.—Orpman—Any 
Wwergut— Dogs; ist, withheld; 2d,J. B. Sparrow’s Dash, liver and 
white, 22mos, (—— —Pheno). Bitches: No entry. Puppies: No entry. 

IRISH WATHR SPANTELS.—No entries, 

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—ist, C, E. Robinson's Judy, 9mos,, pedi- 
grée not given, only entry. 

FIELD SPANIELS.—Cuampion—ist, Woodland Kennel’s Bob, Jr., 
liyer, 3\4yrs, (Bob _Iil.—Black Bess).—Oprn—Any CoLtor— Dogs; Ist, 
Ghas. E. Dawson’s Doctor II, black, 4yrs. (Bob Ii1.— Black Bess); 2d, 
Jobn W. Kellsy’s Lad 0’ Devon, liver, lyr. (Toronto Beau—Toronto 
Jet). Wery high com,, EH, C. Hale’s Wangan, liver and white, gyrs. 
(Shot—Nina),. Com., T. Wall's Sport, liver and white, 4yrs., unknown. 
Bitches; Ist, Andrew Laidlaw’s Toronto Jet. dyrs. (A.K.R. 860); 2d, 
Edward ©, Hall's Cricket, liver 244 y's. (Shot—Nina). High com., 
Andrew Laidlaw’s Newton Abot Lacy, chestnut and tan, 20mos, 
(Bend Or—Ladybird), 
COCEER SPANIELS,—Crampron—Any Conor—Woodland Kennel’s 

Brahmin, black, 3i4yrs (Bob—Olew),—Ornn—Dogs, Ist, A, Laidlaw's 
Young Obo, black, limos, (A.K.R. 461); 2d, FP. Packer’s Sport, liver and 
white, Itgyrs. (Sam—Plossy). Very high com., John Scanlon’s Jet, 
black and white, byrs. (Drop—Flora). Bitches: 1st, J. Mullen'’s Phero, 
liver and white, lisyrs. (Sam—Flossie): 2d, Woodland Kennel’s 
Woodland Queen, black, lyr (appa Ny couscorks Queen). Very 
high com,, W. 0, Partridge’s Helen, black, lyr, (A.K.R. 654). High 
com,, Andrew Laidlaw’s Woodstock Flirt, black, 19mos. (A.K.R. 
661). Com,, John F. Campbell's Bessie, black, lyr. (Bonanza—Flora), 
Puppies: ist, Fred, B, Lyson’s Gipsy, black, mos. (ped. not given), 
Very high com., P, J, Duchesnay’s Flossie, black and white, 10mos., 
(Jet—Flossie). 

TOXHOUNDS.— Dogs; ist and 2d, Montreal Hunt’s Teaser, black 
and tan 3yrs. (Belvoir Tempter - Belvoir Raffie) and Terror, black and 
tan, 2yrs. (Kildare Trompeter—Kildare Blossom). Very bigh com., 
D, O'Shea's Porester II., white, black and tan, 3yrs. (Forester— 
Roxey) and Ringwood, white, blackand tan, d4éyrs. (Worester—Lady), 
High com., ©, D, Westgate’s Sultan, black and tan, 6mos., pedigree 
not given, Com,, 8. D. Westgate’s Emperor, black and tan, 6mos,, 
edigree not given, and B. Higgin’s Jumbo, black, white and tan, 
yr. (Bugler—Norah), Bitches: ist and 2d, Montreal Hunt’s Fatima, 

tan, 4yrs. (Duballow Regent—Harl of Huntington’s Famous) and 
Tigress, brindle, 6yrs. (Lord Galway’s Baronet—Carlow Barmaid), 
High com., D. O'Shea’s Roxey If., white, black and tan, 2yrs. (For- 
ester—Roxey); Benj. Higgins’ Norah, black, white and tan, 5yrs., un- 
aoe eee Benj. Higgin’s Beauty, black, white and tan lyr. (Bugler 
—Norah, , 

HARRIERS.— Dogs: ist and 2d, D, O*Shea’s Frank and Glancer: 
while, black and tan, 2yrs, (Tomboy—Gip). Bitches: 1st, V. O’Shea’s 
Hasty, white, black and tan, 2yrs. (lWomboy—Gip); 2d, E. D. West- 
gate’s Syndicate, black, white and tan, unknown. 

DALMATIANS.—No entry. 

BEAGLES,— Dogs: 1st and 2d, D. O’Shea’s Rattler, white, black and 
tan, 244yrs, (Rover—Music). and Kino, white, black and tan, 2yrs., pedi- 
free not given. Bitches! 1st, D. O'Shea’s Music I., white, black and 
tan, 2iéyrs. (Rover—Musie); 2d, Del. Selby’s Priskey, white, black 
and tan, §mos. (Ringwood—Belle). 

FOX-TERRIERS, — Coampron — Dog; Edward Kelly’s Scarsdale, 
Qléeyrs. (A.K.R. 1212), Bitch; Wred 3B, Lyson'’s Village Belle, 
dyrs. (Volo—Beauty).—Opren—Dogs: ist, Jobn Hf, Thayer’s Raby Ty- 
Tant, Syrs.; 2d. G, Gibson’s Bowler, 2yrs. (Boaster—Busy). Very high 
com., John EB. Thayer's Rascal, 16mos. (Nailer—Diana), Bitches; 1st, 
Frank CG. Wheeler’s Venom JIL, 3i4yrs. (Seamp—Nance); 2d, Fred B. 
Lysou’s Spy..J4mos. (Ratiler—Lilly). High com., H. Groves’s Daisy, 
2Qvrs., uuknown. Com., Geo, Jordan’s Nettle, dyrs., not given. 
Puppies: ist, J. H. Chapman’s Spot, 5mos., net given. Com., Mrs, 
Win. McKenzie's Snap, J0mos,, not given, and G. Jordan’s unnamed, 
§mos,. (Turk IT.—Nellie), 

W1IRE-HAIRED.—No entry. 

GOLLIMS.—Cnamprion—Dog: No entry. Bitch; No entry,—Opmn— 
Dogs: (st, John B. Oayerhbill's Britain, black and tan, 24yrs., unknown; 
2d, John Lee’s Rough, red, 3yrs., unknown. Very high com , Samuel 
Coulson's Rover, black and tan, 44yrs,: W, J. Buchanan’s Collie, black 
and tan 8yis., unknown; Jas. R. Barclay’s Laddie, black and tan, 
dyrs., unknown, and Robert Logie’s Brilliant, black and tan, i7mos. 

igh com., Fred B, Lyson’s Sharp, black and tan, 2yrs., and &. B. 
Heward’s Pompei. Corm., Samuel Coulson’s Rob Rob, black and tan, 
9yrs.; Jas. F. D. Black’s Troon, black aud tan, 2)ayrs., unknown, and 
John B, Caverhill’s Dan, black and tan, 3yrs., unknown. Bitches; ist, 
withheld; 2d, Dr. B. B, Ibbotson’s Jennie. Puppies: ist, Thos. Irv- 
ing, Jr.’s Clyde, black and tan, 11mos., Wylie———,; 2d, Thos, Hall's 
Gaptain. High com,, John I’. Campbell's Lassie, black and tan, 
Smo0s, (Laddie—Nettie). 
BULLNOGS.—CuAampron—John_ E. Thayer’s Bellissima, brindle, 

3yrs —Opmn—ist, A. M. Hsdaile’s Young Duke, white, 2yrs, (Duke— 
Rush). Other entries absent. 
BULL-TERRIERS.—CuAmpion—A bsent.—Oran—Prizes withheld. 
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—CHoamPpion—Dogs: Jas. T. Heas- 

ley’s Teaser, Blsyrs. (Dazzler—Smut). Bilches: John FP. Scholes’s 
Bessy, 2vrs. (Nap—Top),—Ormn—over LBS.—Dogs: Ist, B. Hold- 
brook’s Teaser IL... 2yrs, (Teaser—Nettle); 2d, withheld. Very high 
com,, John FP, Campbell's Othello, lyr. (Nip—Topsy). High com., 
Alex, Ford’s Nipper, 16mos. Com., E. McCall’s Prince, 24yrs. 
Bitches: ist, John #, Campbell’s Bgun is 4yrs,, (Salford—Nettle); 2d, 
Mrs. J. T. Heasley’s unnamed,—Unprer 7ups,—Dogs; 1st and 2d, 
George Jordan’s Baby No.1 and Baby No, 2 (Jack—Vickie). Very 
high com., John Louson’s Lion, 24yrs, unknown, and John Wilson’s 
Toby, 15mos., unknown, Bitches: 1st, John Wilson’s Panny, lgyrs., 
unknown; 2d, F. E, Curtis’s Trot. Very hizh com,,1, A. Ricbardson’s 
Tiny. High com.. M. Burns's Dottie, 2yrs., unknown. Com., W. 
MeBeth's Beauty,—Besv Lirren Purpres—John F', Campbell (litter by 
Teazur Il.—S8quayw). 
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—CeAmpron—John ¥. Scholes’s Blucher, 

liver, 2i4yrs, (Peacham—Jess),—Orun—Dogs; ist and 2d, W. 3. 
Jackson’s Elswick Lad IL and Bilswick Jock, blue, she (Hiswick 
Lad—Tyneside Tl.). Very high com,, D, O’Shea’s Sting, liver, 
iiZyrs. (Sting—Wasp), aud John Massey’s Atlantic, blue-black, 11mos. 
(Wiswick Lad—Tyneside If.), Com. J.C. Nichol’s Noggs, blue, 1}4yrs. 
(Senator—Birmingham Rose), and George Kay's Dick, light fawn, 
mos, Bitches: 1st and 2d, W. S. Jackson’s Tyneside II, blue, 3yrs. 
(Petrarch—Topsy), and Elswick Belle, light blue, lyr. (Elswick Lad— 
Tyneside II.). Very high com,, D. O’Shea's Wasp, wheaten, Iéyrs. 
(Sting—Wasp), Com., J. C, Nichol’s Ginger, sandy, 2yrs., pedigree 
unknown. 

TRISH TERRIERS.—Dogs: ist, Dr. J. 8. Niven’s Garryowen, red, 
fyrs, (Paddy I1.—Grin); 2d, B. Holbrook’s Joe II., red, 2yrs. (Joe— 
orah). Bitehes; 1st, D, O'Shea’s Grin IL, red, 2yrs, (Rock—Norah); 

2d, Jas. Lindsay’s Naucy Lee, wheaten, lyeyrs. (Rock—Aileen). 

SsYE TERRINRS. — Cuampron — No entry. — OPEN — Dogs: ist, 
W.J. Buchanan’s Laddie, gray, 3yrs., unknown; 2d, Wm. Bogie’s 
@harley, blue, 4yrs., unknown. Very high com,, H, Grove’s Pepper, 
blue, 2yrs., unknown. B7éches; 1st, Ohas, T. Chipchase’s Nettle, 
blue, idmos. (Jack—Tiney); 2d, Wm. Bogie’s Joseph ne, blue, éyrs. 
(Charley— Nelly). Very high com., Thos, Kelly’s Maud, blue anu 
fawn, 7Vyrs, (Charley—Tatters). 
HARD-HAIRED SCOTCH THRRIERS, — Equal ist, D. O’Shea’s 

Boxer, wheaten, 2i4yrs. (Major—Lady), and Wm. Andrus’s Fanny, 
blue, dyrs., unknown, 
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS — Over 5ups. — Coampron — No entry. 

—Oprn—Dogs: ist, John Wilson’s Spink, blue and tan, digyrs.; 2d, 
Holabrook’s Prince, blue and tan, 2i4yrs., unknown. Very high com., 
Mrs, J. A, Pitt's Rex, blue and tan, dyrs., unknown. Bitches: Ist, B, 
Holdbrook’s Tatters Il. blue and tan, 2yrs: (Charley—Tatters), only 
entry. UNpER 51Bs.—CHAMPlon—Dogs: B. Holdbrook’s Fritz, blue 
and tan, 3yrs. (Diamend—Beauty), ouly entry. Bitches; No entry.— 
OPEN—Dogs: ist, B. Holdbrook’s Dandy, blue and tan, 2yyrs., only 
entry. Bitches: 1st, B, Holdbrook’s Minnie, blue and tan, 1)gyrs. 
(Diamond)—Beauty: 8d, John Wilson’s Daisy, blue and tan, xyrs. 
Very high com., J. B. Bourdean’s Venus, blue and tan, 4yrs., unknown. 
High com., 1’, O’Riley’s Katie, blue and tan, 14mos. (Jerry—Katie). 

SILVER GRAY TERRIERS.—Over Suns.—Dogs: ist, B, Hold- 
brook’s Charley, 4yrs.; 2d, Thos. Kelly’s Teutonia, 4dyrs,, unknown, 
Very bigh com., Mrs. Rene Masson’s Charlie II, High com., D. 
O'Shea's Taters, li4yrsi, (Billy—Touch)., Bitches: 1st, Mrs, Rene 
Masson’s Dolly; x Thos. Kelly’s Juliet, 3yrs., (Charley —Maud). 
Very bigh com., W. 8B. Powell’s Beauty Layie: ACRALEY = Beality): 
High com., J. A. Street’s Lady, dyrs, Unpen 5uBs,—ist and 2d, B. 

Holdbrook’s Dolly and Prince, i34yrs. (Charley—Beauty). Very high 
com., W, T. Virtue's Fancy, spare. ea ae rey 8 

BROKEN-HATRED TOY TERRIBRS.—ist, W. Andrew's Vic; 2d; 
Miss May Feron’s Nellie, blue and tan, 8mos. (Jerry—Nellie). Very 
high com,, ¥. Upton’s Vic, High com,. W. McBeth’s Fanny. 

PUGS.—CHamPpion—Mrs. Geo. H. Hills Joe, 4 Ss. (champion 
Comedy—Clytie),—OpEN—Dogs; ist and 2d, Ghageaccet Kennel's 
Young Toby, !mos. (A.K.R. 473), and Triumph (A.K R, 1262). High 
com., Mrs. Herbert Wallis’s Punch, 7yrs. (Sambo—Zara), Oom., A. 
Joyce’s Sam, Bitches; ist, Thos. H, Loye's Flossy, 2yrs., unknown: 
2d, Chequasset Kennel’s Victory, 6mos, (A K.R. 1265). Very high 
com., A. Joyce’s Daisy, High com,, J. B, Weidenborner’s Lady 
Kmma, 14yrs, 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—No entry. 

BLENHEIM AND JAPANESE SPANIELS.—No entry, 
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—No entry. 
POODLES,—Egqual ist, T. O’Riley’s Charlie, white, 2yrs. (Prince— 

} Smt and me J. a) pone waite: Bat (Blister—Sylvia). Very 
igh com,, Mrs. E. , Beuthner’s General Ledro, white, Syrs,, and 

Mrs. J. C, Cader’ Lulu, 15mos. : a 

MISCELLANEOUS.—Equal ist, Benj. Higgins‘'s Foss (otter hound 
John Ff, Campbell's Lulu (white neigh bernlen), and Fred. B. eet 
Hornet It. (white English terrier). 

DACHSH UNDE.—ist, A. C. Carter's Sankey, red, 6yrs (Voltman— 
Bergine); 2d, DeL. Selby’s Zanker, red (Voltman—Bergine). 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 
A.—Best fox-terrier dog, Edward Kelly’s Scarsdale, 
B.—Best fox-terrier bitch, Fred B. Lysous’s Village Belle, 
O—Best collie, John I. Caverhill’s Britain. 
D —Best bull, John EB. Thayer's Belissima. 

a ®.—Best champion black and tan terrier dog, James T. Heasley’s 
easer. 
abr acre champion black and tan terrier bitch, John F, Scholes’s 

essie, 
G.— Best Bedlington terrier, John ¥. Scholes's Blucher, 
H.—Best Skye terrier, W, J. Buchanan's Laddie. 
1.—Best Yorkshire terrier dog, over 5lbs,, John Wilson’s Spink, 
J.—Best Yorkshireterrier bitch, over Slbs., B. Holdbrook’s Tatters IT. 
K.— Best Yorkshire terrier dog, under 5lbs., B. Holdbrook’s Dandy. 
L.—Best Yorkshire terrier bitch, under 5lbs., B. Holdbrook’s Minnie, 
M.—Best pug, Mrs. Geo. H. Hill’s Joe. 
N.—Largest dog, Lulu, 
O.—Best setter dog. any breed, Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Elcho, Jr, 
P.—Best setter bitch, any breed, Wm. Dangerfield’s N éllie May, 
Q.—Best pointer, Gen. Frank ©. Draper's Don. 

ONTARIO COLLIE SHOW AND FIELD TRIALS. 

HE Ontario Collie Club came into existence during the 
Toronto bench show, held last March, and they seized the 

occasion of the Semi-Centennial Exposition in Toronto this 
month, to haye their inaugural show, coupled with which they 
also instituted a field trial for collies. The result was a trium- 
phant success, and tens of thousands of spectators gazed with 
eager interest on the field trials, which were held in front of 
the grand stand in the inclosure used as a track for speeding 
the horses, showing the cattle, etc. 

The officers of the Collie Club deserve high praise for their 
spirit and enterprise in offering a magnificent list of prizes, 
and the complete success of their undertaking is only a just 
reward of their efforts, and insures the event being hereafter 
an annual one. Nearly every member of the committee 
worked cheerfully and with energy to make everything run 
smoothly, and it seems inyidious to particularize where all 
did so well, but Captain Harston is undoubtedly worthy a 
special vote of thanks for his usefulness. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
The field trials were commenced on Tuesday, the" 16th inst., 

at 1 o’clock, and an hour was devoted on that day and on the 
two following days to testing the dogs. The judge selected 
was Mr. John Dayidson, of Monroe, Mich., who is an old-time 
fayorite in Toronto, where he has many friends. Ten sheep 
were picked out of a flock, and two pens were erected near 
the grand stand, five sheep being placed in each. The pro- 
pramme laid out by the judge was the following: The sheep 
in each pen were to be driven alternately by the dogs, until 
each dog in the competition had taken the sheep up the center 
of the field, and through a gate made by placing two hurdies 
about ten feet apart; afterward taking the sheep round a flag 
post, and return between a bank and rail fence separated by 
a few feet, on the southerly side of the grounds, the dog to 
drive them into the pen from which they were taken. The 
shepherd was allowed to accompany his dog and to use his 
dog as he would, under ordinary circumstances, at his work. 
Points of merit were to be awarded according to the display 
of obedience, intelligence, gentleness, and expedition exhibited 
by each competitor. The prizes were, first, $25; second, 515; 
third, $8, for dogs, and the same amounts in another class for 
bitches, Six dogs were entered, but the Agricultural College 
dog, Conrad, a very handsome collie that won first prize in 
the bench show competition, was withdrawn, 

First Trial.—The first trial was made by McKenzie’s Hero, 
who made quite a fiasco of it, either from want of experience, 
or being frightened by the noise and appearance of the im- 
mense crowd of spectators. He was also withdrawn by his 
master, who had another, and as it proyed; a better dog in 
the competition. 

Second Trial—W. Newton’s Bob had the misfortune to be 
worked by a stranger, his master not being present, and he 
performed very indifferently, The sheep were very wild, 
and he chased them all over the field without apparently 
being able to control them. He was taken off without pen- 
ning the sheep, and he was altogether too rough for such a 
competition as the present. ; 

Therd Trial.cSkain’s Jack is a bobtail English sheep dog, 
and did some very fair work during the drive, but he made 
rather a mess of it when his sheep got huddled up against the 
fence on the lower side, and hs took to biting the sheep to get 
them away. After all he succeeded in penning the sheep in 
nine minutes, his work at the pen being quite worthy of credit, 
Fourth Trial.—MeKenzie’s Sly did little or nothing, because 

the sheep seemed very tame, and literally went around the 
course with almost nv interference. He showed cleverness at 
the pen. Time, four minutes, 

Fifth Trial.Telier’s Speed betrayed great intelligence, 
wonderful speed and singular cautiousness. He worked hard, 
obeying every motion of the shepherd’s hand, and the sheep 
neyer were allowed a chance to stray more than a few yards 
from the course. His work was loudly applauded, and 1t was 
really a great treat to see such a praiseworthy exhibition, 
which the farmers present were not slow to appreciate. Time, 
three minutes, 

SECOND DAY. 

A longer course was staked out, and the same dogs were 
again put down, reversin, the order of the previous day’s run-. 
ning. Speed again made a brilliant drive and penned in six 
minutes without a mistake, Sly followed with an indifferent 
performance, penning in ten minutes. Jack did yery well, a 
reat improvement on his previous form; time, eleven minutes. 

Bob was taken off again for being too rough for sheep driving. 
He might be a very useful dog for cattle but was quite out of 
place in a trial on sheep. 

THIRD DAY. 

Speed penned in three minutes and a halt, in excellent style. 
Sly did the round successfully and in ee a Meritorious man- 
ner in eight minutes, and the bobtail, Jack, finished his task in 
eleven minutes, doing some yery fair work. 
Only two bitches, out of four entries, competed for the 

handsome prizes offered. Seymour’s Fan behaved bea indif- 
ferently, and took ifteen minutes to drive the round, Moore's 
Jessie beating her time by seven minutes, and seer ane a 
much higher class of work, The prizes were awarded as fol- 
lows: te 

ape to Speed, owned by Thos. pelea Dogs—First and 1 é : 
second to Sly, owned by D. McKenzie; third to Jack, owne 
by J. Skain. 

George Norbury Ap 

Bitches—First withheld; second to Jessie, owned by Thos. 
Moore; third to Fan, owned by Geo, Seymour. 
After the trials were over, the owner of Speed exhibited 

him at some special feats which Mr, Davidson set for him 
such as picking ont individual sheep from the flock, and 
created quite a furore by his wonderful training. 

BENCH SHOW. 
Over fifty dogs were benched, and the tent was thronged 

by thousands of visitors daily, The yeteran John Davidson 
judged single-handed, and his awards were, as usual, impar- 
tial and correct, 
For the championship in rough-coated collies (dogs), there 

Was a Severe competition between Lorne and Herdsman Lad- 
die, the latter being in decidedly the best condition, both in 
body and coat, but the taking head and general collie charac- 
ter of Lorne could not be denied, and he won the prize. 

In open rough-coated dogs a clinker appeared in Conrad, 
who is avery showy black and tan. His head and ears are 
grand, and his body, legs, feet and flag are unimpeachable, 
although his coat was not looking its best, but he will haye a 
first-rate coat when at his best. The second prize fell to Sly, 
who also won second in the field trials, and he is quite a good 
looking black and white, smart and well-bred in appearance. 
Third went to Collie, a very fair dog indeed, and vhe. to Jack, 
who ran into third place at the trials, 

In open rough-coated bitches, Miss Timmins, a good sable, 
Was soon seen to be the hest, although in bad coat and shown 
too fat. Second was won by Lassie, a very nice little black 
and tan, although her ears were a bit heavy and her coat in- 
clined to be settery. Rothera’s Leila-was out of coat, but 
showed good character, and won third prize. He, to Me- 
Ewan’s Lassie, a fair bitch, 
_In rough-coated puppies we were introduced to a very good 

light sable dog, imported by Mr. Burland. His sire is cham- 
pion Chance, and he bids fair to be a worthy scion of his well- 
nown father, A pair shown by Mr, Rothera deserved their 

tickets, vhe. and he., but were too young to show to much ad- 
vantage. The others were not of much merit. 
The next class was smooth and medium-coated collies, in 

which Mrs, Harston’s old Driver appeared alone in all his 
glory. The old dog wears wonderfully, and does not look 
more than six years, although twice that age. 
The open class for smooth collies, dogs, brought out Jack 

and Robin, both good yellow and white collies, got by cham- 
pion Driver. The latter won, being better in stern and head 
than Jack. In bitches, Monsey’s Bess beat Harston’s Nell, 
the latter showing signsof age. Bess is an excelient bitch, 
and hard to beat in her own class. She has a rare good coat, 
which is short and smooth but very thick and heavy. 

LIST OF AWARDS. 
ROUGH COATED COLLIES.—CHampron—F. W. Rothera’s Lorne. 

—Oprrex—Dogs; ist, Ontario Agricultural College’s Conrad; 2d, D. 
McKenzie’s Sly; 38d, J. Dunn's Collie. Very high com,, J, Skain's 
Jack. High com,, R. McEwan's Jumbo. Com., B. Samuels’s Rover. 
Bitches; 1st, Mrs, Harston's Miss Timmins; 2d, R. Gibson’s Lassie; 
3d, F. W. Rothera’s Leila. High com., R. McHwan's Lassie. Com., 
Thomas Moore’s Jessie and i MeEwan's Patsey. Puppies; 1st, A. 
Burland’s Turk II. Very high com., F. W. Rothera’s Laura and D. 
McKenzie’s Jeti. High com,, W’. W. Rothera’s Latrie and A, T, Ful- 
ton’s Bruce. SmoorH AND Mabium (oArmp.—CHAmPIon—Mrs, Hars- 
ton’s Driver.- OrpEN—Dogs. 1st, ¥, Campbell's Robm; 2d, A. T. Ogil- 
vy’s Jack, Bitches: dst, J. & si Monsey’s Bess; 2d, Mrs, Harston’s 

ell, Very high com., H, Symond's Lassie. Oom., James B. Tyler's 
Belle, Puppies; 1st, R. Northeote’s Tim. 

NATIONAL BREEDERS’ DOG SHOW. 

HKditor Forest and Stream; 
So many of the gentlemen exhibiting at the dog show held 

here last week asked for a closing of entries for the National 
Breeders’ show at a later date than Oct, 5 that, after consult- 
ing with Mr. Walter T. Dunnell, the manager, as to the latest 
date on which we can receive entries and yet get everything 
ready, it has been decided to alter the date of closing to Oct. 
10. We do not mean by this that every one intending enter- 
ing dogs should delay mailing their letters until Oct, 10, be- 
cause that will crowd us toomuch. The ‘‘copy” for the cata- 
logue must be handed to the printer on Monday morning, and 
at the same time every identification ticket with the accom 
panying tags must be mailed in order to have them reach ex- 
hibitorsin season, It will be » very close call, and it is most 
desirable that exhibitors mail their entries so as to reach me 
on the day of closing. 
The responses of the railway companies to the request for 

free transportation of dogs are nearly all received, and next 
week the particulars of these concessions will be announced. 
Respecting special prizes I am pleased to be able to state 

that I have within the past two days received the sum of 
three hundred dollars with which to purchase prizes, In ad- 
dition to these specials, there will be a number of others and if 
I can have any say in the matter at all, they will be placed so 
as to be worth winning, Some of our exhibitors will remember 
the very handsome Crystal Palace medal won by Mr, J, H. 
Goodsell at Washington in 1883, for the best sporting dog in 
the show. It has never been equalled as a dog show medal in 
this country, and Mr, Goodsell has kindly loaned it me for the 
purpose of haying a cast made for the stud dog and breeders? 
medal, Itis more than a medal; itis a work of art, 
from the number of applications received for premium lists 

it is evident that the Breeder’s Show is benefitting from the 
notices given it, and up to date I haye received forty-seven 
entries—just about forty more than I could haye expected at 
this early date. The Ontario Collie Club, as a mark of their 
appreciation of the appointment of a special judge, will make 
an entry of five or six collies, and from all along the line come 
messages of good words, “I like your way of getting up the 
premium list, everything isso clear.” “Congratulations upon 
such a prize list.” “What puzzles me is how you got such a 
splendid lot of judges.” ‘Your premium list only needs gilt 
edges to make it a typographical daisy.” ‘‘As a mark of my 
appreciation of your selection of judges please accep the 
inclosed check for $25 which give as a special in any way you 
see fit.” JAMES WATSON, Secretary. 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Sept. 20. 

THE NATIONAL BENCH SHOW ASSOCIATION: 

HERE was ouite an enthusiastic meeting at the rooms of 
the Philadelphia Kennel Club, on Wednesday evening of 

last week, in response to the call for the formation of a National 
Bench Show Association, where forty gentlemen represented 
different sections of the country. r, Elliot Smith, who 
called the meeting to order, was chosen temporary chairman, 
and Mr. Samuel G. Dixon, secretary. After a lengthy discus- 
sion as to the desirability of a national association and its ob- 
ject, the delegates from the several clubs resolved themselves 
into a National Association and the chair named Messrs. C, M. 
Munhall, G. N. Appold and 8. G. Dixon a committee on 
credentials. After consultation they reported the list of clubs 
represented, with the names of their delegates or proxies: 

liinois Kennel Club, Chicago, 01l.—Major J. M. ‘Laylor. 
St. Lonis Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo.—Mr. J. W, Munson. 
Philadelphia Kennel Club, Philadelphia, Fa.—Mr. Samuel 

G, Dixon. 
Cincinnati Sportsman’s Association, Cincinnati, O,—Major 

J. M, Taylor. , ; 
Westminster Kennel Club, New York—Mr, Elliot Smith. 
Montreal Kennel Clab—Mr. James Watson, C 
New England Kennel Club, Boston, Mass.—Mr. J. A. Nicker- 

son. 
Bee ‘Haven Kennel Club, New Haven, Ct.—Mr. G. Edward 
sborn. , re ee 
Louisville Kennel Club, Louisville, Ky,.—Major J. M. Taylor, 
Baltimore Bench oy Association, Baltimore, Md,--Mr, 

old. 
Cleveland Bench Show Association—Mr, C. M. Munhail. 
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New Brunswick Poultry and Pet Stock Association, St. John, 
WN. B.—Mr. Elliot Smith. 
London Kennel Club, London, Ont.—Mr. James Watson, 
The report was accepted and Mr. Smith was made perma- 

nent chairman. It was then voted that a committee of five, of 
which the chairman should be one, should be appointed to 
draft a resolution and by-laws, to be submitted to the Axso- 
ciation atia meeting to be held in New York on Oct, 22, at 8 
P. M,, at which time officers will be chosen, Following is the 
committee: Mr. Elliot Smith, New York; Major J, M, Taylor, 
Lexington, Ky,; Gen. W, B. Shattuc, Cincinnati, O,; Mr. 
James A, Nickerson, Boston, Mass., and Mr. Samuel G, Dixon, 
Philadelphia, Pa. The meeting then adjourned with a vote 
See to the Philadelphia Kennel Club for the courtesies 
extended, 

METEOR AND BEAUFORT, —Editor Forest and Stream: 
T opine that no event in canine circles would be watched with 
deeper interest than a competitive field trial of the two 
yee dogs, Mr. C, H, Mason’s Beaufort and Mr. John W. 

unson’s Meteor. Every unprejudiced person who has seen 
the two animals together has a very decided conviction as to 
which one of the two is the better dog, so far as type and form 
are concerned; and it is also well known that both are good 
performers in the field. Mr. Munson says that Meteoris a 
crack, and Mr, Nixon, Beaufort’s breeder. says that Mr. 
Mason’s dog is a capital one on the birds. Now bring them 
together, ‘The only objection is that in the event of such a 
trial the friends of the defeated dog would claim (with much 
good sense, too) that it had decided nothing after all, for you 
know and I know that a field trial is not always any true test 
of one dog’s excellence compared with that of others. But, 
then, how we all would like to see a Meteor-Beaufort match, 
owners to handle.—Mpat-Hawk. 

A FOX-TERRIER, CLUB.—Aditor Forest and Stream: At 
the last Westminster Kennel Club’s show tibere was some talk 
of forming a fox-terrier elub among the exhibitors of that 
fancy then present in this city. The subject was not taken 
up and fell through. As an exhibitor of fox-terriers I wish 
now to make an appeal to all kindred specialists asking their 
support in arranging a meeting in tiis city during the coming 
non-sporting dog show, to bring about the organization of a 
fox-terrier club, and the adoption of a standard for breeders 
to follow. Any communications from parties wishing to join 
such a moyement will be cordially welcome to THRE CLOVER- 
NOOK KENNEL (185 Fifth avenue, New York). 

GROUSE DALE.—Mr. Pierre Lorillard has purchased the 
well-known setter dog Grouse Dale, We congratulate Mr. 
Lorillard upon the acquisition of one of the besé field dogs in 
this country. We have had the pleasure of shooting over 
Grouse Dale both on the stubble and in the thicket, and have 
no hesitation in pronouncing him to be one of the finest dogs 
for all-round work that we haye ever seen. He is just the dog 
for a sportsman to own, and we envy his owner the pledsure 
in store for him among the birds in his well-stocked preserves. 

STAFFORD DOG SHOW,—The Stafford Agricultural 
Society of Stafford, Conn., will hold a bench show of dogs m 
connection with their fifteenth annual fair to be held at 
Stafford Oct. 8.9, and 10. We are pleased to see this well 
Known society adopt this course and hope that the venture 
will prove so successful that it will become an annual fixture. 
There ave many good dogs in the vicinity of Stafford, and we 
have no doubt that their owners will heartily second the 
efforts of the society by a large entry. 

THE EXHIBITORS’ CONVENTION.—The meeting of ex- 
hibitors at the Colonnade Hotel, Philadelphia, on the evening 
of Sept. 16, for the purpose of forming a Kennel Club, was 
attended by about twenty-five gentlemen. Mr, Wm, Wade, 
of Pittsburgh. was elected chairman of the meeting, After 
considerable discussion as to the objec) and aim of such an 
association, the meeting finally adjourned without takiag 
action upon the question, 

DOG STRAYED OR STOLEN.—A large lemon and white 
English setter dog, head and ears lemon, and even lemon 
marks on body, has strayed or been stolen. When last seen 
he had on a plain leather collar with a small bell attached. A 
liberal reward will be paid for information leading to his re- 
covery, by his owner, Mr, Thos, H. Stryker, Rome, N. Y. 

HOW THEY DO IT IN MEX1ICO.—The Correo de las Doce, 
of the City of Mexico, reports in its English columns that 
“The City Council has appropriated 100 dollars, with which to 
pounds poison to be administered to unmuzzled dogs,” 

Tae Lymizep PAYMENT Porticiss of the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn. 
concentrate payments into the working years of a inan’s life, and 
leaves him free from all worry in his later years even if helpless.— 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 13.—The first of a contemplated series of 
rifle practice by the Battalion Washington Artillery occurred at West 
End to-day. the shooting belag at the 200yd, range and conducted ac- 
cording to Creedmoor rules, under the direotion of Capt. C, L. C. 
Danuy, ordnance officer of the command, assisted by Lieut. Dudley 
Selph. Tne leaving scores were in possible 23: 

Company A, 
HW MeConnell ...,.....43%44—18 Fred Ward.... --. «220385—12 
Lieut Underhill.......... 8244215 OA PStahl..... peter a st 50232—12 

Company B. 
A Coste .....;. EAS Fo 34438418 TG Schomburg,,.-....... 3382338—14 
W W Crane. .,... .....,22454—17 RA Shotwell..,. ..,....,.40428—138 

Company C. 
Lieut W W Charlton..... 3334816 ME McClure...........-. 42223—13 
De StOVENS2.2. stacey 9323414 Lieut 8 Oviatt........._. .03383—12 
ERR Cortaier:».i: :4.255.2 22442—14 J W Green.....,.... Seis 43230—12 
The Colonel and Lieutenant shot as follows: 

Col JB Richardssn...... OO004— 4 Lieut Dudley Selph...... 4542218 
Private H, W. McConnell, of C Battery was awarded first prize, a 

hanusome Belgian musket, and Private M. D. Lewis, of Battery B re- 
ceived the elegant leather medal, presented by Messrs. Baker, Sloo 
& Co, This trophy 1s of handsomely embossed leather, suspended by 
yellow cigar fibbons. Vhe face is of stamped work, the most promi- 
nent feature being the Washington Artillery badge—a tiger’s head. 
The reverse bears the following inscription: 

“B, W. A.—Sept. 12, 18884, 
IT missed the target, tried again, 
But all my efforts were in vain; 

I missed the target altogether, 
And got this medal made of leather.” 

BOSTON NEWSPAPER MEN'S MATCH.—The annual matches of 
the Boston Press Rifle Association will taxe place at Walnut Hill, 
Oct. 16. Friends of members—all of whom are connected with the 
daily papers—who desire to contribute prizes to be competed for on 
the occasion, can have an ODDELETREY. by communicating with the 
treasurer, Mr, James M. Mann, of the boston Post, from whom the 
matter will receive prompt attention, 

CREEDMOOR.—The three prize winners in the Laflin & Rand Pow- 
der Co, match, omitted from our report of the fall meeting last week 
were as follows; 

200yds ds. | Total. 
WW Mtanioyes so eae ue meres , 0£5555—32 555005 —35 67 
JS Sbepherd...,...,-..-...,..-,)-4456955— 4945555—83 66 
HT Loekwood,.,....._.....-. ,-,,.4555585—32 a555—3d Ob 

—— | 

BOSTON, Sept. 20-—There vas a small attendance at Walnut Hill 
to-day and some yey good shooting, although the wind from 6 to 6 
o'clock was troublesome, The fall meeting of the Association takes 
place on Oct. 9,10 and il, Following are the best scores} 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
Geb BErl vin rare cates 5445454645—45 I? W Perkins (mil). 584385554543 
J Everett........ 445645545445 A A Baker... ....,,54445384845—41 
CH Barnes ... .... 655444554445 IP W Fowle (mil) ....4444444384— 88 
© B Edwatds........5544454445—44 WH Morton.... .... 224584884 4—a4 
A B Archer ......... 644444545448 LF Colby (mil)..... 43943244843—83 
Samuel Merrill...... 444523541545 —43 

Creedmor Prize Match. 
FUGnshing cies... dd45555644—45 Re-entry............ 6566444454 —45 
T Everett.... ....,, 544445555445 A H Halll... f454545544—45 
A CAdams....,... , 454455455445 HH Kennison... .....445ddd4546—43 

; Decimal Match. 
CMH Betty. (Gaynejen cen yee see aS ate? 9 8 510 7 910 ® & 6—81 
JB Fellows (.) -.......... ....5., ws» 9 910 6 710 9 4 6 B—% 
TAESEN TMA ae Sou aes aes SE 8 456 8 610 910 7 10—78 
AG TEA TS Ma es ele cule ceas joan ma 8 eel 10 8 6 8 4 7101010 5—78 
AOS SEs HHS (GC), hey, ecto Be eter bout "9 710 8 & 710 5 7—T76 
Fey Brehin (Hayate eres ahs os Soa wy 956 68 5 8 8 & 9 7-72 
SP OAC) oe os onto cm eleyid De eee 8 810 8 5 8 5 6 9 6—738 

Rest Match. 
PMUGTAWALEIS, «esa cecss assets: eed 1010 810101010 9 10 10—97 
PU VAVESURE- i eevee cusa heer ips emo as 91010130 8 9 910 9 9-93 
VIDE RSs cal in ty eer yes Oe ea 9 # 8 8 910101010 9—92 

THOMASTON, Conn., Sept. 19.—The weather conditlons at our 
shoot to-day were a very bright light, with a light 4 o’clock wind: 
WE ianbar i (So, Sees tresses 10 B10 11 10 9 8 10 17 11—98 
CAR OW sins 3e ee eee ae 10 9 8 91012 912 8 11-98 
RnedvAS Parking. ivsy p50 cee ata 910 9 911101010 10 9—p7 
CUCM ee Pl A a a eee 9 9 811 611 10 10 12 11--97 
Ge AVGenimone fl leer ksee ck ll 611 910113 1010 % 7—$2 
GARIN ont ree ee ete mute 978799 9 911 9—88 
DRO MAs a ee pias Pe ay 488 89 7 011 8 8 9-76 

Sept. 20.—The Empire Gun Club shot the first of a series of matches 
with the Bridgeport Gun Club to-day, on the range of the latter club 
near Bridgeport, The weather conditions were cloudy, with a strong 
6 o'clock wind, teams of 11 men, off-hand, 200yds., Massachusetts 
ring target: 

Bridgeport Team, 
G Quitmeyer ....J2 1111111110 9 911 9101211 12 8—156 

E Marsh ..... 1210 011 9111111 81112101010 9-164 
8 H Hubbard.,,.12 § 8101210 0101110101011 § 12—153 
BH Nothnagle.....142 1110 8101110101111 9 9 9 11 10-152 
DWN Conger ..... 9111010101110 91210 9 10 10 11 10—152 
WR Beardsley..10 910 910 910 ¥ 710 9 610 11 11-187 
GE Botsford-... 8 9 91011 9 § 8101010 9 7 9 9-136 
DH Ferris...... 811 8 7 6 910 9 9 61011:9 8 8—i82 
GE Betts .-.... 5” 6 9 8111211 6 8 9 8 12 12-131 
PM Beers....... .910 6 6 4 56 9111011 910 8 9 10-129 
MUL Reynolds....411 7 3 811 8 210 710 711 910 9—i8i—1553 

Empire Team, 
GC Canfield,.... 9 91011 10712121011 1211 11 6 Y 11—155 
W H Dunbar.... 9111011 8 9101111 9 91111 9 12—151 
AS Hubbard....121210 8 7 910141111011 711 11 11-161 
CF Williams.... 811 910 910 810121011 810 9 9—i44 
GC Gilbert...... Wi 8101017121110 911 7 71010 7—144 
GALemmon....4 711 812 9 7 9 9 &8 9 91010 9—181 
EW Bennett..... 6 7101010 8 8 9 9 910 9 8 9 9—131 
EK Thomas,...... 710 8 % 8113011 610 911 9 9 4129 

Garr eee ade 8 810 81011 71011 4 8 7 9 7 10—128 
G PNorth....... 8 910 810 7 9 710 6 21212 8 Tt -124 
Fred A Perkins... 8 71210 812 7 6 8 9 6 7 7 5 6—118—1406 

HARTFORD, Conn,, Sept. 9.—The delegates of the Connecticut 
Schuetzen-Bund had a well-attended and spirited meeting here yes- 
terday afternoon and evening, at the headquarters of the Hartford 
Schuetzen Verein. The adoption of a like uniform for all the socie- 
ties belonging to the Bund was discussed, but is not likely to ever re- 
ceive sufficient favor, as the man at the butt, not the coat on his 
back, decides the superiority in marksmanship. It was determined 
to give New Britain the privilege of conferring next year's State 
prize shoot, to which it is entitled by usage, to the newly admitted 
Springfield Rifle Club. Therefore this grand shoot will most probably 
be held in Springfield, Mass. This new club has a membership of 
some 135 young riflemen, and is vigorously managed, The annual 
prize shoot of the Hartford Schuetzen Verein, oper fo all, takes place 
on the 22d of September. There will bea prize target with $130 in 
prizes, a sirving of 3 shots for $1; a ring target, and a bullseye target. 
Our little range is a fine one, and can be easily reached by street car, 
—Max H. Prmer, Seeretary Hartford Schuetzen Verien. 

LEAVENWORTH, Kansas, Sept. 10.—The following shows the total 
of the best two days of the division of the Missouri rifle team as 
selected at the conclusion of the shooting yesterday. The figures 
represent two scores at each of the ranges, 200, 300 and 600yds, or a 
possible 210, Lieut. Clay, taking his poor day, also has a total of 271 
out of a possible 315—the best on record. The scores of team mem- 
bers, with the departments to which they belong, are im the order 
named, as follows: Lieut. Clay, Missouri, 185; Serg. King, Missouri. 
1”7; Serg. Buckley, Platte, 176; Lieut. Day, Missouri, 172; Corp. Urow, 
Missouri,172; Lieut. Merrian, Platte, 172; Art. Smith, Platte, 171; 
Serg. Chaplain, Platte, 172; Corp. Kiefer, Missonri, 169; Serg. Hoy, 
Platte, 169; Serg. Hard, Missouri, 168; Serg. Hubbard, Missouri, 168; 
Mus. Hartman, Platte, 168: Serg. Clark, Missouri, 167. Serz, Drake, 
of the Sixteenth I won the division skirmish match and a 
gold medal Gold medals were last nigbt presented to Drake and 
the first three members of the division team, and silver medals to the 
other nine of the diyision. The two alternates received no medals. 
The army contest takes place about Oct, 5. 

A RICOCHETTED BULLET.—Lieut Schuyler, of the Sixth Regi- 
ment of the Pennsylvania Militia, recently succeeded in performing 
the singular feat of shooting a man who was standing on the opposite 
side of a stone wall 16ft. high and half a yard thick. He was firing 
at the 500yd. range. After the report from his rifle Sergt. Decker, 
the marker. proceeded to swing the signal and was about to slip out 
from behind the wall when he became conscious that he had been 
shot. The bullet had missed the wall and gone to the left of it, 
struck a tree and ricochetted, and in its course struck the marker in 
the right shoulder. The wounded man was at once taken to a doctor, 
who cut the ball out It had fractured the shoulder blade, but the 
Sergeant is now out of danger. 

GARDNER, Mass., Sept. 17.—A few members of the Gardner Rifle 
Club went out to Hackmatack Range to day. The shooting was off- 
hand, distance 200yds. The new American eecimal target was used. 
Out of a possible 100 the totals were as follows: G. 'T. Ellsworth 8&3, 
G. Fordyse 87, W. C. Loveland 76,5. Hildreth 76, G. C. Goodale 76, 
William Austin 74, H. George 72. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

NEW JERSEY STATE CONVENTION. 

of Cece New Jersey Strate Association held a convention at the rooms 
of the Jersey ae Heights Gun Club, on Sept, 16. which was 

called to order at 3 P. M. by President Benj. T. Payne. Upon calling 
the roll nine clubs were found tu be represented by delegates. ‘Two 
new clubs were elected members, the Southside Club, of Newark, N. 
J.,and the Westwood Gun Club, of Westwood N.J. Considerable 
discussion was had whether in future any State shoots should be held 
at ply. piveens instead of live binds, as was inaugurated by the Pali- 
sade and Jersey City Heights clubs this year. No positive action was 
taken and the management rests as before, solely with such clubs 
under whose auspices such State tournaments will be held. 
The management of the next tournament was given to the Essex 

Gun Club, of Newark, N. J. Dr. N. Pindell, of the Essex Club, was 
elected Rpeaenie Wm, Hughes, Jersey City Heights Club, vice-presi- 
dent; Wm, Hayes, of the Essex Club, recording secretary; J. F. 
Kinzey, of the same club, corresponding secretary, and W. J. Con- 
over, of the Medway Club, treasurer, 
The tournament was held on the Jersey City Heights Gun Club 

grounds, at Marion (Jersey City), N. J,, and lasted throughout three 
days, Sept. 17,18 and19. The Statefair at Waverly, N.J., and the 
Philadelphia dog show somewhat interfered with the attendance at 
the shoot, which, however, was a success otherwise. New traps were 
used forthe clay-pigeon shoots, and the shooting was hard and diffi- 
cult. The live-bird shooting was from plunge traps, and there is no 
doubt that this tournament has proved another nail for the coffin of 
this practice, as the Pssex Club will use ground traps next year if 
tame birds are fo be used, The following are the scores; 
Open to all, seven clay-pigeons, 18yds. rise; $2 entrance, 50, 30, and 

20 per cent. = 
Canon ......-.-s«-+:+--..1001001—8 J von Lengerke......... 1111111—7 
Wichols! 2.22.32. et QO11010—3 Jersey... 1... cece eee eee 1001111—5 
Headdon ese elhillo—£ “Dhomson 2 )) ET 0100101—8 
Bennett.....:.-..:,...:. 1100000—2 B Payne............ «12. 0101000—2 
Seigler...,.....<.- -.-...0111110—-5 Brown...............,...1011010—4 
Hughes......- See taitel 100010I—3. Demarest............ ,---1011100—4 
Wyckoff. .- enue -y 2 OOLONII—3B. Maher eee ee 0011101—4 

Association shoot, State Association trophy, 15 live birds, 21yds. 
rise, $5 entrance: ‘ 
Haves. 021.) 111111111101110—18  Seigler......... 010111111112111—18 
Pindell........ .110114111111001 12 Wyekoff...... .111111112011171_14 
Breintnall...... 111111101441111—14  Corvett....- ....1971111711101111—14 
J vonLengerke,001111111111171-18 tuches, ....,.(011111111111010-12 
Lamberson.,.-. 111111000111111—12 Bennett ....... 00001110010011 — 6 
Heritage...... 010 w Holcomb...,... 4101111411111 —14 
Levers. ...-.. ..110111111111011-18 H Warne.,..... 111011911101101—11 
Dunlap oe -011101111111110-12 BS Payne .....111111111111111—15 
B.S. Payne won the trophy and the entrance money for same ail 

the next State shoot. Ties on 14! Breintnall 1110111111/1—11; Wye- 
keoff 11111010—6; Corvett 0! Holeomb 11111011110—9. Breintnall sec- 
ond, a Smith & Wesson revolver and 10 cans American wood powder} 
Hayes, Von Lengetke, Lever and Seigler third. 
Association Shoot No. 2. 7 clay-pigeons, 18yds. risé, second barrel 

oue-half bird (figure 2), $2 entrance! 
Oanoiiee: s: Sadie tees 0111001—4- Payne........ ......05 1111100—5 
J von Lengerke, 2lyds.01i11/11—6 Hughes, ............. 0121100—31% 
TEV ET nina eb eelnc ae 1211001—44g Holeomb ............. 0011101—4 
LEIKON Te a pee eset 1100110—4 BHeaddon........ 5.0... 0121211-—-5 
Bennetb. 22-2722 2.- ,1011201—414 Thomson............ 10101115 
Bdigion. Lace ennns O1iTj1I—6 Ss Wyckoff............ ,..0011010—3 
Heritave: ,-0101110—4 Yan Brunti.......... 0001110—8 

J. von Lengerke and Seigler first, 25 per cent. of entrance money 
and one pair of hunting boots; Payne, Headdon and Thomson second, 
15 per cent. of entrance money and 100 nickeled shells; Leyer and 
Bennett third, 10 per cent, of entrance money and two quarter kegs of 
Orange ducking powder, 
Open to all, 5 live birds, eoyas. rise, $4 entrance, 50, 30, 20 res cent. ; 

DiGzOV ess sosenes squats 1010i--3. _Peircey ..........., ett Wi11—4 
Breinthalle eas ee 11001—8 “Wartis.......4-: 10101—3 
Height ..... 2: 11111—5 Meetoo... 11111—§ 
Lamberson.... -.. .,.21111—5 Stewart._. 11111—5 
Rh) ae sane ogesesyeese c 11011—4_ Demarest: ......s¢555 feu: 10101—3 
Naholiiy AR ARBENBOR SCY Sel ce 10101—3 Nicholas ........... ..... 11111—5 
LCA 2373. ae BApares neers TIDI— 4 ayes ee sel hea ates! 11010—38 
S05 td Gh AaB tan SO PC 6S Su lit —S eleven. ae ees 11111—5 
Applegate,................ 11111—5 J von Lengerke........... 10110 —3 
(Ol Raqayeie a2, ye) acy ea: W111—5 ~ Aughes........-.-......... 11011—4 
Tes on 5! Reight 9, Lamberson 4, Seigler 6, Applegate 1, Canon 9, 

Meetoo 0, Stewart 1, Nicholas 8, Lever 1; Height and Canon first, 
Fours divided. Ties ou 3: Leroy 0, Breintnall 3, Hunt 0, Warn 1, 
Demarest 1. Hayes 3, J. von Lengerke 3; Breininall, Hayes and von 
Lengerke third. . Ab 
Open to all, 7 clay-pigeons, 18yds. rise; money diyided, 50, 30 and 20 

per cent; $2 entrance: 
Bennett 7iec.5.8 eee 0101000—2 G@anon................... 1910101—4 
Wrekoff........ (lasses 1010011 —4  Jer-ey eee eee eens 0010110—8 
CODALU SE Newnes le muha 0000000—O0 Teaddon -... .,......... 1110011 —5 
FV ORILA BS Seis sjcsscleele./ 0101019'—4" Brown)... 25.0250 524 000111 1—4 
Ste alls) he oe eee ae 1111011—6 Nichols. 00.00 0. 0011010—38 
ERT ETOH anlar tate. 0101001—8 J von Lengerke..,, .... 1411111—% 

J. von Lengerke first money, Wm. Seigler second money, Headdon 
third money. 
ea to all, live pigeons, 21yds. rise; $5 entrance; 50, 30 and 20 per 

cen 
Breintnall........... 10111—4 J yon Lengerke ... Add—5 
PTA OSE ee siete sees Wid1—5 Seigler. ....... 1111—5 
153 )o etl et Beret pee ee SUOOL—8 Jerseys weiss cick dgactendet oe se 11111—5 
Lamberson.....--.....++-- 1111—5 Demarest ............. 11011—4 
BENNCL A eee faae Geel se 01001-—2 

Ties, miss and out: Hayes 5, 
Seigler 5, Jersey 1. Lamberson 

Lambersou 6, J. yon Lengerke 6, 
and Von Lengerke divided first, 

Breintnall and Demarest second, Pindell third. 
Open to all, 10 live birds, 25yds. 

eent.: 
rise, $5 entrance, 60, 30 and 20 per 

Breintmall..........- 1111101011— 9 Height.-.. ... ...,.1111111001— § 
J von Lengerke..... 1011111011— 8 BPayne.-...... .-..1011110111— 8 
Hughes. ............5 1111111119— 9 Seigler -_......... ., 1101001101— 6 
Voorhees. .....-..... 1110011101— 7 Campbell...,........ 0011110010 — 5 
NICHO Se Ss EEL Cee. 1111011171—-9 Lever.............. -1111110111— 9 
Nchibs Riess | hes 1011111011— 8__-Wyeckoif........... -0101010010— 4 
WawoOnes 2.4. 044, decey 1111141111—10 Terry................ 1100111110 — 7 
Applegate. .........- 11119111—10 Peireys. 20.1)... 1101111011— 8 
Canon and Applegate first; Breintnall, Hughes, Nichols and Leyer 

second. Ties on 8—J. von Lengerke $ and won, Van Riper 0, Voor- 
hees 1, Height 0, Payne 2, Peirey 0. 

Association shoot No. 7, 7 clay-pigeons, 1$yds. rise: 
J von Lengerke..... 111111114110 Height.... 2.2.2.0... 1101101101— 7 
Heritage........ ..0001110011— 5 Hughes... ........ 0100011000— 8 
Bennett. .:.....5 ...1010110101—_6 B Payne............. 1011111001— 7 
Seigler... s..5 ewes .1111111100— 8 Lever..... ....~.+.1100110100— 6 
QOollins: <.o8 2 we 0001010111-— 5 Thomson............ 1110101111— & 

J. Von Lengerke, first, a .22cal. rifle and 25 per cent. of entrance 
money, Seigler and Thomson, second, one dozen Danz patent decoys 
and 1) per cent.of entrance money. Height and Payne, third, two 
quarter kegs Orange Ducking powder. 100 loaded shells and 10 per 
cent of entrance money. Bennett, fourth. one Smith revolver and 
one quarter keg of Eagle rifle powder, jo 2A 
Association shoot. 5 double clay-pigeons, 18yds. rise, #3 entrance: - 

Tever 2oy.5 os-.e-- 10 10 11 00 11—6 ° Height 11 00 10 11 10-6 
J von Lengerke,.10 11 01 11 10—7 O von Lengerke,.00 10 00 11 10-4 
A Heritage....... 11 00 00 00 O1—8 Demarest.... ... 11 11 01 00 00—5 
BPayne...... .:. 10 01 11 00 10—5 Kinzey.........5., 11 10 01 01 10—6 
Seigler ,.....:..:. 11 01 01 10 00—5 

Jj. von Lengerke first, 25 per cent. of entrance money, 10 cans of 
American wood powder and 100 loaded shells: Lever, Height and 
Kinzey second, 15 per cent. of entrance, one barrel of ale and 100 
shells; Payne. Seigler and Demarest third, 10 per cent, of entrance 
money, 500 U. M. C. shells and 100 Joaded shells; O, von Lengerke 
fourth, 1 dozen Danz patent decoys. f 

State cup, open to teams of 3 from clubs members of the Associa- 
tion. $15 entrance. 10 live birds per man, 2lyds. rise, holders of cup 
to receive the whole entrance money: 

Midway Gun Club. 
ETAT AR ey ee eg eels ee ate aii ne hor oe 1101111411— 9 
TFT. snotees sloe Bee Masia ends aey ahaa Maal 111111111110 
Applegate......-..-.-. ig: Ig 1114111111—10—99 

Bssex Gun Club. South Side Club. 
Pindell.... ..... 4111111111—10 Hobart. sce. 1117 111101— 9 
Hayes ...... ..,0110001111— 6 Headdon ...... 1110011110— 7 
Breintnall ..,-- 0110113111— 8-24 Mundy ....... 1101011111— 8—24 

Jersey City Height Club, Forrester Gun Club. 
Holcomb........ 1101111001— 7 Heinisch ....... 1101010111— 7 
Canon..........5 0100111111— 7 RAN ZO cra reaee oa 1111111111—10 
Seigler.......... 1141011101— 822 Harrison ....... 1100111111— 8—25 

New Jersey Gun Club. Palisade Gun Club. 
cha ABEe 4a 0111111110— 8 W Payne ....1101111110— 8 
Peircey.......-4: 1101011111— 8 H von Lengerke.0011111111— § 
Hughes......... O111111411— 9—25 J von Lengerke.1111101111 — 9—25 

Association shoot, 10 clay-pigeons, '8vds. rise, $2 entrance. 
Breintnall, .......+++: OINNOIIT-6 Heritage:............. 1110011111—8 
J von Lengerke.--,.. 1171101141—9 Van Riper............ 1100010101—5 
Wie HET eels == ana 0111000900—3 Thomson............- 01011111017 
Seigler: 2... -c4ias .11011010°0—5 Canon... ..........55 0111011101—7 
ae 2) ee es esa 1100001000—2 Lever....... ope coe 0101111001—6 
O von Lengerke...... 1011111011—8 Hughes.............. 1001010000—3 
KRGMIZOYs ca. S52 cecal 0011010110—5 Burdette.............. 0110000001—3 
Voorhees. ....--. .--.,000010000—1 

First, J. von Lengerke, a pair of hunting shoes and 100 pounds of 
shot. O. yon Lengerke and Heritage divided second, a pair of shoes 
and 5 cans of American wood powder, Thomson and Canon divided 
third, 100 pounds shot. Breimtnall and Lever divided fourth, 100 
loaded shells. 

THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDAL offered the Massachuseits Rifle 
Association for team shooting at clay-pigeons is described as an ele- 
gant specimen of artistic taste, skill and workmanship. It is of gold 
in various colors, and its design is suggestive and emblematic. The 
in bar, from which the medal is suspended by strong swivelled 

Vase is paralleled at the ends and curyed upward in the center. 
From its under side, within the arc, is a clay-pigeon wrought in gold. 
The body of the medal has around its outer edge a flat rim of natural- 
colored gold. Across its upper side, beneath the pigeon, is a parallel 
var supported at each end by ornamental scroll braces attached to 
the upper edge. Within the outside rim is a circular panel of cop- 
per-alloyed gold representing a shooting ground. Atits lower edge 
an ornamental shield. On the pin bar,in raised gold block letters, 
the words, “New England.’ and on the copper-alluyed band is the 
inscription, in black enamel, ‘‘Three-man champion team.” On the 
lower half of the rim is an ivy wreath wrought in natural color. On 
the fleld within the circle is engraved the representative of a sports- 
man in due position, facing the trap. gun in hand, about to eall 
“Pull. Engraved on the shield beneath, the date, 1884. The indi- 
vidual medals are smaller and less elaborate, but of equal good taste 
and workmanship. 
TORONTO GUN CLUB,—Toronto, Sept. 26.—The officers are S. 

Downey president, F, Martin vice-president, G. Pearsall treasurer, J. 
W. Millar secretary. The president had a yery fine medal made of 
solid fold, something Jike the Maltese style, with two breechloaders 
supported by a ball, to represent the Niagaria target ball, and valued 
at B20. Tne conditions were to shoot at 15 balls, 18yds. rise, rotary 
trap, screened, Some 1,500 balls were purchased. The matches were 
to be every-secoud Friday or Saturday afternoon, the winner to win 
it three times during the season before it becomes his property Th 
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“matches began at the Woodbine Park, on May 16, at 18yds, with 16 
balls, one barrel; I. Humphries scored 15 balls straight that day; 
May 30,1, Townson, 10 out of 15; June 18, I. Weoster, 11 out of 15; 
June 27, 1. Humphries,11 out of 15; July 11, R. I. Kidd, 11 out of 155 
July 26, (. Townson. 12 out of 15; Aug, 8, F. Martin, a clean 15; Aug. 
23, G. Pearsall, 14 out of 15. The majority of the boys (including your 
correspondent) who could not hit many of the balls, several of the 
raemibers brought it up at the last meeting to haye birds of some kind, 
The blackbird was spoken of and agreed to, W, Loan, who does all 
the trapping for the club, set to work to secure them for the match 
ou Saturday, Aug. 28. Haying reportid he had some 800 birds, the 
secretary potified the members, who tured out in sueh large foree 
that we bad not enough for 15 each, so substituted 12 birds and 3 balls, 
Av the finish of the birds there were 4 members with 12 straight, 3 with 
11, 6 with 10, and se on down to 7, which was the lowest. Then came 
the fun. The four that shot their twelve had 3 balls each, two of 
them had won in two scores already for the medal. The next match 
was fo have been shoton Sept. 5. This match had to be postponed 
(ao «birds having been caught) until after the annual match. 
The annual match of the club takes place on Wednesday, Oct. 1, and 
following aay, when the first and second class will shoot the first day, 
the third and nursery class on the second day. and the ties on the third 
day, We have now 800 pigeons in the club coop and more coming, 
Our club is now abont 100 strong with about seventy real good solid 
Bporlsmen. Wall particulars I will give you with regard to the presi- 
ent’s medal match, and the annual alse,—R. Morrison. 

BOSTON GUN CLUB.—Tournament at clay-pigeons, at Weilington, 
Mass., Sept. 17,—The Boston & Maine depot was well patronized last 
Wednesday by the shotgun devotees, en route to the now fashionable 
clay pigeon resoré of the Boston Gun Club. Rhode Island, New 
Hampshi/e and Massachusetts were represented by their finest shots. 
Good shooting, good birds, and a splendid day gave the best oppor- 
tunity for one of the best shoots this club has held. 

First event, 5 birds, 1&yds, rise: 
CH DeRochmont,.. ...,,1101i—4 H H Prancis........, .... .10011—3 
(yt) eS) re Sa Gh overy genie ee iy 11010—8 © Wilbur, .:.....+...2...4. 11011—4 
OF Gerrish... .11111—6 
OR Dickey, ....-. .-10111—4 A Fennimore,.....-. 11101—4 
G ASampson . .........,. WM1I—5. WS Perry.........2. . 11011—4 
SCS Gr Wy, fee va, aed le—O, IG AW Garywes } oP, Fy ese... 101 0—8 
BY F AUEN Ba aden 11111—5 MB Cornell,.....-....., - .10000—1 
UGE SPARTOR i ooo ene ell 11110—4, D Chamber's.........,.2..5 10101—3 
a, jal TN dt) yee are ay SA Ta 11101—4 

Gerrish first, DeRochmont, Stanton, and Wilbur second, Cary third, 
Cornell fourth. P 
Second eyent, 7 birds, 5 traps. 1syds. rise: 

UNL fps A ee Pp ee ey W0111-6 Wennimore.....-...):.., 1111010—5 
DeRochmont,........... O111111—6 Gerrish..... .2.,.., -,.,.1110110—5 
Bic kere. Jess a) Pe W11111—7 -Stanton.........55. 5 2s 0111111—6 
Matar Ke Js oie sted aves 1 10170—5 Sampson ...:.20....0.2 Le 0111171—6 
PUTS ee ee ee Seen TOS Allene orn tiie: 1011111—6 
RADY res celts iret ence Q101110—4 Cornell.........,- ees 0010100—2 
TERED. pees aweeea 2 WONT oe Hirahess 8, Joes sed oldddi— 8 
Perry. ~ ,..«1110110—5 
Dickey first, Wilbur and Stanton second, Stark and Tinker third, 

Wary fourth, 
Tait'd event, 2 pair doubles, 5 traps, 15yds. rise: 

DeRochmont,.......... De TG Wii en ess ees 10 10 10—3 
WIGHCV de akae ten oe O01 01 11—4 Sampson,....... ..-.... 10 10 11-4 
EAS eT ha ee | Il 11 10—6 allen: 2)... 8, Sn, 10 00 00—1 
PORN ihe speee ea sare a ae—O) DOMINATE ise ike 10 10 11—4 
Peniwmore..i.......---. 11 10 10—4 Francis............ .... 10 00 01—2 
Sis ee, Pee 10 11 10—4 Knowles................ 01 10 00—2 
ATU E peg) ot eee 2 11 1110-5 DrJames............... 00 10 01—2 
pabambon 22s 11 11 10—5 Carey............ 5.2... 10 11 10—4 
SU AIMBELE curse ad'the weal gas 00 10 00-1 

Perry and DeRochmont first, Gerrish, Tinker and Stanton second, 
Sampson thirk, Walbur fourth. 
Tevth event, 5 birds, 5 traps: 

DeRochmont........ ...., AN oS: Seal ol ee ee eps ms 11111—5 
GHEY vemrtaltiaiiise esas ION = 3 Penny ety eas oe 110114 
VOY felfcreita tt) ee 01011—8 Sampson.................. 01110—3 
TTP ae Se al a AULT — 5 Willie nis oe. ese retsrste ate ee 00111-3 
ECB TS a Sa ties oo 1100135 Winery so a. eee 11110—4 
Gye Uae 20, Spa etme o IOWO—2 Stark. li. fesse 14411—: 
POGT UIT I ta ae ay nels 1)101—4. Wurmis...........,0...0055 11011—4 
LESSON PAs saa ae Oe 1OO1O—2 Allen, ... 2.6... eee eee 11101—4 
LUA cae mak potenes ODO ale are ee cet hantie , 01111—4 
MP AUPIVOS oro atac ose ssicl sie ok gltve 1011—4 Cornell..............220... 01110—8 
Sih itor Sule SRO eee are 11001—3. Francis ..............2.... 1111—5 

Francis first, DeRochmont and Fennimore second, Jenkins and 
Gerrish third, Cutting and Snow fourth, 

Fifth event, 3 pair doubles: 
MOUs ieee wna cn delng os TIP T= 6) AMG cs do eas Fee 10 11 10—4 
LUE eid es a Shera 10 5 MBpicen es os, eae 10 10 10—8 
Fennimore,......-.-.-. Itt JIG Braneisy. ie sete. ses 11 11 10-5 
SAMPSOB. 24-2 2-e cee. 11 11 TI—6 Snow -... -. snes cers 11 00 10—38 
Demkinss jl. 255 2 2s. 10 60 10—2 DeRochmont........... 00 11 10—3 
ULV Et al. cee bse peretwreislele 1 10 05 Pern ae set egat ee or 11 10 11—5 
MOENATLI Sy Tew ace soe 10 11 11—5 ~=Wilbur..- 11 10 10—4 
Sinise streets we soit 00 11 00—2 Knowles..........-....- 11 01 10—4 
JAWES 1025-1, ssens-2-11 10 11—5 Stamton.... ... 244 .<.,10 00 00—1 
VIS. ue OL a WwW 11 10—4 

Gerrish. Fennimore and Sampson first, James Cary second, Wilbur 
third, DeRuchmont and Tinker fourth. 

Sixth event, 7 birds, 5 traps: Wis. 
DeRochmont,-----....-- 1121011—6  Knowles........ ......,. 0011001—8 
BAIN Yee ep pone ., 1111000—4 Franeis....... 
Gerrish.... ~0111171—6 Stark ..,....., 14111117 
Sampson...,.-- .. 0100011—3 Cornell,. 1001010—3 
SIEHEWSsecbertecwees es ,.4100010—3 Cary ...., 1110100—4 
DIGG ye eter see, be 1100011—4 A W Gore. .., 0101111—5 
EU) Ree a ha ues 0103110—4 Stanton... ,--+ 1001010—8 
BVTIG tir eS is oe ees ey TAFT AP eSATA fuvslep teases 1011101—5 
NE Ps fee eee cua be TOT RI Ib plELMeS one ree eee .. .1101010—4 
HS Belcher... ...-2-:.,.. 1110110—5 Allen eee pees yee O111710—5 
YS) (hok hu0 (0) oe rn 0171111—6 Tinker....,..,....--- ...1101001—4 
1 eh ie ele oO Saree ee 1111101—6 
Wilbur, Francis and Stark first; Fennimore second, Allen third, 

Perry and Tinker fourth, } 
Seventh event, 8 pair doubles, 16yds. rise: 1 : 

2h} EE ee 0 ee 10 10 —3 Fennimore.,..... .-. 10 112 10—4 
Aa ALE et ey cney Oe 1 11 11-6 Gorwell....,....-...,,10 11 00-38 
DeRoehmont......... Tt 31 10—5 Knowles; 2 ..4..... 10 10 1i—4 
Getrish.......,....-0.11 10 01—4 SOW) so cence yeecse- 10 01 11-4 
Sampsoh ....... wi... 11 O01 O1—4 James 2... p02) .ee: 10 60 11-3 
JETS ge eon OPP 10 21 10-4 Tinker.............. 10 11 10-4 
Joukius a1 10—4 Francis...........--.. 11 01 00-3 

DeRochmont............ LUI =F Dickey... vl. esses 1111100—5 
IPETIIEEA Sets asa dWelde apts 1110111—6 Stanton ........--.-..... 1111110—6 
PAMPSON Sioa e ssn see O01O1Oyy, ~ “Alem? sos 2/22 Soe 1110011—5 

Lift) (oe Ses SAEED omcre, TOOH0OW.  Guttitte. , on. = 2 eee ae 0011111—5 
FPenriita sre... wus. ceehl hdd a Ore aes eee og gan ,1010L00—3 
MOINS Oke dike keeper ,011111—6 Williams................ 1101101—5 
EMU at oy a Pa ok wieie obs es OOOIIII—A BYOW oa eee c eee ee 1100001—3 
Stark eee DiGi Ol ——b Vee AO Sr les orci 0 1011010—4 
Wilbur /0171711—6 T Nichols,:::..:......... 1101101—5 
Wurms.. ..1100110—4 Tinker .... . 1000111 —4 
PATIL SS TA cee Or Sores on By 1111711 —7 Cornell........... . 0111101—5 
DeRochmont, Mennimore, yun first; Wilbur, Stanton second; 

Allen and Stark third; Perry fourth. 
Minth event, match between C. M. Stark of Dunbarton, N. H,, and 

G. H. Wurms of Warnersville, Mass., for $100 aside at 50 pigeons 
frou one trap, 2lyds rise., Judges atscoie, W. 8. Perry and O. H. De- 
Rochmont, at trap C. H. Gerrish and O. BR. Dickey: 
yg Vidi ek ees 0011100101001011001011 101101010011111110111111110—3?- 
Stark ..-....,.--. 1901911000114119111111111111010011100011111010010—36 

Tenth event, 5 birds, i%yds. rise: 
DeRochmont..---.,.,,... 011018 Samipson...............-.. 00101 —2 
(Efe east pee, Beene ARES carton wee a inte eet en 00100 =i 
BOLE IG ACs hey see rns O1MI—4 ~Dickey...................: 10011} 
Aye is salen sea eo PEAR Wddi—o Wrancis........ 22.00... A101 —4 
Wola ea ees 1110/4 Fennimore ................ 11111—5 
hea eee, O1100—2 Smow..........---.s- eee ee 11110—4 
Stanton... .- --»---11d11—-5 Smith ....... ae. ee ey 11101—4 

ond, DeRochmont and Dickey third, Wurm fourth, 
Hleyéenth event, 3 pair doucle birds: 
eRuchmont ,..,..--- 10 1i—5 Wennimore.............4 11 10 ni—s 

Distoy FCoE ae ae ae 4 Of 11! df —5» Prancis®.. i... ose. ii 11 11-6 
Gerrjsiwe cee. 2. a 10 01 10—8 Gore.......5.5...., vaes 10-01 11—4 
Wilbur..... I rahe) erkes oh Wd 1 VI—6 James---: cis nae pices 11 11 01—5 
WEIN, geegepsirecr is. s 11 10 10—5 ~Sampson,....... peers Ol 11 10—4 
Snow... ...-., ea 8a 5 ii ii 1i—6 TEMAS. ose peek oe peervedl 11 00-4 
PORE Vaw: Coen eres tenor 01 10 0i—3 Diuker...,.....:......,,11 11 10—5 
Estate tae eles dq (aA A 10 01 10—8 Wommell 5.5... esse: 60 10 11—3 

Sampson third, Perry fourth, - ; ee 
fome miss-and-out matehes concluded a fine day's sport, Nichols 

and Fennimore taking the first, Stark and Dickey jhe second, Nichols, 
Pennimore and Win'm talking the last, in the order mentioned. 

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION.—Phe four th annual convention o 
thé Oalifornia State Sportsmen’s Association will be held at Lo 

Angeles, Oct, 2-4, under the auspices of the Recreation Gun Club. The 
Programme provides: Thursday, Oct. 2. Commitee on reception will 
meet delegates on the train and esco:t them to Los Angeles, arriving 
aviP.M. Drive through city, orchards and vineyards, Meeting of 
convention. Address of welcome. Friday, Oct. 8. Pigéon shooting, 
open to all members of the State Association. 8 P. M., convention. 
Saturday, Oct.4, Convention will go mto camp for a quail shoot as 
pees of the Recreation Gun Team, returning Monday evening. 7 P. 

:, Sporbsnian’s game supper. 

WOROESTER, Mass., Sept 17,—There were about twenty members 
of the South End Gun Club and friends that went to Oxford yester- 
day to attend a mateh between the club here and the one there, The 
following score tells the work of each: 

South End Chib. Oxford Club. 
W_L Davis, ....411111110101111—18 A Appleby ..... 100001001110100— 6 
J W Wright... 00000110111101i— 8 G Ajppieby..... 100010111011111—10 
AB F Kinney. .011111111111011—18 LIngraham....110011111111010-71 
HS Poore...... 110011110111010-10 G Rich,......... 100101110010100— 7 
O A Doane ..... 110111001111111—12 Hf Moffatt...... 110011001110101— 9 
WR Deane... .111010000011001— 7 HSmith...,.... 100111111111110~—12 
JW Davis.... ..10011111001001i— 9 OG Robbins...... 010011101110011— 9 
HA Jewett . ._.011111111101111I—18 CDaodge.,....-. 101110100111111—11 
E Whittaker. . .,10111100111110i—11 
HW Webber, .,111111111111110—14 A R Bowditeh, .111111001111110—12 

110 96 
DR. CARVER is giving shooting exhibitions in Michigan and help- 

ing the Agricultural Fair committees to swell the gatereceipts. Thus 
do the clay-pigeon and the big pumpkin thrive together, 

KNOXVILLE GUN CLUB, Sept. 18.—A gold medal shootfat black- 
bird t .rgets: 
J C Dunean....011111110111011 12 Dy Deaderiek. .101010000101101— 7 
J W Slocum, . ..111711100110110—11 M G@ McClung ..001090100111011— 7 
T GC Hldvidge.. .001111111111100—-41 CG Hebbard. ..001410010010110— va 

M Nicholson, , ..110000010000110— § GW Woods ...101011101111119-11 ! 
A E Mead....... OQUONOO0000I1111— 5 J M Ross. ..,.,; 001111170011011—10 

Win Jenkins, . .011011010101110— 9 C M Woodbury,011010000000001— 4 
Jas Campbell, .111110100101000— & CG Kolhase...... 100000000000010— 2 

was the distanee from the shooter 

A Ingraham, , ..001011110011110— 9 

In straightaway shooting, 70yds. 
at which most of the birds broke. 

SACRAMENTO, Sept. 14.—At Agricultural Park this morming there 
was a good attendance to witness the monthly shoot of the Forester 
Gun Club, which resulted as follows: 
Todd, 26yds-.....,..111110110010— 8 © Miller, 21yds. _..011401170111— 9 
Watson, 26yds..... 111011111001— 9 Verity, Ziyds,.. .. 100110110100— 6 
Ruhstaller, 2iyds,.111010111001— 8 J Gerber, 26yds.. ,.111111410101—11 
Hekhardt, 2lyds. ,.010001111111— 8 J Kane, 2lyds...,..111011101000— 7 
Seroth, 2iyds...... 111111171001—10  ‘Tebbets, 2lyds....101000011111— 7 
H Gerber, 2lyds...011111111111—11_ Zuvyer, 26yds.... , 110111101110 — 9 
The tie on 11 was shot off at double birds, Henry Gerber winning 

wiha clean score, Pool shooting was then in order, 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Sept, 20,—The rain this afternoon put a 
stop bo a fine halfi-day’s sport of the Malden Gun Club. Mr. Scott 
took the gold medal from Mr. Dutton and was challenged by some 
half dozen, but the rain put an end to the sport, The other events 
were: 

First event, 5 birds—DeRochmont and Snow diyidéd first, Crosby 
and Field divided second. 
recone eyent, 5 blackbirds—Field first, Snow second, DeRochmont 

third. 
Third event, 10 clay-birds—Field first, Saow and DeRochmont diyided 

second, Crosby third. 
Fourth event, 5 blackbirds—Crosby and Scott divided first, DeRoch- 

mont and Snow divided second, Field third. 
Fifth event, 5 blackbirds—Dutton first, Field second, Snow third. 
Sixth event, 5 birds—Dutton first, Snow second, DeRochmont third. 
Seventh event, 5 blackbirds—Field and Snow divided first, Dutton 

and Scott divided second. 
Highth event, 5 birds—Dutton first, Field second. 
Ninth event, 5 blackbirds—Snow first. Field second, Crosby third. 
Tenth event, 5 birds—Crosby first, Scott second, Snow and Field 

divided third. 

STARK VS. WURM.—<Editor Forest and Stream: In the recent 
match between Wurm and Stark on the grounds of the Boston Gun 
Club, the birds were trapped by D. Kirkwood, of Boston, and out of 
100 birds thrown, only one was broken by the trap. The time taken 
to shoot the match (each man shootmeg at fifty single birds) was 
twenty-two minutes, I think the aboye shows how quickly the birds 
were handled, and gives good grounds for the claim that Kirkwood is 
one of the best trappers of clay-pigeons. I heard him oifer to Mr. 
Bloom Gf the latter would hold a tournament in Boston) to throw 
ous ne traps, 6,000 birds between nine in the morning and six’ at 
night.—s. 

SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 7.—The Fay and Pearson 100:bird $500 
match at the San Bruno range to-day, was a victory for Fay. The 
match was from ground traps, Hurlingham rules, a0yds. rise, 100 
birds, 80yds. boundary. The following are the scores: 
T Pearson—0J10111111101111011111111100010101111111111011110011 110001 

171110011001111111101111100011111010111110—74, 
Ed Pay—111111111111111111111 0011 101111111001111110114111111110100011 

110111111101110111011111110111110110111—83. 

Canoeing. 

FIXTURES, ° 

Sept. 27.—New York C. C., Fall Regatta. 
Oct. 4.—New York C. C,, Fall Races. : 
Oct. 9.—Rochester C. C., Fall Races at Irondequoit Bay. 

THE FOUR WHO WENT TO SANDY HOOK. 

¢ ‘pt always manages to finish among the first, but he does hate 
to make a start.” 

“Yes, there's no use waiting for him, for he won't start until he gets 
good and ready, and he 1s sure to catch us before long anyhow.” 
Thus said Psyche and Jersey Blue, as on one of thé recent awfully 

hot days they leisurely paddled down New York Ray toward the Nar- 
rows. An uccasional glance astern toward the New York OC. C. house 
showed Tramp getting under way, and finally Dot straggling leis- 
urely after him, and then the fleet was all afloat and the cruise 
begun. Where it would lead them noone knew. It was to last two 
days and a night, and the cruisers were in that blissful state of un- 
certainty as tu their destination produced by the warm weather, the 
absence of any reasou for gomg to any particular place, and the 
preseuce of plenty of provisions and other luxuries that go toward 
mnaking cruising and camping enjoyable. 

The tide was flowing out toward the sea, and for lack of energy 
to struggle against it they drifted with it. In less than an hour the 
leading canoes had threaded their way among the innumerable cratt 
that atways occupy the good anchorage grounds off Tompkinsville, 
had passed the Quarantine Station with the Starin transfer boats 
moored itn front of it, had floated quietly beneath the frowning guns 
of recently-regurisoned Fort Wadsworth, and, clear of the Narrows, 
were in the open waters of the Lower Bay. Here, lashed together, 
Psyche and Jersey Blue drifted, chatted, ate lunch and waited for the 
others. By and by, Dot ranged alongside, and soon Tramp jomed 
the idle fleet. As they drifted they were forced to keep a sharp look- 
out for the great clumsy sloops and schooners that. laden to the 
water’s edgé with brick, sand, or coal from Keyport or the Amboys, 
came lunging sullenly along without offering to give way for any- 
body, as though conscious that their dead weight would carry them 
safely through, or oyer, almost anytning they were likely to en- 
counter. , 

While watching the smoke wreaths from their cigars, the captains 
of the respective canoes composing the fleet consulted as to their 
future movements. Should yey go straight ahead as the tide went, 
and cross the broad expanse of thelowér bay to Sandy Hook? or 
should they cruise along the south shore of Staten Island to the ex- 
treme head of Raritan Bay and along the blue New Jersey shore to 
the Navesink River? To the eastward stretched the sands of Coney 
Island, and beyond it lay Rockaway Inlet and the smooth waters of 
Canarsie Bay, Should they gothere? As they talked the outflowing 
tide bore them on until they found themselves abreast of Hoffman's, 
or the first hospital island, when they finally decided to “let her go 
and make with the tide for Sandy Hook. With uneg pected cunning 
the treacherous tide lured them on until they were below Dix, or the 
second hospital island, where it maliciously turned dead against them, 
At the same time asea breeza began to creep around the corner of 
the Hook, and exert itself to impede their progress. Then the eruis- 
ers seb their teeth and took to their paddles; thatis, allexcept Tramp, 
in his big Pearl canoe. whose sentiments were ambiguously expressed 
by_ another canoeist, who remarked that he would rather neyer 
sail than to have to paddle, But the Pearl carries a big iron center- 
poard, and is ableto beat against wind and tide, which the others 
were not. . F 
As the freshening breeze met the incoming tide with ils long ocean 

swell, a nasty chop sea was raised, and the canoes were tossed like 
shuttlecocks from wave to wave. Finally the breeze veered a little, 
80 that sail could be set to advantage, and about sundown the thre 

little fellows scudded slong close to the beach inside the point of 
Sandy Hook until they reached the shelt+r of a little breakwater run- 
ning out from one of the three Hook lighthouses, where the tiny craft 
were beached and preparations were made for going into camp, It 
was fortunate that the alcohol lamps had been brought, because 16 
is against the law to build fires on Sandy Hook, While Psyche cooked 
supper Dot made ready his bed for the nieht, and seteey Blue bur- 
rowed in the sand, uttered unintelligible cries indicative of great Joy, 
an the exuberance of his spirits, sang snatches of piratical sea 

Just as the supper was ready and the darkness of night was suc- 
ceeding the gloom of twilight, Tramp arrived and the party was re- 
united, After sunper tha capoists turned thei attention to the 
natives of the Hook, whose cordial welcome and pressing attentions 
demanded recognition. They crowded around the strangers by thou- 
sands and followed them in ‘eyery movement. Hints that their com- 
pany could be dispensed with were not understood, and entreaties 
that_ they would perers were not heeded, They accepted tobacco 
gladly and begged for more. Their mental opaqueness and moral 
obliquity resisted distinct commands togo, nor was their monumental 
equanimity in the slightest degree disturbed by threats. Finally the 
canoeists undertook to eject them from camp by force, and blows 
were showered upon them. So enraged were our friends ab what 
they considered this unwarranted intrusion into their privacy that 
their blows were delivered with a destructive energy, resulting in the 
death of several of the natives 
“Talk about your mosquitoes,” exclaimed Psyche, “Jersey zalli- 

nippers, Florida mule-killers, and eyen the A. C. A. mosquitoes, who, 
if we may believe the guide books, visited the Thousand Islands this 
year for the first time, all sink into drivéling insignificanes when 
compared with the Sandy Hookers, and I’m blessed if I ever want to 
meet them again,” 
At midnight the exhausted canoeists gave it up, and, in the 
lorious light of the full yellow harvest moon Dot wentin swimming 
ersey Blue strolled away to explore the mysteries of the ruine 
ort, half # mile up the beach, ana Psyche retired to a narrow aud 
ofty platform supported by rotting timbers that!threatened to give 
way beneath his weight, but which was fanned by a refreshing 
breeze. Poor Tramp! ‘This’ was his first camping out experience, 
and lying in his canoe with his ead under the after hatch and the- 
cockpit closely covered by a rubber blanket, he sizzled. stewed and 
smothered till daylight. 
The next morning, on the last of the strong flood, the four drifted 

and paddled through the fleet of yachts at anchor in the Horseshoe 
past the snug harbor of Spermaceti Cove, and on up to the cluster of 
hotels, pavilions, and bathing houses, that nestle at the foot of Nave- 
sink Highlands, They clambered up the steep ascent and the breezy 
platean, on which stand the “widows,” thettwo Highland lights, and 
gazed long on the glorious Sere Ca De outspread beneath them. On re- 
gaining their canoes the cruisers found that the tide had ted and 
was running out; s0, in pursuance of their established policy of 
always canoeing with the tide, they turned their faces down the river 
and homeward., Not a ripple broke the surface of the water which 
was so perfectly transparent, and which flowed so swiftly that the 
canoes Seemed suspended in mid air, as they were hurried noiselessly 
and without a jar, above the changing panorama of the river bottom, 
Near the mouth of the river, on the west side, was discovered a 

spring of deliciously cold we.ter trickling down the red bank, and here 
the yoyagers spent a couple of hours cooking and eating dinner, and 
reveling in absolute and unrebuked idleness. The return trip was 
made under sail as far as the Romer Beacon, but the breeze was so 
light and baffling that from there paddles and the inflowing tide were 
relied upon for further progress. 
The homeward voyage was only interrupted by a friendly call at, 

the hospital ship in the Lower Bay, and the club house was reached. 
about § o'clock, just in time for a elorious swim by moonlight. 
On this cruise it was learned; hat the wise canoeist will always 

eruise with the tide or current. That while Lower New York Bay is 
safe enough in fine weather, it might be very quickly transformed 
into a most dangerous cruising ground for canoes, That the Navesink 
and Shrewsbury rivers offer many attractions to canoeists, and that 
they can be easily reached by cruising, by rail or by steamer. That 
Sandy Hook mosquitoes not only take the cake, the biscuit and the 
cruller, but everything else for which they have a fancy. That Dot 
would rather sleep than eat, but that he ean’t_be left very far behind. 
That more health, strength, appetite, tan, sunburn and fun can be 
gained by a two days’ canoe trip than by the same amount of time 
spent at a desk in a city office. O. K, CHoBneE. 

KNICKERBOCKER C. C. REGATTA, SEPT. 20. 

IKE most of the other races of the past few weeks, the fourth 
annual regatta of the Knickerbocker UC. C., om Saturday, was 

spoiled by a lack of wind. The first race called, paddling, classes 2 
and 4, for members only, half mile, brought out six entries. It was 
won, after a_hard struggle, by R. J, Wilkin, mn the Saskatchewan, 
class 4, with Youth inelass 2. The sailing race was open to non-mem- 
bers, the first open race ever held by the club, Twelve canoes started, 
in threes classes, al 4:50 P. M, ; 

OLASS A 
Name, Owner. _ Club 

Wetter 5. Stes (RPM eR aks £3 5 rece regione K. C, C; 
Osceola... ...s....- . A, FP. Gardiner... ....ec.s- K. C, C., and N. ¥. 

OLASS B, 
Gueny 35s ste sepa William Whitlock........... K: C, C. 
IBYOV VS] ope iree eee rea 4B. D. Brewster.........:-. KEG. 
Marguerita........ wens ook eee GARTH ETL Cele cine tote sjs ote K..C..C, 

TO Pircor gto ete ickceod oe | E. W.. Brown..... let seutete K. C..G, 
1GE4 (aco) CS a eee | Syd 2s SIR 0Cc] ao A KO, €; 
PEGA E Sati ee cote h bse JB NAGaE: 5. oks Jee renee Ki Cc. €, 

OPEN RAGE, 
TTC chs Pes oka ate G. V. R. Sehuyler.......,..N, ¥, C.¢, 
MUcshieya) Fy eee or Gy Jo Ateyens:...3). 0...) 1s ae red Ce ON 
Psyche, ...++--+; Rep te On, WniObe TS aae N. ¥,.C. C. 
TeaT oy het Se Amen eae PP OSS RA Otay oleae ea 5 ae Ni. YC) .O8 

he course was from off the club house to a buoy moored opposite 
the foot of 162d street, half a mile and turn. The wind was very light 
and the tide was strongly down the river, The wind was very light, 
but Guenn went steddily ahead. Soon a heayy squall of rain came 
over the river, causing most of the sailors to hurry home. Guenn, 
Tramp, Psyche, Zip and Doubt finished, Guenn taking the club prize, 
Tramp the prize for non-members, class Bb, aud Psyche the same prize 
in class A, Zip taking second club prize in class B, ; 

After the race an upset race was called, which was wou by R. J. 
Wilkin, in the Tiptop, 

WASHINGTON C. C. FALL REGATTA, 

DPS event took place on the Potomac River, Wednesday afternaon, 
September 17. The sailing race was started at 5 o’clock P. M,, 

with a very slight breeze, and was participated in by the poe 
canoes: Analostan, Everson Shadow, two balance lugs, Rey. 1. S. 
Wynkoop; Wanderer, Everson Shadow, two lateens, H, H. Dodge: - 
Tola, Lansingburg Shadow, combimation lug and Jateen and liteen 
dandy, Arthur Brentano: Belle, Racine Shadow No, 2, lateen, E. W. 
Cady; Potomac, Racine St. Paul, lateen, H. H. Soule; and Rob Roy, 
Waters paper canoe, lateen, F. N. Moore, After beating yain 
against the tide for half an hour the race was declared ojif, the wind 
entirely dying out, with the Iola well in the lead, Potomag second. 
A tandem paddling race, three-quarters of a mile against the tide, 

around a stakeboat and home, was then started, with Commodore 
Wynkoop and J. R, Lake in the Analostan, Vice-Commodore Dodge 
and §&. N. Moore in the Wanderer, W. HW. Witherbee and Gus Maxwin 
in the lola, B. W. Cady and Mr. Cowles in the Belle, and J, B. Mc- 
Queen and @. H. Calyert in an open Herald. Te Wanderer won with 
Analostan a close second, Timenot taken, _ " 
The upset race was won by fF. N. Moore in the Rob Roy, which has 

no airtights, against the Analostan, Wanderer, lula, and ‘Potomac, all 
of which were provided with compartments, On account of approach- 
ing darkness the single pea race, sight entries, was postponed. 
Phe club: is composed mainly of cruisers, and the lateen is the 

favorite sail, one of the canoes which uses the balance lug in races, 
falling back on lateens for cruising. A new 15ft. canoe made here 
for Mr. Soule, the Seneca, is 12 inches deep from gunwaleta keelson, 
and will carry two big lateens. She is intended for open wale work. 

SENECA. 

MOHICAN C, C. CHALLENGE SAILING RACE. 

HE monthly race for the sailing challenge badge and pennant was 
AR contested at Albany on the 12th. Sailis limited to 75ft., partly 
with the idea of giving more equal chances to smallcanoes, All 
classes competed. Course is 3 miles. The hest triangle obtainable in 
this narrow part of the river is one of a milé around which, with a 
west wind, includes only a very short beat to windward across the 
river. And this same west wind which the Mohicans wooei on the 12th 
was very fitful and squally, sometimes a mere breath, anu at others 
a deckwashing gust. Then the windward buoy under the lee of the 
shore is ornamented with wreaths of blue-tinted air, which hang 
around the white flag like the smoke over Vesuvius. Itis nol the 
wind which causes this phenomenon, but its exasperating absence, 
The entries were; Thetis, 14ft. tin.xélin,, P. M. Wackerhagen; 

Snake, 14ft, 6in,x8iin., R! W. Gibson; Henrietta, lft. Gin-x3lin., W. 
B. Wackerhagen; Marion, 14ft.x28in., R. 8. Oliver; Annie O., 14ft, Gin. 
x8lin., H.L, Thomas. At about 20 minutes after 5 the start was 
effected, Messrs. G. Hilton and FP, Mix acting as timekeeper and 
judge, Henrietta crossed the line first, then Thetis, then Annie © , 
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the Snake and Marion following all within fifteen seconds. The 
Annie O. broke a pulley al the outset and lost six minutes in repairing 
the damage, but went on bravely as soon as refitted. 

Upou rouncmg the second buoy after the tack across. the order 
was as follows: Thetis, Snake, Henrietta, Marion, Annie 9., and the 
same places were maintained to the finish, except that the Annie O. 
retired, Time of finish was: Thetis, 56m. 50s.; Snake, 60m, 15s.; 
Henrietta, f5m. 5s. Marion close behind, but time not taken. 

DROP RUDDERS AND SETTEE SAILS. 

Lithitor Worest and Stream. 
In your issue of Sept. 4,in your reflections on the last A, C. A. 

meet and also on canoes, you speak of a certain sail composed of a 
short lateen and batten lug combination, and also of the metallic 
paOP rudder as the Stoddard sail and drop rudder. 

ow in justice to ourselves and to the public, we would respectfully 
ask of you to ee this our protest against this said sail and rudder 
being called Mr. S$. R. Stoddard’s invention, for it is a mistake easily 
proven if required. 5 ; 

The sails and rudder as seen at last A. C. A. meet are not like those 
ef the Atalantis, but as was proposed by us to Mr. Stoddard and ex- 
plained verbally and by pencil sketch#s some time before the keelson 
of said canoe was laid, which were rejected by him at the time, but 
the main features of both were adopted by Mr. Stoddard’s consent, 
but altered in several respects to suit his views, and as we have talen 
steps to protect the rudder we are compelled to publish the above 
statement in respect to beth sail and rudder, giving honor where 
honoris due, The reef gear as now used on both the Atalantis and the 
sails in question, are truly the invention of Mr. Stoddard, whieh are 
considered the bestand quickest way of reefing small sails, and in 
particular this said style of combination sail, and so acknowledged by 
numerous canoeists and others using this style of reef tackle, 

F, Joynmr & Son. 
{in speaking of the rudder and sail mentioned, we used the name 

by which they are most commonly known, as they were first brought 
to the notice of canoeists in connection with the Atalantis, As tothe 
drop rudder, the invention dates back some years. the subject hayin 
been discussed in the London Field four or five years since, an 
several sketches of the device shown. We have seen, four years ago, 
a sketch of a metallic rudder tor a canoe, and while all credit is due 
tothe gentlemen who bave put theidea into practical use, if can 
hardly be called an original invention, ] 

TORONTO C. C, FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 6, 

AH regatta of the Toronte GC. C. was partially spoiled by the lack 
of wind for the sailin 

Magpie, M. BH. Johnson... 6... eee ee eee aks 4 ahi ae ows. 
Vata Palen Way MIM SO) pup ecn loa Lane n ie dil Jute. amin, 
LSP) 6) Sue) wes Wes 230 Cf =<2) 00] 25 ¢ 834\nin 
ROA GAIN sess NVI TOICIRSCOIUN oh cinlaheleelgiafe!adelehelll | Salers} cdebeletcicbeleteheseleleluye min. 
IB OLGRRS EMI HEN BUA OT ae) Wis alin Wile Weree a ae elias ie nleluiellle balled §34min. 

Mr. Johnson won over these handicaps, taking for first prize the 
paddling challenge cup. A camp stove, knife and belt were also 
given as prizes. 
The on# mile tandem race, open to all, The ¢ : brought out siz open canoes 

with Se paddies, the crews heing: : 
L, H. Whittemore and R, H. Boulton........--.-..,-, ick eae ees Aya! 
George T. Alexander and E. B. Freeland...,... en ee = 5 a Bf ests 4: 2 
James Scott and Arthur H. Scott..........- Vititeedt tt 1 Way £3 pen. 
Jobn Sanson and Alex Clarkson....... i oy Cee che ae toe! 0 
J.S. Thomson and Geo, Castle.......,.....,.+-- ree ee Pet eet: Se 0 
Henry Hayes and Hugh V. Payne. als ck este cee cnsle ee doe 0 

After a close contest they finished in the order named, The prizes 
were a silver dressing case, two silyer cups, and a box of cigars. 

Mx. Jobuson had no competitor in the upset race, but gave an ex- 
hibition of cunoe gymnastics. The sailing race was started, but did 
not finish owing to a lack of wind, 

BROCKVILLE C. C. RACES, SEPT, 8 AND 9Q. 

Hi regatta of the Brockville C, C, took place on Sept. 8 and 9, 
the sailing race being postponed from the first day, as there was 

no wind, Thepaddling races were as follows; 
Single Paddle Race—Won by T. A, McCullough. J. C. Smart second, 

J. Crysler thiid, ) 
Doubie Paddie Race—Won by J. Crysler and W. Mathan; T, A. 

MeCullough and Charles Dresser second, George A. Dana and J. OG, 
Smart third. 
Three Paddles—Won by K. Pill. W. S, Clouston and F. Gibson; B. 

W. Richards, W. Chaffey and J, Publow second. 
Upset Race—Won by Master George Wilkinson. Time—30 seconds. 
On the following day the sailing races took place, the boats being 

in four classes: 
‘ Canoes with Centerboards—Won by B. W. Richards; second, Ford 
Jones, 
eae ebes without Centerboards—Won hy B, W. Richards; second, B. 

tt. 
Skiffs with Centerboards—Won by B. W, Richards: second, W. 8. 

Clouston, 
Skiffs without Centerboards—Won by C. McLean; second, J. Crysler. 

A REGATTA AT ALBANY OCT, 4, 

Editor Forest and Stream, 
In view ot the meeting of the executive committee A. C. A at 

Albany, on the ith of October, the Mohican ©. C. has decided to hold 
a regatta on fhe afternoon of that day for the entertainment of the 
expected visiting canoeists. Four prizes have so far heen offered, to 
be competed for in sailing races by all comers in A and B class 
canoes. 
By direction of the club, the secretary herewith extends, through 

the medium of Fores? AND STREAM, to all canoeists an urgent invita- 
tion to come to Albany and take part in the proposed races. 

B, Farnow, Secretary M, C, ©. 

The secretary of the M. C. C. requests canoeists intending to par- 
ticipate in the races on the 4th of October to inform him of their in- 
tention 4 few daysbefcrethatday. Address B. Fernow, Albany, N. Y. 

THE DOT IN OREGON,—By permission of Mr. Vaux we publish 
the following extract from a letter from Portland, Oregon, concern- 
ng esnocing there Thisis the fourth canoe built from the lines 
published in Forest anp Srream of May 24, 1883. The Oneonta 
O. C., of which Mr. Walker is purser, will have five canoes on ex- 
hibition in the Mechanics’ Fair; 

“I baye nearly completed a canoe from the lines of the Dot, as fur- 
nished ip an issue of a year since, Wehaye an active organization 
of nearly thirty canoeists, with five complete canoés, five under con- 
struction, and a prospect of eighte-n to twenty at our first meet and 
erbise next spring, but | am desirous to start the Aleen, my canoe, 
with a good record. Yours truly, Witt H. Wanker.” 

NEW YORE C.C. FALL REGATTA.—The annual fall regatta of 
the New York C. C. will take place on Saturday, Sept. 27, instead of 
Oct, 4, as originally announced. as the latter is the date of the execu- 
tive committee meeting in Albany. Theraces will be called at 3:30 
at ihe club house, New Brighton, Staten Island, Visitors can take 
the North Shore Ferry to New Brighton, or South Shore to Tompkins- 
ville. The programme includes sailing races for classes A. and B., 
paddling races, classes? and 4, anda tandem race. These races are 
open to all canoeisis., Prizes will be given to the winners. ] 

A QUEER VISITOR TO A CANOH,—A very remarkable occurrence 
took place toward the close of the races. Mr. W.S. Clouston was 
cruising near the judges’ boat when he was very much alarmed and 
surprised to see a sturgeon jump from the water and land in bis boat. 
With some difficulty is was lashed in the boat and taken ashore, It 
measures 4ft, Sin. Im length and weighs forty-two pounds. The fishis 
now here, and persons who are of the opinion that the above is a 
“fish Sy can satisty themselves by viewing the monster,—Brock- 
ville cor. Toronto Globe, Sept. 10. 

A COATING FOR BOATS AND CANOES.—Editoy Forest and 
Stream: Ihavetried the following and find it to be all thatis claimed 
for it. IT copy it as follows from Dr. Chase's receipt book: ‘Take 
boiled linsead oil and give the canoé a coat with a brush, then imme- 
diatély sprinkle dry whiting wpon it, and rub it in well with the hand 
or an old stiff brush. The whiting absorbs the oil, and the pores of 
the wood are thus filled with a perfect coat of putty which will last 
forages, and water will not have any effect upon it.'"—Canoxrst. 

CANOE RACING IN SAN FRANCISCO.—The first canoe races on 
the Pacifie coast took place on Sept. 61n San Francisco, in connec- 
tion with the regalta of the Columbla Rowing Club. Besides the 
regular shell races there was a canoe race, under paddle, four start- 
ers, wou by Mr, Campbell, ina light skin bidarka, Mr. Davis being 
second. The sailing race htought out also four canoes: Zephyr, W. 
W. Blow; Hattie Bell, Wm. 8, Byrnes; Moth, G. Barrett; Folly, Will 
Brooks, The Zephyr won, with Hattie Bell second, 

PAYONNE C. C.—The starters in the tandem team on Sept. 13 were 
as follows, the Mist winning by 4ft.: Mist—F_ B. Collins and R. N. 
Vienot, first; Essex—Mr. Hillier and Mr. Hesse, second; Ella—G. w. 
Heard and 'T. F. Garrett, third: Kelpie—a. F. Fleming and C. 
Saat fourth. 

——— 

P.M 
classified canoes. At 4:30 P. M., paddling, 1 mile with turn: — 4 
Olass Il.; No. 5, Class IV. First and second prizes will be given if 
three start in Nos 1 and 2; first prizein No, 3. The races will be 
under the A. C. A. rules. 

—— 

CANOE RACES AT ALBANY.—The Mohican C. C. have extended 
an invitation to canoeisits to be present on Digan y Oct. 4, and take 

0 art in aiegatta. The programme includes the following races; At 
sailing: No.1, Class A, no limit; No. 2, Class B; Stat un- 

0. 4, 

ROCHESTER C. C.—Hditor Forest and Stream: The second race 
of the kochester ©. C., in the series for the Andrews cup, oceurred at 
Trondequoit Bay, Sept. 18. 
class B; Margaret, Stewart, class B; Eleanor, Angle, class B, Huff, 
Moody, class A, Course triangiilar, 3 miles. Wind light and shifting 
from north to west. 
Huff third. The Mleanor did not finish.—Marr ANeLE. 

The entries were: Prudence, Wilson, 

Won by Prudence in 50.15, Margaret second, 

A NEW CANOE CLUB.—On Thursday evening, Aug. 22, at the 
residence of Wm, H. Chadwick, in Cohoes, N. Y.. a canoe club was 
organized to be known as the Mariposa, with the following officers 
tor the ensuing year: Commodore, Chas. B. Smith; vice-commo- 
dore, Albert . Johnson; recording secretary, F. 8. Wright; 
financial secretary, Wm. H. Chadwick; treasurer, Guy E. Cumner. 

Pachting. 
FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht clubs will please send early notice of pra- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Sept. 27.—Raritan Y. C., Open Sweepstakes. 
Sept. 27.— West Lynn Y¥. ©., Second Championship Match. 
Sept. stam City Y.C., Review and Harbor Cruise. 
Oct. 2%—New Jersey Y. C., Fall Matches, 
Oct. 5,—Quaker City ¥, C., Closing Review and Crnise. 

PACIFIC Y. C.-ANNUAL REGATTA SEPT. 9. 

F OLLOWING close on tne races of the San Francisco Y. C., the 
Pacific Y. C. held their regatta on Sept. 9,,over the following 

course: From an imaginary line between Long Bridge and Mission 
Rock, to and around stakeboat off Hunter’s Point, thence to and 
around stakeboat off Oakland Bar, thence to and around stakeboat 
off Fort Point wharf, leaying sfakeboats on port hand, thenee back 
over same course, leaving stakeboats on starboard hand, to point of 
starting, distance twenty-eizht miles, 
The yachts were divided into two classes, Nellie, Lurline and Fleur 

de Lis in the first, and Annie, Rambler and Eya in the second. Six 
prizes were offered; the club flag for hest corrected time over the 
course, a special prize for best elapsed time, and first atid second 
prizes for corrected time in each class. ; 

At noon, besides the contestants, the Chispa, Aggie, Virginia, Hal- 
cyon, Casco and other yachts, with the judges’ tug Katy, wereready 
at the start, while a large number of spectators were on the neigabor- 
ing docks and Telegraph Hill. At 1P. M. the gun was fired, and at 
1:01:12 Rambler went across under gafitopsails, staysail, two water- 
sails and balloon jib. Annie following at 1:08:30, all the others being 
handicapped. All were under full sail, spreaving as much canvas as 
possible to catch yery ent wind, Nellie, carrying a square-headed 
topsail and big balloon jib, was soon second, making up the small Joss 
op the start, while in the second class Annie had Jeft both of the two- 
stickers. 

When the kites came down and sheets in off the Oakland Bar stake- 
boat, Nellie began to show up, and at the sea wall was first boat, 
rounding the Fort Point mark 1m. 15s. ahead of Lurline, and 1m. 50s, 
abead of Fleur de Lis. Kites wereset again fortherun to Oakland Bar, 
the wind falling very light at times. 

At Meige’s wharf, Lurline was first, but off Goat Island, Nellie and 
Fleur de Lis both ee her, the former having a lead of 39 seconds 
at Oakland Bar. The closest fight of the day was from this point 
home, the breeze had freshened and under it Nellie held her place for 
a time, but finally gave way to the keel boat, which had left Fleur de 
Lis and was flying along, fnally coming in ahead by im, 45s, Fleur 
de Lis was obliged to tack near the line, but Nellie came over without 
going about, thanks to a skillfully executed pilot's luff. Annie won 
easily in the second class, soon taking first place and holding it, The 
times were: ‘ 

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected, 
5 13 10 4 03 10 4 03 10 
6 I4 55 4 04 55 8 55 238 
5 15 30 406 30 3 53 86 
5 29 20 4 20 50 4 00 48 
5 44 00 4°33 39 410 20 
6 08 20 5 02 08 4 17 20 

Nellie wins the club flag and first prize in class A; Lurline wins 
prize for elapsed time; Fleur de Lis, second in class A: Annie and 
Eva first and second in class B, 

BEVERLY Y. C. RACES, 

MONUMENT BEACH. 

UHSDAY, Sept. 16, at Monument Beach, a couple of very exciting 
matches were sailed by the crack first class cats of the Bayerly 

Y. C. Tn $i or ‘82 the Mattie had an easy task in beating anything in 
the bay, but in *83 the Atalanta Bpneee She is a hitle larger than 
Mattie, and rather more than divided the honors with her. This spring 
a series of close matches was looked for between the two boats, and no 
worthy competitor was expected; but Mr. Hanley, the boat builder, 
brought ont a new boat, the Surprise, which has won every open race 
in the bay this season, but hay had moderate or light weather, her 
only defeat having been by Tantrum, in a two-reef breeze. She has 
recently been purchased by Tantrum’s owner and brought into the 
club. Atalanta recently challénged Surprise to race from the Pines 
buoy to West Island and back in a double-reef breeze. Thechallenge 
was accepted, and after waiting some days fora breeze they got it 
with a vengeance. 
On the 15th it blew half a gale8. W.in Massachusetts Bay, and a 

great deal harderin Buzzard’s Bay, asis usual with southwesters 
All the old yachtsmen anu boatmen said they had never seen it blow 
so hard in the bay. The water was being blown along in sheets, and 
none but the racing boats were cut, 

Both Surprises and Atalanta were on hand, under four reefs, and 
both had all the wind they could stand. Surprise had rather the best 
of it, as her reefs were largerand the balance of her sail smaller than 
se ale who was forced to tie down a piece of the sail above the 
reefs. 
The course was changed to the following; From Piae’s Buoy, round 

Bird Island Buoy, Seraggy Neck Buoy and return; 8 miles. After 
going about a mile to windward Atalanta was half full of water, in 
spite cf her pumps, and gaveitup. Surprise was getting along very 
well, although she had to keep the pumps agoing. Surprise takesthe 
stakes, She is 27.3 1-6, sailing length, and belongs to Mr. James M. 
Codman. Atalanta is 29.744, and belongs to Mr. Isaac R. Thomas. 
After this match was over, the Mattie, 28.1014, Vice-Com. Stockton, 

put in an appearance and arranged a match with Surprise over same 
course. The starh was made at Once, and after a very close and ex- 
citing match Surprise wou by about two minutes. She carried her 
four-reefed sail, while Mattie, who has added a piece to the head of 
her sail, could not carry hers full, and had to keep it shaking all the 
ney The race was a plucky one, and Mr. Codman can feel proud of 

Oat. 
NAHANT, SEPT, 20. 

The day opened cloudy, with a light S.W, wind, which prevented 
the boats from the easbward from arriyingon time. For half an hour 
before the start, however, it was rapidly breezing up, and at 12, when 
the preparatory gun was fired, a strong sou’ wester was blowing. 
As the race was open to D. Y. C., it was sailed under N. E. Y. R. A. 

rules. The first class champion pennant tie was also sailed off. open 
to Countess, Cricket, and Thialfi. 
The first class gun was fired at 12:05, and only three boats started 

out of eight entries, although Raven was on the ground. Queen Mab 
got the best of the start; then Countess, with Bessie some seconds 
astern. Their ccurse took them dead to windward to Winthrop Head; 
then a fres run to the Graves Buoy, and home with the wind on the 
quarter; 104s miles. 
The second class started at 12:10, Spider crossing as the gun went 

off, with Thisbe, Amy, Scamp, Madelon and Elf together a few sec- 
onds later, and Reta bringing up the rear. 
The four third class boats tyvent off well together at 12:15. The course 

for the catboats took them round Winthrop Buoy and return, 7 miles. 
Thisbe had iv a single reef, Bessie carried small topsail, Countess no 
topsail, balance carried whole mainsails. 

they got up by Winthrop Head they got the puffs hot and heavy, 
and Scamp, Queen and Nonpariel hauled out and went home. 
About 1B, M,, Thialfi, Gem, Witch and Eugenia arrived from the 

veiet Nat having bad a dead beat all the way and a light wind to 

The judges individually offered them a special prize on real time if 
they beat the boats ahead, and Thialfi and Gem started off at 1:25, 
both carrying working topsails. Thialfi had but two men aboard, 
her crew having gous to Nabant to meet her, waited in vain till after 
the start and then left, 
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At the starf and as far as could be seen from the judges’ boat. 
Thialfi was beating Gem badly, Soon after this the catboats ap- 
peared, with all the wind they wanted, many of them having their 
peaks lowered and Mirage having carried away the jaws of her galf. 
They were soon followed by first class. Countess and Queen Mab 
carrying light sails, but Bessie taking it easy under the same sail she 
carried to windward. It looked asif a little more sailfull would haye 
given her first place. 

After aliong interval Gem and Thialfi came in close together, the 
latter under two sails only, Apparently, her crew was too small to 
set light sails, which she could certainly haye earried. 

In the summary Gem and Thialfi are timed from the regular gun, 
12;05; their times for special prize are also given, these bemg their 
real time. Following is the summary} 

FIRST GLASS. — 
4 Length. Actual, Corrected. 
Countess, B.Y.©., Geo. B. Chase, slp. ..30.00 2 05 30 1 86 54 
Gem, B.Y.C., H. W. Savage, sip... .... 25.11 3 29 10 2 56 32 
eM: LOL RECA shan Mel dlean eee ee 2.09 10 1 36 382 
Queen Mab, D,Y.C., Burwell & Litch- 

GIORCAT Tet ante ee oe ee ataley Bre 22,144 2 09 30 1 82 18 
Thialfii, B.Y.C,, Amos Cotting, sIp....,.28.10 3 30 38 3 00 58 
Thialfi, for special. .................-5 it 210 38 1 40 58 
Bessie, 34 length, B. Y.C,, Chas. P. 

Curtis, sehr. ............ eee 21.04 211 50 1 388028 

. SECOND CLASS. ; 
Thisbe, D,Y.C., §. A. Freeman, cat...... 20 616 1 43 30 17711 
Elf, D.Y.C.. M, P. Barker, cat ......... 19.11 1 44 30 1 1? 82! 
Amy, D:¥.C., BE. W. Baxter, cat........ 20.10 1 45 00 1 18 57 
Madelon, D.Y.0.,W. A. Tucker, cat....20 07 1 49 30 1 23.11 
tpider, B.Y.C,, Walter Abbott, cat..... 18.416 1 50 30 1 21 683i 
Rita, B.¥ C., H. B. Richardson, cat... 1 55 30 
Hornet, B.Y.C., H. L. Harding, cat....18 11 1 55 46 27 42 
Scamp, D.Y.C,, Frank Gray, cat. _....i18.434 Withdrew. 

THIRD GLASS. 
Mirage, B.Y.C,, L. M.. Clark, cat......._ 17:5} 1 50 45 1 21 03: 
Psyche, B.Y.C.,R. D, Sears, cat.... ... 17 5 1 63 10 1 28 2% 
Guenn, D.Y.C., W. L. Dearborn, cat...17.74 Withdrew. 
Nonpariel, D.Y.C., E. Lanning, cat..._. 16.844 Withdrew, 
Hornet went wrong side of stakeboat at finish, Madelon protested 

Amy for fouling the buoy; Queen Mab, Thisbe and Mirage take first 
prizes, Bessie, BIE and Psyche second piizes. Countess takes and 
holds the pennant. BLUE WITH A GOLD CASTLE. 

FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 29. 

HE weather on Monday was more favorable for yachting than on 
any previous race day for some time past, the usual order this 

fall having been a drift, but on this occassion a strong southwest 
wind made hard work for the crews and quick time for the boats in 
the fall regatta of the Harlem Y.C, The course was from Oak Point 
to Sands Point and back, 20 miles in all. 
Nineteen yachts started as follows; 

HARLEM Y. C., 

Length. Time, 
Little Anna, D. Kelly, Jr.....-:-.. .-..-s)a-sn20-- -19 05 11 15°37 
Jacquetia, Ho Torbush2<3s2.% ash: asasas- tool enon 18.06 di 165 45 
Goodeneuch sR Tape ssss.ee. peer alee eeurinns 1.07 11 15 50 
Verne AWise LHOl Muse teat ta er teen ieec oop teeee 15.00 1i 16 00 
Hila (A+ he Vaid enhoots-+:k wees, Se ee en 17.00 1! 16 05 
Little Dean, C. Rae, Jr.............. BATT re oe ee 16 09 1i 16 15 
Katie On Hy Gob bilipsers 1) sere sec rseieiicbent tenes 13 01 11 16 30 
Silver King, A.P. Sta: nope,........2. 1. eee ee ee 18.10% 11 17 30 
Minnie, Engelhart & Weisbecker....... -.........- 21.09 11 21 10 
PTruatit te see Srkuny eae er peiiietes poe ental 24.00 ti 21 40 
GTISNIG eben OOM Men dani ast santa oraietelicl ton tale = 24.0446 1] 22 08 
IR) Ey ESR TL ONT be afeleh eiel-los elete panic tae eee eevee aa 23,02 11 22 15 
Nettie Thorp, J. W. Thorp........,..............55 24.0836 11 26 00 
Rosetta\A., JR. Smith ov). ee ee a 2311 11 26 10 
Peerless, Lalor & Co........0.2.... 06.2520 ann See, 80 05 11 26 55 
IRSCKIGSSs, We LU LUrSIING yan panr esp dances eretne nies 29,00 11 27 05 
Gna cies Narlber alive eeetieg <> pGan cee ates Hee 24.0346 11 27 07 
H. W. Beecher, J. S. Macduff............ aes ee NOG 11 27 59 
Sasqua, H. Andruss............ -. Wer eal wn een eh nas 36.00 11 80 00 
The wind was aft on the starboard side up to Fort Schuyler, where 

spinnakers were set and jibs boomed out. The H. W. Beecher was 
first around at 12.56:10; Nettie Thorp, 12:57:00; Peerless, 12:57:20; 
Gracie, 12:57:50; Truant, 17:59:05; Rosetta A., 1:00:44; Sasqna, 1:02:42: 
Reckless, 1:03:15; Minnie, 1:05:00; Gussie, 1:06:40; Emily, 1:09:00. 
The way to the finish was all to windward, the boats breakmeg tacks 

and some trying each shore, The wind hell steady to the end, 
The times were: 

FIRST CLASS, 
Start. Kinish, Elapsed, Corrected. 

SASGUal pakecs Soir en -,..11 80 00 2 33 58 3 08 58 
Péerless........ -6- os. 11 26 55 2 56 15 8 29 20 8 18 10 
HiyeW. Beecher... 2.55 11 27 59 2 42 02 3 14 08 3 02 08 
ReckleSsi2 sss es cscs + 11-87 05 3 09 55 332 60 3 18 00 

SECOND CLASS. . 
Nettie Thorp....,...... 11 26 00 2 41 10 3 15 10 
Gracie™ Sais ... 21 2 59 2 41 16 313 17 3 1217 
Rosetta A... i-..c..e- 1i 26 10 2°53 05 3 26 55 3 25 20 - 

THIRD CLASS. 
Wanner es tier ae 11 21 09 3 23 10 4 02 01 ae. 

FOURTH CLASS. 
GUASIG Sa terrerree G7 11 22 02 3 03 18 3.31 16 
Ugab ens roy oes re Sane 11 21 40 2 538 50 3 32 10 3 81 2 
MIMD e8 tr: eet eh di 22 15 3 15 08 3 42 43 3 40 17 

FIPTH CLASS. 
Siilfvey case teats tise: 11 16 05 Disabled, 
Little Dean... 6) ..6555 1 23 28 1 07 08 1 OF 08 
Goodenough .. 1 41 10 1 26 10 1 24 107 
Silver King.... : 1 35 43 1 18 13 1 16 28 
OHI erie: tees 1 45 00 2 29 00 2 95 80 
The winners were H, W, Beecher, first lass; Gracie, second class; 

Minnie, third; Truant, fourth; Little Dean, fifth, 

OPEN SWEEPSTAKES FOR CATAMARANS, 
SEPT. 1s. 

[yan question as to which of thé half dozen catamarans around 
New York is the fastest boat is still as far from a solution ag 

ever, in spite uf the race of last week, which was expected to settle 
it. The race was an open sweepstakes, $25 a side, over a course fi oni 
the lower Communipaw dock at Jersey City to and around buoy No, 
814 on Southwest Spit. Four boats entered: Duplex, Com, Long- 
street and Ogden, 37ft. 6m.; Jessie, Fred. Hughes, 87ft bin.; Hermes, 
Thos. Fearon, 31ft. Gin.; Columbia, George Everson, 30it. The latter 
boat was but 24ft. long, but was obliged to enter as 30ft. long, thus 
being badly handivapped. The allowance of time was one minute 
per foot length, and the race had to be made in six hours. 
The start was made at 11:33:15, with Duplex first over, boom to port 

before a light northerly breeze. Of course the only sails carried 
were jibs and mainsails, The boats went down the wind very rapidly, 
helped by au ebb tide, Duplex, Jessie, Hermes and Columbia. A 
little further down Jessie took the lead, jibing and booming out her 
jib when below the forts, Afteracalm here the wind promised to 
come oul of Raritan Bay, and soon it did freshen a little from that 
direction. Duplex and Jessie led alternately, but che latter was tirst 
at the buoy, luffing around at 1;22:05, but losing some li tle time ia 
getting her sheet in. Close behind, at 1:23:05, was Duples, with a 
crew of three who brought the blocks quickly together, and wera off 
on starboard tack into Raritan Bay, Jessie holding port tack out into 
the Lower Bay. 
Hermes came around at 1:29:40, and the plueky little Columbia but 

12 seconds later, with lee boat almost out of sight under water, Al- 
though so small she was doing excellent work, in spite of the inereas- 
ing force of the wind, Hermes stood up after Duplex, but Columbia 
soou broke tacks and headed up for Coney Island. The bouts fairly 
flew over the water under a steady wind from northwest, Jessie still 
well ahead, but abt 1:85, when just abreast of Buoy 1014, her sail vame 
down with a run, and lett her helpless. The steamer was soon along- 
side and took her in tow. The breakdown, which can hardly be called 
an accident, was due to the sister hooks in her upper throap halyard 
block straightening out. Some day we hope to see shackles or well- 
proportioned solid hooks take the place ot sister hooks for all heayy 
strains; in the meantime, all who use them have only themselves to 
blame when a break-down occurs. 
Duplex and Hermes were now well up Raritan Bay, looking’ for a 

flood tide which should be running, while Columbia was well over to 
the eastward. The hulls, under the strain of wind ana the slight sea, 
were alternately rising and falling in away that would be hi¢hly 
alarming to any one not familiar with their construction, and whodid 
not know that they bear about the same relation to a yacht that the 
India rubber m in of a circus troupe does to an ordinary mortal Tack 
and tack the two leaders worked together through the haze that hing 
over the bay, until those on the steamer were unable to distinguish 
one from thé other, Finally one was seen well ahead near v ort 
Wadsworth, and soon the other was discovered with a distress signal 
flying, close inshore, t 
When she neared the steamer it was seen that she was the Duplex, 

with her starboard hull submerged and one man at the pumps. Her 
seams had opened and allowerl the hull to fill, so she too was taken in 
tow. Meanwhile little Columbia had worked up by Coney Island and 
Fort Lafayette, and was now bound for home. along the Bay Ridge 
shore, but with small chance of saving her time from the Hermes. 
The wind was still fresh. and both boats sailed yery fast. Hermes 
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came in first, her sail reefed by rolling it up inside the boom by anew 
device, and finished at 4:02:45, while Columbia tacked across and came 
down back of Ellis’s Island at 4:19:39. The elapsed times were 4:28:39 
and 4:45:51, the'corrected 4:22:20 and 4:38:21. Hermes wins the purse 
of $100. The judges were Messrs. M. R. Schuyler, Hx-Commodore W. 
L, Dilworth, and John M. Sawyer. These same boats, with one or 
two more, will meet in the N. J. Y, C. races of Oct, 4, 

NEW JERSEY Y. C. OPEN REGATTA. 
NVITATIONS have been sent by the New Jersey Y. C. to all the 
yachtsmen in the vicinity of New York, to join their open regatta 

on Oct, 2. Prizes will be given for four classes: 
A. Catamarans 30ft. and over, prize $30, entrance $5. 
B. Yachts 26ft. and over, prize $30, entrance $5 
C. Yachts 21ft. and under 26ft..piize $25, entrance $3. 
D. Yachts under 2ift., prize $15, entrance $2 
The entries close on Sept, 80. They can be made to E. 8. Barkelew, 

Box 880, or 25 Park Place, N. Y. 
Instead of the old start near the club house, the yachts will rendez- 

vous off Be !loe’s Island, and start from a line between the island dock 
and a stakeboat, avoiding the many ferry boats ot the North River. 
and the fleet of coasters usually anchored off Com munipaw. From 
here the catamarans will go around Buoy 84 on Southwest Spit. 
Classes B and © will round Buoy 13 off Hoffman Tgland, and class D 
round Fort Lafayette. 
The length will be taken as waterline plus 14 overhang, witha time 

allowance of 1 min. per foot in Glass A, 2 min. in classes B and C, and 
igimelassD, All ballast must be kept stationary during the race, 
and erews will be limited to one man for each five feet or fraction 
thereof. Catamarans may carry only mainsail and jibs; cutters, jib, 
mainsail, staysail and working topsail; sloops, under B80ft., jib and 
mainsail only, and catboats mainsail only. 
The New Jersey Y. C.is doing a good work in the promotion of 

small yacht racing, and their efforts deserve the hearty support of 
New York yachtsmen. This coming race gives an opportunity to ail 
to enter, and it rests with owners to make it a success, ‘Che expense 
of araceis small, With limited crews there should be no such diffi- 
culty in manning the boats as happens when fifteen to twenty men 
are required for each boat, and it is surely more creditable to yachts- 
men to saila good race and be beaten than to stay out for fear of a 
beating. There are a number of boats about New York which are 
éligible for these races, and we look to see a fine fleet off Bedloe’s 
Tsland on the 2d. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. REGATTA, SEPT. 19. 

Greene preparations were visible at Port Morris on last Friday 
morning, every one being busy preparing for the fall regatta in 

which all the boats of the club were entered. The 86 entries, how- 
ever, dwindled down to 20 odd starters, and the labors of the Regatta 
Committee, who had made all arrangements for a successful turnout, 
were in vain, as there was atno time durmg the day a good sailing 
breeze, and at last the wind fell entirely and the race was abandoned. 
The course for all but the Eighth Class was around tne Gangway 
Buoy and return, the Kighth Class turning the Fort Schuyler Buoy. 
The start was very pretty in spite sf the light wind, the open boats 

ofthe Third Class taking the lead. The cutter Surf kept well up. 
leading her class at Fort Schuyler Buoy. and surprising some who 
thought she would require a gale of wind to move her. ‘The Aria, in 
the Secend Class, looked yery handsome with her big topsail and 
loose-footed Lapthorne sails, and the Culprit Fay, Mr. Mathews’ new 
boat, looked ready for work, but with all kites spread there was not 
Wind enough toaid her, Last of all came the saucy-looking Sairy 
Gamp, & 14ft, open rowboat rigged for cruising, with two balance 
lugs, but in spite of her small size she kept her place and held on to 
the fieet nobly, 
The drift down was almost devoid of interest, the water was ruffled 

in patches by a light breeze while other spots were smooth and 
shining in the sun, so that one boat would be making some headway 
while another near by would be motionless. At one time two of the 
leaders were side by side heading in the same direction, one free and 
the other close hauled. 
After nearly four hours tedious drifting the Gangway Buoy was 
ounded by the Gracie, Lizzie R. and Nellie R., the others being far 

astern, and it was seen that no race could be made in six hours, so 
the judges’ steamer, Chrystal Stream, took thé leaders in tow and 
started for home, picking up the others as they were overtaken until 
fifteen were in tow, 
_The tangle that ensued on each halt of the steamer afforded con- 

siderable amusement to the spectators but less to the crews, as 
hawsers were fouled, bowsprits poked into cabin windows, bocms 
threatening neighboring sails amid a Babel of pointed remarks. In 
Spite of the tow twice breaking adrift, no mishap occurred, and the 
fleet reached their moorings in safety at dark, The race will be re- 
sailed at an early date. 

YACHT RACE ON THE MANATEE RIVER. 

SWEEPSTAKES race, $50 a side, was sailed on Aug, 26, open to 
all yachts under 80ft. length, on the west coast of Florida. The 

challenge was issued by the yachts Tempest, of Tampa, and Nellie 
Pyfrom, of Cedar Keys, The course was from Braidentown whari, 
on the Manatee River to the buoy in the Northwest channel, near 
Egmont, and return, 30 miles in all, ‘he first prize was two thirds of 
the entrance money. Harly on the morning of the 26th, four boats 
were ready at Palmasola, and at 8 A. M, they staried to beat up to 
Braidentown, four miles above, in avery light breeze. Ati P. M. a 
breeze from the westward sprang up, and the yachts were started. 
The entries were: Nellie Pyfrom 25ft., of Cedar Keys; Tempest 26ft. 
Gin., of Tampa; Maude 19ft. 6in., of Palmetto,and Mischief 25ft., of 
Palmasola. Tempest was first off at 1213:11, Nellie at 1:15, Mischief 
1;15:10, Maude 1:16. The Tempest led in the beat down the river to 
its mouth, where Mischief came up and passed Sneed’s Point buoy 
first, but Tempest soon regained her lead, the other two being now 
astern, From Bgmont wharf to the buoy Mischief was ahead again, 
rounding at 4:68, Tempest 5:1, Maude’s time not being taken and 
Nellie Pyfrom withdrawing from the race, The fifteen miles home 
was dead before the wind, and Tempest was soon away with big bal- 
loon jib drawing, while Mischief, though still ahead, was longer in 
setting her kites. Off the mouth of the river the wind was lighter, 
but Tempest was now ahead, and kept her position to the finish, 
which was at 7:28, with Mischief 7:29:10 and Maude 7:28. 
The allowance was based on length of keel, and was against Tem- 

pest, the largest boat, as she had to allow time to the smaller ones. 

PACIFIC COAST YACHTING NOTES,.—At the annual meeting of 
the Pacifie Y. C, the following Board of Directors was elected: Stew- 
art Menzies, J. V. Coleman, C. O’Connor, W. H. Martensteis, Philip 
Cadue, J, Mervyne Donahue, O. F, Willey. Regatta, Committee -C. 
O’Connor, Geo, Fritch, J. C. Kelley, §, A. Eldvidge, Philip MeGovern. 
The prizes won at the recent 8. F. ¥. C, regatta were presented at the 
club house at Sancelito on Saturday afternoon, A number of yachts 
were moored off the club house, and some forty or fifty yachtsmen 
were present. Mr, C. W. Kellogg, of the regatta committee, on behalf 
of the club, read the committee’s report and presented the prizes. 
The gentlenien who received the prizes responded with appropriate 
remarks, in which they wished success and prosperity to the club, 
and congratulated it on the result of the season's yachting. The 
winner of the first prize and flag of 1884 provided the champagne 
with which success was drank, and general good feeling prevailed. — 
San Francisco Morning Call, Sept. 8. 

OPEN BOATS AT OAK POINT,—In the race from Oak Point 
around the Gangway Buoy on the 2ist between the Hoodoo, of New 
Jersey, and Daisy, of Harlem, the former won by 12m. 44s. A race 
has been arranged between the Gracie and Nettie Thorp 10 miles to 
windward and return, for $250 a side, to take place on Oct. 18. Start- 
ing and booming out ballast is forbidden, and jib and storm jib may 
not be carried at the same time. The time allowance is two minutes 
per foot. The start will be made from Oak Point, Capt. Munsers sail- 
ing the Gracie and Capt. Morrill the Thorp. 

YACHTING ON OAPE COD BAY.—The annual regatta of the 
Provincetown Y, C. was sailed in the harbor on Sept. 16. The yachts 
started at 6:30 o'clock and sailed over a triangular course of 12, miles. A 
fine breeze from the northeast was blowing at the start, but gradu- 
ally moderated. In the first class the Kolus was the winuer, her cor- 
rected time being 1h. 34m, 48s. In the second class. the Minnie won 
in 2h. 9m. 47s. 

NORAH AND ATALANTA,—The Atalanta not haying accepted Mr. 
Bell’s challenge, the Fisher trophy goes to the Norah by default. 

BREAKING UP a MONITOR.—The once famous monitor, Roa- 
noke, built at an enormous expense by the Government, but which 
for a number of years was tied up ata Chester shipyard, is being 
slowly but surely torn asunder at Marcus Hook, Pa., on the Delaware 
River, below Philadelphia. The vessel was sold in November last, at 
a sale of abandoned war vessels, and was purchased by i. Stanard, 
of Westbrook, Conn., for $40,000. Warly in the following month a 
fang of workmen were put on the vessel, and in a short time the 
brass, copper and the most valuable portions of the machin+¢ry were 
removed and sold, realizing, as is alleged, sufficient money to pay for 
the whole vessel and to defray the expense of the removal of the 
iron plates and the heavier and less valuable portions of the vast 
engines and gearing. In April last the craft was towed to the Goy- 
ernment ice piers at Marcus Hook, where the work has since been in 
progress. Large derricks are placed on the deck, by which the huge 
plates are lifted from their positions, after the bolts haye been re- 
moved, by means of machinery driven by an engine. The old boilers 
and portions of the engine still remain im the hold, but the turrets 
and smoke stack have been removed, and but little more remains to 
be done. _ Tt is proposed to tow the hulk to a point in the vicmity of 
New York, where it will be beached and burned to get out the iron. 
The work is being done by a force of twelye Italians, under the super- 
OSS of a Yankee foreman, the men being fed and lodged on board, 
ron Age. 

_A GOOD SEASON'S WORK.—We copy the following from the 
North British Mail, Ulerin is a new boat this year, but her record 1s 
unusually good: ‘Mr. Hamilton’s famous little cutter finished her 
racing career. for 1884 at Dartmouth on Friday, leaving for South- 
ampton (where she lays up) on Saturday last, flying 27 racing flags. 
Of these, 24 were for first prizes and 3 for seconds. and this result out 
of 29 starts is very remarkable work, equalling, if it does not exceed, 
the phenomena! performances of Florence and Madge in their first 
years, or of Annasona in hersecond. Ulerin only began her racing 
career at Liverpool, missing the first ten or a dozen matches in the 
south, else her record might have been stillmoreremarkable. Ulerin 
was sailed throughout the season by Captain John Barr, of Gourock, 
who made the faine of Quiraing, Neptune and May, and to his skillful 
handling Ulerin’s success is in no small measure due.” 

ACCIDENT TO A STEAM YACHT.—The Fra Diayolo, with a party 
of guests on board, ran on the rocks on Friday night last, while run- 
ning down the Sound. Her hull was stove in and propeller badly 
damaged. Some of her passengers reached shore in the yawl boat, 
but two remained om board all night. The following morning she was 
towed down to New York, leaking but able to float. 

PERSONAL.—Mr. C. P. Kunhardt, well-known to our readers, has 
been fortunate in his mining enterprises in Colorado, we learn, and 
will return Hast before the year has been brought to a close, no doubt 
to take part again in yachting affairs and to have a hand io the fight 
for cutters and real yachting, of which he has been the recognized 
exponent in America, 

ACCIDENT TO TWO YACHT SATLORS.—While three of the crew 
of vhe cutter Wenonah were taking out an anchor, the yaw] in which 
they were capsized. One of them clung to the buat and was réscued 
by Captain Harlow, who swam ashore and procured a rowboat, in 
which he went to their assistance, but two of them were drowned. 

RARITAN Y. C.—A sweepstakes regatta will take place over the 
club course at Perth Amboy, on Saturday, Sept. 27, starting at 1 P M. 
The boats will sail in four classes—eabin sloops, open boats over 25ft,, 
open boats under 24ft., catboats. Entrance tee, $3. Entries will be 
received up to 11 A, M. on the day of the race. 

CAPSIZE OF A SANDBAGGER.—-After a good deal of talk and 
trouble, the open sailboat race off Newport, resulted in the capsize of 
the New York boat, Susie S., the Annie of Mystic, the ooly other 
competitor, wining. Susie S. was towedinto New London, 

ACCIDENT TO THE JLEEN.—As the cutter was coming out 
of Newport last week, the rim to which the lower end of forestay 
is made fast parted, and the mast went over the side. She was towed 
to Fall River, where she will lay up for the season, 

NEWARK Y. C. PENNANT RACE,—A race for the club pennant 
will take place on Newark Bay, Sept. 29. between the Cloud, a new 
catboat, which will be sloop-rigged for the occasion, and the Ram- 
bler, which now holds the pennant, 

—THE MILD POWHR CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
To use 30 years.—Each number the special pre- 
scription of an eminent physician.—The only 
Simple. S»fe and Sure Med tines forthe p»onle 
LIST PRINCIPAL NOS, CURES, PRICE. 
1. Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,.,.. .26 
2. AWVorms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic,.. .25 
3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants .25 
4. Diarrhea of Children or Adults...... 2% 
5. Dysentary, Griping. Billious Colic,.. .23 
6. Chols<a Mapas, Vomiting,...... 2% 
7. Ooughs, Cold, Bronchitis..-....-...... 25 
8. Neuralgin, Toothache, Faceache,.... .25 
9. Headaches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo .25 

. Dyspepsia, Bilious Stomach,.. .... .25 

. Suppressed or Painful Periods,.... .25 x 
P Whites, too Profuse Psriods,...... 25 = 
. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... .25 ‘ 
. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 yy 
. Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains,.. . . 

1. Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues 
. Piles, Blind or Bleeding,........ 2 
: a Ba eerie oa See aa eu tate 

hnoping Cough, violent coughs... . 
. General Debility, Physical Weakness.50 
- Kidney Diseqse,...... SLAP AR 5 
. Nervous Debility,.--.. ot sae iene 1.00 
U-inary Weakness, Wetting the bed .60 

2. Disease of the Heart, Palpi.ation. 1.00 
sold by druggists, or sent by the Case,o sin- 

gle Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr. Humphreys’ Book on Disease &c. 
(144 pages), also I lusrrated Catalogue FREB. 
Address, H 'mphreys’ Homeopathic Med- 

fcine Co., 109 Fulton Street, New York, _ 
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“Best” round section rods. 

rod could be made. 

serviceable at a moderate price. 

asked by any other makers, while the rods are widely known to be incomparably superior. 

K. any angular) rod can be perfect, we long believed that with proper work s.anship and material a really good angular 

Being much easier and cheaper to make than round rods, we hoped to be able to offer to those 

anglers who can not afford to pay the price of our ‘‘Best” round rods, a hexagonal rod that would be good and 

We are more than satisfied with the success which has attended our efforts, for we 
s are now able to furnish a hexagonal rod that is really worth haying, and at a price which is only a trifle in advance 

of that asked by other makers, 

In addition to the many styles of round and hexagonal Section Bamboo Rods, we wish to call the attention of anglers to our large 

variety of fine Ash aud Lancewood and Greenheart rods. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for 120-page illustrated catalogue. 

FISHING RODS. 
Having been the pioneers in the manufacture and introduction of Section Bamboo Rods, we have always 

taken great pride in securing and perfecting every improvement in order to maintain our position as the makers of 
the very best rods, Knowing not only theoretically, but also by long experience, that a properly made round rod 

is the only absolutely perfect rod, we have invariably refused, and still do refuse, to pub our name on any but our 

Our prices for these round rods ayerage only about 40 per cent. more than the prices 
While no hexagonal or 

Huery rod guaranteed absolutely hand made, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
48 and 50 Maiden Lane, New York City. 

SILK WORM 
=. GATASA, 35 Broadway, MN. WY., 

Calls the attention of the trade and deulers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heayy Salmon 

from extra heavy to Hine, $5.00. - Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, 
For price list address 

ficial Baits 
EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Flies for all Waters. 

Special patterns tied to order 

OF 

—— 

APPLBTON & LITCHFIBLD 
304 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 

THREE GRADES. 

Rods, Reels, Lines, Arti-|Quelity Unsurpassed. 

Prices lower than any other. 

Delaware Cartridge Co, 
WILMINGTON, 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES, 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co, 

GUT. JAS. FF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

, N. Y. | 180ft., $1.50; 

ackage. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Fine F'ishine Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. "tt 

brass Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., 31.25; 
a it $1.15; 800ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25: 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 

25 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra, Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts,; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts, extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Se Aberdeeen, 
Single gut, 12 ets. per doz.; double, 20 cts. le 

Single Gut Trout and Black 

ut, limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
meak Bent, and AMEE hooks, 

er doz.: treble, 30 cts. per doz ; pub up one-ha ozen in a 
ass Leaders. lyd., 5 ae ; 2yds., 10 cis.; 8yds., 15 cts, Double 

wisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts.; tieble-twisted, 3 length, 10 ets. Trout Flies, 60 cts, per doz. Black Bass 
Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft, long, $1,25 to $5.00. a 3 
Fly Res 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight ‘different "styles of rods for all kinds of fishing, 

Trout and Black Bass 

Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp, Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

DELAWARE, 

acts as a reducer, 

not less than one dozen, by 

Price $2.00. 

hells will be mailed (withvut charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices 
anys For sale in A quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings, J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 
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Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. 
only about half as much. E Weight less than paper shells. — ey 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal. inside diame 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. a , 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 

an advantaze which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. 

Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost 
shoot stronger and closer, and admit 

eris nearly two gauges larger. Load 
Or can be effeetually 

Sample 
quoted to the trade 
000), and erimpers 

HERMANN BOKER & GO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 
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A NEW DEPARTURE IN FORESTRY. 

From what we deem trustworthy information we think 
that the recent meeting of the American Forestry Con- 

gress, at Saratoga, was a real gain to the cause. The organ- 
ization is fortunate iu its aim to unite the forestry interests 
of the whole of North America. Several of the most broad- 
minded and earnest advocates of the needed reforms are from 
Canada. Much more can be done by a society that over- 

looks artificial political houndaries and binds together those 
whose interests are identical, than by one confined to the 

United States, There should, indeed, be local associations, 

and it will be a leading object of this Congress to promote 
them, but there is needed a general association, and this bids 
fair to supply that need, 

It is fortunate also in having for its officers, under its 

present organization, men who know the difficulties of their 

undertaking; who are practical in their ideas and aims; are 
thoroughly in earnest, as is shown by their incurring heavy 

expense to meet and encourage each other and to publish 

their papers and proceedings for the general good and who 

have no private axes to grind. | 

Under the plan adopted at this last meeting of establishing 

alife membership at a fee of ten dollars, a majority of those 

in attendance paid in the money. So that the Congress starts 

off on its new path with over $400 in the treasury. This 
will be used to print the proposed bi-monthly Bulletin which 

will be a medium for the interchange of views and preserve 

the most valuable portions of papers read at the meetings, 
The very competent corresponding secretary, B. E. Fernow 

of Brooklyn, a graduate of the Forestry School of Mitnden, 

Prussia, will, for the present, edit this Bulletin without pay, 
and all who saw and heard him at Saratoga were impressed 
with the fullness and exactness of his knowledge, and the 
thoroughly practical nature of his views, 
The discussions at Saratoga were earnest and at the same 

ime harmonious, There is no division among those who com- 

pose the organization thus far, either as to the necessity of 

vigorous, systematic effort to save the forests, nor as to the 

practical question, What is the first thing to be done? All 

were agreed that to stop forest fires is the main thing, and that 

Jumbermen must take care of their rubbish. There were, to 
be sure, strenuous arguments made by certain representatives 

of the class of Juambermen who want no change, and these 
were listened to with courtesy, and, ag far as it seemed worth 

while and time allowed, counter arguments were brought 

forward. But it surely is not necessary to spend time to 

prove that destruction of forests seriously affects springs, 

streams and climate. Statements such as some quoted from 

Dr. Draper, tending to show that the annual means of stream 
delivery and of temperature in the vicinity of New York had 

probably not been much changed, if at all, since accurate 

observations began, were met by the obvious remark that 

we have to do with extremes and not with means, since the 

extremes may be dangerously great while the means remain 
the same. 

Some very interesting sta‘c nents were made by a French 
gentleman from Detroit, ne 2cd Mathieu, with regard to a 
process of wood distillation cevised by him (and now in 

successful operation on a Jarge scale in Michigan, Obio and 
Pennsylvania), by which it appeared probable that a profit- 

able use could be made of the rubbish now commonly left by 

loggers. Valuable commercial products, such as coal tar, 

wood alcohol, turpentine, resin, etc., are produced in large 
quantities from the volatile portions of wood, and the re- 

mainder is charcoal. It may be that this will go a long way 
toward solving the very perplexing question, How shall we 

prevent forest fires? , 

ADIRONDACK GAME WARDENS. 

N ANOTHER column will be found a communication 
from a well informed correspondent relative to the dis- 

graceful manner in which the game law is systematically 

and continuously violated in the North Woods of New York. 
The guides there openly urge sportsmen to come into the 

woods in June, explaining that at that time of the year they 

can readily jack the deer; and we regret to say there is no 

lack of the supply of shooters who are ready and eager to 

avail themselves of the dishonest services of these guides in 

so killing game out of season. The shame of it is that such 

men come from cities, where they represent the professions 

and are looked upon as honest men. They go on the prin- 

ciple of honesty at home and rascality abroad. They regard 
the laws when at home, defy them when in the woods. 

Game wardens are appointed by the State government to 
nab just such offenders and bring them to punishment. The 

number of these wardens is amply sufficient to do the work; 
but they fail to accomplish the purpose, because they are 

strangers in the woods, unacquainted with the true condi 

tion of things there, wholly in the power of the guides and 

easily hoodwinked and bamboozed by them. The obvious 
remedy for all this is to appoint as wardens men who are at 
home in the woods, who know the game grounds, the habits 

of the deer, and are thoroughly familiar with all the devious 

ways of the guides and the bloodthirsty snobs who do the 
illegal deer killing. The persons hest suited to act as game 

wardens are to be found among the guides themselves. 

There are some of them who are intelligent enough to recog- 
nize the merits and justice of the close season, and brave 

enough, if given proper authority, to bring offenders to 
punishment, 

Set the guides to catch the guides. 

THE IcHTHYOPHAGOUS CLUB WILL Dine at the Murray 

Hill Hotel, this city, Oct. 17. The invitations proclaim 

that ‘“‘those members of the Ichthyophagous Club who sur- 

viyed the last dinner and still possess any portion of their 
digestive apparatus are invited to meet and sample a few 

dishes that have not been tasted since pre-historic man ate 

canned ichthyosaurus with pterodactyl sauce, in the tertiary 

period. New members will be welcomed and may be 

assured that a number of dishes which have been approved by 

educated palates of the nineteenth century will also be 
served. The head taster, the naturalist, and the caterer of 

the elub will be in attendance, as well as the entire medical 

staff, and the corps of coroners and undertakers.” 

OctoBER.—The sportsman’s month is here, and the 

thoughts of an unknown number of thousands of men, young 
and old, lightly turn to thonghts of shooting. Novices may 
see no special difference in the game supply from year to 

year, but the old hands who live in the game districts tell us 

that the outlook for quail and grouse is in 1884 better than 
usual, 

THE DANGERS OF CANOEING. 
ee records of canoeing in this country, extending over a 

period of fifteen years, show an exemption from acci- 

dent that is probably unequally by those of any other active 

outdoor sport of equal popularity, when all the circumstances 

are considered. 

Canoeing is followed largely by boys and young men who 
lack experience with boats, a knowledge of sailing, and that 
caution and careful judgment which comes only from a 
thorough knowledge of the perils of the water; it is practiced 

largely in the vicinity of cities, on waters crowded with tugs 

and vessels of all descriptions, and where the tides and cur- 

Tents are yery strong and dangerous; it offers unusual facili- 

ties for the exploration of unknown and dangerous waters 

that could be reached by no other craft, and there has been 

to a certain extent a desire and incentive to make dangerous 

and useless voyages. A me 

’ No statistics of canoe accidents are to be had, but after an 

intimate connection with canoeing and canoeists, dating back 
to its early days in America, we venture to place the number 

of accidents fairly credited to canoeing at less than ten, We 

can recall ourselves five; one some years ago in San Fran- 
cisco, in which a very young man, Mr, Bannatyne, was 

drowned from a Rob Roy, we believe, in very rough water; 

one on the Hudson two years since, in which two novices 

were upset from a 14 foot single canoe, one being drowned; 

one in Springfield some two years since, and the two recently 
alluded to in our columns, ‘These five were all fatal acci- 

dents, but beyond them there are no minor ones, and we 

have yet to hear of a man maimed in any way or injured by 

over-exertion in canoeing, 

Whether right or not, it is a fact beyond dispute that every 
healthy, manly sport is attended with some danger to those 

who participate in it, and further, without a certain element 

of risk, it would not be what it is now. The propriety of 
this we need not dispute, the fact is beyond question and 

must be accepted. This being the case, and the value of 

such sports in developing the highest qualities of man, not 

only physically but mentally and morally, being more uni- 
versally recognized every day, we may ask whether canoeing 

is more dangerous than its kindred pastimes. The ball and 

cricket field, the football ground, the polo field, all have a 

long score of more or less serious casualties to answer for, 
besides occasional fatal accidents; the wheel is responsible 
for many a broken limb and life-long injury, while the record 

of the course and the hunting field is even worse. Besides 
the accidents by drowning, rowing has an incentive to over- 

exertion that is responsible for the ruined health of many 

who should never have been allowed ona sliding seat, while 

yachting, gunning, gymnastics and all athletic sports have 

their list of victims; but no one on that account proposes 

to restrict young men to the tennis court, the croquet ground 
or billiard table. 

Canoeing is free from one great element of danger that 
prevails with many other sports, the tendency to over-exer- 

tion. The labor of sailing a canoe race of several miles is 

severe, but never violent; the entire body takes part in the 

work, every muscle is brought into play, but there is no 
possibility for a spurt, no sudden strain can be thrown on 

the heart, as in running or rowing, and®no heavy pulling or 

lifting is possible, but, on the contrary, it gives a fair 

amount of labor to arms, legs and back, and calls forth to 

their fullest extent the skill, patience, judgment and powers 
of observation of the canoeist. In paddling races the exer- 
tion approximates more closely to that of rowing, but with 

this material difference, that the work with the compara- 

tively heavy boat and slow pace is thrown on the back, arms 

and Jegs, and not on the heart and lungs. 1f must be under- 

stood clearly that while the amount of work is greater than 

in rowing, the speed is much less and the effect far different. 
The actual power required to propel a racing shell at speed 

is very small, but itis the enormous strain thrown on the 

heart by the necessity of breathing with every stroke, thirty- 

five to forty times per minute, that works the injury; but 

with canoeing the boats are, and will continue to be, of such 

dimensions that their racing speed is much slower, the rate 

of respiration corsequently less, and though the actual work 
in pounds is greater, it is comparatively nothing, and we 
challenge any one to cite a serious or fatal accident due to 

canoe racing in this country, or we believe elsewhere. 

Canoe cruising is attended, of course, with the same dangers 

from colds and sickness that belong to all forms of camp- 
ing and outdoor life and that demand some care and atten- 

tion in matters of diet and clothing, but they need never 
deter a man of ordinary good health, or, with ordinary pru- 

dence, an invalid, except in certain cases. As mentioned 

before, minor accidents, broken limbs asd similar mishaps, 
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are unknown to canoeists; the risks are less than a man 

Tuns whose daily business is in a crowded city reached by a 
ride by boat or rail, and the chances are not worth consider- 

ing, while with bicycling, ball or shooting the list of minor 
injuries is a heavy one each year, . 

The only danger, then, is from drowning, and this may 

be minimized by proper care, The canoe, if of proper 

model, is a remarkably safe boat, its form follows that of 

the whale boats and surf boats, and resembles closely in the 

main features that wonderful little craft, the Sparrowhawk, 

one of the little vessels in which the Pilgrims crossed 

the Atlantic safely, the remains of which were dug up of 

late years. The flat floor, sheer, high buoyant ends with 

air compartments, coupled with the deck, make the canve a 

far safer craft than many boats of two or three times her 

size, Skillfully handled, she should live in very rough 
water, but here is a very important point, and to the neplect 

of it we may probably lay the late accident on Lake Brie, 

A canoe of 80 to 81 inches is usually a yery buoyant boat 

and requires, besides the weight of her crew, considerable 

weight, either of stores or ballast, to steady her, With it 

she sinks to a proper depth, has some hold on the water and 

carries sufficient way to make her easily controlled. With- 

out it she sits lightly on the top of the wave, is tossed hither 
and thither like a cork, and is blown about in a highly dan- 

gerous manner by the wind, all her bulk being out of water, 

A canoe,will live where many boats would instantly swamp, 
but these precautions are necessary in rough water not only 

to canoes but in a still greater degree to the ordinary row- 

boat, a knowledge of the management of the boat in a sea 

and a proper amount of ballast, In addition to these, a, 
canoé has an immense adyantage over a rowboat in being 
decked, but to utilize this she must have suitable hatches 

and apron that can be surely and quickly adjusted in rough 

water. These are seldom needed and so neglected, but to 

be efficient they must cover the well completely, must allow 

the canoeist to free himself instantly if capsized, and must 

be habitually carried within easy reach, as their use is always 
deferred until the last moment, by which time it may be im- 

possible to reach under decK for them. With them the 
danger is greatly lessened and trips are possible that would 

be foolhardy without them. 

The size and model of a canoe are most important consid- 

erations; a beam of 28 inches with flat floor is the least ad- 

missible for a beginner. There are to-day many canoes, 

most, but not all, of amateur build, that are utterly unfit 
for use at all, and many that are safe for experts, but that 

no beginner should be allowed in, and yet they are used by 

boys and children, A correspondent writes us as follows: 
“Yesterday while sailing up the river I saw a canoe, as I 

supposed, from the double paddles, but when it was near 

me it was the crankiest thing I ever saw—barrel hoops and 
sheeting waterproofed, and one could look through the 
thing. In it were a boy and girl; so if you read of a couple 

of canoeists being drowned here, you can make up your 

mind it is they.” But ashort time since a case came under 

our notice in which a gentleman was about to take outa 

lady, who could not swim and was not familiar with boats, 
in a 24inch racing canoe, the crankiest boat in the club. 

To go back to the case of Mr. Reed, his canoe was a 28-inch, 
of poor model, and described by her builders as ‘‘rather 
cranky,” a boat in which long cruises had been safely made 
and large sails carried by a former owner, but a boat that is 

dangerous, cranky, and utterly unfit for any but an experi- 

enced canoeist. 
Here is more of her history from a letter of a Springfield 

canoeist: ‘‘Two weeks ago I was sailing down the river, 

running before a strong north wind, with dandy set only, 
when I noticed a canoe put out from shore half a mile 

below with a large lug sail set, rolling badly, with two 
persons in her. From the way she rolled I knew she could 

not go far, and she did not. Over they went. I got there 

as soon as possible—about ten minutes—and with hard work 

got both ashore, one of them nearly drowned. The canoe was 
the sume one froin which Mr. Reed was drowned six days 
before.” Such occurrences as this do not deserve the name 

of “accidents,”.and it is unfair that canoeing should bear 

the blame for such ignorance and carelessness. Canoeists 

ean do a good work by condemning such boats whenever 

found and discouraging their use. 
Another source of danger, even with a good boat, is the 

ignorance and over-confidence of some canoeists. All navi- 

gation is attended with more or less risk; collision, rapids 
and dangerous waters, especially in the dark, and heavy 

seas. The first requires constant care, a sharp lookout, a 

good lamp at night, and an ample allowance for tides and 

leeway, in passing vessels or stationary objects. About 

docks and piers the tide is usually very swift, with many 

dangerous eddies, and beginners are safer in mid stream; 

buoys and vessels at anchor, and especially bridge piers 

should be avoided when the tide bears the boat down on 
them, anil with rapids and dams a careful examination 

should be made from the shore before attempting them. 
Heavy seas are more or less dangerous, and should be 
avoided unless one is well used to rough water. 

Judgment must also be exercised in reefing and carrying 
gail, especially in rough water. Noone should be ashamed 
to reef in good time, or 10 carry small sails if it seems advis- 
able, and the older canoeists can and should encourage cau- 

tion in beginners, rather than driving them by ridicule or 

jll-judged competition to dangerous risks, 

In some clubs the leaders and officers make it their busi- 
ness to see that the novices are coached as much as possible 

before they go out boldly alone, and this course should, in 
the interests of the club as well as canoeing, be followed by 

all, Many who would have made good canoeists have 
started out with absurd expectations, speedily ended by a 

capsize, and given up canoeing entirely, always afterward 

speaking against it, Canoe clubs should, in the first case, 

consider carefully the qualifications of candidates, and reject 
all who are too young or in any way unfit for the exertion, 

and, for their own sake, they may require that the candidate 
must be able to swim. 

On joining, if unused to boats, the older men should give 

the beginner plain and simple instructions in entering and 

leaving a canoe, handling under paddles, capsizing, righting 

and boarding the canoe, until the beginner has some confi- 

dence in his craft; then he should be taken out with small 

sails and their management explained and illustrated, setting 

sail, reefing, stowing, jibing and tacking, and, if the weather 

permits, a capsize under sail, The learner should be taught 

the importance of order and system with all gear, and above 
all, the necessity of keeping all lines in order, so they will 

not entangle him if capsized, and of haying hatch, apron and 

all gear so fitted that he can free himself instantly. In 

alranging races, much can be done to ayoid accident by a 
choice of a proper course, with a boat ready to render help if 

needed, and in rough and stormy weather the courses should 

be near shore, 

It also rests with the older members of the Association to 

discourage the idea of dangerous cruises merely for the sake 

of notoriety. No good can come of them, and they are 

directly opposed to the ideal canoeing—healthy and pleasant 

recreation afloat. 

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UntoN.—The second annual 

meeting of the A. O, U. is now in session at the American 

Museum of Natural History in this city, having come 
together Sept. 30. Among the members present on Tuesday 
were Prof, J. A, Allen, of Cambridge, Mass.; Dr. Coues and 

Mr. Ridgway, of the Smithsonian Institution; Dr. J. B. 
Holder and Eugene Bicknell, of New York; Dr. C. H, Mer- 
riam, of Locust Grove, N. Y.; John H. Sage, of Portland, 

Conn. ; Dr, Henry Sclater, of London, Eug.; T. 8. Roberts, 

of Minneapolis, and D. G. Elliott, of Staten Island. The 

meeting was called to order by President Allen, and Dr. 

Coues read the report of the Committee on Classification 

and Nomenclature, The report, the reading of which occu- 

pied about two hours, recommended a classification and 

nomenclature based on the Stricklandian code, which was 

adopted many years ago by the British Association for 

the Advancement of Science. The report was adopted. 

The session will probably last through the week, 

THAT GRANDFATHER Bass AcGAry.—Who can estimate 
aright the influence of a 284 pound black bass on the angling 

community? Just the bare mention of its weight is sufficient 

to stimulate the fancy of ‘‘true” anglers, Here is a case in 

point. The Newark Call editor, having read of the big bass 

head in its glass case, now to be seen in this office, was 

thereby stirred to take a hand in helping the Florida man 
who caught it relate the capture. He gives some particu- 

lars we have not heard before; for instance, he says, ‘‘When 

this bass was brought to land an old darky woman said: ‘Ef 

da’s enny moah fish like ’um in dis ribbah, I’se goin’ to mobe 
right away, S’pose one of ’em chillun wuz to fall in, fish 

jike ‘um ‘ud eat him up, suah,’” This shows that when an 

angler catches a very big fish he should enlist the services of 

his friends to adequately describe the contest. If we ever 
catch that monster we lost last June, we sball ask the 

editor of the Qall and all the other editors we know to help 

us cut on the ‘‘fish story.” 

ENGLISHMEN, and for that matter Frenchmen and Ger- 

mans, entertain the most extravagant notions of the abun- 

dance of game in America, Every now and then in some 
of our English exchanges we find highly-flavored communi- 

cations setting forth that if the Briton will only Jand on our 

shores he will find himself at once confronted by deer, 
moose, grouse and wild turkeys. It is a great pity that 

some of the writers who know where all this game is to be 
found cannot be induced to come over here and show us. 

Trapr Hunting 1m Virarnr4.—The menagerie wild beasts 

have made their regular annual escape, and, as usual, are 

ranging the woods and farms, seeking whom they may 
devour. This time, according to the telegraphic dispatches, 

it is a pair of “‘black tigers, the only black ones in the coun- 

try;’ and they are raising Ned in Norfolk county, Virginia, 

The law on black tigers being off, the ‘‘true sportsmen® of 

that vicinity are out in pursuit with shotguns and Gatling 
puns. : 

Tum “Sarry Gamp,” the famous little canoe in which 
‘Nessmuk” cruised in the Adirondacks, has been boxed up 
and shipped to New Orleans, where she will excite the won- 
dering admiration of the visitors to the Cotton Centennial. 

App A word about the game, when renewing your sub- 
scription. 

The Sportsman Canrist. 
PODGERS’S INLAND CRUISE. 

I.—LOOKING FOR THE SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE. 
WA ERE to go to have good shooting and fishing com- 

bined is a conundrum often asked and seldoin 
answered satisfactorily. The places named are too far away 
or too expensive for those of modest means; and often when 
following the advice of some enthusiastic friend one makes 
the trip and meets with disappointment. He arrives too 
early or too late, generally hitting the unhappy period when 
fish and birds have either all left, or have not come yet. 
“You should have come last week, sir. Me and Ben went 
out a week ago last Saturday and caught ——.” Then fol- 
lows a_fish story that would tax the credulity of any sane 
man. With the birds it is generally: ‘‘The fall flight has 
not commenced yet; about the 15th you can expect good 
sport.” And so it goes; always a failure and a disappoint- 
ment, i 

In the many cruises [ have made this summer in quest of 
fresh-water fishing I have met with nothing that has been so 
satisfactory as a recent excursion to the source of the St. 
Lawrence. This isnot new ground to the sportsman, so 
far as relates to the St. Lawrence as generally understood; 
from time immemorial has that noted river been the pleasant 
waters for the fisherman. The Forest AND STREAM has 
teemed with accounts of catches in the vicinity of Alexandria 
Bay and the islands of the St. Lawrence; but I have never 
seen any allusion to the fishing and shooting just at the out~ 
let of Ontario, where the St. Lawrence takes up its begin- 
ning and duty asa noble river. The great tide of travel 
strikes it at Clayton and rushes down the river, Alexandria 
Bay-ward, few turning west toward Cape Vincent, in the 
vicinity of which the best bass fishing can be found that the 
entire river affords. Cape Vincent itself has great attrac- 
tions as a pleasant little village on the border of the river, 
which is of such a width as really to be an arm of the lake, 
It has already some reputation as a summering place, and 
gains some importance from the fact that it is quite a place 
of resort for officers of the army and their families. It is 
patronized by General Sheridan, and is the birthplace and 
summer home of General Sackett—glory enough for one 
small town, in the estimation of the people, who are enthu- 
siastic admirers of both the gentlemen. 

The excursion rates of fare are now no inconsiderable in- 
ducement to the sportsman who seeks to combine in his va- 
cation as much salubrity of climate, as much good fishing 
and shooting as possible, The water privileges about Cape 
Vincent are unlimited, and no Jovelier place can be found for 
yachting than in the vicinity, and yet, alas! Cape Vincent 
cannot boast a respectable catboat. There seems never to 
have been any yachting spirit born of the people, who con- 
tinue to consider rowboats.as the sum total of any man’s 
wants who desires to go afloat, and the inquiry for a craft 
always results in the production of a clinker-built, good sort 
of a boat with the comfortable canc-bottomed chair minus 
its legs for a seat for the indolent fisherman, while the boat- 
man rows with a pair of long clumsily-built oars on a fixed 
iron pin through a slot in the oar, which renders it impossi- 
ble to feather when pulling against head winds, which, as 
everybody knows, deadens a boat’s way very perceptibly. 

In trolling for black bass, a favorite method of fishing in 
the St. Lawrence, a sailboat would be the proper thing for 
these waters, regulating the speed ad libitum by reduced or 
increased sail, 

‘The St. Lawrence is a river of magnificent distances, and 
a day’s fishing covers miles and miles of water. During 
the day there is nearly always a breeze, and when too much 
for fishing in one place the numerous points and islands form 
most excellent protection, and in some one of the innumer- 
able bays good fishing can be found under the lee of the 
land. The boats used are excellent sea boats, being about 
20 feet long, clinker built, sharp at both ends and are good 
pulling boats, but not having centerboards cannot go to 
windward with sail, and the majority of them have no sail. 
With centerboards and two leg of mutton sails and a few 
rocks for temporary ballast they would sail well on a wind 
if the breeze was not too heavy, and a small amount of sail 
would suffice to propel them quite fast enough for trolling; 
but what would be a better craft for all work would bea 
light-built catboat of the same length, with good beam and 
roomy cockpit, with boom to trice up against the mast by a 
“toppin lift” to reve through a block on masthead and one 
at foot of mast on deck. Then have rowlocks set well up on 
the gunwale to give oars a clearance from the combing, and 
in a calm the boatman standing weil forward on one side of 
the centerboard case with along double-handed sweep can 
walk such a boat along at nearly as good speed as the rather 
heavy narrow boats they now use, in which the fisherman 
must maintain his rather cramped position go many hours, 
with no chance to move around to relieve his limbs. ; 
A light-built buoyant catboat without ballast will pull 

easily, If a breeze springs up it is an easy matter to run in 
shore under the lee of one of the numerous islands and take 
aboard a few pieces of rock for ballast, and even with a dead 
ahead wind such a boat will beat to windward much faster 
than the other boat can be pulled. Then again sailing in a 
good breeze is so much more exhilarating than the monoton- 
ous rowing, which makes all hands drowsy and stupid. 
_ On abright, sunny, balmy morning recently I found myself 
landed from the train from New York on the wharf at Cape 
Vincent with no very definite idea what I should do next; but 
having been told that Wolt’s Island was a charming place 
for fishing and shooting I decided to investigate the question, 
and with that view set about ascertaining how to reach it. I 
found that there was no steamboat running on Sunday and 
that the only way to reach it was to charter a rowboat and 
thence by wagon across the island to the point I wanted to 
reach, 

After interviewing a man sitting on the dock with his feet 
hanging over its edge, sunning himself, he took my proposi- 
tion to row me over under consideration. ‘The chance to 
earn a dollar was not an every-day occurrence apparently, ~ 
but the labor seemed a serious matter and evidently weighed 
heavily on his mind; but after expectorating copiously into 
the lake for five minutes, cocking his dilapidated straw hat 
over first one eye, then the other, and taking out his knife 
and chipping away at the timber he sat on, he at last nerved 
himself to the effort, shut up his knife, put it in his pocket, 
and got himself onto his legs, saying, ‘‘Waal, I don’t know 
but I will pull ye over. Will see if I can get a boa I sat 
on my yalise waiting his appearance for nearly an hour, and _ 
had about given him up, when he appeared around a point 
close by pulling a boat. Transferring myself and traps inte 
it, we started. It was but a mile over to the island, but m_ 



gondolier evidently was not disposed to strain his muscles, 
and our propirss was moderate; but the morning was charm- 
ing, a pleasant light breeze just stirred the surface of the 
lake, and the slight motion was soothing, ; 
Ween about half way across he stopped rowing and said, 

“T suppose I could pull ye around through the caval, but it 
is a Jong pull.” “How long?” said I. 
miles,” J entered into negotiations with him, offering him 
in addition what it would cost to hire a wagon, He cogi- 
fated a few moments, then shaking his head, resumed his 
oars. The effort was too great. ; 
_In due time we landed on a white sandy beach, and I 
found myself on Canadian soil. 
appearing, I interviewed him on the question of « wagon to 
conyey me across the island, seven miles, to my destination. 
The boy scratched his head and went into the house, presently 
appearing with a man who scratched Ais head and took time 
to consider my proposition. Much to my relief he concluded 
to drive me over and departed to catch his horse oul in the 
pasture. Meanwhile another man appeared and announced 
himself an officer of customs, who allowed that it was rather 
straining a point to do business on a Sunday, but it ended in 
his passing me through very courteously, declining any 
remuneratios for his trouble, 

The wagon being ready, putting my traps into it and get- 
ting into it myself, we started. ‘The horse was a good one, 
the road passably good and the driver cheery. We drove 
past well-kept farms, the fruit, especially apple trees, denoting 
a large crop; and did the seven miles in an hour. It was a 
pleasant ride, and when we drove up to the door of a moder- 
ate-sized, two-story stone buiding with a wide porch covered 
with vines completely shutting out. the sun and forming a 
delicious shade, the driver said: ‘‘Here we are, sir.” I paid 
him his*dollar and a half with satisfaction, and entered. A 
lady came up from the depths below, who proved to be Mrs. 
Hitchcock, the wife of the landlord, and gave me a pleasant 
welcome, 

I was just in ime for dinner and descended to the base- 
ment which I found was on the rear ground Jevel and almost 
at the edge of the lake. The dinner carried me back to days 
past, one of those such as a fellow’s mother cooked when he 
was a boy —a regular country home dinner, fresh vegetables 
from the garden alongside the house, fish fresh from the lake 
at the kitchen door, and all so neat and clean, and lastly I 
was hit in the tenderest spot by the pastry, a home-made 
apple pie. It went to the spot that had revolted at the gutta 
pereha, lard-saturated, dyspepsia-breeding abomiuations of 
city restaurant dinners. Lighting a cigar and seating myself 
in an arm chair on the back piazza, with the clear erystal 
waters of the lake rippling almost at my feet, I was a fit 
subject for being photographed as the happiest man out of 
pie PongERrs, 

a: LOG OF THE BUCKTAIL. 
Il.--Down the Tiadatton. 

EBUILDING the cache and making it much stronger 
than before, I paddle back to camp, and rather lay my- 

self outin getting up a plain, wholesome breakfast. Per- 
haps there is something in the cooking; perhaps it is a 
healthy out-of door appetite; anyway, it is certain that I eat 
More at one meal here in the forest than I eat at three when 
at home. And the calm, warm days pass away peacefully, 
monotonousiy, Only marked by the passing trains and an 
occusional shower, which cools the air and makes the wooded 
mountains and ravines brighter, greener than before. So 
passes the week and Satnrday morning comes, the day 
which I haye set to cruise down to Tiadatton Station, 
(They miss-spell the name, ‘‘Tiadaghton,” I cannot say why), 
I dread the trip, not for any danger to myself, but it 1s like.y 
to be hard on a light cedar canoe. The distance is only six 
miles, buf if is almost 2 continuous succession of rocky 
rifies and rapids, and no skill can dodge all the rocks, 
And so, having “‘tied in” as snugly as possible, I gently 
paddle out, 1n two minutes I am in the swirl and swash of 
the rocks. There is a dash and swirl of water, foam, jump, 
thump, quiver of light cedar and I shoot out into the foain- 
ing eddy below; only for a short breathing spell, however, 
and then comes the “Barber” rocks—the raftman’s terror— 
the worst and hardest place to run on the Tiadatton, More 
Jumber has been stove here than at any point on the stream, 
and as the canoe glides swiftly into the narrow channel I 
see plenty of foam, spray and dark curling water among 
the dangerous rocks that stick their ugly heads up along the 
tortuous cuvurse. For an instant I am sorry that I did 
attempt to carry round, but it turns ont that there is no eall 
for seare, <A light canoe may easily slip through a narrow, 
crooked course where a loug, lumbering raft would be 
wrecked, There is 2 breezy, thrilling rush, rolls of foam 
coming inboard, quick use of the paddle and the Bucktail 
glides out of the danger without a thump or jar into the 
level waters of ‘Second Neck.” 
Now it happens that Second Neck is a place of note. It 

was once the best runway on the river, and there was a time, 
on a bright October morning many years ago, when a noted 
huuter of this region had five full-grown deer lying near the 
head of the island, with their throats neatly cut, before 10 
o'clock in the forenoon, and without stirring from his blind, 
save to bleed each deer asit fell. Each man on the hunt 
had an itching for this runway, which was usually relegated 
to the best shot. Then atime came when no more deer 
“watered” at theronway. Jmyself watched there for three 
successive days without seeing deer or dogs, and it struck 
me thatsomething was wrong. It was dangerous and almost 
impossible to follow up the Larrow path along the steep side 
of the gulch, but by dint of hard scrambling one might fol- 
low the bed of the bright cold run that came tumbling down 
the rocky ravine, and thisI did. The mystery was easily 
solyed. At the distance of halfa mile up the gulch there 
had been a slide that cnt a clean swath sixty feet, wide from 
the mountain top to the bed of the stream. Nothing could 
get past the slide, and Second Neck runway has neyer been 
worth watching since. Thoughts of the olden time flit 
across my mind as the canoe glides down the smooth water, 
and I notice that the old favorite cauyping ground at the 
mouth of the run is occupied by strangers, I know they are 
strangers by the blue flannels hanging around the camp, and 
the fellow in knickerbockers who watches me from the bank, 
and asks ine, in down-country accents, ‘What does your 
canoe weigh?” 
Twenty-four pounds. And yourskiff?” (For they have 

askiff,) He muses a liltie, and answers “About ninety 
pounds.” §She is no larger than the canoe. : 
Then the Bucktail catches the draft of the swift, narrow 

channel, and the skipper has his hands full. The channel 
runs between perpendicular rocks on the right and a high 
wooded island on the left, It is very rocky. Time and 
again I haye made the run in my home-made, flat-bottomed 
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canoes with impunity, even with pleasure. But there is no 
fun init now. The canoe seems imbued witha perverse de- 
sire to serape acquaintance with every rock in the course; 
and the way she thumps, jumps and rasps her (hin siding, 
fairly mukes my toe nails curl with wrath and disgust. As 
she scoots out of the channel onto Blind Rock Riffle L in- } 
wardly swear never to abuse her over this course again. 
The Riffie is broad and shallow, more aggravating than 

dangerous. There is a hundred yards of scraping and grind- 
ing on gravel; but by degrading the double blade to a setting 
pole, she manages to get over the Riffle without driving her 
skipper overboard, and debouches into the broad, smooth 
eddy by Four Mile Run. 

Four Mile Run and the mountainous country round-about 
haye been a favorite stamping ground with hunters ever 
since the country was settled. ‘I'he Run is a fine, cold 
mountainous stream of considerable size and yolume; it 
would be a splendid trout stream were it not for the falls 
half a mile above its mouth and thirty feet in height, Be- 
low the falls, when not overfished, small trout are abundant. 
Only two years ago the place was hard toreach, ‘The trip 
included a wagon ride over the hills with a four mile tramp 
down the rugged banks at the end of it, and if one ventured on 
a skiff or eanoe it was all the craft was worth to get it back 
again, But the flat at the mouth of the Run was one of the 
pleasantest camping spots in the whole course of the river. 

On the 7th of June, 1883, revular passenger trains com- 
meneed running over the P. O. R. R., and all is changed as 
if by magic. Two years ago one might camp here for two 
weeks without hearing a word from tlie outside world. Now 
there is a Four Mile Run station, with a boarding house and 
semi-daily mail, just across the mouth of therun, and you 
get your boat carried to any point on the road at a 
nominal cost, or at no cost at all if she be very light and 
small. It isa settled policy of the road to treat outers and 
tourists in the most liberal and accommodating manner, and 
young as the enterprise is, this is beginning to be understood. 
It is about the only road 1 know where the conductor of a 
passenger train will stop at a remote farmhouse, or some 
point distant from any station, to let off a party of two or 
more sportsmen with their traps, or carry a canoe on the 
same terms as a trunk of equal weight. 

As I drift past the Run I notice that the camping ground 
is being utilized, There isa bark camp above the Run with 
a skiff hauled up in front, while below, among the shade 
trees, is a neat wall tent and a very decent looking canoe. I 
know ata glance that the bark camp and clumsy skiff are 
native, and the party of the tent are strangers. 

A. mile of idle, pleasant drifting brings me to the site of 
Stowell’s Pond—a pond no more, for dam, mill, boarding- 
house and the entire plant went down stream yearsago. And 
above, where the dam once stood, is a most aggravating, 
rocky, gravelly riffle*, where the canoe, after scratching and 
dragging on the grayel for a hundred yards, jumps her stem 
on a rock, comes to a dead stop, and begins to swing broad- 
side on. Any canoeist knows the next move, 7, ¢., to step 
out lightly and quickly on the upper side, jerk the canoe 
free—with some terse remarks, and ease her down to deeper 
water, wading barefooted over sharp, slippery stones for a 
dozen rods or so; then, standing knee-deep and holding the 
canoe in swift water, get in as you may, It requires a trifle 
of acrobatic skill to get in without getting out on the other 
side, From Stowell’s to the site of Slide Island Pond there 
is over & mile of fine canoeing in the midst of the finest 
mountain scenery, passing half a dozen nice camping spots 
and as many clear, cold springs; and then another broad, 
shallow riffle, with more getling overboard and wading bare- 
foot on sharp stones, for the lumber plant at Slide Island, 
with its mills, boarding-houses and its substantial dam, long 
ago went where such things are sure to go when le[t to them- 
selves on the banks of the Tiadatton. 
A long’ stretch of easy, pleasant paddling lands the canoe 

ati Tiudaghton Station, better known as Round Island, once 
a noted place as a leading lumber establishment. In 1840-42 
there were several families and a large force of loggers and 
teams at the island, with a store, blacksmith’s shop and 
schoolhouse. 
When the best pine had been cut up and the works no 

longer could be run, save at a loss, the place was deserted 
and soon went the way of forsaken lumber camps. Dam, 
mills and ali buildings in reach of floods soon went down 
stream, and forest fres finished the rest. For three decades 
Round Island was desolate. To-day it isa railroad station, 
with a semi-daily mail, a telegraph office and two rough but 
comfortable boarding-houses. There is fair trouting in easy 
reach, which an old hunting chum of mine, Howe Warner 
by name, makes the most of, and on the high wooded bills 
to the west it is easy to start a deer within two miles of the 
station. 
Warner treats me toa good dinner and also offers to take 

care of the canve until 1 am ready to pick her up fora 
further cruise. ‘‘And may he take her out on the river?” 
Certainly he may. He is a canoeist himself, and a maker of 
both rods and canoes, ingenious withal. His own canoe is 
only 16 inches in width. As heis a tall man, and, as he 
stands up in her while poling her up the rapids, I reckon he 
will find the Bucktail steady enough. And, talking over 
old times, when we hunted together, we saunter up to the 
neat liltle station house, which looks for all the world like 
an exaggerated cigar box cocked up endwise, and wait for 
the up train. It is soon in sight and duly flagged, for this is 
a flag station. It barely halts while 1 jump on board with 
the pack-basket on my back. Conductor Richardson, gen- 
tlest and most accommodating of conductors, comes around 
and tenders me a cigar. Before it is smoked out I am at 
home, Little more than a year ago the trip would have cost 
a tiresome, all-day tramp; or, a half day’s rough riding, with 
expense of rig, say $4. Now, it is made in less than an 

There is some good in rail- 
roads. 
And the ‘‘catch,” the “creel,” without which no outing 

trip is supposed to be worth mention. 
Well, the catch consisted of seven silver eels, several white 

chubs and one trout, most of the two latter being put back. 
I trust I may not be relegated to the ranks of the trout hog 
and fish liar. NESSMUE. 

*A ripple is not 4 riffle. An insect, a leaf, or a light zephyr may 
cause a ripple on the water. A riffle is a shallow widening of the 
stream, usually stony and gravelly. There may bea thousand ripples 
on one riffle—{backwoods vernacular). 

TuE KauamMAzoo Trovut.—The experience of the sports- 
men true of Kalamazoo in restocking their streams with 
trout is yery instructive and very encouraging. The point 
to be particularly noted is that they were content to wait 
until the supply of trout was well established before they 
began to fish, 

dlatmyal History. 

WHERE THE MARTINS ROOST. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream; 
In a former letter I tried to paint you a picture of martins 

feeding their young, To-day I will tell you how and where 
the martins go to roost. 

It is generally known that they spend the night in their 
boxes only during the breeding season. At all other times 
they sleep in the open air. By taking possession of a box 
in early spring the martin shows its intention to become 
pater familias, All old males take boxes on arriving, as soon 
as they cun find any to suit them. Young males, although 
several weeks behind in arriving, do not show so much eager- 
ness to own their own box, and even young pairs prefer 
camping out until nest building has begun. Bachelors sleep 
in the open air all summer, but visit the colony of their 
brothers and sisters regularly in the morning and evening, 
meddling sometimes with their domestic affairs, playing 
tricks, and doing real mischief by annoying the young ones. 
During the breeding season both parents sleep in their box 
until the young ones have left the box. The iirst few nights 
the young martins are often brought home by their parents. 
The weather has much to do with it; rainy, windy weather 
brings home most of them, but asarule the best parents, 
those which feed them most regularly and diligently, bring 
them home safest and longest, even toa whole fortnight, 
This home-bringing is aftended by much noise-making, and 
great excitement prevails until the young are safely lodged. 
The parents do not enter the boxes, but one of them watches 
the entrance until quite dark, when it hurries off in the 
direction of the common roost. 
Where is the roost? This is not so easily found out. 

When Audubon saw a high old tree covered with martins 
after sunset and again the next morning before sunrise, he 
thought he would make no mistake by imegining that the 
martins sleep on those dead trees all night. But they do not. 
Those trees are only the meeting place for the martins of a 
certain district, from whence they start for the distant 
roost in the willow thicket, which they do not enter until 
it is quite dark, and which they leave with the first 
dawn, from ten to fifteen minutes before the swift leaves its 
chimney. 

Tne young join the p1rents as soon as they are able to fly 
the distance, or, as here, to cross the Mississippi, From 
that moment the boxes are never entered again, but their 
roofs are used for social gathering in the morning hours 
during the next few weeks. The regularity of these visits 
does not last long; pauses occur; in dry, hot weather the 
visits are short, in cool spells they are cut oft entirely, but a 
sultry, rainy term brings them back again to spend a few 
hours in animated chattering around the old home. In the 
evening they only pass without stopping, but they visit often 
their old hunting grounds in the neighborhood. During the 
day they are seldom seen after the first of August. After 
this date they appear Jate in the evening, but their number 
increases rapidly. They collect on treetops, church steeples 
and other points of prominence and lofliness, around which 
they swarm like bees for about half an hour, when the air 
for a mile around is filed with martins, which now form a 
whirling body of many thousand, rolling up anid down at 
first above the bluffs, then above the Mississippi, going and 
returning in wide circles, but all this time drawing surrepti- 
tiously toward the willows on the other side of theriver. It 
has now become dusk and the descent cannot be seen from 
this shore, but the moment can be known by a sudden outcry 
of alarmed crows and blackbirds which had retired into the 
same willows long before. 

Such vast numbers of martins cannot be sent forth from 
one city nor from a few counties. The martinsof half of the 
States of Missouri and Illinois nmust flock together to form, 
such an army. Butitis not yet migration; it is only the 
prelude to it. Such common roosts are the starting poiuts 
for those thousands, and are the resting stations for many 
more thousands which pass through-in the last week of Aug- 
ust and in September. 

Our birds became peculiarly excited and mysteriously rest- 
less after Aug 12. After an interval of several weeks, the 
old birds began at this day to visit their boxes again, hung 
around them for half hours, not with merry carols as in 
early summer, but for the purpose of giving a last look at 
the scenes of former happiness. 

Aug. 20 and 21 were stormy, followed by a north wind 
period with several cool nights. The tactics of the great 
army were Dow changed. Migration began. After the 24th, 
the gatherings on this side of the river ceased, our St. Louis 
martios had left, and to the St. Louis mun the martins had 
become very scarce, Not so to the initiated, and if you come 
along with me across the Mississippi, [ will show you more 
marting than one can otherwise see in a lifetime. 

Tt is Aug, 25,6 P.M. Only a few martins are seen on 
this side of the river going east. We take a skiff and follow 
them. Atter ten minutes’ rowing, we approach the opposite 
shore. What is that? Hundreds and hundreds of birds 
sailing low, above the water, hundreds of silvery splashes 
flashing up from the now dark waters of thegreatriver, What 
astrange sight! The martins are taking their bath. Now we 
are on the sandbar of the Illinois side, opposite the southern 
part of St. Louis, just north of Arsenal Island It is a large 
tract of fine river sand, newly formed, almost quite dry and 
free from vegetation, except a strip along the willow thick 
ets which border it on the east. It is 6:30. Since we have 
arrived, the air all around us has filled up with martins, 
pouring in from all directions, high up and low above the 
water, all going toward the one place—the outer rim of the 
sandbur, where on a tew acres of sand ten thousand martins 
are sitting alreadyin solemn silence, probably in secret sess- 
ion. Ten thousand martins sitting close together on a few 
acres of sandbar is a sight not often met with, and we must 
lookat them very sharply, They are not yery shy, many 
alighta few yards from us and we can watch every move- 
ment. The only moyement we can see is a picking motion 
as if taking up a grain of sand, but this is only play work, 
because we see them also pick at straw protruding from the 
sand. They did not come to eat sand, their only purpose is 
to meet here and decide if to go on with their journey south- 
ward or to take a rest in the neighboring roost. It is now 
6:45 and getting dusk. The smoke of the city driven by a 
northeast wind, has enveloped the western horizon and all will 
be dark in a few minutes. Do they sleep on that sand? 
They have been sitting here now for half an hour. Look 
bere, four birds coming toward théwillows, they arescouts! ° 
Is this not a strange call? a call never heard around 
their breeding boxes? They are now all four above us, cir- 
cling over the willows and returning to the sand. Presently 
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the ranks of the martins thin out, and in less than a minute 
all have left the sand, flying out on the river, down toward 
the island, rising above the willows, and in a few minutes all 
is quiet, dark. The martins have gone to rest, and we will 
not disturb them. It would be difficult work to penetrate 
these willow thickets at night. ; 

The willows are about twenty feet high, and stand very 
close together. The ground is swampy in some places and 
it 1s covered all over with debris left by last year’s inunda- 
tion. We shall try to see them leave the willows to-morrow 
morning, 
_itis5 A. M., the stars have disappeared, with the excep- 

tion of a few bright ones. We are on the bluffs opposite the 
sandbar. The first break of day stands in the eastern hori- 
zon, but night still reigns west of us. This is the moment 
when the 1nartin leayes its roost. ‘They are already coming 
over the river; a few voices only, then more and more, and 
now the whole airis filled with the short calls of Proyne. 
They seem to be all around us, below and above, but we may 
stain our eyes in all directions, not a single bird can be dis- 
covered; it is too dark and the birds are too high above us. 
A few minutes later the bulk has passed, but it is getting 
lighter and we are able to see a few loiterers, mere dots pas- 
ing the zenith, following the others in a northwesterly or 
westerly direction, A few minutes more, the last will 
oN Bone and no martin will be seen at this place before 5 
IM: 
After migration has thus begun, it will be good for us to 

visit the scene of rendezvous every day. ‘The martins begin 
to arrive at 5 P. M,; they axvrive mostly low above the water, 
comparatively few ave coming at some height, As soon as 
a few hundred are together, they begin to sit down on the 
sand. In the beginning they are pretty restless, changing 
their places every few minutes, sometimes flying up in a 
cloud to settle down at or near the same spot again. If we 
are watching them now from a place south of the bar, we 
notice that not all settle down again. After swinging a few 
circles, part of the flock detaches itself from the rest, and, 
heading south, soon disappears in that direction. Although 
the number remains about the same for two weeks, we soon 
find that a change has been going on from the beginning. 
As early as Sept. 1 we become aware that we have almust 
entirely to do with birds of the year, ‘The old birds, the old 
males, at least, have mostly left. 

The most imposing sight may be had by disturbing the army 
at the moment when all have settled on the sand. The whole 
mass goes up in a body, turning right and left, forms two 
mighty streams which unite above the water in a great whirl- 
pool, rushes up and down, sweeping along the river to a dis- 
tant point, then coming back again like a huge cloud, which 
moves hither and thither until the neutral tint of night allows 
the safe retreat. On Sept. 7 and 8 the number of martins 
present was still as large, or larger, than ever. 
sultry, stormy weather of Sept. 9 and 10a cold northwest wind 
reduced the temperature to 66° on the 11th, and on this even- 
ing the martins assembled on the sandbar for the last time. 
The number was much smaller than usual, and when the 
cloud rose from the bank at 6 P. M. comparatively few re- 
turned. On the 12th no martin was sitting on the bar, but 
about a hundred flocked together low above the water near 
the bar and disappeared soon, moving slowly in a southerly 
direction. The same took place on all the following days. 
Small flocks began to collect at 5:30 and disappeared after 
staying about the neighborhood until a little after 6 P. M, 
The last were seen on the 18th, but only a few, and none to- 
day. O. WIDMANN. 

Sv. Louts, Mo., Sept. 19, 188+. 

SNAKE BITES. 

SUPPOSE it would not be far amiss to call me a snake 
erank, From infancy to gray-haired age 1 have been an 

admirer and close observer of the serpent. Their beautiful 
colors and graceful movements have always made them 
objects of interest to me, and there is a strong fascination in 
the latent power and mysterious danger lurking in the little 
flat heads of the poisonous varietics. Whenever a case of 
snake bite has occurred within my knowledge, [ have taken 
pains to get at the main facts so far as I could, and I have a 
more or less correct record of over forty cascs—including 
my own, which was published in Forest anp STREAM— 
size of snake, location of wound, treatment, with subse- 
quent condition of the patient. These are the important 
factors in a case of snake bite. . 

Of more than forty cases of rattlesnake bite only four 
proved fatal, and it is a startling fact that-three of the four 
cases were within easy call of medical aid, two of them be- 
ing in New York City and the third in a populous village. 
The fourth case was that of a young woman who was badly 
bitten while carrying two heayy pails of berries off the 
mountain under a hot July sun. She trod on the snake and 
was deeply bitten below the knee; then, falling down in her 
frantic terror, was bilten again on the inside portion of the 
thigh. The little village was some two miles distant, and 
she strove to reach it by running but fell down at the end of 
a milé and sent a companion ahead for help. Strong men 
soon came to her aid, but she was unable to stand, though 
she could give a coherent account of the accident. She was 
carried to the village, where she died before midnight, and 
was buried before sunrise the next morning, owing to the 
rapidity with which decomposition had taken place. It was 
the worst case I ever knew, and every circumstance con- 
nected with the mishap was against recovery. 

Tn thirty odd cases that recovered, the bite was inflicted in 
deep forests, on mountain tops, and remote places where 
medical aid was not available for the most part, and in more 
than half the cases whisky was out of reach. It is a notable 
fact, that the cases where no liquor was to be had recovered 
more quickly and thoroughly than those in which the patient 
was drenched with whisky, Three cases wherein whisky was 
freely used resulted in the recovery of the patient, but with 
the loss of a finger or toe. Where clay poultices and cold 
water was resorted to, there was no need of amputation, and 
the recovery was quicker and more thorough. I have no 
faith in whisky for snake bites. In my own case I am con- 
vinced it did no good. 

The best medical authorities are pretty well agreed that 
no reliable antidote for snake poison has yet been discoy- 
ered. 

Dr. Lacerda’s hypodermic injection of permanganate of 
potash may turn out to bea specific cure; but it needs fur- 
ther trial. Let alone that in a majority of cases it would 
not be available. 

The men who are most exposed to snake bites will never 
be found with permanganate of potash and hypodermic 
syringes in their knapsacks. Putting what I know with 
what I believe, if I were to be bitten again I would trust to 

After the) 

suction first, with pressing the surrounding flesh toward the 
wound: next to heavy clay or fresh earth poultices, with a 
constant pouring of cold water. It is simple, easily applied, 
and I haye never known it to fail. 
There is another style of treatment that Ihave seen used 

with excellent results, both in the United States and in the 
tropics. It consists simply of a liberal application of 
ammonia, followed by poultices of common salt. I have 
seen it applied to a hand stung by the gray scorpion, and 
also to the bite of a coral snake, and in each case the cure 
was speedy. 

Perhaps there is no antidote for the bites and stings of 
poisonous reptiles so universally believed in as ammonia, 
and, | think, with good reason. Yet, what old woodsman 
ever thinks of carrying a phial of ammonia in his knapsack? 
He knows that at long intervals and yery distant points some 
one is bitten by a rattler or a copperhead; but his sound sense 
teaches him that three men are struck by lighting where one 
is bitten by a poisopous snake. Does he, therefore, go 
a-hunting with a lightning rod on his hat? Scarcely. He 
may take along an antidote in the shane of a whisky flask, 
so to speak, but it will be used 19,785 times as a preventive 
before it is once needed as a cure. 

I could give a score of really true and rather uncommon 
incidents connected with snakes, snake bites and snake 
charming, but I should be using up valuable space, and 
some one might suggest that I had mislaid my G. W. hatchet. 
As regards snake charming, the stories concerning it are 

mostly relegated to the regions of the hoop snake. And 
yet, the man who is a close observer of nature and a dweller 
in the woods withal may happen to strike an incident or two 
in the course of three or four decades that will upset some 
Peeous opinions, and set him thinking for the rest of his 
ife. 
It is undoubtedly true that the black snake does not de- 

pend for a.living on his power of charming birds within 
reach of his jaws. Nor does Crotalus horridus make it his 
business to paralyze the man who ventures to gaze fixedly 
into his basilisk eyes: And the slender black snake, com- 
monly called the racer, does not ordinarily attain to a length 
of 21 feet, with a diameter no greater than a broom-stick, 
And still if is true that there are living men—naturalists— 
who have witnessed the strange power of the black snake 
over small birds or animals. (L think it is the black snake 
mostly. ) 
And I can name three truthful men who—though they are 

reticent on the subject—could testify as to the strange fasci- 
nation, mesmerie power, or whatever it may be, of the rat- 
tlesnake. 

As for the 21-feet racer, there are plenty of living wil- 
nesses who saw him measured, although it was more than 
twenty-five years ago. Probably not one man in a hundred 
would willingly believe that a native snake ever attained to 
such a length in any of the Middle States. The story went 
the rounds of the press at the time as a nine days’ wonder, 
and in nine days more was pretty well forgotten. We forget 
easily and quickly. 

I doubt if one man in ten can give the nani¢ of the ocean 
steamer that went on the rocks (not so very long ago) with a 
loss of 600 human lives; or name the lake steamer that, 
with her nose on the beach, roasted or drowned all her pas- 
sengers and erew save four. NESSMUK. 

Quam In ConrreMENtT.—A Hagerstown, Md., corres- 
pondent sends us the following note from the ews of that 
town: Messrs. Fred F, McComas and Geo, A. Davis have 
succeeded for the first time so far as it has come to our 
knowledge in having partridges [quail] breed in confinement. 
In the present case the mother was left entirely to the birds 
themselves, care being taken to place the birds as nearly as 
possible in the conditions similar to those they would natur- 
ally seek in a wild state. A cage was built of iron frame work 
covered with wire, except the west side which was of board 
to shelter from the wind. This cage was placed on the 
eastern slope of a hill, the earth forming the bottom, which 
was partly in grass sward and having a dwarf evergreen, 
and seme tufts of tall grass for hiding places and in one 
corner the grass was removed, and sand, gravel and pounded 
oyster shells, sheltered by a board, were placed to give the 
birds a Gusting place and at the same time gravel and shell 
material. In this cage early in February was placed a male 
and two female partridyes. At first the birds were very 
wild, and they are quite shy.as yet. In their natural state 
they should haye hatched out a brood about June, but these 
birds gaye no evidence of their intention to raise a family 
until in August when a nest of some five eggs was discovered; 
these increased to ten, and on the 22d of this month after 
setting over three weeks, the greater part of which appeared 
to be done by the male bird, six young birds were hatched 
out, one of which died, the remaining five appear to be 
doing well. The food of the old birds consisted mainty of 
wheat, cracked corn, green corm and hungarian seed. 'The 
young birds have been given hard boiled eggs with cracker 
crumbs, cornmeal and cracked wheat. The one great 
difficulty found in a cage placed on the ground is from 
prowling dogs and cats, who for a time had made a beaten 
track around the cage keeping the birds in nightly alarm, 
This was finally obviated by taking the long shoots from 
ihe osage orange filled with sharp needles and stringing 
them around the cage for a distance of three feet. The 
effect was gratifying; for afew nights could be heard the 
howl of a surprised dog or cat, but in a week’s time there 
was peace. 

Wotves anp AssArasprta.—Hditor Forest and Stream: 
It may not be generally known that the wolf has an appetite 
for assafcedita that is phenomenal, and that it will scent the 
drug and come in pursuit of it from an incredible distance. 
T have heard that my grandfather, a physician in Virginia, 
was followed by an enormous wolf when riding at night in 
a region that was thickly settled, and being unarmed, had 
to gallop with all speed for shelter. The brute seemed te- 
solved to take away his saddle bags that contained the drug. 
—P.C.M. [The fondness of the wolf for assafcedita has 
been often remarked and is alluded to by many writers on 
natural history. ] 
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“ANGLING TALKS, 

The famous “Winter Talks on Summer Pastimes,” contributed to 

the Formst anp STREAM by Georgé Dawson. A series of eleyen chap- 

ters about fishing for trout, bass, grayling and salmon, angling re- 

sorts and anglers’ reminiscences, pen pictures of outdoor life, anec- 

dotes, wise sayings, humor, and a deal of sound sense. The book is 

one of the ‘Forest and Stream Series,’ bound in cloth, and sent post- 

paid on receipt of price, 50 cents. 

beaver, Sept. 1-May 1. Partridges, Sept. 20-March1. Black 

Game Bag ayd Guy. 

OPEN SEASONS FOR GAME AND FISH. 
REVISED TO ocr, 2, 1884, 

New Brunswick. 
Moose, caribou, deer, Aug. 1-Feb. 1, Mink, otter, sable, 

duck, wood duck, teal, Sept. 5-May 15. 
Aug. 14-March 1. Salmon, July 1-Sept. 15. 
No person, or party, shall kill more than 8 moose, 5 caribou 

and 5 deer in any one season, Chasing moose, caribou or deer 

Snipe, woodcock, 

with dogs is prohibited. 7 
7 A person not domiciled in the Province must take out an 

annual license before taking any kind of game, fee #20, 
Daniel MeLennan is the Provincial Secretary, who issues 

such licenses. Address, Fredericton, N. B. 
To officers in Her Majesty's service and officers of the army 

and nayy the license fee is only $5, 

North Carolina. 
Wild turkey, partridge (quail), dove, woodcoek, pheasant 

(grouse), Oct. 1-March 15, ; 

ROD AND GUN IN WEST TEXAS. 

AM afraid that I have undertaken too much. ‘The head- 
ing, West Texas, represents too big a country to be de- 

scribed in the short space of a-letter, Still we ean speak of 
a part that is a fair average of the whole, and leave for the ~ 
reader the task of thinking of the whole as like the part but 
larger. One day in camp, while it was raining and 1 had 
exhausted all the amusements that could be had by me, such 
as cleaning and oiling my guns and fishing rods and reading 
all the matter at hand, which consisted of a solitary news- 
paper, I amused myself by trying how much in quantity and 
otherwise my mind could conceive of. I thought of a 
thousand posts set up in line; they were too many. I 
thought of a hundred and wasn’t quite sure. I thought of 
ten; that was easy enough, I multiplied my ten by ten to 
see how far I could go, I shall not commit myself by say- 
ing how far l went; the reader may try it, But unless you 
have seen it, unless you have been all over it, you cannot 
conceive or think of a vast country such asis this Westerm 
Texas, Its endless and interlacing chains of hills, its mag- 
nificent valleys and broad, level expanses of prairie combine 
to make up a domain that is grand and magnificent in ex- 
tent. One travels over the country, and each new hill com- 
mands new vistas of country; but all, while they bear some 
likeness to one another, are not alike, and present an ever 
varying study and pleasure. 

This evening coming over the “‘divide,” after a fine day’s 
shooting, I stopped to rest just as the sun was going down 
in the western sky. The air was pure and cool and the last 
rays of the sun lighted upascene that 1 could but think 
was the realization of a boyhood dream, a sporting dream, 
in days when on my father’s farm, hemmed in by fences 
and woods, I caught rabbits in traps and seduced quail into 
custody by the figure 4, the making of which was looked 
upon by me in those days asa science. Away to the west- 
ward I could see the trees that skirted pretty little Dove 
Creek, and tracing the green line, I saw in the north where 
Dove became Spring, and further on where Spring became 
lost in the waters of the South Concho, and then coming 
back up South Concho one saw ‘‘pretty and bright, sping 
like a silver light,’ Burks Oreek in the valley al my feet an 
in that beautiful bunch of pecan trees by the spring, which 
is the head of the creek, I saw a little white spot that was 
the tent which meant to me “‘home sweet home.”- Let me 
see! One, two, three big valleys in sight, which open out on 
a broad prairie that is covered with antelope. Too numer- 
ous to count are the little “draws” from the hills which are 
full of big coveys of brown quail which feed down into the 
valley, leaving their cousins, the mountain quail, the right 
of ogcupancy of the mountains and hilltops. The streams 
in sight are full of black bass, they call them trout here, and 
will soon be noisy with the quack, quack of the duck, Such 
is the part of West Texas wherein lics the experiences of the 
writer and which isa likeness of the whole of Western Texas! 
Such is a part of the Knickerbocker ranche, in Tom Green 
county, whose owners are all lovers of the sport of the rod 
and gun. One of them is an enthusiastic hunter and a true 
sportsman, he has lately imported a pretty little pointer 
biteh whelped out of imported Rose and sired by Bang 

Bang, 
We were talking at the ranche the other evening about the 

fish which the native Texan invariably calls trout, but which 
is a black bass species. One of the gentlemen present 
thought they were not bass because of the difference m col- 
oration from the black bass which had come under his obser- 
vation in the waters of the North. I told him that ecolora- 
tion aud shape of armor were not to be relied upon in the 
bass family as distinctive marks, but that the coloration de- 
pended—frst, upon its water, whether swift and clear or 
still and full of flags and weeds;.second, upon its food. I 
have caught bass in swift-running, slone-bottomed waters, 
like portions of the South Concho and Spring Creek, to 

which 1 have alluded in the beginning, that were bright and 

distinct in their coloration, and whose scales were close and 

compact, with the line which separates the dark and light. 

part plain and distinct. Again, | have caught them in quiet 

places, where the water did not run and where there was 

much vegetable matter in the water, that were indolent and 

lazy, whose coloration was indistinct and murky, where the 

dividing line was not apparent, but where the colors seemed 

to assimilate one with another, yet whose shape and like- 

ness was so much like the other that they were both surely 
of the same family. ‘‘Climate,” said a writer of a magazine 
article a short time ago, is to a country what temperment is 
to un individual,” and so I suppose it is with the relation of 
Yood and water to fish, and I am not quite sure but that, 
climate affects the fish as well as it does the individual. 

“7 had an old bass in a hole up here that it took me two 
weeks to catch,” said one of the Knickerbockers. ‘I fished 
for him and fished for him but the old chap wouldn’t bite 
until one day I selected a fine minnow, one of those long 
silvery fellows, with a pretty pink stripe down his side, and 
putting him:on my hook and letting if run slowly down to 
the old fellow, he made a jump for itand | caught him, He 
made a sharp fight but 1 got him—darn him,” and the 
speaker puffed out a big cloud of tobacco smoke and I have 
ao doubt saw in the smoke the hardy fight of the fish and 
went through again all the pleasant excitement of the catch. 
The writer ventures to assert that the black hass is the prince 
of game fish. Who will dispute me, and upon whut grounds: 
of comparison? The largest bass I have caught here tipped 
the scales at four pounds and fourteen ounces, but I have 
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often caught from twenty to Lwenty-five poundsin a day and 
while I might have caught more, have gone home with a full 
ereel and with the feeling that I was not 4 pot-fisher. 

Bird shooting can scarcely be said to baye commenced yet 
as it is a little early to shoot quail, and the plover have heen 

_ for some reason exceptionally scarce, but after a while there 
will be plenty of shooting as there are plenty of quail. The 
country is splendidly adapted to bird shooting. What nicer 
place to watch the workings of your dog and to get your 
bird than the draws and valleys that abound here? Just 
cover enough to require a skillful hunter and a well-trained 
dog and just open enough to make your shot sure; and you 
don’t have to get out of fields that have that inevitable sign, 
“No bunting allowed,” nor do you have to climb fences and 
walk miles to find a solitary covey. I know of five large 
coveys within a radius of a half mile of my camp. 

I had the satisfaction of killing and taking into the ranche 
the other day, a fine buck antelope whose death from my 
well-directed shot afforded me as much satisfaction as he 
would had he been the famous buck killed in ‘‘The Deer 
Stalkers,” Cooper tells about. And although the ranche 
folks insist that I either bought or poisoned him, I have the 
satisfaction and complaceicy which comes to the sportsman 
when atter hard work and no little skill he bags his game. 
I hope to no true sportsman does tie mere bloody act of kill- 
ing afford satisfaction, The charm of hunting is in the match- 
ing of your intelligence and acquired skill with the natural 
instinct and craftiness of your game, and the pleasure which 
makes your neryes thrill with excitement comes from the 
reward that is always found in meeting and overcoming dif- 
ficulties. No man is a true sportsman who is nota lover of 
nature, and how could a loyer of nature rejoice in the mere 
bloodthirsty killing off some of nature’s finest productions. 
I got my antelope in the most approved way and in the way 
that is calculated to furnish the most excitement and 
pleasure, I had iried him once before and failed to get him, 
and that added to the success of my second attempt. I was 
looking attentively in the distance for antelope when I per- 
ceived this old buck and a young doe running away to the 
left of me. The wind was blowing on that quarter and they 
had scented me, Making a big detour I went around to 
the other side, so as to hunt down the wind. The 
place was an open prairie, and in coming to him I had no 
cover save that afforded by the Jonge grass and bunches of 
thistles and weeds. Getting off my horse at a safe distance, 
I tied him, and getting down in the grass, I wormed through 
it like a snake, always keeping a sharp lookout for snakes. 
I kept getting closer and closer, and as luck would have it, 
they were feeding toward me. Oloser and closer, awful hot 
and hard work, but it brought an excitement that made my 
nerves as tight as fiddle strings and as steady as steel. Care- 
ful always, and yet mere careful now, for the old fellow is 
getting suspicious. He saw me at last, just got a glimpse 
evidently, for he did uot run away, but came slowly toward 
me with his neck stretched upward. Finally he broke into 
a trot toward me, and then, just as I was about to fire, 
turned and ran from me. Springing to my feet, a well- 
directed shot got him, He jumped straight into the air and 
fell dead, and I—weil, had | been accompanied by any one 
1 would no doubt have exhibited becoming stoicism, and 
perhaps my companion would have thought from my matter- 
of-fact way that | was perfectly used to that sort of thing; 
but, as it was, 1 gave vent to a long-drawn whoop, and 
regarded my game with much satisfaction, forl am but an 
amateur, and an amateur must give way to his feelings even 
though he'be a KNICKERBOCKER, 
KQickERBOCKER Rancus, September, 1884. 

ADIRONDACK GAME PROTECTION. 

Eiditor Forest and Stream: 
Now that public attention is so strongly turned to the 

necessity of preserving the Adircndack forests, it is to be 
hoped that something like practical interest will be arvused 
in regard to the protection of the game in that recion. I have 
just returned from a somewhat extensive trip to our northern 
woods, and I can testify that the State game law in most of 
that region is an entire nullity, I talked with a great many 
of the most experienced guides, and 1 did not find one who 
gave the game law the least attention. All of them invited, 
nay urged, me to make a trip there in June. ‘‘Then,” said 
they, “with a ‘jack’ we can show you half a dozen deer in a 
night, and you can sheet as many as you please.” When I 
asked if this was not against the law, they said, ‘Yes, but 
if a man wants to shoot deer in summer the guides will 
always help him to doit.” It is the same with partridges 
and with trout. At any time, when game can be shot or fish 
caught, the guides will assist in the work, 

I talked soberly with several intelligent guides on this 
subject. lL pointed out that by encouraging summer shoot- 
ing they were standing in their own light, since, with the 
increasing Lumber of sportsmen wlio every year visit these 
woods, itis only a question of time when the game will be 
almost exterminated,. They admitted this, but each one 
arzued that if he did not guide parties in summer other 
guides would, and so he would only be out of packet and the 
deer would be killed all the same. LTasked them if it was 
not possible to secure an agreement among all the guides to 
observe the Jaw, but they thought not. They admitted all 
the evils of summer “‘jacking;” that does were killed when 
with young or when their young were still unable to live 
without their mothers; that large numbers of deer are fatally 
wounded which escape to die in the brush; that the venison 
when secured is poor and not able to be kept long in caimp. 
But they still persist in their violation of the law. 

What, then, is the remedy? Iam told that Gov. Cleve- 
land, during his recent stay in the woods, became interested 
in this question and suggested the advisability of licensing 
the guides and depriving of his license any guide who vio- 
lates the law. There are two obstacles to this plan. It is, 
first, doubtful if guides could be compelled to take out 
licenses; and, second, if all were licensed, would it not be 
just as difficult to compel licensed guides to observe the law 
as it now is to compel the unlicensed guides to do the same? 
Tf all stood together to ‘‘jack” in June who would be the 
prosecutors and informers? I see but one remedy, and thatis 
to appoint as game constables for this region some of the 
guides themselves. 'The present constable for the counties 1 
visited—Franklin and Hamilton—lives at Elizabethtown, 
and, I am told, has only once been in the woods as far us the 
Lake Saranac region, then he had to bire a guide for him- 
self, and this same guide warned all hunting parties of his 
approach, 1 am conyinced from very careful observations 
that there are guides who, for the salary attached to the 
office, would attend to the work faithfully. One of these 
said tome; “I could stop this summer shooting if I was 
the game officer, I know eyery stream and lake on which 
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it is practiced, and I could swoop down on the ‘jackers’ and 
make the sport too dangerous to be kept up. If I was an 
officer the other guides would respect my authority, and I 
could afford ta do my duty.” I believe that this if an ex- 
periment worth trying, J would then amend the Jaw, re- 
ducing the fixed salary and paying a certain additional sum 
for every conviction secured. 

It isa lamentable fact that very few sportsmen think it 
wrong in itself to violate a game law. It is against the law 
to hunt deer with hounds in the part of the Adirondacks 
that lies in St. Lawrence county, yet I can instance a pro- 
fessional gentleman of this city, of wide reputation, who 
takes the risk of violating this law, and, Lam told, has had 
half a dozen deer in his camp at once, 
New York, Sept. 22. 

WEIGHT OF GAME BIRDS. " 
Liditor Tovest and Stream: ; 
What does a woodcock weigh? What does a quail weigh? 

Ask the majority of sportsmen the above questions and how 
many can tell for a certainty? Some might say about 6 or 
8 ounces; but how do you know? TI once met a boy with an 
old-time relic of a gun that looked as though it might haye 
done service for his srandfather as a “training gun,” who 
remarked to me, by way of encouragement for my poor luck, 
that he had ‘shot a woodchuck that morning that weighed 
15 pounds.” TI said that was nothing, and went on, and 
when nearly home shot one of the largest woodchucks that I 
ever killed, and out of mere curiosity took him home and 
weighed him and he just Cleared 12 pounds. I was disap- 
pointed, for I fully believed that he would weigh 20 pounds 
at least, judging by the way he hung down as I carried him 
home by one of his tapering legs. But, reader, that opened 
my eyes, and I have been looking ever since for a woodchuck 
that would put that boy’s woodchuck on the short end of 
the pole, but I never found him, I had always supposed a 
woodchuck would weigh much more. Those things we see 
most of we are too often most ignorant of. We continually 
come across people who are always talking about the weather, 
when it is really the thing they know least about. They 
can’t tell why it is hot in summer and cold in winter, why it 
rains one day and snows another, why the wind is east one 
day and west another, and soon; but pardon my flight, As 
the old darkey said, ‘‘Birds am de question.” 

I would like to have sportsmen who may read this take a 
little trouble and weigh at least a part of their game this fall 
and kindly give the readers of Formsr ann Stream the 
average weight of game birds; and let us compare notes and 
see how the game of the same kinds compares in the different 
sections of the country. I have heard some men say that 
the game in the South is larger than it isin the North. Let 
us compare and see how far our imagination is correct. I 
am aware that the birds that we shot in our youth seemed 
Jarger to us then than the same birds do now, but there is a 
certain amount of elasticity to the youthful imagination that 
gradually decreases with ave, and we must always allow for 
that, I herewith give the weights of the game birds snot 
by me (and my friends) last fall that I brought home: 

QUAIL. WOODCOCK. 
No. Ounces. No. Ounces. 
1 4 6 3) 
1 5 12 ees 
1 51¢ 4 big 
9 544 9 Boz 
8 5S, 8 6 
1 6 3 6% 
7 61 8 61g 
4 61g 4 634 
5 634 2 " 
5 7 6 wg 
1 Wy 7 rer, 
1 WZ Py) 734 

rs 1 8 

82 2018¢ 68 4213¢ 
Average weight, 614 oz. Average weight, nearly 61 oz. 

The above were all weighed with P. O. scales, and were 
weighed each day as they were brought in. They were all 
shot after October Ist, except that a few woodcock were 
shot in August. ; 

Let us weigh our game and give each other the benefit of 
it in FOREST AND STREAM, and it may at least serve to pass 
away the weary hours next winter to recall the happy days 
we spent in the capture of it. ARMONKE. 

SPIDER AND MEGANTIC. 

\ E have been spending a three weeks’ vacation at Lakes 
Megantic and Spider, our usual September resort, but 

are sorry to say that pot-hunters were ahead of us and put 
in a good deal of work prior to the open season, whiie those 
who conformed to the law found large game very shy, 
Something must be done pecuniarily to enforce the law. 
Game overseers have the whole gang of pot-hunters to con- 
tend with, each one of whom sympathizes with and _agsists 
the others, as all are in the same boat. 

The largest moose cyer killed on the Upper Spider River 
so far as heard from was killed by the Noel brothers about 
the 20th of August. It dressed over 850 pounds, the head 
and antlers alone weighing over 100 pounds. We learn that 
there are three charges against the Noels for killing out of 
season, and that they are now non est tnventus, having been 
informed of this action before any legal proceedings could 
be signified upon them. Probably the action taken will be 
enough fo interrupt prescription and that they will try new 
pastures. When we met them the beginning of September 
they were in the act of skinning a bear which they had 
caught in 4 trap set near the offal of the moose. We never 
heard of a moose making for a light, but the Noels declare 
that after the first shot the animal went off about 50 feet 
and then came back, striking at the boat with his fore feet, 
knocking the bow, in which the light was placed, away from 
the bank, so that, owing to the darkness, out of seven more 
shots fired at him only four took effect. 

Dr. Bishop, at present residing in Boston, and who owns 
a residence on Spider Lake, shot a fine buck, the head and 
antlers of which were splendidly mounted by Mr. Hughes, a 
taxidermist of Spider Lake, who also mounted for the doc 
tor an eagle which measured 7 feet 4incbes from tip to tip 
of wings. Mr. Hughes is 4 sportsman, and from his know!- 
edge of the game his work presents a very natural and at- 
tractive appearance. Messrs. Kathan and Parsons, of 
Stanstead, shot a doe and caught a nice lot of trout in and 
near Hathan Bog, about five rsiles from Spider. When we 
left last week a party of Montrealers were camped on the 
north shore of Spider, and Den Ball the guide and a party 
were en route for the Upper River and Hathan Bog. The 
recent cold weather has driven large game to the high land, 
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although moose during the rutting season, or the next two 
months, may be taken anywhere along the boundary line, 
where the pot-hunter aboundeth not and the sound of the 
rifle is only heard occasionally. James Addie, Hsq., has 
been surveying and laying out lake frontages for camp sites 
on both sides of Dr. Bishop’s, several of which haye been 
already taken up. Mr. Geo. Longfellow, the popular con- 
ductor of the International Railway, with his family, spent 
a few days at Dr. Bishop’s, but were driven ont by cold 
weather and the absence of near neighbors. We met a Mr. 
Samuel at Latty’s Hotel, Lake Megantic, who has been a 
frequenter of Rangeley Lakes and the Magalloway, and who, 
with a friend, had been spying out the country in yiew of a 
canoe trip through to Quebec. Mr. Beecher and party, of 
New York, were met at Latty’s by their guides a few days 
ago en route to Rangeley via Arnold River and Chain of 
Ponds, ‘They expected to muke the trip in seven days. Dr. 
Manchester, of Lebanon, N. H., and Mr. and Mrs. Blodgett 
and friends, who have been spending a few weeks at Latty’s, 
left afew days ago. H.C. Sweet, of this city, is whipping 
the Chaudiére River at the outlet of Megantic Lake, where, 
near the railroad bridge, he gets enough trout to give him 
conifortable quarters and lots of fun, and a meal and bed at 
Jerry Harris’s Hotel, without personal exertion so far as he 
is concerned. D, THomas. 
SHERBROOKE, Quebec, Sept. 22. 

NOTES FROM A DIARY. 

Liditoy Horest and Stream: : 
In looking over my old day books I found an account of a 

trip to Spring Lake, on the Illinois River, undertaken and 
carried through by M. F. M. and myself in August, 1877; 
and thinking it might interest some of your readers I give 
my diary verbatim: 
“Did one of the hardest day’s travel on record, Gotto the 

lake at dark. Mosquitoes extremely bad. Sleep one hour 
and five minutes. 

“Tuesday, the 28th, morning a Jittle fogey. Heard one 
gun go off. Concluded to get board at Mr. Price’s. Oh, yes! 
we boarded. Tuesday night came in tired and hungry. 
Had to shell and grind corn on a coffee mill to make bread 
for supper. Price gone up to the Loch. 7 o’clock, night, 
raining, Killed fifteen ducks. Swim, Rowed on river and 
had a good time generally. 

“Wednesday. Went over to the South Ponds or Middle 
srounds, Marion killed one small duck. Came back and 
made us a minnow net. Didn’t use it. Afternoon went 
over to Weed Lake and waded water up to our pockets, 
Shot -7,000 times, more or less, and killed seven ducks. 
Waded out and came to the shanty and set a trot line with 
the expectation of catching 500 or 1,000 pounds of fish. 
Caught three pounds of dog fish. Up until half past twelve. 

“Got up Thursday morning at 2 o’clock, went over to 
South Lake again, same success as yesterday. Killed one 
duck. Came back and helped make a draw with seine, 
caught oodlings of fish. After dinner went to Weed Lake 
again but got no ducks; all gone south. Came home, set 
trot line. Cauglit five dog fish, three gars, and one turtle, 
Ammunition getting extremely scarce. Half past eleven 
o'clock go to bed. 

Friday. Feel too lazy to moye. Go to Weed Lake. 
Killed one Wasted a considerable amount of ammunition. 

bird. Came home, got dinner, made a draw of fish. Got 
300 pounds and started for Logan county at sunset.” 

This is a diary of the first trip I ever went to Spring Lake, 
but I have made many trips since then hunting and fishing 
and have generally done better. W. F. Howser, M. F. M. 
and myself carried off over 300 mallards from there a year 
ago last November, all killed in three days. 

I have been much interested in shotgun and rifle discus- 
sions. Davy Crockett, Joe Meek and Daniel Boone, and all 
of those old hunters had guns of nowhere near the killing 
qualities of some of the rifles of to-day and yet the grizzlies . 
did not eat them up, There is no bigger gime now than 
then and surely not nearly so much of it. Our guns are 
certainly big enough, all we need is to get them a little more 
accurate and have them made so they are less liable to get 
out of order, STOFLY. 
LoGan County, Il. 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 

Eititor Forest. and Stream: 
It is with diftidence that I approach the subject of ‘‘Rifle 

versus Buckshot” when such veteran sportsmen have already 
spoken, As has been remarked, the question is not, which 
will secure the largest bag, but which is the most sportsman- 
like weapon, the shotgun or the rifle. Ihave used both and 
have come to some pretty definite views on the point in dis- 
pute, Ido not pretend to be a good nor even a moderately 
good hunter, but I do claim to enjoy the sportsmanlike pur- 
suit of game as much as any one. I know more than one 
good sportsman who does not hesitate to send his dozen 
buckshot after a fleeing deer at ranges which he himself con- 
fesses are almost sure to prevent a mortal wound. I have 
done so myself and 1 am ashamed of it. I am more than 
ashamed to confess that I have, under such circumstances, 
wounded deer and of course lost them, 

In a short experience I have known at least a dozen such 
cases, where suffering, if not death, has been needlessly in- 
flicied. It may do for the “‘deer slayer” to say that such shots 
ought not to be tried, but give the average deer hunter a shot- 
gun and a deer at seventy-five measured yards, and I take it 
a worse than useless shot is the almost invariable result, I 
love a shotgun more than avifle. 1am more expert with 
the former than the latter; but hereafter, when J] am after 
deer, 1 am going to use a weapon that will kill at any range 
I may be tempted to use it at. Iam willing to concede that 
at short ranges I can kill a deer more surely with a shotgun, 
but I know that in the long run, while I may bag more game 
with that weapon, I will leave many more cripples behind to 
suffer and perhaps to die. This is what I consider every 
sportsman wishes to avoid; therefore, give me the rifle for 
deer. Nha’ 

Sepr. 26, 1884. 

HKiditor Forest and Stream: 
I find the articles on ‘‘Bullet versus Buckshot” very inter- 

esting, but the use of the term ‘not sportsmanlike,” or words 
of similar meaning, occurs so frequently that it is getting 10 
be somewhat puzzling to me, and I would ask, who are 
sportsmen? I have never called myself one, but I did sup- 
pose I was a sportsmen’s guide, Two years ago I became 
the owner of a ‘‘hand cannon,” I have kept a diary of its 
work. It has been in the hands of what we call sportsmen 
at the death of many deer and six moose, four of which were 
killed in daylight, all falling before the smoke passed away ; 
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and as soon as.one animal was down the remaining cartridge 
was taken from the “hand‘cannon” and it was carried un- 
loaded until in other hands. I haye worked in the capacity 
of uide in this vicinity ten years and the men employing 
me have been hke-minded to the moose linters, and game 
is increasing in numbers yearly, likewise thox<e killed. Ido 
not wish to think the men 1 have been with so many years 
undeserying the name and honor due to the title of *'sports- 
man.” Np Norton. 
SEconD Connecricur Lark, N. H., Sept, 22. 

RAIL SHOOTING. 

N R. THOMAS B. STARR, of Salem, N. J., killed 188 
rail birds on one tide on the 13th of this month. 

The Supawanva mcadows where these birds were boated 
are quite low, and Mr. Starr, taking advantage of the 
Only gvod tide we have thus far had, made this Jarge score. 
On the same day Mr. H. G. Johnson got 155, Linn John- 
son 118 and W. T. Flilliard 80. There haye been about 
2 500 rail all told thus far killed at the Lazaretto, the highest 
bout being W. Stewart, purbed by J. M. Weod. All the 
Wood boys are handy with the push pole, and there is 
scarcely a choice between either Dick, Mit orJim. The 
tide on Thursday, owing to Wednesday's easterly wind, was 
better than any for a week back. Before this govs to print 
the equinox which has been brewing for two or three days 
will be upou us, and with it will come the wished for storm 
tides. Thousands of ruil will be killed, and the end of the 
ree] bird season will have come, especially if we have the 
cool weather that usually follows. A party of enterpri-ing 
gentlemen fond of shooting have ervated out of the property 
of Mr. Joho Beebe, of Cumberland county, a game prescrve. 
The tract consists of 9,500 acres, and is located about ten 
miles from Manumuskin station on the West Jersey Ruil- 
road. Being rituated some distance from the railroad, and 
only accessible by stage, the natural game advantages of the 
tract are great. Member:bip is limited to thirts, and the 
officers of the club are: President, A. T. Purves; Vice-Presi- 
dent, 8. Cansp; Secretary and Treasurer, W. Sterling, 
Directors, Jos. McKinney, D. W. Hallam, J. C. Davis and 
G. C. Settle. 

The hichest score of rail birdsfor each day of last week at 
the Lazaretto is as follows: 

Sept. 20—H. B. Tatham, Jr., pushed by W. Vail, 50, 
Sept, 22—Jos. Thorne, pushed by J. Wood, 28. 
Sept. 22—M. Vanderslea, pushed by W. Wood, 28. 
Spt. 24—Wm. Sullivan, pushed by J. Gardner, 10. 
Sept. 24—Judge Gilderslecve, pushed by W. Vail, 24, 
Sept. 25—A. B Montgomery, pushed by R, Wood, 26. 
Sept. 26—Jolin Campion, pushed by J. M. Wood, 17. 

Homo, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In illustration of the cunning of our Connecticut rail, I 

may mention an incident of a bunt on one evening of this 
week on the banks of the river from which our State takes 
itspame. My fricnd’s dog started up one—a strong flyer, 
which, faltering but little under his shot, swung by me. 
My fire brought him to the ground, and Lran to mark him 
down. It was the first bird shot and we wanted the dog to 
retrieve him, I found the bird, and was waiting for th: 
dog to draw out of the mud and reeds, when the little fel- 
low ran between my legs. 1 involuntarily put my hands 
down to catch him. but he dissappeared, My fricnd’s mock- 
ing litgh made me think the bird lost, and 1 stared around 
the sky to catch bis flight. My eyes had nearly taken in the 
horizon, when the dog pointcd between my legs. <A careful 
search 1evexled the bird hidden in a wagon track in the 
grass between my feet. I was very glad 10 have the: dog re- 
trieve him to his master and thus check his unseemly hilar- 
ity. We both concluded that the rau is a zood hider even 
in the open field. tL, De Pe 
HARTFORD, Conn., Sept. 29. 

DUCKING CLUBS ON THE GUNPOWDER 

FEXHE cold snap a few days ago produced quite a flutter in 
sporting circles, and developid considerable activity at 

those stations on the Philadelphia and Baltimore Railroad 
coutiguous to Gunpowder aud Bush rivers, those favorite 
haunts and fe.ding grounds of the various species of water- 
fow! which annually migrate bither in immense numbers. 
At Magnolia and Edgewood stations numbers of boxes and 
packages of supplirs, decoys, «tc, necessary for prepara- 
tions adi quate to the wants and conorts of those gentlemen 
bi longing to the gunning clubs have been recently received. 
We have also welcomed the familiar features of some of the 
prominent members, who may be seen actively engaged in 
forwarding supplies and superintending the erection of 
blinds and various other matters essential to succers, con- 
yveniepee or comfort. Prominent among’ these is the robust 

and healthy form of H. T. Weld, Eq , the presidcnt of the 
St. Domingo Club, who, I belicve, has the advantage of all 
other members in years, yet is practically as active as the 
more youthtul In fact, he appears to anticipate the enjoy- 
ment of the sport of the ensuing season with as much zest 
and eagcrness as a schoolboy anticipates the summer vacation. 

John Stewart, Esq., a distinguished membcr of the Balti- 

more bar, is also a member of the above club, who takes an 
active interest in its welfare and keenly enjoys the sport 
appertaining to the rod, as well as the more exciting pleas- 
ues of the gun, And inasmuch as the waters of the same 

locality afford an abundance of food suitable for fi-h as well 
as fowl, he frequently indulges in that line of sport, and dur- 

ing the present season has been remarkably successful. In 

fact, he is equally as expert with the rod as he is skillful 

with the gun; the most indubitable evidence of which is his 

success, He has not only secured aniple numbers upon every 

occasion, but I have been informed he captured the finest 

specimen of ‘striped bass (or rock bass, as it is called) taken 

with a hook in the Gunpowder this season. Jobn Ridgely, 

of Hampton, is also a very active member of this club. He 

not only inherits the name and possessions, but also the ami- 

ability and hospitality characteristic of this distinguished 
Marylund family. He is one of the youngest members of 

the club, yet takes great interest in promoting its welfare and 

prosperity. . 
Tne St. Domingo Club is composed of twelye members, 

four of whom reside in New York, tiie others in Baltimore 

or Maryland. It is considered the leading clu!) of Gunpow- 

dir Neck; not that we think those members of other clubs 

are not equals in all respeets, but we believe it 1s more Fully 

organized, has a greater extent of water front, and, we be- 

lieve, a greater number of members than any other. : 

Maxwell’s Point is located on the Gunpowder, a few miles 

below St. Domingo. The club oecupying this point is com- 
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posed of four wealthy gentlemen of Philadelphia, who do 
not gua to excess, but frequently indulge in the exciting and 
fascinating sport of decoy and bar shooting, for the latter of 
which their point is particularly adapted, owing to the pecn- | 
liar formation of the land. This point is considered by many 
to be superior in point of certainty to any on the Chesapeake 
or its tributaries. 
_ Those two clubs have been exceedingly fortunate in secur- 
ing the services Of two of the best qualified sportsmen of the 
Chesapeake, judging by their display of knowledg? a¢quired 
by personal study of the water fowl, ils habits and nature, 
or skill as marksmen, arresting them in rapid flight. Hilward 
Lynch isat Maxwell’s Point and John Sweeting at St. 
Domingo. Both are large, heavy men, yet entirely different 
mm appearance. Edward Lynch is tall and musevlar, and 
although quiet and yentlemanly in manner, his aim is certain 
death to the fowl within its range. John Sweeting is very 
stout, thick set. und his appearance, to those unacquainted 
with him, would indicate dull and heavy movements, but 
such is not the case; on the contrary he is exceedingly active 
and quick as lightning ata snap shot. I have heen informed 
by gentlemen who haye examined the different localities 
that there is this season a great abundance of the various 
species of marine plants, suitable to all the varieties of fowl. 
Therefore they anticipate an abundance of game, which as 
2, matter of course will afford ample opportunities of indulg- 
ing in the exercise of their skill, 

In tracing the extensive line of shore, with its numberless 
indentations and curves, we find quite a number of gunning 
clubs located cn the mosf desirable situations, the members 
of which are residents of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New 
York and as far north as Boston, and one of tlie members at 
Legoes Poiut i. an Englishman, and crosses the ocean annn- 
ally to enjoy the sport of shooting swan and geese, for which 
this point is famous as their feeding ground. ITvuRos. 

Hotpme AnEap.—Hiitor Forest and Stream; Recent ex- 
periments in England by Major W. McClintock. RA. 
(Journal of the Roya! United Service Institution), will tend to 
modify some of the ideas obtaining upon this subject. A 
charge of 44 drams best C & H. powder gives to No. 4 shot, 
a muzzle velocity of 1,344 feet. Inferior powder wuuld of 
course give less. The time of flight for a velocity of 1,300 
feet is: 30 yards, .098; 40 yards, .1342; 50 yards, .1797; 60 
yards, .2811. ete, This will about equal the velocity usually 
obtained from a teu-bore with 434 drams of good powder 
and it ounces of No 4shot. A bird crossing the line of 
fire at 30 yards distance (flying at the rate of s mile a 
minute) would pass over about 84 feet while the shot passes 
through the 30 yards, At 40 yards the bird would cover 
about 12 feet, at 50 yards about 16 feet, and at 60 yards the 
bird would cover about 22 feet. If any one will give us 
the yelocities with which the birds fly, we can from these 
tables of Major McClintock calculate with accuracy how 
much to 'thold ahead” (in theory!)—8. 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS IN WIsconsin,—Menomonie, Wis., 
St pt. 27.—Prairie chicken shootiag is now on the wane for 
this season, the birds having been hunted so thoroughly 
they rise almost out of range. Birds are not so abundant as 
is gencrally suppused. To illustrate; the most successful 
hunting parties of fuur shooters have not bagged over forty 
birds in a long day’s hunt, and several parties have been out 
and hunted hard all day and not killed more than two birds 
per man. Itis pleasant for those who are fond of shooting 
und of a fine gun to think that they can bring the skill they 
have acquired ut the trap to bear on game. at any time th y 
care to 20 out on a shooting trip, but it is a bard fact that 
ruffed grouse are perceptibiy less abundant than they were 
two years ago. In the match of sportsmen, guns and dogs 
vs. birds, the birds will ‘‘get left.” There are too many 
brevchloaders and too much skill among sportsmen through 
out the country for game to remain abundant, The same 
may be said of dver,—B. A. HE. 

Notes FRoM THE PrRatkims.—Pillsbury, Minn., Sept. 24. 
—A purty of four, consisting o! 8 C Hayden, of Syracuse, 
N. Y.; J. T. Locke, of Minneapolis; H. C Eldred, of Burn- 
namville, and the writer, have just returned from a ten days’ 
shooting trip on the prairivs. Good bags of dueks and 
chickens were secured. It was too early in the season, or 
rather the exceptionally warm weather prevented successful 
goose shooting. Sanuhill cranes were seen in vast numbers, 
and one monster, evidently the king of all the cranes, fell to 
the gun of the writer. The weather is now turning cool, 
apd we shall soon be in the height of the duck season here, 
Wild rice is unusually abundant, MRuffed grouse are even 
more plenty than last year. During a ride of twenty miles 
last week through the timber I think fully fifty were flushed. 
Deer sizns are plenty.—J. F. Locks, 

Nuw Jursny Norrs.—Madicon, N, J., Sept 27 —Quite a 
number of reed birds on our meadows. A few hunt them, 
but asa rule they are considered too “small fry” by our 
local hunters. The pruspect for good snipe shooting looks 
gloomy enough, since no rain has fallen for two weeks or 
more, consequently the meadows are as dry as I haye ever 
seen them, even the ditches running through them contain 
little or no water. The Passaic Rivir is very low. Quite a 
number of pickerel have been caught in the river this year. 
A friend of mine living near the river heard a party of men 
last Wednessday night hauling a net quite near Chatham 
Bridge. ‘This explains the scarcity of fish in that stream. 
Game notes are scarce just now. It will be lawful to kill 
wovdcock November 1. Willreport luck —SixteeN-BorE. 

Tuurmors.—Macomb.—Prairie chicken shooting was good 
this year, and bags of one to forty were made in a half day 
by some of our sportsmen, Quail wintered well but are not 
very plenty. If let alone until the first of October fair 
shooting may be nad. A fellow sportsman reports two 
flocks of turkeys of about twenty each within fifteen miles 
of here, and we expect to bring a few of them to bag this 
week. Our mode of hunting them will be to go out im the 
evening and scatter them, then in the morning they can be 
easily culled within gunshot.—EN AMI. 

InpIANA Rurrep Grouse AND Quartu.—Hartferd City, 

Ind , Sept, 23.—Pheasants, as they are termed here, are more 

numerous than they have been for several years, Can find 

them 1n coveys of fiom eight to fiftevn in a half hour’s walk, 

Can raise two to three coveys of quail in a field of ten actes, 

thuugh many were frozen last winter. We will have better 

shooting and more of it than we have ever enjoyed before. 
1 long for the 15th of October.—An Loox. 

Notes From Scoonarm, N. Y.—BSept. 23.—We have some 
very excellent shooting here now. We have partridges and 
red and gray squirrels in good numbers, Of woodcock there 
are not so many as we havé had some seasons here. Rabbits. 
are reported quite numerous. Later in the fall we will haye 
some good duck shooting, One that is a good shot can BO 
out and bag a good number of birds in a day,—ScHOuARIE, 

a 

Ican recommend to go to Olark W. Holmses’s, South Phe 
mouth, Mass,, where they can trv their hand at winy-shoot- 
ing and return home satisfied if they are even ordinary shots, — 
I was there last season, and the scores were all the way from 
two up to thirty-one for a morning’s shooting, the latter score — 
being made by Mr. Holmes.—W, L. U. . 

Coor Suoorine.—Any one who is fond of cont shooting 

New Jnrsey.—West Englewood.—The game constables — 
don’t keep a very sharp lookout in this section, On the 28th, 
29th, #0th and 31st of August there was considerable shoot 
ing done slong the Hackensack River.—J. F. B. {|Commu- 
nicate with the New Jersey Game and Fish Protective Soci: 
ety, of Plainfield, W, L. Fore, Secretary. ] ) 

Massacnuserrs Game.—South Duxbury, Mass., Sept. 
29.—The quail seasou opened well this spring all along the — 
south shore and I have seen quite 2 number of coveys this 
fall, three within five minutes’ walk of my place. Partridge 
scree, shore birds not very plenty. Water fowl beginuing 
to appear.—SouTH SHORE. 

New Yor«.—The bird shooting in southern Ulster county, 
Where I frquently go, promises finely for this fall. The 
woodcock were hardly shot at this summer. and should be 
plentiful this fall, There also promises to be good shooting 
of quail and rabbit.—J. G. G@ } 

Lath HarcHine or Quatn.—Hartford City, Ind., Sept. 
23,— While out walking a day or two ago I found one brood 
of young quail that could not fly, and also a nest that the 
old bird was sitting on. It was full of eggs.—An Loox. 

Iris A Prerry Bie Sratre.—Clinton, Oneida County, 
N. Y,—You report ruffed grouse plenty in this State. In 
the fiye seasons 1 haye been in this section they have not 
been as scarce as the present season.—H. 

CLEANING BRAss SHELLS.—Take strong vinegar and salt, 
ecour them well and rinse in hot water and dry in warm 
place. They will come out of the pickle bright as new 
unless badly corroded.—An Loox. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

THE DOBSON. 

FIND that the illustrated article in last Formst AND 
STREAM on the helgramite or dobson, has necessitated a 

few more words on the subject in answer tu sevi ral corres- 
pundents, Therefore 1 will say: I donot know how long 
it tukes the larya to grow to the size usually taken as buit 
for black bass, As the ege is laid in midsummer, the young 
worm must be small by the time winter comes on, and as we 
find them full-sized in June, it is probable that these are 
more than one year old, because they may not grow much in 
winter. The larya of some insects, notably the snapping 
bevtle, pusses six or seven years asa wood borer before it 
assumes the perfect state. While Ido not assert that our 
baits are over a year old it is not impossible that they may 
be. The fly dovs not live through the winter. This to 

To “G. W. B.’ I will say: There are seyeral similar forms 
(see article), but they are small. The genus dala I think to_ 
be the Jurva of what anglers call the ‘‘alder fly,” which they - 
imitate for a trout lure. I do not lay claim to any «ntomoe- 
logical knowledge. The range of the dubson (Corydalus) 
miy be indicated by the list of popular numes given, and - 
these include Connecticut on the north and Georgia on the - 
south and Wisconsin on the West: I have seen it in New 
Hampshire. 
“H P L”’—It is usually found in swift, stony brooks, 

but I took one specimen under a stone near the shore of an 
island in Fourth Lake of the Fulton Chain, Adirondacks. 
They may iuvhabit lakes, in fac!, this seems lo prove that - 
they do, but it would be difficult to capture them there, 
The only way to learn if they inhabit brooks in your 
vicinity is to turn over the stones in them and find oat, 
“Epicure.”—No; the Ichthyopbagous Club has never 

eaten dobsons. The suggestion shows that you are wortliy 
to be a member of that body, White to the caterer, Mr, E- 
G. Blackford, Fulton Market, New York; he may wish ai 
few quarts for the approaching dinner. FRep MArTHmr. 
Coup Spring Harsor, N. ¥. 

TROUT STREAMS OF KALAMAZOO. 

WN the summer of 1880 some of the sportsmen of Kalama- 
zoo, Mich , concvived the happy idea of stocking the 

small spring brooks iu that vicinity with brook trout (Selme 
jontinalis) And, much to their praise, they carried out their 
ideas, instead of just thinking about il, as a great many 
would do; consequently the results wee far beyond theirex- 
pectutions. Procuring 100,000 fry from the State hatchery, 
located at Paris, Mecosta county, they were distributed 1 ~ 
these small streams, Spring Brook, a large. clear, cold and — 
swift-running stream, being the recipient of a majority of 
the fry. Then these sportsmen waited for the thrve long 
years required by law betore a stocked stream: can be fished 
to roll by. Many a chronic grumbler predicted that the 
trout wouldn’t live, and if they did, that they would all run — 
into the Kalamazoo River. But the sportsmen, like all good 
disciples of Izaak Wulton, waited patiently and bided their — 
time. . 

In 1882 J. Y, Portman, of the State Fish Commission, and 
some other gentlemen, made an investigation to seeif the 
trout were there and how they prospered, and were some. 
what surprised as well as highly clated to find that the fry — 
of two years before had not ouly grown 10 upward of 4 
pound in weight, but had also spawned, as could be proved 
by the hundreds of little ones to be seen. Hre the dawn of — 
day on Muay 1, 1888—the beginning of the open season—many © 
au angler could be seen making his way for these small 
streams to catch trout of his own raising. And such was — 
the success, there being hundreds of tront taken during the ~ 

— 
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season without any apparent diminishing of their numbers, 
bome weighing as hioh ag 14 pounds. 

During the past season thousands of trout have been taken 
| of ail sizes and up to 24 pounds in weight. The success which 
the yenture of these few gentlemen has met las done more 

_ fo encourage the propagation of trout by the Michigan Fish 
' Commission than-all other things combined, and during the 
coming season they will plant one million and a half of fry 
tm Kalamazoo county alone; while on the other hand, if a 
_ person lives near a suitable stream and wishes to stock it, to 
Reet the fry needs but the uskine. ' 
_ Now, bother sportsmen, let the success of the Kalamazoo 
ee be an example; and instead of always secking to 

destroy, try and restock your depleted waters and game 
‘coverts, and in a few years you will have the satisfaction in 
reaping the harvest you have sown. Ban, 

SEPT, 25, 1884, : 

NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE 
FISH-HOOK. 

BY Rk, CHRISTENSEN.* a 
1 ee fact that prehistoric hooks are but seldom noticed in 
_ + museums is not owine'to their rare occurrence or rare 
“discovery, but to their small size and to their appearance, 
which is not apt te strike the cye; possibly, also, because 
they closely resimble other implemenis and are ther:-fore 
€asily confounded with them, The number of undoubted 
fith-liooks, however, is large enough to show that angling is 
‘one of the most ancient occupations. 

The oldest fishing implements, however, correspond very 
little to the newer idea which we connect with the word 
“fish-hook.” As long as no metal was employed there was 
no matcrial from which a real hook, answering to our ideas 
of the same, could have been made; there was moreover no 
type of such animplement. On the other hand, the idea 
Was readily suggested that, if fish could be caught by means 
of a harpoon fastened to a line, without inflicting a mortal 
wound, the same olject might be reached in a still more 
Satisfactory manner if the fish could be caused to swallow a 
harpoon or arrowhead fastened io a line. Angling is there- 
fore of more ancient origin than net fishing. ° The oldest 
hooks which have been found are shaped like an arrow- 
head, having one and sometimes two, three, or more smaller 
or larger well-pointed beards. The museum of ihe Anti- 
quariin Society of Prussia, in Kénigsberg, possesses a num 
ber of such hooks. AU of these looks show very careful 
workmanship, and are of such slender form, so well adapted 
to the nature of the material (bone or hom) as to favor the} 

| supposition that this article has been in general use for some 
time, and has gradually undergone various improvements. 
These implemnts date from the Nevlithic Age (second 
period of the Stone Age), and their enormous size will con- 
vey an idea of the size of fish cauzht in those times. A 
similar implement from the same period is preserved in the 
Royal Museum at Dresden, but its shape so closelv resem- 
bles that of au arrow-head that it is impossible to distinguish 
it from this. 
Hooks made of flint are very rare Two which have been 

found in the Swedish province of Skane furnixh ample proof 
that the Scandinavians were likewise acquainted with anp- 
ling at a very early period. Frequently small flint splinters 
having «4 bent point are found, showing evidences of work- 
ianship which in some cases were evidently meant to be 
tied to & handle at their thick end, and which probably in 
this way Laye served as hooks. An implemeut made of 
‘horn and preserved in the Konigsberg Museum, above re- 
ferred to, also favors this explanation. It will not seem 
strange that implements of so unassuming a character but 
rarely find their way into our must-ums. The fact, however, 
that avgling bas, till within a comparatively recent period, 
been the favorite mode of fishing, much more so than net- 
fishing, finds further proof in the circumstance that in the 
houses of the lake-dwellirs at Schusscnried numerous rem- 
nants of pike and of Sdurus glants have been fuund, but 
none of any other fish. 
A second and entirely different form of hooks, shaped like 

@ weaver’s shuttle, was kuown in very ancient times: the 
central portion was connected with the line, and thereupon 
entirely enveloped in the bait, so the fish might swallow it 
whole. This method has still buen preserved in some parts 
where eels are caught by means ot a darning-needle fastened 
to the Jine and almost hid in the bait, 

There has been a steady d-velopmeni from the arrow- 
head tothe real bent hook, as is shown by an implement 
Which is preseryed in the museum of the Sucicty for Pomera- 
fan History snd Antiquity, at Stettin, This rare piece was 
found imbedded 14 f et deepin marl near Reddies, district of 
Rummelsburg, in Pomerania, Its material is bone, and at 
ifs itiner bend the marrow side of the bone is Jiid pare, 
showing that the Lone was not suwed lengthwise but crogs- 
wise This gave to the implement a much greater degree of 
durability, und produccd the outlines of its form ai the yery 
bvginoipg of the work. 

Even the double hook was employed before metals came 
into use. Such a double hook was made from the antlirs of 
a stay, and foundin oneof the habitations of the lake- 
dwellers in Switzerland. At first sight it presents the ap- 
pearance of grotesque clumsiness, but on closvr observation 
tis seen that the hollows (especially the one on the right 
side) are a pretty facsimile of a modern hook, It will, 
thereiore, not seem improbable that the eccentric position of 
the center of gravity was uot accidental but intentional. 
Only the night hook is poiuted, its torm being better adapted 
to its purpose, and having a tendency to turn upward; that 
1s, itis better calculated for catching fish, while the Jett 

Phook was probably intended for fastening the bait. 
§ We have more hooks from the Brenze Age, which in 
Eastern Germany extended to the fourth and fith centuries, 
Pheir materis] being more pliable, they assume lighter and 

§more slender forms; they have as yet no beard; but artificial 
Pbuit, though in its simplest form, seems to have been em- 
Pployed at thatearly time. The Historical Museum at Litibeck 
PO-sis-es some hooks which are wade of thin brenze leaves 

ith very sharp points. They have probably served as small 
metal fish. 1 am in doubt, however, as to the use of the 
holes found in pairs in some of them, It seems all the more 
probable that these implements are artificial bait shaped like 
fish, as some of the South Sea Islinders were in the habit of 
emyloying artificial bait even before they knew the use of 
metal, 1n the collection above referred to there is an imple- 
meut of this kind co_sisting of along and narrow piece of 
mother-of-pearl, to which a hook made of horn ig tied firmly. 

} 

}) * "Zur Geschichte des Angeihakens,”* in Deutsc' ¢ Fischeret-Zeitung, frans'ated by Herman Jacobson, Vol, 1V., Nos. 12 and 15, Stettin PMaich 2 and April 12, 
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1881, and reproduced in the Bulletin of the 
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The oldest iron hooks known are those found in the ram- 
part of Old Libeek As Old Litheck was surprised and en- 
tirely destroyed by Rove, Prince of Riven, in 1188, and as 
the new city was not built in the same place, the period 
from which these hooks date is well defined. Tue smaller 
of the two is evidently much oldtr than the larger, and the 
properties of the metal have been so litte utilized us to justify 
the supposition that this hock dates from the beginning of 
the Iron Age, while thelarger is clearly of much more re- 
cent date. Here we find well-known forms reminding us of 
the hooks which we used in our boyhood’s days. There is, 
of course, as yet, a great difference between these hooks and 
those found in the ramparts of Old Liibeck, for even the 
most inexperienced boy wouid hurdly use such gigantic 
hooks, and even in those days so clumsy a beard would have 
been Jaughed at; but as to its general plan this hood does 
not differ much from the well-known hooks formerly used 
in Germany. 

I will mention an old darre which was found near Alt- 
Bliesdorf, district of Ober-Barnim, aud now in the collection 
of Mr. Walbaum in Sucow. It has the size and shape of a 
tablespoon without a handle, but is quite flat and made of 
copper. At the broad end there is a hole for the line, while 
the pointed end is closed by a shuttle-shaped double copper 
cover (resembiing a shell), from which protudes a medium- 
sized iron hook of good shape. Sporn and hook are there- 
fore firmly connected by this cover by means of three pegs. 
This implement yery closely resembles the spoon-shaped 
darres which are still in common use, t 

The merit of having fashioned hooks from steel, according 
to rational principles, and answering manifold purposes, 
belongs undou'tedly to the Enghsh. Max von dem Borne 
has described these hooks in his well-known work ‘‘Angel- 
fischvrei” (Line fishing) in the most exhaustive manner, Dur- 
ing the year 1880 many different forms of hooks have been 
brought to our notice through the B rlin Exposition. Some 
of these hooks have been developed in evrtain Jocslities in- 
dependent of other forms, while some are the artificial pro- 
ducis of industry, and have been thrown into the market to 
await the verdict of the fishing public. 
Among the hooks peculiar to certain localities I first men- 

tion the Japanese hooks. These have very smull beards, and 
are made of thin wire, which is wore pliable than elastic; 
ilis is all the more surprising, as the Japanese are unexcelled 
in the manufacture of steel. If, ther: fore, they give their 
hooks a certain degree of pliability, this is probably inten- 
tional, and may perhaps be explained by the circumstunce 
that their entire fishing apparatus is exceedingly fine. In 
Berlin they exhibited rods measwing six meters in Icnsth, 
with a very thin point, and a line which throughout its 
entire length has only the thickness cf a thin horsehair. At 
the first glance itwill be seen that these hooks are entirely 
original, and considering the very bigh degree of develop- 
ment to whicli line-fishiug has attained in Japan, it cannot 
be doubted that these various forms are carefully adapted to 
cerlain definite purposes. If we only knew these purposes 
we would undoubtedly learn much from the Japanese. 
Many of these forms have been adopted by English manu- 
facturers. 

The artificial fly also has gone throuch a course of devyel- 
opment in Japan entirely peculiar to that country. Those 
which were on exhibition in Berlin consisted of hooks of the 
smallest kind; the hcad is of brass, perfectly round, with a 
diameter half that of the width of the book, the body is 
either red, black, cr gold-colored, or has all three colors. 
From the head six or eight brown hairs run along the body, 
extending twice its length, and surrounding it on all sides; 
everything about it displays an el-gance and accuracy of 
workmanship which need not fear comparison with the finest 
Hnelist flies 

In Switzerland, in the canton of Tessin, a peculiar form 
of hooks has been employed from time immemorial. They 
have no beard, and an exceedingly fine and long poiut, 
and are used for catching Sulmo thymatlus, trout, and ‘*may- 
fish.” 

The Chinese produce clumsy imitations of English hooks, 
but their own hooks are peculiar, having exceptionally smi] 
beards, not on the back of the puint, but on the side, This 
is of great importance, for the beard which is commoniy 
used, and which is on the inner side or back of the point, has 
two disadvantages; in the first place, it is as untavorably 
located as poxsible for the rapid entering of the hook, which 
therefore frcquently does not catch; and in the second place, 
it is inclined to come out of itselr, for when it enters, a hol- 
low space is created between the beard and the lower bend 
of the hook, which is prevented from clusing up by the por- 
tions of the hook which surround it on three sides. When- 
ever the person holding the line momentarily ceases to pull, 
the hook gi ts a chauce to slip back, und the beard but too 
readily finds the necessary space to glide outof the wound 
without carching anywhere, especially when the parts where 
the Look has entered ure lean and possess but little elasticity, 
as is the case with the pike. But if the beard is placed more 
or less on the side of the point, this offers the important ad- 
vantage that the beard does not hinder the entering of the 
point; the hoilow space referred ‘o above will al-o be created, 
but it is not, as in the common hooks, between the beard and 
the bend of the hook, but on the side of the latter, and is 
consequently less inclined to elose ap immediately. The 
point of the bend, moreover, does not lie right over the 
ecnter of the hollow space, but.close toitsedze. Even if the 
hook shculd slip back, the beard will always keep close to 
the edge of the wound, and will, in most cases, farten itself 
somewhere, thus preventing the hook from slipping out en- 
tirely. Placing te beard at the side of the pwint, therefore, 
offers two decided advantages, without having a single dis- 
advantage; and it is really surprising thal manufacturers 
have not given more atlention to this matter. 

Of new forms which have recently been brought into the 
mai ket, the following deserve special mention: 

1. Jiongshanks or hooks whose handle 1s twice as long as 
is commonly the case. ‘his secures a steadier aim, the in- 
juriuus angie is decreased, and makes a mucn longer extent 
of gut line possible. The place where the gut line touches 
the point of the shank is much less exposed 10 any motion, 
and the frequent breaking of the gut at this point is avoided. 
These hooks, however, are as a general rule only suited to 
such bait as will cover the entire shank. It certainly speaks 
well tor these liooks that they were almost simultaneously 
adopted both in England and America, 

2, Warner’s needle-eye hooks. The new catulozne of J. 
Warner & Sons, Redditch, shows a whole series of diffcrently 
constructed spring double books (eightin number). Other 
hooks of this king have been known in Germany for some 
time; a hook of a particularly practical construction was ex- 
hibited at Berlin by the firm of Bradiord & Anthony, of 
Boston, Mass, ~ 
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The same firm has introduced a hook which substitutes an 
entirely new principle for thy beard, As the tongue which 
takes the place of the heard acts like a spring, the mouth of 
the fish will, in biting, slip past the point of the tongne, 
almost without meeting wih any resistance, and from that 
moment any loosening of the hook by accident becomes im- 
possible, Unless something tears or breaks, the fish is hope- 
lessly caught. The considerable angle of this hook will give 
no trouble, considering the ease with which the slender pcint 
enters; in fact, it proves an advantage, because the catching 
capacity of the hook is thereby considerably increased. The 
principle underlying this hook is doubtless very ingenious, 
and unless unforeseen difficulties hinder its practical applica- 
tion, we probably stand at the threshold of a new epoch in 
the history of the fish-hook. 

MINNOW CASTING FOR BLACK BASS. 
Hiditor Forest and Stream: 

lt appears as if the rules for minnow casting at the com- 
in tournament are needlessly rigid in prescribing that the 
mode of casting shall be undvrhand, for many persons never 
cast In that manner. It is true that longer casts may be 
made by the uoderhand mode, but at a sacrifice of accuracy. 
The weight of the minnow (half an ounce sinker) seems to 
be greater than nccessary, but what in the world does Dr. 
Henshall mean by ‘‘delicacy” in plumping half an ounce of 
lead into ihe water? Surely this is an oversight or it needs 
explanation, If the scale of points for the light (striy ed) 
bass casting had been followed, then accuracy and distance 
would be determined at each cast, and delicacy would be 
Jeft out. The style of casting is so much like that for 
striped bass, savé in the use of one hand, that it seems as if 
the method of scoring should be the same. R. B. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In Fores? AND STREAM of Sept. 18 I find Dr. Henshall’s 

Tulvs to govern the minnow casting contest at the coming 
tournament. 

Oue rule limits the weight of rods to 10 ounces. Now, 
when Dr. Henshall’s “Book of the Black Bass” first came 
out I purchased a copy, and after reading it, thought [ 
would like to try minnow casting for actual fixhing, so I 
had a rod made as uear Dr. Henshall’s own specifications as 
deserived‘in his book as possible. The tip and middle are of 
greenheart, the butt and handle ash, It weighs just 12 
ounces. 
According to the rales this rod will not be allowed in the 

contest, yet it isa Henshall rod. Should I return to town 
in time, | had intended entering this cuntest, but now will 
probably be unable to enter oa account of this rule. 

C, G. Lervison,. 
Soute Woopsury, Vi., Sept. 22, 

HOW TO CATCH CARP. 

SEVERAL OPINIons DPon How To Catcu Carp, 
COMPILED BY CHAS, W. SMILEY. 

[From the Bulletin of the United States Fish Commission.] 

j A response to numerous requests for information as to the 
best way to catch a few carp at a time, and without 

draining a pond, | have examined the principal English 
sporting books, and have extracted what they have to say on 
this subject. The first item, however, is by an American 
who understands fishing for carp. 
Wirn Lint anp Hoox.—‘‘When I fith for carp I have a 

fifty-foot line done up on a reel with six or seven small hooks 
on the line, and without any pole. I bait the hooks with 
stale light bread, which floats on the surface of the water, 
and the carp come to the top to suck it down, As soon ag 
they feel the hook they start to run und 1 reel up the line 
an play with them until I worry them out and land them 
without further trouble. After catching one in tlis way they 
become very wild and timid, acd it is a long time before I 
can get them to show themselves again. I caught only one 
with an angle worm,”—Oscak Rerp (St. Louis, Mu., Aug. 
21, 1883), 

Barrs.—'‘Carp are esteemed among the richest fresh- 
water fish we lave in the kingdom, and are as cunning as 
foxes. The angler, therefore, must be ‘wide awake’ to 
catch him, and also as patient as a saint. He may, however, 
fish for him at any timein the day during warm weather. 
The bait may be either worms or paste. Of worms the 
bluish mar-h or meadow is the best, but a red worm, not too 
big, will do, or a large gentle; of paste the best is made from 
bread and honey, and the spot intended should be well 
baited beiorchand. In a large pond, to draw them together, 
throw in & ther grains, or blood mixed with cow-dung, or 
bran, or any kind of garbage; follow this with some of the 
small baits jou intend to angle with. If you fish for carp 
with gentles, put on your hook asmall piece of scarlet cloth, 
about the bigness of a pea, soaked with oil of peter (by some 
called oi] of the rovk) and keep your gentles for two or three 
days in a box smeared with honey; and while you are 
fishing, chew a little bread and ibrow it ia about the place 
where your float swims. In this way, with due patience, 
you will prove a match for these crafty tish.’—[From Rout- 
ledge’s Hand-book of Fishing, London, p, 39.] 
Barrs,—‘‘Carp are very uncertain. After a shower on a 

warm, daisp evening, is the best time for fishing. A boiled 
gTeen pea is a capital bait; also ground-bait with boiled 
potutoes, and ait with half-boiled pieces. You shauld 
ground-bait overnight. Anything will do for ground bait, 
chickens’ guts, bloud, cow-dung, mixed grains, and ereaves, 
mixed with clay. As baits, use paste of ali kinds, especially 
sweel paste, geutles, and red wornis. 

“A very zood way of killing carp is to let the bait sink 
between the leaves of the water plants, aud gently draw it 
up and down till you feel a slight nibble, when the line 
must be loused until the fish 1uns away withit. A paste 
mude of common flour and anchovy sauce, with a little water 
mixed with it to prevent sticking, has been found good. 

THE OLD-Boar MErnop.—‘'Carp may also be thus taken: 
Take an old boat, and fill it with brusliwoad or other loose 
stuff, taking care to keep it down with large stones, Tie 
two ropes to the ends ot the boats so as to be able to draw it 
up again when wanted, and then sink it, leaving it there for 
a mouth or two, so that the carp may have time to get 
accustomed to it, when they will take up their abode in the 
bout. After you have left it in a sufficient time draw it out 
again by the ropes tied to it for the purpose, and you will 
find the fish in their hiding places in the brushwood. It igs 
best to put some food in the boat before you lower it,”— 
[From “Pacts und useful hints relating to fishing and shoot- 
ing,” by L. E. B. C., London, 1872, page 26.] 
EXPERIENCE.—"‘Late in July, 1858, on 2 hot summer's 

afternoon, I was barhel-fishing in the eddy off Ham Point, 
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Weybridge, the water being twenty feet deep and as clear as 
glass, I did notso much as touch a barbel, but took with 
my single rod three magnificent carp, weighing respectively, 
8, 5, and 4 pounds; ten eels, nine large perch, and one 
bream; the carp gaye quite as much play as trout. These 
were all taken with the lob-worm, using chopped worms for 
ground-bait, 

Barr anp Rops.—'‘As a general rule, the red worm will 
be found the most killing bait, but they will at times prefer 
a well-scoured marsh-worm or lob. The majority of roach 
baits are also used for carp. Use a light stiff rod with fine 
running tackle and a light float, ascertaining the depth, if 
possible, the day before, when ground bailing, as recom- 
mended in the preceding chapter, so as to keep out of si@ht 
when you commence fishing, and disturb the water as little 
as you can. Throw in a few chopped worms occasionally 
while angling, fish on the botiom, and if in a stream strike 
immediately there is a bite: but if in still water, or a pond, 
wait a second or tio, till the float goes steadily under, and 
then strike gently, as carp do not take the bait so quickly in 
dead water as in a stream, where, unless it is taken directly, 
it is carried away by the current and is gone. 
Puayine.—‘‘When you have booked a good fish use him 

gently and patiently, giving him line, winding in and letting 
out, till he is exhausted, He is an exceedingly strong and 
artful fish, and will try every possible means to get around a 
post or stump, or into the weeds, so as to break the line.” 
Kerp Qvuimr:—"The grand secret in carp fishing is to 

Keep quiet and fish fine. Some anglers expatiate on the 
great merits of boiled green peas and pieces of cherries as 
very taking baits. One writer advises a worm and gentle to 
be used on the hook at the same time, so as to offer the carp 
a choice of baits; probubly, had he suggested that a preen 
pea and a cherry be first placed on the hook, it might have 
been better still; the carp could then haye taken yegetables 
with his dinner and dessert to follow. 
To CarcH Prusstan Canp.—‘There is another species of 

this fish, termed the Prussian carp, which seldom reaches a 
pound in weight; in shape and color it is similar to the 
ordinary carp, partaking very much of the nature of the 
goldfish and silver-fish, anil like them may be kept, when 
small, ina globe. They ure easily caught in ponds during the 
summer months witha small red or blood worm; fish very 
fine, with a No. 10 book and a very small quill tioat: It is 
essential that the bait should cover the cutire hook and look 
fresh and tempting. Fish two or three inches from the 
bottom:’”—[From the Modern Angler, London, 1883. ] 
A GAME Fise.—‘‘Carp are in season through March and 

Apvil, and therefore I have advocated the increase of them 
in the Thames, as they would afford good sport when the 
ordinary Thames fish are out ot condition. 
How Taxen,—'‘'To fish for carp the angler requires to be 

very quiet and unobtrusive, particularly when they are in 
ponds. Carp grub for their bait along the bottom, and if 
the angler keeps quiet and out of sight le may often see 

- them ywithin reach of his rod, rooting along the quiet and 
shallow water, with their tails or back fins above water. I 
have often taken them when thus occupied by softly casting 
my flout and tackle out a yard or two ahvad of them, in the 
direction they were traveling, and allowing the bait to lie on 
the botiom, when I have frequently managed to capture the 
rover, Carp will take both worms and gentles well at times, 
but farinaceous baits are more in fayor with the car} fisher- 
men of the present day; for it there happens to be a lot of 
small roach, perch, or eels in the same pond, as there too 
often is, these will, if worms or gentles be used for ground 
bait, hasten to the spot and eat wp most of it before the carp 
can find it out; and, added to this, when jou begin to fish 
the first miserable little eel or perch you take will drive 
many of the best carp away; and after you have taken two 
or three, there will liardly be a carp left, 
Barrs.—‘‘Carp will take a variety of baits, as worms, 

gentles, wasp grubs, plain and sweet paste, boiled green 
peas, and potatoes. ‘The last is the best bait that can be 
used, particularly with big carp; it should be about three 
parts, or rather more, boiled—rather a waxy sort being 
chosen—and the best way of bailing with il is to use a small 
triangle on a single thread of gut, with small loop to the 
other end of it, baying a good big loop in the line to Joop it 
to. Then take a baiting needle, and, bitching it to the loop 
of the triangle, draw the gut through the middle of the 
potato and pull the triangle up so as just to bury the hook 
points in the potato. Then cut the potato round with a knife 
neatly till it is about the size of a good-sized gooseberry, and 
loop it on to the line, the big loop allowing the bait und all 
to pass through easily. The best way of fishing this bait is 
with a very light ledger, a small pistol] bullet being quite 
heavy enough. The gut should be rather fine, but strong 
and sound, as a big carp isa doughty antagonist, and his 
first rush is not to be sneezed at. 1 have been broken in it 
many atime when 1 have been at all in difficulties; and 
carp, as they often run up to ten pounds or twelve pounds 
weight, and even larger, and have very powerful fins, want 
careful managing at first. They are, too, pretty cunning, 
and will run you into 4 mass of weeds if they can, 

DisrecarD Nipsies.—‘‘Never strike while a carp only 
nibbles. Wait till he drays the float steadily under, and 
appears to be going away with it; when, seeing all clear and 
in order about the line and reel for a rush, you may hit him 
smnartly, and if he is a hig one ‘‘look out for squalls;” as his 
mouth is very tough and leathery, you may play him firmly. 
Get him away as soon as possible from your pitch, so as not 
to frighten tle rest, and land him as far from the pitch as 
you can. Then come back to the pitch, quietly throw in a 
handful or two of ground-bait, and follow up with the hook 
as before, and probably in ten minutes, or a quarter of an 
hour, if the fish are well on, you may see your rush-tfloat 

- ‘nigelenigeling” again. The best ground bait, of course, 
for this work is boiled potato, 

Have Sevpray ‘‘Srors’.—“‘If fishing a pond, always 
bait two, and even three, spots if you can; so that when the 
fish are rather alarmed at one, you cup rest it and go to 
another, casting in a few handfuls of bait berore you leave, 
to draw them back again. Aways fish from the shore, too, 
if you can, as carp are shy of a boat, and any motion of the 
water easily alarms them, In fishing with the ledger ina 
stream you would discard the float, and fish as for barbel, 
by the feel. In whis case, when you feel a nibble, you must 
yield some inches of line and wail for the tug that announces 
the bite. This is held to be, by experienced carp fishers, the 
best and mosté killing method of carp fishing, particularly 
for big fish. ‘The great thing is to let the bait and line rest 
on the bottom for a foot or two. In this way the carp sees 
neither the line nor the book, as he cannot fail to do if he is 
curious in float fishing when the depth is exactly plumbed 
and the bait only just touches the bottom. 
Orr Barts —*‘l have heard a haricot beau, or cven a 

small broad bean, well boiled, spoken of as capital bait, but 
I never tried it. It seems, however, a very likely bait. I 
have no doubt, too, that a lump of pearl barley, such as we 
use for roach, would be & good bait, using half a dozen 
corns; and it would be a nice bait to ground-bait with, 
Froars, &c,—‘‘In float-fishing use as light a float as you 

ean, aud have the shots or sinker as far from the hook as 
you conyeniently can; and here, too, if you can do it, I 
always find that if four inches or five inches of the hook-cut 
rests on the bottom it pays best. A worm or other bait only 
just touching the boltom, with a row of shot ‘six inches or 
eight inches above it, is very likely to challenge the attention 
cf the carp, who at once sees something he is not accustomed 
fo, and becomes suspicious. To show how different it is 
when the line rests on the bottom, 1 once took a 7-pound 
carp on an eel line with a coarse string suood and worm 
bait. Carp always nibble a good deal at the bait before 
they tale it, and will often nibble off the tail of the worm, 
or suck off your paste and leave the hook showing without 
taking the hook at all, Jn using paste I prefer sweet paste, 
made up with honey or brown sugar, to plain, and I have 
heard of paste made of pound cake being greatly aifected 
by the carp, Poor old Bill Kemp, now with the majority, 
a capital old carp fisher at Teddington, used to put on a 
lump of this as big as a large gooseberry, and fish it with 
ledger tackle, and he used to tuke a greaf many fine carp.” 
—|From ‘‘Angling,” by Francis Francis, London, 1883, 
p. 48. ] 

“Professor Owen, who is a great adept in the art of carp 
fishing in ponds, has been kind enough to give me the result 
of his experience. Wis practice may be formulated thus: 

“1, The summer months are the only time of the year for 
carp fishing, and the best period of the day is between 
sunrise and about 7 o’clock, after which time they usually 
leave off biting. 

“2. The best bait is a brandling. 
“3. He has, however, found the following paste a by no 

means bad substitute; soft herring roe worked up with bread 
crumbs and wool, 

“4, He uses the ordinary bottom fishing tackle with a 
light float, and fishes about half a foot off the bottom. 
‘My own experience concurs almost entirely with that of 

Professor Owen, except as regards paste and bait, with 
which I neyer had any sport. 1 used formerly to use a 
plain bread crumb paste, but later experience has convinced 
me that if was a mistake, and that a well scoured brandling 
is the best bait both for carp and teneh all the year round. 

“Tn open waters, however, 1 employ it in a somewhat 
different way to that adopted by Professor Owen, placing 
the shot at about two feet from the bait and allowing the 
latter to rest, with about six inches of the line, on the bottom, 
The hook for this purpose should be a No. 7, and the 
collar of fine round picked gut, stained. The float should 
be a light porcupine quill, and it will commonly be found 
expedient to use a reel, as the carp is remarkably powerful, 
and without this precaution the tirst rush of a heavy fish is 
very likely to carry away the tackle. A few broken worms, 
thrown in from time to time, are the best ground bait; or 
whole worms, if the place is to be bailed beforehand, in 
which case the depth should also be very accurately plumbed, 
so as to ayoid any disturbance in the water when the angler 
comes to fish. Having thrown in the bait, it is the best 
plan to Jay down the rod until there is a bite, and not to 
strike until the float goes under or—the more common result 
—moves steadily away, 

“Tn very weedy places this mode of fishing is not practic- 
able, and then the best plan is to fish about mid-water, 
dropping the bait noiselessly in wherever a tempting looking 
opening in the weeds presents ilself.”—[From the ‘Modern 
Practical Angler,” by Cholmondely-Pennell. | 

WINNERS AT PREVIOUS TOURNAMENTS 
VW E give below the record of winners at the tournaments 

of the Rod and Reel Association: 
LIGHT ROD CONTESTS, 1882, 

Class A, Rods to be 51f0z. or less—H. W. Hawes, rod 44g0z,, 
distance S2ft. 

Class B, Rods not to exceed 4440z.—H. W. Hawes, rod 4140z., 
distance 78rt. 

B. F. NICHOLS CONTEST, 1882. 
All contestants to use the same rod, 10ft. 614g0z.—H. W. 

Hayes, distance 71ft. 
SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING, AMATEUR. 

Class A, 1882—H. W. Hawes, rod 11.6ft., 9840z., Sift, (BR. C, 
Leonard cast 85tt. but failed on delicacy and accuracy). 

Class A, 1883—H, C, Thorne, rod 11.6ft., 8)40z., S0ft. 
Class B, 1882—R. C, Leouard, rod 11.6ft,, 100z., 851b, 
Class B, 1883—W_- E. Hendrix, rod 1].6ft., 100z., T8!t. 
Class C, 1888—Thomas Prichard, rod 10ft,, 44goz., SOft. Sin, 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING, EXPERT. 
Class C, 1882—Harry Prichard, rod 10,44¢ft., 8o0z., 91ft. 
Class D, 1888—H. W. Hawes, rod 10.3fb., 43g02., 85%. 
Class H, 1888—R, C. Leonard, rod 11.6ft., 120z., S7it. 

SALMON CASTING. 
1882, open to all—H, W. Hawes, rod 20ft., cast 11Gft. 
1883, amateur—Ira Wood, rod 18.3ft., cast 95ft. 
1883, expert—R. C. Leonard, rod 18it., 2ibs. 120z., cast 124tt. 

STRIPED BASS CASTING (LIGHT), 
1882—J. E. Williamson, 2 casts, score 33 3-5, 
1883—H. W. Haves, 4 casts, score 100 45, 

STRIPED BASS CASTING (HEAVY). 
1882—J. A. Roosevelt, 4 casts, score 127 1-5. 
18s83—J, A. Roosevelt, 5 casts, score 157 2-5. 

ST. JOHNS BASS 

Editor Forest and Streams: 
As large scores seem 10 be the order of the day, Iam not 

disposed to have the fishermen who resort to the lower por- 
tion of the St, Julms River take a back seat, On Saturday 
last (Sept, 20) my friends H. M. Pryer and W. Castell fished 
at the White Shells, near Mayport, for one hour, on the bigh 
water slack, and landed eighteen channel bass averaging 28 
ponnds, aggregate weight 504 pounds, The result was not 
a fair test, for C, was recovering from a febrile attack and 
had not strength enough to play or handle a fish, P. being 
compelled to land and release the fish hooked by C. This 
was C.’s first experience in bass fishing, and owing to the 
duties imposed on P., he only hooked six ont ¢f the eigh- 
teen, Both P. and C. hooked braces; one of P.’s escaped, 
but C.’s were landed and weighed 70 pounds, From geores 
furnished, you will agree with me that the St, Johns River 
possesess unrivalled fishing attravtions for at least five months 
out of the twelve. AL PRESco. 
JACKSONVILLE, Sept. 23, 1864. 

FISHING. 

Or Course He Wiin.—The editor of the Germantown 
Telegraph has found out that a boy will dig over a square 
rod of garden ground for fish bait, and yet he could not be 
hired to work on a six-foot onion bed. 

LarcE Buack Bass.—Glens Falls, N. Y., Sept. 22,—An 
hour ago Mr, Cleyeland, a member of the Texas Club, sent 
me word to come to the hotel to see a large small-mouthed 
black bass taken from Long Pond that he had just purchased. 
Il went at ounce to the Rockwell House, where the fish was 
on exhibition. I weighed it, as did many others, and found 
it weighed plump 84 pounds, seventeen hours, alter itt was 
caught. Major Botts, also of our club, made the following 
measurements: Length 224 inches, sirth 184 inches, The 
length was from uose to fork in tail, for the purpose of com- 
parison with bass taken from the same pond and measuréd 
in same manner, The length from nose to joining of caudal 
I found to be 20 inches, The bass was caught by police 
officer Edward Reed, John Dibney and John Watson, all of 
this place, Mr. Dibney being the man who hooked the fish. 
The bait was a frog of medium size. 
fish to Mr. Blackford this evening, for it wiil be the largest 
smallmouth bass ever sent to New York, exceeding the 
published weight of the Ronkonkoma Lake bass by $ of a 
pound. Long Pond, or Glen Lake, is the water from whence 
Mr. Seelve recently caught the small-mouthed bass that 
weighed 114 pounds. Itis a pity that his fish was notshown 
as publicly as this 84-pounds fish has been.—A. N. Cxpyny, 
|On Friday morning we saw this fish at Mr. Blackford’s, at 
Fulton Market, and itwas a genuine smallmouth and a 
beauty. Jt will go to the Smithsonian, | 

Fisnryeg At BARNEGAT,—During the season of 1888. the 
situation of an old wreck, at no time visible above the water, 
was made plam to all who wished to fish around its timbers 
by a buoy anchored directly in the channel] of Barnegat Bay, 
about a mile from the inlet. At any time the best of fishing 
could be had at this spot. Sheepshead, blackfish, sea bass 
and flounders resorted to the pile of honeycombed and worm- 
eaten timbers, and amateurs, directed by the buoy, dispensed 
with the services of the bayman and fished solws. ‘This year 
the cute professional, missing his $2.50 per day, has liber- 
ated the buoy, and there remains no beacon to direct the 
economical city fisherman. For those who visit Barnegat 
Bay this season it would be advisable to haye this old wreck 
located by some one who knows. Old Cale Parker can do 
it if he wants to, and he will if he ‘‘gets wages.” No better 
fishing ground than this old wreck can be found in Barnegat 
Bay, but being nearer to the beach (not a hundred yards) 
than to the main land, it would be better to take up quarters 
at Barnegat City than at the village. I will warrant that 
during the coming week, providing it is not too stormy, an 
immense catch can be made there.—Homo. 

Wuo Is Hn? The New York Sun says: ‘A prominent 
member of the Rod and Reel Association, whose name is 
withheld from motives of pure charity, went fishing the 
other day. He caught nothing, and started home with a 
heavy heart. He dreaded the jeers of his friends, and es- 
pecially the gentle taps of his better half; but, reeollecting 
the power of wealth, he proceeded straight to Fulton Market, 
where he purchased a large bass, which he carried home in 
triumph. Next day that bass appeared agninst him at table. 
It was high, very high. The evidence was overwhelming. 
The puilty angler looked at his wife just as a eriininal looks 
at the Judge that is about to pass sentence upon him. With 
a queenly air she motioned to a waitcr and wayed the yeneta- 
ble fish out of sight. Then the culprit received his sentence. 
It was as follows: ‘My dear, when you go fishing again I 
would advise you to examine your fish before you catch it.” 

Two of A Kinp AND A Furn Hanp,—I had hoped to 
join **Wawayanda” and ‘Truthful James” at the “Elysium 
of perennial bass,” but couldn’t doit. I did stop a day or 
two at Detroit Lake, Mimn., and had a little fishing, con- 
spicuous among which was killing two black bass (big- 
mouth), one weighing 43, the other 4% pounds, at one strike, 
on an eight-ounce lancewood rod of my own make, This 
‘Jake park” revion of Minuesota is ‘‘chock full” of lakes and 
fish and ducks and grouse. If it isn’t the sportsmuan’s para- 
dise it’s the next thing to it.—H. P.U. 

A Bia Raneeney Trout,—Mountain View House, 
Rangeley, Me., Sept. 29.—Hditor Forest upd Stream; My 
friend, W. H. A. Childs, of 73 Maiden Lane, New York, has 
just beaten the year’s record here, haying taken on the fly a 
male brook trout weighing nine pounds and one ounce. He 
was ably seconded by his guide, Elmer Snowman, bringing 
the magnificent fish to net after an hour’s sharp contest. 
The Mountain View House is unequaled in the lake region. 
—GhORGE SHEPARD PAGE. 

Tur Comme TOURNAMENT.—''he preparations are fast 
being made for the angling tournament to take place on Oct. 
22 and 23, at Harlem Mere, Central Park, There will be an 
elegant assortment of prizes, which we will publish as soon 
as the prize list is made up. One gentleman has given $100 
in vash, and there will be medals and an assortment of rods 
and articles which anglers use, 

Nurs my Lake CHampuain.—We learn that one of the 
New York Game Protectors, name not given, seized and de- 
stroyed thirteen nets last week which were unlawfully set in 
Lake Champlain. 

Sisheulture. 

THE NEW YORK OYSTER COMMISSION. 

AST week the U: §. Fish Commission steamer ‘‘Lookout,”’ 
which has been loaned for a few weeks to the N. Y, 

Oyster Commission, took up a party of gentlemen, among 
whom were Mr. John Foord of the Brookly Union; Mr, Miller 
of the N. ¥. Limes; Mr. G. F. Moore, of Liverpool; Dr. Baker, 
and Mr, Fred Habirshaw, to inspect the work at Cold Spring 
Harbor. ‘he Union said: ' 
As Mr. Blacktord is now directing an inquiry in regard to 

the oysters in the waters of the State, several expeditions of a 
similar character have been already made by him. In addition 
to determinmeg what are the exact positions of the various 
oyster heds, it is Mr. Blackford’s duty to ascertain what may 
be the causes of the destruction of the oyster, and to find ont 
the best way of increasing the supply. The fish hatchery at 
Cold Spring, established some two years ago by Mr, Blackford. 
because of its proximity to the Sound, presents exactly those 
conditions necessary for the propagation of the oyster. 
Though legislative measures could be enacted which might 
protect the oyster, the more rational method would be to 
increase the supply by artilicial breeding, and toward this Mr. 
Blackford is devoting his attention. 

But a few years ago it was thought impossible to raise 
oysters in any other way than the one adopted in France. 
Here the “‘spat” : Z 0 
to attach themselves to tiles, or brush wood, and in this 

| condition they are removed to the oyster plantations 

I shall express the 

of the oysters are secured by allowing them 
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Oct. 2, 1884.] 

Professor Brooks, of the Johns Hopkins University, was the 
first to discover that the American oyster was of both sexes, 
and that, exactly as with fish, the cees of the female might 
be made fertile by means of the milt of the male. Professor 
Ryder followed up the indieations presented by Professor 
‘Brooks, and gaye them a practical aspect by hatching out the 
oyster, and to-day Professor H J. Rice, by a method peculiar 
to himself, has sueceeded in doing the same thing. While by 
ed French process the caprice of the parent oyster has to be 
‘depended upon, by the American method the progeny of the 
_ oyster can be controlled. At the fish hatchery at Cold Spring 
Harbor there are several small ponds into which the water of 
the Sound is pumped by means of a steam engine. 

Asa yisit to Cold Spring Harbor was the object of the ex- 
_ pedition, after a delightful sail of three hours the ‘tLookout” 
arrived at her destination. The tide being low, carriages 
were taken, and presently the hatchery was reached. Here 
_ Professor Rice was found, examining oysters, which were 
_ being opened for him. This pr abeen explained what was 
the appearance of the oyster when about to produce its kind. 
Examining an oyster, large, distinct white veins were visible, 

_ which, Professor Rice said, were full of eges. The method is 
-asimple one. The eggs are taken from the female oyster and 
mixed with the milt of the male. At once the eggs are 
fertilized, and in a short time assume life. The oyster in 

them, a free swimmer, moves about at will. After a certain 
period, longer or shorter, according to temperature, the oyster 
commences to cover himself with a minute pelicule of shell, 
Then he attaches himself to an object and becomes fixed for 
life. There is no trouble in haying the oyster assume the first 

stage, that of a free swimmer, the ditticulty is to get it to 
attach itself, Temperatures seem to have a great deal to do 
with this. They mnst be equabble or the second stage of 
oyster life is not reached. There does not seem to be any 
freat impediments in the way of this, the artificial propagation 

of oysters. Like the other problems of fishculture, which 
have been thoroughly solved, ail that is required is a thorough 
series of experiments. Oysters have been produced in small 
numbers from the egg by both Professors Ryder and Rice, 
and there is no possible reason why this cannot be practically 

carried out on alarge scale. With afew hundreds of male 
and female oysters, countless millions of young oysters could 
be produced and the whole progeny kept in hand. 

In the ponds Professor Rice had placed many millions of 
the fertilized oyster eggs and was awaiting their period of 
fixation, So that the young oysters could find a nesting-place, 
' the bottom of the pond was strewed with pot-sherds. Very 
few adult oysters were found in a spawning condition owing 

' to the lateness of the season. 
Of the enemies of the oyster the borer and starfish are the 

most redoubtable. The visitors were shown the borer busily 
engaged in piercing the shell of the oyster. By means of his 
tongue or proboscis, armed with sharp points, the borer slowly 
perforates the shell of the oyster, and then feeds on the meat 

within. Sometimes, as Professor Rice showed, by a living 
example, the borer was fooled. After working for weeks he 
succeeded in drilling his hole, but it did not strike the edible 
part of the oyster. Then at once he let go his hold, but only 
to resume it againin a more favored spot. Itis quite likely, 
however, that the starfish is much more destructive than the 
borer, Ibis quite possible that when one of the astreas seizes 
hold of an oyster it becomes a dead oyster. Wrapping his 
arms around the shelllish, the astrea surrounds it with its 
stomach, which it has the power of throwing out at par euce: 
The gastric juice of the starfish acts on the soft body of the 
oyster as a solvent, and it is killed. The destruction of 
oysters can arise from accidental causes, as the depositing of 

_toud on an oyster bank, owing toe a new current, when all the 
shellfish in it are smothered, or the dumping of material 
coming from the cleansing of a great city, as New York, may 
seriously affect the condition of the oysters. 
At Cold Spring, in the ponds many fine trout were shown 

by Mr. Fred Mather. These were of two varieties—the 
American and the German trout—these last coming from eggs 
which had been sent by Herr Yon Behr. Mv, Mather said 
ena the German trout were apparently wilder than our native 

sh, 
After spending an interesting hour at Cold Spring Harbor, 

the party again went on board of the “Lookout.” some 
oyster dredging thea took place on public and private 
grounds, and in both cases some good oysters were secured. 
The “Lookout” then pointed down the Sound, and the 
oyster inquirers were landed at Peck Slip at 8 o'clock P, M. 

_ In order to cover the whole subject. Mr. Blackford has 
addressed a series of inquiries to all those engaged in the 
oyster industry in the State. From his own direct researches, 
and from the answers to his queries, he trusts to formulate an 
exhaustive report, which will cover the whole subject. One 
yery difficult matter in this business is to locate the oyster 
beds and to define their area. Disputes as to the ownership 
of oyster beds are constant, Without much apparent reason, 

Connecticut poaches on New York oyster beds, and quarrels 
between individuals are constant. It is only by a systematic 
investigation, such as Mr, Blackford has undertaken, that the 
whole subject can be understood. 

FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

POREST AND STREAM presents its annual list of the 
Commissioners of Fish and Fisheries of the different Proy- 

The list has inces, States and Territories of North America. 
been revised to October, 1884: 

Dominion oF CanaDa— 
[We have had no notice of 

office vacated by Mr. W. F. 
PRovincn or New BRUNSwickK— 

W, H. Venning, Inspector of Fisheries, St, John. 
PROVINCE oF Nova Scorra— 

W. H, Rogers, Inspector, Amherst. 
PROVINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD'S ISLAND— 

J. H. Duvar, Inspector, Alberton, 
PROVINCE OF BrRiTIsH COLUMBIA— 

; A. C. Anderson, Victoria. 
THH UNITED STATES— - : 

Prof, Spencer F, Baird, Washington, D. C. 
ALABAMA— 

Col. D, R. Hundley, Mooresville. 
Hon. C, 5. G. Doster, Prattville. 

ARIZONA— 
Hon. J. J. Gosper, Prescott. 
Hon. Richard Rule, Tombstone. 
J, H. Tagart, Business Manager, Yuma. 

ARKANSAS— 
James H. Hornibrook, Listle Rock. 
H. H. Rottaken, Little Rock. 

CALITORNIA— 
J. D, Redding, San Francisca. 
A. B. Dibble, Grass Valley. 

: B. H. Buckingham, Washington, 
CoLoRADO— 

Wilson E. Sisty, Idaho Springs. 
ConneEcricor— 

Dr. W. M. Hudson, Hartford. 
Robert G. Pike, Middletown, 

_ James A, Bill, Lyme. 
DELAWARE— 

; Enoch Moore, Jr,, Wilmington. 
‘HORGIA— 

Hon, J. T. Henderson, Commissioner of Agriculture, 
Atlanta, 

Dr. H, H. Cary. Supete ig acne of Fisheries. 
Under the laws of 6 
Board of Fish Commissioners. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

ILLINoIs— 
N. K. Fairbank, President, Chicago. 
5. P. Bartlett, Quincy, 
8. P. McDole, Aurora. 

InDIANA— 
Calyin Fletcher, Spencer, Owen county. 

lowa— 
A, W. Aldrich, Anamosa. 
A, A. Mosher, Spirit Lake. 

KANSAS— 
W.8. Gile, Venango. 

Kaytucky— 
Wi, Griffith, President, Louisville. 
P. H. Darby, Princeton. 
John B. Walker, Madisonville. 
Hon. C. J, Walton, Munfordyille. 
Hon. John A. Steele, Versailles. 
W. C. Price, Danville. 
Dr. W. Van Antwerp, Mr. Sterling. 
Hon, J, M. Chambers, Independence, Kenton county, 
A. H. Goble, Catlettsburg. 
J. H. Mallory, Bowling Green. 

Matnp— 
BK. M, Stilwell, Bangor, 

- Henry O, Stanley, Dixfield. 

MarYLAND— 
G, W. Delawder, Oakland. 
Dr. E. W. Humphries, Salisbury. 

MasssACHUSETTS— 
H. A. Brackett. Winchester. 
Ff. W, Putnam, Cambridge. 
Hdw. H. Lathrop, Springfield. 

MicHicAn— 
Dr. J, C. Parker, President, Grand Rapids. 
John H. Bissell, Detroit. 
Herschel Whitaker, Detroit. 

MInnEesoTaA— : 
ist Distric}\—Daniel Cameron, La Crescent. 
2d District—Wm. M. Sweney, M.D., Red Wing. 
3d District—Robt. Ormsby Sweeny, President, St.Paul. 

MissourI— 
John Reid, Lexington. 
J. G. W.Steedman, Chairman, 2,803 Pine st., St. Louis. 
Dr, J. 8. Logan, St. Joseph. 

NEBRASKA— 
R, R. Livingsson, Plattsmouth. 
William L. May, Fremont, 
B, E. B. Kennedy, Omaha. 

NBHYADA— 
Hon. Hubb G. Parker, Carson City. 

New HamMpPsHinE— 
Geo. W. Riddle, Manchester. 
Luther Hayes, So. Milton. 
Eliott B. Hodge, Plymouth. 

Nrw JERSEY— 
Richard 8. Jenkins, Camden, 
William Wright, Newark. 
Frank M. Ward, Newton. 

New YorK— 
Hon, R. Barnwell Roosevelt, President, 76 Chambers 

street, New York. 
Gen. Richard U. Sherman, Secretary, New Hartford, 
Oneida county, 

Hugene G. Blackford, 809 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn. 
William H. Bowman, Rochester, 

Norre CarRoLiIna— 
S. G. Worth, Raleigh, 

OHIO— 
Col. L. A. Harris, President, Cincinnati, 
Chas. W. Bond, Treasurer, Toledo. ~ 
George Daniel, Secretary, Sandusky, 

OREGON— f 
A, B. Ferguson, Astoria, 

PENNSYLVANIA— 
Jobn Gay, President, Greensburg. 
James Duffy, Treasurer, Marietta. 
H, H. Derr, Secretary, Wilkesbarre. 
A. face Spangler, Corresponding Secretary, Philadel- 

ia. 
nat: Maginnis, Swiftwater, Monroe county. 
Aug. Duncan, Chambersburg, 

RHODE [sLAND— 
John H. Barden, Rockland. 
Henry T. Root, Providence. 
Col. Amos Sherman, Woonsocket, 

SourH CaRoLiIna— 
Hon, A. P. Butler, Columbia, Commissioner of Agri- 

culture. 
C. J. Huske, Columbia, Superintendent of Fisheries. 
These two officers constitute the Fishery Commission. 

TENNESSEE— 
W. W. McDowell, Memphis. 
H. H, Sneed, Chattanooga. 
Edward D. Hicks, Nashville. 

TExXAS— 
John B, Lubbock, Austin. 

VERMONT— 
Hiram A. Cutting, Lunenburgh. 
Herbert Brainerd, St. Albans. 

VIRGINIA— 
Col. Marshall McDonald, Berryville. 

WASHINGTON TERRITORY— 
Albert B. Stream, North Cove. 

(Term expired Noy. 9, 1877; no notice of reappoint- 
ment.) 

West VIRGINIA— 
H. B. Miller, President, Wheeling. 
O, 8. White, Secretary, Romney. 
N. M. Lowry, Hinton. 

Wisconsin— 
The Governor, ex-officio, 
Philo Dunning, President, Madison. 
C, L, Valentine, Secretary and Treasurer, Janesville. 
J. V. Jones, Oshkosh. 
J. . Antisdel, Milwaukee. 
Mark Douglas, Melrose. 
C, Hutchinson, Bestown. 

Wvomine TERRITORY— 
Dr. M, C, Barkwell, Chairman, Cheyenne. 
Otto Gramm, Secretary, Laramie. 
WN. L. Andrews, Buffalo, Johnson county. 
H. W. Bennett, Warm Springs, Carbon county. 
P. J, Downs, Evanston, Uinta county. 
T. W. Quinn, Lander, Sweetwater county. 

THE LONDON DIPLOMAS.—Bxhibitors at the London 
Fisheries Exhibition will be interested in the folowing letter 
to Prof. G. Brown Goode, Commissioner in charge of the 
American exhibit: ‘International Fisheries Exhibition, South 
Kensington, London, 8, W., Sept. 12, 1884. My Dear Sir: I 
beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1st inst., 
and to inform you that the Diplomas will be forwarded before 
the end of the year. At the same time I am directed by the 
Executive Committee to express to you thew regret at the 
delay, which has unavoidably occurred. I am, my dear sir, 
yours truly, Edward Cunlitfe Owen, Secretary,” 
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AMERICAN FOOD FISHES. 

THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND NUTRITIVE VALUE OF OUR 
AMERICAN FOOD FISHES AND INVERTEBRATES. 

[A paper read before the American Vishcultural Association. ] 

BY W. 0. ATWATER. 

T the meetings of the American Fishcultural Association 
in 1880 and 1881, [ had the pleasure of presenting some 

brief statements of the results of an investigation of the chem- 
istry of fish and marine invertebrates, which has been going 
on for some years past in the chemical laboratory of Wesleyan 
University, under the auspices of the United States Fish Com- 
mission and the Smithsonian Institution. 

Since the papers referred to were presented to the Associa- 
tion, the investigation has been continued so as to include 
chemical analyses of the flesh of some one hundred specimens 
of food fishes, embracing fifty-one species, and sixty-four speci- 
mens of invertebrates, oysters, lobsters, etc., embracing eleyen 
species, making in all one hundred and eighty-two specimens 
of sixty-two species, 

Besides the analyses, the range of the investigation has been 
extended so as to include two other, but closely related topics. 
One of these is the digestibility of the flesh of fish as compared 
with that of mammals used for food, e. g., beef, mutton, ete. 
The other line of research is more purely chemical, and con- 
Sistsin the study of the constitution of the compounds of 
which the tissues of the fish are composed. 
Along with the analyses of food fishes and invertebrates, 

parallel series of analyses of other food materials, animal and 
vegetable, has been undertaken at the instance of the United 
States National Museum, to furnish data for illustrating its 
food collection. The results are, of course, valuable in con- 
nection with our present subject, as we need to know not 
only the composition and nutritive value of fish, but also how 
qley compare in these respects with other materials used for 
ood, 
The report of the United States Fish Commission for 1880 

contained accounts of some of the earlier portions of the in- 
vestigation. I hope a detailed account of the work up to the 
present may be printed soon. Meanwhile | desire to lay before 
the Fishcultural Association some of the more important re- 
sults in so far as they bear upon the nutritive values of the food 
fishes and invertebrates that have been studied. 
Inasmuch as these statements may come under the notice of 

some who are not entirely familiar with the later results of the 
investigation of the laws of nutritive values of food materials, 
and how they are most economically utilized, a few explana- 
tions may bein place. These will be the more appropriate, 
because late investigation is tending to decide some disputed 
questions regarding the ways in which food is used in the 
body, and because many of the statements which go the 
rounds of the papers and still lmger even in current works on 
physiology and chemistry, are shown by the researches of a 
few years past to be misleading, and, in too many cases, 
decidedly incorrect. I may, perhaps, be pardoned, therefore, 
if the statements which follow contain some slight repetition 
See those made in papers previously presented to the Associ- 
ation. 

THE NUTRITIVE VALUES OF FOODS. 

It is a striking fact that while the chief item of the living 
expenses of the majority of civilized men is the cost of their 
food, even the most intelligent know less of the actual value 
of their food than of any other of the important articles they 
buy. Jt makes but little difference to the man with $5,000 per 
annum whether he pays fifteen cents or five dollars per pound 
for the protein of his food, pe Med it pleases his palate. But 
to the humble housewife whose husband earns but $500 a year, 
it is a matter of great importance, and she is very apt, after 
hesitating at the dry goods store between two pieces of calico 
for her daughter’s dress, and taking one at ten centsa yard 
for economy’s sake, though the one at eleven was prettier, to 
go to the grocer’s, the butcher’s or the fish dealer’s, and pay a 
dollar a pound for the nutrients of her children’s food, when 
shemight haye obtained the same ingredients, in forms equally 
wholesome and nutritious, for fifty or eventwenty cents. She 
will continue this bad economy until she obtains a general 
idea of the actual cheapness and dearness of foods, as distin- 
guished from their price. 
A pound of Jean beef and a quart of mill both contain about 

the same quantity, say a quarter of a pound, of actually nutri 
tive material. But the pound of beef costs more than the 
quart ut milk and it is worth more as a part of a day’s supply 
of food. 

The nutritive materials or nutrients, as we call them, in the 
lean meat, though the same quantity as in the milk, are dif- 
ferent in quality, and of greater nutritive value. Among the 
numerous branches of biological research, one, and by no 
means the least interesting and important, is the study of 
foods and nutrition, Within the past fifteen years especially, 
avery large amount of scientific labor has been devoted to 
the investigation of the composition of foods and the function 
of their ingredients in the animal economy, Indeed, very few 
persons this side of the Atlantic have any just conception of 
the magnitude of this work and its results. And, though the 
most importants problems are still unsolved, and must, 
because of their complexity, long remain so, yet enough has 
been done to give us atolerably clear insight into the processes 
by which the food we eat suvplies our bodily wants. 

The bulk of our best definite knowledge of these matters 
comes from direct experiments, in which animals are supplied. 
with food of yarious kinds, and the effects noted. The food, 
the excrement, solid and liquid, and in some cases the Inhaled 
and exhaled air, are measured, weighed and analyzed. Many 
trials haye been made with domestic animals—horses, oxen, 
cows, sheep, goats and swine—with dogs, rabbits, birds and. 
the like, and a large number also with human beings of both 
sexes and different ages. In the philosophical planning of the 
researches, in the ingenuity manifested in devising apparatus, 
in accuracy, thoroughness, patience and long continuance in 
the work, as well as in the distinguished genius of many of the 
workers, chemico-physiological science has assumed the high- 
est rank among the sciences of our time; with the rest it has 
brought us where we can estimate the nutritive values of 
foods from their chemical composition, with so near an ap- 
proach to accuracy that in Germany, where the best research 
is done, tables, giving in figures the composition and nutritive 
yaluations of foods, have been prepared by eminent chemists 
and physiologists and are coming into general use among the 
eople. 

. e eat meat and fish, potatoes and bread, to build up our 
bodies, to repair their wastes, and to supply them with fuel 
for the production of heat and muscular force. 

Ofthe meat my butcher sends me, the fish I find in the mar 
ket, the bread and the other food upon my tahle, only a part 
serves to fullfil these purposes. The bone of our roast beef we 
do not use for food at all, and that of shad is worse than use- 
less because of the bother it makes us to get rid of ib; it is only 
the edible portion that is of actual value to us as food, the rest 
being merely refuse. And when we come to consider the edi- 
ble portion, the meat freed from bone and gristle, the flesh 
of the fish, or the flour as it is baked in bread, we find that 
these consist largely of water. And although water is indis- 
pensable, that in the meat or the potatoes on my table is of 
no more value for the support of my body than the same 
amount in milk or in the glass of water by my plate. 
Leaving oub of account then, the refuse and the water, we 

haye remaining the nutritive material of our food. This con- 
sists of ditferent materials which we may call nutrients, We 
may divide them into four classes: protein, fats, carbo-hy- 
drate and mineral matter, or ash. Let me speak briefly of 
some of the characteristi¢s of these classes of nutrients. 
Protein.—The terms protein, proteids and alburainoids, are 

applied somewhat indiscriminately, in ordinary usage, to 
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several or all of certain classes of compounds characterized 
by containing carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and with them 
nitrogen. The mostimportant are the proteids or albumin- 
oids, of which albumen, the white of ege, fibrin of bload, 
casein of milk, myosin, the basis of muscle, and gluten of 
wheat, are examples. Allied to these, but occurring in smaller 
propol'tions in anima] tissues an1 foods, are the nitrozenous 
compounds that make the basis of connective and other tissues. 
Gelatin is derived from some of these tissues, and may be 
taken as a type of the compound of this class. As these con- 
stituents are of similar constitution, sand have similar or 
nearly similar uses in nutrition, it is customary to group them 
together as proteiu.* What we should especially bear im mind, 
then, is that protein is a term applied to the nitrogenous con- 
stituents of our foods, and we shall see these are, in general, 
the most important, as they are most ecstly, of the nutrients. 
fFtts.—We have tamiliar examples of these in the fat of 

micat (tallow, lard), in the fat of mill which makes butter, 
and in olive, cotton, seed and other animal and vegetable oils, 
The fats consist of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, and contain 
no nitrogen, In nutritive value, asin cost, they rank next to 
the protein compounds, For some of the nutritive functions, 
jndeed, the fats equal or exceed protein in importance, 

Carbo-hydrates—Starech, cellulose (woody fiber), sugar, and 
jnosite (‘‘muscle sugar”), and other similar substances are 
called carbo-hydrates, Like the fats, they consist of carbon, 
oxygen and hydrogen, but they have less carbon and hydro- 
gen. and more oxygen than the fats. 
Mineral Matters or Ash.—When vegetable or animal mat- 

ters are burned, more or less incombustible material remains 
asash, The ingredients which make fhe ash are called min- 
eral matters, or sometimes salts. They are for the most part 
compounds of the elements, potassium, sodium, calcium and 
iron with chlorine, sulphuric acid and phosporic acid. So- 
dium combined with chlorine forms sodium chloride, common 
salfé. Calcium with phosphoric acid forms calcium phosphate 
or phosphate of lime, the mineral basis of bones. 

ur bodies contain scoies of compounds, many of which 
cannot be included in either of the above four classes, But 
the bulk of the compounds in the bodies of animals, as well 
as in the food by which they are nourished, are either water 
or some material which we may call protein, fats, carbo- 
hydrates or mineral matters. 
Animal foods, as meats, fish, etc., contain but little of car- 

bo-hydrates, their chief nutrients being protein and fats. 
Milk, however, and some shellfish, as oysters, scallops, etc., 
coutain more or less of carbo-hydrates. Vegetable foods, as 
wheat, peeps. etc., contain less protein and consist largel 
of starch, sugar, cellulose, and other carbo-hydrates, thoug 
nearly all contain more or less of fats, 

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE NUTRIENTS, 

These different nutrients as we have seen, have different 
offices in nourishing the body, in building up its tissues, re- 
paiving its wastes, and serving as fuel to produce animal heat 
and muscular and intellectual energy. Just what is done by 
each class, exactly how they are transformed and used in the 
body, is not yet fully known. Still we bave to-day a tolerabl 
fair idea of the principal parts played by each class of nutri- 
ents. 
According to views formerly held and frequently met with, 

still, the protein compounds were regarded as the “ilesh-form- 
ers” and the sources of muscular energy, while the carbo-hy- 
drates and fat were locked upon as ‘‘fat-formers” and ‘“‘heat- 
voducers.” A vast deal of painstaking research, however, 
as shown that these distinctions were not correctly drawn. 

The albuminoids are Aesh-formers, it is time;indeed accord- 
ing to the nearly unanimous testimony of the most trust- 
worthy experiments, flesh, 7. e., muscular and other nitro- 
genous tissue, is niade from the nitrogenous constituents of 
the food exclusively, But the balance of testimony is decid- 
edly against the production of muscular energy exclusively 
or mainly, by nitrogevous compounds. Each of tlie three 
groups of nutrients probably shares, directly or indirectly, in 
the production of muscular force. So, too, it appears that 
the combustion which produces animal heat isnot confined 
to the carbo-hydrates and fats, but the protein compounds, 
or the products of their decomposition, are also used for this 
purpose, 

Again, the production of fat in the body was formerly 
ascrived to the fats and carbo-hydrates alone. On the other 
hand, some physiologists maintain that the carbo-hydrates 
caunot be transformed into fats, and that a very large part of 
the tat of the body is formed from the disintegration of the al~ 
buminoids. The weight of evidence to-day is decidedly in 
favor of the assumption that all three of the great classes of 
nutrients in our food--the albuminoids, the carbo-hydrates, 
and the fats—are transformed into fat, and that the fat thus 
formed is consumed, either before or after being stored as 
body fat, 

It appears, then, that protein is the most important constit- 
nent of our food, because, whileit performs the funct ons of 
each of the other two chief nutrients in being transformed 
into fat and being consumed for fuel, it has a most weighty 
office of its own in forming the basis of the blood and in 
building up the muscular and other nitrogenous tissues, an 
office which no other nutrient can perform at all. And,aswe 
shall see further, in examining the pecuniary cost, protein is 
poe Garces as well as the most important of the ingredients of 
ood. 
Next in physiological importance to protein come the fats. 

They lack the nitrogen of the protein and cannot do the work 
of protein in forming nitrogenous tissue, making blood, muscle, 
etc. Gut they are very vich m carbon and hydrogen, more so 
than cither protein or carbo-hydrates, and hence they have a 
very high value for tuel, to supply heat and probably muscu- 
Jar force. And in pecuniary cost as well as in physiological 
importance they rank between protein and carbo-hydrates. 
‘he earbo-hydrates stand lowest in the scale of physiological 

importance and are pecuniarily the least expensiye. Never- 
theless it would be wrong to class the carbo-hydrates of food 
as on the whole of minor importance. They have a most im- 
portant use in taking the place of protein and fats and pro- 
tecting them from being consumed, just as the tats replace 
and thus save the protein. The materials used for food by 
mau contain, taken altogether, more carbo-hydrates than fats 
or protein. The carbo-hydrates have their normal place m 
our food and we could not dispense with them, They are of 
inferior value to the protein and fats, in the sense that there 
is much of the work of food in the body which they cannot 
do as well as the protein and fats, and much more which they 
cannot do atall. But they do work which the scarcer and 
dearer protein and fats would otherwise have to do, and, fur- 
thermore, they occur in such large propoltions, especially in 
vegetable materials which make the larger part of the food of 
man, thab thei actual importance is very great. 

AMOUNTS OF NUTRIENTS REQUIRED FOR A DAY’S RATIONS. 

Numerous attempts have been made to determine how much 
of each of the three principal classes of nutrients, protein, fats, 
and carbo-hydrates, is needed for a day’s food for an indi- 
vidual, an aduit or a child, at work or atrest. We know, in 
general, aman when hard at work requires more, because 
more is constimed in his body than the same man would when 
doing no work. But difierent men have different require- 
meétits, due to individual peculiarities, so that the best we can 
do is to take an average amount as expressing the need of an 
average man, By comparing the amounts of carbon, oxygen, 

* Phe muscular tissues of animals. and bence the lean portions of 
meat, fish, ete., contain small quantities of so-called nitrogenous ex: 
trauctives—ereatin, carnin, été, contained in extract of meat, ete, 
which contributes materially to the fiavor, and somewhat to the 
nutritive effect of the foods containing them. They are not usuaily 
deemed of sufficient importance, however, to be grouped as a dis- 
tinet class in tabular statements of the composition of foods, 
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hydrogen, and nitrogen, actuaily found by experiments to be 
consumed by different individuals, and also noting the 
amount and composition of the food consumed by different 
persons, estimates haye been made of the quantities of the 
seyeral nutrients by individuals of different classes under 
various conditions. Prof. von Voit, of the University of 
Munich, for instance, who has made more extensive 
researches upon this subject, perhaps, than any one else, com- 
putes thata fair daily ration for a laboring man of average 
weight, at moderate work, would need to supply 4.2 ounces of 
protein, 2 ounces of fats, and 17.6 ouncés of carbo-hydrates. 
Of course he may get on with less of either one, provided he 
has more of the others, But there is a minimum below which 
he cannot go without injury, and especially he must not have 
too little protein. He may have more protein and less carbo- 
hydrates or fats with no great harm, but with too little pro- 
tein he will suffer, no matter how much carbo-hydrates his 
food may furnish, 

If I have dwelt at some length upon this matter of the nutri- 
ents of foods and the ways they are used in our bodies, it is be- 
cause itis extremely important to a proper understanding of 
our subjret. And perhaps I can do no better than to recapit- 
ulate what I have said in the following tabular form. 

NUTRIENTS OF FOODS. 
1, Protein Compounds—Contain carbon, oxygen, hydrogen 

and nitrogen. 
2, Fats—Consist of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen. 
3. Carbo-hydrates—Consist of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, 
4, Mineral Matters or Ash—H, g,, calcium, potassium and 

sodium, phosphates and chlorides. 
A. Albuminoids or Protetds—#. g., albumen of 

egg, myosin of muscle (lean of meat), casein of 
milk, gluten of wheat. 

B. eee e. g,, collagen (which boiled yields 
| gelatin). 

Fats: e. g., fats of meat, butter, olive oil, oil of maize and 
wheat, 

Carbo-hydrates: e. g,, starch, sugar, cellulose. . 

MEAN PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION. 

Protein. + 

Protein Carbo- 
compounds. Fats. hydrates. 
Percent. Percent. Per cent. 

Gay WOM es sta teats ele ete ae phe Dore 76,5 44.0 
ORME CD Se We oa see 22.5 11.6 49.6 
ERY GTOR en oso A. es sips tates 7.0 11.9 6.4 
INIGFOS BOSH baie 4 fs crew tuart site soe 16,0 Levi's ate 
SEAT G UTED IED «aed aiE Mrs Hoe ag eer 1.0 af-\- hod 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

FUNCTIONS OF NUTRIENTS: 

i. €., Ways in which the nutrients are used in the body, 
forms the (nitrogenous) basis of blood, muscle, 

connective tissue, etc. 
is transformed into fats and carbo-hydrates. 
is consumed for fuel. 
are stored as fat. 

a foad | are consumed for fuel.” 
The Carbo-hy- \ are transformed into fat, 
drates of food | are consumed for fuel. 

AMOUNTS OF NUTRIENTS REQUIRED IN A DAY'S FOOD. 

Minimum. daily ration for laboring men at ordinary work. 

Protetin Fats Carbo-hydrates 
118 grams (4.2 02.). 56 grams (2 02.). 500 grais (17.6 02,). 
The same experimental research which basrevealed to us 

the ways in which our food supplies our bodily wants, has 
shown us how to estimate the relative nutritive yalues of 
different foods from their chemical composition. The esti- 
mates are only approximate, because the nutritive effects are 
influenced by various conditions, sorae of which research has 
not yet been definitely explained, while others vary with the 
nature of the food or the user, so that the yalue of a given 
food ina given case may vary from the standard set by the 
analysis. These sources of uncertainty are nevertheless so 
narrowed down by late investigation, and the errors confined 
within such limits, that by intelligent use of the facts at our 
disposal we may judge very closely from the chemical com- 
position of a food what is its value as compared with others 
of the same class, at any rate for our nourishment. 

[fO BE CONTINUED. ] 

glew Publications. 

Campina anp CRuISING IN FLoRIDA. By James A. Henshall, M. D, 
Robert Clarke & Co., Cincinnati, 

The above is the title of a work of 250 pages by the author of “A 
Book on t © Black Bass,”? w deity and pepularly known, and which was 
received with great favor by fishermen. 

The last work of Dr. Henshall treats on camping and sporting, 
being a narrative or log of his cruises in Southern Wlorida and a 
yachting and shooting trip outside around to the West Coast to Cedar 
eys The book is not only pleasant reating, bunt contains a great 

deal of useful information to the sportsman and fisberman con- 
templating a visit to Southern Florida, and especially so to parties 
visiting ‘ndian River. With this work as a guide and coast pilot as 
it were, the navigation of Indian River is simplified, and parties 
yachting or cruising in that direction should not be withoutit, as it 
“ives such minute sailing directions and such detailed information 
or camping and fishing as to enable parties to dispense with any 
other guide or pilot. The work is written in an easy, off-hand, unpre 
tentious style and reads pleasantly. The Doctor has a happy faculty 
of enabling his readers to sée the places he describes with their own 
eyes, as ii were—that is. he gives a distinct and clear ‘dea of what he 
describes, a desideratur so seldom attained by descriptive writers. 
Dr. Henshall certainly deserves the gratitude of all sportsmen taking 
an interest in Florida or contemplating a trip there in quest of good 
sport, as he tells them just where they can find all that heart could 
desire—how to get there and the best methods, ways and means of 
carrying oul a successful expedition, Thework contains much other 
useftl information, alist of the birds and fishes of Florida, anu will 
doubiless meet with great favor in sporting circles and those contem- 
plating a winter in Florida. Books of this character are eagerly 
svught for, and read by @ large class of the communily seeking 
information as tothe best place to go toto avoid our trying winter 
climute, and Florida seems just now to be the coming Mecca. 

SHOPPELL’s BUILDING PLAans for modern, low-cost houses is a cel- 
lection of designs for cottages, etc., published by the Co-operative 
Building Plan Association, No, 24 Beekman street. ‘fhe work is valu- 
able for those intending to make a modest yenture ih the building 
line, provided the scale drawings sent are placed in the hands of an 
honest, competent builder, and a sharp eye kept that the specifica- 
tions are lived upto. Of course with an important piece of work a 
professional architect is called in, but fora very larze percentage of 
ordinary building in the country such sets of plans as these will 
epable owners to avoid the horrible productions of carpenter-archi- 
tects, and get the worth of every dollar spent in conyenient, health- 
ful, artistic dwellings. 

BOCKS RECEIVED. 

Sxvun HunpRED ALsuM VERSES.—Compiled and published by J. 5. 
Ogilvie, New York, Paper, 15 cents, 

EpMonp DANTES.—Sequei to the Count of Monte-Oristo, T. B. 
Peterson & Bros,. Philadelphia, Pa. Price 76 cents, 
SnakEs.—Curiosities and Wonders of Serpent Life. By Catherine 

CO. Hopley. New York: B.P. Dutton & Co. 1864. Cloth, 614 pp. 
PROTECTION AND FREE TRADE To-pay, at home and abroad, in field 

aud workshop. By Robert P. Porter. Boston: Jas, R. Osgood, 1884. 
Paper, 48 pp. Price, 10 cents. 
a 

The Protein 
of food 

The Fats { 

THe Limirep PaAyMEntT PoLroims of the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn,, 
concentrate payments mto the working years of a man’s life, and 
leave him free from all worry in his later years even if helpless,— 
av. eS 
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The Boandt 
FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. . = 

Oct. 7, 3, 9, 10'and 11.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 
Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn, Entries close sept. 27. E. 5, 
Davis, Superintendent, Danbury, Conn. 

Oct. 16,17 and 18,—National Breeders’ Show, Industrial Art Hall, 
Paseo pais Pa. James Watson, Secretary, P.O. Box 770, Entries 
clo.a Oc 

Oct. 21, 42, 23. and 24.—First Annual Fall Bench Shey of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Gaiden, New York, Hntries 
close Oct. 6. Mr. Chas, Lincoln, Supermtendent. 

FIELD TRIALS, : 
Nov, ——Third Avnual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 

Island, L. I, Open to members only. Mr. A, T. Pluminer, Secretary 
Nov. 17.—rixth Annual Trials of the Hastern Field Trials Club, at 

Hen Point, N.C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L, 1. 
Dee. 8 —Sixth Annual Trials of the National Americ3n Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. 
Dee, 15,—Southern Sportsmen’s Assoviation Trials, Canton, Miss, 

Mr. T. K. Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A. K. R: 

MAH AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, ete. (with prize lists of allshows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1. Address 
‘American Kennel Register,” P. O. Box 2882, New York. ‘Number 

of entries already printed 1560, Volume, bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.5¢, 

CONCERNING DICTATORSHIP. 

[ is unwise to reason from insufficient data. Mr. Chas. H. 
Mason in a recently published letter reasons from insufi- 

cient data, Very naturally he falls into error in the conclu- 
sions drawn. His argument is so wide of the mark that we 
should not be doing our duty if we permitted it to go un- 
challenged. 

Mr. Mason relates, partly by positive assertion and partly 
by indirect implication, a most remarkable story of his own 
individual experience in this country as a judge at dog shows. 
His statement is substantially this: That having rendered 
certain favors to the editor of a sporting paper, he was, through 
the influence of that editor, invited to judge at a dogshow; that 
he was warned beforehand to award prizes only to such 
exhibits as belonged to members of the editor’s “ring;’ 
that he was asked to report upon the show, being warned 
not to criticise certain dogs; that he did so report, but that 
the truth being told about the dogs in question, his report 
was suppressed; that having by his contumacious behavior 
thus incurred the displeasure of the editor, he received from 
him a threatening letter, in which the editor said, “If ever I 
come down on you in an editorial there will be ——little of 
you left; and don’t you forget it;” and that subsequently his 
(Mason’s) record as a successful breeder and exhibitorin Great 
Britain was referred to by this journalist in a false and be- 
littling manner. 

The obyious purport of the letter is to show how the dictsa- 
torial individual in question sought to direct and control Mr. 
Mason’s decisions as a bench show judge, and thereby cause 
prizes to be awarded, not for merit, but to further the ends of 
the editor or the editor’s friends. There 1s no reason to sup- 
ose that the circumstances are not substantially as Mr, 
ason relates them. No censure can be cast upon him for 

having made known his experience. It is instructive; and 
ene public ought by all means to have been informed of 1% 
efore. 
But when Mr. Mason proceeds to draw inferences from his 

facts he goes very wide of the mark, His conclusions are that 
his experience as a judge has been and is the experience of 
other judges. That is to say, because he himself found it im- 
possible to do his duty conscientiously in the judging ring 
without at the same time incurring the hostility of the petty 
canine czar, he has made the mistake of assuming that other 
judges, against whom such subsequent enmity has not beer 
displayed, must necessarily have been humbly obedient to the 
dicta of the said ‘ring’ master. Thisis an erroneous conclusion, 
A little reflection will show Mr. Mason that he has been de~- 

ceived in this particular. He should remember that there was 
one condition absent from other cases, but present in his 
own, which would naturally invite in an unscrupulous indi- 
vidual an endeavor to control him as a judge. This was, 
that at the time of the principal occurrences to which Mr. 
Mason refers he was a comparative stranger here. Well- 
informed persons, it is true, were familiar with his 
marked success as a breeder and exhibitor at the 
English shows, but to the yast majority of the 
sportsmen of this country, he was simply an Englishman, 
a stranger, whose record and standing in canine matteis here 
were yet to be established. Moreover, as is usually the rule in 
such cases, that sbanding was to be determined very largely 
by what the spoi ting press might say of the new comer, and 
by the information respecting him which it might from time 
to time give to the public. It was the most natural thing in 
the pall then that journalistic acumen of a special sort (the 
kind that has an axe to grind or a dog to sell) should have been 
quick to see that here was a fine opportunity to make or 
break a reputation, and so a chance—by promising to make it 
or threatening to break it—to compel the individual to 
kuuekle down to editorial decrees. As Mi. Mason’s letter very 
well shows, this brilliant scheme lacked nofpine but success. 
Tt was clumsily made; and it failed. The knuckhng down did 
not work, and the attempt to ruin the character of the obsti- 
nate judge likewise miscarried, because, be it noted, there 
were other and independent journals, through the medium of 
which thé individual attacked could present his side of the 
case for the arbitrament of the public. ; 

Mr. Mason’s mistake (and itis a very serious one) lies right 
here: he assumes that the individual who sought to control 
him, a new comerin America, hasthe presumption to attempt 
to control all other bench show judges in the same manner 
and by like methods. The fact is entirely overlooked that 
these gentlemen, as a rule, being well known to the public, 
it was quite beyond the power of any selfishly interested news- 
paper scribe to jure them. It is one thing to mislead the 
public about something with which it is not familiar, aud 
quite another to delude it on points concerning which it is 
wellinformed. If Mr. Mason will carefully review the differ- 
ence of circumstances between himself (at the time he speaks. 
of) and other judges, he will perhaps be willing to acknow- 
ledge his error in supposing that the latter have all been 
treated as he was. 
‘And what authority has Mr. Mason for his talk about a 

‘ing?’ It is true that there have been some very shady 
transactions which might excite in the minds of strangers a 
suspicion that there is a canine “ring” in this country, and 
certain iniquitous awards and the published defenses of them 
would very naturally tend to convert that suspicion into set- 
tled conviction; but on the other hand, be it said, there haye 
been so many instances where, just as in Mr. Mason’s own 
case, bench-show judges have asserted their absolute inde- 
pendence by makin, their awards in their own way, with- 
out fear or favor, that we have every warrant for 
saying that the “ring,” it there be a ‘ring,’ is a very small 
one and by no means a strong one. Granting the existence of 
such a “ring,” its numerical strength need not remain a mat- 
ter of conjecture; it could easily be determined by a tally of 
the sportsmen in this country who will be tound to-day to oe 
port the like course of treatment pursued by the same indi- 



half a dozen men can 
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vidual with another jud 2 
e found who think that as a result of 

that treatment ‘‘little is left?’ of Mr. John Davidson, such a 
half dozen will probably indicate the strength of the “ring.” 
Now that Mr, Mason’s attention has been called to the un- 

founded nature of hisimputation upon the independence of 
bench show judges in this country, as a class, we believe that 
he will recognize the fallacy of his impressions of bench show 
judging in America, 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

HE entries for the Members’ and All-Aged Stakes of the 
Eastern Field Trials Clb closed yesterday. Mr. Coster, 

the secretary, informs us that the entries have come in nicely. 
We hope to be able to cee a complete list next week. Messrs, 
D, C. Bergundthal, Indianapolis, ind.; Luther Adams, Boston, 
Mags., and Theodore Mortord, Newton, N. J., have kindly 
consented to act as judges. ‘The club has been very fortunate 
in securing the services of these well-kaown gentlemen, All 
of them have very acceptably performed the duties of the 
position before, and need no introduction to our readers. 

NEW YORK NON-SPORTING SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Please state in this week’s paper that owing to the impossi- 

bility of Dr. Downey being able to get to New York, Mr. 
James Mortimer will judge the sheepdog classes; also state 
that the classes for deerhounds will be judged by Mr. Peirson. 
The following railroad companies have agreed to carry dogs 
free of charge to and from the exhibition, when they are 
accompanied by their owners or caretakers who hold first 
class tickets: The New York Central, Pennsylvania Railroad, 
Philadeiphia & Reading, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, 
Long Island, Boston & Lowell, New York & New England, 
with oter roads to hear from, All the express companies will 
carry dogs to the show on the payment of their usual rates, 
and return the same free. 

The entries close on October 6, and the club hopes to meet 
with a liberal entry, in order to make the first show of the 
kind a success. - CHaAs, LINCOLN, Supt. 

P, O. Box 1,812. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE DEERHOUND. 

| | NDER the heading ‘Importing Dogs from Hngland,” I 
have read a letter in FOREST AND STREAM signed M. B. 
, with much of which I agree, but I was somewhat as- 

tonished to find Mr, Wynn writing an articls on deerhounds, 
as | always regarded his specialty to be the mastiff, and on 
the latter breed he can write well, possessing as he does a very 
extended knowledge of the miastiff, and | believe he is presi- 
dent of the Mastiff Club in England, if confess that though 
knowing a few famous breeders and owners of the deerhound 
I never came across the name of Miss De la Pole, nor that of 
the Harl of Mar as famed breeders. I like to read articles.on 
dogs which are written by gentlemen who can call themselves 
fellow countrymen of the breeds they write upon, but it has 
been for years the custom of English breeders of and dealers 
in dogs to ignore both scotch and Irish sportsmen, even when 
writing on their own native breeds, For instance, look at 
Idstone of the London Field boasting that he had given to 
Scotland an improved breed of black and tan setters, Another 
Englishman arrogates to himself the improvement of the col- 
lie, and another, with no less assurance, claime bringing the 
Dandie Dinmont terrier to his present high state of periection. 
Lcould extend thelist, but cui bono? Now sporting Scoteh- 
mep “can look and laugh at a’ that,” but we are always grate- 
ful for small meicies, and if Mr, Wynn can bring our gallant 
hound more prominently to the front I shall be pleased. I 
shall lay before the readers of FOREST AND STREAM afew facts’ 
relative to those I know, who are moe distinguished than 
the Earl of Mar or Mr. Wynn’s ‘fair unknown” as breeders, 
and shall be pleased to give privately to readers of this paper 
all the information I can relative tosuch breeders. Captam 
Graham, mentioned by Mr, Wynn, residing in England, is to 
be ciassed as the very highest authority on deerhounds. Cap- 
tain Morrison, residing at Greenock in Scotland, can give 
opinions worth haying, and his Grace the Duke of Suther- 
land. has in his kennels sume very grand animals, General 
McDonald of Kinnloch Rannoch, in Perthshire, might be con- 
sulted with advantage on the breed, also the Duke of Athol 
and the Marquis of Breadalban. Any of these I haye men- 
tioned are notto be placed in juxtaposition with the Earl of 
Mar. Has Mr. Wynn, like myself, traveled knapsack on back 
and visited all the kennels in the bonny highlands of Scotland 
in search of information regarding this famous breed; if he 
has, then [can say his informationis very meagre, but I am 
not wishing to find too much fault with the racy and estimable 
writer on the mastiff. 

To excite speculation and research among the readers of 
this paper, I should like to know what they think of my theory 
regarding the origin of the greyhound or deerhound in Great 
Britain. I feel that some will call me both a fool and a here- 
tic, but still what I haye to state may be worth a little con- 
sideration. Jt is a well-known fact that Hyrim’s ships brought 
the peafowl and our progenitor, the ape, to King Solomon, 
fiom India. and I think there can be no doubt about these 
ships visiting the Persian Gulf, and 1 think we may entertain 
the idea that the Persian greyhound was also introduced at 
this time into the land of Judea. Solomon, speaking of the 
greyhound, asks, “What is more comely iu going?’ and speaks 
of his ‘‘girt loins,” as 1eferring to the habit of the ancient mes- 
sengers girding up their garments when tabbing rena y. to run, 
Solomon’s description of the greyhound holds true to the 
present day. Now, how did the greyhound get to Britain? I 
should suppose that the Phcenicians, who were great traders 
all along the Levant, first brought the breed, for they traded 
to England and Wales for tin, and there is little doubt but 
what they visited Ireland in their many excursions, and we 
can imagine that, seeing the now extinct Irish deer, they would 
import some of the large breeds which they were in the habit 
of Seeing round the coasts of Asia Minor for the p se of the 
chase. Can I stretch a little more and say that these iock- 
caring dogs resembled our noble mastiff in many respects, and 
is our present mastiff simply a dog ‘‘fmed down” from the 
ancient magnificent dogs of Albania and Asia Minor! Who 
shall decide? If this is admitted I think it would he a perfect 
logical deduction to assume that the Irish kerns crossed the 
greyhound and mastiit and hence the produce, the Trish wolf or 
eer honnd, which has so degenerated in latter yearsin Ireland 

aud Scotland. Now, be it understood, Ido not intend to de- 
_ bate this speculative theory with any of the able writers in 
our paper, but if any of the points raised are worth any con- 
sideration I fesl sure our editor will give all due consideration 
to the opinions of bis correspondents. 

Fi oissart, writing of Count De Foix, says he had 600 dogs, 
and the said count wrote a book on hunting, and died in 131; 
has any of our readers seen such book? 1 think it could 
throw some light on this subject. Payepes in his ‘‘Pennyless 
Pilzrimaze of tae Monsyless Perambulations,” thus writes in 
March, 1618, and if his article be as amusing to readers of 
gee AND STREAM as it has been to me TI shall feel very 

eased: 
E “My good Lord Mar haying put me into highland shape, I 
rode with him from his house, where I saw the ruins of an wld 
castle called Kindroghit. It was buult by Malcolms Canmore 
for a hunting house, who Fnac in Scotland when Edward 
the Coniessor, Harold and Norman William reigned in Eng- 
land. Ispeak of it because it was the last house that I saw in 
those parts, for I was the span of 12 days atter before I saw 
either house, cornfield or habitation of a creature, but deer, 
wild horses, wolves and such lise creatures, which made me 
doubt that I should ever see houses again. Thus the first da 
we traveled eight miles which there were small cottages built 

Se 

6 who did not knuckle down. 1! on purpose to lodge in, which they call ‘Lauquhards.’ I 
think my good Lord Erskine, he commanded that I should 
always be lodged in his lodging, the kitchen being always on 
the side of a bank, many kettles and pots boiling and many 
spits turning and with great variety of cheers, as venison, 
baked, sodden, roast and stewed, beef, mutton, goats, kids, 
hares, fresh salmon, pigeons, hens, capons, chickens, partridge, 
moorceots, heathcocks, caperkellies and termagants, good ale, 
sack, white wine, clarets, most potent aqua vita, all these and 
more we had in superfluous abundance, caught by falconers, 
fowlers, fishers, and brought by my Lord’s tenants and pur- 
veyors to victual our caimp, which consisted of fifteen or six- 
teen men and horses. 

“The manner of the hunting is this—tive or six hundred men 
do rise early in the morning and they do dispeise themselves 
divers wavs, and seven, eight or ten miles compass, they do 
oe or chase in the deer in many herds, two, three or four 
hundred in a herd, to such or such a place as the noblemen 
may appoint them, then when the day is come the lords and 
gentlemen of their companies do ride or go to the said places, 
sometimes waiding up to the middle through burns and rivers 
and then they being come to the place, do lie down till those 
ferocious scouts which are called the Tinkhell, do bring down 
the deer, so those Tinkhell men do lick their own fingures, for 
besides their bows and arrows which they carry with them, 
we can hear, here and there, a harquebus or a musket go off, 
which they seldom discharge in vain, Thereafter we had 
stayed there three hours or thereabouts we might perceive the 
deer appear on the hills round about us (the heads making a 
show like a wood), which, being followed by the Tinkhell, are 
chased down into the yalley where we lie, then all the valley 
on each side being waylaid with a hundred couple of strong 
lvish greyhounds they are let loose, as occasion serves, upon 
the herd of deer, that with dogs, guns, arrows, dirks and 
daggers in the space of two hours four score fat deer were 
slain which after are disposed of, some one way, some another, 
twenty and thirty miles, and more than enough for us left for 
us to make merry at our rendezvous.” 

I thiak the aboye will interest those who have not seen it 
before and I can only remark that I should like to have seen 
the charge of somany dogs. It seems the battues in those 
days were done on a grand scale, quite different from the 
pheasant ones of to-day, Such sports inured onr countrymen 
to dangers and haidships and proved the best means for 
making them the fcarless warriors they were, and when we 
think of them ‘‘we closer cling to Tartan plaids,” 

A ScorrisH LANCE. 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

XIY. 

I HAVE had forwarded to me by the editors a very pleas- 
ant reading letter from Mr. Ashburner. Sorne parts of it 

I will reply to privately when I have time. which is not likely 
to be often now that the “glorious first” of September has 
come, Mr. Ashburner, I see from American sporting organs, 
is making himself a name inthe annals of doggydom by his 
fee oN, efforts to popularize in the new country our old 
mglish beagles. There is a freemasonry among doggy men 

that should draw our fanciers and yours together. I hope Mr, 
Ashburner will succeed in getting some of our best, the parent 
stock will remain in the old country. J should be very glad 
to advise my American fellow sportsmen on the best sou ces 
to buy, but thatis ticklish ground. The doggy community is 
such # warm one that however big a fool I may know myself 
to be, 1 scarcely dare rush in where even angels would get 
their purity besmirched. Some of this trade I know to be al- 
ready in the hands of Mr, Carew Gibson, and as he appears to 
give his attention to the subject, I don’t see why he shouldn’t 
suit; allthatis necessary is that he must be careful with his 
pedigrees, accurate in describing his wares, mentioning their 
aults with their merits, and moderate in his charges, I am 
constrained to admit the specimens of his kennel that I have 
seen exhibited were below my ideas. They were clumsy. bad 
specimens of a cast-off southern type. Whenever any of my 
readers are about to treat with men they know nothing about 
Ishould advise them to drop a line tothe Secretary of the 
Eennel Club who, I am confident, would furnish any informa- 
tion he might possess in reply to courteous inquirers, 

Mr. Ashburner and his friends will be on the right track if 
they can buy up allthe type and strain of Freeland Countess 
and Freeland Dutchess. ‘They are the best couple I have seen 
for many a day. And over and above their looks, they have 
a pedigree including such names as Mr, White, the Homewood 
beagles, Christ Church, Horsfall, ete. 

I notice in this week's Field that the very uniform and good- 
looking pack got together by one of the younz Gilbeys (of 
wine-trade fame) isfor sale, They are almost harriers, run- 
ning seventeen inches, but a nice lot all the same. 

r. Ashburner has kindly sent me copies of the rules of the 
American English Beagle Club, and their code of points for 
judging the little hound, I must very sincerely compliment 
the authors of the code upon their accurate description of the 
dog, and their lucid and graphic explanations of the points. 
I have seen most of the similar productions drawn up by the 
leading men in our specialist clubs, the St. Bernard code is 
among the best, but for a clear intelligible definition of a 
breed, the American club takes the—what? palm, cake, kettle, 
no horn! 

One praiseworthy part of the object of the club, I see, is to 
get a class at their shows for ‘‘basket or foot beagles under 
twelve inches.” I should have called them ‘pocket or rabbit 
beagles,” as better expressing the diminutive and in keeping 
with the old formulas. The rules are drawn up with such 
military preciseness that I pity the poor secretary whose duty 
it will be to watch over their entirety. The rule in reference 
to defaulting subscribers is properly severe. Over here I ani 
told it is a terrible game to get men 10 pay up, and those 
delinquents are the very ones who writs bullying letters to the 
Hon. Treasurer, wanting to know ‘‘why a prize wasnot given 
by the club at this or that show.” 

I am glad not to be able to find anything about the neces- 
sary qualification for membership, That is a tender point in 
this country, and the specialist clubs have many miserable 
CE ters of hours in trying the question. Most of them draw 
the line at professional! deaiers, In the main I agree with this, 
because after all the club is supposed to exist forthe benelit 
of the breed more than for its members. And it is quite cer- 
tain that if professional dealers were admitted they wouid 
tmnake their membership serve business ends. 
“But is not this done,” asks the rebuffed community, ‘‘by 

the gentlemen breeders and amateur dealers.” Ah, well! yes, 
perhaps, but look here!” 

“Tf you dells me no quesdions, I asks you no lies!” 
That is what Hans Breitmann replied when asked ‘‘how 

Brovidence plessed him mit tea pods und shpoons,” and that 
ismy reply tor thepresent. Some othertime, perhaps when my 
“pen glides less smoothly and the ink sits thick, I will tell you 
about t#® doggy Esquires, who advertise from club addresses, 
about the gentleman that sells and judges, while the purchaser 
lives still in his memory, about the exhibitor who judges and 
favors the sisters, the cousins and the aunts of his own stud 
dog. but wait a bit. 
One of your Beagle Club’s rulesis that the executive com- 

mitte ‘‘shall receive and take charge of all gifts of books, pic- 
tures, or works of art, specimens of natural histcry,” ete, Yes, 
but unless the club has premises of its own, whose rooms are 
thé said “books, pictures,” ete,, ta ornament? It isa very gen- 
eral recret here that the specialist clubs have not their own 
quarters, Only one or two of the wealthiest can even con- 
template such 4 step. When the subject was first mooted, a, 
single room was thought of, to hold the club’s belongings, for 
meetings, etc. The idea grew and began to shape itself into 
the project of taking a small house and subletting the separate 
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rooms to ney clubs, and have one or two large general 
rooms. These parts were to be blended into a whole, and I 
eyen heard one year in Birmingham that a name for the united 
clubs had been selected—"'The Kennel Council.” Hach spécial- 
ist club was to supply two members to the committee of the 
Council, The plan was good, it looked feasible, and had it 
ever come to a head a very powerful and representative goy- 
erning kennel body would have arisen, and the solution to the 
Kennel Club would have been found. 

But the Kennel Club sniffed the danger trom afar, and by 
an ingenious ruse tumbled down the fabric that had risen so 
hich in men’s imagination. ‘“What do you want, Boag people?” 
asked the cunning Mr. Stephens, who saw his club, post and 
pay in danger; “rooms to hold your meetings in, won’t our 
ailor do? You can walk into our ‘parlor that is up a wind- 

ing stair,’ but that even the meagrest qualifications will en- 
able you to ascend, you want to have a yoice in the direction 
of kennel] affairs, hum, er, yes; of course you do. and so you 
shall. You shall become associates of the Kennel Club, and 
twice a year you shall be summoned in general meeting to its 
councils, when it shall be permitted to you to cry ‘Hear! 
hear!’ and clap your hands. On attending these meetings as- 
sociates will be required to provide themselves with a small 
piece of camphor, which they shall carry in their pockets, 
and they shall also wash themselves with carbolic soap, which 
the club will supply in their wash-house. Associates shall not 
shake hands with ‘members,’ nor drink with them except at 
the formers’ expense, but if a ‘member’ should require to 
borrow a fiver it would be considered a sign of bad breeding 
to refuse. On these occasions members will, if they choose, 
appear in the club uniform, the associates will wear their club 
livery. When the members dine the associates will wait. It 
is optional if livery be worn in shows held under Kennel Club 
rules, but when this is not done associates will be careful to 
express demission in their countenances. Tor all those priv- 
Ueges, social and practical, each associate must contribute 
one guinea to the funds of the club.” And, wonderful to relate, 
the specialist clubs, or some of them, walked into the parlor, 
but [ don’t often see notices of their using it. The Kenne 
Club’s scheme is affiliation, which nieans guineas and authority 
for themselyes and restraint and abneration for the others. 

I suppose the ‘‘specimens of natural history” alluded to 
tmeans stuffed dogs. Have you, reader, ever hada dog stuft d? 
Ihave. When the old favorite died some said, skin her; I 
couldn't do that, it seemed irreverent, but I forwarded the 
carcass to our best taxidermist. It certainly was a fox-terrier 
that came home but not my fox-terrier, it was enybody’s fox- 
terrier and a very fair specimen, but not my Nell. There is no 
expression in a stuffed face, that’s why stufing pet dogs will 
always bea grievous failure. Toits owner there is more ex- 
pression in a dog’s face than he sees in the physiognomy of 
many of his friends. No, a good photograph is the best 
souvenir, so bury your pet decently like a Christian for it has 
done you less harm than most of your Christian comrades. give 
it a corner of your garden, and put a plate on the wall record- 
ing simply the dates of its birth and death. 

‘Three ladies were poisoned at Rugely through eating tinned 
salmon. Jam glad to say they got over it, but I read with 
amazement in the report of the case that the medical man who 
was called in requested that some of the salmon should be 
given to a dog,*'who, however, refused to eatit.” That is cool, 
why should it be given toa dog? At all events, itis gratifying 
to read that the dumb animal had more sense than the three 
ladies, Butit is the doctor’s coolness I can’t get over, I su 
pose he thought it would be a pity to waste the sa!mon, so he 
tried to kill a dog with it. 

Judging from whatI hear and read I conclude that Mr. 
Charles H. Mason has succeeded in getting himself disliked in 
some quarters. [have made very diligent inquiries this side 
of the pond and hear of notuing (o his disadvantage. That 
he is quite able to take care of No. 1 I gather from his letters, 
and as for the “boycotting” threatened by a Chicago sporting: 
paper, that is all fiddlededee. He may have madea few faw: 
pas in his late campaign—I don’t know whether he has—but 
certainly he has done nothing to merit the violent forms of 
intimidation I have lately perused. 
Mr. James Watson’s letter in our papers about your Phila- 

delphia and New York shows iniicates that you are going 
ahead in dog affairs. I should not be surprised if a few Eng- 
lish exhibitors were to make the trip. The prospect of enjoy~ 
ing themselves is a good one, 

In Mr. James Watson, the secretary of the Philadelphia 
show, you possess a gentleman whose depa! ture from England 
was a loss tothe kennel world. To an intimate and intelli- 
gent knowledge of all British breeds he unites a character 
that has no price and a pen that has no equal when its subject 
is the clearing up of knotty kennel points or planning out the 
details of a dog show. 

At last the wearisome aero ay on the Lochinvar 
afiair has been closed by the editor of the Shooting T' mes. 
What Mr. Murchison’s feelings aie [don’t Know; what the 
Kennel Club think of the matter it would be more interesting 
to learn. Mr. Murchison has been tried and condemned pub- 
licly by two editors, The Stock-keeper dismissed Mir. Murchi- 
son with disgust on account of his insulting lanpuage, the 
Shooting Times, in their anxiety to give him fair play, were 
less nice. An article on the case appears in the latter journal, 
the purport of which is that Mr. Murchison remains “as he 
was,” viz,, charged and convicted of the ‘di)tiest trick” (to 
quote Sir William Harcourt) that has ever been brought home 
to aman in or out of the Kennel Club. Heis proyed to haye 
been aided and abetted in the job by Messrs, Percy, Reid aud 
Longmore (members of the Kennel Club), and by the manager 
and the secretary of the show. Itis extraordmary how easily 
the kennel world lets down their offenders. They seem to 
have a code of morals for themselves, by-lawsI might cau 
them, Had a manin a public, not doggy matter, sat in judg- 
ment, acted as counsel, and assisted in the verdict on a ques- 
tion where his own conductin part was on trial, the press 
would have slashed him bacs into obscure private hfe; but in 
the dog world they shrug their shoulders because many of 
them have better preserved specimens in their own cupboards. 
According to one of the correspondents’ description, Mr. Long- 
more seems to have behaved with the inflatea impertinence of 
a boorish provincial. Mr. Murchison’s letters were virulent 
beyond patience, but the editor of the Shooting Times was 
most considerate, and humored him. Old age isa privilege, 
but it is one that should not be carriedtoofar. Mr. Joachim’s 
letters were marked by a lucid coolness that the consciousness 
of a good case inspires, I thought Mr. Krehl] was at great 
ains over a small matter, and they might just as well have 
eft him alone, for he sent their charge fl) ing in all directions, 
and several of them must have got hit. One of the correspon- 
dents, a most amusing cuss, calling bimself ‘‘Whipper In” 
(are his initials H. C., I wonder), compared Mr. Murchison to 
an old fish in a muddy pool, ‘The thought was a happy one, 
the case was ‘‘tishy,” and the longer it was kept up the more 
unpleasant it became. People are wondering what is to be 
the next excitement. Whose character shall we now throw 
to the pack? 
People have become reconciled to the Kennel Club’s shilling 

impost for registration, on account of the adyantages that 
could not be denied, Registration in some form is most neces- 
sary, and the clubis pretty particular in not allowing, pur- 
posely, similar numes to be adopted. and this makes al! won- 
der how they carne to let the Silver Enmng matter slip through. 
There are two St. Bernards registered, one Silyer King and 
the other The Silyer King, Both the owners have expressed 
their indignation in print at each other’s deceit, aud of course 
each maintains that he is the real simon Pure, ; 

*“Corsincon” (Mr. Hugh Dalziel) has brought his fist down 
on Mr, D. Frank, whom I mentioned in a former letter. He 
states that he is a Mr. D. ¥. Lambaci, and accuses him of 
writing up his Leonberger, Rascal, in the press a week before 
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heshowed him at Tunbridge Wells. I don’t think it matters 
much, because if the two names are one man few people knew 
it, and IT don’t suppose the dog’s name was mentioned. ‘‘Cor- 
sincon” describes the dog as a “poor, weedy, whity-brown 
brute, not three-fourths the size of a St. Bernard, a cross- 
bred beast, that looks like the amalgamation of a foreign St, 
Bernard, a curly retriever and a butcher’s eur.” This gives 
one a very fair idea, und is really a clever sketch of an aver- 
age good specimen of the breed. If ever a Leonberger club 
be formed, they wiil, I hope, recognize the valuable share Mr, 
Dalziel has taken in bringing this extraordinary mongrel to 
the notice of doggy men, and it will be a just and deserved 
compliment if they intrust to his pen and imagination the task 
of diawing up the points of the breed. 
Thank goodness the weather has changed. 

the great gene year we expected. The birds are very wild, 
Good steady old pointers are worth any money. “I will give 
a fifty-pound note for a perfectly broken dog,” said a friend in 
Imy hearing in the full coffee room at the hotel last week. 
And that is what such a dog is worth to a man who can afford 
it. “Tsay, old boy, do you know anybody who would sell me 
one?” “Plenty,” l replied. “I don’t believe such an animal is 
to be bought, but if you look through the Meld columns you 
will find there are lots of men who will ‘sell you’ one.” ‘Oh, 
you are funny, are you not?” sneered the offended sportsman, 
and he marched out, leaving the joke and the drinks to pay, to 
the hickless LILLIBULERO. 

Swupr. 9, 1884. . 
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NATIONAL BREEDERS’ 

Editoy Forest and Stream: 
Mr. Simon Martenet, Jr., of Baltimore, has kindly consented 

to judge Chesapeake Bay dogs at the National Breeders’ dog 
show, and as he is well-known as an authority on the breed, 
I hope the owners of these dogs will show taeir appreciation 
of obtaining such a judge by filling the class. HMntries are 
steadily coming in from all sections, and Canada promises to 
be well represented at Industrial Art Hall. Among the 
*‘curios” entered are the two suryiving Hsquimau dogs of the 
Greely Relief expedition, Zampa and Schneiker, for whose 
presence L am indebted to Surgeoh Ames of the U. 8. S. Bear. 
A full grown Chihuahua terrier weighing but 1 pound 5 ounces, 
Chinese edible dogs, and other foreigners will be present. 

Offers of special prizes are still coming In, and there will be 
enough to devote one to the best. dog of each breed classified, 
Several are specially donated, such as one to cost $200, given 
for the best pair of bulldogs, a $25 cup for the best mastiff in 
the open classes, and a prize to cost $25 for the best three 
mastiffs shown by one exhibitor, the $250 deerhound chal- 
lenge cup first offered for competition at Chicago, the condi- 
tions of which are as follows: 

This eup to be competed for only at shows where at least ten deer- 
hounds (dogs aud bitches) are entered in the open class; a chatupion 
(winner of three first prizes at shows where a first prize has hereto- 
fore qualitied the entry of the same dog in the champion class at the 
Westminster Kennel Club’s shows), not to be eligible as _an entry 
making oné of the ten requisite in the open class, but eligible to 
compete as one of a kennel; three entries, either all dogs or all 
bitches or dogs and bitches, to. constitute a kennel: cup to be the 
property of the kennel or individual winning it three times. 

lt is safe to say that the special prizes will amount to close 
upon $1,000, and a full list will be published in next week's 
FOREST AND STREAM. 
Yorkshire and toy terriers and toy spaniels will be provided 

with wire cages such as were recommended in FOREST AND 
StREAM last September, and again last week as the only way 
in which to exhibit small dogs. 

The railroads named below have kindly agreed to carry 
dogs free over their lines to and from Philadelphia, when 
accompanied by their owners or caretakers: Pennsylyania, 
Baltimore & Ohio, N. Y. C. & EL, Philadelphia & Reading, 
New York, West Shore & Buffalo, Philadelphia, Wilmington 
& Baltimore, Northern Central, Baltimore & Potomac, Alex- 
andria & Fredericksburg, West Jersey and Camden & Atlantic, 

The New York & New England and the New York, New 
Haven & Hartford R. R. also agree to the above arrange- 
ment, limiting, however, the number of dogs to three. It is 
to be understood that the dogs will be carried entirely at 
owner's risk by the companies named. The Delaware & Hud- 
son Canal Company, under date of Sept. 25, issued a circular 
in which itis stated that that company will not receive dogs 
for transportation or assume any responsibility for dogs placed 
in charge of the baggage masters, by agreement with whom. 
and the owners they will only be transported, the company 
taking no part in such transaction. 

It will be seen that exhibitors will have no trouble about 
the transportation of their dogs from almost all sections of 
the country. Vurther arrangements are being made covering 
more widely the Southern territory, and also with the express 
companies, which will be announced next week. 

JAMES WATSON, Secretary. 

DOG SHOW. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. 

BEAGLES AFIELD. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Having been much engaged during the hot spell with kennel 

work, and being desirous of testing the merits of the dogs 
under discussion in the field, I have deferred writing in reply 
to Mr, Sloan’s article in your issue of Aug. 7 until this late 
day. 
Th stating my experience of two days with dogs under my 

control, I gave the name of gentlemen of undoubted standing, 
who were witnesses of and participants in the sport, and I 
will now say that any pack of dogs that cannot run down the 
inajority of rabbits started without the aid of firearms, is not 
properly handled, if well bred; besides, experience has demon- 
strated the facts as set forth on July 17 regarding the per- 
nicious effects of shooting over beagles. — - 
Your correspondent speaks of the speed of large dogs carry- 

ing them beyond the doubling point. In reply, I would re- 
spectfully suggest that any dog, howeyer large or smill he 
may be, whose nose is so deficient as to oyerrun a hot foot at 
the doubling to the distance of one hundred yards should 
promptly be weeded out of the pack; the same treatment 
should apply to such as are in full ery and giving tongue 
before the trail is found after beings overrun, The other 
class, such as will not work unless there be a gun in the com- 
pany, certainly do not deserve the name of sporting dogs. 
Setters and pointers naturally look to the gun as an assistant, 
because the game they work upon goes to air, while “puss” 
neither flies nor climbs a tree, and good dogs should certainly 
catch her or send her hurriedly hunting a hole. 

IT do not wish any one to infer that I desire to depreciate 
the merits of small dogs. I am satisfied there are many good. 
oues, [ have in fact frequently adyised one of my employers to 
procure favors to Gill, a bit over fourteen-inch bitch, from Mr. 
Sloan’s imported dog Bannerman. 1 am further thankful to 
him for admitting that the strain of which I wrote ‘tare good 
dogs, above average beagles for hunting,” : 

Mr. Sloan possibly errs in the statement that he was in the 
field ere | had run down ten rabbits, as 1am now at least 
fully grown, and began to run them down when young, quite 
a little lad in fact, hunting with such gentlemen as Mr. Thos. 
Worthington and Mr. Dorsey and others, who were always 
successful sportsmen of the “good old kind,” and. who further 
would not permit fox or rabbit to be shot in front of their 
hounds. 

lf eleven or twelve-inch beagles can stand up and endure 
the hard work as well as thirteen and fourteen-nch dogs, 
properly bred, I am anxivus to be convinced of that fact, for 
as far aS appearances are concerned, I really like the little 
fellows. 

I do not think it proper to use our litlle favorites for gamb- 
ling purposes, yet 1] will-run three or four brace of beagles of | 

the strain and size I wrote, of against the same number of the 
strain and size Mr. Sloan favors, each pack to be owned by 
one individual, and the race to be run in West Virginia or 
Western Maryland, to convince that gentleman that the 
rabbits of that country will not run straight bo the first hole. 
The stake in the race to be the meat or a silver cupor both. 

In conclusion 1 will say that I make no pretensions in the 
way of education, fortune or romantic ideas, yet in all kind- 
ness and brotherly feeling I am an earnest advocate of merit 
in any sporting dog as exemplified by tests in the field. 

Ff, C, PaEBus, 
BERNARDSYILLn, N.J., Sept. 16, 1884. 

MASSACHUSETTS DOG LAW.— Salem, Mass.—ZHditor 
Forest and Stream: The Massachusetts P. 8. read as follows: 
“Chapter 102, Section 80—Every owner or keeper of a dog of 
three months old or over, shall annually, on or betore the 
thirteenth day of April, cause it to be registered, numbered, 
described and licensed for one year from the first day of the 
ensuing May, in the office of the clerk of the city or town 
wherein said dog is kept, and shail cause it to wear around its 
neck a collar distinct y marked with its owner’s name and its 
registered number, Section 81—An owner of a dog may at 
any time haveit licensed until the first day of the ensuing 
May; and a person becoming the owner or keeper of a dog 
after the first day of May, not duly licensed, shall cause it to 
be registered, numbered, described and licensed as provided 
in the preceding section.” Under the above sections the dog 
constable assesses my terrier, which was whelped March 17, 
1884, and was consequently but 14g months old, May 1, 84. I 
bred and raised the dog, and make the point, that since I do 
not become its owner (de novo) in the meaning of the statute, 
the dog is not assessable until next year, I should like for a 
basis for defense: First—The meaning of the person who 
drew the law, if this should come to his notice. Second—The 
opinion of any interested person on the points involved. Third 
—The custom prevailing in other parts of this State or in other 
States —CLARENCE Murray. [The obvious meaning of the 
law is that a dog is taxable when three months old, and must 
then be registered. The statute is to be construed literally 
by what it says not whatthe framer of it may have intended to 
say. If our correspondent would consult a lawyer he would 
obtain an opinion worth much more to him than the views of 
the interested persons upon whom he calls.] 

CHEQUASSET KENNELS,—Lancaster, Mass., Sept. 27.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Will you kindly grant me space to 
make one or two corrections in-regard to some of my dogs? I 
sent the smooth-coated St. Bernard dog, Grimsel, ten months 
old, to the New England Fair, at Manchester, N. H,, this 
month, and he received first prize in the open class. The 
rough-coated St. Bernard hitch, Neva, ten months old, went 
also, and took first prize in the open class for rough-coated 
bitches, All my dogs, entered for the Montreal show, were 
ready and boxed but forgotten by the man engaged to deliver 
them at the railway station here. The three pugs who did put 
in ah appearance, Young Toby and his pups, Triumph and 
Victory, were shipped from another station fortunately. The 
dogs that I entered for the Philadelphia Kennel Club show had 
to be sent by express unluckily, and all of us who are obliged 
to ship animals know what that means, sometimes, in expense 
and delay. When informed of the many hours they spent in 
transit, without a care taker, and their consequent fatigue, 
and lack of condition, I was not surprised at the awards, 
Neva, entered in the class for rough-coated St. Bernard 
bitches, was absent, because sold. For the same reason 
Triumiph was away, yet see by your report that he received 
vyhe. Now my query is whether little Victory, his sister, was 
judged inthe class with her father, or whether the letters 
belong to him? Triumph and Victory owe their names to 
their plucky contest with fate. Born in bitter March weather, 
prematurely orphaned when barely four days old, they were 
wretched little bottle babies, hideous, thin, big-headed starve- 
lings for many weeks.—CHEQUASSET. 

DOGS POINTING DEER.—Captain Parker Gillmore states 
that, “as staunch dogs will invariably stand deer, I have 
been surprised to see one of that beautiful species (Cervus 
viginianus) spring up almest under my setter’s nose. Such a 
contretemps occurred to me in Southern Illinois, when I killed 
a doe with one barrel and a half-grown fawn with the other. 
But such luck was not vouchsafed a city friend of mine a few 
days after the episode I have alluded to. A stag and doe 
sprang from their forms a few feet in advance of a brace of 
his dogs, which were pointing. Not dreaming that the game 
would be otherwise than birds, at the sight of the deer he 
became so disconcerted that he totally forgot for the moment 
that he had a gun in his hand, but kept gazing stupidly after 
the quarry vill they were out of view.” 

PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW.—New Market, Frederick 
County, Md.— Editor Forest and Stream: You will please cor- 
rect the mistake you have made in giving the awards of the 
Philadelphia show. In special Class EE you state, Gen, 
Frank A, Bond’s Rose won. Should haye been Pottinger Dor- 
sey’s Major. I was on at the show, and know my dog won; 
and Dr, Downey says he don’t know how they could have 
made the mistake, as he did surely award special to my dog 
Major.—PoTrincreR Dorsey. [We take every precaution to 
make our reports absolutely correct, but in spite of our efforts 
an oceasional error will appear, Our list of awards was 
talzen from the judge’s book, where cnly the numbers of the 
wiuners were recorded, The mistake is probably owing to a 
clerical error of the steward,] 

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.— 
There is no doubt now that the club will give a yearly dog 
show as is held in New York, and a field trial of members’ 
dogs will also be run. The first of these trials is booked for 
November, and some fifteen or sixteen dogs are thus far 
entered.—Homo. 

THE FOX-TERRIHR CLUB.—Allamuchy, N. J.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream; In your last number there is a notice of 
a proposed fox-terrier club. As breeders of fox-terriers, we 
highly approve of such an organization being formed, and will 
give our support.—L. & W, RUTHERFURD. 

BOOTH.—In our comments upon the pointers at the Phila- 
delphia show we wrote of Booth, he “‘has a fair head, good 
back, loin and legs, with fair feet.” The types made us say 
“noor head,” etc. Wemake the correction in justice to the 
dog. 

PEDIGREE ENTRIES in the A.K.A, are not limited to 
suscribers. Amy person has the privilege of entering his dog 
whether he subscribes for the Register or not. 

=— — 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are imserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, Correspondents MUST GIVH the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or Seller. 
3. Sex, 7, Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire, _ 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death 10. Owner of dam. 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signéd with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

Ee See instructions at head of this column. 
Beeswax, By Mr. W. A, Coster, Flatbush, 1, L, for lemon and 

Y Aug. 19. 

white Enelish setter bitch, whelped July 13, 1884, by his Buckellaw 
(A. KR. 80) out of Naney Rake (A KR. 42), 
_Prince Leapold, Princess Alice and Kate C. By Mr. Gus Langran, 
Yonkers, N Y., for red Irish setters, one dog and two bitches, whelped 
April 3, 1884, hy champion Glencho out of Juno (Berkley—Tilly). 
Wad. By Mr, Alvan MeLane, Baltimore, Md., for black, white and 

tan English setter dog, age not given, by Bang (A,K,R. 805) out of 
Lillie (Rake—Flora). : 

Mull, Rum, Skye and Little Dorrit. By Mr. Gearze Sanderson, 
Moncton, Can., for prick-eared Skye terriers, three dogs and ona 
puch, whelped Sept, 8, 1884, by imported Watty out of imported 
ny. he 
Bonita §. and Miltama 8S. By Mr. Franklin Sumner, Malton, Mass., 

for blue belton English setter bitehes,whelped June 8, 1884, by Cashier 
(Dash T1..—Opal) out of Flake (Druid—Swaze), 
Hotspur, By Dr. E. A. Wood. Pittsbureh, Pa., for black, white 

and tan Huglish setter dog, whelped June 8, 1884, by Cashier (Dash 
OT.—Opa]) out of Flake (Druid—Swaze), 
Hero if, Mino, Minna and Countess of Ashmont. By the Ash- 

mont Kennel, Boston, Mass,, for mastiffs. two dogs and two bitehes, 
whelped July 28, 1884 (Hero I7., A.K.R. 545—Madge, A-K_R. 548). ~ 
Pee ane peat ey Heer BSL re tel yale. L I., for 
rordon setter dogs, whelped Ju , 1884 iley’s Bang out of 

Bessie (AR, 146), e eee : 
Dumps, Buzz and Cloudy, By Mr. George W. Dixon, Worcester, 

Mass., for pugs, two dogs and one bitch, whelped sept, 16, 1884, by 
Treasure (A.K.R. 472) out of his imported Pudgie. 
Dude, Pilot, Duchess and Monnie F. By Fleu Bros., Minneapolis, 

Minn,, for cocker spaniels, two black and white dogs, one black and 
white biteh and oneliver and white biteh, whelped July 16, 1884, by 
Bub (Brush—Rhea) ont. of Nellie M. (Wildair—Sara B,), 
Buntherne and Clover By Mr. W, A. Moller. New York. for two 

Sr aueiod and tan beagles, whelped July 15, 1884, by Duke ont of 
1ageb. 

Maple Kennel. By Mr. J. H. Thompson, Patterson, N. Y., for his 
kennel of pointers. 

BRED. 
=" See instructions at head of this column. 
Katydid I.—Cash Boy. Mr. Bugene A. Austin’s (Providence, R. I.) 

English setter bitch Katydid I. (Dash Il].—Katydid) to Ma, John Lee’s 
Cash Boy (Cashier—Plake), Sept. 20. 
Queen Anna—Dasiting Lion. Mr. G. W. Ballantine's (Washington- 

ville, O.) English setter bitch Queen Anna (Zanzibar—Lady Elem) to 
his Dashing Lion (Dash Il.—Leda), Aug, 24. 

Nellie Pape—Joe Pape. Mr. G, W, Ballantine’s (Washingtonyille, 
QO.) black pointer bitch Nellie Pane (Sweep—Nell) to Joe Pape (Sambo 
the Devil—Spot), Sept. 2. 
Frost—Rebel Wind'em. Dr. W. A. Strother’s (Lynchburg, Va.) 

Peete setter bitch Frost to Mr. J, C. Higgins’s Rebel Wind’em, date 
not given. ~ 

Black Bess—Argus. Mr. James T, Walker's (Troy, N. Y.) Gordon 
setter bitch Black Bess (A.K.R, 422) to the Hillside Kennel’s Argus 
(A.K.R. 230), Sept. 12. 
Blue Belle—Glen Rock, Mr. HE. W. Jester’s (St, George's, Del.) Eng- 

lish Seiten biteh Blue Belle (A.K.R. 99) to his Glen Rock (A, E.R, ) 
Sept, 19. 
Spot—Lead. Mr, BH. W. Jester’s (Sb. George's, Del.) beagle bitch 

Spot to Lead (Sailor—Rose), Sept, 22. 
RBird—Fritz, The Maple Kennel’s (Patterson, N, ¥.) pointer bitch 

Lird (Gay—Grace) to their Fritz (A-K.R. 268), Sept. 13. 
Bella—Bang Bang. The Westminster Keonel Club’s pointer bitch 

elle Eee ese i ee) to their imported Bang Bang (A.IK.R, 394), 
Sept. 17. 
‘Mischief —Spéck. Mr, Thos. Goode Tucker’s (South Gaston, N. C.) 

Byron foxhound bitch Mischief to Mr. Brodnax’s Speck, Sept. 6. 
Belt—Speck. Mr. Thos. Goode Tucker's (South Gaston, N. 0.) Byron 
aa bitch Bett (Watchman—Hannah) to Mr, Brodnax’s Speck, 
Sept. 15. 
Stinger—Brag; Mr. W. A. Sutherland's cocker spaniel bitch Stinger 

to the Fleetfoot Kennel’s Brag, Aug. 10. 
Gypsie Si—Brag. Mr. Fred Stiefel’s cocker spaniel bitch Gypsie 8. 

to the Fleetfoot Kennel’s Brag, Aug. 27. 
Daisy B.—Dash, Mr. B. ¥. Bartlett's cocker spaniel bitch Daisy B, 

to the Fleevfoot Kennel’s Dash, Sept. 13. 
Fannie I.—Montrose. The Seotch Collie Kennel Club's (Stepney, 

Conn.) collie biteh fannie IL. (A.K.R, 681) to their Montrose (A.K,R, 
891), Sept. 4. 
Vande Bozique. Mr. W. H, Tuck's cocker spaniel bitch Yolande 

(A, E.R, 523) to Boziqne, Sept. 6. ; d 
Waverly—Montrose. The Scotch Collie Kennel Club’s (Stepney, 

Conn.) collie bitch Wayerly (Tam O’Shanter I1,—Sly) to their Mont- 
rosé (A.15.R. 891), Sept. 1. . 
Spite—Trajan. The Clovernook Kennel’s (Néw York) fox-tertier 

bitch Spite (Akley Joe—Vampire) to their Trajan, Aug, 30, 
Priscilla—Scarsdale, The Clovernook Kennel’s (New York) fox- 

terrier bitch Priscilla (Joker—Warren Daisy) to their Scarsdale (Joker 
—Ella), Aug. 28, ’ : 
Rusk—Foum. Mr, G, G. Hammond's (New London, Conn.) Chesa- 

peake Bay bitch Rusk (A.K.R. 144) to Mr. C. P. Curtis's Foam (Albert 
— Rose), Sept. 1. 

R bey The. Foam. Mr, G. G, Hammond’s (New London, Conn.) Ches- 
apeake Bay bitch Ruby Il. (A.K,R. 143) to Mr, G, P. Curtis’s Foam 
(Albert—Rose), Sept. 1. ; 
Betty—Buckellew. Mr. Thos. F. Connolly’s (Watbush, L. T,) Hnglish 

setter bitch Betty (Dash III].—Opal) to Mr. W. A. Coster’s Buekellew 
(A.K.R, 80\, Sept. 23. ; 
Mollie—Count Noble. Myr. Joseph Lewis’s (Cannonsbure, Pa.) im- 

ported English setter bitch Mollie (Count Dan—Floss) to Count Noble, 
pept. 3. 52 
aia Cashier. Mr. Franklin Sumner’s (Milton, Mass.) Boglish 

setter litch Diana (Leicester— Doll) to Mr. J. J. Seanlan’s Cashier 
(Dash T1T.—Opal), Sept. 8. ‘ 

Cassuwnidra T.—Cashier. Mr. J. J. Scanlan’s (Fall River, Mass.) Eng- 
lish setter pic Cassengns, T. (Thunder—Cornelia) to his Cashier 
Dash I1.—Opal), Sept. 22. 
‘Noltie— Primrose. Mr. Geo. Gillivan’s (West Jefferson, O.) black and 

tan terrier bitch Nellie to his Primrosc, Aug. 24, 
Daisy—Primrose. Mr. Geo. Gillivan’s (West Jefferson, 0.) black and 

tan terrier bitch Daisy to his Primrose, Sept. 15, 
Bessie T.—Don Gladstone. Mr. B.S. Hawhks’s (Ashfield, Mass.) Hng- 

lish setter bitch ete a (Gladstone—Floy) to his Don Gladstone 
ladstone—Juno), Sept. 1. 

vara; Bess—Robin Adair, The Clifton Kennel’s (Jersey City, N. J.) 
pointer bitch Lady Bang (A,K.K. 697) to their Robin Adair (Waust— 
Madge), Sept. 15. . “A : } 

Lilie—Beauyort. The Clifton Kennel’s (Jersey City, N. J.) pointer 
bitch Lillie (Shot—Daisy) to Beaufort (A.K,R. 694), Aug. 7. 
Lady Gleam—Beaufort. The Clifton Kennel’s (Jersey Ciy, N. J.) 

pointer bitch Lady Gleam (4 B.R, 207) to Beattort (A.K.R, 694), 

Brenner—Hermit. Mr. Chas, Tuft’s (Lancaster, Mass.) smooth- 
eoated St. Bernard ee etait (A.B, RR. 706) to the Chequasset Ken- 

‘s Hermit (A.1.R, 28), Sept, 19, 
ae s Aye WHELPS, 

(25> See instructions at head of this column. 
Pixen. Messrs. A. H. Wakefield & Co.'s (Providence, R. 1.) beagle 

bitch Vixen (Flute—Queen), Sept. 7, four(two dogs), by their Leader 
A.K.R, 319). 
Belle. Me. H. Glay Glover’s (New York) imported pointer bitch 

Belle, Sept. 7, five (two dogs), by aust IT, (A.I¢ By 646), . ¢ 
Kitty Wells. The Maple Kennel’s (Patterson, N. Y.) pointer bitch 

Kitty Wells (A.K.R.. 1043), Aug. 7, seven (sir dogs), by their Fritz 
(A.K.R. 208); one living. s 

Queen Pic. Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) black and 
tan setter bitch Queen Vic, Sept, 24, svx (five logs), by Dr. H, F. Aten’s 
Glen III, (A.K.R. 878); one dog since dead, : ( } 

Shiela. Mr, John W. Cumimings’s red Trish setter biteh Shiela 
(Dick—Lulu IL.), Sept. 24, ten (eight dogs), by champion Glencho, 
Lulu, Mr. Jobn b. Campbell's (Montreal, Can.) white Wneglish ter- 

rier biteh Lulu (Victor—Zazel), Aug. 19, ten (five dogs), by Mr. J. BL 
Scholes'’s Hornet I, (Hornet—Diamond), 
Squaw. Mr. John F. Campbell’s (Montreal, Can.) black and tan 

terrier bitch Squaw (Salford—Nettle), Ang. 21, four (one dog), by 
Teaser II. (‘Teaser—-Nettle). | 
Gretchen. Mr. W. B. Vogelsang’s (Jersey City, N. J.) dachshund 

bitch Gretchen, Sept. 10, four (three dogs), by Mr, W. Horner’s 
‘retzel. Bes 
: Rosa Bonieur. The Fleetfoot Kennel’s (Dethi, N.Y.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Rosa Bonheur, Aug. 18, eight, by thar Braz, ; ; 
Daisy M, The Wleetfoot Kennel’s (Delhi, N.Y.) cocker spaniel bitch 

Daisy M., Ai &. 22, four, by meir Brag. ; ; ; 

Rosa. The Clifton Kennel’s (Jersey City, N. J.) pointer bitch 
Rosa (A.K,R. 1443), Sept. 15, ten (Seven dogs), by Beaufort (A. K.R, 
694), 
Lady Clyde. The Scorch Collie Kennel Clnb’s (Stepney, Vonn,) 

collie biich Lady Olyde (A.K.R. 883), July 2, eight(four dogs), by their 
Montrose (A. K.R. 891). herd. 

Chloe. The Scotch Collie Kennel Club’s (Stepney, Coun.) collie bitch 
Chloe pene Janey Sept. 15, eleven (five dogs), by thei Moutrose 
AE. R. 881). } 
: Myrtle. ite. Chas, Schwein’s (Gincinnali, O.) beagle bitch Mytule 
(A, K.R. 387), July 28, tive (four dogs), by Briar (AK, 1214). 

Netile. Mr, Wm. H. Cookson’s (Hudso!, N. Y.) fox-terrier bitch 
Nettle Seu at eeu Aug. 14, fiye (one dog), by the Surrey Ken- 
nél’s Plippant (A. R, 928). - Lok F 

Wendie Me. & F. Mansfield’s (New Haven, Conn.) rough-coated St 
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Bernard bitch Venus (A.K.R. 1453), Aug. 9, five (three dogs), by Mr. 
Sidney W. Smith’s (Leeds, Eng.) Valentine, 

SALES. 
(= " See instructions at head of this column. 
Aliornes. Rough coated &t. Bernard dog. whelped July 29, 1884 

Eee ane A_K.R. 22—Daphne,A.K.R. 489), by the Essex Kennel, Andover, 
ass., to Mr, A. W. Bennett, Hyde Park, Mass, 
Asphodel. Sinooth-coated St, Bernard dog, whelped July 29, 1854 

(Cresar, AIR, 22—Daphne, A.K.R, 489), by the Essex Kennel, Au- 
dover, Mass., to the Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass. ; 
Gasar, Jr. Smooth-coated St. Bernard dog. whelped July 29, 1884 

(Cesar, A.K.R. 22—Naphne, A.K.R. 489). by the Bssex Kennel, An- 
dover, Mass,, te the Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass. 
Lorraine. Smooth-coated St. Bernard dog, whelped July 29, 1884 

(Ozsar, A,K.R, 22—Daphne, A.K.R. 489), by the Essex Kennel, An- 
dover, M ass., to the Millbrook Kennel, New York. 
Psyohe, Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch (A.K.R. 1271), by Mr, 

sake ppialteson, Hudson, N. Y., to Mr. George H. Ahrens, James- 
own, N.Y. 
Fontaine, Red Irish setter bitch (A.K.R. 688), by the Ashmont 
eb Dorchester, Mass., to Mr, Fred. J. Mills, North Attleboro, 

ASS, 
Dandy. Pug dog, whelped Aug. 8, 1884 (Napoleon—Beauty), by 

ie Walter D. Peck, New Hayen, Conn, to Mr. A. L, Norton, same 
ace. 

- Lenore, Collie biteh, whelped Feb, 2. 1864, 
the Strawberry Hill Kennei, Leicester, Mass., 
West Wellington, Conn, 
Pedyo. Ttalian greyhound dog,whelped May 15, 18°3(Don—Beanty), 

by the Strawberry Hill Kennel, Leicester, Mass, to Mr. Frank M. 
Lamb, same place. 
Rex, Jr, Black and tan collie dog, whelped May 15, 1884 (Garfield— 

Gatha), by Cloud Bros,, Kennet Square, Pa., to Dr. H. M. Perry, Phil- 
adelphia, Pa. : 
Shepherd Bay, Sable and white collie dog (A,K.R. 1023), by Mr. 

J.D), Shotwell, Rahway, N. J., to Mr. Arthur EK. Marsh. New York. 
Sir Walter Scott. Scotch deerhound, age and pedigree not given, 

ihe ets not given, by 
© Mr. Wm. #. Hssex, 

by Mr. H. W. Smith, Worcester, Mass., to Mr. J, E Davis, same 
place. 
: Guidi. Italian greyhound, whelped July 15, 1884 (A.B, R. ), b ) 
Mrs. G. A. Derby, Salem, Mass,, to the Strawberry Hill Kennel, tien 
cester, Mass. : 
Ruby I. Sedge Chesapeake Bay bitch (A.K.R, 148), by Mr, Gard. 

ct Hammond, New London, Conn.,to Mr, John M, Leekley, Galena, 

Snap—Peart whelps. Italian greyhounds, whelped July 19, 1884, 
by Mr. B, W. Jester, St. George’s. Del,, a dog to Mr. George HB, 
Numsen, Baltimore, Md., and one to Mr. W, D, Jackson, Roanoke, 
Va. 
Hero I, Mastiff dog, whelped July 28. 1884 (Hero I].—Madge), by 

the site Kennel, Boston, Mass., to Mr. VY. M, Haldeman, Mari- 
etta, Pa, 
Mine and Minna. Mastiffs, dog and biteh, whelped July 28, 1884 

(Hero 1l.—Madve), by the Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass., to Mr, A. 
Mackenzie Esdaile, Moutreal, Can. 
Drake. Lemon and white Hnglish setter dog (AI... 1068), by Mr. 

Charles T. Corbin, New Britain, Conn., to Mr. Ezra Woods, Westville, 
Conn. 
Glencho—Lulu IL, ale Red Trish setter dog, whelped Oct. 15, 

1863, by Mr. J. J. Scanlan, Fall River, Mass., to Mr. M. H, Sears, 
Lafayette, Ind. 
Foreman—Cliney Carter whelp. Black, white and tan English. set- 

ter bitch. by Mr. J. J, Seanlan, Mall River, Mass,, to Mr,Wm, Tallman, 
South Attleboro, Mass, 
Gleneho—Lulu TT whelps. Red Irish setter dogs, whelped July 5, 

1884. by Mr. J, J. Scanlan, Wall Kiver, Mass., one to Mr. Hdward Dur- 
back, Berlin, Germany: one to Mr. Wm. Tallman, South Attleboro, 
Mass,; one to Dr. J. EK, Abbott, Fall River, Mass., and one to Mr. C, 
Davel, Jr., same place. 
OCashier—Flake whetps. Wnglish setter, whelped June §, 1884, by 

Mr, J. J, Scanlan, Pall River, Mass.. two blue belton bitches to Mr. 
Franklin Sumner, Milton, Mass., and two black aud while dogs te Mr. 
W.H, Fuller, New York. 

Betty. Liver and white English setter bitch, age not given (Dash 
Til.—Opai), by Mr, J. J. Scanlan, Fall River, Mass., to Mr. Thomas F. 
Connolly, Flatbush, Lb, I, 

Xantippe. Leuioh belton English setter biteh (A.K.R. 828), by Mr. 
aia ¥. Connolly. Flatbush, L. 1, to Mr. J. J, Scanlan, Fall River, 

ass. 
Madge. Gordon setter bitch, whelped May, 1884 (Baily’s Tom— 

Nell), by Mr. ), A. Goodwin, Jr,, Newburyport, Mass., to Mr. Chas. 8. 
Fitch, New York. 
Rowey Blue belton Mnglish setter bitch, whelped April, 1878 (Lei- 

cester—Nellie), by Mr. G. W. Ballantine, Wasbingtonville, O,, to Mr, 
E. §. Tlawks, Ashfield, Mags. gia 

Marjory. Beagle (Duke—Midget), by Mr. W. H. Moller, New York, 
to Mr. Chas, Schwein, Cincinnati, O. 
Grouse Dale. Orange and white English setter dog, 6 yrs, (Waters's 

Grouse—Daisy Dale), by Mr. Wm. A, Buckingham, Norwich, Conn., to 
Mr. Pierre Lorillard, New York, 

PRESENTATIONS. 

=" See instructions at head of this column. 
Bong—Lillie whelps. English setters, age and sex not given, by 

Mr. Geo. D. Penniman, St. Denis, Baltimore. Md., a black and tan 10 
Mr. A, Frank Byrd, Aeccomac. Va.; a blue belton to Mr. Wm. Camp- 
bell, Tannersville, Va., and a liver and white to Mr, Daniel M. Murray, 
Baltimore, Md. 
Hotspur, Black, wlite and tan English setter dog, whelped June 8, 

1884 (Qaslier—Flake), by Mr, J. J. Scanlan, Wall River, Mass., to Dr, 
B. A. Wood, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

DEATHS. 

(= See instructions at head of this column. 
Daisy, Beagle bitch (A-K.R. 873), owned by Mr. J. 8. Hodges, Bee- 

ville, Tex., from distemper. 
ek Beagle bitch (A.K.R, 875), owned by Mr. J. 8. Hodges, Bee- 

ville, Tex. 
Ashmont. Red Irish setter dog (A, K.R, 1387), owned by Mr. Chas. 

S. Dayol, Warren, R, I. 
Oboe Belle. Black coeker spaniel bitch Reta 1108), owned by 

Mr. G N. Leavens, Belleville, Ont.; accidentally crushed between 
yacht and wharf. 

Oreole Belle. English setter bitch (A.I.R 1364), owned by Mr Ed- 
ward D. McConnell, Madison, N. J., Sept. 1, from distemper. 

Daisy. FWnglish setter bitch (A.K.R. 1865), owned by Dr. Spencer M. 
Nash, New York, Aug, 12: 

Obo G. Black cocker spaniel dog (A.K.R. 1314), owned by Mr. A.W. 
Griffiths, New Market, N. H., Sept. 1. 
Don iW, Liver cocker spaniel dog (A.K_R. 1310), owned by Mr. W. 

H, Tuck, Wilkesbarre, Pa., August, from distemper. 

| Rifle cand Gray Shooting, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE BROKEN N. R. A. RULE. 

Bditor Forest and Streai- 
Having received so many letters since the fall meeting at Creed- 

moor, asking as to jhe action of the executive committee relative to 
the protest against tay score of da points in the Judd mateb, TI beg 
Space in your columns m which I can reply to all,asido not know 
the adidrisses of the seventytive marksmen signing the petition. 
Tiat the facts in the case may be thoroughly understood 1 write them 
as brietiy as possitle. The Judd mateh, 7 shots at 200yds.. any mili- 
tary rifle, was the opening conlest of the fallineeting. In this mateh 
contestants were allowed re-entries until each had completed three 
scores, Upon arrival at the range I found my military rifie with the 
trigger point broken, This necessitated borrowing ov not shooting. 
1 preferred the former, borrowed a Sharps und finished two not very 
satisfactory scores, This wasin the morning. At4in the afternoon 
Tmect 1 brother shooter with tworifles in his hands, and borrowed 
from him the one he had missed the target four times with while 
shooting two scores in the Judd match (but he had accomplished a 
good record witn the other rifie on his third entry). I used this rifle, 
that hac treated him so badly, to make my third score, accomplished 
the best record, and stood first for the 3100 cash prize, The marks- 
man that stood fourth on the hist then entered a written protest 
against ny score of 33 pols, on the grounds that I used a rifle that 
had before been shot in the same match. The protest against me 
was sustamed, while protests against three others (filed on principle’s 
sake), guilty of the same offense, was "not sustained.’ The injus- 
tice of this decision was what brought the riflemen to the expression 
of their feelings in the following petition: 
To the Brecutive Committee N. BR. A: 4 
GEnTLEMEN—We the undersigned. competitors in the Judd and 

other matehes, believe that a gross injustice has been done to W. 
Milton Farrow by your honorable body im sustaining the protest 
against his score of 33 points inthe Judd match, Inasmuch as the 
Tile infringed was never intended to apply ta a match with re-entries, 

=e 

but was made to prevent collusion between riflemen in matches of 
one entry only, also the rifle haying been used by the other compet 
itor early in the forenoon and by Mr, Farrow late in the afternoon, 
no advantage coulda he gained by him in the use of the same. We 
therefore do not agree with your decision and do hereby petition 
you to remoye the same, [This petition was signed by sixty-six rifle- 
men.—Ip.} 

In reply (0 tis the executive committee posted a notice Saturday 
iInorning 1o the effect that “the rule was specific, and as long as Mr. 
Dolan insists on the protest, which he does, the decision must re- 
main.”’ I then saw Mr. Dolan and, after some conversation, he 
apreed to enter a written withdrawal of the protest. which he did 
soon after dinner. This, it would be supposed, must remove all 
obstacles and the act of sross injustice could then be obliterated 
from the decision of the executive committee; butno. On Monday 
inorning Mr, Dolan received a communication, written by order of 
the chairman of the exteutive committee, Gen, Wingate, that the 
withdrawal of the protest would not be entertained, and thus that 
committee are willing to go on record with the decision of seventy- 
five riflemen that they are committing an act of ‘frross injustice” 
against them. They find one marksinan guilty and three others inno- 
cent, all committing the same offense. I leave it to the riflemen of 
the country to make comments, the facts are as above. 

W. Minron Farrow. 
APRINGFIELD. Mass., Sept. 22. 
[The facts in this case are very simple; really there is but a single 

fact, which is that Mr. Farrow broke one of the oldestrules uf the 
Association, one which has been on the regulations since June, 1872. 
It provides that ‘No two competitors shall shootin any match with the 
samerifie.”” This is plain Bnglisb, and Mr. Farrow knew therule well. 
In the face of it he borrowed a rifle and fired inthe match. Subse- 
quent proceedings do not affect the violation in the least. The rule 
was broken and for this the score was thrown out. It may be that 
the rule is in some measure obsolete when continuous matches are so 
popular, just as there are many other parts of the N R.A. regulations 
which need overhauling, but the rule of to-day stands as it has for 
fourteen years, thatin the same match each individual contestant 
must shoot with a separate rifle.] 

THOMASTON, Conn., Sept. 27,—The following scores were made 
at our weekly shoot to-day: 
Wiehe Dan baietucn...0ssteleecesh causae 10 12 10 11 9 10 12 12 12 10—108 
GUA! UReGrintorte. .. as eret tar sat nak ect 101011 9 910 10 11 12 11-103 
GpMlalfoilnnsbii me ee pee ape tee ey eee 9 §10 1011 1011 9 10 12-101 
PASEO OH Gsak nasties en te tagne tate = ae 12 81110 9101110 9 8— 98 
GeReNortits tia ahh aoe teh Phe sanee 91011 81210 8 911 7 95 
Is Citi fees eee’ oe eee. ee Wit 61011 71111 8 10— 95 
CUR Wallistmsuns BAA kOeP peace fies or 9 911 8 9 9101001 8— 94 
CATT CAT ih eryes . a WORPL EO -pfalnde fel seh Wf 9 7% 9 81012 10—91 
ENS TYE OBS h Ob OCR OBE Be be Ae Cea c ales! 11 410 4% 6 78 8 5—% 

CINCINNATI yu. INDIANAPOLIS.—A hotly contested and exciting 
rifle match took place July 21 between the Indianapolis Shooting As- 
sociation and the Cincinnati Rifle Associaion on the range of the 
latter, at the Four-Mile House. The conditions of the match called 
for twelve men on a side, range of 200yds., off-hand, use of Union 
target, 20 shots to each man. The day was as perfect for the pur- 
pose as could be prayed for by the most ardent devotee of the gun, 
neither the wind nor the sun interfering with the best possible results. 
The men were called to the firing pits at promptly 11 o’clock, when 
firing began by both sides, the end of the first round showing Cincin- 
natia few points in the lead. The fight then was a close one through- 
out fete Cincinnati was declared the victor by the close score of 51 
points. 

Cincinnati. 
Gindele,..., .-25 22 11 14 20 15 22 23 15 14 20 17 19 18 21 22 24 93 Be 20—3H1 
Driube ....2...18 19 16 28 20 18 20 22 18 20:21 18.20 17 17 19 28.18 20 23—885 
Weston,....-+ 1220 9231611 21181720 619 21 1921 20 14 18 15 16—836 
Randall....... 18 92316222417 20 7201019221718 8 28 17 22 24—S42 
Stevets....... 16.21 22161928 5182414 91925 11 20 1419 16 21 21343 
Hopkins . .15 22 18 23 17 20 24 21 23 18 13 18 24 18 23.18 17 15 17 22—381 
Weinheimer.. 6281817 71221 51514 0151417 14 15 10 21 17 19275 
Gabelman ....22 21 16 20 14 18 18.22 15:15 14 24 17 20.2211 19 11 13 21351 
Best.... ......28 23°20 17 16 22 20222015 4152217231712 914 18—3841 
Duulap........2315 20 17 12 18 15 14 19 16 23 23 20 21 24 17 23 16 12 2i—aG9 
Bandle... .-20 017 21 201021 9 20171411171614 8191313 17—297 
Stickles....... 211816191517 9 6191911 16 2014 16 24 9 26 Iv 15—320 

Indianapolis. 
Maratt,.... .... 22.1418 22 6231816 1915 171915 11 18 18 18 17 12 22885 
Miller... ...., 1718 1616 22 8 20 21 10 22 14 25 20:22 16.21 21 22 9 20—270 
Cabalzar....., 1819 1819 18 23 20 16 17 16.19 20 19 20 28 14 18 17 18 172869 
Kitz..-../.... 12181216 241616 10-28 11 18:23:18 13.44 14 0138 21 11—288 
Bretz..... ....20:20221618 1816 18 16 15 202218 622-21 21 22 v4 212876 
Hekeble)) Lety: 11 2410 1417 181717 1813171417 222113818 01213—A01 
Wisse ewes SO 914 14 1617 16 16 20 24 22 22 2019128 0191623 9 23—823 
ADIs seas oserd 9201717 72114 217 01615 1617171716 821 9—R273 
Maus........+. 111% 9 22.19 15 22 19 25 16 24 23 25 24 14 1611 17 16 18362 
Martine: soe 20 21 161713 1919 16 12 17 18 20 18 18 17 28 28 21 11 16—805 
Walters....... 21 15.10 20 24 18 2119 23 818 20 2012 15 221214 18 17 -347 
Alexander, ...17 20 25 22 25 24 221912 19 18 22 18 14.19 21 16 12 17 19—381 

GARDNER. Mass., Sept. 26.—The Gardner Rifle Club’s Hackmatack 
Range is one of the best in the State, and its members take an in- 
terest in rifle practice. They are also interested in the Militia Com- 
pany F, Second Regiment M. VY. M., recently organized in this town, 
The State has arranged for a series of matehes and are in various 
Ways fostering an interest in rifle practice. The members of Com- 
pany F were looking for a place near home and haye been tendered 
by the rifle club a part of the eliub’s house at Hackmatack, which has 
been accepted, and the soldier boys have turned to and reshingled 
the building, and now they are out there every chance they can get 
practicing. Some who have witnessed their work and energy have a 
hope that they will capture the prize at the State muitary rifle com- 
petition next month, 

BOSTON, Sept. 27._The fine autumn weather of to-day drew a 
goodly number of riflemen to Walnut Hill. The shooting conditions 
were fair, but the southwest wind was sufficiently gusty to prevent 
the recording of brijliant seores in the rest match, Appended are 
the results of the day’s shooting: 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
CE Berry.....-.... 555545645447 F A Buffum (mil)... .4244444443 37 
(rchishinge y+. 55d5i4iddd—_d4d © W Hodgdon (mil) 8434442444 — 36 
H_A Lewis (mil)..... Hbbd444ad38—42 HB Hodges (mil).. .4443443333—35 
FW Fowle (mil)..... 4445334344 38 W H Morton (mil)... .5433449332—34 

Creedmor Prize Match. 
W Chariles.........- 685555555949 J Hollis...., ........4454455445—45 
H Cushing.......... 54bsb4b45—47 COC FP Chapin.......... 445655445445 
TAGS 1). feos 544445555546 RGordon...., . 994555485445 
© M Jewell.......... §455554544 46 H Cushing:.-..._... 4445444544 42 

Rest Match, 
PM WHOEnOGL Att ette aan eke Baek neta 10101010 7101010 § 10—95 
TOSADOEUE fons pee eet en te tee. Leer ines 910 9 810 810 9 9 10—92 
INDIATIWTISES Gop eee eer ens aiag sen en 810101010 910 7 8 890 
DREN OWS.. cplededdnn as nee hom oto 10 610 9 9 8 910 8 9-99 
Rrusteirclanetsteceie. cpp tes Tat rites een 9 $10 9 9 8 8 § 10 10-89 
GiWanrenh.. DT e ee. tre lie 4 910 910 91010 6 9 +289 
API 4 eR CRS toe ace ere 9 710 9 810 8 710 9—87 
DOM Eye Te MUO Ree em eap, Oeics Ste 910 8 610 6 8310 9 6—82 

The Massachusetts Rifie Association wild hold its fall meeting, Oct. 
9,10and 11. The execuliye cominittee will be H.T. Rockwell, J. P. 
Bates, J. A. Frye, William Gerrish and J, B. Wellows; executive of- 
ficer, 7J. B. Fellows; statistical officer, J. EH. Leach. There will be 
four matches opening each day au A, M., as follows: 

1, 200-yd, match, Creedmoor target, open to all comers, distance 
200yds., position, sbanding. rifle any within the rules, rounds 5; en- 
tries unlimited, entry fee” 50 cents, four scores to count, absolute ties 
to be devided by the next highest score made outside of the four 
counting scores. Prizes as follows: 1, cash, $40; 2, cash, $25; 3, gold 
medal, manufactured by Hayes Brothers, Newark, N. J., 325; 4, ice 
pitcher (billing) with goblet, $20;5, M. R. A. cup, $18; 6, Sharps mili- 
tary rifle, $16; 7, Victory medal (silver), $15, and 28 others, to the total 
value of $346. . 

2, 200-yd. match, decimal target, open to all comers, 200yds., stand- 
ing, rounds 5, entries unlimited at $1 each, three scores to count, 
prizes 60 per cent, of the entrance fee, divided into seven parts. 

3. Decimal target at rest, 200yds., rounds 5, any position or rest, 
ary 1fle under 12 pounds without ielescopic sights, entries same as 
in March 1, prizes io be won on the aggregate of each competitor's 
best four scores. First prize, victory medal (silver); second, victory 
medal (bronze), and six other prizes made up of 35 per cent, of the 
entrance fees. 

4, Militeary Mateh—Open to all members of any regularly organized 
company of State militia, 200yds., standing, rifle, Sprimgfield, such as 
are furnished by the State to the Massachusetts Volunteer militia, 
trigger pull 6 pounds, rounds 5, Creedmoor target, entries unlimited, 
eutry fee 60 cents each, three scores to count, Prizes in this match, 
consisting of victory badges of gold, silver and bronze, will be awarded 
as follows: To any competitor making three score of 240rmore a 
gold badge, to any competitor making three scores of 22 or more a 
silver badge, to any competitor making three scores of 20 or more a 
bronze badge. No competitor can win more than one badge. 

MANCHESTER, N, H.—The Rifle Association will hold a fall meet- 
ing on Oct. 16, 17 and 18. The programme includes: 1. 200yds. match. 
Qreednioeor target, Open to all comers. Position, standing. Hifle, 
any withinthe rules, Military rifle of bona fidé pattern, ininimum 
pull of trigger six pounds, open sights in accordance wilh the regu- 

* ing target. 

lation pattern, allowed six points per score. Rounds, 7. Entries, 
nnlimited. Entry fee, $i. Re-entries, 50 cents each. Winners of 
prizes to be decided by the aggregate of the best three scores counted 
as one continuous score. A perfect score of 105 cannot be beaten. 
$175 m 17 prizes, 2. 200yds. match. Creedmoor target. Open to 
elub members only. Conditions the same as in Match No, 1, with the 
exception that it is a handicap match, with ertry fee 50 cents and re- 
éntries 86 cents each. $66in id prizes. 3. 20uyds. mateh. German 

Open toalleomers. 200yds. Any rifle allowed: rounds, 
5; entry fee, $1; re-entries, 50 cenis each. 53 per cent. of entrance 
fees in 7 prizes. EH. J. Knowlbtonis the secretary of the club, 

DENVBSR, Col., Sept. 21.—At the regular weekly shoot of the Routt 
Rifles to-day there were present, besides the regular =.embers, Sergt, 
A. W, Stay of the Ninth Infantry, United States Army, and Messrs. 
G. W. Lower, J. N. Lower, and H, W, Davis, of the Governor’s Guard. 
Sergt, Stay is the crack shot of ort Russell, and is now on his way to 
his post from Mort Leavenworth, where he competed in the recent 
army matches and won some prizes. The day was good and some 
fair scores were put up, as follows: 

First Match, ; 
TE BtONO 2: vies 4444444455—42 Sergt. Stay.... .-... 4345444454 —47 
AW Peterson....... 444544454442 GH Sill .....-...-...4454484454—39 
W Anderson,...... 434444454442 HH Kling........,.. 444444433438 
W Maguire.......... 845555444542 J NLower......-... 4344534444—B7 
GW Lower —- .....5 443444555449 
Second Match.—Lower 44, Stay 43, Peterson 42, Lower 42, Dayis. 42, 

Stone 42, Anderson 41, Maguire 40, Sill 39. 
Third Match.—Lower 43, Anderson 42, Stay 42, Stone 41, Peterson 41, 

Lower 40. . 

CREEDMOOR,—The October and Noyember programme at the 
N. R. A. range provides the following matches; 
Off-Hand.— Oct. 8—All-comers match, 200 and 300yds., seven shots 

at each distance, any rifle. Hnutrance fee, 50c. to members of the N. 
R. A., to others $1. Prizes the value of $50 given at each match, 
The Chanipion Marksman’s Class Mateh.—Ocnt. 4, 11,15 and 25—To 

all members of the N. G., S. N. ¥,, and members of the N. R. A,, 200 
and 500yds., ive shots at each distance. Remington rifle. 
The ‘Qualification’ Mateh of 1884,—Oct. 4, 11, 15 and 25—Open to 

members N. G. S. N. ¥., and N. RK. A., 100 and 300yds., five shots at 
each distance with any military rifle. 
Any Rifle Long Kange Match.—Oct, 18—Any rifle, 20shots at 900yds. 

anil 25 at 1,000y7ds. 
Military Rifle Long Range Match.—Oct. 29—Open to miilitary rifles 

only; 600, 800, 909 and 1,000yds,, 10 shots at each, 
The Champion Marksman’s Match,—Noy. 5—200 and S00yds., five 

shots at each, Remington rifle, Open to winners of champion marks- 
man’s class match. 

SAN FRANCISCO, Sept, 14.—The sixth and last meeting of the Cal- 
fornia Wing-Shooting Club this season took placeat San Bruno to- 
day. The day was calm and sunny. There was not as large an at. 
tendance of marksmen as had been expected. HKobinson and Fay 
shot well, neither missing one out of his dozen birds. Both were 
obliged to employ their second birrel on the eleventh round. Walsh 
was in better trim than he had been for some time. Goleher had 
been hunting during the week in the tules and was feeling somewhat 
nowell, Hehad with his gun broken thirty-five bottles thrown into 
the air successively at Byron Springs a few days ago and considered 
that he could hold the third medal of the season, which decorated 
his watch chain when he came on the grounds. He missed one bird, 
however, and this allowed Fay who had been one bebind him in his 
agerecate scores, tocatchup, Therise was 30yds., and the following 
scores were made: 
Robinson.......,.. W1dd1—_12 Goleler........... 110111111111—11 
UE Wes sue HARE 1111111111112 Kerrigan.......... 111100110111— 9 
dillette..-., ..+.-. 211011 Rice ......e.... 100 withdrawn. 
Walsh ..,..- -....011111111101—11 Slade.............. 111014111111—11 

Previously the three medals had been heid from meeting to meet- 
ing by those whose scores were highest. To-day those who had made 
the greatest average stores were awarded the ownership of the 
round golden trophies. Robinson tock the first,he having killed 
67 out of 72 birds in the six shoots. Walsh was given the second, he 
haying (1 to his eredit. Goleher and Pay had 60 each, and they shot 
off the tie at two birds apiece. Golcher missed his second, and the 
third medal was tranferred to Fay. Jillette’s total score was 459. 
Some of the best shooting ever done on the grounds. according to old 
frequenters, followed. Fay, Robinson, Slade, Jillette and Kerrigan 
shot at 12 birds each, 30yds. rise, for a sweepstakes of $25. Kerrigan 
dropped out when he missed his seventh bird, but bay, Robinson, 
Slade and Jillette each killed the dozen. The shooting between these 
four continued. Fay and Slade failed to prevent thew nineteenth 
birds from getting out of bounds, and they withdrew Robinson's 
twenty-first also got away, and as Jillette followed with a whizz of 
murderous shot that proved effective, he was acvorded the victery, 
The scores were as follows: 
Hagin ban tat Aes. .2-Cyen? ep. Mite. Serene, Orgel, Se 141141419191111410 —18 
oninsoune eer eetes ce settee. eRe en. 411711111111191111110 —20 
STH Ooh OO. SAE ASE giihiten,, oe ee ag 4111111991111111110 + —18 
illckt cate Wee ern apne Se hes ieee a eee 4111411911141111111111181 
AROTTIZ AT, Oe heer ae oe Oe kn Oar perma 1111110 — 

Tf these scores be taken in connection with those that preceded, as 
they came immediatery after, it will be seen that out of 31 birds Vay 
killed 80 and Slade 29, and out of 38 pigeons Robinson and Jillette 
each destroyed 22. Jillette was shooting finely whenthe match ended 
in bis fayor. Had it continued longer. he might haye extended his 
score withouta break. Robinson and Fay shot for a bet to pass 
away the afternoon until the returning train arrived, Of the first 
twelve birds they pointed their weapons at each missed one, Kobin- 
son's tenth and Kay's third hurrying away to @ less dangerous neigh- 
borhood. Way's eleventh shot was admirable, The contents of his 
first barrel merely touched the bird’s feathers. Itswept toward the 
spectators, and then flew off in an extensive circle. Fay got a sight 
on it twice, but each time reserved his leaden pellets because by fir- 
ing he would have placed those around him in peril. The pigeon was 
rushing through the air with rapid flight in an oblique direction and 
was over 50yds. away when, just as ib reached a clear space Fay’s 
gun banged, and the fugitive dropped perpendicularly, The tie be- 
tween the competitors was shot off turice ai four birds each time be- 
fore Robinson won. He at last killed his quartet, while Pay missed 
one, This practically closed wing-shooting for the season this year. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with chub scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

POINTS ON THE CLAYS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

IL see by your issue of Sept. 11, that there is to be an effort made to 
start a club in New York to shoot clay-pigeons, With the number of 
sportsmen in and around New York, many of whom like trap-shoot- 
ing, there should certainly not be much difficulty in formivg several 
elubs. Your correspondent speaks of the clay-pigeon being of so re- 
cent a date that many of the New York trap-shooters have never seen 
them used. In New England we have heen shooting at them over 
three years. Ivis also said thatthey are too easy to hit. To all who 
think so, I would say as does “Mr, O.,” try itfrom five trans screened, 
birds to be thrown at an angle of fifteen degrees rise, and perhaps 
your opinions will be changed. 

At the New York Inter-state clay-pigeon tournament (from which 
the New York shooters bravely kept away) oné of the best shots in a 
certain New York club tried his hand, and was conyinced, [ think, 
that they were not so easy as they might be. 
As to comparing the clay bird with the live one, most things are in 

favor of the former. If you could always get imported blue rocks, 
or wild birds in first-rate condition, there mizht be some equality be- 
tween them, but the ordinary pigeon, wild or tame, as furnished 
most of the large tournaments, is very much easier lascore. Com- 
pare the scores made at Louisyille, Chicago, anil at the recent New 
York State tournament, and you will find the best scores ou live 
birds. Lhave shot about 2,000 live pigeons, both wild and tame, and 
think [ know semething about them. 

In New England, trap-shooling at live birds has been prohibited for 
a number of years. Massachusetts was the first State to stop it; 
Rhode Island next, and then New Hampshire, Maine and Vernmionb. 
As long as there was an open State bordering on Massachusetts the 
Tremont Club, of Boston, took advantage of it; but when we were 
shutoft entirely—New York being, think, tlle neares| ground—the 
old elub had to give it up, and, furthermore, whether your State pro- 
hibits it or not, the growing scarcity of live Pees will do more to 
stop their being used for trap-shooting than all tine cruelty to animals 
societies pul together. Look atthe Louisville tournament last Jone— 
it was to follow the international clay-pigeon match at Chicago, and 
would have drawn quite a large number of Hastern men—it had to 
be indefinitely postponed for lack of birds, likewise with numerous 
others of the same kind. id 
When I speak of clay-pigeons being more difficult to score than live 

ones, I mean birds thrown from five iraps, and powerful traps, too, 
also thrown low. One trap can be used and the bird thrown high in 
the air, making ib comparatively easy; on such birds most any one, 
who can hit anything, can make a xood score. Throw them as they 
were ab Chicugo last May, or at New York in August, or as they 
always are on the Boston Gun Club’s grounds, anu they will be found 
difficult enough for the best of us, In my opinion the practica at 
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them will improve your shooting in the field. I have never shot as them being badly handicapped. Lorna and Katrina had each about 
well as I am now Coing neurly every day on ruffsd grouse, and I have 
shot at a greut many clay-pizeons siace last fail, CO, M.8 
DoUNBARTON, N. H 

' 

WORCESTER, Mass,, Sapt. 23.—There was a shooting tournament 
to-day under th+ auspices of the Woreester Sportsmen's Club, at Coal 
Mie R nge. Of late tie men who hive indulged in this the most 
manly of sports have object :d to furnisuing a record of their work, 
while many shoot unler an assu ned name, as thongh it wag a dis- 
c editto them. They forget that no man can bea good rifleman who 
is not a strictly sober man, temperate in all his habits, a man whose 
neryes are steady. It i+, without doubt, a health-giving recreation 
und one that recommends itself to all, Among the visitors to-day 
were C. G. Tidsbury, J. H. Cole and Thomas Andrews, of Ashland; C, 
A, DeRoechmont, of Newburyport; H H. Francisand C. Wilbur, of 
Brockton: ©, W. Titker, George J. Crandall, George Cary, H, Palmer 
and A. J, Harris. of Providence. The prmcipal event was the grand 
prize mateh, 10 clay-pizeous for each man. fur a purse of $25, which 
was the first prize, the other four prizes were the entrance money 
divided, There were x6 entries. The prize was secured by Mr. ©, B, 
Holden, of tuis city, 

FALL RIVBR, Mass., Sept, 18.—A return match between the New 
Bedford aid +all River Guo ¢luvs; 15 glass balls, and 15 clay-pigeons 
per man, 18y ds. vise; 

‘ New B_dfords. Balls. Birds, 
RSTULUIL OYE pee ea ony pam te 101111100111011—11 = 000010110010010— 5—16 
FAvlen...,....-.. ae ton 11100000010.011— 7% 101110001111110—10—17 
LEY Ui nS a te eo oe eR 171011011101001—10 11101111010.011 —11— 21 
PCIE ee Wr e to\d-deu einige) a= 110000111111011—10 110111) 11111101—12—22 
isd 3)2) 6a 4 om oa oe soles Fee aa 01110111011111—12 111101110011011—11—22 
Boum. .- ve cee e pepe D11191111101010—12 111110111111111—14—26 

reac aFm 
124 

Fall Rivers, Balls, Birds, 
.110001000J11011— % —0111117:00001100— 8—15 

110011111100000— &—18 ee SE 42 Oe aie 001111100110111—10 
ee eee yey -210190111111011—12 

~ 0100001100311 — 6 
GO1101011001110— 3 

sae) 111101111011111—18 

101011001010110— &—20 
111177111111110—14—20 
1011111111113711—14 —22 
110011110111111—12—25 

120 
The rést of the afternoon was pleasantly spent insweepstake shooc- 

in g. 
Sept. 24.—Match between J. B, Valentine, of Providence, and J. H, 

Congdon, of Newport, at 18yds., 100 clay-pigeons each, Valeutine 
allowing Uongion 15 birds. he birds were the worst lot we ever 
saw, being very hard and dark colored, and being thrown very low 
made the shooting very difiicult; 
Valentine— 

1170110111100101010110010 - 15 
1120000011111121011010101—16 
O 11121101011110111010000—16 
1201011000101000010111110—13—60 

Congdon— 
000177100101011111110° 101—14 
1U10011(00000010110101100—10 
0011110101971110010101111—17 
0110101001110010110100010—12 

Allowance 
Match for $5 a side, 5 clay-pigeons—Valentine 4, Congdon 4, 
Match, same conditions— Valéntine 4, Congdon 3. ‘ 
Match, sume conditions, 10 glass balls—Valenune 9, Congdon 7. 
Mutch for $2 a side, 5 glass balls— Valentine 4, Congdon 3. 
A yuee ber of sweeps were Shot before and after the above matches, 

—T. 5, 
SACRAMENTO, Sept. 14.-At Agricultural Park there was a good 

atteudance to witness the monthly shoot of the Forester Gun Club, 
which resulted as follows: 
Todd, 26yds ...... 111110110010— 8 
Waison, 26yds, . 111011111001— § 
Ruhstall x; 21yds..11.010111001— 8 
Eckhardt, 2lyds.. ,010001111111— 8 
Scroth, 21yds...... 11111111100/—10 Tebbets, 21yds... 101000U/1111— 7 
H Gerher, 2iyds...011,37111111—11 Zuvyer, 2b6yds 110111101110— 9 
Tue tie on 11 was shot off at double birds, Henry Gerber winning 

With a Glean Score: 
Pool-shooting was then in order, the first match being at five birds, 

$2.50 entrance, and the score stood: Watson 4, Miller 5, Ruhstaller 3, 
‘Nodd 4, H. Gerber 5, Welntosh 5, McGinnis 4, Pairott 5, Zuver 4, FP. 
Bassford 4. Tue ties on 6 (livided the money. 
Next came a freeze-out, with the followine result, the entrance 

being $2.50: H. Gerber 1, MeGinniss 3, Parrott 5, ¥, Bassford 6, 
Epes 0, Zuver 6, W. E. Gerver 1, Watson 4. Bassford and Zuver 
divided. 
WELLINGTON, Mass,, Sept 27.—At the shoot of the Malden Gun 

Club at Wellington to-day, Mr. Scott lost the gold medal to Mr, Hatha- 
way. The other events were as follows: ; 

First event—Snow first, Hathaway and Nichols divided second, 
Adains tuird. 
Second event—Snow and Walton divided first, Scott and Brown 

diviced second, Adams atid Hathaway divided third. 
Third event—Pratt first, Suow ¢ecend, Walton third. 
Fourth eveut—Hathaway and Pratt divided first, Adams'and Brown 

divided second, Scott third. 
Fifth évent—Hathaway first, Adams second. 
Sixth event- Adams first, Scoit second. 
Seventh event— Hathaway first, Bre wn second. 
Bigoth eye t—Hathaway first, Brown secona, 
Ninth eyent- Hathaway first, Scott sevond, Nichols and Adams 

diyided third. 
Teuth eyent—Scott first, Lewis second, Nichels and Adams divided 

thir |. 
Seventh event—Hathaway first, Walton and Scott divided second, 

Adams and Brown divided tiuird. 
. een beetles fall tournament of the club was fixed for Tuesday, 
ep, 81. 
CONNECTICUT MEDAL SHOOT.—The individual State medal 

was won by Carey, of the Spencer Gua ( lub, at Windsur, Sept, 24. 
Next State shoot will be at Milford, Oct. 8 —J. F. . 

QO Miller, 2iyds....011101110111— 9 
Verity, 2lyds...... 1001101 10100— 6 
J Gerber. 26yds ...111111111101—11 
J Kane, 2iyds..... 111011101000— 7 

‘ 

Canoeing. 

CAnoersts are invited to send us notes and full reports af cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other comnu- 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested tosend to Formsr anp 
SrrEAM their addresses, with name, membership. signals, ete , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same, Canovi-ts and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forwar! to Form:1 and STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of ervises, txaps, and information concerning their local waters. 
dra.ings or deseriptious of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to tue spurt, 

FIXTURES. 

Qet. 4.—New York ©. C., Fall Raves. J 
Oct, 9.—lochester C. C:, Fall Races at Irondequoit Bay, 

PITTSBURGH Cc. C. FALL REGATTA, 

HE fall regat a of the Pittsburgh C. C, was held on the afternoon 
0. Tuursday, Sept. 25, uuder the management of Messrs, G. A. 

Howe, W. i. Nijnick and C FP, Holdsinp, all of whom are temp - 
rarily without canoes Owing to various causes, but six contestants 
entered the sailing race, being divided as follows: 

G. H. wing’ 1494x238 Marguerite .....-..,.. oe Sins Sato) cae APES ASS eee A 
Riven ferths Sipe rre doo Poa Kea NaTCKS brat iia ae teen vinlte la x27 

OLASS B. 
Uibfape it: ey eee he Sree eee ey J. 1S. Bakewell.,.... -.......... 1t «29% 
Wh ay eee in seonr one dar W. H. Rea.,...-., . 144g x80 
VIGIL OI eats pies) Ecatisisisiere® . W. BH. Woodwell,.,...-....<.---. 14 X30 
Kairing.-... POPPE A WAGRallGven eo con eeranecue es 144x381 

Being ready first, (lass A was sent off im the lead, the large. buats 
following som+ 25 minutes later. ihe course was from the Sexth 
Sireet Su-pension Bridge southwesterly down the Allegbeny to iis 
moun, theuce west down the Ohio to a stake boat anchored in mid- 
stream and return, @ distance of about two anu a half miles. The 
Wind, belug westerly, was across the Allegheny. which made it vari- 
aolsan puffy in that river, but was quite steady for our waters in 
the Uhio. Tne two Class A bodts carried about bof. of canvas each, 
Marguerite using two settecs, while Nirvana bad a balanced lug main 

aad seuee dandy. Tne suitting wiud compelled them to beat all the 

way to the turning poiit. and after oue or two tacks the Nirvana 
dréw ahead shgitly, holuimg the lead to the Union B idze. av mouth 
of the Allerheny, wnere her opponent was beealmed for a time—long 
enough iosive Mirvaia alead which was never recovered, for the. 

suialier canoe carried her tig pres- of sail beautifully and won, with 

sometuing to spare, her time over the course being 65m., which would 
have been less out fur being partly becalmed on the run hole. : 
The tour B canoes were not so evenly matched ia sail atea, two of 

7ott.. the former carrying a fan mainsail (similar to friend Tyson's to 
the extent of a siot bar atleast and the lafter a Mohican, also the re- 
sult of the 84 meet, while both used settee dandies. The others were 
provided only with cruising lateens, Mary C., 37£t. and Wiuffler, 48f6. 
Lorna got the hest of the sbart, and was rather favored by the wind 
for the first quarter mile, but did not make the most of her advant- 
ages, allowing Katrina to work over toward the weather shore on the 
tree puffs, and so setting in a long leg when the wind settled back to 
the old quarter, Lorna also got into difficulties through ballast shift- 
ing ina puff, while Katrina, not being bothered by any such cargo, 
wernb away and established a long lead to the buoy, which was in- 
creased on the run back to starting point, which she reached in 47 
minutes, Lorna came in second, and Whifiler third, all being consider- 
ably strung out, 
the day was brought to a close by a free-for-all paddling race with 

following entries; 
AU hae Grays Coen pee ee yes» Woodwell, ., 
Flotsam... Singer 
SUL ete eh ebro © td cnt od eae aes 

EL Tat of oererg oe eee aed ee a ene cal Bailey. 1446x381 
a TT Fe eee esa eras ri Bakewell. ........... es ee 14 7226 
ManyiG. etretes tet te eet art Rea yd tH Weeaiess) oe 1444% 80 
Three of the contestants had secured smaller canoes than those 

they had sailed, and these three at once wentto the f ont, Flotsam 
and Lady Jane paddling side by side with Elects nearly an open 
lenzthin auyance. Nirvana held her own to the turn, while the two 
large canoes, of course.f+ll to the rear, The turn (a pier of Union Bridge) 
was reached in this order, but Plecta being un provided witharuidder, 
made a wide turn and was passed by the other three cla s A boats, 
Her crew was unlucky in sliding off his seat shortly a terward and 
s opped paddling, but af er Katrina came along and passed he con- 
cluded to resume, but had lost toe mueh space to recover, the finish 
being in the order given above, Lady Jane's time for the distaince— 
about 44 miles being 14 minutes. Mary C. was bandicapped by a 
oe kecl, and took it easy from the turn to finish. The prizes were 
all flags. 
Nirvana having challenged the winner of class B, a free-for-all wail 

will probably he held next week, 

NEW YORK C. C. FALL REGATTA, OCT. 4. 

W ITH a strong southeast wind and the tide from the Jills setting 
vapidly dewn the Bay, a sea is ki¢ked up which makes canoe 

sa ling not only ex: iting for the older hands but dangervus for less 
experienced sailors. Tue tide rips about the mouth of the Kills, 
and especially off Buoy 17, were really formidable for small bouts, 
and in the other parts of the course {he water was very rough. Be- 
fore the start several canoes capsized, so that the number of starters 
for the sailing race was decreased toeight. The course was changed 
from around Buoy 17 anda mark on the Jersey flats to a shorter 
course around the latter only, a canal boat anchored about three- 
quarters of a mile to leeward oif Constable Hook. The starters were; 

OLASS B. 
GATS, OF cee ae ee Commodore Whitlock 
Dati ee ee ees CSB SVGUS Loe ee tees See te 
LMI fen in 0) ee ee ee Cie Sle ves. ses er Paco bee oe 
Esmeralda........---08: dole dea Gre Telit ee nro tele orate ea Lae 14 
Mukquito seo tee CHa, Dele atid te atet hn sentc ounce: eo. 
Kittinake... C. L. Norton ..... 
Surrey: ol, A. QO. McMurray... 
MIS Aeon eene ree ALC VABLOKa Wee enone Hone necawe 

_ CLASS A, 
PSVGDOK. ce tiuaultacdl Temes Vice-Commodore C, K. Munroe......,.14.628 

Sails were reefed down and ballast stowed aboard, and off they 
went at 4:05 P. M. before a lively blow from the Narrows. Dut was 
first in trouble, lowering sail for a time, her rudder line having parted; 
but her erew were all aft quickly, the line tied, and sails up again, 
Guenn did excellently in the rough water, but went out of her way 
toward Buoy 17 fer atime. Several gave up, owing to the sea, and 
paddled home. Dot camein first at 4:31, with Guenn at 4:34, Tramp 
and Psyche coming is later. 
The paddling race for Class 4 was next called, with four starters, 

some being stilt out with the sailing race. 
fa Fae eee ae T. Garrett,....................Bayonne C. C, 

eel RS= RON DLUNTABS Y of-)a, chalolnss otos nreieraks Bayonne C C. 
A ge IeE wet BAD) W.P Stephens... ...New York C. C. 

Bree ee Sit OPN ast M. V. Brokaw New York GC... 
The cou'se was three-quarters of a mile, with turn, from the float 

around ‘he black spar buoy. The Gus won in 6m, 30s., with Mist see- 
oni, in Gu. 45s. 
Two canoes only entered the tandem race: 

OU Beet es ov pete noiels G. Hurd and T. Garrett 
Kelpie 
The course was the same as befor. 

Kelpie second. in5m, 48s. 
‘he final race was for Olass 2 canoes, with three starters, over the 

same course: 
Dark (NUUe i cesar nes eek CN Maisie he feo tit of asereiee 
Black Maria....-.....-. W.P. Stephens . .....,.s..05s 0050. N.Y. C. 
Wait hs heee tes ee PLN Cfoliily Powe yee sere eee ee Se eEE Rok K.G.G 
Lark won, after a close race, in bm., with Fanita secoud, in bm. 3s. 
The latter races were interfered with by the sailing race, most of 

the canorists being too tired to paddle and their boa-s héing wet or 
disabled from the upsets, It is questionable whether a long sailing 
race is a deswwable feature of a general regatta, as yisitors who are 
unacquainted wath the tides are apl to be carried off so far that 
it is lave when they get in, often after a hard paddle, by whicn time 
they are disinclined to enter paddling races. A programme of pad- 
dling rages, canoe symmasties, upset races, etc., wonld prove more 
amusing to the lady friends who are al-ays present, than a long 
anu often tedious sailing race in which they are not specially mter- 
ested, and to which the other races are usually sacrificed. 

IS CANOEING A DANGEROUS SPORT? 

fMHE drowning of a canoeist in Springfield, Mass., lately, has given 
oc asion for a wholesale condémnation of the sport by a writer 

to the Springfield Republican, which, with the reply of ex-Commo- 
dore Nickerson. we publish below. In regard to the case in question 
this letter leaves little to be said, bubthe subject is one of vital in- 
terest. not only to the active friends and patrons of ihe sport, but to 
many who will some day take it up. and above all to those who, 
while not canoeists themselves, should, as parents or guardians, 
form some opinion of its merits. . 
In additiou to the facts cited by Mr. Nickerson, we learn that Mr. 

Reed had been subject to fainting ts, and had several times tainted 
in lis canoe; and when the body was found, after being in the water 
for three days, not a particle of water was found in the stomach. We 
may also add that the anorrymous writer of the fi st letter has nob 
accepted Mr. Nickerson’s invitation to investigate canosing: 
to ihe Editor of The Republican; ' 
Tie untimely death of Mr, heed suggests the question whether the 

amusement of sailing on our river ought not to bs dis ouraged, Por 
the citizens of an inland city the art of navigation by sailsis yalue- 
less in tne eye of utility and as an amusement serves no such practi- 
eal and manly purpose as the more active amusement of bicycling, 
rowing, riding or even ball These develop the muscular strength 
aud physical vitality, the other is merely a dangerous way of taking 
ail airing. [cis dangerous because any amusement 3s such in which 
ayreasunable amount of skill does 100 almost, if not quite, insure 
safety. ‘Ihe sail of asmaliciaftis a treachbereus thing which may 
at ally Moment place the careful and skilled navigator at the mercy 
of lie Waves, aS is Shown, if 11 were not known already, by the acci- 
denis tiat the Republican lias already recorded as having befallen 
the cailiug cralt of two of our citizens before this fatal catastrophe. 
Public senliment nas a right to colidémn an amusement which need- 
l.ssly deprives the community of the services of young men who, 
like Mr. Reed and Mr, Newel, were fiited to lead useful lives, and the 
Springtield Canoe Club will please to take notice. Although sailmg 
isbuct little induiged in compared with other pporis, yet no other 
amusement aud probably not all combined show a record of two 
deaths from this locality 11 as many years. Mr. Reed was for several 
years 8 whaler aud as used to the watir asaduck. In his life he 
Was unselfish, and heside his good example, was actively engaged in 
the work of benevolence. His deatii, like that of young Ne vell, isto 
be deplored as a needless sacrifice to a mode of recreation which 
it 1s the policy of this community to discourage. 

To the Editor of The Republican: ; 1 ; 
The article in your edition of the 15th regarding canoeing is rather 

severe, and, although well meant, is undoubtedly from oue who 13 
almost, if uot entirely, unacquaiuted with canoeing history, and at 
the same time forgetful concerning accidents whieh happen to fun 
dreds of people every year, whilec ngaged in aby of our varicd sports, 
Mr. Reed Was not one of our membeis, yet his lossis deeply regretted 
by every Springfield GC. C. man. his tamily and friends have our 
sincere sympathy, but it is not the fact aud fatal result of which we 
write, it is the general attack upon the sport the ¢all for public evn- 
déimnation and the “Springfield C, C. take novice’ portivms that 
require attention, The question 1s nob whsther canoeing is qangerous, 
but was Mr. Reed in a condition to eugage in any pasuime, and would 
no! the result have veen the same had our young trivnd been engaged 
in any exci wg sportiike rowing, bicycling, horseback or carriage- 
riding, playing at base bali, tennis, polo or oyem exercising in the 
quiet gymnasium of the Armory Hill Christian Associanony Wrom 

nn 
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evidence collected since my return from Canada and from past ex- 
perience I feel justified in saying it would have been. 
An acquaintance bayuig been il, his doctor ordered hor ehack 

riding as the only remedy for al;solutc | ealth. A horse was bought 
and suitable instructiin received and yet the third out-door ride re- 
sulted in bisdeath. Still wesee young ladies and gentlemen riding 
rapidly through our streets eyen after dark, in a reckless munver, 
Without comment. The press haye been for a long time urging the 
publie erection of bath houses that all may havea chance to learn 
the art of Swimming (a m_st worthy thing for this city to do at once), 
yet Jast year and this We have known several well trained swimmers 
to be drowned m our river, to say novhing of the hundreds of victims 
at watering places, Look af fatal results in rowing, yachting, bare 
ball, bicycling, polo and tennis; read the list of steamship horrors, 
railroad disasters. éte,, wherein the public have ventured merely for 
an outing, not a business trip; still hundreds of our citizens are pre. 
paring to visit Nantasket this week, Are excursicns to be con. 
demned? Willthe death of the late Dr, Jacobs call for public con_ 
demnation of those most worthy Raymond excursions? If your cor_ 
respondent desires it we will compare the fatal results in base ball 
bicycling, or even driving with those of canoeing, When returning 
from the annual cainp of the Ame ican Canoe Association the steamer 
Rothsay ran down a skiff, drowning a woman and severely injuring 
her male companion, That same evening, however, Isaw hundreds 
of skiffs darting here and there without a eall for public condemua- 
tion, A skiff is from 36 to 48in, beam. from 18 to 26ft. in length. of 
peculiar shape and build, and is acknowledged the~aiest of buats. 
We fully denicnstrated last week that the canoe is sate in wind and 
wave where the skiff sought shelter, Why does your correspondent 
say; ‘Canoe sailing does nop develop muscular stiangth anu physi- 
cal vitality?” It proves bis ignorance upon ihe subjee , for the fact 
is just the opposite. It does nor requireas much skill to keep a canoe 
upright asa bieyle Ask your family pby:ician bow many “bi” boys 
he has treated for “headers,” ruptures, etc,, and you will find the list 
a long one, 
Regarding the skill of Mr, Reed as a sailor, we will not deny the 

fact of his ‘seu yoyuge,” his ‘‘being like a duck in the water.’’ his 
ability to act carefully under the command of his supericr officer im 
hauling a tack or the main or royal brace, ete., but when it is said 
that Mr, Reed, by himself, was a skilled sailor, I must take excep- 
tions to the -tatements, and so do ot ers who have seen him sail np 
and down our river in what we call a reckis-s way. Once the writer 
asked him to either lower sail or go ashore. To say his canoe was 
not sate is wrong, for the origital owner went to Saybrook and re- 
turned several times and Unce cro sed the Sound, We have been 
Se ey unfortunate in canoeing, we admit, which leads your 
correspondent to say that *‘not all combined sports in this locality” 
van record two deaths in as many years.” 4 

To those who condemn canienmg we would kindly offer the priv- 
ilege of becoming tho oughly informed upon the subject; let the 
sport stand on its merits. The mouern canoe cannot be suk when 
filled with water. loaded with ordinary camp equipments, and 
the captain o1 board, The air-tight compartments muke her a life 
boat. Ordinary sailing and paddling is nop dangerous, but crowding 
125 to 150 square feet of sail on a 14 {eet by 3-1 ch beam canoe is 
dangerous in the hands of anovice, Fifty feet of sail is the u-~nal 
outfit for 14 feet by 31-inch canoes. Mr. Reed had less .han 25 square 
feet in hissail TheS ringfield C, C. does not allow new members to 
sail atorst. They are coached by older itembers more or less the 
first season with small rigs, the same as the inst uctor in horseback 
and bieyele riding, roller skating, polo, ete., fuards his pupils until 
they have confidence and experience. In ju-tice to the elub and to 
the sport, will your currespondeut make un appointment with the 
undersigned to thoroughly investigate canoeing, its dangers snd its 
benefits, compare tatali.ies with other sports, and leain more of Mr. 
Reed as a canoeist, his physical condition and his skill as a sailor? 

EF. A. NICKERSON. 
SPRINGIIELD, Muss., Auz. 19. 

CANOEING ON THE CONNECTICUT. 

IX and one-half miles above this city the picturesque and beautiful 
Fa mington River mingles its waters with the broa i Connecticut, 

Avising in the mountaims bo the westward the first mentioned stieam 
flaws by a devious course, sometimes directly t . the south and again 
in a needle Iine to the north, plunging through steep ravines and i ver 
high precipives, until at length it assumes a placid countenance and 
passes onward with a gentle current to |he larger river 
The Farmington has long been a favorite resort with the members 

of the Hartford C. C., and seldom in t ¢ canoevin’ season does a weelr 
pass by without a visit being paiu to its pleasant waters. Among the 
points of interest along its baik+ is the State fish hatchery at Poqu:n- 
noe, fourmilis up thes ream, which may be reached under paddle, 
except in yery dry sexusons. There is also fair fishing; perch are qui o 
plentiful, and occasional black ba-s and trout are laken. Near ihe 
mouth of the river a good s ring of the despised but delicious, when 
voperly cooked, ‘‘buli head” can be caught avany timer. The river 

f; Bed in the season, ‘chock full” of that luxury, the lamprey eel. 
For the fowler there are black ducks and grebe, and snipe and wood- 
cock are oecasionally sot in the river bottoms, 

As southerly winds prevail in the Connecticut valley from April 
untii November, the ‘run?’ to the Farmingson from Hartford can be 
mae at almost any time in from an hourto an hourand a half, and as 
there is plenty of ‘sea room” in the Connecticut, bea ing home again to 
windward is not a difficult matter, or if this prove tedivu:. the cur- 
rent in the river edus maierially to speed under paddle, Last year 
Hartford canoeists were wont to redezyous in a deserted fish ho sa 
on tiie south bank of the Farmington, a half mile from its munth. 
This edifice, euphoniously entitled the Hutel Brun-wick, wa- alas! 
swept away by the floods last spriag, and until a week ago the cl+b 
was without refuge frum the night air at their favorite resort. Re- 
cen ly. however, through the efforts of Commodore Jones, anew house 
has been built. and on Saturday last it was formally opened by a 
“house warming.” 
Tue new house is located ona high bluff on Old_ Point Comfort, but 

a short uistance from the mouth and on tbe north bank of the liver. 
It is a plain plank “shanty” about the size of an ompibust and lise a 
thus itha. always room for ohe ore, Near by ix a grove of trees 
affording shelter and fire wood, while from the door of the cabin fine 
yiews up and down the Connecticit attract the eye. At the opemnz 
on Saturday six of the Harttord club, under command of the com- 
modore, were ptesent, and the camp-fire was one of the olil-fashioned 
yet ever new und indescmbable kind. On Sunday Messrs. Shedd and 
Boller, of the Springfieid Club, cume down the river and joned the 
camp. They were greeted with a hearty welcome and accompanied 
the local club members to Hartford. The new house was voted a 
decided success and much esjuymenti anticipated from it during 
the next two months. Should any broth: r canoeists fiid their way to 
the Gonneeuc. tuey may be sure of a coidial greeting at the Varming- 
Lon, 
The Hartford club is well pleased with its work there for this sea- 

son. Several members attended the A.C. A, meet and came back 
loaded with new ideas, which ure even now being put into effect, 
Many cruises have been made up and down the Connecticut and along 
the Sound from Watch Hull to New Haven. There are about twenty 
canoes eurulled on the secretary's lizt and several pew ones will be 
binlt during the winter. On Uct. 4. a fall club nivef will probably be 
held at Glen Grove, twenty-five miles down the river, ISGUS, 
HARTFORD, Sept, 24. 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

CANOE AND CiuMP COOKERY, 

VIII.—MISCHLLANHOUS, 

Boiled Rice.—Pick one pound of rice over carefully and wash it 
clean in one ur two cold waters. then drain and pot it into 4 pot con- 
taining four quarts of boiing water, and add four teaspooufuls of 
saib, cover and boil steadily for fifteen minutes, then dram off the 
water, empty the rice, wipe out the po!, sprinkl+ a Little salt over the 
bostom of 1t and rub it with a dry cloth, tmally emptyi g out the sale. 
replacing the rive anu setting the pot vear the fire for fifteen minutes 
longer to let the rice dry «nd swell. 1f a larger pot is ab hand a better 
way after the rive has boiled fitte.n minutesi~to drain it as shove, 
then pour the boilivg waver into the largtr pot, get in the dry tice in 
the smaller ove, which should be put in ihe larger one and all set 
over the fire and the 1ice allowed Lo steam tho1oughly dry, which 
will take about fitteen minutes. ‘ 
Cracked Wheat. To oue quart of the wheat add one tablespoontful 

of salt. aud soak over night im cold water enough to cover it. Ly the 
morning pub the wheal witn the water it yas soaked im into a pot, 
cover dite and cook gently until soft —probibly trom one to one 
and oue-Lalf Kour-—stirring frequently to Prevent secreLing., When 
necessary to replenish the water add Loiliagz water. 
Hominy Grits may be cooxed the same as eracked wheat, but 

coarse liominy requires too long boliug to be useful on a canoeing 
trip. ; 

Cornmeal Mush.—To prevent the meal from lumpmg mix it first 
with enough cold warerto make a thin latter, then pour vhe batter 
into the boing water gradually. so as uot Lo 61, pits Loliveg. sinning 
it With astick. Putima tablespoonlill of salt_and let it boil half ax 
hour, stinving Conimuously. Yhe mush should be made hick, aud 
the thickness of the mass may be egulated by uddaiz tore mex. ov 
more boiling water, as the vase may require. . : 
Fried Cold Mush.— Cut into slices halt an inch thick and ee brow 

on both sides in pork fator butter, If tried in lard add a litile salt 



or, each slice may be dipped into beaten egg (salted), then into bread 
or cracker crumbs and iri d- 

itmeal mush is cooked the same as cornmeal mush. but must be 
gpriikled dry in o the boiling water, 

Higgs are so simple to cook that not much need be printed here con- 
cerning them; lta word or two may not he eut of place concerning 
Podthed Bogs, Inioafrymg pan nearly fuli of boiling water von- 

taining @ Teaspvonful of salt slip carefully the eggs one by one. 
breaking ech previously into acup, Keep them on the surtact+ of 
the water, if possible, and boi) geutly three or four minutes, dipping 
np some of the water with a spoon and pouring it over the tops ot the 
bse Serve ou toast, a 
Johnny Cake.—Put ane quart of cornmeal into a deep dish, mix in 

two teaspoonfiuls of salt and pour in sufficient wart (not scalding) 
water or milk to make a thick batter; add two tablespoonfuls of 
melted lard, beat up thoroughly and bake in the tins described in a 
fo mer peure for half an hour. having plenty of hot coals. Do not 
fail to have the tins wel’ greased, so that the dough will not stick, 
aud do not have the water or milk hot enough to scald the meal. 
Hoe Cakexs.—The above batter, thinned down with more warm water 

or milk, may be fried the same as slapjacks. 
Baking Powder Biscuits —Put one quart of flour into a deep vessel, 

Mix into it two large teaspoonfuls of baking powder* and a teaspoon- 
fulof salt; then rub in one smal! tablespoonful of lad or butier, 
lessening the amount of salt 1f the latter is used, and add enough cold 
water or milk jomakea soft dough Handle as little as possivle, but 
rollinta a sheet alout turee quarters «f an inch thick. and cut into 
round cakes with an empty tin cup, Lay the biscuits close together 
a a well-greused tin, and bake a few minutes in the coals, as described 

ore, 
Camp Bread was described ia the introductory paper of this series. 
Slapjaeks. To properly cook slajijucks the frying pan should be 

perf etly clean and smooth inside, if it is nov, too much grease is re- 
Gau'ed for cooking. Serape it after each panful is cooked, and then 
@ily oveysi nal greasing will be required, and this is best done with a 
Clean rag contaiving buttiir, Wheu the batteris poured im it should 
be disturbed as httle as possible, and when tue cake is cooked firm on 
one side, turn it and cook on the other, 

Corn Meal Slupjacks —One quart sour milk and-one teaspoonful of 
80 .a if) evourh bot water to dissolve it, or one quarh Water and one 
teaspoonful of baking powder, two teaspoontuls sali, two eres beaten. 
Mix in eneuen meal to make a thin batver, and cook in a hot pan. 
Wheat Cakes —Mike as above, except using wheat flour, and add- 

ing last of all une heaping tablespoonful of melted lard or butter, 
thoroughly stitred in. 
“Long John's’ Pancakes.— One quart flour, one teaspoonful of salt, 

three heaping teaspoonfuls of baking powder, three teaspoonfuls of 
sugar, two eggs, the yolks beaten light, the whites to a suff froth, 
enough water or milk to make a thin vatter; cook at once. x 

ENEOA. 

*Those who condemn ‘‘Nessmuk’s" large allowance of baking pow- 
der in his bread recipe should first ascertain what make of the article 
he uses. Some bakiug powcr is twice as strong as otliers; therefore, 
the printed directious on the can should always be followed, 

MUSHROOMS AND EDIBLE FUNGI, 
Editor Forest and stream: 

Allow me to correct a very prevalent error in your * Galley Fire” 
anicie on musiioonis. Jn issue of S:pt.11 yousay: “Winally, ita 
whit: peeled onion cooked with them turns bluck, or if a silver spoon 
ce ¥ hich they are stirred while coukimg turns black, dou't eat 
them, 
No statement can be more absurdly erroneous ordangerous, Way- 

ing my own per-onal knowledge and experience in eating mushrooms 
and more than thirty o.:ber yarieties of fungus fora period of thirt 
‘iranhiog { will quote Badham’s“‘Esculent Hunguses,”’ page 43, as fol- 
OWn: 
“The old and very general practice adopted by cooks of dress- 

ing fubguses wilh a silyer spuou (which is supposed to become tar- 
nished only when the juices are of a deluterious quality), is an error 
which cannot be too generally known and exposed, as many lives, 
ad dehy tah on the Content, huye been and still are sacrificed to it 
annuaily. 
Theiact is that perfectly edible, wholesome and yery palatable mush- 

rooms and other fungi will sometimes, when cooked, turn an onion 
or Anything else cooking with them a blackish culor. in the case of 
the spoon it would merely indicate free sulphur. As to the distin- 
guirhing points, Badbam says, page 40, ‘lhe first thing to knew 
about funguses is. that in the immense majority of cases they are 
harmless, the inuoxious and esculent kinds being the rule, the poison- 
ous the exceptions.’ 
Twi uld advise the wrter of that article fo examine into Badham’s 

‘Haculent Funguses of England’ or Cooke aod Berk-ly’s ‘Fung: 
The r Nature aud Uses,” and especially Cooke's Handborkof Briush 
Fungi,” which is just a good for thissection of the world as for Great 
Britain, A. GALPIN. 
APPLETON, Wis., Sept. 22, 1884. 

ROCHESTER C. C.—Editor Forest and Stream: The third race 
of Le Nochestcr C: ©. in the series fur the Ahdrews cup occurred at 
Irondequoit Eay, tepi. 25 the entries were: Prudence, Wilson, 
Class Lb; Margaret, Stewart, class By Eleanor, Angle, class B; Huff, 
Moods, class A; Bertha, Mellen, class A, Course triangular, 3 miles; 
Wind light anu irrenular, ending in adead calm. Won by Prudence 
in 1.80, Margaret s( cond, Huff third, Bertha and Eleanor paddled to 
finish.—Mair AneLe. 

CANOEING NOVES.—The race of the Springfield C. C, on Sept 25, 
failed tor lat k of wind, asit did two weeks presiously. The Messrs. 
Hund ot Sil g Sing were in Springfield on sept 24, having cruised that 
far on their way Lome from the meet. Mr. Gibson, M. C. C., was 
present atibe N. ¥Y, C. C. regatta, spendmg the ight at Marmalade 
cuge, and iryilg a ssil on the Ray bext day. 

DON'T kei p your eyes so intently fixed on the water that you can- 
nol se whutis-oing op about you. In other words, when reading 
the LOREST AND &TREAM don’t look through the Cauoeing columns 
a ditun throw the paper aside, for in that way a uw aré sure to lose 
something of interest, Wxample—‘'Log of the Bu 
min Tourst pages. 

SAIF BY GAMP.—This little canoe was shipped lately from the For- 
EST AND STREAM Office, w herve she has been “aid up,’ to New Orleaus, 
Where she will have a place in the Exposition, 

Dachting. 

FIXTURES. 

Beoretaries of yacht clubs will please send early notice of pro- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Oct. 2.—New Jersey Y. U , Fall Matches. 
Oct. 5.—Quaker City Y. 0,, Closing Reyiew and Cruises. 
Oct, 14—American Y. G,, Steam Yacht Races. 
Oct. }5.—Seawanhaka G. Y_ O,, First, Second and Third Classes. 
Oct. rae anneen GO. Y.0., Hirst, Second, Third and Fourth 

aS .e8. 

IN OUR WAKE AT LAST. 

Aeon the propriety of fixed ballast and limited areas, for 
which Fores? aND STHFAM has so long contended, is now ad- 

mitted by ths majuriiy of tuinking and intelhgent yacht men, there 
is one source Wom which we did not «xp ct an indorsement. Ib is 
amusirgf 10 couirast the rem.rks in the Spirit of the Times of less 
than tour months ago, apropos of the action of the New Jersey Y.C., 
with ihe following comment on a similar move of the Larchrionr Y. 
C,, which we copy fiom the same paperof Sept. 13, The fail is eased 
by Peer alge remarks as to the extra speed of the sandbaggers 
and difficulty of securing erews for them, but 1t is none the less a 
come down from the position held so long and stubbornly. Common 
sense has triumphed at last over prejudice and obstinacy, the last 
friend of the over-parred, dangerous traps has gune back on them, 
and what will the poor sandhbag: er de now? 
“Of gourse, as all meu who are tamiliar with epen-boat sailing 

Imow, the greatest amount of speed cxu be obtained with the ballast 
On the weather gunwale, but, then, this invwlyes the carrying of a 
certain number of men to plict it on the opposiie funwale when re- 
gnired, and if these are not forthcoming the boat can’t go in the race. 
lt may Le that there are indiviquals who regaid the tossing of sand 
bags asa pleasant pastime, just as there may be men who are foud 
of beiug atseaiv a gal; but we think thes< are excep ional cases, 
and that the average club man dislikes Loth of these things, and for 
this reason we regard the rule forbidding the shifting of ballast as a 
food one for such a clnb as the Tarchmont, and simply ou the ground 
of necessity. 1. bas been famd exiremely difficulc to ohtain crews 
to loss the sandlags, hence it is beiter to make a rile that sandbags 
ehall not be tossed. We would, however, adyise fhe fitting of the 
boats with air tauks, for, of course, if the ballast is to be carried on 
both sides of the boat jnstead of on ons there must be more of it 
carried to insure the same amount of stability, and, in the syent of a 

cktail,”’ in Sports- : 

capsize, the boat would sink, a condition of things pee eee ay 
antin the miudle of Long I-land Sound, With the air-ta1k precau- 
fion, how ver, lead ballast may be carried under the floor, and there 
ned he but little more of it in weight than has been used as sand- 
bag ballast, so that the b: at will have only a tride more of di-place- 
mr ot and qnite as much stability, and, under proper regniaticns, we 
think that this change will be found satisfactory. Tt has been tried 
for severul years in the New Jersey Club and always in the Seawan- 
hake, and no ove that we know of has ever complained of 'tin either 
organization, It renders the owner independent of crew, and he can 
sail alone, as the owner of the Fairy act ally did do in this regatta of 
Sept, 6. True, the boats won’t make as good time, but, it itis a rule, 
it bears equally on all,” 

Cut down your spars and sails, gentlemen; throw overboard your 
sandbags, put in stone, iron or lead, as your pockets admit, stowed 
low down and well secured; do not forget the very sensible suges- 
tions as to the air-tanks; leave asiiore the “gang” and the “growler;” 
ship a small crew of earnest sailor men, and let us see whether a few 

| mitted that these results are attained ata certain sacrifice of safety 
and sea-poing quali ies, owing tothe great area of canvas and conse- 
eal! welghtot spars necessary to achirys the best time with the 
sloop type. What differénee xtts in this regard may be best under- 
stood by compsring tie sloop Gracie wilh the cutter Bed«min, vessels 
of the same,wa'eriine leng.h, The Gracie displacing 65 tons requires 
4,000ft, of canvas to develon Ler speed, while ner rival gets her best 
results with 3,700ft of sail erea, driving 105 tona of displacemi nf. 
These figures would point 10 the entier as bhe mosb scientifie fype of 
vessel; but cup winning and science do not always 0 togeto r, and 
there is no doubt that, taking the average of a number of tests in all 

/ sorts of weather, the Gracie would win more tian half of them. 
And so the eontroversy rests forte present, On one side excellent 
sea-going powers, perfect safety, and a large amount of roim below, 
with a. good figure of speed given b\ a moderate spread of sail, com- 
petes with the sloop side with slightly greater speed under average 
Weather, attained by a very large expenditure of power with a larger 
deck area, but with sea-going powers somewhat questionanle. The 

seasons of experiment and improvement will not bring the speed of | American yacht is the less costly to construct.” 
our little ships alniost up to that of the old-time racing machine. 

TORONTO RACES. 

af Daewr postponed race of the Royal Canadian Y. C. for third class 
yuchts was sailed on Toronto Bayon Sept. 20, ina fresh north- 

west breeze. Five boats starfted—Mischief, Irene, Rae Scamp and 
Meteor—the latter leading at first, The second boat. Mischief, was 
disabled by a split jib. but nevertheless kept on, finally passing 
M+teor, and winning by 3 minutes. The Iris, holder of the T. Y, C. 
champion flag, did not enter, as shifting ballast was permitted. 
On Sept, 27 the race for the Cosgrove Challenge ie was salled, 

opm to cub yachts only, but ex.ra prizes or $25, $10 and $5 were 
offered to outside boats, The course was from off the club house 
westward through the channel, thenecs south round the southerly 
spar buoy in the lake off the lighthouse, north to the channel again, 
and easterly round 4 buoy at the eastern gap, back again to the club 
ouse. 
At 2:30 P. M, the yachts started in the following order: Iris, T. Y. 

CG , 18ft. Gin, waterline, 5ft. 10in. beam; Mischief, T. ¥. C., 21ft. water- 
line, 7ft. Gia. beam; Meteor, Psyche, 

Tris led for a time, with Misemef second; then Meteor, keeping off, 
took the southwest wind and came up ahead. [ris soon passed her; 
however. but in jibing broke her gaff and was compelled to wilh 
draw. Mischief came in ahead in 5h. 4m, 20s , Meteor bh, 14m. 30s., 
and Psyche 5h, 32m. Mischief wins the prize of $25, as wellas the 
cup. 

A LONG CRUISE. 

ee ay one of the longest continuous cruises made by a yacht 
this season was the one recently completed by the yacht Mabel, 

Mr, James H. Stebbins, Jr., of this city, owner. The Manel started 
from Clayton, N. ¥.,on the st Lawrence River, on June 12, and made 
the round trip to Chicago and back, a distance by chart courses of 
about 2.509 miles, arriving at Clayton again on Sept, 7. No effort was 
marie at 4 quick passage, as the trip wis intended as @ long yacation 
eruise, and numerous ports were visited on the way. 

To our New York yachtsmen who are unacquainted with the great 
lakes this fresh-water sailoring may seem a tame affair, but it is safe 
to say that many such would have often wished themselves back on 
the peaceful Sound, or safe at anchor at Newport, before the eruise 
was over, fur, although the winds may be as heavy in one place as 
another, yet there is a great difference in the character of the seas, 
and 4 gale on the 'akes is a matter to be remembered. The long, 
regular wave of a tiue ocesn sea is seldom seen on the lakes, but in- 
stead the waves are short, sharp and choppy, often appearing to be 
tying to run two ways atonce. Indeed, the seas on the lakes are 
said to resemble those of the English Chatmmel in bad weather. 
The Mabel enéountered the usual varieties cf weather, at one time 

four days im the fog without a sight of land, ata other a three days’ 
_calm, in which only five m les were made, and the usual beat to wind- 
ward in a gale across that “graveyurd of the Jakes,” Ssginaw Bay. 
On the whole, the trip was a very pleasant one, and no accident 
wortiwy of mention occured. 
Although only pretending to be a cruiser, and with a moderate 

spread of canyas, the Mabel showed signs of very fair speed, having 
logyed eight knots on the wind without pressing and nine before the 
wind under foresail and three-reefed maimsail. These speeds were 
actual hour runs recorded by a taffrai) log, and we think compare 
favorably with the possible speeds of yachts given by Dixon Kemp, 
the Mabel being 48ft. waterline. 
From the above it is evident that the change made last winter from 

ce: terboard to standing keel with outside ballast has not hurt be 
Mabel, e pecially as itis now practically impo-sible to put her rail 
under water, and she cin stay outside with any vessel on be pF aes 

. Yr, Lhe 

SIGNS OF THE TIMES. 

MOST favorable sign to those interested in the cutter side of this 
much disputed question is the tone which the daily papers have 

ot late taken, as they are to a great extvnt indexes of the popular 
feeling. The confidence with which the sloop interest was supported 
has been succeeded by a doubt and strong indications of a desire to 
“*hedge”’ on the part of some, and a disposition on the part of ot. es 
to treat the question fairly on ite own merits. Oneof the fairest re- 
views of the subject th thas yet appeared is the following, which 
we copy from the Commercial Advertiser, We cannot agree with 
the writer that the best averages of a series of races would be with 
tae sloops after what Kedouin has done this season, or with his other 
Statement as to cost for’sloop or cutter of equal quality: but we be- 
lieve that many who three years simce were fi m 1n their faith in the 
centerboard, beam an light displacement wil, now agree with hin 
in the main points: 
‘The facing season is practically at an end: the Seawanhaka and 

one or two Uctober affsirs only remain unudecid+d. Yacht racing 
during the season of 1884 has derived its principal ivterest from 
contests between American and HKnglish types. The Amr rican theory 
for twenty years has been to sail over the top of thé water as mue. 
as possiole, yelting necessury side resistauce by the use of the center- 
board, and stability by breadth of beam with its necessary corollary 
of ureat expanses of canvas to overcome the resisiance of the waier 
to the large beam. On the other hand. English yacht:men, partly 
under the stress of measurement for time all wanee, which severely 
taxes fhe factor of beam, and partly induced by the scienuifie re- 
seurches of such men as Froude, have gradually decreased beam, 
while increasing length and depth, and getting the vecessary sail- 
carrying power artificially by masses of lead ballast carried lower 
and lower until in the latest oout- thé greater part of the ballast is 
bolted to the outside of the keel. 

“Until afew years ago our yachtsmen regarded English yachis 
somewhat contemptuously, alluding to ‘lead nines,’ and opining that 
the English knew little about practical sailing. When reminded by 
thoughiful men that the Huglish were a grcat maritime na ion, and 
that they possessed ten yachts to one we own, they used to say; 
‘Well, their boats may do in the English Channel, but they would be 
of nouse here. They can’t build a fa+t boat. Look at the Cambria, 
and remeber t! ¢ America.’ The America episode occurred many 
years af0; the Cambria was notoriously matched against vessels of 
twice her size, amd also jockeyed,’ by having the New York time 
allowance rile altered arainst her. 
“Americ n yachtsmen woke up four years ago, when a real Fng- 

li-h iaciug ten-lon cutter, thea Madge, appeared, and won all her 
matches against american boats of similar size. Hneour ged by the 
result, the Few eulter men in the country began to build cutters. 
The regult of the whole controversy has been that we now haye sey- 
eral racing cutters built afer approved Huglish designs, which would 
be considered fit for euutests on the other side of the Atlantic. Be- 
sides Leing built here, these boats have had sufficient time to get in 
pood tring und secure trained crews. 
“All this haying be: n achieved, it follows that the tests made this 

season between types have been on an equal basis of preparation, 
and that their résulis may be considered as couclusive arguments. 
These results have been that the cutters Bedouin, Wenonah, Ileen 
and Oriva haye won more than their pieces of races, and on sev 
eral occasions on even terms, notably in the Seawanhaka spring 
race, when the Oriva, in heavy weather outside, beat the sloop Gracie 
in a fair and square thrash to windward, The Oriya has a waterline 
length of 50tt, and her antagonist 70ft. In the August race, from 
Newporé to Oak Bluffs. the Bedouin, of 70ft. waterline, led the 
entire fleet in a good breeze, beating the fastesf American schooner, 
the Montauk, of 95ft. length, 9 a race, the greater part of which was 
Teachig, aechooner’s bist point of sailing. These results have béen 
backed by a number of light weather and moderate breeze rates, 
"The +ifect on yachting literature of these races has been marked, 

The yiluperative era of the controversy has passed away and men are 
veginnine to conipare the two types dispassionalely anu speculate on 
the possibilities of a compromise vessel being constructed which yall 
combine the good poiuts of both types. Of the possibility of achjev- 
ing this resul the pres+ept outlook does not seem to hold out much 
encouragement. t present, the opinion of the yachting world is, 
that whichever kind of ve-selis adopted the best results for speed 
will be had with an extreme lorm. 

“So far as the trials have gone, and notwithstanding the success of 
some of the cutters, it is generally conceded that the best speed 
averages are got by the American type of vessel, although it is ad- 

ime 
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LYNN Y. C. PENNANT MATCHES. 

HE three races for the pennant in the second class have been won 
by Jennie L , Peal and Muriel; so on Thursday last (bth mst.) a 

fourth race was sailed to settle the ownersbip, The course was from 
the club hou e wharf around the old sunk buoy, leaving Po'nt of 
Pines, Western Lobster Rock an! the old sunk buoy on pert, and 
returning with Western Loister Rock buoy on starboard, 7 miles. 
The breeze was fresh from the west, Jennie Li led at thirst, with 
Muriel next and Pearl la-t. While well ahead Jenme L. carried away 
her peak halliards, and Muriel came in first, but was disqualified for 
fouliug Lobster Rock buoy, and Pearl took the prize, 

WEST LYNN Y. C. PENNANT MATCH. 

HE second of the series of pennant matches was held on Satur- 
day the 27th, the first class boats going over the 7-mile course, ag 

in the Lynn Y. C. race, and the third cass over onr of 3 miles. 
The secontl class boats cound not decide on a course to suit all, so 

they did not race. At 3:15 P. M. the boats got away in a strong south- 
west wind, with lumpy water. Blanche had a sailover in the first 
class, and takes the pentane haying won it once before. The Cres- 
cent won in the third Glass, and also takes pennant as she won the 
first race. The second class will sail next Saturday. 

THE LOSS OF THE MIGNONETTE. 

fl ae annals of pl-+asure-sailing present no parallel to this ship- 
vreck and the horrible circumstances attending it. which we 

mentioned last week, We give below the report of Thomas Dudley, 
the captaiu of the yacht: 

In Noy: mber last I heard the Mignonette, 33 tons, had been pur- 
chased by a gentleman at sydney, N.8.W, Wishing to go to Syduey, 
Lapplied and obtained tha appointment to take her out, but she wus 
not to leaye England until the spring, 1884. On April 27 L arrived at 
Souihampton in charge of the steam yacht Myrile, » hich had been 
hired by Sir Charles Strickland tor a three months’ cruise in tha 
Mediterranean. On the 28th I finished with Myrule, On May 3, my 
wife, child and Lleft home to join the Mignone:te at ToNe-bury, in 
Essex, where a fried bad taken her from Brightlingsea the evening 
previous, he baviug fitted her out forme, Me ting two menat Liyer- 
ool street, whom [engaged as crew, all proveeded to Tullesuury, 
n reaching there it was b owing & gale of wind, the two men going 

on beard. Op Monday my wife, child and I juined them. We then 
fot under way for Sout ampton, reaching Pay’s yard, Northam, at 
8:30 A.M Wednesday, 7th, at which place J prepared for the pussage 
out. Thursday,15th, wasall butready to leave, buton Friduy morning 
my mate backed out, which -aused me delay. buul enzaged anothers 
but as Sunday wassonearT thought I would return and =pend it wih 
my wile, which I did. Monday, 1%th.— nvreaching Northam, [heard 
brooks, my third hand, had backed out, but on seemg i im, he an- 
Swered me that he would be ready by time—5 P.M. ‘Lhe steamtug 
Mery phie camie and towed us clear of the Itchen, there being a light 
breeze from the $8.H. Having all plain sail set, at midnight we passed 
the Needles, on the 20th. at noon, as off Portland, and st miunight 
was Off Start. 2.st-—10;2) A. M,, put letters on bourd yaeut Lady 
Evelyn. and at noon Was ‘ff the Kadystone, from whence we took 
our departure. Course shaped, herth off Ushant. 8 A~ M. 22d0.—Dis- 
tance was run for same, but it being hezy, did not sightib. We then 
had a fine passage out to Madeira, reac. ing toe 1rouds ab midnuight, 
Juoel. After filling up with Water, and getung some truit, we pro- 
ceeded on ovr passage av noon, etth— In the evening sighted the 
island of San Antonia, 9th.—tpoke an Italian bark thirty days from 
Caroviff. 14th.—S8poke and boarurd the Liverpool ship Bride of Lorne, 
which was forty-one days vut from Carditt, Capiuin Wraser kindly 
took our leters and was willing to suppiy us with anything we re- 
quired, and all our wants were suppird. At P. M. parted company. 
i7th.—Crossed the Equator in 26deg. 40min 16th.—Took tap- 
mart on deck; took fresh S.S.E, winn. 20th.—hlowing wr 
ha d, with bheayy beam sea; took double reef in mainsail 
aud foresail, and shifted jib-. 21st.—Kept her off two poinis to 
get sé6e morea qu rier, 23i0.—Vook fresh N. W. wind, widch lasted 
till Monday the 30th, then flew to 5. S. W., with hizh sea and bl: wing 
very hard. we being under double reef mainsail, ioresail, three jis 
to storm try-ail, and could not sail ner at times, there being so much 
sea. Ou July 2 wela-. bec:limed notil evening, when a lizht breeze 
eame trom the W. 5. W., which fresieved by midnigh, 3. .—blaw- 
Ing fiesu, al4 P M. re ted m insail and square ail; wind now avout 
8.5. W., high seas. 11 P, M.—look m mainsail aud set trysail, All 
went well until the 5th; mudé up my miod tu heuve her to until the 
weather abated and the sea went down a littl . 4P, M.—Called the 
watch, and had tak nin syuaresail, and had just finithed pniting on 
the after skylizh cover wh-uI heard the inate, who was steermeg, 
shout out, “Lovk out.’’? I vast my eye under the boom, and looking 
around saw a large sea coming down on the top of us; I held on by 
the boom, and when 1 looked round Isaw all her bulwarks aft had 
been washed away. Itnen heard the mate say, “My trod, her sides 
are knocked in.’ I went to windward only to find his woids were 
true, all her butt evds lay cpen. Getthe boat out was the thing m 
hand. Said io Parker, “‘Go and pass up the breaker of fresh 
water;’’ which he did, throwitg vaine overboard, thmking of 
pickin it up. I wrenched the binnacle trom the deck to put 
uo Lhe boar. Mate brooks snd boy then got in, L dropped 
them astern Something told mei could tet some food and my sex- 
tant, and threw them on deck; fis:id for food, getting six tims of 
some kind, those in boat shouting to me she was sinking, Tims, as I 
thougit, fell into boat Stakivg oars and backed aste n, just a 
length, and down she went, not five minutes, I am sure, from time 
sea struck her. We rowea and picked up» Chrouometer and sextant 
and one tin I had brought up with me, and looked for our break. » 
but could not see it anywhere, but we got its stand with the binnacle, 
bottom and boards made us a sea anchor, but the boat was making 
water faster than we could bale it over, getting a hole in her in bemg 
ut out, but we found i. and stopped the rush, we having one baier 

In boat, and chronometer in balt madé two more, and soon got her 
free, Then to think of our positio.; no water aud only two one 
pound tins of turnips as our stock of provisions, it just coming dark 
and sea Taountains high at times, and the thoughts of our dear onés 
athome. It was dreadful to think about Near1i P. M., I think, by 
the moon, a great shark came knocking his tail against our irail boat, 
but he did no: stay long. On the fourth day we picked up a fair- 
sized turtie, which gave us all fresh hopes. We were so overjoyed 
that we ate our two tius of turnips, and killed the turtle w get 
its blood to drink, and tried to save some in iiner case of 
chronometer, being full salt water, and, of course, of no u +, aud 
the blood got spoiled by a sea, and all we saved was what we drank 
at the time, thers being strong wind and high seas for the first eight 
days, but it had veered toihe S.W,,1 fact Trade, We caught a little 
water at times by holding our oilskin coats back in front over our 
arm-, but 1b often got spoiled by a seg. On the fiftee1 th day we made 
a sail thus—Brooks’s and my shits, and an old oar for a mast, and 
rope out of the boat's paimter for shrouds and stay. On te 
eighteenth day, not having ad any food for seyen days and no water 
for five days only by drinking our urine ac tines, we arranged, if 
nothing was in sight at sunrise and no rain came, tu put the poor lad 
Parker out of his misery by killing him, for such it was, he havmg 
drank some salt water, could not drink his urine. Abou,8 A M.,, 
nothing in sight and norain, The mate, Brooks, and I made signs 
between ourselvi s we bad better doit, bur veituer of them would do 
it, or had the heart to, they said. I will try and do it, Brooks going 
and hiding his face in the bow of the boat. Mate and I arranged he 
was to hold his legs if he moved, I then offered up a prayer, asking 
forgiveness to us all if either of us were tempted to commit a 
rash act, and that all our sous might be saved. I then said, “Now, 
Dick, your time 1s come,” The poor Jad murmured out, "What, 
me, sir?’ I said, ‘Yes, my boy,” but in less thin fifteen sra- 
onds he lay lifeless, and we then caught the urops of 
blood and divided it between the three of us as well as 
we could; we then cut the clothes off, and were soon f-ast- 
ing from some portions of the ftlesLiess bedy, Washing tue 
remainder, and covering it up until another day, 19th.—We canght 
anovher nice drink, but we always could drink what we caught. Wor 
tie next four days and nights we lived from the remaimder of the 
body, which was getting rather high, by cutting out the bad and 
washing with salt water, which was better than nothing; in fact, we 



allsaid many, many times, it and it alone, kept life in our bodies. 
Twenty-fourth day, just as we were having our feast, Brooks. who 
was steering, said, ‘A sail!” Trne, asailit was. We all then offered 
up a prayer that tie stranger might be directed across our path. We 
then took our sailin and managed to row to windward, so as to be as 
near as possible. In about an hour and a half we were alongside our 
friend, who proyed to be Captain Simeson, of the German bark Moc- 
tezuma, but we were in such a weak state we required assistance to 
be goton board. Captain Simeson giving us some refreshment and 
clean clothing we were then able to tell him our sad tale, but not be- 
fore he had learned a little by his crew having the remainder of the 
body to throw out of our boat, which I begged he would save for me, 
andam thankful he did so. We have been on board the Moctezuma 
forty days during the passage to Falmouth, during which time Cap- 
tain Simeson has given us every attention, We were nothing but 
skin and bone at the time we were réscued, but thanks to the 
treatment and kindness we received from that gentleman, we 
all haye him io thank much for our general recovery and 
health, and the kindness we received no words can express. 
Myself, being a great trouble to him owing to an accident that hap- 
pened after being on board a day; and not a very pleasant task for 
him to perform, and nothing IL could ever give or do could repay him 
for past kindness. The only thing that troubles meis, how can we 
ever repay him? However, I trust something may be done that he 
may keep the three souls in remembrance that he saved in such a 
condition. On finding our position, when picked up, 24deg. 26min. § 
lat., 27deg, 22min. W. long., we had drifted and sailed over 1,500 miles 
from where Mignonette foundered, as we were in 2¢deg. S. lat., and 
10 W. long., and had great hopes of reaching the Cape by fifty-five 
days, at which place we were going to call to fill up with water, and 
get news from our dear ones at home; and I need not mention bere 
our thoughts about them while in the boat, for no words ean express 
them, but I am thankful we are spared to meet them and friends 
again. Thé only way I can account for the accident is that the Mig- 
nonette was too old to make the passage. but that she was a good 
sea boat we proved, and had she been a new boat, I feel sure we 
would have made the jourrey in perfect safety, It’s only with a 
little discomfort, butI trust that none of our brother seamen will 
ever have to put up with such hardships as we poor souls did in our 
14ft. boat the twenty-four days. I think I have given most particulars 
of the sad affair. THomAs DupLEy, Master late Mignonette. 

SLOOP VERSUS CUTTER. 

fiditor Forest and Stream: 
It seems as though we are to have another bout befween the cutter 

and sloop men, and I think I shall put in my oar and try and see how 
the matter stands. 
The view that I take, after reading all the debatesin your paper and 

ethers, and going a little into the science of the thing, is this: If you 
are a man of small fortune, or one who does not want to Jay out asum 
larger than, say, from $500 to $1,000, by all means invest in a sloop; 
not a cabin boat, but a good, wide, medium-draft open boat, with a 
heavy centerboard and double-headed jib (or, more correctly, jib and 
foresail), andaf you have a family to mourn your loss, do not put too 
heavy a rig on her. 

Such a boat as I have just described is not expensive, either in first 
cost or in after maintenance, and with good lead—or cheaper, scrap 
iron—inside ballast and watertight compartments fore and aft, is 
as safe as any cutter or quasi-cutter ever made. It has room for 
ladies to sit (instead of sprawling ont on a hot deck or stifling in an 
equally hot cabin), and if three or four jolly good fellows take her off 
for 2 a cruise, they can stretch a sheet of canvas over the boom, belay 
to the sides, and sleep ‘‘Rock’d in the cradle of the deep.” Ina gale 
she will always stay by them, and for duck shooting and general 
sporting she is ‘‘just the thing.” 
And now, after talking so much sloop, you will no doubt be sur- 

prised to hear that, with the single exception of the one I have de- 
seribed, I abominate those aptly-termed **death traps.”’ 

I cannot imagine why men. after all the practical warnings they 
have had in the last five years, ean still stick to and build those fiat- 
floored skim dishes. Is it patriotism? 

I hardly think it can be that, as all sensible Americans must know 
that to imperil their lives for a mere (to them) romantic notion, is 
commifling a crime against their families; and besides, even omitting 
that Germans, Chinamen and Hollanders haye a patriotic feeling for 
the “States,” that is no reason they should adopt a type which (minus 
the centerboard) was well known in England thirty years ago, where 
it was proven dangerous and slow, and was cast aside for that mod- 
ern “perfection” sea boat—ihe cutter. 
Why should they get their heads shaken into their boets by a broad, 

light-draft, heayy-press-of-sail, smash-down-:he-sea, no-accommoda- 
tion (hot-as-Mades) sloop, when they can bui!d that ‘*princess of the 
gea”’—a culter? 
A man who can afford from $2,000 to $4,000 should get a cutter; not 

a Quasi, but a full-fledged ‘extreme” cutter, and he will have comfort 
and safety combined, a rare thing to find in sloops. 

Tt seems to me as though that railroad pie was still disagreeing with 
“Podgers,” or perhaps he has just come in from a sail in his sloop? 

CANADIAN. 
[While the boat our correspondent describes wouid answer for 

many localities where pleasure sailing in fair weather is all that is 
desired, it would be useless for cruising, as any who have tried the 
makeshifts in the shape of portable cabins will testify; while for the 
sum he mentions a fine, handy little cabin boat could also be had, in 
whieh aman could live in any weather. The question of selection 
must depend on the use for which the boat is intended. No one 
wants a narrow cutter solely for taking ladies out in on a Summer 
afternoon, and, on the contrary, fewer and fewer each year will have 

FOREST AND 
shoal open hoats for realuse, As the inimense possibilities of yacht- 
ing become apparent, and theidea that the pleasure derived from a 
trip is dependent on the size and elegance of the craft, the demand 
for such open machines becomes less and less, while the numbers of 
safe and comfortable boats increase rapidly, ] 

A HINT FOR INTERIOR FINISHING. 

A eee pine has always been so abundant that it Has been con- 
sidered as of little value for interior work, except where paiht 

was to be used, ash, walnut and similar woods being preferred, but 
there is no reason why it is not as good as more expensive woods for 
the interiors of yachts, if properly handled. The cabins of the cutter 
leen are both finished in white Pine, and the etfect is surprising 
to any one used to the conventional “hard wood finish” of our yachts 
The following extract from the Scientific American describes one 
method of finishing off the wood; 
“Some recent attempts with white pine appears to give it a value as 

an ornamental wood which its common uses have not heretofore sug- 
gested. The softness of its texture and its susceptibility to injury 
may haye had some influence in preventing its general use for orna- 
mental purposes, but the wood can be ‘filled,’ so that much of this 
objection is remoyed. Its pure white color—white as compared with 
other woods—recommends it for purposes for which holly has been 
heretofore used; and the size of thé timber from which clear lumber 
may be cut is greatly in is favor, boards of a width of sixteen and 
even twenty inches being not uncommon, withno shade of distinction 
between sap wood and heart, aod only the faintest perceptible grain, 
Some specimens lately examined show a greatly enhanced jbeauty 
by very simple treatment—the filling with warm shellac yarnish, 
bleached shellac in alcohol, applied with a brush while warm. Sev- 
eral coats are given, the last coat being rubbed with pumice and rot- 
ten stone moistened with water, not oil. <A finish of a flowing coat of 
copal varnish completes the preparation. Thus treated the wood is 
of a faint creamy tint with an appearance of semi-transparency. 
Beautiful gradations of tone were obtamed by panels of this pre- 
pared pine, mouldings of holly, and stiles of curly or birdseye maple, 
and fine contrasts were made with the pine and oiled black walnut, 
The pine is too soft for floors, but for doors, casings, and chamber 
furniture it seems to be admirably adapted. ‘The finest specimens of 
the wood noted come from gence having fewer pitchy streaks 
and being of a more uniform color than the Maine product. Its ease 
of working by carving, and the coherence of its grain, are being util- 
ized by masters and amateurs in interior wood decorations. A beau- 
tiful carved mantel relieved by pilasters of oiied black walnut has 
been recently finished, which suggests the mellow tints of statuary 
marble after ashort exposure to the atmosphere. while being free 
from the chilling sparkle and sheen of the maible.” 

A WONDERFUL SHARPIE YACHT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have kept an eye on the discussion between Messrs. Roosevelt and 

Clapham, in reference to balanced rudders on sharpies, etc., for the 
purpose of seemg who came out best, hoping thereby to profit. My 
new 52-ft. Nonpareil sharpie, the Tarpon, has a balanced rudder and 
no skag, and is perfectly satisfactory in every particular. I will not 
brag about her speed, handinéss, etc., but will give a f-w simple 
facts about her trial trip and leaye you to infer as to her qualities, 
We started from Roslyn with a fair breeze—I say we, meaning a 

friend of mine who had never been in a sailboat in his life and who 
did not know a sheet from the bobstay, and myself, who had sailed 
nothing but a catboat. At Whitestone we took aboard another cat- 
boat man. We three took the Tarpon through Hell Gate in the dark, 
reaching the anchorage off Thirtieth street, E. R.,at9P.M. None 
of us had ever been through Hell Gate and down Blackwell’s Island 
channel in anything but a steamboat, so one can plainly see the boat 
er have handled with perfect ease, as we had no casualties of any 
ind. : 
Starting from this anchorage at9 A. M., we drifted and sailed 

alternately down the East River, intending to strike the flood tide at 
the Battery, and thus make better time in the Hudson, but there was 
a screw loose somewhere in our calculations, and we had the pleasure 
of bucking a strong ebb for three hours, However, a good south 
wind sent us boiling up the grand old Hudson, aud sundown found 
us off Peekskill, with the tail end of the flood aud very little wind to 
follow us to reach the proposed anchorage north of Iona Island; but 
when we reached the hoped-for resting place there was a dead calm 
and the flood carried slowly northward beyond the reach of the 
“happy holding ground,” the resting place for all weary, fresh-water 
sailors. So past West Point we floated till when opposite the bay at 
Gold Spring, the clock standing at 9:45, we resolved thatif kind 
providence would not supply us with sufficient wind for the Tarpon 
to walk to her anchorage like a ‘‘thing of life,’’ we could tow her in 
like a dead careass anyway. 

At seyen next mornmg we were under way, and made the run from 
Cold Spring to Barrytown, our home, in just five hours, the distance 
by Government ¢hart being forty miles, this run being made with no 
extra canvas except her cruising rig of mainsail, jib and driver, 
Seven miles below Barrytown it blew a gale until we reached our 
anchorage, and we carried our driyer and jib. Abead of us some 
four miles was a large schooner flying light under double reefed 
mainsail and jib. . ? 
The Tarpon is to be the home of five individuals, three in cabin and 

two forward. for five months in our cruise from New York to Cedar 
Keys, Fla., starting from here Noy. 1, and I feel certain, after tbe 
trial (have given the boat in sailing through Hell Gate in the dark, 
drifting through the East River, and running iu the gale on the Hud 

—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tn use 30 years,—Hach number the special pre- 
geription of an eminent physician.—The only 
Simple, Safeand Sure Medicines for the pople 
LIsT PRINCIPAL NOS. CURES. PRICE. 
4. Fevers, Congestion, nflamations,.... .25 
2 Wiveres Worm Fever, Worm Colic,.. .25 
§. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants .25 
A, Diarrhea of Children or Adults...... 23 
&. Dysentary, Griping. Billious Colic,.. .25 
6. Cholera Morbus, Vomiting,...... 2) 
7. Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis,............. 25 
®. Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,.... .25 
@ Headaches, Sick Ileadaches, Vertigo .25 
40. Dyspepsia, Biliious Stomach,.. .-.. -25 
34. Sappressed or Painful Periods,.... 25 
12. Whites, too Profuse Periods,,..... 25 
12. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... .25 
14. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 
15- Rheumatism, Rheumatic Palns,.. 2 
1%. Fever and Acue, Chill, Fever, Agues .50 
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding,........ . .60 
19. Catarrh. acute or chronic; Influenz 5O 
3% Whooping Congh, violent coughs... 50 
Zi. General bebility, Physical Weakness.50 
ZT. Hidney Diserse,...cccscrercener seers 50 
23. Nervous Debility,..-.---.-...++-+.-.+ 1.00 
=). Urinary Weakness, Wetting the bed .560 
32. Disease of the Heart, Palpiiation, 1.00 =a 

Sold by druggists. or sent by the Case, 0« sin- 
gle Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr. Humphreys’ Book on Disease &c 
(144 pages), also IiInstrated Catalogue FREB. 
‘Address, Hnmovhreys’ Homeopathic Med- 

fcine Co,, 109 Fulton Street. New York, . 

son, that it will be no fault of hers if we come to grief on the way. 
‘ARPON, 

[From our correspondent’s letter we would infer that, in addition 
to her sailing qualities, the Tarpon was endowed with mental attri- 
butes of a high order, by virtue of which she brought-a crew of noy- 
ices through waters which cause the experienced yachtsman no litlle 
anxiety when he is obliged to navigate them. We hope that an over- 
estimate of these qualities by her crew will not lead to disaster when 
out at sea, but we do not consider the experiment a safe one, | 

TRIAL TRIP OF THE ALBANY.—The new steel steamship 
Albany received her finishing touches at the Detroit dry dock yester- 
day morning and slowly steamed out into the middle of the river to 
make her trial trip. Sheis reported to have acted admirably in all 
respects. No trial of speed was made, but merely a test of her en- 
gines and steering apparatus. Her wheel, which is 12)éft. in diam— 
eter, with only 90 pounds of steam, made 88 revolutions per minute, 
She went down the river as far as Fighting Island and returned, Be- 
ing light she drew 3fc. of water forward and 9ft. aft, her wheel being 
barely in the water. Her first load will be 80,000 bushels of wheat, 
which she takes to Buffalo Saturday, chartered by Charles Norton, 
This is the peat cargo that ever left this port. In deference to the 
superstition of sailors respecting commencing any undertaking on 
Friday, the Albany was taken to the Wabash Depot last evening, 
where she commenced to load wheat. The Syracuse, now on the 
stocks at Trenton, will be completed in 30 days.—Detroit Times, Sept. 
19, [The Albany, the first steel vessel built on the Lakes, was de- 
scribed in the ForEst AND StrBAM of Aug. 28 | 

THE FALL RACHS.—The American Y. 0. will give prizes for four 
classes of steam yachts to be raced for on Oct. 14 on the Hudson, 
from Yonkers to Kondout. The classes will be, first 250 gross tons or 
over, second 150 to 250 tons, third 50 te 150 tons, fourth 25 to 50 tons. 
The Seawanhaka ©. Y. C. willsail their fall race on Oct. 15 and 48, the 
former for cutters and sloops of the first, second and third elass. will 
be from Sandy Hook, 20 miles to windward or leeward and return, 
The latter for fourth class m addition to the others, will be over the’ 
club course, The races are open to yachts of the New York. Atlantic, 
Hastern, Larchmont, New Bedford, New Haven, and Knickerbocker 
yacht clubs. 

THE LURLINE’S PROTEST.—After the race of the San Francisco 
Y. C. on Aug. 30,the Lurline, owned by Messrs, J. D. and A. B. 
Spreckels, was ruled out for not going over the course as laid down 
in the sailing directions. Mr, A. B. Spreckels protested against this 
decision, and also against the Presidio, stakeboat, being misplaced. 
These protests were not allowed, as Captain Turner, who sailed Lur- 
line understood the course before starting, and in regard to the 
stakeboat, the Lurline was virtually out of the race before she 
reached this mark. In consequence of this decision Mr. Spreckels 
has withdrawn from the club. 

SILVIE.—This keel schooner has been recently sold to Mr, Jerome 
Carty, of Philadelphia, She was built by Geo. Steers in 1851 as a cen- 
terboard sloop. In 1853 she crossed to England and raced on Aug. 19 
from Cowes around the Nab, 20 miles to windward, being second out 
of five entries, a new cutter, Julia, beg first. Since then she was 
altered to a schooner and rebuilt in 1868 and again, by Mr, C. C. Man- 
bury, her last owner, in 1888. Her length is 82fv. 9in. on deck, 74tt, 
fin, waterline, 24ft. 8in. beam, and 6fb. dm. draft. 

answers to Correspondents. 
C. W. ¥.—The gun you name is well and strongly made, and will 

doubtless give you satisfaction. 

F. H. C., Boston.—Are trout caught in Rangeley Lake called brook 
trout weighing nine pounds? Ans. Yes. 

ALAMONTE,— Write to Eli D, Garrett, Woodborough, Sullivan county, 
N. ¥. Heis a guide there, and can probably post you on good game 
grounds. 

C, K.—In your 9-pound 12-gauge gun try 3 drams powder and one 
ounce shot; Nos. 8,9 or 10 for snipe, woodcock and quail, Nos. 4 to 
6 for ducks and squirrels. 

Betitum, Philadelphia.—1. The gun is of fair quality. 2. It will 
stand the charge, but we should not use more than 8 drams powder; 
that will give good results. 38. Use good grade of powder, of any 
of the well-known makers. 

E. F. M., Melbourne, Can.—A lateen sail is triangular, with yard on 
head and boom on foot. A ring is lashed to the yard, uear its middle, 
and a hook of wood or metal is fastened to the boom, near Lhe fore 
end, pointivg forward. The mast, which is quite short, has a spike 
on its upper end. In seiting the sail the yard is lifted up, the rmg 
hooked over the spike, the boom drawn back until the hook on if 
will encircle the mast, and all is ready. 

MONTHLY LIST OF PATENTS 
Inventions Relating 0 Sporting Interests, Bearing Date 
Sept. 28, 1884. Reported expressly for this paper by Louis 

Bagger & Co., Mechanical Experts and Solicitors: 
of Patents, Washington. D. C, 

For 

805,086. Elying 1arget—George Ligowsky, Cincianati, O. 
805,117, Flying target—Benjamin eipel, Covington, Ky. 
205,116. Arm for target-throwing traps—Benjamip Teipel, Coving- 

ton, Ky. 

COLORED BY HAND BY WAKEMAN 

center, 

Standard American Black Bass and Lake Flies, 
HOLBERTON. 

Size 20x24 inches, containing 40 named varieties of Black Bass and Lake 
Flies, with an engraving cf a Black Bass (also colored by hand) in the 

$5 00 

SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 

Brook Trout, all colored by hand, 

Standard FWrowut Elies. 
A companion to the above, containing 65 named flies and an engraving of a 

- - - - 3 50 
SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 

ABBE YT & INMBRHRIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

Eine Bishings = Wackie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, AND 33 & 35 LIBERTY STREET. NEW YORK. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
EF. DATASA, 85 Broadway, N. ¥., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 

Valencia Silk Worm Gut-in all grades, long and extra long, an ; 

Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, 

For price list address 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 
PEE: WICHOLs 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
il Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. 

Ce ee Sena: This the highest irize averded to any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

B, F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass, 
list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws, 

ence more than numbers. This is 

Manufactured by 
Send for 

d from Extra Heavy Salmon 
$9.00, 

7 cts, 

cts. 

to pay for boxing. 

Noted for excel- 

LOOK ! 

Marster’s Imported English Double Gun, 
TWIST BARRELS AND SIDE SNAP ACTION, 10 or 12-BORE. 

Brass Shells, 5 ets, each; U. M. OC. or Winchester make Paper Shells, 12-gange, 55 cts, per 100; 
gauge, 60 cts.; FG Powder, 25 cts. per pound: Shot, 7 cts. perpound; Black-Kdge Helv Wads, 11 to 16: 
gauge, 15 cts. per box of 250; 9 or 10-gauge, { : 
950. Loading Tools complete without crimper, 50 cts.; with crimper, $1. 
complete with wire brush, etc., 50 cts. 

Drab Canvas Cartridge Belts, 25 cts, [ 

cts. Drab Canvas Long Gun Covers, with Leather Handles, 50 cts. Short Coyers to take gun apart, 50 
GUN REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Parties out of the city wanting the above gun can 

LOOK! 

PRICE #16.60. 

10- 

18 cts.; Wesson or Winchester Primers, 83 cts. per box of 
Three-Joint Cleaning Rods, 

Brown Oanvas Coat with seven pockets, $1.50. Pants, $1. Caps, 
Cartridge Bags to hold fifty shells, 50 cts. Game Bags, 50 

have it sent by express by sending with order $1 

J. F, MARSTERS, 51 to 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N, Y. 
NHAR GCITY HALL, 
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HOW TO PROTECT. 

PA ee we have been working at it for a good 
many years, we have not yet accomplished much in 

the way of eflicient game protection. We have laws, and 
officers whose business it is to enforce them; but, so far as 

public protection goes, but little, except in one State, has 

been done. Most of the work that has been carried on has 
been the result of private effort, and has not been due to the 

labors of those who receive their authority from the people 

at large, 

So far as we have gone, the method of game protection 
employed in Maine and attempted in New York seems to be 
the best yet devised. The system is one which appeals to 
the common sense. Inthe State of Maine a vast amount of 
good has resulted from the energetic work of the State Com- 
missioners, to whom is intrusted the duty of protecting the 

game and fish by the employment of wardens under them. 
In New York the wardens, called game protectors, are_ap- 

pointed by the Governor and are under the supervision 

and direction of the Fish Commissioners, to whom they are 

required to report and from whom they must receive certifi- 
cates for work done before they can obtain their pay. 

This pay is $500 per annum, with an allowance of $250 
for traveling expenses, and one-half the fines collected from 

offenders. It certainly should not be difficult to obtain good 

men for such wages as those named. ‘The laborer ought to 
be worthy of his hire, and game protection depends wholly 

on the faithful, conscientious work of the officers whose duty 

it is to patrol the region inhabited by the game. 

Tt is after all a question of good men. 

The radical difference between ihe New York and the 

Maine method lies in this, that in Maine the Fish and Game 

Commissioners take an active personal interest in the work, 
and themselves direct it, while in New York the wardens 
are left to their own devices, and carry out their schemes for 
protection in their own way. In one case there is organiza- 
tion and a responsible head, in the other a scattered, dis- 
jointed force, working, or not working, as the case may be, 

We have good reason to believe that some of the New 
York game protectors are faithful, earnest men, and en- 

deavor to do thcir duty, as they understand it, to the best of 

their ability with the means at their command. Others we 

believe to be incompetent, careless as to what is done in 

their district, and painstaking only in the matter of drawing 
their pay with conscientious regularity. while there is at 
least one who, from information laid before us, is believed 

to be corrupt and anxious to make as much as possible in 

the way of blackmail out of his office. 
The method of appointing instead of electing the wardens 

has everything to recommend it and nothing against it. 

They should also, as they are by law in New York, be sub- 
ject to removal in case they are found negligent in their 

duties, or in any way inefficient. 
The work of game protection is skilled labor. It requires 

knowledge of the country and of the habits of game and fish, 

anda general familiarity with the methods of those who 
pursue these creatures. Besides this the office is not without 

its temptations and should be filled by men who can be 
trusted to do what the law requires of them without fear or 
favor. Such requirements as these will not be fulfilled by 

a political heeler and the office should be kept wholly out of 

politics. 

THE PIKE AS A TEMPERANCE AGENT. 

T has been claimed by many anglers in this country that 
the pike or pickerel is a fish worse than useless, and 

they urge that its complete extermination would be desir- 

able. The charge against the fish is that its voracity is out 
of all proportion to its value as either game or tvod. Its 

hunger is chronic, its tastes ichthyophagic. It disdains 

worms, snails and such small deer, and seeks for trout and 

other choice fish, which it finds not only toothsome, but be- 

cause of their size ‘‘fillin’” as well. The pike’s jaws and 
stomach is so capacious that it is not at all unusual to find 

these fish stowed away inside of each other, like a ‘‘nest of 

tubs,” each a trifle larger than the one which nestles serenely 

within it. These well-known qualities of the pike cause 

anglers to dread its introduction into waters which abound 

with trout or other game fish. In New York the law forbids 
the planting of a fish, which, however, is highly esteemed 

in Europe and eyen in some parts of this conntry. 

In Colorado they have found a new use for the pickerel. 

A letter recently came to this office in which the writer said: 
“‘We are desirous of procuring from one to three thousand 

pike or pickerel for the purpose of placing in a small lake. 
This lake is the principal source of our ice supply, and it is 

full of ‘water dogs’ [a salamander-like form], which freeze 

in the ice and hecome yery troublesome. We think that if 
we put the pickerel in the lake they will soon dispose of the 
‘dogs’ and keep our water free from them.” 

We trust that the desired pickerel may be secured and that 
the maligned fish will be given an opportunity to show that 

they were not made in vain. It surely must be disagreeable 
to a Colorado gentleman, when about to partake of his fayor- 
ite beverage, to discover that the ice water which has been 

placed before him to temper his nectar with, contains a hor- 
rible lizard-form of ‘“‘water dog.” The innocent stranger 
may well be filled by a sickening uncertainty as to whether 
he really sees a monster frozen in the ice before his eyes, or 

if it be not a premonitory symptom that he will soon behold 

yet more gruesome forms and find them in his boots. Of 
course the old residents have no annoyance of this sort, they 
have seen the evil ‘‘dog” and know betterthan to take water 

in theirs; but instead bite a cracker to allay the irritation of 

the “straight” beverage. 
With the introduction of the pickerel, let us hope the 

loathsome ‘‘water dog” may be eaten up and exterminated. 
Then the people of Colorado may rejoice at a revival of the 
fashion of drinking water; and so the much-abused pike may 
proye a powerful agent in the good cause of temperance. 

THE New York Fatu SxHow.,—The First Annual Fall 
Dog Show of the Westminster Kennel Club, which 

commences at Madison Square Garden on Tuesday, Oct. 21, 

bids fair to be as popular as their spring shows. Although 
the show is devoted mainly to non-sporting dogs, the 

premiums amount to nearly as much as those offered last 
spring. Jt is impossible, at this writing, to give a detailed 

statement of the entries, enough is known, however, to 

warrant the belicf that they will reach nearly six hundred. 

The management are greatly pleased with this result. as 
they may well be. They hardly expected more than about 

one-half the number, and it must be very gratifying to them 

to see their efforts so well supported by the public. 

Smnp A Nore asourT THE GAME when renewing your 
subscriptions. 

Dogs in THE Crry.—The dog occupies his full share of 
attention in the city. In New York, for instance, he barks 

at night with eleven thousand and some odd hundred tongues. 

Dog owners pay something like $20,000 to the city for 
licenses, $3,000 to newspaper publishers for advertising the 
lost and stolen, and an unknown number of thousands more 

as rewards to the thieves who steal. The pound has received 

into its drowning crate this year 4,000 dogs, most of them 

curs and tramps, for which the catchers were paid forty 

cents each, or the snug sum of $1,600, to be divided among 

the worthies who engage in the sport of dog hunting: It is 

reported that the character of the dogs taken to the pound 

has steadily declined since the first year the law was adopted. 
The quality is poor, and this season the pound-master has 

restored only about 100 dogs to their owners’ claims. The 

New York tramp dog is not wholly without his use. In life 
he is a scavenger, a companion for the night policeman on 

his Ionely beat, a productive and profitable theme for the 

funny reporter of the daily paper, and finally a prize for 
the catcher, From the pound, after the dip in the East 

River, he is taken to Barren Island, where the skin is worth, 

according to quality, from fifty cents to a dollar, and the 
rest of him goes into oils and soaps and the dozen products 

of that pestilential land of desolation by the sea. The dog 

catchers do not capture all the strays. Perhaps they do not 

care to, It is barely possible that the average catcher is 

wiser in his day and generation than the average sportsman, 

and means to leave a reserve stock of his prey to increase 

and multiply for another season, so that when the dog days 

come again there may be another four thousand to be bagged 

at forty cents each. 

‘Rocky Mountain Jm.”—Last winter, when our corre- 

spondent, ‘‘W. N, B.,” was iu town, he told us the story of 

his experience with “Rocky Mountain Jim,” and promised 

to some day write it out, as he has now done. The account 

is an authentic report of how one man fared who encoun- 

tered a cinnamon. ‘‘Rocky Mountain Jim” survived his 

terrific conflict with the bear only to die at last from an in- 

glorious wound received in a quarrel with a neighbor, 
Such freaks of fate are by no means uncommon. Only the 

other day the papers recorded the death of the man who was 

chief engineer of the Monitor in her fight with the Merrimac: 

He died by his own hand, a victim of dyspepsia. A dif- 

ferent case was that, also reported in the papers a few days 

ago, of a prisoner who was confined in the penitentiary of 

Lima, in Peru. Behind prison walls it might be supposed 
a man would be reasonably safe, even though war were 

raging about the city; but the unfortunate fellow, while on 

his way from his cell to the prison kitchen, was struck by a 
bullet from the neighboring barracks and instantly killed. 

Kismet, it is fate. 

TuE NavTionaAL BreEpEers’ SHow.—The regular prize list 
of the National Breeders’ Show (which is guaranteed by a 
fund subscribed by a number of well known breeders) 

amounts to over $1,500; and the specials, announced else- 

where, add another $1,000 andl more. The show has been 

undertaken at the instance of breeders, and for what they 
think to be the benefit of the dog-owning public. The names 

of sponsors and judges have been printed in these columns. 

The National Breeders’ Show has all the conditions that 
should commend it to cordial support. The entry list will 

decide whether or not such legitimate enterprises as this are 

to be harmed by the vindictive misrepresentations of such 

individuals as appear to prefer mendacity to truthfulness, 
The character of the entry list and the names of the ex- 

hibitors which will appear on the catalogue will unquestion- 

ably be such as will administer a signal rebuke to the 
presumption that has sought to satisfy a personal grudge 

by misleading the public into serving its ends. The entries 

will close Friday. 

Tue Nevada Marcn.—California is in the depth of dis- 

gust and disappointment. Nevada is in the hight of exulta- 
tion over the outcome of the inter-state match fought out on 

the 30th ult. The handsome bronze trophy now becomes the 

absolute property of the Nevada marksmen, but we doubt 
not that a new trophy will be at once placed in the field and 

this series of hard fought, enjoyable and profitable matches 

resumed from year to year. 

Mr. T. 8. Vaw Dyke, who has been spending some weeks 
in the East, complains that the game in Southern California 

is growing too scarce. He is now on his way to Mexico, and 
if he finds anything to use gunpowder on, may make his 

home there, 
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OOKING over my brief notes of the present season, I 
find the following entries: 

“June 17.—Picked up the canoe at Tiadaghton for a 
week’s cruise down the river. Worst racket I ever got. 
Overboard a dozen times. Arrived at Blackwell’s pretty 
well used up. Staid all night at Gregory's Blackwell House; 
clean, square meals; $1 per day. 

“78th.—Paddled out early. Fine scenery; lovely weather 
and better water. Only got out twice to ease her over the 
riffies, Beautiful camping grounds every mile; camped on 
an island above Slate Run, for no reason only it was such 
a sweet place | hated to pass 16. 

“19th.—Spent the day loafing about the island and trying 
my hand at making a mode] one-horse camp. Caught a 
couple of white chubs, but fishing poor. Racket with a 
spake in the night; snake got away. 

*20th.—Spent the day on the green, shady island, with a 
visit to a farmhouse for milk and eggs. Inthe nighta 
couple of hounds made the hills ring, tracking a *coon up 
and down the banks, and finally treeing him up a heavy- 
topped yellow birch.” * * They kept the concert up till 
daylight, and when I went to the foot of the island where they 
were whooping it up, they nuzzled around my legs, jumped 
their paws on my breast and begged of me, in most piteous 
dog language, to shoot that ring-tailed rascal or rattle him 
out of the tree, whither it had taken them half the night to 
drive him; but I declined. Hugging himself in the topmost 
branches of the birch, a soft bundle of gray fur, with a 
ringed tail at one end and a sharp, cute face at the other, I 
thought he just rounded out the landscape, and was a much 
pleasanter sight than he would be with a couple of frantic 
hounds tearing the life out of him. This I explained to the 
dogs, who referred me, by knowing looks, to a cornfield 
just across the river, where they had first found his tracks; 
but [ruled the corn question out, and the two dogs went 
home to breakfast, fecling: desolate and dispersed. 

The snake incident hinted at above was nearly an adven- 
ture and may be worth relating, comprising, as I believe it 
does, a mild lesson for any future outer who may find him- 
self in close quarter with a rattler. It happened in this wist: 
On the second night in camp 1 had spent several hours mak- 
ing the camp snug and comfortable, and had taken special 
pains with the bunk, which was a simple frame a little less 
-than 6 feet long by 2 feet in width, and about 4 inches deep. 
The frame was ,made of such slabs and edgings as I could 
pick up handily, and it did happen that the slab on the right 
was some three inches thick just opposite my breast as I lay, 
and level on its upper edge as it came from the saw, while 
the slab on the other side had a slivery, feather edge, I 
mention these trifles because they turned out to be of import 
in what followed. 

The 19th of June was a broiling day, followed by a sultry 
night, The crib was filled high and even with fine, fragrant 
browse, and the fire burned brightly, But it happened that 
the weather was too hot or I was too Jazy to get substantial 
night-wood, wherefore the fire was made of chips, bark, and 
the hewing left by men who squared timber for the railroad. 
There was enough of it for all summer, but such a fire does 
not Jast. I was about 10 P. M. when I lay down, with the 
blanket under me and a coat drawn over me just high enough 
to leave my arms free, flat on my back, fingers locked on my 
breast, and right elbow resting easily on the thick slab, over 
which it projected at the turn of the joint. And so I fell 
asleep. 1 must have slept nearly three hours, when I awoke 
in the same position to find the fire burned to a few embers 
and the air decidedly damp and chilly. 

I was sleepy, tired, and withal indolent, but a fire must 
be made, so L inaugurated a move, And a very slight move 
it was. For, at the very first rustle as I unclasped my 
fingers, just at my right elbow, there came the quick, sharp 
danger signal of a rattlesnake. It was startling. I suppose 
nine men in ten would have sprung to their feet, helping 
themselves with their hands of course, in which case the 
snake would be certain to strike, and pretty apt to hit. 

I froze right down to immoyable silence at the first spring 
of the rattles. I dared not mceve a finger. I had not touched 
the reptile, and there was liitle danger so long as 1 reinained 
perfectly still. But it was trying to the nerves. The loud, 
shrill, rattling, like the scape pipe of a steam engine, denoted 
a very large snake, and he was so near that I could detect 
the vibration of his quivering tail on the loose shirtsleeve 
that hung over the slab. J am not afraid of snakes. Two 
or three times during the last fifty years I have had a rattler 
spring his alarm so close to my feet that I dared not stir 
until [ had looked the situation over so as to make the first 
move in the right direction for safety, 

But I had never been caught in such an awkward, help- 
less position before; and—vwell, I was a little demoralized, 
and a trifle scared, he seemed so near. For a minute, per- 
haps, he kept the thrilling music up to concert pitch, and 
then it began to subside, so evenly and gradually that one 
could scarcely tell when it ceased. Then ensued a faint, 
continuous rustle, just audible, as though he were convolut- 
ing himself into comfortable position, D— him; did ke in- 
tend to stay with me all night? Soon all was silent inside the 
tent, A heayy fog was on the river, which the cool night 
wind swept into camp, making me so chilly that it was with 
difficulty I refrained from shivering and aheiny 

The situation was becoming unbearable. Talk about time 
hanging heavy on one’s hands! Was it an hour or two 
hours? Or had he gone away altogether, leaving me to 
imagine him still coiled up at my elbow? Jt would do no 
hurt to try it. So I made one sharp scratch on the port side 
of the bunk, and whiz-z-z, whir-r-r-r, there he was; and this 
time I plainly felt the slight, gliding motion of his folds as 
he got himself into line of battle. Iresigned at once, and 
inwardly swore not to stir till daylight. But he was fairly 
roused, and evidently suspicious of his neighbors. He did 
not settle down again, but kept collin’ around among the 
leaves and crisp grass, and I soon heard—blessed sound—the 
husky rattle of his tail as he glided under the tent-cloth and 
out into the darkness, 

‘And then his dread grew wrath, and his wrath flerce."’ 

I sprang to my feet, scrambled the embers together, hastily 

made a torch of dry splinters and shavings, and in less time 

than it takes to write it was on the warpath in my stocking 

feet, with the poking stick for aclub. I expected to find 

him just outside the tent, but he had gone further. 1 hunted 

in and around the tent, in the débris back of camp, among 

the piles of flood trash, and in every clump of weeds and 
bushes near by; but he was not to be had. At daylight T 
yas eut again, and hunted the island faithfully for two 

hours, but in vain, He had probably crawled back to the 
mountain. Iwas sorry. I wanted him for a specimen— 
wanted to ‘‘mount” him and send him to Formst AND 
STREAM. 
_ Thirty years ago it was not unusual for a rattler to crawl 
Into an Open camp in warm weather. But there were ten of 
the reptiles then where there is one at present. Forest fires 
have pretty well thinned them out, i 3 

Another long, warm June day spent in lounging on the 
fresh, green island, with a little fly-fishing for bass late 
in the day—for there is good bass fishing from Cedar Run 
to the mouth of the Tiadatton—and on the next morning I 
acked up and tied in for a short, pleasant cruise to Slate 
un. 
Slate Run station is an old-time lumber camp, and the 

stream from which it takes its name has long been noted as 
an excellent trout stream. There is still good trouting to be 
had early in the season, but, like all Pennsylvania trout 
streams, it is oyerfished. It is located between high, wooded 
mountain spurs, and the scenery is really fine, with excel- 
lent springs and fine camping spots. Bear and deer are 
fairly plenty on the mountains, and the bass fishing is fairly 
good. There isa modest hotel where plain, well-cooked 
meals may be had for twenty-five cents, a good, clean bed 
for the same; and there are several trout streams in easy 
reach, where plenty of small trout may be taken. As for 
myself, I do not care to make a tiresome trip through brush, 
brambles and treetops to get on the head of a stream where 
the trout will hardly average five inches long. 

It is Saturday, and as I am cruising the river by install- 
ments, I may as well lay up the Bucktail in safe quarters 
and go home. The railroad makes this quite feasible, and 
the landlord gives the canoe a good berth in a cool cellar 
without charge. In two hours I amatmy own door, Rather 
a lazy, civilized way of cruising, but pleasant withal. 

NESSMUK. 

A VOYAGE BETWEEN THE LAKES. 

BY D, D. BANTA, 

ert 
To pass away the time, I'll tell your grace 

A dream I had Jast night. —John Webster, 

N Wednesday, the 7th day of August, 1884, at precisely 
5 o'clock P. M. central time, the Judge and Brother 

Scott sailed from Seney to see what they could of the Manis. 
tique Lake region. The Judge has had an introduction to the 
FoREsT AND STREAM family already, I believe, but Brother 
Scott is a stranger. 

I say ‘Brother Scott,” because the Greek Professor, whom 
they left in his tent at Jeromeville picking berries and catch- 
ing trout, always says so, Both are preachers and have 
preachers’ ways with them, and one of these ways, so far at 
least as the Greek Professor is concerned, is to ignore the 
Scott Christian name for that of Brother; with him it is 
‘*Brother Scott” this and ‘Brother Scott” that. ‘‘Brother Scott, 
turn the fish!” ‘Brother Scott, peel the potatoes!” or ‘‘Brother 
Scott, hang up the dish cloth!” inthe same perfunctory tone 
and style we would expect to hear him say, ‘‘Brother Scott, 
lead in prayer!” and I, not Knowing any other name, fall 
into line and say ‘Brother Scott,’’ too. 

The attentive reader will observe that [am exact in my 
statement as to the time of their departure from Seney, and 
perbaps it is well enough for me to say here at the outset 
and once for all, that thisis a true history, and being such, 
exactness must be expected. ' 

The attentive reader will doubtless note many instances 
similar to the forgoing, before we get through with this 
journey, but I promise him that I shall not again break the 
current of this narrative to call the attention of inattentive 
readers to them. 

Seney, it may be wellto say, is in the Upper Michigan 
Peninsula, on the Detroit, Mackinac & Marquette Railroad, 
seventy-five miles from St. Ignace, at the Straits, and a like 
distance from Marquette, on Superior, and is also situated 
on the Fox River, a branch of the Manistique. The Fox, the 
stream our voyagers set sail on, is a small stream, when 
thought of as a river, by those who live in the great interior 
of our country, but it was large enough to float millions of 
feet of logs every year from the great pineries north of Seney, 
down to Manistique, not to mention the Wawa and its cargo 
and crew on this oceasion. On the old maps the stream 
bore the name of Neenah, an Indian name worthy of perpet- 
uation, but the iconoclast came along, and behold, the Fox! 
While there is no s ping worthy of the name to be found 

in the immediate vicinity of Seney, it is nevertheless a fairly 
good place to start from to reach sporting grounds and 
waters. North of Seney, in the headwaters of the Manis- 
tique system, the speckled trout ‘‘live, move and have their 
being,” while southward flows the Fox, soon discharging into 
the Manistique itself; and by way of the Fox to its mouth and 
thence down the Manistique a short distance to the mouth of 
the Outlet, and thence up that a couple of miles, is the water 
route from the railroad to the Manistique Lake system, con- 
sisting of three charmingly beautiful sheets of fresh water 
lying amid hard woods over against the Niagara limestone 
outcrop and abounding in all the inland lake fish peculiar to 
the region, 

It was this route to the Manistique Lakes, that the Judge 
and Brother Scott are now going to take. 

There is a class of so-called sportsmen, who find the at- 
tractions at Seuey sufficiently strong to hold them at the 
place sometimes for many days. Seney has its hotels, and 
what is more, its saloons; and that class of sportsmen who 
cannot subsist in comfort outside of a hotel nor get along 
without their nightly dtations, find Seney an attractive 
center, One such an his headquarters at the hostelry 
where the Judge and Brother Scott made theirs while mak- 
ing their final preparations for their voyage. He was a suc 
cessful Chicago tradesman, whose purse was weigbtier than 
his stock of sporting knowledge, and whose loye ot Seney 
whisky was weightiest of all. His hunting and fishing out- 
fit had been gotten up without sense and at great expense. 
He had three rods and a small trunkful of reels, creels, 
flies, lines and other fishing gear. The number of his guns 
had not been ascertained when the Judge and Brother Scott 
left the town, but as he had mentioned two rifics and one 
shotgun by manufacturers’ names, it was surmised that three 
was the number of his armament, not counting a pistol he 
carried conspicuously in a hip pocket. De - 

The fourth day of this Chicago man was drawing to its 
close at the very hour when the Judge and Brother Scott set 
out on their voyage. The first day he had industriously con- 
sumed in making acquaintance with the various Seney bar- 
tenders and their bars, and by nightfall he wasin such a 
maudlin condition that he did not know whether he was in 
Chicago or Seney. 

The morning of the second day he was so far recovered 
that he was able to go a-fishing, With his guide, a strapping 
big lumberman, whom he had picked up in the saloon the 
day before, he drove out to a once fair trout stream, where 
he donned his fishing suit and began hissport. But with the 
log-driving of the lumbermen ane the netting and the trap- 
ping of the law-breakers, not to mention the honest fishing, 
the once goodly trout stream was next to tenantless, and so 
the ignorance of both sportsman and guide as to the habits 
of trout and the methods of trout fishers mattered not. The 
Chicago man was an energetic, plucky fellow, however, and 
he went tramping along the brush-bordered stream at a rate 
of speed and with a noise that would have greatly astonished 
a better fisherman. And he pulled at his flask with like 
energy ; but, not mixing his drinks, he returned to his hotel 
in time for his evening meal, only good-humoredly and talk- 
atively drunk. He had not taken a single trout, but he 
chronicled a nibble; nay, it was « “bite,” a “plunger,” a 
“regular sockdolager,” for by all these terms be character- 
ized it. Ah! how proudly he walked the floor that evening 
between drinks and descanted upon the magnitude of the 
fish that had made the ‘‘savage grab” at his hook; and with 
what confidence he predicted the overthrow of that fish on 
the morrow. Having instructed his guide to be ready ‘‘by 
times” the next morning, he made the final round of the 
saloons, after which he went. to bed to snore and perchance 
to dream of speckled trout, if 2 drunken man can dream so 
sweet a dream, 

Next morning his guide was on hand at an early hour, 
but it was alate one ere the Chicago man could be roused 
from his maudlin slumber—so late that the habitues of the 
hotel winked with their wicked eyes and made significant 
nods with their empty heads, But they had either over- 
rated the power of Seney whisky or underrated the capacity 
of the Chicago man, for he did at last arouse himself, and, 
after making a hasty round of the saloons and as hasty a 
breakfast, he mounted the wagon and was driven away, 
On his return that night he was wet, oozy and hedrageled, 

but he had a trout. Victory had crowned his efforts, He 
had caught one, and, notwithstanding by reason of its being 
under six inches in length it came within the prohibiting 
letter of the law, he risked the vengeance of outraged justice 
and exhibited his wretched little trout with as much pride 
as a congressional candidate would a batile scar. While the 
lite had yet been in it it was a sorry little fish, but now that 
it had been dead and tumbling around alone in a capacious 
basket for many hours, it had lost all semblance to a brook 
trout. But its captor was happy; nay more, jubilant. As 
he paced the floors of the hotel and exhibited the triumph 
of his skill to the grinning lookers on, he reminded each of 
what he boastfully called his ‘‘improyement in trout fishing,” 
“Yesterday,” said he, ‘I had a bite, but to-day I caught the 
rascal.” And as he held the dried specimen up to the crowd 
he gazed at it with watery eyes and enthusiastically ex- 
claimed, ‘‘You speckled beauty, you!” 

After his ecstacy had somewhat subsided, somebody ad- 
verted to the muddy condition ot his clothes, and in expla- 
nation he said he had ‘‘stepped upon a smooth bit of a black 
sand bar, or what looked like one,” and had sunk into the 
mud and muck so deep, that with all his Chicago pluck and 
vim he could not pull himself out. And so he called for help, 
but his ‘‘dummed guide” was slumbering between drinks in 
the wagon, and ere that worthy could be roused the black 
and oleaginous ooze had insinuated its way in little black 
streams over the rim of his fishing trousers, and run clean 
down to the soles of his feet. ‘‘When the drunken loafer 
got to me,” he said, ‘“‘my fishen britches was chuck full of 
the nasty stuff.” But what seemed to roil him most was the 
humorous view which the ‘‘dummed loafer” had evidently 
taken-of his mishap. He had actually proposed standin 
the Chicago man on his head till the mud and water coul 
run out, a proposition the narrator was careful to say he 
treated with al! the scorn it deservecl. 

The trout and the muddy plunge ended the Chicagoan’s 
fishing career for that time. The one satisfied his ambition, 
while the other disgusted him with trout streams so much 
that he pronounced a malediction on all of them. ‘‘l have 
had glory enough for one day in that way,” he said, and 
after changing his clothes he set out for the round of the 
saloons to drink and recount his exploits of the day. To 
admiring and appreciative crowds he set up the drinks, and 
late in the evening he presented to the bar-tender who passed 
the highest encomium on his day’s work his best fly-rod, 
assuring the grateful recipient that he was ‘‘quite welcome 
to it, for I’ve had all the fishen [ want this time. I’m going 
to pumpen lead next.” To the bar-tender who scaled the 
next highest in praise of his piscatorial skill he presented his 
second best rod, and to the next highest his remaining rod— 
a Henshall bass rod, 

It is needless to say that while these dealers in drinks were 
thus handsomely rewarded for their good opinions, the ad- 
miring lumbermen and other saloon habitués who thronged 
the saw-dusted floors drank freely and often at his expense, 
and it was whispered around that after a day or two his 
guns would go the way of his rods. 

It was alate hour of the night, or to speak rather with 
that accuracy characteristic of this history, an early hour in 
the morning when the Chicago man was carried screaming 
drunk to his hotel, Nor did he leaye his room till 5 P, M., 
central time, the very hour that the Judge and Brother Scott 
slipped the Wawa’s painter and floated out upon the dark 
waters of the Fox, for the journey which this history is 
designed to record. 

That Wednesday was a memorable day in the Upper Pen- 
insula; memorable not so much because it was the day that 
the Chicago sporisman slept off his big drunk, or that the 
Judge and Brother Scott set forth on their journey, as from 
the fact that Jupiter Pluvius had on that day unrolled his — 
clouds and deluged the thirsty land with fruitful showers. 
During the previous night a long gathering storm had broken, 
and all the forenoon of that Wednesday and till a late hour 
in the afternoon there had been a steady down-pour. As the 
eastward-bound train, which carried our trayelers from 
Jeromeyille to Seney, thundered through the woods, the 
fleecy fogs from Lake Superior were seen creeping south- 
ward through the forest aisles, and our travelers knew by 
that sign that the wind was ‘‘hauling round” to the north- 
west, and that what would make a gale out on the great lake 
would make delightfully cool and clear weather in the 
woods. And so notwithstanding that at the hour of their 
departure from Seney. the sky was overcast with leaden 
clouds, and the elms that lined the winding Fox were drip- 
ping showers with every puff of the rising wind, and the 
rank fern brakes were limp and soaked, they boldly slipped 
the painter and floated away. ' 
But they went forth with dampened ardor. No one knows 

so well how depressing to the wilderness traveler is a. pro 
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longed rain, as he who has undergone that experience. With 
the sun obscured by dripping clouds and the trees and shrubs 
soaked with rain, the traveler through the wilderness, whether 
he goes by stream or Jand, sees through the discomforts of 
his surroundings, the sunshine of his distant home. The 
men of the Wawa yielded to their surroundings. A deep 
Joom overspread Brother Scott’s countenance, and at inter- 

vals woeful sighs escaped him. He thought of the Greek 
Professor alone in his tent at Jeromeville; he thought of his 
cheerful home and all its pleasant surroundings, and then, as 
he looked down stream into the damp, soggy, gloomy forest, 
he fairly groaned aloud. As for the Judge, in addition to 
the depressing influences noted, he had been put upon by an 
unhallowed son of Seney, and his temper was badly ruffled, 
a fact belonging to the history of tais voyage, the cause and 
consequence of which will be fully recorded in the next 
chapter. 

FLORIDA AGAIN,—I. 

Hiditer Forest and Stream: 

Annually, hundreds if not thousands visit Florida partially 
or fully equipped with sporting implements; and as a result 
a large portion are disappointed, and they decry the sporting 
resources of the State. Fishing in Florida cannot be equaled; 
beach birds, ducks, geese and quail are plentiful, and in cer- 
tain sections large numbers of deer and bear can be found. 
But the fisherman must visit the localities where they exist. 
Many persons secure an outfit of fishing tackle before they 
leaye home, and they generally find it useless. On arriving 
in the State many strangers are interviewed by railroad and 
steamboat runners, and are sent to localities where fur, fin 
and feather “are plentiful;’ they reach the points recom- 
mended to find that they have been sold. 
Annually I receive numerous letters of inquiry, asking 

numberless questions regarding the climate and health, and 
the shooting and fishing of the State; the best points to visit 
and how to get there. I find it impossible to reply to them, 
and to impart information that will suit the many and in 
compilance with request I will prepare some brief notes of 
the climate, health, sport and the best places to visit, based 
on extended personal experience, or data furnished me by 
reliable parties. 

Interested parties in other States have maligned Florida 
by asserting that the State “reeks with malaria,” and that 
visitors are ‘‘liable to suffer from malarial diseases during 
the winter months.” The city of Jacksonville has been 
rossly misrepresented by parties residing in and out of the 
tate—her healthfulness and sanitary condition have been 

blackened by hotel keepers of Florida as well as those of 
other States who are jealous of her prosperity and the suc- 
cess of her magnificent hotels. Jam prepared to admit that 
soon after their arrival in the State, a few persons suffer 
from diarrheeal and febrile attacks, the sequence of an im- 
pure atmosphere inhaled in sleeping cars, change of water, 
and the disposition on the part of strangers to gorge them- 
selyes on arrival with oranges and bananas. Another source 
of siight ailment is the result of visitors shutting themselves 
up in their small bedrooms and keeping out the balmy and 
health-giving atmosphere, In many of our large hotels there 
may be seen any evening during the winter, one, two, or 
three hundred persons congregated in a ball or parlor with- 
out ventilation, and for hours inhaling a pestiferous atmos 
phere rendered poisonous by the breaths of hundreds of per- 
sons, and the deleterious gases resulting from the combus- 
tion of gas in dozens of burners. If a sensible person opens 
a window, hands are raised in holy horror, and the trans- 
gressor is glad to escape. That a majority of the winter visi- 
tors escape illness is truly surprising, for they use every effort 
to induce disease by inhaling a contaminated atmosphere 
instead of following the custom of residents, who are careful 
to maintain free ventilation and a full supply cf pure air. 
Asan evidence of the adaptability of the State to the suc- 

cessful treatment of pulmonary, catarrhal and kidney dis- 
eases, I need but refer to their infrequency in the State, and 
that numbers visit it annually forits climatic effects, and res- 
idents can be found in every portion of the State, who have 
come to if as invalids, and have been cured or materially 
benefitted by the change. As an evidence of the general 
healthfulness of the State, I need but cite the fact that ac- 
cording to the U. 8. Census reports the mortality per 1,000 
is less in Florida than in any State in the Union, if we de- 
duct the deaths of invalids who are sent to tae State in the 
last and incurable stage of lung, kidney and heart diseases. 
During the summer months malarial diseases are not as 
common or severe asin many of the Northern States, and 
when they do occur they are mild and readily yield to treat- 
ment. Even the city of Jacksonville, with its large popula- 
tion, and the large number of deaths occurring among in- 
valids who come to it in an incurable condition, presents a 
low mortality and will favorably compare with other cities 
North and West, as is shown by the annual health report of 
the city of Yonkers, N. Y., to which I add the mortality of 
the city of Jacksonville: 

Cities. Rate per 1,000. Cities. Rate per 1,000. 
New York, N. Y_.............24.98 Wilmington, Del....,......... 21.02 
Brooklyn eho yee 20.19 District of Columbia,........ 26 58 
BiralowNe ve one Eee eee 14.19 Richmond, Va. -....20........ 18.40 
Rochester, N. ¥--..-.-.5..-2- POSER Ortol kee Miais «Sem yoess ees 21.91 
VIOIIZETH NIN 6 le cac6 heen 14.16 Milwaukee, Wis,........-...- 14.35 
Plattsburgh, N, ¥....--...... 25:00 Cincinnati, O .:.3......... 17,238 
Newburgh, N. ¥_..-........,. 1/000 ClevelandO- sn) oe ei 16.72 
POSCOM LESS 00, tec etas-s blasts ty 21.53 Baltimore, Md.,..._.,--..---2. 21,43 
Worcester, Mass... - Evansville, Ind , 
‘Cambridge, Mass... Chicago, Ill.... 

nn, Mass......... St. Louis, Mo.. y 
Newburyport, Mass Salt, Lake City.........--...5: 14.00 
Koneora snr myo Ae: San Franciseo, Cal.....:..... 15.80 
Bunlinetan, Vit.s soe och New Orleans, La.......-....: 50.17 
Hudson county, N. J Mobile,Alatee 242.05 .42331905 23.05 
New Haven, Conn............ Savannah, Ga...,...-.,..000: 50.25 
Harttord, Gonn.:.....3.....3. Charleston, S C ............: 29,16 
Proyidence, R.1.............. 19,89 Nashville, Temm,...,...5:..:-, 28.11 
Philadelphia, Pa.............. 17,96 Jacksonville, Fla... .-.:-.... 12.50 
Pittsburgh; Pas... Ls, 21.16 

The health of a State is an important consideration when 
4 sportsman or tourist proposes visiting it. I speak authori- 
tatively regarding the health and moriality of the State, for 
my first visit to Florida was in 1844, and I spent each winter 
in it from ’65 to "75, when I became a permanent resident. 
Some of your readers.may remark that my references are 
irrelevant and unnecessary, but when persons contemplate a 
pleasure or sporting trip they do not want to take any more 
chances to contract disease than they would at their homes. 
I have spent many weeks at a time in various portions of the 
State cruising in a small boat, with nothing over me at night 
but a canvas cover hauled over the boom and fastened to 
each side of the boat, and night after night I have’slept in 
bays, rivers, lagoons and marshes, and companions and self 
never suffered from a moment's illness of any kind. I have 
devoted weeks to an examination of the southwest coast 

STREAM. 

from core Sable to Cedar Keys, and during that time never 
slept under a roof, and enjoyed perfect health. 
Much ignoranee prevails among medical men as well as 

others regarding the climate of Florida, and it is time the 
public were enlightened on this subject. A comparatively 
dry climate is the best, and it is generally believed that the 
“atmosphere of Florida is saturated with moisture.” To set 
this matter at rest and to establish the fact that the air of 
Florida is not as moist as represented we will give the mean 
relative humidity of a few points for the five cold months: 

MEAN RELATIVE HUMIDITY. 
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Breckenridge, Minn | 5 | 76.9 | 83.2 | 76.8 | 81.8 | 79.5 | 79.6 
Duluth, Minn........ 5 | 74.0 | 72.1 | 72.7 | 73.3 | 71.0 | 72.6 brs.0 
St. Paul, Minn,...... 5 | 70.3 | 73.5 | 75.2 | 70,7 | 67.1 | 71.8 
Punta Rassa, Fla....) 5 | 72.7 | 78.2 | 742 | 78.7 | 69.9 | 72.7 
Key West, Fla....... 5 | 77.1 | 78.7 | 78.9 | 77.2 | 72.2 | 76.8 bra.t 
Jacksonville, Fla,...) 5 | 71.9 | 69 83 | 70.2 | 68.5 | 63.9 | 68,8 
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The mean relative humidity of any winter resort is an im- 
portant factor, and with regard to the city of Jacksonville it 
has been grossly misrepresented as ‘‘reeking with moisture.” 
As far as observations have been taken by the Signal Service, 
it has been established that the mean relative humidity of 
Jacksonville is less than that of any other portion of the 
State. And to correct errors industriously promulgated by 
interested parties, 1 will append a few figures: 

MEAN RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 
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Thus, it will be perceived that Jacksonville possesses a 
lower mean relative humidity than most of the celebrated 
winter resorts. 
As rainfall has much to do with the success of the sports- 

man, as well as the convalescence of invalids, we will give’ 
the rainfall at a few points on the Mediterranean, as well as 
in the United States: 

RAINFALL IN INCHES AND HUNDREDTHS. 
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Although the rainfall may be light in any locality, there 
may be many unpleasant drizzly days, seriously interfering 
with sport and outdoor exercise, and we will add afew fig- 
ures illustrative of the fact that Florida is fayored with 
bright sunshine, As we proceed east and south from Jack- 
souville, the number of rainy days will be found to be less 
during the five cold months: 

METEOROLOGICAL DATA FROM SIGNAL OFFICE U. 8. A, 

JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 

RAINY DAYS. 

Date. | Noy. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. |M’ch. Remarks. 
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18741875. ..... 14 6 15 10 5 | 
1875—1876...... 10 4 4 8 vi “Rainy days,” all 
1876—1877...... 5 10 6 fi 6 gave on which rain 
1877—1878...... 9 ) 4 10 8 | fell, 
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Average,.,-... 18.6 | 74 | 7 8.6 | 5.8 [37.4 days in 5 montbs. 
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CLOUDY DAYS. 
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Jacksonville is the metropolis and the objective and dis- 
tributing point of the State, and in my remarks I have made 
it the starting point. Excursion tickets to Florida are issued 
by all railroad, steamboat and steamship lines from the West, 

Northwest and North. Steamships leave Boston, New York 
and Baltimore weekly for Savannah, and from New York to 
Charleston and Fernandina. Those who prefer the all 
rail route can leave New York early in the morning and 
reach Jacksonville the next day at noon. In years gone by 
the trip from Savannah to Jacksonville was a rough and 
tedious experience; but owing to the superiority of the road- 
bed, locomotives and cars, the trip is at present made in four 
noire and twelve minutes including stoppages—distance 172 
miles, 

For the benefit of the uninitiated I shall briefly refer to 
the more common fish of the State, the baits used for their 
capture, and the best route to reach various fishing localities 
where fish are the most plentiful. My remarks willbe based 
to a great extent on personal experience, and will be essen- 
tially simple and practical, 
SHEEPSHEAD (Diplodus probatocephalus),—These fish are 

very plentiful in nearly all of the streams of the State. In 
Northern waters they do not leave salt water, but in this 
State they frequent fresh as well as salt water, As a rule 
they are not as large as in the North. As bait, they will take 
prawns, shrimp, oysters, clams, fiddlers, and hard-backed 
crabs, As far as my observations have extended the fiddlers 
of the eastern coast are blackish, but on the western coast 
they are larger and mottled pink and white. They can 
be captured with a landing net at low tide, or in the 
evening when they feed in droves. On sandy beaches near 
high water mark, their hiding places will be detected by the 
presence of small hillocks of sand where they have burrowed. 
When cruising I invariably carry an ordinary shovel to dig 
for fresh water as well as bait. If the fisherman will dig up 
the sand, six inches deep, where the fiddlers haye burrowed, 
he will in a short time obtain a supply of bait, For keeping 
them I provide a box about one foot square and fifteen 
inches deep. In this place about nine inches of moist beach 
sand, and when captured { place the fiddlers in the box. 
They will burrow in the sand and keep alive for four or five 
days, Fiddlers are very tender and the first nip of a sheeps- 
head removes them from the hook, and the fishermen must 
keep a taut line and strike quick and hard. With a erab 
net, hard-backed crabs can be captured on the oyster 
bars or along the shore of bays, To keep them alive 
I use a box fourteen inches square and twenty 
inches long. The lid is hung on two strips of canvas which 
act as hinges, and to opposite sides of lid and side I attach 
short stout cords to fasten the lid. In the bottom and sides 
I bore a number of quarter-inch holes. At the end of the 
box near the top I fasten a few feet of stout cord. When 
the crabg are captured I place them in the box with an ample 
supply of damp moss, grass or seaweed. At night J drop 
the box overboard, lash it to the traveler and allow it to re- 
main in the water until I shift my quarters. By adopting 
this course | keep crabs for days. When about to use them 
for bait I pierce them through the head in the central line with 
my bait knife, and thereby avoid manya nip. Taking hold of 
the legs with one hand and the point of the back shell with 
the other, 1 remove their jackets. 1 cut off the claws at first 
joint from the body, and divide the body with bait knife 
from head to tail. Then I cut each half inte as many baits 
as there are legs. For large sheepshead there is nothing like 
crab bait, but when feeding they will not reject fiddlers, If 
crab bait is used, asa rule, patience must be the watchword. 
With a taut line the fish will be felt nibbling and munch- 
ing the bait, but the fisherman must wait until he feels the 
weight of the fish, when he must give a lusty yank to sink 
the hook in the tough jaw of the fish. Oysters make an ex- 
cellent bait, but will be found difficult to keep on the hook 
unless they are boiled. When forced to use raw oysters I 
provide myself with squares of mosquito netting sand 
strong linen thread. When the hook is baiied I place 
it on the center of the mosquito netting; inclose the 
bait in netting and fasten netting to the shank of hook with 
the thread. Conks are very plentiful at many points, and 
make a firm and attractive bait. Owing to the coiled condi- 
tion of the shell the greenhorn will be puzzled to extract the 
contents. A blow from a hammer or hatchet on the base of 
the sheli will fracture it, and the contents will be brought 
into view. At many points, notably in Charlotte Harbor, 
and on the northerly side of a small sandy key to the north 
of Pavilion Key, large and luscious clams will be found, and 
they make an excellent bait. If obtainable, prawns make an 
attractive bait. Unless the hooks are stout and well tem- 
pered, and made of the best steel, sheepshead will crush 
them. For large sheepshead, best quality Virginia hooks No. 
1-0 or 2-0, or O’Shaughnessy 7-0 or 8-0, will answer a good 
purpose. I have tested many hooks in sheepsheading, but 
have found none to equal the cast steel sheepshead hooks, 
sold by Shipley & Son, No. 5 Commerce street. ‘These hooks 
are rather blunt and require dressing with a fine file. In 
Florida these fish exist in endless quantities. My friend 
Mathew Teecey, of Pennsylvania, landed fifty-three in one~ 
hour on the Indian River, and fifty-six in the same time at 
the dock at Punta Rassa. The latter feat was witnessed by 
Dr R. J. Levis, of Philadelphia. To accomplish this feat, 
he had his boatman to bait his lines and unhook his fish. On 
the southwest coast the fish generally range from two to four 
pounds, My favorite mode of capturing them at the inlets 
isto use a very strong eight-foot rod, and a nine-strand 
plaited gut leader three feet long. To the leader [ 
attach two short stout gut snoods. I fasten a 
hook to the end of the Jeader and to the snoods. The 
leader is fastencd to the line above the sinker. 
IT fish near the shore in water from four to six 
feet deep, and the instant 1 hook a fish I give him line. His 
capers will attract others, and they seize the bait sana cere- 
monie. In this way | sometimes capture two or threc ata 
cast. To the uninitiated I will say it fiddlers are used strike 
quick, if crabs are the bait make haste slowly, but yank vig- 
orously when the weight of the fish-is felt. The capture of 
sheepshead is an art only to be acquired by a careful study 
of their mode of taking a bait, and by treating them toa 
lusty yak Some years agol visited Homosassa and met 
a legal gentleman, St. George R. He informed me that he was 
an ‘‘old sheepsheader,” and that he would ‘‘teach me how 
to capture these wary fish” I thanked him, and kindly 
accepted his offer. In company with two other gentlemen 
we proceeded to a point a short distance below Jones’s house. 
In a short time 1 landed eight large fish, and the catch of 
my instructor numbered 0. With a string of pious ejacula- 
tions my piscatorial instructor promised never to teach an- 
other greenhorn how to capture sheepshead. A hand-line is 
generally used to capture these fish, but half the pleasure is 
Tost if a rod is not used, It the piscator is disposed to enjoy 
royal sport let him use a split bamboo Henshall rod, and he 
will discover that a three or four pouid sheepshead is worthy 
of his notice. Au Fresco. 
JACKSONVILLE. Fla., Oct. 4, 1884, 
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*PODGERS’S” INLAND CRUISE, 
11,—A FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF THE PARADISE. 
FTER an excellent dinner, cooked in good, old-tash- 
_ioned, country style. so grateful tothe palate after a 

surfeit of city semi-French messes, a seat in a comfortable, 
toomy arm-chair of the style of our daddies on the platform 
in the rear of the house overlooking the lake, and a good 
cigar, a spirit of perfect contentment and Christian-like 
feeling toward all man and womankind steals over one. 

Before me was a wide expanse of clear, placid water, with 
a gentle breeze just ruffling the surface, with here and there 
a fisherman rowing lazily, trolling for bass; a few miles dis- 
tant the spires of Kingston stood boldly up against the sky. 
The tiny waves rippled against the plattorm forming the 
back yard of the house, producing a sense of drowsiness, 
from which I was aroused by the bump of a boat against 
the platform and the Janding of a party of three fishermen 
that had been out since breakfast time trolling and casting 
for bass. “‘What luck?” ‘Oh, not much to-day. Sunday; 
fish don’t bite well on Sunday up this way.” Nevertheless 
they tossed out a dozen fine black bass, the result of the 
day’s catch, Two other boats occupied by the guests of 
the house came in later with about the same number, the 
fishermen complaining that the day had been too hot and 
still for sood fishing. 
From these gentlemen, who had been spending several 

weeks at the house, I learned that the fishing thereabouts 
was better than at any point on the river for bass, while perch 
were so plentiful as fo be a nuisance and were thrown back. 
But one muscalonge had been taken. This fish is becoming 
very ‘scarce in the St. Lawrence, and very few had heen 
taken by the fishermen below. It is given out that fisher- 
men always catch numbers of these magnificent fish about 
Alexandria Bay, whereas to catch one nowadaysis an excep- 
tion and not the rule, The greenhorn arriving at Alex- 
andria Bay eagerly prepares his tackle the morning after his 
afrival, and, engaging a boat and an experienced man, starts 
out with visions of forty-pounders in his mind, and after 
trolling for miles and miles comes in with a black bass or 
two and a dozen perch, but nary a muscalonge. Occasion- 
ally one is caught, which is exhibited to the guests of the 
hotels that crowd down on the Janding to look at him, and 
is utilized to fire the ambition of the discouraged tenderfoot 
whose enthusiasm is on the wane. After a big fishis caught, 
business with the boatmen revives for a day or two. 

After tea, obserying the gentlemen strolling over across 
the street toward a brick building and disappear through a 
side door, Il asked mine host Hitchcock what he had over 
there. ‘Oh, we go over to the billiard room to smoke and 
tell fish stories; some people call it ‘the liars’ retreat.’” 
Strolling over, 1 found a large bar and billiard room, with 
plenty of old-fashioned rocking chairs and the fishermen all 
comfortably seated, smoking, while a sprinkling of villagers 
and boaimen stood around, leaning against the har on their 
elbows, listening to the talk and occasionally chipping in. 
They seemed to be utilized to confirm any rather dubious 
boasts of the exploits of the narrator, ‘‘Isn’t that so, Jim; 
didn’t I catch twenty 10-pounders that day?” To which Jim, 
after expectorating, deliberately shooting at a distant spit- 
toon and missing if, would say, ‘‘You did, Cap.” It was 
observable that Jim’s evidence was not particularly convinc- 
ing. Probably he had been doing duty as a reference all 
summer, and his testimony had become a little stale by repe- 
tition, 
From fish stories they got to telling stories on each other, 

and some hilherto mysteries were brought to light, some ot 
them rather damaging to the reputations of the character of 
the sportsmen present. Our host proved to be a jolly nag 
and fond of a joke, not behind in telling a good-story an 
with a hearty infectious laugh. One of his stories is good 
enough to repeat: Some chap about the village bought a 
large pickerel which he was taking home tor his Sunday 
finner, wrapped up in a newspaper, but being struck with 
a tremendous thirst he stopped in at a grocery with the usual 
back room, laying his fish down on a barrel. The chap who 
kept the store being blessed with an inquisitive turn of mind 
unrolled the parcel and looked at the fish. His wide ex- 
tended jaws suggested a joke on the owner. Probably he 
had read Mark Twain’s story of the jumping frog of Cala- 
yveras, for he scooped up a handful of beans out of a barrel 
hard by, and poured them down the throat of the pickerel 
until he was full, and then with the end of a broom handle 
packed them down. Presently the owner came out, wiping 
off his chin, and picking up his fish went home, 

The next morning he came rushing into the grocery in a 
high state of excitement and declared he had made a won- 
derful discovery, ‘What?’ ‘Did you ever hear that pick- 
erel would eat beans?” ‘‘Beans! What about _ beans?” 
“Why, do you know when I dressed that pickerel this morn- 
ing that I had here last night I found about a pint of beans 
in him.” ‘‘You did?” ‘‘Yes.” ‘‘Well, what is there so 
strange about that? Didn’t you know that pickerel were 
very fond of beans, and that they are the best bait you could 
use? I thought every fool knew that. Why, when I was 
a boy our garden ran down to the edge of the lake, and the 
old man, about the time the beans were ripe, used to make 
me and my brother Jim take turns watching the bean pateh 
to keep the pickerel out. The critters would come on moon- 
light nights and get under the fence at the edge of the water 
and flop up into the patch, and Jim and I would spear ‘em 
with the pitchfork, and we had pickerel to feed to the hogs.” 
The next day the credulous victim was discovered out in a 
boat fishing away with a whole row of beans strung on his 
hook, anxiously waiting for a bite. Yarns of fishing and 
shooting whiled away the evening until bedtime, when all 
adjourned over to the stone house and turned in. 

‘To the sportsman jn quest of a quiet summer home, with 
the finest water privilege in the world, good fishing, sailing, 
good liying, and what is important, at moderate cost, there 
is no place so near, so easily reached af small cost, as this 
little stone hotel of our host Hitchcock, By taking the even- 
ing train by the New York Central or West Shore (if the 
latter has arranged its connections), via Schenectady, Utica, 
Rome, etc,, you reach Cape Vincent early next day (about 
10 o’clock) at a cost of $8.50 for fare, sleeper extra, of course. 
On arriving at. Vincent, go on board the little steamer Maud, 
which goes through an old canal, saving going entirely 
around Wolf Island. She will land you at Marysville, dis- 
tant from Vincent by this route six or seyen miles (fare, $1), 
and five minutes’ walk from Hitchcock’s. You wil] find him 
on the wharf, with a boat ready io take you, with your bag- 
gage, and land you on the platform constituting his back 
ard. The house accommodates about fifteen or twenty 

guests. The rooms are ncatly and comfortably furnished, 
beds good and table excellent. Itis free and easy; that is to 
say, one can lonnge around in old clothes, smoke a pipe, 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

row, tish, sleep, or do neither; can sit out over the water in 
an old-fashioned rocker, read, doze, and take solid comfort. 
The ladies can sil on the back porch (or front), sew, chat, 
tell their experiences, compare notes, in calico dresses and 
Mother Hubbards, relieved of the discomfort of being dressed 
up in mashing costumes. 

There are several nice boats on the platferm ready to be 
launched for a vow, and bhoatmen to row them if wanted, 
with comfortable arm-chairs for seats, and many beautiful 
shady, wooded points near or further away for pic-nics; 
always shade, always good fishing. The charges are but $7 
or 48 per week for all this comfort, 

In October the shooting is good. Black ducks are to be 
found in the marshes bordering on the old canal; also snipe, 
and cn the land there is abont this time great flights of yel- 
low-legs and pigeon plover. An old farmer told us that if 
we would come to his house (situated on the east side of the 
island about midway) any time during October he would 
promise us fine duck shooting and the finest plover shooting 
possible to be found anywhere. By way of variety excur- 
sions can be made in almost any direction, Kingston is but 
two or three miles distant, reached by the steamboats several 
times a day. The St. Lawrence, a fine new boat, makes 
daily trips to Alexandria and returning. From Kingston, a 
steamer runs to Toronto, 
Ne more delightful trip can be made: than that by steamer 

from Kingston to Montreal, taking in the beautiful scenery 
of the river and giving one a sensation in running the rapids 
about which so much has been written, very exciting and 
With just enough of the element of danger to make it inter- 
esting. Only a good staunch boat, well handled, can run 
these rapids safely, but it is no great trick to go from Cape 
Vincent to Montreal in a good new boat, such as those in 
general use all along the river. A cool head and a steady 
hand at the oars, and by keeping close inshore, the rapids 
can be run with comparative safety. A paddle is better than 
oars On account of being able to see where you are going. 
You don’t need much propelling power, all that is required 
is to keep your boat straight anil let her go and she will go 
fast enough to suit anybody. Nothing could be more excit- 
ing and delightful than such a trip to the skillful boatman. 
The wonder is that yachtsmen do not strike out for these 

waters, for no more delightful excursion or summer trip can 
be imagined than to ascend the St, Lawrence to Lake Ontario, 
thence through the Welland Canal into Lake Erie, and so on 
to the westerly end of Superior, The canals around the 
rapids have sufficient depth to enable a yacht of any reason- 
able draft to pass through, and when in the river the current 
is no obstacle to good progress with an ordinary breeze, and 
the navigation is simple and easy. There are safe harbors 
anywhere, and good anchorage under the lee of the innum- 
erable islands. If would be particularly delightful in a steam 
yacht, as you are independent of wind and current. Steam 
may be excused under certain circumstances eyen by a 
yachtsman. 

The gentlemen that had been out fishing from the Stone 
House recorded tour hundred bass as their cateh—for how 
many days I did not learn, but inferred the fishing did not 
extend over a very long period. None ever seemed to come 
in empty-handed; they all had fish. 

The writer proposes to try it on next season, and (D. VY.) be- 
come one of Hitchcock’s family, aud to stay until the dogs 
are set on him, PODGERS. 

Batuyal History. 

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ 

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS. 

apse second congress of the American Ornithologists’ 
Union met in the American Museum of Natural 

History, in New York city, Sept. 80, 1884, the session lasting 
three days. 

The meeting wag called to order at 11:30 A. M., on Tues- 
day, Sept. 80, 1884, by the President, Mr. J. A. Allen, 

The members present during the session were: J. A. 
‘Allen, H. B. Bailey, Chas. F. Batchelder, Eugene P. Bick- 
nell, William Brewster, Montague Chamberlain, Dr. Elliott 
Coues, D. G. Elliot, Dr. A. K. Fisher, Colonel N. 8. Goss, 
Dr, J. B. Holder, Dr. C, Hart Merriam, Robert Ridgway, 
Thomas S. Roberts, John H. Sage, Geo, B. Sennett, Dr. 
Leonhard. Stejneger. . 

Dr. Coues called attention to the presence of the eminent 
British ornithologists, Dr, Philip Lutley Sclater and Mr. 
Howard Saunders; and the President, Mr. Allen, expressed 
the gratification of the Union at the high compliment thus 
paid it, and extended to these gentlemen, and also to Mr. 
William Sclater and the Rev. E. P. Knubley (of the British 
Ornithologists’ Union), a cordial and earnest invitation to 
take part in the deliberations of the Union. 

The associate members present were Mr, William Dutcher, 
Mr, Fred T. Jencks, and Dr. Howard Jones, Mr. Napoleon 
A. Comeau, one of the Union’s most valuable observers of 
bird migration, was also present, having come all the way 
from his home on Godbout River—at the entrance of the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence on fhe vorth shore—a distance of 
about a thousand miles. f 
The Secretary (Dr. Merriam), in presenting his report, 

gave the following summary of the present status of mem- 
bership (as derived from official acceptances In the several 
classes): Active 44, foreign 20, corresponding 16, associate 
63. The Secretary spoke of the very cordial manner in 
which the distinguished ‘foreign members had responded to 
the notifications of their election, and the kind expressions 
in which they had predicted for the Union a Jong and use- 
ful career. He also called attention to the loss sustained by 
the Union in the death of Dr. Hermann Schlegel, Director 
of the Royal Museum of Leyden, Holland, one of its most 
honored foreign members, and of two Associates, Edgar A. 
Small, of Hagerstown, Maryland, and H,. G. Vennor, of 
Montreal. 

The Council recommended for active membership Dr, 
Leonhard Stejneger, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 
D. C.; Mr, Otto Widmann, St. Louis, Missouri; Prof. W. 
W. Cooke, Indian Territory; Capt. Thos. W. Blakiston, late 
of Japan, and a member of the British Ornithologists’ Union, 
now a4 resident of the United States. 

The Council recommended that the Union confer the 
honor of foreign membership—the highest gift within its 

power—upon the following ornithologists of world-wide re- 
nown: Heinrich Gitke, Heligoland; Dr. W. Taczanowski, 
Russia; Henry Seebohm, England; Howard Saunders, Eng- 

land; Dr. H, Burmeister, Brazil. : 
The Council recommended for corresponding member- 

ship: Dr. J. G. Cooper, Califarnia; W. E, D, Scott, Ari- 
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zona; Dr, C, Aljum, Germany; Dr. John Anderson, F.R.5., 
India; U. Bachofen von Echt, Austria; W, T. Blanford, 
E.R 8., London; Dr. Louis Bureau, France; Major HE. A. 
Butler, Ireland; Dr. Edouard Baldamus, Germany; Dr. R, 
Blasius, Germany; Dr. Wilhelm Blasius, Germany; Dr, Bog- 
danow, Russia; John Cordeaux, England; Dr. Alphonse 
Dubois, Belgium; Major H, W.. Feilden, London; Dr. Victor 
Fatio, Switzerland: Dr. A, Girtanncr, Switzerland; Dr. 
Hans Gadow, England; Col. A. H. Godwin-Austin, london; 
Edward Hargitt, London; Dr. Julius yon Haast, New Zea- 
land; Dr, E. Holub, Austria; Dr. C. F. Homeyer, Germany; 
Dr. G, F. W. Krukenberg, Germany; Dr. Theobald J, Kru- 
per, Greece; BH, L. Layard, New Caledonia; Graf A. F. Mar- 
schall, Austria; Dr. A, B. Meyer, Germany; Dr. Julius von 
Madarasz, Budapest; Dr. M, Menzbier, Russia; Dr. A. von 
Mojsiscovics, Gratz; Dr. A. J. Malmgren, Finland; Dr. A. 
von Middendorff, Russia; E. W. Oates, London; Col, N. ° 
Prejevalsky, Russia; Dr. R. Philippi, Chili; Dr. Gustay 
Radde, Russia; Dr. Leopold von Schrenck, Russia; E.. P. 
Ramsay, Australia; Dr, Anton Reichenow, Germany; Capt. 
G. Ii. Shelly, London; Baron Edmund De Selys-Longehamps, 
Belgium; Dr, Herman Shalow, Germany; Dr, W. Severtzow, 
Russia; Rey. Canon H. B. Tristram, England; Count Victor 
von Tschusi, Hungary; Prof. A. Duges, Mexico; Sr. Don 
José Zelédon, Costa Rica; Dr. Hjalmar Theel, Sweden; 
Henry Stevenson, England; Francis Nicholson, England, 

It was then stated that in view of asuggested amendment 
to the Constitution (presently to be announced) the Council 
did not deem it expedient to elect a large number of associ- 
ate members at the present session. The following nomina- 
tions only were presented: Hdward A. Bangs, Cambridge, 
Mass, ; Outram Bangs, Cambridge, Mass.; Dr. Abbott Frazar, 
Cambridge, Mass.; Lloyd McKim Garrison, New York; 
George B. Greenway, Syracuse, N. Y.; Gurdon Trumbull, 
Hartford, Conn,; Dr. Rawlins Young. The Secretary then 
presented, in behalf of the Council, five proposed amend- 
ments to the Constitution, 

Hlection of members being in order, it was moved by Dr, 
Coues and unanimously carried that the Secretary be in- 
structed to cast the affirmative ballot of the Union for the 
names recommended by the Council for the several classes — 
of membership, They were so elected. The President next 
ealled for the 

REPORT OF COMMITTER ON PROVISION OF NOMBPNCLATURE 

AND OLASSIFIGATION OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS. 

Dr. Elliott Coues, chairman of the committee, stated that 
the committee had held a number of meetings and-had pre- 
pared au elaborate report, which he was about toread. The 
work had been divided by the formation of the fwo sub-com- 
mittecs, one (consisting of Messrs. Ridgway, Brewster, and 
Henshaw) to determine the status of species and sub-species; 
the other (consisting of Mr. Allen and Dr, Cones) to formu- 
Jate the canous of nomenclature and classification adopted by 
the committee. He also expressed the indebtedness of the 
committee to Dr. Leonhard Stejneger for determining many 
points in synonomy, and for other aid, 

Dr, Coues then read 77 evtenso the report of the sub-com- 
mittee on codification of canons of nomenclature and classifi- 
cation, as adopted by the full committee. The reading occu- 
pied about an hour and a half. Mr, Ridgway continued the 
report by reading the list of species prepared by the sub- 
committee on the status of species and sub-species, and 
adopted by the full committee, 
REPORT OF THE COMMITTER ON THE ELIGIBILITY OR IN- 

BLIGIBILITY OF THH HUROPHAN HOUSH SPAR- 

ROW ON AMERICA. 

Dr. J. B, Holder, chairman of the committee, presented a 
very full and interesting report, stating that a circular of in- 
quiry had been printed, and about 1,000 copies circulated in 
Canada and the United States. Particular pains had been 
taken to secure evidence from those who advocated the 
cause of the sparrow. A large number of the retuins had 
been received and the evidence for and against the natural- 
ized exotic had been carefully sifted and summarized. The 
result overwhelmingly demonstrated that the sum of its in- 
jurious qualities far-exceeds and cancels the sum of its bene- 
ficial qualities. In other words, it was the verdict of the 
committee that the European house sparrow is not an eligible 
bird in North America. 'The Union sustained the decision 
of the committee. 

Mr. Chamberlain said that the house sparrow had only 
recently invaded New Brunswick, where it was not known 
a year ago. He said that abouta thousand of ihem sud- 
denly appeared at Fredrickton about six weeks ago, and im- 
mediately broke up into small flocks, distributing themselves 
over all parts of the town. 

REPORT OF COMMITTER ON FAUNAL AREAS. 
Mr. J, A. Allen, chairman of the committee, presented a 

report of progress, stating that North America had been 
divided into several districts, each of which had been placed ° 
in charge of a member of the committee, as follows: Arctic 
and British America and the northern tier of States border- 
ing the Great Lakes, from New York to Minnesota inchu-ive, 
were being worked by Dr. O, Hart Merriam; Canada, south 
of the St. Lawrence, and New England; by Mr, Arthur P. 
Chadbourne; the Eastern and Middle States, from New Jer- 
sey to Florida, and west to the Mississippi River, hy Dr. A. 
K. Fisher; the Rocky Mountain region by Dr. Edgar A. 

Mearns, and the Pacific region by L Belding. It was the 

plan of the committee, first, to collate and tabulate the 

required data from all published sources; second, to avail 
itself in like manner of the material contained in. the returns 
of the observers of bird migration (this privilege having been 

sranted by the Committee on Bird Migrasion); third, to illus- 

trate the facts thus obtained by colored maps showing the 

summer and winter range of each species; and, fourth, to 

generalize the final results and place thesame bifore the 

Union, accompanied by colored charts showing, with as 

much precision and detail as possible, the exact limits of the 

several faunal areas in North America. 
The chair stated that we were honored by one of the 

world’s most distinguished students of the geographical dis- — 

tribution of animals, and hoped Dr. Sclater would favor the 

Union with a few remarks. Dr. Sclater said he was very 

clad to know that North America, which he knew as the 

Nearctic Region, was being worked in so thorough a manner 

by so competent a committee. He said that the study of 

the distribution of animals was certainly not the least im- 

portant of the various departments of scientific research, 

and that the results of the Jabors of this committee could _ 

not fail to be of great interest and value. ’ 

On motion of Dr, Merriam the name of this committee 

was changed from a “Committee on Faunal Areas” to a 

“QGommittee on the Geographical Distribution of North ~ 

American Birds.” 
It was moved by Mr. Brewster and unanimously carried 
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that a committee be appointed by the chair for the protec- 
tion of North American birds and their eggs against wanton 
nd indiscriminate destruction; the committee to consist of 

S1X persons, with power to increase its membership and to 
20-operate with other existing protective associations having 

Aimilar objects in view. 
Remarks followed by Messrs. Brewster, Chamberlain, 

Cones, Goss, Merriam and Sennett. The president appointed 
on this committee Messrs. Wm, Brewster, E. P. Bicknell, 
Dr, Geo. Bird Grinuell, H. A, Purdie, Wm. Dutcher and 
Fred A. Ober, 
_ Under the head of scientific papers and remarks, Dr. 
Merriam spoke of the capture, just three weeks previous 
(Sept. 19), of a second specimen of the wheatear (Sacicola 
—wnanthe) at Godhout, on the north shore of the mouth of the 
St. Lawrence, by Mr. Napoleon A, Comeau. Mr. Comeau 
exhibited the specimen, a handsome male, and remarked 
“uponits tameness. The first specimen (a notice of which 
appeared in the July Awk, p. 295) be shot in the same place 
onthe 18th of May last, Mr, Comeau also spoke of the 
capture, at Godbout, of a specimen of the ‘European house 
sparrow (Passer domesticus), this record extending the known 
tange of the species, on the north shore of the St. Lawrence 
by about 250 miles. Dr, Leonhard Stejneger exhibited a 

‘specimen of willow grouse or ptarmigan from Newfound- 
Jand. He considered it a new geographical race, differing 
from the continental form chiefly in the dark color upon its 
primaries. Mr, Brewster remarked that he had recently ex- 
amined a series of nearly 150 specimens of the ptarmigan 
from Newfoundland and had noticed the peculiarities 
mentioned but did not deem them constant. He was 
inclined to regard the characters mentioned as seasonal, 

“and possibly to some extent individual. Dr. Stejneger 
replied that this coloration of the wing feathers 
could not possibly be seasonal, as they (the primaries) were 
moulted but once a year. Dr, Merriam stated that during a 

recent visit to Newfoundland he had examined a very large 
“number of willow grouse in the flesh (probably not less than 
800), and was still engaged in investigating the change of 
color in this species, His studies led him to disagree with 
Dr. Stejneger’s last statement, He (Dr, Merriam) was con- 
yinced that change in color in individual feathers did take 
place, both independent of and coincident with the moult, 
Mr. D. G. Elliot agreed with Dr. Merriam n considering the 
change of color of individual feathers an established fact. 
Many years ago, when preparing his ‘‘Monograph of the 
Tetraonide,” Prof. Baird sent him specimens of this ptar- 
migan from Newfoundland with the request that he describe 
it us a new species. But Mr, Elliot did not regard the bird 
as distinct. He therefore sent Prof. Baird a series of skins 
which convinced the latter of the identity of the Newfound- 
land with the continental bird. An animated discussion fol- 
lowed, and was participated in hy Messrs. Brewster, Comeau, 
Coues, Elliot, Merriam, Ridgway, and Stejneger. 

[v0 BE CONTINUED. | 

ADIRONDACK MAMMALS. 

8 noted some weeks since, the second yolume of the 
Transactions of the Linnean Society of New York 

has been received, It well fulfils the promise given by its 
predecessor, of which we spoke, when it appeared, in high 
terms. ‘The present yolume contains another instalment of 
Dr. Merriam’s ‘‘ Vertebrates of the Adirondack Region, North- 
eastern New York,” being the concluding portion of the 
Mammatia. There is also a shorter paper, in which the same 
entleinan describes a new genus and species of the Sorecida 

tiaphaise bendirit), and the frontispiece of the volume 
presents us with a likeness of this type. 

jt is a matter for congratulation that so rich a field for 
observation as is the Adirondack region should have heen 
undertaken by an observer so accurate, so careful, and so 
enthusiastic as Dr. Merriam. There remain now, on this 
side ihe Mississippi Valley at least, but few localities where 
man has been so little successful in exterminating the indi- 
genous mammialia as in the Adirondacks,and it therefore 
presents to the naturalist great attractions. 

Dr. Merriam’s present contribution begins with the Cervi- 
dm and goes through the Mammalia. From advance sheets 
of this volume, we presented to our readers some months ago 
his articles on the deer family, and they were thus enabled 
to see for themselves how thorough a knowledge the author 
has of those of the group which are found in the Adiron- 

_dacks, and how attractively he presents this knowledge. 
We present a list of the species treated in this volume: 

Virginia deer, moose, elk, fossil horse, fossil elephant, star- 
nosed mole, shrew mole, Brewer’s mole, short-tailed shrew, 
Cooper's shrew, broad-nosed shrew, hoary bat, red bat, dusky 
bat, silver-haired bat, little brown bat, flying squirrel, north- 
ern flying squirrel, red squirrel, gray squirrel, fox squirrel, 
chipmunk, woodchuck, heaver, rat, house mouse, field 
mouse, red-backed mouse, meadow mouse, muskrat, jump- 
ing mouse, porcupine, great Northern hare, Southern rang- 
ing hare and gray rabbit. 

Tt is a fact well known to all observers that, while there is 
little difficulty in accumulating material for a reasonably 
‘complete life-history of most of the larger mammals, it is by 
no means easy to get together the facts in relation to those 

Whenever its course was impeded by the feet of the chairs, 
hich were of large size, it would not go round them, but 
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wedging itself between them and the wall, pushed them with 
apparent ease far enough to obtain a free passage, and it 
thus continued to move several in succession, hat was 
more astonishing, it passed in a similar manner behind the 
Jegs of a small mahogany breakfast table, and pushed it aside 
in the same way it had done the chairs, finally hiding itself 
behind a pile of quarto volumes, more than two feet high, 
which it also moved out from the wall.’} Now I have made 
a pile just two feet high, of quarto volumes, and find that 
to move it on a smooth, painted floor requires a force of 
eighteen pounds (avoirdupois), and ona carpet, of twenty- 
two pounds. In order to display a degree of streneth pro- 
portionate tothe difference in weight of the two, a man 
would haye to exert a push pressure of twelve thousand 
pounds.” 

His remarks on this species conclude with an explanation 
of erroneous notions concerning the food of the mole. 

‘Tt is unfortunate,” he says, ‘(for the mole at any rate) 
that the farmers and gardeners stiil cling to the mistaken 
notion that the mole eats the roots of vegetables and other 
plants. In support (f this view they affirm that they have 
followed the galleries of these animals along rows of garden 
plants and have found some of the roots gnawed entirely 
off and others more or less injured. Granted; but this is 
circumstantial and presumptive evidence only, and is nega- 
tived by the facts hereinafter related, The truth of the 
matter is this: The mole follows the rows of plants in order 
to obtain the insects that gather in the rich soil about their 
roots, and doubtless injures a few by loosening the earth 
around them, or possibly even by scratching them in his 
efiorts to procure the grubs, 

“Presently a field mouse (Aroteola) comes along and dis- 
covers the gallery of the mole. It is just the right size, or 
perhaps a trifle large, so he enters without delay and is de- 
lighted to find that it leads directly to his favorite articles of 
diet, the roots of garden vegetables. It is this abundant 
and destructive pest that does the mischief, while the poor 
mole gets the credit of it and very likely loses his head in 
consequence, 

“As bearing upon this subject, 1 quote from the pen of 
Samuel Woodruff, Esq., some evidence that may fairly be 
regarded as conclusive. Mr. Woodruti commences by stat- 
ing that he had always supposed the mole to be herbivorous, 
and now that the contrary had been asserted, determined to 
prove the matter by actual experiment as soon as he could 
obtain a subject, Having finally procured ‘a full-grown, 
healthy and vigorous mole’ of this species, he goes on to say: 
‘L confined him in a wooden box about two feet square, 
placing on the bottom six or eight inches depth of earth, and 
before him a potato, a beet, a carrot, a parsnip, turnip, and 
an apple. 

‘Early next morning I found him exceedingly languid 
and apparently exhausted, barely able to turn himself over 
when placed on his buck. All the vegetables remained 
whole, none having been bitten, I then presented him the 
head and whole neck of a fowl with the feathers on; he in- 
stantly seized it, and fed upon it with great avidity. I found 
him the next morning plump, strong and active; nothing left 
of the head and neck of the fowl except the beak, part of the 
skuJl and bones of the neck, the latter being gnawed and 
stripped of all the flesh. I then Jeft him with a whole 
chicken about the size of a quail. The next day I found, 
upon examination, nothing lett of the chicken with the ex 
ception of the beak, wing feathers and a few of the larger 
bones. I then treated him to the head, neck and entrails of 
another fowl. He first devoured the entrails, and after that 
the head and neck, with the exceptions as stated in the ‘first 
instance. Satistied with this course, | changed his regimen 
on the eyening of the 17th from flesh to cheese, with the 
addition of a potato boiled with meat; the animal was then 
full and vigorous. The next morning I found him dead, the 
cheese and potatoes as I had left them, none of which had 
been eaten. The helly and sides of the mole were mueh 
contracted and depressed. 

‘During the whole time of his confinement he had been 
well supplied with water and ice. The whole of the vegeta- 
bles put into the box remained unbitten. 

‘The result of this experiment has removed from my mind 
all doubts respecting the character and habits of this singu- 
lar animal fs * * it is clearly not herbivorous, 
and may be truly ranged among carnivorous animals.’*” 

In all that pertains to the mechanical execution of the 
present volume of the Transactions of the Linnean Society, 
praise must be spoken. Copies may be obtained of Myr. N. 
T. Lawrence, of 4 Pine street. Price, paper, $2. 

tAmerican Natural History, by John D, Godman, M.D., Vol. I., 
1842, p. 64. 

*dmerican Journal of Science and Art, Vol. XXVIIL., No. 1, pp, 169 
70 -170. 

Nore on THE Rurrep Grousn.—Lditor Forest and 
Stream: As all our books on ornithology state that the 
rufied grouse neyer have but eighteen feathers in the tail, I 
inclose you one with twenty, to show that there are excep- 
tions to the rule. This is not a solitary case, as I find that 
the old males quite frequently have twenty. I haye shot 
two others within a short time which had this nnmber, You 
will not.ce that-this is the color of the very reddest phase of 
the so-called Oregon grouse. I have examples from Oregon 
of their reddest and lightest varieties, and can match either 
in this State——Maniy Harpy. [The books give eighteen 
as the normal number of tail feathers in the genus Bonasa, 
but there are some groups of birds, among which may be 
named certain grouse and geese, in which the number of 
rectrices is not constant, but may be two more or two less 
than what is regarded as the normal number. | 

RECENT ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZoonoGicaL GARDEN.— 
Purchased—Two white-eared conures (Conwrus leucotis), two yellow- 
headed conures (Conwrus jendaya), oue green-billed toucan (Ram- 
phastos dicolorus), two jackdaws (Corvus monedula), one sulphur- 
breasted toucan (Ramphastos carinzius), two European magpies 
(Pica candata), one European bluejay (Garrulus glandurius), one 
pee grebe (Podilymbus podiceps), and one fish hawk (Pandion 
aliaétus), Presented—One opossum and six young (Didelphys vir- 

giniana), two prairie dogs (Cynomes ludavicianus), one red-tailed 
hawk (Buteo borealis), one red and blue macaw (Ara macwo), one alli- 
gator (Alligator mississsippiensis), one land tortoise (Cistudo clausa), 
and one painted terrapin (Chupemys picta). Born in the Garden— 
Sixteen diamond rattlesnakes (Crotalus adamanteus). 

The owner of a valuable Newfoundland dog was amusing 
himselt while walking along the shore of the bay at San 
Francisco the other day by throwing sticks into the water and 
sending his dog after them. He threw a piece of wood far out 
into the water and bade his dog go for it, Nothing loth, the 
animal plunged in and in a few minutes reached the stick, 
which he clutched in his mouth. Just as he was turning back 
he uttered a yelp, and his master saw his faithful dog, after-a 
brief struggle. disappear from sight, though the commotion in 
the water lasted for sometime. A shark had gobbled him, 

‘through the 
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Gane Bag and Gun. 

“ROCKY MOUNTAIN JIM.” 

Hor SuLpHur Sprinas, Col., Sept. 28, 1884. 

EADERS of Forest anp Stream who were schoolboys 
forty years ago may remember the story of a hunter 

upon the headwaters of the Missouri River, who killed a 
formidable grizzly bear with a knife in a hand to hand en- 
counter, Jt was a death struggle for one or both of the com- 
batants, but the man came out alive. The story was illus- 
trated and the tableau presented was a very <triking one to 
the ayerage boy. Twenty years later it was my fortune to 
make the acquaintance, in the Rocky Mountains, of James 
Nugent, better Known as ‘Rocky Mountain Jim,” who 
claimed to be the hero of the story above referred to. Jim 
was a regular, and a very ideal, mountaineer. He had 
trapped and hunted all over the great plains, and all through 
the mountains from the Mississippi River to the Pacific 
Ocean, extending his adventures into Mexico on the south 
and British America on the north. Of course he was full of 
stories, but his general reputation for truth and veracity was 
exceptionally good as applying to that class of men. Be- 
coming well acquainted with him, which acquaintance con- 
tinued for a number of years, I never had reason to doubt 
that he was really the man he claimed to be; especially as he 
became subsequently the chief actor in a similar encounter 
of which I had personal knowledge and which I will proceed 
to relate further on. 

Some years after the settlement of Colorado, Jim in a 
freat measure gave up his roving life and eventually took 
up 4 ranche claim in the mountains just east of Estes Park, 
near the foot of Long’s Peak, He built a rude cabin, gath- 
ered a few head of stock about him and lived in a precarious 
way from occasional earnings as guide or hunter for parties 
and from such game as the vicinity afforded. Years were 
creeping on and Jim was growing infirm, but he could not 
give up the habit, and once or twice a year he would strike 
out alone, to be absent for days or weeks in the wilderness, 
to renew and enjoy the adventures and excitement of his 
more youthful days, One of his favorite resorts upon such 
excursions was Middle Park, the great basin west of the 
dividing snowy range from which flows out Grand River, 
the eastern fork of the great Colorado of the West. This 
region was then alive with all sorts of large gamé, and en 
tirely unpeopled except by roving Indians and occasional 
nomadic white men. 

On the Fourth of July, 1870, in company with a friend, 
I came over from Denver to unfurl the Stars and Stripes 
from the summit of Mount Bross, at the foot of which I 
now write. We duly performed that task with appropriate 
ceremony, and on the 5th of July set out on horseback for 
Grand Lake, which lies twenty-five miles further up the 
river. Shortly before reaching there, at the crossing of the 
North Fork, we met “Judge” Wescott, a well-known char- 
acter, who had several years before settled at the lake, where 
he lived a regulary hermit life, mainly upon the trout it so 
abundantly supplies. The ‘Judge” was much excited, and 
said Mountain Jim was at his cabin ‘“‘all torn up by a bear,” 
He was going down the Park to hunt for a doctor, and we, 
fortunately, were able to tell him that a pleasure party had 
passed across the Park a day or two before en route to Lost 
Lake, with which was Dr. Pollock, an ex army surgeon. 
Wescott begged for one of our horses to ride, but we were 
obliged to refuse him, as they were badly worn and we had 
along, hard ride yet before us after visiting the lake. Be- 
sides, he could make fully as gond time on foot, and we 
agreed to hurry forward and take care of the wounded man 
until he returned with the doctor. 
Upon reaching the cabin we found a man, bearing little 

semblance to a human creature, raying crazy, covered with 
wounds from head to foot. They had become feverish and 
swollen, and to add to the agony they would naturally pro- 
duce, such of them as could beso treated had been bound 
up with old dirty tent-cloth drawn tightly and stitched with 
needle and thread. These bandages had been applied dry, 
and those who have had amy experience in such things can 
imagine the sufferings of the patient after a couple of hours’ 
torture. We quickly ripped off the bandages, and with ice- 
cold water from the Jake, plentifully applied, soon brought 
him around toarational state of mind. Although com- 
pletely blind, Jim immediately recognized the writer by his 
yoice and called me by name, although he could have had 
no expectation of my being within a hundred miles. Appro- 
priating our handkerchiefs and such other of our clothing 
as was suitable for the purpose as wet cloths, constantly 
saturated and frequently changed, upon the worst of his 
wounds, we soon had iy in a comparatively comfortable 
state, although he frequently relapsed into delirium all 

day and night. But in his rational moments 
he gave a history of his last bear fight, which had occurred 
that, morning. 
He had come into Middle Park for his periodical hunt; had. 

reached the mouth of the south fork of the Grand the 
evening before and went intocamp, which act consisted of 
unsaddling his mule and kindling a fire. Near by there was 
a little salt spring or ‘‘deer lick,” and as Jim wanted some 
yenison, he stopped there to obtain it. The next morning at 
daylight he started on foot for the “‘lick,” armed only with a 
double-action, five-chambered French revolver, of large cali- 
ber, with which he was in the habit of shooting deer. His 
course was along a little valley, or “draw,” in which were 
belts and clumps of willows. A little collie dog that, had fol- 
lowed him from home was at his heels or dodging about 
among the willows, He had got within sight of the spring 
and a number of deer were there, and he was stalking them 
to get a nearer shot, when suddenly the dog burst out of the 
willows about fifteen feet distant, and rushed for his master. 
At the deg’s heels came a monstrous ciunamon bear, and be- 
hind her two smal] cubs. When the bear saw the man she 
gaye no further attention to the dog, but rushed upon Jim, 
open-mouthed, and rising upon her hind feet as she came, 
Planting her paws directly against his shoulders in front, 
she at the same moment seized his face and head between her 
jaws, bearing him to the ground and resting her immense 
weight upon hisbody, The attack was so sudden and fero- 
cious that he had no time to turn or move or fire the pistol 
that was ready in his hand, but as he struck the 
ground he began shooting, with the muzzle against 
the brute’s body, and cuntinued until the explosions 
ceased, and the weapon only snapped as the eylin- 
der revolyed. Then memory failed, and when Jim next 
became conscious the sun was shining hot in his face; he 
lay helpless in a poolof blood, and was saturated from head 
to foot with the sanguinary fluid. There was no bear in 
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sight. Painfally he dragged himself back to his camping 
place, caught his mule and set out along the trail for Grand 
Lake, ten miles distant, which was the nearest place at 
which he could ever hope to find a human being, He said 
that several times on the way he could hear people halloo- 
ing, bui he conld not answer their call or find them—the 
yagaties of deljium, Then, again, he would find himself 
lying in the grass or bushes beside the trail, and his faithful 
mule standing by his side. He would clamber on to its 
back and resume his almdst hopeless journey. He had to 
ford ywo rivers and several smaller streams. When he 
reached jhe lake Wescott was out upon the water some dis- 
tance fishing from atait, Seeing the bloody apparition, his 
first thought was Indians, and he pushed his craft further 
from shore; but after atime he hecame conyinced that it 
was a white man, came ashore, and rendered such assistance 
as he was able. 

About 2 o’clock in the morumg the doctor came and began 
dressing Jim’s wounds. They numbered over fifty, and ex- 
tended from the top of his head to the ends of his toes, The 
one that distressed him most was a bite entirely through the 
elbow joint of the left arm, This gave him great pain. The 
one most serious in after effect was a cut across the forehead 
from just above the right eax to a point between and above 
the eyes, from which the scalp was torn downward over the 
face so far that it tore out the right eye. A similar eut on 
the back of the head allowed the scalp to be turned down in 
the same manner like a flap. A deep cut over the left eye 
had closed that organ entirely, The bear appeared to 
“have grasped the whole length of his face at one bite, the 
lower jaw catching him wnder the chin and the upper jaw 
across the forehead. The other wounds were more or Jess 
serious; many having to be stitched up by the surgeon. 
As he became more and more rational, Jim grew concerned 

about his right eye—asked repeatedly if it was destroyed, 
Hope was held out as long as possible, but at Jast, after all 
his wounds had been dressed and he-was as comfortable as 
he could be made under the circumstances, the doctor replied 
to the offen repeated question: “I'm afraid, Jim, you will 
neyer be able to use that eye much more.” Then Jim 
solemnly dedicated his remaining eye and the balance of his 
life to the destruction of bears. 

The next day brought a number of visitors to the lake, 
and among them an old army hospital nurse, who was hired 
to take care of Jim, In thirty days he mounted his mule 
aud rode back alone to his cabin home on the other side of 
the range, fully a hundred miles by the route he had to fol- 
low. Seeing Jim in good hands, my friend and myself went 
to hunt for the bear, which, it is hardly necessary to say, we 
expected to find dead, but we did net find it at all. How- 
ever, it has never been seen since that time, while for years 
before i had been met and run from alarmingly often, This 
particular bear, notorious in the neighborhcod for years, 
was described as being ‘‘as large as a mule,” 

This would seem a fitting place to end the story, but as 
some readers may wish to know the end of Jim, who was a 
noted character in his time aud range, I will add a couple 
of paragraphs more. 

J next saw him at his cabin in 1872. Its walls were lined 
With skins of bears, cougars and other wild animals. The 
surroundings were littered with traps, heads, shanks and 
the varied débrts that usually characterize a hunter's camp, 
from which arose a perfume not of Araby or Cologne, 
Two years later Jim had an unpleasantness with an Eng- 

lishman named Hague, for whom he had been a guide. A 
war of words led to mutual threats and notice to be ready 
when next they met. Hague took refuge with a neighbor— 
Griff Hyans—and telling his fears, and asked Hyans to pro- 
tect his life. A day or two after Jim rode up io Hvans’s 
house with a rifle across his saddle bow. While getting off his 
horse Evans shot him, lodging a ball in his brain (the news- 
papers said at the time a minie ball, and now some say the 
weapon was a double-barreled shotgun loaded with buck- 
shot), Atany rate Evans's shot ended the fight; but, strange 
to say, Jim again recovered apparently, and lived a year or 
two after, but finally died, it was believed, from the effect 
of the bullet in his brain. Before his death Jim stated that 
he was 2 native of Cambridge, N, Y., and itis believed he 
“took to the woods” because of a love disappointment in 
early life. That last sounds like the stereotyped romance 
applicable in such cases. W.N. B. 
Denver. Colorado. 

A DAY WITH THE GROUSE. 
WISH to make some return for the many agreeable hours 
I have enjoyed in reading the Forust AND StRRAM, by 

recounting, as far as my memory serves me, the events of 
the most pleasant day’s shooting of my life. Although I 
make no pretensions to being a skillful shot or a scientific 
manager of dogs (having owned but three in my life), yet I 
doubt if there be any one whose heart beats more quickly 
when his dog comes toa point, or who finds more delight 
in the récreations of forest and stream, 

Before sunrise, on a bright frosty morning of early Novem- 
ber, in 1881, accompanied only by Mount, I hurried from 
my home to the railroad depot at Meadville, and bought a 
ticket for Utica. Mount is a red Irish setter, heavy of body 
and strong of limb, who knows thoroughly two things at 
least: First, torange the steep hillsides and deep ravines of 
WNorthwestem Pennsylvania from sunrise to sunset: without 
flag@ing; aud secondly, to make and stick to his point all 
day unless relieved. An hour’s ride down the beautiful val- 
ley brought us to Utica, a quiet little village situated at the 
mouth of Mill Creek, which flows from theeast between two 
liigh and steep ridges of hills into French Creek, These 
deep gorges, whose nearly perpendicular sides are covered 
with cedar and hemlock, laurel and briers, are the almost 
impenetrable home of the pheasant, the wildest and most 
beautiful game bird of America. We went up Mill Creek 
by a road which winds along its banks, sometimes on the 
oue side, sometimes on the other. The turbulent little stream, 
not more than twenty feet wide, is kept in a constant rage by 
the rocks which have rolled down from the hillsides, and 
have yainly tried to stop up its path. The trees that inter; 
lace their branches above it now almost dip their limbs into 
its rushing waters. The laurel forms a dense undergrowth 
on both sides down to its very edge, ‘These delightfully cool 

-waters were once a favorite home of the trout. I know of 
no more pleasant sight than this streamin midwinter. Then 
the branches of the evergreens, freighted with their weight 

ot snow, sweep down until they form an arch over it, Every 

stone and every projecting point is covered with a feathery 

cushion of silent white, Under this and in vivid contrast to 

the solemn quiet around, the dark little stream ever rushes 

resilessly onward. Half a mile from the village are the ruins 

cf an old ou derrick which some enterprising wild-catter had 

set up, and thrust his probe down into the earth only to find. 
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share of the dinner, plunged into and drank of the stream, 
rolled im the leaves and was ever uneasy for the hunt to begin 
again, ) : 

Passing on to the head of the run where it crossed an old 
lumber road, the dog made game and then moved cautiously 
forward. Scarcely had he pointed a second time when from 
the hushes and rocks which skirted the stream and road, 
rose 4 flock of five or six pheasants and tore through the 
bushes in all directions, one going up the old road. I took 
deliberate aim, and with a heavy thud he dropped between 
the wheel-tracks, A second load sent after a*tardy one 
which rose at the crack of the gun, should have been but was 
not successful. I now crossed eastward over the ridge which 
divided this stream from the one which I was1o descend to 
Mill Creek. Here the woods was much more open. The 
gully soon came out into the open fields, and was filled with 
briers and hazel bushes, with an occasional tree, a lovely 
feeding place for the pheasants, From the thickest of these 
the dog flushed a flock of which J, with the most frantic: 
efforts, could not catch sight of one. Further on the gull 
was narrower, so that I could keep on the bank and still 
sometimes see the dog. Presently I saw him stiff and firm 
ona point. Here was a puzzle. If I went into the thicket 
to him I might not see the bird fly. lf I did not it might 
rise out of gunshot. But the pheasant himself settled ihe 
question for me, for with a mighty racket he cleared the : 
bushes, came directly to me, passing within fifteen feet of 
me and heading for the woods beyond, What 4 pleasure it” 
was to drop him into the buckwheat stubble. What a pleas- 
ure if was to say ‘dead bird” to Mount, as he came inquir- ~ 
ingly out of the bushes, and motion him toward the spot. 
How proudly he came bringing the pheasant, Continuing 
how down the middle of the gully, suddenly a bird which 
probably belonged to the flock Hushed some distance back, 
scudded from a walnut tree on the edge of the ravine and 
plunged over the ridge which separated the little stream at 
this point from the gorge of Mill Creek. At fifty feet from 
the tree it would have been out of sight, but instinctively 
I threw my gun towards it and fired, It fell out of sight 
over the ridge, but Mount had seen the performance, and 
brought the dead bird. Many and many a time have I fired 
at pheasants flying from trees, but they go with such light- 
ning-likerapidity, especially if they are high up, that 1 some- 
times seriously doubt whether shot goes fast enough to oyer- 
take them, so seldom have [ succeeded in killing them. 

Has any one ever seen # perfectly happy day? The clouds — 
for the last hour or two had been gathering in the west, and 
a pust was to be expected every minute. We proceeded now — 
to hunt the ground between the two gullies, in which were 
several thickets which we had partially nunted in the morn- 
ing. Nota pheasant could we find, Birds tell by instinct 
the approach of a storm, and seek the most secluded nooks. 
The clouds soon dropped their burden, and it rained as if 
it would rain ils last. Although I carried a waterproof 
cape, yet the lower part of my body was soon thoroughly 
soaked, When the storm ceased there was still an hour and 
a half before the train went up, yet the bushes and weeds 
were so drenched that it was useless to hunt. 1 sauntered 
toward the depot, not forgetting my game bag in which 
were five pheasants, which had apparently been drowned, not 
shot. Nine birds made a very respectable load. Passing 
through the sealtered village at dusk the dog came toa point, 
A rabbit bounced up trom the opposite side and ran across 
the road to hide under the broad sidewalk upon whieh I was 
standing. I rolled him into the gutter within two feet of 
his hiding place. Reaching home I weighed my game— 
fifteen and a half pounds. 1 counted the shells remaining, 
and found I had shot thirty times. Ihave frequently hunted 
this ground over since, but now it is difficull to tind one 
bird, where three years ago it was easy to find a half dozen. 

Such is an account of this to me memorable hunt, and if 
it gives any fellow sportsman one-tenth of the pleasure in 
reading it has given me in recalling its incidents, or one 
hundredth of the pleasure I had in the sport itself, I am_ 
amply repaid for my trouble. CO, W. Rurp. 
WrsteRN PHNNSYLYANIA. 

a dry hole. : 
My simple plan for the day’s hunt was to ascend Mill 

Creek a mile, to follow one of its little tributaries southward 
to its head and then crossing the ridge eastward to another 
tributary, fo descend this to the main stream again. These 
two gullies and the ground between them were sufficient for 
the day’s sport, Scareely had we turned southward into the 
first ravine when Mount, after a little preliminary work, 
came to a stand among a clump of cedars which were thick 
on both sides of the narrow path. In a moment, wh-r1, 
rushed out a half dozen pheasants, of which I saw but one, 
as forty feet in front he flashed across an opening. I fired 
instantaneously, He fell. I picked him up. The shot, 
almost like a bullet, had cut a furrow across the front of his 
breast. So much for snap-shooting. The load might just 
as well have gone through the center of his body, when very 
little would have been left of the pheasant. I hold it a 
cardinal rule, in shooting in our dense thickets, to fire the 
instant my eye catches sight of the bird, and never to neglect 
eyen the unlikeliest opportunity, Although I miss-many 
shots in the course of a day, yet the game bag will justify 
the proceeding when one becomes accustomed to shooting 
by instinct. Following up the ravine I missed two shots, 
one of which was clear and open, by firing too quick; for the 
other I did not blame myself, as 1 caught but a glimpse of 
the bird as it was going through a thicket. Having climbed 
over the ruins of an old mill and dam, at the side of the race 
just aboye them, the dog came to a point. A pheasant 
sprang up, not, however, with the intention of making a 
long flight, but of throwing itself over the edge of the race 
into the bushes beyond. Just as it was disappcaring over 
the ridge, it dropped to a snapshot not fifty feet from me. 
Leaying the ravine for a time, we now went eastward 

where a narrow wood of aspen with a thick undergrowth of 
bushes ran from the rayine out to a point in the open field. 
We had scarcely reached the top of the ravine and climbed 
the fence, when the dog made game and crept stealtbily 
along, now pointing and waiting for me to come up and 
now moving cautiously on. This he did for at least one 
hundred and fifty yards, until he came almost to the end of 
the strip of woods. 
Why is it that in following a dog up in this way, one’s 

heart will beat almost aloud, and the blood will fairly boil 
through the veins? It is these trying moments to the nerves, 
and not the bag of game, that make the pleasure of shooting 
on the wing behind a reliable dog, far excel all other kinds 
of sport. *Dhe dog stood for a moment, then with a lond 
yoar ten or a dozen pheasants scattered in every direction 
over the open field. 1, im the thicket, could see nothing 
until one showed itself over the hazel bushes fifty yards dis- 
tant. I threw up my gun and fired. He gave a convulsive 
start, and changed his direction, no longer heading toward 
the deep ravine of Mill Creek, but directing his flight without 
wavering out over the open field with no cover ahead as an 
objective point, and disappeared over a low rise of ground, 
That looked encouraging. I took the exact line of his flight, 
passed over the first ridge and on to a second. Almost on 
the top of the gentle declivity the dog came to a point, but 
immediately walked forward and picked up a splendid old 
cock pheasant, fully two hundred and fifty yards from his 
starting point, without a visible wound upon him, but stone 
dead. Having received a shot ina vital part, he had evi- 
dently-flown blindly on, but could not command strength 
sufficient to take him over the second rise, and so had flown 
against it and died there. 
What a magnificent bird a cock pheasant is when his breast 

has no longer the bright colors of youth, but has assumed 
the dusky brown of mature age! His aristocratic blue-biack 
ruff would do honor to the neck of Queen Elizabeth. ‘Vhat 
evening I weighed him; he tipped the scales at one pound ten 
and a half ounces. I now hunted a part of the ground be- 
tween the two rayines, where clumps of wood with plenty 
of undergrowth was scattered through the fields. I found 
three or four pheasants, but they rose wild, and although I 
sent loads of shot after them, they did not feel any yalid 
reason for stopping. Coming, however, toathicket of young 
oaks, every one of which was coyered with dead leaves, 
which, strong in death, still adhered to them, I found an 
open space completely surrounded with bushes and trees 
Here the dog pointed, solid as a rock, and a pheasant rose 
from the opposite side of the clear space. He could not dart 
away at once, but tried to rise first so as to get clear of the 
bushes. I caught him easily at their top before he started 
off, and he fell dead. within twenty-five yards. I now re- 
turned to the gully which I first started up, and ascended it 
a couple of hundred yards, when the dog came to a point, 
and moving forward pointed again. I like my trusty dog, 
because he understands pheasant hunting to perfection, 
knows when the birds are moying, and can calculate to a 
nicety how close he dares approach them before he must 
stop. Thirty or forty yards from us was a grapevine, Out 
of it scudded a pheasant. I fired, but itwenton. A second 
one, at the report of the gun, started from the foot of the 
vine. I fired. Ittell. The dog brought it, still living, and 
gave it into my hands. Gooddog! ; 

Having now five pheasants, I descended the ravine almost 
to its mouth and hung np my game bag in a tree, trusting 
io the pockets of my hanting coat to carry the game I might 
shoot during the remainder of the day. I then climbed the 
west side of the gully, which was very steep and densely 
covered, but was full of pheasants. I shot whenever I 
caught sight of the flash of feathers, but neither dog nor 
hunter could do himself justice on such steep hillsides and 
in such bushes. We finally came out into the upper end of 
ihe vavine, where its sides were not so stecp. A pheasant 
flew up out of gunshot, but directed his flight to a low bank 
covered with bushes, We followed. ‘The dog stood, The 
bird stood. I stood. It was a triangular point; but finally. 
it flew—a lovely shot—and at thirty yards it pitched dead to 
the ground. 

It was now dinner time. From the side of the bank 
flowed a cool spring. Near it was an old log covered with 
moss. Here I would take my lunch. What an appetite 
hunting does give. How soft the golden sunshine falls 
through the trees. Here and there stands a maple whose 
yellow leaves still clinging to the tree gleam like burnished 

gold in the flood of light. How bravely the ferns, in their 

protected nooks along the stream, still hold aloft their deli- 

cate branches. Every season has its peculiar charms, but 

noné, in my eyes, is comparable to the time when summer is 

sinking, dying, but still beautiful, into the lap of winter. 

Above all, how unalloyed is the pleasure which comes from 

a bag well filled with game. No, even here will arise a 

regret over a shot that was made too quick or over one that 

was not made quick enough. In shooting, as im every thing 

else, all yirtue lies in the golden mean. Mount enjoyed his| 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 

Dear Brother Sportsmen: 
Thanks to our excellent medium, the Pormst ANT: STREAM, 

we can all, as it were, gather around one great. camp-fire: 
and relate our hunting and fishing experiences, how we 
brought low that big buck, made so fine a bag of birds, or 
captured a string of fish so pretty, and sometimes how we 
didn’t, though we may have been so near success. Our 
fondness for field sports, with the knowledge of each other 
gained through our organ, the Foresy anp SrrmamM, unite: 
us into one great brotherhoor, : . 

We may differ in our individual methods and implements 
used in the capture of our game, but that is but natural! 
when we consider the extent of dur country, and the 
diversified character of the shelter in which game is found, 
so let wi respect the opinions of all unless they be rank 
heresies. 

[think that most hunters who have pursued the deer i 
different parts of the country will agree with me—tbat in 
their proper place, there are equal merits in both bullet and 
buckshot, We canzot convince a hunter of the plains that 
there isa gun so good for his purpose as his rifle, or the 
mountaineer of the wilds of the Alleghanies a gun so good 
as his long, small-bore, muzzleloading rifle; while, with 
equal right, he who pursues the deer in the dense growth of 
the Southern lowlands, and some of the scrub pine and oak 
districts of the North, prefers the double-barrel shotgun 
with its deadly charge at short range. 

There are 2 few hunters in our country, a very few, who, 
with their favorite rifle, which seems almost a part of them- 
selves, can not only hit a moving deer, if seen but for @ 
moment within range, but can hit in a vital spot; their 
superior skill makes the rifle their proper weapon at all 
times; but the great majority of us, when hunting» deer in 
thick growth, mus! use the scatter-gun if we would be 
successtul. " 

I have hunted deer in growth so thick that they could not~ 
be seen more than twenty yards away, and I claim that a 
charge of buckshot is much more effective at such range 
than a rifle ball. If the deer is struck by a rifle ballin a 
vital spot, it will generally very soon succumb, but if 
elsewhere, the chances are good for a long chase after a 
wounded deer, unless the bullet be explosive, when the 
neryous shock and loss of blood from torn arteries, would: 
bring it down, ‘Now the charge of buckshot at short range: 
with its numerous small bullets striking the deer in variousi 

places will give it a fatal shock, though no so called vital! 
spot may be touched. 

Those who have shot deer within fifty yards with buck— 

‘ 



shot know how instantaneously they drop if hit with the bulk 
of the charge forward of the hips; while those who have 
shot many with the bullet, know how often they lead you a 
long chase, though severely wounded, unless hit in the brain, 

spine or heart. I would not like to use an explosive bullet 
on deer, for I do not like to see the meat so mangled, and 

‘the buckshot generally makes considerable waste meat also; 
80 I prefer the rifle for deer whenever it can be used with 
any degree of success. There is more skill required in its 
use, therefore more pleasure derived. 
__ In my own experience a larger percentage of wounded 
deer got away from me when using the rifle than when 
Using a shotgun. ‘*Chippewa’s” instance of a small deer hit 
‘near the vitals with buckshot and living for hours, is not 
conclusive any more than is an instance in my own exper- 
jence when after putting a .44-caliber rifle ball through the 
heart of a yearling deer, it led me a chase for an hour and a 
half, when I was able to bring it down with a second shot, 

deer and badly frightened, both in favor of tenacity of life. 
Tlike the remarks of *‘Q. U, Ail” on the matter, and I 

‘think most of our brother sportsmen will agree with him if 
they have hunted deer North, South, East and West. My 
‘experience in the matter amounts to just this—in thick 
‘srowih, and within fifty yards, use shotgun, otherwise use 
‘Tifle. But with ‘‘Chippewa”’ I would say to the young 
bevivner taking his first lessons in deer hunting, use the rifle 
and become as skillful with it as you can, that is, if your 
hunting ground will permit of it at all. 

The greater pleasure later on will compensate you for the 
lack of the extra deer you might have brought into camp 
had you used the shotgun. As regards hounding deer, 
there are sections of our country where I believe it proper 
‘and right, and other places where I should strongly oppose it. 
‘The hounds and shotgun should go together in a section of 
uninterrupted thickets. But I would have the hounds go 
Slow that they would not press the deer fo overheating. I 
believe with ‘‘Cap Lock” that yenison is not wholesome if 
killed when much overheated. 
But for a man to take hounds into an open wooded region 

where still-hunting is good, and turn them loose, is highly 
“Wrong, and he has no sense of what belongs to the rights of 
hunter, deer, or hound. There is a section of country north 
of Green Bay, Wis., in the lower part of Oconto county, 
and stretching into Shawono county, where years ago a 
great fire swept the old forest away and there has grown 
up an almost impenetrable growth of popple, while the 
trunks of old trees strew the ground. Imagine, if you can, 
still-hunting deer in such a place. I would defy the most 
skillful Indian to approach a deer in such cover, I believe 

‘there is no one who strongly condemns hounding deer, but 
would be converied to the practice if he had such hunting 
grounds, for hounds are necessary to drive the deer from its 
protecting cover. ; 

- What have experienced deer hunters noticed regarding the 
tenacity with which deer of certain age and conditions cling 
to life, and the effect of wounds in certain places? Perhaps 
this question has been already discussed while I was 
roaming the ‘wilds,’ and deprived the pleasure of reading 
the Fores? AND STREAM, ©. W. B. 
Worcester, Mass. 

_fiditor Forest and Stream: 
In reading the arguments under ‘‘Bullet ys. Buckshot” I 

notice that nearly every one in favor of the rifle looks upon 
the “‘Gatling gun” as the height of cruelty. Now I should 
say that the average deer killer who goes into the woods for 
4 month’s slaughter could kill more and so wound less with 
the shotgun than with therifle, on the theory that the more 
pellets fired the better chance of hitting a vital spot, Per- 
haps at long distances the rifle is the surest death on account 
of penetration, although there are scores of men who would 
be as likely to strike the animal im the leg as in the heart at 
seventy yards, A good shot would not, but then a good 
shot should be sportsman enough to craw! up within killing 
distance if he had a shotgun. I prefer the rifle as the neater 
weapon, though if the deer were asked he might say, ‘Thank 
you, but if it's all the same I'll wait until pes calls es gf 

Boston, Oct. 4, 1884. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have read in your valuable paper this virulent contro- 

yersy ou the above subject, and will say it is a good way of 
disseminating useful information, and its winding up will be 
like that of the great fishing-rod dispute, viz.: that every one 
is entitled to hold his own opinion on the subject, and under 
the circumstances do what seems Dest in his own eyes, 
“Pinte” and ‘‘Wells” to the contrary. Now, as circum- 
stances alter cases, I will venture to say that it is unsports- 
manlike to use buckshot against deer in the open or on a 
lake, a rifle being the proper weapon; but in the thick spruce 
woods of Lower Canada, where the deer will often start up 
Within 30 yards of one in such tanglewood that you can 
hardly see tt, and even if you do see a patch of fur cannot 
tell to what part of the animal it belongs, there I will say a 
food charge of buckshot will be more to the point than a 
single bullet; that is, if you really want your CArrgou, 
PROVINCE QuyBEC, Oct. 2. , 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

Q* Wednesday, Oct. 1, the wind, which had been from 
. a westerly quarter for some days, shifted to the east 
and continued so until Saturday. Our rail shooters who 
were looking for just such a season, started for Maurice 
River and Port Penn with expectation of prand sport. The 
favorable winds backed a cousiderable volume of water into 
the Delaware und the creeks flowing into it, but the number 
of birds killed was not so large as it would have been if the 
same storm had occurred a week sooner. The high grounds 
bordering Augustine creek at Port Penn were overflowed, 
und places where boats had not been pushed over this 
autumn were reached, yet no astonishinSly large bags were 
made. 'Those who were content with fewer birds selected 
the Lazaretto aud Chester grounds, mut the rail shooting at 
these latter places was not at ajl good. 

Teal ducks are now numerous in the Delaware and snipe 
coutinue to be found on grounds affected by the tides. All 
the inland meadows are dried up or covered with an immense 
growth of vegetation. A week’s continued rain will not 
ate them; owing to this the snipe frequent the river 
fats. 7 
_ Al Hembold went overboard with his fun, shells, and 
“seventy rail he had boated at Maurice River on Friday last. 
He was lucky to get ashore after finding his breechloader, 
owhich had gone to the bottom. Mr, Ohas. Jones was fined 
$00 at the same place on Thursday, for shooting without a 
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or it might hayekept up much longer but it was a young | P 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

license. He intends carrying the case to court, as hesays he 
doubts the constitutionality of the statute. 

There will be more quail found in Pennsylvania and neigh- 
boring States this autumn than for several years, We have 
had a splendid breeding season and reports come in from 
many quarters that birds are plentiful. Homo. 
PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 5. 

CONNECTICUT NOTES. 

1 AME around this part of Connecticut is what might be 
called scarce, A few coveys of quail have been in the 

neighborhood during the summer, and last week one of them 
spent nearly all one day feeding in the back yard of a place 
nearly in the center of the town. The young birds of this 
covey were not larger than sparrows, and haye no doubt 
already fallen prev to some pot-hunter, with which this 
vicinity is overrun from its nearness to the city of Bridge- 
ort. 
Partridges have been extremely scarce for some years past, 

and have not heurd that the prospects for them are any better 
this season, . 

Rail shooting on the Housatonic River this year has not 
been up to the average, possibly on account of the tides, 
which ran poor in September. Heard of several bags of fif- 
teen to twenty, and expect to hear better reports on this 
month's tides if tl ey run fuller. 
About the only successful sport has been shark fishing in 

the river, seven of which animals have been caught by one 
person sofar, These were caught in rather a novel way: 
by fastening the line to a buoy and letting the fish hook 
itself, and if in the mood (which was very seldom) to tow 
the buoy around till the ownercame after him. Other kinds 
of fishing has been very poor, possibly owing to the number 
of sharks around, Hven the snappers or small blues have 
almost deserted us this season. Later on expect to have 
some reports to make about cooting, etc. HovusA Tronic, 
STRATFORD, Conn. 

Wixe-Suootimne,—Cedar Hurst Farm, Sept. 29, 1884.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Sometimes men are not in proper 
trim-for shooting. I remember being out on one occasion 
for a whole day with a good shot and although game was not 
scarce, we only killed a small bag. On other occasions the 
same shot was often most deadly. There are all manner of 
grades of excellence in shooting. Some will feel a degree 
of self-complacency if they hit one bird in ten, while others 
will only miss one out of an equal number. Much of the 
proficiency in shooting on the wing may be referred to 
bodily temperament, Some persons are so neryously 
constituted and so burried in their movements that they 
never attain the degree of coolness and self-possession 
requisite for a steady marksman. A nervous anxiety causes 
them to fire without obtaining any decided aim. The real 
foundation of the art of ‘‘shooting flying” is in the sympathy 
which exists between the eye and the hand, the sight and 
the touch, and the power .of so combining, as it were, 
the sections of the two senses that in their united action they 
seem to be the effect ofone. The art of measuring distances 
and directing the gun to a flying object is learned by degrees. 
Some shoot with one eye shut, others with both open,-there 
is no rule in this matter, it entirely depends upon early 
training and habit.—J. C. Y. 

Foop or RurreD Grouse,—From a correspondent, *R. 
R.,” who writes from Sherbrooke, P. Q., Canada, under 
date of Sept. 24, we have the following: “‘f mail you here- 
with crop of a ruffed grouse I shot this P. M. Have any of 
your readers ever seen one filled with toadstools as this one 
is?” The same day that this was received, a ruffed grouse 
crop came through the mails from Canada, but without post- 
mark. This crop contained, so far as we could discover, not 
a single toadstool, but a great mass of freshly plucked green 
leaves. Among them were what appeared to be foliage of 
the white birch, chokeberry, wild cucumber, raspberry, and 
hardhack, together with that of various other swamp piants. 
While leaves are offen found in the craw of the ruffed grouse, 
it is very unusual, we think, to find them so abundant as in 
this case, where they formed a tightly packed mass, some- 
what larger than a man’s fist, The question of the food of 
our game birds is an interesting one, and we think that it 
would be worth our readers’ while to discover by an examin- 
ation of the crops of the birds they may kill, just what they 
feed on during the different months of the shooting season. 

Hor SuLpHur Sprines, Colo,, Sept. 29, 1884. The open 
season for deer, elk, etc., opened on the 15th, and all the 
hunters outside appear to haye been ready and waiting for 
it. They poured through here in wagons and on horseback, 
going to the northern and western parts of this park, to 
North Park and over Gore Range to Heeria Park and the 
Filat-top Mountains. For a week they have been coming 
back, many outfits with immense loads of meat, and others, 
Lam glad to say, with very little. Itis not unusual for ten 
or fifteen wagon loads of meat to pass here ina day. One 
day last week I saw five loads go by within half an hour; 
two of them four horse loads and the others two horse loads, 
and each one of the five belonging to a different party. 
Now, if the fellows who want a deadlier sporting arm could 
only get one built upon the coffee mill principle, that would 
kill every turn of the crank at a thousand yards, the deer, elk 
and antelope could all be wiped out in six months or a year, 
and there would be no further canse for anxiety, or need for 
game laws.—W. N. B. 

WoLvEs AND AssArasprrA.—Speaking of assafeedita, an 
uncle of mine, as I haye heard the story, paid off a mort- 
gage on a farm in Illinois in the early days with the bounty 
he received for killing wolves. His method was to set up a 
pole with 4 flag on it in the winter on a little hill and then 
to ride away as far as he could see the pole; then going to- 
ward the pole he dropped a large piece of beef well rubbed 
with assafeedita and dragged it by a rope attached to the 
pommel of his saddle. When near the pole he took from a 
tin box lumps of lard or fat meat well dosed with strych- 
nine and cropped them in the trail. ‘Then riding off he 
would lay another trail, and so on till night. In the morn- 
ing he would find the wolves dead not far from the pole.—P. 

THomaAstTon, Conn.. Sept, 30.—Arthur Fenn, a young man 
of eighteen, was brought before Justice Judson this afternoon 
on two counts, for snaring and attempting to snare partridge. 
He plead guilty, and it beiny bis first proven oifense, he was 
fined $3 on the first count and $2 on the second, with costs, 
making in all $13.25, which was paid by his father, <A tirst 
lesson for-snarers in this place. —GamE WARDEN. 
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A Mepican “Kicking Anriporr.”—A well-known gen- 
tleman of this city, who is a physician of prominence, an 
author, a professor, a sportsman, an angler, a sailor, a salt 
mine owner, a rifle shot and an inventor, some fime ago 
turned his attention to devising a recoil pad for rifles and 
shotguns. His elastic heel plate, as it is called, has been put 
on the market, and is doing a most excellent work in tem- 
pering the kick of his gun to the sportsman. Those who 
have tried the elastic heel plate are very well satisfied with 
it, and a company down South is now negotiating with the 
inventor for something of the kind to be attached to the rear 
hoots of mules, 

SALEM, Mass., Oct. §.—Shooting runs a little quiet. Some 
marsh birds are shot. Coots are in the bay, and some geese 
have passed south. Wilson’s snipe and some woodcock are 
taken, the old ‘‘timber-doodles” having those rich colors 
only found on an October or November bird, A white wood- 
clruck and chipmunk (Tf. striatus) are among things recently 
seen. In the spring it was said the prospects were good for 
quail but now they appear by no means numerous. Quite a 
number of bluewing teal have been bagged and also several 
fine wood drakes. Considerable interest is manifested in 
small-bores at present.—X, Y, Z, 

SNARING IN RockLAND Country.—Stony Point, N. Y., 
Oct, 1,—Hditor Forest and Stream: Will you kindly inform 
me of name and address of the proper State officer to whom 
I should apply for assistance to break up the partridge trap- 
ping now going on in this vicinity, Thousands of birds are 
caught and sent to the New York market, and we wish it 
stopped.—T. [Apply to Joseph H. Goodwin, State game 
protector, King’s Bridge, N. Y. Rockland county is in his 
district. | 

Towa Prarrm Cnrckens.—Anita,—So far chicken hunt- 
ing has been a failure, and why so I am unable fo state, ag 
the weather during the hatching season was everything that 
could be asked for, and those who predicted such immense 
hunting this fall are decidedly left. A party of us are about 
to start north for ducks, and should our plans mature loolk 
out for an account of the trin.—C. B. 

Connucricut.—Thomaston.—Partridge and quail are re- 
ported plentiful in this vicinity, and I haye heard of no yio- 
lation of the game laws as yet; but the fact of my being one 
of the game wardens partly accounts for it perhaps, although 
we intend to make it hot for the snarers.—Game WARDEN. 

Tames Witp Grrse.—Mr. Junius P. Leach, of Rushville, 
Ind., who hus paid some attention to the breeding of wild 
geese, announces that he intends to dispose of his stock. 
They are suitable for decoys or for ponds, 

THE Witp Pickons.—Huntingdon, Tenn., Sept. 29.— 
Editor Horest.and Stream: Can some of your readers inform 
me where the wild pigeons are at this time, and where they 
nested the past season?—L. L. H.- 

Sea and River Lishing. 

THE COMING TOURNAMENT. 

FY\HE Committee of Arrangements of the National Rod 
and Reel Association, met at Mr. Blackford’s, in Ful- 

ton Market, on Friday, Oct, 8, at 2 P. M. The Chairman, 
Judge McGown, telephoned that he could not be present un- 
til an hour later, and Mr. James Benkard was appointed 
chairman pre tem. The Secretary read a note from Presi- 
dent Endicott saying that an invasion of quail into the State 
of Delaware called him to repel them and he could not be 
present. He read a letter from Mr. J, C. McAndrew oifer- 
img $100 to be distributed in prizes at the tournament among 
the amatcur trout and salmon classes, and a vote of thanks 
to Mr. McAndrew was passed, That gentleman being pres- 
ent, was asked for specific directions as to the apportionment 
of this sum, but he left it entirely with the sub-committee on 
rizes. 

i Mr. Vallotton moved that the judges in the different 
classes appoint a member to see that the tackle is in accord- 
ance with the rules and requirements of the Association at 
all times during the contests, and that this be inserted in 
Rule 2, before the words ‘‘The judges.” Carried. 

The rules for black bass casting with the minnow then 
came up. The secretary read them as published by Dr. 
Henshall, chairman of the sub-committee on black bass cast- 
ing, and published in Formst AND STREAM of July 3, 1884, 
and also criticisms on them, The question arose as to the 
powers of sub-committees and whether their action was final 
or in the nature of recommendations to the general commit- 
tee, to be acted upon by the latter. It was decided that their 
action was subject to the approval of the general committee; 
and Prof. Mayer moved that instead of an allowance of five 
minutes for casting, that each contestant be allowed five 
casts, and that his score shall be recorded as in heavy bass 
casting, except that he will not be required to cast in a lane. 
Carried. (This was done because it was considered that 
with the small reels used too much time would be consumed 
in reeling up with the small reels, and under the five min- 
utes’ rule only one or two casts could be made.) 

'The sub-committee on striped bass casting reported that 
they had considered last year’s rules, and would suggest 
that the lane be made thirty-five feet instead of twenty-tive, 
as heretofore. Adopted. They also recommended that a 
separate contest be held for the longest single cast, each con- 
testant to have three casts, and the longest cast to count. 
Carried. 

The rules for salmon casting were unaltered. 
The question of the interpretation of that portion of Rules 

2 and 11 of Jas‘ year, which relates to trout casting, was then 
consiaered, While some of the members interpreted them 
to mean that the winner of the first prize in the Amateur 
Classes A, B and C, were only debarred from all Ainateur 
classes during the year in which they were winners, Mr, 
Mather held that they debarred previous tirst prize winners 
from eyer entering an Amateur class, and read Rule 2, as 
follows; ‘‘No one shall be permitted to enter an amateur 
contest who has ever fished for a living; who has ever been 
a guide, or has been engaged in either the manufacture or 
sale of fishing tackle, or who has ever taken a first prize in 
any tolrnament. The judges in any particular class, on ap- 
peal, shall have power to decide in ali matters relating to en- 
tries, and their decision shall be final,” 
As it seemed to be the unanimous sense of the meetiny 

that no such sweeping proscription waa intended, Mr. Blacl- 
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ford moved that the words ‘have won" in Rule 11, be 
changed to ‘‘win,” and the words ‘‘or whe has ever taken 
a first prize in any tournament” be stricken out. Carried. 
Prof, Mayer then proposed to strike from this rule the words: 
“Nor will any person having won the first prize in Class D 
be permitted to competefor the prizes in Class H.” Carried, 
This forbids experts who cast in a class where delicacy and 
accuracy were considered from casting in the long distance 
class, D and E being the only classes where the champions, 
or experts, can enter, 
A communication from the Park Commissioners to Mr. 

Martin B, Brown, chairman of the sub-committee on grounds, 
was received saying that when the Association fixed the date 
of the tournament they could have the use of the Harlem 
Mere in Central Park, was received, and the Secretary was 
ordered to notify the Board that the tournament would take 
place on Wednesday and Thursday, Oct, 22 and 238. 

REVISED RULES ror 1884. 

Rule 1. AJl persons competing for prizes shall pay an en- 
tranee fee in each contest as follows: Members, two dollars; 
non-members, five dollars, 

Rule 2, No oneshall be permitted to enter an amateur 
contest who has ever fished for a living; who has ever been 
a fuide, or has been engaged in either the manufacture or 
sale of fishing tackle. The judges in the different classes 
shall appoint a member to see that the tackle is at all times 
in accordance with the rules and requirements of the Asso- 
ciation during the contests. The judges im any particular 
class, on appeal, shall have power to decide in all matters re- 
lating to entries, and their decision shall be final. 

Rule 3. No rod shall exceed eleyen feet six inches in 
length, and it shall be used with a single hand. 

Rule 4. Any style of reel or line will be allowed, but a 
leader or casting line of single gut, of not lessthan cight feet 
in length, to which three flies, one stretcher and two droppers 
shall be attached. 

Rule 5. Wo allowance of distance shall be made for dif- 
ference in length of rods. 

Rule 6. Persons entering these contests shall draw lots to 
determine the order in which they will cast und will be ready 
to cast when called by the judges. 

Rule 7. Hach contestant will be allowed five minutes to 
cast for distance and will then stand aside until called in his 
turn to cast for delicacy and accuracy, wher he will be 
allowed five minutes for this purpose. 

Rule 8. The distance shall be measured by a line with 
marked buoys stretched on the water; said line to be meas- 
ured and verified by the judges at least once each day of the 
easting, A mark shail be made from the stand from which 
the buoy line shall be measured, and the caster may stand 
with his toes touching this mark, but may not adyance be- 
yond it, Should he step back of it, nnless directed so to do 
by the judges, the loss in distance shall be his 

Rule 9. The stretcher fly must remain at the end of the 
casting line in all casts. The others are not deemed so im- 
portant. A contestant may claim time for repairs, which 
shal] be allowed by the judges, or the judges may order the 
next on the list to cast while repairs are made, in their dis- 
cretion. 

Rule 10. In the absence of an appointed judge the com- 
mittee will fill the vacancy. 

Rule 11. Amy person who shall win the first prize in 
Class A will not be permitted to compete for prizes in either 
Classes B or GC; or, having won the first prize in Class B, to 
compete in Class C. 

Rule 12. Salmon Fly-Casting.—The foregoing rules 
shall govern, except that the rods shall not exceed 18 feet in 
length, and may be used with both hands, and that only one 
fly will be required. 

Rule 13. Black Bass Casting.—All general rules which do 
not conflict with the following special rules shall govern. 
No rod shall be less than 8 nor more than 10 feet, nor less 
than 7 nor more than 10 ounces. Any black bass multiply- 
ing reel may be used; but clicks, drags, or any device to con- 
trol the rendering of the line, except the thumb. will not be 
allowed. lines shall not be of less caliber than No. 6 (letter 
W) braided silk, or No 1 sea-grass, or corresponding sizes of 
other material. The weight of the sinker shall be one-half 
ounce, the same to be furnished by the committee. Casting 
shall be underhand, and but asingle hand shall be used. 
Each contestant shall be allowed five casts, the longest to 
eount, and then will be allowed five minutes to cast for style 
and accuracy, ‘The scale shall be the same as in fiy-casting, 
viz: Distance, the longest cast iu feet; style and accuracy, 
25 points each, 
Hesvy Bass Castine.—Rods shall not execed 9 feet in 

length; any reel may be used, but the line shall be of linen 
not less than No. 9. The casts shall be made with sinkers 
weighing 24 ounces. (These will be furnished by the com- 
mittee.) The casts shall be made in Jane, formed by the 
buoy line and a line parallel to it and distant 35 feet. Hach 
contestant will be allowed five casts. His casts within the 
lines only shall be measured, added and divided by five, and 
the resnlt shall constitute the score, 

Light Bass Casting.—The above rules shall govern, except 
that the sinker shall be 14 ounces, and there shall be no 
restriction as to lines. 

THE ICHTHYOPHAGOUS CLUB, 

MEETING of the committee was held at Blackford’s, 
in Fulton Market, on Friday last. 1t was unanimously 

decided that the club should dine, and then the question 
arose 1s to the place where they should have their dinner. 
Mr, Blackford stated that Messrs. Hunting and Hammond 
would open the Murray Hill Hotel about the 10th of Octo- 
ber, and as one of the firm had fed the Ichtlyophagoi at the 
Palisade House, he thought his experience was valuable, 
therefore the committee decided to dine there, The time 
was fixed—after some opposition to Friday, by President 
Foord, because il was ‘‘fish day” andthe eclob should not 
be bound by tradition—for Friday, October 17, at 6.30 P. M. 

Then the momentous question as to what strange and hor- 
rible forms of aquatic life should be served or were available, 
Mr, Blackford stated that he had a shark on ice, hellbenders 
in aquaria, and had telegraphed to Hume & Oo., at Puget 
Sound, for a geoduck, a gigantic form of soft clam which 
fills 2 flour barrel, if the clam is Jarge enough, He could 
also procure wolftish, sea-robins, and knew where a sting 
ray of 800 pounds could be obtained. Mr. Mather promise 
a lot of the curious mantis shrimp, horsefeet, winkles, razor- 
clams, starfish; and shocked the whole committee by sug- 
vesting dobsons, or helgramites, Myr. Phillips moved that 
Mr, Mather be expelled from the club for offering them such 
beastly things, but the Jatter explained that there might be 
vast possibilities of epicurean delicacy hidden in the hel- 

‘| digestibility of unicorn’s liver and walrus hoofs, 
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gtamite if properly boiled or roasted, and the motion was 
withdrawn, It was voted that he might procurea quantity, 
have them served to suit his ideas, and then be allowed to 
eat the entire lot, 7 . 
A form of invitation was adopted which assured guests 

that a proper number of coroners and undertakers would be 
in attendance, and Mr. Blackford stated that Gillam, of Puck, 
would illustrate the menus with appropriate sketches. A 
proposition to have the club make an annual pilgrimage to 
the tombs of the members who had passed away during, or 
immediately after, previous feasts, was voted down as being 
too much of the nature of a holiday such as Decoration day, 
and might be construed into making light of serious matters, 
No further business coming before the meeting it adjourned, 

and then followed an informal questioning by the members 
as to the consequences of the last feast and the amount of 
distress felt after it, with their opinion as to the relative 

Doubtless 
Prof. Atwater could find new material for investigation such 
as are to be found in our fishcultural column if he should 
analyze the food prepared for the coming dinner. 

THE RED SNAPPER. 

HIS magnificent fish is one of the most common in the 
Gulf of Mexico. It is gorgeously colored, very graceful 

in all its movements and unusually wary and capricious. 
In weight it ranges from two to thirty-five pounds, averaging 
seyen pounds. IJts home is in the strictly salt waters of the 
Gulf, a short distance from the coast. There it lives on the 
bottom ata depth of 60 to 240 feet. The ocean floor of 
Florida declines greatly at first, for a distance of from thirty 
to fifty miles from the shore, to a depth of 800 feet, then 
very abruptly decends toa depth of 600 feet, beyond which 
the slope is more gradual to a depth of about 12,000 feet. 
The first slope is a sandy one; the second is sandy, rocky, 

and muddy, while the third is wholly muddy. The surface 
of the second with its uneven rocks afford homes and 
comparative seeurity for all kinds of small marine animals, 
such as crabs, barnacles, corals, etc. ‘These attract: myriads 
of small fish which are preyed upon in turn by larger, and so 
on upward we find them illustrating the common saying of 
“big: fish eat the little ones.” 
The red snapper is most prominent in these communities. 

li is one of the largest, most active, and handsomest species, 
Its life is spent about the patches of rocks, swimming about 
six feet from the bottom among tall branching corals and 
waving grasses in a luzy, graceful manner, forever on the 
alert to dash upon some reckless smalicr fish. Its whole 
appearance suggests craftiness, smartness, and conceited- 
ness. 

Ordinarily it has about fifty species of beautifully delicate 
fishes to select its food from, and it seems to shuw consider- 
able judgement in the selection. Among these are rare 
fishes that live only about the coral recis of warm seas. 
Even that most celebrated little fish of the Romans—the red 
mullet, that was so highly esteemed by the epicure emperors, 
furnishes an occasional mea] for the red snapper, Jn con- 
sequence of living upon food of this-character, the flesh of 
the red snapper is peculiarly firm and sweet, being disposed 
in regular layers that make it especially desirable for serying 
at the table. 

The red snapper is altogether caught with hook and line. 
Vessels carrying six or eight men go to sea prepared with all 
appliances for capture and preservation, and are about one 
week in securing what is termed a load. ‘They go from 
home as far as 250 miles, being then about fifty miles from 
land. The places where the fish live are tound by sounding- 
lines that indicate the depth known to the fishermen, and 
that have baited hooks attached which are quite sure to get 
a victim if there are fish near by and they are disposed to 
bite. The vessels are anchored over the spot or allowed to 
drift across it, while the fishermen ply their lines as rapidly 
as possible. Each man handles a single line, which has two 
large hooks and several pounds of lead atlached. When the 
fish are hungry they bite as fast as the lines are lowered to 
them and eyen rise near to the surface of the sea in their 
eagerness, biting at bare hooks or anything that is offered. 
From this habit they have gained the name of snappers, 
Very often two large fish are hooked at once, and then the 
fisherman has a hard pull, for the snapper is gamy, While 
it is so easily captured at times, there are spells when it 
cannot be lured by any kind of bait or snare. It is truly a 
capricious fish. 

Storms, adyerse winds and currents, affect the business of 
the fishermen yery much, and at best theirs is a hard, dis- 
agreeable life. 

The principal red snapper fishing grounds of the Gulf lie 
between Mobile Bay and Cedar Key. ‘This places Pensacola 
nearer to them than any other shipping point, and besides 
there is no other city so conveniently located for receiving 
and shipping the catch of the large fleet of vessels that are 
now engaged in the business. 

HOW TO COOK IT, 

Boiled.—Take a fish of five to eight pounds, cut off head, 
wash clean in cold water, tie up tight in a clean cloth so 
that-it will not break to pieces in the water. Put it in 
enough hot water to cover well, with half a cup of vinegar 
and a handful of salt; boil steadily for three-quarters of an 
hour, or until the flesh cleaves readily from the bone. Serye 
with this sauce: 

Take one pint of water, make a flour thickening, stir in 
the water and let it boil till clear. Add salt to season, a 
little pepper, a tablespoonful of butter, and two hard boiled 
eges, sliced. 
Baked with dressing.—Take a fish of five to eight pounds, 

wash it clean in cold water, leave on the head, and in 
removing the entrails, see that no longer cut is made in the 
belly of the fish than is absolutely necessary to clean the 
cavity. Prepare a dressing as follows: Have ready enough 
stale bread to fill the cavity in the head and belly, soften it 
with cold water, take two tablespoonsful of lard in a sauce 
pan, cut finely a medium sized union, put it in the lard and 
cook thoroughly but not too brown, add to this the softened 
bread, mix well together and season to the taste with pepper, 
salt, and herbs; stuff the fish with this dressing and cook in 
a hot oven, having a little hot water in the boltom of the 
pan, dredging the fish with a very little flour, Cook until 
done and serve hot. ; . 

Baked with iomato dressing.—Prepare the dish as before. 
Make a dressing by soaking twice as much bread as above 
directed with the contents of a two-pound can of tomatoes 
or an equivalent quantity of fresh tomatoes, heat if 
thoroughly in a saucepan, season with salf and pepper, 
adding # teaspoonful ef butter, Stuff the fish with this 
dressing; spread the remainder of the dressing over the 
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outside of the fish, as it lies in the pan. 
as before directed. 

Broiled in the oven.—Take a fish of three to five pounds, 
split the flesh through the back bone; pul in a dripping pan 
two heaping tablespoonsful of butter, set on the top of the 

Bake in a hot oven 

stove and let the butter get hot; lay in the fish, spread open, 
skin side down, put salt and pepper on it and bake ina very 
hot oven, basting frequently with the butter. After placing 
the fish on a platter for the table, squeeze over it the juice 
of « lemon and serve without delay, : 

Hried,—Cut the fish in pieces off the back bone, wash 
clean and dry with a towel, sprinkle on salt and roll in corn 
meal, Fry in a pan half full of lard as hof as possible, and 
yet not hot enough to burn the fish. 

Court boutllon.—Use «& fish of from five to eight pounds 
weight. Take two teaspoonsful coloring pepper, one half 
teaspoonful black pepper, quarter teaspoonful cayenne 
bepper, two garlic cut in thin slices, put all in a tea cup and 
pour cold water over them, Put in a kettle on the fire half 
a cup of lard, let it get very hit, slice into this a medium 
sized union and let it cook, stirring constantly. Add a half 
a can of tomatoes, or three ripe tomatoes, let it cook well 
together, then put in the fish and the mixture of pepper and 
garlic, sufficient salt to season and a half cup of flour. Stir 
well, then cover with boiling water, and let it boil ten 
minutes. Serve at once. WARREN, 
PENSACOLA, Florida. 

MAINE NOTES. 

HE trouting season in the Maine waters closed rather 
unsatisfactorily to the sportsmen. Sept. 80 was the 

last day—clear and bright—but scarcely a trout was taken, 
from the Androscoggin headwaters at least. At Moosehead 
the fall fishing is reported to haye been poor, as it generally 
is. At the Upper Dam, Androscoggin Lakes, the home of 
the big trout—pure Salmo fontinalis—the last week of the 
season amounted to nothing, though a single Jarge fish was 
taken weighing nine and a half pounds. At one time some 
thirty-five sportsmen were quartered in the now commodious 
Upper Dam camps, but many of them went away in disgust 
with no trout. 

The Union Waterpower Company is rebuilding tbe dam 
and Lake Mooselucmaguntic is drawn down to the old low 
water mark, while below the dam there is yery little running 
water. Such was a very poor outlook for trout fishing, and 
it is likely to continue some months longer. The superinten- 
dent estimates that it will take till May to rebuild the dam, 
all things being favorable, and any disaster or the usual 
petty hindrances of such jobs is likely to prolong the work 
till into June or July, in which case the spring fishing is 
likely to be interfered with at the dam and in the lake above. 
Should the winter prove a dry one, with little rain, Rich- 
ardson Lake, below, will be heavily drawn upon by the 
Waterpower Company,.and since it is now six feet below 
high-water mark the chances are for poor fishing there also. 

But those who took the ponds about the Maine lakes for 
their fall fishing had a tast of trout; but, alas, for the pro- 
clivilies of the sportsmen as well as all the rest of human 
nature! Some of them caught trout to waste—only to brag 
about. How long before every lover of the rod and line will 
begin to see that, at the best, the trout In such ponds and 
streams can last but a short time, and when will each learn 
to he satisfied with trout enough for the table? Sentiment 
in that direction is growing, but ig not the growth so siow as 
to be too late to be effectual? 

- Your correspondent, dear Forms, an» STRmAM, has just 
had a few hours of excellent fly-fishing, Ina smali pond, off 
from Richardson Lake, every day for seyen days just trout 
enough for the table were taken, ‘There were five of us in 
camp, two fishermen and their wives and a lad of thirteen 
years; and four or five trout—such as those were from one to 
two pounds’ weight—were sufficient. One day the trout 
rose grandly. Two were hooked to one leader and the third 
one made a dash for the tail fly—once, twice! In the 
attempt io strike him the leader—a poor one, as it proved— 
parted aboye the first fish, and away went the two yoked 
together, and the third one following that tail fly. Did he 
hook himself upon it? Have those poor trout got apart yet? 
Questions not yet answered, but trout do get clear of hooks. 

ln the same pond on the same day a two-pound trout rose 
and was hooked to the upper fly of three on the cast, He 
was within ten feet of some lily pads, Playing a moment 
against the pliant rod, he made for the lily pads, and soon, 
either accidentally or purposely on the trout’s part, he was 
fast to the lily stocks with a cluster of them in his mouth, 
The boat was worked up to him, when, with a vigorous 
thrust of the landing net, the lily stocks were broken, and 
with irout and all brought into the boat. The lily stocks 
had completely dislodged the hook from the trout’s mouth, 
and he was held only by being entangled in the lower flies 
with the lily stocks drawn through his mouth, Do trout 
disgorge hooks by swimming against obstructions in the 
water? 

There was another incident connected with that day’s 
fishing, There was another boat on the pond with three 
men in it. They fished all day long. Their movements 
showed that they were taking trout very fast. Their con- 
versation showed that they had taken a bushel box full, and 
some were in the bottom of the boat at 8 o’clock, but still 
they fished till almost dark. How many such hauls are 
there left in that pond? How long before trout will have 
disappeared from its waters if such indiscriminate fishing is 
to be indulged in? In that one box there was reasonable 
sport enough for a whole season for eyery sportsman who 
will visit that pond next year. It was just as unreasonable 
for those men to take them all that day as it would be fora 
farmer io kill all of his sheepin one hour when he only 
wanted one for food. Four or five of those trout would 
have been all those men could have caten at one meal. The 
rest went where? SPECIAL, 

A Drapwoop ExcHAnce repsrts: “The fishing party 
composed of Mr. afd Mrs. Capt. Austin, Mr, and Mrs. J, 
W. Hill, Mrs. La Rue, Miss Emmett, Miss Marie Dold, John 
Dold, 0. L. Houghton, John Friedsam and James Stoueroad 
got home from Mora last night. Houghton came very near 
killing several of the party by cutting down a tree for wood 
and felling it across the tent, Friedsam was considered the 
best fisherman, as he furnished the most money. Jim Stone- 
road was the laziest man, and was fatally wounded by run- 
ning a splinter the sixteenth part of an ineh into his finger. 
The ladies dressed it, and if is barely possible that he will 
recover. An old genleman named Fruchas and a young 
fellow called Garcia, caught the fish at 65 and 35 cents per 
day. The ladics express themselves as having had a good 
time, and every ove of theimen fabricated about the fish they 
bought. They were gone four days.” 



On THE Jarspy Coast,—Philadelphia, Oct. 5.—The storm 
which we have just had will about end the fishing along the 
New Jersey coast, Up to this date the season has been re- 
markably good. All varieties of fish haye been plentiful 
excepting the bluefish, and to the absence of the latter may 
be attributed the more than usual quantity of weakfish that 
have entered the bays. Sheepshead have been numerous; 
in fact, all the bottom fish haye shown themselves in num- 
bers above the average. The best baymen at both Tucker- 

_ ton and Barnegat have been for a month at their several life- 
saving stations on Long Beach, N, J., and amateurs have 
had to make their selection of companions from men not 
engaged in this important branch of the United States ser- 
yice,—Homo, 

Hor Stunenurn Springs, Colo., Sept 28, 1884.—Trout 
have been plentiful and fishing good in this region since the 
waters subsided to their usual summer stage, which was 
about the middle of July. The fish taken baye averaged 
larger than usual, and their condition has been uniformly 
excellent, It is reported that some traps were constructed 
along Troublesome River;in tbe flush of the season, and 
many trout thus taken, I do not know whether true or not. 
First heard the report afew days ago, Good catches can 
yet be made almost any day with ihe fly or a grasshopper. 
ee and three pounders are quite common this year,—W. 

Buack Bass ror ENGLAND,—The Fishing Gazette says: 
“At the last meeting of the Aquarium sub-committee of the 
National Fishculture Association the Marquis of Exeter 
stated that he was sending Mr. Silk to Canada for black 
bass, and he thought the committee might like to know this, 
Mr,.R, B, Marston said it was an opportunity they ought not 
to lose, and he had much pleasure in proposing that they ac- 
cept the kind offer of Lord Exeter, It was finally decided 
that the Society would take a number of the fish.” 

Tue ‘‘coachman” seems to be the popular ‘‘fly” in the 
East. (This alleged joke is for anglers only and will be a 
dark mystery to all others).—Hvansville Ind.) Argus. 

Lisheulture. 

AMERICAN FOOD FISHES. 

THH CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND NUTRITIVE VALUE OF OUR 
AMBRICAN FOOD FISHES AND INVERTERATES. 

{A paper read before the American Fishcuitural Association. | 

BY W. 0. ATWATER. 

(Continued.] 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF FOODS, 

47 E are now ready to consider the amounts of the different 
ingredients, nutrients and non-nutrients, in fish and 

other foods. Perhaps L can illustrate this in no better way 
than by an actual example. A sample of beef, sirloin, of 
medium fatness, was found by analysis in our laboratory to 
consist of about one-fourth bone and three-fourths flesh, edible 
substanee. The flesh was analyzed and found to contam, 
nearly: water, 60 per cent.; protein, 19 per cent.; fats, 20 per 
cent.; mineral matter, 1 per cent. Calculating upon the 
whole sample of meat, which one-fourth, ‘or 25 per cent., was 
bone and other refuse, and 75 per cent. flesh, the analysis 
would stand as in the following table, in which the composi- 
tion of the flesh by itself and that of the meat, bone, and all, 
are both given: 

In meat,|| This very imperfect analy- 
‘\as bought! |sis may be stated in the fol- 
including lowing form, as is done in the 

; in flesh 
edible 

portion. | pefuse, |\tables beyond. 

The tables beyond contain Per cent.)Per cent, 
24 also columps for car'bo-hy- Retiuse, bone, etc. . 

DVRLGIS wtamegeeas 5° 60 45 drates, et¢e., which occur in 
Protein 19 1444 |\milk and in some shellfish, 
Mate . 0 Le 4 At 20 14 but are not found in ordirary 
Mineral matters... I ay meats in sufficient amount to 

——E - warrant their insertlon in 
Totaled was sons| 1400) 100 such tables as these. 

CONSTITUENTS OF SAMPLE OF BEEF—SIRLOIN. 

| 

In Epreis Portion—jIn Mgats 4s PurcaHAssp— 
j.¢., flesh freed from, including both edible 
bone and otherrefuse portion and refuse. 

NUTRIENTS. BDIBLE, PORTION. 
FOOD MATERIAL, j J eee ek 

2 Mere) ll hi eee 
~ Ki : = Q g Ol eg =| ; = 

S/2/8 | 4 sige) 8/2/28] g (k8 
s/S|e)s segs a\/s)e/ 4 iss 

ies | = oF Fiz |e Feles|= i 216 | 5 jes 

Beef, sirlvin, medium |#ct! #2ct) Wet| Pet) Pet) ct! Pet) Pet] Pov) Per) Bet 
fainess, 60 | 40119 | 20| 1 | 25 | 45 | 30 143 15 | 0,7 

_ T think that with the above illustrations the following tables, 
illustrating the See of fish and other animal and 
vegetable foods, will be plain. : 

‘able I, gives the composition of a number of specimens of 
the flesh of fish and invertebrates, 7. e., the edible portion 
freed from bone, skin and other refuse. 

Table LI. gives the composition of the specimens as actually 
found in the markets, including both refuse and edible portion. 

Table I. is the more interesting from the chemical and 
physiological standpoint, but Table IJ, is more useful, prac- 
tically, since it shows how much of the several nutrients we 
actually get in the materials as we buy them. 

I ought to say with regard to all the figures in the tables, 
that they are based upon too few analyses to allow them to 
be entirely satisfactory. It is only a short time since analyses 
ot American meats, fish, etc., haye been undertaken in any 
considerable number, and those as yet accomplished are far 
from sufficient for a complete survey of the subject. Indeed, 
the work already done can be regarded only as a beginning. 
Still, the figures will give a tolerably fair idea of the composi- 
tion of the articles named. 
The analysis of animal food, the tables, with the exception 

of afew from Burqpean sources and indicated by italics, are 
selected from the resulis of the investigation of which I have 

oken as conducted under the auspices of the Smithsonian 
nstitution and the United States Fish Commission, and are 

almost the only ones as yet attempted in this country. Those 
of vegetable foods are in part from the investigation, and in 
part from other sources, 
7 > al . * 
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TABLE L : 
PERCENTAGES OF WATER AND NUTRITIVE INGREDIENTS IN FLESH, 

EDIBLE PORTION (FREED FROM BONE, SHELLS AND OTHER 

: MATTERS) OF FOOD FISHES AND INVERTEBRATHS. 

Specimens of fiesh of fish and of edible portion (flesh and Jiquids) 
of oysters, etc., were found to contain water and nutritive substances 
as below, The figures represent parts in 100 by weight, Protein+- 
faistcarbo-hydrates, ete..mineral matters=nutrients. Nutrients 
+water=100, 

\ Nutrients. 

| i 8 het Dra peaitts 
KINDS OF FOOD FISHES AND IN-| ,, A 3 Be | 38 

VERTEBRATES, g “e 2 a su | 32 

Se | | s 22 | as 
a E | 2 | | & | 83 | aa 

4a . Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per 
Fresh Hish. cent,| cent.| cent.| cent.| cent.’ cent. 

JET eee ot ee OER EEL eae a.0 4242.0 | 19-57] 60 le.) 25 
IDI CH ADHER yy shied ucew, fey Sa et Gly [peosen| Ute | Met (mye. Ty } 1.2 
ISTE HSH ee eee eet eee ts eed te i 1 1.3 
VOM Pees TH Pen ast seek ent trey: SaeS Te 1bes |) Oa. 1.2 
LTE toe Ay papel OP Peay Eb dee Sep re WA Gal LEE | TSese| Osh ee 1.0 
igBIpUGY (Gels... tse hes 71.1 | 28.9 | 149°) 13.3 te... 0.7 
Flounder........... eyed tsi = 84,2 | 15.8 | 13.8) 0.7 | ee 1.3 
Haddock........... esa eaten 81.7 | 18.38 | 16.8} 0.8 )...... 1.2 
EVAN Mites’ 5a ny irdes tend heeat. ast 76.4. | 24.6 | 78.8) 5.2 fo...) | 1.1 
Herring...... Dstt bathre Posse pie saarhae 69.0 | 31.0 | 18:5 | 11.0 }....,. Lo 
Mackerel, rather lean.......... Be Ra) ABST | RAR bs, 1.0 
Mackerel, fat... 22... -ce..csce: 64.0 | 86,0 | 18.2 | 16.3 ]....,. 15 
Mackerel, average.... .......... 73.4 | 26.6 |) 18.2) 7.1 |...... 1.3 
MEIC Waperchiaweneyicjons mem ile 79.2 | 20.8 | 18.7 | 0.8 /...... ; 1.3 
Tea bewavsl Xedre OP web Cee hee aE Ones 79.7% | 20.38 | 18.4) O.5 |... ., | 1.4 
Pickerel (pike). oi... 2200... 79.7 | 20.3 | 18.6] 0.5 }...., 1,2 
Salmon, in season, fat.......... 61.4 | 88.6 | 24.2 | 13.0'|...,.. 1.4 
Salmon, “‘spent,”’ lean,........ ,| 79.2) 20.8 | 17.6 | 2.0)...... 1,2 
Sia S BP 5 top Database sey ans’ 1.6 | 29.4 | 18.5) 9.5 }......] 144 
DTG La Bante ten Soe RE doc wg ay 79.2 | 20.8; 17.8) 1.8 )...... 1.7 
BPrOok LOU. vec n ee te 2.| 777 | 22.8 | 19.0 | 21 ).....,) 1,2 
Salusamioront: opp tsyy casey ... | 69.1 | 80.9 | 18.8 | 11.3 )...... | hs 
Whitefish. -........, poeyserenses| 09,8 | BOR | 22.1 | 6.5 ...... 1.6 

Prepared Fish. | | 
: Salt 

Dried cod. Boned andjpr e’t 
dried artificially......../ 2.9 | 15.2 | 81.9 | 74.6] 1.9 |. | 5.4 

Salt cod. Salted and dried| 20.6 | 53.6 | 25.8 | 21.4] 0.3 4.1 
Salt Mackerel, ‘'No. 1 | 

_ mackerel,’ salted....... 10.6: | 42.2 } 47 2 122.6 | 22.9 |... 2.6 
Smoked haddock, Salted, 
smoked and dried..... QA | W266) 26.3 | 28.6.) 0.2 ).....,) 1,5 

Smoked herring. Salted, | | : 
smoked and dried......, Ate) 84,5 158-8 | 36.4) 15:8 |... 16 

Canned salmon. Califor- | 
nia (Oregon)........2.45 1.3 | 59,9 | 88.8 | 19.4 | 18.0 )......) 14 

Canned fresh mackerel...) 1.9 | 68.2 | 29.9) 19.9) 8.7 )....... ) 18 
Canned sait mackerel. | | | 

“No, 2mackerel” salted| 10.3 | 48,4 | 46,3 | 17,3 | 26.4 ).,.... 2.6 

Invertebrates, Shellfish, etc. | 

Oysters, shell contents, best(1)..| 83.4| 16.6) 64) 1.7| 65] 2.0 
Oysters, shell e'tents, inferior(1); 91.4; 8.6 | 4.56] 0.6) 1.8) 1.7 
Oysters, shell contents, average ‘ L 

(1) 84 samples ..............4.. 87.8.) 12:7 | 6.0) 1.2) 3.5) 2.0 
Oysters, solids(2jedible p'n av*gze| 87.2 | 12.8 | 6.3] 1.6) 4.0] 08 
Long clams, shell contents..... | 85.9 | 14.1.) 8.2} 1.0] 2.8} 2.6 
Round clams, shell contents,,..) 86.2 | 13.8 | 6.6] 0.4/ 4.2) 2.6 
Warsel at eer, p ete ate 84.2)/ 15.8 | 8.7) 1.1} 4.12) 1.9 
Scollops, edible portion (musele)| 80.3 | 19.7 | 14.7) 0.2) 3.4] 1.4 
Lobsters, edible portion......... 81,8 )18.2 |) 14.5) 1.8) 0.2) 1.7 
Crabs, edible portion............ 77.1 | 22.9 | 16.6) 2.0 1.2) 3.1 
Crayfish, edible portion......... 81.2 | 18.8 | 16.0) 0.5 | 1.0) 1.28 
Canned oysters........--.. See B.2 | 14.8) 7.4) 21) 4.0] 1.8 
Canned lobsters,,,-........4, rea 17.7 | 22.4 )18.1] 1.1) 0.6) 2.6 

d) In respect to quantity of nutrients. 
(2) Shell contents as commonly sold, including whole of ‘‘solid’’ 

and most of liquid portion. ’ 
TABLE II. 

PERCENTAGES OF REFUSE, WATER AND NUTRITIVE INGREDIENTS. 

Samples of fish—whole or dressed—and of oysters, etc., including 
or freed from the shell, as ordinarily sold in the New York or Middle- 
tewn, Conn. markets, were found to contain: 

ib Retuse—Bone, shells, and other inedible matters. 
2. Edible portion—Water and nutritive substances. 
8. Ingredients of nutritive substance, nutrients—Protein, fats, car- 

bohydrates, ete. (“Non-nitrogeneous extractive matters”) and min- 
eral matters in parts in 100by weight. Nutrients--water+refuse=—100. ) 
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I have said so much by way of introduction to the tables, 
that it may be hardly advisable to discuss their contents at 
much length. Nor will this be necessary, for the figures them- 
selves tell their own stories and very plainly. Only a glance 
is needed to show that fish as found in the markets generally 
contain more refuse bone, skin, etc., than meats, as is illus- 
trated in tables 1., I¥., TL. With the larger proportions of 
both refuse and water, the proportions of nutrients, though 
yariable, are usually much less than meats. Thus a sample of 
flounder contained 67 per cent. of refuse, 28 of water, and only 
3 per cent, of nutritive substance, while the salmon averaged 
238, the salt cod 22, the salt mackerel 46 per cent. of nutrients. 
The nutrients in meats ranged from 30 per cent. in beef to 46 
in mutton, and 8614 in very fat pork (bacon), The canned fish 
compare very favorably with the meats. It is worth noting 
that the nutrients in fresh codfish, dressed, in oysters, edible 
portion, and in milk, all were nearly the same in amount— 
about 1214 per cent., though differing In kind and proportions, 
Vegetable foods have generally less water and more nutri- 

ents than animal foods. Ordinary flour, meal, etc., contain 
from 85 to 90 per cent, or more of nutritive material. But 
the nutritive value is not proportional to the quantity of 
nutrients, because the vegetable foods consist mostly of carbo- 
hydrates, starch, sugar, cellulose, etc., of inferior nutritive 
effect, and because their protein is less digestible than that of 
animal foods. Potatoes contain a large amount of water, and 
extremely little protein or fats, 
There are two things concerning the composition of fish to 

be particularly noticed: 
1, The chief difference between the flesh of fish and ordi- 

nary meats is, that the fish generally contains less fatand more 
water. The fat of meats is in the fish, to a considerable ex- 
tent, replaced hy water. On this account the flesh of fish 
has, generally, a lower nutritive value, pound for pound, than 
ordinary meats. Fish as we buy them, have the further dis- 
advantage in comparison with meats, that they contain larger 
percentages of retuse bone, skin, entrails, etc., than meats. 

2, On the other hand, the flesh of most fish, the nutritive 
material, is nearly all protein. That is to say, fish supply the 
nutrient that is at once the most important and the most 
costly of all. 

DIGESTIBILITY OF FISH, 
Regarding the ease and rapidity of the digestion of fish, the 

experimental evidence is as yet insufficient for exact conclu- 
sions. The investigations thus far made upon the constitution 
of the ingredients of the flesh, as well as those upon artificial 
digestion, indicate no great difference between the fish and the 
leaner meats, as lean beef, and imply that both would be very 
readily digested. The actual amounts of nutritive ingredients 
digested from fish can be only told by actual experiment. The 
only attempts to test this question, of which I am aware 
were made in connection with the investigation the results o: 
which [ am alluding to, and are very few in number. Ib was 
my fortune some time since to spend some months in Munich, 
Germany, where, through the kindness of Prof. Voit, 1 was. 
enabled to make some experiments in the physiological lab- 
oratory of the university in that city. The proportions of 
the nutrients digested were tested in a series of experiments 
with a healthy man and with a dog. The man digested some 
95-97 per cent. of the protein of the fish, and nearly the same 
proportion from meat (lean beef). That is to say, the diges- 
tion of the protein of both meat and fish was nearly com- 
plete, The experiments with the dog also gave essentially the 
same results with both kinds of food. In brief, the experi- 
mental facts at hand do not indicate any decided difference in 
digestibility between fish and the leaner meats. Both belong 
to the more readily and completely digestible foods. 
To get a fully satistactory knowledge of the digestibilit 

and nutritive values of fish compared with other foods, it wi 
be necessary to make detailed studies of the nature of the 
chemical compounds contained inthem. During a late resi- 
dence in Heidelberg I was enabled through the courtesy of 
Prof. Kuhne, who kindly gave me all needed opportunities in 
his laboratory, to commence some studies in this direction. 
Though far from complete, they indicate avery great simi- 
larity in the constituents of the flesh of fish and mammals 
used for food. . 

In brief, while fish contain somewhat less percentages of 
nutrients than ordinary meats, they haye more waste, mors 
water and less fat. The nutrients they do contain seem to be 
yery similar in constitution and in nutritive value to those of 
other animal foods, : 

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF PROTEIN IN FISH AND OTHER ANIMAL AND 
VEGETABLE FOODS. 

5 £ Edible Portion. 
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Sa| 813 [oe fs 526s 
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ith SF Per | Ber | Per |} Per | Pr| Pr | Pr 
Fresh Fish, cent.| cent.| cent.! cent.| et. | et. | ct. 

Alewife, whole...............---| 49.4 | 86,9 | 18.7 | 9.9 | 3.0 0.8 
Black bass, whole....-..... ..| 54.8 | 84.6 | 10.6) 92) 0.8]....) 0.6 
bluefish, entrails removed,,....| 48.6 | 40.3 | 11.1] 9.8 | 0.6)... | 0.7 
Cod, head and entrailsremoyed,| 29.9 | 57,9 | 12.2 | 11.0 | 0.3)....| 0.9 
E Lskin,head,entrailsremov'd.| 20.2 | 57.1 | 22 7 | 14.6 | 7.2)....| 0.8 
Lamprey eel, whole.. .-.| 45:8 | 88,5 | 15,7 | 8.1 | 7.21...) 04 
OVATE T row 115 osletalde forse wind .| 66.8 | 27.2) 6,0) 5,2) 0.3)....) 0.5 
Haddock, entrails remove 51.0 | 40.0) 9.0) 8.3 | 0.1). 0.6 
Halibut, sections of body... 17:7 | 62.1 | 20.2 | 15.1 | 4.2 -| 0.9 
Herring, whole..............- 46.0 | 37.8 | 16,7 | 10.0 | 5.9 -| 0.8 
Mackerel, rather lean, whole...| $8.3 | 48.6 | 13,2 | 11,2 | 1.4)....| 0.6 
Mackerel, fat, 33.8 | 42.4 | 23.8 | 12.1 /10.7)....| 1.0 
Mackerel, average... 44.6 | 40.7 | 14.7 | 10,1 | 3.9)....) 0.7 
Yellow perch, whole. 62.7 | 80.0) 7.8 | 6.7% | 0.2)....) 0.4 
Pike perch, whole... 57.2 | 84.1) 8.7 | 7.8 | 0.2 0.6 
Pickerel (pike), whole.......... 47.0 | 42.2} 10.8 | 9.9 | 0.2)....| 0.7 
Salmon, in season, fat, whole..| 38.5 | 87.6 | 23.9 | 15.0 | 8.0)....| 0,9 
Salmon, “spent’* lean, whole...) 46 2 | 42.6 | 11.2] 9.5 | 1.0)....| 0.7 
Shad, whole........ 50.1 | 35.2 | 14.7%] 9.8 | 4.7)....| 0.7 
Smelt, whole....... 41.9 | 46.1 | 12.0 | 10.0 | 1.0)....| 1.0 
Brook trout, whole 48,1 | 40.3 | 11.6 | 9.9} 1 1)....) 0.6 
Salmon trout, entrails removed.| 35.2 | 45.0 | 19.8 | 12.4 | 6.6)....| 0.8 
WEILL Sane el. Wels ce Bite y ves aes 53.5 | 82.5 | 14.0 | 10.3 | 8.0}__..| 0.7 

Prepared Fish. Salt 
pr et 

Dried cod, boned and ea 
EU ON ae ectecrn QO hizsanss 15.2 | 81.9 | 74.6 | 1.9)....| 3.4 

Salt cod,salted and dried.| 15.4 | 24.9 | 40.8 | 19.4 | 16.0 | 0.4)....| 3.0 
Salt mackerel, ‘No. 
mackerel,’ salted,.....| 8,2 | 22.9 | 82.5 | 36.4 | 17.0 |17.4)....| 2.0 

Smoked haddock, salted, : } 4 
smoked and dried.....) 1.4 | 32.2 | 49.2 | 17.2 | 16.1 | 0.1)....| 1.0 

Smoked herring, salted, 
smoked and dried..... 6.5 | 44.4 | 19.2 | 29.9 | 20.2 | 8.8)....| 0.9 

Canned salmon, Califor- | 
nia (Oregon)......... ..| 18] .....| 59.9 | 38.8 | 19.4 118 /8)..-.| 1.3 

Canned fresh mackerel,.| 1.9 }...... 68 2 | 29.9 | 19.9 | 8.7]....| 1.8 
Canned salt mackerel, 
“No. 2 mackerel” salted.| 8.3 | 19.7 | 84.8 | 87.2 | 13.8 |21,3). wz. 

Invertebrates, Shelijish, ete. 

Oysters, in shell, inferior (1),.-.| 88.8 | 10.2 | 1.0) 0.5 0.1) 0.2) 0.2 
Oysters, in shell, best (1).....-. B1.4)15.2| 3.4) 1.5) 0.2) 1.3) 0.4 
Oysters, in shell, average,..... 82.3} 15.4] 2.3) 1.0 | 0.2) 0.6) 0.6 
Oysters, solid, in shell, (2) edi- 

ble portion, average..........|-.. -.| 87.2 | 12.8) 6.2 1.5) 4.1) 1.0 
Long clams, in shell. .......... 43.8 | 48.2 | 7.9] 4.3 | 0.5} 1.3) 1.8 
Round clams, in sbell.........,| 68.3 | 27,8 | 4.4] 2.1 | 0.4) 1.3) 0.9 
Mussels, in shell ... ........... 493 | 42.7) 8.0| 38,9 | 0.5) 2.1) 1,5 
Scollops, edible portion (muscle)|...... 80.2 | 19.7 | 14.7 | 0.2) 3.4) 1,4 
Lobsters, in shell. .............| 60.2 | 33.0 6-8 | 5.4 | 025) 072) 0.7 
Cpabsein-sbell 2-2 Se peieus 22 ae 65.8 | 34.1) 10.1] 73] 0,9) 0.6) 1.4 
Orawfish, in shell.........-.. .-| 87-7 | 10:0] 2.8] 1.9 | 0.1) 0.1) 0.2 
Canned oysters............ Ara fas 4 ..| 85.4 | 146) b 4) 1.6) 5.1) 1.5 
Canned lobsters ..........cc0ee/sene-- G7 | 22,3 | 18.1} 1.1) 0.6) 2.5 

(1) In respect to quantity of nutrients, ey Including solid and 
most of liquid shell contents as commonly 

Ordinary | Cost of 
Foops. prices per | protein 

} pound. |per pound. 

Cents, Cents 

Beef: Sirloin, medium fatmess.,.... . .....-. 25 108 

Beef: Same at lower price....-.---.--..065 wes 20 86 

Beef: Round, rather lean........-.. Pek latncyep tiene 18 0 

Beef: Round, rather lean, lower price........ 16 62 

Beef: Corned, lean.... -.. 2.221 ess eres ceneesee 18 56 

Beef: Flank,* very fat........--22..--.+-+--- 15 36 

Mutton? Legis -- se - en enacts esse certs 2 107 

Mutton: Side, medium fatness.....,-.-.....+. 20 59 

Pork,* very fat.... 2.2.2.2 ec renee tees e ee ee 16 30 

Rhee SAS BARS poor moore Cae 18 48 

Milk, 8 cents per quart............-.00-- sees 4 61 

Gheese: Whole milk..... AR iets celle sda te at, 38 

Cheese; Skimimed milk........-..5.-+.sess0s- 8 19 

Salmon; Early in season.....-...-.-+---2+--+- 100 572 

Salmon: When plenty.... .....-+-.+e++-+ +s: 30 172 

Ahatli ee, eee No. Pecan Poesia ss sae 12 08 

Shad: When abundant ......--...--0+:--005- 8 65 

Tes 1 Clits) | Wudhen bie Peeer 200d SOUOroeocne SH es Huta ta 10 98 

DE TAGL pot c) bop ene Re Cheri tr om rr st at on Ay i 94 

TEENE 11) Ee eoe Lene ie A dn doddd-0 cr ease rtens 15 87 

Malelereli -) tokacesccoes See ee he sleeree «= ceed 10 80 

Mackerel; When abundant..........-...-...-- 2 au 

er aratene carly oom ped apelole-apelapetelel apie ri etere~smis maniac G 

Cod: When plenty..........-...-----..---+---: 6 50 

FANT GREG Pee tn od oR nies nociclne acetates meme 3 1% 

Canned: salmon, -<..--.5--- 2252-2240 l ar rananw ne 20 5 70 

Saltimackerelee: koaseckic biekicee)bemece ro sind 12.5 a6 

eT Tero Ley oO) AR aa oA Barn thot 7 48 

CONS OWEle siemens ontes robe ase eee 6 83 

Oystersit 25 cents per quart...-..,......... 5 Take 156 
Oysters! 85 cents per quatt....----..--.+-.--4- 17.5 22) 
Oysters: 50 cents per quart, choice........... 20 312 
Jey rele ee ed Boe Oe oe eeoc esd Ga ED 12 209 

Wheat flour, best........ 6 Ae ang uate 9 5 aeereeee a 19 
Tndian corn (maize) IMeal.....--- «-+..+.52++-+ 3 12 
AAG ALY, bees eal dd andclogt le We capt rnro ait Se 5 15 
Beans ie A 5 14 
Potatoes:* 50 cents per busbel...,.........-. 0.8 14 
Potatoes; 100 cents per bushel.-...-.......--- 1.7 28 

*Contains very little protein. {Shell contents. 

COMPARATIVE EXPENSIVENESS OF ACTUAL NUTRIENTS IN FISH 

AND OTHER FOODS. 

The relative physiological values of the nutrients in differ- 
ent foods depends upon (1) their digestibility and (2) their 
functions and the proportions in which they can replace each 
other in nutrition. An acenrate physiological valuation is, in 
the present state of our knowledge, at least, impracticable. 
‘The pecuniary costs of the nutrients are, however, more nearly 
capable of approximation. wing 

rom extended comparisons of the composition and market 
prices of the more important animal aud vegetable food ma- 
terials, such as meats, fish, flour, etc., those which serve for 
nourishment and not as luxuries, and form the bulk of the 
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food of the people, it has been estimated that a pound of pro- 
tein costs, on the average, five times as much, and a pound of 
fats three times as much asa pound of carbo-hydrates; that 
in other words, these three classes of nutrients stand related 
to each other in respect to cost. in the proportion: 

Assumed ratios of costs { Boge Singer tas tte 2 

atuabahle feos, 25.5 Carbo-hiydiates, 0.1.1.1 
Suppose a pound of beef of average fatness to cost 25 cents, 

and to contain 25 per cent. of inedible matters, bone, etc., 45 
per cent. of water, and 30 per cent. of nutritive substance, 
npon which latter—the bone and water being assumed to be 
without nutritive value—the whole cost comes. The 30 per 
cent. or 30-100 pound of nutritive substance thus costs 25, 
cents, or at the rate of 83!¢ cents per pound. If, now, we 
Jeaye out of account the minute quantities of carbo-hydrates 
and the mineral matters, the whole cost will fallon the protein 
and fats. Assuming these to cost in the ratio of 5:5 and the 
amounts in the meats to be—protein 141/ per cent. and the fats 
15 per cent., an easy computation will show the ger eee to 
cost 107.7 cents and the fats 64.4 cents per pound. Proof: 
1414/9 pound of protein at 107,7 cents=15,5 cents; 15-100 
ponnds of fats at 646 cents=9.7 cents; 15.3 cents + 9.7 
cents="5 cents; the cost of the pound of meat which con- 
tained the given amounts of protein and fats. The above 
ratios—protein; fats: carbo-hydrates—5:3:1—represent at best 
only general averares, and may in given cases be more or less 
incorrect. A method free from these objections consists in 
Bimply ert ta g the amounts of nutrients that may be 
bought for the same price in different food materials, At the 
same time the method above detailed is doubtless accurate 
enough for a general comparison of the relative cheapness and 
dearness of ordinary foods, and is used in calculating the costs 
of protein below. 

f the different nutrients, protein is physiologically the 
most important, asitis pecuniarily the most expensive. 
fish, furthermore, as in the leaner kinds of meat, it is the pre- 
deminant nutritive ingredient, Hor these reasons the cost of 
protein in fish and other foods may be used as a means of 
comparing their relative cheapness or dearness, as is done in 
the preceding table. Tho figures represent the ordinary prices 
per pound and the corresponding costs of protein, in specimens 
of food materials obtained in New York and Middletown, 
Conn., markets. Though the number of specimens is too 
small for reliable averages, the figures, taken together, doubt- 
Jess give a tolerably fair idea of the relative costliness in the 
different classes of food. 
Thus the nutrients of vegetable foods are, in general, much 

Jess costly than in animalfoods. The animal foods have, how- 
eyer, the adyantage of containing a larger proportion of pro- 
tein and fats, and the protein, at least, in more digestible 
forms. And further, the so-called “nitrogenous extractives” 
of Ereatin, cai‘nin, etc., of meats, which contribute so much 
to their agreeable flavor, exert a nutritive effect which, 
though not yet explained, is nevertheless important. It is 
these which give to “extract of meat” its peculiar flavor and 
stimulating effect, 
Among the animal foods, those which rank as delicacies are 

the costliest. By the above calculations, the protein in oysters 
costs from two to three dollars, and in salmon rises to nearly 
six dollars per pound. In beef, mutton and pork, it varies 
from 105 to 48 cents; in shad, bluefish, haddock and halibut 
the range is about the same; while in cod and mackerel, fresh 
and salted, it ranges from 67 to as low as 33 eents per pound. 
Salt cod and salt mackerel are nearly always—-fresh cod and 
mackerel oftener, and even the choicer fish, as bluefish and 
shad, when abundant, furnish cheaper sources of protein than 
any but the inferior kinds of meat, 

in short, we pay for many of our foods according to their 
agreeableness to our palates rather than their value for nour- 
ishing our bodies. At the same time it is interesting to note 
that the prices of the materials that make up the bulk of the 
food of the people seem to run more or less parallel with their 
actual nutritive values. Here, as elsewhere, the resultant of 
the general experience of mankind has led slowly and blindly, 
but none the less surely, to the same general result to which 
accurate research more understandingly and quickly guides us 

USE OF FISH AS FOOD—ITS PLACH IN DIETARIES, 

The chief uses of fish as food are (1) as an economical 
source of nutriment, and (2) to supply the demand tor variety 
in diet, which increases with the advance of civilization and 
culture. 
As nutriment, its place is that of a supplement to vegetable 

foods, the most of which, as wheat, rye, maize, rice, pota- 
toes, etc., are deficient in protein, the chief nutrient of fish. 

The so-called “nitrogenous extractives,” contained m small 
quantities in fish as in other animal foods, are doubtless useful 
in nutrition. The theory that fish is especially valuable for 
brain-food on account of an assumed richness In phosphorus 
is not sustained by the facts of either chemistry or physi- 
ology. 
Te is an interesting fact, that the poorer classes of people 

and communities almost universally select those foods which 
chemical analysis shows to supply the actual nutrients at the 
lowest cost. But, unfortunately, the proportions of the nu- 
trients in their dietaries are often yery defective. 

Thus, in Paetons of India and China, rice; in Northern Italy, 
maize meal; in certain districts of Germany, and in some re- 
gious and seasons in Ireland, potatoes; and among the poor 
whites of the Southern United States, maize meal and bacon, 
make alarge part and in some cases almost the sole food of 
the people. These foods supply the nutrients in the cheapest 
forms but are all deticient in protein. The people who live 
upon them are ill-nourished and suffer physically, intellectu- 

and morally thereby. ‘ 
n the other hand, the Scotchman, shrewd in his diet as his 

dealings, finds a most economical supply of protein in oatmeal, 
haddock and herring, and the rural inhabitants of New Eng- 
land supplement the fat of their pork with protein of beans 
and the carbo-hydrates of potatoes; maize and wheat flour 
with the protein of codfish and mackerel, and while subsisting 
largely upon such frugal but rational diets, are well nourished, 
physically strong, and distinguished for their intellectual and 
moral force. 

Tn conclusion, I have two more things to speak of: 
The first is to repeat, but more emphatically, what I have 

already said, that the work of which [ have been speaking is 
only the tentative beginning of an investigation which, if 
rightly prosecuted, may, I believe, develop into one of great 
importance. P . 

The second, a very pleasant subject to refer to, is the assist- 
ance which has been given to the investigation thus far. Be- 
sides pecuniary and other aid which has been granted by the 
United States Fish Commission through Prof. Baird, one of 
the most efficient promoters of the Fishcultural Association, 
Mr. H. G. Blackford, Fish Commissioner of New York, has 
donated $100 in money and a gts number of specimens of 
fish, Mr. A. R, Crittenden, of Middletown, has also contrib- 
nied $100 toward the expenses of the investigation of the 
chemistry of fish, Thanks are likewise dué to Mr. G, H. 
Shaffer, of the well-known firm of Dorlon & Shaffer, of New 
York, for a considerable number of specimens of inverte- 
brates. As Ihave stated, the investigation of tish has been 
supplemented by one of other food materials. 
A considerable portion of the expense of these, also, has 

been met by private generosity. r. F. B, Thurber, of the 
firm of H. K. & I, B. Thurber, of New York, having donated 
$500 for this purpose, while Hon. J. W. Alsop, M. D., of Mid- 
dletown, has contributed a considerable sum in aid of re- 
searches carried on in the chemical laboratory of Wesleyan 
University, in which, with more abstract investigation, the 
studies of fish and other foods have been included. These 
sifts of gentlemen interested in science have covered a not 
tnconsiderable part of the total expenses of the investigations 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

whose results T haye thus briefly detailed. Without such aid 
they would haye been, in their present form at least, imprac- | 
ticable. 

The PRESIDENT; Although this paper has been quite ex- 
haustive, I haye no doubt that some members would like to 
ask questions. 
_ Mr, Witicox:; We have, I am sure, been greatly interested 
in Prof. Atwater’s paper, and I would like to ask whether one 
eae eating the flesh of another can transform that food 
into fats, 

Prof, ATwaTmr: A great deal of experimental study has 
been devoted to the precise question to which you refer, dur- 
ing the past thirty years, and it may be thirty years more 
before it is fully answered. We have, however, a great deal 
of information already; enough to prove that the protein of 
one ahimal aay be transformed into fat in the body of an- 
other, Dogs fed on lean meat have been proven to grow fat 
upon itin the limited sense that some of the protein of which 
the lean meat was composed was changed into tat and stored 
as fat in the bodies of the dogs. It is quite possible that a por- 
tion of the protein of the beefsteak which you and I may have 
eaten for breakfast this eRe is, during the course of the 
day, being changed into fat and carbo-hydrates. But how 
much of the protein of our food is transformed into fats, or 
how much of the fats in our bodies comes from the protein we 
eat, are matters which cannot, in the present state of our 
knowledge, be answered exactly. 

CONVENTION OF FISHERMEN.—The North Carolina 
Department of Agriculture, which includes the Fish Commis- 
sion, has issued a call for a meeting of fishermen, fishcultur- 
ists and oyster culturists, to be held at the State Exposition at 
Raleigh. Among the names appended to the call we note 
that of Mr, 8, G. Worth, the energetic Superintendent of Fish- 
eries, The invitation says: ‘‘Among the subjects for discus- 
sion will be the following: The Present Condition of the Oyster 
Industry of the State; The History and Present Condition of 
the Great Seine Interest of the Albermarle Sound; The His- 
tory and Present Condition of the Great Seine Interest of the 
Croatan Sound; The Pound or Dutch Net Interest; The Fish- 
ery Traftic of Morehead and Beatifort; The Fishery Traftic of 
Wilmington, Hlizabeth City, etc.; The Trout Streams of West- 
eri Carolina, Carp Culture in the State, ete., representing a 
dozen, perhaps fifteen persons, who will read papers for the 
purpose of presenting the interest in a good shape for publica- 
tion. In addition, there will be at least twoof the best in- 
formed persons from the north of us, who will read important 
papers pointing out the defects in our general fishery methods 
and instructing us inthe practical ways of oyster farming. 
Oct. 15 and 16 have been published as Fishermen's days, and it 
is hoped that you and all other interested parties will add 
your presence to the occasion. Meetings, 9 A. M.to1P, M. 
each day.” 

CARP AS A FOOD FISH.—The question: ‘Is the carp a 
good food fish?” has been asked us many times, and in the past 
we have heen unable to give an answer based on personal ex- 
apie However, last Saturday, through the kindness of 

. E. Walters, Esq., we had the pleasure of testing the mat- 
ter for ourselves, much to our gratification and delight, Three 
fish, weighing about half a pound each, were fried, and served 
for dinner. In quality they egual any we have ever eaten, 
excepting only brook trout. The texture is fine and firm, and 
there are no bones, excepting the back bone and the usual 
attachments, as in the case of a black bass or whitefish. The 
flavor resembles that of a rock bass or perch more than 
any other fish with which we are acquainted. The slightest 
muddy taste was not discovered, although the pond in which 
they were grown has a muddy bottom. It is probable that 
the quality of these little fishes was better than that of a larger 
individual, but we are entirely satisfied that the quality of the 
fish will satisfy the most exacting, that the most of people 
will be happily disappointed when they eat their first carp,— 
Chagrin Falls, O., Kxponent. 

OYSTER PLANTERS MUST FLANT.—At Red Bank, N, 
J., an action for trespass was brought against a man by one 
who had beds staked off. The decision will serve to wake up 
some sleepers in that State, and should be made to do so in 
New York, It was to the effect that a man cannot hold river 
or bay bottom by merely staking it off; he must plant oysters 
on it to secure it. In summing up, the counsel for the 
defendent said: ‘‘When a man stakes off the river bottom 
and does not plant oysters upon it, the land belongs to the 
community.” The jury supported this statement by return- 
ing a verdict of not guilty, 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

F. H.—For method of curing your dog of gunshyness see our Ken- 
nel columns. 

G. A, M., Paterson, N. J.,—Can leather boots be made waterproof? 
Ans, You can buy atthe shoe stores or have made by a hootmaker 
waterproof boots. 

A Memprr or tHE HALIFAX CuUB isrespectfully informed that itis 
wte out of our province to decide race course disputes. Heis re- 
ferred to some one of the journals devoted to the horse. 

F. M, 0., New York.— Would it be too much trouble to identify in- 
closed bird? Ang, The bird is the Wilson’s thrush (Turdus fuscescens) 
a. common summer resident in Hastern States and a sweet songster. 

F, 8. B,, Philadelphia,—i, Can you please refer me to an account of 
how dogs are trained for racing? 2. Can you refer meto any account 
of Dr. Wood's experiments in the breeding of great horned owls in 
captivity in Connecticnta few yearsago, or any similar case? Ans. 1, 
Inquire of Arthur Chambers in your city. 2%. Write to Dr. Wood. His 
address is Suffiela, Conn, 

All work and no play makes Jacka dull boy. To be a dull 
boy is contrary to the rule among the railroad crew, so they 
never fail to play it on each other when they can. About the 
biggest joker in the State is Davis, who runs from Winnemucca 
to the Wells, and is known all over America for a good fellow. 
Davis took to duck hunting lately and bagged several good 
loads. He began to think it was time to air his skill among 
the members of the Winnemucca Pigeon Club, so when he 
was cut short in one of his big stories by Conductor Case, who 
bantered him to bet, he promptly accepted. Before the time 
came for the match he got a dozen Dis eane from Louis Lay to 
practice on, and got one of the brakemen to tend trap and 
another to pull the string. Mr. Davis was delighted with his 
experiment, as five of the first half dozen and four of the 
second dvopped dead within the line. He went to the match 
confident of victory, but went away crestfallen. Not one of 
his dozen lost a feather, while seven out of Case’s came down. 
It was three months before he found out that nine out of the 
dozen had their necks slyly but effectually pinched just as 
they were put into the trap. When it came out he had to 
stand a lot of chaff. Darrah offered to bet a dollar that he 
couldn’t hit a new hat he had on. Up went, the dollar and 
Darrah handed him his gun, loaded with a blank cartridge. 
Davis monkeyed around with the gum until he got a chance 
to change cartridges, and when Darrah threw up his new hat 
he blowed it all to pieces. Darrah looked wild and yelled, 
“Why, I thought there was no load in it.” Davis took his 
blank cartridge out of his pocket and handed it to him, and 
the stakeholder went over to Joe Germain’s and blew in the 
two dollars,—Reno Gazette, Aug. 22. 

Tan Accrpenr Ponrcms of the Travelers, of Hartford, Conu., in- 
demnify the business and professional men for his profits, the wage- 
worker for his wages, lost from accidental injury, and guarantee 
principal sum in case of death —ddy, : 

Se 
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FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Oct, 6, 9 and 10.—Bench Show of the Stafford Agricultural Society. 

R. 8, Hicks, Secretary, Stafford Springs, Conn, sai ti 
Oct. 7, 5,9, 10 and i1.—Third Annual Bench Show of the Danbury 

Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. Entries vlose Sept. 27. EH. S. 
Davis, Superintendent, Danbury. Conn. 

Oct. 16, 17 and 14,—National Breeders’ Show, Industrial Art Hall, 
Philadelphia, Pa, James Watson, Secretary, P.O. Box 770. Entries 
close Uct, 10, 

Oct, 21, 22, 23.and 24.—First Annual Fall Bench Shew ef the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Gardeh, New York. Entries 
close Oct, 6. Mr. Chas. Lincoln, Supermterndent, 

Jan, 10 to 14, 1885.—World's Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La, Mr, Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent, 

FIELD TRIALS, 
Nov. —.—Third Annual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 

Island, L. Tl. Open to members only, Mr. A. T, Plummer, Secretary 
Nov, 17._Sixth Annual Trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, at 

High Point, N.C, W. A. Coster, Secretary, Matbush, L. 1, 
Noy. 17.—Virst Annual Trials of the Fisher’s Island Club, Fisher’s 

Island, N.Y. Open to members ouly, Mr. Max Wenzel, Secretary, 
Hoboken, N. J. 

Dec. 8 —Sixth annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 
at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. 

Dec, 15.—Southern Sportsmen's Association Trials, Canton, Miss. 
Mr, T, K. Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

(A. KK... HR; 

/PEE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 
pedigrees, éte, (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished every mouth. Entries close on the ist, Should be im early, 
Entry blanks sent on receipt of slamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advaneé. Yearly subscription $1. Address” 

“American Kennel Register,”’ P. O. Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1560. Volume L, bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, #1.5¢. 

NATIONAL BREEDERS’ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Herewith I hand you alist of special prizes, received up to 

date, which speaks for itself; I am glad to say that the entries 
are coming in freely and an excellent Gisplay of the best dog 
will be seen at the Industrial Art Hall on Oct. 16, 17 and 18, 
Intending exhibitors will please note that entries positively 
close on Oct. 10, so that they must be forwarded at once. 

DOG SHOW. 

Mr. A. H. Moore requests me to state that his grand collec- - 
tions of setters and pointers will not be placed in competition 
but only on exhibition with the display of valuable special 
prizes won by him. — 

LIST OF SPHCIAL PRIZES. 

ASEYHOUTGS le Spite eeon eres a4. ee. oh EG - $250.00 
Solid silver walter service, four pieces, given by ‘‘a lover of 

dogs” for pair bulldogs..-.... BS ee bay eines uyce dips « 200.00 
Berlin steel flower holder, from a “friend,” for mastifi in open 
CIASSER ae Se cai eee ey WE EC Ie: pee ee: A play 25 00 

Gup, given by a non-exhibitor for kennel of three mastiifs..._. 20.00 
The cooker ypaniel Club for cocker spaniel owned by a mem- jie 

BY as oe. ae ee ed bes eaeeh tty cee eee ca hots wate il ore - 
Yor best mastiff in show, given by the Editor of the 4merican 

Kennel Register.,........-. pate ejosd peti gae Ee 9ot omer als See sree 0.00 
English setter, large gold-héaded cane._..--,....,....+......,.. 50.00 
Bulldog, lamp....... DAL see Serpe duhdaid-beel itadnite eee rere eee eRe 40.00 
Ma Stitis sVithG, eng hares ee coe calarece's's tia ted oa i epee eit Seitic ems et 20.00 
Foxhound, hunting whip... .....-. .... . Sees eaters £9 SHED. 15.00 
King Charles spaniel. fire banner.... .-.-.....21.---4.ee eeeeee . 10,00 
Pointer, silver-plated ice pitcher and goblets....-....-......... 40.00 
Bull-terrier, dog’s head umbrella ... -. ec id eee ie ewchw ele op a 10 00 
English setter sired by Thunder, carved walnut bracket..._.... 25,00 
Collection of sporting dogs, casé dog biscnits,...,.....-.-. Me 
Beagle, hand-painted tile.,.... Soren opie 
St. Bernard, glass and silver wine set 
Skye terrier, wild catruy.....-. -.....0-..-...0-60-, 
Wire-haired, or Irish terrier, cigar holder and cigars 10,00 
Gordon sétter sired by Bob, glass wine set........-.. 16.00 
Collection of pugs, framed bronze plaque........... la 6.00 
Smooth-coated toy terrier. frosted fruit cake -... .......1...., 5.00 
Pointer sired by Donald, silver and glass pickle jar.._.........- 10.00 
Toy exhibited by alady, white elephant cologne beittle....... . 10.00 
Blenheim spaniel, tapestry table coyer...-.----.-.1-...-.... jax 2O500 
Gordon setter, case Brunswick” winé,_-.......... ccc escsesye 27,80 
Trish setter sired by Berkley, walnut umbrella siand.-...... espe, 
Toy terrier exhibited by a lady ot Philadelphia, artificial plant 

THNVaSe Ae OF eh fe tienes ao) ee oe ene ear earn EEE 5,00 
Tialian greyhound, half a dozen natural plants...-. .......... » 5.00 
Rough-coated toy terrier, frosted fruit cuke..................-- 5 00 
Yorkshire terrier, china oil lamp ....... -...s.ceewe esse aeen eee 10.00 
Black and tan terrier, pants and vest patterm,...........,..... . 15 00 
Newfoundland, a vest..:......... 22: TE, soaker orks be nd bottaeed es 10.00 
Hard-haired Scotch, tapestry table cloth, ..................-.. Pern es 4) 
Collie, a Scotch rug...... puthrijnoaetiasre fe cole cute hea --++s. 15.00 
Bedlington terrier, boxot cigars... ..-..<6- sere servers eeeyss= 10,00 
Pug brass coal scuttle -.........6.-+++--s--s act peas + 20.00 
King Charles spanie) exhibited by a lady of Philadelphia, a de- 

corated fruit) DOW!,... .- --ciyereees +s EGO RSs 20,00 
Chesapeake Bay dog, 2 card receiver. 17.50 
Cocker spaniel, a cake or fruit stand. 15.00 
Field or Clumber spaniel, a bronze ciga Wa eeio 
Collie under 12mos., 4 Cup....--. .-..,....-.- ..- 15.00 
Trish setter, a painted plaque......-..-.... 40.00 
Pox-terrier, a stained glass panel..... 200 
Deerhownd, asilver'eup.... icc ce eee ce enbvecsees 4 
Greyhound, a cup.........-.....--..-- bs tek fick 5 : F 

Several other specials are promised, and when received will 
be placed in the catalogue. Those already named foot up 
more than $1,000, which sum is additional to that of the regu- 
lar prizes. JAS, WATSON, Secretary. 
P.O, Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa. 

GUNSHYNESS. 

\ K TH receive many letters asking how a gimshy dog may be 
cured, The method given in “Training versus Breaking” 

is the one we haye always followed; and it has proved sticcess- 
ful with old dogs as well as with young ones. Following are the 
directions given in the book referred to: . 

“While our pup is yet young he should be taught to love the 
sound of the gun. This can be easily accomplished if the 
proper course is pursued. In the first place we take a couple 
of old tin pans, and while his attention is attracted by some- 
thing that interests him we strike them together, lightly at 
first; and if he appears to be afraid we are very careful not to 
add to his fright by a repetition of the noise anywhere near 
him, but take the pans to quife a distance from his pen and 
leave them, and wait awhile before trymg again, When ibis 
tire to feed him we goto the pans, and while sounding our 
whistle, as before described, to let him know that we are 
coming, we give a stroke just loud enough for him to hear 
plainly, and at once proceed to his pen and give him his feed. 
By pursuing this course for a few days, and gradually going a 
little closer every time, he will become accustomed to the 
sound, and learning that the sound is connected with our 
coming, and also his dinner, he gets used to it, and in a short 
time will stand the racket without flinching, When he has 
become so accustomed to the noise that he shows no signs of 
fear at quite a loud crash it is time to try him with the gun. 
In order to do ‘this understandingly, you will require an 
assistant. Let him take the gun loaded with a light charge of 
powder and stand at some little distance—say forty or fifty 
yards away—and be ready at your signal to fre. You will 
now enter his pen, and after he gets a little quiet call him to 
you and put a piece of meat before him and bid him Toho, at 



Carefully watch him, and should he display any sign of 
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the same time raising your hand as a signal for the 

the experiment must be repeated as with the pans, There is 
no need of your presence only to notice how he behaves, and 
ou can dispense with your assistant, unless, as will probably 

Ee the case, he does not mind the report, when the gun can 
be brought nearer, and you can make another trial, Great 
eare must be taken not to frighten him with too loud a 
discharge, nor should it be too close to him, until he gets used 
to it. Y paying close attention to him when under fire, you 
ean readily tell how far it will do to go, and by properly 
conducting your experiment you can soon teach him to love 
the sound of the gun, even when fired over his head; indeed 
we have cured in this way some of the worst cases of gun- 
shyness that we ever saw. Comparatively few dogs are 
gunshy, and it is with these only that these precautions are 
necessary. After your pup has been carefully accustomed to 
the noise, do not Jay the gun aside as soon as you have 
accomplished your object, but let him hear the sound until 
his education is complete, taking good care that the discharge 
of the gun is at once followed by something -pleastie to him— 
his dinner, for instance—or let it be a prelude to giving bim 
his liberty, thus giving him to understand that the noise 
means something, and soon the noise, or even the sight of the 
gun, ae cause him pleasurable emotions that he will never 
orget. 

EASTERN FISLD TRIALS. 

\ N ] © publish below a list of the entries for the Members’ 
and All-Aged Stakes of the Hastern Field Trials Club, 

to? be run at Bligh Point, N. C,, commencing Nov. 13. The 
Members’ Stake will be run previous te the regular meeting 
which commences on Monday, Nov.i7. There are twenty-one 
entries for this stake, a much greater number than ever 
before, and we have no doubt that it will prove to be one of 
the most interesting events of the meeting. The All-Aged 
Pointer Stakes, the first event upon the card at the regular 
meeting, has twenty entries, two less than were entered last 
year, while the All-Aged Setter Stake has forty-seven, 
sixteen more than last year, The meeting will undoubtedly 
be the most interesting and successful that has yet been held. 
Following is a list of the entries: 

MEMBERS’ STAKES. 

Princess HELEN.—J. Otto Donner, New York, orange and 
white English setter bitch (Thunder—Bessie). 
PRINCESS WARWICK.—John G, Heckscher, New York, black, 

white and tan English setter bitch (Warwick—Ollie), 
BucKELLEW.—W, A. Coster, Flatbush, L. L, orange and 

white English setter dog, A.K.R. 30 (Druid—Ruby). 
Brimstone.—W. A, Coster, Flatbush, L, 1., lemon and white 

English setter bitch, A.K.R. 29 (Gladstone—Swaze). 
Tsion.—Frank HR. Hitchcock, New York, liver and white 

pointer bitch, A.K.R. 778 (Croxteth—Vinnie). 
DrAwa I].—Charles Heath, Newark, N. J., black and white 

Bnglish setter bitch (Dash II1[.—Diana). 
Lucra.—D. 8. Gregory, Jr., 2d, New York, liver and white 

pointer bitch, A.K.R. 209 (Croxteth—Belle), 
Ruz.—Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass., lemon and white 

pointer bitch, A.K.R. 401 (Snapshot—Ruby). 
REBEL WiInD ‘EM.—Jobhn C. Higgins, Delaware City, Del., 

black and white English setter doz (Count Wind 'om— MN orna). 
RoyaL Rancer.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa,, lemon 

and white Hnylish setter SCN Peay 
QUEEN ALIcK.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburel, Pa., black 

and white English setter bitch (Druid—Cubas), 
Daisy QuEnn.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, 

white and tan English setter bitch (Rock—Meg). 
Katiz D,—B. F. Wilson, cle te Pa,, black, white and 

tan English setter bitch (Count Noble—Dashing Novice), 
DasHinG Novicy.—B. F, Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, 

white and tan English setter bitch (Dash [I.—Novel), 
-GertrRupEe.—J. W, Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white and 

tan English setter bitch (Gladstone—Nellie) 
Gus Bonpuu.—J. W. Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white 

and tan English setter dog (Dashing Bondhu—Novel). 
Corrinne.—Geo. T. Leach, New York, red Irish setter bitch 

(Peter—Countess). 
Brock.—Geo, T. Leach, New York, red Irish setter dog 

(Bosco—My Dutchess). 
Jack W.—Col. Albert G, Sloo, Vincennes, Ind., orange and 

white English setter dog (Sargent—Hya). ; 
_ BELLE OF THE BALL.—Charles Heath, Newark, N. J., black, 
white and tan English setter bitch (Pontiac—Rhoda). 
SLocuM.—Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass., Gordon setter dog, 

pedigree not given. 

ALL-AGED POINTER STAKES. 

Matnsprinc,—J, T. Perkins, Brooklyn, N. Y,, liverand white 
do; eee mete oe 
Bang Banec.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York, lemon 

and white dog, A.K.R. 394 (Bang—Princess Kate), 
Viston,—Frank R, Hitchcock, New York, liver and white 

bitch, A.K.R. 778 (Croxteth—Vinnie), 
TAMMANY.—Frank R. Hitchcock, New York, liver and white 

dog (Lory—Moonstone). 
Scour.—D. G. Elliot, New Brighton, 5, L, liver and white 

dog, A.K.R. 216 (Croxteth—Belle), 
FLEDA.—Jess, M. Whaite, Chester, 5, C., liver and white 

bitch (Bow—Flight), 
Nep.—J, A. Bngilish, Mount Olive, N. C., lemon and white 

dog (Valentine—Beulah). 
UE.—Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass., lemon and white bitch, 

A.E_R, 401 (Sra psa Huby), 
UnNAMED.—Charles Heath, Newark, N. J., color and pedi- 

gree not given. j 
IctcLE.—R. T, Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa,, lemon and white 

dog, A.K_R. 82 (Jerry—Snowflake). 
Tint Basy,.—R, T, Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver and 

white bitch (Don—Luck). J 
Joy,—R. T, Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver and white 

biteh (Boon—Rena). 
Lucta.—D. 8. Gregory, Jr, 2d, New York, liver and white 

bitch, A.K,.R. 209 (Croxteth—Belle). ; 
Jiut,—Neyersink Lodge Kennels, Guymard, N. Y_, liver and 

white bitch (Croxteth—Lass). 
Drake.—Neversink Lodge Kennels, Guymard, N. Y., liver 

and white dog (Croxteth—Lass), 
Jim,—James P, Swain, Jr., Bronxville, N, Y., lemon and 

white dog, A.K.R, 353 (Rush—Nan). : 
LALLA Rooxn.—George J. Gould, New York, lemon and 

white bitch (Sensation’s Soun—Grace). 
RicamMoyp,—John BE, Gill, Franklin, Pa., lemon and white 

dog (Don—Beulah). 
onALD IT.—C. M, Munhall, Cleveland, O., liver and white 

dog (Donald—Devonshire Lass). 
Lapy Romp I,.—A, H, Moore, Philadelphia, Pa., liver and 

white bitch (Ffrancis’s Prince—Lady Romp). 

ALL-AGED SETTHR STAKES, 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 

Doctor Durx.—Dr. W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., black 
and white ticked dog (Gladstone—Frost). 
Princess. HELEN. —J, Otte Donner, New York, orange and 

white bitch (Thunder—Bessie). : 
Bronze.—P. Lorillard, New York, biack, white and tan dog 

(Decimal Dash—Bassie). 
Princess Warwick.—John G, Heckscher, New York, 

black, white and tan bite (Warwick—Ollie), 
Sam Dick.—Dr. J. B. 8. Holmes, Rome, Ga., orange and 

white dog (Ben, Jr.—Opal IL). 4 
BELLE OF THY BALL.—Charles Heath, Newark, N. J., black, 

| Wiute and tan bitch (Pontiac—Rhoda), 

a 
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Drana IIl.—Charles Heath, Newark, N. J., black and white 

bitch (Dash IIT.—Diana). 
Rex.—Geo, R, Wright, Wilkesbarre, Pa., black, white and 

tan dog (Druid—Bessie Lee), 
BRiIDGEPORT.—Fred E, Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y., black, 

white and tan dog (Dashing Monarch—Vannette). 
Ranneb.—Hdward Dexter, Buzzard’s Bay, Mass.. black, 

white and tan bitch (Gladstone—Frost). 
BELLE oF PimpMont.—Edward Dexter, Buzzard’s Bay, 

Masss black, white and tan bitch (Dashing Rover—Rannéé),. 
MARCHIONESS.—Hdward Dexter, Buzzard’s Bay, Mass., 

bitch, color and pedigree not given. 
JHSSE GLaDSTONE.—H. EH. Hamilton, New York, orange 

and white dog, A.K.R. 108 (Gladstone—Swaze). 
GENERAL ARTHUR.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., 

black, white andtan dog (Emperor Fred—W anda). 
ST, Eimo 1V.—Dr, 8, Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N, Y,, black, 

white and tan dog (St. Elmo—Clio), 
PuLANTER.--John C, Higgins, Delaware City, Del., black, 

white and tan dog (Dashing Monarch—V annette). 
REBEL WIND'rM.—John C, Higgins, Delaware City, Del., 

blue ticked dog (Count Wind’em—Norna). 
Pixin.—John C. Higgins, Delaware City, Del., black and 

white bitch (Dashing Monarch—Primrose). 
DasHInG Rover.—T. F. Taylor, Richmond, Va., black, white 

and tan dog (Dash 1J.—Norna). 
GLADSTONE’S Boy,—Dr. G. G. Ware, Staunton, Tenn., black, 

white and tan doz (Gladstone—-Sue). 
BrusyH.—Edward Beadel, Forked River, N. J., black and 

white dog, pedizree not given. 
BILLy Fumt.—C. J. Osborn, New York, liver and white 

dog (Rob Roy—Fannyj. 
LASH.—C, J. Osborn, New York, lemon and white dog 

(Lincolna—Daisy Dean). 
TILFORD.—G. F. Jordan, Philadelphia, Pa., blue belton dog 

(Darkie—Rosy Morn). 
PLANTAGENET.—C, Fred. Crawford, Pawtucket, R. I., lemon 

belton dog (Dashing Monarch—Petre)). / 
Newire If.—C, Fred. Crawtord, Pawtucket, BR. 1., blue bel- 

ton bitch (Count Noble—Rosalind). 
FormMAN.—O, Fred. Crawford, Pawtucket, R. I., black, 

white and tan dog (Dashing Monareh—Fairy I1.). 
GERTRUDE.—J, W. Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white and 

tan bitch (Gladstone—Nellie). 
Gus Bonpav.—J. W, Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., black and 

white Gog (ashing Bondhu—Novel). . 
Katie D.—B, F. Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white and 

tan bitch (Count Nobie—Dashing Novice). 
DasHine Novice.—B. F, Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, 

white and tan bitch (Dash II.—Novyel). 
Count Nosin.—B. F. Wilson. Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white 

and tan dog (Cott Wind’em—Nora), 
CouNTESS GLADSTONE,—J. R. Hendricks, Pittsburgh, Pa., 

lemon and white bitch (Gladstone—Countesgs), 
Counruss.—J.R. Hendricks, Pittsburgh, Pa, black and white 

bitch (Leicester—Pocahontas). 
% Smut Il.—Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass., black bitch (Trim— 
nit). 
Dinks.—J, T, Hartwell, Providence, R. I., black and tan 

dog (Nat—Bess), i 
Count Kaprmer.—W, B. Gates Reeantds, Tenn., black and 

white dog, A.K.R. 498 (Druid—Maenolia). 
CoLonEeL CddL,—W. B. Gates, Mempbis, Tenn., black, white 

and tan dog (Gath—Lit). 
MrEpoRA.—W.B, Gates, Meniphis, Tenu., black,white and tan 

bitch (Gladstone—Carrie J.). 
PAvuL GLADSTONE.—W.B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black, 

white and tan dog (Gladstone — Lavalette). 
RODERIGO.—Gates & Merriman, nan dant Tenno., black 

white and tan dog (Count Noble—Twin Maud). 
Pink B.—W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black and white 

dog (Gladstone—Countess Key). 
ADY Lrz.—W, B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 

aud tan bitch (Gladstone—Juno IT.)- 
Liniran.—P. H, & D. Bryson, Memphis, 'Tenn., black, white 

and tan biteh (Gladstone—Sue). 
PRINCE Royau.—A, H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa., blue belton 

dog (Darkie—Rosy Mern), 
TRIsH SETTERS. 

Encno, Jk.—Dr, Willliam Jarvis, Claremont, N. H,, red dog, 
A.E.R. 508 (Elcho—Noreen). 
Jim.—Horace 8. Bloodgood, Providence, R. L., red dog (Jim 

—Sniger). 

Notice is hereby given to all who have made entries for the 
Eastern Field Trials of 1884 that the Members’ Stake will inau- 
urate the meeting on Thursday morning, Noy, 13, and on 

Sunday night, Noy. 16, after the arrival of the last trains from 
North and South, the drawing of the All-Aged Pointer Stakes 
will positively take place at the club’s room in the Bellevue 
Hotel. Atl nominations in this stake can be made good up to 
the time of drawing. The dogs in their respective braces will 
be called promptly Monday morning, Nov. 17, on which date 
the All-Aged Pointer Stakes will open the meeting without 
postponement. The All-Aged Setter Stakes will immediately 
follow on the morning after the completion of the All-Aged 
Pointer Stakes, and the other stakes will follow in the order 
advertised, under same general conditions, Owners or trainers, 
with the dogs, called by an order conspicuously posted in the 
Office of the Bellevue Hotel (club’s headquarters), are requested 
to be promptly on hand to avoid delays, and assist the genile- 
men judging in discharging their duties. The secretary will 
always be found evening and morning at hotel, and during 
the day and running, on the field. 

ELuIot Smire, President. 
WasHineton A. Costner, Sec. and Treas. 

BENCH-LEGGED BEAGLES AT PHILADELPHIA. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Thave just noticed in your issue of 2d inst., Mr. Pottinger 

Dovsey’s request that you correct the mistake you made in 
reporting that in special class HE., the special pe was 
awarded to nry Rose, when itshould have been to his Major. 
If any mistake has been made it certainly was not made by 
you, as the following letter will show: 

‘ PHILADELPHIA, {. mo., 22, 1884. 
General Ir, 4, Bond. Jessups, Md.: 
My Dear. Sir—ti send to-day by express a solid silver collar, awarded 

by Philadelphia Kennel Club to Rose, 389—to ‘best basset or ben¢h- 
lezged beagle, donated by Mr. Chas. T. Thompson. a member of our 
cb, You will kindly acknowledge receipt of sanis and oblige, 

Very truly-yours, I. H. Rogers. 
PHILADELPHIA Kennen Crus, N. E, corner 13th and Market Streets. 

My theory as to how the collar came to be sent to me is that 
the gentleman (or the club to which he belonged) were natu- 
rally admirers and judges of the breed of dogs for the best one 
of which the prize was offered, and that they took the liberty 
of sending the collar to the dog that, in their judgment, de- 
served it. I was much surprised at Dr, Downey putting Major 
ahead of either Dyke or Rose, as the old fellow was sadly out 
of condition, andin the language of Dr. Twaddell, ‘‘wasa ve. 
different dog from what he was at Pittsburgh, and now coul 
not beat anything,” I had but little feeling in the matter, as 
Major is from my kennel, sold by me to Dorsey several 
years ago, and the litter brother of Driver, the father of Rose, 
so that the compliment in any case was as I considered quite 
as much to me as to hi I have a great admiration for the 
breed, believing them the most desirable and companionable 
rabbit dogs in the world, and my wish has been and is to bring 
them to the notice of my brother pores, not caring par- 
ticularly who happened to have the dsomest dog for bench 
shows. Frang A, Bonn. 

Jessups, Md, Oct 4, 1884. 
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NOW it a yagabond photographer wandering down my 
lane were to poke his head over the garden wall and 

me “Have your likeness taken, sir?’ I verily believe ‘““Lilli- 
bulero” would venture the extrayagance, for he feels so thor- 
oughly happy, Tt is a peculiar trait in the characters of both 
sexes of the human species that when they feel unusually 
well dressed, or exceptionally content with themselves, they 
should experience a craying to be photoed, I must trace this 
feeling to the fountain-head when I am philosophically in- 
clined, whichis not when the sun shines, therefore not now. 
It assuredly is not my clothes that turn my mind to the dis- 
COvery, of Mons. Daguerre, for they are of dogs ‘‘doggy;” but 
itis the fresh warm morning air and the soothing surround- 
ings, My garden is not large, but it is all the world to me at 
present; through the railing behind me I can see far over the 
country and from time to time hear a muffled ‘right and left,” 
the death knell of a brace. I pay no rent for the view nor the 
sound, and I prefer them to Millais and Pattito-day. There 
is a. robin in the fir tree cpposite, he is a much duller bird in 
color, I notice, than the Christmas illustrations make us 
familiar with; but his simople raelody makes up the difference, 
so there is nothing owing cockie, I don’t like bells, but those 
Ican hear are so far away thatthe sound blends pleasantly 
Wwibh the soft wind before it reaches me. I haye pitched my- 
self in the middle of the lawn with all my tykes around me. 

I should get along famously with my notes if Bob, my 
neighbor’s collie, would not every minute or so push up my 
arm with his nose. “Whatever doeshe want?’ I querulously 
ask hismaster. “I have only ink to offer him,” 

“Oh, they all do it,” he responds, laying down his book and 
spying up his pipe for the blockage. 

**That’s all very well, and I dare say it is a diverting accom- 
paniment to Ouida’s last and a pipe, but when a man is try- 
ing— 

“Oh, stow it!” he cries, “don’t say anything more, ‘trying’ 
is good; you can’t improve upon it,” and he nearly swallows 
his pipe in his consuming hilarity. 
“Tray bong, non ami,” as they say in Boolong: ‘‘if these are 

your sentiments on ‘Lillibulero’s’ notes I can wish you no 
worse punishment than to read your inane joke in print.” 

‘But, seriously, old man,” continues the lazy fiend, ‘‘yvou 
might make a paragraph of that collie characteristic for your 
gentle readers, for they must be gentle to stand so much of 
you, it’s only collies that do that, you know, and it is a very 
preuty habit, and look at Bob now, see how he ‘grins,’ he 
nows I am speaking about him; it is only collies that smile 

their satisfaction, and do you notice now he is coming toward 
us; how he curls his body round so his tail almost touches his 
head, and do you hear him sneeze, that is caused by his lips 
curling up and closing his nostrils.” 
“Very interesting. And does he curl his tail over his back 

like that to form a handle to pick him up?’ I slyly inquire, 
and i don’t get an answer, so I try him on another point. 
‘Don't you think that abundant feather on Boh’s forelegs, his 
breadth of skull and heavy ears indicate setter blood in his 
ancestry?’ Dumbasadial. “And then it seems to me he 
wants that close, soft, wooly hair below the hocks that is 
always found on a collie, and I must also admit Imuch prefer 
these handsome varieties of sable to his monotonous black and 
tan.” Mute as an undertaker. “Il was talking to a collie 
fancier on Sunday and he had a theory of colors that it took 
him four splits and an ounce of bird’s eye to explain. Shortly 
it was that collies were admittedly one of the original breeds 
of dogs, one of the roots of the canine genealogical tree, one 
of the wild breeds. Now all the dogs were, he said, originally 
reddish in color, collies, dingoes, wolf-hounds, Scotch and 
Irish terriers. The variations in the color of collies, he held, 
had been obtained by a cross with the Scotch black and tan 
setter, and he thinks that the modern black and tan collie illus- 
trates his theory and he points to the sables as showing most 
collie Character, that indescribable foxy, sharp and mistrust- 
ful appearance. This slyness and an occasional snap has 
wrongtully earned them the epithet ‘treacherous,’ but it is 
really fear that makes them uncertain.” 

Dick answers that ‘‘My collie fancier may have some found- 
ation for his theory, which is probably influenced by a good 
strain of sable collies in his own Kennel (unkind!) and as far 
as the black and rich deep tans go he is disposed to agree with - 
him, but he thinks there is quite as much ‘character’ in the 
black and light tans and black and whites as in the sables, 
and atter all the great thing is to get asmal! semi-erect ear 
and the rest will follow. Now you remember atleast I don’t 
suppose you do, ‘Lillibulero,’ as it was before your time, that 
some years ago people ran atter the mahogany tan, and it 
was only by pegging away in print and endless prating that 
such judges as Thomson, Dalziel, Shirley aud others, whose 
names I can’t recall, directed the public into the right path. 
W. W. Thomson established himself an authority on the breed 
by his able desriptions of the breed in that defunct kennel 
organ, The Country. I seldom see his name to collie papers 
now, but if ever you would like a few notes on the breed I 
am sure a polite putication would be successful,” 

“Thanks, Dick, for the hint, and if Mr. Thomson reads Forusr 
AND STREAM, ‘Lillibulero’ drinks toward him, and their better 
acquaintance, and, Dick, while you are in this communicative 
mood, tell me do you attach so much importance to under- 
coat? 

**Yes, lad, Ido; an animal whose duties take him into sleet 
and hail, and who may haye to sleep in snow, requires a 
woolly texture next his skin and then an overcoat. The 
overcoat turns the weather, keeps the wet out, and the under- 
coat prevents the loss of natural animal heat. There is much 
misunderstanding and ignorance on the purposes of this double 
clothing, but that is the correct explanation. To hear some 
collie men talk one might imagine that their pets were the 
only creatures that had undercoats, but a good sportsman 
will tell them otherwise. Haye you ever seen an otter’s skin? 
Got one hanging up in the harness room, have you? Well, 
when you have finished your scribbling go and examine it, 
outside it is a reddish brown color, and each hair looks wiry 
and glnty, but part them with your fingers and you will find 
those hard hairs shoot out of 4n impervious, thick, close, 
downy, soft undercoat, through which ‘you can’t see the hide. 
The topcoat turns the water and the other keeps in the 
warmth of the body. It makes one wild to hear follows plibly 
gabble about otters and badgers, etc., and few of them haye 
ever seen one alive.” 
Dick has dropped his book and is using his pipe to hammer 

his indignation at kitchen-fire sportsmen on my writing table. 
I must bring him back to our ‘‘moutons” to calm him, “My 
collie fancier, by the way, stated that the sables have usually 
less undercoat than the black and tans.” ~ 

“Tell him he’s a mole when you meet him; they have as 
much but it is not so visible to a casual glance because a sable 
collie’s undercoat is nearly the same color as the topcoat, but 
itis there all the same. In the black and tans the outercoat 
is black of course, and the under is usually a lighter badgery 
iron-gray color.” 
As you are such a swell on sheepdogs, [wouder, Dick, you 

don’t choose a better specimen from your kennel to take 
around than Bob; is it that 

“The shoemaker’s wife goes worst shod?” 

“Oh, yowre quite welcome,” says Dick, sarcastically, ‘but 
the proverb doesn’t fit.” ; 

“Does the shoe?” IT call out, as he walks up to the wall, 
Ireally don’t think collies are plucky dogs or any use as 

fuards except to make a row, protectors they are not. Some- 
thing in the road just frightened Bob; he barked distractingly 
and then flew under the chair. Ef any collie men differ wit! 
me on this pomt and will write me their views, I will impar- 
tially repeat their ideas. ~ 
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Now, terriers are different. A couple of them haye been 
amousing me with their antics all the morning, One got an 
old strawherry punnet, a basket shaped like a sugatloal, and 
the tricks he played with it would have conyulsed a clown in 
the circus, and it must take a.lot to excite the risible faculties 
of sucha person. It shook it, R beset ean backward and for- 
ward over it, got its feet tangled up in 1t, and at-last its head 
in it and then it sprang forward on its hind legs madly trying 
to get the cap off. This was eventually effected with the jeal- 
ous aid of terrier No, 2, When the basket was torn to shreds; 
No. 1 found a sepulehral bone which he, with great secrecy, 
gravely buried. No.2 affected to be asleep, but had an eye to 
the covert proceedings, and as the sexton sauntered off, he. 
with as nonchalant an air, walked in the direction of the bone 
and suddenly pounced upon the burial spot. Then ensued 
such a fight that excited even the other dogs to join in, and 
soon it was a seething mass of profanity and caninity (where 
did I first meet that last happy term?) I kicked everybody, 
which did not improve matters a bit, but Dick came to the 
rescué with a pail of water and soused the combatants, That 
dampened their ardor effectually, 
But I was going to say when Bob was so terrified by a 

stranger’s yoice, these two ruftians flew to the sate and, with 
their noses down, lips snarling, hackles up, waited the arrival 
of intruders, and their reception would haye been bitingly 
cool. 
What's that sound I hear down the road? <A rich note and 

a whip crack. [ walk to the wall followed by my gasping 
crew, and there I see the sight that always stirs the blood—a 
pack of hounds. “Exercise,” 1 ask, as the huntsman gets op- 
posite me, “Yes, sir; Diligent! Diligent!!” and Diligent, who 
thought she might indulge in a gambhol while the careful eye 
was arrested, comes slinkinz to heel. They area nice lot of 
harriers, but I can’t gossip with the huntsman; we can’t hear 
ourselves speak, for the swearing of my dogs anxious to scala 
the wall for a fight, and the hounds are eebting demoralized, 
when I hear Dick’s stentorian tones, ‘‘Lunch! luneh!! lunch!!!” 
“Oh, all right,” I ery, “Good morning.” “Good morning, 
sir,” and he walks away with his beauties at his heel, and a 
picture they makein the lane. Long may it be before their 
occupation is gone in spite of the ground game act, isthe wish 
of all sportsmen and of LILLIBULERO, 
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THE LEONBERG DOG. 

BOUT thirty-five years ago it was considered, says La 
Chasse et la Péche, by the jeunesse dorée of Germany as a 

sreat distinction to take their usual walk accompanied by a 
yery large dog. Some dog fanciers immediately set to work 
and carried on a very remunerative trade by palming off to 
the public a new breed, which they styled ‘the Leonberg,” 
By the*help of prospectuses, portraits of dogs and pompous 

advertisements, these fanciers perverted the taste and. Europe 
was overrun with these dogs—they eyen found buyers in Am- 
erica. Many persons at Sa aes designate their dogs as the 
Leonberg breed. In 1883, Paris admitted a class for this dog, 
Germany repudiates it, and it has neyer been admitted in 
England. Does the race of Leonberg exist, has this dog a dis- 
tinct character, particular qualities, an identity of type: in 
fact, has it the necessary peculiarities to constitute a new race? 
Let us examine the question, We haye no wish to blot out all 
erossing. A new race may be created and settled at the end 
of five or six generations, but the pei nea must be made with 
discernment and by intelligent and well-studied selections, 
Let us examine what is understood by race; the following are 
the principles which ought to guide breeders desirous of cre-' 
ating a new one. 
By the word race or breed is understood to be a number of 

animals having a proper conformation and peculiar properties 
which they transmit to their offspring. To form a new race 
itis necessary; First, to cross two breeds, asin the ease of a 
bulldog and fox-teirier, the result is a new race, called bull- 
terrier, Which partakes of the conformation and peculiar 
chayacter of each of the two breeds. Second, to alter the 
type by adding qualities, although maintaining the funda- 
mental character of the principal breed, such as is done in the 
ease of the pointer and setter. Third, in which the shape of 
the body is not altered, but an extra quality is added, asin 
the case of the crossing of the greyhound with the bulldog. 

Further, a breed of dog may be altered or changed without 
producing a new one, but only improving it by the approach 
of two subjects of the same breed, thereby rendering the 
produce more perfect m body and intelligence. Have these 
principles been carried out in the case of Leonberg? We do 
not hesitate to say no. Hssig of Leonberg, Friedrich of Zahna 
and Seyfarth of Késtritz have only bad in mind to dazzle the 
public by a show of large cogs, sometimes smooth-coated, 
4ometimes with long curly hair, and of every color. 
On the request being made to sects Mr. R. de Schmieder- 

berg to settle the characteristics of this breed, as he pretends 
to have created it in 1846, answer thus: “'The dogs I have bred 
since 1846 are a successful cross of the Newfoundland with 
the original Mount 8t Bernard, which I have since improved 
with the wolfdeg of the Pyrenees, from which the St. Ber- 
nard originates. These dogs are the largest race of long- 
haired, and to that quality they add beauty and intelligence” 
(see “Der Hund,” Volume III., p. 46). Mr. de Schmiederberg, 
irritated by the pretensions of Essig, asks for further informa- 
tion, and begs of him to throw a little more light on the sub- 
ject, and to give more ample information on this famous 
breed of Leonberg. To that effect Mr. de Schmiederberg 
uts the following questions (‘‘Der Hund,” Volume LY., p, 27); 
What isthe shape of the Leonberg dow? The shape of his 
body? Give a description of his legs, coat and color? Mr. de 
Schmiederberg puts every detailed question, which it is useless 
to repeat here. ; is 

This is Ussie’s answer: ‘‘Under the name of Leonberg, it is 
understood these are the largest long-haired dogs, and com- 
bine beauty with intelligence. Instead of giving you a de- 
seription of my dogs I send you twelve photographs, which 
you can carefully examine and form your own judgment, 
Large head, short nose, thick forehead—theése are the distinct 
characteristics.” The remainder of the answer was simply a 
puffing advertisement; the photographs represent tive or six 
types differing from one another. Mr. de Schmiederberg 
wrote to Essig to say that the size, length of hair, muscular 
force, did not constitute breed; it must be a minute and seri- 
ous description as well as the pedigree of tix or six generations 
that are required. Having no satisfactory answer, and wi- 
willing to lese further time, he gave up the polemic and closed 
the correspondence (‘Der Hund,” Vol, [V., p, 185). Two other 
Germans, Friedrich of Zahna and Seyfarth of Késtritz, have 
tried and have sometimes successfully palmed off onthe public 
the Leonberg dog; but both have been detected in nefarious 
roceedings and have suffered fme and imprisonment tor 

cheating their customers. _ 
Let us now see how the Leonberg dog has been admitted to 

shows. In England, they were never admitted but in the 
variety class. (‘Der Hund,” vol. IV., 39.) In Germany, 
these dogs get admitted to the show at Baden, and the follow- 
ing is the report of the Field, Oct. 2, 1875; “There was a lar, 
number of Leonberger dogs just. as they ars—huge mongrels, 
with long hair, long and thin heads, bushy tails, of every 
color, from milky white to the finest black, and of all sorts of 
shapes.” ‘Thus this creation of mongrels arrived tosucha silly 
extension. In 1876, at the canine show at Berlin, dogs classed 
as **Hofhunde” (house dogs) comprised the St. Bernard, New- 
foundland, and Leonberg. his classifiedtion was the subject 
of great discussion, the supporters of the Leonberg not being 
Be to give an exact definition of this pretended breed, so tiat 
ths judges were canny scety contused, and out of the prizes 
given, ten fell to the Leonbergers, ‘Der Hund,” vol. L, p. 14.) 
In 1376, at; Dresden and Cologne, the Leonbergs are still ad- a. ee 2 ee Eee ee ee ee eee ee ee eS eee 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

mitted, but not without popes. In 1879, at Hanover, fhe 
programme defined clearly the different classes; and the 
mongreis of Hssig, Wriedrich, and Seyfarth were expelled then 
and for the future. Diseredited in Germany, and unable to 
get their dogs admitted to ahy exhibition, these dog fanciers 
are trying their hand in Belgium, and are inundating that 
country with their produce, ‘We raust sell them somewhere,” 
say they; but our readers are enlightened and warned. Who- 
ever is deceived in future will be so with his eyes open.—Live 
Stockh Journal, 
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TWO HOTEL DOGS. 

L.—CHISAR. 
o] Reet village bemg a favorite summer resorb for New 

Yorkers, and the old-time hotel known as the Crissman 
House being filled from early until late with representative 
families of the metropolis, the pet dog of the house, mentioned 
many times in the Sun as Crsar, was probably more widely 
known in the city than any other brute of the kind boasting 
no public record. 
Cesar was a peculiar dog, His mother was a thoroughbred 

Newfoundland, and his father a pure-blooded coach. His 
intelligence was almost human. Born in the hotel stables, he 
was raised by the Crissman family, andit might be said that 
he was looked upon as a virtual member of it. He stood 
almost three feet high, was a pure and glossy black, and had 
strong likes and dislikes. & was an especial pet of the 
children, He joined in all their games, ond mase himself 
their guardian on all their excursions to the points of interest 
within their reach. He seemed to think it was incumbent on 
hin) to have things run smoothly about the house, and was 
pozsessed of a constant and unchangeable determination to 
have everything highly respectable and quiet, This was well 
understood by cantankerous denizens of the back country, 
who occassionally come to town with the firm and artistic 
resolye to tint it crimson or die, and, consequently, in the 
course of their exuberant efforts in that line, they always 
found it most conyenient to mix their dyes in localities not 
immediately adjacent to the Crissman House. Czrsar would 
not allow even a friendly scuffle on the premises, and carried 
his objection to all such unseemly and undignified exhibitions 
«to an extent so stricb and positive that he would not permit 
his master even to indulge in one for an instant, and would 
make a protest against him as quickly as against the most 
forlorn-looking stranger, ; 

This determination on the part of Cesar was knoyn to 
eyerybody, and when a few days azo two old friends of the 
house and of Casar’s, came to a bantering scuttle in the parlor 
of the hotel, and Czesar made his displeasure known to them, 
they knew just whatit meant. But they persisted, and the 
dog felt it his duty to make his authority known, and he did 
so by seizing one of the parties by the leg and closing his teeth 
onit, This made a great excitement in the place. The bitten 
party was one of the most prominent and popular residents. 
He demanded that the dog should be killed. This Czssar’s 
master, not béing a believer in the superstition that a dog that 
has bittiten a person must be killed because if at some future 
time the dog went mad the person would become a victim of 
hydrophobia, emphatically refused to have it done. 
The next day, during the abscence of the dog’s owner, the 

parties to the scuffe and another resident induced Czesar to 
follow them away from the house. When they were out of 
sight and hearing they shot the dog several times with a 
revolyer, but their marksmanship was so poor that no vital 
part was hit. Czesar seemed to look on the pistol shooting as 
play, but when the party procured a shotgun and fired a 
charge in his head he saw that matters were meant to be 
serious, and he ran away irom the party and came home 
weak and bleeding. He was carefully nursed but his wounds 
were so serious that his recovery was evidently impossible, 
and the poor animal was shot to relieve his misery, It was 
only the death of a dog, but the manner in which it was 
accomplished, the circumstances surrounding it, and the 
prominence ofthe parties concerned in the affair have given it 
a peculiar importance. It has disturbed the most cordial 
social relations of many people, and aroused feelings of bitter- 
ness the effect of which will not only be long felt in business 
and society here and elsewhere, but will become an important 
factor in future political moyements in Pike county. The 
death of the dog Ceesar has been for days the leading: topic of 
conversation not only with the townspeople, but with the 
hundreds of New Yorkers still in the village. The dog was 
buried in the Sawkill Glen, A well known New Yorker, who 
was a tayorite friend of Czesar’s, intends to place a stone over 
the grave to bear this inscription: : 

Poor Casar! 
Murdered by Believers in a Dark Age 

uperstition, 
Far Better Thy Instinct than Their Reason! 

The wound made by Cesar on the man he bit was serious 
enough to make him quite il, and he has been confined to his 
home, 
Many instances of this famous dog’s intelligence are now 

duly recalled and talked about. One incident, illustrating it 
in a wonderful manner, is especially mentioned. <A guest of 
the house one day entered the reading-room and left word in 
Cesar’s hearing that if a certain person came in and inquired 
for him he would be in the parlor and would like to be in- 
formed of the fact, as it wasvery important that he should see 
him, The guest went into the parlor and, lying on the sofa, 
fell asleep. The party he had referred to came into the 
reading room soon afterward and inquired for him, but the 
one with whom the guest had left word that he would be in 
the parlor had slipped out, and the man was told that the 
person he inquired for was notin the house. Czesar was lying 
by the stove. Hewas seen tu get up quickly and hurry toward 
the parlor. The sleeping guest was awakened by feeling 
something cold against his face. Opening his eyes, he saw 
Cresar, who had placed his nose in the sleeper’s face. When 
the dog saw that the guest was awake he turned and walked 
slowly toward the door, waggimy his tail and looking back to 
see if the man wasfollowing him. The guest remained on the 
sofa, and Cassar returned, attracted his attention again, and 
again started away. Stillthe man did not move, and Cwsar 
went back the third time, took hold of the guest’s coat with 
his teeth, gave it a stout pull, and walked away again, this 
time barking. The man hadmnow got it through his head that 
Ceasar wanted hiin to follow him for some purpose, and he 
didso. Dhe dog led him out to the reading room, and ‘brought 
him face to face with the person who had asked for him!— 
Milford (Pa.) Correspondence New York Sun. 

.—HECK, 

The large Newfoundland dog Heck, belonging to the St, 
Himo Hotel, in the oil town of Hidred, Pa., was known 
throughout the northern oil field for its great strength and 
almost human intelligence. The porter of the hotel, a kind- 
hearted but intemperate person, was an especial favorite with 
the dog, The porter, a small man, slept in a littl: room back 
of the office, The dog sleptin the office. On Thursday night 
last the porter was very drunk when he went to bed, and soon 
fell into a heavy sleep, Some time in the might he was 
awakened by the loud barking of Heck, who was jumping 
frantically on the porter’s bed and seizing the pillow with his 
teeth. The still drunken and drowsy porter tried to make the 
dog go away, but the animal persisted in its efforts, and it 
finally dawned on the befuddled mind of the porter that the 
house was on fire. His room was full of smoke, and he could 
hear the crackling of the flames. He aber t from bed, but 
was stillso drunk that he fell to the floor. The faithful dog 
at once seized him by the coat collar, the porter not havin 
removed his clothing on going to bed, and dragged him out o: 
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| the room and half way to the other door of the office, when 
the man succeeded in getting to his feet, and, unlocking the 
door, pig fae tape into the street. The fire was rapidly spread- 
ing over the building, and the hotel was filled with guests, not 
one of whom had been aroused. The dog no sooner saw his 
helpless friend was safe than he dashed back into the house 
and ran barking loudly up stairs, He first stopped at the 
door of his master’s room, where he howled and scratched at 
the door until the inmate was made aware of the danger and 
hurried out of the house, as there was no time to lose. The 
dog gaye the alarm at every door, and in some instances 
conducted the guests down stairs to the outer door, each one 
of these, however, being strangers in the house, which fact 
the dog seemed to understand in Jooking out for their safety. 

All the inmates of the house seemed to have lost their heads 
in the excitement, and it is said that the hotel dog alone 
preserved complete control of himself, and alone took active 
measures to save the inmates of the house. In and out of the 
burning building he kept continually dashing, piloting some 
half dressed man or woman dowrstairs only to at once return 
in search of others. Once a lady with a child in her arms 
tripped on the stairs while hurrying out and fell to the 
bottom. The child was thrown on the floor in the hall some 
distance away. The woman regained her feet and staggered 
im a dazed way out of the door, leaving the child in the midst 
of the smoke that was pouring from the office door. The 
brave dog saw the mishap, and jumping in through the smoke 
seized the child by its night clothes and carried it safely out. 
Notwithstanding this wescue the mishap that made it necessary 
led to the death of the noble animal, The mother of the 
child, on being restored by the fresh air, first became aware 
that her child was not with her, and crying out wildly that 
“Anna was burnin uP im the house,” made a dash for the 
building asif to rush through the flames to seek her child, 
Heck had already brought the little one out, but it had not 
yet been restored to its mother, The dog saw the frantic 
tush of the mother toward the burning building, and heard 
her exclamation that some one was burning up in the house 
and although the building was now a mass of smoke and 
flames inside and out, the dog sprang forward, and, as a dozen 
hands seized the woman and held her back from her insane 
attempt to enter the house, disappeared with a bound over 
the burning threshold, The faithful animal never appeared 
again, His remains were found in the ruins, 

There is no doubt in any one’s mind that but for the intelli- 
ence and activity of Heck the fire in the hotel would not 

fave been discovered in time for a single inmate to have 
eseaped trom the building, and that the noble animal under- 
stood from the half-crazed mnovements of the child’s mother 
that there was still another one in danger, and to reseue whom 
he gaye his own life, is accepted as equally certain, The re- 
mains of Heck were given a fitting burial, and his loss is 
regretted as that of a useful citizen might be.—Olean (N, ¥.) 
Correspondence New York Times. 

THE FISHERS ISLAND CLUB,.—The first annual field 
trials of the Fishers Island Club will be held on their preserve 
at Fishers Island, Nov. 17, open to members only, The club 
have stocked the ground with quail, which are reported to be 
abundant. They haye also turned out some Hnzlish pheasants 
which appear to be doing well. Last week the clu received 
from Germany 4 crate of hares, which they hope to naturalize. 
The meeting will undoubtedly be a most enjoyable affair. 

DOG HOUSHS.—An enterprising firm in this city, sharp 
enough to see what is needed and to supply it, has gone into 
the business of manufacturing kennels, Kennel fencing and 
furnishings, and traveling boxes in which dogs may be safely 
shipped by railroad. This box is so constructed that good 
ventilation is assured, and it is strong and well made. The 
firm’s advertisement will be found elsewhere. 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW,—There will be a bench show 
of dogs at New Orleans, commencing Jan. 10, 1885. The show 
will be held by the World’s Fair Hxpositicn, who have 
appointed Mr, Chas, Lincoln superintendent, The premium 
list will be very liberal, and no effort will be spared to make 
the show first-class in every respect. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Kennel notes are juserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1. Golor. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
®, Breed. buyer or seller, ; 
8. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire, — 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her siré and dam. 

of death 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 
NAMES CLAIMED, 

(ee See instructions at head of this colunn. 
Ace of Spades, Julius Cesar, Lazy Jack, Sleepy Joe, Lady Hinvine. 

and Lady Jane. By Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., for liver and white 
pointers, four dogs and two bitches, whelped Aug. 10, 1884 (Clipper— 
Countess Nelly, A.K.R. 918). 
Princess Daphne and Lady Fuy. By Mr. Wm. G, Bramman, Har- 

lem, N. Y., for orangé-red and white setter bitches, whelped Ang. 
10, 1883, by Prince Jim (One-Eyed Sancho—Flora) out of his Duck 

ash—Roseé), t 
Pe lla. By tr, Orrin J, Loder, Peekskill, N. Y., for red Irish setter 
bitch, whelped July 11, 1884, by champion Glencho out of Sampson's 

By. By Mr. H. G, Jerome, Uneasville, Conn.. for white, black 
and tan beagle bitch, whelped Jan. 2, 1883, by King (Victor—lLuey) out 
of Music (Rockwood—F'aithful). ; 
Muaxime, By Miss M. 'T. Lamarche, New York, for liver and white 

English setter dog, whelped Aug. 15, 1884, by Promise (Pride of the 
Border—Flash) out of Rose (Ned—Rose), ! : ’ 

Shot. By Mr. M. J. Lamarche, New York, for liver and white Ene- 
lish setter dog, whelped Aug. 15, 1584, by Promise (Pride of the Border 
Flash) out of Rose (Ned—Rose). 
Bunthorne and Grosvenor. By Mr, W. H, Moller, New York, for 

black, white and tan beagle dogs, whelped -Iuly 11, 1884 (Duke— 
idzet). 
ee BRED- 

(== See instructions at head of this column... , 
Calypso—Hero I, Mr. W. D. Peck’s (New Haven, Conn.) mastiff 

biteh Ualypso (A.K.R, 1498) to the Ashmont Ketnel’s Hero IL. (A. K.R. 
45), Oct. 1. ; 

: Homey —Dashing Lion. Mr. B.S. Wawks’s (Ashfield, Mass.) English 
setter bitch Roxey (Leicester—Nellia) to Dashing Lion (Dash 11.— 
Leda), Sept. 15. , ae 
Madam Llewellin—Buckellew, Mr, H, BE, Hamilton’s (New York) 

English setter bitch Madam Llewellin (Rake—Rocksie) to Mr, W, A. 
Coster’s Buckellew (A. K.R. 30), Sept. 9. f 
Ruby—Druid, Mr. H, EB. Hamilton’s (New York) Hnglish setter 

bitch Ruby (Rake—Fanny) to Druid (Prince—Dora), Sept, 35, ; 
Princess Ddphne—Rosco Conklin. Mr. Wm, G, Bramman’s (Har- 

lem, N. Y¥.) English setter bitch Princess payne (Prince Jim—Duck) 
to Mr. T. Owen's Roscoe Conklin (Grouse—Kate), Sept. 21, ; 
Lady Fay—Bruce. Mr. Wm. G. Bramman’s (Harlem, N.Y.) English 

setter biteh Lady Fay (Prince Jim—Duck) to Mr. MeCullongh’s Bruce 
(Grouse— ), Sept. 23. f : ; 
Reity—Bang Bang, Mr. Cooke's (Norfolk, Va ) pointer bitch Betty 

to the Westminster fennel Glub’s Bang Bang (A.K.R. 394), Sept. 27. 
Kotie—Bannermun. Mr. $8, 0. Gratt’s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) beagle pitch 

Katie (Dodge’s Rattler—Dodge’s aay, fo Mr. Louis Sloan’s Banner- 
man (March Boy—Dew Drop), Sept. 27. 

WHELPS. 
[29> See instructions at head of this column. , 4 
Zoe, Mx. E. M. Crouch’s (Thomaston, Conn.) pointer bitch Zoe 
jaa ee: Sept, 22, nine (seven dogs), by Sensation’s Son (Sénsa- 
tion—Filirt), “_ 
Tpirlenese Mr. W, S, Thomas’s (Birmingham, Conn.) cocker spaniel 
Fg eee (A.K.R. 63), Sept. 9, five (four dogs), by Col. Stubbs 
A.K.R, 302). * es : 
4 Sally. Mr, Jas, P, Swain, Jr.’s (Bronxville, N, Y.) Dandie Dinmont 

—S 
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tertler bitch Sally (A-K.R, 866), July 4, five (two dogs), by his Joe 
(A.K.R. 865) : 

Nan. Mri Jas. P. Swain, Jr.’s (Bronxville, N. Y)-pointer bitch Nan 
emtisee ae July 27, ten (three dogs), by Rush (A, E.R, 857); all lemon 
and white. 

Countess Nelly. Major Lovejoy’s (Bethel, Me.) pointer bitch Coun- 
tess Welly (A. 1K. R. 913), Aug. 10. six (four dogs), by. Clipper. 
Tyde I. Mr, John Wanstall’s (Washington, D.C.) pointer bitch 

Lyde I, (Sport—Lyde). Oct. 1, nine (five dogs), by Fritz (A.K.R. 1351). 
Queen Bess, Me. C. §. Witch's (New York) imported English setter 

biteh Queen Bess, July 30, eleven (eight dogs), by Ted Liewellin 
(A.K.R. 599): color, blue belton and black, wlite and tan; one bitch 
since dead. " } 
Blanche Lewis. Mr. Walter B. Peet’s (New Yori) English setter 

bitch Blanche Lewis (A.K.R, 581), Sept. 18, tive (two dogs) by his Ted 
Liewellm (A. R. 599); all blue belton. 

Fidget. My. Charles G. MeKenzie’s (Hudson, N. Y¥,) cocker spaniel 
ae fidget (A.K.R. 308), Oct. 1, ten (seven dogs), by his Click (A.K R. 

Fido, Mr, Wm. G. Martin’s (Garrison's. N.Y.) imported pointer 
biteh Fido (Rocket—Fanny), Sept. 21, eight, by the Knickerbocker 
Kennel Glub’s champion Knickerbocker (A.K.R. 19). 
Lady Isabel. The Knickerbocker Kennel Club’s (Jersey City, N. J.) 

pointer bitch Lady Isabel (A.K-R, 461), Oct. 2, eight (three dogs), by 
their Knickerbocker (A.K,R. 19), 

; SALES. 
[s— See instructions at head of this colwinn. : 
Kete. Red Irish setter biteh, whelped March 14, 1884 (Ned Elcho, 

A.K.R. 984—Bridget O'’More, A.K.R. 964), by Major Lovejoy,Eethel, 
Me., to Mr. Geo, Snyder, Almota, Wash. Ter. 
Julius Cesar, Liyerand white pointer dog, whelped Aug, 10, 1884 

(Clipper—Countess Nelly, A.K.R, 913), by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me,, 
to Mr. J. R. Skillings, Boston, Mass, : 
Ace of Spades. Live’ and white pointer dog, whelped Aug. 10, 1884 

(Clipper—Countess Nelly, A.K.R. 913), by Major Leyejoy, Bethel, Me., 
to Mr. W. H. Wiggin, Skowhegan, Me, 

Sivba, Terrier biteh, age, breed and color not given (Spritz— 
ear by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., to Mr. H.C, Hurthell, New 

ork. 
Countess of Ashmont. Mastiff bitch, whelped July 28, 1884 (Hero 

IIl.—Madge), by the Ashmont Kennels, Boston, Mass., to Mr. W. W. 
Watson, Fort Wayue, Tid. 
Lyda Belle. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped April C, 1882 (A TR. 

626), by the Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass., to Mr. B. I. Perry, same 
ace. 

y Basil. Fox-terrier dog, age not given (Raby Tyrant—Fay IT.), by 
a Frank ©. Wheeler, London, Ont,, to Mr. J. O, Deane, Taunton, 

ass. 
Dashing Lion—Roxie whelp. TWnglish setter bitch, color and age 

not given, by Mr. Geo. W. Ballantine, Washingtonville, O., te Mr. J. 
©. Duncan, Knoxville, Tenn. 
Dashing Lion—Queen Anna. whelps. English setters, whelped May 

15, 1884, by Mr George W. Ballantme, Washingtonville, Q., a dog to 
Mr. Amory 8. Starr. Marshall, Tex.; Mr. Joseph FF. Hipp, Chicago, 
Tl.; Mr. R. ©, Thompson, Gienco, La.:; Mr. Peter E. Noble, \lexandria, 
Tnd,, and Mr. Wm, J White. Houghton, Mich; a bitch to Mr. E. Bow- 
ker, Topeka, Kan,; Mr. U. Sharpnack, Salem, O., and Mr. L, §. Bos- 
serf, Salem, O- 
Dashing Lion—Jessie Turner lehalps English setters, whelped July 

id, 1884, by Mr. Geo. W, Ballantine, Washingtonville, O.. a dog to Mr. 
Wim. 8. Downing, Wilmington, Del.; Mr. W. WH. Clark, Newton, Kan.; 
Mr. D. CO. Smith. Pierre, Dak,; Mr. Jobn Lear, Jr,, Yazoo City, Miss., 
and Mr. R. B. Morgan, Akron, ©., and two bitches to Mr. John A, 
Graham, Chester, 5, C. ; 
Ivan I. Rough-coated St. Bernard dog, whelped July 29, 1884 

(Cresar, A.K.R. 22—DaphneIl., A..K.R. 489), by the Essex Kennel, An- 
dover, Mass,, to Dr. J. H. Hinton, Babylon, L. I. 

Joe Pape—Neltie Pape uihelps. Black pointers, age not given, by 
Mr, Geo. W. Ballantine, Washingtonville, O., a dog to Mr. WH. B. Plum- 
mer, Boston, Mass.; Mr. W 4H. Wallingford, Cincinnati, O., and a 
bitch to Mr. H, 8. Simons, Kansas City, Yo, 
Ocsar, Jr. Smooth-coated St. Bernard dog, whelped July 29, 1884 

(Ceesar, A.K,R. 22—Daphbne I, A.K.R. 489), by the Essex Kennel, An- 
doyer, Mass,, to Mr, L A, Shaw, DesMoines, Ia. 
Alnorma. Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, whelped July 29, 1884 

(Geesar, A.KR. 22—Daphne TI., A.K.R. 489). by the Essex Kennel, An- 
dover, Mass,., to Mr. 4. W. Bennett, Hyde Park, Mass. 
Asphodel. Smooth coated St. Bernard bitch, whelped July 29, 1884 

(Cresar. A-K.R, 22—Daphne 1I., A.K.R. 489), by the Essex Kennel, An- 
dover, Mass., to the Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass. 

Lorraine. Smooth-coated St. Bernard bitch, whelped July 29, 1864 
(Czesar, A.K.R, 22—Daphne TI., A.K.R. 489), by the Hssex Kennel, An 
doyer, Mass., 10 the Millbrook Kennel, New York, 

PRESENTATIONS. 
(a=— See instructions at head of this column. 
Ted Llewellin—Queen Bess whelp. Black, white and tan English 

setter dor, whelped July 50, 1884, by Mr. C, 8. Fitch, New York, to 
Mr. Walter B. Peet, same place. 

DEATHS. 
(== See instructions at head of this colunun. 
Prince Bow, Liver and white pointer dog (A.K.R. i442), owned by 

Mr, John Gross, Jr., Junction City, Kan., September, accidentally 

Rifle and Gray Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

A GERMAN SHOOTING FESTIVAL. 

CORRESPONDENT of the San Francisco Chronicle writing from 
Leipsic, gives a very interesting story or the eighth quadrennia) 

German shooting festival which was held there durmg the final week 
of July. The town was in a Ferment of preparation for a long time 
receding the actual shooting time, It was the first time that Leipsic 
ad been honored with the festival and there were thousand of 

Strangers ta be honored and Féted. - y 
Tour weeks heforehand the newspapers and illustrated weeklies 

were full of the festival, giving its history with great minuteness, re- 
lating anecdotes about the preceding celebrations and picturing in 
aay cuts of poor quality the various attractions to be presented at 

§ one 
Of course, there were for weeks previous to the actual opening of 

the festival ail sorts of “rememberances of the shooting festival”? on 
sale everywhere. For the Germaus are great people for remembering 
everything which takes place. Sothere were medals of all shapes and 
sizes. of all sorts of metals, and all degrees of price, each one bearing 
an appropriate inscription and afigure of some sort reminding the 
possessor of the fact that it was in remembrance of a shooting festi- 
val; there were pictures of all kinds illustrating the coming festival 
in advance; there were shooting festival hats, shooting festival boots 
and shooting festival almost everything exposed far sale and war- 
ranted lo keep the memory of this particular shooting festival fresh 
in the memory of their buyers as long as thesaid buyers had any 
memories and then transferred to their heirs, to preserve the memory 
of the festival for untold generations. 
Thus cheered on and roused up to the importance of the coming 

event, the Leipsicers, patriotic people, resolved to do themselves the 
honor of welcoming the coming guestsin grand style. This means, 
of course, herein Germany, that the houses shall be decorated with 
banners and eyergreens and that there shall be a procession. A pro- 
cession is absolutely necessary for al] German festivals, while the 
decorations are reserved for yery important and extraordinary occa- 
sions, like the present one. So srery ned ys especially those living 
along the proposed line of the march of the procession. decorated 
their houses and places of business in anticipation of the coming cel- 
ebration. ‘There isn’t anything very artistic about these decorations, 
cousisting, as they do, of evergreen ropes bung along the house 
fronts in rather ungracetui loops and set off now and again with 
stands of flags and banners. But they serve to hide the natural dirti- 
ness of the houses in this dirtiest of German towns, and they show 
that the people are patriotic, so one can endure them. 

The banners were hubg ina curiously awkward fashion from the 
poles projecting at angles of 45 degrees from the house fronts, and 
flopped about, twisting and turning and dashing the heavy tassels 
here and there in an erratic way. 

Of course the hotel keepers, restaurant proprietors and all those 
people who expect to reap a golden harvest from the influx of 
wealthy strangers, have decoraled more than anybody else. The 
fronts of their buildings ave fairly smothered in evergreens and ban- 
ers; stands of lags and ali manner of uther decorations are placed 
wherever there is room forthem. Jiough, colored pictures of bibu- 
Joug marksmen in kuee-breeches and feathered hats, cocked jauntily 
om the backs of their heads; representations of buxom waiter-girls 
in short dresses and hands fuil of foaming beer glasses; doggerel 
verses, which laud the virtues of beer and advise ev srybody to drink 
Jots of it, and aggressive signs bearing the rather imterested legend, 
“Welcome.” sirround the doors of all the restaurants and beer 
saloons, so that the thirsty strangers need not exhaust themselves in 
‘ooking around for a place to qgyeoch theiv thirst, 
c on Saturday afternoon the visiung, ksmen began to arrive 

les by every incoming tram, and, of course, each delegation n bo 

had to be met at the depot by a reception committee and a band of 
music. The reception committee, in claw-hammer coats, white kid 
gloyes and crush hats, read each delegation a stereotyped address of 
welcome to Leipsic, the band played, the crowd cheered and then 
everybody fell into line, the band in front. the ecrush-hatted commit- 
tee of reception next and the visiting marksmen last, and marched 
through the streets, greeted with the cheers and encouraging shonts 
of the populace and followed, preceded and surrounded by an eager, 
hurrying crowd of small boys. Along toward evening the deputa- 
tions began to come in thick and fast, and the committees of recep- 
tion and the bands of music had all they could do in receiving and 
escorting one lot of yisitors and then hurrying off to repeat the per- 
formance for 2 new infiux of strangers. I guess the members of the 
various committees learned their addresses of weleome by heart be- 
fore the last lot of visitors were safely received, escorted and disposed 
of, From 6 o'clock in the evening until long after midnight the 
strains of martial music. the tramp of marching feet and the hoarse 
eheers of patriotic Leipsic were almost continuous through the 
streets, and told that the tired committees were still receiving, read- 
ing and escorting, 
The procession, of course, was the piece de resistance ef the whole 

celebration. Its projectors made a great ado about it and promised 
faithfully that it would far surpass in gorgeousness and pageantry 
any similar exhibition ever attempted before in Leipsic. As the Ger- 
mans are great people for processions, and as this procession was to 
be held on Sunday, when eyerybody is free to do as he pleases, all 
Leipsic resolved weeks in adyaneé to turn out to an individual, in- 
eluding the babies in arms, and lend the procession its moral sup- 
port. 

The day of the procession came, and with it the great pageant. The 
procession was divided into sixteen divisions and consisted principally 
of the ditferent bodies of shooters, each company bearingia banner 
ou which was inscribed the name of the place whence they came, and 
bands of music. This part, of course, does not need to be spoken of, 
éxcept to say that nearly every town in Germany was more or less 
represented and that each delegation was greeted with cheers and 
shouts of approval. But there were a few oe of the procession 
which were truly interesting to one born and bred in the wilds of the 
New World and not used to the old manners and customs of Europe. 
For there were reproductions of many Middle Age German institu- 
Ste i the procession, reminding one of those ‘‘good old times” yery 
orcibly. 
Virst were the mounted police looking very uncomfortable. Then 

came a number of trumpeters, clad in the brighteolored garments of 
centuries ago and blowing on their brightly polished brazen trumpets 
the ancient fanfares which heralded important events in the bygone 
centuries, After these stalked a squire, bearing the heavy, two- 
handed sword and the massive shield of his knight. And after him 
came a number of pages with those yellow-leather, long-toed shoes, 
which our modern Beau Brummels imi‘ated as far as they dare. The 
third division was headed by a couple of fantastically dressed men, 
who swung brilliantly colored flags about their heads and made quite 
a display by damg it. Then came a company of halberdiers and 
Spearsmen clad as menat-arms and shambling along with their 
heavy and cumbersome weapons over their shoulders. Next came 
William Tell, the renowned sharpshooter, with his trusty crossbow on 
his shoulder. The celebrated Wilham looked as proud and haughty 
as héis said to haye looked in his interview with Gessler, and at his 
side walled the son from whose head he shot the apple, and, at the 
same time, established his reputation as the champion shot. 
The fifth division was composed of a shooting procéssion from the 

sixteenth century—for the old Germans used to have shooting festi- 
yals long before guns and gunpowder were ever dreamt of. At its 
head marched another platoon of richly dressed trumpeters, with 
their trunk hose and flowing cloaks, After them stalked the black-; 
bearded, seyere-countenanced city bailiff, clad in his robe and bearing 
his massive staff of office. At his heels followed his myrmidons, the 
city beadles, each with bis staff, Then came the city fifer, an im- 
portant. official in those aneient festivals, to whose shrill-sounding 
music the shooting king, with his silver crown, kept step. After the 
shooting king came another fifer, supported by a drummer, Then 
came the scorekeeper and the marker and after them the principal 
prizes to be contested for this week, borne on the shoulders of 
sixteenth century servants, following whom came the town clerk, 
the ancient town council and the various city officials ef 800 years 
ago, When itis remembered that all these were clad in the quaint 
costumes of ancient Germany, and pictured in the flesh those old 
manners and customs one reads of in history and sees painted in old 
Pictures, it will be seen that this part of the procession was very 
interesting. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible ujfter the matches 
described, We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

WHEELINGS VS. PITTSBURGH.—Wheeling, W. Va., Oct. 5.—The 
shooting was at 200yds., off-hand, Massachusetts target, bullseye Sin. 
in diameter, counting 11,and a 4in. center, counting 12. A hard 
breeze was blowing across the range from the 8 o'clock quarter, and 
that made the holding of the rifle very difficult, and had a tendeney 
to drift the bullet from its direct course, The Pittsburgh team made 
two misses in their score, while the home team made none, Mr. 
Stolte outshot himself and finished with seven straight bullseyes. He 
used, however, a heayy Schutzen rifle with hair trigger, which is not 
allowed by the rules of the National Association; but the home club 
allowed the visitors to shoot two such rifles in their team out of 
courtesy. The home club also gave them choice of targets and ac- 
commodatec them by shooting 30 shots per man in place of 20 as 
before, The footing of each round of both teams shows that on the 
first they were eyen, but on the second the home team gained 10 
points, and on the third 10 rounds were 13 points ahead. On the 20th 
round they were 47 points in the lead, and at the end of the match it 
stood the same. The Pittsburgh club did not show front at any time, 
but they cut down the lead of the Wheeling team to1 pou bin the fifth 
and sixth rounds, The.Wheeling team will go to Pittsburgh next 
month to shoot another match with their contestants of yesterday. 

Wheeling Team. 
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Pittsburgh Team. 
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BULLSHEAD RIFLE CLUB.—A grand gallery match was shot 
between B, Walter and A. Lober for a basket of champagne: 
BE Wiodlers fest ett et pita, Kens 11 12 11 12 11 12 12 12.12 11316 
FUE 8 7) 015) ae ele re pio en Wore re 11 11 12 12 12 12:15 12 12 12118 
Mr. B. Walter was elected for the champagne. Regular weekly 

shooting Thursday, Oct. 2, 1884, 12-ring target, possible 120: M. Dorrler 
120, G, Zimmerman 118, C. Rein 116, J. Jordan 169, A. M. Hesser 108, 
§. F. C. Weber 103, D. Holland 99, J. Shaw 97, D. Lowitzki 94, J. Dorr 
91. B. Wragei £6.—A. Loper, Sée'y. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.—The sixth annual meeting of the Rod and 
Gun Rifle Club will be held at the new rifle range, Lake Lookout, 
Oct. 14, 15 and 16, The matches provided are; I—Contnuous 
match, German target, 25 (34in.) rings, open to all, any rifle, any pull 
of tigger, position standing, 3 shots, aggregate of 2 best scores made 
during’ the tournament to count for 4 prize, 12 prizes, total $79. 
il.—German bullseye target. open to all comers, for each bullseye 25 
count 50cts.; firsianud last bullseye dumby the tournament, each, $1, 
most bulseyes during the tournament 52, H1—Continucus match, 
Massachusetts targets, open to all, any vifle within the rules of the 

National Association, 5 shots, aggregate of 3 best scores made during 
the tournament to_count for a prize, as one continuous score, 12 
prizes, total] $116. IV.—Bullseye target, Creedmoor count, bullseyes 
made to be paid 1icts., most bullseyes made during the tournament 
$1. V.—Continuous record match, German target, open to all, any 
rifle, any pull of trigger, position standing, 3 shots, the best score 
made during the tournament to count forthe record cash prize. 

THE STATE SHOOT of the Massachusetts militia takes place to- 
day on the State range at South Framingham. 

BOSTON, Oct. 4.—The range at Walout Hill was comfortably filled 
to-day with shooters, closely watched by a strong detachment of in- 
terested spectators. The event of the day was a team match be- 
tween details from the home and the Arlington Rifle Clubs. Tha 
defeated team will seek revenge on the same ground at a later date. 
The conditions were hardly fayorable to perfect shooting, a tricky 
southwest wind blowing, The day’s records are appended, all at 
OOyds. : k 

Creedmoor Practice Match, 
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Creedmor Prize Match. 
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Rest Match (Decimal). 
SE Witler! had sects Copy oe 10° 910-9 10, 30 10 = 10 956 
Wine: se ee eg 10 @rip «4% FO WO [Soo Sate 
Seb: StRTGIS Sch) crete aes 10) 10 8 -8 8 §& Ato “G95 
HB, Souther. .ciaet ai! & Bt ei 8 18 715 8 See hep 

2 Decimal Prize Mateh (Of-hand) 
a Be Ow ss seas. cetet aes were Se TO OE Ot LARS Se es te Groat Fy 
RP RBG AS poise oes teolet GONG Se “AS Boe o Goer be 

Team Match. 
Massachusetts Rifle Association, 

SEMIN ANGLS re. ptsq a tie etreciatented § tie 2 be POE? 0 Sie ee 
WoGharles sith he 8 Sb -8& (fe.6.°8* 9 8 Sess 
BH Severance...:2..52..5..20- 90 dey “So (HOCK EO 2 eT ea 
BH B-Souther..:.......ss.:.65. TO 3) 10> 14> tbe sd OT te eis 
JA PV YG soc seenseatt isis Use =3, fd IG Ae SS tee eee 
MG Hg hing) 25.4 d8 44 ne Se 4- (6) “8 woe sBe “b> Be B= =b0) 
FRAG le bs tthe cae Ls a GS: > A SSS 0) 
CB Bdwards........ eee OF "8° 2 Bb “py ita 

499 
Arlington Rifle Chzb, 

WVU WO. ce ne siee sce eee! See Fran Bon Re ee Sis Oe 
George Liyod...........,--... Te. 18 (BR A “Say te Ve  abe tSa7 
AMEND AATIS Se OL Due Omen as eel 5 G4 I 8 30). Tee ie she aoe Pay, 
GowiRierce 7) ye de i6- CO" CSE a ee “be Gena 
Coaranttin 0, 4 Oba sB “O28 thm cde th anes 
FN Thomds...............0.. 4 J Od “4 hohe 16: Vie ete eso 
A W Damon ,.... ........... (ie Wi ase ime tir mie eli OR on fegyy 
DAOC G eae st ures tbl aces oe dy” LOE. 6D BS Gahan aaa 

439 

DENVER, Col,, Sept. 28.—This morning the 100-shot match between 
Team Captain A, W, Peterson and Lieutenant T. Stone, of the Routt 
Rifles, took place, resulting in the victory for Lieutenant Stone by a 
score of 438 to 418. The shooting of Lieutenant Stone was yery good, 
and is the best score for 100 shots ever made in this State. The con- 
test was shot wilh Sharps military rifles, according to Creedmoor 
rules, 200yds., off-hand, wiping atter each ten shois. Captain ! eter- 
son is not satisfied with the result, and will challenge Lieutenant 
Stone again in a short time, Below is given the scores of each in 
detail: 

Lieutenant T. Stone. A. W. Peterson. 
Nook, os ernie: 4554445445 —44 No W._-..... -..4344344235—39 
ING) Chie sco ae eh oe 444545454443 No 2....-,..,,. 44444538545—42 
ING een cele erin 444443444489 ING Bey 2 ane: 4344445445—47 
No4 5544445545 —45 Now ec. iva: 4445544444 4 
No 6 §455444554—d45 No5 ... 4544554544 44 
No 6 . 4444434 dd4—39 Noo . 4545444445 — 43 
No? ,..........5455455d4d—d45 NOTES. «- - 444444 4445 —d40 
Nos B444455445—42 No&.. 5544845443—d1 
No9..... ei 4555554444 —45 PO ae ee oe Sddd44d434—36 
OSLO N tenn tr ate 455445554546 433 Nol0........... 445444 44d4—4j—413 
The attendance at to-day’s regular praetice was very small, and if 

something is not done to promote the interest in rifle shooting it will 
soon be dropped altogether. There is only one team in the city that 
is taking any interest in the shooting at all, and it seems as though 
that team will soon be out of existence, unless a revival of interest 
takes place, The State has done a great deal to encourage shooting, 
The range has been fitted up and steel targets placed there, but the 
boys do not feel like wading the river every Sunday, and cannot go 
to the expense of building a bridge. 
THE NEVADA BADGE,Carson City, Nev., Sept. 30.—The inter- 

state match opened at 11 o'clock, between the picked military teams 
of Nevada and California, at Treadway’s Park, and resulted ina 
vietory for the Neyada team by a score of 872 to 839. The match was 
with military rifles, at 200 and 500yd. ranges. The teams comprised 
the following men: California team—Lieut. J. E. Klein, Company C, 
First Infantry; Lieut. Geo, H. Strong. Inspector of Rifle Practice, Virst 
Infantry; Lieut. H. J. Mangels, Company C, Second Infantry; Private 
Thos, H. Carson, Company !C, First Infantry; Private Finlay Cum- 
mings, Company C, First Infantry; Private A, Johnson, Company (@, 
First Infantry; Private P. E. Robertson, Company C, Second Artillery; 
Private Fred A. Kubls, Company C, Second Artillery; Private GC. F. 
Waltham, Company A, Fifth Battalion. Reseryes—Lieut. W. W. 
Laufenburg, Inspector of Rifle Practice. Second Infantry: Major A. 
F. Klose, Captain of team. The Nevada team was as follows; Capt. 
H. G. Parker, Private Geo. B. Cowmg, Company F; Privates H. Car- 
dew and §. Cardew, Battery A; Private W. H. Burke, Company B; 
Sergeant-Major J. D. Cameron, First Regiment; Private Jolin Ferris, 
Company B; Private Wm. Little, Company F; Major C. H. Galusha, 
Division Staff; Col. F.C. Lord, First Regiment. Reserves—Priyate 
John E. Cheney, Company F; Private A. A. Borges, Company F. 
Laufenburg coached the California team and Captain Parker the 
Nevada team. The match was under the genera! supervision of Gan. 
Forman, who gaye the best satisfaction. The day was cloudy, with a 
blustering wind driving down the range, and at times with this wind 
came a driving mist with rain, and th2re was hardly a half hour 
adapted to good scores. ak 
The team Jost no time in repairing to the 500-yd. targets and settled 

down to the real work of the day at once. By 2 o’clock the grand 
stand was filled with spectators, the ladies turning out in large force, 
and for about three-quarters of an hour the sun shone out and the 
scene was animated, Thesky was soon overcast with clouds and a 
raw wind, which grew colder ever minute. sprang up and caused the 
teams to wiap up in overcoats. The Californians, unused to such a 
temperature, crouched in the stand and went to pieces bodily. The 
wind soon veered around and presently the yellow flags were flying 
in all directions and the wind-gange was whirling like a wheel. The 
gusty nature of the blasts often caused the shooters to wait several 
Minutes, and they were obliged to wedge in their shots whenever 
they got an opening, At4o’clock thestorm was almest a hurricane. 
and none of the shooters dared venture a shot. Two pairs of men 
lay side by side for half an hour, while the proposition of postponing 
the match was discussed. : 

Tt was verging on evening when the last pairs faced the targets, 
and they shot-as rapidly as they could load, much to the delight of 
the crowd which had not been driven away by the storm, The last 
shots were fired in the rain, and they were so lively that the scorers 
had bard work to keep track of the record. 
The full scores stood; 

Nevada Team. 
200yds, 500yds. Totals. 

Bord: 0 wees su case a ne 2344444544— 38 44554n0453— 44 $2 
Galusha eevee ee: ,4044445445— 43 5645444555— 46 89 
Fattl@ ice Chis ses are cces! 4445444455— 43 3424554545— 40 83 
AW) fh oy ee As Be 4444455445— 43 §s42545454— 41 &4 
@amMerony |! 4s: eee ars se 4454455055— 46 4555684534 — 43 89 
BULGE. eta hadi neesee=s 5 §455444455— .45 45354. 6454— 44 89 
GaAtiowas. 6 .ncugestseese, §444455445— 44 454555b544— 45 90 
Garey sys Soca: eee: §444554444— 43 5444435555— 44 37 
WowsDe wel ee sss sinbetiaa: 6445445544 44 4355454455— 44 88 
IPAriariercLltr erexes 008 4455444545— 44 55p4564554— 47 91 

433 439 872 
California Team. 

Rileirpee ewe eines Sree 4444355455— 42 5544553445-— dy &3. 
RSEVOUP sobs tes ere = 2 er 4l44445554— 43 2645543255— 43 £6 
Mangles.-.......-.---- . 5454544443— 42 5b A44455— 45 87 
(GF hy fi bea ee eo eee 544544544 — 42 §3d5455544— 42 &4 
Waltham: 2922. Sls fia 4444455554— 44 5565554455— 4B 92 
Gummines <2. 2 aes: Baadd5dd4d— 43 4423554224— 85 78 
PENkifise le oes 44dd4ddddd— 40) 3345555445— 43 83 
Jobnson. 4445455545— 45 3814233443 32 7 
Robinson... , 4345544444 — 41 5445533555— d2 &3 
Kubls,.-..- . pad4saidsb— 44 24445d4555— 42 &6 

426 413 Ray 



2A FOREST AND STREAM. [Ocr. 9, 1884. 

THE TRAP. 
Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 

quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

‘SECOND CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT. 

Hditor Forest and Stream; 
Please note the following modified rules. 

ssued in about ten days: 
No. 1. Five Traps.—Tiaps to be placed 3yds. apart, each trap being 

equidistant from the score. Angle of rise, 15 degrees, A net 4ft. 
high to be placed in front of the taps at 30ft, distance. Traps to be 
refilled after each shot. Direction of flight of bird not to be changed. 
Number of en to be decided by pool ball. The traps numbered 
qrom left to right shail be set to throw approximately, as follows: No, 
1, right quartering; No. 2, right half-quartering; No, 3, straightaway; 
No. 4, left half-quartering; No. 5, left quartering—though a ‘fair!’ 
bird failing to take the direction above indicated, when the traps are 
so set, shall still be considered a “‘fair™ bird, 
No, 2. Fair Birds.—All birds which are thrown over the net, or if 

net 1s not used, 4ft. from the ground, at a distance of a0ft, from trap; 
such birds to be scored whether shot at or not. 

No. 8. Broken Birds.—When the bird is broken by the trap plainly 
perceptible without ‘‘retrieving,’’ it shall be ‘*no bird." 
‘Dead’ Birds,—A bird to be scored ‘‘dead"’ shall be broken in the 

fir; that is, a clearly perceptible piece must be knocked out of it be- 
fore it touches the ground. No retrieving allowed, 

No, 4. Double Birds.—To be shot from traps No. 2 and No. 4; should 
only one fair bird be thrown, another pair must be shot at, 

No. 6, Guns and Rise.—Rise for 12-bore gun, singles, 18yds.; double, 
d5yds. The 10-bore shall be hindicapped 2yds., while those of lesser 
gauge shall “go in” yd. for every size less than 12-bore, 

No. 6, Charge.—Powder unlimited; shot limited to 114 ounces, 
Dixon's standard measure, struck off, 

No. 7, Ties.--On single birds, 3 birds each; doubles, 1 pair. 
No. 8 Position of Gun,—Butt of gun to be held below the armpit 

ite atter the shooter calls “pull.” Guns to be loaded at the score 
only. 

No, 9. Judges and Referee.—Two judges and one referee. Judges’ 
decision to be final. Im case judges fail to agree, referee to decide. 

No, 10. Pulling Traps.—When the shooter calls ‘pull,’ the trap or 
traps shall be sprung at once. Should the puller (in éstimation of 
udges) in any manner balk the shooter, the latter may accept the 
ird or demand another. 
No. 11, Purses.—To be divided in 50, 30 and 20 per cent. of entrance 

money, unless otherwise agreed upon. 
No, 12. Bribing Trappers and Pullers.—Any shooter convicted of an 

attempt to bribe, or in any manuer influence the trappers or pullers, 
to be barred from all further contests during the tournaments. 

No, 18. Sweepstakes—Will be “'class shooting,’ unless otherwise 
stated, The *tchampionship matcbes”’ shall be “‘no class shooting.” 

Wo, 14. Handicap of Winners,—The Ligowsky Handicap Rules shail 
govern, provided the majority of shooters on the ground the first day 
of the tournament are in favor of same. 

No, 15. Entries—Ulose with the firing of the first gun in each mateh. 
In team contests, choice of position wil! be awarded in the order of 
entering. Each team will finish its. ‘singles’? before shooting 
“doubles;\’ each member of team willremain at the score until he 
finishes his *‘singles,”! ete. 

No. 16. Points not herein contained, but which may require a de- 
cision, shall be determined by the Liguwsky rules, 1884-5. 

Cincinnati, Oct. 4, 1884, Tue Ligowsry ©. P. C. 

Pull programmes will be 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspandents whe fav-r us with scores are 
requested to send them in_as soon as possible afier the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesduys; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

CINCINNATI, O., Sept. 27.—The Hast find Gun Club, of Cincinnati, 
visited Madisonville, O., to shoot a mateh with the gun club of that 
place. The Kast End Guu Club did not reach the shooting grounds 
until after 3 P. M., aud the match was arranged for 10 sinzle clay- 
igeons each, [Syds. rise, 5 traps. The result was in favor of the 
adisonyille Gun Club by one bird. A return match will be shot on 

the grounds of the East End Gun Club, Saturday next, Oct. 4. Every- 
thing passed oif pleasantly, and the Cincinnati boys all express them- 
selves highly pleased at the caurteous treatment they received at the 
hands of the Madisonville Club. Following are the scores: 

Madisonville Gun Club. East End Gun Club. 
ZT Demar....... 1101111011—8 tess 1111011001—7 
© Stevens........ 1110010110—6 Jb TLE ae eee 1 0000000001—1 
W B Shattuck... .0100111111—7 Stuart....-....-2. 1010010110—5 
James Demar....1110001000—4 Schatzman....... 001 1111110—7 
H Bramble. ..-...0011111001—6 DuBray .,..-....-0111111011—8 
EH Stevens......- 1100111010—6 GUY G)>.= beans ates 1111101110—8 
E Leinard........ 1100111110—7 SEOILR fs 24-75 -5 1100111011—7 
A Bandle ........ 1111101110—5 TIEN PVs osanae ean os 1100010001 —4 
Peters ........--. 1110011110—7 (6/0) ee 101011110i—7 
D Bramble... ....0100010001—3—62 Mason.....:.- --: 1110011101—7—61 

Helmer, - fF... svc.se se 0111011i—5 Duryea ...... gore ore 0111011—5 
Krumbeck. ...)....+-:005 111000i—4 Iyon... .......... rots ah 01100117—4 
Barlow........-.----- --1101111—6 Eberhardt............... 1100(01—3 
BAMRITETS oot ples Yow cen: 0141%31—6 Wahlen... .....52..5.... 0110111—5 
iG 2 es Pe 00001i70—2 Tapken.... ........ _.. 1010111—5 
GAYE EYES Oy cs pow veinm: = 11111016 Stocky.-.......... ....1011111—6 
TYG AR ee, Sp ere 1111111—7 Schoener....... ........ wihi—7 

Ties of 7 at 27yds., for medal—Franz 111, Schoener 000. Clay- 
pigeon sweepstakes: i 
RANLOLAL = Sines csc sws 01111101118 Hberhardt............ 1111011101—8 
PABA T Zw ah nites piss on 01000001j1—4 TTapken.... .......... 0000011000—2 

WRIGHTSVILLE GUN CLUB.—Wrighisville, Fa., Sept. 25.—This 
afternoon our club again met for practice, and the result shows that 
a few at least are improving: f ey 
A Krueger....,. 100001013100001i—6 8 Wilton........-. 00000100001000i—3 
D Beidler ......101001000010101—6 § Kocher........ O0000w =) 
B Beidler,..:... 160000110000000—8 RAZOR. 

SOMERSET, Ky., Ocv. 1.—Conditions, l&yds. riye, 15 clay-pigeons, 
for gold medal: 
Mgram. <...,..\.. WW11110111111—15  Patton..,.,-... 111111110000011—10 
Duifacker_.,...111110141111111—-14 Hughes. .., ....111110111100010— 9 
Waddle.....-.. 111111111010101—14 Dill... ,...-..--- 101011011011111—10 
MeweH cec--- .111010341111111—13 Richardson. , . -.001101001111111—10 
Parsons--....-- 111111111101010—12 Dunn .,.,..,.,-. 111101100111000— 9 
Hicks_,.., _-- --0119111111003711--12 Owens.... ,.,., 114012011110110—11 
a" Ue 111114000110101—11  Vickery...,..., 113111019100101—10 
Bartells..-,..... 111111111100111—12 
CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who Juvor us with scores are- 

requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter sa publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

CAPITAL OITY GUN CLUB.—Washington, D.C. , Oct, 6,—Tabu 
lated statement showing the result of the weekly contests of this 
club for the season of 1834, giving the relative standing of the mem- 
bers, as shown by percentage of hits in all matches shot, condition; 
15 clay-pigeons each match, from 5 traps, i8yds. rise. Many of the 
matches have been shot under very unfavorable conditions, as the club 
grounds face a clay bank, which on cloudy days proves a yery bad 
Dack ground: 

Matches. Sus: His Percent aEy, 
Wm Wagner......- tnd 16 : g 91% 
EL Mille. en ee 21 B15 279 S85 
“Rigi Ere al he eee OI gee 21 816 255 ~, 809 
W *B MeKelden...,............-. 15 225 186 80 
BM Mcleod ......-.--...-.ce0ss 22 380 259 784 
Jas Smith.... ed 60 46 166 
RL Magruder A 165 120 2% 
C Corson.. ..... am) 90 63 -40 
J W Jobnson.... w14 210 140 666 
RNG SPORES Coote OL letarste terete efnevey s 5 103) 49 -653 
J A Goldsborough... ....--..-- 10 150 9G bd 
Burridge Wilson - 14 210 134 638 
HW ubeck ey ire onegeeces v6 rooe 14 210 188 minh) 
DH EIOSLOE Cn pre sure vnee eee hens 20 200 I8t 62 
W W =«Bildridge-.........-----0++« 14. 210 122 50, 
SUSHIL ATL te deccercie’o eleicied el Raine, sk 4 60 od. 566 
Fa Serra ein See eee ee) Ferd 60 a3 5B 
Thester Bartlett... 2.2.6. cseee-s- 5 46 as 508 
BHP Goodrich 7202 -+.- nce. e ee. eld 180 Ba ABC 
SOB BARCE x6) Fide altt eee ear as P7 20 10 .838 
WP IBOUS& is s.0cck yer tee reer enee OF 90 28 BL 

240 2600 2505. 696 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them i as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
ut the latest. 
MALDEN GUN CLUB.—At Wellington, on Saturday, the 4th of the 

present month, a goodly number Of members and iriends met to 

annihilate a few of the featherless birds, both black and red. The 
day was fine, and much enjoyment was had by each and all. Some 
of the fair daughters of Hve graced the grounds of the Malden Gun 
Olub, and were highly interested and amused at the misses and. hits, 
The gold medal was won by young Mr. Pratt, a youthful sportsman 
of much promising skill. The various sweeps resulted as follows: 
1. Field and Pratt first, Snow and Stanton second, Souther third. 2. 
Wield first, Hathaway second, Brown third, 3. Field first, Brown and 
Souther second, Stanton third. 4, Pratt and Field first, Hathaway 
second, Snow third, 6. Hathaway and Snow first, Stanton second, 
Pratt and Field third, Scott fourth. 6, Field and Pratt first, Scott and 
Brown second, Stanton third. 7. Miss and out, taken by Field, 8. 
Hathaway first, Scott second, 9. Field first, Scott second. 10. Scott 
first, Snow second, Field third. 11. Snow and Field first, Hathaway 
and Brown second. Scott and Pratt third. The Malden Gun Club is 
prospering, and has funds in the treasury. The elub-house is free of 
debt, which will be pleasant information to those who have sn in- 
terest therein. Shooters from yarious clubs of Néw England visit 
our grounds, evidently attracted thereto by the spacious accommo- 
dation, the cool and bracing breezes from Malden River and the gen- 
tlemanly treatment of the President and Treasurer, Messrs. Adams 
and Scott, who do all in their power to make gunners and their friends 
welcome. Mr, Adams and Mr. Scott have done much in building up 
the club in a social and financial point of view, and a large amount 
of credit is due to them for their executive ability as well as for their 
time and labor gratuitously given. Give honor to whom honor is 
due. Itisnot always that the workers of a club receive their due 
reward, but very often an ungrateful return, The above gentlemen 
have worked indefatizably for the best interests of all, and have by 
their united endeavors lifted the incubus of debt that for a long time 
hung like a pall over the club-house and buried it so deepin the abyss 
of the past that to be resurrected will be an utter impossibility while 
they guide the helm of our financial affairs.—T. ©. FP. 

Ganocing. 

FIXTURES. 

Oct, .—Rochester 0. C., Pall Races at Irondequoit Bay. 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 

Sixteenth Paper. 

. -TENTS AND CAMP BEDS. 

A TENT of some kind is an essential part of the outtt 
AX of every canoeisi, as he never knows when it may be 

needed, even on a2 short trip. A head wind, foul tide or 
sudden storm may make it impossible to reach the proposed 
stopping place and, force the canoeist to seek refuge for a 
night or from the rain as quickly as possible. 

ents for canoes are of three kinds: First, a small shelter, 
merely for sleeping under; second, a square tent, high 
enough to sit under and to cook or read in; third, shore 
tents large enough for two or three. The simplest of all is 
improvised from a rubber blanket hung over a boom or 
paddle, one end of which is lashed to the mizzenmast the 
other resting on the deck. The sides will need to be tied 
down or kept in place by stones. A. better device is the 
shelter used on the Windward; shown in the drawing. This 
tent has a ridge rope, one end of which is hooked to an eye 
or Cleat at fore end of well, the other end being made fast 
to the mizzenmast about 3ft. above deck. The cover is a 
piece of sheeting or drilling lemmed around the edges, with 

MNeohicaw Tera 

Clyde Jem Mearguee 
a hem also down the center in which the ridge rope is run. 
A triangular piece is fitted to the lower end, running across 
the foot, and tapes are sewn at intervals along the edges to 
tie down with. This tent, shown with the flap open, makes 
a good shelter and sheds rain well, but is hardly roomy 
enough where much sleeping aboard is done. It has, how- 
ever three advantages, in being easily set and stowed, taking 
up little room in the canoe, and offering littie surface when 
viding head to wind. 

Of the second class the favorite one is that commonly 
known as the Mohican, but first used by Mr. C. L. Norton 
ou .the Kittiwake. This tent in its present form is also 
shown, ‘The top piece is of canvas, 22in. wide and 6 to 
7ft, long, At each end a bem is turned in, to. take a round 
stick, #in, in diameter and 22in. long. The sides and ends 
of the tent are made of striped awning stuif, which comes 
29in, wide, so that three breadths may be used. The tent is 
30in. wide at bottom, and about 1ft, longer on bottom than 
ontop. The sides and ends are sewedZtogether at the cor- 
ners, but the middle breadth on each side is sewed only to 
the top, making a curtain which may ve rolled up, as shown. 
These. curtains lap over the adjoining sides a little, and are 
provided with tapes to tie them fast. The botfom of the 
tent is fitted with grommets which hock over small screw- 
heads under the beading of the deck. The tent is supported 
by two ropes fastened to the masts. 1i is sometimes desir- 
able to have small windows in the tent, which may be made 

of circular pieces of glass 24in, diameter, each baying two 
holes drilled near the edge by which it is sewn fast, 
For use on shore a ground cloth 24x7ft. may be used under 

the tent. The sides should be about din. high, to keep ont 
rain and wind under the sides. The floor cloth should be 
waterproofed. 

In another form of tent two bamboo uprights, one at tach 
end of the well, are used, the tent being square, with a 
rounded top, somewhat like a wagon. A ridgepole, jointed 
in the middle for stowage, is supported on the uprights, the 
tent spread over these, and the top extended by four strips 
of bent oak, let into hems across the top, The Pearl canoe 
is fitted with a tent ot this description, the uprights being 
made in two pieces, one sliding in the other, so that by ex- 
tending them the tent is raised, for cooking or reading, but 
at night they are let down, making the tent lower and less 
exposed to the wind, 
An A tent is sometimes fitted to a canoe, using an upright 

at each end of the well, or one at the fore end and the miz- 
zenmast, with the painter stretched across as a ridge rope, 
but a wider top, as shown in the Mohican tent, is better, 

For shore use a tent is usually carried large enough to ae- 
commodate two or three persons, The simplest form is the 
ordinary A tent, made about 64ft. square at the bottom, and 
6ft. high. Itis supported-by two upright poles and a ridge 
pole, or the latter may be dispensed with and a ridge rope 
used, the ends being made fast to stakes in the ground. 
A better and roomier form is the wall tent, a very good 

style being that devised by some of the Clyde C. ©. This 
tent is usually about 6ft. wide, 7ft, long, and 6ft, high, the 
walls being 2ft, high. The bottom is sewn to the sides 
and ends, except the flap, which serves as a door, thus pre- 
venting all drafts, It is well to have a second bottom of 
light stuff laid inside over the main one, and not sewn fast, 
so‘that it may be lifted out for cleaning the tent, A ridge 
pole and two upright poles, all jomted, are used, Where 
the walls join the roof, a hem 2in, wide is sewn, and in 
this four or fiye grommets are set to take the tent ropes, 
The tent pins are of iron rod tin., galvanized, 10in. long, 
With the upper end turned into a rine to draw them 
out by. A flap is sometimes made in each side of the roof 
for ventilation. In setting this tent, it is unfolded on the 
ground and each corner fastened with a pin, then the four 
pins for the corner ropes are driven, each at the proper dis- 
tance from its corner, which will be found the first time that 
the tent is set and marked permanently on one of the poles 
for future measurement; the Corner ropes are made fast to 
the pins, allowing slack enough to hoist the tent, then the 
ridge pole is run through, the canoeist goes inside the tent, 
raises the after end, slips the upright under the ridge pole, 
walks to the other end, holding up the latter, and slips in 
the other pole. Now the coruer ropes may be hooked over 
and tightened, the remaining pegs driven and the ropes made 
fast to them, and the ground sheet spread inside, The 
entire operation, if the tent is properly folded, can be per- 
formed by one man in five minutes. Sometimes the ridge 
pole is made to extend about 18in, beyond the front of the 
tent, thus keeping the upright out of the way of the door. 
It is as well to have the rear upright inside, #8 it is useful to 
hang clothes on, a few hooks being screwed in it, It will 
also be convenient to have «a few canvas pockets hung to the 
walls for brush, and comb, etc. 

Canoeists in America have used for the past few years a 
very good tent, of the form known as ‘‘Marquee.” The 
grouud space may be 7x7ft., the height to peak being about 
the same. But one pole is needed, which is in the center of 
the tent. The roof portion may be 24{t, on cach side, and is 
extended by four small sticks running from the central pole 
to each corner. The four lower corners are first staked 
down, the pole is slipped into the cenier of the roof, raising 
the latter, then the four slicks are pushed into place, and all 
isready. These tents are usually made without a bottoni, 
but a ground cloth should be used in any case. 

For small tents, heavy unbleached sheeting may be used, 
and for the larger ones a light drill or duck. To render 
them waterproof they may be coated with boiled linseed oil 
and terebin, one gill of the latter to two quarts of oil, two 
coats being sufficient. The Mohican tent has a top of heavy 
canvas and sides of awning stuff, neither being waterproofed, 
and the marquees are generally imade of the latter material. 
If a stay is made in any place for some time, the shanty 
tent, described by ‘“Nessmuk” in ‘“*Woodcraft,” is probably 
the best known, but in canoeing the halts are usually but for 
a day or two, and often for a night, so the tent must be 
quickly set and stowed. ’ 
Next to the question of shelter comes the bed, a point of 

special interest to most canoeists, who for fifty weeks of the 
year sleep in a comfortable bed at home. } 
Many canoes are now furnished with a matiress of cork 

shavings, which makes an excellent bed, and also answers as 
a life preserver. This mattress, the invention of Mr. O, H, 
Farnham, is 50in. long, 18in. wide and 4in. thick, made of 
some light material, such as burlaps or Japanese canvus. 
It is divided by two partitions, each made of muslin sewn 
to top, bottom and ends, into three parts, each 50x6x4in., 
and in each of these about 14 pounds of cork shavings is 
placed. The partitions are intended to keep the cork dis- 
tributed evenly. Hooks and rings at the ends, with straps 
for the shoulders, make it easily adjustable as ‘a life pre- 
server, as it is long enough to encircle the body. 

In connection with this mattress, Mr, Farnham, much of 
whose canceing has been done in cold climates, has devised 
a sleeping bag or quilt and cover. The quilt, when extended, 
is nearly heart-shaped, being 7ft. long and 7ff. at the widest 
part. ‘The small end does not come quite to a point, but an 
ovalend piece is sewn in. The quilt is made of silk or silesia, 
stuffed with 24 pounds of down, evenly quilted in, the edges 
being strengthened with a binding of tape, Around the 
edges are buttons and buttonholes, by which the quilt may 
be converted into a closed bag, in which a man may ¢leep 
warmly in the coldest weather. A cover of the same shape 
is made of fine muslin, cuated with boiled oil, and being 
provided with buttonholes, may be buttoned closely, keep- 
ing off entirely the dampness of the ground or even rain: 
The entire weight of the quilt is 44 pounds, and of oiled 
coyer 2 pounds 6 ounces, and both may be rolled into a very 
small bundle for stowage. The amount of covering may be 
regulated to suit the weather, the canoeist sleeping with 
either oiled cover, quilt, or both over him, or if yery cold, 
rolling up in both and lying on the cork mattress. The cork 
mattress is used in several waysas # cushion during the day, 
Canoeists usually carry in summer a good pair of blankets, 
and sometimes a sleeping bag, made of a quilf or blanket 
doubled and sewn together at the edges and across one end, 
the other being kept open for ingress. ‘<s 

if weight and space are of importance on sicri summer 
cruises, a single good blanket may be taken, with a lining of 



sheeting or drill sewed to one edge and buttoning along the 
bottom and other edge, In very warm weather the canoeist 
sleeps under the drilling only, or if cooler, under the blanket; 
but in still colder wether the lined blanket will be almost as 
warm as a double one, and much lighter. A. mbber water- 
bed is sometimes carried and is very comfortable to sleep on, 
but they are quile expensive, 
_ One ortwo rubber blankets are usually found in a canoe- 
ist’s Outfit, and are yery useful, as a tent may be improvised. 
from oné: it is necessary on damp ground or in a wet canoe, 
and during the day the bedding may be rolled in it. What- 
ever bedding is carried, it is highly necessary that it should 
be kept dry, which is best accomplished by wrapping in a 
waterproof cover or bag, strapping it very tightly, and carry- 
ing if well under the deck or in a compartment. In many 
localities a few yards of mosquito netting are indispensable, 
as it may he psed in connection with any of the tents de- 
scribed. Several varieties of camp cof are sold in the 
sporting goods stores, but, though good in a permanent 
camp, they are too heayy and bulky for a canoe. 

A. C, A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING, 

ig addition to the business meeting at the camp each year, it has 
heen found necessary to hold a, meeting later on to determine the 

date and general arrangements for the coming meet, and to avtend to 
such new matters asmay come up. This year, in answer to the call 
of Commodore Oliver, the officers of the Associationand a number of 
OAHER Canoeists met at the Delavan House, in Albany, on Saturday 
ast. 
Vice-Commodore Rathbun, of Deseronto; Rear Commodore An- 

drews of Rochester; Secretary Neidé, Messrs. Rand, of Boston, and 
Vaux, of New York, of the Executive Committee; Messrs, Gibson, of 
Albany, Wilkin, of New York, and Weller. of Peterboro, of the Re- 
satta Committee, anil Sab, subsequently dismissed in disgrace, were 
present atthe meeting in the parlors of the Delayan House at 10:30 
A, M.. and were called to order by Commodore Oliver, The Secretary 
eee informally that the balance in the treasury amounted to 
$344.17, with $800 now owing in addition, and also that ahout 150 
names would be dropped from the roll on account of non-payment of 
dues. The first subject taken up was the site of the nex camp, and 
a letter was read from Messrs. Tyson and Richards recommending a 
site on Grenadier Island, accompanying which was a carefully drawn 
map. A thorourh discussion followed, but if was considered that the 
expense of a new site would be heavy, there seemed to beshoal 
water and sedge on the course, and the objections to the present site 
are so few that 4 motion to send a committee to view the spot was 
yoted down, and a motion by Dr. Neidé to hold the camp at Grind- 
stone Island, seconded by Rear Commodore Andrews, was carried, 

Mr. Vans moved that the words in Article IIT. of the By-Laws, ‘‘in 
August of” be omitted, which was carried, as it was found advisable 
to have the meet earlier next year on account of the prevailing 
winds. Mr, Rand then made a motion, which was seconded by the 
Rear Commodore, that the meet of 1885 be held from July 24 to Ang. 
8: carried. Mr, Vaux introduced a motion to the effect that no mem- 
ber of the Association shall race for a money prize, which was not 
acted upon, The Commodore moved to amend Article VI. by chang- 
ing ‘shall’ to “may” and omitting the words *‘a drawing of which 
Tmaust be filed with the Secretary,’’ which was carried. Dr. Neidé 
eee. to add to Article V. the Secretary’s flag, which was also 
adopted. 

The Secretary then submitted the leh names of candidates 
for election; No, 758, W. N. Smith, Clayton, N. Y.; 744, Pau) Butler, 
Lowell, Muss.: 755, 0. P. Nichols, Lowell, Mass.; 756, O. A, Puyana, 
Trey, N. ¥.; 757, J. &. Church, New York; 758, Charles Hastman, 
Chicago: 754. W. H. Allen, Pittsburgh; 760, Charles Moody, Rochester. 
The Secretary was instructed to cast a vote for all, and they were de- 
elared elected. Two lady honovary members, Misses Sophie and 
Mary Burnett, of Peterboro, were also elected, 
Vice-Commodore Rathbun moved that the uniform of the officers 

of the Association be blue, with letters A.C, A. on the collar, the 
clause rélating to a uniform for members being omitted, which was 
warried. The advisability of publishing a “Canoe Pilot,” or account 
of routes and cruises was discussed, but no action was taken, 
The Regatta Committee had meanwhile been holding a meeting, and 

now presented their report, the items of which were each acted on 
separately. A numberof amendments to the sailing rules were pro- 
posed, the first to Rule L,being to abolish the limit of measurement, 
as laid down, substituting the words ‘‘any canoe,” which was carried. 
(lass 2was amended to read ‘length rot over 15ft.,’’ and Class 3 
‘Wengih not over 16ft.," while the note beginning The length limit 
has beep increased,” ete., was omitted entirely down to the clause 
“In centerboard canoes.’ In Class B—sailing—the last clause was 
changed so as to read, ‘the beam may be increased tin. for each 
Full inch of length decreased.’ The limit of 384in. depth of metal 
keel band, a clerical error, was coriected to 44in.. as originally 
printed. The clause relating to centerboards was changed to read as 
follows; ‘In erder to be admitted to races without ballast, the cen- 
terboard or boards including bolts and movable parts, but not inelud- 
ing fixed trunks or cases, must not exceed 15 pounds in total weight,” 
In the paragraph on measurement, the words ‘‘which shall not, in 
Classes A and B, exceed Méias, in depth, any beading over this depth 
heing included in the beam,” are added at the end of the first sen- 
fence. The lastsentence was also amended to allow a variation of 
Win. over or under the limit in canoes built to enter two classes, as 
in Classes IIT. and A., where a boat cannot be over 28in. in the former, 
or under in the latrer, . 

It was also carried that each canoe would be allowed to enter but 
one class in sailing, and one in paddling, for instance a Class 4 canoe 
cannot enter a Class 3 race, or a Class A,a Class B race, as was 
formerly allowed; and each member may race in but one canoe at a 
meet. Rule4 wassoamended that canoes must carry the A. C. A. 
number of their owner in the peak of the saiJ,in red block figures 
1bin. high and 2in. wide, readiug on the right side of the sail, and for 
paddling, colored flags 6x10in,, furnished by the Regatta Committee, 

ule 6 was amended to read as follows: “Wags shall be given as 
prizes, as follows: a first prize in each race, and a second in each 
vace in which more than two start, and thefiye best flags shall be 
given as the prizes for the average record. 

In Rule’ the following clause was added, ‘‘Any canoe fouling a 
buoy or a mark, shall be ruled ont.** _The word “immediately”’ is 
inserted in the first sentence of Rule.9, so as to read, ‘He must 
Zive nolice of the same immediately on the finish ths race.’ In 
Rule 10 the word “distanced” Is changed to ‘disqualified... In Rule 
18 the time of starting is changed from five t0 one minute, Rule 15 
was changed toread as follows: “If two canoes are not clear of each 
other when the leading canoe is close to the mark, and altering her 
helm to round it, the outside canoe must give the other canoe room 
to pass clear of the mark; whicheyer canoe is in danger of foul- 
ing.” The following by-law was also adopted on motion of Mr. 
Rand: ‘Any canoeist who shall after this dave race for money, shall 
be considered a, professional, and shall be debarred from A. C. A, 
membership.’ Some minor mafters connected with the meets were 
discussed informally, after which Mr, Wilkin presented Commodore 
Oliver with a large A. OC. A. flag, and the meeting adjourned. 
After a dinner at the Delavan, the canoeists visited the Mohican 

club house, where were found, Messrs. Wood, of Peterboro; Shedd, 
Nickerson and Barney, of Springfield: Van Deusen, of Rondout; 
Angle, of Rochester; Whitlock and Stephens, of New York, and most 
of the Mohicans. The club has a good house by the State street 
bridge, the canoes being stored down stairs on two shelves, each about 
6f£t. wide. and as long as the house, one being about 2fl, above the 
floor, and the other 2ft. above the first. The canoes are run on diug- 
_onally. thus taking up little room, while they may be readily drawn 
wut toward the door. Upstairs is a cosy little meeting rooni, strung 
with flags, pictures, pipes, paddles, anc a general assortment of canoe 
seas, making if very snug and pleasant, while next to if is a dressing 
room, 

Qf course, Sth was on hand, ready with a noisy greeting for his 
neizhbors at Grindstone, his spirits not at all dampened by his ejec- 
tien trom the meeting of tha morning, Mr. Whitlock had brought up 
the Guenn, Mr. Van Deusen the Helena, and Mr. Barney his new canoe 
bis, for the racés, and coon all were afloat, a steam launch being 
provided for those who hadno canoes, The course for the sailing 
race was over a triangular course laid out above the bridges. Twenty 
eanoessailed up, seventeen of then starting in the race, 

The wind was light up the river. Madeline, sailed by W. L, Palmer, 
was first on the run up, turming the buoy just ahead of Marion, Com. 
Oliver, who was followed by the Guenn. Vhe latter was soon ahead, 

_aud made the secord buoy on one tack, the others making two or 
more, Mavleline ran ashore and lost her place. Arno, wailed by C. 
B. Vaux, was next to Guenn, and Annie O., Lloyd Thomas, third, 
Guenn lost her way, having to stop fora ferryboat and being badl 
ewashed, and when she filled away again Annie 0. was ahead, round- 
ing the buoy first and setting spinnaker to port, 

‘The wind had by this time died down. 66 ag to rob the race of all 
interest. The boats drifted round a second time, Guenn ahead and 
Aunie O, next, after which the race was called, the third round heing 
omilted, The first prizé io Class B, a traveling dressing case, was 

- awarded to Annie O.; the second, g silver vasa, to Thetis, P.M. Wack- 

———— a _ J 
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‘erhagen; third, 4 silk flag, This. Mr, Barney. In Olass A, the first 
prize, a silver canoe whistle, want to the Marion; the second, a sl 
flag, to the Helena, The Guenn was found on measurement to be 
over the width allowed by the rules, soa prize was awarded for un- 
classified canoes, Mr. J. L. Weller sailing the Nan, also over size, 
against her. Guenn came in first and took the prize, a handsome 
ae compass. The paddling race was won by ihe Snake, R. W. 

ibson. 
After the races all returned to the hotel, where the Mohican 0. 0. 

gave a (inner to their guests, thirty-five canoeists being present. The 
Officers, the Executive and the Regatta commiuttees were entertained 
by Commodore Oliver at his home, joining the others later in the 
evening, After dinner all hands turned to with a will to assis Mr. 
Wilkin in his vocal efforts, and the “Black Ball” was given as melodi- 
ously as usual, after which other songs followed until a Jate hour, 
The following day was spent at the club house, afloat on the river, or 
in yiewing the city, most of the guests leaving at night, with a full 
appreciation of Mohican hospitality, 
The Regatta Committee have the programme under consideration, 

and some additions to it are intended. It will probably include an- 
other set of paddling races in “cruising trim,” carrying weight, and a 
capsize race arranged to give 2 more eyen chance to all canoes. By 
this means the paddling men will be given opportunities to balance 
those taken away in limiting each canoe toits own class; and the 
record will he constructed upon three paddling, three sailing races, 
and one combined for each canoe. A race will be held fer tnelassi- 
fied canoes, in anticipation that some will be ruled out of Class B by 
the strict measuring now intended, and swimmiug will be introduced 
into the hurry-scurry race. 

CANOEING INCIDENTS. 

ig it possible that the brief summer is past, and the hues of autumn 
are rapidly coming to the front? Even so. The “cold faut” is 

self-evident. And have TI wasted, frittered away, another summer. 
for more than the fiftieth time? Itistootrue.. And ‘Jim’’ and Jay” 
and adozen old schoolmates besides, have been working the inno- 
cents and have made their ‘piles,’ They,7, all of us, are in “the 
“sere and yellow,” ete , éte, Many are in their graves. More, and 
they areof the best, are poor and proud, They are the hardest to 
reach. Lady Dufferin says, wittily and aptly. ‘‘Tbe poor make no 
new friends.’ Pitiful. buf true, And here am I again, sitting on my 
heels, trying to straighten out my correspondence and pick up my 
back reading, for llack the cheek to read, write or “‘play keerds” in 
the presenes of mountains, I haye seen Senators, Governors and 
other officials do it the past summer, Probably they had an amount 
of ‘gray brain matter?’ that would swamp a feather-weigbt canoeist, 
Let us be thanktul that the public weal is in the hands of these top- 
eavy fellows, and pray that their heads do not prove too heavy for 

their heels.) 
Picking up the back records of my favorite pastime—light canoe- 

ing, I notice that the season includes several fatal accidents to canoe- 
ists, notably fhe sad death ot young Allen of Buffalo, drowned from 
his canoe almost in sight of the home which his death made desolate, 
Jn the presence of such a calamity words are idle, regrets are useless. 
About all that is left us is to emphasize the lesson that may save yalu- 
ablé livesin the future, Had each and aliof the victims who were 
drowned from their own canoes the past season taken the simple pre- 
caution of tying the double-bladed eaodie inboard, as directed in the 
little book ‘"Wooderaft,” they would, in ali human probability, have 
escaped with aducking. No canoeistis excusable for allowing his 
canoe to get beyond his contro]—out of reach, in deep water, or in a 
dangerous rapid. Jt is so siniple. cheap and easy 10 keep her in hand 
that the wonder is why she is ever suffered to get away and go drift- 
ing off to leeward, leaving her crew floundering along in her wake 
with not the slightest chance of catching up. brieiy and explicitly, 
tie the double blade safely and strongly inboard with two yards of 
strone trolling line. Incase of an upset, keep ao death grip on the 
paddle, and you haye the canoe under control. Fora dangerous 
eruise on broad, open lakes, subject to high winds, use an air cushion 
for a sent, and tie that inboard also. It makes a very good life pre- 
server on a pinch, and isno trouble. NESSMUK. 
WELLSBORO, Pa. 

SAILING COURSES AT GRINDSTONE 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Dr, Neidé’s letter, in your issue of 4th inst., contains some objec- 

tions to changing the sailing course; yet I think so important a sub- 
ject ought not to be dropped before matters are mended. If there 
are to be races, a course is required that will permit of fair tests being 
had, and I submit that we have not such a course now when the 
southwest, the prevailing wind, is blowing. é 
The wind is not true on the present course, does not come from the 

same firection over all parts of ib; in fact, is yery uncertain and 
comes from many différent directions. The starting buoy lies in the 
dead lea of a point and puffs come from either side of it. On the first 
stretch the wind veers as you get away from the big hill, around 
which it swings, and Mr, Vaux was quick to notice and take adyan- 
tage of the fact, which but few others did. Onthelaststretch, a beat 
to windward, there is a choice offered of (1) a true wind. more or less 
sea and a slight current against you in the open channel, or (2) less 
sea, no current, and the veering wind in Hel Bay, which wind will help 
you right up to the home buoy. In the big race Nickerson, Neidé 
and Neilson were leading at the second buoy on the first round, but 
were beaten on this last stretch by canoes they could sail away from, 
ny because they ran out in the channel and the others sailed up 
tel Bay. 
Cannot 4 sailing course be Jaid northeast of the point, right out in 

the open channel, wheres all haye 4 true wind and all have the same 
advantage? What say thesailing men? I think there is ample room 
there. But should such a course be found impracticable, could not 
the present one be shifted a hundred yards further out from shore? 
Toronto, Sept. 27, 1584, WHIMBREL, 

ISLAND. 

KNICKERBOCKER C. 0.—The Knickerbocker ©, C. had their 
annual dinner at Martinelli’s on Monday evening. Besides the club 
members present were Dr. Neidé, Messrs. Gibson of the Mohicans, 
Rathbun of the Deseronto C. C., Seavey and BiREDE of the Kit Kat 
Club, Vaux, Munros, Bailey and Stephens of the N. Y. C. C,, and sey- 
eral other canoeists to the number of thirty-fivein all, After the 
dinner, Prof. Fowler spoke of the condition and prosperity of the 
elub,- toasts were drunk and speeches made, with the usnal canoe 
songs inferspersed, the meeting, which was one of the pleasantest re- 
unions ever held by canoeists in New York, breaking up at midnight. 

THE FAN MAINSATI,—Pittsburgh, Oct. 3, 1884.— Kditor Forest and. 
Stream: In Forest AND STREAM Of Sept. 11, 1884, there appeared an 
article on fan sails, in which it was stated, by a correspondent under 
the name of “B. Lug,"’ that sails haying battens radiating from a 
center could not be made flat. This is certainly a mistake, owing, na 
doubt, to the lack of experience of “B, Lug** with sails of this class. 
Having tested asetites fan sail, area 60 square feet. | have found its 
chief merit to be its almost perfect flatness,—Lorna, 

UBIQUE ©. €.—We learn from a Toronto crrespondent that the 
“Thique Club,’ spoken of in our account of the meet, is really a canoe 
club, using principally open Peterboro canoes. This summer they 
cruised and camped along the Trent Valley and Bay of Quinte for 
some weeks, afterward sailing down tothe meet. They were also at 
Stony Lake last year. 4 
ROYAL GC, €.—This club will hold two races on Oct. 8, at Hampton, 

for prizes offered by J. W. Olayton, Es, The first race, at 3 P. M,, 
is for first class sailing canoes, prizes £9 and £3; the second race for 
third class Rob Roy canoes, 44 mile, prize £5. 

achting. 
FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht clubs will please send early notice af pro- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Oct. 14.— American Y. C., Steam Yacht Races, : 
Oct. 15.—Seawanhaka C. Y. C., First, Second and Third Classes. 
Oct. Soe EVA HEA C. ¥.C., First. Second, Third and Fourth 

Classes. 

QUAKER CITY Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES, SEPT. 25, 

SWEEPSTAKES race for fourth and fifth classes was sailed on 
the Delaware River, from Market street, Camden, to Chester, 

and return. In class four the starters were Elwell, Adelphia, Mauerva, 
Wsther, Pierson and Pratt, and in the fifth class, the P. Galligher and 
Richmond. At 10:04 A.M, the yachts went over in a reefing breeze 
from southwest, and soon the Galligher was ahead and the Richmond 
second. 

Reefs were soon shaken out, and off the Block House, at 11:31, 
Adelphia was first, Richmond second, and Galligher third. Adelphia 
and Richnond were evenly matched all the way down, alternate! 
taking the lead, but at che Ches.er buoy the Blwell was ahead, round- 
Ing at 1:02:50, with Adelphia at 1°03;00, Richmond 1;(4:55, then the 
Esther 1:10:10, and Pratt 1:10:80. 7 
From the buoy home wag down the wind, and little of interest oa- 

curred, The times of finish were, Elvell, 2:49:50; Adelphia, 2:50:30; 
Richmond, 2:51:00. The Adelphia entered a protest against the 
Hiwell, on the ground that she fouled the buoy, butit wasnot allowed, 
The judges were R. G. Wilkins and W. J. Thurman, with ©. W. Lion 
as referee, 

NEW HAVEN Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT 25, 

HE fine weather which we have enjoyed this fall has been but 
little appreciated by the yachtsmen of the Atlantic coast, as if 

has spoiled most of the fall races thus far, and the 25th was no ex- 
eeption to the calms that have prevailed forsome time. In the morn- 
ing there was & wind from southwest, but it had died away before 
the race commenced. Sixteen yachts started, Alica being first at 
11:47 A, M,, the last crossing at 12:08. 1 
The Ariadne led the flest for a time, but in 2 heavy thunder squall 

which came up she lost hertopmast. Happy Thought and Rajah 
both took the ground, losing some time, and Rajah at last gave up. 
The wind continued very light after the squall was over, but the 
yachts finally drifted in, the times being: 

CLASS A, 
Actual, Corrected. 

Ariadne, W. L. Coggswell...:...-.....2:2 =e gereeed 08 O08 5 03 06 
GLASS CG, 

Rajah, so Beechet') pasa: t eee vipa seas 
Happy Thought, G. M. Graves ............--..-5 5 46 12 5 66 12 

CLASS D. 

Endeavor, H. D. Billard...................- ida 5 26 41 5 26 41 
Ceres, Parish and Rawson. .., 0-2. sj pee ee ee el —— 
Zephyr. George HM, Dudley....,... ---.-- .------- - 
Anita, George W, Adams. Vo eee 
Vixen, Allan Seamian...... AE SSR Hits pl 2 im a 5 18 57 5 12 18 
Stranger, J. N. Macauley.,.. .-....-.---.-. ....5 01 20 4 56 08 

CLASSES E. AND F, 
Alice, James Malloy........- ee. See pede 436 56 427 51 
Gratien Was Wallen. day Pens cheeses pees pee _.4 84 34 4 28 45 
Bids An{ ewe fyoa lst) T Coy ae ee URS OPE! Pe 4 26 40 4 20 49 
iG, SOAP bai Day 4 oe eeededga-e, Sae-ee sacs 4 0s 00 4 08 00 

CLASS G. 
SORTA, Cos Wd OS LET, sth.ct of eats bi nlise oiea eels os 5 03. 10 
LY FASS, MS WaDihGssaateetg cen Lek ieh ohyie ee eae 4 38 29 4-38 29 
IFTORTIGG , CUS, WIM OOM ctemen et ks kab pt bee ie oe 4 43 11 4 36 05 
The judges were Messrs. Bigelow, York, and Beers. with Messrs. 

Minor and Christie as timekeepers. 

NEW JERSEY Y. C, FALL REGATTA, OCT. 21. 

HE races of the New Jersey Y. C. have not fallen offany since the 
prohibition of shifting ballast and unlimited crews,on the con- 

trary they succeed in making a better showing than any cf the clubs 
which will encourage sandbag fossing. That the efforts of this club 
are bearing good fruit was shown by the fleet mustered on Thursday 
for the fall regatta, twenty-six yachts, besides four catamarans, beiug 
at the line to start, 
The committee undoubtedly made a mistake in nob making @ separ- 

ate class for cabin boats, cutters and sloops, of 20ft. and over, Itis 
not to be expected that any cabin boat (sloop or cutter) will equal in 
speed in light weather such racing machines as the 28ft. open boats, 
and no good can result from bringing them together in one class. On 
the one hand the sole requisite is speed in light weather, on the other, 
safety, comfort, and room to live on board must all be had, eyenif a 
little speed must be sacrificed, As the many merits of the small eabin 
boats become more generally recognized, the false standard of speed 
by which al] our yachts were once judged is set aside and a higher 
standard substituted. Like allother boats, good and bad, the open 
skimming dish has its place, for afternoon sailing, and racing in shoal 
waters, and for such purposes it 1s a good boat, provided that its 
model, rig and fittings are such as to make it tolerably safe in skilled 
hands. At last, however, yachtsmen are beginning to look for some- 
thing better as their ideas of yachting are enlarged,and the modye- 
ment at present is toward boats In which a cruise can be made, in 
which cooking, sleeping and living are possible, and which from their 
model are both safe and speedy, 
The development of sucha class can only be hindered by keepin 

them in with the open boats as it follows that they are judged an 
condemned solely by the false standard of speed in smooth wafer. It 
is time now that allregatta committees recognized the claims of these 
boats, and classed them by themselves, with such regulations as to 
erews and sails as shail prove advisable after a thorough trial. and 
also to offer such inducements as will promote full entries. These 
boats haye really had no particular place; coming as they do between 
the open boats on the one hand and the larger sloops on the other, — 
they have had no chances in races, their interests were considered as 
of little importance, and in consequence their improvement and de. 
velopment has been retarded, but it isto them that we may look in 
the near future as the training school of our young yacbismen, while 
at the same time affording the best of sport to the old hands. 
There is 2 rapidly growing fleet of little yachts around New York, 

mostly belonging to the different clubs, though reaping comparatively 
small advantage from their membership; andthe club whien is first te 
take up their cause actively, to offer if possible anchorage, to hold 
frequent races, and encourage the building and owning of such boats, 
will soon find that it has gained an element of strong and hearty 
srowth. 

‘ 

~The New Jersey Y. C.,{with its present, rules offers but a small 
chance to cutters, as they are Jimited in sail area to lower sails and 
working topsail, a smaller rg in proportion than the jib and main- 
gail of the open boat, but two cutters entered last week with the idea 
mainly of trying their speed against each other, Finding in the 
morning thatthe wind and water would give them lithle chance under 
their limited rigs with the open boats, and that the course was very 
short, the owners agreed, with the consent of the Regatta Committee, 
to sail a longer course without any limit of sail, the loser to provide 
a pennant for the winner. The course decided on was from Bedloe's 
Tsland down to the west of Robbins Reef buoy, to and around Buoy 
12 on West Bank, thence to and around Buoy 16 off Coney Island and 
home over the same course. 
The fair warm weather that has lasted so long this fall, ended on 

Wednesday with a night as clear and perfect.as June, but by early 
morning rain began to fall, at sunrise a beautiful rainbow was yisible 
in the West, and by 10.4. M. the wind was coming briskly out of tha 
northeast, a cold rain was falling, and the whole expanss of the ba: 
looked cold and eheerless. The Blackbird was on hand in time wit 
the judges and guests of the club, and took up her position by the 
dock at Bedloe’s Island, a rowboat with a flag fiving being moored at 
the other extremity of the starting line. Thirty yachts were fathered 
near by, their crews in oilers, butnearly all with whole sail set. 
The various classes were; Class A, catamarans; Olass B, sloops 

26ft. and over; Class O, 21 to 261t.; Cla-s D, under ¥#1ft. The course 
for Class A was changed, in consequence of the weather, from 
around Southwest Spit to two rounds of a shorter course, from Bed- 
loe’s Island to westward of Buoy 17, around Buoy 18 off Dix Island 
and home—s0 miles, Classes B and C went oyer the same coure 
onee—15 miles—while Class D went around Fort Lafayette and home 
—i0 miles, The two cutters, as mentioned aboye, sailed over a longer 
ecurse—around Buoy 16. As crews were limited to one man for each 
5ft. or fraction of 5fb., the Dare Devil was obliged to send one of her 
crew, Capt. Jake Schnudt’s dog Sailor, on board the steamer. The 
time allowance was 1m, per foot for catamarans, 2m. per foot for the 
yachts fora 20-mile course and less in the same proportion for a 
shorter one in class D. the allowance was 1m. perfoot, Shifting bal 
ast was strictly prohibiced. 
The whistle to prepare was blown at 11:05 A. M.. and start for Class 

A-was given at 11710. Five minutes later the signal for Classes B, 
and D was given, and all were soon away down the wind with booms 
to starboard. The four catamarans, Comet, Hermes, Jessie and 
Nightmare were well ahead, next came the open hoats, the cutters 
waiting until nearly all the others had started. Below 17 the little 
fellows pulled up a little for Fort Lafayette, Cruiser being first around, 
while the others kept on through the Narrows. The wind fell lighter, 
anti there was almosta calm off the forts. 
The Daisy was astern of the fleet all the way down, as she started 

behind them, but to Buoy 13 the open boats gained bub little on her, 
while seyeral of those that started with her could not keep up, Mer- 
lin, in company with the sloop Wabasso, started alittle behind Daisy, 
and the latter slowly but surely increased the distance between them 
until the sloop parted company ati3. Daisy carried her sails (Lap- 
thorne’s, and sitting beantifully) as steadily asthe widest of sloops 
and went through the water at the same tims. She is not our idéa 
ef a small boat in every way, but is years ahead of the breed of cabin 
boats known here, and would meet the views of many who are look- 
ing fora comproniise, and will not take the narrow cutter. Speed 
and safety she undeniably has, and in addition two other requisites 
that most of our yachtsmen demand, a large cockpit aud a compara- 
tively small angle of heel. Merlin was evidently handicapped by her 
owner's overestimate in the matter of rig, coupled with the fact that 
only about 45 per cent, of her lead is outside, while Daisy has double 
as miueh on her keel, and she could not carry her eanyas to any ad- 
vantage, heeling down repeatedly, This is her first race, and under 
the conditions little estiniace could be formed of her speed. but with 
the alterations proposed for next year, less sails and more lead out- 
side, we prophesy 4 front place for her in the racing records of the 
future, 
Down the Bay she kept in company with the Wabasso, a keel sloop, 

their dimensions being: Merlin, waterline 25ft., beam {ir., dratt 
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dfb. Gin.; Wabasso, waterline 26t6ft., beam 10ft. ahd draft5ft., each 
heaving about 2 tons of outside lead, The duel was quite interesting, 
each one alternately having the better of it, Wabasso, under the club 
rules, sailing without a jibtopsail, but it ended at Buoy 18, where the 
Jatter turned for home, 
The times at the buoy were: 

Dare Devil... . sey eie- 12-18 BO) Daiigy.: oc. eases cuerpo reOn Od, 
LET. FU a | Ses T2019 0G: WSeting Opis) tc sale 12.26 Gt 
LCT te ig2 pie spel Ea aes ae T1910) (Only SGn Sis 12 27 Of 
Haple Wing... -.... 52,0220 1220 30 Minnehaha... ...........- 12 27 56 
Geo, B. Deane..-.......... TRL MG Wa Bassas tii. eb se ciel cite 12 28 38 
ERE GWVILGL: 3-12.12 s peace ope Ace ee DP TON ISM Wyk bf ecriee ener ciara 12 28 52 
MTOME een hae, Re Seer 12 26 80 Nettie Thorp.....,........ 12 20 64 
Sophia HEmma............. 12 26.39 Frank Oliver............4. 12 88 20 
The beat home was rather tedious, the wind being light and weather 

So unpleasant. Cruiser came in first of the small fleet, the Triton and 
Minnie not going over the course, The Blackbird was ready at the 
finish when the fleet came up, and the times of all were taken. 
The Daisy held her place all the way home, although the Merlin 

caine up faster on the windward work, After the cutters came in a 
wait was made for the last of the catamarans, which had not com- 
pleted the second round, and on their arrival the Blackbird steamed 
oft to land her passengers in the city. 
The full times were as follows: 

CLASS 4A—CATAMARANS, 
_.. Start. Pinish, Elapsed. Corrected. 

Nightmare...,........-. 11 13 46 8 43°55 4 80 09 4 30 09 
CN gee Oe oe 11 15 00 3. 283 4 |8 28 4 11 28 

Wamets occ nseet clay: it d4 41 Withdrawn, 
PURPRIES IL «5 ie sep ioe nt et 11 15 00 3 64 59 439 50 4 31 59 

CLASS B—SLOOPS 26FT. AND OVER. 
Rinne san le cleo. 11 : 249 19 3 29 24 3 29 24 
lene ES eh 11 20 21 2 38 50 8 18 20 3 15 29 
Wabasso.....-..,..-..- 11 28 22 ® 55 80 3°33 08 3 29 4516 
Eagle Wing.....-.-.... 11 2) 2 2 27 84 8 07 07 3 08 07 
Dare Devil_........--.-- 11 20 41 2 26 00 3.05 19 3 00 34 
Growler ; aed 21.09 2 32 16 211 07 3 05 87 
Minnehaha... ......... 11 19 22 Not timed. 

CLASS C— YACHTS FROM 21 To 26PT. 
Raber. oot SL) 11:19 22 2°35 23 8 16 04 3 16 01 
LOST AR Siey cif igs EEE ta 11 22 23 2 BT 34 3 05 12 3 05 0084 
Nettie Thorp....... ... 11-22 82 3 12 40 8 50 18 3 49 48 
Sophia Emma,....---,. 1i 20 08 3 Ua 24 8 43 16 3 48 1934 
Geo, B. Deané.. ....-.,11 19 35 8.07 30 3.47 55 3 42 2834 
Belinea dss ee 2 Ji 22-22 2 48 48 8 26 26 8 20 4434 
Frank Oliver, .-......,.11 22. 22 Not timed. 

GLASS D—YACHTS UNDER 217. 
Inlisence se eel fee 11 20 27 1 86 15 215 48 2 15 BRag 
Peter O'Brien.... ..... 11 22 22 2 06 09 348 47 2°42 57 
BENGE.) eke cae )e LL ADA? 1 40 00 2 20 4€ 21918 
iy Wishers. ---5-2.6 0. 11 21 57 Loy 15 2.35 18 2 33 48 
Willie... .. a weer 11 21 20 2 03 42 2-42 22 2 40 47 
TDnivans... Sra iieks Not timed. 
Wipe eee a ey 1i 18 3) Not timed 
PUNT eee oe oe t-te tad 1i 20 22 225 44 8°05 22 —) = 
SAT Wee 11 22 22 2 14 20 2.51 58 ———— 
Gate Cate.._. 22.46 dd 22 22 1 43 00 2 20 38 2 20 38 
MST? ne ee ae 1122-22 32 8.58 10 =} = 
MENUITISNINS Se SBS. SB 11 23 22 3 26 42 4 40 90 

Daisy wins a pennant from Merlin. The judges were Messrs, M. 
R. Schuyler, §. C, Y.C.; J. M. Sawyer; and Geo. Gartland, N. J. Y. ¢. 
The club may be congratulated on the succéss of their arrange- 

ments, as the boats were started evenly, no fouls occurrud, and no 
protests followed the race. 

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C. FALL RACES. 
H® fall races of the §. C. Y. C, will be sailed this year on two 
days, Oct. 15 and 18, the first being open to first, second and third 

class sloops and cutters, and the second to first, second, third and 
fourth classes. 
The races are also apen to the yachts of the New York, Atlantic. 

Eastern, New Bedford, Larchmont, New Haven and Knickerbocker 
Yacht Clubs. The boats will be divided, as usual, into four classes: 

First Class—Sloops and cutters measuring 55ft., sailing length, and 
over. 
Second Class—Sloops and cutters measuring 45ft. and less than 5dft, 

sailing length. 
Third Class—Sloops and cutters measuring 85ft. and less than 45ft. 
Fourth Class—Sloops and cutters measuring under 35ft. 
Professional crews will be allowed, but the yachts must be steered 

only by amateurs, and each yacht must carr 
board. The following sails may be carried: ainsail, forestayeail, 
jib, flying jib, jibtopsail, topsail and spinnaker. All may be carried 
as balloon sails except gafitopsails. In the fourth class only gafftop- 
Sails extending aboye the truck are allowed. All yachts must carry 
their private signal at the peak. The starts will be flying ones, as 
near 10 A. M. as is possible. Five minutes will be allowed to prepare 
and five minutes in which to start, the signals being giyen by whistle. 
The courses are as follows: 

October 15.—From an imaginary line between the club steamer and 
buoy 5, or such other point as the committee may determine, twenty 
mues to windward or leeward, asthe wind may serve, and return. 
The correct course, by compass, will be given by the committee on 
the morning of the race, The club steamer will log out 20 miles from 
the start, and will anchor a mark buoy, which the yachts must round 
on the starboard hand. 
October 18.—For first and secoud class sloops and cutters: From an 

imaginary line between the committee steamer and Fort Wadsworth, 
to buoy 10 on the §, W. Spit, keeping it on the por@hand, thence to 
and around buoy wet keeping it on the port hand, thence to and 
around Sandy Hook lightshbip, xeepink. it.on the starboard hand, and 
returning over the same course to Buoy 15, keeping to the eastward 
of buoys 9, 11. 13 and 15, on the West Bank, and outside of buoy 5, on 
the point of Sandy Hook, going and returning. 

For third class eons and cutters; From the same starting line to 
buoy 10 on the §. W. Spit, keeping it on the port hand, thence to and 
around buoy 84, keeping it on the port hand, thence to and around 
Scotland lightship, keeping it on the starboard hand and return over 
ihe same course to buoy 15, keeping to the eastward of buoys 9, 11, 
18 and 15 on the West Bank, and outside of buoy 5 on the point of 
Sandy Hook, going and returning. 
For fourth class sloops and cutters: From the same starting line to 

Buoy 10, on the $.W. Spit, keeping it on the port hand, thence to and 
around Buoy 814, keeping it on the port hand, thence to and around 
Buoy 5 on the point of Sandy Hook, aeeuing it on the starboard hand, 
and return oyer the same course to Buoy 15, keeping to the eastward 
of Buoys 9, 11, 13 and 15 on the West Bank, going and returning, 

The finish must be made across an imaginary line between the Com- 
mittee steamer or station boat, and Buoy 15. 

Entries must be made in writing, addressed to the Sailing Commit- 
tee, and filed with the Secretary of the club, L. F. D’Orémieulx, 67 
Hixehange Place, by 8 o'clock P. M., Oct, 13, accompanied by the 

a club member on 

‘ - 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
measurement of the yacht entered, according to Seawanhaka Rules, 
certified to by the Measurer of the club from which she enters, or by 
her owner. 
The races will bein charge of the Sailing Committee of the ciub, 

Messrs. Louis P. Bayard, Francis 0. deLuze, Walter L. Suydam, Alex- 
ander H. Stevens, §. Nelson White. 

DISTANCE OF OBJECTS AT SEA. 

is amusing to note how ignorant many ordinary seamen and 
nearly all sea travelers are of such matters as the distance of the 

sea, horizon, the way in which a ship’s place at sea is determined, and 
other such matters—which all seamen might be expected to ander- 
Stand, and most persons of decent education might be expected to 
have learned something abaut at school. Ask a sailor how far off a 
ship may be, which is hull down, aud he will give you an opinion 
based entirely on his knowledge of the ship's probable size, and on 
the distinctness with which he sees her, This opinion is often pretty 
near the truth; but it may be preposterously wrongif his idea of the 
ship’s réal size is very incorrect, and is sometimes quite wrong even 
when he knows her size somewhat accurately. 
Any notion that the distance may be yery precisely inferred from 

the relative position of the hull and the horizon line seems not to 
enter the average sailor’s head. During my last journey across the 
Atlantic we had several curious illustrations of this, For instance, 
on one occasion a steamer was passing at such a distance as to be 
nearly hulldown, From her character it was known that the portion 
of her hull concealed was about 12ft. in height, while it was equaliy 
well known that the eye of an observer standing on the saloon passen- 
rer’s deck on the City of Rome was about 30ft. above the water level. 
A sailor, asked (by way experiment) how far off the steamer was, an- 
swered, ‘Six or seven miles,’ ‘But she is nearly hull down,’’ some 
one said to him. ‘I didn’t say she warn’t, as I knowson,” was the 
quaint but stupid reply. Now, it might be supposed to be a generally 
known fact, that even as seen from the deck of one of the ordinary 
Atlantic steamers, the horizon is fully six miles away, the height of 
the eye being about 18 or 20ft., and that for the conceaied portion of 
the other ship’s hull a distance of four or five miles more must be 
allowed; so that the man’s mistake was a gross one. And several 
other cases of a similar kind occurred during my seven days’ jourrey 
from Queenstown to New York. 
The rules for determining the distances of objects at sea, when the 

height of the obseryer’s eye and the height of the concealed part of 
the remote object above the sea level are both known, are €xceed- 
ingly simple, and should be well known to all. Geometrically, the 
dip of the sea surface is eight inches for a mile, four times this for 
two miles, nine times this for three miles, and so forth; the amount 
being obtained by squaring the number of miles and taking so man y 
times eightinches. But, in reality, we are concerned only with the 
optical depression, which is somewhat less, because the line of sight 
to the horizon is slightly curved (the concayity of the curve being 
turned downward), Instead of eight inches for a mile. the optical de- 
pression is about six inches at sea, where the real horizon can be vb- 
served, But, substituting six inches for eight, the rule is as above 
ven. —™ 

ie 

— . 

Six inches being half a foot, we obtain the number of six inch 
lengths in the heighth of an observer’s eye by doubling the number 
of feet in that height; the square root of this number of six inch 
lengths gives the number of miles in the distance of the sea horizon. 
Thus, suppose the eye of the observer 18ft. above. the sea leyel; then 
we double 18, getting 36, the square root of whichis 6; hence the 
horizon lies at a distance of six miles as seen from an elevation of 
i8ft. For a height of 30ft., whichis about that of the eye of an ob- 
server on the best deck of the City of Rome, we double 30, getting 60, 
the square root.of which is 77; hence, as seen from that deck the 
horizon lies at a distance of 7 7-10 miles. If the depth of the part of 
a distant ship’s hull below the horizon is knowa, the distance of that 
ship beyond the horizon is obtained in the same way. Thus, suppose 
the depth of the part concealed to be 12ft., then we take the square 
root of twice 12, or 24, giving 4-9, showing that that ship's distance 
beyond the horizon is 4 9-10 miles. Hence, if a ship is seen so far 
hull down, from the hull of the City of Rome, we infer that its 
dietance is 49-10 miles beyond the distance of the horizon, which we 
have seen to be 77-10 miles—giving for that ship’s distance 12 8-5 
miles. And with like ease may all such cases be dealt with.—Richard 
A. Proctor, in Newcastle Weekly Chronicle. 

STEERING DIRECTIONS AND ENGINEERS’ 
SIGNALS. 

A® a@ consequence of the recent agitations of the subject of col- 
lisions and their prevention, Mr. Fairman Rogers, of the steam 

yacht Magnolia, has written the following letter to the Hvening Post 
touching two very important factors in the direction of a vessel, the 
eommunication of the pilot’s orders distinctly and certamly to the 
man at (he wheel, and also to the engineer. It is strange that the 
first source of error inentioned has been allowed to exist for so long, 
asit must be responsible for many collisions. Economy of time and 
absolute accuracy of all orders given are two of the leading safe- 
guards in preventing collisions, and to insure both of these there 
should be a uniform code of signals or orders, each so distinct that 
it can have but one meaning, and can by no possibility be mistaken 
for another, and the compilation and enactment of such a code is a 
matter for the Government inspectors, or better yet, for an inter- 
national board with uniform regulations for all vessels: 
To the Editor of the Hvening Post: : 
Sir—As Mr. Gorringe’s letter on ‘Collisions on the Ocean’’ has sug- 

gested further correspondence on the subject, I desire to call atten- 
tion to a matter connected with it which is worthy the consideration 
of allinterested. The first rule proposed by Mr. Gorringe is, ‘*When- 
ever a vessel is sighted directly ahead, port your helm,” and one of 
the well-known rhyming rules of the sea 1s: 

“When both lights you see ahead 
Port your helm and show your red.” 

Tn both cases the meaning is that you turn your yessel’s head to star- 
board Ra the intention of keeping the approaching vessel on your 
ort hand. 

> These expressions, which are universally understood and adopted 
by seafaring men, are based upon the use of the old-fashioned tiller, 
with which porting the helm—. e., the tiller—starboards the rudder, 

In modern practice, however, few yessels of any size haye tillers, 
and sicamers never have them, wheels being used in both classes of 
vessels, In steamboats, and as far as I know, in most steam yachts, 
fhe wheel works like a tiller—that is, putting the top of the wheel 
over to port ports the helm and poizits the vessel's head to starboard. 

In sailing vessels this is usually reversed, and the practice leads to 
confusion, In cruismg along the Atlantic coast this difference of 
custom is so troublesome thai in emp'oying a local pilot it is some-, 
times necessary to have him merely indicate the direction which he 
desires the vessel’s head to take. because “‘port’’ to him may mean 
exactly the opposite of “port” to the person steering. [tis a common 
thing for a pilot coming on board to ask, ‘‘Do you steer ship fashion 

Want of uniformity in these matters may be 
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or steamboat fashion?” 
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& serious source of danger, since the steersman should make his 
motions by instinct, and should not have fo think that he has been 
told that this particular vessel steers oné way or the other. ‘Hard 
a-port” shoulu mean exactly the same thing all over the jyorld ard on 
all yessels without exception. : 
The law should insist on uniformity, and as yessels which have 

tillers must, from the nature of the mechanism, he steered by putting 
the helm the opposite way of the rudder and of the motion of the 
siup’s head, all wheels should be made to work the same way. Ex- 
cept in screw gear, it is merely a question of crossing the tiller ropes. 
This method brings the practice iu conformity with the recognized 
rules and seataring expressions, such as “up helm,” “down Helm,’ 
‘hard a lee,” ete. 
There is another matter of equal importance. Among all the regu- 

lations imposed By the steam inspection laws, there is uo provision 
for uniformity of bell signals from the pilot. house tothe engine-room 
and there are several different systems in use in the United States. 

This is all wrong. Every pilot and engineer should instantly recor- 
nize a certain signal as meaning the same thing under all conditions 
and in all districts. If the man at the wheel sees a vessel looming up 
on his bow out of the fog, he wants to give ‘full speed astern’ with- 
out hesitation, and by the same kind of instinct which induces a man 
to stop walking forward when he becomes aware that he 1s rapidly 
approaching something. He is in sufficient danger of losing his head 
as itis, and should not be required to think what he is to do, 
The best arrangement is a mechanical telegraph of some kind, 

made with rigid parts which cannot stretch or get out of order, so ar- 
ranged both in the pilot-house and the engine-room that pushing the 
handle and the index ahead means go ahead, and pushing it astern 
means go astern, providing a sort of coincidence petweenh the inten- 
tion and the action, As, however, telegraphs of this kind are expen- 
sive, and in some cases. difficult to adapt, as, for instance, in large 
river steamers, where itis convenient for coming up to a whari to 
have additional bell pulls on the upper guards, bells will probably be 
mostly used, but the signals given with them should be under some 
system laid down by the Steam-Inspection Board prescribing strict 
uniformity. 14 tee 4 ; 
As yachts are favored with special licenses, on the assumption that 

they are “designed as models of navel architecture,’ and in other 
ways serve to add to the national Knowledge of naval matters. it is 
only proper that yacht owners should contribute as far as lies in their 
power to the perfection of the regulations connected with navigation, 
and their habit of cruising in a yariety of regions, with leisure to 
study such subjects, should enable them to give hints of value, Ibis 
on this ground that I haye yentured to intrude my remarks ito the 
general discussion, PAIRMAN RoGERs, 

Steam yacht Magnolia, N. Y. ¥. G 
Narwrort, R. 1., Sept. 18. : 

FAIR PLAY FOR THE CUTTERS. 

HE extremities to which the advocates of the sloop haye been 
driven were illustrated by the Herald’s report of the Brenton's 

Reef race last August, in which Montauk was credited with the yie- 
tory, although beaten fairly and beyond cayil by Bedouin, and the 
report of the New Jersey Y. C. race of Thursday last was distorted 
in the same manner. As stated elsewhere, the owners of the Daisy 
and Merlin, desiring a longer course and the privilege of setting 
such sail as they deemed necessary, arranged to sail together over 
the distance between Btoys 13 and 16 in aduition to the course laid 
down, and the Regatta Committee agreed to take their time, the 
loser providing the prize, but both paying their entrance fee to tha 
club, and this arrangement was made known to the representatives 
of the press on board of the steamer, : ’ 

Tn spite of it all the Herald next day, besides & gratuitous slur on 
the owners of the cutters, heads its report with the lines, Cutters 
Outsailed,” “Badly beaten by sloops,”” while the World, though not 
going quite so far, contrives to convey the impression that the eut- 
ters were defeated while sailing on equal lerms with the sloops. Fol- 
lowing up the same line of attack the Heruld on the following day 
announces that the owner of the Merlin will build a sloop or catboat 
intime for next season, the inference bemg that a single trial has 
proved bis new cutter an utter failure. We ean contradict all of 
these statements positively, as in the first place the cutters were not 
in the race with the sloops, and consequently were not beaten by them, 
except that down the wind from the start to buoy 13, the cutters 
starting some distance behind the majority of the open boats in order 
to have a clear fleld to themselves, were a little slower than some of 
the fastest of the open boats, under the conditions most favorable to 
the jatter, as was to be expected ina wholesail breeze and smooth 
water; but Daisy gained on the pack, leaving sloops which started 
with her, and Merlin made a good fight, though evidently over can- 
vased. When windward work began the boats parted company, the 
cutters continuing alone over to Coney Island, Thus far the race, 
such as it was, proved nothing to the detriment of the cutters, as 10 
one ever claimed them to be equal in speed to the fastest racine boats 
in the latter’s own weather ‘ 
i far from being dissatisfied with his boat, the owner of the Merlin, 
after a long cruise in her this season, concluded before the race to 
reduce her sail area and remoye as much ballast as possible from in- 
side, where some is stowed as high as the lockers, to the keel; with 
which alterations she will be able next season to take good care of 
herself in races. : 
The controversey has long ago reached a point where such tac- 

tics ceased to be of any benefit, as yachtsmen generally have learned 
to look beyond mere newspaper headings into the actual details and 
facts, and to base their judgment thereon, but it speaks badly for 
American fair play when facts patent to all are slurred over or 
grossly distorted in favor of any side or party. 

AMAMBUR OR PROFESSIONAL YACHTSMEN.—This much dis- 
puted question has.come to us again, the case in point being the 
standing of men who, while engaged in othér occupations on which 
they depend for a living, sometimes accept pay for sailing in races. 
The generally recognized test of racing for money will not apply to 
yacht racing, as itis the custom every where to race yachts for oioney 
prizes, and the man who sails his own or anotser yacht fora prize 
cannot on that account be considered a professional, but a man who 
is paid for sailing a yacht, whether he depends on such work for his 
living or not, must be considered a professional. 

IDENT TO A ROWBOAT.—A seaman belonging to Mr. Astor’s 
vécht Ninna lying off Thirty-titth street, North River, engaged 

a boatman torow him to the yacht at 1:30 A,M. When out m the 
river the ferryboat Newburg struck the boat and both men leaped 
overboard. The seaman, Christian Summers, dove deeply and came 
up, striking the ferryboat's bottom, but was rescued. The boatman, 
William Van Blarcum, was drowned, his body being found several 
days afterward. 

EWARK Y C. PENNANT RACE.—A race was sailed for the chal- 
iSue pennantin Class B, held by Rambler, on Sept 29 in Newark 
Bay, three boats competing. Just Woke Up won in 1:515, with the 
Qloud next, 1:59:1714, and Rambler in 2:00:30, 

INCHES, 1 14 134 ‘1% 
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The Celebrated “Fluted” Spoon Bait. 
Length of the Spoons of the various sizes: 

1% 
46 

% MG “24 @& a a a: 

(Aboye cut shows exact size of No. 6.) 

We make these baits either treble-plated silver or extra heavy gold plated. The 
of any first-class dealer in fishing 
which sometimes deceive anglers, but never deceive fish, 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them 

rs of every description of Fine Fishing Tackle. 

tackle. The great and deserved popularity 0. 

gold plated at a small adyance in price. They are to be had either way 
these baits has induced gome dealers to offer poorly made imitations 

for you, send us 50.cents for 120-page illustrated catalogue, 

48 Maiden Lane, New York City. 
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With tts compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 
amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 
kennel, yachting, canoeing, and kindred subjects, than is con- 
tained in all other American publications put together. 

PROGRESS OF MILITARY MARKSMANSHIP. 

4 bees range shooting season is closing in good style, and in 
the rifle columns will be found the notes of the regular 

official testing day for the militia of two States, while at 

another range in the far West, the picked men from the 
several sections of the U. §. Army met and fought out their 
peaceful battle for supremacy in the peaceful art of well 

doing. In one State the men were out for their first regular 
practice, and it goes without saying almost that the shoot- 

ing was of the wildest sort, and that a wounded cow 
feelingly remarked the want of accurate aim on the part of 
the men. In another State the general grade of shooting 
was far better, for it was a State where there has been an 

intelligent system of practice carried on for some years, and 
under an energetic head of the department the State has 
been amply repaid for the outlay in the matter of ranges and 

ammunition. The work of the regular army in the matter 
of rifle practice has before been commented upon in these 

columns. Under an almost overpowering load of red tape, 
and despite the temptation to make scores for the annual 

reports rather than for the real improvement of the men, 

there has still remained a broad margin of actual progress, 

and from the highest to the lowest member of the petty 
force which stands for Uncle Sam’s present potentiality in 
the matter of warfare, there is not a man who has not a 

better idea to-day of how to handle a rifle and what may be 
done with the weapon than he had five or ten years ago. 
The scores made within the last few days sustain the claim 
made by those in charge of army practice that officers and 
men are making good advancement with each recurring 
season of out-door drill. 

But while a half dozen States may be carrying on practice 
with some degree of regularity and method, there are a 

Score or more other States where nothing whatever is doing 
on this important branch of home guard work. There was 
a time not yery long since when the whole question of rifle 

practice was in the nature of an unsolved problem, It was 
a question whether or not it would be possible to get the 

members of the National Guard out on the ranges in such a 

way as to show real advance in the art, and that without 

undue expense or outlay of time and labor. There were 

errors made at the start and some vast picnics were had 

under the name of range practice, Then it was a question 

which is not yet fully settled just how far the practice should 

be carried, over what ranges and what system of rewards 

and penalties is best calculated to bring about the best 

results, Ten years haye been taken up in working out 
many of these questions, and there now exists for the use of 

whoever may wish to profit by it, a mass of valuable 

information, put away in reports of petty and superior 

officers. 
In the States where as yet no system of rifle practice is in 

existence, all that is needed is to open correspondence with 

the officers of these older commonwealths and the way is at 

once clear for a start on a excellent system of practice. It 

will be found that a large amount of work may be focalized 

about arange. The men who get tired of the routine of 
room drill and armory work, will go with energy into the 

contests of the range. Especially will this be the case if the 

system put afoot in the State includes some sort of annual 

gathering by which the merits of the men may be tested on 

a commen battle ground. Very soon comparisons would be 

instituted between the work done in different States. Small 
arin manufacturers would be compelled to produce excellent 

work, and cartridge makers would cease from flooding the 

market with the rubbish now too often sent out. 
The way is open to a rapid extension of rifle practice over 

the whole country. Once putin operation, something might 

be done toward getting Congress to take up the question of 

a really National Militia, and by a corps of semi-detached 
officers from the regular army, introduce an uniformity 

of drill and methods much wanted in the ranks of the 
Volunteers. Through the opening wedge of rifle practice 
the whole question of an effective home guard may be 

opened, while to have a uniformed force and neglect the 
important matter of out-door ball practice is the very height 

of arrant nonsense, We had such a pretty useless mummery 

of war in our regular army for many years. The New York 
State Guard was a similar force of paraders and show. This 
has now been changed, and it is doubtful whether any State 

could afford to have such a show long in yogue. Press and 

public would laugh it out of existence, even if a mob did not 

do it more roughly and expeditiously. 

THE ENGLISH SPARROW PROBLEM. 

T the meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union 
held last month, the English sparrow was again de- 

nourced. 
We do not learn that any arguments were then brought 

forward against this species that have not appeared time and 

again in these columns. The committee to whom this sub- 

ject was intrusted occupied themselyes in collecting ina 

systematic way from all the sources at their command evi- 

dence for or against the bird, This evidence, when ob- 
tained, was brought together, sifted and weighed, with the 

result which we long ago predicted. 
The conclusion having been reached that the English spar- 

row is in all respects a most undesirable addition to our 
fauna, the question arises, what is to be done to remedy the 

evil which the hasty and ill-considered action of a few indi- 
viduals has brought upon us? This question is more easily 
asked than answered. We know that in Australia much in- 
genuity, time and money have been unavailingly expended 
in efforts to rid the country of this curse. The sparrow’s 

fecundity is something startling, and it seems impossible to 

hold the species in check. 
One method which, so far as it goes, will prove very effec- 

tual, is to encourage those small species of predatory birds 
which destroy the sparrow for food, Such are the shrikes, 

the screech-owls and the smaller hawks, the sparrow-hawk 

and sharpshin. We have no sympathy with the sentiment- 
alists who would shed tears over the spectacle of the sparrow 

in the claws of a hawk, and it is certain that there is no 

more efficient method of getting rid of the sparrows than by 

permitting their natural enemies to destroy them. A shrike 

or a little owl will, if undisturbed, spend a whole winter in 

a locality where sparrows are abundant, and will during 

that time kill a great many. 

The common policy of slaying these small predatory birds ! 

at every opportunity is a very mischievous one, and deserves 

the severest condemnation. They are birds that do almost _ 

no harm at all, while the destruction which they work to 

many injurious animals can scarcely be computed. A spar- 

row-hawk or a sharpshin may kill half a dozen quail, or a 

few English snipe during a season, but usually it flies at 

much smaller game, and kills grasshoppers, beetles and mice 

in great numbers, thus doing much to save the farmers’ crops. 

The usefulness of these birds should be everywhere recog- 

nized, and instead of being destroyed they should be pro- 

tected. 
It would be interesting to learn whether any efficient plan 

for destroying the sparrows has yet been devised. We have 

heard of none that promised success; but there are, no doubt, 

many minds at work on the problem. 

It is not now so much a question of getting rid of the 

sparrows, as of checking their increase before they spread 

over the whole land and kill or drive away all our native 

birds. What may ultimately be expected of them can be 

inferred from the report of their destructiveness in some of 

the districts of Australia, as deteiled a year or two sinc2 in 
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ANGLING THROUGH A LENS. 

a fit IS not all of fishing to fish,” Some men profess to 
hold that part of the sport is found in clambering 

over rocks and through tangles, in rowing one’s boat to the 

springholes, and in the various other pliases of toil and 

hardship through which the persevering angler, imbued 

with the true afflatus, must pass before he attains to the cap- 

ture of the prize. There are others whose belief and practice 

are that the best fishing is the easiest fishing; and if is not 

to be denied that they aré often right, An extreme case has 

just come to our notice; we will give the facts and the 

reader—‘‘true sportsman” or otherwise—can draw the moral. 

Our correspondent ‘‘Piseco,” who recently made a trip 

to the Maine lakes (going from the Brooklyn Navy Yard by 
way of Lisbon, Spain, and Naples, Italy, to Kennebago), 
writes that he had poor luck up there, and might better have 

followed the example set to ardent fishermen by the veteran 

Commodore Pickering, U. 8. N. Commodore Pickering is 

upward of seventy-five years of age, and still devoted to rod 

and gun. Having fully satisfied himself of the angling re- 

sources of the Upper Dam, he concluded to do his angling 

through lenses. He set his rod with the flies gracefully 

spread on the lawn in front of the house, took his station on 
the veranda in the most comfortable easy chair he could find, 

provided an entertaining book for recreation between strikes, 

and equipped himself with a field glass, through which he 

might watch the other anglers on the lake, and participate in 

their fun, whenever they had a strike. 

That was angling with ease and dignity, and at the end 

of the day the Commodore had just as many fish as at least 

one of the boats whose fickle fortunes he followed through 

the afternoon. But what becomes of the ‘‘electric thrill” 

that comes when one is actually at the buttt of a rod and a 

fair-sized fish at the end of the line? 

THE REBUKE 18 ADMINISTERED.—Last week, in speaking 

of the National Breeders’ Show and the extraordinary attacks 

made upon it, we ventured the opinion that ‘‘the character 

of the entry list would be such as would administer a signal 

rebuke to the presumption that had sought to satisfy a per- 

sonal grudge by misleading the public into serving its ends.” 
The event has proved thal this estimate of the intelligence 
and common sense of dog owners was decidely correct. The 
rebuke has been administered, and in such an emphatic 

manner that there can be no possible dodging it. The en- 
tries at the National Breedcers’ Show uumber 359, which 

are 50 odd more than the average of all the shows in 1883-4, 
outside of New York. This rebuke to the officious opposers 

of the enterprise ought not to be without its salutary influence. 

A few more rebukes of just this kind will perhaps so discour- 

age the peculiar class of gentry who beat Mongolian tom- 

toms and fire stink pots that they will give over these anti- 

quated, ridiculous and indecent implements of warfare for 

the more legitimate and becoming methods of modern jour- 

nalism, 

TRINOMIALS Aporrpp.—At the recent meeting of the 

American Ornithologists’ Union, in this city, the Committee 

on Revision of Nomenclature unanimously adopted the 

tenth edition of Linneeus’s Systema Nature as the starting 

point in Zoological Nomenclature; it unflinchingly avowed 
its adherance to the rule of priority, and emphatically and 
unequivocally indorsed the employment of trincmials in the 

designation of sub-species. 
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The Sportsman Conrist. 
LOG OF THE BUCKTAIL.—IV, 

N Jnne 24 there was a fine rise in the Tiadatton, and 
taking the 8 A. M, train, Twas afloat in a little more 

than two hours for a cruise from Slate Run to Jersey Shore. 
For once I hit the river at the right time. 

The half flood covered rocks and riffles, the recent rain 
had freshened and brightened every leaf and flower, while 
the strong current made the use of the paddle unnecessary, 
except for keeping the canoe on her course. And then thie 
scenery and weather could scarcely be improved, The de- 
lightful run down to Cammal station was all too brief. and I 
noticed several white tents on the wooded islands, and on 
the right bank just where cold mountain rills came tumbling 
down between steep spurs on the mountain, Am glad to 
see that outers from distant points appreciate the advantages 
of a healthy, romantic, and inexpensive mountainous region, 
where trout, browse, timber, game and berries, are free as 
the cold springs that lose themselves every mile in the main 
stream, 

At Cammal I decided to Jay off fora day '‘takin’ notes,” 
For there are three or four noted trout streams in easy reach 
of the little hamlet, which were being eagerly fished by as 
many different parties, all of them from a distance. It was 
easy to see that their object in going a-fishing was to catch 
fish. The recent rains had raised the mountain brooks, and 
by going to the head of the streams early in the morning 
and fishing down patiently it was easy to make a respectable 
creel, so far as count goes. But thesize, alas! To my think- 
ing, there was scarcely any appreciable size about them. 
Many of them were little fellows with the bars still on them 
and less than four incher in length; and not a quarter of 
them came up to the leeal length, 7. ¢., five inches. I took 
the liberty of overhauling one creel while the owner was at 
supper. It contained eighty-six trout, only fifteen of which 
were five or more inches in length. 

Tinterviewed the owner, and when he found I had gone 
surreptitiously through his ‘‘catch” he talked fight, A few 
words whispered in his ear brought him down from fighting 
pitch to argument; and truth to say he argued very well. 
He said in effect: ‘‘Of course you could fine us heavily, 
With what result? Neither of us, nor any of our friends, 
would ever come here to fish again, We only fish in the 
open season; we catch a few small trout, and eyery pound 
of trout we calch costs us more than two dollars. Why 
don’t you prosecute your own poachers and hoodlums who 
blow the trout out of water and scoop them with nets, in sea- 
son and out of season? I saw scores of baby trout lying dead 
aleng the banks to-day that had been killed by dynamite, 
and I met a party with a scoop net who had at least a peck 
of trout of all sizes. If you want to prosecute, agreed; but 
commence with your home poachers.” 

lt was all too true, and I was silent for very shame. On 
the following morning I was on the water betimes, and bar- 
ring the intense heat, had a delightful run to Jersey Shore, 
Heavy rains at the head of the Tiadatton had swelled the 
stream to logging flood, and a big drive of logs that had 
been “hung up” by low water in the spring was now afloat, 
bound for Williamsport. Six teams, an ark or two, several 
batteaus, and a hundred stalwart log drivers were busy fol- 
lowing up the logs, rolling in such as got stranded, and 
keeping the drive in motion. I cruised in company with 
sawlogs for the last haif of the run and found them harmless 
company. A mile or two above Jersey Shore I debouched 
into the West Branch of the Susquehanna, and found it at 
high rafting pitch, with wrecks of out-buildings, fences, etc., 
in the channel, Theriyer had been eleven feet above low 
water mark at Williamsport, but had fallen a good deal, 
though still running a flood, and muddy withal, 

As one object of the cruise was to take notes of the bass 
and pike-perch fishing, and, as a roily flood cut that point 
off effectually, I landed up in front of the Globe Hotel and 
took it out in a yisit to a friend and skillful angler, Frank 
Trump by name. 

Frank gave me some significant points on the fishing be- 
tween Cammal] and Jersey Shore, and also as to the effect of 
the numerous fish dams, fisb baskets, eel weirs, ete., on ‘the 
bass. Hesaid: ‘‘Come down in late summer, when these 
fellows have their dams, and leads, and traps ready for busi- 
ness and J’il show you how it affects legitimate fishing,” 
and I said I would be there. 

As there is nothing useful or funny in cruising a swollen, 
muddy river, I laid away the Bucktail in Frank’s cellar, to 
pick her up ou brighter waters, and once more took an up 
train forhome, * # ‘ * * “ 

" Oh summer! my beautiful, beautiful summer, 
T look in your face and I Jong so to live} 

But ah! have you room for an idle new-comer, 

With all things to ask and with nothing to give?” 

Thus sang, years ago, a sweet American poetess, and she 
sang well. Not on the face of this earth does summer beam 
more brightly and healthfully than on the wooded mountain 
ranges of our own Jand. Add two more months, say from 
the 20th of May to the 20th of October, and you have five 
months of unequalled weather, But the law of compensa- 
tions is sure as fate, and we have seven months, as an offset, 
of such weather as—to an invalid—makes life a burden. 

I think of all this as—having loafed around home for a 
month—I swing the Bucktail out from Jersey Shore for a 
seventeen mile run down to Williamsport. Had I set in to 
do the river post haste, I could have taken the whole busi- 
ness in on a two weeks’ cruise. I choose to do it leisurely, 
thoughtfully, even. I know that on the left bank, high 
above the viyer, there is the old Pennsylvania canal (little 
used at present) with a fine growth of shady trees on either 
bank, where l might paddle peacefully down to Northum- 
berland, scarcely meeting a canal boat ina days cruise. But, 
I am bound to take in every rod of the river in the canoe. 
And the run is very pleasant, Facilis est descensus avernt. 
Ii is all the way down hill for the first ten miles, Then I 
begin to run in on cribs, piers, booms, and immense timber 
rafts, with a solid pack of logs six miles long, two-thirds the 
width of the river, and jammed firmly together, with the top 
ends slanting down stream and the lower ends resting on the 
bottom, Ihave run into the works of the Williamsport 
Boom Company. Iforget just how many million feet of 
lumber this pack is estimated to contain. But, 1 remember 
vividly the perspiration and exhaustive labor it cost me to get 
clear of the bewildering tangle and reach Williamsport Dam 
on that broiling 22d of July, Andthe dam was no better. 
The chute was jammed full of logs, stumps, dead trees, etc., 
from end to end, and above the dam there wasa wide line of 
impassable debris that reached across the river. I was 

obliged. to cross to the right side, “double trip it” up a 
steep bank, and then creep down a thirty feet bank of rough 
stone rip-raps before I got afloat on the water below. 
AndIwent all wrong through not knowing the course, 
whereby it happened that I was forced to get out barefooted 
and bare-legged and wade ignominiously oyer the gravel for 
a hundred yards, with a fine channel on either side, and in 
plain sight of Market street. Once over the riffle, however, 
it was plain sailing. I allowed the canoe to drift while I 
rolled down trouser legs, pulled on boots, and got my- 
self in presentable shape. 1 had written an old friend and a 
member of the Williamsport Gun Club to meet me at the 
Market street bridge, sharp 1 P, M. I was glad the note did 
not reach him in time. 

It was past 2 P. M. when I landed in the cool shade of the 
bridge, drew up the canoe, and threw myself exhausted on 
the sandy beach. As usual, the little canoe soon collected a 
crowd. The question and badinage might have embarrassed 
a tenderfoot; it was amusing to an old canoeist. So long as 
there is no resort to decayed yegetables or dorricks, and they 
will keep their splay feet out of the canoe when she is rest- 
ing on solid ground, I can stand it. They are not so apt to 
board her when she is afloat in deep water. * * * 

And there came down the river a genuine specimen of 
Young America, sitting on (not in) a light rowboat. Of 
course the canoe took his eye. He drew in his bare feet and 
legs, landed up, and began to ask questions. He was my 
man. I like Young America, as a rule. He is about the 
sharpest gamin you will meet. Taken aright, you can get a 
deal of good ont of him. Hit him amiss, and he is apt to get 
something out of you. 

I answered his questions with the urbanity natural to an 
old canoeist, and asked a few in return. For instance; 
Where was the nearest hotel? And would he oblige by just 
catching on the for’ard stem of the canoe and leading the 
way to it? ‘‘Certainly he would. The nearest hotel was 
about thirty rods. The Exchange, corner of Market und the 
canal. Dutch house; but clean and neat. Rutter gives good 
grub for a dollar a day; the rest charge two dollars.” * * * 
it happened that among the references to ‘‘first-class hotels” 
furnished. me by friends, the Exchange was ignored, All 
the same I went there, and was glad that I did, It is nearest 
to Market street bridge, which is the best landing, the fare 
is plain and well cooked, the charge $1 per day. I recom- 
mend George Rutter’s Exchange to any future canoeist. 
A schooner of lager, an hour’s rest and a square meal, put 

me on my feet, and I went up to John Schcuer’s place and 
telephoned {wo members of the gun club to meet me at the 
Exchange at5 P, M. They came, and also brought more 
with them, ‘‘Johnny” Hmery, Capt. Bly, Auguste Koch, 
and a member of the press, with a score of others, came 
around and wanted to see the Bucktail go; so I put her under 
paddle for the amusement of the crowd. She did not dis- 
grace herself nor duck her crew; but rather to my surprise, 
all except “Johnny” declined to board her, And I found 
friends, as Lalways do, Auguste Koch insisted on taking 
me up to his place behind his brisk little roan; he had a 
room that would just suit me, where I could be at home as 
long as I staid in Williamsport. But I declined. 

He called for me at 8 o’clock the next morning, however, 
and as he has the best private collection in natural history 
that I have yet seen, I was only too glad of the invitation, I 
spent a pleasant day with him and his genial brother, and it 
was the first chance I ever had to see and compare every 
species and yariety of American grouse and quail in one col- 
lection. They were more numerous than I had thought, and 
interesting to a degree, The foreign game birds were well 
represented also. Ptarmigan, blackcock, moorcock, quail, 
snipe, woodcock, all were there. As I had not time to go 
through some two thousand specimens of natural history, I 
devoted myself mainly to the game birds, the finest and 
gamiest of which, to my thinking, were the ruffed grouse 
and the wild turkey. The grand old gobbler and the cock 
grouse were both shot by Mr. Koch near Williamsport. * 
* * Had I accepted all the cordial invitations of friends, 1 
should have staid at Williamsport a month in free quarters. 

But I had au object in this river cruising. I wanted to get 
at the inner cussedness of netting, dynamiting, trapping, and 
othcr ways of depleting the water of game Osh by illegal 
means. And the poachers had not yet got their rascally 
devices out. Sol placed the Bucktail in the baggage car 
once more and came home. To go again in the season of eel- 
weirs, nets, and fish baskets. To try if, by any possibility, 
sportsmen’s clubs, game constables, fish wardens, ¢7. 7d., ete., 
can be stirred up to at least attempt the enforcement of the 
law. NissMUK, 

A VOYAGE BETWEEN THE LAKES. 

BY D, D. BANTA. 
IT. 

Surly—Did Adam write, sir, {n High Dutch? 

Mammon—He did. —The Alchemist. 

HE boat and camp stuff had been left by the trainmen at 
the depot nearly two hundred paces from the railroad 

bridge—the place where the Wawa was launched—and Joe 
Marcott, a clever lumber boss, kindly tendered the loan of 
his ‘‘carry” to run boat and stuff down the track to the river. 
Brother Scott, at that particular time, was at the hotel tend- 
ing the guns and tackle ana keeping out of the wet; and so 
the Judge engaged the services of a burly lumberman who 
was loafing around, to help push their little load down to 
the bridge. Perhaps the fellow’s services were in demand 
fifteen minutes, certainly no more, and when the work was 
done he charged a dollar. 

“That is unconscionable!” exclaimed the Judge, as he 
handed out the dollar, “If,” continued he, **I had asked 
you what your price would have been beforehand, you 
would never have thought of making it more than a quar- 
ter?” 

‘No, no,” said the fellow gravely, “I get four dollars and 
a half a day.” F 
To this the Judge made no response, but hurried down to 

the river, occasionally looking back over his shoulder as if 
he were expecting the other loafers of the town to come out 
and charge something also; and silently taking his seat in 
the stern of the boat with Brother Scott amidships, they 
began their journey as related in the last chapter. A run of 
two hundred paces browse them back within ten of their 
starting point, so crooked did they find the stream at the out- 
set. The northwest winds were occasionally rustling the 
treetops, the lake fogs were lifting and yanishing' and ihe 
clouds were rolling and tumbling in broken masses. Elm 
branches, black alders,, fern brakes and river grasses were 
still surcharged with moisture, and the outlook from the nar- 
row river over the low, alluvial bottomland was cheerless in 
the extreme, Silently the little boat sped down stream, The 

current Was narrow, averaging no more than thirty yards, if 
80 much, and at every bend there was a dee pool with a 
whirl of water on its inner side. No noise broke the silence 
save the spitefullike dip of the Judge’s paddle, or an occas- 
ional plash from the dripping branches. Brother Scott, after 
making onc or two gloomy observations and eliciting-no re- 
sponse from his companign, heayed a deep sigh and relapsed 
into a solemn silence, 

On, on the boat went, following the thread of the zigzag 
stream. Now like a courser it rushed down fifty paces or 
so of straight river, and then swinging round at a sharp 
bend over deep water, a strong sweep of the paddle 
was required to force it out of the embrace of the whirling 
water and send it cantering down to the next bend, 
“What a darned lie!” fairly bellowed the Judge, and as 

he uttered this exclamation he gaye such a vigorous push 
with his paddle that he sent the Wawa quivering with such 
velocity forward that she left a long trail of swirling water 
unfolding in the rear, Brother Scott was at the moment 
in a deep and solemn reverie. Possibly he was finding 

“Sermons in stones and books in running brooks.”* 

At any rate he-was so startled at the unexpected plunge of 
the boat and the apparently needless emphasis of the lan- 
guage used, not to mention its profane suggestiyeness, that 
he nearly capsized the craft. Had he kicked the beam at 
two hundred and twenty-five pounds instead of one hundred 
and twenty-five, | am quite sure there is no telling what the 
consequences might have been, 
But there was no accident, It was better for our voyagers 

that there was none; still, for the historian, an accident 
would have been a brilliant chapter. The Judge now ex- 
plained. The lumberman’s audacity had rendered him ~ 
speechless all this time. ‘‘Four dollars and a half a day!” 
he screamed, ‘‘and I stood there like a fool, when I knew it 
could not be over a dollar and a half, and did not tell him 
the liar he was!” 

Brother Scott was too much surprised to speak at once, 
but presently regaining his composure he said, ‘‘What! 
What!” in a startled sort of manner. And the Judge still 
further explained, This time he told the whole story, and 
wound up by an expression of regret that he had not cast 
the lie into the fellow’s teeth, 

“He was rather a big fellow, wasn’t he?’ asked Brother 
Scott, in a sepulchral tone. 

“Well, yes,” growled the Judge. 
ane six feet tall, I should say,” ventured Brother Scott. 
te Tes,” ., 

“‘And he was raw-boned and had bristly hair and red eyes 
and big, hard-looking hands?” 

‘<All, yes,” answered the Judge, regaining his wonted 
composure. 

“Well, | should think you took the better course. You 
have given yent to your opinion with great force and with 
perfect safety. What more would you have? I can conceive: 
but of one wiser course for you to have taken and that was 
to have made your contract beforchand.”’ 

‘Precisely so!” fairly roared the Judge, bristling up again, 
“and that 1s what makes me all the madder. I know so 
well the necessity of making an express contract beforehand 
when on a sporting expedition with every man I accept a 
service from, that I have no patience with myself this time. 
One has to hargain like an Ishmaelite or be skinned at every 
turn. And yet Ido so much dislike to be always dickering 
when in the woods, Sometimes I meet with a downright 
clever fellow who has no thought of not doing the fair thing, 
and when I have once found him out, I hate myself for not 
trusting him from the beginning. But such are like angel’s 
visits. The majority of those who seek to serye the sports- 
man seem to jump to the conclusion that he must be a rich 
man and therefore a proper person to fleece. Here was this 
fellow I found hanging around a saloon door. He leayes it 
long enough to give me fifteen minutes’ light service and 
then charges me a dollar. Think of it! Four dollars an hour 
and forty dollars a day for a brutish fellow who has barely 
intellect enough to swing an axe. It’s an outrage!” And as 
the Judge reached this conclusion he gave a spasmodic push 
with his paddie, and shoved the bow of the Wawa with 
such force into a mud bank that he barely missed the acci- - 
dent that would have given the matter for the brilliant chap- 
ter of this history. © 

After the boat was righted Brother Scott took up the dis- 
cussion, and replied at length to the Judge: ‘‘There is,” said 
he, ‘‘two sides to that question, ‘lhe fault may not be all 
on the side of the wagoners and packers and guides. Some- 
times your sportsmen try to jew them down in their charges, 
and sometimes your sportsmen cut on their bills, There was 
that absconding mayor of a distant city, whom a guide ran 
down and caught at St. Ignace the other day for an unpaid 
bill.” 

“T won't grant your premises,” lustily put in the Judge, 
‘You make the mistake allof themdo. Thekind of fellows 
you describe are not sportsmen. There’s that drunken Chi- 
cago man at the hotel up yonder. He is a coarse-fibred, 
vain, ignorant boor, who, having ‘by hook and by crook’ 
managed to accumulate a fortune, thinks he must do some: 
thing to spend it, and what does he do but assume the 7éle 
of sportsman.” 

‘Precisely so,” answered Brother Scott, ‘He is all you 
picture him, and by his drunken orgies, his reckless extraya- 
gance and stupid ignorance he brings your brotherhood into 
disrepute among a very largeclass of persons, many of whom 
are very reputable persons at that. Right there comes in the 
point of my argument. He passes himself off for a sports- 
man and sows his money with a liberal hand—so liberal, that 
those who serve him expect more than bare wages, and 
would feel themselves wronged if they did not get it.” _ 

‘Yes, but the pee man is the only one of his kind. 
He is an exception to all known rules,” responded the Judge, 

‘True enough, true enough, Still he belongs to a class. 
T hayen’t been in the woods: very long, but I have observed 
three classes of your so-called sportsmen already, There is 
the ‘jewing-down’ sportsman, the ‘live-and-let-live’ sports- 
man and the ‘recklessly-extravagant’ sportsman. While one 
class would deal fairly with their sporting servitors, another 
would cheat them, and a third would demoralize them with 
‘tips.’ You remember the fellow you were talking to about 
going with you on your Indian River trip? Well, he told 
you about the last man he had gone with asa guide, That 
man had, after paying him his wages, given him not only 
all the provisions left over, but all his camp equipage be- 
sides, and he evidently expected that you would not be less 
liberal than the other had been.” ? 

‘No. Andif [had engaged him,and he had surmised 
before his time was up that [was not going to give him 
double what 1 had promised, he would have studied to see 
how little he could do for me.” _ 3 tre 
‘Very well,” answered Brother Scott, ‘And who is to 
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the second link I attach link No. 1, and the second gang of 
hooks, The gangs are so arranged that the central hooks 
are in line, and the loops secured by lapping and soldering. 
Ilengthen the snood by adding three more six-inch links. 
By this arrangement I secure two gangs of hooks, anda wire 

pounds, will take an artificial fly and the fly-fisher can be sur- 
feited with sport For successful bass fishing hooks are an 
important consideration. My triend P., who isa noted bass 
fisher with a hand line, uses Abbey & Imbrie’s cod hook 
No, 4,001; 10-0 Limerick, or 10-0 O’Shaughnessy will 

blame for it all? Surely not the poor fellows who bear the 
burdens altogether.” 

At this juncture the Judge spied a hemlock sapling and at 
ouce landed the boat, when he and Brother Scott went ashore 
and supplied themselves each with an armful of boughs for 
the night's bed. Returning to the boat they pursued their 
way, keeping a sharp lookout for a suitable camping ground, 
Everywhere, however,the low, level, farn-covered, tree-shaded 
bottom land extended, and while it was evident they could 
camp at any place, no place presented a desirable spot. 
The approach of night, however, putean end to their further 
searching, and going ashore at a point no more nor legs invit- 
ing than any other they had passed, they erected their tent 
among the tall ferns and soon had a blazing camp-fire before 
its open door. 

To some the mere mention of these ferns might convey an 
altogether erroneous impression of the camping site and its 
surroundings, A camp ina fern garden suggests the roman- 
tic. The fern belongs to an ancient and aristocratic family 
in the vegetable kingdom. The blucst of blue blood runs in 
its veins. During those grand old carboniferous days, when 
the saurian stood at the head of the animal kingdom, the 
fern grew into a sizable tree. In this cooler age of ours, 
however, it has fallen from its high estate so far that scien- 
tists speak of it as a survival, as if that meant something. 
But the fern maintains its claims to aristocratic distinction 
in spite of the scientific men and their name. It represents 
the most delicate and beautiful of the non-flowering plants 
of the world, and, what is more to the purpose, with a lofty 
and untamable spirit, it is a true child of nature and refuses 
to flourish in civilized gardens but waves its modest fronds 
only in the twilight shadows of the woods. 

Yet the ferns that challenge admiration for their beauty 
do not riot on the dank bottoms of the Fox. Those are 
coarse of stem and Jeaf and mount upward asif they fain 
would become trees, They are the ‘‘ragged Reubens” of the 
great fern family, and in the evenings exhale an odor which 
reminds oné of the smell from an overheated plow horse, 
which, of all other smells save one, Brother Scott eould 
least endure. His quick nostrils soon caught the scent and 
his gastric department, true to its traditions, at once raised 
the standard of rebellion, A preternatural paleness over- 
ay his countenance and a dropping of the lower jaw fol- 
owed. 
“Ts there anything that would neutralize the smell of these 

ferns?” feebly and dolefuliy asked he. 
“Yes,” said the Judge, “I think a good whiff from a pole 

cat would do it.” 
“Oh! A.h-h! U-g-h-h,” was Brother Scott’s only response.as 

he slowly shook his head. 
The heat engendered by the maplewood fire soon drove 

the offensive odors away, and by the time the tea was steeped 
and a rasher of bacon broiled, Brother Scott was ready for 
his share. 

That night was the coldest of the summer, Ere the camp- 
ers had turned into bed, the clouds had disappeared and a 
full moon was sending its long and silvery shafts of light 
through the rifts in the trees. On the potato fields and on 
the vine and corn patches of the region between the lakes, 
the hoar frost hung in heayy rime when the light dawned the 
next morning. 

During that night, the lowering temperature drove the 
Judge from his bed, and outinto the forest he went sith ax, 
and by the light of the-moon he cut and carried in wood with 
which to feed the fire till morning; and warmed by the 
genial heat of their after-midnight fire, the campers slept 
their sweetest, soundest and most refreshing sleep. 

FLORIDA AGAIN--II. 

[* my last I spun a long yarn about sheepshead, and I am 
of the opinion that I shall repeat the method as regards 

other fish. Adepts at fishing in the North are at sea when 
they reach Florida, hence I refer to little things that may 
appear unnecessary; but I have found that success in fishing 
offitimes depends on little things. 
CHANNEL Bass, Rep Drum (Seiene ocillata).—This noble 

- game fish can be captured on any of the rivers, bays, passes 
and lagoons of the castern or western coast, aud range from 
five to thirty pounds. They enter many of the inlets on the 
young flood, and with cut fish baitand a hand line they can 
be captured until the arms ache, They are good biters and 
will fight with a vim that will astonish the uninitiated. I 
well remember the first large channel bass I captured with a 
rod and reel. Ihad two large reels, one containing a good 
line and the other a poor one, and since that time I have not 
used a rotten line. In my haste I picked up the wrong reel. 
I made a cast, hooked a heavy fish, and realized the fact 
that the defective line had to be treated gingerly, For- 
tunately, the negro boy in my boat was a good rower, and I 
was forced to follow that fish hither and thither for a time 
that appeared tome a week. During the summer months 
bass in immense numbers and of large size enter the St. 
Johns River, but leaye in October. In this stream they are 
bottom feeders and confine themselves to deep water. On 
the southwest coast they feed in shallow water. On many 
occasions I have seen very Jarge ones swimming over sand 
bars in which the depth of water would scarcely hide their 
back fins. On the Indian River and on the southwest coast 
they greedily appropriate a spinner, and excellent sport can 
be obtained at any of the passes by trolling with rod and 
reel near the beach on the flood time. For large bass I use 
Hill’s spoon bait, No. 8. Spinners as usually made are 
too light and weak for the capture of these fighters. The 
treble hooks attached are soon broken or straightened, In 
compliance with my instructions L. L. Hill & Co., of Grand 
Rapids, Mich,, made for me some baits of extra length to 
which they attached yery strong and large-sized, double 
hooks, and I can only say that they have supplied a want, 
H. & Co, make two styles—ordinary and others suited to our 
fishing. Several years since James, of Brooklyn, manufac- 
tured a spoon bait that for strength and quality of hooks 
could not be excelled, but they lacked revolving properties 
aud were uselesss. I suggested an improvement which was 
not adopied. Cut millet bait is excellent for these fish, but 
itis frequently appropriated by sharks and stingarees and loss 
of temper and tackle is the result. Hard backed crabs make an 
attractive bait, and by using them sharks will seldom take 
it. iremoye back shell and nippers: cut the crab in two or 
four pieces. In baiting I pass the hook from the inside and 
allow the point to emerge at the junction of a leg with the 
body. For years I removed the legs but of late I allow 
them to remain, and I fancy that the bait is rendered more 
attractive. With minnows for bait and a Henshall rod, 
grand sport can be enjoyed by casting along the edge of 
Mangrove islands, weeds and grass, for small bass varying 
Tom two to six pounds. Small channel bass, say under five 

answer an excellent purpose. 

hooks,” No.3, sold by Shipley & Son, No, 5 Commerce street, 
Philadelphia, 

fore they can be brought to gaff, needle-eyed hooks with a 
few inches of piano wire should be used. In some instances 
bass swallow the hook and the continued friction will fray 
and weaken the snood unless wire is used. For hand-line 
fishing for large bass in a strong’ tideway I use seventy-one 
thread laid cottoA line, costing about forty cents per pound. 
I prepare snoods about two feet long, and soak 
them in shellac varnish for twenty-four hours. At 
the end of thistime I stretch them and with a rag remove 
the extra varnish, After they have dried J attach the hooks. 
The yarnish will prevent the snoods from twisting, and 
impart a brownish tint, thereby lulling the suspicions of the 
fish. JI attach the snood to the line about four inches above 
the sinker, and in consequence can feel the least nibble. At 
times bass seize the bait with a rush, and at others they 
nibble like a small catfish. When they adopt the nibbling 
process the bait must be kept in motion by raising and low- 
ering the sinker. For successful bass fishing with a rod the 
fisherman should be provided with a reel carrying 200 yards 
of 18 or 21 thread Cuttyhunk line. I have used with satis- 
factory results lines supplied me by Kreider, Conroy and 
Abbey & Imbrie, Recently I have received from the latter 
an 18-thread undyed line, and in use found it Al. TFisher- 
men are ofttimes annoyed by the kinking of twisted lines, 
but this difficulty is easily removed. Before using I soak 
the line for twelve hours in cold water and dry it. I pass 
one end around a post or tree and wind it ona stick. This 
is repeated several times, and the extra twist is removed and 
kinking prevented. To save thumbs and fingers and to 
avoid the use of thumb-stalls, | have attached to the first 
pillar of the reel, aboye reel-plate, a piece of harness leather 
nearly as wide as the spool and about two inches in length. 
With this appendage pressure can be applied by the thumb 
and regulated according to the size and movements of the 
fish, A powerful rod is a necessity for large bass fishing, 
for independent of the fighting and staying qualities of the 
fish the fisherman will occasionally hook a shark or large 
stingaree, requiring strength inarod, Chubb, of Post Mills, 
Vt., made a bass rod for me which pleased me much. It 
was nine feet long, first joint ash and second and third 
lancewood. B. F. Nichols, of Boston, constructed a tarpon 
rod for me in accordance with my suggestions. The first 
joint is lancewood, two feet eight inches‘long. The second 
joint is made of six strips of bamboo and measures six feet 
two inches. I have tested it in bass fishing, and haye found 
nothing to equal it for controlling the rushes of a Jarge bass 
inastrong tideway. Although powerful, it is sufficiently 
elastic for the capture of eyen medium-sized fish, 

CavVALLU, CREVALLE (Caranz pisquetas).—This gamy fish 
is very plentiful on the eastern and western coasts, and fur- 
nishes excellent sport for those who fish with the fly or 
spoon, Their average size is from two to six pounds, but at 
some points they will be captured turning the scale at twenty 
pounds. They can be found in salt and fresh water, and 
make a noble fight for liberty. They will not reject a cut 
fish bait or minnow, but seem to prefer a gaudy ily ora 
small glittering spoon bait. A noted place for these fish is 
the Caloosahatchie River, above the islands. On one occa- 
sion I was descending this stream and commenced trolling 
with a No. 1 Buell spizner, and I hooked there fish Wweigh- 
ing from six to twelye pounds as rapidly as I could throw 
my bait astern. To the fly-fisher, cavallii offer a source of 
amusement perhaps unequalled; and to the minnow-fisher 
with a Henshall rod, a free fight can be enjoyed at almost 
any point. 

TARPON, SILVER Kina (Megallops trissoides).—Until re- 
cently the tarpon has not attracted attention as a game fish, 
The habitat of this ‘noblest Roman of them all’ is from 
Texas to the St. Johns River. Annually, in May and June, 
thousands of them visit the St. Johns River and depart for 
the southern portion of the State in October. During the 
past summer a number of these aqueous acrobats have been 
hooked in this section, but none landed. I had made all 
preparations for their capture during the summer, but sick- 
ness in family preyented me from engaging in the under- 
taking. In the Si. Johns River these fish, as a rule, come in 
with the tide and leave with the ebb. On the southwest 
coast they remain in the streams, and are frequently found 
in fresh water. In the streams of the southern portion of 
the State broad, shallow flats will be found covered with 
grass and marine or fresh-water alge at least one foot high, 
The tarpon make their way in these grassy flats to a point 
where the water is barely deep enough to cover their bodies. 
If disturbed by a passing boat they will rush with lightning- 
like speed for deep water. When fishing for bass with cut 
mullet bait it is a common thing for our fishermen to obtain 
tarpon bites, but by one means or another they escape. To 
my knowledge three of them have been hooked on spinners, 
and two small ones under forty-pound weight landed. Hill 
& Co, made me a spinner for tarpon fishing, but I haye not 
had an opportunity of testing it, Last winter the Rey. Mr. 
Prime hooked two on artificial flies at Tampa, but his eight- 
ounce split bamboo rod was too frail an implement for their 
capture. On the Homosassa River my friend, Dr. Fisher, 
hooked two on minnows, but he was very soon minus 
leaders. During the summer of *88, Mr. H. M. Preer, of 
this city, captured two with whole mullet for bait: one 
weighed 125 and the other 198 pounds. Asa general rule, 
these fish range from 100 to 200 pounds, and from six 
to seven feet in length, Their mouths are large and as 
firm and tough as guttapercha, hence a_ single 
hook is nowhere inside of their capacious jaws, 
Such being the character of their open countenances, 
a fisherman is justified in using any description of tackle for 
their capture. After numerous experiments, I have con- 
structed a tackle that will hook and lund them, I take three 
codfish hooks, No. 2-0 of Abbey & Imbrie’s catalogue. Ifile 
the rings off two of the hooks and solder them to the shank 
of the third, and place the two so that the points will be at 
aright angle with the ringed hook. I take a piece of brass 
wire the size of the wire of No. 4,000 cod hook, and form a 
loop at each end so that the link will be five inches in length. 
One loop is passed through the ring of the hook, and the 
ends of the wire lapped with copper wire and soldered. I 
prepare three other hooks in a similar manner, and make 
another link of brass wire six incheslong. To one end of 

For years I have used 
“extra fine cast steel, filed, taper-pointed, Virginia fish 

For temper and metal these hooks cannot be 
excelled, and I recommend them in the highest terms. For 
rod and reel fishing, where large fish must be exhausted be- 

snood about two feet jong, To bait the tackle, I take a 
mullet about fourteen inches long and split it from head to 
tail. The two central hooks are passed through the bait 
from the cut side, and with a sail needle and strong linen 
thread I securely fasten the bait to the gangs as well as the 
wire. By this arrangement the hooks which pass through 
the bait are to a great extent hidden, and the other four 
hooks are in close contact with the cut surface of the bait, 
their points merely projecting oneach side, Hooks arranged 
in this way are dangerous if meddled with, and will hook a 
tarpon. Fora float I take a tomatoe can, solder a piece of 
tin on its top to keep it air-tight, and to one end attach a 
loop of brass wire, to which I fasten the line. For a line I 
use nine hundred feet of seventy-one thread cotton line, The 
tackle I have constructed for rod fishing is similarly arranged, 
ee use the strongest piano wire and 10-0 O’Shaughnessy 
ooks. 
To those who are disposed to engage in gigantic fishing; 

capture an aqueous acrobat, control a streak of greased light- 
ning and experience a new revelation, let them engage in 
tarpon fishing. This description of sport is new, but we are 
convinced that the time is not far distant when it will be in- 
dulged in by the many. As the supply of these fish is inex- 
haustible, and as they cannot be captured in nets, the sport 
will last for an indefinite period. If each person who en- 
gages in it will publish his experience, the bait, and tackle 
used, coupled with successes and failures, something definite 
will be arrived at, and the capture of the silyer king rendered 
a success. If afisherman is so lucky as to lance a tarpon, 
he will cease to discuss the capture of the bronze-backers, the 
speckled beauties, the striped bass or the lordly salmon. In 
my Opinion, no fish on this continent can equal the tarpon 
for Peat, acrobatic performances and lightning-like rushes. 
Last February a friend spent six days at Tarpon Spring, and 
he informed me that daily gentlemen would proceed to the 
spring, make a cast, secure a bite followed by the appearance 
of five or six lineal feet of silver sheen in the air; a lightning- 
like rush and the departure of tackle for parts where the sea- 
weed twineth, The tarpon is destined to be the game fish of 
the U. S., and all that is necessary to insure his capture is 
for each fisherman to publish his successes as well as failures. 
At p. 178 of his recent work on Florida, Dr. Henshall states 
that in “‘sailing down Biscayne Bay, I took a number of 
tarpon;” but he neglects to refer to bait and tackle used. 
This is to be regretted, forhis experience would prove of 
benefit to others. I trust the Doctor will speak out in meet- 
ing and tell all how he ‘‘took a number of tarpon.” 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla, Oct. 3. At E’REsco, 

glatuyal History. 

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ 

[CONTINUED FROM LAST ISSUE, | 
a RSS report of the Committee on Bird Migration was pre- 

sented by the chairman, Dr. C, Hart Merriam. Dr, 
Merriam stated that a circular had been issued, setting forth 
the objects and methods of the committee, specifying the 
division of the territory of the United States and British 
North America into thirteen districts (each of which had 
been placed in charge of a competent superintendent), and 
supplying instructions to observers concerning the data 
desired—which were classed under the heads of Ornitholo- _ 
gical, Meteorological, and Contemporary and Correlative 
Phenomena, 

In order to secure a large number of observers, the chair- 
man had written to the editors of eight hundred newspapers, 
asking themsto call attention to the work of the committee, 
and to state that more observers were desired, The several 
superintendents had also written toa larze number of papers, 
—just how many, the chairman was not aware, The press 
very kindly gave the matter the prominence its importance 
deserved, and abstracts of the circulars, amounting in some 
cases to an actual reprint, and usually coupled with editorial 
comment, were published in several hundred newspapers. 
This resulted in the receipt, by the committee, of upward of 
three thousand applications for circulars of information and 
instruction, In all, nearly six thousand eirculars were dis- 
tributed. By this means the committee finally secured 
nearly seven hundred observers in addition to the keepers of 
lights. The observers are distributed as follows: Missis- 
sippi Valley district, Prof. W. W. Cooke, Superintendent, 170; 
New England district, John H. Sage, Superintendent, 142; 
Atlantic district, Dr. A. K. Fisher, Superintendent, 121; 
Middle-Eastern district, Dr. J. M, Wheaton, Superintendent, 
90; Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, Montague Cham- 
berlain, Superintendent, 56; District of Ontario, Thomas 
Mcllwraith, Superintendent, 38; Pacific district, L. Belding, 
Superintendent, 80; Rocky Mountain district, Dr. Edgar A. 
Mearns, Superintendent, 14; Manitoba, Prof. W. W. Cooke, 
Superintendent, 10; British Columbia, John Fannin, Super- 
intendent, 5; Northwest Territories, Hrnest E. T. Seton, 
Superintendent, 5; Newfoundland, James P. Howley, 
Superintendent (returns not yetreceived). Migration stations 
now exist in every State and Territory of the Union except- 
ing Delaware and Nevada. 

The committee was fortunate in obtaining the co-operation 
of the Department of Marine and Fisheries of Oanada and 
of the Lighthouse Board of the United States. By this 
means it secured the free distribution of upward of twelve 
hundred sets of schedules and circulars to the keepers of 
lighthouses, lightships and beacons in the United States and 
British North America. 

The returns thus far received from observers were exceed- 
ingly voluminous and of great yalue. They were so exten- 
sive, indeed, that it was utterly impossible for the committee 
to elaborate them without considerable pecuniary aid. 

In order to shew the Union the character and extent of 
the labors of the committee, the chairman had requested the 
superintendents of all districts east of the Rocky Mountains 
to prepare reports upon five common, well-known and widely 
distributed birds, to wit: The robin (Merula migratoria), 
catbird (Mimus carolinensis), Baltimore oriole (Jcterws gal 
bula), purple martin (Progne subis) and uighthawk (Chor- 
detles popetue). This had been done, and the reports received 
were presented for examination. The chairman directed 
special attention to those prepared by Dr, J. M. Wheaton 
and Dr. A. K. Fisher as examples of tabulated returns, and 
to that received from Prof. W, W, Cooke as an example of 
the generalization of results. 

UNION. 
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The chairman called attention to the action of the Inter- 
national Ornithologists’ Congress held in Vienna last April, 
stating that be had been instructed (in common with dele- 
gates from other countries) to represent the cause of the com- 
mittee in the National Government, begging it ‘to further 
to the utmost the organizing of migration stations,” and ‘‘to 
appropriate a sufficient sum for the support of these stations, 
ae the publication of annual reports of the observations 
made.” 

The Council was instructed to memorialize the Congress 
of the United States and the Parliament of Canada in behalf 
of the work of the Committee on Bird Migration. 
On motion by Mr. Brewster, the Committee on Geographi- 

cal Distribution was merged into the Committee on Migra- 
tion as a sub-committee, the whole committee to be entitled 
a “Committee on the Migration and Geographical Distribu- 
tion of North American Birds,” 

In response to a call from the president, Dr. P. L. Sclater 
said: ‘‘l hope the members of the American Ornithologists’ 
Union will excuse me if I offend the feelings of any one by 
the remarks Iam about to make. It has agerieved me much 
to find in this country three large and valuable collections of 
birds which are not under the care of paid working ornithol- 
ogists. One of these isin Boston, one in New York, and 
the other in Philadelphia, Each contains what all ornithol- 
ogists admit to be most valuable typical specimens. A grave 
responsibility rests upon the possessors of types of species, 
and the loss or injury of such specimens is a great and irre- 
parable loss to science. The collection of the Boston Society 
of Natural History (known as the LaFrenayé Collection) has 
been much damaged by neglect, and the entire collection 
ought now to be catalogued and so artanged as to render any 
particular specimen readily accessible. In this building (the 
American Museum of Natural History in New York) are the 
types of the celebrated Maximillion Collection, and many 
other specimens of exceeding great value. A large number 
of these have never been properly identified, and some of 
them are missing, and haye doubtless been destroyed by in- 
sect pests. ‘I'be value of others has been lost through neg- 
lect, by the displacement of labels, and by the omission of 
proper measures for their preservation, The same remarks 
would, in a general way, apply to the collections of the Phil- 
adelphia Academy of Natural Sciences. It is sad to find no 
paid ornithologists in charge of these exceedingly valuable 
collections, and I beg to suggest that the American Ornithol- 
ogists’ Union can undertake no worthier task than to impress 
upon the proper authorities the urgent necessily of immediate 
action in this matter.” (Applause). 

The officers of the Union were reélected as follows: Presi- 
dent, J. A. Allen, Cambridge; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Elliott 
Coues and Robert Ridgway, Washington; Secretary and 
Treasurer, Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Locust Grove, New York, 

The place of meeting for next year was referred to the 
Council for decision. 

NOTE ON THE GUILLEMOTS. 

‘HE following notes are extracted from a paper on ‘‘Sea- 
birds as Bait for Catching Codfish,” by Capt. J. W. 

Collins, in the Report of the U. 5. Fish Commission: 
The Foolish Guillemot or Murre (Uria Jrotle) Linn. Tu 

apring large flocks of murres are seen on the fishing banks, 
migrating: northwardly. I have noticed them in greatest 
abundance on Banquereau, east of Sable Island. The flocks 
reach this locality in April, and from the 20th of that month 
to the middle of May are more numerous, as a rule, than at 
any other time. April 26, 1879, latitude 44’ 32' N,, 
longitude 57° 12' W,, I ‘‘saw several flocks of murres,” and 
three days later there were ‘‘large numbers of murres,” 
A single individual is sometimes seen in summer on the 

banks, but this is by means a common occurrence, In the 
fall, however, they are more numerous, as at this season 
they are performing their autumnal migration southwardly, 
but, whatever the reason may be, they do not, I believe, ap- 
pear on the banks in such abundance at this season as during 
the spring months. They are sometimes killed and eaten 
by the fishermen, but are never obtained in any considerable 
numbers. On afew occasions I have shot one or two indi- 
viduals, and they are sometimes knocked over with an oar 
by the men engaged in hauling a traw!], when the murres 
have approached closely enough to the boat to make such a 
feat possible. I have noted in my journal under date of 
Oct. 1, 1878, latitude 43° 54’ N., longitude 58° 32’ W., that 
“one of the crew killed a murre while hauling his trawl, 
and I skinned it.” Ly 

Little Guillemot or Sea Dove (Mergulus alle) Linn.—The 
little guillemot, commonly called ‘ice bird” by the fisher- 
men, is frequently seen onthe bauks in the winter, more 
particularly in the yicinily of field ice, but I have never ob- 
served it in any considerable numbers. It is fond of staying 
close to a fishins"Véssel at anchor, it being attracted by the 
offal that is thrown over, and which, when sinking, is se- 
eured and eaten by the little guillemot, which is an expert 
diver. 

A FISH-EATING BUG. 

OT SULPHUR SPRINGS, Col., Oct. 5, 1884.—The 
Formst AND STREe4M has told us a good deal recently 

about the voracious bladderwort and how it consumes little 
fishes, all of which is very interesting if not quite so pleas- 
ing. A couple of days since my attention was called to 
another agency that is doubtless largely destructive to the 
same helpless innocents, 

Half a mile from here is a,log pond, in which large num- 
bers of saw logs are collected in summerand autumn, It 
becomes a great resort for trout late in the season and is then 
a favorite angling place. The water is perfeetly clear and 
not yery deep, and the fish can be seen by hundreds. They 
are very notional about their food and hard to catch. Some 
days only a young and tender grasshopper will entice them; 
other days a small, neutral-colored, artificial fly, and on most 
days they cannot be taken at all. At best, not more than 
one in ten will deign to look at the lure at all. 

Ttold my neighbor, the Doctor, about these fish, and he 
came up prepared for them, In order to offer them a vari- 
ety of temptations he brought along his fly-book, a box of 
grasshoppers and a bucket of minnows, helgramites, and 
black water bugs. ‘These three last he had caught in the 
same water hole that had been left by the receding river. 
Among the bugs was one yery large one, tortoise-shaped, and 
over an inch in Jength by half an inch or five-eighths in 
breadth, with proportionate depth, and witha] avery power- 
ful and formidable insect. There were several smaller ones, 
of similar appearance and proportions, but not much over 
half aniuch in length. ‘When the Doctor reached the pond 
he brought the minnow bucket to me and called my atten- 
tion to the fact that the bugs were eating up the fish, The 
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large bug was just fivishing up one minnow, while four of 
the smaller bugs were stripping the skeleton of another, The 
Doctor said he had 1aken the minnows not half an hour be- 
fore from s water hole, as before stated, in which great num- 
bers of minnows are left every season as the river goes down, 
and from which they gradually disappear. The ‘hole never 
dries up, and the fish should live there all the year or until 
the next year’s flood. When he placed them in the pail they 
were all alive and active. A few minutes later he noticed 
that the big bug had seized one of the fish by the head and 
was killing it. Half an hour later he had stripped the skele- 
ton of all its flesh, and the four little bugs had killed a sec- 
ond fish and devoured it. The minnows were over an inch 
in length. 

This predatory action of the bugs was a revelation to me, 
as if was also io the Doetor. He remarked that it explained 
the disappearance of the minnows from the water holes, and 
I suppose it also accounts for the destruction of myriads of 
them in other waters. The same day Il watched these water 
bugs feeding in running water along the edge of the river. 
They appeared to be catching insects, invisible to my eyes, 
and would dart to the surface with almost the quickness and 
certainty of aim of a trout itself. Having caught its prey 
the bug would return as quickly to its hiding place at the 
bottom of the water aud await the approach of its next vic- 
tim. There were no minnGws in the vicinity. In my 
opinion these carnivorous water bugs are almost universal m 
fish-producing waters, but 1 do not believe that very many 
people know that they destroy small fish. The minnows in 
this case were about an inch and a quarter long. 

I took eleven trout yesterday in twenty minutes with a 
very small mouse-colored fly, W.N. B, 

[The bug referred to by our correspondent was probably 
one of the Nepide, a family of the order Hemiptera, These 
bugs inhabit the water and feed on smali fish, the lary of 
insects, etc. Belosioma is one of the commonest genera and 
contains some of the largest species of the family. ] 

ANTIDOTH FOR SNAKE BitE.—New York, Oct. 7,—Hdttor 
Forest and Stream; Under the heading ‘Snake Biles,” in 
your number of 2d inst., ““Nessmuk”’ says he has no faith in 
whisky for snake bites, Although it is not my intention to 
try and convince him to the contrary, still 1 would like to 
eall his attention to the following facts, which came under 
my personal notice. A negro, the other day, while stooping 
down to pick up a stick, while walking along a road late at 
night, i Campbell county, Va., was bitten in the thumb by 
& moccasin, and had to run one and a half miles to a house 
to get any assistance, and then could only procure whisky. 
His arm and right side had swelled meanwhile to an enorm- 
ous size, but after partaking liberally of whisky the swell- 
fing began to abate, and three days afterward he was all 
right, Again, three weeks ago, atthe same place, my brother 
was bitten at night, about 10:30, by a copperhead, the fangs 
entering the hand between the joints of the second and third 
fingers. He took three pints of whisky before total intoxi- 
cation was obtained, and nothing else was done, yet by next 
morning all the pain had gone, and within four days the 
swelling had nearly all gone, leaying the arm discolored, 
which, however, disappeared within four or five days. In 
neither case was anything else but whisky resorted to.— 
RuLe BRrITaNNrA, 

— Game Bag and Gun, 
SOME EXPERIENCE WITH TURKEYS. 

WN editorial friend, while visiting the other day at my 
house, laid down a copy of Forms? AND STREAM with 

the remark, ‘“‘TV’ve just read one of those articles on ‘Bullet 
ys. Buckshot,’ I thought you had written if until J saw that 
it came from some man out West.” ‘“‘No,” said I, ‘I’ve had 
no leisure of late for newspaper correspondence.” I sit in 
the chair of wisdom, planted upon the hill of experience, 
and, with my feet resting upon the recollections of the many 
hunting weapons I have owned, calmly smoke the pipe of 
complacency, and let the bullets and buckshot whistle 
around the hase of the lofty eminence on which I proudly 
sit enthroned. 1 

Goethe says that in order to become tolerant, it is only 
necessary to grow old—he saw no sin in others which he had 
not himself committed, 

One of your correspondents frankly acknowledges the 
commission of many unsportsmanlike acts, That is, of 
course, if he has hunted much. Itis the gentleman within 
him that does this, and regrets these acts, a lower nature 
would have wished to do the same again. 

Some think it wrong—unworthy a sportsman—to shoot a 
grouse while sitting, Frank Forester, who claimed to bethe 
great exemplar of all that was chivalry in field sports, says, 
in ‘‘Warwick Woodlaads”’ (I quote from memory): ‘Now, 
mark me—no chivalry—a ruffed grouse, darting downward 
from the top of a tall pine tree is a shot to balk the devil, 
give him no second chance.” Evidently he would shoot a 
grouse while sitting—so would I. : ; 

In the past discussions anent the “‘Choice of Hunting 
Rifles” and ‘“‘The Performance of Shotguns,” the paper 
which has interested me the most was one by Mr. J. B. 
Brousseau, published, I think, in one of the May numbers 
of this year, and dated somewhere in the British Provinces. 
Tt contained suggestions for an all-around gun, and I would 
like to see them carried out, as that is what I have been 
looking for for thirty or more years. He proposes a smooth 
barrel, however, and I should prefer one rifled if, as I have 
been led to believe, there are specially-made shot cartridges 
for use in grooved barrels. 

In 1857, I spent some weeks in the forests of Somerset and 
Piscataquis counties, in Maine. J had two guns: one double 
i4-cauge shotgun and the old “‘punkinslinger,” which was 
about 80-inch barrel, 8 pounds weight and carried 32 round 
balls to the pound. It had, for that day, an unusually sharp 
twist, the grooves being cut on a ‘‘12-foot circle,” a new 
plan at that time, whatever it may be now. Of all the guns 
that I have owned there is none which | remember with 
more pleasure than this, I have always been sorry that I 
parted with it, which I did at the outset of a journey during 
which it would have been an incumbrance, 

The next season that I spent in the Maine and New Hamp- 
shire forests I was better armed, I carried a combination— 
rifle and shotgun, barrels placed vertically, locks side by 
side, Inever found the long nipple an objection, In dif- 
ferent years 1 used two of these guns, of nearly the same 
pattern—14-2auge shot, 65 round balls to the pound for the 
rifle, barrels 32 inches. Many years after I carried a double 
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rifle, by Henry T, Cooper, of New York, and two sets of 
barrels, side by side, the rifle barrels carrying 16 to the 
pound and the other set a combination. I used it on the 
prairies and in the northern Wisconsin woods, and found 
that my old style rifles were preferable; and I can think of 
nothing better at this day, except that I should prefer breech- 
loaders. In hunting in the regions west of Missouri I haye 
used a Spencer repeater, IT remember one day jumping a 
flock of turkeys, close by, but the Spencer was no use. We 
were short of meat, of course, as also one day when J sat on 
the bank of the Grand River writing up my journal, and the 
shadow of a swinging limb danced across the page. A large 
gobbler had alighted within twenty feet of me. I seized my 
rifle, but the turkey left. O, for a combination gun, Tur- 
keys? Ishould think so. “Hyver kill many?” No, sir; I 
have yet to kill my first, I haye seen them by hundreds, 
howeyer. I remember that I counted 110 in one day, They 
were running along the bank of the Arkansas, in different 
places. We did not need the meat, and shot none. One 
Sunday at our noon halt a friend took my gun and killed 
two near camp, Hesaid I could get some if I chose, hut 
the weather was hot, and it would have been a waste of life, 
For game I have always preferred round, heavy balls. 
When IJ say ‘‘same’ I don’t mean chipmunks, 1] am noe 
nail-driver with the rifle, never was. 1 can buy a prefty 
good hammer for a dollar, and for building purposes should 
prefer it toarifle. J have hunted with men who could drive 
the nail, however, and have beaten them with their own 
suns. 

As to long-range shooting, say 800 yards and up, I know 
Jittle about it. I have always preferred shorter ranges, The 
longest shot at game I have ever made was with a shotgun, 
and I believe that the distance approached 300 yards. Of 
course the case was exceptional, and I am not likely to re- 
peat it. It was the last chance of the season, the geese 
started just where 1 wasn’t looking for them, the gun was 
loaded with small bullets—a dozen or so—and I gave it a 
good three-feet elevation and ‘‘onhitched.” It was raining 
and the smoke hung before the gun so that I was uncertain, 
if the shot had told, but there was a lean possibility in my 
favor, and taking the line of discharge,I walked. It was on 
the prairie, and before I found my goose, I had nearly for- 
gotten the shot and was looking for other game. A single 
shot had siruck it inthe neck, 1 doubt if there was another 
portion of that charge within twenty feet, I am a believer 
in possibilities, and therefore read with patience the stories 
men tell about the buckshot patterns their guns will make at 
from sixty yards to—lI forget—thirty or forty rods I believe. I 
never saw a gun which, so far as I know, could be depended 
on with loose buckshot much beyond forty yards. 

I remember that in Southwest Missouri, some cighteen 
years ago, I had left a camp which we had just established 
and walked up a ravine to look for a better supply of water. 
My own gun being yet to arrive, I had picked up one from 
among a stack in the corner of the camp, quite as a matter 
of course, and as I walked on through the high grass and 
low saplings I took a look at the piece. It had been got up 
without much regard to expense. There was a quantity of 
silver antlers, patchboxes, escutcheons and the like spattered 
over the stock, and the ramrod was striped, like a stick of 
eandy, The gun was very heavy, and carried about ninety 
to the pound, While I was thinking that it would not 
answer me as a permanent investment, a large turkey rose 
from the grass three or four yards before me, turned upon 
me the gleam of his dark, bright eye, and glided silently 
southward. Not being accustomed at the time to these 
birds, my first thought was of a tame turkey; but instantly 
remembering that there were no neighbors thereabout, I 
cocked my rifle. I could, | thought, have shot the turkey 
with a pistol, and just as I was releasing the hammer to 
bring the gun to my shoulder I called to mind the fact that 
I had heard it stated that the rifle I carried wouldn’t stand 
cocked unless the trigger was set. Confounded old abortion. 
O for a forty-cent Belgian fowling piece, or a Continental 
musket; but I lowered the thing, set the trigger, and—by 
that time the unreasonable bird was some sixty yards off and 
going like a quartér-horse up an oak-studded fhillside—l 
drew a bead, pulled trigger and the old battery hung fire. 
lt went off, however, as I was lowering the butt and cut 
from the top of one of the oaks a good-sized limb, which 
came down but didn’t kill the turkey. We were short of 
meat in camp—nothing, but ‘‘Uncle Ned” (bacon)—and I 
strode homeward with the firm conviction, which all the in- 
tervening years have not sufliced to change, that the avoir 
dupois of that turkey was, as was said of Daddy Biggs’s 
catfish, ‘‘the rise of sixty pounds.” 

As 1 was saying, I have killed no turkey even unto this 
day, and if there is one gun more than another which I can 
confidently recommend for ~-around work, it is a shot-and- 
rifle combination. : KELPIR. 
CENTRAL LAkE, Mich. 

CALIFORNIA DUCK SHOOTING. 
66447 HAT are black brant?” is the inquiry of our Hastern 

vistors here during the winter, as they encounter 
the name on the bills of fare at our leading hotels; and for 
the benefit of those who are interested in game birds and 
their habits I propose to give a short description of one of 
the gamest birds on the continent, and one whose flesh is 
prized here above that of the canvas-back or mallard duck. 

The anterior part of the black brant (Bernicla nigricans, 
Lawr.) is black, the rest dark plumbeus, with a white collar 
round the neck, each side of the rump and tail white, bill 
and feet black, the former wider than that of the common 
brant; the bird weighs about 4 pounds, length about 30 
inches, spread of wing nearly 45 inches. He is found from 
about October to May solely in Sun Diego Bay, on the coast 
of California, and the following, written tor the ‘‘Bulletin of 
the Nuttall Ornithological Club,” by BH. W- Nelson, of St. 
Michael, Alaska, shows that the flight of the birds south 
commences about Oct. 1, and after wintering here returns 
north about the middle of May,- The clipping is the first 
news we haye had about where the black brant summers, 
and was gladly welcomed by our local sportsmen, and will, 
no doubt, be interesting to many an Eastern ornithologist: - 

“About the 20th of May we begin to look for the black 
brant, the ‘Nimkee,’ as it is called by the Russians, the ‘Luk- 
lug-u-nuk of the Norton Sound Hskimo.’ Ere long, the 
avant-courier is seen, in the form of a small flock of ten or 
fifteen individuals, which skim along, close to the ice, head- 
ing directly across Norton Sound, to the vicinity of Cape 
Norne, whence their route leads along the low coast, to Port 
Clarence, where I am told by the natives, some stop to breed; 
but the majority press on and seek the ice-bordered northern 
shore of Alaska, and even beyond, to unknown regions far 
to the north. Of this] am assured by Capt, E, EH, Smith, 
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picking out the thickest of the bunch, “pot-shoot” from a 
blind and only get one shot in on the wing. 

While we in this far-off portion of the great republic don’t 
lay any claim to being ‘‘thoroughbreds,” and don’t own any 
large marshes to shoot over, nor eyen do we belong to a 
club, we consider that it is only just to the duck and more 
credit to our guns (as ‘‘@.”’ says in his opening paragraph) *‘to 
be able to stop the old drake canvas-back as he comes sweep- 
ing along in the teeth of a southeaster;’ and we fear he for- 
gets that half the satisfaction of a thorough hunter is to 
remember with joy the downward plunge of the beautiful 
green-winged teal, ‘which as you rise in your blind doubles 
and flirts as he climbs to escape your leaden hail,” Let ‘0. 
come down here this winter, jump aboard the Santa Rosa or 
Orizaba and spend a week with us, and we will try to show 
him how we country sportsmen (if we can’t boast of a pro- 
tected march or sportsman’s club, or don’t even own a ‘*ham- 
merless”) enjoy stopping the dizzy teal or bringing to earth 
the gray old ‘‘honker.” And if we are not able to say that 
we can kill “thirty geese in two hours just for amusement,” 
Tam satisfied we can show him some good sport, and I 
think that when he returns to the ‘‘city” he will find that 
he will be well pleased with our part of the State. 

Although we are in the most isolated portion of this great 
country and probably nearly as far removed as nine-tenths 
of the readers of the Formsr AND STREAM, we try to keep 
posted as to the doings of the ‘‘fraternity” and look anxiously 
for the weekly arrival of your excellent journal, and when 
“after many days’ it comes back to me well “thumbed,” I 
store it away and await anxiously the tine when I shall have 
another twenty-six to take to the book-binder to haye put 
into volume form. I have only been reading the FoRESsT 
AND STREAM a little over a year, but in that time I haye 
made the acquaintance of the ‘‘boys” that I wouldn’t do 
without if for anything. 
lam very glad to see communications from England and 

other foreign places, as it shows the widespread popularity 
of my faverite journal, and I think that every sportsman in 
the country wide and far, ought to take and read if, as one 
can read and not fail to be benefited by a perusal of its 
editorials, its Game Bag and Gun, and Sea and River Fishing, 
Natural History, The Kennel, and Jast, but not least, the 
sportsmen’s letters and notes, A. B. PEARSON, 
San Dizao, Cal., Sept. 26, 1884. 

who tells me that while whaling in the autumn, to the east- 
ward of Wrangel Land, in 70° north latitude, he has seen 
flocks of these geese coming from the north, and steering 
straight for the coast of Alaska, several hundred miles to 
the southward. The presence of the brant and other species 
of birds in that part of the Arctic Ocean, argues favorably 
for the presence of a body of land to the northward of 
Alaska, but whether it is an eastern continuation of Wrangel 
Land or not, is, of course uncertain. The black brant never 
Wings its way far up in the sky, but keeps, as arule, between 
ten ind thirty yards aboye the water. They generally pass 
south in September, between the 15th and 28th. When the 
sharp frosts bid them depart, they pass down the coast 
through Behring’s Straits, and then, straight across the sea, 
past the Hastern Aleutian Islands, into the Pacific Ocean.” 

The writer might have added that the birds made no stop 
until they reach San Diego Hay. in Southern California. 

The food of the black brat consists of eel grass (a grass 
growing on the bottom.of the bay, visible at low tide) and 
the kelp outside the heads in the ocean. The brant can be 
hunted successfully on an ebb tide, as then they come into 
the flats and on the shoals by thousands, and from a floating 
battery with proper decoys no finer sport can be had by the 
sportsman equipped with heavy shells loaded with the best 
powder, with Nos. 3 and B mixed in front of it. 

One day of last Februaty—the 28d I think it was—from 
the peninsula across the bay, I witnessed the most successful 
hunt for black brant of the season (and I claim of the 
period), was made by Walter D. Morgan, of this place, on 
one tide. We left the boat house al 9 A. M., and -after an 
hour’s steady pull reached our grounds and planted our 
decoys, and leaving Walt in his battery, pulled across the 
channel to await the flight and retrieve the dead and capture 
the wounded, After an hour’s waiting 1 began to think that 
brant hunting wasn’t what it was cracked up to be, when 
glancing toward the lighthouse I spied a long, thin line of 
fast-moving objects, momentarily getting larger and larger. 
“Surely that’s brant,” 1 thought as the line thickened and 
spread out, and swinging away round to Walter’s right. 
They showed a beautiful array of black and white as they 
spied the decoys, and with a hoarse ¢-r r-o-o-n-k-k they soon 
swung swiftly around into the wind and prepared to settle, 
when the form of ‘Morg” showed up, and bang! bang! 
went one barrel afier the other of his gun as the demoralized 
horde of brant climbed frantically up and out of the smoke 
and noise. and just “‘made a hole in the air” as they left that 
neighborhood to make room for their mates, who came 
hurrying in from the ocean by the hundreds; and for an 
hour or two the air seemed to be full of birds, as flock after 
flock cof brant came swiftly cutting the air about a foot 
above the water, and with a whirl and a c-r-r-0-0-o-n-k pre- 
pared to settle among the decoys, only to feel the demoral- 
izing presence of Morgan and his reliable old 12-bore, 

And don’t forget that Iwas kept busy—for the shooter in 
the battery relies solely upon the ‘‘tender” (not tenderfoot) 
to retrieve his game as the tide carries it in and out, and as 
the birds get wild afters while, Morg. says: ‘‘Ad., pull 
downto No. 4 Buoy and tie up, and may be you can get 
some of the stray ones as they swing round.” ‘The battery 
was built for Morgan, who is an abbreviated specimen of 
manhood, and that the lengthy form of the writer would 
have fitted into it pretty much as a pair of tongs would fit 
into a cigar box, I pulled down to No. 4 just in time to get 
in a long shot at a brace of brant, and more by chance than 
anything else, I brought one down, and foran hour IJ did 
haye quite a let of sport, as every now and then the rem- 
nants of a flock of brunt which Morg. had demoralized came 
near enough to salute. 

Well, we cut loose about 1 o’clock, as the flight had 
stopped, and on retrieving our birds found that, not count- 
ing the few stray birds I had picked off. Morgan had bagged 
to his gun 49 brant, thus beating Richardson’s bag of 42 
killed in 1882, and J almost forgot Morg. showed up an-old 
“sprig,” or “‘pintail,” he had knocked over, he haying con- 
fided too much in the deceitful appearance of a lot of wooden 
decoys—thus making the most successful hunt on black brant 
of the period, Any Eastern sport who may at any time want 
to find a bird that will give them all the sport and all the 
work they want to “‘get to,” should come out here this win- 

CURVES OF SPORTING RIFLES. 

Editor Forest and Strewm: 
I haye been very much interested in the rifle columns of 

ForrEsT AND STREAM for several years, and especially soon 
trajectory. As I have a shooting range convenient and own 
several fine sporting rifles of different make, I have, for my 
own amusement and satisfaction, been making some tests of 
the highest point a bullet will attain in its flight over a dis- 
tance of 200 yards. 

The shooting range is on a level piece of ground, the dis- 
tance carefully measured. At 110 yards from the firing 
point I place a tissue paper screen of dark color, stretched 
as tight as if will bear, in a light frame a foot or fifteen 
inches square. This is secured in a support that will reveal 
the white bullseye just below the screen at the 200 yards. I 
then look through my~field glass from muzzle rest and see 
that the screen is properly aligned, 

If the day is suitable [ make my shots, usually ten, con- 
secutively. They should all be landed fairly on the 8-inch 
circle. Lthen, with calipers, ascertain the mean average 
distance of the center of the group of shots and draw a hori- 
zontal line across the white bullseye that will be visible 
through my telescope from the firing point. With the aid 
of an assistant I stretch ajsmall wire horizontally on the frame 
beneath the screen in a line with the center of the bore of 
the gun-and target. Select the center of the group of shots 
in the sereen, and with a rule measure tlie distance to the 
wire, which will give the rise at that point. 

‘The rifles used in the experiments are Sharps, Ballard, 
Maynard and a muzzleloader, all in first-class condition. 
Distance, 200 yards; results: 

ter and we'll break them in, o_. a |e E a 
We entertained the past winter Mr. EH. 8, Babcock, of Rifle Used Wei ee |eome (OME ei) oS “ . g dd. ght. I 

Nashville, Tenn,, Wm. Iglehart, of Evansville, Ind,, and Ba 3 &8 ot Fs = 
James Breeze, of New York, who at different times hunted a ° |e S| 
the dusky brant and corralled the dizzy ‘thonker,” ad, : 
although our friend Morgan is a market-bunter, he will not ee ry Tbe bas ia 40 ed prns. inchs: 
fail to show any Hastern gentleman all the courtesy necessary | 2D@"PS, mid-range...... : F : ; ey llard, mid-range...... : 40 5 1 
to make his stay a pleasure. And we will welcome right MayieL mates Ee ‘ is BN 40 Sh Fi 15i 
royally any and all who at any time desire to visit our shores | Muzzleloader............ li 18 | 28 | 40 | 65 | 210 | 10% 
to allure the denizens of the forest and stream. 

Besides the brant hunting, sur goose and duck sport is 
unexcelled anywhere, and the beauty of hunting in our part 
of the State is, that an overcoat is hardly ever needed and 
camping out at night is quite a luxury. 

The open season commences here on Oct. 1, and we look 
forward to early and large bags of game, as the past season 
has been highly favorable for quail, and coveys numbering 
up in the hundreds can be seen seurrying in every direction 
as one rides out in the country. Last season Messrs, Chick 
brothers and two others brought to market some 3,600 dozen 
quail, all killed within twenty miles of town, from Sept. 15 
to Feb. 5. Not a bad season’s work. They are here now 
anxiously awaiting the time to once more sallyout and bring 
to bag the little beauties. Morgan killed during the season 
1,174 brant, besides numerous ducks, geese and quail at odd 
times. 
. We promise ourselyes morethan the usual amount of 
sport this winter, as the unusual rainfall of last spring has 
quite filled all our ponds, and the adjacent rivers that, ordi- 
navily vun dry every summer are all running now, and hun- 
dreds of ducks have summered here and raised broods of 
little ones, which, when we could, we have carefully pro- 
tected, although, I am sorry to say, several of our town 
sportsmen(?) have been seen to totally destroy several broods 
of quarter-grown ducks, simply, it seems, to gloat over kill- 
mg them, 

several bands of geese have passed over, flying southward, 
lately, and yesterday I noticed an immense flock of ducks 
winging their way down the bay, southward, and as the cur- 
jew and shore plover have been in for a month, signs seem 
to indicate an early season, 

I notice in your issue of Sept. 18 an interesting letter 
signed *‘C.,” of San Francisco, on duck shooting in Cali- 
fornia, While enjoying the account yery much, I have just 
the least bit of curiosity to ask ‘‘O.” whether it is counted 
‘*just the cheese’ in his club to wait and call and recall a 
band of ‘cans’ which circle close enough ‘‘to strike with an 

_ oar” and wait until they settle among the decoys and then, 

made by George H. 
Ferris, of Utica, N. Y., and is furnished with all the appli- 
ances for fine work at the target, using a light conical ball. 

M. H. Cryper. 

The muzzleloader is a new rifle, 

Morais, Ill., Oet. 6. 

NEW ENGLAND GAME. 

eee the gunners in Maine, New Hampshire and Massa- 
chusetts who have confined their sports to the more 

southerly districts, on the borders of settlements, have found 
the ruffed grouse very plenty this fall, and many handsome 
bags have been made, But the sportsmen who have returned 
from the North Woods or the old forests on the borders of 
Northern Maine and New Hampshire report grouse scarce, but 
some spruce partridges, Canadian grouse, seen. The theory 
of guides and woodsmen in these back regions is that, owing 
to the cold, wet weather in June the eggs did not hatch. 
One party, which made its hunting ground in upper Wash- 
ington county, Me., reports the most of the grouse killed to 
have been old male birds. Another party, spending two 
weeks on the waters of the St. Francis, near the settlement 
of that name, had the same experience with grouse. 

Both parties report deer and caribou very plenty, and even 
moose in the St. Francis region, and on the borders of Maine 
and New Brunswick, to be quite plenty. This party was 
greatly pressed for time, and not a map among them under- 
stood ‘‘calling” the lordly moose. About the only guides 
they could get—Canadian Frenchmen—were as incapable as 
themselves, and the party comes back to Boston without a 
moose, caribou or deer, though the deer are as plenty as 
need be. They slept out of doors nearly every night, with- 
out bothering to build a shelter. One or two nights the 
water froze half an inch thick—the first days of October— 
and yet no one of the party took cold till on the train within 
twenty-five miles of Boston, They are much pleased with 
the country as 4 sporting region, but disgusted with the shift- 
Jess laziness of the few settlers. They recommend the pur- 
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chase of everything necessary before leaving civilization, 
and no guides, unless the stalwart sons of oné or two noted 
Yankee settlers, canbe obtained. QOneof the party, they say, 
should be a fair axeman and cook, and all good trampers and 
ready to carry a load or hire it carried. 

The Washington county party had better success with 
deer. One gentleman, familiar with hunting deer vitae 
in the pine barrens of New Jersey, was much surprised with 
the tameness of the Maine deer. ‘‘But,” to use his own 
words, ‘‘l soon took to the sport.” He killed two on the 
first day of October. He returns disgusted with the shotgun 
for so large game. Both deer were wounded, and found and 
shot a second time only after a most tedious search. Others 
were also fired at by the party with the probability that they 
were wounded, 

In the Maine lake regions, as before mentioned, deer are 
yery plenty. ‘The enforcement of the game laws has been 
excellent in effects, and yet public sentiment is not fully up 
to where it should be. Indications and dark hints lead to 
the conclusion that even the supporters of fish and game 
protection break over when in the woods. There is work 
for the detectives this fall, The month of September was a 
tempting one, and a good many rifles and shells loaded with 
buckshot were carried into the Maine woods during that 
month, SPECIAL, 

THE NEW JERSEY SOCIETIES. 

HE annual meeting of the New Jersey Game and Fish 
Protective Society was held at Force’s Hotel, Plainfield, 

New Jersey, Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 17, at 3 o’clock. 
The secretary reported an increase of sixty-three members 
since the last annual meeting. During the past year the 
Sociely have purchased, cared for and liberated 408 live 
quail im various parts of the State, on premises of members, 
who report that the birds have thrived and propagated be- 
yond the most sanguine expectations. Detectives employed 
to apprehend violators of the game and fish laws, reported 
no arrests made. It seemed to be the unanimous expression 
of the members present that the existing woodcock law was 
not a good one, as Summer shooting gives greater chances 
for the violator of game laws to engage in his nefarious work. 
Many also objected to the existing squirrel law, which does 
not allow these animals to be killed until Sept. 1. No 
definite action was taken in reference to the possibility of 
changing these laws, Reports were received that parties 
had drawn seines in the Raritan River contrary to law, and 
instructions were given to apprehend and punish the guilty 
parties, if necessary eyidence can besecured, After consider- 
able other routine business the following named were re- 
elected as board of directors for the ensuing year; James §. 
Vosseller, Martin W. Schenck, William EH. Jones, Isaac 
Brokaw, Edward P. Thorn; William L. Force, William B. 
Dunn, J. W. King, Israel D. Ten Eyck. The meeting then 
adjourned. 

At seven o'clock the same evening the Board of . Directors 
met for organization at E, P. Thorn’s. The following 
officers were re-elected for the ensuing year: President, 
James §. Vosseller; Vice-Presidents, Percy C. Ohl, R. M. 
Stelle, Joseph B. Miller; Secretary, William L. Force; Treas- 
urer, William E. Jones; Counsel, William B. Rankin. With 
the following Honorary Vice-Presidents: Fred Yolekman, 
N. Y. city, Gen, William H. Sterling, Plainfield, N. J,, 
James R. English, Elizabeth, N. J., William J. Thompson, 
Gloucester City, N. J., Charles Smith, Plainfield, N. J., 
George P. Suydam, Plainfield, N. J., John I. Holly, Plain- 
field, N. J., William L, Dean, Highlands, Ulster county, N. 
Y.. Elisha Shepherd and G. R. Gaddis, of Bound Brook, N. 
J., and 8. L. Serviss, and Calvin Hill of Rayville, N. J. 

The semi-annual meeting of the Passaic County Fish and 
Game Protective Association was held last week, President . 
W. M. Smith in the chair, and a large number of members 
present. The secretary reported that during the six months 
which have elapsed since the organization of the association 
the sum of $138.13 had been expended in the protection of 
fish and game and the furthering of the interests of sports- 
men. In addition tothe expenditure of this money a great deal 
of work has been done without pay by officers and members 
of the association; in fact that portion of the work which 
was most important had been done without pay. The asso- 
ciation numbers fifty-six members in good standing. Great 
difficulty has been encountered in the enforcement of the 
laws, which are badly mixed. Thus in this county the 
authorities have held that catching black bass out of season 
is a misdemeanor which can be punished only after indict- 
ments have been found by the grand jury; in Bergen county 
this offense has been held not to be a misdemeanor but only 
an offense in which every justice of the peace has juris- 
diction. ‘There is every reason to believe that the present 
grand jury will find a number of indictments on complaints 
made by the association, as the proof laid before the grand 
inquest was of the most conclusive kind, If indictments are 
found, the association will be able to have the law tested and 
in future goyern itself accordingly, When the laws of this 
State were revised the fish and game laws were not revised 
but just tumbled into the revision in eyery way, so that the 
laws are of the most conflicting nature; it would be well if 
the next Legislature were to appoint a commission to revise 
the fish and game laws and draw up a statute which would 
cover every case in a clear manner and provide for some way 
of enforcing the laws which would not be questioned at every 
turn. 

The board of directors reported that a short time ago in- 
formation was received from Newark that a number of men 
from that city intended to drag nets in the river at Singak 
on a Saturday night, Four men were engaged. by the asso- 
ciation, who rowed up and down the river in small boats 
but without discovering any traces of the alleged violators 
of the laws, although the men remained out until midnight. 
The association then transacted a lot of business which, 
owing to its nature, it would not be proper to publish, this 
business consisting of the taking of steps tending to the pun- 
ishment of persons shooting game out of season. 

- The project of better protection to song and insectivorous 
birds was next discussed. At present hundreds of thousands 
of birds are killed annually to supply the market with orna- 
ments for ladies’ hats. The State laws permit this kind of 
slaughter, as the law allows the killing of all kinds of birds 
for stuffing. A large business is at present being done in 
slaughtering birds, and it cannot be stopped except by a 
change of the State laws. The association has done all in 
its power to break up the business in this city by inducing 
the Board of Aldermen Lo pass an ordinance imposing heavy 
penalties on all persons caught killing birds or robbing nests, 
and the police of this city have been, instructed to enforce 
this ordinance; in addition to this the association has em- 
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ployed constables to make tours through parts of the city 
where these birds were formerly killed, and it is believed 
that this business has been practically broken up in the city. 
The association will endeavor to have the State law amended 
at the next session of the Legislature so as to prohibit the 
slaughtering of birds. 
A number of reports were received from various parts of 

the county in effect produced by the action of the associa- 
tion, and in every instance they were of a most gratifying 
natnre, Farmers report that there has been less shooting 
done than ever, and in some sections not a gun was heard 
discharged during the closed season. At Greenwood Lake 
the pot-hunters and pot-fishers had become scared and it was 
impossible to procure a guide to do any illegal fishing; the 
more respestable class of guides haye offered their support to 

=the association in every way possible. Encouraged by these 
reports the association resolyed to go to work with more 
energy than ever in the protection of fish and game, A 
committee was then appointed to obtain all the information 
necessary in repard to the price of live quail; where they can 
be obtained, and the method to be pursued to liberate them 
in this county to increase the present stock. This committee 
is to report at the next meeting of the association, and it is 
expected that then a sum of money will be appropriated 
for the purchase of quail. 

CENTRAL ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION. 

HE annual convention and tournament of the Central 
Ilinois Sportsmen’s Association was held at Alton, 

Sept. 30 and following days. A fair number of delegates 
were in attendunce, and there was a protracted discussion of 
the game laws. Mr. Geo. Ff. Vickery, of Indianapolis, was 
elected president for the ensuing year. The next meetin 
will be held at Jacksonville. The following essay was send 
before the Association by Prof. McAdam: 

WHAT I5 A SPORTSMAN? 

Having on two previous occasions appeared before you 
with the ‘‘Animals of Illinois” and ‘‘Fishes of Lllinois,” we 
now propose to take up a higher branch of natural history, 
and give you our views of the sportsmen of Illinois. 
What constitutes a sportsman? is a question many have 

asked as if there certainly must be some well outlined dispo- 
sition of the term. In our relations as members of this asso- 
ciation in the State of Iinois, 1 will attempt to answer that 
question. 

Our idea of a sportsman is one who occasionally hunts, or 
fishes, prompted by mere love of the sport. One does not, 
necessarily, have to be a man of means and Icisure to be a 
true sportsman. The day laborer cares occasionally to take 
a day’s hunting or fi-hing with true enjoyment and with as 
much manliness as any one. In this country, we can hardly 
conceive of a respectable condition in life that prevents a 
man from being a gentleman. We have spent many pleas- 
ant days with aman who used a $300 brerchloader and 
whose fishing rod was a maryel of workmanship and costli- 
ness, yet he was a gentleman and one of the best of sports- 
men. On the other hand, one of the most companionable 
men we ever met inthe Held was aquondam farmer and 
sometime Methodist preacher, who shot an old army musket, 
for weds in which he used pieces of newspaper, and when 
he fired the ‘‘arm’ the ground for yards in front of him 
would be white with bits of his Christan Advocate, Yet he 
had such a cheery laugh. and such a happy way of enjoying 
himself in an innocent, legitimate manner, that all who 
knew him thought bim to be a most genial sportsman, We 
have camped with this man in the wilds of Arkansaw where 
there was vo habituation within rach of the reports of our 
guns, yet he would not hunt on Sunday. My father taught 
me to “‘Remember the Sabbath ‘lay and keep it holy.” he 
said; and he commanued our respect for his adherence to the 
principles taught him by Christian par.nts. 

Wili a true spottsman go hunting on the Sabbath? We 
hope not. We thik it derogatory to the dignity of a gen- 
tleman to bide bis gun under the bugey seat and go stealthily 
ont of town, blushing guillily at the 1ecognition of church- 
going friends. How loud the church bell sounds. How 
many xcquaintances he meets. Evin the little girls on the 
way 10 Sabbath school nod pleasantly; and instead of stop- 
ping to crack a juke with the deacon and asking after his 
precinct, as usual, he goes stiffly by with a coid nod, and 
the deacon wonders, as he turns to Jook back, '*What is the 
mAatler with ihe Judge?’ and the next morning there are 
Spanish needles and rabbit hair on his pantaloons behind, 
We found out years ago that if you want to retain your self 
respect you cannot go hunting ou the Sabbath day, ~ 

You will pardon us, but we consider that we would be 
recreant to our trust as president of this great A+sociation if 
we did not take advantave of this opportunity in impressing 
on your minds the fact that in being a sportsman you need 
not luwer the standard of your dignity as a gentleman. 
We sometimes huvea day’s bunting or fishing witha 

friend who enjcys the sport with the keenest relish. He is 
ayenuine sportsman. He insists alw»ys on takin his sons, 
two schoolboys, along. In the wagon there are guns, fishing 
tackle, a generous Junch, no bottle labeled “Old Bourbon,” 
which is too often apart of the sportsman’s ammunition. 
How those boys would enjoy the shooting and the fishing, 
and their innocent enthusiasm be imparted to the older 
heads, How many times with our boys have we fought all 
the battles of our youth over and over again, and felt life’s 
span lengthen over the legitimate exercise of some of the 
better and more generous qualicies of our nature. 

Some men are 60 bound up in business that they haven't 
the least idea that it is possible to ever again enjoy the pleas- 
urable excitement they still vividly remember when in boy- 
hood the rabbit sprang up in the path before them, or the 
first minnow wriggled on their pin hook. 

Neither is it necessary for a sportsman to be a trap shot, 
although many sportsmen are good trap shots, while many 
good sportsmen never shot a bird fromatrap, In fact the 
time is fast coming when pigeon shooting from a trap will 
be over. Other devices will replace the live pigeon, We 
will not be sorry. It is hardly in accordance with this great 
age of progress to adhere to the old-fashion pigeon shoot. 
lt is hardly in keepmg with the advance of morality and 
humanity to confine live pigeons in a coop for days to satisfy 
the pleasures of a sportsman. - 

We were camped last fall on the bank of a stream in 
Dakota, our companion being a scientist of world-wide 
reputation, and who presided at the recent meeting of Amer- 

ican and British scientists in Philadelphia. I found him 

one day wuding in the stream and litting the stones, while 
he laughed like a boy at the crawfish as they darted back- 

ward, hither and thither, as their hiding place was taken 

away. I accepted and appreciated his feelings when he re- 
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marked in answer to my look of inquiry: ‘I used to do 
this when a boy, and was trying to experience the same 
pleasurable emotions,” 
How we would like to experience again some of the more 

memorable of our happy boyhood days. I suppose there 
are moments when these peculiar memories of the pleasant 
episodes of our youth come to every man. Nature, that 
loves best to cling to the woods, fields and riverside of man’s 
memory, we believe, neyer leayes him. Thé man of busi- 
ness, with his thoughtful mien, has moments when the very 
falling of a golden leaf, the picture of a quail, or a fishing 
rod, would help to smother cut the wrinkles of his care worn 
fave, and then his memories go back. But what are mem- 
ories? Why don’t he go to the woods and see the falling 
leaves, the persimmons, the grapes, the pecan and the hick- 
ory nuts, and the squirrels, the whiz of a covey of quail or 
a flock of teal, and the echo of the report of his well-loaded 
fun, the camp-fire and above all the pleasant companionship 
of genial sportsmen? 

With as many beautiful things which nature furnishes in 
the field and wond a man with a disposition to see them has 
a world of happiness, 
A man may be a walking engine of destruction in the field 

to seek to slay everything that comes near him and still be 
no sportsman, The market-hunter and the pot-hunter are 
apt to have the largest bag, for their idea of success lies 
simply in the quantity bagged. The very poorest sportsman 
may have made the greatest count and wonder how any one 
could have a pleasant hunt without having made a great bag 
of game. Nor will a sportsman w.th gentlemanly instincts 
vations fire at birds that are of no usein his bag. He 
doesn’t fire al the great awkward bittern that suddenly rises 
from among the water plants, nor at the mouse hawk that 
beats up and down the wind over the farmers’ fields laudably 
engaged in hunting for mice. Nor, in fact, will he shoot 
any innocent bird not wanted in his bag. 
A true sportsman will always conform to and obey the 

game laws, no matter where he goes. From the many 
anxious moments spent over the original bill we have a par- 
donable pride in the game law of Illinois. There still might 
be some improvement made in it. For instance, the dove, 
now among the song birds, ought to be placed with the 
game birds where it belongs, It is a good game bird, When 
asked by a leading sportsman from an adjoining Stute why 
we were forbidden in Illinois to shoot the dove, we answered, 
that the same reasons prompted the Hindoo to always spare 
the serpent—superstition. A religious veneration for the 
serpent in India preyents eyen the most venomous from 
being killed. Our dove is nota game bird in law, for the 
same reason. 
We have the pleasant announcement to make to you, that 

from our various reports it is quite certain that our game 
laws are being more generally observed—the result of the 
efforts of the many vigorous clubs of this association. We 
trust the time will soon come when the sound of a hunter’s 
gun will not be heard in Illinois during the close season. 
Nor will a true sportsman yiolate the rights of property 
owners, Noman has 2 right to invade the premises of 
anothvr without first having asked permission. As well 
come into my house or my yard as my fields. The thought- 
ful and sensitive sportsman would hardly run the risk of 
being humilitated by being ordered off the premises. , 

The time will soon come when it will be necessary for 
well organized clubs to have their own hunting grounds. 
There are new mavy excellent places of more or less easy 
accessibility. Those who early secure these lands will be 
most fortunate. These are along the Mississippi and Mlinois 
tivers, lakes and bodies of wet land that might be bought 
for a nominal sum, orleased fora term of years, These places, 
if properly protected, especially during the close season, 
would furnish splendid shooting tora club of sportsmen. 
We advise clubs to have their own hunting grounds and 
keep market-hunter off them, A market-hunter may possi- 
bly be a good fellow, and there even may be nothing in the 
business to prevent him being a gentleman, but a sportsman 
cannot be a market-hunter. The idva of going every day 
into the fields after game for market would strike us as 
sounding like a man getting his board from a free-Junch 
table—more than his share. 

In short, go hunting in a gentlemanly manner, with gen- 
tlemanly companions. Go for recreation Take nothing 
into the field nor do anything while there, that you would 
be ashamed to have any one know. Take your sons along 
and set them a good example. A day's hunting or fishing, 
besides the pleature, ought to be a source of much informa- 
tion. Show the boys the different species of the birds and 
be able to tell their right names. Hyery sportsman ought to 
know the right names of game. Never speak of your ducks 
as ‘‘big ducks” or ‘‘little ducks,” as if you bad bought them 
of some market-hunter. Neither does a sportsman wish to 
use the slang names that fish dealers and river men have for 
fishes. There is no such fish as a ‘jack salmon” or a “‘bull- 
head.” Know the right name of the fishes, and be able to 
tell the different species. Be able to tell your boy that a true 
“nike” (the Hsow luctus) has no fin on his back like a perch, 
We hope that no sportsman of this Association will ever 

be guilty of fishing with a seine or net of any kind, unless 
for minnows, We huve one hundred gun clubs, and 1 hope 
that every single member will raise his hands in holy horror 
and say, ‘‘Take the nets out of our rivers and all the waters 
of Illinois.” Unless better fish laws are made and enforced 
soon, fish will be so scarce in our waters that we will haye 
to go back to salt mackerel to get a faint reminder of the de- 
parted riches once held by the streams of Ulinois. There is 
much for our sportsmen yet to achieve, and we hope they 
will be active and prompt. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES, 

N R. CECIL CLAY, of Washington, D. C., and his 
cousin, Capt. A. A, Clay, of Philadelphia, have just 

returned from a prolonged fishing and hunting trip to 

Canada. The trophies brought to one of the gun stores, con- 

sisting of five or six pairs of immense moose antlers for mount- 

ing, speak well of the prowess of these gentlemen, Oapt. 

A. A. Olay, it is well known, is one of our best Pennsylvania 

deer hunters, but this, his first trip to the wilds of Canada, 

for moose, and the showing made, stamps him as a Nimrod 

indeed. 
‘A few ducks have made their appearance at Barnegat and 

Tuckerton Bay, N. J,; by the miadle of the month or a little 

later a larger flight will have arrived and should any of the 

readers of ForEsT AND STREAM anticipate going to these 

srounds it would be better to start about the last week of 

tlis month as the fowl then stool more readily, not having 

been shot at so much, All ducks soon learn to steer clear 

from a bunch of decoys after having been “‘saluted” several 
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times, it is so in all waters and especially where there are so 
many professional gunners shooting for the market, When 
the ducks arrive with their young they are tame aud are 
readily decoyed, but it takes only a week or ten days to 
break up their confidence. Go arle if you want duck shoot- 
ing at Barnegat or Tuckerton, It need not be expected 
during these early trips that geese or brant will be found, 
these latter arriye later and, like the ducks, make better 
shooting when they first come, and a blind is soon recognized 
ho concealing an enemy and they are fooled but once or 

ice. 
Wearestill haying some rail shooting. The season has been 

a long one and a number of birds have been killed since the 
opening day; but not yery many large single scores have been 
made. The next cold spell will end Rallus for this season, 
aad push poles will be exchanged for the ducking paddle. 
A number of wood duck were killed last week in Darby 

Creek. Several flocks or broods appeared to have dropped 
into this stream, and more than two-thirds of them were 
shot by rail shooters who happened to be on the ground, 

Teal are plentiful in the Delaware, and gray ducks are 
showing themselves since the cool change set in. 
The Pennsylvania quail shooting season opens on the 15th 

of this month, This is just two weeks too early. The birds, 
or at least many of them, are yet too small to shoot, and the 
foliage is still hanging on the trees to make shooting unpieas- 
ant and unprofitable, 

Ruifed grouse are reported plentiful in sections where the ~ 
forest fires did not destroy the eggs and nests, and a few 
woodcock have begun to drop into the covers from their 
moulting grounds. Homo. 

ADIRONDACK GAME PROTECTION. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your issue of Oct. 2 contains an article, signed ‘‘L.,”’ on 

the subject of game protection in the Adirondacks, which is 
so grossly unjust to the game protectors, guides, and inhabi- 
tants of this region, that I feel called upon to notice it in a 
public manner. Whoever “L.” may be, and whatever may 
haye been his experience in this wilderness, his article shows 
him to be either a willful falsifier or the dupe of others who 
have motives to misrepresent. Among other statements in 
“‘LL,’s” article is the following: 

“I talked with a great many of the most experienced 
guides, and I did not find one who gave the game laws the 
least attention. All of them invited, nay urged, me to inake 
a trip there in June. ‘Then,’ said they, ‘with a jack we 
can show you a half a dozen deer in a night, and you can 
shoot as many as you please.” When I asked if this was not 
against the law, they said, ‘Yes, but if a man wants to shoot 
deer in summer, the guides will always help him to do it.’ 
It is the same with partridges and trout. At any time when 
game can be shot or fish caught, the guides will assist in the 
work,’ 

This is a gross and, I believe, wanton libel on a class of 
men which, as a class, is as honorable and law-abiding as 
any engaged in trade or professional life. In a course of 
forty years of summering in the Wiiderness I haye known 
several generations of guides, and have trusted property and 
life in their hands under circumstances when | would not 
always have trusted 2 policeman, Itis true I have found 
those who, under the temptation of heavy bribes from such 
cockney sportsmen as frequently come inte the woods from 
the metropolis, would aid in killing a deer or taking a trout 
oul of season, but where I have encountered one of this class 
I have found a dozen who would spurn the offer. There 
are doubtless on the eastern border of the Wilderness a set of 
mushroom oarsmen, who in the press of tourists to this sec- 
tion are employed as guides, who have no more respect for 
law than the men who hire them; but those who are trained 
to the business—and no one is fit for a guide here who has 
not been trained to it from boyhood—have too mach respect 
for themselves and their vocation to liye by poaching. The 
old Saranac, Long Lake and Fulton Chain guides are men 
of honor and conscience, and if they were not they know 
100 well the importunce to their own interest of game preser- 
vation to slay deer out of season and take trout from spawn- 
ing beds. 

In the efforts of the Commissioners of Fisheries, under 
whose supervision the game protectors act, to secure the en- 
forcement of the laws, they have received steady and yalu- 
able support from the guides, Indeed it is_through them 
that a Jarge shire of the information comes, that leads to the 
punishment of poachers. 

1 quote again from “L 2’ ‘The present constable for the 
counties I visited, Franklin and Hamilton, lives at Hlizabetb- 
town, and, I am told, has only once been in the woods as far 
as the Lake Saranac region ” 

The ignorance of ‘‘L,” is illustrated in the fact that Frank- 
lin county is not in the district of the protector at Elizabeth- 
town, noris any part of Hamilton county except a single 
town, -As regards this protector I have had monthly reports 
from him for a year or more, and they go to show that he 
has dune more in that time for the interest of game protec- 
tion than has ever been done before in the same territory, 
and the testimony of reliable sportsmen, guides and other 
reputable citizens of the district, is that he has done his duty 
faithfully and well, His reports show more than twenty 
convictions, as many indictments, and the destruction of a 
large amoynt of nets and set lines within the last year; and 
all from whom I have sought information in the premises, 
sav, that what he has done has wrought a remarkable change, 
that the game Jaws were never so well enforced in Essex and 
Clinton counties, principally forming his districts, as now. 

I have just completed an official tour through the Adiron- 
dacks, from the southwest to the northeast, and have found 
every where on my route, a sentiment friendly to the enforce- 
ment of the game laws. Many who have previously been 
habitual violators haye come to see that it is to their interest, 
as well as the interest of otbers concerned, to have fish and 
game protected for the public use, at proper seasons, instead 
of being wastefully desuwoyed for temporary gain. The fact 
that deer haye, within the last three years, appeared in 
greater numbers than they have at any time within the pre- 
vious twenty years, is the best evidence that they are not us 
ruthlessly slaughtered as formerly. ; 

I frequently, in my official capacity, receive complaints 
that this and that protector is not attending to his duty ashe 
should be; that violations are going on almost under his own 
nose, and that he pays no attention to them, Most of these 
are anonymous, like the communication of *‘L.,” though 
generally the writers donot ask that their complaints be 
made public. In almost every case where I have followed 
these up, I have found that1 have been put ona ‘‘wild 
goose chase.” In severe] cases I have discovered that they 
proceeded from the friends of some disappointed candidate 
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for the place. It is quite possible that the communication of | after harvest. So you see J had several, to me, very plaus- 
“L.” comes from a similar source. Finally, if “L.” or any 
other man will furnish me the name of any guide who 
“urged” him to come up in the woods and shoot deer in 
June, I will haye that man watched, and if the guide or the 
principal shall engage in any such dastardly enterprise, he 
will be shown tbat the protectors are neither dead nor asleep, 
P Ricuarp U, SHmrman, Commissioner of Fisheries. 
Saranac Lake, N. Y-, Oct. 12, 

THE OLD DOG’S REVENGE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The ruff'd grouse shooting about here is prettty fair for 

this time of the year. 1 have alwaysfound the first two 
weeks in October to be rather a poor time to make a good 
bag, the birds being scattered badly. A month or so later I 
can find a great many birds where now they are scarce. 

The woodcock shooting has been poor, owing to extreme 
dry weather. A day or two ago I found eight very fine 
birds in one cover. <A cold storm would bring on quite a 
number of birds. 

Yesterday a friend came out here with a couple of young 
dogs, and as I wished to see them work I left my old dog at 
home. We had fair luck, hagging fourteen grouse. At 
night my old dog would not take the slightest notice of me, 
and I was told that he had been very uneasy all day. I left 
five grouse on the piazza that night and at 6 the next morn- 
ing they were still there, at half-past 6 they were all gone, 
and no one knew anything about them. I noticed that the 
old dog’s nose was covered with sand, and I at once sus- 
pected that in order to get even with me for leaving him at 
home he had carried off the birds, I tried to make him 
fetch them, but couldn’t (I can send him half a mile after 
anything I have left). 1 looked about every where, and finally 
found one bird carefully buried in the garden, but no signs 
of the others. Now had these birds been killed over my 
dog they might have been left on the piazza a week and he 
would never touch them. Hereafter I shall have to take 
better care of my birds or else take the old dog with me. 

C. M. STARK, 
Dunbarton, N. H., Oct. 11, 1884. 

FOOD OF RUFFED GROUSE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Isee that it is suggested to examine the crop of ruffed 

grouse. I have always been in the habit of doing so, and 
find it of great assistance in finding birds, forif you find 
certain leayes in ibe crop you can tell where to look for the 
birds. I have tried the same thing with trout when fishing 
some of our mountain ponds. Most of the birds we killed 
yesterday had been feeding on apples and beach leaves. I 
have found, later in the season, nearly a pint of apple tree 
leaves in a grouse’s crop, at least when they were taken out 
there seemed nearly a hat full. This season I hope to bag 
from 250 to 300 grouse, which, I think, is enough to satisfy 
most any one who isnot amarket shooter. C. M. Srarx, 
Dunparton, N. H. 

Fititor Forest and Stream: 
Last week f killed two ruffed grouse, and was led to ex- 

amine their crops out of curiosity as to their food, knowing 
that there were no beechnuts this season. One of the crops 
was filled with green leaves, mostly birch and raspberry, 
nothing else being found. The other was filled with the 
same with the addition of some hard white substances, which 
I took to be ground nuts. 

Shooting is better here than for many years. Woodcock 
have bred here this season in goodly numbers, the first ever 
known in this vicinity except scatteringly for a year or two. 
Have had yery fair sport with them. Sportsmen here are 
just beginning to find that more sport can be had with the 
erouse over a good setter than with the little barking cur 
that has always been used until this year, and will, I think, 
tesult in making game less wild and scarce, as the barking 
dog, in my opinion, scares away more birds than the sports- 
man and gun, K, 
LANCASTER, N. H. 

BREEDING OF QUAIL. 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 
I find in my rambles about the field, and also by reports 

from others, that nearly all ofthe early coveys were destroyed 
by the heavy rain of the early summer, and most of the 
young birds at this writing are not more than half grown, 
in many instances too small to fly. While crossing a field, 
in which peas had been planted, 1 saw a rather unusual 
“medley,” some two weeks since. My young dog being 
with me began ranging over the field, ae soon came to a 
“stand.” Upon going up, I saw the old birds running hither 
and thither, as is usual with them, when the young are very 
small, I called the dog off and turned to leave them un- 
molested, when at my feet rose three or four birds nearly 
grown, then up went a few about half grown, while some, 
too small to fly, were running in the grass, and all these with 
only one pair of ‘old ones.” I baye frequently seen two 
different sizes in one covey, but this is my first experience 
with three. Feige at 
BELyIDERE, N. C. 

Bditor Forest and Stream: 
_l was born and raised in old Virginia, midway between 

the Blueridge and Chesapeake Bay—one of the best quail 
sections in this State. And being descended from parents 
whose fathers and grandfathers, on both side for many gen- 
erations, were fond of horses and hounds, guns and pointers, 
it is natural that 1 should have inherited’ a fondness for field 
sports, In my boyhood days the quail, oz as we term them 
here, the partridge (and if I mistake not the correct name of 
this gamy little birdis Ortya virginianus), was an cspecial 
fayorite with me, and I studied iis habits very closely, aud 
have continued so to do for more than fifty years. You re- 
member the oid saw, ‘‘Wise men often change their opinions, 
fools and idiots never,” Prior to this season, 1884, 1 was in 
the habit of accounting for the late broods of partridges so 
often met with in the months of August and September, and 
sometinies even as late as October, upon the assumption that 
the parent birds had been robbed of their eggs by some bad 
boy or their first nesting place so molested that the birds 
leftit entirely and made a new nest, and that this might 
happen more than once to the same pair of birds. Again I 
thought the June rains, which are very copious during cer- 
tain seasons, might have drowned the first brood or that 
‘some old sow had eaten them, for it is a fact well known to 
he farmers that there is no better way to insure a scarcity 
Mf partridges than to turn stock hogs into the stubble fields 

ible theories for accounting for those late broods, which the 
advocates of two broods said were the second broods. 
Now for facts. During the month of May last, two pairs 

of partridges nested near my house, and in due course of 
time hatched out their broods. Ifrequently saw both of 
these broods; a pair of old birds (cock and hen) being found 
with each brood until about the 10th of August, when flush- 
ing one of these broods | noticed the absence of the hen bird. 
A few days later I flushed what I thought then and still 
think was the same brood, with the same result, that is, 
there were twelve or fourteen young birds and only one old 
bird, and that the cock. This set me to thinking, and I 
feared some villainous hawk had caught the mother bird, 
but I went up to the house and brought my setter out and 
made him find the other brood for me, With these I also 
found a cock bird but no hen. I did this at intervals of a 
few days for more than two weeks, and in all this time did 
not find either of the hen birds, always a cock with each 
brood. But a little Jater on I one day accidentally stumbled 
upon a flock of wee little birds witha hen bird but no cock 
in charge of them. I thought these events over a good deal, 
and now light began to dawn upon me, so I again took m 
setter out and hunted this field carefully with this result; 
found two broods of partridges nearly grown, each in charge 
of a cock bird but no hen, and two broods of very young 
partridges not yet able to fly, each in charge of a hen bird 
but no cock. Now sum up four old birds, two cocks and 
two hens in stubble field near my residence, four broods of 
young partridges, two of them evidently hatched about the 
first of June, and two late in August. T. E. Eras. 
Norroway C. H., Va., Sept. 29, 

Winprow1i on Lone Isuanp.—Center Moriches, Oct. 10. 
—The excessive warm weather for the past ten days has 
given but very poor shooting to sportsmen in this point of 
the Great South Bay. The ayerage bag to one gun has 
hardly ever exceeded three ducks in one day. Wednesday 
night the wind freshened and blew a gale from the north, 
which resulted in bringing into the bay Jarge numbers of 
coots, broadbills, some redheads, with an occasional teal 
and black duck, The shooting at the Narrows to-day was 
exceptionally good at our point. At 11 A. M. we counted 
to the three guns, 41 coots, 7 redheads, 5 winter teal, and 1 
black duck. This is the first real good bag that has been 
made since the season opened on the Ist, The bag to eleven 
guns on five points on the ist inst,, summed up only twenty- 
seven birds, of which nine were ‘‘boobies.” In the memory 
of ‘‘the oldest inhabitant” so poor an opening of the duck 
season has not been known, to my knowledge it has not been 
so unfavorable in eight years. The frost of last night was 
the first of the fall season and its results were seen in the im- 
proved state of affairsin to-day’s shoot. Yellowleg snipe 
are very scarce and equally wild. Plover appear only at 
intervals of a week orso. Wilson snipe are quite plenty on 
the flats and need only a few frosty nights to bring them in 
numbers. ‘They are unusually tame this season, as many as 
five being bagged in an hour’s tramp during the midday 
hours. Geese have put in an appearance, five being bagged 
from one point on ihe 8th. They appear to be travelers and 
are well disposed to remain in this locality,—H. W. Hunr- 
INGTON. 

Norte Caronimns.—In your issue of 2d inst., I see that 
you give the open season for quail, turkey, etc., in North 
Carolina, as beginning Oct. 1, and closing March 15. By 
reference to the code of North Corolina, 1883, Vol. IL., Sec. 
2,884, you will find that none of the birds named can be shot 
before Oct. 15, the season closing April1. Sec, 2,835 further 
makes it @ misdemeanor to ship any quail or partridge out 
of the State, whether dead or alive, said misdemeanor being 
punished by ‘‘a fine not exceeding $50 and imprisonment 
not to exceed 80 days for each offense.” Sec. 2,836 pro- 
vides that any one taking or destroying any eggs of partridge 
or quail, shall be fined not to exceed $50 ne imprisonment 
not more than 30 days. Thus you see we have very ‘‘whole- 
some and stringent” laws for the protection of our quail, and 
I take particular pains that they be ‘known and respected” 
in this lecality. Many quail have been sayed during the 
past summer by a few ‘‘timely remarks” from me to those 
who sometimes destroy them for ‘‘pulling up corn and peas” 
during the planting season. The extension of the close sea- 
son until Oct. 15 will ore peculiarly beneficial during the 
present year.—A. F, R. 

TRAPPERS TRAPPED.—Stony Point, N. ¥., Oct. 13.— 
Editor Horest and Stream: I applied to Mr. Matthew Ken- 
nedy, of Hudson, as the proper person, and he responded at 
once in propria persona, and proceeded with such energy 
and activity in the discharge of his duties that inside of 
forty-eight hours he had secured 83 partridges, 5 rabbits and 
3 quailin possession of the trappers and their marketing 
agent. He also secured full and complete evidence against 
nearly every person engaged in trapping in this vicinity, and 
as you can imagine, the utmost cousternation now exists in 
the gang of offenders. Between the 1st of October and the 
10th (the day of Mr. Kennedy’s raid) these scoundrels had 
sent to market over 2,000 trapped birds, which would prob- 
ably aggregate in weight fully 14 tons, and it seems to me 
high time the business was brought toan end. Our moun- 
tains are full of partridges, and offer splendid shooting if 
these ‘‘pot-hunting hogs” can be properly disposed of. 
Thanks to Mr Kennedy’s activity, it looks as if there was 
“rough water” ahead for them if they coutioue the business. 
Quail shooting promises better than for years past. Woud- 
cock are fairly abundant. Rabbits about as plentiful as 
usual. —JUSTICE, 

TENNESSEE GAME Notrs.—Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 11.— 
Quail are said to be more abundant this than any year within 
the past ten. Thaye gotten this information from reliable 
parties and personal observation. Near Madison station 
Felix Mitchell reports knowing of fifteen or twenty coveys, 
varying in number from twenty-five to fifty birds. In Sum 
ner county the plaintive song of ‘‘Bob White” is heard at 
every turo. Dr. Gooch says that in Rutherford county 
there are millions of them. In the mountains bear, deer 
and turkeys have increased considerably the past season. 
Any one desiring s month's sport in the field can find 
no better locality than this to enjoy it in. There are 
a great many good dogs in the country, and our gun- 
smiths keep on hand the most approyed ammunition, so all 
that the hunter need bring alongis his gun. Now is the 
time for fox hunting, aud every night scores of packs of 
hounds are out after them. Within a radius of ten miles of 
Nashville there is as perfect fox chasing to he had as can be 
met with upon the giobe,—J. D. H. 

A Wonperrur Huntixe Cat.—Greenland, N. H., Oct. 
18.—Daniel Mahonney, of Grevnland, N. H., is the happy 
possessor of a remarkable feline of the Maltese variety, The 
owner of tHis cat is a hunter of local celebrity, and in his 
gubning excursions is usually accompanied by this cat; in 
fact, she cannot be induced to remain at home unless force 
is employed. Always on the alert for game, she either poises 
on her master’s shoulder or the gunwale of the boat. When 
on the water she watches eyery movement of her owner, 
seems to be perfectly at home, and is not afraid to wet her 
feet nor even to plunge overboard to secure the bird that has 
been shot. When on land, ber place of observation is usu- 
ally the right shoulder of ber owner. She watches with a 
great deal of eagerness the aiming of the gun (never disturbed 
by its discharge), and springs at once for the game, securing 
it and bringing it in like a well trained dog. Although very 
much atiached to her uwner, she readily makes friends with 
any person who Carries a gun, and is anxious to accompany 
them to the woods or streams. She is very jealous of ali 
dogs and will not allow them to accompany her, but displays 
her antipathy to them at once, if one happens to be bold 
enough to attempt such an intrusion.—W. O. J. 

CoLorabo.—Deer are reported very plentiful on the Grand 
and Hagle riversin Eagle and and Garfield counties. Hunt- 
ing parties return to Leadville with wagons loaded, and are 
obliged to leaye many carcasses behind for lack of transpor- 
tation. In the carcass the deer bring 7 to 8} cents in Lead- 
ville. Elk are coming down from the mountains and afford 
excellent sport. The same region abounds with grouse, and 
rabbits are so thick in the cedar patches that itis difficult to 
avoid them. All ‘“‘pot-hunters” are not steeped in sin. One 
of them who ‘‘went in” Jately came across a party of ama- 
teurs hounding deer. He up with his old muzzleloader and 
knocked over the dogs, giving the astonished city sports 
some choice objurgations with a strong Western flavor, 
Trout fishing in Twin Lakes, in Lake county, and in all the 
rivers in the northwestern part of the State is simply im- 
mense, The weather in this region is now a delightful fall, 
but winter may set in any day.—U. P. K. 

SULLIVAN County.—Woodbourne, Sullivan County, N. 
Y., Oct. 8.—Hdttor Forest and Sreeam: We have very fine 
partridge and woodcock shooting here this season. The 
birds are more abundant than they have been before in sey- 
eral years, Foxes and wildcats are too numerous to men- 
tion, I would advise sportsmen who like good shooting to 
come to Woodbourne, but none of those who like to sit on 
the fence and have the game come up to them, We haven’t 
any of that kind of game here, and we don’t like lazy sports- 
men, If they hunt with meI will make it lively for the 
boys. The best shooting will be for four or five weeks to 
come.—ELI GARRITT. 

Guns mn RAILROAD StTatTions.—Hxeter, N. H., Oct. 6.— 
For the benefit of my fellow sportsmen, I would suggest that 
a gun left in charge of baggage masters ut railroad stations 
is liable to be stolen. For the past ten or twelve years I have 
been in the habit of leaving my gun at the station not 
checked, for the simple reason that they would not check it; 
they assuring me that it would be all right. JI am now con- 
vinced by the loss of a valuable gun that a mistake has been 
made somewhere or somehow, and it this statement would 
tend to the exercise of more caution on the part of my 
brother sportsmen, I shall be only too glad.—Dr. ©. H. 
GERRISH, 

New Bronswick WiLDFrowb.—Richibucto, N. B., Oct. 
10.—A few wild geese were seen here on the 18th of Septem- 
ber. They are now quite abundant; and a few have been 
killed. Black ducks are more plentiful than for several 
years. I was shown a wild goose (alive) a few days since, 
which is quite a curiosity here. The top of the head is 
quite white, owing to the intermixture of white feathers, 
None of the gunners here have ever before seen a goose 
marked in that manner. A few brant have come, and the 
prospect for shooting is fairly good.—C. H. C. 

TureE Moosz.—Mr. C. Blakeslee, of Ives, Blakeslee & 
Co,, this city, recently returned from the Connecticut Lakes, 
New Hampshire. He stopped at Uncle Tim Chester’s, on 
Second Lake, and reports good success with large game. 
Théfe have been something like a hundred visitors there this 
year, and five moose haye been killed. Of these Mr. Blakes- 
Jee brought down three; the first, a cow, estimated by Ned 
Norton to weigh 1,000 pounds, another of 350 to 400 pounds, 
and a bull of same weight. The fishing bas not been quite 
so good this season as in some former years. 

Manpison, New Jersey.—Have not heard of any snipe be- 
ing killed yet on our meadows. Very few woodcock haye 
been seen since the opening, Oct. 1, Itis too warm yet for 
flight birds. Saw a flock of 17 teal ducks on Passaic River 
Tuesday. A great many of the trees, especially the maples, 
have donned their fall coat, making the swamp louk ex- 
tremely pretty.—16-Borz, 

SEDALIA, Mo., Oct. 6.—Our prospect for game is not very 
flattering in this locality. Quail are reasonably plenty, but 
the undergrowth is simply immense. Our law on quail is 
not off until the 15th inst., and quail are already migrating. 
No duck as yet. Squirrels reported plenty, but hard 10 find. 
All large game has entirely disappeared with exception of 
small flocks of wild turkeys in two or three localities in our 
county.—OccIDENT. 

OnTARIO.—B; lleville.—There is a good supply of game in 
this neighborhood this season; deer are numerous, the num- 
ber of ducks is not quite up to former years, but partridges 
are very plentiful. Moose deer seem to be working down 
from the north. Two were shot last season, and eight haye 
already been killed this year by the Indians near Baptiste’s 
Lake. 

A Sign rrom Ataska.—Sitka, Alaska, Sept. 5.—Geese 
were seen going south Aug. 24 this year, earlier by six weeks 
than last year. Teal and mallards are abundant in the lakes 
about here. The day before we saw so many geese migrating 
we had a hail squall for a few moments; probably this ac- 
counts for it —W. 

Musxkrcon, Mich., Oct. 6.—There has been good duck 
shooting here this fall, that is, lots of shooting and few 
ducks. Grouse are reported very plenty, but have heard of 
but few being shot yet.—A. P. 8. 

“SPortTsMAN” is informed that an anonymous charge can- 
not be printed. 
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Sea and River SMishing. 
TROUTING IN MAINE. 

E have just returned, my friend and 1, from our annual 
visit to the Tim Pond and Seven Ponds region in 

Maine. We stayed seven weeks in Kennedy Smith’s camps. 
The fishing in no way deteriorates. Tim Pond is a wonder- 
ful lake for trout. Considering what great numbers are 
caught there every season, it is surprising that they show no 
diminution in number or in weight, One evening, after 
supper, my friend and myself caught seventy trout that 
would average 5 ounces each, and no “babies” among them. 
The largest trout taken with a fly in Tim Pond while we 
were there weighed 14 pounds. We made it a rule to ask if 
there were trout enough for the table in camp before we went 
out upon the lake, for we did not wish to bring in any to be 
wasted. A large part of our catch were returned to the 
water as soon as they came to hand. ; 

I saw several things this season that were new and inter- 
esting tome. I saw a rabbit, that knew a mink was on its 
trail, take to the water and swim out into the lake fifty yards 
or more. It escaped the mink but fell into the hands of the 
pot-hunter, Isaw a trout in the act of spawning; standing 
within a few feet I watched them a long time, I saw a red 
squirrel eating a toadstool, and ruffed grouse whose crops 
were filled entirely with green leaves, mostly clover leaves, 
We caught large trout in Big Island Pond, late in the season, 
that had absolutely nothing in their stomachs, though min- 
nows were very plenty there. Do trout fast at spawning 
time? 

While asking questions, will some one tellme how much 
of an injury from a hook will a trout ordinarily recover 
from? Isa wound im the gills necessarily fatal? I would 
like to ask the experience of anglers with the lightest and 
most flexible split bamboo rods—the Catskill, Caledonian, 
ete.— weighing about five ounces. Are they fonnd satisfac- 
tory for lake fishing where the trout seldom exceed a pound 
in weight? And what is the proper size of line to use on 
such arod? Now that the fishing season is past we ought 
to have more talks from the anglers about their tackle, to 
balance the buckshot articles in the gun department. 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Oct, 13, 1884. W. G. 

[Trout eat very little at spawning time. If a female that 
is full of eggs, and within a few weeks of spawning, is 
opened, it will be seen that the eggs occupy the whole abdo- 
men and extend forward to the pectoral fins, crowding the 
stomach, liver, etc. A trout is not injured by a hook which 
does not penetrate the eye, brain, or gills, but is severely in- 
jured by a dry hand being placed ever so gently on its body; 
that injury will not show until after several days, but it is 
fatal in every case. We prefer to leave the question of rods 
and lines to our correspondents, because we then get the ex- 
perience of several persons who are sure to disagree and 
present the matter in all lights. } 

MINNOW CASTING FOR BLACK BASS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
It is hardly possible to formulate a set of rules for any con- 

test of competitive skill that will be perfectly satisfactory to 
every one, and especially is dissatisfaction likely to be mani- 
fested where there is so much diversity of opinion, as to the 
methods and appliances, as obtains in any contest pertaining 
to angling. 

In your issue of Oct. 2, appear objections from ‘‘R. B.,” 
and Mr. C. G. Levison, to some of the conditions imposed 
by the special committee on “casting the minnow for black 
bass” in the rules drawn up for that contest. “R. B.” thinks 
that the rales ‘‘are needlessly rigid in prescribing that the 
mode of casting shall be underhand,” and that ‘‘the weight 
of the minnow (half an ounce ginker) seems to be greater 
than necessary.” He also fails to comprehend the meaning: 
of ‘‘delicacy” as a factor in casting a half-ounce sinker, and 
thinks that the ‘‘style of casting is so much like that for 
striped bass, save in the use of one hand,” that ‘‘the scale of 
oints,” and ‘‘the method of scoring should be the same.” 
r. Levison regrets that the limit of the maximum weight of 

rods is placed at 10 ounces, as his own rod weighs 12 ounces. 
It has been the constant aim of the writer to give to the 

black bass the distinction its merits. deserve as a game fish, 
und to create in ‘‘casting the minnow for black bass,” a dis- 
tinctive method of angling. The aforesaid rules, therefore, 
were not hastily drawn, or adopted without due consideration ; 
on the contrary, they are the result of much study, and of 
many years of careful, patient and enthusiastic investigation 
and experience. That they are as nearly correct and just as 
it is perhaps possible to make them, I might mention that I 
have received personal letters from anglers who take just the 
opposite view of “R. B,” and Mr. Levison, and who think 
that lighter or shorter rods, or a greater weight of sinker 
should be permitted than the rules prescribe. 

The objections urged by “‘R. B,” are just what might be 
expected from one who casts overhead or overhand (as in 
fly-fishing), for in such methods only the lightest weights, as 
the artificial fly, or the natural insect, and a comparatively 
long and flexible rod can be used advantageously. And this 
explains, probably, why he fails to appreciate “‘delicacy” in 
casting a half-ounce sinker, which, cast in such a manner, is 
hurled into the water as from a catapult. This is the method 
practiced universally by those who use a long, natural cane 
rod (eschewing the reel), and wake the watery echoes by the 
“slap” of the minnow upon the surface of the stream. 

In the rules, the term ‘‘delicacy” is coupled with “style,” 
and the two words are used, in a manner, synonymously. 
The word ‘‘grace’ might be substituted for both, or the 
English word ‘‘form” might be employed instead, were its 
technical meaning well understood in this country. It has 
no special reference to the ‘‘plumping” of the sinker into the 
water, but embraces the manner and grace of the angler in 
casting, his dexterity and skill in handling his rod and reel, 
and kis judgmeut and carefulness in delivering the sinker 
without undue violence. I have heretofore had occasion to 
mention in your columns that there is a wide difference 
between casting the minnow for black bass and casting the 
mossbunker for striped bass, and also a corresponding diver- 
sity in the tools and lackle employed in the two methods of 
angling; a greater difference, indeed, than as between salmon 
and trout fishing. The method of scoring, therefore, should 
not be the same, 

To any one in doubt, I would cordially invite their inspec- 
tion of the split bamboo, lancewood and bethabara rods, and 
the reels offered as prizes in the black bass contest. These 
tools are in the highest degree representative of their class, 
are constructed especially from specifications furnished by 
myself, and are models of excellence, beauty and utility. 

I have only to say to Mr. Levison that I regret that his 
greenheart rod was constructed from the specifications for a 
lancewood rod, and is consequently heavier. Few of us 
possess the muscular requirements to cast well, single- 
handed, a 12-ounce rod, and I am sure he can perform much 
better with one of two or three ounces less weight. . I hope 
he will enter for the contest, and borrow a rod of the pre- 
scribed weight for the occasion. Should I be present, as I 
expect, I will take great pleasure in furnishing him one. I[ 
will also say to “‘R. B.” that if the foregoing “explanation” 
is not sufficient, I will be happy to give him any further light 
I am capable of, should he make himself known to me at 
that time. I wish, in this connectien, to appeal to all the 
lovers of the black bass, who can conveniently do so, to 
attend the coming tournament and enter for the contest of 
“casting the minnow for black bass.” 

: ‘ Jamis A. HeNSHALL. 
CYNTHIANA, Ky., Oct, 8, 1884, 

THE TOURNAMENT, 

HE third annual tournament of the National Rod and 
Reel Association will be held at Harlem Mere, Central 

Park, Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 22 and 28, beginning 
at 10 A. M, each day. The following is the prize list: 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING. 
CLASS A—AMATEUR, 

Judges: C, Van Brunt, Hon. R. B, Roosevelt, 

referee. 

Open to amateurs, under Rule 2, who haye never won a first prize. 

Winners to haye choice of prizes. 

1. Gold medal], given by James C. McAndrew, value.........-- 

2. Fly-rod, 11ft., 844oz., German silver ferrules, reel-seat of Na- 

tional Rod and Reel standard, in grooved wood case, 

given by B. F. Nichols, 153 Milk street, Boston, value.... 

3. Levison patent fly-book with sealskin cover, for trout or 

bass flies, as winner desires, given by William Mills & 

James Benkard 

Sons, ¢ Warren street, New York, value............ Aan 8 00 

4. Four dozen trout flies, given by Wm. W. Cone, Masonville, 

UN Re sp MEIC tom a8T a alot uc: Gretna ested test hen a ee 4 00 

5. One year’s subscription to Forest AND STRWAM.............4 4 00 

6. One box knitting silk, given by E. J. Martin, Rockville, 

OLN S 1 Der bate ee Ure ei tee eae eee oe la ae ee 3 00 

7, One box “‘business"’ fish lines, No, 1, given by E, J. Martin, 

ROCK VINE One a: nek) te blo ta dapelebaerttie nie pes cere eee 2 00 

8. One dozen assorted flies, small, given by W. W. Cone, Ma- 

SOMVAlLe: INAS Ze Stee ee ea ah tore Sele wien sien 1 00 

CLASS B—AMATEUR, 
Judges: Rey. H. L, Ziegenfuss, E, G, Blackford. 

Geddes, referee. 

Rules of Class A to govern; winners to have choice of prizes: 

1. Gold medal, given by National Rod and Reel Association, 

POUE once 31, See retreat ye ta Seal ebm eereaere yD $30 00 
2. Black bass minnow rod, Henshall pattern, lancewood, given 

Hon, James 

by Thomas J. Conroy, 65 Fulton street, New York........ 25 00 

3, Four dozentroutiflies, given by W,W. Cone, Masonville, N.Y. 4 00 

4, One year’s subscription to FOREST AND SPREAM............-. 4 00 

5, One box knitting silk, given by E. J. Martin, Roekville,Conn. 3 00 

6 . One box “business” fish lines, No. 2, given by E. J. Martin, 

Rockville ons 2% % .: 8) ayer assed. seen Ass 

7. Copy of American edition of Dame Juliana Berner’s book, 

‘‘Wysshinge”’ ediled by G. W. Van Siclen................., 

MINNOW CASTING FOR BLACK BASS. 
Judges: W.C. Harris, M. M. Backus. D. W. Cross, referee. 

Open to all. (See rules.) 

1. One ‘‘Leonard” black bass rod, German silyer mountings, 

given by William Mills & Sons, No.7 Warrenst., New York. $30 00 

2. ‘‘Patent perfection” raised pillar, treble multiplying, alumi- * 

num reel, capacity 50 yards, weight 3 ounces, given by 

Frederick Malleson, Nos. 186 to 144 First street, Brooklyn, 

8. Black bass reel, No. 2, multiplier, extra fine, German silver, 

handle next to crossbar, adjustable click, drag, or rubber, 

given by B. C. Milam, Frankfort, Ky........ .-.....-.... ‘ 

4, Black bass reel, No. 2, extra fine German silver, narrow pat- 

tern, click and drag, with adjustable reel fastening, given 

Tay, Wu. Save, Mam Cort, Gy Ae oes eile nie wee phen Vey sco etie 

. Mizuow casting rod, 8144 feet long, in two pieces, weight 914 
ounces, two tips, standing guides, German silver mount- 

ings, with reel-seat of National Rod and Reel Association 
stand. , given by B. F. Nichols, 153 Milk street, Boston. 

é. ‘Henshali vlack bass rod,” ash butt, bethabara joints, two 
tips, German silver mountings, ferrules banded and 

milled, given by A. B, Shipley & Son, 503 Commerce 
BILE Sb NMAC SUPH EA rij jatescdate vicfeido estas sacs she ein sishaelelodriele 

7. ‘Henshall black bass rod,” German silyer mountings, non- 

dowel joints, extra tip, wood case, given by Thomas H, 

Ghubb.s Post Malls, Vivien: te.) Poen creas. 2 Gane ots ee ee 
8. Black bass reel, Henshall & Van Antwerp pattern, automatic 

thumb, adjustable compensating joints, alarm, given by 

Thomas H. Chubb, Post Mills, Vt.................254ss2:05 

9, “Imperial black bass reel,” rubber and German silver, steel 

pivot, given by William Mills & Son, 7 Warren st,,N. Y¥..., 

10. ‘Henshall black bass rod,” six-strip hexagonal split bam- 

boo, standing guides, length 8 feet 3inches, two tips, sack 

and wood case, Orvis patent reel-seat, given by C. F. 

Onvis, MancGhesten, Vite nici cee wets eee gmt endeeterade sterelp tints 

11. One year’s subscription to FoREST AND STREAM.............. 
SALMON CASTING. 

Col. L. W, Winchester, Dr. A. Fesher. J. C. McAndrew, 

or 

15 00 

15 00 

Judges; 

referee. 

Open to all, 

1. Gold medal, given by Mr. James C. McAndrew, value........ 

2: Prize given by Mr. D- W: Cross.: 02-25 224 hie as ang soe feee ast 
8. Patent ‘“‘dorsal fin’? landing-net, given by William Mills & 

Scale as in fly-casting, Rods not to exceed 18,fest, 

$50 00 

Son, 7 Warren street, New York.... .........-2-.+22ee-ess 5 50 

4, One year’s subscription to FoREST AND STREAM ...,+.-....-.. 4 00 
5. One box of fish lines, No 4, given by H. J. Martin, Rockville, 

(EPOPIN pig age Mee opt eS rr Pea 18 on meedarrianticetiictce rs fy of 8 50 

HEAVY BASS CASTING. 
Judges; S$. M. Blatchford, J. L. Vallotton. Hon. BH, P. McGown, 

referee, 
Open to all, 

i. Gold medal, given by the National Rod and Reel Associa 

LOM VRC: ge ane tees eee Pe eta nae ype ec $20 00 
2. “Sport with Gun and Rod,"' by Prot. A. M. Mayer, morocco, 

given by Mr, B. R. Wilbur, of ForEsT AND STREAM,....... 

8. One year's subscription to FOREST AND STREAM.........- hen 

4, Special prize for the longest cast made, without reference to 

lane, an order for best quality silk hat, presented by 

Balch, Price & Co., 8768 Fulton street, Brooklyn N. Y...- 

LIGHT BASS CASTING. 
Judges: Francis Endicott, Martin B. Brown. Thos, H. Gill, referee, 

1. Gold medal, given by the National Rod and Reel Association, 

FLU the ce des da dE ue ote Sree Bae ple we ple ieee ao 

ht iat 

8 00 

16 00° 

2 “Sport with Gun and Rod,” by Prof. A. M. Mayer, cloth; 
given by National Rod and Reel Association, yalue,-..,... 10 00 

3. Refrigerator basket, given by J. R. Hare, 63 Fayette street, 

Baltimore, Md.............--..... = ie ar halite yo forte spur nti 4 30 
4, One year’s subscription to ForEstT AND STRMAM............... 400 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING. - 
CLASS E—REXPERT. 

Judges: Louis B. Wright, N. D. Eddy. J. S. Van Cleef, referee, 

Open to all. Distance only to count, 

1. Gold medal, given by National Rod and Reel Association, 

Valera ae”, foto. chs moe Lipsey cue aes aoeie $25 00 

Bi CBS etapa ag gece cle BE td) plone eee eee oer EEL ree 15 00 

SJ Case PASE A eee A uratinie pha Mt [open a ee ee .. 10 00 

4, One year’s subscription to FormsT AND STREAM _............- 4 00 

5, Pour dozen trout flies, given by W. W. Cone, Masonyille, 

INC Va]. 08): bh ge cece te aatacs, «cites Behdnacre AGEs wir. ae vor 400 
6, One box “business” fish lines, No. 3, given by EH. J. Martin, 

Rock yilles Conte nase herein: cue vee euceeadtte hee eaU UL 

THE SLICED HOOK. 

\ ] E give herewith an illustration of anew pattern of fish 
hook, invented by Mr. R. B. Marston, editor of the 

London Fishing Gazette. The object of the additional barb 
or “slice,” on the outside of the shank, is to preyent the bait 
from wriggling off, and in some cases it may serve to hold 
the fish. These hooks have been placed upon the English 
market, and have met with favor, judging from the comment 
upon them in the London papers. The Held says: 

“This hook will be found specially useful in up-stream 
worm-fishing, where the bait has to be cast frequently. The 
barb on the shank also aids materially in preventing a fish 
getting off the hook in its struggles. ‘These hooks have been 
found to answer well for barbel fishing.” 

Mr, J. C. Willcocks, a well-known writer, in a communi- 
cation to the same paper, says: ‘The new sliced hook, in- 
vented by Mr, R, B. Marston, is likely to be much used in 
sea fishing, and the following baits may be used withit: A 
large single rag worm or a lug, or a lob worm, the small 
lamprey or pride, the river lamprey, and the small fresh- 
water eel, all for pollack and bass, and the rag and lug 
worms for bream. A piece of squid or cuttlefish, of clong- 
ated form, may also be used with this hook. The sand eel 
or launce may be used as a dead towing bait on this hook; 
but, from the great gape of the jaws, the muzzle lashing 

round the nose, can scarcely be dispensed with to keep al. 
snug. In trout fishing in Ireland, with the elvyer for bait, 
about the eighth of the sharp top of the hook (Limerick) is 
left free to hold the head of the bait, and a small lip 
hook is often used in both river and sea fishing. 1 have 
often found fish caught by the upper hook, especially in pol- 
lack fishing. At page 125 of my work, ‘The Sea Fisher- 
man,’ third edition, and page 140, fourth edition, it will be 
seen that a stout bent pin is shown lashed on to the back or 
the hook to keep the piece of squid or cuttle fish from slid- 
ing down on the bend of the hook. Mr. Marston’s introdue- 
tion of the sliced hook would seem to be a development of 
and an improvement on my arrangement above mentioned, 
Mr. M.’s plan forming in its chief feature a portion of the 
hook itself. It will, of course, be necessary to slice the hook 
with skill and judgment, that the hook be not thereby 
weakened, but this matter will doubtless receive due atten- 
tion from the makers. The quickness in baiting which Mr. 
M.’s plan proiises should recommend it to fishermen gener- 
ally, who have felt that something was wanted to keep the 
bait upon the head of the hook.” 
No doubt some of our enterprising tackle dealers will offer 

these hooks to our anglers next season. They are well worth 
a trial by bait fishers. Specimens of ‘‘Kirby bent” hooks 
for sea fishing, Nos. 3 to 5, and hollow pointed Limerick, 
Nos. i to 40 may be seen at this office. 

THE BIG PIKE. 

E were a jolly party of eight, and had reached our old 
camping ground on Red River, pitched our tent, got 

everything in “‘ship shape” for the night, when the old 
gentleman on whose place we were camping, came over to 
see us. Said he, “‘As 1 came home this evenin’ crossin’ the 
pint yonder I see a big pike runa bass out’n bank. Mebby 
ef you fish thar with a good big minner you'll ketch im.” 
C,, an old and enthusiastic pike fisherman, jumping up from 
his log seat and clapping his hands together, said, ‘‘Boys, 
he’s my pike!” 

The next morning was spent principally in catching bait, 
and was partly a failure. C., however, selecting a half dozen 
largest chubs, started for the place where the pike was seen 
the day before. Baiting his hook he seated himsclf high up 
on the bank where he could see, and yet be concealed from 
the fish. Returning to camp at night full of excitement, he 
said: “I’ve see him twice this evening but he wouldn’t 
notice those small fry I had, he is all of four and a half feet 
long; I’ve caught many pike in my days but never saw one 
like him, If 1 can get a twelve-inch sucker to-morrow I'll 
bet my blue roan mare to a nickel I'll catch him before to- 
morrow night.” | 

That night two men were engaged to catch minnows in a 
creek emptying into the river six miles above, with instruc- 
tions to be back by 9 o'clock inthe morning. Hvery one 
was impatient, as the whole party concluded to tty the 
monster pike, Finally 9 o’clock came, and a few minutes 
after the men with the minnows, which \yere nice suckers 
from ten to thirteen inches long, but only eight in number. 
There being eight in the party, the question arose as to who 
should have first choice. T. suggested to draw straws; the 
man that drew the longest one to have first choice, second 
longest the next, and so on. C. being the older one of the 
party, claimed first chance, and on drawing drew the long- 
est straw. Selecting a thirteen-inch white sucker and care- 
fully placing it in his bucket, he started to his fishing ground, 
previously agreeing that all should return to camp when 
Jack (the colored cook) should blow his horn for dinner, _ 

After a while a little barefoot boy came along with “Mis- 
ter, ketchin’ any?” On being invited to come and take 2 
seat on the Jog, he told C. that he lived in “that there house 
round the bend, and that he ketched some big uns in that 

— 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

— So mre he oo “al ahh as ————— = “i 

there hole below the pint,” Time passed quickly. From a 
half a mile up the river came the unmistakable sound that 
Jack had dinner ready. 

“Sonny, I'll give you a quarter and two fish-hooks it you 
sit here and watch my pole; and if you get a bite, run up to 
the top of the hill, where you can see the camp, call at the 
top of your voice and I'll hear you, and I'll come back 
whether IL get any dinner or not.” 
ae will you give me two hooks with rings on em?” 
é eg,” 

“Lido it.” 
Tn about an hour, almost out of breath, C. returned. 
“Well, sonny, kave you had a bite?” 
“Yes, sir (exulfingly). I ketched one, See him thar be- 

hind that ere log? 1 couldy’t find yer wunis, so I ketched 
me some crickets. I'll have another’n a-floppin’ here in a 
minit.” 

It needed but a look to convince C, that his bait was stone 
dead. Reaching for his hook box, he threw the boy two 
hooks, and with many adjectives drove him away. 

The poor little fellow crying, left, unconscious of haying 
committed a wrongs, and only remembering that the other 
party failed to fullfil the contract in the way of the promised 
quarter. C. sat down on his log, wondering what to do 
next. Pulling out his pipe, he proceeded to fillit. ‘‘Darn 
the boy!* he said. ‘‘I should have known better; it’s an old 
adage, ‘Never send a boy to the mill.’” Lighting his pipe 
and turning around, he observed a young man, clad ina 
ragged shirt, an apology for a suspender holding up a pair 
of trousers that might have been long enough for him six or 
seyen summers before, and a hat without a crown, coming 
toward bim, 

“Good evenin’,” he said. 
C, only nodded. 
Have any tuck?” 
C. shook his head. 
"Mister, kin I have this fish layin’ here?” 
©, nodded again, 
Taking out a ‘‘barlow” he cut a long willowy pole from 

the hillside and pulling out 1 hemp line he carefully tied it 
on the pole, then from the other pocket he produced a copper 
wire snell with a large Limerick hook on the end of it, which 
he tied to the line. Reaching down he took the sucker and 
passing the hook through both its lips, and wading into the 
river above his hips, he began to skitter his bait backward 
and forward in the water. C,, in the meantime, sat in 
amazement, silently smoking his pipe. Presently something 
took the bait to the bottom and calmly the young man bides 
his time, occasionally tightening on his line a little as if to 
feel for his prey. But the line moves off and with a sharp 
strike sends home the hook. The battle which ensnes is 
long and furious and finally his pikeship turns his side up to 
the sun, then with an accelerating puil he drags him high 
and dry, nor does he stop untill he is out of danger. 

Yes, C. was right. He measured four and a half feet, and 
as Our rustic angler thrasts a pole through his gills and out 
of his mouth and with a heave swings him over his shoulder, 
he looks up at C. and modestly says, “Mister, that’s a good 
‘n,” and sturts up the river. 

©. called, ‘‘Say stranger; what will you take for that 
pike?’ The young man turned around and looked at his 
game said, *‘Mister, I'd liice ter sell you this pike, but 1 jest 
merried a week ago, an’ this is the first fishin’ I done since I 
been merried.” LittLy SANDY. 
Norre MippLaerown, Ky- 

A Bass Lear.—Muskegon, Mich.—Bass fishing was very 
good until the equinoctial storms came on, since which it has 
been very poor, J had the best suecess with the fly all 
through the month of September, taking almost nothing 
with the bait, although J have tried both minnows and frogs. 
Is it not strange their taking the fly so late? J find them 
about sunken logs and old poles, elc., very few among the 
grass and rushes. While fishing onemorning late in Septem- 
ber, | took a bass of about two pounds weight which leaped 
entirely clear of the water (1 was fishing with the fiy, of 
course), making as fine a rise as Lever saw a trout make. 
Perhaps this is nothing uncommon, but I haye used the fly 
for bass for several seasons, and this is the first experience 
ur ae kind I have had. Let us hear from the experts.— 

. » We 

Nor Fonrranis.—Crested Butte, Col., Oct. 6.—Editor 
| Forest and Stream: Have just returned from Denver, where 
I saw the head of s mountain trout, whose weight was 26 
pounds. J did not see the rest of the trout, but from the 
head should have judged him to have weighed at least 30 
pounds. Is this of the genus Salmo fontinalis? The fish 

/ was caught with a fly at the mouthof Bagle River,—Sprort, 

VirerniA Bass.—Mont View House, Front Royal, Va.— 
Bass fishing is good here now. Also have splendid gunning. 
Quail, grouse and wild turkeys are abundant, and deer are 
numerous,—J, M. §, ‘ 

Hishculture, 

GILLNETS FOR CODFISH. 

RESULT OF THE INTRODUCTION OF GILLNETS INTO THE AMER- 

ICAN FISHERIES, 

[A paper read before the American Fishcultural Association. | 

,BY CAPT, J. W. COLLINS. 

HE United State Fish’Commission, though it has in somany 
ways done a useful and important work in the artificial 

propagation of food fishes, has not confined itself solely to 
fishculture as a means for improving the American fisheries. 
it has accomplished quite as important objects by disseminat- 
ing among our fishermen knowledge of methods of fishing, 
etc., to which they were previously strangers, and which 
been of the utmost advantage to them for the successful pros- 
ecution of their work. The introduction of the use of gill- 
nets inthe codfisheries may be mentioned as an instance in 
point, and viewed in the light of results already attaimed 
(though we may yet consider this method of fishing only fairly 

_ begun), it seems not toa much to claim that the bringing about 

we 

of such an inovation in the ocean fisheries, is entitled to rank 
among the most important works of the Commission. The 
change that has been made in the method of taking cod and 
other species of the Gadidw, has proved of such immense ad- 
vantage to the New England fishermen that an entire reyo- 
lution has been created in the winter shore cod fishery, and it 
is difficult to predict to how great an extent the gillnet fishery 
for cod may be prosecuted inthe future. It is not possible 
now to ay Wwithany degree of certainty whether or not gill- 
nets may be successfully employed in the codfisheries of the 
outer banks, since a thorough and careful trial needs to be 

made to settle that question. A few unsatisfactory attempts 
aye already been made by the fishermen to use gillnets on 

the outer banks, but in no ease haye these trials been so ex- 
tensive and thorough as to demonstrate what might or might 
not be done, In consideration of the results which have already 
been attaimed, it seenis desirable that a brief historical sketch 
should be given here off the intreduction of gillnets into the 
codfisheries of the United States, and also of the varying suc- 
cess which has attended their use since they were first adopted 
by American fishermen. 
Though gillnets haye been long used in Northern Europe, 

more especially in Norway, as an apparatus for the capture 
of cod, and are considered by the Norwegians as quite indis- 
pensable, they have not, until recently, been employed by 
American fishermen. In 1878, Professor Spencer F. Baird, 
United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, knowing 
how profitably these nets were employed by the Norwegian 
fishermen, decided to make experiments with them at Cape 

n, with a yiew_to their introduction among the fishermen 
of this country. He accordingly secured a number,of the Nor- 
wefian nets, which were forwarded to Gloucester, and there 
tested by the employes of the Commission. 
Hxperiments were made when the winter school of cod 

were on the shore grounds in Massachusetts Bay, but the re- 
sults obtained were not satisfactory, owing chiefly to the fact 
that the nets were found far too frail for the large cod which 
frequent our coastin winter. This was apparent from the 
numerous holes in the nets, which indicated plainly thatlarge 
fish had torn their way through, none being retained except- 
ing those that had become completely rolled up in the twine. 
The current also swept the nets afoul of the rocky bottom, 
which injured them still more, so that they were soon ren- 
dered nearly unfit for use, They were invariably in bad order 
when hauled from the water, but even under such unfavor- 
able circumstances nearly a thousand pounds of fish were 
caught on one occasion. ‘This seemed to indicate that nets of 
sufficient strength might be used to good adyantage, at least 
on some of the smoother fishing grounds along the coast. 

These preliminary trials, therefore, haying demonstrated 
that nets could be employed advantageously in the American 
codfisheries, Professor Baird availed himself of the first chance 
that offered for obtaining definite knowledge of the methods 
of netting cod in Norway, with the intention of disseminating 
this information among the American cod fishermen, 

The opening of the International Fishery Hxhibition at Ber- 
lin, Germany, inthe spring of 1880, presented a favorable op- 
portunity for accomplishing this purpose. Professor Baird 
haying appointed me as one of the commission to attend 
the exhibition on the staff of Professor G, Brown Goode, de- 
sired that I should make a careful study of the foreign methods 
of deep-sea fishery as represented at the exhibition. The 
method of capturing cod with gillnets, as practiced by the 
Norwegian fishermen, was mentioned as a subject which 
should receive especial consideration. 

In the meantime, Professor Baird offered to lend the nets to 
any responsible fisherman who would give them a fair and 
thorough test. But the fishermen were conservative and hesi- 
tated to adopt any “‘new-fangied notions” for catching fish. 
This disinclination to try the new method was due chiefly to 
the fact that fishermen cannot usually afford toe spend any 
time in making experiments, especially when they feel fairly 
eee of good returns by continuing in their old ways of 
shing. 
Mention has been made of the introduction and trial of cod 

gillnets by the United States Fish Commission in 1878, but no 
attempt was made by the fishermen to use them until the fall 
of 1850, when Capt. George H. Martin, of Gloncester, Mass., 
master of the schooner Northern Hagle, fitted out with them 
for the winter codfisheries off Cape Ann and in Tpswich Bay. 
The immediate cause which lead to this trial was the difficulty 
of getting a supply of bait, the procuring of which is a source 
of considerable trouble te our shore fishermen, and its cost, 
even when obtainable, is such a heavy tax on this branch of 
the fishing industry that often the fishermen hesitate to en- 
gage in it, fearing that the result may be aloss rather than a 
gain. It was to obyiate this difficulty about bait, and to 
render our codfisheries more valuable in consequence, that 
led Prof. Baird to bring the cod gillnets to the notice of 
the American fishermen. The bait principally depended upon 
by the shore fishermen in the vicinity of Cape Ann, during the 
fall and early winter, is young herring (Chypea harengus), 
known as the “‘spirling.” The appearance of these fish about 
the Cape is somewhat uncertain; sometimes large schools re- 
main for several weeks, and at other times but a few can be 
taken. There was so little prospect of getting a supply of bait 
in the season of 1880, that Capt. Martin hesitated about fit- 
ting out for trawling, fearing that the cost and difficulty of 
securing a supply of this article, which is indispensable to the 
trawl-hne fishery, would render the undertaking unprofitable. 
While the matter of fitting out in the old way was under con- 
sideration, gillnets were suggested by the father of Capt. 
Martin, an employe of the Fish Commission, as a means of 
solving the perplexities of the bait question, He thought the 
idea a good one, and, togéther with several of his crew, visited 
the station of the Commission at Gloucester, looked at the 
Norwegian nets that were there, and consulted with the agent 
in charge as to the probabilities of success. The result of this 
interview was that Capt. Martin decided to fit out and give 
the new method a thorough trial, and nets were therefore ob- 
tained for this purpose, part of them being supplied by the 
Fish Commission. 

Betore the trial trip was made Captain Martin had an inter- 
view with me at Gloucester, to get some additional informa- 
tion as to the management of the nets. I briefly explained to 
him the methods adopted by the Norwegians. He thought, 
however, that the netSmizht be “underrun,” as trawls some- 
times are, which woul@ enable one man to handle a gang of 
nets for which an entire boat’s crew, six to eight men, is re- 
quired in Norway. I could see no reason, myseif, why the 
nets could not be underrun, providing the current was not too 
strong and the water not too deep, It may be explained here 
that the Norwegians set their nets late in the day and take 
them up on the following morning, the apparatus being car- 
ried to the land, the fish removed from the meshes, and the 
gear prepared forsetting again. This involves a largeamount 
of labor and much loss of time, as compared with the method 
of underrunning, which may he considered ‘‘another Yankee 
invention.” 
When the nets areset for underrunning, the anchor is first 

thrown over, and twenty-tive fathoms of line paid out, when 
the buoy line is bent toit, The buoy and line are then thrown 
over, and the remainder of the anchor line, the end of the lat- 
ter being made fast to the nets, which are the next to follow, 
A middle buoy is attached to the center of the gang. When 
the nets are all out, the anchor line, with the buoy line at- 
tached, is veered out, and last of all the anchoris thrown 
over, which finishes the werk. The nets are usually set in the 
afternoon, and allowed to remain im the water for several 
days, unless for some reason the yessel leaves the fishing 
ground, Wyen then, when the vessels haye been forced to 
seek the shelter of a harbor during a storm, the nets have 
frequently been left out. Fish are caught only at night, and, 
consequently, the nets are underrun only in the morning, 
unless the men are detained by unfayorable weather until 
later in the day. In underrunning, the fisherman goes to one 
of the bnoys on the end of his gang of nets, takes itm the 
dory, and hauls away on the buoy line, the buoy being thrown 
out on the other side and the line allowed torun ont on one 
side as fast as itis hauledin onthe other. When the anchor 
line (or underrunning line, as ib is sometimes called) is up, it is 
taken across the dory, and the fisherman hauls along toward 
the nets, The gearis underrun by pulling the nets in on one 
side of the dory, and, as fast as the fish are removed, al 
the apparatus to pass over the otherside into the water, the 

allowing 

anchors, which remain firmly fixed in the bottom, holding the 
nets in position until the wook is accomplished, When the 
end of the gang is reached, it is thrown off the dory, and the 
nets remain setting as before, needing no further attention 
until the next day. 
As will be readily understood, this method of fishing can be 

carried on with the minimum of labor, and it has also this ad- 
ditional advantage, namely: While the gear is still out, the 
vessel may take her morning's catch to the market, or, if the 
weather is threatening, she may quietly remain at anchor 
oyer night in the nearest harbor, though, in themeantime, her 
nets are fishing. 
Ipswich Bay, where the nets haye been chiefly used, more 

particularly in the winters of 1880-81 and 1881~82, lies north of 
the prominent headland of Cape Ann, which divides it from 
the waters of Massachusetts Bay on the south. A sandy beach 
extends along the northern and western sides of the bay, and 
the bottom sinks gradually from this, only reaching a depth of 
twenty-five or thirty fathoms at a distance of several miles 
from the land. The bottom of the bay is a sloping and sandy 
plateau, with only here and there small patches of rocks or 
clay, supporting but a small amount of animal] life that may 
serve as food for the cod. Itis, therefore, a spawning rather 
than a feeding ground for these fish, and large schools visit 
the bay during the winter for the purpose of reproduction, and. 
generally remain until late in the spring, The nets are usually 
set along the northern portion of the bay, only a few miles 
from the shore, in about fifteen fathoms of water, where thsra 
is less current than at many other points along the coast. 

this connection may be mentioned a curious fact which 
has been observed concerning the fish that have been taken in 
Ipswich Bay during the past two or three winters, It is stated 
that a large portion of the fish caught in this bay have been 
netted on a small area not exceeding three-fourths of a mile 
in diameter. This piece of ground, Il have been told by the 
fishermen, for a considerable portion of the season seems to 
be swarming with cod, while the adjacent bottom appears to 
be quite barren of fish, According to Capt. 8. J. Martin, the 
center of this area bears south by west from Whalesback 
Light, Portsmouth, and southwest by west from the light- 
house on the Isle of Shoals, Itissomewhat irregular in out- 
line, the fishermen say, judging from where the fish are taken, 
but so far as anything can be told of its physical conforma- 
tion it does not differ at all from the rest of the sandy slope 
immediately surrounding it, Itis said that there is no “feed” 
on the bottom, The fishermen have a curious theory that there 
are fresh-water springs in this particular locality, around 
which the cod love to gather. nor, indeed, can they assign any 
other reason, since there appears to be no special feature in the 
character of the bottom to attract the fish. So persistent are 
the cod in clinging to this locality that it almost invariably 
follows that nets placed within its limits come up well filled 
with fish, while gear that is set a dozen or twenty fathoms 
outside get very few, if any, cod. The fishermen confess that 
itis a mystery to them, and they are exceedingly puzzled to 
know how the fish get there and escape the walls of netting 
which surround this spot in all directions. They do not be- 
lieve it possible that enough cod could be there at once to fill 
the nets night after night for months, and they arrive at the 
conclusion that the fish must reach the place during the day, 
at which time they are supposed to rise above and swim over 
the nets that bar their progress near the bottom, and which, 
of course, can be seen by: daylight.* 
The results that were obtained from the use of nets by the 

Northern Hagie, during the winter of 1880-81, were con- 
sidered very remarkable. The amount of codfish taken in the 
first three trials (which were madein Massachusetts Bay) in 
unfavorable weather and with inferior nets, was 4,000, 6,000 
and 7,000 pounds respectively. On a trip ending Jan. 11, 35,- 
000 pounds of cod were taken by the Northern Hagle, $,000 
pounds of which were caught in a single morning. Two other 
vessels, which were absent the same Jength of time, fishing at 
the same place with trawls, got only 4,000 and 8,000 pounds 
respectively. After that time she made another trip, takin; 
the same amount, 35,000 pounds, in four days’ ishing. 18,0) 
pounds of which were caughtin one day. On this day the 
schooner Christie Campbell, of Portsmouth, set ten trawls 
(each trawl having 1,000 hooks) close to the nets. The 10,000 
hooks caught 2,000 pounds of fish to the 10,000 taken in the 
nets. 
The Northern Eagle began fishing with nets on Nov. 27, 1880, 

and as early as Jan. 20, 1881, she had taken 111,000 pounds of 
eod. None of the trawlers during that time caught more than 
one-third of that amount, though they were fishing at the 
same place, The netted fish were much larger than those 
taken onthe trawls, averaging during the first six weeks’ 
fishing twenty-three pounds each. Among these were indi- 
yiduals which weighed seventy-five and eighty pounds a piece, 
but there were no small fish, such as are frequently taken on 
trawls, and which can be sold only at reduced prices. This, 
it may be stated, has inyariably besn the case when gillnets 
have been used. Noimmature fish or what is termed as “trash” 
by the fishermen, have been taken. At first the nets met with 
the same opposition from the trawl-line fishermen that trawls 
did—when first introdueed—from the hand-liners some thirty 
years ago, Notwithstanding, however, thatmany of the fisher- 
men were inclined at the start to inveigh against ‘‘building a 
tence” to peyent the fish from moying about on the bottom 
it was not long before they all began to realize the advantage 
of using gillmets. It is said whenever in port the deck of the 
Northern Eagle was crowded with fishermen, anxious to learn 
about the method of capture which she had adopted. Before 
the close of the first winter seyeral vessels, both from Glouces- 
ter and othér ports, fitted out to a greater or less extent with 
nets. Asarule these schooners commenced their operations 
so late in the season that they could not make a fair test of 
the gillnets, for the schools of spawning fish that had been in 
Ipswich Bay began to leave the shore grounds soon after the 
vessels began operations. 

Gillnet-fishinge for cod and pollock opened fayorably in the 
winter of 1882, but the shore codfish were much less abundant 
during the greater part of that winter than in the previous 
year; and consequently the success of this branch of the 
fisheries was nob so pronounced as has generally been the 
case, 
Writing under date of Noy. 15, 1881, Captain Martin says: 

“JT find that pollock will mesh as well as codfish, The first 
night the schooner Maud Gertrude set her nets, twelve in num- 
ber, they caught 5,000 pounds of pollock and 2,000 pounds of 
cod. The nets were set on ‘‘Brown’s.” [This is a small rocky 
shoal lying off to the sontward of Eastern Point, atthe entrance 
to Gloucester harbor.] * * * Captain Gill told me that if 
the nets had eight-inch meshes, they could get them full of 
pollock. The ten-inch mesh catches large pollock, some of 
them weighing 20, 21 and 211g pounds.” The nets are often 
very badly torn by the polleck, which is well known to bea 
remarkably strong and active fish. ; 

ft does not seem necessary that I should go into detailed 
statements of statistics of the amount taken each season, since 
the following instances that are given of catches made on vari- 
ous occasions will, L think, serve to convey a fair idea of the 
results obtained. \ 
Although the winter of 188182 was unquestionably the 

least productive of any season since the introduction of gull- 
nets into the shore codfishery, we find that the catches were 

* Captain §. J, Martin, writing from Gloucester to Professor Baird 
under date of Jan, 7, 1884, says: ‘‘In_ Ipswich Bay the fish are in one 
place. Four hundred nets are setina place one-half mile wide by 
olie-half mile long. The nets are across one another, The vessels 
have set their nets all over the bay, but find only afew scattering 
fish except in that one spot. There they get good hauls every morn- 
ing when there is a chance to haul the nets, * * * The fishermen 
think strangely of the fish being in one place, They can find nothing 
(there) to keep them alive.” : 
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often of considerable magnitude, For instance, Captain Mar- 
tin mentions the following facts; Karly in November, twelve 
nets in Ipswich Bay caught 12,000 pounds of cod in two nights’ 
fishing, A little laterthe Northern Hagie landed 35,000 pounds 
ot large cod from an eight days’ trip, stocking $800, and each 
of her crew sharing $63. Captain Martin, writing under date 
of Dec. 6, said that during the previous week there were 145,- 
000 pounds of codfish caught in pillnets, and he makes this re- 
mark; “If it were not for the gi 
enongh to eat.” Healso says: “All the vessels that were fish- 
ing with trawls are getting nots.” 
Again on Deo, 22, he states: ‘There were 165,000 pounds of 

codfish caught in gillnets last week.” This, too, was when 
codfish were remarkably scarce upon the shore grounds, and 
when there was only a small ficet of about 25 or 380 vessels en- 
gaged in the net fishery. 
_ The importance of the introduction of the method of catch- 
ing codfish with pillnets was more fully demonstrated than 
eyer before in the winter of 1882~’83, and the operations car- 
ried on during that season in the inshore fisheries may be con- 
sidered as having first fairly established this method of fish- 
ing in New England; since, previous to that time, there had 
been many persons rather skeptical as to the benefits that 
might be derived from the use of nets for catching cod, 
Owing to the almost total failure of the bait supply in the 

latter part of 1882 and the beginning of 1883, it was found im- 
practicable to carry on the shore codfishery by the old method 
of hook-and-line fishing, Sucha scarcity of bait had neyer 
been previously known, andifthe fishermen had been igno- 
rant of the use of gillnets for the capture of cod, a valuable 
and important industry must have been almost abandoned, 

» for thatseason at least, while it may be considered probable 
that the scarcity of fresh cod, which would have resulted, 
must have increased the price in our markets very materially, 
possibly, in some cases, to such an extent as practically to 
place this desirable articla of food beyond the reach of the 
masses, But during the two previous years the New Hneland 
fishermen had learned a great deal about catching codfish in 
nets, not only by practical experience but also from an illus- 
trated pamphlet, containing descriptions of all the methods, 
which had been freely circulated by Professor Baird, The 
fishermen were, therefore, prepared to meet this unforeseen 
emergency—an almost entire absence of bait, Instead of being 
eompelled to give up the shore codfishery, as they otherwise 
must have done, they met with a success which had seldom or 
neyer before been equalled. Such results were obtained by 
the use of sillnets, that the local papers in the fishing ports 
contained frequent notices of successful catches. As an in- 
Stance may be mentioned the following from the Cape Ann 
Aduvertiser, Dec. 8 entitled “The Good Results of Net Cod 
Hishing, On Tuesday, Dev. 4, boat Equal, with two men, took 
5,000 pounds of large codfish In seven nets off shore, sharing 
$40 each, The Rising Star has stocked $1,200 the past fort- 
might fishing in Ipswich Bay, The Morrill Boy has shared 
$101 to a man net-fishing off this shore the past three weeks. 

The Morrill Boy met with unexampled success, her crew 
of five men haying shared $3520 apiece, clear of all expenses, by 
the ee of December, the time employed being less than six 
weeks. 
From the port of Gloucester alone, according to Capt. Mar- 

tin, there were employed in the gillnet codfishery during 
December, 1882, twenty vessels, carrying 124 men and 176 nets, 
In the period between November 19 and the lastiof December, 
600,000 pounds of large shore cod were landed in Gloucester, 
while 150,000 pounds were marketed at Rockport and Ports- 
mouth, making a grand total of 750,000 pounds. When to this 
is added the amount which was probably taken by the vessels 
from other ports, it is perhaps safe to say that no less than 
2,000,000 pounds of this highly valued and most excellent food- 
fish were caught in nets during the month of December and 
the latter part of November. 

In the early part of the winter 1882-3 codfish were taken in 
nets in great abundance on the rocky shoals of Massachusetts 
Bay, After the beginning of January, however, the fish were 
found to be most abundant in Ipswich Bay; and, in con- 
sequence of this. the fieet of shore cod fishermen resorted to that 
locality, where they met with the most remarkable success, 
the catch during the frst month of 1883 being, it is said, much 
larger than at any previous time. According to Captain Mar- 
tin’s report for January, 1883, 121,000 pounds of netted cod 
were landed in Gloucester during the month, Writing to Pro- 
fessor Baird, under date of February 6, he made the statement 
that “ten sail of small vessels which had been fishing in Ips- 
wich Bay, had landed at Rockport, Mass., and Portsmouth, N, 
H., during the previous twenty days, 230,000 pounds of large 
codfish.” Calculating on this basis, the total catch of the 
whole fleet during the month of January, 1883, must have 
been very large, 

It was not, however, until the winter of 1885-4 that the real 
value and importance of the introduction of gillnets into our 
codfisheries could be fully and fairly estimated. The results 
obtained during the winter of 1852-8 had inspired the fisher- 
men with more confidence to engage in the net fishing in the 
suceseding fall. Consequently, we find that the shore fisher- 
men were prosecuting this method of fishing earlier in the sea- 
500 than ever before, even employing it for the capture of 
pollock before the winter school of cod had reached the shore 
zrounds. ‘This method of fishing was found especially well 
adapted for taking the large pollock which generally visit, in 
the fall, the inshore fishing grounds in Massachusetts Bay. The 
singular fact was also discovered that many of the finest pol- 
lock, like the cod, may be taken with nets when they utterly 
refuse to bite a hook, and, consequently, cannot be captured 
by the old methods, 
Writing under date of Oct. 28, 1883, Captain Martin says: 

“Pollock and cod have been scarce this fall. Forty sail of 
small craft, which were out two days on the pollock grounds, 
came in with 2,000 pounds. Captain Gill, of the boat Gracie, 
had four cod nets given him that were worn out m catching 
codfish lash winter, He set them, together with two new 
ones, and the first night he caught 5,500 pounds of pollock and 
400 pounds of codfish. The pollock averaged 21}g pounds 
apiece, while those caught on hand lines averaged 15 pounds 
apiece. * * * There are three boats which have nets set. 
They cateh three times as much pollock snd three times as 
much codfish asthey do on hand-lines, There will be more 
cod gillnets used this winter than there have been since they 
began to usethem, * * * There arenosperling this fall, 
so that the most of the boats will use nets.” Under date of 
Get. 31, 1853, he gives the following statement, which shows 
in a most striking manner the advantages that are sometimes 
derived from the use of gillnets, and, at the same time, affords 
ua an insight into the way in which the fishermen are often 
induced to adopt this method of fishing: ‘The schooner 8. W. 
Graig, of Portland, one of the high-line pollock catchers,” says 
Captain Martin, ‘‘wasin herelast Wednesday. I went aboard 
+o see the skipper and to gain what information I could con- 
cerning the pollock fishery. Theconversationranthus: ‘How 
do you find the pollock, Captain? ‘Pollock! there ain’t none. 
Lhave been out two days withtwelve men and got 2,000 
pounds—thiat 15 bad enough.’ Isaid: “They are catching a 
ood many pollock in nets, Do you see that small boat com- 

ing? That is Horace Wiley’s; he caught 8,000 pounds the 
night before last, and caught as many last night. He has got 
nets.’ ‘Where does he catch them? ‘Off onaspot of rocks 
called Brown’s.’ The Captain said: ‘I will get some new 
sperling to-night, and go oft where they have got their nets 
set. We will give them tits, if we can get some sperling,’ I 
answered: ‘Cap., itis no use to go where they have got their 
nets set. If you do you will get no fish.’ Hereplied: ‘That 
be hanged fora yarn. I think you can catch fish with sper- 
ling aS well as you.can with nets.’ Lsaid; ‘No, six, you can’t 

0 iv. 
“The next day he went out with some new sperling to where 

Inets we could not get fish | 

Wiley was hauling his nets, [The latter had picked out a dory 
full of cod and pollock, about 2,000 pounds.] He let go his 
anchor close to the nets and gave the order, ‘All hands over 
lines.” He lay there two hours, but did not catch a fish. ‘ 

“IT was aboard again yesterday, and said: ‘Captain, how did 
they bite where the nets were? ‘That beat all,’ he replied; 
‘we hever felt a bite. Lam going to Boston to order twenty- 
five nets.’” 
The boat Gracie, which began fishing with nets the middle 

of October, did remarkably well; her crew made $145 apiece 
upto Nov. 11, According to Captain Martin she had landed 
15,000 pounds of Jarge cod and 30,000 pounds of large pollock, 
and he writes: ‘Some of the line fishermen haye not caught 
as much as 10,000 pounds in the same time, * * * All the 
shore fishing will be done with nets this winter, as the sperling 
are scarce.” This success had the effect to induce others to 
engage in this fishery, and at the date just given (Noy. 11) 
there were ten boats using nets, Hach one was provided 
with fifteen nets, each 50 fathoms long, 214 fathoms deep, with 
a 99-inch mesh. 
The first vessel to go to Tpewich Bay began fisting there 

early in November, and on her first trip, with only five nets, 
she caught 6,000 pounds, By Nov. 18, there were 26 boats set- 
ting 590 nets in Massachusetts Bay. This would make 89,000 
yards of netting. Besides this there were two or three vessels 
in Ipswich Bay, and the schooner Onward, which left Glou- 
cester that day to go round the cape, had a gang of 35 nets, 
The little schooner Morrill Boy, previously alluded to, set her 
nets for the first time on the Sunday preceding Noy, 18, and at 
the last mentioned date she had landed 43,000 pounds of cod 
and pollock, stocking $1,066.75 There were seven men in the 
crew, who shared $124 for their week’s work, and this, too, 
when two days of the time were lost on account of high winds. 
On one day (Wednesday) they made $50to amam At the 
same time bait was so scarce and difficult to obtain that the 
hook and line fishermen could do almost nothing, Sperling, 
when obtainable at all, brought the high price of fifty cents a 
bucketful, which was a very heavy tax on the cod fishermen, 
On the six days ending Noy. 25, 487,000 pounds of cod and 
pollock were taken in gillnets set in, Massachusetts Bay, and 
during the samé time four small pillnetting vessels caught 
55,000 pounds of fish in IpswidlWpy. Writing under the 
last-mentioned date, Capt. Martin, that “about all the fish 
caught inshore is by nets, and he also remarks that ‘‘if they 
could be knit fast enough the whole fleet would have nets.” 
So urgent was the demand for cod nets at that time that 
many of the women at Gloucester were employed in making 
them, Capt, Martin tells us that “everybody is at work,” and 
he continues: ‘‘A great winter’s work is anticipated.” By 
the latter part of November the fleet of netters had increased 
to thirty-five vessels, and itis probable that a larger number 
might have been engaged in this fishery at that date if they 
could have obtained gear, The fishermen were often bothered 
to get nets, and on one occasionseveral boats had to wait four 
days to get a supply of glass floats, which are so essential in 
this fishery. By the last-of January the fleet numbered fifty- 
two vessels, which appears to be the maximum, for about the 
middle of March only forty-two schooners were engaged in 
netting, a few of the boats having probably worn out their 
nets, and not caring to refit so late in the season, left shore 
fishing to go to the onter banks, or else, perhaps, to fit out for 
the spring mackerel fishery. In addition to the vessels a few 
open boats engaged in the gilinet codfishery last winter, and. 
AS saa as December, according to Capt. Martin, five dories 
were thus employed from Salisbury, each having three nets. 
The gillnet fishery has not been exempt from loss of gear 

though, perhaps, this loss is much less than it would be if 
trawls only were used. Ina gale that occurred Jan, 4, 1884, 
considerable property was destroyed or injured. Captain 
Martin reports that t -five nets were lost and many others 
badly damaged. “No fish,” he says, ‘were caught for four 
days after the storm.” Curiously enough, the fishermen say 
that they neyer get many fish just previous to a heayy storm, 
and the netters have learned by experience that a sudden 
falling off in the cateh is generally an indication of the near 
approach of bad weather. Another feature of the net fishing 
is that, in addition to various species of the Gadide which 
have been taken, porpoises (locally called ‘‘puffers”), monkfish 
or fishing frogs, and doefish (Squalus) have been caught, 
though, fortunately, the latter, which are considered especi- 
ally obnoxious by net fishermen, are not on the coast during 
the coldest weather. 

fn addition to the instances already given of catches made 
last winter, the following have been recorded: For the week 
ending Dee, 9, 1883, there were landed at Gloucester 590,000 
pounds of netted fish, while 84,000 pounds were marketed at 
the two ports of Hog perk and Portsmouth, the week’s catch 
amounting to the total of 674,000 pounds. The following week 
Gloucester received 430,000 pounds, Rockport and Portsmouth 
a total of 81,000, and Swampscott 45,000, making a total of 
559,000 pounds. This large amount was taken, too, when the 
weather was so unfavorable that nothing could be done for 
three nights and days of the week. For the week ending 
March 28, 1884, 530,000 pounds of cod that had been caught in 
gillnets were landed. For the week ending March 30, 1884, 
18 vessels landed 483,000 pounds. The following statement of 
the total amount of fish captured by the use of gillnets during 
the past winter has been compiled for me by Mr, C, W. Smiley 
from the notes of Captain Martin, who has made it a special 
object to collect all possible statistics and information, 
relative to this important branch of the fisheries. 

TOTAL AMOUNT OF FISH LANDED FROM GILLNETS FROM OcTO- 
BER, 1883, TO APRIL, 1884, INCLUSIVE. 

ih Cod, |Pollock)/Hadd’k| Hake, | Cusk, | Grand 
Month, Pounds, |Pounds|/Pounds|Pounds|Pounds| Total. 

October, 1883.... 35.500 | 578,000 | 45,000} 86,000} 80,000 719,500 
November, 1883..| 1,275,500 | 185,000 | 249,000.) 20,800 9,000 | 1,785,800 
December. 1883. .| 1,373,000 3,900 | 264,000 15,000 | 1,665,000 
January, 1884,,,.| 932,000 40,000 972,000 
February, 1884..) 928,000 75,000 998,000 
March, 1884,..... 1,248,000 1,248,000 
April, 1883....... 705,000 705,000 

May teh Aas 6,492,000 | 761,000 | 678,000 | 58,800} 54,000 | 6,036,300 

An important matter for consideration in connection with 
the cod gillnet fishery, is that not only can fishing be success- 
fully carried on even when bait is not obtainable (for of course 
no bait is required when nets are used), but there is a very 
preat saving of money and time that must be expended in 
procuring the bait and baiting the lines when hook and line 
fishing is followed. As aniustance of the expense involved, 
it may be stated that the average bait bill of a shore trawler 
is not, under ordinary circumstances, less than from $150 to 
$250 per month, when herring are as high as cen ustially are 
in winter. It is, therefore, safe to estimate that when as 
many vessels are employed in gillnetting as there has been 
during the past two winters, the money saved to the fisher- 
men, which otherwise must have been paid for bait, could 
not be less than from $80,000 to $70,000 each season. Be- 
sides this, a very large percentage of the time is saved, as 
has been stated, that otherwise must have been lost in seeking 
for bait. 

In pursuing the cod gillnet fishery, fishermen have been to 
some extent handicapped by the rotting of their nets, and m 
some cases—more especially in the fall, when the waters are 
filled with animal life—the nets have decayed very rapidly, 80 
that they have been found quite unfitted for use after being in 
the water for five or six weeks, While at Gloucester last fall 

Thad this matter brought to my attention by fishermen, who, 
were anxious to obtain some preservative which would pre- 
yent their nets from rotting. I addressed a letter to Prof. 
Baird on the subject, and the result was that, the matter hay- 
ing been brought to the notice of Messrs, Horner & Hyde, of 
Baltimore, by Major T, B. Ferguson, Deputy United States 
Fish Commissioner, those gentlemen forwarded to Gloucester 
a barrel of their net preservative for the purpose of having 
its merits tested on the cod villnets, It was applied to a por- 
tion of the nets of several small vessels in January last, and 
alter the apparatus had been in use from that time to the 
middle of April sections of the net so prepared were forwarded 
tome at Washington, together with a statement by Capt. 
Martin as to what the fishermen said regarding its use. Pre- 
vious to this, howeyer, I had talked with some of the fisher- 
men concerning the nets treated with Horner & Hyde’s pre- 
servative, and they asserted very positively that not only did 
it prevent the nets from rotting, but that they were fully im- 
pressed with the idea that a great many more fish were 
caught in nets so treated than in others prepared in the ordi- 
nary way. The sample of netting sent me by Capt. Martin 
shows little sign of deterioration, notwithstanding the fact 
that the net from which it was taken had been in constant use 
for upward of three months, 
Whether future trials of this material will sustain the state- 

ments made by the fishermen who have alreudy experimented 
with it, Tam unable to say; but, if such should be the case, 
there can be no question but that a very important step has 
been attained through the efforts of the Commission in per- 
fecting the work of cod gillmetting, which it commenced im 
American waters five years ago.* 

*1t is, perhaps, proper to state here that some of the North Carolina 
fishermen who have tried Horner and Hyde’s treatment on their nets, 
have complained most bitterly that their gear was much injured if 
not almost ruined by it, I have seen copies of two letters from fish- 
ermen of the South containing such complaints. This being the case, 
it will, perhaps, require 4 lenger test to settle definitely whether or 
not this treaiment has all the merit that the Gloucester fishermen 
say it has, though itis altogether possible—the conditions being 85 
very different—that what might give excellent satisfaction when 
properly applied and used im the ocean fisheries might prove a failure 
under other conditions. 

In this connection it may be well to say that last winter nets cost 
$14.25 a piece, and that glass floats could not be obtained cheaper 
than twenty-two cents each. It will therefore be seen that a “set of 
gear” for a vessel carrying thirty to thirty-five nets costs a consider- 
able sum, and if these had to be renewed every few weeks it was a 
material drawback to the prosperity of the fishery, 

Che Zennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Oct. 16, 17 and 18.—National Breeders’ Show, Industrial Art Wall, 

Philadelphia, Pa. James Watson, Secretary, P,Q, Box 7/0, Wntries 
close Oct, 10. 

Oct, 21, 22, 23 and 24.—First Annual Fall Bench Show of the West- 
minster Kennel Club, Madison Square Garden, New York. Mntries 
close Oct. 6. Mr. Chas. Lincoln, Supermtendent, 

Dec. 16, 17, 18 and 19—Third Bench Show of the Southern Massa- 
ehusetts Poultry Association, Taumton, Mass. Wm. C. Dayenport, 
Assistant Secretary. 

Jan. 10 to 14, 1885,—World’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La. Mr. Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent. ; 
March 8, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Second Aunual Bench Show of the Cin- 

cinnati Sportsman's Club, Cincinnati, O, Charles Lincoln, Superio- 
tendent. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Noy. —.—Third Annual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 
Island, L.I. Open to members only, Mr, A, IT. Plummer, Secretary 

Nov. 17.—Sixth Annual Trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, at 
Hich Pomt, N. GC. W. A, Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L. 1. 

Novy. 17.—Virst Annual Trials of the Fisher's Island Olub, Fishers 
Island, N.Y. Opento members only. Mr. Max Wenzel, Secretary, 
Hoboken, N. J. . j ‘4 

Dee, 2._Second Annual Trials of the Pacific Coast Wield Trials 
Club at Walltown Timber, Cal. N, E. White, Secretary, Sacramento, 
Cal, 

Dec. § —Sixth annual Trials of the National American Kennel lw 
at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. ; 

Dec. 15._Southern Sportsmen’s Association Trials, Canton, Miss. 
Mr. T, K, Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A. K. R. 

HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTHR, for the registration of 
pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all Shows and trials), 1s pub- 

lished every month, Hntriesclose on the Ist. Should be in early. 
Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

jnserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1, Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O, Box 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1644, Volume T., bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50. 

MODERN JOURNALISM. 

GG MAN hag an unquestionable right to recognize the character 
A of his own efforts, and to expect that they will he repaid in 

proportion to what they have cost him. There is no egotism and no 
presumption in this. Itis sinmply a matter of proper appreciation 
and of simple justice, founded upon natural law which decrees that 
results shall follow causes, ’—Tite Sportsman’s (“Independent”) Jawr- 
nal, Sept. 18, 1884. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
My last letter to your paper has crawn out two columns 

more of personal abuse and wilful misrepresentation from 
the editor of your Western contemporary, the sportsman’s 
journal, whose reputation for dodging 1s so well known. 
nowing the character I had in hand, and being fully 

aware of his ability to wriggle through the smallest 
loop hole, when brought face to face with his trickery and 
cortupt acts, Iwas careful to coniine my remarks to state- 
ments in hisown paper and from hisown pen. True to his 
record, he has, after a fortnight’s rest (being as usual “crowded 

out” during that time), concocted several malicious and de- 
liberate falsehoods concerning niyself, and because I did not 
encroach upon your valuable space, to the extent of quoting 
all the flattermg allusions to me in his “independent” 
paper, he accuses me of “manipulating,” At the 

same time he virtually admits the exposure of his 

trickery, and proves the foundation of his paper to be 

disreputable and corrupt, and theretore unworthy the sup- 

port of respectable people, I have always arguec that no 

matter how a paper is conducted, if its pangee is dishonor- 

able and stands charged with offenses of a corrupt nature, it 

shouid not be permitted to pass the threshold of any respect- 

able dwelling, much less should it ever be allowed wit tin the 

reach of a man’s family. A rotten foundation invariably 
means a shaky, and finally a falling house. By the samesense 
of argument, what a man allows his children to peruse must 

he expect to be grafted to their memory, and reap good or bad 

results in the futmre. It is, Mr, Hditor, to your indepen- 
dent columns, and those of that excellent monthly, the 
Kennel Register, that all_good dog lovers look for 
reform of present abuses, Unless independent and fearless 
papers bestir themselves the inevitable must come, which 
means that the appearance of our dogs will be ruined and our 
dog shows and field trials will be run in the interest of a small 

but unscrupulous “ring.” I have done my share during the 

last six months to expose the ‘‘dirty work,” and the mere fact 

that my position is now stronger than ib ever was before 

roves the weakness of a case which has had the support of 
teen columns of editorial slander and malicious abuse, never 

to speak of a score or more of aponymoys letters, most if not 

i 
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all of which were written in the editor's office. For myself I 
may say that no “deal” can be arranged with me, When I 
aim silenced justice shall have been done, and when the bless- 
ings of peace dethrone the horrors of war, that peace shall be 
peace with honor, My case has been too strong from the fitst 
for it ever to be shaken by the villainous attacks of an indi- 
vidual charged with offenses blacker than have syver previ- 
ously been placed at the door of the editor of a sportsman’s, 
or would-be sportsman’s journal, I am told that when the 
outrageous and uuprincipled attack on Mr, Davidson was over 
his vilifier boasted that he had sent an arrow to his (David- 
son’s) heart which could neyer be withdrawn, But time, the 
healer of all wounds. has shown one man to be honest and 
the other corrupt. A public, miseuided for a while, has finally 
rendered an unanimous verdict in favor of the attacked, In 
the future the public will be guided only by such evidence as 
it knows to be true. . 
Precisely the same tactics haye been resorted to in the case 

of myself. The same kinds of editorialsindulged in, supported 
by the usual anonymous letters praising the editor for his 
“justice” and his “high minded conduct.” There have been 
the same attempts to influence and to gag the independent 
press, but the scheme failed. Arrows were made out of every 
sort of wood. but they failed to reach my heart—corruption 
had unsteadied the hand of their maker and exposure to fraud 
had bent his bow double, and rotted its string, Because I 
would not knuckle down to a person who had previously ad- 
mitted to me (in conversation at the New York show of 1881) 
his total ignorance of every breed of dog, who had in my 
presence pronounced a dog minus two ribs the best specimen 
ever seen in America, a person who had passed his hands 
over the place where those ribs were taken out and failed 
to discover their removal, an individual who had the 
audacity to expect me to how to his will, write a re- 
port in support of his own views and gull a confid- 
ing public; because [ would not sell my convictions, a 
“select” meeting was called at the last Chicago show 
(press of business prevents the editor attending shows in any 
other State than finois), at which it was decided that ‘‘we 
will go for Mason,” The prelude was the “high-minded” 
letter, “What is Beaufort?’ which was supposed /by some 
Beer to have heen written frem New York. Then followed 
hose “high-minded,” independent (%) and very logical edi- 

torials, the first of which drew from a gentleman connected 
with an English paper the remark that the editor ‘‘is insane.” 
They were supported ({) by the usual intelligent anonymous 
letters, a most substantial Indorsement of the editor's courage 
and of the independent standing of his paper. It was about 
this time that the great exponent of “Christian charity” wrote 
to Hngland asking a gentleman to ‘write something about 
Mason.” But the gentleman didn’t know of anything to write 
about thit would serve the purpose of the sportsman’s (inde- 
pendent) journal. Mr, Dalziel, however, had a little shot at 
me about bragging, I forgave him cheerfully, for he had not 
at that time read one-half the controversy. Whenhe did read 
it, | venture to say his keen scent put him on the track of 
some very shady work. Certainly Mr. Dalziel never has 
been an advocate for Bang Bang letters, or for judges letting 
their dogs out to exhibitors for competition under their 
own judgeship; neither was he, when I was in England, a 
friend to false pedigrees and similar frauds. But why did 
hot “the petty canine ezar” quote from his favorite paper, 
the Shooting Times, as well asfrom Mr. Dalziel’s letter. Had 
he done this, his readers, few though they are, would have 
read; “‘We are surprised to see Ma. Mason going in for that 
sort of thing. Weknew him personally. and he was a gentle- 
manly, quiet and unassuming man, whom we would have 
thought the very last to start a solid protest against a judge. 
However, possibly he may have had some strong reasons for 
thus departing from the beaten track; but what those reasons 
may he we know not.” By this time the Shooting Times will 
know what those reasons are, and it will also have learned 
that when I discoyer disreputable practices striking tothe very 
heart of dogs, dog shows and field trials, or when I find a 
Punic press attempting to override the public tothe detriment 
of the hest interests of dog lovers, J am not, after all, such a 
quiet being. 
Lhave not until recently had the slightest intention of re- 

plying to the insulting concocted queries put to me by the 
editor of the sportsman’s “independent” journal, as anything 
from his pen is judged by Lhe same standard as he himself is 
judged. But several of my friends have urged me to notice 
those questions, their argument being that those people who 
have not followed his writings, watched his career and read 
his history may be guyed into placing some reliance on his 
Statements. Such people might possibly be numbered by the 
fingers of one hand; nevertheless, I will, by your courtesy, re- 
ply. Those who know me best, have, of course, been fully 
aware from the first that each accusation was false in every 
particular, but they argue that my silence is the incentive to 
further concoctions, and so 1 will, acting in accordance with 
your sentiments, expressed in “Concerning Dictatorship,” 
hand the case over for the arbitrament of the public. There 
shall be no “dodging” on my part, and I do not intend to 
tolerate any when J put a few questions in return. 

Concoction No, 1 is as follows: ‘“‘After the last New York 
show, Mr, Mason male a remark toa gentleman (whose name 
we will give when Mr. Mason denics the statement), that he 
intended to devote the remainder of his life to breaking up 
legitimate shows.” This is a malicious and deliberate concoe- 
tion, and I now summon theindividual who made it to give 
the gentleman’s name, What] have said a hundred times, 
and now repeat is, that I would never rest wntil I had exposed. 
some of the trickery that was going on. I have been true to 
my word (vide pointer controversy), The gentleman’s name 
will tell what truth there is in the statement. f 

2, “Can he [myself] tell us of an American judge doing what 
he did at the Washington show, which was before judging the 
pointers, to declare: “A pointer would get the award this time, 
not sich a thing as Duchess, which was not a pointer at all.’ 
Furthermore, he had a gentleman to whom he told this under- 
stand that the pointer biteh which he had sold some time pre- 
viously, would be awarded the prize. Mr, Garrett Roach 
withdrew Duchess” This is a mean, contemptible con- 
coction, and IL challenze the perpetrator of it to 
five proot of his statement or stand conyicted of something 
infinitely worse than falsehood. The character who puts the 
question to me was, as usual, not ati the show, neither was his 
reporter. He wrote me that he had great confidence in my 
ability as a judge, and would esteem it a favor if [ would re- 
port the show for him, adding the request that he would like 
me to keep the matter strictly quiet; he wished his reporter 
to have the credit of my judgment. I did write a report, a 
conscientious report, biwhich I puinted out the good and bad 
qualities of several dogs owned by his friends and by stock- 
hoidersimthe paper, Dogs which by him had been represented 
as the best in the world were criticised fairly and squarely 
according to merit. Outside of every other consideration, my 
position aud reputation would not have permitted me to in- 
dorse the blundering, untrustworthy reports of such a novice. 
My tTepott was suppressed, ‘‘It never reached Chicago,” 
though I mailed it myself at the New York general office— 
nevertheless he paid my charges for it, Had he received it, I 
shonld not in all probability have made any charge, as ‘he did 
not receive it,” Lmade him pay for it. Iwas not alive to all 

his dodges at that time, thouch Lhad been warned to “be- 
ware.” A score or more gentlemen can testify that as soon 
as I reached the show Mr, lincoln asked me to judge the set- 
ters for him, and T had not even the time allowed tu bench my 
own dogs before 1 was called into the ring. Duchess was 
never even allided to by me. Mr. Roach withdrew her, 
knowing that I ooject to black nose and eyes in a lemon and 
white pointer, 

oo “Will My, Mason explain the sale ofthe pointer Chancellor 

to a gentleman of Baltimore as a, first-class field dog when he 
was utterly worthless?’ Misrepresentation again, Lsold the 
dog for $75 and never did represent him as a first-class field 
dog, though I stated that he was represented to mo as a good 
field dog, The purchaser wrote me that he was much pleased 
with the doz. A month later he wished to return it; I ob- 
jected, and should always do so under similar circumstances. 

4, “Can Mr. Mason cite us an instance of a more ungentle- 
manly act and # more outrageous breach of conlidence than 
the manner in which he obtained Beaufort?’ There was no 
breach of confidence on my part in any shape or form, as Mr. 
Nixon can and I hope will testify, and this is but another illus- 
tration of the corruption of the ‘petty canine czar.” A gentle 
man who had the refusal cf Beaufort came to me and made 
known to methatif I wished to purchase Beaufort it should be 
done at once,as somebody else (Mr. Thayer I think he said) was 
after the dog, [therefore instructed the rentleman who had the 
refusal of the dog to purchase in my behalf if he could get the 
dog for $1,000 or near that price. He did buy Beaufort and I 
handed him a check for $1,000, which sum was forwarded to 
Mr. Nixon by Adams Express. I hold the receipt for the 
money, also Mr. Nixon’s receipt, and I now challenge the ex- 
ponent of fair play and “Christian charity” to give proof of 
a breach of contidence on my part, If he does not furnish 
such proof I will bring another charge against bim, and he 
can then repeat the following, which I take from his inde- 
pendent(?) paper, New York(?) and Chicago, Sept. 13, 1884: 
“When the abundant fruits of honest, manly labor are brought 
home and the laborers see in them ample provision for the 
future, there mingles with the sense of security a justifiable 
feeling of pride that the harvest has been fairly earned and is 
nothing more than the well-deserved reward of faithful toil.” 

5. “Will Mr. Mason give us the true version of the Paddel- 
ford matter?’ This question is asked Aug. 16, and in the same 
issue I read, *‘He (Mr, Mason) shall never pollute our columns,” 
I fail to see how I could give the information to “us” when 
“we” closed “our” columns toareply. But this is modern jour- 
nalism as set forth by the advocate for ‘‘Christian charity,” 
“honest, manly labor,” etc., etc. The same notorious advo- 
cate writes (Oct, 11, 1884), “We believe in dealing fairly with 
eyery one, and consider a lie the poorest investment possible.” 
No wonder, when a 
vestments, that one o 
man) should have offered his shares for sale for 50 cents at the 
last New York show, No takers. Well, I cheerfully give the 
true and only version of the Paddelford matter. Mr. P. 
wished to purchase some of my dogs when I sold out 
my kennel, and I let him haye them at the best prices 
Icould get for them, One or two of the dogs had been 
grossly misrepresented by the sportsman’s independent jour- 
nal, ‘“New York and Chicago,” and possibly these dogs brought 
a better price than they were really worth. But I have gen- 
erally understood that when a man has an article for sale, he 
not unusually gets rid of it to the best possible advantage, so 
long as he does not misrepresent, and is willing to allow a care- 
ful examination of such article. This I believe to be business 
all the world over, and lam supported in my views by the 
fact that the individual who asks the question of me, sells his 
“Independent” paper every Saturday for ten cents a copy 
when it is really not worth two cents a copy. The difference 
between the twotransactions lies righthere. When Idisposed 
of my dogs I sold them and nothing else. But when my inter- 
rogator sells his paper, he sells the public at the same time. I 
trust this explanation is satisfactory and free from ‘‘dodging.” 

6. The infamous concoction of my having tried ‘to influence 
a decision of the judge at the Pittsburgh show of 1883, has 
been pronounced false in every particular by the judge him- 
self, and the worthy parent has been compelled to print a 
denial and eat hisowao words. If his reputation as a corrupt 
trickster is not established it never will be until he meets the 
charges I will bring against him. 

7. “Now, let this mass of concentrated purity (?) fmyself] 
answer us if he ever knew an American judge to sell a lot of 
dogs, become the manager of the kennel, eecept the position 
to judge the classes to which the dogs belonged, and in which 
he knew they would be entered, accompany them to the 
show, judge them, and award them the prizes.” The man 
does not live who can prove me guilty of such conduct and I 
now call for proof. The mere assertion by _a corrupt person 
is not evidence, never was, never willbe. But why does this 
individual ask the question, when he had previously written 
ine to ascertain if there was any truth in the report and { de- 
nied that there was. Iwas not the manager for any man at 
the time of the London show, neither did I accompany any 
dogs to the show. I demand evidence without any dodgine. 
‘We believe in dealing fairly with every one and consider a lie 
the poorest investment possible.” 

8. ‘Was itthe act.of aman who desired purity in judges, 
when taking his dogin the ring at the last New York show, 
to tell Mr. Dana, the judge, in a low tone, that he had beaten 
Hero at the New Haven show?” It is untrue that I told Mr. 
Dana Thad beaten Hero. It has too much become the fashion 
for men to beat dogs, and the practice has been encouraged 
for years by the sportsman’s “independent” journal, hence 
the editor thinks that whenever a dog wins, the owner has 
“fixed it,” I cheerfully admit having told Mr. Dana, but not 
in a low tone, that Nevison (not myself) beat Hero at New 
Haven. I believe that when a man has shown his utter ina- 
bility to judge mastifis by any standard (vide sportsman’s 
‘Sndependent” journal’s report of the New York show, 13881), 
he should judge them by record and be told what the record 
is, or, like another judge, have the classes judged for him be- 
fore he goes into the ring, These are my views, right or 
wrong, and I will defend them. 

To clear himself of what he wrote of me before I refused 
to be influenced by him, the ‘‘petty canine czar”? says he 
vinted what I told him to print. Really, I don’t think he 

jold any more than he gathered from the English papers, 
from which he loves to swell his columns every week. But is 
it not a new departure in journalism to pack a paper with any 
trash people may tell the editor to write? This confession of 
how the paper is ‘‘padded” scarcely warrants a charge of 
“padding” against the papers which expose such thorough 
rot. Mr. Lilewellin’s ‘‘rival” must have been trying to perpe- 
trate a huge joke when he wrote that at the London show I 
was ‘‘sandwiched in between two honest and competent men, 
Messrs. Taylor and Lincoln.” However, perhaps he is aware 
that very frequently the best part of a sandwich is in the 
middle, 
Now it’s my turn to put a few questions to the editor of the 

spoltsman’s “independent” journal, the National American 
ennel Club Stud Book,and other defunct organs. [request that 

my questions be answered without any dodging. Perhaps our 
only: (?) authority willlament the “rarity of Christian charity,” 
bat bas he not written (New York (#) and Chicago, Aug, 23, 
1884) ‘‘When a man expresses an opinion or performs an act, 
it is understood that those to whom such is addressed or who 
are aitected by it, haye the right of reply. Vhe speaker or 
actor cannot object to this, as he knows beforehand that he 
will lay himeelf open to it, and 1f he does not wish to en- 
counter it he has only to keep hisideas to himself. * * * 
Noman has a right to expect that his blunders or his wrong 
doing will be permitted to pass wochallenged,” Precisely so. 
Now: 

1. Who offered a “solid silver cup” ata field trial, which 
cup was won by Grouse Dale? 

2%. Did Mr. Buckingham, the owner of Grouse Dale, ever get 
that cup? Ifso, when didhe getit? 
' 3. Is it honest on the part of any individual who has never 
assed even 4 preliminary examination to dub himself Dr, 
before his name)? T 
4, How ean a paper be edited in New York and Chicago 

when its editor and manaver never enters New York State? 
5, Why does its editor neyer enter New York State? 

Paper is heayily freighted with such in- 
the stockholders (a Pittsburgh gentle- 

‘ Geom he pocketed the subscriptions to the N, A. K, C. Stud 
{ols} 
7. Who borrowed Mr, Tom Jerome’s Gordon setter, sold the 

dog for $200, and pocketed the money? 
For the present I will content myself with seyen questions, 

which is one less than asked of rae and which I have answered. 
True, I have some more in pickle, one of which is exceedingly 
choice, but let these be answered first without any dodging; 
just by way Of a start, and to assist in gathering in the *‘fruits 
of honest, manly labor,” Then in my next [ will show your 
readers what modern journalism really is; just one example, 
however, before I take my leave: 
Sportsman’s (‘independent *’) Letter from the editor of the 

journal. New York and Chicago, sportsman’s(‘‘independent’’) jour- 
Ang, 23, 1894: “It seems very nal: “Chicago, June 24, 1884. 
difficult for some men to differ ©. WH. Mason, Wsq.: Dear Sir.— 
with their fellows in a gentle. * * * Imconclusion you can go 
manly manner.’ to the devil.” 

JHAS, BH, Mason, 
Wust Bricuron, Staten Island, Oct. 14, 1884. 

NATIONAL BREEDERS’ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
One duty remains for me to perform, and one which I freely 

acknowledge my inability to perform, at least with satisfac- 
tion to myself, It isto thank you for the manner in which 
you hayvesuppor ed the National Breeders’ Dog Show. Not- 
withstanding the fact which you so clearly set forth that the 
show was promoted and upheld by gentlemen whose very 
names should have carried conviction anywhere, that the 
judges were experts and selected for that reason alone, and 
that the financial backing was equal, if necessary, to paying 
the prizes tenfold, the project still lacked one thing—support 
from an independent, honest and respected journal. That 
the ForEsT awp StREAM did us the great fayor to supply, not 
rushing in blindly to support the project simply because it 
had been attacked, but exercising that caution which is the 
true foundation of progressive journalism, making sure of 
your ground. Knowing thatl could, ‘‘without prejudice,” as 
the lawyers say, place you in full possession of all my own 
knowledge in the case, I did so with full confidence that you 
would do justice without fear or favor. 
Iam aware, to some extent at least, of the attempts to 

coerce you toward a different course, but neither you nor I 
yet know the full extent of the deep-seated antagonism. I 
doubt if you would believe all I could tell of the conduct of 
persons who so far have been looked upon as above petty jeal- 
ousy, but in this affair have gone so far as to insinuate what 
they knew to be false, One prominent judge even went sofar 
as to personally canvas among Canadian exhibitors with a 
view of stopping their entering their dogs. Strange to say, 
however, the gentlemen whose promises he thought he had 
secured have entered at the National Breeders’ Show. The 
Western “‘fly on the wheel,” whose ground and lofty tumbling 
so admirably suits his character of the canine clown, has once 
more come to grief, but never before has he made sucha 
lamentable failure. No prizes were to be paid unless suflicient 
money was taken at the door, no judges of any pretensions to 
respectability would be asked or consent to officiate, and no 
one would exhibit, because—vell, because the man who fondly 
imagines he holds in his hands the destinies of the dog shows 
of the country said he would not support it. As Tlhaye already 
said, every rumor that would prejudice exhibitors, every state- 
ment that would fora moment pass current as truth, was 
mustered into the service, and whatis the result? Simply 
this; The money to pay the prizes is now in my possession 
over and abovyeall expenses yet to be met, tne judges are un- 
assailable on any score whatever (would they not have been 
attacked if it were otherwise?), and we have an entry list 
which exceeds in point of numbers nearly every show, except 
that of the Westminster Kennel Club, eyen including those 
which received the lavish support of the great mogul (in his 
mind’s eye, Horatio). 

It was 4 square fight, and looking at it as a dog fight, I was 
decidedly the under dog, no question about that. I had some 
points in my favor; I may be wrong, perhaps, using the per- 
sonal pronoun, but I had to do all the work, the gentlemen 
who were the financial support of the show were willing to 
stand to their guns, but they were the reseryes and to me fell 
the duty of skirmishing, making and receiving charges and 
doing all I could to turn the tide of victory in favor of anew .- 
era of independence. Besides possessmg the complete con- 
fidence of the supporters of the show, there were two things in 
my favor, the support of FoREST AND STRHAM and the honesty 
of the enterprise. It was honesty against false repre- 
sentation, truth against falsehood and the still meaner lie 
which is half alie. But what ofthe result? Well, the result 
is but half accomplished yet, The first half was the hardest 
bit of the fight, and we haye pulled through away ahead of our 
expectations, and the enemy is demoralized. To-day and to- 
morrow are but a breathing spell during which we can figur- 
atively flap our wings and crow our lustiest and then go at it 
again to put on the “silt edge” by making the exhibition the 
most perfect and satisfactory exhibition, alike to the exhib- 
itor and public which has yet been held. Thatis our aim and 
we do not mean to fall short of it, 

It seems that I have oyerlooked the thanks due to you for 
the manner in which you have treated the National Breeder's 
Dog Show, and which was the initial object of this letter; allow 
me therefore to express to you my most sincere thanks for 
your most valuable assistance. Without that our present 
success could not have been attained; that 1s beyond question, 
therefore take as muchas you like of the credit, and I am will- 
ing to give you all if you wish. 

y the time the Formsr anp StreAmis out on Thursday 
morning, our three hundred odd dogs will be safely benched 
and the judging in progress, AJ] the awards will be made on 
the first day, so that those who wish to see the judging can 
govern themselves accordingly. For those who prefer Friday 
there is a treat in store. I do not think it is any breach of con- 
fidence on my part to say that a well known Philadelphia gen- 
tleman, who never does things by halves, proposes to receive” 
the visiting exhibitors, Judges and others. On that score I 
need say no more. JAMES WATSON, Secretary. 
PHILADELPHIA, Oct, 14. 

DOG SHOW. 

RETRIEVING WOODCOCK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Thaye a young Llewellin setter, about seventeen months 

old. Ihave worked him a little on woodcock, and have killed 
about forty birds over him, but have been unable to make him 
pick one up to retrieve. He will point them and hunt them as 
well as any old dog, and when birds fall he will find them and 
mouth over them as if he was chewing them all to pieces, but 
he has never bitten one at all. Please let me know how he 
can be made to retrieve them. He will bring a ball or a paper 
or anything like that which you throw out, but he seems to 
have an wnconquerable dislike to pick the woodcock up. I 
have forced them into his mouth, but he rejects them in- 
stantly when | withdraw my hand. I have had other dogs 
take a bird from right under his nose, but all to no purpose. 

The dog is not naturally timid or obstinate, and in other 
things I can easily manage him, I have looked in several 
works on dog breaking without finding anything that would 
aid me, and I would like yery much to have your advice. 

[Many dogs appear to have a strong dislike to the taste of 
woodcock, and itis often quite a task to make them retrieve 
them, 1€ our cotrespondent will study ‘Training vs. Break- 
ing” he will perhaps obtain information that will be of use to 
him, We would advise that for the present no attempt be 
made to bhaye him retrieve, and that he should not be allowed 
to mouth them. If a brace of dogs are used let the other ona 
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do the retrieving, for which he should receive great praise. 
This course may stimulate your dog to overcome his repug- 
nance, A knowledge of his disposition will enable you to 
select the proper time for atrial, which should not be made 
until the last of the season, When you ask him to retrieve, 
should he show any reluctance you may, perhaps, succeed by 
instantly turning and walking away from him as though you 
were going to leave the bird, at the same time calling him in 
just the manner that you would were there no bird there. We 
ave often tried this plan with success. If he will retrieve 

other birds you will probably have not much trouble with him 
if this course is purstied.] 

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream; 
The regular yearly meeting of the Philadelphia Kennel Club 

took place on Oct. 7, when an election of the following officers 
took place for 1885; President, Samuel G. Dixon: Secre- 
tary and Treasurer, lea eee C. Satterth wait, I r.3 Cor 
responding Secretary, W. H. Ashburner. The following mem- 
bers were elected on the Executive Committee: W. H. Child, 
Chas, T, Thompson, L. Shuster, Jr., J. Henry Roherts, B, 
Comfort, J. A. Stovell, Chas. Wescott, Geo. Esherick. 
A number of gentlemen were also elected to membership. 

W. H. Asupurner, Cor. See’y. 

THE KENNEL HOSPITAL. 

DISTEMPER.—ITS TREATMENT. 
7 ROM what has been said in previous articles as to the 

nature and symptoms of distemper we may gather some 
important indications for its treatment. The disease is a 
fever, and it has been truly said, ““You cannot eure but you 
may guide a feyer.” Many dogs recover from distemper with- 
out being given one single dose of medicine, and strange to say 
some recover in spite of very many doses. Recoveries also 
happen under courses of treatment—so far as drugs are con- 
cerned —diametrically opposite to each other in their action. 
The explanation of all this is that there is a natural tendency 
in the disease to recovery if only the dog be placed in favor- 
able ,conditions, The disease, unless aggravated, runs a 
certain definite course, and it is our duty merely to assist 
nature by keeping the animal’s internal economy in good 
ordsr, and by protecting it from external injury. Remedies 
given with a view to cut short the disease are always useless, 
and often injurious. We have no agent which can immed- 
iately remoye the poison which exists in the blood, or which 
can at once restors to health the organs deranged by that 
poison. We can only assist nature to gradually eliminate 
from the blood through the natural channels of the body all 
deleterious matters, The indications to be observed in treat- 
inga case of distemper are: To guide the fever; to prevent any 
local complications; to keep up the dog’s strength; and to 
parece him from itritants either within or without his body, 
he first essential step is to place the dog as-soon as distemper 

is detcted in a dry, well ventilated place, which must be kept 
night and day at as even a temperature as possible. In 
winter a certain amount of artificial warmth is advisable, but 
a hot roomis to be avoided. Too much warmth causes 
fatigue and predisposes to the advent of nervous affections. 
A room with a big fire in it generally has cold draughts 
passing through it, and should the fire go ont the fall of 
temperature is very great. No better place to treat a case of 
disteniper can be found than in a well ventilated stable, if the 
floor be dry. At the very outset of the disease a mild dose of 
aperient medicine may be given, but emetice are always 
unnecessary. The dog vomits very easily, and is quite able to 
unload his stomach should it be too full. Violent retching 
only induces weakness, destroys the uppetite, and may render 
the stomach dangerously irritable. Should the faverish 
Syrmoptoms be well marked, a teaspoonful of equal parts of 
sweeb hitre and acetate of ammonia may be given twice a 
day. During the first day or two of distemperpo alarm need. 
be felt at the dog refusing food, He certainly ought not to be 
forced with soups and beef tea, especially when mixed with 
wine or spirits. Such a courses upsets the stomach, Tempt 
him with anything he will eat, change the food, and leave 
none before him. The diet should always includea fair amount 
of animal food, and it should be remembered that meat is 
indigestible the more it is cooked; it is most easily digested in 
its raw state. About the fourth or fifth day small doses of 
tonics and stimulants may be given, and these should be 
administertd in a form calculated to annoy the dog as little as 
possible. Bulky drenches and nasty tasting things showld be 
avoided, as they excite and worry the patient to an extent 
often far in excess of any good they might otherwise do. 
The compound tincture of cinchona is a rather favorite 
medicine in distemper; but it is open to two objections—that 
dogs struggle against its administration, and that itis yery 
apt to cause constipation. 

Tron in some of its various medicinal forms is also often 
prescribed. Jtshould never be given if the stomach is irritable, 
if any fever be present, or when the appetite is capricious, 
The best form of medicine is certainly a pill, as it cam usually 
be hidden in a choice morsel of food, and if not is easily and 
rapidly given by force, A good tonic and stimulant pill may 
be made of quinine, }g-grain; nux vomica, 14-grain; nitrate of 
potass, 2 grains; ginger, 2 grains. This is for a small dog 
ones daily, for a collie twice a day, and for a St. Bernard, 
perhaps, two pills twice a day. They shotild be given after 
food. When distemper has been neglected, or wrongly treated 
and very great debility exists, some stimulant is necessary, 
such as sherry or brandy, and this should always be given 
mixed with beet tea. When the stomach is irritable, we should 
avoid iilk and all thickened soups. Vomiting is best treated 
with five-grain doses of nitrate of bismuth three or four times 
a day and by limiting the diet entirely to lean raw meat. It 
expense does not stand in the way, Brand's essence of beef is 
invaluable in cases of great gastric irritation. So long as the 
feeding is judiciously regulated, no bowel complications of a 
serious nature will arise. Ib must, however, be remembered 
that different articles of food produce very different etiects 
upon the bowels. Liver and oatmeal have a laxative effect, 
while bread, rice, arrowroot, etc., have quite an opposite 
action, So long as the dog is not exposed to cold or to sudden 
changes of temperatures, no chest complications need be 
feared. The discharge from eyes and nose should be removed 
every morning with a damp sponge, and if the eyelids be 
anointed with a little oil or common zine ointment every 
night, that plueing together which often occurs and annoys 
the dog will be prevented. Diarrhoea, should it arise, suggests 
at once some change in the food. It may be met with small 
doses of port wine and powdered cinnamon, In bad cases 
tannin, catechu and opium may be necessary. Constipation 
should be guarded against by changing the food, but when 
marked must be relieved by mild aperients; the ordinary 
anti-bilious pills sold by chemists will do; enemas are also 
useful. When convalescence approaches great care is requi- 
site, ag a chill quickly induces a veep! Pet dogs must not 
too soon be washed, no matter how dirty they may have be- 
come, Exercise must also be recommenced very cautiously, 
as a violent frolic or a long run has frequently been followed 
by fits or paralysis. Ifit be known that a dog just affected 
with distemper is sufieriug from intestinal worms, an effort 
should be made to dislodge them before the dog gets weak 
from disease. When once debility exists itis very dangerous 
to tise violent worm medicine. The different complications 
and sequels of distemper will be fully considered in their 
places, so we need not here go into their treatment, They 
seldom appear if the dog be properly treated from the earliest 
appearance of disease, A simple uncomplicated case requires 
no further treatment than we have described, and complica- 
tions will not arise if the little details of management poimted 
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out be carefully observed. The line of treatment here laid 
down is in accordance with the theory we have adopted as to 
the nature of the disease, bub was not based simply upon it, 
It is the result of many years’ experience, and its success 
seems to corroborate the truth of the theory.—_Wm. Hunting, 
FRCS, in Land and Water. 

THE ESQUIMAU DOGS. 

A lapees BEsquiman dogs brought back by the Alert, and now on 
: exhibition at the Philadelphia dog show, are thus de- 
scribed by the Baltimore Sun: . 

_ “Surgeon Howard H. Ames, of the late Greely relief expedi- 
tion, who sent the Hsquimau dogsto the park, arrived in Balti. 
more Wednesday night to remain some time, He is stopping 
at his father-in-law’s, No. 235 North Broadway. Thursday 
moming he went out to Druid Hill Park toinspect the Esquimau 
dogs, and was much pleased to find them im good conditicn 
and at the excellent care taken of them, He thought, in order 
to give them exercise, it would be better to drive them a little 
each day, and for this reason arrangements were made for a 
little wagon to which they will be driven. The dogs in the 
Arctic regions lead a very active life, and when brought here, 
unless care is taken, die from troubles brought on by a re- 
stricted mode of living, The fine female dog Justina, which 
formed part of this team, has just died in New York. The 
dogs in the park are a part of a team of seyen the expedition 
used, This whole team started for America on the Alert, and 
all but thres died, Justina and the dogs in the park heing the 
only survivors. Lady, one of the team, gave birth to pups be- 
fore she died. Lieut. Hmory, who commanded the Bear, has 
one of these, a male puppy, and Capt. Kirkland, at the New 
York Navy Yard, has a female puppy. These are the only 
four pure Esquimau dogs this side of the Arctic regions, Dr. 
Ames says. e hopes to keep them alive and raise some of the 
breed in this country, 

Dr, Ames says that in the Danish colonies good sled dogs are 
always yaluable. The price depends on the number of dogs 
ina settlement. The animals are subject to diseases that 
sometimes sweep them off innumbers, The team of which 
the dogs at the park are the residue was bought from Goy. 
Peterson, of Disko, Greenland, for $56, being S8 apiece. He 
only parted with the dogs because he was going away. Capt. 
Hall, of the Polaris, offered $100 apiece for dogs, but could not 
getthem. In summer dogs are not used, the country being 
too rough and hilly, If dogs cannot be had there is no means 
of transportation in winter. From two to nine dogs consti- 
tute ateam. When harnessed up they stand from twenty to 
twenty-five feet from the sled, the harness running back from 
the shoulders and uniting in a single trace. Each dog’s trace 
is attached singly to the sled. When the dogs start off they 
resemble an outstretched fan, They change places from time 
to time, Whena dog gets tired of running on the outside he 
darts under several traces and comes up in the interior of the 
pack. These changes are made yery quickly. The size of a 
team is in some measure graded by the amount of snow on 
the ground. Mostly the teams are composed of from five to 
seven dogs. The Esquimau sled weighs eighty pounds, and a 
team when traveling goes ninety milesa day. if the snow is 
deep and the dogs have to flounder through it up to their 
bellies they make about thirty milesa day. The traveling in 
the Arctic regions varies, as it does in other places, according 
to weather and circumstances, A single dog on smooth ice 
can pull 150 pounds, and generally each dog is given 75 pounds 
to pull. 

each team there is what is called a ‘“‘king dog,” who is 
master of the pack. He gains his supremacy by conquest, and 
mercilessly thrashes any of the pack who disobey him or dis- 
pute his authority. He is always a fine specimen of the Hs- 
qiumaudog. The king dog of the team bought of Goy. Peterson 
was “Bas,” the Hsquimau for boss. He was a grand animal, 
and kept his companions full up to the mark when traveling 
or when in camp. While speeding his team over the wastes 
of snow he would occasionally discover a dog whose trace 
was not as taut asit might be. Instantly “Bas” would have 
him by the throat and administer aseyere punishment. Bas 
and the delinquent would be dragged along rolling in the snow 
asthe team swept on. They would soon pick themselves up 
and again fall into place. The animalso punished would not 
need the king’s eye again that day. These dogs are exceed- 
ingly intelligent. The teamsare clannish, and stay together 
when not harnessed up. WH a dog strays into another team, or 
near one, he is immediately beset, and if not rescued by his 
comrades is killed. A fine dog carried from Newfoundland 
when the expedition started was killed in this way. 
Esquimaux dogs cannot do much in warm weather. Inthe 

Arctic regions there are no fleas and but few flies, but plenty 
of mosquitoes. The dogs go off in cool places to avoid these 
latter pests. The two dogs at the park willsoon be sent to 
Philadelphia to be on exhibition at the dog show there. They 
will be returned io the park. Dr. Ames brought home a num- 
ber of Newfoundland pups, but all have died buttiwo. New- 
foundland is, he says, the worst place to get pure Newfound- 
land dogs. An Englishman, however, has gone to raising them 
there. Most of the Newfoundland dogs on the island are 
crossed. The best dogs on the island are a cross of Newfound- 
land and water spaniel. The pups are worth $20 each. 

Dr. Ames has a lot of ancient Hsquimaux weapons for the 
hunt. He thinks the expeditions to the Aretic regions of inter- 
est from a scientific view, but of no practical value. He is 
ready at all times for lite-saying expeditions, but does not ex- 
pect to goon another Arctic expedition, which he considers a 
hissing venture. He thinks the efforts in regard to the 
Arctic regions will be kept up, and that they will be success- 
ful, but at the cost of many lives and much money. Dr, Ames 
is a native of Baltimore. 

DANBURY DOG SHOW. 

HE third annual bench show of dogs in connection with 
the world-renowned Danbury Agricultural Fair, was 

held on the Sth, 9th, 10th and 11th inst. There were about 120 
entries, and among them we recognized many of the mostsuc- 
cessful dogs that haye been exhibited at our principal shows. 

Messrs. Davis and Friedman attended to the benching, ete., 
and their untiring efforts toward the comfort of visitors as 
wellasthe dogs, we hope will insure them a much larger ex- 
hibit next year. ras 

Dr. Geo. Walton, of Boston, Mass., adjudicated upon the 
setters, pointers and spaniels, and Mr. James Mortimer, of 
New York, upon all other classes. Following is a list of the 

AWARDS. 
MASTIFFS. — Cuampion — Bitch; Herbert Mead’s Aydah, 2yrs. 

(Pasha—Herpa).—Oren—Dogs; ist, Herbert Mead’s Leo, 6yrs. (Jack 
—Dido). Bitches: 1st, G. Mubrman’s Juno, l4yrs.; 2d, Herbert Mead’s 
Leonice, 1}éyrs. (Majop—Gipay). Very high com., H, B. Smith's Tiney, 
2yrs. (Romeo—Diana), Puppies: ist, 2d and very bigh com., dogs, 
and ist, bitches, Herbert Mead’s four unnamed, 4mos, (Leo—Leonice), 

ST, BERNARDS.—Oprmy—Dogs; 1st, The Clovernook Kennel’s Sam- 
son, 20mos. (Monk 1I.—Sheila), only entry. 

NEWPFOUNDLANDS.—CHampion—Dog; J. A, Nickerson’s Sam 
2Qléyrs, (Goliah—Dora),_Ornn—Dogs: ist, N. L. Bowman’s Ben; 2a! 
i, 'W. Goodale’s Prince, 4yrs., pedigree unknown, Very high com, 
G Muhrman’s Royer, 2yrs. (Rover—Venus). Puppies: ist, J, A. Nick! 
erson’s Noble, 12mos. (Goliah—Dora); 2d, H. P, Steyens’s Pete, dmos 

GREVHOUNDS.—1st, H. W. Smith’s Honor Bright, 244yrs. (A.K.R 
902), (Ben—Fan) only entry. 
DEERRHOUNDS.—ist, the Cloyernook Kennel’s Heather, 20mos. 

(Clamman—Countess), _ 

POINTERS.— CxAampron—Dog: The Maple Kennel’s Fritz, liver and 
white, l4yis. (A.K.R. 268), (Ned—Fan). Bitches: Overlooked but 
afterward awarded special, H. 8. Gloyer’s Nellie, lemon and white, 
4yrs. (Rex—Juno).—OPpan—tist, The Maple Kennels Bird, lemon and 
white, 3yrs. (Gay—Grace); 2d, H. D. Perry's Daisy, liver and white 
19mos. Very high com., the Maple Kennel’s Kitty Wells (A.K-R, 1043)" 
ENGLISH SHTTHRS.—CHampron—Overlooked but afterward given 

. 

special, H. §. Glover's Sport, orange and white, 5yrs, (Humps—Belle) 
—Oprmn—Dogs: ist, H. Rotherford’s Sport, orange and white, 8yrs. 
(Lucas—Josey Mansfield); 24,0, R. Taylor's Shot, iver and whi e, 
ldmos. (Jeff—Floss). Very high com,, F. Billow’s Dash, lemon and 
white, 6yrs. Bitches! 1st, CO. C, Hoyt’s Don, liver and white, 9yrs. 
Up es Ist, F. Billow’s Sam, lemon and white, 8mos. (Dash—Lem), 
GORDON SETTERS.— Dogs: ist, C. R. Taylor's Gem (A,E.R, 959). 

Bitches: 1st, 0. A, Mallory’s Nellie, syrs. (Glen—Madge). Puppies: 
ist, C. R. Taylor's Bobolink, 6mos. (Gem, A.K.R. 959—Rose, RRR 
1189) ; 2d, 81 and very high com., Albert Weeks’s Stream, Forest and 
Lizzie, 3mos. (Bang—Bessie, A.K.R. 1484), 
IRISH _SHTTERS.—CuHampion—Dogs; ist, W.H. Pierce's Glencho, 

Bayes. (Eleho—Noreen); 2d, E, L. Edmond’s Don, 2yrs. (Bismatek— 
elle), Biches: ist, J. C. Lester's Mand IT. (A, K.R, 982).—Oprn —Ist, 

C..H. Dayton’s Vic, 234yrs. (Eeho—Lady Helen). Puppies: ist, C. G. 
Huntington's Red 111. (A.K.R, 1470); 2d, Dr. G, L. Chapman’s Parnell, 
limos. (Red IL, A,K.R. 986—Mand IL, A.K.R. 982), 
COCKER SPANIBLS.—Dags: Ist, H. L. Jessel’s Star, liver 1i8mos. 

(Rowdy—Panny), Bitches: 1st, C,H. Baker's Pauling Markham, 7mos, 
(Obo Il,—Hornel] Ruby); 2d, 8, M. Allen’s Cassie, black and white, 
ayrs. eae Bee Very high com., G. F. Bailey’s Daisy, liver, 
ayrs. nip). 
FOXHOUNDS.—-Dogs: 1st, H, A. DeForest’s black and tan, 1l4yrs, 

(Sport—Fanecy). Bitches: 1st, H. A. DeForest’s Fanny, black, white 
and tan, 4yrs. (Sport—Clipper). 
BHAGLHS.—Dogs: Ist, H, Gray's Dot, white and black, 2yrs. (Ring- 

wood—Maida). 
HOX-TERRIBRS.—CyAmMpion—Dog: The Clovernook Kennel’s Scars- 

dale, 2yrs. (Joker—Hila).—_Opmn.—Dogs; ist, Thos. Bland’s Vet; 2¢, 
J,.§. Buck's unnamed. 
COLLIES.—Crampion—Dog: The Kilmarnock Kennel’s Bruce of 

the Wylde (A.K.R. 1415). Bitches; F. W. Goodale’s Fanny, black and 
fawn. Gyrs. (Wateh —Rose),—Oprxn—Dogs, 2d, the Scotch Collie Ken- 
nel’s Montrose (A.I.R. 891), Bilches. ist, H, Field's Belle, sable and 
tan, 26mos. (Mareus—Juno); 2d, high com. and com., the Scotch Col- 
lie Kennel’s @hloe (ALK.R, 1556); Waverly (A.K.R: 895) and Lady 
Clyde (A-K,R. 883) and Wannie I. (A.K.R. 881.) Puppies: 1st, W. R. 
Finch’s Major. 
BULLDOGS.—Cuampron—Dog: W. W. Russell’s Hamlet, brindle, 

azmos. (President Garfield—Wheel of Hortune). Puppies: 1st, W.W- 
Russell’s Ophelia, brindle, Jmos. (Sancho Panza—Dorrit), 
BULL-TERRIERS.—Dogs: ist, F. F, Dole’s Young Bill, white, 7y7rs. 

(Bill—Dutch). Bitches; 2d, ¥, F. Dole’s Little Nell, white, 2imos, 
(Paddy— ). Puppies: Ist, George Stebbin's Flash, 
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—DPogs; ist, withheld: 2d, G. Mark- 

ham’s Gess, Snios. (Sport—Mollie), Bitches: 1st, Dr. W. I. Lacey's 
Nannie, Imos. ( —Jvannie). 
PUGS.—Dogs: ist, Mrs, Howard Meyers's Punch, 4yrs., pedigree 

not given. Bitches; 1st, C. R. Taylor’s Betty, 2}4yrs., imported. 
Puppies: ist and 2d, C, RK, Taylor’s Bonnie and Don, 5mos, (Unele 
Toby—Betty). : 
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Prizes withheld. 
MISCELLANEOUS.—ist, J. Hogan’s Mexican dog’ Winnie; 2d, J. 

Handley’s Newfoundland and mastiff, Major, black, 6yrs, 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

Best setter of any kind, W.H. Pierce’s Glencho. 
Best Gordon setter, 0. R. Taylor’s Gem. 
Best bitch with puppies, J. C. Lester’s Maud If. 
Smallest dog, Dr. W, F. Lacey’s Nannie, 
Largest dog, @. Markham’s Juno II. 
Oldest dog, C. C. Hoyt's Don, 
Best pointer, Maple Kennel’s Fritz, 
Best collection, G. Markham. 
Best pug, Mrs, Howard Meyer’s Punch, 
Best St. Bernard, Clovernook Kennel’s Samson. 
Best mastiff, Herbert Mead’s Aydah. 
Best greyhound, two, H. W. Smith’s Honor Bright. 
Best Newfoundland, J, A. Nickerson’s Sam. 
Best collie, Kilmarnock Collie Kennel’s' Bruce of the Fylde, 

STAFFORD DOG SHOW. 

’ HE bench show of dogs held at Stafford, Conn., Oct. 5, 9 
. and 10, brought out a total of nmety-four dogs. Dr. G. 
Walton, of Boston, judged the dogs in his usual intpad tial 
manner, and eyerybody was perfectly satisfied with his de- 
cisions, Asan attraction it was a success, for it was crowded 
eyery day of the fair. Some of the dogs were very good, 
especially those from Boston, Lancaster and Greenfield, Below 
is a list of the 

AWARDS. 

ST. BERNARDS.—Roveu-Catep—CHAampron—Chequasset Kennel’s 
Hermit,_Oren—Dogs: ist, Chequasset Kennel's Joyous.—Smoorn- 
Coaren—Dogs: ist, Chequasset Kennel’s Idstein. 
BERGHUND#.—ist. W. C. Dennis's Lion. 
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Ist, George Beard’s Smut; 2d, Dr, Dayids's 

Duke. 
GREY HOUNDS.—ist, J. H. Watson’s Beauty. 
POINTHRS.— Over 50nBs.—Dogs: 1st, EB. BK. Butterfield’s Tom; 2d, 

William H, Webster's Prince; 3d, R. S. Bicks’s Nig.—Unprk 50nas — 
Dogs: ist, J. S. Bugbee’s Ponto. Bitches: 1st, F. 5. Taylor’s Gip; 2d, 
Gharles HWager’s Bell. Puppies: 1st, Charley Bager’s Don; 2d, C. F. 
Harwood’s Ned. 
BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.—Dogs; ist, J. F. Brown's Snipe. 

Bitches; 1st, George L. Maton’s Fan, 
TRISH SHTTERS.—Dogs: 1st, J. W. Gill's Trio, 
FIELD SPANTIELS.—1st, W. O. Partridge’s Oritic; 2d, Dr. Dayids’s 

Shot. 
GHAMPION COCKER SPANIELS.—W., O. Partridges's Helen, 
FOXHOUNDS—Dogs: 1st, B. F. Eaton's Pete. Puppies; ist, H, G, 

Needham’s Rake; 2d, W., J. Butterfield's Ponto. 
BHAGLES.—tst, M. Purcell’s Jessie; 2d, J. Lavally’s Sport; 3d, M. 

Purcells Singer. P 
IRISH TERRIERS. —Ist, J. W. MeCarty’s Fido, 
SKYE THERRIERS.—1st, KH. R. Cantee’s Skip. ; 
PUGS.—CHAmpIon—Chequasset Kennel’s Treasure.—OPrpEN— Bitches: 

ist, Chequassel Kennel’s Victory. 
YORKSHIRE TERRIDRS.—tst, Gracie B, Harwood's Jack, 
The special for the hest trained dog, a gold medal, was won by E. 

E. Butierfield’s pointer, Tom. 

BENCH-LEGGED BEAGLES AT PHILADELPHIA.—Hdi- 
tor Forest and Stream: In your issue of the 9th inst. I notice 
Gen. Frank A. Bond’s theory as to how he came by the collar, 
a special awarded to my dog Major by Dr. Downey as the 
best dog in his class, ‘The gentleman (or club to which he 
belongs) were naturally admirers and judges of the dogs for 
the best one of which the prize was offered, and that they took 
the liberty of sending the collar to the dog that, in their judg- 
ment, deserved it.” This theory of hisis a bubble. I think 
better of the club, as a body, than that—to invite a gentle- 
man to7judge at their show, and ignore his judgment and give 
prizes to such dogs as they deem best. I don’t think the club 
exercised any judgment in the case whatever. I will tell the 
General exactly how Rose’s number came in Dr. Downey’s 
book as winner of the special, Mr, W. H. Ashburner acted as 
steward when Major and Rose were judged for the special. 
Dr. Downey asked Mr, Ashburner for Major’s number as win- 
ner of the prize and Mr, Ashburner gave the Doctor Rose’s 
number, 389, and of course the Doctor put that number in his 
book as winner, thinking he had Major’s number, which was 
387; and I again repeat, 1 don’t think any of the natural 
judges mentioned used any of their judgment inthe case, Mr. 
‘Ashburner’s attention was called to the mistake as soon as Dr. 
Downey saw itin print, Ican’t butthinkif Mr. Ashburner had 
made the proper statement to the club, and said that he was 
asked for Major’s number as winner of the special in his class 
and that he gave the Doctor Rose’s number, the club would not 
let the matter rest as it is, for it reflects on them as an honest 
body.—Porrtingar DORSEY. 

RETRIEVER TRIAL.—Editor Forest and Stream: The 
Illinois Kennel Club believe that a retriever trial on land and 
water, to beheld in Chicago at the time of the aumual bench 
show of the club in 1885, would prove a most interesting ex- 
hibition, and conduce largely to the improyement of a class of 
dogs of great value to sportsmen. The club solicits the opin- 
ions of its members throughout the State and also of sports- 
men throughout the country as to the feasibility of such a 
trial, and also requests that suggestions be offered concerning — 
the rules to goyern such a trial, Such communications to be 
addressed to tho secretary of the club, Jonn H. Nayior, 3,182 
Archer avenue, Chicago, I _ 

GOING ABROAD,--We understand that Mr, James Wat-— 
son contemplates a trip to Englatid after the conclusion of the — 
National Breeders Show. 

— 
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A HUMAN SKYE TERRIER is the latest importation of 
the museum managers. He is described as Theodor Jo Jo, a 
boy of sixteen, whose face resembles that of a Skye terrier. 
Jo Jo held an informal reception in the Astor House after his 
arriyal last Sunday, during which he submitted gracefully to 
a good deal of pulling about and inquisitive handling by re- 
orters and other invited guests. His face is covered with a 
long, wavy mass of silken hair, which in color is between 
light red and silver gray, It hangs upon his brow down to 
the eyes, parting in the center and waving off to either side 
hike that of a fancy terrier, It droops from his cheeks in song 
wavy locks, grows from the nostrils, and hangs from bot 
ears. The length of this luxuriant growth of hair varies from 
two to four inches, and it is so thick that the skin beneath is 
yisible only in scattered spots. The eyes of the dog-faced boy 
also resemble very closely those of a terrier. They are slightly 
bluish in color, almost perfectly round, and the whites are vis- 
ible entirely around the pupils. His mouth is furnished with 
only the two canine teeth above and two incisors below, and 
all four are thin and sharp, resembling miniature tusks rather 
than human teeth. The entire body is covered with a growth 
of thin light hair, but the thick, heayy locks are found only 
onthe face, It is said that JoJo snarls occasionally like a 
dog, but he was perfectly tractable last Sunday, allowing his 
yisitors to pull his hair and satisfy themselves that it was not 
fastened on by artificial means, and to examine his teeth as 
they would have investigated the molars of a horse on exhibi- 
tion. He speaks Russian and German tolerably well, and a 
few words of English, and took great pride in showing that 
he could write his name by signing it to the back of his pic- 
tures in large, flowing characters. The dog-faced boy was 
captured in the forests of Kostroma, in the center of Russia, 
about eleven years ago, with his father, who is described as a 
wild man, with the same peculiar face which the boy now 
ossesses. JoJo was then littl more than a baby, and his 
ace was comparatively hairless. The father was exhibited 

all oyer Hurope until three years ago, when he died, Mr. 
Bailey, of Barnum, Hutchinson & Bailey’s Biggest Show on 
Earth, succeeded recently in securing the boy by giving heavy 
bonds to return him safe to Russia, and Nicolas Forstet was 
sent over with Jo Joasan agent of the Russian Government 
to accompany him and see that he was protected seca tO 
the terms of the contract. The boy has been secured from Mr, 
Bailey by Hager, Campbell & Co,, of Philadelphia, bat he was 
placed on exhibition in a museum of this city on Monday, 
where he will remain for a season. JoJo would be an acces- 
sion to a bench show, 

BEAGLB IMPORTATION.—The steamship Illinois, which 
arrived from Liverpool Oct. 7, brought over a pair of beagles 
for Mr, W. H, Ashburner, of Philadelphia. The dog Blue Boy 
and bitch Blue Maid are both black, white and tan, of the 
celebrated Crane strain. They arrived in very good condition. 

SETTHR DOG FOUND.—Henrietta, Clay County, Tex., Oct. 
6.—ditor Forest and Stream; <A. friend has left in my care a 
large liver and white setter dog, ‘“T. S. Freeland” marked on 
his collar. The dog was found near this town. Address 
Atmo, Henrietta, Tex. 

CINCINNATI DOG SHOW.—The Cincinnati Sportsman’s 
Club and Bench Show Association will hold their second an- 
nual dog show March 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1885. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1, Golor- 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed. buyer or seller. 
8. Sex, 7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10. Owner of dam, 
Allnames must be plainly written, Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

f=" See instructions at head of this column. 
Dora. By My. ¥. M. Pinkney, Madison, N. J., for orange and white 

English setter bitch, whelped Aug, 15, 1884, by Promise (Pride of the 
Border—Flash) out of Rose (Ned—Rose). 
Jim Blaine. By Mr. Moses Sargent, Jr., Belmont, N. H., for black 

cocker spaniel dog, whelped April 22, 1884, by imported Brush II. out 
of Gipsy, : 
Chorister and Ripple. By Mr. R. Power Palmer, Chicago, Ill,, for 

black, white and tan beagles, doz and bitch, whelped June 30, 1884, 
by Perrine’s Trump out of Craft’s Chimer, 

BRED. 

= See instructions at head of this column. 
Lotta—Sensation. Mr. John Vail’s pointer bitch Lotta to the West- 

minster Kennel Club’s champion Sensation (A.K.R. 217). 
Betty—Bang Bang. Mr. A. B. Gook’s (Norfolk, Va.) pointer bitch 

pele the Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang (A. E.R, 394), 
1s) 8) er i 
Beles Bang Bang. The Westminster Kennel Club's pointer bitch 

Boe ea A.K.R. 317—Bellona, A,K.R, 204) to their Bang Bang 
(A.K._R, 394). 
Rose—Bany Bany. The Westminster Kennel Chih’s pointer bitch 

Rose (A.K.R. 214) to their Bang Bang (A,K,R. 394), 
WHELPS. 

(== See instructions at head of this column. 
Belle. The Westminster Kennel Club’s pointer bitch Belle (Flake— 

Lilly), Sept. 18, ten, by Mr. R. G. Cornell’s Match (A.K.R. 210), 
Bessie. Mr. Geo. Day’s (Springfield, Mass.) pointer bitch Bessie, 

Sept, 23, eight (four dogs), by Mr. D, W. C. Parker’s Peter Black (Pete 
—Mab); four black and four black and white, 
Brunette. Mr: Wm, Loeffler’s (Preston, Minn.) dachshund bitch 
nce (Waldman V.—Wally), Oct. 8, three (two dogs), by imported 
ergmann, 
Princess Blossom. Mr. R.8, Terry’s (Lynchburg, Va.) Hnelish set- 

ter bitch Princess Blossom (Dashing Rover—Princess Rose), Sept, 40, 
six (three dogs), by Rebel Wind’em Count Wind’em—Norna), 

SALES. 

ES" Seeinstructions at head of this column. 
Pearland Cute. Pug bitches, whelped Aug, 8, 1884, by Napoleon 

cut of Beauty (A.K.R, 1860), by My, Walter D. Peck, New Haven, Conn., 
to Mr, B. ©, Wander, Hartford, Conn. 

Brad. White, black and tan English setter dog, whelped April 30, 
1884 (Yale Belton—Topsy), by Mr. H. A. Bailey, New Britain, Conn., 
to Mr. W, H, Haven, Oxford, Mass. 
Speck Belton. White, black and tan English setter bitch, whelped 

April 80, 1884 (Yale Belton—Topsy), by Mr. H. A. Bailey, New Britain, 
Conn., to Mr. Joseph A. Horner, same place. 
Sensation—Irlirt whelps. Lemon and white pointer dogs, whelped 

April 12, 1884, by the Westmmster Kennel Club, New York, one to 
ie F, O. de Luze, same place, and one to Mr, Steward, Middletown, 

By, 
Bang Bang—FPolly whelps. Lemon and white pointer bitches, 

whelped June 26, 1884, by the Westminster Kennel Club, New York, 
one to Mr, Stetsman, Middletown. Pa., and one to the Clifton Kennel, 
Jersey City, N. J- 
Bang Bang—RHose whelps. Liver and white pointer bitches, whelped 

May 15, 1884, by the Westminster Kennel Giub, New York, one ta Oe 
W..S. Webb, Burlington, Vt,, and oué to the Clifton Kennel, Jersey 
City, N. J- 

DEATHS, 
s— See instructions at head of this colwinn, 
Duey. King Charles spaniel biteh, whelped April 27, 1884 (Duke of 

York—Jumbo), owned by Mr. Charles H. Malleson, Hudson, N. Y., 
ey 3, Ses eo a Ge and ge eee 

on. King Charles. spaniel dog, whelpe vil 27, 1884 (Dulce of 
York—Jumbo), owned by Mr. Charles H, Malleson, uncon: nage: 
Oct. 11, from distemper. : 

DESTITUTE FAMIMES are saddeningly Le eparicae buf they would be 
much fewer if the fathers while living had invested a few dollars in 

’ the ie 4nd accident policies of the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn,— 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MASSACHUSETTS MILITIA SHOOT. 

OUTH FRAMINGHAM, Oct, 9.—The annual rifle CO eae eaae of 
the Massachusetts militia took place on the State's rifle range at 

South Framingham yesterday. The interest that is being taken in 
tifle shooting by members of the militia may be judged from the 
great attendance of officers and soldiers, 700 of whom, itis estimated, 
took part in the various matches, Overa hundred members of the 
militia in undress uniform reported on the range before 9 o'clock, and 
promptly at that hour, Col, Rockwell declared the meeting opened 
and the match begun, Wrom this hour until dark the shooting was 
lively, a short intermission at noon being the only time the target was 
idle. The shoots of this State haye always been held under unfor- 
tunate weather conditions, and yesterday was no exception, a strong, 
cold northwest wind blowing across the range all day, and, in the 
morning particularly, making good holding all but impossible. 
Toward evening the wind let up a trifle, but still remained puffy. 
Under these conditions, the scoring of the day must be considered 
excellent. A pleasant feature of the mesting was the presence 
among the foot troops of three teams of cavalrymen, armed with the 
new carbine, and they are to be credited with some good team and 
individual work, 

Besides the matches provided by the State, the Providence Tool 
Company’s cup was up for competition, and, as two teams on the 
field ‘had won it twice (the conditions requiring it to be won three 
times), a sharp contest for this trophy was looked forward to. As it 
was, Company D, ist Infantry (Roxbury City Guard), made the best 
score in this match, and, having won the cup twice previously, now 
hold itfor good. The New Bedford City Guard, Company #, ist In- 
fantry, secured the first prize in the State match, having the Roxbury 
City Guard close behind them. The trophies competed for were as 
follows: For staff teams, one trophy; for company teams, three 
trophies; also for teams of such companies as have not in any pre- 
yious year won a State trophy, three trophies; but no team shall take 
two trophies. Wor officers, three trophies: For enlisted men, ten 
trophies, as follows: For first-class marksmen, three; for second- 
class marksmen, two; for third-class marksmen, three; for men of no 
record, two. In the team match, the first six company teams were 
prize winners, the fourth, fifth and sixth teams winning by virtue of 
neyer haying before won a prize. Besides the prize offered by the 
State, about every regiment had special prizes of its own, which 
added greatly to the interest. of the work. A good word should be 
spoken for the executive officer, Col. Rockwell, who had supreme 
control of the arrangements for the match, The best of the records 
in the various matches shot are appended: 

Officers’ Match. 
Capt Gardner, Co 1), First Infantry... ......:.::............ 5354435—29 
Lieut Karly, Co A, Second Infantry......-....-......2...2.. 443444528 
Major-Shea, Sixth Infantry. spe. Sb l i s 4344544 —28 
Lieut Heaton, Co A, First Cadets...........................54835385—28 
Lieut Whitney, Co M, Sixth Infantry...... ..............- 5443434—27 
Lieut Hades, Co F, Fifth Infantry............ ....... .  24855838—26 
Capt Osborn, First Brigade... 22.2.0... cee ee ee 5442344 96 
Lieut Hayden, Second Infantry........-.......... 22.200. 544432426 

Enlisted Men's Match—(Wirst Class.) 
Private Darmody, Co G, Fifth Infantry..................... 4455854—30 
Private Hinmam Co D, First Infautry....................... 4354544—29 
Privase Whitney, Co H, First Infantry............,..,-..... 435443427 
Sergt Daulton, Co M, Highth Infantry.... ...... ... ...... 4454343 —27 
Sergt Bull, Co G, Second Infantry..............., Pave cick. 544524827 
Private Frost, Co M, Eighth Infantry ........... ... edt 3344444 —26 
Sergt Bickford, Go K, Wirst Infanmtry.......,....... .--..... 3344444 —26 

(Second Class.) 
Private Bumstead, Co G, Second Infantry-.................. 4435444 —28 
CorpRord) Coainbirsrlnfartiy,, 2. .o.-). oss senate se ele 4353445—28 
Sergt White, Co D, First. Infantry .........2...........0.... 3454435—28 
Private Baxter, Co H, Sixth Infantry.......,..<-.....-.0005 344443427 
Private Dyer, Co A, Fifth Infantry........ Sheet 5 ess 4644343—27 
Sergt Poper, Co H, First Infantry................ bitten atteetlb! 344443426 
Private Green, Co D, First Infantry. _..............0ceeases 4443443 —265 
Private Hooker, Co G, Second Infantry............ ...... 444434326 
Private Winslow, Co I, First Infantry............-.....-.-, 343344426 
Private Cooke, Co H, First Infantry... 2.0.00... .c. cece eyes 4334534—26 
Sergt Farwell, CoC, Fifth Infantry.......................-. 2544434 —26 
Private Lovejoy, Co H, First Infantry........-............. 4255334—26 

(Third Class.) 
Corp Barnum, Co E, First Infantry.....................-... 4dd4445_29 
Corp Bean, Co G, Sixth Infantry.....................22...45 44544449 
Private Jennings, Co EH, First Infantry......-..........-.... 3444344 — 26 
Sergt Blankenship, Co I, First Infantry....................,. 3444434 265 

(No Record.) 
Private G Kirkpatrick, Co H, Fifth Infantry. + eoe. d444454—29 
Private Small, Co F, Sixth Infantry............ +. ++-1444454—99 
Mus Moore, Co M, Sixth Infantry §4445338—28 
Private Tucker, Co F, First Infantry 4444443 —27 
Private Bishop, Co F, Second Infantr 4434453—27 
Private Anderson, Co ¥, First Infantry........0.....--..2.. 44344538—26 
Private Kincaid, Co O, Sixth Infantry................... 22. 4343345—26 
Private Brink, Co H, Pifth Infantry................4.. :.22.- 533434426 
Private Grant. Co A, Ninth Infantry..,.....5---.-.0cs::-:-. 354344326 
Sergt Dodge, Co B, Wirst Infantry ... .... .... theese tes ties 244345426 
Private Fenn, Co A, Sixth Iifantry........2...02..-:25... -5443244—26 

Staff Team Match. 
Ist Brigade Staff.............. Ang let Cavepteites.tere ess... . lo 9 
ASO Cridnibelbed ay sise ese tao ene Lise Sti Int Start oye. Pr a. See Le 86 
PORTERS CHIE, are -corceble lahore Adit, SUPLAN TT ete Sie 4 eee eee 2a 2 
ad Brigade Staff..-...:........ TOM esi int Sbativeus woke: closet ee 48 

Team Mateh, 
Co E, ist Inf (New Bedford)....176 Co F, 1st Inf (Taunton),........ 148 
Co D, ist Inf (Roxbury)........ 172 Co G, 2d Inf (Springfield)...... 148 
Co M, 8th Inf (Lawrence)...... 128 Co He bth int.© § SS oo. ne. 1a7 
Co C, 6th Inf,,-. ..- -..........162 Co K, 1st Inf (Boston).......... 147 
Gos edt Infor ye eos peer ee ses es Dee Conor ccd oliiis Soa a erie. os 147 
Ooi, Stank 5. 12S cee s eels, 159 Co A, 6th Inf (Wakefield)...._. 146 
Co T, ist Inf (Brockton)........ arth TOG U AP La hich ie ee Ree Hee Sepa 146 

1 
Company L, ist Infantry, Hast Boston, totai 137; A 

Charlestown, 1387; L, 8th infantry, 184; B, ist Cadets, Boston, 134; D, 

bridge, 102 
town, 78; E, 9th infantry, Boston, 69; A, 9th infantry, 60. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in ds soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
pee Sor publ on should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

BOSTON, Oct. 11,.—The annual fall meeting of the Massachusetts 
Rifle Association, opened on Thursday last, with a beautiful day and 
a good attendance. The second Er brought a large attendance with 
equally good weather conditions. The meeting closed on Saturday, 
and was declared to be a success in every respect The attendance 
on Saturday was the largest of the meeting, the weather condition 
for shooting being good. Below are the results of the different 
matches, and the prize winners: 

Creedmoor Price Match. 
GF Ellsworth... ..25 25 25 25-100 FW Perkins....... 24 28 23 23—93 
DM Jewell. ......25 25 25 25—100 Ri Davis..........-- 22 23 24 24—93 
E F Richardson. .,24 25 25 25— 99 GA Leighion...... 22 22 24 24—92 
W Charles......-_.24 25 25 25— 99 W Jacobs.......... 22 23 23 28—91 
J Francis........-. 24 24 24 25— 97 S Merrill............ 28 22 22 23—90 
J B Fellows....... 24 24 24 25— 97 LO Dennison...... 22 22 23 23—90 
CE Berry .....-.. 24 25 24 24— 97 EB Souther... .... 28 22 23 22-90 
Hi Grants 2202s. 24 24 25 25— 97 IB Thomas........ 23 22 22 28—90 
W D Palmer...... (24 24 24 24—96 HA Newman..... 22 24 22 22—40 
BG Harris:... ...24 24 24 24-96 GW Foster........ 24 22 22 22—90 
AH Knight ......24 24 24 p4— 96 CA Hunt 22 283 22 23—00 
W W Arnold......23 25 24 24— 96 A Olark....- _..22 28 22 2289 
dN Frye... 2... 23 24 24 24— 95 HA Green,........ 24 20 23 22—89 
W Fisher ......... RB 24 24 24 95 FP J Drake.......... 21 23 23 22-89 
JA Arye... 23 23 24 24— 94 M Fergursen....... 22 22 23 22—89 
FRReed. 2. -l....: 983 93 94 24 94 BFE Putman........ 25 22 21 21—89 
CH Russell, - .24 22°24 24 94 JP Bates........... we ee Be Re—BS 
AB Dodge........ 23 23 23 24— 98 

Decimal Rest Match 
J Francis... ..50 47 49 48194 JB Thomas....... 49 48 47 47—191 
J Warren.... ..... 47 49 47 5O—1938 JN Frye......... 48 47 47 48—190 
Salem Wilder... 45 48 48 49-108 A BE Knight......, 46 46 48 47—187 
BSmith _.........45 48 49 48-153 GR Ellsworth ..,.46 46 47 45—184 

THE ARMY TEAM.—Yort Leavenworth, Oct. 3.—The army rifle 
competition closed to-day with the third day, in the presence of Lieu- 
fenant-General Sheridan, General Augur and other officers, and a 
large number of ladies and gentlemen from the city and néighbor- 
ood, 
The interest taken in the match was very great and the friends of 

each of the marksmen encouraged them to do their utmost to take 
leading positions. Especially was this the case with Lieutenant Clay 
and Merriam, The former had the lead, but he has been under a 
great nervous strain for ten days on account of his brother’s death 
and not having had practice, itis not surprising that he gave up the 
first place to such a fine shot as Lieutetant Merriam. 
The foliowing table shows the scores for yesterday, the agzregate 

for the two best days, on which the medals were awarded, the order 
of standing on the same and the aggregate ror the three days: 

Dis- 1st 3d Best Total 
_ tance. Day. Day. Day. 2days. 3days 

j 200 25 28 3l 
Lieut L Merriam, 4th Inf....< 390 29 28 31 179 261 

690 52 26 25 
\ 200 2 29 30 

Lieut T J Clay, 10th Inf..... 300 50 29 20 176 pon 
1 600 Bil 30 26 
( 200 29 £6. 31 

Corp Wolford, i9th Iuf.,.. .< 300 30 2 2. 172 251 
600 27 26 af 
\ 200, 29 29 29 

Sergt Barrett, Engineers....4300 28 28 28 171 a0 
600 29 28 25 

(200 28 29 29 
Sergt Chaplin, 7th Inf ...... < 300 24 27 26 168 246 

\ {600 31 27 20 
200 29 24 25 

Capt B H Rogers, 18th Inf... < 300 26 29 28 166 248 
600 29 29 29 
200 26 24 28 

Sergt Saunders, 8th Inf..... 800 20 23 29 166 Raz 
1600 27 39 29 

i (200 27 928 = 80 
Lieut MW Day, 9th Cay....2300 29 28 28 166 248 

600 27 26 25 
200° 26 26 27 

Sergt Harrell, 23d Inf. .._...4 300 29 29 20 164. 2438 
1600 28 «= 8_—s( 
( 200 29 27 28 

Private Cranley, 4th Art....4300 28 29 30 64 248 
{600 29 25 20 
{ 200, 29 27 24 

Corp Hopkins, ist Art.,..,. ~ 300 28 24 29 163 R42 
{600 28 - 18 25 

= 200 28 25 30 
Corp Casey, 8th Inf.. ..,... 800 Px 28 28 158 280 

le00 80 8619 S85 
The scores for this contest fall a little behind the other contests on 

the range this year, but are better than the army team scores of two 
years ago, No match was ever shot during more unfavorable weather, 
the wind all the way through being strong and of the fishtail char- 
acter. 

After the army competition had closed the division team long-dis- 
tance match was fired with the following result: 

Missouri Team No. 1. Pacific Team, 
800yds, 900yds. 

1 Rogers Hopkins 14 8 
} oie. 20 

20 15 

46 538— 99 
Missouri Team No. 2. 

Swed dl 15 
WOltGTE ees ee 3 15 9 

i 14 12 

46 36— 76 
The possible score for each marksman at each range in this match 

was 25. 
At 3o’clock, at dress parade, the Army team was drawn up in front 

of the line, and General Sheridan, congratulating each of them per- 
sonally, presented the medals to their winners, as follows: First gold 
medal—Lieutanant Merriam. Second gold medal—Lieutenant Clay. 
Third gold medal—Corporal Wolford. First silver medal—Sergeant 
Barreth. Second sirver medal—Sergeant Chaplin. Third silver medal 
—Captain Rogers. Lieutenant Merriam, having participated in three 
department, three diyision and three army contests, isnow shut out 
from any further contests. : 

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Oct. 5.—There was a large attendance at the 
Shooting Park yesterday, and the sport was more than usually inter- 
esting. The champion badge was won by George P, Marotl, who 
made 102 points out of a possible 120. Below is the score: 

Target No.1. _ 
George P Marott................ 64 Joseph Gabalzer........,....,.:: 62 
Reinholdt Miller................ 5bo. AM Alexandra eo cele. Genetes 57 
RGSUINMST Ze rbot e ss aps cage ep cu Oe AT EUS see te wees | ae a 5L 
EGyBeeizo Pockusesate reek onsen 45 ALM aRtiN -. oy4ecy sede aeeowen betes 4] 
TreobilBielerr casey nurses 8a ePhilipAapir. + anise ecees oy eiet ens 30 
Ernest Kitz............. ...- 2) 

Target No. 2. 
ReMtilerek ria svoncee sate hse se 6606, PUVarOtGs. cen eee eee 65 
Era ED MAIS br vs op hte tea eet Be Peni 4a pb... tee 62 
Oe BPO inins tures We eee en enae ee 62 A’M Alexander..,...:2.,-:::2.-.- 60 
INORG KGa, oo a0 bore nies eens 58 Joseph. Cabalzer....,.... ...-.; 51 
Jacob Ih Bieler... 0.5 ese e eee 50 Henry Schwinge..........:,..:. 44 
He GUMGRZis cian | sasnee aiere soloed 

Public Target. 
AM Alexander.................. 68 Joseph Cabalzer 
TEN STOUT iaiig oie aged dS clas acsiuai sis 2 Fred Merz.,-..-..+.: Foren a apr j 
George P Marott................ 60, imi] Martini: . 25. ¢6.. 302 eens a0) 
APES) 05 ast ebrnebnorbrs DON WBRZ} wctiee ee hones Cee 
Reinholdt Miller... ......0..5.4 57 Sam Beck. ....-....5: eh % 
AMICK Ce aD ich Se eye soe 62. HMirnest Katz ............ 
The following made center shots: 

Frank Maus............... .28 Reinholdt Miller................. 
Ed Bretz ... ... Pevg PHIL Bape -5-e4 tend tet ee 20 
AM Alexander........... ,zae0e19 George FP Marott........2.24---- 11 
LOT AU Ee ibs Nae RRR es per erce: ROL VirnesteKatz: 2.27 cen anes 7 
Joseph Cabalzer....-......5.... GerAnig Hooks <2)... eee 6 

NEW YORE RIFLE CLUB.—Donaldson sporting match Oct. 1 and 
the Dunlap medal match Oct.8. Both matches shot at Creedmoor, 
and conditions in each, 7 shots at 100, 200 and 300yds., off hand, 

Donaldson Match, Dunlap Mateh, 
UeEe Browne. 0... 34 32 28-94 JW Todd........... 33 31 28—92 
NO'Donnell......... 3a 28 32—98 EB Barker.......... 34 31 25—91 
M Herrington....... 31 29 31—91 N O’Donnell......... 31 32 20—83 
API OTeE Rots Oy ay 5 Ran 82 28 24-84 J Duane........-.... 30 27 24—81 
EF C Hamilton....... 30 24 26-80 M Herrington....... dl 27% 238—81 

W Herbert....25 ....28 29 238—80 
Weather conditions were good, and poor holding alone was responsi 

ble for some of the scores made, which were considerably below the 
average.—Duane, Act. Adjutant. 

VALLEY FALLS, R. I., Oct. 9.—The first rifle practice by the State 
militia on the new range took place this afternoon, and was engaged 
in by Companies B and D of the First Light Infantry. During the 
practice and about 1 o’clock, one of the marksmen accidentally shot 
a cow which was browsing back of the range, hitting the animal in 
the right flank. Some said it was private Kirby, and the boys on the 
return march to the train “guyed” him considerably. The dinner 
was served at about] o’¢lock. The air was clear and cool and the 
wind a little puffy. Musician George R. Taylor, of Company B, was 
the best marksman, making a total score of 21 out of 25. Hach man 
had five shots at a 200-yard target, but the general practice was far 
from satisfactory, and shows the need of abundant practice by Little 
Rhody’s volunteers, 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re~ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

TORONTO GUN CLUB. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 
The twelfth annual shooting match of the Toronto Gun Chib, took 

place Oct. 1 and 2, at the Woodbine Park, which was kindly placed at 
our disposal by the owner, Mr, Jas. Duggan. The first day was all 
that could be desired for an outing—a most beautiful day, bright, 
with just enough wind from the northwest to carry away the smoke. 
The next day we were not so fortunate or else the clerk of the weather 
wanted to see what kind of stuff the members of the ciub were made 
out of, as early in the morning a strong wind, almost a gale, started 
from the east, and by the time appointed to commence shooting, the 
heavens had opened, and rain fell fast and furious for the rest of the 
day. 
The members ere diyided into four classes, The fourth class he- 

ing composed of our social men. This class we call ourNursery. The 
first, second and third classes shot at 15 pigeons each, and the Nursery 
at10, The first and second classes shot af 26yds. rise, 100yds. bound 
ary, usé of both barrels. The other two classes shot at 2lyds. rive, 
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other conditions the same. The number of competitors shows how 
ansious our members were for this their annual outing. This year 
we had an inereasc in every class. The accompanying score shows 
the kind of shooting our members can do. We are very prow? of the 
result, and think that it will ive some of the crack American clubs a, 
little work to show a better average. Owing to Thursday being 
such # dull, dark day, we were compeiled to shoot the ties off on Sat- 
urday afternoon. The following seutlemen were the officers for the 
oceasion: Mr. Geo. Wright, referee; Mr. Wm. Bugg handled the birds 
in true sportsman style, Mr, J. W, Millar performed the arduous duties 
of scorer, to the entire satistaction of every shooter. The Wxecutive 
Committee consisted of Mr. 1. W. Downey, Mr. F. Martin, Mr, Geo. 
Pearsall, Mr. J. WY. Dangerfield, Mr. John Townsend, Mr. R, Wilson 
and Mr, ©. Pickering, who all were only too glad to give any inform- 
ation to every ee present. The club championship medal, a very 
handsome gold one, was won by Mr. R. Harris after a very exciting 
contest, R. Morrison. 
Scores are as tollows: 

' First Class. 
RHarris........d1111111111141—15  wW. Dixon,...,..101111111011101—12 
H Towuson..... 119119111111111—15 GH Briggs ..,.011111111101011—12 
GO Small...... 114111111111121—15 W RB Eiyans..... 111100111111011—12 
DP Blea _.........113011011111111—25 W Smith..,.. .. 1001311119 0101)—11 
W Villiers,..... 111111911111111-15 J James._-.,.., 100111191101011—11 
J Townson ....111110111711111-14 JBell_ .... .,.111090111110110—10 
¥F Martin ...... O11111101111111—14 -T Loudon...... 100011010110011— 8 
J Chambers. ...111111111111110-14 G Pearsall......0101100111w, — 6 
B Pearsall......11101111111111—14 DL Van Viack.11110110w, — 6 
BH Perryman .-.111101111111111—14 _R Tinning...... 01111110w, — 6 
JR Mills...,.. .119111101111111 444 8 Staneland...,00111101iw. — 6 
J Webster, ..... 111111114911011—14_ J Douglas...... 11010010iw. — 5 
CAyre....  .111111111111010—18 

Ties of 15, Slyds.; Ties of 14, 3iyds.; 
R Harvis;..,..5+.,.01111—4 11—2 J Townson. +... .......... 11141—5 
HA Townsou.,......; 1d10i—4 10—1 F Martim....-............. 1101i—4 
1 DIL STS) pepe te A 001471—3 O=0 J Chambers.... .......... 10110—3 
CX GeSTiAll fa ttt 11010—3 1—i B Pearsell..... cee... 10101—8 
W Villiers :::.. 01010—2 #) Perryman.......... . 000Ww -0 

Second Class. , 
J Foreman..... 011101911101111—-12 J Warden...... 111001111101101—11 
W MeDowall._.113111111111100—18 
JH A Taylor. ..111111111011101—13 
J Montgomery .111111100111111—13 
FW Matiett....... 1110110)11141211—13 
J Wilson... ..., 111010101711111—12 
T Taylor. ... .<..011001119111111—12 
R Wilson .. .111010111111110—12 

Ties of 18, dlyds.; J. Foreman, 11111—5; W. McDowall, 01111—4; J. 
H. A. Taylor, 00111—3; J. Montgomery, 01011—8. In shooting off tie 
for third place at thres singles and one pair doubles, Taylor won, 

Third Class. : 
F Schaffér,..,.,101111110111111—18 TS Bayles... ...111110011110100—10 

W Gurdiner....011101111111100—i1 
OC Kemp... ...,111101010011011—10 
FW. Martin... .101010111100011— 9 
J T Dangerfield.000111100111011— 9 
G Leslie Jr..... 101010011100110— 8 
Behance ener , -011110000110010— 7 

T Zalor..., .. .110011111111111—18 JB Mitchell... .011111011101160—10 
J © Unwin......110111111111101—13 A Beatty....... 010011000iw —4 
J W Millar......111001111110011N—-11 RJ Kidd,...... 010000110w —3 
R Morrison..... 011111110001111—11 5S W Downey... ,00000w 
GF Oakley .....000111011011111—10 

Ties of 18, 26yds.: FP. Schaffer 11111—5, T. Lalor 11111—5, J. C, Un- 
win 01111—4. In shoot off Schaffer won first. Ties of 11, 26yds.: J. 
W. Millar and R. Morrison divided fourth and fifth. 

Fourth or Nursery Class. 
MMB GR Go 18, fot side bosericess! 1101111111—9 GA Burns 
FING WIAD ois totes 0001111110—6 J Braun 0110110010—5 
HG. Bowens... se oe 0010101111—G R Charlton 0110001110—5 

Ties of 6, 2byds.: H, Newman, 10101—3; G. A. Burns, 10110—3. Sec- 
ond tie: Newman 3, Burns 2, 

1100010141—6 

NEW ORLEANS TOURNAMENT. 

gee programme of the second international clay-pigeon tourna- 
ment, to be held in New Orleans, Feb. 11-16, 1885, has been 

arranged as follows: 
Hirst Day, Wednesday, Feb. 11: Match 1—Purse $200, individual 

sweepstake, entrance $5, 7 single clay-pigeons, 18yds. rise. Match 
2—Purse 200, the Von Lengerke sweepstake, individual sweepstake, 
entrance $5, 7 single clay-pigeons, use of two barrels, break with sec- 
ond barrel to count 4%, rise 21yds., four monies, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per 
cent. Mateh 3—Pursé $250, 3 pairs doubles, 15yds. rise, entrance $5. 
Match 4—Purse $100, miss and ont sweepstake, 18yds, rise, entrance 
a 

Second Day, Thursday, Meb. 12: International Team Champion- 
ship Match. 9 A. M. to 2 P. M.—Purse $500. Match 5—Purse $500. 
Conditions: Club team shooting (8 to a team), 10 single clay-pigeons 
isyds, rise, 5 doubles i5yds. rise, entrance fee $25 per team; first, sec- 
ond, third and fourth team prizes, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.; a club 
may enter as many ieamsof das it sees iit. Match 6—Purse $200, indi- 
vidual sweeépstake, 7 single clay-pigeons, 2lyds. rise, entranve $3. 
Match 7— Purse $300, open to any team of 2, 5 singles, 18yds. rise, 2 
pairs doubles, 1hyds, rise, entrance $10. Match §—Purse $100, miss 
and out sweepstake, 2lyds. rise, entrance $2. 

Third Day, Hriday, Feb. 18: Match 5—International Team Cham- 
pionship match (continued) 9 A, M.to2 P.M. Inter-State Twin Team 
match; Match 9—Purse $300, Inter-State Twin Team match open to 
any two (both being residents of the same State), 5 singles 2lyds. 
rise, 2 doubles i8yds. rise, entrance $10. Match 10—Purse $100, the 
Ligowsky Walking mateo, class shooting, individual sweepstakes. 2 
pairs doubles, entrance $5. Match 11—Purse $100, miss and out 
sweepstake, i8yds. rise, entrance $2. Match 12—Purse $200, non- 
witlners’ sweepstake. open to any who have not won in any previous 
programme match, 7 single clay-pigeons, 1byds. rise, entrance 5, _ 

Wourth Day. Saturday, Feb. 14: Inter-State Team Championship 
Mateh. Match 18—Purse $500, Inter-State Team Championship 
Match, open to club teams of 6,7 singles 18yds, rise, 3 doubles lbyds. 
rise, class shooting, enwance $25, Capt, A. H. Bogardus, chatmpion 
wing shot of the world, will undertake, at 38 P. M., to break 1,000 
Ligowsky clay-pigeons within one hour, thrown from 6 traps. Match 
{4— Purse $250, individual sweepstake, 7 single clay-pigeons 2lyds. 
rise, use of two barrels, break with second barrel to count }, entrance 
$5. Match 15—Purse $100, miss and out sweepstake, 2lyds. rise, en- 
trance $2. Match 16—Purse $250, non-winners’ sweepstake, open to 
any who haye not won in any preyious programme mateh, 6 singles 
isyds., 2 pairs doubles 15yds, rise, entrance }o. oe : 

Fitth Day, Monday, Feb. 16; International Individual Champion- 
ship Mateh. Match 17—Purse $200, individual sweepstake, 5 pairs 
doubles 18yds, rise, entrance $5. Match 16—Purse $400, International 
Individual Championship Match, open to the world, entrance $10 10 
single clay-pigeons 18yds. rise, 5 doubles loyds, rise; entrance purses 
to We divided into three p izes, yiz., 7b, 16 and 10 per cunt. Pirst prize, 
$250 cash or the diamond championship badge (guaranteed by the 
Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Company), won by O. M, Stark, of Exeter (N. 
H.) Glub, at the Pirst International Clay-Pigeon Tournament at Chi- 
cago, May, 1484, Should said badge be presented for redemption 
$750 of the first prize will be appropriated for this purposes if not 
presented, the Ligowsky Olay-Pizgeon Company guarantees said first 
prize not to be less than $250 cash. Match 19.—Purse $300, Von Len- 
eerke team match, open to any team of two, 5 single clay-pigeons 
each, 2lyds. rise, use of two barrels, break with second barrel to 
coub 4, entrance $10. Match 20—Purse $100, miss and out sweep- 
stake, \8yds. cise, enirance $e. Mateh 21—Purse 250, non-winners’ 
swuepstake, open to auy who have not won in any previous gro- 
gramme match, 7 singles 15yds, rise, entrauce 5, 

TLION, N. ¥., Oct. 2—This afternoon a team composed of the 
Oneida Sportsmen’s Association participated in a glass ball and clay- 
pizeon contest with the lon Gun Club, and was victorious by 14 
points. Wheén the glass ball shoot was concluded the Mlionites led 
by 8 points; but in the clay-pigeon contest the Uticans led by 17 
poilts, wud won the match ay stated W.O. Harris, of Utica, made 
the ouly clean score. Following is the result of the contest in detail: 

Tiion Gun Club. 
Glass Balls. Clay-Pigeons. 

Sbeminese--eoeseses reeeectoee O114111411— 9 1411110101—8 
TRahiaIs? say dlp oor eee eee et aos 1111011i11— 9 0011011015 
Eve 22 Lb Aa R ER 1110111411— 9 1101110111—8 
TEED EFS 02 ala ge ee ae oa Ee 0111101111— 8 1110110100—6 
WOSIVI. ¢--eeeeieee cee Fee eet 11411111 101— 9 1011011010—6 
thon SSO PC ae ee er Or 1117010111— 8 11140.1111—9 
Wierd AA Dane cope Pee earths 1110011111— 8 1111010010—6 
Wiitteraeecher er cutedowae. Guus 1109101010— 5 010191010i—5 
SV-ATUN gee acl aed nn Ran ae .1141111111—10 10109100018 
Ooxe 01411010110—6—62 

wass Balls. Clay Pigeons. 

Booth. .... -.- Bicatels) ceetite tol ererr ad aE 1111111111—10 1111114011 — 9 

SEGttt ses sen 8 ee ac wc ET 01119111J1— 9 1111111111—10 

Sioa Dibey wen care eon at eaten tate , .1000110001— 4 111101 1010— 7 

SRL PUTS Sad vie eles «Peer nce ae ee 111111111—10 1111111111—10 
MD eschp eae toca seals beietncsies 1101111010— 7 1101110101— 7 

PM TOth Fee eee ee a cos rent 1111 111110— 9 111011111 9 

Wheeler. ....._. cee eas see LID -10 1111001100— 6 

stip, ce reed eet vee a, alleen OL0T — op 1110101101— 7 

Meyers... 5 eat LOLOTIOT oF 41111011011— & 

TUE... WPS OO e smite s 1110100111— 780 4011101001— 6—79 
After the regular mateh three sweepstakes shoots were participated 

CINCINNATY, O.. Oct. 4.—The Madisonville Gun Club, of Madison- | 
ville, O., shot the return match with the East End Gun Club, of Cin- 
cinnati, on the grounds of the latter, the former being defeated after | 
a close and exciting contest. The first match was won by the Madi- 
sonville boys by one bird, the score being 62 to 61 in their favor. The 
average shooting was much better in this match, as will be seen by 
the following scores. Conditions, 10 single elay-pigeons, 18yds. rise, 
5 traps: 

Madisonville Gun Club. Hast End Gun Olub, 
ZTDeMarr ..... 001100100— 8 MEM MLE EAs 8 ie 1110111110-8 
O Stevens._..~.,1011001010— 5 GIVER eee hander 1001110110—6 
W B Shattuck. ..1001110010— 5 Smithy -- oS - 0111011011—7 
Leonard...,.,...1111111111—10 Oolenwea se ere te 11101101118 
James DeMarr, .1111000001— 5 Rutterer.... i...) 0411111100—7 
A Bandie .....: 1110141111— 9 Mason........ -.. 1101111111—9 
H Stevens.....,.4111011011— 8 Schatzman....... 1101110111—8 
Heninger... .... 1110110111— 8 Penpysiaeessoe se 1010911110—6 
H Stevens... .. 1111101111— 9 Tryyinense see 0111101011—7 
IPEteTs apts teehee: 0111111101— 8—70 DuBray ......... 1100011101- 6—72 
HIGHTSTOWN VS. TRENTON.—Trenton, N. J. Oct. 8—A very 

exciting match was shot at Trenton, N. J.,on Oct. 6. Four men on 
each side, fifteen glass balls and fifteen clay-pigeons each. Tho clay- 
pineons were thrown in five ways, and setin fourth notch. The glass 
alls were thrown from Card’s rotary trap, all at 18yds. rise. The 

wind blew hard. 
Hightstown, 

Glass Balls, Clay-Pigeons. 
HW Emley..,......---- 110111111101001—11 000000100000100— 2 
FE Hutchinson. ..-....; 100111011010110— 9 101001010010011— 7 
Apelor Shales yeeyqeyeeee oe pa .000010111111011— 9 011000101100111— 8 
A Hughes,,.,,;. +. »«..000101001131100— 7—86  110100011100000— 6—28 

Trenton, 
; Glass Balls, Clay-Pigeons, 
JM Allen.... -149111111111110—14 100010001001010— 5 
Wm Mickel... 0014111011110, 1—11 
G@ Allen Swe 100110010111110— 9 111000101001000— 6 
COON GAG tapeeca ste QO000D0DNN00L00— 0—34 000001110110011— 7—21 
EMERALD GUN CLUB.—_New Dorp, Staten Island, Oct. 9.—Messrs. 

reat ie Cody and Otten 25yds,, Glaccum and Granger 30yds., the 
Test 2lyds.: 

001001000000010— 3 

Dr G Hudson........ 111117110110 J Glaccum........... 0110011111—7 
MW Murphy ....... 111100100 6 R Regan............. 11101010106 
N Measel..-. . ..++.,1001111010— 6 H Rubina............ 0011010100—4 
Wm Glaceum.....:.11711111111—10 B Lyneh....,........ 1101101111—8° 
BT Veidt yctas bere 0111001101— 6 George Connor....... 0101100017 —4 
J Measel.. , --01111)1101— 8 PJ Connor,...,.. .., 1101110011—7 
H Mackin ..,....... 00111/1101— 7 C Measel,...........:. 0111100011—6 
Sergt C M Grainger.11011101J1— 8 P Keenan.,.......... 1010010011—5 
Counsellor T Cody. 1010011001 5 J J Ryan......,...... 1001000101—4 
PIB ES ie eset 1014010000— 4 T Shrader,....., .. .0011071010—5 
A OTbENS. Pe reste ys be 1197111110— 9 M Chery...........::. 00010111 10—5 

NASHVILLE, Oct, 10.—At a benefit giyen the Porter Rifles of this 
city yesterday, as an inducement to attract a large attendance, Cap- 
tain Andy Meaders undertook to break the records of Dr. Carver and 
Mr. Bogardus, at clay-pigeons. The trap was set in the fourth notch, 
and the distance shot from 18yds. rise. The marksman missed his 
4th, 27th, 87th, 58th, 88d and 96th birds, scoring 94, The weather was 
cold and overcast, with a stiff breeze blowing from the northeast; but 
for these circumstances, T have no doubt that the score would have 
been eyen better thanit was, Meaders was loudly cheered by the 
numerous spectators, who unhesitatingly declared him the best shot 
in America.—J. D. H. 
PAWTUCKET, R. 1., Oct. 10.—The weather yesterday was not con- 

ducive to the greatest success of the tournament of the Union Gun 
Club, yet the members of the club are feeling quite well satisfied with 
the result, though a large number from abroad would have doubtless 
been present had it not been that rain was threatening in the fore- 
noon, Asit was, there was a good number present, all the events 
came off with plenty of contestants in cach, and there wassome good 
shooting. The following-named pereons were present and took part: 
Union Club, of Pawtucket and Central Falis—C. B. Payne, ®. H. 

Roberts, J. R. Payne, George Nickerson, 8, Ff, Dexter, C. Fred Craw- 
ford, 0. D. Wood, F. Radcliife, 
Narragansett Club, Proyidence—Geo. W. Butts, OC. C. Greene, C. M. 

Sheldon, Geo. Crandall, W. Sheldon, E. W. Tinker, F. O. Wehoskey, 
Thos. Aldrich, Geo. Anthony, 
Watchemoket, Hast Providence—C, ¥’. Harris, H. §. Luther, I. Ting- 

ley, Geo, Barney, 
a Bours End Club, Worcester—W. H. Webber, William Davis, B. 
smith. 
Unknown—wW, B. Bennett, Wm. Gordon. 
First Byent Five birds, 6 traps, 18yds.—Messrs. Webber, Roberts, 

Butts and Smith tied for first, each shooting 4 pigeons; in shoot- 
ing of the tie Messrs, Webber, Butts and Smith tied three times, three 
wIBCOne each time, and then divided the first money. For second, 

essrs. Davis and C. B. Payne tied with 3 pigeons, and in shoot- 
ing off Davis won. For third, Messrs. Harris, J. B: Payne, Bennett 
and Nickerson tied on 2 pigeons, and Harris won in shooting off. 
Second Eyent—Five birds, 5 traps, 18yds.—Messrs, Nayis, C, B. 

Payne and Butts tied for first on 4 pigeons, and in shooting off Payne 
scored 3 and took first. For secoud, Webber, J. R. Payne, Bennett, 
Smith and Dexter tied with 3 pigeons, and in shooting off Webber. 
Dexter and Smith tied with 3 pigeons, and in shooting off the second 
tie Smith won, Roberts and Harris third. 

Third Eyent—Seyen birds, i trap, 18yds.—Webber, Smith, C. B. 
Payne and Harris tied with 6 pigeons, and in shooting off Webber 
won with 8 pigeons. Davis and Butts shot each 5 pigeons and divided 
second, Roberts, Crawford and Greene tied for third with 4-pigeons, 
and in shooting off Crawford took 8 and won. i ! 
Fourth Event—Five pairs doubles, 1i5yds.—Webber and Smith tied 

for first, shooting 9 pigeons, and divided. C, B, Payne. Roberts, J. R. 
Payne and W. Shelion tied for second, with 8 pigeons; in shooting 
off, Roberts shot 4 and won, Crandallshot 7 pigeons and took third. 

Fifth Event—Seven birds, 1 trap, 18yds.—Webber and. Roberts tied 
on? pigeons and divided first. Butts, J. R. Payne and Smith tied for 
second with 6 pigeons, and in shooting off Smith and Payne tied twice, 
3 pifeons each time, and then divided, Davis, C. B. Payne, Greene, 
Crandall and W. Sheldon tied for third on 4 pigeons; im shooling off, 
Dayis and Payne tied with 5 pigeons and then divided. 

sixth Hyent—Ten birds, 5 traps, 18yds.—Webber, C. B. Payne and 
Crandall tied for first with 8 pigeons and divided. Smith took second 
with % pigeons, Butts, Greene, W. Sheldon and Luther tied on 6 
pigeons; in shooting off the first time, Butts, Sheldon and Luther 
tied, but the second lime Sheldon shot 3 and took third, 
Seventh Event—Seven birds, 1 trap, 18yds.—Davis, Smith and Barney 

tied on 7 birds, and in shooting olf Barney made 3 birds and took first. 
Tinker took second with 6 birds. Webber, C. B. Payne, Roberts, Har- 
ris, J. R. Payne, Crandalland W. Sheldoa tied for third with 5 pizeons; 
in shooting off Webber and W. Sheldon tied at 3 birds and then divided, 
Highth Hvent—Wive birds, 5 traps, 18yds. Hight contestants tied 

with 4 pigeons, and in shooting off C. B. Payne shot 3 birds and took 
first, Six contestants tied on 8 pigeons, and in shooting off Tinker 
and Weboskey lied on 3 and then diyied second, QOrawford and Butts 
tied on 1 pigeon for third and divided. f . 

Ninth Event—Three pairs doubles, l5yds. rise, Davis and J. R, 
Payne shot 5 virds and divided first, Webber, W. Sueldon, Tinker, 
Tingley and Luther tied for second with 4 pigeons; in shooting off the 
tie, Payne and Webber tied ab 3 pigcons. and in shooting off the 
second tie Webber shot4and won, C. B. Payne, Crandall and Greene 
tied at three birds and in shooting off Payne shot 8 birds and took 
thin. 
Tunth Hyent—Ten birds, trap, straightaway, 2lyds. Webber took 

firrt with 10 buds, and W. Sheldon second wiih 9 birds. J. R. Payne 
and Sinker tied with 8 birds and divided third. t 

This closed the regular series of events, but after this there was 
some promiscuous shootiie. among which wasa sweepstakes, 5b rds, 

5 raps, 18yds, in which Crandall and W. Sheldon took first, Webber 
ard Roberts secend and Luther and Davis third. 
SHELBYVILLE, Ky., Oct 8—The Spring Hill Gun Club snueeeeded 

to-day in winning a thicd successive victory from the Shelbyville Gun 
Club, by the close score of 114to 113, The match took place during 

a lively wind, and with threatening indications of rain, that no doubt 

prevented a larger attendance of ladies. Conditions: 25 single clay- 

pigeons, 18 and ¢ Rounds of 5 birds each. The ae rise, 5 traps. 
score resulted as ollows; 

Spring Hill Club, Shelbyville Club, 
Morris a *< a mens 54445—22 Gowherdy.0.).).>. 2. 44384—18 

Thomasson..... .-.+ 4323417 Frederick.........-- 4521416 

Batra ot aes (4318—11 Thompsonm.... ...-- Q3432—14 

SWTGH a lap cee cea ee 23442—16 Wilson..... .83d34—16 

Siaimes..l.0 2. fies. 14433—15 Vannatta. 22434—15 

PayG) eer eee hn= 43458 19 Stephens . 81450—16 

VETO real is peiorSouyt: aa 33288—14—114 Tarbison............ 4434818 113 

An agreed match at 8 double birds, layds. rise, resulted in a tie, as 

follows: 
Spring Hill Club. Shelbyville Club. 

Morris. .-. ...: Veer 11 11 01—6 Cowherd........ 10 10 11—4 
Thomasson......... 11 11 10—5 Prederick.... .....- 01 10 [1-4 

Sairenlo scl aie oh 10 10 10—8 Thompson......... ,01 1] 11—5 

Smith ... ,-..,.-:..11 11 1=-6 WOISOU ste ees cae 1i 11 1—& 

Staines....2... eee 1i 00 10-3 Vannatta,,.,....... 00 OF 10—2 

Payne,-.. ...-...--.00 00 00—0 Stephens....,. 11. 00 00-2 

Watts... cc.sescei dl 11 10-6—8? Harbison....,..7,.11 11 00O—4—27 

ICI eS Nigt eet Oa euro steaksice eb tee ye eceey sb LOMA 1s 
ROBIBRONIN ies iaeeeeie Uiee enetL Lab Ne le + 11011101111001111110—15 
Captain... oil cece Perera ead phe Ll aaa eo 11011101110101011011—14 
PISUAW er cSt menercece oF ree eee ea 11000101000010110101— 9 
Vallee: Secret te Micctgstsie emer e tng Or 11111001011011011010—-13 
Wenning........ Cryer ee eee eet +. -.11010601000011111010—10 
Maich No. 2—Five double rises at 15yds: 

Robinson,........11 10 10 11 1i—8 WHeiner,........... 11 00 00 10 10—4 
VieiGeis cen lens 10 10 01 00 10—4 Kemington,...... 10 10 11 00 01—5 
Batter. ...-4..22-- 11 10 00 00 10—4 Wenning.,.. ...,10 10 11 01 00—5 
Gaptain....:... 10 11.31 00°00 6 Wiek...20), 2. 11 01 00 00 10-4 
Match No, 8—Ten singles, 18yds. rise, conditions same as No. 1: 

AC ea acute ee 11D 1du-9 Captam .....- y-. ++» 1007010011—5 
PVELN GSS eae ts tele ste 1111100010—7  Heiner........... ....0010011011—5 
Robinson......-..--4. 1100011100—5 Remington .......... 1010109101—5 
Baer bad oe 1000111101—6 
The double bird race that was to take place between Robinson and 

Wick for reasons best known to Robinson did not take place. 

PROVIDENCE, RB. 1., Oct. 9.—At the regular meeting of the Narra- 
gansett Gur Club, at the old Washington track this afternoon. there 
war a good attendance and the shooting was excellent. The events, 
allat clay-pigeons, were as follows: 1, Five birds, 6 traps EH. W. 
Tinker and George Brown first, Tripp second. 2. Same conditions— 
Brown first, M. B. Cornell second, 3. Cornell first, Tinker and C, @. 
Graysecond, 4, Tinker and Cornell first, C M. Sheldon second, Gray 
third. 5, Five pairs—Cornell first, Gray seeond. 6. Seven birds, 5 
traps—J. Appleby first, Gray second. After the shooting the club 
held a meeting and decided to hold a tournament on Tuesday, Oct. 
21, beginning at 10 o’clock, on the club gvounds, Teén évents wall be 
shot, and they are open to all shooters in New England, All sporis- 
men ue invited to attend, and they will be well entertained at the 
grounds. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 11.—The Malden Gun Club held its 
weekly shoot to-day, at which H. Field won the gold medal. The 
other events: 1. Five balls—Field first, Scott second, Snow third, 2. 
Miss and out—Field and Pratt won. 3. Five balls—Pratt first, Snow 
and Field second, Adams third, 4. Miss and out—Field and Scott 

4 won. 5, Five birds—TVield first, scott second. 6. Miss and out—Snow 
and Field won. %. Five birds—Snow first, Scott and Field second, 
Adams third, 8. Miss and ont—Iield and Scolt won. 9. Five black- 
birds—Pratt and Scott first, Field and Adams second, Johnson third, 
10. Three pair birds—Pratt and Wield first, Scott second, Snow third, 
ii, Five birds—Field first, Pratt and Adams second, Johnson third, 
12, Five pizeons—Adams first, Wield second. 13. Five pigeons—Field 
and Scott finst, Adams second. 14 Nive birds—Wield frst, Scott and 
Snow second, Adams third. 15. Five blackbirds—Field first, Adams 
second, Snow and Pratt third. 

dachting. 
FIXTURES. 

Secretaries of yacht clubs will please send early notice of pro- 
posed matches and meetings. 

Oct. 18._Seawanhaka C. Y,C., First, Second, Third and 
Classes. 

Fourth 

BRITISH OR AMERICAN CUTTERS. 

6 hae question of the nationality of the cutter is hecoming rather 
mixed of late, as was seen in the Daisy-Merlin race, where the im- 

ported boat was one that no Englishman would consider a cutter; 
and the American representative of the type, though in general de- 
sign an “English cutter,’’ was designed entirely by an Amerivan, 
Pee e in this country of native material and canvassed with American 
uck, 
It is time now that the political side of the question should be 

dropped entirely, and facts weighed solely on 4 scientific basis, not 
whether light displacement is best because we haye always believed in 
it, or narrow beam to be condemned because itis advocated across the 
water, but whether light or heavy displacement, broad or natrow 
beam, will give us the beast boats, 
The truths of science are cosmopolitan, and acknowledge no polit- 

ical boundaries, and those who refuse to accepts them freely, on the 
plea of so-called patriotism, work only to their own detriment, A 
healthy spirit of internatioral competition will give a greater impulse 
to our yachting than can be bad io any other way, but the first step 
toward it must be the entire obliteration of the Chinese wall of national 
pre deies that has for solong deterred us from accepting forsign 
ideas. 

LIGHTS AND FOG SIGNALS. 

A fies discussion of this subject still continues among seamen and a 
number of changes have been suggested. In a letter to the New 

York Herald which we give below, Rear Admiri] Ammen, U. 58. N., 
makes some sensible di teteslehast Several methods of indicating a 
ship’s course as well as her position in forgy weather, haye been pro- 
posed, but the one given below seems assimple and practicable as any: 
To the Editor of the Herald: 
The recent sinking of the Tallapoosa through collision has brought 

about a discussion in your columns as to what may be done to lessen 
this the greatest danger of the seas. , 
More than a quarter of a century ago I gave this subject much 

thought, and published in October. 1860, proposed modifications of 
the rules of the road” at sea. To fulfil fhe object these rules must 
of necessity be universal, Any modifications adopted by, any one 
nation that would contravene what now exists would lend more or 
less to disaster, just so far as they might tend to make uncertain 
what now are the recognized rules Any amplification that might be 
considered allowable should include all that the present rules re- 
quire, and, besides, whatever else is supposed to be advantageous 
and which would not in its execution lead to confusion. 

As an illustration I would say that in fogs steamers are required to 
whistle al intervals. This being heard by persons on board of other 
yessels apprises them that they are in the viciuity of another vessel, 
with a vague impression of the pomt whence the sound comes, and 
the increased or diminished sound gives an idea that the vessel is 
nearing or increasing her distance. The same is true with the “fog 
horn’ used on board of sailing vessels. , + 
There is no reason, however, why the steam vessels steering within 

four points of north as_a central point should not make one long, 
distinct blast; nor when her course is within four pomts of cast is a 
central point she should not make two such blasts;nor when steering 
within four points of south as a central point she shonjd not inake 
three such blasts; nor when steering in the same manner within four 
oints of west that sh» should not make four blasts, This could be 

Tota automatically at small cost and made to operate upon any given 
number of revolutions of the propeller shaft, The “foghorn” could 
be blown in Jike manner to indicate the center of the quadrant upon 
which the gail vessel was steering, This amplification of a rule, as I 
would call it, would give positive information often of the most vital 
importance to all concerned, and would be no violation of the present 
‘yules of the road’ at sea. y ; 

In relation to lights of sailing vessels, I would say if the vessel was 
large enough to carry a bowsprit cap lantern she could carry one far 
more advantazeously than the present prescribed side lights, having 
a green sereen fitted £ om ahead to two points abaft the starboard 
beam, and a red screen over the same arc on theportside, But the 
same lantern would serve a far more useful purpose should the 
sereens for colors be fitted so as to Iet a white light appear from right 
ahead to two points on either bow, the colored lights only appearing 
on the sides, aft-r bemg more than two points on eit! er bow and ex- 
tending to two points abaft each beam. " 

Small sail vessels unable to carry a bowsprit cap lantern could be 
fitted, as now, with side colored lights, but leaying unsereened, or 
white, the are from ahead to two points on either bow. This white 
are would be of great yalue, as if would poiit ont where there was 
especial danger of collision, and when 1b changed, by reason of the 
heading of the yessel from any point of yiew of au observer to the 
one color or the other, red or graen, it would 1m the most precise man- 
ner point out the heading of the vessel carrying it. Such a lantern 
would, of course, be a modification of existing miles, 21d although, in 
my belief, of very ereat value in eifecting the safely of vessels, could 
not properly be introduced by us without the concurrence of other 
nations. They, however, could be informed that we had amplified 
the manner of whistling sa as to indicate the approximate course ot 
thé yessel, and could propose for. their consideration the modification 
of the headlight of steamers, and the side lights of sailing vessels. 

I have changed such parts of the ‘rules of the road” proposed by 



mie in 1860 as now seem most advantageous, and suppose no difficulty 
whatever could exist in whistling the course in operating the valve by 
hand. The four guadrants could be remiembered as commencing 
with north and gome toward the east, and blowing the number of the 
Ea raae tipon which the vessel was heading should the additional 
short blast proposed in the rulés to define more closely the course 
steered be regarded as too complicated. 
WAsHINGToN, Oct. 6, 1884. 

DANIEL AMMBN. 

ANOTHER CUTTER VICTORY. 

AX ald pe rerty “Who laughs last laughs best’ will no doubt sug- 
gest itself to the minds of the sailormen of the Knickerbocker Y. 

(. after the race of Thursday. 
_ They have found for the last two seasons a vast fund of amusement 
in the performances of the cutter Surf, designed by Mr, Haryey and 
built in the winter of *82-83 for Messrs. Rathbone and Zerega;, beginn- 
ing with the setling up of the frame and continuing down to last week. 
Her owners haye been overwhelmed with advice, suggestions, criti- 
cism and ridicule, all the stock jokes being warmed over for their 
beneiit, but they have managed to survive it all, and have gone on 
sailing and eriusing without any attempt at racing. ‘ 
Her first appearance on July 4, 1883, when she was taken out by her 

owners, who were anxious to try her, without all her ballast in and 
only partly finished, was gréatly against her, as she made a reputa- 
tion then which she has since shown was undeserved, bub which has 
stuck to her persistently. Since then she has been used for cruising, 
knocking ahout between New York and Marblehead, the AN inter- 
esting “Cruise in a Seyen-Tonner’ published in Forest AND STREAM 
last winter having been made in her, “Her owners being sloop men 
did not at first understand her thoroughly, to which fact the pre- 
judice against her was partly due. 

This season she entered for her firstrace in the fall regatta and 
kept a good place in the arift, the race finally failing for lack of wind. 
Last week, however, she had a better show in a wind which caused 
the open boats to tie a reef in, but in which she easily carri3d a top- 
sail, The water was smooth enough to allow the small cathoats to 
go over the course, so could not haye been very rough, Under these 
condition» she beat easily the seven sloops in her class, the only boat 
ahead of her being a very fast sandbagger. 
The result was decisive and must be accepted, There is no room 

for any excuse that the sloops were not the best, etc. The seyen of 
them were certainly up to the average of their class, and some above 
it, and all were badly beaten by a cruising cutter with badly fitting 
sails and in anything but first-class racing condition. 
The race of last Thursday is an important event in the series of 

cutter yictories of the year. as it forces home, in one locality at least, 
the conviction of whata cutter cando, The yiew of the taper stern 
of the Surf that her opponents enjoyed (#) over all the course will do 
more to convineé them of the cutter’s speed than the printed ac- 
eounts of a dozen victories at a distance, Aileen and the older Verve 
on Lake Ontario, the new Verve on Lake Superior, Bedouin, Wenonah 
and Tleen at New York, Newport and Boston, have done their work 
this season in demonstrating the truth of the propositions that For- 
ES® AND STRBAM has advanced and defended, and the little Surf has, 
for her share, taught the same lesson: that the keel can foot or point 
with the centerboard, that the double head rig is as fast as the big 
Jib, that form is as great an element of speed as mere initial stability 
obtained by great beam, and finally that the cutter has come to stay, 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. FALL REGATTA, OCT. 9. 

HD fallregatta of the Knickerbocker Y. O, which failed on Sept. 
19 for Jack of wind, was resailed on Thursday last in a good 

breeze from the north, sending the yachts over the course in quick 
time, and resulting in awell earned yictory for the little culter Surf 
in her maiden ree. 
Twenty-nine yachts were ready at Port Morris on Thursday morn- 

ing when the steamer River Belle arrived, and at 10:31 the first signal 
was giyen. At10;41 the whistle blew for the start, anil the catboats 
went over, Nameless first, the sloops following five minutes later, 
Lizzie R. carried single reefed mainsail and storm jib, several others 
doing the same, but Gracie tried her whole jib, with two reefed main- 
ie The Surf carried No. 2 jib, whole mainsail, staysail and topsail 
all day. 
The wind blew steadily all day, but the water was smooth. Tne 

wind was abeam to Hort Schuyler, but beyond it was a beat to Gang- 
way buoy, Before it was reached Gracie had had enough andsqu red 
away for home, but Lizzie R. Ep on and rounded the buoy, Surf 
came next at 12:36 P.M,, Flash 12:42 Nelhe R. 12:42:30. and Adele 
12:45. The run in from the buoy was well before the wind to the Fort, 
then with wind abeam to the end, Lizzie R, was first in, Surf second 
and Flash third. 
The full times were: 

FIRST CLASS—OABIN SLOOPS, d1FT. AND OVER, 
tart. Finish, lapsed. Corrected, 

SIR GB: ee eet rites ine 10 52 07 1 49 05 2 56 58 2 56 58 
Wacondah......-. 110 55 46 2 17 20 B21 34 217 24 
Unites: ios. 10 53 25 2 14 40 3 21 15 3 14 0714 
ATR Pel. des red 10 64 12 218 50 6 24 38 3 16 03 
TST seek ais): elke. ...10 56 00 2% 23 26 3 27 25 3143 
Culprit Fay............ 10 55 27 2 00 55 8 05 28 3 01 00 
lashes.) d-wesiawe tle t 10 51 46 1 54 09 3 02 23 3 00 1014 
PATEL Pitre ss siti dele 10 56 00 2 42 28 8 46 23 3 48 58 

BECOND OLASS - CABIN SLOOPS UNDER SIFT. 
Supervisor..........-.. 10 58 12 2 12 10 4% 18 58 3 14 13 
(2h-te 52010) ee 10 65 04 2 28 10 3 38 06 3 23 06 
Reckless .. .... -+-.4..10 52 55 217 40 3 24 55 8 24 55 
Susie A.........-- ...- 10 Al 34 2 23 58 3 32 3 20 59 

THIRD CLASS OPEN YACHTS, OVER 219P2. 
Pst) Fh ee a oe _..10 50 07 2 02 22 83 12 15 2.68 15 
Gracia. yee oe ke 10 47 48 Withdrew. 
LIZZIE. 10 47 40 1 32 11 2 44 81 2 44 31 

LUGE es SaaS bel STALE OF 10 43 34 2 55 25 4 06 51 3 50 41 
FOURTH CLASS—OPEN YACHTS, 21PT. AND UNDER. 

MaisH seer ee 10 48 30 2.24 23 8 35 63 3 85 58 
Maggie... oe... eee 10 47 38 3 04 07 4 16 29 4 13 09 
Vaddies..... eee ee 10 50. 34 Did not go course. 

FIFTH CLASS—CAT-RIGGED, 25FT. AND OVER, 
UR Bora cele) y cele) sictebe 10 47 37 2 04 10 3 16 43 38.16 49 
Black Hawk... ....... 10 49 80 226.01 3 85 31 83 32 31 

SIXTH CLASS GAT-.IGGHD, OVER 21, UNDER 25rT. 
Meyotta wanes lO 42! 05 2 14. 25 3 32 20 8 82 20 
SRE PUESTSHOIS Line va in \oucie 10 45 01 8 15 20 430 19 4 25 0116 
WHAM. eee, oie, Ae 10 46 00 210 25 8 24 25 3124 2214 

SEVENTH OLASS—CAT-RIGGED. 21FT, AND oymuR 17. 
iptavt) Una) eta ayes eee eee 10 46 00 3 06 20 4 20 20 4 16 07% 
deer, o> Lebel ee ae nD 10 46 00 2 41 R5 8.56 25 3 55 25 
Nameless....... .,-.,.10 41 31 Did not finish. 
Katie iby is. 10 42 43 Did not finish. 

EIGHTH GLASS—CAT RIGGED. 
Mie ett leeyaetites eles 10 43 30 Did not finish. 

A LONG CRUISE IN A SMALL YACHT. 

UST at this time, when the disaster to the Migenonette is calling 
aitention to the fitness of small yachts for long ocean yoyages, 

it is very interesting to read the following account from a correspoud- 
entin Zanzibar, of the performance of the little 10-ton Fiona in a 
voyage of 12,000 miles from England to Zaumbar, The particulars 
given by our correspondent show the Fiona to be a boat of goud pro- 
portion and design, and the fact of her safe passage shows very 
Clearly that safety is not dependent on mere size, While we do not 
advise such yoyages, they at least show the safety of small boats of 
good design aud properly handled, and their adaptability for some- 
thing moré than mere dritting in the Sound, The stand that Forrest 
AND P/PREAM has taken in the matter of safe boats has received ample 
indorsement from yachtsmen at home, but it is still more gratifying 
to find our iffluence has extended to one of the remotest corners of 
the globe, 
Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Being a subseriber to your very much esteemed paper, I notice with 

much pleasure that yachting in America has taken a sturt for im- 
provement, and for developing this noble sport on a sounder and 
more stable basis, and that keel boats begin to be considered prefer- 
able to flatirons, skimming dishes, sandbaggers and death traps, as 
you rightly call them. 
_ Inotice with much pleasure that your yery much esteemed paper 
is one of the foremos\ fighters for reasonable yacht bnilding, and I 
hope that your exertions may further contribute, as they appear to 
have already done toa large extent, in spreading the knowledge of 
the fine performances of keel boats with handy rigs. 
Tam the owner of the cutter acne Fiona, 10 tons, British Mercan- 

tie Register, stationed now in this place, and the object of my pres- 
ent letter is bo give you the particulars about her and of her voyage, 
which she made from vo eben to Zanzibar in about flve months, ar- 
riving here in October, 1482. 
She was boughy by a party whosent her out here for the purpose 

of explore the east coast of Africa and its islands for guano. 
Failmg to succeed in finding anything worth mentioning, she was 

sold here, and the crew of three Europeans sent home by mail 
steamer, She was bought by a Hindoo, who kept her for about one 
year moored in the harbor, and finding him ready to part with her, I 
purchased her in the beginning of this year for a considerably smaller 
sum than her first cost. : aan 
For her yoyage out here she was rigged ay a schooner with pole 
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foremast and mainmast, with topmast, and single stick for a bow- 
Sprit, which could be reefed when required. » & 
She touched at Bahia to fill up water and provisions, and went on 

to Capetown. where she touched for the same reasons, and then 
came upto Zanzibar, taking in all about five anda half months, I 
saw her skipper, an old salt, who spoke very highly of her sea-going 
qualities, and to give you the best proof how she behaved on the whole 
trip, I can tell you that she brought out on deck, lashed amidships 
across, her dingy of 10ft. by 4ft. by 2ft., clinker built. weighing only 
90 pounds, as sound and unharmed as ib was put on board at starting. 

thoroughly overhauled her, and as the sails were allrather played 
out when [ bought her, owing to the Hindoo’s leaving them bent fora 
year and never looking after them, I determined to put a cutter rig 
on to her, it being so much handier; and besides, I required bigger 
ins and spread of canvas than whatshe had, Wollowing are her 
imensions: 

Length L.W.L.......... pone dg iiat eas bathe ene Batt, 
Length over all... 
Length on keel... ..... 0408 
Breadth extreme.......... Seer Ac Con itelel ald ee iiata 7 10,26. 
Draftatt....:.. y-iiiteh Phcteres beer mre nee res Ro 5Et. 
RAL ROMAN, Hore Le lnseetactoie cede nec beg ominid 3 6£6. 
IDTYERaMATTON INTE bos Pie pape ewes peat eee eat ae eeylrl | Wa 5. 3ft. 
IBGAST CuCSD ORIG net cts ocak at babe ep letsietisaeiegtion 6 2_6ft. 
Ballast, all inside, iron..........ece see eee etre seers 16,0001bs. 
AiaSiydeek to Tomndsi ies usriae ee eae eee 24ft, 
MASTER , repel cathe tat beholder erie 6ft. 
Topmast, fid to SHEAVG,... 2... eee e eee eee e eee ROLE, 
Boome a) Ce ni a Sd oe ip ee 81ft. 
et SS Soe et Ont ore roe rte pear ere ce teeing Raft. 
Bowsprit stem .....).i.stecsees cts Pewee Peer a tad i4ft. 
TO PSA ATO NO. vent ce obit tee os eats seciae eee Seah Pett. 
To psed via Niyse” sss gents am ena t as ees a vk 146. 
Area lower 8aiIs....-., 522.2613 -s-3008 Beene trees 1,100sq, ft, 
Heighth in main cabin........::22s2.+25 seeereeees 5ft 

If you look at the dimensions you wil] find she is just the size for 
knocking about in for three or four fellows who don't care about the 
luxuvies of big schooners and 500-ton steamers but like to manage 
their own little craft, finding on board every comfort a reasonable 
man can expect, and such a boat as this has made the voyage of over 
12,000 miles round the Cape of Good Hope without requiring other 
repairs than a new coat of paint, a few new halliards to be rove and 
somerepairs to her canvas. In fact, a very creditable performance, 
Let those who still believe in the once famous death traps, skimming 
dishes or flatirons show a similar performance of a vessel of thea 
same length if they can. : 
The place I sail in is the Zanzibar Channel, between the Island of 

Zanzibar and the mainland of Africa, giving an area of about 80 
iniles in length by 20 to 25 miles breadth, which is, I dare say, some- 
what like Long Island Sound. 
We have the north and east monsoon blowing steadily from Decem- 

ber to end of March, and the southwester from first of May till end 
of October, fine, steady winds, and only during the short rainy sea- 
sous is there such a thing as variable and hight winds to be taken into 
consideration. 
The Fiona is a good, powerful cruising boat that can beat even the 

biggest native dhows of 100 to 150 tons in a thrash to windward against 
the tide, and is a splendid sea boat, being as dry and easy as a duck, 
eyen if the big seas tower 10 and 12ft. higher than her deck. I never 
found her miss stays, and I only attribute this to her having such a 
yery large amount of ballast stowed well in the center and low 
down, leaving both ends free and unincumbered with weight. 
Should this account be of any service to you please make use of it 

for the columns of your paper, as if might contribute toward show- 
ing amateur sailors thé roaa which leads to the possession of an able 
little vessel that can be depended upon and need not run for port as 
soon as a catspaw is up or the breeze anything stronger than dead 
calm, Wm. O'SWALD, Jk., 

Imperial German Consular Agent, 
ZANZIBAR, Aug. 26, 1884. 

THE THORN-GRACIE RACE. 

HE match between these two well-known boats has been talked 
of for some time, as both stand near the head of the fleet of open 

boats in New York waters. No better day than last Monday could 
have been found fora trial. Though there was rather more weather 
than open boats want, there were no ilukes or calms, but every 
opportunity for a fairrace, The steamer Osseo started from Harlem 
in the morning with a large party aboard, and, taking the two boats 
in tow at Oak Point, ran up to cho Bay, off New Rochelle, the point 
fixed on for the start. 
The Gracie is owned by Mr. Perey Nagle, and is 24ft. 844in. Jong; 

she was sailed by Capt.John Munson, The Thorn is owned by James 
Gorton, is 24ft. bin. long, and was sailed by Capt. Alonzo Gibson. 
The course was to be 10 miles to windward or leeward and return, so 
it was decided to start from Premium Point and sail around the Hoe 
IsJand Buoy, off Oyster Bay, making a run out and beat back. 
The wind was west northwest, and the tide near the end of the ebb, 

at 1:37 P. M., when the Thorn went off with a free sheet to starboard 
and her jib to port, Gracie being 30s. behind. How the boats steered 
under te fniiforee of thenorthwest wind that by this time was whistl- 
ing a lively tune behind them, may be easily imagined by all familiar 
with such craft, Gracie was plad to drop her peak several times and 
finally stopped when well ahead of the Thorn and turned in two reefs 
Thorn followitg her example at once. Gracie took in her big jiban 
attempted to set a storm fib, but in doing so her bowsprit broke off 
short at the stem, The Thorn now took the lead, and luffed around 
the buoy at 3:04:30, while Gracie, with her mast stayed by the jibhal- 
liards, attempted ta finish under two-reefed mainsail only, and 
rounded at 3:20:33, but. was compelled to give up and accept a line 
from the steamer. 
The Thorn tacked up alone, passing Shippan Point at4P, M., and 

eoming in at 5:50 P. M., her time for the 20 miles being 4h,13m, The 
race was for $250 a side, so Thorn takes the purse of $500. Thejudgzes 
were Mr. John M. Sawyer and Com. Hobby, 

ATLANTIO Y, C. PENNANT MATCH, OOT, 8.—The last pennant 
race of the Atlantic Y. C, was sailed on Oct, 8, the Rom yn, which 
held tie pennant in Class F) being challenged by the Ilderan on Sept. 
29. The day was bright and clear, wind hght from the south, and 
tide still flood. The signal was given at 11:10 A. M. and at 11:11:49 
Romeyn went over, with Iideran at 11:13:33. both on port tack. The 
Hagship Agnes went ayer the course with the yachts, having on 
board the judges, Messrs. J. J. Pierpont, R. §; Church and R. BH. Ran- 
dal. Romeyn led down the Bay, both standing over to Coney Island, 
where they found wind enough to make them tale in topsails, Ideran 
also housing her topmast and turning in areef. The yachts gybed 
around the Seotland Lightship, Komeyn at 2:37:30 and Ilderan at 
2:45:50. The run homes was made under topsails and balloon jibs be- 
fore a fresh breeze. Inside the Hook spinnakers were set, Romeyn 
still leading and finishing at 6:03:44, beating Ideran 10m. Sis. The 
sloop Daisy sailed over the course, but was not in the race, 

NEW YORK Y, C —At the meeting of the New York Y.C, last 
week. at; No. 67 Madison avenue, the Secretary, Mr. Charles A. Min- 
ton, offered the following resolution, which was unanimously adopted; 
Whereas, the development of yachting tends to encourage and foster 
the mercantile Marine of this country; and whereas, in the opinion 
of this club, the existing United States laws are in many instances 
inimical to the interests and growth of yachting, while at the same 
time thy do not conduce in any way practical to the comfort and 
safety of the public, be it therefore resolved, that a committee of 
five be appointed by the Chair to take into consideration the entire 
matter and adopt such measures, either by an appeal to Congress or 
by such other methods as the committee may deem advisable, as 
will tend to secure a modification or repeal of the obnoxious regula- 
tions. A committee, consisting of ex-Commodore J, D. Smith, ex- 
Commodore W. H. Thomas, Mr. Elbridge T. Gerry, Mr, Fairman 
Rogers and Mr. F. W. J. Hurst, was appointed, 

A RACE BETWHEN ELECTRICAL LAUNCHES.—On Sept. 20, a 
race took place on the Thames from Millwall to Charing Cross, be- 
tween the Australia, a new electric launch, builu by Forrest & Sons, 
and the Hlectricity, designed by Mr, A. Reckenzaun, The Australia 
is 25ft. long, 5ft, Yin. beam, and carries 50 electrical power and stor- 
age accumulators low down in the bottom, where they act as ballast, 
besides a crew of 16. The boats started at1:55 P. M., running to Char- 
ing Crossin 86inin., the Australia winning by half alength, The 
Electricity has been running for two years on the Thames, in actual 
use. 

THE CASTALIA.—This double hulled ship, buill some years since 
from the designs of Capt. Dicey, for service between England and 
France, broke down, as will be remembered, and has laid fora long 
time unused. Lately, however, she came into the possession of the 
London Metropolitan Asylums Board, who have changed her into a 
small-pox hospital. Seyen detached houses have been built on deck, 
besides wards in the lower hold, all well ventilated, and the vessel is 
moored in the *‘Long Reach" of the Thames, where she answers the 
purpose admirably, 

MIGNONETTE,—A subseription has been started to defray the cost 
of defending the survivors of the crew of the Mignonette, about to be 
tried for the murder of one of their number. 
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PACIFIC Y. (,—On Saturday, Sept, 27, the Fleur de Lis, Annie, 
Aggie and Lurline sailed to Martinez, where they were joimed by Hal, 
cyon, Chispa and Ripple. At noon néxt day the fleet started down- 
with a light wind from the west, Nellie was first home on actua; 
time, but Annie won on time allowance. The prizes won ab the rel 
gata ont Admission Day were presented on Sept, 20, at the elub-house- 
Sancelito, 

GAVIOTA.—This sloop has just bent gails fora trial trip, haying 
been all the season building. Sne was built at Marcus Hook, on the 
Delaware, and is of iron throughout, Her length over all is 60ft., 
waterline 50ft., beam 16£t., draft 7ft,, area of lower sails 2,500. She 
will be an addition fo the compromise fleet, but we doubt whether 
she will win many laurels for her class as a racer, 

A. MINNESOTA ZEPHYR.—A correspondent in Minnesota writes 
us a8 follows; ‘‘One of our Minnesota zephyrs picked up my 
schooner, 30ft. waterline, keel boat, while lying at anchor with sails 
snugly stowed and only spars and rigging exposed to the wind, stood 
her on her rudder for an instant, then dropped her, stern first, and of 
course she went under and filled.’ 

YACHT RACHS OF 1884.—We have in preparation a. list of races 
and winners for the past season, and in order to make il as accurate 
as possible we would like to receive from yacht owners the record of 
the races their boats haye won, and from club secretaries, lists of 
races giyen by their clubs. 

A NEW KEEL BOAT.—Messrs. Wood Bros., of Hast Boston, are 
building a yacht 385fb. over all, 12ft. beam and 7it. draft. Her keel 
will be sided 10in, at middle, fin. atsternpost, and 444 atstem. Frames 
of oak and hackmatack, plank il4in. Headroom in cabin 64ft, 3in., 
keel 4% tons, 

WEST LYNN ¥. O.—A race was sailed on Oct. 11 over a five-mile 
course between the Vesperand Mabel H, The latter carried away 
her peak halliards and_tore her jib, so could not finish. Vesper’s 
time was 42min. 10sec.; Vesper and Rayen have each won the pennant 
once, 

GCARMELITA.—This schooner is now 
coamings and rail in place. Her kee 
joiner work put in, 

MONA.—This cutter has been sold by Mr, H. M. Paddleford, for 
whom she was built by Lawleys, to Mr. Charles Stevenson. 

lanked, and has deck, hateh, 
will be cast shortly and the 

Ganacing. 
THE REVISED ASSOCIATION RULES. 

ee ehanges made in the sailing regulations at the late meeting 
will obyiate many of the objections noticeable at previous meets, 

and will add greatly to the interest of the races next year, while the 
effect of the rules will be to favor the all-around canoe and to exclude 
the racing machine. Hach man being allowed to use one canoe only 
for racing, all will be on an equality, asformerly the men from a dis- 
tance who could bring bit one canoes were at a decided disadvantage 
compared with men living nearer to the camp, who could bring sey- 
eral boats for the various races. As each man will desire to make 
the best average possible, and is obliged to do it.in one boat, he will 
build a canoe both for sailing and paddling, which will consequently 
be a cruising craft. 

Several minor details have been changéd as experience has shown 
to be necessary, the sliding scale has been extended to a smaller frac- 
tion, the allowance now being 1gin. of beam for each inch of length, 
instead of 34in. in beam to Gins. of length, while the length limit in 
Classes 2 and 3 has been decreased one foot. A margin of 4in. was 
found necéssary in measuring boats which in paddling caunot be 
under or in sailing cannot be over a certain limit of beam, as itis 
difficult to build a boat exactly to a certain size. 
The provision in regard to centerboards is @ good one, as it is tmm- 

fair that one canoe should be allowed 60 pounds ballast, in the form 
of centerboards, while another, without a board, is allowed no bal- 
last, The limit of 15 pounds will allow the former to use a light iron 
or & wooden board, which will amount to little as ballast Class 1 
has been changed so as to abolish all limits of size, the intention being 
to allow those who wish only a fast canoe to build as they please, 
within the general definition of the Association, as such canoes will 
never be used for cruising or sailing, 
Altogether the rules are in much better shape than ever before. 

Canoeists generally are taking more interest in them, and their value 
is more generally appreciated. The coming meet will test thoroughly 
the value of the changes, and probably show some points in which 
they may be improved, but taken altogether the rules of the Amer- 
ican Canoe Association are as full and complete as those of any 
sim lar organization. All that now remains is for canoeists to learn 
them perfectly, and to comply with them both in racing and building, 

PITTSBURGH C. C. SAILING RACE, OCT. 4. 
Hes free-for-all sailing race ef the Pittsburgh O, 0. Pall Rega! ta, 

postponed from previous week, was sailed on Saturday, Oct. 4. 
Before the start the wind was so strong that the Katiina was seared 
into going back to the boat house for ballast, which she had never be- 
fore carried, and thus delayed the race so that the end of itsaw but 
little breeze left, much to the disappointment of some of the contest- 
ants. 
The starters were: 

Marguerite. ..----. --...+5.+: Capt. Singer...) ..........5..-, 14.628 
INTBUAT A gusset ene A. KE, Nimick 2.0.2. ..0i.,, 14 x27 
HORNA YI. Baran: Sacesece el aes J.K, Bakewell ......00) 00000. 14 x2046 
Wihitter eco tn Sib esac eee W. BE. Woodwell vd 9X8 
Kiaitpitias Jie eens Sele emcee ROW Bailey > SE, 14 631 

At the statt there was a small caleblowing, but Katrina alone bein 
provided with an efficient reefing gear, all the others carried full sail, 
the rigs (as also the course) being same as reported in PorssT anp 
STREAM of 2d inst.; total areas being: Marguerite 65tt., Nirvana 65ft., 
Lorna 80ft., Whiffler 48ft., and Katrina (reefed) 50ff That most of 
these were excessive for the wind was proyen by theresult of the beat 
down the Allegheny, for while the big sails had to be allowed to shake 
in the pufis, the smaller ones were sheeted home and kept there, Kat- 
Tina pointing right into the wind and outfooring the fleet from the 
very first tack, while Whiffler, though caught on the wrong tack and 
thrown back last just atthe start, immediately worked through her 
heavier-canyassed competitors, and ran into the Ohio in second plare. 
From this poimt the wind. began to decrease in force, Katrina 

shaking out her reef, and Nirvana with her big sails passing Whiffler: 
the order at the buoy being Katrina, Nirvana, Whiffler, Marguerite 
and Lorna, the latter two very close together. On the rnu home 
Lorna’s big sails and flat bottom enabled her to pass the two boats 
immediately in front of her, but the others did not change their rela- 
tive posi'ions, the times being: Katrina 46min., Nirvana 5imin. and 
Lorna 55min., the other two very close together. 

In justice to Niryana it should be said she was not properly rigged, 
and when she gets her new suit of Mohican sails recentiy ordered 
she will be a terror, and all benighted A. C. A. men who stili cling to 
Class A canoes are hereby notified to look out for hrr at Grindstone 
Island in *d5. 

THE DROWNING OF MR. CONKLIN. 
Ovk warning to canoeists in ForrsT AND SrReAM, Of Oct, 2, page 

181, has been emphasized in a most melancholy manner by the 
drowning of a young man froma canoe in New York Bay. ‘This ig 
the first fatal mishap that hasoccurred in the waters of New York 
and vicinity in the fourteen years that canoeing has been followed 
here, and we have made a careful investigation of the cireumstances, 
The young man, Mr. Thomas W, Conklin, of Newark, New Jersey, 

was not a canoeist, knew nothing of boatsailing or the management 
of a canoe, and could not swim. He had ordered a canoe of Mr. 
Hyerson, of Williamsburgh, and visited the shop on Wednesday in 
company with afriend, On announcing his intention to take the 
boat away on the following afternoon, Mr. Wyerson, a man familiar 
with the Hast River for many years, adyised him not to start so late 
in the day, as the tide wold he against him and the trip doubly 
dangerous, as he would meet all the Sound steamers at that time. 
His friend also advised him against the trip, and he finally agreed to 
come over on Friday morning, taking adyantage of the ebb tide, 
Thursday proved cold and stormy, and the wind from northeast, but 
about 4 P, M, Mr. Conklin arrived at the shop and ordered the canoe 
to belanuched. Again Mr. Everson advised him against the trip, pro- 
posing to fake the boat on a truck to the annex boat for Jersey City. 
where she was bound, but_her owner insisted on starting and left 
Tenth streebdock aboutS P.M. The boat was wellequippedia every 
way as far as hatches and gear, but unprovided with a light. A 
lantern was on board, butit had never been trimmed, and was too 
small to be of any service, even if lighted, Thesails were tied securely 
in the boat, as it was not intended to set them. Mr. Everson waited 
until dark at the river knowing the difficulty of going down against 
the tide, and expecting to see the canoe put back, but nothing more 
was heard of it until tee following morning when it was found washed 
up on the beach at Pamrapo. 
She had received no damage, and nothing was missing of her gear 

but half a paddle, one hateh, and the mainmast and sail. The boatwas 
in ap upright PoseGn when found, with some waler in her, but it is 
hardly probable that she had been capsized. On the following Tues- 
day Mr. Conklin’s body was found by & fisherman just inside of Bed- 
loe’s Island and off Pamrapo, The probabilities are that he was late 
in getting out of the Hast River and lost his way in the darkness, not 
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being familiar with the locality, and either in setting or taking in sail 
felloyerboard. — 
We have examined the canoe, a 15x30 boat, stiff and able, a better 

boat than the average, and one with which no fault can be found; 
but the trip itself, down the Hast River at the time of day when it is 
most crowded with ferryboats and Sound steamers, and across the 
Bay on a dark night without a light on the hoat and with a northeast 
wind SNCS is one that no experienced canoeist would care to un- 
dertake, while the aftempt to practice sailing for the first time under 
such circumstances made a fatal ending almost inevitable. 
We have spoken of the duties of clubs to beginners, and now have 

a word of advice to the latter; to join a club if possible, securing the 
advice, assistance and Company of more experienced men, The 
water is always dangerous in darkness and storm, and doubly so 
when in a harbor crowded with large vessels, and none but experi- 
Sree. watermen should trust themselves afloat under such circum- 
stances, 

The importance of a knowledge of swimming must be apparent to 
1, not merely the ability to swim a short distance when unrestrained 

by clothing, but to undress in the water and to swim with clothing 
on. In a canoe and in light boats as well, shoes should never be 
worn. <A pair of canvas slippers that will not seriously impede swim- 
ining and that can be quickly taken off are all that is required, and 
for most canoeing a pair of thick woolen stockings, or in warm 
weather bare feet are best, not that accidents are probable, but the 
precaution is an easy one to take, and if anything should happen, 
may be of great benefit. : 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

MORE ABOUT MUSHROOMS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The last number of your paper contained avery good article on 

mushrooms, A few years since J wrote an article for your paper, in 
which I stated that all mushrooms that smelt good and tasted good 
when cocked, and seasoned only with salt, were safe, and I now re- 
peat the statement. I eat I know not how many kinds of mush- 
rooms with perfect safety. This year has been a most productive 
year for a great varieby of mushrooms. Yesterday I ate a break 
fast of mushrooms, deseribed by Mr. Rhind in his “Vegetable King- 
dom” as the Agaricus micaceous, found in my dooryard. Yester- 
day afternoon Mr. Blake brought me three mushrooms that were 
newto me. They were immense in size, The smallest, which was 
only a button, measured 3)4in,in diameter, The other two were fully 
developed, one measuring Wsin., the other over 9in, in diameter. 
The gills and the whole mushroom was as white as snow. Ido not 
lmow that this mushroom has ever been described and named by 
any naturalist, andif not I name it Agaricus giganteus. I applied 
my test to the largest one this morning, found it smelling and tasting 
food when cooked. and ate a hearty breakfast of it. I may be dead 
when this reaches you; if soit will not be from eating poisonous 
mushrogms. 
The common pink-gill mushroom (4guricus campestiis) is in its 

best condition when the gills become of a brown color. The unde- 
yeloped button does not compare in excellence with the well-devel- 
oped mushreom. T. GAILICK, 
BEDFORD, Ohio, Oct. 6. 

SQUIRRELS, RABBITS AND OPOSSUMS. 
The most common game the amateur hunter finds are squirrels 

and rabbits, and these make very palatable dishes. The most 
approved way of cooking Buup ee is to make them into a Brunswick 
stew, which is a Virginia dish, and one thatis a great favorite in the 
state in which it originated. It is known there as ‘‘the huntsman's 
dish,” and is a natural consequence. of the hunting season, when 
squitrels throng and fatten in the cornfields, and while vegetables are 
sill plentiful. You will want for a stew for five or six persons two 
good-sized or three small squirrels, one quart of tomatoes. peeled and 
sliced, one pint of butter or lima beans, six potatoes, parboiled and 
sliced, six ears of green corn cut from the cob, one-half pound of 
butter, one-halfa pound of fatsalt pork, one teaspoonful of blacl 
pepper, one-half a teaspoonful of cayenne, one gallon of water, one 
tablespoonful of salt, two tablespoonfuls of white sugar, one onion 
minced small, Cut the squirrels into joints, and lay in cold salt water 
to draty out the blood; put on the gallon of water, with the salt in it 
and let it boil five minutes; putin the onion, beans, corn, pork which 
has been cut in fine strips, potatoes, pepper and the squirrels; cover 
closely, and stew two and one-half hours very slowly, stirring the 
mass frequently from the bottom to prevent its burning. Then add 
the tomatoes and sugar, and stew an hour longer. Ten minutes 
before it is to be taken from the fire, add the butter, cut into bits the 
size of a walnut, rolled into flour; five a final boil, taste to see that it 
isseasoned to your liking, and serve atonce. Squirrels may also be 
quickly eAOkea by boiling, and those who like the taste of the meat 
find it delicious when prepared in this way. Skin, clean and soak to 
draw out the blood; wipe them dry; tie a bit of salt pork over the 
head and broil them before the open fire, as you would birds, by 
fastening a birch sapling into the ground and tying the squirrel to it 
4s near the fire as it will go without burning. When done lay in a hot 
dish and anoint with melted butter and séason with pepper and salt. 
Rabbits are plentiful and easily caught, and they make a good din- 

nér for hungry campersg, They are only good to eat m the late sum- 
pm SS eee 
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mer and autumn, being both unpalatable and unwholesome at other 
seasons. The easiest and simplest way to cook them is to stew them 
Skin and clean them, then disjoinf them. and stew them in water 
enough to coyer them until they are tender; thieken the liquor with 
flour wet with cold water, and season with salt and curry powder, 
Marion Harland emphasizes the deliciousness of barbecued rabbit, 
and gives a way for preparing it, She says the odor from the cook- 
ing rabbit is tempting and appetizing, and the taste is not one whit 
behind, You will skin, clean and wash the rabbit, which must be 
plump and young to be palatable, and having opened it all the wa: 
on the under side, lay it flat, with a small plate or saucer to keep it 
down, in salted cold water for half an hour; wipedry and broil whole, 
with the exception of the head, where you have gashed across the 
backbone in eight or ten places that the heat may penetrate this, the 
thickest part. The fire should be hot and clear, and fhe rabbit turned 
often, so that all parts may be exposed equally to the heat. If you 
broil it, as you do the squirrel, tie the bit of pork on the top to baste 
and add to the fayor. When itis browned and tender, Jay it in a hot 
dish, and rub with soft butter, and sprinkle well with pepper and salt, 
turning the rabbit over and over to soak up the melted butter; cover 
with another dish and set before the fire, where it can have the full 
heat for five minutes, In the meantime, beat in.a tin cup two table- 
spoonfuls of vinegar seasoned with one of made mustard. Anoint the 
hot rabbit with this, and serve while hot. 
In hunting in the right localities you may possibly bag an opossum; 

if you do, you will want to know how to cook it, The flesh of the 
opossum is said, by those who have eaten it, to be sweet and luscious, 
and to resemble very closely the flesh of a stuffed pig in flavor, Skin 
and draw the opossom, cut off the legs and part of the tail, and wash 
thoroughly and wipe dry. Stuff the head and body as you would a 
turkey, and rest three hours before a brisk fire. You can make a 
good stuffing from fat salt pork and bread or crackers; chop the pork 
very fine indeed, soak the bread or crackers in hot water, mash them 
smooth, and mix them with the chopped salt pork; season well with 
salt, pepper, sage and chopped onions. This will make a nice sweet 
dressing, and is delicious in flayor. Eat cold, and you will find that 
you have a ‘dainty dish.”—Bositon Herald. 

ASH AND BATTHR CAKES. 
Some one who has been reading ‘Uncle Remus” asks for a rule for 

making ‘tash cakes,’ and as these come well within the limits of the 
camp cuisine, the directions may as well be given here, The in- 
gredients are meal, cold water and salt inthe following proportions: 
One quart of meal, one teacupful of cold water, one teaspoonful of 
salt. The white southern meal is the best if you can get it; if not, 
take the granulated yellow meal. Siftit always before you go into 
camp, and then it is always ready to use at once, and you will not 
have to stop for any trifles; mix together the meal, water and salt, 
and shape with the hand into Jong, oval cakes; have a good fire and 
a clean place just before it; place the cakes on the clean spot, and 
when the top of the cakes are slightly dried, draw the hot ashes oyer 
them and cover them completely, and let them remain there until 
they are well done. Try one of them after they haye remained 
fifteen minutes in the ashes, and if they are dry and firm they are 
done; if not, let them remain a little while longer. When drawn 
from the fire the ashes are brushed off, the cakes are quickly washed, 
then dried off, and they are ready to eat. These are the genuine old- 
fashioned ash cakes or corn ‘‘pones,”’ as they are called in certain 
portions of the South, They are as sweet and as toothsome as you 
please, and if you can get a glass of buttermilk to drink as you eat 
your ‘‘pone,” you have a feast indeed, If your camp chances to be 
in the vicinity of a farmhouse, watch for churning day, and accom- 
modate your pones:to the ehances of the buttermilk, which you will 
get if you have made good friends with the farmer’s wife. You will 
not scorn the pones, however, even without the buttermilk accompa- 
niment; and it is a good way to vary the hoecake and shortcake, so 
that you may have a variety of breads. If you have a frying-pan or 
a griddle, you may have still another variation in your breads by 
making some ‘‘orop” or ‘batter’ cakes which are really delicious, 
and should be eaten straight off the griddle. Take one pint of Indian 
meal, half a pint of flour, two eggs and a pinch of salt; beat up the 
eggs quite thoroughly, stir in the salt, then the meal and flour, and 
add sweet milk te make a thin batter. Thick batter takes are not 
nice; they are apt to be hard and tough. When the batter is thin 
enough, drop by spoonfuls into round shapes on the griddle or pan. 
When one side is brown turn the cakes oyer and cook the other side; 
butter while hot and eat at once.—Boston Herald. 

A CONVENIENT MEASURING INSTRUMENT.—The Regatta 
Committee haye announced their intention to enforce the rules 
strictly at the next meeting, so canoeists whose boats are over the 
limits must not be disappointed if they are ruled out. Theruleshave 
just been revised so as to allow more latitude in measuring than 
pefore, but the limits now laid down will not be exceeded in any case. 
lt is a difficult matter to measure the exact beam of a canoe without 
some appadatus, and with only a common rule. The Mohican C. C. 
haye now a large caliper rule, consisting of a piece of hard wood, 
jxigin. and 3ft. Gin. long, to one end of which an arm Sin. long is 
screwed, at right angles, while a similar arm is fitted to slide on the 
long piece. Both arms have notches cut in them to pass over the 
moulding. The rod is graduated in inches and fractions. By putting 
this across a canoe, touching the planking at the widest part, the 
width is quickly and accurately determined. 
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ROCHESTHR C. C., OOT. 9.—The fall races of the Rochester ©. 
C. oecurred at Trondequoit Bay, Thursday, Oct. 9, Being a strictly 
club affair,no audience being present to influence the weather, the 
wind was all that could be désired for sailing races. Following is a 
summary of the events; Paddling. open canoes, Class 11.—Storms, 
No Name, first; Seward, Alice M,, second; Stewart, Winema, third. 
Sailing, Class B—H, F. Andrews, Soplironia, first; H. J, Wilson, Pru- 
dence, second; Stewart, Margaret, third. Being but one entry in 
Class A, Moody, Huff, sailed with Class B, coming in fourth, Pad- 
dling, decked canoes, Class B—Andrews first, Wilson second, Stewart 
third, Tandem paddling—Andrews and Wilson first, Stewart and 
Storms second; Moody and Gilmore third. Sailing, Andrews’s Cup 
race (final race of a series of five matches)—Won by Wilson, Pru- 
dence, 13 points. 

AN ANCHOR FOR CANOHS.—Capt. Chester, U. §..N., has Jatei 
patented a very ingenious anchor for canoes and small boats, which 
folds into a very small compass. The shank is about 34in. diameter, 
and idin, long, cast with four lugs ab one end, the other end being 
provided with an eye or shackle foraline, To each lig an arm is 
strongly pivoted, so as to fold down close tothe shank when not in 
use, in the same manner that the ribs of an umbrella fold against 
the handle; and they are held by a sliding collar, similar to the rub 
ber band on most umbrellas. When in use the four arms are opened 
wide and held open by the collar which slides up under them, The 
anchor may be quickly opened, or closed into a small compass. 
The size for canoes weighs 4ibs., and in brass costs $4. A larger size 
would no doubt answer excellently for boats and small yachts, 

A SUGGESTION FOR CRUISERS.—A pair of ladies’ rubber boots 
are very useful as part of a canoe outfit, especially in the spring und 
fall, when the water is-too cold for wading, The large boots take up 
too much room in the canoe, but those known as ‘‘ladies’ boots” are 
much smaller and lighter and may be stowed anywhere in the well, 
ready to slip on instantly on landing in shoal water or on marshy 
ground, The crew of the Snake wore a pair at Newburg last spring, 
and others who have tried them find them very useful. 

N, ¥. C, C. SAILING RACE.—A race for Class B canoes, open to 
all canoeists, will be sailed on Oct. 18, starting from the club house at 
4:30 P. M. The start will be made exactly at that time, and all are 
requested to be at the line in good season. First and second prizes 
will be given. An entrance fee of $i will be charged. 

. CANOE CRUISE IN FLORIDA.—F. W. Storms, of the Rochester 
Club, and W. L. Fox, both members of the A.C, A., will start on a 
Florida cruise in December, They expect to deyote three months to 
getting acquainted with Florida and its aquatic population. 

CANOES FOR SALE.—We call attention to the advertisement of 
two canoes for sale by Mr, West. The Jap showed herself to be a 
very fast and able canos at the meet this year, both as a racer and 
eruiser. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
W.C,5., Lynn, Mass.—Try Bohannan’s magicskin cure. 

G. L., Boston, Mass.—For worms, giye your puppies plenty of thick 
sour milk. E 

H, M. W., Baltimore, Md.—Consult Mr. H. 
way, New York, 

G. E. W., Minneapolis, Ind.—We can furnish Dr, fHenshall’s book 
“Oamping and Cruising in Florida,” price $1.50. 

C. EB, V., New Hayen.—To have the barrels of your gun browned 
put them into the hands of a responsible gunsmith, 

B®. B., Boston.—You will find in the region accessible from the 
point named trout, deer, bear, grouse, hares, wildfowl. 

J. W.G., Linden, N. J—There is no book devoted to the training 
ot beagles, ‘‘Training ys. Breaking” will give you much valuable in- 
fermation. 

M., Lennoxville.—If you should write to J. U. Gregory, Isq., Q@ue- 
bec, Canada, he would probably give you information about a suitable 
taxidermist. 

J. M., Hast Lonzgmeadow.— You can purchase corduroy and yvelve- 
teen suit from the gun dealers whose names are given in our adver- 
tising columns, 

W. B., Toronto,—To whiten sails take one barrel of salt water, 21bs. 
chloride of lime, 2lbs. whiting, one bag of salt. Mix all together and 
serub the sails with a broom on both sides, laying them on ¢lean 
sand. Let them dry on the sand before bending. 

G. H. W., Toledo, O.—1. The prices for game recently printed in this 
journal were the retail prices. The dealers who buy at wholesale do 
not pay sv much. 2. The stuffed albino swallow is worth whatever 
you can get forit. There is no fixed price for such things. 

E. W., Springfield, Mass.—What is the best mode to transport broolc 
trout from one stream to another, say twenty miles? What and 
when to feed them and what attention do they need in winter? Ans. 
Tn milk cans or old water barrels. If turned into a stream you need 
not feed them nor care for ther in the winter. Just now the fish are 
full of eggs and it is dangerous to transport them, ' 

CG. Glover, 1,293 Broad- 

UMPHREYS 
OMEORAH CTA RY 

VE TERINA FICS 
FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dog's, Hogs & Poultry. 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Specifics have been used by Farmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horse R.R., Travel'g Hippodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS. 
A.A. Cures Feversand Inflammation, Milk 

Foyer, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 
B.B. Cures Founder, Spayin, Stifmness, 
3.C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 7 
D.D. Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms,- - - 7 
H.E. Cures Cough, Heaves, Pneumonia, 
FF. Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, 
G.G, Prevents Ahertion 
H.H. Cures all Urinary. Diseases,- - - - 
E.1. Cures enh ave Diseases, Mange, &«. 
J.J. Cures all Diseases of Digestion, - - 
Weterinary Case (black walnut) with Vet- 

erinary Manual, (330 pp.), 10 bottles of 
Medicine, and Medicator, S 

Medicator, 
hese Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 

address on receipt of the price, or any order for 

l 

LTT 

I 

Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humphkrey’s Veterinary Manual (30pp.)sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
&=-Pamphiets sent free on application. 

HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO. 
HOME a iton Street. New York- . 

} 

A 

Hn 

HA 
Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. TM BRIE’S IM PROVED TACKLE BOX MEDIUM 

TACKLE BOXES. 
We manufacture the largest variety 

The cut 

resents our “Imbrie lnnproved,” medium 

of practical Tackle Boxes. vep- 

size, with sliding partition for various 

size reels, cork lined compartment for 

flies, etc., Size 6x9 inches, 414 inches 

deep. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or 

will not order them for you, send fifty cents for oyr 120- 
SEE t 
SSS BEL page illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBRIBE, 

> Manufacturers of Fine Fishin: Tackle 
48 & 50 Maiden Lane, Ne Y. 

SILK WORM 
BE". DATASA, 385 Broadway, N. fF¥., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 

Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra Jong, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 

Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00, 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N.Y. 

DOG TRAINI 
—BY— 

S. T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

GUT. 

250, 

LOOK ! 

Marster’s Imported English Double Gun, 
TWIST BARRELS AND SIDE SNAP ACTION, 10 or 12-BORE. 

Brass Shells, 5 cts. each; U. M. C. or Winchester make Paper Shells, 12-gauge, 55 cts. per 100; 10- 
gauge, 60 cts.; FG Powder, 25 cts. per pound: Shot, 
auge, 15 cts: per box of 250; 9 or 10-gauge, 18 cts.; Wesson or Winchester Primers, 33 cts. per box of 

Loading Tools complete without crimper, 50 cts.; with crimper, $1. Three-Joint Cleaning Rods, 

LOOK! 

PRICE $16.00. 

7 cts. per pound; Black-Hdge Welt Wads, 1! bo 16. 

complete with wire brush, ete., 50 cts. Brown Canyas Coat with seven pockets, $1.50, Pants, fl. Caps, 

IN G; ets. Drab Canvas Lone 
cts, 

75 cts. Drab Canvas Cartridge Belts, 25 cts. Cartridge Bags 
Gun Covers, with Leather Handles, 50 

GUN REPAIRING OF EVERY 

to hold fifty shells, 50 cts, Game Bags, 50 
cts. Short Covers to take gun apart, 50 

DESCRIPTION. 
Parties out of the city wanting the above gun can have ib sent by express by sending with order $1 

to pay for boxing, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICK PRICE $1.00. 

J, F, MARSTERS, 51 to 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

= 

NEAR CITY HALL. 
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ANGLING TOURNAMENTS. 

SX CE the angling tournament inaugurated by Forest 
AND STREAM in 1882, and afterward adopted by the 

National Rod and Reel Association as its first contest, there 

has been an awakening of the spirit of scientific angling in 

all its yaried branches of fly-casting, casting for bass, and 

minnow-casting. Some have argued that the tournaments 

accomplished no good, and were merely gotten up to adver- 
tise tackle dealers. The fact is, that while dealers in fishing 

tackle are allowed to contribute prizes, and this without 

special solicitation, not one is placed on the Committee of 

Arrangements nor is selected for a judge. The committee 
is composed of men who are entirely free from trade alli- 

ances, and are only interested in the tournaments as lovers 
of the art of angling. 

A glanee at our published list of the committee and the 
judges will show that this is true, while the prize lists. ex- 
hibit donations from such men as Mr. McAndrew, Mr. 

Cross, Mr. Brown and Mr. Wilbur, who have only the desire 
o advance the art of fishing in the most scientific manner. 

We have gone out of our way to state this because we have 

heard that a New York evening paper has had a statement 

to a contrary effect, which we have not seen. We do not 

think, however, that it is worth while to more than notice 

this, because the case is, as we have pointed out, very plain. 
If any one should ask what the benefit is to be derived 

from angling tournaments, we will not reply by asking him 

to explain the use of tournaments where shooting with either 

the rifle or the fowling piece is used, or where skill in 

archery is-the object. We can only say that angling tourna- 

ments beget a desire in persons witnessing them to possess 
good tackle and to handle it as they have seen others handle 
it. It is useless to say that this can be learned on the stream. 

We will admit that it can, for there all our expert anglers 

learned it, but on the stream one is absorbed in the prospect 

of hooking a fish and has to learn to handle the fly by years 
of experience, when at a tournament he can see where the 

contestants begin to raise the longline from the water, 

where they stop the rod in its upward sweep; how they 

apply the power and increase it in the forward cast, and 

when it comes to the contest foraccuracy and delicacy, how 

they deliver the flies upon the water. All this may be 
noted by the tyro, if he uses his eyes, by observing the diff- 
erent styles of casting of the best experts that have been 

produced in this or any other country, and this fact is 
recognized by the private gentlemen who have given the 

largest prizes in this last tournament. 

We regard these tournaments as a mighty power in educa- 

ting anglers, both young and old, for while a person not 
familiar with fly-casting might sit out the programme and 
think it stupid, one who has some knowledge of it can learn 

much that he neyer knew. Contrary to general opinion, we 

place the highest value on the long distance casts. We hold 
that a man who is master of his rod sufficiently to cast a fly 

eighty feet, can deliver his flies lightly on the water at sixty 

feet, while he who can only reach the latter distance by the 

greatest effort, can only fish well at forty feet, Many an 

angler has seen a trout rise full twenty feet beyond his power 

of sending a fly, and has wished for a wind to send the lure 

out or for the skill of an expert to deliver it where he wished. 
The same things may be said of the striped bass casting, 

for distance and accuracy are factors in these contests also 

as they are in actual fishing. The minnow-casting for black 

bass, introduced this year, promises to make our Eastern 

anglers acquainted with a new style of fishing whichif it 

becomes popular will do so only through the tournament, 

or it would have waited for years to pass from one to 

another, and even then imperfectly and with alterations and 

modifications. 
Another objection which has been raised against these 

tournaments is that men who have never fished might prac- 

tice and win prizes. This is true, but the practice would 

lead them to fish; or if it did not, then their proficiency 

would be instructive. It has never been an objection to rifle 

matches that men might enter and win who had never either 

killed nor even seen a deer; skill with the rifle being the only 

consideration. Hence, we believe that no matter what the 

fishing records of the contestants may be, their skill with the 

rod is instructive and the influecce on the rising generation 

of anglers is good, and those who promote and encourage 

these tournaments are doing good work. 

ANOTHER IRISH-AMERICAN MATOH. 

A fee Irish riflemen-making firm of the Rigbys has been 

very busy of late upon a new weapon. It isa breech- 

loader of the small bore or sporting class, and hence capable 

of the finest work, but it is as well a non-cleaning rifle so far 

as match shooting is concerned. In trial at the home ranges 
and at Wimbledon, the Elcho ranges of 15 rounds at 800, 

900 and 1,000 yards have been shot over, and with cleaning 
only between ranges, scores running close up to 220 in the 

possible 225 have been made, 
It is now proposed by the veteran Irish rifleman to renew 

hostilities of the old time friendly sort with his American 

acquaintances of the rifle range, and by a match at the 
longer distances show what the new weapon can do. He 

wishes to have the nou-cleaning clause inserted in the con- 

ditions of the proposed match, holding the Americans to 

such a rule, 

The question now is whether or not it would be wise to 
invite such a contest, and whether or not we are prepared or 
may put ourselves in a state of proper preparation so far as 

rifles are concerned. It is claimed by some that the Rem- 

ington is capable of doing this non-cleaning feat. The 

Brown rifle also makes a claim very similar, but there are 

no matches for sporting rifles on our programmes which 

would make the record complete on this point. 

If there are no such rifles in this country there ought to be, 
and at once, otherwise we have allowed ourselves to be dis- 

tanced in this important improvement in small arm manu- 

fucture. It may be claimed that we have succeeded in bring- 
ing outa military arm which will stand the non-cleaning 

ordeal for a number of shots and yet continue to do 
fairly satisfactory work over the long distances. The 
record is against us on this point, for the Amer- 

ican team has suffered its only defeats on this 
line of endeavor. It may be necessary tor us to take 

another drubbing to find out whether or no we have or can 

make in American armories a weapon capable of the finest 

work, and yet in which all the unnecessary nuisance of 

cleaning and polishing the bore after each shot may be abol- 

ished. It is certuin that the rifle of the future is to be some- 
thing after this class or at least embrace this feature. 

We should be glad to see such a match as this proposed 
by Mr. Rigby. It is pretty certain that there will not be 
another match for the Palma under the conditions originally 
set for it, That class of shooting will, and should be, set 

aside for the more advanced kind of marksmanship and rifle 

manufacture in which cleaning is abandoned. It might be 

wise to use the Palma as atrophy in a new match; but at 

any rate, whether the object fought for be but » simple medal, 

the match ought to come off. 

CUTTER AND -SLOOP. 

INCE the commencement of the battle for a reform in 

American yachts, which began in our columns five 

years ago, there have been times when it has seemed as 
though the struggle against vested interests, ancient and 

firmly rooted dogmas, prejudiced ignorance, and a strong 
opposition to foreign ideas, was too great a task for the few 
against the many; but looking back to-day, both Fornsr 

AND STREAM and those who have been with us in the fight, - 

can well feel proud of the results attained. The truth of 

every principle that we have maintained has been demon- 

strated, the position we have taken and held in spite of op- 
position and abuse, has been recognized and approved by 

the yachting public, and the men who have had the courage, ~ 

in the face of public opinion, to build and sail cutters, have 

had their reward in a series of undisputed successes. 

The war we have waged on the American death-trap, big 

and little, has borne fruit sooner even than we anticipated, 

and the results are plainly to be seen on every body of water 

throughout our country on which boats are used, in the 
tangible shape of better model, lower ballast, reduced and 

more sailor-like rigs, increased care and knowledge in 

handling. 

Besides the question of safety, the less important ones of 

speed, ability and general good qualities have been decided 

in favor of the cutters. What Madge begun, Bedouin and 

Oriva have finished. The success of the English cutter is 

an accepted fact, but the end is not reached yet; the whole 

science of yacht designing is not fathomed; there is more-to 

learn than we yet know. 

The best boat of thirty years ago was an American 

schooner; the best boat to-day is an English cutter. Both 

have taught valuable lessons to all willing to learn, and it 

now remains to us so to study them that the boat of the 

future shall be a distinctively American yacht. 

SHootinc Prosprots.—All the reports from those who 

have been out with the gun in the Eastern States indicate 

that birds are numerous. At the same time the bags that 

have been made have not been large. This is due to the un- 

paralleled dryness of the woods and swamps, and to the very 

warm weather that we have had so far during this month. 

While the weather has been delightful, it has been so warm 
that to travel through thickets and swamps has been very 
exhausting. In fact, the days have seemed more like those 
of July than of October. The woods, and in many cases 

the swamps as well, are quite dry, and the ground when 

turned up is dusty as a country road. This, of course, 

means that the birds have left such situations, Besides, even 

when they are still there, the dogs have great difficulty in 

finding them, and altogether the sportsman is at a great dis- 

advantage. We have no doubt that after the next heavy, 

soaking rain, there will be many heavy bags made. We 

look for a short season of exceptionally good woodcock 

shooting to follow the next rain, and then, after the cold 

weather has set, there will probably be good quail and grouse 

shooting until the close of the season. But until there has 
been a storm of some magnitude it is scarcely worth while 

for any one to start out with his gun, unless he livesinsome - 

locality especially favored in the way of moisture. 

A Narionan TraAp-SHootrers’ Leacurn.—Last May at 
Chicago an attempt was made to organize a national associa- 

tion of sportsmen who practice shooting at the trap. The 

steps then taken did not result in anything, It is now pro- 

posed to repeat the attempt at the coming New Orleans 

tournament. There can be no qnestion of the usefulness of 

such an organization. If national tournaments are to be 
held they should be under the control of some responsible 

body of representative sportsmen. The Chicago tourna- 

ment was admirably conducted, and doubtless the New 
Orleans meeting will be equally satisfactory in this respect; 

but it is clear that these conyentions should not be left to 
depend upon the enterprise and energy of asingle individual. 
We believe that a properly constituted association of repre- 

sentative sportsmen would be a useful and worthy organiza- 
tion. The scheme for providing such a society is set forth 
in a communication elsewhere, and if to be acted upon early 

attention to it is desirable. 
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LASSOING THE GRIZZLY. 

BY T. 8. VAN DYKE. 

4 ieee old Spanish settlers of California wete never cele- 
brated as hunters, and few of them hunt even now, 

They lack the swinish propensities of the Anglo-Saxon game 
butcher; they like to see game around them, and do not en- 
joy seeing it killed off. They do not, like the stingy Ameri- 
can farmer, want to see the whole quail family obliterated 
because quails occasionally eat a few grapes, and all the deer 
exterminated because they occasionally ravage a patch of 
beans or watermelons. But they like a landscape alive with 
life pee enjoy the roar of wings and the thump of bounding 
hoots. 

But in one respect they were the greatest hunters that the 
world has ever seen. Their like shall be seen no more, The 
old breed is dying out and in its place comes a race of cow- 
boys that play with the pistol instead of the riata, and take 
more pride in lark-heeled boots than in the training of their 
horses. The man whose spare moments are occupied with 
whisky and cards, and whose principal solicitude is about 
the gloss of his white shirt bosom, may lasso and bind a steer 
upon the open plain as well asany one. But such deeds as 
were done by some of the old Spanish Californians could be 
done only by men who played with the riata almost in their 
cradle, and grew up from boyhood on horseback. Califor- 
nia has had some good Amcrican vaqueros; but few haye 
ever dared to ride upon the grizzly bear, and the few that 
have done so and made a successful cast of the noose have 
generally found to their dismay that they had the bear just 
where they didn’t want him and have gladly dropped the 
rata. 
And who could blame them? Compared with the courage 

and skill required to handle such a savage monster as the 
grizzly bear, at the end of a rope only twenty or thirty feet 
away, ali the talk about the bravery of hunting the tiger or the 
skill of cutting down bounding game with a single ball seems 
ridiculous, The Californian had no elephant to fight off the 
brute for him, no attendant to hand him deadly rifles as fast 
as he could empty them, no army of beaters with tin pans 
and drums to scare the bear out of his senses, nor had he 
any weapon in which accuracy had been brought to perfec- 
tion, with carefully adjusted sights to tell him when it was 
rightly held. Nor had he any dogs to nip the game in the 
rear and distract its attention, nor any big trap and log upon 
the beast’s foot to clog its movements, He had only a horse 
trained, perhaps, to charge upon anything he was aimed at, 
froma cactus patch to a locomotive, but more probably 
crazed with terror at the first scent of the bear, and driven 
on only by the sharpest spur, He had only the riata, a rope 
of braided rawhide, stiff and clumsy in spite of oiling, liable 
to twist and kink and subject to a dozen other causes of 
error from which the rifle is free. This can not be made 
fast to the horn of the saddle, but must be attached with a 
quick twist after the noose has caught and must be ready to 
cast off in a twinkling if necessary, The management of the 
noose requires all the care of one hand, that of the coil and 
the end of the rope all the care of the other. Yet the reins 
must be managed with consummate skill and quickness and 
the frightened horse be kept from wheeling and winding the 
rider in the rope with the most formidable and savage of all 
animals at the end of it only twenty feet away. The riata, 
too, must all this time be kept drawn tight or the bear will 
cast off the noose in an instant, get his paws under it and 
cut it with his claws, or pullit out far enough to get it in 
his mouth where his sharp teeth quickly sever it. Ov he may 
make a rush upon the rider, or with his paws draw him in 
upon his own rope. There may arise a dozen contingencies 
in which the horseman has had no previous experience yet 
must act with the quickness of thought, If thrown or 
dragged from his horse, or if the saddle girth should break 
or slip beneath the tremendous strain of the riata, slight 
were the chances of escape. 
A person of good sense might well doubt whether such 

things ever were done, Yet nothing is more certain than 
that they were done frequently; done, too, by moonlight; 
done often on rough ground; and often on horses that few 
Americans could stay on a minute. At the old-time fiestas, 
fights between bulls and grizzlies that had been lassoed in 
the mountains and dragged in, bound upon rawhides, werea 
matter of course, and were continued for years after the 
Americans came. Only twelve years ago, my friend Don 
Thomas Alvarado, of Monserratte, San Diego county, with 
only an Indian boy to help him, lassoed and killed upon the 
spot where Fall Brook now stands, two bears, each of which 
was heavier than the horse he rode. And Don Marcos For- 
ster, of San Juan Capistrano, has, on the slope back of Los 
Flores, lassoed and choked to death, alone, a full grown bear, 
the performance being seen at a distance by a party who rode 
up to help him, but arrrived too Iate. 

But all things considered—the size of the bear, the nature 
of the ground, the confusion resulting from the number of 
horsemen engaged, and the extraordinary cutting and break- 
of riatas by the enormous strength of the bear, the catching 
of the big bear of Santa Rosa, some years ago in San 
Diego county, was probably the greatest performance of this 
kind ever seen in California, This bear was pronounced by 
several who had seen ‘‘Old Sampson” and other great bears, 
far larger than any of them. His hide was on exhibition 
for months at Los Angeles and was the wonder of all old 

bear hunters. His head was more than the strongest man 

in the party could lift clear of the ground, and his weight 
was estimated at 1,800 to 2,000 pounds. 
Tbis bear had been known for many years, and had 
laughed at all attempts to kill him. He had only fattened 
upon lead, sueezed at all traps, and, preferring to kill his 

own meat, could not be poisoned, Various attempts had 

been made to decoy him upon open ground by dragging a 

dead beef down the canyons, etc,, but all in vain. ut one 

evening he caught a yearling heifer just outside the edge of 

the great sea of chapparal that covers miles of the northern 

part of San Diego county and the southern part of Los 

Angeles county. And it was just at the head of one of the 

lovely little valleys that break into the top of the hi h. table- 

land that sweeps up on the west side of Temecula Valley, in 

San Diego, and forms the Rancho of Santa Rosa. A vaquero 

saw him, and as he rode within sight the bear left the heifer 

and went into the brush. The vaquero made all speed to the 

ranch house, Word was sent at once to Temecula, and by 

8 o'clock six men on six of the best horses in the country, 

each man with an extra riata tied behind the saddle, were on 

the ground, Half a dozen more men as spectators rode along 

in the rear, 

Fortunately the moon was nearly full It was one of 
those marvellously clear nights such as the countries of dry 
air alone can show, when the moon seems like a ball of 
quicksilver hanging in the sky only half a mile away, when 
every cliff or scar or jutting crag in the mountain stands out 
and overhangs the mountain’s base, and the deep shadows of 
the canyons seem solid hills of jet trying to overtop the giant 
mass beside them, About two hundred and fifty yards away, 
upon the leeward side of the dead cow, the party halted and 
tied their horses, while some of the men went stigad on foot 
to reconnoiter, Behind a little knoll, a hundred yards or so 
from the bait, they stopped, Over the dead animal half a 
de coyotes were snarling and feeding, but no bear was 

ere. 
Nearly two hours passed away when there was a sudden 

Tullin the noise of the coyotes, and they began to sneak 
away from the bait, The crack of brush was heard, too, in 
the chapparal, and in a minute a huge mass of shaggy black- 
hess emerged. Out it came for some thirty yards from the 
brush, then stopped and gavea long ‘‘woof,” much like 
that of a suspicious hog. Then it struck the ground with 
one fore paw and gave another ‘“‘woof.” Then it sat down 
and sat there some thirty minutes, giving an occasional 
‘svoof,” Then it walked-around to the leeward side of the 
heifer and stopped upon a little knoll so close to the men 
that they could hearits breathing, and in the cool night 
breeze that flowed toward them could plainly smell the 
strong odor of the mighty brute. - 

Hour after hour passed away, yet the bear still kept his 
place. The men, who had come in their shirt sleeves and 
without any supper, began to shiver in the cool air that 
makes the nights of California so luxurious to wearied 
humanity. The horses, too, had smelt the bear at once, and 
had been trembling and snorting with fear, so that the men 
who remained with them could hardly keep them quiet. 
A whispered consultation was now held, in which it was 

finally decided that the chances that the bear would go to 
the bait were better than the chances of handling him effec- 
tively so near the brush as he then was. The bear had no 
suspicion of anything going on so close behind him, but sat 
there sniffing the wind, sending forth an occasional ‘‘woof,” 
until the moon rode past the zenith and dipped toward the 
distant Pacific. At nearly 2 o’clock in the morning the bear 
finally decided to eat and started toward the carcass. The 
coyotes scattered in a moment, and soon the cracking of 
bones was heard. 

Quickly the men went back for the horses. The horses 
knew as well as their masters what was coming, and each 
one trembled iike a leaf as the great horsehair girth was 
“cinched” as tightly as the long running strap could draw 
it. Don Francisco Machado, one of the owners of the 
ranche, was selected to make the first throw. They rode 
quietly up to within about 100 yards and then, like a flight 
of arrows, the six horses shot forward beneath the impulse 
of the spurs. If such a charge he not “into the jaws of 
hell” it is very much like it, Certain it is that more men 
can be found to lead a charge like that of the Light Brigade 
than to lead such a one as Don Francisco led. 

At the clatter of the hoofs the bear rose with a savage 
growl from his supper. Right up to within fifteen feet of 
the brute rode Don Francisco with his brother, Don Juan 
Wachado, and a friend close behind him. Another brother, 
Don José Wachado, and two other horsemen split off. and 
passed upon the other side of the victim. Wheecoo, wheecooo 
went the noose twice around the rider's head as he ap- 
proached the bear; whizz went the noose as it flew from his 
hand, Witha faint 27p it fell over the bear’s head and in a 
twinkling the other end of the rope was wound around the 
horn of the saddle and the noose drawn tight with a sudden 
jerk. The bear instead of being pulled off his feet or trying 
to loosen the riata, made a rush for Don Francisco, but the 
quick horse he rode sprang forward fast enough to keep the 
riata tight, and in a moment another noose, from the hand 
of Don José, dropped over the bear’s head from behind; 
but it also went under one foot, making the noose catch over 
the shoulder. Vainly the horse set himself back upon his 
haunches. No horse could hold sucha hold as that, and 
Don José had to drop his riata. 
Don Francisco now tried to jerk the bear sidewise so as to 

wet him off his feet or get him to raise his feet so that they. 
could be easily noosed by his companions. His horse sprang 
beneath the spur like a snake from coil, but the riata tight- 
ened on a weight no horse could overthrow. Meanwhile, 
noose after noose aimed for the brute’s Jess whizzed through 
the air, But he would not keep a foot clear of the ground 
long enough for a successful throw, and his movements were 
so irregular that it was impossible to base calculations upon 
them so as to cast the loop in time. But in a moment more 
zip came another loop over the bear’s head and fell full 
around his neck, As it tightened he rose upon his feet 
while both loops were pulling in opposite directions. In a 
twinkling his paws were beneath them, in a moment he had 
them both in his mouth, Such strength surprised and 
alarmed his persecutors, The air was filled with Spanish 
ejaculations, and the worst of it was that both fore paws 
were now so protected that neither one could be lassoed. 
Amid the ‘‘Carrajo” and “Carrambas” and “que diablo es 
este,” one of the riatas, frayed and cut half in two by teeth 
and claws, parted beneath the strain, and before another 
cast could be made the second one gave way. The great 
bear was again free and two of the best hands were empty. 

But the hear was free for but au instant. The very incar- 
nation of fury, he made a rush at Don José, whose horse 
wheeled with a whirl that would have landed an ordinary 
rider in the claws of the enemy. Just as he rushed upon 
him, open-mouthed and raging, another noose came with a 

sudden snap around his head, catching in his mouth and 
tightening on the instant behind his teeth and behind his 
ears, As he reared upon his feet another one fell over his 
head upon top of the first one, and by the two he was jerked 

over backward, and then there was a wild confusion of 
horses and men and ropes and bear and Spanish interjections 
and cries of “‘agarra un pié,” “pronto,” ‘de veras es el diablo,” 

etc, Before one of his feet could be secured he had so cut 

the second riata around his neck with his claws that it gave 

way and had turned himself over and was again upon his 

feet, The noose in his mouth still held, and as he raised 

one paw to get that loose 27 landed another loop right 

over the paw. In a twinkling that paw was outstretced, 

pulling the bear so that he raised the hind foot upon 

the other side. Quicker than it can be told that foot was 

caught up by a dexterous fling from Don Francisco and out- 

stretched, The prize was pow gtlite secure; but the work 

was anything but done, Hyery foot must be secured with a 

noose. But two of them were upon the ground, and as only 

opposite feet had been eaught it was not so easy to turn him 

over. Another riata was cast over his head, and by the aid 

of the two he was pulled backward, while by the riatas on 
his feet he was swung around. A horseman stood ready in 
front and another behind, each with rata in short coil and 
with a small noose ready to pick up the two loose fect. The 
front one was snapped the first time he raised it clear enough 
from the ground for the noose to pass under; and as this 
paw was outstretched and the bear fell upon his belly the 
last foot was taken in a twinkling and the monster lay spread 
out upon the ground as flat and helpless as a dead frog, 

It now remained to drag him to a tree and tie his hind 
legs around it. But with such a bear two riatas could not 
be trusted. He was therefore held by the four horses that 
held his paws while one of the other riders undertook the 
pleasing little task of taking the two riatas loose from his 
head. ‘This was soon done and the two were hitched upon 
his hind feet in addition to those already there. Then by 
the four horses behind, he was dragged some hundred yards 
or more to a tree, the other two horses keeping the fore paws 
outstretched enough to keep him from biting the riatas, His 
hind Jegs were drawn one upon each side of the tree and 
tightly jashed with riatas so that the bear could move around 
the tree but not get at his feet. And there he was left till 
morning to be then released and tied fast to the largest and 
wildest bull the hills of the ranche could produce. 

LOG OF THE BUCKTAIL.—\V. 

(82 brief summer is past. It is the middle of October, 
and every hill and wooded mountain spur is robed in 

glorious hues that make all description tame. ‘Ine roar of 
the 10-bore and yelp of the cocker warn the few grouse that 
have reached the open season to feed early and roost 1 igh, 
I said last March, that for one season I would devote my 
energies as a woods loafer to home woods, waters and 
mountains, And I have pretty well done it, Commencing 
on the 5th of April, at Brookland, in Potter county, I have 
explored and cruised the waters and valleys to Muncy, Ly- 
coming county, Pa., sticking to the paddle until the long, 
hot drouth dried up the river to such an extent that it was 
better wheelbarrowing than canoeing. It is thirty-one miles 
from Brookland to Ansonia, all the way by stage road. It is 
seyenty-eight miles from Ansonia to Muney, all the way by 
rail, or on the river by canoe, which is a longer route by a 
few miles. The Tiadatton forks ten miles below Brook- 
land, and there is good early trouting on either fork; also 
in a dozen mountain brooks, easily accessible, And there is 
still better fishing a few miles south of Pike Mills, on the 
waters of Kettle Creek, Pike Mills is ten miles below Brook- 
land, just below the forks. There are enough fine camping 
spots in the region for ten thousand outers, and if there is a 
healthier region I do not know it, Also, it is easily reached 
and cheap withal. 

Having made several trips with the Bucktail, 1 laid ber 
away ina cool cellar and decided to try a still lighter canoe. 
For the river was very low, and there was a deal of wading 
and carrying. Now the Nipper weighs just sixteen pounds 
nine ounces, and hus a light carrying frame. One can carry 
her all day. But she is very frail, scarcely fit for river work, 
However, I took her out for a cruise down to Muncy on the 
19th of August, the hottest day of the season, The mercury 
stood at 101 degrees in the shade. Heayen knows what it 
would have marked on the glittering river with the sun broil- 
ing down in a narrow mountain valley; but I was not fool 
enough to try it until I was below the mouth of the Tiadat- 
ton, the sun was low, and the broad Susquehanna made 
safe, pleasant cruising, 
The sun was behind the mountain on the west when I 

came in sight of Williamsport. As you approach it by the 
river it looks like a city of smokestacks; and on nearer view 
you are impressed with the notion that there has been a 
dress parade of sawmills which has just broken ranks, and 
the mills are lounging around proniscuously, all smoking. 
In the city proper, however, there are many fine buildings, 
and on Fourth street, which is the fashionable quarter, may 
be found private residences which would do credit to Mur- 
ray Hill. I received a cordial welcome from members of the 
Williamsport Gun Club, and on the next morning pulled out 
early for Muney, fifteen miles by road, considerably further 
by river. It was 11 A. M. when I reached Muncy bridge, 
and a dry, hot day made aone-mile carry as long as I-wanted 
it. Lat once found friends at Muncy. The members of the 
Sportsman’s Club took me in hand, got up an afternoon pic- 
nic for my benefit, and—well, my money wasn't good for 
anything. I couldn’t spend a dime. They urged me to 
make a stay of severai days, but I had plans that prevented 
me, and after a stay of only one day I paddled out for Will- 
iamsport again, and for once I chose to cruise on a canal, ft 
is not a high-toned or adventurous mode of canoeing, but 1 
found it rather pleasant, I took a long half day for fifteen 
miles of paddling, and did not meet a single boat. 
Once—and not so very long ago—the canal was lively 

enough, Packets made schedule time and carried loads of 
passengers. Line boats and horse boats were a constant 
quantity, aud the whoop of the festive driver was heard day 
and night. It is quiet enough now. ‘The railroad track has 
made cow-pasture of the towpath; the iron. horse has 
squelched the mule. Whence it happens that there is a 
stretch of some sixty miles from Northumberland to Jersey 
Shore, including all that can be asked in the way of pleasant, 
easy, but rather tame canoeing, The notable point is that 
you can take the river down and come back right along its 
east bank by canal; and the river, from the mouth of the 
Tiadatton to Northumberland, includes as good bass fishing 
as can be found in the Susquehanna. ‘The route lies through 
a rich, highly cultivated country, but this does not hinder 
one from camping on any of the many green, shady islands 
or along the banks, and the people are very friendly, Dur- 
ing the late summer I often called at farmhouses for toma 
toes, apples, pears, etc., and it was seldom that the people 
would take and pay. 

It is true that I prefer camping in a wilder country, say 
between Brookland and Waterville, a wild stretch of fifty 
odd miles; but the canoeing on this stretch is too rough un- 
less the stream is at least afoot above low water mark, 
Bven then it is hard on a iight canoe. And civilization 
has some advantages to the average outer, who seeks 
health rest and recreation rather than a rough, adventurous 
trip, 

Biaid with my old friend, George Reutter, in Williamsport 
a day or two quietly picking up votes on the bass, and more 
especially the way they are being destroyed by nets, dams, 
weirs and all villainous devices of the fish hog, and then 
took the canal for Jersey Shore, Made a leisurely cruise of 
it all day and put in with farmer Smith below Larry’s Creek, 
Spent a day with the bass and in prospecling for fish traps. 

Then stowed the Nipper in a dry cellar, took an evening 

‘rain and got home ie midnight. Bringing the canoe with 



me would have cost nothing, but I wanted her where she 
Was. . l extract a few lines from the log for August: ‘‘Picked 
up the Nipper at J. Smith’s and spent the last days of the 
month in taking notes of fish, fishing, fish traps and their 
effect on the game fish of the Susquehanna, They (the 
traps) are humerous enough and bad enough. Brought the 
Nipper home, racked and leaky,” : 
On the 10th of September, having tightened copper nails 

and reyarnished the canoe, took her down to Jersey Mills 
for a final cruise. Noted several additions to the fish traps 
and wing dams, for itis the season when a rise in the river 
will start the eels down stream, and the chance of a bushel 
of eels in a single night is not to be missed by the ayerage 
fish hog. Ostensibly I was fishing and cruising; practically 
Iwas hawkeyeing for fish traps and poachers. They were 
not far to seck or hard to find. I came home discouraged, 
and with little faith in fish or game laws; or, rather, their 
enforcement. J decided, however, to make a last trip down 
Stream early in October, take accurate note of fish traps and 
their locations, and notify the proper officers thereof. 

On the 7th of October, haying laid the canoes away for 
the season, I started for Williamsport by rail, keeping a 
sharp eye on the stream from a car window. Now, there 
are seyeral places where the river is not in sight from the 
cars, and I only noted what I saw and could testify to ac- 
cordingly. 

Between Ansonia and the southern line of Tioga county I 
eounted seven dams and traps, a distance of about eighteen 
miles, Four of them sre marked “bad,” ‘Bad’ means that 
the trap cuts off the entire river from bank to bank. No 
fish four inches jong can run up, and all that attempt to run 
down must fall into the trap. 

In Lycoming county and all above the mouth of the Tia- 
datton, I note five fish traps, three of them ‘‘bad,” and three 
miles below Williamsport, right under the noses of the sports- 
mans elub, there is a fish dam built in the shape of a W, the 
lower angies pointing dowu stream, and teft open for a 
couple of fykes, or worse still, wooden weirs or baskets. 
This is the worst trap I have seen, No fish can get up, and 
all that attempt to descend are as good as dead. For these 
traps are made so infernally destructive that all small fish 
are inevitably destroyed. lf they were caught in such a 
manner that the eels could be saved and the small fry of all 
game fish could be returned alive tothe water, it would not 
beso bad. But, if desired, I can put the proper officers on 
the track of a man who fed five bushels of young bass to his 
hogs in less than one week, or, as it was put to me, “‘at one 
run.” ‘This was near Jersey Mills, Lycoming county. And 
there was about a barrel of large bass which were salted 
down or ‘divided round.” A reliable man told me that the 
bulk of the salted bass spoiled, and were also fed to the hogs, 
Now, what happened to this man’s trap at one run hap- 

pened just the same to numerous other traps, Is it any 
wonder that there is complaint of the bass fishing not being 
nearly as good in the Susquehanna as it was two years ago? 
And is there no remedy? Are we such infernal cowards as 
to stock our finest streams with the best game fish at public 
cost, for the equal benefit of all, and then Jet the fish-hog 
destroy # thousand of our young bass and trout that his 
sovereign dirtiness may get away with a dozen eels? 

“A plague of all cowards. There’s lime in this sack, too; 
Yet a coward is worse than 4 cup of sack with lime in it.” 

—Falstaf,~ 

I notified members of the Sportsman’s Club at Williams- 
port of the fish traps and their particular location, and ex- 
plained my position in the matter, ¢.¢., that of a private 
citizen, anxious only for fair play and the enforcement of 
Jaws framed for the equal benefit of all. I thought they did 
not seem particularly enthusiastic. One member gave me a 
hint not ‘‘to play stool pigeon for a cat.” Another member 
spoke of getting evidence concerning the ownership of the fish 
dam below Williamsport by hiring a ‘‘sharp river man to do the 
dirty work,” So the detective who risks person and prop- 
erty in the effort to bring these selfish, lawless poachers to 
justice is doing ‘‘dirty work,” and the poachers are, by im- 
plication, doing the clean thing. Well, so far as the bass are 
concerned, perhaps they are. It is pretty clear that, if Jeft 
to their own devices, they will make a clean thing of all 
game fish In Pennsylvania. 

I derived some satisfaction for the time and money ex- 
pended on the trip, The owners of several fish traps hear- 
ing that they were being reported, took out all vestige of 
their traps. And on the day of my arrival in Williamsport 
4 party was fined $125 and costs for seining in the river. I 
reported seven fish traps with their locations to the fish 
wardens of this (Tioga) county, who coolly refused to stir in 
the matter, stupidly asking im his ignorance, ‘“Who’s goin’ 
fer pay me fer my time and expenses?” 

There is something in this matter of pay. Fish wardens 
and game constables are not’ wealthy men asarule. Per- 
haps they can hardly be expected to make advances of time 
and money, with the risk of making dangerous enemies on 
the chance of getting halt a fine that very likely will never 
be collected. ‘his State could well afford to pay a corps of 
such officers, say $300 per annum, with $150 additional for 
expenses, added to one-half the fines as at present. Goad 
and efficient men could be secured in any desirable numbers 
for snch pay, small as it may seem. And the taxpayers of 
the State would never feel it. Then let the law be so framed 
that any officer who refuses to act promptly on proper in- 
formation shall be fined heayily, and also forfeit his place, 
We want short, sharp, plain laws, and efficient officers to 

enforce them without fear or favor. 
A word io fair-minded sportsmen, If fish and game laws 

are eyer to be effective, the man who zealously and fearlessly 
Strives to enforce them must be upheld and honored, while 
the onus of ‘dirty work” is placed where it belongs, on the 
‘selfish poacher who is capable of destroying a barrel of young 
game fish that_he may saye a string of eels to his own por- 
‘cine cheek. Honor the laws and those who enforce them. 

* <2 + = % * <.y 

T have already said what I think of the northern region of 
Pennsylvania as to health and outing inducements. I will 
add, that to people suffering from asthmatic difticulties, a 
camp life for two or three months on the broad, dry summits 
of our mountains is almost a certain cure in ordinary cases, 
and in all diseases of the respiratory organs it will be found 
most salutory. But the fishing and hunting is always poor 
in such localities, and the life is monotonous to a degree, 
The alleyiations are, the best of spring’ water, the purest air, 
fine scenery, and good botanizing, for those who affect bot. 
any, The entymologist also will find plenty to interest him; 
but the angler will be badly out, although in most cases he 
may take a fair creel of small trout by walking from six to 
eight miles over a rough, steep mountain trail, The expense 
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may be made a trifling matter. I find my expenses while 
camping out the past summer were never more than $3 per 
week, and I did not stint myself in the least. Of course, if 
one must hire a guide or a man-of-all-work about camp, the 
expense is quadrupled. But this is seldom necessary, even 
for a stranger. 

* ca * * * 

My outing is over. The canoes hang idly in their slings; 
my beautiful summer is past. 
Thavea sad, October-like presentiment that it may be my 

last, But anyhow, here’s the hand of an old canoeist to all 
FOREST AND STREAM readers who have followed the very 
simple annals of the Bucktail’s log. NESSMUK. 

ay * 

A VOYAGE BETWEEN THE LAKES. 

BY D. D, BANTA,. 

iit. 

Gonzalo—* * * whether this be 

Or be not, Pll not swear. 

es Judge and Brother Scott were up with the sun and 
made an early start the next morning. As the Wawa 

left her moorings the tinkle of a cow bell and the bark of a 
Seney dog reminded them how short the distance between 
their recent camping ground and that town; and lest cow or 
dog might take it in head to run down and charge for bell 
or bark, the little boat was at once pushed into the middle of 
the stream, when it began that smooth, gliding descent so 
dear to the heart of the fluviatile navigator. 

The limp and dripping boughs of the night before glis- 
tened in the morning sun with limpid drops of dew, and 
over the river grasses, so lately drooping beneath showers of 
rain, lacelike fringes of dainty frostwork appeared. The 
morning air, clear, crisp and still, was no less suggestive of 
approaching autumn than were the first dashes of yellow, 
Tusset and red to be seen among the maple leaves. 
A shori run carried our boatmen out of the forest shadows 

to a marshland, where there was a low, leyel meadow 
stretching to the right and a bushy thicket onthe left. Be- 
tween a fringe of alders the little river merrily passed its way 
in a comparatively straight channel for a couple of miles or 
more (at least, so it seemed to them at the time), and all along 
were to be seen past and present evidences of the busy beaver. 
Beyond the marshland recurred the alluvial bottoms, with 

their trees peculiar to damp soils. Swamp maples, elms and 
ashes grew in great luxuriance, and the maples and elms 
were remarkable for their branching tops. One of the 
former claimed the travelers’ special attention. It was not 
less than forty inches in diameter at the stump, but at six 
feet above ground it divided into half a dozen branches, and 
there in turn divided again, and so on to the furthest tips, 
the whole making a symmetrical and grandly-overtopping 
tree. 

Three hours through these forests our yoyagers held their 
way oyer waters that raced toward every point of the com- 
pass. No sign of » an’s habitation was seen, but the cleared 
tiver showed man’s domain, and the barked and bruised 
trunks of trees growing at the margin testified to the 
rolling, jamming and bumping of logs on their way down 
stréam. 

Presently they came to a signboard nailed to a tree at one 
side of the stream, bearing the legend in charcoal, ‘‘Black- 
bird City.” A narrow point of high ground jutted out to 
the river at this place, and, landing the boat, the travelers de- 
barked, and finding a path, followed it out and up to a regu- 
lar camping ground of the river drivers, Three crows, feed- 
ing on the garbage left by the last campers, lazily flapped 
their wings, and, with spiteful caws, flew into a neighboring 
thicket as the visitors approached, 

Leaving Blackbird City to its only tenants, the ‘‘three 
black crows,” the voyage was resumed, and the hoof prints 
of deer along the margin, which had been seen occasionally 
all-morning, became more and more numerous as they 
descended. Not having seen a deer during the morning, it 
was wisely determined that perhaps there had been too much 
talking. The constant shifting of scenes claiming attention 
because of their novelty and beauty, had kept up a running 
conversation all the morning between the travelers, And 
then they had occasionally anchored for the Judge to cast a 
spoon into the swift water for the pike-perch that he did not 
catch. Formerly, it is said, the Fox abounded in this fish, 
and they occasionally are taken in it yet; but no fish can 
long withstand the miles upon miles of floating logs that 
annually go down this stream. Even the deer sometimes 
become entangled among the logs and are done to death. 
Four skeletens lying by the river's side, the travelers saw 
that morning—skeletons of deer that had perished among 
the logs; but whatever may have happened to the pike-perch, 
not one of them tried the Judge’s spoon on that journey. 

The appearance of the country through which the river 
ran now underwent a great change. The low level lands, 
covered with swamp-growing timber, gave place to higher 
and more diversified ground, from which grew hemlocks 
and hard maples. The river became more sinuous, if possi- 
ble, and the trees on the shore as the boat glided along, 

“Seemed rushing a contrary way.”’ 

As they slid around a sharp bend, behind a brush veil on 
the bank was seen the dim outline of a deer. It was barely 
a glimpse they got of it, aud before they could slow the 
Wawa down to a dead halt, mufiled hoof beats told the story 
of the animal’s flight into the woods. 

This was the second wild deer ever seen by Brother Scott, 
and the sight of it aroused the hunter instinct in him, If he 
had only seen it in time he certainly could lave shot it, was 
the substance of the observation he made, and, as if to sat- 
isty himself of the truth of his observation, he leveled his 
rifle at divers stumps and logs and trees, and took deadly 
aim at them as the boat floated by. And after every bead 
drawn, he would nod his head complacently, evidently being 
satisfied in his own mind that he had not been mistaken in 
his observation, and that if another deer exposed itself, he 
would unquestionably killit. But after 2 long and not over 
satisfactorily bead taken at a knot on a maple, he suddenly 
asked the Judge: ‘Had 1 better shoot at the head?” 

“No. Aim at the body.” 
And then Brother Scott aimed at a stump about the size 

of a deer, and as he let the un down into his arms, a con- 
fident smile overspread his countenance. 
time he had smiled in two days, and the Judge, who had 
noticed his dolorous cendition, rejoiced at the change. 
And just then a turn of the boat brought a deer jn sight. 

—Tenupest, 

It was a beautiful three-pronged buck, wearing a deep red- 
coat, and standing as he was, on an open space on the bank, 
he saw the hunters as soon as they saw him. With head 
erect and thin black nostrils dilating in the effort to catch a 

Tt was the first | 

scent of the descending craft, he presented a splendid mark 
for the sportsman. Brother Scott’s gun went to his shoulder 
at the yery instant he saw the buck, and in a moment there 
was aroar, a smoke cloud and a fleeing deer. As the last 
glimpse of its white tail disappeared in the brush, Brother 

; Scott, ina disappointed tone, exclaimed, “I think I missed 
it?” 

Yes, I think so, too,” said the Judge; ‘‘at least, you 
missed the one I saw on the gound.” 
pane was the one I shot at,” said Brother Scott, with em- 

phasis. 
“Was it?” innocently asked the Judge, and there the con- 

versation ended, Brother Scott had missed the deer he had 
been so sure of killing. He could not remember whether 
he had seen the sights on bis gun or not, Indeed, while he 
knew he had fired his gun at a deer, yet he had a feeling of 
uncertainty about it in spite of bis knowledge; but that feel- 
Ing was only momentary. It was evident he had fired his 
gun—he could feel that, now—but it was also equally evi- 
dent that he had missed, and his confidence left him. He 
could never be sure of anything again in this world. ‘‘All 
ig vanity.” 

On the spot where the deer stood that Brother Scott 
thought he shot at, our travelers prepared and ate their 
noonday meal, and enjoyed their rest. Resuming their voy- 
age, they soon came to a last winter’s lumbermen’s camp, 
where they landed, and, peeping into the eating and sleeping 
apartments, their nostrils were assailed in each with such a 
multitudinous and contradictory array of nasty smells that 
they beat a hasty retreat and took to the water again. 
Within ten minutes they floated out into the Manistique, 
where they found a deeper, wider, but more sluggish stream 
than was the Fox, 

On entering the Manistique, our boatmen turned the Wa- 
wa’s prow up stream and paddled a few hundred yards, and 
then turning about they dropped slowly back to the mouth 
of the Fox again, and im a little bay at one side let their 
boat float on the still waters, The scene presented was very 
beautiful. The afternoon sun shed a warm and mellow 
light on all around, and not a sound disturbed the drowsy 
stillness save an occasional discordant chatter of a sleepy 
kingfisher. The Judge tried for a pike-perch and got his 
hook fast to a submerged limb for thé tenth time. Brother 
Scott looked at the still water and then at the green trees, 
after which he ran his eyes over the blue sky and then said: 
“How far do you suppose it is to Séeney?” 
The Judge having unloosed his hook by this time and put 

it away, with a malediction on both hook and fish, unfolded 
the map, and both questioned and questioner were amazed 
to find that by surveyor’s chain they were not over seyen 
miles from Seney. It seemed to them that they must have 
traveled twenty-five or thirty miles at the least, but it is 
quite common for river voyagers to overrate distances trav- 
eled on strange streams, From Seney to the mouth of the 
Fox is twelve or fourteen miley probably by the thread of 
the stream. From the mouth of the Fox down to Lake 
Michigan in a straight line is thirty miles, but it is an amaz- 
ingly crooked stream, and the canoeman would think it sev- 
enty-five no doubt before he got through, The river drivers, 
indeed, said it was 120, an estimate presumably wide of the 
mark, Both the Fox and the Manistique, are very winding, 
however, and run through the wilderness from Seney down 
to the lake, a distance great enough to afford a delightful 
canoe excursion. 

The Judge suggesting this to his trayeling companion, the 
latter remarked upon the absence of the historical element 
in the country. ‘We hear no stories of adventure,” said he; 
“no comedies, no tragedies, no traditions, no legends, no 
romances. That which lends the greatest charm to travel in 
the Old World and in the older parts of the New is here 
wanting. Every English brook, every Scotch lake, every 
Irish bog has its historical side, which to the ideal traveler 
is after all its most attractive side. To my mind this wil- 
derness travel is far less interesting than travel through lands 
where men have been living for generations. It adds vastly, 
to my way of thinking, to a country I go through for me to 
know that men are and haye been living init. I may not 
know a page of its history, may never have heard one of its 
traditions, but I know it does have a history. I know it 
has its heroes and its hero worshippers. I know its men 
have lived and suffered, have at one time or another gone 
down in defeat to come up again in victory, and this knowl- 
edge is enough to cast.a halo over it all. My imagination 
can fill allthe rest. What haye we here?” 

“All that you so much dote on and more besides,” replied 
the Judge. with some warmth. ‘You talk about your older 
settled parts of our country, and yet, long before the settle- 
ments were made you refer to, this region was occupied by 
a liberty-loving, warlike people, Before the Cavaliers peo-, 
pled Virginia or the Roundheads New England, the Ojibwas 
held possession here, lived here, struggled here, suffered 
defeats here and gained victories here; was there no romance, 
tradition, history connected with them? Why, it was only a 
short time ago that I met old Nungo, an old, blind descend- 
ant of the once lords of this region, who told me many of 
the traditions handed down by the old men of the tribe. 
This very Manistique River had a place in their traditions. 
It was the Indian’s highway, and along its crooked course a 
great fleet of canoes filled with Potawatamies and Illinois 
from the southern end of Lake Michigan pressed forward to 
make war on the Ojibwas encamped at the Sauk Rapids. 
Crossing the narrow portage belween the river and the 
Tequamenon, the river on which Longfellow located the 
Puk-wud-jies, his little people, they crossed over and de- 
scended that stream. Knowing nothing of that river, and 
haying no guides, all unconscious of danger, the entire fleet 
was run into the river rapids and carried to destruction over 
the Tequamenon Falls; and the first knowledge the Ojibwas 
had of the approach of their enemies was when the young 
men of their tribe found their dead bodies and upturned 
canoes floating in the lower Tequamenon. Think of that, 
will you? These very Potawatamies and Illinois passed 
right along here and may have encamped on that very high 
bank before us. From time immemorial the red men floated 
their bark canoes up and down this stream, and their camp- 
fires have been kindled on all the commanding’ sites on its 
banks. Was there not wooing of maidens, pursuit of game 
by hunters, and going to battle of warriors? Had they not 
their 

* * * ‘egends and traditions, 
With the odors of the forest, 

With the dew and damp of meadows, 

With the curling smoke of wigwams, 

With the rushing of great rivers? 

Now add to this hoary past the wilderness of the present, 
with its pleasant water courses, its green and feathery-topped 
trees, the shade, the sunshine, the wild deer, the silence, and 



we have an unworked field where creative genius could 
gather its richest fruitage.” 

“Well, but—’ “Whoo! Whoo! Wihoo-a-h! said an owl con- 
cealed in the woods, and it had the last word. Startled by 
the unexpected noise, Brother Scott forgot his point, and 
the Judge, taking advantage of the lull, pushed the boat into 
the current, and the journey was resumed. It was a half 
mile from the mouth of the Fox io the mouth of the “Out- 
let,” but our trayelers were destined to encounter much difli- 
culty in that half mile. They had gone scarce a third of 
the distance when they came to a “log jam,” barring their 
further progress. Happily it was a light jam, and a little 
effort served to break the tangle and let the logs float. The 
Wawa was guided through the floating logs and forced ahead 
ofthem. But after a short run a second jam was encoun- 
tered, and a glance disclosed the fact that it was of such 
extent that it could not be broken by them, and that to haul 
over or around it would require such an expenditure of 
strength as they would reluctantly give. 
_ But the travelers were given to argument. Their respect- 
ive avocations fostered in each a disposition to ‘‘talk back,” 
and now that a log jam of such magnitude as to completely 
bar further progress by water lay ahead of them, they de- 
barked and sat down on the bank to propose, discuss and 
reject plans for getting around. After this intellectual ex- 
ercise had gone on for some time and no headway had been 
made, the Judge arose and making his way through a thicket 
of saplings and brush, down stream for thirty yards, he 
uttered aloud shout, There was the mouth of the outlet 
from the lakes, and it was.wide, deep and free from all ob- 
structions. Ina very few minutes boat and camp stuff had 
beed hauled over, and our voyagers were once more on their 
way. 

After a. short run they encamped on a dry plat of ground, 
whereon grew white cedars, white pines and hemlocks with 
scattering maples. The evening air was delightfully cool, 
the sky was clear, and it was all of 9 o’clock before the last 
vestiges of the long twilight disappeared, and they lay down 
to sleep under the gcnial influence of a smouldering fire, 

FLORIDA AGAIN--III. 

ROUT; LARge-Mottuep Bass (Mieropterus salmotdes).— 
This fish is common to all the streams, ponds and Jakes 

of Florida. His favorite haunt is near the margins of lily- 
pads, reeds, rushes and grass. During the cold months 
they are ever ready to appropriate anything in the way of 
bait. Their open countenances will engulf a frog, live min- 
now, cut bait, bob, spoon or fly. To the lover of piscatorial 
sport who has not enjoyed the pleasures of playing a game 
fish, the capture of Southern trout will prove attractive, but 
to the rodster their actions are objectionable. When hooked 
this fish will create a momentary disturbance and come to 
the landing net with his mouth wide open, like a half- 
drowned kitten. As a game fish they are unworthy of 
notice, but as they are plentiful. of large size and easily cap- 
tured, they suffice for the amusement of tyros, boys and 
girls, Somebody induced President Arthur to visit the head 
of the Kessenomee River and engage in black bass fishing, 
and we are of the opinion that he left in disgust, for his stay 
was very brief. 

SEA Trou (Cynoscein mteculatum).—This spotted beauty 
can be found in salt or brackish water in any portion of the 
State. In size, mode of biting and general habits, the sea 
trout closely resembles iis congenor, the weakfish of the 
North. They will be found in numbers at the passes, on 
oyster bars and grassy flats. They will readily take a cut 
fish bait, shrimp, prawn, piece of crab, minnow, artificial 
fly, or spoon. I find that spoons are being used in the North 
for the capture of weakfish, and I have reason to believe 
that I was one of the first to capture a weakfish on a spoon 
bait. In 1872 1 was proceeding from Barnegat Creek to the 
inlet in a boat sailed by that prince of boatmen, Joel Ridg- 
way. Going down the bay, I laughingly remarked that 1 
could capture a bluefish with a spoon, and dropped a No. 2 
Buehler spoon astern. In a few minutes 1 was rewarded 
with a bite that astonished me, and I landed a large weak- 
fish, lt was iced and forwarded to my friend W. F., of 
Beverly, N. J. He weighed it and informed me that ittipped 
the scales at eleven pounds. With a Hill’s No. 1, 14 or 2 
bass spoon fly, and a Henshall bass rod, casting near man- 
grove islands on oyster bars, or near the edge of grassy flats, 
excellent sport can be secured. ‘They cannot resist the at- 
tractions of an artificial fly, and the fly-fisher will find qguan- 
tum sujf. of amusement, They are partial to minnows, and 
the common pray minnows prove an attractive bait. Onone 
oceasion with this bait and a stout rod and reel, I landed on 
the dock at Cedar Keys 383 pounds of these fish, many of 
them weighing three, four and five pounds. Sea trout, like 
weakfish, have large and tender mouths, and Jarge hooks are 
essential. For their capture I prefer 7-0 Sproat or 8-0 Lim- 
erick hooks. Owing to their needle-like teeth, a single 
strand of gut is soon chafed and weakened, and 
I use a plaited snood. When using live bait, 
many persons pass the hook through the lips or 
under the skin near the back fin, and the minnow is liable to 
be lost without hooking the fish. For over forty yaars I 
have been using an arrangement of hook that [ have not seen 
described. Itake a suitable number of strands of gut and 
place them in water to soften. I select three of different 
lengths and plait them tightly. As I approach an end an- 
other strand is added, and after plaiting the double strands 
for half an inch, I drop the short end. When the snood is 
made of desired length, I form a loop at one end and_ secure 
it with waxen thread. To the other end I attach a No, 7-0 
Sproat hook. Two inches more or Jess above the terminal 
hook (in accordance with the length of minnows to be used) 
J attach another hook to the snood. If I use a dead minnow 
for casting, I press the end hook through the mouth and 
under the skin, and force out the point near the tail or back 
fin, The upper hook I pass through one or both lips. When 
using live bait I pass the terminal hook under the gill-coyer 
and out of the mouth of the minnow. ‘The upper hook is 
passed under the skin near the back fin. The hook passing 
through the mouth does not interfere with breathing or 
motions of the bait. In either case, the minnow is difficult 
to detach from the hooks, and the latter prove dangerous if 
meddled with. At many points along the coast, where small 
streams enter the bays and rivers, the ordinary gray min- 
nows will be found in great numbers, and can be captured in 
quantity with a cast or minnow net, In the absence of a 
minnow pail or bucket, gray minnows can be kept alive and 
kicking for many hours by placing a layer of wet grass or 
water plants in the bottom of a basket or box, next a layer 
of minnows, after a layer of grass, and a repetition until the 
receptacle is full. Tf a few holes are bored in the botfom 
and sides of the box, the box or basket can be placed in 
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water and the bait kept alive for days. If some of your 
readers will try the double-hook atrangement for black and 
striped bass, 1 fancy they will be satisfied with the result. 
To the fly-fisherman sea trout will prove attractive and fur- 
nish him with endless amusement. 

RAVALLIA; RAtALo. (Centropomus undectmalis),—Until 
yery recently this fish escaped the notice of Northern writers. 
It is found at many points on the southwest coast, and as a 
game fish has few equals. My friend, Dr. Ferber, found 
them in great quantity in a pool on Billy Bowlegs Creek, 
a tributary of Sarasota Bay. As rapidly as he could cast 
with artificial flies he would hook one or two weighing from 
one fo three pounds. Last winter, on the Hillsboro River, 
above Tampa, the Rev, Mr. Prime hooked several on artifi- 
cial flies, and was loud in their praise as game fish. After 
a few moments’ play they would cut the gut and escape. 
Becoming disgusted with his failures, he used flies mounted 
on fine wire snoods, and succeeded in capturing several, and 
if my memory serves me they weighed over ten pounds, To 
my knowledge one was captured at Punta Rassa weighing 
thirty pounds. This noble game fish is eminently worthy of 
notice, and J trust that all fishermen who visit Florida and 
capture this fish will publish where they found them, the 
best bait adapted to their capture, state the tide, time of 
biting and any other interesting data. If each person would 
contribute his mite, a mass of definite and useful informa- 
tion wouid soon be collected, and one of the best game fishes 
in the United States placed within reach of rodsters, Many 
persons object to writing for the public press, and as a re- 
sult much valuable information is lost. If your readers who 
visit Florida and capture rayallia will furnish me with any 
data regarding them, I will collect and publish same for the 
benefit of all, : 

It is probable that the term ralalo is the name awarded 
this fish by the earlier Spaniards, but ravallia seems to be 
the one in general use, Tarpum was the name used to 
designate the Megallops trissoides by the earlier Writers, but it 
is known to-day as the tarpon, and in consequence I use the 
common name. 
ReD SNAPPER (Lutjanus blackfordiz).—These noble and 

beautiful fish can be captured at numerous points around 
the Florida coast, but escape the notice of visitors. I have 
captured numbers of the crimson beauties, but none inside 
of the eleven fathom line. They frequent rocky or clayey 
bottom at a depth of from eleven to thirty fathoms, On one 
occasion I was in a party that captured 208 within one hour, 
and at a depth of eighteen fathoms. Nine miles east of the 
sea buoy off the mouth of the St. Johns River is a snapper 
bank, and during the year parties are made up, a tug hired, 
the bank visited and royal sport enjoyed. These fish are 
bottom feeders and will take cut mullet or shark bait, When 
obtainable, I use about four ounces of fresh shark for their 
capture, On the inner banks, where the water is eleven or 
twelve fathoms in depth, these fish range from 8 to 25 pounds, 
but on the outer bank, in eigteen or twenty fathoms of water, 
they will average about 26 pounds, For their capture a 71- 
thread cotton line, a 20 to 30 ounce sinker, and hooks the 
size of 4001 cod hooks of Abbey & Imbrie’s catalogue will 
be found suitable. A smaller line will answer, but the 
fingers will suffer. They bite well during the late winter 
months, and visitors to Florida miss a piscatorial treat when 
they fail to visit the ‘‘snapper banks.”” The “banks” are 
literally covered with sea bass (Florida blackfish), porgies, 
grunts, etc. When snappers cease biting the small fry begin, 
and if a sufficient number of hooks are used, three, four and 
five can be landed at a time. On one occasion snappers 
ceased biting, and I amused myself with rod and reel and 
landed 176 sea bass and olher small fry in a short time. 
MANGROVE SNAPPER (Luijanus aurombeus).—This fish 

ranges from one to eight pounds, and is most generally found 
in deep holes, or near mangrove bushes, It takes cut bait 
ova live minnow. ‘To capture this fish it is necessary to use 
light tackle, and to cast as far as possible from the boat. 
When hooked, the fisherman must keep a tight line, or the 
fish will retreat under a snag, rock, or among the roots of 
the mangrove and the loss of tackle will result. 
Bone Fis; Lapy Fisa; Sxie Jack (Albulo conorhyn- 

chus).—This is a long, slender fish, one to three feet in length, 
and useless as a food fish, being merely & mass of bones. Ib 
is vigorous and active, and affords excellent sport. The 
instant it is hooked, it commences leaping from the water 
and rushes hither and thither. §, O. Clarke says: ‘I know 
of no species which equals it in activity, even the grilse 
makes fewer leaps, and is less rapid in its play.” They will 
take a cut bait, spoon, minnow, or fly. When feeding they 
usually go in schools, and wili be seen breaking water in 
every direction, On one occasion I was encamped on the 
northerly end of Little Gasparella Island, In an eddy inside 
of the pass hundreds had congregated, and as rapidly as I 
could cast a minnow, spoon or cut bait, it would be seized 
by these voracious fish. But to the fly-fisher, bone fish offer 
many attractions, and ] would recommend all to test the 
sport. 
Sareea (Pomatomus saltatriz).—In a paper published 

in the Forest AND STREAM in, I think, 1878, 1 referred to 
the fact that on two oceasions the bluefish deserted the 
Northern coasts, and that it was probable that another exo- 
dus was near at hand. From the best information obfain- 
able, their winter habitat was north of Qape Hatteras; but 
during the winter of ’77 they first appeared at Indian River 
Tnlet, and last winter they wandered as far west as Oedar 
Keys. The migration of fish is an interesting study, and in 
this connection {i shall refer to the shad. Over thirty years 
since a new and singular fish, unknown to all the fishermen, 
was captured in the St. Johns River, It was referred to my 
friend Dr. Baldwin, of this city, for identification, and he 
pronounced it ashad. Yearly they increased in numbers until 
they sold fourfor a quarter. Within a few years the river 
has been filled with pillnets, and shad are few and far be- 
tween, Last winter bluefish took possession of Lake Worth, 
on the eastern coast, and created sad havoc among the sea 
trout, yellow-tails and grunts. As it is probable that their 
numbers will increase and their winter cruise extend, it 

would be well for fishermen to supply themselves with bone 
squids and needle-eyed O'Shaughnessy hooks. with wire 
snoods. 

Carrrsn.—Florida is cursed with four kinds of catfish, 
and to the uninitiated I would say beware of Florida cat- 

ties. In perusing papers devoted to sports of forest and 

stream I frequently notice the communications of enthusi- 

astic fishermen, who detail in glowing language their success 

in the capture of catfish, and to such 1 would say that they 

can be surfeited in this State with the capture of catties 

from one to thirty pounds. Our city market is built on 

piles, and large catties lie in wait for their food. In the 

fall of ’82 a number of gentlemen from Philadelphia visited 
this city and called upon me, The subject of fish and fish- 
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ing was broached and I listened to a lengthy discussion re- 
garding the edible qualities of catties, I invited the geptle- 
men to accompany me to the market and introduced them to 
the w. c. Looking down at the water they saw at least one 
hundred catfish, from six to fifteen pounds, near the surface. 
J opine that since that time the early morning cry of c-a-t— 
f-i-s-h-e-e in Philadelphia is not as welcome as formerly. 
Catfish in Florida are to a ¢reat extent surface feeders, and 
will not refuse a spoon or fy. They are good fighters, and 
fly-fishermen will discover that a ten-pound catty is worthy of 
notice asa game fish. ‘The fisherman in Florida should pro- 
vide a rod of iron or a shillaly about two feet Jong, and be- 
fore he undertakes to unhook a Florida catty (more especially 
the salt-water species) he should pound every particle of life 
out of his victim. I speak feelingly and pointedly, for IL 
have suffered from their spiues. Another nuisance in Florida 
is the stingaree. They are occasionally hooked ranging 
from three.to four feet in width, and the sting, midway of 
the tail, had better be avoided. When fishing in salt water I 
always carry a cast-steel safi four feet long. At one end 7 
haye the rod bent and welded, and a handle formed to te- 
ceive four fingers. When I hook one of these varmints I 
gaff him and bring him to the side of the boat, and with a 
fifteen-inch butcher knife stab and cut my victim until I can 
release my hook in peace. Au FRESCO, 

alatuyal History. 

“KEY TO NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS.” 

HE original edition of Dr. Coues’s ‘‘Key to North Amer- 
ican Birds” was published in 187%, and has for years 

been out of print. Now, twelve years later, a second edi- 
tion, revised and entirely rewritten, makes its appearance. 
This second edition is a much more important work than 
was the first. That was intended as a text-book of North 
American ornithology, a volume which might be convenient, 
il is true, as a manual of reference for the working student, 
but which was essentially a book to which the beginner 
in this seience could turn with profit. The new Key is 
literally an encyclopedia of American ornithology. and, 
except that it dees not give the biographies of the species, 
covers the whole ground of this great subject in a marvel- 
lously thorough manner, and from a standpoint far more 
advanced than that of the first edition. 

The progress which American ornithology has made in the 
twelve years that have elapsed since the -publication of the 
Key is very great. These years have been importantones in 
eyery branch of science throughout the world, and the 
energy and enthusiasm of American ornithologists have kept 
them from falling behind workers in other fields, so that this 
science has kept pace with the advance of knowledve in all 
departments. It is not necessary to state in detail what pro- 
gress has been made in the study of birds within that time, 
how many valuable works published, how much seneral in- 
terest excited in the public mind in regard to this group. A 
journal wholly devoted to the science and an association for 
its promotion have been founded in America and are in suc- 
cesstul operation. Bearing in mind that the changes that 
have taken place within the time mentioned and the progress 
that has been made, we might imagine that the Key of to-day 
would be different from the Key of 1872. 

The present volume contains the material of three im- 
portant works by Dr. Coues, revised and elaborated, These 
are the original Key, the Check List and the Field Ornithol- 
ogy. This abundant matcrial has been woven together into 
a volume of about 900 pages, profusely and beautifully illus- 
trated, and abounding in information and suggestions. AJ- 
together it is the most useful bird book which we have seen, 

It consists of four paris. Of these, the first is “Wield 
Ornithology,” originally published separately, in 1874. This 
is a very complete manual of advice and direction to the 
collector. It treats of a variety of subjects, some idea of 
which may be gathered from the following section headings: 
Implements for Collecting and their Use; Dogs; Suggestions 
and Directions for Field Work; Hygiene of Collectorship; 
Registration and Labeling; Instruments, Material and Fix- 
tures for Preparing Bird Skins; How to Make a Bird Skin; 
Miscellaneous Particulars; Collection of Nests and Eggs; 
Care of a Collection, The more important of these topics 
the author treats with very great detail, while others which 
are less essential he dismisses more briefly, We know of no 
series of directions which are so clear, simple and easily un- 
derstood, so full and at the same time so atlractively given 
as those of ‘‘ Field Ornithology... While a consider- 
able part of this portion of the work is printed just as it 
originally appeared, the latter part of if has been somewhat 
expanded. 
Where all are so important it is impossible to draw dis- 

tinctions between the different parts of this work, and yet it 
can hardly be doubted that without Part IL, the Key would 
lack its most valuable part. This section is devoted to Gen- 
eral Ornithology, and is an outline of the structure and 
classification of birds. The bird is defined, the principles 
and practice of classification given, the external parts of 
the birds described and the anatomy of the group yery fully 
treated. The fullness and clearness with which, in a com- 
paratively few pages, Dr. Coues has handled this subject, is 
one of the most impressive features of the work. The artificial 
Key, from which this volume originally took its name, 1s to 
be found, somewhat changed, at the end of this second part of 
the work. As at present offered, it is a much less ambitious 
attempt to make easy the student’s work, and brings him 
down only to the families instead of attempting, as before, to 
identify by a single line or part of a line of description the 

various genera, Following the Key is a “Tabular View of 
the Groups higher than Genera adopted in this work for the 
Classification of North American Birds,” which indicates 

thirteen orders, twenty sub-orders, sixty-three families and 
seventy-seven sub-families. , 

Part IIIT. contains the Systematic Synopsis of North 
American Birds. In this are included the 878 species, with 
descriptions of each, and a general history of the different 
families and larger groups. The etymology of the systematic 
naine is given asin the new checé& list, and the species are 

numbered according to that work. Under the species heading, 
therefore, we have (1) the explanation of the scientific name, 

(2) a description of the bird, (8) the region it inhabits, and 

(4) any particulars of special interest which may be known 
about iv. re ay 

Delightful-as it would be to go into detail about this por- 

tion of the work, we must deny ourselyes the pleasure of 
this task. Those who are familiar with Dr. Coues’s happy 
style, and who know with what unfailing accuracy he seizes 

the points of interest in hig subject, ‘will understand yery 

ae 
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well how attractive he has made this portion of his work. 
The illustrations which adorn this portion of the Key are 
numerous, and very many of them of great beauty, A. con- 
siderable proportion of them haye appeared before, but a 
large number were drawn especially for this work, and are 
now seen for the first time. It may be said briefly that this 
portion of the work represents the old Key, and that of this 
old Key scarcely anything now remains, since it has all been 
changed, re-written, added to and improved to meet the re- 
quirements of the ornithology of to-day, 

Part TY. consists of a Synopsis of the Fossil Birds of North 
America, and thus corresponds {o the appendix of the orig- 
inal Key. The list has been revised by Prof. Marsh, whose 
important labors in this department of ornithology are so 
well known, 

Taken as a whole, the new edition of Coues’s ‘‘Key to 
North American Birds” is a superb work, and one which 
reflects additional glory upon one to whom literary and sci- 
entific honors are by no means new. And students of 
ornithology who open this volume for the first time will 
acknowledge again how much they and their science owe to 
the continuous and devoted labors of the author. 

Key To NortH AweRIcAN Birps. Containing a concise account of 
every species of liying aud fossil bird at present known from the 
continent north of the Mexican and United States boundary, inclu- 
siye of Greenland. Secon! edition, revised to date and entirely re- 
written; with which are incorporated General Ornithology: an out- 
line of thé structure and classification of birds; and Field Orni- 
thology; a manual of collecting, preparing and preserving birds. By 
Elliott Coues, M.A., M.D., Ph.D., Member of the National Academy 
of Sciences, etc,, ete, Profusely illustrated, Boston: Estes and 
Lauriat, 1884, 

THE MOOSE. 
BY CHARLES L, PHELPS, 

t lea moose is the largest of the deer family. When full 
-grown it stands seven feet high. The body is as round 

and well shaped as that of ahorse. It is not an awkward 
animal, but the head is large and ill looking. The horns are 
broad and fiat, with short points on the ends, ‘The wide 
part is sometimes thirteen inches across, and they are often 
four feet in Jength. The upper lip is very long, overlapping 
the under lip, and is used to twist off branches and leayes, 
something: as a horse will take a whisp of hay. 

The moose will break off a limb as large as a man’s thumb 
with its upper lip, and with the teeth of the under jaw it 
will scrape the bark from the roots of a tree to a height of 
nearly ten feet. From the under jaw hangs a tuft of hair 
about six inches long. Both the male and female have this 
tuft, but the male alone has horns. The hair is a dark brown 
on the back and shades to a lighter color on the sides. Both 
sexes have a short mane on the shoulders. The moose never 
Tuns, he trots. 1 have seco them trot over a rail fence with- 
out breaking their trot, and through snow three feet deep, 
reaching sixteen feet at every stride. Ii disturbed they will 
start off and never stop until they have gone twenty miles; 
but if followed by dogs they will stop to fight them, and 
thus may be come up to. Their hearing and sense of smell 
is much more acute than in a deer, and they will not stand 
to look at you like the deer, but as soon as they perceive a 
mau they are off. They eat the large roots of the pond lily 
and coarse grasses in summer. In winter their food consists 
mainly of twigs and the bark of the striped maple, called 
moose wood. When they move through the woods they sway 
their heads from side to side and make quite a noise with 
their horns. They live to be ten or twelve years old, 

The first time 1 ever saw a moose I was seven years old. 
I was with my father in a field hoeing corn in the town of 
Leyden, Lewis county, N. Y., about three miles and a half 
from Black River, near Tug Hill. There were no settle- 
ments cast of the Black River at that time. This moose 
was driven through the field by dogs, He had horns as big 
as a rocking chair. Moose were very plenty in the Adiron- 
dacks and on John Brown’s Tract from 1850 to 1855. They 
were not killed off, but went away to Canada and Maine. 
They all left in one season, Four or five were brought back 
to the Saranaes, but they did not stay. 
Although moosé are timid, they are savage enough when 

at bay, and will kill a dog at one blow of their feet. I was 
once out hunting with Owen Roberts and Sim Ruby, when 
we came upon three moose. We ran them into a ravine 
where the snow was so deep they could not getup. When 
they found they were cornered they turned on us, and I and 
the rest jumped behind trees to.keep from being killed. 

Sam Dunnigan and I once went up the plains on Moose 
Riyer and started a moose, but it commenced to rain, and 
the going wassobad we went down the slream to Stone 
Dam Shanty, and staid there nearly a week before the 
weather changed. When if gotso we could go on the ice 
we started. At daylight we were where the dogs left the 
moose the week before; we followed and found him where 
he had stopped to feed. He had gone twenty miles without 
breaking his trot. It was in a little pond. We killed him 
in the water and made a bridge of logs and poles and got 
him out. That night we made a shanty of his hide, and the 
next day get hometo Alder Creek, having been gone four 
weeks, killed one moose, and made our last ten meals off of 
frozen Johuny cake. 

The young moose is uot difficult to catch. The last moose 
ever seen or heard of in John Brown’s Tract I led out of the 
woods—he was with his mother. 

Jim Burnett and a man we used to call Schoharie, were 
taking care of some cows at North lake, Herkimer county, 
and in February, 1855, Sam Dunnigan and I went out there 
one afternoon. We started to bunt rabbits, and when I got 
to the top of a high hill to the east of the lake I saw moose 
tracks. I went back and told the men, and the next morn- 
ing we started, We had not been gone more than fifteen 
minutes before I killed the mother. 
then muzzled the dogs, and started after the young one, as 
we wanted to catch him alive. The dogs soon came up with 
him, and le fought them for awhile, but soon did uot care 
for them. We followed him over to the Bysbys, to where 
the Seymour camp now stands, then around north to Jack’s 
Lake and back again to North Lake. By this time it was 
dark, and Schoharie and Jim Burnett were about tired out. 
and we had to carry Schoharie nearly all the way to the 
shanty, Next morning Sam and I took the track alone, and 
in about two hours we had come up to him; as soon as he 
saw us he started, but we had kept the dogs back and soon 
were close to him. 
We promenaded around him just as the dogs did, until, 

striking at the dogs, he fell down, when I jumped on him, 
We got one leg up out of the snow and knee-banded it with a 
strap. We then built a fence around him of brush and logs, 
and made it high and strong, so there was no danger of his 

ack to the shanty, 
getting out, This took us all day, and at night we went 
\ 

We dressed her and 

The next morniug we baked some Johnny cake and took 
it fo him, He was much frightened at first, but after giving 
him a piece he would eat out of our hands. The next morn- 
ing he was watching for us. We used to go in every day 
and pat and feed him, I made a halter and taught him to 
lead, He was very kind and never kicked, Ihave seen an 
old moose kick hard enough to take the bark off a tree with- 
out hitting it. We kept him a week inside of the fence, 
when we led him to North Lake and from there out of the 
woods. On the way out he walked faster than a man, and 
Dunnigan fell behind. I was walking in one track and the 
moose in the other. J had onehand hold of the halter chain 
and the other over his shoulder. When we came to the top 
of “Railroad” hill he looked back, and, seeing Dunnigan in 
the distance, became frightened. It was two miles and a 
half to Dawson’s, and we were there in ten minutes. He 
never broke his trot, and all I had to do was to lift my feet. 
I never traveled so fast before. At Dawson’s he was not afraid 
of the men, but when he saw Mrs. Dawson he went up in 
the air in a minute, and it was some time before we could 
quiet him, We started in the morning from North Lake 
and got to Alden Creek by 2 o’clock in the afternoon—twenty 
miles. 

I Kept him in the barn for some time, and one day he got 
out. I took a halter and some Johnny cake and caught him 
Without much trouble. JI afterward took him to Utica and 
sold him to a man who kept what was known as the City 
Garden. He died the next 4th of July, 

ANTIDOTE FOR RATTLESNAKE BITE. 
Editor Forest and Strearn: 

When about nine years old three boys of us were in the 
woods after berries, in the southern part of Iowa, where 
rattlesnakes were plenty, A rattlesnake struck one of my 
companions on the side of his foot twice, leaving three 
marks, as ifa large needle strnck him and was forced out by 
tearing through the skin. We were a mile froin the nearest 
house for which we started at once. Having to cross a 
stream. we doused the bitten boy in the cold water to keep 
him cool. By the time we got him to the house his foot and 
leg was swollen to twice their size. The mother of third 
boy took in the situation at once, and made the bitten boy 
drink all he could hold of new milk, with all the indigo the 
milk would hold in solution. This was kept up until danger 
was passed and in a week the boy was as well as ever. 

Wau E. Pirxn. 
OHARLES City. Iowa. 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 
A friend of mine recently killed a very large diamond 

rattlesnake (Crotalus adamanteus), It was six feet in length 
and ten inches in circumference and had seven rattles and 
the button, I took off the skin to preserve. This is the 
sixth one that has been killed near the same locality re- 
cently. They aie pairing at this season and earlier, and 
traveling about the low scrub and palmetto woods more 
than at any other time, which makes them particularly dan- 
gerous in September and the earlier part of October. I haye 
been here ten years, but never heard of any oue being bitten 
by one. A good plan is for a sportsman to carry a small 
vial of strong ammonia, inclosed in a little case made from 
part of a hollow section of bamboo fishing rod. This im- 
mediately poured into the wound, after it has been enlarged 
if possible by a sharp knife, is probably the best remedy one 
can carry with them, Rep Wine. 
GLENGOR, Fla., Oct. 14. 

Tur Grounp SNAKE.—Glencoe, Fla., Oct. 16.—Some time 
since | mentioned the fact that I had sent a ground snake to 
the Smithsonian Institution, with request for information, 
but had never received a reply, This week I received a letter 
from Dr. H. C. Yarrow, Curator Department of Reptiles of 
above Institution, in which he states that he had just re- 
turned from an extended visit in Utah, which was the cause 
of delay in answering my letter of inquiry. For the inform- 
ation of those who wish to learn more of the ground snake 
I will state that Dr. Yarrow says its scientific name is 
Khineira floridana, popularly known as ‘‘ground snake” or 
“thunder worm,’ It is supposed to come out of the ground 
when it thunders and rains, <A full description of it may be 
seen in the “‘Proceedings of the Academy of Natural 
Sciences,” Philadelphia, 1861, page 75.—Rep WiNG. 

ALBINO SquirrReL.—New York, Oct. 5.—While shooting 
in Livingston county this summer, I ran across rather a curi- 
osity which was nothing less than a white squirrel. It was 
about the size of the common gray, had pink eyes, with an 
extremely full bushy tail, and when shot, althought brought 
to the ground, was not apparently much injured, and I suc- 
ceeded in keeping it alive. On examination, 1 found its skin 
was literally “perforated” with shot much finer than that 
used by me (No. 7), showing that it had been previously 
shot. Is this a distinct species or a freak of nature?—YBLOC. 
oe gray squirrel no doubt (Sevwrus carolinensis leu- 
catis), 
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POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

A favorite Danish dog was with the Emperor Alexander II., 
in the tragedy of 1881, and escaped the catastrophe in which 
his master perished. The animal was taken possession of by 
the Princess Dolgorouki, and may have been frequently seen 
escorting the Princess and her children in the Champs Elysees. 
Tt has now just died at Imcerne, and will probably be sfuffed 
and sent to St. Petersburg. 

Dr, Parker went hunting some time since, and seeing a 
squirrel poke his head out of a hole in the tree, he fired, but 
not seeing the squirrel drop, he came to the conclusion that 
he had missed it. Almost mstantly he saw what he supposed 
was the head of the same animal, and again fired. Still the 
squirrel head appeared at thesameplace. He fired thirty-four 
shots, and, as he did not see the game drop, he came to the 
conclusion that it was useless to continue the bombardment, 
and started to go further into the grove. Loand behold when 
he had passed the tree on which he had seen the one squirrel, 
he saw thirty-four lying ina heap upon the ground.—Char- 
tiers Valley Tribune, 

An extraordinary incident occurred at Seaconnet Point a 
day ortwoago. it appears that an ox was grazing near the 
shore where the fishermen had spread their seine to dry, He 
strayed on to it and his feet became entangled in its meshes, 
which so enraged him that he attacked the seins with his 
horns. Then the fun began. With each plunge of his head 
the beast brought the seme nearer te his feet by continuall 
looping up the seine upon his horns, in consequence of whic 
he was thrown to the pround. The fishermen saw the occur- 
rence and, after some trouble, extricated the captive, The 
seine was badly broken and the ox prea var? subdued. This 
is the first ox ever caught in a seine at Little Compton or any 
other place.—Hachange. 

Game Bag and Gan, 
DUCK SHOOTING IN NEW BRUNSWICK. 

W. have been gunning at intervals all the fall. We 
sometimes did not need a game bag, but we had a 

good deal of gunning all the same. Gar ambition was roused 
by reports of ducks in Charter’s Lake at Memrameook. We 
agreed on a day and went early to pick a good position for 
the evening shooting. J had thirty cartridges and Bob used 
a muzzleloader. e crossed the marsh to the bottom of the 
lake, and when near a small canal we disturbed a dozen or 
so snipe. While waiting for ducks we tried the snipe. In 
about fifteen minutes we had fired all our ammunition and 
bagged two snipe and a ‘‘bunkum.” Weare not crack shots, 
and we came home without killing any ducks. We went fo 
the same place on a subsequent evening and opened fire on 
the snipe again. We got four that time, and saw a French- 
man who had that morning killed five ducks at one shot 
with an old musket. 
We rested for a day or two, Then we heard how Hem- 

enway and Smith, two “down Hasters” from Portland, had 
killed eighty-five snipe in one day and ninety in another, in 
the adjoining parish, and we went down in the marsh near 
the Intercolonial Railway and gunned snipe. Bob killed 
one dead and [had one down inthe grass badly hurt, but 
could not just locate him, when George McKay, of Phila- 
delphia, came along. He had been down to the Memram- 
cook River with his 36-inch double breechloader, and to en- 
courage us emptied his game bag onthe grass. Twenty-two 
jacksnipe, two golden plover and some sandpipers comprised 
his pot, He went along on his way nome and put up and 
killed another snipe which we had marked down. We went 
home by way of Palmer’s Pond, however, and Bob killed a 
muskrat. It fortunately couldn’t fly, and we gathered him 
to his fathers. Our spirits revived somewhat, and when I 
got a pot shot at a flock of six fall plover and killed the 
whole lot, like Richard, 1 was myself again. 

Then came the news of how Dr. Ailen last week had dis- 
covered a haunt of ducks in the Point de Bute Bog, a few 
miles from here, and had killed forty-seven in a few hours, 
and missed as many more through bad marksmanship. I 
remembered a Jake in the heart of the woods hetween here 
and Sackville where ducks used to congregate, and Bob and 
J immediately planned to go there. We started last Friday 
taorning at daylight, There had been a frost in the night, 
and the air was keen as our carriage crashed through the 
frozen puddles, We had to drive ten miles to New Gallo- 
way, and then walk four miles through the forest primeval. 
We stopped at Deacon Lawrence’s to get his dog. The 
Deacon is fully restored to grace since his oneslip last spring, 
at the same time, wild geese should still beware how they 
tempt him cn Sunday. The Deacon has forgiyen me for 
writing up that Sunday shot of his and lent us his dog, and 
going on we soon reached New Galloway, where we left the 
horse. The accommodation af New Galloway is limited. A 
lumber camp and two deserted frame huts comprise the only 
habitations. It is a mile from the main road in the heart of 
the woods, and exists more for the purpose of having public 
money used on its road than anything else visible to the 
naked eye. 
We picketed the horse in a fence corner and started for 

our lake, After walking a mile or so, the effects of the 
frosty air wore off, and we were making good time when 
Bob stepped ona rool made slippery by the frost and fell 
headlong, sending his dinner basket into a dense brush heap. 
I waited for him as he groped around in the jungle for stray 
chunks of bread and sandwiches and raw beefsteak, and 
strangled my emotions and said nothing, for I did not want 
to hurt his feelings. iuck came from the mishap, for 
while Bob was still gathering into his basket the fragments 
of the loayes and fishes, the familiar sound of a partridge 
drumming came from a thicket just below us. I hurriedly 
started back on the road so that we might converge 
on the point where the bird was. I hadn’t gone 
twenty steps before my turn came, and the treacherous 
frost on another root gave me a header into a spruce 
bush. I fared better than Bob with my dinner, as it was 
stowed away in my coat. Bob did not see me go, so I again 
strangled my emotions and said nothing, for this time 1 did 
not want Bob to hurt my feelings. He did see me putting 
on my hat, and with his mind on the partridge, asked if I 
saw anything. I said no, and added with guile that it was 
impossible to see very far without stooping down pretty 
well. Bob does not know yet why I went down. 

Before we got far into the thicket the partridge drummed 
again, and then I saw him standing facing me not thirty 
feet away, on a log, with feathers ruffed and an apparently 
good opinion of himself and the world in general. J fired at 
his head, he was so close, and he bit the dust instantly. He 
was a splendid fellow, as big as a hen. It seemed like 
slaughter to kill him as he stood up there, buf we kill them 
that way here. Our Canada partridge (ruffed grouse) are 
not educated as they are in New Jersey, and never think of 
skulking as snipe do. They are frequently seen on the car- 
riage roads through the woo. s, and after trotting off into the 
brush while a team passes, ‘will return to the road to roll in 
the dust like chickens, Our game was duly stowed away 
and we again pushed on. Our road principally lay along an 
old logging road, but occasionally we would branch off and 
go by dead reckoning. 

I don’t know what time it was when we reached the lake. 
My watch was wholly disabled, and Bob’s indicated half-past 
4, His was a stem-winder, with the winder broken, and he 
had the night before, in honor of the occasion, put forth an 
extra effort and wound it wp with a corkscrew, but had for- 
gotten to set it. 1 took the sun with the compass, however, 
and it was so near south that we concluded to call it noon, 
and Bob set his watch accordingly. 
Where the path branched down to the lake Bob held the 

dog, while I went ahead to prospect. From behind a bush 
on the shore I could see two ducks out in thelake, and then, 
right from the bank beneath me three black ducks swam out 
in a line all in range not twenty feet away. I would not fire 
because Bob had no show for a shot. The ducks finally saw 
me and flew over to the opposite shore. The lake is nearly 
round and about 800 yards in diameter. I returned to Bob 
and we went up the road to an old logging camp which we 
made our headquarters, and unloaded ourselves of all but 
guns and ammunition. We then crept down to the lake, 
where an old root made a good blind; but no ducks were 
within range from there. The main flock of about twenty 
was up the shore about a hundred yards with a bog behind 
them, which was hard to cross without heing seen. I 
decided to try it, and leaying the dog with Bob 1 made a 
detour through the woods and came out on the bog so as to 
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keep a tuft of grass between me and the flock. Then began 
some systematic crawling. I did not go far before an old 
duck in the middle of the lake saw me and commenced 
quacking, I had to keep still for fifteen minutes before her 
suspicions were allayed and she went on teeding. Then 
I crept on again for a hundred yards, just dragging myself 
by inches and keeping flat to the wet bog, At last I reached 
the tuft of grass, and, peering through, I could see the flock 
bunched together, all feeding, standing on their heads in the 
water with tails straight in the air. I placed some cartridges 
ready at my knee for reloading, and then aiming at the point 
where the tails were mainly bunched, I whistled. Up came 
the heads like Jacks-in-a-box, and I fired al. once. Bob fired 
as the ducks rose toward him, and when the smoke cleared 
away six fine mallards lay stretched out on the water and a 
seventh, wing-broken, was making frantic efforts to swim 
off. I soon stopped that one and then began shouting to the 
dog, when hearing wings, | looked up to find the rest of the 
flock over my head wanting to light among the dead 
ducks. I fired both barrels, but without effect, as they were 
flying wild and I was excited. My shots disturbed two teal 
feeding across the lake, and they came and lit a short dis- 
tance up shore from me, A hasty detour, some more creep- 
ing and a shot, and the birds were mine. By this time the 
dog had come around and I went back for the mallards, alas, 
to find but six. One had been playing *possum, and as soon 
as I went after the teal had made off and hidden, 

The dog brought the six ashore and we returned to camp. 
I knew of a pond a short distance off, which I concluded to 
hunt up, while Bob built a fire. 1 found one black duck 
there which I succeded in soon bagging. I then started up 
shore on my way back when a teal got up right under my 
feet. I fired. but I doubt if the shot overtook him, he was 
going like a ball. He went directly to Bob, who hearing 
my shot had gone down to the lake and wasted more amuni- 
tion over him. We then had dinner in camp and made 
toast and broiled beefsteak till late in the afternoon. Before 
leaving for home I had one more look over the lake, and in 
derision fired a shot toward two gray ducks feeding in the 
middle of the lake out of range, when they rose and came 
aver under the shore and lit. I walked around and came 
out behind them, and when nearly within shot the dog 
moved from cover to see what was going on, I made a 
quick motion to him, but the ducks were off. I contented 
myself with some remarks more forcible than devout, and 
then -we turned homeward, satisfied with our partridge and 
nine ducks for one day. 
We have not been ouf since. An English officer passed 

through here on Friday with three Indians to hunt moose in 
the Joggins woods, and John Hickman and George McKay 
start for Baie Chaleurs to-morrow night after geese and 
brant. We will wait for reports from these last expeditions 
before seeking the larger game. B. 
DorcHEstTer, New Brunswick, Oct. 14. 

A BAD CASE OF BEAR FEVER. 

GREAT deal has of Jate appeared In Forest AND 
Srrpam about ‘buck fever,” and undoubtedly the hun- 

ters of this country lave discussed the malady without, how- 
ever, getting a proper diagnosis. I know of a case in which 
twa hunters were attacked by a somewhat similar trouble, 
but one which may not be so difficult to diagnose. 

Tn 1871 I was making a trip from Cincinnati to San Fran- 
cisco; it was a matter of business with me, but I made ar- 
rangements so that if I should conclude to stop over fora 
weelk’s hunt I might do so. It was before I reached Denver, 

- Ool., that I met a loquacious farmer on the train, Hetalked 
with great yolubility about hunting antelope, but apparently 
did not greatly relish thie sport unless properly seasoned with 
tussles with bears and wildcats. The latter I did not care 

. about, as I had shot many of them in my native State, Ohio, 
but the word ‘‘bear” sent the blood boiling through my veins. 
It took only afew minutes for me to make arrangements 
with the farmer and I concluded to stop with him at least a 
week, We left the train together and drove some fifteen 
milés 10 his home. In the evening he told me many stories 
of desparate encounters with bears, and pomted proudly toa 
badly Jacerated ear as eyidence of the cannibalistic propen- 
sities of the bears he had introduced himselfto. Ifound his 
talk very entertaining, but did not like the information I 
received that bears were becoming scarce and that my friend 
had not seen any in several weeks. 

The next morning we were out with two good rifles, and 
the word was ‘‘anything bigger’n a rabbit or a grouse.” I 
did not like the idea of shooting without a dog, but my 
friend assured me that dogs only served to alarm the game, 
and that he could do better without than with them. He 
evidently considered me greener than I was, but I humored 
him in everything, even when he suggested to me to keep 
within fifly yards of him and to signal with my handker- 
chief in case I saw any large game, He assured me that it 
required the skill of a hunter like himself to properly despatch 
Colorado game, Now I had “barked” squirrels in Ohio and 
Kentucky, and I saw but little difference between hitting an 
antelope and trimming the bark from under a squirrel. I 
accordingly made up my mind that the information my 

friend would receive of the presence of any large game would 

be given by my rifle discharged at the said large game. It 
was 9 o'clock in the morning and neither of us had fired a 
shot, when I noticed something moving in some thick bushes 
abont twenty-five yards from me, I glanced about me and 
saw my friend looking in a different direction. I cocked 
my rifle and held my breath, awaiting developments. Sud- 
denly the bushes parted and out stepped—a bear. Allow 
me to say here that I am glad that your correspondents have 
written so much about buck fever, for that explains the 
whole of my subsequent conduct, Iwas seized with bear 

fever. I dropped my rifle in one breath, and the next breath 

T took in the top of atree. I never could climb a tree; 1 

never had climbed one, but that day I discounted every 

squirrel in Colorado, You say you would have taken one 

shot at ihat bear? It is very nice to say so, sitting at your 

cosy fireside and reading this article. I think so myself 

now; but it isa different thing to be far away in the woods, 

many miles from the dear ones at home, to whom the 

ravenous bear might not leave even a little lock, with- 

out taking into consideration that a corpse after a bear 

gets through with it does not even make a proper sub- 

ject for a decent burial; and then with no one around 

who could tell John and Jake and the rest of the boys 

about it. Besides that you may not be so susceptible to 

bear fever as I am. But I am digressing. After I ascer- 

tained to my great relief that the bear showed no inclina- 

tion to force his company on me, I looked about, remem- 

bering the injunction about waving my handkerchief in 

case | saw large game, Judge of my surprise when I saw 

me climb a tree, I emigrate, 

a 

my friend up another tree. Both of us enjoyed the exhilar- 
ating effects of the upper strata of Colorado atmosphere for 
some time, and then descended ito terra firma and returned 
home. A coolness had sprung up between mine host and 
myself, and we cancelled out engagements at onco. At the 
dinner table mine host caught me glancing alternately at 
his wife’s tecth and then at his ear, and the coolness in- 
creased to arctic frigidity, I hastened away from this place, 
and since then I haye shot nothing larger than a jack- 
rabbit. 
What kind of a bear was it? Now you have got me. 

When I enter a menagerie I can tell you all about all the 
bears there, where they come from, how many children they 
can eat without disturbing their digestion—that is, the bear’s 
digestion—in fact, I am a perfect encyclopedia on bears; 
but that one particular bear I know nothing about, and I 
don’t want to, I learned all I wanted to know about him in 
less than the hundredth part of a second. I don’t know 
whether he was a brown bear, a black bear, a grizzly bear, 
a polar bear, or any other kind of a bear. 1 would not 
Swear it was a bear at all; it was some big, horrible thing 
that gave me a horrible fever and made me climb a tree, 
and if there is anything in the neighborhood that se aa 

YM. 

TO DAKOTA FOR GAME. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have been a constant reader of your paper for a number 

of years, and notwithstanding that I belong to that class 
(postmasters) whom you accuse of handing out to the dear 
public your paper “well thumbed,” I have also been for a 
long time a ‘'regular subscriber,” I confess that when 1 
read your “‘soft impeachment” against the P. Ms. they were 
as a class raised several notches in my estimation as to their 
discernment in the matter of good reading, and 1 trust if 
this reaches the eyes of any of them they will at once be- 
come not only readers but subscribers as well. 

J have been yery much interested and profited by your 
articles from correspondents in different parts of the coun- 
try, giving notes on prospects for shooting, etc., and the 
direction of some of my annual shooting tours has been 
determined -by this information, One good turn deserves 
another. 

First as to the route and time. If you are after grouse 
and chicken shooting start the last of August. If you come 
from the Eastern States, a good route is via Canada South- 
ern to Detroit, Mich., thence via D. G. H, & M, RB. R. to 
Grand Haven, and then by the boats of this latter company’s 
line to Milwaukee. The day boat of this line, ‘‘The City of 
Milwaukee,’’ makes the run from Grand Haven to Milwau- 
kee (84 miles) in five hours. In Milwaukee, Messrs. Watrous 
and Mower, editors and proprietors of the newsy Su7day 
Telegraph, are both lovers of rod and gun, and Capt. Mower 
will cast a fly with the best. In the same building, in the 
main hall, is Peck of Peck’s Sun, who has a beautiful steam 
yacht on one of the lakes about seventy-five miles north of 
Milwaukee, built and equipped especially for hunting. 
From Milwaukee J took the Chicago, Milwaukee and 8t. 

Paul Railroad. From either Chicago or Milwaukee a return 
trip ticket can be had, good for forty days. The baggage 
cars are extra large and roomy, giving plenty of space for 
dogs (no one should go to Dakota without a good dog). The 
baggagemen, I found, without an exception, accommodating 
and gentlemanly, taking as much interest in caring for my 
dog as I did myself, and always making me feel that I was 
welcome in their car. 
My objective point was Redfield, in Spink county. I left 

Milwaukee at 12 P. M., arriving at Redfield at 8 A. M. of 
the second morning after, about thirty-two hours’ run. At 
Redfield I hired a team and drove twenty five miles south- 
west, to a town called Howell (Hand county). Here 1 met 
Major Howell, for whom the town is named, an old com- 
rade in the campaigns of the rebellion, who made me, as he 
will all who visit his town, feel at home and welcome. And 
now I was twenty miles from a railroad and in the midst of 
a perfect paradise for grouse and chickens. I don’t know 
how many birds I bagged. I was out for pleasure and health, 
and hunted every day, Sometimes I would come in with 
ouly five or six birds, another day with fifteen or twenty. I 
kept the hotel table supplied, and we had plenty to spare. 
The birds are mostly ruffed grouse, and for true sport give 
them to me in preference to the pinnated grouse, No wait- 
ing for a slow shot with these strong-winged, swift Septem- 
ber grouse. They start right from the ground and go, No 
rising up and sailing off like a prairie chicken. 
About fourteen miles east of Howell, and only eleven 

miles southwest of Redfield, is Cottonwood Lake, a body of 
water about one mile wide and three miles wide, Here a 
party of gentlemen from Michigan design locating a club 
house, supplied with boats, etc., necessary for waterfowl 
hunting. When this is done, I know of no better place for 
shooting ducks, geese and brant. I was a little early for 
waterfowl (October and a part of November are the best 
times), but spent one day at the lake, and at night on count- 
ing up the’bag found that I had thirty ducks (most of them 
mallards), two geese, one sandbill crane and _ three pelicans. 
One of the latter measured eight feet six inches from tip to 
tip. Ishot them for specimens to mount. This was a fair 
day’s work, considering the heavy, unwieldy boat I used 
and that I was shooting a light 74-pound field gun. 

I stopped awhile at Cottonwood with Mr, Wm, Sutton, 
who has 160 acres of land bordering on the Jake. He is an 
enthusiastic hunter, and his latch-string always hangs out 
to men of his kind. Should any of the friends of Fornst 
AND STREAM contemplate a visit to Dakota, if they go via 
Milwaukee, I commend them to Mr. Geo. H. Heafford, Asst. 

Gen. Pass. Agent, and Mr, W. E. Rowell, Emigration Agent, 
of the OC. M. & St. P. R. R., for any other information 
wanted as to routes, etc. P, M. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Countless numbers of geese of different kinds swarm over 

the wheat stubble at this season of the year, Any one 

familiar with goose shooting would have no difficulty in ob- 

taining all he wanted. Here is a “pointer” to Hastern sports 

men who have been here and gone Hast, no doubt satisfied 

with killing a few little ducks: Come in October if you 

want sport, i 

Dressed in suitable clothes, the color of dead grass (this is 

important), I procure a dozen sheet-iron profiles, and with 

my great, big, heavy 12-gauge 74-pound hammerless, and 

plenty of shells loaded with one-ounce No. 2 chilled shot, 

take myself to some convenient stubble field, and there find 

a suitable place to bide. I arrange my decoys in a semi- 

circle inclined facing the wind, It isnow 3 o’clock P. M. 

and time for the geese to go out to feed, Looking in the 

here they come, 

both barrels, 

me: 

direction of Fox Lake I see long lines in the sky, I know 
at once what that means; the geese are coming, and as the 
first come nearer others follow, until there seems to be no 
end. Now I hear the honk honk of the nearer ones; and see, 

They haye spied my decoys. On they 
come, and as they hover for a second, having discovered the 
fraud, I suddenly rise up out of the stubble and give them 

_ Strange, only one goose came down. It can’t 
be that I missed. Guess they were further away than I 
supposed, But here come some more, and this time I haye 
better success, and down come two “‘whoppers.” So it goes 
on until 5 o’clock. Just two hours’ shooting and I have ten 
geese all told. Let us look them over. This large one is a 
Canada goose (Brenta canadensis) and weighs fifteen pounds. 
Here are three small geese marked just the same as the 
above; there are Hutchins geese (Brenta hutchinsiZ). Then 
we have three nice white ones, snow geese (Anser hyperto- 
reus), one speckled belly, yellow feet and bill, with creamy 
white feathers around base of bill, Here are two that puzzle 

Size nearly as large as the snow geese, color cinnamon 
ashy, dark on back and dirty white on belly, feet and bill 
yellow. Will Forest anp Stream kindly help me ont and 

i. M. K. say what they are? 
SANBORN, Dak., Oct. 15. 

THE WCOODCOCK’S CONCEALMENT. 

VERY one must huve a first time for seeing a woodcock 
upon the ground and alive. This sight came io me 

last week, Our party had been out all day, with fair suc- 
cess on quail, when toward night we put up a bevy, which, 
leaving two of its number behind for our bag, scattered in 
every direction. Some of them went over a fence, down a 
side hill into the thick birches, briers and alders, and there 
we searched vainly for them. Once through this thicket, 
we found it hard returning; but finally forced our way 
through to find one quail, which we missed. We followed 
his flight, and in his stead put up wild a fine woodcock. We 
marked him down in a thick undergrowth, shaded by 
second-growth pines, and deep in this cur dog pointed him. 
Jt was my turn to flush, and into the tangled mass I erept 
and pushed, gun in hand, until I saw him flattened out upon 
the leaves like a very leaf himself; his bill under a leaf, his 
reddish feathers all gathered under him out of sight, the 
brown stripes on his back looking like the veins of a fallen 
leaf, Save for the gleam of the darker-colored feathers among: 
the lighter ones, and T should not have seen him had it not 
been for the dog’s nose, which pointed straight into his hid- 
ing place. So still he lay I thought him a dead bird, and 
called out that he was the dog’s property. But, no! Pres- 
ently an eye opened, his head moved slightly, his bill lifted 
the leaf in front, his head cocked over a little to one side 
and his alert glance, taking in the situation, made me call 
out involuntarily ‘‘Mark!” and he was off; but so was my 
friend’s gun, and though the first barrel missed lum, the 
second brought him to the ground, and the dog which had 
pointed him so staunchly retrieved him to his master. 

J i 

WITH THE GROUSE IN NEW ZEALAND. 

HAs spent about six months in close application to 
office work in the town of Napier without a holiday, 

and July 31 being the last day of the open season for game, 
I determined to have a few days after the birds on the 
property of my friend D., who owns a section of good shoot- 
ing ground about thirty miles out of town, I own two guns, 
but my favorite is a double breechloader, cylinder, 12-bore, 
30-inch barrels, and for all-round shooting I have found noth- 
ing to beat it. Ialso own two setters, which, considering the 
small amount of work they get, acquit themselves very fairly 
in the field. Count, the senior, is a big English and Irish 
crossed dog, orange and white with ticked head and neck, 
34 years old. I find this cross.a great improvement on the 
pure bred English, being a much stronger and hardier dog 
than the latter, Count is simply indefatigable, very staunch 
on his points, with a splendid nose and a wide range. His 
only fault is that he will not retrieye. I rarely, howeyer, 
Jose a wounded bird with him, for he will follow them up 
any distance and hold them down with his paw till my 
arrival without damaging more than a feather. Rock, the 
junior, is a pure bred lemon and white English setter, 
eighteen months old, and scarcely yet as reliable as the old 
dog; he sliapes very well, however, for a youngster, has a 
beautiful temper and retrieves perfectly. With care and 
good luck next season should make him a grand dog, and 
worthy of his name. 

Starting on horseback on the afternoon of the 28th, my 
dogs running alongside me, I reached D,'s comfortable 
country quarters just in time for tea, and found my favorite 
Bland, which I had left there last trip, all clean and ready 
for use. 

D. and I turned in early, and were up before daylight next 
morning, a8 we had some distance to ride to the best shoot- 
ing ground, The morning was fine and clear but frosty, and 
the country rough and hilly, so we were not sorry to get off 
and walk across some of the gullies by way of sparing our 
horses and promoting circulation. After about two hours 
traveling we reach a creek which was to be our depot for the 
day, tethered the horses, and scrambling up the further bank, 
found ourselves on a good-sized flat pretty thickly covered 

with manuka scrub. Here we separated, each taking one 

side of the flat. I had not gone more than 100 yards when 

Count evidently got on a scent, which turned out to be that 
of a cock pheasant, which unfortunately rose before I got 
wilhin shot; this was Rock’s doing, and as I saw the pair 
were too fresh to work well together just yet, I tied the 

youngster up toa stout bit of manuka and left him behind 
for the time. Count now worked splendidly, not missing or 
flushing a bird all the rest of the morning. 

The next bird to get up was a hen pheasant, and I had 

her down almost before I recognized her sex. Shortly after- 

ward, coming to a small grassy gully, Count stood again, 

and I walked up a cock and hen, dropping the former but 

letting his consort go in peace. The cock was, however, 
only winged and ran into’ the manuka, which was in places 

seven or eight feet high and pretty thick, but the dog fol- 

lowed and found him, and after some trouble I found them 

both. I traveled a good distance after, this without getting 
a point or seeing a bird, and was becoming somewhat dis- 
gusted when the old dog came to a beautiful stand within a 
few yards of me, I got the bird, a grand cock, up with 

some trouble and tumbled him over clean and dead. At this 

juncture I was stimulated by hearing D.’s first shot on the 

other side of the flat, both barrels at once, and I pictured 

him doing immense slaughter, This florid play of my im- 

agination must haye unnerved me as I missed a native rail 

; 7s 
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which got up shortly after, a pretty easy shot, and a cock 
pheasant, which rose when I fired at the rail, accompanied 
by a hen, at which last, however, I didn’t pull a trigger. 

I seemed to haye got into the thick of the birds now, as 
the dog was working very fast, apparently puzzled by cross 
scents, and ranging backward and forward in an aimless sort 
of way. However, he at last made up his mind, and was 
soon over another bird, which I bagged; and bad only just 
fired when another cock jumped up right under my nose, 
and so startled me that I missed him badiy and gave expres- 
sion to some eloquent language in consequence. I soon, 
however, made up for this, as the next three birds were 
within a short time brought down, each with the first barrel; 
Count standing splendidly and the. birds being killed clean. 
Six pheasant cocks and a hen so far, und my bag began to 
feel heavy; but carrying his own birds is, to the true sports- 
man, a labor of love, and I trudged cheerily on over the 
rough ground. The seventh cock got up presently in a very 
awkward position and I gave him both barrels, He came 
down with a broken wing, and I had to go about half a mile 
before 1 came across him, with Count in charge after his 
usual fashion. The sportsman’s appetite beginning now to 
operate on me, I worked back to our rendezvous for lunch, 
picking up Rock on the way, but without getting another 
shot. I was not sorry to put off my bag, I can assure you, 
and by the time I had lit the fire, boiled the “billy” and 
made some tea, my friend D. put inan appearance. He had 
got only two cock birds, but had missed several. ! 
We did ample justice to the viands, and although the billy 

was 4 deep one, we saw the bottom of it before we left off, 
After about an hour’s rest, including the inevitable pipe, 

over which we lovingly contemplated the plump proportions 
and glorious plumage of our victims, a fresh start was made. 
We had only about two hours now before starting home- 
ward, and they had to be made the best use of. It was 
Rock’s turn now to show what he could do, and I ran a 
leaf of flax through Count’s collar and kept him at heel, an 
arrangement to which he acceded only after several frantic 
but futile efforts to break away when he saw his comrade on 
a point. Rock’s first bird, a fine cock, I shot close to where 
LT left off in the morning, and the young dog brought it to 
me at once; but “parting” was “‘such sweet sorrow,” that 
I had some trouble to get possession, though his teeth never 
eyen grazed it. He soon, however, started to work again, 
and we put up several hens consecutively, the dog flushing 
some, but standing grandly on others. I let them all go, 
with a silent prayer that they would ‘‘increase and multiply” 
for my benefit on some future occasion, 

The next was the shot of the day, a cock and hen getting 
up simultaneously, as I thought, out of range. I let drive, 
however, at the former and dropped him dead at a distance 
which I paced as sixty-two yards—good work for a cylinder 
gun, and showing there was nothing wrong behind the stock 
that time. Returning campward by the way of a long 
grassy gully I got two more cocks, which Rock retrieved | 
perfectly. 

On arriving at the rendezvous I found D., whose hick 
had again been worse than mine, waiting for me with every- 
thing ready for a start, so we made tracks for his home, 
urriving long after dark, A good supper, an hour’s delicious 
and contented rest with our pipes after the healthful and 
pleasurable exercise and excitement of the day, und we 
turned in to sleep the sleep of the just and the sportsman. 
Next morning at daylight we were up again, and, after a 

hurried though by no means inconsiderable breakfast, started 
for new ground of very much the same character as yester- 
day’s. I found the dogs in steadier trim the second day 
and worked them both together, with some slight trouble 
occasionally through the excitement of the competition, but 
with several very pretty exhibitions of backing. 
To give you all the detuils of this day’s work would be as 

Hamlet says, ‘something too much of this.” Suffice it to 
say that when we started for home I had seven fine cock 
pheasants in my bag. My friend D., however—who I may 
mention without assumption is neither so-keen a sportsman 
nor so good a shot as myself—had to content himself again 
with a smaller tally. 

Having to return to town the next day, and my friend 
being unable to go out with me, I took things more easy and 
waited for breakfast with the rest of the household. The 
meal over, I took a turnin the immediate vicinity of the 
house and in the adjoining bush, and had the luck to get a 
brace of good cocks in the open and five pair of native 
pigeons in the timber, The latter are rather slow sport, as 
you cannot get at them except in the thick bush, sitting, but 
they form a most acceptable addition to the larder. 

I started for town late in the afternoon with my ten brace 
of pheasant cocks (I left the hens behind) and five pair of 
pigeons variously bestowed upon my own person and that 
of my horse, and a very tedious journey it was, the heavy 
and awkward load making it impossible to go out of a walk- 
ing pace. Indeed, I did not reach town until the small hours 
of the morning. But the glorious sport and the accession of 
physical health and mental content, not to mention the sport 
and the subsequent dinners, well repaid me for the toil. 

J. R. 
Napimr, N. Z., Sept. 12. 

ADIRONDACK GAME PRESERVATION. 
Liditor Forest and Stream: 

The reply of Fish Comm-ssioner R. U. Sherman to my re- 
cent letter on Adirondack game preservation, calls for a 
word of reply from me. ‘There is this difference in my posi- 
tion and that of Mr. Sherman. I speak in behalf of the law 
only as a disinterested private citizen, while he is on the de- 
fensive as a public officer. My observations im the Adiron- 
dacks-were made during a three weeks’ trip, during all of 
which 1 was in camp with four or more guides. My trip 
extended from the Lower Saranac Lake, through Saranac 
River, Round Lake, Upper Saranac Lake, Raquette River, 
Big Tupper Lake, Bog River, Round Pond and Little Tup- 
per Lake, and back by way of Big and Little Wolf ponds, 
Little Long Pond, Mosquito Lake, Rollin’s Pond, Whey 
Pond, Little Green Pond, Big Square Pond, Fish Creek Pond 
and Fish Creek. I got my information in many talks with 
the guides over the camp-fires, and they were as well-known 
and as well-informed guides as there are in that region. [ 
reaffirm all that 1 said. The game laws are a practical null- 
ity in the Adirondack regions generally. I did not find a 
guide who did not express his willingness to assist parties to 
shoot deer out of season. I was told what sport could be 
had in this and other unlawful ways. I was told of leading 
sportsmen’s hotels which have venison in their ice houses at 
all seasons. I found the guides declaring it impossible to 
formany agreement among themselves to enforce the law. 
As to the general honesty of the guides, I can confirm all 
that Mi, Sherman says, and their efficiency in their duties is 

proyerbial. They simply share the too general fecling that 
it is no sin to violate a game law. If any number of them 
did not do so, the violators would soon be brought to justice. 
What I wrote about the game protector stationed at Hliza- 

bethtown was founded on information given me by the 
guides, and I feel] certain that if those with whom I talked 
were not under the jurisdiction of that office, they saw too 
little of any other officer to know under whose jurisdiction 
they were. Many an officer in search of violators of the 
game law may have had “wild goose chases” which Mr. 
Sherman says have fallen to his experience, but this only en- 
forces the reeommendation that I made to ‘‘set. the guides to 
watch the guides,” Li, 
New Yorn, Oct, 17, 1884. 

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION. 

FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING. 

Editor Horest and Strean; 
The fourth annual meeting of the aboye named body was 

convened at Los Angeles on Oct, 2, Some twenty delegates 
were present, in person or by proxy. Director Robinson 
presided, in the absence of both the president and vice-presi- 
dent, : 
An address of welcome by H. T, Hazzard, of the Reere- 

ation Gun Team of Los Angeles, was offered, and responded 
to by the chairman. ‘The usual routine business was then 
done, after which an address hy the president, Hon. M. M. 
Estee, and a valuable paper by Director Ramon BH. Wilson 
were read. 

Mr. Wilson’s paper was especially valuable, because 
it discussed learnedly the question now mooted here, 
whether or not the State can be districted, so as to 
enable those in mountain counties to shoot at seasons 
different from those proper for the valleys and coast, 
The paper advised conservatism in action, and urged the 
necessity of tull knowledge before offering amendments 
to the present law. On Friday evening the Committee 
on Fish and Game presented a partial report. It had sent 
over the State several thousand circulars of queries, which 
had been answered in fair number, thanks largely to the 
kind words of the daily press, the FoREST AND STREAM, 
and other sportsman’s papers. ‘The answers showed great 
diversity in habits and seasons in the different parts of Cali- 
fornia, and the committee hesitated in giving conclusions. 
It advised the greatest deliberation in framing a law which 
should meet the needs of all sections, It requested further 
{ime in which to complete its report, which was granted, 
with direction to act in vonjunction with the Fish Commis- 
sion of California in recommending legislative action. 

Hon. A. B, Dibble and Hon. R. H. Buckingham of the 
Fish Commission were present, and offered some interesting 
facts in connection with their work. They had secured 186 
convictions for violations of the fish laws, More than had 
previously been made since there had been a Fish Commis- 
sion, and believed they had secured either the co-operation 
2 fear of a majority of the river salmon fishermen in the 
State. 
Ten individual members were elected and the meeting ad- 

journed with resolutions of thanks to its entertainers, the 
Recreation Gun Team, of Los Angeles, Various amuse- 
menis had been provided by the home club. A trap shoot, 
drives about the new, but fast growing and developing city 
of Los Angeles, a quail shoot near the city and a banquet, 
all of which were enjoyed to the full by the visitors. Much 
credit is due Messrs. H. T, Payne, H. T. Hazzard, John 
Kurlitz, F. E. Browne and J. P, Taggart, the Entertainment 
Committee of the Los Angeles Club, for the perfection of 
the plan of entertainment, 

And very much might be said of the hearty warmth and 
geniality of all the members of that club, who devoted time 
and strength to unselfish efforts to please their ouests, 

The meeting as a whole was a success, The officers 
elected for the coming year were: President, Hon. M. M. 
Hstee, San Francisco: Vice-President, H. T. Payne, Los 
Angeles; Secretary, H. H. Briggs, 609 Sacramento street, 
San Francisco; Treasurer, J. P. Spooner, Stockton; Direct- 
ors, Crittenden Robinson, San Francisco; Ramon E. Wilson, 
San Francisco; A, L. Thiel, Chico; J. M. Bassford, Jr., 
Vacaville; Geo. Fletcher, Grass Valley. FRANCISCO, 

SAN FRANoIScO, Cal. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES, 

PPXHE “Big Deer Wouds,” North Atlantic county, New 
Jersey, has been ablaze for several days past, and the 

game of that section will thereby suffer, 
Quail are reported unusually plentiful in both Maryland 

and Delaware this autumn, A friend, who has lately re- 
turned from these States, traveled on business through this 
region with horse and buggy, and took special pains to in- 
quire along his entire route, and tells mein every case he re- 
ceiyed the information that many coveys haye hatched, and 
the breeding season has been excellent and the birds are 
well grown, This is good news, but was expected, as the 
entire summer has been well suited for the growth of the 
broods, The swamps and spring branches of Delaware and 
Maryland afford secure hiding places for the quail, and it is 
a difficult matter of late years to find them very far from 
them, and when shot at they invariable seek shelter there; 
consequently in some parts of both of these States it is next 
to impossible to make good bags, notwithstanding birds may 
be quite numerous. A sportsman that has once experienced 
the trouble of making his way through one of these brauches 
will never forget it. 

The cold snap of last week brought on a flight of black- 
heads to the Havre de Grace flats, not a large arrival to be 
sure, but enough to know the ducks are making up their 
minds to come, and by the time the season opens shooting 
will be good, even if the canyas-back ducks and redheads 
have not arrived. Your correspondent hears of several gen- 
tlemen who intend selling out their sinkbox outfit at Havre 
de Grace, and of others who are making inquiries with a 
view of purchasing shares in ducking points, m fact some 
of the gentlemen who are about selling their sinkboxes haye 
told me they intend giving up that sort of shooting for point 
ducking, It will be but a few years before it will be illegal 
to anchor a box on the feeding grounds at the mouth of the 
Susquehanna River; would it were so now, 

There is quite a sprinkling of bluebills at Barnegat and 
Tuckerton bays. Black ducks are not plentiful there as yet. 
The few broods that were hatched in the Big Swamp above 
Harvey Cedars on Long Beach have been killed off. I hear 
of a number of sportsmen who intend starting for Barnegat 
and Tuckerton next week. 

I have taken considerable trouble to inquire of the resuits 
of those who lett Philadelphia for Pennsylvania quail shoot- 
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ing on the 15th of the month and have not as yet heard of 
any bag having been made. In almost every instance I am 
told the leaves had not yet fallen and no birds were found. 
One indefatigable sportsman said to me, “I did not find a 
single bird,” and I know he was well dogged and selected 
good grounds. There haye not been sharp frosts enough to 
start the woodcock on their flight, but we may expect during 
the balance of this month to have them come to us. 
The following are the hightest boats scored at the Laza- 

retto, Pa., up to Oct. 11. Thus far there have been 3,720 
rail killed at that ground: W. A. Child 68, W. Stewart 60, 
H. B, Tatham, Jr., 59, G. M. Griffin 54, Charles Powell 54, 
John Bailey 49, W. Hood 46, R. Starke 48, C. F. Warwick 
43, J. Malin 41, H. McLaughlin 40, J. Malin 40, H. Mont- 
gomery 40, John Bailey 80, Wash. James 35, P. P. Peace 
34, W. Wayne 35, J. Malin 34, W. Irons 33, J. T. Allenger 
83, J. Gaffney 83, W, H, Child 30, The season has alto- 
gether been a poor one owing to continued adverse witty 

OMO, 

GAME IN PIKE COUNTY. 
fiditor Forest and Stream: 

1 have just returned from Pike county, Pa., where I have 
tested the picturesque inducements for sportsmen set forth by 
enterprising local correspondents for suadry New York and 
Philadelphia papers. Time was when the picture of a herd 
of deer sailing through the brush with ruffed grouse stream- 
ing from every log would be but little overdrawn. I have 
seen game and trout plenty in this section, but now game is 
scarce and the streams are on the verge of being fished out. 
This is due to market hunting, local hotel requirements, and 
neglecting to stock to replenish what is taken away. 

It seems to me that the correspondents I refer to would do 
better to save their adjectives and fine writing for the scenery, 
air and comfort of this lovely country and not say too much 
about the attractions for the hunter and angler. Too much 
cannot be said of the natural attractions of Little Pike: exag- 
geration of its sylvan beauty would be hardly possible. 
‘here is accommodation for the most refined and the most 
delicate in its hotels and every farmbouse. But they should 
“draw it mild” when they talk of its game and fish. 

This was a good year for ruffed grouse. Enough of them 
were hatched to secure fair sport for a few if they had been 
allowed to attain maturity. But the woodcock law deci- 
mated them, the market hunters “potted” them without 
compunction when they could barely fly and take care of 
themselyes, in some cases destroying entire flocks. Those 
not destroyed were scattered and made wild, and but forthe 
thick brush and late season there would be few left. Thanks, 
however, to this green autumn, there are enough left ‘for 
seed,” and there is a prospect this year of treble the number 
of birds being left over for next spring’s family business 
than for many years. With the woodcock law changed by 
this Legislature in Pennsylvania to Sept. 1, or, still better, 
the 15th, there would be fine sport in the autumn of 1885. 

There will be as good fall woodcock shooting as usual in 
the county. When I left there had heen one small flight; by 
the 25th there should be one or two more, and there will be 
others in rapid succession until the 15th of November. Few 
shooting grounds are better or more attractive than these 
Pennsylvania swales, marshes and black-loamed haunts of 
the longbills. 

Deer hunting will be fair this year from the 25th of this 
month to the first tracking snow, Taking the region from 
the Porter’s Lake grounds to the Knob, and from there in a 
line east from the Shohola to the Log Tavern and Brink 
Ponds, there is a fair sprinkling of venison on the hoof. Bear 
signs are numerous. 

To those who want advice as toa pied a terre, I would 
say, goto John M. Hoffman’s, at the Sawkill Pond near 
Milford. It is in the center of the woodcock grounds, He 
has deerhounds, etc,, knows how to drive, and he knows 
how to make visitors comfortable. Oscar Westbrook, at 
Milford, is a crack shot and a good cuide, and can accom- 
modate a party of sportsmen in his snug home. He knows 
the best quail grounds in the Delaware Valley, and the pros- 
pects for the séason, which opens Noy. 1, are excellent. 

AMATEUR. 

LOUISIANA GAME SUPPLY. 

fe cold wave that a few days ago swept over this por- 
tion of the country was especially welcome 1o our local 

hunters, who saw in it the approach of a cooler state of the 
weather, which would allow them to prosecute their favor- 
ite recreation with some degree of comfort. The hunting 
season really opened on the 15th of last September, but the 
continuous spell of hot weather admitted of but limited 
journeys in séarch of game, short passes in the morning being 
ul that was done. 

The warm condition of the atmosphere also prevented the 
taking out of dogs, for the reason that they were soft in flesh, 
and being so full biooded, exposure would have subjected 
them to the danger of being afflicted with fits; the quality 
of the dog has been greatly improved throughout this part of 
the country, and he is a very poor sportsman, indeed, who 
fails to take the proper care of a good animal. Another rea- 
son existing for the little hunting done was because of the 
scarcity of water for the dogs, Much to the regret of those 
who uphold the game law, it is a well-known fact that deer 
have been shot all summer in the immediate neighborhood 
of the city, and in nearly every instance the meat was smug- 
gled into town. The prevention of just such unlawful hunt- 
ing as this, is one of the principal objects of the new Sports- 
men’s Association, and it is to be hoped that they will soon 
be enabled to afford game the protection it is entitled to, 

The cold snap through Texas on the 10th inst. had the 
effect of sending in this direction unusual numbers of teal 
duck, which spread along the Gulf coast into the western 
end of Lake Ponchartrain. The Mexican, or dusky duck, 
that heretofore has been seen around in very limited num- 
bers, can be found in great quantities down near Bayou Des 
Allemands. On the first day of October eighty-four were 
shipped into town. Such numbers bagged in one day had 
been unheard of previous to this. 

Reports received from Chet Menteur und Lake Catherine 
bring the cheering intelligence that the richest kind of duck 
food abounds in all of the lagoons. Frequenters of these 
places express the opinion that shooting along the North- 
eastern and Shell Beuch road will drive the ducks into this 
territory; consequently duck hunters are jubilant over the 
prospects for hunting. As soon as the weather gets cold 
large bags can be counted on. 

ayou LaBranche Prairie, up the “Big J” road, has not 
yet been investigated, but judging from the experience of 
past seasons there will be no scarcity of ducks there, The 
great trouble to reach them, howeyer, will be the same as 
heretofore; the hunter has the impenetrable sawgrass to 
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overcome in wading tothe lagoons. The ‘no-Sunday-night- 
train” returning will only admit of limited hunting in this 
loeality. 

Reports from the “Jump,” below Fort Jackson, are very 
flattering. Large numbers of teal ducks and widgeon and 
sprigtail have already arrived there, The great protection 
the ducks have at the “Jump” is its inaceessibility for our 
Sunday hunters, which keeps them from patronizing it; it 
takes at least one day to get there and one to return. 

The jack snipe made their appearance here during the 
month of August, a few being killed in the rear of the city. 
Some scattering bags of fifteen to twenty haye already been 
made down the L. & N, railroad. As this bird is hatched in 
the far North, under the most favorable auspices, the ad- 
mirer of this kind of shooting can be sure of having a royal 
time with them this coming fall. 
Now that the Morgan Railroad is running double daily 

trains, and has made it possible for hunters to travel at a 
reasonable outlay of money, the quail and snipe that have 
heretolore rested in such comparative security along that 
road from Morgan City to Vermillion, will know what it is 
to be chased about by the average city hunter. 

The Mississippi Valley road runs through the best deer, 
turkey and bear country to be found anywhere in the United 
States, and lovers of large game can get all of this splendid 
sport they want. They will never return empty-handed if 
they place themseives in charge of the hunters after big 
game in the Yazoo Valley and swamp. 

Quail along the Big J road abound in the usual large 
quantities. Trapping having been prohibited in several of 
the Mississippi counties adjacent to the road, a dog and gun 
wili fall heir to the birds previously consigned to the trap. 

In regard to the annual field trials, it may be stated that 
Mr, Kemp, secretary of the Canton Gun Club, has written to 
this city that the several fields reserved for the trials to be 
tun in that place in December are literally filled with birds, 
and the field trial races to be given by the National American 
Kennel Club and the Southern States Sportsmen’s Associ- 
ation bid fair to eclipse anything of the kind ever given in 
this country, owing to the large number of entries made, in- 
cluding the finest dogs, old and young, that America can 
produce. The heats will be run off in quick time because of 
the great number of birds. 
From the limited information that can be obtained from 

the Southern Sportsmen’s Association, which organization 
includes some of the best sportsmen element in the city, it 
seems that they have bright prospects for the success of their 
field trials. The trials will be run when the others finish, 
and will secure all the good dogs of the National races, as 
well as those entered specially for the Southern Sportsmen’s 
event.— Wew Orleans Times-Democrat. 

GAME AT Tr AND SHYEN Ponps.—Eustis, Me., Oct. 17.— 
The fishing at this resort has been first-class all through 
the season from June to September, and one that has given 
perfect suecess and satislaction to all parties who have had 
couraye to push into this new country, and the results have 
carried encouragement to the indefatigable pioneer who has 
earried out the project of keeping a passable road through 
this forest despite the opposition of the storm king. 'The 
hunting season has now commenced, and it will some day 
be more widely known that this section abounds in big game, 
especially deer and caribou, Partridges are in abundance 
also, and can be shot in quantities to suit the desire of the 

A few hunting parties have already visited these 
camps, and not a man yet but has had shots at big game, 
Some hit, but more miss, One man had five shots at three 
deer, but only got one. But all are satisfied the game and 
guide are all right, but there was something the matter with 
the sights on theirrifles. Oh! who cannot sympathize with 
the man at the target match? A clean miss! Witness the 
look of astonishment and surprise on his face as he makes a 
ctitical examination of that rifle and the sights, ‘‘Some- 
body has been fooling with it, surely.” We all know how 
it is ourselyes. But it was a noble five-prong buck he shot 
at, and what will the “boys” say? Just give him one more 
such a chance and we will have venison for supper. I wish 
it understood by those desiring to hunt big game this fall 
that Mr. Smith is still at his post and ready to supply any 
needs that a party can demand, Supplies, camps, guides 
and cooks and everything will be satisfactory if the rifles 
shoot straight, for the game is there,—M. 

NEBRASKA GAmn.—Lincoln, Neb., Oct, 12.—Chicken 
shooting is practically over. The birds begin to flock and 
won't lie to the dog. Where found aloneor in the remnants 
of coyeys they rise out of range. In this immediate locality 
the sport after this game did not prove satisfactory. Quail 
are reported in unusual abundance but the cover virtually 
precludes the possibility of good bags. Three or four coyeys 
haye been seen here in the heart of the city. My next door 
neighbor came over after me a week or so ago to get me to 
go into his yard and massacre a covey of thirteen that were 
huddled wp in his back yard. I was out of town. Ducks 
haye becn unusually scarce. The scores on this fowl haye 
fallen away below the average of former years. One day 
last week, when the wind had gotten into the north the 
night before, the air was full of flocks flying southward, but 
very few tarried in the streams and ponds thereabouts. The 
largest bag I heard of was made by Mr, Hallett and myself, 
being one mallard, three sprigs, and fifteen bluewing teal, 
nineteen in all, Six of us are ready for our annual fall goose 
hunt on the Platte and are waiting to hear the bugle sound 
notifying us the geese are there in considerable numbers, A 
few flocks have already come down, and sandhill cranes are 
pretty thick. The weather is as warm and balmy almost as 
in the sunny South, to-day being absolutely charming, There 
must be a material change before we can expect to have 
many ducks and geese with us. The tens of thousands of 
acres.of corn is ripe and ready for them and they can soon 
fatten up when they come.—Burr H. Pouxk. 

Ragsits ABUNDANT.—Atlanta, Ill., Oct. 13.—The quail 
shooting promises to be exceptionally good, there being more 
flocks, and larger, than commonly, but our best shooting 
here is at the rabbits in the winter, when there is snow on. 
W. F. and M. F. and myself killed last winter in about two 
hours 119 rabbits, 84 quail and 1 fox-squirrel, The rab- 
bits seem to be getting thicker every year; | think on account 
of the hedge fences becoming more numerous. There is a 
company here who have banded together for the purpose of 
protecting the game in and out of season on their own lands. 
They have elected a secretary aud treasurer, whos duty it 1s 
10 prosecute any one infringing on any of their game rights, 
May the good work goon.—W, B. 8. 

Worcester, Oct, 18.—The members of the Worcester 
Sportsmen’s Club have arranged to have their annual hunt 
on Wednesday, Oct, 22, if pleasant that day, if not then 
the week following. The captains selected are O. A. Benoit 
and Alba Houghton, They have chosen all the members to 
one side or the other on 124, not including the captains. 
Among the number are Alderman John R. Thayer, Alder- 
man Oaleb Colvin, Hon. Charles B. Pratt, an ex-Mayor and 
Senator; Col. H, B. Stoddard, Dr, E, W. Sweet, Dr. Quimby, 
Dr. Charles H. Davis, Dr. J. Marcus Rice, Dr. W. H. Ray- 
menton, Dr, H, J. Simpson; Lawyers Webster Thayer, H. 
B. Veny, O. L. Taft and J. A. Titus; Col, T. 8. Johnson, 
Clerk of the Courts; Gen. A. B. R. Sprague, Sheriff; Rock- 
wood Hoar, Assistant District Attorney; William Cox, As- 
sistant Registrar of Probate; A. F’. Earle, Deputy Jailer; Col. 
James M. Drennon and David M, Earle, Deputy Sheriffs; 
Charles A. Allen, City Engineer; Charles E, Batchelder, 
Water Registrar; Lieut. Aaron 8. Taft, of the Light Infan- 
try; also, such shots as W. S. Perry, HE, 8. Knowles, A. S. 
Newcomb, A. H. Perry, M. D. Gilman, H. W. Eager, L. 
R. Hudson, George A. Sampson, A. B. F. Kenney. This 
year the club will go out of town (to Millbury) to supper. 

MassacHuseTts.—Salem, Oct. 18,—I hear little as yet 
of the quail, but quite a number of partridges have been 
bagged. In New Hampshire these latter birds are said to be 
plenty. I saw one that flew against a man’s breast and was 
caught alive by the gentleman. Two peregrine falcons, one 
hawk owl, one Richardson’s owl, and a snipe with white head 
and tail are among the rare and odd things recently taken in 
Massachusetts.. Speaking of odd incidents, a fellow sports- 
man told me that while laying for ducks once at night, an 
owl alighted on his head, causing mutual surprise. Some 
late grass birds and some Wilson’s snipe are shot. Mr. Good- 
dale, the Boston taxidermist, lately captured a fine 44-pound 
black bass on a 9-ounce rod, in Wakefield Pond. The fish 
was very game, Coots haye been numerous at Anisquam 
and at other places alongshore. Quite a fleet of yachts are 
hauled into winter quarters at the bridges between Salem 
ep Rod fishing for smelts is now in order.—X. 

CuimTon, Mass,, Oct. 17.—The members of the Clinton 
Sportsmen’s Club reported this morning after their annual 
hunt. To-night they draw sides by lot, to be followed by a 
supper. G. W. Goss, I’. EH. Bailey, W. H. Gibbs and G. L. 
Avery reported with 1,635 points; D. H. Hoyter and D. A. 
Rogers with 360 points; G. M. Livermore, W. H. Elwood, 
A, N. Smith and H. H. Lowe with 510 poimts; G. 8. Gibson 
and G. O, Fairbanks with 260 points; B, K. Gallup and A. 
E. Harriman with 240 points; G. A. Sampson and Bayard 
Thayer with 200 points; G. A. Gibbs and W. 8S. Nickerson 
each with 85 points; E. T. Cunningbam, 65 points; Charles 
Fraser, 5d points; Frank Goss, 50 points; E. C. Osgood and 
C. F. Tufts each with 25 points; A. A. Thissell, 20 points; 
F. E. Carr, 195 points; G. W. Truell, 190 points; A. G, Lar- 
kin, 125 points, and G. A. Brown, 110 points. 

CoLtorapo.—Mr, A. H, Kellogg, the genial proprietor of 
the Fifth Avenne Hotel of Leadville, has just returned from 
a fortnight’s hunt down the Hagle River, Hagle county. He 
reports game not so plentiful at Castle Rock, the usual 
rendezvous for camping in that region, but a great abund- 
ance of deer and elk near Gypsum. The party also encoun- 
tered many bears, and discovered three new beaver dams of 
amazing strength and regularity, equaling in engineering 
skill the highest art accomplished by man. ‘They were built 
across a gulch down which the water rushed in a volume at 
great speed,. Some of the trees cut down by the beavers 
measured fifty-six inches round. Trout weighing two 
pounds eacii were caught by the party in unlimited num- 
bers. The fish invariably refused to take the flyin the 
afternoon, but rose with eagerness laterin the day.—C, P. K. 

GrorciaA GAmE.—Newnan, Ga., Oct, 20.—Owing to the 
long continued drouth here there has been but little hunting 
indulged in. Eyerything seems parched, and it is more of a 
task than a pleasure to take a strollin quest of game. Game 
seems to be plentiful. A rural gentleman who was in town 
yesterday says that there will be plenty of birds for the fall 
shooting, ‘This will be good news to our sportsmen, and 
they will welcome the day when they can get a day off and 
pay their respects to the feathered beauties. *Possum hunt- 
ing of late has been indulged in toa great extent, mostly by 
the colored population, who seem to have very good luck, 
generally bringing in from three to five at a night’s hunting. 
The exceedingly dry weather compels the ‘possums to seek 
the swamp for water, where the negro meets them with his 
dog and then the fun begins.—CuocktTaw, 

, 

CHARLES Orry. Iowa, Oct. 18.—The change of open season 
on chickens was but little observed in these parts, consequently 
those who waited for the lawful time had rather puor shoot- 
ing. Ducks have been here in large numbers and we look 
for good hunting this fall, Woodcock are increasing and if 
not followed too close will Le good sport soon. IJ am not 
able to learn that the quail and pheasant are very plenty, 
and as they have not been huuted to any great extent do not 
understand why they should not be as plenty as years past. 
—Waut E. Pree, 

Massacuusntis,—Lakeyille, Plymouth County, Mass.— 
Grouse seem to be scarce this fall, Where I found thirty or 
forty birds ina day last season, not more than ten or fifteen 
can be found at this time. There were a good many large 
broods in July, but for some reasun or other they have 
dwindled down to two and fiyeina brood. Quail are not 
showing up as well as expected earlier in the season, but 
foxes are more plentiful than have been known for a great 
many years.—E. 8. 

SPARROWS vs. Rep Brrps.—The editor of the Wilm- 
ington News complains: ‘The sparrows, which have become 
comparatively scarce in this city, are found in great flocks 
on the marshes along the rivers, and it is stated that they 
drive off the rail and reed birds, to the great disgust of the 
gunners.” It is certain that in the restaurants the sparrow 
has largely supplanted the reed bird (though the latter’s 
name still appears on the bill of fare), 

“Tan Amertcan Srortsman.”—Messrs. J. B. Lippin- 
cott & Co., have in press a revised edition of Dr. B, J. Lewis's 
“The American Sportsman.” Ohapters have been added by 
Arnold Burgess. ‘The price advertised in our last issue as 
$9.00, is, we learn, to be $2.50, 

TEXAS Quan AND GErESsE.—Henrietta, Oct. 11.—North 
Texas is alive with quait; 100 to 150 isa usual day’s bag, 
dogs just on the point allday Jong. This applies to Clay 
and Montague counties. I can hardly get my shells into my 
hammerless quick enough; had to take the safety out of it 
to save wearing my thumb off. Ducks haye made their ap- 
eae and I expect to kill geese on Red River next week. 
—ALMo. 

Waar Witt Become or THE MAn wHo KimuKp Ir?— 
At Vienna’s fish and game store on Front street, New West- 
minster, British Columbia, may be seen as rare a curiosity as 
Barnum’s whiie elephant, If is a white deer, a buck, weigh- 
ing 160 pounds, This animal is a uniform creamy white 
color, and is quite fat. It was shot on the Coquitlam River, 
and had with it at the time a companion of the same color. 

ATHENS, Pa., Oct, 15.—Squirrels have not been us plenti- 
ful this year as last, and but few have been killed, Rabbits 
are very numerous, and I expect some good sport with them — 
atter Nov. 1. Quails and partridges are reported plenty, 
but few have been brought in as yet.—Panrk. 

Wire CartrivgEs.—Lditor Forest and Stream: Will 
your correspondent “Backwoods,” of Beverly, W. Va., oblize 
many readers of Middle Massachusetts by giving us definite 
Tiespaiee as to his mode of making wire cartridges.—M. 

ASS. 

Monteomery, Ala,, Oct. 13,—Quail are plentiful but very 
small. Weather terribly hot. I send you a cartoon of A. 
Meddows, G. W. Tunstall and L. A. Tucker, too well known 
to you to make any comment,—C. E. W- 

Nortu Vernon, Ind., Oct. 12,—Fishing for black bass 
not good this fall on account of low water. Rains two weeks 
ago filled the streams, and prospect is now fair for sport for 
a Short time.—W, G, N, 

Sea and River Sishing. 

THE TOURNAMENT, 

5 we go to press at noon on Wednesday we cannot give 
L theresults of the tournament this week, There has 
been some delay in perfecting the arrangements on account 
of the difficulty in getting the members of the committee 
together, which we hope will be overcome next year. If 
the weather is fayorable, everything points to a good meet- 
ing. . 

There is no doubt whatever of the good effect of these 
tournaments in educating the public in the beautiful art of 
fiy-casting, and in the correct manher in which to cast for 
the striped bass when its ‘‘swirl” is distant and it is desirable 
to land a menhaden bait where the fish last rose, The oppor- 
tunity to see experts cast their iremendous distances, not by 
muscle, but by skill alone, is of great value to the fly-fisher; 
while the barring of these experts from the amateur classes 
encourages ‘entries among skillful castersqwho do not expect 
to compete with the experts. 

Since our list of classes and prizes was published there has 
been another class restored which was crowded out by the 
new one for black bass minnow-casting, This is tlie Class 
D, single-handed fly-casting, expert. Rods not to exceed 54 
ounces. Scale usin class A. Open to all. The list of prizes 
will be found in the score book. This is an interesting class, 
and if the announcement had been made earlier, would be 
well filled. 
We have received the following: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I notice in connection with prizes that I am to give at the 

coming tournament that the price of my reel js put at $16. 
This is not correct. It should be $10. The price named for 
Henshall rod is all right, and is just what we sell them at. 
Of course it is too late to make corrections. I have built up 
my business by honest dealing, and I don’t feel that it is 
right to bull prices even on give-aways. 

THos. H. Cxuuss. 
Post Mrits, Vt., Oct, 18. 

ANGLING FOR A MOCCASIN. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
A rather remarkable instance of the voracity of a water 

snake came under my notice last August. Iwas standing 
on the ‘‘fan” of the dam crossing the James River, about 
fourteen miles below Lynchburg, Virginia, I having tried in 
vain all morning to induce the bass to bite, Iwas about to 
leave and try lower down the river, when I saw a large 
water moccasin put his head out of a hole in thestone work, 
about two or three inches aboye the water. Presently a dead 
minnow came over the fall and was washed into the eddy 
just below the snake’s hole. Like lightning he seized and 
devoured it. The snake was evidently ‘‘on the feed,” andI 
determined to try and catch him in a novel manner. 
Taking a minnow about an inch long and putting it on an 

ordinary bass’ hook, Lintended dropping it up stream and 
letting the current wash il down to tae snake; but happen- 
ing to let the minnow come within about six inches above 
the snake’s head, I was surprised to see him shoot out and 
grab it, tearing it off the hook, Next time I held it right in 
front of him and again he took off the minnow without get- 
ting hooked. AsTJI did not propose to furnish him with a 
free lunch, I took a smaller hook and buried it completely in 
the head of the minnow, and dropped it in front of his nose. 
He bit and I struck, but although I bent my rod nearly 
double and my brother banged his head with a long stick, I 
could not get more than five or six inches of him out of the 
hole. Suddenly the hook came out, and on examination I 
found a piece of the skin of the snake’s upper jaw had come 
with it.- Supposing, of course, that he would not bite again 
that day, we sat down and began eating our lunch, 
When we had finished, we thought we would take a part- 

ing ]ook just to assure ourselves of the exact Jocality of the 
hole in case we wanted to try snake fishing again, and our 
surprise may be imagined when we saw his ‘‘snakeship” in 
exactly the same position as when we first saw him. Once 
again baiting with minnow, I dropped it in front of him, 
but he had evidently had enough of minnows that came fly- 
ing down through the air in a manner entirely new to him, 
and would not touch it. However, on throwing it up stream 
and letting the current carry it in front of the hole, he took 
it. This time I hooked him firmly. He pulled and I pulled 
and wy brother whacked. All at once I felt him give, and 
increasing the strain, he came out with a run, but on exalil- 
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_ ining him, I found he had left about three or four inches of 

: 

his tail behind him; I had pulled his tail off. His length 
was three feet two inches, and diameter one and a quarter 
inches. Roe Brrraynra. 
Nuw York, Oct. 18, 1884. 

BLACK BASS IN LAKE HOPATCONG. 
I IMAGINE that Lake Hopatcong is not wholly unknown 

£ tothe New York and New Jersey readers of Forest 
AND STREAM, for I have seen frequent references to it in 
your pages. To those who do not know cf its location I 
will say turn to the map of New Jersey, and it will be found 
on the Jine dividing Morris and Sussex counties, lying mainly 

_in the former. Last week a friend and I visited it and tried 
its bass fishing. We had vot been here before in ten years, 
and then it was noted for the abundance of pickerel, Since 
that time it has been stocked with black bass of the small- 
mouth species alone, and report said that they had increased 
and the fishing for them was now good. e wanted new 
ground in place of Greenwood Lake, where everybody goes, 
and we found it. We spent a week on the lake, which is 
larger than Greenwood, and in outline not unlike Raquette 
Lake of the Adirondacks, and we had good sport with fly 
and bait. On our arrival, Oct. 6, we took sixteen good fish 
with the fly, averaging a pound and a half each. The next 
day they would not take the fly, and we took twenty-one 
with helgramites, which are scarce here, Our largest catch 
was with the fly, on the 9th, when we took thirty-five fish, 
weighing fifty-one pounds. 

In trolling for pickerel with the spoon we captured a few 
of from one to three pounds, and also took two black bass. 
Tt seems to be the opinion that the bass have been plenty in 
this lake for some years, but that the light catches haye 
been due to the great quantity of food which made the fish 
indifferent to either fly or bait. Now that they have 
inereased in numbers and haye eaten up the food the fishing 
is better. Whether this is actually the case or not is impos- 
sible to say, but the fact remains that while we were there 
the ae was not only good, but excellent, and we will go 
to Lake Hopatcong again, Poxn-0’- Moonsuine. 

THE ICHTHYOPHAGOUS DINNER. 
oi Ree fifth annnal dinner of the famous [chthyophagous 

Club took place at the Murray Hill Hotel on Friday 
night cast, About seventy-five zuestssat down in evening dress 
and ate of the digestible and indigestible viands selected by 
this club, which spends the year in trying to discover unusual 
and horrible forms of aquatic food which prejudice prevents 
other people from eating, The more the appearance or the 
name of a marine monster excites disfust in the mind of 
others, the greater the enjoyment the club has in placing it 
on its bill of fare. At the same timeitisa gathering of the 
brightest wit in fishy circles, and the speeches and stories are 
of the freshest, as the wines are of the oldest. 

Mr, John Foord, editor of the Brooklyn Union, presided, 
and near him were seated Fish Commissioner E. G. Black- 
ford, Dr. William A. Hammond, Congressman 8. §. Cox, 
F. B. Thurber, ex-Mayor Smith Ely, Robert B. Roosevelt, 
GC, R. Miller, editor of the Times, Howard Carroll, Fred. 
Mather, Prof. W. O. Atwater, Hon, H. B. McGown, H. J. 
DeMoit, Dr. Spitzka, B. Gillam and Barnet Phillips, The 
menw, which was lustrated by a full page cartoon Jabeled 
"Our Aunual Fish Circus,” by Gillam, of Puck, and carica- 
tured the club’s committee, was scented with fish oil, and on 
the back was printed Mr, Mather’s poem, ‘* When the Ich- 
thyophagous Dines ;” it contained: 

Blue Points. 

Blixir of Razor Clams. Essence of Devil-fish. 

Petites surprises of Octopus. 

Canelons of Anchovies. Wolf-fish & la Cape Cod. 
» Cobia, larded, i la Sam Ward. 

Turban of Sea Robin & la Epicure. 

Supreme of Shark sauté 4 la Helgramite, 
Souftie of Ray, sauce Normandie. 

Croquettes of Limulus 4 la Montauk. Baked Carp ila Baird. 
Fillet of Beef a Ja Financiére. 

: Iichthyophagous Punch. 

The tables were ornamented with fish and boquets, frozen 
in pyramids of ice, while living hellbenders in aquaria lent a 
charm to the scene by their beautiful forms. 

After most of the courses had been served the President 
was presented with a gavel made from aserviceable bone of a 
walrus and sent in by the Jadies of Mackerelville. Several 
learned gentlemen examined the bone and it was evident 
that an osteological discussion equal to that which broke up 
the Society on the Stanislaus, might follow, but the rare 
humor of President Foord explained the matter and warded 
off the danger. Speeches filled with ichihyic lore followed 
from Dr. Hammond, Hon.'8. 8. Cox, Mr. Ely, Mr, Roose- 
velt, Howard Carroll, and others, and a letter wasread from 
David A. Welles, of Connecticut, who regretted his absence 
and asked what the club had done to deserve his continued 
good will. Inreply Mr..Foord proceeded to point out the 
good the club was subserving. It was teaching people that 
the common fish of the sea, the big fellows that would always 
exist, were good eating, Even now, said he, there were six 
fishermen lying in wait along the rivers for one lonesome, 
unfortunate salmon and eight stakenets set for a poor, be- 
lated shad. These finer fish were being rapidly exterminated. 
What would our great population live on then? Not on 
beef, said he, for private advices had been received showing 
that in fifty years cows would be declared sacred animals 
and no slaughter of them permitted. So the only recourse 
was fish. He regretted that none of the members had as yet 
been able to draw up a leviathan with a hook, 
Then a tender, gamy fish labeled ‘‘baked carp” wus 
brought in and the verdict of the club asked upon it for the 
use of the Fish Commission Bureau at Washington, Mr. 
Eugene G. Blackford explained that carp bad been placed 
in the lake at Prospect Park only two years before and had 
grown four pounds in that time. Mr. Phillips requested 
members to send him their written opinions and he would 
forward them to Prof. Baird. 

Prof. Atwater found so much food for thought in the 
menu. that he did not attempt au analysis of the constituents 
‘or nutrients in the dishes placed before him, but tasted them 
all, no doubt intending to astonish the Fishcultural Asso- 
ciation at its next meeting with a statement of the amount 
of protein in # helgramite, Messrs, Werrenrath and Stein 
gave vocal expression to their emotions in appropriate songs, 
and the dinner passed into history as one of the most bril- 
lant in the history of the club. 

Norra Vuryon, Ind,, Oct. 12.—Season opens for quail 
on 15th inst. Birds moderately plenty, Some good shots 

__ and fair dogs about here,—W, G. N. 

Arpnens, Pa,, Oct. 15.—Bass fishing has been fair here this 
summer, considering the seines, nets, weirs, etc., that are 
used agaist them, If, these could be kept out of the river 
we could have good fishing here.—PARK. 

Hishculture. 
CATCHING CODFISH WITH GILLNETS. 

is a New York paper of Oct, 11, Mr. ‘‘C, H. P.,” of Beverly? 
Mass., utters the first protest, which it has been my for- 

tune to note, against catching codfish with gillnets, and I 
would pass it unnoticed but that he takes pains while covyer- 
ing himself with a nom de plwme, to call Prof. Baird by name 
in a not very complimentary way. He says, ‘‘Prof. Baird in- 
troduced the method and it is ruining the fishing on our shore.” 

I have observed with a good deal of care the weekly reports 
from Cape Ann concerning the use of the gillnet, and I find 
that there is no trith whatever in the statement, “itis ruining 
the fishing on ourshore.” MTheshore fisheries during last winter 
aggregated over 8,000,000 pounds, and the preceding winter 
they aggregated less than 7,000,000 pounds, and I find that the 
latter amount is more than had been taken during any preyious 
winter, The nets constitute a most effective mode of fishing, 
and it is probable that ‘‘C. H. P.” does not own one, and 
having to catch his cod with hook, has undertaken to discount 
the methods of others, Not one in 5,000 of the cod in the 
ocean comes into Ipswich Bay, Probably not one in 100 of 
those which do come in is caught. One matured cod may be 
considered to produce 8,000,000 eges. What effect on the fish- 
eries will the catch of one cod out of eyery 500,000 have if each 
of the 499,999 others produce 8,000,000 of eggs annually? 
The gentleman remarks that the ‘nets break up the schools” 

of codiish, but no proof is furnished and the declaration is 
denied. On the contrary, the meshesof the nets are sufficiently 
large to allow many cod large enough to spawn to pass 
through them and not be caught, The past spring the schools 
of cod remained on the coast until April and May, showing 
conclusively that if they were broken up they managed to get 
together again yery quickly. I am not myself interested in 
crying up or down any method of fishing, and I think it about 
time that those interested in one method should cease to de- 
ery other methods. CHaAs. W. SMILEY. 
WasHineton, D, C., Oct. 14, 

OYSTER CULTURE AT COLD SPRING.—Some people 
who have laughed at Henry C. Bunce, who has for several 
years past with a worthy persistency continued throwing 
overboard on his oyster grounds every season thousands of 
bushels of tin cans, hoop skirts, branches of trees, and other 
Tubbish of various kinds, are now surprised at the splendid set 
of oysters he has obtained on these odd receptacles. Some old 
hoop skirt frames and tin cans contain hundreds of the young 
oysters nicely started, while the boughs of trees are thoroughly 
weighted down with them, The theory of Mr. Bunce is that 
the spawn floats along about a foot or more from the bottom 
and is more readily collected by the boughs and preserved. 
In support of this theory he finds boughs at the height of a 
foot or more from the bottom coyered with the small seed 
oysters, while the shells on the bottom near and surrounding 
these boughs contain none, The boughs will in time rot down 
and the large oysters find a secure resting piace on the bot- 
tom.—The Long Islander. 

MENHADEN FISHING.—Mr. W. Z. King, Surveyor of 
Customs at Greenport, Long Island, has made his report for 
the quarter ending Sept. 30, 1884. The followimg astounding 
figures are given: Number of menhaden taken to factories 
and rendered into oil and guano, 117,000,000, number taken 
and used for manure, 5,000,000; total catch 122,000,000; gallons 
of oil manufactured, 585,000; tons of soap (dry made), 81,000; 
of edible fish marketed, 230 tons. The number of sailing ves- 
sels is 201; of steam vessel, 29; total 230, Tonnage registered, 
18,058.31, 

The Kennel. 
FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

Oct. 21, 22, 23 and 24.—First Annual Fall Bench Shew of the West- 
minster Kennel Olub, Madison Square Garden, New York. Entries 
elose Oct. 6. Mr. Chas. Lincoln, Supermtendent. 

Dec. 16, 17, 18 and. 19.—Third Bench Show of the Southern Massa- 
chusetts Poultry Association, Taunton, Mass. Wm. C. Davenport, 
Agsistant Secretary. 

Dee. 30, 31 and Jan, 1, 2, 1885.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench 
Show. Joshua Shute, Seéretary, Meriden, Conn. 

Jan. 1U to 14, 1885.—World’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La. Mr, Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent. : 
March 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Second Annual Bench Show of the Cin- 

cinnati Sportsman's Club, Cincinnati, O. Charles Lincoln, Superin- 
tendent. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Noy. ——Third Annual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 
Island, L. 1. Open’to members only. Mr. A, T. Plummer, Secretary 

Nov.417.— Sixth Annual ‘Trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, at 
High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L. I. 
Noy. i7.—Virst Annual Trials of the Fisher’s Island Club, Fisher’s 

Island, N. ¥. Open to members only. Mr. Max Wenzel, Secretary, 
Hoboken, N. J. 

Dec. 2—Second Annual Trials of the Pacific Coast Field Trials 
oe at Walltown Timber, Cal, N. E, White, Secretary, Sacramento, 
Jal. 
Pec, 8 —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn, 
Dec, 15.—_Southern Sportsmen’s Association Trials, Canton, Miss. 

Mr. T. K, Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A. K. R. 

HH AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 
pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month, WHntries close on the ist. Should be in early, 
Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany Bach entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in adyance. Yearly subscription $1. Address 

‘American Kennel Register,” P. O. Box 2882, New York. Number 
of entries already printed 1644, Volume lL, bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50. 

CONCERNING DICTATORSHIP. 

N our issue of Oct. 2, referring to a letter recently pub- 
lished by Mr. Charles H. Mason, we said: 

“Mr, Mason relates, partly by positive assertion and partly 
by indirect implication, a most remarkable story of his owu 
individual experience in this country as a judge at dog shows, 
His statement is substantially this: That having rendered 
certain favors to the editor of a sporting paper, he was, through 
the influenc@ of that editor, invited to judge at a dogshow; that 
he was warned beforehand to award prizes only to such 
exhibits as belonged to members of the editor’s ‘Ting; 
that he was asked to report upon the show, being warned 
not to criticise certain dogs; that he did so report, but that 
the truth being told about the dogs in question his report 
was Suppressed; that having by his ccntumacious behayior 
thus iueirred the displeasure of the editor, he received from 
hima threatening letter, in which the editor said, ‘If ever I 
come down on you ip an editorial there will be —— little of 
you left, and don’t you forget it; and that subsequently his 

(Mason's) record as a successful breeder and exhibitor in Great 
Britain was referred to by this journalist in a false and be- 
hittling manner. . 

“The obyious purport of the letter is to show how the dicta- 
torial individual in question sought to direct and control Mr. 
Mason’s decisions as a bench show judge. and thereby cause 
prizes to be awarded, not for merit, but to further the ends of 
the editor or the editor’s friends, There is no reason to sup- 
pose that the circumstances are not substantially as Mr. 
Mason relates them, No censure can be cast upon him for 
haying made known his experience. It is instructive, and 
rd public ought by all means to have been informed of if 

ore, 
“But when Mr, Mason proceeds to draw inferences from his 

facts he goes very wide of the mark. His conclusions are that 
his experience as a judge has been and is the experience of 
other judges. That is to say, because he himself found it im- 
possible to do his duty conscientiously in the judging ring 
without at the same time incurring the hostility of the petty 
canine ezar, he has made the mistake of assuming that other 
judges, asainst whom such subsequent enmity has not been 
displayed, must necessarily haye been humbly obedient to the 
dicta of the said ‘ring’ master. This is an erroneous con- 
clusion,” : 
We are glad to have had, in a three-column article, confirm- 

ation of our opinion from an individual who is presumably 
well informed on the subject. 

THE NATIONAL BREEDERS’ SHOW. 

fXHE National Breeders’ Show, which opened in the Indus- 
trial Art Hall, Philadelphia, Oct. 16, and closed Oct. 18. 

was in all respects such an exhibition as should have given 
satisfaction to the gentlemen who organized it, as it certainly 
did te exhibitors and spectators. Theshow had many excellent 
points, at once recognized by the visitors, The benching was 
capital, Instead of ‘the usual separate stalls, the dogs were 
placed on long benches without partitions, so that the entire 
exhibit of a class would be seen in line, and the effect was 
very pleasing. The dogs were perhaps more vociferous than 
they would have been in the separate stalls, but there was not 
the fighting which might have been expected. The toy dogs 
were in wire cages, which is by all odds the best mode of dis- , 
playing them we have yet seen. 
Another marked improvement oyer former shows was the 

early completion of the judging. This was mainly done on 
the first day; and on the-second day the catalogues were on 
hand with the awards in each class printed in the margain. 
This added immeasurably to the convenience and pleasure of 
the visitors; and it is to be hoped that the same plan may be 
adopted at other shows. 6 haye repeatedly urged that 
bench show judging ought always to be done on the first day, 
and now that the National Breeders’ Show has inaugurated 
the much needed reform, the rule will doubtless be adopted 
elsewhere, The management of the exhibition was very sat- 
isfactory, the dogs well cared for, and the three days’ exhibi- 
tion moved smoothly. 
The judging was very satisfactory indeed, and so far as we 

are able to learn, there was scarcely any grumbling, even on 
the part of those whose exhibits failed to receive mention. 
With scarcely an exception, the decisions were well received 
by victor and vanquished. 

Jt seems probable that this show having been so successful, 
and received such generous support from the dog loviag pub- 
lic, will be only the first of a series af shows to be held in the 
future under the same management, which has in this case 
abundantly proved its competency. 

Ot the exhibits, we have already said that the number was 
above the average of those in all shows outside of New York 
in the last two years, and a careful examination of the dogs 
proved that the quality was also excellent. Setters and 
pointers were, naturally, not in very great forces, for this is 
just the time of year when dogs arein the field. In some 
other classes the display was noticeably fine, the ladies’ pets 
receiving an especial and deserved share of attention. The 
Esquimaux dogs, brought back by the Alert, were, of course, 
a great attraction. They are most wise and knowing crea- 
tures, and we found them not only very intelligent but very 
amiable as well. They appeared to appreciate the attention 
shown them. Here is an illustration: Standing near Schneiker ~ 
and talking with a, friend, we stroked the dog’s head for a 
moment and passed on. Two hours later, when the dogs were 
led into the ring, Schneiker recognized us, and, bounding the 
full length of his chain, nestled up against us as if we were old 
friends and had been through the Arctic together. 

Of the display of trophies by Mr. A. H. Moore, it may be 
said there was never a more elaborate and valuable exhibit of 
prizes at any show before, and it will be many a year before 
another such a one isseen. The reception to exhibitors given 
by the same gentleman, was also in its way gue beyond the 
usual character of such entertainments, and ought to have 
been a balm for even the “disappointed exhibitors.” 
ing are the classes in detail. 

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON). 

The English setters were not a numerous class—only twenty 
alltold. Dick Laverack was alone in the champion class; he 
was looking well, although he was not quite up to his best, 
Liddersdale also had a walk oyer in the corresponding bitch 
class. The open dog class brought out a new dogand a good one 
in the winner, Tug, He is a fine, upstanding dog, with a good 
head, except that its color gives one at first glance a poor 
impression of its quality. eis yery good all round with the 
exception of being a bit straight in stifle. Prince Phosbus, 
winner of second, well deserved the place. Antic, who won 
third, is a well formed animal, and promises to turn out a 
good one, although his color is against him. Tom, vhe., is a 
workmanlike looking dog of the old-fashioned type. We also 
liked Black Joe, he., although he is a trifle coarse. Dick, who 
was c., isa fair-looking animal. He is a capital trick dog and 
entertained large audiences each evening. Only four showed 
up in the bitch class. The winners of first, second and third. 
are all well known to our readers and need no description 
here. Passion, who was vhe.,is one of the sweetest little 
things that we have seen in along time. She is very small 
but of beautiful form, and if nothing befals her she will easily 
beat the lot next year. 

IRISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON). 

The quality of the Irish setters was excellent all through. 
In the amie aie classes there were no entries for competition. 
In the open dog class first went to Chip, looking better than when 
at New York last epynE He has the best head of any in the 
class. Chief II., who won second, isa yery good dog except 
that he carries his tail straight in the air. Blarney, who won 
third, is a capital young dog, very good allround except that 
he might be a little deeper in chest. Kildare, vhe., is of good 
color and fairly well formed, but was badly shown. Mozo, 
vhe., 1s afair animal, but a bit coarse. Karney, whoewas c., 
is rather loosely put together, and has not a first-class head. 
Tn the bitch class first went to Mollie, who has a beautiful head 
ane color, She was shown too fat to display her good quali- 
ties to the best advantage. Second went to Peggy O’More, 
rather a pretty bitch but more of the English type than Irish. 
Lady Berkley, who was third, is not yet ten months old; she 
looks weedy and lacks in chest, but as she has many good 
points she may make a good one when matured. 

GORDON SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON). 
In the champion dog class the well known Argus was the 

only one to face the judge. He was looking his best and well 
deserved his prize. There were no entries in the bitch class. 
In the open dog class Royal Duke, who won first at the Kennel 
Club’s show last month, easily captured first from his onl 
competitor, Jet, who was awarded second. Jetisa faisly we 
forrped dog, but is lacking in head and his tan is too light im 
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color. Neither of the two bitches shown were first-class, Lady 
Bislow, who was first, has a fair head, except that she is a 
trifle undershot, She hasa good chest and legs with a fair 
loin and feet; she has too much white on her chest and was 
not in good condition, Heather Lass, who won second, is also 
a fairly good animal with rather a weak head; she has good 
Jegs and feet but is a trifle wide in front and was out of 
Teather, 

POINTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON), 
Inthe champion dog class, Beaufort was given the pride of 

place. He was in splendid condition, In the bitch class, Rue, 
also in beautiful condition, had a walk over, The open class 
for large dogs brought out but two. Fritz, the winner, is a 
very good dog, with no serious faults. Jimmie; who won sec- 
ond, is also a good animal. He was not quite at his best, In 
the large bitch class, there was not much to choose between 
the three shown, Lady Gleam won first. She was looking 
better than we have ever seen her. Roxie IL, who won sec- 
ond, is fairly good all round, except that she is slack in the 
back and too straight behind, Beulah, third, was out of temper 
and would not allow the judge to handle her; but for this we 
thought her chances for first very good. Thesmall dogs were 
a capital lot, all of them receiving notice, which was no more 
than they deserved. There was not much to choose between 
Bon Ton, first, and Robin Adair, second, both are good. We 
fancied the easy style in which Robin moves would carry him 
to the front, Dean, who was third, has a good head, legs and 
feet, but was badlyshown. In the corresponding bitch class, 
first went to Nell, a fairlooking animal, but she was in whelp 
and did not show ather best. Bird, who was second, also 
looks fairly well. She is too straight behind and has a coarse 
tall. Nellie, third, israther an ordinary specimen much too 
wide in front, 

SPANIELS—(MR. KIRK). 
There was only one entry in the Trish water spaniel class, 

and she was absent. In the champion field spaniel class Bene- 
dict won over Bob, Jr., his only competitor. In the open 
class eyery animal received a card, which was a well merited 
compliment to the excellence of the class. Our old favorite, 
Black Prince, won the pride of place; he was looking well, 
Only one Clumber was shown; he has a good head, capital 
legs and feet, but might be better in ear, Inthe champion 
cocker class Obo IT, had a walk over; he was looking well. 
He was entered ‘not ta compete for specials,” which was un- 
fortunate, as he could undoubtedly have won. The open 
dog class brought out six good specimens, the lowest on the 
list receiving he. The corresponding bitch class was also an 
excellent one. In the class for ‘fother than liver or black” 
there were seyeral that looked like workers. Taking the 
spaniels all through, we do not remember to have seen so 
ood an average lot together. We thought them well judged. 

OHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS—(MR. MARTINEDT). 
Only two Chesapeakes were shown; both were good speci- 

mens. Bowley, the winner, has lost an eye and shows age: 
nevertheless he looks able for a hard day’s work yet. He has 
powerfjl muscles and is a very good specimen of the breed. 

FOXHOUNDS—(MR. BATEMAN), 
There were only fiye Foxhounds shown, all owded by Mr. D. 

O'Shea. We preferred Torrence to any of the lot althongh 
there is not a great deal of difference between him and Rally, 
‘who was placed over him, 

DEERHOUNDS—(MR. BATEMAN). 
The deerhounds were a yery good lot. They were properly 

placed, and as the winners are well known, no particular de- 
scription is needed. 

GREYHOUNDS—(MR. BATEMAN), 
In the champion dog and open. bitch class Mr. Huntineton 

had it all his own way. His dogs were well shown, In the 
open dog class Poacher was an easy winner. He is a good dog 
with excellent legs and feet; he is a bit fullin eyesand a 
trie too straight in shoulders and stifle. Joe is an ordinary 
animal and got all that he deserved. 

BEAGLES—(MR, KIRK). 
The beagle classes were not well filled although there were 

several good ones which were described last month. 
BASSHT HOUNDS—(MR, KIRK). 

Nemowrs was the only good one in the class, he also won at 
the Kennel Club’s show last month. 

DACHSHUNDE—(MR. KIRK). 
This class was also poor with the exception of the winner. 

MASTIFTS—(MR. KR, EXLEY). 
As might haye been expected, these classes were remark- 

ably well handled by Myr, Exdey, who is the best judge of 
the breed we have seen in the country. It was a pleas- 
ure to us to see these grand dogs judged with some re- 
gard for the standard. In the champion class Nevison 
stood alone in his glory, and added another laurel to 
his long list, this being his forty-second first prize. From 
eye to nose he is too long, and he lacks squareness of muz- 
zle. He is alsoatrifie long on the legs, and would be im- 
proved by the addition of more bone, His skull is good, but 
his strongest points are his excellent neck, shoulders, back, 
loin and hind parts. He weighed 170 pounds, and was looking 
well, the old sore on his leg being’ nearly cured. Jlford Crom- 
well, in the open class, was absent, and DeBuch, late Tiny, 
was, fortunately for himself, not for competition. He was 
very badly shown, his coat being almost as coarse as that of 
an Irish terrier. He has plenty of bone, but we do not like 
the wolfish appearance of his head, his throatiness or his short 
tail. Sam, he,, is light in eyes, long in face, has badly-carried 
ears, and is faulty in loin and behind it; otherwise he is fairly 
good. Senator is too long in the head for a mastiff; is legry, 
crooked in forelegs, faulty in loin, weal in thighs, and has a 
curly tail. Dread, c., is badly cow-hocked, stands too high on 
the legs, has a ring tail, and a ‘weak loin; his ears also are too 
light in color. Leo, vhe., is a fair little dog, his faults being 
a plain face and scarcity of bone, Rover (Kisteman’s) thought 
that he deseryed a card, and we prefer him to Dread, who 
‘was commended, but he is not a show dog, being very faulty 
in the stifies, added to which fault he is throaty, heavy in 
ears, and has white feet. Hector, who won second prize, isa 
nice little dog, with a fair good skull, coat and color, His 
faults are; Feet turned out, ears badly carried, elhows 
standing out, atid muzzle a trifle pinched, Homer won 
first and was well placed. He has a good head, is of nice 
color and correctly marked, stands well on his forelegs and 
feet, which are good. Like every other dog he has his faults, 
and they are licht eyes, a back too hollow, a neck too throaty, 
and hocks too close together, 

In the next class, for bitches, Liberty, a rare bred one, took 
third prize. She hasa fair good skull and ears, and although 
she is square in muzzle, she is too long from eye to nose, and 
is very throaty; her feet too are faulty. She isa fair good 
biteh, and if carefully mated should breed something good. 
Queen IL, another well-bred one, took the blue ribbon and 

-deseryed it. With the exception that she is on the small side, 
a bit stilty behind, and slack in the back, she is a nice bitch, 
Aydal was by some people liked better than the winner. We 
do not share that opinion, and think her potrealy placed gec- 
ond. In head, ears; coat and color she is good, but she is 

‘light in eye, throaty, slack in the back, and is not a big one. 

_Nevison, 
The special prize for the best mastiff of all classes went to 

On the whole these classes were much better than 
- we expected to find them; and without doubt the mastiff is 
rapidly winding his way into public favor. We have. care- 
fully pointed-out all the faults in the. yarious exhibits, beliey- 
ing that such criticism is conducive to improyement, as it 
causes the intelligent breeder to pause and, consider how such 

faults may be eliminated. : 

hope to see him in the ring again, 

ST, BERNARDS—(MR. BARLOW). - : 
These classes were well handled by Mr. Barlow, and we 

i The St, Bernard is a 
Ae and noble fellow, and deserves a better fate. than 
é-has too- often received. Hermit represented the rough- ! 

faulty in feet; her 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

coated champions, but the son of Rollo and Lady Abbess 
was sadly out of condition, He has a fair good head, 
plenty of bone, and stands on the best of forelegs and feet, 
ut he has light eyes, a slack loin, and moves badly be- 

hind, The,first to attract attention inthe open dog class was 
Rene, long in face, slack in back, and curly in tail, fair body; 
legs and feet, but too small for a winner. Samson, winner of 
second honors, is of good size, hasa fairly good body and 
stands on good legs and feet. His faults are heayy ears, a 
curly coat, an inclination to throatiness and a ring tail. is 
muzzle, too, isnot square enough. Czsar, very badly shown 
was placed first. ith the exception that he is bad at both 
ends, he isa good dog. His face is too fine and wolfish in ex- 
pression, and his tail, the end of it, has a liking for his back, 
body, legs and feet very good, Rollo, placed third, is not up 
to the usual form of Mr. Benson’s kennel, and his faults are 
too numerous for a good specimen, Heisshort and wavy in 
coat, shelly, fine in muzzle, light of bone, and carries his 
tail too gaily, In the ladies’ class, Millicent II., 
placed second, is a niceish specimen of good size, and 
stands on capital feet; she is inclined to be snipy and slack be- 
hind the shoulder, lacks coat and bone, and ies not possess 
those ugly monstrosities, dew claws, First on the list stood 
her kennel corapanion, Stella, rather a catchy looking daughter 
of that not over handsome but notoriously great stud dog, 
Thor. She is a broody looking bitch, good between the coup- 
lings and stands on the best of legs and feet; she carries her 
tail too high, does not move well behind, is snipy and requires 
the addition of considerably more coat to be a really first- 
class specimen; she was well shown, indeed it was her adyan- 
tage in condition which placed her in front of Caesar and 
Lohengrin for the special prize. Regie, who won third, stands 
out at the elbows, lacks bone, is snipy, slack in the back and 

hind parts are good. Lohengrin, who 
always looks well and has many good points to recommend 
him, was alone in the class for champion smooth-coated dogs. 
His head is above the average and his legs and feet are excel 
lent; he would do with more size, carries his tail too high, is a 
trifle throaty and slackin the back. The winner in the open 
smooth-coated class will not, we fear, develop into anything 
good, Heisnot only plain in head, throaty and has badly 
carried ears, but he lacks St, Bernard character. The second 
pe winner has the same faults, and we should have with- 
eld the third for want of merit, as the winner of it runs too 

much to the bloodhound type. His occipital bone is as prom 
inent as that of a Rollo or a Regent. Bitches were a 
better lot. Zug, placed second, though on the small 
side, stands on good legs and feet and has a good 
body; her head and ears, too, are fairly good. 
It is in the hocks that her worst fault is to be seen. Dinah, 
from the same kennel, who won first, has a fair, good head, 
and a good body, with good hind ‘quarters; she carries 
her tail too high, is light in bone, open im feet, and inclined to 
be throaty. The owner of Abra, placed third, refused us an 
examination of the bitch off the bench, so that the only faults 
we could discover were crooked forelegs,a snipy face, a throaty 
neck, and lack of bone in forearms, 

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. KIRK), 
We were sorry not to see a better class of Newfound- 

lands, though they were equal and even superior to 
those at most shows. Truly this grand breed of dog de- 
serves more attention. He is brave, intelligent and kind, 
and those who remember Mayor of Bingley will not deny 
that he is handsome. The dogs exhibited at our shows 
are too curly, and appear to be crossed on the English re- 
triever. The tail, instead of being long and gracefully carried, 
is almost invariably short and curled away over the back. In 
head, too, there is a decided lack of true Newfoundland char- 
acter, and instead of the small, closely carried ear, we almost 
invariably find the long, dangling ear, such as is seen on a 
badly bred spaniel. The girth of forearm is seldom found to 
be more than 9 or 10 inches, whereas it should not be less than 
11, and as much more as is possible to get. ree just a fair 
specimen, is too curly, carries his flag too high, is faulty in 
ears, and lacks substance. Jean was absent when we took our 
notes. Bounce, who won third, too closely resembles the re- 
triever, barring, of course, his head and eyes, 

COLLIES—(MR, APGAR). 
The peculiar decisions in these classes during the past few 

years have threatened to seriously damage the appearance of 
a most intelligent and useful dog, such as the collie unquestion- 
ably is, A man to be a judge of collies must haye owned and 
bred them, or how can he judge them? Notwithstanding this, 
men presume to judge them who have never so much as 
seen a first-class specimen, the result of which is that soft coat- 
ed woolly dogs are awarded the highest honors, It isasuntair 
to the dogs as it is to breeders, that they should be handled in 
such a fashion, and we intend to protect the dogs at least. 
Mr. Apgar has bred collies and has successfully exhibited 
them; this is not all, he has learned something of their char- 
acteristics, and on this occasion his decisions gave Bene 
satisfaction. In only one instance did we differ with “him in 
his awards, and that in the open bitch class. The classes were 
well filled as might have been expected. In the champion 
dog class old Rex scored another win, He was looking well 
but does not carry as much coat as he once did. In the eor- 
responding bitch class Fairy, all out of coat, had matters to 
herself, she falls away below the eyes, is too squarein muzzle, 
and has bad ears. In the open dog elass, Chance, commended, 
was shown much too fat. He has not sufficient top coat or 
undercoat either, and he carries his tail, which is too short, 
higher than we like, he is also too straight in thestifles. Head, 
fore legs and feet fairly good. Hiram, placed second, is a niceish 
sable and white dog, shown wanting in coat. His ears and his 
stifles are his worst faults. Ben Nevis won, and yery properly 
so; he is a nice sable dog of good breeding, and he shows it. 
He has a fair, good head, a little too full at the brow perhaps, 
and his ears, which are well carried, are better in shape and 
size than the average. At present he is a trifle light between 
the couplings, but willimprove; he would also be improved 
by more coat and frill. is tailis of good length, and is car- 
ried in the orthodox style. Sam, vhe., has not a bad head, 
but is too round in skull; his tail is too short, and he lacks un- 
dercoat. He was not in the best of condition, but deserved 
his card. Brack, who won third, has beautiful small ears, but 
he carries them too much @ Ja fox-terrier, and that won't do, 
He is a little too strong in head and too short in tail, which he 
carries too high, and his coat is not hard enough to meet the 
attacks of hail, snow, sleet and rain, Nevertheless, he claims 
for his sire the great Carlyle, one of the best-coated collies 
ever seen on a bench, Donald we should have raised a peg 
higher, though he is too square in muzzle and too round in 
skull, and carries his ears badly, Heis of nice color and has 
arare good topcoat, In the bitch class Plirt, slack in back, 
short in the face, with little frill and ears badly carried, could 
only score he. The third-prize winner, Jean, shows her good 
breeding, and her faults are, ears heayy and badly carried, 
face teo short, eyes too light, tail carried too high; she would. 
also be improved by more coat. Jersey Lass, too strong in 
head, faulty in tail, and wanting in coat, mane and frill, was 
in her proper place. Jersey Lilly, wide in front, soft in coat, 
too full at the brow, and lacking a sufficiency of coat, should 
have given away to Effie Dean, a nice type of bitch, with a 
fair head and ears, She was shown too soft in coat, and she 
carries her tail too high. Nevertheless she should have béen 
second, Lark, who won first, is a nice bitch, and {shows a 
great deal of collie character, She is a’ trifle round in skull, 
and some more coat would add to her appearance; her tail, 
too, is carried too high for our liking: Shé is good in body, 
legs, feet and ears. Fan has too much ear and too little coat. 
The material is in the wrong place, unfortunately. : 

! FOX-THRRIDRS— (MR. BARLOW). 5 
These classes were better judged than we have yet seen them 

and we regret Mr, Barlow is returning to Bngland; Good 
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judging means improvement in the dogs, and we would always 
e to see the plucky little terrier judged on his merits, but : 

alas, how seldom do we see the standard followed. In the dog 
class there was a great gathering of the cracks, Raby Ty- 
rant, Rascal and Scarsdale, are terriers good enough to suit 
most men, Mr, Barlow handled them well, and it was evi- 
dent from the first that he knew what he was about. There 
was no attempt to put airs on, or to “look wise,” He handled 
the dogs as though he had seen a terrier before, and not as a 
man would take hold of a cat. Raby Tyrant, thesturdy little 
son of Bailiff and Peach, won, and deserved the blue ribbon. 
He is a rare good terrier, shows a lot of character, and carries 
himself as only a terrier proper can, He is a trifle heavy at 
the shoulders, and is growing cheeky with age, we would also 
prefer his ears not quite so heavy, and could improve him be- 
low the eyes, but he is a grand little dog, stands on rare good 
legs and feet, hasa good back and a capital jacket. Then 
there isa dare-deyil look about him which unquestionably 
means business. Scarsdale came next, He is a trifle too full 
in cheeks, wide in front, and licht of bone, and there isa 
thickness of muzzle near the nose which we do not like, for 
it is not in the place where it is required, or where the squeez- 
ing power lies. Rascal is too long in the back, andis also wide 
in front and inclined to be snipy. The others were outclassed, 
The bitches were not a good class. Jaunty is weak in muzzle, 
does not. carry her ears well, and is too weedy for our liking. 
Second prize was withheld, but we think if Jaunty was good 
enough for first, Clover Belle was good enough for second. 
Her best point is her coat. She is light of bone, snipy, carries 
her ears badly and is too long cast. Gypsey is plain in head, 
light of bone, and long in the back. 

BULL-TERRIDRS--(MR, BARLOW.) 

Here Grand Duke beat Young Bill, but Billy has seen the day 
when he could haye given Young Duke some points and a 
beating, good dog as he ig. Duke was looking well, but was 
shown too fat. Heis a young dog and with age is growing 
cheeky; he carries his tail too high, and is a trifle underhung, 
nevertheless he is a good dog. We could never see but two 
faults in Billy. His eyes are too full and his tail an inch and a, 
half too long. In the bitch class Scarlet IT, had a very easy 
win; she has a capital body, legs and feet, and is a broody- 
looking bitch that should breed good ones, She too is a trifle 
underhung, is growing cheeky, and at some time has lost an 
inch or two off her tail. Nipper isnot a show dog, there being 
a preponderance of bull blood in his veins, as shown by his 
head and eyes. 

SKYES AND YORKSHIRES—(MR. KIRK), 

Three Skyes, or rather only one with any pretentions to 
show form, and he tooshort and soft in coat to take a first 

rize, 
F Yorkshires were better. Mr. Campbell makes a mistake 
when he enters Dandy as a blue and tan; he is a silyer- haired 
Yorkshire, and if entered as such will not be easy to beat until 
the breed is improved. The winner is a compact little dog, 
short in hair and too dark in color along the back; he is 
straight in coat, butis a long way remoyed from high class 
form; the tan on head and legs is not of the rich color we 
like to see. Jimmy has more coat and itis of better texture 
than the winner’s, but his tan markings are very light and he 
has lost his back color. We should have placed Marquis sec- 
ond. With the exception of Mr. Campbell’s dog he was the 
best coated specimen in the class, but we do not like his 
roached back. In the bitch class we cannot indorse Mr. Kirk's 
awards. The winner is two and a half years old, but has not 
sufficient coat for a six months’ old puppy. The second prize 
winner was much the best in the class, though light in color 
and wanting in coat. Lassie, placed third, is too long in the 
back and too light in color; she has plenty of coat, but it is 
too wavy- : 

WIRE-HAIRED AND IRISH—(MR, BARLOW,) 
Hrin among the Irish scored an easy first. He is a nice col- 

ored dog with a fair head and good legs and feet, but he is too 
small and weedy. The others were not first-class, and one at 
least was undershot. In the hard-haired Scotch terrier class 
one prize only was given, and that not to a good one. 

BEDLINGTONS AND BLACK AND TANS—(MR, KIRK.) 

Blucher, among the Neweastle gentlemen, had a clean and 
easy win. In head, coat, eyes, and length of legs he requires 
improyement. Wehope tosee this game breed encouraged 
and improved. Inthe black and tan class Bessie won. he 
ig a fair specimen, good in body and stands well on her feet. 
But she is a bit snipy and her cheek markings are not dis- 
tinet. Her color is good. Brilliant is not a good one, being 
light in eyes, wide in front, not full enough below the eyes 
and cheeks; he carries bis tail straight up intheair. His 
markings and color are good. Im his place we should have 
put Queen, who only got commended. She is a little weak in 
muzzle and has no thumb marks, further, she stands a trifle 
high on the legs, and did not show herself well in the ring. 
She was in splendid coat, is good in color, correct in markings 
(excepting thumb marks) and has the best chest and shoulders 
of anything in the class. Lady falls away too much below 
the eyes, which are too light incolor. She has a plain head 
and a coarse tail, but is good in color and markings. 

BULLDOGS—(MR. BARLOW). 
These classes were remarkably well judged by Mr. Barlow. 

Bellissima beat Tippoo in the champion class, eis a grand 
bitch, and we never saw her look so well. She has a grand 
head, with immense girth of skull for a bitch, good legs 
all round, and a well roached back with bone enough to 
suit anybody. Her feet are a bit faulty, and she might 
be stronger in the back, but we fail to see mich else 
wrong with her. Tippoo, too, isa good one, and we would 
like him better still with less daylight under him, a 
stronger arm and better feet. The open dog class intro- 
duced us to a new comer, Robinson Crusoe, and a grand 
dog he is, He has a magnificent head and a fairly good body. 
His worst fault lies at the elbows which are not thrown out 
sufficiently, which gives him the appearance of having terrier 
legs. We would like to see his body swmg more freely | 
between his couplings when he moves, in the manner peculiar 
to the bulldog, and would prefer his back a little more roached, 
but he isa grand dog. Rhodora hada very easy win inthe — 
bitch class, there being nothing approaching her in bulldog ' 
character, Bellissima wou the special over Robinson Crusoe, 
and we indorse the decision. } 

PUGS—(MR. BARLOW). ; ‘ 
George, not being for competition, left Roderick with a 

walk oyer, and we never saw him looking better. His faults 
are well known—muzzle, eyes and hind quarters. In the 
open dog class Tum-Tum If. won, but we cannot stand his 
smutty color, his long face, small eyes, or his faulty feet and 
tail, Our choice was Max, notwithstanding his faulty stifles 
and loin, or his white toe or two. He was points the hest 
headed dog in the class, and there was none with better eyes. 
We would have placed Treasure next, being cognizant at the 
same time of his somewhat coarse coat, throatiness, not very 
good color and terrier feet, Ned is too large, long in muzzle 
and faulty in hocks. In the bitch class we inclined to Fossey 
for first, good im body, coat, color, trace and eyes, but faulty 
in muzzle and tail. Gypsy, the winner, is good in body, tail 
and color, but too long and fine in muzzle and small in eed 
she is of nice size, Lanra we did not think deserving of t d 
vize, She isa ve ain looking biteh, with ears much too. 
arg’e, no trace mark, bad tail and of smutty color. 

: TOY TERRINRS—(MR. KIRK). ' 
Tn the smooth class first prize very properly went to Dot, a 

fair black and tan. Second was given to Flora, the owner of 
which could not consistently have found fault had Mr, Kirk 
withheld the prize. In the rough class Fonzo, a very poor 

color, won. Floss, he., was. 
and should haye been first 

specimen, faulty both in coat an 
along ‘way ahead of the winner, > oo 
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without doubt. Myrtle iz a pretty little woolly nondescript, 
and so was Nellie. These wete poor classes. The winner in 
the King Charles class was well selected. He has a fair head, 
but is much too short in ears and small in eyes; his forelegs 
are not straight enough, and he was not in good condi- 
tion, Cherry Ripe, a black, white and tan, came next, 
Head fairly good, eats set on too high and badly 
carried, tail carried too high and eyes cocked. Lilly 
is too long in the face. Wloss has her ears badly placed, be- 
sides which they are too short, her face is too long and her 
tail is too thin; her color, however, is good. In the Blenheim 
class, the judge did not seem quite so much at home as with 
some other classes, We should haye placed the third prize 
winner first, the second prize winner second, and the first 
prize winner third, The winner has terrier ears, a long fine 
tonzzle, and no dot on the forehead. Thesecond prize winner 
is too dark in color, short in ears, and smallin eyes, Wloss 
should have been first; she is better in color than the others, 
has a good body, and though short in ears, she beats the others 
in this respect also. Every dog in the class was too long in the 
muzzle and too smallin eyes, and the class was 4 poor one, 

MISCHLLANETOUS—(MESSRS, KIRK AND BARLOW), 
Zampa and Schneiker, two Esquimau dogs, were given the 

rizes. We would have preferred one of them straighter on 
This forelegs than he is, belieying as we do that good legs and 
feet are indispensable requisites. One dog was blind of an 
eye, and we eheuid have put him baek on that account alone, 
Our choice for first prize was Barrie, a berghund; one of 
the grandest built dogs we haye ever seen, and one of the 
largest. He certainly looked less of a mongrel than several of 
his associates, and we think the judgés overlooked his many 
good points. There were some “rare” dogs in this class, one 
of which was entered as follows: “Dillie, wolf collie; sire a 
black collie, out of a black wolf; black and white, born June, 
1880, Breeder, Mr. Chunk, Not for sale.” Following is a 
eomplete 

7 LIST OF AWARDS, 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CHampion—Dog: T. G. Davey’s Dick Laye- 
rack, blue belton, 5yrs. (champion Thunder—Peeress). Bitch: T. G. 
Davey's Lidderedale (A. K,R. 592) —Opmn—Dogs; ist, Wm. Yewdall’s 
Tus, black and white, 1851 (champion Thunder—Peg); 2d, 'T. G. 
Davey's imported Prince Phebus, black and white. 4yrs, (Tam © 
Shanter—Prue); 3d, H. J. Rice’s Antic, chestnut and white, 4yrs. 
(Goodgell's Prince—Pebble). Very high com., Jesse Haley's Tom. red 
and white, 1880. High com,, Frank §. Steere’s Black Joe, black, 1881. 
Com., A, Quick’s Dick, lemon and white, 2yrs. (Joe—Jess), Bitches; 
ist, C. H. Mason’s Blue Bell, blue belton, 1879 (Rhoderi¢k Dhu—Mina); 
2d, T. G. Davey’s Genevieve. blue belton 244yrs. (London—champion 
Dawn); 8d, Dan O*Shea’s Lill, lemon and white, 1882 (Dick Lave- 
rack—Lorne). Very high com., H. J. Rice’s Passion, black and white, 
iljyrs. (Goodsell’s Prince—Pebble). 

TRISH SETTERS.—Oren—Dogqs: ist, Chas. W. Roadenbure's Chip, 
red, 2yrs. (chammion Chief!—champion Doe): 2d, Henry B, Goetschius’s 
Ohief 11. (A.WR. 282), dark red, 34yrs. (champion Chief—Doe); 3d, 
T. M. Aldrich’s Blarney, red, June 12, 1888 (Bruce—Luray). Very high 
eorm., W. R. Knight’s Kildare, red, 1850 (champion Eleho—chamypion 
Fire-Fly), High com., Associated Fanciers’ Mozo, solid red, 2yrs, 
Com., Alfred N. Chandler’s Karney, it4yrs, (Blaze—Lorna, Doone), 
Bitches; 1st, D. O’Shea’s Mollie, red, June, 1883 (Rory O*’More—Mollie)= 
2d, W. Horace Mann’s Pegey O’More (formerly Spider), dark red. 1882 
RoAmP DT Rory O’More—Quail IIT.); 3d, Benson Mann’s Lady Berk- 
ey. 

ca@itpon SETTERS.—CuAmpron— John EH, Thayer’s Argus (A,K.R. 
230).—-Opan—Dogs,; Ist, Hdward Maher’s Royal Duke, black and tan, 
June, 1881 (Bob—Nell): 20. J. J. Griffin’s Jet, black, 1881, pedigree not 
stated. FPifches; ist, B. J. Bennett's Lady Bislow (A.K.R, 605): 2d, 

_ DD. O’Shea’s Heather Lass, black, white and tan, 2yrs. (Jock—Renie). 

POINTERS.—CxuAmpion—Doy; C. WH. Mason’s Beaufort (A.K.R, 694). 
Bitch; Bayard Thayer’s Rue (A.KR. 461)—Open—h5ips. AND 
QOvrnn.—Dogs: 1st, J. H. Thompson, Jr.’s Fritz (AJIS.R  268)3 2d, 
Louis §. Livesey’s Jimmie. liver and white, March 28. 1882 (Start— 
Mand).—Over 50tas.—Bitches: ish, Clifton Kennel’s Lady Gleam 
(A. KR. 207); 2d, Thomas M. Aldrich’s Roxie IT., liver and white, Feb, 
16, 1881 (Peter. Jr.—Roxie); 30, A. A. Craige's Beulah, liver and white, 
dyrs (Sam—Vivian).—Unper S5res.—Dogs: Ist, Dr. A. MeCollona’s Bor 
Ton (A.K.R. 1436); 2d, Clifton Kennel’s Robin Adair. liver and white 
(champion Faust—Madge): 3d, Thomas M. Aldrich’s Dean, liver and 
white, Noveniber, 1888 (champion Sensation—Daisy Dean). Very high 
com., Arthur W. Tobey’s Adonis, liver and white, 1883, pedigree not 
stated. High com., Henry B. Read’s Spot, liver and white (Signal IT. 
—Lady Britain): Thomas M, Aldrich’s Biliousime, liver and white 
ticked, May 10, 1883 (Don -Lille). Com..H, J. Bennetit’s Prank (A. K.R. 
1350),—Unber 50nRs.— Bitches; Ist, H. J. Bennetts Nell (A.K_R. 1354); 
2d, J. A. Thompson, Jr.’s Rird, Sept. 2. 1881, lemon and white (Gay— 
Grace); 8d, Frank Kammel’s Nellie, liver and white, 3yrs. Gmported 
Smugeler— ). 

TRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Absent. 

FIELD SPANTELS.—CHAmMPrIon—H. VW. Huntington’s Benedict (A. 
KR. 61),—Orex—ist, A. OC. Wilmerding’s Black Prince (A.K.R. 62); 
8d, A. Laidlaw’s Toronto Jet (A.K.R. 860): 8d, Wm. Kirk's Rod, liver, 
Dec. 12, 1875 (Dash— Fanny).  Verv high com. reserve, W, O. 
Partridge’s imnorted Critic (A,K-R. 303), Very high com., Hornell 
Spaniel Club’s Hornell Growler, black, June, 1881 (Brag—Nell). High 
eom., Hornell Spaniel Club’s Meg, black, 3vrs. (Buh, A.K,R. 31— 
J PEnY 2 Com,, the Associated Fanciers' Shot, liver and white, 3yrs., 
imported. J 

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—M. Richardson's Bateman (A.K.R. 1307). 
~ Only entry. 

COCKER SPANIELS.—CraAampron—Unper 28nBs —J. P. Willey’s 
Oba IT. 1:A.K.R. 482)—Open—Doas;: 1st, James Luckwell’s Brahmin, 
black, 3léyrs. (Bob—Clew); 2d. Hornell Spaniel Chib’s Jock, black. 
little white on breast, 18mos. (Hornell Dandy, 4.K.R. 65—Spider); 30. 
Clarence R. Lewis’s imported Nigger, black. age and pedieree not 
stated. Very high com., Andrew Laidlaw’s Young Obn (A.K.R, 861); 
J.P, Willey’s Obo, Jr, (A.K_R, 1481). Hizh com.. C. W. Groasdill’s 
Max, black, July. 1882. pedigrae not stated. Bitches: 1st, W. O, Part- 
ridge’s Helen (A. K.R. 654); 2d, James Luckwell’s Woodland Queen, 
blaek, Aaja, 28, 1888 (Tippa—Woodstork Qneen): 3d, J. P. Willey’s. 
Jet W,, black, Oct. 9, 1883 (Obo TI., A.K.R. 432—Darkie, A.R.R, 250), 
Very high com.. 8. R. Hemingwav’s Miss Nance (A.K.R. 1313), High 
com., D. O’Shea’s Wloss, black, 1882 (chanipion Lulu—Sween) —Oren 
—OTHER THAN BLAck AnD Livar—ist, Hornell Spaniel Club's Luna. 
hlack and white, 3l4yrs. (Jack—Jessie); 2d, The Assceiated Fanciers’ 
Polly, black and white, 1/mos.. pedigree unknown; 34. Burr Aollis’s 
Queen. April 6, 1854 (Hornell Silk—Belle).. High com,. B. L. Ritter’s 
Wellie R.. liver and white. Mareh 10. 1853, pedigree not known. Com., 
Hornell) Spaniel Cinb’s Sunlight, black and tan, age not stated (Rat- 
Her. A.E.R. 1199—Blanche); F. Harker’s Rover, liver and white, 1881, 
pedizree not known, 

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—James M. Wilkinson's Rowley. sede. 
age not given (Slie’s Duck—Bowley’s Bar); 2d, Benjamin Glenn’s 
Bonnee, 1832, pedigree not given. 

FOXHOUNDS,—Cyampros—D, OShea’s Ringwood, white. black 
and tan. 1880 (Forester—Ladv).—Opmn (Importop)—Ist. D. O’Shea’s 
Rally, black, white, and tan, 1883 (Torrence—Merry); 2d, D. O’Shea’s 
Torrence, black, white and tan, 2vrs., nedifree not known.—Oppn (Tx 
PORTED)—Ist, D. O’Shea’s Roxey O., white. black and tan, 2yrs. (Ring- 
wood—Roxey): 2d, D. @’Shea's Rover, age and pedigree not stated. 

DHERHOUNDS.—CHampron—ist. The Clovernook Kennel’s Roy 
(A. E.R. 1136); 2d, John E, Thayer’s Lance, 1879. nedigreée not known, 
—Opry—Iist, The Clavernook Kennel’s Mac. May 12, 1882 (Paddy— 
Lassie)—2d, John @ Thayer's Bran, Aur, 17, 1883 (Bruce—Lorne); 3d, 
John B. Thayer's Duncan (i4yrs. (Lance—Lorna II,), 

GREY AF OUNDS—Cuampion—H. W. Huntington’s Bonncine Bov, 
black, 2yrs (Walton Lad— ——)—Opnn—Dogs: ist, D. O'Shea’s 
Poacher, black, 1881, (MeGrath—Fly); 8d. The Associated Fanciers' 
Jos. blue, 4yrs.. pedigree unknown. Ritches: ist, H.W. Huntineton’s 
School Girl, black, age nof known (School-fellaw—Sol-fa): 2d, H. W, 
Rapting}ons Begonia, black, age not known (Born a-Demon—Bella- 
onna), 

BUAGLES.—Cnampion—D, O'Shea’s Rattler,2i4yrs, (Royer—Music). 
—Oprin—tsh, TD. O'Shea’s Hastey, are and nedigree not given; 2d, D. 
O’Shea’s Mischief, white. black and tan, ijyrs. (Royer—Musie): 3d, 

- 1, O*'Shea's Kino. white, black and tan, 2yrs.. imported, High cam, 
' The Associated Wanciers* Blue Light. blue ticked and black, 2yrs. 
(Britton—Blue Bell), Com,, Henry Donohue's Frank. lemon and 
white, Sept. 16, 1851 (Bud—Rose\, George Goodman's Monroe, black, 
white and tan, 1880 (Astor—Sally). 

BASSET HOUNDS.—W. R. Chamberlain’s Nemours (A.K.R, 870); 
8d and ad withheld. : 
DACHSHUNDE.—ist, F. Phillips's Waldine. black. ape and pedi- 

sree notstated; 2d and 3d withheld. Com., F, Houpi’s Pirt, brown. 

MASTIFFS,—Cuameron—Dog: ©. Tl. Mason’s Nevison, fawn, black 
points, June, 1879 (Gurth—Iuna).—Opmn—Dons: Ast. Winlawn Ken- 

- cr Homer (A.K,R, 1030); 2d, Winlawn Kenvel’s Hector (A.K.R, 1240) ' Rale 

| Very high com., H. Mead’s Leo, silver fawn, 1878 (Austin’s Jack— 
Dido). High com,, HB. A. Summer's Sam, fawn, Jan. 1, 1882 (Guy— 
Judy). Com., W.S. Johnson’s Dread, light fawn, 10%mos. (Prince 
Charlie—Dorothy), Bitches! ist, Winlawn Kennel’s Queen II. (A. 
E.R. 168); 2d, BH. Mead’s Aydah, fawn, 1882 (Pasha—Baroness); 3d, 

| Winlawn Kennel's Liberty. fawn, Feb, 8, 1882 (Crown Prince—Ilford 
Baroness). 

ST. BERNARDS,—RovcH-Coatap—CHAmPion—The Chaquasset Ken 
nél’s Hermit (A.K.R. 23).—Open—Dogs. 1st. The Forest City Kennel’s 
Crsar (A,K.R. 22); 2d, The Clovernook Kennel’s Samson, 154vrs. 
(Monk IL—Sheila); 3d, Rodney Benson's Rollo (A.K.R, 92), Very high 
com., J. W. Burgess’s Rene (A,K.R. 410), Bitches, 1st, Rodney Ben- 
son's Stella, orange tawny and white, age not stated (Thor—Augusta); 
9d, Rodney Benson's Millicent I., orange tawny and white, age not 
stated (Ruler—Daring); 3d, J. W. Burgess’s imported Regie (A.K.R. 
25), _Smoore-CoAreEp—CHampron—John P, Haines’s Lohengrin, orange 
tawny and white, August, 1881, (Bruno—Macdona’s Hlsa),—_Opny— 
Pogs: ist, The Chequasset Kennel’s Idstein, orange tawny. white 
markings, March, 1884 (Cesar, A.K R. 22—Brunhilde, A.K.K. 28); 2d, 
The Chequasset Kennel’s Ivry, white, orange markings, March, 1884 
(Crsar, A.K.R, 22—Brunhilde, A.K.R. 28); 3d, James Watts Mercur’s 
Lion, tawny aiid white, 1881, pedigree unknown. Bitches; 1st, John 
P, Haines’s Dinah, orange tawny and white, Noy. 18, 1861 (Harold— 
Judy; 2d, John Pi Haines'’s Zug, orange tawny and white, June, 
1681 (darold—Judy); 3d, 8. J. Martenet, Jr.’s Abra, brindle. May 1, 
1880 (Mitre—Brunhilde). Very high com., The Forest City Kennel’s 
Lotta (A.K.R. 933). Com,, The Forest City Kennel’s Avis (A,K.R,, 
§29). 
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—ist, Herbert Priestley's Major, black, Feb- 

ruary, 1882, pedigree not stated; 2d, George W. Schenk’s Juno, tlack, 
1820, pedigree not known; 3d, Mrs. Andrew M. Moore's Bouncs, black, 
byrs. (Carlo—Sue). Com,, W. B. McAllister’s Jean, black, June, 1881, 
(Cap—Flora). 

COLLIES.—Crampion—Dog; James Lindsay’s Rex (A.K.R. 149) 
Bitch. James Lindsay's Fairy (A.K.R, 1222).—Oren—Doas; ist, J. D. 
Shatwell’s Ben Nevis, sable, Web, 6. 1884 (champion Eclipse —Meta, 
A.K\R. 1184); 2d, James Lindsay’s Hiram (A.K.R. 882); 3d, Martin 
Dennis’s imported Brack (A.K.R 3). Very high com., A. Priestley’s 
Sam, red, sable and white, dyrs. (Mark—Wood’s Lassie). High com., 
J. W. Burgess's Donald (A.K.R. 582). Com., James Lindsay's Chance, 
black, tan and white, Jan. 2, 1884 (Rex A.K.R. 149—Kitty Mac A K.R, 
539). Bitches; ist, George H. Whitehead’s Lark (A,K.R, 7); 2d, James 
Lindsay's Jersey Lily (A.K.R. 147); 8d, J. W. Burgess’s Jean (A.K.R. 
538). Very high com,, James Lindsay's Jersey Lass 1A.K.R. 146); 
Charles Hyland's Effie Dean, tawny white, Angust. 1883 (Bruno— 
Nora). High com., J. W. Burgess’s Flirt (A.K.R. 535). Com., Wil- 
liam Sensenburger’s Man, sable and white, 1880, pedigree not known, 

FOX-TERRIERS.—Oprn—Dogs; ist, John H, Thayer's Raby Tyrant, 
1880 (Baliff Il.—Peach); 2d, The Clovernook Kennel’s Scarsdale, June, 
1883 (Joker—Hlla); 3d, John BH. Thayer’s Rascal, May, 1883 (Nailer— 
Diana).—Very high com., William T. McAlee’s Crisp, Aug, 18, 1883 
(Patch—Bella); Charles Hyland’s Nip, tan and white, August, 1898 
(Dandie—Nellie), High ¢om,, D. MeClinch’s Teddy II.. July. 1883 
(Teddy—F¥loss). Biches; ist, John H. Thayer's Janunty. 1881 (Joker— 
Torment); 2d, The Cloyernook Kennel’s Clover Belle, 18mos. (Joker— 
Warren Wakeful), 

BULL-TERRIERS,—CuAmpion.—R. & W. Liyineston’s champion 
Grand Duke (A.K.R. 524).—Opmy—ist, Frank F. Dole’s Scarlet we 
white, 1881 (Randal—Scarlet); 2d, John Hoosey’s Nipper, white, July, 
1883, pedigree not stated. Y 

SKYE THRRIERS.—1st and 3d withheld; 2d, W.S. Lieber’s Mr, Miff 
(A.K.R, 777). Com.,W. D, Murphy’s June, blue, June 5, 1878, pedi- 
gree not known. 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Dogs: ist. Mrs. H, Kisteman’s Charlie, 
blue and tan, 2yrs., pedigree unknown; 2d. Mrs. H. Kisteman’s Jim- 
my, blue. and tan, 2yrs., pedigree unknown: 3d, John F. Campbell’s 
Dandy, blue and tan, 2igyrs., imported. Very high com.. Mrs. Jane 
Parker’s Marquis, blue and tan, 1881 (Blackburn Prince—Kate): Mrs, 
Jane Parker's Charlie, blue and tan, 1882 (Dreaduought—Nellie}). High 
com., B. T. Holdbrook’s Charley, silver gray. 4yrs., pedigree un- 
known; John Parker's Jester, blue and tan, 1881 (Duke—Princess). 
Bitches: Ist, M. O'Connor’s Dot, blue and tan, 2léyrs., pedigree not 
known; 2d, Mrs. H. Kisteman’s Beauty, blie and tan, 2yrs., pedizres 
unknown; 8d, Mrs. H. Kisteman’s Lassie, blue and tan, 18mos., pedi- 
sreeunknown. High com,, Mrs. H, Kisteman’s Nellie, silver blue, 
ayrs., pedigree unknown. 

WIRE HATRED AND TRISH, TERRIERS.—ist, 2d and 3d, D. 
O’Shea’s Erin, Zip and Mike, 2yrs. (Rock—Norah). ° 

HARD-HATRED SCOTCH TERRIERS.—ist and 3d withheld; 2d, D. 
O'Shea’s Major, wheaten, Syrs. (Boxer—Lady)., 

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—ist. J, F. Schole’s Blucher, liver, age 
not stated (Peachem—Jess); 24. D. O’Shea’s Sting, wheaten, iyr., 
same litter as Wasp: 3d, D. O’Shea’s Wasp, wheaten, lyr. (Sting— 
Wasp). Com., Fred B. Sirby’s Young Sting, liver and tan, 1884 (Vag- 
abond—Wasp). 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—ist, J. F. Scholes’s Bessy, black 
and tan, 2layrs, (Nip—Topsy): 2d, John Whittaker’s Brilliant (Vorti- 
gern—hilly); 3d, Mrs. H. Lever’s Ladv, 1882 (Vortigern—Lilly IT,). 
Com,, George D. Woodill’s Queen, 1883 (Vortigern—Daisy); John 
Ritter’s Spot, 1883 (Reveler—Lacy). 

BULLDOGS.—Cuamprion —John BH, Thayer’s Bellissima (Sancho 
Panza—Romping Girl).—_Orrn— Dogs: 1st, John EB, Thayer’s Robinson 
Crnsoe, U4yrs. (Monarch—Ponzie); 2d. John E, Thayer's Moses 
(A.K.R. 822);8d, The Associated Wanciers’ Sultan, white, with fawn 
patches, 13mos., pedigree not known. Bitehes; ist, John BH. Thayer’s 
Rhodora (Gamester—Ida); 2d, John EH, Thayer's Josephine (A.K.R. 
888); 8d, Messrs. R. & W. Livingston's imported Bellona, brindle, 
Sept. 25, 1883 (Layton’s Warwiek—Olarke’s Rose). 
PUGS.—_CHAmpron—Dog; Dr. M. H. Cryer’s Rhoderick, fawn, black 

points. July 12. 1878 (champion Punch—Judy).—OPpEex—Doags: ist, Dr. 
M. H. Oryer’s Boh, July 6, 1883 (Atlas—Sister to Tum Tum II ); 2d, B, 
A, Warburton's Nig, June. 1881, pedigree not known: 3d, Edwin A. 
Pue's Ned, 4yrs. (George—Daisy). Very high com., Miss Meek’s Max, 
Jniv, 1882 (Roderick—Dolly): T. F. Nealis’s Smut, 1881 (Charlie—Tetty). 
High com., The Chequasset Kennel'’s Treasure (A.K.R. 472); William 
R. Kuight’s Don Juan, July 7. 1881 (champion Comedy—Chioe. 
Bitches; ist, Dr. M. H. Cryev’s Gypsy, June, 1882 (Roderick—Nelly); 
2d, Thomas H, Love’s Flossey, 2tvrs.. imported; 3d, Mrs. Walter 
Ryan’s Laura, April, 1883 (Punch—Minnie). Very high com., Dr. M. 
HK. Crver’s Kitty, 6mos. (Roderick—Otie); W. H, Lex’s Beauty. April 
19, 1882 (Boz—Beauty). Com., Chequasset Kennel’s Victory, March, 
1884 (Young Toby—Daisy). 

TOY *DOGS.—Smoors-Coaten Trreaiers—Unppr rps.—ist, Mrs. 
Blanchard’s Dot, black and tan, 8yrs., pedigree unknown; 2d, Mrs. 
Henry Kisteman’s Flora, tan. 2b6yrs., pedigree unknown. Very high 
com., William H. MacCracken’s Chiquita. white, August, 1888, pedi- 
gree unknown, High com.. John Crommie’s Tinev. black and tan, 
July, 1882 (Roberts’s dog—Tiney). Rougu-CoATep TERRIERS--UNDER 
(LBs,—ist, John Hentzler’s Wonzo, silyer gray, June, 1881, pedigree 
not stated; 20.D. O’Shea’s Nellie, wheaten. 1882 (Billy—Tiney); 3d, 
Amor Hall’s Myrtle sandy, Mareh 29, 1884 (Fuss—Nellie), Very high 
com , Mrs. Henry Kisteman'’s Smoker. blue, 18mos., pedigree not 
aes High com,, James Haley’s Floss, blue, Dec, 11, 1883 (Sam— 

ell). 
KING CHARLES SPANIELS,—ist, Mrs. R. £. A. Dorr’s Gee, black 

and tan, June, 1882, pedigree unknown; 2d, Wm. Parker’s Cherry 
Rine, black, white and tan, 1882 (Sir Charles Napier—Lillian); 3d, 
John Parker's Floss, black and tan, 1882 (Duke—Lady). Very hich 
com., Mrs. Henry Kisteman’s Lilly, black and white, 18mos., pedigree 
unknown, High com..John Parker, Jr.’s Gharlic, black and tan, 
1882 (Ben —Littleton); George Barnett’s Topsey, black and tan, 1883, 
nedigres not known. Com., John Parker’s Major, black and tan, 
1882 (Duke—Gypsey). 

BLENHEIM SPANIBLS.—ist, Miss Maegie Parker’s Violet, orange 
and white, 1882 (Prince—Countess of Widdison); 2d, J. Hart’s Roy, 
orange and white. December, 1882. nedigree not piven; 3d. J. Hart’s 
Floss, lemon aud white, April, 1883, pedigree not given. Very high 
ones ae Maggie Parker's Reubes, red and white, 1882 (Prince— 
WiPpen), 
ULMER.—ist. Associated Fanciers’ Lady Jumbo. white with spots, 

18mos., pedigree unknown; 2d. A, Priestley’s Nell, white and tan, 
2yi's,, pedisree not known. Com., Associated Wanciers’ Bolivar, 
White and black spots, 15mos., pedigree unknown. 

MISCELLANHOUS.—ist and 2d, Sureeon Ames’s (U. 8. N.) Schnei- 
ker and Zampa. Hsquimau dogs, breeder, Goy. Peterson, Disko, 
Greenland, two of the does brought home by the Greely Relief Expe- 
dition; 8d, A. Priestley’s Sin Garnet, Airedale terrier, yrs. (Brack— 
Gipsey Queen). Com., R. P. Palmer’s Wasp, Dandie Dinmont terrier, 
Noy, 2, 1881 (Darkie—Nell). 

STUD, DOG PRIZES. ; 
Spaniels, won by J. P. Willey’s Oho IL., with Young Obo, Jet W,, 

Black Pearl, Helen and Miss Nanve. 
Gollies, won by Jas. Lindsay's: Rex, with Fairy, Hiram, Chance, 

Jerty, Lass and Guy. bn ‘ j 
pes: won by Dr. M. H. Oryer’s Roderick, with Max, Gipsy and 

y: 
Black and tan terriérs, won by Mr. E. Lever’s Vortigern, with Bril- 

liant, Fern, Lady and Queen, 

P BREEDERS’ PRIZES. 
ae Sail ‘wen by W, H. Mann, with Lady Berkley, Bella and 

igh. a 
‘ 
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White, 16m0s, (Rex—Alma LE 

Epaniels, hts by Hornell Spaniel Club, with Hornell Growler, Jock 
and Sunlight. 
Goes won by J. Lindsay, with Fairy, Hiram, Chance, Jersey Lass 

and Guy. 
Pugs, won by Dr. M. H. Cryer, with Max, Gipsy and Kitty. 
Black and tan terriers, won by IS, Leyer, with Brilliant, Lady, Spot 

and Queen, 
SPECIAL PRIZES. 

1. Best English setter. T. G. Davey’s Dick Laverack. 
2. Best Irish setter, Chas. W, Roedenburg’s Chip. 
3. Best Gordon setter, J. B, Thayer’s Argus. 
4and 5, Best pointer, two prizes, Chas. A. Mason's Beaufort and 

Bayard Thayer's Rue, equal. ” 

@. Best field or clumher spaniel, H, W, Huntington’s Benedict. 
7 Best Chesapeake Bay dog, Jas. E. Wilkinson’s Bowley. 
8. Best foxhound, D. O'’Shea’s Ringwood, 
9. Best deerhound. the Cloyernook Kennel’s Roy. 
10, Best greyhound, H. W. Huntington's Bouncing Boy. 

. Bast beagle, D. O’Shea’s Rattler. 
. Best mastiff, Chas. H, Mason’s Nevison. 
. Rest St. Bernard, Rodney Benson's Stella. _ 
. Best Newfoundland, Herbert Priestlv’s Major. 
. Best collie, J. D. Shotwell’s Ben Nevis. 
. Best fox-terrier, J. HE. Thayer's Raby Tyrant. 
. Best bull-terrier, Messrs. R, & W. Liyingston’s Grand Duks, 
. Best Skye terrier, W. S. Lieber’s Mr. Miff. 
. Best Yorkshire terrier, Mrs. H. Kisteman’s Oharley. 
. Rest wire-haired or Irish terrier, D, O’Shea’s Brin. 
. Best hard-baired Scotch terrier. D. O’Shea’s Major. 
. Best Bedlington terrier, J. FW, Scholes’s Blucher. 
. Best black and tan terrier, J. F. Scholes's Bessie. 
Best bulldog, J. H. Thayer's Bellissima, 

5, Best pug, Dr. M. H. Cryer’s Roderick, 
, Best collection of pugs, Dr. M, H. Cryer. 
. Best smooth-coated toy terrier. Mrs. Blanchard's Dot. 
. Best rough-coated toy terrier, John Hentzler’s Fonzo. 
. Best King Charles spaniel, Mrs. R. H. A, Dorr’s Gee. 
Best King Charles spaniel owned by a lady in Philadelphia, Mrs. 
A, Dorr’s Gee. 
Best Blenheim spaniel, Miss Maggie Parker's Violen. 
Best pair of bulldogs, J. 0. Thayer's Tippoo and Bellissima. 

84. Best mastifi in open classes, Winlawn Kennel’s Homer. 
35. Best kennel of mastifis, Winlawn Kennel, 
36. Best cocker spaniel owned by a member of the Cocker Spaniel 

Club, J. Luecknow’s Brahmin, 
87. Best mastiff, C, H. Mason's Nevison. 
soe English setter the get of Thunder, T. G. Davey’s Dick Lav- 

erack. 
39, Best Gordon setter the get of champlon Bob, Edward Maher’s 

Royal Duke, . 
40. Rest Irish setter the get of champion Berkly, Benson Mann's 

Lady Berkely. : 
41. Best large pointer bitch, The Clifton Kennel’s Lady Gleam, 
42. Best collection of sporting dogs, D. O’Shea. 
43. Best toy dog owned by a lady of Philadelphia, Mrs. R. HW. A. 

Dorr's Gee. i 
44, Best toy terrier owned by lady, Mrs. Blanchard’s Dot. 
45. Best cocker spaniel, J. Luckwell’s Brahmin. 
46. Best exhibit of smooth-coated St. Bernards. J. P. Haines. 
47, Best toy doz owned by a Jady, Miss S. Meek’s Max. 
48. Best small pointer in open classes, Dr. A. McCollom’s Bon Ton- 

30. 
R. E. 

31. 
33, 

THE NON-SPORTING DOG SHOW. 

a ees first annual fall dog show of the Westminster Kennel 
Club commenced on Tuesday, at Madison Square Gar- 

den. There are nearly 600 dogs present inclidine the pup- 
pies. The arrangements are excellent, as is alwavs the case 
at the shows of the Westminster Club. The benching of the 
dogs isa great improvement upon former shows, the parti- 
tions in most cases have heen omitted and the benches are 
open, giving a good view of the dogs with a much more pleas- 
ing effect. The toy dogs are also much better shown than we 
have ever before seen; they are inclosed in wire cages which 
set upon high tables, where thev can be seen much better than 
under the old plan. The quality of the docs exhibited is better 
than we have before seen, and all lovers of pet dogs, Jange and 
small, should not fail to see this wonderful collection, includ- 
ing as it does many of the most famous dogs of the day. 
Judging commenced promptly on Tuesday, and as will be 

seen by the list of awards below was nearly concluded at noon 
on Wednesday, up to which time we give them in full. The 
attendance has been verv good so far, and we have no doubt 
that the decided hit of the first non-sportine show will en- 
courage the management to make it an annual fixture. So 
far as we were able to Jearn the iudging cave general satisfac 
tion. Mr, James Mortimer, of New York, decided upon the 
merits of the mastiffs. Si Bernards, fox-terriers, sheep dogs 
bulldogs and bull-terriers, Mr. J. Kirk. of Toronto, Ont., New- 
foundlands, black and tan terries. hard-haired Scotch terriers 
rouch-haired terriers. Dandie Dinmont terriers, Trish terriers, 
Bedlineton terriers, Skye terriers. Yorkshire terriers. toy ter- 
riers, King Charles spaniels, Blenheim spaniels, Japanese 
spaniels, pues, maltese terriers, Italian greyhounds and Dal- 
matians. Mr. Joseph R. Pierson of Buckingham, Pa., srey- 
hounds, deerhounds, Jialian grevhounds. and miscellaneous 
classes, and Mr. John Hecksher, of New York, poodles. 

Following is a list of the awards up to Wednesday noon: 
AWARDS, 

MASTIFFS.—CramPion—Doa: Ashmont Kennel’s Hera IT, fawn 
4yrs. (Salisburyv—Venus). Bitch: Herbert Mead’s Princesa Roval. 
fawn. d4vrs., (Young Prince—Merlin).—Open—Doas; ist, Winlawn 
Kennel’s Homer, fawn, 2imos, (Cato—Queen IT.): 2d. James Smieton, 
Jr.'s Zul, fawn, Syrs. 5mos. (Colonel—Diana); 8d, William H. T.ee's 
Ifoerd Cromwell, brindle. 4yrs. 7mos. (Cardinal—Mlenpatra), Very 
high com,. Shaw & Bates’s Agrinna. (A.K.R. 449): Shaw & Rates’s 
Duke of Kent. fawn, 28mos. (Rond’s Zion—Restali’s Fan); Winlawn 
Kennel’s Hector. fawn, 15mos, (Nevison—Venus). High com., Rahert 
J. Irwin’s Dread, fawn, 3yrs. (Snvder—Malta), Com., Harry Hills 
Dan, fawn, ayrs. Bitches: 1st Ashmont Kennel’s Torna Doone 
fawn, 2yrs. (Crown Prinece—Ilford Baroness); 24, Winlawn Ken. 
nel’s Wneen IT., fawn. 8léyrs. (Fniperor—Qneen): 84, Winlawn Ken- 
nel’s Libertv. fawn, 244vrs. (Crown Prince—Ilford Baroness). Very 
high com.. Rodney A. Ward's Hehe, fawn, 20mos. (Cato—Queen TL); 
Herhert Mead’s Aydah, fawn, 2vrs. (Pasha—Raroness). Com., Her- 
bert Mead’s Fairy. stone fawn. 3vrs. (Rean—Stella): Edward & Por- 
ter’s Juno, fawn, 2vrs. (Turea—Queen IT.); Wm. R. MacDiarmid Mon- 
mouth Mee. faxn, jvrs. (Salsbury—Tigress), Puppres—Doas: istand 
2d, Winlawn’s Kennel’s unnamed, fawn. 5mos. (Homer—Qneen IT.), 
Very high com., A. M. Dodge’s Teo II,, 3yrs. (Leo I.—Monmonth 
Mona). High com.. 0, 1D, Arthur’s Vulcan, fawn, dmos. (Black Prince 
—Qneen). Com., Mrs, H Kisteman’s puppy, imported. Bitches! 1st 
and 24. Winlawn Kennel’s wonamed, fawn, 5mos. (Homer—Queen 
Il.) Verry_ hieh com,, Herherfi Mead's puppy. Jina 3. 1884 (T.eo— 
TLeonice). Hieh com., J. A. S Greee’s Spartan (A.K.R. 1151), J, A. 
S. Gregg’s Belle, fawn, 7mos. (Nevison—Brenda). 

ST, BERNARDS.—Roves-Coarrp—Crampinn—Dog: BE. R. Hearn's 
Tike of Leeds, rich orange. hrindle and white markings. 214yTs. 
(Mounf Sion Il.—Novice). Bitch: Wh R. Wearn’s Gertie, rich oranre 
and white markings. 4yrs. (Nero—Clio).—Opmn—Dnogs; Ist, Fred W. 
Rothera’s Otho (A.K.R. 483); Forest City Kennel’s Cesar, orange 
tawny, white markines (champion Barrv—Barker’s Juno); 8d, T.eo- 
nard F, Beck with’s Dare. 14mos. (champion Bonivard—Flsa). Very 
high com.. Clavernook Kennel’s Samson, tawny and white, 20mo 
(Monk 11.—Sheila).. High com...J, W Bureess’s Rene (A.K.R 410): 
Edward Spencer's Bernardo, white andtawny, 6vrs (Aln-— —). Com. 
Sehoonhoven Kennel'’s Schoonhnven (A.K R. 795), Bitches: ist. B 
R Hearn’s Rohna, dark orange and white diévrs. (Rallo—Qneenielt.): 
2d, Rodney Benson's imported Stella (Thor—Augnsta): 8d, W. Young’ 
Emnress. orange and white, 2vrs. Bich com., J. W, Burgess’s Regi 
(A. KOR, 25). Com., Fleetwood Kennel’s Norah. white. brown and ta 
lyr, (champion Bonivard—Reevie) —Puppras—Dhqs; 1st. Schnonhoven 
Kennel’s Bonaparte, tawney, orangce and white. Amos. (champion 
Boniyard—Ahbess); 200. Schoonhoven Kennel’s Filibuster. orange 
tawny and white markings, 8mas, (champion Fido—Sheila), Very 
high com., Millhrook Kennel’s Joveanx. orange, tawny and white 
6mos. (Cassar—Theon. Bitches; ist. Fred W, Rothera’s Fsme, orange 
and white. Sms. (Priam—Novice); Schoonhoven Kennel’s Spiranza, 
tawny and white, 8mos. (Fido—Sheila), . 

ST. BERNARDS.—Smootn-CoaTED.—CHAMPION—Doqg: E.R Hearn’'s 
Don T.. tawny. oranee and white merkines, 8lgyrs, (champion Th 
Shah—Derdron). Riteh? BE. R. Hearn’s Leila, orange brindle and 
white markings, 3yrs. (Rolland—Nellie) —Opmy—Doqe: Trt, Briarcliffe 
Kennel’s St. Rotolph. brindled. white Hlaze collar and feet, tyre, 
fmos. (champion Grasyenor—Counress): 2d. Millbrook Kennel’s 
Verone (A.K.R. 418): 8d. Millbrook Kennel’s Royalist (A.K.R. 580). 
Very hich com.. A. M. Dodge's Guard, Avr=.4mos. (champion Harol 
—chamnion Judy); H.W, Crittenden’s Don Pedro. tawnv.-orange and 

High com., Tony Hart’s Gluck, tawny 
t=: 
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orange and white, 19mos. (champion Harold—Vix). Biteles: 1st, 
Fred W. Rothera’s Daphne (A,K,R.488): 24, A. M, Dodge's Her Majest 
(champion Mouk—Phosbe Ti.); dd, Millbrook Kennel’s Suowball, 
orange and tawny (champion Fido—Loomis’s Dinah), Yery high 
eom,, Briarcliff Kennel's Belle of Sterling, orange tawny, and white 
blaze, 4yrs. (champion Bayard—Brenda). High com., Leonard FP, 
Beckwith’s Brunhilde IL, dyrs.—Pupriss—Dogs,; Ist, Chequasset 
Kennel’s Idstein, orange brindle and whité markings, 7mos. (Osesar— 
Bruvhilde); 2d, Schoorhoven Kennel’s Nestor (A.K,R. 602). Very high 
com., Millbrook Kenunel's Ton, orange tawny, fmos: (Ceesar—Thedn); 
Chequasset Kennel’s Ivry, white and orange tawny, 7inos. (Cresar— 
Brunhilde); EK. R. Hearn’s Rector IL, orange brindle and white, 9inos, 
Rector—Alma Il); E. R. Hearn’s Valentine, Jr., orange brindle and 
white, Snios. (Valentine—Leila), High com,, R. W. Leonard's Bruno, 
tawny and white, 2mos. (Fido—Rosary). Com., Briarcliff Kenuel’s 
Don of Briarcliffe, 24gmos. (Victor—Beile of Sterling). Bitches; ist, 
Briarchit Kennel’s Litter of Puppies, orange tawhy and white, 2¢mos, 
(champion Bayard—Brenda); 2d, R. W. Leonard’s . tawny and 
white, 2mos. (Fido—Rosary). Very high coth,, Briarcliff Kennel's 
Lisila of Briarcliff, 24¢mos. (Vietor—Belle of Sterling). High com., 
R. W. Leonard's Litter of Puppies, tawny and white. 2mos. (ido— 
Rosary). Com., R. W. Leonard's , tawny and white, 2mos. (Fido 
—Rosary); Forest City Kemel’s Lotta, orange and white, 8mos, (Alp 
Il., A.K.R. 705—Daphbne II., A. K.R. 489), 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Bnaor—Dogs; ist, J, H. Phelan’s Major, 
black 3%yrs.; 2d, J, A, Nickerson’s Sam, black, 2yrs, 4mos. (Goliath— 
Dorah), Com., N.L, Bornneau’s Ben, black, 24ayrs, Bitches: 1st, 
George W, Schenk’'s Juno, black, 4yrs,—-OTrErR THAN BLACK—Prizes 
withbeld. 

GREYHOUNDS.—CHAmPIon—H. W. Smith’s Friday Night, black, 
28gyrs. (Prince—Salter’s Sally (A.K.R. 753). Dogs; ist, H, W. Smith’s 
Dell, fawn, 2yrs. (Don—); 2d, Mrs. H, ©. Symonds’s Master Donald, 
blackand white, 2yrs. (Ben—Fan). Very bigh com., W. Blackham’'s 
Doubleshot, black and white, 5yrs. (Riot Act—Sunflower). Bitches: 
ist, HW. Smith’s Mother Demdike, black antl white Sl4yrs. (Pensive 
Laddie—Playmate); 2d, H. W. Huntington’s Begonia, black (Born-a 
Demon—Belladonna). Very high*com., H. W. Smith’s Honor Bright, 
black, 2$4yrs. (Ben—Fau); H. W. Huntingion’s {School-girl, black, 
®yrs. (School-fellow—Sol Fa); Dr. Mary J. McOleery’s Maud’ McGrath, 
mouse, 4yrs. (Victor—Bella). Puppies: ist, withheld; 2d, C.W. Barry's 
unnamed, 8 weeks (champion Don—Litta Reyer). 

DEERHOUNDS.— Cuampion — Dog; Clovernook Kennels’s Roy, 
fawn brindle, 244yrs. (Paddie—Lassie). Bitch: John E. Thayer's 
Lorna II,, brindle, 8yrs, (Bruce—Lorna),—Opsxn—Dogs; 1st, Clover- 
nook Kennel's Mac, fawn brindle, 2i¢yrs. (Paddie—Lassie); 2d, Win. 
D, Whipple's Bruce, dark gray, byrs. Very high com., Archibald 
Rogers’s Spring, gray, 5yrs, ¥mos, (Mornie— hulah); and Borva, dark 
brindle, dyrs. (Wallace—Lorna). High com., Clovernook Kennel’s 
Heather, blue brindle, 2imos. (Clausman—Countess). Bitches; 1st, 
withheld; 2d, ©, B. Gilbert’s The Banshee (A.K.R. 1238), Puppies: 1st, 
withheld; 2d, Alfred Skitt’s Mac, gray (Jack—Fly III), 

- wi tabec tia tg ae geaaniee pe Dal ENO P. Lawrence's Brockenhurst 
Joe, white, black and tan, l0yrs. (Belgraye Joe—Tricksey).—OrEn— 
Ist, L, & W. Rutherfurd’s Belgrave Primrose, white and tan, 2yrs. 
(Belgrave Jerry—Wasp); 2d. Cloverhook Kennel’s Scarsdale, white 
and black, 2yrs, (Joker—Ella4); 3d, J. E, Thayer’s Raby Tyrant, white, 
black and tan, dyrs. (Bailiff sat —Peach). Very high com., P. Law- 
rence’s Bufi, white and black (Buifet—Swah); L. & W. Rutherfurd’s 
Warren Jim, white and tan, 2isyrs. (Diamond Joé—Diana). High 
com,, W. Thompson’s Grover, white and tan ear, 2i4yrs.; RK. I. Crock- 
er’s Brockenhurst Spice I1., white, black and tan, 22mos. (Brocken- 
burst Spice—Deacon’s Ruth). Com., J. Hammond's Dick, white, black 
and tan, 16mos.; C. N. Newecombe’s Sancho, white and tan, 18mos, 
Ritehes: 1st, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Dance, white, black and van, 
eyrs. (Brokenhurst Spice—Polonaise); 2d, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s 
Viola, white and black, 6yrs. (Vuleau—Fly): 3d, Clovernook Kenuel’s 
Clover Belle, white, black and tan, lyr. (Rutherfurd’s Joker—Warren 
Wakeful). High com., H.Gibb’s imported Belle, white, black and 
tan, 4yrs. (Bitters—Nell). Com., W, A, Potter's Vixen, white, black 
and ‘fan, 20mos. (Joker—imported Vicious); J, H. Shepherd’s Gypsey, 
white, black and tan markings, dyrs, (Prince—Polletts),—Purrins— 
Dogs; 1st, Olovernook Kennel’s Trajan, white and tan ears, 1144mos. 
(Corinthian —Pearl); 2d, R. FP. Kenehan’s Zoe, white and tan, 344mos. 
Bitches: 1st, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Warren Jostle, white and tan, 
Tnids, (Warren Jim—Daneée); 2d, withheld. : 

SHEEP DOGS,—CuHampion—Jog; Thomas H. Terry’s Robin Adair, 
imported. red, sable and white, dyrs. (Guy's Cliife—Tyne). Bitch: 
Thomas H. Terry's Zulu Princess, imported, 5yrs. (champion Marcus 
—Ruby I1.)—Orsy—Rover-coatep—Dogs: ist, Kilmarnock Colhe 
Kenuel’s Bruce’ of the Fylde, black, tan, and white, 4yrs- ner 
Mamie—Lucy); 2d, J. Van-Schaick’s Foxey, late Dandy, golden sable, 
white frill, whelped Jan, 23, 1681 (Dance—Maggie Lauder); 8d, J, Van 
Schaick’s Sable, sable and white, whelped Aug. 31, 188){Charlemagne 
=Minz). Very high com., J. Van Schaick’s Robin, golden sable, 
whelped June 30, 1882 (Foxey —Olivia); J. Van Schaick’s Vizer, dark 
sable, whelped Juné 10, 1883 (Darnley—Olivia); J. Van Schaick's Jack, 
whelped July 4, 1864 (Eable—Judy); Miss Edith Coppell’s Nelson, Jr., 
mahogany; yrs. (Nelson—Daisy), High com., Kilmarnock Collie 
Kennel’s Ratfler, blaek, tamand white, 8yrs, (Eweed IL.—Lasgsie); P, 
T. Underhill’s Roy, tawny. yellow, 8yvrs. (Nelson—Daisy); J. W. Bur- 
fess’s Donald (A-K.R, 632); J, W. Burgess’s Scott Free, sable and 
White, whelped July, 1883 (Chief Clansman—Bertha), Com., Wm, P- 
Wight’s Laddie, black and tan, white ruff, 14yrs. (Tweed II.—Vic); J, 
Van Schaicl’s Guido, Jry, sable and white, 2yvs, 2moxs, (Guido—Oliyia); 
A. G. Bloomfield’s Cameron, black and tan, 8ni08.; J. W. Burgess's 
Argyle, black, tan and white, 18mos, (Brack. A.K,R, 3—Dora,A.K.R,4). 

Bitches; ist, Thos. H. Terry’s Effie, red, sable, dyrs. (Trefoil—Mand) ; 
2d, Thos. H. Terry's Meg, sable, 3yrs. (Tweed IJ,—Lass o’ Gowrie); 3d, 
Chas. Hyland's Hffie Dean, tawny and white, 18mos, (Bruno—Nora), 
Very high ¢om,, Thos. H. Terry’s Higg, black and tan, dyrs. (Gillie— 
Watch); Thos. H. Terry's Lass 0’ Lowrie, black, tan and white, lyr. 
(champion Robin Adair—champion Zulu Princess): Thos. H. Terry's 
Hffie Dean, sable, lyx. (Robin Adair—Zulu Princess); J. W. Burgess’s 
Jean (4.K.R. 588). High com,, J, W. Burgess’s Flirt (A.K.R 535); Jas. 
Lindsay’s Jersey Lilly (A.K.R. 147); Thos. H, Terry’s Lass o’ Gowrie, 
sable, Gyrs. (Toss—Lassie); 0, N. Boyd’s Flora, black and tan, 18mos. 5 
J. Van Schaick’s imported Nancy Lee, black and tin, 4yrs. (Sailor— 
Tripp If. Com., A. G. Bloomfield’s Meta (A.K.R. 1/84); 'T. H. Terry's 
Lady Hempstead, sable and white, lyr. (cham. Robin Adair—Lilac). 
Porrics—Dogs: ist, Austin J. Brufi’s Kolly, sable and white, 6mos, 
(champion Robin Adair—champion Lassie); 2d, James Lindsay's 
Dandy, sable arid white, smos. (Rex—Jeannie Nettles), High com., 
J. Van Sebaick’s Dunmore, sable and white, whelped Dec. 24, 1883 
(Sable—Olivia). Bitches; ist, A. G. Bloomfield’s Lady of the Lake, 
sable and white, 8nios. (champion Eclipse—Meta); 2d, A. G. Ploom- 
field's Cannie Chiel, sable and white, 8mos, (champion Eclipse—Meta). 
Very high com,,J. Van Schaick’s Fern, sable and white, whelped 
Dec. 24, 1888 (Sable—Olivia). Tigh com,, J: W. Olark’s Bessie, black 
and brown, Ymos.; Thos. H. Terry’s Gladys, black, tan aud white, 
#mos. (champion Robin Adalr—champioa Lassi¢), Com., James Lind- 
say's Wanda, sable and white, 5mos. (Rex—Jeannie Nettles); James 
Lindsay’s two puppies, black, tan and white, smos. (Ayrshire Laddie 
—tLassie).—_SmooTH-CoArEp—A bsent, 

BULLDOGS.—45LBs. on Ovyer.—OrEn—Dogs: 1st, John E. Thayer's 
Robinson Crusoe, cream, 2yrs.; 2d, James Osborme’s Boxer. white, 
2yrs: Imos. (Parewell— Daisy); 3d, J. Bramwell’s Bouncer, white and 
brindle tips on ears, 2yrs. (Hero—Gypsey).—35ins, oR OvER.—OPEN— 
Bitches: ist, R. & W: Livingston's Sweet Briar, brindle, 4yrs. (Gume- 
ster—Jessie); 2d, John B, Thayer’s Rhodora, white, yrs, (ebampion 
Gatester—champion Tda); Jo BH. Thayer’s Josephine, white and 
brindle, 2yrs. (Tizer—Sophia). 
BULLDOGS.—Unper 45iBs.—OpEN—Dogs: James Patterson's Bill, 

brindle, 6yrs. (champion Ben—imported Jenny); 2d, Monarch Bot- 
thing Company's Hero U., brindle and white, 2yrs. 4mos, (Livingston’s 
Hero—Livingston’s Gypsey); 3d, Mrs. Wm. W. Russell’s Hamlet, dark 
brindle, 22mos, (President Garfield—Wheel of Fortune), Com., John 
#, Thayer's Moses, white, dyrs. (Sir Bevis—Nancy Lee), 

BULLDOGS.—Any WeicutT—CuAmpion—Dog: R. & W. Livingston’s 
Boz, white, brindle ete te 3yrs. 4mos. (Gamester—Browser's 
Betsey). Bitch: John BH. Thayer's Bellissima, brindle, 3yrs. (chani- 
pion Gamester—Ida), 
WIRE-HAIRED FOX-TERRIERS,—Ormn—ist, Richmond County 

Kennel’s Whitethorn, white and tan, 2yrs, (Topthorn—List); 2d, H. I. 
Grainger’s Tyke, white and tan, 5yrs. 6mos. (Deeside Lad—Foster’s 

WSLACK AND TAN THRRIERS.—Over 5uns.—Open—ist, John F. 
Scholés's Bessy, black and tan, 2yrs. 6mos., (imported Nep—imported 
Topsey); 2d, John Hammond's Cuss, black and tan, 8yrs. 

RD-HAIRED SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Orgn—ist, John H. Nay- 
toro. brindle, 14mos:; 2d, John Hammond's imported Seoteh, 
blue tan, 14mos. et Meee, 

OUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS.—Orzx—ist, A. Priestly’s SirGarnet, 
pine and tan, 2yrs. (Brack—Gipsey Queen); 2d, L. B, Wright's Vic, 
red, 8yts. (O'Shea’s Billy—Lady). hoes J ee 
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.--Oren—tst, Robert Hume's Kel- 

py pepher Slgyrs. (Badger IT.—Gipsy); 2d, withheld, Com,; Thos. 
H. Bells Peel (EH, 14,407), pepper, #yrs. 8mos, (Maxwell's Hubble 
Herrie’s Mint); R. P. Palmer’s Wasp, pepper and salt, dyrs. Gmported 
DParkie—iniported Nell). ; s en ee 

RISH THRRIDRS.—-Opgy-ist, Lawrence Timpson’s Sheila (A.B R. 

isn, J. Coloman Drayio s Glasher, whelped in 1882 (ury— 
Spude). Com,, Daniel &. Larwior's Nellie, red; 1bmos. . 

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—Orrn—ist, John F. Scholes's Blucher, 
silver, 2yrs. imos, (Winon’s Peachon—J. A, Baldy’s Jess); 2d, John 
I’. Scholes’s imported entry. 

SKYE TERRIERS.—CnAmpron—Wm. P. Sanderson's Jim, dark blue, 
4yrs. 8mos, (Birkey—Highland Mary).—Ormy—ist, Win. P. Sander 
son's Souter Johnnie, lizht blue, 3yrs. 7mos. (Birkey—Highland Mary); 
2d, Wm. P, Sanderson's Queen Mab, dark blue, dyrs.; 8d, Geo, San- 
derson’s imported Fanny, steel gray, dyrs. Very high com,, Geo, 
Sunderson’s imported Wabty (and one puppy not for competition), 
steel gray, 2lgyrs-. . 

YORKSHIRE TERRIWRS.—Oynr 5uns.—Opmn—ist, Mrs. H. A. 
Kisteman’s Charlie, blue and tan, 18mos.; 2d, J. F. Campbell’s Dandy, 
blue and tan, 2igyrs.; 3d, Mrs, H. A, Kisteman’s Beardy, blue and 
tan, 2yrs.,—UNDER 5LBS.—Ist, Mrs. H. A, Kisteman’s Lass, blue and 
fan, 2yrs,; 2d, Mrs. H. A. Kisteman’s Bright, blue and tan, 20mo .: 
3d, John Maddox’s Daisy, blue and tan i’’mos, (Whitehead’s Charlie 
—Whitehead’s Violet), Very high com., J. F. Campbell's Dot, blue, 
and tan, 26yrs.; John Hainmond’s Teddy, blue and tan, 2ayts. High 
com,, Wim. Hales’s Dandy, blue and tan, 28mos. (Huddersfield Ben— 
Poster's Crack; J. lt. Gildersleeve’s Spider, blue and tan, 2yrs. (im- 
ported Duke—imported Lady), Com,, Mrs. John Cottier’s Bright, 
blue and tan, 2'4yrs. (Charley—Beauty). 

TOY TERRIERS,—RoveH-CoaTaD, OTHER THAN YORKSHIRE, UNDER 
5LBs,—Ist, John Hammond's imported Dot, blue and tan, 11mos.; 2d, 
Mrs. H. A. Kisteman's imported Lillie, white, black and tan, 18mos.— 
SmoorH-CoATED, UNDER SLes.—ist, J. Maddox's Dot, black and tan, 
Tbmog. (Tricksey—Nellie); 2d, lL. WH, Johnson's Bull. black and white, 
lyr. (imported Clinch—Nell). Very high eon., Henry Lucas’s Daisy, 
black and tan, J5mos. (Barney—imported Gypsey). High com., Join 
Hammond's imported Tiney, black and tan, 9mos, 

MISCELLANEOUS (OR FOREIGN CLASS).—Over 25nns.—(Not 
Specified in the above classification). Lmonperes.—ist, Miss Anita BE. 
Evans's imported Marco, white, 8yrs.; 2d, Fleetwood Kennel's Trump, 
fawn, black and white markings, 2yrs. BaoraHnunpe.—Very high 
com., W. A, Fureron’s Dan, tawny, 4yrs. (imported Max—imported 
Pilockie. Gnear DAngs,—2d, Daniel D. Lawlor’s Leo, gray and 
black, 2yrs. Mmrxtcan Harrenass Doas,—ist, Mrs. Hubert Foota's 
Me Too, black, 2yrs. 6mos.; 2d, Isaac V. Hunt's Jerry, dark mouse, 
2yrs. Hsquimau Does.—ist and 2d, Surgeon Ames’s (U.S. N.) Zampn 
and Schneiker.—Unper 2575s.—1st, J. W. Clarke’s Cafe-au-Lait, brm- 
die, lyr, 6mos.; 2d, Wm. Waston’s Judge, brindle, lyr. 10mos. (Jones's 
Bruno), Very bigh com., George Sealey’s imported Dynamite (North 
of treland terrier), light yellow, 3yrs.; John B. Morris, Jr.'s Dutchy 
(Dachshund), brown, 4yrs. 

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Tinclose list of Derby entries in Southern Sportsmen's Asso- 

ciation Wield Trials, to be run at Canton, Miss., in December. 
Members of the Canton Gun Club who have been over the 
grounds report an unusual large number of coveys hatched 
out. They will be fully protected from the pot-hunter’s ‘‘zun” 
andthe contraband’s ‘‘trap.” Hotels have agreed to charge 
$2 per day for first-class accommodation, and horse, bridle and 
saddle can be hired for 31,50 per day. Illinois Central Ruil- 
road have promised to charge a two-thirds fare to those visit- 
ing the trials. Dogs in charge of owners to be carried free, 

’ J. K. Ruyaup, Sec. 8, 8. A, 
New Orizans, La., Oct, 14, 1884. 

SETTERS. 
Ross.—Arch Watson’s lemon and white dog Ross, born April 

29, 1883 Uh ae owe BAe 
RicHMoNnD,—E. M. Usher’s orange and white dog Richmond, 

born May 18, 1883 (Sergent—Hya). 
Lexineron.—W. J. Crawford’s black, white and tan dog 

Lexington, born June 10,1883 (Gath—Juno IT), 
RODERIGO,—Gates & Merriman’s white, black and tan dog 

Roderigo, born April 11, 1883 (Count Noble—Twin Maud), 
Haypne,—Gates & Merriman’s black, white and tan bitch 

Haydee, born April 11, 1883 (Count Noble—Twin Mand). 
COLONEL CooL.—W. B. Gates’s black, white and tan dog 

Colenel Cool, born June 29, 1883 (Gath—Lit). 
Mrpora.—W. B, Gates’s black, white and tan bitch Medora, 

born July 22, 1883 (Gladstone—Carrie J,). 
Buy Gatrrs.—Dr. A. F, McKinney's black, white and tan 

dog Billy Gates, born Aug. 21, 1883 (Count Rapier—Kate B.). 
Lapy Ler.—W. B, Mallory’s black, white and tan bitch 

Lady Lee, born June 10, 1863 (Gath—Juno IT.). 
SurReyY.—W. B. Mallory’s black, white and tan dog Surrey, 

born June 10, 1883 (Gath—Juno IT.). 
Lintan.—P. H. & D. Bryson’s black, white and tan bitch 

Lilian, born Aug. 21, 1888 (Gladstone—Sue). 
‘FLoRA.—B. H. Morehead’s black and white bitch Flora, born 

Oct. 3, 1888 (Knight (Gladstone—True)—F lossy). 
InDEx,—J, M, Avent’s blue belton and tan dog Index, born 

July 10, 1883 (Gladstone—Countess Drnid). 
JESSIE WINGFIELD.—J. M. Avent’s black, white and tan 

bitch Jessie Wingfield, born Uct. 5, 1883 (Gladstone—Bessie A), 
Lapy Brssim.—J. M, Avent’s lemon and white bitch Lady 

Bessie, born Oct. 5, 1885 (Gladstone—Bessie A.). 
GLapMoor,—J. M. Avent’s blue belton and tan dog Glad- 

moon, born Oct. 5, 1883 (Gladstone—Bessie A,), 
Anniz MoRGAN.—J. M. Avent’s lemon and white bitch Annie 

Morgan, born Oct. 5, 1885 (Gladstone—Bessie A.). 
Lava.—J. M. Thomson’s black, white and tan bitch Lena, 

born April 21, 1883 (Gladstone—Flossie), : Pad 
GuipELTA.—Dr. ©. Spahr’s black, white and tan bitch (Hide- 

lia, born Aug. 28, 1888 (Court Noble—Gertrude). : 
QuEEN Brss.—Bun F, Price’s black, white and tan bitch 

Queen Bess, born June 28, 1883 (Gladstone—Donna J.). 
CANADA GtRL.—Col. James Gordon’s white and black 

bitch Canada Girl, born July 18, 1883 (Preux—Countess Adele). 
Guap §.—F. J. Stone's black, white and ticked dog Glad §,, 

born May 31, 1883 (Gladstone—Zel)). , 
Wuispmr.—C, K. Drane’s black, white and tan dog Whisper 

born June 80, 1883 (Gath—Lit). 4 
GLADSTONE Boy.—George G. Ware’s black, white and tan 

dog Gladstone Boy, bornJan. 10, 1883 (Gladstone—Sue). 
ANGIPAHOA.—H, Wountaine’s black, white and tan bitch 

Tangipahoa, born April 21, 18#5 (Gladstone—Flossie). 
Duxs Il.—Col. F, C. Zacharie’s black and white dog Duke 

Il., born Sept. 18, 1883 (Duke Gladstone—Bute). : . 
SaLti Burorp.—A. Cordona, Jr.’s, red Irish bitch Sale 

Buford, born March 9, 1883 (Boston—Mannie). 4 
Toots.—J. W. Jackson's red Irish bitch Toots, born April 

18, 1885 (Jarvis—Dee). ; . , 
1GET.—N, B. Nesbitt’s black, white and tan bitch Fidget, 

born July 18, 1885 (Rake—Mme. Llewellin, 
Macuinpry.—H. Dudley Coleman’s black and white dog 

Machinery, born March 18, 1883 (Coléman’s London—Dott), 
Q@uLEN Brss.—H. C. Davidson’s black, white and tan bitch 

Queen Bess, born March 30, 1883 (Sport—Bella 0.). 
Smart M.—Dr, O. Moeb's orange and white bitch Smart M., 

born May 24, 1883 (Gleam—Lady Elgin). . 
Maup BrumBpy,—Dr, O. Moeb’s black, white and tan bitch 

Maud Brumby, born June 1, 1883 (Rollo—Margo). 
Roynz.—W. B. Stafiord’s black, white and tan dog Royee, 

1% months old (Rake—Phyllis). : b 
Dasuine Nosis.—J. R. Hinrich’s liver, white and tan dog 

Dashing Noble, born August, 1885 (Count Noble—Dashing 
Novice). 

POINTERS. 
RicuMonn.—Jobn H. Gill’s lemon and white dog Richmond, 

born July 27, 1883 (Vandevort’s Don—Beulah). . 
TRINKET’s BANG.— Wm, Littimgton’s lemon and white dog 

Trinket’s Bang, born Feb. 17, 1883 (Croxteth—-Trinket). 
Bonnie BANG.—W. B. Statford’s white bitch Bonnie Bang, 

16 months old (Bang—Olivette). 

GREYHOUND IMPORTATION.—Mr. H. W. Smith, of 
Worcester, Masg., has received from the kennel of the Messrs. 
Charles Neath, Wales, the well-known greyhound bitch 
Mother Dermdike (H.E.C.8.B, 14,593). She arrived in bad 
condition, but Mr, Smith writes that be is greatly pleased 
with her, and that he hopasto be able to show a clean pair of 3 

heels to anything that may be slipped against her. 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

VT. 

\ i UCH speculation is rife upon the Birmingham committee’ 
Yk choice of judges, Ihave my misgivings, and fear ther 

slight acquaintance of inner fogey life may mislead them 
into unpopular selections. Jt isjust that the distribution of such 
liberal prizes should be intrusted to the honestest and ablest 
men in the kennel community, The press and the public are 
assuming a very friendly attitude toward the old show ground. 
Birmingham has only the Kennel Club against it whose feel- 
ing is that of ‘the opposition shop,” but even in the club I 
am happy to repeat that there are members who are out of 
sympathy with the stand taken up by some of their narrow- 
jTainded committee. 
A futile attempt at reconciliation has been made in the col- 

umns of the Field by & couple of busybodies, a Rev. de Castro 
and a funny man who signs himself with a French nom de 
plume, ‘The first inentioned affects to be ignorant of the term 
ep PU Cot f particularly in its application to the conduct of 
the Kennel Club in their position toward Birmingham. J should 
have thought this point was as plain as a pike staff. The 
Kennel Club-said to Birmingham; ‘'Give up your old rules 
that were composed before we existed and that have served 
you so well in the past and adopt ours, or we shall exclude 
your winners from our stud books,” But the Birmingham 
lamb declined to ford that stream to feed the Cleveland Row 
wolf with its registration fees. I believe the restoration_of 
friendly relation possible, and I say desirable between the 
two committees for the purpose of effecting some form of 
honorable compromise that would furnish a working basis. 
ae present position is a baneful one to the interests of dog 
SHOWS. 

The rock they split upon is the registration rule. When the 
Kennel Club founded that rule we all thought it was 4 food 
idea. Nobody ever maintained the contrary. It gives aman 
the absolute proprietary of the name he selects to call his dog 
Vs 

Therefore, as no two dogs can be registered by the same 
name, mistakes and frauds are prevented; but the Kennel 
Club overpriced their idea, say a careful public, when they 
retail it to us at a shilling a name, This is where Birmingham 
would come in with an objection—why should their show, 
containing, as it is sure to, a great many unregistered dogs, 
contribute all these shillings to the Kennel Club’s coffers? It 
was Birmingham’s reputation, their schedule, their prizes, 
that gathered these dogs together, and what right has this 
London club to come and take shilling toll of their visitors? 
No, the Kennel Club must reduce their fees and let the inde- 
en shows keep their own before a compromise is pos- 
sible, 

Granted that before the registration rule had been tried, be- 
fore the unanticipated hosts of uxnamed came forward, that 
arough caleulation of the working expenses of the new rule 
induced them to fix the figure at a shilling, why, I ask, now 
that they find this charge when all expenses of secretary, 
clerks, ete., have been defrayed still yields a handsome sur- 
plus, don’t they reduce the fee to 6d.? That would be a 
straightforward course, but that would be no recommendation 
to some of the shifty spirits who museuids the councillors of 
the club. They admit the surplus, they want to be frank 
about it, oh, yes, “We don’t want to make money out of 
yous we will save up the profits, and now and then, if you 
ehaye yourselves, you know, and hold your show under our 

rules, we'll give you a tywo-guinea prize, do you see?” This is 
all very well, but the Kennel Club, august a body asit may be, 
is hardly big enough to replace the direction from which the 
unknown good was to come when we are told, as in our ehild- 
hood to “shut our eyes and open our mouths” and see what 
might be sent to us. We have no guarantee that all the 
surplus is so expended, and having it, should not be satisfied 
that it was employed to such selfish ends. A, popular move 
would be the immediate reduction of the fea to 6d. and an ~ 
arrangement with provincial shows for their keeping their 
own fees, or part of therm, 
The generosity of the Birmingham control can be appreciated 

when {mention that a casual glance through the schedule 
shows £8 to be the value of many of the first prizes, 

Hull has issued a very complete schedule, and for their class 
of exhibition the prizes are handsome. Among the judges 
are the Rey. W. J. Mellor and Mr. Lort. The latter has 
twenty classes to himself, so some blunders may be Seveer 

To my notes of the 26th of August I introduced the leading 
article, “Is This Right,’ from the Shooling Times upon Mr. 
George Lowe. I described it then as ‘unjust and ill-advised,” 
and proceeded to give my reasons for that opinion, The 
Shooting Times of the 26th of September appears with “an 
ample apology to Mr. George Lowe for suggesting that he had 
written articles on public questions for sere motives,” and 
it is signed L. Clement. The form of the apology is of Mr. 
Lowe's own choosing, and appeaz’s with the same conspicuous- 
ness as the libel enjoyed, namely, in leader type. I believe 
they hke leeks in Wales, but they are not pleasant eating in 
Goswell road. Let the Wildfowler stick fo his puntgun and 
leave these ‘‘Pistol” pranks alone, k y 

T observed with amusement that ‘‘Wildfowler” quoted my 
notes to help him digest the Welsh vegetable. J am sure 1 am 
yery glad to haye written anything that gave gastric assist- 
ance in the feat, and it furnishes me with an opportunity to 
point out a little injustice he is guilty of. As on former occa- 
sions, when he has published extracts from my notes, he in- 
troduces them vaguely thus, “A writer in FoREST AND STREAM 
says.” Is there any reason for not mentioning that the writer 
is “Lillibulero.” I think not. I believe itis a simple omission 
so verb, sap. On such a question Mr. Clement is among the 
wisest, for nobody can better appreciate the yalue of a well- 
known nom de plume than the man who has turned his own 
to such good account. a 

That the St. Bernard-Club will this year hold their show in 
the Knightsbridge Riding School againis news. The riding 
school is the private property of the Duke of Wellington, Dur- 
ing the London season it is frequently loaned to charitable 
societies to hold their bazars in, and it was dune to the enter- 
prise of Mr. Wyndham Carter that consent was obtained for 
holding a dog show there. I think the good graces of the 
Ducal coachman were first secured by the tactful Mr. Carter, 
and J suppose ‘‘thera was a matter of a five pound note bs- 
tween them.” I never thought His Grace’s coachman would 
stand it again after the one experience of the stench and noise 
of a dog show; but I imagine the ‘jingle of the guinea” 
drowned the noise. The Duke, however, died lately, and so 
the school belongs to another, the present holder of the title, 
but from the news [ mention I conclude he has kept on the 
coachman. Itisasplendid situation, and when well adyer- 
tised by sandwich men attracts a great many visitors. The 
first show was a splendid success owing to the unfla pen, 
energy of the Key. Arthur Carter, Hon. Secretary ;Mr. Wynd- 
ham Carter, Hon. Treasurer, and Mr. J. Grant-Crawfurd, 
Hon. Manager. The last named was afterward presented 
with a handsome souvenir by the committee. 

In a case lately brought before one of the City of London 
Aldermen against the owner of a dog that had bitten the 
prosecutor, it transpired that the defendant had remarked b 
way of comfort to the victim, that “the dog had his tee 
cleaned every week.” Mr. Hugh Dalziel, the well-known 
author of ‘Diseases of the Dog,” has written to the Stock 
Keeper ridiculing the idea, but J am inclined to think that the 
impetuous Corsican has overshot the mark. Every novice 
knows that if the dog really has ay aor the cleanliness 
of his teeth will not avert the effect of his bite, bub it is also 
equally well-known that very inconvenient though not posi- 
tively dangerous effects may result from the bite of a healthy 
dog if ‘he has been eating offal, and what dog won't if he get 
thé chance; the wound would thus become poisoned unless 
dog had bad his teeth cleaned beforehand. 

—s 
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Mr. Dalziel says a policeman might still object to being 
itten by a dog even though his teeth were regularly cleaned. 

[ don’t see why he should, except for the slight pain caused, 
because of danger there can be actually none. Is seems to 
me that people make a great deal too much fuss about an 
ordinary dog bite. 1 know men who carry a little stick of 
caustic in their pockets and apply it wheneyer they are bitten 
by their own dogseven. I cauterized a wound once and for 
the future it may be a case of pain, pain, pain, but never 
again in that way, Robin. The wound became a sore, it took 
weeks instead of days to heal, [ had twitches up my arm, I 
broke out in cold sweats and my fears played enough tricks 
upon my nervous system to drive a statue mad, Now I simply 
wash the place if there is any disinfectant handy; I put a few 
-drops in ths water—that is in case the dog may have dined off 
filth that_might poison the wound. After washing I suck it, 
and then I forget it. 
_, Reverting to Mr. Dalziel, he has at last hunted out into pub- 
lie view an old rumor that has long Jain hidden in covert. 
For a long time mastiff men haye gathered together In corners 
and byways to whisper their doubts of the pedigree of the 
magnificent champion Crown Prince. 
Mr. Dalziel boldly proclaims, in that lively doggy organ The 

Stock-Keeper, his “belief that The Hmperor is the sire of the 
Crown Prince litter,” and he asserts that he knows this belief 
is shared “‘by the majority of men who know mastifis.” Mr. 
Dalziel proclaims his readiness to discuss this subject. before 
the Kennel Club, the Mastiff Clib and any other judicial 
body, and further invites anybody to take legal proceedings 
against him for the publication of the charge. Rinply’ stated 

. Dalziel’s disclosure amounts to this, that on Dec. 21, 1879, 
Mr, Woolmore’s bitch Merlin, the dam of Crown Prince, was 
served by Mrs. Rawlinson’s dog The Emperor, and that on the 
ved of February, 1880, the normal period of gestation, the 
Crown Prince litter were born, but these pups have been 
“fathered on the weedy, wastrel Young Prince.” ‘This statie- 
ment is made on the evidence of one Ridout, who at the time 
was acting as assistant to Mr, Burnell, care-taker of The 
Emperor. 
Mr. Burnell has replied that this is ‘‘a direct falsehood,” 

“bathos,” ete. -He asserts that Ridout was not present on the 
alleged date, and further that the date given is entirely wrong, 
and that Merlin was served by Youngs Prince on the 24th of 
December in the presence of two witnesses, who are ready to 
come forward to testify. Mr. Burnell asserts that The Hm- 
peror was not put to Merlin for some two years after. 

There is some great mistake somewhere, and as I don’t think 
Mr. Dalziel is addicted to the sport of mare-nesting, my lean- 
ings are at present to his side of the case, and ] am anxious to 
read his reply, 

T see it stated in eerie that the black and tan collie Rutland 
has changed hands at the seemingly high price of £250. I 
have though seen so many fancy figures explained away when 
brought under close examination that I must warn my read- 
ers against accepting this sum as representing the coin.that 
passed. I only pass this remark to prevent the people 
making calculations on the value of collies; based upon 
such transactions, which are more often than not solely pub- 
lished for the sake of advertisement. Apart from all this, 
Rutland is one of the best collies that ever graced the bench; 
he has only been heaten by his sable rival Eclipse. 

The history of Rutland is a curious one. He was originally 
bought when he was weaned by Sir Charles Mordaunt for the 
sum of £5, Sir Charles never troubled about pedigree, forgot 
it, never cared for the dog and entered him at last in the sell- 
ing class for £5 at the Warwick show a year ago. Several 
cute collie-‘men rushed to claim him, and the lucky man was a 
Mr. Boddington of Birmingham. He has had a great success 
with the dog, culminating in this sale, he discoyered his pedi- 

ee and Wolf has the honor of being called hissire. Mr. 
oddington has acquired Wolf from the purchaser of Rutland, 

Sir Charles Mordaunt at the same show purchased for a very 
long price the enormously coated Staffa, who is not fit to carry 
biscuits to Rutland. 
The Live Stock Journal of this week contains a picture of 

the St. Bernard Leonard, which I hasten to affirm is a miser- 
able production as a portrait and a work of art. Leonard is 
a noble dog and not an over-fed, gasping pig as here repre- 
sented. LILLIBULERO, 
Octoser 8, 1884, 

MHRIDEN DOG SHOW.—The Meriden Poultry Associa- 
tion will hold a dog show in connection with their eighth 
annual exhibition at Town Hall, Meriden, Conn., Dec. 30, 51, 
and Jan. land 2, 1885, Mr. Joshua Shute, Secretary. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To insure 
puplicngen of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE tlie following par- 
iculars of each animal: 

1, Color, 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed, buyer or seller, 
8. Bex. 9. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age,-or 8. Owner of sire. 
6. Date of birth, of breeding or 6, Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10, Owner of dam, 
All names must he plainly written, Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 
=~ See instructions at head of this column. 
Check and Cash. Bp Dr. ¥, B. Greenough, Boston, Mass., for white, 

black and tan English and Gordon setter dogs, whelped Aug. 9, 
1884, by Fay’s Coin (Leicester—Rose) out of his Beauty (A.K.R. 122), 
Gipsy. By Mr, A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., for black and tan 

beagle hitch, whelped Sept. 5, 1882, pedigree not given. 
Madam Theo, By Mr. P, P. de Arozayena, Eyona. N.J., for orange 

and white Hnglish setter bitch, helped Aug. 15, by Promise (Pride of 
the Border— Flash) out of Rose (Ned—Rose), 
Princess Rose. By Dr. G. A, Scaman, Marysville, Kan., for blue 

belton Hnglish setter bitch, whelped Jan. 2, 1884, by Colonel Thunder 
(Thunder—Moll) out of Princess Belle (Rufus—Rose). 
Chetowaik, By Mr. Seymour Van Santvoord, Troy, N. Y., for red 

Trish setter dog, whelped July 11, 1884, by champion Glencho out of 
Sampson's Nora (Hlcho—Fire Fly). ? 
Donald. By Mr. W. Ff. Parker, Brunswick, Ga., for orange and 

white English setter dog,whelped Aug. 20, 1884, by Count Dan (A.K.R. 
1882) out of Belle Boyd (A. K.R. 1277). ‘ 
Shamrock Kennel. By Mr. Dan O'Shea, London, Ont., for his ken- 

nel of sporting and non-sporting dogs. 

NAMES CHANGED. 
[S— See instructions at head of this column. 
Sea ee to Gladys. Black greyhound bitch, whelped April 30 

teeigay ight—Honor Bright), owned by Mr. H. W. Smith, Worcester, 
ass. 

: BRED. 
oe See instructions at head of this column. 
Buropa—De Buch. Mr. W. Wade's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) mastiff bitch 

Huropa (A.K.R. 14) to his De Buch (A.K.R. 1502), Oct. 2. 
Noncy—Ppps. Mr. Thos. Goode Tucker’s (South Gaston, N, C.) 

Byron foxhound bitch Nancy (Logan—Fanny) to Epps, Oct. 13. 
Rose—Bang Bang. The Westminster Kennel Club’s eae bitch 

Rose (A.K.R. 214) to their Bang Bang (A.K.R. 334), Oct. 8. 
Venus I.—Hero II, Mr. R. Exley’s mastiff biteh Venus TI. (Colonel 

—uno) to the Ashmont Kennel’s Hero IT. (AEB. 645). 
Lucy—Minstrel, Mr. J, C. Huntington's (Scranton, Pa.) beagle 

bitch Lucy to Mr, A. ©. Krueger's imported Minstrel. 
Rena—Bannermon, Mr, A. C, Krueger’s (Wrightsville, Pa.) beagle 

bitch Rena (Ringwood I,—Spider) to his imported Bannerman (March 
Boy—Dew Drop), Oct, 9. , 

: i Ree cnc Mr. 4..C, Krueger’s Py Reoee valle, Pa.) beagle 
Bite 3 tipsy to his imported Bannerman (March Boy—Déew Drop), 

ct. 3. 
: WHELPS, 

Ee See instructions at head of this colunin. 
Spice, Mr, James Bee Stinson’s (Leayen worth, Kan ) bull-terrier 

Be Paice aieR 739), July 14, nine (four dogs), by Saxon (Youne 
) —Lm press). E 3 an A = 

_ Ouiver. Mr. James Page Stinson's (Leavenworth, Kan.) bull-terrier 
ie Quiver (AKER. 738), July 5, fiye (one dog, by Sik, GR. 
vel, 7 

Piola. The Surrey Kennel’s (Ellicott City, Md.) pointer bitch 
ee ee 703), Oct, 17, twelve (six dogs), by Joker, Jr. (Beaufort 
—Nymph). 
eats Zulu, Mr. 1, M. Dewey’s (New Haven, Conn,) cocker spaniel 

biteh Daisy Zulu (A.K R. 381), Oct. 17, seven (four dogs), by Mr, J. P. 
Willey's as Obo IL. (A.K.R, 432 ; all black, 
Rena. Mr. A. Foster’s English setter bitch Rena, Oct. 6, two (one 

dog), by Mr, Hugh Hill’s Royal Sultan (A.K.R. 119). 
Fidget. Mr. Chas. G. McKenzie’s (Hudson, N, Y.) cocker spaniel 

puch Pidget (A.K.R. 308), Oct. 1, ten (seven dugs), by Click (A.K.R, 

Theon, The Chequacset Kennel’s (Lancaster, Mass.) rough-coated 
St. Bernard bitch Theon (A.K.R, 94), Oct, 18, eleyen (eight dogs), by 
champion Hermit (A.K.R. 28); four since dead. ; 
Brunhilde. The Chequasset Kennel’s 2a ber Mass.) smooth- 

coated St. Bernard bitch Brunhilde (A,K,R 28), Oct, 11, four (two 
dons), by imported Mentor II. (Mentor—The Nun); one biteh since 
dead, 

Irma, The Chequasset Kennel’s (Lancaster, Mass.) rough-eoated 
St. Bernard bitch Irma (A.K,R, 1050), Oct. 14, two (one dog), by cham- 
pion Hermit (A.K.R. 23), 
Red Lassie. Mr, Thos, D. Husted’s (Peekskill, N.Y.) red Irish setter 

bitch Red Lassie (Rory O’Moore—Queen Nellie), Oct. 16, nine (six 
dogs), by champion Glencho. 

Priscilla. The Oloyernook Kennel’s (New York) fox-terrier bitch 
Priscilla (Joker—Warren Daisy), Oct. 18, five (three dogs), by their 
Scarsdale (.Joker—Hila). 

Oma, Mr, Wm, Mellis’s (Lucknow, Ont.) mastiff bitch Oma (Pluto— 
Juno), Sept. 21, eleven (seven dogs), by the Ashmont Kennel’s Hero 
Id. (A.K R. 545). 
Norah Mavourneen. Mr. Geo, KE. Styles’s (Burlington, Vt.) red Irish 

setter biteh Norah Mavourneen (Rory O’More—Norah O’More), Sept. 
11, seven (five dogs), by Mr. W. N. Callendar’s Rexford. 
Lady Bright, Mr, Martin H. Daily’s (Bangor, Me.) English setter 

pee ady Bright, Sept. 5, four (three dogs), by Mr, Fairbank’'s 
TUCE, 
Edith. Mr, Walter S, Russell’s (Bath, Me.) cocker spaniel bitch 

Edith (Brush 1].— Olivia), Oct, 7, nine (six dogs), by his Rex (Diamond 
—Quand). 

SALES. 

eS" See instructions at head of this column. 
Sir Walter Scott. Scotch deerhound, age and pedigree not given, 

by Mr. H. W. Smith, Worcester, Mass., to Mr. Joseph Davis, same 
ace. 

y Jewel. Oollie bitch, whelped April 2, 1884 ienented Shep—Spotter, 
A,.K.R, 1576), by Dr. Hext. M. Perry, Philadelphia, Pa,, to Dr. J. M. 
Westmorland, Greenville, S. C. 

Shep, Jr. Collie dog, whelped April 2, 1884 (imported Shep— 
Spotter. A.K.R. 1576), by Dr. Hext. M. Perry, Philadelphia, Pa., to Mr. 
omer Jacobs, Greenville, 5. U0. 
Herzog. Rough-coated St. Bernard dog (Caesar, A.K.R, 22—Nun, 

A.K.R. 24), by the Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass., to the Mill- 
brook Kennel, New York. 
Mentor IT. Smooth-coated St. Bernard dog (Mentor—The Nun), by 

the Ghequassét Kennel, Lancaster, Mass., to the Millbrook Kennel, 
New York. 
Jon, Smooth-coated St. Bernard dog (Ceesar, A.K.R.22—Brunhilde, 

A.K.R. 28), by the Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass.; to Mr. W, W. 
Tucker, New York. ; 

Julian. Rough-coated St. Bernard dog (Czesar, A.K.R. 22—Theon, 
A.K.R. 94), by the Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass., to the Mill- 
brook Kennel, New York. 
Neva, Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch (Otto—Irma), by the Che- 

euaee et Kennel, Lancaster, Mass., to the Blackburn Kennel, Newburg, 

Stilejumper. Black greyhound dog, whelped July 30 (champion 
Friday Night, A.K.R. 758—Honor Bright, A.K.R. 902), by Mr, H. W, 
Smith, Worcester, Mass., to Mr, H. W. Wyman, same place, 
Garnet and Solo, Beagies, dog and bitch, age and pedigree not 

given, by Dr. F. H. Rohwinkle, Chillicothe, O., to Mr. Fred T, Lane, 
Giencoe, Il. 

Silk I.— Quiver whelp, White bull-terrier dog, whelped July 5, 
1884, by Mr. James Page Stinson, Leavenworth, Kan., to Mr. H. M. 
Austin, same place. 
Jim Blaine. Pug dog, whelped May 18, 1884 (Young Toby, A.K.R. 

473— Juno, A.K.R. 406), by the Forrest City Kennel, Portland, Me., to 
Mr. E. R. Hearn, Passaic, N. J. r 

Clio. Pug bitch (A. K.R. 1591), by the Forest City Kennel, Portland, 
Me., to Mx. Geo. EH. Numsen, Baltimore, Md. 

Young Toby—Juno whelp. Pug bitch, whelped May 18, 1884, by the 
Forest City Kennel, Portland, Me., to Mr. H. L. Horn, Norway, Me, 

Essex. St. Bernard ON a 931), by the Strawberry Hill Kennel, 
Leicester, Mass.. to Mr. H, C. Whitney, New York. 
Pearl and Cute. Pug bitches, whelped Aug. 8. 1884 (Napoleon— 

Beauty, A.K.R, 1360), by Mr, Walter D. Peck, New Haven, Conn., to 
Mr, &. C. Wander, Hartford, Conn. 

Vixen. Pug bitch, whelped Aug. 8, 1884 (Napoleon—Beauty, A.K.R, 
1360), by Mr. Walter D. Peck, New Hayen, Conn., to Mr. A, L. Norton, 
same place. 

Tilus—Digit whelp. Brindle mastiff dog, whelped April 15, 1884, 
by Mr. Jamies Hutchings, Exeter, Eng., to Mr, Walter D. Peck, New 
Haven, Conn. : 

Gladys, Black greyhound bitch, whelped July 30, 1884 (champion 
Friday Night—Honor Bright), by Mr, H. W. Smith, Wercester, Mass., 
to Mr. J. D. B. Stott, Stottville, N. Y. 
Mother Demdike. Black and white greyhound bitch,whelped March, 

1881 (Pensive Laddie—Playmate), by Messrs. H. P. & P. J. Charles, 
Neath, South Wales, to Mr. H. W. Smith, Worcester, Mass. 
Bannerman. Lemon and white beagle dog, 2yrs. old (March Boy— 

Dew Drop),*by Mr. Lewis Sloan, Philadelphia, Pa., to Mr, A. C, Krue- 
ger, Wrightsville. Pa. 
Count Dan—Belle Boyd whelps. Orange and white English setter 

dogs, whelped Aug, 24, 1884, by Dr. Robert I. Hampton, Athens, Ga., 
one to Mr. W. Ff. Parker, Brunswick, Ga.; one to Mr, J. Jackson, 
Athens, Ga., and one to Mr. J. A. Walton, same place. 
Connaught. Red Trish setter dog, whelped June 28, 1884 (Nimrod— 

Bizorah), by the Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass., to Miss Helen E, 
McKay, same place. 
Andy. Red Trish setter dog, whelped June 18, 1884 (Nimrod— 

Bizorah), by the Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass., to Mr. H. 0. Starkey, 
Brattleboro, Vt. 
Bang Bang—Rose whelps. Pointer dogs, whelped May 16, 1884, by 

the Westminster Kennel Club, a liver and white to Lieut. Geo. A. Cor- 
nish, Fort Pembina, Dal, and a lemon and white to Mr. Pierre Loril- 
lard, New York, 
Plantagenet. Lemon belton English setter dog, whelped July 16, 

1880 (Dashing Monarch—Petrel), by Mr, BH. I. Martin, Wilmington, 
Del., to Mr, C. Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R. I. 
Bang Bang—Polly whelp. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped 

June 25, by the Westminster Kennel Club to Lient, Geo, A, Cornish, 
fort Pembina, Dak. 

Colonel Thunder—Princess Belle whelp, Lemon belton English set- 
ter bitch, whelped Jan. 2, 1884, by Dr. Geo. A. Scaman, Marysville, 
Kan., to Mr. A, Pemnoey Clay City, Kan. 
Lyda Belle, Red Irish setter bitch, whelped April 6, 1884 (A. K.R, 

626), by the Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass., to Mr. H. A. Starkey, 
Brattleboro, Vé. 
Romaine. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped July, 1881 (A.K.R. 638), 

by the Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass., to Mr. ¥. J. Miles, North Attle- 
boro, Mass. 

Nestor, St.Bernard dog (A.K.R. 802), by the Chequasset Kennel, 
Laneaster, Mass,, to the Schoonhoven Kennel, Black Rock, Conn. 

Jon. Orange brindle, with white markings, smooth-coateq St. Ber- 
nard dog, whelped March, 1884 (Cesar, A.K.R. 22—Brunhilde, A.K.R, 
28), by the Chequasset Keunel, Lancaster, Mass., to the Millbrook 
Kennel, New York. 
Sovereign. St. Bernard dog (A.K.R, 799), by the Schoonhoven Ken- 

hel, Black Rock, Conn., to the Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
(=> See instructions at head of this column. 
Count Dan—Belle Boyd whelp. Lemon belton English setter dog, 

pheine? Aug. 20, 1884, by Dr. Robt, I, Hampton, Athens, Ga., to Prof. 
W, W. Legare, Marion, Ala. 

Ohetowoik, Red Irish setter dog, whelped July 11, 1684 iehatapion 
Glencho—Sampson’s Nora), by ME. A. A, Sampson, Troy, N. to 
Mr. Seymour Van Santveord, same place. 

DEATHS, 

E> See instructions at head of this column. 
Belle Ringwood. White, black and tan beagle bitch, age not given 

(Ringwood—Bélle), owned by Mr. A. ©. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., 
from distemper. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

= No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 
xX. Y. Z.—My dog was poisoned by vine in the woods. What is the 

treatment? Ans, Bathe with diluted carbolic acid and give internally 
a half teaspoontul cream tartar dissolved in half teacup milk; or, 
Inake a strong tea of sweet fern, use it as a wash, also vive two or 
three tablespoonstul internally, 

on TEN NV ow DoLuars bas been paid to its policy holders 
the dravelas, SE Hartford, Copn., aioe its organiz Aton. oa, 
peynuents are over a million a year.—ddy, 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

LEOMINSTHR, Mass., Oct. 17.—Yesterday the Leominster and J, 
Hi: Lorkey Rifle Clubs had a friendly contest. The former were one 
man short and onpe-seventh of their total was added to the score, 
The totals of each were as follows: 

i ; J. H. Lorkey ae: Sees Leominster Club. 
B. MCPILES Ee ere eth ote steele nna ant see 133 W H Wood........0..0.... 
GW HOSterey net abosenes 132 RF Walker...........0.01 126 
EM Rockwell............. 128 WTO SDE oN oe Mie ee econ eurn 122 
F A Whitney.............. 125 ESiVULGIHUS: ee yuk b ee 121 
(One-seventh)....,........ 121 WV eLGLWWClL vee yacwseure sd 121 
CoAS Osi een soe soul D A Wilder. 2.00. ..0.. 2. 117 
® A Buffington............ iil EMR Davids Oe lee 14 
A Stickney 2, )5..- 2 2 109—970 HS Lawrence............. 113—962 

BOSTON, Mass., Oct. 18.—There was a small attendance of shooters 
at Walnut Hill to-day, as is always the case after a fall meeting, and 
had it not been for the fact that there was a return mateh with the 
Arlington Rifle Club there would have been fewershooters still. The 
day was not of the best, the wind being fair but the light being poor, 
particularly in the afternoon. Following are the scores; 

Creedmoor Practise Match. 
J Payson (mil,)....,. 444454554342 © F Parsons (mil.), 444845344439 
H A Lewis (mil.)....4455834554—42 J Hurd.... ....--... 443454434439 
OG Buckway....... 453344454440 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
GE Berry......,....5554454545-46 BO Hdwards........ 5544544455—45 
EC Barnes......-... 4554544455—45 

Rest Match. 
W Gardner....--........ pews 1038 9 10 10 10 10 9 9 895 
GAaWarren A ok Ane Ott 10 10 § 8 10 9 § 10 9 ST 
HE BeSouthierpessManses esos 20 8 10 10 10 10 9 8 8-50 

Victory Match. 
J BiFelHOWS: 2.2.2. ¢ss2c05 ee o20 Bes Ff eed te Ae se 

M. R. A. Team. 
EBYRGMOWRS  e oeise tes: ne 586 48 7 6 9 810-71 
Pep SOUpn news usiney. te dees 48107 9 9 6 7 % 5-7 
CIWMBSEry ene set heel seen By 6b.) 82" 3S 8s 6 & 1067 
CAT OURKP ere eee PET: Tene 49 % 5°5 # 9 b *8—61 
WHE Oey cetaiee tte eracen ttre 865 8 810 0 5 8 4 10-641 
HaReod adie dade L he eras 64994 7 7 8 8 360. 
GASES 1 SEPA eRe eer Uniti: ao 7 5 5 6 8 6 2 8 0—50 
(GaVALeriO, or. Lee beet, ete 063 38 6% 8 8 2 447-488 

Arlington Rifle Club, 
G@ Franklin............ ....2...005 9 68 4 f 5.810 G—69 
FOE lise ee SSEROS EEE“ SEDRAE AE 1910 % 6 6 G6 7 5 5 769 
TACT Shim DARE yt Pe = Se a a ea 8.6447 4 % 8410 8—61 
(GM TE Tos ai ae SES » Os SR 5 €& & 2 3-9 41010 5—59 
L Locke.... - 4546-2. 7 18 SoBe 6 se 
TRAN OCUN EUor in pes ae eis Set a 408292 %¢ % 8 5—52 
ASD avis yon he ce ese: puegheee 463 9 72 7 4 2 761 
SAS Wi amin. ens ta 85 56 5246 0 7 6—43—458 

CLUB SOORES.—Correspondents who faucr us with scores are 
requested te send them in ds soon as possible after the matches 
described. Wego to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

HARTFORD, Conn., Oct. 16.—The annual shoot for the Barbour 
medal by the company teams of the First Regiment ©. N. G. occurred 
to-day at the Franklin range. The medal was first offered by Col. 
Barbour, in 1879, when it was won by the City Guard; in 1850 Com-~ 
pany E, of New Braitain took it; in 1881 there was no competition; in 
1882 the City Guard again tool it, and in 1883 Company K won it, dnd 
again this year the City Guard, or Company F, takesit. Following 
are the scores made by each company team: 

Company I, ideas teh K. 
200y ds, 500yds.T'l 200yds. 500y ds, Tl 

Priv Williams. .......30 32 62 Lieut Jarman .-.88 R27 50. 
Capt Thompson i} 29 55 Sergt Preston set 27 54 
Sergt Greene. 29 55 PrivCase..... 22 24 46 
Priy Ripley. 23 £0 Priv Penrose bs 56 
Privy Jordan.. v 28 59 Priv Kimberly 22 16 38 
Lieut Welles.....- 28 28 56 Priy Latimer. LO eRe 
Corp Thompson..... 23 R4 4% Sergi Bates .. 2228 B2 69 
Q@M Set Bluehborn,.24 18 42 Privy Willard........21 25 46 
Sergt Douthwaite...24 24 48 Sergt Quigzle....... A ee (ee 
Sergt Newton........29 82 G1 Rriviracke vee. 29 27 56 

268 267 535 249 258 507 
Company B. Company FE. 

200y ds. 500yds.T’l 200y ds. 500yds.T71 
Capt Moran..... vor 33 61 Lieut McConkey....27 27 54 
Corp Kingsley 25 28 58 Sergt Saunders 2 5 25 
Sergt Leahy.. 1p 1G 82 Corp Upson os De Ras) 
Priv Brady... wae Bo ha erive Dr bile eee a1 48 
Lieut Smith.. ..2¢ 60250 2 Corp Wulger........ 16-38 
Corp Hafey.........28 15 388 Privy Rawlins ....... : 4 RR 
Corp Coughlin,... ..20 15 35 Capt Thonipson..... 25 27 52 
Priv McDermott 18 ab 29 Priv Sautter......... 24 ao 6 A 
Sergt Dunn..... 1226 Re 48 Sergt Smith......... we lV 44 
PriveOlark, 2.00... un a2 2 650 Corp Stearns.....-_. 20 80 #650 

225 202 dee 233 4194 427 
Company H. Field Staff, 

200yds. 500yds.11 200yds. 500y ds. 1") 
Corp W M Clark..... 80 28 58 Adjt JK Williams..28 23 51 
Capt W H McLean. .29 Qt 56 Sig Off T W Gleason.27 26 52 
Priy E § Young..... 28 28 56 Com Sgt W J Fenn. .24 28 52 
Sergt A EStone.....21 12 38% Najor A LGoodrich.i9 20 39 
Priv J Goldson... .. 22 24 46 Q@MsJDWorthington15 10 25 
Sergt C H Patterson.18 28 46 Surg H J Howe...... 29 28 57 
Lieut HEChapman.23 21 44 QOMTCSwan_......28 24 47 
CorpW HThompson.26 28 54 11TP John W Crane.2 20 648 
Sergt M C Horton,..22 9 381 HosStPWNewtonl? 1% 84 
Corp W W Carey....29 238 52 Ass Sur PH Ingalls.20 23 43 

248 228 «476 230 228 458 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Oct. 16.—The Rod and Gun Rifle (lub’s fall 
tournament of three days on the Lake Lookout range, closed to-day. 
The attendance has been large and the competition sharp. Some 
who oughtto be conspicuous among the contestants were absent, 
but the number of out of-town shootists who were present was unex- 
pectedly large. The results of the various matches are here shown, 

German Target—Continuous Match. 
J D Marks, of Thompsonville, Conn...24 24 22-70 22 23 24—69—139 
D E Marsh, of Bridgeport, Conn ..... 19 24 25—68 28 24 23—70—148 
H McEnroe, of New Britain, Conn..... 22 23 23—68 22 22 25—69—187 
W M Farrow, of Springfield........... 24 21 21-66 89-22: RS 19 H6—132 
G F Hllsworth, of Gardner.........--. 28 21 22-66 - 15 24 28—65—131 
H Andrews, ot Hartford, Conn........ 20 21 21—62 22 22 21—b5—127 
O B Hull, of Collinsville, Conn........ 19 21 22-62 17 17 24-5810 
LH Mayott, of Springfield. .. ....... 18 23 18-59 21 17 2861120 

# Botsford, of Bridgeport, Conn. ...22 20 17—59 
J Lyon, of Collinsville, Conn........ 22138 20-55 86925 18 125 —110 
QO Talbot, of Springfield ......._. -.-11 23 11—45 9 19 23—49— 95 

Massachusetts Target—Continuous Match. 

21 14 1989-54113 

Naa tae 

W M Farrow...- .,-11 12 10 11 12 22 11 11 12 12 12 11 11 «12: 12—172 
GF Elisworth 12 0121212 9 1212 12 12 12 11 12 11 12—172 
D E Marsh- -12. 11 11 11 12:10 11 12:12 12 12 12 10 11 12-171 
ZO Talbot. ..-10 12°11 11 12 12 12 11 Td 12 11 «12-11 12 W—171 
8 5 Bumstead .«.11 12 11 11 11 11 10 11 12 12 12 12 12 16 12—170 
W Charles -11 11:12 11 11:11 10 12 11 12:11 «11 11 11 12—168 
OB Hull. -12 10 12 11 12 10 12 10 12.12.12 10 12 11 10—167 
J A Wilson .--1110 11 12 91211 10 71811121011 9—i58 
SJ Lyon....... -.-1011 9121011 11 1012 9 11 10 11 10 10—157 
J C Gassner............ 12.10 11101112 810111111 7 911 12—156 
GE Botsford. ........ 91112 911101010 91112 911 11 9—155 

Record Match. 
Wie Ma stsipro ws, = J). oscreceru aes poe eee, DEG tes Sane thits sant 22 24 24—70 

Consolation Match. 
gig) RAGE os 22 20 25-67 J A Wilson,.. ......-.19 28 22—f4 
Pie) Talhob «ee oo oe 2024 22—66 WB Thomas,..,---...21 19 21—61 
ISAT EIS: Ohi oe 22:19 24—65 

the tournament, Z, C. Talbot. First bullseye 
. Lyon, Last bullseye in the tournament, H, 

Andrus, Most German bullseyes, S. J. Lyon. 

TORONTO, Oct. 18.—The meeting of the Toronto Rifle Association 
closed to-day atrer a good time had been enjoyed. The scores will 
be seen to be greatly below the average, owing to the weather. With 
a 30-mile wind blowing there is no certainty ot shooting with a Snider 
rifie, and consequently ee shots gotio the bottom of the list, and 
many aredown below the line altogether. The shooting was fairly 
good ot 200yds,, as the gale had not then started, but after 200yds., 
with the exception Of the possible score at 400yds made by Stafi- 
Sergt- Ashall, there was not one score worthy of note. Many of the 
old shots at 600yds. found grest trouble ib getting on the'target, and 
when on, found it the easiest thing m the world to get of again, One 
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old shot struck the target once, and another missed eyen that one 
making the clean score of nine misses, The shooting season is now 
oye, and the shots will have something to tall about until next 
spring, when they will be just as enthusiastic as ever, even if they 
feel now like selling their rifles, stock, lock and barrel; 
The following were the results of the matches: 

F ae, Match,—Ranges, 200 and 400yds., 7 shots at each; possible 
otal, 70: 
Staff Sergt W Ashall, QOR,.,.63 Staff Sergt A Bell, 12th Batt. .._60 
Capt A Anderson, Retired List .63 Staif Sergt 1, Mitchell, 10th R G.60 
Association Match.—Ranges, 200, 500 and 600yds., 7 shoots at each; 

possible total, 105; 
Staff Sergi Geo Lewis, QO R,..7¢ Private Duncan,QOR...,  ..72 
Surgeon Aiken. .....) 0 2.tases 77 Private Bartlett, @OR..-...... 72 
Qapt W Macdonald, QO R.....,74 Staff SeretS F Walker, QO R,.72 
Sergt Kenhedy. QO R......:... 74 
Agerezate.—Five prizes, to be awarded to competitors making the 

highest ageTerate score in matches Nos. 1and 2: Dr, Aiken 134, Staft 
Sergt, Lewis 133, Staff Sergt, Ashall 182, Staff Sergi T. Mitchell 129; 
Capt. J. MeDelamere 127. 

BOSTON, Oct. 16.—The sixth annual contest among members of 
the Boston Press Rifle Association, occurred at Walnut Hill range to- 
day, where teams representing the Herald, Globe, Transcript, Post 
and Advertiser offices contended for supremacy and prizes. The day 
was, al) things considered, a good one for shooting. There was little 
wind. and there was a tolerably even, steady, gray light, The aver- 
ape scores were better than any previously made by the contesting 
teams, and showed a general improvement in skill on the part of the 
¥ival riflemen. The team match was begun aboutio’clock P M,, and 
was shot inside of two hours, the scores standing: 

, Globe Team. 
ERR Get oT wpe ee Pee eee Pe ae Ee eee ter ee raat re cs ner retest 44. 
RIEU PORU ora dg Selig gcc ae nea Mabie be sega TER weston asta ngerhe crane 42 
POPUL MEI ae a VEE e(apch oh ote bs See Nett Dee RESET tt pace p ceeded aN 41 
Ope Se oecstnca3 PE ere POT ar re ere ee er cos cre ites! 39 
RP MUREC oe Jo ore teal esl cot ware pit Siecle bi detees Fovam Ha feale FE paw east FIN 84—200 

Herald Team. Transcript Team. 
FH Buitum,. § 3. 42 EGS uisherel ss Me Dies ccest 42 
F C Brownell (mil)... .. 41 HA Waterman..,... ..40 
F E Roliins.... 40 W V Alexander 39 
OB Danforth.. 39 J D Whitcomb... roy 
Pree MnrAatie etl 2G ae 87—199 LM Haminond. ....., ~- + 29-187 

Advertiser Team. Post Team. 
HB Warwelly .1.c-scc2: de H A Newman. i... essed 45 
BG SOMUTH Gis oe aged ee 40) rele Rete APO eee Ms rier isle) 
HOW Scotte...o 2... 80 W H Hathaway......-..... Bt 
JR Carmichael....... 29 BD, HeLa eyes satee ae. noe a1 
Oneayerage score...... Siig—l67ig ~=One average score. ........ 37—185 

MANCHESTER, N. H., Oct. 18.—The three days’ fall meeting of the 
Manchester Rifle Association closed this afternoon, after an ani- 
mated contest. The conditions, as a whole, have been favorable, but 
the attendance has not met expectations. Inthe all-comers’ match 
theré were 229 entries and re-entries. and in the club event 87, Mili- 
tary rifles were allowed two points per score of seyen shots, which 
enabled W. Charles, of Boston, to secure the first prize. The result 
of theall-comers’ match was as follows: 
W Charles (military).32 32 38-108 J Hodge,..............80 31 81—92 
GS Elisworth........ a4 34 3t—102 IJ Drake .... ....... 30 81 81—92 
A BDodge.....-..... 83 33 34—100 J A Barker..........- 28 29 30—87 
BG Bangs, 2222.2... 83 338 38— 99 EH Corbin..........-.28 29 80—87 
ite Bch 3k en ae ae 82 88 84— 99 OM Henry......-..-..28 28 29-85 
C DPalmer.......... 82 82 32— 97 Robert Hoitt,...... ..25 27 30—82 
JL Niven....-....... 82 82 82— 95 DS Harriman.........23 23 24—70 
G A Leighton........ 80 31 82— 93 
The prize winners in the club match were as follows, it being a 

handicap match: 
TueMMau ye oy ee Pe hE OWS LLh tb fea ERE ik 30 32 824-15- 109 
AVE Sts Peas 5 A a ee leat eS ye Oa pretehiel te 31 31 38+15—109 
PERUSE VET. cbs eel ne ines teehee aie ....80 381 32415—108 
PIS AMSAT REIL Oe cy oii ob) leer a nC b bn lae tran oe 32 32 338+10—107 
“iP TALS UR EET eas a ie rere eS eh 31 32 3824+42—-107 
eA AGE PCIe UL le Shon kets) aae lee tii tases 82 32 34+ 7—106 
Lipa PAE eit (6 eS a a Ae gery a A te aac A 30 31 314+14—106 
Piet WE GSM cae ie Nickles wane rahe t teas: ets Beh 29 30 ai bis—i05 
Te) Tae py pe Se amy See Pee Cee 31 382 3 9104. 
REA ech ene enone th Meera kc 31 a1 32+10—104 
“SPIN BIRO 0 a 5 a ae nr ee oy Le 99 30 31-14-1'4 
IP Dao pe Ee ae a oh ae Cae eoson jabs Be 8 A103 
OT Niven)... cel eee ee. ca Bl 82) 82-- B—108 
TRNAS hss ene pn ener? teas wetisssceoh -B1- B24> B—103 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
guested to write on one side of the paper only. 

A NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 

To the Sportsmen of the United States: 

We desire to call your attention to the second international clay-pig- 
eon tournament to be held at New Orleans, La., Feb. 11 to 16, 1886, 
as being a most favorable occasion for the organization of a national 
association, whose main functions shall be to adopt national rules 
and to organize future annual tournaments, We are aware that 
many have criticised adversely our managment of the first interna- 
tional elay-pigeon tournament at Chicago as also the Inter-State 
shoot at New York, We are aware also that the public as well as the 
sportsmen would appreciate these tournaments more, if they were 
conducted by amateur shooters and not by a business house. There- 
fore we have concluded in the future notto organize these large 
tournaments, although we will always lend our aid financially and 
otherwise in assisting any body of men who may undertake same. 
What better body could there be for this purpose than a National As- 
sociation? What better opportunity could there be than this second 
international tournament? We have assurance of a full representa- 
tion from all sections of the country. The attendance at the Chicago 
tournament was large, but it will be trippled at New Orleans. 
We claim broadly if a National Association is organized that the 

number of shooters in the land will be donbled within threeyears; that 
gaid association will establish friendly social relations among sports- 
men throughout the land; that every owner of a gun will deem it an 
honor to wear the badge of the association. Let it be understood 
once for all that this association is to be formed not to shoot clay- 
pigeons only, but glass balls, live pigeons or what not, at the option 
of the shooters, (It is apropos to add here that we are endeavoring 
to obtain several thousand live bats to substitute for the clays in 
some matches at New Orleans.) At the prelimary meeting heid in 
Chicago in May last to form some association a debate arose as to 
the proper name. Some wanted a ‘‘National Sportsmen’s Associa- 
tion;’* others a ‘National Trap-Shooters’ Association.” We our- 
selves favor the title ‘The National Gunners’ League.”’ If some 
such league be not formed at New Orleans, we will stiil persevere 
and endeavor vo form a National Clay-Pigeon League, whose func- 
tions shall be similar to those indicated above. As a preliminary. 
step thereto we now adyise the formation of sub-leagues throughout 
the country, to be called after the name of the section or town in 
which the same is organized, and that said sub-leagues shall appoint 
one or two delegates to fully represent same ab the meeting in New 
Orleans to form the National Clay-Pigeon League. The Middle 
States Clay-Pigeon League was successfully organized Oct, 9 to 11, 
1884, with some eight or ten clubs as starters. The New Hngland 
@lay-Pigeon League is now being organized at Boston. We have sug- 
gested the organization of the following: 
The Southern C. P. League, with New Orleans as the center. 
The Southeastern ©. P. League, with Savannah as the center. 
The Western O, P. League, with St. Louis as the center. 
The Northwestern GC. P. League, with Chicago as the center, 
‘The Northern C. P. League, with Cincinnati as the center, ete. 

Again it has been suggested (and we are now of the opinion that 

- this would be best) that im forming sub-leagues no attention be paid 

to State lines, but thar the League should take its name from some 
central prominent city, such as Chicao, St, Louis, Louisville, Omaha, 

etc,, where organized, and admit to mempership all neighbormg 

clibs even though in an adjoining State. 
Tf this were done at once, and ¢ach league sent a delerate to New 

Orleans, the National League would be a=certainty, If this were 

done it would he but a short time before challenges would be frequent 

between the sub-leagues, the public interest would be excited, two 

- hour matches between prominent teams would be arranged on the 

principal base ball grounds of the country, and the gate money 

would soon fill the purses of the clubs, Is this not a desideratum 

worthy of your efforts? And what an easy matter it is to organize a 

sub-league. Call a meeting of any three clubs, appoint an executive 

committe of three to draft a constitution and by-laws, issue a call in- 

yiting all clubs to meet and join the league, arrange 4 tournament to 

follow the ee ee meeting, report all your action to the sporting 

ress, and the thing is done. ; A 
% The most important question in connection with a National League 

is this: How can the funds be obtained to make it seli-sustaming, to 

enable it to give an annual tournament? Our answer is this; This not 
unreasonable to suppose that when the League isa year old, it will 

‘have 1,000 individual members with annual dues of $1, thus netting 

t 

! 

yi Racine sweepstakes race for open boats was sailed on Monday, 

$1,000, this increased by 10 per cent. of all purses will furnish suffi- 
cient funds for the above purpose, To place the treasury in a flonrish- 
ing condition from the very start, it is proposed to solicit liberal cash 
donations from the principal jobbers and manufacturers of guns, car- 
tridges, powder, etc. (all of whom will be benefited indirectly renee 

8 increased sales). It is anticipated that no future calls will ever 
made either for the aboye purpose or for prizes for tournaments, etc. 

r 2 compared to a hundred and one 
other firms in or connected with the eun trade, hereby agree ta con- 
We ourselves, though a mere pigm 

tribute $100 to the treasury of any national organization which ma: 
bé started at New Orleans whenever said organization has 100 indi- 
vidual members combined from at least ten States. 

Tt is to be expected that the League will be open to individuals and 
to clubs, every member of the latter being, ipse facto, a member of 
the League. These are matters of detail to be discussed and arranged 
at the next meeting. 
We trust that all sportsmen interested will now give their yiews on 

the above subject to the public. 
THE Ligowsky CLAY-Pickon ComPANyY, 

(Per J. EH. Buoom). 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
mah iiss Dae, should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

MONTGOMERY SHOOTING CLUB,—Match for diamond badge, 5 
birds, 2byds. rise: 
eI MITOS vata tbh bee sdk nag 01101—8. Adams -.. 2... eee 00110—2 
5 O07 tae nese Psgiecdetch ore porate 1111i—5_-- Ledgerd.... 2.2... ese eee 11111—5 
Hohe yral hi y=4 eee aesnetee een 01010—2 Davidson....... repr titt 10011—3 
eNO GE Hore fy ete teh bok fa GUIO—3 Maston... cece esses eee 10110—3 

EAU Reg ert eer th TI0OT 3 * TBS i. este eee Aor .11110—4 
PUSS yes be bee ca-bhhecdecers 01011—3 Wescott. ........ eke. 10101—3 

Tie, miss and out: Long 2, Ledgerd 3, and wins dismond badge. 
Adamsis not a member; Hutchings took ‘goose egg” badge.—O, H. W. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 18.—The largest attendance for some 
time at this shooting ground was present to-day, Field still holds the 
gold badge. The other events: 1, Ten birds—Wield and Farrington 
first, Snow and Brown second, Pratt third. 2. Vive blackbirds—San- 
bern first, Field second, Nichols third. 3. Fiye blackbirds—Snow 
first, Farrington and Wield second, Pratt third. 4. Five pigeons— 
Field first, Snow second. Sanborn third. 5, Five pigeons—Farrington 
first, Durand second, Field third. 6, Five pigeons—Field and Far- 
rington first, Durand and Scott second, Brown and Adams third, 7, 
Five pigeons—Farrington first, Field second, Brown third. 8, Three 
pairs—Adams and Field first, Farrington second, Snow third, 9. Ten 
lt pels reaal first, Snow an‘ Adams second, Nichols third. 10. Vive 
itrds—Nichols and Field first, Brackett second, Adams third. 11, 

Five balls—Farrington and Field first, Adams and Scott second, 
Brown third. 12, Five blackbirds—Farrington first, Field second, 
Adams third, 18, Five birds—Snow and Field first, Adams second. 
14 and 15, miss and out—won by Field. 

CLUB SCORES.— Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them. in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and. it is necessary that 
ne cass pubicastant should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

NEW ENGLAND TRAP SHOOTERS.—The New England Trap 
Shooters’ Association will hold its first tournament at Wellington, 
Noy. 7and §. The events will be as follows, the first five taking place 
on the first day: 

First eveent, 7 single birds; entry $1. 
Second event, 7 birds 5 traps; entry $2. 
Third event, 8 pair doubles, fixed trap; entry $2. 
Fourth eyent, individual championship, 7 singles, 4 pair doubles, 

fixed traps, entry 50 cents for bird. The gold challenge badge of the 
association goes with the first money, and im addition $20. An op- 
tional sweepstake of $2 will be shot with this match. 
nesses event, two-men team match; $5 entry per team; 7 single 
irds. 
Sixth event, 6 single birds, entry $1. 
Seventh event, 7 single birds, 5 traps; entry $2. 
Bighth event. 3 pair doubles, 6 traps; entry $2, 
Ninth event, three-men team match. 7 singles, 4 pair doubies, The 

first prize will be $39, in addition to the gold challenge badge of the 
association, An optional sweepstake of $64 per team willalso be shot. 
Tenth event, walking match, 5 birds; entry $2. 
The gold badge and money in the individual and team matches are 

presented by the Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Company. The Boston Gan 
Club will in addition present $30 in matches Nos. 2, 4 and 8, $10 for 
the best average, $8 second. $6 third, $4 fourth and $2 fifth. 
The Association rules will govern. The matches are open to all 

members of the Association. The grounds will be open the day pre- 
yious from 1 o’clock for practice. Additional sweepstakes, at 50cts. 
and $1, will be shot for as occasion affords. The number of clubs 
that liave joined the Association give evidence that this will be the 
largest shoot ever held in the New England States. Shooting begins 
romptly at 5 o’clock each day. Ties will be decided in singles, 3 
irds at three angles, doubles 1 pair. _ 
The programme is signed by C. H. Gerrish, president, and Charles 

H. Orr, 238 Washington street, Boston, secretary. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested. ta send them im as soon as possible after the matches 
described, We go-to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest, 

LONG ISLAND SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION.—Brooklyn, Oct. 
20.—The second annual shooting tournament of this Association will 
take place on Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 29 and 30, at 9 A. M., ab 
Dexter Park (Chris. Duriler's), on Jamaica Road, reached by Atlantic 
Avenue Rapid Transit to East New York, and tlence by dummy to 
Cypress Hills Cemetery. A liberal number of prizes have been 
donated, Individual and club team contests have been arranged.— 
Henry TsHorpPE, Secretary. 

eee) 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Mownpay, the 27th inst, will see the commencement of an auction 
gale of guns, which offers an excellent opportunity for obtaining 
good guns cheap. ‘The stock to be sold is that of E. 5. Harris, agent, 
177 Broadway; See advertisement in other columns, 

achting. 

THE OPEN BOAT SWEEPSTAKES, OCT. ZO. 

open to all, the entrance fee being $100. Three yachts entered: 
Nettie Thorp, J. W. Thorp owner, sailed by Capt. Abe Metzger; Adele, 
sailed by Capt, Webber, and Gracie, owned by W.R. Morse, sailed by 
Capt. John Morrison. The course was from Matinnicock Buoy, 
southwest to the Fort Schuyler Buoy, 10 miles to windward and 
back, the time allowance being 2m.tothefoot. The judges were: 
Messrs. Hobby, Onderdonk and McAllister, The wind was nearly 
southwest, and the tide ebbmg when the steamer Pioneer reached the 
start with the boats in tow at 2:40 P. M., and at 2.53 the starting 
whistle sent them off with crews and sandbags to windward. 

Gracie crossed first and Adele second, the latter going back and re- 
crossing. Gracie led the way to ‘windward, with Nettie next and 
Adele well astern. The buoy was reached at last and Gracie tacked 
round at 5:34, The Thorpe rounded at 5:42 and the Adele at 5:54:10, 
With the sunset the breeze fell light, the boats ain ing Bator it with 
booms to port and jibs whiskered out. It was quitt® dark when 
Gracie ened the dnish at 7:38:30, and it was 11:50 P, M. when the 
steamer finally teached Harleni, 

Start. Finish, Elapsed. Corrected. 
Nettie Thorp..... .-2 54 20 73330 ©6489 10 4 89 10 

AGELA tats cor 2 28 00 Was not timed. 
GTACIE: (Fe ean siete eee 2 54 00 7 31 20 4 37 20 4 86 35 

AN UTTER ROUT. 

66 Yas sloops beaten; nota single sloop reaches the finish 

line and in all four classes the cutters are victorious.”” | 
Forest anp StREAm had displayed such a heading a few years since 

there would have bren a shout from many outraged patriots ef 

“Anglomaniae,’’ Cutter Crank,” “Snob” and other similar epithets, 

but tire above is only quoted from the report of the race of Saturday 

in the New York World, the paper that above all others has been the 

coustant advocate of the sloop and has abused the cutters without 

stint during the whole of the late controversy. The Herald, too, 

.*- 

whose style of warfare was shown in its reports of Bedouin’s and 
Daisy’s races this summer, where fairly won victories of the cutters 
were credited to the sloops by misleading headlines, eases its mind 
by a full confession, “The centerboards completely routed in the Sea- 
wanhaka races;” “A fleet of fourteen starters in which only five 
finish.” That it was, indeed, a sweepiag victory to extort such ad- 
missions from these sources is evident to all who have watched the 
battle. The rout was thorough and overwhelming. Every cutter, 
large and small, that started went over the course without material 
damage, while every sloop retired, nearly all of them disabled, and 
not one completed the course. Add to this the light weather victory 
of Wednesday, when Oriva beat Athlon on eyen sailing, and the 
cutter men can well afford to be satistied. 

AN UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER. 

1 ta ANY Rip Van Winkle of the yachting world had returned to New 
York Bay on Saturday last, after an absence of even four or five | 

years, he would most certainly have been at a loss to know the fleet 
of yachts present. Annie indeed would be a familiar sight; with the 
low freeboard, overhanging stem, big house and clumsy rig, she 
would be easily recognized as a typical American sloop of but afew 
years since. Two others might pass with him for sloops, though the 
higher sides, plumb stems, housing topmasts, straight howsprics and 
general style of rig would no doubt haye puzzled him; but where 
were the famous ones of yore? Arrow, Mischief, Gracie, Panny, 
Coming, Vixen, Regina, Wave, Hildegarde, Windward, Fanita, Vision, 
Schemer, Royer, Blanche; the representative sloop fleet of America? 
They were not there, their cause was championed by one of their 
class, the Atnie, and by two boats, Athlon and Penguin, which, al- 
though sluops in the sense that they were not cutters, were in them- 
selves the strongest contradictions of the old theories of light draft 
and displacenient, boats that five years ago no sloop man would have 
counted as an American sloop, 

If the returned mariner had looked for the cause of this strange 
event, he might soon have discovered it, though his wonder would 
haye been in no way decreased, Was it Staten Island or Isle of Wight 
near by? was that lizht above, Fort Tompkins or the Needles? was 
the stretch of water below, the lower bay of New York or a reach of 
the Thames? was the wooded shore near by, part of Kings county or 
or Kent? for there below, flying about as if they enjoyed if under the 
“twisters” that came down at short interyals from the hills were two 
unmistakable English cutters, Long, narrow, glossy black sides, the 
burnished copper showing as they heeled, they were there ready for 
battle; a chaNenge which the sloops have one and all declined, 
They have at last thrown up the sponge and withdrawn from 

fight which has of late proved a losing one for them, It might have 
seemed a braver course to some if they had followed Athlon and Pen- 
guin out to the lightship on Saturday and succumbed only after a 
hard fight, but instead they have let the battle go by default, a com- 
plete and unconditiona\ surrender. 

THE SEAWANHAKA FALL RACES. 

THE OUTSIDE RACH—ocT. 15, 

i ate racing season of 1884 ended on Saturday last. the date of the 
second of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, GC, fall races, with 

a complete and overwhelming victory for the cutters, a victory 
conceded bv all, won oy fair sailing, without any ifs, buts, or flukes; 
and that, with the other victories of this season, has settled finally 
and conclusively the predominance of the cutler over the sloop, and 
has fully justified the position that ForresT AnD STREAM has so long 
maintained. Of the two races sailed last week, one was in a light 
wind and smooth water, resulting in a decided yictory for the cutters, 
while that of Saturday, inahigh wind and moderately rough water, 
was a still greater triumph. 

This year the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. ©, have been very fortu- 
nate in their choice of weather in all their races, thal of the spring 
being sailed in a strong breeze and sea, in marked contrast to two 
previous races in the same week; and this fall they have been equally 
fortunate. The race of Wednesday was over the outside course. 20 
miles out and back for first and second classes, and 10 miles for third, 
the start being at Buoy 3,in Gedney’s Channel. The prizes offered 
were $150 for first and second classes, and $100 for third. Hntries 
were scarce, the sloops apparently haying had enough of Bedouin 
and Oriva, and only Athlon was on band to start in the larger 
classes. 
The northwest wind that had blown for several days went over to 

northeast early on Wednesday marning, which broke clear and high, 
with just enough frost in the air tomake a hard pull on halliards and 
cable or a few minutes over the winch acceptable to warm up for the 
day, but as tle sun rose higher the chill disappeared, About 9 A. M. 
the tug BE, Luckenbach arrived atthe 8. C. Y. C, basin with but few 
SPCC ors on board. The two buoys were s00n taken on board, and 
she steamed out in the wake of the yachts, which were already well 
down toward the Hook, with booms broad off, 
The wind held of topsail strength with a little life to the water of 

the Upper Bay, but. not enough to trouble the smaller boats. Isis and 
Madge were left behind in winter quarters at the Basin, and Fanny 
was passed, lying idly atanchor off Stapleton, as though she had no 
eoncern with such trivial matters as racing in October. Off buoy 3 
the Luckenbach stopped and the judges gave their orders to the 
yachts, first class, down the Jersey beach 20 miles and home to wind- 
ward; third class, 10 miles down and back. The starters were but 
few, in the first class Bedouin, Athlon and Oriva, the latter having no 
opponent in the second class, went in the first at a measurement of 
Baft., thus being handicapped 46 seconds. In the third class were 
Mona, Mr, Paddleford’s cutter, built by Lawley in 1582; Surf, Messrs. 
Rathbone and Zerega, designed by Mr. Harvey, and Happy Thought, 
a deep keel boat, built by her owner, who sailed her. The former 
boats are well kuown here, the latter a NeW Hayen craft,is a yery 
handsome keel sloop, 33ft. 8in. on waterline, 37ft. on deck, 10ft, beam, 
and 4ft, 6in. draft, with 3}¢ tons of lead on her keel. 
At the line, Mona carried away the jaws of her gaff, and so could 

not start, By 11 A. M. all were ready, but the wind was now back 
at northwest, so that spinaker booms had to be shifted to starboard 
again. The wind was yery light for some time and there was just 
roll enough to toss the booms about as the sails were hardly full. Ab 
10:59 the whistle was blown to prepare, and at 11:04 the second 
whistle followed. No one had crossed, however, when the third blew 
at 11:09, all being handicapped as follows: Oriva 11:10:55, Bedouin 
and Athlon 11:11:10, Surf 11;12;15, Happy Thought 11:18, All carried 
full lower sails and working topsails, Athlon sailmg with single jib, 
and al! but the latter set eee to starboard, she starting with 
hers to port, Surf was in trouble with hers when well down the 
beach and took it in, shortly after which Happy Thought passed her, 
rounding the buoy which the Luckenbach had dropped off Long 
Branch, two minutes ahead, 
Bedouin still led the big ones down the beach, and at 1:33:30 she 

hauled up around the second buoy for the beat home, with Oriva in 
her wake at 1:38:50 and Athlon at1:42;47, All the way home the wind 
continued light, sometimes coming in puffs off the beach and then 
dying down again. The success of Bedouin and Oriya was assured, 
the only question being whether the latter could save her time on her 
larger sister, as the sloop was already beaten by the s-saller cutter, 

Surt and her rival were having a pretty fight up the beach, the 
latter clewing up topsail after a stretch on the wind, which gave fhe 
cutter a chance to regain what she had lost. Soon, however, the 
Happy Thought set her topsail again, and as the wind fell lighter she 
walked through the cutter’s weather and leff her a littleastern. The 
boats now crossed back and forth as they worked short tacks np bhe 
beach, and in a little while the cutter, laying over to a pulf, walked 
past the sloop as handsomely as the latter had passed her a few 
minutes before. This game was repeated all the way home, each 
leading in turn as the wind freshened or fell, sometimes sailing side 
by side, and at no time a quarter of a mile apart, until near the 
finish, when the sloop spun out her lead, winning by nearly 3 minutes. 
Nearly an hour after Bedouin crossed the line between are 3 and 

the tug, and a little later Oriya came in, with Athlon last. The tug 
took both the latter in tow and steamed on up, Bedouin continuing 
under sail afterthe two little ones, already well up the Bay, When 
they left the Hook the sun was setting red in the west, the lights 
were just lit in the lighthouses and the waters were dancing under 
the light breeze. ; 
Perhaps the pleasantest part ot the day was the sail up, loafing 

along easily, resting after a hard day’s work on sheet and halliard, 
puffing oyer the meditative pipe and soothed by a savory smell trom: 
the forehatch as each point of the day’s battle was fought over again, 

Off to the north were the lights of Coney Island, astern were the 
bright towers of the Highland Lights, and around the lesser lumi- 
naries of the Hook, and the mainland, ahead were the lights of 
Staten Island, the bright ray from Robbins Reef, and, above all, the 
glare of the city, against which stood ouf the brilliant electric arch 
of the Bridge. The wind had blown itself nearly out by the time the 
hoats were in the Narrows, and the ebb tide made progress slow. At 
last, however, the Basi was reached, anchors dropped, sails stowed 
and all at leisure to discuss the ifs and maybes cousequent to all 
races, ; 
The net results, however, aS given by the following table were that 

Bedouin beats Oriva isec. on time allowance, taking $150, and Happ. 
Thought beats Surf about 3min.. neither having been measured, 
taking $100. Apartfrom Bedouin’s victory over Athlon js the mmter- 
esting fact that the cutter Oriya beat the same centerboard sloop 
Athlon Ismin. 20sec. even time, over a forty-mile conrse in a light 
wind and smooth water, half to windward, dmin. of this gain being on 
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the run down, while to windward she added 11min, toit, If any one 
Séeks to find consolation in the fatt thatthe sloop beat the cutter in 
the third class, they must remember that the sloop was a keel boat 
of less than three heams, drawing nearly 6ft., and with 314 tons of 
the “precious metal” under her. 

- FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS AND Winch 55rT. AND OVER, 
rt i tai ish, Elapsed, Corrected, 

Bedouin ,-........,-.,..11 09 00 5 36 24 6 27 24 6 27 24 
ASIIOM SS Sassy 2 ...- 11 09 00 6 08 57 6 59 57 6 46.12 
rivets dns yates; 11 09 00 5 63 37 6 44 37 6 27 25 

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS AND GUTTERS, 35mT. AND UNDER 45. 
Surf t,,....11 09 00 4 50 24 5 41 24 —---— 

4 47 35 
THE INSIDE RACE—ocT. 18, fm 

Tt might reasonably have been expected that an ‘‘outside race” in 
October meant plenty of wind and water, and also that an ‘inside 
race,” even at the same season, would be a much less interesting 
struggle; but the reverse was the case. The fight of Wednesday in 
light weather was of little interest, but that of Saturday equalled the 
twodaysin June when the N.Y. Y.C. andS, GC. Y. C. races were 
sailed, races that will he Jong remembered by all who sailed in them. 
To be sure the sloop contingent was not present on Saturday, wifh 
the exception of Athlon and Penguin, whose owners deserve all credit 
for doing their share as champions of the centerboards against odds; 
they were conspicuous by their absence, and have let the battle go by 
default. The club had provided all the requisites. to a successful 
race; mes prizes, plenty of photozraphers, competitors fully 
worthy of their metal, and a breeze of wind such as a 
yachtsman might delizht in, but all te no purpose. Gracie 
was not on hand at all, Hildegarde was Jaid up, Mischief pre- 
ferred the excitement of duck hunting on the Chesapeake to a dust- 
ing around the Lightship in October, aud Fanny Jay idly at her moor- 
ing as the fleet went out, sails stowed and covers on, content to rest 
on the doubfful laurels won ina calm last June. Of the smaller 
classes, none of the old time cracks were visible, anita, Vixen, Re- 
gina, Wave, Schemer, and others once as well known, had disap- 
peared, and Oriva had against her only the old Annie, and the Pen- 
guin, built last year froma model of Mr. Hilsworth’s, The third 
class had no more entries, but in the fourth were six boats, the full 
list being’ as follows: 

FIRST OLASS—55FT, SAILING TENG AND OVER. 

5 38 35 Happy Thought. ......111 09 00 

Beam. Draft 
Bedouin, cutter, k., A. Rogers .............. 70.00 15.06 11 06 
Athlon, sloop, ¢, b.. Dr. J. C. Barron........ 51.02 17.04 6.00 

, SECOND CLASS—45 To 55PT. 
Oriva, cutter, k,, 0. S. lee................25. 50.00 11.08 9.06 

B SLOOP NGAD GT erert ed Oe ee uirce sat ts 49.00 17.00 3.06 
Penguin, sloop, c. b., P. Bentley............. 44.00 15,08 6 00 

THIRD CLASS—35 To 45PT, 
Mona, cutter, k , E. Paddleford..,.......:., 36.06 8.00 7.00 
Wacondah, sloop, c. b., H. Dosher_...,..... —— — — 
Happy Thought, sloop, k., G. M. Greaves... ..83,08 9.10 4.06 

: FOURTH GLASS—UNDER 3orT. 
Daisy, cutter, k., M. Van Rensselaer, Jr,....25.00 8 08 5.09 
Yolande, cutter, k,, M. R. Schuyler.........- 26 09 7.01 5.09 
Petrel, cutter, k, E. A, Stevens........... .28.01 8.00 4,00 
Aria, sloop, c.b., Wm. Quinn, .............. a — — 
Sara, sloop, c. b., G. R. Hobby......... -... 28.02 11.07 2.06 
Stranger, sloop, c. b., J, N. MeCauley....... 28 00 11.06 2.00 

We give as full dimensions as possible, as they teach a lesson of 
their own. If there are still some who doubt the value of depth, who 
believe in great beam, who rate initial stability above form. whom 
the arguments and facts of the last few years have failed to convince, 
let them take this table and the list of winners below, and study them 
untilthey have learned the lesson, All types were represented, Ireel 
and centerboard, sloop and cutter rig, shoal and deep, wide and nar- 
row, high and Jow ballast, and all were thoroughly tested. 
A rain at sunrise promised a poor day, but when the Luckenbach 

started at 8:30 A. M, from the city, the sun was shining and a fine 
breeze blowing from the northwest. After halting at the club house 
she van down to tie start at Port Wadsworth, the fleet, all except the 
Petrel, following. Most of the yachts set small topsails, but Daisy, 
more ambitious, appeared with a huge club topsail, which, however, 
she carried well. Montauk, Sentinel, 4olus, and a propeller from 
New Haven (with a cannon on board which was not fired) were on 
hand to see the start, and further down the Ruth was met. bound up. 

The courses were: Wor first and second class sloops and cutters, 
from animaginary line between the committee steamer and Fort 
Wadsworth, to buoy 10, on the 8, W, Spit, keeping is on the port hand, 
thence to and around bnoy 8, Feeping, it on the port hand, thence 
to and around Sandy Hook lightship, keeping it on the starboard 
hand, and return over the same course to buoy 15, keeping to the 
eastward of buoys 9, 11, 12 and 15, on the West Bank, and outside of 
buoy 5, on the point of Sandy Hook, going and returning. For third 
class sloops aud cutters, from the same starting line, to buoy 10, on 

the 8, W, Spit, keeping it on the port hand, thence to and around 
buoy 84%, keeping it on the port hand, thence to and around Scotland 
RenieD: keeping it on the starbvard hand, and return over the same 
course to huoy 15, keeping to the eastward of buoys 9, 11, 13 and 15 
on the West Bank, and outside of buoy 5 on the point of Sandy Hook, 
going and returning. For fourth class sloops and cutters, from the 
same starting line to buoy 10, on the §. W. Spit, keeping it on the 
port hand, thence to and around buoy 6&4, keeping it on the port 
hand, thence to and around bnoy 6 on the point of Sandy‘Hook, keep- 
ing iton the starboard hand, and return over the same course to buoy 
16, keeping to tbe eastward of buoys 9, 11,18 and 15 on the West 
Bank, going and returning, all to finish between a mark boat off buo 
15 and the buoy itself. The whistles were blown at 10:15 and 10:20, 
Sara gome over first, then Annie, Mona, Penguin, Oriva, 
Bedouin, Daisy, Wacondah and Happy Thought. Yolande 
over, and Petrel not in sight. 
The tHe ed started and gone some distance in chase when Petrel 

was met beating up, and requested that they turn back and take her 
time, which was done. She had towed -from Hoboken to the Start, 
and finding no onethere, ran outside to try the force of the wind, 
When once out she stopped to turn in a second reef, by which time 
the tide had carried her so farto leeward that she was unable to 
beat up in time to start with the others. Her time was taken, how- 
ever, and she went off on a stern chase, which proved hopeless and 
was abandoned near the Hospital Ship. She returned to the finish 
pe sail and laid there until the race ended, when she took a tug 
or home. 
Once clear of the Narrows the full force of the breeze was felt, 

Topsails came down and reefs were turned in, Daisy hung on to her 
big topsail until hertopmast backstay parted, when she took it in, soon 
after housing her topmast. The Stranger, a ‘Penny Bridge” boat 
With a small cabin house, a skimming dishin model, was the first in 
trouble, lowering sail by Dix Island. Annie soon turned back, Happy 
Thought lost her traveller and started home, Wacondah, Aria, Sara, 
disappeared from the fleet, and when Buoy 5 was reached, the pack 
was sifted down to Bedouin ahead, Athlon next Penguin, Mona, 
Paley, solange an eet ai with lopment housed. 

aisy was first o @ small ones around buoy 5, jibing and carryin 
away the shackle that joined the band on her mace to the iron on tain 
boom, leaving the latter adrift. A watch tackle was quickly clapped 
on the end of the boom, which rested on deck projecting a little for- 
ward of the mast, the wacklé was made fast ait and set up, and she 
beat up home with the boom in this shape. Yolande wassoon around 
the mark and off after Daisy, no others turning. 

In the second class Mona kept on alons out to Seotland lightship, 
whieh she rounded safely, Bedouin ran wide of her course for a 
time, but finally tacked and made for it, while Oriva and Athlon un- 
der reduced suil were tearing along on a better course. The tug had 
reached the lightship and lay tumbling’ about, drenching the ever 
present photographer, who as usual, was shooting away. The sight 
when Bedouin rounded was a grand one; a glossy, shining, black hull, 
a blaze of gold where the sun struck her copper, a smother of white 
foam under bow and quarter, decks glistening in the sunlight, bright 
and yellow set off by the rich red of sixylight and hatch, and not dis- 
figured by a big blue or yellow housetop, sails white and hard, and 
beyond all a tumbleof dark green water popped with white, toleeward, 
and to windward, where the sunlight struck it, of a richer, brizhter 
g#reen, Made a picture (hat every yachtsman could ap preciate, but 
only av artist could reproduce. Her time was 12:00:55 and Athlon was 
still well within her allowance of 12m. 44sec, when she passed at 12: 
04:47, but the way home was a long one, and all up bill. Athlon jibed 
very prettilyin rounding, while Oriva, with nothing to push’ her, 
tacked about and crossed at 12:08:10, Penguin was seen far astern, 
nothing visible but small jib and pent of her mainsail, making a 
brave but hopeless fight, and it was 12:18'20 when she rounded, 

Off went the trio on starboard tack, a elorious dance to windward, 
Bedouin first, of course, Athlou next and Oriya last, but promising 
not to be there long. Pointing up beyond the sloop, and ontfooting 
her too, the game went on, Bedouin spinning out her Jead as sha 
reached the beach. Montauk, who had waited at the Lightship, was 
off for home, and the tug was throwing the spray over the top of her 
house, though the sea was not heavy. the wind alone making all the 
commotion, When near the Scotland, Mona was made out from the 
tug, hammering out to windward, just under the Hook, going alon 
bravely. Bedouin came up here, Oriva was second, and Athlon ani 
Penguin outof the race, the former carrying away her board, and 
the latter giving up and towing home. hen well up the Bay, Yo- 
lande was passed, with reefed mainsail, staysail and small ji. cut- 
ting through the seas, which were much worse here than outside. 
Still further up Daisy was overtaken, also under reduced sail, and 
with decks well washed. ; 

Stranger, 
was last 

_ The tug stopped up by Buoy 15, and soon came Bedouin over the 
line, a shi eyery inch of her, as all who saw her acknowledged, 
Astern of her was Daisy, making atack before crossing, while Yolande 
was third across, getting into irons on the line. Just before Bedouin 
was timed the sloop Gael was seen ashore between the Hospital 
Islands and evidently in trouble, but the tug drew too much to go to 
heraid, As soon as Yolande was timed, word was left with the men 
on the stakeboat to time tbe others, and the tug steamed up the Basin 
for help. Capt. Jake Smith came down with them to carry a line off 
in arowboat, but the Gael was met bound home in tow of a tug. 
Oriya and Mona were timed, and the race was oyer. The times were: 

FIRST GDASS. 
Start. Finish, Elapsed. Corrected. 

TotEe (ovat ig ASA SA RARER BA 10 24 22 3 01 53 4 87 31 4 37 31 
PACU LEI Cprae nee, meee trie) ests 10 24 05 Disabled. 

SECOND CLASS, 
OWN Aiix oy orerivinas: ue 10 28 52 4 26 385 6 02 48 6 02 48 
ATID a.) secant beeen 10 22 29 Withdrawn. 
EBeneiin 2.0). ene 10 24 26 Withdrawn. 

THIRD GLASS. 
LARS joes oe eae ES 10 22 49 4 34 43 6 dd 54 § 11 54 
Waconda.... 6 ney 10 28 00 Withdrawn. 
Happy Thought ..... o10 25 00 Disabled. 

FOURTH CLASS, 
TRISH: jc argsinscyiey) ow ve BLO. 24 5G 8 18 456 4 54 00 4 50 22 
SEVATIE ETE og oe es eee 10 24 19 Disabled. 
ATH oS eek hae ~10 25 00 Turned back, 
Wer Tan te gy Sanda e e5 eta ees 10 25 00 Turned back, 
Molander. 2.205 ena 10 25 00 3 32 28 5 OF 28 5 04 82 
Bedouin wins $150, Oriya $150, Mona and Daisy each $100. ; 
The results of these races are conclusive and conyi- cing, one in 

light wind and one in a good blow, one in smooth water the other iu 
rough water for the small ones, but nothing more than any yacht of 
50ft. or Jess should be capable of navigating in perfect safety, and 
the lessons are plainly written. The keel bas beaten the centerboard, 
heavy displacement has gone over the courses safely and speedily 
where light displacement has failed entirely, narrow beam has not 
only proved faster than widé but has gone where the other could not 
follow, form has succeeded where mere power has failed, full eutier 
rig has proved faster, blow high blow low, than the old sloops ora 
mixed rig; outside lead was on every winning boat, inside ballast on 
all but two of the logers; deep boats go oyer the entire course, shoal 
ones are all driven back; cutters come through without injury, sloops 
turn back disabled, These are not merely ForEST AND STREAM’S 
opinions, or cutter sailors’ opinions, but they are hard facts, long 
apparent to all who were not willfully blind, but how driven home to 
all with the help of an October northwester. They rest not merely 
on our assertions, but are backed by those who saw them; by the 
daily press, who have persistently opposed the cutter and all pertain- 
ing to it since they were fir-t advocated in our columns, and they 
may be verified by all who still doubt them. ; 
There is no room for excuse or evasion, no flukes to be claimed on 

either side; true, the sloops were poorly represented in the large 
classes, but only because our leading sloops have given up the con- 
test. The presence of Bedouin and Oriya at the starting line on two 
days last week was a direct challenge that they declined. No plea of 
“our weather’’ is possible. The first race was won by the cutters 
under those conditions most favorable to the sloops, and the second 
was in a day such as, unfortunately, we are not often enough blessed 
with, a day when yachting means more than idling under an awning 
or drifting about the Bay, when pleasure is intensified by har | work 
and excitement that make it the noble, manly, king of sports that it 
really is; bub nobas some would have it, a day when no one would 
want to sail, or in which any honesl craft should be afraid to venture 
out. 
The test was atrying one to sails, gear, model and rig, but: no more 

than any safe yacht should stand without injury. The sloops, one 
and all, have failed underit. Why they have done so, and how such 
a performance may be ayoided in the future, is a question of first 
importance to all who are interested in the growth and prosperity of 
American yachting. 

DAISY. 
aes little yer that has this season made her permanent home in 

American waters, has scored her second victory since her arrival 
under the most credible circumstances, in a breeze that drove all but 
one of her competitors, besides many larger craft, to seek shelter. 
Her lines and sail plans were published in forrest anp StrRmAmM of Feb. 
21 and 28 of this year. She is,in model, an outgrowth of the fishing 
boats of Itchen Werry, from which have been developed a fleet of 
fast, safe and able little yachts—Raven, Keepsake, Wild Rose, Rayo- 
netle and others, cutter rigged, wilh outside ballast, but as they are 
rated by length, of more beam than the modern racing cutter. 
Daisy was built in 1882 by Messrs. J. G. Fay & Co., of Southampton, 

her length on waterline being 25ft.. on deck 82ft in., beam 8fbt. 10in., 
draft 5fb. 9in., with a lead keel 444 long tons. Her frame is of oak, 
keel of elm and wpper works of teak, as are her cockpit and hatches. 
Mnside she has a forecastle with stove, lockers and berth for one man; 
abaft this, a cabin 8ft. 6m. long, Sit. wide, and 5ft. high to deck, above 
which is a tealk skylight. In the cabin are two wide lockers, 6ft. 6in. 
long, and at the head of each is a chest of drawers 2it. square, with a 
closet above. The entranceis from the cockpit by a semicircular 
companion. All the deck beams are whole from the cockpit forward, 
making her very strong, The enckpit is very large for a boat of her 
élass, and more in accordance with American ideas. 
The forestay is carried down to an iron outrigger or boomkin on 

the stem, a peculiarity of all Itchen craft. The mast is 23ft. Gin. from 
deck to hounds, masthead 6ft. 6in,, topmast, heel to truck, 22ft., 
bowsprit, fitted to house, 15ft. outboard, 20ft. over all; boom 26ft., 
gaif 20ft. 9in., spinaker boom 30ft. din,, topsail yards, 28f¢. Gin, and 
17ft, Gin, She carries also an extra gaff 9ft. long, on which can be 
set a storm trysail, used as a lug sail without a boom. 
Her outfit of sails, all by Lapthorne, is most complete, including a 

mainsail, two working foresails of different sizes and a balloon fore- 
sail, three sizes of jibs, jibtopsails, jackyard topsail, two yard top- 
sails, one working topsail, trysail and spinnaker, making fourteen 
sails in all, These are carried in the large space under the cockpit, 
She was brought to America on the deck of a Warren steamer, 

making the passage from Southampton to Liverpool under sail, and 
also that from Boston to New York, since which time she has eruised 
about the Sound, with her owner, Her racing record in England 
gives her a prize for every start, one firsh, three seconds and one 
third prize, and here she has added two starts and two first prizes. 
Our own preference would be for less beam than Daisy has, on the 

same length and displacement, but this is a detail in which many 
would not agree with us, and in other respects we can commend her 
to those in search of the coming boat, the long looked for compro- 
mise, aS a boat that is safe, roomy, comfortable and fast, while in 
material, construction and outfit, she can well be followed as a 
model. Such boats as yet are unknown, almost unheard of on our 
lakes, but there is the place for them, as well as along the seacoast. 
In them, crnising is not only possible, but pleasant to a degree never 
imagined by those who knock about in shoal, flat boats, sleeping 
under canvas or in a stuffy little kennel. Whether she will equal in 
speed as a racer the narrower boat, is a question of little importance, 
but this type combines, with speed and safety, the two points de- 
manded by many of our yachtsmen, a small angle of heel, as all who 
say her in a blow with big topsail up, will testify, and large cockpit 
and deck room. : 

WRECK OF A SLOOP YACHT.—On Tuesday, Oet. 14, the day of 
the §. C. ¥. C. outside race, the sloop yacht Bonita, a shoal Genter. 
board boat, left Bath, L.1,at 10 A. M., bound for Barnegat, ona 
shooting cruise of three weeks, with her owner, Mr. Hrnest Hastings, 
and two friends, Messrs. E. L. Smith and Mmlen Franklin, on board. 
At 10:40 A, M. they passed Sandy Hook under two reefs aud reefed 
jib, and at 3. P. M. were abreast of Manasquan Inlet, but there was 
not water enough to allow them to enter. In order to reach Barne- 

abt before night, one reef was shaken out and their speed increased, 
he steered badly, and finally jibed, throwing Mr. Hastings and Mr, 

Smith overboard, and starting ont to'sea on port tack. Both gentle- 
men finally rached the shore, where they were very kindly taken 
care of hy the crew of Life-Saying Station No. 16, whofed and wlothed 
them, and lent them money to reach New York, where they pro- 
ceeded, pune up their comrade as dead, the Life Saving crew prom- 
ising to look for his body, On Saturday Mr. Franklin astonished his 
friends by landing from the San Marcos, just in from Galveston, It 
appears that he was steering, when they ran in too close to the 
breakers on the starboard tack; so he put the helm up, when she 
jibed, carrying away boom and sheet, and capsizing her so tbat all 
were thrown into the water. Mr. Prankhm seized the rail and climbed 
on board as she righted and went off on the port tack, while, her 
tiller being lost, he steered with a gun-stock. The boat leaked badly 
but he bailed her ouc, Next morning there was no land in sight, and 
nothing to drink on hoard, the only eatables being two ezgs. During 
the night Mr, Frankdin slept some, but was obliged to resume bailing. 
Next day he was picked up by the Rio Grande, of Mallory’s line, 
ence to Galveston, which transferred him later on to the San 
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THE FRENCH YACHT LIST.—We have received a copy of the 
new yacht list, published by Le Yacht for 18845, a neatly printed and 
bound book of pages, giving a list of the yacht clubs of France, 
Belgium, Spain, llaly, Portugal, and the Lake of Geneva, with their 
flags, and also a list of the yachts enrolled in the clubs, the signal 
letters of French yachts, names of owners, and much other useful in- 
formation. 

A WALL FLOWER.—If yachts are more than mere masses of 
wood and metal, and have a personality of their own, as those famil- 
iar with their varying moods can easily imagine, it would be no diffi- 
cult taskto divine the thoughts of poor Fanny, as she lay idly off 
Stapleton last week, and watched her more fortunate sisters as they 
passed out in the morning on their way to the races, and in at night, 
after two grand victories, Like the ballroom belle who, her charms 
dimmed a little by age, is forced to sit alone, a wall flower, and watch 
the younger and fresher beauties as they dance, she laid idly at 
anchor, while Bedouin and Oriya, every inch of canyas drawing, and 
every line taut as iron, romped down the middle, each witb an Octo- 
ber gust for a partner, and waltzed out of the Narrows and back to a 
lively tune piping over the Staten Island hills. What ashiver must 
haye passed through her bones as she thought of the fate of Vision, 
her racing days over, lying not far away, stripped and dismantled, 4 
fear that even the remembrance of her victory in a June Galm could 
not dispel. It is asad sight to see the end of any yacht when, after a 
florious career, weakened by age and decay. she goes “into trade"! 
as anignoble smack or freighter, but it is a still sadder sight to see 
her, while yet strong and staunch and in fighting trim, step out of 
the lists, give up her place at the starting line, and admit herself 
vanquished without a struggle. 

THE NEW ELECTRIC LIGHT AT HELL GATE,—This light was 
tested a few days since, and was putin practical operation on Monday 
night last. The lamps, of which there are nine of 6,000 candle power 
each, are displayed at the top of a light iron structure 250ft. high, and 
are visible at a distance of 8 to 10 miles. The cost of the entire plant 
was under $20,000, the amount appropriated. The light is generated 
by a Brush machine of 23 horse power. 
AN ACCIDENT ON A YACHT.—On Saturday last the yachts Mag- 

fie May and Linda were racing near Atlantic City, when the main- 
sheet of the Linda parted, the boom sweeping the deck of the Maggie 
May just to leeward, killing Harvey Carr and injuring badly two 
others of her crew. 

Canoeing. 
CANOEISTS are invited to send us notes and full reports of erwises, 

club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu- 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forrsr AND 
Srream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubs, and also noticesin advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same, Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest AND STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, raaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport, ; 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 

Seventeenth Paper. 

STOVES AND LAMPS. 

Q* a canoe cruise of any length cooking apparatus of 
some kind isof course a necessity, but on short trips 

it is usually dispensed with, a supply of cold provisions being 
carried. Some means of making tea, coffee or hot soup is 
always necessary, however, and should be at hand eyen if 
the trip in prospect is to last but a few hours. Delays are 
always possible on the water, and the prudent canoeist will 
prepare for them. For light cooking an alcohol stove is the 
cleanest and most compact, the best being that known as the 
“flamme foreé,” which gives a hot flame in a little while, 
and may be used afloat. With this stove, a little coffee or 
tea, some pilot bread ard a can of prepared soup, a good meal 
may be quickly prepared. The only objection is the cost of 
the fuel. Wood spirits may be used instead of alcohol, and 
is much cheaper; but the odor is very disagrecable, Kero- 
sene stoves haye no place on a canoe, as they ure so dirty, 
besides being quite heavy, and the oil is difficult to carry 
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without spilling over the boat. Alcohol for the spirit stove 
may be cartied in a quart can, with a screw top, and even if 
a little is spilled it will do no injury, as kerosene will. 

Most of the cooking will be done on shore over a wood 
fire, either on the ground or in a camp stove of some kind. 
Several very compact stoyes are made by the dealers in 
camp goods, but they are too large for a canoe, unless in a 
large party, where the load can be divided among several 
boats, For cooking without a stove # very useful contriv- 
ance is the camp gridiron, shown in the cut. The ends are 
of half round or flat iron 8in. long, Each has four holes 
drilled in it for the cross burs of 3,in. wire, which are 
riveted in. The legs are of din, round iron, 6in. long, the 
upper ends being flattened down and turned over to fit on 
wire staples. These staples pass through holes in the end 
pieces of the gridiron, and are riveted fast. When in use 
the fire is made and allowed to burn down to a mass of hot 
ashes, then the legs of the gridiron are opened and stuck in 
the ground oyer it, making a level framework, on which 
coffee pot, pails and pans will rest without danger of upset- 
ting. When not in use, the legs are folded down and the 
gridiron stowed in a canvas bag. 
A very compact and convenient camp stove was used by 

Mr. Smith, of Newburg, at the camp last spring. It was 
made of sheet iron, the top being about 10x1din., or larger if 
desired, in the shape of a flat pan, the edges turning up lin 
allaround. The two sides were pieces of sheet iron 6in, 
Wide and (in. long, lin. at each end being turned at a right 
angle, as shown, making the sides each 15in. long. The 
ends were each Gin, wide and 10in. long, a strip 6in. long 
and 2in, wide being riveted across each end as shown, on 
the inside. To put the stove together, the projecting pieces 
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on the sides were pushed in between the strips on the ends, 
making a square box, and the lid was laid ontop, holding all 
together. In the front end, a circular hole, covered by a 
door, was made to put in the wood through, and in the other 
end a hole was cut to communicate wiih the pipe. This 
latter is of round or oval section, about 24in. across, and 
18in, long. At the bottom itis riveted to a flat piece Sin. 
square, which slides in the two extra strips riveted on the 
after end, as shown in the drawning. 

This stove may be easily and cheaply made; it is light and 
compact for stowage, all folding into a flat package 10x15x- 
1tin., except the pipe, and itis quickly set up and taken 
apart. No bottom is needed, the stove being set on the 
gYound. 

To carry the provisions in and keep them dry, a chest 
of wood or tin is used, generally about 10x15x6in., in 
which are packed tin cans with large screw covers, such as 
are used on vaseline cans, for coffee, tea, sugar, flour, oat- 
meal, baking powder, rice, and any other articles itis desired 
to keep dry. If the large box be waterproof, as it should be, 
such articles are sometimes carried in bags of light drilling, 
but the cans are usually the best. Butter can be carried ina 
china cup, condensed milk will be in a can, of course, and 
a compartment must be provided for the salt pork, with 
room for pilot and fresh bread, eggs, ete. This box is usu- 
ally stowed just forward of the feet, under the deck, but 
where it can be easily reached, the spirit lamp being also 
neat by. In cooking on board, the box is drawn out, the 
lid, or sometimes a hatch, is laid across the coaiing for a 
table, and the spirit stove set up. For cooking onshore, a 
kettle for boiling watcr, say two quarts, a smaller one for 
oatmeal, etc., to pack inside the large one, a coffee pot, and 
a frying pan areindispensabie, other articles being added if 
there isroom. A very handy implement in a camp kitchen 
is a pair of light blacksmith’s tongs, with which plates and 
pans may be lifted when hot. 
A light of some kind is a most important part of a canoe’s 

equipment, as the canovist may on any trip he overtaken by 
darkness, in which case his safety may depend largely on 
his showing a light, A square box Jantern of brass is used 
by many Ccanoeists, one side having a green glass and one a 
red, the front having around white lens, The oil used is 
lard or kerosene, This lamp, which is fitted to slides on the 
forward deck, makes an excellent signal light, but is not 
yisible from astern. in camp, white slides may be substi- 
tuted for the colored ones, The use of kerosene is a disad- 
vantage, as it is difficult to carry. The Mohican C. C, carry 
asmall brass lantern in which a candle is used, giving a 
white light only, and serving for use in the tent or in camp. 
When under way at night it is hung from the mizzenmast. 

THE LOG BOOK. 

THE DELAWARE RIVER. 

I.—FPROM DEPOSIT TO DAMASCUS. 

NE lovely afternoon in early June, five canoeists, out for a two 
weeks’ vacation on the Delaware River, jumped off the train at 

Deposit. Picking up their many bundles and queer-looking packs 
they hurried over to the freight house near by in search of the 
eanoes, which had preceded them. The agent, a perfect trump, 
quickly unlocked the car, and to their great relief turned the boats 
over to them in good order and then went to work with a will to assist 
in moving them to the river, The services of a teamster were secured 
and one by one the tiny craft were carried in triumphal procession 
through the village street, tothe evident astonishment and amuse- 
ment of the citizens, for it was a happy and jolly party that filled the 
eart, Sitting astride of the boats they shouted and laughed, behay- 
ing altogether more like a crowd of school boys going home for the 
long vacation than staid and quiet middle-aged men, as most of them 
were. By 4 o’clock the little fleet was launched just below the dam, 
jn the presence of an admiring crowd, composed of small boys, the 
oldest inhabitant and the usual village bore. The boats were loaded 
to the water’s edge with every imaginable convenience and store, so 
much so that the finalloaf of bread was obhged to take deck pass- 
age. A hurrah from the boys and a waving of hands from the crews 
and the long-anticipated cruise began. 

In five minutes the rapid stream carried them past the town bridge 
and into the first rift. ‘lhe river was very shallow, as the water was 
unnsually low for the season, and one after the other the whole party 
were aground and engaged in fruitless efforts at pushing and poling 
to reach deep water. But the boats would not stir; so one and all 
took to infaest an the shallow, rushing stream, and after much tug- 
ing and tumbling about the channel was reached. Then came 

frantic efforts to jump into the boats as they were carried away by 
the rush of the water, and many and absurd were the antics indulged 
in before the fleet reached the quiet pools below. 

Tt was a loyely afternoon, warm aud pleasant, and the scenery most 
¢harming. High hills, clothed with luxuriant foliage, shut in the 
narrow river and were reflected in the muirror-like pools in charming 
contrast with the fleecy clouds and deep blue sky. The crews pad- 
fled lazily along, drinking in the pure air and enjoying nature to the 
utmost, beguiling the way with many a jest and laugh. 

As the sum began to sink and the shadows deepen, all hands were 
on the lookout for a pleasant bank where camp could be made; but it 
was not until nearly sundown that the fleet was finally hauled up on 
he muddy shores of asma)lisland, The spring freshet had strewn 
he ground with dry wood and partially uprooted a great clump of 

es, under which the canoes were soon grouped in pera es con- 
asiou. The bright-colored striped tents were spread over them, and 

every man, axe in hand, prepared his tiny fire for the evening meal. 
Wyres were evidently the leading dish, and here P. began on this bill 

of fave, which he so persistently followed during the whole trip 
that his companions watched daily for the sprouting of feathers all 
over his portly person. Several of the cooks were very green in their 
culinary duties, and many weté the mishaps before they succeeded 
in satistying the cravings of the inner man, The smoke would blow 
in eyery direction, especially into their eyes, the nose of the coffee- 
pot would meit off; and the pan would tp over just as the eggs were 

cooked, but these were necessary evils and could not ruffle the good 
nature of our heroes who had sworn a solemn oath to be happy for 
two whole weeks come what would. Supper ended, they grouped 
themselves about the great camp-fire enjoying the evening pipe and discussing the thrilling (?) adventures of the first day. Songs and 
stories ad injiniium followed, the eheeriw “night cap" was absorbed 
and the happy group turned in to sleep in theirtcomifortahle little 
canoe tents, leaving the newly-risen moon and the chirping tree toads 
to guard the quiet camp. 
A dense fog greeted the sleepy eyes of the party when they awoke 

next morhing and many were the struggles to kindle fires with wet 
wood to cook the morning meal, The wiser ones lighted the canoe 
ripe which did noble seryice in preparing coffee, eggs and great 
bowls of oatmeal; and such a breakfast was quickly stowed away as 
would have shocked the delicate digestions of some ot the dyspeptie 
members a few days before, As the sun rose higher the mist burnt 
off, the tents dried and the boats were quickly packed and 
lannehed, What a day it was. The sky cloudless, the air fresh and warm, and the river twisting hither ani thither, now in deep pools 
and again in long shallow rifts, driving the crews out of their boats 
ory few moments, The river was so low that all kinds of narrow 
crooked channels had to be essayed to find water enongh, and they 
always began and ended with a swift rift wich would hurry the 
canoes along under overhanging trees, or run them high and dry on 
pene from which there was no getting off but by wading’ and 
upging, : 
A very respectable rapid was encountered at Hale's Hddy, theriyer 

spreading out over a shallow, rocky bed, and the only navigable chan 
nel being but a few feet wide close to the right bank. As the boats 
came rushing down the winding current, and over a sharp drop at 
the foot into a quiet pool, they encountered 4 nove! obstacle in the 
shape of various struggling sheep being washed for shearing. Dodg- 
ing sheep and shearers they sped on without mishap until the roar of 
falling water gaye warning of another rapid. The place was known 
as Little Falls, and our party only escaped shipwreck by most care- 
ful choice of channels between the many rocks and boulders that 
reared their heads among the foaming waters, 
Hancock, a small town at the junction of the two branches, was 

reached at noon, and the crews, thirsty and hungry after the morn- 
ing’s work, landed there to visit the place in search of dinner and beer, 
especially the latter. The villaze was about a half mile distant on a 
hot and dusty road, oyer which they hastened,nd entered the first 
house which displayed the attractive sigu ‘Beer.’ Greeting the pro- 
prietor, who sat Jolling back in a chair, his face and nose a perfect 
fortune for a temperance orator, they demanded wherewithal to 
quench their thirst. Their feelings can be better imagined than de- 
scribed when they were inyited to take-a pull at the pump. Alas! the 
town had voted for PrOueoD only the week before, and beer was a 
thing of the past. Profanity only partially relieved the feelings of 
our wanderers as they dejectedly wended their way to adirty rickety 
old hotel in search of dinner. After an hour which seemed a year iu 
spite of various expédients to kill time, they were summoned into a 
dingy back room and served with the warmed-over leavings of the 
boarders’ dinner. It wasa pretty tough meal, but they made the 
best of a bad bargain, and retreated to the boats in good order loaded 
with supplies from an adjoining grocery, determined at least to have 
& good supper even if eggs were to be thelprincipal dish. 
The experience of the morning made the canoeists quite careless of 

the heay y rift and broken dam at the junction of the rivers, and they 
passed them with flying colors and not eyeana bump, From that 
Lot the water deepened and they were out of their boats but twice 
uring the afternoon to their great relief, for wading had become 

monotonous not to say damaging to the feet. F. was so disgusted 
that every half hour he announced his firm determination of return- 
ing home at the next railroad station, declaring that he came to pad- 
dle and not to walk and ‘‘jackass” canoesabout. The quiet afternoon 
soothed his perturbed spirit and sore toes, and he pulled ashore all 
content on a stony beach to enjoy a pipe and rest with the others 
before undertaking the arduous duties of making camp. 
The course durmg the day had been through a fertile valley 

bounded on either side by rolling, well-wooded country. Occasionally 
the hills rismg boldly would close in almost to the river's edge, The 
spot chosen for the camp was in the shadow of a great bluff on the 
Pennsylvania side, and our sanoeists lying at their ease could see in 
the distance across the river the little town of Lordville nestling 
among the trees at the foot of the distant hills, now tipped with the 
crimson light of the setting sun. O. carried his canoe up the bank 
and made a soft berth for her among the ferns which grew in magni- 
ficent profusion under the great trees that covered the steep slope, 
while the others grouped together on the stones near the water’s 
edge, Thoroughly worn out, they sought their beds at an early hour. 
Despite the picturesque berth of the Marion. O. did not restin quiet, 
as he was constantly awakened by the crackling of the bushes near 
by, and expected a visit momentarily from some animal which was 
magnified by dreams into an elephant, Moral—Don’t make a pig of 
yourself at supper. i 
At Lordville next day G. joined the party, taking his canoe from 

W., who had taken his place for a day or two during his enforced 
absence on business. The morning paddle of eighteen miles to Calli- 
coon was comparatively uneventfil. the river flowing placidly and 
quietly, with an occasional rift through the beautiful valley. The 
sun poured down, nearly roasting the party, and they pulled ashore 
on along stony shoal at Callicoon, hot and iired. and oh! how deli- 
cious was the beer they found at the Railroad Hotel there. As they 
sat around the table, doing ample justice to a square meal, their red, 
sun-burned noses and strange dress of gray shirts and knickerbockers 
were the source of infinite curiosity and strange comment. To avoid 
this nuisance they took to the boats as early as practicable, paddling 
over to the cool shade of a bank and there enjoyed the soul-satisfying 
tobacco and their otiwm cum dig. until Old Sol had sunk low enough 
to make work comparatively easy. { 

Cocheton Falls, the much-talked of falls, were now but a few miles 
distant. Dread had been the warnings to our yoyagers of this point 
in the river, and their imaginations had magnified it into a small 
Niagara, so it was voted that an early camp should be made near 
Damascus, afew miles above, in order that the falls might be at- 
tempted next day early in the morning. jl 
At the head of a sharp riffle, where the river made a picturesque 

bend around the foot of a pine-covered hill, they hauled ashore. They 
had chosen better than they knew, for close by was a Jarge farm hid- 
den from sight by the high bank. There milk and eggs were to be 
had ad libitum, not to mention a delicious drink of cold spring water. 
As they sat around the fire, every man in that supreme state of con- 
tent which a full stomach brings te the weary canoeist, a genial face, 
belonging to Farmer Bush, joined the circle. Before he left he had 
ersuaded them to defer launching next day until they had been with 

fim to seé a waterfall on his farm, which he described most enthu- 
siastically. Their dreams that night were a strange mixture of 
mighty Cocheton Falls thousands of feet high, and charming sylvan 
scenes in which the burly figure of Bush was predominant. Bright 
and early they clambered up the bank, and, seeking the farmer, 
started on the expedition he had proposed. ‘ 
The farmhouse stood at the foot of a deep gorge on the heavily- 

wooded hillside, and through this rayine came tumbling one of the 
most picturesque little streams imaginable. The moss-coyered rocks, 
towering on either side, were drippimg with diamond drops of water 
from little rivulets which flowed into the main stream. Fall suc- 

. 

ceeded fall, the gorse now narrowing to a few feet, now opening 
into large grottoes, shaded with heayy foliage, through which the 
sunlight struggled lighting up the mirror-ike ponlsin which the ai 
like scene was reproduced. On and up the party clambered for near ly 
a quarter of a mile, every turn revealing some new beauty to their 
admiring and wondering eyes. until the summit of the hill was 
reached. A short walk through the woods to the open and a most 
magnificent panorama of the valley spread before them for miles, 

It was well worth the climb, and on their return to the bou-e O., in 
gratitude. photographed the entire family standing in the door of 
their old home, to the evident satisfaction of pater familias and the 
evident disgust of ‘‘ma,” as he called her, for it was yet eally and 
the ladies were in eurl papers. But the day's work was yet to be 
done, and Cocheton two miles away; so with many expressions of 
good will on both sides our heroes bade their host farewell, and were 
soon speeding on their way toward the redoubtable falls and eager 
for the fray, 4 

[fo BE CONTINUED.] 

CRUISING REMINISCENCES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
After a seasor’s pleasure with my little boat I wish to say to the 

fraternity (and I feel sure that oné and all will agree to it) that canoe- 
ing is the best sport, looked at/from the health side or the pleasure 
side, in which a man can indulge. I have never had the good fortune 
to take 4 long cruise, and, in fact, my experience has been confined 
to short trips of from six to ten miles along the shore from our club 
house, which stands at the entrance 10 one of the harbors of Lake 
Erie and given us the choice for use of a small river polluted by the 
refuse of manufactories, chemical works, and oil refineries or the 
broad, clear bosom of the lake, placid for the most part during the 
summer months and offering an ample opportunity for a sail or 
paddle. Though the club boats are mostly of the Racine manufacture 
we have a few built by Eyerson and Rushton, and the usual number 
of canoeists who are willing to grace their own craft with every 
virtue but deny even one to another make. My canoe is one of the 
Racine models and possesses that best point of neyer leaking, though 
it may not approach perfection so nearly in other directions. Prom 
May to November it is possible to use the boats and I recall now the 
paddles along the lake shore in the early spring when the trees were 
just putting forth their new yerdure and the canoeist had but to step 
ashore to enjoy the pink and purple bloom of the hepatica and the 
sweet scent of other early spring flowers. 
Then there were the delightful rides in the long summer evenings, 

when the lake was calm and the sunset unsurpassed for beauty and. 
soft-lighted skies rivalled those of Italy in tint and gorgeous cloud 
effects; themoonlight nights in August, too, when a land breeze tem- 
pered the heated atmosphere, found the canoeist gliding along away 
trom heat and smoke to the quiet shores some miles away, where 4 
country hotel and genial host awaited him. 
The brisk runs with a fresh breeze blowing in September also comes 

to mind, and last, but not least, an eventful trip up the muddy river 
through stretches of slime and oily water until the canal was reached, 
on which we journeyed until sighting a canal boat of pleasant aspect 
we came alongside. Chatting with the ancient mariner who en- 
gineered the craft we whiled away an hour, and having received a 
cordial invitation to dine in the main saloon, accepted with thanks, 
and enjoyed the hospitality of the May Queen and her captain, to 
whom we owe a deep debt of gratitude. The woods were in their 
autumn glory that day, and cider and grapes were plepuifat at every 
turn and their owners generous in giving, I think the canoeiss must 
be a favored being, for never on a cruise have I received any but the 
most courteous treatment from all whom it was my fortune to méet. 
Now that the season is about ended, lam enjoying the fruits of the 
summer exercise, which manifests itself by an improved digestion 
and better health generally. In BhOsiing let me say that I could not 
refrain from communing with the paper that first fired my fancy with 
the fairy craft, which, having been purchased, has been a joy ever 
since, W.S5. £. 
CLEVELAND, Oct, 16. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
be" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

HH, VM. W.—After the use of vinegar to clean your gun rinse it ont 
very thoroughly with boiling hot water. 

C. F.§., Gore’s Landing.—You can undoubtedly obtain from the 
manufacturer testimonials commendatory of the rowing gear. 

G. 8. L., Brooklyn. N. Y.—1. For duck shooting go to Rice Lake, 
Ontario. 2. No; a moderate amount ef work will be of benefit to 
her. : 

“J., Whitinsville, Wass,—The land there is pretty well posted. You 
can only ascertain desirable and ayailable localities by investigation 
on the spot. 

IcnorAMUS.—1. The season in New York State for robins is Oct. 1 
Jan.1. 2. Itis forbidden to export from Connecticut game lawfully 
killed there. 

H, W.—The New Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society has 
jurisdiction. You can secure certificate by addressing W. L, Worce, 
Plainfield, N. J. : 
QuerRist, Hudson, N. Y.—1, The powder is an excellent brand, If 

is always a good rule to use the best even ifit costs more. 2. The com- 
pany is a new oneand we have neither personally tested their work 
nor are we informed of its merits. 

P. W. G., Boerne, Texas.—You will find useful instructions for 
wing-shooting in the book *‘Field, Cover and Trap Shooting,” by Capt. 
A. H. Bogardus, orin ‘Wing Shooting,” by “Chipmunk.” For prices 
see our list of books in advertising columus. 

» A.§.G., Escanaba, Mich.—I have an old style .50 Sharps rifle, 12- 
ounds, 28-inch barrel, which I would like bored ont for a shotgun, 
Vould it not be best as a 12-bore? Ans. Probably a smaller bore 
would be better; but you should take it to a gunsmith and get his 
opinion based upon the amount of stock to work ou. 

E, P. M., Brooklyn.—Read_ Hallock’s “Sportsman's Gazetteer,” 
Bogardus’s ‘Wield, Cover and Trap Shooting,” Ohipmunk’s ‘Wing 
Shooting,” D. W. Cross’s ‘Fifty Years with Gun and Rod,” or the 
chapter in Hammond’s "Dog Training” on the ‘‘One-Hyed Grouse of 
Maple Run,”’ or the back files of the Formust anp STREAN for informa- 
tion about the haunts and habits of ruffed grouse and how to capture 
them. Wecan supply any of the books named. 

H, L., Montclair, N. J —At a certain period it is lawful to shoot a 
certain kind of game in N, Y, State, but unlawful to shoot in New 
Jersey, can I legally at that period purchase the game in New York 
and bring it into the State of New Jersey for my own private use? 
Ans. Yes; but in doing so youshould take the precaution to have 
sufficient proof, if called upon to show it, that the game really came 
from New York and was not killed in your own State. 

UMPHREYS 
OMEOPATH CA Ry 

-0R THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 
TLE, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS, 

HORSES, CAT TTPOULTRY, ’ 
OH TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homeo- 
ue Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
‘armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 

Turfmen, Loree Railroads, Manufacturers, 
y i } es, Tray i 
oe “Menageries, and others Siar ing stock, 
with perfect success. 
cAnmnphneys Veterinary Manual, (320 pp.) 
fent free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
f=" Pamphlets sent free on application. f 

HUMPHREYS HOMEGPATHIC MED.CO, 
109 Fulton Street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPH AS Vital Weakness and Pros. 

tration from over-work or 

§ndiscretion, 
and promptly FE P THI fs radically 

PECIFI 
cured by it, 

Been in use 20 years, No 
—is the most.success- Ts 4 
fulremedy known. ce $1 per vial, or5 vials and 
large yial of powder for $3, sent post-free on r6- 

omprice. Hump Pane Homeo. Med, Co. 
“Filust, Catalogue tree) £00 Fulton St, N. Ws 

ELORIDA FISHING. 

The manufacture of fishing tackle particularly adapted to angling in Florida has long been a special feature 

in our business. Those anglers who intend spending the winter or spring in Florida, will find it to their advantage 

to callon us. If not thoroughly posted in regard to what they require in our line, under our advice they can provide 

themselves with what they do need, and save themselves from purchasing what they do not want. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

48 and 50 Maiden Lane, New York City. 

a 
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sociation. ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

JUDGHS AT DOG SHOWS. 

jhe recent dog show in this city was chiefly noteworthy 

as indicating the growing strength of certain special 

classes in this country. A number of classes of dogs not 

used for field sports are rapidly making their way into favor 

with the general public, and efforts, more or less intelligent, 

are being made to improve these breeds, To the novice the 
simplest way of getting good dogs appears to be by importa- 

tion from England; for deep down in the hearts of most 

men, who are without long experience, lurks a feeling that 

an imported dog must of necessity be better than a native, 
Of course this idea is wholly erroneous. They have better 

dogs in the non-sporting classes in England than we have 
here, but they also have others that are as bad as any of 

ours, and the mere fact that a dog is imported is not neces- 

sarily anything in its favor, The man who, being ignorant 
of a breed, picks up a specimen in England, is, if he trusts 

to himself, almost sure to be cheated and to secure a very 
commonplace animal, 

Intelligent importation cannot fail to improve our dogs, 

but indiscriminate bringing in of foreign dogs merely be- 

cause they were born on the other side of the water, is 
useless and absurd, Judicious breeding is much more 
to be relied on than importation alone, but the two working 
together are what will improve our dogs. 

When we consider this growing strength of many of the 
classes, and the increasing number of “‘real good ones,” in 

America, it is evident that if these classes are to be satisfac- 

torily judged, the knowledge of these different breeds must 
keep pace with their improvement. In old times, a man 

who had owned and bred pointers and setters, was often in- 

trusted with the decisions in all the classes in a show, and 

distributed in a hit or miss manner the honors among pugs, 
poodles, mastiffs, greyhounds and the other breeds. He 

knew nothing of what they should be, andif his awards 

were properly made it was a matter of good luck, not good 
judgment. 

We have advanced far beyond that stage now, and have a 
number of fairly good “‘all-round” judges, but we need 

something more. In many classes at the large shows the 
good dogs are becoming so numerous, that nice judgment 
and an exhaustive knowledge of these breeds are required to 
justly determine the relative merits of the animals exhibited. 

Such knowledge can be acquired in only one way—by expe 

rience. A judge must have bred or owned and exhibited 

good dogs, the more the better. 

Dog shows in America are comparatively new, and dog- 
breeding still newer; so that we have not in this country as 

many specialists as they have abroad. Still, there are not a 

few individuals—and their number is constantly on the in- 

crease—who are striving to intelligently breed better and 
better animals, and these efforts will not be without the 

desired results. The managers of dog shows will do weil to 
consider the advisability of selecting judges at future shows 
from among such breeders and exhibitors, many of whom 

are qualified by temperament and experience to act in this 
capacity. In a number of cases this has been already done, 

but it should be the rule rather than the exception. 

At present our judges haye too much to do, too many 

classes to adjudicate upon; as a consequence they are often 

worn out by their work, which is extended over too much 
time, and confused by the number and variety of the animals 

brought before them. The task of judging at a dog show is 

a hard and thankless one at best, and it should be made as 

easy as possible. A further division of labor too, will give 

more satisfactory results to the public, and by increasing the 

number of judges, the awards can all be made during the 

first day of the show. This will, as we have so often insisted, 

result in dog shows having their full educational effect, for 
the public can then see for themselves what the judges 

regard as the best specimens of the different breeds shown, 

The subject is one which calls for the careful consideration 
of the new American Kennel Club. 

ANOTHER INTERNATIONAL MATCH. 

Hf Rees call of the N. R. A. Committee for an expression of 

opinion on the part of riflemen upon the subject of 

another match is made through our columns, and the field 

of discussion is now clear for vigorous cultivation. The 

question simply is whether there are enough riflemen of real 

ability who are willing to give the time and trouble 

involved in a match of the prominence which the proposed 

one will have. The exact conditions of the contest, if one is 

decided upon, may be fixed at any time, but the question of 

getting men is next to the question of getting money, the 

one on which our managers in the past have had the most 

difficulty in considering. It will certainly be one of the 

conditions of the next match that the rifles shall go un- 
cleaned from shot to shot, and the necessary experiments in 

ammunition should be made without delay, There are 

claims that the rifle companies are prepared with the re- 

quisite arm, but this is a matter which is yet fairly open for 

settlement by trial. 

On the subject of an international match sectional differ- 

ences should be cast aside and a united front be presented to 

the teams which will visit us from abroad. There are rifle- 

men in the country who owe it to their region to make an 

appearance in such a match as this. There are ranges beside 
Creedmoor and Walnut Hill, but they make no adequate 

showing before the public. 

The invitation of the committee is timely. The whole 

winter is before our riflemen for talk and preparation. It 

seems necessary that a certain season of chin-wagging should 
precede any such contest, and for this match now is the 
time. The coast is clear, our columns are many and broad, 

and to all suggestions of meril respectful attention will at 
least be given. 

A LIVE RIFLE CLUB. 

'}°HE promise that a real shooting club will be organized 
in this city, is held out in the communication of Mr. 

James Dnane in another column. There is need and room 
for just such a company in this city, and if it be kept in the 

hands and under the control of the shodling men themselves, 
there is no reason to doubt that it will be kept up to the 

plane of success. 

The end of small arm shooting is still a long way off. 

Already much that was thought fine work and of the most 
advanced sort at Creedmoor, has become obsolete, and a 

club of live shooters need never grow dull for want of some 

interesting contest to be devised. One thing only is to be 

guarded against, and that is a surplusage of management. 
There haye been clubs In the past which haye done pretty 

much everything but shoot. Those who go into the new 
organization have the benefit of this experience, and what- 
ever may be the fate of the new effort, it is certainly the fact 
that there is an abundance of material in and about this city 
for a club strong in numbers, and far up in shooting attain- 
menis, 

THK MAINE DHER LAW. 

HE State of Maine has made a more decided advance in 

securing wise game laws and compelling their obsery- 
ance than has been attained in any other State of the Union. 

The efficient work of her commission has been the subject 
of repeated commendation in these columns. Friends of 

wise game protection have come to look upon the old Pine 

Tree State as the chiefest exemplar of its principles and. — 

practice, The condition of affairs there to-day is one of 

actual progress. A backward step at this time would be 
lamentable. 

It is said that an attempt will be made, at the next meet- 

ing of the Maine Legislature, to change the opening of the 

season for deer shooting from Oct. 1 to Sept. 1. Advocates 

of this change in favor of earlier shooting make the plaus- 
ible argument that, while it will permit the sportsman to 

pursue the game, yet because of the dense foliage of the 

woods in September not many deer can actually be killed. 
It is contended, too, that business and professional men, who 

cannot leave their counting rooms and offices in October, 

should not be deprived of the privilege of hunting in the 

month of September, Moreover, such a change would per- 

mit trout fishermen to combine hunting with their fishing. 

The plausibility of these arguments is only on the surface. 

The reasoning is, in fact, fallacious. If it were not expected 
that the deer would actually be killed in September, there 

could be no object in making that month an open one. As 

to the combination of fishing and shooting large game, if 

the intention be to legislate at all with respect to that class 

of anglers who jig the large trout on the spawning heds, the 

kindest aud most judicious expedient would be to change 

the trout season so that it would close Sept. 1. 

In regard to the business and professional men—as we 

have often said before—if they cannot afford to shoot game 
in October, then for the sake of maintaining the game supply, 

they must be content to forego the pleasure of hunting at 

ail. The law governing the case is not the statute of human 

enactment, but nature’s own immutable law. If it is or- 

dained by natural law that ia the month of September in 

the Maine woods fawns are still with the mother deer, 

and dependent upon her for their sustenance; and this 

being the case, the sportsman should be forbidden by the 

statute—if indeed his own heart does not so forbid him—to 
kill the mother doe. 

This is the insurmountable objection to September deer 

hunting in Maine. There are other considerations which 

add their weight to the same side of the question. We 

should extremely regret to see a change, such as we are 

told is proposed. 

ANOTHER WeEDGE.—This appears to be the age of 

“wedges.” Some time ago the English Parliament proposed 

legislation to prohibit the trap-shooting of pigeons in Great 

Britain. This was at once recognized by astute newspaper 
scribes in this country as an entering wedge, which was to 
destroy field sports, disrupt society, and in the end cause the 

downfall of the American Republic. Then came the alarm- 

ing rumor that, in order to relieve a long suffering public 

from continued infliction of angleworm jokes, the English- 

men were going to prohibit the use of worms as bait. That 

was the worm wedge, as dire in its results as the pigeon 

wedge. Now comes the dog wedge. It might be presumed 
that the second-sight, which detected the pigeon wedge and 

the phantom showman, might have seen as well the dog 
wedge; but as a matter of fact, the only journalist equal to 

the occasion appears to be the editor of the New York Times, 

In editorial comment on the Westminster Club’s non-sport- 
ing dog show, he says: ‘‘The Westminster Kennel Club will 
not succeed in persuading mankind that pointers and setters 

are not eligible to the very best canine society, or that the 

same taint of disrepute attaches to a sporting dog and to a 

sporting man,” The motives which the eagle-eyed editor of the 
Times ascribes tothe club are unquestionably the correct ones. 

The Westminster members are clearly convicted of a covert 
attempt to ostracise sporting dogs. That means the sending 

of sportsmen to that limbo where they belong, the abolition 

of field sports, and—the final overthrow of the Republic. 

The pigeon wedge, the worm wedge, and the phantom show- 

man wedge are puny and ridiculous in comparison with the 

dog wedge. And the humiliating and utterly disheartening 

feature of the case is that the Westminster members are 

themselves field sportsmen, who own and use field dogs, and 

who might, therefore, be expected to conserve the interests 
of sportsmen instead of driving the wedge that is to destroy 
it. Who can tell what will be the next wedge? 

Hint ror Tunspay.—Vote early and then go shooting, 
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A VOYAGE BETWEEN THE LAKES: 

BY D. D, BANT A, 

Ty. 

Now welcome, Lake Keeuka! Hail to thee, 
Thou hill-hugged bosom of waters, hail! 

—Oountes-Kinney. 

ae morning of the third day dawned cool and clear, 
and our travelers, after a hearty breakfast, resumed 

theit voyage up the outlet. The littie boat was soon going 
ata good rate of speed up the quiet and deep stream, and 
on reunding the second bend above their camp, a mother 
duck with her half-grown family was, unexpectedly to all 
concerned, come up with, when with a creat fluttering and 
quacking, she made her way up stream, while her ducklings 
dodged into safe hiding places, and all was stillagain. ~ 

Searcely had the ripples set in motion by the mother duck 
died on the shore, when Brother Scott thought he saw a 
erouse, and they at once landed that he might go and shoot 
it. But his hunt was unsuccessful, and as he re-entered the 
boat, a descending canoe came into view. Its sole occupant 
was on his knees with body erect, and his steady strokes of 
the paddle sent his erait down stream at a speed the naviga- 
tors of the Wawa never dreamed of save in very swift water, 
A rifle, a blanket and a lantern stowed in the bow, war- 
ranted the Judge and Brother Scott in considering him pretty 
well equipped for night-hunting. 
Meeting him unexpectedly and in the wilderness they took 

more particular notice of his personal appearance than they 
otherwise would. His hair, cut short, was bristly and of a 
dull leaden color, while his chin tuft—the ouly beard he 
wore—was a tawny white. His sunken and corrugated 
cheeks had a leathery look, and his long, thin nose, was 
humped like a ‘“‘hog brace,” and his light gray eyes gleamed 
trom beneath a jutting and over-dleveloped eyebrow, 

Hello,” said the Judge as the fellow seemed inclined to 
pass on the further side without speaking, ‘“Are you lost or 
are we?” 

“7 don’t know whether you are or not, but I'l] be blank 
blanked if Iam,” he replied. 

“Well, I don’t think we are,” said the Judge, “‘but we 
were never here before. I suppose you live hereabouts?” 

*VYes, down the river a mile below the outlet.” 
“Hm, you'll hardly be able to go all the way home by 

Tiver,” suggested the Judge. 
And then there was an explosion. The man had a griey- 

anee and the Judge had unwittingly uncovered it, and now 
that the cover was off, the fellow poured forth such a torrent 
of abuse interlarded with such an array of unique and in- 
dictive maledictions leveled at the Chicago Lumber Company, 
ihe reported authors of the obstruction, as is seldom heard in 
places where men live, let alone in the wilderness. 

After the first burst of wrath began to subside he was 
asked several questions concerning the lakes and the country, 
all of which he answered willingly and intelligently, but 
when his questioners wanted to know something about deer 
shooting, eyeing the meanwhile his gun and lantern, he 
resumed his invective against the rich lumber company that 
was trampling on the rights of the poor and then moved on. 

Our yoyagers soon forgot the man and his grievance. The 
wrath and gloom that, like things of evil, had followed them 
at the beginning of their journey, had long since been left 
behind; and now, alive only to the sensations produced by the 
varied scenery about them and their spirits subdued by the 
drowsy influences of the morning, they journeyed slowly on. 
Brother Scott began softly humming to himself a familiar 
tune, and among the words that he ‘mumbled o’er,” the 
Judge heard: 

‘This is the way [long have sought 

And mourued because I found it not,” 

and he knew that Brother Scott was happy. 
At one place where water, sky, marsh grass, foliage, sun- 

shine and shadows combined to forma picture of exceptional 

peauty, they landed to get a photographic view, and while 

thé Judge was busy with the camera, his companion found 

a raspberry patch, where the ripe red berries hung in such 

large and tempting clusters that, after the picture was 

taken, the finder Jed the way back to it and in spite ofa 

nest of threatening ‘‘yellow jackets” close at hand, they 

gathered enough fruit to furnish their table the rest of the 

day. 
x short run brought them to the entrance of a stream 

from the south side. This flowed from a small lake two 

miles to the south known as Mud Lake and reputed to be a 

great deer resort. From it the canoeman of the morning 

hisid doubtless come. 
Right al the mouth of the stream the water was very deep, 

and a pele driven into the bottom signified that these fish 

were to be taken. Marcot had told them to stop there and 

try their luck fishing, but notwithstanding large numbers of 

fine-looking fish were to be seen through the clear waters, 

the spoons tendered them had no charms; and the travelers 

moved on. j 
‘A. half a mile further run, brought them into the Manis- 

tique Lake, In the throat of the outlet is deep water which 

all reports bespoke a noted fish pool, and the vanishing fins 

as the Wawa floated over the translucent tide, indicated that 

the reports were true. ; 

Our travelers were uo less astonished than charmed with 

the beauty of the scene that opened before them, as they 

entered the lake and gave vent to their feelings in frequent 

exclamations of surprise. Manistique Lake lies in a lime- 

stone basin and its shores, numerously indented with alter- 

nating ‘‘points’ and bays, are surrounded next the water- 

line with a narrow fringe, principally of white cedars, which 

gives way on the rising ground toa dense growth of hem- 

lock, intermingled with beeches, maples and other deciduous 

trees, ts greatest length is almost six miles, being from east 

to west, and its greatest width about four. Along the shores: 

is to be seen a thin white line made by blocks of limestone 

cast up from the rock floor of the lake, This adds to the 

picturesque effect of the scene, but the most marked feature 

is the islands. Four of these rose from the bosom of the 

erystal waters—four apparently round islands, covered with 

emerald forests. . 
‘Phe boatmen turned southward; they entered from the 

west and ran a mile or more to a long point extending out 

from the west shore. ‘This was not less than half mile long, 

and half the distance it was not to exceeed an average width 

of twenty feet. Its sides were well rip-rapped with broken 

Jimestone rock, and from its backbone sprouted a bristly 

hedge of dwarfed evergreens. On this rocky point they 

prepared their dinners, eating off the smooth surface of a 
limestone slab, 

From this vantage ground the west half of the north shore 
could be seen, together with the little clearings and some of 
the cabins of the six or seven settlers who have within the 
past three or four years moved in, All the south shore could 
be seen except such parts as lay behind headlands, and not a 
cabin marred the view, One small clearing showed where 
an Indian had undertaken to make a ‘‘claim,” but had 
fainted by the way. To sail down this south and wilderness 
shore to the portage leading across to White Fish Lake, 
lying three-quarters of a mile south of the Manistique, was 
the purpose of our travelers; but a mile to the east of them 
lay the nearest island, and it looked so inviting that they at 
once turned their canoes to it. As they approached it they 
discovered a flock of ducks in its vicinity, and to reach these 
a wide circuit was made and the island nearly cireumnavi- 
gated. The ducks escaped, however, and the island was 
found to be a long and rather narrow limestone outcrop, 
covered with popple saplings and fuzzy underbrush. Its 
beauty had vanished, and Brother Scott and his companion 
regretted that they had not kept on their original course. 
When ready to resume their journey, their ears were 

saluted with the sound of breakers among the rocks on the 
south side of the island, and on paddling around they were 
surprised to see the waters between the island and south 
shore lashed into fury by a sudden wind. One glance over 
the rough waters upset their purpose of going to the south 
shore just then, and turning northward the way to the 
largest island in the lake, three-quarters of a mile distant, 
was open and the water serene. As yet the wind was con- 
fined to a narrow belt on the south side of the lake, 

On reaching the large island they were mel by a man who 
invited them to land, and was pleased to show them the 
choicest of the raspberries that grew in abundance on it, and 
otherwise contributed to their pleasure. He was a resident 
of some one of the railroad villages lying to the north, and 
had come to the Manistique Lake with his wife and another 
woman on a sort of vacation, and this day they were berry- 
ing on the island. He had found the time to hang heavily 
upon his hands, and pressed the Judge and Brother Scott to 
make their camp for a few days in the vicinity of his stop- 
ping place, assuring them that if they would do so he would 
paddle the boat. for one of them to shine a deer. ‘‘) can’t 
shoot,” said he, ‘‘worth a blanked cent, but I can paddle 
like thunder!” 

The generous and rather unusual offer ef the man was de- 
clined, and once more setting forth on their cruise, they 
made a wide detour eastward to escape the shallows on the 
northeast of the island, 

This island contained about seven acres, and like the other, 
was an outcropping of the Niagara limestone. It was coy- 
ered with timber common to the country, and had a lagoon 
in the center. It was a mile to Hawhbuck’s landing, and 
although the wind had begun to blow in custy puffs on the 
north shore, as before on the south, the Wawa was driven to 
that landing in a short time. - 
Hawbuck’s house stood on rismg ground about fifly yards 

from the water’s edge, and between the two was a flower 
garden filled with pinks—pinks and nothing but pinks—ot 
all colors and growing to perfection, The house itself when 
seen at a distance outlined against the somber forest, had ap- 
peared to be large and roomy, but a near view showed that 
it was the merest log cabin; still there had been an effort at 
adornment. There was a porch overlooking the lake, and 
the four sturdy sapling columns with the bark on that up 
held its clapboard roof, had recently been painted a bottle 
green, Above the door was a diamond-shaped ornament, 
carved with a pocket knife out of pine wood, which was 
likewise painted green. On the edge of the porch floor was 
a varied assortment of battered cans and cracked crockery, 
all painted green, and improvised into flower pots, from 
which rose-moss, witch-in-the-green, touch-me-nots, bachelor- 
buttons, and other old-fashioned flowering plants were 
blooming, and by the side of the door, swinging to a wooden 
pin, was a bird cage containing its twittering little bird, 
whose ancestors had originally come all the way from the 
Canary Islands. In response tou sturdy knock on one of 
the sturdy sapling columns of the porch, the mistress of the 
castle appeared and the wandering knights stood speechless 
before her. There she was, a young dame in a neat gown, 
bright-eyed and smiling, and with a head covered with a 
mass of quivering and carefully-kept brownish curls; while 
there they were, ragged and unkempt, the Judge’s collar 
open at the throat, and Brother Scott’s trousers out behind. 
Instinetively the former felt for his open collar, and the lat- 
ter felt behind, while the dame, tossing her elastic curls, 

showed her pretty teeth, and disclosed her English origin by 
dropping her h’s. Handing them chairs they were soon 
seated, but scarcely was this done when & young man came 

in who wore tightly-fitting trousers, and boots with heels re- 

markably small for his feet, The first thought of the two 

knights was that he was the lord of the castle, but he soon 

gaye them to understand that he was only the ‘‘neyvy” of 

the lord, The ‘‘neyyy” displayed a churlishness seldom 

met with in frontier life. The knights were charmed with 

the place and proposed camping there for the night, but he 

knew of no suitable place short of “‘yan yander pint,” which 

was a mile away. Then the Judge asked him if he could 

buy some potatoes, 
‘Yes, how many do you want?” 
“A peck.” ‘ 
“A peck?” exclaimed the ‘‘nevvy,” with a dash of con- 

tempt in his tone, 
“Lord, man,” said the Judge, “you don’t think we want 

to buy your entire crop, do you?” 
And the dame who was standing in the door shook her 

elastic curls and shayved her pretty teeth and laughed a little 

laugh, as if she thought it all very funny, r 

Taking a hoe, the potato trader set out for the patch, in- 

viting one of the knights to follow him. The Judge by 

this time had managed to button his collar, and had carefully 

seen to it that his shirt was well thrust down beneath his 

wuistband, and feeling quite comfortable he made no move- 

ment to follow; thereupon Brother Scott gave the Judge a 

you-go sort of look, but it was all in vain. The Judge was 

asking questions about the seasons on the Jake, and the dame 

was protesting without the aid of h’s that she ad lately come 

to the region, and her elastic curls were quivering and her 

pretty teeth gleaming and her bright eyes beaming. Brother 

Scott, seeing that he had to go, tacked off the porch rather 

awkwardly but nevertheless safely and got away. After 

the potatoes were dug he went up the hill to where Hawbuck 

was plowing a tract of stumpy ground with oxen, and the 

two had a brief talk about the country and the fishing. Mr. 

H., it seemed, had lived about five years on the lake, but up 

to about a year ago had done nothing but trap. Every im- 

Hawbuck’s Landing, 

provement at his place worthy of the name had been done 
within the past year; all before that was a blank, ‘‘He left 
the impression on my mind,” said Brother Scott that night, 
as at the camp-fire they talked over the incidents of the day, 
“that he is in his year one.” 
“And so he is,” replied the Judge, ‘for the curly-headed 

Hnglish wife has been with him only since last spring.” 
“How did he ever happen to get her?” asked Brother 

Scott, as if the Judge could know, : 
But the Judge did know—at least undertook to tell the 

story—how H., five years before and the dame, then a miss 
in her teens, living with an uncle in New York, had been 
lovers, and how a fascinating dry goods clerk had come tem- 
porarily between them, and how he had fled the country and 
taken up his abode on this Jake. Wor four years no word 
had been heard of him, and the English girl, broken down 
in health, was taken by her uncle to the Upper Peninsula to 
regain it, and who should turn upas guide aud boatman 
over this very Manistique Lake but her old lover; and what 
else could they do but kiss and make up and go to house- 
keeping inthe old cabin. ‘‘It’s ‘the old, old story,’ ” con- 
cluded the Judge, 

“Love! Love! Old song that poet ever chanteth, 

Of which the listening world is never weary.” 

To the romantic tale as told, Brother Scott gave a listen- 
ing ear, and when it was through hesaid, ‘‘Yes, it might be. 
Every cabin along here doubtless has its romance, and the 
one you haye woven from a very slender thread, or, what is 
more to the purpose, from no tliread at all, is as likely to be 
true as any of them.” 

Our voyagers were encamped on the second headland from 
At the first they had found the cedar 

thicket practically impenetrable, but at the second was a 
good and accessible camping ground. Their little tent was 
soon set up in an open space, and boughs cut und a bed 
made. Over the coals the Judge broiled a pike they had 
hooked on their last run, and around a glowing hardwood 
fire they sat till a late hour, weaving romances and seeing 
visions of flower gardens and elastic curls and Manistique 
beauties in the blinking coals. 

STONY ISLAND. 
12 has come to be an accepted fact that the black bass is 

to be the main reliance of the every-day angler. The 
purl of that untainted stream where alone the brook trout 
will consent to dwell, has grown fainter and fainter upon 
the ear of careless or unappreciating men, until now it is 
substantially true that its sweet music and sweet waters, 
like many good and worthy things in life, are chiefly for 
the possessors of time and money. He, therefore, who 
makes known to the craft of anglers the sure dwelling place 
of black bass, confers a favor that will be sufficiently recog- 
nized. 

In the Fornst AND STREAM of Oct, 2, ‘“Podgers” relates 
his search for and finding the sportsman’s paradise about 
Cape Vincent on the St, Lawrence. Let me call the atten- 
tion of your readers to a localily just this side of paradise, a 
cis-Podgersian paradise, as it were. 
Where the waters of the great lakes begin for the last time 

to gather themselves, and to feel the mighty traction of the 
sea along the channel of the St, Lawrence, and 1n the com- 
pany of others that serve to introduce you to the greater 
company of the Thousand Isles, lies Stony Island, It is 
reached from Watertown inthe State of New York by a 
branch road to Sackett’s Harbor, and thence by the propeller 
Dayan, which runs Tuesdays and Thursday to the head of 
the island, It is between three and four miles long and one 
broad, and lies ten miles ont in Lake Ontario, Its rocky 
foundations on the north rise to a headland barely respecta- 
ble. Elsewhere its low surface and sloping shores, conyerge 
into fine points that continue as reefs far out from water 
line. It has bays and shallows which are the homes of 
countless black bass. 

Ten families have eked a living for years from its thin soil 
and fat fishing. Sportsmen have lately furnished to some a 
substantial aid to their resources, and with the growing fame 
of the island for fishing must come their best harvest, July 
and August are its proper season, May and September, on 
the island, have hints in their atmosphere of winter, that 
are somewhat rough and forbidding for the proverbially, 
gentle angler. ‘‘Benoits” is the name of a family at ‘the 
Head,” who, in an every-day sort of a house and outlying 
cottages, minister to the wants of fishermen in the way of 
beds and food. They can find boats and boatmen for appli- 
cants. Prices are low. 
Many atime while in camp on the island has the writer 

stretched himself upon the beach of asummer night and 

with delight and sweet forgetfulness watched the moon ride 
througb the southern sky, touching, with its silvery shcen, 
the white crests of the wayes that break upon the rocks and 
sand, There has he easily imagined the warm south wind, 
rustling the leaves of beach and maple on the shore and 
laden with the cool moisture of the great water, to be the 

air of a tropical clime, whose night it was. How softly 

breathed the wind, how the light of the stars and of that 

ereater luminary mellowed the darkness far out on the lake, 

disclosing now and then the white sails of some tacking 

schooner, ; 

Neighboring Calf Island (romantic name) on such a night, 

with its encircling line of breakers, with its low shores and 

flat surface, with its slim-trunked elms, whose branches 

spread in a thick-leayed crown, looks for all the world like 

some “pleasant isle of Ayés beside the Spanish Main.” ike 

all time were like such nights who would not be a lotos 

eater on yonder island, 

‘Po watch the crisping ripples on the beach 

And tender curving lines of creamy spray, 

To lend our hearts and spirits wholly 
To the influence of mild-minded melancholy.” 

Had the writer the confidence to believe that it would be 

of interest sufficient for the valuable pages of FermsT AND 

SrrEam he might recite how on a fine day in August he took 

ship—a small yacht—at the port of Oswego, and with two 

other wise men, two boys and a sailor, slid away over the 

blue waters thirty miles in five hours to “Stony,” how he 

went to bed at Benoit’s and was awakened from his sleep of 

innocence by being rasped with a long pole thrust m from 

out of doors by a facetious compagnon de voyage, who thought 

this business a necessary preliminary to imparting the infor- 

mation that the wind had chopped about, and that our craft 

must sail away to ‘the Foot’ (of the island) or go aground; 

how we sailed away and barely escaped beaching the Idler 

at the Foot; how we camped for three delightful nights and 

days under rainy and starry skies in a ragged lean-to on jhe 

a 
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‘stones of the beach with boat cushions for mattress and pil- 
low; how we fished and caught many, but no large ones 
until the last day, when the writer held three 3-pounders 

ith his 9-ounce rod at one time and sayed two; how we 
ended an auburn-headed denizen of the isle; how we were 
cessitated to take ship with ungraceful alacrity by reason 

of the coming up of the first fair wind for three days that 
did not blow a gale; how we headed for home and were 
forced away along the eastern shore of the lake, and at dusk, 
beneath a threatening sky and heavy wind, ran in at Big 
Sandy Bay across a booming bar in time to escape a summer 
hurricane that might have ended our promising lives thus 
ignobly; how we found that we had entered into the shel- 
tering arms of the Life-saying Station (No. 1 Ninth District) 
before we knew it; how we lay that night between white 
sheets; how we took ship again at cock crowing, beat seven 
miles to windward against heavy sea until tired of wrestling 
longer, Wolo et Neptuno adwerso, we put about, ran before 
the wind and sought again the hayen of the station; how we 
Wacked across country by slow conveyance and took rail for 

plunged the grains into the next visitor, and in an instant it | flies andin a simple manner, He made the body of ordinary 
Was minus three of its tines. Such an accident is liable to | embroidery worsted, and wings from the feathers of the red ruffie the fisherman's temper. Becoming disgusted with | bird, bluebird, bluejay and white crane, Florida fish have ready-made grains, I employed a shipsmith, and he made me | not been educated, and will seize anything that moves, be it a tool that has “stood the racket.” In fishing in Northern | a bass fly, coachman, hackle, or a home-made bug unlike water the loss of an implement is of but little importance, } anything that exists in air or water, As yet but little prac- for if can be easily replaced. But when the sportsman takes | tical information has been gleaned with regard to the most a Florida trip he should be provided with tools that will not | suitable flies for Florida fishing, and there is a wide field for break. The breaking of a rod, grains or gaff, may seriously | experiment. For the benefit of the lovers of the angle, those interfere with the results of a fishing trip—more especially | who visit this State should publish their experience. 
when the sportsman is beyond the reach of blacksmiths and} Lrenr Bass Rops.—A Henshall rod will afford the expert rod menders. much amusement in the way of capturing black bass, sea I have simply and briefly referred to some of the more’ | trout and medium-sized crevalli and channel bass. In time common game fish of Florida, and of the many not referred | an adept may wind up the energies of a large sized channel 
to I shall merely give the names of a few: bass or ravallia, but when the feat is accomplished the fisher- Mudfish—Améa calva, man will be disposed to have a pull at his meerschaum, In 

Green pike—Hsoz americanus. the hands of Dr. Henshall these rods can accomplish Barracuda—Sphyrena picuda. wonders, but it is questionable if they will ever become Bonito—Sarda mediteranea. popular for Florida fishing, I own a split bamboo Henshall 
Yellowtail—Chloroscombrus chrysurus, rod, but I look upon it as a “‘thing of beauty and a joy for- 
Warmouth—Chenobrytus gulosus. ever,” The Henshall rod is a beautiful toy, and well 
Spotted bream—Lepomds punctatus, adapted to the capture of small fry, but not suitable for land- Blue bream—Lepomis palidus. ing heavy fish. In conclusion I would advise the fisherman 
Blackfish—Serranus atrarius. to supply himself with a heayy and strong sea bass rod, a 
Black grouper—Trisotropis brunneus. light bass red, and a 12-ounce 12-foot fly-rod. The two first Buller fish—Bodeanus punctatus. to be made of two joints, the first joint short and the second 
Gray snapper—Luijanus cavis, long. 
Sailors’ choice—Pomadasys fulvomaculatus, RvELs.—For Florida fishing the fisherman should provide 
Grunts—Diabasis elegans. himself with a lurge plain brass multiplying reel, carrying 
Porgy—Sparus erysops. 200 yards of 18-thread Cuttyhunk line. A reel with steel 
Drum—Pogonius chromis. pivots should be avoided, for the metal is liable to be injured 
Yellowtail—Seiena chryswra, by sult water. For show, and where fish are few and far 
Croaker—Micrepogon undulatus. between, an expensive reel will pass muster, but for Florida 
Whitings—Mentocirrus alburnus. fishing a useful implement is required and one that will 
Angel fish—Chetodipterus faber. stand rough usage. For light fishing a bass reel without 
Flounder—Paralychthys dentatus, click (costing $4.50) will be found very efficient. This reel 
That accomplished writer and experienced angler, Mr, §. | will receive 100 yards of 9-thread Cuttyhunk line. For fly- 

C, Clarke, remarks: ‘‘Nowhere in our broad country can | fishing I use reel No, 1, costing $3.50. the angler find a greater quantity of game, or more or better| As generally constructed, the spools of reels are too wide, sport, than on the coasts of Florida, In an experience of | and if the line is long, and the thumb of the left hand not more than fifty years as an angler, reaching from Canada to | freely used in distributing the line as it is recovered, it is apt 
Florida and from Massachusetts to Colorado, the writer has | to override, foul the pillars and stop the performance. When 
found no region where fish are so abundant as on this [east] | engaged in playing a heavy and active fish the angler has 
coast.” Of the fishing on the east coast, with the exception | enough to attend to without thumbing and distributing the 
of that at the mouth of the St. John’s River, St. Augustine | line. What is required for Florida fishing is a plain, strong 
and the Halifax River, I haye no personal knowledge. My | and cheap multiplying reel; the spool not to exceed one inch 
experience has been on the southwest coast, from Key West | and a half in width, and of sufficient depth to carry 200 to Cedar Keys; and I can unhesitatingly assert that at most | yards of 18-thread Cuttyhunk line. A small increase in 

. |.points the water teems with fish in endless variety, For | diameter would compensate for loss of width, and the addi- 
over fifty years I haye wielded the rod, and have fished from | tional weight would not be very objectionable. I never 
the head of Lake Superior to the Gulf, and in my humble | could understand why the handles of reels are made round, 
opinion no section of the United States presents as many | unless it is to tire the muscles of the thumb and two fingers, 
attractions to the hand-liner or rodster as Florida, and to favor the slipping of the handle from the grip of the 
Tackim.—Northern fishing tackle houses advertise a| fisherman. For the capture of small fry, say up to fifteen Florida fit-out,” and it is possible that the advertisers may | pounds, a firm hold can be retained of a round handle, but haye experience in our fishing, and be competent to deter-| let the fisherman try conclusions with an active 40-pounder 

mine what is required; but I regret. to say that from what [| in a rapid tideway, and he will appreciate the fact that a 
have seen of these ‘‘fit-outs” they are based on theory and | reel-handle should not be too round nor tooshort. To retain 
not on practical experience. Hence I shall take the liberty | an easy and a firm hold of a reel-handle it should be made of tendering advice based on a long and varied experience in | squaré, and of sufficient length and thickness. If any of 
Florida fishing, your readers ever had a reel-handle to slip from their fingers 

- Rops.—IJn limine I would earnestly advise the visitor to | when playing a heavy fish, and received a whack over their Florida to let alone severely the abortion known as a trunk | knuckles, they will support my position and advocate a 
rod, for such an implement is unfit for any practical pur- | square-handled reel. 1 had better end my criticisms and 
pose. For Florida fishing the angler should be supplied | Suggestions or your readers will denounce me as a chronic 
with at least three rods. For our large fish a stout and | grumbler. AL FREsco, strong bass rod, from 8 to 9 feet long, is a necessity. Bass| JAcKsonviuue, Fla. 
rods, as generally constructed, have the second joint made SS EEE 
of ash, and as a rule it fractures at the upper ferrule. A + 

Aatuyal History, 

PLANTS AND ANIMALS. 

three-jointed rod is portable, but the greater the number of 
joints the weaker the rod and the greater the liability to 
fracture, I would advise the fisherman to supply himself 
with a two-joint bass rod, made of split bamboo, bethabara, 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM, 

a hey student of nature has to deal with some problems 
which seem to become more difficult of solution as the 

amount of knowledge bearing upon them is increased, or he 

greenheart, lancewood, Japanese cane or bamboo. First 

may find, as frequently happens, that increased knowledge 

Joint, 2 feet 2 inches, and the second joint 6 feet 4 inches, 
with banded ferrule and arched guides. I have used 

serves to show the incorrectness of a solution already arrived 
at. Both these statements may be made concerning the 

with great satisfaction a split bamboo rod, 8 feet 4 inches 

problem of drawing the line between the vegetable and 

long, two joints, weight 25 ounces, The best rod that 

animal kingdoms. A century ago this was thought to be a 

I have thus far used for heavy fishing was a rod made 
for me for tarpon fishing by B. F. Nicholls, of Boston. It 

very easy matter, and all the living organisms known in that 
day were given a place in the one kingdom or the other, 

consists of two joints, the first of lancewood and the second 
split bamboo. Although very powerful, this rod possesses 

with very little doubt as to the correctness of the classifica- 
tion, But later observers haye found that the standards of 

ome. 
Near by Stony Island lie others—Calf and Gallon islands. 

Mar away on the western horizon are the Duck Islands, the 
tiue and the ‘false ducks.” Bass can be taken in abundance 
ou any of their shores. To the east, off the shores of the 
Mainland, in Henderson Harbor and about Six Town Point, 
ave famous fishing grounds, It is safe to direct fishermen to 
this vicinity. It is surer ground than the widely-known 
‘Thousand Islands and of smaller compass. 

Guo. T. CLARK, 
OcToEER 20, 1884, 

FLORIDA AGAIN--IV. 

i EVIL FISH.—In my preyious remarks I merely re- 
ferred to a few of the more attractive fish of the State; 

those who can enjoy the capture of large ones, I would 
recommend to provide themselves with a lilly iron (harpoon), 
100 yards of half inch braided sash cord, and one or two 
ances similar to those used by whalemen. In ihe gulf off 

asota, Bay and more especially Charlotte Harbor, devil 
(Manta birostris) from fifteen to twenty feet in width, 

ll be seen cruising or sporting on the surface. If caution 
exercised they can be approached and harpooned. If 

larpooned, the performance will commence, and a cheap 
y secured. After the fish is somewhat exhausted he can 

tild be obtained on the boat, the fish started, the line tight- 
ed, and if it had not parted, the bits would have been 
ed out, When harpooned, these fish are apt to take a 
seaward, As the coast is very shallow, the ten fathom 

é being about forty miles from shore, and as the gulf is as 
[Tule as calm and smooth as a mill-pond, the ardent fisher- 

n would enjoy a tow in a twenty or twenty-five foot 
ae al provided there was a supply of food and water 
board. 

ARKS.—Blue, white, man-eater, sharp-nosed, hammer- 
aded and shovel-nosed sharks haunt the waters in endless 
bers in the channels, inlets and passes; and if heayy 

hing is desired, it can be enjoyed ad libitum, A shark 
ten to fifleen feet in length is a difficult antagonist to 

nage, The shark fisher should firmly plant in the sand 
1¢ beach a four or six-inch snubbing post. A large hook 
Id be baited with a fresh fish, or, what is better, a fish 

Dait that is somewhat tainted. With a boat the hook 
Ould be carried twenty or fifty yards from shore and 

Wwnh Overboard, Very soon a bite will be felt, and if the 
pr is rewarded with a lusty yank, the performance will 
mence and the utility of the snubbing-post discovered, 

Can proves a valuable addition, for it makes a service- 
float and materially retards the moyements of a captive. 
Ww Fise.—Another fish worthy of the notice of the ath- 
fishermen is the jew fish (Hpinephelus nigritus). They 
occasionally captured weighing four hundred pounds, 
in form and color resemble a black bass, They frequent 
holes and docks, and can be captured with a strong 
arge hook and mullet bait. These fish are not plenti- 

and if the fisherman is anxious to try conclusions with 
Bue should institute inquiries of residents regarding 
hhannis, 

sufficient elasticity. The prime consideration for heayy 
fishing in tuis State should be a powerful rod. When fish- 
ing for bass and grouper, a shark or ray may be hooked, and 
unless the rod possesses strength combined with elasticity, 
rod or tackle will be destroyed, To successfully play a large 
channel bass or cavalleo in a rapid tideway, a proper rod is a 
necessity- 

In this connection I must enter my protest against the 
common arrangement of solid reel-seats and reel-bands. 
The pocket of the reel-seat and the fixed band are usually 
placed toward the but. In playing a heavy fish for a length 
of time, the reel-band (when above the seat) is liable to work 
loose and an embarrassing condition arises. The pocket of 
the reel-seat and the fixed reel-band should be placed at 
upper portion of reel-seat and displacement of reel obviated. 
I speak out in meeting, for I have found myself in trouble 
by displacement of reel. 
Fiy-Rops.—To the fly-fisher Florida presents unequalled 

attractions, both for number and size of fish that will take 
the fly. As yet fly-fishing in the State is in its infancy, but 
it has been ascertained that fourteen distinct species of fish 
will take the feathery lure, and they are not mere finger- 
lings, but game fish of proportions that will test the art and 
tackle of rodsters. Fishermen visiting Florida should leaye 
their five and six-ounce rods at home and provide themselves 
with a ten or, what is better, a twelve-ounce rod twelve feet 
long. A ravallia, cayalleo or channel bass weighing from 
twelve to twenty pounds will test the strength of eyen a 
twelve-foot rod. 1 am prepared to admit that a large fish 
can be finished on an eight-ounce rod and will answer a good 
purpose when fish are few and far between, but when fish 
are plentiful the fisherman is not disposed to deyote an hour 
or more to the capture of an eight or ten-pounder. If the 
fisherman uses. an eight-ounce rod and hooksa ravallia, he 
will agree with the Rev. Mr. Prime that a twelve-ounce or 
even a grilse rod would not proye objectionable. To the 
expert 1 would say, provide a split bamboo, but if too ex- 
pensive, a bethabara, lancewood, or greenheart rod. I own 
a twelve-ounce twelve-foot greenheart, and I have found it 
very useful. Ordinary bass flies will answera good purpose, 
but the fly-fisher had better lay in an assortment of rather 
gaudy flies mounted on large-sized and strong hooks, and it 
would be found advantageous to have some of his flies 
mounted on fine steel wire, as ravallia and other fish are apt 
tocutagutsnood. One suceessful fly-fisher made his own 

classification used by their predecessors were in some cases 
wrong, and quite a number of organisms relegated by them 
to one kingdom are now known by more scientific standards 
to belong to the other. But while the naturalists of to-day 
have thus shown the errors of those who lived before them, 
they have by no means been able to solve the problem for 
themselves. The difficulties haye become greater and greater, 
as, by the aid of better instruments of discovery and obser- 
vation, new organisms have been brought to light. Indeed, 
it has been proposed by one of our ablest zoologists to form 
an intermediate kingdom in which may be placed all organ- 
isms of a doubtful character. 
To a casual observer it might seem remarkable that this 

should be so difficult a matter. And it is true that, in the 
case of the higher members of the two kingdoms, it is very 
easy to point out their differences. Take a horse and a tree, 
forexample. One would hardly think of making a compar- 
ison between them, they are so unlike. In size and form, 
the first characteristics to strike the eye, there is no resem- 
blance whateyer. It might next be observed that. the one 
moves about at will, has the power of locomotion, while the 
other remains fixed in one place, Then the horse is pos- 
sessed with the organs of sense—can see, heat, feel, taste 
and smell, and has the power of performing other functions 
connected with the possession of a nervous system, thinking, 
remembering, etc.—while the tree is incapable of perform- 
ing any of these functions. Again, the animal is provided 
with an internal cavity for the reception and digestion of 
solid food, while the food of the plant is wholly fluid or 
gaseous, and is not received into an internal cavity. These 
are differences which are apparent to the most casual ob- 
server. 

There are others which might be enumerated, such as 
differences in the chemical constituents of their bodies, 
differences in the foods by which they are nourished, etc., 
but these we may pass as being beyond the reach of easy ob- 
servation. But when we descend to the lower forms of life 
‘We cannot separate them by any of these distinctions. In 
the matter of size and form we find that many of the lower 
plauts, either in the earlier stages of their existence er when 

le s The last ready-made one I used was 
let tackle house in New York. I was fishing 
channel bass, and had several taken from the side 
at by large sharks. Watching my opportunity, I 
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Zrown up, are exactly similar in these respects to some of 
the lower animals, Some of the infusorians, for example, 
that is animals produced by placing some animal or vege 
table substance in water and allowing it to stand for a day or 
two, very closely resemble some of the plants in the class 
Alge. The yeast plant is exactly like some of the forms of 
Bacteria in having a simple globular shape. Then there are 
many animals so planttike in appearance as to be always 
popularly regarded as vegetables. This is the case with 
many of the hydrods which are often gathered and pressed as 
sem mosses by seaside visitors, 

As regards the power of locomotion, the microscope has 
shown that itis by no means confined to the animal king- 
dom, Before the invention of this instrument no instances 
of voluntary movements were known in plants except the 
well-known facts that flowers open to the sun and close at 
the approach of night, that the leaves of sensitive plants 
droop when irritated, and a few other phenomena of like 
nature; but now we know of many plants which have the 
power, cither when young or throughout life, of making 

- movements apparently as yoluntary and independent as 
those exhibited by the lower animals, In most cases these 
movements are brought about by means of little vibrating 
hairs, called cilia, with which the whole or a part of the 
surface of the body is furnished, The protococcus, a plant 
which may commonly be found in the mud that collects in 
roof-gutters, in one stage of its existence possesses this kind 
of motile power. On the other hand there are many animals 
which do not have the power of locomotion, but spend their 
lives fixed to some solid object. This is the case with the 
corals and sea anemones, the latter often being spoken of as 
“‘sea flowers,”’ Thus it ig seen that no absolute distinction 
can be drawn between animals and plants on the ground of 
the presence or absence of independent locomotive power. 
The presence of a nervous system cannot be made a basis 

of division, for very many of the lower animals are entirely 
devoid of nerve tissue. And we have no reason for believ- 
Ing that these creatures, being unproyided with a central 
nervous system, are possessed with any of the five senses, 
seeing, hearing, etc, It does seem, indeed, that they have a 
sense of Louch, for they seem to be conscious of contact with 
other bodies, and the fact that they are able to distinguish 
between substances which are fit for food and those which 
are not, might argue the presence of something like a sense 
of taste. But at all events, to the best of our knowledge 
they do not possess sense organs of a nature at all similar to 
those of the higher animals, and whatever reasons we have 
for believing them capable of touch or taste apply to some 
plants equally as well. 

Neither does the possession of a body cayity form a divid- 
ing line between the two kingdoms, for many of the lower 
animals haye no internal cavity and take in their food by sur- 
face organs just as plants do. 

Thus we see that none of those differences so readily ob- 
seryed between the higher planis and animals serye as a 
means of separating the lower forms, 

There are some other tests of a more delicate character 
than the above, but quite as interesting. If we examine 
plants and animals as fo their chemical composition, we shall 
find that there are some decided though not universal ditfer- 
ences. Asa general rule, plants exhibit a decided predomin- 
ance of what are known to chemists as ‘‘ternary compounds,” 
that is, compounds composed of three elements, carbon, 
hydrogen and oxygen, In animals, on the other hand, the 
fourth element, nitrogen, is present. Still, in both kingdoms 
both nitrogenous and non-nitrofenous compounds are found, 
and it is only in the proportion that these bear to one another 
that animals differ from plants, The most characteristic of 
all compounds in plants is the one known as cellulose, a sub- 
stance very similar fo starch. In general, the presence of an 
external covering of cellulose in any organism raises a strong 
presumption as to its vegetable nature, Still cellulose is not 
confined to plants. The outer covering of the so-called sea- 
squirts (Tunicaia) contains a large quantity of cellulose, and 
it has lately been found to be present in other lower forms. 
Another highly characteristic vegetable product is chloro- 
phyll, the green-coloring matter of plants. This was fora 
lone time thought to be a certain test, but like the others 
there are a few cases in which it does not apply. On the 
one hand the Aydrw viridis, an undoubted animal, contains 
chlorophyll, and on the other hand the yeast plant is deyoid 
of it. 

The test which, upon the whole, is the best means of de- 
termining whether a living organism is a plant or an animal 
is the nature of their food, and the products which are 
formed out of the food within the body. Plants subsist 
entirely upon dead or inorganic substances, such as water, 
carbonic acid and ammonia; and they have the power of 
making out of these true organic substances, such as starch, 
cellulose, sugar, etc. Plants, therefore, take as food yery 
simple bodies and manufacture them into much more com- 
plex substances. In the process of digestion they break up 
carbonic acid into the two elements of which it is composed, 
carbon and oxygen, keepiug the carbon and setting free the 
oxygen. Animals, on the other hand, have no power of 
living on dead or inorganic substances; they have no power 
of converting them into the complex organic substances of 
which their bodies are composed. On the contrary, they 
require to be supplied with ready-made organic compounds 
if their life is to be sustained. These they get in the first 
place from plants, and therefore animals are dependent upon 
plants for food, either directly or indirectly. Animals, there- 
fore, differ from plants in requiring as food complex organic 
bodies which, in digestion, they reduce to very much simpler 
inorganic bodies, While plants, theu, are the great manu- 
facturers in nature, animals are the great consumers. 
Another distinction arising from the nature of their food is, 
that while plants decompose carbonic acid, keeping the car- 
bon and setting free the oxygen, animals absorb oxygen and 
give out carbonic acid, so that their reaction upon the 
atmosphere is the reverse of that of plants. 

it was long thought that these distinctions with reference 
to the nature of their food were sufficient to separate the two 
kingdoms; but it is now known that these rules, like all the 
others, have some exceptions, There are some fungi which, 
in the matter of food, are animals; that is to say, they cannot 
live upon inorganic materials alone, but require ready-made 
organic products for their support. Again, recent discoy- 
erics have rendered it not unlikely that some of the lower 
animals have the power of acting as plants and of manufac- 
turing organic compounds out of inorganic materials. 

The present status of the question may be defined as fol- 
lows; No perfect rule is known by which animals can be 
separated from plants, and all recent discoveries point to the 
conclusion that there is no dividing line between the two 
kingdoms, but. that they merge into each other, 5. 
Jounxs Hopes Usrversrry, Oct. 16, 1884, 

‘high and weighed 150 pounds. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

THE PANTHER. 

BY CHANDLEY L, PHELPS. 

EARLY all of the panthers haye been driyen out of 
New York, but af one time they were quite plenty. 

The largest one lever saw was 44 feet long, about 24 feet 
2 l The panther shows all the 

peculiarities of the cat family. A small dog will drive it up 
atree and will follow it just as readily as a common cat, 
while dogs hesitate to follow a bear, which is not as power- 
ful an animal, The panther springs on other animals and 
birds, and will even eat the porcupine, quills and all. J have 
found the quills in the stomach of several. It lies in wait 
and springs upon its prey, but will not follow it, I have 
seen the place where a panther made a jump of thirty feet in 
the snow for a deer and jumped over it, The tracks showed 
that the panther made no attempt to follow, but went one 
way and the deer the other. 
Ihave never known of a panther attacking a man; the 

only instance [ have heard of in which they showed fight 
was when Sam Dunnigan, Rube Howard and Hd. Arnold 
werc hunting deer for the market. They had a trail in the 
snow, and when they got a lot of deer, they would tie them 
to a rope and hitch a horse to one end and draw them out. 
One afternoon they killed two panther cubs and drew them 
out with the deer. The next morning Sam Dunnigan was 
going along the trail with his snow shoes on the end of his 
gun when, as he turned to go around the roots of a tree that 
had been overturned and stood in the way, he saw the mother 
of the cubs crouched, as he supposed ready to spring on 
him; he brought his gun over his shoulder and shot her 
through the head, Whether she would have attacked him 
or was only following the scent of the cubs I don’t know, I 
do not believe that the panther has any cry, and Jack Shep- 
pard, Sam Dunnigan, Hd. Arnold and all the other panther 
hunters that I have consulted, areof the same opinion. What 
is supposed to be a panther is undoubtedly a species of owl. 

The first time I ever shot a panther I was quite a young 
man. Luther Wright and I were going to Gull Lake, Her- 
kimer county, after deer, and after we had passed Bear 
Creek we came across the track of a panther, As we had 
never hunted this animal, we went back and got provisions 
to last us a week, After following the trail two hours we 
found where it had stopped. <A little while after this, 
Wright and a man who kept the sawmill at Bear Creek, who 
were ahead, asked me if I could see anything of the trail. I 
was standing at one end of a fallen tree and they were near 
the roots. J saw there was no trail ahead, and made up my 
mind that the panther was under the roots of the tree, 

Just then two dogs that Wright was leading broke away 
and dived under the tree, and the panther pushed his way up 
through the snow not more than six feet from me, J had 
the lock of my gun tied up in a handkerchief, and before 1 
could untie it 1 made for him, and with me adog. He 
showed his teeth and gave two or three jumps, the last one 
nearly twenty-five feet, and landed in aspruce tree about 
eight feet from the ground. He went up the tree ten feet ata 
jump until he got to the very top; then he swung himself 
around on @ limb that bent down under his weight, and 
faced us with a growl. I fired, but just grazed the top of his 
head, I shot again and struck his throat, and down he 
came. As soon 4s he struck the ground the dogs took hold 
of him, but although they worked some time, they never 
made a mark on his hide. The skin of a panther is as 
tough as sole leather, 
When we were running the flow line for the Woodhull reser- 

voirin Herkimer county, we came across a deer that had just 
been killed by a panther, | think we drove him away as we 
came up. We set the dogs on the track and after a while 
got to the high ground on the east side of the lake. The 
panther went down the face of the rocks but the dogs soon 
caught up and drove him into a tree. I shot him im the 
throat and it seemed to make him crazy, he jumped from 
one side of the tree to the other, and the roots being near 
the surface, the ground would heave for two rods each side 
of the tree; after a while he made a false step and down he 
came. Although most all of the blood was out of him he 
was too much for the dogs and stuck his claw into the side 
of a big dog and tore the hide away from his body. The 
space became filled with air and he was the worst looking 
dog 1 ever saw. 

if haye eaten the meat of a panther—it is as white as 
chicken and very good. 
THE ADIRONDACES, 

Moosn 1n tHe ADIRONDACKS,—In an interesting article 
entitled ‘The Moose,” which appeared in the last issue of 
Forest AnD Stream (page 245), Mr. Charles L. Phelps says: 
“The last moose ever seen or heard of in John Brown’s Tract: 
T led out of the woods.” He then goes on to state that the 
event took place in February, 1855. Now, one Ed, Arnold, 
a well-known Brown’s Tract guide, says that he killed a 
moose at Nick’s Lake in July, 1856, and in the following 
spring a man named Baker killed another in the same 
vicinity, Subsequent to this the Hon. Horatio Seymour, 
ex-Governor of New York State, killed a huge bull moose 
in the forest north of Joc’s Lake. Its head and horns may 
now be seen at his farm in Deerfield, New York. Alva 
Dunning says that he shot several moose near West Canada 
Creek about the year 1860, The last moose killed in the 
Adirondacks, concerning which I have been able to secure 
positive data, was shot on the east inlet of Raquette Lake 
in August, 1861, by Palmer, of Long Lake. (For additional 
details see my ‘‘Mammals of the Adirondacks,” pp. 188-143.) 
Mr. Phelps further states that the moose of this wilderness 
“were not killed off, but went away to Canada and Maine.” 
Proof of this assertion would doubtless interest many of 
your readers.—C, Hart Merriam (Locust Grove, N. Y., 
Oct, 28). 

Arizona QuAIL IN CoNFINEMENT.—Toledo, Ohio, Oct, 
23.—Hditor Forest and Stream; On the evening of the 21st 
I received from ‘‘Adios,” at Tucson, Arizona, a basket con- 
taining two pairs of the beautiful Arizona quail (Lephoriya 
gombelt). Although some five days on the way, all four 
seemed briglit and well on their arrival, and are rapidly be- 
coming acquainted with a new out-door coop, 12x84 feet, in 
which they were placed yesterday. My chief concern is in 
getting them through the winter, and if any one has had 
experience with them in this latitude, I hope he will give us 
the benefit of his experience through Forest AND STREAM. 
The birds are in fine plumage. Any suggestions on winter- 
ing thankfully received.—J. B. B. 
SS 
——_———— 

Deer hunters should read Judge J. D. Caton’s ‘Antelope and Deer | 
| of America,” For sale at this office, Price $2:50.—Adv. 

fOor, 30, 4884, 

Game Bag and Guy. 
ROD AND GUN IN WEST TEXAS—II. 

A TRUMPET blast would hardly have created more ex- 
‘& citement than did the “honk, honk” of three wild 

geese, flying Jow and wearily right in the midst of ns. The 
two or three early risers who were saddling horses inyolun- 
tarily threw up imaginary guns, and taking quick, imagin- 
ary aim, contented themselves with imaginary geese, I don’t 
know how it is, or why it is, but when one sees the best 
shots and opportunities for fine game, one never has a gun; 
perhaps it is nature protecting her own, I love to sit and 
watch the graceful ‘flying of a wild goose, or a flock of wild 
geese, and to wonder where it came from, how it came and 
what it saw in coming. 

The geese are with us the harbingers of winter, and noth- 
ing in the way of “‘signs” tells the Texas sportsman that 
winter is coming more surcly than the wild goose. ‘True to 
its forerunner, the first norther came up yesterday and biew 
cold. The coolness makes the hunting jine, and has a good 
deal to do with making the game plenty. Thousands of 
dueks come after each norther, and if it gets warm, the 
next day fly away somewhere to return again with the 
wind from the north. Our ducks are, so far, nearly 
all teal, the mallards not having come as yet, although 
I fancied that I have seen a few mallards, and I have 
seen a few of a speciinen that unfortunately I am 
unacquainted with, nor haye I ever seen it here before, 
It was of the shape of a teal, with perhaps a little 
difference in length of body; its coloration differed essen- 
tially from that of any duck Lhave heretofore observed. 
Head and neck black, breast a dark pray mixed with clear 
white, and principal difference of all, a mixture of clear 
white and black feathers in the wings. It was some well- 
known species, no doubt, but it was poser for me, and I 
tried to get a specimen. I tried for an hour and a half, but 
all my strategy was of no avail. Perhaps it is just as well, 
for I have had several experiences of this kind. One time 
out in California, was having some fine duck shooting along 
the Pacific, when I saw a duck that was a total stranger fio 
me, and watching it for some time I saw a number of the 
same kind. I went into camp that night and announced 
that I had seen a new variety. I succeeded in stirring up a 
proper amount of enthusiasm among the other fellows, and 
the next day, after two or three hours’ work, I pointed out 
my new variety only to be hooted at, for it was one of the 
most common of the native ducks, I lost my standing in 
that unforgiving crowd from that day on. 

The ducks come and go, and where they gol have often 
wondered, One day the creek will be literally alive with 
them, and the next there will not be a duck in the whole 
country. They no doubt go out on the prairie in water 
holes, yet at this season of the year there is no water in the 
holes, and where do they go? 

Snipe shooting at its best is fine sport, and_ when we do 
have any snipe shooting it is of the best. Snipe usually 
arrive here somewhat earlier than this and in quite large 
numbers, but this year, with the rest of the birds, they are a 
little late. We got a few, however, the other day, and. 
yesterday I noticed quite a number, These late arrivals of — 
the birds are no doubt the forerunners of a mild, pleasant 
winter, Jt is to be hoped that this is so, for the Texas 
winter is wholly unlike the northern winters and equally as 
unpleasant as the northern winter is pleasant. We do not 
provide ourselves with a winter wardrobe and start in in 
October or November for a Jong, bracing, cold winter that 
fills a man with bottled-up life to stand the strain of a sum- 
mer; far fromit, we provide ourselves with clothes enough 
to withstand the Alaska winter, but we do not have the priyi- 
lege of enjoying them. It may be cold to-day with a wind 
blowing down from the north that no amount of clothes can 
kcep out; and to-morrow it may be as warm and pleasant as 
a June day in New York. Nothing short-of a thick walled 
house with a blazing fire on the hearth makes these northers 
at all pleasant, and then around the fire one forgets that the 
wind outside is a cold wind, and even if he does think of if, 
it is with the genial thought that ‘It’s an ill wind that blows 
nobody good.” 

The writer imagines that these northers making the water 
cool makes the fish bite with a renewed vigor. The finest 
fishing that I have ever hud, with the exception of some bass 
fishing I once found in Northern Michigan, has been on 
bright, sunshiny days after a norther, Perhaps it has been 
the peculiar buoyancy and beauty of the atmosphere and all 
the surroundings of nature that have made it more cnjoy- 
able, but it seemed to me that on no day does the fish take 
the fly or minnow with more vim than on those days, and at 
no time does he make # better fight for life. 

One day, two winters ago, I was fishing in a beautiful 
spot and was haying fine sport with a splendid rod, when 1 
had one of those rare opportunities of seeing a wild animal 
perfectly natural; a gratification that was only marred by 
the chagrin of a bad shot caused by that imbecile weakness, 
buck fever. I had heen fishing above a sudden horseshoe 
bend in the river, the further extremity of which was hid 
from yiew by the point of a cedar-topped mountain that 
came nearly down to the water’s edge and ended there in a 
huge pile of rough rocks. 

T had sat down on the grass, and leaning against one of the 
rocks, was repairing the snell on my hook when my atten- 
tion was attracted by a slight noise down the stream as 
though something was splashing in the water, My first 
thought was that it was a crow, but on reflection 1 knew 
that I had not seen a crow all day, consequently it must be 
something else, With the utmost caution I crawled down 
to the water's edge and peering through between two rocks 
I saw the finest buck I have ever seeu—the game we don’t 
get is always the finest, you know. He was drinking end 
pawing in the water, totally obliyious of my dangerous pr: -- 
imity; and as after events proved he was safe enough ey) 
had he known I was there. I managed to return for h., 
carbine, and crawling back I tried to take aim—deadly aids 
and slay that decr in his innocence, Would you believe 11, L 
missed the buck? The day’s sport was spviled, and eather- 
ing together my traps I went home, and every step of the six 
miles that I walked I saw that noble deer in all his grandeur 
of surroundings, with his proud, stiff neck and splendid, 
graceful body, gracing the table at home. What a feather ib 
would haye been in my cap. I would like to read a good 
article on this buck fever from some knowing pen. It's a 
delight to read scientific sporting articles from scientifie 
sporting men. Disciples of the gentle Izaak cannot give toa 
ereat thanks to men who have written such interesting hooks” 
on various fishes—the black bags in particular. — 
Thinking of my miserable failure to kill the deer calls to 



mind the time when one of the Knickerbockers first came 
down from New York and roamed at large with his rifle. 
The buzzard, flying or sitting, looky like a turkey; and the 
aforesaid Knickerbocker, who goes by the name of the ‘‘Fat 
Sportsman,” anxious to distinguish himself and keen on the 
scent for larger game, for he carried a rifle, saw one of these 
members of nature’s board of health flying in a graceful 
circle some distance away, Almost wild with pent-up en- 
thusiasm, he worked bimself into position, and taking good 
aim, made a true shot, and brought down to the ground and 
thence inte camp—a buzzard. 

I wish that you could have seen the picture which I saw 
the other day, when four of the Knickerboeckers came back 
from a good day’s hunt in Burk’s Creek Valley. One of 
them stood with twenty-eight ducks and sixty-one quail in 
his hands and strung over his shoulder, With bis gun lean- 
ing against a tree and his two dogs crouched at his feet, he 
presepted a picture that would have been an inspiration for 
a Landseer and one which merits a long word painting from 
some more facile pen than this particular pen of this par- 
ticular KNICKERBOCKER. 
KNICKERBOCKER RANCHE, October, 1884. 

[The description of the strange fowl applies very well to 
the red-breasted merganser, except as to size. | 

ADIRONDACK GAME PROTECTION. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: ; 
Under the above heading your New York correspondent, 

who signs himself “.,” and the Hon. R. U. Sherman, have 
given expression to widely diverse opinions concerning the 

- killing of deer in close season; and also concerning the char- 
acter of the guides of the region. Loose assertions of this 
sort are productive of tittle good. Nothing short of a specific 
charge, accompanied by the complainant’s name, is suffi- 
ciently explicit to admit of verification or refutal; while, on 
the other hand, a general denial of the killing of deer out of 
season in all parts of the Wildemess is absurdly iueorvect. 
As a matter of fact the game Jaw is respected in some parts 
of the Wilderness and notin others. ‘To be more explicit, 
and to speak only of the western side of the region, the law 
has, to my certain knowledge, been openly violated during 
the past season at Beayer Lake and the Oswegatchie Ponds, 
where yenison was regularly served at well-known and much 
frequented ‘‘hotels,” of which fact a deputy game constable 
is not in ignorance. On the contrary the proprietors of 
“hotels” and ‘‘camps” along the Fulton Chain and North’ 
Branch of Moose River seem to vie with one another in 
securing the enforcement of the law, and the Killing of a 
deer before Aug, 1 in this part of Brown’s Tract is a rare 
event. 

I confess much surprise at ‘‘L’s.” statement; ‘I talked 
with a great many of the most experienced suides, and I did 
not find one who gave the game law the least attention.” 
Indeed thisis so contrary to my own experience that I can 
only explain it on the supposition that ‘‘L.” fell in with 
what Gen. Sherman calls ‘‘a set of mushroom oarsmen, who 
in the press of tourists to this section are employed as guides, 
but who have no more respect for law than the men who 
hire them.” 

To sive the public the impression that the Adirondack 
guides, as a class, are willing and anxious to aid unscrupu- 
lous parties in violating the game laws, is doing great injus- 
tice to a large number of honest and conscientious men. 

C. Hart Merriam, 
Locust Grove, N. Y,. Oct. 26, 1884, 

Fiitor Forest and Stream: 
Deer are searce here this fall, and will be more so after an- 

other decade of hounding, Upward of fifty men, with about 
as many hounds, are employed along the Beaver Riverin the 
work of extermination, More than one hundred deer have 
already been killed. ‘‘L.” can talk as much as he pleases 
about deer slaughter during the month of June. I can assure 
him that ten are killed by hounding them into the water 
where one is killed by jack light. MuUsSsET, 
Number Four, Adirondacks, Oct. 16. 

OPENING DAY IN IOWA. 

UR Legislature wisely, I think, put off the legal season 
for shooting prairie chickens until Sept. 1, or two 

weeks later than heretofore, but the lay was ignored by so 
many that it was practically a dead letter. 

Chickens were shot for 4 full month before the open season 
began, the only apparent effect of the law being to cause the 
law-breakers to call chickens snipe, and make them late in 
coming into town after a day’s shooting. 

This is a disheartening state of affairs for those who do re- 
spect the law, but there seems no escape from it, and if is 
probable the law will not be enforced until there is no game 
left to protect, which, in our open country, will not be far in 
the future. 

The season was favorable for the birds, there being but 
few rains to endanger the lives of the young, ana some of us 
had been looking for rare sport when the season should open; 
so Monday morning, Sept, 1, a party of four and a driver 
were up betimes and off for a favorite shooting ground about 
twelve miles out of town, and had arrived on a good shoot- 
ing pround by sunrise, with the day before us, for we did 
not expect to start home till too dark to shoot. 

The morning was a glorious one, not a cloud to be seen, 
the pure and bracing air making it a, pleasure to be out. All 
were eager for the fray, and soon we were divided, two tak 
ing the stubble fields on the right, the others those on the 
left; and for a mile or more we kept at it, hunting what 
scemed to be the most inviting cover, the dogs doing their 
work in splendid style, but nary a chicken was seen except 
a pair of old ones, that got up fully a hundred yards away 
from the nearest gun, 

“Hunted to death” was the unanimous verdict, and we 
loaded up and drove on a few miles, hoping we shoul find 
a range that had not been hunted so much. Again we were 
out, and for the rest of the afternoon we searched earnestly 
for chickens. The braciness of air wore off, the glory of 
that lovely September morning departed with the passing 
hours, but we would never give up, perish the thought. 
Wehad sent the team on to the house of a jolly friend, where 

we expected to make our midday halt, and around whose 
hospitable board we would fain appease. the cravings of the 
inner man, to apprise him of our approach, a sort of advance 
courier, who was in some appropriate and effective way 
to give him a hint of the probable extent of our appetites, 
and that same crayen driver had in some manner missed us, 
leaving us to hoof it in as best we might, ; 

Hot, hungry, tired, thirsty and footsore we ranged field 
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after field. The beauties of the magnificent landscape were 
lost on us, the luxuriant richness of the maturing corn 
ceased to cause a thrill of enthusiasm in the breast of any 
member of that party unless it was at the thought of the 
amount of Johnny cake those thonsands of acres of corn 
would make. We had no eyes for the beautiful, no ambi- 
tion to figure as imaginary corn kings, our every energy was 
concentrated on one object, aud that was to get a chicken, 
Hark! bang! bans! goes a gun over that hill; the boys have 
either found some chickens or are practicing on our credul- 
ily. No; there they go over the next hill and in our way, 
a fine covey of them, and we mark them down in a small 
cornfield. Hunger, thirst, heat, blisters are all forgotten, 
and we go for those chickens. Pshaw! they rise wild, but 
a long shot brings one to the ground, and the rest fly on and 
on until we lose sight of them in the dim distance, but we 
do not care much now, for we are surely in the chicken 
country and will find others, but as field after field is ranged 
with no sight of game we lose courage and make for dinner 
by the most direct route, four big men with one poor little 
chicken to show for a half-day’s hard work. 
A long nooning we made of it, sleeping on the sweet hay 

in our friend’s barn for more than an hour after dinnet, a 
dinner he must have been conyinced that we appreciated. 
After resting we consulted what were best to do, and de- 
cided upon a couple of hours’ drive further from town and 
another trial, as ourfriend told us that there were really no 
chickens where we had been, as the ground had been hunted 
every day for fully a month. 

That afternoon we did not work quite so hard, as we kept 
the team near us and would ride a part of the time, but we 
only found two coveys during the afternoon, From one of 
them we got two chickens and from the other we got twelve, 
as they scattered and we got them up one at # time until we 
shot almost the entire covey. 
We went home aiter dark, tired and happy but unsuccess- 

ful, Hereafter we will either join the throng and and get 
our share of the birds as they go or make a trip of it and 
go where they are so plenty the outlaws cannot kill them all 
before the season opens. W. 5. P- 
EvpurRA, Ia., Sept. 26. 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Ihave been a reader of Forust anp Srream for the last 

seven years, and during that time haye never ventured ‘‘to 
give my experience.” Like “Nessmuk,” my ‘“‘best holt” is 
the rifle and paddle, and as I have done nothing save hunt, 
trap and fish during the last ten years, my pen has become 
decidedly rusty. lam now laid up with a wounded hand— 
relic of the carelessness of a greenhorn with a scatter-cun— 
which will preclude the possibility of uny sport for this fall 
and winter, to say nothing of the loss of at least one finger; 
but as I must occupy myself in some manner to pass away 
time, [ will give my views of the bullet and buckshot ques- 
tion. 
When I went into the woods ten years ago to stay, I pur- 

chused a Winchester rifle and a little 20-cauge English 
breechloading gun. After using the rifle a few times, I 
found that I was losing much game from shooting over. 
therefore determined to try the rifle ata target. After re- 
peated trials I found the bullet struck nearly fourteen inches 
high at 100 yards, This would never do; so the next spring 
I came down from the west to Pittsburgh, and had a pair of 
.90-caliber barrels fitted to my little shotgun, They were 
twenty-four inches long and parallel, ¢. ¢., the same diameter 
at muzzle and breech. The rifling consisted of six very 
shallow grooves, the grooves and lands being of the same 
width, and having one turn in 144 inches. Charge of pow- 
der 150 grains C. & H. No. 6, weight of bullet, 395 grains; 
ratio 1:2.5. ‘The projectile was one inch in length, and solid, 
flat-pointed conical. This pair of barrels, together with 
fifiy screw-head steel shells, cost me $73, and after using the 
gun afew times on deer and twice on bear, I came to the 
conclusion that I had solved the problem of a successful 
hunting rifle so faras I was concerned. I used it during 
the following winter on all kinds of game, from a wild goose 
to moose and elk. The next spring, while on my way out 
of the woods, Ihad the misfortune to have it stolen from 
my camp by one of a band of Chippewas. 
My present armament consists of four double-barreled 

express rifles, one Sharps, one Stevens, one Winchester and 
one little Wesson, beside three shotguns of 12, 16 and 20- 
gauges respectively. The dimensions of the express rifles 
are as follows: First, .380-caliber, 20-inch barrels, 60 grains 
powder, 150 grains lead; weight, 6 pounds. Second, .400- 
caliber, 22-inch barrels, 90 grains powder, 225 grains lead; 
weight, 7 pounds. Third, .450-caliber, 24-inch barrels, 120 
grains powder, 300 grains lead; weight, 8 pounds. Fourth, 
.900-caliber, 26-inch barrels, 150 grains powder, 375 grains 
lad; weight, 9 pounds. It will be noticed that the bar 
rels are yery short, and also that the guns are not heavier 
than the ordinary single-barreled weapons of the same 
calibers. 

In regard to length of barrels, I have found that the 
lengths enumerated above give satisfaction equal to those 
which are one-half longer in each caliber. Some may object 
to them on the ground that they do not burn enough powder. 
To test this 1 had a muzzleloading rifle made, caliber .36, 
100 balls to the pound; weight of conical bullet, 180 grains; 
length of barrel, 30 inches; charge of powder, 65 grains; 
ratio 1:2, sighted for a point-blank range of 100 yards. The 
highest point in the trajectory was at 56 yards, the bullet 
being 12 inches high at that point, showing its great initial 
yelocity, I then reduced the length of the barrel to 20 
inches, and used the same charge ag before, and at the same 
range. I could discover no difference in the trajectory. My 
theory is that in rifles made on the express principle and 
with very slow twist, light bullet and a heavy proportionate 
charge of quick powder, the difference in length of barrels 
ranging from 20 to 30 inches, in calibers of .3850 to .500, has 
very little influence on the trajectory up to 200 or 250 yards, 
which is the extreme working distance for which a true ex- 
press title is Intended. 

It is generally conceded by intelligent sportsmen through- 
out the world who hunt large game that that certain rules 
must be followed in making a rifle suitable for their use. In 
brief, they are as follows: (1,) The weight of the bullet 
shall be equal to twice the weight of 4 round ball which ex- 
actly fits the bore of caliber desired, (2.) The weight of 
the charge of powder shall be equal to not less than one- 
third of the weight of the bullet, and from that to one-half, 
(3.) The twist of the rifling shall be no quicker than is neces. 
sary to preserve sufficient accuracy to place successive shots 
in a ten-inch circle at 250 yards, and the grooves only deep 
enough to take hold of the projectile so that it will not strip, 
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(4.) That the weight of the arm shall be io greater than is 
suificient to withstand the shock of the explosion of thé 
powder or the recoil, as weight greater than this is objec- 
tionable in 4 hunting arm which is seldom used on stationary 
objects, although it may be desirable in a target rifle. (4,) _ 
That a cartridge shell capable of being reloaded indefinitely 
shall he provided—a taper shell is the best form, (6.) The 
sights to be open and rather coarse, and the rifle to he sighted 
for a point-blank range of from 100 to 150 yards. A rifle 
made on these plans will be found to “‘fill the bill” for all 
kinds of shooting in which a rifle is used—the caliber, of 
cone to be large enough for the game which you intend to 
unt. 
For express or hollow-pointed bullets I prefer to have the 

eavity from 4; to 8; of an inch in diameter at the point of 
the bullet, according to caliber, and tapering to nothing at 
the bottom, the depth to be equal to one-half the length of 
the projectile. 

The best powder that is manufactured is, as far as I have 
been able to ascertain, Curtis & Harvey’s diamond grain. lt 
is expensive, but clean and strong, I prefer the Winchester 
primer, as the anvil is renewed with the primer and the shell 
is not injured, 

The merits of straight or taper and bottle-neck shells do not 
differ greatly, although I use the taper ones when possible 
and always reduce all shells before reloading, and am not 
troubled with sticking. The best sights for hunting are: 
Fore sight rather coarse and square across at top, not filed 
to an edge, as in the majority of cases. Rear sight, plain 
leaf, without ‘‘buckhorns” or ‘‘clover leaves,” but having a 
V-shaped notch no larger than can be filled by the fore sight. 
If properly made there will be no blurring or indistinefness. 
I like a round barrel for a single rifle or repeater, as I have 
found it to give better results, and it is also lighter. 

The only country for which I have sometimes found one 
of the above-described express rifles unsuitable is on the 
plains and in the open mountain country, where the work 
partakes somewhat of the nature of target shooting, and 
where a fellow must occasionally take a shot as far as 500 
yards, and it is sometimes impossible to approach any 
nearer, Hor this use 1 have a Sharps .45-caliber, 9-pound, 
30-inch rifle, chambered for the inch shell; charge, 185 
grains of powder and 405 grains of lead. It is one of the 
most accurate and strongest shooting rifles that I ever owned. 
Ihave found a shotgun loaded vith a heavy charge of powder 
and a round ball which will go into the muzzle easily to be 
a most deadly weapon for deer and other large game in thick 
cover, where it is generally started within a distance of 
twenty-five or thirty yards. 

If I were obliged to content myself with one rifle I should 
prefer the .400-caliber, 90-225, for all game found east of the 
Mississippi. For the West, however, where the game is 
much larger, with a chance for grizzly, | want the .500-cali- 
ber, 150-3875. Ihave been greatly amused at different times 
to read of the deadly effect of a single buckshot. Now I 
cannot understand why this shot is more deadly when fired 
from a shotgun than the same ball fired from a rifle, if each 
arm is loaded with a proportionate charge of the proper 
powder. Don’t you think that the rifle would come out 
ahead when used at the same range as the shotgun, and be 
effective at twice the distance? 

One of the most successful deer Lunters that I ever knew 
was a Mississipian who used a muzzleloading rifle carrying 
120 to the pound, 58 grains, about .33-caliber. He used to 
chaff me not a little on the size of my favorite .50-hore ‘‘with 
a kick like a mule,” as he expressed it. He was one of the 
best shots at a stationary object that it has been my fortune 
to meet, and a good, whole-souled fellow to boot. He was 
killed by the Apaches in Arizona or Northern Mexico in 
1878. 

I have always remarked that the majority of men who use 
small calibers for large game seldom if ever shoot at a run- 
ning deer; but they are invariubly good shots and equally 
good hunters and woodsmen, and depend upon these quali- 
ties to approach near enough to their game to make sure 
work at the first shot. The smali ball is perhaps as fatal 
under these circumstances as a largerone. Men of the above 
class are generally old backwoodsmen, and so were their 
grandfathers before them. 

There are only three animals in North America which can 
be classed as really dangerous, and they are the grizzly and 
cinnamon bears, and the panther, or mountain lion, as he is 
called in the West, and the two first, especially the grizzly, 
by reason of their thick hides and large bones, and the con: 
sequent difficulty of killing, and the latter on account of 
having all the tenacity of life of his little brother of back 
fence fame, only in a much higher degree. Fora sportsman 
of to-day to take up a work published forty years ago, and 
read some of the stories relating to the difficulty of killing 
the grizzly, he would be led to believe that ‘‘Hph’* wore a 
boiler iron jacket over his ribs, that his head was solid hone, 
and unless a ball penetrated the eye the hunter was a ‘‘gone 
coon.” 

This was no doubt all well enough when the only men who 
ever met the grizzly were the adventurous trappers who, by 
reason of the necessily of economizing ammunition, were 
obliged to use small calibers, and depended upon their mar- 
vellous skill in placing the light bullet in a vital spot; but in 
the present days, when the sportsman can be whisked to the 
mountains at the rate of thirty or forty miles per hour, and 
is enabied to use a repeater and bullets weighing nearly an 
ounce, it will not apply, Ido not wisn to be understood as 
haying a low estimation of the danger of an encounter with 
this dangerous animal, And here I wish to ask if grizzly, or 
grisly, is the proper adjective. I incline to grisly, as it 
agrees with the Latin herriditis, being derived from the 
Anglo-Saxon verb grisan, to dread, the adjective being gris- 
lic, frightful or horrible, while grizzly is from the French 
grts, gray. Itisa curious coincidence that the two words 
of the different languages, haying different meanings, should 
be rendered in English with the same pronunciution, but 
different orthography, and that either adjective should ex- 
press 4 marked quality of the animal to which it is 
applied. 5 

Your correspondent ‘‘C, F, M. G.,” in the issue of Oct. 9, 
says: “‘Now, | should say that the average deer killer who 
goes into the woods for a month’s slaughter could kill more 
and so wound less with the shotgun than with the rifle, on 
the theory that the more pellets fired the better the chances 
of hitting a vital spot.” 

That's all right in theory and for a man who cannot hit a 
flock of barns with a rifle (no disparagement to ‘'C. F, M, 
G.” insinuated) or for one who has poor eyesight, but for a 
man who cap use a rifle, to stand on a runway or paddle 
up to a deer on open water and blow his (oftener her) head 
ie with a charge of grapeshot, does seem heartless to say the 
east, 
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Imagine a deer to get up in front of the shotgun fiend: 
“Aha! my fine fellow, You're a good one if you get away 
without carrying at least one of these twelve ‘blue whistlers’ 
with you.” 

Again, ninety-nine per cent. of the men who go into the 
woods for “a month’s slaughter” go for that purpose and no 
other. What matters it to them if a deer gets off with a few 
buckshot or a bullet in its body, and after suffering all the 
agony of a gunshot wound, dies in some impenetrable swamp, 
or is pulled down by the wolves. Game is too plentiful to 
waste tirne in following a wounded deer. True sportsman 
is a Dame unknown to such men, hunter even is a misnomer, 
and butcher has an air of refinement when applied to them. 
How often do we read in local papers, brevities of the fol- 
lowing type: ‘Dr, Killem Quick and companions have just 
returned from a trip to Michigan, where they have been 
spending the last two weeks in deer hunting. They were 
very successful, as they succeeded in securing thirty fine 
specimens of Ceraus virginianus. Many more were lost by 
reason of the deep snow.” The following, however, will 
give the reader a better idea: “Man—shotgun—dogs—run- 
way—deer—bang! Tally one.” 

If I understood ‘‘C. F. M. G.” rightly he wrote his com- 
munication in the interest of game; 7. ¢., be thinks that a 
man with a shotgun would not cause as much suffering to 
the deer as the same man with a rifle, other things being 
equal. JI cannot agree with him in this for several reasons. 
In the first place, no fellow can make a deer stand just as he 
would like to have him, Suppose, for instance, that a deer 
is standing with bis stern toward you at a distance of 50 
yards. The man with the shotgun would naturally fire at 
the head, while he of the rifle would be nearly if not quite 
as sure of the game if he struck the body, and the buckshot 
would do comparatively little damage, nine times out of ten, 
if they lodged in the hindquarters. 

Again, suppose the same men to shoot at a running deer. 
The center of the charge of buckshot goes over the animal, 
and one or two pellets inflict flesh wounds. The rifleman 
misses altogether and the deer escapes unhurt. I am con- 
sidering the results of all save fatal shots. If I wound a 
deer budly—and a good hunter can generally tell how badly 
his game is wounded—I always follow as long as I think 
there is a chance of getting it. I have slept out in the 
open, away from camp, many a night, in order to take up 
the trail at the first crack of dawn. 
My favorite way of hunting, is to approach the deer by 

following the track, and when in sight, to crawl near enough 
fora shot. Next to that, I like to drop down some wild 
river in a canoe, about sunset, when the deer go to drink and 
bathe. Jt requires a quick eye anda steady hand to lay 
down the paddle, pick up the rifle and fire before the deer 
see or hear you. 

Before a person attempts to hunt large game, he should 
learn to shoot; then if he miisses or wounds game occasion- 
ally, his conscience will not be so greatly perturbed, 

I have hnnted deer in all kinds of cover to be found in 
this country, from the cane and laurel brakes of Mississippi 
and the Alleghanys to the open timber and prairies and 
mountains of Canada, British America and the West, and 
have yet to find the place in which a good rifle is not as 
effective at short range as a shotgun, Beyond fifty or sixty 
yards the shotgun is nowhere. For all kinds of game, from 
a turkey to a grizzly, give me the rifle. For ducks, geese 
and other waterfowl, a good solid gun of 12-bore, full choke, 
is good enough and large enough forme. This gun, together 
with two others of 16 and 20-gauge, comprise my list of 
fowling pieces, ; 

I have noticed in nearly every issue of Fornsy AND 
STREAM one or more advertisements of heavy, large-bore 
duck guns, for sale at a sacrifice. This does not augur well 
for the popularity of large calibers, and in fact there seems to 
be a growing demand for small bores since the general adop- 
tion of chokeboring. So much the betterfor thegame. An 
ounce or an ounceand one-half of buckshot, cast in the form 
of 2 round hall, is infinitely more deadly when propelled by 
from four to six drams of good powder, than it was before, 
A ball of this size, striking an animal fairly, will produce 
such a wound that, if it does not kill immediately, will soon 
cause death by loss of blood. To those who must use 
their shotguns for deer] would say: Try this plan and 
see if you do not get better satisfaction than by the use of 
buckshot. 

A magazine rifle is a good tool for a market-hunter, a 
shiner or a soldier, and for the use of a sportsman is only 
proper when he expects to meet dangerous game. 
Game of all kinds seems to be more plentiful this fall than 

I have ever known it to be in the various localities of the 
Northwest where I usually hunt. There seems to be a grow- 
ing respect for the game laws, and, with proper care, there 
is no reuson why we should not have large game for years to 
come. Buffalo are almost a thing of the past, owing to the 
destruction caused by skin-hunters, They (the hunters) are 
now turning their attention to other animals; but it will take 
them some time ere they can succeed in thinning their ranks, 
as they have those of the gregarious buffalo, 

Dryi’s RAMROD. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The “Bullet versus Buckshot” argument carried on through 

the columns of the FoREsST AND STRBAM is an interesting 
one indeed, and many a fine point has been given by good 
sportsmen of different views. I think the general features 
of a country has a great deal to do with the choice of a 
weapon, for a sportsman who does not use a gun more than 
two months in a year, and lives in a section of country where 
the undergrowth is heavy and the swamp almost impene- 
trable, a good shotgun well loaded would be the weapon. 
On the reverse, if he lives in an open country, I think he 
‘would choose a rifle. But as far as 1 am concerned person- 
ally, [would be satisfied if he useda shotgun. Asfor myself, 
I hunt all the different game in its season, the year around; 
and after many trials of various guns, both shot and rifle, 
my favorite at present isa 10-pound rifle, 28-inch barrel, 
pistol grip, .40-caliber, 6( grains powder, 210 grains lead, 
regulation cartridge, or as I reload my shells, 40 grains 
powder, 160 grains lead, round ball, for pheasant, grouse 
and small game, and at the cost af fifty cents per 100. I load 
as follows: Recap my empty shell, pour in 40 grains of 
powder (buy factory bullets $2 per sack of twenty-five 
pounds and they run about sixty to the pound), seat the ball 
with a small stick and a mallet, then I pour the shell full of 
warm tallow of any kind, this hardens and holds the ball in 
place and acts as a lubricant for the gun, and if with it you 

‘use good powder your gun will not foul. [have killed many 
deer from 75 to 100 yards with this cartridge, but I always 
earry five factory guritid ees in the magazine for long shots 
or for dangerous game, neyer reload the regulation car- 

tridges as I think the factory with their facilities can do this 
more perfectly than_l can and cheaper. I have never had 
one to miss fire, Of course the cartridge with a round ball 
cannot be used ip the magazine, but itis carried in the pocket 
and the gun loaded asa single breechloader. 'Tini10UM. 
OLYMPIA, W. T., Oct, 12, 1884. 

THE MAINE GAME LAW. 

Thee Maine game wardens are after the poachers, and 
some cases will be brought to justice. There has been 

some hunting of deer with dogs, but generally by persons 
living out of the State, and the law fails to reach a poacher 
of this class. He kills a deer in close time or with dogs and 
escapes from the State; his crime is regarded of too small 
magnitude to bring him back by requisition, and he steers 
clear of Maine soil ever after. Indictments are placed on 
file against such persons, however, and they must stand 
trial for breach of the game or fish laws if ever caught in 
the State again, A few cases. are also being worked up by 
the authorities where deer and caribou have been killed be- 
fore the season opened. These cases are also generally from 
out of the State, In one or two instances the claim is laid 
that the deer was killed on Canadian soil, after the 1st day 
of September, at which time the open season commences in 
the Proyince of Quebec, but not till the Ist of October in 
Maine. For several hundred miles of provincial border it 
would be difficult to decide whether the game was killed in 
Maine or otherwise. 

The need of a uniform system of game laws, both between 
the New England States and the Provinces will be noted 
from the above. The crime should also be made of such 
importance that the stepping over into a border State should 
not clear the poacher. It is gratifying to be able to note that 
steps are being taken in this direction. The biennial session 
of the Maine Legislature assembles Jan, 1, and such has been 
the success of the game laws in that State the Commissioners 
will only have to ask for minor changes, aud the people will 
grant them. Some action will also be asked forin the Mass- 
achusetts Legislature, among others the putting of the breaker 
of the Maine game laws where he belongs. Inter-state uni- 
formity, lost last winter in Massachusetts, will probably be 
asked for again, It is well known that strong steps in the 
right direction have been made in public sentiment, and 
better game and fish laws are hoped for. 

Without a doubt the Maine Legislature will be asked to 
add September to the open season for moose, caribou and 
deer, and many of the warm friends of game protection in 
that State are not opposed to the measure, In fact, such an 
amendment was proposed there in 1882-3, and the Commis- 
sioners were not opposed to it; but it was lost through the 
further attempt saddled on to make it July 1 instead of 
September. 

The request to change the beginning of the open season 
there to Sept. 1, will come from some of the leading sports- 
men and friends of game protection in Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island and Connecticut. It is generally claimed that it may 
be done without much injury to caribou and deer. The for- 
ests are densely elothed in that month, and September is re- 
garded as 2 poor month for jack-shooting, since the nights 
are generally cool. 

Most sportsmen claim that the fawns of the deer are able 
to take care of themselves by the ist of September, though 
one man, for a long time familiar with Maine deer, claims 
that there are occasionally late fawns. ‘The request for the 
change will come from sportsmen who desire to add shoot- 
ing to the fall fishing. They will claim that. deer have in- 
creased wonderfully under protection, and they are right; 
and that the adding of September to the open season cannot 
be of serious harm to the future prospects of game in that 

seconded State. Of course these petitioners will be warmly 
SPECIAL, by the hotel and traveling interests of Maine. 

Boston, Mass. 

NEW JERSEY SUNDAY SHOOTING, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

For along time this section of New Jersey has been overrun 
every year by hordes of New York gunners, who would shoot 
game out of season, or on Sunday, or in fact shoot anything 
that wore feathers or fur, if they could aim straight enough. 
Complaint after complaint was sent to members of the New 
Jersey Game Protective Society asking them to put a stop 
to the nefarious work, but the complainants themselves, 
although haying direct evidence, refuse to cause arrest or 
give necessary evidence to convict. fearful of some (imagin- 
ary) revenge from the parties in the future, The above 
Society have done all in their power to apprehend the persons 
violating the game and Sunday laws for a long time, and 
have made arrests of non-residents and residents shooting 
game and insectivorous birds out of season. This year it 
was determined to make extra efforts to apprehend violators 
‘of the law, Within the past week two parties have been 
arrested for shooting on Sunday, brought before a justice of 
the peace and fined $53 and costs, Both the parties hailed 
from New York. 1 refrain from giving their names, as LI 
am confident they are ashamed of their action, and will be 
better protectors of the game and vindicators of the law in 
the future after their experience of Sunday, Oct. 19, 1884. 
Warrants are in the hands of the Socicty’s detectives for the 
arrest of three other individuals, against whom direct 
evidence has been secured of shooting quail out of season, 
The Society is thoroughly alive to the necessity of putting a 
stop to illegal shooting in this State, and have detectives ‘‘all 
along the line” to arrest any such, Non-residents should 
bear in mind the fact that in addition to the liability of 
being fined for shooting out of season, they are also liable to 
a fine of $50 for shooting or fishing in this State, unless 
they first become members of 4 game protective society In 
New Jersey. Fox, 
PLAINFIELD, N. J., Oct, 23, 

Hditor Forest und Strean.: 
Yesterday I accepted an invitation to spend the Sabbath 

at Hdgewater, N. J. i did not propose using the small rifle 
which I carried with me for the purpose of destroying spar- 
rows or the farmers’ chickens, as the Sunday sportsmen do, 
who are accustomed to frequent this locality in droves on 
Sundays and holidays and shoot indiscriminately everything 
that can show a feather, much to the annoyance of the resi- 
dents of the place. I was armed with a new .32-caliber rite 
which I proposed to test for its accuracy. We commenced 
firing on the lawn in front of the house at a target, and were 

just getting our hands in when along comes a game warden 
or an official of some sort and informed us that it was against 
the law of the State of New Jersey to fire a gun off on Sun- 

day or to carry a gun on the highways, and if we would not 
stop he would exact the fine of $25. Now, as we were on 
our own grounds, were not shooting game of any sort, and 
were merely practicing with a rifle for our own amusement, 
could we haye been liable to arrest? It may interest you to 
hear that several arrests were made yesterday in the neigh- 
horhood of Fort Lee and Hdgewater, N. J., and that terror 
is spreading in the ranks of the sparrow hunters. 

» r 7 Nie Noun Gene CosMOPOLITAN. 

[The New Jersey law, approved March 26, 1866, reads as 
follows: ‘“That hereafter any person who shall hunt with a 
gun, or with a dog and gun, or with any kind of firearm or 
weapon, or shall in any way kill, take or destroy with any 
trap, snare, or other device whatsoever, any bird or animal 
whatever, on the Sabbath day, commonly called Sunday, 
except those who observe the seventh day of the week as the 
Sabbath, gunning upon their own Jands, shall be liable to a 
penalty of twenty-five dollars for each and every offense, 
one-half of said penalty to be paid to the complainant and 
the remainder to be~paid to the overseer of the poor of the 
township where the offense was committed, for the use of 
the poor of said township,” 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 
Hitter Forest and Stream: 
We have at present just the weather to bring a flight of 

ducks to the different feeding grounds where our sportsmen 
are wont to go, and the cold snap has brought the fowl, At 
Havre de Grace, blackheads, redheads and canvasbacks are 
present in goodly numbers, and many young ones are in the 
crowd; but of course shooting there is not allowed until 
Noy. 1. Thus early in the season at ‘‘the Flats” redheads 
and blackheads are in majority. When the weather is 
sharper a greater flight of canvasbacks will show up. 
At Barnegat and Tuckerton Bays the shooting is good, In 

our own bay both black ducks and sprigtails are being 
killed. These fowl, shot by market-duckers, are being sent 
to Philadelphia in fair numbers, and the ducks I have exam- 
ined are in good condition for the season. 
Lhaye met friends who haye just returned from interior 

Pennsylvania with excellent reports of their trips. Quail 
are truly plentiful, A number of ruffed grouse, quail and 
woodcock were brought from the Lehigh Valley from my 
old stamping grounds only yesterday. I go to find what is 
left in the locality after Noy. 1. 

The farmers throughout both Delaware and Obhester 
counties, Pa., are complaining of the increase of foxes in 
these sections. This, remember, is only thirty miles at most 
from Philadelphia. ‘The losses sustained from the depreda- 
tions of reynard in these. counties amount to not a little. 
Depleted henneries, ete., tell the story better than I can write 
it. During the past year, especially the tillers of the soil 
near Valley Forge, Port Kennedy and Marion have had large 
quantities of poultry stolen by foxes, and scarcely a night 
passes that some roost is not bereft of some of its feathered 
and webbed foot tenants. The farmers say that they can 
understand how necessary it is for the velyet-coated fox hun- 
ters of Philadelphia and different county packs to trample 
their cover and winter wheat beneath the hoofs of their 
English hunters while galloping across the country, but they 
can't appreciate the action of the aforesaid gentlemen, in 
buying foxes in distanf localities and bringing them to their 
own neighborhood to be turned loose to breed. 

Tt is stated by the farmers that the fox hunters of a certain 
leading hunt club and other similar organizations buy foxes 
that have been trapped and let them go in the fields, and 
that they will never allow a fox to be killed if they can help 
it, either by their own dogs or other parties, and that they 
haye had a number of quarrels with negro market gunners 
who shoot the animals whenever they come upon them. 
Now this statement is given as 1 got it from one side, but I 
cannot think the hunt club is to blame as is charged. One 
thing we know, foxes are always more plentiful where they 
are most hunted and the more hounds are kept, Should the 
farmers surrounding Philadelphia lose a few pullets yearly, 
are they not compensated by the gentlemanly treatment they 
receive from the club members? A farmer living in a fox- 
hunting country is always welcome at a meet—I kuow it is 
so about Philadelphia—and I have no doubt that any bill for 
damages he could present for depredations of reynard would 
be gladly paid by the clubs, Why, what is the value of hens 
in these days of incubators? I am most happy to know 
foxes are so numerous in Delaware and Chester counties, 
and very sorry to learn of these complaints. 

Mr. R. P. McCallum, of St. Louis, claims that his name 
should appear in the list of ‘‘high boats” at the Lazaretto 
this season. His statement is, that with Ben Smith as 
pusher, he scored 84 rail, and has the documents to prove it. 

Homo, 
PHILADELPHIA, Oct, 17. 

Hor Sunenur Springs, Col., Oct. 19.—Great numbers 
of deer and a good many elk are being killed in this region, 
One party passed yesterday with twenty-six deer. Another 
with forty-eight, .These are oy samples of the way the 
game is being decimated. Already there is complaint that 
they are growing scarce. Two men left here for the lower 
part of the Park on a contract to kill 400 jack rabbits; price, 
#60 for the lot. A ranchman from below says some means 
must be devised for destroying the rabbits, as they are doing 
great damage in the destruction of hay. This may seem 
strange to eastern people, but it is a fact that rabbits eat tons 
and tons of hay in this western country every winter, Trout 
fishing still fair on certain days, Suckers being caught by 
the ton, with seines, and hauled to the mining camps. Some 
ducks along the larger streams but they are not very plenti- 
ful—W. N. B. 

Duos At Stony Crepx.—New Britain, Conn,, Oct. 21.— 

A party of ten from this place spent last Friday and Satur- 
day, the 17th and 18th, at Stony Creek, Conn,, ducking, 

and had very good luck, taking into consideration that, the 
wind was blowing strong and a heavy sea running. We 
shot 209—coot, sheldrake and old squaw. Saw some broad- 
bill and teal, but were unable to bag any of them. ~ The lat- 
ter will be more plenty later in the season. We were hand- 
somely entertained by J. B. Northrup, of the Island View 
House. Should any of the readers of the Forest anp 
SrRHAM wish to try a hand at the sport, by writing or tele- 
graphing to Mr. N, he will haye everything in readiness 
when they arrive,—MAr«k East, 

“Rod and Gun in California,” by TS. Van Dyke, is the best thing - 
on the game of that country. "Wor gale at this office, Price $1.50,— 
Adv, 



 . 
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AssArcpritaA FoR CoyoTes.—Knickerbocker Ranch, 
Texas, Oct. 16.—I am interested in the killing of wild ani- 
mals in sheep pastures, and so have read with interest the 
remarks in your paper of the great attraction assafoedita has 
for wolves. Coyotes belong to the wolf family, so I tried 
the assafcedita dodge day before yesterday by dragging a 
leg of mutton from my saddle along the‘sheep trails, and at 
intervals dropping baits of liver doctored with assafcedita 
and strychnine. But out of a dozen baits only one was 
taken, and yet coyote tracks were found but a few hundred 
yards away from some of them. Perhaps the coyote is not 
enough of a wolf to like assafcedita, or perhaps I did not 
have the baits strongly enough impregnated with the drug. 
I shall try it again by dragging the assafcedita as soon as I 
can obtain more of it. It seems to be impossible to poison 
wildcats with dead baits. Does any one know of an altrac- 
tion for them in shape of drug?—J. B, R. 

Barnecat Duckive.—Perth Amboy, N. J., Oct. 25.— 
For the past ten days the woods hereabouts have been full of 
robins, and many hundreds have been killed. Tens of 
thousands have passed over, bound south, as well as count- 
less swallows and bluebirds, A good many ducks have been 
shot on the bay and river, and increased numbers have 
arrived since the cold snap set in. In a letter from a friend, 
just returned from Barnegat, he says: ‘‘The ducks are no- 
where. Been shot at for a month before the law was up. 
Know every poini and every decoy in the bay.”—J. L. K. 

A Bie Bruaze ry Caicago,—The well-known firm of A. 
G. Spalding & Bros., at 108 Madison street, Chicago, lost 
their entire stock of sporting goods by fire last Sunday. The 
entire building occupied by the firm was gutted—guns, fish- 
ing tackle, hunting suits, bicyeles and baseball clubs going 
up in one grand conflagration. The loss will probably reach 
$80,000. But they know just how to act after a big fire out 
in Chicago, and the firm is already onits feet again and 
doing business at 164 Madison street. 

ApIRoNDACK GAME.—Indian Point, Chateaugay Lake, 
N. Y.—Grouse are plenty enough to make good shooting 
over dogs. Ducks rather scarce. I have killed forty-one, 
mostly blacks. Snipe and yellowlegs scarce and hard to get. 
Never knew ‘coons so plenty. Bears gone out to the clear- 
ings. They were very plenty inthesummer, Deer are very 
plenty, ard can be got any time before the close season,. Dec. 
1, either by hounding or still-huntiag.—OLp GuIDE. 

Down ‘rae Ricursucro,—Weldford, New Brunswick, 
Oct, 24.—Have just returned from a birch bark canoe cruise 
of ten days down the Richibucto River, and along north, 
between beaches and main land as far as Kouchibouquac 
Bay. Saw plenty of geese on our way home. No time tostop, 
but had very poor shooting at the bay. J think weath-r too 
fine and rather early.—J. M. 

Sea and River Sfishing. 

THE MARKINGS OF SEA TROUT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have sent you to-day per express, charges paid, two trout 

taken with the fly where they are very numerous, at Trinity 
Bay, Labrador, in salt water, near the mouth of Trinity 
River. You will notice one is spotted the other is not; the 
local fishermen call the former sea trout, the latter salmon 
trout, and think they are distinct species, and it isnowa 
matter of dispute between some of my sporting friends 
whether they are or not. I believe ichthyologisis say that at 
certain seasons a new coat of scales overlay the spots, render- 
ing them invisible for a time, especially in the migratory 
species, To please some of my friends I have sent the fish 
to you. Please write me a line to say what you think of the 
matter, 

While on this subject I would beg to say, that if any of 
your friends want this kind of fishing, they can hire a very 
comfortable yacht with two men, good coasters, and accom- 
modations fora party of four to six gentlemen for about 
five to six dollars per day, and get plenty of sport in July 
and August with just such trout as I send you and some even 
larger. They take the fly readily and afford great sport, I 
shall be glad to assist your friends any way in my power. 

J. U. GREGORY. 
QUEBEC, Oct. 28. 

[ We have examined tlic specimens carefully and while the 
spotted fish has its sides colored like the brook trout and also 
had the white line on the lower fins, the so-called ‘‘salmon 
trout” had neither spot nor line but was like a salmon in 
coloration but without the black X-marks on‘its shoulder and 
along the back. Structurally they are the same fish and the 
best authorities now agree that the difference in coloration is 
due merely to the length of stay in salt water. (See “‘Syn- 
opsis of Fishes of North America,” Jordan & Gilbert.) We 
know that anglers generally hold that they are distinct and 
that the “‘Salmo canadensis” is a valid species. The South 
Side Club, of Long Island, obtained some eggs of this fish 
three or four years ago, and the young are brook trout, now 
in their ponds. Color in fishes is usually of small value in 
determining species, but in the Salmonidz is of less than in 
almost any other family, witness the variations in brook 
trout, We call both the specimens 4. fontinalis. | 

THE TOURNAMENT. 
HE Third Annual Tournament of the National Rod and 

Reel Association, took place on Wednesday and Thurs- 
day Jast, on Harlem Mere, a beautiful lake at the northeast- 
ern corner of Central Park, New York, situated at the cor- 
ner of 110th street and Fifth avenue. The hour was under- 

, Stood to be 10 A. M., but owing to the fact that the lumber 
‘for the platform could not be found, and new had to be 
ordered, the preparations were incomplete and the first class 
was not called until an hour later. In the meantime there 
Was much practicing, and the swish of rods, ciick of reels, 
and an occasional snap of a fly as it parted from its Jeader 
on the back cast, could be heard on all sides. The day was 
pleasant, but from the west and southwest the wind was un- 
steady, and after consultation it was decided to stretch the 
‘measuring line to the north of the stand instead of south, as 
heretofore. The platform was elevated twelve inches from 
the water, and the measuring line had numbered floats every 

aia ; 

ten feet from 40 to 200 feet, and unnumbered ones at the five 
foot points. 

The revised rules, as published in Fornst AND STREAM, 
of Oct. 9, had been construed by some to admit all the 
former amateur winners of first prizes into the amateur 
classes, and as this was not believed by the Prize Committee 
to be the spirit of them, the latter body in making up the 
prize lists for the amateur classes expressly barred former 
first prize winners. This amendment will be found in our 
published list of prizes and classes, Oct. 16. In that list 
will be found eleven prizes in the class for minnow casting 
for black bass, which had been offered especially for this 
class, and this fact hampered the Prize Committee in making 
the classes, and obliged them to ieave out Class O, amateur 
single-handed casting, and the amateur salmon class, because 
of Jack of prizes. The consequence will be that all prizes 
not won will go to the next tournament. 

FIRST DAY. 

CLASS A—AMATEUR SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING, 

Open to amateurs under Rule 2, who have never won a 
first prize. Scale of points: Distance, actual cast; accuracy 
and delicacy 25 each. (If a contestant cast 60 feet, and is 
awarded 20 for delicacy and 15 for accuracy, his score will 
be 95.) Delicacy shall be judged by the lightness with 
which the flies light on the water, and accuracy shall be 
scored by the number of times the float is touched in 25 
casts, The casts shall be made for delicacy at the same 
time.* Judges: Ira Wood, W. C. Harris; James Benkard 
referee. 

In this class there were six entries which are given in the 
order of their winnings, and not in that of their casting. 
The prizes were: Gold medal, given by Mr. James C. Mc- 
Andrew, and eight other prizes of rods, flies, etc., a list of 
which will be found in ForEst AnD Stream of Oct. 16, 
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The first casting was done by Mr. Polhamus, and he 
showed himself to be an elegant master of the rod, but the 
wind worried him, and he did not get out as much line as 
he did in the next contest, where he caine in second. 
Next came Wallace Blackford, the thirteen-year-old son 

of the New York Fish Commissioner, who, though he came 
out last in his contest with grown men, showed that he 
handled his rod in a manner that would do no discredit to 
an amateur of seventy years. He cast sracefully with either 
hand, and will be heard from in future contests. His light 
score in accuracy will be found referred to and explained by 
one of the judges at the dinner following the close of the 
exercises of the first day. 

Dr. Leonard, » brother of the celebrated rod maker, came 
next, and was supposed to be the ‘‘dark horse” which would 
carry off all the honors, He proved a neat caster, with the 
back action which distinguishes the family, but failed to 
show that he was the Jason who would reap the harvest of 
amateur medals. His delicacy was fair. The-wind slack 
ened about the time he was half through casting for dis- 
tance, and was more favorable afterward for those following 
in this class. 

After him came Mr. C. A. Rauch, whose casting last year 
Was much admired. He heat his competitors in distance 
and delicacy, and took the gold medal given by Mr. J. C. 
McAndrew. 

Mr. Levison cast within a foot of Mr. Rauch’s score, and 
the judge allowed him within one of Rauch on delicacy. 
This gentleman cast last year and is a candidate for the 
medal next year, as he is a caster of great merit, 

My. Keenan took fourth prize with 69 feet over Dr, Leon- 
ard’s 774, because of his superior delicacy, giving him ten 
more than the doctor, while he was six below him in accu- 
racy, 

CLASS K—AMATEUR SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING. 

Rules of Class A to govern. Judges: Rev. Henry L. 
Ziegenfuss, Prof, A, M, Mayer: J. C. MeAndrew, referee. 
The prizes were: Gold medal given by the National Rod and 
Reel Association, value $80, and eight others of rods, ete. 
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Mr. Eggert cast first, and again the wind blew in fitful 
gusts; still he managed to get out 75 feet, which. with his 
score in the other points gave him victory over two competi- 
tors who cast further. As Mr. Eggert has taken part in all 
previous tournaments and neyer before won the first. prize, 
his friends rejoiced to see him with his medal on his breast, 

Wallace Blackford followed, but the wizd beat his line 
down in the water behind him, as by this time it had veered 
around more to the south, and this prevented him from cast- 
ing as far as he did in his previous trial, It was the opinion 
of all present that he would cast better against the wind than 
with it, for his style of casting was such that the wind hurt 
his recovery more than it helped his cast. ; 

Mr. Levison cast next, and failed to come up to his record 
in Class A for distance, while his average in delicacy aud 
accuracy just equaled it. The wind caught his fly on the 
back cast and brought it down in the water, so that he could 
not send it forward with the full force of his rod. 

Dr. Leonard came within six inches of his former record, 

*The judges took the responsibility of changing this and ordered 
that the casts for delicacy and accuracy should be made separately. 
This may have been an oversight of theirs or may have been done 
deliberately in consequence of their knowledge that the Association 
allows its judges full power to do almost anything and allows no ap- 
peal from their decisions, 

and won fourth with 18 points for delicacy and accuracy. 
instead of 17, as in Class A, where he was third. He kept 
his flies well out of the water in retrieving, and, we should 
judge, could cast further with the wind than against it. 

Mr. Polhamus won second, beating Mr. Eggert by six 
inches on distance, but falling eight points behind him in 
the delicacy and accuracy trials. : 

SALMON CASTING, 

Open to all, Rods not to exceed 18 feet. Scale as in 
single-handed fly-casting, Judges: E. G. Blackford, James 
Benkard; James C. McAndrew, referee. Prizes: Gold 
medal given by Mr. J. C. McAndrew, value $50; cash given 
by Mr. D. W- Cross, $25; and five other prizes. 
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Tra Wood led, and as in previous classes, the wind seemed 
to have a spite against those who cast first, for it moderated 
every time that he fouled his line or a tangle compelled him 
to stop, yet he beat his winning récord of last year by eight 
feet and came in fourth, his delicacy being the best in this 
class. . 

H, C. Thorne came after Mr. Wood but was evidently a 
novice with a two-handed rod. 

Mr. Mills essayed next and showed some very pretty cast- 
ing although coming out fifth. He handles his rods, whether 
single or double handed ones, in a manner that shows his 
knowledge of the art. 

Mr. R. C. Leonard won second with 129 feet, beating all 
previous records of the Aseociation by five feet. It is always 
a pleasure to see Reuben cast, for his neat recovery and 
straight, clean delivery are things to be remembered. 

Dr. A. D, Leonard astonished the audience with 115 feet, 
or within one of the record of R. C. Leonard in 1883, and 
con third. We thought his salmon casting exceptionally 
ne. ; 
When Hiram W. Hawes was called to the score there was 

a crowding to the benches along the shore opposite that part 
of the line where the buoys bore large figures, and when 
after several trials he raised his flies from opposite the buoy, 
marking 125 feet, with an increased velocity, straightened 
them in the air behind without dropping them on the water 
and with a forward sweep laid them out a full foot beyond 
130 feet, the spectators cheered and the record was beaten by 
seven feet. 

Mr, Thomas J, Conroy handled his rod well, and in dis- 
tance was the fourth, led only by Hawes and the two Leon- 
ards, and his 110 feet were cleanly laid-out. His points in 
delicacy and accuracy were not up to those of the others. 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CAS'TING, CLASS D—EXPERT, 

(This class was inserted in the score book after the list of 
classes and prizes had been published in Forust anp 
Stream. It is the light rod expert class, and is a most 
interesting one, and was only omitted by the prize com- 
mittee at first because of lack of prizes to put in it), 
Open to all. Rods not to exceed 11 feet in length nor 5 

ounces in weight. Scale as in Class A. Judges: H. P. 
Wells, L. Dinwiddie Smith; J. B. Stewart, referee: Prizes: 

1. Cash given by My, Martin B: Brown........... .2...2.....01- $25 00 
2. Cash given by National Rod and Reel Association............ 12 00 
3. Ore Leonard click reel im leather case, given by Wm. Mills & 

Son, 7 Warren street, New York... .... 2.0... .5.......-.:.- 10 00 
4, One Levison fiy-book, given by Mills & Son......,............ 8 00 
5, One year’s subscription to the Formst aAnp STREAM.......... 4 00 
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Mr. Leonard drew the first position, and his 78 feet was 
not exceeded; Hawes did not reach it by two feet, but led 
him five points in delicacy and seyen in accuracy, beating 
him ten points. This has been the usual position of these 
crack casters, and it is thought that if Reuben Leonard had 
the knack of delivering the flies as gracefully as Hawes he 
would beat him nearly every time. Leonard looks to be the 
most powerful man of the two, as he undoubtedly is, yet 
the battle in fly-casting is not to the strong. 
Thomas Prichard hardly came up to our expectations, for 

we had heard that his father, the famous ‘‘Harry,”-whose 
record of 91 feet with a single-handed 8-ounce rod has not 
yet been beaten at any tournament,* had been instructing 
him, 
Thomas Prichard has a slight, boyish figure, and is hardly 

as large as Wallace Blackford, the thirteen-year-old boy who. 
cast in the amateur classes. He looks to be about twenty- 
one years old, five feet high, and to weigh about ninety-five 
pounds, Wesay that he hardly came up to our expecta- 
tions, for we looked to see him win first, and hoped he 
would, for our sympathies are always with a new man; yet 
he cast well, and while winning only seventh in a class of 
eight, on distance he tied M. KH, Hawes, and was only sec- 
ond to the winner and R. C. Leonard. In tke other points 
he was below all, as will be seen by the score. The cham- 
pions may look out for quiet, little, unassuming Tom Pri- 
chard, for some day he will leave them behind. 

Mr, Thomas J. Conroy next surprised the judges with a 

*At the last tournament of Hnglish anglers, at the Welsh Harp, 
Prichard’s figure was exceeded, but as the cast was made on tha 
water and the line afterward taken on shore, stretehed and measured, 
we cannot receive the record thus made asa valid one. Our men 
cast from a platform into the water, and the judges were in a’boat 
and saw where the line dropped. Under the English mode, no doubt, 
some of the American casts would haye exceeded 100 feet, 
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cast of 72 feet, for all knew that it is not two years since he 
first cast the fly in a tournament, and has only been allowed 
to enter in the “expert” classes because he is a dealer in tish- 
ing tackle, a cast-iron rule which was found necessary by 
experience. 

Mr. M. BE. Hawes, a new man, tied Prichard on distance 
and on accuracy, and led him on delicacy, winning sixth. 

Mr. W. W. Abbott, another new face at these contests, 
also barred from amateur contests by Rule 2, cast very beau- 
tifully and won fifth. A stranger in the city, he won friends 
by his cordial manner, and he-will be welcomed again, 
Hiram W. Hawes won first again, He was below Reuben 

Leonard two feet in distance but led him twelve in the other 
points. Comment on his style is superfluous, it is simply 
pertect, yet we wish some one would beat him to break the 
monotony of his winning year aftcr year. 

Mr. Hendrix won the Amateur Class B in 1888 with 78 
feet, rods not restricted as to weight, and in this contest tied 
Abbott with 67 feet, and won fourth with five leading him 
on distance. 

Mr. Guthrie was another new man, and his casting was 
neatly done, He was not up to his competitors in any 
points, yet he showed that he was familiar with the princi- 
ples of artistic fly-casting. 

SECOND DAY. 

The morning in the city seemed to promise a fine day after 
the rain which came at the close of the casting yesterday 
and moistened some of the party who left the grounds late. 
At Harlem Mere the wind gave a promise that the fly-casting 
records would not be broken, and the promise was kept. It 
blew almost a gale from the west, and it was proposed to 
place the contestants in boats and let them cast in shore, 
with the wind. Ii was decided to stretch the buoy line to 
the north, in the same direction as yesterday, and cast across 
the wind. As the black bass contest came first. it was hoped 
that the wind would abate, but it did not. It was decided 
to hold the latter on the water, but to cast the two follow- 
ing classes, 7. ¢,, ““Heavy Bass” and ‘‘Light Bass,” on «he 
land, These two classes are in the style of casting for 
striped bass (rockfish of the South), and differ only in the 
weight representing the baits used for fish from ten io sixty 
pounds on the coast, and for fish from two to ten pounds in 
the estuaries, 

MINNOW CASTING FOR BLACK BASS. 

This was a style of casting before unknown in the Hast 
and was made according to the rules and directions of Dr. 
James A. Henshall, who has tried to introduce it in former 
years, The contestants had provided themselves with the 
regulation rods, reels and lines, which had been thought by 
some of our correspondentsto be restiicted too closely. Never- 
theless one of these, Mr. Levison, changed his rod so as to 
bring it within the rules and cast. The prize list contained 
eleyen prizes. Origivally it had three more, for Dr. Hen- 
shall had worked faithfully for them, but the prize committee 
doubted whether a sufficient number of entries could be had 
to take them all and obtained the donors’ consent to change 
the three to other classes." The array of prizes was a great 
temptation to ‘‘mug hunters,” and the entries were closed 
with six names without appeal for more, for there were prizes 
to the yalue of fifty-two dollars more which were at the 
mercy of any duffer who could pay the entrance fee. The 
unclaimed prizes will revert to the Association and be offered 
next year. The prizes were all in fishing iackle and sub 
scriptions to journals. The class was open to all and the 
rules restricted rods to not Jess than 8 nor more than 10 
feet, nor Jess than 7 nor more than 10 ounces; reels to any 
black bass multiplying reel, but barred clicks, drags, or any 
device to control the rendering of the line except the thumb. 
Lines were restricted t# No 6 (letter H) braided silk, or No 
1 sea grass, or corresponding sizes of other material. The 
weight of the sinker was one-half ounce; the cast to be under- 
hand; each contestant to have five casts, the longest to count, 
and then five minutes for style and accuracy. The score to 
be as in fly-casting, viz.: Distance, the longest cast in feet; 
style and accuracy 25 points each. Judges: W. C. Harris, 
M. M. Backus; Rev. Henry L. Ziegenfuss, referee. ’ 
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Mr. Eggert cast first and came out Jast; he lacked the grace 
with which he casts the fly, and he did not come up to his 
competilors in points, 

Mx. Hawes seemed well up in the new style as he followed 
Mr. Eggert, and we feared that he was soing to win here 
and make the thing monotonous. Time proved—put, as the 
novelist says, ‘‘We anticipate.” : 

Mr. Leonard followed Mr. Hawes, but did not reach him 
in distance nor in points. 

Mr, Leyison, in spite of bis note in Tornsr AND STREAM 
that he would not enter in this contest because of the weight 
of the rod, came to the score, and did well im the opinion of 
those who knew that the red he used was new to him and 
that his summer’s fishing and practice had been done with a 
heavier one. 

Prof. Mayer next followed, He had been casting along 
the shore from favorable points, and many had remarked his 
grace and the ease with which he seemed to deliver his sub- 
stitute for a minnow, but they had no means of judging of 
his distance. Many were surprised when they saw him lead 
them all on distance and also on delicacy and accuracy. For 
particulars, refer to the score above. 

Mr. Malls cast neatly, as he does with the fly, and won 
third with a cast that equalled Hawes in distance, but he fell 
behind him in a contest for points. 

HEAVY BASS CASTING. 

Open to all. Rods not to exceed 9 feet, any reel, line not 
less than No. 9. Casts to be made with sinkers weighing 
24+ ounces; to be made in a lane 3) feet wide, Each contest- 
antto be allowed five casts, his casts within the lines only 
to be measured, added and divided by five, and the result to 
constitute hisscore. The casts were made on land, Judges: 
William Dunning, Jas. L, Vallotton; Hon. H, P. McGown, 
referee. Prizes; Gold medal given by the National Rod 

_ 

and Reel Association, value $30, and five other prizes of 
tackle, ete. The foliowing score is given in feet and inches: 

NaAmn. First Isecana Third |Fourth| Fifth | Aver- 
cast, | cast. | cast. cast. cast. age, 

, A. Roosevelt....., 206 207 215 10 | 217 175,06 | 204,08 
W. H. Wood......... 227 0 190 223 02 0 128 
E, P. Hagan........,. 139,03 | 142.09 | 115.07 | 112.10 | 124.06 | 119.02 
Thos. B, Mills ...... 150,08 | 11% 127.01 | 157.08 0 110.05 
R. C. Leonard....,.- 111.03 | 117.07 | 66,02 | 121.04 | 182.01 | 108,02 

Mr. Roosevelt beat his winning score of 1882 hy nearly 77 
feet, and his winning score of 1883 by nearly 47 feet. He 
seems a Sure winner in these contests, and ‘should be a suc- 
cessful fisher for striped bass, as it is said that he is, for his 
distance and accuracy seem to excel, 

All contestants in the above class were allowed to compete 
for the hat offered by Balch, Price & Co., of Fulton street, 
Brooklyn, the longest cast to win without reference to the 
lane, three casts each being allowed. It was won by Mr. 
Roosevelt, with a cast of 214 feet 4 inches, ‘The following 
is the score of this contest: 

First | Second) Third | Long- 
NAME. cast. cast. | cast, est. 

J, A. Roosevelt. .......... 214.04 | 173.06 | 205 214.04 
Ws Woodie asa | 186.04 | 210.04 | 194,09 | 210.04 
DBs Ms pe ey .| 170 169.06 | 175 175 
Be Gy Liegnand ss sss aa she een 134.09 | 145.08 | 170.03 | 170.03 

LIGHT BASS CASTING. 

Open to all, Conditions as in previous class, except that 
the sinkers shall be 14 ounces. Judges: Francis Endicott, 
5S. M. Blatebford, Hon. H. P McGown. Prizes: Gold 
medal given by the National Rod and Reel Association, 
value $25; books, tackle, éte. The cast was made on the 
ground, as in the heavy bass contest: 

ai 
First Second | Third Fourth Fifth. Avyer- 

Name. east. cast. | cast. | cast. | cast, age. 

H. W. Hawes....-... | 148.09 | 103 134.04 | 137 11 | 128.03 | 129.06 
R. 0. Leonard ....... | 142.07 | 115.09 | 185.11 | 145 99,01 | 127.08 
W, H. Wood.....,... | 70.08 | 0 183,03 | 0 147.14 | 80.05 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING. CLASS E—EXPERT. 

Open to all. Rods not to exceed 11 feet 6 inches, Dis- 
tance only to count. Judges: Dr. A. Ferber, A. P. Vree- 
denburgh; Louis B. Wright, referee. Prizes: Gold medal 
given by the Association, value $25—cash $15 and cash $10, 
given by the Association, and minor prizes. . 

This is the champion class, and the wind dissipated all 
hopes of beating the record, for it blew across the course 
fiercely: 

Feet. Feet 
Bi Cyliconerd 25 2 Bes HOSS: NIGMS Dyes tv tds tory 7 
M. BH. Hawes).....:..+...... WOU.» Viet.) BLery Oris oon ee Sethe 68 
Es Wa ewer eet enanceoses TE OW. W.-ADbOth A eo es ee. 65 
Thos. J. Gonroy...........0.... Tae BB eR ety oot ince Peace mak ose 63 
Thos. Prichard............ gue vil) 

We have not the slightest doubt that had the wind been 
favorable, or had if been still, all records would have been 
broken. The cross wind seemed to affect Tom Prichard 
more than most of them, and we think he erred in casting 
parallel with the measuring line instead of on the upper side 
of it more into the wind. The consequence was that his 
line was often blown almost in shore. The esusts favored 
some of the men, but that is something that they must take 
their chances on, for the judges cannot take note of it The 
dinner following the first day and the proceedings of the 
business meeting we give elsewhere. 

THE ROD AND REEL ASSOCIATION. 

T the close of the first day’s casting at Harlem Mere, a 
few members of the Association sat down to dinner in 

the Metropolitan Hotel, and enjoyed the good things that 
the house affords as only weary anglers can. Affer dinner 
the meeting was called to order by the president, who con- 
gratulated the members on the success of the first day of the 
tournament and on the attendance of so many ladiés and 
gentlemen at Harlem Mere. He then announced that the 
election of officers for 1885 was in order. 

Mr. Backus arose and said that as the present officers had 
given so much satisfaction, and that it was entirely through 
their labors, assisted by the committee to a certain extent, 
that the tournaments have proved so successful, he would 
propose that they be continued. Mr. Vallotton seconded 
the motion, and suggested that, as a matter of form, they 
be voted for separately, The following were elected: 

President, Francis Eudicott, Staten Island. 
Secretary, Fred Mather, Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y. 
Treasurer, James L. Vallotton, New York city. 
Mr. Ira Wood said that he would call the attention of the 

Association to the fact that the change in the rules goyern- 
ing the scoring for accuracy this year were not, in his opin- 
jon, as good as tho:e of last year. In previous contests 2 
judge was allowed to decide upon this question to the best 
ot his ability and give the contestant the figure which he 
thought be deserved, just as in the trials for delicacy. This 
year arule requited a contestant to make twenty-five casts 
for accuracy, snd for each time the float was struck Be was 
allowed one point. Under this rigid rule be had been forced 
to decide against his judgment in the case of W allace Black- 
ford, whose general accuracy was good enough to warrant 
the judges in giving him twenty points in Class A, when, as 
he only struck the float twice, they could only award him 
two. His line was laid along the float almost eyery time, 
while others who struck it oftener made some wild casts and 
did not average near as good. He huped that this rule would 
be changed another year. 

Mr. Hawes agreed with him, and the Secretary was 
ordered to make a note of this to present to the next Com- 
mittee of Arrangements, 

Mr. Mather regretted that Dr. Henshall was not present, 
and read a letter from him saying that he had made all 
preparations to come but was suddenly taken ill. 

After an animated discussion between Messrs. Wood and 
Mather on the object of the tournaments, whether it was to 
make anglers or fly-casters, the meeting adjourned. 

fLishculture. 
THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

LETTERS READ. 

HE REcoRDING SECRETARY: Mr, President, I have received 
J a telegram from Mr. W. F, Witcher, formerly Commuis- 

sioner of Canada, in which he expresses his inability to attend 
this meeting, on account of family sickness. I have here 
many letters from members and others who regret their ina- 
bility to be present. To read them all would consume the 
morning. I would, however, ask your attention to three of 
them. The first is from the father of American fishculture, 
who writes: 

BrprorD, Ohio, April 25, 1884. 
Dwar Sir—I am in receipt of the announcement for the 

Washington meeting of the American Fishcultural Associa- 
tion to be held in May. My health is such that it is impossible 
for me to be there. I feel as much interest as ever in this im- 
portant industry. 
What a great debt our country and the world owe to Prof. 

Spencer F. Baird for what he has accomplished in promoting 
this industry. ; 

I have no paper to be read on that subject at that meeting. 
T would be glad, however, if a correction is made in the report 
of the proceedings of the meeting of 1881. On page 42, under 
the head of “‘Fishculture in America,” it is stated that my 
experiments were made in 1853, and that I read a paper before 
the Cleveland Academy of Natural Sciences, detailing my ex- 
periments, Feb. 14, 1854, which is correct. But itis further 
stated in the report that my paper was not printed until 1857, 
wuich is incorrect, and does me great injustice, as it gives Dr. 
Bachman four years of priority of publication (or record). 
My paper was published the month and year that it was read 
before the Academy, in the ‘Annals of Science,” edited by 
Prof. Hamilton Smith. 
Tam writing, or trying to write, lying on my lounge, and 

fear you will find some difficulty in reading my letter. 
Hoping youmay have an interesting meeting, I am, dear 

sir, very truly yours, T, GARLICE. 
P. 8.—The first edition of my book on fishculture was run 

through the Ohio Farmer in 1857. Prof, Ackley, my partner 
in the practice of surgery, never wrote nor published a, line on 
the subject of fishculture, 
The next letter comes from across the water, and asks that 

our notices of meetings be issued earlier. It is as follows: 
BERGHN-op-Zoom, May 9, 1884. 

To the American Fisheultural Association: 7 
Mr. CHATRMAN—Marshall MeDonald’s letter came yesterday 

to hand, not leaving a ghost of a chance to get a hearing for 
what I might have to say in the meeting, either by mouth or 
by paper. 

Please send in future communications for meeting, if possible, 
sooner, to this side of the great fish pond, to give us time to 
prepare if we have something to say. 

lremain, dear sir, yours truly, 
C, J. BoTrEMANNE, ‘ 

sovernment Inspector of Fisheries. 
The third relates to the lobster question. It says: 

DEAR Str—I would say in reply to the Circular received this 
morning that I regret that I shall be unable t6 attend the 
meeting of the American Fishcultural Association, which 
prOnses to be so interesting and instructive. And I earnestly 

best method for the preservation of lobsters) may be discussed 
and bring out the views of those familiar with fishculture and 
protection in its broadest meaning, for I am confident of its 
importance as compared with other branches of ee 

be of great benetit to the people, for whose good the efforts of 
this Association are directed, With best wishes for a success- 
ful and profitable meeting, I remain, 

Yours respectfully, S. M, Jonson, 

WASHINGTON OFFICE 
Wor.p's INDUSTRIAL Corron CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION, 

515 Fourteenth street. 
WasuIneton, D. C., May 13, 1884, | 

Mr. 
mittee: 

DEAR Sir—Permit me through you to extend to the Amer- 
ican Fishcultural Association, an inyitation to hold its next: 
annual meeting on the grounds and in one of the buildings of 

held at New Orleans, beginning Dec. 1, 1884, and continuing 
for six months, Any time that your Association may desig- 
nate for said meeting will be acceptable to the Directory, 
which I have the honor to represent. As there will undoubt- 

States Fish Commission, and by the several States interested 
in this great food industry, I think your Association will de- 
rive both pleasure and proiit by accepting this invitation. Be 
assured that the Hxecutive Managers of the Exposition will 

year—i held at the Hxposition—a great success, 
Very respectfully yours, 

E. A, BurKkn, Director General. 
Mr. Worth offered a resolution as follows: 

a fishery display at the World’s Exposition; that the ishermen 
of the country be requested to meetin convention the American 
Fishcultural Association there at its next annual meeting. 

Dr, Hudson then offered: 

American Fishultural Association are hereby tendered to the 
yarious local comrnittees for them cordial reception, and take 
this opportuxity to express their appreciation of the efforts 
which have been made to render this fourteenth annual re- 

ation. . 3 
The president announced that after adjournment the Associ- 

ation would call upon the President of t.e United States. as 
had been arranged. On motion the Association adjourned to 

A. M. the members were introduced to President Arthur by 
Professor Baird. At noon Professor Baird convened a meeting 
of the State Fish Commissioners in the office of the assistant 
director of the Museum. 

the Ichthyophagous Club seryed carpfrom Prospect Park, 
Brooklyn. We have since seen a fish from the same waters 
which was only four years old and weighed nine pounds. It 
lay on the slabs at Mr. Blackford’s, Fulton Market, where 

were then about two inches long. No doubt carp culture will 
pay, to a limited extent, on Long Island; for the demand for 
the fish by the Germans, to whom it smacks of Vaterland, will 
consume a goodly quantity. On Monday last a Long Island 

had taken out because his ponds were too full of tish, and 
these were all sold within an hour. 

PROF. GILBERT.—We learn that Professor Charles H. 
Gilbert, recently Instructor in Zoology in Butler University, 

with Prof. Jordan, has just been appointed Professor of 
Biology in the University of Cincinnati. 

—_——— inna 

A \imely book is Henshall’s “Camping and Cruising in Florida.’ 

Boston, April 25, 1884, 

ope the matter in which I am particularly interested (the 

and protection and its intelligent consideration will in the en 

The SECRETARY then read the following letter: 

Marshall McDonald, Chairman Local Executive Com- 

the World’s Industrial Cotton Centennial Exposition, to be 

edly be large displays of fishculture made by both the United 

do all that in them les to make your annual meeting next 

fesolved, That ifthe United States Fish Commissioner makes 

Resolved, That the thanks of the visitine members of the 

union the most successful since the organization of the Associ- 

meet at the call of the Hxecutive Committee. At 11 o'clock 

CARP ON LONG ISLAND.—We have noted the fact that 

four years ago it swam with hundreds of its Kindred, which 

farmer brought Mr, Blackford 100 pounds of carp which he 

Irvington, Ind., and well known by his labors in ichthyology 

For sale at this office, Price $1.50.— Adv. = 



FIXTURES. 
BENCH SHOWS. 

Dec. 16, 17, 16 and 19.—Third Bench Show of the Southem Massa- 
chusetts Poultry Association, Taunton, Mass. Wm, C. Davenport, 
Assistant Secretary. 

Dee. 30, 81 and Jan, 1, 2, 1885,—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 
Association, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Seeretary. 

Jan, 10 to 14, 1885.—World’s Expasition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
a. Mr. Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent. 
Jan. 27, 28.29 and 30.—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 

Pouliry and Pet Stock Association. Mr. H. W, Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N. B, 
Mareh 3, 4, 6 and ti, 1885.—Seécona Annual Bench Show of the Cin- 

cinnati Sportsman's Club, Cincinnati, 0. Charles Lincoln, Superio- 
tendent, 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Noy. ——Third Annual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 
Tsiand, L, 1, Open to members only. Mr, A, T. Plammer, Secretary 

Noy. 17—ixth Annual Trials of the Hastern Field Trials Club, at 
High Pot, N. 0. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, L. I. 
Noy. 17.—Virst Annual Trials of the Wisher’s Island Olub, Fisher’s 

Tsland. N. ¥. Opento members only. Mr. Max Wenzel, Secretary, 
Hoboken. N_ J. 

Dee. 2.—Second Annual Trials of the Pacific Coast Field Trials 
ue abt Walltown Timber, Cal. N. E. White, Secretary, Sacramento 

al. 
Dec. 8 —Sixth annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn. 
Dec, Jo.—Southern Sporismen’s Association Trials, Canton, Miss. 

Mr, 0. is, Renand, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A. Ke R. 

Nasa AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, ete. (with prize lists of allshows and trials), is pub- 

lished évery month. Entries close on the ist. Should be in early. 

BPutry blanks senb on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in adyance. Yearly subscription $1. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O, Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1644, Volume, bound in eloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.5°, 

THE NEW YORK NGN-SPORTING DOG SHOW. 

‘HE first annual fall dog show of the Westminster Kennel 
Club, held at Madison Square Garden last week, although 

devoted mainly to non-sporting dogs, was a decided success. 
After a hurried glance at the dogs, we stated last week that 
the quality of the exhibit was better than we had before seen. 
A careful examination corrohorates this opinion, and we con- 
pratulate the breeders and owners of the animals shown upon 
the manifest improyement that has- been wrought within the 
Ho few years. This improvement extends to nearly all 
reeds, but is more apparent in the St. Bernards, mastiffs, 

eollies and fox-terriers; each of these classes made a yery good 
show of itself. Mr. Lincoln never managed a show to the 
better satisfaction of all concerned than this one, The bench- 
ing of the dogs was admirable, the open benches being a great 
improyement upon the old style where each dog was ina 
stall by itself. The wire cages in which the small dogs were 
shown should be adopted by every show; they are open on all 
sides, and visitors have a much better view of the dogs than 
under the old plan, Better progress was made on the first 
day with the judging than has usually been the case. A still 
further improvement is called for, and we hope that the man- 
agers of all bench shows will seriously consider this question 
and decide to haye all judging completed on the first day of 
the show. 

One of the most important objects of the dog show is the 
education of the public as to the points and characteristics 
peculiar to each breed, and in no way can this object be 
attained better than by placing before them as early as possi- 
ble the official opinion as ‘to the relative merits of the animals 
exhibited, 
The weather during the show was very good, except that 

thers was one rainy evening, Tiie attendance was not up to 
the mark of the spring shows, although it was very good and 
we presume sufficient to meet the expenses. AU of the judges 
examined their dogs very carefully, and we are sure that their 
decisions were vendered impartially. Some of the decisions 
we could not agree with; our reasons will be found in our com- 
ments upou the dogs. 

Mr. James Mortimer, of New York, judged the mastiffs, St. 
Bernards, fox-terriers, sheep dogs, bulldogs and bull-terriers ; 
Mr. J. F. Kirk, of Toronto, Ont., Newfoundlands, black and 
tan terriers, hard-haired Scotch terriers, rough-haired terriers, 
Dandie Dinmont terriers, Irish terriers, Bedlington terriers, 
Skye terriers, Yorkshire terriers, toy terriers, King Charles 
spaniels, Blenheim spaniels, Japanese spaniels, pugs, Maltese 
terriers and Dalnatians; Mr, Joseph Ki, Peirson, of Bucking- 
ham, Pa., greyhounds, deerhounds, Italian greyhounds, and 
miscellaneous classes,and Mr. John G. Heckscher,of New York, 
oodles, 

y MASTIFFS—(MR, MORTIMER). 

These grand dogs formed even a better class than thoge on 
view at the National Breeders’ show, but they were scarcely 
handled in the same masterly manner. The judge, however, 
got through his work fairly well. Inthe champion dog class 
Hero Il. had a walk-ovyer, anu his condition is better than we 
have seen it since he made his debut at the New Haven show 
Jast spring. Like hissire heis a big dog, witha good coat 
and color, and he stands well on his forelegs, which could be 
improyed by more strength. He is not short or square enough 
in head, and is a trifle heayy in ears; he is also slack behind 
the shoulders, faulty in the pasterns, too thin in tail, and in- 
clined to he leggy. In the ladies’ class Dolly Varden had to 
stand doywnand make room for Princess Royal, a decision 
which we indorse. Dollyis not dark enough in muzzle or 
ears, neither is she blunt enough in muzzle. Her eyes, too, 
are light in color, and the superabundancs of dewlap is a 
serions blemish. She is onthe small side, but stands on the 
best of lees and feet, and has a fair good body. Princess, who 
by the way is a full sister of Dolly, has altogether a di flerent 
type of head, and his a better head. She toois not sniii- 
clently dark in muzzle or ears, but is shorter and bluoter in 
muzzle. But for being too much “dished” she would have a 
very good head. There is too much dewlap, but not so much 
as seen in her sister, and she is a bigger bitch, has fair length 
of body, aud moves well. ‘She was not in good condition. ~ 
Homer, in the open dog class, repeated bis Philadelphia 

victory, and was well placed; he was fully described in our 
Jasb issue. Next to him came Zulu, a dog with an entirely 
different type of head, and one we do not like. He is frog 
faced, has badly carried ears, and not being a big dog, we fail 
to see why his fairly good body should have got him so high 
ou the list, After Homer we preferred Hector, ford Crom- 
well, and Hildebert. The last named is a fairly good young 
dog, a little leggy al present, a bit dished in face, and faulty 
in carriage of tail. Heywas not even commended, though he 
is decidedly better than others more fortunate. Hectoris a 
nice little dog, good in coatand color, He has a good skull, but 
it is not blunt enough in muzzle. neither does he carry his ears 
comme il fault; we could also improve upon him at his 
shoulders and pasterus. Uford Cromvell is spoiled by his very 
bad eyes, and though his muzzle is deep itis long. Heis on the 
small side, and should be exhibited in better trim. Dan, c., is 
fiddle faced. Agrippa is good in body, but he lacks size, and 
is long in muzzle and faulty im ears. Duke of Kent is good in 
legs, feet and body, but he is snipy, heavy in ears, throaty, 
coarse in coat. and shortin tail. Dred lacks character, he is 
far too long from eyes to nose, and has little girth of muzzle, 

a. 

_ FOREST AND STREAM. 
his ears are badly carried, Heis a fair sized dog and received 
his ecard on this account no doubt. 
Inthe next class Lorna Doone, a handsome daughter of 

Crown Prince and Ilford Baroness, scored an easy win, and 
the issue was never in doubt. She is too small ever to 
be a really first class specimen, but she is a good bitch. 
Little fault can be found with her nice massive head, full of 
mastiff character as it is. Her color is of a high order, the 
black markings being dense in color and correctly distributed, 
True she is light in eyes and a trifie slack in the back, but 
these faults almost sink into insignificance alongside her many 
good qualities. Such is the good-looking daughter of the great 
Crown Prince. Queen II. came next, followed by Lorna 
Doone’s sister, Liberty. A very critical report of these 
hitches appeared in our last issue. / We would have given the 
third prize to Aydah instead of to Liberty, for reasons given 
jn our report of the National Breeders’ Show, Hebe is a nice 
type of bitch, but much too small. She has a nice, well- 
wrinkled head, the appearance of which is not improved by 
her heavy ears. Monmouth Mee did not deserve a card, being 
a poor specimen throughout, and net at all the equal of Juno, 
placed on equal terms with her, or Fairy, also commended. 
Juno has fair good head and ears, but is too small, whereas 
the daughter of Beau and Stella is a big bitch, too long in the 
muzzle, a bit light of bone, and high on the legs, 

Tn the class for puppies under twelve months, the. first and 
second prizes in each class were awarded to the Winlawn 
Kennel, decisions we donot indorse. In the first place, these, 
puppies weve entered as a litter in Class 5, and, seemg that the 
rules of dog shows distinctly state that entries cannot be 
altered after they are received by the secretary, we fail to 
see why two of them were on the first day of the show trahs- 
ferred to Class 6 and awarded the prizes in that class. In the 
second place, the entrance fee for a litter of puppies is 55, and 
if the puppies we allude to were allowed to compete separately 
the fees would be $12 for the four puppies and $5 for the bal- 
ance, making in all $17. £417 were not paid at the time the 
entries were made (in accordance with the rules of the show) 
we cannot ses thatthe entries were valid. The dissatisfaction 
expressed was loud and prolonged, and we are certainly of the 
opinion that rules are useless unless enforced, or if they are 
carried into effect in some cases and disregarded in others. 
Tt is impossible for exhibitors to lodge a protest, seeing that 
one of the rules of the show requires that protests be lodged 
“immediately” after the awards are made, and immediately 
may be construed as meaning before the dogs leave the ring. 
It is to be hoped that the new association will take hold of 
such questions and bring impartial legislation to bear on them, 
The prize winners in the class for dog: puppies are little else 

than dwaritsif five months old, as represented in the cata- 
locue. They are light in eyes, heavy in ears, and domed in 
skull. By far the best dog im the class was Vulcan, he. He 
has a fair, good head, but isa bit heavy in ears; color, coat 
and bone good; legs, feet and body also good. Though but 
four months old, heis three times the size of either of the® 
winners. Leo IL did not deserve the vhe. card, haymg a bad 
head and ears, and by no meansa faultless body. The winning 
bitches have the same faults as the dogs, and outside the ques- 
tion of the legitimacy of the entries. we do not think they 
sien have beaten the entries of Mr. Gregg or that of Mr. 

ead, 
ST, BERNARDS—(MR, MORTIMER). 

A really good lot of St. Bernards faced the judge. The St. 
Bernard classes are now coming to be well filled, and seeing 
that the breed is not an easy one to adjudicate upon we would 
suggest the advisability of appointing a special judge. Strong 
classes call for the appointment of judges who haye made a 
specialty of such classes, or for men who haye owned, bred 
or successfully exhibited in them. That the judge worked 
hard and conscientiously we firmly believe, though several of 
the awards were not well made. The champion rough-coated 
class brought out the three cracks—Duke of Leeds, Bonivard 
and Hermit. Boniyard (the best of the lot) was withdrawn, 
and his kennel companion had no difficulty in beating Hermit, 
who was not inthe best of condition. e hasa fair good 
head, lots of bone, and stands on the best of forelegs and feet, 
but he has light eyes, is faulty in loin, and does not move well 
behind. The Duke is a big, fine dog, and claims a4 pair of fore- 
legs and feet of the correct pattern. He has a good head, 
which, however, lacks expression, and he carries his tail too 
high. We would also prefer him with more coat. Neyerthe- 
less he takes rank among the best of his brethren, and is 
worthy his distinguished position. 

Gertie, in the corresponding bitch class, had matters all to 
herself, Lady Abbess heing on yocation; she is a nice bitch, 
good in length of body, legs and feet. She is a bit cheeky, 
suipy, carries her tail too high, and would be none the worse 
with more coat. 
The open dog class introduced to us a truly grand dogin Mr. 

Fred W. Rothera’s Otho. Heis one of the grandest fronted 
dogs we haye ever seen, His head is a study and his forearm 
we have never seen surpassed, he is also an immense upstand- 
ing dog. His faults lie behind his last rib; he stands too 
straight behind, and carries his tail, which is not long enough, 
too high; afew inches more in length of back would also im- 
proye his appearance. Heis only a young dog and being of 
such large PE EOn ORE he is not yet at his best, and will not be 
until he is three years old. We predict for him a brilliant 
future. Cesar, faulty at both ends, came next, followed by 
Dare, a well built young dog, possessing capital legs and feet, 
but snipy and light in eye. Samson took the reserve card, he 
and Cwsar were fully described in our last, as was also the 
he. Rene, Bernard is faulty in loin, coat and stifles. 
Rhona won again for Mr. Hearn in the next class, a decision 

we cannot indorse. In the first place she is undershot (a seri- 
ous fault), is short in head and heavy in ears; her hindquart- 
ers stand considerably higher than her shoulders, and she car- 
ries her tail too high. We should have placed Stella first. She 
is goodin body, legs and feet, and is a taking-looking bitch. 
She carries her taila bit high, is snipy, and would be im-) 
proved by more coat; her gait, too, is not of the best, but we' 
thought ber points the best bitch in the class. Empress does 
not possess the necessary markings for a winner, is plain in 
head, light of bone, and would do with more coat. body 
and hindquarters sheis good, Regie is light of bone, snipy, 
out at elbows, slackin back and faulty in feet, hind parts 
fairly good. A much better bitch is Norah, c., with her fairly 
ood head and general proportions, She is light of bone and 
er mariings are not good, but she deserved a better fate. 
The rough puppies were not good classes. Bonaparte has 

some food legs and feet to egmmend him, but how about that 
tail? Vilibusteris a well-grown youngster, faulty in muzzle 
and tail. Joyeaux must have considered himself in luck’s 
way with the vhe. card; he was not, in our opiuion, worth 
notice. Esme, the winning bitch, is never likely to develop 
into a show dog, and the same may be said of Spiranza, The 
prizes should haye been withheld in this class. 
The smooth-coated champion Don Il. isa very good dog; 

good muzzle, body, legs, feet and size, His high-carried tail 
is his worst fault, and we would prefer him shorter on the leg, 
and with a stronger forearm. : 

In the bitch class Leila of course won. She isa magnificent 
specimen, and the St. Bernard does not live in-America that 
can beat her, Her head is perfection; we have never seen its 
equal, and in body, legs, feet and size she has few equals. We 
fail to see more than one fault in her—a badly carried tail. 

St. Botolph in the epen dog class deserved the winner's card. 
He is good in head, legs, feet and body, but is a bit straight 
and weak in the stifies and faulty in tail. Verone, placed 
second, we thought very lucky. He has just a fair head and 
lenty of bone, but is Hollow in the back and crooked in fore- 
egs. He was notin good condition. Royalist we do not like, 
though he is of fair size and stands on good legs and feet. 
We do not like either his head, tail or stifles. Second prize 
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Was, iN our opinion, easily secured by Guard. He has a good 
body, fair head and ears, aiso good legs and feet. He curls ~ 
his tail, which is his worst fault, Ginck is too small. Don 
Pedro is good in body, legs and feet, but faulty at both ends. 

In the bitch class Daphne won first, and we venture to say 
will never again repeat the performance oyer stich a bitch as 
Her Majesty, who had the easiest possible win. This is a 
really good biteh and beats Daphne all over, excepting im 
bone, and in this respect Daphne has the best of it, She beats 
Daphne all to pieces in head, ears, body, tail and size; there 
was nothing in the class to approach her let alone beat 
her. Nestor, in the dog puppy class, should have won easily 
enough. He is good in body, legs, feet and color, but is fine in 
muzzle and straight in the stifies. The winner has a plain 
head, carries his eats badly, and lacks St. Bernard character, 
Rector II, has the fault of his sire, but he is a big, well-grown 
puppy, possessing a good body. We preferred him to the 
winner. We do not know why Valentine, Jr., got a ve. card. 
He has a very bad head, ears and hind parts, and is cock- 
eyed. Weshould not have given him acard, lon is straight 
and weak in stifies and is undershot, which we believe to be 
yery serious faults. As the winning puppies were only two 
months old, we will not enter into a criticism of them. 

NHW FOUNDLANDS—(MR. ETRE), 

We are sorry to find these handsome and intelligent dogs 
not to be making the shghtest improvement, and on this occa- 
sion there was not a good one on view. Major, the winner, is 
ot fairsize and has a good coat, but his ring tail and faulty 
head will keep hith backin good company. He shows the. 
haw, which isa serious fault, Sam is too curly and carries 
his tail up too high, and Benis notashow dog. Juno isfauity 
in head and ears, and Nellie is much too curly. Jumbo has a 
grand dignified head, but itis not the head of a Newfoundland. 
The awards in these classes were properly distributed, 

GREYHOUNDS—(MR, PHIRSON). 

In the class for champion dogs there was the usual meeting 
of Friday Night and Bouncing Boy, Friday Night won, but 
we cannot tell why, seeing that the same judge put Bouncing 
Boy before him last spring. The decision is the more unac- 
countable when we eall to memory the fact that when 
Bouncing Boy won he was in yery poor condition, only 
haying left the steamer a few days before he was 
shown, whereas on this occasion he was looking well. 
Perhaps the judge will kindly explain the inconsistency of the 
award. There were no champion bitches, and in the open dog 
class the blue ribbon was given to Dell, who lacks liberty be- 
hind and is not good in head. Master Donald, strong in head, 
heayy in shoulders and straight behind, came next, but we 
preterred the vhe., Doubleshot, notwithstanding his bad feet 
and lightness of bone, The class was a poor one. In the bitch 
class the recently imported Mother Demdike had a clear win, 
and although she is a good bitch, and is unquestionably 
the best of her breed in the country, we must con- 
fess that she does not fulfil oir expectations. She has 
a splendid head, which could only be improved below the 
eyes, and there but a trifle. Her eyes might, to advantage, be 
smaller and darker. She has along, well shaped and well 
placed neck, but we would like to see it a bit cleaner, In chest, 
loins and feet she is very good, and she shows considerable 
muscular development behind; her tail, too, is first-class, and 
her gaitis perfection, and unless she can go out of slips at a 
rattling pace, her looks belie her. Her worst fault is a defi- 
cieney of bonein the forearms, and she is a bit flat in the 
back. Begonia came next, but we do not know why, for at 
the last New York show the same judge withheld the prize 
from her for want of merit. On that occasion School Girl 
won, now School Girl is put behind Begonia, though shown in 
better condition. The judge will perhaps explain his reasons 
for reversing his decisions. Honor Bright was outclassed in 
this company. Outside the question of her size, she is plain in 
head and heavy in shoulders. 

DEERHOUNDS—(MR,. PEITRSON): 

The champion class was divided for dogs and bitches, Roy 
and Lorna II. being the winners. Roy is faulty in ears, ex- 
pression, bone, second thighs and coat. He is just a fair speci- 
men. Loma II. lacks size, is faulty at the shoulders and stilty 
behind; legs, feet, coat and head fairly good. In theopen dog 
class Mac had an easy win, and is the best dog in the country 
that we have seen, He is a bit weakim the pasterns and would 
do with another rib. We did not like Bruce for second, as he 
is soft in coat and weak in the quarters. Our choice was 
Spring, vhe., who has a fair, good head, but is a trifle soft ih 
coat and light in second thighs. Borva is short in coat and 
woolly, and not entitled to the vhe, card. The bitches and 
puppies were a wretched lot and call for no comment. , 

FOX-THRRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER), 

In the champion dog class old Brokenhurst Joe was awarded 
the prize. In our opinion he should never have been 
entered for competition, let alone haye been awarded the 
prize. Hvery dog has its day, and Joe has had his. In 
loins and hindquarters he has gone all to pieces, and his mouth 
is finished. His faulty feet and lack of bone—faults of his 
youth—have been intensified with age, and he should be 
withdrawo. To perform the work of a terrier a dog must 
haye a sound mouth to commence with, or how can he draw 
his gaime? Dogs should be judged according to what they are, 
not what they were or what they should have been. Joker is 
growing cheeky and lacks expression. His legs and feet are 
good. No champion bitches were shown. In the open dog 
classy premier honors were given to Belgraye Primrose, a de- 
cision we cannot indorse. He stands on the best of legs and 
feet, and has plenty of bone, but his long, open coat, plain, 
expressionless face and badly carried ears and tail should 
always keep him back in good company. Scarsdale, placed 
second, was in his proper place; and then followed Raby 
Tyrant, who should have won with consummate ease. As one 
of the best judges in the country put it, ‘he is worth more 
than all the other dogs in the class put together.” A full deserip- 
tion of this doz and Scarsdale appeared in ourlast issue. Butt 
has seen his best days, and was not worth a card in his present 
condition. Warren Jim is too leggy and long cast, faulty in 
feet and wanting in expression. In head and coat he is fair] 
good. Grover is a weed and did not deserve his card in suc 
company. Dick is too Jarge, short in face and wide in skull, 
His legs and feet are good. Brokenhurst Spice [has a plain 
head, but his legs, feet and coat are the correct thing. Sancho 
did not deserve a card, being soft in coat, leggy, shallow, 
sheepish in éxpression, and faulty in loins. Jack, not noticed, 
ig a better dog, though he is strong in skull and weak in jaw. 
We do not like the winner in the bitch class as she is prick 
eared, plain in head, and slack in the back. Viola, placed 
second, is too light, wide in chest, round in skull, and long in 
back. She does not carry her cars well, but we think her a 
better bitch than Dance. Clover Belle is long in the back and 
weakin jaw. Jaunty, one of the best in the class, wags not 
noticed, Vixen did not deserve a card, she has some nice 
black and tan markings which appear to have covered a mul- 
titude of faults. This was a poor class: Whitethorn beat 
Tyke in the wire-haired Class, and properly so. Heis at present 
out of coat, is cheeky, a bit light of bons, and not so good in 
feet as he should be, but he won well, Tyke has grown all to 
piceae and is not the Tyke of old. The puppy classes were a 
ailure both in numbers and in quality. As will be gathered 
from our criticism, the fox-terrier classes were not well 
judged, 

SHEEP DOGS—(MR, MORTIMER). 
The collies were a grand lot all through, many of the best 

kennels being well represented, Mr. Mortimer handled them 
fairly well. In the champion class Robin Adair was alone, 
Lorne hot putting in an appearance, We first saw Robin at 
Washington, in March, 1854, shortly after his arrival in this 
country, and although he was not in good condition, we 



thought him an excellent animal, He was shown a month 
later at Pittsburgh, and wethen wrote of him: ‘He has rather 
& poor eye, and was lacking in top coat, but otherwise he is a 
Capital animal, very well put together, and one of the best 
movers we ever saw.” The same description holds good now. 
He still retains his good form and his easy way of going, but 
he still is lacking in topcoat, and it would seem that this most 
serious fanlbis permanent. Zulu Princess also had a walk 
over inthe champion bitch class. She was nursing a litter, 
and of course was not looking her best. She is avery nice 
bitch, with good head, body, legs, feet and tail, and a capital 
coat, but her ears are badly carried. In the ppee dog class 
there were alot of excellent animals. Bruce of the Mylde, 
winner of first, showed up in better form than at Philadelphia 
last month, Hehasa good head, but his rather heavy ears 
detract somewhat fromits appearance, his shoulders, body 
and loin are good, and he has capital hindquarters, legs 
and feet; he has a good tail, which is properly car- 
vied, except when in company with other dogs, 
when he “hoists his flag.” as he has a _ perfect 
tight to do, although it does not add to his good looks; his 
coat is yery good indeed, his frill and ruff being perfect. The 
fopeoat is not. so hard as we like to see, No dog can be kept 
under cover without deteriorating in this respect, and un- 
doubtedly a winter’s work on his native hills would correct the 
fault. He is of nice size and beautiful color, with a great deal 
of collie character and lots of quality. He does not move 
quite so free and easy behind as he should, but, taken alto- 
gether, he is the best one we know. Foxey and Sable, second 
and third, are a nice stamp of dog, and make an excellent 
brace. Both are well formed and fairly well furnished. Sable 
has not so good a head asFoxey, Robin and Jack, both vhce,, 
also owned by Mr, Van Sehaick, deserved their cards. Neither 
has @ first-class head, and Jack carries one ear badly. Guido 
Rene and Nelson, Jr., also received the three letters. Both 
are well-formed, takinglooking animals. Denald, he,, we 
also liked for the three letters, He is of good form and moves 
very well, His head is not first-class, and he carries his ears 
badly, Scott Pree, also he,, impressed us as being a good one, 
although he was badly shown. Roy lacks character, and one 
letter in this case would have been sufficient. The bitch class 
was also full of quality. Effie, winner of first, although 
nursing puppies, was in better condition than we have 
eyer seen her, She is a very sweet bitch, and were 
she stronger behind she would be about as good as any, 
Our old favorite, Me&, was placed second. She is a beautiful 
animal, but her small size and ugly color, about her only faults, 
will always be against her, Effie Dean (Hyland’s) was placed 
third; there was not much to choose between her, Lass o, 
Lowrie and Terry's Effie Dean, both vhe. All are good, with 
fair heads. The winner is a little soft in coat, and neither of 
the others are in good coat, Lass o’ Lowrie is the most taking 
looking, but has too much curl in her tail. Jean, also vhe., 
deserved her card, although she is not so good in head as the 
others, and was also short of coat. The winning dog puppy 
we did not see except in the judging ring. He moves well and 
appears to be well formed, Dandy, the second prize winner, 
is very promising, The two winners in the bitch class com- 
pletely overshadowed the others. Lady of the Lake, who won 
first, is one of the most promising young ones that we have 
seen, and if she goes on all right, she will‘ ‘Eclipse” some of the 
eracks next year. Her litter sister easily captured second. 
She is also good, but not nearly so good as Lady. The others 
were aiair lot. We thought them well placed. 

BULLDOGS—(MR, MORTIMER). 

Mr. Mortimer was at home with these classes, and the 
awards were carefully and well made, which supports the 
opinion we have so frequently expressed, that a man cannot 
successfully judge classes with which he has had no experi- 
euce, cither as exhibitor, breeder or owner. The principal 
tps were described in our report of the National Breeders’ 

ow. 
BULL-TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

These classes were also well judged. Im the heavy weight 
class Grand Duke was alone. He is a good dog and was 
well shown. His faults are a high carried tail, a slightly 
undershot mouth, and a little fullness at the cheeks, He is 
also a trifle lippy. President, in the heavy weight open dog 
class, scored an easy wit and is a fair specimen. He is a bit 
legey, light of bone, and open in fect. Punch has a dished 
face and is cheeky, and the brindlé patch on one eye does not 
improve his chances of success. Cassar and Chip might come 
out of a fight with credit, but they must not look for success 
at Madison Square Garden. Jn the bitch class Victoria was 
alone, she is a niceish bitch, a little faulty in head and back. 
There were no champion light weight dogs and in the corres- 
ponding bitch class Little Maggie had maititers all to her- 
self, She is a sweet little bitch, a trifle slack in the back and 
short in tail, she is also a bit fullin eyes, and her face is too 
much dished. Her legs, feet and bone are of a high order. The 
open light weight classes were very poor, and we should have 
withheld the prizes, and followed suit in the puppy class. 

TERRIBRS—(MR. KIRK), 

We expected to ses a much better cliss of black and tans 
than was on yiew. Bessy won easily enough, and though she 
is a nice bitch she is no crack, being faulty in muzzle, cheeky, 
wide in front, and her face markings are not distinct. She is 
good in color, and stands well on good legs and feet. 

The hard-haired Scotch terrier class had but three entries. 
Rosie, winner of first, although a mongrel, is a good speci- 
men of a kind much in favor i some parts of Scotland. 
Scotch, second, appears to be a cross between a Yorkshire and 
a Scotch, and has too soft a coat for the class. Ginger, un- 
noticed, is a fair dog, but should have been in the next class. 

In the rough-haired class first went to Sir Garnet, an Aire- 
dale, lacking terrier character and off color; he has too much 
lumber and too open a coat, Vic, second, is a rather nice 
little bitch; we preferred her for first place. Paddy, unno- 
ticed, is a nondescript, with no pretension to beatty or breed- 
in 
‘ithe Dandie Dinmonts, with the exception of the winners 

were not so good as we expected to see. Kelpie was place 
first, She isa very nice specimen; her coat was not in good 
condition, Peel, c.,isa fair specimen, with a coat and color 
that we like. Wasp, also c,, is bad in front, weedy, and has 
ee sott a coat, Nellie, unnoticed, looks likea weedy York- 
shire. 

In Inish terriers first went to Sheila, a good-bodied animal, 
with a good coat; she has a weak head and is a little light in 
bone, Slasher, second, is also of good form, but his coat and 
ear are all wrong. Nellie, he., has a, Scotchy look about her 
that leads us to think that she was in the wrong class, 

In the class for Bedlingtons there were only two, both good 
ones, with net much to choose between them, Jim, looking 
his best, was alone in the champion Skye class. In the open 
class Souter Johnnie and Queen Mab were awarded first and 
second, Neither was quite up to the mark in condition. 
Fanny, third, is too short in body, and has a habit of pricking 
up one ear while the other remains down, which detracts 
from her appearance. Wathty, vhe., is also too short in bod 
and stands a bit. high on his legs. Pert and Gyp, unnoticed, 
show unmistakable siens of lack of judgment in breeding. 

The beautiful Yorkshires have been freely imported during 
the last tive years, and we have yet to find areally good speci- 
men. Out of the twenty-five exhibitsin the class over five 
pounds weight, we failed to find a single specimen able to hold 
its own ‘in good company, Thisisthe more unaccountable 
seeing that several of the entries are as well bred as it is possi- 
ble to find them. We Gonclude that breeders do not under- 
stand the growth of hair or its treatment when grown. Though 
Charlie (Campbell’s) is not a blue and tan, but a silver, he 
should have won; he has not only the best coat, but was the 
best formed terrier in the class. The winner, another Charlie, 

OREST AND STREAM. 
is too dark in color along the back, jacks color on head and 
legs, and has not nearly sufficient coat for a winner; he is a 
compact littl: dog with a straight coat. Dandy weliked quite 
as well, but he, too, lacks coat: Mat and Lillie haye little 
coat, and the same may be said of Roger and Prince, Charlie 
(Marriott's) was well shown; he has a good coat, butis not 
blue enough onthe back, He is a much better dog than sey- 
eral placed ahead of him. The light weights were about of 
the same quality as their heavier Siete, and we failed to 
find a good one. The pedigree of one of the dogs in this class 
was givenas: Sire, Huddersfield Ben, dam Crack, age twenty- 
three months. Huddersfield Ben died about eight years ago. 
With two classes for the toys there should have been a better 

showing. The rough-coated class Prana out only two, both 
were quite pretty. There were six in the smooth-coated class 
all but one of them were plack and tan. We thought them 
well placed. 

In Maltese terriers there was only one entry, and he is not a 
Maltese at ail. 

TOY SPANIELS—(MR. KIRK), 

In the class for black and tans Floss won, Her color is good, 
but she is too long in the face, her ears are too short) and are 
not well set on, Silver King is faulty in head, and the same 
may be said of Charlie and Major. Among the black, white 
and tans Cherry Ripe, though catalogued as a Birmingham 
winner, is a long way remoyed from first-class form. She has 
a fair good head, but her ears are badly set on and badly car- 
ried, besides which she is cock-eyed. The Blenheims too were 
an indifferent Jot, as will be seen from our criticism of the win- 
ners at the National Breeders’ show, 

PUGS—(MR. KIRK), 

_ These classes were not well judged on this occasion, and Mr, 
Kirk did not appear to be quite at home with them. Joe and 
Effie represented the champions. Both are remoyed from 
high-class form. In the open dog class Punch won first, and so 
conspicuous had been the attempt to improve upon nature that 
we could see the dye on his chest from the ring side, and we 
think both judge and owner might haive seen it sooner than 
they did. The dog was disqualified, He never should have 
wou first. Without taking into consideration his white chest, 
he is a big, coarse dog, small in eyes and heavy in ears, Tu-Tu, 
who was awarded second, came in for what hedeserved in the 
first place, but he had by no means an easy win, and is by no 
means first-class. He has not a bad head, and it is fairly well 
wrinkled: but he is heavy in ears, crooked in forelegs and a 
bit roached in the back. Wally of Briarcliffe was given sec- 
ond, which was more than he deserved, as he is bad at both 
ends, Weshould have placed Treasure, be., next, though we do 
not like his coarse coat. We should have given Don Juan third, 
not forepbhing she his tail is faulty and that he has a white 
toe or two. ig is a big, coarse dog, with small eyes and 
white claws. Charlie did not deserye a card. He is coarse, 
has heavy ears, a plain head, long coat and small eyes. 
Punch, too, got more than he deserved; he has a poor head, 
large, badly carried ears, and white claws. Napoleon and 
Pug also got more than their deserts, The bitches were a bad 
class, and the winner was the best of them. She has a fair 
head, but her ears and eyes are bad. Victoria is pinched in 
tuzzle, carries her ears badly and has a faulty tail. Plossey, 
who lacks curl in tail and carries her ears badly, is her equal. 
In the puppy class Mr, Kirk got all wrong; and although the 
class was not a good one, he gaye a card to nearly every dog 
init. The prize went to Chokra, fair in body, legs and teet, 
but snipy, heavy in ears (which are badly carried), and minus 
a trace mark. We thought the commended Tra-la-la had the 
easiest possible win. He has a good mask and body, but is a 
trifle apple-headed and small in eyes. Ben Butler was absent 
when we called on him, but Zoe, ye neon and fine in 
muzzle, was in her cage, We should have given the vhe. 
card to Mr. Hammond's ten-months-old litter. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS—(MR. PEIRSON). 

This was & poor class, every specimen in it being too large. 
Wealso noticed many prick ears and light eyes. They were 
well placed. 

POODLES—(MR. HECKSCHER). 
The poodles were not so good as at the last show, with the 

exception of two or three. The style in which they wear their 
hair has not changed materially. They were well judged. 

DALMATIANS— (MR. KIRK). : 

There was only one in the class. He was a good specimen 
of the breed in his younger days, but he has grown fat and 
gray with age, and his once fairly well defined spots are faded 
and mixed with white. The prize was properly withheld, 

MISCELLANHOUS—(MR. PHIRSON). 

The managers, with their usual liberality, divided the mis- 
cellaneous classes, and made extra classes for each breed repre- 
sented when there were two or more entries ofakind. The 
Leonbergs, Berghunde, Great Danes, Mexican hairless, Hsqui- 
maux dogs, and the police dog, Nigger Jim, each had a class 
to themselves outside the regulJasx miscellaneous classes, The 
Esquimaux dogs attracted much attention. Nellie, a curiously 
marked black and white Chinese dog, also had many admirers. 
The police dog Nigger Jim, who has a very interesting history 
was the recipient of many kind words as well as a special 
medal. Mr, Heckscher, who resides in bis beat, also presented 
him with a valuable silver collar, and said that he would not 
feel safe without the protection of this valiant guardian of life 
and property. Following is a full list of the 

AWARDS, 
MASTIFPFS.—Crampron—Dog; Ashmont Kennel’s Hero TI, (A. E.R, 

545). Bitch: Herbert Mead’s Princess Royal, fawn, dyrs., (Young 
Prince — Merlin).—Orgn—Dogs;~ 1st, Winlawn Kennei's omer, 
fawn, 2imos, (Cato—Queen IT.); 2d, James Smicton, Jr.'s Zulu, 
fawn, 5yrs. 5mos, (Colonel—Diana); 3d, William H. Lee's 
Ilford Cromwell, brindle, 4yrs. 7mos. (Cardinal—Cleopatra). Very 
high com., Shaw & Bates’s Agrippa (A.K.R. 449); Shaw & Bates’s 
Duke of Kent, fawn, 28mos. (Bond’s Zion—Bestull’s Fan); Winlawn 
Kennel’s Hector, fawn, 15mos. (Nevison—Venus). High com., Mrs, 
Hi. Kisteman’s Rover, fawn, 24%yrs. Com., Harry Hill’s Dan, 

wh, 3yrs. Bitches; ist, The Ashmont Kennel’s. Lorna. Doone, 
awn, 2léyrs. (Crown Prince—Ilford Baroness); 2d, Winlawn Ken- 

nel’s Queen IL., fawn, di4yrs. (Emperor—Queen); 3d, Winlawn Ken- 
nel’s Liberty, fawn, 244yrs. (Crown Prince—Ilford Baroness). Very 
high com., Rodney A. Ward’s Hebe, fawn, 20mos. (Cato—Queen IT.); 
Herbert Mead's Aydah, fawn, 2yrs. (Pasha—Baroness). Com., Her- 
bert Mead’s Fairy, stone fawn, ayrs. (Beau—Stella); Edward 8. Por- 
ter’s Juno, fawn, 2yrs. (Tureo—Queen .); Wm. R. MacDiarmid Mon- 
mouth Meg, fawn, Syrs. (Salisbury — Tigress); C. D. Arthur's 
Queen, fawn, 2yrs. (Harold—Dido), Puppres—Dogs; dst and 24d, 

inlJawn’s Kennel’s unnamed, fawn, bmos. (Homer—Queen I1,). 
Very high com., A. M. Dodge’s Leo II,, syrs. (Leo [—Monmouth 
Mona). High com,, 0. D. Arthur's Vulean, fawn, 4mos, (Black Prince 
—Queen), Com., Mrs. H. Kisteman’s puppy, imported, Bitches; 1st 
and 2d, Winlawn Kennel’s unnamed, fawn, 5mos. (Homer—Queen 
IL.) Very high com., Herbert Mead’s puppy, June. 3, 1884 (Leo— 
Leonice). High com., J, A. 8. Grege’s Spartan (A.K.R, 1151). Com., 
J. A, S. Grege’s Belle, fawn, 7mos, (Nevidon— Brenda), 

ST. BERNARDS.—Roucs-Coarep—CuamPion—Dog; KE, R, Hearn'’s 
Duke of Leeds, rich orange, brindle and white markings, ®yrs. 
(Mount Sion I.—Novice). Bitch: E, R. Hearn’s Gertie, rich orange 
and white markings, 4yrs. (Nero—Clio),_Open—Dogs; Ist, Fred W. 
Rothera’s Otho (A.K.R.488);2d, Forest City Kennel's Czesar(A.K R22); 
3d, Leonard F. Beckwith’s Dare, 14mos. (champion Bonivard—Hlsa). 
Very high com., Clovernook Kennel’s Samson, tawny and white, 20mos, 
(Monk Ii.—Sheila). High com., J. W. Burgess’s Rene (A,K,R. 410); 
Hdward Spencer's Bernardo, white and tawny, Byrs. (Alp: Com., 
Schoonhoven Kennel’s Schoonhoven (A,K.R. 795). Bitches: Ist, E. 
R. Hearn’s Rohua, dark orange and white,14yrs. (Rollo—Queenie Il Js 
2d, Rodney Benson’s imported Stella (Mhor—Augusta); 3d, W. Young S 
Pmpress, orange and white, yrs. High com., J, W. Burgess’s Regie 
(A.K.R, 25), Com., Fleetwood Kennel’s Norah, white, brownand tan, 
iyr. (champion Boniyard—Regic).—Purpims— Dogs; ist, Schoonhoyen 
ennel’s Bonaparte, tawney, orange and waite, 5mos, (champion 

Bonivard—Apbbess); 2nd, Schoonhoven Kennel’s Filibuster, orange, 
tawny and white markings, 8mos. (champion Fido—Sheila), Very 
high com., Millbrook Kennel’s Joyeaux, orange, tawn and white, 
émos, (Czsar—Theon, Bitches; 1st, Fred W.Rothera’s Esme, orange 

Puppies; 1st, J. 

“eee 30, 1884. 

and white, 5mos. (Priam—Novice); 2d, Schoonhoven Kennel’s Spir- 
anza, tawny and white, 8mos, (Fido—Sheila). 

ST. BHRNARDS.—Smoorr-Coarsp,—_Crampion—Dog: EH, R Hearn’s 
Don Il., tawny, orange and white markings, 34yrs. (champion The 
Shah—Dewdrop). Bitch: H. R. Hearn’s Leila, orange brindle and 
white markings, 3yrs. (Roland—Nellie).—Open—Dogs: ist, Briar- 
cliff Kennel's St, Botolph (A.K.R. 1611); 2d, Millbrook Kennel’s 
Verone (A.K.R. 418); 8d, Millbrook Kennel’s Royalist (A.K.R. 580). 
Very high com., A. M, Dodge's Guard, 3yrs. 4mos. (champion Harold 
—champion Judy); H, H. Crittenden’s Don Pedro, ta r, Orange and 
white, 16mos. (Rex—Alma). High com., Tony Hart’s Gluck, tawny, 
orange and white, 19mos. (champion Harold—Vix),~ Bitches: 1st, 
Fred W. Rothera’s Daphne (A..K.R,'488); 2d, A. M. Dodge’s Her Majes 
{champion Monk—Phoabe If.); 8d. Millbrook Kennel’s Snowball. 
orange and tawny (champion Fido—Loomis’s Dinah). Very high 
com,, Briarcliff Kennel’s Belle of Sterling, orange tawny, and white 
blaze, reas (champion Bayard—Brenda). High com,, Leonard F. 
Beckwit ‘s Brunhilde II,, dyrs.—Puppins— Dogs. ist, Chequasset 
Kennel’s Idstein, orange brindle and white markings, 7mos. (Cm@sar— 
Brunhilde); 2d, Schoorhoven Kennel’s Nestor (A.K.R. 502), Very high 
com., Millbrook Kennel’s Jon, orange tawny, fmos. (Czesar—Theon); 
Chequasset Kennel’s Ivry, white and orange tawny, 7mos, (Czsar— 
Brunhilde); EH. R. Hearn’s Rector II,, orange brindle and white, 9mos, 
Rector—Alina II.); E. R. Hearn’s Valentine, Jr., orange brindle and 
white, 5mos. (Valentine—Leila). Hizh com., R. W. Leonard's Bruno, 
tawny and white, 2mos. (Wido—Rosary). Com., Briarcliff Kennel's 
Don of Briarcliffe, 2iémos. (Victor—Belle of Sterling). Bitches; ist, 
Briarcliff! Kennel’s unnamed, orange tawny and white, 24smos. 
(champion Bayard—Brenda); 2d, RK. W. Leonard’s . tawny and 
white, 2mos. (Fido—Rosary). Very high com,, Briarcliff Kennel’s 
Leila of Briarcliff, 244mos, (Victor—Belle of Sterling). High com., 
R, W. Leonard’s unnamed, tawny and white. 2mos. (Fido— 
Rosary). Com., KR, W. Leonard’s , tawny and white, 2mos. (Fido 
—Rosary); Forest City Kennel’s Lotta, orange and white, 8mos, (Alp 
Tl,, A.K.R. 705—Daphne II., A.K.R, 459), 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Brack—Dogs: ist, J. 
black aleyrs, ; 2d, J. A. Nickerson’s Sam, black, 2yrs, 4mos. (Goliath— 
Dorah). Com., N.L. Bornnean’s Ben, black, 2i4yrs. Bitches: 1st, 
George W. Schenk’s Juno, black, 4yrs. Other entry absent.—OTHER 
THAN Buack—Prizes withheld. . 

GREY HOUN DS.—CHamPion—H_ W.Smith’s Friday Night, (A.K,R- 
7(53).— OpEen—Dogs: ist, H. W. Smith's Dell, fawn, 2)éyrs. (Don—); 
a, Mrs. H. C. Symonds’s Master Donald, black and white, 2yrs. 
(Ben—Fan). Very high com,., W.  Blackham's Doubleshot, black 
and white, 5yrs. (Riot Act—Sunflower), Bitches: 1st, H, W. Smith’s 
Mother Demdile, black and white alvrs, (PensiveLaddie—Play- 
mate); 2d, H, W. Huntington’s Begonia, black (Born-a-Demon 
—FBelladonna). Very high com,, H. W, Smith’s Honor Bright, 
black, 24yrs. (Ben—Fav); H. W. Huntington’s 'School-girl, black, 
2yrs, (School-fellow—Sol Fa); Dr. Mary J, MeCleery’s Maud MeGrath, 
monse, 4yrs. (Victor—Bella), Puppies: 1st; withheld; 2d, C.W, Barry’s 
unnamed, 8 weeks (champion Dou—Litta Rever). 

DEERHOUNDS.— Cyamrion — Poy; Clovernook Kennels’s Roy, 
fawn brindle, 2i44yrs. (Paddie—Lassie). Bitch: John HE. Thayer's 
Lorna Il., brindle, 3yrs. (Bruce—Lorna).—OPmn— Dogs; ist, Ulover- 
nook Kennel's Mae, fawn brindle, 244y7s. (Paddie—Lassie); 2d, Wm. 
D. Whipple's Bruce, dark gray, 5yrs. Very high com., Archibald 
Rogers’s Spring, gray, 5yrs. 9mos, (Mornis—Thulah); and Borva, dark 
brindle, dyrs. (Wallace—Lorna). High com,, Cloyernook Kennel’s 
Heather, blue brindle, 2imose:(Clansman—Countess). Bifches; 1st, 
withheld; 2d, OC, B. Gilbert’s The Banshee (A.K.R. 1288). Puppies: ist, 
withheld; 2d, Alfred Skitt’s Mac, gray (Jack—Fly III.). 

TOX-TERRIERS.—Cnameion—Dog: FP. Lawrence’s Brockenhurst 
Joe, white, black and tan, 10yrs. (Belgrave Joe—Tricksey).—OPren— 
ist, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Belgraye Primrose. white and tan, 2yrs. 
(Belgrave Jerry—Wasp); 2d. Clovernook Kennel’s Scarsdale, white 
and black, 2yrs. Joker—Hlla);: dd, J, EK. Thayer’s Raby Tyrant, white, 
black and tan, 4yrs. (Bailiff [1.—Peach). Very high com,, P. Law- 
rence’s Buif, white and black (Buffet—Swan); L. & W-. Rutherfurd’s 
Warren Jim, white and tan, 2lgyrs, (Diamond Joe—Diana). High 
com., W. Thompson’s Grover, white and tan ear, 244yrs.; R. 1. Crock- 
er’s Brockenhurst Spice IL, white, black and tan, 22mos. (Brocken- 
hurst Spice—Deacon's Ruth). Com., J. Hammond's Diek, white, black 
and tan, 16mos.; C. M. Newcombe’s Saneho, white and tan, 18mos, 
Bitches: 1st, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Dance, white, black and tan, 
Qéyrs. (Brokenhurst Spice—Polonaise); 2d, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s 
Viola, white and black, 6yrs. (V ulcan—Fly); ad, Clovernook Kennel's 
Clover Belle, white, black and tan, lyr. (Rutherfurd’s Joker—Warrer 
Wakeful). High com., H,Gibb’s imported Belle, white, black and 
tan, 4yrs. (Bitters—Nell). Com., W. A, Potter's Vixen, white, black 
and tan, 20mos, (Joker—Vicious); J. H. Shepherd's Gypsey, white, 
black and tan markings, 4yrs. (Prinee—Polletts).—Winz-HAmEp— 
Oprn—ist, Richmond County Kennel's Whitethorn, white and tan, 
2yrs. (Lopthorn—List); 2d, J. H.1. Grainger’s Tyke, white and tan, 5yrs. 
6imos, (Téeside Lad—Woster’s Vic),—Pouprrizs—Dogs- ist, Cloyernook 
Kennel’s Trajan, white and tan ears, 14gmos. (Corinthian—Pearl); 2d, 
R. F. Kenelian’s Zoe, white and tan, 34g4mos. Bitches: Ist, L. & W, 
Rutherfurd’s Warren Jostle, white and tan, limos, (Warren Jim— 
Daneeé); 2d, withheld. 

SHEEP DOGS.—CHAmPIon—Dog; T. H. Terry’s Robin Adair(A,K.R. 
892).- Bitch: T. A. Terry’s Zulu Princess (A.K.R. 896).— OPEN—RovuGH- 
Coarep—Dogs: Ist, Kilmarnock Collie Kennel’s Bruce of the Fylde 
(A.K.R. 1415); 2d, J. Van Schaick’s Yoxey, late Dandy, golden sable, 
white frill, whelped Jan. 25, 1881 (Dance—Maggie Lauder); 3d, J. Van 
Schaick’s Sable, sable and white, whelped Aug. 31, 1880 (Charlemagne 
=—Minx). Very high com., J. Van Schaick’s Robi, golden sable, 
whelped June 30, 1882 (Foxey —Olivia); J, Van Schaick’s Jack,whelped 
July 4, 1884 (Sable — Judy); Miss Edith Coppell’s Nelson, Jr,, mahogany, 
8yrs, (Nelson—Daisy); Mrs. Robert Sewell's Guido Rene, black, white 
and tan, 22mos. (Guido—Olivia), High com., Kilmarnock Uollie 
Kennel’s Rattler, black, tan and white, dyrs. (Tweed I1.—Lassie); FP. 
T. Underhill’s Roy. tawny yellow, 3yrs. (Nelson—Daisy); J. W. Bur- 
gess’s Donald (A.K.R. 532); J, W. Burgess’s Scott Free, sable and 
white, whelped July, 1883 (Chief Clansman—Bettha). Com., Wm. P. 
Wirht’s Laddie, black and tan, white ruff, 1igyrs, (Tweed 11.—Vic); J. 
Van Schaick’s Guido, Jr,, sable and white. 2yrs. 2mos. (Guido-—Olivia); 
A. G. Bloomfield’s Cameron, black and tan, 8mos.; J, W. Burgess’s 
Argyle, black, tam and white, 18mos. (Brack. A.K.R. 3—Dora, 
ARR. 4); Dr, Wm. P. Morrissy’s Jake, black and tan, dyrs. 
Bilches: 1st, Thos, H. Terry’s Bffie (A.K.R. 1221); 2d, Thos, H. Terry’s 
Meg (A.K.R. $89); 3d, Chas. Hyland’s Effie Dean, tawny and white, 
18mos, (Bruno—Nora). Very high com., Thos. H. Terry's Bigg, black 
and tan, 3yrs. (Gillis—Watch); Thos. H. Ferry’s Lass o’ Lowrie 
(A. K,R. 1228); Thos. H. Terry’s Effie Dean (A.K.R._ 880); J, W. Bur- 
ess’s Jean (A.K.R. 538). High com.,J. W. Burgess’s Flirt (A.K.R 539); 

spe Lindsay's Jersey Lilly (A.K.R. 147); Thos. H, Terry’s Lass o 
Gowrie (A.K.R. 884); C. N. Boyd’s Flora, black and tan, 18mos.; 
J. Van Schaick’s imported Nancy Lee, black and tan, 4yrs. (Sailor— 
Tripp I. Com,, A. G. Bloomfield’s Meta (A.K.R, 1134); T, H. Terry’s 
Lady Hempstead (A.K.R. 1227).—Smoorn-Coatep—Absent. PuPrins 
—Dogs: ist, Austin J. Brufi’s Kolly, sable and white, fim0s, 
champion Robin Adair—champiop Lassie); 2d, James Lindsay's 
andy, sable and white, 5mos. (Rex—Jeannie Nettles). High com,, 

J. Van Schaick’s Dunmore, sable and white, whelped Dec. 24, 1883 
(Sable—Olivia). Bitches: 1st, A. G. Bloomfield’s Lady of the Lake 
(A.K,R. 1423); 2d, A. G. Bloomfield’s Cannie Chiel (A.K.R. (1416). 
Very high com.,J. Van Schaick’s Vern, sable and white, whelped 
Dec. 24, 1883 (Sable—Olivia). High com,, J, W, Clark's Bessie, black 
and brown, 7mos.; Thos. H. Terry’s Gladys, black, tan and white, 
émos, (champion Robin Adair—champion Lassie). Com., James Lind- 
say’s Wanda, sable and white, 5nios. (Rex—Jeannie Nettles); James 
Lindsay’s two puppies, black, tan and white, dmos. ( Ayrshire Laddie 
—Lassie). . 
BULLDOGS,.—AyY Wricut—CuamPion—Dopg: R, & W. Livingston's 

Boz (A.K.R, 443). Bitch: Jon E. Thayer's Bellissima, brindle, 3yrs. 
(chanipion Gamester—Ida).—45nBs, on OvER.—OPEx—Dogs; Ist John 
, Thayer’s RobinsonCrusoe, cream, 2yrs. ,2d,Jarmes Osborne 8 Boxer, 
white 2yrs. 9mos, (Farewell—Daisy); 3d, J. Bramwell’s Bouncer, white 
and brindle tips on ears, 2yrs. (Hero—Gypse ).—85LBS. OR OVER.—OPEN 
— Bitches! 1st, R. & W. Livingston's Sweet Briar (A.K.R, 444);2d, Jobn 

Rhodora, white, 8yrs. (champion Gamester—champion 
Tda); $d, John BE, Thayer’s Josephine (A.K.R, 388),—UNDER 45LBs.— 
Opmn—Dogs: ist, James Patterson's Bill, brindle, 6yrs. (champion Ben 
—imported Jenny); 2d, Monarch Bottling Company’s Hero I,, brindle 
and white, 2yrs. 4mos. (Liyingston’s Hero—Livingston’s Gypsey); 3d) 
Mrs. Wim. W. Russell’s Hamlet, dark brindle, 22mos. (President Garfield 
—Wheel of Fortune). Com., Johnl, Thayer’s Moses, white, 3yrs, (Sir 
Bevis—Nancy Lee)—Unper 85uss.—Biiches: ist. John E, Thayer's 
Juno, white and brindle, syrs, (Blunder—Bridget); 2d, James Patter- 
son’s Kitty, brindle, 144yrs.— Puppies: ist, J. h. Thayer’s Dick Fuller, 

prindle, 6mos. (Tippo—Josephine); 2d, Wm. W, Russel’s Ophelia, dark 
brindle, 9mos. (Sancho Panza—Dorrit). 

BULL-TERRIERS.—25.Bs. OR OVER—CHAMPION—Dog: RB. & W. Liv- 
ingston’s Grand Duke (A.K.R. 524).—OPen—25LEs. on OVER—Dogs} Ish, 
BE. §. Porter’s President, white, Gyrs, (Randal—Minnié); 2d, A. 8, Hm- 
meét’s Punch, white, 2yrs. (Tyrant— ——); dd, withheld. Bifchesy ist, 

Bdward 8. Porter’s Victoria, white, 1?mos.—UNpDER 2oLBs.—CHAMPION 
—Biich: R. & W. Livingston's Little Maggie (A.K.E. 525).—UNDER 
abnRs,_OpEN—Dogs: 1st, ©, H. Hays’s Snowball, white, dyrs.; 2d, 
James BP. snipe ete as WES eetaces Cee my oi 
Geo, W. Holman, Jr.’s Victor, white, yrs. Gu 2 : 

) RB. Gildersleve’s Roger, white, 5mos. (Paddy— Nell). 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS—Oves 5uss.—Orny—ist, John ¥ 

H. Phelan’s Major, 

EB. Thayer's 



Sch oles’s Bessy, black and tan, , 6mos., (imported Nep—imported 
Topsey); 2d, John Hammond's Cuss, black and tan, 3yrs. 
HARD-HAIRED SCOTCH TERRINES,—Oren—tist, John H. phen 

jor’s Bosie, brindle, fmos.; 2d, John Hammond’s imported Scotch, 
blue tan, 14mos, 
ROUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS,—Oren—ist, A. Priestly’s Sir Garnet, 

blue and tan, 2yrs. (Brack—Gipsey Queen); 2d, L, B. Wright's Vic, 
red, Syrs. (O'Shea’s Billy—-Lady). 
DPANDIL PINMONT THERRIERS.—Oren—ist, Robert Hume’s_ Kel- 
ie, pepper, di4yrs. (Badger II,—Gipsy); 2d, withheld. Com., Thos. 
a Bell's Peel, pepper, 2yrs. 8mos, (Hubble— Mint); R. P. Palmer's 
Wasp, pepper and salt, 3yrs. (Darkie—Nell). 
TRISH TERRIERS.—Oren—ist, Lawrence Timpson’s Sheila ore 

127); 2d, J. Coleman Drayton's Slasher, whelped in 1882 (Fury— 
Spuds), High com., Daniel D. Lawlor’s Nellie, red, 18mos. 
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—Opsen—ist, John I. Scholes’s Blucher, 

silver, 2yrs. 6mos. (Winon’s Peachon—J. A. Baldy’s Jess); 2d, John 
F. Scholes’s imported entry. 
SKYE TERRIERS.—Cuampioy—Wm, P, Sanderson’s Jim. (A.KR. 

188).—Oren—ist, Wm. P. Sanderson’s Souter Johnnie, light blue, 
dyrs. (mos. (Birkey—Highland Mary); 2d, Wm, P, Sanderson’s Queen 

ab, dark blue, 5yrs. (Tommy—Hrench); 8d, Geo. Sanderson's im- 
ported Fanny, steel gray, 4yrs. Very high com., Geo, Sanderson’s 
imported Watty. 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Over 5uBs.—Oren—tisi, Mrs, H, A. 
Kisteman’s Charlie, blue and tan, 18mos.; 2d, J. F, Campbell’s Dandy, 
pine and tan, 24yrs,; 3d, Mrs. H. A. Kisteman’s Beardy, blue and 
tan, 2yrs. Very high com., J. R. Gilderslevee’s Roger, blue and tan, 
4yrs, (Ben—Minnie); John Marriot’s Jim, blue and tan, 3teyrs.; J- F. 
ampbell’s Charley. silver gray, relat High com,, John 

Charlie, blue, silver and tan, 20mos.; H. #, Vogt’s Reddie, blue and tan, 
2yrs.; Barney Carr’s Daisy, blue and tan, 16mios. (Nip—Fanny); Mrs. H. 
A. Kisteman’s Jimmy, blue and tan, 18mos. Com.. John Hammond's 
Mat and Lillie, blue, tan and golden fawn, 20mos.; J. R. Gildersleeve’s 
Willie and Prince, blue and tan, i8mos. and 2yrs.: F L. Vogt’s 
QGharlie, blue and tan, tyr. (Reddie—Nellie)—_Unorr 5uBs.—lst, Mrs. 
H. A. Kisteman’s Lass, blue and tan, 2yrs.; 2d, Mrs, H. A. Kistemap’s 

n Maddox's Daisy, blue and tan, 
Very high com., 

J. F. Campbell’s Dot, blue and tan, 24yrs.; John Hammond’s Teddy, 

Bright, blue and tan, 20mo..: 3d, Jo : 
17mos. (Whitehead’s Charlie—Whitehead’s Violet). 

blue and tan, @4yrs. High com,, Wm. Hales's Dandy, blue and tan, 
22mos. (Huddersfield Ben — Woster’s Crack; J. lt. Gildersleeve’s 
Spider, blue and tan, 2yrs. yest aca Duke—imported Lady); Mrs. 

. A, Kisteman’s Nellie, blue and tan, 4yrs. Com., Mrs. Jo. 
tier’s Bright, blue and tan, 2iéyrs, (Char ey—Beauty), 

TOY TERRIERS.—Roues-Coatep, OTHER THAN YORKSHIRE, UNDER 
5iBs.—ist, John Hammond's imported Dot, blue and tan, 1imos.; 2d, 
Mrs. H. A. Kisteman’s imported Lillie, white, black and tan, 18mos,— 
Smoors-CoATEp, uNDER 5LBSs.—ist, J. Maddox's Dot, black and tan, 
15mos. (Tricksey—Nellie); 24, L. H, Johnson’s Bull, black and white, 
lyr, (Clingh—Nell), Very high com., Henry Lucas’s Daisy, black and 
tan, 15mos, (Barney—Gypsey). High com., John Hammond's im- 
ported Tiney, black and tan, 9mos. 
KING CHARLES SPANIDLS.—Briack Anp Tan.—Oppn—ist, John 

Parker's Floss, whelped 1882 (Duke—Lady); 2d, A. W. Lucy's Silver 
Very high com,, John Parker’s 

Major, whelped 1882 (Duke—Gypsey). High com., John Parker’s 
King, 2yrs, (Lewis—Butcber’s Lady). 

Charlie, whelped 1882 (Ben—Littleton).—_BLAck, WHITE AND TAn.—1st, 
Miss Maggie Parker's Cherry Ripe, whelped 1882 (Sir Charles Napier 
—Lillian): 2d, Mrs, H. A. Kisteman’s Smoke, blue, 18mos, Very high 
com,, Mrs. A, W. Lucy’s Investigation, tricolor, 13mos. (Napoleon— 
Butcher’s Daughter). High com., A, W. Lucy's Storm Beaten, tri- 
color, 13m 0s. (Napolean—Butcher’s Daughter); John. Hammond’s 
Fannie, black, white throat, 2i4yrs. Com., John Hammond's Charley, 
black, tan and white star, dyrs. 

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—Open—ist, Miss Maggie Parker’s Violet, 
orange: and white, whelped 1882;(Prince—Countess of Whiddison); 2d, 
Miss Maggie Parker's Rbéubus. red and white, whelped 1882 (Prince— 
ucen). High com,, Mrs, A. W. Lucy's Rosie, red and white, dyrs. 

(Frisk—Rose), Com., Mrs, A. W. Luey’s four puppies. red and white; 
John Parker's Charlie, red, whelped in 1881 (Prince—Violet), 

JAPANESE SPANIELS.—Oren—ist, Mrs. Bugene Clark's Kobe, 
black and white, 2i4yrs. (Charles—champion Flo); 2d, Charles E. 
Pratt's Flo, black and white, 5yrs., imported from Japan. Very high 
com., John Hammond's Nellie, black and white, 244yrs. Com., John 
Marriot’s Jap, black and white, i8mos. 

PUGS.—CxuAmpion—Dog: Mrs. Geo. H. Hill's Joe, fawn, dyrs. 6mos. 
(champion Comedy—Clytie). 

Treasure, i7mos, (Fritz—Banjo). Com., W.R, Knight's Don Juan, 
4ayrs, (Comedy—Chloe); B. H. Warburton’s Nig, 3yrs, 6mos.; F. 8. 
Dilthey’s Charley, 2yrs. Gmos.; Andrew Ludwig’s Punch, lyr,; Wal- 
ter D, Peck’s Napoleon; Walter Brockway’s Pug, lyr. 6mos.; Mrs. 
Marie B. Salter’s Patcho, tyr. Bitches: ist, Andrew Wenner’s Gypsy, 
fawn, 8yrs. (Black Diamond—Bessie); 2d, Mrs, Chas. paca Heian 

ery 
High com,, Miss 

Aline Morlsy’s Duchess, 2yrs. 6mos. (Duke—Judy). Com., Chequasset 
Puppies: 1st, John 

Victoria (A.K.R, 1264); sd, T. H, Love’s Flossey, 2yrs. fimos, 
high com., Walter D. Peck’s Beauty (A.K.R. 1860). 

Kennel’s Victory, mos. (Young Toby—Daisy). : 
Fred Schenk’; Chokra, 9mos, (Tim-—Duchess),. Very high com.. 
Charles B. Loeffer's Ben Butler, mos. (Jumbo—Polly Beck). High 
com., Andrew Wenner’s three puppies, 4mos, (Punch—Gypsy).; Har- 
old H. Oddie’s Betsy. 6mos. (Mungo—Peggie); C. DuBois Wagegstafi’s 
Zoe, §mos. (Sambo—Topsey). Com., Andrew Ludwig's Lottie, Nellie 
and Edith, 8mos,; Andrew Ludwig's litter of six; Chequasset Ken- 
nel’s Tra-la-la, 8mos. (Young Toby—Tantrums), 
litter of puppies, 244mos. (Punch—Judy); Mrs, Charles Wheatleigh's 
five puppies, 8mos, (‘Tu-Tu—Victoria). 

MALTESE THRRINRS.—Absent. 
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—1si, Mrs. Annie M. Kramer’s Romeo, 

fawn. 20mos.; 2d, Mrs. Annie M. Kramer’s Babe, fawn, 4yrs, 
high com., Miss Florence De Lara Fibel’s Gipsey, fawn, 3yrs. 

POODLES,—Biack—Dogs; 1st, Miss Work’s imported Rajah T., 
4yrs.: 21, Miss C. Iu. Ryder’s Nigaud. Very bigh com., Miss Woerz’s 
Punch, 2yrs. High com., B, Berr,; Wall’s Bonhomme, Prescott Law- 
rence’s Swern. Bitehes! ist, withheld; 2d, BE. Berry Wall’s Mignon, 
fyrs. Very high com., E. Berry Wall’s Mignonette.—OtHeR THan 
BLuAckE—Prizes withheld. 
ported Belle, white, lyr. 
and white, 9mos. 

DALMATIAN.—Prize withheld. 
MISCELLANEOUS (OR FOREIGN CLASS).—Over _25nBs.—(Not 

specified in the above classification). LeonBERGSs.—Ist, Miss Anita B. 
Hyans’s imported Marco, white, 8yrs.; 2d, Fleetwood Kennel’s Trump, 
fawn, black and white markings, 2yrs. BERGHUNDE.—Very high 
com,, W. A, Wureron's Dan, tawny, ¢4yrs. (imported Max—imported 
Pilockie. Grav DAnns.—2d, Daniel D. Lawlor’s Leo, gray and 
black, 2yrs. Mexican Harrtess Doas.—ist. Mrs. Hubert Foote’s 
Me Too, biack, 2yrs. 6mos.; 2d, Isaac V. Hunt’s Jerry, dark mouse, 
Qyvrs, Esquimau Dogs.—ist and 2d, Surgeon Ames’s (U. 8. N.) Zampa 
and Schneiker.—Unper 25LBs.—lst, J. W. Clarke’s Cafe-au-Lait, brin- 
dle, 1yr. 6mos.; 2d, Wm. Kaston’s Judge, brindle, tyr. 10mos. (Jones's 
Bruno). Very high com., George Sealey's imported Dynamite (North 
of freland terrier), light yellow, 8yrs.; John B, Morris, Jr..s Dutchy 
(Dachshund), brown, 4yrs. 

- SPECIAL.—ist, Capt. A. S. Williams’s Nigger Jim, the great police 
og, 

High com., J, R. Gildersleeve’s Sam, black 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 
A.—Deerhound challenge cup, did not fill. 
.—Best deerhound dog, William D, Whipple's Bruce. 
.—Best deerhound bitch, J, B, Thayer’s Lorna I. 
.—Best mastiff, Ashmont Kennel’s Lorna Doone. 
.—Best collection of collies, Thomas H. Terry. 
.—Best rough-coated St, Bernard, E, R. Hearn’s Duke of Leeds, 
.—Best smooth-coated St. Bernard, BE, R. Hearn’s Lelia. 
1.—Best greyhound, H, W. Smith's Mother Demdike. 
-—Best deerhound, the Clovernook Kennel's Roy. 
.—Best fox-terrier, Prescott Lawrence's Brokenhurst Joe. 
.—Best sheep dog, the Kilumarnock Kennel’s Bruce of the Fylde. 

L.—Best bulldog, J. EH. Thayer’s Bellissima, 
M..—Best bull-terrier, R. & W. Livingston’s Grand Duke, 
N.—Best Yorkshire terrier, Mrs, H, A. Kisteman’s Lass, 
O.—Best pug, Mrs, Geo, [ill’s Joe, 
P.— Best mastiff, the Ashmont Kennel’s Lorna Doone. 
P.a,.— Best Newfoundland, J. H. Phelan’s Major, 
Q.—Best mastiff puppy, Winlawn Kennel’s unnamed. 

_Alsa a special collar by Mr. J, G. Heckscher to Capt. A. 5. Wil- 
liams’s police dog Nigger Jim. 

CSeOon 
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ST. JOHN DOG SHOW.—The New Brunswick Poultry and 
Pet Stock Association will hold their annual bench show at- 
St.John, N, B., the last week in January. Mr, James Morti- 
mer, of New York, has consented to act as judge. The secre- 
tary is Mr. H. W, Wilson, St, John, N, B, : 

‘ - L. 

Marriot’s 

Cot- 

Bitch: Mrs, W. R. Knight's Effie, stone 
fawn, 3yrs. 6nios. (Banjo—Zoe),—Orprn—Dogs. ist, Mrs. Chas. Wheat- 
leigh's Tu-Tu (A.K,R. 1263); 2d, Briarcliffe Kennel’s Wally of Briar- 
cliff; 8d, withheld, High com., Briarcliffe Kennel’s Buffy of Briar- 
cliffe; James B, Reddie's Sambo, fawn, dyrs,; Chequasset Kennel’s 

John Hammond's 

Very 

Very high com., Eugene Faebner’s im- 
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EDINBURGH BENCH SHOW. 

[From our Regular Correspondent, | 

HE Scottish Kennel Club held their fourth exhibition of 
sporting and other dogs, in the Waverley Market, Hdin- 

burgh, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, the 
7th, Sth, 9th aod 10th of Octobers The total entry list 
amounted to 659, which made a good display, but the Waver- 
ley Market could accommodate 2,000 dogs without in any way 
interfering with the comfort of the exhibits or the available 
space required for the visitors. 
The judges were Mr, Gresham for St. Bernards, mastiffs, 

Newfoundlands, bloodhounds, bulldogs, Italian greyhounds, 
pugs, litter of puppies and selling class; Mr. Astley, fox-ter- 
riers, bull, black and tan and smooth-haired terriers, toy ter- 
tiers, toy spaniels and variety classes; Mr, Bishop, deerhounds, 

eyhounds, retrievers, setters, spaniels and sporting puppies; 
r. Dames and Panmure Gordon, Hsq,, collies; Mr. Cunning- 

ham, Scotch terriers and Skyes; Mr. Mather, dandies; Mr. 
Ross, Bedlingtons and Irish terriers; Messrs, Ross and Mather, 
litters of puppies. 

The committee only got possession of the market at 11 
o’clock on Tuesday; and when we say that all the dogs were 
comfortably benched and jodeing commenced a few minutes 
after 2 o’clock, and wasall finished between 6 and 7 o’elock 
the same evening, we consider we can speak no more plainly 
asto the abilities of the honorable secretary and the staif 
under him. Messrs, Spratt were intrusted with the feeding 
of the exhibits. 

In St. Bernards, Lord Byron II. has a good head, color 
and marking, but is wavy coated and rather smaller 
than those placed over him. Mr. Kayes’s exhibit is small 
but of fair type. Storm King, a white and red dog, is of 
ood size,and has an excellent body, feeti and legs, but is 

deficient in character and seems quarrelsome. Bayard was 
looking well, and won first. Glacier, who took second, is not 
improving. Faust, a full brother to Glacier, we consider the 
better dog of the two, if in condition, In_ bitches the well- 
known Elfreda won, though sadly out-of coat at present, 
Second was a good-headed bitch, but rather wavy in coat. 
Khiva, looking well, came third. 

In mastiff dogs The Prince, well known, won, followed by 
two fair specimens. In bitches Crowif*Prince once more came 
to the front, second prize going to a very good-sized bitch, not 
so short in face assome. Third prize was taken by a leggy 
bitch with a good short face, bad eye and expression, and her 
color is almost red, not fawn. 
Newfoundlands were a very fair collection. King Bruce, 

second prize, was much the largest shown, and plenty of 
quality for his size. First and third were more of one type 
and smaller than Cing Bruce. Bitches were moderate, except 
the winner. 

In deerhounds, dogs, Chieftain, who was looking well, won. 
He has improved very much, and his color is now a good blue, 
while some time back it was almost gray, and it also seems of 
a much better quality than formerly, Both second and third 
were good specimens, the latter ared. In bitches Beatrice 
won first, She is light in color and oy, The second prize 
winner was shedding and out of coat. Third had a good coat, 
though rather short. 

In bloodhounds Dido was an easy first. 
There was a moderate collection of greyhounds, the second 

prize, Rose Marie, being the pick of the lot, 
Jn pointers Quickshot was first, and also divided with the fox- 

terrier Richmond Delta, the president’s cup for best sporting 
dog. He is aliverand white, with not a very good head, but a 
strong workman-like dog, to our mind coarse throughout. In 
pointer bitches the first prize winner was a lemon and white, 
rather snipy, and fine allover. The second is liver and white 
and has a bad expression and is broad in chest. There was a 
yery good black bitch shown, which was for a considerable 
time during the show credited with second. 
The setter judging seemed to give a good deal of dissatis- 

faction and it was the pretty general opinion that the third 
rize, liver and white, Young Rock III., was one of the best 
ogs in the show, and that he and his brother, Osman VLI., 

should have been first and second, with Glaingairn third. The 
actual winner is red and white, very shelly in body, light of 
bone and narrow as to his quarters. 

In spaniels, the winner in Clumbers was rather short in 
body. In blacks, first was Solus and second a very good black 
bitch by Solus; third was Beverly Blanche, a very good speci- 
men and well known. In liver or Sussex spaniels, first went 
to-Guy, who was looking well. In ‘any other” variety, the 
black and white Beauty II, won easily. 

Collies came out in large numbers, but quality was conspicu 
ous by its absence. Clearly Scotland is not the best place to 
goto for a collie, as when the English entries were taken 
away the remainder looked a yery poor collection, Eclipse 
won in champions and in open class Scottish Hero won, and we 
consider him about the best in the show. Second was a black, 
white and tan dog Course. Bronze, third, was a fair sable 
tan dog, who might haye been second, The first prize bitch, 
Amy, was & very nice specimen. Taking the collies as a col- 
lection, we heard well-known exhibitors and fanciers pass an 
opinion that there were not over three collies in the show 
whose market value exceeded £30. 

In champion fox-terriers, Dar&ie beat Raby Nailer, and we 
think correctly. The winner in open dogsis not quite sweet 
in face, but stands upon good legs and feet, with good neck 
and shoulders, and good coat. Second, a lemon-marked dog, 
was vather cobby. In bitches Delta won easy, with Pie, a 
very good one, bar her ears, second. 

Jack Frost, the winner in wire-hairs, isa good one, but might 
have better hindquarters. 

In bulldogs, first was a good-bodied dog and had a good 
skull, though he might be better before the eye, Second was 
a very gzood brindle bitch, but was in bad condition, 

Bull-terriers were a large class. The winners were well 
placed, and were all fairly good specimens fit to show and win 
in aby company. 
There were two good classes of Irish terriers containing good 

quality, all the winners being well known. 
Scotch terriers were small classes, and contained only about 

five or six moderate good specimens. The awards seemed to 
give general satisfaction, 

In black and tam terriers there was also an amount of 
quality. The dog class was pretty well judged, and the same 
may be said of the bitches, except that Mr. Gray’s Dinah 
bug to have been first; the others in the order placed. 

1 the winners inthe Skye classes were good specimens, 
and the first prize dog in the drop ear class, which we consider 
should have been first, isin our opinion about the best Skye 
we have seen, and we understand he changed hands at a long 
price during the show, 
Dandie Dinmonts were a poor collection, especially the 

bitches, 
Bedlingtons were pretty well handled, except that the sec- 

ond and third prize dogs might haye exchanged places. The 
first prize winner was well ahead of the others. First in the 
bitch class was remarkably good in head, but deficient in coat 
and color. 

In toy terriers, The Conqueror wou well, but Sybil should 
certainly have been second. We consider.her one of the besti 
black and tan toys we have in England, while thesecond prize 
Mirian was a very moderate specimen of Yorkshire, 

Tn toy spaniels nothing really good was shown, 
There were a few very good Italian greyhounds, and pugs, 

except the first and second prize winuers, the latter for prefer- 
ences, we consider the others below the average. 

In variety class, over thirty pounds, a moderate black poo- 
dle and a bassett hound were placed squal first. 

In variety class, under thirty pounds, a Pomeranian, bassett 
and a Paisley Skye were equal first. ountry,—A 
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ies that requires notice, and 
sorts, all sizes. 

The attendance was good, although the weather was rather 
unfavorable, and we hope it will prove a financial success to 
the promoters. Below we give the principal 

AWARDS. 

ST, BERNARDS.— Dogs; ist, reserved cup and club medal, J. C. 
Macdona (Bayard); 2d, &. Hodgson (Glacier); 3d, H. G. Joplin (Faust); 
4th, W. J. Orvin (Storm King), Bitches, 1st and club medal, B,C 
Joplin (Blfrida); 2d, L. C. R. Norris (La Mascotte); 3d, J. K, Kaye 
Khiya), 
j TTASTIPES.—Dogs: ist, J. Royle (The Prince); 2d, G, Benton 
(Guelph II,); 8d, J. W. Burton (Sebert). Bitches; ist, J. Royle (Crown 
Princess); 2d, A, Morrison, Jr. (Queen Liberty); 3d, J. Li. Piddocke 
(Toozie). 
NEWFOUNDLANDS,—Dogs: ist_ and club medal, T. HK. Mansfield 

eournetys 2d, R. W, Moll (king Bruce); 3d, J. Stafford (The Black 
jatch), Bitches: Istand club medal, T. BH. Mansfield (Zoe); 2d, J. 

Tweedie (Ada); 8d, R. W. Moll (Queen Zoe). 
ST. BERNARD, MASTIFF AND NEWFOUNDLAND PUPPIES.— 

ist, cup and medal, J. Hason (Sholto); 2d, J. C. Macdona (Bega); 3d, 
W. Ralley (Scotch Hector). 
DEERHOUNDS.—Dogs: 1st, special and medal. H, C, Joplin (Chief- 

tain); 2d, A. Maxwell & E. Cassel (Robin Gray); 3d, Lord A, Ll, Cecil 
(Glengariff). Bitches; 1st. W. Gordan (Beatrice); 2d and club medal, 
A. Maxwell & E, Cassel (Minna); 3d, E. W. Bell (Lady Boswell). 

BLOODHOUNDS.—ist, J. ©. Tinker (Dido): 2d, G. ©, Urquhart 
(Leon), ‘ 
GREY HOUNDS.—ist and club medal, A. R. Mackenzie (Little Sam); 

2d, T. B. Swinburne (Rose Marie); 3d, R, Chapman (Self Defence). 

RETRIEVERS.—Smootn on Wavy-Coarmp—Dogs; 1st and club 
medal, W. Irvine (Boston); 2d, W, Cockburn (Dan); 8d, W. EH, Fraser 
(Nick). Bitches: Ist and club medal, Lord A. L. Cecil (Ruth); 2d, A, 
Whitelaw egy IL); 3d, W. Telfer (Cora).—CurLy-Coarmp—tist and 
club medal, T. B. Swinburne (Chicory); 2d and 2d, R, Chapman (Black 
Pearl and King of the Koffees). 

POINTERS.—Dogs; ist, Presiden’t cup and equal club medal, J, 
Shorthose (Quickshot); 2d, Rev. W. Sheild (Fluke); 3d, T. Garland 
(Russel). Bttches; 1st and special club medal, T. Garland (Countess 
= Glasgow); 2d, J. Shorthose (Lady Brecon); 3d, A, Whitelaw (Flora 

SETTERS.—BiLack anp Tan—Dogs: ist and club medal, R. Chap- 
man (Heather King); 2d, J. Drybrough, Jr. (Darnley); 3d, H. B. Gibb 
(Young Dash). Bitches! 1st and club medal, R. Chapman (Heather 
Beauty); 2d, W. Cockburn (Heather Bell); 8d, J. Drybrough (Daisy). 
—ANY OTHER VARINTY—Dogs: ist. special and club medal, J. Short- 
hose (Royal IV.); special, J. Shorthose (Rock); 2d, J, Boyle (Glen- 
gairn); 3d, T. Garland (Young Rock IIT.). Bitches: ist, J. Alexan- 
ae (Fernie); 2d, H. Dundas (Belle of the Isle); 4d, J. C, Macdona 
(Prog). 
SPANTELS.—Crumprr—ist and a club medal, RK. Chapman (Bar- 

ney); 2d, W. BE. Dunean (Duke I.); 3d, J. Russell te go tee 
and special, J. Royle (Solus); 2d and club medal, J. chells (Alva 
Jet); 3d, J. Leiper (Beverley Blanche).—Sussmx anp Livmr—tlsi and 
club medal, 8. M. Thomas (Guy); 2d, H. A. Timms (Nell); 3d, R, W. 
Young (Flora If].).— Any oTHER VaRietry—ist and club medal, J, Et- 
chells (Beauty TI.); 2d, V. Kitchingmen (Katrine); 3d, A. Cochrane 
Fan IIT.). 
SHEEP DOGS.—CuHAmpion: G. R. Krehl (Helipse).—OPpEN— Dogs; 

Medal, ©. D, Nairn (Chance III.). Bitehes: Goid medal, J. Coalston 
(Hersel).—THAT HAVE NEVER WON THREE First Prizms.—Dogs: ist, T. 
J. R. Homfray (Scottish Hero); 2d, R. Haig (Phulax); 3d, J.5. Exham 
(Bronze); 4th. M. H. Lowe(Treyor). Bitches: 1st, Rev. H, F, Hamilton 
(Amy); 2d, M. H. Lowe (Lilly); 3d, M. C. Ashwin (Oola W.); 4th, J. 8. 
Exham (Eclat).-Conrinep to ScoTtanp—Dogs: ist, P. R. Curror 
(Tyneholm); 2d, special and medal, R. Haig (Phulax); 8d, J. Coalston 
(Flock).—Smoor#: 1st an club medal, J. Young (Fernie Glen); 2d, J. 
Pollock. (Fanny); 3d, J. Young (Jesse II.),—Purprms—Dogs: ist, J. 
Cowan, Jr, (Sir Stafiord); 2d, N. McKelyie (Kildonah); 3d and club 
medal. J. Young (Handy). Bitches: 1st, J. 8. Exham (Welat); 2d, i. 
Wills (Lady Lizzie); 3d and club medal, R, Chapman (Discovery), 

FOX TERRIBRS.—CHameron;: 1st and club medal,J. Russel (Darkia). 
Reserve, J. T. Openshaw (Raby Nailer).—Opmn—Dogs: 1st and club 
medal, G. Raper (Raby Mixture); 2d, R. H. Cartwright (Compton 
Jack); 3d, G. J. Monson (Coalville Tartar). Reserve, R. Ferguson 
(Horizon). Bitches—ist and President’s cup, ee G. Raper 
(Richmond Delta,late Delta); 2d, J. S. Exham (Pie); 8d, G. J. Monson 
(ourles Tickle). “RoucH: 1st and club medal and 2d, A, Maxwell 
and H. Cassel (Jack Frost and Tees Try); 3d, G. Raper (Ringleader). 
Reserve, EB, Powell, Jr. (Finish). 

BULLDOGS.—1st and ¢lub medal, W. W. Mackie (Tom Sayers); 3d, 
J. B: Morison (Snider) 3d, J. Wilson (Crasher). 

BULL-TERRIERS.—ist,T, A. Hewitt (Murderer II.); 2d, I. Bat- 
tensby (Neville); 3d, J. K, Kaye (Satyr), Reserve, J. W. Blench 
(Dutch Prince), 

TRISH TERRIERS,—Dogs- ist, W.’Graham (Gilford); 2d, ©. H. 
Buckhouse (Buster); ad, G. R. Krehl (Pagan Il.). Bitches; ist, C. M. 
Aicheren (champion Poppy); 2d, W, Graham (Gally); ad, G. R, Kreh1 
(Kitty). 
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st, club medal and 2d, W. W. Mackisa 

(Dundee and Dunara); 8d, Lord L. A. Cecil (Bodach ITI.); ~Bitches: 
ist, J, A. Adamson (Skittle); 2d and club medal, Lord L. A. Cécil 
(Janet); 8d, W. W. Mackie (Glenogo). 
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Dogs, Ist and .cup, J. Royle 

(Burke); 2d, G. Lodge (Debonair); 3d and club medal, §, M. Thomas 
(The Welsh Kat). Bitches: ist, Joseph Royle (Florence ITI.); 2d and 
club medal, S. M. Thomas (Wild Mint); 3d, G. Lodge (Lustrum Lady). 
Special and reserve, B. Gray (Dinah). 

WHITE ENGLISH TERRIERS.—ist, C. F. Copeman (Leadin 
2d, Mrs. M. A. Troughear (North Star); 8d and club medal, W, 
tyne (Diamond). 

SKYE TERRIERS.—Prick-Harrp—Dogs; 1st, cup and club medal, 
J. King (Prince Charlie); 2d, A. Mitchell (Young Rob); 3d, R. Wardlaw 
(Prince Regent). Bitches: 1st and club medal, Mrs. Jacobson (Favor- 
ite); 2d, J. Munro (Nellie I1.); 3d, J. R. Blackwood (Princess Voto).— 
Drop-HARED—Iist, M- Gretton (Kirk Ella); 2d and club medal, J. King 
(Strathmore); 3d, Mx. Jacobson (Blue Belle). 

DANDIE DINMONTS.—Cuampion—ist and club medal, A. Stee 
(Linnet),—OPpen—Dogs: ist and cup, J. & C. Sheldon (Tiger); 2d, W. 
A.B. Coupland (Border Prince); 3d, J. Dickson (Lad o’ Kyle, Bitches: 
ist, J. J. Glover (Podgie); 2d, T. Maxwell (Mide); 3d, R. Jackson & 
Sons (Lomond Queen), 

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—Dogs; ist, A. Dodds (Hairdresser); 2d 
and club medal, W. Morris (Skyeman); 3d, 8. M. ‘Thomas (Choker). 
Bitches: 1st and club medal, W. Morris (Bagatelle); 2d, A. Dodds 
(Tyneside); 3d, J. M. Wilson (Rennet Lass). 

TOY TERRIERS.—ist, Mrs. M. A. Troughear (Conqueror); 2d, J. A. 
Wood (Mirian); 3d, J. K, Kaye (Sibyl). 

KING CHARLES OR BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—1s and 2d, R, Brand 
(pout and Bolton); 8d, Mrs. Frew (Frisk). Reserve, RK, Brand 
(Sappho). 
ITALIAN GRHYHOUNDS,—Ist and 2d, R. Grant (Violet and Lilly); 

3d, Mrs. M. A. Iroughear (Little Gem), 

PUGS.—Dogs: ist and special club medal, R. T, Linton (Victor TI. 
2d, W. Griffiths (Stingo); 8d, Mrs. M. A. Troughear (Lord Nelsons! 
Bitches; 1st and special club medal, J. Leckie (Topsey); 2d and 3d, A. 
Peterson (Birkie 11. and Flora I1.). 

_ANY OTHER VARIETY.—Ovyer 30uBs.—Equal ist, T, Wilkinson 
(Russian poodle Royal),and G. R. Krehl (Jupiter); 3d, J. R. Black- 
wood (Amstel),—Unppr 80LBs.—Equal 1st and club medal, J. King 
(Paisley terrier Lorne); equal 1st, J. K. Kaye (Scoff) and G. R. Krehi 
(bassett hound Pallas), 

PUPPIES.—Sporting—ist, H. A. Timmis (Belle); 2d and club medal, 
R. Chapman (Heather King); 8d, W. Irvine (lolanthe). Non-Sport- 
tinc—ist and club medal, W. Miller (Guinare); 2d, J. Nwing (Errol); 
3d, W. Ralley (Fifeshire Hero); special club medal, J. Hason (St. Ber- 
nards); ad, A. Mather. Conires—ist and club medal, G. Watson; 
2d, C. D. Nairn, Pues—ist, club medaland 2d, R. T. Linton, 

SELLING CLASS,—ist, V, Kitchingman (Kidnapper); 2d, A. Pratt 
(Porfricoda); 3d and club medal, G. Raper (Rarobler). 

There was nothing in the pup 
the selling class was, as usua ia 

a 

Star); 
allan- 

i 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

Es entries for the All-Aged Stakes of the National Ameri- 
can Kennel Club Field Trials, to be run on quail, closes next 

Saturday, Noy. 1. Purse $500, with $250 .to first, $150 to 
second, and $100 to third. $10 forfeit, which must accompany 
entry, and $15 additional for starters. The trials will com- 
Inence on Monday, Dec. 8, at Canton, Miss. The judges are 
Major J. M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky., Hon. J, M, Thompson, 
Covington, La,, and Mr. I, R. Stayton, Pittsburg, Pa, Secre- 
tary, Mr, D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn. 

‘Training ys. Breaking,” by 8. T. Hammond, kennel editor of this 
journal, is oueoe a reyolution in the practice of dog training in this 

Us Z 9 
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THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB. 

ee adjourned meeting of the National Bench Show Asso- 
ciation was held at Madison Square Garden, Wednesday 

evening, Oct, 22. Mr. Elliot Smith, of New York, called the 
meeting to order. Mr. EH. G, Dixon, of Philadelphia, was ap- 
pointed temporary secretary. It was voted to call the asso- 
ciation The American Kennel Club. The Committee on a 
Constitution and By-laws submitted their report, which was 
Tead, and after some changes and additions had been made, 
the constitution, by-laws, rules and regulations, which will be 
found below, were unanimously adopted. The following 
named gentlemen were chosen as officers for the ensuing year; 
For President, Major J, M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky-.; First Vice- 
President, Mr. Hiliot Smith, New York; Second Vice-Presi- 
dent, Mr. Samuel Coulson, Montreal, Canada; Secretary, Mr. 
Edward 8. Porter, New Haven, Conn.; Treasurer, Mr. G, N, 
Appold, Baltimore, Md. Following is the 

CONSTITUTION. 

This Association shall be called “The American Kennel 
Club.” ; 

ARTICLE I. 

All regularly organized Clubs or Associations of the United 
States and British American Provinces, under whose auspices 
Bench Shows or Field Trials cf dogs have been held, or which 
Have been formed wholly or in pari for the purpose of holding 
Bench Shows or Field Trials, shall be eligible to membership. 

ARTICLE IT, 

The object of the Association shall be to secure uniformity 
intules governing Bench Shows and Field Trials, the revision 
of standards, the decision of such appeals as may be taken 
from the decisions of the managers of Bench Shows and Field 
Trials held by the members of this Association, and the prep- 
aration and enforcement of such rules and regulations as shall 
be required forthe punishment of all cases of improper con- 
duct on the part of the managers, judges, or exhibitors at any 
Show or Trial held by the members of this Association; also 
the advancement of fellowship and a higher standard of action 
among Breeders, Exhibitors and Sportsmen, 

ARTIOLE ITT. 

The members of the Association shall be represented at each 
meeting by delegates whose appointment shall be certified to 
in writing by the secretaries of the several members, which 
certificate shall be delivered to the Secretary of this Associa- 
tion, 

The delegates need not necessarily be members of the club 
or clubs they represent, anc the delegate or delegates may 
represent several members. 

ARTICLE IV. 

The Association shall be governed by a President, a First 
Vice-President, a Second Vice-President, a Secretary, a Trea- 
surer and an Executive Committee. 

ARTICLE VY, 

The President, First Vice-President, Second Vice-President, 
Secretary and Treasurer shall be elected at the annual meet- 
ing, and hold office until the next annual meeting and until 
their successors are elected. 
The same jndivyidual may be elected as Secretary and Trea- 

surer. ‘ 
The Bxecutive Committee shall be composed of the Presi- 

dent, Vice-Presidents, Secretary and Treasurer, and of so 
many individuals as there shall be clubs or associations mem- 
bers of this Association. The several members of the Execu- 
tive Committee other than the President, Vice-Presidents, 
Secretary and Treasurer, shall be elected by the several mem-. 
bers of this Association, and their election certified as in the 
ease of delegates: the certificates shall be delivered to the Sec- 
retary of this Association at least two weeks in advance of 
the annual meeting. They shall hold office’as provided in the 
caje of the President and other officers. 
Each of the officers shall be at the time of his election a reg- 

ular memberin good standing of one of the ciuhs or associa- 
tions of which this Association is composed, 

ARTICLE VI. 

The President, and in his absence, the Firstand Second Vice- 
President shall preside at all meetings of this Association and 
of all committees of which he shall be a member. 
The Secretary shall take and preserve minutes of all meet- 

ings, notify members of their election, conduct the correspond- 
ence of the Association and perform such other duties as are 
usual. : 
The Treasurer shall receive the funds of the Association and 

disburse the same under the direction of the Executive Com- | 
mittee, 

The Hxecutive Committee shall conduct all the busmess of 
the Association except such matters as shall appertain ex- 
clusively to the duties of the other officers, 

‘All officers shall serve without compensation. 

ARTICLE VII, 

There shall be an annual meeting of the Association in the 
spring of each year, The time and place shall be selected by 
the Hxecutive Committee and notice sent by the Secretary to 
each member of the Association at least four weeks prior to 
the date of holding same. 

ARTICLE VIII. 
The President may at any time and must on written de- 

mand of any three members of the Association, call a special 
mecting thereof. A notice for a special meeting shall specify 
the time and also the purpose for which it may be called, and 
such a4 meeting shall not consider or take action upon any 
inatter other than that specified in said notice. He cannot, 
however, be compelled to summon the members to more than 
one special meeting in any calendar month. 

ARTICLE TX. 

The Executive Committee may conduct its business by cor- 
respondence among its members without assembling under 
such rules and provisions as may be provided by the By-Laws. 

ARTICLE X. 

At any meeting of the Association five members shall con- 
stitute a quorum. 

ARTICLE XI. 

At any meeting of the Executive Committee five shall con- 
stitute a quorum, except when voting on admission of mem 
bers. 

ARTICLE XIT. 

Clubs eligible to membership must be proposed by a member 
of the Executiye Committee and elected by that committee, 
Two negative votes shall exclude the candidate, 

ARTICLE XIIT. 

This Constitution may be amended at any regular or special 
mesting of the Association upon the vote of two-thirds of the 
members represented thereat. Written notice of the proposed 
amendment shall be given to cach member at least two weeks 
prior to the date of the meeting. All election of officers shall 
be by ballot, a plurality of votes shall be sufficient to elect. 

; BY-LAWS. 

1. The order of business at all meetings of the Association 
and of the Executive Committee shall be: 

~ 1. Hlection of officers. 
2. Secretary’s report. 
3. Treasurer’s report. 
4, Reports of committees. 
5. Election of members, 
6. Miscellaneous business. 

Il. The Executive Committee shall appoint from its mem- 
bers a Committee on Credentials, whose duty it shall be to in- 

vestigate the qualifications of any candidate for membershi 
and report the same to the Executive Committee. They ait 
also appoint from their own number a Committee on Dis- 
cipline, whose duty it shall be to inyestizate all complaints 
and protests which may be made to the Association and report 
their finding, with such recommendation as they may desire, 
to the Hxecutive Committee. They shall also appoint as many 
committees as they may deem desirable to vevise and adopt 
standards for all breeds of dogs. In appointing such commit- 
tees they shall not be confined to members of the clubs and 
associations forming this Association. The President shall be 
ex-officio a member of all special committees except Commit- 
tees on Standards, 

IIT. In all business of the Executive Committee when con- 
ducted by correspondence, the proposer or initiator of any reso- 
lution or other business shall deliver to the Secretary of the 
Association a written statement of the resolution or other 
busiiess which he desires to have considered by the commit- 
tee, together with as many copies thereof as there are members 
of the committee. The Secretary shall thereupon deliver to 
each member of the committee one copy thereof, accompanied 
by a notice that the member addressed must within one week 
return the same with a written approval, disapproval, or pro- 
posed amendment, or be deemed to have approved thereof, 
n case any member of the committee prepares an amendment, 

he shall forward to the Secretary as many written copies 
thereot as there are members of the committee. The Secre- 
tary shall deliver them to the several members with a notice 
as above provided. Upon the expiration of the period provided 
for in the said notices the Secretary shall deliver to the Presi- 
dent the entire correspondence with a report detailing all that 
has been done in the matter, whereupon the President shall 
make such ruling as may be demanded by the circumstances 
and notify the Secretary thereof. He may, if deemed desir- 
able by him, direct further correspondence or éall a meeting 
of the committee. The Secretary shall enterupon his minutes 
a full report of the proceedings, 

RULES AND REGULATIONS. 
1, The term dog where used in these rules is general in its 

application, and includes bitches unless they are otherwise 
mentioned, 

2, All dogs entered for competition or exhibition only shall 
be entered in the name of bona fide owner, Such entries must 
be identified byname of dog, its age, and,if known, the 
names of itssire and dam; if the name of a dog which has 
won afirst prize has been changed, its name at the time of 
winning any and every such prize, and the place thereof, as 
well as its present name, must be given. If the names of its 
tte and. dam are not known, it may be entered ‘Pedigree un- 
now. 

5. If a dog shall be entered without being identified, as di- 
rected in Rule 2, it shall be disqualified from competition. 

4, Puppies may compete in grown classes, except in classes 
where they are specially excluded, and will be judged as if 
matured. . 

5. A dog which has when a puppy won a first prize ina 
puppy class, isnot thereby disqualitied from competition in a 
class where first-prize winners are excluded, 

6. Dogs can be entered for the special prizes when eligible, 
but they must in all cases be previously entered in their reg- 
ular class. 

7. No dog can be entered for competition in more than one 
regular class. 

5. A dog to compete in the champion class must haye won 
three first prizes in open classes at Bench Shows given under 
the auspices of clubs, members of this Association, And a 
dog having won three first prizes at above shows cannot com- 
pete in an open class when there is a champion class for its 
kind, but must compete in such champion class. 

9, A dog to compete in the extra champion class must have 
won two first prizes in the champion classes af shows recog- 
nized in Rule 9, but it must have at least two competitors to 
advance its standing, otherwise it wins the prize alone. A 
dog having won two first prizes cannot compete in a cham- 
pion class when there is an extra champion class for its kind, 
but must compete in such extra champion class. 

10. A dog affected with mange or other contagious disease 
shall be disqualified from competition, and may, at the discre- 
tion of the Managers or Superintendent, be removed from the 
show. A competent person shall be appointed by the man- 
agers to pass judgment as to the disease of dogs. 

11. In any class where there is one or more dogs entered, the 
judge shall award the prizes only according to merit, with- 
holding such as his judgment dictates. 

12. The decision of the judges will be final in all cases, ex- 
cept where mistake, fraud, misrepresentation or collusion can 
be shown. In any such case the Managers, or such referee as 
they may appoint, must decide all cases, and the dog may be 
rejudged, 

15. All disputed questions, except those of merit, in any 
way connected with the judging, will be referred to, and be 
decided by, the Managers, 

14. No question involving the merit of adogto receive a 
prize can be brought before, or be determined by, the Man- 
agers, 

15, All protests and charges must be made in writing, and 
be delivered to the Managers or Superintendent as soon as 
possible after the awards are made. 

16. The Managers will meet daily to receive complaints, and 
must decide the same as soon as practicable thereafter during 
the show. 

17. Any person who misconducts himself or herself, or has 
misconducted himself or herself in any way in connection with 
dogs, dog shows, or field trials, may, in the discretion of the 
Managers, be disqualified from exhibition or competition at 
these shows. Such disqualification shall be recognized by all 
the members of this Association, and such person can only be 
reinstated by the club or association disqualifying him or her, 
The person disqualified may appeal to the Hxecutive Com- 
mittee. 

18. The Managers or Superintendent shall have the right to 
exchide or remove any dog from the show for any cause ap- 
pearing to them to be sufficient. 

19. The Managers or Superintendent will use due diligence 
for the care and safety of all dogs exhibited. Watchmen 
will be kept on duty day and night, but it must be distinctly 
understod by all exhibitors that the management will not be 
responsible for loss or damage to any dog exhibited, whether 
the result of accident or other cause. 

20. It is desired that with each entry the exhibitor will state 
the price for which he will sell his dog, A prohibitory price 
will be permitted. All transactions must be between the 
owuer or his representative and the purchaser. The Mana- 
gers or Superintendent, unless requested, will not interfere nor 
assume any responsibility in the matter. 

en- 
t in- 

22, All entries must be made on blanks furnished by the 
Superintendent, and can be had on application at his office. 

23, The entries close on and as soon there- 
after as practicable each exhibitor will receive a ticket of 
identification, and a numbered tag corresponding with the 
stall number of his dog. When the dog is brought to the ex- 
hibition hall the tag must be attached to the collar, and the 
epson accompanying the dog must show his ticket of identitica~ 

fon before the animal will be received, Therefore, exhibitors 

| are requested not to lose their tags, nor to put them on the 
dogs, when practicable, until just before presenting them at 
the door, In ease of dogs coming by express, the tags must be 
firmly nailed to the erates, 
4, Hach exhibitor will receive a ticket of identification for 

all dogs entered, which must be carefully preserved, as no dog 
will be permitted. to pass out of the building at night until its owner shall deposit, $5 and surrender this ticket to the check 
clerk, both of which will be returned on the return of the dog 
next morning before 9 o’clock, If prize winners are taken and 
not returned, the prizes awarded them will be forfeited. 

25. No dog willbe received unless supplied with a suitable 
collar and chain. 
5 26. The show will be open from9 A. M. to 10P, M. each 
ay. 
27, The judging will commence promptly each morning at 

10 o’clock, or sooner if practicable, and continue wntil 1 
o'clock, and also from 2 P. M. until 6 P. M. During these 
hours no dog shall be taken from its stall, noteyen by its owner, 
andif any dog isnot foundin its stall when called for by the 
judge, the judging will proceed withoutit. This rule will be rig- 
idly enforced that the judging may not be retarded, Owners are 
requested to be near their dogs, and when the classis called 
to bring their animals into the judging ring, In the absence 
of the owner, attendants will take the dog into the ring. 

28. Notice of the awards will be attached to the stalls of the 
eee Winners aS soon as practicable after the awards are 
made. 

29, Hxhibitors will be furnished with a season ticket free. 
30, No dog can be permanently removed from the building 

except by consent of the Managers or Superintendent. 
51. Dogs shipped by express must be prepaid and have a 

label stating from whom shipped, also name of station and 
express company that they may be properly returned. 

32. Previous prize winnings, pedigrees or other mention, 
shall not be posted in kennels of prize winning dogs until alter 
their respective classes have been judged. 
_ 33. Each member of the Association shall appoint their 
judges, arrange prize lists, form of catalogues, assume its own 
financial responsibilty and arrange such other details as may 
properly come under its individual management. 

84, Other rules and regulations not inconsistent with the 
constitution and by-laws may be adopted by the members of 
this Association. 

BENCH-LEGGED BEAGLES AT PHILADELPHIA.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue of Oct. 2, Mr. Pottin- 
ger Dorsey asks you to correct the mistake in special class HH, 
at our late bench show. You add that the mistake probably 
is Owing to a Clerical error of thesteward. As I acted as such 
for Dr, Downey, the mistake is not mine nor the club's. Dr. 
Downey took the numbers himself from all the dogs awarded 
prizes in the classes he judged, while I acted as steward. Ttook 
the number from the judge’s book while he held it, and in no 
case did I give the number of any prize winners to the Doctor. 
I received a letter from the Doctor asking me to call the at- 
tention of the club to the matter, which I did at the regular 
meeting, Oct. 7. The books were asked for, and it was found 
in the judge’s book (Dr. Downey’s) in his own handwriting, in 
special class EH., that he had awarded the prize to No. 389, 
Inthe steward’s book, it was foundin his handwriting the 
same. The clib said they could do nothing. The judge had 
awarded the prize, and that ifit was a mistake the club did 
not make it and could not alter the record of a judge. It was. 
agreed to let it remain as it is, and I was instructed to so state 
to the parties interested. I wrote Dr. Downey and Mr. Dor- 
sey about it.—W H. AsHBURNER. 

IMPORTANT SALE OF MASTIFFS.—Dr, L, 8. Forbes 
Winslow, of London, Eng., will sell by auction through Messrs. 
Cook and Smith on Thursday Noy. 20, his entire kennel of 
mastiffs, This is a rare opportunity to secure some of the best 
bred as well as the best looking specimens of this noble breed, 
and one that is not likely ta oceur again for a long time. 
Crown Prince, Maximilian and Rosalind constitute a trio that 
cannot be beaten and we have no doubt that the bidding will 
be spirited. We would much like to see all of them come to 
this country and hope that some-of our fanciers of the breed 
will have the pluck to secure at least one of them. Several 
other well bred ones will be disposed of at the same time. 
Further particulars are given in the advertisement of Messrs, 
Cook and Smith. 

THE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB gave an entertain- 
ment last Saturday on the opening of its new club house at 
Babylon, Long Island, It is proposed next year to construct a 
new set of Kennels on an approved plan. 

No Mrpican ExamiNATion is required to take out an accident policy 
in the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn,, guaranteeing a sum of money 
weekly while disabled from accidental injury, and principal sum in 
case of death 1 sulting therefrom,—aAdv, 

Rifle and Gray Shooting, 
AN OFF-HAND CLUB. 

Editor Forest and Stream; i ie 
The general decadence in off-hand rifle shooting in New York and 

vicinity has been so marked as to call for editorial notice im your 
colunms, 
The growing apathy has been a source of regret to all lovers of the 

sport, and a remedy is much to be desired, The New York Rifle Club 
is probabty, numbrically, the strongest organization in this neighhor- 
hood, but even with us it has been impossible at times to fill a match 
requiring only six entries. That this lack of interestis purely local 
is evident when we consult the weekly ‘Range and Gallery” columns 
of your paper. For instance, I find in your last issue that the small 
city of Manchester, N..H., has a rifle club that can (and what is more 
important, does) turn out fourteen first rate shots, and could probaby 
{urn out more. There seems no earthly reason why we should not do 
at least as well here. Some half dozen of the most active members of 
the New York Rifle Club have put their shoulders to the wheel and 
hope to form the nucleus of a future off-hand club, The expenses of 
such a club as we propose need not be at all large, being confined to 
the actual cost of targets, markers, ete. Weknow that by cfifering a 
large prize list we can secure the attendance of a goodly number of 
mug-huniers, or that by haying a. keg of beer at the firing point, we 
can attract another class of shooters like flies around a sugar bowl, 
Bui the affiliation of neither of these classes is desired, We have 
secured a conyenient and accessible, covered Ao. shooting ground 
in Morrisania, for the winter, leaving the ques ue or oF an ee 
ange in abeyance till spring. And we feel sure that it only needs 
the feats: qo apacanion: of all those in this vicinity actively interested 
in off-hand shooting to make the proposed club an assured success. 
Communications and suggestions from all who love the sport for its 
own sake are earnestly solicited. JAMES DUANE. 

Morr HAvEN, Oct. 25, 1884. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

A CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS.—The committee appointed by 
National Rifle Association to consider the subject of a return miltary 
rifle match at Creedmoor in 1885, between the British Volunteers and 
American National Guardsmen, request that all rifiemen who feel 
disposed to compete for places upon the American team, in case the 
match should be decided upon, would address its Secretary, Mr. 
James Duane, No. 31 Chambers street, New York city. The Committ- 
tee particularly request the co-operation of all rifle associations and 
military organizations, as well as of individual riflemen throughout 
the country, so that a proper represeutation from all sections may.be 
nsured, aud would ‘be glad to receive suggestions from any quarter, 
t 

the 
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BOSTON, Oct, 25.—There was a limited attendance of riflemen at 
the range at Walnut Hill to-day. In the forenoon the wind was ve 
tricky, making good shooting very difficult, but in the afternoon it 
was much more steady. A new military match was opened and will 
be continued until Jan. 1,the same rules goyerning as in the fall 
meeting, Appended are the best scores of the day; 

Greedmoor Practice Match, 
D Kirkwood....,....5545445444—-44 GS Patch..,...,..,,85445642d4—40 
CW Berry....,...... 645454444448 T Stewart.......,.. 454844484420 
5 H Sturgis........ . .4685544444—42 © W Hodgdon....... 644444394489 
JOP AY AGH yack) erie os 3444445455-40 HL A Lewis.....-.-. , 4364223343 —23 

Creedmoor Prize Match, 5 
OF Berry......... , 006454445546 J Kerrison......-- . 445445554545 
J B Fellows....,... .4545b45445—45 

Decima) Match, 
G Kirkwood....... Rega ATE te OE, | § 9 9 9 9 71010 9 10-90 
J BFeliows. ..... ........ ao. 10 610 7 9 6 8 8 7 9—80 
ES] abby ey ee rep EHS S85 BES .3 8 8 6 610 6 7 7 B—6 

Military Match. 
DEB Riswoods) say4..0.eac0-1- 4455528 W R Lockwood.,.,....,. AAddd— 20 
ICAO WAS faa! ccc ae ed dloese 4444591 R Kelener:.........e0 eyes 33554—20 
ELE Re net ele eens 44445. —21 

WAKEFIELD, Mass., Oct. 22.—The Hast Boston Schuetzen Corps 
and the Wakefield team faced the butts here this afternoon for a 
friendly contest. The weather conditions were unfavorable, owing 
to a sirong wind which biew from the southwest, The Schuetzen 
Some wou the match by 24 points, Following is the result of the 
shoot: 

Hast Boston Schuetzen Corps. Wakefield Team. 
JF R Schaefer... ..4444355455— 48 W BDaniel.... .... 4454464554— 44 
C MGneth ........ 5544553544 42 § B Dearborn...... 4444444453 48 
Albert Miller....... 444344544— 41 T Carlin........ ...8448344344— 36 
HE Bennettt......... 4553449544— 41 DH Walker.......- §524044244— 35 
M Woodbury....... 4455435244— 40 W Coon..-......... 3334444442 — 35 
OE Maxey. sees: §343444453— 89 EF Winship......... 9323443443— 33 
FD Collins 1123275: 4343445505—- 8% D Ogilvie........... 3844443440— 33 
GH Wilfert:...... 3234444330— 380 M Young........... 2480444444— 38 

313 289 
After the shoot-an excellent collation was seryed at the Richardson 

Light Quard’s armory. 

WHEELING, W. Va., Ovf, 20.—At the practice last Saturday only 
three members of club could be scared from their retreat, which is 
becoming so chronic with most of them, and out of the three scores 
of thirty shots each, one was made by Mr. Jaeger which we think 
quite good—yiz., 327 out of apossible 3860, Mass. target, 200yds., off- 
hand, with only one shot out of the ten ring, and twenty-one bulls. 
This is the first practice since the match with the Pittsburgh club, in 
which the highest score was 207 in thirty shots. Below are the scores 
in detail: ‘ 
Oteo Taezers.......5..: Jeeta SE jd 11 10 12 11 10 10 11 12 11—109 

101112123011 9 10 10 11—106 
JO 11 12 11 12 11 11 11 12 11—112—827 

CE Dwight .......... Mstete uty tote eve 10 11:10 10 10:12 11 10 8 11—108 
81010111010 811 8 10— 96 

101211 8 A—102—301 
Walhamao@oxs ei ciisy tetsscs bed 1111 810 91 712 7— 98 - 

9 10 12 10 12 10 10—100 
91112 8101210 9 10 10—101—299 

WIND. 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y., Oct. 25.—Regular medal match yesterday, 
20yvds., off hand, Creedmoor target. The day was pretty dark, wind 
at trom 5 to 7 o’clock: ' 
S NvAyres .......... 655550545549 OF Lilly ... ....... 4443444555 —42 
F EK Dowler.......... 6455454555—47 RH Burns....... .. 4444445444 4] 
Hine Berry 4,0. An 4554555454—46 AC Jones............ 534444444440 
HA Ahlstrom...... fdd4d4db545—44 HW Watson........ 4544444443—40 
JR Moore,......... 5d4pddd5da—43 A W Ward........... 4243544453—38 

R. H. Burns. 

GARDNER, Mass., Oct, 22.The Gardner Rifle Club have decided it 
inexpedient to have any special meet this fall, but will have a special 
meetin the spring, Some of the members went out to Hackmatack 

- Range to-day. The new American decimal target was used; distance, 
ais | shooting off-hand, with a possible 100. The best shots were 
as follows: : 
TAT MBH WHE 5) poised nee ee ae eae 699 9 910 9 910 9—89 
MAH EPbOT yt ett tid iy ee ee re es 69 9 91010 910 8 9—289 
GUS worth paises Sasa de cae peices 6 99 9 69 910 8 9-89 
UN Dodeveere: te =. Bertie b> mines bes seat oe 10 8 $10 910 9 9 4 10—87 
WrQ ovGland in tie eee as 95 78 89 8 9 5 9=77 

MANCHESTER, N. #., Ovt. 25.—This afternoon, with its changing 
light, varying winds and rain, was not the best for rifle practice, yet 
A. B. Dodge made the hadsome string of 100, shooting two 34 cards 
and a 3%, which. with a 35 card which he had previously made in 
Match B, gives him an actual score of 103, or one point better than 
any of the local rifiemen have ever shot before. The scores made in 
the several events are appended: 

Creedmoor Target—Practice Match. 
DS Harriman... ...., 5043344—23 4344342—24 433444426 — 73 

Creedmoor Target—Mateh B, 
-AB Dodge. .......-... 4455954 —32 5455555 —34 5545555—34—100 

Creedmoo! Target—Mateh C. 
AB Dodge.......... 554444445544 J Lawrence......... 5354445444 42 
NEWARK, N. J.—The clubs connected with the Newark Rifle As- 

sociation commenced practicing on Monday last and will continne 
throughout the fall. The fajl aud winter tournament will commence 
on or about the 15th of Noyember. 

A DIRTY SCORE.—To show what may be done with the non-clean- 
ing riflenow coming into use on the otber side, the subjoined scores 
made by Sir Henry Halford on the sth and 9th inst. is given. They 
were fired at 1,0CUyds, from & Metford match rifie, and were consecu- 
tive with a certain ammunition, though between the 80th and 21st shots 
10 shots scoring 47 points were fired with another batch of ammu- 
nition. A few sighting shots were fired before the score opened, but 
for the second day no sighting shots were had. Thescere stood: 
555556555555555—75 §555595555554555—74 §55565554555555—74— 228 

CRHAM OF PISTOL PRACTICE.—Mr. James Conlin, the well- 
known gallery chief, is preparing to intreduce pistol practice as it is 
carried on in Paris. and to that end will introduce 4 duplicate of the 
grand medal of honor for which so many have striven and so few 
haye found, Tt will enable a comparison to be made between the 
much falked of skill of the Parisians with the pistol and the talent. in 
that line on this side the water. 

THE TRAP. 
Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 

quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

PROVIDENCE, Oct, 21.—The Narragansett Gun Club held its semi- 
annual tournament to-day at their grounds on the old Washington 
trotting park. The abtendance was smaller than at the spring meet- 
ing, the game season probably accounting for that; but a fair num- 
ber were present, and all seemed to have a very enjoyable time. The 
day was a perfect Indian summer one, and the shooting averaged 
very good, the visitors particularly acquitting themselves with the 
Manes honors. Among the visifing shooters were Messrs. C, B. 
Holden, H. W. Webber and Bates Sniith, of Worcester, and Mr, W. J. 
Braley, of Fall River. ; 
Much of the success of the tournanient was owing to the indefati- 

gable efforts of Mr. C, M, Sheldon, who had the arranging and sole 
charge of the shooting. Allthe shoating was al clay birds, the Har- 
ris clay quail being used in all the contests and gave the most satis- 
factory results. There were nine sweepstakes, as follows: 

1. GO, B, Holden and C. C. Gray first, EB. W, Tinker, G. C. Brown and 
W. J. Braley second, M. B. Cornell third. 

2. B. Smith, C. C, Gray first, H. Webber, G, C. Brown second, 0. B. 
Holden and W. H. Sheldon third. 

3, B Smith and H. W. Webber first, C. B. Holden and W. H. Shel- 
don second, G. C. Brown third. 

4, H.W. Webber and C. B. Holden first, B. Smith and G. C. Brown, 
B. Cornell and C. EB. Potter second, H. W. Tinker and ©. C. Gray 
third, 

5. Ki. W. Tinker and J. Appleby first, W. H. Sheldon and M. B. Cor- 
nell second, GC. B. Holden third. 

6, FP. E, Tingley first, C. B, Holden and ©. B. Payne second. W. J. 
Braley and 8. OG. Brown third. 
4 7. i Se first, W. J. Braley and G, C, Brown second, C. B. Hol- 
en third. 
8. Geo. C. Brown and H. W. Wehber first, E. W. Tinker second, B. 
ee 

9. W. H. Sheldon and Geo. C, Brown first, B. Tripp second, B. 
Luther third. A 
A tenth eyent was not shot off, owing to darkness comingon, The 

tournament was opened ab i0 In the morning and closed at 5:30 
o'clock in the afternoon, W.H.S8. 
BOSTON, Oct 22.—The semi-monthly meeting of trap shooters of 

the Massachusetts Rifle Association was held to-day at Walnut Hill. 
There was a fair attendince, and the scores made are appended: 

1. Dickey first, Farrar second, Snow third. _ iP 
2, Snow and Dickey divided first, Farrarand Stanton divided second, 

Souther third, 

Ee 

rues Nichols and Williams divided first, Stanton second, Sa0w 
ird. 
4, Dickey and Gurtis divided first. Jones and King divided second, 

Harrar and Tirrell divided third, Snow fourth, ; 
5, Williams first, Dickey and King divided second. Field, Stanton 

and Ourtis divided third, Wright fourth, 
6, Field first, King and Law devided second, Dickey and Souther 

divided third, Stanton fourth. ; 
7. Law first, Dickey, Curtis and Williams divided second. Tirrell and 

Souther divided third, Knowles and Stanton divided fourth. 
8. Law and King divided first, Curtis and Stanton divided second, 

eaeae Jones and Knowles divided third, Warrar and Wield divided 
ourth, 
9. Wright, Stanton and Gurtis divided first. Law second, Farrar and 

Nichols divided third, Field and Tirrell divided fourth, 
r te EN first, Stanton second, Tirrell and Snow divided third, Snow 
ourth, ( 
11. Dickey first, Lovejoy and Curtis divided second, Law, Field and 

Stanton divided third. Little fourth. ‘ 
In the team shoot the result was as follows: Massachusetts Rifle 

Association, first team, 47; Maiden team, 37; Brockton team, 36; 
Lynn Central team, 82; Iowell team, 31. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 25.—This afternoon witnessed a very 
interesting match for the medal at the Malden Gue Club headquarters, 
whicn was taken after a lengthy contest by Pratt. The wimners in 
the other eveuts: 

. Field first, Warren second, 
. Adams first, Field and Warren divided second, ; 
. Field first, Pratt and Stanton divided second, Adams third. 
. Souther first, Warren and Stanton divided second, Field third, 
. Field first, Pratt and Stanton divided second, Souther third. 
. Stanton first, Johnson second. 
. Stanton first, Souther and Pratt divided second, Field third. 
. Adams and Field divided first, Pratt second. Stanton third. 
. Stanton first, Field and Pratt divided second, Adams third. 

10. Field tirst, Stanton second, Adams third. 
j1. Stanton first, Adams and Pratt divided second, Field third. 
12. Stanton and Field divided first, Warren and Johnson divided 

second, O'Neil third, 
13. Field first, Warren second. 
14,15 and 16, Field first, Adams second, 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.—The following is the score made by the 
Knoxville Guu Club, Friday, Oct, 17, for the Ligowsky medal: 
MG MeClung ..101111101011011—11 5 B Newman. .. .000011110101010—7 
J W Slocum... .011111100111011—11 © C Hebbard... .100110011011000 —7 
Jaques.... ..... 01111100101110i—10 I’ W Armstong. .100011010011001—7 

8S OO <3 oe Sy ye Co to 

Dr C Deaderick. 111111111000010-10 MO Freneh. .- .000000111110100—6 
J © Bldridge, .,111010010011110— 9 A Mead......... 100010011010000—5 
Wm Jenkins. ..000110011101111— 9 JM Ross........ 000000101101100—5 
Townsend ...... 001001111111010— 9 
A H Hebbard ..011101001100110— 8 
JE Ross....... 110010110100100— 7 JM Greer....... 090009000001010—2 
J ODunesn. .,.010010011101100— 7 SBDow.... .... 000000000000000—0 

M. G. McClung won the medal on the shoot-off. In champion gold 
medal match the score stood as follows: 

CM Woodbury .1100001110100000—4. 

M G@ McClung ..101111111111101-18 JE Ross....,.. 000000000110000— 2 
JAQUES... 522. 111111101111011—15 A H Hebbard,,..,,.,,.1011100111* 
J OG Mldridge. ...111111001010111—11 J OC Dumean....,,- ,,..1101000111* 
J M Ross .......... 101100110111170—10 MO Prench,... .....-. 0010011101* 
J W Slocum. ...111110111011000—10 SBNewman..... ,.... 0001100101* 
Townsend...... 101100011111011—10 J M Greer ............. 1000110010* 
Wm Jenkins... .010111011011010— 9 SBDon.,,,....-.... .-.. 00110001101* 
Dr G Deaderick.011110010110000— 7 A Mead......,-..-...4- 0100100000* 
CG M Woodbury.111001001100100— 7 OC Hebbard........... 0000000100* 
F WaArmstrong 111101011000000— 7 -—— Hodge.............0000100010* 
JG Campbell. .011000001100000— 4 
*Score mot shot out on account of darkness. 

the medal. Blackbirds were used in this match. 

LOCKPORT, N. Y., Oct. 22.—The eleventh shoot of the series took 
place on the Fair grounds yesterday afternoon, The inclemency of 
the weather during the forenoon prevented many trom being present 
who were expected; however. the contest was the most exetting of 
any of the series, Smith won the badge championship yesterday, 
and so far each contestant has wou it twice, so that in all probability 
it will be decided at the next contest who is the fortunate man. The 
folowing is the score, each contestant being handicapped, except in 
contest No, 3 for the badge, when all stood at 18yds.: 

Contest No. 1—10 Target Balls. 
H Moody, 24yds...... 1011111111—9 Smith, 24yds ........ 0100111101—6 
Jewett, 20yds......... 1110001110—6 Howard, 20yds....... 04111100117 
Kellogg, ibyds......,.001111110i—7 Barker, 24yds....... 1011110111—8 
G Moody, 23yds...... 0101111010 —6 

H. Moody tool: first, Barker second, Kellogg and Howard divided 
third. Ih shooting ties, Smith took fourth, 

Jontest No. 2—10 Ball-Pigeons. 
BARRETT s htt ta ate 0100010131—5 Kellogg............... (101101110—6 

ba sitieineitanre ee 1110101111—8 Jewett ............... 0011001111—6 
1111011111—9 

M. G. McClung won 

Kellogg. ...11001101100011010111—12 Barker... ..11110310110101011111—15 
G Moody. .01011101111111111010—15 Killiek_,.,10011111100101011110—18 
Smith won the medal. : 

Contest No, 4—Double Rises—i Balland 1 Pigeon. 
BE Moody......,... 10 10 11 11 10—7 Smith..........-. 11 11 10 10 00—6 
JOWOUL vet secre. 10 00 01 10 10—4 TBarker._.,.......11 10 11 10 11—8 
Kelloge........... 10 1) 00 10 10—5 $= Killick...,...,..,.10 10 10 11 10—6 
G Moody........,.11 10 10 11 11—8 

G. Moody and Barker divided first, E, Moody second, Smith and 
Killick divided third, Kellogg fourth, 

Contest No, 5—10 Target Balls. 
Beater poo. sys ,-1111101111— 9 BH Moody,...,,---.... 1110100110— 6 
G Moody........ _,..0111014171— 8 Kelloge’...........5. 1010111141— 8 
VOWEL... cs nsasncceee 01110073101— 9 Killick .............. 0111011111— & 
SIpIpLn) es se: Meee 111111J111—10 
Smith first, Barker second, G@. Moody and Kellogg third, Jewett and 

Ei. Moody fourth. 
Contest No, 6—10 Ball Pigeons. 

G Moody..-..-.--.. 2--1001011110—6 Barker.............-- 00°1001111—5 
Ke ore. cece cee. 0100011011—5 Jewett....... ....... 1001311111—8 
miltisss4e5544adogqe- 0111010111—7 Killick...... as eeb bite & 0101101001—5 
hy Moadys tee eee 1111101011—8 

Eh. Moody and Jewett divided first, Smith second, G. Moody third, 
Kellogg and Barker divided fourth, 

THE FORESTER GUN OLUB.—Ffollowing the Parrott-Routier 
mafch on the 12th, the Forester Gun Club members contested “for 
their medal, when the following scores were made: 
O Miller........... 11101111101i—10 J Gerber........ ,.110101010111— & 
JL Auver,..... ~..111401101111—10 J WTodd.......... 111000131011— 8 
G W Watson...... 111111111001—10 J Scbroth.......... 011111110000— 7 
FF Tebbets....... 1011011101J1— 9 IF Rushstaller...., 0011011400101— 6 
EM Stevens....... 111101011001— 8 _H Gerber.......... 111010w. 

Miller, Zuvyer and Watson shot off the tie on 10 at 3 pairs of double 
birds, with this result: 
VAVE CC) Wn ee Se cee 11 it 10—5 Watson..... psa aotnm ji 10 i0—4 
WET UTE ee cp rere 10 11 00—3 
Zuver has now won the medal twice, and is' likely to win the club’s 

prize for the best average of the season. 

NEW DROP, N. Y., Oct, 25.—A match between C. Bush and H. 
Ottenf both members of the Jenette Gun Club, was decided at New 
Drop, Staten Island: $50 a side. 25 live birds, 30yds. rise, 80yds. 
boundary; 
[eo WUNE S eee eeS  e RE pA Ey 1419111141111111111110011—23 
CCP ISTH She Wir enes 29 oe aon Bele ome mcs 1111071110101110101001011_17 

BACRAMENTO, Cal, Oct. 12.—The long-talked-of pigeon-shooting 
match between James Parrott and George Routier, came off at Agri- 
cultural Park to-day, and was witnessed by some 500 or 600 persons, 
The day was cold and rainy, which rendered the event anything but 
a pleasant one. The conditions were 100 birds each, from 3 plunge 
traps, 2lyds. rise, use of one barrel, for $100 aside. Routier had a 
his credit a score of 91 birds killed in a similar match withJ. L. Zuver 
a couple of years ago, while Parrott had no recordin any mateh at 
more than 50 birds, bul something more than a year ago he defeated 
Routier in a 60-bird match, both men making rather poor scores. 
Routier was the Fayorite on Sunday last, beforathe match. Routier’s 
judge was J. W. fodd, and H. ©. Chipman acted for Parrott, The 
reteree was J.D. Young, When the match was about one-third fin- 
ished it commenced to rain very hard, but—although the atlention of 
both shooters was called to the fact thatthe birds were inunprotected 
coops and being drenched to the skin—neither made any effort to 
haye them removed and dry birds substituted. 
The match went on without a change of birds, and the wet and 

shivering pigeons gol out of the traps and vainly flopped their feeble 
wiugs only to be dropped alongside. Another thing that doubtless 
helped on the defeat was the fact that, Rontier was badly handi- 
capped by his gan and the quality and quantity of his amimunition. 
Any 5-pound gun, with 2i4drs, of powder and loz, of shot would have 
been sitficient to knock down’ most of the birds used in the match, 
while Routier (who is very slight) handled 4 weapon which must have 

| weighed about 11 pounds, and his cartridges—with many of which he 

J # Campbell .. .101011000000000—4 | 

had misfires—seeméd to be loaded with from 5to 6ars, of quick powder, 
iving a severe recoil but lacking in far-killing powers. Ibis our be- 

fiet that if Routier had shota 6 or 7-pound, 12-gauge gun, and loaded 
his cartridges with say 3drs. of tolerably coarse, high-grade powder, 
he would have lost yery few birds of those shot at on Sunday, Par- 
rott, who is a stalwart man, shot « much lighter guu than he, and 
used considerably Jess powder. Wollowing is the full score. 
Parvo tt{—1001101009 91100111011 100.1110 1109111111017. 

40119119.191.11.111111111011411110111100— 94, 
Routier—111011010101011411019111010111111101100 14 1919111110011 11 

199111111111111111111011011101111111110—84, 

Hachting. 

HEAVY VERSUS LIGHT CENTERBOARDS. 

HE question has been asked lately as to the relative merits of 
T heavy and light centerboards in wide shoal boats. A very care- 
fully conducted experiment with a loaded board was made two years 
since by Com. Dilworth of the N. J, Y.C.,and the results were 
‘summed up in FoREST AND STREAM of Web, 8, 1888, ‘ 

The open boat Dare Devil, on which the experiments were made, is 
27f. din. long, 12ft. beam, and 2lin. draft, her board being of white 
oal with a lead shoe of 825 lbs.. heavier on its after end, the total 
weight being 7501bs. Ballast was removed from inside untii, with 
the board down, she was about as stiff as before, her displacement of 
course being less. Under these conditions, when free, she showed a, 
slight increase in speed, and to windward, in light winds and smooth 
water, she was as fart as before, but slow in going about; while in 
rough water her motions were abrupt and violent, greatly decreasing: 
ber speed, 
Tee nentmnents with heavy keels on boats of similar model to the 

Dare Devil also seem to: prove the same—tkat such boats will per- 
form better in rough water with iron or lead ballast cast to fit the 
frames, and distributed as low as possible over the floor of the boat, 
than with the weight concentrated at a point below the hull. On the 
other hand, in canoes a great weight is carried in the form of center- 
board, either one or two being used, without any evil results, and 
iron boards are used in many rowing and sailing boats, and small 
yachts of moderate proportions, with success. The advantages of 
“outside,*” or rather low and concentrated weights, are clearly 
proved as regards most types of boats, but the question of the effect 
on shoal wide craftis yet undecided, and we shall be glad tv hear 
from others who may have tried such experiments. The old ideas of 
lead making a boat “logy,” of weight deeply immersed bein 
detrimental to speed, and similar fallacies, are pretty well exploded, 
and the benefit of low ballast, as a rule, is conceded in practice by 
those who nominally deny it; but the question is still to be deter- 
mined whether there are exceptions to this rule, and if so, what they 
are, 

AN IDEA FOR INVENTORS. 

HE following letter from a correspondent in Cologne, Germany, 
suggests a combination of sail and steam which we believe has 

not yet been successfully accomplished in this country if abroad. 
Such a boat would need to be more of a sailing craft than any of 

our steam launches, with some method of disposing of the screw in 
sailing, and with a yery compact engine and boiler. Theidea suggests 
another boat which has been tried, butas yet not a practical suecess— 
a steam dinghy, capable of having its engine and boiler lifted out and 
readily stowed, say on a sloop of 40 or 50ft. waterline, while the boat 
can bé swung atthe dayits, rowed if necessary, and yet can quickly 
beunder steam and abletotow the yacht in acalm,if only a few 
knots per hour, The engine and boiler could also be utilized in end- 
less ways on deck, warping, setting sail, lifting anchor and similar 
work. If any of the yachtsmen of the steam fleet can solve these 
questions in the leisure of the coming winter, they willdoa greater 
service than if they had solved half a dozen accurate and original 
methods of rating their favorite craft for racing. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
It would prove of great interest to hear something from your many 

experienced yachtmen correspondents what they know about com- 
bination vessels (steam and sailing), or if any steps have ever been 
taken jn this direction. 

IT do not allude to large yachts like the Sunbeam and others, but 
similar vessels of smaller capacity, 30 to 40fb. length, to be easily 
managed on a cruise by a quartet crew. 
Every oné possessed of a love for yachting does not have the advan- 

tages of good sailing waters, but are hampered by many difficulties 
according to their situation. For example, on a large river, as we are, 
with a current running from four to siz miles an hour, accordimg to 
narrows and freshets, besides running such a serpentine course for 
even long stretches, that the wind, which has been favorable, turns 
dead against you, audin connection with the current, renders further 
advance impossible. The aid of steam would be aglorious advantage, 
and the difficulty of the time being easily surmounted, As it is, we 
are obliged to turn tail or be satisfied with a very cramped area of 
sailing pleasure. 
We therefore humbly beg that if any one has experience in this sort 

of boat something useful and pleasurable as a cruiser, with sail and 
steam (to be used when necessary), accommodations for four or 
five persons comfortably, and within the capacity of modest means, 
to let us hear from them through your valuable and interesting 
columns, W. RR. P. 

CoLoenez, Ocr. 13. 

STATEN ISLAND.—The new rapid transit railroad is being built 
along the North Shore, and the roadbed will soon be completed. The 
road has already cut off the beach and a large portion of the Seawan- 
haka Corinthian Y, C. basin, so that no yachts can be bauled out, and 
anumber of those permanently laid up have been towed over to 
Brooklyn. There are now in the basin the Isis, Frolic, Oriva, Aolus, 
Whisper, Aneto, Nyssa, Rosalie, Hspirito,and a number of others, 
The road will be a conyenience to boating men in some respects, but 
besides defacing the beautiful water-lront, it will necessitate the re-_, 
moval of all the boat houses to the outside of the tracks, while dirt 
and sparks willadd to the miseries of yachtsmen who are already 
sufficiently troubled by the sludge acid from the oil refineries on Con- 
stable’s Hook. This nuisance is increasing year by year, the water 
for days together being covered with a thick yellow scum, ruinous to 
yachts, boats and clothing, poisoning the fish, and making bathing 
impossible. 

KILLED, WOUNDED AND MISSING.—And now the best friend of 
the sloops deserts them when in trouble. Hyen the Herald has a Hin 
at them, as follows. The list below can be supplemented wit 
Stranger, overpowered, Happy Thought, carried away main traveler, 
and Wacondah seeking shelter in the Horseshoe, thus accounting for 
the eight sloops that started. ‘It is a funny chapter that of the 
breakdowns to the yacht fleet when attempting to sail the race on 
last Saturday. The sloop Annie carried away her gaff and was towed 
back, the Penguin lost the shackle to her jib sheet when in stays to 
run up the beach, and the Athlon met with sonie mishap to her cen- 
terboard which delayed ber, and she passed in by the next day, it is 
said,” The sloops Sara and Aria distinguished themselves by sailing 
out as far as buoy No. 15 and running back again under ‘pobjibs,’ 
and, if report be true, it will be some time brfore they quit the 
placid waters of the Sound to frolic about the lower bay in a 
nor’ wester,”" 

THE PENGUIN IN THE FALL RACHS.—New York, Oct, 29.— 
Editor Forest and Stream; Reading with mnueh interest your ac- 
“eount of last race of Seawanhaka Y. U., I find it incorrect in one im- 
portant particular, the performance of the sloop Penguin, The Pen- 
guin rounded Sandy Hook lightship at least one mile and a half after 
the Athlon and one mile after the cutter Oriva, before breaking 
down. She had,inthe hard heat to the Hook, pur both sloop and 
cutter under her Jee, and had: the race well in hand; in fact could 
beat both easily. This fact I think will not be disputed by any of the 
crews of either Athlon or Oriva. The Penguin is only 48ft. Gin, water 
line, and is entirely outclassed by the Oriva and Athlon—SusBscriBer. 

A NEW CRUISER FOR THE NAVY.—The cruiser Atalanta, the 
first of four, was launched from the yard of Roach & Son, at Chester, 
Pa,, on Oct. 9, She is 270ft. long, 42ft. beam, 17ft, draft, and 3,000 
tons displacement, and is bark rigged, with 10,400 square feet of 
canvas. Her indicated horsepower is 8,500, the screw! being 17ft. 
diam. and 20ft. pitch. ‘fhe speed at sea is estimated at 18 knots, with 
which her load of coal, 586 tons, will carry her 2,500 miles, or 5,000 
miles ata speed of 10 knots. The contract price of the huil and 
fittings was $618,000. Her crew will number 280. 

DAMAGE TO YACHTS AT BOSTON.—On Oct. 22 a gale of wind 
caused considerable damage among Boston yachts and boats, a num- 
ber being torn from their moorings and thrown against docks and 
piles, or blown off shore. Some damage was also done to, the house 
of the Boston Y. C. 

ROSSER'S “LAW OF STORMS.”—We haye received from the 
publishers, Messrs. Norie and Wilson, a little book by W. H, Rosser 
entitled, “‘The Seaman’s Guide to the Law of Storms,” giving the 
theory of the law of storms, with much practical information con- 
cerning them. 
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SMALL CRUISING BOATS. 

A bigest pleasure navy of this country includes an innumerable variety 
of craft from the delicate birch of a few pounds weight to the 

stately steam yacht, every variety of out-door sport being fully repre- 
sented; the canoe or dugout, the sinkboat, sneakbox, houseboat and 
steam launch of the hunter, the numerous rowing and sailing craft of 
the fishermen; the shell, the gig and the barge, together with a vast 
number of less elegant craft used by theoarsmen, the handsome and 
saucy fleet whose emblem is a paddle; the sailing fleet, the little cat- 
boat, the spider-like catamaran, the large number of small yachts of 
various types, the sloops, cutters and schooners of the racing fleet; - a 
and of late years, a rapidly increasing fleet of steamers of all sizes i= 45, 
and models, from the puffing, pretentious little dinghy, to the queenly - 
Namouna; but in all this fleet there is one class that of late has come 
into more general notice, and in the future promises to take an im- 
portant place of its own, that as yet is little known and poorly repre- 
sented, the small cruiser in which two or three may travel by oar or 
sail, in safety and comparative comfort. 

Cruises of this kind have until recently been little known in this 
country. Prior to the war the interest im athletic sports was very 
slight, and the charms of an out-door life but little appreciated by 
the young men of the cities, and during the war there was no time 
for such development, but the last decade has seen a marked im- 
provement, People are learning the importance of play; baseball, 
cricket, football, tennis, archery, rowing and racing, bicycling, canoe- 
Ing and yachting are recognized as important factors in the develop-- 
ment of the perfect man—though like other good things, subject to 
abuse—in communities where once they would not have been tol- 
erated. The busy men of to-day, in all their rush and haste for for- 
tune, are having the lesson of the absolute need of rest and relaxa- 
tion forced on them, as one after another succumbs to overwork and 
the diseases consequent on a sedentary life, and are forced to recog- 
nize the fact that the men who do the best work, and do it the long- 
est, are those who do not devote every waking moment to the “‘street”’ 
or the office, but who find time for a pull on the river, a few miles on 
a wheel, a restful hour over a spruce paddle, or a day to windward i he meg 
onthe bay orsound. The patrons of out-door sports form avery | —————— 
large and rapidly growing army, recruited from all ages and stations, 
and the manufacture of the various implements of their sports con- 
stitutes no small portion of our industries. 
Avery large division of this army find their amusement on the 

water in different forms, and to meet their requirements the various 
craft have been developed to a high standard of excellence; for the 
racers, the light cedar, or paper shell boat, the fast open boat and 
catamaran, the racing sloop, cutter and schooner; for the hunters, 
boats and implements suitable to their sport; for the larger cruisers, 
the schooner or steam yachts; but when it comes down to the smaller 
boats, the list is much shorter. 
Some fifteen years since, a party of gentlemen desirous of taking a 

summer cruise up the Hudson, could find nothing better for their 
purpose than an ordinary open rowboat of fairly good model, but 
still poorly adapted for such a trip. They made the cruise, however, 
from New Yorkto Albany, and enjoyed it somuch that they cast 
about for a better craft for more varied cruises. Their attention was 
drawn to a new craft that had just come into prominence in England 
under the title of canoe, They made inquiries, obtained the lines of 
the craft, several were built and imported, and with the formation of 
the New York C, C., the sport was inaugurated in America. Its sub- 
sequent growth is well known; canoeists have penetrated every por- 
tion of the country, they have a pone 9 and vigorous organization de- 
voted to their interests, to collecting information, securing recognition 
and rights to members, aiding cruisers of all kinds, while with them 
campmeg and cruising is reduced to a science, and their boats are 
marvels of completeness and excellence. Canoeing fills the wants of 
a very large class, but from the canoe to the cruising yacht, even of 
moderate size, is a long step, the first cost jumps at once from one or 
two hundred dollarsto up in the thousands, while the current ex- 
penses increase in like ratio. 
There are many more who do not care for so smalla craft as a 

canoe, and who on the other hand cannot afford an outlay of $500 to 
$1,000 per year for a yacht, but who would like to take ther outing 
in the shape of a cruise if a suitable boat were available, They have 
at their disposal the tribe of rowboats, good for many purposes, but 
most y unfit for theirs, and on the other hand, the nearest approach 
in the shape of a sailboat has been heretofore the well known catboat, 
say 16 to 18 ft., wide, shoal, with centerboard, open cockpit, and cat 
rig, good for its purpose of short sails in light weather, and haviog 
the advantage of light draft, but on the other hand, very unsafe, a 
bad sea boat, the rig not adapted for crusing, hard to steer, with little 
ot ne stowage room, and no sleeping accommodations. Many cruises 
have been made in such boats for want of better, but they are badly 
suifed for uhe purpose. Besides these are the sneakbox and 
sharpie, both used sometimes for cruising, and above them comes the 
small cabin boat, like the catboat, wide, flat, dangerous, useless in a 
sea, poorly rigged, and of limited accommodations. These comprise 
the boats within the reach of those who wish to cruise as comfortably 
as possible at a small expense. 

ow. let us see what is necessary or desirable in such a craft, large 
or small, between the canoe and the yacht of say 30ft. water-line, 
which is as large as most amateur sailors will care to cruise in with- 
out a hired crew. Speed we will put out of the question, as of little 
impcrtance at present compared with other matters, but safety comes 
first of all. The smaller boats, of course. cannot be made non-cap- 
sizeable, but much may be done by a suitable model and ballast to 
render them practically safein that direction, while they may be in- 
finitely superior in rough water to the ordinary open boat, especially 
when the latter has toreef. All experience points to what may be 
called the canoe model, both ends pointed, a proportion of beam _to 
length of 14 to 1-6, bold sheer, long flat floar, good freeboard and a 
comparatively large depth, as the best boat for such purposes as we 
are concerned with. To this family belong the whale boats, the gal- 
leys of the Vikings, many modern Jife and surf boats and_ ship 
launches, most savage canoes, the Norwegian pilot boats, Block Island 
fishing boats, and some of the vessels of the early settlers of America; 
all boats designed for’easy performance in rough water and many ot 
them capable of developing a good rate of speed. The ballast should 
be of iron or lead, the latter being better and cleaner, but more ex- 
pensive, and should be as low as practicable. The rig should be so 
divided as to be easily managed by one man if required, and capable 
of being quickly and surely reduced to meet any emergency, 

,. ro obtain comfort, there must be some provision for sleeping, with 
a suitable shelter, and also ample and convenient storage room for 
clothes, bedding, provisions and other necessaries, with apparatus 
for cooking. 
Provided with a suitable boat and equipment, a party of two, three 

or four congenial companions will find vo limit to the cruising 
grounds at their disposal, or to the amount of hearty, healthy sport 
they can, at small cost, enjoy. What may be done has been told 
many times in books: the ‘‘Vacation Cruises” of Prof. J.T. Rothrock, 
‘“‘Gruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes,’ by Mr. Speed; Bishop’s 
and MacGregor’s books—the latter by far the most charming of all 
the list, and ‘responsible for the making of more canoeists and cruisers 
than any other agency; the cruises of the Orion, Leo, Kate, Silver 
Cloud, Procyon and many others. 
Perhaps one of the most instructive of these books is the chatty and 

interesting yarn spun by Mr. H. T. Speed. of cruises in various small 
eratt; to Holland in a 10-tonner; in smaller boats on Southampton 
water, the Solent, the Channel and the “crystal Thames.” The first 
of these cruises was made in a 10-tonner, the Watersnake, described 
by her skipper as follows: ‘‘She was a small cutter of about 7 tons, 
built at Portsmouth in 1873, but redecked, sparred, canvassed, and 
thoroughly overhauled and refitted by McWhirter, at Erith, in 1878; 
of pretty Smart appearance and not overdone with sail. Dimensions 
as follows: Length overall, 34ft. 6in.; counter, 6ft.; beam, 8ft.; draft 
of water, 5ft. She had iron ballast inside and a small lead keel of 
half aton. Of course caryel built, and with considerable rise of 
floor. Sternpost nob much raked, and clew of mainsail plumb with 
taffrail. Main cabin 10ft. 3in. long; after cabin 3ft. bin. long; a good 
forecastle, with room in it for a bed-bunk, but with which it was 
never fitted. Her fittings below were mostly teak and mahogany 
Frenehb-polished. The little after cabin was entered by a ladder on 
the starboard side through the cabin top, and had a washstand on 
the starboard side and a 6ft. berth on port side, which was carried 
along under the deck and passed along one side of the steering well. 
The latter was 2ft. 7in. long, and completely shut off from, the main 
cabin by 2 bulkhead, which had fitted on it a small shelf to take the 
pinnacle in a handy position.”” The crew numbered three—the skip- 
per, his brotherandafriend, — 

Startine from Erith on the Thames, they ran around the South Fore- 
land to iiaver thence past Calais, Dunkerque, Ostend, and on to 
Flushing, thence for a month through the maze of Dutch water- 
courses, and home again, laying up after a cruise of three months, 
The whole cruise seems to have been full of incident and pleasant 
occupation, coupled with some hard work and hearty exercise. 
The next cruise recounted is in a smaller craft, a ‘‘Mersey canoe” 

16ft. long, 4ft, 114in. beam., 20in, deep amidships, with 6/4im. of keel, 

containing 8cwt. of lead. Insideshe carried icwt. 10lbs. of lead. The 
gail area was 190ft. mainsail and mizzen, lugs. with jib, the dimensions 
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of spars being: 
Mainmast...... 2.0.0.6. 0 eect rete eee se.elaft. lin. 
Main boom for lug sail.......-...+.-+++-.ss+se e224 10ft. din. 
Main yard for lug sail. ...- .2......steiese esses . 61 
Main boom for gaff mainsail..........-.----..6--++ 8ft. 5in. 
Main gaff for gaff mainsail........ is ht oes adele 8ft. 6in. 
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i POEL Ore Lee CEL PEER Els ugh antes Gos edie eh 7ft. 4in, and pleasant an occupation as any boy should want, and the danger 
Maen eatin OUUD DSS sistent seeectt tales esse Qf. Gin. not excessive. Those who have the care of boys, however, should 
BOW Spiter OHEMONI ese ce Souris a grate ie tak 5ft. Yin. see that the boats in which they are trusted are of proper model and 
Spinaker boom. Ph tabtg 630 Sets beet ae ie ie ASAE 10ft. 6in. build and suitably equipped, There is no reason why the canvas 

boat, of home-made build, should not be a safe and serviceable craft, 
while if is within the reach of many who cannot afford a more ex- 
pensive boat, and for their benefit we will give shortly the plans of a 
canyas canoe designed to be safe under sail or paddle, for beginners. 
To those in charge of boys we advise a careful examination of the 

boats they use, and a condemnation of all that are inany way unsafe, 
Besides the work of amateurs there are canoes built and sold by 
builders that are unsafe for any purpose, and others which, while 
sate in the hands of experts, should never be entered by a novice, and 
purchasers who are not familiar with the various builders and models 
should ask the adyice of some old canoeist in their selections. 

Tonnage, ‘one ton and an awful fraction.” 
Her well was 5ft. 6in. long, and 2ft. 6in. wide, with a locker aft for 

stores, open lockers along the side, and two shifting thwarts, steering 
with a half yoke on the rudder, and a rod hinged thereto, the motion, 
te course, being fore and aft. The well was covered completely by a 
ent, , 
She was built by Mr. McWhirter to her owner’s specifications, 

which, as he gives them, called for ‘‘a jolly big canoe; one that will 
take two people, and sail, and row with a pair of sculls, and look after 
herself a bit, and one thatI can sleepin with alow tent, and move 
about in without looking in the glass first to see if my hairis parted 
in the middle.** Tn her, two vacations were pleasantly passed, knock- 
ing about the Thames and neighboring waters, before she gave place 
to a similar but larger hoat, the Viper. 
The Viper, also from Mr. MceWhirter’s shop, was built in 1881, for 

a cruise on theZuyder Zee. Her sheer plan and rig are shown in the 
drawing. Her length is 20ft., beam 5ft, 5in., depth to gunwale amid- 
ships, 2ft. 6in. Deck has a crown of 5in. and is of light wood covered 
with canvas. Her keel has 19 cwt., 2 qrs., 19 lbs, of lead, with 2cwt, 
1 qr., 18 lbs. inside, and an iron keelson of 75 lbs. The depth of keel 
is ift, $in,, and the total depth 3ft. 4in. Her cruises were in the 
Thames and along the south coast of England. 
=The larger drawing shows a boat of the same class as the Water 
Rat, known as the “Mersey canoe’ or ‘canoe yawl.’”’ described in 
Kemp's “Yacht and Boat Sailing.”’ Such a boat would meet the 
wants of many who desire something larger than the ordinary canoes 
but with the good qualities of the latter. Her dimensions are, length 
17tt., beam 4ft, 6in., depth 2ft. Oars are used as the beam is too 
great to admit of paddling. The deck and wellis similar to a canoe, 
Lead ballast is stored under the floors, The rig consists of two lugs, 
main and mizzen, the dimensions being: 

THE INVENTION OF THE DROP RUDDER. 

es following letter explains itself, and settles the question so far 
as Mr. Stoddard is concerned. Mr. Steddard assures us that the 

idea of a metal drop or “‘centerboard”’ rudder, to coin an appropriate 
name, was original as far-as he was concerned, he not being aware 
that such a deyice had been described or used previously: 
Mr. S. R. Stoddard: 

DrsrR Sir—Yours of even date, calling our attention to the construc- 
tion that may be put on our claim in relation to our sail and drop 
rudder, as shown at the A. ©. A. meet at the Thousand Islands last 
summer, printed in the ForaST AND STREAM of Sept. 11, is received. 
In reply we beg to say that the combination of the well-known lateen 
sail with the batten lug, and the rudder with the blade to raise and 
drop below the keel, was, so far as we know, original with you, The 
idea of a drop rudder had occurred to us before, but had neyer been 
put into practical use. What we meant to protest against in the let- 
ter referred to was that our adaptation of the idea, differing essen- 
tially from yours, and containing also our latest improyements, 

cing Cruisin : should be called by your name. p 
mainsail. maainsail Mizzen The sail of the Atlantis differed from ours in shape and also in hay- 
Ft. In. Ft. In, Ft. In. | ing a long, jointed gaff, while the spars in ours were of a uniform 
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Clew to throats. 2... see eerie as 10.09 7.00 4.09 
As there is no centerboard the interior of the wel. is entirely unob- 

structed, and there is room for three persons, though on a cruise two, 
with the necessary stores and baggage, would be enough. Beds for 
two might easily be made np on the wide, flat floor, a tent being 
pitched over the well, while the seats may be removed entirely at 
night. Under the fore and after decks is ample room for storage of 
all stores. The steering is done with a deck tiller, as in a canoe. 
In building such a boat, the stem, sternpost and keel would be of 

oak—or the former of hackmatack—sided 14in.; keelson of oak, 
3xigin.; plank of cedar, 5-16 or $gin. lapstreak; gunwale of oak or 
mahogany, deck of $gin. pine, covered with 6 to 8oz, drill laid in 
paint; coamings of oak, 3gin. thick. The ribs would be 3¢x54, spaced 
$in,., with floors at every alternate frame. 
The sails are rigged as ‘standing lugs” or a yawlrig similar to the 

Viper may be carried. The sails will be of 6oz, drill, double bighted; 
rigging of ‘small 6-thread’’? manilla; blocks of wood, iron or brass. 
Next week we will give plans of two similar boats, one of 14ft. and 
one of 18ft, length. 

SAN FRANCISCO.—Uasco, Spray, Nautilus, and Nellie have been 
laid up, Lurline may stay in commission all winter. The lead keel 
of the Carmelita was cast successfully at Driscoll’s yard. Greenpoint, 
New York, on Oct. 16. 

BUFFALO Y¥, ©.—Mr. Geo. C. Smith has lately purchased the sloop 
Ripple, of New York, and she has been taken to Buffalo in tow of a 
Steam canal boat. The Ripple is 37ft. over all and 14ft, beam. 

ATALANTA.—The sloop Atalanta, advertised for saleat auction on 
Oct, 20, at Belleville, was not seld, owing vo there being no bidders, 

WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN? 

wr the exception of Okeechobee,” “‘Windward,” ‘‘Tarpon,” 
and a few others who are able to escape the half year of inac- 

tion enforced in most canoeists, the cruisers have “laid up’ except 
so far as an occasional paddle is concerned, and the season of 1884 is 
atan end. Hundreds of cruises varying in length have been made 
this season, on eyery one has some information of value been ob- 
tained which would benefit other canoeists, and nearly every cruiser 
desires similar information in regard to some route proposed for next 
summer. Now the best way to obtain such information is by no 
means difficult; an account of your own cruise, told plainly and con- 
cisely, or if the writer is able and the details of interest, written up at 
greater length, will give some one else the facts they desire, and will 
set an example to them to do in turn what you haye done: to contri- 
bute their leaf to Forrest AnD SrrREAmM’s ‘‘Log Book,”’ It has been 
proposed to collect the logs of all members of the Association, and 
publish them in pamphlet form for the benefit of cruisers, but sucha 
plan is hardly possible yet, and besides such a record can answer no 
new questions and is soon out of date, but -the ‘Log Book” and 
“Chart Locker’ of Forrest AND StRHAM are always fresh, always 
ready to answer any questions, and to record the latest changes in 
water courses. 
We want now a few words at least from every canoeist in or out of 

the Association, who has cruised this year; if nothing more, a postal 
card, telling as much as possible of his wanderings and what he has 
learned, and also what he wants to know for future cruises. 

CAMP STOVES. 

Editor Forest and, Stream: 
Noticing your account of a simple form of camp stoye shown in 

this week’s issue, and haying for some years used one of similar con- 
struction, but which, I think, has some advantages over the one 
shown, I send you a description which, if you see fit, please giye to 
our fellow craft, for I believe in each doing what he can to impart 
information. 
My stove is essentially the same as shown in ‘“‘Amateur Canoe 

Building,” with the decided advantage that the body of stove is all 
hinged together, and that when not in use the stove, covers and fun- 
nel all go into a canvas bag, two feet long, one foot wide and about 
three-quarters of an inch thick, which can be stowed under floor of 
canoe, and is entirely out of the way. Made of sheet iron, the top is 
24x12, with two holes &in. diameter, with sheet iron covers, and a 
small 2x3in. hole at one end to hold chimney or funnel. Sides are 
24x10, hinged to top, and ends 12x10, hinged to top in same manner; 
small strips uf heavier iron, }4in. thick, are riyeted on sides and one 
end in such a manner as to project below bottom of stove, and being 
pointed, can be pushed into the ground in setting up stove so as to 
hold allfirm. The front end does not haye these projections, so it 
can be propped out from stave, thereby acting both asa door for 
fuel and to create a draft. ‘ 
The funnel is made of four pieces hinged together, two 23x3 and 

two 2814x234, the additional h inch projecting below and fitting 
into the hole cut in top of stove. 

This gives a stove which can be shut up like a schoolboy's dinner 
box, the sooty side always in, and the covers and funnel, folded and 
put inside, the stove can be taken out of bag and set up ready for use 
In one minute, and is altogether the best camp stove I have ever 
heard of or seen. M. E. Crocker. 
Boston, Mass., Oct, 24. 

Editor Forest and Stream: : . ; 
Seeing in the cancel Uaparimeane of the last week a suggestion as 

to camp stoves I feel called upon to describe a yery simple and useful 
one I have used and still cling to. 

Tt consists of a large sheetiron cylinder about 10 to 12 inches in 

Ganaeing. 
UNSAFE CANOES. 

A WALK along shore in search of information concerning the 
drowning of Mr. Conkling, brought us face to face with an un- 

pleasant feature of modern canoeing in the shape of two so-called 
canoes hauled upon a bank, both being of the home-made, canyas- 
coyered variety, about as dangerous traps as can readily be found 
among small craft,the catboat of our daddies not excluded. In 
model they were all a canoe should not be; low, little sheer, flat deck, 
no floor or bearings to support them, In build they were equally bad, 
the sides were not alike, the framework light and flexible, and the 
coyering was of thin duck, while the fittings were clumsy and unreli- 
able to the last degree. — ‘ 
No experienced canoeist would care to vehture for a short paddle 

in such a craft, much less on a cruise instrangé waters, while to essay 
to sail would be rank folly. And yet such boats are built and used 
syery where by novices, ignorant of the art of sailing, of the manage- 
ment of a boat, and often unable to swim; and worse yet, it is not un- 
usual to see two in such a craftat onetime. The drowning of two 
children, six and nine years old, at Cork, Ireland, this summer, from 
such a canoe (7), 9ft, long, is an example, and the only wonder is that 
there are not more such. 
We have already laid down the rule that persons who are unskilled 

in sailing and handling a boat, and who cannot swim, haye no busi- 
ness in any boat, unless in charge of some competent hand, but even 
if a person be competent, the boat itself should be safe. 

With a little mstruction and practice a sufficient knowledge of 
handling and sailing a boat may be acquired by any boy, and swim- 
ming is an accomplishment that should be taught to all, that is the 
ability to keep one’s self afloat and to remove coat, shoes, etc.. in the 
water, not merely to swim when undressed. 
With such knowledge. boating in its various forms is as healthful 

diameter and the same in length, open at both ends. Across one end 
are stretched several stiff wires upon which rest the cooking utensils. 
At the other end, whichis the bottom when used as & stove, an open- 
ing about 6x7 from the bottom edge is cut to serve.as adoor and di aft, 
At the same end, opposite the door, another small opening is cut to 
give a draft to the other side. " 
When not used as a stove it is reyersed, the wires serving as a bot- 

tom enables it to hold all the utensils, plates, ete., as a bucket, and a 
wire handle being fitted to the bottom for that purpose. ; 

Tis advantages are that a fire can be made yery quickly, even with 
oor wood, as the draft is tremendous; it confines the heat and saves 
uel, enables one to have a good fire of wood too small to use in an 
open fire, and renders the hunting and cutting of the usual cross 
piece for hangin g@ the pots by unnecessary, and it.is also yery cheap. 
New Yor«x, Oct. 27. 

THE LOG BOOK. 

THE DELAWARE RIVER. 

FROM COOGHETON FALLS TO PORT JERVIS—II, 

A ee riyer widened into a large quiet eddy above the falls. On the 
Pennsylyania shore stood an old sawmill and piles of lumber, 

near which the party landed, with the intention of examining the 
channel, They ciambered over the great boulders of granite which 
lined the fall on either side, eagerly looking for the safest road 
through the rushing waters, There were three successive rapids 
over long ledges of rock, the last one being the highest and white 
with foam. Here and there boulders obstructed the fall, giving 
promise of disastrous shipwreck to any unlucky canoe venturing tou 
near, The main yolume of water was on the east, close to the New 
York shore, but appeared toosrough and dangerous, and it was dé- 
cided to make an attempt down the Pennsylvania channel, which, 
through crooked and full of rocks, seemed more practicable. 

Several of the party unpacked their boats in order to run the falls 
light, O., however, taking the lead with his loaded canoe, and, bracing 
himself for a tussle with the waves, shot into the first dip, his heart 
in his mouth. Precaution had been taken to tie the stern painter to 
the paddle, so thavin case of a spill he might haye more than a 
“straw to cateh at.” On sped the Marion, and with a rush and a 
roar, a tremendous splash and a whirlwind of foam it was all over 
and the little boat was floating quietly in the eddy below, with no 
damage except a bucketful of water in the lap of the crew. She 
was speedily hauled up on a sand beach under a boulder in full yiew 
of the falls and bailed out, and her crew amused by watching the 
others as they came plunging through the wild waters one after 
another in safety. They gathered together to set things to rights, all 
talking at once, each and every one eager to describe how he did it, 
and ‘‘not so much of a fall after all’ was the general remark, though 
there is little question but that before the eyent every man was at 
heart a good deal demoralized, 
For the next eight miles the scenery was very beautiful, the river 

winding through a hilly country heavily wooded with pines and 
maples. The current was fairly swift with an occasional sharp rift 
just rapid enough to keep up the fun, Above Narrowsburgh where 
the river forced its way through a narrow gorge between high cliffs 
of granite, was a large quiet basin. The day was perfect, and the 
water looked clear and cool, tempting the crews to a bath. A jolly 
half hour was passed in splashing about and frolicking in the limpid 
lake, All hands tried the small neck life preservers which had been 
carried with great care, and upon which they had placed implicit 
reliance. Great was the disgust when it was found thatthe ridiculous 
little rubber affairs were not buoyant enough for any practical pur- 
pose. Soon hunger brought all ashore and a short paddle carried 
them under the quaint old bridge which spans the river from cliff to 
eliff high in air. 
Landing under the boulders they scrambled up to the steep bank, 

down the main road, aud across the railroad track to the depot 
restaurant. They had stopped there on their journey by rail and 
knew that mine host fed travelers well. and verily he lived up to his 
reputation, for then and there was stowed away a dinner fit for a 
king, The passengers on the waiting train stared in open eyed wonder 
ab the yoracious gray-breeched sunburnt tramps. And well they 
might, even the clerk at the desk was so much impressed with the 
prowess of our heroes that he insisted on treating all hands to most 
excellent cigars. So our party departed in high feather with con- 
siderable good beer on board, and an additional cargo in bottles.for 
afternoon delectation. 
By 2 the cliffs of Narrowsburgh were hidden bya sharp bend of 

the river, and an eventful afternoon began. Soon the rapid current 
bore them along to the Erie Railroad bridge and beyond it into a 
heavy rapid full of boulders and white water, whirling in a curve 
close under a rocky, pine-coyered cliff. It was an ugly bit, but was 
passed with hardly a bump. Rift succeeded rift, and the pace was 
yery fast as the canoes swept by Masthope on the right bank, the site 
marked by 4 noble groye of stately pines. The scenery grew very 
wild, the shores high and rocky, coyered with forests of spruce and 
pines, and the river roared ominousiy over its stony bed. 
Beyond Masthope was one continuous rapid for at least a quarter 

of a mile, and nothing but the most careful work saved the boats 
from shipwreck, as they fairly flew down the tortuous channel, men- 
aced by rocks on eyery side, The foot was almost reached, when O., 
turning around in his boat to warn the others of hidden rocks, was 
himself brought to a sudden standstill on a ledge in the very middle 
of the channel. In a moment, despite all his efforts, the Marion 
broached to, the angry river pouring aboard, filling her to the gun- 
wales. The others dodged by her with difficulty, while he worked 
frantically to push off into deep water. Sitting with the water up to 
his waist, he finally came down endwise, sidewise, anywise, and pad- 
dled the water-logged craft to the land. There was nothing to be 
done but unpack and go into camp. Fortunately just at the spot was 
a heavy drift of warm, dry sand covering the shore for quite a dis- 
tance, and innumerable stumps of dry dead pines strewn about in 
every direction, A great fire was quickly kindled by sympathizing 
comrades, while the Marion was unpacked with many groans of dis- 
gust. Hyerything was wet, The treacherous water had soaked 
everywhere; and O. was a sight, walking about the fire minus every- 
thing but a very much curtailed flannel shirt, and surrounded by all 
his worldly goods spread on ropes and branches to dry, like an im- 
mense ‘wash,"’ Many things were spoiled, and greatest loss of all 
was the dry plates and negatives of all the views already taken, The 
camera was useless, and had to be put aside till it could be repaired, 
80 that from this point to Port Jervis, the most picturesque part of 
the river, not a view could be taken. 
By night all had dried fairly well so that he had a decent bed. A 

good night's sleep and the bright morning sun smoothed out his sor- 
rows, and he was ready bright and early to tempt fortune once more. 
They had not been afloatten minutes before they were in the midst 
of another and heavier rapid than the one of the previous day, For- 
tunately it was run successfully, though O. was as nervous asa eat 
from his recent experience and surrendered the lead to an ambitious 
junior. Thescenery was wild and beautiful beyond description, the 
river being almost gloomy at times with the shadows cast by the pre- 
cipitous cliffs. There seemed to be no end to the rapids; the low 
stage of the water rendering them more than ordinarily difficult on 
account of uncovered boulders, 

All went well until just above Narrows Falls, at the head of Lacka- 
waxen Pond. In the rapids there several took the wrong channel, 
ran aground, and were obliged to get out and wade, FP. bee out of 
his boat and not having hold of his stern painter, was left standing 
solitary and alone, his paddle in one hand, and the other stretched 
out in vain toward his treacherous cance, which quietly slipped away 
from him, and ran the balance of the rapid quite empty and ‘‘on its 
own hook.” F. had to wade ashore, and it was no joke with the rapid 
current boiling about him nearly to his waist, doing its best to upset 
him, The bottom was coverea with sharp rocks, and as he floundered 
along, now ina hole, and now stumbling over a hidden boulder, he 
presented a most amusing spectacle to all but himself, He finally 
reached land quite exhausted, his feet cut and his stockings in rags, 
his shoes, which he had carelessly left off, quietly reposing on the 
deck of his canoe. A good rest and a pull at the Hask soon revived 
bim, however, the truant canoe was caught, and once more the fleet 
was headed south, 
At Lackawaxen the Delaware and Hudson Canal crosses the river 

on a bridge, a few rods below the great dam. The water being very” 
low the brackets were up along the edge of the dam, thus making it 
impassable, as the whole stream was forced in a great torrent between 
two piers. Canoes might succeed in running at that point, but the 
rocks and stakes at the foot promised certain disaster. The party 
disembarked on the Pennsylvania shore and went up to the liitle 
town after carefully reconnoitering the fall and deciding that a carry 
must be made. It was but 10 o’clock, too early to dine, and learning 
that good foad could be had a few miles below at Barryville, they de- 
cided ta push on at once, The boats were easily lifted over the apron. 
of ie dam close to shore, and the short rapid at the foot run without 
mishap. 

‘Two miles above Barryyille, after a very fast run, the Big Cedar 
Rift began. Therapids sofar had been child’s play to this;and as 
the canoes plunged into the roaring waters eyery man’s heart was in 
his mouth. Near the foot the current swept in great waves under the 
retaining wall of the canal, the deep water being close in shore. 
ean went the boatsat breakneck speed, the great seas breaking over 
the decks and deluging the crews, and ic seemed as if they must come 
to grief eyery moment, Fortune favored our heroes, however, and 
With the exception of a few hard knocks and a bucket or two of water 
in O.’s lap all went well. That day he ‘‘sot wet,’ forthe Marion was 

Guo. H. SULLIVAN. 



quite Jow amidships and would insist on shipping a wave or two at 
the foot of each of the Jarger rapids. 
At noon they pulled up at the picturesque little town of Barryville, 

opposite Shohola, at the head of the falls of that name. Barryville 
is simpry a row of houses and. stores close to the tow-path of thé 
canal, existing entirely on the traffic of the boatmen passing through 
the locks there, The hungry and rather moist crew sought the cover 
of a small and shabby house, to which they had been directed with 
but small hopes of any decent food. But a happy disappointment 
was in store for them, for the proprietor, a rough diamond, speedily 
set beforé them a most bountiful and excellent meal, waiting on 
them himself and pressing each to eat to such an extent that all felt 
liks oyerfed pigs on arising from the table. By that time the rain 
was pouring down, the first wet day on the cruise, and the party 
made themselves comfortable on the rough bench under the porch, 
smoking and watching the canal boats constantly passing. 

Just opposite a picturesque stream, spanned by a crazy rural 
bridge, poured its foaming water into the canal over quite a fall, 
making a charming picture framed in the surrounding pine-coyered 
hills. The clouds broke away, the rain ceased, and once more they 
took to their boats with anticipations of a very exciting afiernoon, 
which were most fully realized. From this point, beginning at Sho- 
hola Falls, to within two miles of Port Jervis, the river flows between 
high mountains, the rocky gorges being grand and picturesque in the 
extreme, The stream was filled with rocks and the current most 
swift, with many sharp rifts and several of the heaviest rapids on the 
river. Shohola Falls were passed in safety, though it required no 
little skill to avoid the many great rocks which blocked the way at 
every turn. 
An early camp was decided on, as all were tired with the constant 

strain on eye and nerve. Stopping for a short rest under a high 
bridge not far from Flagstone, the two H.’s went up to a canal store 
for milk, eges, etc. They returned witha very sad story. <A little 
ehild had fallen from the bridge during the thunderstorm and been 
drowned, the body having been just recovered and laid in the house 
to which the eanoeists had gone. During their absence the others 
were visited by the many curious canal men, one of whom was unique 
in his oaths and questions. O. had the principal benefit of his con- 
versation, and he ayverred that never before in all his many experi- 
sues had he met the equal of this preposterously blasphemous 
wede. 
A very pleasant camp was made that night on a shelving rock close 

under the bank of the Pennsylvania shore. The space was small, and 
the boats were grouped closely and cosity together. A delightful 
little waterfall near by furnished delicious water, and a happy even- 
ing was passed. Next morning it was found that the bottom of F.’3 
paper boat was pretty well worn through, and quite a late start was 
made to enable him to patch up. The sun poured down, nearly roast- 
ing the crews before they could get away from the hot rocks, and 
they were most thankful to at last find themselves rushing down the 
rift just below the camp. Thet morning’s paddle to Port Jervis was 
ashort and merry one, for they ran the three worst rapids on the 
river without a mishap, except a little water shipped. 

First came Mongaup Falls; then Butler’s Falls, at the foot of which 
the waves were so high as to entirely hide the boats from one another 
at every successive plunge. In these rapids fortunately there was 
plenty of water, and there was nothing specially to be feared except- 
ing being swamped by the great seas: but the excitement was in | 
tense and the relief of mind great at lhe completion of each. The 
river scenery here was magnificent, ereat granite cliffs towering on 
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either side, the narrow strip of blue sky visible overhead and below 
the black waters of the river crested with great ridges of foam. 

Last, but not least, was Sawmill, Rift, just above the railroad bridge, 
and the final drop of the river, as it entered the open country about 
Port Jervis. The rate of speed for at least a quarter of a mile was 
immense, the shores seemed to fly past and the waves at the bottom 
seemed yeritable mountains as the canoes plunged through, Land- 
ing below the bridge to bail out they put to flight several wondering 
boys who, it turned out, had mistaken the canoeists for veritable In- 
dians. They were coaxed back with difficulty, giving the information 
that Port Jervis was but a mile away around the great bluff. A most 
perilous run of two days had been made without serious mishap, 
and it was with a sense of relief that they paddled a quiet mile fo 
port, as they were sated for a while at least with rapids. 

[moO BE CONTINUED. | 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

MORE ABOUT MUSHROOMS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Is not the mushroom described by J. Garlick in “Galley Fire” the 

ordinary horse mushroom? I have seen them about the size he men- 
tions. He will find them described in any of the works on the edible 
fungi. WINDWARD. 
Nrweort, R. I. 

COOKING CORN. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In the “Galley. Fire” it is directed to cook corn from twenty min- 

utes to one hour. Green eorn should only be cooked from ten to fif- 
teen minutes; too much boiling destroys the sweetness, As soon as 
a grain can be lifted with a fork whele from the cob the corn is done. 

vi Us 

NEW YORK.C. C.—The entries for the race of Oct. 18 were Guenn, 
Com. Whitlock; Dot, C, B, Vaux; Tramp, C. J. Stevens; Surge, H O. 
Bailey; Freak, C. V.R. Schuyler. All started under reefed sails, the 
eourse being from the float to buoy 17, then to stake off mouth of 
Kills, and home, 3 miles. Guenn won, with Dot second, Surge third. 
The roadbed of the new Rapid Transit railroad is now graded under 
the clubhouse, and the latter will be moved outside the tracks. 
Psyche has been hauled out for repairs, prior to her fourth cruise to 
Florida. She will have company this winter in the shape of the Dot, 
which has been sold to go to Florida also, What her owner will do 
without his ‘better half,’ with whom he has cruised for six seasons, 
is the question that is agitating their friends at present, 

SPRINGFIELD C, C.—This club has just adopted a very neat badge, 
we suppose to be distributed among the colony at Squaw Point next 
August. Itis of white ribbon with the club flag printed in gold and 
colors, and is suspended from a bar in the form of atrident. Remem- 
bering the wanderings of several badges at the last camp, we sug- 
gested that the words '‘not transferable’? be added. Mr. Shedd has 
Bue his canoe to Mr. Proctor of the Howard C. C., and will build an- 
other. 

HARVARD CG. C.—The fall races were held on Oct. 18, on the Charles 
River, starting from the Union boat house. The entries for the sail- 
ing race were F, A Proctor and BE. V. Abbott, class A; Tarantula, 
E, G. Rand, and Beatrice, Theodore Dunbar, class B. The wind was 
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very light. Abbott was ruled out in class A for using the paddle. 
Tarantula won in class B, The paddling races were postponed owing 
to thelateness of the hour. The prizes were silk flags, 

EXCHANGE OF CANOE PHOTOS.—Douis Sahm, 52 N. Market 
street, Nashville, Tenn., would like to exchange photographs with 
other canoeists. 

SAN FRANCISGCO.— Oakland now has a fleet of seven canoes, three 
being housed in the old boathouse on Oakland Creek, once belonging 
to the Mystic B. C. 

answers to Qorrespondents. 
Ss" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

A. B., Cleveland,—See addresses in our advertising columns, 
22 B,—There is no one nearer than Plainfield to whom you can 

apply. 
8. D. M.—Go down to Barnegat. N.J. See notes on that point, in 

issue of Oct, 16, page 226. 

H.K. T., Chicago.—A chart of the Richelieu River is published by 
the Canadian government, Write to the Land Office, Ottawa, Canada. 

J. M. E., Sinclairville, N. J—The insect you inclose is a partridge 
fly. It is commonly found onruffed grouse, quail, hawks, owls, and 
some herons. ; 

B.C. C., Holt, Mich.—The rifle is an excellent arm. It will “stand 
the racket,”’ if by that you mean that it will be serviceable. We do 
not know the trajectory. 

AmATEUR.—1, Try Sussex county. 2, Consult our advertising 
columns for names of beagle breeders, 3. The best ayerage load 
adapted to your wants is probably 3drs. powder and 1oz. No, 8 shot. 
4. There is no perceptible difference in the excellence of the best 
brands of the seyeral manufacturers. 

H. E. 8,, Sparta Centre, Mich —1. To render fabrics fireproof, wash 
a concentrated neutral solution of tungstate of soda, diluted with 144 
water, and then mixed with 3 per cent. of phosphate of soda. 2. 
Chokeboring will make your gum shoot closer. In shooting buckshot 
from a chokebore, the pellets should be so arranged in layers that 
they will chamber nicely in the point of most constricted choke. 3. 
The article is serviceable. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 
, Thenew Racine hunting boat advertised this week possesses novel 
and attractive features. The bow-facing oar attachment deserves 
special notice, being simple and effective.—Adv. 

LeaTHEeR Keep Dry, advertised in another column under the head 
of ‘‘No Rubbers Needed.” is an article almost indispeusable to sports- 
men, softening the leather of boots and shoes and making them 
waterproof; also adding much to their wearing capacity. H. C. 
Squires has it for sale in this city.—Adv. 

But of all books be sure to read ‘‘Woodcraft.”” See advertisement 
elsewhere.— Adv, 

UMPHREYS 
OM INARY 

VE ERIN FICS 
JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

E, SHEEP, DOGS, HOG 
HORSES, CAT ad POULTRY, 
FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homeo- 
athie Veterinary Specifies have been used b 
‘armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable an 

Turfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Coa! Mine Companies, Trav’g EU AROarOmeEs 
and Menageries, and others han g stock, 
With perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manaal, (39 pp.) 

gent free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
(= Pamphlets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO., 

109 Fulton street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHR 3 Vital Weakness and Pros- 

tration from over-work or 

jndiscretion, HO FOPATHI is radically 
and promptly cured by it. 
Been in use 20 years, SPECIFI N 28 
—is the most success- 0. ' 
fulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vials and 
large vial of powder for $5, sent post-free on re- 
ceipt of price. Humphreys’ Homec. Med. Co. “Tifust, Catalogue free.) 109 Fulton St.. N. ¥- 

The “Mayer” Minnow Casting and Trolling Rod, 
This rod is made from specifications furnished by Professor Alfred M. Mayer, who with this rod and an lmbrie Black Bass Reel 

won first prize for black bass casting at the tournament of the National Rod and Reel Association, Oct, 23, 1884. 

Its proportions were reached after a long series of experiments, the object of which was to obtain a round section bamboo rod of 

abuut 9 ounces that would feel light in the hand, be so well balanced not to throw off a delicately mouthed minnow in making long casts, and 

finally after striking the bass would haye enough spring and flexibility to afford the angler the same pleasure as that given him when 

playing a bass on a fly rod. 

The rod has two tips, one 6 inches shorter than the other; the shorter tip is used for trolling and in casting when wading. 

This rod has been thoroughly tested in both lakes and quick water, and anglers who have used it are unqualified in praises of its 

staunchness and the delicacy of its action, ; 

Our rods have taken the highest prize at every tournament in which they have been used. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Mianufacturers of Fine F*ishings Tackhtie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
EB. LATASA, 385 Broadway, N. ¥. 

LOOK! LOOK! 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 

Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 

Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to line, $5.00. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

C.E. OVERBAUGH & CoO.,, 
—- 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers & Sporting Goods. 
DOUBLE GUNS: 

CHARLES DALY, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, GREENER, CLABROUGH, PIEPER, PARKER and COLT 

RIF LHS: ‘ 
WINCHESTER, MARLIN, BULLARD, COLT, BALLARD, MAYNARD and STEVENS, 

We have all of the Sharps 1878 model that there are in 
265 & 

Aa RARE CHANCE: 

the market. Send for new eae Ulustrated 

catalogue. 267 Broadway, New York. 

i rms Co., manufacturers of the Fox patent double guns, are now running their entire 

sSnacneae on the single semi-hammerless guns and their new double-action extracting pistols, and 

will make no mare double guns at present, except on orders, at full prices. The undersigned, having 

purchased all their stock of Fox guns, some 300 in all, of the various grades, No. 5 list and above, will 

offer them to sportsmen—“‘first come, first serve’’—at 25 per cent. discount from the regular list while 

they last. Here is an opportunity to purchase a fine gun at an unprecedentedly low price. They are all 

warranted of the finest qualities in every. respect, and cannot be duplicated when this lot is exhausted. 

Orders may be sent as usual to the AMERICAN ARMS CO., or to F. H. RAYMOND, Treas- 

urer, 103 Milk Street, Boston. Will be sent GC. O.D. for trial and examination, 

Marster’s Imported English Double Gun, 
TWIST BARRELS AND SIDE SNAP ACTION, 10 or 12-BORE. PRICE $15.00. 

Brass Shells, 5 cts, each; U. M. C. or Winchester make Paper Shells, 12-cauge, 55 cts. per 100; 10- 
gauge, 60 cts.; FG Powder, 25 cts. per pound: Shot, 7 ects. per pound; Black-Hdge Felt Wads, 11 to 16- 
gauge, 15 cts. per box of 250; 9 or 10-gauge, 18 ets.; Wesson or Winchester Primers, 33 cts. per box of 
250. Loading Tools complete without crimper, 50 cts.; with crimper, $1. Three-Joint Cleaning Rods,. 
complete with wire brush, etec., 50 cts. Brown Canvas Coat with seven pockets, $1.50. Pants, $1. Gaps, 
%5 cts. Drab Canvas Cartridge Belts, 25 cts. Uartridge Bags to hold fifty shells, 50 cts. Game Bags, 50) 
cts. Drab Canvas Long Gun Covers, with Leather Handles, 50 cts. Short Covers to take gun apart, 50) 
cts. GUN REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. ; E : 

Parties out of the city wanting the above gun can haye it sent by express by sending with order $1 
to pay for boxing. 

J. F. MARSTERS, 51 to 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
NEAR CITY HALL, 

Es YM Oc H’sS 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY - 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be reloaded as oftenas any of the thicker makes. Cost 
only about half as much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is cera two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices ucts to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2, , and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, b, 

HERMANN BOKER & GO, Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

EF'ragsrant Vanity ee: 

Cloth of Gold 

CIGARETTES. 
Our Cigarettes cannot be surpassed. If you donot use them, a trial will convince 

you that they have no equal. Two hundred millions sold in 1883. : 

13 First Prize Medals Awarded. 

WM. S. KIMBALL & ‘CO, 

nt vl aie 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

FHW OR MANY. 

Ny EN, Gin the Game Baez and Gun columns of this 

paper the other day, a New Hampshire man expressed. 
his hope of securing 300 ruffed grouse in the current season. 

Reading this, a correspondent in Western New York writes 

to say that 300 grouse in one season are an outrageous num- 

ber for one man to kill, that our New Hampshire correspond- 

ent is, in respect to game, not a whit better than he ought 

to be, and that five grouse in one season ought to content any 

man who is not a pot-hunter. 

There is some difference between the two limits set by 
these writers, They look at the question from different 

standpoints, each one reasoning from the circumstances which 
are within his own experience. 

In the favored part of the world where the New Hamp- 
shire man lives grouse are presumably abundant. The sea- 

son extends from Sept. 1 to Feb. 1. This individual in ques- 

tion has a well-trained dog, and is at liberty to (and as a matter 

of fact we believe does) spend most of his time grouse shoot-. 

ing. He has the reputation of being one of the best shots 
in the country, and since he has put innumerable days 

work into the difficult labors of circumventing the crafty 
grouse, he may be given credit for possessing much skill 
in this particular phase of sport; and finally it would be 
quite erroneous to presume that any one of ihe birds was 

obtained in any other than asportsmanlike manner. - With 

favorable conditions—plenty of birds, abundance of time, 

experience and skill—the New Hampshire man regards a 

score of 800 birds as fair for himself, 

On the other hand, the correspondent in Western New 
York presumably dwells in a less favored region, where the 
grouse drums less. frequently; and it is possible, also, that 

he cannot spend all the week in the grouse covers. He is 

one of the great majority of men who can now and then 

snatch a day from their work to go shooting, or at the most, 

can take a week off. Half of this week is sometimes spent 
in going to and coming from the region where the grouse 

are supposed to be; and if, in the remaining time and after 
much tramping, five or six birds are secured, the gunner is’ 
amply repaid and perfectly happy. To men so situated a 

peason’s score of five is quite the correct thing. They work 

=. 

hard for these, see few birds, every year become more firmly 
convinced that grouse are scarce, and look invidiously upon 

other folks who score their dead birds by the hundreds, 

Now which is the right, the New Hampshire man or the 

New York man? 

ADIRONDACK DEER HOUNDING, 

\ HAT is Adirondack deer hounding? How is it done? 
Who does it? Is hounding a legitimate way to kill 

deer in the Adirondacks? Is it more destructive than still- 
hunting? Is it sportsmanlike and ennobling, or is it brutal 

and brutalizing? Ought it to be abolished? Can it be 
abolished? Will it be abolished? 

These are timely questions. They ought all to be an- 

swered, and answered now. We propose to throw some 

light on them. 

SMALL-BORES. 

UNS of small bore are coming into favor. A circum- 
stance was brought to our notice the other day, which 

may be'taken as showing that the demand. for small-bore 

guns of a certain character exceeds the supply, A country 

dealer wanted six 20-gauge guns, of moderate price. He 
could not find them in New York city. 

The change of fashion—as far as it is a change—is not set 
by the dealers themselves. Given a price, the maker would 

prefer to furnish for it a large-bore gun. The raw material 
for the two guns, one large-bore and the other small-bore, 

costs practically the same. To make the smaller requires 

more skill and care; it is a more delicate task than to make 

a gun of the larger bore. As arule, the grades’ being equal, 
to make the smaller. gun, costs the more. 

There is much to be said in favor of small-bore guns; and 
the tendency of the day is toward them. They are lighter, 
and weight is an important consideration, especially in the 
last part of the day’s tramp, Once let the man who has been 
used to lugging around nine or ten pounds. of gun, find out 

that he can do just as good work with ‘a weapon weighing 

from five to seven pounds, and the chances are that, his com- 

mon sense and skill as\a shot being rightly proportioned, he 

will choose the smaller bore and the lighter weight. Add to 

this the satisfaction that comes with the use of finer tools, 
The shooter who brings down his game with a small-bore 

gun isin yery nearly the same position ‘as the angler who 
catches his fish with delicate tackle. A. small-bore will not 
scatter so broadly as a large gun; more skill is required to 

hold on; but its penetration is practically the same; and the 

two will kill at equal distances. 
There is a growing: sentiment among expert shots that he 

is a little more of a sportsman who uses a small-bore gun 
than his companion who is armed with the larger gauge. 

Some men, indeed, have made the mistake of going to the 

extreme of small-bores. For ordinary work the gauges from 

sixteen to twenty, and weighing from five pounds to seyen 

pounds, will prove satisfactory. 

SIDE-HUNTS. 

HE side-hunt is not so common to-day as it was long ago. 
In old times the settlers and pioneers gathered their 

forces for a combined attack upon the bears and wildeats 

and wolves and foxes. The side-hunt was gotten up on the 
principle of the logging bees and haying bees. After the 

large game was pretty well thinned out, came the side-hunts 

for sport. These were known in New England as. ‘squirrel 
hunts.” Two captains were appointed, flipped up a cent for 

choice, selected their sides. Squirrels were the only game 
shot. Then, perhaps because the squirrel supply gave out, 

the side-hunters began to shoot other game. To-day, when 

game of all kinds is comparatively scarce, almost everything 
that has fur or feathers.is made to count in the score. 

There is much difference of opinion about whether a side- 

hunt is a legitimate form of sport or not. The objections 
urged against the practice are principally based on the fact 
that, in their eagerness to secure a big score, the competitors 

shoot many birds that ought not to be shot at all, and shoot 

more game birds than there is any excuse for. It is urged 
that a side-hunt is only in principle and practice an organ- 

ized wholesale slaughter; that the woods are scoured by a 
horde of gunners, eager to kill every live thing that comes in 
their way; that, carried away by the spirit of thething, even 
the conscientious sportsman blazes away wntiringly, until he 

has gone far beyond the bounds of hisown usual practice 
and of decency itself. And it is moreover objected that, as 

a result of these side-hunts, game is wantonly slaughtered 
' and diminished, the game-protecting professions of the clubs 

participating brought into discredit, and the public senti- 

ment seriously lowered. 
Those who defend the practice claim that a side-hunt, 

where fifty or a hundred gunners participate, is only in effect 

equivalent to these men going out shooting on different days 

and separately; that though much game is killed, the pro- 

portion killed by each man is not so great, and that the total 

appears inordinately large only because it is a total. 

It may, perhaps, be most truly said that some side-hunts 

are legitimate and others are not; and each one must be ap- 

proved or condemned by itself, according to its character 
Sometimes, for instance, in fixing the credit or value to be 

attached to the several kinds of game brought in, a large 

credit is given to birds of prey, skunks, foxes, ete., while 

the game birds proper, as quail and grouse, count'very little, 

and the insectivorous and song birds have no value at all, 

Tn this way a side-hunt is actually beneficial, so far as game 
protection is concerned. It is also equally plain that a side- 
hunt, in which the competitors are urged to kill all the quail 

or grouse they can, if not directly censurable for its de- 

structiveness, is at least not likely to elevate the participants’ 

field ethics. 

GAME LEGISLATION. 

T is well understood that the game law amendment will 
make its appearance at the next session of the State 

Legislatures. There will be urged a variety of changes by 
a variety of influences and for a variety of purposes. The 

man who makes a pretense of being a sportsman, but whose 

pockets are bulged with the marketman’s money, will be 

there. The man who wants to make the entire State revolve 
around the stump in the hollow out back of his house will 

be there. The man who can get away to shoot only in July, 

and wants that month in the open season, will be there. 

The man who thinks that the way to make a dead letter law 

a live one is to change its wording will be there, And, it is 

very possible, the man who really has a sensible and desery- 
ing amendment to urge will be there. Would it not be well 

for sportsmen’s clubs to take time by the forelock, and pro- 

vide for the discomfiture of the interested game-law tinkers 

and for the support of the amendments (Gif there are any) 
that deserve fo be supported? 

This is a hint which it may be worth while to adopt. 

Tun Mraratory QuatL,—Some years ago a great deal of 

attention and some hundreds of dollars were given to the 

importation into this country of the European migratory 

quail. A number of clubs joined in the enterprise. Thous- 

ands of birds were brought over and distributed in different 

parts of the Eastern and Middle States. A few meagre and 

unsatisfactory reports were heard of their subsequent where- 

abouts, and then all information about them suddenly 
ceased, They may have increased and multiplied and 

migrated, but their abiding place is known of no man 

to this day. The individuals and clubs who brought 

over these birds are not very well satisfied with the 

results so far obtained, and in fact are so much discouraged, 
that they have given up all hope of ever seeing or hearing of 

ihe game again. A recent announcement in these columus 
that more quail could be.had failed 1o excite much interest. 

Has any one recently seen any of these birds? Jntelligence 
of them would be welcome. While the migratory quail ex- 
periment, failed so completely, other similar enterprises to 

transplant our own American bird, ‘‘Bob White,” have been 

very successful. Many depleted covers have been restocked 
and the shooting restored. The results of endeavors have 

not been uniformally satisfactory, but the average is such as 
to warrant further workin the same direction, Our game 
clubs and associations can engage in no more profitable labor 

to inerease the game supply than this transplanting of the 

quail. 

FLORIDA.—We receive more inquiries about Florida fish- 
ing waters and hunting grounds than about those of any 
other State. If this be accepted as an indication of the in- 
terest taken in that southern winter country, we have 

every reason to believe that our correspondent, ‘‘Al Fresco’s” 

series of papers on Florida will be gladly read. ‘There is no 
writer, either a correspondent of this journal or of any other, 

who has given more full or more useful information to 
sportsmen visiting Florida than ‘‘Al Fresco.” He began 
writing on the subject years ago, and we cannot begin to 
reckon the number of sportsmen who have availed themselves 

of hisinformation. The present series of articles. should be 

read by every man who. proposes to fish or shoot in the 
Florida peninsula this winter. 
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Che Sportsman Canvigt. 

A NIGHT WITH THE NAVAJOS, 

BY ZAY ELINI. 

| ee the Moon of Gentle Breezes the rattlesnakes go to sleep, 
Then at night, by the fire of his low hut, the Navajo 

may safely relate his mythic lore; then he may safely build 
his great brush corral and celebrate his most sacred rites, 
without fear of death from thunderbolt or yenomed fang, 
until, in the Moon of Falling Horns, the thunder is heard in 
the mountains and the serpents waken at the sound. 

It is, therefore, only in the cold months that the ceremon- 
ies | am about to deséribe take place. They are collect .vely 
called by the Navajas i-nus-tehin'-go ha-thal, or the Song of 
the Corral of Branches; but white men living in the Navajo 
country give to the whole night’s entertainment the name of 
‘Hoshkawn Dance,” from tlie one dance of the evening 
which seems most to excite the Caucasian interest. 

It was on the 5th of November, which fell in the Moon of 
Gentle Breezes in 1882, that 1 found myself at the trading 
post of Mr. Keam, in Keam Canyon, Arizona, whither J had 
come to witness an exhibition of the Hoshkawn Dance, 
which I was promised would be one of unusual interest and 
well performed. 

Soon after nightfall, our party of eight white men set out 
from Keam’s. A walk of about a mile took us out of the 
canyon, up the juniper-covered mesa, and to the locality 
where the dance was to beheld. Here we found a large 
corral, or inclosure, of an irregularly circular form, about 
forty paces in diameter. Its fence, about eight feet high, 
was coustructed of fresh juniper and pifion boughs. In the 
center was a conical pile of dry wood abouttwelve feet high, 
which was to make the great central fire. Around this, a 
few feet from the fence, a dozén smaller fires were burning 
for the comfort and convenience of the spectators, who num- 
bered about 500 men, women and children, gathered here 
from various parts of the Navajo country. The majority 
were from the neighboring camps in Arizona and New Mex- 
ico; but many came from the distant borders of Utah and 
Colorado. The corral had but one opening, and this was in 
the east, All who wished to witness the ceremonies were 
obliged to assemble within the inclosure; none might peep 
through the fence or over the top of it, for the spirits of the 
bears and other ancestral animal-gods were supposed to be 
there, looking on at the sports of their children. 
The eds outside of the corral were illuminated by fires, 

jn differen placcs, and we determined to visit some of these 
before the ceremonies beguu. Some seemed to be merely the 
camp fires of parties who came from a distance, others were 
the fires around which different bands of dancers were pre- 
paring themselves, We entered one lodge or hogan, which 
stood close to the corral on the south, this was the principal 
medicine lodge (a sort of ‘‘green room” or place of prepar- 
ation for the dancers). No objection was, at first, made to 

our presence; indeed, we were invited to enter by some of 
the liberal-minded Indians who stood at the door, but soon 

after we got inside an ill-natured conservative, sitling to the 

west of the fire which burned in the middle of the floor, made 

some srumbling remarks about the impropriety of admitting 
ihe “Bilikanos” (Spanish jargon for ‘“‘Americans”), Uis 
words were approved by another grumbler in the north. 

Thus encouraged the man in the west motioned us to leave, 
which we did, notwithstanding that there seemed to be no 
other objectors in the house, 

We vext wended our way to where a brilliant light gleamed 

through the dark junipers, about three hundred paces west 

of the corral, and found a party seated around a fire in the 

open air. Two of the number were engaged in sewing some 

radiating cagle feathers to two circular wooden disks, covered 

with buckskin—properties which I afterward recognized in 

the dance of the Sun and Moon. They allowed us to observe 

their labors for a few minutes, when the man who was 

making the Sun looked up, saying, ‘‘The great fire will be 

lit very soon, the dance of the Wand will begin and if you 

do not hurry away you will miss it.” Understanding this as 

a hint to leave, much more polite than the one given to us in 

the medicine lodge, we departed and visited some other camp 

fires where, as no preparations for the dance were being 

made, no objections were urged to our presence. 

He who comes among the Navajos with his notions of 

them formed by reading the reports of the explorations of 

thirty or forty years ago, the works of Pattee, Gregg, Hughes 

and Emory, or by the perusal of romances of the Mayne 

Reid school, can with difficulty realize that in these indus- 

trious, jolly, friendly groups around the fire, he beholds the 

former scourges of Northern Mexico, for these smooth-faced 

young men and laughing girls perhaps know of those days 

only from the tales they hear at night told by their elders in 

the smoky hogan, But see you gray-haired, fierce-eyed old 

man, who warms his handsin the flame, and rubs with them 

his wrinkled chest. Many a tale could he tell you of his 

own exploits in the Rio Grande Valley, and on the distant 

plains of Sonora and Chihuahua. A whole library of dime 

novels might be written from his dictation. 

Yet itis possibie that we may not seek among the gray- 

heads for all the bloody raiders. When their cousins, the 

Apaches, are at war on the southern frontier, occasionally 

a Navojo youth is missing fora time, and when the war is 

over he turns up again; he has just been off on 4 Visit to 

some friends of his. But he will not tell us of his adventures; 
he will find some other audience. 

In this great Indian festival there was no vast supply of 

game brought in to feed the assembled multitude, nor deer 

and turkey from the neighboring forests of the Sierra de 

Chusea, nor from the great peak of San Francisco, whose 

snowy summit is visible from the neighborhood of our ‘camp, 

but there isan inclosure of rocks and dead trees hard by, 

filled with fat, if prosaic, sheep. ‘These are the gift of a sick 

man to the assembled dancers, who help themselves as they 

need, 
When we returned to the corral we found an old man ad- 

dressing the assembly. He congratulated them on the 

absence of liquor from the camp, exhorted them to temper- 

ance, begged them not to steal from one another, and 

declared that the heavens looked favorable for a calm and 

pleasant night, 
At 8 o’clock a 

sat down beside one of the fires in the west, and commenced 

to make various noises, vocal and instrumental, which were 

to them music. There were singers, there were rattlers, and 

there were those who scraped on notched sticks, laid on 

inverted baskets that answered 
boards, From the moment it 
dances ended, this music ceased 

band of musicians—the orchestra, entered, | 

the purpose of sounding- 
pegan until dawn when the 

not for 3 minute to delight 

the audience and drive away the evil spirits. At the moment 
the music began the great central fire was lit, and the confla- 
eration spread so rapidly through the entire pile that in a 
few moments it was enveloped in great flames, throwing up 
astorm of sparks to a height of a hundred feet or more, and 
covered us with the descending ashes, which fell in the 
corral like a shower of snow. The heat was soon so intense 
that in the remotest part of the inclosure it was necessary 
for us to screen our faces when we looked in the direction 
of the fire. And now all was ready to test the endurance of 
wa dancers, who must expose their naked breasts to the torrid 

ow. 
When the fire gave forth its most intense heat, a warning 

whistle was heard in the outer darkness and a dozen forms, 
lithe and lean, dressed only in the narrow white cloth at the 
hips, and daubed with white earth until they looked like a 
group of marble statues into which the breath of life had 
suddenly been breathed, came bounding in at_ the entrance, 
yelping like wolves and slowly moving around the fire. As 
they advauced in single file they threw their bodies into 
diverse attitudes, some graceful, some strained and difficult, 
some menacing—attitudes that might have inspired the chisel 
of the sculptor, Now they faced the east, again the south, 
the west, the north, bearing aloft their slender wands, tipped 
with eagle down, holding and waving them with startling 
effect, Their course around the fire was to the left, 7. ¢., 
from the east to the west by way of the south and back to 
the east by way of the north; and this was the course taken 
by all the dancers of the night, the order never being re- 
versed. 
When they had encircled the fire twice they began to 

thrust their wands toward it, and we soon saw that their 
object was to burn off the tips of eagle down; but owing to 
the intensity of the heat it seemed difficult to get near enough 
to the flame to accomplish this, One would dash wildly 
toward the fire and retreat; another would lie prone, as close 
to the ground as a frightened lizard, and endeavor to wriggle 
himself up to the fire; others sought to catch on their wands 
the sparks flying in the air. One approached the flaming 
mass, suddenly threw himself on his back, with bis head to 
the fire, and swiftly thrust his wand into the flames. Many 
were the unsuccessful attempts, but at length one by one 
they all succeeded in burning the downy balls from the ends 
of their wands. As each accomplished this feat it became 
his next duty to restore, by a slight-of-hand trick (the 
mechanism of which I have since discovered), the ball of 
down to the end of the wand. He apparently did this by 
waving his wand up and down as he continued torun around 
the fire. When he succeeded he held his wand up in 
triumph, yelped and rushed out of the corral. The last man 
feigned great difficulty in restoring the ball, When he at 
last gave his triumphant yell and departed my watch showed 
me that it was ten minutes to 9, The dance had lasted 
twenty minutes. 

After an interval of three-quarters of an hour, the dance 
of the Great Plumed Arrow, a potent healmg ceremony, 
began. There were but ‘two performers; they wore broad 
sashes around the hips, silver-studded belts, long blue 
woolen stockings of Navajo make, moccasins and an orna- 
ment of plumes on cach arm, otherwise they were nude, 
their skins painted white. Hach bore a stone-headed arrow 
of great size, to the stem of which was attached tufts of 
feathers, not only for ornament, but also to conceal the 
mechanism by which the arrow was shortened telescopically 
when the bearer pretended to swallow it. While they were 
making the usual circuit around the fire, «a sick man was 
placed sitting on a buffalojrobe in front of the orchestra. 
They halted in front of the patient; each dancer seized his 
arrow between his thumb and forefinger about eight inches 
from the tip, held the arrow up to view, giving at the same 
time a yelp Tike a coyote, as if to say “‘so far will I swallow 
it,’ and appeared to thrust the arrow slowly and painfully 
down his throat as far as indicated. I doubt not that many 
of the audience actually believed that he accomplished the 
feat he feigned to perform. While the arrows seemed still 
to be stuck in their throats, they danced a chassé right and 
left with short scufiling steps. Then they withdrew the 
arrows, held them up to view as before with triumphant 
yelps, as if to say “‘so far have I swallowed it,” and sympa- 
thizers around yelped in response. 

The next thing fo be done was to apply the arrows. One 
of the dancers advanced to the patient, and to the soles of 
the feet of the latter, he pressed the shaft of the magic weapon 
with the point to the right; reversed it and pressed it again 

with the point to the left; and in similar manuer he treated 

successively the knees, hands, abdomen, back, shoulders, 

crown and mouth, giving three coyote yelps after each ap- 

plication. 
When the first dancer had completed this work the other 

took his place and went through exactly the same perform- 

ance, This done, the sick man and the buffalo robe were 

removed; the bearers of the arrows danced once more around 

the fire and departed. All the rites of the night are to some 

extent, intended for the benefit of the sick man who sits on 

the buffalo robe; but in the dance of the Great Arrow is per- 

formed the special healing act. It is this patient who gives 

the sorcerers rich presents for their efforts, and supplies all 

the sheep devoured by the whole multitude of visitors. 

At 10 o’clock the sound of the whistle again called the 

spectators to attention, and a line of twenty-three dancers 

came in sight. The one who led the procession bore in his 

hand a whizzer—such as our schoolboys use—a little stick 

tied to the end of a string; this he constantly whirled, pro- 

ducing a sound like that of a rain storm. Atter him came 

one who enacted the Yebdtehai of Navajo mythology; he 

wore a mask designed to represent an owl’s face, and further 

to mock the doleful bird of night he hooted from time to 

time. Then there were eight wand-bearers, dressed, or 

rather decked, like the arrow-bearers in a previous dance; 

but instead of arrows having wands or grass, cactus, and. 

eagle plumes. The rest of the band were men in ordinary 

dress, who were merely choristers or supernumeraries. When 

they had all gone around the fire a cou 
halted in the west, the choristers sat, and the wand-bearers 

formed a double row of four. Then while the owl hooted, 

the orchestra played, the choristers sang, and the whizzer 

made his mimic storm, the eight wand-bearers, keeping time 

with their feet, went through a series of figures not unlike 

those of a modern quadrille. The country fiddler would 

probably have Called the dance in these terms: “Forward 

and back, chassez twice, face partners, forward and back, 

forward and bow, forward and embrace, forward and wave 

wands at partners,” ete. When several of these evolutions 

had been performed in a graceful and orderly manner, the 

choristers rose and all went singing out at the east, h 

Three times more the same band returned. In’ the third 

and fourth acts, the wand-bearers bore great piiion poles, 

hour, which passed slowly to those in the corral; some 
smoked and gossiped; some listened to the never-ceasing din 
of the orchestra or joined in the chant; some brought in 
wood and replenished the waning fires; some, wrapped in 
their serapes, stretched themselves on the ground to catch 
short naps. 

horn announced the approach of the group who were to per- 
form in the fifth dance. 
dancers in the party and these represented the sun and moon, 
who in Navajo mythology are not. male and female, as other 
nations have conceived them to be, but mex and brothers. 
Like nearly all the character dancers so far seen they weze 
arrayed in that cool and scant costume of which white paint 
formed the principal part. 
adorned with the plumes of the war eagle, their necks with 
rich necklaces of genuine coral, their waists with valuable 
silver-covered belts, and their loins with bright sashes of 
crimson silk. The Sun bore upon his backaround disk — 
nine inches in diameter, decorated with radiating eagle — 
plumes, to represent the orb of day; his companion carried 
a disk of six and a half inches diameter, similarly orna- 
mented, as an image of the nocturnal luminary. While the 
whole party, including twenty-two choristers and a rattler, 
were passing around the fire in the usual manner, they fre- | 
quently bowed and waved their wands toward the flames, 
When they stopped in the west the choristers sat and sang, 
the rattler stood and rattled, and the Sun and Moon danced 
at a lively rate for just three minutes, when the choristerg 
rose and all sang and danced themselves out of sight. 

picturesque and ingenious. 
eight in number, as usual with scant clothing; their hair fell — 
loose and long over backs and shoulders; and each bore in © 
front of him, held by both hands, a wooden arc, ornamented | 
with eagle plumes, 
semicircle, showed tufts of pinon twigs, and were evidently — 
joined together by a delicate string which was invisible to | 
the audience. 
whizzer and a chorus. 
the fourth circuit of the fire, frequent shouts of Tho-he/ | 
Tho-he! (stand! stand!) were heard, the significance of which . 
goon became apparent. 
eight character dancers, haying first gone through various \ 
quadrille-like figures, knelt in two rows, facing one another. | 
At a word from the rattler, the man nearest to him, or No.1, | 
arose, advanced to the man who knelt opposite, No. 2, with . 
rapid shuffling steps and, amid a chorus of tho-he! tho-hel 
put his are with caution on the head of the Jatter, where : 
with its radiating plumes, lit by the flickering firelight and | 
contrasting with the dark shadows behind, it looked like the ; 
halo ‘around some saintly head on a medisval canvas. | 
Although it was held in position by the friction of the pinon — 
tufts at each ear, and by the pressure of the ends of the are, , 
now drawn closer by the subtending string, it had the ap- - 
pearance of standing on the head without material support; ; 
and it is probable that some of the uninitiated believed that 
only the magic influence of the oft-repeated word tho he kept | 
it in position. 
retreated wit 
on his knees again, while No, 2.advanced and placed the are « 
which he held in his hands on the head of No. 1. Thus each - 
in turn placed his arc on the head of the one opposite until — 
all were crowned, 
lest their crowns should fall, the eight kneeling figures began © 
a splendid, well-timed chant, which was accentuated by the | 
clapping of hands and joined in by the chorus. 

formers in ordinary Navajo dress. 
whizzer who led the procession; anotier, who came about 

the center of the line, carried a hewn plank (puncheon) some 

twelve feet long and four inches broad, painted with spots 

le of times, they 

about twelve feet long, portions of which they pretended to ¢ 
swallow, as their predecessors had done with the arrows, 
The simple and devoted Indian of the unconverted pueblos, 
it is said, does actually, in dances of this character, thrust a 
stick far down his gullet, to the great danger of health and 
eyen of life. But the wily Navajo attempts no such prodi- ; 
gies of deglutition, A careful observation of their move-— 
pie convinced me that the sticks never passed below their 
onsils. 
In the fourth dance there were three interesting character 

dancers, all in fancy masks, who danced a lively and grace- 
ful jig, in perfect time to the music, with many bows, waving — 
of wands, and other pretty motions which would not have 
looked ill in the spectacular drama of a metropolitan theater, 
but which, with the wild surroundings of an Indian camp, 
were doubly attractive. 

After the fourth dance there was an interval of nearly an 
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It was after midnight when the blowing of a hoarse buffalo 

There were but two character 

Their heads and arms were 

The sixth dance, that of the standing arcs, was both | 
The principal performers were 

The ends of the are, which was a full 

| 
Besides these eight there was a rattler, a | 

While the whole band was making ° 
| 

When it stopped im the west, the : 

| 

When the arc was secured in its place No. 1 | 
h shuffling steps to his former position and fell - 

Then, holding their heads rigidly erect, 

When the 

chant was done, the rattler addressed the arc bearers, warn-_ 

ing them to be careful, so they cautiously rose from their 

knees and shufiled with stiffened spines, out of the corral 

preceded by the choristers. This dance was repeated after a 

second performance of the fifth dance. / 

The seventh dance presented nothing worthy of special 

note, but its shortcomings were more than atoned for by the 
In this there were sixteen per- interest of the eighth dance. 

One of these was a 

and decorated with tufts of pifion, branchlets and eagle 

plumes, Immediately behind the bearer of the plank walked 

4 man who had in a basket an effigy of the sun, formed of a 

small round mirror and a number of radiating scarlet 

plumes. Having walked around the fire as usual, the whole 

party gathered in the west in a close cirele, which completely 

excluded from the sight of the audience the operations of 

the medicine man. Singing, rattling, and ertes of Thohe! 

were heard. In afew minutes the circle opened and dis- 

closed the plank standing upright on a small Navajo blanket 

without any apparent means of support, and at its base was 

the basket containing the figure of thesun, Singing was 

continued, and so were the uproarious cries of Thohe!— 

eries anxious, cries appealing, cries commanding, while the 

bearer of the rattle stood facing the pole and rattling vigor- 

ously abit. At, length, seemingly in obedience to all this 

clamor, the “sun” left the basket, and slowly, falteringly, 

tolteringly ascended the plank to within a few inches of 

the top, stopped a moment, and descended in the same man- 

ner that itrose. Once more was it made to rise and set, 

when the circle of dancers again closed; the pole, sun and. 

basket were taken in custody and the dancers departed. Tak- 

ing into consideration the limited knowledge and rude im- 

plements of the originators, this was a good piece of leger- 

demain, The man who pulled the sun up and down could 

not be detected, The dancers formed a semi-circle nearly 

ten feet distant from the pole, and the light of the great cen- 

tral fire shone brightly upon all. p. 

Tt was in the ‘“wee sma’ hours” when the real dance of the 

Hésh-kawn' (yucca baceata) began. ‘The ceremony was cous 

ducted in the first part by twenty-one persons in ordinary 
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dress. One bore, exposed to view, a natural root of yucca, 
crowned with its cluster of root leaves, which remain green 
all winter, The rest bore in their hands wands of pifion; 
what other properties they may have had concealed about 
their persons, the reader will soon be able to conjecture. 
On their third journey around the fire they halted in the west 
and formed a close circle for the purpose of concealing their 
operations, such as we witnessed in the eighth dance, After 
a few moments spent in singing and many repetitions of 
Thohe, the circle opened, disclosing to our view,the yucca 
root planted in the sand, Again the circle closed; again the 
song, the rattle and the chorus of Thohe was heard, and when 
the circle was opened the second time the small budding 
flower-stalk (or its excellent counterfeit rather) was seen 
amid the fascicle of root leaves. A third time the dancers 
formed their ring of occultation; after the song and din had 
continued a few seconds the circle parted for the third time; 
when lo! amid the frosts of November, the great panicle of 
creamy yucca flowers which, except in the mvsteries of the 
Hosh kawn’, never bloom on the high mesas of Arizona later 
than July, ‘The previous transformations of the yucca bad 
been greeted with approving sbonts and laughter; but the 
blossoms were hailed with the greatest storms of applause. 
For the fourth and Jast time the circle closed, and when 
again it opened the blossoms had disappeared and the great 
dark-green finit hung in abundance from the pedicels. 
When this act was completed the dancers departed, leavin 
the Hésh-kawn’ behind them, Barely had they disappeare 
when the form of one personating an aged, short-sighted, 
decrepit man was seen to emerge slowly from among the crowd. 
of spectatorsin the east. He was dressed in an old and horribly 
tagged suit; his face was whitened and he bore in his hand a 
short, crooked bow anda few crooked, ill-made arrows, 
His mere appearance provoked the ‘‘stoic” audience to 
scream of Jaughter, aud his subsequent “‘low-comedy busi- 
ness,” which excelled much that | have seen on the civilized 
stage, never failed to meet with uproarious demonstration of 
applause. Slowly advancing as he enacted his part, be in 
time reached the place where the yucca stood, and in his 
imbecile totterings he at length stumbled upon the plant and 
pretended to have his flesh lacerated by the sharp leaves. He 
gave a tremendous ery of pain and wined; “This must have 
been the yucca that cut me; where canit be.” Standing 
directly over the plaut le pretended, after much vain search, 
to find if, and rejoiced with queruJous extravagance over his 
success, When he had marked the spot aud the way back 
to it with an exaggerated burlesque of the Indian methods 
doing their things, he went off to find his ‘‘old woman” and 
bring her to pick the fruit. Soon he reappeared with a great, 
strapping Indian ‘‘buck,” dressed to represent a hideous, 
absurd-looking old granny. ‘The latter acted his part 
throughout the rest of the drama with a skill fully equal to 
that of his partner. But I cannot go further in describing 
this strange performance; many things that followed may 
not be told in the Euglish tongue. 

The night’s enterfuinment fitly ended with the fire dance, 
which was the most picturesque and startling of ail. Some 
time before the dancers entered we heard strangs sounds 
mingled with the blowing of the buffalo horn. The sounds 
were much like the call of the sandhill crane, and may, per- 
haps, be properly called “trumpeting,” and they were made 
by the dancers constantly during the exercises. The noises 
continued to grow louder and come nearer, until we heard 
them at the opening in the east, and in a moment after, ten 
men, having no more clothing on than the performers in the 
first dance, entered Every man bore a long, thick bundle 
of shredded cedar bark in each hand except the leader, who 
carried four smaller fagots of the same muterial, Four times 
they all danced around the fire, waving their bundles of bark 
toward the flame, then they halted in the east; the leader 
advanced toward the central fire, lit one of his little fagots, 
and trumpeting loudly, threw it over the fence of the corral 
to the east. He performed a similar act.at the south, the 
west, and the north, but before the northern brand was 
thrown, he lit with it the fagots of his comrades. As each 
brand disappeared over the fence, some of the spectators 
blew into their hands, and made a motion as if tossing some 
substance after the departing flame, 
When the fazots were all lit, the whole hand began a wild 

race around the fire. At first they kept close together and 
spat upon one another some substance of supposed medicinal 
virtue. Soon they scattered and ran apparently without 
concert, the rapid racing causing the brands to throw oui 
long brilliant streamers of flame over the naked hands and 
arms of the dancers. They then proceeded to apply the 
brands to their own nude bodies, and the bodies of their 
comrades in front of them—no man ever once turning 
around, At times the dancer struck the victim vigorous 
blows with his flaming wand; again he seized the flame as 
if it were a sponge, and, keeping close to the one pursued, 
rubbed the back of the latter for seyeral moments as if he 
were bathing him In the mean time the sufferer would 
catch up with some one in front of him and, in turn, bathe 
him in flame. At times when a dancer found no one in 
front of him, he proceeded to “sponge” his own back and 
might keep this up while making two or three circuits 
around the fire, or until he overtook some one ulse. At each 
application of the biaze the loud trumpeting was heard, and 
it often seemed as if a flock of a hundred cranes were wing- 
ing their way overhead, southward through the darkness. 

_Ifa brand became extinguished it was lit again in the central 
fire; but when it was so far consumed as to be no longer 
held conveniently in the hand, the dancer drojped it and 
rushed trumpeting out of the corral. Thus one by one they 
all departed, and the spectators stepped into the arena, 
picked up fascicles of the fallen fragments of bark, lit them 
and bathed their hands in the flames as a charm against the 
evil effects of fire. 

Did these dancers, next day, hide sore and blistered backs 
under their serapes? I think not, How then did they 
escape the effects of the fame? Did the medicine they spat 
upon one another saye them? Idoubtit. Does the cedar 
bark ignite at a low temyperature, and is the coating of white 
earth with which their bodies were covered an excellent non- 
conductor? Such | believe to be the case. However, the 
thought that their bodies might have been thus ingeniously 
protected, lessened little, if any, the effect produced on the 
spectator, I bav2 beheld many fire scenes on the stage, 
many acts of fire-eating and. fire-handling by civilized jug- 
glers, and many fire dances by other Indian tribes, but noth- 
Ing quite Comparable to this. The scenic accessories were 
unique. Demons scourging lost souls with the eternal fire 
could scarcely be pictured to look more awful, 
A few unimportant closing ceremonies, and the labors of 

the night were done. The Indians began to stream ont of 
the corral and we followed them with eyes sore from the 
bitter smoke and loss of sleep. When we stepped out of the 
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glare and heat of the corral a frosty autumn morning and a | of vest, he was the personification of a consuming egotism. 
cloudless sky greeted us. 
the horizon; a faint hint of dawn was in the east, 

southern sky. 

A VOYAGE BETWEEN 
. BY D. D, BANTA, 

Ys 

THE LAKES. 

Antonio—* * What does else want credit, come to me, 
And Til be sworn ‘tis true. Travelers ne’er did lie, 

Though fools at home condemn them, —Tenrpest. 

The next morning, when the travelers arose, a fog veiled 
the shores of Manistique Lake, but by the time they were 
ready to strike their tent the ri ing sun had dissipated the 
yapors, and from out the glassy waters the green islands rose 
more beautiful than ever. After their boat was laden they 
walked up and down the rocky shore many minutes, dwell. 
ing upon the various points of beauty within the range of 
their vision, 
During the promenade they discussed the question of visit- 

ing White Fish Lake, and setiled it in the negative. Across 
four miles of blue water rose the ridge of green woods which 
hid that lake whose praise was in every one’s mouth who had 
Iooked upon it, But the Greek Professor was alone in his 
tent, and the travelers reluctantly decided to postpone their 
visit to it till a more conyenient season. And so they kept 
the Wawa up the north shore, but they made no hurried 
voyage. Whenever the notion took them to throw outa 
hook or run ashore they did it, and so when on this sun- 
shiny morving the Judge thought he might hook a fish by 
making a cast of a spoon with his rod, he at once adjusted 
the rod and flung the spoon as far as he could and then 
reeled it in. Now he had a Kentucky reel of which he was 
quite careful, and on making one of his sweeping casts the 
handle flew off, and striking the water, went round and 
round in a spiraltike curve, until it landed at the bottom 
with four and a half feet of water above it. If Brother 
Scott laughed or even smiled then the Judge did not either 
hear or see, but the latter was so astonished and grieved at 
the mishap, that he probably would not have heard nor seen 
neither. The Judge did not smite his breast and cry, “Woe 
is me!” nor did he swear, unless an emphatic ‘‘darn it!” be 
that. -Nor did he stand still and look after the truant handle 
longer than was necessary for him to make sure that he 
could see the bright head of the screw in the end of it gleam. 
ing on the bottom like astar, Nor did the Judge ask any 
advice. Brother Scott was not called upon for an opinion as 
to the best way to fish for reel handles in four and a half 
feet of water, and the historian cannot aver that he had any 
opinion at that time. All that can be said is, that the Judge 
hauled off his clothes without ceremony and lowered him- 
self over the stern of the boat into the cold water, while 
Brother Scott turned his head away for modesty’s sake—or 
to laugh, the historian knows not which. 

With a thousand tremors and an infinity of rigors, and one 
prolonged ‘‘U-u-u-g-g-h-h!” the Judge struck bottom, and 
after fixing his eyes on the gleaining star, he made one tre- 
mendous dive. The Japping water closed over his broad 
back, but fora moment only. Up he came with a jump and 
a snort, spouting water like a porpoise and clinging to a 
handful of mud, He had missed the star at the foot. And 
Brother Scott again looked the other way. 
And now the Judge made a second dive, but by this time 

his ardor was greatly cooled, and it is by no means certain 
that he touched bottom at all. At any rate, after clawing 
somewhat frantically al his face and regaining his breath 
through a series of puffs and snorts, he was in a proper 
frame of mind to give the ‘‘darned thing” up. ‘‘It has both- 
ered me a good deal one time or another,” said he as he held 
to the side of the boat and looked yearningly at his dry and 
warm clothes, ‘‘and I can readily get another;’ and then he 
crawled up and put on his clothes. And Brother Scott once 
more looked the other way. 

‘It’s a pity,” said Brother Scott, about the time the Judge 
was clothed, ‘‘to lose that handle, and Il think I caught it;” 
and with that he thrust down a paddle bruised into tiny 
splinters on the end, and cautiously insinuating it under the 
handle lifted it into the boat. ‘The water will do you uo 
harm,” remarked Brother Scott shortly after, in a pious-like 
tone, but as he was a preacher and a Baptist. one at that, the 
Judge did not quite understand his meaning, and the matter 
was never mentioned more between them. 
A brief spell at the paddles brought them abreast of a 

clearing containing two residences in close proximity to 
each other. Landing at their log they met with a man who 
said he was going across the lake a hunting, and that the 
occupants of the houses were at that instant setting out to 
attend the funeral of a neighbor who had dicd in spite of 
his healthful surroundings. They learned from the same 
source that a professor with his students were encamped on 
Round Lake, whither they were going, and also that on the 
first headland they would come to, a hunter had his camp, 
and that just beyond it was the Widow Barker's place. They 
had heard the names of all the residents alone the north 
shore of the Jake before, and the Widow Barker’s name had 
suggested to Brother Scott the possibilities of a romance, 
‘No one cares tosce her, I presume,” said Brother Scott, 
“but I think it desirable, in case any one should attempt a 
romance of the Manistique, to have a picture of a house, so 
that if pictures were put in, the ‘Widow Barker’s Cottage’ 
could be one of them,” With this thought uppermost the 
hupter’s cainp was passed without stopping, and the head- 
Jand turned and Widow Barker’s landing made. There they 
met the hunter himself, who was repairing his boat, and a 
glance told them that he was no ordinary jrunter. His guns 
—a rifle and a shotgun—shone like new, his clothes were 
neat, whole and vwell-fitting, and bis canoe, the product of 
his own skill, was as neat a vessel as was ever fashioned 
from 4 log. With his knees on a Mackinaw blanket that 
covered the bottom of his boat like a rushion, and a paddie 
in his gloved hand he soon left the Wawa far in the rear. 

But before that was done the Widow Barker’s cottage was 
photographed, It was a mean-looking affair, coustructed of 
poles, and yet located us it was on the hillside with a tangled 
mass of logs and brush lying all criss-cross in the foreground, 
and 2 dark wall of living trees fora background, it had 
much of the picturesque about it. While the camera was 
being focussed, two of the inmates of the cabin came to the 
door, and one, # heavy-bodicd young man clad in black, 
struck an attitude and stood for his picture. And such an 
attitude! With his head thrown back, his abdominal region 
bulging out, and his arms akimbo with thumbs in armholes 

The morning star was high aH 
ut 

although the last human votary of the Fire God had departed 
a celestial dancer still sped on his eternal round and held his 
blazing torch aloft—the great comet of Crull gleamed in the } 

The picture taken, which afterward proved to be badly 
fogged and a failure, the yoyagers pursued their way, but 
they had not gone far when the Judge said: 
| wonder where that preacher came from?” 
“Preacher!” exclaimed Brother Scott, “What preacher?” 
“Why, the pompous one whose picture we got with the 

Barker cottage.” 
“Q, he’s no preacher! Didn’t you know? Why, he’s a 

young lawyer who’s lately come in.” 
“How do you know that?” asked the Judge, misled by 

Brother Scott’s earnest manner into the belief that he knew 
whereof he affirmed. 
“How dol know? Why I could see it in his self-conceited 

strut and assinine ways.” 
Much more was said by the two, each maintaining his 

side with such reasons as occurred at the moment, some of 
which were anything but complimentary to the green bag or 
the cloth; but as neither seemed disposed to yield, it was 
finally agreed to cut across the mouth of a bay and intercept 
the dilletanti hunter and leave the matter to him. The bay 
was accordingly crossed and the hunter intercepted and the 
question at issue stated. 

“Him?” queried the hunter; ‘‘O, he’s asort of a jack at all 
trades. He preaches occasionally, pettifogs a little, doctors 
some and J believe has taught school.” 
“We thought so,” said the Judge, softly, and once more 

the travelers and the hunter, who paddled his canoe in 
gloves, bid each other adieu. 

“Say,” cried Brother Scott after some minutes’ silence, “It 
was the schoolmaster in him, wasn’t it?” 

“Yes, or the doctor.” replied the Judge. And then there 
was silence again, but not for long. Brother Scott, of a 
highly sensitive nature and easily affected by his surround- 
ings, began humming a tune which finally broke into the © 
following college song, and which he rendered with a 
bvisterousness that would have done credit to a hilarious 
junior; 

The bulldog on the bank, 

And the bullfrog in the pool, 

And the bulldog ealled the bullfrog 

A blamed old water fool. 

And the bulldog stooped to catch him, 

But a snapper bit his paw 

And the pollywog died alaughing 

To see him wag his jaw. 

It was not far from noon when the voyagers landed at the 
portage, and after inspecting some of the numerous springs 
of water thaf flow or seap out of the bank at that place, they 
hauled their bout and camp stuff up to the shade of a beech 
tree on the hillside, and there swung the kettle und made 
tea. 

It was reputed to be eighty rods across the portage, and 
the travelers expected to find the carry tiresome and uninter- 
esting to the last degree, butin so far us the Jast qualifier was 
concerned, they were bappily disappointed. A high, forcst- 
covered ridge intersected by vumcrous depressions running 
from the center northward or southward—the drains of an 
ancient and more aqueous condition of the region—lay 
between the two lakes, and a picturesque Sylvan path led 
across. But what was more to the interest of the poitagers 
on that day, the professor and students of whom they had 
before heard, bad organized themselyes into an army of 
offense and defense, which was posted along the path await- 
ing in feverish anxiety the approach of the deer that Mr. 
Roat, who lived on the north shore of Round Lake, aud 
znother, had gone forth to scare up and drive that way. The 
Military Professor, as he was henceforth known to the 
heroes of this journey, had placed his forces in such order as 
to ambush the path from lake to lake. An elderly and mild- 
mannered professor guarded the left wing, over against Man- 
istique; a couple of students held the center, while the Mili- 
tary Professor, a selfconfident and warlike gentleman, held 
the right wing. The Judge and Brother Scott had hardly 
set forth on their journey across the ridge, when a tremen- 
dous firing took place at the cenler, which was in their front. 
Before they reached that place the firing was resumed at the 
Tight, and it was known that the Militury Professor was hay- 
ing a hot time of it. On reaching the center, they lowered 
their load and joined with the student who did the shooting, 
in looking at the ground where the deer stood and ran, that 
he shot at. The student proved to be a young theologian, 
and was a marvel of mudesty. From his story hastily told, 
it seemed that a deer—whether buck or doe it bad never 
occured to him to look—had suddenly appeared to him in a 
gentle lope about thirty-five yards distant, “I ‘mah’d’ at it,” 
he said, ‘‘and it stopped and I shot. Jt then wheeled and 
circled around and | shot again. I ought to have hit it but 
I didn’t!” He then led our travelers over the ground, pointed 
out the place he was standing, and asserted over and over 
that he ‘fought to haye killed it,” and to their astonishment, 
the meanwhile protesting that he had not touched it and 
offering no excuse for his miss, This was so unusual that 
the travelers looked with a sort of wonder on the young man, 
The rule in the woods is to claim everything. No common 
man ever admits that he misses when he shoots at a deer if 
he can help it, and if he can’t do that, he is fertile in the in- 
vention of good reasons showing why he ought to haye 
missed, But here was a young man who was alone when he 
shot at his deer and could have invented any excuse he chose 
without any danger of being found out, and yet who ingenu- 
ously declared he had missed and had no excuse to offer, 
By this time the elderly professor from the left wing and 

another student, and Mr. Roat and his man were at the 
center, and the force, accompanicd by the Judge and Brother 
Scott, set out for the Military Professor’s position. ‘Il am 
sure the professor bas killed it,” said the ingenuous young 
man, ‘for he was very confident that if he could get within 
eighty yards of one, he would fetch if.” 

In a few minutes they found the Military Professor, He 
was standing on a log sweeping the horizon with his gaze 
as far as the forest would permit. He lad killed his deer, 
there was no mistake as to that, he said in substance; but 
for the life of him he could not tind it. Indeed he wasn’t 
quite sure of where he stood when he shol, and he had uo 
idea whatever of the location of the deer. He cotild not say 
whether it was standing or ruoning, whetber it was a buck 
or doe, or whether there was oue or more, and when told 
that he hed fired three shots he shook his head doubtingly. 
He knew he had shot once, but recollected no more. But 
he had killed it—given it a death shot, and there could be 
no mistake about il, he reiterated. ‘Where did you hit it?” 
asked Mr. Roat. 

“Tn the neck. I saw the blood spurting from its neck as 
it run from me.” 

“Dang it, that can’t be,” bluntly said the man who had 
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been driving with Mr, Roat, ‘‘for the neck is the most vital- 
est partabout a deer, A bullet in the neck is sure pop.” 

The Military Professor did not 1eply, but he gaye the fel- 
low such a withcring look that no more bad grammar escaped 
him that day in his presence. 

“IT know I gave it 2 mertal wound,” said the Military 
Professor, “if the gun shoots where it’s held.” 

“Oh, there’s no doubt of that,” chimed im the elderly pro- 
fessor, who seemed ih some way to be responsible for the 
gun; and then he related how somebody once snipped wood- 
peckers’ heads off at a fabulous distance. 

Mr, Roat and the unsrammatical man then examined care- 
fully the track the deer made fot blood; but found none. 
They looked wise while about it, and when through Mr. 
Roat said he ‘‘could not understand it.” The ungrammati- 
cal man said nothing, 

“Neither can I,” said the Military Professor, “but I know 
T yaye it a death shot!” 

The deer was neyer found. The dog even could not do 
that when he came. 
Round Lake, so named from its circular shape, is two 

miles in diameter. The Judge and Brother Scott crossed it 
from south to north, and made a camp on its north shore ir 
the vicinity of a famous spring of cool, soft water. It was 
late Saturday afternoon when they selected the spot for their 
tent. A soft bed of hemlock boughs was made and an abund- 
ance of maple and beech wood lay close at hand. Here they 
rested til] Monday morning, when Mr. Roat, whose house 
stood about thirty rods back from the lake, carricd them in 
his wagon to McMillan, on the railroad, four miles distant. 
And notwithstanding the unevenness of the road, and the 
consequent jolting of the wagon, the Judge and Brother 
Scott were in the best of spirits. The new road wound 
through a wonderful forest, 1nade up principally of beech 
and maple trees, among which was here and there to be seen 
the dead hole of an immense pine. The hardwood timber 
had evidently supplanted the so!t, and this fact set the Judge 
agoing on one of his favorite themes—‘‘Nature’s rotation of 
timber crops.” Mr. Roat could do no less than give him a 
patient hearing; but Brother Scott, who had doubtless heard 
it all time and time again, relieved the tedium by whistling 
Days of Absence, Hail Columbia and Yankee Doodle by 
turns, 
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The journey had been hastily’ made, too much so for a 
pleasurable sporting journey, Had the travelcrs been pro- 
vided with proper fishing tackle, which they were not, they 
nevertheless moved with such rapidity as prohibited any 
serious attempts at sporting. But they satisfied themselves 
that fish were thite —pike, pike-perch, bass and mascalonge. 
They saw all these varieties except the last mentioned, and 
heard abundance of testimony from the inhabitants of the 
region to the large numbers and excellent size of all the fish. 

Hastily as the trip was made, however, our travelers set 
at rest one question, and that related to the availability of 
the route for boating purposes. It is not often we find a 
boating route possessing all the charms of wilderness, river 
and lake, so accessible as this one. Here one may paddle 
his canoe for two weeks or more and see new views all the 
time, with only four miles of wagon road to pass over. Nay, 
he can do better than that; he can descend the Fox and nayi- 
gate the lakes, after which he can return to the Manisiique 
and descend that to Lake Michigan, where he will find a 
steamer three daysin the week, that for three dollars wiil 
cairy him to St. lgnace, thus getting ninety miles of a day- 
light ride along the north shore of that lake. When we re- 
member the great leve so many men have for a brush with 
the wilderness, if is to be wondered at that this region has 
not been invaded by swarms of canoe men ere this. It lies 
right upon a great public bighway—a highway connected 
With continental lines of railway. Both the Grand Rapids 
and Indiana and Michigan Central railroads land passengers 
at Mackinaw City, and thence six miles of the most delight- 
ful water travel imaginable, takes the traveler across the 
straits to St. Ignace, where the iron horse on the D. M. & M. 
R. BR, will take him up and carry him out to Seney, where 
he can launch his boat, and in a few minutes find himself in 
the heart of ihe ‘‘continnous woods.” The cost of railroad 
transportation will depend, of course, on the distance tray- 
eled, but aside from that, 4 boat journey similar to the one 
indicated in the foregoing papers of this series, need cost but 
very little more than the provisions consumed. Nvot a cent 
after leaving Seney need be paid vut till the north shore of 
Round Lake is reached, and Frederick Roat, who lives there 
and whose address is at McMillan, charged the Judge and 
Brother Scott two collars and a half for carrying them and 
their boat to the railroad. ‘This, he anid, was his minimum 
price. Fora bigger load he w.uld charge more, his maxi- 
mum being five dollars, and he holds himself ready to give 
his services whenever called on. 

I am thus particular in my statement, because I know 
there ane many persons who dream of the wilderness, but are 
deterred from atlempting a visit to it on account of the un- 
certainty of the expendilure involved, aside from railroad 
and hotel fares, Jia voyage over the same waters the Judge 
and Brother Scott journeyed would possess charms to any 
one, it may he enjoyed for next to nothing, 
PRANELIN, Ind. 

FLORIDA AGAIN.--V. 

Y this time my readers will conclude toat ‘Al Fresco” 
hus an attack of cacoethes serihend?, and that he had 

better razce his long yarns, But L am disposed to measure 
others by my yard-stick, and thereby enable them to avoid 
mishaps aud epjoy a Florida trip. 
Boars.—Common batteaus can be borrowed, hired or pur- 

chased at most fishing points, or built to order in Jackson- 
ville or Cedar Keys. If a boat is purchased in the North, 
it can be shipped to Jacksonville on a schooner at a triflin 
cost. If consigned to Peter Jones, at boat yard, foot o 
Market street, Jacksonville, Fla., he will pay charges and 
take care of it until owner arrives. If sportsmen contem- 
plate a prolonged fishing trip in the State, 1 would advise 
them to have builtin the North or in Jacksonville a light 
draft, nearly flat-bottomed boat. In model it should resem- 
ble the batteaus in use about Philadelphia, Length 22 to x6 
feet, beam 8 to 9 feet, depth 28 inches between carlines and 
floor at forward part of cockjit. The boat should be cat- 
rigged and decked over forward and aft, and supplied with 
10-inch washboard and 6-inch ecoaming. In addition, there 
should be a light, water-proof moveable cabin, built as bivh 
as the boom will admit. If the cabin is made moveable, it 
can be removed to clean and air boat, or moved forward 
when in camp so as to give more room in cockpit, There 
should be provided a pilot duck tent extending trom a point 
within three feet of the mast to the stern. The ient should 
be supplied with stout cords every fifteen inches, and holes | 
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bored in deck moulding to receive them. The tent should 
be of sufficient size, so that the boom can be raised high 
enough to afford standing room in cockpit. I provide a 
trees of sufficient length, so that when the tent is fastened 
on each quarter and the trees placed on the stern sheets the 
canvas Will be tight, Ilash gaff to boom, slack peak hal- 
liards and haul on throat halliards until tent is in plage, At 
forward end of tent | attach two triangular canyas curtains, 
wide enough to overlap, and lash corners to screw eyes in 
deck or to throat and peak halliards, At night? or when in 
camp, the tent will be found a great convenience, for plun- 
der can be stored on deck and room made below; and if a 
fifteenth amendmvnt is carried, he can sleep on the cabin, 
A boat as described will be of light draft, seaworthy, 

easily handled, and in every way adapted toa cruise in the 
shallow waters of Indian River or ot the Southwest Coast. 
It will no doubt be urged that such a boat would prove too 
small, but if the sportsmen merely carry actual necessaries, 
there will be ample room for two or three persons. Boats 
of deep draft should be avoided, more especially by persons 
who ure not familiar with the coast, In one of my trips on 
the Southwest Coast, two friends and self spent sixty-three 
days in a flat-bottomed boat 21 feet long and 7 feet 6 inches 
beam, For another trip 1 bad built a full-modeled yacht- 
hke boat sixteen feet long and six feet beam. In her I car- 
tied cook stove, three five-gallon water kegs, bedding, four 
weeks’ provisions, rods, gun, rifle aud other impedimenta, 
and found room for a gentleman of the colored persuasion. 
I transported the boat by rail to Cedar Keys, from that point 
by steamer to Key West. At the latter point she was 
launched, and in her I] enjoyed a pleasant cruise to Cedar 
Keys. The marooner who studies how few things are really 
necessary to make him comfortable, will realize the pith of 
that passage, 

“Man wants but little here below, 

Nor wants that little long.” 

If a boat is purchased, it can be sold at the end of the 
season at a moderate discount, To those whose pockets will 
admit of chartering a boat much. trouble will be avoided. 
They can be secured at Jacksonville, St. Augustine, Rock 
Ledge, Cedar Keys, Tampa and Manatee. A boat of suf- 
ficient, capacity to comfortably accommodate two, three or 
four persons can be chartered at from four to six dollars per 
day. This charge will include captain, boy, small boat, 
stove, bedding, cooking utensils and cookery. One advan- 
tage of chartering a boat is the fact that the sporisman can 
arrange with the captain for his return trip at any time, and 
take steamer for civilization. When aboat is chartered, 
the sportsman must furnish provisions for the crew. If the 
party consists of more than two persons a second small boat 
should be provided. It should be distinctly understood 
before final arrangements are made for a charter, that the 
captain or boy, or both, will do the cooking, and if required, 
row the small boats. Many of the captains are partial to 
snuke antidote, and if it is carried, it should be kept under 
lock and key, or else it will evaporate, and the inhalation of 
the vapor will at times so affect the crew as to render them 
unfit for duty. 
IyereDIMENTA.—Regarding impedimenta, a few sugges- 

tions from an old marooner may not be out of place. If 
sportsmen furnish their own boat, a representative of the 
colored persuasion will be found very useful. But before he 
is hired it should he ascertained that the gentleman is honest, 
sober, industrious, a cook, and able to sail or row a boat 
or use a cast net. Sportsmen should provide three or four 
five-gallon kegs to carry a supply of drinking water. A short- 
handled shovel to dig tor fiddlers and water is a necessity. 
Potable water can be obtained along the coast line, or on 
most of the keys, by digging a shallow hole in a low, moist 
place—unuder all circumstances avoiding the near neighbor- 
hood of mangrove bushes, for where they grow the water 
will be salt or brackish, Ifa hole is dug near the shore, the 
best time to fill the kee is on the last of the ebb tide. For 
sleeping J carry a mattress 2 feet wide, 6 feet 6 inches long 
and 2 inches thick, In the morning I roll it up tighily, tie 
it with a cord, place it in a canvas bag and stow it under 
deck. My blankets and air pillow are treated in a similar 
manner. I carry a food chest 2 feet 6 inches long, 18 inches 
wide and 15 deep. It was constructed of thin poplar boards, 
with a partition one foot from one end. In the large com 
partment L stow sea biscuit, coffve, breakfast bacon, lard, 
sugar, milk and other necessaries; and in the small one 
plates, saucers, cups, knives, forks, ete. When meal time 
arrives the fecd chest is placed in the center of the cockpit, 
and when the fodder is prepared the top of the chest answers 
the putpose of a table. When the meal is over the chest is 
stored under deck. A kerosene stove is almost indispensa- 
ble, but should be provided with a box, in which it can be 
stowed when not in use. <A kerosene can is a nuisance, and 
to avoid its presence I fill a sufficient number of ale or 
porter bottles with kerosene, and stow them between the 
timbers under the floor. In case of an accident. I carry a 
five-inch boat compass costing about $6; but an ordinary 
pocket compass will answer a good purpose, 

A boating party should be provided with a camp axe, a 
hammer for making repzirs to boat, a palm, sail needle, 
twine, and a few yards of canvas to repair sail if an accident 
should happen, A small gimlet, some copper tacks and 
three pounds of different sized galvanized boat nails should 
be carried in a canvas bag. A piece of zinc or yellow metal 
one foot squure might be carried as a remedy for a defect of 
or a hole made in a plank. An extra piece: f line for throat 
halliards on main sheel should be a part of stock in trade, 
A two-gallon stoneware jug would be found very acceptz ble. 
If filled with water over night and covered with several 
thicknesses of bagging, the bagging kept wet andthe jug 
placed in the shade, a drink of comparatively cold water can 
be indulged in, An oyster-knife is indispensable, for at 
many points large and delicious oysters will be found. A. 
heavy anchor is serviceable in a gale, bul under ordinary 
circumstances it is inconyenient. I carry a fourteen-pound 
anchor with wide flukes, but provide two eight-pound sash 
weights. If the water is shallow, holdimg ground good or 
but little wind, I use my light mud hook; but if a gale is 
blowing, the weather threatening, or if I am compelled to 
anchor in a strong tideway, I lash a sash weight to each 
arm of the anchor, and in this way convert.a fourteen into 
a thirty-pound anchor. Before anchoring in rivers where 
there are snags, or where the bottom is rocky, | attach « trip 
line with buoy to the anchcr, and in the event of the anchor 
fouling it can be recovered. Kerosene lanterns are smoky 
things and liable to be extinguished by high winds; and a 
lantern to burn sperm oil, with a supply of the oil, should be 
provided. A cast net or short seine would be found very 
useful to capture bait or a fry of fish. The cotton cast nets 
as sold in tackle stores are almost useless, and a six-foot net 
made of pilling twine will be found sufficient, If the sports-! 
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Man cannot use a cast net, he should take a lesson from a 
local fisherman in the art of castings one. Such nets can be 
purchased of better quality and cheaper in Florida than in 
the North. A new net, properiy movnted, will cost about 
one dollar per foot in length, That is to say, a net covering 
a diameter of twelye feet wiil cost $6. To handle shark, 
stingarees, kingfish and large channel basa a strong gaff is 
essential, The one I use is handy and reliable. I purchased 
ut the hardware store a tinch steelrod 5 feet long. At one 
endI had the rod bent and end welded so as to make a 
handle 34 inches by 14 inches, and at the other end a hook 
measuring 24 inches from point to shaft. With an imple- 
ment of this description the fisherman can restrain the mo- 
tions of a powerful osh more easily than with a wooden- 
handled gaff. The gaff I use is comveuient for when a 
large fish is tamed I seize the gaff with three fingers, allow- 
ing the hook to hang over the side of the boat, and play my 
fish with the forefinger and thumb until an opportunity pre- 
sents to use the galf. A gaff of this description will be 
found useful in the capture of large fish. If a few feet of 
strong line is fastened to the handle, a large fish can be 
gaffed as soon as it prounds, and two or three persons may 
seize the line and drag the captive ashore. 

Guns, ETC.—The ritle is a useful weapon for deer, bear 
and alligators. For my purposes I prefer a Winchester ,44, 
For an all-round gun for ducks, quail and beach bird shoot- 
ing, | carry a ten-bore breechloader. Owing to the action 
of salt water and air, a cheap guu should be carried, unless 
the sportsman devotes considerable time to the cure of his 
pet. Ammunition of every description can be purchased as 
cheap and of as good quality in Jacksonville as in the North. 
If desired, W. C Pitman, of this city, will load and pack 
shells on reasorable terms, 
When preparing for a cruise, I purchase a barrel of the 

best quality of pilot bread. J secure some starch or other 
small hoxes, and in them pack the bread and nail on the lids. 
The boxes are stowed forward, and are opened as required. 
Tn addition, I carry lard in four-pound tins; butter in small 
earthenware jars; Eagle brand of milk in gmail tins; equal 
parts of Rio and Java coffee, ground and packed in tins; 
sugar, pepper and salt in tins; breakfast bacon and Chicago 
canted beef, with a few bottles of chow chow, and some 
onions and potatoes. For the balance I depend on my rifle, 
gun and rod. When at home I enjoy Juxuries, but ona 
cruise I relish substantials and simple fare. Those who are 
supplied with poor grinders should carry a stock of self- 
raising flour and make bread, biscuits and slapjacks. Oat 
meal, hominy and grits will answer a good purpose for 
breakfast, and if some bacon is carried these things will be 
enjoyed by the crow. In this age of cannid goods, sports- 
men can lay in astock of luxuries, from deviled ham to 
baked beans. My experience has taught me that simple 
proyender is conducive to health, and easily prepared, 
CLorHina.—The question is often asked, ‘What kind of 

clothing shall I provide?” At times warm woolen clothing 
will prove acceptable, and at others thin summer clothing 
will be agreeable. I would advise the sportsman to pack up 
a bundle of cast-off summer, fall and winter clothing, and 
when cruising select from the stock on hand garments best 
suited to the existing temperature. The gunner and hunter 
should provide a brown canyas suit. Many who visit 
Florida supply themselves with leggings as a protection 
against rattlesnakes. JIwould neyer carry such an abomina- 
ble leg ballast, for I deem such things unnecessary. As far 
as snakes are concerned, the sportsman need have no fear, 
for in all my wanderings I have seen but one rattler, For 
my feet ] carry two pairs of pegged, broad-soled soldiers’ bro- 
gans; they are suitable for a day’s tramp in the woods, and 
excellent to wade in. On my return from fishing, if my feet 
ale wet, Lremoye my wet shoes and stockings and put on 
dry ones. For evenings and knocking about camp, a cheap, 
wide-soled pair of slippers will prove comfortable. t 
times broad-brimmed straw hats will be acceptable; and as 
they are liable to be Jost overboard, I would advise each 
member of a party to purehase four, costing about sixty 
cents. During the winter months rain seldom falls in South 
Florida, but to be ready for an emergency, an india rubber 
coat, with cap and cape, might be added to the impedi- 
menta. 

The neighborhood of Jacksonville offers but few attrac- 
tions to the sportsman, By taking the morning train on one 
of the railroads leading out of the city, and proceeding fif- 
teen or twenty miles, good quail shooting will be found, In 
November and December excellent duck shooting can be 
secured on the St. John’s River, between Reddy’s and Mill 
Cove Point. Catfish ranging from one to thirty pounds can 
be captured in numbers with rod or hand line from the 
docks. At the market dock catties do most congregate, and 
can be caught ad libitum, To those who can enjoy a long 
ull and a pull all together I would say use a bass rod and 

cane a twenty or thirty-pound catty. In McGirt’s Creek, 
three miles west of this city, large-sized bass and pickerel 
will be found; and with a good boatman from five to 
twenty, ranging from two to cight pounds, can be taken in 
a day’s fishing. At Pottsburg Oreek, three miles east of the 
city, similar sport can be secured. Mayport and Pilot Town, 
at the mouth of the St. John’s River, are distant twenty- 
three miles, amd are accessible by steamboat daily. Com- 
fortable board and accommodations wil) be found at Gul- 
bert’s or Burroughs’s, af a cost of from ten to twelve dollars 
per week. In the adjoining creeks and ponds ducks will be 
tound, and the mar-hes swarm with mud hens. On the 
beach, more especially at Talbot Island heach, birds can be 
shot. At the j-tties and on the oyster reef ia front of Pilot 
Town the rod-fisher will find ample occupation capturing 
sheephead, sea trout, grunts, yellowtails and small channel 
bass weighing from oue to ten pounds. ‘ 
West of Jacksonville, along the line of the railroad to 

Pensacola, wherever uld fields exist, excellent quail shooting 
will be found, and the rivers and lakes ave supplied with 
black bass and brim, Fishing ulong the western coast from 
Cedar Keys to Pensacola is undoubtedly gor d, but almost 
inaccessible and but little known. At Pensacola the fishing 
interest is an important one, and the amateur who is fond of 
sea fishing can arrange with the owners of fishing vessels for 
a trip to the fishing banks and engage in the capture of 
grouper and red snappers. 

St, Augustine can be reached from Jacksonville by the 
J., St, A. & H, R. Railway, or via Tucoi by the J., T. & K. 
W.R.R. We have not fished at St. Augustine for some 
years, but from information ieceived 1 am satisfied that 
sheepshead, whiting, sea trout and small channel bass can 
be captured in limited numbers. We have reason to believe 
that if the fly-fisherman would test San Sebastian Creek and 
the North Riyer be would be rewarded by the capture of 
black bass, sea trout and channel bass. Matanzas Inlet, 
few miles south of St. Augustine, can be reached by a sail- 
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boat, and at this point the fisherman will find a variety of 
salt water fish, ‘ 

The propeller Greenwich fleaves St. Augustme for New 
Smyrna twice or thrice weekly, at. which point good hotel 
accommodations will be found, But if the fisherman desires 
a variety of sport and someone to point out the fishing 
“drops,” be should secure accommodations with ‘Old Man 
Paceltie.” At New Smyrna the fishing is very tair, but not 
to be compared with points further south, At this point 
sheepshead, sea trout, mangrove snapper, bonefish, yellow- 
tails, grunts, cavallie, bass and other fish can be captured. 

Tf the fisherman possesses a boat he can ascend Mosquito 
Lagoon and pass through the canal (or Haulover) to the 
head of Indian River, and by working his way through the 
intricate channel of this extensive salt-water lagoon, he will 
in time reach the inlet, where superior fishing can be enjoyed. 
If the sportsman is desirous of adopting a shorter and 
quicker route, he can ascend the 8t. John’s River to bead 
of navigation, cross over to Rock Ledge, and take steamer 
to inlet. At Rock Ledge good boats with experienced cap- 
tains can be chartered. At the inlet fish in endless quan- 
tity and great variety can be captured. Inthe streams tribu- 
tary to the Indian River the fishing is very fine, and in some 
of them the gamy cavallii exist in great numbers and of 
large size. Between Indian River and the St. John’s, Nim- 
rods will find deer and turkey, and may cultivate the 
acquaintance of a bear. j 

Lake Worth, a short distance south of the inlet, will be 
found worthy of a visit; more especially if the fisherman is 
disposed to blister his fingers capturing bluefish, On the 
rocks off Lake Worth Inlet, sea fish will be found in great 
numbers and variety. If the océan is calm the sportsman 
can pass out of the inlet on the ebb and return on the flood. 
On the main Jand, west of the lake, deer and turkey are 
comparatively plentiful. During the coming winter steamers 
will ply on the river, and fishermen can reach any desirable 
point, At present, accommodations for tourists and fisher- 
meu are limited on the lower river, At Lake Worth, Dim- 
mock has opened a hotel, and is prepared to accommodate 
twenty persons. 

South of Lake Worth the fishing and shooting is very good, 
but owing to the heavy seas and the possibility of an easterly 
gale rising, the passage along the coast might 1esult in dis- 
aster. If sportsmen are desirous of visiting the Hillsboro or 
New tivers, and Biscayne Bay, they should charter a sea- 
worthy boat with an experienced captain. These are obtain. 
able on Indian River. Taking advantage of a westerly wind 
the experienced sailor may make the outside trip to Biscayne 
Bay in a small boat. But Iam not disposed to risk the 
treacherous Atlantic, and if I ever reach Biscayne Bay, it 
will be from the west, From Cape Sable the eastern coast 
can be safely navigated as far as Miami in an ordinary 
canoe. FRESCO, 

INCIDENTS ON A CRUISE IN CLEW BAY. 
BY REV. WM. ADAMS, D.D. 

i. 
HE town of Westport, the great-grandmother of all the 

“Westports,”’ is situated in the county of Mayo, proy- 
ince of Connaught, Northwest of Ireland. It is a small, 
neat, well-built and thriving little town, embosomed in _ hills 
which are wooded to their summits. It is both watered and 
oruamented by a nameless lictle river or creek, which is Ted 
by limpid mountain rivulets, and which empties itself into 
OClew Bay, one mile from the town. In the suburbs of this 
town the writer spent some years of his boyhood, during 
which he became familiar with every nook and corner in 
mountain and meadow, sea, lake and river in that entire 
resion, This writer could, therefore, entertain his readers 
with minute particulars of Irish weddings, wakes, fuirs, races, 
fox hunts, hare hunts, or even whisky-still hunts, Many a 
time has he been out with the ‘‘gagers” (revenue officers) 
on the Jatter hunt, and many a long race has he kept up with 
in order to witness the capture of a moonshiner. The present 
article is not, however, a reminiscence of early associations, 
but a record of incidents in a recent cruise in the beautiful 
Clew Bay. 

i, 
“That I may niver die at all, and nobody kill me, so that 

T may have a snug and easy time lavin’ this world; but he’s 
the biggest sale l ever laid my two livin’ eyes on.” The 
author of this lively and emphatic exclamation was Jobnny 
Woods, an Irish “boy,” fifty-four years of age, height five 
feet ten and a half, hair thick, short, and closely matted to- 
ether, and as black as a raven; complexion like that of an 
ndian, two arms, long and strong, only one hand, however, 

between them, but that a very useful and skillfulone, At 
the end of one arm an iron crook was substituted for the 
hand that had been shot off in the days of double-barrel 
“‘muzzleloaders.” Johnny Woods (he always objected to 
being called “John,” “Call me Jolunny, sir, for shortness, 
av ye plase”) lives in a small cabin at the Quay of Westport, 
and keeps a sailivg boat with fishing tackle, and guns for 
hire, Ou the occasion in which the aboye characteristic ob- 
servation was made, Johnny and the writer were cruising 
between Clew Bay and Newport Bay in search of seals, 
Johnuy had but one of a crew, who performed the duties of 
second officer, cook, quartermaster, and man before the 
toast. This was his son Tommie, a boy of fifteen years of 
age, who, in obedience to orders, from time to time, with 
the agility of a monkey, made from the cabin to the mast- 
head, swept the lee sides of the islands for the basking seals, 
and like his father, yery strongly emphasized the result of 
his survey whenever he succeeded in discovering the game, 
The seal referred to was not basking, but fishing. ‘'He’s 
blowing, father, like a bellows,” exclaimed Tommie, ‘‘Tt 
might as well be a ‘she,’ Tommie, me son o’ brass. But 
what are ye waitin’ for? Down withthe sails, man. Oagh! 
murther! do ye hear the way that young omadhan is lettin’ 
that jib rattle. Oagh! what itis to haye a son an oanshough, 
Now, thin, out wid the auchor, aisy now, succer a vic suc- 

“eer an’ aisy, don’t let it make a splash, Tommie, maloughal, 
‘Ye see, yer Rivyerence, that saleis in deep water, but in two 
hours it’!] be ‘nib’ tide an’ he’ll go ashore.” 

“An’ where'll he go to, father?” asks Tommie, ‘‘Oh, thin, 
yer Riverence, isn’t it an aggravatin’ circumstance to have a 
son that never would learn anything? Now, sir that gossun 
has been on the Finch Rock (a small island) a hundred times 
an’ he has niver yet found out that that big sale over there 
has built himself an illegant residence, fesbtooned wid tapes. 
thry, Throught he has a drawin’-room in there, Tommie, 
‘ed bate the one in Lord Sligo’s castle, ye’ll see the pictures 
on the walls of it when ye land, Tomtie.” 
‘By this time we are in a small boat with muffled oars, 

Tommie in the bow, Johnny pulling the second oar, and 
myself at the helm. b 
“Now thin, sir, steer for the weather side of the island 

country matron, was on the fioor, 
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and now Tommie, me son, take yer time and do it well, and 
do a good deal of it.” All this was said in whispers, with 
solemn gravity, and withoufia muscle moving in Woods's 
face. Having reached the point for which we steered and 
gained the summit of the island, an elevation of several 
bundred feet, we waited patiently for our game to come 
ashore, While doing so I once more took in the glories of 
that entire region. 

The island itself is situated hetween the two bays already 
mentioned. Olew Bay itself, extending but twelve miles 
from east to west, and four from north fo south, has 166 
islands, some of them quite extensive and densely populated, 
others small, steep and verdant to their summits, and again 
others but long snowy lines of sand and gravel, some per- 
fectly straight and some curying gracefully or twisted fan- 
tastically by the action of the water. 

The conical Croach-Patrick or ‘the Reek” forms part of 
the background of this beautiful landscape. The rugged de- 
cliyities of this mountain run down to the water’s edge. 
The mountain itself is 2,510 feet above sea level. It seems 
to terminate in a point; though on its summit is a small plat- 
form of half an acre. On the south side is a steep precipice 
called Lug na Narrich, on the edge of which tradition says 
St. Patrick stood, bell in hand, and every time he rang it he 
flung it from him, and it, instead of plunging down the Lug, 
was brought back to his hands by ministering spirits, and 
every time it thus hastily was rung, thousands of toads, 
adders, and noisome things went down tumbling neck and 
heels one after the other, What Croach-Patrick is to Clew 
Bay, Nephin Beg is to Newport Bay. This magnificent sheet 
of water is also gemmed wilh green islands and almost sur- 
rounded by mountain renges. 

But to return to Johnny Woods and the seal, Witha 
good glass we watched our game for nearly two hours; saw 
it go down and rise, then timed it and found that it stayed 
four minutes under water. While we were thus employed a 
circumstance occurred which relieved the monotony of the 
watch, A shadow flitted right across us, and spontaneously 
lifting our eyes there floated far above our heads a herring 
gull (Largus argentatus). Woods instantly said to me, 
“Watch him, sir, watch him.” While doing so, just as he 
crossed over the spot in which our seal was fishing, he sud- 
denly paused, rose almost perpendicularly a hundred feet or 
more, and, poising himself, gathered his wings together and, 
like an arrow, darted straight downward into the sea, how 
deep I know not, but the echoes of that tremendous explo- 
sion through those islands I shall never forget. It was as if 
a heavy cannon had been fired and a huudred more along 
the mountain ranges had answered it. The bird rose directly 
with a large fish in its mouth, which it instantly devoured. 
| haye seen many small gulls divein the same way, but never 
before nor since have | seen this king of gulls do so, and 
here I may mention the ingenious device of the islanders 
for securing the feathers and oil of this magnificent bird. 
A piece of hard deal board is painted water color, and, with 
a perfectly fresh fish fastened to it, ig anchored in a certain 
depth of water, Seeing the fish, but not the board, the gulls 
dive in the manner described, strike the board with terrific 
force and instantly kill themsclyes. The plunge of the gull 
by no means disconcerted the movements of the seal, which 
had now come nearer to the shore, with the evident inten- 
tion of basking. It was time, therefore, for us to steal 
nearer to the lee side of the island and keep him to wind- 
ward of us, forif we got to windward of him he was in- 
stantly gone. Our plan now was to watch when he dived 
and then to rise and run for three minutes, and then, before 
he got up, throw ourselves flat upon the ground and wait 
until he had risen and dived again, In this way we got 
within range, and while he was climbing between two rocks 
put a bullet in his head, 

iu, 
Having secured our seal, which measured nearly five feet 

in length, we started for another quarter of the bay, which 
we had nosooner reached than we found ourselyes in a 
dense fog, This effvctually put a stop to all further sport 
for the present, so after waiting till nighfall we again took 
to the small boat and made for an adjacent island. The 
name of this island is Innishfesh. Jt had one solitary house, 
occupied by a family named Berry. Notwithstanding that 
the isJands were perfectly familiar to us both, so deuse was 
the fog that it was nearly midnight before we made the one 
we wanted. The family had long since retired; the dogs, 
however, were wide awake, and their barking alarmed the 
entire household. Before we had time to knock at the door 
the eldest son, Pat, came out, and without expressing any 
surprise, or asking us who we were or what we wanted, ex- 
claimed, ““Yer heartily welcome, gintlemen;” and although 
this was my first introduction to Pat Berry and his family, a 
cordial inyitation was at once extended to enter the house. 
It was a one-story thatched cottage with thiee rooms, the 
middie one of which was the kitchen. Pat with his brother 
Michael occupied one room, three daughters the other, and 
the old father and mother slept in the *‘collaugh,” an outlet 
from the kitchen large enough to holdabed. The house was 
perfectly dark when we entered it, but a friendly voice from 
the collaugh exclaimed, “God save ye, gintlemen.” This 
was Mrs. Berry. The answer was “God save ye kindly, 
ma’am ” : 

“Arrah now, and who is it sure?” seemed to come from 
the same voice in the wall. Being told who it was, the 
good lady exclaimed: ‘‘Horar! Honor, whisper me this ar’nt 
ye gettin’ up? Don’t ye hear; there’s company come?” A 
clear ringing laugh came down to us and a gir)’s sweet voice 
answered: ‘‘Mother, that’s a-loud whisper. I'll be down 
directly.” And down she came, a nymph, as I afterward 
saw, with long, wavy hair as black as jet. But here I stop. 
Honor Berry | cannot portray. She was a beautiful Irish 
girl—she is such still—that is sufficient, } 
By this time the good mother herself, around, plump, 

How she dressed herself 
in the dark, | know not, but dressed she was, and calling 
out to Pat to bring the grisset, ond praying ‘bad luck 
to the cat that ate me tallow candle on me last night.” 
The ‘‘grisset” being brought, some grease was melted in it, 
and with a flaxen wick, a light was soon provided (it was 
then, of course I had the first look at Honor Berry),. By 
ilis time Pat had made a fire, and every soul was up, dressed 
and in the full flow of conversation. The kettle was put 
on, tea provided, stories told and fun and frolic went on 
for hours. Let the reader remember that this is not a grand- 
father’s storv, but that of a morern divine, who loves to 
preach the gospel] of his Muster and also loves to take a fly- 
rod and a rifle and to make the most of a vacation; and the 
facts here recorded are not those of the “long and pleasant 
pust.” but those of yesterday. Mrs. Berry, Pat and the 
queenly Houor are all liyiug and well, May they continue 
prosperous and happy. 

‘sity of the report. 
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Toward the small hours of the morning I was inyited to 
retire, and wrapped in a new blanket, soft and white, of 
Mrs, Berry’s own manufaciure, I slept some hours. In the 
meantime it was arranged that Woods should return to 
Westport and that I should spend the next few days salmon 
fishing on the Burrosoul lakes. My tackle was a ten-ounce 
rod, a Frankford reel, twenty-five yards of silk line and a 
nine-foot leader of gut, a few flies from the wing of a raj] 
(Rallus aquaticus), better known in Ireland as the ‘‘corn- 
crake.” With these J killed on the first day eleven salmon 
trout weighing over fifty pounds, and the second day I 
landed nine of the same kind and about the same weight. 
These tish are not second to the salmon itself, the flesh is not 
as red, however, it is rather a pink color, but the flavor is 
much more delicate. On the Burrosoul Jakes I had two 
boatmen, Pat Berry and Hugh Deeyers, his cousin, There 
was a small cottage on one side of the lake, and Pat asked 
Hugh, ‘‘Who lives in that house?” Hugh replied, ‘A man 
named Malley.” '‘What Malley do you mean?” asked Pat 
again, ‘Why, Malley that died,” was Hugh’s sage reply. 

i stayed several days with these kind people, and would 
have prolonged my visit but they would accept no remuner- 
ation for their trouble. In fact, all the time they tried to 
make me feel that I was doing them a favor, This is no 
solitary instance of Irish hospitality experienced by the 
author of this sketch. Right well do [ remember being ship- 
wrecked near the same place, and after a merciful deliverance 
from a terrible death, was carried into a public inn, in the 
little town of Newport, where fora week I was tenderly 
nursed, and when able to resume my journey the innkeeper 
handed me my bill receipted. 

atuyal History. 

THE BEAR’S POT. 

N the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and 
about eighteen miles west of Mingan is the mouth of a 

fine salmon river called St. John. 
I am told by Mr, Napoleon A. Comeau that about forty- 

five miles up the river is a fall, and that in a rock alongside 
the fall is a poi-hole, about the sizeof a puncheon, In June 
of each year a great many of the jumping salmon, in their 
altemps to leap the fall, tumble into this hole. So many, 
indeed, meet with this misfortune that the pit is actually filled 
with them. 
Now bears abound on this part of the coast, and for many 

generations they haye come, at the proper time each year, 
to feed on the luckless sulmon. Numerous well trodden 
paths Jeading from the pit penetrate the forest in various 
directions, and the rock is smeared with grease and hairs, 

The firm of Frazer & Holliday of Quebec (owners of the 
Moise salmon fishery) heard of this from the Indians, and 
despatched a man io ihe place to ascertain the truth or fal 

Returning, he confirmed the Iodians’ 
tale in every particular, The Oanadian government was 
notified and had the rock blasted in such a way that the sal- 
mon could no longer be caught in the pot-hole, and the bears 
have since been forced to content themselves, so far as fish are 
concerned, with what capelin they could catch in the tide 
pools. C, Harr Merriam. 
Locust Grove, N. Y, 

SWAINSON’S WARBLER REDISCOVERED 

(Helmintherus woainsonz). 

Tiditor Forest and. Stream: 
Since the discovery of this bird in South Carolina by Bach- 

man half a century ago it has always been considered one of 
the very rarest species of our Eastern fauna, Until the pres 
ent year very few specimens have been known to natural- 
ists, and scarcely anything has been added to our knowledge 
of its history beyond the original account that Audubon 
gave, During the past season, however, some fifty or sixty 
specimens have been precured in the vicinity of Charleston, 
S. C., chiefly by a correspondent cf mine, Mr, Arthur T. 
Wayne, who sends me his valuable and interesting notes, 
with the request that I would arrange them for publication. 
The matter stands as one of the most remarkable evisodes in 
the late history of our birds. ELLIoTT Cougs. 

“Swainson’s warbler,” writes Mr. Wayne, ‘‘arrives in the 
vicinity of Charleston about the 22d of April, and remains 
as a summer resident, none wintering. As is the case with 
many other birds, the males come first, the females about a 
week Jater, when the mating immediately begins, The 
notes of the male are exquisite—like a clear ringing whistle, 
which can be heard at least a fourth of a mile away if the 
wind is still. The power and volume of the song is wonder- 
ful, considering how small is the creature from which it pro- 
ceeds, and one can hardly be convinced until he has actually 
seen the birds singing, These are, of course, only the love 
notes. The eggs are laid early in May. This I know. 
although I have never found a nest, by dissecting a female 
shot May 10, that had already laid all but one of her eggs, 
this last one being nearly ready for the shell. Ihave no 
d»ubt that the nest will be found to be placed on the ground, 
as usual, with species of Helmintherus aud Helminthophaga. 
The first brood is abroad late in June, thatis, onthe way; it 
usually numbers four. The second brood is abroad early in 
August, The male sings his love song while preparing for 
this event, but less vigorously and wilh less of the romantic 
fire of sexual abandon, than during the fervor of his yernal 
passion, The female has no song, merely a chirp in recog- 
nition of her lord’s presence and attentions. The song of 
the male ceases entirely when the second brood appears. 
Cares have sobered him till next spring, and lis feeble incon- 
sequential chirp is but a listless answer to his mate. They 
both go away late in September—vanish by the 25th, 

“You will find Swainson’s warbler in deep, dark, gloomy 
swamps; where venomous snakes abound, and bloodthirsty 
mosquitoes almost drive one wild, is the chosen home of our 
voluminous Anacreon. You will look for him in yain on 
highlands orin dry woods. He is the minstrel of the swamp, 
where decaying logs lie heaped inextricably in the stagnant, 
water, where the fretwork of climbing vines is laced to the 
standing shrubs, and the pond lilies diffuse their perfume 
from the cups with which they drink in the struggling sun- 
beams. He is a shy recluse, though notascetic, truly; some- 
times as hard 10 see a8 a (Gedroca or a cormorant, yet again 
appearing absorbed in inward contemplation and vblivious 
of your presence. Once I saw one, in August, that seemed 
positively lost in reverie. It walked on the ground but a 
couple of feet from me, singing the while as if delighted 
with its dream, as it idly turned the dead leaves over, takin 
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no heed of me whatever. I thought to catch it alive, and 
nearly had my hat over it, when it came to its senses and 
rapidly sped away on wing, till a well-directed shot cut short 
its Hignt—rude transition, indeed, from the Land of Nod to 
No Man’s Land for the hapless dreamer. 

“*Swainson’s warbler spends most of its time on the ground, 
like a Srzrus, or like the worm-eating warbler of its own 
genus (Helminiherus vermivorus), and in its general habits 
it recalls these birds, though it never flirts the tail like those 
f the first named genus, The birds invariably mate on the 

ground. One day I shot three males to one female, and the 
next day two more males to the same female. They are 
spirited as well as jealous, have many disputes, and seem 
especially to dislike catbirds, with whom they quarrel inces- 
santly. Their food is pri: cipally spiders, worms, caterpil- 
lars, and other larve. Sometimes, though rarely, the prey 
is taken after the manner of a flycatcher. The young hug 
the ground closely even in September. They are foun 
chiefly among rotten, fallen logs, and seem to be usually 
shyer, or perhaps more timid, than the old birds. 

“Considering its many peculiarities, I think that Swain- 
son’s warbler needs a new genus apart from Helmintherus. 
What do you think of this?” 

[To this it may be replied that Swainson’s warbler is the 
type of Audubon’s genus Helinaia, lately emended into 
Helonea, and already in use by some ornithologists.—E. C.] 

he would work his way up to the ground through some 
crevice, 80 Ll shot and hit him in the stern. He turned and 
made for me, and growled and snarled a great deal; but I 
knew he could not get out, for I filled up the hole, and I 
knew he could only bite me, and 1 did not betieve he would 
do that, because he was cowed by the long chase we had 
given him, As soon as I fired I passed the gun out through 
the crevice in the rocks and had it loaded again. (It was a 
sort of a breechloader and it was not gone more than half a 
minute,) I held it out so that anything that came against it 
would be shot, but the bear did not try to get out, and before 
long I could cee his eyes and see him wink and hear him 
breathe. He was only about three feet away, and the next 
time I shot him through the head. When I hit him he 
pushed right over toward me, and lay close to my shoulder 
across the hole, When he stopped bieathing I took hold of 
his head to turn him around, but he lay in such a position 1 
could not move him; but after two hours’ work I managed 
to turn him arcund and 8am Dunnigan passed in a rope, and 
he pulled and I pulled, and finally we got him through. 
When we got to the tannery we put him on the scales and 
he weighed 220 pounds. 
THE ADIRONDAOKS. 

SNAKE-BITES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A correspondent, in your last issue, gives the antidote for 

the venom of the rattlesnake, that isto say, ‘new milk and 
indigo.” His statement shows that this boy was not fairly 
bitten, but merely scratched. That he would have recoy- 
ered without the use of the supposed remedy is quite certain. 
Milk and indigo is a horrid dose. Milk by itself is easily 
assimilable nutriment calculated to support the powers of 
life and sustain the functions of the grext vital organs while 
the poison is thrown off. You can not make of thirty or 
forty pounds of blood a chemical fluid capable of decompos- 
ing and neutralizing this venom without, at the same time, 
destroying the character of the blood asa vital fluid, and 
so murdering the unfortunate suffer by well-meant efforts to 
relieve him. 

This whole idea of antidotes is bad and misleading. 

“THE AUK.” 

HE October number of The Auk opens with an article 
on the Canada goose (Bernicla canadensis), by James 

P. Howley, which is rather a surprise to us, for it is not at 
all the kind of matter which usually finds its way into these 
carefully edited pages. Mr. Barrow’s list of the ‘‘Birds of the 
Lower Uruguay” is concluded. Itis of especial interest here 
because it treats in part of the waders, many species of 
which are those common in the United States. We note 
that he speaks of Actitwrus bartramius as sometimes bal- 
ancing itself ‘‘for a few seconds on the tops of bushes, which 
I do not remember noting before.” This is a common prac- 
tice of the bird in some portions of the West, and we have 
frequently seen it done in Nebraska and Dakota, Dr. Coues, 
in an article entitled ‘‘On Some New Terms Recommended 
for Use in Zoological Nomenclature,” gives his reasons for sug- 
gesting the use of the word ‘‘onym,” from ovuua, and 
various compounds formed from it, in zoological writing, 
Mr. Bicknell’s ‘Singing of our Birds” it continued part way 
through the Fringilide. Mr. W. W. Cooke presents an in- 
teresting and full account of the distribution and migration 
of Zonotrichia querula. An extended report of the meeting 
and the discussion held last summer at the British Museum 
for the purpose of considering the availability of trinomials 
in zoological nomenclature, is given by Mr. J. A. Allen, and 
Mr. F. Stephens contributes an interesting article on ‘‘Col- 
lecting in the Colorado Desert,” “‘Leconte’s Thrasher.” The 
third series of Dr. Stejneger’s ‘‘Analecta Ornithologica,” is 
not less interesting thai those which have preceded it. Mr. 
R. Bowlder Sharpe has in this number a valuable, though 
biiet, note on the genus Progne, and Dr. Stejneger describes. 
under the name Lagopus albus alleni, a uew sub-species of 
willow grouse, The number concludes with a full report of 
the mecting of the American Ornithologists’ Union. General 
notes are, us usual, full of interesting news. 

Any 

depressing effect of the snake poison. So it will be well to 
give, say, two tablespoonfuls of whisky or brandy in three 
times as much water, along with twenty-five or thirty drops 
of aqua ammonie or spirits of hartshorn, at, such intervals as 
the depression may seem to demand. Oleer the bowels by an 
enema of warm water and soap, to which may be added with 
advantage two teaspoonfuls of spirits of turpentine. If the 
patient has been bitten by a copperhead, assure him that the 
bite of that snake scarcely ever, if ever, imperils human 
life, and that he isin no danger. If bitten by a rattlesnake, 
tell him not to be needlessly alarmed; that the bite of this 
snake is seldom dangerous if left to itself, still less so if in- 
telligently treated. Many persons bitten by snakes die of 
fright; some are killed by excessive medication, especially 
by fatal quantities of alcohol. Some few persons are so 
very susceptible to the influence of the venom, that they die 
of its effects with or without treatment. If we lave in the 
United States a really deadly snake, itis theso-called venom- 
ous water moccasin of the Southern States, technically An- 
cistradon piscrvorus. 
My principal object is to ask your Southern readers to re- 

port any authentic cases of the bites of this snake, either 
animals or man, and the result. The history of this species 
and the clinical history of its bite are very meagre. So far 
as my information extends, the bite of this snake is often 
fatal to adult man inside of half an hour from its reception. 
I think Ancistrodon pisctvorus is simply the southern form of 
copperhead (Ancistroden contortriz). In accordance with 
what I understand to be the modern view of nomenclature it 
would be Anecistrodon contortria pisctvorus. It is no true 
water snake, but merely semi-aquatic, and s0, too, is the 
copperhead as far north as the Potomac, A fisher, too, is 
your copperhead, making common resort to the borders oi 
rocky shoals, to old stone dams and to the stagnant pools left 
in smal] streams, in time of drought, for the purpose of feed- 
ing on minnows left imprisoned in little pools in these places. 
However this may be, 1 think it certain that the venomous 
water moccasin of the South is the most dangerous snake we 
have. It would prove very interesting if your Southern cor- 
respondents will make us more familiar with the species. 
The medical men of North Carolina are among the most 
learned and skilful in America, and I think this species 
abounds in some sections of that State. I doubt not they 
can enlighten us. M, G. Etuzey, M.D. 

THE BLACK BEAR. 

BY CHANDLHEY L, PHELPS, 

HE black bear is the only species found in New York 
Stare. Jt lives to be tifteen years old, and the largest. 

I have +ver seen weighed 425 pounds. It lives on berries and 
iruit, and will eit aluwost anything, Including beech nuts, 
ants, honey and frogs. It will also eat dead animals. The 
bear will not atlack a man unless wounded, or when it has 
young. If the cubs are old enough, the whole family will 
run away; but if the little ones are too small to run fast, the 
mother will drive 4 man away until they have time to get 
out of reach. 

Bears go into winter quarters when the snow is so deep 
that they cannot get food, and not before, I have known 
them to dig away two feet of snow to get at the beech nuts 
on the high ridges. They are fond of scratching the bark 
on the trees, and of biting a piece of bark out of balsams 
about six inches in diameter; these are what the hunters call 
‘hear signs.” As I said before, a bear will rarely attack a 
man, and even if wounded is not dangerous unless brought 
to bay. 
About ten years ago I started out with Sam Dunnigan and 

Gus Syphert after panther. We crossed the north branch 
of the Mouse River in Herkimer county, and passed Panther 
Lake, and came around the high ground to Little Moose 
Lake. Near there we came across the track of a bear lead- 
ing out of a swamp, through which ran a small stream. The 
ice had dammed up the water, and had flooded the bear out 
of his den. We went into the swamp to see whether there 
were any other bears left, and found the hole where he 
had slept full of water. 

Tt was about 1 o’clock im the afternoon when we started, 
an:l we shantied that night on his track, and followed all 
the next day and the day after. About 2 o'clock we came 
to the forks of the Moose River. The heat went up the 
south branch. The dogs were afraid of him and would 
go up and make a circuit and come back. As we thought 
we should be out some days, we went to the Moose River 
tannery, and staid there one night, and as we got some bread 
baked, did not get back to the forks until about 11 o'clock. 
We followed up to where we had heard the dogs barking 
the day before, and there, upon a broad, bare rock on the 
side of the stream the trail stopped, the dogs had gone up a 
little further and then came back. 

I went back and Dunnigan went up the stream, but we 
found no tracks: so I said to Dunnigan, ‘‘He is somewhere 
near us,” and he said, ‘'Yes, he is here.” ‘The rocks over- 
hung at this place, and the bear had dropped down and 
worked his way between the rocks and snow. We shoveled 
the snow away with our snowshoes for some distance, and 
as we were doing so the bear put his head out, but before 1 
could shoot him or Sam hit him with the axe, he drew back. 
We finally came to a sort of a den, into which I crawled, but 
found nothing, Further back 1 found a place running into 
the rocks about as large as a man’s body. It ran parallel to 
the face of the rocks for some distance and then turned and 
formed a sort of a cave. I crawled in, and after a while I 

saw something moving, which I knew was the bear. I said 

to Sam, “I can see his head.” ‘‘Well,” said he, ‘that’s 

where you want to hit him if you shoot him in there.” I 

waited 8 moment and saw it was not his head, but his stern, 
and that he was trying to get away from me. I was afraid 

DomestTicaTiIng Wuin~prown.—Cold Spring Harbor, N. 
Y., Oct, 28.—After the loss of my entire flock of fourteen 
wood ducks, killed by a mink last March, | made inquiries 
for others and bought four pairs. They were a hard lot, 
and if I had seen them first would not have bought, One 
pair had been wintered in a robin cage and the others in dry 
zoods boxes; the plumage was bad and the birds were weak. 
Two of them died within three days after receiving them, 
and the others slowly picked up in their outdoor quarters 
with its large pool of spring water. None laid, and in 
summer 1 bought some green-winged teal, pintails, and 
widgeon, all English birds, and in condition not much better 
than the wood ducks, They died freely for the first few 
days after their arrival. 1 then imported a pair of Chinese 
mandarin ducks, which came in good order, but the voyage 
probably stopped the formation ot eggs. In thesummer rats 
got into the house where they were confined at night and 
when the vermin were killed off an account of stock showed 
one pair of mandarins, one widgeon, and three wood ducks, 
the latter inciuding one drake. These birds are now getting 
their fall plumage and the mandarin drake is beginning to 
look splendid atter his dull sammer coat. They have been 
mating for the past month. A flock of wild wood ducks 
just bought are all in full plumage except the young drakes, 
eing at least two weeks ahead of mine. Inquiries for live 

green-winged teal have failed to find them, nor does it seem 
possible to get bluewings. A friend in Dakota has promised 

some pintails, and I hope for better luck next year, if the 

minks and rats do not get in apaln, as it does not seem pos- 
sible for them to do,—F RED MATHER. 

Warsr Braps or Norra AmpricaA.—LHarly last summer 

a correspondent ordered a copy of the “Water Birds” and 

we supplied the first volume, which was all that had been 
then issued. Meantime his name and address have been 
mislaid. We now have the second volume, and should be 
glad to know where it is to be sent. 

Deer hunters should read Judge J. D. Caton's ‘Antelope and Deer 
of America.” For sale at this office. Price $2.50.—Adv. 

and every stimulant is an antidote physiologivally to the | 

A Woop Docx’s Straracem.—The following note I copy 
from my note book, thinking it might interest some of the 
readers of the Forusr anp Svream interested in this most 
beautiful of all ducks: Withlacooche River, Fla., Dec. 8.— 
Shot a sreen-winged teal in a small pond and a male wood 
duck on the river. The wood duck was yery cunning, lead- 
ing me quite a chase up the river. I was rowing up the 
stream against a strong tide, keeping a sharp lookout for 
alligators on the bank, when my eyes caught sight of, as I 
thought, a little dipper duck swimming along very close 
inshore under the shadow of the trees. After watching it a 
few moments I saw thst it did not dive as the little scaup 
ducks do, but seemed to be intent on making its escape by 
swimming, Determined to find out what kind of a duck it 
was, L started in pursuit. It was hard work, as the current 
was runing very swifily, but after a little while I saw that 
I was gaining on the duck. I rowed hard, looking over my 
shoulder every few moments to see if I was gaining and if 
the duck was still insight At last ] thought 1 was near 
enough, and dropping the oars 1 picked up my gun, and 
looked ahead just in time to sce the duck dive. I rowed up 
to the place where it went down, expecting to see it come 
up. I waited several minutes, but no duck came in sight, 
I looked carefully up and down the river, first on one side 
and then on the other, but no duck could be seen, On the 
right hand side of tbe river opposite the bank was rocky, 
and the tops of several large rocks projected over the river, 
throwing a deep shadow cn the water. 1 was looking in 
that direction when my eyes were attracted by what ap- 
peared to be a block of wood floating down with the current. 
I looked at it sharply, and the thought struck me that it 
might be my duck, es, it was the duck, its head and neck 
stretched out on the water, and as motionless as if dead. I 
raised my gun, took quick aim aad fired, and had the satis- 
faction of seeing the bird flap his wings for a few seconds 
and lie still, I rowed up to where he was, and to my delight 
saw it was a male wood duck in perfect plumage. On ex- 
amining my prize] saw that the end of the left wing was 
gone up to the wrist, and the wing was healed up. ‘This, 
then, was the reason that my duck did not try te eseape by 
flying, but resorted to the cunning trick of floating past me 
down the river,—J. C, CAnoon. 

EASTWARD RANGE OF THE Moosr Nortu oF THE St. 
Lawrence.—The fact is well known to the Indians and 
other moose hunters of the region, that the Saguenay River 
constitutes the eastern limit of the range of the moose on the 
north side of the St. Lawrence. Stragglers beyond this 
limit are so exceedingly rare that.a Bersimis Indian (one 
Thomas Colard by name) mentioned to Mr. N. A. Comeau, 
as a previously unheard of occurrence, that a moose had been 
seen about the headwaters of the Bersimis River in Decem- 
ber, 1888. The distance between these two rivers is not 
greater than a moose could trayel in two days——O, Harr 
Merriam (Locust Grove, New York). 

Game Bag and Guy. 

THE FIRST DEER. 

E had been in camp on the Second Connecticut Lake 
pretty nearly a week, and in that time had not shot 

asingle deer, having turned all our attention to the finny 
tribe, which afforded us keen sport. We however bagged 
an occasional partridge, and this, together with the trout and 
ever gloricus flapjack, afforded us bauquets fit for a king. 
Our party consisted of four, none of us very experienced 
sportsmen, and no guide, for we preferred to shift for our- 
selves, and save the, to us, expensive luxury. We had two 
canvas canoes among us, and we intended paddling part 
way down the river on our journey home if we had time. 

Supper was over, and we had gathered round the blazing 
fire to enjoy a pipe, as we talked over the events of the day, 
when it happened to strike one of us that it would never do 
to leave the woods without haying brought down at least one 
deer. 

““That’s so!” cried Charley, leaping to bis feet, ‘‘and Ifor 
one vote we try floating for them to-night. Who’s with me?” 
“Now don’t get excited, boy,” said he whom we called 

Dutch, ‘I don’t intend to stir from this fire to-night, There 
will be plenty of time for such small game before we break 
U ” 

“Small game! I’d like to see you shoot one allthe samee!” 
“Thank you, but V’d rather not tramp through tangled 

bushes and fall into mud holes when | can get better sport 
by sitting in a nice clean canoe and throwing a fly.” 

“That's where you and I differ.” 
“Just precisely,” replied Dutch, who was really a fine 

angler. 
“Come, fellows,” I putin, ‘‘please don’t quarrel all the 

time, and [’']l tell you what Pve just thought of. We'll all 
go hunting to-morrow, and asa reward, the man who kills 
the first deer shall be exempt from washing dishes an entire 
week. How does that strike you?” 

“A oreed!” they all exclaimed; and then after replenishing 
the fire, for the mosquitoes were thicker than usual, which 
is saying a good deal, we sought our respective couches and 
proceeded to woo the gentle god of sleep, who comes to none 
so Willingly as to him who makes his bed *neath the green- 
wood tee. 

Next moruing I was up with the sun to find my comrades 
still sweetly slumbering. So hastily making my toilet in the 
lake, and cramming a few crackers and a box of cartridges 
into my pocket, and grabbing my rifle, I set out, for it was 
not my day to get the camp breakfast, and moreover, 1 had 
set my heart on getting a deer. 

Well, to be brief, | tramped through thick woods and 
jumped brooks till 1 was about tired out, and I guess it must 
have been about twelve o’clock, or at least my appetite indi- 
cated a near approach to that hour, when I seated myself on 
a log and began debating on the advisability of turning my 
face campward. 

I had seen several traces of deer, but none yery recent, 
and had about decided to start back in order to arrive in 
time for dinner, when I became conscious of a gentle plash- 
ing, sounding from the direction of the brook I had just 
crossed. My blood tingled in my veins as-I made my way 
cautiously back, after ascertaining that the slight breeze was 
in my favor. But most of my excitement disappeared as I 
saw a handsome buck leisurely wading in the shallow water, 
and knew that 1 would have to shoot close if | wanted my 
deer, for he was fully seventy-five yards distant. I say he 
swas a handsome buck, because the sorriest old specimen in 

——— 
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the State would have appeared a regular ‘‘Monarch of the 
Glen” in my eyes at that moment, 
’ | fired, and the way that animal leaped was something to 
wonder at. He sprang from the center of the stream up the 
bank some ten feet, and then back again, where he fell dead. 
How he managed to make such a jump after my bullet 
reached his heart is more than I can explain, However, he 
was mine, and although he probably would have liked to live 
a while longer, his time had come. 
When I returned to camp the cthers were all there, and of 

course had big stories to tell of the number and size of the 

deer they had seen, but been unable to kill, except Dutch, 

who had given it up after a couple of hours and taken to his 

rod and fly. 
We had venison often after this, for I was not the only 

one who got adeer that year. In fact, Charley was the most 

successful deer-slayer of the crowd, and succeeded in getting 

the largest, of whose capture he tells wonderful stories to 

this day. That night, after a refreshing plunge in the cool 

waters of the lake, we turned in, and I, at least, was well 
satisfied with the day’s work. 0. F. M. G. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

LTHOUGH there have been plenty of fowl at Barnegat 

since I last wrote you, but few ducks have been killed, 

owing to the low state of the tides, which made bare the 

grounds which are used by the gunners, and rendered the 

approach of these points in sneak-boxes impossible. Several 

Philadelphia sportsmen have returned much disappointed 

and with but meagre showings, when, as they say, “the bay 

was full of redheads.” No brant had arrived, and but one 

or two flocks of geese were seen. It was news to me to hear 

that Long Beach, N. J., in the neighborhood of Harry 

Cedars, grows a yearly crop of rabbits, and thet much fun 

can be had hunting them. The landlord at Harry Cedars 

does not own hounds, but has one or two curs that will run 

a cotton tail. It would pay for the sportsman who visits 

this place to enjoy duck shooting, to take with him a beagle 

or two in order to vary bis amusement and stretch his 

limbs in the chase of the rabbit, a large number of which, | 

am told on good authority, can be readily found a short dis- 

tance from the hotel, Duck shooting at Tuckerton last week 

appears to have been better than at Barnegat. There was 

much shooting heard by my friends who were at the latter 

place last week, and it looked as if the Manahawkin duckers 

were having a good time of it, when we take it for granted 
that when a big gun goes off it is generally pointed at some 
object, : 
Sutiontaw will not take many sportsmen to Delaware or 

Maryland, the opeping of the quail shooting season, as Tues- 

day’s election will prevent, but Wednesday, we may be sure, 
will find carloads of dogs and guns stubble bound. Nov. 1 
opens the ball at Havre de Grace, but that date coming on 

Saturday, and Sunday intervening, no work will be done 
there until next week. 1 learn there are a great many red- 
heads and blackheads at this fayorite shooting ground await- 
ing slaughter. Not many canvas-backs have come; more 
cold weather is needed for them, 

Quail shooting in a part of the Cumberland Valley, Pa., 
visited by my informant last week, was pvor. This was not 
what was expected from reports early in the oi 

oMoO, 

ADIRONDACK GAME PROTECTION. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have just returned from my annual hunting trip in the 

Adirondacks. When we reached Sageville, Hamilton county, 
we found court in session, and Silas Coll’s new hotel well 
filled with guides and woodsmen, called there as jurors, etc. 
Mr. Bradley, yame constable for this district, welcomed our 
arrival, as, being members of the game protective association 
that had already successfully prosecuted the poachers, we 
could help him in getting his indictments through with the 
Grand Jury, The members of this Grand Jury live where 
hardly a day passes without their being tempted to break 
the game laws; and if an oath were administered before they 
took their seats, hardly one of them could swear that he had 
never broken the law, It takes strong arguments to get 
indictments brought in against game law offenders. Mr. 
Bradley was successful in getting the worst cases indicted, 
and may summon some others before court here on supreme 
writ, 

Gen, R. U. Sherman, State Fish Commissioner, after 
earnest letters from myself and the committee from North- 
ville, visited the Lake Pleasant region in his tour to locate 
the new State Hatchery. However he may decide, we have 
the consciousness that we did all we could to gét our 
section’s claim well before him. Noone can deny that our 
waters were the first visited by sportsmen; and forty years 
ago Dr. Bethune and others made Piseco section famous, 
aud now that the State is to start a hatchery, how natural it 
is for us to think the first depleted waters should haye first 
attention. 

We found gray squirrels and partridges fairly plenty on 
the way into the woods; but around Sageville, sportsmen 
who had summered there and had bird dogs, had cleaned 
them well out. Some duck shooting on the Jake and a few 
snipe amused us fora day or so; and then we organized a 
camping out party for the river a few miles in toward 
Cedar Lakes, We gota deer for each day’s hunt, besides 
seeing four that our green man scared, but did not hit. 
How the reminiscences of old hunters abound with the 
surety of the untried sportsman being put on the supposed 
poorest runways; and how sure the deer are to go to them, 
Lhave hunted deer in many ways, but one day’s watching 
on a goo! river runway is worth more to me than a week’s 
watching alake. Thereis a tingle to your nerves as you hear 
the dog in the distance, and as you sve the deer bound into 
the river, as your eye sinks in the sights covering his shoul- 
der, you fire with a feeling that the meat is yuwurs. 
And here let. me speak against the fallucy of the buckshot 

talk, Advise every hnuoter to stick to the rifle, He will 
soon learn to have perfect confidence in himself and know 
that up to 200 yards he is sure. Neither of the two deer 
that I killed would Lhave got with buckshot, as one was 
killed at 125 and the other at 175 yards. 
Jam pleased to say that our stoppage of winter killing 

when the deer were yarded has caused considerable increase 
and I have never seen them so numerous as this fall, Mr. 
Sherman’s letter and ‘‘L.’s’ answer on the subject of viola- 
tions of the game law are valuable in go far as they attract 
sporismen’s attention to their, duty as good citizens to 
privately notify the nearest game constable of the violations, 
so he can know whém to watth, If yeu nextspring would 
publish o list of game constubles and their P/O, address, 

and editorially advise each sportsmen visiting the woods to 
cut it out and write of the violations he may hear of, it would 
do much good, M. §. NoRtsROUP, 
Jounstown, N. Y., Oct. 24. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
While hunting recently in the Adirondacks, my guide had 

occasion to visit the camp of three so-called sportsmen from 
your city. They, with their four guides, began to hunt on 
Oct. 8, and between this date and the 15th, when my guide 
saw them, had killed seven full-crown deer, and five fawns, 
nine of which were hanging whole in camp at the time, 
One of their guides (who had protested against such brutal 
slaughter) told us that they had killed three more a few days 
afterward, and it was their intention to hunt each day till 
the 25th, when they would break camp. If it had been 
possible for them either to eat the venison, or to save it to 
carry out, their conduct might be excused, but such was not 
the case, and it could only spoil. Cannot something be done 
to prevent such unjustifiable slaughter? True sportsmen 
will agree that active measures should be taken to keep such 
fellows (who call themselves sportmen, but are a disgrace to 
the name) out of the woods if the game is to be preserved 
there beyond the immediate future. If your paper will 
formulate some plan, and agitate it, you certainly will not 
lack the assistance necessary to accomplish it, 

; INDIGNANT. 
OCTOBER 29. 

[Will “‘Indignant” further tell us how the deer were 
killed ?] 

BULLET VERSUS BUCKSHOT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I heartily agree with the ‘‘Devil’s Ramrod” when he says 

that a man who would ‘‘stand on a runway and blow a 
deer’s head off with grapeshot” is no hunter; but neverthe- 
less, I think an animal minus the head would be more likely 
to die on the spot than one with only a rifle ball in some non- 
yital part. Mind you, I do by no means advocate this style 
of Killing, I simply offer this opinion to those who think a 
rifle ball more fatal than a charge of buckshot. Ifa man is 
going to pepper away at every deer he sees or hears, why 
then, of course, a goud many will run off with some of the 
lead; but a person old enough to handle a shotgun ought 
also 10 have come to those years of discretion which would 
teach him to get at least within easy range of his gun. 
“Ramrod” says that before anybody attempts to hunt large 
game, he should learn to shoot. Agreed, and if he uses the 
scatter guh, let him learn to crawl up on his game until he 
can be tolerably sure that the shot will do its work, I be- 
lieve I said before that 1 preferred the ritle, and as ‘‘His 
Satanic Majesty’s Ramrod” surmises, I am only takiog up 
the cudgel in the interest of game. A rifle in the hands of a 
crack shot is by all means the proper weapon, and if he used 
it on all game from the rabbit up, he would get more sport, 
according to my ideas of that ambiguous aE ite 

MAINE LARGE GAME. 

[ae prospect for game the present season never looked 
better, The Kennebago region is roaded out in deep 

paths by moose, caribou, deer and bear. There is also good 
signs of fur game; beaver are building houses within two 
miles as the crow flies of Camp Kennebago, and fresh otter 
signs are conspicuous; mink are also abundant, and the re- 
leased Rangeley guides are getting in their traps preparatory 
for the fall and winter hunt. : 
The State Fish and Game Commissioners, Stillwell and 

Stanley, have finished up their labors on the Kennebago and 
Rangeley streams, and placed in the hatching house at this 
place over 300,000 brook trout spawn, which will, when 
turned into these lakes, largely replenish these waters with 
the speckled beauties. 

As soon as the ponds freeze over the caribou will make his 
appearance, and then the fun begins. They are easily ap- 
proached by hunters who understand their habits, and the 
woods are full of them, 

Deer abound on every hill, and bears are on the rampage 
in all the frontier towns, destroying sheep and finishing up 
their year’s raid on the acorns and other nuts and berries 
preparatory to denning up for their long sleep. 

These are glorious days for lovers of sport and wood life 
in this wild region, and the venison eaters are jubilant. 

The Kennelago River rises among the Canada mountains 
and the Kennebago Lake runs into it through another out- 
let. The Seven Ponds are approached from Tim Pond, as 
well as through the Kennebago region, and the whole north- 
ern forest is one vast breeding and'feeding ground for all the 
wild beasts occurring in these latitudes, 
Camping on the Kennebago River the past month alone, 

we could hear every night the various cry and call and 
tramping of the wid inhabitants, and it was our usual cus- 
tom to spend an hour or more each evening, soon as dark, 
in sitting on a Jog in front of our camp and listening to these 
various sounds and enjoy the loneliness of our situation. 
And eyen at this moment we long for ‘‘a lodge in some vast 
wilderness,” away from all the turmoil of life and business; 
where civilization never enters; where the spirit is free from 
conventionalities, and the soul can worship and enjoy the 
true God of nature in nature’s home. J. GR. 
Betuen, Me. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The hunting days for Maine are well under way, and 

everything is in full blast. The hoot of the 12-bore in com- 
pany with the sharp crack of the rifle, may be heard on all 
sides and about every day. Parties have gone and are con- 
tinually leaying for their up river cruises of a few days or 
weeks, all anxious to bring home their three deer each, which 
the Maine law allows them, But I fear many idle shots will 
be fired. Deer are quite plenty this fall, and several have 
already been brought in. Last week two friends of mine 
went out for a short hunt of two or three days, and the third 
day came home bringing with them a fine buck weighing 
(with the entrails luken out) 263 pounds, A good shot tnat. 
One may go out from here and 1m less than one hour’s walk 
arrive on the grounds where deer signs may be found with- 
out any trouble, and often the chap that made them. 

Grouse are plenty this fall but quite wild, and whenstarted 
up itis hard to find them the second time, Wild ducks 
have been flocking into our back lakes very plenty for four 
weeks past, and some good shots have been made. I just 
learn from a neighbor of three deer having heen killed to-day 
within a few miles of home, A Tonner Lover, 
Macys, Me., Oct, 24, ‘4 ” 

MARYLAND GAME LAW. 

npee Maryland State Jaw for ducks probibits shooting at 
wildfowl bedded in flocks upon their roosting or feed- 

ing grounds or, elsewhere from boat of any kind; shooting 
wildfowl flying about their feeding grounds from amy boat, 
except citizens of the counties bordering the waters and 
those to whom they may extend the privilege, who can shoot 
when the birds are thus flying from any boat except a sink- 
boat or sneak-boat, and prohibits shooting from a booby, 
blind or artificial point more than 100 yards from natural 
shore. Fine, $10 to $100 and forfeiture of guns, boats, ete. 
See Article 98, General Laws, Sections 1 to 12. 

The State law also prohibits shooting over the waters of 
the Chesapeake with any big or swivel gun from any boat or 
craft. Fine, $100 to $500. ° 

The State law allows shooting upon obtaining a license from 
the Circuit Court of Harford or Cecil counties, from sink- 
box, sneak-boat, etc., not less than a quarter of a mile from 
shore, northward of a line beginning at Turkey Point Light- 
house, in Cecil county, and drawn westward to a point half 
a mile north of the most northern part of Spesutia Island, 
thence westward half a mile north of the adjacent mainland 
to the shores of Harford county, at or near Oakington, and 
south of a line drawn east from Concord Point Lighthouse, 
in Harford county, to Carpenter’s Point, Cecil county, be- 
tween Noy. 1 and March 31, and probibits shooting at any 
other time except from shore. Penalty, $50 to $100, 

The law prohibits shooting at night time over the waters 
northward of the line drawn from Turkey Point. Fine 
$100 to $500. 

Shooting days until January 1, between lines above 
described, Monday, Wednesday and Friday. After January 
1, shooting allowed on Saturday also. Penalty, $50 to $100, 

The law prohibits anchoring of boats on any but gunning 
days, or going oyer the waters on gunning days before 5 
o'clock A. M. Fine $25 to $50. See Chapter 459, Acts 1884. 

POLICE. 
That eyery two years the Government shall appoint two 

citizens of Harford and two of Cecil to carry out provisions 
of above laws. See Chapter 106, Acts 1880; Chapter 180, 
Acts 1882. 

The sneak-boat allowed is a flat-bottomed hatteau or other 
boat with push or canvas blinds, and shall be engaged bona 
fide in shooting over decoys. No skiff, sailing boat or other 
boat engaged in hunting or shooting crippled ducks, or in 
purloining ducks killed by other persons having a license to 
shoot shall forfeit their license if they have one, be fined not 
less than $20, and forfeit boat, guns etc. Possession of 
ducks and gun by any offending boat prima facie evidence 
to conyict. 

LOCAL DUCKING LAWS. 
Anne Arundel County.—Prohibits shooting at night time 

except from land. 
Shooting with gun, both day and night, that cannot be 

conveniently discharged from shoulder. Fine $50. 
ee use of sink-boats, sneak-boats, etc. Fine $5 

to 50. 
Allows shooting from sink-box upon obtaining license. 
Prohibits shooting on South River from booby or bush 

blinds, except on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday; requires 
license to erect such blinds, and they must be 800 yards 
apart. 

Bultimore and Harford Counties.—Prohibits the possession 
of big or swivel guns, sink-boats or sneak-boats, for the pur- 
pose of killing water fowl in Baltimore and Harford coun- 
ties, and Chesapeake Bay adjacent to middle of bay. Pos- 
session of above named articles prima facie evidence of un- 
lawful purpose. Fine $50 to $100. 

Shooting at night time prohibited from water or shore. 
Fine $50 to $100. F 

Frightening wildfowl from their roosting or feeling 
Bo prohibited. Fine $50 to $200. Chapter 287, Acts 
1882. 

Erection of booby blind or artificial point more than 100 
yards from shore prohibited. Fine $50 to $200, subject to 
penalty once a week until removed. 

That these laws shall not interfere with the general laws 
within the limits as above given, beginning at Turkey Point. 

Prohibits shooting from Hastern avenue bridge across Back 
River, in Baltimore county. Fine $25 to$50. Chapter 198, 
Acts 1882, ’ 

Charles County.—Any bona fide citizen of this county or 
of St. Mary’s may shoot out of any boat or craft of any kind 
at wildfowl in the Wicomico River and its tributaries. 

Ceci! County.—Prohibits lashing of waters or otherwise 
scaring fish into nets within half a mile of ducking points on 
Elk River, Bohemia River or Heron’s Island when same are 
occupied by guuners after wildfowl, or within half a mile of 
bridge over Bohemia River when occupied by gunners, Fine 
$10 to $25, Chapter 27, 1880. 

Cectl and Kent Counties.—Any bona fida citizen may shoot 
from sink-boxes in Sassafras River, upon obtaining a 
license, on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays, 
between Nov. 1 and March 31. Sink-boxes to he not less 
than 100 yards from shore on Cecil side of river. Cost of 
license $10. Fine for shootiny on any day but those speci- 
fied $10 to $20, Shooting without oy $50 to $100. 
Chapter 204, Acts 1882. 

Dorchester County.—Allows shooting from sink boats at 
water fowl! in Choptank River and its tributaries from day- 
break until dark, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. 

Allows citizens from Hooper’s Island to shoot from sink- 
boats or otherwise for home consumption, within the waters 
around the island, not more than one mile from shore. 
Unlawful to kill from boats or sink-boats within two miles 

from Lower Hooper’s Island ferry. 
Kent County.—Prohibits shooting at night from any boat, 

and daytime with any gun require a rest to shoot. 
Prohibits shooting in Sassafras, EJk or Bohemia rivers and 

age to from any vessel less than ten tons burthen. Fine 
50. 
Prohibits use of sink-boxes, sneak-boats, e¢tc., in any of 

the waters of Chester River and the Chesapeake Bay. Fine 
$0 to $50, and forfeiture of gun, etc. Code L. L., Article 14. 
Allows shooting over decoys from shore. 
Prince Georges Oounty.—Prohibits any but citizens of 

Anne Arundel, Charles, Calvert and St. Mary’s from shooting 
or trapping water fowl on the Patuxent River or its tribu- 
taries. Fine $1() to $50. ) 

Queen Anné’s Cownty.—Permits bona fide citizens to shoot 
from sink-boxes, upon obtaining a license, upon waters whose 
mouth is 400 yards wide. License $10. Fine $20 to $100. 
Chapter 370, 1880. 

Somerset Oounty.—Prohibits any open boat carrying any 
gun or pibe) Bape ee Base Hy fay og for 

the purpose of shooting owl, Fine si0. L. Li, Axti, 
cle 19, Beetion 208, , 
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St. Mary’s County.—Any bona fide citizen may shoot from 
any boat of any kind in the waters of the Wicomico and its 
tributaries. 

Talbot County.—Prohibits the use of sink-boats, sneak 
boats, ete., in uhé waters of the county. Fine $5 to $50. 
Code L. L., Article 20, Section 206. 

Allows shooting from sink-boxes by citizens, inclusive of 
Eastern Bay, in waters not less than 30 yards wide. 

Prohibits shooting with lights between evening twilight 
and morning’ twilight, and capturing by net or traps, Fine 
$00 to $100. Lawes of 1880, 

Probibits killing wood or acorn ducks before Sept. 20. 
Wicomico Cownty.—Prohibits the killing of summer ducks 

between Jan. 1 and Sept. 10, 
Worvesier County.— Prohibits the shooting of wildfowl] he- 

tween April 10 and Noy. 1, catching of at any time, and 
sheoting at night except from shore, and using any swivel 
or pivof gun. Chapter 160, 1880. 

PARTRIDGES. 

The general State law allows shooting from Noy. 1 to 
Dec, 24. This law applies to all counties where there is no 
locallaw. Where there is a local law it takes precedence 
over the State law, Locallaws: Allegany, Oct. 15 to Jan. 
1; Anne Arrundcl, Noy, 1 to Jan. 11; Bultimere county, 
Oct, 1 to Dee. 26; Caroline, Nov, 1 to Feb. 1; Carrol, shoot- 
ing prohibited until Nov. 1, 1884; Cecil, Oct. 15 to Jan, 2; 
Dorchester, Noy. 1 to Feb. 1; Frederick, Oct. 25 to Jan. 1; 
Garret, Noy. 1 to Jan. 1; Harford, Oct. 15 to Dec. 26; Kent, 
Oct. 25 to Jan. 15; Montgomery, Oct. 1510 Jan, 15; Prince 
George’s, Noy. 4 to Jan. 11; Queen Anne’s, Noy. 1 to Dec. 
2; Somerset, Nov. 1 to Feb.1; Talbot, Oct. 15 to Jan. 1; 
Washington, Oct. 20 to Jan. 1; Wicomico, Noy. 1 to Feb, 1; 
Worcester, Nov. 1 to March 1. 

WOODCOCK. 

The general State law allows shooting between June 15 
and Feb. 1. Local laws: Allegany, June 15 to Feb. 1; 
Baltimore county, June 15 to Feb. 1; Caroline, July 4 to 
Feb, 1; Cecil, June 10 to Jan. 1; Dorchester, June 15 to 
Feb, 1; Harford, June 10 to Jan. 1; Montgomery, Juve 10 to 
Jan. 1; Queen Anne’s, July 4to Feb. 1; Talbot, June 15 to 
Jan. 1; Wicomico, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. 

RABBITS, 

The general State law allows shooting between Oct. 15 
and Janu. 15. Local laws: Allegany, Oct. 15 to Jan. 1; 
Anne Arundel, Oct, 1 to Feb. 1; Baltimore county, Noy. 1 
to Jan. 1; Caroline, Noy. 1 to Jan. 1; Cecil, Ovt. 15 to Jan. 
9: Dorchester, Oct. 15 to Jan. 15; Frederick, Oct, 1 to Feb. 
1; Harford, Oct. 15 to Dec. 26; Kent, Oct. 25 to Jan. 15; 
Prince George’s, Oct. 15 to Feb. 1; Queen Anne’s, Nov. 1 to 
De, 24; Tulbot, Oct. 15 to Jan. 1; Wicomico, Nov. 1 to 
Feb. 1. 

PHBASANTS. 

The general law allows shooting between Aug. 16 and Jan. 1, 
Local Jaws; Allegany, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1; Aune Arundel, 
Oct. 15 to Jan. 1; Baltimore county, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1; Cecil, 
Sept. 110 Feb. 1; Dorchester, Aug. 15 to Jan. 1; Frederick, 
Oct. 15 to Jan. 1; Garrett, Aug. 15 to Jan. 1; Hartford, Sept. 
1 to Feh. 1; Montgomery, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1; Washington, 
Aug, 12 to Dee. 31. 

The Act of 1884 for the further protection of wild game 
and wildfowl in Worcester county provides that no person, 
corporation or company shall at any time kill or expose for 
sale, trausport or have in possession any quail or partridge, 
woodcock, Wilson or English snipe, Hnuglsh or French 
mocking bird, rabbit, wild duck, wild goose, brant or swan, 
after the same has been killed, for any purpose except for 
consumplion as food within Worcester county. Penalty, $5 
to $40 for each offense, and, in default of payment, imprison- 
ment at the rate of a day for each dollar of fine, 

Frederick county has a similar law in regard to pheasants, 
partridges, squirrels and woodcock., 

Queen Anne's county requires non-residents to take out a 
shooting license. A license to ship game out of the country 
costs $100. Trespassing on posted ground is punishable by 
fine, which, if not paid, renders the offender liable to im- 
prisonment, 

MY LAST ANTELOPE HUNT. 

ERE 1 am, dear Forest AND STRHAM, stretched out on 
my back, asad relic of an enthusiastic hunter. My 

aukle bone is broken, and the important and serviceable 
bones of my instep, which have just been put back into their 
proper positions, are very sore and weak. 
A few days ago I saddled wp for an afternoon with the 

antelope. Going up the north branch of Bear Creek as far 
as the Culver corrals, and not seeing anything, I crossed the 
big flat to Dyer’s sheep camp on South Bear Oreek, and 
from there went across country to the Boughton Gap, on the 
old road toward Cheyenne. The game seemed scarce 
enough, but toward the middle of the afternoon a bunch 
appeared in view half a mile away. They were quietly feed- 
ing on a hillside and very near its top. Quickly turning my 
horse and beating a hasty retreat, in order to study the lay 
of the ground, I found it necessary to ride: back toward the 
north for a couple of hundred yards, and then turn sharp to 
the east and ride on that tack for half or three-quarters of a 
mile. Then I lefi my horse and climbing one hill peered 
cautiously over the top of it. The antelope were still feed- 
ing a couple or hundred yards away, The wind wasstrongly 
in my favor, and I had but to exercise ordinary care to de- 
crease the distance to about a hundred yards. Five minutes 
suificed to place me in 4 favorable position when, choosing a 
buck nearest me, I fired, and broke his left forelez, Away 
went the band, the wounded buck and all, Quickly return- 
ing tomy horse, I was scvon in the saddle prepared to give 
chase. Away we went, up hill and down, across the little 
valleys, through the little draws, in sage brush and sand, 
untila smart gallop of ten minutes brought the bunch in 
sight again. 

The wounded one had so far kept well along with his 
companions, but was now lying down. Keeping back a few 
minutes in order to give my horse a blow, I prepared to cut 
him outfrom the bunch. They saw me as | came over the 
hill and in a few seconds were out of sight. The wounded 
buck did not discover my presence until 1 was well on to 
him, when he, too, sped away with a wonderful burst of 
speed for a crippled animal, Over two hills we raced, and 
dowu the third we started, the horse gradually gainin 

ound, It was my intention when the bottom of the third 
hill was reached to dismount and follow the game afoot, or 
ride very slowly, for he would, without doubt, stop running 
in his weakened and tired condition; and discovering he was 
not pursued, lie down and rest, when out of sight, beyond 
the next bill or two, - ol Poe 
But this was not to be, for scarcely was I well under way 

down the third hill, not straight down, but siding or quarter- 
ing, when the horse stumbled. I felt him going from under 
me and attempted to clear myself but my rifle was in the 
way and we were both down. My left shoulder struck the 
hard ground with tremendous force, while the horse came 
down upon my left foot, Pulling it from under him I drew 
oif the boot just in time for the foot was already discolored 
and swollen and the swelling rapidly. increasing every 
moment, Then turning round to my horse who still lay 
motionless, [ untied my saddle rope and hung on to it, The 
horse was my only companion.and I had no relish for being 
left several miles from home with only one useful foot and 
no crutches 

The disabled foot was turued at a right angle out from its 
natural position. Tying my boot on the saddle, 1 shook up 
the horse, who had also received a pretty severe blow, the 
skin over the eye being knocked off and bleeding. After 
several efforts to mount him from the near side, I found it 
impossible to do so, not having the strength in my foot to 
sustain my weight in the stirrup; so turning the horse 
around, he was gentle enough to let me mount him from the 
off side, and the long, weary ride toward home commenced. 

There was no pain whatever. A couple of hours’ ride 
brought me to the Boughton Spring Branch, which empties 
into Bear Creek a mile aboye the ranch, Dismounting, I 
had a refreshing drink, bathed my lead and foot, and 
climbed into the saddle again. Here it seemed as though the 
real trouble commenced. My head was reeling, the perspir- 
ation poured out all over my body, and I could not even see 
my horse’s head, Close around me seemed a ¢reat wall of 
bright green. The horse kept the trail among the trees on 
the Spring Branch, while [ hung tightly on to the horn of the 
saddle, This sort of blindness lasted perhaps ten minutes, 
when gradually the surroundines became distinct, and by 
the time I had reached Bear Creek everything was plain. 

I met one of the cowboys tTiding toward the ranch, and 
had ridden nearly home alongside of him before he noticed 
my foot. He said he saw my boot tied to the saddle, but 
thought that perhaps I had taken it off on account of corns 
or something of that kind. Bathing the foot in hot water 
and bandaging it with cotton batting and oiled silk, made 
the foot very comfortable. It did not feel as though any 
bones were broken or out of place, but a trip to town and an 
examination by asurgeon revealed the facts of a broken 
ankle bone and the bones of the instep out of position. One 
of the men riding the range told me a few days ago that he 
saw a2 wounded antelope with one of his forelegs broken. 
He may be the one that gave me the race. J had hoped the 
coyotes had downed bim and put him ont of misery. 
Brar Org, Wyo, MILLARD. 

A NEW CLUB HOUSE. 

1 fe will be remembered that about three years ago there 
was quile a little comment in the public prints on the 

formation of the Kittyhawk Club. This association was 
said to have secured vast tracts of shooting land in North 
Carolina, and was darkly alluded to as a monopoly which 
was likely to prevent the poor man from going gunning in 
the future. Since that time but little bas een said about it, 
but the elub has not been idle Under its new name, the 
Narrows Island Club, it has acquired various shooting proper- 
ties in Currituck Sound, which give it the absolute control of 
what is probably the best canvasback, redhead, and goose 
shooting on this continent, and has just completed a club 
house which is said to be the finest edifice of the kind in 
America. It stands on Narrows Island, not far from the 
old Nye place at Poplar Branch in Currituck county, N. C. 
The } ouse is 100x417 feet, with a wing 22x36 feet, and con- 
sists of two stories and an attic. The siiting-room is 27x27 
feet, and is furnished and finished in cherry with a hard 
wood floor. It hasahigh wainscoating, a paneled wood 
ceiling, large open fireplace, and large windows. The din- 
ing-room igs 20x27 feet, and is finished in ash. The hall is 
large, and the staircase lvading to the second story wide. On 
the first floor there is a drying-room and a gun-room, besides 
kitchens and other necessary apartments. The second story 
is devoted to bedrooms to accommodate eishteen members 
at one time, These are furnished in ash, with stoves and 
Kensington rugs. 

Besides the main club house, there are other buildings and 
improvements, of which the most important are a boat house, 
32x59 feet, and platform 12x59 feet, an inclosed basin for 
boats 50x59 and 4 feet deep, a dock 16 feet long aud 225 feet 
of rail track, with truck, an ice house 16x16 fect, a maga- 
zine 10x12 feet, » woodshed 16x30 feet, und a water-tight 
cistern 18 feet in diameter. 

All the work bas been done in the most thorough manner, 
much of the labor haying been performed by the best work- 
men that could be found in New York city. 

The present membership of the club is 25, who control 29 
of the 35 shares. The par value of these is $2,500, but we 
understand that a high premium has recently been bid for 
them without bringing out any shares, The stock of the 
Currituck Clib has sold within a short time for $5,000 per 
share. 

Tun Sour Sipe Sportsmen’s Crus.—This renowned 
Long Island club has just issued its eighteenth annual report, 
from which we learn that the fishing last season was the best 
since the foundation of the club, the catch numbering to 
over 5,700 fish [trout]. The waters were, as usnal, but Jittle 
fished the last months of the season, but it was very evident 
to those who visited the club during the summer that the 
waters were unusually well stocked. The club, although 
mainly a fishing club, stocks its grounds with quail and feeds 
them in severe weather. Of the 5,767 trout captured in 1883 
1,518, weighing 316 pounds 6 ounves, were taken in the 
tain brook above the sereen, and 4,249 frora the other 
waters, weighing 2,251 pounds 12 ounces, an ayerage of 8} 
ounces each. As the total catch for 1882 was 4,028, the in- 
crease is considered satisfactory. About 1,000,000 trout eggs 
were taken, and a good proportion of them were hatched by 
Mr. Riley. Eggs were still being taken from the rainbow 
trout while the report was being written, and the result was 
impossible to foretell. The officers of the club are: Presi- 
dent. Roland Redmond; Vice-President, Chas. Banks; Trea- 
surer, John Benjamin; Secretary, H. Duval; Counsel, John 
BH. Develin. 

Gupncon, Fla., Oct. 28.—The thermometer registered 58° 
at 6 A, M. recently, The same day large flocks of ducks 
passed along the coast, and Mosquito Lagoon is now dotted 
with them, Duck shooting has commenced a little earlier 
than common. Quail are quite plenty this year; have seen 
numerous large coveys. Several bear have been seen south 
of here this fall |; Oe ‘was killed by John and Charles Rush, 
of Cow Creek.—Ri ING. rs 

~ 

——————— | 

WorCESTER, Mass., Noy. 1.—The Jerome Marble hunting 
party arrived home to-day after a six weeks’ trip in the wilds 
of the far West. The party, who bad the excursion ear 
“Edwin Forest,” included Mr, and Mrs, A. B. P. Kinney 
and child, A. L. Gifford, Mr, and Mrs. Jerome Marble of 
this city, Mr, and Mrs. H F. Allen of Grafton, Mr. W. H. 
Hutchinson of Lynn, Mr. M. Max B. Richardson of Oswego, 

Y., Mr, B. B. Lamb of Boston, and Mr. H. L. Schaeffer 
of Pittsburgh, Pa. . The attachés of the car consisted of 
Albert Parker, as porter; Wim, Bland, waiter, and John W. 
Adams, cook, all of Boston, The route was from this city 
to Montreal, thence to Chicago, St. Paul and the 
Northern Pacifie Railroad. The first halt wes at 
Lake Park, Minn.; the game found was ducks 
and chickens, Then came a three days’ halt at New 
Buffalo, and then some length of time at Tappan. in Dakota. 
The next halt was at Dickinson, in Dakota, The men of 
the party, with a guide, left the ladies and the car on a side 
track and pushed out into the country. After an absence of | 
ten days, a large portion of the time spent in the saddle, they 
returned loaded down with game. During their absence 
they secured fifteen deer, four antelopes and several moun- 
tain sheep. The monster shot by Mr. Lamb had horns which 
were forty inches long, measured seventeen and three-quar- 
ter inches in circumference, and weighed forty pounds. 
While on the trip they bagged 150 ducks and eighty geese. 
They went as far West as the Little Missouri; traveled about 
4,500 miles in their car, and some 200 miles on horseback. 

FLorma GAme,—Sanford, Fla., has a ‘‘wigwam,” so 
called, where an enterprising firm have put in a big stock of 
sportsmen’s supplies and fitted up a reading and yarn-spin- 
ning room for the meeting of successful gunners, Mr. C. A, 
Loud, one of the firm, writes of the game in that section as 
follows: ‘‘Near Sanford we have plenty of quail, I haye 
bagged from 20 to 63 in a day, snipe also are quite plentiful, 
One day Jast winter a friend and myself bagged from 90 to 
100. Ducks, of which we have a lurge variety, stay with us 
all winter and large bags are common. Deer can be found 
within tyo miles of town, and quite plenty from five to ten 
miles. Wild turkeys can be found near this place and in the 
country about. The fishing of this vicinity we can boast of. 
From 25 to 100 fish haye often been taken by a single boat 
and we have shad, bream, pike, black bass, mullet and many 
other kinds of fish in Lake Monroe and surrounding waters.”’ 

MawiroBpa.—Winnipeg, Man,, Oct. 28.—The weather heré~ 
is now turning quite cold, our first snow storm having 
arrived yesterday; consequently the ducks and geese are 
flying south in great numbers. The rustling of their wings 
is heard throughout the entire night. Game has been un- 
usually plentiful here this season, probably on account of 
our excellent game laws and the untiring efforts of the 
guardians to secure their strict observance. The early part 
of the season being very dry, it faciltated the breeding of 
the prairie chickens to a great extent, and any number of 
them can be secured a short distance (say three or four 
miles) from the city. Ducks, however, are very wild. and 
to bag them, with any degree of success, you must travel 
twenty-five or thirty miles from Winnipeg.—P. 

Mississrprr GAME.—Philadelphia, Miss., Oct. 18,—I have 
had very little chance to examine into the game prospects 
for the season. I frequently flush bevies of quail by the 
roadside, and as | am passing through the fields, however, 
and they all seem to be very full, having from fifteen to 
twenty birds in them, and I have seen no small or weak 
bevies. I frequently see deer tracks where they have crossed 
the roads, and I have seen several large droves of turkeys, 
Ducks have not made their appezrance yet, and will remain 
only a day or two when they do come. Squirrels are gener- 
ally here in large numbers through the winter months. 1 
have not been out hunting yet, and can probably give more 
definite information at a Jater date.—FormsT Frm.p., 

Missourr Game.—Jefferson City, Mo,, Oct. 27, 1884.— 
The game around here is very abundant this fall. Deer are 
plentiful in the Osage River country. Turkeys are numerous 
but very wild. The quail have been suffering some froni 
pot-hunters and market-hunters; they are nof up to the 
average in size. Ducks are coming in since the recent cold 
snap in Jarge numbers to the slews and lakes in the vicinity 
of the Osage and Missouri rivers, A large pelican was 
killed in the river just above this city last week which 
measured five feet high, and eight feet from tip to tip of the 
wings. It wasa pure white, with black-lipped wings.—P- 
D. F. 

Gamm mv Sup~rvAN Counry.—Woodbourne, N. Y. Oct. 
26.—A party of three here last week took Lome as the reward 
of three days’ shooting sixty fine birds. This was a fair 
average of the shooting we have here, I had a fine wildcat 
chase the other day, The fun began at Catamount Ledge; 
from tliere the cat ran down into Catamount Swamp, across 
the east pond, back to the ledge, and then began to circle. 
That was the first time I had the satisfaction of seeing hin, 
though he was too far off to snoot. The next circle brought 
him within range and I killed him, at seventy-five paces, my 
gun being loaded with BB shot, The wildcat measured 
5 feet 74 inches length, and stood 214 inches.—Eur GAR- 
RITT (Guide), 

Baccack Masrmrs on THE Maxe.—Mechanicsville, N. 
Y.. Nov. 3.—Hditor Forest and Stream: The Delaware & 
Hudson Canal Company’s railroad allows its baggagemen to 
collect any price they can for bird dogs, and also forbids 
passengers riding in baggage coaches, Consequently, when 
i boarded the train for hume yesterday, the baggagemen 
charged me fifty cents for my setter, five cents more than my 
own fare. And thus they salt every one they get u chance 
at. Can nothing be done to change this? This is the main 
road to the North Woods. Do others fare as I do?—A. C. J. 
[De not pay the exorbitant charges ] 

ForkeD River, New Jersey, Nov. 3.—Large quantities 
of ducks ate now in Barnegat Bay, and several fine bags 
have already been made, the largest one so far was by a 
party of gentlemen who were out two days with Capf. For- 
man Mathews; they brought in 165 ducks, mostly broadbills 
and redheads, The Riverside House will be kept open till 
about the 20th inst., from which point the bay is most avail- 
able. Harvey’s Cedars, Capt. Ike Jennings, will also enter- 
tain gunners all winter.—B, : 

Norte Cazoriys Duck Sxoorms.—A correspondent 
wishes information about some good duck shooting ground 
onthe Noiih Carolina coast, which is not taken up by a 
club, and where he may go with assurance of success. 

—_ 



New Lone Isuanp Crus.—Riverhead, N. Y.—Articles of 
incorporation of the Amagansett Sporting Club were filed 
in the County Clerk’s office on the 18th ult. The objects of 
the club are stated to be for hunting, shooting, fishing and 
the preservation of game, The trustees for the first year 
are: Frank Bennett, Abe Detmars, Samuel B. Loper, 
Charles M. Bennett, Henry Loper, William M, Terrell and 

' Eugene Loper, 

SouTuBRIDeH, Mass,, Oct. 30 —The Southbridge Rod and 
Gun Olub of this town, held its annual supper this evening. 
It was served at the Dresser House, Mr. W. C. Campbell 
presided, The bill of fare included wild goose, partridge on 
toast and partridge fricasseed, squirrel pie, woodcock, and 
robin on toast. The occasion was a very enjoyable one. 

Toms Rrvur, N. J., Nov. 1.—The gunning season opens 
to-day with quite a good supply of quail, rabbits, ete. A 
week ago I saw six distinct coveys of quail in walking three 
miles. Isaw a large number of swallows flying in a south- 
erly direction at noon to-day, Is it not rather late for them? 

Monrana.—Birch Creek, Oct. 21.—The weather is still 
elear and no spow in the mountains, Brant and other 
waterfowl beyan to go south three nights agu.—J. W. 8. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

SALMON FISHING ON PUGET SOUND. 

oi ae autumn days are upon us; our summer is ended, 
The hayes ave falling thick and fast, the nights are 

growing cool, and now and then our lovely “Indian sum- 
mer” is yaried by a cold rainstorm, A thousand signs com- 
bine to warn us of the approach of the days when the gentle 
art must be a dream. The erratic jaclisnipe (sze, by our local 
phraseolozy) is abroad in the meadows and marshes, startling 
the hunter by his marvellous gyrations, and the yoice of the 
teal and mallird enlivens the waters where he is wont to re- 
sort, Our fishing for 1884 is but a pleasant memory, an 
annual addition to the files of sweet recollections, the perusal 
of which is to cheer our old age and make pleasant our de- 
clining years. Was it Talleyrand of whom the following 
story is told? Asking a young manif he played whist, and 
being informed that he did not, he remarked: ‘'What a 
cheerless old age you are preparing for yourself.” In the 
same light the sportsman may view the conduct of the man 
who is not a follower of the roland gun. The writer de- 
rives a immense amount of satisfaction from his pilgrim- 
ages to the shrine of his object of worship, when he thinks 
of the pleasure he will derive in his old age from his retro- 
spective fishing and hunting excursions. The sharp coruers 
of fatigue, cold, hunger and all like discomforts experienced 
by the hunter will have been removed by the obliterating 
hand of time, and the pleasant recollectious that are left 
will serve to make pleasant many an hour of reverie by the 
fireside. . 
Among the many pleasant excursions which the writer 

has made during the past summer, he gives the one which 
he is about to narrate a prominent place, 

Byery Auust at about the same time the annual run of sal- 
mon begins and lasts for about six weeks, During this time the 
bays and inlets of the Sound, into which streams flow, are 
filled with myriads of these fish, which may be seen at any 
time during flood tide jumping from the water in countless 
numbers for some unknown reason. Flinging themselves 
twice their own length out of the water they fall on their 
sides with a heavy splash and disappear. No satisfactory 
reason for their jumping has ever been given. The writer is 
inclined to think it is done out of pure sportiveness. During 
this “run” salmon willtake a spoon hook freely and afford 
fine sport. The bay upon which Seattle, the metropolis of 
Washington Territory, is situated is a famous place for sal- 
mon, as quite a large river (the Duwamish) empties into its 
head a couple of miles above Lown. 

Rising one morning in September last at 5 o’clock the 
writer walked down to a boat house, stopping on the way 
for a cup of coffee at a restaurant. At the boathouse he 
selected a light, easy rowing boat and set out. <A pull of 
half a mile brought him to the fishing grounds, which lie 
along the edge of the deep water bordering on the mud flats 
at the head of the bay, through which run the three mouths 
of the river. Here a busy scene presented itself. The sur- 
tace of the water for a mile or more was covered with 
Indian canoes whose occupants were busily engaged in 
hauling in the lordly fish, which on reaching shore they dis- 
posed of for the pitiful price of five cents each. ‘These 
Indians often fill their canoes in a morning’s fishing. Scat- 
fered among the canoes were a few boats occupied by white 
men, who, like the writer, were bent on pleasure, not profit. 
The sun was just rising over the Cascade range as the writer 
neared the grounds, casting its radiance on the snowy peaks 
ofthe Olympic monntains in the west. To the south old 
Mount Ranier reared his snowy head, half cold and forbid- 
ding and half bathed in the rosy sunlight. Immediately at 
hand were the smooth wuters of the bay, skirted with their 
green border of mighty firs, standing in unbroken pLalanx 
save where the two miles of city front Jay. The town was 
still in shadow, and but for the columns of smoke rising 
one the many manufactories, would have seemed still 
asleep. 

But action was necessary did the writer intend to do any 
work on that morning. Jointing his heayy lancewood rod 
and adjusting his reel with its hundred yards of line, he 
fastened on a spoon, and adjusting a sinker of four ounces 
weight about twenty feet in front of the hook, so as to keep 
the spoon about two feet under water when in motion, he 
was ready for business, Starting off with a slow steady 
stroke, which propelled the boat at about two and a half 
niiles an hour, he unreeled his line as he went, till he had 
out about 100 feet. A few minutes’ rowing and a vicious 
jerk announced that he was fast toa fish, Dropping his 
oars the eager fisherman commenced reeling in. It 18a pecu- 
liarity of these fish that when hooked they will come iu 
without resistance, even swimming toward the boat until 
they fet In sight, when off they go as if shot from a gun, 
and itis then that the real fight begins. It is no easy task, 
in alight boat with a flexivle rod, to bring a good-sized 
salmon to gaff, and so the writer found in this instance. A 
dozen times did he haye him within ten feet of the boat, only 
to have him make another rush for freedom. The tackle 
was gaod,' however, and twenty minutes from the time he 
‘was licoked the fine fish was gasping with his mouth out of 
Water alongside the boat, Taking his gaff, a large fish hook 
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lashed t6 a stick, and dexterously introducing it into his 
gaping jaws, he landed himin the boat. He was a noble 
fellow, weighing 18} pounds, and afterward proved to. be 
the largest one of the morning’s catch. These fish will 
average probably 7 pounds, and they are caught weighing 
as much as 40 or 50 pounds. The writer has taken one of 
32 pounds, A row of an hour and a half more resulted in 
the vppiute of four more salmon, weighing frum 4 to 8 
pounds. 
A brisk row home succeeded, and after a good cold bath 

the writer was in good condition to enjoy a late breaktart. 
The catch of the morning was an average one for a rod, 
which is, of course, a slower method of taking them than 
with a hand line, although the enjoyment connected with 
the latter process is not to be compared with that resulting 
from the former. It is not an unusual thing for two men, 
one rowing and one fishing, to catch twenty in a morning in 
acouple of hours with a hand line. These fish are in fine 
condition when “running,” and are a magnificent table fish 
cooked in any way. Asa food fish tney are surpassed prob- 
ably only by the famous Columbia River salmon. Very large 
numbers are taken during the season. The canning of them 
is « large industry, and their export and sale adds no small 
sum to the wealth of the Sound. A few years ago, at a point 
some twenty miles below Seattle, 7,000 of these fish were 
taken in one haul of a seine, They are very gamy and fight 
to the lust. 

It may not be out of place, as we are speaking of a salt- 
water fish, to mention that we have in the Sound nearly all 
of the varieties of salt-water fish known to the temperate 
zone; but owing to the fine trout fishing within easy reach 
and the salmon fishing; there is not uch salt-water fishiny 
indulged in for other fish than salmon for recreation, There 
is, of course, no fishing that will compare with trout and 
salmon fishing, unless it may be Dr. Henshall’s pets. When 
one can lie on a bed of rose leaves he does not care to recline 
on corn husks. ALE, 
SEATTLE, W. 'T,, Oct. 25. 

ECHOES FROM THE TOURNAMENT. 

Editor Forest and Strean: 
The fly-casting at the late tournament did not show the 

distances expected hecause the contestants cast across the 
wind instead of with, or againstit. Tt 1s well known that 
some casters can get out more line against a moderate breeze 
than with it, hence, if the stand had been move out from 
the shore, say a hundred feet and Jet them cast directly in, 
the r-cord would have been betler. The stand was built upon 
legs and was stationary. It would seem as if a float was the 
proper thing to cast from, for then it could be moved at will. 
Two lovs would float it and it would be both portable and 
secure. It was suggested to use a boat, but distance casting 
requires a more secure footing, and a float will meet all the 
requirements. Loorar On, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
lt strikes me that the Committee did not do as well as 

usual by the amateurs this year, in leaving out Class C. 
Surely there were prizes enough if they had not overloaded 
the minnow casting class with them. I would eall their 
attention to a fault or oversight in the programme, and one 
which is growing. This is the fact that there is no place for 
an amateur who has ever won a first prize. He is barred 
out from all classes except the expert ones, where he must 
meet men who are far ahead of any winners of amateur 
prizes. Why not make a class tor them next year? 

AMATEUR. 

[The suggestion of a floating platform has already been 
made, but whether it is a detirable thing or notis not settled, 
“Amateur” is informed that there were not prizes enough to 
fill Class C this year. Those in the minnow casting class 
were given especially for that class, and the Committee could 
not change them. Whether his proposition to make a class 
for amateurs who have won first is a good one or not, the 
next committee will decide.—F. M.] 

SMALL FLIES. 

T is our belief that most artificial flies used in America 
are too large. We have been gradually reducing the 

size of our trout flies until we have some midges, scarcely 
larger than the tiniest insect which dances over the water, 
and we find them killing. The prevailing belief is that the 
hook which necessarily accompanies such a fly is not large 
enough to hold a good treut. If the hook is of good steel, it 
will do it in proper hands. A trout will often rise to a small 
fly when a large one will alarm it. Concerning this ques- 
tion, an American writer recently said that he was glad to 
see that English anglers were following the American exam- 
ple and recognizing the “‘stream value of fine tackle.” Mr. 
Rh. B. Marston, editorof the London Fishing Guzette, claimed 
that the English used finer, ¢. ¢., more delicate tackle and 
flies than the Americans, and sent on some flies which were 
forwarded to Mr. W. C. Prime, who wrote Mr, Marston as 
follows: 

“Profile House, New Hampshire, U. 8. A., Sept. 8, 1884. 
Dear Sir—That 1 have not, long ago, thanked you with 
all heart for sending me the flies has been more my misfor- 
tune than my fault When I received them, by the kind 
hands of Mr. Harris, 1 had left town with the intent to pass 
the spring and summer, as usual, rod in hand each day, 
But at the very time they reached me at Franconia, near this 
place, I was overtaken by an attuck of illness, and I have 
not had a well hour since. Three several unfinished letters 
to you attest my desire to tell you how thoroughly I felt your 
kindness in sending the flies, and what a revelation they 
were to me of the possibilities of high art in the angler’s 
employments and life. But if you know the weariness of 
body and mind which accompany constant pain for wonths, 
you will, 1 am sure, appreciate my own regret that I could 
not write as I wanted to, and understund why this acknow 
ludgment has been delayed. With the cooler weather of 
autumn I begin to feel some of the return of vigor and 
health. 

“| have shown to a host of friends these flies, not only as 
marvellous specimens of delicacy and perfection of work, 
but also, as I esteem them most, as evidences of the relation- 
ship among anglers of all countries and all peoples. It was 
exceedingly yratifying to receive them on this account. It 
is many years since I have tied a small fly or a gual, though 
l use more of them than any four other American anglers. 
I depend for my supplies on Scotland and England. It is 
only within three yeurs that any of tne Amerivan dealers in 
tackle have had gnats of small fies on gale. This was, doubt- 
less hecause of the abundance of troutip many of our waters, 
land the freedom with which they rese to almost any cast. 
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But from my childhood, years ago, I have been accustomed 
to use fine tackle and small flies, It was ny pride, as a 
small boy, to kill large trout ona single horse hair, and I 
have always since enjoyed the use of the most delicate lead- 
ers and gnats when killing the heaviest fish, But I never 
saw or dreamed of such exquisite bits of fly-making as these. 
I have two or three hobbies. I have given a long life to the 
col.ection and study of early illustration in books. I have 
devoted a good deal of time to the study of ancient art. I 
have filled my house with a colli:ction of pottery and porce- 
lain, I live, when in town, among these associations; but 
all my life, my heart, is shut wpon my rod case, until 1 get 
away from town, and then il escapes and enjoys its beating. 
With renewed thanks, I am sincerely yours, 

“W. C. Prowse,” 
The Mishing Gazette publishes this and says: 
“Some years ago, when nolicing Forest AND STREAM in 

this paper, I said what a good thing it was that the Conti- 
nent of North America, with its unrivalled sporting grounds 
and waters, was in the hands of an Hnglish-speaking and 
practically English race, which produced as keen, good, and 
true sportsmen as the old country. Since then I have met 
or corresponded with many American anglers, and 1 have 
always experienced the same feeling of good fellowship 
which is shown by the very pleasant letter quoted above. 
May the feeling grow and extend.—R. B, Marston.” 

REMARKABLE CatcH of SHap.—Three hundred sbad 
were recently caught in a mackerel weir off Truro, Mass, 
They were of good size and condition, several of them 
weighing five pounds. We saw them on My. Blackferd’s 
stand last Saturday, and they were bright and beautiful. 
As the shad finish spawning in the Connecticut River in 
July and are supposed to go to deep water to recuperate, it is 
singular that a school should be found so far inshore. The 
old theory that, this fish left our coast for the south in the 
fall is not now believed in, but it is thought that they seek 
depths where they find a temperature of about 60° Pahr. 
and crustacean food. 

BuLupFisH AT BaRNEGAT.—Outside the beach at Barne- 
gat shore was grand sport last week with big bluefish. Num- 
bers were taken running from six to twelye pounds, and 
many boats were out, the wind being favorable for the 
yachts to go out the inlet and cruise up and down the beach. 
A great weight of fith was salted down, and the life-saving 
créws were in luck for the provision of a part of their winter 
stores. This Was about the only run of big bluefish that 
showed itself this year.—Homo. 

Sishculture. 

THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURALASSOCIATION. 

THE RIVER EXCURSION, 
T 1 o'clock P. M. the second day, the members of the Fish- 

cultural Association proceeded in ca'riages to the Lower ~ 
Cedar Point wharf, where they embarked on board the Fish 
Hawk, one of the Fish Commission steamers, which had been 
tendered for the occasion by Professor Baird. 

Tn the course of the afternoon the committee, appointed on 
Tuesday by the President of the Association to drawup a 
resolution looking to the interests of oyster cultivators, pre- 
pared their report, and shortly afterward a meeting ef the 
Association was called to order in the saloon of the vessel by 
the President. 
Tur PRESIDENT: This meeting is called for the purpose of 

considering the desirability of changing the name of the Asso- 
ciation, The present name is not considered comprehensive 
enough by a number of its members. After this point has 
been settled, we will consider any other business that may be 
brought forward. 

Pror. GoopE; I heg to propose that the name of the ““Amer- 
ican Fisheultural Association” be changed to the ‘‘American 
Fisheries Association.” I have conferred with several of the 
members present in order to get un idea as to what the gen- 
eral feeling mizht bein the matter. I should not hayebrought 
up this question on the present occasion put for the fact that 
every one with whom i have spoken seems to bein fayor of 
the change. I think it hardly necessary, therefore, to present 
all the reasons for the proposed change. I will, in brief, sa 
that in most of the European countries—Norway, England, 
Holland, Germany and Spain—there are “fisheries associa- 
tions,” ‘‘fisheries societies” and ‘‘fischerei vereins,” which in 
scope correspond precisely to this one, and I believe that by 
changing its name we shail be brought into a more appropri- 
ate rela‘ion with those sister societies, and that thereby the 
limitations of the society will be more exactly represented, 
Of course the greater includes the less, and the change of the 
words ‘‘fishcultural” to ‘‘fisheries” will in no way diminish the 
importance of fishculture, or of the work of those members of 
the Association who are more particularly interested in that 
special branch of the fisheries. 
The president submitted a general request for the opinions 

of the members. 
Mr. RoosHvewt: I confess that the proposition to change the 

name of this Association has surprised me somewhat. I am 
not quite satisfied that the propsed name conveys to our 
English-speaking and American-thinking men precisely the 
purpose of the organization. Our Association is in reality a 
fishcultural association, The name “‘fisheries associabion” is 
open to various interpretations. At this moment I am hardly 
prepared to define distinctly what would be precisely con- 
veyed by that expression. We certainly do not meet for the 
urpose of catching fish but for the purpose uf creating fish, 

Pas not think that to the English mind the word “‘fishery” or 
‘fischerei” conveys the purpose of this Association at all, and 
it seems to me that ‘‘tishculture” is the better term. The name 
of this Association originally was the “Fishculturists’ Associa- 
tion,” but that was not broad enough, Hishculturists coniine 
themselves exclusively to seal ee involving practical and 
not scientitic research. It has been suggested that many of 
the papers that have been read before the Association have 
been only indirectly connected with fisheultural matters; but 
ib scems to me that all of them have had a direct bearing on 
fishculture. The food of fishis necessary to their cultivation 
and a knowledge of their uses, character and nature is also 
essential, I cannot see how anything that is connected with 
the study of fish would not come within the limits of a fish- 
cultural association; and when I heard of the name proposed, 
it occured to me that the term ‘‘fisheries association” would 
not definitely interpret the aims of this suciety. 

Dr. Hupson; I have been reflecting upon this matter and 
would say that my thoughts in the main coincide wita those 
ot Mr, Roosevelt, although my conclusions are somewhat dif 
ferent, Iara inclined to the opinion that the word “Fisheries 
Association” is rather broader than ‘‘Fishcultural Associa- 
tion,” and would be more acceptable. Many mien when asked 
fo join our Association say, ‘fam nota fishcuiturist.” I do 
nov feel as if I had any special interest in the subject,” 
although, if they attended its meetings, they would soon dis- 
cover that all kinds of lish, lobsters and oysters are described; 
their anatomy and physiology discussed; their food investi- 
gated; their fiesh analyzed; and their organizations compared 
with others, It seems really as though in the term ‘‘Fisheul- 
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tural” all the matters just alluded to cannot be strictly in- 
cluded, and for that reason I believe that ‘‘Wisheries Associa- 
tioh” would be more suitable. Tt is the term most generally 
employed in Hurope, and I think it is the hest for us to adopt. 
Mr. Pixs; I think the proposed changeof name is one which 

should commend itself to this Association. According to my 
views, the Association has outgrown its original purposes, Its 
primary object was to bring into closer relations those who 
were immediately engaged in the artificial breeding of fish; 
and when the Fish Commissioners of the several States were 
invited to join, some, I know, declined, because they were not 
fishculturists or fish-growers for gain. But all this is changed 
now; the aims of this Association have gradually become 
more expanded and elevated—embracing everything that per- 
tains to food fishos in all their manifold relations. This is seen 
in the great variety of topics which were presented for dis- 
eussion during the session of the Association. Strictly speak- 
ing, Professor Atwater’s excellent paper would not have been 
an appropriate one before an association of persons devoted 
simply to the best method of cultivating and increasing food 
fishes, And yet it was one of the most acceptable papers pre- 
sented; and it was acceptable because the members of the 
Association have learned to take broader and move conmipre- 
hensive views of the subject of fisheries. In a word, this 
Association has outgrown its name—and it needs to adopt a 
name that will more truly, more significantly, iadicate its 
present commendable objects and studies, 1 think the term 
“Fisheries Association” would accomplish this, It may be 
adopted with or witout the definite article ‘‘the;” but I 
would prefer to callit “The American Fisheries Association,” 
Mr. WortH: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen—I have telt in 

my work that I needed the hearty co-operation of the fisher- 
men, and I have endeavored to bring about a more intimate 
relationship between them and fishculturists. I have found in 
Noith Carolina that the fishermen were fizhting the work, and 
at the exposition which we ropose to hold there this fall, I 
have already organized in the State a movement which will 
bring about a “fisherman’s convention,” which will hold its 
sessions in October, at which time I hope to display the fish- 
ery industries of North Carolina. With regard to the change 
of name, [ think that the term at present in use is rather nar- 
row. Several special subjects have been taken up at ourrecent 
sessions which are not fishcultural, and yet if we call it ‘‘The 
American Fisheries Association” we drop rather beyond the 
line where we want to go. As Colonel McDonald said to me, 
weare a kind of protective association of the fisheries. We 
not only want to propagate fish, but to perfect the system of 
fishing, and the methods of preparing and marketing them; 
all of which considerations haye direct bearing upon the name 
by which our Association should be known. While it is desir- 
able that these various questions should have their place with 
us, it seems to me that the proposed name is rather a broad 
departure from its present anchorage. [ think the name 
should be broader and more comprehensive»than at present, 
but I am rather opposed to calling it ‘‘The American Fisheries 
Association.” I can suggest nothing better, I admit, but it 
seems as if there must be some intermediate and appropriate 
game, The term “society” strikes meas more suitable than 
“association.” If manufacturers and fishermen be allowed to 
come in, lam somewhat afraid that they will overbalance en- 
tirely the fishcultural element; I am opposed to changing the 
name to “The American Visheries Association,” but there is 
sn intermediate namie if We could just hit on it. 

Col. McDonaupD; I have no opinion to expr beyond what 
has already been expressed by Mr. Pike. agree with him 
fully, 
ate EvantTs: I somewhat disagree with my friend Mr, 

Roosevelt, Lwould suggest something covering the same idea, 
but how it will sound I cannot say—‘‘The Fish Interests Asso- 
clation’’—I don’t know whether that would be intelligible or 
not, 

Mr. Winicox; I feel as if it were desirable to change the 
name, judging by what my feelings were when I was asked 
to become a member. I said, “I am not a fisheulturist, al- 
though I am interested i its scientific relations.” I thought I 
would be ‘‘out of my latitude” in the territory of this Associ- 
ation. But judging from whatI have seen and heard since I 
have been a member, I now believe that the Association has 
outgrown the purpose of its original organization, 1 think the 
time has come wher the name should be changed; but I am 
not prepared to suggest a substitute, as I have not considered 
the matter sufficiently. 

Mr. Stone: I do not know that 1 have much to say. I think 
the considerations on both sides are of about equal weight, 
When Professor Goode asked me if I objected to the change 
being made, I said | had no objection, but since Mr. Rooseyelt 
has spoken on the other side, 1 can say that the change of 
name would, I believe, radically change the purpose of the As- 
sociation, 1 think it would be rather a pity todo that. Per- 
haps {am more sensitive on the subject than some of the 
others, because I happen to be the one who drew up the con- 
stitution under the old name. If, however, the change is 
thought to be for the interests of the Society, I don’t think I 
showd offer any objection; but [think it would bea good 
plan to let the matter lie over for a year, until we have given 
it more thought, 

Mr, Mavurr: I feel like saying a few words, I think with 
Mr. Stone that if we could offer a name that would embrace 
the whole purpose of the Association—perhaps '‘The American 
Fish, Fisheries, Oysters, Lobster and Fisheultural Associa- 
tion”—it would be well, but it would take a great deal of ink, 
IT should prefer to call it a ‘‘society,” because there are fewer 
letters in it than in “association,” and the Secretary has less 
writing to do. As a fisheulturist, I do not like to see the 
idea of fishculture lost sight of or made to take a second place. 
That was the main purpose of the Association at its birth, and 
T believe that Mr. Stone and I are the only owo original mem- 
bersleft. Lagree with Mx, Stone’s suggestion that the matter 
lie oyer for a year. | object to any clange whatever, because 
we are well known by our old name, and under it have taken 
in all questions which we can under the proposed new one. 
lf at afnture meeting there should be a majoriety of net- 
makers, they might wish to again change the name to include 
their business, I have grown up with the Association under its 
old names, and it seems to me suicidal to make a change. It 
is like exchanzing a tattered flag that we have fought under 
for one just out of the shop. 1 can readily see how new mem- 
bers desire a change, but 1 cannot approve 1b. r 

Prov, Gitu: Although I may not be a member of this As- 
sociation, | have no objection topeak, as lam requested, I 
am rather inclined to disagree with that old proverb that a 
rose under any other name smelis equally sweet. I think Mr, 
Roosevelt has given a good argument for changing rather than 
keeping the name. He has well remarked that the Associa- 
tion has developed from a fisheulturists’ association into a fish- 
cultural association, and that itis still in progress of further 
development; and it seems as though it would be merely fol- 
lowine a natural sequence to enlarge it still further and call it 
‘The American Fisheries Association.” As regards the pref- 
erence of the word “‘association” or ‘‘society,” [should be dis- 
osed to retain the old name, because we are apt to recognize 

a “society” as a local organization, while this is rather a peri- 
patetic body. It wou'd then be on a footing with the ‘‘Amer- 
jean Association for the Advancement of Science,” and others 
which are also peripatetic in their habits. I should, there- 
fore, be in favor of simply changing the name to ‘American 
Fisheries Association.” 

Dr, H. H. Cary: It occurs to me that the name might be 
made a litule more comprehensive, and it seems to me that a 
change is desirable. In that view, I venture to throw out a 
suggestion, and ask how it would do to call it_“The American 
Fisheultural and Protective Association.” Weneed protec-. 
tion as muchas anything else; There are as many poachers 
pf fish a3 of game, 

a 
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Mr, Enpicorr: I have listened to the interesting papers that 
have been read at many annual meetings of this Association, 
and have as yet seen nothing to prevent a member from intro- 
ducing any matter that pertains even in the remotest degree 
to fish or fisheries, Nor do I suppose we shall ever have any 
difficulty in that particular, Consequently I see no reason for 
changing the name. I do not think that we have grown so 
large that we should be ashamed of the old colors. Iam in 
fayor of retaining the old name. 

Mr. Rooseveir; I propose to let the matter lie over for a 
year. If you change the name to *‘Association of Fisheries,” 
people would regard it as composed of fishermen, It would 
narrow our aims instead of broadening them. If we could 
Agree 01 an accurate and satisfactory substitution, I would 
not object. I move that the subject lie over for a year, or un- 
til the next meeting of the Association, 

Pror. Goopr: Mr, President: I haye no personal feeling in 
the matter, bubitseems to me that there has been a little 
misapprehension of the significance of the term “fisheries” as 
used in the literature of the present time. We have had last 
year in London the International Fisheries Exhibition, the 
classification of which corresponded to some extent with the 
scope of this society, and was much broader than this institu- 
tion. ut the present promises to be, The word ‘tisheries” is 
used in the broadest sense by a great many writers upon fish- 
ing topics, ‘‘Fishery” is a very different word. ‘he word 
“fisheries,” as in Germany and France, takes in the whole 
subject of economy in fishing, and includes protection, propa- 
pation, pruper methods of carrying on the fisheries, and em- 
braces all the subjects that have been discussed by this Asso- 
ciation during the past two or three years of its history, in 
which interval the scope of the Association has been much 
wider than in previous years. I have not the slightest objec- 
tion to yoting for a deferment of the consideration of the sub- 
ject, but fail to see what can be gained. I think such action 
will retard the Association in ifs march of progress just twelve 
months, 

Pror. Gini; I would suggest that the furtherance of the 
fisheries is the object of this Association, as I understand it, 
and fishculture is simply a means by which this objective can 
be obtained. Now I thimk that the work of this Association 
naturally includes a yery wide field of investigation, and, 
therefore, am of the opinion that the term ‘‘fishculture” is 
decidedly too narrow in its meaning. If fishculture is its limit 
then to be logical we would have to eliminate a good deal 
that has been done by this Association; in other words, we 
should have to call a halt, put down the brakes, and put back 
the work of the Association « good deal behind that point 
whichit has already reached. This organization began in a 
small way—as a fishculiurists’s association; it became natur- 
ally developed inthe course of time into ay association that 
took cognizance of all that related to fishculture, and it has 
now deyeloped beyond that point, embracing in its aim all 
that is useful for the fisheries. It seems to me consequently 
that, if it be desired to have a name which is expressive of its 
present aims, such a change as is proposed, namely, to call 
pia “American Fisheries Association” is decidedly prefer- 
able, 
THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen: Are you ready for the 

question? The first vote willbe on Mr, Roosevelt’s amend- 
ment. 

This was taken and lost. 
Mr. Roosnyect: I recommend the word “‘society” instead of 

“association,” 
Fror, Goopn: [ accept this amendment, and am willing 

that it should be called “The American Fisheries Society,” 
Mr, MatsEer;: I would really like to ask whether itis parlia- 

mentary, after this Association has adjourned, and some of 
its members have gone home, to hold this meeting here. I 
oviet} to all the proceedings of this meeting as being irregu- 
ar, 
Tur PrResipent: I shall rule it in order, as the Association 

has no order of business, Besides, Mr. Mather has taken part 
in the discussion, and therefore has no right to object to the 
meeting as an irregular one, 

Cot. McDonaLD: It is the largest attendance we have had 
throughout the whole meeting. 
Mr. Martner; But the regular meeting adjourned this 

morning. 
THE Presipent: The last amendment has been accepted 

that the name shall be changed to “The American Fisheries 
Society.” 

Pror, Goopr; I would like to ask one question. Supposing 
the wish of the majority be to retain the old name, ‘‘Associa- 
tion?” 
THE PRESIDENT; The amendment has already been accepted, 

We will now vote oun it. 
This was taken and carried. 
THt PrRoesipent; The tuture name of this Association is 

“The American Fisheries Society.” 

SOME RESULTS OF FISHCULTURE. 

ARP.—The carp, wherever planted under fayorable con- 
ditions, and receiving reasonable care and attention 

have grown, bred, and multiplied rapidly. Thirty thousand 
distinct bodies of waiter in every section of the United States 
have been occupied with this fish. These represent an aggre- 
gate area of 100,000 acres of waste water, which have been 
converted to profitable, almost spontaneous, production, 
yielding at a moderate estimate 20,000,000 pounds of food per 
annum, and adding $1,000,000 annually to the value of the 
products of the country. - 
Brack Bass.—The black bass has been acclimated in all of 

the rivers of the Atlantic slope, and while not increasing the 
aggregate food product of the areas occupied by them, the 
introduction of this game fish has indirectly contributed to 
the prosperity of various sections by attracting sportsmen and 
summer residents. 
Trout.—Dhe mountain sections of New York, New Hamp- 

shire and Vermont have their game and fish well preserved 
through the efforts of the State Fish Commissioners; the trout 
streams being kept up by artificial propagation or plan pIne: 
and by protection. The summer visitors who are drawn tu 
this region by the fame of its hunting and fishing leave there 
annually $1,500,000, according to the statement of the New 
Hampshire Commissioner. The larger pait of this is to be 
credited to the eiforts in artificial propagation svstematically 
carried on there, 
CALIFORNIA SALMON.—The efforts to acclimate this species 

on the Atlantic slope and in the Mississippi basin have proved 
abortive, unfavorable temperature conditions, as I have else- 
where shown, having militated against euecess. This, how- 
ever, is to be regarded as an experiment in acclimation rather 
than in fisheulture, the artificial propagating and planting: of 
this species in the Sacramento River haying carried the annual 
production ot that river up to double the yolume it had before 
planting was inaugurated, and added to its aggregate value 
$300,000 per annum, ; ’ 
WuitTmrisH.—The propagating and planting of this species 

inthe great lakes was undertaken m the face of a rapid 
decrease, which foreshadowed the exhaustion of these tisher- 
ies in a few years. This decrease has been arrested, and the 
product is again slowly on the increase. j - 
SHav,—The results of the artificial propagation and planting 

of shad cannot, in the absence of accurate statistics covering 
the whole coast, be definitely stated. There isno question but 
the production of, the Chesapeake area asa wholeis steadily 
on the increase, though local causes determine local failures 
of the fisheries each season; local statistics, being the only 
measure of increase that we have, of course can h us no 
data by which we can determine the general advance in pro- 
duction. This, however, is shown by the decreased cost per 
pound of the shad from season to season in the face of a& con. 

tinually increasing demand brought about by increasing pop- 
ulation and increased facilities for distribution, the price to-day 
in the markets of Baltimore and Washington being from $12 
to $20 per hundred and from three to four cents per pound.— 
Marshall McDonald, in Bulletin of the United States Fish 
Commission. 

MAINE TROUT —Stanley, Morris County, N. J., Oét. 31, 
1884,—Hditor Forest and Stream: The folleiay lotter from 
Hon. Henry O, Stanley, Commissioner of Fish and Game, will 
doubless interest many of your readers.—Gno, SHEPARD 
Pacs, “Office of Commissioner of Fish and Game, Dixfield, 
Me, Oct. 27, 1884.—My dear cousin, your letter received, We 
are yery busy with our report and fightine the poachers 
which takes nearly all my time, day and night. I returned 
from Rangeley a few days ago, having finished taking brook- 
trouteggs. We secured about 800 male and female trout in 
the Kennebago Stream of two to eight pounds each, and 
could have caught many more if they had been required. 
They were all taken from one spawning bed, for the most 
part by seining; although they would take the fly well, even 
when they were ripe and the eges would run from them; but 
we found ita slow way. We did not kill a fish at Kennebago, 
and only one on the Rangeley Stream. They were the finest 
lot I ever saw, In the small pool below the dam on the 
Rangeley outlet I took twenty-six at one pul, which averaged 
five pounds each; the largest trout weighed nine and one- 
half pounds. We also took a male salmon of ten pounds, and 
saw several others aboye the dam, and also very many large 
trout, which we did not disturb, Those we took from the 
pool below the dam we put above out of the way of the blueback 
fishermen. The gates are shut, and they will not run down 
the stream until the water rises. We took about fifty trout 
in the pool below the dam averaging five pounds each. We 
have kept the Kennebago and Rangeley streams guarded this 
fall without help from subscriptions or trom the State, except 
the cost of running the hatching house. Mr, Stilwell and my-~- 
self have thus far borne the expense, and hope the result will 
be seen in the future. Truly yours—Henry U. Stantey,” 

Che Aiennel. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Dec. 16, 17, 18 and 19.—Third Bench Show of the Southern Massa- 

chusetts Poultry Association, Taiinton, Mass, Wm. C. Dayenport, 
Assistant Secretary. p. 

Dee. 20, 31 dnd Jan. 1, 2, 1885.—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 
Association, Meriden, Conn, Joshua Shure, Secretary. 

Jan. 1U to 14, 1885,—World’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La. Mr, Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. 

Jan, 27, 38. 29 and 80.—Annual Bench Show ot the New Brunswick 
Poultry and Pet Steck Association. Mr. AH. W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St, Johns, N. B. 
March 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Second Anniai Bench Show of the Cin- 

cinnati Sportsman’s Club, Cincinnati. 0. Oharles Lincoln, Superin- 
tendent, 

FIELD TRIALS, 

Noy. —-~Thitd Annual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 
Island, L. I. Open to members only. Mr, A. 'T. Phimimer, Secretary 
Noy. i7._Sixth Annual Trials of the Mastern Wield Trials Ohib, at 

High Poimt, N.C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush. L. I. 
Nov, 17.—Virst Annual Trials of the Fisher's Island Glib, Fisher's 

Island. N. ¥. Open to members only, Mr, Max Wenzel, Secretary, 
Hoboken, N. J, 

Dec. 2—Second Annual Trials of the Pacific Coast Field Trials 
Chun at Walltown Timber, Cal. N, BE. White, Secretary, Sacramento 

al. ‘ 
Dec. § —Sixth annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss, D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. 
Dee, 15.—Southern Sportsmen's Association Trials, Canton, Miss. 

Mr. T. K. Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A. K. R. 

eases AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 
lished every month. WHntries close on the 1st, Should be in early. 
Entry blanks sent on receipt of slamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) Must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1. Address 
‘‘American. Kennel Register,” P. 0. Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1644, Volumel., bound in cloth, sent 
postpaid, $1.50. 

THE BLACK SETTERS. 

Das or twelve years ago I had the pleasure of being intro- 
duced to your then editor, At that time 1 was in your 

city to meet the Commissioners of Fisheries for the State, 
being deputed by the late Frank Buckland and his coadjutors to 
hand to the representatives of the Empire State models of all 
the last improvements in fishways and salmcn leaps, con 
amore. 
The United States for many years—the best part of a half- 

century life—was the scene of very many of my shooting ex- 
periences, and, as I then contributed largely to your press, I 
naturally considered myself identified with your field sports, 
The progress—which no one can fail to observe—that has been 
made in them, provided even that your own columns be taken 
as evidence, must be most satisfactory; nay, more, highly 
gratifying to the large body of American sportsmen and 
naturalists. 
At the present titae ‘sport and science march hand in hand; 

the latter doing much to elevate the former, the former doing: 
the same to popularize the iatter, Therefore, let science an 
sport ever remain united for the protection of both. 
Long ere this I had hoped to revisit ‘‘Greater Britain” (wide 

Sir Charles Dylke), but military service took me to South 
Africa, over the greater part of which I have traveled, haying: 
hunted and shot from the Zambesi to the Cape of Good Hope 
(wide “The Great Thirst Land,” “Ride Through Hostile 
Africa”). 
ates in my own estimation being ‘‘worth two dead 

men still,” I look forward to that day when I will again sight 
Sandy Hook, tread Broadway, knock over a wood grouse 
(Bonaso umbellus) in the Hastern States, or at « long shot. 
double wp a prairie grouss (Oupidonea cupido) on the grass 
and flower-clad plains of the Western States. i 

This rodomontade is not business, only the hope that stiil 
animates the breast of one who is no longer a youngster; for 
you may judge for yourself that such is the case when I in- 
form you that I knew the late Dr, Porter and Mr, Herbert 
(“Frank Forester”). ( 
But coming to the point, the amount of attention and space 

that you give in your columns, and the knowledge and ac- 
quaintance that both you and your correspondents possess, is 
truly gratifying, indeed, most refreshing to loyers of the dog 
and gun. : ‘ 
But there is one item I should iike to inform you of, and 

which may be of service to dog breeders and dog lovers that 
dwell among you, it is this: . 
Tn 1861 1 visited your country and brought with me a black 

setter bitch. Her mother was a peifectly pure bred Irish set- 
ter, the stock being for many years owned by the Stoddart 
family of Galway. The father was bred by the Duke of 
Devonshire (hence I called my strain Cayendish setters), was 
also coal black, was of the purest blood, and was as noble a 
dog at work as he wasin appearance. j 

e bitch [ brought with me to the United States was simply 
pertect in form, speed and staunchness, but not being broken 
in ber youth to retrieve, I neyer could get her ta da so, At 

=a 
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the same time all her progeny took to that essential accom- 
plishment without hesitation. 

The first dog show in America was at New York, The 
famous showman, Mr, Barnum, wasits promoter, I exhibited 
my pet under the ownership of Dougall McDougall, and she 
beat all competitors. 

Soon after I took her to the Western States, where her 
erformances for speed, staunchness and beauty caused her to 
2 the admiration of all sportsmen with whom I was ac- 
quainted, and these were yery numerous, hailing from Chi- 
eago, mt. Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville. 

elle’s (her name) first family was sired by Boh, the prop- 
erty of the late Lord Milton, then shooting at Kent county, 
Indiana, a remarkably good and iandsome dog, but I ever 
believed from the shape of his head, coat and length of ear 
that he had a cross of the water spaniel in him. At this time 
TL advised Mr. Charles Wooley of Cincinnati to import a black 
setter of a breed that was undeniable in every requisite, Mr. 
Ten Broeck, Kentucky, of racing celebrity, carried out this re- 
quest. He did so, thus in due course of time a splendid black 
setter arrived at Porkopolis, direct from the Kennels of the 
late Lord Derby. . ‘ 
The whole of Belle’s future progeny were sired by this 

“Stanley setter,” the Gordon setters and Stanley setters having 
much of the same blood in them, although of different colors, 
Upward of twenty of this breed were ee by me to vari- 

ous fri-nds and acquaintances, viz,, Ma, Noble of Indianapolis, 
Mr. Logan, of Cincinnati, Mr. Selew, of Vincennes, and Judge 
Aaron Shaw, of Lawrenceville, Ill., an intimate acquaintance 
of President Lincoln. When 1 broke up my establishment in 
Illinois, my kennel of setters and pointers were sold and were 
distributed im every direction. Mr. Foot, of New Jersey, a 
distiller at Cincinnati, purchased my best dog, Beau, rae the 

being seyen hun- old lady Belle, the price paid for the former 
dred and fifty dollars. 

Since ny last return 

setters as being par excellence the best strain in their country, 
but not one could inform me from whence they originated. 
This is the reason that I have presumed to write such a volu- 
mainous articie, and trespass upon your valuable columns, 
With the hope that you will succeed in carrying out the good 
work you haye undertaken, belieye me, sincerly yours, 

PARKER GILLMORE, 
Author of ‘The Great Thirst Land,” “‘Gun, Rod and Saddle,” 

How to Use it,’ (sic) “Prairie and Forest,” ‘The Rod and 
etc., ete. 

Lown Don, England, September, 1884. 

ENGLISH KENNEL 

VIL. 

NOTES. 

() Pee is something in the light, fresh air of Edinburgh 
that aS brightens me up. ‘‘A bit raw this morning,” 

I thought, as 
pi 

reye m 

tobacca smoke and inoffensively scanning— 

“Brother man, 

Still gentler, sister woman.” 

I always quote Burns, eat short bread 

in the army,” as we used to sing at school, 

resented in quality. 
The stagnant condition of our kennel press and the lethargic 

abilities of its agents forced themselves upon my notice at this 
This being one of the great exhibitions of the year, the 

representatives of the different journals were of course 
show. 

ise and among them the reporter of the Live Stock Jour- 
nal, 

appeared on Friday morning without a word about the show, 
In a great many offices such unenterprising, incapable laziness 
would have earned its owner the distinction of the most igno- 
ble ‘‘Order of the Boot.” 

It was generally hoped when the Live Stock Journal lately 
passed into wealthy hands, that its new owners would appoint 
an able manager of journalistic experience, and that such a 
man would surround himself with a staff of competent writers: 
but it soon became Spperedt that the new owners were 

horses, so the dogs are still left to a 
man whose whole qualification for the post consists in the fact 
that he once kept St. Bernards, and who, at the time he retired 

ot his affairs rather ‘tmixed” with a rever- 

wrapped up in cattle an 

from the fancy, 
end gentleman who had purchased several of his dogs 
justifiable prices. What reliance then can the paper 
puree in the criticisms of a man whose 

at un- 

ersona: 

port, therefore, must depend upon notes charitably supplied 
by exhibitors on their own classes. If readers knew the 
writers and how their reports are ‘‘vamped,” they would echo 
the words of one of our oldest and most successful exhibitors 
who said in my presence: “Show me the prize lists, I don't 
want their reports; do you think I am going to read what 
Blank says about s, he never owned one in his life, and 
do you stippose he can teach me anything, who has been in the 
fancy fifteen yearsand upward?’ Tor the application of m 
remarks on this subject | would ask those who have bac 
numbers by them, to contrast the reports of the Field and the 
Live Stock Journal when they were written by Lewis Clein- 
ent and Vero Shaw with those of to-day. It was the business 
of these men; their pens earned their living, and they gave 
you value for your money. Mr. VeroShaw basmany enemies 
in the dogey world, but I think there are few who would not 
consider his return to the kennel editorship of the Live Stock 
Journal. change for the better. ‘‘Look on this picture and 
on that;’’ in theold days the reports were written by men 
who were journalists, authorities and authors on doggy sub- 
jects—Vero Shaw, Hugh Dalziel and L. Clement. Their places 
are now taken by a fancier who once Kept terriers, by a fan- 
cier who once sold St, Bernards, and by another who once 
kept spaniels, though I will allow that the remarks of the last 
named are often readable if not very profound. 2 

Isuppose they had dual judging at Hdinburgh, becanse 
everybody wanted to dosomething. In coupling Mr. Panmure 
Gordon with Dr. James, a very cleyer judge, the committee 
by these harmless means cheaply returned their thanks for the 
prizes presented by the former. Twomen judging one class 
is in most cases unsatisfactory. If beth men are independent 
and experienced it often leads to open recrimination in the 
ring, Jones says Don stands better in front and hassuch good 
carriage. Brown can’t see it, and besides Dash’s coat is so 
mouch denser. “‘Not a bit of it,” says Jones with a superior 
air, “justfeel it.” “I don’t want to feel it,” replies the injured 
Brown; ‘I can see it.” “Oh, can you,” remarks the irritating 
Jones, “then perhaps you can se@ his teeth without opening 
his mouth; that will be @ distinct advantage, because he looks 
bad tempered.” And so they continue to nag until one gives 
in or an arbiteris called to decide. Neither remedy is con- 
vincing; with the first the owner of the beaten dog has a right 
to complain that his dog’s strong chance was given up by the 
weakness of one rf the judges, and in the second case the 
referee becomes the judge, ft p ; - 
-The plan can be made a successful one in practice if a divi- 

‘sion of labor be agreed upon beforehand, 1 was watching the 
ring where the two judges were acting, and I sgon peroeiyed 

from South Africa Ihave met many 
of your countrymen, who have spoken of this black breed of 

stood on the steps of the hotel lighting my 
e, and then feeling that my note-book and pencil Were safe, 

hands deep in my pockets and sauntered down the 
street to the show, perfuming the atmosphere as I went with 

and smear myself 
with marmalade when I get to Scotland. ‘‘Iu's away we have 

Of course [ had 
forgotten ajl about the show not being ready before 2 P. M., 
and so I found the place beset with vegetables mstead of dogs. 
The cheery Mr. Christie would make a good stage manager 
judging from the ability he displayed in changing the scene. 
The entry was a big one and the various breeds were well rep- 

But although the show opened on Tuesday, thus aliow- 
ing him two clear days to compose his report, the paper 

‘Ss readers 
experience 

oes not éxtend beyond one breed, and the rest of whose re- 

; that they had come to a friendly agreement upon this point; 
while Dr. James devoted all his attention to picking out the 
prize winners, Mr, Panmure Gordon occupied himself with 
the other business of the ring, such as jotting down the awards, 
ete, ; so in this way their opinions did not clash. ‘ 

I do heartily congratulate the urbane secretary and his 
hard-working colleagues on their great success, The difficul- 
ties in their way to less plucky gpirits would have seemed 
quite insurmountable, 
Ihave received a copy of the Scottish fancier, and I dare 

say I shall disgust some people by saying that it requires very 
little more “‘stuff” in it to make the paper quite the best of its 
class, The price is only one penny, and it is already compara- 
tively better than its higher-priced dogey contemporaries, 
The October nimber contains the report of the Hdinburgh 

show, and a very pretty ‘‘fancy” picture of the Scotch black 
and white collie Wlock, who won won third prize in the open 
class, No reliance whatever can be placed upon drawings of 
dogs. If Flock were as good as his portrait, he would be a 
cheap dog at £200. The editor of the Scottish Fancier, a Mr. 
Gray, isso void of judgment as to enter into a bitter contro- 
versy on bulldogs, in the Stock-Keeper, and. what is worse for 
him, one of the correspondents has dragged away his nom de 
lume, A Canny Scot.” An editor of a paper has responsi- 

bilities and a position to respect, and should never make his 
appearance except over the dignified editorial ‘‘we.” This is 
how Mr, Lyell commences his reply to Mr. Gray’s attack on 
him: ‘The virulent, blackguardly attack on mein your last 
shows me that the enemies who have so often tried to injure 
me are again, as ’Arry would say, on the tappy.” 

I don’t censure nor commend Mr. Gray or Mr, Lyell, the 
tone of such a discussion can do neither of them any good. It 
is not on the tapis one would expect to hear such language, 
but more likely on the sanded Hoor of a tap-room, 

Tt is amusing to notice what very small beer the kennel 
press is driven to chronicle for the employment of space; here 
1s a paragraph in the Live Stock Journal; ‘‘We understand 
that Mr. H. St. J. Stephen, the secretary of the Kennel Club, 
has been appointed (sic) a member of the committee of the 
Great Dane Club.” 

[I would respectfully suggest to the editor of that paper to 
enage a “reader” of Mr. Toot’s complexion to point out to 
them what is of ‘‘no consequence.” 
With regard to the paternity of the Crown Prince litter, Mr. 

Hugh Dalziel repeats his assertion that the pedigree is false, 
and invites unbelievers and those he charges with misrepre- 
sentations, to bring the matter before some judicial body. The 
Stock-Keeper, this week, seasonably points out that in the 
absence of the National Dog Club the proper body is the Ken- 
nel Club. The case is of such great consequence to mastiff 
breeders, that I hope the club will not wait for the dispu- 
tants to Come before them, but promptly summon them to do 
80, 

Ths Kennel Club begin to recognize that the ever increas- 
ing number of shows is lowering the dignity of the title champ- 
ion, A sub-committee has been appointed to deal with the 
question. I hope their efforts will not fail as miserably as 
those of the feeble few who took the faking and trimming 
question in hand. 
The eventful history of the collie Rutland is now published 

on authority. Jt appears he was first given to Sir Charles 
Mordaunt by the Rey. Hans Hamilton who bred him. For 
reasons in connection with the dog’s temperament Sir Charles 
parted with him and a large sum of money for the over- 
coated, sour-headed Stafla, Rutland’s next appearance was 
at Gloucester in the selling class, “price £5.5.” He was claimed 
by half a dozen eager applicants, but Mr. Boddington got 
him, and by his recent sale has cleared £245 profit without 
money made in prizes and fees, Usury does not seem much of 
a business after this. 
The Kennel Gazette of October has broken out into three 

columns of correspondence. [ think a little magnesia and 
sulphur would do it as the attack is not of a serious nature. 
The Bulldog Club held a very lively meeting the other night 

on the subject of “Dudley noses,” I don’t know if 

“De gompany vighted mit daple-lecks 

Dill de coonshtable made *em shtop,"’ 

but the “‘argufying” must have been spirited, as those in favor 
of noses not, I presume, named after the shapely nasal organ 
of the lovely countess, only lost the day, or rather night, by 
one yote. The rule that a bulldog’s nose must be black is quite 
an arbitrary one and due to fanciers’ dictation. The color of 
the nose penerally follows the body color, that is nature’s 
rule;so fallow or smut-colored dogs have frequently flesh- 
colored noses, that’s nature’s idea of the matter, but then 
nature is not a member of the Bulldog Club. For the sake of 
the club [ hope Sir John Lubbock and others interested in the 
development of the instinctive knowledge in dogs will not 
car: eir experiments too far, 
might beif the bulldogs themselves called a meeting to con- 
sider the question of disqualifying all owners with red noses. 
The dogs would have a long way the pull (of noses), for theirs 
“growed” like Topsey, their owners had no voice in the 
matter, whereas we men and women can color ours like pipes. 
The old song says: 

“Nose, n0se, Dose, hose, 

And who gave thee that jolly red nose? 
Cinnamon and ginger, nutmegs and cloves, 

And that gaye me my jolly red noge.”’ 

So n0 more spices for LILLIBULERO, 
OcToOBER 21, 1884. 

THE MASTIFF PUPPIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Will you allow me through the medium of your columns to 

ask the managers of the bench show for non-sporting dogs, 
recently held in this city, to explain under what circumstan- 
ces mastiff puppies, the property of Mr. W. P. Stevenson 
(Winlawn Kennels), were allowed to compete, and were 
awarded prizes in Class 6, when no entry of any such pup- 
pies appears in this class in the official catalogue? 
The number chalked up on the blackboard as prize winners 

was 41, and on reference to the catalogue it will be seen that 
41 is in Class 5, which was intended for dog pups, Class 6 being 
for bitches. 

As soon as the judge’s award was made known, Mr, J. A. 
Pruss and I (both exhibitors) entered a protest in manner pro- 
vided for by Rule 18, and about an hour atterward Mr, 
Lincoln handed the protest back to me, with the following 
pencil memorandum (not signed by any one) written at foot: 
‘Dear Sir: The matter referred to in your protest has been 
considered. The rules as printed permit a litter of puppies to 
compete. The classes are divided into dogs and hitches, con- 
sequently the litter was properly divided accordin’ to sex.” 
This I do not consider by any means a satisfactory expla- 

nation, Admitted that the rules ‘‘permit a litter of puppies 
to compete” (7, e., provided they are properly entered). Ad- 
mitted that “the classes are divided into dogs and bitches,” 
but I dispute the illogical conclusion that ‘‘consequently the 
litter was properly divided according to sex,” which means if 
anything that it is allowable for a litter entered in Class 5 to 
compete in Class 6. If iy memory serves me, Rules 14 and 
16 prohibit dogs entered in one class trom coropeting in any 
other, except tinder circumstances not bearing on the present 
case. 
Rule 21 provides that ‘‘all entries must be made on blanks 

furnished by the superintendent.” Rule 22. ‘‘The entries close 
on Monday, Oct. 6: Now, I should like to know— 
irst—Did Mr. Stevenson comply with Rula 21, by entering 

his bitch puppies in Class 6, specifically stating the sex and 

Imagine how awkward it, 

class in the proper column of a “blank” provided by the super- 
intendent? If so, : 
Second—Was such entry made on or before October 6, in 

compliance with Rule 22? If the answers to these questions 
are in the affirmative, 
Third—Why was the entry omitted from Class 6? 
The case may possible be referred to as a precedent at some 

time, and for this if for no other reason it would be satisfac- 
tory to know the exact circumstances connected with it. As 
the matter stands at present, some of the exhibitors feel 
themselves aggrieved, especially as one of the puppies inform- 
ally introduced for competition. and to which a biue ribbon 
was awarded, resembled, in formation of skull and set of ears, 
an Hnglish bloodhound. J. AS, Greee, 
Forpuam, N. ¥., Oct. 27, 

THE BOARHOUND GROUP. 
fl gs Great Dane and boarhounds generally are at the pres- 

ent time very fashionable in Hngtand, and as this canine 
fever is not at all improbable to cross the Atlantic, seeing that 
eyen inthis country the points are little understood by the 
majority of fanciers, while on the Continent gross ignorance 
is rampant, both the German and French breeders mixing all 
the varieties indifferently, without any ideal standard, I ven- 
ture to think an article pointing out somewhat of the history 
and peculiarities of the varieties will be acceptable to my 
readers. The boarhounds consist of three distinct races, all of 
which, however. are constantly fused by continental breeders, 
but the original strains are the rough, which is known as the 
Austrian, Hungarian or Suliot, the latter being the commonest 
designation. The smooth varieties are the Danish and the 
German, the latter known also as the Saxony, Dresden and 
Ulmer, and by the term Saufinger. Continental breeders 
and others have endeavored to give these dogs the name of 
German wmastifl, butitisas ridiculous to try to pass these 
monerels off as German mastifis as it would be to endeayor 
to pass Brummagen jewelry as the real thing. The Suliot or 
rough boarhound appears to be the descendant of the cele- 
brated Molossus of ancient Epirus, denominated by the clas- 
sical writers according to the district they were reared in, as 
example, Chaonian, Molossian, Hyrcanian, Pannonian and 
Albanian, and since those times they have spread into Greece, 
Turkey, Hungary, Austria and southeastern Germany, but in 
the two latter they have been crossed with the heavier mastiff 
and taller and more speedy Great Dane. Youatt mentions 
this breed under the comprehensive name of Albanian dog, 
stating that a dog very much resembling the classical accounts 
is yet found in Albania and most Grecian districts. 

The Suliots are a Greaco Latin race, supposed to be descended 
from the ancient Ilyrians. They are noticed in Grote’s ‘‘His- 
tory of Greece,” being mentioned as a warlike people, and 
theit dogs celebrated throughout all antiquity, Williams, in 
ylipee and Their Ways” says: ‘“The Suliot isone of the largest 
breeds known. In the war between the Austrians and the 
Turks, the Moslem soldiers employed many to guard the out- 
osts, and a great number were captured by the Imperial 
orces. One of these, presented to the King of Naples, was 
reputed the largest dog in the world, being little less than four 
feet high at shoulder. Colonel Smith saw one at Brussels 
marehing at the head of the regiment of Clairfait, and another 
at that of Bender, both little inferior to Shetland ponies,” 
Williams also states that ‘when he was sitting with Lord 
Truro, m walked the largest dog he thought he had ever seen, 
a Suliot dog, a boarhound, in fact, brougrht by one of his mas- 
ter’s sons from Germany,” Colonel Hamilton Smith (Natural- 
ists’ Library, Mam. Vol. X.) describes the Suliot boarhound as 
an allied breed tothe Great Dane, of vast size, but broken- 
haired, and considered them identical with the Molossus of an- 
tiquity. He further allies these Suliot dogs with the watch- 
dogs of Hungary, which are somewhat smaller, and regards 
the boarhounds (Canis swilius) figured by Redinger as identi- 
cal. Gmelin’s designation for this breed was (Canis swaillus). 
From Pliny’s account of the enormous dog presented by the 
King of Albania to Alexander the Great, we learn that Alba- 
nia produced a gigantic and powerful race of dogs. 

have now brought forward sufficient toshow the antiquity | 
of the rough-coated Suliot, and that these boarhounds, except 
for their rough coat, somewhat resemble the Great Dane. I 
understood that Mr, Addcock’s noted boarhound, Satan, was 
bred in the Hu-press of Austria’s kennels. This dog was gener- 
ally termed a Great Dane but was in reality no more like one 
than a rouzh St. Bernaru is like a mastiff. I always con- 
sidered Satan a very characteristic Austrian boarhound, and 
for real work or fighting fully believe he would have beaten 
any Great Dane and most English mastiffs. I have disserted 
thus fully upon a breed that, owing to its scarceness in its 
purity, isvery little known in England, in order toshow what 
the true broken-coated boarhound really is. The smooth 
German and Danish boarhounds should be perfectly free from 
any roughness in coat, although foreigners may and often 
have fused the varieties together, and venders often try to 
represent a somewhat broken coat in the Great Dane as no 
defect, In treating of the German boarhounds I cannot do 
better than aes a few remarks from Mr, C. Waust, who, 
writing for ‘Webb's Book on the Dog,” says, ‘“The hoarhound 
was formerly used to-pull down the bear, the wolf, and the 
wild boar.” He quotes an instance of boar hunting in the 
Black Forest with two of these German Saufangers, in which 
the dogs, seizing him by the ears and cheek, killed him in a 
very short time 

In England at times specimens of old Dresden china are to 
be met with, having these Saxon boarhounds carefully 
modelled. In 1874 I saw a life-like piece—two dogs attacking 
a boar. I ascertained it was of Dresden china of about 75 
years of age, and the dogs were of the true German hoarhound 
type, the one was disabled, the other had fixed the boar on 
the top of its neck, a modeof attack peculiar to this group. 
I also saw avery similar piece, although much broken, at 
Park View, Towcester, when visiting SirThos. Herketh, Bart., 
but understood it was much elder. My reason for mention- 
ing these models is simply because manufactured on the spot, 
the Dresden artists have copied from the life, and their models 
form reliable proof of what the type has been for the last 
hundred years or more, they form asort of pedigree for the 
race, The etchings of Stephano Della Bella, made at Paris 
about 1642, under the patronage of the famous Cardinal Rich- 
elieu, throw as much light as anything onthe tixed character- 
istics of these continental boarhounds. This work, full of 
hunting subjects, in which the Great Dane, as well as dogs 
ranging between it and the true mastiff, are depicted hunting 
the bear and boar, showing that mastiff biocod was seemingly 
at that date a recocnized essential in such hounds, and from 
Rrecnal investigation I feel satisfied that in Germany the 

reat Dane has been crossed with “the mastiff from very 
early times, resulting in heayy dogs, most, properly termed 
boarhounds, being neither pure mastiff nor Great Danes, 
Richardson, who wrote about 1840, states that the Duke of 

Buecleugh had a Great Dane, purchased from a student at 
Dresden, and that the breed were then called in Germany and 
Saxony ‘‘Boar dogs.” From the portrait given the dog was 
not a pure Great Dane, showing trace of the mastiff alloy, 
Richardson further remarks: “In its native country the Dabe 
is chiefly employed in boar hunting; it was formerly used in 
the chase of the elk,” etc. In the ‘History of the Dog,” by 
Martin, published in 1845, is the fullest information on the Great 
Dane and other boarhounds that I have met with. and the 
work being out of pa nt and exceedingly scarce, it will be in- 
teresting to quote short extracts. _ It runs: “The Great Danish 
dog, when pure, is generally of a slate color, with white about 
the breast and imbs. This dog was principally found in Den- 
mark and Northern Germany. In Sweden it was used in the 
chase of the elk, in which it was started in couples, ete, Be- 
fore further stating the characteristics of the smooth boar, 
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hounds, it will be well to enforce that the difference between 
the German and Great Dane in its integrity, is the mastiff 
blood in the former, which, prevailing more or less, causes a 
yariety of opinions among the various breeders as to the trua 
type. The German dog should be bred up to a standard most 
fitted for its work. Strength and savaze fire should not be 
overlooked, At the same time speed must be diminished as 
little as possible, consistent with the stronger lines necessary: 
to secure power, and mere height should not ba so much aimed 
at. While the Great Dane possesses characteristics that have 
been marked through long ages, vast height and size being a 
typical peculiarity, this dog is longer and more elegant in its 
build. and approaches nearest to the smooth greyhoun?: in 
fact, has been considered by many naturalists as the connect- 
ing link between the greyhound and Molossian group. 
Whatever standard breeders may agree upon, the real type 

of the Great Dane is clearly defined In England, a great 
majority of the specimens that have been imported as Great 
Danes have been merely German boarhounds, and each owner 
holds his own possession the correct standard, regardless and 
generally totally ignorant of the true type of the Great Dane. 
But the canine atmosphere here is clearing. The Great Dane 
fanciers have formed themselyes into a club, On the other 
hand, owhers of the more wear and tear German boarhound 
are virtually excluded if a judge adheres to the standard for 
Great Danes, and this necessarily causes disappointment to 
some, who, hot regarding the grievance in the correct light, 
rush mto print, cavilat the awards and attack the judges. 
The matter wall be rectified I trust by the introduction of a 
German boarhound ¢lass, but these dogs should be bred on 
much the same lines as the large-sized bull-terrier, although a 
slightly more truncated muzzle is admissible, but any throati- 
ness or development of the dewlap is a fault: in fact, any un- 
necessary limber is a defect in the boarhound, as it militates 
against the speed of the animal, at the same time it is not pos- 
sible to breed a weight-carryine hunter or powerful boar- 
hound on as fine lines as a mere race horse for speed or grey- 
hound for coursing. In the Great Dane vast size is one of the 
chiet characteristics of the breed, and is best kepi up by breed- 
ing from unalhed sires. 
The colors are of little importance, the dark blue or slate 

with nebttlous or smoky darker colored patches aré almost 
peculiar to the breed, but the binghter colors are more 
picturesque. The haart is long and pointed, the nasal bone is 
elevated and elongated, and there is less divergement in the 
parietal lines than in the mastiff, The muzzle is more or less 
elongated, the jaws strong, but the inferior maxillary is less 
convex than in the mastii, which causss an appearance of Jess 
depth and strength in the muzzle. The teeth should 
be leyel or slightly overshot; the eyes small; lips free 
from any pendulosity; the ears are small, with more or less a 
tendency to erection when left uneropped; the neck long, 
muscular and free from throatiness; chest deep and narrow; 
thighs and back very muscular, loin inclined to be arched and 
flank somewhat tucked up, stern fine and curved down; feet 
not so cat-like as in the mastiff, as a Jong forearm and fetlock 
will generally be accompanied with longer toes, and a bare 
foot has more elasticity than a round one, the toes being more 
flexible are less liable to get broken than shorter ones. These 
points, though general, are alike in all three varieties; the 
German possessing less of the greyhound type than the Great 
Dane. The coat of the latter should be short and fine with a 
peculiar satin-like feel and appeardnce, the German dog 
aving a somewhat harder coat, The Suliot has a broken coat 

free from wooliness, curliness or silkiness, At the same time 
it is not exactly s hard wire hair. The Great Dane should be 
at least thirty-two inches at shoulder. The two other varieties 
not less than thirty, M, B. Wynn. 
Tur Ems, Roruury, Loughborough, England, Oct. is. 

THE KENNEL HOSPITAL. 

RABIES. 

| Oates isa contagious disease of the blood capable of 
| transmission to man and most warm-blooded animals, 

“Tt is,’ says Blaine, “unquestionably of great antiquity, for 
we have authentic accounts of it for more than two thousand 
years. It was described by Aristotle, and historians of every 
ace have left short but frightful records of its dreadful visita- 
tions.” In England it was described with some approach to 
recision by the celebrated sportsman, Mr. Meynell, but 
elabere Blaine, who very justly claimed to be “the father of 

canine pathology,” must be credited with the first really 
scientific account of the malady. He states that the disease 
“became very coramon in England, and abounded in the 
vicinity of London in 1806.” In 1820 it was again observed to 
be on the increase, and for three or four years continued 
alarmingly common. Since that time outbreaks have been 
recorded by Youatt and by Simonds; and recently Dr. George 
Fleming has published a monograph on the subject containing 
4 detailed account of the history and geographical distribution 
of the disease. Rabies now exists in every pat't of the world. 
excepting perhaps South Africa, Australia, and some islands. 
It is most common in the temperate zones, but has been seen 
in India and the Arctic regions. Its prevalence seems to 
depend not upon climatic infinences, but upon the facilities for 
its distribution. In those countries where its first appearance 
has happened in recent times, its origin is distinctly traceable 
to importel dogs. My otyvn experience commenced in 18h6, 
when rabies existed to a slight extentin London. In 1870 the 
disease assumed grave p oportions, and spread all over the 
kingdom, only subsiding in 1875. Toward the latter part of 
1883 an increase was again noticed in London; but this year, 
althou=h the disease still exists, it is less prevalent than it has 
been for many years. The great importance of a proper 
understanding about the disease is based, not upon its fatality 
to dogs, but upon its communicability to man, in whom it 
pectiucss hydropbobia. J cannot say exactly what the 
lnuan mortality amounts to from this cause, but a statement 

of Fleming’s, in his work on ‘'Veterinary Sanitary Science,” 
suggests that our preventative measures are not sufficiently 
stringent. It is that ‘‘since the annual loss of life from 
hydrophobia in Bngland has been recorded there appears to 
have been a progressive increase in the number of persons 
who have fallen victims to it.” This was written in 1874, and 
1 think the mortality had not then reached its maximum, A 
great deal of the loss of life, both human and animal, would 
be avoided if more correct ideas of the disease prevailed. The 
term madness as applied to the malady is most misleading, as 
it suggests that hie symp oms exhibited by a rabid animal 
must necessarily be those of violence and excitement, whereas 
quite half the cases are characterized by signs of a totally 
Opposite nature. ‘ Madness” also suggest that the disease is of 
the nervous class, depending upon some derangement of the 
brain, producible by various causes, This is a common error. 

Doge, so far as I know, suffer from no form of insanity; 
they never “‘goymad,” like human beings. From disease of 
the brain they may show symptoms of excitement, and suffer 
from convulsive aitections, but such disorders are not com- 
municable In any way to man or other dogs. The brain of a 
rabid dog is certainly affected, but only as a result of the 
disease; he may or may not show signs of violence, but in any 
case his system contains a virulent poison, capable, by inocula- 
tion, of causing a similar disease in other animals, The disease 
$ a specific contagions one, and all its symptoms are traceable 
io the effects of the specific virus in the blood, Like all other 
contagious diseases, its symptoms are not developed for somes 
time after the inoculation of the virus; there is a period of m- 
cubation—a time during’ which the poison remains latent. 
Although the whole body is affected, the poison seems to be 
chiéfly thrown off by the salivary glands, the secretion irom 
which is increased aud virulently infective. This special in- 

~ fectiousness of one product 'of the bedy'is seen 1m other con- 
tagious diseases, thus: in the distemper of dogs, the nasal dis 

charge; in small-pox of sheep or man, the pustules on the skin; 
in cholera, the intestinal discharge, are all pre-eminently the 
products specially loaded with the specific poison. 

Oauses.—A number of different causes have been stated as 
possible generators of rabies, Heat, thirst, starvation, and 
sexual excitement have all been credited as causes, but each 
has in innumerable cases failed to produce. it, while on the 
other hand rabies has over and over azain arisen in dogs not 
exposed to, or affected by, anyof these. We know that direct 
inoculation will produce the disease, and we can usually trace 
each attack to the bite of an infected dog. Tt is allowed by 
every one that cases arise in other domestic animals only as 
the result of direct inoculation, but some authorities hold that 
the disease may be “spontaneously generated,” or ‘developed 
primarily” in the canine, feline and vulpine animals. ‘his 
hypothesis rests solely upon the ground that rabies in animals 
or hydrophobia in man has been traced $o bites inflicted by 
dogs, cats, wolves, foxes, jackals, badgers and skunks. Wedo 
not deny the facts. Such avimals ere quite capable of causing 
the disease when they are themselves affected, They are 
capable of being infected, they have no immunity against the 
disease, and by biting they may communicate it. ‘The bites of 
such animals have been inflicted on others innumerable times 
with no morbid effect. The reason the carnivorous animal 
spreads the disease is simply that his habits and the form of 
his teeth are favorable to successful inoculation. The 
saliva of a man, a sheep or a horse is equally infective if 
properly inserted into the system. Their methods of 
aggression, and their organs or weapons of offense are, 
however, different. The carnivora in Australia, in South 
Africa, in Madeira, or St. Helena never cause rabies or hydro- 
phobia by their bites. Why? Because rabies has not yet 
been imported to these places. It is only in countries where 
rabies exists that wild animals inflict a wound capable of 
causing the specific disease. HKabies is said to arise in dogs 
whichhave certainly not been bitten by other dogs or ani- 
mals, When such eases are thoroughly inquired into, the pos- 
sibility and often the certainty of a bite is established, 
The fact of being unable to trace the method of communi- 

cation in five per cent. of cases is no argument in favor of 
spontaneous generation, nor is it illogical to conclude that the 
five cases were due to the same causes which obtained in the 
ninety-five. It has been suggested that excitement alone may 
cause changes in the saliya of an animal, rendering it poison- 
ous, and capable of producing disease. I know of no instance 
of such a thing, although quarrels and fights between dogs 
are common enough. All the positive evid-nee collected by 
obseryers points to one conciusion, viz., that rabies neyer 
arises spontaneously, but always and only from inoculation 
with the specifiepoison. Meynell, Blaine and Youatt all held 
this view. Fleming also adopts the same opinion. Quite re- 
cently Pasteur has succeeded in isolating the: specitie organism, 
which he finds chiefly in the saliva and the fluids of the brain. 
This organism he has been able to reproduce outside of an 
animal body in certain organie solutions, and to produce the 
disease by imoculation with these fluids. Such evidence, I 
think, it sufficient to prove that the disease is specific, de- 
pendent upon a definite organism, and capable of development 
by io other cause. The usual method of infection is by a 
wound into which the poisonous saliva is introduced by 
the tooth of the infected animal. It is possible, however, 
toineculate without.a bite. If the skin -be abraded, and dis- 
eased saliva reach theinjured spot, inoculation may oceur. 
In this way human beings haye been infected by rabid dogs 
licking their hands and faces. There is no danger of the 
oison entering the system through the sound unbroken skin, 

But it is probable that the mucus surfaces, such asthe mem- 
branes of the nose, mouth and eyes, are not impervious. 

It is doubtful if inoculation can be effected with the blood 
or flesh of diseased animals, and 1t seems to be established that 
the milk of rabid goats and cows is harmless. Therabid virus 
robably retains its potency for a considerable time if dried, 

But soon succumbs to decomposition if kept moist, After 
the death of an animal the saliva retains its activity for a few 
hours, but has never been successfully inoculated thirty hours 
after death. When successful inoculation of an animal with 
rabies has taken place, a variable time elapses before any 
symptoms of disease are manifested. This “period of incuba- 
tion” in the dog isusua ly from three to six weeks, never less 
than eight days, but itmay be prolonged to three or fou 
months, and there are authenticated cases of ib reaching 
twelve months, This period may be shortened by anything 
which assists in developing the disease. A sudden fright, the 
infliction of great pain or the advent of some other disease, 
have al] been known to cause the developmet of rabies in an 
inoculated dog. As arule the period of incubation is shorter 

| in young that in old dogs. In most diseases of a contagious 
nature animals are found capable of resisting the infection. 

In rabies I fear no animal has an immunity against a posi- 
tiveinoculation. Many bites do not inoculate, but if the specific 
poison be really introduced into the blood, the disease follows. 
More than half the bites inflicted by rabid animals are harm- 
less, but only because the yirus had not been introduced, 
Hither the teeth were cleaned by passin2 through hair or 
clothing, or they happened to be free from a coating of saliva, 
The bites of wolves are said to be more often fatal than the 
bites of dogs. This is explained by the fact that the wolf flies 
at uncovered parts, such as hands and face, It is very difficult 
sometimes to know when a dog has been bitten, A dog is 
attacked by another one and apparently bitten, yet no wound 
can be found. The long canine tooth may cause a deep wound 
without any escape ot blood, and such wound on a long-haired 
dog is almost impossible to find, If the biter be a stray dog 
suspicion is justifiable. Ifit be a known dog no anxiety need 
be felt, if it be alive and well a week after its aggression, 

Its Symptoms.—The signs of rabies are by no means too 
clear, lt is quite true that a well-defined case can be mistaken 
for no other disease; but there are cases which, especially at 
the commencement, it is almost impossible to positively 
identify. Itis most essential that the disease should be de- 
tected in its earliest stazes, so as fo prevent serious results to 
man and other animals; therefore, it is a safe rule to secure 
any dog which shows symptoms of a suspicious kind. Symp- 
toms are su-picious if they resemble these commonly seen in 
undoubted cases of rabies, There isnot one single symptom 
which can be called diagnostic. No single symptom is shown 
by a rabid dog which isnot also occasionally seen in the ani- 
malas the result of other morbid conditions. Often such 
symptoms can be readily accounted for, or they may be ac- 
companied by other signs which enable usto say they are only 
evidence of a simple disorder. When, however, any sympton 
commonly associated with the rabid condition 1s exhibited by 
a dog, it should be considered suspicious, and the animal be 
placed ina position where it can dono harm if the terrible 

It is customary to describe 
certain symptoms as premonitory; but should dis- 
card the word altogether. There is but too much 
reason to believe that from the time of the earliest appearance 
of any sign of the disease the dog is potentially a dangerous 
animal, e know that there is a period of incubation follaow- 
ing infection, during which, although the poison is in the sys- 
tem, itis apparently latent. We can only detect the change 
from this latent condition to an active one by certain sighs 
which experience has taught us arise asthe result of this 
change. We have no reason to doubt that morbid changes in 
the saliya, giving it an infective potency, are among the earli- 
est changes due to the development of the disease., Numerous 
cases have been recorded showing that no infection can arise 

Certainly the 
robable that even the blood is 

ara tie die joned be a only a short time before any signs of the developed disease 
are noticed, ‘al tporsa all its effects; although it must 
have been made from the blood in which we suppose 

mimalady become developed. 

from a dog during the period of incubation. 
saliva is harmless, and itis 
innocuous. The offspring o. 

to bites but I have often noticed 

— 

the latent poison existed. Bites inflicted by dogs 
during their period of imeubation are harmless, but 
bites inflicted in the earliest stage of the developed 
disease haye bsen fatal, It is then an error to deseribe any 
symptoms of rabies as premonitory. If the word be used in a 
comparative sense, implying that in the earliest stages of the 
dise1se the dog is less dangerous, I assent, He islessdangerous 
beeause more controllable. He has the power to inflict injury, 
but not the morbid impulse to do so which characterizes him 
later, when the disease becomes fully. developed. All of this is 
simply an argument to enfores the advice to secure a dog that 
shows any suspicious symptom until time has determined 
its significance. The disease does not last Jong, Nearly every 
dog affected diés in four days. [have neyer seen or heard of 
one that survived the seventh day alter the uppearance of 
disease was first noticed, Inno case then will it be necessary 
to secure a dog for more than a week to obtain absolute 
evidence of his condition, and consequently to safely estimate 
the gravity or innccence of any bité he may have inflicted 
upon human beings or other animals. Hor want of thissimple 
precaution many persons have suffered months of anxiety, 
and dogs have been shot when bitten by their companions 
who suffered only from some temporary derangement, 
The earliest symptoms of rabies are changes in the habits 

or manners of the dog, I shall consider them seriatim, and in 
the order in which they are most commonly observed; but T 
again repeat that none of them are premonitory, and that 
cases arise in which at the very commencement we see signs 
not usually noticed till the disease has welladvancel. Changes 
of manner or habit may be shown by restlessness and irrita- 
bility. The dog constantly changes his position from place to 
place in a room, and from xyoom to roomin a house, ‘There is 
a tendency to hide away in corners or under articles of furni- 
ture. A hitherto good-tempered animal suddenly develops an 
animosity to other dogs, or perhaps to a cat with whom he 
hag been goou friends, The change of manner may be devel- 
oped in an opposite direction, and the dog become unusually 
aitectionate, licking the hands and face of its owner, if per- 
mitted, to an ordinate degree, ‘ 
Vary often a peculiar morbid taste is developed which leads 

the dog: to pick up and swallow straws, pieces of thread, or 
wood, This is even carried to the extentof chewing and swal- 
lowing cinders, fragments of pot and other strange articles. If 
the animal be confined in a room he will gnaw the door, car- 
pets, or mats, and sometimes totally desiroy every tearable 
article in the Sia Licking, scratching, or syen gnawing 
some partof the body isasymptom often noticed early in 
rabies, This part marks the spot at which inoculation took 
place, and sometimes retains the scar caused by the bite. 
There can be little doubt that when the general symptoms be- 
come apparent some pain or irritation is frequently felt in the 
part originally bitten. Thisis rather 1emarkable, and sup- 
gested to Blaine the question whether the poison of rabies 
may not lie dormant in the inoculated spot forsome time. 
That the irritation is great at that pait in some cases is shown 
by the almost constant licking, so constant as to remove the 
hair entirely and to inflame the skin. Scratching is only re- 
sorted to when the part is out of reach of the teeth, Gnawing 
‘is not so common, byt there are many cases recorded, and J 
have seen three in which the leg or foot was gnawn to the 
bone. In Paris, a dog, which was inoculated in the tail 
by the bite of a rabid dog, is related to haye first 
enawed and finally bitten off and eaten -the injured 
member. Hating their own feces and lapping their own 
urine are two symptoms often seen in rabies, and of special 
value as being very rare accompaniments of any other 
complaint, Sexual excitement also may occur, but is more 
often seen as a sign of rabies in the sheep than the dog. Catch- 
ing at flies or snapping at imaginary objects are symptoms to 
be treated with grave suspicion. When some or a number of 
these symptoms have existed for a day, or perhaps two, a 
change in the expression of a dog is noticeable. The eye 
seems fixed as though vision were directed to some distant 
object. There is a somewhat subdued or sullen manner, from 
which the master’s yoice easily arouses the animal, but which 
is speedily resumed. If the dog be contined by a chain, and 
eyen more so it he be placed in a cage, the symptoms are more 
rapidly developed, and the ivritabilitty marsing the disease 
more positively shown, He will fly at the cage or bars and 
shake them so violently as to break either them or his teeth. 
A stick pointed at him is immediately seized, and even the 
most timid dogs show little or no fear when threatened with 
whip or stick. Howling is an extremely suspicious symptom. 
Owing to the inflamed condition of the throat the voice is 
much altered. The half-bark, nalt-howl of the rabid dog is 
very expressive to those who have once heard it, and its tone 
is due to the spasmodically-aiffected and sore throat. Many 
dogs howl when provoked (or pleased‘) by music; some howl at 
the moon, and some when merely confined in a strange place, 
The rabid dog howls when loose or confined, and without any 
apparent provocation. He does not do it contimuously, but at 
short intervals. 

Inability te swallow does not often appear early, as shown 
by the curious objects nearly always to be found in the 
stomachs of dogs which have died of rabies. Ibis, however, 
pretty carly noticed. Not only does this apply to solids, but 
also to liquids. Thirst is usually present, and attempts to 
drink are frequently made, with the result that the water is 
upset, and what is left in the basin becomes dirty and thick 
from admixture of saliva. It is Hardly necessary now ta 
repeat that rabid dogs display no dread of water. This dan- 
gerous old fallacy has been the cause of much mischief and 
more risk, The disease in the human subject is accompanied 
by the symptom of dread of water, and, is, theretore, called 
hydrophobia, At the beginning of this century, Dr. Parry, of 
Bath, wrote on hydrophobia, and, apparently arguing irom 
analogy instead of observation, stated that dogs showed a 
dread of water, aud thus the disease might be diagnosed trom 
any other. Blaine, who was a Conuan Bor an, poilited out the 
error, but, unfortunately, some medical men and sportsmen in 
the west of England adopted Dr. Parry’s mistake. 
Among others, the Berkeley family clung to the fiction, and 

save the weight of their names as practical sportsmen to the 
pure hypothesis of a scientific writer, No one did so much to 
spread the error far and wide as the late Hon. Grantley F. 
erkeley, who made the subject a hobby, and lost no oppor- 

tunity of BAT easing, the fiction by letters in the aay papers. 
That rabid dogs have no dread of water, but that they have 
an inability to swallow. is now so clearly establishe that 
to dwell longer upon it would be simply “fogging a dead 
horse,” Pawing tle cheeks and lips is an peta symptom, 
as its significance is often mistaken. Ifa dog gets anything 
lodged in his teeth, or even if he have a toothache, he paws 
his lips and cheéks, and the moyement is so suggestive that 
our attention is ab ones directed to it, and we naturally look 
for the offending agent. Now, ib rabies the saliva becomes 
altered in quality eveh more than quantity. Tt assumes a 
yiscid, ropy form, and hangs from the mouth in long strings. 
These get fixed on the teeth, tongue, and lips, ivitate the dos, 
and cause him to attempt their removal with his paws. Dis- 
trust a dog that paws his mouth if he has shown any other 
suspicious symptom, and be careful in handling such an ani- 
mal until you have positive evidence that the movement is 
really dus to a foreign body lone inthe teeth. Paralysis of 
the lower jaw may arise from a blow on the side of the head 
injurmg the motor nerve. I have only seen one case of this 
kind, and certainly at first thought it was due torabies. The 
dog was secured, gradually recovered, and was quite well in a 
few days. 

Ty perhaps half the cases of rabies one sees, thers is loss of 
Bonet od crepe of ae lower jaw shies 3 3 one the ie 
ease. en it arises early the patient is always quiet 
for a few hours betore death. Neat Mall such as sare unable 

hat excitement and provo. 
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cation will enable them for amoment to firmly close the jaw— 
89 firmly as to damage a stick or enable them to tug at a chain. 
This Speen and the Zope EON quietness of the animal 
have led to rabies being divided into two forms—raging and 
dumb-madness, I think the division is somewhat crude, and 
that the symptoms are so much mixed as not to warrant any 
multiplication of terms for what are certainly conditions due 
to the same poison, equally infective and accompanied by 
similar coangesin the body. Space prevents me completing 
tne Se in onéarticle.—W, Hunting, FP. B.C. V, S., in Land 
an ater. 

THE DEGENERATE AGE.—An old farmer in the “‘swamp 
district” of Missouri tells why the people there do not want 
immigration: ‘Look here, before the warwe was a dang 
sight better off than we are now. There wasn’t many of us, 
and we knew each other and gotalong right pleasant. We 
could go out any time and killa bar if we wanted a little bar 
meat. We had ‘coon dogsand we was happy. Well, stranger, 
along after the war there camein here a lot of long-legged 
Kentuckians. They brought their dogs over with ’em. They 
inariied into our families, and their dogs crossed our dogs. 
We've got a heap more people than we had, but they ain’t no 
account, and, stranger, there ain’t a ’coon dog in the county 
that’s worth a kick, No. siree, we don’t want no more immi- 
gration down here in Dunklin.” 

THH MANITOBA PHT STOCK CLUB held the first. of 
their proposed annual bench shows at Winnipeg last week, it 
being a complete success financially and otherwise. Over 200 
dogs were exhibited, besidesa large amount of poultry and 
other pets. Messrs, Ward and Naylor-ef Chicago were judges 
and the way in which they rendered their decisions must have 
been very gratifying, not only to the members of the club, but 
also the exhibitors as well, not a single fault being found with 
the ayards, buton the contrary fayorable comments from the 
eat and public poured in on all hands.—F, (Winnipeg, Mani- 
toba). 

THE CROWN PRINCE LITTHR,—As showing the influ- 
ence of the American dog world upon the English. we may 
say that the present discussion as to the paternity of the 
Crown Prince litter, and the open revelations and statements 
from Messrs. Dalziel, Evans, and Rideout, of what has hitherto 
been hinted at, is due primarily to the suggestion by an 
American breeder to the Sfoch-Keeper, that so important a 
Speer should be taken up and disposed ot openly and above 
oard, 

ESSEX COUNTY HUNT—FIXTURES.—Saturday, Nov, 8, 
3 P. M., residence H. M. Banks, M.D., Euglewood; Thursday, 
Novy. 18, 3:30 P. M., Springfield; Saturday, Nov. 15, 3:30 P. M., 
Stone Quarries, Bloomfield road, Newark; Wednesday, Nov. 
19, 3:50 P. M,, Livingston; Saturday, Noy. 22, 5:30 P, M., Ruth- 
erford Park; Thursday (Thanksgiving), Nov. 27, 11:30’ A, M., 
Bloomfield; Saturday, Nov, 29,6 P. M., Irvington.—H. P, The- 
baud, M. F. H. : ; 

DOG LOST.—In our advertising columns will be found an 
inquiry for a pointer dog lust Oct. 23. On that day the dog 
strayed away from New Brighton and it is thought that he 
may have been brought to New York for sale. The dog is 
peculiarly and handsomely marked, Any of our readers who 
ee know about such a dog, is requested to communicate with 
the owner, 

KENNEL NOTES. 
NOTICH, TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1, Color. 6, Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller. 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or ; 8. Owner 07 sire. 
5. Dale of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10. Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

= See instructions at head of this column. 
Jo Jo. By the Sans Souci Kennel, Philadelphia, Pa., for black and 

-tan collie dos, whelped April 1, 1884, by imported Shep out of 
Spotter (A.K R. 1576). , ] 
Ren, Junior. By the Sans Sonci Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa., for 

black and tan, with white frill, collie dog, 6mos. old, by Garfield 
(A.K,B. 1571) out of imported Arvetta,. : 
Miss Jennie Nettles. By the Sans Souci Kennels Philadelphia, Pa,, 

for sable, with white on chest. collie bitch, whelped June, 1884, by 
champion Rex (A.K.R. 149) gut of Jennie Nettles (Old Sweep—Lassie). 
Jim and Clio. By the Forest City Kennel, Portland, Me., for pugs, 

dog and bitch. whelped May 18, by Young Toby (A.K R. 478) out of 
Juno (A.KR, 406). j 
Rosa Lee. By Mr. T. A. Cassidy, Cincinnati, O.. for black and 

white setter bitch, whelped July 11, 1884 (Chief Justice -Nancy Lee). 
Queen, By Mr. Clinton B. Fisk, Seabright, N.J., for red Trish setter 

bileh, whelped Aug, 8, 1884 (Patsey—Crum). 
Leila. By Mr. J. A. Doolittle, New Haven. Conn., for black, white 

and tan collie bitch, whelped April 30, 1884. by champion Lorne 
(A. K.R. 446) out of champion Lassie (A.K-R. 446), 
Countess Starlight. By Mr H.W. Durgin, Bangor. Me., for black, 

white and tan Enzlish setter bitch, whelped Aug. 1, 1884 (Count Paris 
—Daisy Starlight). 

Ben. By Mr. Jas. L. Spaulding, Shelter Island, N. Y., for black 
spaniel dog, whelped July 29, 1884, by Black Prince (Benedict--Mad- 
cap) out of Flora Il. (Snipe—Wlora), 
Black Thorn, By Mr. A. B. Poster, New York, for black spaniel 

dog, whelped July 29. 1884, by Black Prince (Benedict—Madeap) out 
of Flora II. (Snipe - Flora). ; 
Black Joe. By Mr. A. E. Foster. New York, for black, with white 

star on breast, spaniel deg. whales Jwy 20), 1884, by Black Prince 
(Benedict—Maieap) out of Plora 11. (Snipe—Flora). 
Sans Souci Kennels. By Dr. Hext M. Perry. 3501 Hamilton street, 

Philadelphia, Pa.. for his kennel of collies. 
Susquehanna Kennels. By Mr. J. R. Housel, Watsontown, Pa., for 

his kennel of English and Inish setters. 

BRED. 
(S= See instructions at head of this colunmn. ' 
Oma—Cesur. Mr, C. F, Wilson’s (Palmyra, O.) mastiff bitch Oma 

(A.E.R 201) to his Ceasar (A.K.R, 12), date nor given. ’ 
* Bellona—Boz. Messrs. R. & W. Livingston’s (New York) bull-bitch 
Bellona (Warwick—Rose) lo their chanipioy Boz (A.K.R. 443), Oct. 9, 
Pansy—Harry Montague. Mr. Samuel J. Burns (Pawtucket, R, 1.) 

pug ee ee to Mr. FP. E. Orawiord’s Harry Montague (Hcho— 
ietoria), Occ. 5, 
Dolly Harry Montugue, Mr, E. W. Bucklin’s (Pawtucket, R. 1.) 

pug bitch Dot.y to Mr. F. HE, Crawford's Harry Montague (Hcho— 
Victoria). Oct. 10. ; - 
Sybil—Cesar The Forest Cify Kennel’s (Portland, Me.) rough- 

eoateo St. Benard bitch Sybil (A.K.R. ) to their champion Cassar 
(A.ICR, 22), Sept. 24. ; ‘ c 
Suwanee—Black Prince. Mr. A. GC. Wilmerding'’s (New York) black 

spaniel biteh Suwanee (Brahmin—Lady Bath) to his Black Prince 
(Benedict—Madcap), Oct. 23, : , 
Hilda V.—Duke of Kent. The Riverview Kennel’s (Clinton, Mass.) 

cee tnah Bites . (A. E.R. 1483) to Duke of Kent (A.K-R. 1507), 
ept, 10. 
J ntéo— Duke of Kent, The Riverview Kennel's (Clinton, Mass.) 
ese bitch Antea (A.K.R, 200) to Duke of Kent (A.K.R. 1507), 

Pride—Agrippa. The Riverview Fennel's (Olinton, Mass.} mastiff 
biteh Pride (a kB. 1516) to ee a (A.E.B. 449), Sept. 10. 

Duchess—Duke of Kent, The Kivervieyr Kennel’s (Clinton, Mass.) 
pan biteh Duchess (A.K.R, 260) to Duke of Kent (A.E-R. 1607), 
Aug. 3. 7 ¥ - . 

instructions at head of this column. 
Be Samuel Hy, Crawford's (awnarker. Hy TL.) Auglish set 

fo) ), py Mr_C, Fred Crawford's Mark 5. 
(eoup ee) Pe (Portland, Ms.) pug iteb Tudy Ean tae Fors 

s 

(eep=-Daisey Aug. 20, eight (three dogs), by Young Toby (A.K.R. 
). 

Darkie. Mr. Patrick Cullin’s cocker spaniel bitch Darkie (A.K.R. 
250), Oct. 4, eight (two dogs. by champion Obo IL. (A.K R. 43.), 

Jule. The Knickerbocker Kennel Club’s pointer bitch Jule (A.K.R. 
1042), Ort. 15, eight (four dogs), by Jimmie (A.J. R. 1589). 

Megg. Mr. J. H.1 Grainger’s (New York) wire-haired fox-terrier 
bitch Meee (Hemp—Nellie II.), Oct, 12. seven (four dogs), by his Tyke 
(Tée Side Lad—FPoster's Vic). . 
Lady Berwardine. Mr. A. E. Godeffroy’s imported pointer bitch 

Lady Berwardine, Oct. 14, nine (three dogs and three bitches living), 
by, his Croxteth. i ‘ 
Lady Bub. Nar, H. F. Schelthass's (Brooklyn, N. ¥.) black spaniel 

biteh Lady Bub (Bub—Jennie), eleven (eight dogs), by Benedict's Boy 
(A.K.R, 180); two liver dogs, the rest black. ee, 

Duchess. The Riveryiew Kennel’s (Clinton, Mass.) mastiff bitch 
Duchess (A.K.R. £62), Oct. 80, three (two dogs), by Duke of Kent 
(A. K.K, 1507), 

SALES, 

(=> See instructions at head of this column. 
Brawler aid Busy. Indigo blue and ticked Byron foxhounds, age 

notgiven (Epps—Bett), by Mr. Thos, Goode Tucker, South Gaston, N. 
©,, to Mr. C. G. Williams, Thibodeaux, La. 
Leader and Lively, Blue and ticked Byron foxhounds, age nov 

given (Speck—Luey), by Mr. Thos. Goode Tucker, South Gaston, N. 
C., to Mr. C. G. Williams, Thiboceaux, La, 

Olio. Pug bitch, whelped May 18. 1844 (Young Toby, A.K.R. 4%3— 
Juno, A.K-K. 406), by the Forest City Kennel, Portland, Me,, to Mr. 
Geo. H. Numsen, Baltimore, Md, 
Jim. Pug dog, whelped May 18, 1884 (Young Toby, A.K.R. 473— 

June, A. K.R. 400), by the Forest City Kennel, Portland, Me., to Mr, B. 
R. Hearn. Passaic, N. J. 
Duke of Hudson. King Charles spaniel dog, whelped April 27, 1884 

(Duke of York—Jumbo), by Mr. H. H. Malleson, Hudson, N, Y., to 
Mr, F. B, Lucy, Boston, Mass. 
Dinks—Mirtwhelps. Gordon setters, are not given, by Mr. G, Ayers, 

Providence, R. L, a biteh, Nellie B., to Mr. W, Bennett, New York; a 
bitch, May B., to Mr, W. Barette, New York; a dog, Flipp, to Mr. J. 
B. Archer, New York; one, Jeff, to Miss Kate Pratt, Hartford, Conn, ; 
one, Dan, to Mr. J, MeGee, Worcester, Mass.; one, Frank, to Mr, F. 
Monroe, Providence, R. 1.; one to Mr, J. AH. Hartwell, Providence, R. 
I, and one to Mr. F. Welch, Holyoke, Mass, ; 

Dandy. Sable and white collie dog, 5mos. (Rex, A.K.R. 149- Jean- 
nie Nettles, A K.R. 1225), by Mr. James Lindsay, Jersey City, N.J., to 
Mr. W. J. Comstock, Providence, R. I. ; 

Pilot. Black and white cocker spaniel dog, whelped July 16, 1884 
(Bub—Nellie M,), by Messrs. Fleu Bros., Minneapolis, Minn., to Mr, 8. 
Dullard, same place. 
Duchess. Black and white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped July 16, 

1884 (Bub—Nellie M.), by Messrs. Fleu Bros., Minneapolis, Minn., to 
Dr, Avery, sume place, 7; % 

Leila, Black, white and tan eollie birch, whelped April 20, 1884 
(Lorne—Lassie), by Mr. Fred W, Rothera, Simeoe, Ont., to Mr. J. A. 
Doolittle, New Haven, Conn. 
Count Paris—Daisy Starlight whelps, Black, white and tan Ene- 

lish setter dugs, whelped Aug. 1, 1884, by Mr. H. W. Durgin, Bangor, 
Me., one to Mr. J. S. Baily and one to Mr. Newton, Boston, Mass. 

Jeff. Red Irish setter dog, 2yrs. old, by the Strawberry Hill Ken- 
nels, Leicester, Mass.. to Mr. i. L. Stowe, Middlebury, Vt. 
Laura, Grace. Mink and Princess Alice. Dachshund puppies 

(Waldman—Babette), by Mr. W. Loeffler, Preston, Minn., Laura, black 
and tan. to Mr. L. Sengland, Cascade, Wis.; Grace, chestnut and tan, 
to Mr, J. B. Joos, Alleghany City. Pa.; Mink, red, to Mr. C. Kloke, 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Prineess Alice (Waldman—Gretchen), red, to Mr. J. 
Glich, New Haven, Conn, 

klse. Slick and Clara. Red Irish setter bitches (Don—Kismet), by 
Mr W. Loeffler, Preston, Minn., Else to Mr. D, D. Cox, Canal Dover, 
© ; Slick to Mr. C. Walter, Preston, Mimn., and Clara to Mr, C. Butler, 
same place. 
Black Thorn. Black spaniel dog, whelped July 29, 1884 (Black 

Prince—Flora II.), by Mr. A. ©. Wilmerding, New York, to Mr. A, E. 
Foster, same place. ’ 
Black Joe. Black spaniel dog, whelped July 29, 18841 (Black Prince 

—Flora II.), by Mr. C. M. Wray, Shelter Island, N. Y., to Mr. A. E. 
Foster, New York. : 

Ben. Black spaniel dog, whelped July 29, 1884 (Black Prince—Flora 
IL.), by Mr. Chas. M Wray, Shelter land, N.Y., to Mr. James L. 
Spaulding, same place. 
Sweet Briar. Brindle bull-bitch, 4yrs. old (A.K.R. 444), by Messrs. 

R. & W. Livineston, New York, to Mr. Wm. H. Russell, same place. 
Hor. Rough-coated St. Bernard dog (A.K.R 1448), by Mr. R. J, 

Sawyer, Menominee, Mich , to Mr. Arthur Orr, Chicago, Tu. 
Nema. Rough-costed St, Bernard dog (A.K.R. 1451), by Mr. R. J. 

Sawyer, Menominee, Mich., to Mr. D. S. Stark, Pittston, Pa. 
Mab. Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch (A.K.R. 1450), by Mr. R. J- 

Sawyer, Menominee, Wich., to Mr. Chas. Adnet, Chicago, Hl, 
Dinah IT, Mastiff bitch (A.K.R. 18), by Mr. W, Wade, Pittsburgh, 

Pa , to the Ashmont Kenuel, Boston, Mass. 
Huropa. Mastiff bitch (A.K.R. 14), by Mr. W. Wade, Pittsburgh, 

Ma.. to the Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass. 
Druid. Fawn mastiff dog (A.K.R&. 1508), by the Riverview Kenuel, 

Clinton, Mass., to Mr, John Clay & Sons, Westfield, Mass. 
Ruby R, Trish setter bitch (Rexford—Silv a), by Mr. W. R. Roelof- 

son, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr,Jobn V. D. Ten Eyck, Somerville, N. J, 

PRESENTATIONS. 

ee See instructions at head of this column. 

Speck—Lucy whelps. A pair of blue and ticked Byron foxhounds, 
age not given, by Mr. Thos. Goode Tucker, South Gaston, N. C., to 
Mr, N. C. Graff, Kensington, 0, 
Sgda. Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch (A.K.R. 1449), by Mr. R. J. 

Sawyer, Menominee, Mich,, to Mr. F. M. sawyer, Burnett, Wis. 
Queen, Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Aug. 8, 1884 (Patsey—Queen), 

by Mr. J, R. MeKinley, New York, to Mr, Clinton B. Pisk, Seabright, 
N. J. 

DEATHS, 

(ES See instructions at head of this column. 

Lady Worcester. Mastiff bitch (A,K-R. 760), owned by Mr. J. F. 
Knight, Worcester, Mass,, Oct. 13. from dysentery. 

Helen. White bull-biteh (A-K.R, 1216), owned by Messrs. R. & W. 
Livingston, New York, July 9, ia parturi‘ion. 

Pitts. Beagle biteh, cwned by Dr. L. H. Twaddell, Philadelphia, 
Pa.; deliterately shot by a boy in pure wantonness. 

Worms IN Doas.—“'Stonehenge,” in his celebrated work on the 
dog, writes: ‘Worms are a fertile sonrce of disease in the o oR de- 
suoying every year more puppies than distemper itself.’ While the 
Field says concerning distemper: “‘All treatment to be successful 
must be prefaced by the expulsion of worms ** Naldire’s Powders 
remove these pests within an hour, atthe same time giving tone to 
the stomach and producing first-rate condition in dogs. Naldire’s 
Worm Powders, the great British remedy, are sold by McKesson & 
Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York. Price $1. Manutacturers: 
Wright & Holdsworth, 3 Spur street, London, Enz.—Adv, 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 

THE FieLp of Honor,—A complete and comprehensive history of 
duelling in all countries, including the judicial combat of Europe, the 
private duel of the eivilized world, and specific descriptious of all the 
noted hostile meetings in Hurope and America, By Ben ©. ‘lruman, 
author of "The South after tue War,” “Semi-Tropical California,” 
a serie Beveled boards, $2. New York: Fords, Howard & Hul- 
ert, edd, 

PERSEVERANCE;ISLAND, of the Robinson Crusde of the Nineteenth 
Century. By Douglas Frazar, author of “Practical Boat Sailing.” 
Boston: Lee & Skepard. 1684. An ingenious story, and a good book 
to put into the hand and head of a boy. 

Ox a Marery.—A novel of Wall su eet and Washington. A picture 
of life, Jove, speculation, politics, and the rush of modern society. 
Cloth. $1.25. New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 

CHATs,—By G. Hamlen, Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1884, A series 
of weil put lalks on niorals and manners for the young folks. Deserves 
a wide reading. 

Country Covusins.—Short studies in the natural history of the 
reese States. By Ernest Ingersoll. New York: Harper & Bros, 
1 

Forestry In Eastern Russta,—Compiled by John Crumbié Brown, 
LLv. Kdmburgh: Oliver & Boyd. Oloth, 5s. 1884. 

Tar Come Ancher.—E. A. Bartlett, Kalamazoo, Mich. Paper, 
pp. 69. Price, 23 cents. 

“]T AS WELL AND STRONG, and don’t need toinsure.'' Queer logic! 
Wh+n yon 8ré sick or broken down you can't Bet Insured. Now is rhe 
time to msure—in the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn.. best aud cheap- 
est of sound companies. =aAdv, : 

Rifle and Gray Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

JUL Wilast REMVA eyo ss cae a3, 3 
Chas H Gaus, R M........ : 
Wm T Miles, RM .- ........-:-. 30 Chas F Robbins, R M 
Andrew Donner, R M....  ....80 

Short Range, UU Ones 20yds. 
Chas H Gaus, BalS....... <°,. 8 Dane Vie wwe eee eons 41 
Win E Fitch, Bal§..-..-..,...-- 48 S Schreiber, Jv,,RM. .......... 39 
Jag G Newbury, Bal S._..-...... 46 © F Robbins, RM ...,.. ...,...39 
Leonard Geiger, RS..... .....- 45° W Hf Potter. Jt. BR M,....:.2+... 39 
BRSpellman, Jr., Bal §..-...-. 45 WC Buell, RM ....... ... Ae sirest!) 
Jas I Miles, BalS .-.-...-.1.-... 405 Ran diy, ROMs 2k bate das seeps a7 
Wm D Taylor, Bal §..........-. 44 RM Townsend, Jr.,R M ....... 35 
Chas Keeler, RM ........... -.. 44 W H Stillman, RM.............. 30 
EO Gale, Rin. ee 42 

Third Range, Military, 500yds. 
Win Tevilessec £07. Jeu Seo ts 49 Andrew Donner....... ....-.-.. 45 
Ghas # Robbins’ ............00.. 48 Wart H Stillman................ 43 
(HBS SGA yore ee alee le odereinde ele 48 RR Spelman, Jr........,....... 43 
PLS hie! BW C=s OR oc ARS ANIA 48 GD Boughton 2... ollie 43 
(Gl PAU) heyy eR Oe EAMES CAS 40 iS Schreiber, dt... O).. ew ieee 42 
Ohas Keller... ...... ........0.. O° Hi Galery es Bee eee eee 4] 
Howard Batchelder... ... ..... 46 RM Townsend .......,...0.20... 40 

Tenth Battalion Mateb, 200 and 500yds. 
Ord Sergt.J I Miles -........--., 46 Lieut Chas H Gaus........-..... 44 
Q Sergt BR Spelman, Jr 46 

Third Division Match, 200 and 500y;ds. 
Tenth Battalion Team. Sixth Separate Company Team. 

H Batchelder.... .......... 45 J Zimmerman......-. sss. 42 
BESpeGlayene cts on 0yeesisate- 42 Wri Stillman oss, 3) wees 37 
GAEL GRUSES Sintec nreese 41 AON GRC ACR Are re Sono Eo RE. 30. 
Wim To MUES..2c0nsonl sess 40 R Townsend, Jr ........::. 29 
Witt tGC I ys bp rssesierateh eps .40 Wit Gels snares nss 29 
Jed MaGS hs ures ecu tiie sam D024 SW . POLGET I) ot at reas 27—194 

Mid-range, Open to All Comers, 60yds. 
UV aI SNe reer e creat sient Se aapgincas ced) CV ONG Yes Pega) RN aie ree a a 67 
DAS MUL Henne yee oe ee, ae eg SS (te ;OVEE Cad. So iaLae ee SEARCY , 65 
SW RaWitGhi 2 oe wen ooh tor + AOD) ROMS ere ha ee ene 58 

Qualification Match. 
Gen G Robbing =:: . .2..2:45.44% Priv WM Hunter: 0 44 
Privy Chas Keller.._.....-. A ne 44 Priv GBoughton,...........:2.. 48 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who fav-r us with scores are 
requested to send then in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go ta press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

SAN FRANCISCO.—The Alia of Oet. 20, speaking of the Carr 
mateh says: On Saturday, at Shell Mound, there was made the 
greatest score ever put on record, the mere details of which prove it 
the most wonderful performance ever done with a military rifle, The 
oceasion was a 100-shot match at the 200yd. target, between Howard 
Carr and Col. Sam Beaver, for a purse and to rule: military rifles, 
six pounds pull on trigger, off-hand, open sights. Mr. Carr used a 
Sharp-Burchard rifle, 6b grains of powder and 465-grain bullet. Col. 
Beaver fired bis new Hotchkiss. H.C. Smith, himself one of the 
most noted riflemen in the country, was seorer, and Captain Ludwig 
Siebe. proprietor of the range, acted as marker. These details are 
given to show that it was a match for a record. and a record itis; 
the hoss of allrecords, Here it is: 

Howard Carr. : Colonel Sam Beaver, 
String 1......-. 45555 5455—47 String 1........ 4544544445 48 

Pee Coe §945555555—49 pee ne 4445455444—43 
he Bama bee 5555455445—47 Oa ee alee le, 5454554445—45 
4,... ..,4455555554 47 Eager 4554444445 —43 
5. 5595455555—49 4555545445—46 
6.. §45455445—45 4545454 '45—44 
7.. . .6555445555—48 44544544 55—44 
hop bee 5544555444—45 545444a4d44__42 
; ote otf 5655455554—48 Oe sic ek 4544454444 42 
1 SOAS BBOL 4455545554—46—471 454554 444—43— 435 

Colonel Beaver’s score, made as it was with a new gun, is excellent, 
and anywhere else than alongside of Mr. Carr’s phenomenal row of 
bullseyes would look big. 
These 100 shot contests are a peculiarity belonging to California 

marksmen alone, the sharpshooters of other places never undertak- 
ing them. The first one with a high score was shot by Sergeant N. B. 
Williams of the Fifth Rattalion, in September, 1880, when he made 443 
outo a possible 500 points, putting him at the bead of the heap. This 
position Mr. Williams kept until February, 1881, when Howard Carr 
made 456.. This was the champion score for nearly two years, when 
Lieutenant fred Kubnle, of Company C, Fifth Battalion. made 457. 
This 457 was the best score until beaten by Lieutenant Kubnle him- 
self in the ‘endurance match’ at Shell Mound in July last, where he 
won the medal with 440, 

- Before Mr. Carr began the match he fired ten sighters and made 
nine bullseyes and a four—49, aud as will be seen by the score, he 
made three 49s dur‘ng the shoot. The remarkable part of this score 
is the fact that all the shoots were So near together. Only two of the 
bullseyes touched the white, the others being well in the black, and 
not one of the *“‘centers” (or fours) was more than 35¢ins, from the 
bullseye. Every shot was inside of one square foot; or, fo put it so 
the unprofessional reader may understand it, there was not a shot 
that woul not hit a man’s head, The target is to be photographed, 
The performance of Mr. Carr was the talk of the day on the range, 

and was universally regarded as the best performances ever made 
anywhere, or by any military sharpshooter. 

BOSTON, Noy. 1.—The range at Walnut Hill to-day wasnot crowded 
with shooters, but those that were present were rewarded with as 
fine a day as could be desired. The wind was from 7 o'clock, but 
there was so little of it thatit made no perceptible difference. The 
military match was opened, but there was only one shooter init, he 
securing a bronze badge. There bas been considerable inquiry as to 
what the conditions of this match are, and in order that all militia- 
men may be conversant with them. they are hereby stated: Any 
member of the State militia may shoot with the State rifle for the 
badge at fifty cents per score of five shots. Any shooter makin 
three 20's will be entitled to a bronze badge, three 22’s a silver weet: 
and three 2¢sagold medal, Ifa bronze medalis won, the sheoter 
may then continue to shoot in the mateh, and it possible, win a medal 
of higher grade; butif he once accepts a bade of any description 
from the association, he cannot shoot again. The scores: 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
@E Berry....,-.- 455454454545 H A Lewis (mil)... . 4585544444 42 
¥ Stetsun....,..... ,.4551444544—43 J Payson (mil)..-.... 445351444 4—44 
J Halsey ..2......3- Atd4444545_43 (© Weston (mil),..... 4495458354—39 
S Prench......-..... 4444454445 —42 

Creedmoor Prize Match, 
CE Berry... ..--+--: 065453455548 Re-entry .........., 054904555447 
WiGhatles: oe, 5babbbbodd—48 CB Hatch.......... 6550555525—47 

Military Mateh. 
RAGA poy ose fe ee 44555—23 45444—31 45584—21 

ARMY RIFLE PRACTICH.—Capt. Stanhope H, Blunt, chief ord- 
nauce officer of the Department of Dakota, has been ordered to Wash- 
ington to tak3 aresponsible position in connection wits target prac- 
tice. The report ot G-n. Benét, chief of ordnance, speaks of recent 
work of Capt. Blunt and says; ‘A new work on target firing, which 
willembody the experiences of the Army in target practive during 
the past five years, is being prepared, under authority, by Captain 
5. HE. Blant, ordnance department, and chief ordnance officer, De- 
partment of Dakota. Its completion is promised at an early day, 
when it will be submitted for c.nsideration and approval. His wide 
experience in charge of target practice in that military department, 
and his excellent record as a skillful rifle shot in many contests, 
assures Captain Blnnt’s successin the preparation of a satisfactory 
text book for the instruction and guidance of the Army in this most 
interesting field of study and practice.’ 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are partioularly re- 
guested to write on one side of the paper only, 

A NEW BIRD TRAP.—Robert A. Huebner, the well-known Colonel 
of the Independent Gun Club of this city, has invented a bird trap, on 
which application tas been madetor letters patent. Briefly is may 
be described as 4a pole, up and down which moves 4 metal cylinder 
carrying a wire cage. A falling weight gives the cage un upward 
motion, and reaching the top of the stake a projection relivves the 
spriugs ou the sides and top of the cage, Tuey flap away, leaving the 
bird free, and the momentum sends it upiato the air, $0 that such a 
provoking occurrences as a. bird walking outot tie trap does notaccz;, 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

WELLINGTON, Nov. 1.—The members of the Malden Gun Club 
were out in full numbers tc-day to mdulge in a score or more of 
eyents, as: well as to wi ness the trial of skill between Messrs, Dickey 
and Spofford in breaking 50 birds for the Ligowsky badge in State 
badge match. Dickey scored 43 to his opponent’s 41, and won. The 
other events were: 

1. Five pigeons—Eager and Wilbur first, Clark and Mitchell second, 
Dickey third. 

2, Three pairs—Wilbur first, Hager second, Dickey third. 
3. Seven pigeons—Eager first, Clark second, Dickey third. 
a axe pigeons—Hager and Spofford first, Dickey second. Clark 

third. 
5, Five pigeons—Hager first, Clark second, Dickey third. 
6. Five pigeons—Dickey and Eager first, Wilbur second, Law and 

Clark third. 
7. Five pigeons—Dickey first, Adams second, Wilbur third. 
8. Miss and out—Taken by Eager, 
9. Mi-s and out—Taken by Eager. 
10. Miss and out—Taken vy Wilbur. 
11. Miss and out—Taken by Dickey. 
12. Five pigeons—Hager and Dickey first, Williams second, Far- 

rington and Law third. 
18. Five glass balls—Wilbur and Adams first, Farrington second, 

Loveren third, 
i4. Five glass balils—Schaefer and Loveren first, Eager and Snow 

second, Brackett third. 
15. Five blackbirds—Dickey first, Adams and Schaefer second, Law 
ird. 
16. Five blackbirds—Brackett and Schaefer first, Farrington sec- 

ond, Adams third. 
es Three pairs—Wilbur first, Schaefer second, Dickey and Eager 
third. 

18. Five glass balls—Snow and Farrington first, Spofford and Wil- 
bur second, Brackett and Nichols third. 

19. Five pigeons, five traps—Dickey and Wilbur first, Snow and 
Williams second, Farrington third. 

20. Five pizeons, 2lyds.—EHager first, Dickey and Spofford second, 
Witour third. 

21. Five pigeons, five traps—Dickey and Eager first, Williams and 
Wilbur second, Law and Nichols third. 

#2. Miss and out—Divided by Law and Hager. 

CLUB SCORHES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described, We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
eT PU Cec should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

THE NEW ENGLAND TRAP SHOOT.—The coming tournament 
of the New Hngland Trap Shooters’ Asscciation promises to be a suc- 
cess from every point of view, and nothing will bu left undone that 
can contribute to the pleasure and comfort of the sportsmen, The 
sport will begin at the grounds of the Boston Gun Club at Wellington 
to-morrow, on Friday, Nov. 7, at 9 o’clock, and from that time until 
Saturday night at dark powder will be burned and birds broken. The 
programme includes ten events, all of which are open to members of 
the association, and additional “sweeps” of fitty cents and one dol- 
lar will be shot, open to all comers. The Ligowsky Clay Pigeon 
Company has contriouted $100 toward the success of the shoot, and 
this mouey has been used—fifty dollars in the purchase of challenge 
medals, one for individuals and one for teams of the association. 
The other fifty dollars to be divided into thirty and twenty dollar 
purses, to go to the winners of the team and individul badges re- 
spectively. Teams from.the Exeter Club, the winners of the world’s 
champion match at Chicago, and from the Willard Club of Portland, 
the Malden Ciub, the Boston Club, the Spencer Gun Club of Windsor, 
Ct., the Massachusetts Rifle association, the Brockton, Riverside of 
Topsham, Me., the Lewiston Ciub, the Lynn Cen.ral, the Narragan- 
sett Gun Club of Providence, the Worcester, and many others are ex- 
poeied. Any club desiring information should address Charles H. 

rr, secretary, 238 Washiugtou street, Boston. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
eT er Se should be in hund by Monday, or Twesday 
a € LALESL. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

THROW PHYsI¢C To THE Dogs,.tTHE Mitp Powrr Curns.—A strange in- 
sight had Shakespeare into the cou;mon affairs of men. His touch 
was the touch of yenius, his words an inspiration. And so clearly 
and tersely, did he put the trath that all men acknowledge its force 
even if they do not yieid obedience He saw men everywhere ruin- 
ing themselves with drugs in toe vain attempt to recover health. His 
practical mind divined the truth when he said, *‘ihrow phy-ic to the 
dogs.” Your chauves are betier with nothing than with this abuse 
ot nature. But how much better would he bave talked had he known 
also that the mild power cures, and that through the invocation of 
Humphreys’ Speciics you have the mild power that cures, and how 
easy Lhe cure beconres under the infiuence of this mild power. No 
poisoning, no drugging, only the single tasteless pill specific, which, 
like rain to the parched ground, or water to the thirsty soul, cures 
and renews and rejiitvenates without a trace of poisoning or the evil 
effects of druzs. No wonder that thesé harmless spectfics are so 
sought after and so appreciated by all classes of the community, 
Well did Shakespeare say, *‘turow physic to the dogs,” and’ he 
might weli have added, “Take Haimphreys’ Homeopataic Specifics.’ 
— Port Jervis Union. Jee, ee rally : a 

“Rod and Gun in California;” by T. 8. Van Dyke, is the best thing, 
of the gaine of that country. Bor sale ab this office, Price $1.60,— 
Ae ‘ : 

Canoeing. 
OCANOEISTs are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises 

club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu- 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forssr anp 
SrREAM their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, aud 
reports of the same, Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forms? anp StrRHAm their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, Lxaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 

Eighteenth Paper. 

CANVAS CANOES. 

| Gea before the era of boats constructed of boards, and 
foliowing closely after the primitive attempt at naviga- 

tion astride a log, and the second step in the form of several 
logs lashed together, came the intermediate step, by which 
the form and proportion of a boat was obtained out of com- 
paratively raw material, and without tools. The coracle, 
as this craft was called, was simply an open frame of basket 
work, woven from branches and saplings gathered. by the 
riverside, over which the hide of a bullock, or some similar 
covering, was stretched and sewn; the implements required 
in constructing such a craft being few and of the simplest 
form, so that it, in all probability, antedates considerably the 
canoe fashioned from a hollow log. 

This style of boat is still in use, though of course ina 
greatly improved form, and it still possesses three great 
advantages, it requires less skill, fewer tools, and less expense 
of Jabor and material than any boat of similar excellence. 
The canvas canoe is inferior both in weight, strength and 
appearance to its wooden rival, but is still a very good boat 
for all the purposes of the canoeist. The canvas skin is 
quite heavy when so prepared as to be watertight, and adds 
nothing to the strength of the boat, which requires, con- 
sequently, a stronger frame than a cedar canoe, in which 
decks and planking add greatly to the strength. If the 
canoe is of the smaller variety, for paddling only, or carrying 
but a small sail, it may be built as light or even lighter than 
a cedar boat of equal stiffness, but if of such a size as 14x80, 
with 50 to 90ft. of sail, the entire frame must be very 
strongly braced, and the boat will weigh more than one of 
cedar, 

The first steps of the building are similar to those previous- 
ly described for a lapstreak canoe. The moulds are cut outin 
the same manner, the stem and stern are prepared, a rabbet 
tin. deep being cut to take the edge of the canvas. The 
inner keel, f, is $in. thick, 24 to 8in. wide at middle, and 
tapers to Gat the ends. Itis planed up, without a rabbet, 
and to it the stem @ and stern 6 are screwed. ‘lhe outer keel 
is fin. wide, and as dvep as may be desired, not less than 
8in, IJtis planed up, the grain pointing aft, as described for 
a cedar canoe, and is fitted to the scarf of stem, and screwed 
temporarily to stem, keel and stern, as it must be removed 
when the canvas is put on. 

The frame is now set up on the stocks, the moulds shoved 
in place and all adjusted, then the gunwales #, of oak or ash, 
4+x#, are tacked on and jogs or notches are cut in the stem 
and stern to receive them, leaving their outer surface flush 
with the surface of the stem and stern. These notches should 
not be cut across the rabbets. Strips of oak or spruce JJ, 
14xtin., are now nailed lightly to the moulds, five or six be- 
ing used on each side, and the jogs dd marked and cut in 
stem and stern to receive their ends, which, like the gun- 
wales, are secured with screws or rivets to the dead woods. 

The ribs & will be of oak or elm, #xdin. They are planed 
up, steamed or soaked in boiling water until quite pliable, 
and then are taken onc by one, bent over the knee, and while 
still hot the middle is nailed down to the keel, and then each 
ribband in turn, from keel to gunwale, is nailed temporarily 
to the rib with one nail only. Oare is necessary to keep the 
ribbands fair, without hollows or lamps. After all the ribs 
are in they must be looked over and faired up, the nails being 
drawn out, if necessary, after which a copper nail is-driven 
through each rib and ribband where they cross, and riveted , 
making a very strong and elastic frame, 

An inwale, 7, 1x3in., is now put inside of each gunwale, 
h, being jogged to fit over the heads of the ribs, all three 
being well riveted together, When this isin, the deck beams 
omay be fitted. They are cut out of oak or hackmatack, 
Iixgin.. and are placed as directed for a wooden eanoe, the 
deck frame and coamings being put in in the same mauner. 
The frame is now taken from the stocks, and al) corners that 
might cut the canvas are smoothed and rounded off, then it 
is painted all over. 

The canvas should be hard and closely woven, wide 
enough to reach from gunwale to gunwale. The frame is 
first turned upside down, the outer keel removed, and the 
middle of the canvas fastened along the keel, with a few tacks, 
then it is turned over, and the canvas drawn tightly over 
the gunwales. To do this effectively, the two edges of the 
canvas are Jaced together, using a sail needle and strong 
twine, with stitches about 6in. apart along each edge, This 
lacing is now tightened until the canvas lies flat over the 
entire frame. At the ends it must be cut neatly, the edge 
turned in, and tacked tightly in the rabbet, which is first 
well painted with thick paint. When the ends are finished 
the lacing is agein tightened up, and «row of tacks driven 
along the gunwale, after which the lacing is removed and 
the canvas trimmed down, leaving enough to turn in and 
tack to the inside of the inwale. 

The moulds are now removed, and a keelson, ¢, is put in 
to stiengthen the bottom, being of oak, 2in. deep and fin. 
wide. Itis slipped in, one or two of the deck beams being 
removed, if necessary, and the position of each 1ib marked, 
then it is removed, and jogs cut to fit down over the ribs, 
after which it is replaced and screwed down, running far 
enough forward on the stem to lap well over the scarfs and 
strengthen it. The deck frame and coamingis next finished, 
the mast tubes set, and all preparations for decking made as 
for a wooden canoe, A deck is sometimes laid of 4in. pine 
or cedar, over which the canvas is stretched. The canvas 
for the deck may be about 6oz. weight, and is stretched 
tightly down and tacked along the gunwales and around the 
well. After it is on, half round strips mm, are screwed 
around the edge of the deck, and an outside keel piece of 
oak din. thick, is fitted to the bottom, the serews passing 
through into keelson ¢, making all very stiff. 
The canvas should now be wetted, and painted with two 

coats of boiled oil, with a little turpentine and japan dryer 
mixed in, after which a cout or two of paint of any desired 
color will finish it off. The paint must be renewed on any 
spots where it may rub off in use, but the canoe should not 
be painted oftener than necessary, as its weight is much in- 
creased thereby. 

THE LOG BOOK. 

THE DELAWARE RIVER. 

IlIl.—FROM PORT JERVIS TO BELVIDERE. 

rae stage of the water on the Delaware determines the question as 
to the character of the experiences to be encountered by canoe- 

ists. In early sprmg, when the river is very hirb, itis full of fast 
rifts. In summer, however, the many shoals make the navigation 
difficult even ia canoes. Our party had been fortunate in making the 
run at a medium stage of water, aud had found, as arule, sufficient 
depth, and im addition difficult and exciting rapids at points whica at 
high water were Spa fast and rough rifts. When, therefore, they 
were informed at the hotel that there were no more rapids between 
Port Jervis and Belvidere, they did not place much reliance in the 
statement. aw 
After consuming a noble dinner, prefaced by a very civilized cock- 

tail indeed, and repairing and refurnishing O,’s photographie outfit, 
they wended their way to the boa's, greatly admired by the gamins 
of thetown. From Port Jervis the river flows quietly through a. fer~ 
tile valley, and as they floated serenely down the tranquil stiam, it 
was difficult to realize that it was the same turbulent torrent that 
had doneits best to duck them that morning. It was a lazy loaf that 
afternoon, with nothing but an unexpected tussle with a large fish- 
way to disturb the serenity of their souls. Several wei'e carried 
almost to the opening before the danger was realized, and were 
obliged to turn short and jump the damas best they could, with 
many a bump and scratch, ‘ . 

Harly in the afternoon the high, green bluffs that marked the site 
of Milford came in view, and it was voted that the supper should be 
a civilized one for once, and that M, Fanchere, of Milford, should 
furnish it. Now this Fanchere was celebra'ed far and wide for his 
delicious table, he being an ex-cookof Delmonico’s and deeply versed 
in the gastronomic art. To pull the cai1oes up the soft sandbank was 
the work of a moment, but to climb the steep winding path, em- 
bowered in. trees, was. the work of several,and the party were well 
blown by the time they reached the top and found themselves on a 
pate aoe cna ee SrA ORE Oe freee nerore piece 
almost hidden in groves ruit- trees. ey tram up the pie~ 
uresque and shady main street to the abode of M. Fanchere and 

— 
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ordered the best trout supper he could provide, not to mention sey- 
eral bottles of claret of rare and fine vintage. The town was somewhat 
of 4 walering place, a peaceful and lovely spot, thirty miles from any 
railway, A ae and vlean in the extreme. After an hour spent in 
“doing” the place and exciting the curiosity of the populace to an 
unexampled height, they returned to the hotel to find the jolly and 
smiling host prepared to welcome them to his best. A better supper 
rarely falls ta the lot of men. and as the crisp, sweet trout disap- 
peared and the old claret bepan to do its work, the tongues and hearts 
of our travelers were loosened as well as their belts, 

P. was found making eyes at the pretty granddaughter, who 
seemed nothing loath, ©. sat down and hanged on the piano, to the 
évident horror of the elderly maiden boarders, as he presented an 
odd gight in hisdirty stay shirt and kmickerbockers, with a gray skull 
cap on the back of hiz head, G. and ©. were found wrestling with 
tlie French language, making themselves agreeable to grandma 
Fanchere, and altozether the party seemed quite demoralized. Should 
they stay there ail night or push on? Sober counsels at last prevailed, 
and as the moon was full it w s decided to paddle for an hour or so 
and £0 into camp late. The river was like a mirror, broad and quiet, 
and onr canoeists floated lazily along in the dusky twilight, smging 
and laughing as happy as @ parcel ot boys. It was well toward mid- 
night before they could bring themselves to abandon the lovely 
moonlit stream and take to their beds. At last they camped pear a 
farm house; preparing for breskfast by porchasing a shad of the 
farmer, whom they found drawing his net at that late hour, 
The camp breakfast seemed a poor affair oext morning after the 

feast at Fanchere’s, and thers seemed to be more or less headache 
and bad temper about—the legacy of the claret All were too lazy 
to cook the shad except G.and F. F. was making an attemp*, but 
while squatting by his wretched little fire that somehow or other 
would not buro, he lost his balance and sat down violently on a 
chestnut burr In his contortions he managed to sit on another, 
which caused him to set up a yell of anguish, to the great amuse 
ment of his unfecling companions. The additiun of insult to injury 
so disgusted him that he flung the fish away in anger and vowed he 
would not eat at all, This restored the general good humor for a 
wonder, and -1l hands turned to, packed up, and were quickly afloat, 

It was a lovely morning. The ri er was full of beautiful islands 
densely wooded, and tle hills on either bank sloping gradually to the 
water's edge, with wavy fields of gram alternating with lovely groves 
Made an ideal country. They paddled onward, quietly enjoying 
every moment until hearly uoau, and then put ashore for a shortrest 
and to try to find olit about where they were; butno town was in 
Sight, so they pushed on, hoping to reach a place called Dingman’s 
Ferry for dinner. Meanwhile a -trone head wind sprang up, and as 
no sign of the place appeared and paddling was heavy work, a halt 
was decided on forlunch and anap. This was their first atcempt at 
a camp oinner, and the meal was, bo say the least, “thin.” - 
For two bours atterward all dozed. waiting with the serene indif 

ference of every well seasoned canoeist foracalm. It came by 8 
and they started again. with the intention of reaching Bushkil! for 
supprr. They paddled on and on, past Dingman’s Ferry, past poiat 
after point. butno B shidil appeared The long stretches of slow 
Water hegan to grow monotonous and seemed interminable, and the 
lovely scenery failed to charm the tired cruisers. Ab last about sun 
down, by direction of a party met crossing the river, they landed at 
alow wooded point, although Bushkill was still invisible, for it was a 
mile inland and hidden by the trées, and on the north bank of Bush- 
kill Creek, Alas, they had landed south of the creek unwittingly. 
Making the boats secure an shouldering thei paddles, they started 
to tramp to the village. After ploughing their way over a, freshly 
sowed field. they were brought toa halt by the creek, the village 
close in sight bemg onthe opposite bank. They wandered up and 
down, hof, cross and tired, seeking im vain for a bridge. 

FHinally f. decided to go one way and the others another to find a 
crossing. The main body finally reached a lane leading over a bridge 
to the town; but meanwhile PF, had disappeared in an opposite direc- 
tion. They whistl-d, shouted and halloed, but to no purpose, and 
O., with the promised land in sight, decided to go back and look up 
the stray sheep, Hefound him still tramping about the field. pro- 
fane and eross, and mutually tired and diepbsted they hastened on 
to join ibe party, Meanwhile it was fast becoming dark, and the 
per. of supper was yet unsolved. Their troubles were soon over, 
owever, for the first dwelling on entering the little village proved to 

bea boarding house, and soon the wearied and hungry trevelers sat 
down to a most plentiful and excellent supper, and the vexatious and 
tiresome day came to a cheerful and heppy end. 

The boats wers regained about dark, aon if was then that, rendered 
yahant by the good supper aud tempted by the loveliness of the 
night, they committed the folly of running two rapids in the dark, to 
the great disgust of F,, who rebelled at the recklessness of the under- 
taking, It was royal sport, however, and fortunately accomplished 
without accident, but the ominous roar ahead of another and appar 
ently more difficult rift brought the party to ahalt. Hastily haulin 
up the boats on-a rocky shallow shore, the crews tumbled into be 
and were soon sound asleep, the newly risen full moon looking down 
and reproaching them for not waiting for her to guide them on their 
reckless tryp. 

Ashbort paddle next day brought them to the railroad bridge at the 
Water Gap. Passing throngh, they found themselyes in quite a 
rapid, and had no smali work to get out of it in order to reach the 
landing near the station, The (ap is too well-known to require much 
description. The river forces its way between two great mountains 
making one of the most picturesque scenes onthe river. To the left 
Mount fammany exhibits vast masses of naked rock, almost detying 
ascent. To the rithtis Mount Mimsi., densely wooded with a thicket 
of evergreen. Successive ledges mark its face, aid on one of these, 
nearly two hundred feet above the sea, stands the Kitatinny House. 
The stream that issues beneath it falls in a cascade into the river, 
Hurther up, on the cresh of the monntain, is the great Delaware 

Gap Hotel, and to this our canoeists decided to climb. A steep moun- 
tain path throngh the woods led toit. The heat was intense, and by 
the time the plateau was g ined, all were but too thankful to sit down 
inthe great cool hall and drink—what? Appolinaris water)! For 
again they had found that abomimation—a temperance hotel. The 
wonderful view was a consolation, however, not. to mention a most 
Salisfactury dinnerin tie great half empty baru-like dinmg-room, 
The season was eatly and the house had just been opened, but there 
Were guile enough guests to stare and smile superciliously at the 
group of dirty-looking tramps who sat smoking their after dinner 
pipes on the broad piagzis. Gradually our hero.s began to feel un- 
comfortable and out of place m So much civilization, and voted to be 
off to their beloved floating ‘homes. They scrambled down in short 
intire, and were soon happily afloat, taking their oftum cum dig, 
free from the impertinent speculations of the civilized animal. 
Drawing up under the shadow of a great rock, O. went ashore and 

took some excelent pictures while the o.bers smoked and dozed in 
the balmy June air, According to all accounts there were to have 
been no rapids bebween Port Jervis and Belvidere; but the low stage 
of the warer had puta different face on the matter. The canoes had 
run more than ten very fair rapids before reaching the Gap, and be- 
fore they had drifted down a mile that afternoon they entered a long 
heayy rift at the point where the river finally leaves the mountains 
for the plains helow. The current was very swift, the channel 
erooked 4s a ram's horn and full of rocks, With much dodging, some 
bumping and a litile water aboard they got through; but O,, who 
Managed to get quite wet, was decidedly cross and out of humor. His 
temper wes by no means Improved by an experience lalér on in the 
day.tor he nearly canie to grief altogther in a rapid below the rail- 
road bridge near Dalaware. 
He had both masts up and colors flying, supposing that all the 

rapids were passed. Being farm the lead he found himself almost 
without warning rushing down the deep channel of a rift close in 
shore and overhung with drooping branches. As the canoe shot 
under the trees close to the bank her mainsail caughtin a bough, and 
for a second brought everything up standing, nearly pitching the 
erew ont, then careening she was about to upset when by good 
fortune the mast slipped by and the Marion went on her way rejoic- 
Tag, to the inimense relief of her crew. 
The couree of the river from this point was through a broad, lovely 

valley, beautifully wooded and caréfully cultivated, the perfection of 
quiet, pastoral stenery; but somehow or other camping places with 
2 low beach to draw up on Were searce, and they paddled on from one 
shore to another seeking rest and finding none. Finally they reached 
a mud bank at the foot of a very steep shore, overhung with trees, 
but close to a promusing looking farmhouse; so they hauled up, and 
placing the boats in a row on the narrow strip, prepared for the 
night. O, made an expedition to the farmhouse and returned. laden 
with bread, butter, milk and ray onions, which latter he and F. con- 
sumed for supper with good relish, but to the manifest disapproba- 
tion of their comrades, 4 

Belvidere was but a few miles away, and this was to be the last 
cam). AT atlempt was made to be jolly, but a drizzling rain which 
had bezun to fall put a damper on their spirits and extinguished the 
fires. Too tired and lazy to batile with the elements, they crawled 
int) bed after a yery frugal supper of bread and milk, The first 
rany nightin camp om the whole cruise proved rather a pleasure 
than othe: wise, for they were lulied to sleep by the drip, drip on the 
roofs of their little tents, which kept them dry and comfortable till 

mthere | slight drizzle and some f ly _ There was a slig izzle and some fog early next day, but by th 
time the boats were packed, old *iSol" Bppeared aneeawa as 5 
bniliant run to Belvidere, The dear old Delaware provided them 
wilh a farewell rapid above the town, which was quite long and dif- 
ficult, but they escaped from its clutches in safety, and pulled upsafe 
a na sound at anold sawmill near the tawn by 10 o'clock. In an hour 

or iwo the canoes weré packed away on a car and our cruisers ready 
for the train which was to take them to Humburgh for the Wallkill 
trip. They went out on the platform to take a last look at the charm- 
ing river they had learned to love so wellinits many moods, The 
cars came lumbering up, and in a few moments the Delaware cruise 
was but a delightful memory. 

NOVEL ACCIDENT TO A FOLDING BOAT.—OCrested Butte, Oct. 
16.—Aditor Forest. and Siream: Some three weeks ago I telegraphed 
to N.. A. Osgood, Battle Creek, Mich., to send me by express, C. O. D,, 
one of his 12ft. patent folding boats, and in due time the boat arrived, 
IT took it up to a lake near my house, put it together, and was very 
much pleased with its action. I thoroughly understood the boat, 
having used one in the Adirondack lales, Next day I ran the boat 
down Slate River, a yery rapid and shallow stream, and it really be- 
haved quite well. Yesterday. hemgz a most charming day, I invited 
Mrs. to take a row on the lane, or rather a paddle, as I did not 
use the gunwale or oars. Iput the boat together yery carefully, only 
using the bottom board. Be it here remarked that Mrs. is not 
af all a heayy weight, in fact, only 119 pounds, and your humble 
seribe weighs 128; so the boat was certainly not overloaded. I pad- 
dled the cirvuit of the lake, Mrs, being seated in the bow and 
myself in the stern. I noticed the lake was full of trout, and, as they 
were jumping, prepared to catch seme, I had just prepared my rod 
and lighted my pipe, and both of us were sitting perfectly quiet 
when. without 4 moment's notice, the rod connecting the bottom board 
together snapped in two, and in less time than it takes to tell we were 
up to our necks in ice-cold water, and the boat haying **folded’'—one 
of ita great virtues (?)—of course pave us no support. It was cer- 
tainly very fortunate that the water was no deeper, or I might have 
had to relate a more serious accident. Some miners happening by 
brought out an old scow to our relief, and we were towed to land, 
shivering and deplorable-looking wrecks, I also lost a $25 revolver 
by the accident. Now, Mr. Bditor,I feel it my duty to make this 
known io the public. I have bad to do with boats since my boyhood, 
and have made cruises in the crankiest of canoes and have had no 
accident to amount to anything ere this.—C. H, Dougnas. 

OBITUARY—SOB.—He was nota very pretty dog, nor specially re- 
markable fom others of his numerous breed, the ‘‘yaller pup,’ but. 
the vews of his death will be read sadly by friends all over the 
country who remember him in camp last summer; his jolly little face 
looking out of the small tent appropriated to him; a cold nose that 
woke up the late sleepers, a sharp bark when the last man came in at 
night, and all, next year, will miss this little playfellow, The repu- 
tation of the Mohican C, C. as inventors and experimenters is known 
throughout all canoedom, and it was in an efiort to sustain ib, that 
poor little Sob ventured to test the edible qualities of a mixture of 
grease and emery, prepared orisinally for polishing purposes, with 
the fatal result above chronicled. 

A. OG, A.—To Members of the A, C, 4.; As Tam going South for 
the winter, my address will be, until June 1, 1885,“'Dr. Chas, A, Neidé, 
Secretary and Treasurer A. C. A,, New Orleans, La," 

Hachting. 

CRUISE OF THE KARA. 

ee Aretic yacht Kara (45 tons register and about 78 tons Thames 
measurement), belonging te Sir Henry Gore-Booth, Bart., arnved 

at Wivenhoe on Sunday fast, Sept. 14, after haying been away for 
five months ona sporting and whaling expedition, for which she 
underwent an extensive outfit at Wilkins’s yard during the early 
spring. Since she was built in 1881-82 she has sailed more than 18.000 
miles, and never once had her trysail set, which says something for 
the hard- weather qualities of the boat. 

Sir Henry Gore-Booth undertook an Arctic cruise in her in 1882 to 
assist in the search for Mr, Leigh Smith (for which purpose Sir Henry 
really had her built), and was fortunate in being in the Matochkin 
Straits when Myr. Leigh Smith landed there with the Hira crew. After- 
wards, when Mr. Leigh Smith had leftin the Hope, the Kara sailed 
north and reached Berg Island, on the coast of Novaya Zemlya, 
where she was driven ashore by the ice, lost one of her boats, one 
auchor, and 75 fathoms of cable, besides kedge and warp. and part of 
her starboard bulwarks stove in at the same time. She was got off 
by taking all stores oul of her, viz., twelve months’ provisions for 
twelve hands, ete., leayme only her ballast in, a matter of 18 tons. 
and floated off with empty paraffin barrels. She had avery rough 
time of it, but owing to her rigid construction, specially designed by 
Mr. Wilkins to withstand theice pressure, sulfered nothing beyond 
the damage related. 
We have looked through the owner's log book, and made the fol- 

lowing extracts: \ 
April 7.—Left Wivenhoe 10 A, M,; 9 to 26, detained by foul winds at 

Harwich; 26, left Harwich at 9A. M. with alight breeze; 27, sighted 
Dudgeon light at noon; 28, hove to until evening; 30, made Shetland 
5:30 P. M., anchored at Lerwicki145 P.M. | 
May 9.—Left Shetland; moderate, fair winds first three days, 

12th, good breeze; ran 200 miles in the twenty-four hours, which brin 
us about 100 miles E.N.E.of Langanzs, 1éth,strong,squally, wind W. 
N.W., with snow showers, and freezing hard; so thick, afraid to go on 
for fear of ice. Hoye to with double-reefed mainsail, whole forésail, 
and spitfire jib. 14th, Saw two bottlenoses, being first fish sighted, 
Lat. 67° 20’; long. 10° 2630". 14th to 20th, nasty thick weather, hinge 
sea; freezing hard most of theiime. 20th, spoke Hsrl of Marr and 
Kelly, lat. 68° 48’ 17° N:; long. 12° 7 2" W. Gave him his letters; told 
mé other ships were W.N.W. of us, and the ice not far off. Stood in 
N.N.W. and sighted three or four vessels same night. ist, curled 
whale lines and got all whaling gear ready; Polar Star steamed up 
and spoke us; gave him his letters. In afternoon sailed northward in 
company with Polar Star; some dsh rose between us; he lowered two 
boals- Unfortunately our boats were not yet in the davits, so we 
could only look on while he fastened the fish. 22nd, saw very light 
stream of ice. Spoke Catherine brig about 1o’clock. Gave him his 
Jetiers. 24th, spoke Star, Lyn. Alert, and Perseverance. Gave them 
their letters. 27th, lat. 69° 18’ 20" N.; long. 11° 19°15" W. Struck first 
fish at 3 A. M. Bang! burra! pourra! A fall! a fall! The 
report of a gun awoke me, the noise of the line runuine 
out fetched me out of my berth, and the watch yelling out, *‘A fall} 
a@ fall!’ caught me with one lee only in niy trousers, It appears fish 
had been seen some distance off, and suddenly rose at the ship's bow. 
not giving the watch time to callme. They both run forward, when 
one got a quick shot from the starboard gun, and fastened a fish in 
the back. [was soon on deck. We lowered mainsail and jib. rot out 
port boat. while fish slackened after running out two lines (240 fath- 
oms), burning 4 deep score in the bollard head asitran out. Part of 
the crew began to hawl in the line, and the fish rose at last about 
a quarter of a mile off. She could be detected from the other fish by 
the harpoon and olood, Ths boat got up to her, put in a hand har- 
poon, and then lanced her, the boat’s crew giving three cheers, which 
were answered from the ship. They brought the fish alongside, made 
him fast, with rail forward of the main chains and his head aft, then 
rigged a span from mizzen to mainmast, to which we attached the 
spec tackles, and flinched the fish, Owing to the tremendous weight 
and sirain on mizzen, I felt afraid of it; iv whipped very much, but 
stood allright. The flinching is acurious process. A chajn is passed 
round one of the fins near the head and hooked on to the after spec 
tackle; the harpooner makes a cub acress the neek and then down 
the body, taking care to take as little of the flesh. or ‘*krang,”’ as the 
body is called in whaling language, as possible. Two or three 
hands, heaving on the winch all the while as directed, heave the fib 
up until sufficient blubber is cleared off the *krang’’ to cut a hole in 
it to pass a strop through, when the cham is unhooked and the after 
spec tackle taken to the strop. The two harpcooners in the boats 
loosen tke blubber with their spades until enough is loosened to carry 
a tackle and strop to thefore end, the hands still heaving on the winch, 
while the harpooners gradually cut the “krang”’ out until the blubber 
comes off like a blanket. Inis then hoisted on board, the tail rope let 
Fo: and after spec tackle hooked on to a strop through thehead. The 
ead is severed trom the body and hoisted on board whole, while the 

krang sinks to the bottom, and we giyethree good cheers for our first 
fish. We filled several bottles with almost pure dil from the head. 
May 28, Very col, Vessel looked like one of those glass models of 
ships that one sees sometimes, All her rigging was coated with ice. 
Insome places more than an inch thick, 29th. Cold weather und 
freezing. Some fish seen, but rather wild. We struck one and 
knocked a piece out of her. Wind increasing, blowing a shift breeze. 
At 7:45 P, M. took in beat, stowed mizzen and foresail, and hove to 
with double-reefed mamsail and third jib. 20th, 104A, M. A tempest 
bowling through the rigging, and the sea lashed into feathery foam is 
probably what the description of a nervous newspaper correspondent 
would be. T call ita strong, hard wind, almost a gale. At4P. M. 
hegan to pipe up, when we had some heavy squalls, but as the glass 
was rising a little, I did not care to reef, particularly as the vessel 
behayed so well. Abouo 7:40 P, M., as the weather did not moderate 
at all, and was looking very threatening, clouble-reefed foresail, 
handed third jib, set spilfire, took a third reef in mainsail, Blew very 
hard between 9 A. M. and 12 o’clock. dist, 2A, M. Better weather; 
but a Norwegian schooner on our weather bow is hove to wider ara 
of a staysail poly while wé are very comfortable under the same sail 
as yesterday. teezing hard; icicles hanging onthe spitfire. Ship 
looks like Father Christmas, bowsprif and bowsprit shrouds and bob- 
atay festooned with icicles, 

June 1.—Moderate to a stiff breeee, 12:00 noon made sail; wind fall- 
ing. Spoke steamer Active at 3 o'clock; the master and docror came 
on board; gave them their letters; they repor.ed having 95 tons of 
oil. In the evening our cook cut his elbow to the bone through falling into 
a plate; steward sewed it up apompuy under my directions, A lot of 
bottlenoses about from 10 P. M. to 5 A.M. Had two chances at fish 
during the night, but failed to fasten. 84.—Icicles disappearing. 5th, 
Lots of fish abont; oné fastened, but harpooh drew when half a line 
had run ont, Got up the portable forge and straightened our har- 
oons. Hive shipsin sight. 7:15 P. M., got a chance from port gun 

and fastened a fish; the gun shackle breaking, the gun recoiled into 
mny stomach, but 1 was too excited to know whether it hurt me or not 
—at any ratel feelall right. The fish rolled over on his side as if 
he was killed, bun soon began to recover and take line slowly, event- 
nally running ont three lines or 360 fathoms; lancing boat put a band 
harpoon into him and lanced him. It took us abont an hour and 
three-quarters to killhim. 6th—Spoke Norwegian schooner Uller, 
He told us that the Chieftain schooner had lo.t four of her boats in a 
fog at the end of last month; one boat had been picked up by another 
Norwegian schooner, %th—Spoke the Alert; fine in morning, thick 
later on. Somebody remarked, ‘How warm it is to-day ;? but referr- 
ing to the thermometer, it was found to be below freezing point. 
Plenty of fish apout, but too far off. 8th—Lat. 69.81.42 N., long. 11.0.0 
W,. <AboutSor9 o'clock several fish about. A shot fired from the 
bow gun, but missed, Lowered bolb boats and went in pursuit, but 
couldn't get a shot, Snow showers during the day. We have de- 
termined to turn night into day, as the fish always come in the night, 
so the dog watches are from4A M, to6 A. M. and from GA. M to& 
A.M, 9§th— Lunch at 12:00 midnizht Great jokes among the crew. 
9:50 A. M., got a shot and fastened afish. In a little over three min- 
utes. three lines were out, and we only had time to bend on before 
the fourth was run o«t. Weather thick as mustard. Lowered a 
lancing boat, but could not find fish in the fog, so returned to 
the ship, and found flye lines and a quarter out, and one line up and 
down. ‘Took lines to wineh, and by 12 noon, we hove him up dead 
from the bottom. Fish about 28ft. long. Piped ta snapper at noon. 
Came on deck ati A.M. Several fish round us. Fastened one. The 
usual *'A fall! a tall!” followed, and then all hands were busy enough 
as she took the lines like a lunatic, not stopping 'ill she had 644 lines 
out, or 780 fathoms (well on fora mile). So very thick that we had 
to heave in again on the winch until only one line was out, when we 
saw the fish and foliowed her up,the harpooner putting in a hand, 
and lanced her. She sent my oar flying with her tail. She was along- 
side by 4 o’cleck. and found to be 36ft Ione, but the biubber was not 
on board till 10 P. M., owing to the splice of our span drawing, 10th. 
Came on dirty at night. Got the blabber below justin time, as wind 
freshened toa light gale, and we were only justin time to save the 
lee boat, ith, Strong wind. plenty of fish, but too mueh wind to 
fasten. 14th. Blowing fresh; Perseverancein sight, 2ist. We thought 
we saw Jan Mayen; at any rate, we saw the clouds about the isljand. 
24th, Bore up tor Shetland, as our gun shackles were broken; and J 
found the guns were +o badly placed that we could not properly fasten 
fish trom them, and the weather had been so thick that I did not like 
our boats to venture away from the ship after hearing the reported 
fate of the Chieftain’s boats. 25th, Before 12 noon, setsquaresail and 
jib-headed topsail; 7 P. M., weather yery threatening, tok in topsail, 
double reefed mainsail, coiled eight lines down in line room, which 
look us 314 hours: ship running hard, heavy sea, strong wind, 26th. 
Gybed her ab8 A. M.: heavy sea, very sirong wind; 12 noon, vessel 
has run 210 miles since noon yesterday; 1 P.M, handed squaresail, 
and tried to run her 8.8.W., but fuund sea was too heavy to risk it 
with our boats, and all the deck lumber that we carry (N.B., two very 
heavy whale boats ¥1ft. loug), so r-luctantly had to heave-to under 
three-re-fed mainsail, one reef in the foresailand spitfireset. Steward 
scalded both feet badly vijh hot coffee; wrapped them up in bottle- 
Nee oil, and they were cured in notime. 27th. Gale broke this morn- 
UY, 
— 

July 2.—Light winds last few days; vainly trying to get south. 
3d, Cnrrious to say, with a hundred miles of Sietland we got an- 
other fish. only one line being on Jeck atthe time; the rest had to 
run out from the line room through the cabin skylight. The hand 
who ran the line amused me immensely by telling me he kept Jook- 
ing round tosee if the cabin stoye or some other cabin sear was 
comibg out with the line. At the time of fastening only the watch 
was on deck; the rest of us turned out in a hurry, ail with a decidedly 
small amount of clothing, as when ‘A fall!’ is called, nu one must 
Wait to put his clathes on. Got our boat out, and I lanced him, a 
female fish about twenty-one feet long. It f90k us all greatly by sur- 
Prise, as no one expected a fish so far south, dth, Little wind, thick, 
no sights; sounded at eight o’clock; 120 fathoms. 6th. Hove to at4 
A. M,; thick as mustard; sounded abont nime o*clock; 70 fathoms, 
Put vessel about E.N.E. Very thick; crept along with foresail to 
windward; cleared up a little about eleven. Tuoughtl saw land; 
cleared a bit, stayed her; and the fog clearing, mavie Kona Mountain, 
Shetland, at 11:30 A. M.; distance, seventeen miles, Made Yell Sound 
at six 'o’cl ck; hoisted signal for pilot, but could not get one. Calm; 
decided to ge through without one; as I hayea goou chart, although 
new groundtome. Witd sprung up about 9:15 P.M. Seat through 
sound. 6th. About center of sound the tide turned with us, and we 
had rattling tide in our favor, running in like a-river. Passed Whal 
sey Sound at 11 A. M., and anchored in Lerwick. Thanks to 
the kindness of Captain Izat, of H. M. 8. Firm, I got a good 
rate for miy chronometers. My friend, Mr. Grant, left mehere. idth, 
Got under way at 9:30. A. M., having had all harpoons put in order, 
new gunshackles, etc. Sighted Jan Mayen on Aug. 1, after a long 
and tiresome passage of fine winds and calms. The Kara passed some 
streams of ice on the 2d, and at 3 oclock on the latter day made the 
“pack.” The ice made a deep bay into the N.W., aud then went away 
to thea N.N.E. Itseemed quite closely packed. Sir Henry ran a little 
to the W. of 8. all night and morning of the 4th, finally rounding the 
“streams” at about 7 o'clock. The Kara then bore away due W. 
across a bay, and picks up the ice (heavy pack) just before 12 
o’clock. Ran along the edge of the pack for fourteen miles, A heavy 
swéll get up from 8. E. during morning, and was increased ey 
minute, and Toe Comte on. They had left so much ice on the N. i. 
that Sir Henry had reluctantly to order them to gybe and run off the 
pack in case of a. change of wind, The nearest poinb to land was 
between thirty and forty miles of Cape Gladstone, on the Liverpool 
coast. As it was getting late in the year, and it was necessiry thab 
Sir Henry should be home early, the Kara’s head was turned south. 
They called at the Tise Fjiord, Iceland, on Aug. 10, where they re- 
mained until Aug. 2]. Found a strong current running north round 
the west coasb of Iceland. On approaching the north coast of Ice- 
land they picked up a lotof lava fioating un the water. Some good 
char fishing was done at Hesnyerefjiord) the largest caught weighing 
two anda half pounds. 

After making along passage through head winds and light weather, 
Sir Henry made the Butt of Lewis at $:15 A. M. on Sept. 5. Off Cape 
Wrath at6P.M. Good breeze all day, ncreasing to a strong, hard 
wind from the N. and W., with wild hailshowerstiying abont. Shaped 
a course jor Pent and Firth, but at 10:20, as the weather was looking 
very bad and it was spring tides, Sir Henry thought it advisable to 
abandon the idea of gving= pee the Hirth, and shaped a course 
through the Roost outside the Orkneys. The wind, baving shifted 
from about W.N.W.to N.N.W,, created a regular pot boil of a sea; 
however, the little craft, wich a double-reefed mainsail, whole fore- 
sail and second jib, and her heavy boats on deck, made grand weather 
of it to the pleasing astonishment of the old whaling men, who were 
accustomed to big ships. At 12 noon, Saturday, Sept, 6, rounded 
North Ronaldsha Light, and anchored at Wivenhoe on Saturday even- 
ing, Sept, 14—London. eld. 

THE PENGUIN 

Editor Forest and Streani: 
I beg to dispute the statement of “Subscriber” in your issue of to- 

day, that the sloop Penguin in the last Seawanhaka race in the beat in 
from the lighiship. put both the Athlon and the Oriva ‘‘under her 
lee, had the race well in hand, in fact could beat both easily.’ The 
Penguin neyer held such 6 position at any time during the race. All 
three boats came in from the lightship in the order name by “Sub- 
scriber,” on the starboard tack, The Oriya from the start began to 
eat out to windward and made the beach considerubly to the weather 
of the other two boats, The Athlon tacked first and crossed the 
Oriva’s bows with but a few feet to spare. The Oriva stood on a 
minute longer, and ou going about very easily passed to windward of 
the Athlon, and was from that moment the leader of the three boats. 
I will grant to ““Subseriber” that the Penguin made the distance from 
the lightship to the beach in quicker time than either the Athlon or 
the Oriva, but she was only able to accomplish this at the expense of 
going to leeward. By working the beach much closer than the 
Oriya dared to do, thus getting into smooth water, the Penguin at 
one time drew cousiderably closer, but as the lumpy water and m- 
creasing breeze was met off Buy 5. the Oriva at once began to 
increase her lead again, and kept on increasing w till the Spit was 
turned, where the Penguin and Athlon gave up the fight. 

ONE OF THE ORTVA’s OREW. 
New Yors, Oct. 30, 

IN THE FALL RACES. 

Editor Porest aud Stream: 
The statement of “Subseriber,”* published in your last issue, that 

Penguin had put both Oriva and Athlon under her lee duriug the beat 
in irom the lightship on Oct, 18 is most decidedly disputed. Itis both 
untrue and absurd. Penguin sailed very well on the long stretch. 
Why did she suddenly stop going when short tacks under the beach 
were required? ORrvA, 
New YorgE, Oct, 31, 
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SMALL CRUISING BOATS. 

[Continued.] 

W* give this week the lines of two cruising craft, one but little 
larger than a canoe, and one large enough for two or three to 

cruise m. The former is a canoe yawl, the Cassy, used on the Hum- 
ber River, aud was designed for cruising and racing, in both of which 
she hag proved a success, She is fitted with the tabernacle and 
eenterboaed devised by Mr. Tredwen, the latter of 70lbs. being all the 
ballast used with cruising rig, but sandbags are carried in racing, 
about 100!bs. being used. The forward thwart can be placed 2in. 
below the gunwale for rowing, or about 6in. above the bottom for 
peiee The rig includes two balance lugs as in a canoe, with a deck 
tiller. 

IDR SPE Ys aise GRADO tG aed 5A BSE OPN SP ear 14ft, 
TES Titi 342) ae SaaS ean CB aC AO RObe Isr jee 0 bees 3ft. 4in 
DESpPi Osis hiMseascts me: - acne yee cee teste celelee ift.. din. 
GIEEMMD OM aes Ubben ur heme rds vile tenis tee atte » 1iyin 
BEAU AStarGe: eet de rs et nese ee eels 2 5in. 
Bow to after side of tabernacle................. aft. 
Bow to fore end of trumk............... Ty ee th ts 4ft. 
Bow to after end of trunk,...................... (ft. 
Bow to after end of well.......-..0. 26. -.2000.. lift. 6in, 
IBOWeLOMO WAOCK Bas seen rete alselaing re einen wieee's 9ft. 6in 
Ares, maingail—racing........-6..-.2esee-e oe 120 sq. ft. 
“Area, mainsail—cruising.......-..-.s0. ss. 60-7 sq ft, 
Aréa,) MiZZenm . 1... * thy) Seiinttechdhe dines ears 15 sq. ft 
Length of tabernacle....... Rees cage least 18in 
Length of oars............ DO ie tee ott ee .. 8ft. 
Width of rudder....... Bert e as fon tee ae ift. Gin, 

The larger boat, Vital Spark, is a Mersey <anoe, 18x5ft. She is 
smooth built, of 34in. plank, with oak timbers $4in. square and spaced 
éin , and topstreak and deck of teak, the latter 3gin. thick, The 
coaming is of }4in. elm, with bulkheads of teak, 5ft. from either end. 
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CANOE YAWL “Cassy,” 

Humber Yaw! Club. 
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MERSEY CANOE 
“VITAL SPARK” 

Both by 

S BOND 
Birkenhead. 

12 43 # 6 46 

The stem and stern are sided 114in., keel sided 3!4in., with 444cwt. | 
of lead under it. 44cwt. being also cast to fitinside. The d aft is 2ft. 
Qin. The yawl rig has two standing lugs and a jib. making 178 sq. ft. 

THE SEASON COILED AWAY. 
Editor Forest and Stream: — 
My mind has been made up for some time that cutters could take 

care of their own ease readily enough; hence 1 baye refrained from 
addressing you concerning the splendid average of their perform- 
ance this season, and would not now break in upon my resolution 
but for the astonishing and joyful news which has only just reached 
me here in this ancient Spanish pueblo. True sailor instinct had long 
ago driven me to regard our shoal centerboard vessels with that 
technical contempt which every mechanic feels for a tool improperly 
constructed and unsuitable to the ends in view. But, muchas I de- 
spised our sloops. and little credit asI gave them for redeeming traits, 
I confess the broad farce, the wholesale slaughter, the crushing blow 
dealt their off and loudly proclaimed pretensions in the fine sailing 
breeze and moderate sea met in thelast fall match of the Seawan- 
haka Corinthians, was more, far more than even I had hoped to see 
accomplished in such thorough style, and thatso soon. The news 
was hard to believe. ‘Trnth is stranger than fiction. else would it 
have been too good to have been true. Vo those acquainted with the 
laws of chance, the windup of the season must appear miraculous in- 
deed. That in four different classes, ranging from the big and stately 
cruiser down to the spry little five-ton bang about, a cutter should 
haye won in each and every class and two in the fourth- that in each 
and every class all the sloops should bave been driven to shelter, tail 
between legs—that this should have happened in nothing worse than 
a double reef breeze and fine sailing weather, and above all, that 
while the little model ships Yolande and Daisy got around in good 
shape and jolly fashion against a.sea quite heavy for their modest 
dimensions, the big sloops Athlon, Annieand Penguin, twice the length 
of the little cutters and eight times their size, could not face the mod- 

erate sea to any advantage, and failed for want of stamina and stay 
jn boat and crew to equalthe performance of the tiny cutters—all 
this is nothing short of the miraculous, and such an exhibit of the 
cutter’s vast SE PELL as an efficit nt tool for sailing purposes, that 
the so-called fight between the two types has verily degenerated into 
the wildest kind of one-sided faree, in which the sloop plays the part 
of the clown and richly earns the derisive laughter bestowed upon 
this her latest and flattest collapse. _ 
The odds against such a uniform triumph for the cutters, the odds 

against such a complete failure on the part of the sloops which out- 
numbered the cutters two to one, were at least a thousand against 
one. These oddsthe cutters shouldered, and weighted with what 
was almost impossible to accomplish, they nevertheless came out of 
the fray victorious along the whole hne without an exception, and 
succeeded in wiping the sloops off the sea, driving them home 
wrecked for shelter, after thrashing them soundly in the item of 
speed! “Skunked” isnot an over elegant word, but “skunked” is 
the appropriate expression to apply to this the most conspicuous 
nae in re “Sloop vs. Cutter” which the annals of yachting have yet 
aid bare. 
A string of unequaled triumphs for the cutters, in light and heavy 

breeze, in smooth and rough water, now sees the year fast drawing 
toa close. With grand bedouin’s record this summer unmatched by 
any of her sisters; with her memorable defcat of big Montauk, twenty 
odd feet longer, in the close-haul dash fron: Brenton’s to the Vineyard 
in asmoking scupper blow; with the triple victory outside Point Judith, 
when the same noble Bedouin, the keen een and graceful Weno- 
nah Jed to finish the whole crowd of big and little, sloops and schoon- 
ers: best, indifferent and decidedly bad; with the terrible tanning in- 
flicted upon her class by the elegant clipper Oriva of most exquisite 
‘taille,’’ and the fashion in which she screwei out to weather of big 
Gracie in a jump of a sea during the spring matches; with the prom- 
inent Eastern meets likewise scored to the cutters; with the perform- 
ance of the two Verves and Aileen on the fresh-water lakes, and the 
many informal brushes in which the cutters have figured to adyan- 
tage in point of speed and adaptability to the objects of cruising; 
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with all this still fresh in mind, Tsay, will any man open to convic- 
tion dispute the proyen fact that the cutters have come out ahead, 
and that by a brilliant display under drawbacks too well known to 
need mention? Can any one able to weigh tke logic of events, with- 
out prejudice to eiflier side, refuse to see the well-defined trend of 
the future, the ultimate prevalence of the honest yacht and the rapid 
decay and fall from public grace of that rattletrap sham, that nur- 
sery fay, the light draft centerboard of great beam, bora only of 
primitive flounderiog in the dark, and sustained this long by tle per- 
yersity of man’s nature, the flattering deception of untruths circu- 
nated ips Pee ot vested interests, and the bombast of selfish conceit 
conurounde by the vulgar mind with ‘‘patriotisiu’? 
BANTA FE, () . M., Oct. 28. . P. KuNHARDT. 

SAN FRANCISCO —The San Francisco Y, C. enjoyed their last sail 
on Oct. 18 and 19, leaving Sancelito on the afternoon of the 18th, at 
4:33. Whitewing, Chispa, Emerald, Frolic and Rambler composed 
the fleet, which sailed, in a light wind, to Vallejo, arriving about 10:30 
P.M On the following day the fleet started down, being joined by 
Fleur de Lis, and a number of squadron evolution were made, ending 
in & scrub race home, which concluded the season, 

A TALE OR THE SHA.—The sea has lost half its romancein these 
days of floating palaces and fast steaming. It has few terrorsfor the 
modern voyager. <A trip across the uorthern ocean is but a holiday 
excursion. Angry billows and howling storms, dangers and sudden 
death are not now often associated with ocean life. yen the strand- 
ing of an emigrant steamer upon a rocky and desolate coast fails to 
impress upon our minds the great tragedies inseparable from a sea 
life. Weread Marryat and Olark Russel. but we laugh at the perils 
80 well depicted. Yet oftener than is supposed, such tragedies as the 
Mignonette case make prominent the fact the deep has lost none of 
its dangers, To-day brings another story of the hardships and trage- 
dies of a sailor’s life, that cannot but impress by its very strangeness. 
The German bark Friedrich Scalla sailed from Stettin on July 11, 
under command of Captain Hoffschild. for Charleston, S ©, <A bur- 
ricane was encountered on Sept, 12, in Jatitude 29 N., longitude 54 W.., 
during which al: the spars were lost end the vesselsprung aeak. By 
keeping the h nds constantly at the pumps the vessel was kept afloat 
until the 21st. On that date the brig fF, 1. Merryman, from Bathurst, 
W.C, A,, for Boston, was fallen in with. Captain Hoffschild rot out 
his boats and boarded the brig. He found that her captain (Nicker- 
son), both the mates. and some of the crew had died after] aving 
port, The brig was in charge of the steward and tyo men, and had 
been without a navigator on board for eleven days, and was short of 
provisions and water. Cattain Hoffschild, finding is impossible to 
save his own vessel, placed his crew on board the Merryman, took 
charge of her and arrived with his new command at New York yester- 
day. Hereisa tragedy ot the sea, strange, sadder than any told in 
fiction and yet it is but one of many that can be gleaned from a year’s 
history of sea-faring life—New York Maritime Register. 

Auswers ta Correspondents. 
=" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

Masor LoyeJoy, Bethel, Maine.—The photographs were received. 
RAMBLER, Waynesburgh, Pa.—Write to Dr. Jarvis, Claremont, N. 

H Hecan no doubt furnish what you require. 

Nimmrop, New York.—Can you give me the address of a breeder of 
ae ee ape Ans, Clovernook Kennels, 185 Fifth avenue, New 

rk. 

J. W.M.—1, The pattern is satisfactory. 2. The usual testis ata 
circle 80in. in diameter, 40yds. distant, 8. There are 375 pellets in an 
ounce of No, 8 shot. 

F. P. K.—Send your gun to any one of the firms whose names you 
wiil find in our columns, 

M. M. N., Elizabethtown.—Will you please inform me where I 
could huy goldfish for stocking a pond? Ans, Write to E. G. Black 
ford, Fulton Market. New York. 

J, A., Columbia City, Ind.—For Newfoundlands, apply to James 
Mortimer, 3 Morris str-et, New York. For St. Bernards, to Chequas- 
set Keunels, Lancaster, Worcester county. Mass, 

F, E. Q.—You do not say what sort of game you want, By reading 
our Game Bag and Gun columns you will see frequent references to 
different localities. Some are mentioned in this issue, 
W.-W. O., St. John, N. B.—For geese use Nos, 1, 2 or 3, accord- 

ing to season; for duck, 4 or 6, according as the birds are sea fowl] or 
seca ey ace ducks; for plover, 8; for ruffed grouse, 8 er 10, and for 
snipe 10, 

xX. ¥. Z—1. The gun isa good arm, but it cannot be ealled the 
strongest made, as thatisa big claim. 2. The Sunday shooting can 
be stopped if you will give information about them to the proper 
officers of the law, 

G. RB, S., Lemont, I1l.—You will find deer, ears and turkeys in the 
less thickly settled parts.of Arkansas. Itis not permitted to hunt in 
Washington Territory, Large game, deer and bear, may be foundin 
all the Southern Suates. 

A, J.$.—Whether or not the use of a gun will be beneficial to 
you can best be decided by your physician, Rifle practice would tend 
to steady your nerves. The shotgun will probably not have any dele- 
terious effect, but quite the reverse. 

J. 4H. H,, Troy, N. Y.—1. What was the color of the pointer bitch 
that won the cup at the bench show in New York, May, 1877? 2. Was 
she a pedigreed dog?, 3. Is there a black pointer in New York, and 
who hassuch? Ans, 1. White and lemon. 2. Yes. 3. We know of 
none. 

Cc, G. McK., Hudson, N. ¥.—1. When should cocker puppies’ tails 
be docked? 2 How? 8. How much is it best totake off? Ans, 1. 
When they are in the nest and about two weeks old. 2. Take off two- 
SS they must be made to look short at first, but will come all 
right. 
W. R. U., Peabody.—I have a Siberian bloodhound pup about four 

months old. which seems to be wealkcin hind legs, one being worse 
than the other, I attribute the trouble to the fact that he has not had 
much exercise, for I know of no other cause for it, Ans. Lxercise 
will probably help him. 

G.C. R, Baltimore.—Please inform me through correspondent’s 
column, if there is a setter by the name of Hero registered and what 
kind is he, I think heis owned by Mr. Jenkins, of Baltimore. Md., 
and is there one by the name of Mack out of imported Gip. Empress, 
by Hero? Ans. No such dogs registered so far as we know. 

F. A. D,., Washingtonville, South Boston, Mass.—Make an ointment 
of lard and flour of sulphur, and grease the bare spots liberally with 
it. If after two weeks’ treatment you notice no improvement, give 
daily for five days in the food five drops Fowler’s solution of arsenic, 
then double the dose, and continue for four days, then for four days 
Bie fifteen drops, then reduce to ten drops again for four days and 
stop. 

SANGWILLAH, Horse Cove, N. C.—What can I use to destroy lice on 
puppies? I have a litter of setters, four weeks old, and in spite of 
anything I can do they are annoyed by little white lice. with dark 
spots on them. I’ve tried carbolic soap, nese: lard and sulphur, 
kerosene, combing and soap water, but without effect. The kennel is 
kept cleun and whitewashed every week. Is there a sure remedy 
you can recommend? Avs. Apply the quassia every three days. It 
will do the work. 

T. J. Y., Salem, New Jersey.—l. The book “Frank Forester’s Fugi- 
tive Sporting Sketches,” is a collection of several essays by William 
Henry Herbert. The volume is prefuced by a remarkably gushing 

and highfalutin memoir of ‘Our Frank,” by the compiler, and the 
chapters are on the quail, the woodcock, among the mountains, a 
blaze at Barnegat,the American bittern, the death of the stag, the 
red fox, a trip to Chatean Richer, spring snipe, and domestication of 
game birds, 2. Other particulars will be given sub: equently. 

K. E. M., Waitsburg, W. T,—A letter addressed to George Poyneer 
Dayton, Iowa, should reach him. It is quite impossible and against 
our rules to purchase dogs for any one. There are a number of reli- 
able dealers to whom you can apply. Mr. John Davidson, of Monroe, 
Mich , has setters, and can be thoroughly relied on. 

A.C. O., Toledo. O.—I have a smail black spaniel dog o ly two 
months old; his hair has fallen all off of hi- legs, stomach and head, 
and yet he seems to be quite lively and well. I have been greasing 
him with lard and sulphur, and gave him one or two doses of castor 
oil, but that don’t seem to dc him any good, and he 1s getting worse. 
Ans. Try giving him Fowler’s solution of arsenic as follows: Two 
drops in his food daily for four days, then six drops for four days, 
then eight drops for four days. Reduce the dose now to six drops 
and continue for four days, then to six drops, and so on until you are 
back to two drops, when stop. 
Harp CAésu.—i. The longer paper shells are so made that they 

may be crimped, 7. e., the rim turned in by the proper tool to hold 
the charge securely in its place. Go ina gun store or consult some 
shooter and you will learn just how it isdope. 2. The gun with the 
longer barrel will burn a little more powder than the other, and a 
heavier charge may be used, but for all prackeet purposese the 
20in. barrel will prove fully satisfactory. 3. The bulging of the choke- 
bore will probably not cause the shot to scatter in the way you men- 
tion. The bulge can be remedied by a gunsmith. 4. There is no ma- 
terial difference between the wads. 
W. H.J., Arkansas City.—1. No reliable chart of the lower Missis- 

sippiis published. We believe the Government has one in prepar- 
ation. For chart of Florida Gulf coast apply to Manning’s yacht 
ageucy, Beaver street, New York, or to Merrill Sons, 179 Beaver 
street, New York, 2. Most of the distance, from South Pass to Cape 
SablJe, on Guif coast, has been cruised in an open canoe, bub an open 
boat is not so suitable as one with half deck or waterways. 3. Smazl 
boats and canoes do not have to pay tols at the jetiies. 4. For 
‘‘Nessmuk’’ knite see our advertising columns. 5. Thegun willshoot 
buckshot. The shot should be chambered on a wad in the choke to 
determine proper number to put in a layer. 6, The term “beam,” 
when appl’ed to a boat, means the breadth at the widest point. 

H. B,, Glasco, N. ¥.—1i, Will you please inform me where I can get 
dust shot cartridges of .22-caliber? 2. Which is the larger, the hairy 
or the downy woodpecker? Please give me some pomt by which I 
can make a distinction between the two. Ans, i. We presume that 
you require the cartridges for a Flobert rifle, though you do not say 
so. If thisis the case, you should be able to get them ab almost any 
gun store. Write to H. C. Squires, 178 Broadway, New York, or to J. 
Dannefelser, of 9 Chambers street, New York. They will procure 
them for you. 2. Size is a distinguishing character in these two 
species. The hairy woodpecker (Picus villosus) is 9 to 10 inches long, 
the downy (P. putescens) 6 to 7inches. Tne two outer pairs of tail 
feathers of the former are white, those of the latter barred black and 
white. 

L. ©. 8., Brooklyn, N. Y.—While mining on the western slope of the 
Rocky Mountains, in South Colorado, I was told by many old hunters 
that the grizzly bear was not to be found in the Rockies, in fact, not 
east of the Sierra Nevadas. Also, what is a ‘silver tip” bear? Have 
seen their pelts, but never heard of the animal before coming to 
Colorado. Ans. 1. The grizzly bear is found in Colorado, thouga the 
Rocky Mountain hunters for the most part deny this, calling their 
form of grizzly bear by @ dozen names, of which ‘silver tip’’ is 
one of the most common. Only two species of bear are known to 
inhabit temperate North America. One of these, charactcrized by 
having the claws on the fore foet much longer than those on the hind, 
is tue grizzly (Ursus horribilis), The other, which has the claws about 
about the same size on fore and hind feet is the black bear (Ursus 
americanus). 

—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tn use 80 years.—Each number the special pre- 
scription of an eminent physician.—The only 
Simple, Safe and Sure Med cines forthe p-ople 
LIST PRINCIPAL NOS, CURES, PRICE. 
a. Fevers, Congestion, inflamations,.... .25 
2. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colle... 135 
3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants ,25 
4. Diarrhea of Children or Adults...... 25 
5. Pysentary. Griping. Billious Colic,.. 25 
6. Chole -a Morbus, Vomiting,...... 25 

. Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis.............. 25 

. Neuralgia, Toothache, laceache,.... . 

. Headaches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo 
Dyspepsia, Biliious Stomach,,. .... 
Suppressed or Painful Periods,.... 
Whites, too Profuse Periods,...... 

. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... 

. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eru tions, 
Rheumatiem, Rheumatic Pains,.. - 

. Fever and Acne, Chill, Fever, Agues 
Piles, Blind or Bleeding..-...... a 
Catarrh, acute or chronic; Infiuenz 

ore vie 

srsnenno ten roreeg none Sesouamaauwn 

. Nervous Debility,..... gee pone ieast heb 1.00 
. Urinary Wenkness, Wetting the bed .50 

2. Disease of the Heart, Palpi ation. 1.00 
sold by druggists, or sent by the Case,o sin- 

gle Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr. fumohreys’fook on Diseace &c. 
oF rages), oes Pe eee anne ERE 

88, H-mohreys’ Homeopathic Med- 
{cine Co., 109 Fulton Street. New York, . 

GASES RE RR eh fk hp ok kf 
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Mounted in the most substantial manner on hooks particular] 
: ener Bebility, Physical Weakuese. 50 aNo,%. We keep the following sizesin stock: Nos. 4 5 
Kidney Diserse,..... 0.0... .ecee eee 5D Incheslong 2 2 3 

THE CELLULOID MINNOW. 
(Patent Applied Hor.) 
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HEN NU 

This Minnow is practically indestructibie. 
y Bee ay to ‘gave at WATERS. This cut shows the exact size of 

3b 
If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, seud 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue. 
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ABBEY «&@ IN BRIBE, 
Miamnmwuiacturers of B"ine Fishing Wackhie,. 

48 & 50 MAIDFN LANE, NEW YORK. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
mE. DLATASA, 8S Broadway, N. WY., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment ot 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 

Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00, Gut to Extra Fine. 
For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

& Esa mite. WwWessmuke Etuntim 

worth & sou, 
loag 
Blade lin. wide, and equal to the best 

- razors, but not so 
want one by 

dress to GEO, ROCK WOOD, Wellsboro, Tioga Co., Pa., with postal note for $1.50, P.8.—See Forest and 
Stream for Sept. 18, page 147. 

LOOK! 

Marster’s Imported English Double Gun, 
TWIST BARRELS AND S!DE SNAP ACTION, 10 0r 12-BORE. PRICE $15.00. 

LOOK! 

Brass Shells, 5 cts. each; U, M. C or Winchester make Paper Shells, 12-2auge, 55 cts. per 100; 10- 

75 cts. 
The only pocket hunting knife | Cts. 

Full sized knife, 914i0. 
open, and 5igin. long shnt. : 

to pay for boxing. 
ard. Jf you 

mail, se d plain ad- 

gauge, 60 cts.; FG Powder, 25 cts. per pound: Shot, 7 cts. per pound; 
gauge, 15 cts, per box of 250; 9 or 10-zauge, 18 ects ; Wesson or Winchester Primers, 33 cts. 
250. Loading Tools complete without crimper, 50 ects.; with crimper, $1. Three-Joint Cleaning Rods, 
complete with wire brush, ete., 50 cts. 

Drab Canyas Cartridge Belts, 25 cts. 
Drab Canvas Long Gun Covers, with Leather Handles, 50 cts. 

cts. GUN REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
Parties out of the city wanting the above gun can have it sent by express by sending with order $1 

Black-Kdge Felt Wads, 11 to 16- 
per box of 

Brown Canvas Coat with seven pockets, $1.50. Pants, $1. Caps, 
Uartridge Bags to hold fifty shells, 50 cts. Game Bags, .0 

Short Covers. to take gun apart, 50 

J. F. MARSTERS, 51 to 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. VY. 
NHAR CITY HALL. 

soles, with or without hob nails, 

FO rmN DD. 

nails. TAIS BOOL IS GUARANTEED TO BE THE 

MANUFACTURER OF 

CANVAS CARTR IDGE BELT, ANY GAUGE, FREE BY MAIL 26cts.IN STAMPS. 

2S 2 "ES Es Baa, 

Sportsmen’s Canvas & Leather Goods, 
124 Chambers Street. New Y ork. 

_., This engraving shows a sportsman’s boot that combines the ease of getting on and off with the comfort in wearing of a laced shoe. The boot is water- 
tight to the top, being drawn close around the leg above the swell of the calt by means of asidelace. The front lace, covering a watertight tongue, gives the 
wearer complete eentrol over the fit at the instep und heel. By means of this advantage the shpping at the heel so annoying in the o.dinary boot is entirely 
-ayoited These boots are made of the best oil finished English Grain Leather, either black or red. Hand-sewea bottoms with low, broad heels and wide Scotch 

The shoes are made of the same stock, all in one piece, no seams to burt the feet, laced over watertight tongues, either red or biack, with or without hob 
RY BEST OFFERED TO THE TRADE, WHuLEsALE AND RETAIL. Write for prices. 

Fine Cordowan Iace Shoes to Order, $6.50. 
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Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin phable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No 2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes, Cost 
only about half as much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 
Same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen, Sample 
shells will be mailed (withvut charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only, For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crmpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO.,, Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New Work. 

SHOTGUN AND RIFLE COMBINED. 
Unequalled for a Sporting Arm. 

The Improved Auxiliary or Inserted Rifle, 

FOR 

Breech-Loading Shotguns. 
ADJUSTED INSTANTLY. NO SCREWS OR NUTS. 

No alteration of the shotgun, Every owner of a breech-loading 
shotgun should have one. The barrel works with the extractor of 

the shotgun or not as desired, and the cartridge is ejected by an 
automatic ¢xtractor attached to the rifle barrel. 

Ask your gun dealer for it, or send to the 

STRONG FIREARMS 60., New tlaven, Conn, 
Descriptive Circulars Furnished. 

HUNTING! 
This boot will give better satisfaction for all-round work 

than any covering yet invented for the feet. Double uppers, 
water-tight tongue at instep, snug adjustment at top. giving 
symmetrical application to conformation of foot, ankle and 
calf, and contributing thorough comfort, protection and 
warmth. Wili not chafe the heel or ankle. The seams are 
rubber cemented before being stitched; the tongue is thor- 
oughly waterproofed; bottoms put on with welt and hand- 
sewed; no screw-nails used asin the cheap imitations. Thorough 
work and fit guaranteed. 
Send for catalogue of leather and canvas sportsmen’s goods to 

YERRINGTON & QUIMBY, 
SUCCESSORS TO 

THOMSON & SONS, 

301 Broadway (P. O. Box 1016), NEW YORK. 

Also Agents in New York for 

Lefever’= Hammerless Guns. = 

GUNS FOF A Talks? 

We offer a better spread in guns this year than ever before, consisting in part of the Parker 
Trap Guns (for which we are sole agents), the Colt Club and other Colt Guns, Harrington 
& Richardson’s Guns and Revolvers, Hnos James & Co.’s Invincible, Triumph, Trap, Never 
Miss and other grades, and the Great American Single Gun, called the Field, with top lever 
and allimprovements. The Field Gun costs but a trifle, and is designed for boys or men who 
cannot aitord to buy fine double guns, Besides.the aboye we have a small job lot of guns of 
Webley, Hollis and other makes which we offer at less than half price. Send stamp for 
catalogue. HI. & I. » OLS. 15 Murray Street (P.O. Box 1114, New York. 

Sportsmen’s Wear. 
No. A 1, Barnard Canvas Shooting Ceat, - &5 00 
Wo, 1, 66 se oe os a 4 00 

Wo. 2, ‘f “e ss #4 = 2 50 
No. 3, s6 6 se ff - 1 %5 

For sale by all gun and epor ting: goods dealers. Ask for them; 
nee. that our trade mark is on the lining. They are the best; take no 
other. 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Pants, Vests, 
Waterp:oof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryall Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bag:, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
scriptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterproof Leather. 

Illustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent fres 
upon application. 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St , Chicago 

EASTERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st.,N.Y. F.N.Warre, Manager. 

4 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 
published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
Eaist of Sportsiman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 
No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING. HUN TING-SHOOTING, 
American Angler’s Book, Norris...........-..- 5 00 
An Gler SINOLOIE OOK Jia iueatlials «elude ayes «ure 2% 00 
AL SAEs Steve yeas oy ete iscnlccas NESS SE SOLER, 2 50 
Angling Talks, Da&ws0D. 0), .J..ds. ceessepetee 1 00 
Angling, a Book on, Francis..............+ peas 1 25 
Angling Viterature in England................ 2 00 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall...............-.- 4 00 British Angling Flies ....... Suse Uso atari % 00 
Fish Hatching and Fish Oatching............. 5) 
Fish and Fishing, Manly ..................-... 1 00 
Fishing, Bottom or Ploat.......-5.02..0. se0ee 2 40 Fishing in Américan Waters, Scott............ 2 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock..........,...02222205- 1 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis ................... 25 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes..............-.,... 2 50 
Wiy-and-Workt Wishing s | opie) S28 ae 1 50 
Frank Forester’s ish and Fishing .......... 1 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 50 
Fysshe and Fysshyne......  ..-..../....--.--5 3.00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium............... 75 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... -... Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth... 10 00 
Modern Practical sngler, Pennell............. Tisha aera "45 00 
Practical Trout Culture...........6.6. cee ee ee 1 50 
Practical Fisherman)... 2)... 00...0cesense ns c 3 00 
Prine sabGo a-Bisiinge.. 0. 12 yi eisidgse cess eee 1 25 
Scientific Angler ..... ao HSS AGs Gp soe he ten 1 25 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 5 1 0 

BbC Mtr ete cue acaes ew agi e secs ambos 5 
role is, Wi teeter Paes oot chee ee ener ea oat 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provinces...... .... . ey oar 
Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe......., $1 00 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition...... 50 

EIEDS. on 

American Bird Wancier..............- seeeeeeee By 
Baird's Birds of North America................ 50 
Bechsteim’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 25 
Bird Notesdes aeolian sckit ip habe cs enon 5 
Birds: NeStHie 3) mae an ccee pee eee a tatanne 1 00 
Birds of Hastern North America......-......- 50 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania.............--. 1 00 
Birds of the Northwest ..........0.525 seeses 
Birds end Their Haunts.... 2...22. .cscyeedeee 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams........,...,.. é 
CUES CHECK LISh Lisle. so Ley aay pete y red gets ees 3 00} American Boy’s Own Book, Sports andGames 2 00 
Coues’ Field Ornithology....,............ +... 200 | Athletic Sports for Boys. bds 75e.: cloth... .. 1 00 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... ... 15 00 | boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, ete.. 2 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, Cassell’: Book of Sports and Pastimes ....... 3 00 

ERCORD SCAU Ales otmocge alee siete eerie ts retreats Minge nae pial de eeeledee 005 |} Eroqued jyaekhs Bye) eat ees nna 20 
Holden’s Book of Birds, pa, 25c.; cloth....... 50 | Hasy Whist el EE ym whee ga —Fadonh el AY as tol org 50 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. .............-. 3 00 ' Every Boy's Book of Sports and Amusements 38 40 
Naliveisane Birds. mets s) cwendebtacete dines tee foe CLUADSADOWiIRISt sy) nas ci ieee Wee eee 50 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard............ gaictiean 200 Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise....... 25 
Natural History of Birds..............2+....55 300 Laws le ieee of Whist, Cavendish, ,... 2 00 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green,......-..-..6..6055 1 80 Mois land Bowel i ocss. 2 ise senna ean ee Qh 
Samuel's Birds of New Engiand.......... .... 4 00 ting. Boelej- na Moinunenett dre beeen | ieee, aD 
Shore binds?, <1. ae MORN ce ae ence 15 , Stouebenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Water Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer and Wihistetombepinncis..5 seeeas ees ete nee te 50 
Ridgway, plain edition, $12; hand colored.. 30 00 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 vols,....... 18 00 KENNEL. 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds.............. 6 00 | American Kennel, Burges.............22. eee. 3 00 

F DOs Butler on Peer sees ee eer oe ane eee , 200 BOATING AND YACHTING; Dog, PRs ie of, hie yew po iors faces male 80 
og, Diseases of, Hill..... ... ae wary PO | Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... 200 | Dos Breaking. by Holabird... 00.0007! mee 

Boat Racing, Brickwood.... ..... rete eteeees 250! Dog Breaking, Butchinson...................., 8°75 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ 1 25 Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..... 3 00 

Canoeing in Kanuckia. -....... emma ce - 125 | Dog Training vs. Bréaking, Hammond....._.. 1 00 
Canoe and Camera....... ...- ...s---. E605)! Oba secs Cuca = SRO ts nN NO ORO Re 95 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’ 250) Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Cruises in Small Yachts .............. £3 220081 PE COUNUTIOS: eam ak et ws) een A ea 2 00 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing................ 100) Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo........ % 
Hints on Yachting, Buying and Building, Dogs, Points for Judging. -....-.............- , 86 
BST 2 ose arora teatro elie Bre recarmerl nate mateo 1 50 Dogs, Richardson, DpandUeelorn, aan B0 

Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor........... 2 00 | Dogs and Their Ways, Williams, ............. 125 
Paddle and Portage... 2... Jisseesseeueee oe 150! Dogeiand) the Publics; crs Muliaon teenie 7b 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies................. 2 00 | English Kennel C, 8. Book, Vol. I.............. 5 00 
Practical Boat Building, Kemp.........-..... 1 00 | English K. C, S. Book, Vols. II. to X,, each.. 4 50 
The Sailing Boat .....0-..e eens ceee essen ee eee 50 | Our Friend the Dog...... -..........202--..... 8 00 
Yachts and Yachting, Kemp,...............-. 10 09 | Practical Kennel Guide, Stables....1..... comer dh 0) 
Yacht Designing, Kemp...........,....+- .+-.. 25 00) Setter Dog, the, Laverack. .. .............. 8 7 

Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands...... ee esi) 
CAMPING AND TRAPPING. The Dog, by Idstone..... . speed rey fo Henn Oe ee 1 25 

Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.50; 
Adventures in the Wilderness..........--..... 1 25 MNOEOCCOS 5s valouisin smcta) iste. platen wipe aespe ese Da beee 22 50 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.; bds...._ ..--. 7b) |ULouabt onthe Dogs) ons cs: os cesar aes 2 50 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
IN OTSA sic fener te en ate ticle tas 1 Ls MISCELLANEOUS, 

i i iroh Set hee prom Le bt r Campa me Hegre ROUT A at iyiae acer 30 ey conan a a Ponte Naturalist ........... 1 %5 

Oamping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 rere ET APS Heme ear a » 100 
Gammping Ott 0 a eee age cer Mae 98 TS ee eee ee ea 4 80 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson......... T500-| oer Wyden Met cea cee we ® rh 

How te Campout, Gould) 7 2CIIT 160 | Arehery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.-’"" 1 0 
How to Huntand Trap, Batty’s ..,........... 1 5g | Black Hills of ve gota Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher "5 x ee pers PoE SS SE aay 2 a 

Rustlings in the Rockies......... pine. Res Hastward H Ae : peel T IS Str ao Ret? oh 
The Adirondacks, Headley............... he ee!) Histo na Sal and Biographical Atlas of New Jer- 

SOVMOOUR yi, deta elteciauae ne ca made eee 5 00 
HORSE. How to Make Photographs ........... .. 100 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. ..-. 5 00 | Humorous Sketches, Seymour,.....,.......... 6 00 
Bits and Bearing Reins...........- ote eandiere: 50 | Insects Injurious to Vegetation........ pesesees 6.50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship.......... 1 00 | Keeping One Cow..........-......... ners 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 yols.......:..--.+--....-. 30 00 | Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 yols., 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8yo. 2 50 RUA Aen A podnER MSPS hSoescrrtisther aren ae - 1.50 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo,.......... 50 | Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy....... .,.. Wetec 
Dwryer’s Horse BOOk..... --- 5.01.51 scene een ,. 126) Manton’s Taxidermy Withouta Teacher...,.. 50 
Horseback Riding, Durant......-....,-... »..,- 125] Natural History Quadruped................... (is) 
How to Ride and School a Horse.... ...-..... i 00 | North American _Insects.......... Bet seit fo 1 50 
Horses and Hounds............-.... eae 80 | Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects......,.... 1 50 
Horses, Famous American Race......... =e An Tb | Pistol, Hes, oes ee reese nay eae Meleaer sae ie 0 
Horses, Famous American Trotting..... nie 75 | Photography for Amateurs..........----.... 60 
Horses, Famous, of America.... : 1 50 | Practical Forestry, by Fuller........ vires. 1 80 
Jenning’s Horse Training.. as .. 125] Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, _ 
Manual of the Horse. .......)......20e cece nee 25) Batty...... ayer eehyrsp ees Wels Mn er ors sod 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor......-......-¢-eeeseee 2 00 | Practical Orange Culture,....... 1 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management........-......-. 8 00 | Practical Poultry Keeping.., - 2 00. 
NcClure’s Stable Guide......-.. SPER cy HA 8) 1 60 | Randall's Practical Shepherd... 2 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer........ HOA A SEAM sale sae 50 | Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock.. 3 00. 
Riding and Driving. ....-....¢.0...--ssetesreee 20 | Studies in Animal Life, Lewis........,........ 100 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s..,,..-. 8 00 | The Cream of Leicestershire,........ ........ 3 50 
Stable Management, Meyrick..,........... -... 100] The Forester, by Brown..,..... ....... ... 10 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia...,.., 8 75 | The Northwest Coast of Ameriva....,......... 20 00 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 8 50 | The Heart of Kurope....... Sie eie = Seer al aye ot aris 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols...,....-...++++).-.. 12 00 
(err Sete pei terete nro shnhie fey anh Sse 2 00 | The Zoological Atlas, 2 vols...........,.--. ses. 10 00 

Ths Book of the Horsé..,...,.-.,.-.., vseeeyee. 1250 | The Book of the Rabbit...7.............)2.--- 5 00 
The Saddle Horse. .........-...-.- daknlve rene 1 06 | The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown.,........ ae 2 00 
The Horse Owner’s Safeguard,...-,...---...-s 200 | Wild Flowers of Switzerland..... ... ete 16 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going ...,.....-....+-+ 2 00} Woodcraft, ‘‘Nessmuk”,.........-...,-..---.. 100 
Wallace’s American Stud Book..... .. .....- 10 00 | Woods and Lakes of Maine.................... 8 0 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols, 20 00 | Yellowstone Park, Ludlow. quarto, clot, Goy- uf 
Woodruft’s Trotting Horses of America...... 2 50 ernment KOport.. 2.0.0.6 ee eee eee onto ee 2 50 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse...._..-.... 150] Youatt on Sheep . scape Ste See, eerie 11.00) 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITLO 
Tee WICH Oz.s 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel- 
La more than numbers. This is the highest anes awarded te any American for Split Bamboo Rods, 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 
Send for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws. 
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THH MAINE DEER LAW. 

1 hase another column will be found an interesting letter on 
this subject from a well-known correspondent. It was 

to be expected that Mr. Wells would make out a strong case 

for any side which he might espouse. He doesso now, yet, 

perhaps, there is a word or two to be said on the other side. 

The whole question as to the desirability of a change in 
the Maine law, hinges on the date at which the fawns are 

born. Can the doe be killed in September without destroy- 
ing the fawns which depend on her? Setting aside this 

question, the arguments brought forward by our correspon- 

dent would apply as well to opening any month of the sum- 

mer for deer shooting as well as September. No doubt more 

visiting sportsmen would come to Maine if the deer law were 
to be taken off in August or July, and since the cover in 
those months is thick and noisy, and for other reasons given 

by Mr. Wells, but few deer would be killed. Yet we should 
be sorry to see the summer months thrown open to the deer 
hunter. 

That the woods of Maine fairly swarm with deer and cari- 

bou is dueto the excellent methods of the Maine Fish and 

Game Commissioners, but seems no reason at all for extend- 

ing the open season, The woods of Maine have before 
swarmed with these animals, but they became less and less 

numerous, until within a few years they were very scarce. 
Isit worth while to enter upon a course of action which, 

while it may possibly have no bad effect, may be only the 
first step toward rendering -nugatory all the money and time 

and careful thought that has been expended upon this sub- 
ject?. 

It is not a question of to-day only. The number of visitors 

not likely to grow less in the years to come. To furnish the 
game to attract this throng of visitors, the supply of animals 
must be increased proportionally. They have increased and 

‘are still increasing. But because game protection has 

worked well for a few years and now has the support of the 
people, is it worth while to take risks which may cost Maine 

and the people of Maine dear in the future? We think not. 

Is there not room here for a little conservatism? 
The average date at which the does bring forth their young 

is by no means positively established. We think that the 

weight of evidence goes to show that the majority of fawns 

are born, in the latitude of Maine, lute in May and early in 

June, That there is a considerable difference in the time at 

which individual females wean their young is a well known 
fact which we should be the last to question, but we are not 
prepared to yield our assent to Mr. Wells’s proposition that 

fawns are usually able to take care of themselves by Septem- 

ber 1, The question is one which can only be determined 

by observation, and with all possible respect for the experi- 
ence of others, we still believe that, as a rule, the deer usually 

suckle nearly up to October 1, 
It is well established that the period during which the 

young are dependent for nourishment upon the mother is not 

less than four months, As Mr, Wells states, Judge Caton 
makes this assertion, and Dr. Merriam, in his ‘“Mammals of 

the Adirondack Region,” confirms it, both agreeing that 

the spotted coat is worn for at least this length of time. 

There is no doubt that the fawns suck as long as they wear 
the ornamental coat. Now Dr. Merriam’s observations in 
the Adirondacks, a region which agrees pretty well with the 

Maine woods in climate and general conditions, go to show 
that a few fawns are bornin April, the majority in May, 

and afew late onesin June. Our own observations made 
in the same latitude as Maine, lead us to believe that it is in 

late May and early June that most of the fawns are brought 

forth. Suppose we take May 15 as the average, then the 

fawns will continue to draw sustenance from their dams up 

to the 14th of September. But we believe that there are a 

good many fawns which suck later than this, for we have, 

Wwe regret to say, been obliged many times to see does killed 
late in September and even in the first days of October, 
whose udders were still distended with milk. And itis not 

a pleasant thing to see this, killing of a lean old doe whose 

young you are pretty sure must starve. 

From a practical point of view, that isso far as the pre- 

servation of the deer supply is concerned, we do not regard 

the question of this change of dates as of vital importance. 
Jacking is not, according to our way of thinking a very 

deadly way of hunting, and so far as the deer are con- 
cerned, September is the best month in which to prac. 

tice it, Looked at from an ethical standpoint, however, 

this mode of deer killing has but little to recom 
mend it. We consider it acruel method of hunting, be. 

cause of the weapon used and uncertainty of killing the 
object shot at, owing to the dim light, the unsteady resting 

place and the cramped position, It is generally acknowledged, 

we believe, that a large proportion of the animals hit are 

never recovered, but make their way into the forest, there 

to die a slow and painful death. Of course if meat is the 

only object, and the “‘hunter” kills his deer as he would 

butcher a sheep in a pen, jacking is excusable, but if a man 

is anxious to kill a deerfor the sport of it, we should think 

that he would not care to do it by the aid of a jack. 

Weare much of the opinion of Dr. Merriam who, after 

describing this method of taking deer, says: ‘‘But after all; 
when the novelty has worn off, one cannot help realizing 

that itis like carrying a lantern any dark night through a 

frontier pasture, and shooting the first unlucky cow that 
chances to stand in the path.” 

Mr, Wells regards the question of this change of dates 

from a coldJy practical standpoint, and he rather hints that 

we have sentimental views about it. 

But little more than a year ago we were traveling with a 

companion through a deer country. One day, as we were 
moving from one camp to afiother, an object was descried 

which looked either like an old weather-beaten gray log or 

adeer. It was at length made out to be the latter, andas we 

passed for a moment behind a bit of cover, one man dropped 

down out of sight while the other kept on his way still 

watched by the deer, from which he was now walking. The 

man who was hidden by the cover crept slowly up within 

range of the victim, and fired a deadly shot. The deer dis- 
appeared, and in its place bounced up two little fawns still 

in the red spotted coat. They ran a little way and watched 

us curiously as we walked toward them. When we came 

to the spot there lay, the old doe. She was in the blue already, 

for it was Oct. 1; but her udder was full, and her.dugs 

drawn down by the eager pulling of the tiny mouths that 

would never close on them again. Poor she was, her bones 

showing through the skin—as a nursing doe’s almost always 

do—scarcely worth the cartridge that had killed her. For 
very shame’s sake we took her along, and while we were 
cutting her up, the little fawns, unsuspicious of danger, 

walked about within a stone’s throw and gazed at us, and 
wondered where the mother was, but felt sure that she would 

call them when those queer two-legged animals went away. 

We had not the heart to do them the kindness to kill them. 
The crime already committed was enough, and the sight 

of those innocents on the hillside that bright October day 
caused a tugging at the heart strings that we hope never to 

feel again, The sermon then preached will not soon be for- 
gotten by those to whom it was addressed. One of the 

listeners—a man whose appearance would not lead one to 

think him over tenderhearted—said, as we moved away, 

“By ——, I feel as if I had killeda baby.” 
Perkaps we are sentimentalists. But, while holding very 

decided views on this question, we are not bigots, nor do we 

desire, as our correspondent suggests, to ‘‘havethe last word.” 

We are glad to see the subject discussed by so able a writer 
as Mr. Wells and hope to hear from others. 

COVERED RANGES. 

‘6 is becoming every year more and more difficult for the 
managers and officers of the various English volunteer 

regiments to secure eligible out-door ranges within easy dis- 

tance of the centers of population. The voluntcer force in 

Great Britain has its thousands of members, and each large 

city has many flourishing corps. The fact that shooting is 
an important part of a soldier’s duty, whether that soldier be 
a Civilian or a professional man of arms, is abundantly recog- 

nized, and as far as possible, everything is done to encourage 

ball practice before the targets. There are scores and scores 

of ranges scattered here and there through the country, but 

one by one they are ordered closed by the local authorities 

on account of the danger from flying bullets, or else the use 

of the land for building crowds the range out of existence. 

To-day it is difficult to finda ground for even the mid- 
ranges, while a long-range plot is dreamed of more often 

than attempted. 

The Wormwood Scrubs ranges, so accessible to such a 

large number of the volunteers in London, has during the 
year past been almost totally closed, and a commission of 
officers was appointed to find another site sear the metropo- 

lis for the establishment of arange. The search was made 

but proved futile, and now, as a last. resort, the old Worm- 

wood Scrubs ranges are to be so arranged that stray bullets 
may be caught on interposing screens, and so up to 300 yards 

at least, there wiil be something after the fashion of the con- 

tinental ranges and our own Schuetzenfest parks. 

This brings up the question of establishing working ranges 

near large cities very prominently, and each year it is becom- 

ing a more pressing one for our Englishfriends, Near Man. 

chester it is proposed to have a covered range of 500 yards, 
and while there are many well-founded objections to such an 
alley for shooting in, yet it is a vast improvement over the 

alternative evil of haying no shooting at all. 
The question comes tight home to us here in New York, 

where we have no really get-at-able range. Creedmoor, 

though almost within sight of the metropolis, is as incon- 

veniently located as it could well be, and this alone has had 
much to do with the lack of interest which seems to exist 
here respecting matters of marksmanship. We firmly 
believe that a good range of from to 2)0 to 600 yards would 

be sure of a good patronage if it could be so located as to be 

readily reached from the center of the city, If necessary, 

for the safety of the residents of the neighborhood—a first 
consideration in all cases—that the range be covered in, then 

let it be a covered one, with such bulwarks and screens ag 

shall make it physically impossible for the most careless and 

stupid marksman to send a bullet astray. A range with great 
fences cutting off the cross winds, destroying allopportunuity 
for distance judging by the man at the firing point is very 

inferior compared with a range in the open, but it is vastly 

better than nothing at all. 

In this city such a range could and ought to be established 

by the militia authorities as a sort of central school of 
marksmanship for all the members of all the regiments here- 

about. Day and evening practice might be had, and with a 

regular resident teacher, or by a system of rotation by which 

each militiaman would be put through a course of lessons 

by his own officers, great and valuable results would be 

reached. Civilians might be permitted to use the range and 
would soon flock to it in liberal numbers. The experiment 

is worth the trying, for it is certain that the superiority will 

always lie with the country commands go Jong as the city 
soldier can only use his rifle as a toy, in a room and for 
going through the manual of arms, while the countryman 

by a walk of ten minutes or less, finds a convenient stretch 
of meadow or water over which he can fire without let or 

hindrance, 
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A TRIP TO IDAHO. 

HE charming weather of October was too great a temp- 
tation to continue my inland cruising to be resisted, 

and I found a partial excuse in a little business ‘“‘out West” 
to make an excursion toward the setting sun. An old min- 
ing friend, who had prospected over nearly every inch of 
California, Idaho and Montana, dropped into my office daily 
tosmoke a pipe, and enthused for hours oyer the scenery 
and the shooting and fishing of Idaho, and especially of the 
Saw Tooth Range and Wood River country. The yarns 
he told of the trout streams, salmon fishing, grouse, deer and 
wild goat shooting were worthy of a genuine sportsman; 
not that I insinuate that sportsmen are given to tough stories; 
we all know they are veritable Geo. Washingtons and are as 
truthful as political newspapers, 
My old friend is not much of a sportsman, even though 

he may have some of their leading habits, and 1 accordingly 
made due allowances, but by degrees I found myself giving 
much “thought to the marvellous stories he told, and my 
night's rest was much disturbed with dreams of large trout 
that obstinately refused to be landed, droves of deer that 
got in my way, and grouse getting up with a whirr under 
my nose. I suspected that my old friend had sinister designs 
on me. I knew he had a mine to sell and wanted meto go 
out and Iook at it. He had discovered my weak point and 
began insidiously to undermine my earthworks. He did not 
talk mine much, but talked fish and game a good deal. At 
last good resolutions to stay at home gaye way, and one fine 
morning last month found my old friend and myself com- 
par stowed away in a West Shore coach westward 
bound, 

By way of eyincing my disbelief in his stories of shooting, 
I declined to take a gun, relying on his promise to supply 
me with as fine a breechloader as I ever put to my shoulder; 
but I did take my well-tried fly-rod, well knowing that it 
would be possible to pick up a gun, but not a split-bamboo, 
I will pass over the details of the trip to Salt Lake, and 
thence by the Utah Northern Railroad to Pocatello, where 
we took the Oregon Short Line to Mountain Home, the ter- 
minus of our journey by rail, merely stopping to remark 
that the narrow gauge road from Ogden to Pocatello is not 
an agreeable ride, crowded as the cars were with Mormon 
families—Mormon babies, and more of them to the square 
foot than I ever met with in all my varied experiences—vyery 
dirty and sour-smelling babies. There were twenty-seven in 
our car, and they squalled in concert all night long. It was 
not cold, but the brakemen fired up until the two stoves 
were red hot—ventilators all closed—the atmosphere some- 
thing fearful, 
From Pocatello the trains were ‘‘mixed,” that is, composed 

of along train of freight cars and one passenger coach 
which, fortunately, was not crowded, but the rate of speed 
was slow, dreadfully so; about fifteen miles the hour, Fora 
hundred nules the course was across 4 dead flat plain of lava 
and sagcbrush, and a more worthless expanse of country 1 
haye néyer seen. The monolony was varied by occusional 
streams that my old friend asserted were full of trout, but 
there wereno settlements where a fisherman could tie up. 
At the crossing of the Snake River at the falls, which were 
grand, and below the falls it looked very tempting to the 
angler. The conductor told me what splendid fishing it was, 
what cartloads of salmon and river trout were caught there, 
but my old friend said, “Wait until we get to Mountain 
Home, and I wijl show you fishing until you can't rest; we 
will tale it all in on our way back.” 

Tn due time we reached Mountain Home, and found quite 
a coufortabie hotel for that country. This was the end of 
our railroading, and at 4 o’clock the next morning we were 
routed out to take the stage, so called, which proved to be a 
“dead ax” farm wagon with a pair of very sober-minded 
horses. The air was crisp and sharp, and the road was cal- 
culated to knock spots out of dyspepsia. At sunrise we had 
made the breaktast station. The meal was soon ready for 
us, 2nd we were ready for it. There were venison steak and 
good bread and butter, the coffee was a little dubious, but 
with our appetites everything went. Soon after leaving the 
breakfast station we struck a better country, the foothills of 
the mountain ranges. The first game we saw was several 
large gray wolves, then a couple of antelope, a little later 
three deer, and in descending a sharp hill, we came upon a 
flock of grouse close sowie. nee of the road. We got out and 
threw stones at them; a plump old cock sat on a limb scarce 
twenty feet away, and stood a fusillade of stones for five 
minutes, evidently enjoying our want of skill. Then I 
wanted that gun that I wouldn’t bring, and all day, as we 
rode over hill and dale, and saw deer, grouse, antelope and 
wolves, I wanted it. I could have loaded the wagon with 
crouse, and as I objurgated my stupidity in not bringing it, 
I sailed into my old friend who had said ‘‘No use in bother- 
ing about a gun. Can get youall the guns you want.” I 
wanted one then, but he could not fulfill his promise until 
we to got where the guns were, and that would be at the end 
of our journey. 

After spending a few days climbing over the mountains 
on a mule, looking at mines and enjoying the scenery, we 
turned our steps homeward. Arriving at Mountain Home I 
claimed a day’s fishing, according to agreement, So it was 
arranged that the next morning we should try our skill on a 
stream called Snake Creek. There was not much sleep that 
night on account of the wolves and coyotes that came around 
the house, seeking what they hoped to find, a fat chicken or 
two each, but the dogs kept them at a respectful distance; 
aud what between the barking of the dogs and the howling 
of the midnight prowlers in defiance, there was little sleep. 
The wolves were afraid to come too close and the dogs were 
afraid to venture far out after them, and so they kept up the 
infernal racket until daylight, 

After an early breakfast we got into a wagon, putting a 
substantial lunch under the seat, and drove up the creek 
about tive miles to the cafion and prepared for the sport. On 
our way up we saw eight wolves, all within fifty yards; 
they knew we had no gun and stood calmly contemplating 
us, and I was mad again, P 
When I got out my light tackle and flies there was a guf- 

faw. ‘What are you going to do with those things? Idaho 
trout are not educated up to that sort of thing; they don't 

know anything about flies, Catch afew grasshoppers if you 
want any fish,” I had heard such talk before, and con- 
tinued my note of preparation. When we camein to lunch, 
according 10 arrangement, there was not so much jaughing 
and poking fun at bamboo rods and flies. Idaho trout were 
educated up to the dodge, and the grasshopper party were 
nowhere, Beat’em? Well, I should ‘smile, I had five to 

their one, It was rough fishing though; the cafion and the 
brush was too thick to admit of satisfactory fly work, but 
whenever a hole could be got at, it was lively work. Suf- 
fice it 1o say it was a highly satisfactory day. The fish were 
not large, but ey were all of good size and as gamy as 
Hastern trout. é did not count our fish, but we had a 
backload—more than we knew what to do with. Plate after 
plate disappeared at the supper table, Our performance was 
prodigious, with the sharp appetite consequent upon the 
exercise and bracing air. The weather was superb. The 
air is exhilarating, ahd the amount of fatigue one could en- 
dure in that atmosphere is marvelous. 

Tt would have been a red-letter day in one’s life to have 
been properly prepared and to have cruised around the 
country shooting and fishing in the many streams to be found 
within easy distance of the settlements; but time was up; 
we were due in Gotham on the 25th, so turned our faces 
homeward, well pleased with the excursion—which was 
merely a prospecting trip—marking out the ground for a 
cruise the coming season. And you can hazard your Wel- 
lingtons that I will be there and I will have my tent, my 
blankets and my gun the next time, and fully prepared to 
enjoy all that Idaho affords. Moral, take your gun and 
don’t depend upon promises of guns everywhere. There is 
not a decent gun in the country, and I am mad enough to 
kick myself in being humbugged by my old red-nosed friend 
into leaving mine at home, It was unsportsmanlike and I 
am ashamed of myself. However, we will see what next 
summer will bring forth. lL will stand the Mormon babies 
and the anti-dyspeptic stage wagons willingly to get the 
chance to try it over again. Old nosey was right; there is 
good fishing and shooting in Idaho sure—as well as good 
mines—and hang me if that designing old miner didn’t get 
me on the mining proposition. I think I was induced to go 
in for an excuse to make future perigrenations to that para- 
dise of the sportsman. 

It may seem rather unsportsmanlike to fish for trout in 
October, but the seasons in Idaho are quite different. The 
summer does not fairly set in before the last of July, and 
neither the people nor the fish pay much regard to rules or 
law if they have any. Itis a question of convenience, The 
fish are not particular. They are ready any time you are, 
and the way they take the fly would seem to indicate that 
they are anxious to emancipate themselves from the be- 
nighted grasshopper state and adopt the habits and customs 
of their more civilized Eastern relations. 

In the vicinity of Mountain Home, Rocky Bar, Atalanta, 
Haley, etc., there are numerous streams, large and small, 
including Wood, Snake, Boise and Middle Boise rivers, all 
affording splendid fishing. Deer and grouse are plentiful, a 
few antelope, and not unfrequently a bear, There is a white- 
faced bear to be met with occasionally that is not a desirable 
acquaintance, He resembles the grizzly, is equally power- 
ful, and much more belligerent. It is just a question of how 
he feels whether he will waJk off and Jeave you or remain 
and argue the point, As for running, he won't do it; see 
you what's his name first. If he goes away it is seemingly 
rather against his inclination, and he stops and looks around 
at you with ap expression a8 much as to say, “‘What am 1 
walking off for? | ought to stay and chaw that fellow up; 
teach him what kind of bears they raise in Idaho.” The 
hunters give them a wide berth. 

Taking it-all around, a sportsman can have a pretty good 
time in Northwestern Idaho inthe proper season, say Sep- 
tember and October. The country is sufficiently settled to 
enable him to supply his wants easily, and he can ‘‘excurt” 
from any of the towns in various directions, step off from 
stage or rail and be picked up again at hisoption, The fish- 
ing tackle should be strong avd substantial, for the fish are 
large in the rivers. He wants strong, substantial clothing, 
for the bushes in the cafions are terrible on habiliments. It 
heis afraid of shakes, better carry his own remedy, for 
although the whisky in Idaho is enough to kill all the snakes 
in the country if a drop could be got inside of them, if is 
concentrated Creek fire, it is. PoODGERS. 

CROFTERS AND SCOTCH LANDLORDS. 

ite was a worthy, if impracticable, law existing in that 
Utopian island of Sir Thomas Moore’s imagination, 

which decreed thatthe lands of the republic should not 
belong to any members of the commonwealth in particular, 
but should be held by all in trust for the general benefit. 
Other countries, less free of the burden of land disputes, 
may well hold that of them also pity ’tis that tis not true. 
Perhaps, however, a tenet such as this, in which simplicity 
of code claimed place with liberty, equality and brotherhood, 
might, if welded to modern notions, lead to unlooked-for 
and disastrous side issues, and prove a fruitful source of 
new trouble. Yet ever and anon there flickers up in the 
self-esteemed Utopias of Europe a smouldering discontent 
against the great landed proprietors; a clamor of the many 
for the enacting of some such law against the few. As 
the world grows more republican and the masses find 
means to make themselves heard, the war of opinions waxes 
stronger against the unimpaired possession of those huge 
pleasure estates, which granted to court favorites in feudal 
days for trivial services, have drifted down in hereditary 
succession, absorbing their surrounding satellites and play- 
ing cuckoo in anest of hungry farmers, Nowhere is this 
state of things more prominent than in the three portions of 
Great Britain, In England a growing spirit of communism 
germinates in the many trade unions and banded opposition 
against the monopolies of wealth. He that runs may read 
it lurking between the lines of franchise bills, in radical in 
noyations, and in the oft recurring disputes twixt Lords and 
Commons, the wordy smoke of which hardly needs an 
adage to vouch for itscause, In Ireland a chronic enmity 
against the landlords is constantly breaking forth in its own 
ugly form of malcontent, like the throes of some intermittent 
fever. While in Scotland—and it is of that country that I 
would especially treat here—a bitter feeling of ill will is 

shown now and again from the crofters, herdsmen and petty 
farmers who covet the grazings of the mountain lands, 
toward the owners of those huge Scotch estates which are 

so vigorously preserved and guarded from any encroach- 

ments on the part of men or cattle to make a brief-lived 

Saxon holiday. 
Were the total acreage owned by these Scotch lords and 

lairds summed up, it would be found that they constitute 

the major portion of the Highlands, and of this total by far 

the largest part is strictly preserved. Yet few of these land- 

lords spend more than the fashionable two months of August 
and September on their estates, waging the annual warfare 

against the deer, grouse and black game, which a paternal 
oyernment protects under its legislative shield until then. 
uring the rest of the year the moorlands are again left un- 

molested, and only gillies anu gamekeepers wander over their 
lonely wastes, guarding them against the depredations of 
poachers and would-be utilizers, Many of these estates are 
of vast extent, comprising thousands and thousands of acres, 
great tracts of which are, as I haye said, set apart solely for 
the preservation of game, Such proprietors as the Dukes of 
Sutherland, Bute und Montrose, and Lairds like Farquahson 
and Johnson, divide whole counties among them, and main- 
tain grouse moors and deer forests of size that seems fabu- 
lous when their purposes are weighed in the scales of politi- 
cal economy. 

Not long ago Twas in Sutherlandshire, that wild, broken 
county, which stretches its marge of mountain and lake 
across the north of Scotland. I was fishing in Lock Shin 
and its tributary waters, and in my various excursions nat- 
urally had considerable intercourse with the Magnuses and 
Donalds of the neighborhood. Since then I haye traveled 
in other portions of this and the adjoining counties, but 
everywhere I found the same story; to every question I met 
the same auswer, “his Grace wad ’na wish it the whiles,” or 
“°a weel may be his Grace kens t’ wad be gud.” Nothin 
seemed possible to be said, or done, or thought, or dreame 
of in this northern fastness unless “this Grace” should first 
approve, To his Grace the Duke of Sutherland belongeth 
the land, and the people, and the doings thereof. The di- 
minutive railway, which is the main artery of his posses- 
sions, was built by his orders and with his money, and is 
as much a chattel of his as the knocker on 
his front door. The hotels, the roads, the villages 
of all this enormous county are his, and through his agents 
he reigns in this petty kingdom in an autocracy tempered 
only by the prestige of external republicanism. Some twelve 
months since there was a good deal of talk in England about 
certain entire villages in this dukedom having been some- 
what summarily moved on to make room for grouse and 
deer, Mats qu’y faire; theic sheep and cattle had long since 
been forbidden on the hills because forsooth deer were too 
fastidious to range over the same ground as their domesti- 
cated brethren, wherefore the herdsmen soon followed. 
Nevertheless strangely enough some crofter mutterings echoed 
among those deserted hills, and a murmur of discontent 
found its way into the English papers—useless, however, 
save to fan a smouldering fire, for the fiat having gone forth, 
his Grace’s will was done. 

But as with all questions so with the grievances of croft- 
ers, the subject wears two faces, A generalization will 
defeat any argument, and itis not to be maintained that 
the highlands of Scotland are fitted for the support of alarge 
population, or capable of grazing any very extensive herds. 
The wildness of the country and its poverty preclude the 
possibility of this. Countless storms, and rains, and tor- 
rents, have swept the soil from the mountains to the valleys, 
where farming alone can be done; while the mountains, hid- 
ing their naked crags among the mists, or clad in such 
apology for verdure as the knotted heather or rank 
grasses of the morass can give, have little to offer 
even to the most enterprising of sheep or cattle, 
In some places, of course, the mountains are 
exceptionally fertile, and pasture might be found in abund- 
ance enough to feed the combined flocks of Nathan and 
Jacob, But such rich moorlands are not too plentiful. 1 
have iately been staying in a typical highland valley, as 
barren as beautiful, and where immemorial freedom wonders 
vaguely at the rumors of croftcr claims elsewhere. It was 
situated at the western end of Lock Katrine, that gem of the 
Highlands, and the house of the Laird which formed the 
center of quite a little gathering of dependent gillie cottages, 
had been the stronghold of the famous Rob Roy, to a de- 
scendant of whom it now belongs. Avoiding the gaze of the 
world, it nestled among a thick belt of trees that, sweeping 
down a gorge of Ben Dhu, dipped their shadows into the 
calm waters of the lake. Behind the house climbed the 
ercat moorlands of Perthshire, tumbling in confusion one 
upon another, andin front more mountains reared their gaunt 
barriers between the solitudes of the glen and the outer 
world. In their distant arms they held the waters of Lock 
Lomond und countless smaller lakes and farms, while, join- 
ing forces with their opposite neighbors, they jambled and 
mingled their masses in the blue depths of the far glen, 
where was cradled the small but noisy Gyle stream which 
gives the pass its name. Anda wild lonely place it was; 
wild with the desertion of its fastness by mén for a century, 
and lonely with the overwhelming sense of Joneliness which 
only mountains give. Except near the lake where the Laird’s 
house stood, habitations there were none, but far up in the 
gloomy mazes of the hills showed here and there the erumb- 
ling ruins of ancient villages which tradition tells were de- 
stroyed by Rob Roy because the occupiers failed on one 
occasion to help him in his fights against ‘‘the hireling 
slaves of the king.” These were perhaps the rude fore- 
fathers of the crofters, but in those days there were no 
London papers to moan over their arbitrary expulsion, 
The stones which once formed the homes of these disbanded 
Celts now lie strewn among the moorland grasses, and seek 
to hide their stormy past under a screen of peat moss. The 
wanderer may, perchance, disturb from the silent hamlet a 
wood duck, curlew, or mountain hare, but the place is a Gol- 
catha, tenanted only by ghosts, and the elves and goblins of 
the glen. On the mountain sides are several such memori- 
als of days gone by, the dumb records of unwritten history, 
lonely and deserted, ‘‘imploring the passing tribute of a 
sich.” Few are the feet which ever climb to their scattered 
stones, and fewer the eyes which can distinguish them 
among the juttiug bones of nature. Some wandering sports- 
man, led onward by that mythical nymph of the mists 
who bewilders the steps of the mountain rambler, may chance 
upon them; ora shepherd searching for some strayed sheep 
—for sheep and the ragged highland cattle roam free 
o’er these ‘‘bonnie braces ’0 Balquidder”—mayhap to stumble 
over the broken hearth of an ancester; but the sleep of these 
village graves is long and quiet, and the wind and the rivulet 
are the only faithful mourners. Where are those who should 
rebuild, if the surrounding ground be worth tilling? Is the 
place bedevilled since that wild night when the red-haired 
Macgregor swooped down with his fierce clansmen on the 
sleeping hamlet, and fluttered its dovecots to sudden wake- 
fulness? In truth it seems so, and the legend says well 
that tells how the troubled murmur of the Gyle stream, 
fretfully foaming over its broken bed near by, 1s the wail- 
ing of Macgregor mothers for homes destroyed, and sons 
upon whose grayes now grows the heather and the moorland 
TASS, 

‘ But in spite of factions and the changes of time, itis 
curious to note how strong is the clannish feeling prevalent 
in most localities, and how deeply ingrained in the Scotch 
tenantry is the desire for a chieftain, who shall be the head 
and leader of all the many minor offshoots of the family. 

—— 



= ov, 15, 1884, 1 + repre a ic ie com nen In most Highland valleys there is the laird par excellence, of 
whom all the gillies for miles around speak with respect, 
and whose doings are hardly looked upon in the light of a 
tyrannical dog in the manger, who cherishes the silence of 
his moors during ten months of the year in order that for 
the remaining two he may awake their deepest echoes in a 
fusilade de jeu. The same old clannish spirit, only of more 
peaceable type, resides in the Dougals and Macnabs of to- 
diy as in the “good old times,” when the difference of a red 
or teen stripe in the tartans of chance-meeters was sufficient 
warrant of mutual enmity to send the hands of the wearers 
to toy with the hilts of their claymores, Of course 
not a few of these lairds owe their position to the 
recent acquirement of wealth, when the respect that 
is meted out to them is merely a serving of mammon and 
unstable, but in the majority of cases they represent through 
long past ages the countless traditions of the clan. With 
lairds who trace their ancestors back into the days when 
chieftains were demi-gods and heroes in the eyes of their 
followers, small wonder is it that the peasantry have not 
wholly lost their ancient instincts, And such sansculottic 
brethren as would tumble down all these mile stones of 
history, mayhap will find here, before putting into practice 
their cry of the Jand for the people, a stone in the machinery 
which shall prove hard to extract, Yet grievances the 
crofters undoubtedly have, and mightily offensive ones too. 
While deer refuse to fraternize with sheep, and the rich 
land owners insist upon making Scotland one vast Chevy 
Chase, the sheep must go. Then comes the counter 
claim of the many but poorer classes to have liberty 
of erazing their cattle on these zealously protected pleasure 
srounds, And so far wealth and power haye conquered, 
but the of] on the troubled waters is thin, and a litle storm 
will break it. It is one of the political riddles of modern 
times rather than a Scotch joke which may require a sur- 
gical operation to solve. 

For a weary long seven years the kine of the crofters have 
been lean; but it is in no dream that these same crofters ask 
if the time has not come when the kine shall stand in full 
pastures and be fat. J. B.A 
Nurtees, Glengyle, Scotland, Aug, 9. 

FLORIDA AGAIN.--VI. 

nes the fresh-water sailor and fisherman who can enjoy the 
cupture of large-mouthed bass, the St. John’s River 

offers an extensive field for adventure. The creeks emptying 
into the river are stocked with bass, which will takea spoon 
fiy or live bait. The river can be easily ascended in a sail- 
boat to Lake George, but above that point a tow behind a 
steamboat had better be secured to Lake Monroe. Above 
the latter point a boat can be rowed or sailed to the head 
waters of the river. If the cruisers are disposed to enjoy a 
long gail and explore the interior of the State, they can trans- 
port their boat by railfrom Sanford to Kissimmee. Launch- 
ing their craft, they can cro:s Lake Tahopekaliga, descend 
the Kissimmee River, and skirt the western shore of Lake 
Okeechobee unti] the Diston drainage canal is sighted, 
Passing through the canal, the Calloosahatchee River will 
be reached at Fort Thompson. By descending this river the 
fisherman will arrive at Punta Rassa. 

To the east and south of Waldo (on the Transit Railroad), 
within a radius of fifteen miles, more than a dozen beautiful 
lakes will be found, where the canoeist can enjoy sailing, 
fishing and shooting. The lakes vary from one to seven 
miles in length, and as the majority of them are but a short 
distance apart, a canoe is easily transported from one to the 
other. The Jand between the lakes is high and rolling, and 
quail will be found in plenty. The lakes are well stocked 
with bass and bream, and many of them are the winter re- 
sort of ducks. In the lowlands about some of the lakes 
snipe abound. To reach these lakes a canoe or boat should 
be transported by rail to Waldo. A canal has been exca- 
vated from this place to Lake Alto, and from it to Lake San- 
ta Fe the former is one, and the latter seven miles long. 
From Santa Fe a good road leads to Five Mile Lake, two 
iniles distant. By short portages at least one dozen lakes 
can be reached, and as a finish, the Etoniah Creek can be 
descended to the St, John’s River, This lake region offersa 
fine field for the canoeist and taxidermist. 

Owing to the adventurous spirit of my friend, George W. 
Haines, Esq., of Savannah, Ga., a new field has been opened 
up to the hunter and fisherman, I refer to the Okefinokee 
Swamp of Georgia, near the Florida line, Mr. H. has made 
three trips, and has thoroughly explored the region. He has 
ascertained that the headwaters of the Suwanee River can 
be reached within a short distance of the Savannah, Florida 
& Western Railway. During the winter ducks and snipe 
are numerous in*the streams and marshes, The streams, 
lagoons and ponds teem with bassand bream. In the region 
are several large islands on which deer and bear are plenti- 
ful. From information obtained I have reason to believe 
that rattlesnakes are somewhat numerous on the islands, but 
if the weather is cool they will not prove troublesome. If 
the sportsman should yisit these islands it might be well for 
him to patronize No. 3 cotton duck leggings or a pair of 
long-legved india rubber boots, By using a canoe or a light 
flat-bottomed boat the Suwanee River can be descended to 
the Gulf. From Hllaville to within twelve miles of the 
ovean the fishing’ will prove very poor. Boats can be trans- 
ported by rail from Savannah or Jacksonville to point of 
transshipment. Persons desirous of visiting the Okefinokee 
Swamp should communicate with George W. Haines, office 
§., F. & W. Railway, Savannah, Ga., and ascertain charges 
for freight on boat and the point where boat 1aust be re- 
moved from frain, Mr. H, has prepared a map of the rerion 
based on surveys and explorations, and we feel assured that 
he would supply sportsmen with copies at the mere cost 
of making same. Of what we know of Okefinokee we 
ate assured that sportsmen would find it worthy of their 
notice. 

Lake Ware, on the line of the Florida Southern Railway, 
is worthy of attention. It is a beautiful sheet of pure water, 
surrounded by high banks except at its westerly end. At 
this point there are islands, grassy flats and extensive patches 
of lilypads; and as a consequence ducks and black bass are 
plentiful. On the south shore, distant about one mile from 
the railroad depot, is the South Lake Ware Hotel, where the 
sportsman can find good accommodations at two dollars and 
a half per day, I-tried tle cuisine last winter and can 
speak in its favor. In the woods quail are plenty and in the 
hamaks squirrels will be found. 

Leaving Jacksonville in the evening a pleasant ride can be 
enjoyed in a sleeping car to Cedar Keys, At this point that 
practical joker, Willard, runs the Suwanee Hotel. As fa 
host he will be found affable and obliging, and ever ready 
to aid strangers, Atthe railroad tunnel north of the town, 
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sheepsheading can be enjoyed. On the young flood, at the 
easterly end of the railroad dock, sea trout can be captured 
with live minnows or cut mullet bait, About one hundred 
feet from the end of the dock is a pile of stone ballast where 
the sea-trout fisher should anchor. In fishing at this point I 
always use a float. At Cardigan’s reefs, three miles from the 
town, fair fishing will be found for sheepshead, sea trout, 
channel bass and blackfish. At this point boats with com- 
petent captains can be chartered for a cruise to the southward. 
But it must be remembered that snake antidote is in demand 
on the Gulf coast, and that sportsmen must govern them- 
selves accordingly. nt 

Leaving Cedar Keys and proceeding twenty miles in a 
S. E. direction, the mouth of the Withlacoochee River will 
be sighted; but as fish are few and far between at this point 
it is unworthy of notice. Ten miles further the large oaks 
at the mouth of Chrystal River will be noticed. A few miles 
from its mouth large sheepshead will be found. Salt River 
is a creek running through the marsh to the Homosassa 
River, and if advantage is taken of the flood tide a boat of 
light draft can be navigated through it, Leaving the mouth 
of the Chrystal River, the mainland will be left to port, and 
St, Martin’s Keys to starboard. A large rock will be noticed 
in the bay, and this should be kept close aboard on the port 
hand; and about one mile beyond will be seen a shell bank 
covered with trees, and here will be found the Homosassa 
River. Soon after entering the river, it takes a sharp turn to 
the right, and the oyster bank in the center of the stream 
must be avoided. Proceeding five miles up the stream the 
remains of Jones’s house will be noticed on a shell mound on 
the right bank. No more will ‘‘Mother Jones” dispense the 
hospitalities of my favorite Homosassa—a place where 
rodsters did congregate, and where “Mother Jones” fed them 
on luscious oysters, venison and sheepshead. In this stream 
fishing is excellent, but to be successful a resident of the 
locality should be hired to point out the “drops.” At this 
point the fly-fisher can revel in his favorite pursuit, and land 
cavallii, lonefish, sea trout, black bass, brim, brown snappers 
and channel bass, In the upper portion of the river the 
noble tarpon will be found during the winter months. At 
the ship rock, about»a mile from the mouth of the river, 
large channel] bass can be captured on the young flood, At 
this point the water is shallow and a float should be used. 
The next streams met with are the Pithlachestacootie, Ches- 
sioueskii and the Wickawatchiee, but as fishing points they 
are unworthy of notice. 

Sixty miles south of Cedar Keys the Anclote Keys will be 
sighted, and must be left to starboard. Passing the Keys, 
Anclote River will be noticed. Following this stream for a 
short distance Tarpon Run will be seen to the right, and it 
can be followed to the spring. ‘The basin of the spring is 
large and deep, and is much frequented by the Silver King— 
the tarpon. I have not visited Lake Butler, but have been 
informed that it teems with large bass (trout), My impres- 
sions of the Anclote River as a place for piscatorial sports 
are not favorable. I may haye been ignorant of the drops, 
and in consequence unsuccessful. The rocky bottom in the 
Gulf outside of the Keys is a great resort for professional 
fishermen, and by anchoring near some of the fishing vessels 
the lover of salt-water fishing will be rewarded. By the 
time travel opens a staunch and new steamboat will be 
placed on the route between Cedar Keys and Tarpon 
Springs, and she will make three trips per week. This point 
can also be reached by steamboat to Sandford, railroad from 
Sandford to Tampa, and stage from Tampa to Tarpon 
Springs. At Tarpon Springs a large new hotel has been 
erected. But the great attraction of the place is the ‘‘Old 
reliable Mother Jones,” Alfred and ‘Mother Jones,’ of 
Homosassa fame, have leased the hotel, and this alone will 
fill it. Ten years since, when cruising on the Gulf coast, I 
found Homosassa and made the acquaintance of ‘‘Mother 
Jones.” In the columns of the ForEsr AND STREAM I 
directed the attention of anglers to the locality and the 
accommodations furnished at my favorite Homosassa, and I 
painted no fancy picture, as hundreds who followed in my 
wake will testify. As to the clean beds and the character 
of the table at Tarpon Springs Hotel, I need but say that 
“Mother Jones” will boss the job. 

South of the Anclote isthe beautiful Clear Water Harbor, 
with its high bluff, studded with luxuriant orange groves. 
According to . y experience, the fishing in this locality is 
poor, aud not worthy of the notice of the expert. Proceed- 
ing southward, noble Tampa Bay will be reached. Near 
Egmont Key good fishing can be found, and ‘‘drops” will 
be pointed out by the lighthouse keeper. At the Cool Rocks, 
near the mouth of old Tampa Bay, grouper and cavallii 
will reward the fisherman. At the oyster bars off Gadsden’s 
Point, fair sheepsheading will reward the angler, At the 
young flood, at the mouth of the Hillsboro River, sea trout, 
cayallii, and channel bass will take the hook. On one occa- 
sion I tested the fishing at this point, and captured nothing, 
I have not fished the river above Tampa, but last winter, the 
Rev. Mr. Prime tried the fly two or three miles above the 
city, and hooked sea trout, cavallii, bass, and the fighting 
ravallia. And what is more strange, he hooked two large 
tarpon; but as a matter of course, lost them. In his pub- 
lished letters he went into ecstacies over the noble fight 
made by the rayallia. He discovered that an eight-ounce 
split bamboo rod was too light an implement, and advocated 
the use of a heavier one, 

Leaving Tampa Bay, Sarasota Bay is entered, and Long 
Boat Inlet will furnish a fine field for the rodster or hand 
liner, Billy Bow Legs’ Creek is a tributary of this bay, and 
a few years since my friend Dr. Forbes fished a pool near its 
mouth, and found it swarming with ravallia and eavallii. 
At each cast he would hook one or two of the former, and 
would land them unless a large-sized cayallii interfered and 
appropriated a rayallia. At the southerly end of Big Sara- 
sota is Little Sarasota Bay, where superior oysters can be in- 
indulged in. In the winter of ’80—81, a friend was weather- 
bound in Little Sarasota Bay, and on his return he assured 
me thatit “swarmed with Spanish mackerel,” and in a few 
minutes’ trolling he could supply the Jarder. At the south- 
erly end of this bay is Casey’s Pass, At this point the fish- 
ing is yery good, and that delicious fish, the grouper, can be 
captured. 
From Casey’s Pass, an outside trip of fourteen miles will 

bring the tourist to Kettle Harbor. At this point the fishing 
will be found to be fair. Sawfish visit this bay in great 
numbers and the athletic fisherman can indulge in muscular 
fishing, From Kettle Harbor, an inside passage leads to 
Charlotte Harbor. Lam averse to grounding on mud flats, 
and disturbing the peacefui slumbers of bivalves, and never 
attermpted the inside passage, Those who haye traveled over 
this Florida Jordan have assured me that the trip can be 
made at or near high tide with a light draft boat. 

Entering Charlotte Harbor at Little Gasparilla Pass, a 
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sandbank must be avoided on the starboard hand, The 
northerly end of Little Gasparilla Island is a good camping 
ground. A fresh-water pond will be found in the center of 
the island where good drinking water can be obtained. The 
neighboring mud flats and oyster bars will be found well 
supplied with beach birds. Fishing in the channel at the 
end of the island, on the flood tide, with minnows or cut 
bait, cavallii, bonefish, sea trout and channel bass can be 
captured untilarms ache, On one occasion I was encamped 
at this point, and noticed large bass driving the minnows 
ashore, aud with feet and crab net we secured hundreds, 
using minnows for bait we hauled in bass until we tired of 
the sport. In this connection, 1 may remark, that I am not 
a pot-hunter but merely tested the fishing for the benefit of 
others. and returned the fish to their native element. ‘The 
wilful destruction of fish in Florida is a disgrace, In days 
gone by, so-called fishermen visited Homosassa, and on their 
return to Jones’s house they would bring back dozens and 
hundreds of fish to illustrate their success. They would 
place the dead fish on the dock where they would lay until 
thrown overboard by Jones’s employes, In this way the 
grand fishing of the well stocked Homosassa suffered. 

In the shoal water in the Gulf, near the entrance at Gas- 
parilla Pass, large sheepshead will be seen lazily swimming 
about, and if the fisherman will present them with crab bait 
they can be captured ad likiium. A sand spit extends (or did 
extend) some distance from the point of the island into the 
Gulf, The water was shallow and clear, and I noticed large 
bass cruising in search of food. I would cast in front of 
them and instantly the bait would be seized. In an eddy 
inside the point countless numbers of bonefish from three to 
six pounds have congregated, and the instant a bait touched 
the water it would be seized and jumping and rushing com- 
meuce. On the bay side of the island, near the point, the 
bank is steep and composed of broken seashells. The water 
is from four to six feet deep, and sheepshead from one to 
three pounds can be seen nosing among the shells in search of 
food. With crab or fiddler bait they can be captured as 
rapidly as hooks can be baited. For a week's sojourn this 
point would prove satisfactory, At Boca Grande entrance 
excellent trolling for channel bass can be enjoyed, and this 
locality will be found a resort of very large sharks, The 
channel is bounded by sandbanks, which extend over two 
miles into the Gulf. These banks are a noted resort and 
feeding ground of large channel bass. Before leaying home 
the fisherman should provide a Government chart of Boca 
Grande entrance, as it will be a guide to find the channel's 
deep holes and points of hard bottom on or near the bars. 
At the Gulf end of the channel kingfish and Spanish mack- 
erel can be taken with the trolling line, At any of the 
passes, by rowing a boat near the shore and fishing with 
hand line or rod and reel, with a large, strong spinner, large 
numbers of channel bass can be captured. 

At the dock at Punta Rassa, sheepshead exist in great 
numbers. It was at this point where the Hon, Matthew 
Quay, of Philadelphia, captured fifty-six sheepshead in sixty 
minutes. By ascending the Calloosahatchie River to a point 
above the islands, the great resort of the tarpon and large 
cavallii will be reached. A fisherman resides on the island 
opposite the telegraph station, and visitors might find it ad- 
visable to secure his services fora few days, and thereby 
acquire a knowledge of the best fishing localities, The visi- 
tor cruising -by steamer can secure accommodations at 
Schultz’s, at telegraph station, or at Jake Summerlin’s, 
On Sanibal and Pine Islands, deer will be found; but none 

of the roaring ‘‘American Lions,” so prominentiy referred 
to by a writer who owns a yacht, and whois open for a 
charter. In some of the lagoons at Sanibal and at Matla- 
chase, the largest and finest oysters can be obtained in 
quantity. On the beaches, mud flats, and oyster bars, 
beach birds exist in great numbers. On the maiiland north- 
east of the harbor there are no inhabitants, and deer are 
plentiful. 

Punta Rassa can be reached each week from Tampa by 
steamer Dictator, and we feel assured that Capt. McKay 
will extend every attention and courtesy to sportsmen, At 
this point the sportsman can enjoy the privileges of a regu- 
lar mail and the telegraph. If we take into consideration 
the accessibility of Charlotte Harbor, its mail and telegraphic 
facilities, the climatic conditions, and its sporting resources, 
it is well wosthy of the notice of sportsmen. At an early 
day Charlotte Harbor is destined to become the sanitarium 
of the United States, and a popular resort for fishermen and 
gunnists. Owing to the water protection and the warm 
water flowing in with the tidé from the Gulf, west and 
northwest winds are robbed of their chilling influence. The 
bleak northeast winds occasionally exert an unhappy influ- 
ence upon invalids, but before they can reach Charlotte 
Harbor they must cross the peninsula, and are robbed of 
their harshness, All that is required to make Charlotte Har- 
bor a place of resort is for some enterprising person to erect 
a hotel. To reach this point the sportsman should take the 
Transit Railroad to Cedar Keys, steamer Cochrane to Tampa, 
and steamer Dictator from Tampa to Punta Rassa. Or eat 
dinner in Jacksonville, take steamer to Sandford, breakfast 
there, take South Plorida Railroad and dine at 8 P. M. in 
Tampa, twenty-four and a half hours after leaving Jackson- 
ville. From Tampa to Punta Rassa by the stanch and ex- 
cellent sea boat the Dictator, The camper-out can have a 
supply of provisions sent him from Tampa by the Dictator, 
or they can be obtained at Fort Myers, twenty miles above 
Punta Rassa. : 

YANKEETOWN, Ind., Noy. 8.—Quail wintered well. Sol, 
Vannoda fed about twenty until pairing time, but there were 
few young ones seen in the spring. We had a storm of wind, 
rain and hail, that 1 think killed them. You claim that the 
blue-tailed hawk does not destroy many quail; I beg to differ 
with you. We had two or three gaugs of quail in the corn 
(about fifty acres), and a hawk of this species was a ‘‘con- 
stant quantity.” The hawk: is stillon hand, but the quail 
are not there. Iknow they were not shot. Ducks and 
geese are in the riyerin small bunches. Our best ducking 
isin the spring. Ruffed grouse have disappeared; I do not 
know what has become of them. I have lived here twelye 
years, and have not learned of but one being shot in that 
time. Five years ago there were many to be found in the 
thickets of Cypress Creek. J haye not heard of any wild tur- 
keys as yet, although they are fairly plentiful in the flats 
every winter. Squirrels have been more plentiful than for 
several years. ‘Coons and oposstims plenty. Woodcock 
were plenty in the spring and hatched well. 1 am not a wing 
shot and do not hunt them, but think a good shot and good 
dog could find some yet. Would like to have some good 
fellow to hunt with for a week or two this winter, nota 
dude, but one that could eat corn bread and sow belly and 
not snore of nights.—J. H. P. 
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NOTES OF THE WOODS AND WATERS. 

CLUB MOSS, GROUND PINE (Lycopodium dendroidium). 

()* all the fairy tales of science, I think none are so de- 
lightful as those thai: the botanist can recite, and of all 

the different proyinces and domains into which the wonder- 
land of nature is divided, not one, I think, is so rich in 
beauty as that of which the botanist possesses the key. It 
lies spread out beneath the feet of every sportsman. The 
nearest hedgerow, the wayside pool, the ferny hollow, the 
abandoned fields and the woodland shade—yes, this wonder- 
Jand of nature is ever present, and none who have eyes to 
see, need dread to enter its borders, for Nature, a priestess, 
pure and simple, ‘‘in pastoral array,” waits beneath the 
trees for you to take you by the hand and lead you over 
mossy rocks, by sparkling streams and dewy recesses, where 
smile her fairest children. 

At first the different common names that aplant may have 
will prove as confusing as the many common or local names 
that many of our birds and fishes have. What can be worse 
than the case of that much named fish the menhaden, which 
is also called pogy, poghaden, mossbunker, bonker, pan- 
haden, panhagen, bardhead, bonyfish, skippang, whitefish, 
fatback, yellowtail and bugfish. The trouble is that the 
world in general will not fix upon any one popular or com- 
mon name, and so science comes in to straighten things out, 
to make things exact. But even this admission does not 
quite reconcile the beginner to words of six syllables in an 
unknown tongue as Lycopodium dendroidium and Apocynum 
and rosemitolium, hut if his love is an ardent loye, he will 
soon Overcome and master these early trials and tribulations, 

Lycopodium dendroidium.—Of all our native club mosses 
the Lycopodium dendrotdium is the most beautiful, showy 
and useful. It is an evergreen perennial, having something 
of the habit of the true mosses. The club mosses are to be 
met within all parts of the world, some varieties in the 
highest Arctic latitudes; but the most beautiful varieties are 
mm the tropics. Lycopodium dendroidiwm is treelike in form 
and habit, and attains a height of from six to nine inches, 
the root stock is creeping and subterranean in habit, The 
branches ate fanlike and spreading, reminding one of a 
miniature coniferous tree, It delights in moist and shady 
woods, and in Southern New Jersey, where it is very abund- 
ant, it is gathered several weeks before Christmas, and is 
stored in dry and cool cellars preparatory to making it into 
Christmas roping; or else it is packed in barrels and sent to 
ne ene city, where it brings from fiye to six dollars per 
arrel. 
This modest evergreen, when collected by the children, 

has often been the means of helping considerably to pay off 
the mortgage, which bore heayily on the owner of many a 
small fruit farm. It is mostly gathered by the women and 
children, and right merry times they have of it as each one 
empties her bag on the family pile, after which it is carefully 
gone oyer and sorted into two grades before packing in bar- 
tels, With dealers and gatherers it is known by the name 
of ground pine. From New York it is distributed to all 
parts of the Union. Ihave often seen this beautiful ever- 
green after it ad been packed in barrels for several weeks 
and looked so faded and dried up as to appear absolutely 
useless, restored to its rich, dark green color, by dipping it 
in water a few times, 

During the winter months the florists use immense quanti- 
ties of this Lycopodium for boquet packing, and with them 
it is known as “‘bouquet greens.” The name club moss is 
given to this interesting plant on account of its club-shaped 
seed vessel, of which the method of germination is nol as yet 
well determined, though it is thought to be through the 
agency of a prothallus as in ferns, 

Nearly all the club mosses are valuable on account of their 
spores, which are known in commerce and pharmacy as 
lycopodium. When collecting this curious material, the 
plants are first gathered and carefully dried, care being taken 
to rid them of earthy material; after drying, the spores are 
easily separated by shaking and sifting. In the mass they 
constitute a yery mobile powder, which, when rubbed on the 
hands, has a remarkably smooth feeling. When this powder 
is thrown on water it floats on the surface, spreading out in 
a thin film or layer; the hands and arms can be immersed in 
the water and when withdrawn will be found to be entirely 
dry, not a drop of the waten having come in contact with 
the flesh. ‘The spores of the lycopodium as sold by druggists 
consist of extremely small, pule yellow particles (sporules) 
—hence the name of sulphur powder—which is employed 
for dusting on the excoriated parts of infants’ bodies, and is 
called by old-fashioned nurses “‘paby-powder.” It is also 
used for enveloping pills to prevent their adhesion. 

In Russia, Hungary and France it has been administered 
in cases of hydrophobia, and in the Tyrol for killing vermin 
on animals, but its chief consumption is for the production 
of artificial lightning for theatrical representation and by the 
manufacturers of fireworks. When lycopodium is diffused 
it is highly inflammable, and a cloud of it shaken in the air 
against a flame burns with a rapid flash. When using it to 
represent lightning a large syringe 1s charged with the pow- 
der which is shot across the stage ina zigzag continuous 
stream, which, the instant it comes in contact with a wing- 
light, flashes across the stage with a zigzag, lightning-like 
flash of bright fame, 
The showers of golden sparks seen in various kinds of fire- 

works are due to the liberal use of this powder by the manu- 
facturers of fireworks. In Germany, the country from 
which most of the lyeopodium comes, it is known by the name 
of witches’ powder (Hexenpulver). Why we should have to 
depend on Germany for a supply of this article, when we 
have such large quantities and many yarieties of the lyco- 
podiums growing in our woods, is a fact that I can’t under- 
stand, as it seems to me that we could easily gather all that 
we require for home consumption, — 

The season for gathering it is during the months of July, 
August and September. Its market yalue is from thirty-five 
to forty cents a pound. ' 

Small doses of this powder are said to produce violent yom- 
iting, and in larger doses it acts as a narcotic poison. Zing- 
ler having taken a dose of it to study its effects, was taken 
sick in four minutes and fell into a state of syncope, from 
which he was relieved by having vinegar poured down his 
throat, but did not recover his memory for sometime. It 
also enjoyed a great reputation among the Druids, who cx- 
pressed the juice for various maladies, When woolen 
cloths are boiled with lycopodium they become blue, when 
passed through a bath of Brazil wood. 

Of late years a curious looking, dried up and curled up 

plant has been selling on Broadway and Fourteenth street 
under the name of the ‘Resurrection plant from the Holy 
Land,” This truly wonderful plant (Selaginelia lepidophylla) 
is a related genus to the lycopodiums, and is a native 
of Southern Culifornia, where it is found growing in the 
crevices of rocks. The stems during the dry season curl 
up, and the form of the plant becomes very suggestive of a 
bird’s nest; but when the rainy season comes, the dry, dead- 
looking and uninteresting stems uncurl and fistten out, pre- 
senting the appearance of a beautiful rosette of imtense bril- 
liant green. Hyen after this plant is dead the branches still 
retain this property of unfolding and expanding when placed 
in a saucer of water. The lepidodendrums and sigillarians 
of the coal formation were giant forms of lycopodiums. 

A. W. RogBerts. 

BLACK BRANT. 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 
I have just finished reading the excellent article of your 

correspondent, A, B, Pearson, in the ForEst AND STREAM 
of Oct. 16, entitled ‘‘California Duck Shooting.” 

In this article there are some statements that I desire to 
take issue with for the better information of your readers, 
Mr. Pearson will, I trust, pardon me for correcting some of the 
statements made in his article, as being a sportsman he will 
doubtless welcome information upon any subject pertaining 
to his favorite sport. Speaking of the black brant or Arctic 
goose (Bernicla nigricans), he says: “He is found from about 
October to May solely in San Diego Bay on the coast of 
California.” Again, speaking of the comments of Mr. E. 
W. Nelson, of Alaska, upon the migration of these birds, he 
says: ‘“The writer might have added that the birds make no 
stop until they reach San Diego Bay in Southern California,” 
In both of these statements Mr. Pearson is in error, The 
first authentic description of the black brant eyer given in 
print was written by Mr. W. A. Perry, of this city. This 
description was written by My, Perry from personal obser- 
yations of these birds and their habits, made on Puget 
Sound and in Alaska, and 1 think Iam correct in saying 
that it is the first authentic and full description of these 
birds which ever appeared in print. If 1am mistaken I shall 
be glad to be corrected. Mr, Perry has kindly furnished 
me with notes, from which I give the following description 
of the habits of the birds; The black brant or Arctie goose 
is but littlelarger than the mallard duck, and in flight re- 
sembles the teal. " Their food consists of ecl grass, a sedgy 
marine grass that grows in two or three fathoms of water, 
They avoid the land, never alighting upon the beaches, but 
are sometimes seen walking on the flats, closely following 
the receding tide, When on the wing they will not fly over 
the land, but follow the shore line around it, They reach the 
Sound about the ist of October and remain until March. 
During the season Padilla Bay, the Samish flats and Smith’s 
Island (in Puget Sound) are the fayored resorts of these 
birds, In these places the surface of the water will be coy- 
ered with immense ‘‘rafts” of them, ‘They fly into the shal- 
lows of the bays morning and evening to feed on the eel 
grass and procure sand, which seems to be necessary for the 
proper assimilation of the grass, as their crops are filled with 
it. The hunter, standing im a blind on a projecting sand 
spit, often makes huge bags, There are authentic instances 
of as high as 125gfalling to one gun in anafternoon. The 
Indians sometimes approach them in a canoe covered with 
cedar boughs, and by a raking'shot will kill a large number. 
Thave known as high as twenty to be killed at one shot from 
a musket in the hands of a ‘‘noble red man.” 

It will be seen from the above that these birds arrive here 
at about the same time that they reach San Diego Bay, ¢@ ¢., 
Oct, 1, leaving. however, a little earlier in the spring; that 
they exist on Puget Sound in yery large numbers, in fact 
ere more numerous than any other species of goose known 
to us, there being probably twenty of them on the Sound 
for every one in San Diego Bay, and by a reference to Mr. 
Perry’s description of them, it will be seen that there is no 
doubt as to their being the same bird spoken of by Mr. 
Pearson. Mr. Perry’s description will also be found in Dr. 
Coues’s ‘Key to North American Birds,” edition of 1884, 
We consider Washington Territory and especially that 

portion of it surrounding Puget Sound, the game country 
of the United States, and are not disposed to let California 
monopolize one of our best game birds. 

While upon the subject of geese, a brief description of (in 
other countries) a very rare species of the goose known as 
the little snow goose (Chen hyperboreus albutus), may not 
be uninteresting, This goose is still smaller than the black 
brant, weighing about three and one half pounds. In color 
it is snowy white, except the tips of the wings, which are 
black, When in flight it is the most beautiful of the goose 
family. It, however, is not a good table bird, while the 
black brant is one of our best in that respect. In habits 
and migration it closely resembles the black brant. It is 
found on the Sound in countless numbers, at the mouths of 
the Stilliguamish and Skagit rivers, giving the flats at times 
the appearance of vast snow banks. They are hardly as 
numerous, however, as the black brant. 

Puget Sound, situated as it is, in the direct line of migra- 
tion between Alaska and the South, has probably more 
varieties of water fowl than any other country in the world. 
During the fall migration water fow1] of all kinds come south 
in vast multitudes from their breeding srounds on the mighty 
rivers and Jakes of Alaska, and passing over Puget Sound 
find in its mild climate and plentiful supply ot food a con- 
genial resting placefor the winter. Here the greater portion of 
them rest content during the winter and when spring: comes 
return to the frozen north, Here they find all the essentials 
for a winter residence. The climate is very mild. The 
lakes and the banks of the Columbia River abound in wild 
celery, and the shores of the Sound in eel and other edible 
grasses and shellfish, Water fowl of many varieties winter 
here in vast multitudes, and the life of the hunter during the 
winter season is a happy one, ADE. 
Srarniz, W. T,, Oct. 29, 1884, 

[There appears to be an opinion quite general among 
sportsmen that the black brant is arecently discovered spe- 
cies. This is by no means the fact. It has been kuown 
since the year 1846, Mr. Geo. N. Lawrence having that year 
described it in a paper read before the New York lyceum of 
Natural History and at the same time published a plate of it. 
Since then a great deal has been published about it. Men 
like Cooper, Luckly, Barneister, Dall, Kennicott, and others 
have written very fully about it, cliiefly during the years 
from 1860-70, The black brant is found as an accidental 
straggler en the Atlantic coast. Does not ‘Alki’ refer to 
Chen vossit instead of to the lesser snow goose? ] 

Deer hunters should read Judge J. D. Caton’s ‘‘Antelope and Deer 
of America.”’ For sale at this office. Price }2.50,—Ad». 

_ ARMADILLO In Texas.—G. H. Ragsdale, of Gainesville, 
Texas, informs me that an armadillo was recently killed 
in northern Denton county, Texas, which is the only animal 
of the kind ever taken in that part of the country. The 
armadillo is said to have been common on the Rio Grande 
River twenty years ago, but has long since been considered 
extinct in the United States.—A. Hann (EH. Rockfort, Ohio), 

Recent ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA Zootogican GARDEN.— 
Received by purchase—One ocelot (#. pardalis), six pig-tailed maca- 
ques (M, nemestrinus), ten common macaques (M. cynomolgus), six 
Hamadryas baboons (C. iamadyyas), three green monkeys (C. cal- 
litrichus), one Mozambique monkey (@, rufo-viridis), one white- 
throated monkey (C. albogularis), one yiscacha (ZL. trichodactylus), 
one brush-tailed poreupine (4. africana), two brown bears (V, arc- 
tos), two American flamingoes (P. ruber), two chaffinches (F'. coslebs), 
two green finches (Z.chloris), two gold finches (C. elegaws), one 
European bluejay (G. glandarius), four rose-coloréd pastors (P. 
roseus), and one sun bittern (2, helias), Received by presentation— 
One red fox (V7. fulvus), one woodchuck (A. monaa), one white- 
nosed coati (VY, nusica), two great-horned owls (B. virginianus), one 
blue and yellow macaw (2B, ararauna), one red and blue macaw (4. 
macas), one screech owl (8. aso), two Carvlina parrakeets (C. cai-o- 
linensis), one canary bird (5, canarius), one menopoma (MM. alle- 
ghenitensis), four alligators (A. mississippiensis), one spotted sala- 
mander (S. maculosa), one black snake (B.-constrictor), one banded 
rattlesnake (C, horyvidus), and one horned toad (P, cornwta). 

Game Bag and Guy. 

THE CHOICE OF WEAPONS. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
I have read with much deliglt and instruction ~‘Ness- 

muk’s” excellent little book on ‘*Wooderatt,” and although 
I have had considerable experience in ihe American bush, 
and have traveled in Indian jungles for years, there were 
many things in the book quite new to me, especially the re- 
marks upon canoes. Whenin North America, twenty years 
ago, | used a birch-bark twelve feet long, and thought it the 
lightest practicable canoe in existence. It was, therefore, 
gratifying to find from ‘‘Nessmuk’s” description, that canoes 
can be obtained quite safe and strong at twenty-two pounds 
weight. 

I look forward with great longing to the time when I shall 
be able to retire from the British service and again wander 
among the glorious forests and Jakes of America, They are 
my heaven, just as Paris is said to be the heaven of good 
Americans, 

11 is pleasing to see that ‘Nessmuk” repudiates the preya- 
lent ideas about the necessity for rough clothes and heayy 
foot gear, Ifound the most useful form of dress to be a 
Norfolk frock of fine tweed with trousers loose to the knee 
but fitting closely below, and buttoning above the ankle, so 
as to slip easily into short boots. The Norfolk frock is the 
best pattern of coat, because the weight of ammunition and 
other things in the pockets rests upon the hips, leaving the 
chest and shoulders perfectly free. A piece of sheepskin 
sewn on cach shoulder causes the rifle to be carried with 
entire comfort and saves the cloth being worn into holes. 

After reading through ‘“‘Wooderaft” carefully, and many 
parts twice or three times over, there seemed to me to be 
one defect in it, viz: the absence of a chapter containing 
‘“Nessmuk’s” opinion as to the best guns and ammunition 
for use in the bush. After his very extended experience of 
wild life, his ideas upon those subjects would have been most 
valuable to forest wanderers. My own comfort and success 
would have been greatly increased had I known as much 
twenty years ago as | now do about firearms and their pro- 
jectiles. ‘‘Nessmuk” has made up for his omission in some 
degree by the interesting letter in your paper of Sept. 25, 
but he does not discuss the subject with sufficient fullness. 
When starting for America in 1861, a friend who had been 

in Canada told me that the best weapon to take was a plain 
double shotgun, because the bush was so thick that deer 
could not be seen until within smooth-bore range. TI accord- 
ingly bought a 14-bore, 30-inch barrels, muzzleloader, made 
of 84 pound weight in order to carry bullets well. It was 
good with small shot, and with bullets of fifteen to the pound 
and a greased linen pateh it would throw as regularly as a 
rifle into a space about the size of my hand at 60 yards, but 
could not be depended upon for greater distances. Even at 
80 yards the bullets dropped nine or ten inches, and struck 
about a foot apart. I killed two deer and failed to hit others 
that wete beyond the accurate range of the gun, so I 
bought a rifle for the next shooting season. In succeeding 
years when out in the bush and wanting to shoot something 
for food, if | happened to be carrying the rifle I frequently 
came across ruffed rouse or ducks which would not sit 
still or come close enough to have their heads cut off with a 
bullet. J often thought that a combined gunand rifle would 
be an excellent weapou for such work, but never had one 
made until six years ago. It differs from that which ‘‘Ness- 
muk” describes in being a brecchloader, and having its bar- 
rels side by side instead of under and over, The latter posi- 
tion is not necessary, because the rifle is Jarge enough in the 
gauge to balance well with the shot barrel, 

I believe a weapon of this kind to be the best all-round 
gun for bush life that has yet been made, aud J find mine to 
be quite as handy for winged game as a double shotgun of 
the same weight, viz.: 8 pound 12 ounces. 

With regard to the bore of the rifle barrel I would not for 
a moment put my own opinion against that of a man with 
“Nessmuk’s” experience, yet I cannot help thinking that the 
gauge mentioned by him is toosmall, His gun carried round 
bullets of 80 to the pound and conicals of 40. That is about 
.88-gauge, and although large enough to generally kill a 
deer quickly when a shot can be put through the heart or 
front part of the lungs, | doubt if the bullet has weight 
enough to go through a large animal lengthwise. Having 
frequently bagged deer or antelope galloping straight away 
among bushes, the bullet striking between the haunches and 
going out through the chest, I would‘not like to use a rifle 
unless it was sufficiently powerful to rake animals 
from stem to stern, and doubt if this can be done with 
certainty from anything smaller than a .40-guage with bullets 
of quite 240 grains and 60 or £0 grains of powder. My 
American friends often used to tell me that their small bullets 
were large enough when put into the right place. ‘That was 
perfectly true, but it was often impossible to see the right 
place when deer were standing among bushes, or to hit it 
when they were galloping and plunging over fallen trees, and 
a small bullet only afew inches too far back in the lungs 
does not drop the game so quickly as a large one in the same 
spot. It is evident that the larger the striking surface the 
more blood vessels and nerves must be cut Lhrough in its 
course, therefore the greater the shock and the more quick 
the bleeding. During five years’ use of .45 express rifles 
with 270 grain bullets, and 110 to 125 grains of powder, i 
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can remember losing cnly two wounded animals, and one of 
those was a bear which was knocked or to his back by the 
foree of the bullet, but jumped up and escaped along the 
mountain side among dense masses of nettles six or eight feet 
high. Iwas then a novice in the use of express rifles, and 
did not know that the hollow in the bullet should be much 
narrower than usually made in order to get sufficient pene- 
tration. " 

I do not believe in bullets so large as to spoil the shooting 
by the reeoil, but certainty like the heaviest that can be used, 
provided the kick does not affect the accuracy when enough 
powder is employed to give a long flat trajectory. General 
Marcy, of the United States army, in his book, “Thirty 
Years’ Life on the Border,” written in muzzleloading days, 
recommended round bullets of half an ounce weight. and 
that was then a favorite size among the Rocky Mountain 
trappers. ; ‘ , 

The conical ball of the .40-gauge is rather heavier, and if 
made with a small hole in the front and driven by seventy 
or eighty grains of powder, will expand to as great a 
diameter as the half an ounce round bullet and still have 
good penetration. . Sees 

Some sporlsmen employ for wild shooting a gun with a 
pair of shot barrels and a pair of rifled barrels fitting the 
sane stock. This is by no means a good system when look- 
ing for food, because there is frequently no time to change 
one set of barrels for the other before the game is out of 
range, 

While advocating the combined gun and rifle as the best 
weapon yet made, | believe that a double smoothbore might 
be constructed that would be still more efficient, A 16 or 
20-gauge, 7, 8 or 84 pound weight, ought to carry bullets 
steadily, if one barrel were bored a perfect cylinder, and the 
gui was provided with a sight at the breech, (When the 
breech sight is taken off even atifle, its accuracy is very 
materially lessened.) The other barrel might be choked for 
long shots at ducks, and the scattering properties of the 
cylinder would be of decided advantage for quick shots at 
rabbits and ruffed grouse. 
Many think a 16 or 20 bore too small for winged game, 

and certainly if aman goes into camp merely to make the 
largest possible bags of ducks for the market, he had better 
take a heavy 10-yauge; but for one who shoots only to obtain 
food while enjoying life in the woods a 16 or 20 bore is 
alply large, and has the advantage of carrying bullets with 
greater accuracy than the larger bores when the gun is of 
reasonable weight. A No. 16 of 8 pounds is 136 times 
heavier than its bullet, andit is often forgotten that a No. 12 
must be of 10 pounds to have the same proportionate weight. 
That small bores are sufficient may be shown by many facts 
from the experience of travelers, Dr. Rose, of the Hudson’s 
Bay Company, during his long journey to the shores of the 
Arctic Sea and back, used a gun of only 25-gauge, and spoke 
in the highest terms of its killing powers, even for such 
large birds as geese. 

Eiyery sportsman knows the advantage of a flat trajectory, 
By many experiments at targets | have found that a12-gauge 
smoothbore, of not more than 8 pounds, kicks quite enough 
for comfort when fired with bullets and 8 drams of powder. 
If properly bored, its bullets will bit a 6-inch ring at 40 yards 
and usually at 50, but they drop rapidly beyond the latter 
distance. A 14-bore of about 8 pounds, with 3 drams of 
powder, is more accurate than the 12, and carries to 60 yards 
without a perceptible drop, A 16-bore is stil) more accurate, 
and with only 24 drams has a flat trajectory up to fully 80 
ards. 

3} The most accurate smoothbore I ever possessed was a 42- 
gauge of 54 pounds, with barrels thick at the muzzle like a 
rifle. Jhad a breech sight fitted on the central rib, and 
loaded with 14 drams of powder, and bullets of 43 to the 
ound, with a greased linen patch. When shooting off-hand, 
have put 3 bullets successively into a page of the smallest- 

sized note paper at 100 measured yards, and from a sitting 
position could hit a bullseye of that size as regularly as with 
a rifle. With small shot the best charges were 4 ounce to 14 
drains of powder. It penetrated the samenumber of sheets 
of paper as a central fire 12-bore with 14 ounces and 3 drams, 
but unfortunately did not make a better pattern at 30 yards 
than the No, 12 at 40, s0 was not of much use for winged 
game. Judging, however, from the way in which it carried 
bullets, 1 believe that a16 or 20 bore of 8 pounds might be 
made to hit with one barrel a 6-inch square regularly at 100 
yards, Ifso, I would prefer it io a combined gun or rifle. 

For obtaining the best shooting from smoothbores, the 
barrels should be sloped evenly from breech to muzzle, with- 
out the part between being made thi» in the ordinary man- 
ner, This form diminishes the vibration so prejudicial to 
bullet shooting. 

Of breech actions I know none so firm, durable, and little 
likely to get out of order, as the plain double grip with back 
action locks, and a properly made doll’s head extension of 
the central rib. 

Antiquated as the notion may appear in the present day, 
if going on a long excursion without ample means of carriage, 
Iwould prefer a muzzleloader, on account of its requiring 
fewer wads and about 4 dram less powder in each charge, 
besides saving the trouble of taking care of the empty shells, 

Of course, tastes differ, but to me, when away from civili- 
zation, every article that can be well dispensed with is a 
nuisance, because of the extra care necessary to preyent its 
being lost. 

Tn the summer of 1869 I went with a friend into the Him- 
alaya Mountains up to the line of perpetual snow, and stayed 
there for several days, We were away about six weeks and, 
except when within two days’ march of the station from 
which we started, lived all the time wpon the produce of our 
guns and rifles, with the help of such things as tea, flour and 
rice. Large game was so scarce along the route that we 
killed only ten deer of various kinds, and the native attend- 
ants helped greatly to eat them, but almost every day we 
bagged pheasants, black partridges and fruit-eating green 
pigeons, which kept our own table well supplied. Our 
small shot barely lasted for the whole journey, and if our 
guns had been breechloaders we would either have run short 
of food or bave had to employ one or two extra men to carry 
cartridges, and this again would have increased the difficulty 
of supplying flour and rice for our gang when in ithe alti- 
fudes above the villages. My gun was a 16-bore, by one of 
the best London firms of that day, and with 1 ounce of shot 
and 24 drams of powder was about the hardest hitter I ever 
had, not even excepting No, 12 chokebores with 34 drams 
and 1 ounces. Once when it was loaded with BB shot and 
24 dratns of powder, I came unexpectedly upon a large buck 
gazelle, about 60 pounds weight, and hit him in the heart at 
30 yards distance by a snap shot, He fell on the spot with- 
out a kick, as dead as if a bullet had gone through his brain. 
There was no time tor bleeding, so bow will those who dis- 
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believe in the shock theory account for the suddenness of the 
animal’s death? ‘ 

_ As a controversy upon the use of buckshot has been going 
on in your paper for some weeks, I will give my experience 
of it. I first tried it in 1863 with the heavy 14-bore men- 
tioned in the first part of this letter, loading with three 
drams of powder and twelve shot in layers of four, While 
watching a runway on the Bonnechére River, in Canada, 
a large doe galloped past within sixteen yards, ‘The first 
barrel hit in the center of the shoulder, the shot being in a 
cluster six inches wide, and the whole twelve went out in 
the opposite side of the chest. The doe still galloped on, 
and the second barrel hit her when forty yards distant, when 
she fell dead, but evidently from the effects of the first shot. 
The second charge spread so much that one pellet struck 
the flank and another her ear, but none of those in the borly 
had gone through. This shows how rapidly the peilets lost 
their momentum. 

Not long atterward I had a standing shot at a deer fifty or 
sixty yards distant, and never saw him again, though in very 
open bush. The following season I had a rifle, but in the 
winter foolishly tried the gun with buckshot again on a 
runway. I[hit a deer in the shoulder galloping past at not 
more than thirty yards. The animal stopped for a moment 
at fifty yards, and I took steady aim at the back of his head 
with the other barrel and fired, when he ran away. Along 
with the hunter with whom I was staying, we followed all 
that day, but had no chance of shooting, although the tracks 
in the snow showed that the right shou!der was crippled and 
the deer running only upon three legs. The following morn- 
ing we started again, the gun loaded with a bullet in one 
barrel, and saw the dter for an instant, when he was gal- 
loping behind a fallen tree eighty yards distant. The bullet 
only cut some hair from the ridge of his back, and by the 
evening we had to give up ‘the pursuit. Some weeks after 
my return home the hunter wrote that he had killed a deer 
with his rifle which proved to be the same. He found two 
of my buekshot in the chest, but the wounds had almost 
healed. That is the last time i have ever gone alter large 
game with anything but bullets. 

I have had years of shooting in India, and find that when 
a gun fits the shoulder and the sportsman keeps cool, it is 
quite as easy to hit with bullet as with shot when within 380 
yards, and beyond that distance the bullet has greatly the 
advantage. I have tried numerous experiments at targets 
with buckshot, from muzzleloaders and breechloaders, cylin- 
der and choked, of 16, 14 and 12 gauge, and never found a 
gun throw closely cnough to insure three pellets in the front 
part of a deer’s chest beyond 85 yards, provided sufficient 
powder be used to give good penetration, Anything less 
than three pellets through the breast or thick part of the 
lungs will be unlikely to stop a deer, unless by chance a 
large blood vessel should be cut open. Buckshot of such a 
size that three will exactly chamber on a wad pushed } inch 
within the muzzle have always, in my guns, gone into a 
narrower space than pellets of a smaller size. I now have a 
16-gauge, 7-pound gun, that carries as closely as any that 1 
have tried. The barrel is choked on the jug principle, and 
with 9 pellets in layers of three, and 3 or 8} drams of Curtis 
& Harvey's No. 6 grain powder, the whole charge at 30 
yards goes into a foot or sometimes 9 inches square, yet at 
40 yards it spreads to 1 width of two feet or more. 

While fully admitting that a deer may occasionally be 
killed at 60 yards, 1am sure that for one bagged quite three 
get away wounded, and if hit at those long distances by one 
or more shot in the bowels, as is very probable, they are 
likely to linger in torture for two or more days and die from 
inflamed bowels. Personally [would far sooner let them 
go untouched than be guilty of such eruelty. Many sports- 
men greatly overestimate the distances at which they kill 
game. If they paced these, and also tried the patterns of 
their guns upon targets at measured ranges, their eyes would 
be considerably opened, and both large and small game would 
benefit by it. J.J. M, 
Lonpon, Eng., Oct. 22. 

GOOSE SHOOTING ON THE PLATTE. 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 

A party of five of us have just returned from a goose hunt 
on the River Platte, about 125 miles west of here. The re- 
sulf was very unsatisfactory, our score being only eighty 
geese in seyen days’ shooting. Two years ago, the same 
party in five days bagged 313 geese. The hunters "have so 
increased in the last three years, that the weary goose com- 
ing down from the north or in from the fields to rest and 
slake its thirst, can hardly find a place out of range of some 
one’s gun. Blinds line the bars in the stream for 100 miles 
so thickly as to preclude all chance of a fair bag. A flock 
of geese coming into the river can rarely strike it at any 
point without a volley being fired at it, and as the terror- 
stricken fowl move on up stream hunting a place of safety, 
their progress can be marked by the booming of the guns as 
they pass the gauntlet of blinds along their course. We first 
tried the river at Newark, but after slight scores and having 
our blinds robbed one night of nearly all of our decoys and 
game, we pulled up and drove twenty miles down the river 
along the bank in quest of some unoccupied spot. Butnone 
were to be found, Hunters were quartered at farmhouses 
or camping in tents on both sides of the river at short inter- 
vuls, And as we went down we met parties going up in the 
hope that had actuated us. The result of all this is to break 
up the habit of the geese in loitering on the Platte in their 
fight southward, and to hurry them on their journey where 
they can at least rest one day in peace. The chances are 
that if this wholesale hunting of them is continued for an- 
other year or two they will seek other lines in their migra- 
tions, and that we will never again see geese on the Platte 
in great numbers. At the station where we took the train 
coming home, we met a couple of gentlemen who have been 
in the habit of going out on the Platte annually after geese, 
This year they had occupied blinds just above us. They 
told us that one day neither one of them gota shot, We 
owed even our poor score largely to the fact that we hired 
two young native hunters who are famous honkers, to honk 
for us, and call a fresh flock in for us now and then. 

Just across the river from Foote’s, eight miles north of 
Kenesaw, a gentleman by the name of D. H. Talbot has a 
camp of five big tents, two or three teams, and nine men in 
his employ, four of them practical taxidermists. Just below 
where I located, one of his men occupied a blind surrounded 
by as fine a display of decoys as I ever saw, composed of 
geese, white brant, ducks, pelicans, plover, etc. One after- 
noon I went down to interview him. Mr, Talbot was him- 
self out in the fields, and his employee did not seem to know 
much concerning the object of this outfit. The party had 
been there three weeks and expected to remain till Nov, 15. 

They were killing everything that came along, but seemed 
to desire especially white brant and cranes. There they were 
paying 25 cents for dead geese, 50 cents for white brant and 
$1 each for cranes. As the fowls and birds were killed or 
purchased, they were skinned and their carcasses thrown 
away. Ihave learned since coming home that Mr. Talbot 
has advertisements in all the papers up that way oftering the 
prices I have named for all the game that may be taken to 
him. I was sorry that I did not meet Mr, Talbot. I should 
have been glad to have learned froin himself what his object 
was in this attempt at wholesale slaughter and the wasting 
of the carcasses of the dead fowls. Some of us thought pos- 
sibly that he was in the employ of the Smithsonian Insti- 
tution, but could searcely think that that institution would 
want the skins of so many ducks and geese. 

There was one feature of the outfit that made a strong im- 
pression upon us, and that was that, after such elaborate 
preparations and such a magnificent display of decoys, a 
young man totally inexperienced as a hunter and such a poor 
shot, as claimed by himself and of which all of us had ocular 
demonstration, should have been left alone for days in the 
blind. We estimated the expense of the entire outfit to be 
near a thousand dollars per month, and I think the highest 
score made at this blind any day during the three days we 
were there was three geese and two ducks, though many 
flocks came in and were shot at, but went away intact as 
they came. Of course it is all the better for the poor birds 
that this is so, but it did seem strange, and still seems strange, 
that a good hunter and a sood shot was not put in the blind, 
that the result might more nearly be commensurate with the 
outlay, Such hunters are numerous on the Platte and their 
services could be secured for a moderate compensation. 

Burr H. Pour. 
Lrycotn, Neb,, Novy. 3. 

THE MAINE GAME LAW. 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 
He who listens to the dictates of common sense will per- 

haps never enter a discussion in which his opponent must, 
Irom the nature of the case, hive the last word. Surely, if 
this contingency ever can arise, it presents itself when to 
express dissent from any statement or conclusion of an editor 
is the end in view, more especially if his own sheet must be 
the arena of debate. 

During a considerable portion of ten seasons [ have roamed 
the woods of Northwestern Maine, not loafing about a camp, 
but pack on back, traversing the inmost recesses of the 
wilderness, where few even of the guides ever haye oc- 
casion to go. 

The happiest hours of my life have been spent there, and 
no one can have its interests more at heart than I. 

Your issue of Oct. 40 contamed an editorial on “The 
Maine Deer Law,” in which the possibility of legislation 
changing the beginning of lhe opet season from Oct. 1 to 
Sept. 1, is discussed and condemned. 
Two sides of the question are presented, some reasons 

being given for the change, and others against it. 
The latter seem to me, however, to pivot on a mistake of 

fact. However it may be elsewhere, in the game region of 
Maine, at least, the fawns on the ist of September are no 
longer dependent on the doe for their sustenance. They are 
there born in April or May, the guides suy, and in four 
months thereafter are fully weaned. (‘‘Antelope and Deer 
of America,” Caton, p. 308.) The males will winter in her 
company and remain until a new generation appears, while 
the females may stay by her for still another season. But 
that they are not fully able to take care of themselves by the 
Ist of September in the game region of Maine, however it 
may be elsewhere, personal observation, confirmed by the 
opinion of those who live among them the year round, con- 
vinces me is a mistake. ; 
Some think that when the coat of the fawn assumes the 

color of the adult, it is no longer dependent on its mother 
for food, Ihave never seen a fawn in those woods with a 
spotted coat after August 20, while I have seen quite a 
number before September 1, in which the change indicated 
was complete. 
Now, without personally advocating either side of this 

question, has it not a third side? In fact, is not this third side 
the only side at which the legislators of Maine, as the trustees 
of their constituents, have any moral right to look? 

That the general sense of the country ai large grows daily 
more favorable to game protection, is not more certain than 
that without the support of a favorable public opinion, no 
amount of legislation will accomplish fhe end in view, 
Violations of game laws, from the nature of the case, take 
place in secret. With a neutral public opinion where the 
infraction takes place, detection and punishment become dit- 
ficult, while in the face of a hostile population this is quite 
impossible, 

To secure this essential, should not the friends of protection 
discard all sentimentalism and confine themselves to such 
measures as will bear the closest scrutiny of cold common 
sense? As it seems to me, the following is about as far as it 
is prudent to go, at least, for the present, To such an extent 
as the necessities of the case require, prohibit slaughter until 
the stock is well replenished; but when this result, has been 
obtained, then remove all restrictions whatever, except such 
as may be required to assure thaf the natural increase shall 
at least keep pace, if it does not somewhat exceed the annual 
destruction, 

So far almost any one will follow; but excite a suspicion 
that this reform rests on the spirit which would break a 
man’s neck to save the life of a chippy bird, and the dimin- 
ished number of the advocates of protection will soon stand 
alone and powerless before the community, 
Now it seems to me that neither the wishes nor the inter- 

ests of visiting sportsmen, nor the welfare of the game itself 
(except as these may be incidentally inyolved), should weigh 
with the legislators of Maine one iota, 

Is it not their plain duty to ask, what is for the greatest 
good of the greatest number of their constituents who depend 
upon the game region for a liveliood, and to govern them- 
selves accordingly? 

It must not be forgotten that this section is not, and never 
can be, an agricultural country. It is a sea of mountains, 
covered with forest, and interspersed with morass and water. 
Its latitude is high, and its altitude above the sea level great; 
and it groans under the burden of a climate, not inaptly de- 
scribed as nine months of winter and three months of yery 
late in the fall. Except in a few exceptionally favored 
localities, the most carvful farming will produce only the 
barest necessaries of life. On lumbering in the winter, and 
ou the money left by visiting sportsmen at other times, the 
very existence of those humble dwellings which dot the 
margin of the wilderness depend, and on the latter far more 
than the former, 
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If_ these views are correct, then may not the question be 
divided, and fairly presented in this shape: 
First—What legislation will scatter the most dollars 

oak the population of that region, for every head of game 
ille 
Second—How far can the open season (the only season 

during which the dollars will scatter) be extended, without 
“killmg the goose which lays the golden egg?’ 
Now it is mathematically certain that if one resident kills 

a deer dressing, say one hundred and fifty pounds, and nets 
fifteen cents a pound for it, that head of game has benefited 
the region twenty-two and a half dollars and no more. 
Now let us see what would have been the result had a visit- 
ing sportsman killed the animal. In the first place he 
piiys to cart himself and baggage from the railroad to the 
ground and back (five dollars each way is a very moderate 
allowance, I know by experience) ten dollars. A. week will 
be far below the average time required to get in and out of 
the woods and accomplish any result, but let us allow that 
time. Then wages of one guide at two dollars and a half a 
day—seyenteen dollars and a half, Board for self two dollars, 
and guide one dollar a day—twenty-one'dollars. Boat three 
dollars and a half. Staying over night at hotel,where guide 
meets him—in and out—and incidentals, five dollars addi- 
tional. Thus one deer nets the community fifty-six and a 
half dollars. But during the month of September, the woods 
are so dense, and traveling so difficult and noisy, that still- 
hunting affords no possibility of success. Hounding is pro- 
hibited both by the law and by a strong publicsentiment. So 
but two chances are left, that of an accidental encounter with 
an animal during the brief period when it is crossing some 
stream and jack-hunting. That the hunter and his game, 
each moved by their own volition, should both meet at one 
single point on along water course at one and the same 
time is a contingency so infrequent that jack-hunting is 
practically the only resouree, 
Now we all know that game comes down to the water to 

feed but little during the month of September anyway, 
and not at all if the weather be wet or cold; while if wind 
prevail, howéver direct its course may be above the hills, 
along the streams and ponds it will eddy from every direc- 
tion, thus tainting the air so as to give timely notice of the 
hunter's approach. 

Then, again, where there is one feeding ground in that 
country which may be approached in a boat, there are a 
thousand which cannot be. So taking the chances of the 
weather into consideration, not one man out of three who 
makes the effort will get within hearing distance of game 
during a week in that month, Then out of those who do 
hear an animal, will one in five get a shot? I think not. Let 
those who have tried it in a country where every natural ad- 
vantage is on the side of the game judge. I have no fear 
but that such will bear witness that the number of times the 
game is heard behind a screen of bushes and there remains, 
or that no shot can be obtained from other causes, far ex- 
ceeds the proportion I have given, 

But what shall we take as the ratio between the success- 
ful shots, or eyen fhe hitting shots and the misses? It is the 
ereenhorns who are the most persistent in jack-hunting. He 
who has shot deer will put himself to no great inconvenience 
for this purpose, unless the meat is actually required for 
food. Now take any man who isreally a good shot ata 
bird or mark and confine him hour after hour in a con- 
strained position in a boat, and then place before him a 
brown object, its outline melting in the background so that 
one can scarcely be separated from the other when lis rifle 
is in his lap, and he has both eyes to look with, much less 
When he endeavors to take aim; consider the unaccustomed 
position from which he must shoot, the prevalent error of 
firing too soon, or of firing at a part of the animal, the loca- 
tion of which is guessed at instead of that which is actually 
visible; couple all these with the seemingly interminable 
length of time which intervenes between the moment that 
the presence of the animal is first detected and the time to 
fire, as well as the constantly increasing tension of the hunt- 
ers nerves, and throw over all the dim uncertaia light of a 
jack. Take the probable result of such conditions and com- 
pare it with the experience of all who are familiar with the 
usual course of events in jack-hunting, and is not one hit 
out of ten clean misses below the reality? 

Thus, for every deer killed by a visiting sportsman during 
that month over one thousand cash dollars wil] be scattered 
among the residents of the game region; and I believe those 
figures are far below, rather than above, the real mark. 
What other product of the face of the earth is proportion- 

ally so profitable, costing absolutely nothing in toil or money 
to plant, cultivate, or harvest, yet commanding such an enor- 
mous price in so certain a market? 

Clearly, theu, the greatest good of the greatest number of 
those dependent on the game region for their daily bread 
would be best subserved by forbidding the slaugliter of a 
single head of game by any but visiting sportsmen, if restric- 
tion in any such direction were absolutely necessary. At all 
eyents, are not these people justified in demanding, and 
would their Legislature be justified in refusing, all possible 
legislation to encourage so profitable a trade in a locality 
where ready money would otherwise be so very scarce? Bear 
in mind that this is not one of many sources of income, but 
is virtually, if not altogether, the little all of many of these 
very hard-working and in every way worthy people, 
Whether the families who dot the margin of that wilder- 
ness with their humble homes shall liye in comparative com- 
fort, or whether the most earnest struggle for life shall have 
but the barest necessaries as its fruit, depend on the advent 
or absence of these strangers. 

Viewing the question from this standpoint, the greatest 
good of the greatest number of those most deserving of con- 
sideration inthe premises, can it be questioned that the 
open season should be extended, unless greater injury than 
benefit will inure to these people from such a course? 

In other words, would adding one month to the beginning 
of the season so deplete the horned game of the Maine wil- 
deruess that ultimately sportsmen would no longer visit the 
country at all, or only in diminished numbers? It cannot 
be questioned that the change under discussion would largely 
increase the number of visiting sportsmen, and thus, for the 
time being at least, greatly benefit those people. 
Now what would be its effect in the future? For years 

deer and caribou have steadily increased throughout that 
wilderness until now they swarm. And why should they 
not? They have absolutely no natural enemies except the 
lynx and man. ‘The first grow scarcer every year before the 
skilled trappers who roam its woods, and as for the latter, 
every feature of the country isin fayor of the game and 
against the hunter. All those actually familiar with this 
tract agree to this, As to whether moose haye increased or 
not is more debatable ground, Till within the past few sea- 

sons I thought I could notice a diminution of their numbers; 
but I am now thoroughly convinced 1 was mistaken, and 
they as well have grown more plenty. 

Stop hounding, stop crust-hunting, but above all things 
stop market-hunting (all of which are now forbidden and are 
practically at an end), and the woods of Maine will furnish 
abundant game for generations; nor will the addition of the 
month of September. or even August for that matter, to the 
open season appreciably affect their number. 
You have spoken highly of the game laws of Maine, and 

justly, for they are worthy of all praise; but the source from 
which they sprung, and the reason of their practical effi- 
ciency, should not be lost to sight. The shrewd inhabitants 
of that State recognize fully the ambition of the city sports- 
man for the trophies of the woods, the plethora of his pocket- 
book, and the liberality of his disbursements if thus even a 
possibility of gratifying his ambition may be had, and finally 
how harmless his efforts generally are. That the cash of 
these visitors is the life-blood of the border settlements they 
well know, and that to hold their trade, the game and fish 
(the objects which bring them there) must be preseryed. 
Game protection is therefore more thoroughly understood, 
and more universally popular there than anywhere else in 
the country, as it seems to me, So important does this inter- 
esi appear that, in obedience to public opinion and at its 
request, and without legislation to that effect, no railroad in 
the State of Maine will transport dead large game at any sea- 
son of the year, open or close, and this purposely to kill 
market-hunting, and save the game for those who will dis- 
burse so freely for it, 
Among the guides of the Maine wilderness I have an 

extensive acquaintance, and nota few of them I am proud 
to call my friends. Notin the office of the Formsr AND 
STREAM Can sounder ideas on game protection, nor more 
consistent practice in the face of all forms of temptation, be 
found; and this not from sentiment alone, though that is 
not wanting, but from a thorough appreciation of the fact 
that upon an undiminished supply of fish and game their 
future welfare depends. 

They and the entire population of the border settlements 
are a unit in desiring at least a temporary extension of the 
close season. They know that the present rate of destruction 
faJls far short of the present rate of increase, and that this 
has been the case for years, until the woods are now 
thoroughly stocked, They know that adding the month of 
September to the open season will leaye the balance still 
largely in favor of the game. By the 1st of October they 
see with regret the visiting sportsmen abandon the woods, 
They see all the game that is killed fall before local hunters, 
without benefit to any one, except as furnishing so much 
additional and palatable food to his family. They think that 
since in this production of their soil all have a common 
interest, it should be disposed of in such a manner as to 
realize the greatest benefit to the community—that is to be 
sold in the highest market, and in the way that the price will 
be most widely and equitably distributed. They know that 
the proposed change will not practically affect the game 
supply, while it will greatly benefit them; and they naturally 
think their wishes, since they are the chief parties in interest, 
should govern. 

It would be unjust to suppose that I am not in sympathy 
with the spirit of your editorial. This case is but another 
example of the old adage ‘‘circumstances alter cases;’ and 
the local circumstances of so remote and inaccesible a region, 
can of course be known only to those who habitually visit it. 

The same reasoning applies to your suggestion to close the 
trouting season on Sept. 1 stead of Oct. 1. This change 
wouid work an injury to the human residents of that region, 
out of all proportion to the slight reduction in the number of 
trout which the proposed change would save—a saving by 
ho means necessary as yet, at least, since the supply is still 
superabundant. : Hunry P, WELLS. 
New York, Noy, 3, 1884, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The quantity of game being received by Boston market 

men is not more than one-fifth part as great as last fall, 
Partridges are in very limited supply. In fact only now and 
then a box comes to light. The dealers ‘‘do not understand 
it.” They have understood that the birds were fairly plenty 
in the woods but they do not come to hand. When they 
speak all their thoughts, however, they declare that the non- 
transportation game Jaw in Maine is the trouble. Now and 
then a box of partridges gets on to Massachusetts soil, marked 
starch,” from Aroostook county, or under some other blind, 
but the Maine wardens are vigilant and the game shipper 
runs too many risks to suit him. 

Quail not half grown—in point of weight at least—have 
been quite numerous in the market here. Prominent game 
observers are inclined to think that second broods—or at 
least very late broods—were brought out from some source 
orother, It is really a shame to shoot such young birds, 
eyen in open season, and even the market men don’t like the 
idea. One of them remarked the other day, as he held up a 
half-grown quail: ‘‘Look at that! Hardly got his feathers 
out, But then a quail is a quail to us fellows.” He smiled 
sicnificantly as le turned away. 

It is not pleasant to be obliged to say that even under the 
very strong non-transportation law of Maine, deer carcasses 
and even moose antlers do get out of that State and are seen 
here. A fine pair of moose horns came through the other 
day by some express or other, and were forwarded by a local 
express to the home of the owner at Boston Highlands. The 
horns weighed over thirty pounds and were really very large. 
The gentleman killed the moose Oct, 2 on the Upper Kenne- 
bee waters, He says the animal was called—a big bull—by 
imitating the bellow of a cow moose with a bireh-bark horn. 
When asked by a joking friend if he could bellow like a cow 
moose, the gentleman replied, ‘‘No; but I had a guide who 
could.” This is the second or third moose the same genile- 
man has killed in Maine during the past three years. His 
guide shot one still Jarger on their trip this fall. 
But the above paragraph was started to show that game 

does wrongfully get intothe Boston market from Maine, 
while really the forwarding of a pair of moose antlers is not 
so bad, and would hardly be objected to by the best friends 
of game protection, where the moose was killed fairly m 
open season, though the non-transportation law saysno, you 
must not forward the horns eyen, A fine pair of deer ant- 
lers came through the other day, and worse yet, fiye carcasses 
of venison came through last week, The name of the express 
company is known which forwarded them, and the Maine 
Commissioners haye been notified. These are about the only 
deer which have reached here from Maine this season, They 
were probably killed on the light fall of snow in that State 
aweek ago, Legitimate hunting is being well rewarded 
there this fall. -Governor Seldon Connor and party shot 

three deer in the Machias region, The Governor is a re- 
nowned deer hunter, as well as a true-hearted gentleman, 
though he carries some of the severest scars received in fight- 
ing for freedom of any living man, and ig about as near a 
cripple as a man can be and move at all, even with the help 
of crutches, But he still goes ‘nto the brush” every fall 
and brings out his deer, 

A. few pieces of venison have reached this market from 
the Provinces this fall. At least they came by water from 
that direction, but the suggestion will come up that they 
may have been killed upon Maine borders, A better public 
sentiment is what is needed in fayor of the protection of 
game and the overthrow of market-hunting. The borders of 
Maine are hundreds of miles in length and her forests cover 
tens of thousands of acres, and those disposed to break her 
game laws can do so and escape detection many, many times. 
But when guides and backwoodsmen learn that there are 
hundreds of ‘ York’ and Boston spottsmen who would gladly 
pay them $10—even twice that sum—tor the chance of a 
shot at the deer for which they can get perhaps not more 
than $3 if sent to Boston or New York markets, they are go- 
ing io drop market-bunting, with all its hardships and 
dangers of the game being confiscated—they are going to 
drop it as a bad job and turn the strongest friends of game 
preservation in the universe, Leaye the intelligence of Maine 
backwoodsmen alone for that. How would it do for sports- 
men and game protectors to form societies among the guides, 
pledged to protect the game around them according to law? 
Reading matter might be forwarded to them—the Forrsa 
AND STREAM would do a great work. It is only a question 
of time bringing them to see on which side their own interest 
lies, SPECIAL, 

HAWK, PRAIRIE DOG, PICCARY, WOLF. 

Editar Forest and Stream: 
The account of the dining of the Ichthyophagoi in a late 

FOREST AND STREAM, reminded me that I haye eaten several 
things which are not usually accounted good to eat, but 
which I found to be very good indeed. For instance, while 
ducking about a year ago, a few miles from Colorado, 
Mitchell county, Tex,, I had my attention diverted from the 
ducks by two large hawks, which seemed to be uncommonly 
saucy. They seemed to care not a row of pins for me or my 
gun. They repeatedly flew right over me, deliberately and 
slowly, as if curious to know what sort of a ihing that was 
that 1 carried in my hands, and which occasionally belched 
forth such a fuss and smoke and fire. J thought I would 
accommodate them with a knowledge as to how that thing 
could make a hawk feel when ‘‘turned loose” at him, I 
therefore ‘‘turned loose” two barrels, and two hawks tumbled 
to the ground, one stone dead and the other with a broken 
wing. 

I had my eight-year-old boy with me, and he insisted on 
taking the hawks to my car, to be cooked and eaten. When 
picked and dressed I noticed that they were exceedingly fat 
and that their flesh looked like chicken meat. They were 
nicely broiled, mopped a little with pepper and vinegar, and 
when placed on my table I obseryed that the smell of them 
was excetdingly comforting and appetizing. When we came 
to dispatch them, my boy thought they were far better than 
the baked ducks, and I thought so too. They were rather 
rich, being very oily, but they were tender, of a gamy, very 
good flavor, peculiar so itself, and entirely distinct from that 
of any other bird I ever ate. I was so pleased with my 
hawks that I invited Drs. Tolan and Pearson of Colorado to 
come and partake of the unfinished feast. Both pronounced 
the hawks a most excellent victual, and they are gentlemen 
of highly cultivated gastronomic taste. Previous to that 
time I had never let a hawk escape me if I could kill him, 
on the ground that he is a general villain deserving of death, 
but I had usually left their bodies where they fell. I now 
kill them for the pleasure and profit of eating their meat, 

However, since then I haye undertaken to eat some hawks 
which were not good, These were thin in order, as if they 
had heen doing penance by a long fast. Neither is a thin 
ox nor a thin hog good to eat. The chief food of the hawks 
T ate at Colorado had evidently been prairie cogs, which 
swarm all over that country, and which, during the fall 
months, are so fat they can hardly toddle. 

It naturally occurred to me that if the prairie dogs were 
such fine food for hawks, they would probably prove good 
food for man. I therefore shot two of these creatures and had 
them dressed and cooked under my own eyes. They were fat 
as butter-balls. They were roasted on spits over a mass of live 
coals in a small trench, and often mopped with a combina- 
tion of salt, pepper, vinegar and drawn butter, to which 
was added the melted fat of the animals themselyes, They 
were brought to my table beautifully barbecued, and you 
may judge that I liked the food when I tell you that 1 ate 
the bulk of these two dogs at one sitting. My boy held off 
for some time, being prejudiced against the name of dog, 
bul he finally fell to it and consumed all that was left, He 
then sopped all the gravy in the dish. From that day I 
marked the prairie dog with the hawk as admirable food for 
man, which will be appreciated when men grow wiser, and 
Lhope that I may have the pleasure some day of attending a 
feast of the Ichthyophagoi with a large store of these goodly 
viands on hand. It seems to me that the scope of the Ich- 
thyophagoi is entirely too limited. Besides the things that 
live in water and mud, it seems to me that they shouid also 
take in all manner of beasts of the field and fowls of the air. 

But I have undertaken to eat some things that were 
detestable. Shortly after experimenting with the hawks and 
prairie dogs, I encountered a herd of peccaries in the Sand 
Hills on the Staked Plains. I shot two and took their hams 
to my car, also the ribs of one. I had these cooked in various _ 
styles, but they were not good in any style. They had a 
strong flayor of musk and urine, which was very disagree- 
able in the mouth, and at the same time affected the nose 
unfavorably. After several trials we threw the whole cargo 
of peceary out of the window. It is right, however, that L 
should add that both of these animals were boars, and it 
would hardly be just to condemn the peccaries as food by 
amy experiment with them. It is well known among farmers 
that a boar hog makes a vile diet, and a bull is unfit to eat 
except when converted into bologna sausages. Had my pee- 
caries been sows, 1 might be able to make an entirely ditfer- 
ent report. I have been told by several who have eaten them 
often that they are almost as good as the pig. ‘The peccary 
lives on acorns and roots, and is a much more cleanly animal 
than the hog. But the male carries on his backa bulb or 
swelling which discharges a villainous smell when he is pro- 
voked, 

I have also undertaken to eat a wolf, but found thé meat- 
so extremely bad that I did not yenture beyond the first 
mouthful, It tasted. precisely a8 a dirty wet dog smells, and 
was gummy and otherwise offensive. But I did not under- 

— 
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take the eating of this wolfin theseryice of nor for the expan- 
sion of human knowledge. It was forced upon me as a 
necessity. Iwas then with a squad of Texas rangers, who, 
in their cager pursuit of a gang of murderous Indians, had 
yentured into a vast salt and alkali desert where there was 
no game. Our provisions having long since given out, we 
were reduced to wretched extremities, We were in this con- 
dition when the wolf was found and killed. We had him 
Skinned and roasted in a very short time, but there was not 
a man of us who could stomach more than the first taste of 
him, and I presume there were some as tough stomachs in 
that crowd as ever the Almighty created, ‘ The next game 
that was killed were a couple of very large, beautiful swans. 
We succeeded in eating them, but they were not a great deal 
better than the wolf. N. A. T 
PALESTINE, Texas, Nov. 3, 1884. 

IN DAKOTA SLOUGHS. 

Ss hundred miles is a good way to go for ducks and 
; geese, buf then when one Gan go but once a year, dis- 
tance is but of little account when the object is not so much 
the amount of game to be bagged as a complete change of 
scene and air, and consequent rest and recuperation. A 
Catholic friend of mine, a noted Chicago physician, who was 
obliged to make a trip to Southern Dakota in the dead of 
Winter and became snowbound in Iowa, told me upon his 
return that Dakota ‘‘was heaven, but you had to go through 
purgatory to get there.”” But a trip through Wisconsin and 
Minnesota in October is quite another matter. The weird 
Devil’s Lake and the “‘dalles” of the Wisconsin River are 
some of the objects of interest en route, but they have often 
been described by abler penss than mine, and no doubt are 
familiar to most of the readers of this journal. 

This year I had with me my young friend Frank G., who 
enjoyed the scenery along the route as much as I did myself 
the first time I went over the road. We left Chicago at 9 
A. M., Oct. 28, by C. & N, W. Railway, in a Wagner sleeper, 
which we had more or less to ourselves during the day, as 
the travel over this route is yery light at this season, the new 
suttlers nearly all going West in the spring. Arrived at. 
Winona after dark, where we heard the geese passing over 
the city and apparently somewhat disturbed in their minds 
by the electric lights, 

At Tracy where we breakfasted and dropped the sleeper, 
we encountered the first hunting party we had met, and 
while in the Territory we became impressed with the fact 
that its reputation asa ‘“sportsman’s paradise” had been 
pretty extensively advertised, for we met or heard of hunt- 
ing parties almost every day. ‘‘The woods were. full of 
them”—only there are no woods—and some were gentlemen 
and true sportsmen, and some were otherwise, 

One man hailing from I]linois boasted that he had killed 
over 700 prairie chickens since July. As he was nota 
market hunter, and the law forbids the shipment of any } 
species of grouse out of the Territory, such slaughter would 
seem to be without excuse. No doubt market and pot-hunt- 
ers are entitled to a share of the blame for the rapid thinning 
out of game; but here was a manof 55 years of age, evidently 
brought up to the use of firearms, with two dogs that knew 
their business, and a first-class equipment throughout, who 
foes to a new country where the chickens have ouly been in 
four years, and boasts that he has killed over 700. While I 
don’t want to exonerate any one, yet it is tosuch gentry that 
we are indebted for the rapid extinction of grouse in Dlinois, 
Wisconsin and lowa, much more than to the market and 
pot-hunters. Idon’t say that I am blameless myself, but 
that was way back in 65 and L was then but a boy, and not 
a gray-haired man like the example I have cited. Wearrived 
at Preston on time, and found one of our friends at the depot 
awaiting our arrival, Loading our traps into the wagon, in 
about an hour we were at our destination, a farmhouse five 
miles from the village and about one from Lake Henry, and 
perhaps two from Lake Thompson. That afternoon we 
could do little more than put things in trim for the morrow’s 

- campaign, visit our friends, look over the farm and note the 
improyements made since my visit of two years ago. 

Great changes take place in a new country in two years 
and Dakota is no exception. Good houses and barns have 
given place to frame structures, and the erection of graneries 
show that the farmers are getting out of debt and are not 
forced to market their grain as fast as threshed in order to 
pay their bills, but can hold back a portion for better prices 
later on in the season. ‘Ihe increased amount of stubble, 
however, we found to work to onr disadvantage in goose 
shooting, the birds being more scattered than two years ago. 

Saturday morning found us among the sloughs bagging 
ducks of any and all kinds, and in the afternoon behind the 
weeds on the edge of a stubble field pounding away at the 
mallards. It is wonderful how hard it is to find good cover 
on these prairies, althongh as a general thing they are not 
burnt over until spring and the grass is two to three feet 
high, yet any position but a prone one, either face down or 
up, seems to be an impossibility, and then the chances are 
that the flying ducks will discover the shooter before they 
come in range of his gun, Frank tried a sort of a com- 
promise between a sift down and a lie down, but it ended in 
skinned nose and a bumped head. ‘‘Great Scott,” he said, 
“how that gun does kick!” In the wild rice along the lakes 
and some of the sloughs the shooter can stand erect or kneel 
down, but this shooting from the buffalo grass gets the best 
of us. But then what did it matter if we did have to shoot 
about fiyé times to every duck, bagged ducks were plent 
and so were shells, for we brought out a good supply and 
meant to use them up before our return. 

The rain drove us in about 4 o'clock, and after a short 
rest we put on our rubber coats, hid in the grass on the mar- 
gin of a slough quite near the house, and had some splendid 
shooting, until 11 gotso dark we could see no longer either 
to shoot or recover our birds. Sunday was clear and cold, 
and the forenoon we spent about the stove, attending ser- 
vices in the schoolhouse near by both afternoon and evening. 
Monday morning, our host being busy, Frank and myself 
Went onan exploring expedition on out own hook. We 
found good shooting in a slough, and having about all we 
wanted to take, came iv to dinner, and spent a little time 
among the geese on the stubble in the afternoon, Tuesday 
was 4 repetition of Monday’s programme, except that we had 
our host with us, and that the afternoon was given over to 
the ducks. We found a piece of buckwheat that had been 
sown as 2 scavenger crop and left unharvyested, and this was 
bordered by a tree claim. The trees were willow, and about 
four to five feet high, affording a pretty fair blind, and no 
amount of pounding on our part was sufficicnt to keep the 
birds from coming in. We shot uotil we had enough for 
our own eating, some for the neighbors, and a goodly num- 
her to send home, and upon looking over our birds were sur. 

. : 

prised to find them all mallards, and a majority of them 
drakes, They made about as fine a show as one would care 
fo see. Wednesday our host drove us to Lake Thompson. 
This is a fine sheet of water some eight to ten miles in 
length, and perhaps three to four in width. All the trees 
for miles abcut are on the ridge between Jakes Henry and 
Thompson, and consist mostly of willow and cottonwood, 
with an undergrowth of wild plum and fox grape. Some 
four years ago there was one large cottonwood that served 
as a landmark, and that could be seen from fifteen to twenty 
miles around, but some one got short of fuel and the tree 
was cut down. This timber is not at all thick, but itis all 
there is about there, and consequently becomes the haunt of 
the wolves for miles about in the winter time and is not a 
very safe placeafter nightfall Wewere shown an Indian 
trail that had been used for many years, and although the 
Indians have been removed for a number of years, the trail 
is still plainly marked, There are many indications to show 
that this little strip of timber was a favorite camping ground 
of the red men, and from the number of buffalo bones seat- 
tered about would seem as though the skin hunters had had 
a big “surround” between these lakes at no very remote 
period, The water in both of them is perfectly clear and 
there seems to be no reason why they should not be full of 
fish, but none have been caught and none seen except min- 
nows, although lakes a few miles off are so full of pick- 
erel that the farmers catch and feed them to their hogs. 
The geese and brant flew into the lakes all day, but our 
guns soon drove them far beyond range and all the shooting 
we could get was at incoming birds as they pilched into the 
lake. We could have loaded up the buggy with ducks, but 
they were not the game we were after. Returning home we 
put in an hour or so at a point on the inlet to Lake Henry 
known as the Upper Sangamon River and bagged a num- 
ber of ducks, 

Thursday we also spent along this river, but the day was 
bright with a strong south wind, and the birds were not 
flying much. However we got enough to filla cheap trunk 
which we purchased and took home with us as baggage the 
next day, having enjoyed ourselves most hugely the whole 
week, Frank felt a little cut up to think the boys would 
not introduce him to the schoolmarm, but then young 
fellows are plenty and pretty girls scarce and in demand in 
Dakota. It is no country for ‘‘Nessmuk,” for there are no 
rattlesnakes, but a good place for the average sportsman, 
who can be content to sleep in-doors and forego the attractions 
of a browse bed and camp-fire. Nor is Kingsbury county 
the only place where game abounds, although there is a hotel 
at Preston and two at De Smet, the county seat, nine miles 
west, and Lake Preston is but a half mile from the station, 
and there are good sloughs less than a mile from De Smet; 
but we went there by invitation of old-time friends, once 
residents of the Highland Park. No better shooting can be 
had than on a slough east of Nordland, and the obliging con- 
ductor will stop and let one off although it is between sta- 
tions. Indeed there are many places, both on the North- 
western and St. Paul roads, where good shooting can be 
had. A party going out should take decoys and a portable 
boat as part of their outfit, as they are hard to obtain at fair 
prices in the Territory. Harry Hunter. 
HIGHLAND Park, Ill., Nov. 6. 

THE QUESTION OF NUMBERS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your correspondent from Western New York speaks 

ratuer strongly against one gun scoring 300 grouse in a single 
season, saying that five should satisfy any one who is not a 
pot-hunter. While not caring to reopen the question as to 
what constitutes a pot-hunter (the subject has been pretty 
well discussed already), I wish to say, that. for the past two 
years I have been one of the game wardens of this town, and 
I do not think that any one in this State observes the game 
laws in a stricter sense than I do. 

The number of grouse your correspondent mentions as 
being enough is certainly small, and a man cannot be much 
of a shot, or else shoots over a section of couniry where 
grouse are few and far between, not to be able to bag that 
number in one or two days’ shooting. While I do not claim 
to be one of those dead shots who say they can kill four out 
of five grouse, taking all chances, | think I can bag more 
birds out of a given number of shots than the average shooter, 
and also that the only means by which I obtain them are by 
the help of a pretty good setter and a 12-cauge Scott gun. 
It may not be considered strictly sportsmanlike to shoot 
ruffed grouse from the trees, but I occasionally do so, killing 
about one bird in ten out of those, I bag from thick pines 
or hemlocks, and think the majority of spartsmen will do 
likewise when the opportunity offers. 

It is also said that probably grouse are plenty in this re- 
gion. They are here in pretty fair numbers, and as far 
as exhausting the supply and seeing them grow scarcer 
each year, | wil! say that for the last ten years | have hunted 
over the same grounds, covering a section of perhaps four or 
five miles in the immediate vicinity of my home, and every 
season I get the best bags and the majority of my birds on 
these grounds. Occasionally I have made trips of three or 
four days to parts of the State which I know are not hunted, 
for instance to the town ot Stoddard, where you can drive 
eight or nine miles without passing an inhabited house, I 
hunted the above country as well as I knew how, and al- 
though there was plenty of the right sort of cover for grouse 

y | they were very scarce, and I could not find one bird where T 
can find five on my old ground, 

Regarding the number of days I spend in the cover, I 
think taking September, October and November, three days 
in each week will cover the time devoted to the birds. I 
could if I wished put in a greater number of days, and by 
owning acouple of dogs to work on alternate days, [could bag 
600 grouse, instead of from 250 to 300, asI usually do, A 
few years ago a friend of mine, one of New England's best 
shots, spent three days with me, and we killed on the same 
grounds I had hunted over for a number of years, fifty-three 
grouse and five woodcock. I suppose this will rouse up 
Western New York again. And my friend said that I did 
not half hunt this region, and that I ought to kill at least 
five hundred grouse-eyery season. 
Now, Mr. Editor, if I wished to shoot solely to see how 

much game I could bag, 1 should own two or three setters 
(instead of one old and nearly blind dog), and by following 
up the: birds five days in each week all through the season I 
could make a pretty large bag; but as it pow stands, l always 
stop on grouse as soon as the snow comes, whether we get. it by 
the middle of November or later. Time and time again, 
when hunting foxes on the snow, I have had grouse get up 
all around me, affording chances to bag a number, but have 
stood and let them go without a shot. The same with rab- 

bits; I see a great many each winter. And, furthermore, I 
never sell any of my birds, all which are not used at. home 
being given away tofriends, This season I haveso disposed 
of about seventy grouse, some of them going as far as your 
city. C. M.S. 
DunBarton, N. H., Nov. 10, 1884. 

LONG ISLAND SHOOTING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
There are at presenta great many wildfowl in our bay. 

They were a long time getting here this season, but it’s bet- 
ter late than neyer. The broadbill, sheldrake, coot, gray 
and black ducks, are most numerous, and occasionally mal- 
lards, redheads, and canvas-backs are killed; but very few 
of the latter, The geese and brant have also been backward. 
in coming along this season, although several geese were 
killed last month. There are good feeding grounds in this 
part of the Great South Bay for wildfowl, and when they 
once get here they are loth to leave. I have often known 
the geese, brant, gray and black ducks, if the weather is not 
foo severe, to stay in the bay over winter, rather than risk 
their chances elsewhere. If it were not for the sportsmen, 
it would be a, paradise for birds, buf as it is, itis a paradise 
for sportsmen. There are quite a number of guides here 
with boats and decoys, who thoroughly understand their 
business and are good shots. They occasionally bag over a 
hundred ducks a day, but asa general rule, from ten to 
twenty-five ducks is considered a good day’s sport. The 
continued warm weather this season had kept back the birds, 
but the last few days being cold, it brought them in the bay 
in great numbers, and the prospects are very favorable for 
the rest of the season. 

The upland shooting is quite good, and quail more numer- 
ous than they have been for three years past. One party 
bagged thirteen quailin the forenoon yesterday. Rabbits 
are plenty, and there are miles of good hunting grounds in 
the vicinity where they can be found, and guides to be had, 
with dogs to hunt them. Rabbit shooting will be better after 
we have a heavy frost to take the leayes from the trees and 
shrubbery, that the sportsman can get a better sight at them 
as they skip before the hounds through the underbrush. 

Sportsmen can find good accommodations near the South 
Oyster Bay depot convenient for the bay and upland shoot- 
ing. O. OC. 
SourH Oyster Bay, Long Island, Nov. 6. 

THE BEAR THAT | DID NOT GET. 

OME years ago, when Texas was not as well supplied 
with railroads as she is now; there was a mail line run- 

ning from Jacksboro south, through Fort Belknap, Griffin, 
and Phantom Hill to Fort Concho. It was carried on buck- 
boards drawn by mules, and about every thirty miles there 
was arelay station where the mules were changed. These 
stations were generally occupied by only one man, who had 
very little to do except look after two or three mules, and 
keep a lookout for Indians. They used to call on him once 
in a while and sometimes relieved him of hig mules, and his 
scalp also, if he did not succeed in standing them off. I was 
stopping at one of these stutions in July and August 1869. It 
was at the lower end of Mountain Pass, half way between 
Phantom Hill and old Fort Chadbourne; I had nothing to 
do and put in most of my time hunting. While traveling 
around through the mountains, | came across bear tracks 
more than once, but had not yet seen the bear. The station- 
keeper’s name was Gillis, he was a Kentuckian, and 
claimed to be an old bear hunter, He was a pretty 
good shot. JI told him about finding these bear 
signs, and he made me promise to hunt for the bear 
until I found him, and then let him know and he would kill 
him for me. With a mental reservation to try and do the 
killing myself, I kept looking for him for several days but 
without success, Finally one evening about an hour before 
sunset [saw him. He was up at the head of a steep ravine 
about two miles away from the station. I called Gillis and 
we both siarted for him. Hach of us had a Spencer carbine. 
The rayine was about half a mile long and very steep, and 
the bear was up at the head of it pretty well up the hill. He 
remained in one spot all the time. When we got to within 
about 200 yards of him Gillis called a halt. ‘‘Now,” said 
he, ‘‘that bear is going to give us trouble.” ‘Do you think 
he will fight?” Lasked him. ‘‘Fight!” says he; “Just wait 
until one of us hits him and you will get all the fight you 
want.” The bear was all this time busy turning over loose 
stones in search of bugs or something. He had his back to 
us and had not yet seen us. Finally I proposed that I should 
take the right hand side of the ravine and Gillis the left, and 
get as close on him as possible. I told Gillis to take 
the first shot and we started. Mv side of the ravine 
was covered with small dead cedars, and I was some 
time getting up opposite the bear. When got 
to witbin fifty yards of him he heard me and turned his 
head. Idropped and kept still. Just then Gillis fired and 
missed him; the ball flew over my head so close 1 could hear 
it sing. The bear heard it also and started down the hill. 
and lafter him. I fired two shots at him, and after I had 
fired the second time he dropped and turned around. Now 
comes the fight, I thought. I dropped on one knee and fired 
again, taking aim at his head; he shook it and started to run 
again. I could not keep up with him anylonger. Just then 
Gillis came up, His gun was disabled. In springing the 
lever after the first shot a cartridge had got fast, and so his 
gun was of no use at present. Meanwhile the bear was 
making good time down the ravine, At the foot of it he 
commenced to climb the ridge, and we did the same higher 
up. I wanted to head him off. Iwas pretty well satistied 
that he did not belong to a fighting family of bears, and I 
hoped to get in front of him again and give him another shot 
or two; but it was of no use, he kept out of our reach, and 
after running over two more ridges he ran into a little cave 
on the side of the mountain. 

It was now getting dark, we could do no more that night. 
I wanted to stay there and watch for him but Gillis said he 
would not come out again that night. Next morning I was 
up at his cave before sunrise. I climbed up on the mountain 
side above it and sat down to wait for him; in about half an 
hour he crawled out and started off down hill, I sprung the 
lever of my gun to load it and in my hurry did not half cock 
it first, so, as a matter of course, the loud came out of the 
muzzle and the report notified the bear that I was after him 
again, My feet slipped at the same time and I commenced 
to slide down the mountain, I began to wonder what would 
happen when I overtook that bear if I could not stop myself 
before then. I got myself stopped, however, and got one 
shot at him just as he reached the foot. He ran into a little 
thicket of plum bushes and I stopped at the edge of it to try 
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and locate him before I went in; I did not want to go in too 
much of a hurry and maybe step on him. I could not see 
anything more of him, so after going clear around the patch 
I started to go back to the station and get the station keeper 
out after him again. As I crossed below the lower end of 
the plum patch I saw bis tracks again in the sand, they led 
down toward the station and I kept on, he crossed the flat 
some distance above our station and was making for a water 
hole I thought. I took.a short cut and went to the water 
hole, he had been ahead of me and had left again, so 1 con- 
cluded to go home and get breakfast and then take up his 
trail again. 

After breakfast I went back to the waterhole and started 
on his trail. His tracks were very plam for some time. He 
had went through a bottom covered with tall grass, and made 
a lane through it; then he took to the chapparall, and the 
ground heing hard, he left no tracks, so I had to follow by 
guess work. After going through the mesquit bushes for 
five miles or more and seeing nothing more of him, I con- 
cluded to give him up for the present, and wait until he 
showed up in our neighborhood again, so I started for a 
small creek about two miles away to look for wild plums. 
When I got there | wanted water worse than plums, so lay 
down on the bank of the creek to drink. Just then I heard 
a noise in the bushes below, and looked up in time to see the 
same old bear leaving as fast as his legs could carry him. 
I sent a couple of shots after him to hurry him up, but was 
too tired to follow him, and Il wever saw him afterward. I 
did not get back to the station until after dark that night, 
and the bear never came back while I remained there. 
Fort Lowe, Arizona, November, 1884. Ayal Bs 

SOME REMARKABLE SHOTS. 

Editor Horest and Stream: 
Thavein my mind some curious shots that I haye made, 

and give them to you, hoping others having similar experi- 
ence will do the same I once attempted to stalk some 
pigeons that had alighted in @ ravine in a wheat stubble. A 
beech tree stood on the bank and I attempted to get up be- 
hind it for a shot. When a few feet from thé tree, the 
pigeons all rose from the ground in a cloud, and so discon- 
ecrted me that my thumb slipped off the hammer and the 
charge went into the air ‘To my intense surprise down 
came two pigeons plump in front of my face. Now, where 
did they come from? Perhaps some were still inthe tree 
and the charge went that way, but I never knew; I did 
know that I didn’t shoot toward the flock from the ravine, 
and how I got those two always must remain a mystery. 

At another time I fired at a ruffed grouse flying teward a 
thicket in a clearing, and on going to pick him up, I heard 
something flip in the bushes a few yards ahead. Going to 
lonk, I discovered another grouse shot through the head. 
The bird had apparently been standing in the line of fire and 
got caught. I hunted that clearing thoroughly and not an- 
other bird could 1 put up. 

At another time I fired at a grouse going across a little 
valley in the woods, I being on the bank above, and missed 
him clean, but killed another sitting at the foot of a small 
beech down in the hollow. I thought they must be plenty 
down there, so J tried to find them, but the dead one was all 
there was, If that was not “‘bullhead luck,” what would 
you call it? Idid the same trick on snipe afterward, only 
the charge struck the side of a small knoll and killed one 
sitting there. I fired at a squirrel nearly over my head 
which was looking down from a big hole in the top of a 
rotten stub; down he came with a lot of dust and pieces of 

wood, and struck just in front of me. When I cleared my 
eyes from dirt and looked down, there was another lying 
elose to my feet. Next! CHIPPEWA. 
SEYILLE, O, 

Hiditer Forest and Stream: 
I send you a peculiar incident that happened with me 

while going around the shore of a pond in search of crip- 
pled ducks. The morning’s flight being over, I fired ata 
duck in the bushes, and upou wading out to get it, I 
noticed considerable commotion among the rushes just 
beyond the duck, and supposed, of course, that I had killed 
another duck, You can imagine my astonishment when, 
instead of a duck, I found that a two-pound black bass with 
a No. 4 shot in its head was making the disturbance. I 
have seen a squirrel and a pigeon killed with the same 
charge, but when you get fish and fowl at the same time it 
simply beats the record. NEB, 
KaAnamMazoo, Mich, 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

I eae West Jersey Game Protective Society made a whole- 
sale arrest last Sunday for the violation of the law 

which relates to shooting on the Sabbath. Quite a number 
of duckers were ‘‘taken in” at the Pennsylvania shore and 
their guns, skiffs and decoys confiscated or held as security 
for the payment of the fine. It is claimed by those that 
were arrested that they were not gunning on Sunday, but 
only on their way home from trips entered upon the day be- 
fore, and that the tide delayed them. Be that as it may, 
they were found with all the appurtenances necessary for 
ducking with them, and the officers having heard consider- 
able shooting during the day on the Pennsylvania shore, con- 
sider their side of the question quite as strong as that of 
those srrested. 

Requcsts haye been made for all sportsmen who have shot 
rail this season on the Delaware, with a view of competing 
for the prize cups offered, to seud in their scores, names of 
their pushers, and satisfactory verification of the number of 
pirds killed. We fear there will be considerable squabbling 
about this. 

The duck shooting season at Havre de Grace opened on 
the first Monday in November, with many redheads present. 
Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday until Jan. 1, when 
Saturday is added to the list, a fusillade will be carried on. 
The fow! are in excellent order, and this year there isa good 
crop of celery. Bushwacking seems to have increased this 
season, and many with this less expensive outfit are on the 
grounds. ; ae, ; ; 
Among those who will participate in this season’s duck 

shooting, and who own sloops and sink-boxes at Havre de 
Grace, are Judge Gildersleeve of the Widgeon, Ool, Sanford, 
Major Sudman, Receiver “sbourne, Mr. H. D. Polhemus, 
aud Broker J. H, De Motte Tue shooting from the points 
has not yet been very guod, but will be later in the season, 
when the continual pipiug of the fowl will have separated 
the large flocks au: kept Lhem moving or ‘‘trading” from 
one ground to another. 

Quail shooliug in voth Maryland and Delaware has been 

good the past week; but few sportsmen started, however, 
owing to the intense excitement attendant upon the elections. 
One party who made the country about Harrington, Del., 

their stamping grounds for guail stumbled upon a flight of 
woodcock just arrived, and found them so numerous that 
the greater part of their time was occupied with them. 
Wild turkeys are numerous in the mountains around 

McConnelsville, Pa,, and the local hunters are killing them 
in fair pumbers, The westerly winds of the past week made 
duck shooting poor at Barnegat and Tuckerton bays. There 
seems to be plenty of fowl at those grounds, but we know 
there are numerous local gunners who monopolize the best 
points, going to them as early as 3 o’clock in the morning 
(long before it is necessary) in order to claim the ground for 
that day, At Havre de Grace the law prohibits the putting 
out of decoys before 5 A. M., and it should be so on the New 
Jersey coast. Homo. 

NEBRASKA NOTES. 

(REN shooting in Hastern Nebraska, except in some 
of the extreme nortliern counties, is a thing of the 

past. The land is all cultivated or burned oyer, which 
leaves them no place to nest. There is of course now and 
then a covey raised. but if some poacher from town don’t 
exterminate them the farmers’ boys do, long before the law 
is off. If one is bound to have a mess of chickens raised 
here he must go after them the last of July, and then the 
proper implement to hunt them with is some bug hunters’ 
butterfly net. I have not shot a chicken for the last three 
years, except during the fall flight, after they have packed 
north of us, and are on their way south. I have shot a few 
this fall, and yesterday morning my son brought in five 
beauties, 

Quail are fairly plentiful and but little hunted, for when 
it is lawful to shoot quail we have ducks and geese, and 
most of our hunters would rather shoot them than quail, I 
suppose because they are larger. The law on quail, lam 
happy to say, is pretty well obeyed, 

Ducks are in force, teal have come and gone, mallards 
plenty. A party came in yesterday with seventy ducks, and 
I saw among them mallards, redheads, widgeon, canyas- 
backs, bluebills, broadbills, gray ducks, and one green- 
winged teal. Wilson’s suipe are plenty and not much 
hunted. i 
We have a few deer along the Missouri bottoms, The law 

is very well obeyed in regard to them As we cannot hound 
them they are not hunted until we have a tracking snow. 
The gun we use here fur them is (speak it low) a heavy 10- 
bore choke, loaded with about five drams and nine buckshot, 
and it is very seldom that a wounded deer is lost. In this 
vicinity we have but very few 12-bore guns, 10-bores are 
used mostly, weighing from 9 to104 pounds, Many of them 
are trash—cheap Hnglish guns that are made, Jike the man’s 
razors, to sell The American makers are well represented. 

Through {he kindness of Mr. D. W. Cross, of Cleveland, 
Ohio, a few of us procured a half pound of the seed pods of 
the wild celery, which we planted in one of our lakes, and 
we hope that the experiment will be successful. 

HEMATITE, 
Buarr, Neb., Oct. 30. 

MARYLAND Duckine,—Charlestown, Md., Noy. 10.—The 
ducking season began here Noy. 3, and from all that one can 
glean the outlook is indicative of a good one. The gunning 
days are Monday, Wednesday and Friday of each week. The 
ducks are increasing in numbers each day. H. Ripiey, of your 
city, a grandson of Sydney Dillon, Esq., had J. B. Graham’s 
handsome ducking paraphernalia the first day and succeeded 
in bagging 60 ducks on tlie famous Susquehanna flats. Dr. 
Karsner and William Greenwood, of Philadelphia, killed 
139 same day. A. L. Humbol t, the well-known druggist of 
Philadelphia, and Dr. Karsner of same city killed 40 the 
second duy. This party also had Graham’s “rig,” Friday 
was the “‘boss” day, there being killed by several parties from 
100 to 150 each, and one killed 225. This is one of the best 
places for ducking in the State. It is easy of access. Board 
cen be had of the best kind very low, and every inducement 
offered that tends to make one enjoy a trip of this kind, 
Will write you a few notes again next week.—G. 8. M. 

Marne Gamp.—Lynn, Mass., Nov. 1.—A short time ago 
Mr. A, O. Carter, of the firm of Miles & Carter, of the 
Kirtland House, in company with three friends, went on a 
gunning trip to Maine, going several miles into the State. 
Arriying at the west branch of the Penobscot, it was found 
necessary to canoe it for forty miles. Arriving at lakes 
Pemedomecook, Millenosket and North Trim, game was 
found in abundance, and Mr. Carter, brother, and his friend 
had the satisfaction of killing several deer, five caribous, 
minks, ducks, and a host of other small game. Pickerel 
fishing was the finest they had ever seen, and good specimens 
were taken from this water. Mr. Carter on his return home 
brought four skins and two sets of antlers, and reports that 
it was one of the most successfui gunning expeditions that 
he ever took part in. 

Monrana.—Cecil, Lewis and Clarke Co., Mon., Oct. 22.— 
In this part of the country this fall, prairie chickens and 
mountain grouse are very plentiful. Wild geese began flying 
south Oct 19. None have stopped in this locality; ducks 
are scarce as yet. Black and cinnamon bears are out in 
force, about half a dozen haying been killed near here this 
summer. Indians and prospectors report elk as being 
plentiful in the mountains, But few deer have ventured 
down yet, and after the tremendous slaughter last fall and 
winter I imagine that they will be comparatively scarce this 
year. Beaver are numerous along the streams. Have seen 
but one band of antelope this summer, and have not heard 
of a single buffalo being killed in the Territory since last 
year, ‘Trout of course were plentiful during the summer,— 
H. M. P. 

SunitivAn County.—Hldred, Sullivan County, N. Y., 
Nov. 8.—The shooting in this neighborhood has been un- 
usually good this season for woodcock and partridge, Some 
gentlemen have had fifty shots perday. A market-hunter 
sent to New York city 380 partridges of his own killing in 
the month of October. Deer are as plenty as usual, but they 
don’t follow the old runways, and but few have been killed, 
They don’t stop for buckshot, even at thirty and twenty-four 
yards from shooter. 1 have good rabbit hounds, deerhounds, 
*coon dovs and a fine pointer, My dogs treed six ’coons, and 
we killed them before 10 o’clock, one evening last week, —I. 
M. BRADLEY, 

“Rad and Gun in California,” by T. 8. Van Dyke, is the best thing 
on the game of than country. For sale at this office. Price $1.50.— 

Us 

Dr GeRRisu’s Guyn,—Exeter, N. H., Noy. 10,—Hditor 
Forest and Stream; Some six weeks since I had the misfor- 
tune to lose a yaluable gun, a description of whieh appeared 
in ForEst AND Strwam. Since that time I have heard ~ 
nothing from the stolen gun, but on Friday of last week, the 
opening day of our first New England tournament, an ele- 
gant gun, built by Messrs. Schaefer & Son, of Boston, ‘‘dup- 
licate of my lost gun,” was presented to me by Mr, I. N. 
Frye on behalf of my friends in Exeter and the sportsmen 
throughout New England. At that time I was unable to 
say much of anything, but I would like now to thank my 
good friends for this token of their brotherly kindness and 
good wlll, and hope never to forfeit their confidence and 
respect.,—C. H. Gmrrisn, 

A Capiran Rerrreyer.—An English paper reports: Mr. 
Wn, Levitt, of Parkhill, was out duck shooting, and had 
only got one solitary duck, but was consoling himself with 
the idea that he was better off than many other Parkhill 
sportsmen who had come home without any. Just as he 
was about to start for home, along came a farmer with a 
dog, which he said was a splendid retriever, He said to 
Mr. Levitt: “Now, just you throw that duck you have in 
your hand into the Seebee, and see haw quick my dog will 
bring it out.” Mr. Levitt tossed in the duck, and after it 
Went the dog, but when the dog had captured the duck he 
took if to the opposite side of the Seebee and ate itin full 
view of Mr. Levitt and the farmer. 

GrorciA.—Brunswick, Nov. 4.—Grand prospects for 
game here this season. Ducks arecoming in with every cold 
spell, and we hope to have good woodcock and snipe shoot- 
ing. Quail pleutiful.—aA, J, C, 

Manrropa.—Winnipeg, Oct. 31.—Grouse and prairie 
chickens are very plentiful here, and afford splendid sport.— 
R. 

QuArnmne on Lone IsuAnp.—Three men, three guns, 
three dogs, eight hours’ hard work—one robin, —P. 

Sea and River ishing. 

FISH IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER. 

Black bass (Micropterus), two | Pike perch (Stizostethton). 
species, Yellow perch (Perca fluviatilis), 

Striped bass or rockfish (Roccus | Sheepshead (Archosargus). 
lineatus), Kingfish or barb (Menticirrus). 

Weekfish or salt-water trout | Rock bassorred eye (Ambloplites) 
(Cynosciron). d War-moutb (Chenobryttus). 

Bluefish or taylor (Pomatomus Crappis (Pornoxys migromacu- 
saltatriz). latus). 

Tomeod or frost fish (Microgadus | Bachelor Drorhagas antularis). 
tomeodus). Tautog or blackfish (Tautoga 

Pike ( Hsoa Lucius). 
Pickerel (Hsoa reticulatus). 
Mascalonge (Esox nobilior). 

onitis), 
Channel bass, spot, or red fish 
(Scienops occellatus). 

VITALITY OF BLACK BASS. 

WRITER in the Washington (D. C.) Republic, Nov. 8, 
gives the following instance of the vitality of the black 

bass. As his article contains his yiews on bait-fishing for this 
fish we give if entire: 

“Black bass fishing on the Potomac is now in order, 
though the prospect of satisfactory success will be greater a 
little later, when the weather is colder. All sportsmen 
use the rod and reel, and many the artificial fly in season. 
The minnow is the almost universal bait used. It is a ques- 
tion if it be best to use a sinker on the bottom and allow the 
minnow to swim at the end of a leader, or use a float and 
light sinker, allowing the minnow to go where hecan. I 
incline to the former method, as the minnow will live longer 
and be much more lively, having no weight of linc and 
sinker to ‘tug.’ The more delicate the tackle the greater 
pleasure. It should be so delicate as to render the 
landing-net a necessity, All fishermen know the best 
places 1o take the gamy beauties. Seneca Lake is 
a favorite resort, though almost any other place from 
Little Falls, away up the river, may be as _ good, 
or better. Fish are like people—they wander—and the best 
place to catch them is where you find them. The vitality— 
the staying quality—of the bass is remarkable, though, from 
personal experience, | much prefer trout fishing. I have 
known a black bass to be rolled up in a bundle with others, 
wrapped around with a copy of the Formst AND STREAM, 
at 4 o’clock in the afternoon, transported ten miles by 
buggy and twenty by rail to the city, upon being unrolled at 
10 o’clock, found with the print of the letters on its sides 
and alive. Upon being placed in a pail of Potomac water, 
in ten minutes it was trying to jump the pail. It Was then 
placed in a tub of water out in the night air, and in an hour 
was a very lively rooster. In the morning, probably owing 
to the strong light, it was found keeled over on its side, but 
on being gently reminded where it was, afforded a three-year- 
old boy much amusement.” 

Passing by all questions of table excellence between fishes 
that are killed instantly and those that perish slowly, aud all 
considerations of inhumanity in allowing an animal to die 
by suffocation in a medium which it cannot Hreathe, we- 
note the fact that while mankind will eat fish which die of 
asphyxia, birds that are strangled in snares, and fowls whose 
necks have been wrung and are filled with congested blood, 
there is a prejudice against eating domestic mammals which 
have not passed under the butcher’s knife in the regulation 
mode, We have seen an instance where three large tat hogs 
were drowned under a bridge and taken out within an hour 
and consigned to the soap kettle; no one would think of eat- 
ing them, yet the same persons would eat a fish which is 
drowned in air, Once, too, we saw a bullock that had been 
struck by a railway train, and although not mangled, was 
sent to.a distant market, because people who knew how it 
met its death would not eat it. Yet,no doubt, many of them 
had eaten a snared rabbit, 
We began with the intention of saying something on the 

vitality of this particular black bass which remained six 
hours out of water, rolled up in paper, and afterward swam 
in a pail of water and had yigor enough left to try to jump 
out of it, At first we thought that the paper might have 
been wet and so have retained sufficient damp air to prevent 
the dryiug of the gills, but we do not find it so stated. The 
writer expressly says that the paper was FoREST AND 
SPREAM, and here lies the solution of the case, The pages 
next the fish undoubtedly were those devoted to sea and 
river, and the ripple of the stream that permeates them 
caused the fish to believe that it was still in its native water, 
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-while the spirit of the pages infused vigor to the bass as it does 
to its readers. Proof of this may be found in the statement 
that there was a ‘‘print of letters on its sides.” This then was 
a ease of vitality transmitted by endosmosis, the latest term 
for absorption. A careful dissection would have shown one 
oi ‘Kingfisher’s” sketches imprinted on the air bladder, 
while other choice angling literature lined the whole abdom- 
inal cavity. The time may come when physiclans will 
presertbe blankets made from pages of Formst anD STREAM 
for invalids tog feeble io go to the woods and waters in 
search of health, and the usefulness of the paper, 

“With its curling smoke of wigwatns, 
With the damp and dew of forests, 
And the rushing’ of great rivers,” 

will beinctedsed: 
The item from the Kepublie éontains food for much thought, 

and no doubt the statement of the ttansfornration of, the bass 
toa “lively rooster” may be doubted by tlie dlire-skeptical, 
but what statements are there in these times which dé Ho4 
have to pass through the crucible of doubt? 

& GUAINT FISHING RECORD. 

UR correspondetit “Kelpie”. writes tis from Central 
Lake, Mich., under date 6 Oct. 9, as follows: “I séii@ 

you the accompanying quaint MSS. and #ilistrations, It will 
e recognized by many of your readers, if they showld chanée 

to see it, as one Which used to be in Smith’s Hotel—whe» it 
was a hotel—in Central Lake. J thought it a pity that it 
should be lost. The hotel is now thé house of a clergyman, 
tiie present hotel being in another building. 1 obserye that 
somie Of thé old indorsements have been obliterated tty van- 
dal liatids.” ae 
_ The large sheet sent has the outlines of a black bass which 
is twenty-one aiid ote-half inches Jong including caudal fin, 
aid seven dnd One-quatter inclics deep. On its cheek is 
Witten: ‘“Phis fish was entrapped by the hook as shownin 
his dideragi, Peter Stmpkins.” On its body: ‘‘For the 
enefit Of disappointed fishettien. This is the outline of a 

blak bass caught at Central Lake; July 28, 1880, by Prof. 
awience Rust, Kenyon College, Ohid; weight, 6 pounds 
4 Otifees; girt, F7$ inches; léneth, 23 inches: time, one 
anda half hoiirs: Witnesses: R. ©, Kerr, F. A. Thurston, 
R, Eeavitte; W: W. Snfith.” Also: “A Fact! This is to 
certify that FE caught a fish’ at & P. M. 184— [7] in the river 
het which Weighed # pound; Ieng¢th, # inches: gnth, 3 
Nyches.. Fhese are actual measirements atid weight, Mrs. 
M. F, Parker, Witnesses: M: F. Parker, Rev. W. P. Wil: 
Cox 2 

Around the border aré these legends: ‘‘Maskalonge cap- 
tured by J. Bell Ferran, of Lonisville, Ky., July 26, 1881, 
taken on an 8-dunce split bamboo tod and spoon hook, 
weighed #24 pounds. No gaff nor landing net, and had to 
tow bim in half a mile to the dock. Witnesses: W. O. 
Dodd, of Louisville; boatman, Arthur Davis.” _ 
. “Herbert Jenney, Cincinniti, O., Aug. 9, 1881, black bass, 
& pounds 9 ounces, 5 hours after being caught, Witnesses: 
&. G, Gove, J. M. Barbour, Henry Smith, dobn Archibald.” 

“Priday, July 28, 1881, mascalonge caught by J. M. 
Hickman, Cincitinati, O., alias James Mackerel O’Hickman, 
the Ione fisherman. ‘The following dimensions: 4 feet 4 
inches long, 20 inches girth st pectoral fin, weight 345 
pounds, Caught on a 77-ounce rod on Beaver Lake, ‘King- 
fisher Club.’ Witnesses: B, K. Brant, J; F. Roach, Dan T. 
Sloan, J. F. French, W. H. Windeler.” Py 

“Maskalonge captured July 26, 1881, by Mrs. E. A. Bashy, 
of Midway, Woodford county, Ky. Taken on a frolt, 
weighed 174 pounds, length 42 inches, girth 17% inches. 
Witnesses: Mrs. W. P. Clancy, of Louisville, Ky., W. W. 
Smith, boatman.” 

“Black bass captured by Dan T, Sloan, Decatur, Ill., Aug. 
8, 1881. Weight 7 pounds, length 24} inches, girth 18 inches, 
Witnesses: J. M. Hickman J, T. Gouch.” 

“Tf any lone fisherman desires to know how to catch pick- 
erel of all sizes on short notice, address W. O. Dodd, Louis- 
yille, Ky. (Inclose stamps.)” 

‘Read this! On the two days above mentioned, June 24 
and ‘5, 1888, Gen. Green Clay Smith, of Kentucky, caught 
and landed without assistance of any kind, three fully- 
developed ‘goggle-eyes.’ weighing in the aggregate 72 ounces, 
In making this catch only five rods and one oarsman were 
employed. The General came out of the contest somewhat 
fatigued, but recovered in twenty-four hours svfficiently to 
eat pie as fast as two waiters could land it on the table.” 

“Mascalonge captured June 20, 1881, by Howard M. Gris- 
wold, Louisville, Ky., on a light-jointed rod, with No. 1 
srass line, 5-0 Carlisle hook on single gut, and live minnows. 
Length, 37 inches; girth, 164 inches; weight, 12 pounds. 
Time, ene hour and fifty minutes. Henry Smith, boat- 

an,’ 
“Wxpert fishermen cannot be disappointed. Sept. 3, 1880. 

Black bass caught by C. M. Steele, weight 6 pounds 3 ounces 
two hours after being caught; time 20 minutes, Chas, M. 
Steele. Witness; Chas. Drach, Peter im 

July 21, 1881—Black bass caught by Walter G. Goodrich, 
of Chicago, in company with crowd from Jerseyville, Il. 
Weight 6 pounds, length 21 inches, time 5 minutes, with a 
ten cent pole, frog bait. J. M. Page 4 pound bass. E. 
Cockrell 4 pound bass. W. H. Edgar 4 poundi 4 ounces. 
W. 5, Carlin 3} pound black bass. 5. H. Bowman 34 pound 
bass. Total catch in two hours by the above rule, 60 pounds 
10 ounces. Among the catch were 3 pickerel averaging 11 
ounds each, remainder black bass and green bass. Witness: 
W. E. Carlin, §, H, Bowman, Henry Smith, John Hunter, 
Arthur Davis. Central Lake, July 21, 1881.” 

A ParMAcnENER-Cupsuptic Carry REcoRD.—New 
York, Oct. 14,—Hditor Forest and Stream: The carry from 
Parmachenee Lake to the Cupsuptic River in the Rangeley 
Lake country, Maine, is six of the longest miles on earth; 
over rocks and roots of trees, and either up or down hill all 
the way. Our party made the following time over it on Oct. 
3, 1884: Mr, Herbert Priestley, Philadelphia (David Haines, 
guide, Greenville, Me.), im one hour and fifty-one minutes. 
Mr. Geo. Jarvis Geer, Jr., Summit, N. J. (Stephen Taylor, 
guide, Byron, Me.), in two hours and two minutes. Guides’ 
packs weighed about forty pounds each, together with rifles, 
shotguns, etc. The fastest time of making the carry up to 
that date had been two hours and ten minutes, on the author- 
Wy of Capt. Fred Barker, Camp Bemis, Rangeley Lakes, 

e. No party have been able before to reduce the record, 
The carry had been made by a guide in one hour and forty 
five milutes, but he was alone and had very little to pack.— 
SPORTSMAN, , 

~ — = 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

FISHING=ROD REELS. 

yl fishing-reel devised by Anson Hatch is similar in 
general appearance to that of Mr. Billinghurst, May 9, 

1859, described in a former number of the Fokrs?f anD 
STREAM, 

Fig. 1 shows a perspective view, and Fig. 2 a sectional 
view of the Hatch device. The improvement consists in 
making the skeleton spool or reel proper for the line of two 
pieces of sheet metal, by pressing them into the desired 
form and then by striking them up or swaging, raise the 
small connecting bars or pieces to a shape suited to form the 
skeleton spool into which the line is to be wound. 
The outside rim A is made of sheet metal and strength- 

ehed by a crossbar B, which holds the device firm and steady 

for use. A the eater end of the semi-circular rings is at- 
tached a web or rim, G, of sufficient width to give the reel 
stvéngth and steadiness, aad the extreme periphery is turned 
over to’ fornt # right-angled flange, Fig. 2, to prevent the 
periphery of the tims from springing out of shape when in 
use. A stud is attached to the bat B, one end of which is 
shown at ¢, Fig.1, on whicit the reel revolves. The reel is 
then formed by uniting the two series of semi-circular rings 
} with their Gentral solid parts E together. A hollow or 
sleeve screw, g, sectres the parts EH togetker, The stud ¢ 
passes through this hollow sleeve and is secured by a nut, h. 
To prevent the disks E moving on each other, to change 
their relative positions, the crank-pin G isscrewed through 
the disks. The milled nut H workmg on the stud e may be 
used as a brake when needed. 

Hatch says the advantages of his improvement over Bil- 
linghurst’s are that the latter makes his skeleton spool of 

Z 
wire, which requires many pieces to be soldered together, 

8 | while Hatch makes his of sheet metal, using but two pieces, 
He elaims that his reel is lighter in proportion to its size and 
Jess expensive than that of Billinghurst. 

The period of protection of the Hatch reel expired June 19, 
3 

The Hartill reel consists in the novel manner of hanging 
the spool of the reel to its frame, and also in the novel and 
simple manner of producing the ‘‘drag,” so called, upon the 
spool to prevent the fish from running away with the line. 

The device is clearly illustrated in the cut, which is the 
central section of the reel. 

The frame, A, of the reel may be of any of the ordinary 
constructions. A spool, D, is hung between the head plates, 
B and G, upon steel-hardened center pins, EB E, one to each 
end. One of these steel centers is fixed in one of the head 

plates, G, of the frame, in which head or boxa train of 
gears, F, is arranged, having suitably secured to them a 
handle, G, for operating them. The otber steel center, E, is 
formed at the end of a small screw spindle, H, thatis screwed 
into the socket, I, of one end of the reel in position for the 
hanging of the spool upon it. This spindle, H, is provided 
with a milled head, J, upon its outer end in which is a set 
screw, @, that, abutting against the fixed knob, 8, of the 
socket, I, prevents the turning of the screw spindle to such 
a degree out of the socket as to relieve its steel point from the 
spool, while at the same time it can be turned sufficiently in 
the opposite direction to cause the spool to be tightly bound 
and held between its two points of suspension, and thus pro- 
duce a drag thereon when desired to prevent the fish from 
running away with the line. By suspending the reel spool 
upon steel centers its wear and durability is much increased. 

This patent expired Aug. 7, 18838. 

“THE SECOND PRESBYTERIAN Fisnrne CLus.”—We have 
just received the report of the fourteenth annual cruise of 
this Philadelphia club, illustrated in their usual humorous 
style. The trip was made in the schooner A. H. Quimby, 
from Philadelphia down through Delaware Bay and down 
the coast to Cobb’s Island, thence returning by way of 
Atlantic City. The present report is not up to the standard 
of former ones in point of interest to outsiders, but it indi- 
cates that the trip was a jolly one. It comprises 109 pages, 
12mo., with an appendix containing alleged letters of regret 
from all the late Presidential candidates at their inability to 
be present. Mr. C. P. Allen is still the secretary of the 
club. 

A Boor on ANGLING APPLIANCES.—Mr. Henry P. Wells, 
who is known to our readers as a practical writer on rods 
and other implements of the angler’s sport, has prepared a 
book on fly-rods, flies and kindred subjects, It will soon be 
published, and we are perfectly safe in predicting for it a 
warm welcome. 

A \imely book is Henshall’s ‘Camping and Cruising in Florida,” 
For sale at this office. Price $1.50,—Adv. 

Enrorcine THE New Jexsky Bass Law.—Paterson, N. 
J., Nov. 7.—Thomas Storms and John Finnegan were 
artaigned on an indictment which charged them in the first 
count with haying black bass in their possession in West 
Milford before the season for black bass had opened, and in 

'the second count with having caught these black bass. 
Storms pleaded guilty to having the bass in his possession 
and Fintiegan pleaded not guilty, A Mr, Sandford, a young 
lawyer ffom Warwick, appeared in bebalf of the accused 
and asked the elemency of the ecurt, arguing that Storms 
did not know that it was unlawful to have the bass in his 
possession, The counsel then asked leave to consult with 
Finnegan, which was granted. The result of the consultation 
was that Finnegan also pleaded guilty to having the black 
bass in his possession. Both claimed that there was only 
one bass, The prosecutor was called on for a statement of 
the law under which the prisoners had been indicted, and 
as he did not have it teady the imposing of sentences was 
postponed until this afternoon. The indictment was found 
under the Revised Statutes of this State which provide a fine 
of $25 or three months imprisonment; this law was subse- 
quently changed, and the law of 1881 provides that every 
violation of it shall be punished by a fine of $25 or less. 
The arrest and indictment of Storms and Finnegan were 

| ptocared by the Passaic County Fish and Game Protective 
Association, and are part of the result. of the raid made on 
the illegal fishers in Greenwood Lake during the latter part 
of last May. Other persons complained of at the time took 
fright and left the State and have not returned since. One 
of them was indicted, but it is hardly thought that he will 
be afrested, he having left the State and its fish in company 
with others who were to have beenarrested. This afternoon 
Storms and Finnegan, the two Greenwood Lake fishermen, 
were fined $5 and the costs each. Costs amounted to about 
$65. They expressed their gratification at getting off so 
easily. The Court in pronouncing sentence said that the 
sentence in this case was only to teach them that they must 
not catch or peddle fish out of season.—S. Miner. 

Taxing Carp wirH A Hoox.—Mr, Paul Quattlebaum, of 
Leesville, §. C., writes to Mr. Charles W. Smiley the follow- 
ing letter, which we reproduce from the Bulletin of the U.S. 
Fish Commission: ‘‘I use a beardless hook for two reasons. 
It can be taken from the mouth of a fish with greater ease 
and does less injury. I often catch carp for visitors to 
examine, and then return them to their native clement. 
They may also be removed to other ponds in good condition. 
For catching small fry I use no cork; for large fish I preter 
one, with lead enough on the line to sink the hook a few 
inches in the water, but they will take it at any depth. 
Late in the afternoon or early in the morning is the best time 
of warm weather. When the sun is shining brightly, and 
its rays strike deep down into the waters, the carp retires 
from his feeding grounds and remains at rest until the shade 
of the evening lures him from his quiet retreat. On warm 
cloudy days, when trained to artificial feeding, the carp may 
be caught at any hour, but less readily about noon. Itisa 
waste of time to angle for them in cold weather, It is well 
known that the carp declines all food in freezing weather, 
and that the appetite varies with the temperature of the 
water to a certain degree. In my ponds, near Leesville, I 
can catch either kind of carp as above stated from April to 
December. I train them tc come to the surface of the water 
for food so as to enjoy the pleasure of seeing them scramble 
for it. The cheapest of light bread, made of midlings or 
shorts, expressly for the fish, is what I use, The same 
answers for baiting the hook, but a piece of wafile, cut the 
right size for the fish you desire to catch, is better, being 
tougher and not so easily taken from the hook by the fish. 
I first collect the fish together by throwing in a handful of 
small bits of bread—say one-half inch square—then I drop 
in my hook, attached to a strong line at the end of a suitable 
cane, and in less than a minute I am almost sure to bring a 
carp to grass. More time is generally consumed in putting 
the bait on the hook and taking the fish off of it than in 
luring him to take the bait. The young fish hatched early 
last May are now five or six inches long.” 

LHishculture, 

THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION, 

THE RIVER EXCURSION—(CONTINUED), 

R. MATHER: It has been suggested that, in order to put 
ourselyes on an equality with similar bodies in other 

countries, and carry on an exchange of publications, this 
Society should have, in addition to its regular members and 
honorary members, one or two of the leading men connected 
with the fisheries and fishculture in each foreign land as cor- 
responding members, to whom our reports shallbesent. It 
was complained to Professor Goode, while in Euaere last 
summer, that our publications were not to be had, Several 
people wanted to know what we were doing, and we want to 
know what they are doing. Therefore, at the suggestion of 
Professor Goode, I make a motion that this Society add to its 
list of members and honorary members certain correspond- 
ing membersto be elected from among men who are prominent 
abroad in connection with fisheries and fishculture. 
THE PRESIDENT: Is that motion seconded? ° 
Mr. RoosnvyELt: I second it, but would put it in a different 

form—that the Executive Committee be empowered to select 
correspondents abroad in connection with foreign societies. 
Mr. Marner; I withdraw my motion, 
Cot. McDonaLp: Before the motion is put J beg to say 

that the object to be attained in the election of corresponding 
members is that the Association may be promptly informed 
of the progress of fishculture abroad, and be kept in close 
relations and correspondence with societies whose aims are 
similar to ours. 
An election as corresponding member is, morever, a compli- 

ment to the distinguished gentleman who may be selected, in- 
asmuch as it is arecognition of eminent services rendered 
to fisheulture, or important investigations germane to it. 

The compliment of election will in my opinion be more dis- 
tinguishing if made by a vote of the Society rather than by 
designation of the executive committee, and I propose there- 
fore to amend this resolution of the honorable commissioner 
from New York by requiring the election of corresponding 
members to be by vote in open meeting. 

Neither resolution or amendment, however, are in order 
until we, by resolution, provide for aclass of corresponding 
members. 
Under our present organization, only two classes of mem- 

bers are specified, viz: honorary members and ordinary 
members. } 

I beg therefore to submit the following resolution, viz: 
Resolved, That persons in foreign countries who haye made 

themselves conspicuous by services to fishculture or by inves- 
tigation of questions relating to fishculture and the fisheries, 
may, upon nomination duly made, be elected corresponding 
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members of the American Fisheries Society. with all the priv- 
ileges of members, but without liability for initiation fee or 
antual dues. 

Pror. Gooner; I second the preposition. 
Tut Presipent: If there isno objection to Colonel McDon- 

ald’s ovotion we will proceed to vote on it. 
This was taken and carried. The list of names proposed was 

published in FoRESt AND STREAM, May 22, 1884. 
THE PRESIDENT; You haye heard the names which: have 

just been read. We will now vote on them. 
This was taken and carried, 
THE PRESENT: The Committee on the Oyster Resolution 

‘will please report. 
The committee has the honor to report: 
Whereas, The oyster industry of the United States exceeds 

all other fisheriésin the numberof its employes, capital in- 
vested, and value of its products, which are not articles of 
luxury, but a veritable food supply; and it haying been shown 
that this important industry is danger of extinction; and it 
bemg the opinion of this Association and of all competent per- 
sons that the preservation of the industry and the increase of 
the supply of oysters is dependent upon artificial extension of 
the present oyster area, which extension can only be achieved 
throngh private ownership and cultivation of oyster ground, 
therefore be it 

Resolved, That this Association most earnestly recommends 
the adoption of the principle of individual ownership of oyster 
grounds, that the oyster culturist may possess the surety of 
gathering the results of his labors. And it is likewise the 
opinion of this Association that an investigation of all the 
conditions affecting the life of the oyster is eminently desir- 
able and should be immediately undertaken, And further- 
more bé it 

Resolved, That a copy of this preamble and the resolution 
be forwarded to the Governors and legislative assemblies of 
the oyster producing States, and that copies also be trans- 
mitted to the President and Senate and the House of Repre- 
sentatives of the United States, 

Lizut. WINsLow added: Iam also instructed to moye the 
Immediate adoption of the preamble and resolution. 

Mz. Rooseyeut: I question the propriety of the resolution 
that has just been read. I beg that it may be read again. 

Whereas, The oyster industry of the United States exceeds 
all other fisheries in the number of its employes, capital in- 
vested, and value of its products, which are not articles of 
luxury but a veritable food supply, and it having been shown 
that this important industry is in danger of extinction; and it 
being the opinion of this Association and of all competent 
persons that the preservation of the industry and the increase 
of the supply of oysters is dependent upon artificial extension 
of the present oyster area, Which extension can only be 
achieved through private ownership and cultivation of oyster 
sround, therefore be it resolved, etc. 

Linvur. WinsLow reads preamble, and adds; The demand 
for oysters has far outgrown the supply. No remedy is likely 
to be of any practical value which does not haye in view an 
increase of the supply, and upon that principle the preamble 
isdrawa. It sets forth that an extension of the oyster area is 
necessary, and it hasbeen proved by the experience of every 
oyster community and country in the world, that an exten- 
sion of the ares and increase of the industry has resulted only 
when private individuals have taken it into their hands. The 
only government that ever attempted it was the French Goy- 
ermment, and if you look at the translations on this subject by 
the Fish Commission, you will see that one of the most emi- 
nent of authorities says that the failure of Coste’s efforts was 
due to the fact that the government attempted to go into the 
oyster business, and that oyster culture was made a success 
only when private individuals undertook it, A private oyster 
area is certain of a most conservative treatment, for it can be 
handed down to the descendants of the awner. Ownership 
begets that most powerful influence, self-interest, upon which 
success depends. It money is needed for its cultivation, money 
ean be raised on it by mortgage. I am not alone in this 
opinion. It is supported by the experience of all other fish- 
eries, and by gentlemen who haye had greater experience in 
the elaboration of details than I. That being, then, the essen- 
tial principle upon which depends the extension of the oyster 
areas, the committee thought it more advisable to deal with 
that alone, and leave the details to be decided by the Legisla- 
tures of the different States. Ido not think that this Society 
wishes to commit itself in this matter, other than to advise the 
adoption of a principle, as I have already explained. 

R, WinLcox: I favor the resolution; but if I were partici- 
pating in the legislation concerning the subject, I should pro- 
vide that the owners should only have the exclusive use of the 
areas for the cultivation of oysters; and only as long as they 
use them for that purpose. 1 shall vote for the resolution. 

Mr. EARLL: It is not my purpose, in calling out a discussion 
of this resolution, to oppose any legislation that may prove 
beneficial to our oyster interests as a whole. It should, how- 
eyer, be remembered that this Society is national in its scope, 
and that any resolutions tending to aftect legislation without 
limit as to locality, should not receive its sanction until it is 
clearly proven that such resohitions are for the best interests 
of the industry when taken asa whole. Several gentlemen 
familiar with the oyster interests of the New England and 
Middle States are present, and as I understand, heartily ap- 
prove of the adoption of the resolution for these regions. 

But the oyster interests vary greatly with the locality, and 
laws of unquestionable benefit for one portion of the coast 
might work disastrously in another. 
As one who has given considerable attention to the oyster 

interests of our South Atlantic and Gulf States, I cannot 
believe that the adoption of the resolutions proposed would be 
a benefit to that region. On the contrary, lam strongly of 
the opinion that they would have an injurious effect. 
Our entire coast between Cape Henry and Mexico, including 

the thousands of miles of coast line along the numerous sounds, 
bays and tide creeks are literally alive with oysters, and yet, 
in all this region, the oyster interests are absolutely undevyel- 
oped. There are not half adozen places along this entire 
coast that have a shipping trade in oysters of any importance, 
and yet the oysters are so abundant that men can wade about 
in the shoal waters and pick up boat loads of them in a few 
hours, often finding them in bunches larger than they can Jift. 
In North Carolina, for example, oysters are so abundant that 
some of the fishermen find profitable employment in securing 
vessel loads of them, and carrying them to the river landings 
in the agricultural regions and selling them for fertilizing at 
three to tour cents a bushel. J feel safe in the statement that 
there is not one city between North Carolina and Mexico, 
where, with proper attention, the oyster interests could not 
beincreased fifty-fold without endangering the natural supply. 
What we most need in this region is more encouragement 

of the oyster interests, rather than legislation haying a con- 
trary effect. 

Limut. WinsLow: Please explain how a resolution which 
is an ineentive to individual cultivation of oyster area or 
propagation of oysters, and to an increase of the oyster sup- 
ply of the market, is likely to result disastrously, 

Ma. HARLL: The resolution urges the principle of private 
ownership of oyster beds, and does not exclude the natural 
beds from such control. TYhe natural beds in the South are 
capable of furnishing many more oysters than are now taken, 
If the principle of private ownership were adopted here, the 
best beds would naturally come under the control of individu- 
als, who could neither utilize them nor allow their less fortu- 
hate neighbors to do so without charge. Many of the poorer 
fishermen would be thus shut out from the best localities, and 
would be put to inconvenience in being obliged to go further 
from home to obtain a supply. In addition, many of the farm- 
ers living five to twenty miles from the shore, who now make 
Qccasional visits to the goast to gather a supply of oysters for 
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distribution among their neighbors, would meet with oppo- 
sition from the oyster monopolists, and a large quantity of 
food would thus be lost to the country, : 
_U believe that, as a rule, it is not best to introduce the prin- 

ciple of priyate ownership until the national supply of oysters 
is endangered; and even then it would seem unwise to give a 
man control over more ground than he is willing to keep up 
to its full limit of production, and work regularly. 

Mr. Prku; I heartily concur in both ths preamble and the 
resolution. Ido this not alone theoretically, but from prac- 

| tical experience, 
As I understand the resolution, it is not desisned to exclude 

those who get their living from the natural beds, but simply 
to encourage private enterprise and systematic effort to de- 
velop the growth of oysters where they are obviously disap- 
pearing. This can be done without interfering with the 
natural beds to any serious extent, There is room enough for 
both classes of oystermen to work, and work profitably. The 
States of Maryland, Delaware and Virginia are suffering from 
arapid depletion of their oyster beds, Something must be 
done to stay the waste, and this Society believes that this 
resolution embodies a method which will meet the difficulty. 
The poor man will continue his wasteful ways of gathering 
oysters from the natural beds; while those who wish to pur- 
sue the better ways of private cultivation will have an oppor- 
tunity to do so, and will be protected by the law in the pro- 
duct of their labor, We haye adopted this plan in Connecticut, 
and we find that both classes of oystermen get along together 
harmoniously and prosperously. Indeed the poor oysterman 
finds his best customers in the cultivators. The result is that 
the oyster industry of Connecticut has grown beyond all 
anticipation, and we have ten-fold more oyster cultivators to- 
day than we had ten yearsago, This is the direct result of 
the system set forth in the resolution. Why, our Connecticut 
growers are how shipping thousands of bushels of oysters 
every week to Baltimore, This may be exceptional. e do 
not expect to compete with the Southern growers, but we can 
see that our system is greatly improving our industry, and 
giying us unusual advantages in the market. This Society 
can safely recommend such a system to the States named. I 
advocate this on theoretical and on practical grounds. I hope 
the resolution will be adopted. The poor men are not to be 
driven off the natural beds. They can gather the pro- 
ducts of the natural beds as heretofore. The resolution simply 
proposes to encourage another class of oystermen who will 
cultivate private tracts, They will occupy but a very small 
part of the oyster grounds of these States—so small a part, in- 
deed, that there can be no interference with the poor men 
and there is not the slightest danger that they will be excluded 
from the natural beds. 

Mr, Roosrveit: A year ago I sailed from Charleston, S. C., 
through the inland watersto Florida, and was astonished at 
the oyster resources of that part of the country. For a thou- 
sand miles I sailed between masses of natural oyster beds that 
at low tide were six feet high. In our localities at the North 
we have to bear in mind that in establishing oyster beds it is 
necessary to supply them with seed, which can only be ob- 
tained from public beds, or by importation. Shut up the pub- 
lic beds or make them private, and you shut them out of com- 
petition. So I suggest these words as an amendment to the 
resolution; ‘That in approving private ownership in oyster 
lots, we do not recommend that the natural beds should be so 
appropriated,” 

Likut, Winstow: I object to the amendment, I[ think it 
would be unwise to embarrass the enunciation of the general 
principle with any particular applications of it. Thatis a 
province which perhaps we have no right to enter. I should, 
therefore, speaking for the committee, prefer to see the reso- 
lution adopted as it stands, thinking it would better accom- 
plish our end—that is an extension of the oyster area and an 
increase of the supply of oysters. 
Mr, HARLL: 1 sécond Mr. Roosevelt's amendment. 
Lizut. Winstow: I moye to strike out the amendment made 

by Mr. Roosevelt. This preamble and resolution have been 
very carefully drawn, and are simply the enunciation of a 
general principle. As I explained, we want the supply of 
oysters increased, and that can only be done by an extension 
of the area. The extension can plyaee accomplished through 
the efforts of private individuals, which efforts will be exerted 
only when those individuals have a proprietary interest In the 
beds. We should not in the same resolution enunciate a prin- 
ciple and recommend only its partial application. Let others 
decide that. j 
The motion to strike out Mr. Roosevelt’s amendment was 

put, resulting in a tie. 
THE PRESIDENT: I move to strike it out. 
The amendment was therefore cancelled. 
Mr. Pike: I beg to offer this amendment. 
[This amendment was never delivered to the recording secre- 

tary, and a letter to Mr. Pike asking for a copy of it has 
neyer been replied to.] 

Lizut. Winstow: I object to this amendment on the general 
principle already stated, 
Mr. HARLE: I think that the resolution will tend toward the 

monopolizing of individual beds. 
Prov, Ginu: 1 think it is unnecessary to add anything what- 

ever to, or make any change in the resolution. 
Tum PRESIDENT; We will now yote on Mr. Pike’s amend- 

ment. 
This was taken and lost. ; 
THE PRESIDENT: We will now yete on the original ques- 

tion. 
This was taken and carried. 
The meeting then adjourned. 

THE COD GILLNET FISHERINS.—U. 8. Fish Commission, 
Washington, D. C.—In reply to a recent declaration that the 
nets are ruining the cod fisheries, 1 have already stated that 
the facts are exactly the opposite, and now add in further 
proof the report of the U, 8. Fish Commission agent at Glou- 
cester, Mass., for the week ending Nov, 1. Hesays: ‘The 
amount of fish caught in gillmets and landed here during the 
past week is as follows: 915,000 pounds of pollock and 67,000 
pounds of large cod. Considering the number of boats, nets 
and men engaged in fishing, the catch yesterday exceeds any- 
thing on record. Thirteen smal] vessels, fishing with cod gill- 
nets, landed last night and this morning 250,000 pounds of pol-- 
lock and 20,000 pounds of large cod. These fish were caught 
in 76 nets, 50 fathoms long and 2144 fathoms deep, and were 
fished by 95 men. Some of the boats left some of the nets, 
not being able to take all the fish that were in them. When 
the schooner Hector came to its nets three of them were 
found on the top of the water, the buoyancy of the pollock 
being so great as to part the anchor lines and cause the nets to 
come to the surface. There were 8,000 pounds of fish taken 
out of three small nets, while one small boat with six nets 
landed 12,000 pounds.”—CHARLES W. SMILEY. 

FISHCULTURE IN MAINE.—The Augusta Journal says: 
“The culture of salmonin Maine is a success. Parties are 
now on the lakes, and itis expected that 100,000,000 eggs will 
be taken for propagation. The introduction of carp has been 
an immense success.” Mr, Henry O. Stanly, of the State Fish- 
eries Commission, has offered Mr, F. 8. Weeks, of Cold Spring 
Harbor, N, Y., 100,000 eggs of the Rangeley brook trout, whi 
will be hatched at the station of the N. Y. F. C. on Long 
Island. Some of these eggs may be sent to the Bisby Club in 
the Adirondacks, part of the fry will fe in the ponds of Mr, 
Weeks, and the remainder will be at the disposal of the New 
York Commission, 

But of all books be sure to read ‘Wooderaft.” See advertisement 
elsewhere. —Ady, 

wines. 
[Noy. 13, 1884. 

PROFESSOR HW ART.—We have had a call from FProfes- 
sor Cossar Hwart, Regius Professor of Natural History in the 
University of Ndinburgh, and Convener of the Scientific Inves- 
tigation Committee of the Fishery Board for Scotland, who 
comes to inspect our fisheries and methods of fisheulture. He 
has already visited Canada, where he seems to haye found 
conflicting opinions as to the methods of increasing the supply 
of fish, or at least much discontent with the present manage- 
ment, He has spent some timeat Washington where, although 
somewhas familiar with the scope and character of the work 
of the Fish Commission from its publications, he found much 
that was new and interesting, and was impressed by the 
thorough methods of scientific investigation and its blending 
with practical work in propagation under Prof, Baird. He 
had just returned from an inspéction of the hatching station 
of the New York Fish Commission at Cold Spring Harbor, of 
which he said that it left an impression of being prepared to 
do a great deal of work in time, at a comparatively small ex- 
pens: and the station was advantageously placed to combine 
oth fresh and salt water work. Prof, Ewart was on his Wey 

to Wood’s Hall to inspect the work there, and afterward to go 
to Gloucester, Mass., and then to Maine to visit the works of 
that State, and of the United States at Orland and Grand 
Lake Stream. We will look for the official report of his visit 
to America, 

Che Kennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Dec. 16, 17, 18 and 19.—Third Bench Show of the Southern Massa 

chusetts Poultry Assoviation, Taunton, Mass, Wm. ©. Dayenport, 
Assistant Secretary. . 

Dec. 30, 31 and Jan. 1, 2, 1885.—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 
Association, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary. 
Feb. 1 to 11, 1885.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual Bxhibi- 

tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Squar> 
Caen, Feb. 1 to 11, 1855. Chas. Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
street. , 

Jan. 10 to 14, 1885.—World’s Wxposition Beueh Show, New Orleans, 
La. Mr. Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent. 

Jan, 27, 28, 29 and 30.—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr, H. W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N. B. 
March 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Second Annual Bench Show of the Cin- 

Capes p Ousted Club, Cincinnati, O. Charles Lincoln, Superio- 
endent. 
April 7 to 10, 1885.—First Annual Bench Show N. EB. Kennel Chub, 

Music Hall, Boston. J. A. Nickerson, Secretary, 1594 Tremont street, 
Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Noy. —.—-Third Annual Trialsof the Robs Island Club, Robins 
Island, L. I. Open to members only. Mr. A, T. Plummer, Seererary 

Noy. 17.—S8ixth Annual Trials of the Eastern Field Trials Glib, at 
High Point, N.C, W, A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush. 1. 1. 

Nov. 17,—¥irst Annual Trials of the Fisher's Island Club, Fisher*s 
Island, N. ¥, Open to members only, Mr. Max Wenzel, Secretary. 
Hoboken, N. J. 

Dec. 2.—Second Annual Trials of the Pacitic Coast Field Trials 
eer at Walltown Timber, Cal, N. E, White, Secretary, Sacramento 
fal. 
Dec. 5 —Sixth annual Trials of the Nalional American Kennel Club 

at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn. 
Dec. 15,—Sonthern Sportsmen's Association Trials, Cantou, Miss. 

Mr. T, ig. Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A. K. R. 

HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration or 

pedigrees, ete. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 
lished every month. Entries close on the ist, Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (#5 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1, Address 

“American Kennel Register,’ P.O. Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 19707. Volumetl., bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50, 

MOTHER DEMDIKE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your last issue, in giving your opinion of the greyhounds 

at the last New York show, you state that Mother Demdike 
did not fulfill your expectations. 

Tf she, a bitch who in England has won over the peerless 
Bonny Lass and such well-kmown greyhounds as Memnon, 
County Member, Sister Mary, Lancashire Witch, Heather 
Belle, Acalia, Destructive, and others; and who has been con- 
sidered by such judges as Messrs. Lort, Langdale, Charles, 
Graham and Hedley (judge of the Waterloo meeting) as one 
of the best, if not the best, greyhound in Kngland. If such a 
greyhound does not fulfill your expectations, I think that your 
expectations of what a greyhound should be would be gladly 
received by greyhound breeders in general, H. W. SMITH, 
Worcuster, Mass, 

[The eriticism to which Mr. Smith takes exception is as fol- 
lows; ‘‘In the bitch Glass the recently imported Mother Dem- 
dike had a clear win, and although she is a good bitch, and is 
unquestionably the best of her breed in the country, we muist 
confess that she does not fulfill our expectations, She has r) 
splendid head, which could only be improved below the eyes, 
and there but a trifle. Her eyes might, to atlvantage, be 
smaller and darker. She has along, well shaped and well 
shaped neck, but we would like to seeitabit cleaner, In 
chest, loins and feet she is very good, and she shows consider- 
able muscular development behind; her tail, too, is first-class, 
and her gait is perfection, and unless she can go out of slips 
at a rattling pace, her looks belie her. Her worst fault is a 
deficiency of bone in the forearms, and she is a bit flat im the 
back.” ‘This indicates whatwe consider Mother Demdike’s 
worst faults, We should also like tosee her not quite so straight 
in shoulders and a trifle more bent in stifle. An extended exam- 
ination of the records of the English shows would be interest- 
ing in this connection, though the fact that Mother Demdike 
had won over the excellent dogs mentioned by ow, corres- 
pondent has no especial bearing on her faults. Taking, how- 
ever, the last few shows within the year at which this bitch 
was exhibited, let us see where she was placed with regard to 
some of the dogs mentioned by Mr. Smith. ' 
Atthe Hanley show, October, 1883, Mr. Lort judge, the 

greyhounds stood: First, County Member; second, Memnon; 
third, Demoiselle; vhe., Mother Demdike, and these awards 
the London Field practically indorses, 
At the Dundee show, November, 1833, Messrs, Hden, Taylor 

and Morrison judges; County Member received vhe, Tn other 
words there were in the class a number of dogs better than he, 
At the Dorchester dog show in July, 1854, Mr, H, G. Miller, 

the owner of the celebrated Misterton, and a well-known 
coursing man, was judge. Lancashire Witch was first, Heather 
Belle second and Mother Demdike third. This award seems 
especially important in view of the experience and hence 
probable competence of the judge, ’ 
At the Stanley dog show, July, 1854, Mr. Geo. Helliwell 

judge, Acalia was first and Mother Demdike second. 
Referring now to Bonny Lass, let us see what the London 

Field recently said of her at the last Crystal Palace show: 
“Tn bitches there were more competitors, and we scarcely 
coincided with the judges here, for Bonny Lass, who won, a 
great favorite once, could scarcely move her hindquarters, 
and Mr, Hedley evidently suspected this.” Bonny being 
spoken of in the past tense, the inference is that although only 
seven year's old, she has passed her prime. As for Sister Mary, 
she is eleyen years old, if still alive, and years ago had lost aly 
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her teeth and was no longer fit to appear in the judging ring 
All this is not said to show that Mother Demdike is anything 
but good, but to let our correspondent see that the bitch did 
not invariably win over all the dogs he has mentioned. : 

_ We still insist that Mother Demdike ‘is a good bitch, and is 
nnquestionably the best of her breed in the country.” We 
should like to see her with a cleaner neck, more bone in the 
forearm, Hot qitite so flat in the back, with shoulders not quite 
bat eur, and stifles a little more bent. Hereyesare a little 
oo large. 
Mr, Sraith must remember that we ate seaking for a perfect 

dog, and while Mother Demdike is a yast improvement on 
any greyhound which we have hitherto had in America, she 
is not without faults.) 

t beg 

for under existing conditions the dogs cannot be expected to 
do themselves justice or to satisfy their owners and handlers, 
Birds are yery plenty, and the weather, though warm, is 
delichtful. : 
Many of the trainers are now. and haye for some time, been 

working their dogs not far from the field trial grounds, Of 
course a number of them have winuers, aud some are even so 
fortunate as to have two or three wonders which are sure to 

_ Garry all before them.’ Weshball know a little more about all 
this two or three weeks hence, 
The Members’ Stakes will probably bring out ten or twelve 

starters, all food, and the contest will be an interesting one of 
dogs and men, The Pittsburg Firearms Company have 
donated a gun to be given as second prize in the Members’ 
Stakes. This contest is to take place on the grounds where it 
began last year, and not on the regular club grounds. Ha 
Hien Point, N. O., Nov, 10. 

NOTES FROM HIGH POINT. 

is very dry at High Point, and unless there is rain soon 

AN EXPERIENCE 

Hditor Forest and Strean: 
Last spring | concluded to buy a puppy and train him @ Ja 

Hammond, and accordingly began consulting the advertising 
pages of FORESD AND STREAM, Among others, I wrote to Dr. 
Jd. K, Housel, of Watsontown, Pa, As his answer came first, 
and stated that he could give me achoice of a lemon and white 
or a black and white Llewellin setter puppy of grand stock, 
Limmediately, by return mail, bought (at my wife’s request) 
u black and white one; and had him, when about ten weeks 
old, sent to me by express. He came through all right, being 
in the cars about twenty-four hows. I took him from the ex- 
press office and reached home at about 9 o'clock P, M. After 
a general examination by all hands, I put the puppy in his box 
and we all retired to our respective rooms. It is needless to 

say I expected music, and equally needless to say I got it 
without interlude, I stood it froto 10 P. M, until about 2 A. 
M., and then get up and went out to him. I told my wife I 
might as well sit up as try to sleep. Immediately upon my 
entering the room his song ceased, and by all the actions at 
his command he tried to tell me he was lonesome, Isat down 
beside him, and he immediately curled up and went to sleep. 
I very quietly got up and went back into my room again; but 
I had no sooner closed the door than he opened his battery 
again. | came out again and the previous performance was 
repeated. This gaye me a point, and I took dog, box and all 
and deposited him beside my bed, and lying down-myself and 
putting one hand down beside him, he curied up and never a 
whimper did he utter until morning. I did this for a few 
nights and then planted him in the kitchen, and had no fur- 
ther trouble. : 
After I had had him about a week, I told the folks his edu- 

cation must commence, and according to instruction, began 
as Mr. Hammond's book directs, with “‘foho,” I was quietly 
informed that “I could never make him do that by placing 
something to eatin front of him,” IJ, in turn, told them that 
in Jess than one week I would have him so that he would 
point at the word. ‘This was on Thursday night, and on Sun- 
day night, upon calling hintand placing a small piece of meat 
in front of him and commanding him to “‘toho,” the little ras- 
cal never stirreda peg. Tn less than two weeks I had him so 
that he would advance by steps aud ‘‘toho” at command; and 
since he was a natural retriever, I soon taught him to bring it 
tome. I substituted a soft ball in some cases, and soon had 
him so that he would not only bring, but carry, to any one 
whom I pointed, 

Tsoon found he was troubled with worms, and after some 
hesitation gave him a dose of areca nut, and followed it with 
a dose of castor oil. It removed severallarge man-worms, and 
in one week I repeated the dose. J never gave him any other 
medicine of any kind, It might be wellto state that at this 
time he weighed ten pounds, and I gave him twenty grains of 
areca nut—just two grams to every pound weight of the dog, 
which, according to “Stonehenge,” isthe exact dose. I fed 
him milk and seraps trom the table, and never had any fears 
of his health. [have always found that a pup fed in this way 
neyer was very unhealthy, and [ have never yet had a pup 
that had the distemper, although I have raised several. I con- 
sider salt a great preyentiye against distemper, and think 
that table scraps contain sufficient saline qualities to at least 
help keep it away, rather than to bring iton. He has never 
been, chained an hour in his life, has always had full range of 
the farm, and has been allowed to go with me in all my wan- 
derings in the field. Asayvesult he stands to-day as finely 
developed 4 pup as one would wish to look at, and at the 
present age (9 months) is able to go the rounds on an all-day 
tramp equal to and old dog. 
One day last week when he was just nine months old, I took 

him out for his first private lesson in the field. Going but a 
short distance from the house where | Imew a few quail were 
wont to frequent, [ started him out and let him have his own 
way. Hesoon began to smell around, aad in short time his tai]— 
that expressive organ in the dog—hegan to wag in a way that 
meant business. Yo say that he-was pleased but faintly ex- 
presses it; he was delizhted. He went over the ground in a 
style that would haye been no discredit to a field trial winner, 
slowly of course, but neyertheless surely. He would oceas- 
ionally stop and look wp at me with a lightin hiseye that was 
not to be mistaken, and immediately so on with his business, 
The field was divided into two patches, and after my following 
him around over nearly all of the first patch and conyincin 
myself that there were no birds there, I called him away nid 
went into the second patch, He had gone but a short distance 
in the second patch when he again began roading in grand 
shape; and as I stood looking athim I heard a noise on my right, 
Saw a covey of birds cross 4 bare spot and disappear in the 
weeds. [slowly walked around that way and let the little 
‘fellow come across the scent. He immediately started after 
them and I far the first time cautioned him, then let him go 
on. He soon came up with them on the edge of the field where 
corn had been planted and the remainder of the field left in 
grass. When about a dozen yards from the edge, his tail, 
which had by this time begin to slacken some of its violent 
Swishing, sucdenly ceased to wave and only a slight quiver 
was Visible at the point. He stopped, and with one foot raised 
he just moved his head to one side, and as Istood looking at 
him J saw his eyes turn or rather one eye and look at me just 
for a second, as much as ta ‘say “Are youready?” I moved 
up a few feet and very quietly said “so on.” He moved a 
few steps and a stone dog never could have outdone him in 
rigidity. There was no quivering to his tail, then the only 
motion visible was a slight raising and lowering of the lower 
jaw. I quietly said “Toho,” but there was no need of 
tantion, He was there tor all day. After looking at him 
as long as I daved, I again cautioned him and walked up 
and flushed the birds, and singling outa right quarterer, I had 
the satisfaction of seeing my bird drop, Byt “allis not gold 

IN TRAINING, 

that glitters.” At the same instant I had the dissatisfaction 

the trials may be expected to be somewhat prolonged, 
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of seeing my paragon making seyeral emphatic jumps in the 
direction of those retreating quail. I quietly, but I am afraid 
not calmly, said. ‘‘toho,” but he didn’t “‘toho;” he just lt out 
for those quail for all he was worth. Remembering the in- 
structions of my tutor to ‘never,” under any circumstances, 
speak in anythiug but an ordinary tone of voice,” all the ad- 
monition about letting your voice be “strained or unnatural” 
eagta through my mind, and yet there was that dog going 
or those quail at a lightening speed. I thought, “Shall I let 
him go or giye him a genuine old-fashioned yell?’ I chose the 
latter, and gave him a ‘‘toho” that would have done credit to 
a Comanche warrior. He stopped. All this happened in less 
than one-tenth the time it takes to readit, If he hadn’t 
stopped I don’t know that I should ever have told of it. I sup- 
pose I did wrong to yell, but I have tried to live as near 
as possible to the correct thing as laid down in ‘*Training vs. 
Breaking,” but I don’t think the offense unpardonable; and as 
I said, that dog stopped, But it wasn’t a very satisfactory 
stop, for he seemed inclined to start again; but before he could 
put the inclination in force, I called him back tome and placed 
him as near as possible to the place where he last pointed. 
Then I gaye him a lecture that at least had the effect of quiet- 
ing him down. . 
T sat down and waited a minute, and then went on in the 

direction of the dead quail. When within a few feet he 
scented the bird, and, advancing withing a foot, stopped and 
again pointed, Tclucked him on in order that he might learn 
the difference between dead and live birds, and he instantly, 
without any command, picked up the bird and brought it to 
me and dropped it at my feet, had not intended to let him 
fetch it, but inasmuch as he did it of his own accord, I praised 
and petted him forit. Ihave always made it a point not to let 
a puppy retrieve at first, as he will soon begin to want to do itif 
he has any retrieve in him when he sees older dogs do it, and 
Thavye known dogs that could not be induced to bring any- 
thing alone, rush in and get a bird rather than let another dog 
et it. 

5 So much for ‘Training ys. Breaking.” It cannot be too 
strongly recommended, and every one who wats to own adog 
thatis a pleasure to handle should try the same method. In 
this part of the country where game is scarce we must get all 
the sport we can in the capture of it. It is not quantity we 
want. Who would not rather shoot three quail over a good 
dog than pot-a whole coyey under a cedar ina snow storm? 
One of the first points of Hammond's system is that you get a 
benefit from your dog much earlier and in a time when you 
most enjoy it. Whois there that does not look back to the 
first point and first season that he saw over some lost favorite? 
“Training ys. Breaking” makes a dog out of the pupil while he 
is yet a pup. Asaman said to me a few days ago on looking 
ab my pup, ‘He will soon be big enough to break,” I said 
SES ARMONE. 
GLENVILLE, Conn. 

THE COLLIE CLASSES. 

Editor Forest and Streant: 
The following is an editorial expression in your issue of the 

28d ult. from the report on collies at the Breeders’ and Exhibi- 
tors’ Show: ‘The peculiar decisions in these classes during 
the past few years have threatened to seriously damage the 
appearance of a most useful dog, such as the collie unquestion- 
ably is. A man to be a judge of collies must haye owned and 
bred them, or how can he judge them? Notwithstanding this, 
men presume to judge them who have never so much as seen 
a first-class specimen, the result of which is that soft-coated, 
woolly dogs are awarded the highest honors. It is as unfair 
to the dogs as it is to the breeders that they should be handled 
in such a fashion, and we intend to protect the dogs, at least.” 
Inasmuch as I am to a great extent responsible for the 

‘decisions in these classes during the past few years,” it might 
be considered questionable for me to attempt to show that the 
awards have been in all cases, so far as [ am concerned, abso- 
lutely correct.. Itis not my purpose to attempt this; upon the 
bare fact as to the correctness of my awards or those of my 
fellow judges Il have not one word to say but I do most em- 
hatically assert that if the decisions in the collie classes have 

Roch ‘neculiarly” wrong, the FOREST AnD STREAM has been 
more remarkably so, not only in omitting to lay its objections 
before its readers, but in actually indorsing those decisions 
which it now finds are ‘‘peculiar.” 

In general terms, no judge can always be correct, nor is any 
newspaper critic infallible; but the public have a right to de- 
mand that the actions of both shall be consistent with their 
convictions. 
For my own part, I do not object to criticism of an honest, 

intelligent character. Irealize the fact that the public who 
patronize the press expect that the representations of the 
press shall point out the judge’s errors; but when a paper in 
sober earnestness indorses the awards in certain classes for 
years, and then, intoxicated with some petty grievance, con- 
demns with onefell swoop their own indorsement and the 
judges they indorsed, I appeal to the public from ‘Philip 
drunk to Philip sober.” Iam quitein sympathy with the 
sentiments your paper expresses when it asserts: ‘‘We intend 
to protect the dog at least,” but [submit that in abusing these 
privileges and stultifying itself by abusing those whose opin- 
ions it has so freely indorsed, it is not likely to afford the poor 
dog the protection it professes he needs, unless it is by opening 
the eyes of the public to the fact that its expressions are con- 
fessedly unreliable. Judges have a pretty hard time of it at 
the best; they have tosubmit to a great deal of unnecessary 
abuse from disappointed exhibitors, and are often the subject 
of severe and personal criticism from men thoroughly unquali- 
fied to speak, but from the press, I think, we have the right to 
expect equity. No sensible judge asks the press to indorse his 
decisions, but all have the right to demand that an objection 
shall be couched in gentlemanly language, and shall be backed 
up by argument showing wherein the error in judgment exists. 
A wholesale charge of incompetency has no force, and the 
public are not satistiied with such criticism; but when a sweep- 
ing charge of error is made, and to this is added the statement 
that decisions haye been ‘‘peculiar,” the implication at least 
ig that more than ignorance is meant to be charged, The 
English language is Indeed a rich one, and ambiguity on the 
question of ignorance or dishonesty isa yery easy matter to 
pes and the use of “peculiar” terms are altogether uncalled 
or. 
If the judges of collies have made ‘‘peculiar decisions during 

the past few years” in this eountry, the fact cannot be proved 
by the paper which says so, and I commend yon, Mr, Nditor, 
tO an examination of the collie reports ‘during the past few 
years.” Any one who will look over these reports will be 
struck by the remarkable fact that ina very large majority 
of instances the awards have been indorsed in an unmistak- 
able manner; in a majority of the rest there have been no 
special editorial expression, and among the remaining few those 
awards which are not approved are not seriously objected to 
and yet we are told they have been ‘‘peculiar.” 
Why. I would ask, were these “peculiar decisions” not 

pointed. out when they were made, and why, in making such 
a broad charge, does the paper not specify the particular de- 
cisions which are “‘peculiar?” 
Again I quote from your issue of the 30th ult. ‘‘One of the 

most important objects of the dog show is the education of 
the public as to the points and characteristics peculiar to each 
breed,” Is it to be expected that the public can be instructed 
by the contradictory reports which have apveared in FOREST 
AND STREAM within the last few months? Iwill mention a 
few extracts for example: 
Westminster Kennel Club’s Annual Dog Show, May 1884,.— 

“Duke of Leeds,a grand dog, even better than Bonivard.” 
Westminster Kennel Club’s non-sporting dog show, October, 
1884.—''The champion rough-coated St, Bernard class brought, 
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out the three cracks, Duke of Leeds, Bonivard and Hermit; 
Bonivard the best of the lot.” 
May, 1884,—“‘Rhona has one of the best heads we ever saw; 

were she a litile higher at the shoulder she would be a very 
hard bitch to beat,” October, 1884.—“Rhona won again, a de- 
cision we cannnotindorse, She is undershot, short in head 
and heayy in ear,” 
May, 1884.—“Brockenhursti Joe, the winner, carries his age 

like a two-year old. He has a beautifully shaped head, small 
ears, well carried, good neck and shoulders and tip-top coat, 
his fire and terrier quality made him an easy winner.’ Octo- 
ber, 1884.—"Brockenhurst Joe in loin and hindguarters has 
gone all to pieces, his mouth is finished; his faulty feet and 
lack of bone have been intensified with age, and he should be 
withdrawn.” 
May, 1884.—*‘Belgrave Primrose, the winner, has the best set 

of legs and feet we ever saw. His coatis perhaps a bit soft.” 
October, 1884.—‘“‘Belgrave Primrose has a long open coat, and 
plain expressionless face; his badly carried ears and tail should 
always keep him back in good company.” 
May, 1884.—"‘Raby Tyrant, given third, we were disap- 

pointed in. He is wide in chest and not as good on his legs 
and feet as he mightbe.” October, 1854, —‘‘Raby Tyrant should 
haye won with consummate ease. Heis worth more than all 
the other dogs in the class put together.” ; 
May, 1854.—‘‘Dance is very good in Goat, body, legs and 

feet, A yery good one.” October, 1884—‘Danee we do not 
like, she is prick-eared, plain in head, and slack in the back.” 
May, 1884.—‘‘Bessie, black and tan terrier, is a yery good 

one, especially in head, her markings might be a trifle better, 
but she is a well-shaped bitch and hard to heat.” October, 
1884,—“‘Bessie is-no crack, being faulty in muzzle, cheeky, 
wide in front, and her face markings are not distinct.” 
New Haven Show, March, 1884.—“‘Jaunty, a very moderate 

specimen, was given second, first prize being withheld.” 
October, 1684.—*“Jaunty, one of the best in the class, was un- 
noticed,” 
The above are only a few of many of a similar nature. Are 

the public you are so desirous of educating to understand 
that Duke of Leeds has so deteriorated and Bonivard inproyed 
to such an extent as to transpose their relative positions of 
last May? Has Rhona, who in May had one of the best heads 
our reporter ever saw, become undershot, short in head and 
eayy in ear? Has old Brockenhurst Joe entirely lost the fire 

and terrier quality, the beautifully shaped head, ete., ete,, 
that characterized him a few short months ago, and his faults 
so intensified with age that he should be withdrawn? Has 
Belgrave Primrose become the expressionless brute he is now 
pictured? . 
Has Raby Tyrant so much improved on his form of last May 

that your reporter has quite recovered from the disappoint- 
ment he then expressed? 
Has Dance, who was then ‘a very good one,” lost all her 

good qualities and gone prick-eared, plain in head and slack in 
the back? Or Jaunty, who could only get second in a very 
poor class, suddenly bloomed out into “one of the best” ina 
really good one? 

Are the publie to believe these inconsistencies, or are they 
not even more remarkably peculiar than the “peculiar” de- 
cisions on the collie judging? 

I would like to ask, Mr. Hditor, upon what, foundation does 
the broad charge of FOREST AND StRHAM rest? It would be 
interesting to the public at large to know, very interesting to 
collie owners and exhibitors, and ‘‘peculiarly” interesting to 
the judges. JAS. MORTIMDR, 
New York, Noy. 6, 1884. 

{ft is not necessary to say to Mr. Mortimer that he has 
strained beyond all reason the meaning of the word “peculiar” 
in our report, if he means to construe it into an imputation of 
“dishonesty ;” he ought to know thatit meansno such thing: we 
may therefore pass it without further comment, as also his 
highly facetious suggestion of intoxication with a petty griey- 
ance, Itis also quite unnecessary for usto explain toa gentleman 
of Mr. Mortimer’s knowledge of dogs and experience of dog 
shows that—owine to the differences of merit in similar classes 
abt different shows, and differences in condition of the same 
dog at different shows—what he has sought to magnify into 
important inconsistencies in the reports of our reporters at the 
two shows named are in reality not such. ‘Ihe reporters’ 
descriptions are relative, just as the judges’ awards are bound 
to be. Someofthe apparent contradictions are minor ones, 
or not contradictions at all, the seeming disagreement being 
due to the different way in which a dog is (each time truthfully) 
described, 7%. ¢., in one case his good points are named, in the 
other his bad points. Moreover the sentences quoted by Mr. 
Mortimer can be rightly interpreted only when read in con- 
nection with the context; again in several instances Mr. Mor- 
timer has (doubtless inadvertently) unfairly and insutticiently 
quoted us; and for the sake of making the apparent contraflic- 
tions appear greater, when both good and bad points were 
mentioned, he has quoted only the good er the bad as suited 
his purpose, Wein turn “appeal” from Mr. Mortimer’s quo- 
tations of the reports, to the reports themselves. As to 
the other instances named by Mr. Mortimer, and not 
included in the above, it may be explained that with 
better facilities for observation and arriving at the facts, 
and upon the more deliberate and careful examination 
thus made possible, an honest newspaper sometimes finds it 
necessary to modify and perhaps alter entirely its preyious 
statements on a given subject; and no journal which thus has 
reason to believe that ib may have been mistaken, and which 
has a proper conception of its duties tothe public, will for a 
single second hesitate to declare its matimrer convictions, even 
at the risk of incurring the bugaboo charge of ‘‘inconsist- 
ency.”’] 

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

F{\HE entries for All-Aged Stake, National American Kennel 
Club, 1884, are as follows: 

GLADSTONE Boy.—Dr. G. G. Ware’s (Stanton, Tenn.) black, 
ere and tan Hnglish setter dog Gladstone Boy (Gladstone— 
ue). 
CLay.—W. T. Edwards’s (Varner, Ark.) red and white native 

setter dog Clay (Joe, Jr.—Fannie), 
Gus CampsELtL.—J. L. Valentine’s (Nashville, Tenn,) lemon 

and white native setter dog Gus Campbell (Joe, Jr.—F annie), 
Ciipphr.—ZJ._ 8. Clark's (Atlanta, Ga.) black and white Mng- 

lish setter dog Clipper (Gladstone—F'rost). 
QuEEN Brss.—B. F. Price’s (Memphis, Tenn.) black, white 

and tan English setter bitch Queen Bess (Gladstone—Donna J.). 
Bassin A.—J. M. Avyent’s (Hickory Valley, Tenn,) lemon 

and white English setter bitch Bessie A, (Dashing Lion— 
Armada). 
Vaniry,—J. W. Munson’s (St. Louis) liver and white pointer 

bitch Vanity (Bang—Pride). 
Merror.—W. &. Huzhes’s ‘St, Louis) liverand white pointer 

dog Meteor (Garnet—ZJilt), 
Sr. Kimo IV.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir’s (Brooklyn, N. Y.) black, 
ie and tan English setter dog St, Himo TV. (St. Hino— 
iTio), 
Lapy C.—B, M. Stephenson’s (La Grange, Tenn.) black, 

white and tan English setter bitch Lady C. (Coleman’s London 
—Belle of Hatchie). 
Ricamonp.—J. E, Gills (lancaster, Pa,) lemon and white 

pointer dog Richmond (Don—Beulah). 
Count Rapimer,—W. B. Gates’s (Memphis) black and white 

English setter dog Count Rapier (Dirmid—Magnolia), 
Pavr Guapstonn.—W. B. Gates’s (Memphis) black, white 

and tan English setter dog (Paul Gladstone (Gladstone—Lava- 
lette). F 
Mrporsa.—W. B. Gates’s (Memphis) black, white and tan 

English setter bitch Medora (Gladstone—Carrie J), + 
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BAGGAGE MASTERS’ FERS —Zdiior Forest and Stream: 
Noy. 8.—_I read in your paper this week the complaint of A. 
©. J, against the exorbitant charges of the bageage inaster on 
the Delaware and Hiidsoli Catal, Cd's r6ad for the ‘ ivé of His 
digg a short piare i Vai it apt finde eolie Gf thésé meh 
Bliduld be attetided ta. A Barty vi three and two dogs on 4 
hunting trip Iti Albatiy over this road three weeks ago. on 
fhe train leaving there at, 11.30 P.M; their Boston being 
North Creek on the Adirdiidatk road: We, wént it8 EE 
saggage tar fo leave.our dégs, Wilen We wert informed bythe 
aggage master that the Chaigé to Sardtoga, about thirty 

uiilés, would be sre dollar, 4nd on remohstrating a sti a 
thatgs #8 EXorbitant, he coolly informed us there w. sta rule 
Ga pelling him to take the di ES, and if Wwe Were not Ratistad 
Be would hand them dver td the seeks Wiesehger. As we 
weére to leave atone Ok WHE Cally. niorning Adirondack 

ain, we Gonélided it Best to pay him his charge in order to 
Ave tHe das With us. On this road the dogs were taken in 
hé tagsige cara much longer distance for just one half the 
ave. If seenis td me_if the Delaware and Huddow Cinal 
Company would make & rate for nore and not ledve it to their 
Pageage mien to fix rates it, wauld Fe, iuore satisfactory and 
{ess extortionate fir thse Who patronize their.road.—H, M._. 
New York Not: $= Auditor Forest and Stream’ I had thesame 

C. J." on the Delaware and. Hudson Canal popertenice as A. 
Géripany’s railroad. On my way to the North Woods I had 
jo pay for niy setter: From New York to Bast Albany, 50 cts, ; 
from Hast Albany to Troy, 25 cts.; fron Troy to Saratoga, 
50 cts. ; from Saratoga to North Creek, 50 cts.; total, $1.75. Ido 
not complain about the charge, especially not for the charge 
trém Saratoga to North Creek, distanée sixty miles; as fiby 
Gents for a nine hdurs’ ride is not tee niueh: On nly way 
honie I was charged séventy-fiye cents for my dog from 
Saratozs td Troy: J abhi plained, retiarking that L had O 
pay. uly fifty ¢eits on ny way up. It was nd use complain- 
ing; Thad t6 pay; the baggage master reasoning thus: ‘You 
eS yolir dog for your pleasure. He isno good for anything, 
€ iS no watch dog, he is.for your pleasure only, and therefore 

you have to pay for him.” Ido not see why there should be a 
charge at_all for a sportsman’s dog, if no other baggage js 
carried. It is less trouble for a baggage muster 44 fie d dug 
up than it is to handle a hedyy fridk. In Germany dog 
tickets are issued by the rat{l#0ads and the hunter need not be 
afraid of the bagg#ce iaster’s greediness.—A, F, 

Lice AND FLEAS.—Philadelphia, Pa.—I see frequently 
questions asked in your journal and many others for the 
naming of something to kill lice and fleas on dogs. I have 
found ont from practical experience a never failing destroyer, 
oleate of mercury. The oleates are, comparatively speaking, 
anew agent in the treatment of diseases. An ointment made 
of the oleate to the strength of twenty per cent., thoroughly 
applied, allowed to remain on for sixteen or eighteen hours 
and then washed off, is sure death to lice, It is a non-irritat- 
ing application, and cleanly (except greasy), One application 
has never failed in my cases. It can be applied s¢yerul tities 
Be interyals without producing any ptyaligm.—Sans Soucr 

NNELS. 

MERIDEN SHOW.—Meriden, Ct., Oct. 28.—Editor Forest 
tind Stream; The Meriden Poultry Asso¢iation will hold its 
eighth annual poultry show and fourth aiintial berich show at 
the town hall, this city, Dec. 30 and 31, and Jan. Land 2, 1888, 
The bench show will be held the last three named days. Mr. 
Walter E. Miller, stiperinitendent, is an enthusiastic dog fancier, 
and he will do his utmost to please all who wish to exhibit, 
Premium list, blanks, etc., will be ready about Dee. 1, and 
will be mailed to any person who niay desire & topy tree. We 
have secured the services of Dr, George Walton, of Boston, 
Mass., as judge.—JosHua SHUTEH, Secretary. 

THE MASTIFF PUPPIES.—Kditor Forest and Stream: Tn 
¥eply to Mr, Grege’s letter in your issue of the 6th, I havé to 
Say that the entries in question were propérly made in dog 
und bitch puppy classes, but through clerical érror, improperly 
entered in the éatalogue. The atswer to the protest was 
drafted by the subscribér aiid delivered to Mr. Lincoln or a 
clerk (I have forgotton which) to copy. In the hurry and 
confusion, ef thé Moment the draft was delivered to Mr, 
Gregg.—ELutot Smirs, Manager, etc., W. K. C. Show. 

_ BOSTON DOG SHOW.—New England Kennel Club, 159 Ay 
Tremont street, Noy. 4, 1884,—Kdttor Forest anid Stream? 
This club will hold their first annual bench show of dogs in 
Music Hall, Boston, April 7, 8,9 and 10, 1885, Mr. Chas. Lin= 
coln, superintendent. We have set aside a guarantee fund of 
$2,200, and shall probably add to it during the winter. We 
shall spare ne pains to make the show attractive te exhihitors, 
The hall is heated by steam and well ventilated, and the com- 
fort of dogs is assured.—J, A, NICKERSON, Secretary. 

PHILADELPHIA CLUB TRIALS,—The Philadelphia Ken- 
nel Club will have its field trials on the 16th of this month. A 
visitor to the grounds in New Jersey found about twenty 
coveys of birds awaiting the running, and as nineteen or 
twenty dogs are entered, an enjoyable time is expected by the 
members. None but members’ dogs will compete.—Homo, 

DOG FOUND.—Found in the lower part of New York city 
a black and tan collie pup. Address Box 3), West Brighton, 
Staten Island. 

Worms In Dogs.—"Stonehenge,” in his celebrated work on the 
dog, writes: “Worms are a fertile source of disease in the dog, de- 
stroying every year more puppies than distemper itself,’? While the 
Hield says concerning distemper: “All treatment to be successful 
must be pretend by the expulsion of worms.” Naldire’s Powders 
remove these pests within an hour, at the same time giving tone to 
the stomach and prom first-rate condition in dogs, Naldire’s 
Worm Powders, the great British remedy, are sold by McKesson & 
Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York. Price $1. Manufacturers: 
Wright & Holdsworth, 3 Spur street, London, Eng.— 4d», 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

=> No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

V. B. M,, Raleigh, N. C_—There appeared on the back of my setter 
dog, about four months ago, a sore, I suppose mange. By the use of 
carbolic soap a cure was effected. A sore similar in appearance has 
appeared again in about the same piace. 1am now using earbolic 
soap, and hope it will soon disappear. Gan you tell me how to cure 
it permanently? Aus. Your treatment should effect a cure, but 
from your statement it seems probable that the dog’s blood is out of 
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order, and that he 4s oyerfed., Let. his diet.be principally xegetable 
food, and see that he has plenty ofjexdercise, If he is fat reduce his 
flesh, and after he is cured keep him in good condition; | e: 
| SHTrer, Baltimore, Md—i, Will you beddnd éiicugh to inform me 
f ehbro fsa ah g that cati be given a bitch to prevefit her goltig. in 
Heat, wikhow ABrhiis het materng Boss! plliticg. 8: How often ib & 
year do'they go iiieat} aiid How: tine ia tlie, Ans. 1,,We know 
of nothing thatjyeu can give with saloty) 2° Usually twike «year 
and the period lasts three weeks, varying somewhat in the individual: 

: nye ; SU oe a 4 Ps ) ee oF Hi 
_ ©. H., Evie, Ra.—My dog-has.a cancer, in his ear, what, shall,,1 do 
for it? His appetite is generally very good, Ans. Try this remedy: 
Equal paris bromo chloralum, and) landanum,-and dilute, with six 
times thelr bulk of water,’ Pour some of, the:mixture (tepid) into the 
eat and gently knead the base for a short time. “Make the applica- 
tlon once a day, This tetiedy is often very effective. 

. KENNEL, NOTES, 
NOTick TC CORRHSPONDENTS: - 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge’ ‘Ns iitstre 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following jat- 
ticulars of each animal; 
1, Color. 
2. Breed, r 

; tier 

Ce) 
5. Date of birth; of breéding o¢ 

of death 

6. Name and residence of owner, 
_ buyer or seller. 

%, Bite: with his sire and dam, 
; OWner of site, 
Dam; with her sire and dam, 

, of dea .,. 10; Ownek of daiit: ; 
All nanies must bé platy whitten, Coniniunidatidd of ote alde of 
Paper Snily; and sighGl with writer's Haine: 

sg Ne le. | NAMES charm 
E&™ See instructions,at head of this column, “ - a 
Hts ee B ae a as yy aeOR BelOre Mee for red Irish 

setter;dog, whelp y 11, 1884, hy Glenche out of Nora’ |. é 
role, “ Mr. watt. te ict, fot plathawilte andtan nitt¢e settell 

bltehs wwlielBed September, 1884, by Glett IH; out of,@ueen Vie. 
Lady Rock, . By, Mr..Joseph Lewis, for lemon belton English setteb 

bitch, whelped = pa 28, 1884,-by champion Royal Rock out of, Nellie. , 
Djalma. By Mr.Charles M. Wray, Shelter Island? N. Y., for solid 

liver spaniel dog, jhelped July 20,1884, by Black Prince (champion 
Benediet—Madesb) out of flora TI. (Sni je—Flora): . 
bet » n ' : fi An} '. . tiie 

EAE See tinstir Chions ad head of this column:;  » = 
«Rena—Hero H. Messrs, Shaw & Bates’s mastiff bitch Rena (A. KL: 

262), bo the Ashmont Kpnnel’s Hero IL. (A.K.R. 545), Oct. 31. : 
Delph Viva—Hero Il, Messrs. Shaw-& papal ARE Dien Delph 
wine Ne 1482) to the Ashmont Kennel’s Hero II, (A.K.R! 545), 

Ov. 1. 1z (et whe : : f ae ‘ 

Music—Lead, Mr, W. Gallagher's beagle bitch Music to Mr, f. W; 
Jester’s Leader (Sailor—Rose), Oct. 25. | : ee 
Leah I,—Glen Rock. Mr. 8. B. Poster's Elkton, Md.) English set- 

ter bitch Leah II. to Mr. B, W- Jester’s Glen Rock (Druid—Princess 
Draco), Ost, a7. aia | eati NE ath} A 3 4 deus = 2 =) at 

qun o—Dociar, The Horest ey ikennel's pug bitch Jute (A.K.R. 
408) ta theit impatited: Deetor; Oct. 92, ¢ 
Maid S—Van. Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall’s black f 

Maud §. (chaimpion Pete} Jr.—imported Kate) to Mr: 
Van (Jim—Nellj. - ; So ; ve 
Moonstone —Sensation,—Pointer bitch Moonstone to the Westmin 

ster Kenne]-Club's Sensation, Oet. 31. ' 
Nellic— Black Prince, Mr.,Julius Fehr’s (Hoboken; N. J. ) black 

Pinas phe Nellie to Mr. A, C. Wilmerding’s Black Prince (A.K/R: 
2), Oct. 31. ‘ 
Susan—Bang Bang. Mr. 

to the Westminster id e 

ointer , bitch 
, Senuchard’s 

8. B, Clark's Sugan (Sensation— Whisky) 
ebnel Clith’s Bang Bang. 

7 ; WHELPS. 
{25— See instructions at head of this column. 
Ruby S._ Mr, C. R. Squire’s (Troy, N.Y.) red Irish setter bitch Ruby 

5. (A. K.R. 512), Nov. 1, seven (three dogs), by Mr. W. H. Pierce's Glen- 
cho; one bitch dead, 

Colleen Bown. Mr. C. R. Squire's (Troy, N.Y.) red Ivish setter 
biteh Colleen Bawn (A.K.R. 507), twelve (seven dogs), by Mr, W. H. 
Pierce’s Glencho; two dogs dead. 

Crook, Dr, Henry F. Aten’s(8rooklyn, N. Y.) bitch Crook, Oct. 22, 
éleven, by Dashing Monarch; five since dead. 

Nellie. Mr, J, Lewis’s English setter bitch Nellie (Count Dan— 
Floss), Noy. 8, seyen (three dogs), by Wilson’s Count Noble; three 
bitches since dead, 

SALES. 
j25> See instructions at head of this column. 
Bang Bang—Polly) whelp. Vemon and white bitch, by the West- 

minster Kennel Club to Rey. T. J. Smith, Albatiy, N.Y. ’ 
Letd._ Beagle dog (Sailo*—Rose), by Mr. E; W. Jester, St: George's, 

Del., to Mr. G. P.. Watmiall, St; Lovis; Mo: _ i 
Zanzibar: English setter dog (A.K.R; 1188). by Mr. #; W. destér; St. 

George's, Del, to Mr. H. P. Dottch, Goldsboro, 0. | 
Medina., Lavetack sétter bitch (A.K.R. 824), by Mr. Hl. W. Jester, 

St. George's, Del., to Mr. Geo. F. Clark, same place. ; 
Major—To-To unelps, Greyhound dogs, by Mr. BE. W. Jester, St. 

George’s, Del., One to the Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia; Pa:, and 
one to Miss M. P. Selby, fy , 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Ee> See instructions at head of thts cotumm. 
Maud.S. Black pointer, bitch; dyis: old (cHdmpioh Peté, Ji;—im- 

ported Kate), by Dr; H. F. Aten to Mr. Geo. D: Macdougall, 

One Minion oF Men hayé held the acvident policies of the Travel- 
ers, of Hartford, Conn.; and one in nine have received cash benefits 
on them.—Adv. : ' 

Rifle and Crap Shaoting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

PACIFIC COAST ITEMS. 
HE sual shooting mateh of the Carson Guard wasfixed for Sun- 
day, Nov.2. | 

At the Forester Club shootin Agricultural Park, Oct, 25, tle medal 
pas catried off by Henry Eckhardt, who lilled eleven birds out of 
twelve. 
There is some talk of a match being made betwéen Bassford. of 

Solano, and Fay, of San Francisco. Ib will be a hundred-bird con- 
test and for $500, ’ a. 
Sergeant Nash, of the San Francisco police force, while practicing 

with a military rifie at the Presidio range, Oct. 28d, made the follow- 
ing remarkable score, firing ten shots at each distance: 200yds., 46; 
a00yds., 41; 500yds., 49, and 600yds.,48. ‘Total, 184 out of a possible 
200. 
The California Rifle Association will hold its annual meeting for 

team and individual shooting at Shell Mound on the second and third 
Sundays in Novemoer. The first day will be devoted to team shoot- 

| ing, and the second to individual shooting. A fine gold medal is to 
awarded to the champion marksman. 

Col, Ranlett, Lieut. Kelloge, Sergt. Williams, Moore and others of 
the Fifth Batallion, were on the range Oct. 80, with the usual good 
totals, but Lieut. Kellogg and Mr. Moore particularly excelled, Mr, 
Kellogg making a recora that will be read with astonishment by the 
best shots. Nineteen bullseyes out of 20 shots, at 600yds., is some- 
thing never done before on the coast. Wollowing are the scores of 
Kellogg and Moore: 

200yds, 500yds. 
Kellogg....... ,55545445555454444454 110 5)900500000455555555 —99—189 
Moore.,..... .44444544544443445444—89 55554555445544555655--95—177 

S, E. Carson, one of the Nationals’ '-Big 6,’ was over practicing with 
his Springfield, and for a yer tried his band and his gun at the 200- 
yard target, firing five 10-shot strings, making the following very 
handsome aggregate: 
Carson. ddsdsd5do 5550555545 5545555554 4554454445 5545544445—252 
This is.out of a possible 250, or 924-5 percent. Outside of Howard 

Carr’s and Lieut. Fred. Kubnle’s big scores, which were made with 
Sharp-Burchard Trifles, this record of Oarson’s, with a Springfield, 
has never been beaten and has been equaled only twice on the coast, 

BOSTON, Nov, &.—There was a slim attendance of riflemen at Wal- 
nut Fall to-day. A troublesome wind blew from northwest to south- 
west during the day, ‘The scores stood: i 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
CH Berry.......+.--. 545445545445 CW Hodgdon....... 4444545445 —43 
HC Barnes nese e Bane 545554454445 WH Cler .....-.-... Sdddddddbs—42 
T Stinson... ees 454544554444 § H Sturgis.....-... 4455523445—42 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
W Charles............ 555555554448 A Spicer.........::.. 644555455446 
AC Adams.........¢ 4555445545—46 : 

Victory Match, 
(R@ushines. en. een ceeds tiled eee: © 810 710 7 Y 410 T—% 
IASSTHCE wis. peal eee ss aa -upeoueer 8 49 8 4 710 610 6—74 
WH Olen. pees ty eee oa gone ORLOy OQ lB*G- “8 BB. 7s 
6 H Sturgis... 2) spespeerseet ee 6 10 8 0 BB S40 TO 772 

: Comresporidents Who favor us,with chib scores dre particularly re= 
quested to write on one side of the paper onty. 

4 NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION: 
WIEW England Trap Shooters’ Association held their first, toutna- 

. ment Nov. 7 and 8, ab Wellington, Mass., on the grounds o ue 
Boston Gui Glub; Fhe aboye club in anticipation of. a great eve’ 
had, fortunately mudé extensive alterations; imcreasing their, club 
house by a spacious:dining roOui; atid which at other times_will be 
used fora directors’ reom, A large tun er_of ortsmen from the 
ifferent clubs.in the New England States assembled and did ample 

justice to the programme provided and making one of, the MOUst #UG- 
cessful shoots held during the season. The wind on both days wag 
strong and gusty and accounts in some cases for low scores from 
foie of cur best shots, every trap being in perfect order kept the 
bi#ds t6 their fullest flight. 

First eve singles, 1ifyds. rise: 
ohh Ome tits RE Schaefer ......... 1010000— 2 
D Kirkwoed...05:25.2, ii— 7 OW Gerrish............ 0111011— 5 
WJ Braley...... ries dab pa 4 WL Davis... ie... 1110011— 5 
NUL esy avers geben jouivii— 5 H Donovan, ...... ., ..1011100— 4 
FLW Webber... ...... OM 4 LM Jobngoll.....2.. }2.1000Ht— 4 
EA Folsom............ O111011— 5 - 
Kirkwood first, Hall and Dayis second, Johnson third. 
Second event—Condltlons fame ag above. 

‘ Vilber, , baba w ect tage H1onii— 5 § MOTE, ya se ea see veer HOTIOII— 4 
AP Ors eatery cue O00 — 4 Bild 2. eeu. cay eeese.  0100110— 8 
ampson.:...... ...:; Gi0i— § Webbe _.........,......1100111— & 
shaeted............;:, d1101i— 6 Chestet....,.........-. 9000101— 32 

C F Smith. - a ee 1111010— 5 J Nithols,........... ..0110011— 4 
yolsot geri atsona ees he 1 era he DIkey2 Lavoe eee Anidi— 7 
Boige bane Wie % Sheldon....... c.2..,,, i tS fi 
abl. pepe stan ba! Holid— f all. 2422 Paige old Ti 9 

Na Solis ta sss ic. QUOHGQ— 2 Catéy ic... scissi.u.. p= F 
Gaye Ty) trees ae WITOOLO— ae esr tes ie to oe et NI § 
Goud yaa Weta: OlI— 2 Davis... T1N0)— § 
Donovan... ..s..css .10101110— 4 Braleyi 02 )258) Ve: 10167— 
SASTR US > Sahn er Pres 10L011i— 5 Gerrtish.............. 11.0003 — 
if Bsa caiftes reste es tkwood............ 010111 =2 
HUET opsciaaceieiaieet el etiG— 68 “WS Petry «seins... 1f0111i— 
Stanton; 2.2.4.5: .90 ~ OLbI— §. 
~;Hedden.and.,Di Key first, Calman Second; Smith alid WebWer third: 

tourth, , Team bag td et 

air dgqubles, fixed traps: par oh : 1i—5 

Stitt: «tape wite Wy AO IGe aE” fe eyo a am Pee 
. Show; Hager alld Davis first) Stat? aha Paw second; Dickey third; 

~ Fourth eyent—s pair doubles, fixed traps: ; , => 
Sampson.... -.......,-.0000, 00—0 Wilber .............,... 11 11 01—5 
Wyais 2 pss eee 10 10 4{7—4 Wield 2,-0.0) oe, 10 10 11-4 
Brae ye wee lst a ate ols £0 10 10 10-8 B Smith... pee dd O00 si 
Schaéfer.. 2.0.25. 6.4 10 11 11-5 D Kirkwood...._....... i 10 00—3 
NSELEV nue eed. tee eee 050801 Eola ne nee 1 11 11—6) 
Hager...... Me PAS ARS hi11 11 T1—6 Dickey... 2.2 ..2 022, if if 10-3 
Glare vere oe non ks 10 1070-8 MNason...... ....2....) 11 Il =} 
Statlten . 4.6 1 tO 0 Hs, “Donovan, 20k ew 00 14 11— 
DAIWAR bs sou heii ela i141 90-4 Grey... coal ea 10, 60. 01-2 
Webber........ .......+ 00 00 11—2 Geffish ........ puns Or 0DeT Oe 
Goa Bee el eel blaeeles 00 11 11—4 Renaud ......, ..1..... 1410 1i—4 
Eieomitt: eee eesee: 10 10 11-4 Qhester....... 1: ee iti 10 40 
OTS DM earl ct eet 1110 10-4 Carey...: secccasius.. 11 10 10— re 

FRager and Holden first, Schaefer and Wilber second, Garey third; 
and Clark and Smith fourth. 

Fifth eyent—* birds, B traps: 
Garnish oe ase ve ee 001110— 4 B Smith ......._...... 100i0i— 4 
Gilman. ..:...... »».ye+-1101100— 4 Folsom.... . «--J11011— 6 
Schaefer,......-...-..-l]10110— 5 Sheldon ...-1111101— 6 
Ly {ai eee ..0111101— 5 Webber ee OLLOTII— 5 

Wilber ...... 1111111— 7 Stanton ... ...1100101— 4 
Dickey .... 1111100— 6 Gray... . . -0011100— 3 
Sanson, .. 1.1111101= 6 Nason ....,.. . 1000011 3B 
Davis .... -:1001011— 4 Donovan,. ,.O0101I— 4 
Perby .. ..1101000— 8 Carey,.... -O110011— 5 
Biraley; UU0llI— 4 Williams . .1000110— 4 
Holdei..: a eee 5 Dowd... -.1011010— 4 
Stark ... -:111101i— § Tinker 1010111— & 
vans... +. ::001011i— 4 Praneis. H0110— 4 

ET Smith 101010i— 4_ Bartlett. ...1010101— 4 
Rislg eee emai eae re i00110i— 4 _ Renaud ... -:41101101— 6 

ager... ...- i oat ote 1W10111-—6 Schaefer ... .......... 101010—4 
Kitkwood....:: .--.--. (11001i—4 Webber..................10H0H—65 
AVALOS cos acSaldy gees Wiiti=" Gilman... beers + .0101110—4 
WOW). Stolp sph). = 12 1110100—4 Pasty sieessnepee tes -O1I1101=5 
Francis. so. .c.-2+.-2-0e0 10110115 -B Smith... 2... 2... ss. 1100101—4 
Renaud .....:........-:.0100101—8 Hyatis,......-).<1-..:, . 11hii—7 
BT Smith............:.:1100101—4 Dickey...........-...; , 1100111 —-5 
PSLRALH Se See 4598 Se SORE ORAD TPTITO—G" SnG Wl shies tesa ee .1000101—8 
StAO ss elaine eel sive 1711001—5. Davis. ......-234¢2e2se0 10(1141—5 
SANSOM ay ws) wees 1001010—8 Tirrell,... .ecee. cee ue 1111111—7 
1 ean oate 6 Odea cea es 1101101—5 “Perry-... 2. epee eves oy OLILIIO—5 
Gareinhein. on ers 1101111—6 

Seventh event—3 pairs; fixed trajis! 
shabfer....i)..6 ose 101 10 11— 4 Renaud ......... ‘sb be 10 Hodi— 6 

Penny LTRs Adda gs 01 11 1i— 5 Sampson............ 16 10 1f— 3 
SOI o ee der cae 211 10 10— 4 Franeis............ ....10 01 10— 4 
Old ei Se, eee ertee te 1010 1J— 4 Dickey..........-..... ii 11 Ol 6 
IpTAly eis errr not 1110 11— 5 ~Stark....-........., ..10 10 11— 4 
Garile, oo See 6 os. 2100 0 — "SS Beasmith chip eceasne 11 10 10— 4 
Hiaperi.e. 22. stem tess AULA U OC SR SAAN ho) He ne a, of 10 11 11— 5 
nicer atte fete 110 10—3 Davyis.......... .24.. 11 11 11— 6 
Wield’. Weeileeie 2 oeel4 OL AO “(Gertish ss... eS 41 00 11— 4 
Byans.....2. vtyyeeeeld O1 O1— 4 Gilman.... ...... yer dd 1 T1— 6 
THiowil, eo. eeies uate ee 01 01 10— 3 Williams ....,........11 10 10—4 
Kirkwood............ 0111 10—4 Sheldon. ....., aiewats iy 10 10— 4 
Webber....... rss rey, 11 1110-5 Carey... cece AQ 1Q 0O— 2 
Greys sper epee ease 10 10 11— 4 Tirreil................ 0 10 11— 4 el 

Davis and Gilman first, Wilber second, Schaefer and Gerrish third, 
Dowd and Francis fourth. 

Highth event—Indiyiaual championship, 15 single birds, 1 trap: 
ilber Dickey......... 111111001110141—12 Wilber......... 01111009 944131 13 

Kirkwood..... ,001111011110111—11 FWrancis....... ‘ 1011110017101 1 
Folsom........ 110110111011111—12 Snow....... ,-..010010010100114— ¥ 
Gilman... ..- ,011111011111111—13 Stanton et abe 1211101101117 =13 
Hager. 7... ses 110111110111111—_18 Tinker stot gids .100011101110110— 9 
sROELY jos cere 414111111110111—14 BSmith........ 111001001101011— # 
Nagou...+.5+. ,.000101001000110— 6 Law...... .....111111111111111—15 
Stark........,-.0110100100 w— 4 Donavan....... 010000110001000— 4 
Webber .......111110100101101—11 _Carey.......... 001111000110110— 8 
Bf Smith...,..001111111101110—11 Hall............ 1411110111101011—12 
Holden......... 111010011111101—i1 Braley.......... 101111101111010—11 
Schaefer... ...111111111101111—14 Tidsbury... ...111111017111111—14 
Eivams.....--..«: 110111191110111--13 Clark........... 000010011001110— 6 
Bartleté, ..,...101111100111101—11 Renaud,....... 110110001 101000— 7 
Vowdies eee 100111110110111—11 Gerrish.... ~..111101011011111—-12 
Williams.....-. 001011100011011— 8 Mirella eter ~.111111111010111—138 
Goud. .. ......100010011011100— 7 Davis... ..-...101101110011111—11 
Sampson...... .110110111111110—12 Gray_._.... .. ,100101101011011— 9 

Tele Ii ae. cs 111011110011110—11 Sheldon........ 000000141111111— 
Law took the gold badge of the Association, $20 in gold and 40 per 

cent. of the entries, The $20 and gold badge were presented by the 
Ligowsky Olay-Pigeon Company. Perry, Schaefer and Tidsbury 
second, Gilman, Eager and Wilbur third, Folsom, Hall and Gerrish 
fourth, 

Ninth event—3 pair doubles: 
DWVAALTTETS (cla sia at) «-clchclale)-beluas 1010114 Dodd.....,-..--. ...:...10'11 11-6 
TOFS oe Bes MASA ti 11 41—6 Tinker ...... Sor 10 Oris 
BT Smith.............. 10 10 10-8 B Smith.,......-....... 10 11 00—3 
AVIS ticle fejdanceurice 1 00 01—8 Clark..,. .-..........,.41 11 11—6 
Nason oye, Jone ate 10 11 Mi—4  Gerrish,........ ...-...10 11 11—5 
Dickey Glee eae 01 10 10-3 Francis . eeee+--l0 11 00-3 
Field ...... were saa a rd I 
‘Sampson .....:......- Ff i 
Renaud, ......--.-s.. --,10 14,01—4 
Schaefer ........:..,..11 11 01—5 
Pager. i. vee ide = 0 LOI 
Perry. 5.222222 2596 1 00 11-6 Hall 
vans and Clark first, Schaefer 

Davis and Field fourth. 



—— « 5 Sei 

Bab iterh we. oe 011111110111—10 A C Degraw. 

_at the latest. 

Noy. 13, 1884.] FOREST AND STREAM. 

PEATE Cio hoe ee Ree 0000010—1 Sampson....... 2... 1011110—5 
Mager..........0. ..-.0111110-5—6 Holden........ eves» LOLTIIT—6—11 
asia Sere enh eee es 1111111—7 Gerrish..... pe Sean -1111101—6 
Wiebliar. trek ges. -111100i—5—12 Stark............... 1111111—718 
SA LGYL Sed py eon on 0111111—6 AGES Sik ck estes 1010101—5 
lm ane yes .1111000—4—10 Dodd............ ....1010110—4— 8 
Schaefer......... ++. O1N111—5 WV Deicas ue ereea ae 1111111—7 
DECKET eae ne se: 1111011—6—12 Tidsbury. .......... 0111100—4—11- Y 

Gerrish and Stark first, Dayis and Webber and Schaefer and Dicke 
divided second, Sampson and Holden and Wilber and Tidsbury third. 
One of the pleasant features of the day was the presentation of a 
fine gun to the president of the association by his friends to replace & 
sites piece by Schaefer which the gentleman had lost some six weeks 
efore, 

CLUB SCORES,.—Correspondents who favor us with scorés aré 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. e go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter ae publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the iatest. 

COLLEGE SHOOTING.—The first fall meeting of the Haivard 
Shooting Club wa’ held last week on the gtounds of the Middlesex 
Spottsman Club at Watertown, Mass. During the shoot the wind was 
high ahd gusty, and made the conditions for shooting in the highest 
degree unfavorable. Five matcl.es were shot as follows: i 

1. (Five clay-birds)—First, W. L. Allen, 86, Clyde, ’86, Kennard, °88, 
Slocum, *86; second, Ayer. *86, Meal, *87. i 

2. (Seven birds, open to all)—First, Allen; second, Austin, *86; 
third, Folsom, *88. } ; 
3 (Fiye glass balls)—First, Allen, Mead; second, Austin; third, 

Clyde, Kennard aud Slocum. 
4. (Seven balls, former prize winners barred)—First. Folsom; second, | 

Austin, Ayer, Clyde and Mead; third, Kennard and Love ‘88. 
5. (Seven birds)—First, Allen; second, Austin; third, Clyde, 
The’elub begin a series of classified matches to-day, in which the 

first prize will be cups, and the sécond prizes silver medals. One 
match will be open to fseshmen only. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Noy. 8.—The Malden Gun Club held its regu" 
lar shoot to-day. The events resulted as follows: . 

i. Ten pigeons—Field first, Lewis and Adamssecond, Brackett third. 
2. Three pair—Pratt first, Scott second. 
83. Miss and out—Taken by Lanergan and Adams. 
4, Five pigeons—Goud and Adams first, Scott second. 
5, Miss and out—Taken by Scott. 
6. Five pigeons—This event was an interesting and exciting one, 

each participant scoring the same totul, and on the shooting off the 
tie the whole purse was taken by Scott. 

7. Five pigeons—Goud first. Lanergan second. 
8. Five pigeons—Adams first, Goud second. Lanergan third, 
9 Five blackbirds—Adams first, Lanergan second, Seott third. 
Then followed a series of miss and outs, which were taken by 

Messrs. Scott, Adams and Lewis, each taking some three purses. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

MACON, Ga., Oct. 28.—The team match for the state championship 
and Ligowsky gold medal was the interesting feature of the State 
fair to-day. It consisted of teams of five men. 10 clay-pigeons, 18yds. 
rise, 5 doubles. i5yds. rise. The Chatham Gun Club, of Savannah, 
and the Macon Gun Club were the contestants, the former being the 
challenging party. The match was closely contested and every shot 
was puttothe mark. The following is the score: 

Macon Team, 
Singles. Doubles: 

AW TOS eo. kl. boasts ee 1111110101—8 ji i1 10 10 10-7 
Bintisirs) 4a Amesod sees et 0011101101 -6 11 di WW Of W—9 
eaineinern vaccine nites « 1101111010— 7 10-00 Ti 10 (015 
RUACH eiraass oe ese, 0101010001—4 10 10 10 00 00-8 
Shinholster.....8...) 1. 1000010000—2—27 10 -10 11 11 11—8—32—59 

Chatham Team. 
Vil De eee ree 0100001111—5 11 10 O01 10 11-7 
MAT IMIG. Tent. i. fost be 0100111100—5 01 10 10 00 11—5 
IPAINTOT seus tance dicen? 0111000101—5 01 00 19 10 10—4 
INGE ONS ee Pe Pa a ccc 1110141101—8 10 11 O1 OO 11-6 
HigBRvACK es AEA ee) noes 0111011141—8—81 01 10 11 1 11—7—29—60 
The match attracted a largecrowd. The battery was erected in the 

center of the mile track. The shooting was steady until the end 
reared. The trophy was in the hands of the Macon Club and all de- 
pended on Hirschback, of the Chathams, to wrest it from them, The 
fate of the day was in his hands. He had one more shot, and the 
score was within two of a victory. If he missed one it was tie; if he 
hit both his club would win. He shouted “ready,” up went the 
pigeons sailing away. Coolly he plucked the first one; the score was 
a tie. The second that elapsed between his first and second shot 
was seemingly a month to his companions. He raised the barrels 
quickly and fired. The shot told; his club won by the score of one. 
The scene was a lively one after that shot. The match team was 
then shot for, represented by three teams of three men each from 
Macon and Chatham clubs. The Macon team consisting of Wilbur, 
Parker and Taylor, won first money, score 41; Macon team, Ayres, 
Shinholster aud Butts, second money, score 40; Savannah team, com- 
posed of Pead, Nichols and Hirshback, third money, score 37. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
fe Ae publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

LONG ISLAND SPORTSMEN.—The annual tournament of the Long 
island Sportsmen’s Association was held on Oct. 29, at Dexter's Park, 
onthe Jamaica Plank Road. The beautiful autumnal weather #nd 
the special inducements offered in the way of prizes brought out a 
large representation of fowlers from the several clubs composing the 
association: The Glenmore, Washington, Fountain, Prospect, Forest- 
ers, Coney Island, Garden City and Long Island Shooting. Many dis- 
tinguished sportsmen were interested spectators of the tournament, 
and the fine, bracing air, made it agreeable for both onlookers and 
participants to stand in the opew field all day, The rules governing 
the tournament provided the contest to be at 12 birds, entrance fee 
$2 and price of birds, rear boundary to be3lyds. from traps as staked, 
entries to shoot to close at 2 P.M. Members of the lower class may 
at the time of entry elect to shoot in a higher class, but members in a 
higher class cannot shootin a lower class. 

+-111111000111— 9 
~.111101111010— 9 

A Rockfelder...... 011111100011— 8 EF Rockfelder......110111111111—11 
Second Squad, 

Dr. Wynn......... 111111111010—10 W Cameron....... 111101111111—11 
WS Newton......110011011110-— 8 A Eddy............ 111110111111—11 
CH Smith .101100111111— 9 HP Donnelly..... 114111111101—11 
C Jones....... -111011110101— 9 W RSelover...... 011011101011— 8 
CW Wingert...... 1011110111110 TT Edgarton..... 001111101411— 9 

Third Squad. 
Peter Sutter....... 01111111101i—10 G F Gildersleeve. .010111101011— 8 
HH Adamis....... 001000 — JK Powell........ 110101111111—10 
FE Morgan ...... 100111001111— 8 H Thorpe......... 011111001101— 8 
Gycorpelle, ae le.e 111111110111_11 J Schlieman...... 101001011110— 7 
W Kampfmarter..011111111010— 9 E Schicllein....... 010090001010— 3 
H Altenbrand..... 111111001100— 8 W Gleaver 

‘he Class 
A, first prize, Dr. Wynn; the second prize was divided between Mr. 
Duryea aud Charles Wingert; third prize, Henry Knoebel; fourth 
prize, Mr. Selover; and fifth prize, Mr. Schlieman. Class B, first 
rize, Mr. Rockfelder; second prize, Capt. Cranmer; third prize, C. 
- Morgan; fourth prize, Mr Schiellein, and fifth prize, Mr. Adams, 

Class C, first Apes was divided between Cameron and Donnelly; 
second prize, Mr. Smith: third prize, Mr, Henry Sharpe; fourth prize, 
Mr. Rockfelder; and fifth prize, Mr, Eppig. The referees for the day 
were I. HE. Morgen for the first and second squad and Harry Miller 
for the third squad. G, Gildersleeve acted as refereefor the con- 
testants. The men were classified in their proper shooting order by 
Mr. Hary Thorpe, whose work during the day was very laborious but 
diligently performed. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them wm as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 

THE NEW ORLEANS CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT.—Substi 
tutefor Match No. 3, first day,the following; Match No, 3—Th, 

= a, 

THE MOHICAN SETTEE SAIL. 

Marino Elastic Felt Gun Wad Match. Conditions: 
match shall be loaded with the merino elastic felt gun wad. One 
she}l of each shooter shall be challenged by a judge, the shooter tobe 
ruled out if the shell is found to contain any other wad; shooters 
using *‘wood powder” to be allowed the use of a thin cardboard wad 
next to the powders. Individual sweepstake, entrance $5; five single 
clay-pigeons and two doubles, To the best score, in addition to first 
money, a gold medal donated by the Merino Elastic Gun Wad Co., of 
Baltimore, Md. 
Thanks to the exertions of Messrs. A. Cardona, Jr., and Capt. A. 

M, Ancoin, of New Orleans, La., arrangements have been made to 

All shells in this 

secure several thousand live bats for the New Orleans tournament, 
which will probably be held at the New Orleans Base Ball Park. The 
former writes: ‘‘The sportsmen here have become somewhat enthusi- 
astic over the idea of the shoot, and the general impression is it will 
be quite a success. I feel sure that when you ineet our fraternit 
here that you will be pleased and satisfied, and I know they will do 
all that can be done to make this a grand affair.” 

Canacing. 

CANOEISTS aye invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu- 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forrsr anp 
StREAM their addresses, with namie, membership, signals, ete. of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all mterested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to ForEsT anD STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, raaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

THE MOHICAN SETTEE. 

qe members of the Mohican ©. C., of Albany, have found the 
balance lugsail unsuited to their work, river sailing and cruising, 

and have labored for some time to find something better, the result 
being the sail now described, d@vised by Com. Oliver. This sail re- 
sembles somewhat the sail of the Alatantis, as made and used by Mr. 
S.R. Stoddart, but it was devised by Com, Oliver without any knowl- 
edge of the Stoddard sail, from which, however, the idea of the reef- 
ing gear was afterward taken. 

In shape the sail is an ordinary balance lug, cut off at the first reef, 
thus leaving a short luff, and. one batten above the boom. ‘The sail is 
hoisted by a halliard d, which is practically continuous with the 
downhaule, The halliard is made fast to a brass ring a on the mast, 
thence it leads through a snatch block ¢ on the yard, through a block 
6 on masthead, thence through a block m at deck, and returns 
through a block j, ending in a brass hook. The downhaul e is fast to 
the batten 7, pins down through rings on the sail to brass ring 7, 
lashed to the mast. The two reef lines ff are double, one on each side 
of the sail, running through block on the boom, and uniting in a single 
line, which is also part of e,so that the three lines from batten to 
boom at middle, fore and after ends really run through nN, as a single 
hne, the small ring in the bight, into which the halliard hooks, only 
serving to equalize the pull. 
The boom is held to the mast by a brass jaw, g, above and below 

which are leather collars, C C, which preyent the boom rising or fall- 
ing, and render a tack line unnecessary. A parrel may be used on 
the batten, or a jaw, h. The tension on the halliard and reef lines is 
obtained by the line on block 7. by which all is hauled taut. 
To set the sail the jaws are placed around the mast (g being be- 

tween the collars CC), the bight of the halliard, next the ring is 
slipped into the snatch block, ¢, the downhaul and reef lines, e f, are 
passed through ring, 7, and the end of the halliard hooked into the 
ring. Now the block) is drawn aft and its line belayed, putting a 
tension on the halliard and downhaul. The sail isnowready to hoist. 
Jt will be seen that the lialliard, with block m, always remains on the 
Inasb; in stowing the latter the block j is cast off, leaving the halliard 
free. To take in a reef, that part of the halliard to which e and f are 
attached is hauled aft, thus slacking away the other part, and at 

the same time taking in the reef neatly, with no ends to coil away or 
belay. Itisfound in practice that the halliard will slip a little, let- 
ting the sail down. To prevent this a little brass cam clutch, k, is 
screwed to the deck, the halliard, d, being slipped into it. The roller 
se he the cord as it pulls forward, but a pull aft will instantly re- 
ease it. 

THE LOG OF THE GEMINI. 

W* started onacold Tuesday this month fora quiet and lazy 
week's cruise on the Potomac. *‘‘We’’ are the two twin canoes 

of the Washington C. C., named the Seneca and the Tonic, and their 
captains. For this log the names of the canoes will do for those of 
their skippers, whose names area’t of any real consequence to the 
narrative, as all the glory of the cruise belongs to the canoes anyhow. 
The Gemini shone with all the spiendor of fresh varnish and new 

brass fittings as we hoisted sails at the club house float soon after 
daylight Tuesday morning. They were both brand new. and this was 
their trial trip, but their largest spread of canvas was bent onto take 
advantage of the northwest wind. 

_, if weare going to upset at all,’ said the skipper of the Tonic, 
“let’s upset near home, where there’s a sure base of supplies.” 
As they passed Hasby’s wharf the sails filled and the little red and 

white triangular burgees of the club snapped and fluttered from 
the mainsail peaks in the stiff breeze. Long Bridge was overhauled 
in twenty minutes, and the wind increased to half a gale before 
Alexandria was reached. 

*'Hadn’t we better tie in a reef?’ shouted the skipper of the Seneca. 
“No, no,” was the reply from the Tonic, “‘let’s pass Alexandria 

under full sail at any risk.” 
_ Just here an Alexandria ferryboat and a Norfolk steamer passed 
in opposite directions, and the rollers from their paddle wheels tossed 
the Gemini about like cockle shells. requiring the nicest seamanship 
or canoemanship of the skippers to keep them on the course and pre- 
vent the mainbooms from “jibbing,’? which would have resulted in a 
certain upset. The northwester now blew a regular gale, and schoon- 
ers beating up the river were compelled to reef, So as the Gemini 
reached the pier at Fort Foote, they rounded to, ran up on the gray- 
elly beach. and while one skipper tied reefs in both the hig lateen 
mainsails, the other lighted a fire of driftwood with a huge tree 
trunk for a back log, and brewed acup of coffee. The voffee, with 
cold boiled sausage, bread and butter and cakes, formed a palatable 
lunch, and after carefully extinguishing the remaining embers of 
the fire and washing the tin dishes, the voyage was resumed under 
reefed mainsails. The Seneca barely escaped an upset at the start, 
owing to the sheet jamming in a cleat, which probably made her 
nervous, as sheran into asheltered cove about a mile below and 
lowered the mainsail and lashed it to the deck and proceeded under 
the little dandy sail only, hoisted on the mainmast. The Tonic also 
donned the same scant rig, but her skipper was careful to explain 
that it was done so that she would not leave the Seneca behind, and 
not through inability to carry the larger spread of canvas. 

If the northwester blew a gale before, it now deserved the name of 
acyclone. ‘The wayes ran higher than the mainmasts of the Gemini, 
and the wind blew the spray from the crest of each wave against the 
canoeists’ backs, soaking them with the cold water. Sometimes the 
canoes would be carried forward at racing speed on the top of a huge 
roller, and the next moment would lie in the trough between two mon- 
ster walls of water towering on either side. To steer was almost im- 
possible, as the rudder with the whole stern would be entirely out of 
water on occasions, The calm waters of Piscataway Creek looked 
tempting to the voyagers as they passed, and they determined to seek 
a quiet haven, ascertain and repair damages to the craft and cargo, 
and camp for the night. 
A rousing fire dried the wet clothing and cooked the dinner of cof- 

fee, bacon and sweet potatoes. Nothing of a perishable nature was 
found dampened by the spray, the eatables and wearables being car- 
ried in water-tight compartments or water-proof bags. Theafternoon 
was spent in rigging a smaller set of sails for rough water from extra 
canvas brought along, and m pitching the tent and preparing the 
camp for the night, The thickests blankets were needed to keep 
out the cold, but the voyagers slept sound under the little marquee. 
The following log delmeatés the incidents of the remainder of the 
cruise: 
Wednesday—Tonic woke up an hour before daylight and insisted 

upon rousing the rest of the camp to keep him com pany. Wind blow- 
ing hard from northwest and so cold that two flannel shirts, a vest, 
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and two coats were found necessary foreomfort. Breakfast of coffee, 
fried bacon, and boiled sweet potatoes, with chow chow as an appe- 
tizer. Didn't cook enough potatoes (only eight), and Tonic had to fall 
back on bread, Only one loaf left out of four, Broke camp, packed 
plunder, and started down under small rig, Very rough, but buttoned 
Qn aprons and laid a course for Mount Vernon, which was passed 
about 10 o'clock, and as Tonic was hungry, put in at Gunsen Cove 
for lunch, Anchored side by side, in about one fathom of water, 
cooked coffee on alcohol stove and finished the loaf, Bag of crackers 
ditto. Tonic sailed across to Glymont for supplies, while Seneca 
squared away for High Point, and rounding it found a camping place 
in Occoquan Bay, Tonic arrived, reported that store at Glymont had 
“just sold the last” of syerything except lager, of which fluid he had 
secured half a dozen bottles. Wmptied the potato bag and dined on 
coffee, bacon and potatoes, with lager for dessert, Still hungry, but 
nothing to eat. 
Thursday—Tonic started into the woods before daylight to kill some 

breakfast. Seneca built a fire and sliced the bacon. Tonie brought 
in three blackbirds and a crow. Fired away the crow and fried the 
blackbirds in bacon, Found apiece of cake in Tonic’s bag that we 
had somehow missed before. Ate everything up clean. and wished 
we'd kept the crow, Seneca started out with gun to kill the dinner. 
Sat on a log to watch for squirrels and fell asleep. Awoke at high 
noon and saw aturtle on the ground at his feet. Poked it with the 
gun. Turtle answered not. Picked itup carefully. Turtle still quiet. 
Probably in a comato e state pending cold weather. Wondered if it 
was good to eat. Perhaps aterrapin, Hooray! Terrapinstew! Put 
turtié in pantaloous pocket and started forcamp. Nearly there when 
turtle awoke from comatose state. Great Jerusalem! Great Jerusa- 
Jem! What a crawler! Made a wild rush for camp. Turtle still 
dancing a hornpipe in pantaloons. “Tonic, for heaven’s sake get 
this insect ont of my pants!’ ‘‘Not much, Seneca, that’s a snapper. 
it'd bite my finger off in a jiffy. Better shed your pantaloons.” 
Garments divested with celerity, and developments awaited, Turtle 
poked its head out, and Tonie who has been a cowboy on the plains, 
deftly lassoed it with a fish line. Turtle slain, cleaned, and fried with 
bacon, Seneca opened a can of Brunswick dessicated soup, and 
boiled a gallon, Yonic, after eating two quarts and declaring it good, 
was shown the soup powder from which ib was made, and deciding 
that it was a vile chemical coro. refused to further partake, 
finishing his meal on coffee, turtle and bacon. Tonic complained of 
painful swelling in stomach, and laid it to soup. Seneca complained 
of difto, and Jaid it to turtle. Searched medicine chest, but finally 
decided to administer lager homeopathically. Patients gradually 
recovered. Tonic yolunteered to paddle to Occuquan villare fur 
“prog.’’ Seneca remarked that he had seen pretty girlsin Occoquan, 
Tonic scraped the camp kettle for shoe blacking, Seneea fished an 
allezed blue necktie from the depths of his clothes bag and held the 
lamp refiector while Tonic arranged his toilet, after which the latter 
started for the village. Tonie’sreport.on return: *“Pshaw! No sugar, 
uo coffee, no bread, no pretty girls. Nothing but sweet potatoes and 
erackers.’’ Supped light, and turned in early. 
Nriday—siruek camp after an early breakfast of coffee (without 

sugar and mill) and potatoes, and made for Quantico, wheres we had 
4 notion we could ship some rations. Had a gond sai) with breeze on 
the port quarter, which proved pretty stiff betore we reached Qnan- 
tieo pier. At the latter point Tonie inquired of a native if there was 
a settlement called Quantico thereabouts, and received the reply: 
‘Potomac City, sab, is about a mile up the road, sah. There ain’t no 
place now, sah, called Quantico, sah.’ Hlated at the prospect of the 
outfit procurable im a city,” Tonic tucked allthe empty bags under his 
arm and started. He found Pobomac City to consist of three saloons, 
a feneral store, a railroad station and a bulldog. Untering the store 
heasked for butter. Just out. Beggs? Just sold the last one, but 
would show hima fine pair of cowskin boots, ‘‘Hang the boots,” said 
Tonic. “Gotany bread?” ‘‘We never sell bread. sah. but if you're 
married, now there’s a fine piece of calico print—”* ‘‘Confound your 
print!” cried Tonic. ‘‘What placeis this anyhow?” ‘‘Potomac City, 
sah,” ‘City, is ity Where's the police station?’ The storekeeper 
prinned. ‘‘And the city hally On Broadway, I s'pose.*’ The store- 
keeper turned pale, evidently thinking his customer was an escaped 
lunatic. After much effort Tonic obtained condensed milk, sugar, 
“Plantation” coffee at 18 cents per pound, some crackers snd pota- 
toes. _ On his return coffee was brewed en the alcohol stove for lunch, 
“Queer taste this Plantation coffee has,” said Seneca, ‘Yes, tastes 
salty,” replied Tonic; ‘you didn’t make it with river water did you?” 
Seneca owned that he did, and, dipping some water from the river, 
tasted it. It was briny. onic replied not a word, but the look he 
gaye Seneca as he emptied the contents of the coffee pot into the 
river spoke whole book stores. While preparing the coffee a bass 
grunt was heard from shore, and, looking around, a ring-tailed porker 
was discovered making off with one of the bags of potatoes. Tonic 
immediately started in pursuit, but the pig hung to the bag and 
developed astonishing speed. Over the stones and along the beach 
tore the pursued and pursner, and at Jast the pig tripped on the bag 
and dropped his prey. Woe! woe! The cracker package had been 
put in the potato bar and was crushed intoacrumpled mass “Why, 
oh, why don’t something happen?” plaintively asked Tonic, as he 
started back to the ‘‘city’’ for more crackers. 
The Gemini logged about four miles more to-day, and it was dark 

when we made camp near Sandy Point, in Maryland. Found a spring 
of fresh water hard by and the best spot for a tent we had yet struck, 
Told fishing and hunting romances around the fire, roasting sweet 
potatoes the while, and turned in after midnight. 
Saturday—Nothing happened to-day, and the log keeper is too lazy 

to ake up any thrilling adventures for the club’s delectation after 
the return. The camping place is an elysium. A farmer in the 
neighborhood has furnished us bread, butter and eggs. The woods 
abound in squirrels and rabbits, and we’ve dined on game—dined 
seven times to-day—till our clothes won't fit us. Would like to stay 
here six months under the same conditions, 
Sunday—The first southerly wind since the start caused along 

debate whether it was wicked to cruise on Sunday. Finally decided 
that in our case it wasn't, because southerly winds in October are 
rare as angels’ visits, and we are a long way from home and due 
Tuesday night. Broke camp and hai a quiet, pleasant Sunday sail 
of about thirty-five miles up river to an old camping ground of ours 
on Broad Creek, stopping only once to induce a storekeeper to open 
up and supply us with provisions. He was a church deacon and 
he wouldn't, but. said if he could find his clerk, who was in a deplor-: 
able state of religious laxity, the lather would probably accommodate 
us. We found the clerk and left the deacon to float over his piety in 
eace. 

3 Monday—Another day bare of events. Weshot hali a dozen ducks 
in the morning and more at night, and consumed the rest of the day 
cleaning and eating them. Nota breath of wind to-day, so we held a 
council of war and decided that we would wait for wind a month 
before we would paddle the twelve miles between us and home. Also 
discovered that we were getting a little stout and inf4rn-ly lazy. 
Tuesday—Shot a few ducks to bring home, and cleaned up the 

canoes, polished brasswork, etc., while an admiring native looked on. 
Scented a zephyr-like breeze from the southwest, and were on the 
Joint of starting when thé aforesaid A, N. inquired: ‘Ain't youse fel- 
fea goin’ to wash your faces afore ye git. to start for the cily?”’ Great 
goodness! We hadn't thought of that. Seneca had a dim remem- 
brance of packing a piece of soap somewhere at the start, but Tonic 
wouldn’t hunt for it, and Seneca was too “tired” to attempt the exer- 
tion, so we gaye up the idea of ablution. The breeze was light, but 
“beat paddling,’’ as Tonic declared, and it was consequently after 
dark when the Gemini bumped noses on the float at the club house. 
A short time spent atthe bath, and the two canoeists wended their 
several ways homeward, haying gained by the cruise many pounds 
of solid fiesh, much bard muscle, a black walnut complexion, & 
hearty, healthy appetite, and a week of solid, A No. 1enjoyment. If 
the reader of this log is dyspeptic, suffers from loss of appetite, feels 
languid and generally debilituted, “go thou and do likewise,”’ is the 
curative firmly advised by THE SKIPPER OF THE SENECA, 
—Washangton Post, Oct. 20, 1884. 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

VENISON AND BEAR. 

ENISON should always be roasted or broiled and served yery 
rare; too much cooking dries it and spoils the Hayor. The saddle 

is the choicest part. In preparing it for roasting, cover it with but- 
tered paper fastened on by woodenskewers; this prevents the surface 
of the meat from becoming too hard, Hoast this before a hot fire 
for three hours, You will broil the steaks as you would broil fish or 
beefsteaks, by tying a bit of pork to them on the top, and hanging 
them before a brisk fire, turhing very often, so that they may cook 
eyjually on both sides. You may stew the tougher portions of the 
forequarter, or you may chop these pieces raw and add halt as much 
chopped salt pork to them, ssason with pepper and sage, make into 
little pats, andiry as you would sausages; indeed, these pats are 
known as venison sausages. Some persons consider 1t a great im- 
proyement to put a few drops of wine juice into the mixtures. If you 
are very “swell” campers-oub, and haye some port or Madeira wine 
with you, you may stew the shoulder of venison in the following man- 
ner: Extract the bones through the under side, make astuffing which 
shall be seasoned with cayenne, allspice avd wine, and fill the holes 
from which the bones were taken, Bind firmly im shape witb strips 
of clean cloth, put in a ate saucepan with park of a gravy made by 
boiling the trimmings of the yenison; add to tsa glass of port or 
Madeira, wine and a little black pepper. Coyer tightly and stew yery 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

slowly three or four hours according to the size. Tt should he very 
tender when done, Remove the strips of cotton cloth with care, dish, 
and when you have strained the gravy, pour itover the meat. This 
is Savory and delicious. 
_ in Idaho the hunters have a fashion of cooking 4 deer’s head, and 
itis there considered a yery great delicacy, although it may require 
éducation in Camp cooking to likeit. It seems as though only a very 
Sharp appetite could relish it, but then one never knows what the 
rest of the world will like. so the rnle for preparing it shall be given, 
and it may be used or not, at the discretion of the hunters, Dig a 
hole in the ground two feet square and one foot deep. In this cavity 
build a hot fire, and allowitto burnto ashes. Remoye about one- 
half the remaining coals, and throw into the hole a thin layer of green 
grass and leaves; then put in the head just as it was taken from the 
animal. Oover it with a thick Jayer of leayés and the embers and 
ashes previously taken from the hole. Roastan hour and a half, then 
take open the ashes, take out the head, strip off the skin, Season 
with pepper and salt, andserve, Ifyou are lucky enough while in 
canip to have an encounter with a bear, and to “come out best’ in 
the struggle, some thick slices of meat, cut from the juiciest portion 
of your adversary’s body. seasoned with sage, salt and pepper and 
broiled, will be eaten with a relish unknown outside of the woods. 
This hint is given merely to meet a remote contingency. 
Wild ducks, which are often killed by hunters, are apt to have a 

fishy flavor that renders them unpleasant; but this may be re- 
moved by parboiling them, after they are drawn and cleaned, in 
watér with an onion init. This removes the strong taste and piyes a 
leasant flavor. After parboiling them, throw away the onion and 
ay the ducks in cold water for half an hour; then stuff them with a 
dressing made after the rule given for cooking the opossum, seasoned 
Well with pepper, sage and chopped onion, and roast them before a 
hot fire; or, wrapping them in wet brown paper, roast them in the 
ashes. They should be brown and tender when done. Partridges 
should be roasted before the fire, and haye a slice of salt pork tied 
over the breast; this af once seasons and bastes them. 
You may, if you are near a field of corn, vary your bill of fare 

with a green corn soup. Take six ears of sweet corn, uncooked, one 
pint of milk, one teaspoonful of salt, one half a saltspoonful of 
whita pepper, one teaspoonful of sugar, one teaspoonful of flour, 
one tablespoonful of butter, With a very sharp knife, cut down the 
middle of each row of kernels of corn, and then, with the back of 
the knife, serape out the pulp, leaying the lull on the cob; break the 
ears, if they are long, and put them over to boil in enough cold 
water to cover them; boil half an hour, then strain the liquor, of 
which there should be about a pint; thicken this with the four 
and butter, cooked together by melting the butter, and, when it 
bubbles, stir in the four until smooth; put the liquid on to boil again, 
and, when it hoils, add the corn pulp; cook fifteen minutes, then add 
the salt, pepper and the milk, which should be hot, and serve at 
once. Ibis a very delicate and palatable soup for camp or home,— 
Boston Herald. 

CANOE AND CAMP COOKERY, 

IX. —MISCELLANEOUS—(CONTINUED). 

boiter Cakes,—Put one quart of sifted four in a deep dish, and mix 
with it one-half teaspoonful of salt, two heaping teaspoonsfnl of bak- 
ing powder and one teaspoonful of sugar. Add warm water (milk is 
better) sufficient to make a thick batter. Then add two éggs, beaten 
light, and if they donot thin down the batter sufficient, add more 
water (or milk). Beat thoroughly and cook immediately the same as 
slapjacks, 

Rice Caukes.—Into oue quart of sifted flour stir enough water (or 
milk) to make a melium thick batter; add two cups of cold boiled 
vice, two teaspoonsful of salb, and, lastly, four eggs, beaten light. 
Beat thoroughly and cook immediately. 
Plum Pudding.—Put into & basin one pound of flour, three-quarters 

of a pound of rasins (stoned, if possible), three-quarters of a pound of 
fat of salt pork (well washed and cut into small dice or chopped), and 
two tablespoonsful of sugar. Add half a pint of water and mix well 
together, Dipa cloth bag large enough to hold the pudding into 
boiling water, wring it out, and apply flour well to the inside, Put in 
the pudding and fasten it up, leaying a little room in the bag for the 
pudding to swell. Now place the whole in enough boiling water to 
cover the bag, and boil two hours, turning the bag several times to 
preventits scorching against the bottom or sides of the pot. If 
necessary to add water to keep the bag coyered, add boiling water, 
When done take the pudding from the pot, plunge it into cold water 
for an instant, and then turn it out to be eaten. 
Omaha Pudding,—Mix in a deep dish one quart of sifted four and 

one tablespooninl of baking powder. Dissolve one heaping teasnoon- 
ful of salt in one-half pint of cold water (or milk), adding eneugh of 
the latter to the formerto make avery thick batter. Mix quickly 
and boil in & bag as above. 
Batter Pudding—One quart of sifted fiour ina deep dish worked 

into a Smooth paste with one quart of sweet milk; then mix in the 
yolks of seyen egies, beaten well, two teaspoonsful of salt and one 
tourth of a teaspoonful of baking powder dissolyed ina little hot 
water. Stir hard and finally workin quickly the whites of the seven 
eges, whieh should previously have bgen beaten into a stitf froth. 
Boil two hours in bags and leave plenty of room for it to-swell. 
Corn sturch Pudding.—Dissolve three tablespoonsful of cora- 

starch in a small quantity of milk, add two eggs, beaten light, and a 
smal) pinch of salt. Heat three pints of milk nearly to boiling, mix 
all together and boil four minutes, constantly stirring. Dip a cup or 
basin 1n cold water to cool it, and turn into it the pudding, which 
should be eaten with sugar and milk when it is cold. 
Baked Rice Pudding.— Pick over and wash well one pint of riceand 

soak ittwo hours in enough milk to just more than coyerit. Then 
stir it into two quarts of milk, one-half pound of sugar, one teaspoon- 
ful of salt, and a small quantity of nutmeg or cinnamon, if at hand. 
Put into the baking basins, having first well greased them, and bake 
in the ground two or three hours Jl it is done brown, 

Creole Sauce,—The juice of a lemon, three tablespoonsful of sugar, 
ditto of tomato catsup, one teaspoonful of mustard. Heat all to near 
the boiling point, and use hot with meats or game, 
A Handy Emetic.—Dissolye gunpowder in water, and také till the 

desired effect is produced, . SENEGA, 

EDIBLE MUSHROOMS. 

Editor Worest and Stream: y 
Having recently returned from a canoe cruise down the Potomac, 

I unfortunately only to-day discovered A. Galpin’s letter on edible 
mushrooms in a back number of Forest anp SrREAM (Sept. 23, I 
thinlr), and hasten to write you lest some, in following his mistaken 
advice, may inilict upon themselves a serious injury. 
The statement of mine that he calls ‘‘erroneous or dangerous” let 

me repeat, and urge it upon all who are concerned in the preparation 
of mushrooms for the table. “If a white peeled onion cooked with 
them turns black, or a silver spoon with which they are stirred while 
cooking turns black, don’t eat them.” 

If the fungi are not eaten, as my statement above advises they 
shonid not be, it can assuredly not be called ‘\dangerous” advice, and 
it is not an erroneous” statement either. The blackening of the spoon 
does not indicate sulphur, as Mr. Galpin supposes, but phosphorus, as 
any one with the slightest knowledge of chemistry should know, and 
this phosphorus is a most deleterious substance to take into the human 
system, and under certain conditions is fatal. 
The passage of Badham which Mr. Galpin quotes, declares merely 

that the blackening of the spoon does not always occur wilh the 
poisonous fungi. Lagree with this perfectly, and therefore I have 
given many other sighs to detect the noxious mushroom, insisting 
that if any one of them is discovered the fungus should be considered 
oisonous. 

B I know well that edible mushrooms will sometimes turn vegetables 
cooked with them a ‘-blackish,*’ or rather brownish color; but I my- 
selé would not eat of fungi that turned a white onion or asilyer spoon 
to a dead black. o 

Mr. Galpin must remember that lam writing for the tyro, and that 
if is nob safe, as long as some fungi are deadly poison, to contentedly 
advise an inexperienced person that “the first thing to know about 
fungi is, that in the immense majority of cases they are hermes 

ENEGA, 

CAMP STOVES AND WET CANOES, 

Hditor Forest and Stream: - 
Camp stoves to set up inside a tent when the thermometer is below 

zero, are 4 desirable addendum to an outfit, and if they are supplied 
with an oven they may assist the culinary efforts of a tenderfoot who 
has not learned that baking can be done better without them, but 4 
camp stoye to use on a canoe cruise is a nuisance, Atberusing a few 
times the sheet iron inyention becomes abominably smutty, and 
wherever it touches the carefully kept paraphernalia of the canoe it 
leaves its indelible, nasty mark, that would make all observers de- 
clare its owner a slovenly canoeist. One thing that makes canoeing 
attractive is the ship-shape neatness of the accoutrements, the white 
gailsand the polished decks; but ship a camp stove and these de- 
siderata are lost. I carried a portable camp stove for three days on 
a cruise eight years azo. When I stopped for dinner it was necessary 
to cut wood of the exactlength to fit it; then I could not cook my 
coffee, my potatoes, and my soup all at one time, because there were 
but two holes in the top; when finally my dinner was done Thad fo 
kick the infernal thing over and wait for if to cool otf, and then, no 
matter bow carefully I handled it im folding it up I could uot 

a ae , 
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ayoid soiling my hands and clothing, and from the latter T 
could not eradicate the soot by the most industrious and. 
persistent scrubbing. IT endured the thing as long asi could, and ab 
the end of the third day I gently let it down in about twenty 
fathoms of water, Since then I would rather cruise with B, L. Zebub 
himself than a canoeist with a camp stove. Build your fite between 
two logs laid on the gronnd in the shape of an elongated V, set your 
small pots and pans over the coals near the junction of the two and 
larger utensils over where the space between them is wider, and 
you will need no stove and no crotches and eross-piece for managing 
the pots, The latter arrangment is never used anyhow by old catap- 
ers except when a,steady boil must be kept up for hours, but it seems 
impossible for illustrations of sporting hooks to make a picture of a 
camp fire without working in this worthless crotch arrangment,. 
When will canoeists learn to properly fittheir canoes betore starting 

ona cruise? We readin the interesting Jog of the cruise dowa the 
Delaware in ForEsT Awp STREAM of Oct, 30 thatthe Marion broached 
to in running a rapid, filling her with water to hergnunwales, and that, 
as avesult “everything was wet." Now, a properly fitted and loaded 
canoe ought to stand such a sousing without dampenmp a thing ex- 
cept the paddler himself, and even he might escape a wetting by the 
use of an apron and a light oiled muslin coat. In the first place, the 
provision box should be water tight, and thus the eatables wonld be 
kept dry. Then all other perishables should he carried in water tight 
bags or compartments. Mr. if. N. Moore, of the Washington C. C., 
uses an excellent bag which I can recommend, He has them made 
of unbleached muslin, sewn im a lap seam, with a double row of 
stitches, When sewn they are dipped in water and slightly shaken to 
remove the drops, and then while wet a mixture of equal parts of 
boiled oil, raw oil and turpentine is applied to the outside with a. 
brush, This takes about aweek to become thoroushly dry, and 
then another coat is put on without dampening the cloth, and if a lit- 
tle liquid drier is added to the mixture, this coat will dry in four or 
five days, Having prepared several bags, the clothing, blankets, 
etc., are pul in the bag, and its mouth is inserted in that of snother 
bag of the same size. the latter being drawn on like a stocking as far 
asit will go. If several small bags are used instead of one or two 
large ones, the canoe can be trimmed and packed to better advan- 
tage. On one ogcasion, while cruising with Mr. Moore, his canoe mp- 
set and was filled with water to the very deck, but thanks to these 
water-tight bugs, nothing was dampened except himselt, antl this 
occurred, too, in a canvas-decked canoe with uo compartments, 
An improvement on rubber boots for wading ashore, is a pair of 

rubber overshoes with legs of watér-proofed muslin sewn to them. As 
rubber is unpleasant to the feet, lain zomg ta try a complete boot 
made of muslin, having a cork sole, and will report, SENECA, 

PERSONAL.—Dr. Neidé paid usa visit on Saturday last, the 8th 
inst., on his way to rear eke whence he willgo to New Oleans, 
remaining there until June, Messrs. Gibson of Albany, and Smith of 
Newburg, were also in town last week. Mr, Willoughby called onus 
on his way to Florida, where he will spend the winter, Windwards 
No. 2 and 4 are now laid up at Newport, and besides No. 3, he will ise 
in Florida a 17ft, sharpie now building by Mr. Glaphan. Without 
wishing to cast any reflections on the new boat, we Sugeest that it be 
named *‘Leeward" for variety. The Dot will soon take her departure 
for Florida, and Psyche will follow a little later 

Hachting. 

A NEW CRUISING CLUB. 

4 Were organization of the Single Hand Cruising Club will probably 
be perfected by the spring or during the summer of 1885 in Bar- 

negat and Little Hey Harbor bays, New Jersey. This will be a purely 
cruising fraternity, The meets of ths club will be ecruisiug not rae- 
ne nage No racing can be done by meiibers under the flax of the 
elub. 
Dangerous models will not be entered wpon the tists, nor will in- 

experienced sailors or men unable to swim be admitted to member- 
ship. The principles to be developed by this fraternity in the con- 
struction of yachts and cruising boats will be symbolized iu these 
words; First, satety; second, comforh; third, speed. 
There is a larger class of smail yachts and cruising boats, nob 

canoes, which cannot very properly find admittance to the now sue- 
cessful American Canoe Association, On account of its annual races 
the A. C, A, is obliged to have an arbitrary classification of Ganoes 
to suit racing rules, which rules and limits of beam, length, éte, will 
not permit its members to build canoes for purely cruising purposes, 
after the models which individual experiences frequently suggest, The 
Single Hand Cruising Club will have nolimitations ag to beam, length, 
depth of hold or draft. Every member will develop his ndividualhty. 
The limit of tonnage or capacity in the boats of the members will he 
confined to a well defined understanding of the meaning nantically 
Speaking of the term ‘single hand,” and this will be proved experi- 
mentally and practically, as will be all the rules that are to govern 
the membership. 

As the club does not desire notoriety or a very large membership, 
but wishes to establish itself on a firm and useful basis, for the mutual 
improvement of its mempbers and for che encouragment of sate, com- 
fortable and enjoyable sailing, it will for the next fewmonthe, ‘make 
haste slowly” in perfecting its organization. As much ambiguity ex- 
ists at the present time in relation to club initials, individual and club 
flags, as well as in the duplication of names of canoes, small yachts, 
ete., the writer would state that the new organization is not an Asso- 
ciation of clubs and individual members, but only a Glub; thatils 
name is the Single Hand Cruising Olub; thatits flag of white bunting 
will have in it a single hand of red, which singl¢ hand of red may 
also find a place in the peak of the mainsail on both its sides. There 
will be no letters upon the flag. In due time the Single Hand 
Cruising Club will offer all its hands to welcome its brothers of the 
cruising fraternity and all who love Forest Anp STREAM. é 

KIPPER. 

IN THE FISHING FLEET. 

WN connection with the fight for reform in our yachting fleet, we 
I have also advocated a change in the models and rigs of the fish- 
ing fleet, which measure has at last been tried succéssfully, as told in 
the following letter to the Cape Ann Advertiser, Myr. Collins has for 
some years made a careful study of the requirements of fishing yes- 
sels, and has been an eatnest adyotate of depth and moderate beam. 
The majority of those interested have been confident of the superier- 
ity of their old craft, unwilling to try anything new or to admit the 
possibility of their being anything better than what they have; bn 
as in yachting, such opinions must succumb in the end to the hard 
logic of fact, and the actual performances of the deep boats alongside 
of their shoal competitors wil carry conviction to all: 
The paragraph in the Advertéser of Och. 31, m reference to the new 

fishing schooner Roulette, is especially interesting to me, anid doubt- 
less to many more of your readers, since this yessel is the first practi- 
cal illustration of the ideas which have been adyanced in the press 
for the improvement of our fishing fleet. In designing and building 
this vessel, Mr. D. J. Lawlor, the well-known naval architect of Chel- 
sea, deserves the honor of having heen the first builder fo maugurate 
a change in the form of our fishing schooners, a change which we 
aero Hees thing will soon be extensively adopted. 
A little more than two years ago—in the autumn of 1882—T had a 

conversation with Mr. Lawlor on the subject of building deeper 
vessels for the fisheries, and at that time he declared his intention of 
building a schooner which should be at least 10ft, deep in the hold, 
Circumstances did nob fayor the accomplishment of this object until 
the present year, when he built and launched the Roulette. As this 
vessel has developed an almost uuexampled speed, particularly in 
strohe winds, and most of the mackerel men, at least, are acquainted 
with her performances, it is only necessary to allude to her sailing 
qualities here simply to show that a deep schooner beside being a 
safer craft, may also be swifter than one that has less depth. If call 
attention to this matter of speed, since one of the arguments ad- 
vanced against the adoption of deeper yessels is that they will not be 
so fast as those we now have. A writer in the Advertiser of April 21, 
1882, under the nom de plume of ‘Sea Horse,’ says! ‘Take a North 
Sea vessel on the Grand Bak with a fare of fresh halibut on board, 
bound for Gloucester, and [think the halibut would allbe sour before 

DEPTH 

they reached market. Tf the North Sea fleet can carry more sail in a 
ale of wind than Gloucester vessels, they must be provided with 

better duck than we can procure.” i 
The writer of this no doubt deemed it extremely improbahle that 

the North Sea vessels and our own fishing schooners would méet as 
they did at Teeland this year, under couditions to try their relative 
merits—in part at least. The former being yery lightly rigged, and 
carrying only about two-thirds as much canvas as the Gloucester 
vessels, cannot, of course, be expected to be so fast as the latter are 
in light winds. But I was told by Captain Pendleton, of the schooner 
Alice M. Williams, that on the day he left Iceland he encountered a 
héayy wind and séa, that rendered it necessary for him to heave to 
under a double reefed foresail. Soon after he hoye to he was passed 
by an Bnglish smack, going alung comfortably under a single 
reefed maivsail and a whole stayforesail, and making an eshi- 
mated speed of about eleven knots per hour, “At the same 
time,” says Captain Pendleton, “‘she was so dry that a por- 
tion of her crew were on deck without any oi clothes on,” Com- 

° - ' 
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BOAT FOR ROWING AND SAILING. 

ment is unnecessary. On one hand we have one of the finest ves- 
sels of our fishing fleet lying to and drifting, while the other is just 
putting in her best work and demonstrating what she might do if oc- 
easion called for a greater exhibition of her power. ’ 

It is fortunate, however, that through the intelligent action of a 
few individuals, who have been willing to accept the logic of events, 
we are now in a fair way to have the gem of a fleet of deeper vessels 
in New England, and the settlement of the merits of this question 
need no longer depend on occasional or uncertain meetings of our 
fishing schooners with the English smacks, The success that attended 
the advent of the Roulette in the mackerel fleet, and the splendid 
reputation she acquired, led Capt. Sylvester Whalen, of Boston, to 
have a schooner built on an improved model. This vessel has recently 
been launched, and is named the Julia A, Whalen. She was also de- 
signed by Mr. Lawlor, though built in Essex, and differs from the’ 
Roulette in being not quite so wide, slightly deeper, and also in 
having nearly straight instead of curved water lines at the bow, and 
sontewhat less hollow to the foor. The Whalen is 1ft. wider at the 
fore rigging, 1ft. wider aft, and 3in. deeper on the bilge than the 
other. The following are her principal dimensions: Length over all, 
93fb.; on load water line, 82ft.; beam, 23ft.; depth of hold, 10ft. 6in. 
For a heavy weather yessel one would naturally expect the Whalen 
to give the best results, and the marked interest that was shown in 
her, while she lay in this port fitting out, demonstrates how closely 
her performances will be watched by our fishermen. 

But, although Lawlor’s name, as a designer and builder, for the 
past thirty years or more, has been associated with most advanced 
ideas for fishing vessels, pilot boats and yachts, we revertheless 
believe that he has recently made great stridesin the perfection of 
his arf—for ari it deserves to be called, The pilot boat Hesper, de- 
signed by Lawlor, and recently launched at Chelsea, is unquestionably 
one of the finest specimens of naval architecture in the United States, 
and it may fairly be doubted if the qualities of speed, handiness and 
safety are so well united in any other small vessel on the Atlantic 
coast. Sheis 104ft. long over all, 91ft, 6in. on water line, 22ft. beam, 
is 12it. deep in the hold, and will draw 13ft. 6in. of water aft. Her 
relative proportions are practically thesame as those of the Brixham 
(England) fishing cutters, which she closely resembles in her under- 
water section. While it might not, perhaps, be wise to advocate so 
deep a vessel as the Hesper for our fishing purposes, it may, never- 
theless, be rather interesting for some of our able schooners to “hook 
on” to her for a race, if they catch her out in Massachusetts Bay in a 
gale, and they willthen be able to settle pretty definitely the merits 
of the two classes of yesséls—at least to their own satisfaction, since 
the races this year with deep and shallow yachts have settled this 
matter with the majority of yachtsmen. While feeling assured that 
We are just entering on an era of deeper vessels and greater safety 
and comfort to our fishermen, it seems a matter of regret that Glou- 
cester should not take the leadin this as in other matters where the 
welfare of the fisheries are involved. Let us hope, however, that in 
the future, science and skill may lead in the construction of our fish- 
ing vessels, and that the old ‘‘rule-of-thumb” method may be aban- 
doned. J. W. Conurns. 

A BOAT FOR ROWING AND SAILING. 

id Naren are many localities where a boat can only be kept afloat 
at considerable expense; slie must be baled out after rain, the 

sails kept dry, and many small matters attended to, besides which 
there is always a possibility of her going adrift or being damaged in 
some way in storms; so thatit is often desirable in every way to have 
a boat light enough to be easily housed. The boat shown inthe draw- 
ings was designed for sailing in a small bay, where it frequently hap- 
pens that after sailing some distance the wind falls and itis necessary 
to row home, and it'was desired to keep her in a boathouse in order 
that she might be always dry and ready for use when required. 
Her length over all is 13ft., beam 4ft., draft aft wen loaded 10in., 

freeboard 1ft., at bow ift. 8in., at stern 1ft. 4in. Owing to her depth, 
the centerboard, which is rather long, is entirely under the two 
thwarts, and as much out of the way as it can well be. Itisof oak 
bolted through with 44-inch iron, and is fitted with a lifting rod of 
3ginch brass, with a handle at the top. This rod is so hinged as 
to turn down on top of the trunk when the board is up, being held by 
4 button. The mast is stepped in a tabernacle so as to be easily re- 
mInoved for rowing. This tabernacle is made of two pieces of oak 
3x}ein, at deck, above which they project gin. At the 
bottom they are secured to an oak mast step, in which 
is a mortise for the heel of the mast, and at deck 
they are let into a piece of board 5in. wide, screwed firmly 
to each gunwale. From the mast to the bowa deck of iin. mahog- 
any is laid which, withits framing holds the tabernacle firmly, and prevents any straining of the boat. Theforward side of the tabernacle 
is Closed from the step up to within 8in, of the deck, so that themast 
willnot slip forward when being stepped. The heel is slipped into 
the tabernacle, the mast raised up. falling into the step, and a brass 
catch, pivoted at one end, is thrown across the after side at deck and 
fastened with a turn of the thumbnut shown, The sail is a balance 
ug, fitted with one batten: Foot, 13ft.; head, 9ft. 6in.; luff, 6ft.; 
leach, 14ft. 6in.; tack to peak, 15ft,; clew to throat, 13ft. 3in.; batten 
above boom—2ft. 9in. on luff, 3ft. on Jeach; mast at deck, 3in.; at 
head, 144in.; mast, heel to truck, 18ft, 8in, ; 

The mast is square in the tabernacle, above which it isround. The 
head of the sail is cut with a round of 9in., the yard being bent to fit 

it. The sailis hoisted by a halliard running through a strap on the 
yard just aft the mast, and hooking into a similar strap forward of 
the mast. Below it is led through a brass snatch block on the heel of 
the mast, and aft to a cleat on the trunk, within reach of the helms- 
man. The tack is spliced tothe boom just forward of mast, leads 
through a bullseye lashed to boom abaft the mast, and down to a 
cleat on the after side of the mast. The sail may be easily taken 
from the mast and stowed, for rowing, which cannot be done with a 
boom and gaff sail. The stem, stern and keel are of white oak. the 
former two sided 114in., the latter sided 4in. outside and moulded lin. 
The planking is of white cedar, lapstreak, 5-16in. thick, the upper 
streak being of 3gm.mahogany. Theribs are 3¢x14in., spaced 9in,, 
being jogged down to the plank and copper riveted, the throats are 
of 34in. mahogany; rudder i5in. wide, of lin. mahogany, fitted with 
tiller and yoke. The gunwales, of oak, are 1x11éin. at midships and 
1x34in. at ends. The sides of the trunk, which is covered on top, are 
of dry white pine, i}gin. at bottom and 34in. at top. They are set flat 
on the keel, a strip of canton flannel well painted being laid between, 
and fastened with 3!4in, brass screws from outside of keel. The bal- 
last is of gravel, in 80-pound canvas bags. 
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yas bags be at hand, the oil may be poured slowly 

OIL ON TROUBLED WATERS. 
pH district inspectors of lifeboats, by direction of the governing 

body of the Royal National Lifeboat Institution, have been carry- 
ing out a series of experiments to test the use of oil in ealming 
troubled waters. On Sept. 30, Capt. Henry W. Chetwynd, R.N.,, chief 
inspector of lifeboats, issued a report on the subject, which has since 
been made public. The primary object of the experiments was, of 
course, to enable the governing body to form an opinion as to whether 
oil could, with advantage, be carried on board lifeboats. On this ac- 
count the oil was used almost entirely near the shore, the result not 
being altogether satisfactory; for among breakers, such as would be 
dangerous to a lifeboat, it had little or no effect. In a moderate sea, 
the “break” was almost entirely prevented, leaving only the undula- 
tions or roll of a harmless sweli; but ‘‘on more than one occasion, in 
a moderate surf which the oil was entirely ‘killing, if a larger 
breaker than the surrounding ones rose, the oil was powerless to 
check it, and the sea broke through it, covering boat, gear, etc., with 
oil.” It seemed also to fail in a very marked and curious way on 
breakers caused by a very heavy ground swell, and not by wind. on 
the coast of Cornwall. It is obvious that, to be of any service to a 
yessel, the oil must be so placed as to intercept the seas which are 
coming toward her. Thus it can only be used, so faras we know 
at present, when the vessel is either lying to, at anchor, or running 
dead before the sea. Capt. Chetwynd, believmg that lifeboats are 
but rarely thus circumstanced, and taking into account the failure of 
the oil in dangerous near-shore breakers, is of the opinion that ‘no practical advantage can arise from the use of oil in the boats of the 
pene and does not therefore recommend it being supplied to 

em. 
But the report does not stop here. Capt. Chetwynd has felt it his duty to consider the question in its relation to vessels other than life- 

boats, and with regard to these, his remarks are more satisfactory, ‘With respect to its use as a protection to ordinary open boats in (to 
them) dangerous surf or breakers, the experiments appear to demon- 
strate most clearly that, although it cannot be considered a ‘specific,’ certain to insure immunity from danger in all cases, yet that inmany 
cases it would prove a very material protection, and go far to insure 
the boats passing safely through what would otherwise prove very 
dangerous, and possibly fatal seas; and on that account alone, its adoption cannot be too strongly urgéd for boats having, or likely to 
have, to encounter these dangers.” After this very strong statement in favor of oil, some yacht owners may carry itas part of their safety sear. Hardly any class of seafarers—smack owners, perhaps, ex- cepted—would benefit more by its use, and many a dangerous jour- ney ina little dinghy through the breakers would be rendered com- 
paratively safe by merely having a small perforated bag of oil hung 
over the bows. 
No experiments with the oil was carried out by the inspectors at sea, but Capt. Chetwynd appears to have collected much valuable and reliable information from persons who have so used it. Their 

reports show that its effects is most marked and beneficial, and at the same time, less capricious than in surf or breakers. *‘In every 
case (to use Capt. Chetwynd’s words) its effect has been so remarkable, it seems incredible its use 1s nou general and an everyday occurrence, more particularly in small vessels, where it could not but add to their comfort as well as safety. * * * * The means of applying it should be as much a part of the equipment of every ship’s beat as oars or arudder.’ This part of the report strongly points to the value 
of oil to yachts—especially smallones. In lowering boats in a heavy 
sea, it would be simply invaluable, 
Tbe method of applying the oil is very simple. Various ingenious contrivances haye béen invented for the purpose, but none seem better than a canvas bag perforated with holes, to allow the oil to escape, A yery small quantity has been found sufficient, as the thin oily film quickly spreads over a large surface of water. If a vessel is runnin dead before the sea a couple of oil bags should be hung, one over eae bow, which would give the oil time to spread before reaching far astern. When a vessel is hove-to one or more bags can be hung over the weather side, or, better still, be put overboard to windward, at- tached to light lines. Not drifting so fast as the ship, they will be left t+ windward, and intercept the waves which come leaping toward her. One of those two methods should be followed when boats are lowered in a heavy sea. An open boat unable to run before the sea will always endeavor to put out some form of sea anchor, to this a bag of oil should be attached. Ifnosea anchor should be available, the boat’s mast or a sail loosed would be found very effective, and to this the bag of oil should be fastened. When a vessel or boat is at pees the oil bag should be attached by a light line to the anchor, 

as a buoy. ; 
Capt, Chetwynd, in addition to the foregoing valuable adyice, sug- 

gests that two oil bags, holding about a gallon of oil each, with a suf- ficient quantity of line, might be kept full and packed in a small 
cylinder—similar to a paint or preserved meat tin—and would form 
neither an expensive nor cumbersome article of equipment in a boat, Tt should be noticed that, though a vessel sailing with the wind on her beam cannot use the oil, yet, should the weather become very dirty, 
she can be hove-to, and an oil bag or two put out to windward. Another plan in a severe gale would be to put ont a sea anchor with oul bag attached. With regard to the kind of oil to be used, one Seems as good as another, Colza, linseed, fish or seal oil, andeven paraffin, were all tried with equally good results. Should no can- 

into the water, 
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This hag the disadvantage of requiring the constant attention of a 
man, and cannot be done when the yesselis at anchor. To sum up, 
oil May be used by yachts and olher vessels under the following 
circumstances; 

1. When running before a heayy sea, 
bad weather, 

2. When lying to or with a. sea anchor out, 
3. When attempting a landing through breakers in asmall boat, 
4 When lowering boats, or going alongside, in a heavy sea. 
6. With regard to oil being used at the mouths of harbors by spe- 

cial apparatus directed fromthe land, it seems not unlikely that a 
vessel running in for shelter might be able to distribute it herself with 
equally good eflect. But there is the consideration to be taken into 
account, that the oil might not be always on board. 

Captain Chetwynd is to be congratulated on his most valuable re- 
port. There is still a good deal to be learned on the subject, and no 
doubt some few yacht owners will take the matter up. 

Itis sincerely to be hoped that the Admiralty will continue the 
good work the Royal National Lifeboat Institution has com enced, 
and order exhaustive experiments to be carried out, It is right and 
proper that every Means should be taken to save the lives of ship- 
Wrecked mariners; but our first care should be that our ships are pro- 
yided with all possible safeguards which human ingenuity can devise 
apainst accidents at sea, B. 

[OF conrse, theré is a preat difference between sea waves and surf 
or ground swell. In deep water it is merely the ‘‘waye form’* which 
travels, and not the water itself until the wave, by attaming an undue 
height, breaks up, and then a mass of water rushes along until ab- 
sorbed. In the case of surf, it is the actual water which travels, and 
the commotion is entirely different to that of broken up deep water 
Waves; hence the difference of the effect of the oil, The chief use of 
cilat sea isto prevent the waves breaking at all,—En,].—London 
Field, Oct. 16, 1884, ; 

€, g.. entering a harbor in 

STEEL SHIPBUILDING, 

pas probabilities are that steel will be the principal material for 
shipbuilding for some years to come; until some superior metal 

is discovered, The following interesting statistics by Mr. John Hoag, 
Lloyds surveyor, show how its use is increasing year by year: 

Since December 20, 1877, when the committee of Lloyds’ register 
first sanctioned the use of this material, twenty per cent. thinner 
than iron, for shipbuilding, the tonnage and number of steel vessels 
cleared in Lloyds’ register have been as follows: . 
1878—7 steam vessels, 4,470 tons. 
1879—8 steam vessels, 14,300 tons; 1 sailing vessel, 1,700 tons. 
1880—21 steam vessels, 34,031 tons; 2 sailing vessels, 1,842 tons. 
15$1—20 steam vessels, 39,210 tons; 3 sailing vessels, 8,167 tons. 
1852—55 steam vessels, 113,864 tons; 8 sailing vessels, 12,447 tons. 
15s8—41 steam vessels, 98,841 tons: 10 sailing vessels, 14,018 tons. 
A steel ship costs from eight toten per cent. more than an iron ship 

of the same size, butits greater carrying capacity will enable it to 
ay off this increased cost in two or three years, A steel vessel built 

for the Spanish ore trade, carrying 1,300 tons, cost, in 1877, £18,350; 
an iron vessel of the same size would have cost £17.000, but would 
only carry 1,220 tonsof ore. The extra net earnings of the steel ves- 
sel, due to the eighty tons extra carrying capacity, were £560 per 
annum. As steel is gradually approaching iron in price, the differ- 
ence in the cost of iron aud steel ships wlll grow less, and, as the lat- 
ter material is growing more uniform and reliable, perhaps a greater 
reduction of thickness than twenty per cent. will be admissible, 
The first sea-going vessel built of steel in the United States is Mr. 

William Astor's steam yacht Nourmahal; she has b en constructed 
in accordance with Lloyd's rules, under special survey, to class 100, 
Al, and the numerous samples selec.ed from her materials for tests, 
required by Lloyds’ rules, have mostly exceeded the tenacity and 
ductility required by the rules, 

THE SEASON ON THE LAKES. 

A thine yachting season on the lakes is fairly over, and the fleet craft 
which disputed each olher’s supremacy in point of speed on our 

inland seas are resting easily on shore, where they will be carefully 
housed before winter—of the early approach of which season we have 
had many unmistakable warnings—is with us again. 
The honors of the racing season were very decidedly with the Bay 

of Quinte ¥. C., whose representatives made almost a clean sweep of 
all the first prizes offered ar the meetings of the Lake Yacht Racing 
Association, in the first class the Atalanta started but once, and lost 
first by a partial breakdown, through which she was delayed not less 
than half an hour, and even thus handicapped she finished first and 
won two second prizes, the one race deciding the prizes in the Royal 
Qanadian and Toronto ¥, C. matches, The Norah started twice and 
won two firsts. 

Tn the second class the lolanthe started five times and won four 
firsts and one second. Herrecord would have been a clean one but 
for shocking bad Iuckin her race at home. The Surprise won one 
first and one second in three starts, and was upset once, The Gracie 
ot only one second for four starts. The union in action and uni- 

formity in rules brought about through the Lake Yacht Racing Asso- 
ciation has had a good effect, but there is one thing necessary, and 
that is the appointment of an official measurer, who shall measure all 
the yachts. In most of the clubs belonging to the Association this 
most important work has been done by men who know nothing what- 
ever about their ey 
As an example of this, I may state that one of these so-called 

measurers proposed to take the length of a yacht’s water line by 
passing a string around her along her water line. And the 
judges in one regatta were asked to accept a certificate of measure- 
iment irom this so-called measurer, @ jcertificate, too, which con- 
tained the astounding statement that nine-tenths of 22ft. 10in. 
amounted to 20ft, 2in, The B. Q. Y. C. second class yachts were 
measured by our own measurers, who are both thoroughly compe- 
tent and honest, and yet the measurement of these skillful meas- 
urers was set-aside in fayor of measurements by we don’t know 
who. Hence the necessity for measurements that cannot be dis- 
puted. Further, there was some difficulty in computing the time 
allowances, which were wrongly calculated by one club, and which 
another club found beyond their mathematical resources, To put an 
end to these difficulties, let all the racing yachts be measured hy 
oue person, in the presence of their owners, and the timezallowances 
made out and forwarded to the various clubs, ; 
Improvements, with the object of securing an increase of speed, 

will be in order during the winter. The Gracie will have 4ft. added to 
her bows, and the flying Tolanthe will have her quarters raised, and 
a longer and more tapering stern. Mr. Oppord, of Kingston, whose 
keel cutter Victoria has been a dead failure in point of speed, will 
Jengthen her 4ft, by the stern, and with his usual pluck will no doubt 
enter the racing Jists again next year. So plucky and persistent a 
yachtsman as Mr, Oppord deserves success. : ag 

Capt. Cuthbert, who is at present located al Trenton. is building a 
large composite steam yacht for gentlemen resident in that town. 
She is to be elegantly fitted. 3 
Yachting interests here have sustained a severe blow by the sad 

death by drowning at Hay Bay, on the 23d ult., of ex-Commodore 
Jame: Clarke. Mr, Clarke was a yachitsman and a sportsman in 
évery sense of the word. An earnest and liberal supporter of all 
manly sports, especially yachting and shooting; an excellent busi- 
ness man, a true friend, and an affectionate son, he will long be 
mnissed by all who knew him. His funeral which took place on the 
Sunday following his death, was one of the largest ever seen in this 
clty. Port TAcK, 
Euinnyrun, Ont., Noy. 8. 

YOUNG CORINTHIANS ON THE DELAWARE. 

Baditor Forest and Stream: y. 
A-series of races for all 15-Loot boats, two men ina boat, no shifting 

ballast, has been sailed from Wilkins’s dock, Cooper’s Point, around 
Petty's Island and 1epeat, a distance of eight and one-quarter miles. 

Boats are turnished free of charge by R. G. Wilkins, who will also 
present &2 handsome silk champion flag to the person winning three 
times in suceession, Open to all amateurs only, Boats owned by 
other parties have been requested to participate in these races. The 
object of these races is to show by actual test that even small open 
ji-toot boats can be shaped, ballasted and rigged to be not only 
speedy, but entirely safe in any kind of weather, eyenin the hands 
of the inexperienced. These boats (those that haveso far contended 
for the prize) are Loft, long 7ft. beam and 23in, deep moulded, carry- 
ing ae 40yds. of sail, 60lbs. dead weight low down, catrigged, low, 
wide headsail. The second of these races was sailed Oct, 11, 1884, 
Two boats started; won by D. W, Russell in 78min, with the Emma 
Moore: one-third of the distance against wind and tide. Third race 
Oct, 18. Three hoats started; won by James Conway with Rebecca 
Floyd in 68min, This is the fastest time on record by one minute, over 
the course, by boats of any size. It blew so hard that even working 
vessels were not seen ou the river under sail. Old boat sharps that 
wituessed the start were amazed atthe pluck of the greeneys,” and 
the performances of the boats. In truth, it was not fit weather for 
so small a boat ta be out. Half the distance was against tide, wind 

uatterly to a sharp nip. } 
2 Fourth race, ct, £5. tires boats started; won by G. W. Fearon with 
the Emma Moore, infémin. A beat of one-quarter the distance against 

wind and tide, Boats started double-reefed, shook oubon turnin the 
island, Fifth race, Nov. 1, Wour boats started; won by D, W, Rus- 
sell with Edith L. Metz, This was a 16-mile race; boats crossed the 

line at 2:23:15. The Metz came in first at 4:57:12, 8 seconds ahead of 
the Emma Moore. Blowing a good wholesail breeze, half the dis- 
tance wind ahead. Tide against the hoats one way. The timé is con- 
sidered creditable, especially for amateurs. Surely an honest hoatis 
preferable to one treacherous and tricky, These races will be con- 
tinued every Saturday until ice diivyes the boats out of the water, I 
am pleased with the boats as well as the men that handled them, and 
sorry to see yachts, large enough togo to sea, in any kind of weatlier, 
gointo winter quartersin September. I omitted the first of these 
races, sailed Oct. 4, D. W. Russell winning with the Rebecca Floydin 
fSmin. Two boats starting, wind §.W,, ebb tide; half the distance a 
dead beat. The series of races really began with this race, aljhough 
the flag was not offered until the next race, Tn justice to young Rus- 
sell (19 years old), I haye credited him with this victory as one mark 
for the flag, having the consent of the Other competitors. The race, 
therefore. on Noy. 1, will be the fifth (65th). When these races close 
on account of winter weather, 1 will send you a condensed report of 
the same, or as soon as the flag is won. It will be seen that Russell 
has won three times, onee second, being beaten 82min, 80s., and once 
not competing. His record, therefore, is tlie best. R. @. W. 

Coopmr’s Potyt, Novy. 1. ' 

A SMALL STEAM SHARPIE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Perhaps it may interest some of your subscribers to read a brief de- 

Seription of a very small steam launch I am now finishing for Mr. 
John Aspinwall. She is 16ft, in length, 314ft. beam, weighs 225 
pounds, exclusive of boiler and machinery; has a two-bladed brass 
serew, 1din. diameter; uprigut tubular boiler weighing 150 pounds; 
page with cylinder, 2x38ft., weight 50 pounds. The engine and 
boiler are so arranged that they can instantly and separately be de- 
tached from the lauuch and hoisted abcard the yacht Tarpon, which 
will carry the launch at her davits. 
Lam now fitting out the Tarpon for her trip to Florida, where Mr. 

Aspinwall will use her during the winter in exploring the creeks, bays 
and rivers, She is a Nonpareil sharpie, with Roslyn yaw! rig and bal- 
ance rudder. Her length is 52ft., heam i2Yett., draft of water 24in, 
Mr, Aspinwall wiil get a speed of about six miles per hou with his 
little steam launch, and expects to find her yery usefu! for towing his 
yacht in places where he cannot use his canyas. 
Rostyy, L. I., Nov. 3, 1884. THOMAS CLAPHAM, 

ST. PAUL, Minn., Nov. 3,—EHditor Forest and Stream: Yachting 
news out here is very scarce. We have hardly a deep boat on our 
waters, but lam going to build a 28ft. yacht from the Windward’s 
lines which you published, for cruising on the river and lakes below 
here, where I hope to find sea and wind enough to test the merits of 
the outside ballast.—C. A. V. 

A VERY PERTINENT QUESTION.—American yachtsmen may 
now expect a challenge for the cup before the year closes, and when 
one of those narrow, deep, and lead-loaded racing machines that can 
“twist” such a craft as the Bedouin easily, puts in an appearance, 
what have we, or what can be produced in six months’ time, to put 
against her?—New York Herald, Nov, 3. 

“Vacation OruIsInG” is a pleasantly written account of a summer 
yacht cruise on the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays. The author is 
Prof. J. T. Rothrock, M. D. The book will be sent from this office 
post paid on receipt of $1.50. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

J. 8., Midway, Ky.—The firm “Parker & Co.,” who advertise a 
cheap “repeating shotgun,” has no connection whatever with the 
well known firm of Parker Bros., No. 97 Chambers street. 

G. H. S., New York.—1. We do not know how the prices inthe New 
York stores compare with those of the ‘cheap John” concern you 
name, 2. The form of the gunstock is simply for conyenience of 
grasping and holding, 

WHAT THE QUAIL SAYS. 

STLES the quail from the cover, 
Whistles with all his might; 

High and shrill, day after day, 
‘Children, tell me, what does he say?’ 
Ginx—(the liftle one, bold and bright, 
Sure that he understands aright)— 

“Fle says, ‘Bob White! Bob White!’ ” 

Calls the quail from the cornfield 
Thiek with stuble set; 

Misty rain clouds floating by 
Hide the blue of the August sky, . 
“What does he call now, loud and plain?’ 
Gold locks—''That is a sign of rain! 
He calls: ‘More wet! more wet!’ 

Pipes the quail from the fence top, 
Perched therein full sight; 

Quaint and tr:m, with quick, bright eyes, 
Almost too round and plump to fly, 
Whistling, calling, piping clear, 
“What do Il think he says? My dear, 
He says, ‘Do right! do right?’ ” 

—Berkshire Courier. 

A PANTHER STORY. 

[Daily Paper, Oct. 6.] 

ETHER BEAR, who lives at Boone’s Mountain, about four 
miles from Dubois, Clearfield county, was awakened 

soon after daylight on Friday morning last by a noise in his 
barn. Hastily seizing an axe, he ran to the place and discoy- 
ered a large mountain panther dragging a calf, which the 
animal had just killed. Mr, Bear shouted, and the panther, 
dropping the dead calf, turned upon him, He struck it with 
the axe, but only slightly wounded it, which seemed to enrage 
the beast. It sprang upon him and fastened its teeth in his 
right shoulder, but he succeeded in freeing himself, and dealt 
it a terrific blow with the axe, compelling the ferocious beast 
to retreat. A large and powerful bloodhound belonging to 
Mr, Bearran from its kennel and attacked the panther. While 
its attention was engaged by the hound Mr, Bear split its skull 
with a blow trom the axe, stretching it dead at his feet. The 
panther was ap old one, and bore marks of a number of bullet 
and knife wounds. It measured 8 feet 10}¢ inches from its 
nose to the end of its tail. Mr, Bear received a number of 
scratches, but appeared none the worse for his tussle. ’ 

Dr. Bolliett, the faxidermist, has prepared the skin of the 
panther for stuffing and mounting. In the stomach of the 
animal a large hunting knife was found with the following on 
the blade: ‘‘Cha—s——ost—r,” The intermediate letters are 
indistinct. Some time early in September a hunter by the 
name of Charles Foster, who is supposed to have resided in 
Kensington, Philadelphia, and who had been employed in a 
cotton and woolen manufacturing establishment, visited 
Boone’s Mountain on a hunting expedition. Some distance 
from Mr. Bear’s farm has stood for many years 4 lodge that 
had been erected by lumbermen who operated in that district 
some yearsago, The hickory timber is now alltaken out, but 
the ancient cabin is still there and inhabitable, although some- 
what dilapidated. Some boys while passing near the hut yes- 
terday found portions of human bones. These they carried 
home, and the curiosity aroused by the discovery induced old 
woodsman John Y. Miller to make further investigation. He 
visited the spot where the buys found the bones, and on his 
way found additional bones that had all the appearance of be- 
ing a portion of a human body, Miller was by this time within 
sight of the old cabin, and seeing the wooden-hinged door 
partly ajar, curiosity prompted him to enter the place. Mrag- 
ments of men’s clothing were scattered all around the premises, 
Besides the shreds of clothing, which were considerably blood- 
stained, he found several letters and a postal card addressed to 
“Charles Foster.” One of the letters was addressed to a man 
at Altoona, Pa., and one at DuBois, Pa, Further and more 
careful investigation settles it, in the minds of those who 
visited the scene, that a man named Charles Foster was either 
killed by wild beasts or murdered in that vicinity, and his body 
subsequently deyoured, The knife found in thestomachof the 
panther killed by Mr. Bear and the letters found near the 
cabin bear similar nanies, It is notin the least improbable 

that the panther killed this man Foster and subsequently de- 
voured his body. 
A possible clie to the es the man was found at 854 

Hast Thompson street, where Mr. Henry Fisher resides, said 
Mr. Fisher: ‘‘A man named Charles Foster used to live here, 
He and his daughter boarded with us for some time. He was 
a ship carpenter by trade, and an adventurous fellow, who 
would do almost anything and go anywhere espacially when 
under the influence of liquor, He was a widower. He left 
here about a year ago, leaying his daughter, who is now at 
Baltimore with her unele, an officer in the Custom Honge 
there, with us. Often two or three months elapsed without 
his answering Iétters. His address is, or was, 89 Grand street, 
Brooklyn, E. D. Six weeks ago I wrote to him, but have not 
received areply. This in itself would, however, not indicate 
that he had left his boarding house, ati 89 Grand street, nor is 
it unlikely that he may have had one of his roving spells and 
drifted toward Northwestern Pennsylvania. Hismother wrote 
me from Wilmington about three weeks ago inquiring as to 
Charles’s whereabouts.” 

[Daily Paper, Oct. 7.] 

Yesterday morning’s papers contained a dispatch from Phil- 
adelphia telling how a Mr. Bear had killed a panther at 
Boone’s Mountain, Pa., and had foand in the animal’s stomach 
a large hunting knife with “‘Charles Foster” engraved upon it. 
It was also said that Charles Foster had once boarded with a 
Mr, Fisher at 854 Thompson street, Philadelphia, and had 
afterward lived at 89 Grand street, in the Eastern District of 
Brooklyn. 
The evening papers took the matter up, and while some said 

that Foster was alive and well, others insisted that he nad been 
chewed up beyond recovery. 
The Charles Foster who lives at 89 Grand street, whose name 

is Charles Henry Foster, is a shipbuilder. But yesterday he 
didn’t do any work, and a good many of his friends didn’t, 
They spent the day with him in the saloon beneath his dwelling, 
and whiled away the hours in taking drinks on Foster and m 
discussing whether it was possible for a panther with a body 
tive feet long to swallow a man one foot longer, and whether 
it would be likely, after such a meal, to have presence of mind 
enough to swallow the dead man’s knife in order toe conceal 
the crime. The most of Mr. Foster's friends thought neither 
was possible, and a German who doesn’t speak Hnelish illus- 
trated, hy the aid of a pretzel and simulations of violent 
choking. how it would be impossible for a panther to swallow 
a big knife. After every fyesh discussion a drink was had, 
,and whenever any one came in to ask about the panther every 
one took a fresh drink. Mr. Foster pot into the habit of walk- 
ing up to the bar every time the door opened, and, as the 
evening wore on and friends became thicker he stayed there. 
He stopped with a crowd around him to assure the reporter 

upon his word and honor that no panther had ever chewed 
him, and that if his knife was found in # panthers inside it 
wentin allalone. Mr. Foster’s friends corroborated all that 
he said, and his most ardent admirers, who had come in early, 
said that Charley was too much for any Pennsylyania panther, 
and it wouldn’t surprise them at all to find a piece of one in 
Charley’s stomach if he should ever come to die, as he could 
chew up anything around. 

Mr. Foster denined haying such prowess, and said that he 
had never even come in contact with a panther. All the hunt- 
ing that he had done, he said, was right around Brooklyn, 
and he had always caught more beer than panthers. He had 
boarded with Mr. Fisher in Philadelphia, and had other good 
friends there besides, to whom he had neglected to write. 
That, he said, was probably why they had concocted the 
story about his having been eaten, 

“But,” said he, “I don’t mind being sociable when the boys 
have got a good thing on ine. Tommy, ask the gentlemen 
what they'll all take.” 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

Sign of Good Breeding.—Getting the prize at a dog show, 

A fine rod and reel belonging to a New York angler was re- 
céntly recoyered from the bottom of Greenwood Lake during 
the low stage of water. The rod, a split bamboo worth $30, 
was ruined, but the Frankfort reel was uninjured. A gang of 
hooks attached to the rotten line were rusted away to a meré 
thread of metal, and yet the snell remained almost imtaet, 
The rod was lost in August, 1885, and returned to the owner 
last month.—Newark Call. 

The Pioche (Cali.) Record says: While down at Ciilver- 
well’s milk ranch last Sunday we were shown a white snipe. 
This is the first white bird of that kind we have seen. There 
was quite a flock of these birds in the swamp, and all were of 
the ashen color except the one bird mentioned, When the 
birds few, or were on the ground, the white bird kept near 
the center of the flock. This is the first white bird of the kind 
ever seen there, and its appearance attracted the attention of 
all at the ranch. The bird was as white as show, and the 
same size and shape as the othe: birds. The snipe were of 
the small species, commonly known as the ‘‘butter snipe” on 
the Mississippi River, 

The old pioneer hunter, Major William Hensley, came to 
town a few days ago and brought with him threé bear and 
about thirty deer skins, the result of a hunt not long since 
near his place in the Coast Range Mountains, The Major is 
now over sixty years old, but ‘'draws a bead” on an old buck 
or a big grizzly with as much deliberation and exactness as he 
did thirty years ago. He seldom misses his aim at long or 
short range, and never ‘‘backs down” from any animal that 
roams the mountains, The bears recently killed were of the 
black species and very fat. The largest weighed about 400 
pounds. Bear and deer are quite numerous around Sunflower 
Camp and south and west of Yalla Balla Mountain, The 
Major will please’ accept our thanks for a few pounds of 
‘Jerked” venison.—Red Bluff (Cal.) Sentinal. 

This isthe sort of rosy reports that the daily papers give: 
Port Jervis, Nov. 2.—The past week was a lucky one for deer 
hunters in the woods of Pike and Sullivan counties, uo less 
than fifteen deer haying been killed during that time in this 
vicinity. J. R. M. Hernz, of New York, and D. A, Avery, of 
Monticello, killed two in one day near Beach Lake, in the lat- 
ter county, A party of local hunters, under the lead of Andrew 
Crouch, a famous Sullivan county guide, spent a day in the 
same neighborhood. The dogs started a doe and a fawn, and 
drove them io the runway where Crouch was standing. 
He killed both deer ab one shot, the rifle ball pass- 
ing through the doe’s body and burying itself in the 
heart of the fawn as it was running by its mother’s side. 
Samuel Lovejoy and Leon Very, of New York, brought 
down a buck and two does in tyo days’ hunting in the Beaver- 
killregion, A local hunter jaid claim to the buck, He said 
his dogs had started it and he had wounded it before the New 
Yorkers got a shot at it. His claim was disputed, and he 
attempted to take the deer by force. One of the New York 
hunters knocked him down with the butt of his gun. he 
hunter was knocked senseless, and the others feared he had 
been killed. They finally sueceeded in restoring the man to 
consciousness. ‘To save any trouble the man might make for 
them, the New Yorkers offered him the buck’s carcass which 
he claimed. He refused to take it, and saying, ‘'I am satisfied 
that the deer ain’t mine,” shouldered his gun and walked away 
into the woods. Benjamin Hindley shot and killed a doe on 
Friday on the headwaters of Lebanon Lake in Sullivan 
county, Three boys, John Quick, Elmer Riverson, and Wrank 
Copley, were hunting pheasants along the Beayerkill on Wed- 
nesday. <A big doe jumped from a thicket of sweet fern, not 
thirty feet ahead of them. Hvery boy fired a load of pheasant 
shot into the deer, and the distance was so short and their 
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aim so trues, that they brought it to the ground witha broken 
shoulder. Another charge of shot entered the deer’s vitals, 
and the boys carried home the prize. Three sportsmen from 
New Jersey spent three days in the Mast Hope Woods, in Pike 
connty, last week. They report the killing of two deer and 
two hundred and fifty pheasants. Mat, McDonnell, a local 
hunter of wide reputation, shot two large bucks in 
the Blooming Groye Woods~ last Monday. Innis 
Smith killed a buck, a doe and a big she-bear in 
Green township region last week, The killing of several deer 
and a number of bear is reported from the vicinity of Porter’s 
Lake, in Pike county, Melancthon Brown, of Fremont, Sulli- 
van county, went out coon hunting a few nights ago. His dogs 
barked one up atree. Brown climbed the tree to capture it. 
When he crawled out on a branch where the animal was 
crouching, it arose and came forward to meet him. He then 
discovered that it was a wildcat of very large size. Brown 
made haste down the tree and the wildeat followed him, At 
the bottom of the tree the dog seized the animal. The wildcat 
tore the dog to pieces and escaped to the woods before Brown 
could geta shot at it. Hunters have been seeking that cat ever 
since. 

The only men who hayereal cause to complain of laws affect- 
ing fish and game are men who have fallen out with hard work 
and taken to the rod and gun for an avocation instead of a 
pastime. There are a dozen or so of these rascals who catch 
brook trout in March and shoot pheasants on the grouné be- 
fore they are able to fly, in order that they may have an easy 
living without work. But the men who love sport for sport’s 
sake must realize that upon severe measures depends the 
perpetuation of our fine field sports, and the farmers must also 
be aware of the fact that a wolesome dread of prosecution is 
what alone deters these pot-hunters and pan-fishers from 
trampling down growing crops in the early spring and un- 

harvested grain in July. Oregon has great cause to be proud 
of her fine game birds, especially her spruce and willow 
grouse, which are almost unknown in California; and she has 
equal cause to be proud of the just and equitable legislation 
that tends toward their preservation in future years, Now 
suppose there were no such laws in force, what would be the 
consequence? Simply this, that the poachers would kill off 
all the young birds in July and August; and by the time the 
farmer got his crops to market and was able to take a day’s 
leisure in his own fields, there would be nothing for him to 
shoot.—Portland Sunday Oregonian. 

“Ves, sir,” said a recently returned pilgrim from Nepigon, 
“T was never more weighed down by a sense of the grandness, 
the solitude and sublimity of nature than when at Nepigon. 
That is the land of lingering twilight and the rainbow-hned 
trout, of the silver salmon and weird wildness of nature, The 
first and overpowering idea as one enters the lake from the 
south is one of considerable dreariness, and as the rocky 
islands close in behind one, of almost enforced isolation from 
the world, The leaden, desolate aspect of the towering rock- 
ribbed cliffs where nature seems to have played her most fan- 
tastie tricks, the islands of porphory and conglomerate, sur- 
mounted here and there with a sentinel pine or two, and per- 
haps a solitary gull flying across its lonely glassy surface seem 
the yery abomination of desolation. But when one paddles 
up the lake in his little birch bark canoe and comes in sight of 
the tumble-down, wheatherbeaten and deserted shanties of 
the English indian Mission, where Renison, the missionary, 
has converted a handful of half-breeds, the sense of desolation 
growsstill greater, “I find Nepigon Bay, river and lake the 
paradise of the fisherman, but I tell you this, if you want 
fishing there you must get it within the next four years. The 
day of mammoth brook trout is going fast, and with what 
fishermen with permits catch, and Indians net against the 

law, they won't last long, Isaw at this mission a man feed- 
ing his dogs with fresh salmon! Actually!” and he started off 
eae a sorrowing remembrance in his ‘‘sood-bye.”—Duluth 

ews. , 
Four gentlemen from ‘Toronto at present spending a few 

days in Port Arthur, on Tuesday thought to make a trip down 
the bay to one of the famous trout streams for a day’s sport, 
and with that object in view sought the captain of one of the 
tugs on the evening of the day in question and made a verbal 
contract with him to take them to the objective point for the 
sum of $20. The hour arranged for starting was half past 
eight o’clock yesterday morning, but the tug was not in readi- 
ness for more than an hour later. When the fishermen had 
their hamper and all other necessary articles for the trip on 
board, and visions of four-pound trout hovering around 
them the captain of the tug came to them and made 
known the fact that he had been offered $28 to fetch a tow 
into harbor, and that unlessthe party gave him the same 
amount he would not take them down the bay. To this the 
Toronto gentlemen very properly objected, and finding the 
tugman obdurate, they removed their luggage and sought 
other fishing grounds. Seeing that the captain of the tue un- 
conditionally agreed to take the party to the point desired for 
a certain sum, it is to be regretted that his greedy nature pre- 
vented him from carrying out his contract, the more especially 
as the gentlemen, who occupy prominent positions in the city 
of Toronto, stayed over here purposely to visit the famous 
fishing stream referred to. Wehave no desire to secure an 
outside reputation such as the hackmen haye made for Niag- 
ara, and it is to be hoped that all who are trexted in the same 
way will resent the imposition.—Thunder Bay Sentinel. 

_ ‘Training ys, Breaking,” by 8. T. Hammond, kennel editor of this 
journal, is creating a revolution in the practice of dog training in this 
eountry.—Ad», 

—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tn use 30 years.—Each number the cpecial pre- 
scription of an eminent physician.—The only 
Simple. Sxfeand Sore Medicines for the prople 
LI8T PRINCIPAL NOB. QURES, PRICE. 
i. Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... .25 
2. Worms, Worm lever, Worn Colic,.. .25 
3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants ,25 
4. Diarrhea of Children or Adults_.-... 29 
5. DRACIRACY, Griping, Billious Colic,.. .25 
G. Cholera Morbus, Vomiting,...... +25 
7. Couzhs, Cold, Bronchitis,............, 25 
§. Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,.... .25 
9. Headaches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo .25 
10. Dyspepsia, Billions Stomach,.. .... .25 
Ji. Suppressed or Painful Periods,.... .25 
12. Whites, too Profuse Periods,,.,... _ 25 
1. group, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... .25 
14. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 
35. Rhéumatism, Rheumatic Pains,.- 25 
1%. Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues .50 
417. Piles, Blind or Bleeding,........ .. -50 
19. Catarrh. acute or chronic; Influenza 50 
21). Whooping Congh, violentcoughs... .50 
24. General Debility, Physical Weakness.50 
27. Kidney Disense........ 50 
23. Nervous Debility,..-.. s-eee. 1.00 | 
30. Urinary Weakness, Wetting the bed .50 
32. Disease of the Heart, Palpi.ation. 1.00 
Sold by druggists. or sent by the Case, o¢ sin- 

gle Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price, 
Send for Dr. Humphreys’ Book on Disease &e. 
(144 pages), also IiInstrated Catalogue FREB. 
Address, Humnbreys’ Homeopathic Med- 

fcine Co,, 102 Fulton Street. New York, | 
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Patent January 17, 1882. 

QUADRUPLE MULTIPLYING. 

Nos. 0204 
Capacity 40 

0206 
60 0207. ds of Largest Size B ards 0 arges 1Z@ bass 

80, Die, 

This is not the ‘‘coming quadruple reel,’’ but the reel already 
come. The only quadruple reel made on scientific principles. It 
is the smoothest and most perfect running reel in the world. With 
ordinary care it willlast a lifetime, The simplicity of its construc: 
tion makes it hard to get out of order and easy to repair. 

Tf your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order 
them for you, send 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of 

Every Description of Fine Fishing Tackle. 
NEW YORK CITY. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
mE. DATASA, 85 Broadway, WN. WY., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine, Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

fig, 2 

BILLIARD AND 10-PIN BALLS 
CLOTH, CHECKS, 

Cues, Cue } Chessmen, 

Tips, Dice, Keno, 
CHALK, Btc., DOMINOES.” 

PLAYING CARDS, Ete, 

Repairing done, Ten-Pin Alleys built and estimates 

furnished. 

F, GROTE & CO., 114 E, 14th st., N.Y, 
a 

THE 

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER C0. 
Successors to Tar J. M. Brunswick & BALxE Co, 

and Tae H. W. CoLLtenper Co. Chicago, 

No strings or 
softto loud. Fu 

WaREROOMS;: 
860 Broadway, New York. 

Market & Huron Streets, Northside, Chicago. 
211 Market Street, St. Louis. 

11é4 Market Street, Philadelphia. 
, 267 West Baltimore St., Baltimore 

Tndorsed by all the leading Piva end awarded 

hibited" "rnp aN baoviep. "se 

C 
Mills, Pa. 

PRICE, $75 TO S250. 
: Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10 Ibs. weight. The rifle is perfectly accurate. 

fa. CO. SMITE, Maker. Syracuse, N.wW. SS SS ees 

ACME TARGET BALL TRAP. 

ptt 9 Prices: Trap and bbl, (250) of balls $5 00. 
raps $5.00 each; balls $8.00 per 1000, $2.50 per bbl, 

Send for circular. 
PIGEON CO, (Limited), Lockport, N. Y. 

Haton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting, 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy E. E. HATON, 53 State street, 
. Cannot be sent b 
Manufactured solely by 

GH), B. EATON, 570 Pavonia Avenne, 
Jersey City, N, J. 

ARNHAM,S PATENT AUTOMATIC 
TROMBONE WHISTLE. 

P 
Stream and sportsmen generally. Ask your dealer 
for them, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50 cts. 

free, Address F. G. FARNHAM, White 

gauge, 15 cts. 
250. Loading 

75 cts. 

to pay for boxing. 

only about half as much. 
of a heavier charge, 

a 2), Constructed on entirely 
we new principles. 

Has five angles of flight, 
equal to the new 5-trap 
system, Throws any height 
or distanee desired. Our 
new target ball entirely 

= Obyiates the objections ta 
the composition ball. Itis 

not less than one dozen, by 

TARGET, BALL AND BALL 

mail. 

ockets. Tone changeable from 
nickel. Endorsed by Forest and 

zZuns have top lever, 
superb. The Parker Trap 
although excellent guns, 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free 

Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10, LOUNGH, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. 

We have a small remnant o 
less than half price. Address 

LOOK ! 

Marster’s Imported English Double Gun, 
TWIST BARRELS AND SIDE SNAP ACTION, 10 or 12-BORE. PRICE $15.00. . 

Brass Shells, 5 ets, each: U. 
gauge, 60 cts.; FG Powder, 25 cts. per pound: Shot, 7 cts. per pound; Black-Hdge Felt Wads, 11 to 16- 

er box of 250; 9 or 10-gauge, 18 cts.; Wesson or Winchester Primers, 38 cts. per box of 
ools complete without crimper, 50 cts.; with crimper, $1. Three-Joint Cleaning Rods, 

complete with wire-brush, etc,, 50 cts. 
Drab Canvas Cartridge Belts, 25 cts. 

cts. Drab Canvas Long Gun Covers, with Leather Handles, 50 cts. 
cts. GUN REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Parties out of the city wanting the above gun can have it sent by express by sending with order $ 

J. F. MARSTERS, 

LOOK! 

M. C. or Winchester make Paper Shells, 12-gauge, 55 cts. per 100; 10- 

Brown Canyas Coat with seven pockets, $1.50. Pants, $1. Caps, 
Cartridge Bags to hold fifty shells, 50 cts. Game Bags, 50 

Short Covers to take gun apart, 5 

51 to 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
NEAR CITY HALL, 

EK YTNWOcCH’s 
Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 

MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
_ These shells are made of extra fine thin phable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No, 2 primers, 
Weight less than paper shells. 

as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when dise 
acts as a reducer, an adyantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 

Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost 
They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 

Or can be effectually 
rged. The crimping tool also 

Sample 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

The Parker Trap Gun. 

We are now prepared to supply the Parker ‘Trap Gun,’* for which we are sole agents. These 
extension rib, rebounding locks, large strikers and pistol grip. They are simply 

Gun should not be confounded wits the regular Parker top lever guns, which, 
P differ materially from the Trap. Eyery genuine Parker Trap Gun has the 

rubber butt plate with a fying pigeon beautifully embossed upon it, as shown in the above cut. 
Webley’s heavy ducking guns, mostly 10-bore, of various qualities, at 

P.0.Boxii4, H, & D. FOLSOM, 15 Murray Street, New York. 
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Breech and Muzzle-Loading Cannon|™***" 
FOR 

Campaign Saluting Purposes, &, A, R. Posts and Towns 
ORNAMENTAL FOR LAWNS, 

——)o(—— 

PRICES—BREECH-LOADERS. 

No. 1, length i8in,, No, 8shell,...... $60 00 
5 Si AY. ke eae 80 00 
Ree Peeeinge sot oe 2 110 00 

4, 4t “38in,, Gaaic- ane 9 155 00 
og tay tte S6in., Le ae Te R225 00, 
fi 40in., (Cte RSA eisigs 800. 00 

MUZZLE-LOADERS, 
No. 1, length 18in., bore1 in. $30 00 # 

me oe seein tS fig ss RE  .™ 
w'3, “ BBin, * 15g" 85.00 
wd din, BT 490 OD 

G, S* Bbin., % gig. 45 Ho 
Me Sabin, He gop 240 00 ff 

MANUFACTURED BY THE 

STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., 
NEW HAVEN, CONN, 

Can be obtained from leading Gun Stores. 

POOLER & JONES PATENT BOSS CARTRIDGE HOLDER AND 
com 

BELTS. 
pe ests UTI ad 

*raq10d 

-dns pea surmoys ‘AeAv qno apis sv ‘paduio Suieq ynoygim syfayqs ted 10 ss¥iq BurATIBd IOJ Sl Japloy siggy, 

f Will carry brass cartridges and positively preyent wads 
Suitable for either paper or brass shells. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re- 

Manufactured by KR. H. POOLER, Serena, LaSalle Co., Ill. 

Send ten cents in silver or currency for catalogue and sample cartridge holder, also a colored litho- 
raph card of grouse shooting on the prairies. 

Aa RARE CHANCE? 

The only practical cartridge holder in use. 
from starting on shot. 
funded, 

The American Arms Co., manufacturers of the Fox patent double guns, are now running their entire 
gun machinery on the single semi-hammeriless guns and their new double-action extracting pistols, and 
will make no more double guns at present, except on orders, at full prices. The undersigned, havin 
purchased all their stock of Fox guns, some 300 in all, of the various grades, No. 5 list and aboye, wi 
offer them to sportsmen—‘‘first come, first serve’’—at 25 per cent. discount from the regular list while 
they last. Here is an opportunity to purchase a fine gun at an unprecedentedly low price. They are all 
warranted of the finest qualities in every respect, and cannot be duplicated when this lot is exhausted. 

Orders may be sentas usual to the AMERICAN ARMS CO., or to F. H. RAYMOND, Treas- 
urer, 103 Milk Street, Boston. Will be sent C. O. D. for trial and examination. 

& CO., C. E. OVERBAUGH 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers & Sporting Goods. 
DOUBLE GUNS: 

CHARLES DALY, W. &G. SCOTT & SON, GREENER, CLABROUGH, PIEPER, PARKER and COLT 

RIALS: : ne 
WINCHESTER, MARLIN, BULLARD, COLT, BALLARD, MAYNARD and STEVENS, ' 

We have all of the Sharps 1878 model that there are in the market, Send for new 50-page illustrated 
catalogue. 5 & 267 Broadway, New York. aad 

> W Sportsmen’s ear. 
No. A 1, Barnard Canvas Shooting Coat, - 85 00 
No, 4 sé oe 46 se / 4 00 

No, 2, ae 6 «sé a6 +} 2 50 

No. 3, “ce «“ “ec 66 a 1 45 

For sale by all gun and sporting goods dealers. Ask for them; 
see that our trade mark is on the lining. They are the best; take no 
other, 

We also manufacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Pants, Vests, 
Waterproof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryail Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bags, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
seriptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterproof Leather. 

Tllustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent free 
upon application, 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St , Chicago 
HASTERN AGENCY: 47 Murray st.,N.Y. F,N, Wurrnm, Manager. 

Wessmuk ExXunting Ei mnife. 
The only pocket hunting knife 

worth asou. Full sized knife, 9}4in, 
loag open, and 5lgin, long shut. 
Blade 1in, wide, and equal to the best 
razors, but not so hard. If you 
want one by mail, seud plain ad- 

dress to GEO. ROCK WOOD, Wellsboro, Tioga Co,, Pa,, with postal note for $1.50, P.S.—See Forest and 
Stream for Sept. 18, page 14%. 

and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 
published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
East of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaad, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITIO 
TE WiC Oort:sS | 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel- 

vee more than numbers, This is the highest prize awarded te any American for Split Bamboo Rods, 
Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Mil& Street, Boston, Mass. 

Send for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws. 

— 

ANGLING. HUNTING—-SHOOTING. 
American Angiler’s Book, Norris,............. , 4 50) Across Country Wanderer............ ....; .., 5 00 
An Plen's NOUBOUI Ee LEkek ceedaeynes.lcce, 28 2 40 | American Wild Fowl Shooting, J: W, Long.... 2 00 
Angling,..... ST nis 55 Peele tac ae ate 5) | American Sportsman, The, Lewis............. 2 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson............ -...-0-.+-+ 50 | Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan.....-......... , 100 
Angling, a Book on, Francis.............. weeny 9 BOs) Grace SHObia nO ii y hea. St ne ly iin i 1 25 
Angling Literature in England..........-..-.. 1 25 | Field, Cover and Trap Shooting...... .... .-. 2 OO 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall.............,.... 3 00 | Frank Forester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2y.,cloth 4 00 
British Angling HES Rou We engl etait an 2 00) Frank Forester‘s Manual for Young Sportsmen 
Fish Hatching and Wish Catching............. 1 50 | Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 
Fish and Wishing, Manly .....-............+5-+ 5 25 | How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow 
Fishing, Bottom or Mloat........,.....-2..620- 50 | How I Became a Sportsman......-. 1 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott..........-. 3 50 | Hunting, Shooting and Fishing..... .......... 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock.,.............s.1-.-- 2 00 | Hunting and Hunters of all N ations, Frost, .- 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis ...,....--..-....-. 2 50 | Hurlingham Gun Club Rules,..........-.-..--. 
Bly Fishing in Maine Lakes.......,............ 1 25 | Modern Breech-Loaders, Greener,........ sree 
Fly and Worm Wishing... 20... .c. eee ree eee 50 | Rifle Practice, Wingate. ... 2.2... .eccsees eee 
Frank Forester’s Fish and FWishing,.......... 2 50 | Rod and Gun in California..............+....-. 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 | Shooting.... .__._..........................0. 
Fysshe and Pysshyné. oo. 2:5... ccd lice c lene 1 00 | Shooting, Dougall.........,............ 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium............... 50 | Shooting on the Wing........ ..... 
sOldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .-.. 1 00 | Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth. . 
Modern Practical Angler, Pennell....,........ 2 00 Embossed leather. ... 2... .......-...- 
Practical Trout Culture............--. .-..-+. 1 00 | Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 
Practical Fisherman, ......52..5..-2...00-ee ~ 420°) Still Mimter; Van Dyke, 0... 2-2. .)o.0s seek 
Prime’s I Go a-Wishing.............2.2..+.-++s+ 2 50 | Stephens’ Lynx Hunting..........-.......-.4.. 
Scientific Angler .._..... .. os atl it 1 50 | Stephens’ Fox Hunting........... .... ...... 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters, ........-.., 

(Ines esses eet Ook See nterenen es a5 tae adidas 00 | The Gun and Its Deyelopment, Greener 
qtr <2 SER ONT Se Pt chen haa PO 50 

e Game Fish of the Northern States anc GUIDE BOOKS AND TIAPS. 
<4 z British Provinces. 30... + oy | Adirondacks, Map of, Stoddard .............. $1 00 

Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake............ 
FParrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

DOHEG i sii oe none et nena oa ie a 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 50 
Bae Hoek Aree of ros Lake Region 50 
uide Book and Ma: iver Regi 

Bechstemn’s Chamber and Cage Birds..... se. 1 50 | Guide to cliconsinnt: Recion, Stoddaed aeesae 2 
BirtiNoueninyveseaecano ia ame Sanaa doe % Map of Androscoggin Region.................- 
Birds Nestin pacts AS8E eae Ap pert e teeter eens 1 25 Map of Northern Maine, Steele.......--.. 

purge OF Hostetn ee ae di aye ee pale ny a Map of the Thousand Islands..... 3 
irds of Hastern Pennsylvania................ ists? i Birds on ‘the Northwest. Ae aN ee ueeahch 4 50 Tourists’ Map of Maine....... ...,.. 

irds an CIP HAUNTS ad a ehGer oaeniteisieeee ; ' 5 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams............... *50 . SEC ES, AND CANES 

‘RCuuésuCheckiaist ty ws .0) tomes atta decal uote 8 00 | American Boy’s Own Book, Sports andGames 2 00 
Coues’ Field Ornithology............-.2....05- 2 50 | Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75e.; cloth,...,.. 1 a0 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... ... 15 00 | Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, ete., 2 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, Casseli’s Book of Sports and Pastimes........ 3 00 

FROOGEVELIAN ols eee sire Pe ed eae oy BSN | O0;) Groquetn sc. Pslaxectenar sees tue phe Peenpe ene 20 
Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25e.; cloth......- 500 Blas yiWiRISt: teak stra: sets sean yeast eerie men one) 50. 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds......-...-.....- 8 00) Every Boy's Book of Sports and Amusements 3 50 
Native Song Birds., ............- both racsieess 0) FO) | EIAMOS QO WINISE. C2 Tie ttes ar avek Seeodubfdejaee Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard................. .. 200 | Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. ...... 
Natural History of Birds,....-..........2.2005 3 00 | Laws and Principles of Whist, Cavendish 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green............2....... 1 80 | Quoits and Bowls...........2.¢2....,2.200- 
Samuel's Birds of New Engian ee AAODN Rerun aera see etl ne onteeaiste aac an een : 
Shore Birds, 04, .c sends vo eetaeatssan eee 15 | Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Water Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer and WWbist foreB opin ners ies eee ne key eee nae 50 
Ridgway, plain edition, $12; hand colored.. 30 00 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 vols........ 18 00 KENNEL, 
Wood's Natural History of Birds.............. 6 00 | American Kennel, Burges........ io eee 2 00 

Doe Builer Ons ws Phas ee eee eee 2 00 
BOATING AND YACHTING: Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel........5...,_.2......- 80 

" Hop, Diseases Olena ee ke ease 2 00 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.,.... 300 | fog Breaking, by Holabird................ Te Rs 
Boat Racing, Brickwood.......... beneath. 2» 50 | Dog Breaking, Butchinson...............20-.0. 375 
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FEES FOR CARRYING DOGS. 

A NUMBER of complaints have reached us recently from 
individuals who have been overcharged by the baggage- 

masters in whose care they were obliged to leave their dogs 
when traveling on the cars. 

This is a matter about which there should be no more 
question than about the fare of a passenger, and the baggage- 

master should have no discretion whatever in the matter of 

fixing the fee. IJtis perfectly right and proper that, under 

the present railroad system in America, a charge should be 
made for transporting dogs. These animals are often in the 

way ina baggage car, and frequently cause the baggage. 

master no little trouble. Moreover, there is a good deal of 

responsibility attaching to their care; they must be moved 

from place to place, and must be watched that they may not 

be injured by heavy pieces of baggage falling on them. All 
this care and trouble should be paid for, and there are few 
men who would be unwilling to pay a fair price for the 

trouble which they make the train hands. But when the 

‘fee demanded for this service is disproportionately large, or 
is demanded in a rough and bullying way, it is natural that 
the owner of the dog should feel aggrieved. 

The fee for transporting a dog should be fixed by the man- 

agers of the road, and it should be unnecessary to ask the 
baggage-master how much itis. This fee should bear a re- 
lation to the distance the animal is to be carried, just as the 
price of a ticket is graded by the number of miles between 
the stations from and to which the passenger is traveling, 
Many railroads have such a schedule for dog fares, and all 
should have it, as well for the protection of the traveling 

public as their own, Fora railroad company does not wish 
to be held responsible for the demands, sometimes extortion- 

ate, of its employes. Wehave no doubt that if this matter 

is brought to the notice of the proper officers of the Dela- 
ware & Hudson Canal Company, it will be remedied. 
We would suggest, moreover, to those who travel with 

dogs that the surliness so often complained of in baggage- 

masters may very likely be due, in part, to the carelessness 
of the very men who make these complaints. Railroad 

men are, as a rule, rather joviai and good-natured than sour 

and ill-conditioned; but they are hard-worked and usually 

busy, and do not always have the time for those courtesies 

of life which so help to lessen the friction of every-day in- 

tercourse between man and man. Probably the average 
baggage-master does not enjoy seeing a dog brought into his 

car. A few pleasant, cheery words will, however, often 

smoothe away this feeling of dissatisfaction, and if he has 

time to chat with the dog-owner, each will often find the 
other a very good fellow. 
Weare all of us too much accustomed to think that we 

ourselves and our own affairs are the only important things 
in this world, and are apt to give very little thought to the 
feelings of others. As a matter of fact, however, a little 

thought and consideration for those with whom we are 

brought in contact will yield us a good return. 

A QUESTION OF INSTINCT. 

a Rees a young terrier who has never before seen a rat 

will shake one on the first opportunity, or that a young 

pointer or setter will often stand at fowls in the yard is so 
well known as to excite no*surprise. It is simply the result 
of inherited instinct coming through many generations which 
have been trained to hunt certain other forms of animal life 

and has become part of the nature of the animals so trained, 
In the case of dogs this is attributed mainly to their superior 

intelligence, and we are surprised when we find analogous 

instances in whaf we usually term the lower animals. 

Perhaps we might readily accept such a development in birds, 

but as we rank the reptiles next below them in intelligence, 

and the fishes still further down, itis with surprise that we 

learn that a fish may carry with it the instincts peculiar to 
its progenitors inhabiting a certain stream only, even when 

it was removed from that stream while yet in the egg. 

It is well known that the shad of the Connecticut River 
take both the fly and the bait, while on no other river in 

America has there been more than an occasional, and 

perhaps an accidental, capture of a shad with hook and line. 

The fact that the shad of the Connecticut River do this is well 

proven, and we have seen hundreds of them taken with the 

fly below the bridge at Holyoke. Anglers on other shad 
rivers haye tried to capture shad in this way and have failed, 

and become skeptical about it, and our columns have con- 

tained many articles on this subject in past years, 

Now ‘comes Dr. Cary, Superintendent of Fisheries of 

Georgia, who says that no shad had ever bean taken with 

the hook on Southern rivers until this year, and that three 

years ago he planted a large lot of fry from the Connecticut 

in a Georgia river, and that the progeny show the instincts 

of their ancestors by taking both fly and bait. The state- 

ment of Dr. Cary will be found in another column, and we 
can only say that we know him personally, and he is a 

careful and reliable man, The extract from his report wilj 
furnish a chapter for some future Darwin, and is a most 
singular case. 

AN IveortTant ConsmERaAtion.—lt is quite common to 

smile at the whim of the old seitler who wanted to move on 

because some one else had ‘tome to settle within a dozen 
miles of him, and so would drive all the game out of the 

cowutry; and the notion that any. one to-day should be goy- 

erned in his choice of a new home by the scarcity or abund- 

ance of the game and fish to be found in the country may 
appear preposterous. Nevertheless itis quite true that this 
very consideration is often taken into account; and if it does 

not actually determine the choice of location, it is at least 

reckoned among the advantages to be gained, or the disad-- 

vantages to be endured. Three instances of this have 
just come to our notice; one of a gentleman who has gone to 
Mexico, and will make his home somewhere in that country, 

provided the game is plenty enough; another of a city 

man who has taken an Arkansas homestead in a 

country, chief among the advantages of which he 
reckons the game and fish, and a third of a Kentucky 

physician, who wants to be congratulated because his new 
home will be in the best quail region of the blue grass 
country. Such cases as theseshould not be confounded with 
those of the folks who are constantly writing to the Fornsr 
AND STREAM to know where they can find a country in 
which they can make their living by shooting for the market. 

“Hunting” anp ‘“‘SHoorine.”—The columns of the 

Forest anpD STRHAM are broad, and itis quite proper that - 
all persons who have opinions to express should be afforded 

the opportunity. Some may regard asa captious critic the — 

correspondent who, in another column, takes exception to 

the ord “hunting” as used in this country to signify the 
pursuit of game. His opinion, we take it, is founded on a 

misapprehension of the origin of the term, and of the way 

in which it has come to be so used. It is not derived from 
nor a corruption of the English term ‘“‘hunting,” meaning 

the pursuit of foxes with horses and hounds, but it is the 

good old word ‘‘hunting,” used by the American pioneers. 

They were not “‘huntsmen,” and did not ride to hounds in 
the hunting field for sport. They were “hunters” who pur- . 

sued game for food, and the savage beast, that they might 
rid the land of it. They never talked about going out 
“shooting,” they went hunting. Nowadays, when we make 

our fathers’ work our recreation, it is perfectly proper that 

we should preserve the good old term, and talk of “going 

hunting.” The expression has a creditable and honorable 
record; and it is much more fitting to maintain it, and to 

continue to use it, than to attempt to supplant it by other 

terms, eyen those which may be more acceptable to our fas- 

tidious cousins across the water. As a matter of fact, it is 

quite common, in this country, to speak of the pursuit of ~ 

birds as ‘‘shooting,” and of the pursuit of large game as 

“hunting,” but this distinction is not universally recognized. 
After all, so long as the game is bagged, it matters little 

whether the gunner calls his sport “‘shooting” or ‘‘hunting,” 

and the choice of terms is of still less consequence to the un- 

fortunate individual who ‘‘hunts” all day for the: birds and 

“shoots” only the fence rail, as he homeward plods his 

weary way. 

REMARKABLE SHOTS.—Some of our correspondents are tell- 

ing of their remarkable shots, where chance has come in to 
supplement their skill. The theme is an interesting one. 
Curious things of this sort have happened to almost every 

person who has had much experience with shooting game. 

We know of one man who has a tremendous reputation as a 

crack shot, and he won his fame wholly by a succession 

of three purely chance shots, one at a quail, which he 

did not see, one at a deer at which he did not knowingly 
aim, and a third at a target, which he hit in the bullseye and 

did not venture to shoot at again. As one writer suggests 
the whole merit in the relations of luck or unlucky shots 

lies in the truthfulness of the narrator. No one wants to 
read the invented stories of such occurrences. It is a very 
poor sort of wit that can manufacture silly stories about 
alleged wonderful shots that were actually never made. 

| There are enough true accounts to be given, if only those 

who have had a wide experience in the field could be induced 
to relate some of the queer happenings. 

WESTERN Bia GAME.—The testimony of a writer, in ouz 
Game Bag and Gun columns, to the diminution of Western 

large game during even so brief a period as one year, is of 

a piece with the testimony of every other intelligent observer 

who has opportunity to see with what rapidity the wild life 

of the plains and mountains is disappearing. The sugges- 
tion that the does of elk and antelope should be specially 

protected by a law forbidding their killing, is a capital one; 

but it is to be feared that, as with the other laws already 
enacted, its enforcement would prove difficult. 

ANOTHER TimMELY Hin7.—The Thanksgiving proclama- 
tions have been issued. It is time to set about the circum- 
vention of that big wild turkey gobbler whose wish-bone 

you have registered a solemn vow to pull one week from 
to-day. To delay is dangerous, for it is just barely possible 
that some one else has his campaign planned against the 
same bird, 

Taw Kereny Gun.—We regret to observe that matter of 

fact, practical and prosaic engineers are manifesting a desire 

to look too closely into the new Keely gun, and are going 

even so far as to insist that the wenderful etheric vapor may 

be after all a delusion and a snare—nothing mere nor less 
than compressed air. 

OvuR READERS will confer a favor by sending us the names 
of such of their friends as are not now among the subscribers 

af the Forest AND Strmam, but who would presumably be 

interested in the paper. 

“‘NEssMUK” will paddle his canoe in Florida waters this 
winter. 
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IN EL MAHDI’S LAND. 

SPORT AMONG THE PALM GROVES OF KOROSKO. 

N the effusions of the telegram fiend, who trumps of war's 
alarms, and tells us by a contradictory, method pecu- 

liarly his own, of the slow movements of the British expedi- 
tion for the relief of General Gordon, frequent mention is 
.maade of the Nubian town of Korosko, which lies at the 
northern elbow of the great Atmoor bend of the Nile, half 
way between the first and second cataracts. But as it is not 
the cowl that makes the monk, so Korosko, in its proudest 
moments, cannot claim in its own right the fame so newly 
thrust upon it, nor justify its inhabitants to imagine a yain 
thing. When it wakes from its sleepy baskings in its desert 
gorge, gratified as wel] as astonished must it he to find that 
distant eyents, and the unbidden hand of external politics, 
have chosen to write its namein capitalson the map of 
Egypt. ‘‘A poor thing, but mine own,” as Touchstone said 
of Audrey. Korosko is essentially a Nubian town. In aspect 
it is two fold. being divided into two clumps or batches of 
mud huts, situated ina wide arena of dust and sand, some 
four or tive miles in diameter, and flanked on the southern 
side by a maze of hills which shut out from the river and 
its greet prosperity the Atmoor Desert. This outer waste 
extends in barren crag and plain away to the Red Sea coast 
and Abyssinia, and through it wind those caravan roads 
which link the trade of Central Africa with Hgypt. 
The traffic thus brought to Korosko appears its only raisov 

d’éire, The entire place seems indeed created by the cara- 
vans that are constantly coming or going, and its grimy 
hovels and inhabited dust heaps owe what animation they 
have to the many caravan drivers, whose tents are pitched 
among the bales of gum, skins, ivory and merchandise which 
their rageed-looking camels haye brought across the desert 
from the Soudan. These tents are the queerestlooking 
tenements imaginable, and are of all sizes, colors and shapes, 
according to the materials possessed by the builders thereof. 
The generality are formed of palm matting and hides, sup- 
ported by poles, arranged. after the Bedaween fashion, and 
with one side partially or entirely left open to give ingress to 
persons and light. The main idea of the tent-makers appears 
ta be elongation, for, although few are oyer five feet in 
height, many reach to fifteen feet and more in length, The 
materials of their construction are oddly varied, consisting 
oft-times of the most unlooked-for things. I remember an 
instance where the occupier of a more than usually rambling 
domicile had somehow become possessed of a set of iron 
railings, of the sort that appear round, the small gardens of 
city suburbs. These he had carefully worked into the erec- 
fion of his temporary abode, like some magpie with a 
treasure trove, placing them with evident pride in the most 
conspicuous positions; and such iron-mongery must have 
had strange adventures before it was used to ornament the 
matting and the skin-decked home of 4 caravan merchant. 
But these tents contrast happily with the mud and palm log 
huts among which they are scattered, and jend a wild pic- 
turesqueness to, the Nubian town, lying baking in its natural 
oven of dust and sand, in the midst of an amphitheater of 
naked, glowing bills, and fronted by the palm groves and 
fields of the river, 
One April morning, sometime before El Mahdi had quitted 

his fakir’s cave to become a Soudanese leader, I left my 
moorings by Korosko’s bank, and hoisting tne cumbrous 
sails of my dahabeeah, started southward, amid a wail 
of “‘backsheesh” from the collected crowd of natives and 
the workers of a sakir whose drowsy creaking had sung 
a melancholy lullaby throughout the dreamy night. Beyond 
the town the stream takes so many devious twists and turns 
that an ascending dahabeeah has as much labor to get up 
them as an ant would have in climbing a corkscrew, and 
most grievous and sore were our labors to reach a locality 
where the god Nilus retakes on himself a behavior more 
ataid and befitting his dignity, As I had, however, no wish 
to submit to the ennui that comes of watching a dehabeeah 
slowly working up against the current under the induce- 
ments of tracking, warping, punting and all the ills that 
these primitive crafts are heirs to, I resolved to take a ramble 
ashore and see what game could be found in the thick palm 
sroves which border these tortuous but beautiful reaches 
of the Nile. Taking with me my favorite sailor, a Syrian, 
named Rachidi, whose giant stature had earned for him 
among his comrades the soubriquet of “‘the buffalo,” I 
landed on the eastern bank and commenced my wanderings 
in these groves which, thicker and denser than any in 
Egypt or Northern Nubia, extend in an unbroken line of 
foliage from Korosko to beyond the town of Derr. Mar- 
shalled in grove after grove, with breaks so rare that the 
entering sunlight seryed only to make the green shadows 
more intense, a lovely sight was this deep and seemingly 
endless forest of palms, skirting the eastern shore in weleoame 
contrast to the monotonous sandhills of the opposite Lybian 
desert, Along the river’s edge played incessantly the many 
sakirs, the sound of whose ungreased and moaning 
wheels gladden the Nubian’s heart as they turn from 
the revolving pitchers a constant stream of water into the 
channels of the small and precious fields. The plaintive ex- 
postulations of these sakirs were the only disturbing sounds 
of the shadow-land roofed by the feathered leaves of count- 
less palms and peopled by a bewildering maze of fitful lights 
and shades which danced among the bending stems. In some 
places the trees were so thickly planted that to find a straight 
path among their tangled glades was impossible, and when- 
ever the foot broke some twig or disturbed some stone, the 
palm doves perched in the spreading leaves above would 
flutter off al the sound with sudden rustle, like spirits of the 
dim past whose rest had been broken in the gloom of their 
leaf-arched home, These birds are very plentiful in all the 
palm groves of Egypt, and to the sportsman weary of quail 
or tiver shooting, or he who cherishes his gun’s company 
when on a ramble, afford excellent marks in their quick 
flight among the palms for preventing the right hand from 
forgetting its cunning. They are fawn-colored, with won- 
drous glossy necks, and to the voyageur tired of his drago- 
man’s bill of fare are as quail after manna. Perhaps the 
ideal and the practical are in rather close adjunct in that 
sentence, but did not Buffon, in his delightfully nonchalant 
“way, remark that ‘‘the nightingale is a most marvelous song. 
ster and also excellent on buttered toast.” The principal 
difficulty to overcome, however, before cooking these serial 
hares is to catch or rather descry them. So exactly do they 
resemble the palm stems to which they cling, and which 
natural shelter they are by instinct adverse to leave, that a 
pair of Mr. Sam Weller’s double magnifying eyes which 
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lating gold from crushed ore. 

habitants of the thick and shadowy palm-tops. A most 
bright and active leash of retrievers they proved themselves, 
albeit a little wild and inclined to ‘‘range.” 

_ With their aid and that of the mighty Rachidi—a host of 
vigilance in himself—these self-appointed gillies were soon 
laden with a supply of these innocent, but delectable birds. 
Passing on throngh many glades, we next reached some open 
efound, where free space and light had given encourage- 
ment tothe growth of afew palms which towered above 
their confined and denser neighbors like arboreal giants 
crowned with panoplies of green, Surrounding and inter- 
spersed among these palms were fields of doura checkered 
into innumerable squares by shadoot ciiannels, whose rillets 
soaking through the thirsty soil turned it from gray to a rich 
red that contrasted well with the green of the young crop, 
and the shadows of the tall lbreemee. Here and there were 
clustered together groups of palms bending their graceful 
trunks in varions curves to reach the coyeted light, or stand- 
ing in twos and threes, gossipiny. among themselves as the 
breeze, blowing over the waving fields, shook their leaves 
into Janguage. Birds of all kinds and plumage twittered on 
the palm-tops, and filled the sky with life, while the merops 
or bee-eater, with its quick flight seeming to leave a trail of 
sparkles in the sunshine, fluttered in flashes of green and 
bronze over its sunlit play ground, As I picked my way 
along these sakir and shadoof rills, quail, singly and in 
flights, rose every now and then from their miniature forests 
of doura, too often paying dearly for their lack of discretion. 
Wheneyer a victim fell my ever ready Nubian babies re- 
trieved it with shouts of joy that not only set the wild echoes 
flying, but likewise other quail whose nerves were, with 
reason, disorganized by the clamor. So plentiful were these 
birds that, hardly heeding my straying steps, I sought them 
further and further afield until at Jast I found myself on the 
brink of the desert, whose envious sands lapped up in a clear 
defined line against the borders of the fertile Jand like the 
tide’s ripple on the shore. Nothing was there here for me. 
Eyen such feeble folk as the conies who make their dwell- 
ings among the rocks, make them not in such desolate places, 
and the few yultures—those emblems of sultriness—that 
were about, sat lazily on the rocks that peeped from out 
their enyeloping ocean of sand, like miniature islands, star- 
ing dazed and yacantly at the lifeless glow around, or ‘‘wing- 
ing the midway air” in sullen, pirposeless flight. I had 
some desire to possess the wing feathers of one of these 
giant ‘‘Pharaoh’s chickens,” and so as one of these birds of 
evil omen with heavy movement quitted the boulder whereon 
he doubtless had been dreaming of a goodly line of sun- 
bleached bones whitening in some desert gorge telling the 
route of Arab caravans, and came sailing on ragged pinions 
within range, I fired, and down came the ungainly sanitary 
commissioner of the East. But I repented me of the unnec- 
essary breaking of Buddha’s law a moment after, for on ap- 
proaching my victim he smelf so atrociously that it was im- 
possible to take or even touch him—as Hamlet said of Alex- 
ander’s skull: *“Think you he smelt:so, pah, my gorge rose 
at it.” C 

So fervid was the air of the desert lying parched and 
glaring under the fierce noonday sun, I was glad to strike 
back into my palm-grove glades, and after wandering among 
their shades a while, to follow the creaking of a distant sakir, 
which sent its suggestive echoes through the trees. By its 
guidance I finally found myself once more on the river’s 
bank, where a patient toiling buffalo was droningits useful 
life away at the stiff and groaning wheel, and being driven 
by a little naked baby, who at my approach sprang from 
its seat on the turning bar to lisp the familiar and ever-ready 
demand: ‘‘Back-seesh-ya-Howaga.”’ These sakirs are often 
of great size and very picturesque, asthe circle of dripping 
earthenware pots revolying on the partially sunk wheel lift to 
the surface of the field the precious water which the chan- 
nels take and redistribute. ‘The circle of jars is worked by 
two or three cogged wheels, generally under the rude cover- 
ing of 4 shed made of mud walls, roofed with palm leaves, 
which afford shelter to the dejected, lean kine that forever 
turns the cumbrous contrivance, and to the little driving 
boy who sits in a net slung to the horizontal bar which the 
buffalo drags round in the narrow space between wall and 
wheel. Once I entered incautiously one of these sakir 
sheds, and a moment afterward the animal had passed the 
doorway aud was coming slowly upon me, without leaving 
the option of my getting by him on either side or round to 
the place I had entered by in time to escape the imnouinent 
peril of being squeezed or trampled on, Fortune, however, 
was good enough to provide a third course, and as he came 
up to me I put one hand on his neck and a foot on the hori- 
zontal bar and jumped to his back, whereon I rode trium- 
phantly until we reached the doorway, through which I 
promptly jumped, but alas with more haste than discretion, 
for 1 settled most unhappily in the thorny arms of an acacia. 
bush. 

Leaying my lisping claimant ot the sakir to his infantile 
meditations fancy free, an adventurous duck rising from a 
mud sully went next to swell my bag, and soon afterward a 
lizard hawk, which I coveted as a specimen, flew over my 
path and thereupon vitam sub nube religuit, falling into some 
standing doura. Thence it was retrieved by the strangest 
clad individual [think I ever saw. Hewas a Nubian, so 
black that he might haye been carved out of ebony, and his 
dress consisted of a very ancient fez, from which the glory 
of its original crimson had long since departed, and only 
the mere fhost of its tassel remained, a thick walking stick, 
and a gorgeous green waistcoat which he had thought unne- 
cessary to fasten, perhaps that he might the better display 
its brass buttons and grandeur to an envious world, From 
what strange source he could haye become possessed of this 
latter item of his wardrobe is a riddle wot to be found and 
made a note of eyen in the pages of a Sartor Resartus, 
Needless to say he demanded backsheesh, and I never paid the 
tribute more willingly to any of Egypt's many askers than 
to the light-hearted owner of this grotesque costume. 
As 1 was now nearing the town of Derr, and the sun was 

seeking fresh lands to roast behind the yellow Lybian hills, 
I deemed it well to return to my dahabeeah, which lay 
moored to the opposite shore under the shelter of a group of 
sont trees. Accordingly, I asked this gaily-attired gentleman 
to assist Rachidi neds the full chorus of accompanying 

could see up two flights of stairs, round a corner and through 
a door are needed for their successful finding. Asa rule I 
found it expedient to purchase the services of a native lad 
for this especial purpose, their talents at this kind of work 
being extraordinary, and their powers of distinguishing dove 
from palm-stem only equaled by that of mercury in assimi- 

On this oceasion I soon had 
a goodly company of brown toddling babies, wearing: naught 
but smiles, althongh an infinitude of that light material, and 
ardent was their devotion to discovering and dislodging the 

urchins in hailing the felucea to take me back. The result 
was alarmingly powerful and energetic, but even the Sultan 
of Turkey, who, report says, is partial to the tuning up of a 
fiddle, could not call it melodious. However, it was sue- 
-cessful, and while the boat was coming for me in answer to 
this wild Nubian co-yell, I became the center of quite a 
little market et eal upon the banks of the Derr, whereat 
I was appointed to the dignity of buyer and general butt for 
a score of generous, if undesirable offers. One young say- 
age brought me a chameleon, which, probably at the insult 
of being made a subject of barter and sale, changed its color 
from a bilious yellow to a sort of wsthetic green, and back 
again as rapidly; but, as they are difficult to feed (sunlight is 
the diet prescribed by poets and flies by materialists—both 
difficult to catch) and seldom live long in captivity, I de- 
clined becoming a purchaser of the cold, writhing, claw and 
tail grasping reptile. Another Derrite, seeing his friend’s 
mercantile venture a failure, asked me in a winning manner 
it I wanted a scorpion, a specimen of which he had caught 
and now cautiously held by two fingers while the angry 
creature jerked viciously its venomous tail. Tvresisted this 
temptation also, giving the boy some backsheesh, but beg- 
ging myself off from coming to any further bargain on the 
maatter. 

Yet another was desirous of disposing to me of a chicken 
—a revived mummied one, to judge by ils appearance— 
which he carried upside down by one leg, and a group of 
juvenile savages brought mea couple of small birds which 
they carried by a yet more novel method, namely, swinging 
them round their heads at the ends of palm-fiber string. 
Not understanding the flutterings of the victims, which at 
first 1 supposed to be either dead or tamed, I asked to see 
their tiny prisoners. ‘These they handed me with a delight- 
ful air of pride and innocence, when I found that the little 
wretches had threaded a thin reed through their nostrils, and, 
attaching to it a piece of fiber ‘string, thus made sport of 
their misery by swinging the poor things about, which, un- 
able to escape, were forced to use their wings to alleviate the 
pain, Purchasing the unhappy creatures, I released them 
from their cruel fastenings, and, giving them their liberty, 
they were soon lost among the foliage of the distant trees, 
Hapless, indeed, would they be if again they fell into the 
clutches of their Nubian tormentors. I inquired of the boys 
why they indulged in such wantonly brutal play, but only 
received the startling retort, ‘Why does the Howaga shoot 
them, then?” TI tried to explain, somewhat lamely I was 
conscious, that, although I certainly had shot the birds 
Rachidi was carrying, there was considerable difference be- 
tween inflicting instantaneous death for a proper purpose 
and prolonged and useless pain. But I am afraid that my 
reasoning was not particularly effective, The small Nubians 
‘would have their will,” and saw no practical difference 
between shooting and maiming unfortunate little birds, the 
former of which they considered, if anything, rather the 
worse. 
My argument seemed so very illogical, not only to all my 

gathered assembly but to myself, that 1 was not sorry to take 
advantage of my arrived felucea and seek the confusion of 
my opponents in flight. So amid a mighty wail of ‘‘back- 
sheesh ya Howaga,” I took the tiller in hand and started the 
boatman into a song—without which mecentive to an even 
stroke Nubians row in asoul-anguishing manner, Whether 
it was this most untuneful ditty, or the chorus of clamoring 
natives, or the discord of both ] know not, but as we shot 
out from the bank a great splash on the water some way 
further down called my attention to the disappearing form of” 
a large saurian whose lazy evening siesta had been disturbed 
by our fco near approach, Of course the rowers promptly 
dubbed it a crocodile, but, though it plunged into the river 
so quickly that I had barely time to glean more than a yague 
impression that its color was a bright green and its head and 
body as ungraceful and uncanny as well might be, it was 
clearly not even a youthful crocodile. Avab jokers are fre- 
quently trying to palm off on the too-eager traveler a distant 
floating log or sand bar as one of these much-talked-of 
creatures; but the modern tourist in Egypt will be very 
fortunate if he sees a single specimen north of the first 
cataracts, There is a legend connected with the tomb of & 
saint at Minnich in Middle Egypt to the effect that the kindly 
spirit: of the departed Muslini, besides guarding his adopted 
town and deyotees, keeps ward agaiust any crocodile passin. 
his revered tomb. Should one, however, dare adventure an 
try to steal down, the idea is that he inevitably comes to 
grief and floats a corpse on the river to the sea. Apartfrom 
this sheyhh’s duty it is more thay probable that were any 
crocodile so idiotic as to come within 4 buandred miles of the 
place it would stand but a poor chanee for ifs life. Rare is 
it, though still occurring, that the “‘timsah’’ is seen in Middle 
Egypt, having of late been converted into traveling bags and 
cigar cases much too rapidly for the liking of any modest 
saurian despising the empty benefits of fame. Hashions, 
rifles, and patent eartridges yearly drive them further and 
further south, and the once classical crocodile, whose death 
in happier times invoked religious pareantries and rites of 
sumptuous embalming, now seeks to hide from the gaze of a 
sacrilecious world that has forgotten to worship “‘Sanah,” 
the god of darkness of the ancient Hgyptians. other than as 
“an allegory of the Nile.” J. BL A 
DrKTEcH, Scotland, 

FLORIDA AGAIN,--VII. 

| Wagnoe Punta Rassa and following the coast line for 
three miles, Matanzas Pass will be entered and Hst ero 

Bay opened up. This extensive body of water is well sup- 
plied with fish of various kinds and of large size, A friend 
who spent two winters in this pea was loud in its praise. 
In one of his letters published in a Northern paper, he stated 
‘that he had read of a lake in Michigan that would contain 
one more fish; but there was not room for another in Estero 
Bay.” In this bay, sawtish, shark and tarpon feed on the 
toothsome mullet, and with this bait they can be captured. 
The general character of the fishing and shooting is similar 
to that of Charlotte Harbor. The sportsmen will be amply 
tepaid for ascending Corkscrew River, a tributary of this 
bay. In this stream the rodster will find cayallii, ravallia 
and tarpon in great numbers. Leaving the stream the gun 
ner will find deer and turkey Phere lives (or did live) a 
stettler on Mound Key, and as he is perfectly familiar with 
the best fishing points, he might be hired, and would be 
found useful to point out the resorts of particular species of 

Leaving Estero Bay at its most southerly pass, an outside 
sail of eleven miles will bring the sportsman in sight of Gor- 
don’s Pass. Keeping to the left side of the channel and fol- 
lowing it for half a mile it will be found to enter a long 
lagoon. When | last visited this region, deer and bear were 
plentiful, but I have been informed that several parties have 
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‘settled at the head of the pass, and if this is the case, sports- 
men wil] be compelled to proceed north or sonth a few miles 
to find large fame. My friend, Dr. Ferber, visited this local- 
ity two years since, and on his return he informed me that 
the ground was tracked over with deer as though a flock of 
sheep had been feeding. The pass is narrow and shallow, 
and sharks seem to avoid it. Sheepshead, sca trout, cavallii, 
and medium-sized channel bass, exist in great numbers. It 
the fisherman is desirous of ascertaining how plentiful 
sheepshead are at certain points in Florida, let him wait for 
low tide and stroll along the beach to the northward of the 
pass. Inside of a sand bar which extends along the heach, 
he will see them in endless numbers. Three miles north of 
thé pass an ancient canal will be found, and the leisuretime 
of the sportsman can be devoted to theorizing as to the 
object of the excayation—when and by whom made. The 
caual evidently ante-dates the arrival of the Spaniards, and as 
the Indians wete too lazy to remove such a mass of earth, 
the question arises, who made the excavation? To acconnt 
tor this canal would puzzle an autiquary, At the northerly 
head of the lagoon a supply of excellent water will be found, 
A short distance inside of the pass will be noticed a narrow 
channel leading into a bay about 100 yards in width, which 
will be found a secure harbor. 
From Gordon's Pass an inside passage exists, which can 

be navigated to Big Marco Pass. I speak from hearsay, for 
I would sooner tight a heavy sea than ground on mud flats, 
sand banks and oyster bars, South of Tampa Bay nearly ali 
my cruising has been done outside. Following Big Marco 
channel ang entering the first opening to starboard, a land- 
ing will be sighted on the port hand, and from it a well- 
beaten track leads to the comfortable residence of Mr, Ool- 
lier. In his fields delicious bananas and excellent vegetables 

_ willbe found growing. Mr. Collier will enlighten visitors 
with regard to the best point for shooting and fishing. 
From Collier’s house the ship channel ean be followed to 
Gullivan’s Bay, 

At the easterly portion of Gullivan’s Bay will be found 
the settlement of Chuckaluskee, consisting of over forty 
families engaged in truck raising and growing tropical fruits. 
Very recently my friend Col. Hopkins surveyed for the goy- 
ernment a body of highland northeast of Chuckaluskee, and 
from his description of if the hunter will find it a sports- 
man’s paradise, It has not been visited by the Indians, and 
the residents of the coast have been too busy cultivating 
parden truck in the winter to indulge infield sports. Sports- 
men could leave their boat at ‘told man Allen’s,” hire a 
guide, and reach the ‘“‘promised land,” If gentlemen should 
favor Mx. Allen with a visit they will receive a favorable re- 
ception. In ihe marshes and tributaries of Gullivan’s Bay 
duck and beach-bird shooting can be indulged in, and the 
tishing will be found all the enthusiastic angler can desire. 
Leaving Chuckaluskee with its hospitable inhabitants, 

Pavillion Key will be sighted, and it must be left on the port 
hand. When I last passed over the grassy flats south of 
Pavillion Key, with the use of a grains I could haye filled 
my boat in ashorl time with small green turtles. About 
eight miles south of Payillion Key the mouth of Yostman’s 
River will be sighted, At its mouth the river is tortuous 
and shallow, but after passing the oyster bars a deep and 
wide river will be entered. This stream is the principal en- 
trance to the Thousand Islands, where marooners will find a 
fine field for exploration and sport. I was informed by 
knowing ones in Key West thatif I entered the labyrinth 
of isfands, passes and lagoons I[ “‘would lose myself and 
turn up missing.” But these wiseacres forgot an important 
fact—that wherever the flood tide enters, the ebb flows in 
the opposite direction. By following the course of the flood 
tide the Everglades will be reached, and the ebb tide will 
take the cruisers to the Gulf. None but fools need be lost, 
in exploring the Thousand Islands. Among them the ma- 
rooners will find #o0d hunting, rare birds and plenty of fish. 

Proceeding to the southward and entering the bightof Chat- 
ham Bay, Harney’s River will be observed. This stream 
can be ascended for some distance into the Everglades. In 
the Glade, islands exist coyered with luxuriant trees and 
grass, and at these points deer will be fonndin great num- 
bers. In descending this stream in 1888 a friend dropped a 
spinner astern and almost immediately it was seized by six 
lineal feet of tarpon. Theline tightened, the fish appeared in 
the air, and that was the end of the spinner and line as far as 
my friend was concerned. Iam of the opinion that these 
noble fish can be captured with spoon baits, but it will re- 
quire some experience and experiment to ascertain the most 
attractive form for their capture. 
South of Chatham Bay is White Water Bay, a large body 

of water bounded on one side by the Glade and on the other 
by a line of islands. This bay can be entered by a pass 
leading from the northeast portion of Chatham Bay. In the 
bay fishing is excellent; plumage birds are plentiful, and deer 
are numerous on the islands. Along the edge of the islands 
the portulacea grows in abundance, and I noticed that it 
was uibbled as close as the grass on a recently mown lawn, 
{ did not try the experiment, but I have reason to believe 
that with the use of a jack-lamp the jarder could be readily 
supplied with venison. In Shark River, the southerly outlet of 
the bay, shark exist in countless numbers, and on their cap- 
ture the muscular fisherman can indulge in athletic sports. 
I have circumnavigated the globe and visited most of its 
oceans, but as far as my observation extends this river 
excels all creation for the number of sharks, If piscatorial 
amusement is the order of the day, it can he indulged in 
mntil the hands suffer from the friction of the line. 
A few miles south of Shark River, Capé Sable Creek will 

be observed. It will be found to end in a lagoon where 
ducks are plentiful, From Cape Sable to Key West the dis- 
tance is about sixty miles; but owing to the difficulties of 

- the nayigation through the keys, strangers should not 
attempt the passage, but wait for some passing boat or en- 
gagea pilot. It 1s probable that parties will be found cut- 
ting wood at Middle Cape Sable for the Key West market, 
and the services of a pilot can be engaged at a moderate 
charge. From Cape Sable, Key Lurge and Miami can be 
easily reached in a sailboat or canoe, and the fishing en route 
will he enjoyed. ’ 

To the fisherman and sportsman who can enjoy a boating 
frip, we unhesitatingly recommend the Gulf coast, During 
the winter the climate is delightful; health unquestionable, 
rain infrequent, and sunshine the rule; storms few and far 
between, but a Gnly breeze of sufficient strength to render 
sailing a luxury. a northeaster the boatist has the advan- 
tage of a lee shore, and in a norther or northwester he can 
sail inside of reefs or through bays and Jagoons. The coast 
is shallow, the ten-fathom line being about forty miles from 
shore, and, as a consequence, if heayy seas exist in deep 
water they do not approach the shore. Owing to the heavy 
growth ot grass and marine alge on the bottom, undertow 
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and surf do not exist, ; 
into consideration the great number of points where it can be 
enjoyed, as well as the great variety and number of the scaly 
tribe. One great recommendation of the southwest coast of 
Florida is its accessibility, The sportsman can dine in Jack- 
sonyille, Jeaye on steamboat at 2:30 P, M., breakfast in 
Sandford, dine at Tampa, leave after dinner on the staunch 
and able stearaship Dictator, and arrive at Punta Rassa early 
the next morning—about forty hours from Jacksonville. If 
the party is encumbered with a boat, the unloading and load- 
ing of it may detain them a day or two longer, At many 
points on the Gulf coast there are no settlements, and as the 
game has not been disturbed by Indians, it is comparatively 
tame and can be easily approached. On the southwest coast 
boatists are not confined to a particular river or lagoon, but 
can enter the numberless creeks, lagoons, rivers, passes and 
bays, and each day find something new. If desirous of en- 
joying a long trip, they can extend it from Cedar Keys to 
Bay Bisayne, a distance not far from 500 miles. 

Interested parties residing on the east coast have censured 
me for telting the truth about the southwest coast, and I am 
am gratified to find that after two visits to the eastern coast 
and a trip along the southwest coast to Cedar Keys, that 
noted fisherman and impartial judge, Dr. Henshall, writes as 
follows (in his recent work ‘‘Camping and Cruising in 
Florida,” published in Cincinnati, 1884): ‘*The Gulf coast 
of Florida is, perhaps, the finest cruising ground for small 
yachts in the world. The water is shallow and seldom rough, 
for it takes a gale of wind to kick up much of 4 sea, and 
harbors lie plentiful all along the coast. A harbor for small 
hoats can be found at any time behind the numerous keys 
and islands, My pen is inadequate to describe the pleasures 
to be enjoyed, and the beauties and wonders of nature to be 
observed during a winter spent on the southern coast of 
Florida. The wealth and glory of the vegetable kingdom, 
the yaried and curious forms of animated nature, and the 
balmy atmosphere and the sunny skies of the southern seas 
must be realized by the appreciative senses to do them 
justice. To the invalid afflicted with such diseases as 
are only or best cured by an out-door life and nature’s potent 
and pleasant remedies, air. sunshine, exercise, nutritious 
food and good water—as pulmonary consumption, chronic 
bronchitis, dyspepsia, neuralgia, nervous exhaustion, etc., I 
can confidently and conscientiously recommend the south- 
east or southwest coast, and the keys of Southern Florida.” 

In saying good bye to the readers of the Forest AND 
STREAM, I will conclude by remarking that [have attempted 
to briefiy state facts, and to describe things as I found them, 
and to direct attention to points most worthy of a visit. I 
hope at an early day, before old time has engraved many 
more crow-foot wrinkles in my brow, to again visit my 
favorite southwest coast, enjoy its glorious climate, and par- 
ticipate in piscatorial sports. 

In the United States there are thousands who enjoy the 
pleasure of fishing with the fly, and as Florida affords a field 
which cannot be equalled, it is to be hoped that fly-fishermen 
who visit the State will publish their experience for the bene- 
fit of the craft. Fly-fishing is still in its infaney in Florida, 
and as fish that take the fly are large and gamy, and in 
greater number and variety than in any other portion of the 
world, each lover of the angle should contribute his mite to 
the stock of knowledge and thereby benefit others. 

Annually persons visif the east as well as the southeast 
coast, make failures and condemn the sporting attractions of 
the State; but such persons are dudes and will fail any- 
where. In some cases persons carry too much ‘‘snake poison.” 
They leave home for the purpose of enjoying a sporting trip, 
but actually to debase themselyes by indulging in a jolly 
good old-fashioned drunk, I haye known persons, who are 
respectable at home and occupy prominent positions, to 
come to Florida for a sporting trip, and fail to draw a sober 
breath from the time of their arrival to their departure. On 
my trips I have carried a bottie of brandy, one of gin and 
one of whiskey, under the supposition that like any other 
poison it might prove useful. On one occasion I found use 
for whiskey. 1 was anchored under the lee of Bay Hondu 
Key, and to kill time commenced fishing for catties, Through 
my carclessness I allowed one of the spines to pierce my 
forefinger, I suffered excruciating pain, and the hand and 
arm commenced swelling. Looking round for some sub- 
stance to apply to the hand, | remembered that I had pur- 
chased a plug of navy tobaccoin Key West for my man 
Friday. J saturated a portion of the plug with whiskey and 
applied it as a poultice. This was the first and last time I 
found any necessity for the use of spirituous liquors in any 
of my cruises. My advice to marooners is leave poisons 
alone, unless used for medicinal purposes. AL FRESCO. 

BUT IT 1S DIFFERENT HERE: 

Hditor Horest and Stream: 
Though not a contributor te your very interesting paper, I 

often have numbers sent to me by a friend, and have again 
and again had it ia my mind to send you a few lines for it, 
being an enthusiastic angler and having in my younger days 
been a great shot. 

Allow me, first, to correct your readers in a few points, 
In Great Britain no gentleman ever speaks of going a-hunting 
when he is going to shoot. Those who have a license to kill 
game, go out shooting, not hunting. Hunting, in the country 
I have referred to, is simply riding after the foxhounds, and 
coursing is catching hares with greyhounds. If a man suid 
he had been out hunting, when he had been merely carrymg 
a gun in pursuit of partridges, hares, pheasants or rabbits, 
he would be reckoned by gentlemen a yulgarian, They 
would have said he had been out shooting. 

I haye been many years in this country, but never yet have 
seen in if a partridge. What Americans call partridges are 
grouse. Neither have I ever in America seen a pheasant 
alive. Yet I hear Americans talking of their having seen 
pheasants on their rambles. 
know not; but this I do know, that all the pheasants I have 
seen in America Were either in the windows of restaurants or 
hanging in the markets, I caught my first trout in 1829 in 
a Scotch stream called the Cocklemill burn, and it must have 
been a half-pounder. The trout of this country are not either 
so yellow or so lively as those of the old country. 

or many years I have never used worms for bait. I have 
a great liking for the lines that read somewhat thus: 

“No tortured worm around my hook shall tyvine , 
Nor blood of living insect stain my line: 

Be mine the Blissful task to cast the feathered hook 

Across the rippling stream or down the flowing brook,’ 

Unnecessary cruelty is sin and will be punished by and by. 
The man who will cuta piece out of a living pike for bait, or 
that will hook a Jive animal to catch a fish, is in my opinion 

The fishing is unequaled, if we take 

What they call pheasants I. 

nearly allied to a monster, and he cahnot plead necessity as 
au excuse, for the white of a belly of a mackerel cut to suit 
will catch, if not quite so many, far better trout than worms, 
and there is no bait like salmon roe to lure a trout. Indeed 
this last is such a killing bait, the nse of it is prescribed in 
some countries. 

In trolling for pike a piece of mackerel about an inch and 
a half long and a quarter of an inch broad and cut so as to 
taper toward the lower end is what I catch my pike with 
(haying put my hook as near the extremity of the broad end 
as possible), unless I use a spoon. Of course if one has a 
thoroughly dead fish he can cut it, and if fresh perhaps suc- 
ceed better. But one should determine to kill nothing but 
the fish he is in quest of, and he need have no qualms of 
conscience in killing it, as if spared it would kill more flies, 
‘worms or other fish in a day than he is likely to kill of fish 
on any of the occasions of his angling, 

Another thing I wish your readers to know is, that in 
Britain it is considered murder to shoot at any animal, 
whether partridges, pheasants, hare or rabbit, sitting. No 
real gentleman eyer thinks of suchathing. Such a man 
would loathe to see a poor squirrel first treed and then shot, 
and this reminds me that your readers should know that so 
far as I remember, only partridges, deer, pheasants, grouse, 
woodcock, ptarmigan, black cock, land rails, curlews, hares, 
and perhaps rabbits (of which last there are none in this 
country), are considered game. The idea of three or four 
men, tricked out to the fuli with shooting dress, guns, game 
bags, shot belts, etc., walking on the high road, and all lift- 
ing their guns to fire at a robin or other small bird crossing 
their path, is Judicrous and disgusting. Let the little birds 
live, or drop the name of sportsmen altogether. Squirrelsare 
not eaten so far as I know in Great Britain, nor do I recol- 
lect of ever hearing of their being shot, Such a nimble, 
sprightly and beautiful creature is rather protected than 
destroyed. Of course, however, if they are too abundant 
let them be shot, but only when they are running and haye 
a chance of life, 

Fly-fishing is the true kind, Any blind man can take 
trout with a worm. In my opinion there is but one fly 
worth speaking of, and it is the Professor. If two must be 
carried let the second be a green or blue fly, with long, thin 
body, and long, black wings. If the yellow Professor won't 
take, usea red one. Other flies, no doubt, catch also; but L 
would back the man that uses the Professor alone against 
any other using various flies, ALIGIus. 

ahatuyal History. 

THE CRANBERRY BEAR. 

ET us reciprocate. Let those who do know tell those 
who don’t know, that we may all know. No one man 

knows it all; life isnot long enough to learn if, Iam in fine 
humor to cavil and criticise. This, the 10th of November, is 
perfect hunting weather. It is, moreover, the anniversary 
of the day on which I shot the finest black bear I have ever 
killed or seen—short-legged, fat, glossy as black satin, and 
weighing 500 pounds. And now I am lounge-riddén, and 
my eanoes hang idly in their slings, while my guns are rust- 
ing, and Jeff, my hound, is eating himself into the shape of 
a seed cucumber, out in the country. About the only thing 
left me is to go through Forest AND SrREAM from cover to 
cover, if peradventure 1 may find something to pick a quar- 
rel about, Truth to say, I find very little. 

Dr. Ellzey’s article on “‘Snake Bites” seems to me as sound 
as anything I have lately seen on that subject; only, is ita 
fact that the water moccasin is the only “really deadly” 
snake we have in the United States? Doubtful I should 
say. Rather give the palm to the diamond rattlesnake of 
Florida and other Southern States. He is a fellow that 
grows to the length of eight feet or more, and can bite like a 
raccoon; and is 4 most venomous chap, whose bite has been 
known to prove fatal in twenty minutes. But the water 
moccasin, all things being equal, may be as bad; I don’t 
know. I never saw a water moccasin, I have seen a large 
diamond rattlesnake, and I made up my mind that if such a 
fellow should bite me deeply on a hot day, it would hardly 
be worth while to prolong the misery by any known reme- 
dies, Better creep into the shade and tune up the déath 
song; or put in a heavy cross shot from the top of one ear to 
the top of the other, and get out of torment at a flash, (I 
know of one man who did that.) 

I dearly like snake, bear, panther, elk and moose stories 
when told by truthful old hunters. And TI do not secretly 
call a man a liar because he has seen and known something 
that Lhave not, If you can get four genuine woodsmen to- 
gether, each with more than forty seasons’ experience on his 
head, you will find that each one will relate some strange in- 
cidents and observations new to the others. It does not 
follow that any one of them tells lies. There is no need. 
They have facts enough to draw on. It does not follow that 
because Sam Dunakin, Ed Arnold and many other experi- 
enced guides and hunters have never heard a panther scream 
that the panther has no cry, no voice. Hundreds of living 
witnesses have seen and heard him (or her) in the very act. 

I never saw a battle royal between a bear and a panther, 
but old Eph Steele, who knew not how to lie, once did, He 
followed up the running, or walking, fight for a mile, and 
finally got the panther. The bear got away. I believe it 
just the same as though [ saw it myself, 

I never saw a brown-nosed, long-legged bear hug a short- 
legged black bear to death; but four sturdy farmer hunters 
of this county did see it, and brought the dead bear home, 
They shot the brown-nose through the body and he lay down 
inside of a mile. But it was getting dark, and they went 
into camp on the track, with the snow eighteen inches deep, 
on the very correct theory that the next time he lay down he 
would, if not disturbed, die in his bed. All that night the 
snow fell thick and fast, making it useless to hunt a wounded 
animal by track. It was man-killing work to get out any- 
how with their loads. Naturally they came home. I believe 
the story as undoubtingly as though £ had been there. 

Brethren of the nail-driving muzzleloader, we are not the 
liars that the doubting ‘VYhomases would put us up for. Itis 
only the tyro who must needs draw on his imagination for 
his facts. 
And speaking of bears, I note in Forest AnD Srrmam 

for Nov. 6, page 297, the following: ‘Only two species of 
bears are known to inhabit temperate North America; one 
of these * * * isthe grizzly, etc. The other * * * 
is the black bear.” It rather fogs my natural history_ Is 
the cinnamon bear only a variety of the grizzly? To the eye 
of a hunter they are quite as distinct as a mule deer and an 
army mule. And is the short-legged, glossy black bear the 
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same as the dingy, long-legeed brown nose? To my eye 
they are more different than the long-legged, allday- 
running hare and the common gray rabbit. 

But, admitting that the classification is correct as regards 
the prizzly andthe common black bear, what about the 
“marsh bear” or ‘‘cranberry bear?” (1 have heard him 
called “ted grizzly,” and the nanie scems appropriate,) He 
may be described as bearing, at 100 yards distance, a close 
tesemblance toa light red calf with a thick sprinkling of 
coarse, curly white hairs, giving him something the appear- 
ance of alight red roan. High up on legs, like a fawn. 
Always slab-sided and Jean, weighing, so far as I have seen, 
from 100 to 150 pounds as he stands (or falls), unfit to eat, 
Jaws, teeth and claws, very powerful for his weight. Ex- 
ceedingly rare. Only found in remote and extensive marshy 
grounds. Lives largely on cranberries, when he can get 
them, That is about how I should describe him from the 
scant knowledge I have of him and his habits; for I have 
seen him seldom. 

The last specimen I saw was in the village of New Lisbon, 
Wisconsin, on the Lemonweir River, in the autumn of 1866, 
He was shot in the dreary marshes, twelve miles north of the 
village, and brought in on a cranberry wagon. I suppose he 
was seen and examined by more than one hundred men 
during the day, only one of whom—besides myself—claimed 
any knowledge of such an animal. Years afterward I sent 
a brief description of this bear to ForEsr AND S'rReAM, and 
asked for information. I was referred to the leading 
authorities on natural history, but got no sort of satisfaction 
therefrom. Two points on this subject are certain. First, 
he does exist and is not a wsus naturae, He is less like a 
black bear than a red squirrel is like a black one. Second, 
he is a distinct species—making a third, anyhow. There 
are certainly many people in New Lisbon, Wis., who re- 
member the incident as mentioned above. Some of them 
may haye seen other specimens. Let the hunters of Northern 
Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin, tell us what they know 
of the red grizzly, or cranberrv bear. Perhaps, in my 
ignorance of scientific natural history, I am ‘“‘giving myself 
away,” to use a little slang. 

But, if these rough notes should happen to draw a discus- 
sion regarding Ursis amertcunus, L will try and get in line 
time enough for the benediction. NESSMUK, 

[The red bear mentioned by “‘Nessmuk” is alluded to by 
authors, but usually in a manner so vague as to be very 
unsatisfactory. It seems probable that it is only an unusu- 
ally pale or faded individual of the cinnamon, of which we 
have occasionally seen specimens which were almost yellow. 
The long-legged and short-legged, brown and black-nosed, 
dingy and lustrous black-coated black bears all belong to 
the same species. As already stated, naturalists know but 
two bears in the United States, Weshould be glad to hear 
more about these animals from our correspondents, | 

NOTES OF THE WOODS AND WATERS. 
IL. 

THE CAT-TAILS. 

T an early age I began taking Jong tramps in the woods 
and trips ou the waters, becoming in this way fairly 

familiar with the ever-changing, evergrowing world of 
nature within my reach, The more I learned of nature’s 
wondrous ways and mysteries the more passionately I wor- 
shipped at her shrine. In trouble I went to her for conso- 
lation, in sickness for health, when weary of business life for 
rest. To her I am indebted for much knowledge, some wis- 
dom, and unlimited good example. With such a love for 
nature one need not dread srowing old, for he can mount 
when he will one of his favorite hobbies, be tt of fish, beast, 
bird or flowers, and ride pleasantly down the hill of life. 

The first strange and startling object, the first bunch of 
‘wild Howers” that my ‘big brother” brought to me from 
that mysterious and unknown world the woods, was a piece 
of “touch wood” (decaying wood showing phosphorescent 
light), and a bunch of ‘‘cat-tails’” within which was built a 
marsh wren’s nest. Jalso remember that | slept with my 
smaller brother on what I was told was a flock or cat-tail 
bed, and that father and brother gathered the cat-tails some 
where outside of the city near the woods (in and about where 
now stands the Tombs). As I grew older my brother tanght 
me how to sun-dry the young cat-tail to be used as lighters 
for firecrackers when the 4ih of July came. Is it to be 
wondered at that a deep and lasting impression was mace on 
my childish mind, and that there and then botany was the 
first hobby I mounted? So far through life what a pleasant 
ride it has been, for wherever I roam, either on land or 
water, I am sure of meeting old and loved floral friends or 
becoming acquainted with new ones, whose life-history and 
habits are to be studied, This being the case, [ look upon 
the cat-tail as the oldest and dearest friend I have. Let us see 
how he hehayes, what he does and has done for us and others 
in this world. 
We have two varicties of cat-tail flags, the largest, or the 

one having the largest cat-tail and leaves, is known as Typha 
latifolia, or broad-leaved, and the other as Typha angustifolia 
or narrow-leaved cat-tail. The eat-tail fags are to be found 
srowing on the margins of rivers, lakes, ponds and creeks 
of brackish water near the coast. They have perennial 
creeping root stocks, with flat, nerved, and linear sessile 
leaves, The male and female flowers are borne on a single 
spike or stalk, and are usually separated by an interval; in 
height they vary from six to ten feet, according to locality, 
and in range they extend over the world, In England they 
are called bullrughes (though they are not at all related to 
the rush family) and reed-mace. Large quantities are im- 
ported every year from Holland and Belgium, more than 
500 tons being used yearly. They are used for weaving 
mats and for chair bottoms; and are also employed by 
coopers, who place sections of the dried Jeaves between the 
staves of casks that are to hold liquids. The pithy structure 
of the flag-leaves swell when moistened, thereby closing any 
openings between the staves of the casks. 
Some three weeks ago, when botanizing along the North- 

ern New Jersey Railroad, | came across a number of Jrish- 
men who were stripping the cat-tails of their flock and care- 
fully placing it in bags. Upon my asking one of them what 
he was going to do with that stuff, he answered me: 

“Begorra, to make a beautiful Yankee feather bed for meself 

and the ould womau and the childer sure.” They had evi- 

dently learned the trick from an old German, who has hiyed 

on the Hackensack meadows, and has gathered this material 

for a number of years, thereby gaining a competency to 

support him in his old and malaria-shaken age. When fill- 

ing ticking with flock, unless it is very heavy and the seams 
closely sewn together, 

ticking is Waxed on the inside, Beds composed of this ma- 
terial are still called “flock beds” by very old-fashioned 
people, though they are no longer sold by upholsterers, ex- 
cept a few in Hoboken and inhabitants along the banks of 
the Hackensack River. From the cat-tail flock is now 
manufactured a non-conducting covering for steam pipes 
and boilers, Under fayorable conditions the quantity of 
foliage produced by the cat-tail flag is immense, and several 
attempts have been made to utilize the fiber of the leaves for 
paper stock, but so far without any positive success. Along 
the Hackensack meadows for seyeral weeks before the 4th 
of July hundreds of boys may be seen gathering young cat- 
tails; these they dry and sell to the dealers in fireworks, who 
sell them for lighters, they taking the place of the Chinese 
imported punk. ‘Taxidermists also use the cat-tails when 
mounting aquatic birds. There are yery few plants that 
have beenso generally employed in modern art and orna- 
mentation as this common cat-tail of our ponds and ditches. 
The Greeks used it as a symbol of endurance under adversity. 

The cat-tail is also the home of the marsh wren, Telmato- 
dyles palustris, which, according to Wilson, ‘‘arrives in Penn- 
sylvania about the middle of May, or as soonas the reede (cat- 
fails) and a species of nymphea, usually called splatter docks, 
which grow in great luxuriance along the tide-waters of our 
rivers, are sufficiently high to shelter it. To such places it 
almost wholly limits its excursions, seldom venturing far 
from the river. Jits food consists of flying insects and their 
es and a species of green grasshoppers that inhabit the 
reeds, 

‘As to its notes, it would be mere burlesque to call them 
by the name of song, Standing on the reedy borders of the 
Schuylkill or Delaware, in the month of June, you hear a low 
crackling sound, something similar to that produced by air 
bubbles forcing their way through mud or boggy ground 
when trod upon; this is the song of the marsh wren, But as 
among the human race it is not given to one man to excel in 
everything, and yet each perhaps has something peculiarly his 
own, so among birds we find alike distribution of talents 
and peculiarities, The little bird now before us, if deficient 
and contemptible in singing, excels in the art of design, and 
constructs a nest, which in durability, warmth and conyen- 
ience, is scarcely inferior to one and far superior to many of 
its more musical brethren. This is formed outwardly of 
wet rushes mixed with mud, well intertwisted and fashioned 
into the form of a cocoanut. A small hole is left two-thirds 
up for the entrance, the upper edge of which projects like 
a pent-house over the lower to prevent the admission of rain. 
The inside is lined with fine soft grass and sometimes feath- 
ers; and the outside when hardened by the sun resists every 
kind of weather. This nest is generally suspended among 
the reeds, above the reach of the highest tides, and tied so 
fast in every part to the surrounding reeds, as to bid defiance 
to the winds and waves. The eggs are usually six, of a dark 
fawn color and yery small, The young leave the nest about 
the 20th of June, and generally have a second brood in the 
same season.” 
The root of the cat-tail flag possesses no medicinal qual- 

ties, though it contains considerable starchy material, which 
fact is taken advantage of by the muskrats when hard pressed 
for food during very severe winters. Were it not for the 
large quantities of foliage that this plant produces every 
year, the muskrats would have a hard time of it to collect 
sufficient material with which to construct their houses. 

A WATER BEBTIU. 
Just think of avery common small black beetle having 

such names as whirl-a-gig and merry-go-round in England, 
and in this country apple-smeller and mellow bug, and with 
scientists Gyrinus, belonging to the order Gyrinide, yet 
there never was a man or boy that cast a line for trout with 
out seeing hundreds, yes, even thousands of them; for ‘tis 
hard to find a lake, river, pond or brook that is without its 
band, be it iarge or small, of merry-go-round mellow bugs. 
The Gyrinus natata is, without doubt, one of the most in- 

teresting of all our fresh-water beetles; when full grown, it 
is about half an inch in length—there is also a small variety 
somewhat over an eighth of aninch. In outline the Gyrinus 
is boat-shaped, the head and wing cases are hard, and of a 
lustrous metallic color, suggestive of being polished with 
plumbago. Having to spend their time on the surface of the 
water, nature has been kind to them by providing them with 
eyes with which they can see both into the water and up- 
ward into the air at the same time, thus enabling them to 
see their prey and avoid their enemies. To simplify this 
double sight, their compound eyes are divided horizontally 
along the water line when they swim, so that they have, as 
it were, four eyes out of which they can see at one time. 

I came to the conclusion years ugo that they were, with- 
out a doubt, the happiest and most contented of beetles, 
One has only to watch a band of them on a quiet sunny day 
as they gyrate about in concentric circles on the surface of 
the water to come to this same conclusion. They never 
seem to lose their tempers, no matter how often they are 
bumped against by their relations; but let a bird approach 
them, then how they will scatter or disappear beneath the 
surface, only to appear again in some other part of the 
ond, 

: The American varieties are ahead of the English, from the 
fact of their giving off when handled a very pleasant per- 
fume which is strongly suggestive of the odor of a mellow 
apple, hence the name apple-smeller and mellow bug, though 
itis not a bug at all, but a true beetle, haying wings with 
hard wing cases, The source of this perfume arises from a 
milky fiuid which is exuded by the Gyrinus when in danger. 

When running fresh-water aquaria at home, I always have 
one tank devoted to these and other aquatic beetles, for the 
purpose of studying their habits and also for the entertain- 

ment they provide when watching their methods of captur- 
ing their prey. ‘ ' 

To test the effect of the odorous fluid which they exude 
when attacked by a hungry fish, I have often placed a fish 

that had been deprived of food for some time in a tank con- 
taining some thirty or forty of these beetles, At first he 
would rush at them and seizing one in his mouth would 

instantly reject it, nor would he again attempt to seize 
another; which fact goes to clearly prove that either the 
odor of the fluid exuded, or its pungent taste, or more likely 

both, is a sure protection from attacks hy all kinds of fish. 

Some years ago I had several fresh-water aquaria on Lhe top 

floor of No, 245 Broadway. arly one morning when cross- 

ing the City Hall Park, I noticed an unusual crowd of men 

and boys gathered about the then new marble fountain, m- 

tently watching some objects in the water. Upon drawing 

near, I was much surprised to see a large band of apple- 

gmellers moving about rapidly on the surface of the water, 

or at times diving beneath. I was greatly puzzled as to why 

the flock will work through and | these merry creatures had go suddenly put in their appear- 

greatly annoy the occupant of the bed, To avoid this the! ance in the park, and had selected the waters of the beauti- 

ful new fountain situated in the noisiest and hottest part of 
the city for an abiding place. On reaching my aquaria the 
mystery was solved, for, during the night some thirsty rat 
had cut a hole through the netting coyers for the purpose of 
obtaining a drink, or perhaps a bath, in the limpid waters 
contained in the aquaria, and out of this hole my cherished 
and ever amusing apple-smellers had taken their departure, 
passed through the open window, and had settled down for 
life, as they Imagined, in the placid waters of the fountain, 
But most unhappy beetles; what a time they had of it the 
first day, with the street arabs, newsboys and newsgirls con- 
stantly pelting them with cigar stumps, stones and tomato 
cans, till at last when night came, they were only too glad 
to seek a new and quieter abiding place, And weren’t the 
park policemen glad to find that they had taken their flight. 
Had they remained a few days longer I believe the fountain 
would have been filled with rubbish.. 

BOG MOSS. 
Sphagnum is a semi-aquatic moss, found growing on the 

shores of ponds and in swamps, and in dried up ponds, 
which it covers with a dense and spongy carpeting of a very 
singularly light green color, often bordering on red or dirty 
white. ‘This interesting and valuable moss absorbs moisture 
both from the atmosphere and from rains. In habit it is 
rootless, and floats in an upright position in the water when 
unattached. Jts branches grow in bundles or bunches, and 
are disposed around the stem in spirals. The seed vessel 
is half concealed among the leuves, and bursts in the center, 
the lid flying off when the seed is ripe with a slight report. 
Often when gathering Sphagnum it is found loaded with 
water, but by pressing or drying it can be freed, to any ex- 
tent, of its moisture. Being of a spongy and elastic nature, 
it is the only material used by florists for packing about the 
roots of living plants that are to travel a distance, and also 
when making up floral pieces this moss is used as a wet 
packing into which the stems of the cut flowers ure inserted, 
and from which they obtain moisture. When srowin 
orchids and other plants that are natives of swamps an 
bogs, this moss is used as a bedding material. There are a 
few yarieties that, retain their elastieity after being dried. 
These are used for stuffing bedding, The end of the stem 
of the Sphagnum constantly decays, and the debris of this 
and other decaying plants becoming carbonized in course of 
time, forms peat. The peat bogs of Ireland and Scotland 
occupy a tenth part of the whole surface, and furnish the 
Irish and the Scotch Highlanders with almost all of their 
fuel. A, W. Ropers. 

An ALBINO Raccoon.—Among the captures of L, 8, Mel- 
yin and Henry Armitage, two Constantine, Mich., hunters, 
was 4 pure white raccoon, which they brought home alive. 
The animal is about the size and same shape as the ord- 
inary raccoon, and the fur and hairare of the same texture, 
but entirely white. The eyes are pink. It was caught in 
the township of Constantine, on the farm of Henry Linn, 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GROUSE SHOOTING ON THE UPPER 
MISSISSIPPI.—I 

BY T. & VAN DYKE. 

U‘OR hundreds of miles below St. Paul the Mississippi 
flows between bluffs nearly five hundred feet hith and 

from three to five miles apart. The top of these bluffs was 
once the general level of the country, smd on the Minnesota 
side still is so. And itis plain, from the projecting, strati- 
fied rocks upon each side, that the Mississippi has in long 
gone days cut this great opening through what was once an 
almost leyel prairie. In summer these bluffs are deeply clad 
with grass, ferns and flowers, until they look as if robed in 
sreen velyet. In places they are timbered along the sides 
and thinly covered with timber upon their tops. Near the 
river they are broken by covlées, large yalleys and small 
ravines. But, except where thus broken, they are upon the 
Minnesota side comparatively level upon top, with ail the 
general characteristics of the open prairie a few miles further 
west. 

There are other places where pinnated grouse have been 
as abundant as here; perhaps more abundant than here, But 
the world can show no place that, for abundance of game, 
combined with ail the comforts of breeze and shade and. 
delightful air, with ease of travel and a constant change of 
soft and beautiful scenery, can equal these bluffs on the Min- 
nesota side as they were twenty yearsago. Ihad hunted 
pinnated grouse before, and supposed 1 knew about all the 
pleasure there was in hunting them. But my introduction 
to those grqunds was an event in my field life which reversed 
all the judgments that I had previously passed upon “chicken 
shooting.” And during’ many years of residence there 
I never had occasion to reconsider the judgment thus 
amended. 

I drove out from Wabasha, just below the foot of Lake 
Pepin, with a party of ladies and gentlemen, and after wind- 
ing nearly a mile up a cowlée, whose sides were bright with 
every shade of green, we entered a broad park of scattered 
black oak timber containing hundreds of acres of the deep, 
rich prairie soil, heavily covered with ferns and prairie 
grass. It was one of those bright, cool days, such as Minne- 
sota alone can show in August, and a charming breeze 
played through the timber. Against, this breeze we drove 
with the wagons spread out some thirty yards apart, with 
two dogs cantering gaily across a hundred yards or more in 
front. One was Old Prince, the veteran chicken dog of the 
country, belonging to Squire C., the prominent lawyer of 
Wabasha, Prince was a dog of marvelous nose and perfect 
steadiness until a bird fell. Then he sometimes betrayed a 

weakness or two. The other dog, an Hnglish setter named 

Frank, had lately come from New York, but had been 

thoroughly broken upon quail and woodcock, and worked 
perfectly upon chickens at the first trial. ; 
On we went through groves that formed almost continu- 

ous shade; then over little openings, where the bright leaves 
of the birch were trembling on its white shaft; now into 
some little hollow, where we could see little but the yellow 
flower of the tall rosin weed, the purple of the lupine, or the 
golden bloom of some lady slipper yet lingering in some 
shudy place; then up a slope where the grass and ferns were 
spangled with the pink, white and sky blue ot a dozen 
autumn flowers. Then we were upon some long swell from 
which we could see the bluffs of Wisconsin miles away, lying 
softly green in the clear air, with harvest fields creeping up 
their sides from the bottom lands, or shining in golden strips 

among the green timbers that fringed theim tops, Then 
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quickly again we entered the timber, and most of the time 
were riding in the shade. 

There were in the party two strangers, and just about the 
time one of them began to ‘wonder where all these chickens 
are that they talk so much about,” and the other, who 
was from Illinois, informed hitn that “these fellers don’t 
know oothing about chicken huntin’, there’s no use of lookin’ 
fur em in timber,” Prince suddenly began to act as if tired, 

. His rolling gallop settled to a walk and he moved listlessly 
abont as though he had understood the remark of the gentle- 
man from Illinois, and \ecome discouraged. In a minute 
more his legs became decidedly draggy, but animation 
sparkled in his aged eye, and there was a visible twitching 
in the shiny skin of his dark nose as he bore it upraised 
against the wind. His tail sympathized strongly with his 
legs and its motion became slower and slower as he moved 
up a gentle slope. Reaching its top he stood for a moment 
with every muscle of his body quiet, and with but a faint 
motion of his head as he raised his nose a little and snuffed 
the incoming breeze. 
Thump, bump, plump came the sound of boots on ground 

as half a dozen men with as many varieties of guns, jumped, 
tumbled and scrambled out of the wagons, accompanied by 
the dull rip of decayed broadcloth as several pounds of shot 
jn the pockets of an ancient black coat, whose occupant had 
executed a lofty spring over the wagon wheel struck the 
ground at about the same time his boots reached it. But 
Prince without deigning a glance at the anxious party be- 
hind moved on down the other side of the slope. Some fifty 
yards down the slope he came to a standstill and remained 
so long and with tail so rigid that the Squire ordered the two 
strangers up to the center to take first shot, Frank on a 
slope nearly two hundred yards away was standing like a 
sculptured dog, smelling nothing himself, but indorsing 
Prince with a point that rivaled the firmness even of his. 

But suddenly Prince’s tail began to waver and he moyed 
slowly ahead, On he went some twenty yards, crawling 
with head up and stern down, more like an alligator than a 
dog. Frank, whose confidence was beginning to relax at 
this, moved up somewhat faster, but before he had advanced 
fifty yards he stopped as suddenly as if be had struck a stone 
wall; for Prince had suddenly stopped and crouched still 
lower than before with head turned a little to one side. There 
was evidently game within a few yards of him. Yet all was 
still as death in the grass at which he was so wildly staring. 
The call of Bob White rang from the fallen treetop on the 
next slope, the jingling note of the bluejay and the bark of 
the squirrel came from distant trees. The bright plumage 
of the red-headed woodpecker flashed overhead, wild pigeons 
and doyes shot through the opevings of the grove; and ona 
rosin weed ahead was the little prairie sparrow that so often 
deceives good dogs. Behind the dog the two strangers were 
craning and twisting their necks trying to see something in 
the grass where the dog was looking; and it was evident 
enough that neither had ever before hunted chickens, 
although the Illinois gentleman had aired his experience in 
that line quite liberally on the way out from town. Being 
told to walk in ahead of the dog, they moved cautiously 
ahead of him, keeping a sharp eye upon the grass. When 
they got about ten paces ahead of him one of the gentlemen, 
who was clutching his gun with trembling hands and looking 
some twenty yards further ahead, was startled by the sudden 
burst from almost beneath his feet of ahuge brown and gray 
bird with a, heavy 0-b-)-b-b-b-b-b of wing. It seemed to him 
nearly as big as an open umberella as he pointed his gun, as 
he thought, fairly at the middle of its back and fired before 
it Was six feet from the ground. His amazement asthe bird 
wenl on with unrufiled feathers was equaled only by that of 
his companion, who, in a spirit of delightful confidence, 
undertook, a second afterward, to show him how to hit it. 
His fire streamed harmlessly beside the bird, followed by 
the second barre] of No, 1 which tunnelled the smoke of the 
other, and bang went the second barrel of No, 2, to the serious 
detriment of a caterpillar’s nest on a scrub oak that the bird 
had just passed. Chickens were in those days so plentiful 
that, we rarely fired at the old hen—generally the first that 
rises—pbut took only the more tender young ones. But he of 
the ancient broadcloth could not resist the temptation to 
show the strangers how to shoot, and as the old hen whizzed 
by Lim, now under full headway, he wheeled and fired. But 
his equilibrium being disturbed by the necessity of now 
carryiug both powder and shot in one coat tail, he shot too 
far behind and only cut a few feathers from the bird’s tail. 

All this happened in about three seconds, and even before 
if, was quite completed, two birds a little smaller and grayer 
and of slower wing than the first one, but still very large, 
and both making with their wings plenty of noise, started 
from the grass with a kuk, kuk, kuk, kuk, followed by three 
more before the two had got under full headway. The first 
two sank at the reports of a gun from each side, and two of 
the other three wilted like wet rags as the fire streamed from 
two more, The other went on for a yard or two, with an- 
other guo barking vainly inits rear, then turned asomer- 
saulfin air as two more barrels rang out almost together. 
Just then three more birds rose one after the other, followed 
by two more and these by three more, all in quick succession, 
while the whole party (who were then using muzzleloading 
guns) stood vainly trying to loadin time for a shot at the 
Jast one. 

The birds that escaped lit in some prairie grass about two 
hundred yards away. When we got there the action of the 
dogs changed at once, Instead of the racing gallop they had 
before taken when hunting a covey, each now took a slow 
trot to and fro, with nose high above the grass and eayerly 
scenting the breeze. Frank suddenly stopped and wheeling 
half around in his tracks, settled down to the stiffpess of an 
icicle, with head low down and tail upraised, and eyes 
wildly staring at a bunch of ferns. Prince saw bim from a 
distance, and instead of indorsing from where he stood 
Frank's draft: upon the confidence of the party (in those days 
there was not a dog in Wabasha trained to ‘‘back” another 
at sight), came down to investigate for himself. But before 
he got half way to where Frank was he stopped as suddenly 
as Frank had done before, and with nose turned a little one 
side stood as firm as the other dog. 
Hach of the strangers was now assigned to a dog, with the 

request to ‘‘take first shot and be sure and hit something.” 
This injunction almost destroyed their last chance of success. 
Trying to fan into a blaze the embers of hope, each advanced 
smiling toadog. As the first one took the third step ahead 
of Frank a bird burst from the grass scarcely a yard from 
his feet. He forgot the resolution he had just made to be 
coo! and tale deliberate aim, and before he knew what he 
was about his gun belched fierce thunder over the bird’s 
head before it was a yard from where it started. As it 
turned oyer in the air at the report of the Squire’s gun, he 
shot his second barrel high above it as it was falling, and 

air 

with empty gun in hand saw another rise from a few feet 
further on and go whirling down at the soundof the Squire’s 
second barrel, ; 

Stranger No. 2 stepped ahead of Prince, but nothing 
moved except Prince, who moved up a step as the man went 
abead of him. No. 2 walked around several feet ahead of 
Prince and kicked in the grass, but still nothing moved but 
Prince, who came up another step or two and looked almost 
downward into a bunch of ferns and grass, The stranger 
walked up and pnshed the ferns aside with his hand, when 
b-b-b-b-b-b came a bird out under his very nose. Prince could 
not resist the temptation, and, with a jump, pulled some 
feathers from its tail; but on it went all the more easily ap- 
parently for their loss. His assistant tried with his first 
barrel to extract the rest, but failed, and with the second 
poured to one side of it a stream of fire, a stray shot from 
which broke the tip of its wing, and it settled fluttering into 
the grass. He and Prince both made arush for it, with 
Prince ahead, and in a moment the crackling of its rump 
was heard beneath the veteran’s teeth. The Squire ran in 
and kicked him off, declaring, like every other man who 
ever owned a dog having a bad trick, that it was the first 
time in his life he had ever known him to do such a thing. 
The uproar started two more birds from the grass, one of 
which, at the pop of some cheap gun in the rear, went down 
in a disorderly array of legs, neck and flying feathers, while 
the other one got away from some gun that roared so close 
to my ear that I forgot to shoot at it. 

in this way bird after bird was pointed by the dogs, ran 
the gauntlet of the strangers’ guns and came down before 
the reserve of natives who were keeping vigilant watch over 
the interests of the larder, until the last one of this covey 
was secured. Two of the party then went with the ladies 
to prepare the dinner, while the rest of us continued to hunt, 
When we returned we found the cloth spread beneath some 
treesupona high point that jutted out into the Zumbro 
valley, and laden with such delicacies as Western ladies 
know right well how to prepare for such occasions, and the 
chickens were broiling upon split sticks leaning over a bed 
of hot oaken coals. Nearly five hundred fect below us and 
over a mile wide the valley of the Zumbro wound from the 
distant prairie to the Mississippi, through hills almost blue 
with softness and intensity of color. The golden haze poured 
into them by the strong sunlight, cast over the whole valley 
such a dreamy air that the dark green thickets that grew 
far below along the water seemed as though they must be 
the lotus. Here and there a huge crag stood like an ancient 
castle upon some high projecting point; but such were rare, 
and a deep carpet of grass ferns and flowers overlay both hill 
and dale. Down the center of the valley swept the dark 
waters of the swift Zumbro, now through deep green meadows, 
now through great groves of stately timber. Here and there 
along the borders lay the farm of some new settler, but nearly 
all was as wild as when the Dacotahs ruled the land. Into it 
from the right came the meandering valley of Trout Brook, 
with the silvery thread of the stream shining in serpentine 
mazes, as it wound through groves of wild plums, crab- 
apple and thickets of hazel, or between deep grassy banks 
and areades of willow and alder. Even so far away its 
waters looked so clear and cold that fancy could almost see 
the flash of the trout and feel upon the rod the power of its 
rush. Into these larger yalleys broke from the prairie a hun: 
dred smaller ones, all robed from top to bottom in grass ferns 
and flowers with scattered birch, maple and oak: in some 
the trees forming iittle groves in the lowest part; in others 
forming them at the top where they wound out into the 
high rolling plain above. Far away in the west we caught 
glimpses of yellow stubbles, and on the breeze was borne fhe 
clatter of the renper and the hum of the thresher. Away 
into the south flowed the Mississippi, bright in the noonday 
sun as a stream of quicksilver, for miles down the long lines 
of green bluffs still gleaming when the lofty bluffs were 
hazy with distance. There were its timbered islands all 
green with an almost tropical luxuriance; its great sand bars 
lying bare to the sun; its huge rafts of lamber covering acres 
of space; the puffing steamer trailing its long sooty banner 
against the sky, and glimmering amid the great green forests 
of its bottom lands were the quiet lakes where in autumn 
the rush of wildfowls’ wings almost dethrones one’s judg- 
ment, 

The dinner and the cigars disposed of, we started out to 
hunt some stubbles that we had passed in the morning, be- 
cause it was then too late to find grouse on them; but now it 
was nearly time for them to run out from the grass for their 
evening meal. Right well Prince knew what now was 
wanted of him. Atthe first stubble, an eighty-acre field 
half a mile long and one-fourth wide, he ran directly to the 
leeward side and took a sidling trot up the edge close to the 
prairie grass, with head high up and nose turned toward the 
center of the stubble. He seemed to think he could hunt 
the whole stubble in that way; and had it been an hour or 
two later, with a little damper breeze, he could haye done so. 
As it was, he overestimated his abilities, and passed a covey 
just coming out of the grass on the opposite side; and 
scarcely a hundred yards above where our wagons entered 
the middle of the stubble. 

But Frank, who was cavorting about up the center line of 
the stubble, suddenly caught their scent, and with a sudden 
half wheel pointed long enough to empty the wagons of 
every mun who had agun. Then he started toward the 
grass on a half trot, which quickly settled to a walk, that to 
a crawl, and the crawl] toa firm point. Ten, twenty, fifty, 
nearly one hundred yards, we walked ahead of him, but 
there he stood, refusing to budge an inch; and just as some 
one intimated that he was fibbing, an old hen burst with a 
roar almost from beneath my feet. Two full-grown young 
ones followed on the right; then two more on the left; then 
two or three more infront; then four or five more here, there 
and all around. There was then no such thing as first shot 
for any one. Courtesy went to the winds, and the guns 
spouted fire across comipanions’ noses, over their heads, aud 
by their ears. After the first shot I dropped flat on the 
ground so as to give my friends a chance, not likiny to stand 
in the way of their pleasure. In about five seconds twelve 
barrels were emptied and seyen chickens lay in a semi-circle 
around us, while five or six more flew off unharmed and 
vanished over a rise of ground two hundred yards away; 
and Frank came trotting up, wagging his tail, and looking 
the most satisfied of all the party. 

Scarcely had the rattle of our guns died away when Prince 
was discovered nearly four hundred yards away, backed up 
against the edge of the prairie grass, immovable asthe Sphinx 
and gazing as calmly out upon the desert of stubble. He 
did not even turn his head to see what we were doing, but 
stood there the very incarnation of dignity until we had 
picked up the fallen birds, loaded our gums, and come up to 
him, Then he moved slowly ahead, stopping every twenty 

feet and sniffing daintily at the breeze. It was evidently a 
long point, much longer than Frank had made. Step by 
step he took us more than half way across the stubble, and 
there refused to go further. Nearly forty yards ahead of 
him we went, when a full-grown grouse bustled out of the 
stubble and went away unshot at, 

“An old cock,” said some one, as nothing more rose, But 
Prince still kept his point with that marvelous instinct by 
which a dog knows whether all the birds have risen or not, 
and as we began to stir about to look for more, two young — 
chickens rose from very near the center of the party, and in 
front of one of the strangers who was looking directly down 
upon the place where they were. He singed the tail feathers 
of one with his frst barrel, and my ear still rings from the 
roar of his second, as he nearly blew my head off, as the bird 
passed me, At the reports more birds rose all around, some 
eyen behind us, upon which gome one must have nearly 
trodden, and again confusion reigned supreme, 
We drove over three more stubbles and found in all eight 

coveys upon them. We followed none of them up into the 
grass, but took only what fell upon the stubble. And when 
in the cool of the evening we started down the coulée to town, 
we had a string of birds such as it now requires money, time 
and patience to get anywhere, and ina few years will be 
unattainable at any price. 

A HAWK AND ITS QUARRY. 

N the first day of the open season last summer a party of 
us saw a curious sight, while out for woodcock, in 

Berkshire county, Mass. We had had varying but ample 
success since our start at sunrise, and therefore felt no 
chagrin when a fine woodcock, which was started wild by 
the dogs in some alders by the roadside, flew off over the 
bushes without even drawing one shot from any of our eight 
barrels. The bird was marked down closely, we placed 
ourselves about his cover and sent in the dogs. As before 
he rose wild, but swung around in Jong range of all of us, 
drawing three shots. Each of us hit him, yet he held up 
and flew heavily across the road, over a pasture and far up 
the mountain side, where he plunged through the tops of 
some neglected and untrimmed apple trees toward the ground, 
We followed him up the rocky hill, which was especially 
rough and ragged, where, in some period of the early pros- 
perity of the county, marble had been taken out, and the 
debris of mining and blasting had been left and strewn 
about, Two of us pushed through the briers toward the 
place where our woodcock had fallen, and on the edge of a 
deep cut in the rock were startled by the commotion and 
flutter of a rising bird. ‘The gleam of flying feathers drew a 
shot from our best marksman. ‘‘Was that our woodcock?” 
said those behind, in umazement, for we expected to find a 
dead bird only. ‘No, I fired ata hawk,” said he. ‘Well, 
did you hit him?” said one of us indifferently. ‘‘I suppose 
so,” he continued, ‘‘for I saw something drop.” ‘‘No, you 
didn’t kill him, I think,” said the one who had pushed 
through the briers with him, ‘‘for I saw the hawk fly out 
afterward.” ‘‘Well, let him go,” said he, and we continued 
our search for the woodcock. But we were unable to find 
him, and finally went on. ‘ 

During the day we made a fine bag of eleven, and had 
besides two partridges, which, having been wing-broken by 
shooters out of season, were pointed a long time by the dogs 
before we guessed what was the matter, and were finally 
by us put out of misery. At dinner, while reviewing the 
day, our minds went back to the lost woodeock, We all 
thought it strange that neither we nor the dogs could find 
him. ‘‘And then that hawk, too,” said our best shot, ‘‘?’m 
sure ] hit him, and I saw something fall when 1 fired.’’ 
“Well,” assented the one who had seen the hawk last, ‘‘I 
saw something fall, but I supposed that what I saw was a 
bunch of feathers from the hawk. Could it be possible that 
what we saw drop was our woodcock?” It was thought 
worth while to look the matter up, and we went out of our 
way and again up the mountain to determine whether it 
could be so. We did not find the mangled body of our 
woodcock, but we can say that we found under the place 
where the hawk was shot the feathers of both lying about; 
and who shall dispute our belief that the hawk was in the 
act of carrying off the little game bird when that shot was 
fired? None of our party will so dispute it, for we think 
still that had the hawk been killed we should have bagged 
both hawk and woodecock. GL) DW es 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

RESIDENT WM. EISENBROW, of the West Jersey 
Game Protective Society, says that his organization 

did not make the arrests of the gunners who were ‘‘taken in” 
last week for violating the Sunday law at the Pea Shore, N. 
J. The West Jersey Game Protective Society has no agents 
on duty on Sunday, and the persons who have heen prevent- 
ing Sunday shooting did so by reason of a law passed in 
1884 empowering fish wardens to enforce game or gunning 
laws ou the Sabbath. 

Some brant have arrived on Barnegat and Tuckerton Bays, 
but not many; those that have come haye many young ones 
among the flocks; few have been killed. I have never found 
Barnegat Bay as good as Tuckerton Bay for brant shooting. 
At Tuckerton the shooting places lie more directly on the 
line of flight of the fowl, and the best duck shooting points 
are at some distance from the first mentioned points, where 
both geese and brant are mostly killed, whereas at Barnegat 
there are no points at which a display of duck decoys will 
not at favorable times attract. ‘ 

Capt. Bond, who, in my mind, is as practical a brant 
shooter as follows heavy-fowl gunning on the New Jersey 
coast, has offen told me this, and my experience at Tucker- 
ton, N. J., verifies his statement. The Bunches and Goose 
Bar in Tuckerton Bay are without doubt the best brant 
shooting points on the New Jersey coast, wherever this 
species of the Anser tribe is present, and does not migrate 
further south, At Barnegat the duck shooting is generally 
better, especially early in the season, but heavens, the num- 
ber of gunners there are legion. 
The weather has not been cold enough to bring very many 

canvas-back ducks to the flats at Havre de Grace. Red- 
heads are in great majority there. I am inclined to think 
the change of weather which is now brewing will bring with 
it a flight of the former. 

Quail shooting is not as good as it was expected to be in 
Maryland and Delaware, owing to the dry and warm 
weather. There are coveys enough, but they keep indoors, 
z, é,, in the swamps, and have hardly begun to use the stub- 
bles to feed, 

Quail are selling in Philadelphia at $2 and $3 per dozen, 
and are termed at these rates birds that are much shot and 
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birds not much shot. In a‘word, the not much shot birds 
are snared or trapped ones. There are no Western quail in 
the market here, 

Fairmount Park is thronged with rabbits, and several 
coyeys of quail have selected these grounds asa resort, They 
are Sufe, as no shooting will be allowed there even on the 
outskirts. Homo. 
Novemarr 16. 

HOW SOME PEOPLE DO IT. 

PREPARATIONS, 

} J OVEMBER is upon us. The gorgeous garniture of 
autian purples, scarlets and chrome yellows is pass- 

ing away. The maples are doffing their cardinal hats to the 
chilly north winds, leaving pates as bald as those of Francis- 
can monks. The tranquil pools which so short a time ago 
refiected their inverted beauties are now only dimpled with 
the sombre plumage of the wildfowl. The woods are becom- 
ing sere and leafless, The quail daintily pick their way 
through the copper-colored buckwheat stubbles. The wood- 
cock sucks his julep by the oozing spring, and the grouse 
drum corps awakens the echoes of the mountain fastness. 

It is the giorious anticipation of sport so woven in the 
nature of the Anglo-Saxon race, the healthful recreation of 
shooting; the charming fellowship which exists betwixt 
kindred spirits, and their companionship with their silky- 
coated friends, the setters, that frames in jewel settings 
famous pictures of sport in the minds of three New York 
sportsmen who meet, discuss the game season and in imagin- 
ation return laden with trophies of the field and dell. 
By appointment the trio assemble at the house of the short 

man of the party, to dine and make preparations for a trip. 
The host has thrown out a hint to his friends to say nothing 
of the subject at dinner, ‘‘for fear of alarming his wife, who 
is so dreadfully afraid of firearms.” He neglects to mention 
that he is sure to be boned for a new dress by way of com- 
promise, should the cat get out of the bag. As dinner pro- 
gresses the jolly stout man is continually checking himself 
from exclaiming in a hearty way, “Well, old boy, we'll 
tmaake trouble for the birds next week, won't we?’ The re- 
sult is the forced restraint makes him relapse into gloomy 
silence, and madam wonders how her mate ‘‘can see any- 
thing in tuch a stupid creature.” 

The tall man, on the other hand, at the third glass of 
sherry becomes mysterious in his allusions, and lJater on 
drops into a misehieyous mood, which makes madame prick 
her ears, and causes her husband to shake in his boots. 

Dinner is over at last, and the sportsmen are by them- 
selves. The short man now produces a new blank book, for 
he has appointed himself purveyor and treasurer for the trip, 
and it is necessary to make out-a list of what they shall take. 
He opens his book, and for a time the friends are buried in 
thought, At last the stout man says: 

“Well, I suppose we'll have to take some whisky?” 
“Oertainly,” replies the short man, ‘‘let me see, we will 

be gone two days. We always run short; what with giving 
it all to farmers and people on the cars, what do yer say to 
five gallons; five can be put up in a box?’ And five gallons 
are voted for. 

“What next?” asks the stout man, ‘cigars of course?’ 
and cigars are also put down. 
“How about Scotch whisky for a punch, to stop colds if 

we get wet?” says the tall man, ‘‘we forgot that.” And two 
gallons of Scotch whisky, with lemons and sugar, are added. 
“Smoking tobacco is a good thing,” chimes in the stout 

man; ‘“‘it’s so pleasant fo smoke a quiet pipe by a cosy fire 
after a good, hard day’s shooting.” And tobacco of several 
brands is dotted down. : 

“By thunder!” exclaimed the tall man, with a horrified 
look, “‘bitters have escaped us all. It’s blessed lucky I 
thought of *em. The morning, you know—early breakfasts.”’ 
A bottle is hastily entered on the list. 

“Anything to make sandwiches out of?” Interposes th 
stout man; ‘*‘for my part, but don’t let me influence you, I 
rather think some potted stuff or other, or imported sausage 
is the thing. They beat the beastly ham one gets at a hotel.” 
And these things, too, are added. 

“J suppose we don't want any old Tom and Polly water 
for a gentle fizz?” remarks the purveyor, scratching his nose 
with his pezeil, “but you must remember that you can’t get 
anything fit to drink at these country places.” But as his 
friends deem these naturul life-saving blenders are absolutely 
indispensable, they are also entered. 

‘Now, how about ammunition?” asks thetall man. ‘‘We'll 
want lots of No. 8s for quail, No. 9s for woodcock, No. 7s 
for partridge and some coarse shot for ducks.” The shot is 
recorded, Powder, shells, wads and all the rest are dis- 
cussed and listed, and at length the summary of wants is 
found to be complete, 

For the next three nights the rattle of shot in the soup 
tureen, the scraping of the powder measures in the sauce 
boat, the hammering of wads and the squeaking of the crimper 
keep the stout man’s three olive branches from a wink of 
beauty sleep. 

The day of departure has arrived, The tall man’s tall 
coachman stands waiting in therailway station, while a “‘bust- 
ing fat pointer,” a slab-sided red setter and a shaggy Gordon 
reyolye about him and plat three dog chains into an insoluble 
twist. With rhythmical accuracy they wind in and out of 
the coachman’s legs in a way to remind one of the Morrice 
dancers of old revolving about a May pole. ‘Then the three 
sportsmen arzive with three trunks and three gun cases, and 
the ammunition, both solid and liquid, packed in dog-kennel 
shaped boxes. They have tarried by the way and are 
smoking cigars, and just manage to catch the train. 

‘ AT THE HOTEL. 

‘Air there any quail around here?” reiterates the country 
Jandlord as the three sportsmen are seated at the supper 
table at the hotel. ‘‘Well 1 should smile. Quail? why they 
are knee deep around here. Down in Si Bogenshin’s farm 
there is a drove, but he don’t let no one shoot. He’s down 
on down city folks he sez. ButIcan git you gents some 
guides that know where all the quail, and pheasants and 

‘hares are, and where people don’t care about’em. I don’t 
know where the game is, but the guides does, But you'll 
have to take a team and then youl sit heapson “em.” Dur- 
ing the rest of the evening countrymen in the bar-room 
divide their time between hinting where great quantities of 
game lay hidden and ringing in for drinks. ‘The arrange- 
ments are made foran early start, and the trio stowed away 
in a treble-bedded room, ‘ : 

At 9:15 P. M. the hostler suddenly breaks into their room 
to say the ‘‘pinter” had dug his-way out of the barn, but 
had been captured by him, Drink number one for hostler. 
He returns at 9:30 P. M. to say that the red setter had got 

tangled in his chain and hung himself, but had of course 
heen rescued by him, Drink number two for hostler, 

At 9:45 P. M. he again comes back to say the Gordon 
wouldn't stop howling. Drink number three for hostler, 
who agrees to sit up and pat the dog all night. Drink num- 
ber four for hostler, who shows signs of rapid dissolution, 
and is seen no more after promising to call the party at 6 
o'clock, 10 P, M. asleep. 
At midnight the three sportsmen begin to play peek-a-boo, 

which consists of dodging in and out of bed to consult the 
time, This continues two hours, and sleep has just fallen 
upon them when the stentorian voice of the stout man is 
heard to exclaim; 

“Goodness gracious, hurry up boys and get up, it’s quarter 
past six, we'll be late.” When the trio have hurried on their 
clothes it is discovered that the stout man has looked at his 
watch from the wrong side of the table, and it is exactly 3 
o'clock. It is considered madness to go to bed again after 
having become so thoroughly awake, besides, the short man 
remarks ‘the likes early rising in the country,’’and the short 
one says, ‘‘yes, it gives one time to take a quiet milk punch,” 
ee the tall one adds, “‘yes, and to map out the route for the 
ay. 
But the time drags heavily. At last, however, people are 

heard groping their way about, and a slatternly, sleepy- 
looking servant completely metamorphosed from the pretty 
bright-complexioned girl of the night before, serves an indi- 
gestible breakfast. Result—gin fizzes all around as a bracer, 

The three guides usher in the sun; the tinkling of cow 
bells is heard in the pasture lot; the bobbing lights in the 
stable fade away; the rattling of the teams coming to the 
door disturb the blissful quiet. Dogs bark, there is a great 
deal of hallooing and running about, and then the start is 
effected. Five miles away there is a halt. The wagons are 
unloaded of men and their accompaniments. For the first 
and only time during the day’s hunt, a guide removes the 
top rail of the fence, he ‘‘lets °em climb arter that.” 

The autumn sun which lifts behind the distant woodland 
brings cheery visions of sport and fun. The sparkling hoar 
frost is dispelled beneath its warmth. A robin chirps on a 
neighboring fence. The Gordon, who has been sold to his 
master, the tall man, as ‘the best dog in Connecticut,” spots 
the feathered songster. There is a wild rush and the robin 
isahead. The B. D, I, C. gains on going down the hillside, 
and disappears from sight. The tall man bellows like a fog 
horn, and executes a pas de demon, There is some slight 
conversation and a smell of sulphur pervades the air. For 
the rest of the day’ the tall man and his guide drive the 
horses off their legs in looking for the Gordon, but in vain. 
They once or twice think they haye found the robin, and 
one is slain. 

Returning to the field of sport it is found that as the} 
ready-made canvas hunting suits of their masters are pre- 
cisely alike, their dogs become somewhat mixed as to who is 
who. At last the stout man and the ‘‘busting pinter” are 
found methodically encircling the field. The stout man 
kicks at the brier patches and pokes them with his gun. 
The ‘“‘pinter,” in a stately way, follows at his heels. In the 
meantime the short man and the red setter are worth ob- 
serving. They are conversing; the setter barks and jumps 
about. The short man trails his gun and in an insinuating 
voice says: ‘‘Find’em, Fide; toho to heel; for the love of 
all that’s good don't tlush ’em, boy; hie on; ’ware small 
bird; careful now. c-a-r-e-f-u-l.” The red setter stares 
wildly, hurts his leg in crawling: through a fence, and yells 
with pain. . 

The stout man is observed going on tiptoe toward a 
thicket. Suddenly he stops and beckons in an excited way. 
He creeps on carefully, gesticulating wildly. His knees 
knock together, He reminds one of Humpty Dumpty 
going to steal a sausage. ‘“‘The pinter is on a pint,” whis- 
pers the guide, and urges the short man “‘to hurry up.” He 
runs across two fields and then approaches the pointer with 
the indecision of a man about to sign the pledge. He be- 
lieves only in his own dog’s pointing. Thereis a moment of 
terrible excitement, Guns tremble in the air. A male cat 
at length walks slowly out from behind a log, archesits back 
and spits. All hands collapse. 

The air is perfumed with choice old rye, and the party, 
like amateur Excelsiors, climb an endless hill. A partridge 
soars up a hundred yards away and sails off toward the 
moon. Another gets up a quarter of a mile away, and both 
friends fire this time, The dogs scamper off to retrieve the 
game, but in an hour return with their tongues showing dis- 
appointment. Then some quail are flushed, and a fusilade 
ensues. The birds are swift of wing and save their bacon. 
Then a guide 1s peppered in the lem by the short man and it 
takes $5 to extract the limp. The day is waning. <A merry 
squirrel drops a nut on the stont man’s head. He surrounds 
the tree, while his gun sticks up from his shoulder like a 
liberty pole. In attempting to shoot, he topples over back- 
ward and breaks his gun. The short man then gets in a 
scientific cross shot at a rabbit, but Fide is such a close sec- 
ond that only a piece of his tail is docked. The day is 
spent, Night closes in and the party prematurely return to 
town. 

The account book is inspected on the cars. It makes the 
following showing: 

Whisky, bitters, efe..--.... 2. sapien cas aces 
Cigars and tobacco. . 
AMIN VNTEIONT, |). nether sie erie <eee 
One Gordon eetter (owner’s price), ae 
One dog collar.........+ VE foe SPS oa ¥ ween as 41 one 
Traveling expenses, Cabs, dogs, etc...,.......---. 
Damage to eum, poo vider eerecevewewesadsoseiseve 
Damage to guide's leg 
Hotel expenses, including guides’ board....,-..-- 
Two teams and one foundered horse... .......-,- 
Three guides, at fi each.... .......+1-+5+-- apse 
Docking setter’s tail, including loss of prizes at 

ge See Seee Sesceesses 
15 00 

future dog SHOWS: <..2...- elses nv enes ei) ede se ss 176 00 
Sundries......-. bef nnor rte ore isola bobs any 713 

By Letd nets ester steg ites eee Satie ees eel tle Sleigh ear tye 41,067 08 
Market value of robin,...,-...+-++--::205s+-+ 3-0 Od 

Balanee charged to sport....,--..,-- --..---- p1,067 04 

LoApine Bucxsnor.—Seville, O., Nov. 10.—Seeing in- 
quiries as to how to load buckshot, I give the best way I 
have ever found. When the proper number to chamber in 
the choke has been ascertained, put them in the shell and 
see that they are distributed evenly on the wad. Then fill 
the spaces between the shot with No. 10 small shot. Repeat 
the process until the requisite number for the load is in, 
press the wad down firmly, and there is the best loaded shell 
for pattern and penetration that I have ever tried. It beats 
putiing a wad between each layer, Try it—CHiPrEWwA. 

Deer hunters should read Judge J. D. Caton’s “Antelope and Deer 
of America.” For sale at this office. Price $2.50.—Adv. 

REMARKABLE SHOTS. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
I have read with interest the notes under heading ““Re- 

markable Shots,” and think you have struck a good vein. I 
hope many readers -will contribute their experiences, with 
this proviso, that their relations be strictly true. I send you 
ee following (which fulfills the conditions aforesaid) as my 
share: 
I was sailing for ‘‘coots;’ bore down upon two that were 

swimming some six or eight feet apart, As we came within 
range I put up my gun, hoping they would draw together, 
when the rear one rising, I ‘‘lef go” at him at once. It so 
happened that at that fraction of a second he was directly 
over the one still sitting, say two feet or more above him. 
At the report both birds dived; nothing in sight, and it 
looked as though I was left, Fully a minute passed, when 
one came to the surface dead, and soon after the other in 
about the same condition. A chance pellet falling below the 
burden of the charge had caught the siffing one in the head. 

#. C. BROWNE. 
FRAMINGHAM, Mass,, Noy, 15. 

MOOSE MEASUREMENTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
{ haye not time at present to give you an extended account 

of my moose hunt in September, but I send you the dimen- 
sions of four old bulls that were killed by Capt. A. A, a 
and I, each killing two. The captain killed Nos. 1 and 38, 
Nos, 2 and 4. 

No. 1, No. 2. No, 3. No. 4. 
F Ft. In,. Fe. In. Ft. In. Ft. In. 

Height at shoulder............. 6 10 6 8M 6 6 re dek 
Nose to line between horns..... 30 2946 2Th6 27 
Base of horns to tailend.......7 44 Keetasie oF 66 i 44 
Spread of horns......-......--. 4 9 Loja Sono a 2 
Width of track...............-5, 5: 416 Bi) 
Length of track...........-.... 4 36 354 
Length of hoof (fop)...........- 534 5 54 
Across the nostrils:............ : g 634 64% 

I took these measurements carefully so as to compare 
them. In measuring the head I measured from between the 
horns down. oyer the nose to the under side where the hair 
ends and the lip proper actually begins. The height was 
measured by simply straightening the fore lez, not pulling 
it, and starting from the middle of the head with the foot 
bent up toa natural position. It is not proper to pull the 
leg out and measure from the point of the hoof. J think 
the four made as handsome a lot to have been killed succes- 
sively in one short hunt, as two cripples like us usually get. 

Ceci Cnuay, 
WasHineton, D. C. 

WESTERN BIG GAME. 

| Ea private letters we are permitted to make the sub- 
joined extracts. The writer is Mr, Edward H, Litch- 

field, who, it will be remembered, last winter coutributed to 
these columns a very entertaining account of his experience 
in hunting the grizzlies in the Rocky Mountains, Mr, 
Litchfield writes: 

I have just returned from another hunt among the Laramie 
mountains. I was surprised to see the diminution in the 
amount of game since last year. Elk were nothing like so 
abundant and were much more wild. Bear were practically 
exterminated in some regions, principally by the use of 
strychnine, with which it has become the habil to poison 
carcasses throughout the cattle ranges. The trapping that 
has been done could not have wiped them out so completely. 
A trap can, after all, take but one bear a, night, while a 
whole family can be exterminated by the poison during the 
same time. Elk, deer and antelope are being slaughtered in 
quantities for market, as the U. P. R, R. will now transport 
venison and skins, Atthe present rate of destruction the 
other large game of the West will soon be as scarce as the 
buffalo, 

Linclose a slip cut from Forrest AND SrrREAM of Oct. 30, 
from some correspondent who speaks of experiments he has 
tried in the poisoning line, and asks for advice to assist him 
in further prosecuting them. The fact is that poisoned bait 
kills a larger number of wild animals than the poisoner 
dreams of. Almost all wild animals, excepting those of the 
deer family, will eat dead meat, and I should not be sur- 
prised if even mountain grouse will do so. <A bottle of 
strychnine is now very commonly part of the outfit of a cow- 
boy, and wherever the ranchers reach a corresponding dimin- 
ution follows in the number of game, a diminution that can 
not be wholly accounted for by the shooting for market or 
home use, or for the skins. There is no urgent necessity 
now for the use of strychnine in most of the cattle ranges, 
asin them the large or timber wolf is very scarce, if not 
practically extinct, and the coyotes, or prairie wolves, very 
few in number. I doubtif bears ever trouble the herds very 
much, if at all,"and panthersare excessively scarce any where. 
Furthermore, it is doubtful if panther will touch a dead bait. 

T understand that a large number of elk were killed for 
their skins alone last fall and winter in the Laramie Moun- 
tains. This fall they are being rapidly cleaned out of that 
country by market-hunters, and wagon loads of meat are 
taken to the railroad and sent to Omaha and elsewhere. It 
is impossible not to notice the great diminution in then 
number, Of course each market-hunter feels that as every- 
body is doing it, he is excusable, and perhaps be is. [f it 
were possible to prohibit and actually puta stop to the. 
shooting of the females and young of elk, deer and ante- 
lope, if only for a term of years, | think the problem would 
be solved, and that we would soon see an abundance of this 
game again, In the Adirondacks, where the woods are so 
thick, it would be very difficult to distinguish the sex of a 
jumping deer, and in night shooting almost impossible. But 
out West it is very different; and in my own hunting out 
there I never shoot, nor allow my men to shoot, cow-elk, 
doe-deer or antelope, nor their young, except when abso- 
lutely necessary for food. In the case of gentlemen sports- 
men this necessity rarely occurs. Even with antelope a 
ood hunter can almost invariably tell the buck from the 

does long before he arrives within proper range, unless, in- 
deed, as is 100 often the case, he opens fire on a band at 500 
yards or more, and keeps up this fire from his Winchester 
as long as they are in range, trusting to luck to hit one. 
But this is not true sportsmanship, and is really cruel, as 
many more antelope are wounded and lost than are eyer 
killed and taken with such shooting. 

As to the method of enforcing such a Jaw as I have sug 
gested, 1 do not care to say anything at present, but it may 
be well for our Western friends to try such an experiment 
before it is too late, and they are placed in the absurd posi- 
tion of endeavoring to protect, by the strong arm of the law, 
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an animal that is extinct. We sportsmen of New York State 
know what this is, as for years we have had a law on our 
statute book preserving that noble animal, the moose, when the 
last survivor in our woods was shot over twenty years ago. 

Epwarp H. Lircarimp. 

TENNESSEE GAME NOTES. 

AME in abundance is now coming into market. From 
Reelfoot Lake ducks by the hundreds are brought 

every day, and due to the unprecedentedly fine fall weather, 
They are as fat as butter. Quail are rather high in price, 
but this comes from the fact that the unusual drought and 
mild weather prevents hunters from bagging as many as they 
otherwise would. 

Van L. Kirkman, Esq., of Nashville, leaves to-morrow 
With a party of guests, including Mr, Edgar Murphy, of 
New York; Mr. Bishop, of Louisville, Ky.; Mr. McDowell, 
of Lexington, Ky., and Mr. Price, of Ohio, for his beautiful 
shooting box on the shore of the famous lake. As Mr, Mur- 
phy is considered the crack amateur shot of New York, and 
the other gentlemen ranking well up with him in the science, 
there will be some marvellous shooting to record later on. 
- Mr, Kirkman’s box is a model of neatness and comfort, 
and as he has a corps of accomplished servants in charge of 
it, those honored with the owner's hospitality have an oppor- 
tunity of enjoying the grandest shooting to be had on this 
continent under the most favorable condition. 

Squirrels are unusually abundant this winter, and the 
*possum crop far excels any ever known here. My old ser- 
vant, Bill Hobs, captured one a few days since which he is 
fattening for my Christmas dinner. Bill says that he is al- 
ready as big as a shoat, and by killing-time he will be a 
monster. 

Gen. W. H. Jackson and his brother, the Senator, have 
two superb packs of highly bred hounds with which they 
hunt the country around Bella Meade, alternately for foxes 
and deer, Of the latter, there are 450 in the park on the 
farm, so that material for a chase is always at hand. They. 
have these meets each week (for the deer pack), to which 
everybody is invited, The runs have been exciting so far 
this season, and as soon as the farmers and city folks become 
educated to cross country riding the scenes at the meets will 
rival those in the old mother country England. 

It is the general regret among the eportsmen of Middle: 
Tennessee that the delicate health of W. H. Johnson prevents 
him taking the field this winter. He owns tlie grandest pack 
of hounds in the State, and is himself the most enthusiastic 
fox hunter to be met with in the South. J. D. H. 
NASHVILLE, Noy. 14, 1884, 

Onto GAME Norgs.—Seville, O,, Nov. 10.—Rutited grouse 
are plentier than for four or five years past. Nearly every 
small patch of woodland that contains underbrush has at 
least one representative in it, and J have seen a few nice 
bunches containing from ten to fifteen birds each, The 
leaves are still too thick for one to make much headway in 
bringing them to bag. Quail are also very plenty, judging 
from reports. I have seen quite a respectable number. 
Woodcock are scarce and snipe infrequently found, prob- 
ably on account of the long drought the past summer, which 
has made their grounds very dry. The squirrel crop is also 
slim. There are a few red ones, and occasionally a fox, but. 
gray and black fewer than I ever remember; caused by lack 
of water during the summer and scarcity of food this autumn. 
Ducks are few and scattering, wood dack and teal have left 
and the large ducks have not arrived in any numbers as yet. 
Saw three mallards and a dozen or two redheads at Chippewa 
Lake last week, but most of the ducks were buffie-heads and 
“brownies,” a local term for what I think is the ruddy duck 
(Brismature rubida), a small duck, with a broad, black bill 
and the tail feathers sharp af the end like a woodpecker's, 
The trouble with our duck hunting is the number of shootists 
as compared to the number of ducks. Perhaps bad, stormy 
weather may bring a remedy, for the cold has a depressing 
effect on the average duck hunter as found in this section. 
We live in hopes. This was a great game section only a few 
years since, but the greed of the Jandholder has taken away 
our timber and drained our marshes, and the necessities of 
commerce have run ribbons of steel up and down our valleys 
until [ sometimes wonder how long it will be before all our 
birds worthy the name of game shall have gone the way of 
the wild pigeon, that martyr to game protection associa- 
tions. But one thing we have here that is going to stay by 
us, that is the gray rabbit. He seems to he holding his own 
in spite of all comers, and flourishes in the midst of various 
devices for his destruction, ard although not strictly a game 
varmint, he beats nothing all to pieces. The farmers do not 
like his style of polishing up young fruit wees; but they 
won't let us shoot on their lands, so we won't let the rabbits 
be persecuted by ferrets, and, as there are plenty of holes, it 
will be some time before bunny gets very scarce.—Cure- 
PEWA. 

ORANGE County GAmME.—Madigson, N, Y.—I have just 
returned from a ten days’ hunt among the hills of Orange 
county, N.Y. Quail were very plentiful, but the very dry 
weather we have had for so long a time made hunting rather 
unprofitable to the shooter and discouraging to one’s dog, I 
managed to kill enough to make it interesting. Partridges I 
found few and far between now, where once they were found 
in abundance, A night hunt with a-cur dog after ’coons 
gave us two fat fellows of eighteen pounds apiece, and [ was 
thankful they did not weigh more, as my shoulder was lame 
enough before I got to the buttom of the mountain with 
them. A wildcat (weighing fifty-two pounds with the hide 
off) was killed within half a mile of where I boarded. 
Game notes around Madison. N. J., are hardly worth 
writing up since game birds are so scarce, and the principal 
cause of this is the cutting of timber which, of course, dries 
up the land. Snipe shooting has been poor, owing to the 
very dry condition of our meadows. Very few woodcock 
have been killed so far. A party of two gunners with two 
hounds bagged thirty-two rabbits on Election Day. I assure 
Jom such a bag is not made every day, nor once a year.— 
6-BoR®. 

Micuigsn Brars.—Central Lake, Mich., Nov. 12.—A 
bear came into a pigsty on the border of this village, a ni ght 
or two ago, and seriously injured a hog. Why the animal 
did not complete his work is unknown, WNo similar oceur- 
rence has taken place here for many years. The bears seem 
unusually numerous this season, seyeral having been seen 
within a few days not far from this point. I have heard of 
only one or two deaths among them. One charged upon the 

| hunter after the first shot, fired at about 100 yards, but he 
had, fortunately, a breechloading gun, and the next shot, 
fired at a few yards’ distance, was effectual —KuLPm, 

Two Foxrs.—Hditor Forest and Strean: Last Wednes- 
day, while hunting grouse, 1 made a double shot on foxes. 
It happened as fellows: I came out of some pines into a 
small open space where the woods had been cut off, and 
while looking over the ground saw a fox near a pile of 
brush, I hunted through my pockets for some cartridges 
loaded with No. 2 shot, to take the place of the No. 8 in the 
gun, but could only find one shell soloaded. The fox had 
in the meanwhile stepped behind the pile of brush, and when 
he next showed himself he was about thirty-five yards away. 
Lat once doubl d him up with the No. 2 shot. At the re- 
port of the gun a second fox jumped from behind the same 
pile of brush and ran past me, and I killed him at twenty- 
five yards with my second barrel, loaded with 34 drams wood 
powder and 17 ounces No, 8 shot. The chance to kill two 
foxes right and left seldom offers. I have seen two at the 
same time frequently, but never had an opportunity to get 
both before.—C. M. 8. 

Briack BRANtT.—Whatcom, Washington Territory, Nov. 
4,—In your issue of Oct. 16, I see an account of the black 
brant, in which the writer states that these birds, after leay- 
ing the coast of Alaska, make no stop until they reach San 
Diego Bay in Southern California, The black brant stops 
in the Gulf of Georgey and also in Bellingham Bay, from 
about the first of November until the 15th of April, when 
they leave for the north. Their sonorous clank, when once 
heard by the lover of wildfowl shooting, will never be for- 
gotten. Looking out into the Gulf of Georgey on some 
morning in November, as far as the eye can reach, a man 
can see thousands of brant and geese. The most noted 
places for duck hunting in this vicinity are the Frazier River 
Frats, the Sumas Prairie, the Samish and Skagit River Flats, 
was at some future time 1 shall say something about.— 

Mississippr,—Corinth, Nov. 10.—Our open season began 
Oct. 1. Parties who have been out report the shooting poor. 
The birds do not seem to have had their usual success in 
rearing their broods, which may, perhaps, be accounted for 
by the wet weather of June and July. On Thursday last a 
deer was reported as haying been seen within less than two 
miles of the corporation lines. On Friday a party weas or- 
ganized for its capture, but failed to start it, as it had been 
chased the day before by curs. A party left here on Satur- 
day for Reelfoot Lake. As it has turned warm, it is prob- 
able that their sport may be slim.—WILL. 

CoLorsDo.—Grand County, Nov. 4.—Fishing commenced 
very late this year, but when it opened was very good for a 
short time. As a season it has been the poorest I have known 
for years. Small game is more plentiful than I expected 
early in season. The broods of grouse, both dusky aud pin- 
tail and sage hens, fair, Rabbits numerous. The weather 
very fine, a real ‘Indian summer,” which makes the hunting 
of large game » little slow.—Rrron. 

QUEBEC GAME.—Sherbrooke, Quebec, Noy. 15.—A fine 
bull moose, which dressed over 400 pounds, has been shot by 
8. D. Ball, at Spider Lake. The antlers were very large 
and in splendid condition. Deer and caribou are plentiful 
between Spider and the head of Moose Riyer, Female moose 
are under the protection of the Jaw so far as it goes, but in 
the cities—where the law aboundeth most—the moose doesn’t 
seek protection —D. THoMAs, 

He Tarsks rr Pook.—Eldred, Sullivan County, N. Y., 
Noy. 17.—Hdttor Forest and Stream: A party of eight men 
from Jersey City and from Hancock, N. Y., four from each 
place, had fourteen shots at deer in four days last week, none 
over four yards, All shot buckshot, and none bagged their 
deer. I call that mighty poor shooting.—I, M, Brapury. 

Maint Game.—Eustis, Me., Nov. 11.—Biy game is very 
plentiful at and near Tim Pond; four caribou and one deer 
were shot last week, and lots more left. I can furnish camps 
and outfit and good guides to show the game to all parties 
who may come to shoot before Jan, 1.—KmnneDY Sarr. 

PENNSYLYANIA.—Fallsington, Berks County.—Saw oyer 
fifty quailin one covey last Sunday, as 1 was out taking a 
walk, Could get within a conple of yards of them, They 
have not been shot at this season, Squirrels and rabbits 
plentiful, Several weodcock have been shot also,—Suz. 

Quart av Sourm Oyster Bay, L. .—November 15, 
—Myself and guide, two guns, one dog, between eight and 
nine hours’ tramp; result, sixteen quail, one doye, one rabbit. 
a8 had to work for every bird, howeyer, as they arewild. 

THE Qvar. Iorom Agarn.—A Los Angeles (Cal.) citizen 
agreed to eat four quail a day for thirty days or forfeit $1,000, 
if the election in New York resulted contrary to his expec- 
tations. 

Micuiegsn.—Central Lake; Nov. 8.—A few deer have been 
killed, one with a pistol, They are not so numerous as to 
obstruct trayel.—KELPIR. 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 

Fark Diana.—By “‘Wanderer.’’ New York: Scribner & Welford. 
184, An English sporting novel. 

THE AMERICAN SpoRTSMAN.—Containing hints to sportsmen, notes 
on shooting, and the habits of the game birds and wildfowl of 
America, By Hlisha: J. Lewis, M.D. New edition, revised, J. B. 
Lippincott & Co. 1885 [sie]. 

Sportsmen tell of a wonderfully big trout, which inhabits 
the North Fork of the Poudre, near its confluence with the 
main stream. Old fishermen estimate that he will weigh, at 
the least calculation, ten pounds. He has been seen every 
trouting season for the past four years, Anglers haye tried in 
yain to fs nd this finny monster, and many are the instances 
of having been hooked, but he always proved too much for the 
delicate hooks and lines commonly used, snapping them, when 
hooked, as if they were pin hooks attached to cotton thread. 
He has been hooked by William Calloway, L. A. Chase, and 
last week by Captain Coon, wellknown im Fort Collins. Some 
of the lovers of the rod are talking of organizing a party having 
for its special purpose the capture of this wonderful fish.— 
Fort Collins Courier, 

Ts Days oF HEALTH prepare for sickness; in youth prepare for vid 
age; which means insure in the Travelers, of Hartford, while you 
are healthy and can get insurance, and while you are young and can 
get it cheap.—Adr, 

area and River Sishing. 
--— ————- 

FISH IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER. 

Black bass (Micropterus), two 
species. 

Striped bass or rockfish (Roceus 
lineatus). 

Weakfish or salt-water trout 
_ (Cynosciron). : 
Bluefish or taylor (Pomuatomus 

sdltatrix), 
Tomeod or frost fish (Microgadus 

tomcodus). 
Pike (Hsou liucius). 
Pickerel (Hsoxv reticulatus). 
Mascalonge (soa: nobilior), 

Pike perch (Stizoslethion), 
Yellow perch (Perca fluviatilis). 
Sheepshead (4rchosargus). 
Kingfish or barb (Menticirrius). 
Rock bass or red eye (A mbloplites) 
War-mouth (Chenobryttus). 
Crappie (Pornomys migromacu- 

latus). 
Bachelor (Pornoxys annularis). 
Tautog or blackfish (Taautogu 
Onis), 

Channel bass, spet, or red fish 
(Scicenops accellatus). 

EXPERIENCE AND HOPES. 

TOLD BY A WOMAN. 

if Perea are times when tired humanity longs for a radical 
change, when the daily round of a woman’s life be- 

comes irksome, the daily cooking, sweeping, the hum and 
buzz of a sewing machine is a trial and a burden; the many 
wants of even a sinall household keep the nerves tense and 
overstrung, so we dragged along during the sultry summer 
weather, hoping, waiting, for an opportunity to go fishing 
and boating; rather, | may say, to enjoy a month’s rest in 
camp beside one of the beautiful lakes contiguous to the 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R. But what an amount of 
worry and bustle; the tent, the cooking stove, the bedding 
(the tent must be cosy as afsummer cottage to please my hus 
band), everything is prepared with all the care and fore- 
thought of an old camper, <A fine assortment of fishing 
tackle that must have cost my husband and boy nearly $100; 
but lam proud to say my own tackle forms an important 
feature in the outtit—we don’t go off haif prepared for fish- 
ing, for we have everything to make life happy while in 
camp—the pleasure of preparation is as enjoyabie as the 
fishing itself. 

The afternoon train bears at least one family northward. 
The city of Grand Rapids is reached near midnight, and we 
change trains for the beautiful Michigan woods. The kind 
forethought of Mr, C. L, Lockwood arms us with authority 
to stop the train at a small station in the woods right in the 
midst of trout streams and lovely lakes. The morning sun 
dispels a heavy mist, and reveals the dear old woods that in 
years by-gone we have ridden through after ‘‘Waiting for 
the wagon.” All the ‘‘calamities” are loaded up and I am 
perched up on top of them, the seat of honor they tell me, 
up hills, down dales, hour after hour, until the afternoon is 
going and the shadows lengthen; then hurry and bustle 
until the tents are up and the stove going, while husband 
and hoy strengthen the cords and drive home the tent pins 
preparing for a coming storm. A few minutes’ prepuration, 
and my little hot blast stove has a supper cooking thaf we 
enjoy, because we are at home in camp life. Then prepara- 
tions for rest, and the beds are put up; no sleeping on the 
ground for us, my husband is too fond of exercising his in- 
ventive genius to allow me to sleep on the earth, A neat, 
compact cot ‘sa part of our camp outfit. Ina few minutes 
alter night sets in, we spend a short time in contemplation 
of the goodness of the great Creator who spreads above us 
the starry glories of the firmament; verily they can be im- 
agined to be holes in the floor of heaven to let the glory 
shine through. 

The morning greeting from the Wind King was a rough 
one; puif, blow, bang and tear went our tents and ropes, 
but they stand well, and we drop off to sleep again, trying to 
recuperate from the fatigue by sleeping the clock round, but 
it is cold! and the splash dash of the waves as they come 
rolling up the beach within a few feet of our tentlull us to 
sleep again, 

The sun was hours high when we turned out to get break- 
fast. The little kerosene stove is a jewel, though cold out- 
side our tent was made comfortable. breakfast was a leisurely 
affair, plenty of Formsr anp STReAMs were found among: 
our camp equipage, These and other books were read aloud 
and breakfast was a far more enjoyable one than in the hot 
dusty city we came from, where breakfast was rushed 
through, und business, business was all thecry. The only 
trouble in camp I find isto cook enough to eat, the fresh air 
makes us all so hungry. While the gale lasts we cannot go 
boating, so I spend the day fixing up the tent, making it ai- 
tractive, and picking abundance of wild raspberries. My 
husband is off up the creek trying to get a few trout and T 
indulge in some experiments and make fruit cracker pud- 
dings. So when supper is served, the trout enjoyed, and the 
events of the day being discussed, both husband and boy 
open their eyes and declare this a camp luxury and beg for 
a repetition as often as circumstances will permit. 

The days pass quickly in camp. I have often longed to 
row a boat myself, but my other half has always been too 
worn out and fatigued to teach me, but I am thankful to say 
my boy took both the patience and pains to teach me to row 
well, and now *‘I can paddle my own canoe” and enjoy the re- 
ereation—more than this, [ can row the head of our family 
while he sits in the stern making long casts on either side for 
the bronze-backer Dr. Henshall so ably defends, but a fish that 
I fear, because he uses his spines spitefully, and has no re- 
spect of persons—he will stab a lady just as readily as the veri- 
est poacher and pot-hunter that ever set a net. 

Saturday evening finds us prepared 1o enjoy the Sabbath 
of rest. In all our camping experience, no line has ever 
been wetted, no boat ever gone for a fishing trip, 

The villagers are preparing to meet in their humble school 
house, we join them in worship and remain to Sunday school; 
in the evening they come to our camp with their friends to 
the number of one hundred, to hear the word of the King- 
dom expounded by one who has gast a line upon many 
waters, and whose name often finds a place in the columns 
of Forest AnD SrrREAM. Thus the Sabbath passes without 
a sigh, without a longing of regret, peacefully closing, feel- 
ing ilfat the lines have been cast in pleasant places with us, 
and a coyvenant-keeping God has led us beside still waters. 

The time passes, oh! so quickly, until we scarce can 
realize that a week has passed. Boating, fishing, picnicing, 
sometimes to Torch River, sometimes to Clam Lake, getting 
a good supply of fish, while the husband is off up through 
the dense woods, where we cannot turn around, after trout, 
and comes home with enough in his creel to satisfy our 
wants. We sometimes attempt to go trouting, but somehow 
the fish see us or we tumble in and get a thorough wetting: 
the fantastic grouping of fallen trees, moss-covered and 
storm-beaten. repay us for the scratching and tumbles. The 
mossy undergrowth, the purling, singing brook all fascinate 
and attract us, and around the big camp-fire in the eveni ne, 
the pictures seen during the day are portrayed in glowing 
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colors. Such are the pleasures of camp life; our recreation 
brings us health and strength, while we are enjoying the 
blessing of him who makes all things beautiful. 
Weremoyed to the far north near the boundary line, 

hoping to he able to enjoy some fishing when the time came, 
but the care of a large hotel, the worry incident to a business 
that demanded constant thought and broken rest at night, 
made me think the happy camping days were the dreams of 
a past, gone never to return, but a change of residence, the 
coming to Duluth, the sight of beautiful but grand old Lake 
Superior has revived all the old longing. 
The boy and I often discuss the kind of boat we shall 

have, and count the number of streams known to contain 
trout within fifty miles of Duluth, The easy means of access 
to them all make us hope that the future is bright with 
promise and that another summer will findus in camp under 
the lofty pines along shore where the ceaseless beat of 
Superior will calm the busy brain und give rest to the hand 
almost constantly driving a pen across page after page. When 
we learn that within a radius of fifty miles twenty streams 
known to have trout in them are found, can one wonder how 
longingly the dream to camp neat them will form one of the 
hopes when winiry storms beat and the thermometer fails to 
record the cold of this region. Lucy J, T, 

Duuours, Minn. 

ECHOES FROM THE TOURNAMENT. 

Lititor Forest and Stream: 
I think the time chosen for the tournaments is too early in 

the season, Many members are not back from the woods 
and summer resorts before November, and at preseut writing, 
Noy. 15, the weather is all that could be desired. A month 
earlier we usually look for storms, and good weather is the 
exception. By the middle of November the fishing season 
is over, except for black bass, and but few fish for them as 
late as that date, In the spring, before the fishing season 
opens, would not be a good time, nor would it be desirable 
to hold the tournaments in mid-summer, but during the good 
days that occur in November, after the first storms and 
frosts have passed, seems to be the best time, Of course it 
is impossible to choose a time which will suit all persons, 
but it seems asif the middle of November might be satis- 
factory to more members than any other time. This year 
the weather happened to be favorable on the days chosen, 
although a rain began at its close which might have set in a 
few hours earlier, and so spoiled the contests. Last year 
the rain did interfere with the casting, or rather with the 
spectators who gathered to witness it. Let us hope to see 
the date of the next contest fixed for later in the season, H. 

Fiditor Forest and Stream: 
The experience of three years seems to show that the mid- 

Ale or latter part of October is a time that continued storms 
are liable to set in and spoil the tournaments. The date is 
entirely too late. If they could be held during the first week 
in September there would bea better chance of suitable 
weather. By that time the trouting season is over, and peo- 
ple are coming back from the country and good weather is 
apt to be the rule. WATERPROOF, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Could not a second Jine be run parallel with the measuring 

line, and at a proper distance, for the purpose of keeping the 
judges’ boat where it ought to be? Rings might be placed 
on that second line, with small, short ropes attached, which, 
by means of snaps (such as are used on halters), might be 
fastened to rings or ropes on the boats. The boats could 
then be run along by hand. When I was in the boat last 
year we had a wind toward the line giving distances (or 
from it?), which the same made no little bother. 

ONE CF THE JUDGES. 

DOWN THE SUSQUEHANNA. 

ape “Log of the Bucktail’ has been a very interesting 
series of sketches of pleasant trips in Pennsylvania 

waters, written in ‘‘Nessmuk’s” cheery style, fuil of kind- 
liness to all things in nature, save the fish-hog and the pot- 
hunter. I have enjoyed every one of the papers, as I did 
every line in his breezy old woodsman-like ‘‘Woodcraft,” a 
little volume every lover of nature and every “‘outer” in camp 
and on stream should not fail to secure and treasure in his 
library, for it will bring back tender, pleasant recollections 
of the ‘‘old woods loafer” long after he has joined the great 
ee 

is experience on the headwaters of the west branch of 
the Susquehanna is very like my own on the east branch of 
the same stream, upon a trip I madea few weeks since. 
And alas, his experience and irritation and vexation accord 
exactly with my own during the hundred-mile trip I made 
down this beautiful aud romantic river, for the fish-hog and 
the wiers and dams were almost in sight of each other every 
day of the eight days in which 1 was floating, paddling and 
camping amid 

Hills and bold monntains, hemlock-crowned, 

Past islands, through valleys, the river wound; 

Now pebbles and rocks, and sand and crystal, 

Swift waters, then calm, now shallows and rifile; 

Chestnut and oak, or hemlock and pines, 

Willows and bireh, and elms clad in vines.” 

The camper, the canoeist, in fact the sportsman and outer, 
who loves beautiful scenery, clear waters and pure air need 
not go further from home for it. He may goa long way 
and fare much the worse. The fishing, too, is remarkably 
good, considering the innumerable devices that are openly 
Jaid to rob the stream of game fish, and the butchery that is 
constantly going on. 
During a good many seasons’ experience over a large part 

of the waters of this country I have never seen finer water 
for black bass anywhere. Particularly so is it just above 
Wyalusing and just below Meshoppen, but there is hardly 
any part of the river from the New York line to Wilkes- 
barre that is not excellent ground for bass, and if the illegal 
fishing was only stopped the river would he alive with gamy 
beauties, eager to take any tempting lure that crossed their 
paths. We put in just above the mouth of the Chemung, a 
few miles trom the New York Stale line. and had a most 

enjoyable time camping and fishing during the eight days it 
took us to run the hundred miles to Pittston, 
We had all the fish we wanted to eat'every day, pitching 

tent and camping every night, and did not try for more, as 
we were not fishing for count or market, But the fish dams 

and rivers are what I most wanted to enter my protest 
against, If we only had more ‘‘Nessmuks” we would have 
Jaws and have them enforced, too. I don’t believe there is a 
single five miles on the whole distance we coyered where 

there is not an immense V-shaped or in some instances a great 
W pile of rocks, stakes and stones extending clear across 
the whole stream so that we could with difficulty find a 
place to get through. How we did wish for a hundred or 
two good-sized dynamite cartridges, just to lay them along 
under the sides of some of those dams and see things ‘‘scatter” 
when they exploded, 

Some of these dams must have cost a great deal of time 
and labor to construct, J ust above Towanda, not over two 
miles above the town, they were just putting the finishing 
touches on one, a half dozen teams and a dozen men were 
hard at work up to their knees in water piling up rocks and 
hauling in straw, brush and grayel. As we found a narrow 
shallow opening at one shore, and slipped through, one big 
fellow hailed us with, “Well, ketch eny?’ ‘‘No,” I sung 
out, “‘and there will be less to catch when you get that 
slaughter house done.” Instantly they knew we were sports- 
men, for several shouted their imprecations. 

At Towanda we stopped for some stores and reported 
whit was going on to some gentlemen, but they were quite 
indifferent to the matter. J hope the Fish Commissioners of 
Pennsylvania will see this article and you are at liberty to 
give my name and address at any time and 1 will furnish 
the name of the geutleman with me, and what is more we 
will both go one to two hundred miles at our own expense 
any time that we can aid in having these fish pirates punished 
and their murderous business stopped. Dorsau Fin. 
OcToBER. 

EXPIRED REEL PATENTS. 

i Loe fishing-line reel devised by Wm. H. Van Gieson, 
which is exhibited in Figs, 1, 2.and 3, is arranged to 

clamp the cogwheel which works the shaft about which the 
lineis wound. When clamped the cogwheel and shaft re- 
yolve by friction, avoiding the danger of breaking the ap- 
paratus and losing the line and fish by any sudden jerk or wv 

strain which the fish may give to the line. 
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To carry out this construction, a coiled spring is employed 
which is held down and the pressure it exerts Is regulated 
by a thumb screw in the center of the crank shaft. The 
other end of the coil-spring rests upon a pin which passes 
through a hole in the friction wheel or collar, E, and 
through a slot in the crank shaft, F. 

By turning down the thumb screw the coiled spring forces 
the pin along the slot in the crank shaft and holds the fric- 
tion wheel, H, against the cogwheel, H, so that it is carried 
round by the crank shaft. The cogwheel, H, works into 
and reyolves the cogwheel, J, attached to the shaft, K, about 
which the line is wound or reeled. : 
Van Gieson asserts that this construction preserves the 

apparatus froni being broken by sudden strains on the line, 
caused by the fish running or turning suddenly. The force 
necessary to break the line or the reel is always less than that 
required to overcome the friction of the cog gear; so that the 
only effect of such a jerk or stfain will be torun out the 
line. The angler may continue constantly reeling in bis line 
from the time the fish is hooked, for when the fish pulls hard 
enough to overcome the friction the line will run out, and 
when the fish slacks up or turns, or runs back or pulls less 
than the friction of the wheel, the gear will immediately act 
and reel in the line. F. B. Broce, 
WasHineton, D. C. 

PICKEREL FISHING THROUGH ICE. 

Oho time approacheth when the rural angler taketh down 
the old cigar box from the kitchen mantel, where it 

has lain since last February, and looketh over his hooks, and 
examineth his lines with a critical eye for tender places. On a 
beam in the woodshed are the ‘‘tip-ups,” of more or less in- 
genious make, and these are also taken down ‘and sur- 
yeyed. The cool nights giye promise of ice on the ponds, 
and as soon as it will bear is the time when the labor of cut- 
ting holes will be the least and this is an important item to 
consider. Many a hole have I cut, when a boy, and many 
a long-snouted snake-eater have I flopped on the ice when 
the weather was so ‘‘Siberious” that it was a question which 
would freeze-first, the fish or I. There isno doubt about its 
being fun, for we looked forward to it each year, and eyen 
dignified it by the name of sport. 

Years brought experience in a higher class of angling, and 
winter fishing was voted dull and stupid. What a pity that 
the freshness of youth should pass and the enthusiasm be 
lost! How we did enjoy many things which have lost their 
savor, a8 we, in process of evolution, are changed from keen 
youths, whose very existence is one complete joy only 
marred by the hours spent in the school-room, to 6/asé men 
of the world who, like Sir Charles Coldstream, have seen 
all that earth affords and declare ‘‘there is nothing in it,” 
We occasionally haye symptoms of our boyish enthusiasm, 
and try hard to enjoy things as we remember we did, a sort 
of reverting to the ancient type, for the boy is said to be 
the father of the man, but the pulse has taken a steady gait 
and declines to spurt as in youth. 
Now it so happened that a friend who was quite wealthy, 

as I wish all my friends were, and owned a little shooting- 
box up in the wilds of Pike county, Pa., asked, one Janu- 
ary morning about six years ago, if I had ever fished for 
pickerel through the ice. He was assured that it had often 
occurred in the dim past, but the desire for it had long been 
outgrown, and that pickerel fishing in winter around a warm 
stove in a country grocery was now a more enjoyable form, 
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as it was not only more comfortable, but larger fish could 
be taken. 
He had a little lake, it had not been fished in years, no 

matter if the ice was too thick in January his game keeper 
would cut the holes; he would send up a good supply of all 
that makes life worth living, and he prevailed. We found 
the lake solid with twenty-one inches of ice and the wind 
howling. The old game keeper cut twenty holes and the 
snow drifted in them and froze almost as fast as he cut. 
The tip-ups would not work on account of the ice, and so 
we could run around about every half hour and test the lines 
to see if a fish wat on. An evergreen shelter on the shore 
afforded a screeen for men and fire and the live minnows 
were in a bait pail in a spring. We had three days solid 
sport which culminated on the last one by the capture of a 
yellow perch of about half a pound. This was cooked over 
the fire together with a rabbit that had been stopped by a 
bullet from my pistol, and we ate, smoked, and—told stories, 
while the wind howled. My friend asked me as we were 
leaying how Ilikedit. He was answered: ‘Tt may be cold 
and my fingers and toes may ache, my mustache may be 
frozen fo my chin, and an icicle hang from my nose, and there 
may be no pickerel in the lake, but I like it, O, I like it!” 

This was as far as this story was intended to go, but mem- 
ory harks back to a boyish trip from Albany down to Kin- 
derhook Lake, somewhere near forty years ago, more or less, 
and right here some fellows might quote Mazeppa, and say: 

I was a goodly stripling then; 

At seventy years [so may say, 

That there were few, or boys or men, 

Who in my dawning time of day, 

OF vassal or of knight's aegree, 

Could vie in vanities with me; 

For I had strength, youth, gaiety, 

A port, not like to this ye see, 

But as smooth as all is rugged now; 

For time, and care, and war, have ploughed 

My very soul from out my brow; 

And thus I should be disavowed 

By all my kind and kin, could they 

Compare my day and yesterday. 

They might quote that, but I won't mention it because it 
docs not fit in all places. However this may be, the facts are 
that early in December of this year long past, from boys 
ranging in years from ten to fifteen, footed it down to the 
lake mentioned, some ten miles or more, if memory serves, 
and cut holes in the thin ice, and with home-made tip-ups 
which hoisted a flag when a pickerel was on, took out thirty- 
nine pickerel, whose united weight was cighty-six pounds. 
The leader knew the grounds for he had been there before 
in older company, and at night we soid our fish to a carous- 
ing party from Troy, who had only three fish, for five 
dollars, and the holes for five more, a big pile for us, and we 
wended our way home rejoicing. A few years afterward I 
wrote this up in a friend’s fishing album with the following 
parody which he had published in the Albany /tnickerbockes. 
The parody ran: 

The fishers came down like wolves on the fold, 

Their toes were all frosted. their noses all cold, 

Their weather-peeled ‘‘bugles’ soon shone through the town; » 

They called for hot whisky, and gulluped it down, 

Then emptied their boots and wrung out a stocking, 

Showed a few little perch, and swore very shocking; 

Bought the pickerel we had, then lit out of here, 

With “a mighty good cateh,’’ and their skins full of beer. 

Freep MATHER. 
CoLD Sprine Harzor, N, Y. 

WESTERN LANDLOCKED. SALMON. 

NV R. W. A. BALLIE-GROHMAN writes as follows to the 
‘Ht London Field: 
Last year I spent six or seven months in the Kootenay 

district, that hitherto almost entirely unknown, most easterly 
portion of British Columbia, close to the Rocky Mountains, 
which form the boundary line between that province and 
the northwest. There became acgainted with the following 
details, which perhaps, from an ichthyological point of view, 
are of some interest: Kootenay Lake, a beautiful mountain 
tarp, surrounded by high, snow-peaked ranges, some cighty 
miles long and of great depth, is full of salmon, which to 
supply the pot of a hungry camp, we caught one night 
almost, say by the hundredweight, the largest. that tested 
our lines being fish of between 20 pounds and 25 pounds, 
the average weight about half that. Strange to say, these 
fish, as perfect salmon as you could find anywhere, were 
perfect landlocked ichthyological curiosities. To make 
myself understood, the following geographical facts must be 
remembered. The Kootenay River has its source in the 
main chain of the Rockies, and after a course of 400 miles 
it flows into the Kootenay Lake. This lake, while leaving 
numerous feeders in the shape of mountain torrents, has but 
one outlet, up which, however, salmon cannot get, for this 
outiet is a stream, or rather mountain torrent, with high falls 
in it, the highest being quite 40 feet in sheer altitude, It 
empties into the Columbia River. The Columbia, where 
annually (at its mouth) from 15,000,000 pounds to 35,000,000 
pounds of salmon are caught, is for its whole length (1100 or 
1200 miles) free of falls insurmountable by salmon, the 
highest, the world-famed Kettle Falls, being 24 feet in their 
height, and I believe the highest falls on record that are 
known to be leapt by these fish, Salmon, therefore, ascend 
the entire Columbia, and fill, when the high water recedes, 
ihe tiny Upper Columbia Lake, the only source of this great 
river, with masses of dead fish, a great attraction for all the 
bear in the surrounding country. This brings them, however, 
no nearer to Kootenay Lake, where theit existence is so 
extremely puzzling, and which was a standing matter of - 

discussion in our party, among whom there were two fisher- 
men of greut experience; one an English officer, who has 
plied his rod over some of the most famous salmon waters. 

The one explanation we could offer at the time, that the: 
outlet of Kootenay Lake was once without insurmountable 
falls, is far less tenable than the other one, across which 1 
stumbled in about the last place in the world—the reading: 
room of the British Museum. Tne Kootenay River, after 
flowing about a hundred miles through great canons and 
deep gorges, overshadowed by those as yet unascended 
giants of the northern Rockies—Mount Murchison, Richard- 
son, and Lefroy (about 14,000 feet reported altitude)— 

approaches at one point the Upper Columbia Lake to within 
one and a half miles, the intervening strip of land being an 
apparently level stretch of sparsely timbered meadow land. 
I say apparently level, for in reality there is, as we found, a 

difference of more than twenty feet between the surface of 
an : é 
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the little lake and the higher Kootenay River, which, after 
approaching to within this short distance, turns off sharply, 
again to pursue its first southerly, then again northerly, then 
again southerly course to Kootenay Lake, and down the 
outlet, 10 join, after an apparently perfectly needless journey 
of some four or five hundred miles, the waters of the 
Columbia, which it had approached to within almost rifleshot 
distance. Strange to say this one mile and a half strip 
of land between the two waters—one haying unbroken 
communication with the Pacific Ocean, the other not—is the 
key to this mystery, in so far as it shows how salmon got 
into Kootenay Lake, At present this strip is high and dry, 
and shows but little signs that water ever flowed over it—a 
fact of which it is difficult to find any record, for the country 
about this spot was, up to last year, entirely uninhabited by 
white men, and the Kootenay Indians, iords of this most 
lovely of spots, did not know, or would not know, of any 
such overflow. J 

To make it worse, travelers have strangely neglected this 
spot; and the few who have crossed the Rocky Mountains 
into British Columbia did so by the old Hudson Bay trail, 
two hundred and fifty miles to the north of this spot. Not 
even that most paintaking and intrepid of explorers, David 
Douglass, who was twice sent out fo the Columbia River by 
the Royal Horticultural Society, reached the source of the 
mighty Columbia. 
Were il not for the meritorious missionary father, De 

Smet, one of the boldest explorers we have had, who, in 
1841, left France to found the Oregon missions among the 
Indians of the Pacific coast, the above problem would 
probably remain unsolved. De Smet, who died only a few 
years ago, left three little volumes of letters behind him, one 
of them giving a detailed description of the upper Kootenay 
country, which he describes, and not without some right, 
asa paradise-like region. He mentions the fact that the 
Upper Columbia Lake receives a portion of the Kootenay (or 
as it was then called, Ares-a-plats) River water during the 
great spring freshets which occur in June and July, when 
salmon are swarming up the Columbia in millions, and 
hence at some time or other, probably not so long ago, some 
salmon, more adventurous than the rest, stemming the 
current flowing over this ove and a half-mile strip of ground 
during a particularly big freshet, managed to get into the 
Kootenay River, and thence down into the Kootenay Lake, 
where they have increased, and have retained all the 
characteristics that make a salmon a salmon, except their 
wonted annual return to their briny element. he fish 
whose delicious flaky cuts furnished us daily ‘‘erub” for 
months were descendents of salmon who traveled “overland” 
in a Manner reminding one of Munghausen’s tales, could the 
facts here mentioned be not so easily substantiated. 
Toward the end of September and beginning of October, 

we found that all the salmon of this species we caught 
showed signs of emaciation, while their sides and backs 
become discolored and stained. ‘They also would not bite 
so freely, and as we were to a great extent dependent upon 
our rifles and rods for the larder, we devoted ourselves in 
October more to salmon trout and trout. The former, 1 
may incidentally mention, grow in Kootenay Lake to about 
the same size as the salmon, ¢.¢,, 25 pounds, while the latter, 

“averaging about two pounds, inhabit the creeks and the 
outlet of the lake, and give wonderfully good sport, a small 
and gaudy salmon fly proving the deadliest among untutored 
fish, The Kootenay salmon appear to have retained their 
anadromous instinct, though there are but two creeks 
emptying in Kootenay Lake sufficienty free of high falls to 
allow salmon to ascend them. One, the largest of all the 
tributary creeks, called the Lardo, flowing into the lake at 
the most northerly point, is said to be a favorite spawning 
vround, Indians reporting this stream to be almost a solid 
mass of fish in August. The fact that they scoop them out 
with short-handled and most primitive landing nets—each 
family I ,was told taking in one day their. whole winter's 
provision—would seem to bear out the reported abundance. 

The Kootenay. River, down which at some time or other 
the progenitors of these salmon must have come, and which 
is more than 700 miles long, does not seem to be liked by 
them—at least we did not catch a single salmon in it, In 
the lake they seem to prey on small salmon trout and trout, 
more than half the fish we caught having other smal! ones 
in them, some as much as 10 ounces and 12 ounces in 
weight. 

The Kootenay salmon are, so far as 1 could judge, 
identically the same as the specie which, among five or six 
other varieties, chiefly frequents the Columbia River, It is 
popularly known as the spring silver salmon, 

It is to be hoped that the Dominion Government, under 
whose supervision the fisheries also in British Columbia are 
placed, will take prompt measures to prevent a possible 
extermination of these fine fish in Kootenay Lake, for 
impossible as it seems, I have no doubt, were similar 
vandalism to bé perpetrated in this lake as has almost 
annihilated the fish in Lake Pend d’Oreille, in Idaho Terri- 
tory, about a hundred miles to the south of it, eyen Kootenay 
Lake would suffer materially, though, being much deeper 
than the latter Jake, the work of destruction would take 
somewhat longer* 1] am referring here to the general use of 
ae powder (dynamite) which worked much ruin on Pend 
1’Oreille, covering acres of surface with fine salmon trout, 
which but three years ago were there iv untold numbers, 

For two and a half years—, e., during the construction of 
the Northern Pacific Railroad, which runs along the shores 
of Pend d’Oreille Lake for thirty or forty miles—some four 
or five thousand navvies were employed on its banks, giant 
powder being a commodity not only much used by the con- 
tractors, but also much stolen by the hands. <A barbaric 
warfare Was soon inaugurated by whites, Iadians and China- 
men, who were largely employed on this railway work, and 
soon made the most adept “giant powderers,” finding that 
they could make very much better wages going out into the 
middle of the lake and sinking a dynamite cartridge and 
selling wagonloadsful of their victims at the rate of ten 
cents (fivepence) for a 10-pound or 15-pound salmon trout, 
than shovelling earth. 

On stormy days the shores of this Jake, but a few months 
hefore buried in the densest and most solitary forest region 
in the United States, would be simply heaped for miles with 
carcasses of these fish that had not been secured by the 
slaughterers, and drifted ashore. The superintendent of the 
Pend d’Oreille division of this line informed me lust summer 
that, in two and a half years, no fewer than nineteen of his 
nayvies were either killed or lost limbs while giant-powdet- 
ing salmon trout in this lake—a fact which shows to what 
excess ii was used, and that ‘by men who were conversant 
with the proper handling of this dangerous explosive. The 
hope, therefore, that Kootenay Lake muy be preserved from 

down the outlet of the lake will commence is, in view of 
what I have related, at least a legitimate one, 
While writing, an American fishery commission report 

reaches me containing a not uninteresting account of the take 
of salmon during the last eighteen years by the boats em- 
loyed by the salmon ‘‘canneries” (or packing houses) estab- 
ished on the Lower Columbia, near the mouth of the river. 
Tt shows not only how quick this industry has assumed al- 
most gigantic proportions, illustrating the fiercely energetic 
Western man’s aptitude for developing a new business, but 
also what vast quantities of salmon ascend the Columbia. In 
my last letter I stated that the annual take of salmon varied 
between 15,000,000 and 35,000,000 pounds, the figures of the 
report indicate that the cannerics alone accounted last year 
for some 45,000,000 pounds (including the waste), leaving 
unrecorded the vast consumption by the thousands of Indians 
living along Columbia and its tributaries, and who are al- 
most eutirely dependent upon salmon for their food. Local 
evidence collected by me during my last year’s visit to the 
Columbia shows another and a fatal feature, 7. ¢., that at the 
present rate there will, in a very few yenrs, be not a salmon, 
so to speak, left in the Columbia. As usual, the frontiers: 
man is discounting the future at a startling rate, What has 
happened with the forests and the buffalo is now being re- 
peated with the salmon. 

LONG ISLAND FISH 140 YEARS AGO. 

WN the office of the United States District Attorney in St. 
Lonis, Mo., is a quaint and rambling little document 

containing much of the history of Huntington, L. I., mixed 
in with observations on the plants, fauna and climate of that 
locality, It is the field book of a surveyor of Joshua Hartt, 
who wrole it about the year 1745. He plunges from agricul- 
ture to morals, from morals to statistics, thence to surveys 
and topographical descriptions so abruptly as to be very 
amusing, though withal he draws a picture of the old royal 
grant of Huntington which will be very interesting to more 
than the residents of Suffolk county. 
The St. Louis Republican publishes a long extract from the 

book, and from that we take the following: 
“T have tinged in most cases ye salt meadow with green, 

I have used « scail of forty chain fo an inch and run from 
Fresh Pond to Clay Point, to Crab Meddow, to Crab Meddow 
Gut, to Soper’s Cove Gut, to Eton’s Neck Beach, to ye first or 
Little reaf of rocks which run off into ye Sound more than 
half a mile and are very dangerous to shipping. Many ves- 
sels having been shipwrecked here. Here is good fishing 
ground in ye summer season, for rock fish, a most delicious 
kind of fish. Heare abouts it is expected a lighthouse will 
be built for ye advantage of ye seaman. 

“Ye dandelion flowers in March, ye peach tree about ye 
middle of April, ye apple tree ye first week in May, ye dog- 
wood about ye 12th, at which time ye swallows appear, and 
disappear about ye same time in September. 

“Table—Libraries one, near or between Crab Meadow and 
Fresh Pond, Taverns 26; fish, black or rock fish, perch, bass, 
weakfish or blew fish or blew macarel, kingfish, brims, crabs, 
herring, trout, sturgion and every kind of bony fish, clams, 
soft. and hard, seollups, etc. 

“Ye greatest curiosity hereabouts it I know of is ye shell 
banks both on ye north and south sides of ye island. Some 
of them haye thousands of loads in them, both of the hard 
and soft shell kind. In taking them away (for they are good 
manure for heavy land) Indians’ bones are found, ston axes, 
bucks’ horns, points of arrows, pieces of pots, etc.” 

SOUTHERN SHAD TAKE BAIT. 

WN his report to the Commissioner of Agriculture of the 
State of Georgia, Dr. H. H. Cary, superintendent of fish- 

eries, makes a most remarkable statement concerning the 
taking of shad with bait in the Chattahoochee River. In 
order to state it correctly, we give it in his own words: 
Tn 1880, 1,000,000 shad fry were planted in the waters 

of Georgia, and in 1881, 1,800,000. This was the work of 
the United States Fish Commission. In three years after the 
planting they returned to find their spawning grounds. Of 
fhe planting of 1880, 400,000 were released in the Chat- 
tahoochee, at Ieeville, near Atlanta. It was not expected 
that these fish could pass up further than Columbus til) fish- 
ways were placed at the obstructions at that place, The fry 
constituting this plant were reported to me as being the Con- 
necticut River shad. It is well-known that the Connecticut 
River shad will take the bait, and the sporismen can find in 
the Northern markets tackle for shad fishing. The South 
Atlantic shad do not take the bait. True to their instincts, 
shad appeared in 1883 in the Chattahoochee River below 
Columbus, and were taken with the hook and bait. It is 
therefore reasonable to suppose that the fish thus taken were 
of the planting of Iceville in 1880. Of the 1,800,000 shad 
planted in 1881, 1,000,000 were released in the Ocmulgee at 
Macon, The fish, of course, were due on their return in the 
spring of the present year. I haye recently visited Macon 
and made careiul investigation in regard to the expected re- 
turn of these fish, and Iam pleased to say that I have not 
been disappointed. While there was no particular arrange- 
ment for catching shad, and hence the catch was light, still 
they must have appeared in large numbers, as a sporting 
gentlemen informed me full-grown shad were taken in con- 
siderable numbers, the fishermen standing on the bank of 
the stream and capturing them with the dip net, I men- 
tion these facts to show with what facility a barren river can 
be impressed by liberal plantings of the shad Iry.” 

Tue Hpreine oF CeNTRAL LAKE.—Central Lake, Mich., 
Noy. 8.—The herrings have made their appearance at our 
river. Henry Smith, a guide well-known to many of your 
readers, tells me he “heard them flapping” Jast night—Noy. 
7.. Among the many yarns current about these fishes is that 
which states that they come with the first snow and 
“bring winter.” The first snows came and went sonie days 
ago. The weather is delightful, and the mercury at 2 P. M. 
stood at 46° on the north side of my house. Last year they 
came I think about ten days later than this, There is no 
apparent evidence in the movements of these fishes that they 
observe more regularity than other creatures of their kind 
in any respect whatever. The boys are out with mosquito- 
nets in hopes to capture a few.— KELPIE. 

A HaAvrsur m STRANGE Quarrers.—The village of 
Riverhead, Long Island, is situated near the eastern end, 
just in “‘the fork of the bootjack,” being at the head of Little 
econic Bay, and the waters are shoal and not very salt near 

the village. Mr. N. W. Foster, a prominent citizen of the 
ace, writes to a fricnd that on Saturday, Nov. 15, a 65- 

A similar fate when the construction of the proposed railway und halibut was ceneht by a fifteen-year-old boy with an 

eel-spear in the river, near the dock at Riverhead. The 
iver is entirely fresh. water and tumbles over a mill dam 
almost into Little Peconic Bay, there being not over 300 feet 
from the-dam to where the shores of the bay begin. Mr. 
Foster suggests that Riverhead may yet become famous for 
its fisheries, 

Hishculture. 

THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

CONSTITUTION, WITH ALL ITS AMENDMENTS AND CHANGES FROM 

ITS ORGANIZATION TO ITS LAST MEETING IN 1883, 

COMPILED BY FRED MATHER. 

Crea constitution, as adopted at the first annual 
meeting, New York, December 20, 1874. From the first 

report of proceedings, 1872; pp. 3, 4. : 
ARTICLE I.—NAME AND QBsEHOTS.—The nameof this society 

shall be “The American Fish Culturists’ Association.” Its 
objects shall be to promote the cause of fishculture; to gather 
and diffuse information bearing upon its practical success; the 
interchange of friendly feeling and intercourse among the 
members of the Association; the uniting and encouraging of 
the interests of fishculturists, 
ARTICLE Il.—MeEmpers.—All fsheulturists shall, upon a two- 

thirds vote of the society, and a payment of three dollars, be 
considered members of the Association, after signing the con- 
stitution. The Commissioners of the various States shall be 
honorary members of the Association ex-officio. 
ARTICLE III,—OrricEers.—The officers of the Association shall 

be a president, a secretary, and a treasurer, and shall be 
elected annually by a majority vote. Vacancies occurring 
during the year may be filled by the president. 
ARTICLE IV.—Mrrtines.—The regular meetings of the 

Association shall be held once a year, the time and place being 
decided upon at the previous meeting. 
* ARTICLE V.—CHANGING THE CONSTITUTION.—The constitutio 
of the society may be amended, altered, or repealed by a two- 
thirds vote of the members present at any regular meeting, 

AMENDMENTS. 
Firs? AMENDMENT. —(Meeting at Albany, February 7, 1872),— 

“On motion of Mr. Livingston Stone, the constitution—was 
amended by striking out the word ‘and’ after the word ‘secre- 
tary’ in Article III. and inserting after the word ‘treasure’ the 
words ‘and an Hxecutiye Committee of three members,’ ” 
First Report, page 10. 
SECOND AMENDMEN?.—(Meeting at New York, February 10 

1874).—*On motion of Mr, F. Mather, the constitution was so 
amended that the list ‘of officers should include a vice-presi- 
dent.” Third Report, page 3. 
THIRD AMENDMENT.—(Meeting at New York, February 10 

1874).—“On motion of Mr. Stone, all those who had paid five 
dollars and signed the constitution, were made members of 
the Association without further action.” Third Report, page 

FoutH AMENDMENT.—(February 11, 1874).—"“Mr, H. J. Reeder 
moved that the constitution be amended by striking out the 
lasb paragraph of Article IT., relating to honorary members. 
Carried.” Third Report, page 5, 

_ firth AMENDMENT.—“Mr. Page moved that the Executive 
Committee consist of fiye. Carried.” Third Report, page 5. 
SixtH AMENDMENT.—(February 11, 1874).—‘-Mr. George 8, 

Page moved to amend Article II. by striking out the words ‘all 
fishculturists,’ and inserting the words ‘any person,’ Carried.” 
Third Report, page 5. 
SEVENTH AMENDMENT.—(February 9, 1875).—‘‘Mr. Page 

moved that Article IT. be amended by making the annual dues 
three dollars. Carried.” Fourth Report, page 4. 
EIGHTH AMENDMENT,—(February 28, 1878).—*The secretary 

(Mx. B, Phillips) proposed the following amendments to the 
constitution: ‘First, that the name of The American Fisheul- 
turists’ Association be changed, and that of The American 
Hisheultural Association be adopted. Carried, Second: 
That the number of the Hxecutiye Committee be increased 
from three to seven members. Carried.*” Seventh Report 
page 76, ; 

[A foot note at the end of the proceedings says: “In chancine 
the name of the Recs ctabionitr orn Fishoultaristy to Fisheultars 
the secretary proposed that in the constitution after the final 
word ‘Hishculturists’ the following be added: ‘and the treat- 
ment of all questions regarding fish, of a scientific and economic 
character.’ This change and addition to the constitution was 
adopted.” Report of seventh annual meeting, February 27, 28 1878: page 118.] ic 
NintH AMENDMENT.—(February 26, 1879),.—'Mr. Phillips 

moved for an amendment to Article 11]. of the constitution, so 
as to include a recording secretary.” Carried. Highth annual 
meeting, page 50. 
REsOLUTION.—(March 30, 1880).—Mr, Phillips offered the 

following: “That in case members do not pay their fees, and 
are delinquent for two years, they shall be notified by the 
treasurer, and if the amount due is not paid within a month 
that they be, without further notice, dropped trom the roll of 
membership.” Carried, Ninth annual meeting, page 54. 
TENTH AMENDMENT.—(March 30, 1881).—Mr. Mather proposed 

to amend the constitution to permit honorary members to be 
elected by a two-thirds vote, the same to be added to the con- 
stibution as a part of Article I, relative to members, and to 
read as follows: “Any person shall, upon a two-thirds vote of 
the society, be considered as an honorary member of the 
society.” Tenth annual meeting, page 3. 
ELEVENTH AMENDMENT.—(April 3, 1882).—Mr. Eyarts moved 

to amend the section relating to the election of officers by 
making those which are largely nonorary, as the president 
and vice-president, vacant after one year, and those holding 
them ineligible for the same office until after an interval of 
one year. Adopted. Eleventh annual meeting, page 4. 

CONSTITUTION, 
AS AMENDED UP TO AND INCLUDING THE TWELFTH ANNUAL 

MEETING ty 1883, 
ARTICLE I—NAME AND OBJEOTS.—The name of thi i shall be “The American Fisheultural Assoriation.# “Ths othe shall be to promote the cause of fishculvure; to gather and diffuse information bearing upon its practical success; the interchange of friendly feeling and intercourse among the members of the Association; the uniting and encouraging of ne aie ore mee calide of fishculturists; and the treatment 

questions regar 18 sclentifi i Of ahaa uM g ng hsh, of a scientific and economic 

ARTICLE I1,—MEMBERS.—Any person shall,upon a two-thi yote and a payment of three ioe become ” sadniben of tis Association. In case members do not pay their fees and are delinquent for twu years, they shall be notified by the treasurer, and if the amount due is not paid within a month they shall be, without further notice, dropped from the roll of On Eee person eney be made an honorary member 
é “thirds vote o reg eran @ members present at a regular 

_ ARTICLE IIT.—Oriicers,—The officers of the Associatio 
be a president and a vice-president, who shall be eligitle oe 
election to the same offices until a year after the expiracion of 
their terms, a corresponding secretary, a recording secretary 
a treasurer, and an executive committee of seven, which with 
the officers before named, shall decide upon the lace of Ineeting aod transact such other business as may be necessary 
when tht Association is not m sessign,* —_— ie 
ARTICLE IV.—MeErInGs,—The regular meetings of the 

Association shall be held once a year, the time and place being decided upon at the previous meeting, + 
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ARTICLEV.—CHANGING THE ConsTITUTION.—The constitution 
of the society may be amended, altered, or repealed, by a two- 
thirds vote of the members present at any regular meeting, 

[The revised constitution may be found in reports 1879, page 
61, and 1880, page 66. All honorary members were abolished 
in the third report, page 5, and the constitution was amended 
to allow of the appointment of such members at the tenth 
annual meeting (page 3), The “Order of Business” adopted by 
the Association will be found in the reports for 1877, page 7; 
1878, pages 5 and 116; 1879, page 51; 1852, page 4.] 

*Dhis is not the exact wording of the constitution, but it is the spirit 
efit. The original constitution does not mention an executive com- 
mittee, One is Arevded for in an amendmentin the first repott, 
page 10, and is afterward increased from three to five (Third Report, 
page 5) aud again to seven (Seventh Report, page 76). Tt has heen 
the custom for the president, vice-president, secretaries and treasurer 
to ba members, ev officio. of the executive committee, and such a law 
may Daye béen passed, If so, I have missed it. F. WM. 

tin the published reports there is no record of any date of meeting, 
so fixed. The first reference to such mode of anperting dates of 
Mmetting will be found at the close of the fifth annual meeting of the 
Association in New York. Feb, §, 1876 (Fifth Report, page %), The 
second reference to this clause wil be found in the report of the 
special meeting of the Association in Philadelphia, Feb. 14 and 15, 
1877, page 7. The third date ef meeting appointed is left indefinite as 
fo the days. but indicates February, 1879 (Report of seventh annual 
meeting, Meh, 27 and 28,1878 page 118), In the proceedings of the 
eighth meeting, Feb, 25 and 26, 1879, it will be seen that (page 60) “the 
meeting adjourned to meet again in March or April, 1880, at the call 
of the sxecutive committee.” In the proceedings of the ninth annual 
meeting, page 65, these words oceur; “The meeting then adjourned to 
next year, the date to be fixed at some future time by the executive 
committee,” The report of the tenth annual meeting merely says: 
‘The meeting adjourned.’’ The eleventh report does not mention 
the adjournment. while the last one, June 7, 1883, page 75, says: ‘'The 
tmneeting then adjourned.’ This appears to mé to sanction the 
appointing of the time and 
committee. 

place of meetings by the executive 
F. M. 

Che Kennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS: 

Dec. 16, 17, 18 and 19.—Third Bench Show of the Southern Massa- 
chusetts Poultry Association, Taunton, Mass. Wm. C. Davenport, 
Assistant Seeretary, 

Dec, 30, 31 and Jan, 1, 2, 1885.—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 
Association, Meriden, Conn, Joshua Shute, Secretary. 
Feb. 1 to 11, 1885.—New York Fanciers’ Olub, Third Annual Exhibi- 

tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Square 
apie Feb. 1 to 11, 1885, Ohas. Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
street. 

dan. 1) to 14, 1885.,—World’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
ha. Mr, Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. 

Jan. 27, 28, 29 and 30,—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr. H. W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N, B, . 
March 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Seconé Annual Besch Show of the Gin- 
ote CHE TISIRAH ® Club, Cincinnati, O. Charlés Lincoln, Superin- 
endent, 
March 18, 19 and 20, 1885.—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

Kennel Club, KE. 8, Porter, Secretary, Naw Haven, Conn. 
April 7 to 10, 1885,— First Annual Bench Show N. &. Kennel Club, 

Musie Hall, Boston. J, A. Nickerson, Secretary, 159A Tremont street, 
Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Noy, 21.—Third Annual Trials of the Robins Island Club, Robins 

island, i. L. Open to members only. Mr. A, T. Plummer, Secretary 
Dec. 2.—Second Annual Trials of the Pacific Coast Field Trials 

Bae at Walltown Timber, Cal, N. HE, White, Secretary, Sacramento 
Dal, 

Dee, 5 —Sixth Annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 
at Canton, Miss. D, Bryson, Seerétary, Memphis, Tenn. 

Dec, 15,—Southern Sportsmen’s Association Trials, Canton, Miss, 
Mr. T. K. Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A. K,. R. 

JHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc, (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month. Entries close on the Ist. Should be in early, 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fea (45 cents) mustaccompany each entry, No entries 

inserted unless paid in advanee. Yearly subscription $1, Address 

‘‘American Kennel Register,’’ P, O. Box 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1'70'7, Volume L., bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50, 

THE COLLIE CLASSES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: : 
I was very glad to read your report Oct, 25, and have 

studied Mr. Mortimer’s letter in your issue of the 13th inst. 
with much interest, : 
Allow me to suggest that the whole secret of the ‘‘peculiar 

decisions” lies in the fact that the judges, as a rule, have only 
a theoretical knowledge of collies, picked up from yarious 
books, A good judge of a collie must have practical experi- 
ence, like Mr, Stanly Thompson, of England, and others, and 
not move in one narrow groove, seeing only one strain of col- 
lies, as the most of the breeders in this country. — : 

For instance, Mr. Watson, although painstaking, knowing 
the long rough-haired Highland collie, knows not the collie of 
the Cheviot Hills, Cumberland, etc., and Souther England, 
his knowledge being from books of “Stonehenge,” so must 
only be superficial, and therefore his decisions must follow bis 
icture books. Mr. Kirk, although a better judge than Mr, 

Watson from force of circumstances, is still too ‘“‘booky.” Mr. 
Mortimer, I can positively prove, does not know a collie when 
he sees one, and themstars cannot give correct judgments, how- 
ever willing and anxious he may be to do so, and the only 
real and practical judge we have on this side of the Atlantic 
is Mr. John Davidson; that is, so far as experience tells, What 
Dr, Downey or Mr. Apgar know we have no means of know- 
ing, but if they combine practical with theoretical knowledge 
we must all welcome them heartily. | ; ‘ 
The remedy issimply this, Getrid of theoretical judges 

who rely only upon their book-read knowledge, no matter 
how painstaking and well-meaning they may be, and in future 
employ only competent men, GRENVILLE HARSTON, 
Toronvo, Nov. 17. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE DEERHOUND. 

Rditor Forest and Stream: ; i 
Ta your issue of Oct. 2, ‘‘Scottish Lance” sees well to place his 

weapon against me for presuming to write an article on the 
deerhound, Now, I never intended to give a list of all the noted 
deerhound breeders, although I could easily have compiled it 
fromthe K. ©. S. Books. Neither wished Ito ignore any Irish 
or Scotch sportsman. At the same time, I never heard Mr. 
Morrison’s name mentioned in connection with deerhounds, 
and alll know of him is through a Scotch friend who bought 
some dog biscuits at his shop, inentioning his name; and 1 
believe 
Birmingham dog show, where he was judging a breed of set- 
ters tor which, [ understood, he was rather noted. Butif he 
or ‘Scottish Lance” have any information on the deerhound 
that they can throw into readable form, I, for one, should be 
delighted to read ib. * ba . F 

“Scottish Lance” misread my article, but if he will re 

peruse it he will see that I distinctly claimed for Dreland and 

Wales as much rightto therough greyhounds as that it be- 

longed to Scotland, and owing to Howel the Good's laws pro- 
tecting the great rough greyhound, every Welshman has a 
claim to be considered a countryman of this Celtic race, as it 
has ever been considered by the avlest writers and historians. 

Again, I never mentioned the Harl of Mar as a breeder of the 

see, except it is to drag in the fact of Lord 

whole of 

met the same person at the godeey dinner at the 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
— 2. 

_s —_—s 

[Nov. 20, 1884. 

deerhound; all that I said was in reference to his Irish grey- 
hounds mentioned in ‘‘Taylor’s Penniless Pilgrimage,” which 
“Sottish Lance” quotes in extenso to no purpose that I can 

i ar’s haying rigged 
Taylor up in Tartan plaids and the breeks and trews, and the 

‘Seottish Lance’s” effusion reads to me as if hisimpar- 
tiality was a little warped in favor of his own countrymen, 
their dogs and togs. 
He is plainly out of his depth when he writes about Solo- 

mon’s mentioning the greyhound. Ifhe turns to the marginal 
reference he will see the word rendered greyhound in our 
version, may as correctly be rendered so “horse,” and more 
correctly than either “‘girt in the loms,” The Rey. Phillott, 
in his commentary, says of this word greyhound: ‘‘Literally, as 
the margin points out, one girt about the loins; some under- 
stand the word to denote a horse, others a wrestler, but refer- 
ence is probably made to a runner or courrier, who girds up 
his loins tightly in orderto run on a post journey.” Inthe 
Chaldee paraphrase and Vulgate it 1s called a cock, by R, Levi 
a leopard, and others the zebra. With regard to the theory 
of the Phosnician importation of the greyhound, old classical 
writers regarded the rough ereyhound of Britain as an indi- 
enous Celtic race. However, I quite admit that from the 
Ibanian or Suliot crossed with the Persian greyhound it 

would be possible to breed an animal very closely resembling 
the Irish wolfhound in type, but vastly inferior to it. While 
thanking ‘Scottish Lance” for his left-handed compliment to 
ny Sati of writing on the mastiff, IT was only organ 
grinder, or secretary and treasurer, to the mastiff club, of 
which, from its commencement until its close last year, the 
Earl of Caledon, an Irishman, was the president. 

MaLcoum B. WYNN. 
Roratry, England, Oct. 18, 1884. 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

XVII. 

Wie do you enjoy most, Mr. Seeretary of the National 
Breeders’ dog show, anticipation, realization or retro- 

spection? I can hear you reply across the Atlantic, ‘“Re- 
trospection, of course,” so I should think, most badgered and 
baited one, 
Nobody who has never tried it can paint in his imagination 

the faintest picture of the worry and work, the sneers and 
the slurs that loom big and fateful in the path of the pro- 
moter. To organize and carry through a dog show requires 
not only energy and ability, but an insensibility to envious at- 
tack that few men possess. From the time the first seledule 
is poriee till the last receipt for prize money comes to hand, 
“there is a heap of trouble on the secretary’s head.” 

Tf Mr. Watson has reached this last stage, I congratulate 
him and his supporters who have seen him through. The 
National Breeders’ in breaking away from the foolish conti- 
nental practice of haying the judging done on the second or 
third or last day of the show have put themselves in accord 
with our exhibitions. I don’t believe there is a.show held in 
England where the judging does not take place on the first 
day, 4s soon as the publie are admitted or before, At Birm- 
ingham the dogs are judged in private on Saturday and the 
public are admitted on Monday. The principle is the same, 
because visitors see the winners on the first day the show is 
open and to a majority of the public the winners are all they 
come ta see, 
[have walked threugh several shows on the Continent, and 

it aroused in me a feeling of vexation to see no prize cards up, 
1 also observed thatthe delay bred speculations, often disap- 
pointments, and generally gave time for the birth of discon- 
tent. Waiting for the trial under any circumstances, or in any 
position, is an irksome suspense; everybody would prefer to 
be tried soon and haye sentence passed, for then they know 
the worst—or best. 

Thereis also another view which, however, is not likely to 
have troubled their owners—the dogs aré sentenced to confine- 
ment anyhow, the knowledge to some of them that their 
owner had won a cup might be solacing, butI think their 
chief gain consists in the extra attention and unchary cuddle- 
ment bestowed upon them by both sexes of the sightseers, 

Tt is a play to the unobtrusive thinker to watch a lovely 
woman sitting in the straw by the side of a huge, successful 
Mastiff, caressingly toying with the indifferent, nnappreci- 
ative brute, whogives no sign of satisfaction when the fair, 
soft cheek is lovingly Jaid against his lowering mask. 
But the interest lies In watching the watchers, generally 

two, a biped and a quadruped. The biped, in kid boots, en- 
yiously chews his cane, disgusted with such waste. The 
quadriuped occupies the next bench and wistfully looks round 
his partition for just one kind word of consolation. 
By limiting their show to three days, the National Breeders 

merit the approving thanks of those who love their faithful 
friends as well as the cups they win them; but with most of us 
itis vanitas vanitatwn—all is vanity. : 

It varies very much in this country the number of days a 
show keeps open. It depends also npon many circumstances. 
I don’t commend one-day shows, because with a large jentry 
the judging usually extends far into fhe eyening, and the 
visitors don't get a fair look at the dogs, many of which will 
be off their benches being judged. Twodays are better than 
one, but thatouly leayesa clear morning, because the packing 
and cleaning off will commence inthe afternoon of the secon 
day, Three days Llook upon as the solution favorable to man 
and beast. This gives the visitors the middle day all to them- 
selves. 
The Kennel Club exhibitions used to last from Friday to 

Tuesday, but this arrangement was in consideration of gate 
money only. In this manner the club secured the half holi- 
day on Saturday, and they generally contrived to catch the 
Monday, bank holiday, But public opinion got too strong for 
the clib. Some objected on behalf of the “Sawbeth,” others 
complained that the blank day uselessly prolonged the dogs’ 
confinement, so now we have made it from Tuesday to Friday, 

T hold, then, that the promoters and supporters of the Nati- 
onal Breeders’ Show have deserved well of your dog-showing 
community for their enterprise and progress, And as there 
is no harm in learning, perhaps other shows will ‘please 
copy.” 
Phave just read in your columns a letter from the secretar 

of that show, in which he feelingly goes over some of the roug 
ground he has had to trayel on.° But what in the name of 
novelty does he mean when he says that those who attend the 
show on the second day “have a treat in store,” that “a well- 
known Philadelphia gentleman who never does things by 
halves, proposes to receive the visiting exhibitors, judges, and 
others;” and then the writer concludes with, ‘‘on that score [ 
need say no more.” Why not? I don’tagree withhim! I want 
to know alot more. It has puzzled me yery much, I don’t 
understand it. Tam as bewildered as was Martin Chuazlewit 
when Captain Kedgick told him of “the sort of lé-vee” he was 
to hold, Will it be one of that sort, filing by and shaking 
hands? If so, am quite certain that its introduction over 
here would not be accepted with joyous satisfaction. 

don’t think that it would be atall practicable for Mr. 
Shirley, the modest chairman of the Kennel Club, to “receiye” 
in this manner, His thoughts would be worth more than the 
conventional penny when Mr. Wyndham Carter held out his 
hand, and blunt Hugh Dalziel gave him the grip cordial that 
started the tears to his eyes. To Dickens's list of “diversities 
of grasp, the tight, the loose, the short-lived, and the /inger- 
ing!” we would add “the sayage.” 4 

tis an old tale but a good one of the naval captain ‘full of 
strange oaths” who, after receiving a hint to express his 
forcible command without swearing the next time he was m- 
furiated with.a sailor’s clumsiness in the rigging, bawled ta 
him, ‘Come down from that, God bless you,” and then added, 

“to affect doggy circles. 

“you know what I mean.” I faney some of the people who 
would shake Mr, Shirley’s hand would feel inclined to mutter, 
“you know what I mean.” 
Wellingborough show was most satisfactory for a first 

venture. The point of interest appeared to be at the basset 
benches, where squatted with wise judicial air twenty-two ot 
these solemn hounds. ] Tt_was a wonderful entry for a local 
show and owing, I was told, to an energetic ‘kennel to kennel” 
whip, There was little to notice for quality or quantity in 
the other classes. 
_ Lwas grievously disappointed at not beimg able to get a day 
in town to see the Hox-terrier Club's show. The entry (254) 
could not be called even an average one, I think the claims of 
so many other terrier breeds are weakening their lines. The 
fact is that it 1s easy enough to buy a: tepape tun,” butit is sur- 
prisingly hard to breed # “‘flyer.” That wonderful lucky dog: 

esult continues to career away with money, cups and 
medals, in fact I believe his record has passed the sensational 
Cracknell’s. Briges won again in wire-hairs, I wonder if 
his noble owner gets many stud fees for his dog since the law 
case about him, 

Mr. Hdwin Nicholis appears to have sold bis champion 
bloodhound rather cheap at £150, If I had been asked to 
value the dog I should have put him down at £200, and that 
the lowest. Certainly there are not many bitches for the best 
bloodhound to serve; but, on the other hand, it is a breed that 
always commands a high stud fee. 

I suppose they may be taken for what they are worth, but 
canards are on the wing, and they quack that Triumph’s pedi- 
gree isnot pure bloodhound, mais que voulez-vous? 
The bad times complained of in trading pursuits don’t seem 

Another collie has changed his abode 
“at a high figure.” This time it is Young Cockie, the hand- 
some youngsttr that swept the boards at the last Kennel Club 
show. He is a most upstanding dog and a grandson of the 
veteran celebrity, Charlemagne, though not a sable, like most 
of that illustrious strain. 
With great glee I write it that the Mastiff Club have decided 

to try the case of Crown Frince’s disputed paternity. I look 
forward to some sport. Unless they have a few strong men 
on the committee of inquiry it will end in smoke, They musi 
call each person interested in the case, and examine and cross- 
examine freely. I eaeere several promising candidates for 
the Ananias stakes will make their appearance. I should like 
to be present when Corsincon is examined, and I can realize 
that some would be glad to be absent, for he has a most offen- 
sive habit of speaking the truth on the smallest provocation. 

I am sincerely sorry to see that all Dr. Winslow’s dogs are 
for sale. This will be another good man gone out of dogs. 
The editor of the Stock Keeper has Been obliged to put the 

extinguisher on the bulldog correspondence, The style and 
tone boiled over at the end. One of the writers, “‘Cyprus,” 
callsa gentleman, whose opinions are not bis, ‘‘a scurrilous 
and malicious libeller,” and “an ill-conditioned sand foul- 
mouthed fancier.” His arguments, I must admit, are sound, 
but his language is ‘‘beastly.” 

In the Shooting Times appears avery knowing letter about 
me, or should I say, w. The writer chuckles with self-satis- 
faction on his discovery from ‘“‘internal evidence” (rather a 
medical expression suggestive of chops and the channel) that 
“at least two men are concocting these letters.” So I should 
think, ‘‘at least two.” Did any of our readers ever suppose 
one small head could carry all I know? Still Mr. perspicaci- 
ous “Setter,” as you calJl yourself, I shall continue to sign for 
the writers *‘Lillibulero,” simply from a personal grudge I - 
bear the word ‘‘Co,.” 

'Setter’s” spiteful remarks about dog dealing and the “con- 
federate” are vntruthful besides being rude, Perhaps we 
have sold some dogs to America, but no confederates or ac- 
complices were required. These columns afford me seductive 
opportunities of recommending ‘‘a friend who has a dog that 
I think would suit you,” and I have several letters kindly for- 
warded by the editors. The authors of them know what in- 
decent haste I have displayed to supply them with ‘‘leetille 
dawegs.” 

“Setter” bemy “on the job,” as the expressive if inelegant 
racing phraseology has it, must polish off Mr. Mason at the 
same time, so he says he “does not wonder at the Doctor sit- 
ting on him,” Tt seems to me astrange liberty to take with 
a gentleman, but the medical man thinks it will soothe the 
seat of irritation. I may be wrong, but his letters have not 
inclined me to suppose there is much “softness” about Mr. 
Mason. “Setter” says ‘itis doubtfulif Mr, Mason will ever 
recover fromthe blow.” Probably notif, as “etter” says, 
the Doctor was really sitting on him at the time. 

However, [don’t think “Setter” means much harm, there 
are no bones broken, though I should imagine that his coun- 
tr'ymen would prefer when he again makes himself their un- 
invited mouth-piece that he should lower another bucket into 
the ‘well of English undefiled” on the chance of getting some- 
thing clearer than this sentence; “Now, we do not object to 
trade per se here, butwe do object to any but occult trad- 
ing.” “Occult? is good, if you know what it means; but 1 
won't analyze the sentence—its ambiguity is too complete. 
Let it stand with that other observation, the bearings of 
which “lay io the application on it.” Iam pleased for the 
opportunity of turning it up. ‘‘Whereby, why not? If 80, 
what odds? Canany man say otherwise? No, Awast then!’ 
Jack Bunsby might have been jealous of ‘‘Setter.” 

“Setter” also had a shot at the identity of “‘Lillibulero,” and 
mentioned two names, which the editor, howeyer, with a dis- 
cretion that does credit to his journalistic knowledge, declined 
to print, It is unlikely that ‘Setter’ would have hit it “in 
once,” and hisvanudom guesses would probably have caused 
unnecessary annoyance to the bearers of the two names. 

There is a subject which I should gladly ignore but that to 
do so would be shirking my duty of keeping you informed on 
current doggy affairs. An article has appeared in one of our 
papers, the circulation of which is so small as to be almost a, 
private one. The subject of the article is Mr. prep neny the 
secretary of the Kennel Club, and the writer is Mr. Wyndham 
Carter, editor and proprietor of the paper. ‘ 
The article has stirred up much excitementin keunel circles, 

and people are speculating upon what the result may be. The 
secretary is attacked with unparaileled asperity in his official 
and private capacities, The very gravest charges are made, 
and an inquiry of some sort musttollow. Mr. Carter has pre- 
judiced his casein my mind, by unreasonably coupling the 
chairman with the secretary. Nobody will belieye what he 
says about Mr, Shirley, and they may thereby be led to dis- 
count his charges against Mr. Stephen. 
T don’t know how much truth there may be in the rumors 

that Mr. Carter gives currency to the pretended change in the 
secretaryship, the wish may be only tather to the thought, 
there is much ill-blood between them, All men have their 
friends and enemies and Mr. Stephen is na exception. 
There are many men who dislike him and who would 
be puzzled to give their reason for it. This much, though I 
must, on evidence, admit that whatever spd he may do inside 
the club by the manner in which he fulfills his office, outside 
the club he has raised much acrimony against the club and 
himself by his cavalier and overbearing mien. He has done 
more than is relished to ruffle people’s feelings against the 
dictatorial tone of the Kennel Club. There are many good- — 
mannered gentlemen in the club whom it would be untair ta 
suspect of such hectoring intentions, but their very nnidness 
keeps them out of sight, Mz. Carter's attack is deficienh in 
consistency and public motive; he might have struck a sym- 
pathetic chord in some minds if, instead of heaping up promis- 
cuous contumely on Mr. Stephen he had applied personally to 
him the reproach of Junius to Wilkes, ‘You talk of yourself 
with too much authority and importance. By assuming this 
false pomp and air of consequence you either give general dis- 
pust, or what is infinitely more dangerous, you expose yourself 

— CS 



further and told the Kennel Club; “The exhibitors are a 
fastidious people and will not submit to be talked toin so high 
atone by a set of private gentlemen of whom they know 
nothing,” or not nach, LILLIBULERO, 

Nav. 1, 1884. 

ROBIN’S ISLAND CLUB. 

XHE third annual field trials of the Robin's Island Club 
will be run Noy. 21, Following are the entries; 

- - ALL-AGED STAKE, 
MontTacur.—wW. B, Eendall’s black and tan setter dog Mon- 

fague (Gypsuii1—F'an), 
Doyn,—W, B. Dickerman’s liver and white pointer dog Don 

(Carney’s Van—Meridith’s bitch). 
Moxn.—A. T. Plummer’s black and white setter dog Moke 

(St. Elmo—Prairie Rose). 
Dare.—H. D. Polhemus'’s liver setter dog Dare. : 
Sy. Ives.—L. Waterbury’s liver and white setter dog St. 

Tves (St. Elmo—Maida), 
Berkecey [1,—N, D. Putuam’s red Irish setter dog Berkeley 

IL. (Chief—Gussie). ; : ; 
Brssin,—W. H. Force's liver and white pointer bitch Bessie 

(Sensation—Mineola). ; 
Prince Hanu.—John B, McCue's orange and white setter dog 

Prince Hal (St. Elmo—Maida). . ; 
MARQUIS DE Corrnzn,—Dr, 8, Fleet Speit’s black, white 

and tan setter dog Marquis de Correze (Emperor Fred—Lizzie 
Lee). 
S Humo V.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir’s black, white atid tan. set- 

ter dog St. Elmo V. (St, Elmo IV.—Counitess Louise), 
ae T.—Dr, 8. Fleet Speir’s black, white and tan setter dog 

Dan T, 
BLADE 0’ GRAsS.—L. H, Bullard’s orange and white setter 

dog Blade o’ Grass (St. Elmo ['V.—Countess Louise). 
m110.—L, H. Bullard’s red Irish setter dog Philo (Derg— 

Kathleen). 
Dovcias.—lf. KH, Taylor's black, white and tan setter dog 

Douglas (Chancellor—F an). 
BELLE.—A. 8. Swan’s orange and white setter bitch Belle, 
Count Dayn,—A. 8. Swan’s black, white and tan setter dog 

Count Dan (Chancellor—Fan). 
BRIGHTON.—S. B. Duryea’s black and tan setter dog Brighton, 

(Gypsum—Wrag). / 
Eero — WV, Hi Force’s black setter dog Doctor (Gypsum— 

Fan). 
BEAU SUFFOLK,—Dr, 8. Fleet Speir’s liver and white pointer 

dog Beau Suttolls, 
Rury.—H, D. Polhemmus’s liver and white pointer bitch 

Ruby. 
Purpe— Dbauricey Marshall's orange and white setter dog 

Pride. 
Frrcy.—Geo. RK. Sheldon’s orange and white’ setter dog 

Perey. 
BRACE STAKE. 

H, D, Polhemus'’s Dare and Ruby. 
L. Waterbury’s St. Ives and Prince Hal. 
W. H. Force’s Doctor and Bessie. 
Dr. 5, Fleet Speir’s Romeo and St. Elmo V, 

mil THE FASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

HE sixth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials 
Club commenced at High Point, N. C,, last Thursday 

with the Members’ Stake. There were twenty-one nomina- 
tions. fifteen of which put inan appearance. Mr. Elliot Smith 
of New York, and Mr. ©. Fred Crawford of Pawtucket, R. I., 
acted as Judges, and performed their duties in a very accept- 
able manner, 

_ The weather has been so warm and itis sovery dry that much 
of the work has not been so good asis usually seen at the 
trials, although some of it was remarkably good. There has 
been no rain there for moreéthan three months, andthe ground 
is parched and as hard as flint, and most of the dogs were 
footsore. Nearly all of the small streams are entirely dry 
and most of the birds are found near the larger streams, where 
the cover is dense, making it impossible for the spectators to 
obtain a good view of the work, and causing the judges no 
end of trouble to see what was going on; indeed we have no 
doubt that in a number of instances their score books would 
have shown different fioures had they been able to see all that 
transpired, but as they could only take cognizance of what 
they actually saw, they could not score a fiush for birds that 
came from certain localities, even when circumstances were 
very suspicious as to the agency that set them going. Many 
of the flushes were of course excusable, especially when 
among the dry leaves, and only good noses and level heads 
could do good work even under the most fayorable cireum- 
stances. 
We were pleased to see so many entries for this stake, and 

hope, in time, to see it take its propel place as the most im- 
portant event of the yearly meeting. The Pittsburgh Fire- 
arms Company aud Mr. Bayard Thayer, of Boston, Mass., gave 
a very nice hammierless gun as an extra prize in this stake, 
and the club dseided to allow the winner of first the choice 
between this and the cup, and the winner of second to take 
the remaining prize, Much enthusiasm was manifest among 
the members regarding this stake, and although there was an 
earnest rivalry, the best of feeling prevailed, and in every case 
the loser was the first to heartily congratulate his successful 
rival, Birds were abundant, but the lack of scent made it 
difficult and often impossible to find them, and the running 
consequently was somewhat prolonged, and attimes tiresome. 
The dogs were drawn to run as follows: 
BucKELLEW.—W. A. Coster, Flatbush, L. 1, orange and 

white English setter dog, A.K.R. 50 (Druid—Ruby), 
against 

Princess WaRwics.—John G, Heckscher, New York, black, 
white and tan English setter bitch (Warwick—Ollie), 

Viston.—F. R. Hiteheock, New York, liver and white 
pointer bitch (Croxteth—Vinnie), 

against 
Brimsronn.—W, A, Coster, Flatbush, L. 1. lemon and white 

English setter bitch, A.K.R. 29 (Gladstone—Swaze). 

Lucta.—D. 8. Gregory, Jy., 2d, New York. liver and white 
pointer bitch (Croxteth—Belle), 

against 
SLocuUM,— Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass., Gordon setter dog 

(Thayer's Turk—Beauty). 

Rur.—Bayard Thayer, Boston, Muass., lemon and white 
pointer bitch, A.E.R. 401 See pen gn Ruy): 

against 
Princess HELEN.—J, Ctto Donner, New York, orange and 

white English setter bitch (Thunder—Bessie), 

Kary D.—B, F=Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white and 
tau English setter bitch (Count Seo Destine Novice), 

against 
* _Drana Il.—Charles Heath. Newark, N. J,. black and white 
Buglish setter bitch (Dash LUT.—Diana). : 
Gus Bonpuu.—J. W. Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white 

and tan English setter dog (Dasbing: Bondhu—Noyel), 
agains ; 

Jack W.—Col. Albert G. Siuo, Vincennes, Ind., orange and 
white English setter deg (Sargent—Eva). 

Cormyn.—Geo. T, Lewch, New York, red lvish setter bitch 
~~ (Peter—Countess), 

against 
Grraravoe.—J. W. Orth Hittstureb Pa., black, white and 

- tan English setter biteh (Gladstone—Nelle). 

to be laughed at.” He might have carried the quotation 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Brock.—Geo. T. Leach, New York, red Irish setter dog 
(Bos¢o—My Duchess}, 

against 
BELLE OF THE BALL.—Charles Heath, Newark, N, J., black, 

white and tan English setter bitch (Pontiac—Rhoda). 

DasHinc Novice.—B. F. Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, 
white and tan English setter bitch (Dash If.—Noyel), a bye. 

Owing to the absence of Princess Warwick, Dashing Novice 
was ordered torun against Buckellew, and as Jack W. was 
also absent, Gus Bondhu obtained the benefit of the bye. 

BUCKELLEW AND DASHING NOVICH, 

Thursday was a beautiful day, although the heat was rather 
oppressive for a tramp over the fields. There was a gentle 
breeze from the northwest that slightly tempered the warmth 
of the atmosphere and gaye the dogs some little chance to 
scent the birds. Leaving the hotel at 12:55, we went a short 
distance north, and turning into a field of sedge, the dogs were 
cast off. Both dogs are well-known to the readers of FoREST 
AND STREAM, Buckellew haying acquitted himself with honor 
in the Members’ Stake the past two years, and Novice being 
the winner of both the National and Pennsylvania Derby 
three years ago, and dividing second with Sue at the Chicken 
Trials the next year. Both started off at a fair gait, Buck 
having a little the best of it in this respect, Novice being too 
fat and sott to show at her best. We drew several fields blank, 
and had gone nearly a mile, when a beyy flushed wild while 
Noyice was challenging in a thicket fifty yards 
to the right of them. They settled in some tall 
grass, but part of them again fiushed before we 
came nearthem. Novice meantime swung for them over a 
knoll out of sight, and then worked around to the left and 
made @ point to a part of the bevy, and as she was not seen a 
search was made for her, but she was not found until her birds 
flushed from somé cause, we could not see what. When she 
showed herself, just after, Buck had nailed one in fine style on 
top of the hill, Mr, Coster flushing it to order. Novice then 
came up and cfopred just as one rose in front of her, The 
judges then flushed two or three, and Buck swung round and 
tmnade # Nice point to a single, Novice was called to back, but 
catching scent of another as she came toward him, she dropped 
on point and held her bird, while Mr. Coster flushed the one 
in front of Buck, who then went on afew steps and backed 
Novice. Her bird was then put up by Mr. Wilson, who hit it 
hard, but it went on and was afterward found dead. This 
was very good work. We then worked down to the creek, 
where Novice pointed a single in the thicket, which was 
flushed to order. Meantime the spectators had put up a bevy 
which flew back. Working out of the thicket, Navive dropped 
on point where a hare had been, but she soon moved on. 
We then turned back to where the birds had been 
marked down, where Buck made a nice point to a 
single, which Mr. Coster flushed to order. Novice then 
dropped to point where some birds had been flushed, and as 
Buck could not see her he was ordered to drop. A little fur- 
ther on Novice made a beautiful point which Buck honored, 
but nothing was found. Buck then swung into some pines 
and made a capital point to a single bird, which Mr. Coster 
flushed to ordered and winged; Buck retrieving it nicely. 
They were then ordered up and the heat awarded to Buckel- 
lew. Down one hour and nine minutes. This was a capital 
heat and a fitting opening. Buck has very singularly been 
the first dog drawn for this stake three years in succession. 
He is a yery steady, reliable dog and has lots of hunting sense. 
Novice, although beaten, was not disgraced. Sheis one of the 
busiest workers that we ever saw, and had she been in condi- 
tion she would have made a better race. She was also unfor- 
tunate in not getting credit for a good pieceot work when she 
made her cast and found the birds, but was not seen. 

. VISION AND BRIMSTONE. 
This brace were put down in the sedge at 2:34, Vision ran 

last year in the All-Aged Stake, beating her sire, Croxteth, 
She was all off in nose and could not smell them. Brimstone 
is a very sweet little bitch, with lotsof go. She shows consid- 
erable style, and appears to have a good nose and gives prom- 
ise of turning out a clinker if nothing befallsher. After a 
short spin in the open, Brimstone swung into some pines and 
made a stylish point, with her tail almost straight in the air, 
Vision backing her in equally good style. Three or four birds 
had been flushed from there a few minutes before, and as Mr. 
Coster did not readily put up the bird we thought it a false 
point, but she knew better, and held her point staunchly until 
the bird was flushed, We then worked over to a knoll where 
some birds had been marked down, and Brimstone again 
found and made a nice point, which Vision very gracefully 
honored. Mr. Coster flushed and killed the bird to order, and 
Brimstone made a few jumps, but stopped to order. She was 
then sent to retrieve, and ran into a bird which she appeared 
to be willing to go for, but at once stopped to order. She did 
not like the looks of the crowd and failed to find the bird, and 
Vision was sent after it, She found it with some help and re- 
trieved it. Mr. Coster then threw it and Brimstone retrieved 
it. Wethen turned back through the sedge, where both dogs 
ranged well. Swinging round to an oak thicket, Brimstone 
made a nice point to a single, which was flushed to order, but 
not shot at, as it flew straight at the judges, evidently know- 
ing where it would be the safest, Working on in some weeds 
Brimstone again pointed, but moved on a few steps and a 
single bird flushed, when the rest of the bevy, which were 
feeding, got up. Vision then swung up the hill and made a 
point, but moyed on and put up the bird. She soon pointed 
again, but as Brimstone came up she moved on and the bevy 
flushed, They were then ordered up and the heat was 
awarded to Brimstone. Down one hour. ' 

LUCIA AND SLOCUM. 
This brace was at once called for and put down at 3:39 where 

the last brace were taken up. Both dogs started off fairly 
well, but getting among the birds Imcia scored two or three 
flushes and Slocum soon followed suit, when several more 
flushed wild. This was a bad send off as both should have 
ointed. Wethen swung round to where some birds had 
een marked down, but they were not found, Then on some 

stubble Slocum made a nice up-headed point to a bevy, and 
Lucia backed him nicely. Mr. Thayer, to order, put up the 
birds and cut loose at them, but nothing dropped. The birds 
went for some woods, and were joined by another heyy which 
got up fifty yards below them, Slocum was the first to find, 
painting a single at the corner, Lucia backing him; Mr. Thayer 
was ordered to flush, and as he moved up Slocum was a trifle 
unsteady, he did not flush the bird, however, and it was put 
up by Mr, Thayer; a little further on Slocum again pointed, 
but moved on and the bird got up. Lucia then made a nice 
point to some birds that flushed as the judges came up. Mean- 
time Slocum pointed in the thicket, and the birds got up as 
his handler went tohim. The birds were wild, and kept get- 
ting up all arommd us and the dogs were taken out into a 
stubble field which was drawn blank. We then took a turn 
by the house on the Model farm to some likely looking stubble 
when Lucia located a bevy in good style. Slocum was called 
up to back, but before he got there the birds rose and Mr: 
Gregory killed one which Lucia retrieved after a little search, 
We then drew considerable good looking ground without a 
find, until we reached the lower end of a stubble field, when 
Lucia made a point but moved on and got too close to a bevy 
and scored a flush. ‘They were then ordered up and the heat 
Was awarded ta Slocum. Down one hour and fourteen 
minutes. : 

RUE AND PRINCESS HELEN 

Were cast off in « field of stubble at one minute past five. Rue 
was suttering from rheumatism and moved quite stiff. Helen 

| moyed better than she did last year, She has a very graceful. 

easy way of going. Neither was very well acquainted with 
her handler, and so did not show at their best. Rus was in- 
clined to go back, to the wagon, but was finally prevailed upon 
to start. Helen started out well and worked nicely. She soon 
struck scent of a running bevy very uearly where Sue met 
defeat last year. She made a stylish point and held it a short 
time and then roaded nicely, but evidently in the wrong direc- 
tion, as she worked toward some bushes while the birds were 
on the stubble, and were flushed by Mr. Thayer and Rue as 
they came up. It was very nearly dark, and they were 
ordered up to go down again in the morning. Down 
seventeen minutes, | . 
Friday brought us another beautiful day. Leaving town a 

little after eight they were again cast off at 8:17, Rue was 
quite stiff and disinclined to work, but catching a little scent 
she swung back and made a capital point to a large bevy, 
Helen backing her yery nicely. r. Thayer put up the birds 
and had one been near the tree that he nearly cut in two it 
would probably have graced a slice of toast, but fate and the 
tree saved it. Following up the birds which settled in a dense 
thicket, Helen challenged, just as a bird rose near her, and 
soon after another got up and then several more fiushed wild, 
and as it was so thick thatthe dogs could not be seen, they 
were taken out and sent back into the woods where sey- 
eral had been marked down, but the birds would not lie very 
well, and not much could be done with them, Finally Helen 
made a nice point and Rue was called for to back, but she 
had gone home and Mr. Donner was ordered to flush, but 
failed to find the bird which had probably run away. After a 
long wait for Rue Mr, Thayer returned and stated that she 
had deserted and the heat was awarded to Princess Helen. 
Down altogether one hour and five minutes. 

KATY D. AND DIANA IL 

Both of these dogs have appeared in public before, and their 
performances are familiar to our readers. Katy is a very nice 
moving animal, with quitea turn of speed. Diana did not 
start off as well as Katy, but improved and soon went very 
well. They were put down in a large open field, and worked 
over a large extent of good-looking country where birds were 
reported plenty, but nothing was found until we reached the 
lower ene of the Model farm, where Mr. Donner flushed a 
bevy, which were followed, Diana was the first to find. She 
made a beautiful point, which Katy at once very prettily 
honored. Mr. Heath, to order, flushed and killed a single bird, 
and the rest of them got up shortly after. Following 
them up some very pretty work was done by hoth 
dogs. aty led off with a nice point, which Diana 
backed in nice style, Mr. Wilson scoring a miss. 
Diana soon had one fast, Katy backing nicely. Mr. 
Heath, not to be outdone, also missed very nicely, It was 
now Katy’s turn, and after some challenging and roading, she 
made an elegant point, which Diana at once honored. Mr. 
Wilson then got a good lead by again missing. We then 
worked to a stubble field, where Diana dropped ona very good 

int to a bevy, which Mr. Heath flushed, and from which he 
illed one, which she retrieved only fairly well, mouthing it 

somewhat, Following up the birds, Katy was fast for a short 
time, and found fiat to the ground close by a single bird, which 
Mr. Wilson flushed and would have killed had his gun been 
cocked. These last two points were very good indeed. We 
then turned back and Katy challenged near a brook, but was 
called by Mr. Wilson, which caused her to road too fast and 
she scored a flush. They were then ordered up and the heat, 
was awarded to Diana II., just as she found a beyy which 
were flushed by Mr. Heath as he took her off. The work in 
this heat, after birds were found, was of a superior character. 
and made a very fine finish of a long and tiresome heat. Down 
two hours and two minutes. 

CORINNE AND GERTRUDE, 

This-brace both ran in the Members’ Stake last year. They 
were cast off in a stubble field at 11:12, and worked through 
to some woods, where Mr, Leach flushed a bird, which 
came to grief as soon as it showed itself, Corinne retrieving it 
in good te We then worked through to the open field, 
where Gertrude ranged wide aud well. Corinne wassick, and 
did not movyeso well. Working up arun Gertrude got too 
close tea bevy, which flushed and went into some pines, 
where she followed and made a nice point, Corinne backing 
nicely. The bird had run away, but Gerty roaded it nicely 
and again pointed, and Mr. Orth, to order, put up the bird 
but did not shoot. Gerty again pointed, and was handsomely 
backed by Corinne, but nothing was found. We then worked 
toward a large bevy that had been marked down, and 
Gerty made a stylish point right in the midst of 
them. Mr. Orth, to order, put them up, and 
missed them in good form. _We then worked down 
a run and Gerty half pointed, but soon went on. Soon after 
Mr. Orth flushed a bird at the place. A little further on one 
flushed near Gertrude, and a little later several more got up 
near the handlers. It was now noon and the dogs were 
ordered up and we went to lunch, which was awaiting us at 
the barn of the Model farm. After lunch they were put down 
in stubble, and worked to some woods where a small bevy was 
flushed and marked down. Working toward them, Corinne 
pointed, but was ordered om and failed to locate the birds, 
which flushed near them as we came up. Corinne soon pointed 
again, and the bird flushed as the judges went to her. Gerty 
then pore a single, which got up as Mr, Orth was going to 
her; he cut loose, but the bird still lives. We then went in 
some briers and weeds, where a bevy flushed near the hand- 
lers, and a little further on Gerty made a point to a single 
bird, which Mr. Orth flushed to order, but had no’chance to 
miss, as it flew toward the spectators. They were then ordered 
up and the heat was awarded to Gertrude. Down altogether 
one hour and sight minutes. 

BROCK AND BELL OF THE BALL, 

This brace was then called. Brock has often been described 
in these columns. He was drawn finer than we remember to 
have seen him and got away at a much improved rate of speed. 
Belle of the Ball is said to be a clinker, but she was not well 
acquainted with her handler, and did not let out at all well, 
keeping at heel or hunting in a half-hearted way most of the 
time, she also appeared to be all off in nose, They were cast: 
off in a stubble field and given a short spin and then worked 
into the woods, where some bird had been marked down, 
Brock slowed down a little in the cover, but this did not suit 
CoL Leach, who called him in and gaye him a taste of the 
whip, when he went off like a rocket. The birds were not 
found, and we swung round into the open, and beat out a 
large extent of country without afind. Col. Leach had on a 
clean blue shirt and claimed that his dog did not recognize him 
readily, but he fell in a muddy ditch and when he got out Brock 
looked him over with an appreciative wag of his tail, and there 
was no further trouble on this score. After a weary tramp and 
fruitless search for birds, Mr. Orth with Gus Bondhu were 
turned loose and soon had a bevy in the air, We then swung 
round toward them, and when just below where they were 
found, Belle challenged and roaded into another bevy that 
that she should have pointed. These birds settled in some 
thick woods near the LPN: bevy, and we worked toward 
them. Col, Leach called a point just as several rose near Brock. 
Two orthree of them got up near Belle, butit was so thick 
that the work of neither dog could be well seen. Brock then 
got a nice point to a single bird, which Col. Leach to order 
flushed aa Kiliedatlong distance, The dogs were then worked 
in the direction that it fell and Belle found and retrieved it, 
Mr, Heath then took a shot at a bird that got up near him, but 
missed it. Belle then flushed a brace and Brock got in a good 
point on a single, which Col. Leach missed. Belle then 
flushed one and pointed where it gotup. They were then 
ordered up and the heat awarded to Brock, Down two hours 
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fiye minutes, 
Bondhu having a bye. 
Following i is a summary: 

itrst Series. 

Buckellew beat Dashing Novice. 
Brimstone beat Vision, 
Slocum beat Lucia. 
Princess Helen beat Rue. 
Diana Ll. beat Katy D. 
Gertrude beat Corinne. 
Brock beat Belle of the Ball. 
Gus Bondhu a bye, 

This ended the first series, Gus 

Second Series. 

BUCKELLEW AND SLOCUM 

were cast off in the stubble at 4:30. Slocum at once made a 
stylish point to a hare and was called off. We then swung 
down to some pines near a copper mine, where so many heats 
haye been decided the past two years. Buck at once chal- 
lenged and then pointed a bevy that was evidently running 
toward him from the stubble. Slocum swung ss right 
into the midst of them and scored a Pee 
then backed Buck, who had remained steady, seine that 
just the end of his tail was vibrating. Buck thenwent on and 
challenged but the birds flushed close to handler befure he 
located them. Slocum then pointed where they got up and 
Buck backed him. They were ordered on when Buck also 
made a point to the scent and was backed by Slocum. Buck 
then pointed at the foot of the gully, but no bird was found, 
although one was flushed near there a little later. Buck then 
turned up the run and got a nice point to a single, which 
flushed as the ae Be came up. Slocum then pointed near the 
upper 6nd of the run, but soon went on and repeated the per- 
formance. Then in the woods where the last brace were 
taken up Slocum made a nice point, but spoiled it by moving 
on and flushing the bird. Meantime Buck gota good point to 
a single that Mr. Coster flushed to order, They were then 
ordered up and Buckellew was declared the winner of the 
heat. Slocum then, just to show what he could do, made 
several good points, and behaved very well. It was now 5 
o'clock and this{finished the work for the day. 

BRIMSTONE AND PRINCESS HELEN, 

There was no change in the weather on Saturday, except 
that, if possible, it was dryer than ever. Leaving town shortly 
after 8 o'clock, we rode nearly four miles east, and the dogs 
were cast off in a large sedge field and worked down toward a 
smaJl branch. Helen was the first to find, but instead of re- 
maining staunch, she went on and fiushed a brace of birds, 
and then drew on and put up the rest of bevy. Following up 
the birds,one was flushed by one of the dogsin a thicket, 
We could not tell which was to blame, as they looked very 
much alike at a distance, but as it was Brimstone’s turn, we 
scored it accordingly. Then in some woods Helen made a 
stylish point, but moved on and got too close and the bird got 
up, Mr. Donner missing it. We then worked over consider- 
able eround without Tesult, Both dogs went well, ranging 
wide ata good gait, Helen cutting out the work and’ going at 
a slashing gait. Pinally Helen challenged once or twice near 
a fence, and then made a east along the hedge and was joined 
by Brimstone, when both showed sign of game. Helen kept 
on, but the birds flushed wild ahead of her and settledin some 
thick bushes where Helen found them, but working too close, 
one got up and then the rest of them went, Mr. Donner scor- 
ing amiss. Following them up, one flushed in a thicket near 
the dogs, and as we turned back one was flushed by 
Judge Smith Mr, Coster thinking that Brimstone 
had put up the bird, called her in and gave her a taste of the 
whip. This may have been the best possible thing to do, as 
it aroused the sympathy of the judge for Brim, who stood in 
need of something to count in her favor. We then took a 
long turn without a find. As we were working up a hill in 
some sedge, the judges flushed a hare which ran just in front 
of Helen, who was remarkably steady under the trying or- 
deal. We then crossed to a large stubble field, where Helen 
ran through a beyy which settled in some pines. After some 
very unsatisfactory work by both dogs, Brim sat down on 
poiit to a single bird, which “Mr. Coster flushed to order. No 
sooner did the bird buzz than the judges awarded the heat to 
Brimstone, who seeing that she had the heat, and wanting 
something’ to show for it, started full tilt for the bird, but Mr. 
Coster. having a good string of birds at the house, called her 
back. We thought Helen entitled to full as much credit as 
Brimstone, asit was owing to her greater speed that she haa 
found more birds and made more Aushes. Down two hours 
and fifty-two minutes. 

DIANA I. AND GERTRUDE 
were cast off in a stubble field at 12 o’clock, Gertrude at first 
showed the most speed, but Diana soon warmed up to her 
work, and took the lead which she kept to the end. The 
stubble was drawn blank, and we swung round into a thicket 
of oakand pines, when "Diana pointed a terrapin, and soon 
afterward made another point on the same scent, Gertrude, 
who had jumped into the creek, backed her nicely, standing 
with her hindquarters almost entirely under the water, Mov- 
ing on down the creek we found nothing, and the dogs were 
taken up for lunch at 12;40 and put down again at 1:20, A 
good deal of rough ground was drawn blank when, after a 
short halt in the road, we moved on down the creek, and cross- 
ing over and up the creek into some sedge grass where Diana 
pointed false. Moving on Gertrude pointed a single bird, and 
was backed by Diana. The bird was shot at by Mr. Orth and 
toissed, both dogs were steady to shot. Just then the rest of 
the bevy rose wild, and were marked down on the hillside. 
Moying on oyer the cr eek, both dogs pointed where birds had 
flown “from, but moyed onup the hill, when Diana pointed 
nicely, and was backed by Gertrude. The birds were flushed 
but not shot at. Diana again pointed, and the bird was fiushed 
to order and killed and retrieved by Diana. They were then 
ordered up, and the heat wasawarded to Diana at 2:45. Down 
two hours and forty-five minutes. 

GUS BONDHU AND BROCK. 
were cast off at 2:50 on the hill where the last brace was taken 
up. Mr. Orth flushed a bird which he killed and it was 
nicely retrieved by Gus. Moying on around the hill, Gus 
scored a false point. A good space of ground was then run 
over, when in some pines and sedge Gus scored a false point. 
Going across a branch intosome stubble, Gus pointed nicely 
and was backed by Brock, but Mr. Orth was unable to 
fiush the birds. Both dogs moved on across the branch into 
ai adjoining field when ‘the birds which Gus had evidently 
scented were seen running on the ground. Both dogs were 
brought back and Gus flushed the bevy. Moving on into the 
pines, Gus pointed a single bird. We then went on up the 
branch into a piece of stubble, where Gus flushed three birds, 
but dropped to point on the rest of the bevy. They were 
then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Brock at 3:40. 
Down fifty minutes, This ended the second series with the 
following result: 

Second Series, 

Buckellew beat Slocum. 
Brimstone beat Princess Helen. 
Diana II. beat Gertrude. 
Brock beat Gus Bondhu. 

Third Series. 

BUCKELLEW AND DIANA I. 
This brace were cast off in the stubble at 3:50; we swung 

around into the pines where the birds had been marked down, 
where Buckelew pointed and was backed by Diana, The bird 
was flushed, but not shot at, Working on Buckellew again 
ointed and was backed by Diana, Thee on down the hill 

Backellow pointed in a patch of high weeds, the bird was 
flushed to order and missed. Moving on Diana pointed aud was ) 
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backed indifferently by Buckellew who seemed disposed to 
steal the point. ‘The birds were flushed and one killed by Mr, 
Heath and retrieved indifferently by Diana. Both dogs then 
pointed single birds in a thicket; the birds were flushed and 
missed by Mr. Heath but Mr. Coster killed his and Buckellew 
retrieved it. We now moyed on up the branch, where Diana 
was scored a false point, and then swung round and worked 
down the branch, where Diana again pointed false. They 
were then ordered’ up and the heat was awarded to Buckellew 
at 4:25, Down thirty-five minutes. 

BROCK AND BRIMSTONE 
were cast off abt 4:85 in stubble which was drawn blank. 
Brimstone found and pointed a beyy in a piece of corn near a& 
branch. Brock coming up, backed for a while and then moved 
on and flushed the bevy, We then worked over the branch 
and Brimstone pointed and was backed by Brock, The bird 
was flushed and Brimstone broke in and chased ba. dly. Moving 
on down the hill, Brock flushed a single bird. Brimstone, at 
the foot of the hill, was seen to challenge, but moyed on, flush- 
ing the bird, Br ock coming up, pointed ‘false where the bird 
had flown from. Then on up, the hill Brimstone pointed false 
and was backed by Brock. Brimstone then flushed a single 
bird in the edge of a thicket, and soon afterward scored a false 
point. They were then or dered up and the heat was awarded 
to Brock at 4:55. Down twenty minutes. This ended the 
third series. Following is the summary: 

Third Series. 
Buckeilew beat Diana IT. 
Brock beat Brimstone. 

Fourth Series. 

BUCKELLEW AND BROCK, 
This was the deciding heat for first place. They were cast 

off af 5:10 near the branch where the last brace were taken 
up, We worked on up the hill, Col. Leach working Brock in 
the open field of stubble, and Mr. Coster working Buckellew 
in the edge of the woods, On reaching the place were some 
birds had been scattered by the spectators, Buckellew pointed 
in the edge of the woods. The bird was flushed but not shot 
at. We then worked round the edge of the woods, and in a 
few minutes Buckellew had scored five beautiful points over 
single birds. Brock, in the meantime working in the open 
field, had only scored a false point At 5:27 they were ordered 
up and Buckellew was declared the winner of the heat and 
the first prize in the Members’ Stake. Down seventeen min- 
utes. Following is the summary: 

Final Tie For First Prize. 
Buckellew beat Brock and wins first prize, Mr. Coster select- 

ing the gun, 
This left Dashing Novice, Slocum and Diana II. to compete 

for the honor of running against Brock for the second prize, 
but it was now dark and further work was postpones and 
we returned to town. 

Fifth Series. 

DASHING NOVICE AND DIANA II. 
The judges decided that Dashing Novice and Diana IT. were 

the best, and only one heat was necessary. Leaving town on 
Monday at a few minutes past eight, we drove about five 
miles east, where birds were reported ’plenty, The All-Aged 
Pointer Stake was also commenced on the same ground on the 
opposite side of the road. The dogs were cast off in a stubble 
field. Both moved off heavily, Novice being much disposed 
to potter, aud Diana being wild and unruly. “The stubble was 
drawn blank. We then moved on down a drain, when Novice 
challenged but moved on. Then down the ditch Novice 
pointed 1 nicely and was backed by Diana; the birds were run- 
ping, and being held some time, both dogs moved on 
where they were flushed by Mr. Heath. Moving on 
over a branch to a sedge field, Diana flushed a part 
of the scattered bevy. Soon after Novice pointed. and 
Diana backed her. Moving on Diana flushed. Wethen passed 
on over the hill where Diana scored a false point and was 
backed by Novice. We now swung round into the woods, 
where both dogs did a good deal of roading. but failed to es- 
tablish a point. A little later Diana fiushed a single bird, and 
a little further on she pointed one, which was flushed to order 
and missed. He then worked over the hill, where Diana 
fiushed and Novice soon after pointed and was backed by 
Diana, andno bird wasfound, Swinging round the woods, 
Novice scored a false point, and moving on across a branch to 
some sedge and pines, both dogs pointed and birds were 
fiushed to order before hoth of them, WNoyice next made a 
nice point to asingle bird in the branch. He was flushed by 
Mr, Wilson, and killed and retrieved by Novice. In some pines 
Novice scored a nice point, and Diana coming up in front of 
her flushed the bird. They were then ordered up and the heat 
awar ded to Noyice at 10, Down one hour and ten minutes. 

BROCK AND DASHING NOVICE 
were cast off at 10:07 on the scattered birds in the pines.-and 
Noyice scored a false point. Both dogs pointed a little later, 
anda large bevy was flushed to order. Moving on, Novice 
again scored a false point. Brock then flushed a single bird, 
and Noyice was found pointing the same bird. Soon after 
Novice again scored a false point. Wethen worked on up the 
hill, when Novice scored another false point, and Brock in 
rapid succession scored three nice poe doing a piece of 
very creditable work. They were then ordered up and the 
heat and second prize was awarded to Brock at 10;20. Down 
thirteen minutes. This finished the Members’ Stake. Fol- 
lowing is a complete summary: 

First Series. 

Buckellew beat Dashing Novice. 
Brimstone beat Vision. 
Slocum beat Lucia. 
Princess Helen beat Rue. 
Diana Il. beat Katy D. 
Gertrude beat Corinne. 
Brock beatjBelle ofthe Ball. 
Gus Bondhu a bye. 

Second Series, 

Buckellew beat Slocum. 
Brimstone beat Princess Helen, 
Diana Il. beat Gertrude. 
Brock beat Gus Bondhu. 

Third Series, 

Buckellew beat Diana II. 
Brock beat Brimstone, 

Final Heat for First Prize. 

Buckellew beat Brock and wins first prize. 
Fifth Series, 

Dashing Noyice beat Diana II. 
Brock beat Dashing Novice and wins second prize. 

THE ALL-AGED POINTER STAKE. 

On Monday morning the All-Aged Pointer Stake commenced 
on grounds about five miles east of High Point. The dogs 
were drawn the evening beiore. 

Sixteen of the twenty entries filled and were drawn to run 
as follows: 
Jim.—James P, Swain, Jr., Bronxville, N. Y¥., lemon and 

white dog. A.K.R. 353 (Rush Ns sar 
agen 

TAMMANY.—Frank R, Hitehoock, New York, liver and white 
dog (Tory—Moonstone). 

Drake.—Neversink Lodge Kennel, Guymard, N, Y., liver 
and white dog (Croxteth— ete 

Lanna Rooku. —George ci ‘Gould, New York, lemon and 
white bitch (Sensation’s Son—Grace), 

ik ee ea 20, 1884. 

Lucta.—D, S. Gregory, Jr., 2d, New York, liver and 
white bitch, A.K.R. 300 ( roxteth—Bell lle), 

yainst 
Joy,—R. J. Vandevort, Pittsbur gh, Pa., liver and white bitch 

(Boon—Kena), 
Bane Banc,—Westminster Kennel Club, New York, lemon 

and white dog, A.K.R, 394 (Bang—Princess Kate), 
gainst 

Scour.—D. G. Elliot, New Brigtiton, S. I, liver and white 
dog, A.K.R. 216 (Croxteth—Belle), 

Ron,—Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, Mags., lemon and white 
bitch, A.K.R. 401 Suareh oy an 

aga 
Lucx’s Bany,—R., T. Vandever, Pa., liver and white bitch 

(Don—Luek). 

Jiit.—Neyersink Lodge Kennel, Guymard, N, Y,, liyer and 
white bitch (Croxteth—Lass), 

against 
Marnsprinc.—J. T. Perkins, Br ooklyn, WN. Y¥., liver and 

white dog (Mike—Romp). 

Viston.—F. R, Hitcheock, New York, liver and white bitch, 
A.K.R. 778 (Croxteth—Vinnie), 

ag cainst 
IcicLE.—R. T, Vandeyort, Pittsbu gh, Pa,, lemon and white 

dog, A.K.R. 82 (Jer ry—Snowflake), 

Lapy Romp II —A. H. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa., liver and 
white bitch (Francis’s Prince—Lady Romp), 

against 
Donavp II,—C, M. Munhall, Cleveland, 0 

dog (Donald—Deyonshire Lass). 
., liver and white 

Two of the judges, Messrs. Adams and Bergundthal, were 
on the ground, but a telegram was recieyed from Mr. Morford 
saying that it was impossible to be present. Mr, B. Ff. Wilson 
finally consented to serve after the finish of the Members’ 
Stake, and Mr. J. OQ. Donner was appointed to act until Mr. 
Wilson had won or lost the cup. The grounds selected were 
much more pleasant to work over than any that have yet 
been used here, and birds appeared to be plenty. Leaving town 
ab a few minutes past 8 o’clock, the dogs were cast off at 8.50 
in a stubble field. The first br. ace, Jim and Tammany, did 
not do much, and at the end of half an hour Tammany was 
declared the winner, 
Drake and Lalla Rookh were then put down. Drake did 

Some very good work while Lalla Rookh did not appear to be 
herself. At the end of fifty minutes the heat was decided in 
fayor of Drake. 
Lucia,and Joy were then put down and at the end of an 

hour were ordered up to go down again if there is a chance 
for them to win, neither having done any creditable work. 
Bang Bang and Scout were then put down. Both haye im- 

proved since Jast year, but Svout had the legs of his successful 
rival of last year, and after nearly an hour and a half was de- 
clared the winner. 
We then went to lunch, and after it was over Rue and 

Luck’s Baby were started in a stubble field. Rue was yet 
quite stiff, but after an hour’s work she beat Baby, who had 
not done much, Rue was getting nearly all the points. 

Jilt and Mainspring then ran a capital heat, getting in some 
good work. Jilt started off with three points, but Mainspring 
soon found, and after some beautiful work was declared the 
winner. 

Vision and the famous Icicle were then put down, Vision 
was not in good form, her nose being hot and dry, but after a 
good | heat she laid out her antagonist, who also did some good 
wor 

The last brace, Lady Romp IL and Donald TI., ran rather an 
ordinary heat, which was won by Lady Romp, ‘This finished 
a good day’s work, having rin out the first series of eight 
heats, 
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HicsH Pornt, N. C., Noy, 18, The Pointer Stake was finished 
to-night, and one heat in the Setter Stake was run. Tammany 
and rake ran a ood heat of nearly two hours, Drake win- 
ning. Scout and Rue also ran well; Scout won at the end of 
an hour and a half. Mainspring and Vision ran rather a poor 
heat, Mainsprin wie Lad Romp II, had a bye. In 
third series Drake beat Scout after a good heat, and Majin- 
spring beat Lady Romp. Drake then beat Mainspring and 
wou fr rst prize. The judges selected Scout to run with Main- 
spring for second place, and they agreed to divide. This 
ended the Pointer Stake. 

ALL-AGED SHTTHR STAKES. 
Of the forty-seven entries for the All-Aged Setter Stakes 

there were twenty-three starters. They were drawn to run 
as follows: 
Jim.—Horace 8, Bloodgood, Providence, R. I., red Irish setter 

dog (Jim—Sniger), 
against 

BELLE OF THE BALL.— Charles Heath, Newark, N. J., black, 
white and tan English setter pitch (Pontiac—Rhod ai). 

Rex.—Geo, R. Wright, Wilkesbarre, Pa., black, white and 
tan Hnglish setter dog (Druid — Bessie Lee), 

against 
Smut Ii.—Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass,, black English set- 

ter bitch (Trim—Smut). 

Neue (1.—C, Kred. Crawford, Pawtucket, R, I., blue bel- 
ton biteh (Count N oble—Rosalind), 

against 
GLapstonn’s Boy.—Dr. G. G. Ware, Staunton, Tenn., black, 

white and tan dog (Gladstone Sale): 

Doctor DuER—Dr. W. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., black and 
white ticked dog (Gladstone—Frost), 

agaist 
ReBeL Winp’rm.—John C, Higgins, Delaware City, Del., 

blue ticked dog (Count Wind’em—Norna). 

Drawa IT.—Charles Heath, New. Newark, N. J., black and white 
bitch (Dash ITI.—Diana), 

against 
BrivcHPort.—Fred. EH. Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y¥., black, 

white and tan dog (Dashing Monarch—Vannette). 

DasuinG Rover.—T. F. Taylor, Richmond, Va., black, white 
and tan dog (Dash I1,—Norna), 

against 
PAUL GLADSTONE.—W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black, 

white and tan dog (Gladstone—Lavalette). 

Foreman,—C. Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R, I., black, 
white and tan dog (Dashing Monarch—Fairy Tk, ), 

against 
Pixie.—John ©, Higgins, Delaware ae Del., black and 

white bitch (Dashing Monarch—Primr ose). 

TrtrorD.—G, F, Jordan, Philadelphia, Pa., blue pelton dog 
(Darkie—Rosy Moe n), 

against 
PLANTAGENET,—C. Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R. I., lemon 

belton dog (Dashing Monareh—Petrel). 

Prinock Royau.—A, H. Moore, P e, Eien Pa,, blue helton 
dog (Darkie—Rosy Morn), 

against 
St. Bumo IV.—Dr, 8. Fleet Spezir, Brotkir, N. ¥., black 

white and tan dog (St, Elmo—Clio), 
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Breny. Frint.—C, J, Osborn, New York, liver and white 
dog (Rob Roy—Fanny), ; 

against 
Eiexo, Jr.—Dr, William Jaryis, Claremont, N. H., red dog, 

A.R,B. 505 (Elcho—Noreen). 

Sam Dick.—Dr. J, B. 8. Holmes, Rome, Ga., orange and 
White dog (Ben, Jr.—QOpai IT,), 

: agaist 
PRINCESS HiLen.—J. Otto Donner, New York, orange and 

white bitch (Thunder—Bessie). 

FLasH.—O. J, Osborn, New York, lemon and white dog 
(Lincolin—Daisy Dean), a bye. 

Belle of the Ball beat Jim. ' 
This finished the work for the day. There has been a slight 

haze to-day with a gentle breeze, and it has not been so hot, 
The attendance has been good, and the meeting bids fairto be 
the best that has been held, 

MOTHER DEMDIKE.— Worcester, Mass., Noy. 17.—Editor 
Fovest and Stream; (did not Intend to convey the idea that 
Mother Demdike invariably won over the dogs that [ men- 

-tioned in my last letter. I know that they have beaten her, 
but Talso know that she has wou over them as many, if not 
more times, than they over her. Ii she had so many faults as 
you aseribe to her, would it haye been possible for her to have 
won the cup over champion Memnon, who is considered the 
best’ greyhound dog in Hngland, at Cardiff, in July, 1554? 
Would the special correspondent of the ForESt AND STREAM, 
in giving his report of the last Warwick Show, held in April, 
1884, say, im speaking of Mother Demdike, who had just won 
first and cup; ‘We saw her here for the first time, and con- 
sider her the most perfect greyhound we have ever seen.” 
Could she have beaten Acalia, at Pembroke, Aug. 28, 1884, 
who the day betore af Tenby, won over the well-known Lan- 
cashire Witch? Would she at the same show haye been 
awarded the cup for the best dog of all classesover G. Raper’s 
weli-known bulldog Robinson Crusoe, 8. Darber’s celebrated 
retriever champion Doctor, and Messrs. Charles’s Clumber 
Psycho? Were she so faulty how could one of the judges, 
whom I mentioned in my last letters, and who is considered 
by English exhibitors in general as one of the best judges on 
greyhounds they have, have said, when asked if he had ever 
seen a better greyhound, ‘I don’t believe I ever have”? The 
only reason that I can give for her becoming so inferior as 
you would have her in the last four months is, that she has 
the same trouble that affected so many dogs, in your opinion, 
ab the last New York Show. Ifa voyage is going to changea 
greyhound who in England was considered one of their best, 
to such an ill-shapen creature as you would picture her in 
we report, it is full time that the matter was looked up,— 

. W. SMITH. 

_ THE OLHATE REMEDIES.—Philadelphia, Pa.—Zditor 
Forest and Stream: Last week I sent you a few words on the 
course of treatment I had found so successful in cases of lice 
on dogs. Inow wish to say something more in fayor of the 
oleates and parisitic diseases. The oleates have placed in our 
hands the most effectual means for the treatment of parasi- 
toids that are known, Mange and the eezematous condition 
of the skin that we so often see in dogs have been rapidly 
cured with the oleate of copper. Here is my Jocal treat- 
ment: Wash the affected parts clean, and soften up the crusts 
and stales by poultices or hot water mops and cosmoline. 
Clip the hair from the immediate parts affected and for some 
distance around it, the better enabling one to remove all ac- 
cumulated dirt, scurf, ete. An ointment made of cosmoline 
and oleate of copper of twenty per cent. strength, applied 
twice daily, will cure the parasitic diseases quicker than any- 
thing else. Possibly a bad case of mange would require the 
strength to be increased to fitty per cent. ‘of copper, Remem- 
ber that I lay particular stress upon the oleates, and don’t be 
fooled in thinking otherwise. These oleic preparations are 
erandly effective, cleanly and non-poisonous, and not in the 
least irritating. Just remember — parasites —oleates.—San 
Souct KENNELS. 

comments on the extortion some railroads allow their baggage- 
masters to practice upon sportsmen traveling with dogs are 
timely. Another railroad which allows and practices the 
same extortion is the Long Island Railroad. If any Brooklyn 
sportsman desires to go eight or nine miles out on the island to 
Jamaica or further, rabbit shooting, with a couple of small 
beagles, he must pay the baggaze-master 80 cents for the dogs 
for the trip—nearly double the fare charged for himself. Not 
satisfied with the aboye fee, the officials say they do not hold 
themselves responsible for any loss of or injury to any dogs, 
as they do not carry the dogs, but allow the baggage-master 
to, Also,if a person takes a small dog in the smoking-car 
with him under the seat in his own care, he has the same fee 
demanded of him, The above is a considerable contrast to 
many Western railroads, which not only make no charge for 
dogs when accompanied by their owners, but absolutely refuse 
to allow their baggage-masters to accept any fee, under pen- 
alty of dismissal.—s. 

THE MASTIFF PUPPIES.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Referring to letter of Ma. Gregg, in your issue of the 6th inst., 
in which he alludes to the formation of skull of the Winlawn 
Kennel’s bitch puppy that received first prize at the West- 
tmninster Kennel Club’s Non-Sporting Dog Show, held last 
month, l beg to say the swelling which he noticed was along 
the suture between the parietal bones, running back to the 
occipital bone and was the result of an accident a few days 
before the show, that it has since disappeared entirely, and 
that if any one cares to verify this statement I will be pleased 

to haye him examine the puppy’s head.—W. P. Stevenson, 17 
Broad street (New York, Noy. 14, 1884). 

TAUNTON BENCH SHOW,—tThe third annual dog show 
of the Southern Massachusetts Poultry Association, will be 
held at Taunton, Mass,, Dec. 16 to 19. The entries close Dec. 
1a, The secretary is Mr, William C. Dayenport. Dr. Walton, 
of Boston, will judge. The entry fees in each class will be 
divided into premiums of sixty and forty per cent., and there 
are two specials of $10 each, twenty-two of $5 each, eight of 
$5 each, and thirteen of $2 each, 

TORONTO, Can., Nov. !7,—Hditor Forest and Stream; Your 
eriticism of Mother Demdike is quite correct and fully in- 
dorsed by the judgment of my old school-fellow and chum, H. 
S. Miller, of Sherbourne, Dorset, Hng., with whom I have had 
inany a good day’s coursing, and in fact at one time knew 
more about grey hounds than collies.—-GRENVILLE HARSTON. 

NEW YORE FANCIBRS’ SHOW,—As will be seen by a 
reference to our fixtures, the New York Fanciers’ Club 
prapone to hold their third annual exhibition of non-sporting 
ogs, poultry and pigeons, at_the Madison Square Garden, 

Feb. 1 to 11, 1885. '. Chas, Harker, of 62 Cortlandt street, 
New York, is the Secretary, ; 

THE NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW, in connection with 
the Cotton Centennial Exposition, will be held Jan, 10-18, 1885. 
The premium list may be had of Chas. Lincoln, Supt,. No, 48 
Broad street, N, Y. (after Dec. 1, New Orleans, La.). It is ex- 
pected that favorable terms can be arranged for railroad 
transportation. . 

A CANINE ACTOR.—The dog in the play “Bag Baby” 
dravys a salary and supports a family in Boston, 7 

a 

NEW HAVEN SHOW.—New Haven, Conn., Nov. 17-— 
Editor Forest aid Stream; The second annual bench show of 
the New Haven Kennel Club will be held in New Haven on 
Wednesday, Thursday and T'riday, Mareh 18, 19 and 20, 1889. 
—ED, §. PORTER, Secretary. 

CATFISH FOR BELGIUM.—On the 15th inst. Professor 
Baird sent 100 live catfish to the Belgian Government, by the 
steamer Rhineland. They were shipped by Mr. EH. G. Black- 
ford, of Fulton Market, 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To insure 
ublication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
iculars of each animal: 

i, Color. 6, Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed. buyer or seller. 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or 6. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 6, Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death 10, Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 
bs See instructions at head of this columm. 
Abe, Ben, Fred and Tiny, By Mr. Geo. W. Dixon, Worcester, Mass., 

for three pug dogs and one pug bitch, whelped Oct. 5, by the Che- 
quasset Kennels’s Treasure out of his imported Toodles, 
Knight, Keeper and Kara. By the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, 

Mass., for orange tawny and white, and tawny brindled and white 
smooth-eoated St. Bernards, two dogs and one bitch, whelped Oct. 11, 
1884. by imported Mentor IL, out of Brunhilde (A.K.R. 28). 
Kohold and Kalmia, By the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., 

for white, with brindle markings, and brindle and white rough-coated 
Sb, Bernards, dog and bitch, whelped Oct. 20, 1884, by Hermit (A.K.R. 
23) out of Alma (A, K.R, 27). 
Krieger and Kloster. By the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., 

for orange tawny and white rough-eoated St. Bernards, dog and 
picts Whelped Oct, 14, 1884, by Hermit (A.K.R. 23) outof Irma (A.K.R. 

ol). 
Kaiser, Kampjfer, Klaus. Konig and Kalli. By the Chequasset Ken- 

nels, Lancaster, Mass., for orange tawny and white, and tawny brin- 
died and white roush-coated 8t. Bernards, four dogs and one bitch, 
whelped Oct. 12, 1884, by Hermit (A.K.R, 23) out of Theon (A.K.R. 94), 
Prince Djalma (instead of Djalma). By Mr. A. 0, Wilmerding, New 

York, for liver spaniél dog, by Black Prince out of Flora ILI. 
Pharaoh. By Mr. W. P. Stevenson (Winlawn Kennels), New York. 
i re mastiff dog, whelped May 21, 1884, by Homer out of 
ueen IT, 
Queen Helen. By Mr. H. B. Topping, Green Village, N, J., for liver 

and white and ticked pointer bitch, whelped June 26, 1884, by Craft 
(A E.R, 1088) out of Temptation. 

Colin, By Mr. Clarence W. Taylor, Camden, N.J., for black and 
wubite ticked setter cog, whelped Aug. 21,1884, by Mullin’s Jack out of 

re 
Comet (4.K,R, 1648). By the Sans Souci Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa , 

for sable collie dog, whelped July 27, 1584, by champion Eclipse (E. 
12,949) out of Nesta (A.K.R. 1494). 
Mavis (4.K.R, 1651). By the Sans Souci Kennels, Phiiadelphia, Pa., 

for sable, with while frill. collie bitch, whelped July 27,1884, by cham- 
pion Bclipse (EH. 12,949) out of Nesta (A.K.R. 1494). 
Oda and Orta. By Mr. Fred. W. Rothera, Simcoe, Ont., for St. 

Bernard bitches, whelped Noy, 7, 1884, by champion Otho (Rollo— 
Lady Abbess) out of imported Novice, \ 
Diamond State Kennels. By Mr. G. ¥. Clark, St. George’s, Md, 

BRED. 
(2e" See instructions at head of this column. 
Brenda—Cossack. 

—Kirby) to Mr. N, Jensen's Cossack (Morford’s Don—Laverack’s 
Fairy). The breeder is M. J, Hlilzey, M.D,, ts whom Brenda was 
Joaned for the purpose. 
Ophetia—Hamlet. Mr, W. W. Russell’s (New York) bull-bitch 

Ophelia to his Hamlet, Oct. 5, 
WHELPS. 

ee See instructions at head of this column, f 
Ruby TI. Mo. John M. Leekley’s (Galena, Tll,) Chesapeake Bay bitch 

aaa TT. (A.K.R, 143), Oet. 31, seven (six dogs), by Foam (Albert— 
ose). 4 
Darkie, Mr, P. Cullen’s (Salmon Falls, N. H.) black cocker spaniel 

bitch Darkie (A.K.R. 250), Oct. 7, eightz(two dogs). by champion Obo 
TY. (A. K,R. 432). 

Bessie T. Mr. EB. 5. Hawks's (Ashfield. Mass.) bitch Bessie T. (Glad- 
stone—Douna J.), Nov, 2, seven (one dog), by Don Gladstone (Glad- 
stone—Juno). 

Spotter. The Sans Sonei Kennels’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) collie bitch 
Spetter (AR. 1576), Nov. 1, eight (three dogs), by Mr. Hext M. 
Perry’s wolf collie Bruno. 4 

Novice. Mr, Fred. W. Rothera’s (Simeoe, Ont.) rough-coated St. 
Bernard bitch Novice, Noy. 7, three bitches, by his champion Otho 
(A. K.R. 483). 

SALES. 

e— See tnstructions at head of this column. 
Ta-Ta, Apricot fawn pug doz (Young Toby—Tantrums), by the 
Say Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to Mr John W, Foster, Clin- 
ton, Mass. 
Foreman. Beagle dog, by Mr. H. 8. Hawks, Ashfield, Mass., to Mr. 

Louis Melchor, Battle Creek, Mich, 
Ophelia. Dark brindle bull-bitch, by Mr. W. W. Russell, New York, 

to “ir, Tony Pastor, same place. 
Miss Jennie Nettles, Dark sable collie bitch (champion Rex, A.K,R, 

149—Jennie Nettles, A.K,R. 1224), by Mr. Wm. Lindsay, Elizabeth, N, 
J., to the Sans Souci Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Nesta. Black and tan collie bitch (A,K.R. 1494), sister to champion 
Lorna Doone, by Mr, James Watson, Philadelphia, Pai, 10 the Sans 
Souci Kennels, same place, 
Rothsay, Black, tan and white collie dog, whelped April 30, 1884 

(Lorne—Lassie), by Mr. Fred. W. Rothera, Simcoe, Ont., to Miss Lum- 
mas, New York. 

Joris. Orange tawny and white rough coated St. Bernard dog, 
whelped March, 1884 (Czesar—Theon), by the eee Kennels, 
Lancaster, Mass., to Miss M. BE. Burwell, Richmond, Va. 
Joyeut, Orange tawny and white rough-coated St. Bernard dog, 

whelped March, 1884 (Czesar—Theon), by the Chequasset Kennels, 
Lancaster, Mass., to Mr. W. W. Tucker, New York. ; 

Obo I. (A.K.R. 4382)—Critie (A _K.R. 303) whelp. Black cocker 
spaniel, whelped July 27, 1854, by Mr. W. O. Partridge, Boston, Mass., 
to Mr, Geo. H. Whitehead, Trenton, N. J. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

I2@s- No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

E. 8. B,, Charlottetown, P. EH. Island.—Can you inform me at what 
age a bitch cam be bred? Ans. Sometimes as early as eight or nine 
months. It yaries in different individuals. 

H. J., Dover, N- H.—A bitch nursing a litter of puppies belches up 
food which the puppies eat with great relisb. Is not this an extra- 
ordinary incident? Ans, It is quite common for bitches to do this. 

C. H,, Paris, UL— What is the matter with my pointer dog. He has 
a fit whenT take hima hunting? Ans. You tell us nothing about 
your ae save thal heis sick, Give symptoms, age, manner of feed- 
ing, ete. 

W. E. D. Somerset, Mass.—My beagle dog (fifteen months old) has 
fot a large bunch close under leftear. Itgrew therein a short time 
and does not seem to be sore. This morning I noticed his chops were 
swelling quite badly. Appetite not good; seems to be dumpish. Can 
_you tell me what the trouble is. and what Tecan do forit? Ans. Itis 
difficult to prescribe from your description of symptoms. It may be 
an abscess or a tumor which in time will require to belanced. You 
had better get a veterinary to look at the animal, 

Hounp, Brooklyn.—I have a seyen months old beagle hound, who 
has been a lithle weak and crooked in forelegs. So 1 have been feed- 
ing her teaspoonful powdered bone daily. Every time she comes in 
the house, she oes to a place where the plaster on the wallis broken 
and tries to eat the same, Please tejl me if I should feed her any- 
thing to satisfy her taste for the plaster, and if so what, how, and in 
what quantities? Ans. You do not say what her diet is, but she evi- 
dently requires bone-making food. Increase the powdered bone to 
one tablespoonful daily with her food which should consist chiefly of 
oatmeal and milk with a little lime water—a tablespoonful addeJ: 

F, G., Erie, Pa.—My cocker pup was four months old yesterday, 
and has been the picture of health in every respect but one, viz.: For 
about six weeks he has been troubled more or less by an eruption 
along his belly and sides, pnder his arinpits, and on his legs. A small 
gathering of pus would appear. and in a ccuple of days break, form 
adry seab, and itch, ete., and which, from all can learn, is blotch; 
or puppy mange. The kennel peopie trom whom I bought him have 
twice sént mea bottle of a Huid ointment, which seemed to be com- 
posed of flour sulphur, turpentine, etc, Dhis removed the eruption 

Capt. Foster's bitch Brenda (Pride of the Border | 

for the time being, but after a few days it would appearagain, The 
last application I made was about a week ago, using the last of thé 
ointment; there were then two or three scabs which had not entirely 
disappeared, now there are eight or ten spots just developing along 
his belly. Jt seems to me he ought to have something internally first 
and that the ointment should then be applied to remoye the disease 
after it was driven to the surface. However, I know nothing about 
dog’s diseases or their cure, and bez you to prescribe for him through 
your columns. He is fed three times a day. His food has been 
cooked yegetables, bread and milk, and latterly well-cooked meat 
twice a week has been giyen him; have earefuliy avoided grease in 
his food, His kennel is warm. dry and clean, but [am afraid he has 
not had sufficient exercise owing to bad weather. One trouble has 
been that the oitmext jwould run out before the last trace of the 
eruption had disappeared, and before I could get more it would get 
under headway again, and not having the formula for it, Thad to 
await the pleasure of the kennel people. Ans, The ointmentis very 
well, but does not reach the seat of the trouble. Trythis: Donovan's 
solution, one and one-half drachms; simple syrup, one-half ounce; 
water to make four ounces; dose, twelve drops three times a day for 
three days, then inerease dose to fifteen drops for three days. In- 
erease dose by three drops every three days until two teaspoonfuls is 
reached, then reduce three drops each three days until one-half tea- 
spoonful is reached, when stop. This medicine is polkon (arsenic) 
and must not be givenon an empty stomach. If the animal loses 
apyeule or yomits, you are giving too much and must reduce the 
ose, 

Worms. In Does, one dose a cure, ‘‘Oross Keys, Newport, Mon., 
April 1, 1878.—A very valuable retriever of mine had been losing his 
coat and looking yery thin, and although treated by a veterinary and 
dog fancier, he did not in any way improve, so I gave him one-half 
of a Naldire’s Powder, and in twenty-five minutes he evacuated 27 
feet of a very broad tapeworm. My dogis now doing well on one- 
halt of the food he had before, and I say with others that no one 
possessing dogs should be without Naldire’s Powders. C. Lewis.” 
Naldire’s Worm Powders, the great British remedy, are sold by 
MeKesson & Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York. Price $1. Manu- 
faeturers: Wright & Holdsworth, 3 Spur street, London, England.— 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BULL’S HEAD RIFLE CLUB.—Officers elected for the ensuing 
year: M. Dorrler, President; EH. Holzmann, Viee-President; A. Loher, 
Secretary; 8S. F. C. Weber, Treasurer; G. Zimmermann, Captain. 
Scores shot Thursday, Noy. 18, 12-ring target, possible 120: G. Zim- 
mermann 118, M. Dorrler 118, C. Rem 117, HE. Holzmann 117, A Lober 
117, V. Steinbach 115, H. Kroeger 112, A. M. Hesser 112, J.T. Shridan, 
112, A. Ringler 111, J. Schneider 110, H. Gunther 110, J. Jordan 110, 
$. F.C. Weber 108, J. Weltze 108, B. Walter 108, G. Wendelken 106, 
B. Wragge 104, J. F. Campbell 104, D. Holland 104, D. Louitzki 101, 
A, Shaw 99, BH. Zubiller 99, J, Dorr 95.—A. Lozur, Sec’y. 

GUTTENBERG, N. J.—Open sight match between L. Vogel, the 
open sight champion, against M, Dorrler, of the Bull’s Head Rifle 
Club, 100 shots a side, distance 200yds., German ring target, possible 
250: 

M. Dorrler. 
1 19 23 82 17 238 19 24 26 20 19—210 

22 18 16 28 24 17 22, 18—189 
20 22 20 20 09 20 09 22184 
24 25 20 21 19 20 10 24—209 
22 28 19 00 17 19 21 20—183 
24 10 20 20 28 26 21 21214 

P 15 24 19 21 18 21 18 21198 
to ah eg Te PENS eee carer ..22 20 19 21 28 28 21 21 20 20—210 
Qe iy Ai ieatt etnies teense 20 23 24 19 18 19 28 19 17 22 904 ML 
OSs eeepc irrresnteret 24 21 21 22 19 23 28 22 20 2121623017 

L. Vogel. 
Alaa ee ee ro?, eben 22 18 20 19 25 138 21 20 21 19-198 
ieee peter oe pen ine e 28 22 18 19 21 23 17 18 OF 21—185 
Spoil ApH oeeoeeeort 23 20 19 18 20 13 19 28 19 16—190 
oO eu lLoner cosas. 19 24 19 OF 21 22 24 16 15 18—i185 
Ses COME HEC e Ee ricete 19° «15 #15 25 24 19 16 20 21 i7—191 
(Ue ns hope Reco eres 17 18 Jf 15 16 18 19 16 19 20—167 
Fhe hits Sool. Ses acbn 23.16 18 20 21 06 22 15 18 28—177 
eS iy ke sr Peaehlaitee se te 2) 14 18 09 19 16 28 14 21 16-170 
Dn alstee ve eat veers cite 3 14 12 18 19 18 20 21 T4 20 21—147 
1K eps “Blan Viens erence 16 25 13 24 17 18 23 24 20 18—193-18387 

BOSTON, Noy. 15.—The attendance at Walnut Hill to-day was fair’ 
During the first part of the day a heayy northwest wind prevailed, 
which moderated during the afternoon. Below are the best records 
of the day: 

Creedmoor Practice Mateh. 
CH) Berry.......- .. 044555554547 N F Tufts.......... 444454453441 
AE Barnes........ 550445445546 JS Gilmore......... 0443444354 —40 
FE Stetson....-..,.-, 516454544444 A A Lewis....... ,4844553444—40) 
J Payson (mil) ....544444544542 HS Sturgis (mil). . 5443444543 40 

Creedmoor Prize Mateh. 
W Charles......... 454555455547 R Davis.......,.,..5455444545—45 
A @* Adams......./. 445555445546 WH Oler.......... 4354955454 44 

Decimal Match. 
Wy OHarleg fo. seccn.0s ay isundee tek abtet 7 710 9 810 9 9 § 10-87% 
PAC ORA Cana ruse a uae de vaeben gs tantetadins 10 810 8 810 8 7 4 & 81 
CUA ERVE SOL de ive on aeereeberieed acts § 810 5 9 8 6 8 ‘9 H-ko 

Victory Match. 
OPE OBEED ee IEE ns tas 4A ob teeaneas 7 6 940 9 9 810 8 7Y—88 
EM A SEL ERIOY 6 a oe read Ng Aa piatend Boereces sean 810 9 468 6 8 9 6-79 
f Non ELSE Tas eee WM ey abe a erin sei atch 6649 9 5 91010 9—77 

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Nov. 2 —Shell Mound was wellattended to- 
dey, the majority of the marksmen putting in their time practicing 
at the targets to get their hands in before the meeting of the Rifle 
Association. Company HE, First Infantry, Captain Teller, held its 
regular monthly shoot for marksmen's badges. Springtield rifles 
were used, and ten shots were fired at the double distances. Follow- 
ing are the best scores: 

200yds. 500yds, 
IBA TP CLG: poe Cee ee meee cer eeayy aL 5444445544 —48 = 445855555—46—8y 
BrOWDOs +2. esi cdafvel sci cebec ees een 4444544454 —42 4534443555—42 84 
TOZ GIEIes] Hen PRRRE swear ine ve AION 3344544445—40) = 4434.45 —40—80 
Rentiletoube sary tats sateen se Bh anne 4554544544 —44 434243253434 98 
Captair Tellers... 0)..0. 5.5. 4454435554—43 

Lieut, Strong, Inspector of Rifle Practice, First Infantry, shot two 
strings with the company, and put himself among the 30 per cent 
men, as follows: 

500yds. 200yds. j 
SLEOUE Pha, Meee a tetas de oan §444444545—<43 5504455545—47—90 
A good representation from Company C, Third Infantry, Captain” 

Levy, were present practicing at the 20vyds. target. Annexed are 
the best scores made: 
Magennis............ 544454dddd—42 Stewart,.-.,-..,....4Ad4444445 40 
MacAlpin.......... 0544134444 47 Yager. 2.02022... 8233444444 35 
Van Haltron........ 4444444444 40) 
There were two contests for Fifth Battalion team medals. Twenty 

shots were fired at both ranges. The first contest was between Kei- 
log and Macdonald, the former winning and advancing a nuniber with 
a score only beaten once, and that by himself. The scores: 

. 200yds. o00yds. 
Kellogg........ 45544944555545555554 93 45544555545555554555 961 89 
Macdonald... .54454445444444554455—87  55544545455555455555—95— 182 
The other contest was between Williams and Hovey. The former 

held his number. Following are the totals: 
~ 200yds, S00yds, Total. 

Wallis! seh se ube TORIES eee renee eal £3 184 
Hovey wussa gees dap See eA So aae Mets at 73 181 88 

A, Johnson, O, Thierbach and P, E. Robértson had a match at the 
double distances, ten shots at each range, with the following result, 
Mr. Thierbach using a Springfield, the others Sharp-Burchards; 

200y ds. 500y7ds. 
SONU OTM ss ay se 4) passe et eae 5ab4558544—45 5555555544 49 93 
Rhisnhiches rss. eee ee 4454545544—44 4455455545 —46— 90 
Robertson............. ees are 4503455444—46 = 4ddddd545—48—89 
Lew. RB. Townsend shot off-hand at the 500yds. target, and after he 

got down to business made two strings that he can brag of, as they 
would haye been more than creditable if made in any position, The 
strings were: 
AT WICH ARer ar nee ec Te ean me ded455n4454—46 = 5844445555 —45 
The meeting of the Rifle Association promises to be the best held in 

recentyears. In the first day’s shooting over twenty teams are ex- 
pected to participate. 

THOMASTON, Conu., Noy, 15.—Political matters have claimed the 
atlention of the members of the Efopire Rifle Club for several weeks 
to the exclusion of all shooting. Only four members were on the 
range to-day. Conditions were, a very bright light, no wand, 
OMBEM NTE Meta ee be Re oe eRen aoe Jidi 9 S104) 1370 7% g—o¥ 
CE EP INGLEA Ett) citam cect asme mele apd Li Le CUP ee eo aint (patie 
GA Lemmon. ik cis cee TLL Y B10I0 9 941 QeoR 
Pred A Perkins. .).;::-;:reeperppreveeydl GILIG & 7 5 9 12—R9 
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WORCESTER, Mass., Nov, Ji.—An event of considerable interest 
was the match between teams selected from the Worcester City 
Guards, Company A, Second Regiment of the State Militia, and vet- 
erans of the war of the Rebellion, members‘of the George H. Ward 
Post, No. 10, G. A, R., Department of Massachusetts. he distance 
was 200yds., with a possible thirty-five, seven rounds per man, the 
result was as follows; 

‘ City Guards. Grand Arniy. 
Corp GE Olson.......- 4453544 —29 IL C Taylor............ 4454344—: 
sergtJ RCleveland....4454845—29 MD Gilmon..., ......- 4444344 - 27 
Priv GW Toney......-- 444445328 HN Pepper ........... 5834434—26 
‘Lieut James Harley... 384844425 J B Willow. ween see ee P3043 I— 2B 
Priv SM Bellows....- 246384d4—25 Maj ER Shumway... .2225354—28 
Priv MK Morgan...... 4234424 23 Wm E Howe ......... 0450248—15 

C L Macomber.... :.. 3580004—15 Priy J M Johnsen...,., 4054442 —23 

182 160 
GARDNER, Mass., Nov, 12.—At the weekly meet at Hackmatack 

Range to-day, the Gardner Rifle Club had the Leominster Rifle Club, 
of Leominster, as guests, A match between the two was shot. All 
conditions were favorable, The American decimal target was used. 
There were tio strings of 10 shots each; distance, 200yds., shooting 
off-hand, witha possible score of 200, The result was as follows; 

Gardner. Leominster. 
GT Elsworth .. 93 838—i7 CE Woster.,,;...76 T1—1d7 
A Mathews.......76 82—168 J W Hiwell,..,,,.63 70—138 
1M Dodge........ 84 §8—152 G W Foster.... .. 64 69—133 
LL Walker...---... 67 T5—14d2 WH Wood.. ..., 72 58—130 
Chester Hinds... .69 72—141 J Symonds,..,,..65 60—125 
W C Loveland....68 69—137 EB NePitts ., ..... 65 60—125 
GC Goodell _..... 65 69—184 AJ Ruge. -.,,,..56 68—124 
5B Hildreth..... 59 =71—130 R F Walker...... 62 58—120 
Wim Austin ......54 48— 97 HE Munson.,..,.,- 46 62—108 
Ghas Engell,..-.., 30 34— 64—1331 F Austin -........ 49 40— 89—1243 
WORCESTER, Mass.—Noy, 13.—The first of the fall series of meets 

at Pine Greve Range occurred to-day. Inthe Creedmoor match, out 
of a possible thirty-five, the result was as follows: 
A CG Brown, .--::--2:.-. 4455555—38 CA Allen......0.. «20. 5444445 —380 
S CBSmith ._.... --4450454—32. AL Rice............-.2- 4454444—29 
S2Burtom, Fas s2 204455535—31 “A Mills....c... 0 ccc eee. 4344454—28 
Thos Leighton -.-....-- 4444545—30 
ASHBURNHAM, Mass., Nov. 11.—A squad of the Rice Guards. Com- 
any E, Sixth Regiment of the State Militia, were at their range for a 
ittle practice, The score was as follows: 
Lieut A'S Fullford........43444—19 Private George Finan. ..44402—14 
Beret A BE Willard.......,.44348—18 Private J Enright........ 04240—10 
Corp] A Hoar ...,.....33443—17 Private M Moore...,...../ — 4 

THE TRAP. 

BEST CLAY-PIGEON GUN. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
May we ask the opinion of your readers (in answer to numerous 

inquiries received by us) as tothe best gun (irrespective of name of 
maker) adapted to break the Ligowsky clay-pigeon? Al. Bandle, of 
Cincinnati, writes: ‘‘In my experience at clay-bird shooting I haye 
come to the conelusion that a 10-zauge gun weighing from 914 to 10 
ounds. 30 to 32-ineh barrel, full choke, is about the best gun to use, 

The weight and lengthis a matter of choice, I prefer a 30-inch as it 
is easie-t to handle, and just as effective as a 32.°° 

J.B. Miller, of Cincinnati, writes: ‘My experience at the trap has 
tanght me that a 12-bore is not the size to use; a trap gun ought to be 
10-bore, 82-inch barrels, both barrels full choke, weight of gun 9% to 
10 pounds. Ido not thinkit necessary to have a gun weigh more 
than 10 pounds. I find that weight sufficiently heavy to stand the 
‘racket,’ as the saying is. One using alight gun is sure to shake it 
to pieces; again, a light 12-bore gun will not shoot up to the 10-bores 
atthe trap; ithas been tried and tried, but without success; but 
occasionally you will find a man who is satisfied that the 12-bore gun 
is plenty large enough for trap shooting.” _ 
A pronunent Ai shot ‘tAnonymous” writes: ‘‘For shooting at pigeons 

thrown from fourth notch, I prefer a 10-zauge gun, full taper choke, 
with either 30, 3) or 32-inch barrels, both bored alike. Weight of gun 
anywhere from nine to ten and one-half pounds would suit me; 
weight haying little to do with the shooter provided the gun is not too 
heavy at muzzle, or does not strain or tire the arm in handling. The 
weirht of the gun—in choosing for purchase—should be governed by 
the strength of the handler. Many advocates of the 12-gauge advance 
most excellent ideas relative to the hard hitting of their favorite 
ealiber, and they are justly entitled to full credit forall they advance 
in favor of their favorite; but all other things being equal, such as 
uantity of shot, skill, etc., i thinkit only fair to let the handler of 

the 12-nore ‘go in’ jlyd. ahead of the 12-bore, and even then I believe 
the 10-bore has an advantage over the 12. Occasionally we meet 
with an exceptionally hard hitting 12 gun, but notas a rule, hence the 
many sticklers for the No. 10 gun, Many experienced shots prefer 
the harrels choked nearly alike—full choke—but the barrel used as a 
second is required to throw closer than the first, and I think the idea 
an excellent one.” 

Ool. John M, Barbour, of Louisville, writes: ‘This is a difficult 
question to answer: but I will give you my opinion, formed from 
what I have witnessed at our tournament, For the average shooter 
I would say, at live birds, a 914 to_10-pound gun, 10-gauge, modified 
ehoke, 30-inch barrels, is the best: but for clay-pigeons, the same, but 
full choke. While I think this the most effective gun, I would like to 
see adoptedin America a rule limiting the gauge to 11-bore and 844 
pounds’ weight. This would put the small aud weak men on a more 
equal footing with the giants, who can handle a 12-pound gun as 
easily as the small man can hadje an 8-pound, and with his 6 or 7drs. 
of powder give little show to the 8-pound gun with ddrs. Ido hope 
we willnext year get a national convention to adopt a set of rules 
that will be acceptable to the clubs generally; rules for live-bird 
shooting, also for all target and wing-shooting, and I would gladly 
give my aid tofany moye in that direction. Suppose you make the 
moye? We expect to shoot the greab American Field Championship 
eup next year if birds can be procured, just as last year’s programme 
indicated,” LigowskY CLAY-PIGEON COMPANY. 

Cincinnati, O , Nov. 15. 

NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION. 
O* the second day of the New England Trap-Shooters’ Tournanient, 

on the grounds of the Boston Gun Club, at Wellington, Mass., 
nlmost all of the first day’s shooters remained to carry through the 
remaining part of the programme, The day, though fine, stilla good 
wind kept down and prevented many full scores; buta splendid day's 
sport was had, This is merely the beginning, and it augurs well for 
the future of this organization, the general good will evinced, and 
the evident determination which manifested itself everywhere that 
all would do their best to have the first shoot. a success. 

First eyent, 5 single birds, 18yds. rise.—Dickey first, Wilbar second, 
Sampson third, ' ‘ 
Second eyent, 5 single birds.—Wilhar and Johnson first, Saumpson 

second and Dickey thi d. ; : 
Third event, 5single birds—Johnson and Wilbar first, Dickey sec- 

ond, Webber third. q ' 
Fourth eyent, 8 pair doubles—Webber first, Wilbar second, Dickey 

third. 
Fifth event—7 single birds, 18yds.: ; } 
BA Gh St A desu keess 1011111—6 Gerrish,...... tered eee, 111111 —6 
POPPY. i ee eee yee OLEIO—5 Pratt, 2. .;22..-.. Redan 0011110—4 
vo Soe Oe eee 0011011—4 WNichols.......-.... -.+...10000w—1 
SAMPSOM sy ss = 0 cen tet ss 0100111—4 Allen... ........,....-.,.1110100—4 
BOVUIBISEEI tig bh dee ng cy ecee le 111011—6 ‘Tidsbury........,-.. ae .11111°71—7 
FRUATECOME. ep bites ce eee LOWATTI—6> FAM eCis sweets ve cose 1100111—5 
FIORBIGM tel se pastes eet QQ0000I—1. B Smith... ,.21,.--..-.: 0100100—2 
pengefers: Pye eceye-: 00100 w—1 Bartlett .....,. cramer | 0000001—1 
Dickey .......,. = EERE 6 Ie Gods 2s ase rete eee aie 1011110—5 
IOLA oat ane eee aye cll Pidelt— Or WME ess cee kicemsicesiee 0100111—4 
15 (C1 (i Ey ea 1 G1t— Ae alantiere cco loses ce bses 0011100—8 
Webber. .- 2... cece eee 00010Ww—1 JohmsoOn,.....--.--eeeeee 1110101—5 
WV AB a ecw Ue ae vont 01101115 
Dackey and Tidsbury first, Hager second, Perry third, and Allen 

fourth. 
Sixth event—7 birds, 1 trap: 

Hager .,,...-....---»- O10110i— 4 Stark....--.... Bab Sate OOO1NII— 4 
Sampson,.-.... PAO — 6B Brats oi sata bree ame 6 1011110— 5 
Gerrish,....-.-..- 101010 — A Smith 2.5 ass cae 1111001— 5 
beh erel b a ee ae 0010101— 3 Holden’.... .--.0011101— 4 
PELE Vipers eed 1111111— 7 Tidsbury ,0111111— 6 
Waivisiee, sy ncn eee eee: 0011110— 4 Allen -1100111— 5 
Stanton -......... ....111/0100— 4 Wilbar .1100101— 4 
Dickey ...5.--.--+-.s6 ,.1110111— 6 Atwell ,.0110010— 8 

IAT TAYE ese oe aed 010011i— 4 Webber... .1111011— 6 

ITM CISe py yine nen et ace 1111101 6 Bartlett............ .., 0101710— 4 
Rowell... ae 0110101 4 j ‘ 
Perry first, Tidsbury second, B. Smith third, and Bartlett fourth. 
Seventh event—3 pair doubles: A 

Bager,....... .........1111 10-5 BSmith,.............. 10 11 10—4 
Francis,........--..--«41 01 11—5 Tirrell.........-...5--. 00 00 10—1 
iaBeTE eee ee ais ii 10 10—4 Tidsbury....-........5. 11 10 11—5 
SPY OE, ee ne = voreeet t 10 00 10—2 Davis.... ... ...se-es ,-11 00 00—2 

Sampson..-. .iso,sso00 1016 10—8 Nichols .... _teerell 11 11—6 

Wilbar ...-.c..-.9----, OL 10 11—4 Holden...-..---.- .---. 10 01 01—3 

Perry ... -. > sareesey. 041 0010-2 Allen .....,...-.5.. 2. 01 11 10—4 

UGG N Nece, 2 sank Re 00 10 11—8 Atwell...-.., .... ...47 00 01-3 
Webber, .....s2c-s-ts05- 11 11 11—6 

Webber and Nichols first, Hager 
Dickey and Holden fourth, 

Eighth event—7 birds, 5 ta 
Harem Ss yn2).u-5:- ela 1101711—6 

. .-A110101—5 

and Francis second, Allen third, 

Tidsbury..,.......----. 1011101—5 
Stanton... x 

Sampson 1101010—4 Tirrell.... .0100100—2 
Holden 0100110—8 Wolsom.. .0110100—3 
Dickey OMI Bratt ye . 000100;Ww 
Davis. -111011—6 Tirameis..... 20.2. eee eas 0000100-—1 
PbATICS Giga eaua ease 0101101—4 Webber...............- 0110001— 
Wilbur. ’ eee Ud — Se atwell Se. cea. ...0000000—0 
Bismithy ear eee 1100100—8 -Allen................ 4s. 0111110—5 
Bartletti-. 26.2... .csasne 1101111—6  Gerris ...- ..0011011—4 
Dickey and Davis first, Allen second, Stark and Gerrish third, 

Holden fourth, 

MAR OI iy piyn seat heh an 116: Mramels,-..icct 2. 1203 11 00 b0—2 
Gerrisbes areqelcts re ses 10 10 10—8 Rowell ... ..2.,...5-255 00 OL 10—2 
Wal DUDA tone aerate 11 10 10—4 Webber...,..,.... ,.--,10 10 10-3 
(Ja ie at cor det eter 10 11 10—4 Nichols...  .s..s5255 10.10 00—2 
Dickey. ......, ........10 10 11—4 Sampson......., LO 01 01—8 
DAV ISAS ron sects 1010 10—8 Tidsbury,... ......-... li 1 11-6 
EOI Gey te sanrenees OOmiedd—s Gravis sibs hsseaes 01 00 00—1 
Blarke + os S ay aes Nisa 01= 5 Warnell seit es la ey 10 0) 00—1 
BIS Uibiy oer Noga ot D001 10! 32— SHarreaititcies hayes aoasee eine 1i 1 O1—4 
Hager and Tidsbury first, Stark second, Perry third, Gerrish and 

Webber fourth. 
Tenth eyent, 3 t air doubles, fixed traps.—Eager and Perry first, 

Dickey second. Seventh event, 7 birds, 1 trap; 
Marek sc coeesg sears boss O1N111—6 ~“Wilbur...:.............. 1100110—4 
PBYPY2. tice dealt pee ta aehe 1011110—5 Nichols ............4...- 1100001—3 
GOUViSh a. eget d hots tysen OO10LlI—4 ‘Tidsbury........ .....-- 1011100—4. 
REO WOME Soca waa cee ay o®. ,.1110111—6 Webber...-.............. 1100011—4 
Bartlett. ...-.. 2.2.64 ..-. OOLOTII—4 Stantom..........-..... .-1110101—5 
TESLA ews pice case WIOWWII—5—s— G@ray..........-.. see eee 1100101—4 
Sampsov...,......-..--5 1101100—4 Sheldon...,,...,.--°-...0000001—1 
Stark... vivsaay oceans 1000100—2 Davis -- Nee elec p Ebling — 7 
Prati oe ee 10000012 Carey...--..-........... 1091110—4 
YVAN B.S ek uses oy 01000113 BSmith........,......., 0101011—4 
Dickey ., 0010101i—8 Johnson........-.....-.. 0910010—2 
AGEN, soa eee eee ee 1101111—6 CB Paine............... OOO — 
Francis .........-...--...10011—3 
Davis first, Hager and Rowell second, Perry and Tirrell third, Ger- 

rish fourth. 
Twelfth event—3 pair doubles: 

Hager ........, ...11 11 1i—6 
AP STOURI ee easter 10 10 10-3 

GPA ene neni ees 11 11 00—4 00 10 01—2 
Rowell............ Arete 10 01 00—2 10 00 11—3 
HORATIGI Ee alder aoitens ones 10 10 11—4 O41 11 11—5 
Webber... -2.,...-..2-05: 10 11 11-5 
Hager firsb, Webber second, Dickey third, Dayis fourth. 
Thirteenth event—7 singles: 

Hager ...... Pobsaanene TALOIIO—G" Wiki wesees sey tess eee 1011100—4 
Gerrish ................. 1011100—4 Sampson ................ 1010100—3 
PBPMyaeies idan e ce tine 12011004 Grayais. --.. sae. c asd 1000100—2 
Dickey Tee es: 10111116 ‘Tidsbury,......-......-. 1110001—4 
ROWE fo rerereeered 11101105 Stark,....... Meets “Get; 001000w 
(BO SUT bhitee tases hans 001101i—4 Davis......-.-.. .......- 1110101—5 
EARS Endo OOne oe ... -1100100—3 } 
Dickey first, Davis second, Gerrish third, Cary fourth. 
Fourteenth event—3 pair doubles: 

B Smith... 6. .ss.28- Oto aia tarkns ati hee then li 11 10-4 
TMrGel ss cage aa ne ener ths OLN OIA RTE Ne Si soe eee bos ocd 10 GO 10—2 
Bartleth loi cere etee rae. 10 00) 00O—1 Webber.......... 0.2... 10 10 10—3 
Wilbur’: 15 vaee-seusi- 1011 31-5 NiGh ols. ss) Lee: li 00 01-3 
AZ EYY oe oss eeaaneve wine A SAG ran Gig eee ws ene li 11 01—5 
Party pecans itera 10 11 Wi—5 AME. 2. lo. sl 10 10 11—4 
DAVIS cate cnet CR B Miia Es fa Ay Cc (31 010 | as a ee 10 01 11—38 
Schaefer ......-......-. 01 01 00—2 Holden ......-..-.....6 10 11 11—5 
DICK yi. tS heat ones .,.11 11 10—5 
Bager first, Perry second, Stark and Allen third, Nichols and Tids- 

bury fourth, 
Fifteenth event—i-man team match, 10 birds per man: 

Worcester Gun Club. Mass. Rifle Association. 
HMager......2...2: 1111111111—10 Dickey...-..-.-.; 4111111111-—1u 
Davis . ..1001011011— 6 Laws Sees 0000100111— 4 
Webber -0010110111— 6 Rowell ....,.-..- ,1111011110— 8 
Holden. - .1101111111— 9 Stanton.... ...,. 0101011100— 5 
PELLYs ate deters 1111011111— 9—40 Tidsbury.._. ...,1111111111—10—87 

Narragansett Gun Club. . Brockton Gun Glub, 
Carey satire cia. 0110111111—8 Bartlett......... 1111114111—10 
Paine,...... ..---1001010101—5 Allen... .. 1011011011 — 7 
Sheldon.... ....-. 0101100111—# Francis .. 0111711110— § 
Gray fice. ees 0001000010—2 ’ Birrell... ....1110017111— 8 
Sampson.......- .1101111100—7—28 Wilbur....... ..0100111111— 7—40 

Boston Gun Club, 
Ornish) Yi siswseessy 1111111001- 8 Kirkwood........ 1001111001 —6 
Snow.tisigescoseses- 0100000110—3 Stark.......,..... 1110111011—8—30 
WORNSOR Hot oy aes 101000101 1—5 
Worcester Guu Club first, Massachusetts Rifle Association second, 

Boston Gun Club third. 
The Worcesters, 1n being first, secured the beautiful gold medal of 

the Association, presented by the Ligowsky C. P. Company, and in 
addition to the 40 per cent. of entries, secured $30, also presented by 
the Ligowsky C. P. Company. 

Sixteenth eyvent—3 pair doubles: 
PUA BOD tsaies meee esas eae 1010 10=8 Btark 0... .e- 11:10) 01—4 
Wehber.c. ccestslnne es 01 11 00—8 Kirkwood.............. 01 10 10—3 
MICKEY teat iie Line ln ones NL de Care yi eae elie een Ratti 11 11 10—5 
GeLvish oajei2, chives veseld OO 11—4 Farrar.......-...0.555 ..10 11 00—3 
WrATCISe cai eees oe lO LI LOA Sowers !eoene ee ten 11 00 11—4 
earn, nee 10 00 11—& Rowell........ .........11 10 10—4 Ww 

Carey first, Francis and Stark second, Hager third, 
The money prizes presented by the Boston Gun Club were awarded 

as follows: For the first best average, H, W. Eager, Wilbar and 
Dickey second, Perry third. Holden, Sampson and Bartlett fourth, 
Gerrish fifth, 

CONNECTICUT.—Windsor, Conn., Noy. 12.—Team State Cham- 
pionship Badge: 

Spencer Guo Club. 
VIG Ws BNE fete cue sed.s ltd aele athe ie eekcura 0117 100010111000101000010—12 
AORN RE ieee trp te Pics Been vs ewww ore 1100110011111111010110101—19 
© M Speucers .aen- seen sewn eenene «~~ 101010011110011 111110101117 
EPASROISOML:.ae = hb msae tn se sab eae 01019711011111111011111000—_18—f4 

New Haven Gun Club, 
COP TSEOMe cos. 5-pep ee ace peur elles ae ers - «0001110101000111101101011—14 
IT Beers ....... a eaaess eo ottrriE se » -1111010101000111101101011—14. 
Geo W Miner... ..0c.).)-0-0-22- +... 0001011110010011001101100—12 
NS Folsom... veacenecstents bu eee ree -111010100101100111111110—16—56 

Parker Gun Club, ay 
EA Birdseye... ..c--..+s aa eewneoees cee o111011101110110100111711—19 
IL Baker..... wa veeneccocssenseuseee ss e1Q00011011111111111110100—17 
F BrOWDecesteeecececeee eowaseesrenes + 1110110101010111111110000—16 
J ¥ Ives... » paceee-.. 0104100111101 110101100011—15—67 
Parker Gun Club, Meriden, Conn., 

18yds. rise, 3 traps, . F 
Individual State Championship Badee. 

Folsom,0101111011111111011171000—18 1111111001110110111131111—22—40 
Spencer1010100111100111111101011—17 0111011111110111111110101_20—37 
Bristol,.0001110101060111101100011—14 0001011101001111111111001—16—30 
Beers...1111011001010011010001101—14 0110011000011001111011110—14— 28 
Folsom.0111010110011001111113110—16 + 0111010001100011011000001—12—28 
Bird sey /1111011101110110110011111—19_ 11101 10001110010011111100—15— 34 
J Baker,1000011014141111111110100—17 0111111010010001110101101—15—82 
Brown. .1110110101010111111110000—16 1101111,000101111001100100—14—380, 
J F Ives.0101100111101110101100011—15 0110010110101111000001111—14—29 
M Bull, ,0111100010111010101009010—12 1111110011111111100111010—19—31 
Vibberts1101111110111111100110110—19 1010010010111011000110011 1332 
Hay den.0000000001010010110000100— & 0110100000001000000001010— 6—12 

E. A, Folsom, Windsor, Conn., winner, 50 clay-pigeons, 18yds. rise, 
3 traps, 
WORCESTER, Noy, 11.—There was a fair attendance at the meet 

to-day in the contest for the South End Gun Club Sweepstake. The 
result of the events was as follows: 

1, Five glass balls—W. L. Davis 1st, H. W. Webber 2d, L, R. Hud- 
son 3d. 
2. Five glass balls—W, L. Davis and A. Bowditeh divide ist, W. L. 

Shepard 2d, B. Smith 3d. _ 

3. ive clay-pigeons—B. Smith ist, W. L. Shepard 2d, W. L. Davis 
3 d. 

4 Five clay-birds—H, W. Webber ist, W. L. Davis and A. Bowditch 
divide 2d, C. Doon 3d. { 

6. Five glass balls—M. D. Gilman Ist, W. L. Davis 2d. 

NORTHSIDE GUN CLUB.—Regular shoot at live birds for club 
medal: 25yds., except Franz, who shot at 27yds.: 
JO BNA Soe 6 bey obe ss 10010013 _Lyons..... 4 Sa ee 

.1011101—5 
1101111—6 

winners. 25 clay-pigeons at 

_ WELLINGTON, Mass., Noy. 15,—The weekly shoot of the Malden 
Gun Club to-day was largely attended. The gold medal taken by 
Brackett last) week was returned by him, he Being unable to be 
present, and in the contest for the same Adams was the victor. The 
other events were as follows: 

1. Five birds—Sanborn first, Field second, 
. Five birds—Sanborn first, Scott second, 
. Three pair doubles—Field first, Sanborn second, 
. Three pair doubles—Adams first, Scott second, 
. Five blackbirds—Field first, Adams second, 
. Five blackbirds—Scott and Field first, Draper and Adams second. 

priser LAY blackbirds—Secott first, Field and Stanton second, Pratt 
ra, 

8. Five birds—Field, Scott and Pratt first, Adams and Stanton 
second, Souther third. 

#, Three pair doubles—Stanton first, Draper second, Morgan third. 
10, Ten birds—Field and Adams first, Scott and Stanton second, 

Souther third. 
11. Five birds, 5 traps—Souther and Wield first, Hunter second, 

Draper third, f 
iz. Five birds, 5 traps—Field first, Morgan second, Adams third, 

aoe Five birds, 5 traps—Field first, Adams second, Warren and Pratt 
ihird. 
14, Miss and out—taken by Adams and Field. 

CHICAGO, Ill., Noy. 14,—The third medal shoot of the gun club of 
Chicago, took place at Grand Crossing, Ill,, Tuesday, Noy.4. Tame 
igeons were used, and the conditions were: 15 birds to eavh man 
rom 5 ground traps, use of both barrels. English rules, guns handi- 
capped according to Bauge. Mr. Frank Floyd held the medal which 
he won ab the second shoot of the club, Following is the score, 
White, Magin and Stone at 29yds., Hough at 27yds., the rest at 30yds,: 

<2 Ss Ot Coto 

Frank Ployd....111110110011111—12 Henry Miller.. .111111011011100—11 
EE Felton..... 0111111171171101—18 FJ Magin...... 0001111113110011—11 
JB Reems..... 114101111111010—12 Ed Ferguson...111110110111111—13 
Perey Stone, ,..111000011110111—10 
C E Cole,...,,..011101111011111—12 
W © Hough... .110111111101011—12 
A J White...... 011110011001111—10 
CC German . ..100100111010100— 7 

Mr. E. H. Lahee won the medal. 

Machting. 
LIST OF RACES SAILED 1884, 

ABBREVIATIONS OF NAMES OF CLUBS. 

EH Lahee..... 119111011111111—14 
C CO Wheeler. ..111001111101010—i0 
H O Stone......110111101000101— 4 
WL Pierce..... 010000111000110— 

HENRY MILLER, Sec’y. 

A.—Atlantic, N.Y¥.—New York. 
B.-- Beverly. N, B.—New Bedford. 
B.Q.=Bay of Quinte. N,. H._New Haven. 
Bo.—Boston. N. J._New Jersey. 
B.H.—bunker Hill. 
Car.—Carolina. 
C.—Columbia. 
C.A.—Cape Ann, 
Chi.—Chieago. 
Cley.—Clevyeland, 
D.—Dorchester. 
E.— Eastern, 
H.R.—Hast River- 
H,—Hull. 
Hyvy,—Havyerhill. 
H.R,.—Hudson River, 
J.— Jeffries. : 
J.C.—Jersey City. 
K.—Knickerbocker. 

New.—Newburyport, 
Oc.— Oceanic. Zi 
Os.—OS8wego. 
P.—Portland. 
Penn,—Pennsylvania, 
Proy.—Provincetown. 
-—Quincy. 
1C— Quaker. City. 

R.C.— Royal Canadian, 
S,—Seawanhaka. 
S,B.—South Boston. 
§.Bay.—Salem Bay, 
South.— Southwark. 
Tor.—Toronto. 
Tol.—Toledo. 
W.—Williamsburgh, 
W.L.—West Lynn. 
W.V.—Washington Village, 

Mon.—Montreal. W.O,—Walk over. 
23. Charleston.—Car.Y.C. o starters: Au Revoir 1, 
30, Lake Brie.—First class, no entries: Second clags, 5 starters: 

Stellal. Third class, Petrel w. 0. 
30, Port Morris.—K.Y.C. First class, 5 starters: Sara 1. Second 

class, 7 starters: Whimbrel 1, Third class, 9 starters: 
Gracie 1. Fourth class, 6 starters: Nettie1. Fifth class. 
8 starters: Nellie R.1. Sixth class, 7 starters: Adele 1. 
Seventh class, 5 starters: Rex]. Highth class, 2starters: 
Hattie 1. Pennant for best time, Gracie; Hyslop prize for 
cabin yachts over 27ft.. Undine; Mott cup, Gracie. 

South Boston.—8.B.Y.C. Open Regatta. First class center- 
boards, 5 starters: Magic, L Y.C. 1; Shadow, B.Y.C. 2. 
Keels, 3 starters: Lillie S.B,Y.C. 1; gir J.C. 2. 
Second class centerboards, 5 starters: Lizzie Warner S.B. 
Y¥.C.1; Greta D.Y.C.2. Keels, 10 starters: Kittie H.¥.0C, 
1; Zulu §.B.Y.C. 2. Third class, 7 starters; Thisbe 8.B. 
¥.C. 1; Spray Q.Y.C. 2; Pet Q.Y.C. 3. Wourth class cen- 
terboards, 6 starters: Flora Lee §,B.Y.C.1; Whiif §.B.Y. 
C. 2; Nancy W.Y.Y.C. 3. Keels,5 starters: Vesper W.L. 
¥.C. 1; Delle J.C..2. 

Newark.—N.Y.C. First class, 3 starters: Grey Eagle 1, 
Second class. 3 starters: Rambler 1. Third class, 4 start- 
ers: Triton1. Fourth class, 2 starters, Hddie 1. 

Quincy.—Q.Y.C. First class. D, Crockett w. 0. Second 
class, 6 starters: Pet 1, Niobe 2, Third class, 4 starters: 
Flora Lee 1; Elsie 2. 

June 1, New York.—Eclipse Y.C. 7 starters: Corinna K. 1, 
». New York.—A.Y.C, Ladies’ Day. Schooners, first clags, 

Grayling w. 0. Second class, 2 starters: Triton 1. Sloops, 
first class, 2 starters: Athlon 1. Second class, 3 starters: 
Roamer 1. Third class, 5 starters: Klephant 1. Fourth 
class, 5 starters: Romeyn 1. Fifth class, Venture w. o, 
Cats, 2 starters: Hypatia 1. 

2. Williamsburgh.—Wil.Y.C. First class. 4 starters: QC. Van 
Voorhis 1. Second class, 2 starters: Mary Keegan 1, Third 
class, 2 starters: Tidal Wave 1, Fourth class, 5 starters: 
Narrioch 1. aq : . 

. Philadelphia.—Q.C.Y.C. First class, 2 starters: Sunbeam 1, 
Second class, 4 starters: Minerva 1, Consort 2, Third class, 
4 starters; M. S. Thomas 1, Nahma 2. Fourth class, 7 
starters: I. J. Pratt 1, Pierson 2. Fifth class, 4 starters; 
Richmond 1, Au Revoir 2. 

7. Larchmont.—Larch, Y.C. Second class, 2 starters: 
1. Third elass, 2 starters: Neither made the race, 
class, 4 starters: Varuna 1. Fifth class: 
Sixth class, 6 starters: Wairy 1. 

9. Portland.—P.Y.C. 

May 

30, 

30, 

30, 

w 

Eictipse 
Fourth 

Chemaun Ww. 0. 
First class, no entries. 

Challenge Cup. First class, 2 starters: 
Nellie G. 1. Second class, 4 starters: Willie 1. 

10. Philadelphia.—Penn, Y.C. 15 starters: Bessie 1, J. & W. 
Smith 2, Mediator 3. 

10, New York.—A,Y C. Schooners. First class, 3 starters; 
Gray ne 1, Second class. 4 starters: Triton 1, es 2, 
Sloops, first class, 5 starters: Mischief 1, Fanny 2. Second 
class, 5 starters: Fanita 1, Roamer?. Third class, 3 start- 
ers: Crocodile 1. Fourth class, 5 starters: Romeyn 1, 
Daisy 2. Fifth class, 2 starters: Amazon 1. 

i), New York.—H.R.Y.C. Sloops. First class, 3 starters: Lilie 
1. Second class, 2 starters: Clara S. 1. Third class, 5 
starters: Selena C.1. Fourth class, 4 starters: Willie 1, 
Cats, 4 starters: B Flat 1. 

11. Jersey City —J,C.Y.C. Sloops, first class, 2 starters: Middy 
1. Second class, 1 starter: Did not make course. Third 
class, 3 starters: Alexander forsyth 1. Fourth class, 2 
starters: Hoodoo?. Cats: Annie Forsyth w. o. 

42. New York.—N.Y.Y. G. 21 starters: Race not made in time. 
12, Philadelphia.—Q.0.Y,.0. Sweepstakes, Fourth class, 5 

starters: M. W. Rutt 1. 
413. New York.—N.Y.¥.C. Schooners, first class, no starter. 

Second class, 4 starters; Montauk land Bennett cup. 
Third class, 1 starter: Did not make course. Sloops and 
cutters. First class, 7 starters: Fanny 1 and Bennett cup. 
Second class, 4 starters; Oriva 1. i" 

j4, S.Y.C. Open Race. Schooners, 2 starters: Ray 8.Y.C. 1. 
Sloops and cutters, first class, 2 starters: Gracie N.Y,Y, 
@.1. Second class, 2 starters: Oriya §8.¥.C,1. Third 
class, 2 starters: Petrel S.Y.C. 1, . ; 

. South Boston.—Match. Thisbe S.B.¥.C. beats Viva $.B.¥.C. 

. New Haven.—Yale Y.C. Sloops, 2 starters; Suranger 1. 
Cats, 2 starters: Peerless 1. 

i6. Philadelphia.—South.Y.@, First class, 7 starters: Maud 1. 
second class, 3 starters: Morgan1. Third class, 3 starters: 
Chas, Benton 1. Fourth class, 3 starters: Amanda C. 1. 

16. Newark.—Newark Y.0. First class 3 starters: Vixen 1- 
Second class, 4 starters: Our Own 1. Third class, 2 
starters: Just Woke Up1. Fourth class, 5 starters: Cygnet 
i. Fifth class, 4 starters; Shadow 1. Sixth class, 5 
starters: Teaser 1. 

1648. Around Long Jsland.—N.¥.Y.C. Schooners, 6 starters: 
Grayling 1, Sloops and cutters. First class, 5 starters: 
Fanny 1, Second class, 3 starters: Vixen 1. 

17. Pottery Beach,—B.R.Y.C. Sloops, first c.ass, 2 starters: 
Fayorita 1, Second class, 5 starters: M. W. Conway 1- 
Third class, 2 starters: Progress 1. Wourth class, 2 
starters: Snoozer 1. Fifth class, 3 starters; H, H. Holmes 
1. Cats, 4 starters; Lone Star 1, 
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June 17, Nahant.—D.¥.C. Open Race. First class, % starters: Huron | July 28. Dorchester—D.¥.C, 82d Race for Second and Third Classes, | Aug. 30. Marblehead.—B,.Y.C, Ninety-second Race, Second Open 

¥-C, 1, Second class, 7 starters: Shadow B.¥.C. 1, 
Nimbus Bo, ¥.C. 2, Lapwing E.Y,C, 3, Magic L.¥.C. 4. 
Third class, 13 starters: Kittie H, Y.C, 1, Transit H.Y,C. 2, 
Niobe D.¥.C. 3, Black Cloud C,A.¥Y,0, 4 ] 

19. Hoboken.—N_.J.¥Y.C. First class, 5 starters: Lily R, 1. 
Second class, 5 starters: Sophia Emmail. Third elass, 
starters: Fanny 1. 

21, Hull,—#H.Y.GC. Pennant Race. First class, no entries, Second 
class centerboards, no entries. Keels, 2 entries: Transit 1. 
Third class, 2 starters: Seabird 1. Fourth class. 2 starters: 
Joker], Fitth class, 7 starters: Imogen 1. 

24. Montgomery.—l. of H.Y.G, First class, 2 starters: Claude 1. 
Second class, 4 starters: Jennie S$. 1. Third class, 2 
starters: Uneas 1, 

24, Minnetonka ¥.0, 5 starters: Lazy Jane 1, Helen 2. 
24, New Haven.—N.H.Y,C. First class, 2starters; Wild Pigeon 

- 1. Second class, 9 starters: Floral. Third class, 5 entries: 
Stranger 1. Fourth class, Trio w. o. ; 

25. New York,—C.¥.C. First class, 2 entries: Emilie1. 
class, 3 starters: Zig Zag 1. Third class, 4 starters: Henry 
Gray1. Fourth class, 4 starters: Henry Fisher 1. 

26. New Orleans.—Southerny.C. Schoouers, 3 starters; Zoe 1. 
plocns 4 starvers: Dora D, Cais, 8 starters: J. W. El- 
mer 1. 

27, Marblehead.—E.Y.C. Annual Regatta, Schooners, first 
elass: Fortuna w. 0. Second class, 5 starters; Clio 1, 
Harbinger 2, peo and cutters, first class, 6 starters; 
Bedouin 1, Wenonah 2. Second class, istarters; Shadow 
1, Hera 2, ; 

28. Toranto.—Tor.Y.C. Race, 4 starters: Iris 1. 
29. ue rssh Clara beats Peerlesss, both Americus 

29. New York.—Match. Pirate heats Nemo, both of New York. 
30, Quiney.—Q.Y.0. First Championship. First class: Queen 

Mab w.o. Second class, 4 starters: Pet i, Spray 2. Third 
class, 4 starters: Mirage 1, Rocket 2. 

30. Port. Morris.—K.¥.C. Ladies’ Day. Sloops, first class, 4 
starters: Flash 1. Second class, 2 starters; Sea Robin 1. 
Third class, 4-starters:; Nettie Thorp 1, Fourth class: Mag- 
gie w.0, (ats, first class, 3 starters: Lizzie R,1, Second 
class, 4 starters: Mayotta1. Third cless, 6 starters: Nellie 
1. Fourth class: Vaddie w. 0. 

—. Monument Beach.—Flirt-Iris Match for set of colors: Flirt 1. 

July 1. Trenton.—B.Q.Y.C. Second class, 4 starters: Tolanthe 1, 
Gracie 2, Enid 3. 

1. Kingston.—First elass, 
starters; Laura 1, 

starters: Garfisld 1. Second class, 
Third class, starters: Merlin 1. 

2, Staten Island._-Sweepstakes, 4 starters: Whisk 1. 
4. Larchmont.—Larch. Y,C. Sloops, first elass, 3 starters: 

Becond Aug. 2%. Hast Boston,—J.C. Third Championship, 

Second class, 9 starters: Joker1, Amy 2%. Third class, 5 
starters; Mirage 1, Guenn 2. 

29. Port Morris.—K.¥.C. First Pennant Hace, Sloops, 2 start- 
ers: Wlash 1. Cats, first class, 2 starters: Lizzie R. al: 
Second elass, 2 stirters: Graciel. Third class, 3 start- 
ers: Maggiel. Fourth class: Jean w. 0, 

30. Quincy.—Q.Y.C, Second Ohampionship, First and second 
classes: Noracein tine, Third class, 4 starters: Mirage 
1, taking championship. Rocket 2. 

30. New York:—8.¥.C. Fourth class, 2 starters: 
Canoes, 5 starters; Dot 1. 

30, Oswego.—Os.¥.0. Open Race. First class, 4 starters: 
Aileen R.C.Y.C. 1; Verve R,C.¥.C. 2. Second class, 7 
starters: Iolanthe B.Q.Y.0.1, Katie Gray Os.¥.C. 2, Laura 
King. ¥,C, 3. 

31. Newport to New Loudon.—E,¥.C. Schooners, first class, 
starters: Fortuna J. Second class, 4 starters: Harbinger 
1, (utters and sloops, 7 starters; Bedouin 1. 

Virst class, 2 
starters: Judith 1, Second class. 2 starters; Hard Times 1. 

2. Hull.—H.Y¥.C, First championship. First class: 2 starters: 
Lillie 1. Other classes no race on time, ; 

4, Salem.—S.Bay ¥Y.C. Second Championship. First class, 
Cygnet w.o., tieing Nautilus. Second class, 2 starters: 
Nettie 1, tieing Cleopatra. Third class, centerboards, 2 
starters: Peril. Keels, 2 starters: Mona, 1, tieing Mamie, 
Keels, fourth class, 2 starters: Comet 1. Centerboards, 
no starters, 

6, Hull.—H.¥.C. First Championship. Second class, keels, 
Banueret w. 0., centerboards, Rambler w.o._ Third class: 
No eutries. Fourth class, 5 starters: Queen Mabi. Fifth 
class, 8starters: Spray 1, Sixth class, 4starters: Mirage 1. 

6. Kingston,—King. ¥.C. Open Race. First class, 4 starters: 
Norah B.Q,Y.C. 1, Garfield, King. Y.C. 2; Aileen R.C.Y.C. 
2, Aileen R.C.Y.C.3. Second class, 5 starters: lolanthe 
B.Q.Y.0. 1, Katie Gray Os.Y.C. 2, Laura, King. Y.C. 3. 
Third class, 9 starters: Mabel, Ganonoque 1, Merlin King. 
Y.C, 2. Shadow, Gananoque 3. 

7. Larchmont to New London.—Am.Y.0, First class, 2 starters: 
Atalanta 1. Second class, 8 starters: Sophia 1, actual time: 
Rival 1, with allowance. , 

8. Montgomery.—I. of H.¥.0, First class, 2 starters, neither 
made course. Second elass, 3 starters: Zingal. Third 
class, 2 starters: Darling 1. ' 

8. Belleville—B.Q.¥.C. Open Race. First class, 4 starters: 
Norah B.Q.¥.C. 1, Verve R.C.Y.C. 2, Aileen R.C.Y.C. 3. 
Second class, 4 starters: Surprise B.Q.Y¥.C. 1, Iolanthe 
B.Q.Y.C. 2, Laura King. ¥.0. 3. 

8. Newport,_N.Y.Y.C. Goelet Cup Race. Schooners, 14 start- 
ers: Grayling 1. Cutters and sloops, 9 starters: Bedonin 1. 

Cruiser J 

Sweepstakes. First class centerboards, 2 starters: Shadew 
B.Y.C, 1, Keels, 4 starters: Lillie $.B.¥.C. 1, Viking D.Y, 
C. 2, Algir J.@. 8. Schooners, 2 starters: Bessie B,Y,C, 
1, Second class centerboards, 3 starters: Hrin Q.Y.0. 1, 
Folly Q.Y.C. 2, Keels, 8 starters: Thealfi B.Y.C. 1, Transit 
H.Y.G. 2, Gem B.¥.C. 3, Countess B.Y.C. 4. Third class 
centerboards, 10 starters: Queen Mab H.¥.C, 1, Seabird 
Bo.¥.C, 2, Black Cloud C.A.¥Y,C. 3, J, S. Poyen, Jr. New. 
¥.C. 4. Keels, 10 starters: Kittie H.¥.C. 1, Witeh B.Y.C. 
2, Saracen Bo.Y.C, 3, Ruth S.BayY.C. 4, Fourth class 
centerboards, 22 starters: Thisbe $.B.¥,C, 1, Joker H.Y.C. 

Q.Y.C. 8, Comus S.BayY.C. 4, Cruiser B.¥,C. 5. 
Keels, 7 starters: Vesper W.L.¥.C. 1, Vera B.Y.C. 2, Car- 
mita B.¥.C. 3, Fearless §.B.Y¥.C. 4, Caprice B-Y.C. 5, Fifth 
class, 11 starters: Sassacus C.A.Y.C.1, Flora Lee 8.B.Y¥.C. 
2, Mirage B.Y.C. 3, Hisie Q,Y.C. 4, Pert New.¥.C. 5, : 

30, Lake Geneva.—Virst class, 7 starters: Whisper 1, Nettie 2, 
Blossom 3, Sécond class, i starters: Bonita 1, White Wing 
2, Pirate 3. ’ 

31. Monument Beach.—Mateh. Tantrum B.Y.C. beats Surprise. 
31. New York,—Match. Martha Mumm beats Henry Gray. 

Sept. 3. Tompkinsyille.—Open Race. Sloops, first elass, 2 starters: 
Vixen 1. Secondclass. 2 starters; Parole 1. Third class, 
2 starters: Emma W. 1. Cats, fourth class, 2 starters: 
Shadow 1, Fifth clags, 8 starters; Teaser 1; Teaser takes 
cvup for best time in fleet. 
———— Michigan ¥.C. 

Second class, 6 starters: Annie §. 1, 
ers: Madeleine 1. 

4, Shelter Island.—Open Race, First class, 5 starters: Seta 1. 
Second class, 14 starters: Margarettil. — 

5, Monument Beach—B.Y.C. 98d Race, Sail Off for B, Bay 
Championship in First Class Cats. Atalanta beats Mattie 
and Violet. - 

6. Larchmont.—Larch,Y.C, Pennant Races. Sloops, 1 starter: 
Race notmade, Cats, 4 starters: Cruiser 1, taking class 
pennant and commodore’s an 

6, Monument Beach,—B. Y,C. $4th Race. Open Regatta, Sloops, 
Curlew B.Y.C. w.o. Cats, first class, 9 starters: Surprise 
B.Y.G.1. Almira, Mon. Beach 2, Myrtle, Mon. Beach #. 
Second class, 12 starters: Good Luck, Dighton 1, Faimus 
Mon. Beach 2. Third class, § starters: Dolly B.Y.U. 1, 
Alice Pocasset 2, 

6. Marblehead.--B,Y.C. 95th Race, Sail Off for Second Class 
Championship, Witch 1, beating Rita. 

6. Hull.—H,Y.C. Third Championship. First class, 3 starters: 
Shadow 1. Second class keels, 2 starters: Transit 1, licing 
Banneret. Centerboards: Rambler w. o. Third class 
eenterboards, 2 starters: Seabird 1. Keels: Kittie w.o. 
Fifth class, 9 starters: Viva 1. tieing Spray and Kismet. 

First class, 2 starters: [ves 1 
Third class, 4 start 

Fanita_1, Second class, 2 starters: Schemer 1. Third 9. Newport to Oak Biuffs—N.Y.¥.C Commodore’s_ Cup Race. Sixth class, 5 starters: Mirage 1, Shadow, Seabird, Kittie, 
class, 5 starters: Amazon 1. Fourth class, 3 starters: Schooners, 19 starters; Montauk 1. Sloops and cutters, 12 Rambler and Mirage take championships, 
Chemaun 1, Fifth class, 4 starters: Fairie 1. Cats, 2 starters; Bedouin 1. 6. Montreal.—Mon. Y.C. 5 starters: Violet 1 in first class, Iris 

- starters; Jewell 1, 
4, Staten Island.—Match. Our Own, Newark Y.C., beats Fal- 

eon, P.A.Y.C, 
4. Ipswich.—First class, 7 starters: Fativitza, C.A.¥.C. 1, 

Venus C.A.¥.0. 2, Foam 3. Second class, 12 starters: 
_ Hestia CVA. Y.C. 1, Sassacus C.A.Y.C. 2. h 

4. Jersey City.—Oceanie Y.C/ First class, 4 starters: Peter 
O’Brien 1, Second class, 2 starters: YVeaser 1. Third 
elass, 2 starters: Tough 1. 

4, Boston City Regatta.—First class, 2 starters: Maggie B. Y.C. 
1. Second class centerboards, 4 starters: Shadow B.Y.C. 
1, Magic L.Y.C2. Keels.7 starters: Hera B.Y.C.1, Lap- 
wing H.Y.0, 2, Schooner class: Bessie B.Y.C. w. o., no 
prizeawarded, Third class, centerboards,i4 starters: Black 
Cloud C.A.Y.C. 1, Queen Mab H.Y.C., 2, Thisbe §.B.¥.C. 3, 
Seabird Bo. Y.C. 4, Keels, 18 starters: Banneret D.Y.C, 1, 
Transit H.Y.C.2. Fourth class. cdnterboards, 22 starters; 
Joker H.Y.C. 1, Seraphine §.B.Y.C, 2, Flora Lee S.B.Y,C, 
#, Niobe D.Y.C.4, Imogen H,Y,C.5. Keels, 12 starters: 
Meteor D.Y.C. 1. Charlotte 8. B,Y.C. 2. 

4. Lynn City Regatta.—First class, 9 starters: Viola L.¥.C, 1, 
D. Crockett H.Y.C. 2, Jennie L. L.Y.C.3, Pearl L.¥.¢, 4, 
Second class, cénterboards, 6 starters: Rattlesnake L,Y,C, 

9, West Lynn.—W.L.¥,.C, Open Race, 6 starters: Daisy D. 
L.Y.C. 1, Alice L,¥.C. 2, Spray W.L.Y.C. 3. - 

9. Hast Boston,—J C. Fourth Championship. First class: Judith 
w.o. Second class, 2 starters; Hard Times 1, ; i 

9, Boston.—Bo.¥.C. Connor and Pfaff Cups. First class, 6 
starters: Adrienne 1, Shadow 2, Lillie 3. Second class, 9 
starters: Seabird 1, Eva 2, Kittie 3. ; 

10. Holmes's Hole to Newport. —N-¥.Y.C. Handicap Kace, 
Schooners, 15 starters: Clio 1, Cutters and sloops, 7 
starters: Athlon 1, : 

12. Newport.—N.¥.Y.C, Commodore’s Cups, 60-mile course. 
Schooners, first class, 3 starters: Montauk 1. Second 
Class, 2 starters: Varuna 1. Cutters and sloops, first class, 
4 starters: Bedounini. Second class, 4 starters; Best time 
on allowance Mischief. “ 

13. Dorchester.—D.Y.C. Second class, cats, 3 starters: Niobe 1, 
Scamp 2. Third class, cats, 3 starters: Guenn 1. ; 

13. Tee BOD sare Wen stance 7 entries: Gold Dust 1, Jennie 2, 
éle 3. 

14, Quincy,—Q.¥.C. Second Championship. First class, 4 start- 
ers; Queen Mab 1, taking championship; Thistle2. Second 
class, 7 starters: Joker 1, tieing Pet; Niobe 2. 

14. Milwaukee,—Mil.Y.C. Four starters: Adele 1, Idun 2. 

jin second class. Third class, 5 starters: Swiftsure 1. 
7, Marblehead.—Match. Witch, B.Y.C. beats Carmita, B.Y,C, 
%. Marblehead.—Match; Carmita, B.Y.C. beats Witch, B.Y,C. 
8%. Marblehead.—E.¥Y.C. Sloopand Cutter Match for Commo- 

dere’s Cups open to N.Y.Y.C. First class, 5 starters: 
Tleen 1, Second class, 2 starters: Maggie 1, 

9. Lynn.—lL.Y.C. First Championship, First class, no entries. 
Second class, 4 starters: Pearl1, Third class, 3 starters: 
Daisy D. 1. r . 

9. San Francisco.—Pac.Y.C. First class, 3 starters: Nellie 1 
and club pennant; Fleur de Lis. Lurline won on actual 
time, Second class, 3 starters; Annie 1, Eva 2. 

10, Cleveland.—Cley.Y.A. Six starters: Lulu 1, Daisy 2, Ida 3. 
10. Toronto.—R.C.Y.C and Tor, Y.C. sailed atsametime, Second 

class, 3.starters: [olanthe, R.C.Y,C iin both clubs; Hmmia, 
Tor.Y,C. 2in both clubs, and w. o. for Cosgrove cup, 

11. Toronto.—R.C. Y.C. and Tor. Y.C. races sailed at same time. 
Hirst class, 6 starters: Aileen 1 in both clubs, also cham- 
pion fiags of both clubs, and the Murray, Anderson, and 
Prince of Wales challenge cups; Atalanta 2 in both elubs, 
Verve 3 in both elnubs. 

ll. Quincy,—Q.¥.C. First class, 2 starters: Queen Mab 1, Sec- 
ond class, 3 starters; Wildfire 1, Third class, 3 starters: 

1, Twilight W.L.Y.C. 2, Alice L.¥.0. 3, Raven W,L,Y.O, 4, 15. Monument Beach.—B.Y.C. 89th Race. Third for Buzzard’s _ Mirage 1, 4 : 
Keels, 4 starters: Vesper W.L.Y.C. 1, nez W.L,Y.C. 2, Iris Bay Championship. Sloops, 2 starisrs: Curlew 1 and pen- 12. Collivygwood.—First class,no race, Second class, 3 starters: 
L.Y.C. 3. Third class, 10 starters: Crescent W,L,Y.C. 1, nant, Third class cats, 5 starters; Hleanor 1 and pennant, Mary 1. * 4 . 
Fuirt S.B.Y.C. 2, Spray L.Y.C. 3, Elsie Q.Y.C. 4. Dolly 2. 12. Dovehester.—D.Y.C. open to B.Y.C. First class, no entries, 

4, Milwaukee.—Chi.Y.C, 2 starters: Wasp 1. 
4, Port Orange.—P.O.Y.C. First class, 2 starters: Gretchen 1, 

Secon inee, 3 starters: Annie 1, Third class, 2 starters: 
omet 1, 

4, Cleveland.—Cley. ¥.Ass. First class, S. H. Ives 1, Louise 2. 
Second class, Fanchon 1, Lulu 2, Scud 8, Charoy 4, Rover 
5. Third class, Lady Ida 1, Freddie 2, Trio 2. 

4. Monument Beach.—B.Y.C. Highty-fourth Race. First Open 
Sweepstakes for Cats. First class, + starters: Surprise 
Mon. Beach 1, Mattie B.Y.C. 2. Second class, 7 starters: 
Eleanor B.YiC. 1, Echo, Chatham 2%. Third class, 3 
starters: Clara B, B.Y.C, 1, Dolly B,Y.C, 2. 

5. Monument Beach—B.Y.C. 85th Race. Firstfor Buzzard's 
Bay Championship. First class cats, 4 starters: Mattie 1 
and pennant, Flirt 2. Second class sloops and cats, no start- 
ers. Second Flirt-Iris match sailed at same time; won by 
Flirt, taking colors. 

§. San Francisco,—Pae.Y,C., 5 starters: Lurline 1, Fleur de Lis 
2, Nellie 3, Annie 4, 

6. Point Clear Ala.—First elass, 3 starters: Virginia 1, Never 
Tell2. Second class, 3 starters; Nellie 1, Margaret Jane 2. 
Third class, 3 starters: Ruby], Tempest 2. Fourth class, 
4 starters: J. Pierce, Jr. 1, Mamie H. 2. 

9. Marblehead.—B.Y.O, 86th Race, Not made in time. 
10. Marblehead.—B.Y.C. 86th Race. First Championship, First 

class, 3 starters: Thialfil and pennant, Countess 2. Second 
class, 3 starters; Witch 1 and pennant, Peri?2. Third class, 
2 starters; Mirage 1 and pennant. 

12, Hull—H.Y.C, First class, Nimbus w. o. Second class 
centerboards no entry. Keels, 4 starters: Transit 1, 
Banneret 2. Third class centerboards, 3 starters: Sea 
Bird 1, D. Crockett 2; keels no entry. Fourth class, 5 
starters: Queen Mab 1, Amy 2, Niobe 3. Fifth class, 8 
starters; Viva 1, Sheerwater 2,Spray 3. Sixth class, 5 start- 
ers: Mirage 1, Samaria 2. 

12. Chicago,—Chi. ¥.¢. First class, 2. starters: Coral. Second 
class, 4 starters: Verve 1. Third class 2 starters: Zephyr 1, 

14) EAUee ED ia 2.2.0. Challenge Cup, M.S. Thomas beats 
ahma. 

15. Dorchester.—D.¥.C. 8ist Race. First class, 4 starters: Sea- 

16. Monument Beach.—B.Y.C, 0th Race. Fourth for Buzzard’s 
Bay Pennants. Sloops, 2 starters: Curlew 1 and pennant, 
taking championsbip, First class cats, 2 starters: Violet 
1 and pennant, tieing Mattie and Atalanta. Second class 
zats, 2 starters: Tantrum1. Third class cats, 3 starters: 
Hleanor 1, Dolly 2. Eleanor takes championship. 

16, Boston.—B.H.Y.C, First class, no entries. Second clags, 4 
starters; Lilian 1. Third class, 4starters; Kit 1, Romp 2, 

16. Hull.—H.¥Y.C. Open Regatta. First class, no entries. Second 
clags centerboards, 3 starters: Magic, L.Y.O. 1; Shadow, 
B.Y.0. 2. Keels. 3 starters: Hera, B.Y.C. 1: Ella May, 
Bo. Y.C, 2. Third class centerboards, 4 starters: Seabird, 
Bo.Y.G. 1: Frolic, Bo.Y.C.2. Keels, 3 starters: Transit, 
H.Y.C. 1; Raven, B.Y.C. 2. Fourth class centerboards, 14 
starters: Black Cloud, OC A-Y.C. 1; Cruiser, Larch. & B. 
Y.C.’s 2; Queen Mab, H.Y.C. 3. Keels, 7 starters: Ban- 

* neret, B.Y.C. 1; Kittie, H.Y¥.C. 2; Saracen. Bo. Y¥.C.5. Fifth 
class, 25 starters: Mabel, H.¥.C. 1; Viva, S.B.¥.C. 2; Flora 
Lee, §.B.Y.5. 3. Schooner class, Bessie BLY.C. w. 0. 

18, a aa Cruiser, Larch. & B.Y.G’s beats Viva, 
,B,¥.C. 

18. South Boston.—Match: Cruiser, Larch. & B.Y¥.C,’s beats 
Thishe, 8.B.Y.C. 

20. Marblehead,—Match: Cruiser, Larch, & B.Y.C.’s beats Hoi- 
den, B-Y.C, 

20, Calais.—St. Croix ¥.C. Bloodstone 1, Louis 2, Mischief 3. 
20. Tompkinsville.—Match: Nokomis beats Nettie 8. 
21. SREP aac Cruiser, Larch, & B.Y,C,’s beats Hor- 

net, B.Y.C. 
21. Marblehead.—Match: Cruiser, Larch. & B.Y.G./s beats 

; Queen Mab, H.Y.C. 
22. BSD Enea ener Larch. and B.Y.C.’s beats Seabird 

Bo. ¥.C. 
22 Toledo.—Tol.¥.0. First class, no entries. Second class, 17 

starters: Scud 1, Kate Graham 2%, Lulu 3, Oberon 4, Charon 
5. Third class, 6 starters: L.Her.B. 1, Petrel2, No Name3. 

28. Nahant.—B.¥.C. Ninety-first Race. Third Championship. 
First class, 3 starters: Cricket 1 and pennant, tieing Thialfi, 
and Countess 2. Second class centerboards, 4 starters: 
Cruiser 1 and pennant, tieing Witch and Rita, Spider 2. 
Keels, 2 starters: Witch 1. Third class, Mirage w. o., 

Second class centerboards, 2 starters; Queen Mab D.Y.C. 1. 
Keels, 4 starters: Banneret D.Y.C. 1,Gem B,Y.C, 2, Third 
class, 7 starters: Amy D.¥.C. 1, Elf D.¥.C. 2. Wourth 
class, 4 starters: Mirage B.Y.C. 1, Nonpareil D.Y.C. 2. 

13. Boston.—Bo.Y.C. Connor and Pfaff cups. First class, 7 
starters: Adrienne 1, winning second leg; Shadow 2, Un- 
dine 3, Second class, 8 starters: Edna 1, Hyva 2, Kittie 3, 

15. Hull.—H.Y.C. Sail off for Championship. Second class 
keels, 2 starters: Transit 1, Fifth class, 8 starters: Viva 1. 

13. Lake Geneva.—First class,5 starters: Whisper 1, Nettie 2, 
way me Second class, 6 starters: Bonita 1, White Wing 2, 
Juno 3. 

13. Hull.—Match: Hornet B.Y.C. beats Spider B-Y.C. 
18, Lynn.—L.Y.C. Second Championship. Wirst class, no en- 

tries. Second class, 3 starters: Jennie L. 1, tieing Pear. 
Third class, 3 starters: Georgie W.1, tieing Daisy D. 

18. West Lynn.—W.L.Y.C. First Championship. First class, 
“starters; Blanch 1. Second class, =starters: Raven 1. 
‘hird class, = starters: Crescent 1, 

13. Ipswich.—3 starters; Sassacus C.A.Y.C. 1, 
16 she a Gas Beach.—Match; Surprise B.Y,C, beats Atalants 

16. Rea Beach.—Mateh: Surprise B.Y.C. beats Mattie 

18. New York.—Catamaran sweepstakes, 4 starters: Hermes 1, 
18, Chicago ¥.C.—Foster cup, Norah B.Q.Y,0. wins by default 

from Atalanta. 
19. Proyincetown.—Proy.Y.C. First class, 6 starters: Avolug 1. 

Second class, 3 starters: Sam Weller 1. 
19. Mantee River Fla.—Sweepstakes, 4 starters: Maude 1. 
20. Nahant.—B.¥.C. Fall Regatta Open to D,Y.C, and Sail-off 

for First Championship, First class, 5 starters: Queen 
Mab D.Y.C. 1, Bessie B.Y.C. 2. Second class, 8 starters: 
Hlf D.Y.C. 1, Thisbe D.Y-G. 2, Third class, 4 starters: 
Mirage B.Y.C.1, Psyche B.¥.C. 2. Special class;2 starters; 
Gem B,Y,C.1, For pennant, 2 starters: Countess 1, taking 
ham pionsein: 

20, Toronto,—lt.C,¥.C, Third class, 5 starters: Mischief 1. 
20. New Londan— Match: Annie of Mystic beats Susie S. of New 

ork, 
21. Oak Point.—Match: Hoodoo J.C.Y.C. beats Daisy K.Y.C. 

bird 1, Amy 2. Second class, 4starters: Scamp 1, Niobe 2. taking championship. 22, Salem.—S.Bay Y.C. Third Chanipionship, 2 starters in each 
Third class, 6 starters: Mirage 1, Nonpareil 2. 28, Hull.—H.¥.C. Second Championship. First class, 3 starters: class. First class, Nautilus. Second class, Nettle. Third 

16, Bridgeport Match.—Americus beats Alice, Shadow i. Second class centerboards, no entry. Keels, class keels, Mona, and centerboard Comus, win and take 
16. Match Torpedo.—J.C,Y.C. beats Willie H.R. Y.C. 
19. East Boston.—J.C. First Championship. First class, 2 

starters: Una 1. Second class, 3 starters: Zetta1, Hard 

3 starters, race olf, time lost by judges. Third class center- 
hoards, Seabird w.o. Keels,3 entries: Kittie 1. Fourth 
class, 4 starters: Queen Mab 1, taking championship. 

Guam pon eDiy 
23. Lynn.—L.Y.C. Third Pham plonship: First class, no entries, 

Second class, 6 starters: Muriel 1, tieing Pear) and Jennie 
Times 2. x F ee basa eae F : 5 tar are - ; Se set 19. Monument Beach,—B,¥.C, 87th Race, Second for Buzzards inten a eal fae fising Mines a tieing Spray, Sixth class, sine class, 4 starters: Georgie W. 1, taking champion 

Bay Championship, Sloops and second class cats, no 238. E. Boston—J. C. Fifth Ohampionship, First class, 2 25. Philadelphia.—Q.C.¥.C, Fourth and Fifth Glass Sweep- 
starters. First class cats, 6 starters: Atalanta 1 and pen- 
nant, tising Mattie, Whisper 2, 

19. Pipypanis SINCE; 4 starters; Maggie P, 1; cats, 4 starters: 
m 1. 

1%, Toronto.—Tor.Y.0. 38 starters; Iris 1, 

starters: Judith 1. 
take championship. 

23, Mattapoisett.—Open Regatta. First class, no entries. Second 
class, 9 starters: Surprise B.Y.C.1, Awilda Won. Beach 2, 
Atalanta B.Y.C.8. Third class, 5 starters: Dolly B.Y.C, 1, 

Second class, Hard Times w, o,, both stakes. Fourth class, 6 starters: Elwell 1. Fifth class, 2 
starters: Richmond 1.; 

25. Lynn.—L.Y.C. Second class sail off, 3 starters: Muriel 1, tak- 
ing championship. ' 

25. Philadelphia.—Q.C.Y.C. Sweepstakes for Fourth and Fifth 
0, Point Clear.—Southern and Mobile Y.C.'s Joint Race. Cabin Zillah Marion 2. Fourth class, 10 starters: Inez 1, Gem 2, classet, 8 starters: Elwell 1. 

sloops, 3 starters: Zoe Southern ¥.C.1, Jib and mainsail both of Mattapoisett. 25, New Haven.—N.H.Y.C. Class B: Ariadne w, o., no prize, 
boats, 3 starters: Ruby Mobile Y¥. C. 1. schooners, 3 28. Toronte._Tor.Y.C, Third Championship, Tris wins and Olass C, 2 starters: Rajahi. Class D, 6 starters: Stranger 
starters: Virginia Mobile Y. 0. i, Oats, 3 starters: John takes prize. 1. Class B, 4 starters: Gracie1. Class W, Lillie w.o,, no 
Pearee, Jr. 1, 

20, Oak Point.—Catboat Race, 9 starters: Jenn 1, ; 
21, Salem.—s.Bay Y.C. First @hampionshi . First class, 2 start- 

ers: Nautilus 1. Second class: Cleopatra w.o. Third 
class keels; Mamie w.o. Third class centerboards: No 
entries, Fo class: Tulip w. o. 

26. New Bedford.—N H.Y.C., 4 starters: Wild Pigeon 1. 
26. Hast Boston.—J,C. Second Championship. First class, 2 

starters: Judith1. Second class, starters: Unknown 1, 
26. Hull.—Oregon House Race. First class, 6 starters: Ban- 

neret 1, Transit 2. Second class, 7 starters: Queen Mab 
1, Black Cloud 2. Third class, i starters: Joker 1, Niobe 
2. Myrtle 3. Fourth class, 10 starters: Sheerwater 1, 
Rocket’ 2, Mirage 3. ] 

26. Lynn.—L.Y,C, First class, 4 starters: Magic 1. Second 
class, 7 starters: Pearl 1, Viola 2, Jennie L. 3. Third 
class, 8 starters; Daisy D, 1, Crest 2, Georgie 3, 

26, Swampscott—B.¥.C. 88th Race, Second Championship. 
First class, 5 starters: Atalanta 1, Countess 2 and pen- 
nant, tieing Thialfi. Second elass,4 starters: Rita 1 and 
ennant, tieing Witch, Spider 2, Third class, 2 starters: 
luebell 1 and pennant, tieing Mirage. 

26, Whitestone.—Sweepstakes. Maud F’.beats Orlando R. Phenes. 
27, Oak Pcint,—Match. Daisy beats Unknown, 
28. New Bedford.—E.Y-C. eS Race for Commodore’s Cups. 

Schooners,8 starters: Halcyon E.Y.0,1, Sloopsand cut- 
ters 6starters: Bedouin H,Y.C. i, 

a of 

24. Philadelphia,—Q.C.¥.C, Commodore’s Challenge Cup. M. 
5, Thomas beats Tillyer and holds the enp. 

25. Oak Point.—K. and Harlem Y,C.’s Open Race. First class, 
5 starters: Vixen 1, Emmie ©, 2. Second class, 3 starters: 
Gracie 1, Nettie Thorp 2. Third class, 5 starters: Just 
Woke Upi, Daisy 2. Fourth class, 6 starters: Gold Dust 
1, Adele 2. Fifth class, 6 starters: Bon Ton 1, Maggie 2, 

_ Sixth class, 5 starters: Little Dean 1, Jean 2 Special 
elass, 2 starters: Jennie Willis 1, O. R. Phenes 2, racie 
and Bon Ton take pennants for best actual time. 

26. New Haven.—N.H.Y_O. Challenge Cup, Stranger beats Ceres. 
26. Salem.—S.Bay ¥. C, Third Championship for Third and 

Fourth Olasses. Third class centerboards, 3 starters: 
Comus 1, tieing Peri. Fourth class, Tulip w. o. taking 
championship. 

28. Port Morris.—K.Y.C, Sioops, first class: Undine w. o. Third 
Class, 2 starters: Gracie 1. Second and fourth classes, 
no entries. Cais, fifth class, 3 starters: Nellie R.1, Sixth 
elass, 2 starters: Truant 1, Seyenth class: Maggie vw. o. 
Highth class, 3 staters: Vaddie 1. 

28. Quiney.—Q. Y.C. Third Championship. First class: Erin w. 0, 
Second class, 4 starters: Joker 1, taking championship, 
Wildfire 2, Third class, 2 starters: Flora Lee 1, 

80. San Francisco.—S.F.¥.C. Open Race. First class, 3starters; 
Nellie S.FY.C. 1. Second class, 2 starters: Rambler 
8.F.Y.C. 1. Third class, 2 starters: Restless 1. Fourth 
class, 2 starters: Lively 1. 

Oct. 

w, Qa. 

“11, Cooper's Point.—2 starters; Emma Moore 1. 

prize. Class G, 8 starters: Hornet 1. 
26. West Lynn.—W.L.Y.C, Second Championship. First class 

Blanche w. 0. Third class, 2 entries: Crescent1., Secon 
class, no race. Blanche and Crescent tale championships, 

27, Martinez.—Pac.Y.C., 7 starters: Annie 1. : 
27. Toronto,—R.C. Y.C. Race for Cosgrove Cup, 4 starters: 

Mischief 1, also special prize, 
29, Peat Newark Y.C, Class B, Pennant, 3 starters: Ram- 

er 1, 
2, Jersey City.—N.J.Y.0,Open Regatta. Catamarans, 4 starters: 

Jessie J.C.Y.C. 1. Class B, 7 starters: Dare Devil J.C.Y.C, 
1. Class OC, 7 starters: Only Soni, Class D, 10 starters: 
Cruiser Larch, and B. ¥. C.s1. Cutter class, 2 starters: 
Daisy 1. 

4, Cooper’s Point.—Rebecca Floyd 1. 
7. Lynn.—L. Y.0. Catboat Race, 3 starters: Crest 1, 
8. oe York.—A.Y.C, Pennant Race in Class F, Romeyn beats 

eran. 
9. New York.—K.¥.C. First class, 8 starters: Surf 1. Second 

class, 4 starters; Sea Robin 1. Third class, 4 starters: 
Lizzie R.1. Fourth class, 8 starters, Daisy1. Wifth class, 
2 starters: Nellie R, 1. Sixth class, $ starters: Truant 1- 
Seventh class, 4 starters: Kitty B.1. Highth class, Jean 

11, West Lynn.—W.L.Y.C. Third Championship, Second 
class, # starters: Vesper 1, ticing Raven. 
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Oct. 18. Whitestone:—Match. O.R. Phenes beats Maud FF. 
18. Oak Point.—Match, Thorn K.Y.C. beats Gracie K.Y.C. 
14. Yonkers.—Vesper Y.R.A. First class: Tethys w. o. 

Second class, 8 starters: Polly.i. Third class, 4 starters: 
Ray Howland 1. Fourth class, 5 starters: Daisy 1. Cata- 
marans, 3 starters: Jessie 1, 

15. Sandy Hook.—8.Y.C. Open Fall Races. Wirst class, 3 
starters: Bedouin S.Y.C. 1. Second class, no entries. 
Third class, 2 starters: Happy Thought N.H.Y.C. 1. 

18 New York.—8.Y.C. Open Fall Races. First class, 2 starters: 
Bedouin §.Y.C. 1. Second class, 3 starters: Oriva S8.Y,.C. 
1. Third class, 3 starters: Mona §.Y.C.1. Fourth class, 
6 starters: Daisy S.Y.C. 1. 

18. Cooper’s Point.—3 starters: Rebecca Floyd 1. 
18. Atlantic City.—Linda—Maggie May match. Race stopped 

by an accident. 
20. Matinnicock._Sweepstakes. Gracie K.Y.C. beats Adele and 

Nettie Thorp both K.Y.C. 
25. Cooper’s Point.—3 starters: Emma Moore 1. 

Nov. 1. Cooper’s Point.—4 starters: Edith L. Metz 1. 

THE CUTTERS WILL BE THERE. 
Hditor Forest and Stream; 
Regarding the statements in my letter to you in reference to per- 

formance of sloop Penguin in the last regatta of S.C. Y.C. The faccis 
that the Penguin tacked to avoid the Athlon (the Athlon having right of 
way), before Athlon was overtaken by Oriva, as stated by crew of 
Orivain his statement, consequently had passed and winded the 
Oriya also, gaining over one mile upon the Orivaina distance of say five 
miles. The reason Penguin did not maintain and increase the dis- 
tanee was that her mainsail split almost immediately after winding 
Athlon, in consequence she hac to be nursed into the Hook. As to 
the statement by one of the crew of Oriva, ‘that the Penguin gained 
this advantage by working the beach for smooth water closer than 
Oriva dared to go.”* The fact that Penguin with board down requires 
2it. more water than Oriva, disposes of that statement, since the 
most ignorant would not imagine for a moment that the board was 
raised on tke Penguin to stand toward a beach within 200 yards of 
which ocean steamers can and do go with safety. This race 
Gemonstrated thoroughly a fact which has always been clear in my 
opinion, that cutters do their best sailing in light weather, and can be 
easily outsailed in heavy weather by a proper modeled and rigged 
centerboard vessel, especially to windward. Contrast size of Penguin 
and Oriva. Penguin, 43ft. 6in. waterline; 48ft. over all. Oriva, 50ft. 
waterline; 62ft. over all. Let crew of Oriva and all cutter advocates 
think well of this fact, and dream that at some future day shortly to 
arrive, they may be unable to handicap a proper American vessel, 
and must contend with one which approximates their size and length, 
New York, Nov. 6, 1884. SUBSCRIBER. 
[The figures 48 and 62, or even 4344 and and 50, give a very unfair 

idea of the relative sizes of Oriva and Penguin. Some still think that 
4ft. more beam, coupled with 6ft. ef draftin a comparatively flat 
model, would go far to compensate for the extra length of the narrow 
boat, as regards size, We can answer for the cutters that they will 
be ready to meet the long heralded American sloop under any meas- 
urement which gauges reasonably size and power. 

FROM MARBLEHEAD TO CHICAGO. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
I wish to take this opportunity of thanking you for advice given me, 

and also for information received through your paper. Acting on 
both, I had Mr. Wm. Eddy, of Marblehead, Mass., build me a yacht 
between a cutter and a sloop, or, asI call her, a cutter, 32,6ft. long, 
10.2ft. beam, drawing 5ft. Gin. water aft, 82in. least freeboard. Her 
lines are perfect, without a lump or bunch anywhere, and admitted, 
when on the ways, to be the finest yacht built in Marblehead. She 
has 8,320 pounds of iron in keel and about 5,200 lead and iron inside, 
and is very stiff. I made the trip from Marblehead to Chicago in 
four weeks, going up to Providence and staying over Sunday. My 
route was across to Cape Cod, Vineyard Sound, Long Island Sound to 
New York, Hudson River to Troy, Erie Canal to Buffalo, thence to 
Chicago on the lakes. We encountered a heavy blow off Cornfield 
Lightship which proved the Clara B. to be a perfect sea boat, dry and 
comfortable. She would lay her bowsprit under about 2ft., but would 
pice it up without putting any water aboard. We had twenty-seven 
ours of it without any sleep, and put into New Haven the next 

morning completely exhausted, lying there all day and night. And 
I wish to say that the New Haven Y. C. were the only parties that 
extended any courtesies to us on the route. We made the run from 
New Haven to City Island the next day, having five hours’ perfect 
calm. ° We passed and left behind everything on the water that day, 
so that speaks well for her sailing qualities. I also encountered a 
storm on each of the lakes, making, Chicago, Sept. 11, in a heavy 
N.E. storm, which proved she was strongly constructed and upon the 
right principles for a safe cruising yacht. I have four good bunks 
and can sleep four more on the transoms, and if put to it, four more 
on the floor by removing the table. I have 5ft. Yin. head room in 
eabin, with storage space and wide standingroom. Forward is a good- 
sized room for cooking and stowage. It was the common expression 
that she was larger inside than out. C. E. 

Curcaeo, Tl 

YACHTING ON LAKE ONTARIO. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

It seems strange that so little is heard of our Ontario yachtsmen 
through the medium of ForEsT AND STREAM, when we consider that 
there are few finer bodies of water in the world on which to enjoy 
boating, and that we have so many enthusiastic yachtsmen, not to 
speak of several large fleets of boats, many of them comparing fay- 
orably with the sea-going yachts of which we hearso much, Surely 
a little stirring up is all that is required to call out accounts of dif- 
ferent cruises, sketches of races, bad weather, quick runs, and many 
interesting anecdotes of summer sailing in this part of the world. If 
you will mention this matter in your next issue, Mr, Editor, Iam 
convinced that you will soon be flooded with manuscript on this sub- 
ject, and if desired, I, for one, will give an article, although I cannot 
lay claim to any literary ability. ‘ Drep DRAUGHT. 
[We desire logs of cruises from all who have leisure to prepare 

them, and hope our correspondent will set the example. Little sail- 
ing will be possible for the next six months, but yachtsmen can do 
much to make the time pass pleasantly, by exchanging their adven- 
tures and experiences through FormsT AND Sonat’ 

LLOYD'S YACHT REGISTER has now reached its seventh year, 
and it may be interesting to put together the figures of classed yachts. 

While the numbers, as compared with the total number of yachts, 

are still very small, it is to be remarked. that the classed yachts are 

mostly those of large tonnage, and we believe the number is steadily 

increasing. Most of the new racers are classed, and a large propor- 

tion of the vessels built within the past year, steam as well as sailing, 

are also classed. By going to a respectable builder there is no doubt 

that a good. article can be obtained with or without Lloyd’s class; but 
it will certainly be found in years to come a great advantage in offer- 
ing a vessel for sale, to say that she was built to class wilh Lloyd’s, 

and has had her class kept up; and this we mention because yachts 

certainly change hands quite as often as do larger craft.—Nautical 

Magazine. 

Canoeing. 
OGanoutsts wre invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises 

club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu- 

nications of interest. J. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested tosend to Formst AND 

Srrmam their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc, of 

their clubs, and also notices in advance of mectings and races, and 

reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 

requested to forward to FormsT AND Struam their addresses, with 

logs of cruises, naaps, aud information concerning their local waters, 

drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 

to the sport. ; 

CANOE FOR OPEN WATER CRUISING. 

HE) general interest in cruising canoes, added to the stimulus 

a given by the annual races, has resulted in a change of fashion 

in canoes. many details which were once considered as essential, being 

now condemned and new ones taking their places. The canoe here 

described was designed by Mr. W, P. Stephens, of the New YorkC. C., 

for general cruising about New York, and also to sail with boats of 

similar dimensions in the club and Association races. 

The design differs in some details from the type heretofore common 

in America, the stern being plumb to gain the length on waterline, 

with as little over all length as possible; and for the same reason, as 

well as to hang the rudder properly, the stern is vertical above the 

waterline, while below it is rounded boldly away into a rocker of 2in, 

in the keel, by which ease in ‘turning 1s secured; there is no sharp 

keel to dig in the mud when launching stern on, and there is no large 

deadwood or scag outside to warp, as they always do. The miiship 

section has a little deadrise, as the boat is intended to carry ballast, 

for which room is provided under the floor, the bilge hasan easy turn, 
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DETAILS OF AFTER HATCHES. 

and the sides are straight with no tumble home, The waterlines of 
the boat are nearly straight, with very slight hoilow, the bottom 
resembling more than is usual in our canoes, the open Canadian 
boats. The keel is wide and flat, for a centerboard either of plate iron 
or of the folding varieties, and projects only 14in. outside of the gar- 
boards. This canoe is a little deeper amidships than is usual, with 
less sheer, and a high crown to the deck. 
The interior fittings may by arranged to suit the convenience of the 

crew, from the suggestions given in this and other plans in FoREsT 
AND STREAM, but the combination of after locker and hatch will be 
new to canoeists, and may be worth a trial. The idea of an extension 
of the well aft of the water-tight bulkhead was suggested by a plan of 
Mr. Baden-Powell’s, and the flat-hinged hatches are modeled on those 
of the Pearls at Grindstone Island this year, the designer only claim- 
ing credit for the combination of the two ideas and for the details, in- 
cluding the inner hatch. 

The movable bulkhead is placed 8ft. 3in. from the bow, and is 
slanted aft, giving an easier position to the body than when vertical. 
The after bulkhead is placed 9ft. 9in. from the bow, and is fitted so as 
to be water-tight up to the top of the coaming, which runs aft 15in. 
further, the bulkhead projecting 5-16in., or the thickness of the 
hatches, above the coaming. On the top of this bulkhead is screwed 
a strip of flatbrass (d), 3-32in, thick, and wide enough to project 3¢in. 
on each side of the latter; thus, if the bulkhead is 4in, thick,'the brass 
should be 14in. The cuddy hatch (b) is 5-16in. thick, fiat: with no 
erown, and extends from the fore side of the bulkhead t9 the shifting 
bulkhead, and may project a little over the latter. In width it ex- 
tends ¥gin. over the coaming on each side, allowing side pieces in, 
thick to be wailed to it, the latter extending down to the deck, ‘he 
grain should run athwartship, and the hatch may be strengthened by _ 
2 batten screwed to the under side, running fore and aft. The after 
hatch (@) is made in a similar manner, but extends aft of the well 
3gin., with a piece across the end as well as on thesides. The side 
pieces of both hatches meet at the joint shown. 
Both hatches turn on flat brass hinges with brass pins, which are 

riveted to the brass strip. and the hatches may be fastened with 
hooks and screweyes on deck, or with hasps and padlocks. The 
cuddy hatch is opened by turning it aft, while the after one turns 
forward, each when open lying flat on top of the other. The side 
pieces, reaching to the deck, keep out any spray or waves, and the 
brass strip, if not perfectly water-tight, may be madeso by a strip 
ot rubber cloth din. wide tacked to both hatches, covering the strip 
and its joints. Of course neither of these hatches will keep out all 
water when capsized, but they will be much dryer than the ordinary 
deck hatches. they cannot be lost or left behind, the cuddy hatch is 
quickly turned over out of the way, they are easily opened and shut 
und cannot drop. off and allow the contents to fall out if capsized, 
while being flat, they can be made very strong and willnot warp as 
all curved hatebes do. 
Now to make the after one water-tight, The coaming inside will 

be probably 2%in. deep or a little more, and around its lower edge, 
as well as across the bulkhead, a beading made of four strips g,g, 
each }4in. square, is screwed strongly, and on this beading is laid a 
smal] tube or band of soft rubber, The inner hatch (c) is a board 3¢in. 
thick, with two battens on the under side to prevent warping, and is 
large enough to fit neatly inside the coaming, resting on the rubber 
tube or washer. To hold this hatch down, a cross beam (e) is used, 
of oak lin, square at the middle, where a brass thumbscrew (f) passes 
through, and lin. wide by %in, thick atthe ends. It is lin. longer 
than the distance between the coaming to the bulkhead. This beam 
slips into two notches, one cut in the bulkhead, and one,in the coam- 
ing at after end of well, at such a height thatit can be slipped in 
freely, when the hatch (c) is in place, when a couple of turns of the 
thumbscrew (/) brings the hatch down firmly on the rubber. As this 
inner hatch isa flat board, and is completely protected from sun and 
water, it cahnot warp as exposed hatches do, and itis so covered by 
the outer hatch, that no water can reach it unless the boat has her 
masts level with the water. As for simplicity, in spite of the Jong ex- 
planation it is quickly worked, the outer hatch is unhooked and 
turned over, making a flat table on which to lay articles in packing, 
ee eee ae 

the thumbscrew is turned twice, the crossbeam and hatch lifted out, 
and allisopen. The thumbscrew may run into a socket inthe hatch, 
thus attaching the latter and the beam, and a lanyard made fast in- 
side, but long enough to allow the hatch to be lifted off, will prevent 
either being lost, so that there will be no detached parts, 
The inyentor was impressed at first with the originality as well as 

the undoubted yalue of this invention, and having in mind disputes 
that have arisen over rudders, sails, etc., determined to patent it 
before making it known, but having concluded on mature reflection 
that two of the main features, as mentioned above, were hardly 
original with him, and as it occurs that the idea of the inner hatch, 
rudder band, beam and thumbscrew, were stolen in youthful days 
with other sweets from the preserve closet, no caveat has yet been 
filed and the invention is freely and generously bestowed on all 
canoedledum. The objection may be made that the flat hatch is less 
graceful than the euryed one, but on the other hand it can be made 
much stronger, it will not warp, and will certainly be dryer, while 
folding flat on top, it takes little room when opened. If a tiller is 
used, it will fit in a socket like the whiffietree fastening and notoyer a 
pin. The fore end of the cuddy hatch should have a small beading to 
prevent any water running into the well. The drawiugs show a view 
from above, with the outer after hatch opened, side views with the 
same opened and closed, and a vertical section through the center, 
with details of beam and thumbscrew and brass-covered joint. 
With this division of the boat, the after end will be devoted to bed- 

ding, extra clothing and articles which must be kept dry, usually the 
lighter portion of the load, while forward will be stowed the mess 
chest, cooking traps, and heavier articles until a proper trim is ob- 
tained. 
The masts are stepped according to the latest practice of canoeists 

and if it were not tor the necessity of sometimes unstepping the 
mainmast while afloat, it would be better to place it 9in, further for- 
ward, or ldin. from the bow, and forracing it should beso placed, 
Both tubes are shown of the same size, 2in. at deck and 14 at bot- 
tom, so that the mizzen may be used forward in high winds. The 
rudder may be of the new drop form, or if of wood, 8gin. mahogany, 
will curve quickly aft from the waterline, so that it will not retain 
weeds or lines which may drift under it. 
The forward bulkhead is not shown, as canoeists now differ so 

much in their ideas as toits proper place. It may beso placed as to 
leave 7ft. between it and the after bulkhead, being made as tight as 
posible, or it may be omitted entirely, air tanks being used instead. 
The rig for cruising will be about 50 and 20ft., and for racing, 70ft. 

in the mainsail and about 25 in mizzen. 

The following construction isrecommended as the best, and if prop- 
erly fastened will be strong and light: Stem and stern, hackmatack 
knees with proper grain, lin. thick (sided); keel of white oak 34in. 
thick (34in. outside, 44 for rabbet, and 14 inside); width at center, Zin. 
outside and 3in. inside. No keel batten will be needed, the entire 
1abbet being worked in the keel. The planking will be of clear white 
cedar, 14in. thick, laid with 5gin. lap, the lands outside being rounded 
down at the ends. The upper streak, shown in the plans, will be of 
mareenys 3¢in, thick, and should be of strong, tough wood. This 
streak will be rabbeted on its lower edge, lapping in. over the streak 
below. The ribs will be of white oak, stave timber, 14x3¢in., spaced 
5in, apart, each running across from gunwale to gunwale, except at 
the extreme ends and abreast the centerboard trunk. They are fast- 
ened with copper nails cut off and rivetted over burrs, not copper 
tacks, except at the extreme ends. The weakest point of a canoe, 
especially those with flat keels, 1s the middle of the bottom, which in 
this boat is stiffened by the floor ledges. These, which are placed on 
each alternate rib, are of oak, or better, hackmatack, 3gin. thick, and 
deep enough to raise the floor 2or 244in. They will of course be 
straight on top, where the floor lies, and will fit the rib on the lower 
side. They are fastened with long, slim copper nails, through the 
laps and ribs, riveted on the upper side of the ledge. This construc- 
tion 1s both stronger and lighter than the use of a thicker keel. The 
decks will be of mahogany, 4in. thick, and will be screwed to the 
upper edge of the gunwale, which takes the place of inner wale, and 
beading, making a strong, light top. The general arrangement of 

deck frame and coaming has been fully described inthe papers on 
canoe building. ; ’ - 
In finishing the canoe the inside below decks is painted, inside of 

well, and entire outside is varnished, and a gold stripe 3gin. wide is 
laid along the mahogany upper streak, gin, from the lower edge. 
This gold stripe should be slightly below the surface of the streak, to 
protect it, a “cove” or groove being ploughed to receive it. 

MOHICAN C. 

Editor Forest and Stream. ; ' 
For want of a quorum—the cold probably deterring the Mohicans 

from visiting their club house—the regular monthly meeting was not 
held on the 5th inst., but on the 12th, at the rooms of the still cooped- 
up secretary. oy 

At a previous meeting an amendment to the constitution had been 
proposed as follows: 

Article VII, Membership. ’ q 
Sec. 8. The officers of the A. C. A shall, ex officio, be members of 

the Mohican G. C. without payment of initiation or dues. 
All the Mohicans present in meeting considered themselves honored 

by haying the offiers of the A, C. A. as fellow Mohicans, and voted 
rapturously for the adoption of the amendment. 

Captain Gibson offered a golden champion’s badge, to take the 
place of this year’s silver badge, and to be competed for by Class A and 
B canoes, without limits ef time, ballast or rig; the championship 
pennant to go with the badge. The silver badge of championship, 
this year’s sailing prize, has been converted into a challenge prize 
for racing in cruising rig, under the same conditions as heretofore. 
Two badges and the Oliyer Cup ought to enliven the racing season 

among the Mohicans next year. : ' 
The membership of the Mohicans has grown so large that they think 

of hiring a hall for the winter meetings and prospective camp-fires, 
if one can be found 18ft. high, to rig sails, and near a—well, a place 
where the talked-of candedical doings can be moistened, resp. 
floated. Fior DA LIcE, 
Auany, Nov. 14. 

C. 

PERSONAL.—Captain Louis F. Timmerman, one of the early mem- 
bers of the New York ©, C, and for many years a captain in the Alex- 
andre line, commanding the City of Washington and lately the 
Alexandria, died last week. 
THE KIT-KATS.—Big Foot,” with Mr. Fitler and two other “kit- 

tens,” is off on a canoeing and sketching trip down the Housatonic, 
in the Hiawatha and West Wind, both Rice Lake canoes. 

CANOE PHOTOS.—Mr. E. W. Hitehcock. of Canton, N, Y., has 
ready thirty photos of the last meet. A reduced copy of all the 
pictures will be sent for 15 cents, from which cauoeists can select such 
as they desire, 

Answers to Qorrespondents. 

te No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

SHARPSHOOTHR.—Read S. T. Hammond’s book ‘Training vs. Break- 
ing.” 

Cc. 8. W., N. ¥Y._See Forest anp Stream for Jan. 25 and Dec. 13, 
1883. 

F, C., Clyde, N. Y.—For a leg-of-mutton sail, make the mast 10fb, 
long and the boom ‘ft. 

L A. Van B.—See recent notes from Sullivan county, in our Game 
Bag and Gun columns. 

Frrcuson.—See recent notes from Lincoln, Nebraska, published in 
our Game Bag and Gun columns. 

W. M., Lynn, Mass.—For the map write to Colton Bros., map pub 
lishers, William street, New York. 

§. D., Grand Menan, N. B.—Wecan furnish you with Donaldson’s 
“Steam Machinery,” treating of the management of engines and 
boilers. Price, $2. 

F. M. T., Brockville, Canada.—We will publish'shortly a book on 
canoe building, giving lines and full instructions for building and fit- 
ting up canoes and boats. . 

H. R. H., Syracuse.—I have a Flobert rifle, 22-caliber; would Idam- 
age it for fine shooting by using shot cartridges? Ans, It is notadvis- 
able to use shot in a rifled barrel. 

C. V. N., Kansas City, Mo.—Will you please tell me what “jerked” 
venison means, how it is prepared, and why it is so called. Ans, 
Jerked yenison is the flesh of the deer cut into thin slices and dried 
usually without salt in the heat of the sun or over a fire. 

S. T., Centerville.—1. Which is‘ the most rapid firing arm, the 
Hotchkiss or the Winchester? 2. Which gives the best results at long 
range, a cartridge of .40-caliber, 70 grains, 330 lead, or the U. 8, Goy- 
ernment, .45-caliber, 70 grains, 405 lead? Ans, 1. The Winchester. 
2. The heavier bullet would give steadier shooting. 

A.J., Cambridge.—I have a setter dog who has lately formed a 
friendship with another dog living about half a mile away, and my 
dog, when loose, persists in spending all his time with his friend, not 
coming home until late in the evenmg. How can I break him of 
this habit? Ans. You will have to watch him while loose, and make 
him understand that he is nob torun off. We have sometimes put a 
clog on a dog, but cannot recommend the practice. 

Dew CuLAws, Philadelphia.—I have a very fine bred dog with double 
dew claws, which te me are not very pretty. If I cut one or both off 
would it detract from his points hereafter in case I exhibited him at 
a bench show? The reasonlask the question is because I believe 
dew claws are rated so many ‘“‘points,”” AmIwrong? Ans. Double 
dew claws are regarded as a blemish on some breeds and as beauties 
on others. You do not mention the strain to which your anima! be 
longs. 

PartTRiIDGE, Deering, Me.—1. Is asafcetida good to attract foxes? 2. 
Where can you obtain it? 3 Where is the nearest trout hatchery, and 
what is the name of the owner? Ans, 1. Itissaidtobe. 2. Atany 
drug store, 8. The nearest hatcheries to you are those of the State 
and United States at Bucksport and Orland, both is Hancock county, 
Write to Mr. Chas. G. Atkins, Assistant to the U. S. Fish Commission, 
Bucksport, or to Mr; H. H. Buck, at the same place, or to Mr. Henry 
Q. Stanley, Commissioner of Fisheries, Dixfield. > 

B. G., Galveston.—If, from the following meagre description, it is 
possible to telltho name of the bird referred to, you would greatly 
oblige me by doing so, In size, form and flight it resembled the com- 
mon sparrow hawk; infact, the only difference I was able to observe 
was in the plumage; which was pure white with black-tipped wings. 
Ans. Impossible to tell. You do not say whether you saw the bird in 
Greenland, Africa or Texas. There is a Southern United States hawk 
larger than the sparrow hawk, which is pure white below with black 
wing tips. It is the white-tailed kite (Hlanws glaucus), Perhaps 
this is your bird. 

-EQPATHIC? a 

TERN ICS 
FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry. 
For Twenty Years Homphreys: Veterinary 

Specifics have been used by Farmers, Stocke 
breeders, Horse R.R.,Travel’g Hippodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS, 
A.A, Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

8.B. Cures Founder, Spavin, Stiffness, 
asal Dis 

HoH REYS 
oN RY 

Medicine, and Medicator, -+-- - $8.00 
edicator, 3b 
(}"These Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 

address on receipt of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Homphrey’s Veterinary Manual (390 pp.) sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. ms 
eal sent free on application, 
UMPHUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,CO. 

109 Fulton Street, New York. | < 

Mounted in the most substantial manner on hoors 
a No.7. We keep the following sizesin stock; Nus. 6 

2 2 o 

o 

Incheslong 2 24 

THE CELLULOID MINNOW. 
(Patent Applied F'or.) 

This Minnow is practically indestructible. 
Poeun sy. Bap yea to AMWRICAN WATERS, This cut shows the exact size 

34 
If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue. 

9 8 g 
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A BEE Y & IN BART, 
Mianuiacturers of Fine F*‘ishing Tackle, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 



SILK WORM GUT. 
BE. LATASA, 85 Broadway, N. Y., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to hisextensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine, Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

rE YMNOCH’Ss 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
_ These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No, 2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes, Cost 
only about half as much, Weight less than paper shells, They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 
Sam6é as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged, The erimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an adyantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quciee to the trade 
only. Forsale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and erimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CoO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

OUR NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

PEICE, $75 TO S250, 
: Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

This pun is light and compact, from 9 to 10 Ibs. weight, The rifle is perfectly uccurace. 

in. C. SMIiTe, Maker. Syracuse, N. WY. 

HUNTING! 
This boot will give better satisfaction for all-round work 

than any covering yet invented for the feet. Double uppers, 
water-tight tongue at instep, snug adjustment at top, giving 
symmetrical application to conformation of foot, ankle and 
calf, and contributing thorough comfort, protection and 
warmth. Wili not chafe the heel or ankle. The seams are 
rubber cemented before being stitched; the tongue is thor- 
oughly waterproofed; bottoms put on with welt and hand- 
sewed; ho screw-nails used as in the cheap imitations. Thorough 
work and fit guaranteed. 
Send for catalogue of leather and canvas sportsmen’s goods to 

YERRINGTON & QUIMBY, 
SUCCESSORS TO 

THOMSON & SONS, 

301 Broadway (P.O. Box 1016), NEW YORK. 

Also Agents in New York for 

Lefever’s Hammerless Guns. 

SHOTGUN AND RIFLE COMBINED. 
Unequalled for a Sporting Arm. | 

The Improved Auxiliary or Inserted Rifle, 

FOR 

Breech-Loading Shotguns. 
ADJUSTED INSTANTLY. NO SCREWS OR NUTS. 

No alteration of the shotgun. Every owner of a breech-loading 

shotgun should have one. The barrel works with the extractor of 
the shotgun or not as desired, and the cartridge is ejected by an 
automatic extractor attached to the rifle barrel. 

Ask your gun dealer for it, or send to the 

STRONG FIREARMS C0., New Haven, Conn, 
Descriptive Circulars Furnished. 

ARNHAM,S PATENT AUTOMATIC 
TROMBONE WHISTLE. 

No strings or pockets. Tone changeable from 
softto loud, Ful] nickel. Endorsed by Forest and 
Stream and sportsmen generally, Ask your dealer 
for them, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50 cts. 
Si rae free, Address F. G. FARNHAM, White 

Ss, Pa, 

GOOD NEWS 
Td LADIES! : 
Greatest inducements ever of: 

fered, Now’s your time to get up 
orders for our celebrated Teas 
and Coffees, and secure a beauti- 

ae ful Gold Baud or Moss Rose China 
Tex Set, or Handsome Decorated 

Gold Band Mosg Rose 
Decorated Toilet Set. For full particulars address , 
THE GREA' MEKRIOCOAN TEA CO. 
P.O, Box 28, 31 and 33 Vesey St., New ork. 

‘ NN SEAWEAR OUT 
Ss oO L D by watchm: Hy mail25e, Circulars 

tres. J.8. Brnox & Co .88 Dey St. N. X 

inner Set, or Gold Band Mosa | 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 
published on receipt 

eS 

fNov, 20, 1884. 

will send post paid any book 
of publisher’s price. 

. | y L 

-Sportsman’s Library. 
ist of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by matt, postpaid, on receipt of price. 
No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING. 

| American Angler’s Book, Norris............ «es 5 50 
Angler’s Note Book.......,....... 2 40 
Angling Se. sic. deere cee 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson....... 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis.... 7 50 
Angling Literature in England....,.. 1 25 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall.....,. weet 3 00 
British Angling Flies............cc.eeereeceers 2 00 
Wish Hatching and Fish Oatching............. 1 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly .............-.-..--<+ 6 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float.............:.0.-.005 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott............ 8 50 
Fishing Tourist, Mallock,..........0...0...0.4- 2 00 
Wishing with the Bly, Orvis ......-..........+- 2 50 
Bily Fishing in Maine Lakes,...............-.-- I 25 
Fly and Worm Fishing........-..-. Koes Rip ialales7 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing........... 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 

| Fysshe and Fysshyne............,ccececeersnss 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. ._.. eet toe 50 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... ..., 1 00 
Modern Practical angler, Pennell....,........ 2 00 

| Practical Trout Culture.............-. ...+++. 1 00 
| Practical Fisherman, ......-....2.:e0s+ee0e8) » 420 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing............-0000ersesees 2 50 
SclentificAnslérs. 207 be hiweleee ye aeraae 1 60 
SupeHoE Fishing, or the Striped Buss, Trout, 

Clever See sowie ales Mee tee ats Pe sare oc! 

British Proyineese, tc. i eee eee fete hee 00 
| Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe......., 1 50 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition,..,.. 3 7 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.,.............. yd 50 
Baird’s Birds of North America............... , 80 00 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds..,.,..,.. 1 50 
Bind Nove erie eee teiciets este saiticts aie naletel fete 75 
Byrds Nesbit Pola ee pa ae eee eh beta tars 1 25 
Birds of Eastern North America.........-.... 18 00 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylyania.............-.. 4-00 
Birds of the Northwest. ......,.-...,.. -...-. 4 50 
Birds and Their Haunts.... ....... .....-..-.. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams,.............. 50 

| Quoues” Check Bist... oe i pe ee ece ee beckon 8 00 
Coues’ Field Ornithology................. Acer casei! 
Coues* Key to North American Birds,...., ... 15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
TROOSB Elin ao leona tan ene oe vee ARSON ne 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25¢c,; cloth....... 60 
| Minot’s Land and Game Birds, ....,..-,-...... 8 00 
Native Song Birds.,............ Pattee Rvaskne waa 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard.......-.,..-....-. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds....................-- 3 00 
Notes.on Cage Birds, Green,............,....-2. 1 60 

| Samuel's Birds of New Engiand........,. .... 4 00 
aT 53 000 CHOmR A BABS Habe oasemabbey dona eneas 15 
Water Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer and 
Ridgway, plain edition, $12; hand colored.. 30 00 

| Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 vols........ 18 00 
| Wood’s Natural History of Birds.............. 6 00 

BOATING AND YACHTING; 
| Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... 3 00 
Boat Racing, Brickwood..............2022s--05 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ 1 26 
Canoeing in Kanuckia. 2.0... cc. sees sees eee 1 25 

| Canoe and Camera......- .-.- -....-+.- Pee . 150 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop's...,,.... 2 50 
Oruises-in/ Small Yachts, -...4-...225.-s22snes-- 2 50 

| Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailmg................ 1 00 
Hints on Yachting, Buying and Building, 

(MPBiddle= eee Pere ce ae eee ninkdfethicees 1 50 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor, ,.._...... 2 00 
Paddle and Portage... 2.2 10... ce2 sep aveee- oe 1 50 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies.....- site aiteetwt 2 00 
Practical Boat Building, Kemp............... 1 00 
The Sailing Boat ............... Let p inate toledo tore 50 
Vacation Oruising, Rothrick.... 150 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kem . 10 00 
Yacht Designing, Kemp................:....., 25 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness,........-,...... 125 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.; bds........... 75 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
INOW ar sg dhetirs hte Shears = Mls ee ee alatbars's Acoees oe v3 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman,.............. 1 75 
Camp Life inthe Wilderness.................. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 

| Camping Out..........----..-.--- S64 hth oe 95 
Complete American Trapper, Gibs .. 100 
Hints on Camping,......-.,..,..--- 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould 1 00 

| How to Hunt and Trap, Batty 1 50 
| Hunter and Trapper, hrasher. . q5 
Rustlings in the Rockies....,_,-. J 00 

| The Adirondacks, Headley,......... eee eee 

HORSE. 

| American Roadsters and Trotting Horses,.... 5 00 
Bits and Bearing Reins.............-.eceesyees 50 

| Boucher's Method of Horsemanship.......... 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 8 vols....--...-...--....0-. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8yo. 2 50 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo,.......... 1 60 
Dwyer’s Horse Book,.......-.-.. . 125 
Horseback Riding, Durant.,... 1 25 
How to Ride and School a Hor: 1 00 
Horses and Hounds.............. abi 80. 
Horses, Famous American Race.......2......- 75 
Horses, Famous American Trotiing........... %5 
Horses, Famous, of America.,.....-.  -..45- i 50 
Jenning’s Horse Training................... .. 12 
Manual of the Horse. ..........2.cccispeeeees Hu Ro 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor......... ae Seb Ae ie 8 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management, ..............2+ 8 00 
NcClure’s Stable Guide...........,.. Ree ef UAL, 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer......,. ieee = oe UC et wy bd. 
Riding and Driving..........2...5-22.-.cssuees 20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s..... ,.» 18 00 
Stable Management, Meyrick..........-..-.... 1 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. ...... 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
(RM. sobs oy Renee eS Sunes A CP Opnaen , 200 

The Book of the Horse....,........ On Se 12 50 
The Saddle Horse... 2... cece yecen yy eeneneee 1 06 
The Horse Owner’s Safeguard.............--.- 2 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going ................. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book..... .. ...... 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruft’s Trotting Horses of America...,.. 2 50 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse... 150 se ueaae 

HUNTING_-SHOOTING. 
Across Country Wanderer.,..........,....--.. 5 00 
American Wild Fow! Shooting, J. W. Long.,.. 2 00 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis............. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan................ 1 00 
Crack Shot mses tnt dee. tlhe eee eens 1 25 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.,.... .... ... 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2 y.,cloth 4 00 
Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 75 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow,........ 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman............ .- rae. 240 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing,.... ......- pee eU 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules,...............-.. 25 
Modern Breech-Loaders, Greener.............. 2 50 
Ritie Practice, Wingate... ...........0..eceeeeee 1 80 
Rod and Gun in California,,................... 1 50 
SHOSUN PHA Do) ake tea bad athe toes eee 50 
Shooting, Dougall.......,. Wr Wr een 4g ae 3 00 
Shooting on the Wing. .......-....c...ccecssees 75 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth... ............ 10 00 
Embossed leather, ....... Bas se pense 15 00 

Sporting Adventures in the Far West......__. 1 50 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke... 222.2222 secs ssisace . 200 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunting, 00.22. .2 oc. se cose e ie) 
Stephens’ Wox Hunting:.....2.0--. 204, .1.5.- 1 26 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters ............ 1 50 
The Gun and Its Deyelopment, Greener...,... 2 50 

GUIDE BROOKS AND DLAPS. 

Adirondacks, Map of, Stoddard .. ........... $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake............ 50 
UE Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Ore eate see athe aap Oe rd etre 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake..... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard.....,_. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Reg’on..... As een ey. 50. 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele, ..........-._.. i 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands...._.. er a) Bet 
Tourists’ Map of Maine....... ..... * heer 1 00 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports andGames 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth,...... 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, ete., 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes....,'.. 8 00 
LO ets tl a Ae ey ieee PPP Ek. Cy eu . 20 
Easy WhiSt..... Balt ea Wee es oh ee eee bee 50 
Every Boy's Book of Sports and Amusements 3 50 
Hands:at Wihist, J../.. 552,02) a A 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise..... 20 
Laws and Principles of Whist, Cavendish..... 2 00 
IGS AOU BO Wis oho, cece. at eee pete 25 
CASINE ho tee. Pee earl. wn ec ee, Se 25 

Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports,.. 7 50 
Whist for Beginners. ......-. 2.2. ce- eee tore 50 

KENNEL. 
American Kennel, Burges.,,--..,0.se<r00.:-< . 300 
Dog, Butler‘on............2.2,, SPS eroeee et) 2 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel... ...).2,..2.00.-22, RO 
Dog, Diseases of, Hill..... .. Deere ore Pee) ® 00 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird, .... pale lot aera 25 
Dog Breaking, Butchinson,........--....... tee DoD 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson.-... 3 00 
ae Training vs. Breaking, Hammond........ 1 00 
Ot emer se as ET Se Orang? mac teu 7 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Gouititrias: $25 7 ee raters eee at en , 200 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo......., ti) 
Dogs, Points for Judging. .,.-..............0-. 50. 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; cloth,.............. 60. 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams, -............ 1 26 
Dogs- and the Publage. ee ayaa ae es eee i (: 
English Kennel C. 8. Book, Vol, T,....../...... 5 00 
English K. C. 8! Bock, Vols, Ill. to X., sach.. 4 50 
Our Friend the Dog... a a 3 00 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stables............... i 50 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack..... .......2..2-24, 3 7 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands...-....... 7 50 
TheiDoe By LAStoney yews sos eee cele setae 125 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.50; 

TAOLOCEOn ne wpe nee nee been ete re , a2 60 
Youatt on the Dog.......,. Py ir Pict eer: 2 50 

MISCELLANEODS,; 

Adventures of a Young Naturalist............ 1 75 
Amateur Photographer........... .-.,-....--. 100 
Animal Plagues, Fleming........ ..,......... , 480 
Antelope and Deer of America.... .........,. 2 50. 
Archer, Moderns 5+. 2-2 a ee ee ee 25 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 
Government Report...... Tuatha sae. Swarts 2 50 

Common Objects of the Seashore, ,........... 50 
Eastward Hol.....-..... Peet ter et ues 1 50 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer- 
HOO DASE ee tere & celte a tity oe etn gg Bale Sle) SU), 

How to Make Photographs .........., . 100 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour,......, fre? . 6 00 
Insects Injurious to Veretation...........- e... G50 
MGBPIDE ONG COW. 54> -Uresiew i bebe sate ae Sees 1 00 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

PCL VOlL Reale: tas) Sea wee- totes Oe vaste ce, 
Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy...... Peer 1 26 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 50 
Natural History Quadruped......., ah vii) 
North American Insects. ....-...... 1 50 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 1 50 
Pistol |THE eis. £5 eae 50 
Tholosrah ay, for Amateurs... ree 60 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller...... Be Se es 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Bath yee... Senate eee dle heres nafee cones OO 

Practical Orange Culture.....-......... teveies, 200 
Practical Poultry Keeping............,... vor. 2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd,... ............ . 200 
Sportsman's Gazetter, Hallock............ vee, 38 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis................. 100 
The Cream of Leicestershire..,............-.. 3 60 
The Forester, by Brown........ oink i « .-. 10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America..._._. eoson 20 00: 
The Heart of Burope........... iehecbcor: cance 3 75 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols,....... S Aeron been) Oe 00 
The Zoological Atlas, 2 yols..-....-..-...---... 10 00 
The Book of the Rabbit............. 5 es AA Ss00 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown..,-,--.,... 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland....... veesecends 20,00 
Woodcrait, ‘‘Nessmuk"...... Np eene tes etate teen Sree 
Woods end Lakes of Maine......-.--.......--- 3 00 
Yellowstone Park, Ludlow, quarto, clot), Gov- 
ernment Report..........--22.--2-- WE Tete DO 

Youatt on Sheep.. .... AA Soden A 1 00 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 
Tae: WIiCHroL:S 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Eods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel 
ence more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded ta any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 
Send for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws, 
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With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 

of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a iarger 

amount of jirst-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, yachting, canoeing, and kindred subjects, than is con- 

tained in all other American publications put together. 

THE ARMY REPORTS. 

i] lise period for the usual annual reports from the severaj 
chiefs in the regular army service has come around and 

already brief statements of progress made during the past 

twelve months have been coming in from division, department 
and post commanders. Much of these documents is taken 
up with special and technical matters which it is not within 
our province to discuss, but there is one feature of every 
report we have thus far seen to which we would call 

attention. Rifle shooting in the army is now a recognized 

branch of work, and each commander by his comment. and 

suggestion shows that he has paid special attention to it and 
has watched the doings of the men and the drift of the 

present system with a desire to secure a better year of 
practice if it were possible. 

Everywhere crops up this burden of red-tape which is laid 
so heavily upon the instructors and the men as well, that 
little beyond blank filling is done af many points. Compari- 
sons are compelled where there are really none fairly pos- 
sible. The army sets to work by the almanac upon its 

season of out-door practice. Aft one post down on the 
Mexican frontier, the men have had an abundance of 

preliminary fine weather in which to take practice if they 
had so desired, and they start in on the season of record 

making in the finest form, on the same day, according to the 
calendar, the soldier along the northern frontier begins his 

season’s work, but it is the height of nonsense to suppose 
that he is not handicapped by the lingering winter which 

still keeps the snow piled about in great drifts, and the gusty 
winds rushing down from the adjoining mountain ranges. 

Still the records are made according to a very pretty system 

of blanks prepared by an office-soldier in Washington. The 

returns come in and the grand total figures of merit are 

made up, but without one word of comment upon the con- 

ditions which surrounded the men while the scores were 
making. The army is not so very large but that something 
approaching the exactitude of a general record of each man 

_ 

target practice at fixed objects over known distances. 

might be made and then delinquency might be quickly 

noted and as promptly corrected. 
The army has, however, outgrown the period of mere 

This 

is, after all mere schoolroom work for the real task of an 
army which is found in skirmish firing. Hach man must 

be able to go across lots often at a pretty lively gaif, fire as 
he goes, estimating the distance of the object fired at, and 

making the necessary allowances at each end of his rifle; if 

he cannot do this, then he has stopped short in his shooting 

course, and is not fairly entitled to the title marksman. or 
sharpshooter. This sort of practice is the next most urgent 

demand of the service in a shooting point of view. Not- 

withstanding all the hindrances of the system of perpetual 
blank filling, to which the real working arm officery has 

been subjected, he has carried forward the art of rifle shoot 

ing very far. The army, as a whole, has made wonderful 

advances, but a dry rot will soon settle over this part of the 
system if the work is not pushed on. Once have skirmish 

drill recognized as a part of the regular work, and there 

will be such a perpetual variety that the men will never 

tire of taking their rifles and tramping out for a day’s official 

sport. It should be understood that practice at the known 

distances is only a preparation for the more difficult and 

more important skirmish drill, and that in this latter the full 

requirements of a soldier’s duty are to be found, 

Of course it will be more difficult to put down in pretty 

rows ot figures what may be done in this lineof work. This, 

no doubt, will be a fatai objection in the eyes of the desk 

soldier at Washington, but the army officer in the field knows 
when his men aré in good working order, and an eflicient 

system of inspection ought to determine whether there is any 

shirking of duty and where. Large garrisons and posts, 
toward which the policy of the army is now properly tend- 
ing, will make it easier to have complete and thorough drill 

on those points, and in place of the petty rivalries which 

now exist between a number of picayune posts, there will be 

large gatherings of troops and the better marksman will 
soon shame the “‘duffers” into something like fair work. 

There is talk about changes in the rifle, and one form of 

encouragement proposed is that the better sbots shall have 

issued to them a finer shooting weapon than the ordinary 

army rifle. It is not long before a man who visits the ranges 
much becomes out of patience with the ordinary contract 

weapon. He detects its short comings and feels that much 
of his work is thrown away with such an unreliable bit of 

mechanism. One of the first results of an intelligent system 
of rifle firing will be an improvement of the service arm, and 

such sharp criticism of the ammunition that its improvement 
will quickly follow. So long as there was no real use of the 
rifle it mattered little whether the barrels were straight, the 
breech mechanism in order or the sights at all trustworthy. 
So long as ammunition was made only to be stored away in 
muster magazines, dirty, caking powder was as serviceable 

as clean bright charges, ; 

All this is changing, and with twenty thousand or more 

critics in sharp observation, it will not be long before the 

factories will be told that the work turned out is not. satis- 
factory. Already there is a demand for a manual of rifle 
practice better than those now in existence, and several very 

competent officers are busy on sucha book. Yet after all, 
we are of opinion that a sharp system of inspection, which 

shall carry with it encouragement for those inclined to try, 
while it promptly compels work by those who would shirk, 

and then shall have the right to make suggestions which are 

to be carried out, would do more than any other agency in 

bringing our regular force up to the highest efficiency as a 
body of marksmen. 

THE WOLF IN EUROPE AND AMERICA. 

A CABLE from Vienna reports a tragic incident from 

Eastern Hungary, by which a whole family perished 

within an hour. A. clergyman, with his wife and child, 

were driving in a sledge from Krasnisora to the neighboring 

village of Kis-Lonka. A pack of ravenous wolves pursued 
them. The mother was terror-stricken and let the child fall 
from her arms. At that the father leaped from the sledge to 

save the child. Father and child were at once fiercely at- 
tacked by the wolves. The father fought desperately and 

killed two of the wolves, but he was at last overcome and 

both he and his child weredevoured. Meanwhile the horses 
had rushed onward with the sledge, still bearing the agon- 

ized mother who died of fright before the sledge reached 
Kis-Lonks. The story is a shocking one and reminds the 
reader of the nursery tales about these animals in the forests 
of Russia. } 

Assuming, as we must do, that such stories as these are 

true, the wolf of the old world is widely different from those 
of the new. The latter is notorious for his timidity, and 

under ordinary circumstances a child could put to ffight the 

largest pack of them. There is no apparent radical differ- 

ence between the wolf of Europe and the American large 

wolf, though naturalists do not regard them as the same 

species. Why are they so destructive in one hemisphere, 
and so mild and harmless in the other? There are narrated 

in the old histories of America and in some works on natural 

history, two or three cases handed down by tradition, in 

which wolves are said to have attacked men, but these re- 

ported cases are so rare that they are to be received with a 

very great deal of allowance. 
There appears to be a good reason why wolves in America 

should not equal their European cousias in ferocity, In all 

cases where human beings are said to have been attacked by 

these brutes, hunger is the motive of the assault, but in the 

New World this motive seldom exisis. Here the wolves 
themselves are exterminated before the ground-dwelling 

birds and the small mammals upon which they principally 

depend for sustenance are all destroyed, and so we find that 

the wolf retains his natural timidity to the end. In Kurope 

on the other hand, the great uninhabited tracts frequented 

by the wolves are without wild animals in numbers suf- 

ficient to provide food for these carnivora, and hence they 
prey upon domestic animals, and even upon human beings, 

That these animals are a real scourge in certain portions 

of Europe is undeniable. Statistics published some years 

since showed that during the year 1873, in forty-five prov- 

inces of Russia the wolyes devoured 179,000 head of large 
domestic animals, and 662,900 sheep and pigs, a loss which 

represented in money 7,573,000 roubles, or $5,700,000. Be- 

sides this an enormous amount of poultry and a great num- 
ber of dogs were destroyed. To us who know the wolf only 
as a most timid beast, desiring only to be allowed to run 

away, these figures seem very curious, but still more strange 

is the fact that the wolves do not appear to diminish in 

numbers, and that no effective measures are taken to destroy 

them by the wholesale. 

Tue CHASE OF THE ManHADEN.—Usually by this time of 

the year the steamers employed in catching menhaden are 

hauled up for the winter. The fish are given a little rest 

from pursuit, and the oil works are stopped and cleaned 

out. This year itis not so. It is reported from Tiverton 
that two of the largest steamers have just left for menhaden 

fishing in Southern waters, and they intend to follow the 

fish wherever they may go. It is believed by the fishermen 

that at the approach of cold weather the fish move toward 

the Gulf Stream, and they evidently think that by keeping 
close to schools they can capture them all before spring. 
Fishermen are thus, it is seen, very like hunters. One class 

wants all the fish, the other all tho game, and between the 

two, the indigenous fish, flesh and fowl] have a rather hard 

time. It would be a waste of areument to endeavor to show 

the fishermen that they are killing their business by this 
wholesale destruction of fish. They would reply to any such 

attempts, ‘‘Well, if we don’t get them, some one else will.” 

And so the work of extermination goes on, and the public 

grumbles because birds and fish are scarce. Oh, stupid 
public, how long will it take you to learn that this matter is 

in your own hands? You are responsible for the slaughter, 

and you will be the sufferers after it shall have been com- 

pleted. If you want to make fish and game plenty again, 

you must try to makeyour fellows realize that it is for the 

the interest of all that certain times and seasons shall be ob- 

served, aud that the laws of uature shall not be continually 
yiolated. In one State of our Uuion the public sentiment 
has been aroused on this point, but elsewhere there is a 

lamentable want of appreciation of the needs of the case. 

Tue TRIALS AT H1am Pornt,—Our report of the Eastern 
Field Trials Club meeting at High Point is concluded this 

week, Last week ForEsT AND STREAM was the only paper 
to publish a full report of the running up to the day of pub- 

lication, and the only news the public has had ontside of our 
columns, is comprised in a few lines, giving the results in a 

few disconnected heats. One point, which will be noticed 

by every one who is familiar with the working of a dog, is 

that frequently the hunting sense of the dog, and the ideas 

of handlers and judges were in conflict, and further, that 
when such a difference arose, the dogs were usually in the 
right. There is a vast amount of instruction in our report 
of the trials, especially when it is read in the light of one’s 
own experience, 
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY. 

A TONING BATH. 
Hditor Forest and Stream: 

Afewmonths azo you published an arti¢le on ‘‘Amateur Photo- 

graphy,’ and gave your readers therein a formula for a developer 

which Lhave tried and found to answer admirably, Will you please 
give us one for a toning bath with particulars as to manipulation, 

etc.? H. R. 

Montrwar, Nov, 16, 1884, 

To tone prints successfully the first essential point is to 

have the prints to be toned properly printed. They should 
be carried beyond the reddish color to a dark brown, and 
after printing should be kept free from the effect of light. 
To tone prints three trays and three baths are required. The 
preparations to be used are as follows: (1) Put 1 ounce of 

bicarbonate of soda and 8 ounces of water into a bottle and 
cork, Call this A, (2) Dissolve in a bottle 74 grains of 

chloride of gold in 74 ounce of waters and cork. Call this B. 

(8) Onc hoitle of French azotate, AJlof these can be bought 

prepared, 

The first bath is made up of Gounces of water and 4 ounce 

of A, 
Por the toning bath put into another tray six ounces of 

water, one ounce of Wrench azotate and then add—always 

Jast—one ounce of chloride of gold solution from bottle B. 
Mix fhis by pouring into the graduated glass and back to 

tray two or three times. 

The last or fixing bath is made by dissolving one ounce of 

hypo-sulphite of soda ia eight ounces of water. All of these 

baths should be made with tepid water in winter. 

Put the prints into the first bath face down, and be sure 

to have each one wet before putting in another, Continue 

this until from 20 to 25 or lessare inthe tray. Let them soak 

about ten minutes and then pour all the liquid off, and rinse 

the prints in one or two changes of water, or until the water 

loses its milky appearance, Then add more water to the 

tray so as to partly fillit. Lift the prints out one by one and 

put into the toning bath. 

Tn this bath the prints will turn finally to arich blue, and 

should be sepsrated and turned over, so that the solution 

will come in contact with the whole face of the print. As 

fast as they become of the right color take them out and 

place in a basin of clean water andrinse. Now, fill the 

basin again with water and place them one by one in the last 

or fixing bath, where they will change first to a reddish 

brown, but Keep them here until they return to the original 

or a trifle lighter color than when in the toning bath. After 
this they can be taken ont and put into a basin of clean 
water, and there thoroughly washed. If the hypo is not 

all washed off, the prints will become yellow and fade out. 
The prints should now be hung up to dry slowly, but be 

aure that all the moisture is allowed to run off. 

Ghe Sportsman Gonrist. 

A PRAIRIE PICTURE. 

NE slim horn of the crescent moon showed its pale, sil- 
yery tip above the western horizon; in the east the olive 

of the over-arching sky was faintly mellowing to an ashy 
eray, and the hoar frost glimmered white on roof, and fence, 
and plank sidewalk, as a shaggy form gathered up the lines 
and climbed to a front seat, while two more fur-clad shapes 
aecupied the rear, and over the soundless dirt of a prairie 
road we left Carrelton behind, and were swallowed up in the 
vague «arkness, Somewhere ahead of us in the marsh 
lands of the north or west the mallard and the teal awaited 
our coming, perhaps even Wawa, the wild goose, and We- 
nockbish, the brant, might welcome us with vibrant clang of 
“‘haleyon vociferation.”” Forty pounds of dog meat wrapped 
up in a mangy hide, saoozed and blinked, gurgled and 
yelped at our feet; eight holes with iron around them, like 
so many round-cyed owls, gazed vacantly up to heaven, as 

if meditating the propriety of sending half a pound of chilled 

shot through the milky way, and three prophetic souls, pro- 

jecting themselves into the future, were wondering how, on 
the morrow, they could transport homeward the immense 
crowd of lamellirostrate natatores which would insist upon 
accompanying them, 

“At Buffalo, up leaped, of a sudden, the sun, 

And against him the houses stood black, every one.” 

Like a whirlwind of wrath we descended upon the one 
friend we had in. the place—patient, long-suffering, and full 

of kindness—and smote him with the besom of destruction. 
Mapnanimously he yielded himself to the inevitable, and 

offered up, on the sacrificial altar of friendship, gum boots, 

thick clothing, cigars, candy, pocket compass, cheese, all he 

had and was, to hurry uson our way, Leaving him denuded 

and spoiled, we wheel northward, and soon leave behind us 
the thin line of iron that links the east to the west. 
But the atmosphere is growing hazy, the blue sky is turn- 

ing gray, a creosotic odor replaces the tang of morning ozone, 
and a blur of smoke on the northern and western horizon 

tell us the prairies are on fire. Who cares? Are we not 

salamanders? Let us proceed! The road has long since 

dwindled to a gopher track and run down a hole, so bear off 

for that break in the line of smoke yonder, and we'll see if 

we cant win through. But on that ridge to the left see the 

fire fash over the top, and come down upon us with the 

speed of a racer. Out! and set back-fires if you don’t want 

to be roasted before your time! Hurry, you’ve uo time to 

lose! Up into the wagon again, turn your backs on the foe 

that is leaping toward you with ravening jaws, and follow 

closely the wall of flame that sweeps eastward in your rear. 

Lash your frightened horses into a run, it’s a race for life or 

death! Never mind the smoke that blinds and chokes, keep 

your eyes and mouth shut, cover the cartridges, that a flying 

spark may not blow you skyward; turn up your coat collars 

and pull down your hats tightly over your head, so that the 

fierce heat may not bake your brain; keep the horses ou the 

jucap, and bar gopher holes, we'll beat the fire yet! And so 

we do; and pulling up on the burnt, bare sward, we watch 
the riotous flames go roaring past on either side, as though 
maddened at losing their expected prey, (As the grass was 
fully two inches high, the experienced plainsman will see at 
once how terrible was the fate we so narrowly escaped.) And 
now stand up in the wagon and look around. What do you 
see? 2,356 miles (be the same more or less) of burned and 
blackened prairie. Any chance for ducks in that waste of 
charred stubble and gray ashes? Drive on, coachee! we 
came a-hunting and are not going to turn back merely be- 
cause there’s nothing to hunt, 
Methinks I see, on the dim horizon bar, the square outline 

of human habitation. There will be rest, till to-morrow’s 
sun lights us on our homeward way. Hullo! it’s a school 
house! Drive up, and let’s interview the school ma’am. 
Hullo again, it’s filled with wheat up to the level of the 
windows. Education and agriculture hand in hand. But 
from where, in this flat expanse of vacancy, can come the 
children which shall, or the wheat which doth, fill this 
temple of learning? Ah! here be wagon tracks, tlem Jet us 
follow, and mayhap the mystery shall be solved, And so, 
in good time, itis, for here at last, run to earth, is our solitary 
wheat and children raiser, with his 7x9 house, and his 70x90 
barn and stable. ‘Settled here three years ago, organized a 
school district, twelve miles long by six wide (two families 
therein—his and Dutch Charlie’s—latter consisting of Charlie 
wand dog), votes tax, issues bonds, builds a tive hundred 
dollar school house, and, while his babies are growing up, 
utilizes it (thrifty man!) as-a wheat granary.” Such his 
simple story. But his hospitality is as large as his sebool 
district, and just now includes more hungry mouths within 
its bounds. Supper over, let us listen to his epic of Pluelx 
and Poverty. 
Four years ago he was standing on the railroad platform at 

Valley City, watching the train that had borne him thither fade 
away in the west. Assets, a fair stock of clothing and bed- 
ding, an axe, a wife, three babies, and fifteen dollars in cash. 
Hires out to work and wife takes in washing. During winter 
carries mail on horseback to Page, thirty miles away; up one 
day and back the next. Only freezes his nose, ears, fingers 
and feet once a week on an average. In spring takes up 
claim, nearest neighbor sixteen miles, builds shack, and on 
Noy, 15, after paying off debts, finds himself ready to face a 
Dakota winter with twenty pounds of flour, no meat, no 
sugar, no coffee, nofuel butdried sod. Spends his only five- 
dollar bill for steel traps; traps mink, traps badger, traps 
muskrat, shoots and traps geese snd brant, carries them 
twenty miles to market, and in spring has over a hundred 
dollars in pocket. At present has comfortable house, good 
barn, four horses, ten head of cattle, twenty pigs, a hundred 
head of poultry, two farm wagons, two reapers, a thresher, 
six hundred bushels of wheat, forly tons of hay, fuel and 
provision for winter, and owes no man anything. __ 

This Iliad being sung, we spread our blankets on fresh- 
thrashed wheaten straw, and fallasleep. Next day’s ‘‘slow- 
descending sun” witnesses our re-entrance into Casselton. 

‘‘How many ducks did we kill?” What is that to thee, 
O inquisitive one? Ask Charlie or Fred; as for the writer, 
he scorns to degrade the record of a two-days’ “‘outing” into 
the mercenary catalogue of a poulterer’s bill. 

H, P, Urrorp. 

DOWN THE MUSQUAGUMAGUM. 

this day the Northern Peninsula of Michigan is a 
2 

iy o wilderness. Settlements more or less extensive lie upon 
its borders, but their influence on the back country is unfelt, 
There it lies, a vast region, covered with pine forests and 
seamed with iron, dotted with Jakes and netted with rivers, 
Camps of the lumbermen are beside some of the greater 
streams, and iron mines are in intermittent operation in the 
north and along that portion known as the ‘““Menominee 
Range.” But by far the greater part of the country is ab- 
solutely unsettled, and uninhabited save by a few of the 
Chippewa and Menominee Indians— 

‘Whom our gentle Uncle Samuel 

Is improving yery smartly, 

In the face of all creation, 
Off the face of all creation’ ’— 

as Punch eloquently remarked years ago. 
The Menominee River forms a part of its southwestern 

boundary. This river receives from the north two principal 
tributaries, the Michigamie and the Paint; beyond the mouth 
of the Paint the river changes its name and becomes the 
Brulé, and as such receives another tributary stream, the lron 
River. All these rivers may be investigated with profit. 
The hunting and fishing thereabouts might be described as 
the Irishman described whisky: ‘‘To be sure,” says Paddy, 
“some brands may be better than others, but there is no such 
thing as bad whisky.” So of these rivers; they are all 
good. We, however, decided to explore the Paint, because 
nohody seemed to know anything about that stream, and 
whoever was questioned seemed to consider it not a privilege, 
put a duty, to lie most solemnly concerning the same. 
Thereby was our interest excited. 

The Paint River, also called the Musquagumagum, is 
formed by the union of two streams, which meet at a point 
about thirteen miles N. N. W. of the town of Iron River, 
whence it flows ina general southeasterly direction, and 

meets the Menominee about two miles north of Florence, 
From the north the Paint receives the Hemlock and the Net 
rivers, which latter is upon some maps marked as the main 
stream, and from the south the Chicagon River, the outlet 
of Chicagon and Trout lakes, Other affiuents there are, 

both north and south, but generally too shallow for even the 

lightest draft canoe. ‘i i 

There were four of us inthe party, three hailing from Chi- 

cago, and one from Milwaukee, and we subsequently en- 

gaged a guide at Iron River, making, all told, five souls im- 

periled in the expedition Our plan of action, which is 

hereby recommended to others, was to take the Chicago & 

Northwestern Railroad and go to the town of Iron River, 
and intrust our lives and fortunes to the care of Captain 
Boyington, who keeps the Boyington House at that place, 
and whose hospitality, courtesy, and good will toward all 

men, has deservedly made his place a rendezvous for sports: 

men from the cities. Then, with the Captain’s aid, to trans- 

port our boats and impcedimenta by wagon to the nearest 

point on the Paint, descend the stream by easy stages to 

Crystal Falls, take the railroad there, and return to our sey- 

eral places of abode. ‘ ; 
By section line, Crystal Falls is about sixteen miles east 

of ee River, but the Paint isa sinuous stream, and we 

the winding and bending thereof, our pad- timated that b. 
dl ‘ fifty miles before we reached the dles would measure some 

eae of our voyage. The estimate proved substantially cor 
rect. : 

Accordingly on the 17th of July we left Iron River, two 
Wagons carrying our boats (two clinker skiffs and a bark 
canoe) and the other “duffle,” the amount of which would 
have struck terror to the heart of ‘“Nessmuk,” A fourteen 
mile march through a dense forest. of pine, and in a rain of 
more than ordinary wetness brought us to the log buildings 
of Frazier’s lumber camp, on the south branch of the Paint, 
about two miles above the forks of the river. Here we 
pitched our tent and slid our boats into the stream. 

The rain continued, and we lay in camp the remainder of 
that and all of the following day, fishing the river as faith- 
fully as the intermittent drizzle permitted and meeting with 
small success, 

At this point the Paint is less than twenty-five yards in 
breadth, and is rather shallow. The water would hardly 
averave more than a foot or eighteen inches in depth, 
sufficient indeed for canoe navigation, but vexatious heeause 
of the irregularity of the bed, which abounded inshoals and 
banks, They extended up the river, and across the river, 
sometimes a mere ridge, and again as flat as a table and 
twenty rods long, with perhaps a channel on one side, and 
perhaps not, but if so, invariably on the wrong side. Fre- 
quently these broad banks lay entirely out of water, their 
roomy beaches giving excellent standing room to gigantic 
cranes and myriads of snipe. ‘The current of the river was 
swift and broken by frequent rapids which varied in dignity 
from mere riffies fo cataracts, Most of these are easily run, 
at a few the water is too shoal to float a canoe, but only one 
compels a portage around it, and this one is the last of the 
Hemlock Rapids. 

It was in coming down the river the next day that we 
partly learned its character. Not anticipating the mournful 
contingency of having to wade the stream and drag our boat 
over shoals, I and my companion, ‘‘Hobomok,” had retained 
our usual leg gear. When, however, our boat grated gently 
on a gravelly beach completely bridging the stream, and we 
saw the water ahead still shallower by many inches, betok- 
ening that poling was a vain amusement, we sorrowfully 
bared our legs and went overboard, Ush! but the water was 
cold, and, ouch! the stones were sharp. Such, omitting the 
more emphatic parts, were our remarks as we seized Lhe 
painters and dragged the boat over into deeper water. The 
other boats being less heavily laden met with less difficulty, 
but our experience wasrepeated at frequent intervals in the 
course of the morning. The stones cut our feet and the sun 
burned and blistered our legs, all which was exceedingly 
grievous, and glad, indeed, were we to -run our boat ashore 
at noon and nibble a few crackers. This was at the mouth 
of the North Branch, but we stayed not to investigate that 
Stream, and therein was error, but paddled two miles further 
on to a log bridge, which leads the supply road from Iron 
River toa lumber camp on the north bank known as Arm- 
strong’s, A lumber camp in summer is a gruesome thing to 
behold. A skunk or two generally take up their abode in 
the deserted buildings, attracted, doubtless, by the similarity 
of odor, and the chances are greatly im favor of finding ani- 
mals of a lower order and more parasitic natuxg.on the 
ground. These considerations militate somewhat Against 
the advantage of shelter which the log shanties possess, and 
incline the wanderer to seek other quarters. Still, it is 
profitable to camp near such places, as one can find boards, 
benches and other articles of use there, not to mention worn 
out shoe packs, and an extensive assortment of battered tin- 
ware and broken whisky bottles. 
We pitched our teut near the end of the bridge and stayed 

there two days fishing and hunting, with a success that 
should have decided us to remain, but the prospect down 
the river tempted us sorely, omnia tgnota, pro mirifico, and 
for aught we knew to the contrary the veritable happy hunt- 
ing grounds were only a few miles further down. We be- 
lieved so implicitly at the close of the second day, and on 
the following morning we were again embarked, and again 
our paddles were pushing back the swirling water. 

T remember nothing more pleasant than those days on the 
river, despite the shoals and the wading o¢casioned thereby. 
The three boats were sometimes in company, buf more fre- 
quently separated by some distance and hidden from each 
other by the bending of the stream, It was impossible to 
get an unobstructed view of half a mile in any direction, 
unless toward the zenith, and often the oyer-arching trees 
cut off that. The dense forest came down on either bank to 
the water’s edge and stretched back unbroken for miles. 
No sound came out of its gloomy depths save the cry of a 
crow, or of that unknown entity the ‘‘gilligilee bird,” nor 
was there any sign of habitation on either hand. It wasa 
new world, and 

‘We were the firsh that ever burst 

Into that silent sea.”’ 

The appreciation of which fact frequently induced me to 
drop my paddle and light my pipe. And Hobomok did like- 
wise. Occasionally (that is once) we saw 2 deer drinking in 
mid-stream, Enormous cranes were continually starting up 
before our boats, generally flying in pairs, but we rarely got 
a shot at them; ducks, too, frequently flew up, and were less 
frequently bagged. This last remark, however, is not in- 
tended as an insinuation against myself. 

In that morning’s run we passed the mouth of the Net 
River, We had projected a camp at that point and a week’s 
stay for exploring the stream and the country round about, 
but our guide (he afterward swore, may God forgive kim, that 
we never apprised him of our wishes) kept on a mile ahead, 
and as he had all the provisions, we were fain to follow him 
in hope of arresting his flight. It was a hopeless chase. 
Before we caught up with that son of the forest, the Net was 
four miles behind and several rapids lay between. To re- 
turn was out of the question and we therefore advanced, 
and at four o'clock landed and went into camp for the 
night, When morning came, however, there was manifest 
reluctance to proceed, it amounted to actual mutiny, infect- 
ing all hands, the guide and secretary of war. Hobomok 
swore that his feet were so lamed by dragging those boats 
(he specified the kind) that it would be sure death to go on, 
while the rest of the party with joint and several mendacity 
asserted that the writer hercof in his eagerness to be on the 
river, was hurrying them out of the woods. They were 
wrong, it was the mosquitoes and punkies that I sought to 
escape. 

The day following we took to our boats, The water had 
become deeper as we had advanced, the river wider, and 
the rapids less frequent though larger, A ren of two or 
three feet of water under our keels brought us to a log dam 
across the river, built by the lumbermen for their logging 
operations. This dam is not far below the mouth of the 
emlock River, which we bad passed witheut ebserying 1 

— 
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orrather mistaking it for a slough. We ought to have 
made a camp there, for we afterward learned that the 
Hemlock and dam on the point is one of the best trout 
grounds in that region. Let future explorers profit by our 
blunders. 

Carrying our boats over the high embankment of the dam, 
and taking lunch we started afresh, and after an hour’s pad- 
dle came upon the first of the Hemlock rapids. We had 
heard of these famous rapids, and in many mysterious warn- 
ings had been apprised of the dangers thereof, But all our 
information was of the vaguest kind; nobody seemed to know 
exactly where they were, or exactly what were the perils 
attending them. Indeed, that whole country seemed a ter7a 
incognite to the few men whom we ran across. 
We therefore nerved our hearts for war when we heard 

the water thundering ahead, and paddled with caution. Vain 
was our fear, A massof black water was coiling like a 
corkscrew in our front, but plunged unbroken between the 
breakers on either side, The descent was sharp but short. 
We steered into the black water, and avoiding one or two 
rocks obstructing the entrance, our boat darted down the in- 
cline and shot out into the smooth water below without 
shipping a drop. Encouraged by this success, we advanced 
upon the second rapid, which lay three-quarters of a mile 
beyond, As we drew near [I saw the birch canoe drawn up 
on the beach, and the guide walking along the shore recon- 
noitering the ground, Hobomok hailed him and interro- 
gated him respecting his opinions in tiis wise: 

“Portage, John?” 
And he answering, replied: ‘‘Hasier than t’other,” 
Whereat we proceeded, the current caught us, and the 

trouble began. 
And here, for the benefit of posterity, will I describe the 

character of that rapid. The river here is flowing approxi- 
. mately due south. An outcropping ridge of metamorphic 
rock runs across the country east and west, consequently at 
right angles to ihe river and consequently crossing it. 
Through this ridge the river has worn its channel, but in 
following the softest rock and seeking the most advantageous 
places for eroding the same, it describes a half circle to the 
westward before passing the barrier and resuming its south- 
erly course. Between the rocky walls of this half circle lie 
the Hemlock Rapids—the first where the riyer strikes the 
ridge, the second ati the middle point of the above-described 
arc, and the third and last at the end thereof, where the 
river makes its final jump and clears the ledge. Parallel 
ridges of the upturned rock extend across the stream, the 
edges of the layers facing the descending water, which, by 
wearing away the softer under part, has left a sharp serrated 
line above, and between the ridges large bouiders brought 
down from above find anchorage, and so thickly strew the 
bed that to pick 4 channel among them is next to impossible. 
And, lastly, there is the whole water of the river breaking 
and plunging about these obstructions so fiercely as to defy 
any attempt at navigation, 

Parenthetically, 1 remark that IL have an abiding belief 
that in an mnlouded boat I could shoot that rapid without 
particular risk; but in a boat loaded as ours was, the passage 
came under the head of extra hazardous. 

The currents sucked us down on the boulders and though 
we ayoided the first, the boat immediately bumped on 
another, img there, swong around broadside to the stream 
and careened uutil ine water began to rush in, But in the 
same Instant we had leaped overboard, lifted the boat bodily 
off the rock and held her trembling and palpitating in the 
current. 1 left Hobomok there holding the boat which 
tugyed at the painter like an unruly steer, and scrambled 
back to the first ledge of rock to warn the other boats. The 
roaring water drowned my voice but my gestures were 
sufficiently eloquent and convincing. The rest of the party 
landed, and ranging themselves along the bank jeered at our 
struggles and shouted advice and suggestions which we 
fortunately could not hear, I returned to the boatand with 
great difficulty we drew her through the maze of rocks to a 
smooth deep basin where the river took temporary breath 
preparatory to making another jmp. Crossing the basin, 
we baled out the boat and started afresh, this time cautiously 
holding on at bow and stern, The water varied from ankle 
to arm pit and ran so fiercely that it was scarcely possible to 
keep a footing on the slippery stones. A few steps further 
on and the bottom dropped out altogether. Rocks ahead of 
us showed their ugly faces so thickly that it was vain to 
think of threading them, smooth perpendicular walls on 
either side forbade our landing. 
We stood in the water holding our dancing boat, cogitating 

stupidly on the best mode of escape, but the water was too 
cold to indulge in any protracted discussion and we took 
the chance of total wreck by scrambling into the boat and 
going it blind. There was a big rock standing high out of 
water about a hundred feet below us and to this we steered, 
hoping to make a landing upon it, and let the boat down by 
her long painter to the first rock she would strike and there 
let her hang until we could reach her and carry her to the 
smooth, still water now closeat hand. And this we succeeded 
in doing, but not without taking water, nearly ruining the 
eareo and getting a ducking ourselves. 
We then turned our attention to the other boats and their 

cargoes, which we painfully packed along the shore. It was 
late in the day when we had completed the passage of 
the rapid, and we went into camp at once tu recuper- 
ate, supposing that our portaging wus done and that 
we were now clear of the dreaded Hemlocks. But the next 
day a still larger rapid was discovercd only a quarter of a 
mile ahead of us. It was much like the one just above us, 
but longer and wider, and broken by an island in mid-stream, 
making two channels and less water. It was clearly imprac- 
ticable for our boats, without taking an account of the 
further fact that a log jam was bridging the stream for 
several hundred feet. It was evident that here we would 
haye to carry our boats through the woods. There ought to 
have been a well-deiined and well-beaten trail, for doubtless 
that rapid has been portaged ever since the day when Astor 
and the Hudson’s Bay Company sent their trappers and 
courriers du bois into that region for peltry. And a trail 
there was, but what a trail! Rocks incumbering it, under- 
brush concealing it, bogs breaking it, and windfalls across 
it. Show me the man who alleges there is any fun in mak- 
ing a portage, and [ will shoot him—or at him, and trust 
to luck for the result, ; 

_ After a day's fishing we broke camp and paddled down to 
the head of the rapid. We landed the baggage, carried 
our boats up the bank, and then unanimously settled upon 

divers seductive logs and took a solemn smoke. Which 
done we began work. 

__ The baggage rolled up in formidable packs was strapped 
. on our shoulders, and then each man, carrying some smaller 

articles in his hands, commenced the toilsome journey. It 

was a quarter of a mile, no less, that we had to march over 
the rocks, windfalls and bogs aforesaid, but we made it event- 

These were rigged with 
poles projecting over bow and stera like bowsprits, which 
ually, and returned for the boats. 

poles were then placed on the collar bones of two unhappy 
wretches (the writer being one) who with woe depicted on 
their countenances and profanity escaping from their lips, 
stuggered off and fell into the first bog, Forttmately a berry 
patch was close at hand and the miserable men were soon re- 
vived and proceeded. But this is a painful theme, and I for- 
beat. Suflice it that we made the portage. 

There is a lumber camp at the head of that rapid and an- 
other a couple of miles below it, and for the benefit of who- 
ever may be inclined to visit that recion, [ would remark in 
passing, that he may pitch his tent to advantage at either 

After leaving the rapid we paddled to the lower 
camp. <A party of hunters, however, were already in pos- 
Session, and as a cnrsory inspection of their camp disclosed a 

place, 

package of alleged tobacco labelled ‘‘Miner’s and Puddler’s 
Best,” we incontinently fled and went into camp some eighty 
rods to windward. 

On the river bank overhanging the water at the spot where 
our boats were beached stood a blazed cedar, and in the blaze 
written with pencil were the words: ‘Section Line between 
Sections 25 and 26.” As the Paint is a meandered stream we 
had frequently found such witness trees, but the inscription 
upon this one enabled us to locate our position with mathe- 
matical certainty, for reference to our map instantly showed 
that the only sections of those numbers on the Paint River 
were in towuship 44 north of range 84 west. 
As to the fishing at that point I will not speak, for my rod 

remained untroubled in its case, and its owner divided his 
time equally between smoking and sleeping in the comfort- 
able bend of that same overhanging cedar. To a Chicago 
min such glorious rest and indolence is far better fishing 
than is offered by the stream. 

While in camp there a large pool was discovered a mile or 
so back in the woods, and two of the party one frosty morn- 
ing formed an ambuscade for deer. They killed none, but 
brought back several ducks and a large quantity of rasp- 
berries. ‘‘We cannot shoot deer in the close season,” says 
one, and truly, after I had witnessed several ineffectual 
attempts to do su, 1 began to think there was reason in 
him. 

Eastward of our camp lay a lake which, for reasons ob- 
scure, is called Lost Lake, and near it is a store and semi-hotel 
belonging toa lumber company. We learned this from a wild 
Milesian who visited our camp on a prospecting tour for 
whisky. He was a man to whom every event of life was a 
new source of melancholy, but he was communicative withal, 
and having boned a handful of tobacco trom Hobomok, 
he poured forth the full tale of his woes. We condoned 
with him and then turned bis attention to the country round 
about. Of that he knew but little, but according to his 
hearsay testimony, the number of deer about Lost Lake was 
something wonderful. Somebody (a Crystal Falls man 
zealous for the enforcement of the game laws) had killed 
three deer there last Sunday, and why shouldn’t we? Thus 
reasoned Paddy. But we were not after deer out of season. 
We had tried it and seen the folly of our ways. Had they 
not crossed the muzzles of our guns daily, and yet returned 
to their fawns unharmed? Truly, why should we tramp 
six miles to Lost Lake for deer. But we availed ourselves 
of Mickey’s information to visit the Lake House, ¢s the store 
is called, and get a supply of piteb for our boats. 

Our next camp was some eight miles below the Hemlock 
Rapids, and opposite the mouth of the Chicagon River. The 
water between the two points was deep and tranquil, with 
hardly a shoal or rapid breaking the smooth quiet reaches of 
the river, a fact which our late experience had taught us to 
appreciate profoundly. 

The spot chosen by us had evidently been but lately aban- 
doned by some other party, for we found there a bower of 
birch trees carefully set in a square about the place where 
their tent had been, and tent poles and pegs ready made to 
our hands. There, too, was a well-built fireplace, the sparks 
of a recent fire still living in the ashes. The place was evi- 
dently the favorite haunt of Indians, relics of their wigwam 
and the rubbish and debris appurtenant thereto being not a 
hundred yards from our tent. The buildings of a logging 
camp also stood at some distance down stream, and from 
them we unblushingly faked three stools and a Jong bench. 

The day following our arrival was marked by alternate 
thunder storms and sunshine, the former predominating, 
much to the discomfort of the guide and the Milwaukee 
man, who had gone to Crystal Falls for supplies. The rest 
of us passed the day in awaiting their return, for the weather 
gave us no encouragement to explore the country. There 
are no trout in the Paint at that point, nothing in fact but 
pickerel, of which we caught an ample supply. Game there 
Was none, except deer, which we did not molest, and ducks 
which we could not recover from their marshes. 

The Chicagon River is a splendid place for ducks, The 
stream is sluggish and half choked with lilies and marsh 
weeds, and wild rice and cat-tails line the swampy shores: 
but without a dog, the hunter has little chance of filling his 
bag from the flocks of birds thal he will find there. At least 
such was our experience. The Indians are reputed to make 
this stream a regular highway between Chicagon Lake and 
the Paint, but 1 question if it be navigable for anything but 
a muskrat. 

On the third day we struck our tent and resumed our pad- 
dies. A small rapid and a little shoal water encountered at 
the outset, were the only breaks in the deep water of the 
river for threé miles. We passed a log slide on the bank 
where men were working, and fiye minutes after came in 
sight of a log bridge and a logging camp which we knew to 
be but three miles above the fall. We love to and consulted. 
It was not our desire to end our journey that day, so we 
made for shore and pitched our tent, and spent the next 
twenty-fours in refreshing idleness, 
A brief spell at the paddles the next day brought our boats 

as near Crystal Falls as the cataract from which the village 
takes its name would allow. Here ended our voyage. We 
shipped our baggage and the birch canoe to Chicago, and 
gave the other boats to the guide, who instantly con- 
verted them into coin of the realm, and—pbut I will not re- 
late the subsequent performances of that thirsty soul. In 
the woods, no man could direct his course more truly; what 
matters it then if in town he had recourse to triangulation in 
getting about? 

If Ihave made little or no reference in the aboye to our 
exploits with rod or rifle, the omission is not accident, it is 
design. Not that I would have it supposed that there is no 
game in the country, or that we lacked skill to procure it, 
it were grievous error to indulge in any such supposition. I 
purposely omitted such details for the reason that the river 

and the nature thereof were the part I wished to make prom 
inent, to the end that whoeyer may desire to follow our 
tracks may do so with better knowledge of the coun a than 
we had. 15 A be 

Curicaco, Tl., 1884, 

UP THE CUPSUPTUC. 

apes Parmachenee-Oupsuptic (Cupsuptue, I prefer to 
spell it, as it is on Dill’s map) record, in Forrst anp 

STREAM of Noy. 13, is good. The carry is certainly six 
miles, many callit eight, 1 diditin August, 1882, and it 
took two hours and forty-five minutes. We were delayed, 
however, the last half of the way by a heavy shower. What 
rendered the carry: hard then was not so much rocks and 
roots of trees as slipperiness, from the fact that the path was 
not much worn. But difficult or not, it is well worth the 
cost of walking, both from the interest and beauty of ap- 
proach, and the delectableness of Lake Parmachenee and 
John Danforth’s camp at the other end, To my mind, of 
all the boarding camps in the Rangeley region, John Dan- 
forth’s at Parmachenee, and Capt. Barker’s af Bemis, on 
Mooselucmeguntic—called Camps Bemis because there are 
some ten or a dozen separate cabins—bear the palm. I know 
nothing of the kind more delightful than to arrive at. Bemis 
by the captain’s little steamer in the edge of evening, and 
be ushered into one of his cabins so deftly made of logs and 
birch bark, with a bright blazing fire in the open fire place, 
and a comfortable bed behind a partition, the whole cabin to 
yourself, or yourself and your companion, and all as neat as 
a pin; or to reach Camp Caribou, John Danforth’s, afler the 
toils and delights of the trip up the Cupsuptuc, over the 
carry and up the lake to the island on which the camp is 
situated, and be welcomed by Lewis Ficket and his wife to 
good fare and one of the most uwuique and delightfully situ- 
uated camps in the world, 

Jobn Danforth is a genius in architecture as well asa first- 
class hunter and guide. His cottage, as it deserves to be 
called, is a triple building, in one part two stories, for the 
keeper and his wife, the others one story, one part a good- 
sitting room for his guests, warmed by a large, open stove, 
and one divided into sleeping rooms with comfortable beds, 
and all ingeniously put together by axe and auger and per- 
haps crosscut saw, from the lumber on the spot, and as neat 
and convenient as one would wish. 

But the carry record reminded me of my trip over the same 
ground in August, 1882, and I sat down to write some of 
the recollections of it for the Forest aND STREAM. 
We were three, of whom Monatiquot was the elder and 

the fisherman, and the other two, a young Unitarian minis- 
ter, of Boston, and a Harvard student, his parishioner, were 
along for the health and pleasure of the jaunt. We came 
down from Kennebago to Haines’s on the 16th, and by 
arrangement Capt. Barker’s little yawl steamer, with Elmer 
Thomas in charge, was on hand the next morning at 
8. AS we were going light, and the two non-fishermen 
did not care for a man at Parmachenee, we took but one 
guide, Eugene Herrick, of Rangeley, it being agreed that 
Elmer should take the oars for us above the falls. 

It was a delightful morning and our little craft, about the 
size of a large rowboat, steamed away from Haines’s with the 
kindly farewells and God-speed-yous of mine host Richard- 
son and his guests. With Bugene’s kand on the helm, and 
Himer’s care at the engine and lookout, we headed northward, 
passed Pine Point, and between the mouth of the Rangeley 
stream on the east and Senator Frye’s camp prettily perched 
on the rocks on the west, and entered Cupsuptuc Lake. And 
here Our voyage came near an all too early and sorrowful 
end. Hlmer, standing by the boiler, suddenly shut off steam 
and shouted to port helm, and, before the words were fairly 
out of his mouth or any of us had seen anything amiss, he 
was overboard, standing on a rock whose surface was just 
under water and throwing all his weight against the boat to 
prevent her striking, It was done as quick as thought, and 
showed Himer to be a young man of presence of mind and 
prompt action, The boat struck, but happily not with suf- 
ficient force to stave a hole or start a leak, and, after picking 
up Elmer’s cap which had set off in the fray on a voyage of 
its own, we moved onward again up the lake three miles or 
so and entered the Cupsuptuc River. The following hour’s 
sail was charming beyond my ability to describe. Imagine 
our little craft puffing away and pushing a tiny wave before 
her up a winding opening in the dense woods on the perfectly 
smooth jet black water, in whose depths the trees on either 
bank with every limb, leaf, or cluster of hanging moss, and 
the pure blue of the sky above, were perfectly mirrored, and 
now and then a startled duck making a path straight away 
with clattering wings and spattering feet, or kingfisher keep- 
ing a little before us for a time, crossing from bank to bank 
and shrilly chattering his displeasure, and you have it as well 
as I can give, At the foot of the falls the steamer was moored 
and left, and we “‘carried” one-fourth of a mile—the same 
carry was as much as two miles three years before when I 
helped take a boat up to the top of the falls. 
From this point up to the Parmachenece carry the stream 

in shallow, often rapid, and very winding, with once or 
twice a fallen tree across, and nothing hut the lightest 
stream boats and patience can get one on at the rate of more 
than two miles an hour, Oné of the two boats we found 
{here had _bow-facing oars, and being the lightest, into it 
were put Harvard and the luggage with Eugene to row, 
while Clericus and Monatiquot took the other with 
Elmer. Eugene was to have taken the lead, but bow-facing 
oars were nof in his experience, and while he was whirling 
round, and backing, and filling, trying to get his craft’s hea 
up siteam and keep it there, Elmer got ahead. It was mirth- 
provoking to all but poor Eugene, He, however, in time 
mastered the situation, and now and then, when Hlmer was 
getting his boat’s nose out of the bushes or off a sandbank, 
or was dragging her over a shallow, his boat’s bow would 
heave in sight and we would exchange halloos and anxious 
inquiries, When, however, at 1:40, we reached the landing 
he was not far behind, and roundly asserted that after all, 
on such a stream as the Cupsuptuc above the falls, bow- 
facing oars are the thing, and they doubtless are. Of this 
part of the trip I must say that, notwithstanding noyelty of 
experience and interest of sights and incidents, the last half 
gels to be slightly tedious. One wants to bend his limbs and 
change his method of locomotion—in a word, ‘‘to be there,” 
One thinks a dozen times that the landing place must have 
been passed, but it hasn’t. You are sure to know it when 
you come to it. 
A good lunch, Elmer dispatched to his steamer, the first- 

named walk over the long carry in two hours aud three- 
quarters, with hard rain the last half, boat on the Megal- 
loway and the lake, and we were at Camp Caribou at 
5:45 P, M. Monatiguot, 
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dlatnyal History. 
THE AMCBA. 

ese is probably no one of the lower forms of life 
which presents as many points of interest as the Amba. 

Tt is of especial interest to the naturalist, because, while it 
has the very simplest structure, it exhibits all the essential 
phenomena of life which are manifested by the higher ani- 
mals. And it is hardly less interesting to the general reader 
as heing one of the forms of life from which, according to 
the now generally accepted theory of evolution, all the higher 
forms have sprung. 

The Amba is 1 microscopic animal, but its structure is so 
exceedingly simple that one can get a very adequate notion 
of it from a description. 

Tf some of the surface mud be collected from the bottom 
of a pool of still water in summer, and a little be spread out 
in water and placed under a glass magnifying about four 
hundred diameters, Ayiave are pretty sure to be found. One 
ean get avery good idea of the animal by imagining how a 
bit of white of egg spread out flat and having a very irrezu- 
larly rounded form would look. And a notion obtained in 
this way would be correct, not only as to the general appear- 
ance of the animal, but also as to its chemical composition. 
For the Ajeba is simply a bit of albuminous matter, and 
albumen, as is well known, is the essential constituent of 
white of egg. One writer has defined it as “animated pro- 
toplasm,” and certainly a much worse definition might easily 
be given, Proltoplasm is another name for the same class of 
substances to which white of egs belongs. 

Probably before one has looked at an Amba half a min- 
ute a very curious change in appearance will occur, There 
will bea thrusting out from the sides of its body of one or 
more lobe-like prolongations. These prolongations are called 
pseudopodia, a word which means false teet. As soon as the 
pseudopodia have been pushed out the whole body of the 
animal moves by a kind of flowing motion toward them, 
We then see why they were called false feet, for it is in this 
way that the animal moves from place to place. There is 
no particular region of the body from which these feet are 
thrust out, but in whatever direction the animal may wish 
to go, on that side of its body it improvises afoot. Some- 
times it will move in a particular direction for a considera- 
ble distance, constantly throwing out pseudopodia from what 
might be called for the moment the front side of its body, 
but in a little while it will change its direction and with the 
change, as we might say, assume a change of front. As the 
creature is moving about in this way it may by chance come 
in contact with some substance which it can use for food. 
And perhaps it is not altogether by chance that it meets with 
food; it may be that it has a means of knowing when food 
matter is near at hand and direct its moyements toward it. 
At all events it seems to be fully conscious when in the 
course of its journeys it meets a particle of food, for it 
immediately proceeds to swallow it and in a manner that is 
yery curious. We have already seen that it has the power 
of improvising afoot whenever it may need. one and at what- 
eyer part of the body it may choose, It has a like power 
with reference to a mouth. When jt has met a particle of 
food it immediately flows around it, makes an opening in the. 
side of its body contiguous to the food and lodges it'securely 
within itself. Lf the entire particle is not composed of digest- 
ible material, after having digested the nutritious part, it 
ejects the remainder in the same way that it received it into 
its body—by making an aperture in its -body-walls and 
thrusting it out. The Ameba is therefore possessed of no 
organs of locomotion and has no mouth and is yet able to 
move about and to eat. And the same may be said of all 
the other physiologicai functions-which it performs—they 
are not carried on by special organs as in the higher animals 
but all are performed by the general substance of the body. 
Tt lives, moves, eats, grows and has the power of reproduc- 
ing its kind, and yet in its whole life is made up a simple 
and homogeneous mass of matter. As we have already in- 
dicated, it is for this reason that it is of the greatest imterest 
to the biologist, since in its life the problems of physiology 
are reduced to their simplest form. 

Tf an Ameba be examined with a little care it will be seen 
that its central part contains granular matter and perhaps 
three or four particles of a comparatively large size. These 
larger particles are bits of food which it has swallowed. 
The animal lives on both animal and vegetable food, but con- 
sumes more of the latterthan the former. Diatoms are one 
of the kinds of plants most commonly found within it. The 
external part of the body looks a little clearer than the rest, 
and isa liltle thicker and more tough. This boundary is 
not what may be called a membrane, but is simply of some- 
what denser consistency than the rest. It is like the exter- 
nal part of a drop of jelly that has partly cooled. Some- 
times there can be seen in this outer layer of the body a small 
clear space. When first seen it may be just large enough to 
be discernible, If one watches it a little while it will be 
seen to increase in size until it appears, as one writer has 
said, “like a window.” After a little time, perhaps half a 
minute, it quite suddenly disappears. In a little while ib 
will reappear again, and always in the same place. This 
clear spot is called the ‘‘vacuole.” It isnot known just what 
iis function is. Some have thought that it isa rudimentary 
heart, its office being to drive the nutritive fluid derived from 
digestion tothe various parts of the body. Others have 
thought that if communicates with the exterior, and that its 
use is to pump water to and from the body, 

There is also imbedded in the outer layer of the body a 
small rounded or oval mass called the cell-nucleus. Just 
what its function is is unknown, but it is probably connected 
with reproduction. The method by which new generations 
of Amebe are produced is by what is called “‘fission.” It is 
a yery simple process indeed, The cell-nucleus divides into 
two parts; the parts separate a little from each other, and 
then the entire body of the animal divides, each part having 
one of the new nuclei, The young Amba tous formed 
grows until it has attained the size of its parent, and is then 
itself ready for division into two more beings. This method 
of reproduction is very common among the lower forms of 
life in both the animal and vegetable kingdoms. 

Under certain conditions the Ameba rolls itself up into a 
ball and secretes a hard case called a cyst, It remains in 

this condition for varied lengths of time, but sooner or later 

breaks through its covering and takes on its former condi- 

tion. It is thought that it does this as a precaution against 
being dried up. 

e have thus far described one of the commonest but by 
no means the only form of Amebw. There is, in fact, a very 
great variety of forms. ‘There is one form which has no 
cellnucleus and no yacuole. This is, perhaps, the very 
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simplest of all living organisms. It is often called the Pro- 
tameba. 'There are some forms which instead of throwing 
out club-shaped pseudopodia, as the common Amaba does, 
shoots out long, delicate, hairtike psendopodia. There is 
one kind found on the seaweed off the Canary Islands which 
surrounds itself with a network of pseudopodia. There is 
still another kind called the sun-animalcule, which sends off 
pseudopodia in the form of rays. But all these forms agree 
in the essential character of being made up of undifferen- 
tiated protoplasm, that is, protoplasm which is alike 
throughout the entire body, no portions of it having been 
set apart to do special work or haying acquired special char- 
acteristics. 

The Amada is an animal and not a plant, not because it 
has the power of locomotion or of contractility, but because, 
in the first place, it lives on organic matter—its food is other 
animals and plants; and in the second place, because it is 
not surrounded by a covering containing cellulose, Plants 
on the other hand generally have a cellulose covering, and 
are able to obtain their food from air and water in the form 
of simple elementary substances. 

But perhaps the most interesting point about the Amba 
is that they are almost exactly like certain bodies found in 
the human system. We refer to the white blood corpuscles. 
Everybody is familiar with the fact that the blood consists 
of a liquid plasma in which Hoat corpuscles of two kinds, 
the red and white, Now, these white corpuscles exhibit 
almost all the characters of the Ama@be. Like them they are 
composed of protoplasmic matter and like them they under- 
£0 constant changes of form. They even’possess the power 
of independent motion, for they are often found by the his- 
tologist wandering about alone in other tissues than the 
blood, strayed, as it were, from their natural habitat. But 
perhaps the most remarkable feature of the white corpuscles 
is that they will take finely divided matter into their interior 
the same way as true Amewbe would. The while corpuscles 
of cold-blooded animals, as frogs or newts, if placed in serum 
and properly protected from evaporation can be kept alive 
for many weeks. If finely divided coloring matter, as indigo, 
be given them they take it into their bodies im just the same 
way as Amebe take their food. The white corpuscles have 
a nucleus but no vacuole. 

The movements of these corpuscles are very dependent 
upon temperature. To be well seen they must be kept at tke 
normal temperature of the body. This is best effected by 
the contrivance known as the hot stage. The activity of 
Ame is also somewhat dependent upon temperature, but 
their movements can be well seen at the temperature of an 
ordinary room. 5. 
Jouns Borris Untyersiry, Nov. 8, 1884. 

Brrp my A Mouss TRAP.—A new feature in trapping 
has just developed itself on my back piazza. There are 
quite a number of chickadees, nuthatches, downy wood- 
peckers, white-throated sparrows, suowbirds and song spar- 
rows that now feed around my house. - Tbe sparrows and 
snowbirds have their hayseed and bread crumbs, while the 
others enjoy their pieces of fat nailed up against the trees, 
and tied on the ends of their branches. But sometimes these 
“fat eaters” come in such numbers, that there is nota ‘‘piece 
a piece” for them all around, and consequently some have to 
wait. While this waiting is going on, they frequently fy 
up on the windowsills or under the eaves of the house or 
around the piazzain search of spiders. Yesterday a poor 
nuthatch came to grief in his searching. The servant had 
brought a Yankee mouse trap down from the garret, where 
it had been used for the past month, to put fresh bait on the 
wires. This she left on the top of a box that stoou on the 
piazza just outside the door. Three holes were sprung, 
while two still remained set. Judge my surprise, when 
about to enter the house in the afternoon, and happening to 
glance toward the box, what should I see but a nuthatch 
with his head in ihe mouse trap. He was dead, and must 
have been for some hours. The poor little fellow had been 
searching, no doubt, around the box for food, when happen- 
ing to spy the cheese on the wire in the mouse hole, he 
pecked at it, and was at once caught and choked to death, 
We have seen many birds caught in steel traps and rat 
traps, but. never in a mouse trap before.—A. H. G, (Sear- 
borough, N. Y.). 

Gane Bag and Gun. 

GROUSE SHOOTING ON THE UPPER 
MISSISSIPPI—II. 

BY T. 8. VAN DYKE, 

OW many who think they know all the varied pleas- 
ures of the field and stream haye ever found both pin- 

nated and ruffed grouse upon the same kind of ground, and 

even had them so mingled that it was impossible, before the 

bird rose, to tell upon which kind the dog was pointing? Yet 

upon these bluffs of the upper Mississippi this thing has 

often happened, and even Bob While too has sometimes 

added his charming presence to increase the doubt and the 

pleasure, In many places the sides of these bluffs were well 

covered with maple, ash, oak and birch nearly to the top. 
At the bottom of the hill this growth broke into thickets of 
hazel, groves of wild plum, crab-apple and dwarf white oak: 

These hillsides were the fayorite haunt of the ruffed grouse. 
Here he lived the long year round. Here one could nearly 

always hear his drum and roaring wing as he darted away 

at one’s approach. In autumn the great tape of the “ 

etouse descended to the lower edge ot the hills, and some 

even scattered over the brushy portions of the adjoining low- 
lands, But in summer they ascended the bluifs and reared 
their young, often within one hundred feet of the highest 

level, Especially was this the case in the heads of the little 

wooded ravines through which the larger ones gradually 

merged into the prairie. And if, as was often the case after 

settlement of the bluffs began, a wheat field ran near the 

edge of the hill, or around the head of one of these little 

ravines, the ruffed grouse would often come upon the stubble 

to feed in the morning or in the eveues just as did the pin- 

nated. Until these ruffed grouse were full grown, and even 

afterward, the coveys remained entire; and until the time of 

breaking up and scattering they generally would lie to the |p 

dog almost as well, often quite as well, as the pinnated, 

Several times I have had my dog trail] them out upon the 

stubble over a hundred yards from the grass, and had no 

idea until they rose that they were anything but prairie 

chickens, Instead of rising two or three at a time like young 

chiekens, they nearly always rose all ut once. A tew of 

them pethaps would fly into trees, but the majority settled 
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in the grass and lay like chickens to the dow. { have in this 
way shot as high as nine from a single covey, all about as 
large as the old one. 

But the more common way and the one that gave the best 
sport, was when we found both kinds nearly together down 
the hillside. About 10 o’clock on very warm days, the 
chickens, after feeding, often retired to the most shady slopes 
of the hills, and sometimes went half way down. Sometimes 
the dog would trail them down there, and often we descended 
because we could not find them above and thought they must 
be there. Then sometimes the dog would stop upon the 
very trail of the pinnuted, and point a covey of the ruffed, 
and sometimes a covey of each was driven in the same direc- 
tion along the hillside, and then, when the dog came to a 
point, it was often an even chance which kind would burst 
from the grass ahead of him. And as quail bred upon these 
bluffs and ran down the sides, we sometimes in September, 
when the young were large enough to shoot, had them 
mixed with the grouse. 

Occasionally we had the same intermingling on the Wis- 
consin side of the Mississippi. Between the Chippewa River 
bottom and the bluffs between which it ran lay benches or 
tables of land, sometimes containing hundreds of acres. 
These were often covered with a thin growth of black oak, 
but the soil beneath retained the vegetation and general 
character of sandy prairie. In this scattered timber prairie 
chickens were often as abundant as on the open prairie, and 
delightful shooting could be had there, as it was nearly as 
cool and breezy as the bluffs-of the Minnesota side, and 
down nearly every ravine sparkled a clear, cold brook, gen- 
erally containing trout, and within much easier reach than 
the brooks across the Mississippi, These benches were from 
fifty to a hundred feet above the river bottom, rising gener- 
ally by a steep slope covered with black-haw, red-haw, plum, 
crab apple and scrub oak, cut with little ravines filled with 
brush of the same nature, forming a favorite breeding place 
of the ruffed yrouse. Where these tablelands broke into the 
high bluffs further back from the river were thickets of 
hazel, groves of maple, torn apples and serub oak, also a 
great haunt of the ruffed grouse, as well as the hillside higher 
up. Not only did the ruffed frouse often run out from each 
side quite a distance into this grass, but often crossed on foot 
the whole bench. Ihave caught them fuil in the middle of 
it, had them fly into the grass just like chickens, and there 
lie \o the dog in the same manner. 

This whole region was once a fine hunting ground for the 
ruffed grouse, and doubtless many are still found there. But 
there were few places outside of the ‘Big Woods” of Minne- 
sota or Wisconsin where a special hunt for them was worth 
while, except late in the autumn. About the time the leaves 
were nearly off and Bob White was recovering from the Tittle 
crazy spell he has in the West, when he gathers in large 
flocks, runs into town and flies against houses, then the ruffed 
grouse descended from the hills and became abundant in the 
tiver bottoms and on the adjacent slopes and benches covered 
with brush. The brush was then the best hunting ground 
for quails; and in years when they were abundant, as after 
two or three mild winters, fine shooting could be had there. 
And many atime the ruffed grouse soared upward from be- 
fore the dog when you thought he was pointing upon quail, 
Sometimes, though rarely, the woodcock is found with them, 
The woodcock generally leaves the country earlier in the 
season, But twice I haye seen the autumn so warm and late 
that the woodecock remained until the middle of October in 
all the fullness and fatnéss of perfection. On one occasion 1 
found eight or ten woodcock and five or six ruffed grouse in 
a small patch of willows of about three acres into which I had 
driven a bevy of quail. Add now the fact that the open 
ground was marshy and ‘the edges of the sloughs and ponds 
covtained plenty of snipe, that there were ducks in all the 
ponds and sloughs, and that at any moment a huge pack of 
chickens, now traveling on the wing, might come whizzing 
past you, and you have someideaof those times, Two kinds 
of hares, the small cotton tails and the northern hare turning 
white in winter, were also found in the brush, though we 
rarely troubled them. Sad is the recollection of ‘‘the days 
that “re no more”; yet 1 cannot but feel glad that my lot was 
cast in such days as those. One who has seen such can most 
truly say, “I haye lived.” He who has not has only existed. 

' He who has hunted prairie chickens only in Illinois or 
Tndiana was often surprised upon these bluffs to see chickens 
rise before the dog which showed more white than gray or 
brown, and when a full grown one fell he found a much 

finer specimen of a game bird than the common grouse. It 

was, or at least seemed to be, somewhat larger and fuller 

breasted. The predominant colors of its back, wings and 

tail were a soft brown rather than gray, its breast was nearly 

white, with much smaller mottles than those of the common 

chicken, and also of different shape and differently arranged. 

The under side of its tail and body were covered with a 
heavy plumage of fluffy white, and its legs were feathéred. 
almost to its toes. This was the “‘sharptailed grouse,” 
though generally called the ‘‘white grouse.” In the early 

days of Minnesota this was the prevailing variety, the com- 

mon gray “chicken” being almost unknown in places. With 

the settlement of the country the varieties changed, the 

common pinnated. grouse increasing with the increase of 

stubble, and the other disappearing. It is impossible to im- 
agine any reason for this remarkable fact. 

This sharp-tailed grouse did not, in general, lie so well to 

the dog as the common variety. And the whole of a young 

covey was much more apt to rise at once, instead of two or 
three al a time, as is generally the case with the common 

chicken. They were also less shy about showing themselves, 

and could be sometimes seen walking on the stubble or even 

in the grass, which was very rarely the case with the others. 

They also seemed quicker on the wing and better eating than 

the others, though at this distance of time it is impossible to 

say how much of this was youthful fancy. In nearly all 

other respects their habits seemed identical with those ot the 

other grouse, though there was no evidence of the varieties 

interbreeding. But there were times, when on certain kinds 

of ground, this sharp-tailed grouse would lie to the dog as 

well as the others, and the finest bit of concentrated shooting, 

as well as the finest work I ever saw done by a dog, was 

upon these birds. My friend, O. D. Ford, of Mazeppa, 

Wabasha county, and myself, drove out one morning from 

Plainview, in that county, to hunt chickens. tt was in 

September, when the coyeys were beginning to unite in large 

acks, and when the best place to look for theni is in the 

middle of the. large wheat stubbles. A young setter of the 

Bismarck stock, that 1 had taken much pains in breaking, 

was suddenly missing, though but_a minute before he was 

ranging the stubble ahead of us. While looking around for 

him we several grouse sitting upon a fence, some five hun- 
dred yards away, and in a moment more saw the top of the 

dog’s head aboye the stubble some two hundred yards tothe 
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leeward of them. He was lying down and looking alter- 
nately toward the birds and toward us, taking his case while 
we came up, The birds rose from the fence too far to shoot, 
carrying with them about two dozen more that were in the 
stubble around them in a grand display of snowy underwear. 
They flew over half a mile and settled into a patch of prairie 
grass that lay in a corner between four stubbles, and left un- 
broken, because sometimes too wet. But it was now per- 
fectly dry and covered with lon ass. And it contained 
not an inch over one acre and a half. 

Taking the dog in the wagon and giving him plenty of 
water to keep him fresh, we drove around to the leeward 
side of the prairie grass. A fair, cool breeze was blowing, 
and the dog began to point even in the wagon, as we drove 
across the breeze to tie the horses. That dog for over half 
an hour did nothing but crawl and lie down. Half the time 
in the grass when told to go on after we had done loading, 
he did nothing more than furn his head to one side or the 
other, without rising from where he had lain down at the re- 
port of the guns. Two or three times, I remember, he did 
not even turn his head, refusing even to get up; and another 
bird rose not a yard ahead of the place-from which the last 
one had risen. Ten or eleyen birds had fallen before we 
could pick up a dead one; then the dog would not go ahead, 
but could only be made to back out and swing around and 
pick up those that had fallen on the sides; and then he 
swung around to the leeward before entering the center 
again, Only one bird got away. We picked up twenty- 
eight, all full-zrown birds, And every one of them rose 
from a spot scarcely fifty yards in diameter. 

Such shooting as that was, however, entirely accidental. 
Sometimes one could hunt for a week over that country and 
see only the common prairie chicken, and even those I never 
saw so concentrated as in the case mentioned, But there 
was a tract of country oyer in Wisconsin that could always 
be depended on for fine sport with the sharptailed grouse. 
Tt lay some twenty-five or thirty miles up Beef River, a river 
coming into the Mississippi some five miles below Wabash, 
Minn. The ground was there a mixture of prairie and low 
bluffs or hills.. Hundreds of acres of smooth ground with 
all the vegetation of prairie lay between low hills from fifty 
to nearly three hundred feet high, covered with brush, thin 
timber or prairie grass. And sometimes tracts of prairie 
swept up into a crested ridge or low rolling swell of thin 
brush and grass. When‘driven from the stubble the birds 
took refuge in this, where they lay quite well. Fully two- 
thirds of the grouse found here fifteen or twenty years ago 
were of the sharptailed or white variety. The shooting to 
be had along the stubbles that Jay between the grassy slopes 
and hills was sometimes wouderful. The white grouse were 
wilder here than on the Minnesota side, and when about full 
grown would rise so far ahead of the dog that it often re- 
quired both quick and accurate work to make sure of one, 
to say nothing of a double shot. Common grouse were also 
there, but we generally let them go. I have seen the others 
so abundant there that it was not necesary to follow a single 
covey into the grass, but merely to keep going the rounds of 
the stubbles. But fine shooting they made when followed 
up. They lay close enough for a dog to point, yet rose at a 
distance that made you feel you were doing something when 
you hit one. And they bustle out of the grass with a roar 
and a flourish of white that shook the tyro’s nerves; and 
they struck the ground with a thump that gave him joy. 
They were in every sense a noble and stylish bird, and a 
trip up there was an event that we talked of long after our 
return, ‘Through nearly every piece of low ground a clear, 
cold brook containing plenty of trout, wound between deep, 
grassy or alder-clad banks. Drinking water was always 
ready, the dog was always fresh, and when tired of hunting 
fine fishing was just at hand. Altogether it was a place over 
which memory long will limger. But it was too good to 
endure. Its fame went abroad. The railroad came within 
a few miles of it, and a few years saw the end of it. 
Why is it that-such days must form so small a point in the 

period of man’s existence upon the globe? No sooner does 
he find out how to enjoy such times than they take wing 
forever. All this shooting is about ended. Many a time as 
I stood upon those points of the bluffs and looked over the 
great stretches of prairie and the hillsides that seemed as if 
they could never be ploughed up, I have said, “We shall 
have chickens here for dozens of years to come.’’ Though 
searcely past the zenith of life I have lived to see a pinnated 
grouse a curiosity upon those grounds. I have lived, too, 
to see the noble Mississippi that up here used to be as clear 
as crystal at its highest stage, a turbid stream at high water, 
and the once lovely Trout Brook back of Wabasha stripped 
of its last bright tin, and filthy and muddy with the drain- 
age of barnyards and plowed fields. T’o those idiots who are 
eternally drivelling about making “the desert blossom as the 
rose” this country would look infinitely more pretty now with 
ils white farmhouses, and fields of green and gold. But as I 
looked upon it this year, after fen years’ absence and thought 
of what it once was, but one feeling and one thought pos- 
sessed me, a feeling of infinite sadness and a hope that [might 
never see it again, 
Few writers haye done full justice to the pinnated grouse. 

Most people haye seen him only upon such ground as that 
of linois, where, during the heat of the day, the coveys are 
hidden in the immense cornfields or long grass of the sloughs, 
and except on cool or cloudy days, can be found on the stub- 
bles only early in the morning or late in the eyening, and 
where the coveys, when flushed, too often fly into such 
heayy cover. Many others have hunted them only When the 
young ones are quite small, and have found them so easy to 
hit, and such wretched looking little things when picked up, 
that they have quickly become cloyed with the shooting. 
But late in August, when the young were about full grown, 
a hunt on the cool, shady hills of Minnesota, or in the breezy 
oak openings of Wiseonsin, amid scenery the most unique 
that our land affords, was one of the most intense and sub- 
stantial pleasures that the sportsman ever enjoys. 

No bird has lent such a charm to the prairie as the pinuated 
grouse. He has beento it-more than Bob White has been to 
the harvest field or the frosty stubble, or the woodcock to the 
tangled swamp. He has impressed his individuality upon it 
in so many ways that without him it seems no more a prairie 
but only a blank waste. No sound ever woke more tender 
feelings in the human breast than his weird, penetrating 
“boom, boom, boom, boom,” rising and swelling in its far- 
reaching intensity from the distant knoll where he was strut- 
ting on the first warm mornings of the opening year. And 
many 4 one it has lulled into another nap to dream of spring- 
time and love. No bird has ever so thrilled the novice as the 
full grown grouse soaring ont of the long grass almost at his 
feet, and none has ever caused him such ibfinite amazement 
when he so confidently pulled the trigger. None has ever so 
extracted the conceit from the blockhead who has made a 

few lucky shots at robins or rabbits, and fancies that so big 
a bird and so straight a flyer will be casy for him to hit. 
And late in autumn when ducks have left the slough, when 
the honk of the goose is heard no more on high, and the sand- 
hill crane stands no more upon the prairie, then the grouse is 
about the only companion left us. And whether sweeping in 
large flocks across the plain, now with whiffling stroke of 
Wing, now sailing, or on frosty or snowy mornings sitting 
quietly upon the fence or corn shocks, or in colder weather 
feeding upon the buds of the trees along the edge of the tim- 
ber, he was always the brightest lightia the great solitude of 
the prairie. Onur children’s children shall hear the whistle of 
the woodceek’s wing as he whirls upward through the sap- 
ling grove, over the harvest field shall hear the mellow 
call of Bob White, and in the tangled brake shall see the 
ruffed grouse outspread his banded tail as he soars upward 
into the sunlight. But few of them shall see the pinnated 
grouse, except as rare specimens, For it is a bird that in- 
creases with the first stage of civilization, pauses at the sec- 
ond and departs forever with the third. 

A LOUISIANA DEER DRIVE. 

BY COL, GHO, D, ALEXANDER, 

RIDAY afternoon, the 7th of November, 1884, I left 
A Minden to go out as far as the John Chaffe plantation 
‘on the Bossier and Webster line, in order to have a deer 
drive the next morning. The night was spent with a Mr. 
John Henry, a gentleman devoted to hunting, who enter- 
tained me at his bachelor residence most hospitably. Unfor- 
tunately for my expectations, the next day was the usual 
grinding day at Chaife’s grist mill. Mr- Henry was the sup- 
erintendent, consequently he could not accompany me, but 
he did the next best thing he could do, which was to in- 
form all the parties who had hounds to meet the next morn- 
ing at his mill and give me a benefit of a good deer hunt. 

His two or three nearest white neighbors lad sundry ex- 
cuses to make because they could not come, while a dozen 
freedmen responded to the invitation, and were promptly on 
‘hand with a motely group of dogs, some being the very best 
of biack tan deer dogs. 

Tt: was as lovely a morning for a deer chase as I could have 
‘desired. A very heavy frost covered the ground and vege- 
tation, which, when melted, left a deposit of moisture gsimi- 
lar to a nice shower of rain. No wind was sighing through 
the pines that towered their great straight trunks to some 
hundred feet high. No breezes to waft the scent of a human 
being to the delicate nose of a wary deer, and turn it from 
the stand when one was certain of getting a shot. There was 
nothing to taint the air with human odor and make a hunter 
mutter with vexation low and deep because a fine buck that 
was almost near enough to shoot suddenly veered its course, 
turning back into the drive, or passing out of gunshot dis- 
tance from the distrusted spot. 

The buck in the love season follows the trail of the doe as 
unerringly as the fleet hound follows the cold scent of a fox 
—and I fully believe he can scent the hunter as far as the 
best deer hound. He is ever on the watch; his large ears are 
thrown forward on the slightest sound being heard, with his 
head thrown back he turns his cold nose to every point of the 
compass, sniffs the tainted air, and locates the point of dan- 
ger with more certainty than if he saw the object. The 
slightest movement is detected by his piercing eyes. Yet he 
suffers himself to approach the hunter in pistol shot distance, 
when no wind stirs the air, and no movement is made by his 
arch enemy. Knowing this, the hunter never takes his stand 
behind a tree or some object to hide himself, but he stands in 
front motionless as a statue, until the wary animal is near 
enough to be shot. At any season of the year the nose of the 
deer is moist and feels cold. It has been a sign with me to 
distinguish a pointer or setter puppy that will possess a deli- 
cate sense of smell, to feel the tip of the nose, and ascertain 
the degree of coldness to the touch. One with a dry, warm 
nose will never make a dog of good powers of scent. Deli- 
cacy and accuracy of scent are, in my estimation, worth 
more than all the other qualities in the hound, pointer and 
setter. I have never yet seen any svtter possessing that deli- 
cacy I required in a bird dog, nor do I believe any setter ever 
did or ever will possess the powers of scent, suchas the noble 
black tan deer hound or the English foxhound exhibits. The 
pointer, that was seen many years ago, did possess such 
powers of scent, but the breeding of the present generation 
has produced a worthless race, that never smells as well as it 
should do; and has a coat of hair too fine and thin to do good 
work in thickets and briers, Nevertheless, they are infinitely 
supérior to the present breed of setters, in respect of nose 
and ability to course over fields infested with cockleburrs and 
nettles, without having to stop to take them off. 

But Lam digressing. It was nearly 9 o’clock beforel got 
the order of the day arranged. Of tle two drivers Jack 
Thomas was the blackest negro one ever saw, but an invet- 
erate lover of the chase. He was represented to be one of the 
most successful drivers and shots in the neighborbood. Pete 
Willson was to assist him. Jones, a large, fine-looking 
mulatto, the manager of the Chaffe plantation, undertook to 
have the standers properly placed. He was well mounted, 
had a good gun, and was réputed to be a good shot. Then 
there were Harrison Thompson, a gruff negro, of pleasant 
countenance, polite as a colored barber, a hard rider and a 
good shot, who Imew all the best stands, and could do good 
work in heading the dogs. Mayfield, almost white in color, 
young and athletic; Paul Turner, a yellow man of some 
fifty years old, mounted on a splendid mule, shouldered an 
old breechloader that I would not have taken up if found in 
the woods. Paul was a negro of good hard common sense; 
what one night appropriately term horse sense. He was an 
earnest advocate of education, and no colored man in the 
parish took more interest in schools and having his children 
taught by competent teachers. He was quite communica- 
tive, telling me as we rode along that he had not killed a deer 
in two years, but he neyer missed one, for he would not 
shoot unless he was certain of ‘getting meat.” When I 
looked at the old gun, I doubted whether he ever got close 
enough to a deer to be that certain of killing it. One often 
makes slight or grand mistakes, as I did in this instance, as 
the sequel will prove. 

The next stander was Applewhite. Porte Crayon, of Har- 
pers Magazine, previous to the war, could have made his 
fortune by taking a perfect picture of Applewhite and his 
mule. I must confess that I never saw just such a sight. 
The trousers came to a standstill aboutten inches above 
his ankles. One foot had ona rough broganed shoe—the 
left I believe, while the right was incased in a short top 
boot, garnished by a spur that would have taken the prize in 
a Mexican cow ranche for length, size aud dullness of rowels. 
Applewhite was not-less than six feet four inches high, was 
uniform in girth—like a barber's pole, His head was cov- 

ered with a raccoon cap with many serious rents in it, 
while the remains of an old Federal uniform coat hung loose 
around his barber pole body, minus one of the tails, the 
shoulders in rags, worn out by the wear of the gun on them, 
and the sleeves came just below the élbows. 

There was a fitting correspondence between himself and 
his Rosinante—a deer-colored mule—the like of which was 
never seen before. It was not less than sixteen hands high, 
with the longest legs and the sparest body that ever greeted 
the eyes of a horse trader, The tail stood on a horizontal 
line with the backbone; there was no downward movement 
or position to it; but at each bound of the legs it rose at an 
angle of 45°, A pin of some eight inches length, if pierced 
behind the shoulders, would have had the point to appear 
on the opposite side, It seemed as if a good square meal 
had never been given the poor animal, yet one must not 
suppose there was no life in it. The eyes were vicious as 
a hyena’s, the hoofs were ready to shoot out i# every 
direction, and had a handy way of showing the 
entire bottoms, when the bucking commenced. A 
fearful dragoon bit garnished its mouth, and the blood was 
running down both sides, where the rank curb had cut the 
lips. It was a sight as good a8 a circus show to see Apple- 
white mount hismule. As he gathered the reins and caught 
hold of the horn of the saddle, the mule commenced buck- 
ing. With considerable difficulty he seated himself, and 
at once drove his right heel into the flank of his steed. 
The vicious animal bounded forward, with head nearly 
touching the ground, the heels flying hich in the air, and the 
tail shooting out at an angle considerably elevated above a 
horizontal line. The old saddle was tightly girted, so there 
was not much probability of its slipping over the withers 
and ejecting Applewhite some twenty feet in advance, to 
make of him an ornamental column, having his head stuck 
two feet in the ground, with both legs gracefully poised and 
slightly arched to support anything—say the air. Finding 
it could not throw the rider, that mule struck straight 
across the field for some three hundred yards, at each bound 
the head going down and the heels flying up, with daylight 
appearing between the nether extremities of Applewhite’s 
breeches and the saddle. With each bound the thump on 
the saddle was distinctly audible, while that made by digging 
his heel into the mule’s side was like beating on the head of 
asplit drum. It was evident to us, as we looked on, that 
one or the other would soon conquer. Bets were freely taken 
as to which would be victorious. Had I been a betting man 
I should have piled my money on the mule, but in this case 
the biped won. When he returned there was no more buck- 
ing, but the eye of that mule told as plainas written language 
that it was not conquered, but only submitted for the time. 
At & more convenient season he intended having another 
struggle. Applewhite said his mule did that way every 
time he mouuted it if there were a good many present, but 
if he was alone it cut up no such antics, Jones whispered to 
me that Applewhite had taught his mule to make such per- 
formances; but he was a good hunter, a good shot, and a 
handy man to haye along. 

Our drivers had gone another road to make the drive, and 
Jones hurried all as rapidly as possible to their stands. A 
lope of a miie brought us to the first. Jones said ‘“‘he would 
take that in order to head the dogs, should the deer either 
run back and eross the Chaffe fields, or get by the standers 
without being wounded. His fleet horse would enable him 
to beat the deer to the Ivey plantation, where it would cross 
the wire road, and if he did not kill it he could stop the 
dogs.” 
The next stand was one I selected, for I knew what a 

good one it was, but this time I calculated wrong. Harri- 
son, who was directed to place the remaining standers, 
wanted me to go to what was known as the Wilherson stand, 
and had J taken his advice I should haye had the pleasure 
of killing the large buck that was killed there. Paul was 
divected to take that stand, Mayfield the next, Applewhite 
the next, and the last was taken by Harrison. I had not 
been at my stand a minute before I heard the loud month of 
an old dog behind me, in another drive. He was opening 
very slowly, as if on acold trail. Five minutes more and 
bang went one barrel from Paul’s gun at the Wilherson 
stand; then was heard the report of another, higher up in 
the drive, when the mongrel pack broke into full cry. Sey- 
eral half curs took the lead; next camethe genuine black 
and tans, and two young hound puppies of Jack Thomas 
brought up the tail end of the chase. 

For half an hour I have not often heard a prettier chase. 
The deer doubled so often, at times commg almost in shoot- 
ing distance of Jones, and then of myself, that I felt as if I 
would certainly get a shot. My splendid Greener hammer- 
less gun was ready for the occasion, and I doubt not had it . 
come in one hundred yards of me it would have been killed, 
J was extremely anxious to get a shot, not only to have had 
the pleasure of killing a deer, but also to test the shooting of 
my gun with buckshot. Alas! 1 was doomed to disappoint- 
ment, The deer turned away from us, bore north, and then 
took a southeast course, until not a note of a dog could be 
heard. Soon after this the horns of Jones and both drivers 
could be heard blowing back their dogs. Three long blasts 
from Paul’s horn called us to his stand. Mounting my pony 
Lode to where he was blowing, and saw a magnificent four- 
point buck stretched dead on the ground. He was as blue 
as deer generally get, and extremely fat for this season of 
the year. On questioning Paul as to how he kilied it, he 
stated he was sitting in front of a large post-oak tree—point- 
ing it out to me, when he heard a rattling in the leaves, and 
looking out discovered the buck coming directto him. He 
let him get about fifty yards from him, when he whistled 
and the deer slackened his gait. As he was passing he gave 
him a broadside shot, and over he tumbled with a broken 
back. 
‘How far was he from you when you shot?” I asked Paul, 
“About forty yards, sir,” he replied. 
Discovering a buckshot ina large pine proved that the 

deer was between the pine and the oak. I stepped the dis- 
tance and found Paul’s forty yards to be only nineteen steps. 
This is always the case with the man that kills a deer; his 
distance, if measured, falls short at least one-half of the 
estimate. 
Two more freedmen by this time came dashing up, a Dick 

Durden and a Joe Wilson, who were driving the same drive 
that we werein. Dick reported that it was his gun that we 
heard soon after Paul shot, and he had killed a nice fat 
young doe. By this time, Jack Thomas, Jones, and Petes 
made their appearance with all the dogs. 

Jones was trying to pacify Jack, who wanted to ‘‘knock 
Pete in the head,” who, he said, “was always getting in his 
way when he wanted to head a deer. He told Pete to go to 
one glade and he would go to another, but when he got there 
whom should hesee but Pete ahead of him, and the fact was, 
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if Pete had obeyed orders, he could have killed one of the 
largest buck in the point.” Jack was very angry, not getting 
into a good humor until later in the day, when he killed a 
very fine two-point buck, 
AsI had never shot my Greener gun with buckshot, I 

thought this was the best time for testing it. Seventy-five 
yards were stepped off from a blaze on a white oak, at which 
ft fired. The shell was loaded with eleven small 0 shot. 
Nine shot struck the tree, clustering in three shot, near each 
other, with one cluster inthe blaze. I was delighted, a bet- 
ter shot that distance I never saw made. Should a deer come 
within a hundred yards. I felt assured of being able to kill it. 

I was glad that Dick Durder had joined us, for Mr, Henry 
had spoken of him as not only the surest shot at deer in the 
neighborhood, but one of the best drivers he ever saw. He 
was a Jehu in riding, and could dash through the woods 
equal to a Texas cowboy on the prairie, 

The standers were directed to go to another drive, which 
Was 2 sure one, to get shots, and to start a great many deer. 
Dick told Harrison to put me at the stand where the big 
buck ran out on the Jast Saturday. All the freedmen were 
anxious for me to get a shot. We had not been at our 
stands but a short time before two heavy guns were heard 
on the extreme right, quickly followed by two more coming 
nearer tome. Then was heard the pack of dogs in full ery. 
They seemed to be coming direct to my stand. Iwas not in 
the least excited. With my back to a large pine I waited the 
coming of the dogs, without the least excitement, or the 
quivering of a nerve. I could see the birds flying from the 
deer and dogs. Just when I felt doubly sure of the shot, 
the leading dog turned on a parallel with me, about two 
hundred yards distant, bearing for the prairies. It was then 
I felt a little touch of the ‘‘buck ague,” which caused my bad 
luck. While in this state Harrison and Dick came by meat 
full speed, heading for the prairies. In twenty minutes 
came back the report of two guns in quick succession, fol- 
lewed by a ‘‘whooping up” to the dogs and an increase of 
ery on their part. 

Mounting my pony I rode to find them. When I joined 
them, I found they had a fat doe, that Harrison had wounded 
and which the dogs caught. 

Another drive was made as soon as all had assembled, I 
was sent to the best stand, but as my ill luck would have it, 
Thad barely tied my pony and taken my position, before a 
gun was fired on the extreme left, followed by three blasts 
of the horn. I knew the deer was killed. It was time to 
return home. Minden was distant fourteen miles, and the 
sun was not an hour high. ‘The drivers and standers came 
together, and I learned a fine buck was killed by Jack 
Thomas. The hunt was ended, the deer skinned, cut up 
and divided. 

As I returned home, I could not but reflect upon the eager 
desire of each freedman to have me get a shot; their repeated 
remarks, “‘that 1 had brought them the best luck they ever 
had on a drive,” and their kind and earnest invitation for me 
to join them again. ‘‘Only let us know when you can come 
out,” said Jones and Dick, ‘“‘and we will get up all the dogs 
and hunters, and give you the best sport in our power.” 

It was true I had not an opportunity to try my new 
little Greener, yet Thad enjoyed the hunt, by far the most 
successful of any I ever had in this part of the State, and I 
returned home resolved to go again to the same neighbor- 
hood in a week or two, with a hope of having better luck. 
Minpen, La, 

THAT QUESTION OF NUMBERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
I like the letter of your correspondent, ‘‘C. M. 8.,”’ Dun- 

barton, N. H., because, to my mind, he talks common sense. 
Shooters throughout the country ought to be grateful to our 
friend in Western New York, because he has gone a step 
further than a host of others who have written upon the 
same subject, and has informed us of the number of grouse 
that ought to satisfy a true sportsman for a season’s shooting. 
Now, if he would go through the list of game and fish, and 
give us the ‘‘proper number of the various kinds” that ought 
to satisfy for a season’s sport, also the number that would 
be permitted for a single day, then we should know just 
what we could do without forfeiting our right to the title of 
sportsman. Hitherto when one of the fraternity has for- 
warded to the FormsT AND STRHAM an account of a “big 
day’ with the rod or gun, he bas frequently been assailed 
by some one in the next number and branded as a ‘‘pot- 
hunter” or ‘‘trout hog.” These accounts of brother sporits- 
men from different sections are to me very instructive, and 
I only wish there were more of them, but if they are 
to be thus branded they can hardly be expected to tell us of 
their exploits. ‘‘C. M, 8.” is a gentleman whom any true 
sportsman would be glad to meet, 1 have only a slight ac- 
quaintance with him, but many of my personal friends 
know him intimately. I honor him for the kindnesy and 
generosity that have enabled many of his friends to enjoy the 
juxury of a game dinner, and congratulate him on his suc- 
cess. I only wish I had his opportunities and skill that I 
might do likewise. 

But what we want is more light on what constitutes a true 
sportsman. Must there of necessity be a property qualifica- 
tion? A few years ago lwas shooting with a friend on a 
delightful autumn day about a dozen miles from Boston. We 
had excellent success. J cannot now give the number, but 
it was a fine bag of birds. ‘There was another party in the 
same cover, and they did a great deal of shooting, About the 
middle of the afternoon we met and enjoyed a pleasant chat. 
They were gentlemen of wealth and culture, ciad in shooting 
suits of ‘‘white fustian,” with silver dog whistles attached to 
their coats with silver chains, and, in fact, their entire outfit 
was siinply superb, They were shooting over a finely bred, 
high-priced dog. More agreeable gentlemen I have never 
met, They seemed to enjoy shooting keenly, and seemed 
entirely satistied with their success, or rather lack of success. 
No doubt they had good appetites for a late dinner, and that 
was probably one thing they came out for; but they had not 
killed a bird. Thatthese gentlemen were xenuine sportsmen 
there is no question, and furthermore it is fair to presume 
that they might shoot the season through, and do their best, 
and not sét beyond the limit laid down by the Western New 
York correspondent. There is another class whose members 
may have as good a claim to the same title. Ihave an ac- 
quaintance who is very fond of shooting, a steady, industri- 
ous man, who is dependent upon his day’s work tor a liying. 
His occupation is not a healthful one, and a day in the open 
air is medicine to him, He owns fine setter and medium 
priced gun; the present season he has been out of employ- 
ment much of the time, and has improved his opportunity to 
shoot and has spent a good many days in the brush. Being 
a good shot he has killed nearly two hundred birds, mostly 

grouse. Now comes the test. He shoots for the sporti just 
as much as though he were a millionaire, but being a poor 
man he cannot afford to give these birds to his friends, and 
he has sold them, There never has been a whisper of 
suspicion that he ever killed a bird out of season. Now, the 
question is, has this man forfeited his claim to the title of 
sportsman? I say no, but I do not claim to be authority on 
the subject. There is an old saying that ‘It's a poor time to 
go home when the fish bite well,” and I am inclined to think 
it will hold good awhile longer. I have never had a shooting 
companiou—not even one of the “kid glove” kind—who sug- 
gested going home while the shells held out and we were 
starting plenty of birds. H, SpRAcue KNowLeEs. 
Worcester, Mass., Noy. 20, 1884, 

BEARS, MOOSE AND CARIBOU. 

TN Oe wee bears begin to den or hibernate, young bears 
going in a little earlier than the old ones, and much 

depends on the season for nuts and berries—even more than 
on the storms of snow, about the time of going into winter 
quarters. : 
To successfully hunt the bear at this season, one should 

have a good dog—not a bulldog, but a cur with a mixture of 
hound—such a dog will often discover a den while traveling 
Ae the woods, Yet snow is essential to a successful 
unt. 
When following a bear, he will lead you through the rag- 

gedest pucker brush and fallen timber possible, and will go 
for weeks without food, and never den while followed. 
Don’t think because he is ahead of you and a foot or more 
of snow on the ground that you are sure of him. The bear 
has the greatest staying qualities of any animal. 

At this season of the year moose feed principally on the 
tender buds of the maple, birch and moose wood, only occa- 
sionally gnawing the bark from the same trees. They can 
now be followed up to their winter yarding by their feeding 
signs, 

Only in June, when the bark will strip easily from the 
trees, do the moose eat bark in the summer; but in winter 
their chief diet is frozen bark of various kinds, which they 
gnaw high up the tree and nearly around it (seldom is a tree 
girdled entirely for then it would die), and by the side peeled 
you can tell the direction he is traveling, 
A moose is more sensitive to smell than to sound, so in 

stalking or still-hunting the hunter must endeavor to keep 
to leeward of them. The sound of a gun even may not 
frighten them, but one sniff of a man may send them ten 
mniles away. 

it is almost useless to traverse the woods for caribou in 
Maine before snow falls. But as soon asthe lakesand ponds 
are frozen over, they seem as anxious to try the ice as our 
boys do to skate. Go to some isolated pond in the deep 
forest, soon as it freezes, and you will no doubt haye some 
fun. If you see a herd on the ice go boldly on foward them 
and when fairly away from the shore, lie down and stick 
your gun up, and wave it back und forth until some curious 
one among them discovers it, then look out, they will come 
fast toward you, and you will think they mean to run you 
down, but when near enough rise up gently and get in your 
shot; now is your time, after which the herd will probably 
leave the pond, and you have only to follow their trail quietly 
to succeed in securing a set of handsome antlers. 

J. G. Rieu. 
BETHEL, Me., November, 1884. 

Here are some extractsfrom the note-book of the Oquossoe 
Club, Camp Kennebago, Rangeley, Maine: 

“While fishing at the Jam, in Kennebago River, Sept. 12, 
a deer came out of the woods, swam the river, and entering 
the woods ou the other side, left for the mountains. The 
great chub fisherman, J. E. Miller, who had a revolver, fired 
five shots at him, but the deer merely shook his head in token 
of adieu and leit. 

“P. §.—The deer stood still and heard the shooting with 
equanimity, but on Miller’s starting to make a speech fled in 
affright.” 

‘Aug, 28, 1884.—While on Cupsuptuc Bay, at 5 P. M., 
saw a deer on Phillip’s Island, which they drove off into the 
big lake and finally let go ashore at Pine Point.—H. Stadl- 
mair and Adam Smith, New York.” 

**A large herd of deer came up the Kennebago River one 
night this fall, while we were on the bank, with a Ballard 
rifle in our hands, listening to the howling of a wolf not far 
down river. The deer made a hard run and a tremendous 
splashing, making the hair to loosen the hat on our head, and 
for afew moments creating a doubt whether we ought to 
stand there or step into the camp and shut the door.” 

THE CHOICE OF WEAPONS. 

Vy HICH isthe best hunting gun? The answer to this 
conundrum is, as every old woodsman knows, that 

no such weapon as ‘‘the best hunting gun” has ever been or 
ever can be made. The best gun for chipmunks and red 
squirrels might be a light, .22-caliber rifle, or a .40-caliber 
light shotgua. Butif I had lost.a grizzly, and was looking 
for him, 1 would prefer a heavy steel-barreled rifle of .16 cal- 
iber, carrying along bullet weighing 24 ounces, and nearly 
cylindrical, say 4 of an inch narrower at peak than af the 
butt, and sharply dished at the peak. Such a bullet is sim- 
ply murderous. The rifle should be as heavy as I could hold 
oft-hand, and I would load as heavy with powder as I dared. 
But such a gun for the quiet camper-out and woodsman, 
would be ridiculous, As weil take out a 4-pounder cannon. 
For the professional ‘‘duck-butcher,” a tar-killing Greener 
may be the “best gun.” And for the skin-butchers (the 
back of my hand, the sole of my foot, and an old woods- 
man’s bitterest curse, rest on the heads of the entire wolfish 
tribe) a business Sharps, or a heavy Winchester, or a Hotch- 
kiss, will be found ‘“‘the best.” For a decent white man, a 
lover of nature, aud a fair sportsman, the “mongrel gun,” 
rifle and shot, will be quite satisfactory; the gun described 
in Formst AND STREAM, Sept. 25. Jam led up to these re- 
marks by an article from the pen of “J. J. M.,” in Formsr 
AND Stream for Nov. 13, 1884. 

The article ig candid, sensible, and is evidently written by 
one who has no occasion to come to me for knowledge on 
woodcraft. It would be arrogance on my part to assumic any 
superiority over the woodsman who has passed many seasons 
in the jungles of India, and has also had large experience in 
the woods and waters of North America. , 

“J. J. M.” may depend on it, that what I have written 
about light canoes is sound tothe core. A canoe twenty-two 
to twenty-four pounds weight is all sufficient for an ordinary 
canoeist. Has he ever read the cruise of the Sairy Gamp? 
She was a cedar canoe weighing just ten and a half pounds, 
when new. I cruised her Pom side to side of the Adiron- 

dack wilderness, cruised her back, brought her home in a 
baggage car without protection, sent her back to her maker 
(Rushton), 300 miles, he sent her down to Formst AND 
STREAM office, where she was on exhibition for months, and 
now she has gone down to the New Orleans Exposition, to 
come back to Washington, and hang up permanently in the 
Department of Agriculture. When Rushton sent me the 
canoe he said, ‘I expect she will drown you. But, if you 
pull through, don’t ask me to make anything lighter.” 

All the same, | have ordered something lighter, 7. ¢., he is 
to build'me, this winter, a cedar canoe 9 feet in length, 6 
inches rise at center, 22 inches beam, and to weigh, as nearly 
as may be, 9 pounds. I can cruise her across Lake Ontario. 
My finest canoe, the Bucktail, is large enough for any 
ordinary canoeist under 180 pounds, I advise nothing smaller, 

_ The remarks of ‘J. J. M.” concerning clothing, are sound. 
T have nothing to add. But, I will recommend, as I have 
always said, the finest, softest woolen clothes you can buy, 
for outing, and the lightest possible rig all around. Com- 
fort, instead of discomfort. Rest versus fatigue. 

“J. J. M.” thinks eighty round balls to the pound rather 
too light, and gives reason therefor. Let me explain. 
Say the conical bulletis 40 to the pound. Let the top of the 
bullet be 4 of an inch narrower than the butt. Now, hol- 
low out the tip and bore into it with a bradawi, making it 
what is now called a “spatter ball.” That is what I did, 
though I had never then heard of spatter or express balls, It 
was very effective, and threw blood freely from the start. I 
hunted in Eaton county, Mich., that fall. My pard was 
Adney Smith, the crack hunter of that region, a muscular 
Christian, who could carry me and my load. He handled 
a two-pound steel barrel, carrying forty round balls to the 
pound. On the day before Christmas I decided to quit. [had 
contracted that fiend of the West, ague. I had killed sixteen 
deer, he had killed fifteen, He begged of me to stay one 
more day in camp, and give him a chance to “‘get eyen,” 
I did it. Hecame in just at dark dragging a doe and a fawn 
on the same beech hook and yelling likea Comanche. He 
seized me by the hair, gnawed me, bit me, turned me topsy 
turvey a dozen times, and nearly cured me-of the ague. 
What a glorious, muscular, humorous fellow he was, full 

of rough backwoods fun. He went with me all the way to 
Detroit to see me off. The next summer I got this in a letter: 
“Your old pard, Ad Smith, died yesterday. Spotted fever.” 
* * * And sitting here, in my little attic, I ponder and 
muse. What business have | to be alive anyhow? 

Forty odd years ago last summer, Dr. Mott, of New York, 
then the leading physician and surgeon of these United 
States, said tome: ‘‘Your physician is not an earthly one. 
Go home as you came, Your last chance is, diet and an out- 
door life.” * * * He would not take a cent for advice. 
Tremember him. Dr. Mott has long been gathered to his 
fathers, And looking back through the ‘‘corridors of Time,” 
Lask again, what business have I here? 
What of the score of strong, able-bodied men with whom 

I have camped and hunted? Why should I outstay them? 
Musing alone this dull Sunday afternoon I go over the list 
of all my old hunting chums who haye crossed the ‘‘Dark 
Divide,” Only to mention the strongest and best, there are 
these: Sime McCullough, Mirch Davis, Ene Burroughs, 
Gurd Steele, Hark Barlow, Jake Johnson, Etheridge Nye; 
and there are more. * * * And I weigh 105 pounds in 
paddling rig, and I have been drowned thoroughly twice. 
Has any reader of the Formst Anp StRHAM known of any 
man being drowned for the third time? All the same, if 
might be. I may stay longer than I care for. Iam liable 
to date from Southwestern Florida, and just as likely to date 
from the Gulf of California, Wherever I goI sheuld be 
pleased to take the hand of ‘“J. J. M.” 

P. $.—If another edition of ‘‘Woodcraft” should be called 
for, I will add a couple of chapters thereto on guns, etc. 

NEssMoK. 

LUCUS A NON LUCENDO. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have read with absorbingly thrilling interest the few 

articles on ‘‘Choice of Hunting Rifles,” which have from 
time to time, during the past century, appeared in the Formst 
AND StREAM, and although I have no use fora rifle, and 
perhaps never shall have, excepting to shoot rats, still, like 
the authors of many of the aforesaid articles, I can imagine 
what kind of a rifle 1 should want in the presence of a 
trumpeting elephant, charging grizzly, nimble deer, or zig- 
zagging snipe, and so as these articles appear to be ‘runnin’ 
to emptins,” before the polls close I should like to show you 
what kind of rifle 1 choose. Modesty and some ignorance 
haye prevented me from appearing before, but now I sup- 
press the former, and having the combined ideas of the said 
articles aforesaid, I can form some idea of my own as to 
what I want. 

The perfect hunting rifle has not yet been produced. We 
have had attempts on paper and at different armories and 
gun works, but good as some of the weapons have been, 
there has arisen some objector or other who shows convinc- 
ingly that the gun won’t do, and so all that labor is lost. We - 
don’t seem to get any nearer perfection, and it is just pos- 
sible as long as people differ, we never shall. Now, it would 
be supposed that a gun that will kill one deer will kill any 
other deer of the same kind if hit similarly, but we find it 
isnot so. It is a curious and inexplicable fact, as witness 
the total disagreement of Western deer hunters as fo the 
perfect deer gun. One wants a .45-125-360 double-detach- 
able—reversible pin-fire repeater, and the next one must have 
a .40-226-841 multiplex-extractor, combined safety bolt and 
linch-pin single fire—nothing else will do to kill a deer with, 
One man never went out with a repeater and got anything 

but tired out, and he has heard time and again how some 

other hunter in a critical moment, when an angry grizzly 

was rushing at him with open arms and mouth, had the 

carrier pin get foul of the breech-hammer, whereby the trajec- 

tory caught on the cannelure and stuck in the collar. Of 

course the man got left. Then the other fellow tells how he 

pumped lead into buffalo and Utes all day until the gun had 

to be cooled off in water, and it worked all along as smooth 
as a piston rod. Which of these guns will best kill a deer? 
Either will probably, at times, put a ball into leg or paunch 
instead of the eye, so that neither can be called a perfect 
weapon, Then another hunter comes to the fore witha gun ~ 
that might be styled indestructible. He was hunting on 
the side of a mountain in winter. Snow slide—hunter 
caught in a treetop—gun keeps on—found next spring— 
nothing left but the bore, but it slew that very day three 
deer and a grizzly. Next week a man came in from hunting 
and sat his repeater up in the corner. Servant came in to 
dust the room with feather duster—accidentally hit gun— 

| chamber thereof twisted so badly had to be sent to factory, 

eee 
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Such experiences as these naturally cause a man to ask what 
he can denend on 
Now as to accuracy. it makes a vast difference in my esti- 

mation whether the point blauk of a rifle is in inverse ratio 
to the drop of stock. A. crescent-shaped butt with bottle- 
nosed cartridge, 450 to the peck, will make a fearful hole 
in an animal if the stock is properly checked. The check- 
ing of the animal depends largely on this latter. But after 
all it is the shock that kills. Ask any man who has had a 
current from a Brush machine sent through him. The com- 
ing gun is the one haying the greatest amount of shock in it. 
A sort of paralytic or apoplectic shock. We all know how 
this acts on humanity, why should it not act similarly on 
animals. True they (the animals) might run some after being 
hit, but it would be an erratic, short-lived flight. 

In the center-fire cartridges the bearing surface of the ball 
when impinging on the twist naturally suffer an appreciable 
loss of motion caused by the fulminate being placed too far 
back of the magazine, consequenily the upset is reached 
before the breech-block can escape. Such being the case it 
would seem highly important that the butt-plate which inter- 
feres with the prompt action of the “neck” should be narrowed 
to a point where the groove will barely miss the shoulder. 
Otherwise derangement of sight will ensue and the approxi- 
mate curve of the bullet will be sufticientiy variable to cause 
trouble. There is no necessity of defining this. ‘‘Bengal 
Sepoy’s’” pessimistic view of the disproportion existing be- 
tween the cost of cartridges and weight of bullet will deceive 
noone, The factis, the striking energy is to the muzzle 
velocity asthe pull is to the trigger, At 335 yards I have 
tarely done better than 7 bullets into 6 long by 8 wide by 
5 high, 104 bullets into 4 wide by 8 long by 9 high, and 9 
bullets into 74 round, This with elongated swedge, Skim- 
merhorn tube and loop hole, is a beautiful weapon because 
harmless in the hands of the didn’t-know-it-was-loaded idiot. 
AJ, & W, Folly is hardly so good for chipmunks as the 

new U. 8. Express, .11-153-21, which paralyzes without 
mutilating. The trajectory of this needs to be flattened a 
little, however, as this species of game rarely rises over 100 
yards. For gray squirrels .82 is much too large, ,22 too 
small, I should advise, say .23%, bullet irregular rhomboid 
with rapidly decreasing circumference. For fox squirrels 
we need a .6-41-26, four turns to the inch, modified drop. 
With due deference to ‘‘J. T.’s” knowledge and experience 
with Californian rodents, I affirm that Eastern squirrels 
need different ordnance, For deer, if I were in Florida, I 
should, by all means, use the regular .31-64-154, as deer are 
known to be smaller there than in Pennsylvania. In North 
Carolina the most effective weapon wouid be a .33-69-161, as 
deer there are considerably larger, having more to eat. In 
the Northern States east of the Rocky Mountains the well- 
known Blunt 8mo. .42-71-209 lightning express will kill 
cleaner than any otherif the gun is clean, A mule deer, asthe 
name implies, requires much heavier ordnance to fetch him 
to time. If permitted he will carry away a large amount of 
lead and expletives. The coming gun for this kind of game, 
elk and caribou, is the portable electrical Gatling, Siemens 
battery, and Brush dynamo. This would seem to be the 
gun par excellence for antelope, for they can usually be 
seen a great way and it is necessary to shoot as long as they 
can be seen: We frequently read of hunters emptying their 
Westchesters at them and then following the wounded game 
allday. ‘This in itself is enough to condemn the gun, We 
want a gun the ball of which has an affinity for the particular 
game it is made for, and which it will search out and corral 
without needless waste of time and muscle. Some one wants 
to find such a gun quickly too, for before many days there 
will be no use for rifles except to show our children as 
weapons ‘‘we used to shoot deer with before they were ex- 
tinct.” 

Such are my ideas on the “Choice of Hunting Rifles.” If 
they help any one in his dilemma caused by so many con- 
flicting views published in Forrest AND STREAM, | shall 
feel that they haye accomplished wonders, 5. 

MONTANA GAME. 

I SUPPOSED I was coming into a paradise of a game coun- 
try, but-what changes afew years bring about. Only 

as late as °80 the buffalo came within a mile of the post, and 
bleached skulls are scattered about here everywhere; but 
to-day you cannot hear of even one buifalo, In Big Horn 
Mountuins, which used to swarm with elk, etc., are now also 
about barren of them, and deer seem to be remarkably 
scarce. J have beeu here now nearly two months, and have 
to see my first piece of venison yet, We have no game 
birds excepting the sharp-tailel grouse and sage chickens, 
with a few ducks passing through. The sharp-tails sre 
plenty, and these are the only birds that are so. It is really 
# surprise to me to see how quick the large game has van- 
ished from the face of this country, and I had no idea how 
neatly the buffalo was exterminated. If you want a robe 
now that is worth anything you have to send to St. Paul for 
it. Our Indian neighbors, the Crows, whose agency is 
twelve miles south of the post, have none to sell any longer: 
and I believe this season there will be scarcely any robes 
shipped from the trading posts north of here. The only 
game which seems to hold its own Is the rattlesnake. These 
are as plenty as ever. One of the officers while out driving 
afew days agoran into quite a colony of them and shot 
fourteen. He says that he saw atleast 100. The next day 
he weni to the_same place again and killed fifteen more 
There seems to be a perfect den of them in that locality, and 1 
presume they collect there to occupy some of the vacant 
prairie dog butrows for winter quarters. I am going to in- 
vestigate some of these burrows after the cold weather sets 
im and see what I can find. 

Woy. 16.—I do not believe that I shall have to change my 
opinion about the game very much. Sharp-tail grouse are 
yery plenty, sagetow!] moderately so in the immediate vicin- 
ity of the post. Of ducks there are none at present, Earlier 
in the season a good many pass through, hut none stay very 
long, on account of scarcity of feed. the Big Horn Moun- 
tains, sixty miles south of here, one can find afew elk yet 
and some deer, mountain sheep and bear: the latter, I no- 
derstand, are not at all uncomimon. The buffalo are gone. 
The southern slope of the mountains have not been hunicd 
as much as the northern, and game is more plentiful there 
than on this side, which is constantly hunted by the Crow 

_ Indians, who have driven the game away since the agency 
_ has been moved overon the Little Horn River, Thestreams 

contain some catfish, sturgeon and other inferior kinds of 
food fishes, and in the mountains good trout fishing can be 
had, none, however, nearer than fifty miles that amounts to 

anything. One thing is certain—the days for plenty of large 
arith this region are over, and it is astonishing how rap- 
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y it has almost heen exterminated. But if the large game 

is gone, you can have plenty of sport in killing rattlesnakes, 
which seem to be more abundant here than anywhere I have 
yet been in the West. I believe I told you what Dr. Price 
Saw one day in this line, and that he killed fourteen one day 
(Oct. 14) and fifteen the next. Another party I learn has 
killed 123 in the same vicinity, having to pass in the neigh- 
borhood daily. The latter number have all been killed since 
Oct, 15. One was killed as late as Nov, 8. What she was 
doing out &s late as that puzzles me. If I do not find it too 
much work Iam going to investigate one of their dens this 
winter and see what it looks like. There is no question in 
my mind that this particular place is the gathering point of 
nearly all the rattlesnakes in the neighborhood to hibernate. 
Strange to say a species of ballsnake seems to live in the 
same holes with the rattlesnake, at least it would appear so, 
finding four right among them. I have two of these now in 
alcohol. CxHaAs, E, BENDIRE. 
Fort Custer, Montana, 

AN UNEXPECTED BEAR HUNT. 

Ox morning, after a breakfast of venison broiled and 
fried, potatoes white and flaky, fried trout and crisp 

toast, with flapjacks and maple syrup as a ‘‘finisher,” Will 
and I were discussing various plans for spending the day. 

George, the guide, suggested going down to the lake and 
trying the trout at Brandy Brook. Will thought the fra- 
grant bed of boughs and some cool lemonade more to his 
taste, while I proposed a trip to Baldface or Graves’ Moun- 
tain and a climb to the summit, from which could be had a 
magnificent view. ‘To this Will entered a most plaintive ob- 
jection, as he said he had tumbles and bruises enough fol- 
lowing trails, without endangering his bones and his two 
hundred pounds of flesh climbing any mountains; so we made 
a compromise, After an early dinner we were to go from 
our camp to John Pond and catch enough trout for supper, 
then carry up to Gull Pond, where I was to watch for a 
daylight shot at a deer, and if no deer were to be seen, to float 
there that night, for it was my first year in the woods and 
I was not aboye a jacklight and the murderous buckshot. 

The next morning I was to make the ascent with George, 
for Gull Pond, lying as it does on the very side of the 
mountain, the climb would be from there a comparatively 
short one, while Will would watch for a morning shot dur- 
ing Our absence. 

After putting the camp in shape and hanging everything 
as high as possible in the way of boots, shoes, hunting cases 
and other delicacies the predatory hedge hog delights in, we 
started for John Pond, taking with us but one gun, Will’s 
three-barrel Baker, for I had never shot at a deer with a rifle, 
and I felt with that gun if £ missed with ball I would have 
the “scatter” to fall back on. Will carried no gun, as we 
took turns in hunting, and this was my day. Reaching the 
pond we paddled a raft out to a stake near the middle of the 
pond, the raft being formed of two logs with slabs nailed 
crosswise. The guide carried the boat up to Gull Pond, 
while we were fishing with very indifferent success, for it is 
very rare that the trout will rise to a fly there, except early 
in the season, and they are very capricious regarding bait 
also, and after some two hours we had but four trout to 
show for our labor, but as these would average near a pound 
each we felt very well satisfied, and made our way to the 
landing at the trail leading to the other pond. 
We had to cross Gull Pond to reach the usual camping 

place, and when we jound the camp, to perpetrate a bull, 
there was no camp there, it having been destroyed by some 
of the miscreants who are to be occasionally found in the 
woods as well as elsewhere, ready to destroy that which is 
of no longer use to them. : 

As it was late in August the bark would not peel, so we 
set to work to make a pole and brush shelter, and with the 
aid of a rubber blanket thought we ‘could endure a very re- 
spectable rain storm should it be our fortune to have one, as 
the gathering clouds and distant rumbling of the thunder 
seemed to indicate. The guide’s hound, Belle, was tied to a 
stake, and we had driven the crotched poles and put up the 
cross pole that was to act as a support to the poles and 
brush, when we heard a crashing in the dead brush that 
skirted the pond and then a slight splashing in the water. 
Thinking it must be a deer I Joaded the three barrels, and 
put four buckshot cartridges in my pocket. Willand George 
stood motionless while 1 cautiously advanced toward the 
noise, which was growing louder and néarer. With the ut- 
most caution I advanced when the heavy gust of wind that 
often precedes a storm, struck our partly constructed shelter 
and with a crash it fell on the sleeping hound who emitted a 
most dismal howl of fear and pain. Instantly the noise in 
the bushes ceased, but after perhaps half a minute the break- 
ing of twigs and brush began again, upon which George 
called out, “It’s nothing but a dumb hedge hog, a deer wouid 
have lit out betore this.” 3 

As a sworn enemy to the hedge hog I was resolved to make 
the quills fly, and without further caution walked rapidly 
‘toward the noise, Will and George being just behind when, 
to our surprise, out of the bushes on the keen jump came an 
old bear, followed by her cub. Before the sun could be 
raised, she cleared a log and was in the brush again, but as 
the cub struck the log I fired the rifle, and the cub, after a 
curious sort of a squeak, climbed a spruce with almost the 
eg of a cat, the blood squirting out in jets from both 
sides, 

Giving him acharge of buckshot and waiting only lone 
enough to see him tumbling, I tore after the old bear, fol- 
lowed by the sound of a struggle, a yelp and a curse behind 
me. for although the rifle ball had gone through the lungs, 
and the charge of buckshot was well centered, the cub had 
broken the hound’s shoulder, Will having cut the rope that 
held her as quickly as possible, and she had immediately at- 
tacked the cub, who raised himself on his haunches and gave 
Suenos stroke with his paw, then fell over backward, 
dead. : 

So much for the vitality of the black bear and only a cub 
at that. Oatching a glimpse of the bear I raised the gun to 
shoot when George stepped out of the bushes almost in line 
with the bear, so fearing to fire I ran to George, and as the 
i age se was higher than my head I handed the gun 
to him and he blazed away at her as she was disappearing: 
over log. She did not stop but turned down into a ravine, 
and as she was climbing the opposite side I gave her another 
shot, and a little later had another vanishing view and fired, 
She kept on but seemed to be circling back toward ber cuh, 
and presently we lost her entirely. _ Thinking she would re- 
turn to her cub I followed the edge of the ravine back 
toward camp, while the guide keptup above me, armed with 
a big club he had picked up. Thinking a large rock jutting 
out over the ravine would give me an extended view, I put 
the gun on the rock and yas scrambling up it on hands and 

knees when a warning yell and a crash near me caused me to 
turn my eyes to the right, and there not thirty feet away was 
the bear charging for me with every hair on end, her jaws 
half open, while her eyes fairly glinted with rage. A log lay 
between us, and I had just time to grab the gun as she 
reached it, and as she raised herself to clear it I took a quick 
aim full m her breast and fired, the muzzle of the gun 
not over eight feet from her breast. With a convulsive spring 
she tumbled over the log and laid almost at my feet where I 
emptied my last sheli in her side, and then gave a whoop of 
delight that convinced Will, who was still at the landing a 
most anxious listener to the pursuit, that I had received a 
fatal embrace, 

George was at my side in a moment ready to defend me if 
need be with his club, but when he saw the successful end, 
we executed a war dance that would riyal a Sioux pow-wow,. 
while our yells set all the echoes ringing, and a voice floated 
up from below, ‘‘Are you all right?” 

George descended the mountain and brought Will up to 
view our trophy, The next thing was to gét the old lady 
down to the landing, and this we found a job of no small 
dimensions, but after removing his ‘‘inner half” we dragged 
and slid her for the greater part of the way, and then George 
got under her with his tremendous shoulders, and stagger- 
ing along, made the landing, where he dropped his burden, 
exhausted. 
By this time the shades of night were falling, and the rain 

which had been pattering on the leayes began with a regular 
down pour, and we made all speed to rig up some protection, 
but it was a poor apology that we offered as a guard against 
the torrents, for the rubber blanket was but six feet long by 
four and a half wide, and with two two hundred pounders 
and myself, there was not a superabundance of room, but a 
big fire warmed us, although from our knees down there 
was no protection from the pelting rain, but [ was so filled 
with elation that I could have endured a couch in a snow- 
bank, for I lived that afternoon over fifty times that night, 
and a dozen times under pretext of keeping up the fire. I 
stole to the oak under which we had left our game, and 
there in the rain I stood and gloated with barbaric joy over 
the stiffening forms. 

I felt as though I had grown afoot. On skinning the old 
bear wefound that several buckshot had struck herin the 
fattest part of the ham, but whether the result of George’s 
aim or my own we could not tell. It was owing to this 
wound, coupled with the loss of her cub, that probably made 
her so savage; for, eminent authorities to the contrary on the 
black bear’s ferocity, she certainly had ‘‘fire in her eye,” if 
she meant nothing by it; and when a bear is on the charge 
at a distance of ten feet it certainly looks as if it meant busi- 
ness. To say that I was a proud boy when showing tlie hide 
of the old bear and the cub entire to the admiring crowd at 
the hotel, but feebly expresses my feelings, and even now 
the sight of the cub mounting guard at the entrance to the 
hall, with a silver card receiver between his paws, and the 
skin of his mother, with open jaws and mounted head, 
stretching her length on the library floor, sends a thrill of 
pleasure and pleasant remembrance through me. 

ONONDAGA, 

THE MAINE DEER SEASON. 
fiditer Forest and Stream: 
Lamreading with much interest the articles upon game 

protection, especially when they relate to Maine, as they ap- 
pear in Forest AND StREAM, In the issue of Noy. 13, Mr. 
Wells has made out a strong case for the visiting sportsman 
and jack-hunter, but I cannot allow that all his assertions 
are correct, those relating to the natural habits of the deer 
in particular, As the question of open season for all kinds 
of game depends upon natural laws, if is important that we 
fully understand them, and not rush blindly to change a law 
that is doing so much to restock our forests as our pres- 
ent Maine fish and game laws. We all have our ideas, 
and it is. not impossible that selfishness may warp them, 
Some men may desire an early vacation, and being law-abid- 
-ing gentlemen, a law to suit their convenience, the Rangeley 
guides also may desire jacking to please their city friends, | 
think in winter of 1882-3 jacking had a champion from 
that quarter, 

For years I have spent my vacation in the woods of Maine, 
and my experience is this: I have repeatedly seen fawn in 
their spoited*coats in October, and does in their blue. The 
largest and poorest doe I ever saw killed was shot Oct. 15, 
1882, and she had not weaned her fawn. I shot two does 
the last week in October, and both had milk in their udders. 
Oct. 5, 1882, I started for the woods, and on the way, for 
camp use, a friend gave me a fawn still in his spotted coat. 
I saw tiny tracks while with ex-Goy. Connor’s party the last 
week in October. Warden Hill heard several fawn bleating 
for their mothers, and Frank Foss saw one in his spotted 
coat too small to kill, last week. The does are just begin- 
ning to leave their retreats at this time, Nov. 18. I am cer- 
tain that in Eastern Maine the greater number of fawn are 
born in June, afew in May, and a much greaterin July, 
the young does bringing forth their young later, and the 
older ones earlier in the season. I know that does usually 
leave their hiding places the last of November and first of 
December, which shows that Apriland May are too early 
by two months for the completion of gestation. I have 
taken much interest in this question, for it has always seemed 
desirable to have the open season commence as soon as the 
safety of the young will admit. I think the open season for 
all kinds of game should open and close at the same time, 
Can we safely allow fifteen daysin Se; tember? I fear not. 
I did at one time think we might add September, but after 
much careful investigation I am satisfied I was greatly mis- 
taken, Jacking is perfectly out of the question, for when 
meat for camp use cannot be procured legitimately, it shows 
that the forests are not “teeming” with game and needs rest 
from hunting, not new devices for the last deer. 

There is another and important reason why September 
would be a destructive month for deer: it is the annual 
droughts socommon in Maine, When we havea dry Sep- 
tember deer are driven by thirst and the pest of flies to the 
shores of streams and lakes, where they can be slaughterad 
in unlimited numbers with the greatest ease. At this season 
our wardens are worked to their utmost to preveut their 
slaughter by the senseless local poachers and the visiting 
sportsman with his hound and jack. Our experience with 
Visiting sportsmen in the past is not such as we would desire, 
yet we are ready to give our neighbors an equal chance; but 
they must allow us to legislate for ourselves, and more, we 
understand the temper of our people as well as the natural 
habits of our game, We have seen our forests nearly de- 
pleted of large game by the poachers, and now, after years 
96 hard labor, much abuse, and without thanks, to he told 

Tt forects are “teeming” with large game, that our poverty ., 
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demands that we legislate for the visiting sportsman regard- 
less of natural Jaws, that we should feel.a little ruffled is 
perfectly natural, I think, 
We are proud of our Fish and Game Commissioners, and 

we have aided them in our feeble way and have the satisfac- 
tion of seeing our forests again being restocked, but they are 
not ‘‘teeming,” nor are they one-fiftieth restocked to their 
full capacity. Maine has an army of sportsmen residing in 
her cities and Jarge towns who are ready to pay for the 
privilege of speuding their vacations in the woods with their 
friends residents of these favored regions, and more, pay taxes 
to protect the same. It is the residents whe protect and see 
that the Commissioners are aided. 
We understand perfectly the obstacles to protection—mar- 

ket-hunting, degging, crust-hunting, jacking aud summer 
poaching by visiting sportsmen and senseless. guides. 
We fully agree with Mr. Wells that the surplus of our 

game should not be killed by the market-bunters, but that 
the visiting sportsmen should have it—that the profit to the 
State would be much greater, but we do feel that they should 
not undertake to advocate for us legitimate methods of 
hunting it. Jacking we cannot tolerate, Let us use caution 
in our legislation. OLD Tus. 
Macsras, Me,, Noy, 18. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
No law that Iam acquainted with, either in the United 

States or in Canada, according to my views of protective ; 
legislation, is sufliciently stringent in its provisions, even 
were ifs provisions enforced. A buck with velvet on his 
horns, a fawn with white spots, or a doe giving milk, and as 
poor as a crow, ought not to be killed in September, and in 
September such can generally be found, Fawns are scarcely 
independent of their mothers even on the first of October. 
Bueks are at their best then, although does which have 
reared fawns are still thin. My opinion of the correct legal 
season, would be from the 15th of October until the 15th of 
December, and much heavier penalties than exist in any law 
in the States or in Canada. The most deadly mode of legiti- 
mate deer hunting is that pursued by the still-hnnter, I have 
known a single sfill-honter with an old-fashioned rifle to 
kill a greater number of deer than were killed during the 
same season on the same river—the Madawaska—by several 
parties aggregating twenty men with forty hounds. Crust 
hunting is diabolical and contemptible, and what is called 
fire or jack-hunting, is simply atrocious. Both modes should 
be discountenanced and frowned down. Jack-hunting is the 
primitive muzzte-loader, dug-ont old system of fire-hunting. 
According to the principles of the scientific mode of hunting 
with a light, a deer can easily be approached close enough 
for the man seated in the bow of the canoe to touch the 
animal with hishand. In such a case, what chance would 
the unfortunate animal haye to escape even from a charge of 
No. 10 shot? I abhor fire-hunting so thoroughly as a brutal 
mode of killing deer, that I shall not describe the most scien- 
tific and refined plan of prosecuting a system so utterly bar- 
barous. 
What we want here, and with you on the other side of the 

St. Lawrence, is more stringent legislation, a shortening of 
the open season for deer hunting, and discriminative and 
heavier penalties against crust-hunters, skin-hunters, head- 
hunters and fire-hunters. J include the head-hunters because 
many so-called sportsmen kill such noble animals as the 
wapiti, the moose and the caribou, cut off their heads and 
leave the carcases to the wolves and the foxes, 

It is time also that the deer killing by Indians was 
brought more fully under the influence of conservative pro- 
tective legislation. Their ignorance, improvidence and lazi- 
ness should no longer protect them in their continued and 
destructive breaches of the game laws. i have iton the best 
and most reliable authority that during the month of March 
last two Indians, on the Gasineau River, within 120 miles of 
the city of Ottawa, in three days killed twenty-eight moose, 
halt of the number vo doubt haying been cows with young, 
and merely carried off the skins and left the carcasses in the 
woods. Iam credibly informed that a couple of pot-hunt- 
ing Frenchmen killed seventeen Virginian deer in two days, 
within twenty miles of this city, on the crust, in the same 
month. Let us have solid, rational protection, and no side 
issues. ALGONQUIN. 
Orrawa, Can., Nov. 18, 1884. 

Fditor Forest and Stream 
I live in a district in which are some of the most extensive 

summer hotel interests in the interior of Maine, and 1 can 
see how their interests might be benefited for a brief period 
at least, if we could have two or four weeks of deerand cari- 
bou shooting at the same time that we can lawfully catch 
trout. But if this change would materially affect thesupply 
of deer, they would not in the end be the gainers but wouid 
lose by the measure. 
Many of the hunters and woodsmen here claim that the 

young deer are weaned and are away from the does by Sept.’ 
7. Ihave repeatedly heard this theory advanced by men 
who ought to know, but yet their views might have been in- 
fluenced by selfish motives, , 

There is also another feature of the present deer laws 
which is being criticised very much, and that is the fact that 
as they now are a person who lawfully kills a deer cannot 
transport it to his own home. J have never heard any 
remedy suggested except one that would again open the 
doors to market and pot-hunters. Any change of this kind 
would be vigorously opposed by all who have advanced ideas 
in relation to protection in our State. 

I realize that wein Maine haye overcome a great many 
obstacles within the past few years and are now increasing 
our game. Yet there are some very good sportsmen who 
are opposed to some features of the law. X, 

Guur Crry Gun Cuuz. —Mobile, Ala.—The annual side- 
hunt will take place on the 7th and 8th days of December, 
1884, and the day’s hunt will be from daylight until dark. 
The members may choose either day for their huni, but must 
nominate the day at the time they give their name to the 
secretary. Auy member may change his day of hunting by 
notifying the game receiver prior to 10 P. M, of Saturday 
night before the hunt. The count will be asfollows: Bear 
1,000 points, wildcat 150, deer 300, rabbit 12, squirrel 7, 
goose 100, turkey 300, chicken hawk 25, sparrow hawk 10, 
owl 25; foxes when caught in a sportsman-like manner 100; 
when killed in any other manner 25; woodcock 2, curlew 20, 
quail 15, wild pigeon 10, Wilson snipe 10, ployer 10, dove 4, 
robin ¥, lark 8, rail 2, Pouled’eau 1, king rail 5, gallinule 6, 
canvasback 25, black mallard 25, mallard 20, gadnall 20, 
pintail 10, widgeon 19, redhead 10, Teal 7, all other ducks 
5. The captain of teams are: L. C. Fry and F. 5. Ward.— 
Jouyn F, SUMMPRSBLL, Secretary- 

Micuican Srortsmpn’s Assocrarron.—Grand Rapids, 
Mich., Nov. 10.—A. meeting of the Michigan Sportsmen’s 
Association will be held at Jackson, Dec. 9, for the trangac- 
tion of very important business, not only in the interest of 
sportsmen, but of the people of the whole commonwealth. 
All who are interested in a wise conservation of the public 
property of Michigan represented in the wild, finned, furred 
and feathered animals of the State, are especially invited to 
be present at this meeting. Particular attention will be 
called to renewed efforts to secure the appointment of a State 
fish and game warden or wardens. Some more efficient 
means of securing obedience to our fish and game laws must 
be adopted, or the property of the people here referred to 
will disappear in a few years more. We want to get the 
benefit of the views of these who haye given this subject 
attention from all parts of the State.—E. 8. Houmns (Pres. 
Mich, Sportsmen's Association). 

“How Somp Propte Do Iv.’’—The Salida (Col.) Nezs, 
Noy. 12, reports: ‘‘The German Gunning Club, of Denver, 
made a trip into the San Luis Valley this week and passed 
through this city last evening on their return. Dr. W. Wyl, 
editor and proprietor of the Denver Jowrnal, made the News 
a pleasant visit. Dr. Wyl said the party was composed of 
thirty-three gentlemen. The Doctor reported a most mag- 
nificent time, the weather haying been perfect and the game 
abundant. The party killed over 1,400 rabbits. hey 
hunted from Villa Grove down the valley for a distance of 
eight or ten miles, They spoke in the highest terms of praise 
of the hospitality of the ranchmen in the yalley, who ex- 
tended every courtesy to the hunters. The party brought 
twentv kegs of lager and several cases of champagne, The 
party express themselves as having had a splendid time.” 

PENNSYLVANTA.—Centralia, Pa., Nov. 22,—I have been 
greatly disappointed in finding so few quail when there 
seemed early in the season a promise of good shooting this 
fall. I have found a number of coveys, but none of them 
numbering more than a dozen birds. Grouse are in fair 
numbers, and a geod many turkeys on the mountains. While 
in the woods the other day I came across a number of wood- 
cock, a rare bird with us. J haveshot a good many of these 
birds, but never saw a finer lot. It seems to me they got far 
astray when they ventured up among these hills. Hunters 
report a good many deer on the North Mountain, —SPicn- 
Woop. 

Loorsrana.—Abbeville, La,, Nov. 10.—The game in Ver- 
milion Parish this fall has not been altogether plentiful. 
Deer and partridges (Bob White) have been good, however, 
and the flight of plover in August and September past was 
large. Prairie chickens are rather scarce, approaching ex- 
tinction, I fear. Ducks and geese are beginning to arrive in 
numbers. Bob White is our stand-by, however, and always 
comes fo time, buf whether he stays or not depends on the 
gunner.—W. W. E. 

Looxwoop, Tioga County, N. Y., Nov. 19.—Ruffed grouse 
are more plentiful here this season than before in ten years, 
and as the number of sportsmen haye increased in that time 
it shows plainly their scarcity was due to disease. 
are also very plenty Hares are searce. No foxes killed 
yet, and appear to be scarce.—J. H. A. 

A LARGE Own.—Boylston, Mass., Nov. 20.—Mr, George 
Brigham, a farmer, had the good luck to-day to shoot an ow! 
that measured five feet from tip to tip and weighed six 
pounds. It was a Northern hooter, and said to be the largest 
eyer killed in Worcester county. 

Witp Grrse were heard honking over Hartford, last 
week Wednesday, apparently flying around in a circle as if 
attracted by the electric lights. 

| Sea and River Fishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER, 

Black bass (Méicropterus), two | Pike perch (Stizostethion), 
species. Yellow perch (Perea fluviatilis), 

Striped bass or rockfish (Rorcus | Sheepshead (Archosargus). 
lineatus). ” : Kingfish or barb (Menticirrus). 

Weakfish or salt-water trout | Rock bass orred eye (Ambloplites) 
(Cynosciron). War-mouth (Cheenobryttus), 

Bluefish or taylor (Pomatomus | Crappie (Pornoxys migromacu- 
saltatrix). tus), 

Tomeod or frost fish (Microgudus | Bachelor Boone annularis), 
tomcodus). Tautog or blackfish (Tautoga 

Pike (Hsox luctus). onitis). 
Pickerel (Hsox reticulatus). Channel bass, spet, or red fish 
Mascalonge (Hsox nobilior). (Scicenops occellatus), 

ECHOES FROM THE TOURNAMENT. 

HE London Fishing Gazette, after giving the distances of 
the winners in the late New York tournament, says: 

‘We have little patience with those anglers who affect to 
see no good in these tournaments, and say that they afford 
no test as to whether a man is a skillful angler or not. No 
one pretends that they do; for a man may be able to cast a 
splendid line, and yet not know how to catch fish. The way 
they do good—and very great good—isthis: they bring ama- 
teurs, professionals, and tacklemakers together for the pur- 
pose of seeing the best results that can be attaized with the 
best rods, reels and tackle in the market. This creates com 
petition, and leads 10 improvements by which the whole 
angling community benefits, just as shooting matches benefit 
all who shoot from the improvement the rivalry they cause 
creates in the manufacture of guns. Apart from this, these 
tournaments bring anglers from different districts together 
to see practical demonstrations of methods of fishing which 
may prove, and do prove, invaluable.” 

It seems that there are a few persons both in England and 
America, who seem to be troubled with doubts about the 
desirability of holding their tournaments and trouble them- 
selves to print their doubts. As they have failed to show 
that any evil results follow the tournaments it is not clear 
why they do not content themselves with remaining away 
from them and allow those who enjoy them to pursue their 

pleasure without carping at them. We agree with the Fish- 

ing Gazette, in the paragraph aboye quoted, apd while we do 

not consider it worth while to go into a defense of angling 

tournaments, which commend themselves to such a large 

body of intelligent and enthusiastic an, lers, we will say: 
It is not expected that the art of angling can be learned at 

tourzuments, any more than the art of deer hunting with the 
‘knowledge of wooderaft needed in still-hunting can be 
acquired at Creedmoor or Wimbledon, but the different 

Rabbits, 

modes of handling the tools are seen, and the novice can pick 
up many points if he is observant. We think if this was well 
understoud there would be none to object to tournaments ex- 
cept those who pretend to great excellence with the rod but 
do not care to risk a friendly,contest in public, A man of 
this class naturally sneers at tournaments, 3 ; tas he is not 
obliged to either attend them or contribute to their support 
he has no need to cry out against them. 

One great good obtained by these exhibitions of skill is 
that it awakens an interest in fly-fishing among a class who 
come to see what it is all about, and who never saw a fly 
thrown before and whose idea of fishing has been to go down 
on a steamer to the “Fishing Banks’ and with a clam for 
bait haul in porgies and toad-fish. ‘The tournaments are so - 
arranged that the amateur classes are encouraged beyond all 
others, and each year finds new men entering them. They 
are conducted so that the rivalry is a friendly one and does 
not excite jealousy or ill-feeling, each contestant does his best 
and the decision of the experts, who are selected as judges, 
is accepted as final, the defeated ones looking forward to a 
better record another year. 

It was through the tournaments that the effective rolling 
cast was first publicly made known in America by Harry 
Prichard, whose cast of ninety-one feet, made in this manner, 
has not been exceeded. The use of this cast will yet become 
popular when it is known that.a fly can be sent out a great 
distance and delicately dropped without danger of hooking 
trees in the rear. Wesay that often a long cast is of the 
greatest advantage in trout and salmon angling and that 
although the rolling cast makes a light disturbance in the 
water at the angler’s feet it lifts the fly, already sixty feet 
away, and gracefully lays it out ten feet, or more, beyond, 
Weareassured that Mz. Prichard is a most successful angler 
and that he uses this cast mainly. Several of our friends 
have acquired the sleight of the rolling cast, among them Mr. 
Hd, Eegert, who won in the amateur class B, this year, and 
they all speak highly of it. , 

In the contests there are points for distance; delicacy, and 
accuracy. The two latter are largely matters of opinion 
among the judges and being incapable of record other than 
the points given, cannot well be compared with the records 
of former years, and as the first question about a contestant 
is ‘chow far did he cast?” we believe that in these contests, 
no matter what value it may have on the stream, that 
distance is of the greatest value. 

The fact that the interest in the tournaments is in- 
creasing yeurly shows that they are pwpular, and no angler 
can attend them without nofing the differences in style of 
the contestants and drawing conelusions from them; in this 
sense they are educational as well as being gatherings of 
anglers from all parts who have opportunities to exchange 
ereetings and to cement friendships, for the angler is not a 
solitary being who only loves the society of fish, no matter 
what Byron said of the “‘solitary vice.” 

“And angling, too, that solitary yice. 

No matter what old Walton sings, or says: 

That quaint old erusl coxcomb, in his gullet, 

Should have a hook, and a small trout to pull it?’ 

We do not accept Byron’s view of anglers; and each year 
we look forward to meeting old friends and making new 
ones, to meeting men long known through correspondence 
only, and to grasping hands that have touched before on 
lake, in forest, and on stream. 

VITALITY OF BLACK BASS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have just read in the Formsr anp Srream of Nov. 13, 

the article on “The Vitality of the Black Bass.” During 
the past summer I carried bass eight miles in a wagon, forty- 
five miles on the cars, and one mile in 4 street car, At the 
end of this journey several of the fish were alive. The fish 
were taken from a ‘‘live box” and packed in a basket with 
ice. 

On another occasion I put several bass in a paper flour 
bag, rolled them up and tied the package with string; after 
the aboye journey, two of the fish were found to be alive, 

I think it would be more humane to kill the fish by bleed- 
ing them, In the above instances 1 was in a hurry to catch 
the train. 

I do not enter my fish to beat the record made by the fish 
spoken of in your issue of the 13th. That fish has the 
‘‘yecord” for staying power and distance. My fish, however, 
were somewhat handicapped by not being wrapped in acopy 
of the Forusr anp SrrEAM. I believe that by making fre- 
quent applications of Forust anp SrruaM, a fish could be 
kept aliye indefinitely. ; 

As a life-preserving agent, the Fornst AND STREAM is all 
that is claimed for it. I have used it for years, and can 
recommend it to all who wish to lead a long and happy life. 
You may send me one more copy. K, F. 
Curcaco, Nov, 20. 

Hishculture. 

‘FISHCULTURE IN GEORGIA. 

He report of the Commissioner of Agriculture of the State 
of Georgia, embracing the years 1583-84, is at hand, It 

fresh water, passing up the long rivers to near their sources 
to seek such shoals as may be fo 

hesive, and the sinking: to the last class belong the shad eggs. 
Shad eggs, when deposited in water, ‘imme Seely Bue. 9 
the bottom, where ordinarily soon covered with sediment, 
suffocation ensues, and very few apsenay The instinct of 

@ 
he pools and kept 

by the action-of the water. Thus, it will be seen, an absolute 
necessity. exists for allowing the shad to have a free pass 

highlands, that 



trom the ocean to the headwaters of the streams. Fortunately 
science has pointed ont away to keep such passages open 
Without injury to the property invested in mills or manu- 
factures. on the ForEsST AND Stream, Aug. 7, 1884—an ex- 
eeedingly able paper punieted in the city of New York—is an 
editorial article so able and so completely covering the ground 
embraced in this subject, that I introduce part of it here.” 

After quoting from the article named, hesays that Governor 
Colquitt appointed a committee to examine the canal dam 
below Augusta, and that this committee recommended a Mc- 
Donald fishway to be built there. 
Through aid from the United States Fish Commission, many 

shad have been planted, and a curious fact in regard to shad 
from the Connecticut River taking bait in Georgia, con- 

trary to the custom of southern shad, will be found eisewhere 
in our columns. Carp have been widely distributed and have 
done well. Of brook trout Dr. Cary says: “Lam satisfied that 
the brook trout can be successfully propagated in our moun- 
tainous counties, and it will be very desirable to do so when 
the means at our disposal will permit it to bedone, I beg 
leave here to state that I have been under great obligations to 
Spencer F. Baird, of the United States Fish Commission, for 
continued courtesies, and to all the railroads of this and sey- 
eral of the adjoining States for their appreciative favors to 
the Fish Commission of Georgia.” 

ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION. 

| FREE the head of “The Influence of Artificial Propaga- 
tion upon Production Mlustrated by the Salmon Work 

of the Sacramento River, California,” Mr. Charles W. Smiley 
writes in the Bulletin of the U. 5. Fish Commission as follows: 

Tt is understood that about four years are required for.sal- 
mon to mature, I would therefore place the yield of 1877 
opposite the planting of 1875, and soon, For four successive 
years the yield has been nearly double the yield of the years 
preceding the artificial propagation, which commenced in 
1873. This appears to have resulted from annually planting 
about two million fry. The planting of 500,000 fry in 1873 and 
in 1874 appears to have increased the yield by about a million 
ounds each year. No record of the production in Sacramento 
iver prior to 1875 is obtainable, butitis known to haye been 

less than six million pounds, 
YOUNG SALMON-HATCHED FROM EGGS TAKEN BY THE U.5. FISH COM- 

MISSION AND RELEASED IN THE M'CLOUD RIVER, CALIFORNIA. 

= = 

Year. Month. Number.||Year. Month. Number. 

ital 4s daa dla ded ddd None. 1878 |October .......... 2,500,000 
eeu COREA REE Nelo. None. 1879 |October......., . | 2,000,000 
1873 |September....-.. 500,000)) 1880 |}October.... ......| 2,000,000 
1874 |September....... 500,000'| 1681 |October .... .-...)/* 2,250,000 
1875 |Sept.-Oct.......- 850,000)) 1882 |Qect.-Noy. .-..,...| 4,087,000 
1876 |Sept.-Oct......... 1,500,000 es 
1877 |October ..-.,_....| 2,200,000) 18,337,000 

ANNUAL YIELD OF THE SACRAMENTO RIVER IN SALMON TO THE CAN- 
NERTES. 

Year ending— | Rounds. | Year ending— Pounds. 

A Ee) eS eee 

: | 

tin faba Cree | 5,098,751||/Aug. 1, 1880............ 10,837,400 
Aug. % ee §,311,423!|Aug, 1, 1881_-....... -.! 9,600,000 
Aug. 6,493,563||Aug. 1, 1852. _- 2... 9,605,280 
Aug. .| 6,520,768)/Oct. 15, 1888..... a ae 9,585,672 
Aug. #4,432,950)| | ies 

| 67,485,137 

*The salmou were a8 humerous in the river this year as in any pre- 
vious years, but the small number taken was due to a feud between 
the fishermen and the canners as to the price to be paid for the fish. 
For three weeks in the height of the season no fish were taken, ex- 
cept for daily consumption in San Francisco and other markets. 

Pounds. 
The average yield during the past three years was. . .9,596,984 
The average yield in 1875 and 1876, before any fruits 
of fishculture could have appeared, was............. 5,205, 102 

Making a gain per annum due to fishculture of-...... 4,391,882 
The fish are worth 50 cents apiece as they come from the 

water, their average weight being 7 pounds each. 
Value of the 4,391,882 pounds due to fishculture..,.$315,706 00 
Cost of hatching and planting 2,500,000 fry......... 3,600 00 

PEATATV UV L TVS DUO LL Gang hese inte bya hv nc pit de Searels gNe a ere 3) =-eieding bs $310,106 00 
The expenditures by the United States Fish Commission on 

this work and the number of eggs obtained from 1877 to 1882 
were as follows: 

Fiseal year. Amt, expended. Eggs produced, 
paeteer peat teed eee $7,858 06 038,000 

1878-70), ac. 12,730 54 10,810,000 
1879—80.....« aay Bessa aor 12,875 55 5/650, 
188081... ...05 FEE EE Bers Pod ea 13,587 20 5,800,000 
i as ep ere aiapaweks 6,653 51 7.500,000 

Miitilees ends ac ed aaeden sre $53,700 76 37,293.000 

Average cost per million eggs, $1,440. 
This expenditure was greater than would be necessary 

merely to increase the supply of fishin the river. Of the37,- 
293,000 eges obtained during these five years but 11,000,000 were 
used to produce what young were returned to the river. 
The other 26,255,000 eggs were sent to the Hastern States and 
foreign countries. Additionally, the experience of the past 
will enable the Commissioners ‘to exercise greater economy. 
One of the California Commissioners stated to a committee 
ef the Legislature that a ‘‘million of salmon could be artifi- 
cially hatched and placed in the river for less than $800; and 
if it were desirable, and the Legislature made sufficient ap- 
propriation, the Commissioners could fill the river so full of 
salmon that it would be difficult for a steamboat to pass 
through them.” Considering the fact that food does not have 
to be ished, these fish, coming from their ocean feeding 
grounds to the rivers as they do, merely to spawn, his state- 
ment may be within the bounds of reason, 
Writing under date of January 6, 1882, Mr. B. B. Redding, 

of San Francisco, Cal., said: ‘Since we commenced putting 
young salmon into the Sacramento, Pitt, and McCloud rivers 
the number of canneries with money invested has more than 
trebled, and more persons are inyestiug money in new can- 
neries. Requests are ees from other parts of the State to 
have salmon hatched. Fish-hatching, for the purpose of 
supplying food, has at length become popular.” 

U. 8, F. €., WAsHinetovn, D, G., April 15, 1884, 

- BLACK BASS HAVE SPAWNED IN GERMANY.—Herr 
Max von dem Borne, the celebrated German fishculturist, 
writes to Prot, Baird, as follows; ‘‘Berneuchen, June 15, 1884. 
You will recollect that you Kindly sent to me, in the fall of 
1882, by Mr. George Eckerdt, 7 large-mouthed and 75 small- 
mouthed black bass. In consequence of the long passage Lhe 
greater part of the lot died, so that I had this spring 3 large- 
mouthed old fish and 10 small-mouthed two-year-old hass. 
To-day Thad the satisfaction of finding that the three large 
fish had spawned, and the pond actually swarms with fry. I 
have caught with a small net more than 2,000 and have put 
them into another pond which is free from other fish. 1 haye 
no doubt that next spring the small-moythed bass will spawn, 
and that the experiment will be successful,” t 

ACCIDENTS WILL EN, Whether you like toe think S60 cl not, and 
‘you do pot wish tT run in debt while disabled, or have youy family 

* er if you dig, insure in fhe Trayelere, of Hartford, Conn,—-aev, 

ES _ 
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AND STREAM. 

‘ Che Kennel, 
FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS, 
Dec. 16, 17, 18 and 19.—Third Bench Show of the Southern Massa- 

chusetts Poultry Association, Taunton, Mass. Wm. C, Davenport, 
Assistant Secretary. : 

Dec. 30, 81 and Jan. 1, 2, 1885.—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 
Association, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary. 
Feb. 1 to 11, 1885.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual Exhibi- 

tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Square 
Garden, Feb, 1to 11, 1885, Chas. Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
sireet. 

dan. 10 to 14, 1885.—World’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La. Mr. Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent. ; 

Jan, 27, 28, 29 and 30.—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr, H. W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N. B. 4 
March 8, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Secona Annual Bench Show of the Cin- 

pea ARPDOreman:s Club, Cincinnati, O. Charles Lincoln, Superio- 
endent. 
March 18, 19 and 20, 1885.—_Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

Kennel Club. E. 8. Porter, Secretary, New Haven, Conn. 
April 7 to 10, 1885.—Virst Annual Bench Show N. EB: Kennel Club, 

Musie Hall, Boston. J. A. Nickerson, Secretary, 159A Tremont street, 
Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Dec. 2.—Second Annual Trials of the Pacific Coast Field Trials 
ae at Walltown Timber, Cal. WN, E. White, Secretary, Sacramento 
Ca. 

Dec. 8 —Sixth annual Triais of the National American Kennel Club 
at Canton, Miss. D. Bryson, Seeretary, Memphis, Tenn, 

Dec. 15,—Southern Sportsmen’s Association Trials, Canton, Miss. 
Mr. T. K, Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A. K. RB, 

HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, ete, (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 
lished every month. Entries close on the ist. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed enyelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry, No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1, Address 

‘American Kennel Register,” P. O, Box 2862, New York, Number 

of entries already printed 1'7Q'7. YolumeL, bound in cloth, sent 

postpaid, $1.50. : 

PACIFIC COAST TRIALS. 

HE second annual field trials of the Pacific Coast Field 
Trials Club will begin Tuesday, Dec. 1, at White Rock 

Station on the Sacramento and Placerville Railroad. With 
true California open-hearted generosity a house and a barn 
haye been placed at the club’s disposal by Mr. H. H. Barton; 
a caterer has been provided, and the visitors will be enter- 
tained in a manner that will do credit to the club. The judges 
selected are Hon. Joseph McKenna (Congressman elect), Hon, 
D, M. Pyle, of Santa Clara, and Henry ©, Brown of Sacra- 
mento, all well-known sportsmen. 
From the list of entries sent hérewith, it will be seen that 

the sportsmen of the coast are becoming aroused to the im- 
portance of field trials, and have determined to help the club 
along to success, The president of the club, Thomas Bennett, 
of San Francisco, H. H. Briggs (chairman of the executive 
conimittee), Charles N. Post, of this city (to whose zeal and 
enterprise are due the organizatian of the club), Mr. N. EH. 
White, editor of the Sacramento Sunday Capital, and the 
Bassford Brothers, of Solano county, have each and all taken 
great interest in the club and in promoting its welfare. They 
may well be pleased with their labors. The list of dogs entered 
for this veers trials embraces some that carry in their veins 
the blood of some of the best field dogs in the world; and we 
can see no reason why, in the coming years, California should 
not be able to boast of as well-trained and pereery working 
dogs as any State in the Union. The stock is here, and all 
that is required is for sportsmen to take an interest in the 
matter of breeding and handling their four-footed companions 
of the field. 
Following is the list of entries complete, among which are 

several from Gilroy, showing that the sportsmen of that place 
are becoming interested in these trials: 

DERBY ENTRIES. 
CzanmnA.—H. H. Briggs, San Francisco, black and white 

Englisch setter bitch Czarina, bred by D. M, Pyle, Gilroy, born 
April 1, 1884, by Carl (Leicester—Dart) ex Daizette (Regent— 
Daisy). 

Te ere H. Briggs, black and white flecked Hnglish setter 
bitch Hilda, litter sister to Czarina. 

Sieyvz Iil.—H. H. Briggs, white, black andtan English setter 
bitch Sibyl IIL, bred by Thomas Bennett, San Francisco, born 
June ue iss4, by Regent (Royal Duke—Gift) ex Sibyl IL. (Dan 
—Sibyl). 
Bout B.—H. H. Briggs, solid red Irish setter bitch Rose 

B., bred by H. M. Briggs, San Jose, born Noy. 1, 1883, by Race, 
Jr. (Race—Ruby Jane) ex Fern (Don Zooler—Mollie Pluin- 
Kett). 
er, H. Briggs and W.S. Kittle, white and lemon 
ointer bitch Surf, bred by Charles F. Hume, Galveston, Texas, 

Earn April 29, 1885, by champion Bow (champion Bang— 
Tama), ex King’s Maid (King Phil—Sleaford’s Maid). 
Curco.—John T. Baker, Chico, blue belton English setter 

dog Chico, bred by Thomas Hendricks, Chico, born June 28, 
1883, by Duke (Belton IT.—Belle), ex Fanny (Macgregor—Lulu 
Lavyerack), 
Yusa b.—Gee. W. Bassford, Vacaville, white and lemon 

pointer dog Yuba B., bred by owner, born November, 1883, 
by Prince Ranger (Ranger Boy—Jessie), ex Josie Bow (King 
Bow—2Josie). 
Lemure B.—Jos. M. Bassford, Jr., Vacaville, white and 

lemon pointer dog Lemmie B., bred by Geo. W. Bassford, 
Vacaville, born November, 1885, litter brother to Yuba B. 
SwWEETHEART,—C, N. Post and G. W. Watson, Sacramento, 

white, black and tan English setter bitch Sweetheart, bred by 
D. C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., born Aug. 17, 1883, by Count 
Be (Count Wind’em—Nora), ex Dashing Novice (Dash II— 

ovel). 
JANET.—C, N, Post and G, W, Watson, white, black and 

tan English setter bitch Janet, litter sister to Sweetheart. 
TarT.—W. W. Van Arsdale, Truckee, orange and white 

Gordon-English setter dog Taft, bred by F. A. Taft, born 
May 26, 1884, by Dorr (Don—Lady) ex Daisy. 
Puenrse.—lI. N. Aldrich, Marysville, white, black and tan 

English setter dog Phoenix, bred by owner, by Macgregor 
(Rob Roy—Queen Mab) ex Posha (Druid—Pocahontas). 
GaALE,—P, Chatterton, Sacramento, lemon belton English 

[Laverack] setter dog Gale, bred by John Gale, Oroville, born 
July 5, 1885, by Prince Laverack (Thunder—Peeress) ex Lulu 
Laverack (Carlowitz—Petrel). 
TrerRRY.—George Crocker, San Francisco, solid red Irish 

setter dog Jerry, bred by H. M. Briggs, San Jose, born Nov. 
1, 1885, by Race, Jr, (Race—Ruby Jane) ex Fern (Don Zooler 
—Molie Phinket). 

TrRix.—Chris. L. Ecklon, Folsom, orange and white native 
setter dog Trix, bred by J. H. Corbin, Sacramento, born Aug- 
ust, 1885, by Count (Rogue—Queen). 

Fiossy. W. J. Golcher, San Francisco, black and white 
English setter bitch Flossy, bred by H. M. Pyle, Gilroy, bern 
peeve by Carl (Leister—Dart) ex Daizette (Regent— 

aisy). : 
Prt.—J. ©. Nealon, San Francisco, white and lemon English 

setter bitch Pet, bred by owner, born April 18, 1483, by Dick 
ease agree 1 Tat ed eae Fe Bele nae T.—Bellej. ” 

AcK,—Jobn Payne, Gilpoy, black ane yhite tisked English setter dog Jacl bred by H: D, Barélett, Gilroy, born Oct 
1883, by Rob Roy Joe—Queet) ex Rose (Drake—Queen), — 

Lona Montnz.—l. Leavesley, Gilroy, white and orange En- 
lish setter bitch Lola Montez, bred by P. E.G, Anzar, born 
ept. 24, 1883, by Rob Roy (Joe—Queen) ex Ola (Count War- 

wick—Leah IT.). 
DasHine Monry.—John B. Martin, San Francisco, white and 

lemon English setter dog Dashing Money,bred by J. M. Avent, 
Hickory Valley, Tenn., horn May, 1888, by Dashing Monarch 
(Dash IL. Countess Moll) ex Armida (Leicester—Pocahontas). 
BEAUTIFUL SNow,—Geo. W. Ellery, Sacramento, white and 

lemon English setter bitch Beautiful Snow, bred by H. L. 
Mayberry, Los Angeles, born April, 1883, by Dan (Prince— 
Dora) ex Sibyl (Leicester—Doll). 
Dotsy B.—Geo. W. Watson, Sacramento, liver and white 

pointer bitch Dotsy B., bred by Geo. W, Bassford, Vacaville, 
born November, 1833, by Prince Ranger (Ranger Boy—Jessie} 
ex Josie Bow (King Bow—Josie). 
Nara B,—Henry A, Bassford, Vacaville, liver and white 

pointer dog Napa B., bred by Geo, W. Bassford, Vacaville, 
litter brother to Dotsy B. 

ALL-AGED STAKE ENTRIBS. 

Briie.—kH. M. Arthur, Portland, Oregon, solid red native 
setter bitch Belle (winner of second in All-Aged Stake, Gilroy, 
1882, and third in All-Aged Stake, P. C, F. Trials, 1833), 
(Shorb’s Dog—Nina). ‘ 
Dasu.—J. G. Edwards, San Francisco, white and liver Hng- 

lish setter dog Dash (Belton IL ~ Belle). 
Sipvx IT,—-Thomas Bennett, San Francisco, white and liver 

English setter bitch Sibyl Il. (Dan—Sibyl). 
Lema: B,—J, M, Bassford, Jr., Vacaville, white and lemon 

pointer dog Lemmie B. (Prince Ranger—Josie Bow). 
BmavutiruL Qurpy.—J. M. Bassford, Jr., Vacaville, liver 

and white pointer bitch Beautiful Queen (winner of second, 
P. C, BF. Trials, 1883) (Ranger—Queen). 
Dorz.—Fred A. Taft, Truckee, black and tan Gordon setter 

doe Dorr (winner of third, Nebraska Trials, 1881, and first, P. 
C, F, Trials, 1888) (Don—Lady). 
QurEen.—E, H, Farmer, Gilroy, white and black English 

Belle) bitch Queen (winner of first, Gilroy, 1883) (Belton II,— 
elle). 
Bow, Jz.—G. B. Crosby, Sacramento, white and liver pointer 

dog Bow, Jr. (winner of third, Derby, P. C. F, Trials, 1883) 
(Ranger Boy—Josie Bow). 
Wanny.—Chas. V. B. Kaeding, San Francisco, black, white 

and tan English setter bitch Fanny (winner of second, Derby, 
Gilroy. 1883) (Taylor’s Fred—Locan’s Gypsey). 
DuKE.—Chas. V, B, Kaeding, San Francisco, solid red Irish 

setter dog Duke (Colgate’s Pat—Howe’s Gypsy). 
Oua.—P, E, G. Anzar, San Juan, 8., black, white and tan 

English setter bitch Ola (winner second, All-Aged Stake, Gil- 
roy. 1883) (Count Warwick—Leah IL). 

ARL LAVERACK,—J. W. Orear, Downieyille, black and 
white Hnelish [Laverack] setter bitch Pearl (Laverack Prince 
Layerack—Lulu Laverack). 
Mavpn,—Jas. Mervyn Donahue, San Francisco, black and 

tan Gordon-English setter bitch Maude (Orear’s Joe—Juno). 
WiILDFLOWER.—Crittenden Robinson, San Francisco, names 

John DeVuall’s white and lemon English setter bitch Wild- 
flower (Regent—Beauty). ' 
Gracie Bow.—Geo. W. Bassford, Vacaville, liver and white 

pointer bitch Gracie Bow (King Bow—Gracie), 
BEATRICE.—H. C, Chipman, Sacramento, solid red Irish set- 

ter bitch Beatrice (Shokoe—Nellie). ’ 
BEAUTIFUL SNow,—Geo, W. Hilery, Sacramento, white and 

lemon English setter bitch Beautiful Snow Man—Siby]). 
Burrr Bow.—Henry A. Bassford, Vacaville, liver ticked 

pointer dog Butte Bow (Ranger Boy—Josie Bow). 
SWEETHRART.—C, N. Postand Geo. W, Watson, Sacramento, 

black, white and tan English setter bitch Sweetheart (Count 
Noble—Dashing Novice). 
JANET,—C, N, Post and Geo. W. Watson, Sacramento, 

black, white and tan English setter bitch Janet, litter sister to 
Sweetheart. 
Sacrasmn'ro, Cal., Nov. 13, 

THE HULL DOG SHOW. 

i] ee Hull and Hast Riding exhibiting of sporting and other 
dogs was held in the Artillery Barracks, Hull, on Nov. 4, 

5and 6, 1884. The weather on the first day was very unfay- 
orable, but improved on the two following days. The attend- 
ance of fanciers was quite up tothe average, while the pub- 
lic did not turn out in such force as the committes would have 
wished. However, everything passed off quietly, with little 
or no grumbling, but during the show the bloodhound 
Triumph had to be removed, having shown signs of a coming 
attack of yellows. We understand he is improving and is 
doing favorable, so that we may look forward to seeing him 
on many more occasions at the head of his class. 
The black and tan toy, Sybil, we are sorry to say, was in a 

very critical condition upon the last day of the show, through 
haying caught cold, and we fear we have seen her for the last 
time. 

In bloodhounds, Mr, Nichols was second with Patti, a most 
typical bitch and well known. 

n champion mastiffs, that grand bitch Crown Princess won 
first over Sibert, a well-made dog, with good body, legs and 
feet, but not as short in face as the majority of our present 
champions. First in open dog class was only a moderate one, 
while Goth, second prize, is longin head and weak in Joins, 
and was shown very low in condition. Mastiff bitches, as a 
class, were poor. ; 

In champion St. Bernards, Cadwallader, looking his best 
beat Glacier, a decision which we indorse. In the open classes 
the St. Bernards were not what we see, asa rule, at good 
shows, but no doubt the St. Bernard Club Show being held at 
same time accounted a good deal for the state of affairs. 
Storm King, well known, won first in dogs, while the equally 
well-known Khiva, looking well, won in bitches. In puppies, 
first and third prizes were withheld, which speaks for the 
quality of the lot, : 
Newfoundlands were one of the best collections we have 

seen, Courtiér winning firstin champion over Prince Sam. 
Courtier is a good typical dog, good in color and coat, and 
stands over the best of feet and legs. Lady Mayoress, from 
the same kennel, wonin champion bitches. In open, dogs, 
King Bruce, a very large, strong, powerful dog, won. He is 
rather large of ear and coarse in head when compared to 
others, but he is a larger dog, and one we consider will take 
alot of beating. Cato Minoris smaller and shows quality, 
Leo VY. is crooked in his legs. Mr. Mansfield again secured 
first in bitches with Sybil, who is full of quality, as were 
those behind her. The Landseer Newfoundland Charlemagne 
Was entered not for competition, or no doubt he would have 
wou. But as the first prize in this class was a cup presented 
by his owner, we quite agree with the policy of Mr. Moll. 
The Messrs. Charles won first and second in greyhound 

dogs with Memnon and Cassels, two good ones. In the grey- 
hound bitch class we could not agree with the awards. Had 
winner received vhe. instead of first, the other awards would 
have been more in accordance with our ideas. Lancashire 
Witch was in very bad condition and, under the circum- 
stances, was out of the running, 
Mr. Norrish once more scored a win with Graphic in cham- 

pion pointers, the dog being, as usual, in the pink of condi- 
tion. In the open class for pointers, Mr. Bec i 
each with two good liver and whites, The dog is a trifle 
coarse, while the bitch is one of the best small bitches we have 
in the country. 

There were no entries in champion setters. In open dog 
class Rock, reported upon at Edinburgh, won. We prefsrred 
the second prize, Rockingham Rhona IL wor in the biteh 
glacz. She is a black, white and tan, shorfon the jag, af ims 

25, | mense bens, apd rather short and thiek of ekill GH, 
The wellknown Irish red setter bitch Neill won tn red} gets 
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ters. She is well known, and although she might be better 
from eye to nose, she is otherwise a good bitch, and there were 
one or two other good, useful dogs behind her. 

In curly retrievers, first, second and third were all good 
ones; third prize being as good a young bitch as we have seen 
for a long while. 
In spaniels, the entries were in most classes small, while the 

quality was good. Only one Clumber, Tower, who is well- 
known, was shown. Sussex or liver-colored dogs were a poor 
lot. In bitches we preferred Brida TI. to the winner. In black 
dogs, Solus was an easy winner. Beverly Beau is too leggy. 
In bitches Busy and Solus II, were placed equal first. Itis 
after all only a matter of opinion, for they are both good ones. 
In the next class the winner, Mr. Hasten’s Bruce, is a good one, 
with plenty of bone, low on the lee and typical. 

Fox-terriers, rough and smooth, were of average merib, all 
the winners being well known, and the majority of them have 
been reported upon by us several times, 
Champion Rutland had an easy win in champion collies. In 

the open dog class, Scottish Hero, reported upon at Edinburgh, 
won first, Dr. James coming second with a good red and 
white, or rather yellow and white, dog which might be better 
in head and harderin coat, The winners in the bitch class 
were pretiy even, and no doubt these positions may often be 
altered. However the awards seemed pretty well indorsed. 
There were only thres entries in bulldogs, and two in bull 

bitches, and they required yery little judging. Rabagas is 
only an eleven months puppy, and so not finished enough to 
compete against aged dogs. 

Bull-terriers, as a collection, were moderate, Cairo being a 
long way ahead of the rest, Mistress of the Robes was also 
much the best in bitches, 

Airedale terriers were one of the best classes we haye seen of 
that variety, as there are so many different opinions as to the 
proper size, we don’t feel safe in criticising the awards. 
Bedlingtons were a small elass, and we have often reported 

upon the majority of the winners, 
Scotch terriers were a good lot, with the Edinburgh winner 

at the head of the class, 
Irish terriers were, with the exception of the first and second 

prize dogs and first prize bitch, a bad collection. 
Burke once more won in black and tan, Debonair again 

coming second, and we consider Sir Hdward, vhe., much the 
best of the others, Florence was an easy first in bitches. 
Bradford Ruby, looking well, won first in champion pugs. 

In open class, first went to the well-known Lovat. Stingo, 
second, is full of character, but too heavy of ears, which are 
badly carried. Master Tragedy, third, is of good stamp and 
of the correct size. 

Claret won in champion Skyes, The winner in the drop- 
eared class was reported upon at Edinburgh, and there was 
nothing among the others which calls for special comment. 
_The Dandie Dinmonts were a pretty level lot, and the de- 

cisions were pretty well indorsed. They had a special judge 
for themselves. 

In Yorkshire terriers, those two well-known champions, 
Bradford Hero and Conqueror, met the latter on this occa- 
s1i0n winning the ecoyeted card. They are certainly two 
prand specimens. 

In toys, under 7 pounds, the Yorkshire, Lady Bective, and 
the black and tan Sibyl, were placed equal, each is a good one 
of its own variety. 
The cup for best brace of spaniels was won by Mr. Royle’s 

Solus and Solus 11., while the cup for the best team of sporting 
dogs, was awarded to Mr. Wasten’s three spaniels, and the cup 
for best team of non-sporting dogs went to six Irish terriers, 
the property of Mr. Wm, Graham. 
The following is a list of the principal 

AWARDS. 

BLOODHOUNDS,—ist, J. Royle (Triumph); 2d, H. Nichols (Patti); 
2d, C. BE. Bott (The Wake), 

MASTIFES,—CHampion—J, Royle (Crown Pringess).—Opmn—Dogs: 
ist, D. L. Buchaiman (Sparticus); 2d, E. Nichols (Goth); $d, H. C. 
Bass (Hebert), Bitches; 1st, J. W. Burton (The Lady Hullinia); 
2d, withheld; 3d, T. Jackson (Lady Nell Gwyn), 

ST. BERNABRDS.—Cuampron—H, C. Joplin (champion Cadwal- 
lader).—_Opan—Dogs- ist, W.J, Orwin (Storm King); 2d, J, Wilson 
(Lord Nelson); 3d, Rey. G. H, Shafto (Merlin). Bitches: ist, J, K. 
Kay (Khiva); 2d, J. Farmer (Lady Athol); 3d, H. Hodgson (Beautiful 
Mona). Puppies; Ist and 3d, wi hheld; 2d, Rev. A. Nash (Rana), 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—OnAmpiIon—Dogs: T. EH. Mansfield (Court- 
ler), Bitches; T. EB. Mansfield (Lady Mayoress).—BLuack—Oprn— 
Dogs: ist, R. W. Moll (King Bruce); 2d, W. H. Astell (Cato Minor); 
8d, T. Mansfield (Lev V.). Bitches: 1st, 1. Mansfield (Sybil , 2d, HB. J. 
Bird (isla);3d, A. Nicholson (Lady Florence), LanpsEers—tist, J. G. 
Piekering (Young Bertha); 2a, 0, H, Johnson (Gyp); 3d, T. BE, Mans- 
field (Circe). 

DEERHOUNDS.—ist, H.C. Joplin (champion Chieftain); 2d and 
dd, A. Maxwell & H. Cassel (Robin Gray and Mina). 

GREYHOUNDS,— Dogs: Ist and 2d, H. P. and P. J. Charles (cham- 
pion Memnon and Cassels); 31, J, Hunt (Marquis IL.), Bitches: ist, 
R. BE. Stringer (Swindle); 2d, W, Hallgarth (Ready Cash); 3d, A. P. 
and J. P. Charles (Acalia), 

POINTERS.—Cuampion—ft. C. Norrish (champion Graphic.—Opnn 
—DPogs: ist, C. H. Beck (Prior); 2d, F. Waddington (Auckland Pilot); 
8d, Rev. W. Shield (Fluke). Bitches; 1st, C. H. Beck (Nan); 2d, CG. EB. 
Norrish (Revel I1J,); 3d, J. li. Bulled (Devon Tan). 

SETTHRS.—Opmyn—Dogs; 1st, J. Shorthose (Rock); 2d, G. Raper 
(Rockingham), Bitches> ist,C. H. Beck (Rhona II,); 2d, W. Foster 
(Ripple Daisy); 3d, 0. J. Todd (Nell), Buack ann Tan.—ist, J. Short- 
hose (Don 1.); 2d, J. L. Bulled (Wiltshire Kate); 3d, withheld. Inisu. 
—igst, H. M, Wilson (Nellie); 2d, W. MicBryde; 3d, M. Kennedy (Lam- 
warth Pat. 
RETRIEY ERS,—Courny—ist and 2d, S. Darbey (champion Wonder 

and champion Doctor); 3d, 5. G. Tonkin (Jessica). Wavy—ist, J. L. 
Bulled (Nancy); 2d, J. 8. Pilling (Falcon). 
SPANIELS.—CLumMBerR—ist, H. H. Holmes (Tower). Sussex or 

Lryer,—Dogs! Prizes withheld. Bitches: 1st, W. R. Bryden (Hasten’s 
Bee); 2d, J. Partridge (Brida IT,); 8d, withheld. BLuack.—Dogs; Ist, 
J. Royle (Solus); 2d, W. R. Bryden (Beverley Beau); 3d, A, H. Masten 
(Basten Bracken). Bitches: Equal ist, A. H, Kasten (Hasten Busy) 
and J. Royle (Salus II,); 3d, W. R. Bryden (Belle of Buxton). Any 
OrsmR VArinry.—Dogs: ist, A. H, Basten (Hasten Bruce); 2d, A. 
Canty (uayerick); 3d, R, Hay (Pompey). Bitches: 1st, A. H. Hasten 
(Wasten Bride); 2d, J. §, Cowell(Clifton Ruby); 3d, A. Canty (Venus). 
FOX-TERRIERS.—_CHAmPion—Major R. M, Ireland (champion Cii- 

max), SMooTH.—Open—Dogs; Ish and 3d, J. TD. Stott (Pulwood Spark 
and Boswell); 2d, G. Raper (Raby Mixture), Stiches; ist, G. Raper 
(Richmond Myrtle); equal 2d, A, H, Clarke (Rosedew) and Major Ire- 
jand (Chloris); 3d, J, Sugden (Hilda). Puppms,—Dogs: Ist, J.T. Stott 
(Fulwood Spark); 2d, C. W. Mansell (Mr. Puffington); 8d, Major Ire- 
‘land (Coup, late Cornetly.), Béttches; 1st, T, Marple (Milliner); 2d 
Hi, Bright (Westbourne); 8d, H, Sugden (Hilda), , 

WIRE-HAIRED FOX-THRRIERS. — CoAmpion — A, Maxwell & 
B, Cassel Gack Frost), Opmn—Dogs: 1st and cup, P. CO, Reid (Caven- 

+ 2d, J. Reed (Beverley Sam); dd, J. V. Wilson (Tiger). Bitches: 
ist, J, W. Corner & W. Marfitt (Lady Bacon); 2d, A, Maxweil & ¥, 
@assel (Tees Try); 8d, P. OC. Reid (Grand Duchess). Puppzes; ist, A. 
Maxwell & #. Cassel (Tees Drift); 2d, J. W. Corner & W, Marfitt (Hsk- 
dale Topper); 3d, A. W. Tomlinson (Ryedale Belle). 

HSHUNDE.—Dogs: ist and 2d, A. H. Walker (champi be 
poe Pa champion Ozone); 3d, W. A, Benson (Rebel), ‘Bitehes- Se 
Hy. A. Walker (champion Hagar); 2d, C. H, W. Woodroffe (champion 
Flieze); 30, W. A. Benson (Rossa), 

LLIES.—Roves of SMooTH—OnAMPION—Ist, H. Megson 3 
pion Rutland. Oren—Roven—Dogs: 1st, J.G, R, Fiompay (Seotueh 

ero); 

ddi n (Truth); 8d,W. A, G. James (Aureola), 
Serie Dr. W. A. G. James (Gazelle): $d, J. Young (Fer- 

ist, J. Pearce (Nero); 2d, G. Raper (Rabagas); 
Bitches: Ist, J. Pearce (champion Redowa); 

BULL-TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st, A. George (champion Cairo); 2d, BF. 
Jagger (Marquis of Trentham); 3d, I, Battersby (Neville). Bitches: 
1st, A, George (champion Mistress of the Rebes); 2d and dd, T. Wright 
(Kejtering Maggie and Rose Marie), 
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ATREDALE TERRIERS,—ist and 2d, A. Walker (Rover II. and 
Venus); G, F. B. Milner (Airedale Lass), 
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—Dogs; ist, J, Cormforth (Sentinel); 2d, 

R. Raland (Tyne): 30,G. F, B. Milner @inner), Bitches; 1st, H.Wood- 
lock (Stonehouse Rose); 2d, 4. St. C. Walddy (Wass). 

_SCOTOH TERRIERS,—1st, J. Adamson (Skittles); 2d, J. Robinson 
(Mops); 3d, Miss A. Master (Max), 

IRISH THRRIERS.— Dogs; ist, W: Graham (Garryroan); 2d, OC, TH. 
Backhouse (Buster); 3d, H, M, Teesdale (Borris Boy). Bitches: 1st, 
He Grenen (Gaily); 2d, C. E. Brierly (Burr); 3d, E, R. Dodsworth 

race). 
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Dogs; 1st, J, Royle (Burke); 2d, 

G. Lodge (Debonair); 8d, J. & R. R. Troughear (Prince Leopold). 
Bitches; 1st, J. Royle (Morence IL.); 2d, Holmes & Robertshaw (Lady 
Carmoyle); dd, G, Lodge (Lustrum Lady). 

PUGS,—CHamrion—Mrs, M, A. Foster (Bradford Ruby).—Opmxy— 
Dogs: ist, 8. H. Howe(Lovat); 2d, W. Griffiths (Stingo); 3d, H, Haule 
sae Tragedy), Bitches: 1st. J. H. Howe (Wild Mint); 2d, Mrs, C. 

. Brittain (Little Princess); 8d, H. Maule (Lady Cloudy). 

SKY d-TERRIERS,—CHAampron—J. K. Kaye (Olaret).—_Ornn—Drop- 
EARHD—Ist, M. Gretton (Kirkella); 2d, Mrs. Burton (Edie Ochiltree); 
ad, M, Gretion (Lady Burleigh)—Any Oramr Varinry—ist, W. Nicol 
(Mysie); 2d. G. Sanderson (Bob); 3d, T. Bach (Sambo). 

_DANDIN DINMONTS.—Dogs; 1st..J. Flinn (Border King): 2d, J. 
Finehet (Charlie); 8d, J. Flinn (Perey). Bitches? ist, W. Wi. Basten 
(champion Border Qneen); 2d, A. Jackson (Lomond Queen); 8d, H. 
A. Mayston (Queen of the Borders). Puppies: 1st, J. Flinn (Fife); 2d, 
Dr, R. Hagyard (Physic); $d, L. P. Tollemache (Young Hopetul), 

_ YORKSHIRE THRRIERS.—ist, Mrs. M. A. Troughear (champion 
Conqueror); 2d and 8d, Mrs. M. A. Foster (Bradford Hero and Bftie). 

TOY TERRIERS.—Bqual ist, Mrs, M. A. Foster (Lady Bective) and 
J. HW, Kaye (Sibyl); 2d, Mrs, M. A. Troughear (champion Conqueror). 

ANY OTHER VARIETY.—ist. J. K. Kaye (Seoff); 2d, T. Wilkinson 
(Royal); 8d, J, Peace (Bob), 

PUPPIES—Spormne.—ist, A. H. Basten (Easten Beaver); 2d, J. 
Bulied (Devon Bob); 3d, W. R. Bryden (Belle of Buxton). Non-Sporr- 
ING.—lst, G, R. Raper (Rabagas); 2d, J. and R. B. Troushear (Sir 
Henry); 38d, Rey. A. Nash (Rana). Lirrek or SportinG.—Ist, H. 
Richardgon: 2d, G. R. Askwith (Stein, Stehler and Staupe): 8d, with- 
held, Lirrer or Non-Srorrine.—ist, T. K. Bulmer; 2d, J. G. Picker- 
ing; 8d, J. W. Burton. 

SELLING CLASS.—ist. G. FP, B. Milner (Zulu); 2d, T. Halmstead 
(Stepney Duster); 3d, T, B. Swinburne (Princess Maria). 

THAMS.—TuRen on Morn Sportinc.ist, A. H. Hasten (Basten 
Bracken, Busy and Bruee), Reserve, Messrs. Charles (champion 
Memnon, champion Destructive, champion Lancaster Witch, Cassels 
and Acalia. THREE oR Morp Non-SportinG.—ist, W. Graham (Garry- 
roan, Garryford, Gaily, Girl, Gilford and Brenda Lass), 

BRACE OF SPANTIELS.—ist, J. Royle (Solus and Salus). 

GREYHOUNDS IN THE WEST. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your report of the greyhound class of the non-sporting 

show, lately held in New York, you use language which I, as 
a breeder and exhibitor of greyhounds, have a right to object 
to. In speaking of Mother Demdike you say she is “‘unques- 
tionably the best of her breed inthe country.” Now, after 
this broad assertion, you go on and give her faults. With the 
faults you mention she is yery far from being the best grey- 
hound in this country. You may not be aware that Califor- 
nia and Colorado have thousands of these noble dogs, The 
town of Denver contains more greyhounds in three wards 
than all the States east of the Mississippi River. Many Hng- 
lishmen come to Colorado and bring numbers of the very best 
bred dogs in Engiand with them to use in catching the jack 
rabbit, antelope, coyote, wolves and swifts on our prairie. 
We also have dogs brought from Australia, San Francisco has 
five prominent coursing clubs, several of them wealthy; and 
these often send to England and import fresh blood into their 
kennels. Itis also a well-known fact that a dog bred or run 
in the altitude of Colorado deyelops more lung surface, and 
hence a larger chest than those from the sea leyel, I haye 
no doubt that this State has between two and thres thousand 
pure bred greyhounds in it. ; 
The report of the FOREST AND STREAM on the last Chicago 

show stated that my dog Twilight was ‘‘good all over.” Now 
if she is good all over (and I claim that she is), how can Mother 
Demdike be the best of the breed in this country, and still be 
full of faults? Twilight’s eye is good and dark, her neck is 
long, well-shaped and clean: her ear is small and fine, rightly 
put on; her chest, forearm and feet are perfection; her back 
is not flat, but arched just enough; her shoulders and hocks 
have just the proper slope; her gait is perfection, and she is 
very fast after the jack rabbit on our prairies, and game 
enough to run through cactus without flinching. When I 
speak of the arch in her back, sloping shoulders and hocks, I 
have reference to that peculiar formation well known to all 
breeders of racing animals, called ‘‘speed lines” or racing for- 
mation, In my experience of ten years as a breeder and 
eourser of greyhounds and deerhounds I have never yet seen 
a dog that was fast, and could stay the course or race out that 
did not haye “speed lines” well developed. The good grey- 
hound must also have that ‘“‘do-or-die” appearance that you 
find in the game cock and the race horse. I sincerely hope 
that Messrs. Smith and Huntington will bring their grey- 
hounds to Chicago next spring. By so doing I think they will 
find better competition than in the extreme Hast. There is 
another point in the make-up of all speed heunds which I 
haye seen many jadges overlook in their examinations in the 
ring—these dogs should stand up perfectly straight from the 
toe inthe foreleg. Many American and English dogs hang 
backward at the ankle joint, which I consider a yery serious 
defect. Dr. VAN HUMMELL, 

DENyY#ER, Colo. 

THE MASTIFF PUPPIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Tn Mr, Elliot Smith’s letter which appearsedin your issue of 

the 13th inst., he states that Ma. Steyvenson’s entries ‘‘were 
properly made in dog and bitch puppy classes, butthrough 
olerical error improperly entered in the catalogue.” This is 
intended as a general reply to three distinct questions, each 
of which Child for a separate answer. It is not a direct 
reply to any of them. 

The statement is that the entries were “‘properly made,” 
which expression may be construed in several ways according 
to the varied opinions of different persons as to what consti- 
tutes a proper entery, 2, g., one man argues that the entries 
would have been properly made if the exhibitor paid five dol- 
lars and entered his hitter in Class 5 with the intention of di- 
viding it between Classes 5 and 6 when the time for judging 
should arrive, My idea is different, viz,, that ifa litter of pups 1s 
entered as such, it should only be allowed to compete against 
other litters; but if on the other hand itis intended that the 
pups should compete separately as against each other and 
against outside pups, each one should be separately entered in 
the manner provided by Rule 21 and a fee ot $5 paid for 
each and every pup so entered. May I now ask Mr, Smith for 
categorical answers to the following questions: 
First—Was each of Mr, Stevenson’s puppies separately en- 

tered in the manner prescribed by Rule 21. 
Second—How many separate entries did Mr. Stevenson 

make, and what names or designations were used to distin- 
guish the pups? 
Third—Did Mr. Stevenson pay a fee of #5 for each and every 

pup entered by him? ‘ I 
Hourth—Were the entries made and fees paid on or before 

Oct. 6 last? * 
Fifth—Was it Mr. Stevenson, or who was it, who made the 

“clerical error” alluded to by Mr. Smith? , 
Tecan quite understand how one entry might appear twice 

in a catalogue, but fail to see how four entries—two in one 
class and two in another—could, through any mere clerical 
error in the manager’s office, be converted into one, especially 
with Mr, Charles Lincoln acting as superintendent, 
Why was the matter not fully explained in the reply to my 

_ — — — 7 
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protest, instead of giving an evasive answer? There is an air 
of mystery about the whole transaction from first to last. 
When Class 6 yvas called the exhibitors were kept waiting for 
about half an hour, the judge in the interim being sometimes 
in the ring and sometimes out of it. So unaccountable was 
the delay that a bystander called out to know the cause, and 
Mr. Stevenson replied that there was some mistake about the 
entry of his puppies, and added “‘they had gone to fix it,” or 
something to that effect. The answer struck meas peculiar, 
for whether rightly or wrongly, I thought iv referred to the 
judge and the gentleman who was assisting bim, If so, I do 
not. see why the judge should have been required to assist in 
correcting a “‘clerical error” which was certainly not made by 
him, The statement, however, and the fact of his being ab- 
sent from the ring, supplied a foundation for unpleasant sar- 
mises as to the “fixing” of the matter then sub judice. On 
Mr. Mortimer’s return we found that the entry had been 
fixed to some purpose, the process of multiplying by four 
having apparently been successfully accomplished. 

IThope My, Smith will furnish a sufficiently explicit state- 
ment of facts to remove this matter from the region of doubt, 
for certainly the “fixing” of the entry, the judge’s absence 
from the ring, the evasive answer to the protest, Mr, Smith’s 
yague reply to my questions, and the peculiarity of theaward 
of first and second prizes to pups that were small in stature, 
heavy in ears and domed in skull, have not done much to 
establish a feeling of confidence in the management, 

} J, A, 5, Greaa. 
P,8.—Since writing the foregoing, my attention has been 

called to Mr. Steyenson’s letter in your issue of thisday. His 
admission that his pup’s head was unshapely at the time of 
the show goes to support the theory that even on the merits 
—apart from the question as to the legitimacy of its entry— 
the pup was not entitled to the prize awarded toit, I always 
supposed a prize was awarded to a dog in respect of existing 
qualifications, and not on the strength of a surmise as to what 
he might or might not be at some future time, J, A, 8. G, 
ForDHAM, Noy. 20, 1884, 

ROBINS. ISLAND TRIALS. 

(J HE time announced for the running of the Third Annual 
Trials of this club, was November 21 and 22, In accord- 

ance with the selected day, a jolly party of club members left 
Brooklyn for the island Wednesday evening, Among these 
were Messrs, Harry Polhemus, Dr, 8, Fleet Speir and Geo. W. 
Wingate. Thursday brought a still larger representation, all 
enthusiastic and eager for a contest big with the fate of dogs 
and men, Among these were Messrs, N. D. Putnam, A. T. 
Plummer, Chauncey Marshall, L. Waterbury, W, B. Dicker- 
man and C. Smith. 

A little contretemps occurred to the first mentioned Beene 
which at first promising unpleasant results, only tended at the 
end to give an exciting and changeful episode to what is 
usually a long and uneyentfulride. The gentlemen spoken of 
met atthe Flatbush avenue depot of the L, 1. R. R, Nothing 
marred the start. Everything was correct. Engine, cars, 
dogs, gunsand men. Arriving at Jamaica the polite conduc- 
tor sang out, ‘‘Hverybody change cars.” With that dociltty of 
disposition which characterizes Americans, everybody gob out, 
Hardly had the ears been emptied when a train Game in on 
the main track. With no sign of placard or servant to the con- 
trary, everybody naturally took the eastward bound train. 
Comfortably seated in the parlor car, and with many a jest 
at sportsmen and about sporting eyents time was rapidly pass- 
ing, when the quick, sharp appeal of the conductor, “Tickets, 
please,” broke up the conversation, and as well broke up the 
party We were whirling on atthe rate of thirty miles an 
hour on the South Side road and diverging from our destina- 
tion at the same speed. Volumes are spoken. Hnergetie 
words, expressed in good, sound, emphatic Saxon, smote the 
earand air. Fire and fury, however, gave place to the most 
commendable resignation when it was found the party could 
be left at Quogue, from which a twenty-five mile ride across 
country would bring it to New Suilfolk, where boats were 
waiting to convey all to Robins Jsland. 
Quogue was reached in the pelting of a beastly rain storm. 

At the station a stage, “‘huntimg luck,” was waiting to gobble 
some belated travelers, It found four. In a few moments 
the funeral was winding its way through pines, scrub oak and 
sand to Suffolk county’s county sear, Riverhead. A bargain 
there was soon struck with jolly fat Ben Davis and a wild 
ride was had over, fortunately, the best of roads to the final 
destination, Tt was a weird journey, wet and grim, but soon 
over, for the whole quarter hundred of miles was done in two 
and three-quarter hours riding, including time of changing 
tewms and baggage. Another member; solitary and alone, was 
found at New Suffolk awaiting with as much composure as 
was admissible, the arrival of the larger party. A good 
patient wait, too, five hours of it. ’ 
Thursday broke clear and warm, an expiring effort of 

Indian summer, This day was passed in exploring the 
island, now famous _as the quail-shooter’s paradise, A thor- 
ough inspection of the islandrevealed the fact that more birds 
exist to the square acre than on any other portion of this con- 
tinent. Bevy after bevy was flushed, a little shooting was 
indulged in, and the promise of a most successful ruining of 
the trials was the topic of the day, After dinner and a fol- 
lowing siesta, an informal meeting was called for eight 
o’clock, to be held in the huge sitting-room., PRemaehy it was 
called to order by Dy. 8, Fleet Speir, the secretary, A, T, Plum- 
mer taking the chair. The prizes were arranged as follows: 

All-aged Stakes, a massive solid silver tankard as first prize; 
a heavily silver mounted dog whip for second, with solic 
silver whistle for third, The entrance fee being quite large, 
it assured a handsome souvenir of the occasion for each 
winner, 

Tn the Derby, which did not fill up as was expected, the 
prize selected was a solid silver dog collar. 

The Brace Stake award was to be selected by the winner, 
as the whole amount of entrance was to be put ina single 
prize, Secretary Plummer then announced he was ready to 
receive entries, which were received as follows: 

ALL-AGED STAKES. 
BeRKBLY I1.—Setter (Chieft—Gussie), N. D, Putnam, ; 
BLADE oF GRASS.—Setter (Sb. Elmo IV.—Countess Lowise), 

L. H, Bullard. 
BricHtTon.—Setter (Gypsum—Wrag), L. B. Duryea. 
Docror.—Setter (Sid—Fan), W, H. Force. 
Morn.—Setter (St. Elmo—Prairie Rose), A. T. Plummer, 
Pron oF Rosins [suanp.—Setter (grandson of Pride of the 

Border), C. Marshall. ; 
Prince HAu,—Setter (St. Elmo—Maida), I. B. McCue. 
Sr, Eumo V.—Setter (St. Elmo IV.—Countess Louise), 5, 

Fleet Sper, ‘ 
Sr. Ives.—Setter (St. Elyao—Maida), L. Waterbury, 
GuvyERAL ARTHUR,—Setter (fmperor Fred—Wanda), 8. Fleet 

Speir. 
Ruey.—Pointer (pedigree not given), H. Polhemus, y 
Ton.—Pointer (Carney’s Van—Meredith’s bitch), W, B, Dick- 

arman, 
DERBY STAKES. 

ForcE.—Pointer, L, Waterbury. 
DAvsE,—Setter (pedisnes not given), H, Polhemus. 
Daw T.—Setter, 5, Fleet Speir, 

BRACE SPAKES. 

DAVE AND Rusy.—Entered by H. Polhemns, 
St. Ives anp Doctor.—Entered by L. Waterbury, 

: GENERAL ARTHUR AND Sr. Euwo V.—Hptered by 8. Fleet 
eir. ; 
ERKELY II. AND Pripe or Rosins Istanp.—Entered by 

Chauncy Marshall. ~ 
Roateal AnD Don,—Entered by W. B, Dickerman. 
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_ The Judges acting for the trials were Messrs, Gen. George 
Wingate, Jacob Pentz and 8. F. Lewis. The preliminaries 
haying thus been all settled, the balance of the evening till 
bed time was called, was as enjoyable as only a gathering of 
sportsmen can make suchevents. Pillows bad seemed hardly 
ented when a gong aroused all to the duties of the coming 

day. A To’clock breakfast found no laggards either in time 
or appetite, so that in half an hour, the trials of 1884 were 
“under way.” ‘No lovelier November morning was ever seen. 
A heavy white frost lay bright upon twig and blade, which 
quickly dissolyed under the warm breath of a southwest wind 
and a shining sun. The Derby was first run and the first brace 
called was 

DAVE AND DAN T. 
were cast off to west of club house and ranging westward 
to the shore failed to strike birds, A turn was made to south- 
ward where, in the sedge which marks the dividing line be- 
tween tide and land, Dan T, made a capital point. The bird 
flushed wild, starting as he whirled a large bevy which 
all made over the hillandfor the cover of the wellknown 
brier thicket at its foot, Risiig the hill Dave false pointed 
siifily. walked on, located again, roaded forward a yard or so, 
gave up scent and Pas away once more, Dan T. backed 
beautifully. Dan T. shortly after located another bird, when 
Dave, not taking kindly to his new owner, had almost with- 
drawn from the heat, so engaged was he in looking for a face 
he knew, After consultation the judges, under the rules, 
gave the heat to Dan T., as Dave hadn’t the slightest chance 
to win, The next heat was between Force and Romeo. Ac- 
eording to the rules of the elub, there were no byes, the odd 
dog haying to run against an outside dog, leaving no heat to 
be won by what a sailor would eall “a fluke,” At 8:50 

ROMEO AND FORCE 
were cast off in the open to compare style and speed and then 
worked into the oak woods at west side of kennels. Here 
Romeo soon found and located. Force, called up to back, 
failed to do so, failed also to “nose” the birds, which were 
then flushed to order. Myr. Waterbury withdrew Force, who, 
by the way, is scant seven months old, leaving the winner of 
the Derby of 1884, Dr. 8. Fleet Speir’s Dan T., a handsomely 
marked black, white and tan, with alovely head and most 
intelligent face, 
At 9:10 the first brace of the All-Aged Stakes was called and 

cast off in woods where the last brace was taken up. These 
were 

RUBY AND BLADE OF GRASS. 
Working eastwardly through woods to kennel lot, and 

across roadway to buckwheat stubble. Here Ruby did some 
first-rate roading, almost an eighth of a mile till coming to a 
patch of wire grass, the birds flushed away ahead of her, 
Blade, speedy as a ghost, of excessive action and capital style, 
Was yet under no control and showed like a puppy, and had 
evidently not been handled for some time. It took but few 
moments to convince the judges of her incapacity to earn a 
place and the dogs were ordered up at 9:40, The next brace 
were close at hand and turned off promptly at 9:45. These, 

GENERAL ARTHUR AND BRIGHTON, 
worked eastward through scrub oak thicket to ‘eastern 
shore, then through brier patches so well Known to all who 
have visited the island to the little pateh of good-sized oaks on 
North beach. Here hirds were found, Arthur getting in some 
capital work and creeping away ahead of Brighton im scoring 
points of merit. A turn was made southward, and at upper 
end of buckwheat pateh, adjoining woodland, the scent was 
struck, roaded into woods, located by both dogs, Arthur gei- 
ting there first. Birds flushed, two killed, and a nice retrieve 
made by both dogs. But little consultation was had among 
the judges before the next brace was ordered up, 

BERKELEY Il. AND PRINCE HAL, 
Turned off at 10:15, hunted southeastwardly and to the right 

of cart path that separates the island into east and west 
divisions. Berkeley was away off, and was evidently suffering 
from the effects of cold and feyer. His eyes were running: 
coat was staring and gait contracted. Prince Hal was scoring 
a record quickly under such conditions, made a succession of 
pou was fairly backed and backed but fairly himself. 

erkeley IL. flushed a couple of birds, one soon after the other; 
and so the brace was ordered up at 10,45; and the next brace, 

PRIDE OF ROBINS ISLAND AND DON, 
called for and turned off at 10:50. Hunting eastwardly to 
open patch of some forty acres, a wide ravine areroundeal hy 
oak-eovered hills and the open covered with a dense growth 
Of wire grass and a patch of wheat stubble. Don was a goer 
of capital style, but under no command. <A high-tempered 
dog, he took his well-merited whipping with outward sign of 
resentment, and once loosened, was soon away bent upon 
earning another installment of correction. On the west ofthe 
rayine he flushed quite a bevy of birds by perfect recklessness, 
and followed that by another flush of asingle. Pride was 
hunted, till finding birds, pointed them staunchly, retrieved 
nicely when ordered, and both dogs taken up at11;20. The 
next brace, 

ST. ELMO V, AND ST, IVES, 
were promptly turned off, Hunted through scrub thicket 
northwardly, it seemed impossible to find birds, A tedious 
hunt followed, until the most northerly wood land was 
reached. Here a bevy of birds flushed wild. Flying west- 
wardly, they were marked down. Following them up, both 
dogs did some good yworh, roading, pointing and backing. 
Pace good, and style also. Ordered up at 12:15, and the next 

_ brace turned off immediately. 
rl DOCTOR AND MOKE. 

These were turned out in open, to yiew style, pace and 
quartering, then worked through scrub in a southeasterly 
direction without locating birds, The dividing wagon road 
reached, where Doctor made a bad false point, which was 
backed well by Moke, Moying on eastwardly, a long walk 
was had till Moke located scent, roaded up and made a good 
Bont Dogs ordered up at 12:50; and so ended the running 
a puke third annual All-Aged Stakes of the Robins Island 

wh. 
SUMMARY—ALL-AGED STAKES. 
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DERBY STAKES. 
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An adjournment was had for lunch, the rest being much 
needed and thoroughly enjoyed when the cluh house was 
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reached. After luncheon but few moments were allowed for 
the repose of weary limbs, for the judges ordered up the first 
pair contesting for the prize of the Brace Stakes at 2:30, 

ST, ELMO y, AND GENERAL ARTHUR, 

Cast off on west side, the open fields were gone over, then 
the thick brier cover with little success. A turn was made 
eastwardly through woods, then back again northward where 
birds were found, but extremely wild. Good work was 
done by both dogs, That ona crippled bird by ‘‘Cinq” backed 
elegantly by General Arthur, being especially commendable. 
Dogs taken up at 3:40, 

PRIDE OF ROBINS ISLAND AND BERKELEY Ii, 

were immediately cast off and worked ina southerly direction. 
A few birds were found in the salt sedge just below the 
bluff on the south side, and lying between the outlet of Black 
Duek Pond and the bay, A single bird was pointed superbly 
by Pride, backed up well by Berkeley, Bird put up, shot at, 
and retrieved by Pride. A beyy soon located and flushed, 
both dogs doing well, with Berkeley away better than earlier 
inthe day. The flushed bevy marked down and followed, and 
some capital work was had on the scattered birds. Dogs taken 
up at4:10. At 4;15 the next brace was cast off, 

RUBY AND DAYE. 

Hunting along the west side northerly, birds were soon 
found, Dave having the most speed pointed first, backed gal- 
lantly by the bitch. The birds rose wild, were shot at and 
missed, A single one marked down and followed, Ruby 
pointed, Dave roaded past her, getting scent himself. Quail 
flushed, shot at and killed. Ruby ordered ‘‘to fetch,” made a 
mess of both bird and retrisying, Ordered up immediately. 

DOCTOR AND ST, IVES. 

Still on West Bluff hunting northwardly and through the 
worst cover for dogs and men on the whole island. Thick bay- 
berry bushes, high blackberry canes with running vines and 
“bitter sweet” matting alltogether, Dogs cast off at 4:40 with 
evening shadows coming on apace. Hunting toward the edge 
of bluff, it was scant ten minutes before dogs were missed, 
first one then the other, and no amount of calling whether by 
whistle or yoice brought them. VWifteen minutes grace was 
allowed when they not turning up, the next and last brace, 

DON AND ROMEO, 

were cast off at 4:45. The quality of each was well known, so 
that little was there to observe, save their running as a brace. 
This was more than fair, Don of the two bemg the faster, At 
the buckwheat stubble lying between the clay pits and the 
big thicket, Don nosed the scent. Roading quickly, he soon 
got on his birds. backed in the best style by old Romeo, Bird 
was flushed and dog ordered on. He soon got another point 
and was again most handsomely backed by the older dog. It was 
now so dark the dogs were ordered up and running finished. 
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* No opportunity, 

Thus ended the Robins Island Trials of 1884, An unqualified 
success in everything. The only mairing occurrence was the 
unfortuuate getting away from command of Doctor and St. 
Tyes, One of those annoying events for which thereis no com- 
pensation. A chance lost which cannot be afterward recom- 
pensed. The owner had the hearty sympathy of all, judges, 
members and spectators. As they are a good brace when 
working together, there is but little doubt that they would 
haye worked well to the front before the finish. 

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

FINHE sixth annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club 
commenced at High Point, N. C., on Thursday, the 18th, 

with the Members’ Stake, which was run before the advertised 
time of the rezular meeting in order to expedite matters. We 
gave last week a full account of the running. On Monday, 
the 18th, the All-Aged Pointer Stake was commenced, with 
sixteen starters out of the twenty nominations. The Mem- 
bers’ Stake had been run on the grounds preserved by the 
club, and birds were not found nearly so plenty as last year, 
except in a few localities. We cannot account for their 
scarcity, unless they were shot or trapped last winter, as 
birds are very abundant all around High Point, and capital 
shooting could be found in every direction, Good ground, 
that was well stocked with birds, wasfound five onsix miles 
east of the town, and the owners kindly consenting that the 
club should use the grounds, the trials were commenced there. 
We found birds reasonably plenty, and the country much 
more favorable for running the trials than that formerly used. 
Owing to the extremely hot and dry weathér the running 

in the pointer stake was not equal to that of last year, After 
the finish of the pointer stake we were favored with a day’s 
rain, and the work was of a better character. The judging 
all through was the most satisfactory that we have ever seen, 
and with one or two exceptions we heard none of the usual 
grumbling. 
On the evening of the 17th Mr, W. T. Mitchell handed to the 

secretary of the club the following protest; ‘‘I hereby protest 
the entry of Bridgeport, as he was hunted south of the R. and 
D, Railroad, in violation of the club rules.” 

; “(Bigned) W. T. MircrHey,” 
The committee immediately convened and called upon Mr. 

Mitchell for his proofs. Being first interrogated as to whom 
he represented in offering the protest, he said that he did soin 
behalf of Messrs. J. C, Higgins, Chas. Heath and Chas, J, 
Osborne. Mr. Heath being present was asked as to whether 
he authorized action of the trainer, and said he did, Testi- 
mony pro and con was then taken, and the committee unani- 
mously agreed that Mr. Mitchell was mistaken in his charge 
and refused to entertain the protest, 

ALL-AGED POINTER STAEHS, 

JIM AND TAMMANY, 

This was the first brace in_ the Pointer Stake. Jim, owned 
by Mr, James_P. Swain, and handled by Mr. Alonzo Kolb, of 

onkers, N. ¥., is a medium-sized lemon and white dog, said 
to be a good fielder, but like many others, he did not know 
what to make of the crowd, and did not show up to advan- 
tage. He moves well, and occasionally went for a short dis- 
tance at a fair rate of speed. Tammany is a nice ip-headed 
dog, alittle above the medium size. He has plenty of bone, 
ad shows lots of quality. He is a little light behind, but may 
fill out when mature. He is owned by Mr, F. R. Hitoheock, 
and was handled by Mr. John White, of Bridgeport, Conn, He 
had but a trifle the best of Jim in iti but was much more 
stylish, They were cast off inalarge stubble field at 8,50 

and worked through to the lower side, and then we turned u 
a hill, when one of the spectators walked into a bevy, an 
part of fhem rose and settled ina thicket. Both dogs chal- 
lenged and roaded where the birds had been, and Jim flushed 
a brace that he should haye pointed. Working out thethicket, 
Tammany half pointed, and Jim came up in front of him and 
put up the bird. After a turn through the thicket, Tammany 
made a beautiful point, and Jim was brought up to back, but 
he went on and stole the point instead, and then jumped in 
and put up the bird and broke shot when White fired, but at 
once dropped to order. They were then ordered up, and the 
heat was awarded to Tammany at 9:22. Down thirty-two 
minutes. ‘This was a very unsatisfactory heat. 

DRAKE AND LALLA ROOKH. 

Both of these dogs ran last year. Drake has greatly im- 
roved in form, and went at a better rate of speed. He was 
rawn fine and we thought him a bit stale from overwork. 

He went well, however, and rana good race. He was handled 
by Mr. Philip Thurtle. Lalla Rookh was looking well, and 
went at a clipping gait, ranging wide and well; but she was all 
off in nose and could not locate her birds nearly so well as 
Drake, whose nose appeared to be first-class. She was handled 
by Mr. Luke White. They were put down in the stubble and 
worked down to a branch, where Rookh, after a wide cast, 
swung back and challenged, and commenced working up the 
trailof a bevy. Drake caught the scent on the right, and 
roading too close flushed a bird, and the bevy then got up. He 
partly dropped to wing, and Rookh backed him nicely. We 
‘then followed the birds into some woods, where one flushed 
behind Rookh, and as she dropped to wing she caught scent of 
another and pointed, The bird flushed itself as we stood 
looking at her, and White missed it. Drake then half- 
ointed, but moved on a step and one got up near her, 
rake then made a point, and Rookh backed him 

yery gracefuly. He soon moyed on, and then both 
challenged where some birds hac been flushed from, 
Turning back, Drake made a nice point to a running bird, and 
Rookhb backed him in good style. He then roaded very nicely 
and located his bird, which Thurtle flushed to order and 
killed, and Drake retrieved well. Meantime Rookh scored a 
flush. We then beat out a patch of sedge, where Drake pot 
in a beautiful point, which Rookh at once honored. The bird 
flushed as the handlers came up, and Thurtle stopped it very 
neatly. One then got up near Rookh, and White cut loose 
and scored a miss, Rookh was then sent to retrieve the bird 
shot by Thurtle, but it had run away and was not found, 
although both dogs tried for it. Then at the edge of the 
woods Drake pointed and Rookh backed him. He then drew 
on and again pointed, but no bird was found. We then took 
quite a turn up tothe head of a ravine, when a large bevy 
flushed wild ahead of us and settled in the rayine OW us, 
The dogs were taken around to get the wind, and then worked 
toward them; but before they were found White walked them 
up, and they went into a pine thicket, where Drake made a 
point with his tail straight down, and Rookh backed him 
with her tailin the air, Thurtle flushed the bird to order, 
but did not shoot. They were then ordered up and the heat 
was awarded to Drake. Down fifty-two minutes. This was 
a good heat, Drake doing some excellent work. 

LUCIA AND JOY. 

These dogs ran a heat that was only remarkable for the in- 
ferior quanity of the work performed, Lucia was handled by 
Mr, E, H, Haight, but he did not succeed in getting any better 
work out of her than she did in the Members’ Stake, although 
she ranged wider. She has the reputation of doing good work 
but appeared to be all off in nose. Joy, handled by her owner, 
also is said to be a very fine performer, but the crowd was too 
much for her, and she did not let out. Lucia cut out all the 
work and flushed right and left. ‘They were finally ordered 
up to go down again if,in the opinion of the judges, they 
stood a chance to win a place. Down one hour and two 
minutes. 

BANG BANG AND SCOUT. 

These dogs ran together last year when Bang Bang won after 
a Close heat, He was handled by Mr. Luke White, and came 
out in better form than he showed last year. He has improved 
in speed and dash, and ran a good race. Scout has also greatly 
improved, and clearly had the best of his competitor except 
in style. He was handled by Mr. Haight. They were cast off 
in some sedge, both moving well, Bang Bang in an easy grace- 
ful way that is very taking; and Scout witha long, low stride, 
that took him over a lot of ground. Working into a thicket, 
Bang made a stylish point, and White went in to flush; but 
the bird had run, and Bang moved on, and as White followed 
he flushed and killed a bird which may have been the ons that 
Bang had pointed, although it was a little to one side of the 
place, Bang retrieved it nicely. We then took quite a turn 
without result except that both dogs challenged and pointed 
two or three times, but soon went on. We then swung round 
to a likely-looking thicket, where Bang got in a capital point 
to a bevy, which White flushed to order and missed. Bang 
was a trifle unsteady, but at once dropped to order, Bang 
then pointed in some thick briers, but was not seen until White 
walked up the birds. Of course he got no credit for this, as 
the judges could not see him. We then went into some pines 
aiter a brace of birds, but White walked them up. Working 
up arun, Scout made a point, and the bird flushed behind him 
as his handler came up; he then went on and again pointed 
just as he was steadied by Haight, who flushed and Kille 
the bird, Scout retrieving it nicely. <A little further on 
Scout struck scent and pointed. Bang intended 
to back him, but je as he straightened he caught scent and 
pointed instead. The birds were in some wicked looking briers, 
and as both dogs drew in they passed along the edge by the 
birds, but swung round and went into the briers, both point- 
ing at nearly the same instant, with Scout a half Jength in 
front. Bang took a step and then Scout did the same, and 
as the handlers also moyed, the bird got up and Scout was 
a trifle unsteady, but at once dropped to order. We then 
turned back and Scout made a point, but no bird was found. 
He then went on and struck the scent, but roaded too close 
and scored a flush and took a jump or two, but stopped to 
order, Then in the thicket Bang pointed, and two birds 
flushed as handlers and judges came up. Both dogs and their 
handlers then went into the thicket and some birds got up, 
but we couldnot see whether they were flushed by the dogs 
or handlers, both dogs were standing still when the judges 
came up. Scout then got in a good point, which Bang backed 
in a sty manner, Haight flushing the bird to order. They 
were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Scout at 
12:56. Down one hour and twenty-three minutes, We then 
went to lunch, 

RUE AND LUCK’S BABY 
were the next hrace, Rue being handled by T, M., Aldrich and 
Luck’s Baby by R. T, Vandevort. They were cast off in a 
sedge field at 1:45, Luck’s Baby isa liver and white pointer, 
and this is her first experience in field trial work. She went 
off at a good pace snd outspeeded Rue, but she lacks experi- 
ence and did nothing in the heat. They were worked down 
a drain in some stubble, which was drawn blank. We then 
swung around the hill, when Rue pointed a bevy in some 
pines. The birds were fished to order and Aldrich killed 
one, which was promptly retrieved by Rue. We then went 
on over the hill, where Baby pointed false. Moving on, both 
dogs challenged, but moyed on, Wethen swung round the 
hill and Rue pointed a single bird. Going on down the branch 
Baby pointed and was backed by Rue, but discovering her 
error she moved on, Soon after Rue pointed in some thick 
bushes. Wethen swung round the hill to where some birds 
had heen marked down, where Rue ina short time scored 
thres flushes, Wewenton through the woods, where a large 
bevy was flushed hy the spectators, The dogs were sent in 
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the brush, but failed to get a point, and were ordered up and 
the heat was awarded to Riieat3. Down one hour and fif- 
teen minutes, 

JILT AND MAINSPRING 

were the next brace, Mainspring, handled by Capt. Me- 
Murdo, and Jilt, handled by Philip Thurtle. They were cast 
of im a sedge field at 3:03. Both dogs went off well. Main- 
spring, a recent importation, is a liver and white dog of fine 
style and speed, and cut out his work well. Jilt, who ,ran in 
the Derby last year, is a good bitch. This heat was the best 
of the series so far, and was watched with a great deal of in- 
terest by every one present, both dogs did fine work and were 
handied well. They were worked up the hill when Mainsprin 
pointed and was nicely backed by Jilt. The birds flushed 
wild, and one was killed by Thurtle and retrieved by Jilt. 
Moying on Mainspring scored a false point. Jilt then pointed 
a single bird in a bunch of plum bushes, and was nicely 
backed by Mainspring. The bird was fiushed to order. Soon 
aiter both dogs pointed, the bird was flushed to order and 
killed by Thurtle and very handsomely retrieved by Main- 
spring, Wethen moved on to the edge of the woods, where 
Mainspring made a splendid point on a single bird in the 
brush. Next Jilt pointed a single bird, and was backed nicely 
by Mainspring. Thurtle to order putup a brace, We then 
moved out into the open field where Mainspring scored a false 
point. Wenow went down toa branch and across a hill of 
sedge and pines, when a large beyy was flushed by the hand- 
Jers, and marked down in an adjoining field. We had crossed 
over the fence into the field when Mainspring challenged but 
moved on. Both dogs then pointed a bird cach, the birds were 
flushed to order, and one Killed by Capt. McMurdo. Moving 
on Jilt flushed a single bird and broke in, but stopped to order. 
After some roading and challenging by both dogs, they were 
ordered up, and the heat was awarded to Mainspring, at 4:10. 
Down one hour and ten minutes. 

VISION AND ICICLE 

were the next brace. Vision was handled by John White 
and Iciele by R. T, Vandevort. They were cast off in the 
ines at 4:12. Vision ran in the Derby of 1883, and has been 
eretofore described, Icicle is a large lemon and white 

pointer of goad style and speed, and appeared in | public for 
the first time. They were worked around through the pines, 
when both dogs flushed a few scattered birds, the rest of the 
pines being drawn blank. They were then worked over into 
a piece of woods, when Icicle made a grand point on a single 
bird in the leaves, and was backed by Vision. Passing oyer 
the hill into afield of rag weed, Vision pointed and a large 
bevy was flushed. Moving on, Vision pointed and was indif- 
ferently backed by Icicle. The bird was flushed and shot at 
and missed by White with both barrels. Moving on, Icicle 
pointed where the birds had just been put up. Both dogs 
then pointed a single bird each. The birds were flushed and 
one killed by Vandevort, and handsomely retrieved by 
Icicle, who brought the bird in, holding it by the head. 
Moving’ on, Icicle pointed a single bird. We then worked 
into a piece of pines, where Vision pointed in nice style. The 
bird was flushed and killed by White and retrieved by Vision, 
it being a winged bird and was still alive when delivered’to 
the judge. They were then ordered up and the heat awarded 
to Vision at 4:50, Down thirty-eight minutes. 

LADY ROMP It. AND DONALD Tf. 

This was the last brace in the first series. Donald was 
handled by Wim. Tallman, and Lady Romp by E. 8. Wan- 
maker, They were east off at 4:52. Lady Romp ran in 1883. 
Donald Il. isa liver and white ticked dog of fine size and 
style. He made hisappearance now for the first time, and will, 
when properly broken, make a fine fielder. It being very 
late a large tract of ground was drawn blank, when Donald 
caught the scent of a running bevy, and pointed, and was 
backed by Lady Romp. Ordered on they roaded up the hill, 
when the birds were finshed by the handlerand marked down 
near by. A bird was killed by Wanmaker and retrieyed by 
Lady Romp. Moving on up the hill, Lady Romp pointed, and 
Donald coming up, took the point also, and the bird was 
flushed by Tallman and killed, and retrieved by Donald. 
Donald now ilushed a single bird, then Lady Romp flushed. 
Both dogs soon challenged, but moved on. Donald then 
pointed a single bird which flushed at the moment he took the 
point, Next Lady Romp pointed a single bird, and Donald 
being brought up, refused to back, and going in flushed the 
bird. Soon afterward Donald pointed beautifully and was 
backed by Lady Romp. They were then ordered up and the 
heat was awarded to Lady Romp at 5:25. Down thirty min- 

the judges came up, and Thurtle missed it. The judges then 
finshed once or twice and two sot up suspiciously near Tam- 
many, although he did not have the wind. Wethen turned 
back and beat ont some likely looking places without result 
until one of the judges put up a bird from a scattered bevy 
that some one had flushed. The dogs were brought round 
and another one got upnear Tammany and a minute later he 
flushed, but as he did not have the wind and the birds were 
lying close, we did not think him muchto blame, Drake 
then flushed the first bird that had been marked down, but 
the ground was bare and we thought him excusable, After 
considerable more ground was gone over, Drake half pointed 
and drew on a short distance and then commenced roading, 
Tammany came round and madea cast, but instead of repeat- 
ing his former good performance, he went right into the mid- 
dle of the bevy and sent them flying in all directions. They 
were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Drake at 
10;30. Down one hour and forty-five minutes. 

SCOUT AND RUE. 

This brace were at once cast off in some stubble. Scout 
started at a rattling gait and was all over the field, taking 
wide gulleys and ditches like a steeple-chaser. Rue, although 
still quite stiff, rana game race through briers and thickets, 
but she wasin no condition to compete with a flyer like 
Seout. Afteraspin inthe open they were worked into the 
woods, where the last beyy had been marked down. Scout 
went into a thicket, and a bird got up near him and he 
dropped to wing, but soon got up and straightened on point, 
but was ordered on, when two birds got up near both dogs. 
They were then worked toward a bird that settled a short 
distance ahead, but Scout got too close and the bird got up 
just as he pointed, We then took a turn through a narrow 
strip of woods, and beat outa stubble field without a find. 
As we turned back into the woods Scout got in a good point 
and Rue backed him. Haight was ordered to flush, but as 
there was a team coming along just beyond, he waited until 
it passed by, Scout remaining staunch. Rue had caught the 
scent and broke from her back and commenced roading care- 
fully where they had heen. After the team had got by, 
Haight went.to his dog to put up the birds, but they had run, 
and Scout drew on and again located them very nicely, 
Haight then flushed them and killed one, which Scout re- 
trieved in very good style. This was a capital piece of work. 
We then crossed the road into the woods, where Rue made a 
nice point and was backed by Scout. Aldrich flushed the 
bird to order, and scored a miss. A little further on Scout put 
up one, butit was down wind. Rue then made a point just 
a second before the birds got up. We then worked down into 
a ravine, where Scout challenged to the scent of a running 
bevy, which he roaded along the fence, jumping over and back 
seyeral times. Once he stiffened in the air and struck the 
round on a point. Rue then joined him and both challenged, 
and then backed each other. Scout was again sent over the 
fence into the woods and roaded them out very nicely, but 
the bevy flushed wild before he could locate them. Following 
them up Scout made a point, and Rue, who could not see 
him, ran across in front and made a point to the same birds 
which Aldrich, to order, flushed and missed. Then turning 
back, Scout pointed a hare and Rue backed him. We then 
worked over considerable ground without a find. Finally Mr. 
Godefiroy rode into a bevy, which settled in some woods, and 
the dogs were burned back te them, Scout was the first to find 
and scored anice point, which Ruerefused to back, bub worked 
inand dropped ona point just as her handler steadied her.. 
Haight flushed the bird to order but did not shoot. They were 
then ordered up andthe heat was awarded to Scout at 12 
o’clock, Down one hour and twenty-eight minutes. 

MAINSPRING AND VISION, 

This brace were at once put down and given a turn in the 
open and then worked through the patch of woods, but no 
more birds were found. We then crossed the creek and 
worked out a thicket where the judges rode into a beyy, 
which settled along a ditvh with steep banks, that were grown 
up with briers, where Vision made a point, but soon went on. 
Map SpRtae then made an elegant point on top of the bank, 
but after some time, no bird being found, he was ordered on, 
and a minute or two later a bird was flushed within two feet 
of where he had pointed; but the bird was behind him, having 
probably struck on top of the bank and run down, A little 
further on he put up one in the ditch, and soon after he 
pointed false and Vision backed him. Vision then made a 
point, but soon went on, Sheagain pointed in the stubble and 
was handsomely backed by Mainspring. She soon went on 

utes. This was the last heat of the first series, and also the | again, and roaded a short distance and lost it. Both dogs 
last for the day. Birds were plenty, and notwithstanding the 
dry condition of the ground good progress was made, although 
the quality of the work was not nearly so good as we should 
probably have seen under better weather conditions, Follow- 
ing is the summary: 

: First Series, 
Tammany beat Jim. 
Drake beat Lalla Rookh. 
Lucia and Joy ordered up. 
Scout beat Bang Bang. 
Rue beat Luck’s Baby. 
Mainspring beat Jilt, 
Vision beat Icicle. 
Lady Romp I. beat Donald IT. 

Second. Series. 
# 

TAMMANY AND DRAKE 

were the first brace of the second series. On Tuesday morn- 
ing we lett town about 8 o’clock and drove to the grounds that 
we had worked the previous day. The sky was partly over- 
east with hazy clouds and a heavy dew had fallen, making 
better weather conditions than we had yet been fayored with. 
The dogs were cast off in a large stubble field, and worked to 
where we found birds the day before. Coming to the top of 
the hill, Drake made a cast along the fence and was followed 
by Tammany. Both went past a bevy, which was flushed by 
White, who walked into them. Following them down a gully, 
both dogs got in a nice point on separate birds, some t 
yards apart. Hach handler flushed his bird to order, Thurtle 
missing, and White also missing his chance to shoot. The rest 
of the bevy flushed at the report of the gun, and the dogs 
were sent on. Tammany took the lead, and made a 
capital point, which Drake backed nicely. White, to order, 
put up a large heyy and made adouble. One of them was re- 
trieved by Tammany fairly well. Drake then half pointed 
but went on, and soon after dropped on point in some sedge, 
but nothing was found and he scored a false point. We then 
went on, Tammany going much better than in his first heat, 
he carried his head high, and went at a fair rate of speed. We 
now worked sag some pines without resulb, except that 
two or three of the birds were walked up by the handlers and 
spectators. Geating up a run to the upper end, Drake pointed 
and commenced roading, Tammany came round behind him, 
and snifiing the trail, threw up his head and made a short cast 
down wind, and then turning back he made a beautiful point 
with his head as high as he could getit. Some thought that 
he was backing Drake who was carefully roading the back 
trail. but we were watching him very closely, and gave him 
credit for a very good piece of work. White, who 
had claimed a point the instant that his dog 
stopped, walked in and put up a large bevy to 
order. Drake meantime roaded out the back trail 
and leftit. We then went into some pines where one flushed 
closs by both dogs and they dropped to wing. Drake then 
made. nice point toa bird that flushed wild, but the judges 
did not see this, A little further on be pinned another, and 
was handsomely backed by Tamamany. The bird fushed as 

were careful and challenged and half-pointed several times, 
and Mainspring roaded false for some distance. We then 
worked up along the ereek and Mainspring got in a stylish 
point, which Vision backed nicely. Capt. McMurdo was or- 
dered to flush, but could find no birds in front of his dog 
and gave it up; but as the dogs went on the handlers 
flushed a beyy just behind the place, showing that he had the 
birds, but had worked the trail up wind and the wrong way- 
While trying to flush these birds a. small owl flew out of the 
thicket, when a well-known sportsman exclaimed, “See 
that woodcock; it is the largest one Lever saw.” It is per- 
haps unnecessary to say that this caused a smile, and that 
another was also indulged in when we reached the hotel. We 
then turned toward lunch, the dogs making several false 
points while on the way. After lunch they were again cast 
off at 1:45in a stubble field to finish the heat, A bevy was 
yery soon flushed by the spectators, and marked down. Fol- 
lowing them up, Vision flushed a single bird, and soon after 
pointed; the bird was flushed to order and shot at and missed 
by White. We then worked on, when Mainspring pointed a 
bird under a log, which was flushed to order. eé then swung 
round the hill, where Vision challenged and was backed by 
Mainspring, but discovered her error, and moved on. She 
soon afterward flushed a single bird in ‘the rag weeds. We 
then worked on over the hill into a thicket of sedge grass and 
bushes, where, after a good deal of nice roading by both dogs, 
Mainspring pointed a large bevy. They were then ordered 
up, and the heat was awarded to Mainspring at 2:20. Down 
altogether one hour and twenty-nine minutes, — 

This ended the second series, with the following result; 

Second Series. 

Drake beat Tanimany. 
Scout beat Rue. _ 
Mainspring beat Vision. 
Lady Romp I. a bye. 

Third Series. | 

DRAKE AND SCOUT. 

This brace were cast off at 2:23 in ths sedge where the last 
brace were taken up and worked around the hill and across 4 
millpond to the point where the bevy had. been marked down. 
Both dogs roaded around the thicket and Drake pointed nicely. 
The birds flushed wild, and were marked down in the woods 
near by, where Drake pointed a single bird and was backed by 
Scout. Moving on down the rayine, Drake pointed, and dis- 
covering his error moved on. We then worked over the fence, 
where Scout took the trail of a bevy and roaded them to a 
nice point. They were flushed, and one killed by Haight and 
retrieved by Scout, who brought it through the water, ib hay- 
ing fallen acoss the creek. e then worked on up into the 
ines, where Drake pointed a sine bird and was backed by 
cont, who afterward broke shot, but dropped to order. The 

bird was flushed and killed by Thurtle, Drake, seut on to 
retrieve, drew to another point on & ingle bird, which was 
killed and retrieved by Drake. Soon afterward both dogs 
pointed, and the bird was flushed and killed by Thurtle, They 

ES 

were then ordered up and the heat was awarded fo Drake at 
4:05. Down forty-two minutes, - 

MAINSPRING AND LADY ROMP, 
This brace was cast off in a field of hich weeds at 8:08. The 

field was drawn blank, both dogs roading and challenging where birds had been running. e thenswung round into a 
Bite of pines, where Mainspring pointed a large bevy. Lady 
omp and her handler together working on in front of Main- 

spring, flushed the bevy. Moving on, Romp péinted a single 
bird ainspring then pointed in the edge of the pines, the 
bird was flushed to order and killed by Capt, McMurdo, and 
handsomely retrieved by peepee Passing on around the 
hill Lady Romp flushed a single bird. After a lot of roading 
and challenging by both dogs, they were ordered up and the 
heat was awarded to Mainspring at 3:40, Down f. irty-two 
minutes. Lady Romp was very fat andin no condition to 
run, moving slowly and without any style. This finished the 
third series, leaving only Drake and Mainspring in for first 
money. Wollowing is the summary: 
Drake beat Scout. 
Mainspring beat Lady Romp II. 

Final Tie for First Prize. 

DRAKE AND MAINSPRING. 
_ This brace were cast off at 3:45 in the pines, where the last 
brace were taken up. This being the final contest for first 
money, it was watched with great interest by a large number 
of spectators. The dogs moved off well, Mainspring having 
the legs of Drake, but he was badly handicapped by his con- 
tinually stopping on false points. good piece of ground was 
drawn blank, and we swung round oyer a cornfield into a 
large stubble field, where Mainspring pointed a beyy, and the 
birds were shot at and missed by Thurtle. Soon afterward a 
large bevy rose wild, and were marked down over the hill, 
We then worked on up into a sedge field, where the first birds 
had been seen to settle, but they were flushed by the specta- 
tors. Wethen worked back into the stubble over the hill toa 
branch, where the birds were supposed to have gone. 
Moving up the branch, Drake pointed a part of the 
bevy which were flushed, and being ordered on he pointed 
the rest of the be Going over the fence Drake again 
pointed in the brush, We then moved on up the branch, 
when, atter a nice piece of roading in tall swamp grass, Drake 
again pointed a single bird. They were then ordered up and 
the heat and first prize awarded to Drake at 4;55, Down one 
hour and ten minutes. 

SCOUT AND MATINSPRING. 

The judges selected Scout as the best dog beaten by Drake 
to run for second prize, and they were called, but the handlers 
announced that they had agreed to divide and it was so de- 
elared. Following 1s a complete summary; 

First. Series, 
Tammany beat Jim. 
Drake beat Lalla Rookh. 
Lucia and Joy were ordered up, 
Scout beat Bang Bang, 
Rue beat Luck’s Baby, 
Mainspring beat Jilt. 
Vision beat Icicle. 
Lady Romp IT. beat Donald IT. 

Second, Series, 
Drake beat: Tammany. 
Scout beat Rue. 
Mainspring beat Vision. 
Lady Romp IT., a bye. 

Third Series. 
Drake beat Seout, 
Mainspring beat Lady Romp I, 

Kinal Tie for First Prize. 

Drake beat Mainspring and won first prize. 

Final Tie for Second, Prize. 
Scout aud Mainspring divide second. prize. 

Pointer Stake, 

THE ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE, 

We published last week the drawing for the All-Aped Setter 
Stake. Many of the entries in all of the stakes failed to put 
in an appearance. This was owing to the want of time in 
which to prepare them. The weather had been so hot and 
the ground so dry and hard that but little work could be done 
and it was the general complaint that the dogs were foot- 
sore and off in nose. The work done in the Members’ and 
Pointers’ Stake was not nearly so satisfactory as it would have 
been had the weather conditions been favorable. It was a 
rood dog indeed that could point and hold his bird among the 
ao leaves, and mpDy. of the false points and flushes that were 
scored were unavoidable, as the birds could hear every step 
for a long distance and with heads up they took an early 
leave. This,too, tended to make the dogs over-cautious, and in 
estimating the quality of the work done, all of these untoward 
circumstances must bé taken into consideration. After the 
rain the work was of a better character, although there were 
no brilliant performers like those of last year, The meeting 
financially and socially was the most successful of any yet 
held, and we have no doubt that next year we shall be called 
upon to chronicle a still greater success. 

JIM. AND BELLE OF THE BALL. 

This was the first brace to run in the All-Aged Setter Stake. 
They were put down immediately after the finish of the 
pointer stake, Jim is ared and white setter and was handled 
by T. M. Aldrich, and Belle of the Ball, a black, white and 
tan setter bitch who ran in the Members’ Stake, by W. T. 
Mitchell. Jim appeared for the first time in this trial. The 
were cast oif in a stubble field at 4;30, and both moved off well, 
Belle of the Ball haying more style, in speed they were about 
equal. Both dogs soon commenced making game, and roaded 
for some distance, when the judges, thinking the birds had 
one, ordered the handlers to work the dogs into the next 

field. Aldrich then ordered his dog on and a large bevy was 
fiushed, Aldrich and his dogs being in the midst of them, Or- 
dered on Jim pointed in the edge of the brown sedge and then 
moved on and flushed a bird, which was shot at and missed. 
Jim soon again scored a fiush. Belle of the Ball then pointed 
a single bird which was flushed to order and killed by Mitchell 
and retrieved by Belle ofthe Ball. Following along theswamp 
Belle flushed a single bird. Jim then made an indifferent 
point at a bevy insome rag weed. They were flushed by Ald- 
tich, who killed one which was retrieved by Jim. Wethen 
worked over a fence, through an orchard to a small patch of 
sedge and briers, where the birds had been seen to settle, when 
Belle of the Ball flushed. She then pointed a single bird which 
was flushedtoorder. Very soon Jim scored afiush, They 
were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Belle of 
the Ball. Down twenty-tive minutes. This finished the work 
for the day, 

This ended the 

REX AND SMUT Il. 
It commenced raining Tuesday evening, and the hearts of 

all were made glad. On Wednesday it rained Mage hh day, 
although at noon there were signs of a let up, and the horses 
were ordered out, but it soon commenced raining again, and 
they were sent back to the stable and no work was done on 
that day, _ It cleared during the night, and Thursday morning 
was bright and fair, with a gentle breeze from the northwest, 
giving promise of a gipeous day Leaving the hotel.-at 7:40 
we went east about three miles to the farm ef Mr. Holton, 
where, after a wait of Oiteen minutes for Smut, they were 
put Seg on a tield of sedge, of . Age Rex, let, a 

BB iaighs, wit) baa only secel¥ed hia m day’ or two prevy> 



ous, and knew almost sean about him, Smut U., who ran 
last year. was handled by T. M. Aldrich. She is said to be a 
capital fielder, but in this heat Rex broke her heart by his con- 
dnet and she had no chance at the birds, Rex started off as fast 
as he could go, and had lots offun. He did no hunting, but just 
Tan wild. starting 4 hare, he went for him, but did not’ in- 
erease his speed, for the reason that he was already at his best 
pace, Heran-by the hare, we thought; at all events, he lost 
him, and then he sailed over the lots for whatever might 
turn up. He ran into a bevy of birds, but did not appear to 
Know what they were, as he did not pay them much atten- 
tion; but when he got in the woods, where they settled, he 
went for them with a will, and soon had them all in the air, 
Haight reported one point, and said that he appeared to have 
ago0d nose. Should this prove to be the case, and he receives 
proper handling, he would make it very interesting for some 
of the cracks, as he appears to haye lots of endurance. Work- 
ing over a hill toward a bevy that had been flushed and 
marked down, Rex put up several of them, and finally one 
rosé in front of Smut and her handler, and they were ordered 
up, to go down again if in the opinion of the judges either 

da chaneeto win. Down tifty-three minutes, 

NELLIE Il. AND GLADSTONE'S BOY. 
Nellie is a good-looking blue belton, with a very nice, level 

way of going, She is also quite stylish on points, She was 
handled by Tallman. Gladstone's Boy, handled by Mr. Charles 
Tucker, ot Stanton, Tenn., is a big dog, with lots of speed and 
style, and will undoubtedly make a clinker if nothing befalls 
im, They were cast off ina field of sedge at 9:35, and worked 

down toward a branch. Both dogs wett at a good rate of 
speed. Nellie goes level, and has a way of looking over the 
likely places that shows that she has hunting sense. Glad- 
stone’s Boy also has lots of sense, and, except that he runs a 
bit heavy, is a capital moving dog. After a turn in the open, 
they were Worked back to where the last brace were taken 
uP: Two or three bitds were flushed there, and we thought 
that Glad should have pointed one that flushed up wind but a 
short distance from him. We then beat out some likely look- 
ing ground without result, until we came toa knoll, where Glad 
ran into a beyy and flushed them. Following them 
up, Nellie made a nice point and was handsomely 
backed by Glad. = Tallman, to order, put up the bird, 
but did not shoot, Ona then got up near Glad, 
and a little further on he made a point to a single, which 
flushed itself a moment later. He held his position, allhough 
he was not quite rigid, and Nellie was called up to back, which 
she did indifferently. They were then sent on, and one got 
up near Nellie, and a little further on she flushed one and 
dropped, and several more then got up in front of her. Then 
in some pines, she got a good point, Glad backing her in good 
style. allman flushed the bird to order, and as we went on, 
the rest of the bevy got up singly all around us. Bach then 
ointed where birds had flown from. We then went on, both 
og8 occasionally challenging and pointing. Finally Nellie 

made 4 point in a thicket, but soon went on, and the bird got 
up at the edge below her, A little further on Nellie dropped 
on. om toa bevy, and Glad backed her in good style. One 
bird flushed as Tallman came up, but Nellie held her point 
staunchly, and he, to order, put up the rest and missed, 
This was very good work. Following after them, Glad 
ran into a fresh beyy and fiushed them, and as he 
went on, a single bird got up near him. Then 
on top of a hill Glad got in a capital point to a large 
bevy, Nellie backing him fairly well. Tucker, to order, 
fiushed the birds, and killed one, which Glad retrieved in very 
good style, He then went back to where the birds had got 
up and took the trail of a bird that had run away, and roaded 
it out in capital style. Tucker flushed the bird, and scored 
another kill, and Nellie retrieved it in good form. This was a 
very good piece of work for Glad. We then worked down to 
a branch where each scored a flush. Nellie stopped to wing 
and at once dropped on eae Glad backing her. Tallman, to 
order, put up the bird. This was in tall grass and as wemoved 
on one or two more got up. Glad then gotin a long point to 
a part of the py which Tucker, to order, put up. We now 
crossed the branch into some sedge, where Nellie flushed one, 
and soon after Glad pointed, and then roaded up the bird, 
Then at the edge Nellie challenged, but the bird rose before 
she located it, This ground was hunted too fast, and the dogs 
had no chanee, as the birds had not lain long enough to give 
out much scent, The judges then compared notes and 
awarded the heat to Gladstone’s Boy at 11:30. Down one 
hour and fifty-five minutes. This was a very good heat, 

DR, DUER AND REBEL WIND’EM. 

This brace were at once put down in a sedge field. Dr. Duer 
ran here last year. He has improved and ran a rattling good 
heat, He was handled by Captain McMurdo, Rebel Wind’em, 
handled by Mitchell, has rather an ordinary head, but other- 
wise he is well formed and has considerable style. He was 
worked all the morning to get the wire edge off, and in conse- 
quence was stale and did notshow at his best, He is very fast 
and his handler thought he would do better if worked down. 
Weconversed with sentlemen who shot over him the next 
day, and they pronounced him a wonderful performer. Both 
started off at a clipping gait, Rebel having’ a, little the advan- 
tigein speed. Working acrossa branch, Rebel pointed at 
the edge of some woods, probably where a bird had flown 
from. We then beatup the branch to where some birds had 
been seen. Dr. Duerran up toa plum thicket and flushed a 
single bird. He then pointed the rest of the bevy, which were 
fiushed to order, Doc then turned along the thicket a few 
yards, and found another large bevy which he also 
pointed. Capt. MeMurdo to order put up the birds, but did not 
shoot. There were lots of birds here. Indeed after the rain 
we found more birds than we did last year, and we are con- 
yineed that our estimate of the birds, which was made before 
the rain, was erroneous, and that all the birds necessary to 
run the trials were ta be found. Following the last bevy into 
some pines, Rebel made a nice point, and 4 second later Doc 
also pointed a single, that flushed as his handler came up. 
Mitchell to order then flushed the bird in front of Rebel and 
hit it, but it went on. Doc then scored a flush and Rebel fol- 
lowed suit, and a moment later he put up another one. Doc 
then made a gamy point to a single, that flushed as we 
came up. Rebel then pointed, but soon went on and again 
pointed, but nothing was found. Doc then made a point, 
and Rebel, a little behind him, also pointed the same bird, 
which Mitchell flushed and killed, and Rebel retrieved a 
winged bird very well, flushing one while if search of it. 
Doc then made a capital point, but went_on afew steps and 
located his bird in grand style. Capt. McMurdo, to order, 
finshed the bird. Rebel then made a point, and a bird was 
heard to fly as we came up. The judges consulted and again 
sent them in. Doc soon madea nice point, and was hand- 
somely backed by Rebel, As the judges came up, lots of 
birds got up all aroundus. Doc was steady, but Kebel was 
inclined to be a little shaky. They were then ordered up, 
and the heat»was awarded to Dr. Duer at 12o0’clock, Down 
thirty-five minutes. This was a short heat, but birds were 
plenty and the work was of a high order. Dr. Duer appeared 
to be at home in the woods, while Rebel evidently was more 
accustomed te the open fields, 

DIANA Il. AND BRIDGEPORT 
were the next brace. They were cast off in some sedge where 
Diana moved much better than when running in the Members’ 
Stake. She was handled by Mitchell. Hiidsepors. handled b 
Tallman, isa ZO ae dog above the medium size. He 
moves well, and will good handling make a goad one. 
After a spin in the open they were taken into the pines, where 
Hah deka ran up one, and soen after he made a very stylish 
por FALE, Di honored just as fle mysco DIL ler, ‘fall- 
tan to order puf up the bird A he Missed. aD d 
one in ee aries UP i Bredgeport packed her iieely: Titehell 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

to order flushed, and scored a kill, but the bird fell across.a 
ditch, and was not retrieved, Swinging round in the pines, Di 
seored. a flush and Bridgeport soon follawed suit, and at once 
pointed another, which flushed as the judges cameup. We 
then erossed a branch to a knoll, where Bridgeport ran up one 
and Disoon foliowed suitand dropped to wing. Bridgeport 
went toward her, and backed or pointed, we could not 
tell which, as several more flushed as the handlers 
came up, and Tallman killed one that Bridgeport retrieved 
fairly well. After beating out the ground and flushing two 
or three birds, we crossed a brook after some that had been 
taarked down. Mitchell flushed a bird, which he winged, and 
it fell just in front of Bridgeport, who broke in and retrieved 
it. The bird was then thrown and Di retrieved it well. We 
then went over the hill, but Bridgeport had become unsteady, 
and went back and ran up a bird near the edge of the woods, 
and Tallman had some trouble to get him steady. The judges 
were out of sight when this occurred, and it was not scored 
against him. Di then poimted one ina fallen treetop, and 
Bridgeport backed her nicely. Mitchell, to order, flushed the 
bird, We then recrossed the brook to a thicket, where Di got 
in another good point, which Bridgeport at once honored. The 
bird flushed as the judges came up, and they ordered up the 
dogs, and awarded the heat to Diana If, at 1:03. Down fifty- 
four minutes. We then went to lunch. 

DASHING ROVER AND PAUL GLADSTONE 

were the next brace. Both hayerun in public before. Dash- 
ing Rover ran at High Point two years ago and Panl Gladstone 
at Grand Junction last year, Royer was handled by Mitchell 
and Paul by Tucker. They were cast off in a stubble field at 
1:38, and worked up a rayine. Both were fast and moved 
well, Paul is a very graceful, easy-moying dog, and quite 
stylish when on game. Royer also has styleand speed, After 
beating out some likely looking places we turned back to a 
piece of stubble between some woods, where Paul took the 
right hand side and Rover the left, where he soon found a 
bevy which he pointed in good style. Mitchell, to order, put 
up the bevy, but had no shells in his gun. Part of them set- 
tled close by, and Rover soon had one fast. Paul took a few 
steps and also pointed, A bird then got up, and then they allrose, 
Mitchell missing three times in succession, Paul then pointed 
where one had flown from and Koverrefused to back. A little 
further on one went from under the fence just as Paul made 
game;he then pointed and drewon. Royer then put up one 
and Paul followed suit, and then another one got up near 
Royer, Paul then made a nice pout at the edge of some 
woods and Kover instantly stopped and backed him, Tucker, 
to order, flushed the bird and missed it. One then got up near 
Rover, and Mitchell cut loose at it but the bird went on, hard 
hit. Mitchell then fushed one which he killed, and Rover 
retrieved it nicely. Wethen turned back and Rover scored a 
false point, and soon after, in a cornfield, he flushed a bevy 
that settled in some sedge on top of a knoll, where Paul made 
a@ nice point to a bird which flushed as his handler came up. 
He soon had another one which Tucker, to order, killed and 
Paul retrievedit very well. We then went down to the creek 
where several flushed wild, but Paul pinned one of them in 
fine style. It was flushed to order and they were ordered up 
and the heat was awarded to Paul Gladstone at 2:33. Down 
fifty-five minutes. 

FOREMAN AND PIXTE. 

Foreman is well-known to our readers; he was in good form 
and got in his work in short order. He was handled by Tall- 
man. Pixie is a nice little bitch, with a fair amount of speed, 
and considerable style; she also moves light and easy, They 
were put down in a field of weeds, and worked down across 
a branch, where Foreman made a point to part of a bevy, 
which flushed wild as we came up, and then the rest got up. 
Following them into some woods, Pixie made a false point, 
and was backed by Foreman. A little further on Foreman 
tnade a nice point, which Pixie honored, but was not quite 
tigid. Wethen went on, and one got up near Pixie, and one 
or two near Foreman, and soon after another one. These 
birds were wild and would not lie. We then crossed to some 
woods, where Pixie made a nice point to a single, that 
Mitchell, to order, flushed and missed, and Pixie was a. trifle 
unsteady, Meantime Foreman got in a nice point, and Tall- 
man, to order, put up the bird, but did notshoot, A bird was 
then thrown, and Foreman retrieved it well after some little 
search. The judges then compared notes, and awarded the 
heat to Foreman at 2:57. 

TILFORD AND PLANTAGENET 

were the next brace. Tilford is # nice little dog, and makes 
quite a stylish point. He is not fast and has not hed much 
experience. He was handled by Haight. Plantagenet ran at 
the trials on Robins Island three years ago, and is well known 
to our readers, he has lost some of his speed, but still retains 
his magnificent style and easy way of going. We beat out 
considerable ground without a find, but finally Plantagenet 
jumped into one of his beautifnl points, and as Tallman came 
up he roaded a short distance in magnificent style, and 
again froze. Tallman went ahead but did not find the 
birds which had run down wind a few feet, and Tilford 
happened that way and getting the scent made a very 
retty point to the bevy, which pie flushed. to order, 
fair one and crippling another. Tilford retrieved the 
dead bird nicely and Plantagenet captured the cripple 
and brought it in good form. We then crossed a fence 
and Tilford dropped yery nicely to a single, which Haight 
flushed to order. e then turned back, and crossed the creek 
and went down to where the birds settled. Tilford half 
pointed on the bank, but moved on, and Plantagenet came up 
and pointed, but broke his point, and backing out, was going 
round the birds, which were just below the bank in some tall 
grass, but Taliman called him back and sent him on. He 
made a jump down the bank right among them, and they 
went in every direction, Tallman killing one. Both then 
pointed where the birds had been. We then crossed a road, 
where Tilford made a point, and Plantagenet backed him 
grandly for an instant and then went on and stole the point, 
but soon moved on and was a little unsteady, but dropped to 
order. The judges then consulted, and they were ordered up, 
and the heat was awarded to Tilford at 4:18. Down one hour 
and twelve minutes. Plantagenet has been in Tallman’s 
hands but a short time, and was not under control. He does 
not appear to have been well handled. 

BILLY FLINT AND ST. ELMO Iv, 

were the next brace. both have run in the Eastern Trials be- 
fore. We expected great things from St. Elmo after his grand 
erformance last year, but he had no nose and could not smell 
hem, and after a shortheat of eighteen minutes, during which 

flushes were the rule, Billy, who had a couple of points to his 
credit, was declared the winner, Billy was handled by 
Mitchell and St. Elmo by Haight. 

SAM DICK AND PRINCESS HELEN, 

This was the last brace in the first series. Sam, handled by 
Mitchell, is a fair looking animal, and said to do good work, 
but Helen had the legs of him, and did not give him much 
chance. She ran in the Members’ Sta és, but not 
being accustomed to her handler, she did not then show 
at her best. She was handled by John HE. Lewis. She 
was the first to find, and made a very stylish point to a bevy, 
whieh fiushed as Lewiscame up. Following them up Helen 
got in another up-headed point, and drew up to a single bird 
and. established her paral in beautiful style. Lewis, to order, 
finshed the bird and killed it, and Helen retrieved it nicely. 
Sam then flushed one, and soon after another one got up near 
him. We then crosseda branch toa knoll, where Helen made 
4 gamy point to a single bird that fushed as Lewis came up. 
Sau backed her nicely, but wasa littls unsteady to wing, 
fhey were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded ta 
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This was the Princess Helen at 5:07. Down thirty minutes. 
Following is Jast heat in the first series, Plash haying a bye. 

a summary; 
First, Series. 

Belle of the Ball beat Jim, 
Rex and Smut IT. ordered up. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Nellie IT. 
Dr, Duer beat Rebel Wind’em. 
Diana I. beat Bridgeport. 
Paul Gladstone beat Dashing Rover. 
Foreman beat Pixie. 
Tilford beat Plantagenet. 
Billy Flint beat St. Hlmo Ty. 
Princess Helen beat Sam Dick. 
Flash, a bye, 

Second Series. 

BELLE OF THE BALL AND GLADSTONE’S BOY 

were put down in a field near town at8:05. The field was 
drawn blank, and we worked into an adjoiuing piece of woods 
where Gladstone Boy pointed a beyy. Belle refused to back 
and flushed the birds, one of which was killed by Tucker 
and nicely retrieved by Glad. Moying into an adjoining field 
Glad pointed a bevy and was backed by Belle. Mitchell shot 
and killed a bird which Bell retrieved. Glad then pointed 
false and was backed by Belle. Working on into the woods 
Belle pointed a large beyy which were shot at and missed by 
Mitchell, Ordered on Belle again pointed and was backed by 
Glad, but they were not under judgment, and she was not 
credited with the point. Belle soon after scored a false point. 
We then swung round out of the woods into a tield of sedge 
and pines where Glad pointed a large bevy. They were then 
ordered upand the heat was awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 
9:10, Down one hour and five minutes, 

DR. DUER AND DIANA IL 

This brace were then called and cast off in a sedge field at 
9:15, where Dr. Duer scored a false point. Working into the 
woods, Dr. Duer again false pointed and was backed by Diana. 
Ordered on, Dr. Duer pointed a bevy, which were flushed to 
order and one killed by Capt. McMurdo and retrieved by Dr. 
Duer. Then the Doctor scored two false points and Diana 
pointed a single. We then passed out into the open field, 
where Diana pointed a bevy, which were flushed to order and 
two Killed by Mitchell. Diana then scored a false point. We 
next worked on across the field, down the hill into a sedge 
field, weere Diana pointed. Dr, Duer, being some distance to 
the left, should have been worked around and scored a back, 
which he could have easily done. Capt. McMurdo, however, 
sent him on down wind, and he ran into the birds and he 
scored a bad flush. Moving down to the branch where the 
birds had been marked down, Diana soon pointed a bird and 
was backed by Dr. Duer. They were then ordered up at 10715 
and the heat was awarded to Diana I. Down one hour. 

PAUL GLADSTONE AND FORHMAN 

were next called, and cast off in a sedge field at 10:20. Both 
dogs went off at a rattling gate. Foreman soon came toa 
point and was backed by Paul, but no birds werefound. Soon 
after Paul poimted and the birds were flushed behind him. We 
then went on over the fence, where Paul pointed and was 
backed by Foreman, and the birds were flushed to ordei 
Further down the branch Paul false pointed and soon after- 
ward Foreman scored a false point. A little further on Paul 
flushed a single bird, and soon after he scored a false point. 
We then worked over a good bit of ground, when Foreman 
pointed a bevy which were fiushed to order, and one killed by 
Tallman and retrieyed by Foreman. Moving into the woods, 
Paul pointed a single bird. Soon afterward he scored another 
point, and a little further on Foreman scored a nice 
point, We then worked over a large field without 
finding birds, and the dogs were ordered up and put down 
in another field. Down in a ravine, Foreman pointed a 
bevy in a thicket, but the birds flushed wild. Passing over a 
fence into a field of stubble, Paul pointed a bevy and was 
nicely backed by Foreman. The birds were flushed to order 
by Tucker and one Killed, and it was retrieved by Paul. We 
now crossed a fence into the pines, where the birds had been 
marked down, when Paul was lost for some time, but was 
found on a point; but the bird had gone. In the meantime, 
Foreman worked on through the pines, and scored three nice 
points. Moving on, both dogs, after some nice roading, pointed 
a bevy, and then, after beating over considerable ground; they 
were ordered up for lunch at 12:35. They were cast off again 
at 1:15, a large bevy having been flushed by some of the spec- 
tators and marked down. The dogs were worked into pines, 
where both pointed. Paul then scored a false point, and soon 
afterward Foreman pointed asingle bird, which was killed 
by Tallman. They were then ordered up, and the heat was 
awarded to Foreman at 1;30, Down two hours ana thirty 
minutes. : 

TILFORD AND BILLY FLIN'T, 

This brace was cast off in stubble at 1:35, and Tilford soon 
scored a false point, and was nicely backed by Billy. Very 
soon Tilford agaim scored a false point, and was backed by 
Billy. A little further on Tilford flushed a single bird. We 
now beat over considerable ground when Billy pointed on the 
side of a ditch in thick briers and alders. The birds were 
flushed on the opposite side of the ditch, and marked down, 
We then worked up into the pines, when Tilford flushed a 
bird and Billy scored a point. They were now ordered up, and 
the heat was awarded to Billy Flint at 2:40. Down one hour 
and five minutes. 

PRINGHSS HELEN AND FLASH 

were cast off at 2:45, and worked over a hill into a stubble 
field, where Princess Helen, after a nice bit of roading, found 
and pointed a bevy and was backed by Flash. Going in up a 
branch Helen pointed for a moment, but her handler walked 
in front of her, when she broke her point and he put up the 
bird. Wenow swung round the hill, when, ina stubble Held, 
Flash pointed a bevy and Helen backed to order. The birds 
were flushed, and Mitchell killed two, which were retrieved 
by Flash in handsome style. Moving on into the woods Helen 
scored a false point and was backed by Flash, Ordered on 
Flash scored two points in rapid succession. <A bird was killed 
and Helen, to order, retrieved it. Wethen worked over into 
apiece of pine, where Flash soon scored two points. They 
were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Flash at 
3:40. Down fifty-tive minutes, This finished the second series 
with the following result: 

Second Series. 

Gladstone's Boy beat Belle of the Ball. 
Diana II, beat Dr, Duer. 
Foreman beat Paul Gladstone. 
Billy Flint beat Tilford. : 
Flash beat Princess Helen. 

Third Series, 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND DIANA IT. 

were cast off in a stubble field at 3:45 and worked down into a 
ravine, where Gladstone's Boy pointed a bevy, The birds were 
flushed_to order, and one killed by Treher and retrieved by 
Glad. Diana had grORPed on a point some distance to the rear 
and right of Glad, in the trail of the same bevy. Moving on 
Glad. flushed a single bird. A little later Diana, as she crossed 
the creek, pointed and was backed by Glad., both standing in 
the water. Diana moved on upthe bank and road for some 
distance. but Mitchell, being in front of her, flushed the bird, 
and lost a good point. We then worked on up into the pines, 
where Glad. pointed. Further on both dogs scored a point on - 
a single bird. We then swung back over hill when a large bevy 
was flushed, and marked down in the branch.and we worked 
tae down to them. Here Diana in rapid succession seored 
three points, backed each time by Glad, They were then 
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ordered up, and the heat awarded to Diana ITI. at 4:25. Down 
forty minutes. 

FOREMAN AND FLASH 

were then cast off on the branch in the pines and sedge at 4:26, 
Working through the pines, Foreman scored a false point, 
and was backed by Flash. Ordered on, Foreman pointed a 
single bird, which was flushed to order and killed by Tallman 
and retrieved by Foreman, Flash then flushed a bird and 
broke in, but dropped to order, Ordered on, he again flushed. 
They were then taken up, and the heat was awarded to Fore- 
man at 4:45. Down seventeen minutes, This finished the 
third series, Following is the summary: 

; Third Series. 

Diana I. beat Gladstone Boy, 
Foreman beat Flash. 
Billy Flint a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

FOREMAN AND BILLY FLINT 
were cast off at4:45in the pines, where Foreman pointed a 
bird, which was flushed to order. Soon after, Billy Flint 
flushed a single bird. We then turned and crossed the creek, 
and beat over a stubble field tosome pines; Billy scored a false 
point. Moving on up through the pines, Foreman pointed a 
teres bevy on the edge of a pine thicket. They were then 
ordered wp, and the heat was awarded to Foremam at 5:15 
Down thirty minutes. There were now but twoin for first 
place, and we returned to town. 

Final Tie for First Prize, 

FOREMAN AND DIANA II. 

were put down at 8:35 the next morning. A large field was 
drawn blank, and near a fence Foreman pointed. Tallman 
ordered him on over the fence,: when he cast off to the 
right, and before he got the scent again Tallman walked up 
the birds and shot and killed one. They were ordered on, 
when Diana pointed a nice bevy and was backed by Foreman. 
The birds were flushed to order and Mitchell killed two. 
Foreman next pointed and was backed by Diana. The bird 
was shot at and killed by Tallman, Foreman soon after this 
scored a false point. Moving on down the hill, Foreman 
pointed a nice beyy on the branch. We then went up in the 
woods where Diana flushed. Passing out into the open field 
Diana scored a false point, and soon after down the hill she 
scored another one. They were then ordered up and the heat 
was awarded to Foreman, and he was declared the winner of 
first prize, at 9:50, Down one hour and fifteen minutes. 

Final Tie for Second Prize, 

Paul Gladstone was then selected by the judges to run 
against Diana IT. for second money, when it was announced 
that the handlers of the two dogs had agreed to divided hon- 
ors and second money, which ended the free for all setter 
stake. Following is a complete summary: 

First Series. 

Belle of the Bali beat Jim. 
Rex and Smut IT, ordered up. 
Gladstone Boy beat Nellie IT. 
Dr. Duer beat Rebel Wind’em. 
Diana IT. beat Bridgeport, 
Paul Gladstone beat Dashing Rover. 
Foreman beat Pixie. 
Tilford beat Plantagenet. 
Billy Flint beat St. Elmo IV, 
Princess Helen beat Sam Dick, 
Fiash a bye. 

Second Series. 

Gladstone's Boy beat Belle of the Ball. 
Diana IT. beat Dr. Duer. 
Foreman beat Paul Gladstone. 
Billy Flint beat Tilford. 
Flash beat Princess Helen. 

Third Series. 

Diana II, beat Gladstone's Boy. 
Foreman beat Flash. 
Billy Flint a bye. 

Fourth Series, 

Foreman beat Billy Flint. 
Diana II., a bye. 

Final. Tie for First Prize. 

Foreman beat Diana Il. and won first prize. 

Final Tie for Second Prize. 

Diana If. and Paul Gladstone divided second prize. 

THH DERBY. 

The drawing for the Derby took place on Thursday evening, 
Only ten of the seyenty-one nominations filled their entries. 
Of these five were setters and five pointers. They were drawn 
to run as follows: 

CuirrorD.—J. Otte Donner, New York, black, white and 
tan English setter dog, July 22, 1883 (Emperor Fred—Fairy 
Belle), ‘ 

Oya 
MapstTonn.— Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. I., liver 

and white pointer bitch, Aug. 24, 1885 (Tory—Moonstone). 

PENDRAGON.—T. 8. Dumont, New York, black, white and 
tan English setter dog, June 11, 1883 (Count Noble—Floy), 

agaist 
PocAHoNnTAS.—Luke White. Bridgeport, Conn., lemon and 

white pointer bitch, Aug. 19, 1885 (Tramp—Grace). 

Dras.—a. RK, Heyward, Rock Hill, §. C., lemon and white 
pointer bitch, March 31, 1885 (Dan—Arrow), 

against 
Buus Linuy.—Chas. Heath, Newark, N. J., blue belton Eng- 

lish setter bitch, June 24, 1883 (Blue Drake—Gypsy Queen), 

GLADSTOWE's Boy.—Dr, G, G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn., black, 
white and tan Hnglish setter dog, Jan. 10, 1858 (Gladstone— 
Sue), 

against 
Prince HamiET.—F. R, Hitchcock, New York, lemon and 

white pointer dog, Sept. 11, 1885 (Sensation—Lass), 

BELLE oF PInpMoNT.—Hdward Dexter, Boston, Mass., blacl, 
white and tan English setter bitch, aga not stated (Dashing 
_Royer—Ranee), 

against 
TAMMANY.—F. R. Hitchcock, New York, liver and white 

pointer dog, Aug. 24, 1883 (Tory— Moonstone). 

Immediately after the finish of the All-Aged Setter Stake, 
the Derby was commenced, and the first brace was put down, 

- MADSTONE AND CLIFFORD, 

Madstone is a liver and white pointer, and was handled by 
Luke White, Clifford, a black, white and tan setter dog of 
good form, was handled by John Lewis. They were cast off 
at 10 o’elock in some scattering pines, and moved off easily, 
but, it was soon evident that Clifford had the advantage of his 
antagonist in speed and stiyle. Clifford soon flushed a singla 
bird ina few minutes, and dropped to a point on gnother, 

which was flushed and killed by Lewis, and retrieved by Clif- 
ford. Ordered on, Clifford scored a false point. We then 
worked on over the hill, where Madstone flushed a large bevv. 
Very soon Clifford scored another point. The bird was flushed 
to order and killed by Lewis, They were then ordered up, 
and the heat awarded to Clifford at 10:20. Down twenty 
minutes, 

PENDRAGON AND POCAHONTAS, 

Pendragon, a black, white and tan setter dog, handled by 
Mr. Tallman, and Pocahontas, a lemon and white pointer 
bitch, handled by Luke White, were cast off in sedge field at 
10:25. Pendragon is a stylish, easy-going dog and appeared in 
public for the first time. He will, when properly broken, 
make a good one. He was badly handicapped by not being a 
retriever. Pocahontas is a nice-going little bitch, but has had 
very little experience, this being her first appearance in 
public, She showed a good nose, but refused to point, and, 
after several flushes by Pocahontas, and one point and back by 
Pendragon, they were ordered up and the heat awarded to 
Pendragon at 11:20, Down fifty-five minutes, 

DRAB AND BLUE LILLY, 

Drab, # lemon and white pointer bitch, handled by Vande- 
vort, and Blue Lilly, a blue belton setter, handled by W. T. 
Mitchell, were put down in a field of stubble at 11:25. Drab 
is a nice-going bitch, decidedly the best pointer in the Derby. 
She made her début in these trials. In speed and style she was 
behind her antagonist, who is a fine, stylish mover and cuts out 
her work well. She now appeared in public for the first time. 
They were worked over to a piece of woods, where Drab 
flushed, Further on Blue Lilly pointed a single bird. Then 
both dogs pointed in some brush. We then swung around the 
field, when Drab began to warm up and got the legs on Blue 
Lilly. Some birds were seen to rise out. of tall weeds, and 
upon coming up Drab was found on a point. Working down 
to where the birds were marked down, Blue Lilly pointed. 
Moving on she again scored a point, backed by Drab, A bird 
was now thrown into weeds and was neatly retrieved by Blue 
Lilly, and they were then ordered up and the heat awarded to 
Blue Lilly at 12:12. Down forty-seven minutes. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND PRINCE HAMLET. 

Gladstone’s Boy, handled by Treher, and Prince Hamlet, 
handled by Mi. White, were cast off m open field at 12:15. 
Gladstone’s Boy ran in the free for all. Prince Hamlet, a liver 
and white pointer dog, appeared in public for the first time, 
and soon showed by his gait that he was no match for Glad- 
stone’s Boy, We first worked down hill, where on the side of 
the hill, Gladstone’s Boy drew to a nice point and was indiffer- 
ently backed by Prince Hamlet. Moving on over the hill, 
Gladstone’s Boy soon secured another point on a large bevy, 
which were flushed to order, and one killed by Treher and re- 
trieved by Gladstone’s Boy. They were then ordered up, and 
heat awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 12:37, Down twenty-two 
minutes. 

TAMMANY AND BELLE OF PIEDMONT. 

Tammany, who ran in the All-Aged Stake. handled by John 
White, and Belle of Piedmont, a black, white and tan setter 
bitch, who appears in public for the first time, handled by 
Capt. McMurdo, were cast off at 1:08 in stubble field. Belle of 
Piedmont is a nice, easy-going, racy-looking bitch, and went 
off well. Tammany was suffering from a large swelling on 
his lip, and was evidently not himself, They were worked 
on down @ ravine in astubble field, when Belle of Piedmont, 
going down wind, whirled on a nice point. She moved a 
little, and put up a bird before her handler reached her, but re- 
mainedina staunch point till the rest of the bevy got up. Capt. 
MeMurdo shot and killed one, which she retrieved nicely, We 
then swung round over the hill to where birds had been marked 
down when both dogs, working in a ditch, flushed several 
birds. Moying on Belle of Piedmont flushed a single bird, 
Going on up the hill, Tammany pointed a single bird, which 
was shot at and missed. Ordered on, Belle of Piedmont scored 
a false pomt. We then moyed over into the woods, where 
Belle of Piedmont flushed a bird ina patch of weeds and 
briers. She soon afterward dropped on a nice point near same 
place. Next Tammany flushed a single bird. Moying on 
Belle of Piedmont flushed a bird in the edge of the woods, 
Working on inthe woods Tammany scored a point and Belle 
of Piedmont two, They were then ordered up and the heat 
awarded to Belle of Piedmont at 1:50. Down forty-two 
minutes. Following is the summary: 

Clifford beat Madstone. 
Pendragon beat Pocahontas. 
Blue Lilly beat Drab. 
Gladstone Boy beat Prince Hamlet. 
Belle of Piedmont beat Tammany, 

Second Series. 

CLIFFORD AND PENDRAGON 

were cast off at1:53. Both worked indifferently, and we beat 
over a great dealof ground without finding game. At length in 
afield of stubble Clifford pointed, backed by Pendragon. The 
birds were flushed to order and two killed, one of which Clif- 
ford retrieved. We then worked on up the creek into a field 
of stubble when some birds were flushed by spectators, and 
were marked down in wood. Here Pendragon fiushed a bird. 
Around into the pines, both dogs scored a false point. We 
next worked out into the stubble where Clifford pointed and 
while he was roading carefully in the trail Pendragon came 
up and flushed the bird. They were then ordered up and heat 
awarded to Clifford at 5:07, Down one hour and twelve min- 
mutes. 

GLADSTONE'S BOY AND BLUE LILLY 

were cast off, at 3:10, in an open stubble, where Gladstone's 
Boy pointed a large bevy at the edge of the pines. The birds 
flushed and were marked down. Going into the pines Glad- 
stone’s Boy flushed a single bird. He stopped to wing and was 
backed by Blue Lilly. Ordered on mea pointed, and Mitchell 
flushed to order and killed a bird, which was retrieved by 
Lilly. On her way to get the first bird she wheeled on a beau- 
tiful pomt. Soon after Gladstone’s Boy pomted a single bird, 
which was flushed but not shot at, and a little later Glad- 
stone’s Boy scored a false point, Ordered on, Glad pointed, 
backed by Lilly. The bird was flushed to order and retrieved 
by Glad. They were then ordered up and heat awarded to 
Gladstone’s Boy at 3:50. Down twenty minutes. 
Summary as follows; 
Clifford beat Pendragon, 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Blue Lilly, 
Bells of Piedmont, a bye. 

Third Series. 

BELLE OF PIEDMONT AND CLIFFORD 

were then called, and after waiting twenty minutes and Belle 
of Piedmont not making her appearance, Clifford was awarded. 
the heat. Summary: 

Clifford beat Belle of Piedmont, 
Gladstone’s Boy, a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND CLIFFORD 
were then cast off at 3:50 on open plowed field, and worked 
across a, branch into pines, down the brush for a short dis- 
tance. and back into the pines, where the last brace was taken 
up, when Clifford made game but moved on. Gladstone’s Boy 
soon afterward scored a false point, and later, pointed. In a 
gully he again pointed, and was backed by Clifford. Thebird 
was flushed to order and killed by Tucker, and retrieved by 
Gladstone’s Boy, Going down the hill and across the creek, 
one of the handlers walked up a bevy, and further on in the 

and the heat and first money was awarded to Gladstone’s Boy 
at 4:30, Down one hour, 

fifth Series. 
CLIFFORD AND BLUE LILLY-~ 

Blue Lilly being selected to run with Clifford for second 
money, they were cast off at 4:40 in a stubble field, and 
worked over the hill, where a large bevy was flushed by the 
judges, and marked down. We then worked the dogs on 
down to the pines, where Lily pointed a single, Further on 
she again pointed a single bird, which Mitchell killed. 
Moving on, Lilly again pointed. The bird was fiushed to 
order, and killed by Mitchell, Ordered on down to the 
branch, Lilly wheeled and made a handsome point on a single 
bird, which was flushed, but not shot at. They were then 
ordered up, and the heat and second money awarded to Blue 
Lilly at 4:36. Down fifteen minutes. Summary: 

Blue Lilly beat Clifford. 

Sixth Series. 
DRAB AND CLIFFORD. 

Drab haying been selected to run for third place against 
Clifford, the brace were called, when the owners of the two 
dogs announced that they had agreed to divide the honors 
and money between Clifford and Drab, and this ended the 
heat and the Eastern Field Trials for 1884. 

SUMMARY. 

First Series, 
Clifford beat Madstone, 
Pendragon beat Pocahontas. 
Blue Lilly beat Drab, 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Prince Hamlet, 
Belle of Piedmont beat Tammany. 

Second Series, 
Clifford beat Pendragon. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Blue Lilly, 
Belle of Piedmont a bye. 

Third Series. 
Clifford beat Belle of Piedmont. 
Gladstone’s Boy a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

Gladstone’s Boy beat Clifford and won first money. 

Second Money. 

Blue Lilly beat Clifford and won second money. 

Third Money. 
Drab and Clifford divided. 

* 

THE CHAMPION STAKE, 
The Champion Stake did not fill. Mr. Vandevort brought 

Don with the intention of starting him should there be 
enough entries to fill the stake; but a few days previous to 
the trials he sprained his shoulder, and of course could not 
run. 

SWEEPSTAKE CHAMPION PRIZES.—Zditor Forest and 
Stream: The managers of the New Hayen Bench Show would 
like very mnuch to hearfrom the owners of champion dogs 
and exhibitors in regard to the sweepstake plan for champion 
classes. For instance, if an entry fee of five dollars was 
charged for champion dogs, the club would take from this the 
ordinary entry fee of two dollars and place the remaining 
three dollars in the stake and add the club’s champion medal. 
In case there was only one entry in the class the three dollars 
would be refunded and the medal giyen, provided, of course, 
that the award was not withheld for want of merit. The 
amount of money won by the successful exhibitor would of 
necessity be small from the low entry fee, but it would at 
least help toward detreyane the costs of transportation.—ED. 
8. PorTER, Secretary N. H. K. C, 

2 

DISTEMPER.—Editor Forest and Stream: My Eclipse 
puppy Ben Nevis, that won first and twospecials in open ae 
of collies at the National Breeders’ dog show, was taken sick 
with distemper soon after his return home. The remedy that 
was highly recommended to me, and which has carried my 
dog through safely, and left him none the worse for his sick- 
ness, is known as ‘‘Jester’s relief.” I gaye a teaspoonful twice 
a day, it seemed to have an excellent effect upon the bowels 
and kidneys, thus carrying off the poison from the syaten I 
also gave eight grains of quinine a day for several days, and 
during the second week a tablespoontul of cod liver oi daily. 
His appetite kept good. I fed him on bread soaked in beef 
soup, mush and m or any Kind of soft food, with some lean 
chopped raw beef. e is now looking as well as eyer.—J. D. 
SHOTWELL (Rahway, N. J.). 

BULL-TERRIER IMPORTATION.—Mr, T. R. Varick, of 
Cambridge, has recently imported the bull-terrier Gon Havel, 
Jy., bred by Mr. Frederick Hinks, of Birmingham, gland. 
Dutch, Jr., was whelped in August, 1883, and is by uteh 
(Old Victor—champion Countess) out of Nell (Young Spring— 
Old Rose). Mr. Hinks, in writing of the dog, speaks of him in 
very high terms, and regards him asa most promising ani- 
mai, He arrived Nov, 21 last by Inman line steamer City of 
Chester. 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW.—Arrangements have been 
made for excellent care of dogs at the New Orleans dog show, 
Jan, 10 to 18, 1885. The dogs may be exercised every day from 
ito 10. A.M. andfrom4+to6 P.M. The prize winners will be re- 
corded in the archives of the exposition, and will receive 
diplomas. The judges already selected are Major J, M. Tay- 
lorand Mr. James Mortimer. The superintendent’s address, 
Chas. Lincoln, New Orleans, La, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

=" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

A, ©, J,, Mechanicville, N. Y.—A week ago I went ducking and my 
setter bitch got very wet and cold, owing to rough weather and rain. 
Since then she has been unwell, She acts as though she was very 
much afraid of me, crawling to my feet when I speak to her and 
whining. She can't stand the cold at all, lying by the fire constantly. 
She keeps her nose on her stomach and licks it all the time, She eats 
but little and it seems to pain her. She sometimes sweatsso her hair 
will be all wet. Her nose is hot and burning. She is growing poor 
every day. Ans. Your dog seems to he suffering from peritonitis, 
commonly called infammation of the bowels. Get yaur druggist to 
make you six powders, each containing one grain of powered opium 
and ten grains of subnitrate of bismuth. Give the dog one powder 
three times daily in water until relief is obtained, You may also ap- 
ply steaming hot flannel cloths over the belly, you may add a few 
drops of oil of turpentine to the flannel each time yowapply ib. Keep 
the dog quiet in a room with fresh air, and let milk and broths be the 
only food at present. Three or four tablespoonsful of brandy or 
whisky a day should be given if the dog is very weak. 

Worms in Dogs, one dose a cure. ‘Cross Keys, Newport, Mon., 
April 1, 1873.—A very valuable retriever of mine has been losing his 
coat and looking very thin, and although treated by a veterinary and 
dog fancier, he did not m any way improve, so I gave him one-half 
of a Naldire’s Powder, and in twenty-five minutes he evacuated 27 
feet of a very broad tapeworm. My dogis new doing well on one- 
half of the food he had before, and say with others that no one 
ossessing dogs should be without Naldire’s Powders. ©. Lewis.” 

Wuldire's Worm Powders, the great British remedy, are sold by 
McKesson & Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York, Price $1. Manu- 
facturers; Wright & Holdsworth, 3 Spur street, London, England— 
Agu, ’ pines Glad pointed a single bird, They were then ordered up| 4d 
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Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 
GARDNER, Mass., Nov. 20.—Last week the Leominster Rifle Club 

were ab Hackmatack Range, in this town, the guests of the Gardner 
Rifle Club. To-day the Gardner Club went over to Leominster. The 
new American decimal target was used, The distance was 200 yards, 
shooting of-hand, with a possible 100 for each string of ten shots. 
Last week there were two strings, with a possible 200. The totals were 
Gardner 1,831, Leominster 1,254, The Gardner Club were again 
victorious, There were three strings of ten, with apossible 800. The 
Individual scores weré as ery ew ct 
A Mathews.........85 &4 EM Rockvwell...... af 78 61—226 
IN Dodge.._...... 9 83 90—252 BM Potts,......... 59 71 81-222 
GP Bilsworth...... 83 80 88-251 GW Foster........ 82 70 64—216 
W © Loveland...... 80 83 S6—249 FA Whitney 63 7B f9—212 
L Walker..........85 V9 80—244 0 Foster, 70 68 62—200 
HA Nemo........., 78 7% 81—281 WH Wood. ) 7% 57—200 
Chester Hinds. ..... 79—230 J W Wilwell........60 65 68—188 
G OC Goodale.... "6—219 RW Walker... .... fd AY 6§2—182 
HC Knowlton...,.. W1—AT A G Runge ee. 42 52 58—147 
G W H Heynor..... i174 TJSymonde........ 48 47 55—145 

2320 1938 

vareet, @ shots, with a possible 85, only the ye Ag reported: 
PRICE Se yet ahr t ured hoes ays Ree Rakeees Ney 5 45 5 4-33 

B Smith. 45 44 Share titees 5 45 5 4 4 5—a2 
SLR ae SF ire An Sey aa 5 544 4 5 4-31 
With the American decimal rest target, 10 shots, with a possible 

U8 ett at is ed yer SR Sar -,-..10 910101010 9 10 10 10-98 
9101010 9 9 10 10 10 10—97 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
vequested toa send them in as soon as possible tfter the matches 
described, We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
ig ae hae Ladies er should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

BOSTON, Nov. 22.—It was grand for shooting at Walnut Hill to-day, 
and it isto be regretted that more gentlemen were not out to avail 
themselves of the almost perfect weather conditions that existed. 
The flags hung limp and motionless most of the day, and it was a 
pleasure to be out of doors, A new rest match was opened, which 
provides for prizes to be won on the aggregate of a competitor's five 
best scores. The prizes are silyer and bronze victory medals, and 
gold, silver and bronze membersbip badges. Privates Charles Frost 
and George J. Boardman. of Company M., Highth Infantry, came 
down from Lawrence, and each won a niedal in the military match, 
The following are the best scores; 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
@ HW Berry........... 455454555547 A Moody,.........-. 5444444544 —49 
Albert Miller. ._...,.555444555446 M Appleton..,....,. 45444534444) 
BE GClements....... 445565444545 J Nichols,...,...,,-.8485444455—41 
G J Boardman (Mil).4544445455—44 © W Hodglins...... 4473433534—35 
a Bestos. Ss. 4444545545—44 HD Stickney, ._... 498443234434 
JE Stipson...., ... 4534455454 —43 

_Oreedmoor Prize Match, 
Wie @herleg es ey eon oe tisienideestd Fi 65 56 4 65 4 5 6 5-48 

Decimal Match. 
NEO) tnd a ee ea en a 8 6101010 9 9 5 9 10—86 
CRAGAM soa. ee snsds et «7 9 6 7 8101010 8 9—84 
T Henry. ....+. ated «-d 964 8 9 7 8 610—72 
Ha SOMtRET. Pboteirbbn kt eben k ste 5 910 8 7 4 8 6 4 9-70 
WU SUAT Stes eet sat bihitd seetood caaee se 748 5 6% 8 8 6 8—67 
VS Med AT 3120) 2 se Spec eee 2 65 810 5 8 210 7 9—66 
AC ADOFEWS ese cece teceer sspeseeteene © 6 F110 5 9 & 5 & 4-62 
EVIDESON ee iueiicd EC Pey ot oats ciny ae bt 46469 9 ¥ 6 & 7—51 

, Best, Mateh. 
8 Wilder........ Sook ad tovesveness10 1010 8101010 9 10 10-97 
DRBBANGIG Ay tee scetu ss tered? tht ee 10 91010 910101010 g—o6 
F Jacques........ A ae ik nettsi ws 910 91010 9 8140 8 i0—94 
We Knipe: sae ae Stoo es: ne, teouaeel0 9 0 910101010 9 §—g4 
C P Chapman.......... ses Sel S870 10, 95°9) Bitola 

MANCHESTER, N, H., Nov. 18.—There was a fair attendance at 
the rifie range this afternoon, the cold of the day being unheeded 
inside the building, where a cheerful fire was kept going. The first 
shooting under the new handicap for the Bixby medal was done, and 
the best work of the day is credited to Wadleigh and William, ‘Two 
team matches were shot during the practice, The scores made were 
as follows: 
__ Creedmoor Target—Match A; 3 cards, 7 shots each; Possible 10h. 
TC William..53 3 4 4 4 497 M Wadleigh..5 33444 5—30 

445544 2-98 544655 4 431-61 
44444452984 J Hodge...... 2543 5 45-29 

Creedmoor Taree, Match B—3 cards, 7 shots each, possible 105: 
OAZE. cease 444444 —28 J Lawrence,....... 454434 1—28 

Bieta dod 4554494—30 -. se. 544445430 
ells .. 4454545—31—89 ++... -4444554—80—88 

M Wadileigh.,.... -4444544—29 TC Williams ... .. 544425498 
TON 4554455—32—61 «» »..4504455—32—60 

Creedmoor Target, Match C.—3 cards, 10 shots each, possible 150: 
IVI Draken. sos. 40 42 43—125 TC Williams........ | ae ae 

Team Match. 
Drake's Team. William's Team. 

M Wadleigh........ 4544454 —80 J Mawrence...... ...4544344 98 
J Hodge............ 4554444—30 WGraham,....._- 4454434 —28 
FU Drake,...,..._..4445444—2989 TO William........ 44554422884 

Second Match. 
William’s Team. Drake’s Team. 

J Lawrence....,..: 4444534—30 FJ Drake.......,.. 4444454 99 
W Graham.... .... 4535553—30 M Wadileigh........ 444454499 
TG William........ 53344442787 J Hodge............ 444444498 86 

RICHMOND, Ind., isto haye anew rifle club, From present pros- 
pects there will be fifty men to start with. They propose to lease a 
iece of ground and put up an elepant club house. The plans will 
e perfected in a few days, Harry Schwartz, Will Moffat, B. W. Cart- 

wright and seyeral other railway employes are prime movers in the 
scheme, The members anticipate a series of lively competition, and 
as there is some excellent material in the club, good shooting will 
surely be recorded, 

NEW BEDFORD, Mass., Noy. 18.—A team from the City Guards 
had a rifle shoot at the Riverside range this afternoon. Following are 
the scores at 200yds., in & possible 105: Corporal Barnum. 83; Private 
Bradloy, 82; Sergeant Howland, 82; Private Gibbs, 81; Private Jen- 
nings, 80; Private Jordan, 63; Private Nelson, G8, 

NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB.—The following officers have been 
elected for the ensuing year; Wm, H. Dunlap, President; Ralph 
Trautmann, Vice-President; A. J. Howlett, Captain; J. Duane, Adju- 
tant; G. 5. Blampey, Financial Secretary; N. O'Donnell, Treasurer; 
M. Heer Secretary; L, V.Sone and J. B. Blydenburgh, Trus- 
tees.—J. D. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them im as soon as jpossible ufter the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
PEA ie a geal should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

NEW YORK GALLERY PRACTICH.—We have secured through 
Mr. Conlin, the yetergn rifleman of ihe Record Gallery, 1,255 Broad. 
way, a copy of the celebrated Wrench target used by Mons. Gastinne 
Rennette, in whose gallery in Paris the distinguished pistolists of 
France and the continent contend annually for the grand gold medal 
of honor. In this yearly contest the sons of kings and many of the 
knightly marksmen of the old world have been competitors for nearly 
acentury. Mr, Conlin has just introduced this target, with rules in 
distances the same as used in Paris. Trom the interest already-taken 
inthis new miodé, itis believed that we will soon be able to send to 
France some scores that will open the eyes of the European shooters 
tothe fact that there are marksmen in other countries besides La 
Belle France, Below we give a fewof the scores that have lately 
been made by some of our marksmen. The competitions between 
Mr, Schuyler and Mr. See haye been very Glose. Mr. Davis, 
Mr. Chase, Dr, Marsh, Mr. Higgins, Mr. Jones and others, are taking 
great interest in this French mode, Rifle secres, possible 70: J. FB. 
st hee ae hh 68; R. V. R. Schuyler, 67; Geo. W. Hamilton, 44; J, A. 
Wheelock, 64; W. K. Griffin, 62; C. M. Donnelly, 62; J, T. O?Connor 
62; F, R, Waite, 62; J, P. Lower, 60; Maynard Bixby. 60. Pistol 
scores, possible 84; D. A, Davis, 71; Onas, ¥. Jones, 70: Dr. E. T. 'P. 
Marsh, 69. Possible 70; W. MM. Ohase, 60; Eugene Higgins, 52, at the 
word; George Bird, 37, with revolver. 

HAST BROKFIELD, Mass., Nov.11—The Coon Club have held their 
annual supper; it was at W. J. Vizoid’s. The hill of fair included 
roast coon and coon cake. Among the invited puests were a Mr. 
Sherman of Providence, E. W. Twitchel of Brookfield, Dr. D. W. 

_ Hodgkins, Charles H. Sibley and E. B. Lucias, The gathering was a 
very enjoyable one. ; : 

about 915 pounds weight. 
a 10-gauge hammerless, 32in. barrels, of 9144 pounds weight. 

bore, 30in barrels, of 8 pounds ora trifle under in weight. 
I want for clay-pigeon shooting, and it is to be made regardless of ex- 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
| quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

THE BEST BORE FOR “CLAYS.” 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

In the remarks onthe ‘‘Best Gun for Clay Pigeons,”’in the last 
number of VoREST AND STREAM, the majority are decidedly in favor 
of the 10-bore of nine and a half pounds and upwards. Probabiy, each 
advocate of the heavy gun has habitually used that kind, and have 
come to the conelusion that nothing smaller will prove effective. It 
seems fo me, if there were rules to limit the weight of the gun, and 
also the amount of powder, they would prove satisfactory. 
men are able to handle easily a gun of 12 pounds with 6 or 7 drams of 

some 

owder, while many others cannot comfortably do so. As Col. Bar- 
oursays: “It would bea good plan to have all clubs adopt a rule 

regulating the weight of guns for trap.shooting,”* and also one limit- 
ing the amount of powder. 
meu stand before the traps, with guns resembling small cannons 
loaded with 7 or 8 drams of powder, 

We should not then, as we do now, see 

Most of my trap-shooting has been done with 10-gauge guns, of 
Tnow own the best gun I haye ever Len 

ow- 
ever, L have just ordered of an English maker a new one, to be a 12- 

This gun 

pense, and particular pains taken with its shooting qualities. Some 
of my friends say I am making a mistake in not getting a heavy 10- 
bore, but if the new gun shoots as well as I expect it will, [ shall be 
willing to get beaten if I fail to make good scores.? 

T have not had very much experience with the 12-bore as a trap 
gun, but think it should be the gun for that kind of shooting, as I 
have seen as good shooting at the trap with light guns of 12-gauge, 
as Lever have with heavy ones, of course more high scores are made 
with 10-pauges as a greater number are used. At the N. Y. clay- 
pigeon tournament, the best ayerage was made by a 734 pound, No. 12 
gun. This gun also has an extra good record on live birds at 80yds. 
tise. Dr. Carver handles a 12-gauge pretty effectively, as most of his 
opponents haye found out. A few years agol saw a match shot at 
liye birds for quite a large stake. The winner shot a 12-eun, under 7 
pounds, with 334 drams of powder, his opponent used a 10-pound 10- 
gauge gun, loaded with 7 drams of powder. 
You, Mr. Editor, in a recent issue say that light guns of small cali- 

ber are coming in fashion again and that 16 and 20-hores are being 
used for game shooting. Such guns require closer holding, but the 
satisfaction of making a good baz would also be greater. If the 
only object was to get as many birds as possible, an 8 or 6-bore gun 
with yery short cylinder barrels, loaded with two ounces or so of 
shot, would be very effective in cover on grouse or woodcock, for if 
the gun was open enough, the shooter could shut both eyes and 
blaze away after each bird flushed with good chances of bringing it to 
bag. 

I may be wrong in my opinion of the 12-bore, but nothing short of 
a good trial will convince me. Ido think, however, that the cannons 
with their heavy vharges should be barred from the trap. Let the 
10-bores still be used, but limit both weight of gun and amount of 
powder. C. M.S, 

DounBarton, N. H,, Nov. 22, 1884. 

EKNOXYVILLE GUN CLUB.—Clay-pigeon match, Noy. 18: 
John M Ross.. ,111111111111111_15° J C Dunean. .. .001110000011110— 
T C Eldridge. ,.111111011711101_18 TN Hodge..... 111111000000010— 
¥ Armstrong... .111111110101111—138 J W Slocum, ., .100011011001100— 
Wim Jenkins. ,..111111111110011—138 A Mead......... 111100001001000— 
M O French... .111100101101111—11 © C Hebbard. . .101110100100000— 
Jacques,....... 101100014111111—11 © Woodbury. . .1010010100000i0— 
MG MeChing..110011100111131—i11 J E Ross........000100101110000— 
G Woods......- 010111111100111—11 § B Newman. . .000000100000000— 1 
D Deaderick. . .110010110010011— 8 

Champion Medal Match—Nat’l Flying Target Co.’s blackbirds; 
Wm Jenkins ...111111111110011—13 M O French..... 000111011101110—9 
G Woods....... 11110111111001112 Dr Deadeériekk ., .011010110100100—7 
F Armstrong. ..11111011110110112 Al Hebbard..... 10011111000100)—7 
MG McOlung..111111111100001_11 FN Hodge...... 001011100010001i—6 
J W Slocum, ...10001111110110110 JB Ross........ 111110000000000—5 
J M Ross....... 110110111011100—10 CG CG Hebbard. ..,101010001100000—5 
J C Duncan ~...111110111101000-10 A Mead .......,. 001011000100000—4 
T C Eldridge, . .011111101110001—10 © M Woodbury .001010000100000—2 
Jacques... ..... 111110100100011— 9 C, M, Woopzury, Sec. 

CLUB SCORES.—Oorrespondents who favor ws with scores are 
requested to send them im as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; und it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesiay 
at the latest, 

NEW YORK, Nov. 24.—A live pigeon match between the Washing- 
ton Heights and Algonquin Gun Clubs took place last. Thursday, on 
the grounds of the latter club, Ten birds were shot at by each man, 
from 3 ground traps, at 2lyds, rise, both barrels used, the seecnd 10 
count hali a bird. Seven members from each club competed, and at 
the end of a close contest the score stood 57 for the Algonquins and 
54 for the W. H. Gun Club. This was the first of a series to be shot 
by the above clubs, and a handsome gold hadge will become the 
property of any member of either club who wins it twiee during the 
contest, R.C.Cassebeer, of the Algonquins, made the highest score. 
814, and won the badge the first time. Sweepstakes and refreshments 
followed after the match, both teams bemg hungry and thirsty. The 
Algonquin Gun Club filed articles of incorporation last month, and 
have forty-five active members on its roll buok.—J. BH. M. L. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with sevores are 
requested to send them i _ds soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
Miauiey fen. publica tow should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

TORONTO, Noy. 20.—To-day some dozen anda half members of 
the Toronto Gun Club assembled at Oulcott's Hotel, Helinton, for 
a pigeon shooting tournament. The shooters were divided into three 

SLOTS. Set? 

classes, Lo shoot at seven birds each, fwenty-one yards rise. The fol. 
lowing are the results: 

First Class. 
C Pickering............. 11101116 R4Harris..... ....... .., 1101111—6 
MW Bleasetez © itt eas hel 01101104 H Townsend............ 0011101 —4 
d Bell, -.-,,.2. --.,-::..,0110010—3 J Douglass........ .,. 0011011 —4 
J Townsend....... sminiies 0101141—5 Geo Pearsall ...... .... 1101111—5 

In shooting off the two tics at 26yds., R, Harris won first, Pearsall 
second, and Pickering third. 

Second Class, 
J WiOTd Slingers cere okey 1110101—5 ~W J Bell................ 0010110—3 
GROPeLA sees meh es 1001111—5 Wm McDowell.......... 1000000—1 
P Wakefield. ............ 011010i—4  W Smith................ 1101101—4. 
I shooting off the ties at 26yds., Worden won first, Mullett second, 

and Rogers third, 
Third Class. 

We BaMrie ee thereon! 1100—2 H Newman. ........ ..,...0000—0 

ee 

’ CLEVELAND, O., Nov, 21, 1884, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Notiving the remark of one of your correspondents, writing from 

the West, ‘that portable boats were not to be had there,” leads me to 
say that I have for years been building that kind of boat. Unlike 
many that are good only for transportation, mine combine strength, 
convenience and shapeliness in a marked degree. Many of my cus- 
tomers are pleased to term them the “best boat in the world.” Tam 
now engaged in filling orders for Forida and other States and Central 
America. The festimonials, of which the two followmg are fair 
samples, are numbered by the hundreds, '. K. BOND. 

PAPIuiion, Neb., Oct. 12, 1884. 
Dear Sir—I haye used the boat on the Platte River, one of the 

Worst rivers to use & boat on in the country, and it gives first-class 
gatistaction. Yours truly, J. oN CAMPBELL. 

MoNTESANO SPRINGS, Kimmswick P, O.. Mo., Noy, 10, 1884. 
Dear Sin—Hight years ago this fall T purchased one of your small 

boats, and have used it continually ever since. I suppose I have 
carted it at least 1,50y miles or more in Texas, Arkansas and now in 
Missouri. Haye biuled it many a mile from lake to lake by my 
horse’s tail, Iam sixty-four years old and a pretty good boatman, 
and would rather have one of your boats than all the boats I ever 
Saw for my own use in fishing and hunting. H. P, Witutans.— Adv. 

“Training vs. Breaking,” by 8, T. Hammond, kennel editor of this 
journal, is creating a revolution in the practice of dog training in this 
country—ddv, 

Canoeing. 
CANOEISTS Cre invited, to send us notes and full reports of cruises 

club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu 
nications ef interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested tosend to WoresT AND 
Srream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete , of 
their clubs, and also notices in adyance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same, Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to ForEsT AnD StreAm their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, naps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport, 

A STEAM CANOE. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: ; 
I desire to call your attention to Mr. Thos. Clapham’s description 

ofthe steam sharpie in last issue, in which he says ‘‘engine with 
eylinder 2x3ft.'. This must be a mistake as he gives the length of 
the boat to be but 16ft., also the weight of engine to be but 50lbs. 
The appended description of a steam canoein use during the past 
peer on the upper part of the Passaic River may interest your 
readers. 
Length 13ft., beam 22in., depth, gunwale to keel 8in. Boiler made 

of copper 8x12in. secured to a large double-burner oil store, and 
placed securely in forward part of well. Steam taken througha dry- 
pipe fastened along gunwale on starboard side to engine, which is of 
the oscillating type, and is placed in stern 1ft, from stern-post; has 
a two-bladed brass screw 6in. diameter. Water taken direct from 
river, Throttle, whistle and stearing gear placed in easy reach, 
Steam pressure 15 to 20 lbs, Speed 3to4 miles per hour. A sheet- 
iron hood inclosed boiler and lamp and terminating in a smoke 
stack served to carry off the heat. ENGINEER. 

(The dimensions of the cylinder should be 2x3in,, not feet. } 

THE LOG BOOK. 

A CRUISE DOWN SUGAR CREHE, 

CREW of three had long talked of a cruise down some nice 
stream. Considerable ink and paper were wasted in the selec- 

tion of it, but finally the Sugar Creekers had the floor and carried 
the day. Sugar Greek runs through Western Indiana and empties 
into the Wabash River. It is not celebrated for its large trout, the 
big black bass, nor the lies which fish and game lunatics get up over 
certain streams; but itis a fine cruising stream for those who love 
picturesque scenery and nice camping grounds, with plenty of clear 
and cold springs. This stream will cause a great amount of trouble 
and work if @ cruise is undertaken during a dry spell. as was our 
misfortime. Our crew possessed a canoe and rowboat, and when, 
fully equipped, they slid their craft into the long-talked of stream, 
they were nothing less than happy. * Ad ; 
The cargo was composed of the following familiar articles: Two 

blankets for each man, three hammocks, a liberal supply of rope, 
twine, nails and tacks, saw and hatchet, and several waterproof 
coverings. Therations were: Hard tack eight pounds. a small ham, 
two quarts dried beans, one peck petatoes, six pounds sugar, two 
pounds ground coffee, thres quarts cornmeal, three cans each of 
corn, tomatoes, sardines, salmon and peaches. A dozen lemons, salt, 
pepper and yinegar completed this part of the cargo, Next came a 
large-sized oilstoye and lantern, with a good supply of kerosene oil, 
The time-honored coffee pot, stewpan and skillet, thoroughly black- 
ened by many a camp-fire, were not forgotten, and when guns, fishing 
tackle and the indispensable camera were added, we had, to say the 
least, a big load. < 
The start was made, under a broiling sun, near Crawfordsville, Ind. , 

and our state of mind can be better imagined than deseribed atter a 
half day’s paddle in July sunshine. The water was low, so low that 
we were obliged to get out of our snug quarters every now and then 
and drag our craft over rocks, riffles and sandbars. 
Toward the close of day the channel became deeper and the crew 

settled down to the task of getting past Troutman’s Dam before sun- 
down. The dam was soon reached, our boats lifted over and launched 
at thehead of a rapid just below it. The boat goes through like 
apple pie down a hungry canoeisl’s throat, but the canoe takes a 
wrong channel and soon brings up on a large rock, which- holds her 
steady for a moment, until the rushing waters turn her stern fore- 
most, and take her safely through to the foot of therapid. Camp 
was soon sighted, our boats hanled on a sandy shore, with a spring 
near at hand, and beds arranged in the boats. 
Meantime the cook was not idle and soon had the eoffee pot hum- 

ming merrily on the oil stove. The stoye was voted a success, but 
when the cook began frying flapjacks at the rate of two per hour, it 
was declared a dowaright nuisance, never to be tolerated azain, 
The morning dawned bright and warm and promised fair weather. 

A breakfast of steaming hot coffee, fried eggs and ham, with hard- 
tack and fresh butter, which, by the way, can be obtained at the 
farmhouses along the route as well as eggs and milk, put new life in 
the crew, Stove, dishes, stores and blankets were packed away and 
the paddle taken up. The incidents of the first hour were, drags, 
rapids and a grand ducking. Yountsville bridge was soon reached 
and a short halt made. A scramble up the roe bank brought us 
toa nice cool spring which was monopolized by us for the time being, 
Yountsville Dam, just below the bridge, was passed and we beheld 
the worst rapids on the stream, known as Indian Ford, It wassmooth 
work at first, but soon turned rough. The water flows with an oily 
smoothness over many of the rocks which are just about fiye inches 
below the surface and appear to be eight. The boat got through 
safely, with a few bumps and scrapes, but the canoe, being deeper in 
the water, was not so fortunate. She was twisting among the rocks 
nicely, when « sudden bump came, quickly followed by a heavy 
splash, as the skipper went overboard, The canoe meanwhile went 
ahead on its own hook, but was neatly caught between two large 
rocks and held fast till the skipper once more took command. 
A long paddle with a clear channel was before us, and at noon 

long halt was made in order to rest, eat a good dinner and escape the 
heat. Dinner was a simple afiair and greatly enjoyed, judging by 
the manner in which the fried ham, baked potatoes, hard tack and 
coffee disappeared. The afternoon was mostly occupied in running 
rapids, dragging and wading, with a nice stretch of paddleable water 
asa change at intervals. An exciting time was had near sundown in 
running over along stretch of shingle rock. The water was very 
swift and just deep enough to float us. The boats went through like 
rockets, aid sometimes would scrape over the sharp edge of a shin- 
gle, sending the cold chills overus. Hyerything went well until near 
the foot of the shingle bed, where an ugly shingle just 4in, below the 
water, reached across the creek. The water was unusually swift 
here, and as there was no getting out of it, we madea break to get 
through in the besb manner, The canoe in some strange manner got 
over safely witha heavy serape, but the poor boat banged right 
against the worst part of it, splitting her pine keel in half as nicely 
asifcut down to order. Camp was made near the foot of Shingle 
Rapids, and after a heavy draw on the rations, we stretched onr 
hammock between three trees in triangle form. Our party carried no 
tent, deeming it unnecessary, which would have been the case if the 
ereek hadn’t been so miserably low, We regretted it bitterly three 
days aiterward, ; 
An early turn in was made, and when morning dawned, the crew 

were up and soon prepared for work, The morning passed as usual, 
rifts, rapids and ‘sandbars were met and passed. At 11 A. M., our 
hearts were gladdened by the sight of ‘*Kingfisher’s Cabin,” which 
was erected by a party of ‘outers’ from Crawfordsville. This cabin 
ean be reached in ten hours from Crawfordsyille in a good stage of 
water, while our crew consumed two and a half days to reach it. 
A short distance down stream from the cabin, Indian Creek joing 

Sugar Creek. A path leading up Indian Creek brings us to a foot 
log. which is crossed, and a down stream path brings us toa nice, 
cool spring; here our milk and butter is kept cool. A tramp up the 
éreek will bring the party to as wild a country as Indiana can boast 
of and is well worthy of the trouble, 
On returning to the cabin the boats were unloaded and cleaned 

out; while all the cargo was transferred to the cabin. In the rear of 
cabin a large stone wall will be found, which answers admirably for 
cooking, while aroomy table of rustic design is nearthe creek be- 
tween two large beech trees. A grand dinner was served at the fash- 
ionable hour of 2 P, M. and all the previous hardships were forgotten 
in the glorious time in the cabin, 

Like all good things, our stay was short. With heavy hearts we 
packed our boats and the cabin was soon 4 thing of the past. 
A dam just below the cabin was easily gotten over and hard work 

was once more before us in the shape of rapids and riffiies. One mile 
from the dam are the Shades of Death, a picturesque bib of ground, 
so called on account of the gloominess and oppressive silence. 
The sun was low, and as some views were to be made of the Shades 

on the morrow, we went into camp on the opposite bank, little 
thinking that fhis was to be our last camp and the end of the cruise, 
By this time it was dusk, and hammocks were again Seok up, while 

the cook prepared the lash supper on the cruise. €n the sup- 
per was cooked, the crew piledall ihe wood and brush they could 
find on the fire, and aroaring blaze was the result, around which the 
crew seated themselves, Supper was about half finished when wea 
were startled by a queer, and by no means a pleasant sight, of moths 
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by the million, which rushed into the flames and fell around the 
eampfiire like snowflakes. Our coffee, potatoes, peaches and hard 
tack were soon covered from view by them, while we made a retreat 
to a respectable distance and watched the novel scene which gradu- 
ally subsided. The crew were not'to be cheated out of their meal, 
ane accordingly prepared fresh coffee, and finished in ship shape 
style, 
A heayy crash of thunder, somewhere hear morning, brought the 

crew out quickly and wide awake, Thé rain was coming down fin 
torrents and the wind was blowing yiolently. 
We were well wrapped in waterproof canvas, but these were Jost in 

the darkness, which was inteuse, Therain soon soaked ns thoroughly, 
but ourerew minded not. The boats were hauled up ona sandbar 
the night before and not fastened, so our first moye was to look after 
them, A yiyid flash of lightning showed us the swollen creek, which 
proved that it must haye rained heavily up above for same time. A 
second fash illomihated the spot where our boats had been, but were 
now uot, The water wastushing madly over the spot, and the boats 
were gone, Notbing could be done, and the soaked crew huddled 
together under an overhanging tree until the rain should subside, 
We were chilled to the bone, and on looking at our watches, were 
still more chilled to find it only 3 A.M. How the crew stood it till 
morning is a conundruni, 
Finally the rain ceased and preparations for a fire were began at 

ones, The matches were dry, as was also some wood, and with the 
aid of one-half gallon of coal cil a bright blaze was made, which 
cheered us a little. Morning came at last, bright and clear. A tramp 
down the creek was at once begun; but a mile of hill and rock- 
climbing scon tired us out, On returning, we built wo our fire and 
immade coffee from the dirty creek water, the hard tack was thor- 
oughly soaked, but as hunger is a greater appotizer, we masticated it 
eheerfully. 

- The crew cracked all varieties of jokes over the wreck, which 
showed they accepted the situation. The goods saved from the 
wreck were hammock atid bedding, camera, gun, three tin plates, 
skillet and coffee pot, knives, forks and spoons, three enps, and the 
sugar canister’, coffee canister and soaked hard tack. The sugar can- 
ister was emptied; a note stating our loss and offering a reward for 
their return was incloséd and the can Jaunched in the creek, Itis 
suiicient to say that the can was picked up, thenote read and a look- 
out posted, who stopped the boat; but the canoe was never seen ov 
heard of from the time of going into the last camp. 
We will now give a deseription of the remaining route from reliable 

authority: “Four miles below the ‘Shades’ is another dam, which 
can be easily gotten over,and a further paddle of eight miles brings 
you to the ‘Narrows,* These are two high bluffs, between which the 
creek flows in a narrow chaunel. <A little piece further on brings the 
paddler to Turkey Run and Bloomingdale Glens, which are often 
visited by excursionists from Indianapolis, After a half day's paddle 
from the Glens the creek empties into the Wabash, and fifteen miles 
down stream is the town of Montezuma, where the cruiser may go 
home by rail or continue on dewn to Terre Llaute or Vincennes and 
take the train home,” Our crew got home in good order, and sadder 
but wiser men. 

iachting. 
AN APOLOGY, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
For the last two or three years or more you have been waging bit- 

ter warfare against pretty much all styles of yachting cratt save one, 
You haye, in your owh estimation, routed the advocates of all other 
types of yachts “‘horse, foot and dragoons.”’ Idonot appear in the 
guise of an adversary, nor even as an advocate, I come as an apolo- 
gist. Lam not, l think, afiicted with either anglo-mania or anglo- 
phobia. Iseea great deal toadmire in England, butam quite con- 
tent to remain an American. I Enow that Englishmen frequently 
admire Americans of both sexes, but it is not for imitating them, but 
for being distinctly, not obtrusively, national, 
Dropping then the question whether it is worth while to strive for 

& national type of yachts, or better, to saye ourselves the trouble by 
imparting our tastes and ideas direct and complete, ready for use, 
permit me to ask why you speak of a ‘Chinese wall of prejudice” in 
regard ta keels on our part. Is if thatno keel yachts had been tried 
in this country; that until \ou called attention to it we were unac- 
guainted with the fact that centerboards did not prow naturally in 
boats, and were an outgrowth, not as we supposed of the experience 
of ey years, but of the crotchety brain of some Yankee shingle- 
whitcler. 
Years before a good many of the present generation of yachtsmen 

were boin, cruises were made in and about Boston waters and extend- 
ing as far north as the Kennebee River, and as far south as the Ber- 
mudas in small keel yachts—where then is the ‘national prejudice?” 
Tf after thirty, forty or more, properly a hundred years’ trial, it is 
found that for certain purposes, to wit, the general run of yachting, 
a boat is required which differs in some respects from anopher craft 
designed for an entirely different purpose, going to Australia or 
Africa, for instanee, where is the prejudice? as a centerboard no 
redeeming features? Is the fact that it-can cross a shallow bar an 
hour or two hours later on an ebb, or the same length of time sooner 
on a flood nothing when night is coming 9n and dirty weather im- 
pending? Does it add nothing to oue’s comfort to be able to be snug 
and .closs under the lee of a point when tbe wind is howling over- 
head, instead of being a mile from shore, pitehing and rolling in the 
seaway, while her crew, anxious and troubled, wonder whether the 
anchor will hold or they must get some sort of a rag on her and fight 
it out till daylight? Whereis the prejudice in that? ; 
Tam speaking of course of yachting as a. pleasure or pastime, or a 

relaxation. If i were asked to go to Zanzibar in a centerboard boat 
54ft, long, I should miost certainly decline; but [should just as cer- 
tainly decline in the case of a keel boat, Such voyages are eminently 
useful as demonstrating the power of a small boat to keep afloat and 
so giving confidence in the boats in case of shipwreckand preventing 
panics, bufitisnot yachting. The Mignonette, a good-sized yacht, 
is stove and sun; her dinghy, i4ft, long, lives eighteen days or so 
with her crew; does that prove that l4ft. open bosts ate sater than- 
keel yachts? Such voyages prove little or nothing. Many years ago, 
two Erie canal boats were rigged as sehooners and started for San 
Francisco around the Horn. Their model was certainly not very 
promising, butthey got phere safely; yet no one would, 1 am sure, 
yenture to recommend the canal boat for long sea yoyages. A fiat, 
shallaw sloop of New York style, in which Ihave sailed on the bay 
many a timé, easily made the voyage to San Diego and trom there to 
Cocos Island, and back to San Diego. Itis not 12,000 miles it is true; 
in fact, I doubtif itis over 2,000, but it shows that even a “skimmer” 
can do something, and that is allit does show. Wessels ten times as 
good in every way have been lost on shorter yoyages, but I mention 
her on account of her size, whichis aboutthe same length as the 
Fiova, 

In the Ocean yacht race, the Vesta, belonging to Lorillard, was’ the 
first one oyer, and made the besp weather of it, though she didn’t 
win the race. She was the only centerboard in the fleet. 

Tn 1849 or °50 & Yankee canie out here, looked about his, went back 
to New Bedford, built a 35 ton centerboard schooner, and sailed her 
out here torunon the Napa route. She afterward ran in various 
yoyages up and down the coast from Alaska to Lower California, 
She was called the Toecao. I haye read somewhere, though I cannot 
recall my authority, ofan Hast Indian boat called a ‘‘fursta,”’ 26fb.< 
l#ft.. which carried passengers from port to port on a voyage from 
the Hast Indies to Portugal. In one case you have a centerboard 
boat, and in the other a wide one, I don't know whatwas the beam 
of the Toceao, but it must have been pretty fair, as she was of 
“malice prepense,” built light draft to run on a shallow viver. F 
The yacht Annie, of New York, at present flagsbip of the Pavifie 

¥. ©., though far from as weatherly as some of the larger boats in 
the fleet, sufiiced to carry Tweed to Cuba onthe occasion of his some- 
what wuceremonious departure from Ludlow street Jail, She is a 
centerboard boat, and byno means what we consider the perfection 
of acenterboard craft, ‘ : ya 
Another point where you have assailed the American idea is In the 

fondness for curved lines, leading us to build craft with little free- 
board and towering ends. We hayé good authority for it, English 
and other, that a curved line is more beantiful than a straight ons, 
and less fatigueing to the eye, and equally good authority for the 
belief that a low waist easily freés itself from water which comes 
aboard, and that it is of so great importance m very rough weather, 
to zive the water free egress, that it is recommended to knock the 
planking from the les bulwarks. From this port there are hundreds 
of two and three masted schooners, making successful voyages fo 
the Northwest Coast, to te Sandwich Islands, ports in Mexico, and 
the South Seas, wost of them bemg centerboard erait and all with 
low waist and high ends, They are trim and weatherly craft, beauti- 
fully sparred, andin proper trim, very fast; they are easy, steady, 
and comfortable, in every way satisfactory; is it national prejudice 
to retain then? . p 3 
There are certain peculiarities of the Mnglish rig for which you 

have expressed preat admiration, contrasime fhe American fashion 
greatly to the disadvantage of the latter, One of these is the set of 
siz or nine jibs carried by a fully equipped cutter Tadmit that I 
have had fut little experience with jibs set flying, That little, how- 
ever, was sufficient to content me with the American plan; and 1 have 
a friend who, having taken « trip of some three thousand or more 
miles in an English schooner yacht, is perhaps competent to speak 

ging tars, her forecastle full, too (there were sixteen before the 
mast), and all working like bees tochange lier big jib, would convince 
a good many people that bad and awirward as reefing a jib in our 
style is, the English plan is anything but a saving of tinieand trouble, 
Dragging & wet jib From the deck to the sail locker, via the cabin, ina 
small yacht, and back again to be dried, does not, seem the very epi- 
tome of conyenience either. A bonnet is hob very easily put on, bur, 
what is of much more importanee, it is very easily and quickly taken 
of, Now,I am so far from being @ panisan in the matter that I 
haven't taken the trouble to find out whether the bonnet is an Eng- 
lish or American idea, I merely speak of it as one of several plans 
better than changing the jib, One thing about the cutter is, [am 
perfectly willing to admit, much better than the sloop, and that is 
that in shortening sail the area is redueed toward the center of effort, 
thus preserving the balance of the sails, while the sloop moves her 
sail forward as she reefs; butlesh you should make too much of this 
admission, I musi remark that I detest a sloop. 
Another English idea against which I mildly protest is the loose- 

footed mainsail. The planis not new in England or Ameriea, but in 
one Case it has been clung to with a conservatism frequently paral- 
leled, and in the otherit has, after a trial, been abandoned. Of the 
housing topmast the same may be said; it had some advantages, but 
they were more than balanced by the extra hamper aloft; that is, it 
was simply more trouble than it was worth—on a yacht, Of the flush 
deck and no cockpit I have nothing to say. I merely turn my mind’s 
eye back over the files of your paper, and note that itis the first of 
the English ideas to be abandoned after a trial, 

In allthese things I might feel that 1 was laying myself open to 
your reproach of ‘national prejudice,’’ and setting myself up as a 
“OGhinese wall” for you to bombard to atoms, did I not remember 
that over in England, the land of fhe cutter, centerboards have been 
long and favorably known, and that the American sail laced to the 
boom has had the warmest praise showered upon it. Ts it any reason 
why a cotton sail isnof good because we happen to haye plenty of 
it? Is it a national ae as to plank with pine, which springs like 
whalebone, rather than import oak, which is really not so good for 
the purpose? Must we, because the English wish to evade a law of 
measurement, put the heel of the rudder under-a boat's center and 
carry the stern outina fantail that becomesa cari¢ature? There 
are certain highly intellectual looking: individuals whom I see on the 
street whose shoes, Imported (in fashion at least) from England, end 
inapoint. Am LUguilty of “national prejudice’ because I do not 
choose to pinch my toes? 
The eenterboard sloop Emerald was built with flat floors and ‘‘tum- 

ble- home” sides, She was neyer beaten by anything anywhere near 
her size. Shewas about 40ft, waterline (42, I think), her main boom 
54ft., and bowsp:it some 25; she carried no gaff, 1 vegret that I can 
not at present give the Jength of the mast, but it was in proportion to 
the other spars. You contend that when our cénterboard craft sink 
their bilges to any great extent they capsized, There is not a yacht 
in the San Francisco fleet of home build that has not had herstanding 
room rail put under water more than once, and there is not one that 
ever failed to luff and free herself the moment the helm was eased. 
Let me, still apologizing, recount the efforts made to discover how 
much it tookto getthe Mmerald’s standing-room rail nnder. The 
first trial was crossing Islaes Bay on the starboard tack; she straight- 
ened out the hookin the starboard shroud turnbuckle. Put about to 
save the mast, she straightened the other on the way home. These 
being strengthened she tore the chain plates aud lifted planks and 
things. The chain plates being lengthened she lay down ina Tele- 
graph Hill zephyr one afternoon, until it became evident that if she 
wasn't allowed to luff she would capsize or take the stick out, Her 
owner refused to luff: saying that he didn’t believe she could turn 
over, and he thonght the mast would stand. It didn’t, though it was 
a first-class Oregon pine stick, as tough as whalebone, but went close 
to the deck. 
Now, admitting that a cutter can’t capsize, I have heard that they 

do sometimes fill through the companion way and sink, The wind 
that will bring a properly constructed centerboard boat down to the 
point of danger, isa good deal stronger than one that will bring the 
water up toa cutter’s companion. There is no more necessity for 
the centerboards capsizing than there is for the cutters sinking, 
There is goudin both types, but if you still think mea ‘Chinese 

wall,’ and a ‘national prejudice” because I say we are old enough 
to have an opinion of our own, and have experimented enough to 
know what is best suited to our requirements, why, I am willing to 
apologize again, B, 
Say FRAncisco, Oct. 27, 1884. 

[Our correspondent has evidently watched the battle of sloop and 
cutter from too great a distance to form a true opinion of the merits 
of the case, and to understand fully the position of both sides, Most 
of the points which he makes have been discussed in print and set- 
tled in practice, but we nolice them again as there may be others at 
a distance who still entertain similar views. 
The triends of the cutter have advocated her not because she was 

of English origin, but because she embodied certain principles which 
they believed in. The friends of the sloop, on the contrary, haye, 
from the very first, made the question an international one; the sloop 
was American, consequently the best: the cutter was English, and 
therefore thoroughly bad, The various peculiarities of the cutter, 
keel, outside ballast, lush deck, rig, were condemned at once, there 
was no need of tryingatbem. We knew better already, At the same 
time the majority of ine sloop men ranged themselves abonce on the 
side of “rule of thumb’ methods as opposed to scientific design, and 
have held the same position until now. 
Forist AND Stream has contended, with what success is well-known 

by all who are familiar with the yachts of five years since and of 
to-day, for safer boats, for cruising instead of idle drifting about the 
Sound, for better and safer rigs, for a greater knowledge, on the part 
of yachtsmen, of all that pertains to the construction and handling 
of their craft, and for the same training, skill and care in building a 
yacht that would be employed in building a house or a steam engine. 
We bave upheld or condenmed every detail of the long controversy, 
only according to its bearing on these points, and without any regard 
to its nationality. 

Tt is true that keels were no new thing with us, but a few years ago 
they were condemned by the majority of our yachtsmen, as entirely 
unfitted for yachting purposes, while at the same time they were 
glad enough to claim the credit for the victory of the keel yacht 
America. The question of keel ys. centerboard is too lengthy to dis- 
cuss here, but we may remind our correspondent that we have never 
denied certain advantages to the board as an expedient where shoal 
waters must be navigated, but we deny the first broad claim made by 
its advocates that it was the better in every way for deep as well as 
shoal water, that the keel was slower, less certain in stays, and could 
not point up. As for the supposed case where the board finds safety 
in shoal water, while the keel is tossing outside, we refer him to the 
race of Oct. 18, on New York Ray. where the keels made their harbor 
to windward safely, while the boards were but too happy to he down 
in the Horseshoe and come up the following day, in other words, in 
the supposed case of heavy weather, the cutter, when reefed,can pet 
somewhere to windward, while the sloop must find a harbor. 
Many boats of bad design and equipment bave traveled up and 

down our coasts as traders for years without disaster, but this does 
not prove that they are in any way models to be copied in ouryachts. 

Our correspondent's remarks in favor of alow waist, and also 
against a housing topmast, require no answer. The value of higher 
sidesis conceded m practice by the sloop builders, while the housing 
topmastis found in the majority of our yachts; and he is seyeral 
years too late in his criticism of these features, The high cocked up 
stern is also a thing of the past. The curye in the sheer may in itself 
be graceful, but the less said about beauty in connection with it the 
better, or attention may be called to the hideous sawed-off stern 
necessitated by length measurement. On tie one hand the overhang 
of the cutter is natural and graceful, every line being complete, and 
having a fair ending as well asa beginning; on the other the lines 
do nof end, but simply stop short, leaving a break thatis in no case 
Pleasing to the eye. Be Ake is! n 
While we have adyoeated the shifting jibs of the cntter, the main 
ointin the dispute, double head rig versus big jib, is now decided m 
avor of the former, the single jib disappearing more rapidly each 
year, The less important guestion, whether jib and staysail, with 
the former on stay is better for our purpose than with the farmer set 
flymg, and nine (?) changes of jibs will be settled by actual trial. Why 
the jibis dragged through the cabin, when the sail locker on most 
small cutters is accessible from the deck, our correspondent does not 
explain, and just what his remarks about changing the jib on 4 
schooner are expected to prove, is not very clear. ( 
We are still in favor of # flush deck, free from the incumbrance of 

aeabm house. The coclkpicis a detail depending on the purpose for 
which the yacht is intended, and, to a cerbain extent, on her size. 
for smooth-water sailing in a small yacht, especiallyif ladies are 
aboard, the cockpit is a.convenience; on the other hand, it is danget- 
ous in rough weather, if of large size, and ina boat of S0ft, or mores 
neat aiter stateroom can-be had if the cockpit is dispensed with, 
Many sniall yachts in Dngland are fitted with eoelpits, but we do not 
know of the flush deck having been abandoned here after trial, cer: 
tainly not in the larger cutters, the only instance being little Madge. 
The centerboard is favorably known in Hugland—in its proper 

place—as a boat for pleasure sailing in shoal waters, but not as a 
mouel for large yaclits. There is mo measurement rule, either in Hng- 
land or America, that necessitates a raking sternpost, and although 
this feature was frst mtroduced to evade such a rule, it is retamed 
because it has been found best. 

eo the subject, His description of the long howsprit, covered with 
e 

There may be some peculiar quality of buoyancy in the waters o f 

the Pacific that preyents a wide, shoal boat from capsiziag, but such 
experiments as that bi Hmerald would not succeed here, Dhey are 
tried every season on bots large and small, from the Grayling to the 
little sandbag traps, of which one or more capsize in every race, and 
often with melancholy results. Weeali the attention of all who will 
persist in sailing such dangerous craft, to the information that the 
cutters are liable at any tinie to heel enough to fill through the com- 
pazion, #8 they may not be aware of the fact. 
For the information of our correspondent we can state that yachts 

here are not planked with imported oak, that our pine (the Southern 
yellow pine) is not a good material, our yachts are planiced with 
cedar, yellow pine or white oak, the latter mostly from Ohio, aud the 
only imported wood used has been a little teak in the four larze cut- 
ters, this being the best wood grown for certain parts of a yacht On 
the contrary, we do not yet use elm in yacht construction, although 
its yalue has long been récognized in Mngland, dnd it is imported from 
America for keels and lower planking. 
We are old enough to haye an opinion of our own, and we have had 

a very decided one, but it is only lately that we have experimented 
enough to know what we want, and the resulf of the experiments has 
been to change entirely that opinion. 

LIST OF RACES SAILED IN 1884... 

EVERAL errors appeared in the list printed last week, of which 
we give the following corrections. The abbrevations, P, A., Perth 

Amboy, and Mil., Milwaukee, were omitted trom the list. The races 
on Burlington Bay were received after the list was printed. The cor- 
rected paragraphs are reprinted entire: - 
June 11. New York.—H,R.Y.C. Sloops, first class, 3 starters: Lotti 

1, Second elass, 2 starters; Olara $. 1. Third class, 5 
starters; Selena O.1. Fourth class, 5 starters: Willie 1, 
Cats, t starters: B Flat 1. 

16. Newark,—Newark Y.C. First class 3 starters: Vixen 1. 
Second class, 4 starters: Our Own 1. Third class, 2 
starters: Just Woke Up1. Fourth class, 5 starters: Cygueb 
1. Fifth class, 4 starters: Shadow 1. Sixth class, 6 
starters; Teaser 1. 

. New Haven.—N.H.Y.C. WVirst class, 2 starters: Wild Pigeon 
1. Second class, 9 starters: Florai, Third class, 5 starters: 
Stranger 1. WPourth class, Trio w. o. 

. New York.—C.¥.C. First class, 2 starters: Emiliel. Second 
class, 3 starters: Zig Zag. Third class, 4 starters: Henry 
Gray 1. Wourth class, 4 starters: Henty Fisher 1. 

Cleveland,—Cley. Y.Ass. First class, $8. H. Ives 1, Louise 2. 
second class, Fanchon 1, Lulu 2, Scud 3, Charon 4, Rover 
5, Third class, Lady Ida 1, Freddie 2, Trio 3, 

5, Monument Beach—B.Y.G. &5th Raze. First tor Buzzard's 
Bay tae alt First class cats, 4 starters; Mattie 1 
and pennant, Flirt 2, Sloops and second class eats, no start- 
ers. Second Wlirt-Iris match sailed at same time; won by 
Flirt, taking colors, 

; ee es C.Y,U, Challenge Cup, M. S. Thomas beats 
abma, 

E eee Bay.—Championship Matches, 6 starters: Co- 
quette 1, 

. Swampscott.—B.¥.C. 8sth Race, Second Championship. 
First class, 6 starters: Atalanta 1, Countess 2 and pen- 
nant, tieing Thialfi. Second class, 4 starters: Rita 1 and 
ennant, tieing Witch, Spider2, Third class, 2 starters: 
sluebell 1 and pennant, tieing Mirage. 

I ST EWeE Bay.—Champiouship Matches, 6 starters: Co- 
quette 1. 

Aug. 2. Suriinaton Bay.—Championship Matches, 5 starters; Ca- 
eique 1. 

6, Kingston,—King. Y,O. Open Race. First class, 4 starters: 
Norab B.Q,Y.C. 1, Garfield, King. Y.C. 2; Aileen R.C.Y.C. 
3, Second class, 5 starters: Iolanthe B.Q.Y.0, 1, Katie 
Gray Os.Y.C, 2, Laura, King. Y.C.3 Third class, 9 start- 
ers: Mabel, Gananoque 1, Merlin, King. Y.C. 2. Shadow, 
Gananoque 3. 

9. BEren Bay.—Championship Matches, 4 starters; Co- 
quette 1. ; 

. Philadelphia.—Q.C.Y.C. Sweepstakes, Wourth class, 5start- 
ers: Pratt 1. 

Newport.—N.Y¥.Y.C. GCommodore’s Cups, 60-mile course, 
Schooners, first class, 3 starters: Montaul 1. Second 
class, 2 starters: Varuna i, Cutters ad sloops, first class, 
4 starters: Bedouin 1. Second class, 4 starters: Oriva 1. 
Best time on allowance, Mischief, 

Hull,—H.Y.C, Open Regatta, Hirst class, no entries, Second 
class centerboards, 3 starters; Magic, L.Y.0, 1: Shadow, 
B.Y.C. 2 Keels, 3 starters: Hera, B,Y.C, 1: Ella May, 
Bo. Y,C, 2. Third class centerboards, 4 starters: Seabird, 
Bo.Y.C, 1: Frolic, Bo.Y.C. 2. Keels, 3 starters; Transit, 
H.Y.C, 1; Rayen, B.Y.C. 2. Fourth class centerboards. 14 

_starters; Black Cloud, GC A.Y.C, 1; Cruiser, Larch, & B. 
¥,Qs 2; Queen Mab, H.Y.0, 3, Keels, 7 starters: Ban- 
neret, D.Y.C, 1; Kittie, H.Y.C. 2; Saracei, Bo.¥.C. 5. Fifth 
class, 25 starters: Mabel, H, ¥.C. 1; Viva, §.B,¥.C. 2; Flora, 
Lee, 8.B.¥,S, 3. Schooner class, Bessie B.¥.0. w. 0. 

. Fisher's Island.—k_Y,C, Amazon 1, 
. Nahant.—B.Y.C, Ninety-first Race. Third Championship. 

First class, 3 starters: Cricket 1and pennant, tieing Thia 
and Countess; Countess 2. Second class centerboards, 4 
starters: Cruiser 1 and pennant, ticing Witeh and Rita® 
Spider 2. Keels, 2 starters: Witch i. Third class, Mirage 
w. 0., taking championship. 

23. Hull.—H.Y.Q. Second Championship. First class,3 starters: 
Shadow 1. Second class centerboards, no entry. Keels,_ 
3 starters, race off, time lost by judges. Third class center- 
boards, Seabird w.o, Keels, 3 starters: Kittie 1. Fourth 
class, 4 starters: Queen Mab 1, taking championship. 
Fifth class, 7 starters: Kismet 1, tieing Spray. Sixth class, 
4 starters: Rlsie 1, tising Mirage. 

Philadelphia.—Q.C.Y .C. Commodore’s Challenge Cup. M. 
S. Thomas beats Tellyer and holds the enp. 

Burlington Bay.—Championship Matches, 5 starters: Bru- 

July 4. 

16. 

24, 

28. 
nette 1. 

Aug. 30, Marblehead.—B.Y.C. Ninety-second Race, Second O 
Sweepstakes. Virst class centerboards, 2 starters: Shadow 
B.Y.G. 1. Keels, 4 starters: Lillie §.B.¥.C. 1, Viking D.Y. 
C. 2, Higic J.C. 3. Schooners, 2 starters: Bessie B,Y.C. 
1, Second class centerboards, 8 starters: Hrm Q,Y.C. 1, 
Folly Q.Y,C. 2, Keeéls, 8 starters; Thealti B.Y.C. 1, Transit 
H.Y.C. 2, Gem B.¥,C. 3, Countess B.Y.C. 4, Third class 
centerboards, 10 starters: Queen Mab H.Y.C.1, Seabird 
Bo. Y.C. 2, Black Cloud C.A.Y.C, 3, J. 8. Poyen, Jr. New. 
Y¥.C. 4. Keels, 10 ‘starters: Kittie H.Y.C 1, Witch B.Y.C. 
2, Saracen Bo.Y.C. 3, Ruth §.BayY,C. 4d. Fourth class 
centerboards, 22 starters: Thisbe 8.B.¥.C. 1, Joker H.¥.C. 
2, Pet Q.Y.C. 3, Comus S.BayY,0. 4, Cruiser B.Y.C, 5, 
Keels, 7 starters: Vesper W.L.Y.C. 1, Vera B.Y.C. 2, Car- 
mita B.Y.C. 8, Fearless §.B-¥.C. 4, Caprice B, Y.C. 5, Fifth 
class, 11 starters: Sassacus C.A.¥,C.1, Plora Lee 8.B.¥.0. 
2, Mirage B.Y.C. 3, Elsie Q@.Y.C. 4, Pert New. ¥.C. 5, 

30. Burlington Bay.—Championship Matches, 2 starters: Co- 
uette 1. 

Sept. 13. West Lynn,—W.L.Y.C. First Ceres tabs First class, 
Blanch 1, Second class, Raven 1. ‘Third class, Crescent 1, 

25, New Haven,—N.H.Y.C. Class B: Ariadne w. 0., no prize. 
Class OC, 2 atarters: Rajahi. Class D, 6 starters: Stranger 
i, Class E, 4 starters: Gracie 1. Class FP, Libbie w, 6,, no 
prize. QClass\G, 3 starters; Hornet 1, 

YACHTING ON BURLINGTON BAY. 
ACHTING at Hamilton has been rather slack this season, and 

Y only a languid terest has been taken in the sport, The only 
important races were those sailed in the series for the championship 
pennant of Burlington Bay. This series began on Saturday. July 19, 
and continued every succeeding Saturday until Aug, 30. The com- 
peting boats were the Brunette, Coquette, Cacique. Nautilus, Collins 
and Mystery. The first three are first class. the others are about 10 
tons each, The fivst race resulted m an easy victory for the Coquette, 
the Nautilus, Collins, Mystery, Cacique and Brunette finishing in the 
order mentioned. ; , 
The Coquette also won the second race, with the Nautilus second, 

the Cacique third, the Collins fourth and the Brunette last, — 
There was a biz blow on the third Saturday, and the Cacique was 

the only boat that finished, being yery carefully handled by her cap- 
tain, Mr. 22milius Jarvis, The Brunette reached the third buoy, and 
the other three did not get any further than the first buey. ; 
The next race resulted in a victory for the Brunette. The Cagigre 

‘and Coquette sailed a dead heat-for second place; the Collins cid x 
finish. here was 4 fresh wind pire eee nae the race, 
On the following Saturday there was hardly any wind, and none of 

the boats finished before P, M. The race was consequently de- 
clared off, aro j 

The next race was won ‘by the Brunette, with the Nautilus second 
and the Collins third, The Cacique and Coquette dia not finish, 
the latter having had her throat halliards carried away. ; 
‘The last race was a walk over for the Coquette. The Brunette 

struck a sunken crib, and had to run ashore. The other boats were 
not allowed to start, az noneof them had two wins to their credit. 
The egnerte having wou three races, was declared Winner of the 

series and thechampionship pennant, = 
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TRON LIGHTHOUSES. 
ees are now being completed at the Russell Car Whee! Foun- 

dry, at Detroit, Mich., three iron lighthouses—one for the pier 
at the entrance of the Detroit River, one destined for Sand Beach, 
and a large beacon lighthouse for the pier just outside of Cheyhoy- 
gan, The lighthouse for the Detroit River pier and the beacon light 
are now completed, and are standing in the yard at the works, ready 
to be taken apart and shipped. e Detroit lighthouse is an 1m- 
mense iron structure, the lop of which, as it now stands, towers 
above the houses. This lighthouse has a round iron shell, with iron 
floors and stairs inside. The outer shell has a diameter of 22ft. at the 
base, and is conical in form to the height of 86ft.. having a diameter 
at that height of 18ft. The promenade deck, supported by brackets 
from the main deck, projects over to a diameter of 24ft. From the 
promenade deck is a circular watch tower, lift. in diameter 
and ft. high. On this is the lantern deck and the lantern- 
house, which, like the remainder of the tower, is constructed of 
castiron. The roof and cowl piece aremade of heayy copper. The 
tower from the base to the top of the lantern cowl is 51ft., and 
from the base to the focal plane 44ft, 4in. The inner floor plates are 
supported by a center column of cast iron, which is hollow and 
answers the Pune of a chimney and for ventilation. The outside 
of the floor plates rest upon a lining wall of masonry. The floors are 
three in number, and make four excellent living rooms forthe keeper 
and his family, the shell veing pierced for light. ach floor. is con- 
nected to the one above by a handsome, winding stairway of cast 
iron. The castin:s are all flanged, having a uniform thickness of 

in. Eyery joint in the structure is planed and fitted so closely that 
it can hardiy be discerned, thus making the whole perfectly water- 
tight. An outer vestibule of cast iron, the ornamental window-caps 
and the neat iron railing around the promenade and lantern decks 
make the whole present a graceful and handsome appearance. The 
Sand Beach Lighthouse is exactly the same as the one just described, 
and will be finished in about two weeks. The lanterns on both these 
houses are decagonal. The only wood about the whole structure will 
be that placed on the ceiling of the third floor, and on top of the first 
floor. ach of these lighthouses weighs 80 tons, aud will be taken 
apart in a few days and delivered to the Lighthouse Board, whose 
engineers will place them on thé cribs this fall. 
The Cheboygan beacon light is a considerably smaller structure, 

entirely of cast iron. The contract for this light was made with the 
Lighthouse Board at Washington, the plans being prepared by the 
late F. U. eau, major of engineers. This style of lighthouse is 
used extensively on the sea coast, but there is only one in use on the 
Great Lakes, which is at Charlotte, marking the entrance tothe Gene- 
see River, Ihe form of this structure is octagonal, The main tower 
from the base tothe lantern deck is 2lft. 8in; the focal plane 26ft. 
8in.; and to the top of the lantern cowl, or length over all, 83ft. The 
shellis made in 6 coursés, each course containing § pieces, all being 
a uniform thickness of 54in. Hach plate is strengthened on the inside 
and the joints, which are fianged and planed, There is one landing, 
and a spiral stairway leads to the second floor, and from there the 
lantern deck is gained by a neat iron ladder, The base of 
the main tower is 18ft. 10}sin. wide, and the lantern deck is 12ft. 
across. The lantern is built upon this deck, and it is octagonal in 
form, with a base 7ft. 144in. wide. The heayy moldings on the base 
of the main tower and cornice, the projections of the main doora d 
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three square and four round windows, and the hand-railing around 
the lantern deck, give relief to the general plan of the structure, and 
asit now stands in the yard of the works it presents a very picturesque 
and unique appearance, The tower will be fastened to heavy oak 
timbers in the crib by 2in, boits, The weight of this tower is 25 tons, 
This large iron house will be taken apart and erected on the pier by 
the constructors, according to contract. 
The plans for the Detroit River and Sand Beach lighthouse were 

prepared in the office of the foundry, under the direction of Charles 
. L. B, Davis, captain of engineers, and engineer for the Tenth and 
Eleventh Lighthouse districts,—The tron Age, Nov. 20, 

ACCIDENT TO THE DOLPHIN.—The new dispatch boat Dolphin 
started on her trial trip on Thursday, having on board a number of 
naval officers, besides her builder, Mr. John Roach, She steamed up 
the Sound, making good speed until off Clinton, Conn., when, in at- 
tempting to turn her at full speed, the line shaft broke just abaft the 
thrust bearing. The ship anchored at once about ten miles from 
land, and three men put off in a rowboat for provisions and help, 
there being nothing to eat on board. No one could be found at Clin- 
ton to go off with provisions, so tle party came at once to New York, 
where a tug was secured and loaded with stores. Starting on Friday 
morning, it was late in the evening before they reached the famished 
mariners on the Dolphin, As there was no bedding on board, and 
but two blankets, the night had not been passed very pleasantly, 
while there was nothing at all toeaton board. The Dolphin was 
towed to Bridgeport, where the guests took a train for New York. 
The section of the shaft will be replaced at once. 

BUFFALO.—The Buffalo Yacht Club was reorganized at a meeting 
held on Noy. 17, at which Mr, J. H. Free was elected President; B, B. 
Clark, Vice-President; Henry Thornton, Secretary; Geo. C. Smith, 
Treasurer; D. D. Barker, Measurer. Sixteen new members have 
joined the club, and the interest in yachting is growing rapidly there. 
Severdl new yachts have already been added to the fleet this fall, and 
more new ones are planned. while some will be purchased in the 
Haste The latest addition is a cutter 387ft. by 7ft. 6in. beam, and 7ft. 
epth. 
SAN FRANCISCO.—A 40ft. schooner yacht is talked of by some 

San Francisco yachtsmen to be used for sailing in summer and as a 
shooting box in winter. The only sharpie in Pacific waters was a 
failure, owing to faulty rig and construction, but this one will be 
more like the eastern boats, Heavy centerboards are generally used 
on theSan Francisco yachts and are prefered to wocden ones, in spite 
of the extra cost and the liability to loose or damage by grounding. 
OFF TO THE SOUTH.—The sharpie Tarpor has started for Flor- 

ida, also Dr. Hoagland’s schooner sharpie Decoy, the steamer Radha, 
which left Norfolk on Wednesday, going by the inside route. The 
Yosemite also leaves this week for the West Indies, having been char- 
tered by Mr. H, M. Singer, of Chicago, who will be accompanied by 
his family and a party of friends, The cruise is expected to occupy 
five months. 
TWO MORE CUTTERS,—Fay, of Southampton, will soon lay the 
eel of a 47-ton cutter for Mr. Warren, of Boston, owner of the Mag- 

gie. This yacht, designed by Mr. Richardson, will cross the Atlantic, 
and, it is said, will compete for the America’s Cup next year, Mr. 
Fay ae also designing a 27-ft. racing cutter fora gentleman in Phila- 
delphia. 

A HANDSOME MODEL YACHT.—Mr. Gustave Grahn, of New 
York, has lately completed a model of the Fortunafor Mr, H_S. 
Hovey, who who wili present it to the Hastern Y.C. The model is 
ab out 4ft. long. : 

AMERICAN Y. C.—On Saturday evening of last week this club 
took possession of their new club rooms at No. 574 Fifth avenue, 
where they have fitted up very comfortable quarters. 
GREAT BASTERN.—Itis reported that this famous ship has been 

leased to be used as a hotel at New Orleans during the Exposition. 

answers to Worrespondents. 
H. J. P._See the Forest anp StreAm table of open game and fish 

seasons. 
J. B. H., Louisville, Ky.—Write to J. Everson, Williamsburg 

Brooklyn, N, Y. We cannot give the address of builders. 

M. J, H., Jy., Clinton, N. ¥.—There is no manufacturer of steam 
canoes in this country. We kuow of none who build such engines. 

Amatzur.—l, The term “partridge” is in some parts of the country 
applied to the quail, elsewhere to the ruffed grouse, 2. Pixe may be 
taken in the manner described. 

H, A. H.—Canoe would cost about $115 with paddle and fittings, 
but without sails. Sse Formst anp StrEAmM for Sept. 27 and Oct. 4, 
1883, for lines and sail plan of 16-ft. canoe. 

E. H. B., Hamilton, Can.—I am axious to secure a good mastiff or 
St. Bernard, and I would like to know the address of-some breeder 
whom I can depend upon. Ans, For mastiff apply to Shaw & Bates 
or W. Wade, Pittsburg, Pa,; for St. Bernards to Chequassett Kennels 
or Forest City Kennels. All addresses will be found in our advertising 
columns, 

W.S. W., St. Paul’s School.—Could I express a dog from this place 
to Newark, N. J., with perfect safety, or would it be best to take it 
with mein thecars? It isa young Itish setter not full grown. Ans. 
Hither way will do, but if the dog is timid the last named way is 
better if practicable. Most railroads will not permit dogs to ride in 
passenger cars. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 
A Usrerun ARTICLE.—Leather Keep Dry, Advertised in another 

column under the head of ‘‘No Rubbers Needed,"’ is having a large 
sale on its merits, which are many. It not only makes boots and 
shoes waterproof but keeps the leather soft and pliable, thus pre- 
yenting its cracking and adding much to its wearing capacity. A 
much better polish can be made over boots and shoes that have been 
treated with it. Its many merits place it at the head of all the water- 
roots on the market. Noone can afford to be without it. Can be 
ad of all leading dealers in sportsman’s goods.—Adv. 

Any of our readers who have a dog afflicted with mange, should try 
the new mange cure advertised in this issue. A cure is guaranteed 
for $1, and if it does not cure the money will be refunded.—Aadv. 
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HOM REYS 
VE OR INAR 

FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

| TER ECIFICS 
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry. 
For Twenty Years Bunbureys Veterinary 

Specifics have been used by Farmers, Stock» 
reeders, Horse R.R., Travel’g Hippodromesa 
enageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS, 
A.A. Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

THE CELLULOID 
(Patent Applied Hor. 

MINNOW. 

Fever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 75c, 
B.B. Cures Founder, Spayin, Stiffness, 5c. 
}.0, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, T5c. 
. 2. Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms,- - - 5c. é ‘ 
.E. Cures Cough, Heaves, Pneumonia, 7c. WAZ y 

F.F, Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, Vdc. = = ) 
.G. Prevents Abortion, - - - - - - - 75c. a 

HH. Cures all Urinary Diseases,- - - - J5c. ha “ e 7“ _ mes = 
HI, Cares Eruptive wischey Cee ic peag te This Minnow is practically indestructibic. 
Veterinary Case (black walnut) with Vet- . Mounted in the most substantial manner on hooks particularly adapted to AMERICAN WATERS. This cut shows the exact size 
aa r peas ce bps 10 bottles of a No.7, We keep the following sizes in stock: Nos, De ie Mk eg 

Rie ne oat Rao taal o “OO Incheslong 2 24 3 388 4 4 
hese Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 

address on_receipt of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humphrey’s Veterinary Manual (330pp.)sent 
free by mailon receipt of price, 50 cents. 
("Pamphlets sent free on application. 
MOUMPUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO. 

109 Fulton Street. New York. 

Mian uiactu 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue. 

ABBE LY & IN HB HRIB., 
rers of Fine Fishing Tackie, 
48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

SILK WORM GUT: 
mE. DATASA, 85 Broadway, N. YLY., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 

Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00, Gut to Extra Fine. 
For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 
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Patent Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

calf, 

work and fit guaranteed. 

HUNTING! 
This boot will give better satisfaction for all-round work 

than any covering yet invented for the feet. 
water-tight tongue at instep, snug adjustment at top, giving 
symmetrical application to conformation of foot, ankle and i 

and contributing thorough comfort, 
warmth. Wili not chafe the heel or ankle. 
rubber cemented before being stitched; the tongue is thor- 
oughly waterproofed; bottoms put on with welt and hand- 
sewed; no screw-nails used as in the cheap imitations. Thorough 

Send for catalogue of leather and canyas sportsmen’s goods to 

Double uppers, ii 

protection and 
The seams are 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes, Cost 
only about half asmuch. Weight lessthan paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is nearly two fauges larger. Load 
same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. “Or can be effectually 
crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by : 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

QUR. NEW MODEL 
THREE BARREL 

YERRINGTON & QUIMBY, 
SUCCESSORS TO 

THOMSON & SONS, 

301 Broadway (P. O. Box 1016), NEW YORK. 

Also Agents in New York for 

Letever’s Hammerless Guns. 

= — . 

4nd apis sey S]jeqs wedud Ploy SIL, 

PRA Surioys ‘Awe 

 sufeq ynoygins 
SurALie9 aOy St ta 

pedunr qo $sBaq PaICE, B75 TO S250. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

This gun is light and compact, from 9 to 10 Ibs. weight, The rifle is perfectly aceuricc. 

’ a. C. SMITH, Maker. Syracuse, N.Y. 

o -dns fie 2 
i Will carry brass cartridgss aud positiv. Jy prevent wads 

Suitable for either paper or brass shells. Sstisfaction guaranteed or money re- 
Manufactured by R. H. POOLEHR, Serena, LaSalle Co., Ti. 

The only practical cartridge holder in use. 
from starting on shot. 
funded, 

Send ten cents in silver or currency for. catalogue and sample cartridge holder, also a colored litho- 
raph card of grouse shooting on the prairies, 

. 
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ErPURnRS. 

C. G. GUNTHER’S SONS, 
I84 FIFTH AVENUE, 

NEW YORK. 

Cloth Coats lined and trimmed fur, $85, $100, $125, 

$150, $185, ete. 

Seal Skin Coats at $225, $275, S300, ete. 
ef “* Gloves at $5, $6, $8, $10, $12, $14, $16, $18. 

Hats and Caps, $8, $10, $12, $15, $20. 
Black Bear Robes at $35, $45, $55, $65, $75, $85, $100, 

$125. 

Black Japan Goat Robes at $15. 

Beaver, Bufialo, ’Coon and all other Fur Robes and Rugs. 

Ladies’ Seal Skin Sacques and Cloaks. 

Muffs, Collars and Trimmings of all sorts. 

66 se 

Orders by mail or information desired will receive special and prompt attention. Price 

lists sent on application. When customers are known to the house, or satisfactory references 

are furnished, goods will be sent on approval. 

Breech and Muzzle-Loading Cannon 
FOR 

Campaign Saloting Purposes, G. AR. Posts and Towns, 
ORNAMENTAL FOR LAWNS, g 

Jo— 

PRICES—BREECH-LOADERS, 
No. 1, length 18in., No. & shell.... .. $60 00 
Oe 24in., oe 80 00 
Ae 28in., a, er 110 00 
PE etre wea 8 Joey ee 155 00 
Sue. EE 36in,, ne Se ees 225 00 
Le Walp Ade 40in., Oo 300 00 

MUZZLE-LOADERS. 

No. 1, length 18in., bore1 in. $30 00 
hor tg) 24in., “* 144° 55 00 
© 8 QRin = 15g" 85.00 
See tt Sein, SY 920 120600 

5, * s6in., “ BZ" 175 00 
fe 40in. a ee 240. 00 

MANUFACTURED BY THE 

STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Can be obtained from leading Gun Stores. 

GUNS FOR ALE: 

er a better spread in gins this year than ever before, consisting in part of the Parker 
Din ones (for anion we are eal agents), the Colt Club and other Colt Guns, Harrington 
& Richardson’s Guns and Revolvers, Enos James & Co.’s Invincible, Triumph, Trap, Neyer 
Miss and other grades, and the Great American Single Gun, called the Field, with top lever 

and allimproyements. ‘Tie Field Gun costs but a trifle, and is designed for boys or men who 

cannot afford to buy fine double guns. Besides the aboye we have a small job lot of guns of 

Webley, Hollis and other makes which we offer at less than half price. Send stamp for 

catalogue. 

Wessmuk Hiuntinsgs Es mife. 
a — The only pocket hunting knife 

worthasou. Full sized knife, 914éin, 
loag open, and 5igin. long shut. 
Blade lin. wide, and equal to the best 
razors, but not so hard. If you 
want one by mail, send plain ad- 

dress to GEO. ROCK WOOD, Wellsboro, Tioga Co., Pa., with postal note for $1.50. P.S.—See Forest and 
Stream for Sept, 18, page 147. 
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ACME TARGET BALL TRAP. 
2 Constructed on entirely 

: new principles. 

Has five angles of flight, 
equal to the new 5-trap 
system. Throws any height 
or distance desired. ur 
new target ball entirely 

JOSEPH PLUNKETT, 
(Successor to R. SHEPHERD,) 

Importer and Manufacturer of Eng- 
lish Brass and Iron Bed- , ~ A 
steads, Adjustable Folding F-Pt} 
Qhairs, Folding Beds, Baby & if 
Carriages, Rte. Also 3 j 
all kinds of Bedding 
and Mat- obviates the objections to 
tresses = the composition ball. Itis 
constant. perfect. Prices: Trap and bbl. (250) of balls $5.00. 
lyon hand ,. Sue Traps $9.00 each; balls %8.00 pee 1000, $2.50. per bbl, 
gud bade ———— Send for circular. TARGET, BALL AND BALL 
0 order, PIGEON CO. (Limited), Lockport, N. Y. 

112 West 14th Street, New York. 

TROMBONE WHISTLE. 
© strings or pockets. Tone changeable from 

soft to loud. Wull nickel. Hndorsed by Forest and 
Stream and sportsmen generally. Ask your dealer 
for them, or sent by mail on receipt of Pace 50 cts. 
Circulars free, Address F. G. FARNHAM, White 
Mills, Pa. 

eae PATENT AUTOMATIC 

STOMEHENGE O8 THE DCG, N 

Price 33.60. 

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Oo. 

H. & D. FOLSUM, 15 Murray Street (P.O. Box 1114), New York. 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 
published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
ist of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING. 

American Angler’s Book, Norris,.............. 5 50 
Angler's Note Book. wo. 0.2...) 0 ccce ety ee oe 2 40 
AN SINe Phy ess. wees eee aye tce pigtsleeeeeetehrs mints 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson........ 0... .....2.-08: 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis............ Toes. 2 ebd 
Angling Literature in England................ 1 25 
Black Bass etn Henshall. .2viactivewah. 3 00 
British Angling Flies....,.. ito alae ics cu oe 2 00 
Wish Hatching and Fish Catching............. 1 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly ..................-505 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Ploat..............-.--.. . — 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott............ 8 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock...... 20.0.2... .2.,-.005 2 00 
Fishing with the fly, Orvis ......-.... Reh ad gh 2 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes....................- 1-26 
Fly and Worm Fishing.............-.-...0-0e0s 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing, .......... 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 
Fysshe and Fysshyne..... 20.22. .sssetecceeeeas 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium.,.._........... 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .... 
Modern Practical Angler, Pennell....,........ 
Practical Trout Culture...,........... .....+. 

Trolling .. 
The Gam Fish of the Northern States and 

HUNTING—-SHOOTING. 
Across ese Wanderer, 
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long,... 
American Sportsman, The. Lewis 
Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan 
Crack Shot 
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GUIDE BOOKS AND WAPS. 
British Provinees...... ...... PB 5 oho 2 00 ny 

Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Outliffe....... - 1 50 Foetal neat aaa etapa: $1 00 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition...... 3) Pateny i Gui de rts Bichardson. pay HaApoIey 

BIEDSs. TAK G), news acis tne teem he ab eoeiee oe 60 
, y ie Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake..... 50 

American Bird Fancier............, a) Ago ps _, 20 | @arrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Baird's Birds of North America.....-.......+., 30 00 | Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Bechstem’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... i 50 | Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard........ 35; 
Bird Noles 0G sprite tees re sae abfee leg ila conertoen 75 | Map of Androscoggin Region............-....- 50 
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Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel 
ence more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded ta any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by EB. F, NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Masa. 
Send for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws. 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

FALSE PRETENSES. 
OR some months advertisements of $15 guns sold by 
Parker & Company of Chambers street, have been 

appearing in a number of newspapers, and we have been 

flooded with questions about these arms and people. The 

name and the location suggested to those unfamiliar with 

such matters the well-known firm of Parker Brothers whose 
factory is at Meriden, Conn., and their place of business in 

this city in Chambers street. 'This so-called Parker & Com- 
pany consisted of Charles R. Parker, of Brooklyn, and one 

Hayden, who has heretofore been connected with various 
cheap jewelry and gift enterprises and who, is alleged, at 
least on one occasion, to have flitted to Europe to escape 
the consequences of some of his business transactions. There 
appears to be no reason to believe that the Mr. Parker whose 
name appeared on the firm heading had any knowledge of 
the questionable use to which it was being put, 

Parker & Company were attempting. to trade on the 

name and reputation of Parker Bros., and as soon as this 

came to the knowledge of that firm, they took steps to put 
an end to the business. An injunction was obtained 

against Parker & Company and their business stopped 
until the case should come up in court. on its merits, 

which will be to-morrow, In the meantime the firm of 
Parker & Company no longer exists, a dissolution notice 
having appeared this week in the daily papers. ; 

Foolish people are no doubt still sending on money to this 
firm, each one expecting to receive in return for his $15 one 

of those wonderful shotguns that kill at one hundred yards. 
A cheap gun isan abomination—not only being itself a 

botched piece of work, but also because it is a source of con- 
stant danger to the man who carries it and to those who are 
nearhim. Where life and limb are in question, it is the 
very poorest economy to try to save a few dollars. It is bet- 
ter that the pocket should suffer a little rather than that the 
head should be lost. Injuries to the former are easily re- 
paired, but no amount of hard work will put a new head on 
aman, or replace an. arm, ora hand, or a finger tha! has 

been blown off. What we want in our arms is safety first, 
then good shooting qualities, and Jast good workmanship and 
finish. No one should expect to receive a safe, strong, 
Weapon without paying a fair price for it, and those who 

propose to buy guns had much better do so from some reli- 

able house, who may not offer such marvellous bargains, but 

whose representations can be relied on. 

We were offered the advertisement of this firm, but at 

once refused to give it a place in our columns on any terms. 
It is very unfortunate that this whole trade in cheap guns 

cannot be put an end to, but we presume that there is no 

hope at.present that this can be done. Inthe meantime, we 

can only advise our readers to shun cheap gun dealers as 

they would the plague. 

CANOES IN THE SOUTH. 

if has already been told in these columns that ‘‘Ness- 

muk’s” famous little canoe, the Sairy Gamp, will be on 
exhibition at New Orleans this winter in the Cotton Cen- 
tennial display; and perhaps so many of the visitors who see 

her graceful lines, may be captivated by them that a canoeing 

interest may be created in the South. It is a grand country 
for the canoeist. Many of the tourists who go South from 

the North in the winter season have found that out. Florida 

waters have been cruised over and over again. But it can 
hardly be said that the merits of the canoe are very well 

understood by southern people. They have magnificent op- 

portunities for the sport, but they have not yet learned to 

profit by these natural advantages. 

The reason may be that they have not found out what a 

useful and pleasurable craft the modern light canoe really is. 
In this, to be sure, that can hardly be said to be behind the 

North, for even in that part of the country, aside from a few 

of the more commonly travelled routes, the canoeist is a rara 
avis, and excites more curiosity than that wonderful com- 

bination of humanity and mechanism, the bicycler, Once 

introduced, howeyer, it will not take long for the sport to 
become popular; and nothing will be more natural asa re- 

sult of the New Orleans exhibition, than a general adop- 
tion of the light canoe as a pleasure craft, on waters where 

now only the clumsy skiff or the ancient dugout is seen. 

IMPORTING FOREIGN BIRDS. 

4 (ie other day attention was called to the supposed fact 

that of all the thousands of migratory quail imported 

into this country and put out in different localities, none had 

survived, or if they had survived none were to be found. 

We have since then seen in a Western Massachusetts paper 

a note from-an anonymous writer, saying that the quail put 

out in one of the towns in that State had survived, and were 

now fulfillmg the purpose for which, of course, they were 

imported, namely, offering themselves as targets for sports- 

mens’ guns. This is important, if true. A well authenti- 

cated record of the capture of the birds would be extremely 
interesting. 

In another column will be found a note from a corre- 

spondent, who has evidently given the subject some thought, 

suggesting one possible element of failure in these attempts 
to introduce foreign birds. He urges that it was a mistake 

to put the birds out in this latitude on the presumption that 

upon the approach of cold weather they would migrate 
south, instead of liberating them in a warmer climate, 

whence by natural increase they would probably find their 
way north. The suggestion is a reasonable one. If other 

attempts are made to bring to America the game and song 

birds of foreign lands, it would be wise to give the southern 
liberation plan a fair trial. It is hardly to be presumed that 

further attempts will be made to attain success in the manner 
already tried and proved futile; but the subject of bird im- 

portation is one which may well engage the attention of 

public-spirited individuals. To deplete and destroy is too 
much the spirit of the age; how to restock the game covers 

is a problem which will by and by surely be solved. 

Encuish Kennet Notms.—The curiosity which is mani- 

fested both in England and America as to the identity of. 
“Lillibulero” is quite amusing. We understand from private 
sources on both sides.of the water, and from the London 

press, that great efforts are being and haye been made to 

learn who the author or authors of these letters is or are, 

and the appeals which come to this office asking the same 

question are really quite touching. We are obliged to return 

to all these anxious querists the same answer, and we are 
sorry to say that some of them do not appear to be satisfied 

with the explanation that publishers are quite without dis- 
cretion when a contributor declines to have his real name 

made public. Perhaps we should have saved ourselves 
some trouble if, at the outset, we had stated that we ourselves 

were ignorant of the contributor’s name, and forwarded all 
our communications to a certain box in the London P, g. 

However, like one of our esteemed contemporaries, we ‘‘con- 

sider a lie the poorest investment possible,” and so we did 

not take that course. The field for conjecture is a broad 
one, and all sorts of men, occupying all sorts of stations, 

have been mentioned by those who are trying to solve the 

problem. Among these are half a dozen editors and as 
many clergymen, besides a great number of people in other 

walks of life. Wedo not think that any one has as yet 

fixed on the real authorr of the notes, and, since they evi- 

dently desire to remain unknown, we shall do what we can 

to preserve their incognito. We hope that nothing which 
we have written above will lead any one to imagine that we 

write these notes ourselves in this office every two weeks, 
gleaning the news from the English journals. A few years 
ago one of the burning questions in the doggy world was, 

“Who was the sire of Croxteth’s dam?” ‘Now it appears to 

be, ‘‘Who is ‘Lillibulero?’” 

OnE-Man PowrEr.—Once in a while there comes in the 
mail a plaint from some game society secretary, whose bur- 

den of sorrow is that, while the membership of his society is 

large, no one seems to want to do any of the work, but all 

try to ‘‘shove it off on to him;’ and coming at last to believe 

himself imposed upon, his remarks are apt to be indignant 

as well as sad. It must be confessed that the words of en- 

couragement we try to write in return are not always very 

comforting. Nothing can comfort such a man, except the 

awakening of activity among his fellow members. And the 
hard-worked secretary knows, as well as the’rest do, that 

this activity cannot be awakened. It is not sleeping; it is 

dead. In the history of game protection in this country, it 

is true in nine cases of every ten that, no matter how long 

may be the club constitutions and the roll of membership 

and no matter how long-winded the other members’ disser- 

tations and expatiations on what ought to be done—when it 

comes to actually doing anything, it is left for one man to 

do, or is not done at all, After a while the one man gets 
tired. 

OnEIDA Lakn.—From Oneida Lake in central New York, 

comes the record of one man who has the pluck to do what 

the people of the State have deputed to him. His name is 

William H. Lindley, and he is one of the State Game Pro- 

tectors. He has been waging a war on the fishermen, who 

defy the law by netting in the lake. His task has not been 

an altogether pleasant one. Not long ago, while Mr, Lind- 
ley, with his steam Jaunch, was taking up nets, he was sur- 

rounded by a hostile flotilla of rowboats, manned by armed 
ruffians, who threatened his life. On another occasion—like 

Adirondack tourists who kill deer in the water—the mob 
threw away their guns, and attacked with oars asclubs. The 
officer’s pluck has carried him through the scrimmages, and 

many nets have been destroyed. Oneida Lake is some 
twenty-seven miles long and seven miles wide. It is a large 

area for one man to look after. Officer Lindley should have 

credit for what he has done, and ought to be provided with 

all needed means of prosecuting his task. 

THANKSGIVING Day SHooTinc.—The marksmen kept up 
the traditions of the day in good style by many a contest of 

skill over range and across trap. Our shooting columns tell 
of a few only of the scores of enjoyable events, and no doubt 

every one who took the sensible exercise of the open field 

found his aim straight and his zest the greater at the sub- 

sequent performance about the dinner table, The old style 

turkey shoot, where the head of the game was used as a 
mark, seems to have given way to the more sensible contest 

where a fixed mark is used. There may be less luck, but 
there is ever so much more skill in a carefully measured 

string target, The day generally was fine, and with the crisp, 

sharp air made the winding up period of the summer’s 

sport entirely satisfactory. The winter of talk and thought 
is now entered upon, and if appearances are not very deceit- 

ful, there is every prospect of a lively season in all kinds of 
marksmanship during the summer of 1885. 

ONE THANKSGIVING.—This is a civilized country—except 

in spots. Every now and then one comes pat upon a heathen. 

A New Jersey correspondent tells us of a man who employed 

the Thanksgiving holiday in the pursuit of hares. He had 
no dog, he did not need one. He armed himself with a 
“scatter-gun” and a card of matches, set the dry grass on 

fire, and as the startled creatures fled from the flames, poured 

his shot into them. It might be well to so amend the exist- 

ing statutes as to make it obligatory upon the proper officials 

to lock such fellows up in jail from sunrise to sunset on oc- 
casions of public holiday. 
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Che Sportsman Tourist, 

FUR AND FEATHER IN NORWAY. 

| Es the juvenile years of man there is oftimes a period 
when he longeth most ardently for the day when he 

shall be sufficiently grown up to wrest from the hands of 
fortune his ambition of becoming ‘‘an engine driver!” The 
spirit thirsting for adyenture and hair-breadth escapes sees 
here the promise of full satisfaction to its desires, and looks 
forward anxiously to the time when this vast field of delight 
be opened toit. But vaulting ambition o’erleapeth itself, 
and sadly to-morrow disposes what to-day proposes, May- 
hap in after times that same locomotive will represent 
fo the would-be driver so much railroad stock, of fluc- 
tuating value, warranted to wreck the peace of mind 
of the owner; will maim and destroy he who trusts it, 
like some hideous caliban enangered at its own crea- 
tion, and prove the harbinger of as much woe as weal. 
Yet for all that I should not care to deny that perchance the 
writer, when battling with the riddles of a multiplication 
table, secretly cast mental eyes toward the day when he 
might mount and ride this fiery steed of iron. Such extray- 
agant hopes then formed and fed on fancies, haye since been 
all to well realized. I have ridden a runaway engine from 
Brussels to the Danish frontier; I have carcered in Mazeppa 
fashion over an atrociously constructed line in Sweden; I 
have sat in the tender with half a dozen dusky Arabs en 
route from Cairo to Suit in Egypt; and finally—not to call up 
other dire spirits from the vasty (and nasty) deep of an en- 
gine box, remindful of dust, heat, coal, shaking and general 
misery—l have carried the news of a railway accident in 
England from the miserable scene itself to the nearest station 
ona battered, mud-besplashed, and sorry specimen of my 
youthful dreams. 

But all these have been the freaks of chance, and hardly 
of my own seeking. Putting away childish things on be- 
coming a man, | find my wishes yet unsatistied, though they 
wear a different complexion. It is not st j’eta’s ret—not in 
these piping times of dynamite and socialism at least—but I 
do own to the soft impeachment that I would I werea guide- 
book compiler. Talk of the fluent language and varied im- 
agination of the popular novelist! Bah, the comparisons are 
ridiculous, for where is the novelist who can vie with the 
gifts of the average guide-book maker, Eloquence of diction 
and a rain of adjectives are his; superlatives drop from his 
pen with a readiness that sends the unhappy nouns tremb- 
ling and shrinking into the corners of the page, abashed at 
their own insignificance, while his imagination is a fecund 
ereuse of oi] which requires no prophet to bless and make it 
exhaustless. In his mental pocket he keeps the keys of an 
Aladdin’s cave, wherefrom he gathers whatsoever may painta 
moral or adorn a tale. He knows the way through winding 
paths and dangers (mazes which few who lean upon his reed 
ever succeed in passing) to the El Dorados of the Jand he 
writes about. and in glowing terms he pictures such scenes 
as only visit poor ordinary mortals in dreams, or that shadow 
land of opium smokers, where the misty sceneries are sen- 
tinelled by such shapes of grace as nove in like pensive and 
Elysium places. Then, too, descending from the dizzy 
heights which his aerial spirit haunts to the level of the every 
day world he knows, or affects to know (which to him, with 
his gold-tipped quill and shield of self-confidence, is about 
the same thing) all the details of the traveler’s route, and 
boldly creates his islands of fact in seas of words, without 
so much as asking if such creation is well, and worthy rest- 
ing for. The personal character of hotel keepers, and 
whether they part their hair in the middle or at the side; the 
family genealogies of all kings, saints and rogues, and what 
things they did and left undone; the domestic bliss of the 
peasant, and the gloomy forebodings of the political horizon 
—nothing comes amiss to his net, and all is set down for he 
that runs to read. As Toby Belch said when Sir Andrew 
Asuecheek showed him by practical experiment that he had 
“the back fling simply better than any man in Illyria.” 
‘‘Oh, that I had given the time to the fine arts that I have to 
cock-fighting and bear-baiting.” I suppose that I must be 
content to commence at the bottom of the ladder, and after 
establishing my reputation as a novelist, scientist, essayist 
and walking encyclopedia, perhaps I may strive toward 
that lofty goal tenanted by guide-book makers, and—but 
this way dreaming and madness lic. 
Now, of course, my reader will easily see the connection 

between babies, railway engines, and guide books, with sport 
in Norway, the thing isso clear. Should it be a little misty, 
however, it will soon explain itself. I had a guide book 
once, seyeral guide books in fact, relating to things Seandi- 
navian, and, armed, with these irresponsible effusions, be- 
took myself to Norway for a summer outing, to fish, shoot, 
and sce what I could see. And delightful to the degree 
which is called “‘frabjous” was that same trip. In a previous 
letter to FormsT AND SrrREAM I have told of the easy mode 
of traveling in this northern realm and of the glorious fish- 
ing to be had in lake, fjord and stream, to the honor and 
glory of which I would be again profuse in language if the 
aforesaid guide book compilers had left me any adjectives 
which, when held up to the light, did not show traces of 
being rather threadbare at the elbows aud a bit baggy at the 
knees. But as regards sport with the gun, candor (outside 
of red morrocco covers of course) must confess its non-ex- 
istence, at least in the abundance promised to the would-be 
Nimrod by those who don’t shoot, but get so many cents per 
copy of neatly bound promises. Surely my reader, if he be 
one of those who has listened to the whispers of fancy, and 
pursued with eagerness the phantoms of hope, must have ex- 
perienced the dubious joys of going to (metaphorically 
speaking) a sporting cupboard, and finding it as bare as Mrs, 
Hubhard’s, It is not an unheard of occurrence, and alas, the 
trap has caught me several times. Thave sat out in a swamp, 
a veritable slough of despond, near Marseilles, all night, 
waiting for ducks, but either the birds had the cholera, or 
more important business to attend to than me, for daybreak 
brought nothing but chills and discomfort, Likewise have 
I searched most diligently some thousand miles of the Nile 
for 2 crocodile (and so did his Arab sisters and his cousins 
and his aunts), but true to his title the ‘‘allegory of the Nile” 
never showed his head above water until the region where 
Mahdi is now making itso warm for the British was reached, 
Tn divers corners of the world I haye made preparations for 
a large harvest, and lived to Jearn that the sowing had been 

small, And now, for the benefit of such travelers as may 

intend hereafter to visit Norway, I propose to tell how, apart 

from its magnificent scenery, its many interests, its soft 

climate'and splendid fishing, sport with the gun isa delusion 
and a snare, and to sing a requiem over two of my three 

weapons which were never called upon to leave their cases 
during my journey in the land of the Vikings, 

Of course much of the sportsman’s success will depend on 
the method and season in which he makes trial of his for- 
tune, Should he be content to travel from skyds-station to 
skyds-station in the queer little buggy of Norway, the car- 
riole, making rests here and there, like the light-hearted hare, 
to fish or wander with his gun over the hillsides, he will 
probably enjoy himself far more than if he were to camp out 
upon some hleak mountain with guides and dogs, and after 
growing a beard like Enoch Arden with watching, be 
rewarded with more or less sport. The latter course is for 
the ambitious, but the writer, and his brother in exile, chose 
the former method, and to his mind a far preferable one, 
Yetit must be granted that game is hard to get at, when one’s 
visitations to their feeding pana are so cursory, The hills 
are clad in forests of fir and beech so deep and extensive that 
it is as hard to find birds and animals in them as the elfs and 
goblins with which myth has peopled their gloomy shades. 
Many of the tracks, showing an apparently smooth surface 
as sten from a distance, when entered upon present a wild, 
entangled labyrinth of growing and decayed vegetation, 
thickets of all ages matted together and interlaced overhead, 
the ground underneath which is littered with dead roots and 
fallen leaves, the accumulation of centuries, bound together 
into an almost impenetrable mass by struggling underwood 
and coarse, long-stemmed heather. To ramble in such places 
is like exploring the forest of primeval man. Here and there 
are plateaux overlooking the maze of valleys with their lakes 
and rivers—wild and desolate wastes of rank grasses, stunted 
shrubs, and gray, scattered racks covered with the lichens on 
which the reindeer feed. But neither in the woodlands nor 
in the more open spaces is shooting possible without dogs or 
beaters. 

We often regretted not haying brought dogs with us, for 
in the deuse coverinto which the game retires it is impos- 
sible to put up the birds oneself. Many a time were we 
sorely tantalized by hearing the heat of retreating wings, as 
we painfully forced our way through the brushwood in vain 
pursuit of the will-o’-the-wisp-like ryper. We subsequently 
heard, it is true, a rumor of an Enplishman at Hufton who 
had shot twenty-two brace of grouse to his own gun, in a 
day, and without dogs; but it was only a rumor, and had 
doubtless lost nothing from being current in a Norsk atmos- 
phere for some time. A good pair of working retrievers 
would be most useful in Norway, and the common bread of 
the country might form an excellent substitute for biscuit 
as their daily food. I believe that tourists generally carry 
their dogs, when doing long stages, in a net slung under the 
carriole—a primitive method, for which statement I haye 
only the authority of a ludicrous Norwegian caricature, 
wherein a traveler is depicted as disposing of half a dozen 
pointers after this fashion. Certainly I never saw a native 
dog which displayed the least genius for hunting on any- 
body’s account but his own, aud a superb black and white 
wolfhound, which I purchased near Bergen, has given me 
an endless amount of trouble in England, where he insists 
upon defying the game-protection laws, and keeps a calen- 
dar the shooting dates of which are sadly at variance with 
those of his adopted land. 

As to the right season in which to visit Norway, the sum- 
mer months are undoubtedly best for traveling, fishing, and 
general shooting, although, of course, the scientific sports- 
man, whose spirit is knit to great deeds of valor against bear, 
wolf and reindeer, will do well to woo his fortune in the 
winter time, when snow and ice have laid their clutches on 
the country. Until April, and indeed throughout May, the 
days and nights are still very cold. June, July and August 
may generally be depended on for fine weather, the ther- 
mometer in the southern valley ranging about the sixties and 
often much higher, while the freshness and bracing effect of 
the air, even on the warmest days, is one of the most notice- 
able and pleasant characteristics of the country. In Sep- 
tember and @ctober the weather becomes unsettled, the days 
shorter, and the nights colder, until winter, in all its rigor, 
setgin, Then indeed the face of the country undergoes a 
great change. Hills and valleys are blended together under 
one white pall, the lakes congeal, and the streams fall into 
the universal sleep. The roads are deserted, and the patient 
little Norwegian horse which, throughout the summer, has 
been the victim of foreign appreciation of his country, finds 
rest from the duty of linking the skyds-stations, probably 
glad enough to reach the end of the season. The heavens 
are gray as a roof of lead, and the earth is covered with a 
shroud of snow; the keen winds whistle o’er the moorlands, 
and through the naked branches of the fir woods, and the 
network of streams lie ice-bound between barren banks. It 
must be a calm time for the station masters when tlere are 
no more enthusiastic tourists to be attended to and farming 
is put by until the spring. Most of their attention is given 
to their flocks of sheep and poats, which haye been brought 
down from the hill pastures, where they have been grazing 
through the summer months. Occasionally they combine 
fora grand hunting expedition when some flock has been 
preyed upon by 2 roving bear, who now comes down from 
his haunts in the mountains where he has been for so long a 
time a vegetarian, and regales himself nightly with a sheep 
or goat prior to entering on his winter doze. i 

As the traveler drives along in his carriole over the in- 
land roads, he cannot fail to be struck by the seeming lack 
of life in the forests and meads through which he passes. 
The many small birds which lend to an English or American 
rural scene so much, are in Norway mainly conspicuous by 
their absence; and the hum and buzz of insect life, which 
gives a woodland its chief charm to the lover of entomology, 
are quite missing. Now and then woodpeckers may be 
heard laughing in the depths of the forests; crows and mag- 
pies flutter to and fro, or sit cawing and chattering on the 
neighboring trees, but the solitudes are otherwise unbroken 
by the sounds which should fill so vast a nursery of Nature. 
Undoubtedly, of all the bird species the magpie is common- 
est. The jerky flight and dappled plumage is rarely long 
absent from the landscape, and around the skyds-stations 1t 
is far too abundant, for the noise which two or three of these 

individuals will make when excited, or waxing eloquent over 

some disputed treasure trove, is appalling. The peasants 
have a superstition that the birds are the spirits of future 
children, and will never destroy them. I have met with a 

similar superstition in Hgypt in connection with the scissor- 
billed tern, which, although rarely seen on the Nile, is too 

strange in its appearance to escape the Arab’s fondness for 

ascribing powers of evil and good to the objects of nature. 

My native boatmen were terribly aggrievea when, in the 

bliss of ignorance, I shot one of these ‘‘kiiwans, and looked 

on me with the reproachful eyes which so haunted the un- 

happy ancient mariner. They told me it was considered a 
bird of good omen, and its virtues as many as the sands of 

the desert, but (and this was added with marked emphasis 
amid the saliims) mournful be he who harms it. Sometinie 
afterward Iwas capsized in my felucca, losing a favorite 
gun among other things in the mishap, but beyond that re- 
venge, I can impute no hatred, malice or uncharitableness to 
the spirit of the deceased bird. Perhaps its ghost is_ap- 
peased in its wing-wanderings to know that its mortal re- 
mains, or rather their exterior integument and feathers, 
stand in a case of glass, with all the usual trapping of a 
stuffed and rare specimen. 

The commoner birds and beasts in all countries haye usu- 
ally some legend or legends attached to them, and in many 
cases these are far more than mere idle stories. A really in- 
clusive and well-executed work of such fables—tracing each 
back to its origin where possible—would surely be one of 
much interest to many classes of readers. Thus, to return 
to the land we are treating of, there exists a strange and, I 
think, unique story about the Norwegian woodpecker, a 
pretty little red-headed, black-bodied bird. Once, if is said, 
there was a certain peasant woman baking bread, when our 
Lord and some of His disciples came near. Being hungry, 
He asked her for some food, and she, not knowing who He 
was, broke off a small piece of dough and began to roll it 
out before putting it into the oven. But, by a miracle, it 
grew and grew under her hands until it was as large as the 
original mass. Not liking to give so much away, she again 
broke off asmall bit and rolled it out, only to find it increase 
like the first. She did this several times with a similar re- 
sult, until our Lord, seeing her avarice was insatiable, 
changed her into a bird, and said she should hunt for her 
food under the dry bark of trees, and be thirsty forever, and 
hail with eagerness the advent of the rain, but should never 
drink or be satisfied, Immediately after this was said the 
unfortunate woman took the shape of a bird and flew up the 
chimney of the oven, making herself black as midnight with 
soot, and burning the top of her head, whereon a crimson 
scar is plain to this day. So now she is a black woodpecker 
and gets her living by looking for food under the tree-bark 
(an uncommonly slow occupation the framer of the legend 
doubless thought), and is continually chattering at the pros- 
pect of the refreshing rain, when she sees the sky overcast, 
but when the rain comes she can never drink! ‘The legend 
is not strictly logical—legends seldom are—and it is clear - 
that it must have been made a great deal further south than 
Norway; however, I heard it as a genuine Norske tale. 

Next to the magpie in point of numbers comes the hooded 
or gray crow. Notthat any of these freebooters of the air 
can claim the dignity of being classed as game; I merely 
mention them as dots of color on the canyas of a Norwegian 
sketcher. This wily bird, who apes the reverence of silvered 
head, and black garbed body, that he may the more easily 
practice on the credulity of tne world, does not patronize 
the farmhouses much, preferring the lonely hillsides and 
meadowlands. It is consequently generally seen en route 
and will allow the traveler in his carriole to come within a 
few yards of it as it sits in solitary state on the top of some 
rail or post, making rude and personal remarks in an under- 
tone. Small birds, except swallows and wagtails, are scarce, 
and hawks proportionately few. Only one eagle did I see in 
Norway—a superb fellow, who slipped from a mountain 
crag like some tumbling fragment of the rock itself, and 
after executing a few movements without a motion of his great 
pinions, sailed out of sight down a ravine, noiseless and 
grand. The rewards offered by government for the 
slaughter of these and other birds of prey, have been 
only too successful in their object. Yet, although the 
raptorials have been so vigorously suppressed, the game 
does not appear to have been benefited greatly thereby. It 
mifht be a wiser course to incite a crusade against the mag- 
pies, crows and ravens which, onaccount of their numbers, 
probably work more damage by stealing and eating eggs, 
than ever kestrel or sparrow hawk commit in occasionally 
striking down those grouse and other birds which are already 
enfeebled by age or injuries. Woodcock, capercailzie, and 
grouse are fairly plentiful, but very hard to get at in the 
dense cover which they haunt. 

To be successful with these latter birds requires one to 
make a regular business of it. To insure good sport, it is, 
in fact, necessary to hire a guide who knows the country, 
and to pay him well, which willin all probability make a. 
considerable difference in the number of birds the sportsman 
shoots. With guides and dogs he must go up country, and 
if he does not mind roughing it a bit, he may get in among 
the birds, and kill as large a bag as that fabled Englishman, 
who was said to have secured twenty-two brace in a day. 
On ducks, the tourist who does not devote himself entirely 
to sport, will have to depend for most of his shooting, and 
as they are to be found everywhere and in many varieties, 
he need have no dearth of burning powder if he wishes it, 
Teal and woodducks and mergansers are very numerous, 
and can be seen on all the lakes and fjords. The latter birds, 
however, are bad flyers, and dive most provokingly when 
wounded, while the promise which they offer to their captor 
when cooked is not a very strong inducement to the chase. 
A fellow traveler whom I met at Stee, a small station on 
Lake Lillie-Strand, showed me a duck of black color, with 
a white tail and red legs, which he had shot, but the name 
of which neither of us knew. Very proud, too, was he of 
his victim. For days he carried the bird tied to the back- 
board of his carriole, where the world might gaze upon it in 
admiration—and then he finally gave it to his skyds-carl, 
perhaps the wisest part of the proceedings. aha 

Of animals both great and small there is a. large variety in 
Norway. Elk, red deer, reindeer, beavers and hares abound 
in different localities, but are rigorously protected by Jaw dur- 
ing the major portion of the year, and a heavy fine is imposed 
on the hunter or trapper who takes them out of season. Such 
fearful wildfowl as bears and wolves, however, have no 
legislative shield to creep under; but nevertheless protect 
themselves with marked ability, and more or less success, 
showing in vengeful spirit a happy disregard of game-laws, 
and herdsmen’s laws, at all times. Of two things the traveler 
in Norway will all too soon grow wise in his own generation, 
if experience may prove the road to wisdom. ‘The first of 
these is that to give the skyds-carl of one’s carriole more 
than the modest claim which the government allows him to 
make, or to donate one’s mite to the chance beggar (a "ara 
avis, by the way, in this land of quiet industry) is to necessi- 
tate, when skyds-carl or beggar hath duly ‘tempocketed thy 
gratuity,” shaking hands with the recipient—a duty not 
always desirable—as the horny hand of labor (or idleness) 
sometimes looks sadly asifit had followed Mohammed's 
precept, and washed in sand instead of water. The other is 
that salmon cutlets and reindeer steaks form the staple dishes 
of the inland skyds-station, Not a bad complaint either, per- 
haps you think, but wait till you have tried this diet for two 
ered and then see if you don’t long to have changed this 
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rain of Norwegian manna and quails. I don’t pretend that 
these are the only edibles provided to the hungry traveler, 
far from it, for the larders of skyds-stations love extremes, 
and either provide excellent mcals, or none at all. But 
salmon and reindeer, in a cooked state, greet you wherever 
dinner is asked for, Think not to escape them, because the 
bountiful board is not spread with these items of the repast, 
for surely they will lurk in silence on some side-table ready 
to put In an appearance and renew their acquaintance with 
you. Jf both are not there, one of them will be, and the 
betting is even on the choice. Otherdishes may be promised, 
but too frequently they are like the diet spoken of by the 
White Queen to Alice: ‘‘Bread to-day and jam to-morrow, 
and to-morrow never comes, you know.” 

That the lakes and rivers are well stocked with salmon, I 
think I have sufficiently proved in my previous letter on 
Norwegian fishing, and there must certainly be a_great 
number of the meek-eyed reindeer about the mountains to 
keep up ihe supply of food, and furnish the beautiful mouse- 
colored skins which adorn the walls of the skyds-stations of 
the interior, Many a time as you drive along in your carri- 
ole, the skyds-carl will lean forward from his precarious 
perch behind to tell you how this or that mountain is famed 
for these animals. One of these reindeer haunts lives most 
vividly in my memory. I was passing over a bleak and 
lonely mountain crest, which rose from a maze of hill and 
dale like some stony Thor god seated amid his vassal court 
of minor crags. Most of the neighboring mountains were 
crowned with the snows of the preceding winter, and off 
their heights and glacier-filled gorges came a keen wind, 
carrying its chill whispers over this home of silence and 
eternal snow; while far down in the valleys beneath wound 
the tangled meshes of river, stream, and lake. Here in this 
desolate spot a native sportsman had lately killed nine rein- 
deer in one day; and the next morning, as he was going to 
get the carcasses, had stumbled on the herd again, and suc- 
ceeded in shooting several more, So at least Knut Haarfager 
behind by carriole said, and I had every reason to believe 
his story, The place Jooked wild and cold enough for ail 
the animals of a glacial period to have sought happy shelter 
in its fastness. Only once did 1 try my luck im search of 
these animals, and on that occasion fortune was not kind, 
only vouchsafing to me the finding in a spongy morass the 
print of a reindeer hoof, one some days old, too, as the fact 
that a few of the trampled blades of grass in the spoor having 
tillered and sent up perpendicular shoots showed. 

But if the reindeer be a creation of service to the Norse- 
man, and when domesticated form the main portion of a 
Laplander’s wealth, not much wailing would be heard if the 
bears and wolves were to depart to the shadowy forests of 
the sky, where Odin and bis brother gods hold their sports. 
Too often the traveler in Norway will sec by the roadside 
the sosters or kraals of the mountain herdsmena—evidences of 
the dangers treading on the steps of the lost lamb—and the 
miserable hovels of their guardians. Throughout the sum- 
mer months these rude habitations are tenanted by the shep- 
herds and their flocks, but lie buried many feet deep in the 
snow in winter time. They are formed of big stones loosely 
fitted together, roofed with pine logs and brushwood, and 
turf, the interstices being filed up with mud and moss, and 
generally stand on some wind-sheltered ledge of the moun- 
tain face. The object of placing them at the high altitudes 
at which they are fuund is to enable the herds to take advan- 
tage of the scanty pasturage of the hills, for grass is gold 
and silver in Norway, while the bear: and wolf are suffici- 
ently substantial realities in these solitudes to make stone in- 
closures in which the sheep and goats can be collected at 
night yery necessary. Lonely must be the life of such a 
hermiiage, and terribly solitary the inmate with no creatures 
to commune with save his bleating herds, and no break in 
the monotony of his existence but the fierce storms which 
sweep Over the gaunt uplands. Yet although thus wresting 
from the coney his monopoly of making his dwelling 
place among the rocks, the sceter liver is no feeble folk, as 
bruin knows well to his cost. Brave by nature, and the 
necessity of self-reliance, and with nerves as hard and sea- 
soned as the crag they live among, ill fares it with the wolf 
or bear who gives them the chance of revenge for past mis- 
haps. I remember once seeing suspended over the low door- 
way of one of these sceter huts, the skull of a bear, bleached 
and glistening like the snows around, and displaying its 
teeth in a hideous, ghostly grin. The owner of this trophy 
was absent from his humble home, but my skyds-carl spoke 
of him with a respectful admiration, and assured me he was 
known far and near as a mighty huuter. He had lately had 
@ narrow escape in an adventure with a bear, which he had 
vowed to kill in reprisal for many depredations committed 
by it on his flock. He had encountered his enemy in a cop- 
pice so dense that his first shot only wounded the animal, 
and before he could fire again bruin made his escape. Start- 
ing in hot pursuit after the beast the hunter was running 
down the slope of the mountain, when, coming to a small 
patch of brushwood he leaped over it, but had no sooner 
done so than, hearing a noise behind, he turned, and had 
only just time to raise his rifle and draw the trigger when 
the bear was upon him. Fortunately it seized the muzzle of 
the rifle, which, exploding at the same moment, blew its 
head to pieces. Clearly, then, it was not the same animal 
whose skull grinned over the lintel of the sceter, for nothing 
Was wanting to anatomical science in that whitened and 
grim cranium, J.B, A, 

DuxrtrroH, Glengyle, Scotland, Aug, 20. 

CHRISTMAS BOOKS. 

+S HOLIDAY time draws near, the annual anxiety about 
presents comes comes up and almost every one is 

cudgeling his brains to select that gift which shall afford the 
greatest pleasure to the recipient and so to the giver. Among 
the various articles suited to the wants of persons mm this 
dilemma, there is none which is more to be recommended 
than a good book, and BrOpIES those which we offer for sale 
there is a wide yariety in choice as to beuuty and costliness. 
We haye a few copies left of ‘‘Sport with Gun and Rod,” both 
in the embossed leather binding (price $15) or in the plainer 
eloth ($10), the books being identical except as to style of bind- 
ing. The edition of Dougall’s “Shooting,” which we published a 
tew years since, is almost exhausted, and the demand for it at 
Christmas this year will nc doubt use up the few remaining 
copies on hand. less expensive books are; Judge Caton’s 
great work on the ‘Antelope and Deer of America,” Necsmuk’s 
charming little volume on “Woodcraft,” Hammond's ‘Dog 
Training,” indispensable to every dog owner, and ‘Angling 
Talks,” by the late George Dawson, Besides these, there is a 
wide range of subjects covered by the books advertised in the 
Sportsmen’s Library, from which the book buyer cam make his 
selection. Our series of pictures of some of the noted d 
that have won during the past few years in the field trial 
sontests in America will no doubt be sought for by many 
owners of good pointers and setters, 

alatnyal History. 

NOTES OF THE WOODS AND WATERS. 

II, 
THE ELDER. 

AMBUCUS—BElder. (Latin, Sambuca, an ancient musical 
instrument said to have been made of elder wood). Sam- 

bucus canadensis (Common Elder).—Shrubby plants with a 
rank smell when bruised, stems scarcely woody, five to ten 
feet high, white pith, pinnate leaves, serrate, pointed leaflets, 
flowers numerous, in yery large (two feet broad in Indiana) 
level-topped cymes, yellowish-white, with heavy odor, Rich 
soil, in open piaces; June. 

Sambucus pubens (Red-berried Elder).—Common in hilly 
pastures and rocky woods. Hudson’s Bay to the Carolinas. 
A variety having white berries was discovered by Mr. James 
Hogs growing on the Catskill Mountains. 

According to Eliason, the flowers of the elder contain a 
volatile oil, aerid resin and tannin, The berries contain 
malic and citric acids, sugai, pectin and coloring matter. 
The bark, leaves and flowers are used medicinally, but only 
the flowers and hérries are recognized as officinal in the 
United States Pharmacopa@ia. The young leaf buds are 
said to be a violent and unsafe purgative, Bluebirds, cat- 
birds, robins and cedar birds feed on the berries of the eld- 
ers; and the vireo or greenlet (Vireo noveboracensis) delights 
to build its pensile nest where grows the elder and cat brier 
(Smilan), for from the silken cocoon of the Adiaeus it obtains 
much of the material with which to line and. suspend its 
beautiful nest, 

COCOON OF ATTACUS CECROPTA. 

The flowers, when kept in a dry state, are prepared as fol- 
lows: The cymes, after being gathered, are thrown together 
in a large heap and left for a few hours until they become 
somewhat heated, the corollas, the part especially required, 
then fall off from the flowers, and are afterward separated 
from the stalks by shaking, rubbing, and sifting, after which 
they are dried quickly to prevent their turning black, Well 
prepared flowers of the common elder bring in the New 
York market from eight to ten cents per pound. From 
the flowers a wholesome and gently excitant sudorific is pre- 
pared; also an ointment for ulcers, burns, and excoriations. 
A syrup is made from them, and rock candy for colds. 
In England, elder flower water is prepared from what is 
known as ‘‘pieked elder flowers.” The fiowers are separated 
from their stalks, after which they are placed in layers of 
common salt in any well closed vessel, usually a cask, the 
layers of salt and flowers being pressed down as hard as pos- 
sible, the water which exudes being rejected. The best elder- 
flower water is, however, obtained fromthe flowers gathered 
in dry, sunny weather, and distilled as soon as possible. 

The berries furnish a juice which, upon being diluted with 
water, make a cooling and laxative drink in cases of high 
fever, or asasummer drink. The farmers of New Jersey 
manufacture a very dark-coiored wine from the berries, by 
placing them in tubs and crushing them till all their juices 
are expressed, after which the clear juice is fermented and 
racked off. This, when reduced with water, forms a very 
pleasant, healthy and harmless wine. In England both 
sweetmeats and jellies are made by the country people from 
the fruit of the elder. The California Indians use large 
quantities of the berries of the elder as food. 

The Sambucus nigra, the black elder of England, also 
called bore-tree and bore, from the boring out the pith, is 
common to nearly all parts of Europe. It is abundant in the 
hedges and woods of England, Ireland and Scotland: but is 
especially frequent as a cultivated shrub near houses and in 
cottage gardens, With all English landscape painters it is a 
great favorite for foregrounds and middle distances, The 
young stalks of the English elder become a full blood red 
when the fruit is ripe. The wood of old trunks is used as a 
substitute for that of boxwood in the manufacture of many 
small articles, such as mesh needles for knitting fishing nets, 
rules, etc., etc., the wood being of slow growth and very 
dense. The pith is used for electrical experiments and by 
jewelers to clean the oil irom the pivots of wheels and 
other parts of the works in watches; this pith is imported. 
A very ingenious toy called a ‘twitch’ can be made of 
a piece of pith (painted to resemlJe a dwarf), to one end of 
which is fastened a small oval button of lead. The pith 
dwarf, when laid on his side or stood on his head, will 
immediately assume an upright position. Pop-guns and rub- 
ber spring shooters and squirters are also made from the 
elder canes after the pith has been removed. ‘The English 
elder is also used to form hedges, and as a “‘nurse plant” for 
protecting young plantations that are exposed to strong 
wind or sea breezes. In many parts of Germany the farms 
are divided by cultivated hedges of elders instead of wooden 
fences, wood being too scarce for that purpose. 

ATTAGUS CECROPIA, 
Many years ago, while taking my first lesson in skating 

during an intensely cold and blustery day, becoming both 
tired and disgusted, I sat me down to rest and ruminate be- 
neath a dense mass of elder, blackberry and cat briers, which 
aiturded me a partial shelter from the driying wind. Sud- 
denly I espied among lhe tangled mass of vegetation several 
oval and silken objects which at once attracted my attention 
and excited my curiosity, _ 

A further search among the bushes in the neighborhood 
discovered more of these specimens, which, to my youthfnl 
mind, were objects of the greatest wonder. Having carefully 

collected my new-found treasures, I started for home. and a 
family circle was at once assembled to debate the question of 
“what on earth” these strange objects were. Many and 
various were the suggestions hazarded, until my brother, who 
was a medical student, ruthlessly proposed to sever the Gor- 

dian knot of the difficulty by the simple process of dissecting 
one of the objects and thus ascertaining its contents, This 
proposition was denounced as barbarous, and as a Jast resort 
I took some of the specimens to a doctor im our village, who 
at once recognized them as the cocoons of the Attacus cecro- 
pio. A few other excursions among the elderberry bushes 
speedily enlarved my collection to the number of two dozen, 
which I placed in a closet in my bedroom, and watched 
through the long winter months with truly maternal solici- 
tude. 
When the return of spring brought an awakening to all 

the natural forces so long dormant in ice-bound sleep, the 
same influence exerted itself on the mysterious creatures for 
months imprisoned in their silken cells, 

One moonlight night, after having retired, I remuined 
awake for a time planning out my Saturday’s wood ramble. 
Happening to cast my eyes toward the window, through 
which the mooulight was flooding the room, I wasastonished 
at beholding what seemed to be hundreds of bats flying out- 
side of the window. Quickly I got out of bed, determined 
to thoroughly investigate this curious pheuomenon. IJuside 
of the room were, what appeared to be, some ten or twelve 
bats, endeayouing to make their escape through the window, 
and outside of the window were some twenty or thirty of 
the same bat-like creatures dashing against the panes, as if 
determined to gain an entrance, and rescue their imprisoned 
friends. 

Exactly what to do I did not know. I was afraid to raise 
the sash, fearing that those inside would join their friends 
outside, and so [ would lose all of them. With a scap-net, 
which fortunately I had hanging in my room, I captured 
one of the flying objects, which proved to be a specimen of 
the largest, most beautifully colored and marked of all the 
“butterflies” (for at the time I write of, I had not learned to 
distinguish a moth from a buttertly) that I had ever read of 
or expected to possess. After having captured all of those 
inside of the room, I boldly lowered the upper sash of the 
window, when in flew all those that were outside. Quickly 
closing the window, they were safely imprisoned. Fearin 
that those confined in the closet mizht injure themselves, 
released them. Well, it was a beautiful sight, this bedroom 
full of “‘butterflies.” Isat on my bed and watched them 
circle and float about in graceful curves and cireles, and 
when they passed through the bright moonlight it was as- 
suredly a fairy scene from the fairy land of nature. For an 
hour I remained perfectly quiet, so absorbed was I in won- 
derment as to how this curious event had come to pass. 

At last I was aroused from my reverie by becoming con- 
scious that the atmosphere of the room was being charged 
with a very peculiar and penetrating odor; it was not abso- 
lutely disagreeable, but certainly very oppressive, and it 
seemed to me that, as the mysterious odor increased, the but- 
terflies seemed to divide into pairs as they continued their 
merry moonlight dance. The odor becoming very oppres- 
sive, | concluded to lock my bedroom dvor on the inside, 
get out of the window, slide down the kitchen roof to the 
garden and take a sleep with the cows for the rest of the 
night, As I turned to the window again, [ was surprised to 
tind some six or eight more of these beautiful creatures 
charging against the glass. These, too, ] allowed to enter the 
room, Next morning my room was a sight to behold. On 
the walls, on the bed clothes, on bunches of dried leaves and 
plants, and on rustic work, were fastened strings and masses 
of small eggs of a dull yellow color, and everywhere, limp 
and listless, and immovable were the moths, their nuptial 
dances ended. 

T again consulted my friend the doctor and found that the 
proper way to care for these hundreds of eggs was to transfer 
with a feather to clean and damp sheeting, to which they 
speedily adhered by means of a viscous exudation. The eggs 
were exposed for two hours to the morning’s sun, and at night 
were taken indoors, and were brushed over with a feather 
and warm water. In afew days minute black caterpillars 
were seen breaking through the eggs, and at once began 
-to anxiously wander aboul, as if in search of food, which I 
bountifully supplied to them. This food consisted of the 
tenderest leaves of the common elder. Their unbounded 
appetites resulted in remarkably rapid growth, which neces- 
sitated a frequent casting of the skin, until they attained 
their greatest development (as caterpillars), being large, fat, 
and of a beautiful light green color. I then transferred 
them to the canes of elderberry bushes that grew along a 
neighboring stone wall. Ina few days they began descend- 
ing the canes and began to spin their cocoons preparatory to 
entering upon their long winter sleep. 

The Attucus cecropia is the largest and handsomest of this 
noble group of native moths, which includes Attaews cecro- 
pia, A. luna, A. polyphemus, A, prometheus. A. cynthia, a 
Japanese variety, which was introduced into this country 
some twenty-four years ago, by the Agricultural Department 
of Washington, has become so thoroughly acclimated that it 
is now spreading through all the large cities of the Union, 
“The wings of the Attacuscecropia, when expanded, measure 
from five to six anda half inches. The hind wings are 
rounded and not tailed. The ground color of the wings is a 
grizzled dusky brown, with the binder margins clay-colored; 
near the middle of each of the wings there is an opaque kid- 
ney-shaped dull red spot, having a white center, and a nar- 
row black edging, and beyond the spot, a wavy, dull red 
band, bordered internally with white; the fore wings, next 
the shoulders, are dull red, with a curved white band, and 
near the tips of the same is an eye-like black spot, within a 
bluish-white cresent; the upper side of the body and legs 
area dull red, The caterpillar is of a fine, clear; light green 
color; on the top of the second ring are two large globular, 
coral-red warts, beset with about fourteen very short black 
bristles; the two warts on the third ring are like those on the 
second, but rather longer; on top of the seven following 
rings there are two very long, egg-shaped yellow warts, 
bristled at the ends, and a single wart of larger size on 
the eleyenth ring; on each side of the body there 
are two longitudinal rows of long light warts, bristled at ihe 
end, and an additional short row below them, along the 
first five rings.” The Attacys cecyomu prefers to all other 
shrubs and trees the leaves of the common elder, which con- 
stitute the food of the caterpillars. These feed till August 
or the latter part of September, when they descend to spin 
their cocoons. The inhabitant of the cocoon remains dor- 
mant during the long, wet and snowy montlis of winter, 
often buried deep in the snow or withstanding a temperature 
as low as1° Fahr. The cocoon is fastened to the elder 
cane in Perpentiaume position, the smaller or exit end being 
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at the top, The outer coat is more or less wrinkled and is 
suggestive of strong brown paper both in color and texture, 
When this tough outer coat is cut open the inside will be 
found to be lined with a quantity of loose, yellowish-brown 
strong silk, surrounding an inver oval cocoon, composed of 
the same kind of material, but more compactly woven like 
that of the silk worm. The moth would not be able to pierce 
the inner cocoon were it not for a fluid provided for the pur- 
pose, which softens the hundreds of silken threads, and 
thereby allowing the moth to easily force itself through the 
sniall end of the outer cocoon, which is more loosly woven 
than elsewhere, and the threads of which converge again by 
their own elasticity, so as almost to close the opening after 
the insect has escaped. 
_In Habersham county, Georgia, a German disposed of 

eighty-tive pounds of A. cecroapia at two dollars per pound. 
These were raised on willow trees, There is a lady living in 
Philadelphia who is advertising for cocoons of the Attacus 
cecropia in all the leading papers of the South, and for which 
she offers two dollars a pound. Such being the case, why 
cannot some of our enterprising young sportsmen male a 
point to collect these cocoons, which are so easily discoy- 
ered, now that the elders are bare of all foliage, and not only 
raise the exquisite silk-bearing insect for pleasure and in- 
struction, but also for profit, and at the same time take a 
lesson in silk culture, a subject which is attracting so much 
attention at the present time. Jam of the opinion, that by 
careful cultivation and selection, our native silk-producing 
moths will eventually be found to be of great value. In 
Japan and China they utilize the silk of the Atiacws for the 
manufacture of fabrics; then why not here? In all silk- 
Spinning caterpillars the operation is the same, though the 
length, quality and quantity of silk differs greatly. Along 
each side of the body, and closely pressed against digestive 
organs, is to be found the silk vessel. This consists of a tube 
of greater or less capacity, according to the needs of the in- 
sect, m which is secreted in a semi-fiuid form the peculiar 
substance known as silk, Each of these tubes ends in a 
yery slender outlet, scarcely as thick as a human hair, and 
the two outlets uniting closely, resemble the barrels of a 
double-barreled pistol. Through these tubes the gummy 
secretion is forced, and hardens as soon as it, comes in con- 
tact with the atmosphere. A, W. Ropers. 

By imitating the processes of nature we shall make haste 
slowly but we shall finally haye our reward. 

The writer is not aware that this solution of the difficulty 
has been proposed by any one else. The only previous pub- 
lication of it has been in the New York Times, of March 3, 
1884, at his suggestion, where, among other things, it is inti- 
mated by the writer of the paragraph that a Chinese lark, ‘‘a 
famous singer” anda very hardy bird, ‘“‘might be exactly 
the singing bird adapted to our climate, for Canton has the 
most varied of climates, being intensely hot in summer and 
very cold in winter.” It is not stated whether this lark is 
migratory in its habits or not. J. 8. Prout, 
Brooruyy, N. Y., Noy. 25, 1884. 

NOTES ON THE CAPTURE OF SEA BIRDS 

BY CAPT. Jd, W. COLLINS. 

[From the annual report of the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. ] 

Kok many years after the introduction of trawl-line fish- 
A. ing in New England, birds were extensively used for 
bait to eke out the supply obtained from other sources, and 
even prior to the time when trawls came into use old fisher- 
men say that they caught birds on the banks with which 
they baited their hand-lines, Several varieties of birds were 
obtained for bait, principal among which may be mentioned 
the hagdons (Puffinus major and P. fuliginosus); the jegers, 
of several species; fulmars, gulls, and petrels or Mother 
Carey chickens, 

Birds were used much more extensively before 1875 than 
they have been since, as of late years it has generally been 
found more profitable to depend on other sources for a bait 
supply. They have never been used for bait in any great 
numbers, except by trawling schooners on the Grand Bank, 
and these vessels were said to be engaged in ‘‘shack-fishing.” 

The term ‘‘shack-fishing,” it may be explained, owes its 
origin to the kind of material used as bait, the word ‘‘shack” 
being applied to refuse or offal, The vessels procuring fares 
in this manner were called ‘‘shack-fishermen.” They usually 
resorted to the Banks in early spring, carrying a limited 
amount of salt clams, salt squid, or menhaden slivers, which 
were intended to be used in commencing the fishing season, 
and to eke out any deficiency which might occur in the bait 
supply, The fishing being well under way, the crews de- 
pended upon such bait.as they could procure on the Banks, 
such as birds, small halibut, porpoises, and sometimes cod- 
fish; all of which, together with the contents of the stomachs 
of the cod, which often consisted largely of bank clams and 
occasionally young squid and capelin, were !called ‘‘shack,” 
or ‘‘shack-bait,” 
A fisherman preparing a bird for shack-bait, cuts off the 

feet, tail, and neck; then making a cut across the breast, he 
strips off the skin and throws it overboard. Haying removed 
the skins and viscera (the latter makes an excellent bait) 
from as many birds as he has at hand, he pounds the bodies 
with the back of a heavy knife or stick, breaking the bones, 
or, as he would term it, “‘mummies them up.” This beaten 
and bruised mass of flesh and bones is then cut up into small 
pieces of suitable sizes to be used as bait, At this point the 
fisherman is influenced by the number of birds he has on 
hand, Should the supply be bountiful, he divides the bodies 
into comparatively large sections, while on the other hand, 
if the birds are scarce, he must exercise the strictest economy, 
and subdivides the material into correspondingly small 
pieces, large enough only to ‘‘point the hooks,” while an 
inferior and less desirable bait may be used on the shanks, 

On some parts of the Grand Bank cod are found in great 
abundance, and the clams taken from the *‘pokes” (stomachs), 
often furnish a considerable percentage of the requisite 
amount of bait for the trip. The roes of the cod, when par- 
tially developed, are also used as bait, since they make a 
fairly attractive lure, and if properly attached to the hooks 
cannot be easily pulled off by the fish, When this bait is 
used the ‘‘pea” is cut into strips in such a manner that they 
may be turned inside out; the hook is then passed through 
and through the membraneous covering in seyeral places, a 
turn being made around the shank each time. 

Shack-fishing differs from other styles of Bank fishing only 
in the method of obtaining bait supplies. A vessel engaged 
in shack-fishing remains on the Bank until she has secured 
her fare, and, as before stated, depends solely upon getting 
her bait on the ground instead of—as is the custom of other 
yessels—leaving the Bank and running into the harbors of 
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia to obtain a ‘‘baiting” of 
herring, capelin, or squid. 

The method of shack-fishing has its advantages and disad- 
vantages. One of the advantages, and a very important one, 
is that no time is lost in seeking bait, and the vessel is en- 
abled to prosecute her fishing on the bank whenever favor- 
able days occur. On the other hand, it must be acknowledged 
that the kind of bait employed by the shack-fishermen is 
comparatively unattractive to the fish, and the supply often- 
times has of late years been inadequate; consequently, ib has 
generally been found more profitable for our bankers to ob- 
tain supplies of fresh bait in the provincial ports. At the 
present shack-fishing is rarely undertaken. It may be 
worthy of mention, however, to state that fine fares of cod 
have been obtained by this method as late as 1874-75, and, 
indeed, this mode of capture has, since then, sometimes been 
preferred by the most experienced fishermen, especially 
when cod have been extremely abundant on the Banks; for 
when a large school of fish is around a vessel a fisherman is 
very reluctant to heave in cable and fill away, even for a 
‘fresh baiting.” 
As birds were considered as good or better than any other 

kind of shack bait, and as they could often be taken in large 
numbers, it will readily be understood their presence on the 
fishing banks often was of material aid to the fishermen in 
securing their fares of cod. 

In thése notes the writer expects to do nothing more than 
to give, in an off-hand and, perhaps, rather disconnected 
manner, the result of his study of the habits and methods of 
capture of these sea birds, which were for many years his 
almost daily companions; the chief object being, of course, 
to convey some idea of the importance of several species as 
a source of bait supply to fishermen. 

THE GREAT SHEARWATER (Puffinus major).* 

This species, the ‘‘hagdon,” or “‘hag,” of the fishermen is, 
perhaps, one of the most interesting which is to be found on 
the outer fishing grounds; it is used for bait more than any 

*It is altogether possible, perhaps probable, that there may be 
other species of Pujfinus which frequent the fishing banks, besides 
the two I have named in these notes. On several occasions I have 
seen birds of this genus which were much smaller than P. mejor, and 
which I then thought were the young of that species, but [now be- 
lieye they were a smaller variety. My object, however, is not to 
define the species, but simply to give some idea of the habits of the 
birds. 

ACCLIMATION OF FOREIGN BIRDS. 

N Forest AnD SrRHAM for Nov. 6 there is reference to 
the failure of the attempts that haye been made to in- 

troduce the European migratory quail into this country. 
Thousands, it is said, haye been imported and distributed in 
yarious partsot the Eastern and Middle States, but they 
have disappeared, and the clubs and individuals who brought 
over these birds “have given up all hope of ever seeing or 
hearing of the game again. Has any one recently seen any 
of these birds? Intelligenve of them would be welcome.” 

Equally unsuccessful efforts haye been made to introduce 
foreign migratory song birds. Skylarks have been turned 
loose on Long Island, but either they were killed by the pot- 
hunters, or they did not survive our cold winters, Certain 
it is they have not established themselves as summer visitors. 
Why have these attempts failed? Our climate agrees well 
with many of our importations. Have we not baby ele- 
phants, German carp, Norway rats, camels, ostriches? 
Where has not the imported sparrow gone? Many of our 
worst weeds as well as most useful grains came to us from 
abroad. ‘These instances of successful acclimation render 
untenable the assumption that the conditions as to the gual 
and song bird alone are unfavorable, The fault, therefore, 
must lie in the methods heretofore adopted. What have 
these been? We have turned the strangers loose in our 
fieids in spring or summer, where the conditions for their 
existence were favorable so long as warm weather lasted, 
but when cold weather came, and with it the loss of their 
food supply—what then? Instinct, it may be said, should 
have caused them to fly south, but the naturalists tell us that 
instinct is only inherited memory, ‘The imported birds 
were strangers in a strange land, and had no memory, in- 
herited or acquired, of an attainable warm southern winter 
home. In their Old World life their migrations were not 
caused by a spirit of unrest, were not mere flights to the 
south or to the north, but were wanderings in search of food 
and better condilions of existence. 
Brehm, the distinguished German naturalist, who has so 

recently died, says love and hunger are the birds’ only guid- 
ing impulses. The statement is made and is a very interest- 
ing one, that those that cross the Mediterranean Sea in going 
from Africa to Europe follow certain fixed routes: First, by 
the Strait of Gibraltar; second, from Tunis by Sardinia and 
Oorsica to the shores of the Gulf of Genoa; third, from Tri- 
poli by Malta and Sicily to Italy, etc. How were these lines 
of passage learned? Inthe diluvial period, what is now the 
Mediterranean Sea, consisted of two large lakes, one of 
which was cut off the ocean by a broad strip of land where 
now are the Straits of Gibralter, and which were separated 
from cach other by a land-dyke composed of Italy, Sicily, 
ete,, which connected the two continents, The hirds, as 
they increased in numbers, migrated by these routes in 
search uf better breeding places, and as the lands sank, they 
continued to follow them over gradually narrowing belts of 
land, over marshes and lagunes, and finally over broad waters, 
and yet no one generation was aware of any change. (Weiss- 
man after Palmén, Contemporary Reyiew, XXTV., February 
1879, 
They carried with them the memory of their warm winter 

home, and on the approach of the European winter, when 
their food supply failed, returned to 1t with their young. 

If this explanation is the correct one it is evident that we 
have failed in our efforts to introduce these migratory birds 
because we have attempted to reverse the process by which 
the habit of migration was acquired, and, in order to succeed, 
instead. of turning them loose in the north, we must give the 
strangers, skylarks, nightingales, quail, etc., a suitable 

' gouthern winter habitat (Florida, Louisiana, Mexico), from 
which in spring, food failing or driven by an inherent 
tendency (as asserted by Prof. Baird) they may wander to 
some otuer locality suitable for raising their young, and to 
which, by virtue of memory thus acquired and finally in- 
herited, they may return when food fails them in their sum- 
mer home. If they wander in all directionsfrom the winter 
home those that go to the most favorable localities will most 
certainly survive and multiply, while none of them will be 
in cuch unfavorahle conditions as those that may be turned. 
loose in our Northern States. They will then, so far as we 
can arrange it for them, be best prepared for the struggle for 
existence in this country, over the whole of which, if they 
find favorable conditions, we may expect them soon to spread 
and thus repay us for our expenditure of effort and money, 

other bird, and has many peculiarities essentially its own. 
it has a wide distribution in the western Atlantic, and 1 haye 
myself observed it all the way from latitude 39° 50' N,, lon- 
gitude 71° 25' W., to north of the Grand Bank in latitude 
47”, longitude o)".¢ The place of its greatest abundance, 
however, is probably from near Le Haye Bank to and in- 
cluding the Grand Bank, the latter locality seemingly being 
its favorite resort during the summer season, There it occurs 
in remarkable numbers for seyeral months of the year; in- 
deed, so abundant is the species that, in many cases, as will 
be shown further on, it has become of considerable import- 
ance as a source of bait supply for the cod fishermen on that 
bank, It appears on the fishing ground usually in the latter 
part of May or about the ist of June, In a daily journal 
kept by myseif I find the following note, under date of May 
26, 1879: ‘‘I saw a hag this morning, the first I haye seen 
this spring.”}{ This bird was probably a strageler from the 
large flocks, and very likely it reached the fishing ground 
sooner than its companions. Three days later, however, on 
May 29, when in latitude 43° 35’ N. and longitude 59° 47’ W., 
I saw several large flocks of these birds, and shot one indi- 
vidual. The birds were at that time sitting on the water, 
and had apparently just reached the locality. Their stay on 
the Banks continues until about the middle or last of Octo- 
ber (occasionally later), when they gather in flocks, sitting 
around on the water for a few days before taking their de- 
parture. 

Occasionally, in midsummer, they seem to be scarce, but 
what the cause of this scarcity is I am unable tosay. Under 
date of Aug. 1, 1879, I find thefollowing note: ‘‘Shot three 
hags, but they are very searce.’”’? I am somewhat inclined to 
the opinion that they find abundance of squid at that season, 
and therefore do not come about the vessels so much as 
when hungry, When or where the hagdon breeds is un- 
known to me. My opinion is that it breeds in winter. I 
have opened many hundreds of these birds, but haye never 
found their sexual organs in a condition that would indicate 
they were incubating, 

It may be well, in this connection, to allude to the social 
habits of the hagdon as they have come under my obserya- 
tion. When the birds reach their destination in the spring, 
for a few days after their arrival, they do not seem to make 
any special effort for the purpose of securing food, but pass 
most of their time sitting in large numbers on the water, 
and at this period it is somewhat difficult to catch them on 
hook and line. Occasionally a flock will make a short flight 
and again settle down, but there appears to be a strong in- 
clination, at this time, to huddle together and keep up the 
organization which has probably existed during their migra- 
tion from distant regions. The same thing in regard to 
going in flocks is noticeable in the fall, when they collect 
for their autumnal migration from the fishing banks. At 
such times they show the same disinclination to bite at hook 
and line that they exhibit when first arriving on the fishing 
grounds. This apparent indifference to food at such times 
is all the more remarkable, since only a few days elapse 
after the flocks have reached the fishing grounds in the 
spring before they break up; and in a little while after the 
arrival of the hagdon it may be seen skimming the surface 
of the water ona tireless wing, totally unmindful of the 
presence or absence of its companions, unless, indeed, their 
appearance may indicate where food is abundant; in such 
cases it loses no time, but rapidly wings its way to join them 
in the feast. Nor does it do this from any feeling of socia- 
bility, if we may judge from its actions, but simply to gratify 
its enormous appetite. In doing this it fights and strugeles 
with all other birds, whether of its own kind or of other 
species, to gain pussession of the finest morsels, uttering, 
meanwhile, extremely harsh and discordant notes, When 
feeding it displays a dash and pugnacity that is perfectly 
astonishing. The audacious boldnéss with which it will at- 
tack superior strength in the struggle for food, and the 
ferocity and reckless bravery it exhibits on such occasions 
cannot fail to command the attention of all whu witness the 
performance, Nothing can exceed the activity of the hag 
or its intrepid recklessness, if I may so term it, when in 
pursuit of food, and, when very hungry, it seems to pay 
almost as little regard to the presence of 4 man as to the 
proximity of other birds. , J 

The tenacity of life exhibited by Pujfinus is certainly sur- 
prising. It often happens that after its skull has been 
crushed between the teeth of its captors, a hagdon may lie 
seemingly dead for several minutes and then recover sutffi- 
ciently to make desperate efforts to escape, In_ several 
instances which I ean recall, hags that were thought to be 
dead have escaped by “flopping” out oyer the slanting stern 
of the dory, unnoticed by the fisherman until it was too late , 
to recover the wounded birds. ; 

The tenacity of life and the remarkable pugnacity of these 
birds have, upon many occasions, proyoked the fishermen to 
the cruel’ sport of tormenting them and prolonging their 
sufferings. Perhaps a dozen or more hags may be caught, 
and having been put in a hogshead tub, or in a “‘gurry pen,” 
on the deck of the vessel, the fishermen bring about an inter- 
necine war by stirring them up with a stick. At such times 
the birds evidently imagine that their companions are avowed 
enemies, and, pitching into their nearest neighbors, a general 
ficht and terrible commotion ensue, while the feathers fly in 
all directions, much to the amusement.of the men. In a short 
time the birds which were taken from the water sleek and 
strong, are utterly worn out in their struggles with one 
another, and present a bedraggled, forsaken, and disreput- 
able appearance. The fishermen also sometimes tie two hags 
by the legs, using a string about one foot in length, which 
enables the birds to swim, but keeps them in unpleasant con- 
tact, the consequence being that they fight until one or both 
succumb. a ~ 

The hagdon is remarkably strong and swift in its flight. 
Often it may be seen skimming oyer the waves, passing from 
the top of one séa to another, scarcely moving a muscle; but 
by trimming its wings, if such an expression is allowable, 
first poised on one wing and then on the other, it is appar- 
ently propelled without an effort on its part, but simply by 
the action of the wind beneath, This method of flight, how- 
ever, is frequently varied, for when necessary the hagdon 
can and does move its wings with great power and consider- 
able rapidity. When in pursuit of food it plunges suddenly 
down into the water, striking on its breast with great yio- 
lence, and in a manner quite different from that im which 
gulls alight. Its method of diving isalso different from that 
of many other species, It never plunges head first into the 
water as do the gannet, kingfisher, and many other piscivor- 
ous birds; but it first alights upon the surface, as justnoted, 
disappearing almost instantly. It is an active swimmer 

+Mr. Ridgway tells me that P. major is found as far south as Cape 
Horn or vicinity. Par 
tOur onion that time was latitude 43° 10’; longitude 62° 23/. 
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under water, and when in pursuit of food passes rapidly from 
one object to another, provided it cannot eat the first thing 
which attracts its attention. When the hagdon finds food 
agreeable to its taste, it immediately rises to the surface .and 
hastily swallows the morsel, if it is not too large. This man- 
ner of eating is necessary as a matter of self-protection, torif 
the bird delays swallowing its food, it will soon have to dis- 
pute its right of possession with its companions. 

Jt is a common occurrence for a number of these birds to 
chase a boat for half an hour or more at a time, diving 
like a flash, every few minutes, after the bubbles made by 
the oars, which these winged rangers seem to imagine some 
kind of focd beneath the surface of the water, Nor will re- 
peated failures discourage them in making these attempts. 
They will also persistently follow a dory from which a trawl 
is being set, and diving in the wake of the boat, after the 
sinking gear, make desperate endeavors to tear the bait from 
the hooks. In these attempts they are often successful, much 
to the chagrin of the fishermen whose chances for catchin 
fish are thus materially diminished by these daring robbers.* 

The voracity and fearlessness which are thus se strikingly 
displayed by the hagdon offers the fishermen an opportunity 
to administer what they consider retributive justice, since 
the capture of these birds is thus made a comparatively easy 
task. Formerly, as has been stated, when shack-fishing was 
extensively carried on by the Grand Bank codfishermen, 
great numbers of Pujfinus were caught for bait with hook 
and line, Before proceeding to describe the methods of cap- 
ture I shall refer to the food of these birds. From my ob- 
servations I am of the opinion that the hag subsists chiefly 
on squid, which, of course, it catches at or near the surface 
of the water. I haye opened many hundreds of them, and 
have never, to my recollection, failed to find in their stom- 
achs either portions of the squid, or, at least, squids’ bills. 
It, muy be interesting also to mention the fact that in the 
fall of 1875, when the giant Cephalopods, or “‘big squid,” 
were found on the eastern part of the Grand Bank between 
the parallels 44° and 45° north latitude, and the meridians of 
49° 30' and 60° 30' west longitude, flocks of hagdons were 
invariably found feeding on the dead ‘‘deyil fish” which 
were floating on the water. In nearly all cases these ‘‘big 
squid” were found in a mutilated condition, usually with 
their tentacles eaten off almost to their heads, and the fisher- 
men soon learned to detect their presence by the large flocks 
of birds collected about them. The small species of fish 
which frequent the waters of the Eastern fishing banks, such 
as the lant, capelin, etc., also furnish Puffinuws with a portion 
of its food. But birds of this species, as well as most all 
others found at sea, are exceedingly fond of oily food, and 
especially the livers of the Gadide, cod, hake, etc., and this 
extreme fondness for codfish livers, which they swallow 
with ereat avidity, renders their capture impossible by 
the fishermen with hook and line. ‘‘Hag-fishing,” as 
it is called, can be carried on either from the side of a 
schooner or from dories, though usually better results are 
obtained by the men going out in the latter at some distance 
from the vessel. When it is desirable to obtain these birds 
for bait the morning is usually selected to effect their cap- 
ture, since at that time they are generally more eager for 
food than later in the day, when they are frequently gorged 
with the offal thrown from the fishing vessels, or with food 
obtained from other sources. It is generally the case, there- 
fore, that. two men engaged in hauling a trawl in a dory, 
after having obtained a sufficient number of cod to supply 
them with the requisite amount of livers, stop hauling their 
gear and proceed to “‘toll” up the birds, In order to do this 
pieces of liver are thrown out, which immediately entice the 
ever-present petrels or Mother Carey chickens that gather in 
flocks around the floating morsels and dancing up and down 
upon the water, tear the swimming particles into pieces 
small enough for them to swallow. If the weather is clear 
the keen eye of the nearest lugdon quickly detects this 
gathering of small birds near the boat, and thither he wends 
his way to scatter the little Mother Carey chickens right and 
left by his audacious aggression, while he swallows, with in- 
describable eagerness, the ies of floating liver, uttering, 
meanwhile, his harsh and disagreeable note. Not many 

*My brother, Capt. D. E. Collins, tells me that on several occasions 
he distinctly recollects that hagdons were caught on trawl-lines be- 
longing to his vessel, the hooks ste fastened in the beak or throat 
of the greedy birds, which had swallowed the bait before they had 
torn it from the sinking gear. 
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minutes elapse before other birds—hagdons, jegers, and 
other species, perhaps—may be seen coming from all points 
of the compass, and in a short time a large flock collect 
about the boat. If the weather is thick the programme is 
slightly varied. The birds are then attracted by the 
fishermen imitating their cries, and also, perhaps, by 
their scenting the oily liver floating on the waves. 
Lam assured by an excellent authority—Dr. Elliottt Coues 
—that all the birds of this family are provided with 
very imperfect organs of smell; but, nevertheless, both the 
hag and the Mother Carey chicken exhibit some peculiarities 
which so strongly resemble those of a dog working up a 
scent that it may not be out of place to call attention to the 
subject here. On many ocasions, during the prevalence of 
a dense fog, when not a bird of any kind had been seen for 
hours, I have thrown out, as an experiment, pieces of liver 
to ascertain if any birds could be attracted to the side of the 
vessel. As the particles of liver floated away, going slowly 
astern of the schooncr, only a short time would pass before 
either a Mother Carey chicken or a hag, generally the for- 
mer, could be seen coming up from the leeward out of the 
fog, flying backward and forward across the vessel’s wake, 
seemingly working up the scent until the floating pieces of liver 
were reached. If the first bird to arrive should be a Mother 
Carey chicken, and the liver too large for it to attack alone, 
which was generally the case, the petrel would at once fly 
away, and in a few minutes three or four could be seen re- 
turning. This suggests a question as to whether the petrel 
went to seek assistance or not in order that he might share 
with his coadjutors the feast which he could not well obtain 
unassisted; but should the first one to appear be a hag, he 
does not seek companionship, but with a greedy yell he 
pounces upon the pieces of Jiver and swallows them with 
the yoracity characteristic of the species, and no sooner has 
he devoured the morsel than he is off on the wing seeking 
for more. However, it is generally the case that a flock of 
hagdons soon gather, whatever may be the density of the 
fog, unless birds are very rare on the bank or perhaps rend 
ered indifferent to food by a recent feast. 
Having made this seemingly necessary digression to ex- 

plain the methods of ‘“‘tolling up” and gathering the flocks 
of birds about the dory, I shall now proceed to describe the 
modus operand of their capture. 

The two men in a dory, one aft and the other forward, are 
each provided with a line five or six fathoms in length, and 
a small hook, such as is ordinarily used for catching mack- 
erel, The bait, consisting of pieces of codfish liver, is large 
enough to float the hook as well as to cover its point. The 
hooks are baited and thrown out as soon as a flock of hag- 
dons have collected about the boat, and there also may be, 
and generally are, birds of other species. Should there bea 
large number of hags, and more especially if they have been 
without food for a short time, they display an almost inde- 
seribable voracity. In their eagerness to obtain the large 
pieces of liver, which they swallow at a gulp, as they fight 
among themselves, they do not seem to care whether a hook 
is concealed within the bait or not, At such times the birds 
may be easily caught, and are rapidly pulled in by the fish- 
ermen, who usually derive much gratification from the sport, 
not only from the excitement it affords, but also on account 
of the perspective profits which may result in obtaining a 
good supply of birds for bait. When a victim has been 
hooked, and is being pulled toward the boat, it struggles 
most energetically to make its escape by vainly endeavoring 
to rise in the air, or by spreading out its feet to hold itself 
back as much as possible as it is dragged unceremoniously 
over the water, while its vociferous companions follow after 
it, attempting to snatch away the piece of liver with which 
it has been decoyed. At times a bird may succeed in disen- 
gaging the hook from its beak, but usually the barbed point 
is well fastened aud the hag is landed in the boat. A 
fisherman then places it under his left arm to pre- 
vent its struggles, and grasping the head of the unfortun- 
ate bird with his right hand he crushes its skull with his 
teeth, Or he may try to deprive his victim of life by wring- 
ing its neck, striking it on the head with a ‘‘gob stick,” etc. 
This may continue until one bundred or perhaps two hun- 
dred birds are captured, but usually not somany. A com- 
paratively short time passes before some of the birds be- 
come gorged with the pieces of liver which they have ob- 
tained, and then they exhibit the greatest cunning in elud- 
ing capture. They seem to be fully conscious of the fact 

that within the liver there is concealed something which, for 
their own good, they should avoid. With a wonderful 
instinct that almost approaches reason, they cautiously 
approach and take hold of the bait with the tipsof their 
bills, and by flapping their wings, endeavor to tear it to 
pieces, In this maneuver the birds are often successful, and 
as a reward for their enterprise they secure a good lunch, 
which they hasten to devour, as the disappointed and dis- 
gruntled fisherman rebaits his hook with the hope of decoy- 
ing some less wary individuals. It frequently happens, how- 
ever, that a skillful “‘bait stealer” renders abortive all the at- 
tempts of the fishermen to effect its capture, while at the 
same time it will fight desperately with its intruding com- 
panions, to keep them away until it has filled itself to reple- 
tion. Having satisfied itself until scarcely able to clear the 
water, it quietly drifts to leeward at a safe distancefrom the 
boat, floating upon the wayes to await the digestion of its 
food, and apparently to take in the situation, So greedy, 
however, are many of these birds, that oftentimes they seem 
to leave, with great reluctance, the place where food is plen- 
tiful, even though they may be gorged to such an extent that 
they can eat no more. I have often, on such occasions, seen 
them lingering near the boats, looking upon a tempting 
piece of liver apparently with an expression indicative of 
regret that they could not find room forit. Frequently 
these greedy and garrulous birds also quarrel with their com- 
panions and attempt to drive them away from the food 
which they desire, but cannot accommodate. Of course 
their endeavors are futile, for, while they are opposing one, 
others rush in and devour the liver. 

When hags are abundant recruits are constantly arriving, 
and congregate in great numbers wherever food can be ob- 
tained. Hager to secure a share in the feast, the newcomers 
rush rayenously forward and swallow the pieces of liver, and 
are quickly pulled in by the fishermen, who, after killing 
them in the manner described, detach them from the hooks 
and throw them in the bottom of the boat, 

After awhile, however, the whole flock usually evinces a 
shyness which renders the sport unprofitable, and the men 
then employ themselves in hauling their trawls, or they go 
aboard the vessel.* If a sufficient quantity has been taken 
to more than supply the wants of the day, the birds are 
hung up around the booms and on the stern of the vessel, 
A few years ago it was not an unusual sight to see from two 
hundred to five hundred birds, more or less, of this species, 
suspended from a Grand Banker. In this manner they may 
be kept for several days without becoming worthless for 
baiting purposes, and, if eviscerated, they will keep fresh 
a much longer time. Indeed, I am told that in the fall it 
has been a common custom for the Marblehead bankers to 
save quite a number of these birds and bring them home in 
a fresh condition from the Banks, the hagdons being simply 
eviscerated and hung up in the hold of the vessel. 

These birds are eaten to some extent by the fishermen of 
the present day. Forty or fifty years agu, and even earlier, 
this species formed an important item in the bill of fare of 
a Grand Bank codfisherman, Although they have rather a 
“fishy” flavor, which is not especially agreeable to a delicate 
palate, they are nevertheless, when properly cooked, an 
agreeable change for the table of a fisherman who has been 
absent from home several months, and, consequently, has 
not had an opportunity of obtaining fresh messes other than 
fish, At present, when our fishermen are enabled to get 
much better food than any other class of sea-faring men, 
hagdon ‘‘pot-pies” or ‘‘stews,” are not so tempting to them 
as they were to the codfishermen of an earlier date. I am 
told by persons who have knowledge of the fact, that some 
of the old Marblehead fishermen who had been in the habit 

+It may be stated here that the capture of hagdons may occur at 
any time of the day and under different circumstances from those 
above mentioned ; but the description given represents the most com- 
mon method adopted. The birds are often caught toward evening 
after the trawls have been set for the night, or from a dory paid 
astern of the schooner. In the former case, the men, after setting 
their gear, make their boat fast to the outer buoy of the trawl, and, 
having enticed a flock of birds around their boat, they proceed to 
catch as many of the hagdons as is possible in the manner described, 
Ordinarily these birds are not GaUERh to any greab extent from yes- 
sels, except when the roughness of the weather renders it undesirable 
to go out in the dories, or when an unusually large and hungry flock 
has been collected alongside, attracted by the offal thrown out while 
dressing fish. At such times the men usually stand on both sides 
of the quarter deck and catch the birds in the manner that has 
already been mentioned, except that wooden floats are occasionally 
attached to the lines a foot ortwo above the hook, 
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of eating the hagdon for many years, acquired such a taste 
for the peculiar flavor of the bird, that they actually pre- 
ferred it to the domestic fowl; and when no longer able to 
engage in the bank-fisheries, would look to the younger men 
for their supplies of hags, which were brought home in the 
manner just referred to, on the Grand Bank vessels. 

THE BLAOK HAGDON, OR SOOTY SHPARWATER, (Puffinus 
Suliginosus). 

The sooty shearwater, or the “black hagdon” of the fisher- 
men, is invariably found with Pufinus major, and, doubtless, 
occurs Over very nearly the same area. Itisless plentiful on 
the fishing banks, however, and, as a rough estimate, I 
should say that it does not exceed in abundance more than 
one per cent. of the numbers of the great shearwater, Its 
habits are very similar to those which I have mentioned as 
being peculiar to the common hagdon, and with the excep- 
tion that possibly it is a little Jess noisy, the description of 
the habits of one species may be applied to the other. As 
the two species mingle freely: together, the black hagdon -is 
often captured with its less sooty companions, and is, of 
course, also used for bait by the ‘‘shack” fishermen. 

THE FULMAR (fulmarus glacialis), 

This species, known by a variety of names to the New 
England fishermen, such as ‘‘noddy,” ‘‘marbleheader,” and 
“oul bird’—called a ‘‘stinker’ on the west coasi—is found 
on the fishing banks north of Cape Cod in winter, and also 
occurs in greater or less abundance from Sable Island north- 
wardly, during the summer, months, though it is most num- 
erous in this region during cold weather, The following 
notes from my journal, which were made while near the 
northwest part of the Grand Bank, may prove of interest in 
this connection: 

Feb. 7, 1879.—On western edge of the Grand Bank, lati- 
tude 44° 25’ N., longitude 62° 58’ W., ‘I saw several noddies 
this morning, but for some-reason they would not come 
alongside of the vessel. I have seen one or more every day 
(since Jan. 30), but have had no chance to get any,” . 

Feb, §, 1879.—Same place as above. ‘‘Saw some noddies 
this morning and shot one, but did not get him.” 
March 11, 1879.—In Jatitude 45° 9’, longitude 54° 58’, I 

shot four noddies, and the following entry is made in my 
journal under date of March 12: ‘‘There haye been great 
numbers of noddies to-day. I shot two; but when the yes- 
sel swung into the trough of the sea I could not shoot any 
more.” 

“March 14.—Haye seen large numbers of noddies this 
trip, and almost every day since we lave been here some of 
the burgomaster gulls—a large white species, I shot several 
of the noddies to-day, but the gulls ure shy, and it is difficult 
to approach them near enough to obtain 2 shot,” 

I will add that the weather during the above-mentioned 
time was extremely cold. On April J3 of the same year I 
made the following note: ‘‘l have not seeu a noddy this 
trip.” We had then been at sea about one week. On April 
18, 1879, we were on Green Bank, when the following entry 
was made; “T saw a noddy to-day for the first time this 
trip. 

June 5, 1879.—EHastern part of Banquereau. ‘‘I have no- 
ticed a noddy now and then for the last three days, but have 
not seen any before for some time.” 

Under date of July 29, 1879, the following entry is made: 
“T have seen no noddieés this trip.’* 
_The p!umuge of this species varies in color; that of some 

of the birdsis of a uniform smoky gray, and of others 
white, with black wings, and some of the other feathers 
bluish. 

The fulmars are probably more abundant on the Grand 
Bank than on any other of the fishing grounds commonly re- 
sorted to by American vessels, with the exception, perhaps, 
of the halibut groundsin Davis Straits, or the Flemish Cap 
to the eastward of Grand Bank, which are not visited by 
many fishing schooners. 

The marbleheader is quite as greedyas the hagdon, and 
quite as bold when in pursnit of food; but unlike the latter, 
which is always quarrelsome and noisy, the fulmar confines 
itself to a sort of chuckling sound, somewhat resembling a 
low grunt. It will swallow a piece of cod liver witheven as 
great voracity as the hag, hut it rarely, if ever, seems to ex- 
ercise the cunning cr caution of the latter in trying to avoid 
the hook, and, as a consequence, it is more easily captured. 
It is caught in the same manner as the hag, but owing to 
its comparatively small numbers on the fishing grounds, the 
fishermen Go not depend upon it $omuch as a source of bait 
supply as upon Pujfinus major, since one would be likely to 
catch twenty, or perhaps many more, of the latter, to one 
noddy. When caught on aline and hauled into a boat it 
frequently emits quantities of oily matter from its nostrils, 
and often disgorges its food. ‘This peculiarity of the species 
which is not common to the hagdon, has been remarked by 
others. The hagdon will occasionally throw up the contents 
ofits stomach when caugnt, but not as arule, so far as | 
have been alle to observe. 

The fulmar subsists chiefly on small fishes, and, doubtless, 
articipates with the hagdon im the pursuit of the squid; but 
T have no recollection of noticing in its stomach, as I have 
in that of the hag, the presence of pieces of squid or the 
beaks of that animal. I have, however, frequently observed 
that the contents of the stomachs of many of this species 
consisted almost entirely of small fish. Like Pujfinus, it is 
yery fond of oily food, which it swallows with astonishing 
greediness. It devours large quantities of codfish liver in a 
Tayenous manner that would astound one acquainted with its 
habits, and it certainly would tax their credulity to believe 
statements that might be made bearing on this subject. 
The fulmar is essentially an Arctic bird and oceurs in 

great abundance in the far North, where it is met with by 
whalers-and halibut fishermen in summer, at which season, 
according to the accounts given by Arctic explorers, it goes 
there for the purpose of incubation. 
‘The fulmar is the constant companion of the whale- 

fisher,” says Scoresby, in his “‘Arctic Regions:” “It is highly 
amusing to observe the voracity with which they seize the 
pieces of fat that fall in their way; the size and quantity of 
the pieces they take at a meal; the curious chuckling noise 
which, in their anxicty for dispalch, they always make, and 
the. jealousy. with which they view, and the boldness with 
which they attack any of this species thet are engaged in 
devouring the finest’ morsels. The fulmar never dives but 
when incited.te it-by the-appearance of a morsel of fat under 
water.” Thésé peculiarities of the species agree exactly 
with my_own observations. Tey 
‘The fulmar has frequently a ragged appearance; the wings 

and. tail feathers being fagged out and the bird is often soiled 

#it may be offered as an explanation here that I was eollectin 
these birds for scientific purposes, and, therefore, preferred to shoo 
them instead of catching them on a, line. 
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with grease, They haye a rank, pungent smell, which is 
exceedingly disagreeable. Notwithstanding its boldness 
when in pursuit of food, and its apparent indifference to the 
presence of man, frequently coming within a few feet of the 
side of a boat or vessel, rivaling in this respect the most 
daring feats of the hagdon, it is, nevertheless, entirel 
different from the latter so far as its pugnacily is couneuteds 
Although it may struggle to get the food which another 
bird is trying to swallow, it does not exhibit such a fierce 
disposition-as the hag, and when caught rarely attempts to 
bite. This is allthe more strange since this bird has a sharp 
and very pewerful hooked beak. Its flight is similar to that 
of Pujfinus, and its manner of alighting on the water when 
in pursuit of food is also much the same. The noddy, how- 
ever, as has been mentioned, rarely dives for food, and, so 
far as I have observed, goes but a short distance beneath 
the water, evineing, in this respect, far less activity and 
enterprise than the hagdon, : 
mee as disagreeable, repulsive odor rendering it undesirable 
as food. 

Tt may be added here that Capt. Henry O. Smith, of 
Salem, Mass., tells me that the fulmar frequently occurs in 
considerable abundance in winter in Fortune Bay, New- 
foundland, and he also says that on one occasion he killed 
one of these birds in that region, which had a half-swallowed 
herring in its beal, the fish being too large for the noddy to 
get down. 

[TO BE CONCLUDED, | 

Domesticating WiLprowL.—Cold Sprin g Harbor, L. L., 
N.Y., Novy. 29.—Huditor Forest and Stream: The following 
additions have been made to my flock: Five pairs of mal- 
lards, wild birds, purchased; two male and one female pin- 
tail duck, Dafila aeuta, presented to Mr. J. . Rooney of 
Spink county, Dakota, The mandarin ducks and wood- 
ducks are now in full plumage, but the solitary widgeon 
drake has not yet shea his summer coat.—FRED Maram. 

Ow1s1n Massacnuserrs.—I wonder if owls are as numer- 
ous in York State as this way. I went into Goodale’s re - 
cently and there saw a small army of barred owls, besides 
great horned, long and short-eared, Acadian, Richardson’s 
and the hawk owls, the two latter being very rare New 
England species, It is evidently owl year. Seals numer- 
ous in Salem Harbor, also old squaws (4. glacial’s),_X.Y.Z. 
(Salem, Mass., Dee, 1). 

A Hornep Dor.—I received a few days ago a doe’s head, 
with one horn or spike six inches long still in the velvet, 
The spike is on the right side of the head. The animal was 
killed on the east fork of the Sinnemahoning hy R. F. Mar- 
tin, Noy. 19.—S. P. OLtmsrep (Coudersport, Pa., Dec. 1), 

Game Bag and Gun. 

PENNSYLVANIA DEER AND TURKEYS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

IT have just returned from a deer hunt in Huntingdon 
county, Pennsylyania, Our party consisted of the four Parker 
brothers—Harry, Al, John and Tom—and myself. We spent 
five days in the mountains, but killed no deer. This was 
almost a foregone conclusion, as we were all tenderfeet, none 
of us ever having hunted deer before. We have, however, 
had considerable experience shooting at target, and two of us 
have made very fair records at al] distances. The fact of our 
skill at the target led some of the party to hope for too much, 
and they ave somewhat disappointed. I haye read Pormst 
AND STREAM for several years, and the result of our hunt 
was no surprise to me. 
We left Norristown Nov. 9, at 8:31 P. M., reaching Har- 

risburg at 12:10 A. M. Took train for Huntingdon at 8:20 
A. M,, reaching there at 6:25, After two hours’ wait took 
train for Marklesburg, arriving there at 9. Muarklesburg is 
eleven miles south of Huntingdon, in the woodcock valley, 
between Tussey and Terrace mountains. Leaving our trunk 
in care of the sfation agent, we started to walk to Lydia 
Dale, seven miles east, over a rough mountain road. We 
had on considerable extra clothing and carried our rifles. 
The weather was clear and rather warm, and some of the 
party were well nigh exhausted when we reached Mr, John 
Alexander's, where we proposed trying to get board and 
lodging for the week. The party filed into the front yard, 
guns at “right shoulder,” with the determination that we 
would have dinner right soon and we would go no further 
to get it. We met George, Mr. Alexander’s son, on the front 
porch. He invited us in, where we met Mrs. A. They 
could accommodate us, certainly, but did not expect us until 
Tuesday; and we would haye no butter for dinner, but we 
would get plenty to eat and butter at eyery meal hereat'ter. 
Assuring Mrs. A, that no apologies were necessary, and 
calling her attention to the fact that it was now 1 o’clock 
P.M. and we had traveled two hundred miles, and it was 
many hours since we had caten a square meal, in a very 
short space of time an abundant dinner was prepared, and 
the way we ate was a surprise to ourselves. Our appe- 
tites were prodigious, and continued so during our stay, 
The good eftect of our vigorous exercise on the mountains 
was already apparent, and was still more marked toward 
the close of the week, After dinner we took a stroll on 
Terrace Mountain, We. saw gray squirrels, rabbits, ruffed 
grouse and turkeys, Tom Parker, the youngest member of 
the party, saw a turkey at about 100 yards, and thinking 
the distance was too great for a sure shot, gave chase. The 
further he ran the further the turkey was ahead of him, and 
when he related his experience at supper time we had a 
good laugh at his expense. George Alexander, the son of 
our host, is nineteen years of age, He spends six days of 
the week hunting deer and turkeys, but turkeys are his 
fayorite same. He instructed us in regard to hunting both, 
One of his most successful modes of shooting turkeys is hy 
calling them within range of his rifle. He makes his turkey 
calls from the wing-bone of a gobbler, and says their tone is 
more natural than some of the patent calls which he has 
seen. 

Weshot a few turkeys and other small game during the 
week, but spent very little time hunting for them. We 
wanted to kill a deer, and frequently refused good shots at 
other game so as not to spoil our chances of getting a deer, 
Our plan of hunting was by driving, and as the law is 
respected in this locality, no dogs were used. Our party 
generally consisted of seven or eight, and three would act the 
part of dogs, and drive the tops of the ridges, while others 
would be stationed on the crossings. Sometimes the driver 

It is never eaten by the fisher- | 
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who was in the center would carry a cowbell, and his style of ringing would notify the men on the crossings when he had started a deer. The men who were driving were 
instructed by the euides to fire at every deer they saw 
whether the chances of hitting were good, bad or indifferent, This would have a tendency to driye the deer straight out to the men on the crossings, ‘The best grounds for deer in this 
locality are what are called the “Barrens,” by a few of the 
most intelligent people whom we met, but nine-tenths of the 
people you meet will call them the “Barns.” Two of our 
three guides called them'the ‘‘Barns.”” A man in Huntingdon 
asked me if we were going to hunt inthe Barns. I told him 
we had no idea of shooting chickens, we were atter deer, 
He suid “‘the Barns was the best place to hunt them.” TI 
then tried to apologize. but am willing to wager my best 
turkey bone that he don’t know to this day what I was 
apologizing about, = 

Mr. John Patterson lives one mile from Mr, Alexander’s 
house and owns five thousand acres of the Barrens. He 
hunted with us on three different occasions and carried the 
cowbell. He is very obliging, a thorough gentleman, and 
something of a sportsman. He has two hundred bushels of 
apples, and some hard ciderin his cellar. We sampled both 
on different occasions. Mr, Patterson always treats visiting 
sportstnen well and will accept no pay for his services. The 
deer “‘tend” Mr, Patterson’s apple orchard every night and 
“work” on the apples. They also “tend” his wheat and 
rye fields and ‘‘work” on the grain. An cxamination of 
these fields showed fresh tracks every morning. ‘Four of us 
got up early one morning and attempted to surround the 
deer on their feeding grounds about daylight. After emerg- 
ing from the forest and advancing fifty yards in the pasture 
field, we saw free deer running near the upper end of the 
field. Four rifles were leveled at them. Some one said 
“Don’t shoot,” the rifles were lowered. George, the guide, 
siid, “I sce one standing,” and again threw his repeater to 
his face. Isaid “‘No; it isa tree.” Not a shot was fired. 
The deer jumped the fence and disappeared in the forest. 
The distance the deer were from us when we first saw them 
was about 225 yards; where they jumped over the fence was 
about 00 yards. It was not yet daylight, at least we could 
not distinctly see the sights on our rifles. One of the party 
is sorry he did not fire. I am not. ; 

These three deer are the only ones I saw, but there are 
plenty of them in the Barrens on Round Knob, on Broad 
Top, and on Terrace Mountain. The furthest of these moun- 
tains can be reached in thirty minutes from Mr, Alexander’s 
-house. There was considerable speculation among the mem- 
bers of our party as to the probability of any of us getting 
the “buck ague” under certain circumstances to such an ex- 
tent as to cause wild shooting, or prevent us from firing at 
all, On Friday afternoon, my last day in the woods, I was 
standing on a good crossing. The drivers were working 
toward me. Suddenly there was a shout, followed by three 
rifle shots in quick succession. [I heard the bullets whist- 
ling over my head. The bell was ringing furiously, and 
coming in my direction. I heard a rustling in the leaves in 
front of meas I stood with rifle cocked and mouth wide 
open, I imagined I heard my heart beating: it, certainly 
was thumping painfully. Iraised my rifle and drew a bead 
on an object about fifty yards away. Iwas fairly steady, 
and honestly believe that if a deer or a drove of deer had 
appeared at that moment, IT could have made a telling shot. 
Lhave faced the butts at Stockton, Creedmoor, and else- 
where, when valuable prizes were at stake, and many friends 
were watching my every movement and expecting me to 
show up well at the finish. Under such circumstances I 
have found the situation more trying than I can imagine 
possible in shooting deer on a runway, where your com- 
panions are out of sight or so far away that their presence 
is not noticed. 

Three of us, Aland Tom Parker and myself, started for 
home Saturday morning, Noy. 15. Missed connections at 
Harrisburg, and obliged to stay there over night. Arrived 
home Sunday morning at 11:48. John and Harry Parker 
stayed for three days’ more hunting, While 1 am writing 
this, A] Parker comes in and tells me the following: Harry 
went up Terrace Mountain alone on Saturday to look for 
turkeys. When near his blind he jumped a large buck, He 
did not get a shot, or rather preferred not to shoot, as he 
was carrying a double-barreled shotgun and charged with 
turkey shot. About the same time, Mr. Alexander, on his 
way to visita neighbor, saw a buck cross from Broad Top 
to Terrace Mountain. He returned home and told the hunt- 
ers. John, Harry and George hunted the mountain from 
end to end on the southeast side, but did not see cither of the 
bucks. Monday was successfully spent in hunting turkeys. 
Tuesday snow fell to the depth of three inches. Wednesday 
orning they started out and found the track of five deer on 
errace Mountain. They soon came upon a doe. Harry 

fired-at about 100 yards; a clean miss. Geo. Alexander then 
fired two shots from his .38-caliber Winchester, the last shot 
being a broadside, and going through the kidneys. ~The doc 
gave one leap and fell dead. This Jast shot was fired at 128 
yards. The woods was full of hunters, and rifles were erack- 
ing on every side. John Parker returned home after the 
deer was killed, arriving at Norristown at 8 P. M. the same 
day, Harry Parker is still there at last accounts. 

The section of country which we hunted contains game 
enough to satisfy a reasonable sportsman, | think. <A friend 
informs me that there is no better place to hunt deer in this 
State. Turkeys are very abundant. We found them wher- 
ever we hunted deer. The ruffed grouse are found every- 
where. Ina mile tramp through the Barrens I flushed six 
single birds. George said he could show me where I could 
flush them in flocks. | saw more grouse in my five days’ 
hunt than I saw in fifteen years before. -I saw them sitting, 
running and flying, and did not firea shot at them. Saw 
one flock of quail. Cannot say how plentiful they are, as I 
did not inquire. Rabbits are plenty, squirrels ditto, 

The rifle is the favorite arm among the resident sports- 
men, Shotguns are seldom seen. They argue that the shot- 
gun charged with buckshot will not kill deer excepting at 
very short range; that a good marksman can hit turkeys 
standing, ruuning or flying with the rifle, and it is very 
difficult to get within range of the shotgun. Ruffled grouse 
are not much hunted. What few are killed are generally 
shot with the rifle. 

The majority of rifles used are the old style muzzeloader, 
with hair trigger. Those who have bought rifles within the 
past few years have repeaters, the .38-caliber 40-grain taking 
the lead. Mr. W. DeV. Foulke, of Philadelphia, spent three” 
months there last winter. .He used several repeating rifles 
of different calibers, and the way he made doubles on grouse 
flying in different directions was a surprise to the natives. 
One day he saw two turkeys in a cornfield, within easy 
range of the fence. Instead of crawling up behind the fence, 



taking a dead rest, and waiting for them to get into position 
80 that he could kill both with one shot, as any local gunner 
would have done, he jumped over the fence and grassed 
them wilh two shots from his .32-caliber rifle. Mr. Foulke 
is one of the few who have been very successful in killing 
grouse on the wing with the rifle, HE. A. LHoPoLp, 
Norristown, Pa,, Nov. 20. 

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS. 

eta grouse seemed unusually plenty in this vicinity 
at the opening of the season, but now appear rather 

scarce, and the inference is that many have been shot. There 
is not much snaring, or shooting out of season, and if it were 
not for market-shooting, sportsmen would find a fair abun- 
dance of birds. Here, in Hampden county, it is a common 
remark that game is so scarce it does not pay to keep a gun, 
yet a few men find it profitable to leave other occupations 
and spend much, or all of their time during the season, io 
pursuit of the ruffed grouse, most of the game going to the 
Springticld market. Consequently, by the time the leaves 
are off, few birds are to be found by those who start out 
from Springfield or Holyoke for an afternoon’s shooting. A 
dozen or twenty miles west, toward the Berkshire hills, for 
example, at Huntington, on the Boston & Albany Railroad, 
game is reported to be extremely abundant—birds, ’coons 
and squirrels, East from Springfield, also, there is plenty 
of good cover, and a recent item in the Republican gives the 
name of aman in Ware who shot 500 ruffed grouse last 
year, and is busy getting in his work this season, 

Quail are never found in any great numbers about here, 
but were more numerous at breeding time this year than 
usual, One farmer near this city found a nest of fourteen 
eges within a few rods of his barn while mowing. He pre- 
served the nest with care, but in a few days all the eggs 
were gone, probably at the hands of boys, who destroy some 
hundreds of the eggs of small birds annually in pursuit of 
what they may imagine to be the study of natural history, I 
have heard of four beyies this fall, running as high as 
twenty-tive in number. Duck shooting on the Connecticut 
does not amount to anything, Not nearly so many fowl go 
down the river now as were seen a few years ago. 

At Northampton there is a spot in the river which does 
not freeze, and where, during the winter, ducks are shot in 
considerable numbers and great variety. Nonorucs. 
Hoxyoxrn, Mass., Noy, 24. 

DEER IN THE ADIRONDACKS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The “‘sporting season” just closed has been an unusually 

good one for trout and deer. I held all bands strictly 
within the law by not allowing venison or partridges to be 
cooked until the law allowed it; and from Aug. 1 we were 
not without venison on the table, and after Sept. 1 we had 
lots of partridges. J am sure eyery house in the Adiron- 
dacks could do the same. The law does not quite come up 
to my idea of what it should be for this section, but till we 
can do better, we must respect it as it is. 

Franklin county has more real value in the wild deer than 
in its domestic cattle; in this way: every one is virtually 
sold because it is killed by a sportsman from outside the 
county, and leaves af least three hundred dollars in money 
in the hands of the county people, which would not come 
in for any other purpose. Many, at first thought, will re- 
gard my estimate as exaggerated, but my experience of 
twelve years here, satisfies me that 1 am giving low rather 
than high value. 

I haye been very much interested in your articles on Maine 
game laws. LIthink the Maine people now recognize the 
real value in their wild game, and 1 have always feared the 
people of New York would wake up too late. There are so 
many different interests to satisfy. First, the July and 
August sportsman wants the night-hunt; then the next man 
wants to hound, and the still-hunter wishes to stop both the 
night-hunter and the hounder. My experience is that the 
August hunting is a cruelty, as many fawns are left to die. 
LT wish the law did not allow any hunting until Sept. 1, but 
I would be glad to have the time for hounding extended to 
Noy, 15, This would give more chance for hunting when 
the meat is good. The month of November very rarely gives 
us any good still-hunting, and as hounding is not allowed, 
all sportsmen quit the woods, and the guides are idle, Then 
they are tempted to break the law, and in many cases they 
do, as such Gases as the last three have been would tempt 
any one. Lhave caught myself looking out over the lake 
many times during these Indian summer days, expecting to 
hear a dog, perhaps seeadeer. If hounding were allowed 
till Noy. 15, it would give employment to many men in this 
county at a time when yery little work is to be had. As one 
of the guides said to-day, ‘‘l would like to put out the dogs 
to-day, but if it would come still-hunting I could kill more 
deer in one week without dogs than I could with half a 
dozen dogs.” IJ know this is the opinion of all the guides in 
this section. Iam satisfied the deer are increasing, and if 
the hounding was stopped the still-hunters would have fine 
times, and the markets would be well stocked with venison. 
The hounding makes the deer more wary, aud the hunters 
cannot get up to them as they once did. I remember years 
ago, when living in St, Lawrence county, seeing sled load 
after sled load of venison come into town to be shipped to 
market to enrich one man. Had they been killed by sports- 
men, how can we estimate the amount scattered among this 
oné man’s less fortunate neighbors? 

One of your correspondents, ‘‘L.,"’ would give us to under- 
stind that all Adirondack guides are ready at all times to 
break the present or any game laws—for fun or pay—] am 
sorry he has been so very unfortunate in seeing only such 
guides. My experience is that the Adirondack guides, as a 
class, are as honest and trusty as any class of laboring men I 
eyer knew, As Mr. Sherman says, ‘‘There are men who 
call themselves guides who might be willing to kill anything 
out of season.” But, 1 would like ‘‘L.” or any one else 
broach the subject of night hunting in June in our guide 
house. It was tried last June and no offer of money could 
fet one of the boys cut. 
We have about two inches of snow, and to-day has been 

very good still-hunting. A big buck crossed the clearing 
about six rodyfrom the barn some time last night, one of 
the cuides started after him about 8 A. M. and followed him 
till 1 P, M. and finding he had not lain down, gave up the 
job. He saw two fawns but did not shoot at either, he says 
e started seven different deer during the day, but wanted a 

buck for the head. This man killed a line bear a few days 
ago. \ 
 Siuce Aug. 1 twenty-six deer have been killed here, only 
seven does among them, 
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son, and [ have not known of a single goose in the lake. 
Several flocks went over in October. 

Small fur-bearing animals are very scarce. Very few 
mink, in fact the only one caught was after the boy’s 
bantam chickens, he got three before we caught him; have 
not seen a sable sign yet; a few ’coons, but we are too far 
from cornfields to suit them, A. KR. FULLER. 
Mnaonam Laks, Nov. 27. 

THE WILD SWAN. 

H, whence dost thou come, O bird of wide-spread wing? 

From what remotest shore dost thou wendrous tidings bring? 

*Mid the Northland’s Arctic ice, what woes hast thou beheld, 

Where the gales o’er shipwreck’d crews their savage requiem knell'd. 

In thy century of life, o’er the drifting, whelming snows 

Hath the shadow of thy pinions swept o’er the grinding floes, 

Where by the Pfeffer River, or King Williams Islet plain 

The bones of Franklin’s men in ghostly rest have lain! 

Perchanee the flitting shade of thy hovering wings did fall 

On that desolate, gray cairn, where repose the dust of Hall; 

Perchance by Lena's flood in bleak Siberian land 

Thou saw’st the lost DeLong, and all his dying band! 

O'er Baffin’s Bay, o’er Bellot’s Strait, perchance hath been thy flight, 

Or over shores of Labrador in tempest and in night, 

Where the Indian lurk’d in ambush, with rifle and with spear, 

Or Esquimaux in light canoe, to stop thy swift career, 

Mayhap o’er Rocky Mounts, o’er the bleak Sierra’s space, 

High up in empty air, hath been thy tireless race; 

Thou hast hover’d o’er Pike’s Peak, whose granitic boulders rise 

In majesty supreme—cliffs soaring to the skies! 

O’er Yosemite’s green vale, where Capitan's white cone 

O'’er mountain range and mighty woods uprears its royal throne, 

Hath been thy flight, and thou hast paus’d where Merced’s waters 

pour; 
One sheeted ghost of snowy foam, along its garden shore, 

For there the wild-fowl swarm, the swan, the duck, the crane, 

The pelican and gray geese, that browse the grassy plain, 

Where rangeth bear aud puma, the antelope and deer; 

Yor o’er that sportsmen’s paradise, hath heen thy free career. 

Thy flocks we’ve watch’d at Barnegat, and Currituck’s great Sound, 
A league-long line of gleamy plumes, like snows o’er winter ground, 

Now, whither dost thou tend? Perchance to southern clime, 
Where calm lagoons are girdled in with orange and the lime. 

GrerNport, L, 1. Isaac McLennan, 

EXPERIENCE AND ADVICE. 

WN Saturday last, Nov. 22, I had my final ramble for the 
season; cleaned, oiled and put away my companions 

of many days in the field and cover, and to-day have passed 
an hour in looking over the record and comparing it with 
other seasons. Although my hair may be turning gray and 
the years creeping on apace, I find that I quite hold my own 
with the noble grouse, and this season’s campaign has been 
oue of the best of my life. Why should it not have been so? I 
loye this world with its many sources of pleasure and happi- 
ness, and none more than that of the rod and gun, rambling 
over hills and through valleys, breathing God’s life-giving 
air and stowing away vitality for the months and years to 
come, And nioreover, where do we find pleasure and the 
fountain springs of health so combined, as in the sports of 
the fields and woods? To me they are tonic, brain and mus- 
cle, better than [can find in any materia medica, and for 
many years have been one of my greatest joys. 

But [ began this article with the intention of giving an 
outline of my season’s sport, and afew suggestions 10 those 
younger in years, and without the experience that I have 
had in hunting the wary grouse. For more than twenty-five 
years I have made if a rule to take a half day of each week 
during September, October and November, and with gun in 
hand, tramp through the woods and fields; and I feel certain, 
that at the age of fifty, with eye undimmed and a system 
free from any known disease, it has been the best investment 
Tever made, And, dear reader, this is the opinion of one 
whose life work has been to heal the sick so far as was in his 
power, and to study the wants of the human system. But to 
the record: 

Sept. 6, 8 grouse and 1 woodcock; 6 shells. 
Sept, 13, 2 grouse, 3 shells, 
Sept. 20, 1 grouse and 1 woodcock; 2 shells. 
Sept. 27, 2 woodeock, 3 shells. 
Oct. 4, 7 grouse; 4 shells. 
Oct. 18, 2 woodchucks and 1 rabbit; 3 shells. 
Oct. 18, 1 grouse and 2 gray squirrels; 3 shells. 
Oct, 25, 3 grouse; 5 shells. 
Novy, 1. a blank; 1 shell, 
Noy. 8, 2 grouse; 2 shells. 
Noy, 15, 5 grouse; 7 shells. 
Nov. 22, 3 grouse and 2 ducks; 4 shells. 
Total—27 grouse, 4 woodcock, 1 rabbit, 2 gray squirrels, 

2 woodchucks and 2 ducks, in all 38, using 43 shells. 
Oct. 4.—This was my red-letter day with the grouse. 

Seven grouse and four shells; not a bad record, surely. I 
made it in this way; A neighbor’s boy called at my office 
the eyening before with the word that, while driymg cows 
to pasture in the morning he saw nine or ten grouse on the 
fence near a patch of second growth pines and white birches. 
The location was familiar fo me, but I had not visited it the 
present season. Tbe next morning found me skirmishisg 
carefully around the edge of the pines and birches, but not 
a grouse could be found, Knowing that a path led through 
the woods toa field beyond, I faced in that direction with the 
intention of visiting another small piece of woods on the 
further side of the field. AsI padre ine path the beautiful 
view was before me of nine grouse huddled together in ap- 
parent wonderment and fear. What did I do under the cir- 
cumstances? What would you have done, brother sports- 
man? ‘Given them a chance for their lives,’ I presume 
you will answer, ‘‘as any true sportsman would have done,” 
I plead guilty, and confess that time, which flies very quickly 
on such an occasion, did not permit me to discuss the ethics 
of sportsmanship, but quick as thought the little gun came 
to my shoulder and the contents of two shells carried death 
and confusion into the happy family of a moment before. 
What a fluttering! Five beautiful grouse the result of the 
wicked act. Did Idoright? Some will say no, others yes; 
who will decide? After putting the birds into my game bag 
I captured two of the remaining four, making the best day’s 
shoot of the season. : 

Oct. 18.—A neighbor wished me to get her a woodchuck, 
which she said made a delicious dish, and 1 was fortunate 
enough to bag two, with a rabbit thrown in. . 

There haye been very few ducks in the lake during the sea-| Nov. 1.—The only “blank” day of the season. Before 
going far, and after oné miss shot, I was called back to visit 
a patient, and had to go without my weekly dish of grouse, 

Such has been my experience in the fields and woods the 
past season; and although my friends may say that the re- 
sults were small, I feel that I have put on new life, and am 
better prepared for the climatic changes of a New Hngland 
winter. 
A word relative to guns and ammunition; andif my young 

friends will allow meI will offer u few suggestions which 
may possibly be of some benefit fo them, Hxperience has 
taught me that the best gun for the early part of the season, 
before the leaves have fallen, is alight 12-gauge, after this 
pattern: Have made to order, or take an ordinary 12-gauge, 
shorten the barrels to 22 or 24 inches, the left barrel bored 
straight, the right barrel a little larger than the shell cham- 
ber, or in other words bell shaped, This suggestion may 
seem to be rather wild iu these days of “full chokebored” 
guns, but please bear in mind the fact that we are not going 
to break clay-pigeons at 40 or 60 yards, nor take long shots 
at ducks and geese. During September and early October 
grouse and woodcock are generally found in cool and shady 
cover, near brooks and runs, where the growth is small and 
dense, and where you will have to kili them inside of 25 
yards if at all, With aclose-shooting gun you will miss 
many birds that a very open-shooting gun would bring to 
bag. Have a light pull, not more than four pounds, and 
with shells loaded with 2} drams of quick, strong powder 
and 14 ounces No. 10 shot you will soon learn how to outwit 
the wary grouse. 

Later in the season, when the leaves have fallen and the 
brooks are dry, the birds will wander about more, and may 
be found in larger and more open cover, often near the edge 
of small growth, such as white birch, pine, hemlock, and 
juniper, apple trees, barberry bushes, etc., and then you will 
need a closer shooting gun, My idea of sucha gun is a 12- 
gauge, 28-inch barrels, 8 to 84 pounds, right barrel straight, 
left barrel choked, a strong, close, hard shooter, suitable for 
ducks and geese at 50 or 60 yards, using 3 or 4 drams of 
strong powder, and 14 ounces No. 4 shot; or grouse at 40 
yards, using 3 drams quick powder, and it ounces No. 9 
shot for right barrel, and No. 7 for left. With sucha gun 
you will do good work if you hold right, You will find this 
part of the season the most difficult of all. Carry your gun 
with hammers up, stock under the arm, and barrels pointing 
straight ahead, or barrels resting across left arm, thumb of 
right hand resting on hammer, forefinger on trigger, with 
left hand grasping fore end, and you are ready for action and 
grouse. Commence operations by firmg at the first and 
every bird you flush, This rule may not seem important, 
butit is allimportant. A habit of instantaneous action when 
your eye catches or your ear hears a bird, is the foundation 
of successful wing-shooting, And moreover, the first chance 
is generally the best chance. Don’t wait for a better shot, it 
may never come. Do not be discouraged if the bird is near 
the ground, and yourshot clip the leaves from the top of 
atree directly over its head—try again. Be quick, very 
quick, but at the same time be calm and deliberate. That 
is to say, bring your gun to shoulder as quickly as possible, 
and then be deliberate. See your bird in full view over the 
sight, and pull. You will be inclined to overshoot at first. 
It a cross shot, hold on with a steady, swinging movement 
ofthe gun, and you will hit your bird. No holding ahead 
unless your gun is at a rest, or moving in an opposite direc- 
tion from the bird. 

If you are without a dog, get to your bird as quickly as 
possible. A wounded grouse is wonderfully wise in finding 
a hiding place. I prefer hunting grouse without a dog; a 
matter of education, I presume. Asa matter of fact, I 
never owned a hunting dog, Experience teaches me that it 
is better io keep moving and not stop to listen or look, and 
you will get nearer to your game, and also cover more 
ground. : 

Finally, my young friends, be very careful in handling 
your gun, and take no chauces. Drop the hammers before 
climbing a wall or fence, remove the shells before getting 
into a wagon or boat or entering a house, and never draw a 
gun from a wagon or boat muzzle first. It would seem that 
such caution must be unnecessary, but my experience in 
post mortem examinations and amputations, teaches me that 
the last fool is yet to die, or died very recently. 

Be cautious and calm under all citcumstanees, tramp 
through the fields and woods all you can, and my word for 
it, you will thereby live longer, be happier, do more good 
inthe world, and loye mankind the better. M. Dz 

SOUTHERN SHOOTING GROUNDS. 
Hiditor Forest and Stream: 

In regard to quail round Chattanooga, I would suggest 
that Chattanooga itself be the point to which you recom- 
mend your applicant, and have him find Joe Vance, D. J. 
Duffy, J. R. Ryan, ard the Chattanooga Gun Club, which 
is composed of Boyd Ewing, F, I. Stone, Hd. Reed and 
others, who devote a great deal of time to the sport during 
the season, and who are well posted as to the best fields. 
The immediate vicinity of that city is pretty well hunted, 
but an hour or two’s drive over into Dry Valley, or down into 
North Georgia, will bring you into plenty of sport; you can 
return in the eyening and find good comfortable quarters, 
and be ready for another trip the next day. The arrivaland 
departure of trains is very convenient; you can take the 
early morning train to some good point about two hours’ 
run distant, and after seven or eight hours’ shooting, return 
to the city about 8 o’vlock. The vicinity of Charleston, just 
forty miles from Chattanooga, isa glorious place, and is 
visited nearly every season by some Pittsburgh, Pa., gentle- 
men, who are usually very well satisfied. Orin the other 
direction Jasper, about equal distance down in Sequatchie 
Valley, isin the midst of the wheat fields, from which, it 
was reported to me a couple of years ago, while 1, with 
others, was interested in the preservation of the game, that 
a ‘¥ull flour barrel of birds were netted in two days,” and 
that they were hardly missed. 

Or down the line of the A. G. 8. R. R, the birds are very 
plentiful, We were accustomed to go out in the morning to 
Trentun, Cloverdaie, Wild Wood, etc., the stations being 
from five to seyen miles apart We would get off at one 
pate aan our way to another by evening train time, with 
ull bags. 
I was treated last night and the night before fo some good 

music—a pack of hounds trailing a skin through the streets 
of Wilmington, in full cry. We have had rain, the first in 
about six weeks, and to-day 1 met several men with gun and 
dogs going to the fields. Several attempts have been made 
at hunting, but the extreme drowcht made it almost impossi- 
ble for the dogs 1o do anythin&. 

I aim told that woodcock are frequently seen fying through 
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the streets. Mr. A. A. McLane told me the other day of 
chasing one up the street that had flown against a telegraph 
wire and had fallen. He said that as he thought to pick it 
up he could see woodcock on toast for his supper, but the 
woodcock thought differently, and would not be picked up. 

Should you have inquiries concerning this locality, you 
might say that in the neighborhood of Raleigh, Hillsboro 
and Wadesboro (I am informed) quail are very abundant. 
Hayen’t had opportunity of trying it yet, but hope to as soon 
as my dogs come. J, 0. L. 
Wiimrnaton, N. C., Oct. 31. 

REMARKABLE SHOTS. 

Tiditor Forest and Stream: 
Last fall a friend of mine, who had been very ill and con- 

fined to his home for nearly a year, happily finding himself 
convalescent, concluded that be would ‘“‘go a-hunting.” 
So, with his dog and gun and young son George, he took the 
railroad cars for a lonely station a few miles ont of the city. 
On alighting from the ear he loaded his gun and sent George 
on ahead a little way to await hiscoming. The faithful dog 
soon began nosing about in a significant manner and flushed 
a pheasant (as we call the ruffed grouse in this part of the 
country). In an instant my friend fired at the bird as it 
darted away. ‘‘You killed it, papa,” shouted the boy, as he 
ran to pick up a bird which he saw fall near him, and at 
the same time old dog Jack handsomely retrieved another 
one, the bird shot at, which dropped dead in quite another 
direction. My friend heard and saw only one bird, shot it, 
yet killed a brace of pheasants. Subsequently and within 
two hours’ hunting he shot and bagged four more pheasants 
in as many single shots, Surely such a red-letter day’s luck 
for one who is an ordinary shot ought to be recorded. 

Editor Forest and Stream: : 
One evening last week I shot a white crane with a 

Stevens pocket rifle, 18 inches. .32 short at 400 yards. (1 
guessed distance, as it was across the Missouri River from 
me.) It (the crane) measured 7 feet 2 inches from tip to tip 
of wings, and 5 feet 8 inches from tip of the bill to tips of 
toes, and weighed 13 pounds, 

I once saw two prairie chickens, flying in opposite direc- 
tions, meet with such force as to knock the life out of them. 
They struck the ground 30 feet apart and never moved after 
striking it. A hawk was chasing one of them, but I got the 
chickens before he got to them. J. 7. L. 
ARraGo, Neb. 

MAINE DEER LAW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Against any legislation that would leagthen the open sea- 

son for deer shooting in the Maine woods, too urgent a pro- 
test cannot be entered. That there are many who are in 
favor of adding September to the open season is true, but 
they are actuated, whether they know it or not, by the same 
motives that have destroyed the forest lands, depleted the 
waters, and nearly exterminated many of the noblest species 
of animals. When Maine was first settled deer were very 
plenty, After atime they became scarce, simply because 
they were hunted at any and eyery season without restraint. 
Téis no argument to say that wolves had driven the deer 
away. Wolves had existed as long as the deer had. Thirty 
years ago there were not atenth part as many deer in the 
neighborhood of the settlements as there are to-day. About 
twenty-five years ago, I remember thata guide in the Range- 
ley region took a party of us nearly a mile out of our way, to 
show us the tracks of a deer inthe mud. These tracks were 
perhaps a week old, and yet appeared to be something unus- 
ual, even to a guide who was inthe woods almost constantly. 
I have TayeelE som citing over twenty years ago, tended 
traps for months in the heart of the Maine woods and never 
scenasign of a deer. In fact, the deer had become so 
scarce that no one thought of them, much less of hunting 
them. This respite gave the few that were left a chance to 
multiply. Legislation has done the rest, and at present, it 
needs but a few minutes’ walk in any of the wooded regions 
of this section to convince a person that deer are plenty. In- 
deed, there have been repeated instances the present season 
of their being seen as far out in the settlements as the north- 
ern part of Cumberland county, or within thirty-five miles 
of the city of Portland. 

But with the increase of this noble game here, public at- 
tention is naturally called to it, and the insatiable minds of 
the greedy and thoughtless are full of every expedient for a 
wholesale destruction. One party asks to have January 
added to the open months. Another July and August, in 
order to give free scope for jack-shooting. Another asks 
that huuting with dogs be allowed. Failing in all these and 
other requests, they ask for free hunting in September, as 
the next best thing to aid them in the easy destruction of 
game that would be comparatively safe in legitimate seasons. 
Every one knows that generally the fawns are too young in 
September to take care of themselves. A few years since, 
an instance came to my notice, when even as late as the 
middje of November, adoe having been shot, her fawn came 
up and lay down beside its dead mother, hardly seeming to 
notice the approach of the hunter. In this case the fawn 
was killed out of humanity, and it would be much better if 
this were dune in every case where the mothers are sacrificed, 
Instances of the fawus following their mothers in October 
is the rule. It is only in rare cases that they are found alone 
by themselves at this season. Again the month of Septem- 
ber is often one of fhe warmest of the year in this climate, 
and the deer come to the water not only for the sake of feed- 
ing, but to escape from the insect pests and heat. When 
jack-shooting can be carried on successfully in October, it is 
easy to furesee what the result would be could September be 
made an open month. 

The great object of legislation in the case of all things of 
value must be apparent to all—to protect and not to grant 
the liberty to destroy. Should our game laws be made the 
only exception? Deer are almost unknown in the older 
settled portions of the country, and nothing but prompt 
action can keep them long in the localities where they yet 
remain. Stringent laws and energetic enforcement of 
them may do this, but alax legislatation can have but one 
result and that to put the deer In the same catalogue with 
the buffalo. . 
A change in the Jaw is needed, but it should be to shorten 

the open season, so that it would not begin before Oct. 
15, to allow the young deer to get larger and better able 
to look out for themselves. The open season should close 
by Dec. 15, to avoid the danger of deep snow driving the 
deer into their winter yards, before the protection of the 

law would prevent their being butchered like so many 

sheep. If people would stop to think there isnot one person 
in ten that would not ratherit should be made an offense 
punishable by imprisonment, even to kill a deer at all,than to 
allow of their being utterly destroyed as they certainly will be, 
if those praying for a repeal of the game laws as already ex- 
isting can have their way. It is a high tribute to the civiliza- 
tion of any State to say that by judicious protection its for- 
ests are stocked with these noble animals, For their exter- 
mination, vandalism is too mild a term. x 
Brip@ron, Maine. 

Etitor Forest and Stream: 
I think your correspondent who says that fawns are able 

to take care of themselves by Sept. 1 is in error, as I haye 
seen this fall fawns in spotted coat as late as the last of Sep- 
tember, I belong to the class who can only get a little while 
off, and only at such a time as they can best be spared, still 
I am not in favor of placing the open season a month earlier. 
As to the proposition to place the open season a month earlier 
and by that means combine deer shooting and trout fishing 
at the same time, as it is sometimes urged, I think they both 
had better be dropped, the deer as a month too early, and the 
trout as a month too late. I have seen trout at Sept. 15 full 
of spawn, and no sportsman should indulge in the sport after 
Sept. 1. I think that sportsmen around here and in North- 
western Maine are of the same mind,—,38-CALIBER, 
Nasnua, N. H, 

Liditor Horest and Stream: 
As the question whether September should be open or 

close time for large game is being agitated in this State, per- 
haps the following facts may be of service; On the 7th day 
of November, as Grant Fuller and Moses Scribner were 
hunting on Beaver Pond, near Tim Pond, they saw a flock 
of four caribou approaching on the ice. The men hid and 
let the game come up within a few rods. The flock consisted 
of a buck, a doe, a yearling and a fawn, The men first 
shot the doe, then the buck, then the young ones. On skin- 
ning the doe they found her udder full of fresh milk, and 
there was every appearance that she was suckling her fawn. 
The same day they shot a doe deer, whose fawn was in com- 
pany with her, and she was in the same condition—suckling 
her fawn, You have this for what itis worth. As it is not 
clearly understood whether or not our law permits sports- 
men from out of the State, who are fortunate enough to 
kill large game legitimately, to take or send it home, I think 
it should be made clear allowing them to do so. my le 

Eustis, Me., Noy. 24. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

' FAHE professional duck shooters on Barnezat Beach, N. J., 
have been very busy for the past three days with the 

wreck of the steamer that was on the outer bar, almost 
abreast of the inlet, and, therefore, little gunning has been 
done except by the mainland duckers. The geese and brant 
are showing themselves in greater numbers lately in both 
Tuckerton and Barnegat bays; very few of the first named 
deign to stop, however, and seem intent upon keeping up 
their southern flight. The brant likewise do not act as they 
formerly did, and very many flocks nowadays appear to use 
these old and once famous grounds as resting places only, 
and atter a brief tarry wing their way toward the Virginia 
and North Carolina waters. 

Canvasback ducks are plentiful at the flats below Havre 
de Grace, but very wild. here is an abundance of celery 
this season, and the ducks killed are in prime condition, and 
readily bring $3 to $3.50 per pair, 

Notwithstanding the reports from Delaware and Maryland 
indicated a good season for quail, the shooting has by no 
means ceme up to the expectations of very many who 
selected their grounds in those States. The dryness of the 
weather prevented the birds from being readily found, and I 
am of the opinion that those who have postponed their trips 
until December will have better bags to report. Only last’ 
week a flight of woodcock setttled on a wet cover a few miles 
below Philadelphia, on the New Jersey side of the river, and 
a number were killed. The season, judging from this and 
other indications, will not be an early cold one. 

The ‘‘same old” flocks of snow geese have made their 
appearance in the Delaware River below Bombay Hook, and 
the fowl are using the identical meadows for feeding they 
resorted to last year. My informants, the crews of the oyster 
boats, tell me they intend to give these geese a rap when they 
go down the bay again, and have inyited your correspondent 
to go along, which, unfortunately, I cannot as I can get no 
satisfaction how long the boats will be gone, 

I hear from farmers in both New Jersey and Maryland that 
rabbits are very plentiful, so great is the number that not a 
little damage has been wrought by these rodents, and yet two 
of the farmers from whom I secured the information, posi- 
tively refuse to allow shooting on their premises, aud have 
posted their grounds. 

Several of our prominent Philadelphia sportsmen have 
gone South on quail shooting trips, a part will stop in North 
Carolina and afterward continue their route to Florida. 

Homo. 
NovemBrr 30. 

PENNSYLVANIA.—Athens, Pa., Dec. 1.—Nearly all the 
hunters here turned out on Thanksgiving Day fora hunt, 
and the woods for miles around in this yicinity echoed with 
the baying of hounds and the report of guns, and the poor 
cotton-tail found it anything but a Thanksgiving Day, for 
most of the hunters returned with all they could carry. 
Myself and two friends scored fourteen. Quite a few part- 
ridges were brought in. Quail shooting has been good here 
at times, but owing to the large territory for them to feed 
upon, and the shooting done at them, it is quite difficult to 
find a covey twice inthe same field One day found five 
coveys, and the next not a single bird on the same ground. A 
party returned from Sullivan county, Pa., last week with 
four deer, and another party started for Potter county, Pa., 
at the same time.—PARK. 

Vermont.—Hast Berkshire——We are having our usual 
number of grouse this fall, and plenty of gray squirrels 
thrown in, Our flight of ducks has been very small this 
fall, nothing to what it usually is. Our legislature has passed 
some new game laws this fall session, and I will send them 
to you as soon as I can get them in full.—Snip Syap. 

Tus AprRONDACKS.—Meachain Lake, Noy. 17.—Robins 
and kingfishers were last seen Nov. 10, chipping sparrows, 
Nov. 18; goldfinches, Noy. 19. The white-winged snowbird 
has not been seen yet. I have been expecting to hear him, 
and then a big gale of snow.—A. R, FULLER, 

J 

CHEAP Guns AGAty.—The cheap gun dealer is perennial, 
He springs up every year, usually in the fall and winter; 
tnakes a big splurge in such newspapers as will advertise his 
wares, and then disappears, more or less suddenly and 
mysteriously. The latest wonderful arm, given away to the 
shotgun philanthropist for a few paltry dollars, was styled 
the “Parker repeating shotgun.” The arm was a clumsy 
contrivance—an old style rifle altered over into a no-style 
shotgun, by a concern which attempted to palm it off by 
stealing the established name and reputation of the well- 
known Parker shotgun, made by Parker Brothers. The 
latter firm, not submitting to the dishonest imposition and 
jealous of the fair fame of their gun, very properly brought suit 
against the piratical concern and have succeeded in windiug it 
up, at least temporarily. One of the New York daily papers 
of Dee. 2, reports: ‘Two shotguns lay across Justice Duffy’s 
desk in the examination room of the Tombs yesterday after- 
noon, Charles E, Parker swore that Henry A. Hayden, 
nuder a pretended partnership with Obarles R. Parker, was 
selling cheap guns made from old Spencer rifles and calling 
them Parker guns. At a previous examination, Charles R. 
Parker swore that he had entered into coparinership with 
Hayden. Justice Duffy asked to see the articles of copart- 
uership, and Parker was to produce them yesterday. Parker 
testified yesterday that he had given them te his counsel, 
Morris A. Tyng, and they had heen mislaid when Tyne’s 
office was swept. However, in view of this prosecution. 
witness said he had dissolved the partnership with Hayden 
and had published notice of that fact, Lawyer Neville pro- 
duced a decision of Justice Van Hoesen, granting an injunc- 
tion to restrain Parker & Hayden from advertising their 
Parker gun. Justice Van Hoesen said ne was satisfied that 
the sole object of the pretended partnership was to give 
Hayden a pretext for doing business for himself under the 
name of Parker & Co., in ordet to rid himself of a lot of 
cheap rifles altered into shotguns. Justice Duffy said he 
would decide the case on Friday.” 

THe Fare or “Tom” Nicaous.—Dec. 2.—EKditor Forest 
and Stream: I inclose clipping froma local Maine paper, 
which was called to my attention to-day, and which consti- 
tutes all the information I have of the fate of old Tom 
Nicholas, or ‘‘Nichols,” his letters to me are signed, If you 
have further particulars, would it not interest many readers 
of FoREST AND STRHAM to have you publish them? From 
the date of the paper, I should judge the “Tuesday” night 
to be two weeks ago to-day (Nov. 18).—A., P, JR, The ¢clip- 
ping reads as follows: ‘The details of what will perhaps 
prove to be the most awful tragedy in the history of Piscat- 
aquis county,are told by one of the participants, Charles 
Nicholas, who was arrested at Dover Saturday, while on his 
way home at Oldtown, and that is all that is known of the 
affair at this time, Thomas Nicholas and his son Charles, 
are two Penobscot Indians, who live at Kineo during the 
summer season as guides. Last Monday they started on a 
hunting and trapping expedition to the head of the lake, and 
Tuesday met John Bridge, also a guide and teamster at the 
Winnegamock House, Northeast Carry. They all drank 
some and then went to the West Branch House, about two 
miles distant, where they procured more liquor. During the 
evening while playing cards, Bridge struck young Nicholas 
and knocked him down, and said; ‘‘Don’t rise or I will kill 
you,” and then struck him again with a pair of boots, ren- 
dering him senseless. When he recoyered consciousness he 
saw the dead body of Bridge in the kitchen, where it had 
been dragged from the office, was being laid out by Bridge’s 
brother, an employe at the hotel. Nicholas inquired for his 
father, and the brother of the dead man told him ‘‘not to 
worry for his father, as he was cared for,’”’ All of his 
father’s bafgage was as it had heen left in the office, except 
the rifle, which was gone. Nicholas started on foot Thurs- 
day morning, and walked to Kineo, a distance of thirty 
miles, arriving there Friday, where he related the above 
story. He tool his wife, who was there, and left for Old- 
town, but was detained on arrival at this place, and will re- 
main until some hearing can beheld. His head is bandaged, 
and he shows the marks of having been badly punished. He 
saw nothing of his father afterward, and the supposition at 
present is that Nicholas, Sr., shot Bridge, and was then him- 
self shot and disposed of by Bridge’s friends. There were 
two men, Jos, Labree and John Donelly, in the office at the 
time, and the proprietor, Mr. Luce, was in and out during 
the evening.” 

New Yorxe.—Binghampton, Noy, 29.—Rabbits in this 
section are yery plenty. Partridges are quite numerous in 
the hills about three miles south of the city, but very wild, 
Few mallards have been shot on the Susquehanna as yet, 
Hunters report foxes as plenty. Quail are scarce; however, 
I found a covey of sixteen one day last week. If the sports- 
men of the ‘‘Parlor City” would take measures to stop the 
unlawful use of ferrets in hunting rabbits, it would be somie- 
thing to their advantage. None but pot-hunters stoop to 
such unsportsmanlike ways of bagging game.—W, B. L, 

New Hampsuire.—Colebrook, Dec.1,—The flight of Arctic 
birds are with us much in advance of other seasons, There 
has not been snow enough to give the still-hunter a chance 
at his way of getting venison. Legs than one inch of snow 
now. Hawk owls came three weeks ago in greater numbers 
than ever known before. Farmers’ sons have been killing 
them all over the country. Grouse are abundant and deer 
very numerous. The summer and autumn hunting of large 
game in this State amounts to no more than five moose, no 
caribon and twenty deer—NurpD Norton. a 

Toe Game Gors ro MArxnr.—Ballston, N, Y.—Most 
of the game in this vicinity is shot in the Saratoga season, so 
when the law is off we can get but few birds. Ducks are 
wild and hard to get, I have killed a few shelldrakes, 
coots and widgeons. Rabbits are reported plenty, A good 
rabbit snow is now falling. Wild geese are in the lakes in 
small numbers, but not enough to go shooting for, however. 
A few ge have been killed, and they are quite numerous, 
—A. C.J, 

A Bre Por SHor.—Jacksonville, Fla,, Nov. 28.—F, B. 
Fisher, of this place, killed twenty-one teal duck with two 
barrels on St. John’s River, near Sanford, on Thanksgiving 
Day, and he says if he had fine shot he could have doubled 
the number. Mr, Fisher heads the list among our champion 
duck shots,—Woopcock. 

Lonewoop, Fla., Nov. 27,—Quail are abundant. A few 
deer haunt the old hunting ground. Turkeys still gobble iz 
the hammock at the proper season.—I, F. 
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Mznomontm, Wis., Noy. 26.—There are yet good oppor: 
tunities for deer shooting about here, and occasionally a bear 
is caught napping. Too many shooters, both hunters and 
trap shots; rely on the size of their gun rather than upon its 
balance and their ability to handle it with ease—B, A. EH, 

“ a 

Nesraska.—Arago, Richardson County, Nov, 25.—Not 
many ducks and geese here this season. Quail are more 
plentiful than for the past few years. Rabbits are too thick; 
so are the wolves.—J. T. L. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

LANDLOCKED SALMON IN MAINE. 

W ITH the month of October, the attention of many per- 
sons was again directed to the landlocked salmon in 

the tributaries 6f Long and Sebago Jakes, in Cumberland 
county, Maine. Before the fall season, it is safe to say, that 
the large fish of this species rarely leave the deep waters of 
the lakes. When they do take to the streams, with the ex- 
ception of the feeding grounds in the spring and early sum- 
mer, it seems to be wholly for the sake of depositing their 
spawn in shoal and running water. The salmon seem to 
take to the large streams first, sometimes as early as the last 
days of September, but in the smaller streams they have not 
appeared in any numbers, of late years, before Nov. 1. The 
water is then icy cold, and the fish, exhausted by the process 
of reproduction, have no possible means of protecting them- 
selves, as the following incidents will show: 

About a week ago two gentlemen, in company with the 
writer, went to Rodger’s Brook to look for salmon. This 
brook, it will be remembered, is the same stream in which 
the monster landlocked salmon was found dead a few years 
ago, Jt is asmall brook at all seasons, flowing into Long 
Lake, one of the Sebago chain. At this time of the year all 
the water in it would be carried by a pipe fiye inches in 
diameter, Reaching the brook at least a mile from the 
lake, it was followed for some distance with no sign of fish 
other than a few minnows and an occasional brook trout. 
At length a waving of the water was noticed in a small pool 
which was closely scanned. No fish were seen, however, 
and the party were about turning away when the writer took 
hold of some alder branches that dipped in the pool, and to 
the ends of which a small patch of ice was adhering. At 
the movement of these branches a salmon weighing at least 
five pounds came from under the ice and swam slowly to the 
other end of the pool, There, lying under the edge of the 
bank, and within reach of the observers, it allowed itself to 
be touched and moved about with the hand, making no 
effort to swim away. Upon moving the ice patch again, an- 
other salmon, only a little smaller than the first, left the ice, 
but immediately returned, The ice was pushed away and 
showed the fish lying on a small bed of sand, in water not 
over eight inches deep. A few rods further down the stream 
another fish was seen in water so shallow that its back was 
not covered, This fish was taken out of the water and 
weighed with a pocket balance, and then returned. The 
weight was three and three-fourth pounds, it being the 
smallest specimen that was seen. As soon as this fish was 
taken off the balance and puf into the water, it returned to 
the place from which it was first taken, hardiy seeming to 
notice the somewhat rough handling to which it had been 
subjected. Five other fish were found within a distance of 
forty rods, the largest probably weighing something over six 
pounds, Of these eight fish, there was not one that a man 
could not have taken out of the water in his hands without 
even getting his feet wet. All of them were females, as the 
entire absence of the hook, which is on the under jaw of the 
males, would indicate. : 
A day or two after the writer again visited the same stream 

and found nearly all the fish before seen, or apparently the 
same ones, in about the same positions. Thirteen fish in all 
were counted in about the same space as the eight that were 
seen before. One of these was a male and the only male 
fish seen in the whole number. It weighed about eight 
ounds, and was the largest specimen with one exception. 

This one was afish but little short of the remarkable. It 
was lying on the sandy bottom of a little pool, not wide 
enough for the fish to turn in without doubling, and hardly 
deep enough to float it, The writer first measured the length 
of the fish and found it to be nearly twenty-nine inches. 
Then turning the fish upon one side the depth was measured, 
and found to be seven and one-third inches. There was no 
means of weighing it as the pocket balance could do noth- 
ing with such a weight; but by cubing the measurements 
and comparing with those of other fish of known weight, 
the weight of this one must have been about sixteen pounds. 
These proportions might not appear wonderful if whales 
were under consideration, but when it is a fish of such royal 
dignity and natural gaminess as the landlocked salmon, 
found in water not six inches deep and suffering itself to he 
handled without a struggle, ihe story seems but little short 
of the marvellous, The true sportsman who has had a strug- 
gle in the open season with one of these fish at the end of 
his line while in its full vigor, can hardly believe the trans- 
formation when he sees one of the same species placed of its 
own accord in such shallow water, allowing itself to be 
touched at pleasure. 

But there is a despicable feature about the advent of the 
landlocked salmon in these streams. Their coming is watched 
for by a set of unprincipled gluttons, and only a small part 
of the fish that enter these streams ever find their way back 
to the lakes again, Again the writer has visited the same 
pools where the thirteen salmon were. But seven fish could 
be found, and both the large ones mentioned above were 
among the missing. Six salmon, the combined weight of 
which could not have been less than fifty pounds, had been 
taken by sneaks in a single night, Tracks in the sand, a sus- 
picious moving about in the night, and a dog collar found 
upon the bank, with the owner’s name upon it, were some 
of the evidences as to who the thieves were, As to whether 
anything will be done about it is another question. it may 
be remembered that the stealing done at Rodger’s Brook is 
repeated on nearly every tributary of these Jakes, and on 
some of them the poaching is carried on to a much greater 
extent, because the fish are more numerous in the larger 
streams, Could the matter of protection be made a reality 
instead of a pretense here, while these fish are on the spawn- 
ing grounds, there is little doubt but that their numbers 
would again be increased to the abundance of former years, 
and a sourve of profit as wellas pleasure would be opened to 
this section of the country. As it is, the slaughter in breed- 
ing time must be stopped, or the time is not far distant 
When not a landlocked salmon will be found in these waters, 

Shortly after the communication relating to the 25-pound 
salmon found dead in Rodger’s Brook appeared in the Boston 
Herald a year ago. a correspondent of a New York journal, 
signing himself “H. H. T.,” indulged in some comments of 
his own in the Jatter publication. In these he styled the 
writer of the previous article ‘“‘The Ananias of the Boston 
Herald,” disputed the weight of the fish as given in the Her- 
ald, and especially tried to ridicule the statements made in 
regard to the hook upon the underjaw of that specimen, by 
which, being hung upon a stale, it was carried, For the 
benefit of “‘H. H. T.” it may be said that the published 
statements in regard to that fish were strictly true, and that 
if he will come out from bebind his initials, he can have the 
proof by the word of several gentlemen, to no one of whom 
he would care to give the epithet of ‘“Ananias.” One thing 
he has accomplished, however, he has shown himself to be 
as ignorant of the fish in question as he is of the attitude ofa 
gentleman. He did not believe in the existence of the hooked 
jaw of the Samo family at breeding time. j 

Yesterday two gentlemen, interested in preserving the 
salmon which have ascended Rodger’s Brook to spawn, called 
upon Fish Warden Mead, of Bridgton, and got him to 
go with them and dip out all the land-locks they could find 
and carry them back to the lake from which they had come 
to deposit their young in sate waters, There were but two 
left, and these are probably all which will reach the lake this 
fall after spawning. The rest—all the noble fish mentioned 
aboye—have_ been gobbled by the fish thieves, who are sat- 
isfied witha landlocked salmon or trout worn out by the 
labors of reproduction and too weak to return to the lake. 
The water has been very low this fall, a condition unfaver- 
able to the fish, but favorable to lawbreakers who dip them 
out of the shallow brook. 

Again, to show how lovely the admirable fish laws of our 
State are being enforced, it may be noted that in Peabody 
Pond, in this town, there are some very large red-spot trout, 
similar in size and coloration to those of the Androscoggin 
lakes. Last Saturday the bar at the inlet of the pond was 
covered with trout struggling up stream to spawn. The 
bottom, under very shoal water, was so covered with fish, 
averaging two or three pounds weight, that there was hardly 
room for them to turn. In one night these fish were nearly 
all taken out. Tracks in the sand and the appearance of 
torches and firebrands told thestory. The trout thieves had 
been at work. 

Excellent work was done three years ago in bringing the 
robbers, who strip the spawning beds of trout in this vicinity, 
to justice, but we need more of it. We also need public 
sentiment to enforce our game and fish laws. Men and boys 
who will pitch such noble game fish out of the water with 
sticks, when they are completely exhausted from the process 
of spawning, should be made to look upon such a deed as a 
crime against the State, as well as an act of indecent cruelty. 
Then the people who are willing to eat the fish when in such 
a condition—vwell they are not epicures to say the least. 

BRIDGTON, 
BripeTon, Me, 

A JUNE TROUT. 

Ee many hours of wakefulness and fatigue during a busy 
professional life, I haye found much consolation in in- 

specting the ereels of older and better fishermen, so entic- 
ingly displayed in the pages of the Forest AnD StREAM. I 
bring no creel from swift mountain streams, but a twenty- 
seven-inch basket of fresh, cool moss from the lake shore, 
out of which I hope to lay before you my catch of early June 
at the head of Lake Mollychunkamunk. 

Did you ever spin with a minnow for Rangeley brook 
trout? Never? Well, come with me, my good friend, and 
I'll give you a new sensation. And please leave all your 
coarse tackle at home. A seven-ounce, seven-foot split 
bamboo, No. 3 Carlisle bend, two hundred feet of very 
small enamelled line, single salmon gut, six-foot leader with 
four small swivels in it, and a first-class multiplier with a 
drag, and we'llfurnish the rest. Flies? No. Minnows? 
No. Nothing more, nothing less than a shiner two inches 
in length should be your Jure. Put your hook twice through 
his jaws to keep your snell from slipping. Once diagonally 
through his shoulders and then down along his spine, bring- 
ing the point out with the bend well displayed just in front 
of his tail. Draw enough on the snell to curve his quivering 
body just a little, and let him into the water; he’ll live and 
spin just below the surface, six inches is enough; sealed is 
his fate and that finny troutnear by; both are yours. 

“Come, Rob, we might as well be on the water as on 
shore, and as I never caught anything from the porch, let’s 
put out again.” 

Rob shook his head. It was nearly noon, the wind, blow- 
ing a half gale up the lake, with a sweep of five miles, had 
raised a lumpy, trying water to row in, but Rob never 
turned a deaf ear when fish were in fine prospect. So he 
rolled up his sleeves, launched the boat, and soon, clear 
from the float, I had _ sixty feet of-line astern, and we pulled 
across the point within stone’s throw of Birch Lodge. 
Quickly there came a jar of the rod as if bottcm had been 
made fast to, and a whizzing reel and a rod well nigh 
doubled, denied the inanimate and made positive the fish. 

“See him go!” Highty feet—a hundred feet—and with his 
eye on the fast-running reel, Rob twitched the boat about 
and pulled furiously in the direction marked by the slender 
line. Only after more than one hundred and twenty feet 
hadrun out did the boat gain headway enough for me to 
take up the needful slack, Then came the tug, first across 
in along circle, the line, whistling and cutting the waves 
with a swish, then toward us, now shaking his wicked head 
high in air, and again plunging deep into the lake, too well 
“struck” to gain freedom, this noontide, unexpected Salmo 
Jontinalis fought his fight for liberty. 

Ten, twenty, thirty minutes went by. Rob, master of 
boatcraft in the rapids or in a sea-way, never spoke, but held 
the nose of his Indian-rock right in the teeth of the gale. I 
shook, the boat shook, again and again the fish shook sav- 
agely; Rob only was steady. iLike cords his veins stood 
out, and his hard, obedient hands played the boat like a toy 
to every surge and run of the fish. ‘‘He’s a big one, Doctor; 
don’t press him too hard; may tear out;’ and Rob pushed 
the boat backward down the wind as the fish made another 
run, as if for the river three miles away. 
Were we never to get at him? Yes, the rod quickly re- 

sponded to his failing powers, the reel clicked a joyful re- 
sponse. My tremor increased as Rob gently gathered in his 
oars and took a paddle, and cast a grateful, near-by look on 
the landing net. Quickly the boat drifting on the strong 
wind set us toward the fish. With a quick turn of the pad- 
dle Rob laid her broadside on, and the fish could he fairly 
seen near the surface twenty feet-away, . Rob- was on his. 
feet in a twinkling, the net playing over the side of ihe boat, 

when with all the strain I dared give my rigging I gave the 
fish the butt, and inch by inch drew him on. When within 
landing distance he slowly turned on his side, his deep red 
belly, his silver-edged fins, his grand outline all in sight. 
Rob twitched nervously, and, catching a full view of our 
game, stood aghast, helpless for the moment to net him, ery- 
ing out, “‘He’s a hundred years old!” 

Imissed him. Off he went like a frightened flash. Whiz 
went the reel; and then another struggle, until at last, well 
on his side, he took the net and was safely landed; and I 
slumped in the boat chair; the only part of my equipment 
not used up was the boat, and that was almost ashore, drift- 
ing for a place, to rest on the rocks, We put our prize in 
the fishcar, and six days afterward, when taken out and 
killed, he weighed 94 pounds on a Fairbanks scale. He was 
worth the fight. He was the only fish in many long days of 
that most successful sport with Rob as guide, that ever pro- 
voked him to open his mouth. 
Enough of this, my good friend, 
To summarize my catch, (ah, but I'd like to tell you of one 

54-pound trout taken just in front of the lodge on a six-ounce 
rod, after a tussle of nearly an hour one sunny morning) the 
weights were; One of 94 pounds, one of 64 pounds, two of 
6+ pounds, one of 6 pounds, one of 54 pounds, two of 5 
pounds, one of 34 pounds, one of 8 pounds. ‘Total ten, 
weight 564 pounds, 

I make no mention of smaller fish other than to give their 
name, it was legion. A 27-inch basket would not more than 
pack the longest. The largest fish was an inch shorter than 
one of the 6-pound fish. These fish were mostly caught at 
dusk during three days, after the wind had set strong and 
hard up the lake the earlier part of the day. 
Tam already in anticipation enjoying the pleasure I shall 

haye in steering you, with Rob Hewey, my Andover guide 
(and a better and truer man cannot be found there), at the 
oars, Slowly across the head of the lake, when the south 
wind blows and the roughened waters mask your line. 

Will you come? The tender green of the new leaves on 
birch and poplar will rest your eyes, and some old ‘‘moss- 
back” a hundred years old will fill your piscatorial soul to 
repletion. N, E. W. 
Boston, Nov. 28, 1884. 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH. 

THE START. 

UST why the Colonel wished me to leave New York on 
that evening boat, meet his son Jack and take him along 

in the morning, has never been clearly explained. As the 
Doctor would not join us on the stream for a week after- 
ward, and the Colonel would be behind Jack and Isome two 
days, there seemed no other reason than a desire to get Jack 
off in the country during his June vacation. This was the 
only reasonable solution arrived at after several days of hard 
guessing on the riddle, ‘The canned goods and other pro- 
visions had been shipped, and witb afew toilet necessities 
wedged into the creel among the tackle, creel on shoulder 
and rod in hand, I started across town through by streets, 
making a short cut for the steamer. Just what trains of 
thought were running, or whether I was in that beatific con- 
dition of Irying’s old Dutch skipper who, hand on helm, was 
thinking of nothing in the past, the present, or the future, is 
now impossible to say, 

It was still broad daylight and while the roar of traffic 
on the great avenueshad abated, there was arush of pedestrians 
on all thoroughfares. It was not late enough for yice and 
crime to stalk abroad; and if a friend asks why they, more 
than others, should ‘‘stalk,” he will be bidden ‘‘go.to, thou 
art finical.” ‘‘Stalking abroad” is practical; it hath both the 
flavor of majesty and savors of the sneak; it is so far-above 
the slang of ‘‘pungling down town” that no apology is ne- 
cessary for its use, therefore it may be repeated that the 
aforesaid combination had not stalked. Right on a corner 
flaming signs informed the wayfarer that the very largest 
schooners of beer could be obtained for the insignificant sum 
of five cents, and the placards gave a realistic sketch of a 
son of Tantalus, the Phrygian king, who was condemned to 
perpetual thirst, climbing a ladder to get at the top of this 
famous “‘schooner,” a thin small voice pleaded: ‘‘Mister, 
please give me a penny to fill me mother’s growler.* I had 
six cents and I lost one o’ them down a grating, and she'll 
beat me if I go home without the beer,” 
A glance at the little girl who said this showed a form that 

might have been on earth during eight long years, sur- 
mounted by a face that scant food and abuse had made 
appear older by half. The small sum of one cent would 
make the child happy, and going down in the change pocket 
a five-cent nickle was fished up and given with the advice, 
“Fill the growler for your mother and buy something for 
yourself,” The small eyes brightened, as much as the eyes 
of a street Arab could, and with a muttered thank the form 
dodged around the corner. A burly policeman then relieved 
his mind: ‘‘Young feller, that’s a dead skin; she ain’t fot no 
mother and don’t want to fill no growler.” ‘All right,” 
said I, ‘‘she can use the pennies;’ when a little variety 
actress, whose occupation was recognized by the spangled 
garments which peeped through a bundle under her arm, 
said, ‘‘Don’t mind that cop, he’s one of the biggest heats in 
this ward; the kid has got a mother and she beats the life out 
of her, but the cop hates to see any beer go on one side of 
his mouth,” “Thanks,” said I, “it is of no consequence; the 
poor childdoes not get too much of this world’s comforts, 
and if her mother gets the beer and she a bite of something 
extra, it is satisfactory,” and pondering on the future of that 
child, with her inheritance of poverty and degradation, a 
few more blocks were passed. 
A woman, old beyond her years, with a face on which dis- 

sipation had traced lines with a heavy hand, appealed for 
something to buy bread with, and another nickle brought a 
protusion of blessings which were waved off by a stroke of 
the hand. A philanthropic-looking individual just behind, 
stepped up and protested that a donation of that kind en- 
couraged poverty instead of alleviating it, and was sure that 
the money would go for gin instead of bread. I answered 
him that it was now hers, and if she obtained more comfort 
from gin than bread she was entirely welcome to it, and as 
she evidentiy needed something to make her happier, I was 
indiiterent to the medium, and hurried on, Here was food 
for more thought. Why need the policeman and the melan- 
choly man trouble themselves about a trifling charity which 
did not concern them and cost them nothing? A man on a 
little vacation, full of the prospect of enjoyment, chose to 

*Originally “growler’’ was applied by city tramps to-the empty 
fruit cams into which they emptied stale béer from the kegs on the 
sidewalk. This ach was termed *tworking the growler,” but tha 
word now covers, in low life, any receptacle for beer. 
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drop a mite to poor wretches to whom life brought no holi- 
day, and he was taken to task for it. 

* The walk to the boat was occupied in reflections on the 
incidents narrated, Poor woman, perhaps she had once 
been comfortable and respected, and now her path was 
downward withont a break. But what of the child? My 
dog has apparently a better future than she, and is certainly 
better cared forin the present, Born to an estate which no 
effort of hers can raise her from, and worst of all, she does 
not seem to be aware of her misery, the most hopeless of all 
conditions. She accepts the situation and looks upon it as a 
natural one. Perchance, some years from now, when she is 
prematurely old by dissipation, some little barefoot child of 
hers will plead with the wayfarer for a penny to fill her 
“growler,” while the miserable mother will only regard it as 
a duty which she in turn had performed for her parent. The 
steamer’s bell broke the reverie, and after depositing rods and 
tackle in the stateroom, a stroll forward revealed an angling 
friend enjoying a cigar under the awning. We blew our 
clouds together, and talked of fishing of all kinds and in all! 
places that we knew of, when he asked: 

"Where are you bound for now, up on the Bigosh again?” 
“B’sosh | you’ve guessed it, can’t you imagine that I might 

be going somewhere else? Where do you drop your flies 
this month?” 

“A little business calls me away now, but next week a 
friend and I will start for Mackinaw, up through the 
northern peninsula of Michigan, to Ontanagon, around by 
Duluth, and thence by canoe down some of those small 
strvams into the Mississippi River, fishing all the way, that 
is, if we find it practicable to strike the head waters of some 
stream like the St. Croix, and it proves to be navigable. This 
will be a pleasant trip and will consume two months. Some 
day I will write it up for Forest anp STREAM if it proves 
to be as interesting as we expect. By the way, where is the 
Bigosh?” 

“That stream,” I answered, ‘tis one of the main tributaries 
of the Great Jimminy, and rises near Gewhilliken, from 
which place we take sole-leather conveyance fo the stream. 
Tf you should chance to get within a hundred miles of our 
camp, come and see us,” 

i then unburdened my mind to him concerning the misery 
thet | had met and could nof relieve, in fact, eowd only 
temporarily alleviate it, in one case with pennies which 
might go for bread after the growler was filled, and in the 
olher with fuel in the probable shape of gin. He was sur- 
prised that a second thought should be given to this matter, 
and intimated that he thought me too case-hardened to notice 
s0 common &# thing as squalid, wretched poverty in the city. 
“You can’t help it,” said he, “‘they are born to it, bred to it, 
and undoubtedly like it.” 

“All the worse,” said I, and after bidding him good night, 
and between that time and morning, when I saw Jack’s 
cheerful, boyish face light up with recoenition on the dock, 
J heard in the half conscious condition that passes for sleep 
in a stateroom near the engine, a thin, plaintive voice, whin- 
ing, ‘‘Please, Mister, give me a penny to fill me mother’s 
fvowler, I drupped one through the grating and she'll beat 
me when | get home,” and I said with Lear: ‘‘O, I have ta’en 
too little thought of this.” FRED MaTHer, 

TAKING SHAD WITH THE FLY. 

N our issue of Nov. 20 we made the statement (hat in no 
other river in America besides the Connecticut has there 

been more than occasional, and perhaps accidenta), capture 
of a shad with hook and line. We knew that the Connecti- 
cut is the river that anglers go to for shad fishing, and that 
we had seen many of them taking shad there. In the ab- 
sence of records from other rivers we made the assertion 
given above, which some of our correspondents very kindly 
correct. It is evident that one of our correspondents has 
made better use of the records contained in the former vol- 
umes of Fornsit AnD STRHAM than we did, for we did not 
take the trouble to look up all that has been written on the 
subject. 

iiditor Forest and Stream: 
I have read with some amusement the article in your paper 

for Noy. 20, 1884; also your editorial comments touching 
the same. ‘The statements therein contained are so at vari- 
ance with well-established facts, and my own experience, 
that I beg to call your attention to the following: 

Tn the very first number of Forssp AnD SrRmAM, page 138, 
appears a paragraph evidently written by Mr. Hallock, then 
editor. He says: “Flyfishing for shad was a favorite 
amusement of ows a dozen years ago in the Savannah 
River.” 

If you will also turn to Forest anp Stream, Vol. IL., 
page 172, you will find that the late Thaddeus Norris also 
speaks of their capture with bait on the Schuylkill, etc., etc. 
1 have capiured vast quantities of shad in the Potomac 
River, near this city, in September and October, a very smal] 
live minnow being used as bait. Ai one season (in the latter 
part of 1873, 1 think) enormous quantities were taken in this 
manner by anglers fishing from the south end of the Long 
Bridge, some specimens being apparently nearly full grown; 
the majority, however, being only about four or five inches 
in Jength. 1 at first doubted their identity, but upon submit- 
ting some specimens to the Smithsonian authoritics, was in- 
formed that they were genuine shad. 

During the summer months I devote much time to fly- 
fishing in this yicinity, white perch and sunfish beimg the 
game sought after, and I am frequently annoyed by having 
tiny shad, not two inches in length, greedily seizing the flies. 
I have frequently angled with the fly for large shad, but 
have never been successful, This | attribute to two causes— 
first, the scarcity of the fish; and, second, to the fact that the 
natural facilities which enable them to be readily canght in 
this manner in the Connecticut River do not prevail here. 

T could furnish other facts if necessary, but think the fore- 
going sufficient to upset the theory that ‘on no other river 
in America (except the Connecticut) has there been more 
than an occasional, and perhaps an accidental, capture of a 
shad with hook and line.” G, A. B. 
WasHinaron, D. C 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
You ave mistaken regarding the Conneceicut River being 

the only one producing shad that will take a fly or bait, Ten 
years aga several] friends and myself first took shad at the 
dam at Birmingham, on the Housatonic River, with both 

‘flies and bait. Ihave used worms, minnow, shrimp, and 
flies, and on all of these baits I have caught not one or two 
fish by acrident, but dozens of shad from half a pound to 
four pounds, und it is quite a,common thing for persons liv- 
ing in the vicinity of Birmingham te catch shad in the same 
manner. A.J. H, 
BrilcEpory, Vonu., Noy. 22, 

ECHOES FROM THE TOURNAMENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

The introduction of his peculiar style of casting, by Mr, 
Il. L, Leonard, in the fly-casting tournament, held under the 
auspices of the State Sportsmens’ Association, at Niagara 
Falls, in 1882, and since generally followed in the fly-cast- 
ing tournaments by his pupils and his pupils’ pupils, has 
had a tendency, and I may say, has completely revoiution- 
ized the real objects, aims and rules of the tournaments 
as conducted under the rules of that association. Under 
those rules, only members of sportsmens’ clubs, regulary or- 
ganized, and members of the State association could partici- 
pate. It was a meeting of anglers for the purpose of receiv- 
ing and impariing such information in the art of angling as 
they bad been taught by the wary trout and bass in the 
varied waters upon which they had east their flies since last 
they met. The judges, except when the contestant was 
casting for distance, stood beside him, so that in case he had 
learned anything new that called for a different style of cast- 
ing from the old method, he could tell them why he so cast, 
they could then judge as to its merit, and not dock him in 
his points for doing a really good thing, because he had de- 
parted from the old system that had been followed so long 
as to have become a rule. 

The old points for judging were four, viz.: Accuracy, 
delicacy, style and distance, Under the new rules, scripture 
has been followed, ‘“‘and the last has become first,” and style, 
the real test of the contestant as an angler, has been kept 
out entirely; end a man’s ability to break the record in long 
casting, regardless of his apparent ability to catch a fish, has 
become the standard upon which he is judged; and as I said 
at the association banquet, in my poor judgment, we are 
educating men to become '‘bug chuckers” for prizes, rather 
than anglers with the fly. 

“But,” said Brother Mather and some others; ‘chow are 
you to judge these points? On distance there can be no 
question, for the buoy marks the spot where the fly strikes 
the water; the others must be a matter of judgment.” True; 
and so I conclude to save the judges’ brains (but it tried their 
eyes all the same), The rule in use at the last tournament 
on uccuraey, that each contestant should cast twenty-five 
time at a buoy four inches in diameter; if be struck the buoy 
with his fly it counted one, but if his fly fell one inch or ten 
feet from the buoy, it scored nothing. The rule in a dead 
calm would have shown better results, yet I doubt its giving 
any better satisfaction. Oan such a rule be satisfactory to 
the contestant or the looker on? I certainly heard many ad- 
verse criticisms, and the manifest injustice of it came under 
ny Own observation while acting as a judge in one of the 
contests, for the contestant who was fortunate enough to have 
a lull in the wind could hit the buoy, while the one who had 
a continuous breeze, if he did strike it, was simply fortunate, 
for the wind was so unsteady that the best judgment was 
often foiled by a lull or an extra puff of if. There is just 
wis. re I claim the rule isunsound and where judgment comes 
in play, for the one who goes out to practice choosesa calm, 
still day, that he may be able to make a long cast, and so 
gets little or no practice in the wind; while the angler gets 
his practice on the lakes and streams whilé fishing, and as 
was shown at the last tournament, will make a much better 
average in casting at a mark, if judged by the actual dis- 
tance of his fly striking the water from the buoy in every 
cast of his twenty-five, rather than by the number of times 
he actually strikes it. How then shall a just conelusion of 
the merits of contestants in fly-casting be obtained? My 
answer would be: 

Distance: Time five minutes; time to be taken when con- 
testant steps to the mark and says he is ready. Rod and 
flies shall then be in hand, and no allowance of time shall 
be given for untangling line or other pauses, except in the 
minds of the judges the delay is caused by pure accident, 
and not caused by the unskillfulness of the contestant, or 
from the fact that he has more line out than he can control. 

Accuracy, delicacy and style: Time five minutes. Accu- 
racy to be judged not by casting ata fixed object, but rather 
by the contestant’s ability to lay out his linea reasonable 
fishing distance, with, across and against the wind, casting 
at floating objects thrown upon the water by the judges in 
the places they desire him to cast. 

Delicacy: To be cast at the same time, and judged by the 
lightness, not only of the flies lighting upon the water, but 
also the manner in which they are taken from the water. 

Style: To be judged from the manner in which the rod is 
handled while casting for accuracy and delicacy, and to 
develop more fully the contestant’s familiarity with his 
rod and his style in using it, devote two minutes to accuracy 
and delicacy and three in developing his style; or, in other 
words, his proficiency in the angler’s art, casting with both 
hands, to the rear, right and left, underhand to avoid a sup- 
posed overhanging tree or hank; releasing bis flies from any- 
thing to which the hook is supposed to have been caught, 
and his manner as well as method while doing these, whether 
gracefully or awkward, the work done with the arm or rod, 
etc. Another rule of the State Association that has been 
dropped by the Rod aud Reel Association 1 deem is of vital 
importance, and that is the allowance for difference in length 
of rod. The angler has his rod, or probably rods, to suit 
himself, and adapted to his height and strenglh; the rods he 
uses for fishing, He cannot afford to have one set for fish- 
ing and one for tournaments; so, perforce, he must enter with 
the one he has, and unless he is a large man with a heavy 
bass rod, he cannot hope to contest with any prospect of 
success against a rod made for that purpose alone. So that, 
as a rule, the angler nist enter a contest handicapped or 
stay sway; and it is evident from the list of entries for the 
past two years that they, as a rule, stay out. I have 
always thought the allowance of five feet to the 
foot excessive. In testing rods of different lengths and 
weights I have come to the conclusion that a proper and fair 
handicap would be three feet to the foot, and two feet to the 
ounce. The judges to have power to rule out all rods evi- 
dently made light in the butt or handle to obtain unfair 
advantage in the handicap for weight. How many of the 
light weight rods that have been used in the tournaments for 
the past two years have been practical fishing rods? The 
whole reduction in weight has been taken from the handle; 
in fact, nearly all of the light rods have been made to win in 
long casting, and not for angling. The rods have the body 
and stiffness of an eighf ounce rod, with a handle just long 
enough for the reel and hand, and that in some instances 
mude of cork, and in all cases, so small that no man could 
swing them for an hour on stream or Jake, for the lack of 
weight at the butt would tire his arm, and the smallness of 
the handle would cramp his hand, In brief, let us have a 
tournament for anglers with the fly. ‘Rods, reels, lines, and 
flies to be practical, such as are in general use for that pur- 

pose, Rods handicapped so that any angler can enter any 
contest with the rod he uses when he ‘goes fishing,” All 
contestants to cast from a bridge or float sufficiently far from 
shore that they may cast in any direction. And with rules 
under which all contestants will stand upon their merits as 
anglers. ‘Then shall we interest the angling fraternity and 
to this end. 

The laws of nearly, or quite all the States prohibit the tak- 
ing of any game fish in inland waters in any manner (except 
for propagation or stocking depleted waters) except with 
hook and line. Our game constables, who are charged with 
the duty of secing that the laws are obeyed, are few, far 
between, and human, Fishermen, who fish for meat, will 
often resort to illegal means to take a big ’un, rather than go 
without his meat. While the angler, who casts his fly for 
the enjoyment he obtains rather than the pounds of fish he 
may take, acts as a fish warden also, and that he may now 
and then have added to his pleasure of casting his fly in quiet 
nooks, the occasional variety of hooking a fish, will do all 
that lies in his power to stop the illegal taking of fish; and 
not only that, but he will, by force of example, get others 
to try his method, and in a few years « host of anglers will 
Spring up, creating a public opinion that will effectually 
enforce our Jaws, and then we may hope to see many of our 
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now depleted streams restocked, aud soon’ teeming again - 
with finny denizens, where we may, of au afternoon, with- 
oul, as now, going miles by rail and buckboard, hope to 
cast our flies to some purpose other than that of practice. 

Ina Woop. 

A LIGHT BAIT-ROD. 
fiditer Forest and Stream; 
Your correspondent “‘W. G.,” of Springfield, Mass,, in 

your issue of Oct. 16, asks for the experience of any angler 
using light rods. I have used during the past season a split 
bamboo rod weighing 5} ounces. It has a solid reel-seat, 
three-quarters of an inch in diameter, below the hand. With 
teel-bands the rod would weigh about 44 ounces, It is 8 
feet 6 inches in length and is made in two sections of equal 
length. Hach section is made of four strips of bamboo and 
the rod is nearly square. The sides are not quite tlat, but 
slightly round, having the same curye as the original stock 
from which they were cut. The corners are slightly rounded 

The rod has given good satisfaction in bait-fishing for black 
bass. Itis very strong and elastic and handles pleasantly 
ever With a one-ounce sinker dangling at the end of the line. 
It Keeps its shape well, and when hela horizontally does not 
show much of a downward curve. Itis more elastic than a 
three-section rod, and will make a long cast with less exer- 
tion than is required with a heavier rod, For playing a 
two-pound black: bass it is all that is required; a heavier rod 
could not doit better, I believe it would give the best of sat- 
isfaction in handling fish of more than twice that weight, 
hut cannot speak from experience, not having had the pleas- 
ure of hooking any monsters the past seasan, 

In very swift currents where a sinker of 14 ounces and 
upward would be required, I think a heavier rod would give 
better satisfaction; also where the bottom is very vocky, and 
you get fast on an average nine times in ten cases, the long 
heavy rods will answer better, as they enable you to make 
hard pulls in different directions; but for the legitimate use 
of a bait-rod, such as casting and playing a game fish of ~ 
moderate weight, I consider the above described rod prefer- 
able to the heavy one. A three-section rod must be heavier 
to have the same strength and elasticity. 

E. A, Lopoup. 
Norristown, Pa., Nov. 27, 1884, 

SMALL FLIES. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Your article and Mr, Prime’s letter to Mr, Marston in ref- 
erence to small flies, in Forest AND SrrwaAm of Oct. 6, 
recalls the following experience: 

Jn Vermont, near where I spent last and the previous five 
summers’ vacations, is 1 pond of above five acres extent, 
owned by a farmer, who very kindly gave me permission to 
fish there, and as it contains some large trout, I have each 
summer enjoyed some pleasant afternoous there fishing. The 
only times I fished there this summer there happened to be 
no wind, and in consequence the water was like glass, and, 
the sun being out clear and bright, I rigged my cast with the 
finest of drawn gut leaders and flies fully as small as those 
Mr. Marston sent over. Mr. Harris showed them to me 
before he sent them to Mr, Prime. 

1 cast with the smail flies until I became discouraged ; 80, 
just for the novelty, I put on for a tail fly one tied with a 
small loop at the head, a bass Hy tied on a No. 4sproat hook, 
and before making a cast I thought its own weight would 
break the leader. Jt seemed absurd to loop so large a fly on 
suco a leader, but I lengthened out the line, and when the 
fly dropped about sixty feet from the boat a trout rose, the 
first that afternoon, and missed; rose again, was hooked and 
landed, and by careful fishing I caught three more on the 
large fly, all of an average of 13 pounds. j 

1 tried the same tactics tive times after that and each time 
with the same resull, although I never caught more than 
four trout in an afternoon. Now, in future, when small 
flies fail I shal! try larger, even if there is no ripple, and per- 
haps if a fine leader is used they may be found the most 
succcssful for some waters. C, G. Leyrson. 
Brooxtiyy, N. Y. 

LONG-DISTANCE CASTING. 

if WISH to say a word in favor of long casting, especially 
as some anglers speak and write so disparagingly of it, 

declaring it impossible to hook a fish at any very great dis- 
iance, ete. ) . 

Last spring, Mr. T. B. Mills, Mr. Harry Prichard and I, 
went fora day’s fishing to a pond in which, Mr. Prichard 
told us before we started, that the trout, if any, were a great 
distance from shore; in fact, in the middle of the pond 
where the channel was. | 
When we prepared to fish, Mr. Prichard started his line 

out with the ‘‘Wye cast,” for which he is so famous, and 
which a great many anglers who cannot cast in that way, 
claim must scare the fish, because the fly is the last thing to 
touch the water, anil after five or six throws be succeeded in 
getting out at least eighty feet of line, and to the surprise of . 
both Mr, M, and myself, a trout rose, and 1m a very short 
time Mr. Prichard hooked six but landed only four, two 
escaping while being reeled in. The four trout weighed 
about six pounds TJ believe Mr, Prichard sent one or two 
of them to Dr, Fisher at the time he was so ill last spring. 

Mr, Mills and J did not baye a rise, for the reason that at 
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the time we were not able to get our flies to where the trout 
were. This experience convinced me that under some cir- 
curmistanees, to reach and catch the fish, that long casta are 

absolutely necessary, and are successful even if several 
throws are required te be made before the desired spot is 
reached, and that asthe old adage says, ‘It is the longest 
pole that gets the persimmon.” C. G. Lzyison. 
Brooxnyn, N. ¥,, Dee. 1, 1884, 

PORPOISES AND BLACKFISH, 

Editor Forest and Streai: 
Happening up at Wellfleet, Cape Cod, on Monday, Noy. 

17, I saw a sight never before witnessed by the oldest fisher- 
man. A great school of the small whales known as ‘‘black- 
fish” and porpoises came in sight, Boats were manned, and 
almost the entire school was driven ashore, amounting to 
1480 blackfish and 117 porpoises. Such a struggling mass 
of life was wonderful, and the town of Wellficet was in high 
glee. The blackfish Jay as thick as the fingers on a man’s 
hand for a distance of over four hundred feet, and the olil- 
est fishermen said that they never saw over 500 together be- 
fore. There were nearly 100 boats of all sizes around the 
school before it was stranded, Each keel boat drew one 
share, and each dory drew half a share. A woman, Mrs. 
Hillyer, claimed a share becanse the school was landed on 
her premises. The catch will net the people here over 
$1,800. The blubber was stripped off and taken to Prov- 
incetown, where it was steamed, One young Dlackfish, 
eighteen inches long, came into the world by the Cesarian 
operation; it was red in color. The catch was a perfect 
windfall for this little place, Poxe-o’-MvonsHine. 

LARGE Buiack Bass.—Sanford, Fla., Noy. 22.—Mr. Al. 
Spear of this place, owner of the celebrated Spear orange 
grove of five acres, which yields annually from $18,000 to 
$22,000, in company with Mr. Grace, took 135 black bass 
between sun up aud sun down on Friday the 20th, onthe St. 
John’s River, five miles above Sanford. The fish were all 
taken with two of Hill’s baits. The said spinners I sold Mr. 
Spear the evening before. I saw the fish in Mr. Spear's 
boat on his return and weighed the largest, which tipped 
‘the scales at 14 pounds 6 ounces, the smallest weighed 14 
pounds, there must hase been 75 that would weigh from 5 to 
8 pounds. Mr. 8, showed me his forefingers which were 
cut to the boue from the line, Bass bave just begun to take 
the spiuner and fly as the river is lowering, thus carrying 
the fish from the plains to the river and creeks. This may 
seem 4 big fish story, but, nevertheless, true, as the most of 
nae town people and visitors will certify to its truth.—C.- A. 

ouD., 

ReEL-PLATES AND SHATSs.—The agitation of the question 
of having the cross bars on allrgels of a standard size, by the 
National Rod and Reel Association, has done much good in 
the way of attracting the attention of mauufacturers to the 
evil of having reels tit only the rods made by the same firm. 
Most of the city makers haye adopted the standard of the 
Association. A new style of recl-seat has been put on the 
market and will be found in our advertising columns. This 
will hold firnily the smallest or largest reel made. We have 
seen it and have been greatly pleased with it. With this 
seat if seems impossible that any sized reel could slip off the 
rod, or eyen become loose, 

Hishculture. 

THE NEW YORE FISH COMMISSION,—Caledonia, N. 
Y., Noy. 26.—Hvery fall a number of experienced employes of 
the State hatchery at Mumford are sent to Lake Huron and 
other upper lakes to gather spawn of the salmon trout from 
the spawning beds in those waters, The fishing for spawn is 
attended with much danger and hardship, owing to the 
violent storms of wind and snow that prevail on the upper 
lakes during the spawning season, Usually the fishermen 
return with 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 eggs, which are hatched at 
the Mumford ponds, and the fry distributed in the spring 
among the waters of the State adapted to salmon trout. This 
season, however, the storms were s0 much more yiolent than 
usual on Lake Huron that the Mumford fishermen have 
returned with only 1,000,000 eggs, Many nets were lost. 
They report that the fishermen sent out by the United States 
Fish Commission and the State of Michizan to pather salmon 
trout spawn fared badly, as they were unable to secure any 
spawn, and duting a storm one of their boats was swamped 
and four vf the fishermen drowned, The superintendent of 
the Mumford hatchery says that with the spawn of the tame 
salmon trout in the State ponds, and the fry the 1,000,000 wild 
eges will yield, the supply of fry for State waters next year 
will be ample. Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y,, Dec. 1 
consequence of the stoppage of out-door work, the Long 
Island papers have stated that all work here has been suspended. 
On the contrary, the hatching seasonhasjust begun. Prepara- 
tions have been made for hatching salmon im ereater quantity 
than last year, when half a million were turned ont. Also 
from one to two millions of whitefish, 100,000 Rangeley trout, 
brook trout, German trout, ete. The salt water departinent 
is prepared for the eggs of codfish and tomcods in such 
quantities as may be obtainable, while any other sea fish 
which may be found spawning will receive attention. 

SUCCESSFUL TROUT CULTURE.—General R. U. Sher- 
tnan, Commissioner of Fisheries of New York, writes of the 
success of the Bisby Club (Adirondacks) ina private letter 
to a friend, from which we are permitted to extract the 
following: ‘‘Ourstccess at Bisby assures me that we shall in 
time be able to get all the spawn we need from the wild trout, 
At Jast accounts from there they had 100,000 brook trout eegs 
on the trays from trout taken within twenty rods of the 
hatchery, and there are many spawning beds yet untouched. 
Remember, this is at a lake where priorto 1877 a brook trout 
had never been known.” 

SALMON CULTURE IN MAINE.—The Belfast Republican 
says: ‘Business is brisk at the Orland Salmon Works, About 
fifty salmon were turned loose in the river, instead of being 
confined at Dead Brook, as usual, hoping they might be taken 
this fall for shipping purposes. Most of them have been 
secured and thé eggs taken. Mr. Chas. G. Atkins is giving us 
ersonal attention to this business this season. r. Harry 
uck, who has superintended these matters for several years, 

has gone to Grand Lake to the salmon works there,” 

IMPORTATION OF FISHES.—Thres cans of paradise fish 
(Macropodus) were recently sent from Berlin to the following 
addresses; Prof, 8, aird, W: ton, D. C.; Mr. A. F, y. 
Braun, 362 Waper street, Brooklyn; Mr. H. Atkelon, 15 North 
Meridan street, Indianapolis, nd. The cans lay on the wharf 
at Hoboken for nearly a week, and finally the agent of 
the steamship line sent them to Mr, E. G Blackford, 
Puiton Market, The fish were all dead except afew in the 
can for Prof. Baird, 
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with that just quoted: ‘ 

BLACK BASS FOR STOCKING WATERS.—There is a 
constant demand for-black bass delivered alivenear New York 
city, which no one seems to be able jo supply, Occasionall 
Mr, Annin or Mr, Stone advertises, tH€se fish but their stools is 
soon exhausted. We have repeated ingniries for them, and 
have put some inquirers on the track of getting a few. Mr. 
KE. G, Blackford, of Fulton Market, tells us that he has many 
inquiries from persons owning private ponds who wish to buy 
them, and that he would engage a thousand fish at once if he 
knew where to get them. It seems as if some one would 
undertake to supply this demand, which is a constant one, 
and would be remunerative, At present we do not know 
who has a single black bass to dispose of. 

CALIFORNIA TROUT IN THE ADIRONDACKS.— 
Meacham Lake, N. Y., Nov. 17.—We hada quiet call from R. 
U, Sherman a few weeks ago, while on his trip of investiga- 
tion as to an Adirondack hatchery. I was very much pleased 
to hear his sensible talk in regard to the matter, and think the 
Commission has acted wisely in putting the matter in his 
hands, He gaye us no idea of what his decision would be in 
regard to location. He was very much interested inmy work 
here, and was very much pleased at sight of the California 
trout, fifteen months old, grown in wild waters, saying it was 
larger than he expected. As my health will not allow me to 
work in the water, I had nothing new to show himin the 
hatching boxes,—A. R. FuLLER, 

Che Zennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BANCH SHOWS. 
Dec. 16,17, 18 and 19,_Third Bench Show of the Southern Massa- 

chusetts Poultry Association, Taunton, Mass, Wm. 0. Davenport, 
Assistant Secretary. 

Dec. 30, 31 and Jan. 1, 2, 188.—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 
Association, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary. 
Feb. 1 to 11, 1885.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual] Exhibi- 

tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison toed 
Geren Feb, 1 to 11, 1885. Chas. Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
sureet. 

Jan, 10 to 14, 1485,—World’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La, Mr. Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent. 

Jan, 27, 28, 29 and 30.—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr. H. W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N.. B. 
March 8, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Secona Annual Bench Show of the Cin- 

Nal Sportsman’s Club, Cincinnati, O. Charles Lincoln, Superio- 
tendent. - 
March 18, 19 and 20, 18&5.—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

Kennel Club. 4H. §. Porter, Secretary. New Haven, Conn. 
April 7 to 10. 1885.—First Annual Bench Show N. E. Kennel Club, 

Musie Ball, Boston. J, A. Nickerson, Secretary, 159A Tremont street, 
Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent, 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Dec. 8 —Sixth annual Trials of the National American Kennel Club 
at Canton, Miss, D, Bryson, Secretary, Memphis, Tenn. 

Dec. 14.—Southern Sportsmen's Association Trials, Canton, Miss, 
Mr, T. K, Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

CONCERNING DOGS AND CLUBS. 

Bditor Forest and Stream: 
Tempus fugit. It is more than five months since Mr, John 

W. Munson, in a very polite letter, informed the readers of 
this paper that the pointer bitch Lily was a ‘‘mongrel.” There 
would have been a decided disturbance in the dogs y world 
but for one thing—Mr. Munson signed the letter. Phat was 
where he made the mistake, though it saved such men as the 
Messrs. Orgill, Mr, Steel and others the trouble of replying. 
They had the Bang Bang letters before them, and these were 
voted a sufficient reply to anything Mr. Munson might write 
or say to the public. Mr. T. B. Dorsey, the well-known Mary- 
land enthusiast, took a different view of the question. He 
belongs to the legal profession, and he argues that when a man 
hangs himself the law requires that the remains be properly 
cared for and not left to care for themselyes. He would not 
be discharging his duty faithfully had he not called on Mr. 
Munson to ‘‘explain” or ‘stand convicted of something infin- 
itely worse than falsehood.” 

It now appears that Mr. Munson was, at the outset, fully 
aware that he did not possess one grain of evidence to support 
him in his sweeping charge. Mr. Dereey, appears to have 
known this also, for he kept firing at Mr. Munson until people 
began to wonder whether that worthy really did exist in 
the flesh or not. But notwithstanding Mr. Dorsey’s repeated 
ealls for “evidence” or “apology,” Mr. Munson failed to dis- 
cover within himself the manliness to furnish either one or the 
other. He told usthat Maxim is Maxim, and that Meteor is 
Meteor; all of which is conclusive evidence that they are by 
Garnet out of Jilt, and then he bolted from the scene of battle. 
Baid he ‘Il have had enough,” and such would appear to have 
been the case judging by the time it has taken him to recover 
from the effects of that sad disaster. On the 12th of Septem- 
ber (three months after he represented Lily a mongrel), some- 
thing appears to have aroused Mr. Munson to a temporary 
sense of duty, and he accordingly wrote to Mr. Wheatley, of 
Memphis, Tenn., asking for Lily’s pedigree. Mr. Wheatley 
promptly replied, ané at the same time inclosed the bitch’s 
pedigree. He did not forget to tell Mr, Munson a bit of his 
tnind about such work, and if anything could make Mr. John 
W. Munson feel small, Mr. Wheatley’s letter must have done 
it. Mr. Wheatley wrote: “You have greatly and unthought- 
edly damaged the interests and feelings of honorable brother 
sportsmen in causelessly assailing Guido’s Lily,” Iask the 
numerous readers of FOREST AND STREAM what a gentleman, 
aman ot honor and a sportsman would have done with Mr. 
Wheatley’s letter; would such a man have kept it in his pocket 
more than two months before bringing it under notice of the 
injured and others interested in the bree], or would he have 
made haste to print itin the paper in which the groundless and 
unwarrantable statement appeared? But what did Mr. Mun- 
son do? He coolly pocketed the letter until decency compelled 
him to produee it. aud instead of placing it before the readers 
of Forrst anD STREAM, he preferred to print it in a Western 
paper, the limited circulation of which placed it beyond reach 
of the majority of sportsmen and dog Jovers in general. 

It is true that Mr. Munson has apologized, but why did he 
not apologize for the insult through the paper in which it was 
made? Itis also true that it has taken five months to wring 
an apology out of Mr. Munson, and that when the apology 
did make its appearance, it was accompanied by the usual 
free advertisements of those English (4) pointers. The ads. 
might do a great deal of good for the Hnglish (2 pointers if 
nobody had seen them, Asitis, they come too late. Taken 
altogether, Mr. Munson’s letter of apology is very character- 
istic, and { think he acts wisely in secking a corner in the con- 
sideration of the public. Heé says: ‘I take this occasion” 
(there neyer has been any other occasion during tbe past five 
mnonths) “to apologize to every one interested in Lily’s blood 
for the oifense my reference to her gave. I certainly did not 
taean to giveany. Weought to be able to discuss our dogs 
pleasuntly.” As one interested in the blood of eyery good 
ointer, t beg to Lender Mr, Munson my most sincere thanks 

for his handsome but untimely apology. I heartily agree with 
him that ‘we ought to be able to discuss our dogs pleasantly.” 
But Mr, Munson forgets that there are times when a man en- 
counters obstacles so rugged or so dirty, that he is compelled 
to raise a foot to remove them, instead of stooping to get rid 
of them in #he usual manner. For the life in me 1 cannot see 
how Mr. Munson reconciles. the following part of hig letter 

he gentleman trom Maryland who 
30 promptly took meto task for ¢alling Lily a mongrel had 

little cause for it, to judge from the two animals he exhibited 
at the Philadelphia Kennel Club’s show, if they were his Lily 
representatives, for two more ordinary-looking weeds I never 
saw.” Is this “discussing our dogs pleasantly?” Is it discuss- 
ing our dogs truthfully? Mr. Munson apologizes to “‘eveiy 
one” interested in Lily’s blood, and then, with another stroke 
of his pen, wilfully misrepresents the bitch’s progeny. Where, 
Mr. Munson, is that jewel consistency? Has it léft thy manly 
form, or did it, like the Meteor of last May, only shed its lustre 
there and depart forthwith, to be no more seen of men! 

Mr. Munson either is, or assumes tio be. ignorant of the points 
of the English pointer. I therefore avail myself of the occa- 
sion to assure him that one of the bitches exhibited by Mr, 
Dorsey at the Philadelphia show can beat to death any bitch 
exhibited by Mr, Munson since the new St. Louis Kennel Club 
was formed, There was atime when the St. Louis kennel 
contained pointers proper. Bow, Faust and Keswick were 
dogs such as any man might feel proud of. Three such dogs 
are seldom to beseeninone kennel. Yes, they were ‘‘point- 
ers” that Mr, Munson and his confréres owned. in those days, 
But Ltell Mr. Munson again that he may write and rewrite, 
and that he can never convince any person, who is able to dis- 
tinguish between a pointer dog and a cabbage plant, that the 
animals he had charge of at the New York show are Hnglish 
pointers proper. English breeders cannot be imposed on to 
such an extent, and Mr. Munson is beginning to learn that 
those of his countrymen who have been fortunate enough to see 
suchspecimens as Bow, Faust and Keswick are not going to be 
led by the nose to believe that Meteor, Maxim and Vanity are. 
English pointers. Such dogs as Bow, Faust and Keswick win 
rizes at our shows. Such animals as Meteor, Maxim and 
anity are not noticed. If Mr. Munson really does doubt this 

(I don’t believe that he does), I will, though I am not a betting 
man, wager any reasonable sum that neither of the dogs just 
named can get a card at the Birmingham show. Mr. Munson 
concludes his “letter of apology” by stating he “wants” the 
stud book behind his dogs. The stud book, I have reason to 
believe, is not behind several of Mr. Munson’s dogs. I mean 
the English stud book, and [ know of none other. Let me see, 
though—there is the N, A. K, C, stud book. Perhaps that 
valuable work is “behind” Mr. Munson’s dogs, It is “‘behind” 
a great many other things, and it is likely toremain ‘“‘behind.” 
If it contains the pedigrees of two of Mr. Munson’s dogs, T am 
quite willing to contribute my mite of a subscription to have 
it resuscitated. The subscription must not get into the ‘“print- 
er’s” hands, though, No, thank you. Once bitten, twice shy. 
Pedigrees are very cheap in these days, and ib seems a pity: 
that one should have to pay for them, 

It is a pleasure to feelthat a Kennel Club is formied at last. 
One of its rules is ‘‘Any person who misconducts himself or 
herself, or has misconducted himself or herself in any way in 
connection with dogs, dog shows or field trials, may, in the 
discretion of the managers, be disqualified from exhibition or 
competition at the shows.” How in the face of this rule did Mr. 
Munson become a member of this club? Did Mr. Munson or 
did he not write the Cincinnati report, in which he repre- 
sented Vanity to be the best pointer bitch he had eyer seen? 
Did Mr. Munson or did he not write the Bang Bang letters? 
Did Mr, Munson enter a dog for competition at the New York 
show which was owned in part by the judge, or did he not 
enter such a dog for competition? Has Mr. Munson or has he 
notintentionally entered fcr competition dogs with false pedi- 
grees? Does Mr. Munson or does he not hold prizes which 
morally if not legally belong to others: Without any investi- 
gation whatever of these matters the American Kennel Club 
has folded Mr, Munson in its arms. Henceforth he is to 
be a part of the ruling dog power of this country. He is to 
set about a great work of retorm, Is he a qualified person for 
the task? Is his presence in the new club any guarantee that 
one’s rights are to be réspected. Is Mr. Munson’s name a 
certificate that the trickery which has been encouraged so 
long is to be discontinued? True, some of the names 
connected with the club give confidence ang hope for 
fair play and strict integrity, but will these be swayed by 
others in whom the general body of exhibitors have not 
the slightest particle of confidence? Time will tell, It 
is not my intention to fire a bomb into the camp of the 
new club, I belieye it to be the duty of every good dog 
lover to give it hearty and unqualified support. There are 
members of the club for whom most of us have a high per- 
sonal regard, and there are one or two others for whom a Jarge 
majority of people have a most supreme contempt. This 
ought not, however, to prejudice us against the better elements 
ot the club, and a sense of justice should remind us that 
every undertaking of the kind demands fair play and the 
opportunity to do that which is right. One amd all should 
work with a will to strengthen the hands of the club, until it 
attempts to abuse the confidence which has been placed in it. 
lf at any time it is found that the club was formed in the 
interest of a ring to vote certain parties judges for the remain- 
der of their natural lives, to patch up a crippled kennel club, 
or to encourage the exhibition of inferior specimens when 
owned by certain influential parties couneeted with the club, 
if these and the like objects are in view and are discovered, it 
will become the duty of every honest exhibitor to brand the 
club with arodof iron. Things are not as they were once. 
Dog fanciers are making rapid progress, and from the moment 
aman becomes educated he ceases to be fooled. He won't 
haveit, Atone time he was satisfied to hear the bell ring, 
whereas now he likes to see the hand and also the wire that 
rings it. Iwill havesomething to say about Rule 17 and those 
to whom it applies, or ought to apply, on a future occasion, 
How about the entry of those mastiff puppies at the New 

York show? Somebody entered four puppies in two separate 
classes—two in each class. Somebody else undertook to trans- 
fer all the puppies into one class, At least this is what Mr. 
Smith says, and of course nobody would presume to doubt 
Mr, Smith’s word. It was, as usual, a ‘clerical error,” a big 
one and a queer one. But why did the owner of the puppies 
stand mute until others fixed matters for him? Is it not 
usual for the exhibitor to attend to such business? There is 
something else which I cannot easily digest. It is admitted 
that the craniums of the winning puppies are, in formation, 
snnilar to a bloodhound’s. The owner of them says that inone 
of them the peculiarity is the result of an accident, and that 
aiter the puppy took the first prize the “swelling” disappeared. 
This reminds me that a certain political paper in a campaign 
time once called attention tothe various bumps on one of the 
candidate’s head—the bumps denoting intelligence, ideality 
and ess, it stated, with some pride, were immense. 
An opposition organ replied that the bumps were in reality 
only ‘‘swellings,” raised on his scalp by baseball bats when 
he was a boy, Perhaps cannon balls would have taken 
the place of baseball bats if anybody could have been found 
at all likely to give credit to such a story. Any how, the 
pup had a lot the best of the president, for when the pup took 
the prize, his “swelling” disappeared, whereas the president’s 
bumps remained. I once thought, Mr. Editor, that dogs ought 
to be judged according to their merits at the time they are ex- 
hibited, and not by what they are supposed to be when under 
the maternal roof, or by what they ought to be before they 
are whelped, or even by what they are likely to grow into by 
the time qualified men are appointed to judgethem. Admitted 
“accident” caused the dochedl skulls; would it also explain how 
four purples, aged five months (and which were no bigger 
than healthy pointer puppies are expected to be at the same 
age), came to win first and second prizes in two classes, over 
big, healthy puppies, better in every respect? Now, if the 
judge never exhibited, never bred, and never owned a pure 
bred mastiff in his life, would such a fact, if established, ex- 
plain these ‘‘peculiar” decisions? If it would, why then the 
judge can clear up the whole business. Mr, Munson’s diplo- 
matic taleup might be of some service bere, 
The FOREST AND STREAM has said it intends to “protect 
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the dogs at least,” and will use its influence to have collies 
judged by collie men, mastiffs by mastiff men, and so on. 
hat is right. What a farce to appoint a man to judge, 

say mastifis or St. Bernards, or collies or fox-terriers, who 
has neyer 30 much aS Owned one, and perhaps neyer seen a 
tip-top specimen in his life. Tt is time somebody poured cold 
water on such a system, and if it is not done, where shall 
we drift to in a few years? But why do exhibitors not bestir 
themselves? They hold the remedy in their own hands. Why 
do they not say to the clubs, “We are not going to exhibit our 
dogs to be judged by any man who canndt show a record 
either as exhibitor, breeder, or owner.” This would bring the 
clubs to their senses, for although they have all taken an un- 
accountable dislike for ‘filthy Incre,” they pullyery long faces 
if the entries are [ew and the gate poor. No man has the 
“moral” right to go into aring to judge dogs unless he can 
produce 4 record (and a good one, too,) as breeder, exhibitor 
ov owner. There are people in the world who think it any- 
thing but honorable of a man of no experience, practical or 
other, when he goes into the ring and coolly undertakes to 
slaughter the exhibits of those who have spent years of yalu- 
able time honestly working to improve some particular breed. 
No! No! The busmess must be stopped. If anybody says any- 
thing, down upon him comes some unscrupulous writer 
sheltered behind a om de lt which not unfrequently 
means an office stool, an ash barrel, or an empty keg. Keep 
cool and call for the record, that beats them to death every 
time. 
And how about the seven questions somebody asked a few 

weeks ago? Are they in the “printer's” hands? The only 
reply which has come under my notice has reference to an 
Trish terrier dog and a dead mastiff bitch. With respect tothe 
dead bitch, the Chicago editor asks if sheis still barren, It 
would be quite unnecessary to explain to anybody but the 
Chicago editor that she probably is, 
Again I confess to be in need of Mr. Munson’s diplomatic 

ability. Come, Mr. Munson, pull him through the hole and 
then pull the hole through after him, CHARS H. Mason. 

West Bricuton, Staten Island, Novy. 24, 1684. 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

ERY 

CAN hardly describe with what exultant feelings I looked 
forward to the St. Bernard show for the day ‘in town” it 

would give me. I planned it out long beforehand how I would 
fill up the day, Pacer ty the evening thereof. I gaye my- 
self surreptitious digs in the ribs, as I mentally accused myself 
of being ‘sich a dawg, don’t cher know.” The weather was 
on my side as I emerged from the station. I resisted the mili- 
tary blandishments bestowed ppon me by the Jehus who 
solicited me to “cabit.” Not likely, no whirling through 
London streets for me when I have time to walk, to see, and 
to be seen. A gentleman of thename of Macgregor has ex- 
pressed his proud joy when his ‘‘foot was on his native heath,” 
i can realize his feelings when my feet are on London flag- 
stones, and coming out of ‘‘Hatchett’s, where Ihad taken a 
retresher for the sake of old times, I see before me: 

“Piccadilly! Shops, palaces, bustle and breeze, 

The whirring of wheels, the murmur of trees; 

By day ov by night, whether noisy or stilly, 

Whatever my mood is, I love Piccadilly, 

and all the poets of Cockaigne, Elia, Praed, poor Harry 
Leigh, and him I have quoted, the cynical Lockyer. 
Tam soon at the Riding School and past the turnstile. No 

doubt about the breed that is on exhibition here, I can see by the 
number of black coats that it is the holy breed of St. Bernard 
thatis once again keeping awake the neighboring burgesses. 
Tam filad [ missed the judging day, for all the world is here 
this afternoon. Royalty even, tor there with courtly prace 
walks the late Rev. Cumming Macdona escorting H. R: H,, the 
Princess Louise. He does not forget to show her Bayard, and 
if he is telling her that the old champion was hardly treated, 
T for one agree with him, Hulloa, who's this impetuous per- 
son running his dog up and down between the benches as if 
this were a horse sale at Tattersall’s—the Rey. Arthur Carter 
with Pliniimmon, Well, {think his excitement is pardonable; 
you don’t win a 100-guinea cup every day of your life. 
And what a cupit is! Half a dozen bottles of champagne 

would scarcely overflow. It is the handsomest trophy of the 
kind! The cup itself is copied from a similar mug in one of 
the Oxford ’Varsity colleges, but the lid is the chief part of it. 
This was designed and modelled by the artist Basil Bradley, 
who generously presented the club with his share in the 
execution. It represents two St. Bernards in the snow, 
modelling of the dogsis brilliantly perfect, the snow is well 
depicted in dull frosted silver. ‘ = 

I suppose I ought not to find fault with the award that 
sent the cup to Tewin, the two gentlemen who were respon- 
sible for the decision are undoubtedly well up in the breed, 
but candor requires my admission that on their merits Bayard 
was the better dog to-day, though I would freely take odds 
that if Plinlimmon continues to develop, by next year he will 
again walk away with the cup and this time nem, con, 
Those two grand dogs, Save and Leonard, were shown 

not for competition, as their owner was one of the judges. 
The quality of the open class can be estimated when such celeb- 
rities as Sailor, a beautiful-headed descendant of Mentor, The 
Hermit, Grandee and Valour could not get into ‘the money.” 
Valour was more than unlucky in only getting he. Surely it 
was an oversight to omit the y. I was interested in the third 
prize Landgrave. He appears to have no pedigree, although 
the breeder's name is given. His owner was probably disap- 
pointed at his not doing better, for of a dog that has won 
prizes at Zurich, Basle and Vienna one may expect much, I 
admired his typical head, but his coat cannot be described as 
being up to ourideas. Heis the best imported dog I have seen 
for many a day, but the Swiss must breed better than this if 
they want to lower the colors of our giants. 

Garnet was another beauty whose perfect head was astudy. 
He. was all he could get; he deserved more, The winner, 
little Smith’s Duke of Wellington, held me enchanted. Heis a 
noble fellow and remarkably like his sire, Barry. He has the 
same massive frame, fav tawny coat, and almost the same ex- 
pression of face. A fault-picking critic might say his head 
was 4 trifie small for his huge body, but it would be hyper- 
criticism. Mr. 8. W. Smith is apparently still the most fortu- 
nate plum-finder in the Sp, Bernard pie. : 
Thad a good look at Pilgrim; he has ee hata a reflected 

glory from his splendid progeny. He bears his honors mildly. 
The vhe. he received represented his own merit. I have seen 
the sire of Plinlimmon looking better, but were I a St. Bern- 
ard man I should have claimed him at his catalogue price, 
£80. It ought not to take him long to show a profit on that at 
stud, a cursory glance through the catalogue will disclose his 
form as a stock getter. I have just heard that he was claimed 
by Mr. J, F, Smith. ; 

Hyery dog has his day, this was Mr. Oppenheim's day. 
Sultan IL., for all his size would haye felt more at home in 
the ranks of the very highly commended. He is a fine big ani- 
mal of a rich brindle color, but his extremities, head and tail, 
would stand a lot of improvement. Mr, Oppenheim’s good 
fortune boiled over when his smooth-coated dogs took first and 
second and their sister first and cup in her own class. It is 
not often given to a man so short a time in the breed to get 
such a trio in one jitter. I hear, too, the dam is a small stunted 
creature, so itis af glorious fluke all round, The first-prize 
dog was immediately claimed at his catalogue price, £100. I 
thought the money was dear at the dog, though ip is said the 
purchaser was advised by Mr. G. W. Smith, who makes very 
tew mistakes in this fancy. By now the lucky exhibitor’s 
head was turned, and he dashed off to the office to claim the 

the | 

other two and thus save them for himself. The show netted 
a handsome commissiom over these three sales. By at least 
pace points the bitch Lady Superior was the pick of the 
asket. 
The cheapest dog claimed was the five-months old prodigy 

Tony, one of the good old sort. Fifty pounds seem muc 
money for a youngster that has probably not had distem er, 
but with care he will make up into a magnificent dog. His 
limbs are massive and the head is already full of di nity and 
character, His brother Hero won second prize in the rough- 
coated class, and though a long way behind Tony was still 
ticketed below his value at £15. i 
There was a handeome young dog in the class between six 

and twelve months old, Bosco IL., price, £15 lbs. If he re- 
mained in the exhibitor’s possession at that figure the judges 
of the breed have become short-sighted. He will be often 
heard of again. 
Thishe, by Alpenstock ITI. out of breeder's Diane, is a worthy 

kennelmate of the majestic Plinlimmon, She is as full of 
quality as size, and her prize record must be pleasant reading 
to Mr. A. Carter; First and cup, puppy class, Warwick; first 
(puppy), Crystal Palace, and here, first in open bitches, 

he latest bit of news is that the Rey, Cumming Macdona 
has deserted the church and is going to the bar, I wish him 
wellin this strange Cepechine) for he is a genial, genuine 
sportsman. If the oratory of the advocate equal the after 
dinner eloquence of the late parson, I can promise the jury- 
men many a merry quart Vheure. 
The show at Hull must be considered a success with an entry 

of over 500, The St. Bernard classes were, of course, affected 
by the absence of so many of the cracks in London, where 
they were winning more money. The new owner of the blood- 
hound Triumph had the sympathy of the show on the illness 
of his dog the first time he exhibited him; it would have been 
wiser to keep him at home, as the dog had to be removed, 
suffering, I believe, from a serious attack of ‘‘yellows.” I liked 
the Wake, in the same elass: he is small, but a good one. 
There was a fair show of eds dogs, but only fair. New- 
foundlands were about the best of all classes. 

I was surprised to run into the arms of Mr. James Watson, 
of Philadelphia fame. He was furiously taking notes of the 
best dogs. I can’t say he begrudged the time to float the 
pleasure of our meeting, but he was in a desperate hurry to 
get his pencil going again. Later on, when my eyes had be- 
come tired of examining and criticising, I sat down by the 
side of a friendly exhibit and amusedly watched the Ameri- 
canized Mr. “Jim” Watson in earnest conyersation with Mr. 
Norrish, which finally resulted in their taking the pointer 
champion Graphic off the bench and leading him out for in- 
spection in the drill yard. “Another good dog gone—to 
America,” I entered in my note book. J daresay there are 
some holes to be picked in Graphic, but you must look for 
them, Heis a very typical all-round pointer. 

Mr. Wm. Graham, of Belfast, gaye the fancy an idea of the 
kind of man he is when he marched in his matchless team of 
red terriers. He isa “bad ’un to beat” on his own ground. 
Many of us who had never gone in raptures over Irish terriers 
were struck with admiration at the sight of such a level high- 
bred lot. They won the cup easily. 
The Field has broken out again with its aa iy mange 

discussion. Allrecipes are good if you couple them with per- 
severance. It is most important to wash and redress with the 
lotion once a week, and change the straw. If you have red 
mange, of course lime in some form must be in the lotion. 
As usual the ‘‘official” organ, with its honest stupidity, puts 

its worst wares infront. This time the leading article swamps 
three columns to prove that distemper is due to bad water. 
One often sees a column in a newspaper with the abbreviation 
advt. in brackets appended. If I had edited this water 
article, in case of accidents I should haye added, ‘This is a 
goak.” It may lead to the sale of afew filters, but it won’t 
add much to the existing stock of yeaa on. distemper. 
There are two more papers in the November number of the 

Kennel Gazette that make up for the filter nonsense. One is 
by a breeder on “The Kennel in November,” full of trite 
thoughts but pleasantly retold; the other is by ‘‘Leather- 
head,” on ‘Dogs for Foreign Shooting,” an instructive and 
readable treatise worth re-printing in your columns. 
The latest subject for discussion is on “stud visits.” Itis a 

fruitful subject, on which f shall one day, at my leisure, have 
much to say. Itis too important to be superticially treated 
at the tail end of my notes, 
The Crown Prince Baveriity: case has been tried by the com- 

mittee of the ‘‘Old English Mastiff Club,” and there is no am- 
biguity about their Epps but on a subject of such absorbing 
interest to the mastiff fancy, | think the public would like to 
see some of the evidence on which judgment was based. The 
committee unanimously passed a resolution to the effect that 
“sufficient evidence had not been brought before it to show 
that the registered pedigree of Crown Prince is incorrect.” 

I don’t require the gift of Prophecy, to foresee that we have 
not heard the end of it, e has been Knocked out in this 
round; we shall see if Mr. Dalziel can come up to time for the 
next round, If “Corsincon’s” (mot Corsican, please, Mr. 
Printer, as you had it on a former occasion) case can collapse 
80 Gasily as this, then there was never much in it. 
Mr. af G. Martin, on whose fiery epistle [commented at the 

time, has, in a most ladylike way, ‘‘withdrawn any remarks” 
(in the Shooting Times arising out ot the judging at Henley 
dog show) ‘‘in the said letter which might be construed as 
derogatory to the Rey. Mellor, either in his private or public 
character.” 

I don't think it was necessary. The reverend gentleman is 
still alive, I have seen him in the club looking none the worse 
for it. Mr. Miller, as said before, may be injudiciously liberal 
with his services, but he is a good judge, and an honest judge, 
and I believe accepts the invitations from shows to officiate 
without any thought whatever of compensation for services 
rendered. As for his private character I don’t see at all what 
that has to do with exhibitors, certainly nothing so long as 
his public character remains above reproach, which is up to 
now, I think, 

There is more ‘‘to do” about the Henley show in the Field. 
One of the complaints is that the management allowed dogs 
to enter the show after the advertised hour. The chief 
offender pointed out is Mr, Krehl, who is said to have coolly 
marched his bassets into the show about five minutes before 
the judging began. ‘This in itself was galling enough to other 
exhibitors, who, in their laudable desire to act in accordance 
with the rules of the show, had actually arrived overnight in 
order to get their dogs benched before 9 A. M., but their cu 
of bitterness ran over when this gentleman won the prizes. 
am not surprised at others eryingout. I dare say the best dogs 
won, but it must be remembered that the presence of a well- 
known exhibitor in the ring has an effect, be it ever so slight, 
on the most independent judge, and Mr, Krehl pretty nearly 
“bosses’’ this fancy which is allthe more reason for his set- 
ting a better example. I expected to sea a reply from him in 
the Field this week, he is none too loth to rush into print when 
he sees an opportunity, probably, though, he does not consider 
this an opportunity. 

One note more fora passing word on the Southdown fox- 
terrier show at Brighton. The entry, for a specialist show, I 
thought, was not out of the way—only 155, It is altogether 
disproportionate to the St. Bernard show entry, as there musi 
be a hundred fox-terriers to every St. Bernard in the country. 
Tt seems to me that the winners are running to all-black heads 
now. It is not near so pretty as the white blaze markings 
and the points require more looking for. A wire-hair name 
Pulborough Jumbo had an exceptionally Sd ee for a 
dog of his elass, as he is not a “flyer.” prize in open 
dogs and two cups, one of them the lenge cup, is luck that 
would satisfy an Oakleigh Toppen. This dog was entered for 
sale at ten guineas, and was, of course, claimed by half the 

show; but his owner (L think he deserves to be named), a Mr. 
G. H. Nutt, feeling that. he was in debt to his understanding, conceived and carried out the smartest trick in doggy annals. 
He might have put in a claim for himself and bought him in at any price; but this had been done before and necessitates 
s0me anxiety and trouble. His plan was as: igre erigec as it was cute, Oneof the show regulations permits the exhibitor to 
remove his dog at night on lodging a deposit of one sovereign 
which is forfeited if the dog be not returned. Pulborough Jumbo did not return next morning to be sold, and his owner lost his deposit but kept his dog; a cheap get-out. Of course 
he also forfeits his prizes, but he can win those another time. 
Were I, however, one of the claimants, I should persist in my 
claim and invite Mr. Nutt's explanations before the committee 
of the Kennel Club, His action is an evasion of the spirit of 
the rules, and I make bold to assert that they would order 
Mr, Nutt to give up his dog to the Southdown Club for their 
disposal. The penalty for refusing to obey this mandate 
would be suspension from exhibiting at all shows held under 
Kennel Club rules. LILLIBULEROY 

Noy, 18, 1884, 

, 

DEATH OF CHARLES LINCOLN. 
ieee eae LINCOLN died at Leggett’s Hotel, in this city, 

last Tuesday morning, Dec. 2. On the previous Saturday 
he contracted a severe cold which, on Sunday, developed into 
pneumonia of aggravated type, and he died Tuesday. His 
age was about forty-five years, He leaves a wife and several 
children, 

Mr. Lincoln was a native of England, where, as the secre- 
tary of the Parkney Agricultural Society’s shows, he gained 
that experience which proved so valuable to him after coming 
to this country. He was manager of the dog show at the Cen- 
tennial, and the following year had charge of the initial exhi- 
bition of the Westminster Kennel Club in this city. It-was 
then that he demonstrated his executive talents, and ever since 
he has been factle princeps, the person to whom all show 
committees looked for taking the responsibility of the multi- 
tudinous details involved in the undertaking. 

Charles Lincoln’s name has appeared as thatof the manager 
on the catalogues of almost every show of note held in this 
count He had a peculiarly happy way of smoothing over 
obstacles and untangling complications, and knew how to keep 
his temper and his wits when besieged by a throng of anxious 
inquirers, exhibitors, attendants and spectators. Indeed, his 
genius for evolying order from disorder was so marked as to be 
a frequent theme of wondering comment and admiration. To 
his diligence, faithfulness and skill, the present development 
of bench shows in this country is very largely due, perhaps 
more than to the efforts of any other single man. 

Mr. Lincoln’s acquaintance was very large, and his friend- 
ships many and strong. He was universally known and 
spoken of as Charley Lincoln. Wow that he is gone, it will be 
many a long day before any one is found to fill his place, and 
many a day more before a dog show manager can win the 
kindly regard that was entertained tor Charley Lincoln. 

FISHER’S ISLAND TRIALS. 

HE first annual field trials of the Fisher’s Island Club were 
run Noy. 17. The entries were as follows: 

eat grk Stewart entered Irish setter bitch Meg (Chief— 
Beesy). 
SNIPE.—Mr, Stewart entered pointer dog Snipe (Croxteth— 

Gyp), 
Bou B.—Mr. 

Duke—Topsey). 
Lur.—Mr. Betty entered English setter bitch Lui (Rhoderick 

Dhu—Mina). 
ea Wenzel entered Irish setter dog Chief (Berkley 

—Duck), 
Set hy Wenzel entered Irish setter bitch Ruby (Hicho 

—Rose). : 
Lavy May.—Mr, Pape entered Hnglish setter bitch Lady 

May (Lofty—Maud Muller). 
ee la r. Ogden entered Irish setter bitch Doe (Buck— 

OSS). 
Maup §8.—My, Reiche entered Irish setter bitch Maud S. 

(Larry—Gussie IT.). 
Narry Bumpo.—Mr, Schieffelin entered English setter dog 

Natty Bumpo (pedigree not given). 

RUNNING ORDER OF BRACES, 
Lady May against Chief. 
Snipe againt Lui. 
Doe against Maud 8. 
Due B. against Natty Bumpo, 
Ruby against Meg. (Ruby was withdrawn and Doc B. 

selected to run in her place), 
The weather throughout the trials was fine and the birds 
lentiful, ten bevies being found the first day. They were 
rge and very strong of wing, the impenetrable thickets 

making the running of some of the heats quite difficult. No 
brace was run less than one hour, according to rule. The 
prizes were awarded to: 
Lady May, first and special (the president's cup). 
Chief, second. 
Snipe, third and special pointer prize. 
During the run of the third heat two Huropean hares were 

pointed, which the handler of the pointing dog pronounced 
two yards long. 

All the members and guests enjoyed themselves and ex- 
pressed entire satisfaction with the result of the first seasun’s 
sport. The first-class accommodations furnished by the 
family of Mr, Fox at their mansion was highly complimented 
by all. 

Betty entered English setter dog Doc B. Jersey 

THE MASTIFF PUPPIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Mr, Gregg’s ‘idea” as to what makes a “proper” entry does 

not accord with mine. The amount paid by the exhibitor is a 
matter of no concern to any one but thelmanagers. They alone 
fix the sum, The amount charged is intended-to cover cost of 
kennel, feeding, etc. Formerly puppies were either charged 
$3 each or permitted, when so small as to occupy with their 
dam but one kennel, to be exhibited without charge. In the 
latter case the puppies were not ‘‘entered” nor allowed to 
compete, Winding that we were frequently imposed upon by 
dealers who were ready to pay $35 for the dam on the chance 
of selling four or five puppies at a handsome profit, we mads 
the amendment to Rule 20 providing that litters of puppies 
may be entered on payment of $5. Hach and every pup of a 
litter is as much entitled to compete when so entered as is a 
grown dog on payment of $3. To answer your correspondent’s 
questions categorically I will add: 
First—Mr. Stevenson’s puppies were not separately entered. 

They were, however, combinedly entered as provided in Rule 

Second—This is answered aboye. The pups were not dis- 
tinguished. 

ird—No. 
Fourth—Yes. 
Fifth—The clerical error was made by one of the clerks 

employed by the managers. , .: 
And now, to save . Gregg the trouble of framing any 

more categories, and myself the trouble of reading them, let 
me say that Mr, Stevenson, when about making his entries, 
called at the office of the show and stated he had a litter of 
puppies. That he desired each and all of them to compete in 
their proper classes, That he was prepared to pay three dol- 
lars apiece for them and enter them separately. @ told him 
that under the rule he was entitled to enter them as a ‘litter’ 
for fiye dollars. That they could compete in dog and bitch 
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classes if designated as dogs and bitches in the entry. He 
filled out his blank in the following words: 

Classses 6 and 6.—Litter of puppies. 
Finally, there was no attempt to evade Mr, Grege’s protest. 

Tt was'an attempt on his part to deprive Mr. Stevenson of the 
right to compete through a narrow-aninded technical objec- 

_, tion. The managers gave him and his protest all the atten- 
+) - tion deservedzi: | 

His imsinuations as to the fixing of the matter are beneath 
contempt. The judge had nothing whatever to do with the 
correction of the error, nor was he consulted in the matter by 
the managers. ELLIOT SMITH, 
New Yor, Nov, 29, 1884. 

DOGS ON THE LONG [{SLAND ROAD,—The Long Island 
Railroad Company, 115 Broadway, New York, Noy. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 1 desire to correct the statement 
published in last week's issue of Forest anp StRRAM, that 
charges are made for transportation of dogs upon this com- 
pany’s railroad. As you will see by inclosed copy of circular, 
dated June 26, 1884, such charges were discontinued, and since 
that dateno charges haye been made to our knowledge, By 
noticing this correction, since there is no ground for your cor- 
respondent's complaint, you will greatly oblige, J. R. Max- 
WELL, Vice-President; The cireular reads as follows: ‘‘Long 
Island Railroad. Special notice to baggage masters and all 
concerned, From and after this date thers will be no charge 
made for dogs. when accompanied by a passenger. Only lap 
dogs will be allowed in the coaches. All other dogs must be 
carried in the baggage car, This rule must be rigidly inforced, 
—L D, Banton, sen'l Superintendent (Long Island City, June 
26, 1884.).” 

CROWN PRINCE FOR AMERICA.—The celebrated Crown 
Prinee, formerly owned by Dr. Forbes Winslow, about whose 
edigree so much has been said on the other side, has been 

sold for 180 guineas to an American gentleman, Mr. West. 
We believe that this gentleman resides in Massachusetts, and 
we are also informed that he has purchased a very fine bitch 
from Dy. Turner, 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

Tennyson. By the Cliffon Kennels, Jersey City, N. J.,for lemon 
and white pointer bitch, whelped Sept. 15, 1684, by Beaufort (A.K,R. 
694) out of Rosa (A.K.R. 1443), ; ! 
Lue. By the Clifton Kennels, Jersey City, N. J., for liver and 

white ticked pointer bitch, whelped Sept, 15, 1884, by Beaufort (A.K.R. 
694) out of Rosa (A.K.R, 1443). ; 

Dora, By the Olifton Kennels, Jersey City, N, J., for liver and 
white pointer bitch, whelped May 15, 1884, by Bang Bang (A.K.R. 394) 
out of Rose (A.K.R, 214). 

Lady Belle. By the Clifton Kennels, Jersey City, N. J., for orange 
and white pointer bitch, whelped June 26, 1284, by Bang Bang (A.K,R. 
894) out of Polly (A,K.R, 212). ' 

Tolanthe. By Mr. J. Bardwell, Chicago, Ill., for lemon and white 
bitch, by champion Fritz out of Lyda IT. 

Pollie. By Mr. J. Bardwell, Chicago, Ill., for black and tan Gordon 
setter bitch, by champion Duke out of Topsy. 
Haidee. By Oakdale Kennels, Hudson, N. Y., for chestnut, with 

white breast, cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 1, 1884, by Click 
(A.E.R, 133) out of Fidget (A,.K,R. 308). 

Dutch, Jr. By Mr.T. BR. Varick, Cambridge, Mass., for white, with 
small mark on tail, bull-terrier dog, whelped August, 1883, by Dutch 
(Old Victor—champion Countess) out of Nell (Young Spring—Old 
Rose). 

Pitti, By Mr. Hext M. Perry, Philadelphia, Pa., for tawny and 
lum collie biteh, whelped in 1879, imported from Scotland in 1880 by 

Mr. Crozier, of Long Island. : 
Floss. By the Sans Souci Kennels, Philadelpbia, Pa., for white and 

lami Beiter bitch, whelped January, 1884, by Temple Bar out of im- 
orted Bell. 

t Pollux, Carter and Nancy. By the Westminster Kennel Club, for 
eR a white pointers. two dogs and one bitch, by Bang Bang out 
of Polly. 

Citron and Rose II. By the Westminster Kennel Club, for lemon 
and white bitches, by Bang Bang out of Rose. 

Comet. By the Westminster Kennel Club, for liver and white dog, 
by Meteor out of Trinket. 
Zona, By Mr.Wm. A. Mosley, New Haven, Conn., for black cocker 

spaniel bitch, whelped Oct, 7, 1884, hy champion Obo (A.K.R. 432) out 
of Darkie (A.K.R, 251). ; 

Tasso. By Mr. 1. C. Alden, Dedham, Mass,, for black pointer dog, 
Whelped Sept. 19, 1884, by champion Pete, Jr. (Strong’s Pete—Wood- 
bridge Nellie) out of Phillip’s Daisey Gmported Bob—Sal). 
Sammie D. By Mr, 5.5. MeCuen, New Orleans, La., for pug dog, 

whelped July 1, 1884, by Litile Boffin out of Jennie. 
Brock. By Mr, B®, M. Crouch, Thomaston, Conn., for liver, white 

and ticked pointer dog, whelped Sept. 22, 1884, by Sensation’s Son out 
of Zoe (A.1K.R. 1444). 
Waldham. By Mr, G. Randerson, Cleveland, O.,for red Irish set- 

ter dog, whelped Nov. 16, 1884, by McCullough out of Red Daisy, 
Lady Cleveland, By Mr. G, Randerson, Cleveland, ©., for red 

Trish setter bitch, whelped July 16, 1884, by McCullough out of Red 
Daisy. 
Onkdale Kennels, By Mr, Chas. G. McKenzie, Hudson, N, Y., for 

his private kennel of cocker spaniels. 
Diantond State Kennels, By Mr. G, IF. Clark, St. George's, Del, 
Correcrion.—Prinece Djalma. Name claimed by Mr. Charles M. 

Wray, Sheiter Island, N, Y., and not by Mr. A. C, Wilmerding, as 
printed in FornsT AnD STREAM, Novy. 20, 

NAMES CHANGED. 

Highland Boy to Peris. Black, with white markings, Hnglish grey- 
hound dog, whelped June 11, 1884 (champion Doubleshot—champion 
Clio), owned by Dr. O. F. Coe, Pawtucket, R. I. 
Harefoot to Sir Garnet. Fawn English greyhound dog, whelped 
ae 11, 1884 (Doubleshot—Clio), owned by Dr. O, F. Coe, Pawtucket, 

BRED. 

Nellie Bird—Beaufort. Mor, Jos. R. Trissler’s white and liver bitch 
alelite Bird to Mr, Chas. H. Mason’s champion Beaufort (A K.R. 964), 

ov, 4. 
Foaustina—Beaufort. Mr. John Mathews’s white and liver 

bitch Faustina (champion Faust— )} to Mr. Chas, H. 
cbampion Beaufort (A.K.R. 694), Nov. 15. 
Lassie—Tom. The Sans Souci Kennels’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) im- 

ported collie bitch Lassie to Mr. Chas. Pugh’s Tom, Noy. 17. 
kitty Wells—Pritz. The Maple Kennels’s (Patterson, N.Y.) PORE 

sable petuty Wells (A.K.R. 1043) to their champion Fritz (A.K.2. 268), 
oy. 21, 
Queen—Ted Liewellin. Mr, John Patterson's (Sheridan Centre, N. 

Y.) liver and white English setter bitch Queen (Keno—Lotta) to Mr, 
Walter B, Peet’s blue belton dog Ted Llewellin (A.K.R. 591), Oct. 3. 

Mistletoe—Coin. Mr, Edward Lokman'’s (New York) English setter 
bitch Mistletoe (A.K,R. 712) to Mr. Frank B. Fay’s Coin, Oct. 30, ; 

Vietoria—President. Mr, Edward 8. Porter’s (New Hayen, Conn.) 
imported bull-terrier bitch Victoria (Randal—Floss) to his imported 
President, Oct. 20, ‘ 
Scarlet I7.—President.. Mr, F. F. Dole’s (New Haven, Conn.) bull- 

terrier bitch Scarlet III. (Young Royal—Scarlet Il.) to Mr. Edward §, 
Porter's imported President, Oct. 14. 
Dot IL—Honest Harry. Wa. J. A. Graham’s (Chester, 5. C.) black, 

white and tan setter bitch Dot Il. (Rex—Dot) to Honest Harry (Druid 
—Imogene), Nov. 16, 1 ‘ 
Lady N.—Kit, Mr. John A. Graham's (Chester, S. C.) pointer bitch 

Lady N, (Marshall Ney—Taliulah) to Kit (Dan—Arrow). 

: WHELPS, 

Nina. Mr, Geo. C, Creamer’s (Hamilton, Mass.) red Irish setter 
bitch Nina (Major—tirish Maggie), Nov. 16, nine (three dogs), by Mr. 
Joseph Hayes’s Suil-a-Mor (Claremont—Dido). 
Lady Bang, The Clifton Kennels’s (Jersey City, N. J.) pointer bitch 
ay ae (A.K, R. 698), six (four dogs), by bin Adair (Faust— 

adge), 
Bird, The Maple Kennel’s (Patterson, N.Y.) pointer bitch Bird 
ee mete Noy. 20, nine (Seven dogs), by their champion Fritz 

‘ Frost, Mr. W. A. Strother’s Gynenbure. Va.) Frost, Noy. 19, seven 
(five dogs), by Mr. J, C. Higgins’s Rebel ind’ém, 
Ona Mr. C, F. Wilson's (Palmyra, O,) imported English mastiff 

bitch Oma (A.K.R. 201), Nov, 4, two (one dog), by his champion Cessar 
(A.E.R. 1) both since dead, _ = i . 
_ Katie. Mr. §. C, Graft’s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) black, white and tan Eng- 
lish beagle bitch Katie (Rattler—Pannis), Noy. 28, eight (four dogs), 
by Mr. L. Sloan’s Bannerman. ~ ; 
Eaiydid I Mr, B. A, Austin’s (Providence, R. 1.) Katydid IL (Dash 

ointer 
ason’s 

UI.—Katydid), Nov. 18, seven (six dogs), by Mr. John See’s Cash 

SALES, 
Muck. Solid black Irish-Gordon puppy (Brian Boroimhe, Jr.—Ham- 

ilton’s Mab), by Mr, J. H. Block, St. Peter, Minn., to Mr. Win. T. Kay- 
ser, Marshall, Minn. 
Adonis, Pointer dog, whelped Sept. 15, 1884 (Beaufort—Rosa), by 

ae asa Kennels, Jersey City, N.d., to Mr. G. W. LaRue, New 
ork, 
Ruby. Pointer bitch, whelped March, 1881 (Woodruft‘s Dick—Fan), 

by the Clifton Kennels, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr. H. D. Polhemus, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Lady Gleam. Pointer bitch. whelped May 21, 1880 (Snapshot— 

Gypsy), by the Clifton Kennels, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr, Frank E, 
Morgan, rooklyn, N. ¥., and by him to Mr. Wm. A. Wells, same 
place. 

Shot. Pointer dey whelped Aug. 7, 1884 (champion Fritz, A.K.R. 
268—Kitty Wells, A.1..R. 1043), by the Maple Kennels, Patterson, N. 
Y.. to Mr, F, Lee, Pawling, N. Y. 

Countess Mollie. (Count Noble—Spark), by Mr, P. Moeller, Nyack, 
N. Y., to Mr. H. M, Wilson, Baltimore, Md, 
Dutch, Jr. White, with black mark on tail, bull-terrier dog, whelped 

August, 1883, by Mr. Fred. Hinks, Birmingham, Eng., to Mr, T. R. 
Varick, Cambridge, Mass, 
Bewufori—Rosa whelps. Dog and biteh, whelped Sept. 15, by the 

Clifton Kennels, Jersey City, N. J,, to Mr, J. C. Pord, Louisiana. 
Jersey Belle. By Mr. J, W. Trantum, Middletown, Conn., to Mr. P, 

H. Pergar, New London, Conn, 
Meggie. By Mr. J. W. Trantum, Middletown, Conn., to Mr. J, D. 

Culver, New London, Conn. 
Snoozer. Pug dog (A.K.R. 1596), by the Essex Kennels, Andover, 

Mass., to Mar. §. 8. MeCuen, New Orleans, La, 
Pete, Jr.— Daisey whelps, Black pointers, whelped Sept. 19, 1884, 

vy Mr, EH. C. Alden, Dedham, Mass., a dog to Mr, Holmes Johnson, 
4con, Ga,ja doz to Mr. C. H, Dole, Lynn, Mass., and a bitch to Mr. 

W. W. Hurd, Hartford, Conn. 
Shannon. Red Trish setter dog, whelped April 15, 1882 (Mleho TIT. 

—Bennett’s Mag), by Mr, E. ©, Alden, Dedham, Mass., to Mr. N.C. 
Nash, Boston, Mass. : . 
Diamond, Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped July 5, 1883 

(Jake—Lady Jessica). by Mr. BH, C, Alden, Dedham, Mass., to Mr. E, 
¥. Dudley, Winchester, Mass. 
Han. Black pointer bitch (Strong’s Pete—Belle), by Mr, E, C. Alden, 

Dedham, Mass., to Mr, Holmes Johnson, Macon, Ga, 
Vanity Fair. Blackand white English setter bitch, whelped May 

19, 1881 (Guy Mannering—Whirlwind), by Mr. A, C, Francis, Roches- 
ter, N. Y., to Mr. L. M. Leberthon, New York city. 
Miss Obo 11, Imported black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped July, 

1883 (OQbo—Fern), by Mr. G. W. Leavitt, Boston, Mass., to Mr. J. P. 
Willey, Salmen Falls, N. H. 
Champion Obo I, (A.K.R, 482)—Darkie (AK.R. 250) whelp. Black 

cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Oct, 7, 1884, by Mr, P. Cullen, Salmon 
Falls, N. H., to Mr, Wm. H, Moreley, New Haven, Conn. 
Blanche. English mastiff bitch, whelped April 18, 184 (Oma— 

Omesar), by Mr. C. F. Wilson, Palmyra, O., to Mr, J. B, Preston, Gouv- 
erneur, N.Y. 
Lady Alice. English mastiff bitch, whelped April 19, 1884(Oma— 

Ceesar), by Mr. C. F, Wilson, Palmyra, O., to Mr. Frank Ardary, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. ‘ j 
Doncaster. Liver and white pointer dog (A.K.R. 563), by Mr, James 
a pei glet ies Johnstown, N, Y., to Mr, Frank A. Elliott, Clinton, 

-Boy (Cashier—Flake), 

Drab Ranger. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped April 3, 1884 
(Ranger Croxteth—Fanny Faust), by Mr. §. B, Dilley, Rosendale, Wis., 
to Mr, W. F. Sage, Fishkill-on-Hudscn, N. Y. 

White Ranger, Liver and white pointer dog, whelped Oct. 23, 1884 
(Ranger Croxteth—Fanny Faust), by Mr. 8S. B. Dilley, Rosendale, Wis., 
to Mr. W. F. Sage, Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y. 
Queen Ranger. Liver, white and ticked pointer bitch, whelped Oct. 

23, 1884(Ranger Croxteth—Fanny Faust), by Mr. 8. B. Dilley, Rosen- 
dale, Wis., to Mr. F. Sharratt, Nekimi, Wis. 4 
Bedaufort—Rosd whelp. Dog, whelped Sept, 15, 1884, by the Clifton 

Kennels, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr, W. R. Williams, Springfield, Mass. 
Ace of Spades, Julius Cesar, Lazy Jackand Sleepy Joe. Liver and 

white English pointers (Clipper—Countess Nelly, A.K.R. 913), by 
Major Loyejoy, Bethel, Me., Ace of Spades to Mr. W. H. Wiggin, 
Skowhegan, Me.; Julius Caesar to Mr. J, P. Skelling, Boston, Mass.; 
Lazy Jack and Sleepy Joe to Mr, R. EK. Jenkins, Dover, N, H. 

Jessie. Folid black, with white markings on chest, Irish-Gordon 
setter bitch (Brian Boroimhe—Hamilton’s Mah), by Mr. J. H, Block, 
St. Peter, Minn., to Mr. W. H. Pearce, same place, 
Roxy. Allred Trish-Gordon settev bitch (Brian Boroimhe—Hamil- 

ton’s Mab), by Mr. J. H. Block, St. Peter, Minn,,to Mr, L. BE. Edwards, 
Fort Meade, D, T. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Olick—Fidget whelps. Liver, with white breast, dogs, whelped Oct 

1, 1881, by Mr. Chas. G. McKenzie, Hudson, N. Y.. one to Mr. Wm. F 
Tolley, Kingston, N. Y., and one to Mr. Henry Van Hoesen, same 
city, 

DEATHS. 
Lenora, Black and tan German dachshund (A.K.R. 898), owned by 

Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., from rupture. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

2" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

Doctor, Southington, Conn.—My two-year old pointer has con- 
stantly sore and mattery eyes, the lower lids projecting out showing 
the inside of the eyelid red andinflamed. In the morning his eyes 
will be filled with matter so as to almost blind him, Heseems well 
es pe exponen of this trouble. Ans, See answer to H. ©. C., of 

ord, 

W. 5S. T., Huntington, L. IL—I have a Sensation puppy, seven 
months old that has had the distemper very lightly, but has left her 
weak in her spine so that she falls down and drags her hind parts 
atter her, but at times will trot off as if nothing was the matter, Ans. 
Give your dog three drops of the tincture of nux yomica three times 
a day in herfood. Continue for two weeks and report. 

W. 4H.5., Dion, N. Y.—Could you tell me in what way I could 
benefit the eyes of my setter dog. Of late I have noticed a film 
Ffradually growing over the eye ball, and I was told that by rubbing 
a certain preparation on the film (the name of which I could not get) 
that it would stop its growth, Ans. You may get a solution of 
alam, ten grains to the ounce of water, and a medicine dropper, and 
let two or three drops fall into the eyes twice or three times daily, 
Report result. 

D. L. G., Salt Lake City, Utah—My setter dog’s breath smells bad, 
It seems all right in other respects. Can you mention a.remedy for 
it through your columns? Ans. Itis impossible to say from your de- 
scription whether the trouble is the result of defective teeth or a dis- 
ordered stomach. If the latter is the case, use powdered charcoal, 
two or three teaspoonsful mixed with the food. I0¢ isan excellent 
absorbing disinfectant. It makes the food look repulsive, but is 
tasteless, and your dog will eat the food readily. 

Jay Cer, Wilmington, N. C,—Please prescribe for my setter pups, 
both affected alike. There seems to be a soft- enlargement of the 
throat, very noticeable. The puppies are about three months old, 
and have been so troubled for about a month. The lumps are soft 
and move with the skin from side to side. Do not seem to trouble 
their feeding or bother them in any way save their looks. Ans. Your 
pune have enlargement of the thymus or thyroid glands. There is 
ittle to be done beyond looking out for their general condition. If it 
is enlargement of the thymus they will outgrow it. If of the thyroid 
and ib persists, you can have it removed later. You may try rubbing 
the tumors with iodine ointment. 

C, E.N., Brandon, Man.—I wish you would tell me what is the 
matter with my retriever; he is dull and pokish, has a cough, and is 
always trying to vomil, which, when he does, is of a greenish color. 
He is not sick and looks bright in the coat, but is always lying around. 
Aus, Dog is suffering from some stomach trouble, perhaps gastric 
catarrh, Heneeds tobe toned up. Perhaps your dog does not get 
enough exercise, Perhaps he lies about thestovetoo much. Are his 
bowels free? If not, give him one or two tablespoonsful of castor oil. 
Feed him on mush boiled with scraps of meat. Weed him but once a 
day on the above, “seryed’’ cold. If he does not improve, have per- 
scription made up as follows: Fowler’s solution, 1 ounce; simple 
Syrup, 2 ounces; water to makes ounces. Dose, teaspoonful with 
food three times a day. 

M. F, H., Lambertyille-—Ii have a pointer dog which I purchased 
last winter. The man which I purchased him from said he was only 
six years old, He was very thin when I got him; I commenced feed- 
ing him well, and he got in fine order and was very lively in a short 
time. He got very poor again. when I would take him out for exer- 
cise he would get sick and yomit, then he would play out. I thoughn 
he had worms, andI got powders two different times; but he did not 
pass ae When Ii take him out now he yomits and plays out soon, 
and will not eal for three or four days after a small hunt. I notice he 
will never jump a fence when out, he will always iook well fora place 
togounder. At times he will take a bad spell. he will shake his head, 
and when he shakes his whole body he sounds inside like an empty 
barrel. Two weeks ago I took him out, he was very lively in ae 
start, and hunted well for a short time wheu he commencéd to 
lag and to vomit. He got downa small hill and could not get up 
again; I would lift him up, but he would fall tight back again. He 

laid there and would not notice me. He laid there about eight hours. 
He gave out behind. When he came to he got up and was very stiff, 
and remains so still. He is looking very bad and weak. This summer 
he would always dig a hole in the ground and layin it. What shall I 
do for him? Ans, Difficult to say what is the matter with your dog. 
Strengthening food and tonics are recommended, Get two ounces of 
Donovan’s solution of arsenic and give your dog five drops morning 
and evening in his food, and report result of treatment. This prepara- 
tion is poison, and the above dose must not be exceeded, nor must it 
be continued more than three weeks at a time. 

C. H., Paris, Ul=My pointer is about three years old, and had fits 
until the latter part of 1882. The next year he commenced having 
them again, and has had them ever since. He generally has the fib 
when I get about a mile and a half from home and it lasts about five 
or ten minutes, after which he gets up and runsaway fromme, He 
never has a fit except when IT take him hunting, and appears to be 
perfectly well at home. His appetite very good, can hardly eat 
enough. Ans, The fits may be epileptic or may result from a dis- 
ordered stomach. You probably feed your dog too highly, perhaps 
you feed him on raw meat, which is bad, except after a day’s hunt- 
ing and when the dog is working. Tlie ordmary food should contain 
only asmall amount of cooked meatin mush or some other farina- 
ceous material, 

H. C. C., Hartford, Conn.—My setter’s eyes have troubled him for 
some time by discharging from the inner corners, the discharge being 
the worst during and immediately after violent exercise, and at such 
times the corners look red and inflamed. In ons of the eyes there is 
a white substancé growing about one-quarter of an inch long and 
about as big around as a smal pin, It lies on the eye and is attached 
by one end inthe corner, Is there anything thatI can give the dog 
or do for him to get his eyes back fo a normal condition? Ans, You 
may get a solution of the sulphate of zinc, two grains to the ounce, 
and sponge your dog’s eyes and lids with a fins sponge twice daily, 
and also let two or three drops fall into the eye, We cannot tellfrom 
your description what the small tumor may be, You had better con- 
sult a veterinary surgeon. 

C., Mansfield, Mass.—-Pointer dog, two years old, stands quite high, 
rather slim built, weighs 45 or 50 pounds; color, liver and white. Last 
séason hunted him nearly every day and he performed as well as I 
could wish. This fall he acts played out. He gets tired with very 
little exercise and does not point one-half the birds; cannot find them, 
apparently. Shakes his head considerable, a ropy substance comes 
from mouth, and in the morning his eyes are full of thick matter. 
Appears to have a humor of some kind. Coat looks rusty. Appetite 
immense, eats everything he can get. I feed him johnny cake and 
scraps from the table, with occasional méal of meat, boiled, and the 
liquid mixed with meal, Will you please advise, through Forrsr 
AND STREAM, some remedy? Ans. You dog has worms. This ex- 
plains all his symptoms, Get two ounces of the oil of wormseed (Ol. 
chenepodii) and give him ten drops, three times daily, on a lump of 
sugar. Purge him first with two tablespoonsful of castor oil. Feed 
him lightly for the present. 

H. J. B., Buffalo, N. ¥Y.—l am the owner of a setter dog about six 
years old. Last spring he came running in from the street, and stand- 
ing in the room commenced totremble. His trembling seems te com- 
mence at the head and geis stronger as it reaches the hind legs, when 
he will fall to the floor, He will then tremble and streteh his legs, 
and appear yery stiff. He will remain in this position about two or 
three minutes, and will then geb up and shake himself and appear ijn 
as good health as before. Hehas had four of these attacks since 
last spring, the last one afew days ago. He seems to know every 
time he is going to have one of these attacks, for he comes in and 
rubs his head against me to attract my attention. He does not froth 
at the mouth, and seems to be looking right at meall the time he is 
in one of those spasms. Will you please tell me what ails my dog, 
and what I can dofor him? Hehad one of thosespeélis once when 
woodcock shooting. Please answer the above. Ans, Giye more par- 
ticulars about the dog; his general condition; how bis eatmg and 
digestion are; whether he has regular passages; examine the pas- 
sages for worms. Do not feed too highly, Only give raw meat when 
working, and very little cooked meat when idle. 

H. M. P., Phila._I have a twelve months old English setter bitch 
who has been so peculiarly affected that I would like to tell you of 
her. Sbe must be of a very sensitive, sympathetic, nervous system, 
Karly last summer, when between six and seven months of age, Thad 
her sent down to Cape May, and after riding eight or ten miles on 
steam ears, she became very sick of stomach and vomited profusely. 
Three months later, on her retnrn, she was similarly affected; ten 
days later I sent her only six miles on the railroad and again she was 
fearfully sick. On the 1vth inst, I had her brought to the city, as she 
Was in heat, to be served, it being her sixth or seventh day. While 
riding the six miles on steam curs she was not at all sick and came 
very near bemg lined at the ferry while my back was turned. After 
leaving the steam cars she had two miles to ride on horserailway and 
she was then sick worse than any time before, and the most peculiar 
part was that she at once went out of heat and would not take the 
dog that morning, nor any time after during the week when repeatedly 
the dog was let with her. I was very anxious lo haye her served 
and it was most proyoking indeed, that her ‘sea, sickness’? produced 
the effect it did. Did you ever hear of a similar case of dog sickness, 
and do you think that that morning’s ride causing the sick stomach 
caused her “heat” to leave her? What would you advise in such a 
case to prevent the sick stomach? Ans. The case of your bitch isnot 
aunique one, Thenext time you had better either have the dog 
brought to her or take time enough to allow her to rest over night 
after the journey. There are many remedies for this stomacti sick- 
ness, such as a tablespoonful of lime water in milk or five or ten drops 
of chloroform on a lump of sugar or drop doses of Fowler’s solution 
of arsenic, etc., but none of them are sure. 

Worms in Doas, one dose a cure. ‘'Cross Keys, Newport, Mon., 
April 1, 1873.—A very valuable retriever of mine has been losing his 
coat and looking very thin, and although treated by a veterinary and 
dog fancier, he did not in any way improve, so I gave him one-half 
of a Naldire’s Powder, and in twenty-five minutes he evacuated 27 
feet of a very broad tapeworm. My dog is new doimg well on one- 
half of the food he had before, and I say with others that nu one 
possessing dogs should be without Naldire’s Powders. C, Lewis.” 
Naldire’s Worm Powders, the great British remedy, are sold by 
McKesson & Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York, Price $1. Manu- 
facturers: Wright & Holdsworth, 3 Spur street, London, Hngland,— 

Rifle and Crap Shoating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CALIFORNIA STATE RIFLE ASSOCIATION. 

GAN FRANOISCO, Noy. 16:—The fall meeting of the California Rifle 
h) Association, which opened at Shei! Mound to-day, commencing at 
) A, M., was a great success in ail respects. Twenty teams were en- 
tered for the different matches, and as the scores will show, the 
shooting was aboye the average. Although in the afternoon a yery 
chilly wind sprang up, on the whole the day was as good as could 
have been desired. Seven team matches were shot, all the individual 
matches being left for next Sunday. Major Klose was the executive 
officer of the meet and conducted everything to the satisfaction of 
all the competitors. 
The first match which wasfor the trophy presented by Brigadier- 

General Dimond, was open to teams of six representatives from any 
military company, field and staff, Board of Officers, Police Depart- 
ment or rifle club now in existence; with Springfield rifle at 200 and 
500yds., 7 round: at each distance, the trophy to become the property 
of the team winning it three times at regular meétings of the Califor- 
nia Rifle Association. The scores are as follows: 

Police Team. 
200yds, 500vds. 

Officer’ Geany. 2 2532 shod accede e, 4545594—32  §445554—32—64 
Officer A T Wields...........2..2.... 4445455—81 4545545 —32—63 
Sergeant Chas Nash................. 5445504—82  55559344—30—62 
Officer Linville Sele eee eh ate Poe 4454454 —30 4552554—31—61 
Officer Peckinpah. ......,....-..-, 8544535—29  4544255—29—58 
WOMHCSr i Teele se ccistrertelauet ee aie 258454427 4355454 —30—b7— 365 

: Company C, First Infantry. 
Sergeant Klein........... 30 3i—64 Private Carson....... ...31 29—60 
Private Perkins.......... 29 38—62 Private Reige............ 27 38—60 
Private Cummings....... 28 32—60, Private Merriwether..... 27 29—56 

TOE 1s ae een ae nt ats pte eh oeheeee Caps hee hhied nee ET 362 
Presidio Rifle Club, 

Sergeant Connell....... 29 34-63 Corporal Oglivie......... 28 31—59 
Sergeant Brecle... -.,... 31 29—60 Corporal Hopkins 28 30—58 
Sergeant Kurst,...... .., 27 B2—59 Sergeant Cowen....._., +20 26—pd 

Rona leee a BME. ye Sas ce pee sins een Toeeeee. YP ofre sa rere yy p30) 
sompany C, Second Infantry. - 

Private Kubls........--.- 29 34—63 Private Robinson.,;..:,.29 29—68 
Lieutenant Mangels...,..30 29—59 Private Thierbach....,..30 27—57 
Sergeant Lempke...., ,.24 30—58 a 

NOt Fy pegsins pac Renwaiis Meee ape a malre se tide diately lay eel en eT 
wt 
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. : 

Second Regiment Board of Officers, 
Lieutenant Laufenberg..29 29—58 Lieutendnt Sime.........27 27-4 
Lieutenant Mangels...-.. 28 27—55 Captain Sprowl..... ..,.29 21—50 
Captain Breen .......-., 20 26—51 Lieutenant Warren.,..... 29 22—51 

GEIR LS ess tet acts, ett S eh, eee SRAM MD 2 SON an 819 
' The individual prizes were awarded as follows: Lieutenant Klein, 
Officer Geary and Private Kuhls. 

Siebe Team Match.—Open to teams of six representatives from any 
company of the National Guard who haye neyer made more than 70 
per cent. in any of California Rifle Association matches. Rounds, 
seven, wilh Springfield rifles, at 200yds. Entrance fee. $6. First prize, 
a trophy given by Captain Ludwig Siebe, retired N. G. C. 

. Company C, Third Infantry, 
Priv J M Dolan :....... 4845455—30) Capt A Van Haltren, ..3434444—26 
Priv A C Macalpime....5544544—30 Priv MT Nost.......... 434434436 
Privy George Yager....3545484d—28 Priv ZT WLeeler...... 4443343—25 

Aichi aheah Cea ad dake Oy ce oe ype ects iter rah 165 
Company BH, First Regiment. 

Lieutenant Brown.............. 30 Private Drady-..i.......e...0e 2: 26 
IBDIVAUE BETO VOSA cles bee it.b) esto 28 Private Pritchard ..-....-.0.-... 24 
Priyate Pendleton.......-...... 20) (Private Duikyyis.. ene, sen ash 23 

AUS Lh gers es Se alls sole te archaic siete ne peter atte be bicep loekie 157 
Company OQ, First Regiment, 200yds. 

Private Simpson...,,-...-...--- 30 Lieutenant Palmer.............. 23 
Sergeant Jansen,,.............- jee CEATV ACE SS OBI He beanie cae cians 23 
Private Kennedy ,-.----.-..-.: 26 Sergeant Paddock.............. 22 

SOT, eet Shek oe ye Soe wi em fare eae 9s ee es A oicentie Me 152 
Company A, Second Artillery. 

Sergeant Adams..-....,.,,--.,.28 Sergeant Strothers.............. 25 
Private Isaacs........--- Pe th 28 Private Martin................. 22 
Captain Simmons,-.,..-.. .,...26 Lieutenant Byrne...........,... 20 

ROG! te eters Fee, See Bars oe Sallis: ol Hanvcnel- Pa ht alte Ceiep 149 
Company G, First Regiment, 

Private. JOCheS =k. He bea 28 Private Lochbaum,............. 27 
IBrivAbeOvDPIOS, So. .2 nero: fS-: 22 28 Private Pembroke,-.-........... 20 
Sergeant Baldwin...,........... 28 Private Palm .....-....-.. 0.052. 16 

ED pierce oe See ab He ie cid Se ple Te Gao ain ols gts Ela, St Bh one 147 
Best Individual Scores. 

Private Simpson... ......,.... 30 Lieutenant Brown.......... ...-.50 
Private J M Dolan ...........-.. 30 

Centennial Trophy Team Match.—Open to teams of ten representa- 
tives from any regiment or batialion, N. G. U. 200 and 50)yds, 
Rounds, 7, at each distance, with Springfield rifles. Prize, the silver 
trophy presented to the Association by the city of San Francisco in 
1876, and won by the First Infantry lteziment, N. G. C., incompetition 
for five years previous to and including 1882, To become the property 
of the regiment or battalion winning it the most times in five years, 
commencing in 1883. Entrance fee, $15, 
Oct. 28, 1883; First Infantry Regiment... 2... ...ce.-1ceesecesee tase yitd 

First Infantry Regiment. 
ea ONEATI UIE, oon wore bn ene sence meat 55a444—32 9p44455—82—64 
PIG viGHTAGMs Le, ola. 56) Goce Was 4554444—30 4545545—82—62 
Lieut Klein ..................../...4445455-31 5Sdnotdd—31— 62 
Priv Barrerre |... eee eee tle wate 5545444 —31 4445544—30—61 
“ENR S gl  te a any y 4544444 20 4585455—31—60 
rijse NOMeT eer) epee euliees-- 4444444- 98 5853555—31—59 
Priv Merriwether. ........ Bo ete a 5484435- 28 8554554—31 —59 
TRPEPERAVEE > wire g. lie mle in wieek'eln oeteielsie s 444343426, 55b5834— 32—48 
MMEULSSUTONS. oe wn ose ue ee ces 8544445—29 4442554—28—57 
CELE eUPICe)  aey 2k e  s S es 454343427 =. 8525454—2B—55—597 

Second Regiment. 
Lieutenant Lauffenberg .33 29—62 Lientenant Warren...... 29 28—57 
Private Thierback....... 29 31—60 Lieutenant Sime......... 28 28—56 
Private Kuhls.....,...... 30 30—60 Captain Sprowl.......... 25 29—54 
Lieutenant Mangels......28 81—59 Sergeant Lempke. ......80 24—64 
Private Robertson,...... 28 30—58 Captain Brewer.......... 30 22—52 

572 
Third Regiment. 

Private Dolan............31 27—58 Corporal Hammond....,,28 16—44 
Sergeant Stewart........29 28—57 Sergeant Bruguyre...... 17 19—36 
Private Maginniss....... 28 24—52 Private Macalpine ...-.. 25 05—31 
Sergeant Meddleton......25 26-51 Sergeant HE Perrin... ... 23 07—30 
Private Yager............25 28-48 Sergeant C Poulsen...,. 28 02—A0 

Z 437, 
UR. A. 600yd. Mateh.—Open to teams of-five representatives from 

any regiment, battalion or company of the National Guard, army, or 
company of police, any military rifie under the rules, at 6COyds. 
Rounds 7, first prize a trophy. Entrance fee, $5: 

Police Team No. 1. Police Team No. 2. 
PATLLORUCIOS. nn: st cue vs 565455534 J P McOarthy................... 30 
Charles Nash....:..:.. 4454454—30 PD Linville....-.-...........2.. 29 
P Geary......... - ---.4444451—29 Sergeast Flemming........... 27 
y SPIER c= fof: ees Oe es B435535—28 Sergeant Gano...............- 26 
Peckinpah........--... B444453~26 Stauley................ 2.20. e eee, Bal 

147 136 
Presidio Rifle Club. Second Artillery, 

Sergeant Connell, .........-.... 30 Lieutenant Sime ...............31 
Sergeant Brede ..,....---)~---. 29 Lieutenant Warren..... ......-. 27 
Sergeant Leowen........)...... 27 Lieutenant Mangels............ 26 
Corporal Ogilyie-.. -. ........28 Private Robertson ............. 25 
Corporal Hopkins...........- 22 Private Kuhls... .2 0.0... 1p 

131 128 
j {Dunphy Team Mateh.—Open to teams of six representatives from 
any military company, field and staff, board of officers, police de- 
partment or rifle club now in existence, with any military rifle under 
the rules, at 200 and 400yds. Kounds 7 at each distance, Wntrance 
fee $10, first prize a trophy, presented by William Dunphy, Hisq., cost 
$75, to become the Rep of the teum winning it three times at 
regulary meetings of the C. R. A. 

Police Team, Company A. 
200yds. S0Gyds. 

AT Bields...-......2.s:--..2.,-2,.-.4554044—30 = 4505555 —34—64 
J PMcOarthy...- jaeeireens-->----D445444—30  4555455—23—63 
(ST ASO GD Oe ose es eee 4444555—81 6454455—82—63 
erehaN Yilies - eek sy dae seers Ss 5p54445—32  §444454—31—63_ 
PEGKINDAM ea oc =a tesa rete oe eee Ag454d4—29 Hd3d454—-30—59 
Weel eu ses feasts ene tee ese 548445429 = 4d. 4434 -29 583.70 

Inter-State Rifle Club. 
rivyate Kuhis..,. . .z..81 382—63 Private Perkins ...28 30—&d8 
rivate Uummings.,..,.21 28—59 Lieutenant Klein...28 20—57 

Private Barrere... .... 29 #29—58 Private Waltham..31 24—54—350 
Townsend Consolation Mateh,—Open to competitors who have 

never won a prize at the meelings of the ©. R. A., 200yds., 5 shots, 
With any military rife under the rules. 60 per cent. of net receipts to 
be di‘ided as prizes. First prize presented by Corp, L. R. Townsend 
Oompamy B, Firs Infantry, N. G.C. Other prizes, 25, 15,10 and 1 
per cent, respectively, of net receipt. Entries unlimited, entrance 
Tee, 50 cents. 
Seret Britle: 2 2.2. eo2,s 45545—23 Sergt Brooks.............ees eee 20 
Corp AH Hopkins........ psp Sven RLV WIGNS: airs betecsie eeice estate 20 
Priv Johnson ... ....... 4544522 Sergt Marcuse......2.. cceeeceee 19 
Priy Pesdleton........... 6444522 Priv Macalpin.. ............2.05 19 
Oapt G Teller...:,...,.:. 41544—21 SergtFlemming,.., -..........17 
Sergt C Adams..:.....,-- AdnAt— 21 SPriV BOAT. co icine wies esiere sew ower 17 
Scrgt Finnell _...... .......,.--21 CaptS O Summers ...... ..... 17 
Oorp Hoake..........- Pa scivart Qt Priv Macmartin......-......e.-6 1b 
The directors of the Association also shot a match at 200yds., 7 

rounds each, for a gold enameled medal, presented by the Associa- 
tion, The following scores were made: 
Lieut Sime. ........... §454545—32 Capt Teller...... -...- +3544444—28 
Sereh Nasly oo. sce... 5544445—81 Lieut Strong -..,-.... 8454444 —28 
Major Klose _.......... 4445535—30 Corp Townsend ....... 3243345—25 

Nov. 28.—The second day’s meet of the fall shooting of the Califor- 
nia Rifle Association was held at Shell Mound Park to-day, and was 
iven up to individual scoring. The day was clear, hardly any wind 
AES and food scores weremade. Licutenant Kuhnle made a clean 
score uf fifty, a fest that has never before been accomplished at any 
of the meetings of the association, Following are the prize winners: 

First Match\—F'or the medal presented by Gowernor C, Perkins.— 
Open to all members of the Association, the National Guard of Cali- 
fornia, army and navy. Entries unlimited. Rounds ten, with any 
inilitary rifle under the rules. 200yds. Five cash prizes, namely: 
$10, $8, $5, $4, $2, in addition to the medal, which is the first prize, 
To vecome the property of the marksman winning it three times at 
regular meetings of the C. R.A. Entrance fee $1. The trophy has 
heretofore been won as follows: Capt. J. Robertson, Nov. 21, 1880. 
store 47; Sergeant N. Williams, May 29, 1681, 47; Lieut. Fred Kuhnle, 
Oct. 16, 1881, 48; Lieut. Pred Kuhnle, Oct. 29, 1882, 48. Lieut. 6. I. 
Kelloge, May 26, 1883, 48; officer P. D. Linville, Oct, 28, 1883, 49; officer 
P. D. Lmviile, May 11, 1684. 49. Lieutenant Kuhnle having won it for 
the third time it becomes his property. 
Lieut F Kuhnle.........-.., Pais St ee Ob tbo te 55655555655 5—50 
JC Carson ..... ey ee vesneuescrepeeee sD £09545 6 6 547 
PD Linville. ..ccccscccsececcse casesers sey 4055654 4555-47 
HS LOVE Vn ste cr atest sat mret ea, weveceperee 045544656 45-46 
MG SAT TOVGs sos skhayeueeet eakimc nad mene ua vony oe DOr eOr ye me they eat) 
[PGT ore Oy eorrem nye rd Ouet tplbincct Oc 5565544554 4-45 

Second Match, For the California Powder Works Medal.—Open to 
all members of the association, National Guard of California, Army 
and Navy, 200 and 500yds., seven shots at each, any military rifle 
under the rules, entries limited to one each, to become the property 
of the marksman winning it three times at regular meetings of the 
C. R, A.; competitors for this trophy to use powder manufactured b 
the California Powder Works. Individual prizes, namely; $5, $3, $3, 
entrance fee $1. The trophy was heretofore won by Private George 
C. Thaxter, on October 23, 1883, score 61, and by Officer P, D, Linyille, 
on May 11, 1884, score 65: 

200yds. 5007yds. 
Net QUAN ASH: ln) sxe, on eee Ee 5055554 —S4 sbdbnoe 8468 
E BierdBe ye tetera nee Neat ise 5899095—33 6555455—24—67 
Sete Ona ee iy Ale dce Joes eaaiale, 56454443) 4555555—34—65 
AS ORTAOM. ole cs une ee eae eee 5454454—31 5555545 —34—65 

Six cash prizes: $15, $10, $7, $5, $2, $1. 
110 10 8 it 6 12—68 neh TET CS Pe ee leas 1 (0) 

BARUEDES San qty nate eho ateh op ene ee ate ~ elle SPS aT” 7a pe ea 
PD inven ene SOs) as tt 101262 
H Carr . epee aries ea OREN seo See ae Tf 0. 36 A050" 88) ai 69 
a) REGIST Soe yut ak be eee ne na Be eh) eh AS ott at re aaa 
CHAS Oanky e—e  ek Te R fesse LOS de Bae ee 9, 0) Debs 

THOMASTON, Conn,, Noy. 22.—Only a few riflemen were present 
on the range to-day. The weather conditions were a bright light and 
light 10 o'clock wind. Following are the scores: 
W_H Duonbar...,.... ..... Er saab ¥ Boe 11 12 1210 6 10 10 10 11 11—103 
CADP IHHATIS $34 pS so0g ee eee ek ee 11 9 911 Y11 11 8 12 12—101 
EOarr wn imes| ss meat muti Saree +. 12 9 9 B12 81001 6— 96 
Gy ASTRO TTT OL yarels ns Sates me Pea tle 11 8 612 8 8 8 $ il 12-93 
OE ORGH SY faces heehee teeta 8 51011 11 91110 9 9— 93 
Hed TA Perkins sHoves senso sa\ce nde ore 10 9 9 7 $1011 8 % 6— $5 

THOMASTON, Conn., Noy. 27.—The last shoot of the season for the 
badge took place to-day. The weather conditions were cloudy, with 
the wind changing from the 3 o’clock quarter to the 10 and ii, Fol- 

to) lowing are scores for the badge: 
ACS HUNOGar note Shoes, ecm anee W112 9 810 121112 9 9—108 
Webb uritbar, 225. on 30. Shee care wee 91011 910 8 9 10 12 11—100 
BIEL SOUR AE ea eas 10 8 9121110 712 8 11— 98 
BredsA. Perkins !.23.2454252664- arrens 912 8 910 7 9 11 12 10— 97 
GC Cantielal io sc s-n atone coe 912 91010 9 8 8 911— 955 
SOW GUID GT ner eartelcdee Raselat Mie viodte tee ee 71010 9 911 41 1110 7— 95 

9 912 810 9 7 
108 9 9 

) 9 8 11— 92 
91010 8 6 12—91 J A Lemmon 

c li 5 § 91110 5 71010— 88 W Kerwood............. 
BAe BOnHeLEN Sine stuky teeters eee -,109 1210 8 7 8 8 7 9— 86 
Following are some of the scores pool shooting. All ties divided 

money: 
First Pool. 

WH Dunbar .. 91011 911—50 ASHubbard.... 81010 9 9—46 
BH Sutliff...... 10 8 912 11—50 W Kerwood ....11 6 9 9 11—46 
EW Bennett... 10 91210 8—49 GA Lemmon....11 51010 9—45 
CF Williams....9 912 8 10—48 

Second Pool, 
WH Dunbar_..-. 8 910 1211—50 GALemmon,...10 §& 
AS Hubbard...1112 9 8 10—50 BH Sutliff...... 11 19 
F A Perkins,,,.. 912 8 9 10—48 W Kirkwood....10 

AS Hubbard.,,,12 7 9 
EF 

A 

9 9 9 45 
8 8 6—42 

5 7 10 10—42 

6 10 10 12 10—48 
Third Pool. 

1011 49 WH Dunbar... 
A Perkins..... 7 § 11 12 10—49 GA Lemmon...11 8 9 8 7—43 

Fourth Pool. 
AS Hubbard....12 1112 9 9—53 PFPA Perkins,....9 7 712 V—42 
W H Dnubar....11 1211 7 9 50 

Vifth Pool. 
AS Hubbard,...12 9 9 9 9—48 WH Dunbar....149 810 7 9—438 
EW Bennett,... 7 10 10 10 10—47 OF Williams.... 8 710 9 9—43 
GA Lemmon.,.1010 8 612-76 FA Perkins.._.- 611 9 7 T—40 
GO Gilbert...... 71010 9 9-45 

Sixth Pool. 
W 8 Dunbar 11101111 9-583 GHLemmon....11 8 8 10 10—47 
AS Hubbard 121010 9 10—51 HE W Bennett ...10 10 1012 5—a7 
GC Canfield.... 912 91010—50 @ F Williams.... 9 7 7 8 11—44 
G @ GiJbert...... 11111110 7-50 FF. A. Perkins....9 8 611 9-43 
BH Suilitf...... 10 712 811—18 WKerwood....8 811 4 $40 

Seventh Pool. 
A Hubbard ..... 121011 8 10—51 G CGilbert...... 6 8 8 9 B—42 
W H Dunbar....10 10 11 8 10—49 BH Sutiliff...... 7 9 8 7 10—41 
G@Canfield....... 9 § 8 911-45 FA Perkins.....8 8 710 7—40 
EW Bennett ...10 911 9 S—45 

Highth Pool, 
W H Dunbar,... 6 91112 8—49 BH Sutliff ..... 10 610 6 11—438 
G Canfield ...... 91010 9 11—48 F A Perkins.,...12 8 8 8 6—41 
GALemmon.... 81011 8 10—47 A Hubbard ..... 69 % 9 9—40 
EW Bennett....11 9 0 VY 8-44 

Ninth Pool. 
W HDunbar....12 11 12 8 8—51 G Canfield.......610 911 8—46 
EW Bennett.... 8 91210 9-48 BHSunutliff... .. 910 611 6—42 
A Hubbard....., 7 810 12 11—48 CF Williams.... 9 9 11 11 2—42 

Tenth Pool. 
G Oanfield....... 111110 9 11—52 EW Bennett,...10 911 7 1N—47 
W H Dunbar 1111 9 11 10—52 BH Sutliff...... 12 610 5 9—42 
A Hubbard...... 12 91210 8—51 

Eleventh Pool, 
WHDunbar .. 8 11 12 11 11-53 G Canfield...,...9 11 8% 10 10—48 
GALemmon....11 811 1010—50 BH Sutliff ....11 010 8 8-46 

‘49 EW Bennett....101010 4 9—43 CF Williams... 111012 9 
Twelfth Pool. 

CF Williams.... 8 10 11 10 10-49 GALemmon...,10 9 811 9—47 
EW Bennett....11 9 8 6 10—47 BH Sutiliff...... li 7 9 O 10—45 

This closes up the out-ofdoor shooting of the Empire Rifle Club 
for the season. Thereis some talk of haying a shooting gallery in- 
town during the winter. F, A, P. 
BOSTON, Noy. 27.—Members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association 

turned ontin large numbers to-day in order to take a Thanksgiving 
“whack” at the targets. Many members went out on the early trains, 
and managed to geb some good practice during the cbilly morning 
hours, returning to early dimmers at their homes, During the day 
there were seyeral military men present, shooting for the military 
medals, and a member of the 8th Infantry worked up the fine record 
of 24 out of 25 points. Private Shepard, of the Ist Cadets, also suc- 
ceeded in winning a bronze medal, The shooving conditions proved 

ebwbhellowtservcecle ccs, cae met anisee 6 7 8 91010 8 10 10—838 
W Gardner...... ae 34 CMSA MESO Ree 497848 68 7 7—68 

Decimal Rest Mateh, ' 
PSE y Grane ony \ea-l-siyO ducer Cee 101010 91010 & 9 8 9—%B 

Victory Match, 
CES CEDY ey, Wie tie te eee aie ee 84% 7 8 9 71010 7 Y—80 
TRO SEY) Cd 1s MOURA IPA hays 4 ge BG Boot, 9980 ei is 59) G72 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
"Wir GHanles...0 2). eu oee wtb te NER can 5 6 5 & 5 5 5b—46 
DISD VIS' es.) 010) j-oe eta oe Seen reo ted 45445 5 4 4 5 5-45 
SECIS a ccee cee eet Gay oles Se wale d4a4$6445 5 45 444 

Rest Match. 
J MEtMIRG! pane renee Le inet pin Gin¥ 810 9 7 8 7 9 7 4-8 
TRLabs. 19 9 ashen nek Loken WATS eee tLe 6101) 7 69 9 7 # 8-81 
H J Pingree...,....:.- Use nieedteers oe 10410 6 7 4 7 5 8 5-65 
SETURL > Vi) <n eel se aera are ee 657269 5 56 8 5—58 

Creedmoor Practica Match. 
@W Berry .2....2.2. 455455455547 J Wi Darmody (mil). .38445444444—40 
W Gardner ... .... 645455455547 RS Wimsby (mil)... 454844444440 
D Kirkwood... .....5555545445—47 W J Meadows ...... §355448454—40 
F W Perkins (mil). .5554435445—44 3 © Sheppard (mil), .4514435443—38 
AB Areher,......., 444554444442 Hj OB Buckson (mil) 546334442236 

WORCESTER, Mass., Noy. 27,—The weekly meet at) Pine Grove 
Range to day attracted only a few of the sportsmen that were wilhbg 
to shoot for arecord. The following are the only scores obtainable: 

A © White...:..-.. Mee Gere Rowe 565465 55455 5 4-33 
TaN CH TOCTIIAN peepee ey ee re 4456554 5-82 444445 4—29 
Stedman Olark.... ........ ...5455 45 4—382 544545 4—al 
GCARATIGN? a aie arse. ere 454455 4—81 4454465 4-30 
L Thomas,....:-....- pene tees. 556445 4 2—29 4444594 4-2 

American Decimal. 
EA IGPWWUNLDAy owas tes clad ces 10 9 9 9 10 10 8—65 9101010 9 4 5—57 

American Decimal Rest. 
A © White. ..-..-. ., ita sree ae 91010101010 910 8 10—96 
fh, NHOMAS ss ie ar ehetent Sea tee alee 1010 $10 97010 9 9 9—95 
GzAS AHen el soe arce meh es tend 10 910 9 9 9 0 910 10-98 

GARDNER, Mass., Nov/27.—There was an interesting meet of mem 
pers of the Gardner Rifle Olub to-day at Hackmatack Range. The 
American decimal target was used shooting off-hand, distance 
200hds., with a possible 100. The result was as follows: 
GDM Ssworth: - ).2- seeker ces) UPUNTCHOIS 202 ~ sare epee ee r= SL 
G Fordyce......-.- Klct e hoe besres 91 WC Loveland..........-.: = 5 vir 
GO Emery ..-......2,..- :2..:---87 ON Hdgell.... ,..,.-..-:.-.--- 70 
A Mathews. .i,.-....-..---..-..,82 HB Parker. .-...--.0-+-ss--s00s: . 68 

Nov. 27. —The rifle match between the Iris NEW LONDON, Conn ; 
y ‘én, and a team composed of members of rifle team of New Haven. ) : : , 

batteries A und C, Fourth United Siates Artillery, took place at Fort 
Trumbull to-day. Scores at 200yds; Fort Trumbull Team (possible a5) 

‘ 

—Sergt. Reise 28, Seret. Parker 27, Seret. Lowry 29, Corp. Silvey 14, 
Musician Curran 30, Priy. Crist28, Priv. Phillips 28, Priv, Fay 28, Sergt. 
Hayes 19, Sergt. Anderson 27, Sergt. Wriedman 21, Corp, Stamford 28, 
total 307, New Haven Team.—O"Brien 29, Landers 29, O*Connor 31, 
Murphy 27, Purcell 28, Henahan 25, P, O’Connell 28, Hackett 22. Brad- 
ley 27, O'Connell 28, Gaffney 23. Dunn 26, total 323. At 500yds. the 
scores were as follows: Fort Trumbull Team.—Riese 29, Parker 21, 
Lowry 27, Silvey 18, Curran29, Crist 21, Phillips 20, Fay 16, Hayes 28, 
Anderson 19, Friedman 19, Stamford 35, total 282. New Haven Team, 
—O’Brien 30, Landers 27, O'Connor 21, Murphy 15, Purcell 29, Hena- 
han 25, P. O’Connell 8, Hackett 8, Bradley 16, O’Connell 27, Gaffney 8, 
Dunn 17, total 231, The fort team won the match by 35. Arrange- 
ments will be made for a return match at New Hayen at an early 
date, Th 500yds. range is from the fort to Powder Island, and the 
See rats upon the water bothered the visitors. A strong wind pre- 
vailed. 

PISTOL MARKSMEN.—The noveity which Mr, Conlin has lately in: 
troduced into his Navional Gallery, in the shape of the French target, 
from the famous shooting gallery of Gastine Renetté, of Paris, is at- 
tracting a great deal of attention, and a large number of the craek 
and fancy shooters congregate nightly, to try their hands, eyes and 
nerves at this novel bullseye. The contest between Mr. R. V. R. 
Schuyler and Mr. Juhn Blydenburgh, has been very interesting ; both 
gentlemen making full seores. The ten shots of each of these distin- 
guished marksmen could be covered with a ten-cent piece. The 
shooting of Mr. Bird, which was done with plain open sights, was very 
fine, Mr. Griffin, who shoots at the word, has proved himself a very 
expert rifleman. Mr, Chase made 16 bullseyes out of 20 shots, which 
is very fine work. 

Tm rifle shooting the leading scores are, possible 70; J. B. Rlyden- 
burgh. full seore; R, V. R. Schuyler, full score; BR. VY. R, Schuyler, 66 
at the word; George Bird (open sights), 66 at the word; Maynard 
Bixby 66, G. W. Hamilton 64, W. R. Griffin 64, J. A. Wheelock 64, R. 
B. Lee 64, A. M. Donnelly 62, W. Scott Simms 62, W. R. Waite 62, J. 
¥. O'Connor 62, J. P. Lower 60. 4 

Pistol shooting.—Possgible 84: Dr. Marsh 74, D. A. Davis V1, Chas. F, 
Jones 70. Possible 70: Wm, M. Chase 60, Eugene Higgins (at word) 
52, Mr. Durand (with revolver) 88, Geo. Bird 37. 

WALTHAM, Mass , Noy. 27,—The scores of the Hillside Rifle Club 
to-day were as below: , 

First Team—200yd. Range. Second Team—200yd. Range. 
I, O Dennison....... 443544455442 © A Emerson... 4445444554—43 
HL Whiteing,...,..5534533435—40 frank Dunlap...., .5444454355—48 
George Strickland. .4443345253--87 George Green ....,.3454444444—40 
RB Edes (mil).._... #44503841383—35 Gifford Bassett..... 4444445435—41 
W HStone,.,.,.,...4454444444 41 J R Monroe....,.... 4444445434 40) 

195 207 

NEWARK, N. J. Nov. 2},—At the regular monthly meeting of the 
Newark Rifle Association, held this evening, it was decided to hold a 
winter tournament, the date to be settled at next meeting, The sec- 
retary was instructed to invite all clubs interested in gallery shooting, 
either in or out of the city, to participate. The Association invites 
clubs from Elizabeth, Paterson, Jersey City, Roseville, Orange and 
Orange Valley, to send two delegates each to make arrangements. 

BULLSHBNAD RIFLE CLUB, Thursday, Nov. 20,—i22ing target. 
possible 120: G. Zimmermann 117, M. Dorrler 117, W, A. Ross 117, CG. 
Rein 116, E. Holzmann 115, B, Walter 106, G. Wendelken 96, J. Sher- 
idan 96, D. Holland 95, J, Shaw 94, D, Lounitzki 91. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested to write ow one side of the puper only. 

THE CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT. 

Kditor Forest and Streani: 
The following letter will prove of special interest to those expect- 

ing to attend the tournament, viz: 
“The Ligowsky Clay-Pireon Co., Cincinnati, O—Genis; As to 

board, the ‘boys’ need not fear $5 rates for board; leave it to me, and 
have them address me someé time in advance, and I will engage rooms 
for a great deal iess, yiz.. $1 to 2.50 per day with board. But so as to 
assure them and to be sure themselves, let them advise me awhile 
before coming. Certainly. if they wish to put wp at the St. Charles 
there will be no doubt about their paying $5, this is the only place 
where they will. J-would adyise them to engage rooms at least two 
weeks in advance for their own safety. I will attend to it for any one 
writing to mein time. Assure them that] will do all I cab to make 
every one comfortable who comes tothe shoot. And if any desire to 
come awhile in advance and make some good hunts, haye them call 
on me, and IT assure them plenty of birds, good dogs and lots of fun, 
Very truly yours, A. Carbona, JRr., Mem. Exec, Com., 126 Huterpe 
St., New Orleans, La.” 

H. W. Wager, of Marlboro, Mass., wrifes: “I think we shall have a 
nice little delegation to go to New Orleans this winter. I kmow of 
quite a number that have promised to go.” 

C. M. Stark, of North Dunbarton, N. H., writes: ‘The "Exeters,’ T 
understand, will go to New Orleans, although I think we shall not 
have our original team of five.** 
The Boston, Mass., Gun Club has entered. 
Clubs are requested to remit entrance fees at an early date, and. 

thus secure choice of position in being called to the score. 
Ligowsky C, P. Co, 

PARKVILLE, L. I.. Noy. 28.—At a glass ball mateh shot at this 
lace yesterday between the Flatbush and Parkville Gun clubs, the 
Parkville boys came out ontop. The score of the Parkyille Club is 
very good, as the majority of the boys neyer shot betore from a re- 
yolving trap such as was used yesterday. The Flatbush men took 
their defeat with good grace, and promise to out-shoot the others on 
Christmas Day. Score: 

Parkville, Fletbush. 
D Rumph .11110000009101110001— 9 J Batty. ..01001111010111101101—18 

C Wise..... 1111119911014111391—19 Skidmore. 11000111010111111111—15 
A Balzer. .11010001101110111111—14 © Leary. , .01110001011011111147—14 
H Balzer...01101110117111011100—14 BW Miller. . .10011101000100110101—10 
EH Cook... .01000001117110010000— & J Miller, ..11111111011011100011—15 
Hegeman, 01011111101110000100—11 If Magnus. 10100110101101101111—15 
L Murray .10000010001001000001— 5 A Staites. .11110111010100111011—14 
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MONTGOMERY SHOOTING CLUB.—Montgomery, Ala., Nov. £5,— 
Mateh for diamond badge, 25yds., one barrel: 
Manton! =~ 5-(0:\4 )a-feeas TCIM el—Deloncds pe Seeesd an | 1 See 11id —3 
Marks) Ay jig ere es 111104 Ledyard ........ fates ful 0100-2 
Hautehings\ ie oie ess Vad etd) Dadigi ess ans, Oe ee. 10 ww—l 
Randolp weesseeeee 101 1-8 

CARTRIDGE MAKING.—Many of my friends who live in the 
country and have more time than city men, and load their center-fire 
rifle eartrilges, complain of the expense of prime?s and the necessity 
of haying a tool for priming; of the want of durability of the ordinary 
rifle shells, and of the time and patience consumed in byllet-moulding. 
I write to inquire of you as to the practicability—iirst, of having the 
rifle brass shells made heavier and thicker and stronger, or of having 
them made of steel; second, of having the heads madeto unscrew 
from a nipple, as in some shot shells (I think Baker's), allowing an 
ordinary cap to be used in place of primer, and to be put on with the 
fingers; third, of moulding many bullets ata time by having a large 
mould, which is dipped, open, into the pot of melted lead and there 
closed, inclosing the Jead in the cayities and dropping it out as bul- 
lets when hard. There would be no canal or opening into the mould 
when closed, the intention being to have it inclose the hot lead and 
keep ituntil cold. Ifthisis practicable, a mould witha face 2x3in. 
could each time mould 15 round .44-cal. bullets and would greatly 
Save time.—G. 4.5. 
SHOT OR BA cle rae ne Mass., Nov. 19.—This summer I 

witnessed a performances of Buffalo Bill’s show at Beacon Park, near 
Boston. One of the attractions was the breaking of glass balls by 
Buffalo Bill, using Winchester rifle, while riding at full speed on 
horseback. The balls were thrown in the air by a mounted attendant. 
Will you please state through fhe columns of Forest Anp SraEam, 
your opinion as to a rifle ‘ball or shot being used to break them, My 
opinion is thatshotis used, audif you decide contrary, in my next 
letter 1 will state my reasous for thinking so.—F. F. L. [Itis claimed 
that bullets are used, and several investigations have seemingly veri- 
fied this claim.,] 
OLEVELAND, 0.-The badges were shot for by the Hast End 

Gun Clob of Cleveland. O., Thursday, Noy. 20. First badge, wou by 
H. Beahlan, score 1$ out of a possible 20—10 glass balls and 10 clay- 
pigeons. Second by C. H Kilby, scora 17. Our club was organized 
March 18, 1584. Wenow haye thirty-six members and allin 4 pros- 
fee condition. QOurvegular sboots are on the first and second 
hursday of each month.—C. H, K. 

How WOULD You Like 17 to have your wife and children in want of 
the necessaries of life? Many families have suffered this from the 
death of a prolector who See as htile as you, Moral; Insure 
in phe Travelers, of Harjford, Conn.—ddu, 
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Gnsweri fo Correspondents. 
Sunscrimer, Philadelphia,—The is of food reputation. You 

pri learn the prices by applying at some of the gun stores in your- 
city. 
S.X., Newark, N. J.—The dimensious of the Mohican sail are: Foot 
ft. Gin., head 10ft., loft 3ft,, leech i2ft. 4in., tack to head 12fb. fin., 

clew to throat 9ff, 10in., ares O5ft. 

if, OG. K., Meadville, Pa,—Your deseription is entirely too vague, 
and we cannot identify the bird. Weshoulu think that perhaps it 
might have been the Florida gallinule (Gallinula galeatn). 

W. 0. G., Nashna, N, H.—The .32-caliber cartridges are made with 
20 srains of powder. and again with an express shell of 50 grains. The 
38-valiber is chambered for shells of 40 and 60 grains powder. 
A.S, H,, Milford, Mass.—The canoe is 14ft.x30in., see scale on 

drawing. Tt could be built of canyas, but would be heavier A cedar 
canee would cost from $110 to $125 without sails or centerboard. No 
other drawings are published, 
New READER, Philadelphia, Pa—i. We know of no better method 

than painting. 2. There have been no previous articles on the sub- 
ject, 8. The “Shadow” canoes was illustrated In FoRmsST AND STREAM 
May 24and 31,1883. 4. Brentano’s, No.5 Union Square, N.Y. 5. See 
files of Forest AND SrReam for 1883 and iss4 for articles on canoeing, 
We shall suortly publish all the articles in book form. 

Canaeing. 

A HIDDEN OBSTRUCTION. 

O* pleasant day this fall a canoeist lannched his boat fora morn 
ing paddle in the direction of Marmalade Lodge. The tide was 

running ebb with a speed that made paddling difficult, and in accord- 
ance with established usage, the paddler held well inshore up alone 
the Harbor wall, and when he came to the open dock prepared to run 
under it along between the piles, as he had often done before. Com- 
ing ap at a brisk pace, he put on an extra spurt to carry him well 
through, and laid back leisurely, paddle in hand. The canoe glided 
on swiftly and quietly into the opening, when suddenly she stopped 
short and rebounded twice her length, as though propelled by a 
spring. The erew started up astonished; the passaze bad always 
been clear and no obstruction was now visible. He looked carefully, 
saw nothing, gaye a faw hearty strokes and tried it again; the canoe 
went in a little further than before, but stopped as suddenly, and 
When he tried to back out she was stuck fast. A thrust about the 
bow with the paddle showed all clear there, no line or hidden log, 
and aft the same way; but she would not moye either way. Finally, 
after listing her, she was backed out, the helm sadly pul.to port, and 
that bridge abandoned for the time by the thoroughly mystified crew, 
as be paddled on around the dock in the full force of the tide. Just 
aboye the pretty retreat known to canoeists as Juliet’s Bower, is an- 
other similar dock, and here could be no obstruction. At it he went, 
full foree, glided rapidly in in triumph, and flew as quickly out. 
Alarm began now to mingle with amazement, and the canoeist, thor- 
oughly puzzled, rested fora minute m deep thought, and then resolved 
to solye the mystery or perish. He backed off, braced his feet firmly, 
held the pad@le like a racer waiting for the word “Go,” then took a 
dip with it, when a thought struck him, He stopped, threw @ quick 
flance over his starboard shoulder, dropped his paddle, held his head 
in his hands and wept. When he had subdued his emotion be re- 
sumed his paddle and struck clear of all docks, out where the tide was 
strongest and swiftest, to his destination, Now, when he goes out for 
a Beeule, he makes sure before starting that his nizzen mast is not 
stepped, 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

CANOE AND CAMP COOKERY. 

X.— MISCELLANEOUS (CONCLUDED). 

Welsh. Rarebit.—Cut bread into slices about one inch in thickness 
and pare off the crust. Toast the slices slightly without hardening or 
burniog and spread with butter) cut slices of cheese not quite as large 
as the bread, lay if on the bread, and toast all over the fire ona 
broiler, Be carefy] that the cheese does not burn, and let it be equally 
melted. Spread over the top 4 little mustard already prepared and 
seasoning of pepper, and serve very hot. 

Priced Bread for Soups,—Cut stile bread into square pieces, and fry 
in boiling fat for an instant, Tale care it does not burn, removing it 
as S000 as brown, 

Coffee —The simplest way to make good coffee ig to put into the 
pottwo tablespoonfuls of the ground and browned berry to each 
cuptul of the beyerage, Pour on cold water to the required amouut, 
remove it from the fire when it first hols up, let it stand a few mo- 
ments in a warm place, and then pour into the pot half a cup of cold 
water to settle it. 

Coffee again.—If the ground coffee is running low or the cook 
Wishes to economize and has plenty of time and utensils. I wiil give 
him 2 receipt whichrequirés much less of the berry to produce the 
required strength, as follows: Put the dry coffee into the pot, and 
heatit, stirring it constantly. Ther pour over it oe quartof boiling 
water to every two tablespoonfuls ot coffee, and set the pot where 
it will keep hot but not boil. After standing ten or fifteen minutes it 
is ready to drink. . 
Tea,—For most teas the right 

tea for every teacup that is tobe drawn and one “for the pot." The 
simplest method of making il is to put cold water on the tea in the 
pot, set over the fire and letit almost boil. Just as it begins to steam 
remove it to a place less hot, where it will simmer and not boil for 
five minutes. Ifit boils or simmers too long the tannin will be dis- 
solyed, and the tea will have’ a disagreeable astringent tastes. When 
the liquid is all used Gutiof the pot [donot throw away the “grounds,” 
bub add ope-half the quantity for the next drawing and so on till the 
potis one-third full of grounds, when it is all emptied and the pot 
thoroughly washed. In warm weather ordinary lake or river walter 
will taste cooler if poured into a pot containing grounds from which 
tea has been made, allowed to stand awhile and then drunk. 

SENEGA. 

A CRUISING COMPANION WANTED.—A eanoeist, who proposes 
to. startin February next on a cruise down the Ohio and Mississippi 
to New Orleans, thence by steamer to Para, and from there up the 
Amazon River, wishes to meet a companion who will make the trip 
with him, Any one desiring to learn further particulars can do so by 
addressing J. T., care of Forms? anp STREAM, 

PERSONAL—Mr. L. L. Coudert, of the N. ¥. 6, C,, has returned 
to New York from Montana for the winter. Messrs, Munroe and Per- 
rin leave for Florida the Jatter part of this month. Dr. Neidé is now 
settled in New Orleans for the winter, and all letters addressed to 
New Orleans willreach him. §. D. Kendall is still a@@arpon Springs, 

Pachting. — 

CRUISING ON LAKE ONTARIO. 

HE yacht in which our cruise was made was of eight tons, yawl 
rigged, withiron ballast, two tons on the keel, no centerboard 

and a similar amount bolted to the keelson inside. Her frames an 
timbers Lhroughout are of white oak, planking of clear white pine, 
The deck although flush has ne cockpit, the cabin being entered by a 
sliding hatch on top of trunk, Asmall water tight well accommo- 
datrs the steersman, the resulfof which arrangement is that when 
the cabin hatch is closed no water can Bese y go into the boat, Her 
extreme Jength was 35ft., beam (fl. 3in., depth 7ft. 
Aug. 3.—Our trip was arranged rather hurriedly, and the boat was 

new and on her frst crnise. Asis usual under such circumstances 
at the tinie appointed forstarbing nothing wasready. Our cook, who 
was to baye had everything stowed, had not putin an appearance, 
‘The provisions were scattered about the club nouse. The crockery, 
lanterns and mattresses had not been sent down. and it became evi- 
dent to the crew that instead of hoisting canyas at 1 P, M., they had 
several hours’ hard work ahead of them, but as there was a vast 
amount of oyelty to be worked off, this gave them a geod opportu- 
‘nity, and al] went to work with a will, and by 5 P. M. everything was 
ready. Mizzen and mainsail were up, the boat pulled out tothe end 
of the dock, word givento hoist the jib, and ina few seconds more 
she was gathering way, bound for Vakyille. Now Oakville is west of 
Toronto twenty-two miles,and if was our intention to go east to 

_ Kingston (180 miles) and then down the St, Lawrence, and eventually 
coast up the American side of the lake to Niagara River, and then 
run straight across home, hut the wind had been blowing trom the 
east for a couple of days, and we judged that it must have kicked up 

neh a sea outside that beauing down would be bard, web work, and 
ba a we can generally take the weather as it comes, decided that 

A> Sor 

roportion is one tablespoonful of 

for He) as we were not in a hurry, would see how it felt to be run- 
nibg frée, 
On potting outside we were greatly disappointed to find hardly any 

wind but plenty of sea. Light puifsfrom ajb quarters pyenvially, 
brought us abreast of Port Credit (at which port, as is nof uhusua 
the light was out) and as it was now 10 P. M., and cooking supper had 
been postponed on account of the heavy roll,it was unanimously 
agreed to run in for the night, which was done. 
The boys were soon gathered around an impromptu table on the 

piers, vainly endeavoring to avoid swallowing(large quantities of sand 
ies with their supper, but then a yachtsman’s appetite can easily 

stand little inconveniences of this kind, in fact, the only thing they 
cat and won't stand is a shortage in the grub department. ; 
After supper all hands went up-town, but found that the inhabi 

tabts had retired for the night: they. therefore returned and turned 
in, but not to sleep, for half of them seemed wound up, and persua- 
sion, threats, and profanity from the other half had no quiéting 
effect, and songs, stories aud practical jokes on the sleepy ones, was 
the order of the night, 

Before daylight everybody fell asleep, thoroughly tired out, and 
when the natives came down to pay a yisit about 10 A. M., feund no 
one moving aboard, and the burning lantern stil] hanging in the lifts, 
but at 11:30 we were ready to hoist canvas aud continue on to Oak- 
ville. The run of nine miles being made in one hour and fifteen min- 
utes; the wind being off shore and squally, sometimes we were laid 
over to the cabin house, and again hardly enough wind to give steer- 
age way. 
A short stay was made at Oakville, and then started for Toronto, 

the wind at first being abeam and light, but was soon followed by a 
thunder squall. which made us slightly reduce canvas. The mizzen 
Was stowed and the mainsail double reefed. the jib being left stand 
ing, as the wind was now coming over the quarter, but during one 
put the peak of the main had to be lowered, after which the wind 
fell very light; reefs were shaken out and the mizzen hoisted, and we 
arrived off the club house before dark. where we remained all night, 
and next morning, Aug. 4, started on the long run down the lake. 
A lightbreeze came out of the S. W. (over the quarter), and every 

rag being set we began to slip through the water at a very respect- 
able rate. About half an hour after starting, it bezan to dawn on us 
that something was wroug with the skiff towing astern, as she was 
yawing at arate that promised soon to upset her. On examination 
it turned ont that some bright genius had taken the ballast out of the 
stern, which accounted for the erratic movements; and now arose 
the question what to putin her. After examining our various stores, 
decided to put a quantity of suspicious-looking black bottles, little 
thinking of the amusement this cargo would create when we arrived 
at our first port (Darlington), and when we did make this pretty httle 
harbor about 4 P. M,, it was some time before we could ses through 
the joke that was being passed around the crowd on the piers at our 
expense, Whether the aforesaid bottles had anything to do with it 
or not, certain itis that a couple of hours after dark several of the 
boys from the town came down to see us, and made themselves very 
agreeable; so much so, in fact, that they hovered around all night, 
but as they were already half sprung, we concluded not to accept 
various hints about the great distance to the nearest tavern. 
Next morning, Aug. 5, started early for Port Hope with lirht north 

breeze, and arrived there in the middle of a stiff rain squall, at 10 A. 
M. The wiad was sostrong, that we made in between the piers under 
mizzen and jib only, and were traveling at aratiling pace. Our ob- 
ject in going in here was to pick up two friends who were to accom- 
pany us, at least as far as the foot of the lake, but we had difficulty in 
finding them which, coupled with delay in getting some provisions 
aboard. made it 5 P. M,, before we got again started, The wind had 
now fallen so light that it was almost dark when we passed Cobourg, 
distant seven miles, but judging from the appearance of the sky, 
coupled with the barometer, we were going to have plenty of wind 
before morning, and the judgment was fully verified. About 8&P.M., 
the sky being very dirty looking, and hot puffs striking every few 
minntes and then dying away, it wasdecided to double reef the jib— 
which, by the way, is no small job on this craft—then the mizzen was 
stowed, as from appearances the wind was going to come over the 
quarter, and the mizzen makes a yawl gripe badly when running free, 
By the time these operations were complete, the wind bad started up 
pretty fresh from the §, W., and had brought down quite a sea with 
it, and the skipper now ordered two reefs down in the mainsail, and 
this being done, the course was laid for Kingston. 
The wind now steadily increased, and we were congratulating our- 

selyes on making a splendid run before morning, but at 11 o'clock it 
fairly began to howl and we were anxious to again reef the mainsail, 
but the sea had got so high that it was concluded to-simply drop the 
peak, We were now abreast of the mail steamer bound down, and 
kept up with her as long as we remained on the same course (these 
boats make thirteen miles per hour), but when nearing the Bonnet 
Light we coneluled to run under Nicholas Island for shelter; this 
tura now put us dead before the sea, which was higher than ever, 
and our yacht under what we knew to be too much canvas, was 
handling splendidly, butrolling the life out of one of the crew who was 
closed up down in the cabin, and the others hanging on like grim 
death, The steersman not being able to hang on to anything was 
lashed to the mizzen shrouds. 
The scene at this time was magnificent, the Bonnet Light showing 

up brilliantly every time we rose on the crest of a sea, aud dying out 
of sisht when down in the trough, every wave following looked as if 
it were going to sweep the deck, but the only water taken aboard was 
over the bows, and an occasional dip amidships. The bluif, rocky 
shore of Nicholas Island was one mass of foam, presenting anything 
but an inviting appearance as the moon occasionally shone through 
the flying sand. ; 
The anchor was now got ready, and as we fairly few around the 

point the mainsheet was hauled in, and in a couple of minutes the 
boat's head was in the wind, and as she gathered stermway the 
unchor was let fo with fifteen fathoms of chain, although we were 
lying in aboul three fathoms ef water. But even now there was no 
certainty of being able to lie here until morning, for the island is 
small and the sea, coming in around both sides, was rolling our rails 
under. 
Lota were now drawn to see who would stand the anchor watches, 

the skipper declining to draw, as he concluded hé had had enough 
work for one night, and the lucky ones turned in after doing ample 
justice to a heavy, cold SUDD Er Fortunately the anchor held, and 
with the exception of the half frozen anchor watch, all enjoyed a 
sound night’s res. 

It may be interesting to those who live in warmer climates to know 
what quantity of clothes this half frozen watch had on on the morning 
of Aug.5. In addition to ordinary underwear, a heavy suit of clothes, 
a pea jacket, one heavy-lined ulster, two oilskin coats. a railway rug, 
and then wrapped up in the jib. 

In the morning all were agreeably surprised to find that we were 
facing a comfortable-lookmg farmhouse, and that the sea had mod- 
erated sufficiently to admit (after a good deal of maneuvering and 
oue upset) of landing in the skiff, and in a short time a good supply 
of fresh milk, butter, eggs and berries were added to the bill of fare, 
and a splendid breakfast followed, after which we weighed anchor 
and stood out from under the shelter of the island to find that the sea 
was still very heavy, but that the wind was uot so high, and once 
niore we laid our course for Kingston, DEEP DRAuGart, 

[To BE CONTINUED. | 

OURSELVES AS OTHERS SEE US. 

Hi publish below a letter to the London [eld from a well-known 
English yachtsman, in which he gives an outspoken and candid 

criticism of American yachting. While condemning some features, 
Mr. Forwood has a hearty commendation of our yachtsmen, and as 
his letter is evidently written in a fair and impartial spirit, there is 
much in it that is worthy of a careful reading; 

YACHT RACING IN AMERICA, 
Sm—tit is not often that an Hnglish Corinthian has the opportunity 

of sailing a match on board an American yacht in American waters, 
and, therefore, 1 propose to give your readers my experience, that 
they may be able to form some idea of the position of the sport in 
this country. 
By the kindness of the owner, Dr. Barron, I formed one of the Cor- 

inthian crew of his sloop Athlon, in a race sailed in the open outside 
Sandy Hook, under the flag of the Seawanhaka ¥Y. C. The regatta 
was for first, seeund and third class yachts; but, owing to the success 
of the eutter this year, the American sloops are sulky, and the entry 
was avery meagre one. The celebrated sloop Fanny temained at 
her moorings off Staten Island, not caring to again try conclusions 
with the deep-keeled cutter Bedouin, Not so, however, with the 
Athion; her owner and his Corinthians are true sportsmen, and 
wherever there is a race in her class the Athlon puts in an appear- 
ance, Her owner has a profound belief in the American sloop, and 
built the Athlon this spring specially to lower the fags of the Harvey 
cutters; and, though he has had many a stern chase, I believe he still 
hues to the hope that when he finds the trim of his ship she will whip 
ereation. 
The Arhlon is deeper than the old type of American sloap, as she 

draws tift. of water when her board is up, and 13ft, when 1f is down. 
Her dimensions are: Len th on the waterline 52ff, 2in., beam 17ft. 
4in.; tonnage 28, and she earries 19 tons of lead ballast. 
Her competitors were two cutlers, built from Harvey's designs— 

the Bedouin (a very handsome poat of our cruiser type) and the Uriva 
(a smaller vessel of similar proportions). Their dimensions are: 
Bedoum—Leneth (waterline! 70ft,, beam 15ft. 6in., draft ft. Gin. 
Oriva—Length (waterline) S0ft., beam 11ft, 8in,, draft 9ft. kin, 
The Bedouin is # more powerful vessel than the Athlon, but the 

—— : 

Oriya is considerably smaller; in fact the Oriva belongs to the second 
class, but as nosecond classsloop cared to enter agaiust her, sha 
pluckily took her place in the first class. 
The course was twenty miles due south, round # markboat and 

home again, and as the wind was northerly, this resolved itself mto 
a dead run and a beat home. The wind was fresh which made a 
nasty shorfsea. Thestart was a flying one. When the second gun 
fired we were all some distance tothe north of the flagship, hove to 
discussing which side the spinnaker should be set; though it ought to 
haye been obyious that there was westering in the wind, and the kites 
should he setto starboard. The Athlou, however, ran her spinnaker to 
port, with the result of an immediate gybe off, giving no time to let go 
or cut the preventer backstay ; the topmast was, however, a good stick 
and no harm was done. J expected to seé the sloop with her center- 
board up run away from the cutters, but no, she lolled abont in the 
seaway and gradually fell away into last place, At the markboat the 
Bedouin was leading by eight minutes, the Oriva by three, We now 
hauled on a wind fora thrash to windward homeward—the sloop 
would not look at the wind, but bobbed about in theseaway, jumping 
into every hole, and gradually sagging away to leeward, We stretched 
toward the land about three miles distant. When we backed off shore 
again the Oriva must have been a good mile to windward; we shifted 
our jib and foresail for a big jib, but this soon after split, and we had 
to take to our double-headed rig again, The wind graslually light- 
ened, and as the sea went down, the Athlon decidedly improyed in 
speed, and in smoother water appeared almost to hold her own with 
the Oriva. The race ended in the dark as follows: 
Bedouin..,,....5 36 24| Oriva......... 5 53 37 | Athlon......--..6 8 57 
Yesterday another race was sailed, and as it was an inside course, 

with but little sea work, the sloops were tempted to try their fortune; 
it blew, however, a very stiff breeze, and what sex work there was 
was very trying. The result was that in the three classes the only 
yachts which passed the flagboat on the conclusion of the race were 
the keeled cutters of the English iype, Thesloops were entirely out 
of it, some of them only getting home next day. 
There cannot be any longer auy doubt that an American sloop has 

no chance against an English cutter if there is any sea on at all. This 
fact 1s being gradually realized by American yachtsmen, and there 
are already two parties formed, the cutter men and the sloop men. 
and I am disposed to think the cuiter men are graduliy making new 
converts, The Bedouin and Oriva have won all before them fhis 
season. 
But placing the question of speed on our side, the sloop is an un- 

comfortable vessel. Her deck is filled up with the coach roof of her 
eabin, then there is the unpleasant feeling that she is only safe up to 
a given point. Once or twice when the Athlon was pressed, I heard it 
ominously suggested thatshe was quite far enough over for a center- 
board. They are decidedly unpleasant vessels to travel on in a sea 
way. They seem to haye a combined motion of their own—a, sort of 
cross between a roll and a pitch, with the worst features of both. 
The American Corinthian yachtsmen are smart sailors, enthusiastic 

and keen sportsmen, but they are very badly supported by the pro- 
fessional crews, who are, ey avery poor lot, taking but little 
interest in the race, and with certainly very little idea of sail drill. 
Yacht sailing as a science, and as we understand it and practice it, 

is but little bnderstood here. I could not but contrast our feeble 
awkward start with sucha start as the Irex, Majorie, and Genesta 
wonld haye made; how they would have come tearing down before 
the wind, with their time nicely calculated to cross the line at gun 
fire; how the hands would have tended the mainsheet and spinnaker 
guys as the wind shifted about instead of squatting down and allow- 
ing the helmsman to yaw the ship about in his endeayor to keep her 
sails full, I thought of how the markboat would haye been rounded 
with a good berth, so as not to lose an inch to wiudward when the 
helm was put down and the sheets got in. I thought how the soul of 
a Diaper or an O’Nei!l would have groaned to see his ship now flying 
off the wind, and now faitly anchored by being sailed too close. Yes, 
my sailinthe Athlon was a very pleasant cruise, but it was not 
racing. . 
The Americans, however, loye yachting: they have magnificent 

yachting waters, and they will be quick to pick up and to turn to good 
account any ideas they get over from our side, and if one of the rich 
yachtsmen who abound here would ship an English racing crew for a 
season, he would confer great benefit upon his brother yachtsmen, 
As things stand to-day, [ think I can promise the America’s cup to 
the first English 80-ton eutter which cares to cross the Atlantic for it; 
but I can, I think, venture anotber prophecy, that sbe would not hold 
ip three years, it would giye such an impetus to yacht building here, 
that the Americans would be bound to win it back again, and they 
would succeed, for they would spare neither trouble nor money in 
the effort. 
While I think we excel the Americans in yacht sailing and yacht 

designing, I think we have also much to learn from them, and a series 
of international contests for the possession of that much-prized 
trophy, the America’s cup, could uot fail to be of great advantage to 
the sport in both countries, WILLIAM B, Forwoop. 
New York, Oct. 19. 

SIGNALS FOR UNATTACHED YACHTS. 
Ww. call the attention of yachtsmen who are not members of any 

yacht club to the following letter, and will be pleased to have 
suggestions from any who favor theidea. The yacht ensign and pri- 
vate signal are usually sufficient indications of the character of the 
craft, but if desirable, another signal can readily be adopted, 
To Owners of Privute Yachts: 
Tam the owner of a 70 foot schooner yacht and do not belong to 

any club; would it not be a good idea for all yachts not belouging to 
clubs to adopt and carry some signal designating themas such? All 
yacht clubs have thelr signals. Those of us not caring to belong 
could adopt some signal by which we could be recognizedin all cases. 
Do not understand thal I am opposed to yacht clubs; far from it, 

pu there are some of us, you know, who do not care for the form- 
ality, 

I would like to hear from some of the owners of yachts who are 
like myself—a lover of the pastime, but not caring to join a elub. 

HELEN. 

SEAWANHAKA Y. C.—A meeting of the §. C. ¥. ©., at which 
Vice-Com, reat dora presided, was held at Delmonico’s on Nov. 24. 
Mr. 8. Nelson White moved that Rule XT. be changed to réad; ‘In all 
races each yacht shall be steered by a member of this élub, or some 
other amateur.’” Which motion, after some discussion, was laid on 
the table for action at the next meeting. Several new members were 
elected, and a vote of thanks was passed to ex-Commodore Lee, for 
his spirit in fitting out Oriva for the fall races, after she had been 
stripped and laid up for the winter, 

DEATH OF SAMUEL R, PLATT.—Mr. Samuel R. Platt, of this eity, 
died last Tuesday morning, aged fifty-six years. Mr, Platt Was well 
kzown as au enthusiastic yachtsman. He was the owner of the 
Montauk, and the VYiee-Commodore of the New York Yacht Glub, In 
183 the Montauk made a yoyage to the West Indies, an account of 
which,by General James McQuade, one of the party, is now in press. 

MR. WILLOUGHBY'S SHARPIN.—Editor Forest and Stream; 
Quite right, dear editor, variety is the spice of life. Ent let not your 
editorial brain be troubled nor further vexed with numerals. Tne 
dear old boat that won me Corinthian and New York Y, ©. cups in 
my college days, has been sufficiently honored. The new craft will 
be called the Pelican.—WinpwARD. 

ORIVA AND PENGUIN IN THE FALL RACES.—Neyw York, Noy, 
29,.— Editor Korest and Stream: If your correspondent signing him- 
self “Subscriber” will publish hisown name, yachtsmen will he able 
to judge whether his positively false statements as to Pengnin’s posi- 
tion m the last 8. C, Y. ©, race result from ignorance or a4 wilful dis- 
regard for the truth.—O. 8S. Lue. 

BOSTON YACHTING.—The schooners Adrienne and Tempest have 
both been hauled out by Lawley & Son for more ballast on kéel, The 
Adrienne will change her 9 tons of iron for 20 tons of Jead, and Tem- 
pest will have a new keel ofS tons added. Lawleys are also building 
two new cutters, one of 35ft, for Mr. C. W. Jones, and one of 35ft, for 
Mr, Binney, of Providence, 

YACHT ARCHITECTURE,—Mr. Dixon Kemp is‘now preparing a 
new book on yacht designing and building, to be called ‘Yacht 
Architecture,” which will be ready in the spring, Ms, Kemp’s pre- 
vious works are so well known to American yachismen that they will 
Jook forward with interest to the new one. 
A NEW YACHT YARD AT GITY ISLAND.—Mr. E. L. Williams, 

of the firm of Williams & Stevens, whose cutters we laye several 
times uoticed, will emove by Jan. 1 to a uew shop at City Point, Bos- 
ton, where he will make a specially of small yachts. 
A CUTTER FOR SAN FRANCISCO.—Mr. R. S. Floyd, of the 

schooner Ariel, is about to build adton Bnelish cutter, the first in 
California, She will have a lead keel, fiush deck, and cutier rig. She 
will be the first boat of the kind in Pacific waters. 
KEEL INSTEAD OF CENTERBOAKD.—The schooner Republic, 

among other changes, is being altered from centerboard to keel, at 
Mumm’s yard, Atlantic Basin, 
OUTSIDE BALLAST.—The sloop Jessie, now heing rebuilt at Web- 

her's yard, Boston, will have a new cabin, sails and rigging, and an 
won keel of 144 tons. 
THE AMERICA’S CUP.—The London Field, under date of Noy. 22, 

states positively that an Hnglish yachtsman will challenge for the 
cup next year. 

EWARK Y. C.—tThe Newark Y¥. C. now oceupy the house of the 
Eas Boat Club, at Hast Newark, where they have yery snug winter 
quarters, 



LIST OF WINNING YACHTS, 1884. 
* EXPLANATIONS OF ABBREVIATIONS, Evo. 

N column of lengths, the waterline is given when known; lengths marked with an*aré N, EB. Y.R I ASS: Jength, w, 1. + one-fifth overhang aft. ‘Ist C.,” “2d C.,” etc,, indicates first or second class. T.” judicates tons, ; Two figures connected by a short dash €) indicate that the length is somewhere between them; ‘-u.”’ and “‘o,”" under or over the figures placed after them. Several clubs gave champion cups, to be held by the boat winning two or mcre races; these are put in column of prizes in the following way: “B. Y. ©." shows _the Buverly Y. C championship; while “B.*’? shows one champion race won, The Buzzard Bay championships of the Beverly Y.C. is indicated by “*B.Y.C.,” and a single race in it *B, The other championship abbreviations are of clubs already given, °‘4th’? and ‘5th’? in column o£ Third Prizes mean fourth and fifth prizes. “Bu” shows 1 win of Burlington Bay cup. “Bu Cup” winner of series. 

- [Sey ty wl 
‘Name. Owner, Club or Port, Rig. W. DL. &8 PD] Gt |S) See 

Length, se iS & x Ry N Sy 

Geo. Grieve.............. K. Oh eee Oat 24.04 C 1 1 j 
sees eee wake a lil. AP Ae bo 1 i 
Jacob Pfaff 60,09 4 |Bo, Bo.| .. 
Wim. MeCormick 33,00 4 i 1 1 
SuGwate les Ae eke ee ene || PELOL ewe, Cae * ty AL 1 “5 + 
T. MeDonough.,........ ES ire al CR We Schr 71.00 3 1 ne ny 
WH, H. Horins.2.....-..0. AT Ea Oe «ae Sehr. | 55.08 | 2 ee teat 
DEMO TS a kaedured enn TiO YE TOR Cutter} 55.00 5 SY kes 2 
A. oF. Marvels. 3-2 09.2. Pocasset........ Cat *19.08 1 Ae 1 i 
HM iy iigshusen, seen eee MiP ose OR iy Cat 17.08 3 = 1 1 
We aalGria. Pate s in. corte EDO VesvaM se. vi aan ha = te 2 a Ss 
vires SUI eyaA kyo cents Mon, Beach.,...| Cat *25 038 1 Ap 1 

SEDATE A OCHS Oa, i. | Bg ce ns ee eee South Y. C..... a5 4th, 1 1 if 
Amazon,.... .....| F, Beames................ SMe ek lett tate Sloop | 25.10 5 3 é 
Americus ......... H. Masterson, 2... ....... Bridgeport ..... J.& M.) 20.00 1 1 : 
RAUL Yar) eee toot H.W. Baxter... 221.11, JE ABE go i Cat 20.06 | 12 at Weeki ke 
Annie. 2.05.00. Philip Caduc. .......... Pac. ¥. G2. .5.: Sloop | 45.06 4 2 4th ANTIGLE £00. ane AH. Robinson..:.:..... Ta O Fs Chas ay abe 18.06 1 1 f MMIC) Wee es. .oat (ten yee 0 eee Mystic,.-.......: JM.) 2... 1 1 " ZUEETING, Se ne CON a ee Aa fe OR Mich, Y.C...... Sioop | .... 1 1 om : Atalanta ..22. 0... TOR. Thomase ies tse Bs Moen hates Cat 26.06] 7 |*BYCG2|..| °3 Atalanta, .......... day Gould oe hee ANP WY aCe we 8.5. | 238.08 1 1h, 
Atalanta .......... A. Cuthbert ..:34..225..00 BAQGAay. Garr Sloop | 64 00 3 4 x 4 
AGhlone swt fo DOU, Barron, sta ct ices coe NY uw Oe ry) Sloop | 51,02] 13 Be Il a. 
PUTBLCV IY Sell 2. Sie Rech Cat, |. Sree a Coy en J.& 93:04] 7 Pt Te ee 
BSBIGILENV ORT Am Seal bee Fee Ne Ray ey ee Car Yo Ci eee ca 1 1 = : 
IGS HSE 1 OR Le ea ote tly ey ry oe eee ne mT Mon. Beach....| Cat ‘eo. 1 tr oh 
Banneret .......... Jo. BOW i Jecn dana te Bare mos Sa Sloop | 25.09 | 12 | 4H. 1 ; 
Bedouime® 22. 48, Archibald Rogers........ Dhak Wea sceter. Cutter| 70.06 9 GE ll) 5c t 
Beecher, H. W....| J. S. Macduff. ............ Harlem Y, C...| Sloop | 30.00 2 ite ltey up bes 
Benton, Chas...... south ¥.C..... Vice 3d, 1 1g es 
Bessie ......5....--- Y Ae Schr 27,02 5 2 1 1 
BIOSSIOMNS sn Aoaiats 5 Penns es Sy Ars. eth 1 iy i) aa or 
Black Cloud.....,. OSARSYA Gia. eae Sloop | 22.00 6 2 1 | 4 4th 
Blanch.) 24h).....05: WO. Sloop aaa 2 IWLYC! .. 4 
Bloodstone. ...,. St. Croix Y. C..| Sloop ais Se 1 1 | «. fin 
Blossom Lake Geneya...| .... ist. 1 roe || 
Bluebell , --| W. Lloyd Jeffries........ 5 BY Ges OF ON rach Cat 16.06 1 IE. rhe - 
Bonita, ....-...-.-- Ra De Ooranes red. lee Lake Geneva...| .... 2d. 2 eden t 
Bon Ton Herb yc EOSteeepe Meee Sse ty eas anne Cat 18,00 5 1 He f 
Tashi oy saad lope eds ty atin Sa a gun Burlington Bay| Sloop | .... GF Ba ee) eee 
URE Ui Caw sme Own Ae a ee Burlington Bay| Sloop sae 5 | Bul “4 a! 
WapBicel ao. os John B. Rhodes.......... te a Ce ee Cat 17°05 1 “ -- | 5th 
Carmita,........,. C. H. W, Foster,.......... BEY oe Cutter! 20.00 3 ide {lh ae 1 
Charlotte G,....... GG. Garraway.......... SLE ORS Cat 7,03 9 a A 
Charon .......... Herman Clauser......... (Mail Teey 1 Cn pee! Sloop | 40.00 3 -- |4e5th 
Chemaun .... ..... WJ. Van Wart...) 2025000) Larch, Y. C....| J.&M.) 24.10 2 2% os * 
CIE Cae se RAS 23 LPR eee ea iwi a Americus Y. C.| Sloop Ane il 1 90 nd 
lars, ABs, yo... Outram Bangs........... LOY tle Cat 18.09 1 1 As ay, 
LATS oe eases cl ieee esetagbegeined wee T.of H. Y.C....| Sloop | .... 2 Aral Cea eee 
Cleopatra ......... Wm. Winslow............ S. Bay Y.C.... | Schr. | 33.00 2S Bayley ae 
Clio ees Pee HEMP SOHASGece Pe esate clas SEEN ET Oe ee Schr. | 68.00 | 5 2B Iso I) 
SUSAN ee ny gees V. Vuillaume......./..... PAO Ca chen rote 18.00 1 tb ay ‘ 
Marmite so ae G. W. Mansfield......*.. S. Bay ¥, C....; Stoop | 15.02} 1 |S. Bay |..] ¢. 
EXOT 5 fe ee Jobn Newcomb.......... S. Bay Y. C..... Cat 18.06 4 |SBy¥C| -. | 4th 
ROOMS GE tae gas | eerie ee tee en case ORG Tee OR ey eye 32.08 | 1 “3 Te 
Conway, M, W....| James Conway. ....11. 1! ER, WeOn ky J.&M.| 30.41} 1 ‘ene. 
ie Mine Ee, pelts Ae ee iil ler ete: ‘Lake George...| Cat on 1 1 rea ‘ 
Coquette,......... eee ALS ye Aye a cugeg g ; Burlington Bay) Sloop mehr: 6 |Bu Cup) .. a 
Cora .. ... --.-..| H, F. Griswold.... Chi. Y.C Sloop | 52.10 1 eH Ag Ip ue 
Corinna K......... EK. Rogers....... Eelipse Y. G.,..| J.& 23.09 2 ileal Boxe : 
Moun bere fs Geo. B. Chase. So) 29.04 6 |B,Y.C. | 3 | 4th 
Crescent T. M. Alley... W. L.Y.c 16.07! 5 |1,WLYC| -- |”. 
Srostewe. =. --.k ge: @.BAGOmoume eters: L. ¥.C 18.06 5 1 2 
Grickeb...2000..... Geo. CG, Adams,>.. 7.15.1) BY YG... 29.04) 2 | 1B. {ae} . 
Crockett, D....... | J. H. Puinam,........,... Hee 2003) 7 eal iy 
Crocodile AB Telrad aig? sealers a REE eG fd) 39.11 3 iT Gellt 
Cruiser........ A. Bryan Alley........... Larch, & B.Y.C. 20.06 | 13 9 B. 1 | 5th 
Curlew . T. W. Robinson.......... Pearce) 28.06 38 /FBYC3) .. x 
VENICE cL, sree) be HERD Pihidronsn ay Aas 8. Bay Y.C Sloop | 34.06 ASB yO) See 
fs OL) ae RTS ner oie Se anes Newark Y¥.C...| .... 19 1144) 1 1 ; F 
DAIRY 4 wanes 0%: M. Van Ranssalaer, Jr...| 5. ¥.C..... ..,-| Cutter] 25,00 2 2 || 
DPA cds net tiae's OPS VPM wT Te 92 ea rer | ate Cmte Sloop | 3209] 2 be eel ae 
Daisy ese ete es O. GeGolding yore. he GENE he aaa ate J.d¢M.} 19,09 7 3 1 . 
SEIS V7 Me aa Geov Parish. yee. Cley. Y. Ass....| Cat 25.07 1 js 1 ; 
DAISY SD hc ahha e W. D. Wooldridge....... Liye EARISISS SER, Cat 18.06 4 1 rs 
Dare Devil....,... W- A, Dilworth........... N, J. ¥.C.......| J.& M.) 27.04 1 UP ae 
LDL ae. 2 I sew Sell ea ER ce I I LofH. Y.¢ aan u.22| 1 tuple 
WENGE WS irs es PSG ORG «ene. a, SE food A Sa oe Sloop | 19.06 2 te 1 
Dollyaeews ses SS) tel LOLS Fs aa Ft ae 1s RCS Re ore Cat 20:00] 5 2 | 3 
Paral ee cr Sea tell oe A en gee Ae, OUR eo a ide Sloo Pract 1 al the 
Lh0 ie eis A Wea nakkeres ce. Chatham .....,. Cat *21.10 1 bs 1 
Helipse .-- .-.....- is Wales. Joos LS oS GOR ora Sloop | 50.02) 5 Te Wear 
Widdiex, 4.24 evs tS Late] OF ef0 yt ee ae aaraea a Newark Y.C...| Cat 16.05 2 1 ae 
NATAL Se oy posse ACSI, MOTO UD, ee 7c ne Bo. ¥.C........ Cutter} 26.06 | 1 Bo, | .- 

tichard Codman......... Biever Gasser en: Cat 20.11 4 |*BYC3| .. 
Wm. Patten.-............ A. ¥.C. Sloop | 84.00} 1 ibe as 
Wiyeresbagkore. lest le CE alee Cartas at Cat ibae d 1 1 
Geo e hy leper swe Tet a (CR ee Cutter] 30,00 2 re i 
Keene Seb cpcn shee elie Southern Y. C..| Cat ee 1 [small we 
D Hardwieki,.....2..4 NO ay eae, Cat 16.04) 11 H, 1 /4tha’h 
direcererens sete du fs Q, C.¥.C .....| J.&M.| 24-27 4 2 OG 

Graecen & Varley. OPN A a Sloop | 26.10 1 1 “; * 
J, Cooper, Jr...... ROT YAO Sao Sloop | 22,00 2 a ool “Gea 
FO eee in YS Cos ee eels Coan 3108 1 1 .s oe 
Cameron Bros........... Newark Y. C...) Sloop | 27,03) 1 1 i) NE 
MiGooleya Wr vess thse Be Rey OF oe wae Sloop | 29.06 3 a 1 
John Cavavagh.......... (AN ONIS COR Pan hac Sloop | 26.00} 4 Q1|/--] .. 
UTEP AVOr: seksi s ;.| Lake Geneya...) .... Ist. 1 tes | eon I 
Daniel Sargent........... Goh) SUSIE cea Sloop | 25.04] 2 = mal oe 
ee ee ee orieeae AGT Ni WO releterstast| Pe tral eae 2 = 1 
Bi AieTowmle een ie Larch Y.C..... Cat |21.09f.1) 2 Doll Ws 
Se og IPL vera Leek Clev. Y. Ass. Sloop eek 2 1 : 
Geo. J, Gould,........... pe es 8 Oe Sloop | 45.05 3 3 |. 
Travers & Oakley........ DN Feet ote reiaiely Sloop | 65.05 3 3 1 
Wm. Turner............. Ned. Yi. ©. oo Cat 18.00 P if | 4 

Fatinitza ,,...-.... iy ORWOOML Fs oe wee CAA ee ® wrece) Sloop | 20.03 1 bea 
HaunUsS packes. Le Blase Perrys veceretce eens Mon. Beach..... Cat 4.01} 2 = 1 
Havorita. o1..-.5..|M, Oharde:.-....5.---0 2, 1D pel & toyed Os Iie Sloop | 31.02 1 1 oa . 
OATICRS see st WEG aCooleve: cecceei cd SRB OY @ ore es Cat 20.11 1 -- | 4th 
Fisher, Henry, ...| Martin Nicholas.......... CEN Cl eases J.cM.) 19.04 2 1 < 
lash MIL sh | Obey Barkers... e seen K. ¥. C.........| Sloop | #33.00 3 2 | .. “s 
Fleur de Lis...... EL Sy WDE eee ee cae Syl OS on Cie ei Schr 59.10 4 bys 2 | 4th 

Lint Ane Ped et Geo. H. Lyman.........- 1st Oe ae ete Cat 22.09 6 ii Tees 
12) Net lela As eae Tes: CHalGEebiy me ene e SABRC ae Cat 15.06 1 “$ ee 
1 Feige Or Bb 5 paborn= AAC BEOMIEINS 20. e eusenr si: tbls eh eat CA rhc te Sloop | 33.06|) 1 a 
13721015) ieee ene Patterson. 273.2264: 00 ee eo Ipswich......... nfte ee 1 As on 1 
Bia tlvaen 5 sos esteen J.F, Sheppard. ......... Rc Ce rein Sloop | 26.04} 8 = 1 1 
Forsyth, Alex..... Alex. Forsyth...... . te ATRICR NA (6) as Sloop 29.03 1 1 3. 
Horsyth, Anuie...-| Alex, Roe.......-../555-- Af Opals Cena Cat 17.08 1 Mi) Sez 7 
Foruuna. ......--- Ho SHHovey: .--: Se. Pe) RE cae autacete ittole Schr. | 97.00 8 pe || Ae 

Le paeName ans | icotte ce: , Me Met rien mies Clev. ¥. Ass....| Sloop | .... 1 ab | bad 
W.S. Chamberlain,......| Bo. ¥.C........| Sloop | 28.10 a | Ae ahell | 
ita Curtis: sree .| Ki sear 4 1 ees 
H, W. Savage... B 25 .02 8 1 1 1 
§. A. Bigelow, .. 17.05 1 1 te Ay 
F, W, Martin.. 17.06 6 |L.¥.C. | -- 1 
Geo. Seaman. . 24,0114) 2 2) | 3. t 
A. M, Phillips... #22 08 1 1 a3 : 
Se HAE ty se ne os NV 69.09 5 ih ae t 

j We Re WMGOVO aces ees tne ‘ 24.08 | 10 |Mott.6| -. 4 
i Tee ee RYO N tele 2A ey . Q. 26.00 4 _ 1 
i Jas. Mallory... ...:2+-...+ nlsis SS =e ee z 1 4 

CAAT, CALLE LC 1). .ceiee Hees crests arts asstein ddctrebe ik hee 3-35 oD 
Gray, Henry...... Andrew Marshall... .,...| ©. ¥.C.......... J.&M.| 26.00 2 1 bo 
tray, Veda hin Saleh oe Oaeye “Ch ee, Sloop | 28,00} 2 PM Sibel Gray, Katie....... W. B. Phelps, Jr. 

Grayling........--- Th eAy dns eae fe Be 38 ari 1S en a OM Schr 84.04 7 yl ae 
(ENR en ASAP See ea WT AB Sa rious ec YL. ye ae Sloop | 22.07 4 at 1 
CROMER HY cere thls Fred. Knappe..... eee PO Cie. aoe 20.04 1 EO ee 
Grey Hagle........ Skeelinger & O’Brien Newark ¥. C Sloo 28.07 | 2 1 3 
(mene ye soos. uss L.. Dearborn.....--.-- Seeds ee ee Cat 17.0034) 6 1 1 és 
Hpleyau, ).2-.) 5. CONT bee 22h ee ore cloet ante » ¥. €..... s... Schr. 79.03 3 Isl sp, - 
Happy Thought...) G. M..Graves.........-... N.H.Y¥.C......| Sloop | 33.08 4 1 ia c 
Harbinger...:.....| J. M. Forbeés............-: FS Oe ay. oe eebr 65 08 4 1 ra 
Hard Times.......| H. W. Geyer.......-....- 8 ip Oe ot --| Cat 18.06 See Cra alae ue 
Hattie...........2. Riel Berri ea ese Ka GC: ig eeca wt Oae 14.0841 1 bbe Wh ae, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

TS om 

ey> Name. Oumer. Club or Port. | Rig. | W.L. |&8° 
ass. 

SHARD Kieae pe. ceseesseeese| Minnetonka,....| .... A 1 < 
CoGawWeld oes: see Bride ie Obese Lan Sloop | 35.05 3 2 
hos, Wearon. .) es... 406 Nie his Osan ».| Cata 31.06 3 1 
Wirt ern elise wan ee ee CG. A. Y. C....,.| Sloo 18.03 2 1 
A, L. Kreymeyer........ APL OP fro Chota os | Jd 21.11 1 1 
Owen Farley..........+.. UEC ayn Gee aes J.d&M,| 20.00 2 2 
Hy Lebbarding ye. pee UO EACH aR ae Cat 18.11) 12 1 
Chas. Wilson............. No OST ee nies ney i 1 il 
SOAS i> 4 Abe Syeaen seRL eH V. Y. R. Ass Cat ect i 1 

Euroa Ape et er WinGray, te... eee I ORPN SNK ORB n rh psf, Sloop | 53.09 5 ih 
Hypatia ,........- Jas, Weir, Jr..-.....15)0. PAS NEO gt Patt ae Cat 26.07 ih 1 
TO ee ae ee «...| Wm. Gerlach............. Clev. Y. Ass Sloop | 26.00 2 5 
BC AUT An oy dehea hae eyes alah acl PO a 6 Bes Nib ENEN GE AR Sloop |] ... 1 - 
IGEN: oe ee Arthur Padelford........ N.Y. Y. ©......| Cutter] 65.03 & 1 
Imogen............ BT Wendell, 2 .h.trie. Os eee aan 19.07 v4 1 
Théz See Goodridge Bros.......... Wir YAO sey Sloop | 18.06 1 * 
dh a erty meee lye eres On (one, Peon STS OA Mattapoisett Cat Behe 1 iy 
Tolanthe........, ..| W,_H. Biggar............ re Ade GF Ak Gh rane Sloop | 380.06 6 5 
FEES yy ha Se eiee Dy hewisedr. wane eee se. WOT Ne Crseies ..| Sloop | 18.06 4 |p ¥.04 
ITISs..geeae hen ete Guilford Bros ...........- Ta, eY¥erO eee oar 17.00 1 - 
WV GGT Ta caer ees | StL oh Oe Mea fee Michy¥, ©), .500 Schr. Ist. C}] 2 2 
PETE APE a tar bo Gb VER OPPis eee ww dee pe ha De Spas Cat 14,11 7 3 
CULTLLLEWY Seep Cah | Matha ts shear eat eet ACRE CN NeeY OFEY 250s sas J.&M.} 24.04 1 ee 
Jennie L..) 2.42.11. C. H, Lockhardt......... Vien ree pens Sloop | 23.09 6 Thy 
VEUNICNS nw nead nll rege eens Seat aed I, of H. Y.C. J.& M Ac 2 1 
JOSSIOS. Bra. yooeesey, PB nphesisesh es Jersey City..... Cata. 30.00 3 2 
Jewel eee ica Thos. Mott............... Larch. ¥Y. C..... Cat *19.08 1 1 
JOKOL.. ee Geo. Coffin... .......-.. pa Ons Cat 19,0% | 13 |Q,y.0 4 
UNICH meee tee E. T. Pigeon............. DELON armen Sloop | 22,09 8 epecy 
DULELOy inten eee F. A. Woodbury.......... Lake Geneya...| .... 2d, 1 i Just Woke Up.... | J. B. Phillips......... ... : a B} 
SCE Ran, SNEATY a ha osc ia tee eee ed enn ne be: A 1 1 
ism etche. acaviunas NA Curtiss cusses nr. aVGu : 9 H. 
Nh cB ouing AA RDE Wilcox & Rich........... 4 1 1 
IRUtHIO: ea ween eens E. H. Tarbell ; 10 JH YO4 
Kitty B H, Burrell r 4 1 
L. Her B ne rs c 1 1 
aaiGiya 10s, 36 Sem tea) As, pane sree ete elie eee _ ae 2 1 
Lapwing. J, Malcolm Forbes....,.. Y : 3 ct 
Laura T. Me K. Robertson...... King. ¥,C. ....| Sloop | 382.00 4 1 
TAZV ATIG on Se USOel|| RAE nee ee eae Minnetonka ,....| .... ear rt i 1 
Lee, Flora DUHeai Colne serene ed oe Cae OAR ny, Cat 16.00 6 Q. 2 
AAS eer NSE eo en en ee ae B. H. Y. C ath. 26.08 1 1 
TRING es eRe eenee IP AE Bond sire tana ost SiBigva Caen. --| Sloop | 36.02 | 10 2H, 
Lily R..... «31-144 45 T, H, Rogers....... net sae ING) eat COS Sloop | 27.05 1 1 
Little Dean........ C. Rae, Jr... ..1...: : Harlem Y.C ...) Cat 16,05} 3 2 
IB el Mage a eet leas CON ba eae San Francisco enh. adele 1 1 
Lizzie! Ry, syaisn ees W.T, Onderdonk,....... gO CUR eee ot Cat #28 .06 5 8 
Lone Star.,........ O. Joback....... ames Espns, EO eer Sloop | 18.04 2 i 
TEREST Thee ree Bina eta es a Ladies ee as St. Croix Y. C dist mae 1 ~ 
Tuli ties). 25.80: Hy Gerlach saeusu seen Cley. Y. Ass.. Sloop | 29.08 3 1 
Eurling $ooce eno OQ. D, Spreckels........... Sralrye Oatgen Sehr 72.08 5 Q 
Mabelt cacse-.5 22s Grek i Hower. Se a 15 ba i Oe eee Cat 19.04 2 1 
Ma bell avg vena. | Pn nD woe, Sa eae eine Ganonoque..... Reine Brie 1 1 
Madeline... esl) Adee i Soret He ee OA ich Ose ent 1> 1 1 
Maggie ............ Geo. H. Warren.......... SYAC WE ey Cutter| 44.03 5 2 
Maggie ......:...-. SA: EWG ECR ET: Lape nerCe escy co ee Oh ns ook J.& M.) 18.01 5 3 
ities 6 Tee erence | Piven \ownls lute peomenlne Goules Newark Y. C...| J.&M.) .... 1 0 
Marighn, Sacarse GU ORIN 32H ne Me ie fa VG Oe We pee Sloop | 30.02 5 3 
Mamie oy kas ote BH. L. Williams.......... 2\| SuBayAYe Cea, - Cutter} 21.11 4 |S, Bay 
WEN coh Uy oh eee eet one e PP ss Coen AC A a AAS ER Pt. Clear... ...- eh} 4th 1 s,2 
Marraret Jane. )ez | et\S a yneeieae eee 2 ce Pt. Clear........ ese 2d 1 =o 
Mar PArettil.2c. shell) Mate eune tae ine me eiis Shelter Island ee ee 1 I 
Mattie:. .:. v455505 Hloward Stockton........ TS is Ce oe Cat 25.10 vi *B1 
MAT Yo S tovrel ten Ash creireie cities mat nate lea onteeele Collingwood.. be may 1 1 
NEADS PR saree Ph heed poco ph th ub Gnontdies baa ewe South. Y. C..... Ist 1 1 
Maud F.......,..,. SAME GTINES ett pce eetceatc ie 1S EE OL eo Cat 19.09 3 1 
BU ESE CO Ce bre ator iv gees) RS Pe A etree ena Palmetto... Aah * so 1 1 
Mayotta........... J. K. Rosenquist. = 2M Oe Be Cat 24,04 3 1 
Mediator .,. . | Walter Gilbert. . Pem. Y. ©. 4440 23; 1 t, 
WGHH Tacs: othe tia] espn yuan ..-| King, YC mat Br, 2 1 
Meteor. . Wm. Parkinson.......... Dive Ol Cat 16.02 1 1 
Middy... JpEle Vion yn. «eee be Os bg OF Brg 4 Sloop 37.07 1 1 
Minerva Ls, || a RS, Senin nw ak ON et Os Soe: Sloop | 32.09 1 1 
TAGS sensed Engelhart, etal.......... Harlem ¥. C...| J.&M.|} 21.09 Q Pe . 

MPAP Os fees ed es aM, Clarks s.cesacy rsa oe UPON TOR DES a: Cat 17.00 | 16 Bee 

Mischief. .......... J-RY Busky, oo teeneeen INE tne, (Oban Sloop. | 61.00 6 2 
Mischief........... J. & F. Parkinson......-. TON Ore Sloop | 21,00, 5 3 
IMIRCHiiete sy weeat en |i am CP Peston L Sia Sterns aoe St. Croix ¥. C. | Sloop ae 1 hy 
UMN Bey See peers KE. M. Padelford.......... fam Vie. Ga antes Cutter] 36.06 a 1 
Wonk. te ee etls ET se SPatker segs coee ys ie he 8S. Bay ¥: O...:: Cutter| 18.07 3 ISByYC 
Montauk........... rR pe old EG eal eee SVG Curiae Schr 94.08 6 4 
MOrearinne es tes skell! Sack caste amp e A aie ceric s South, Y. C..... +35 2d 1 1 
Mumm, Martha...| Randolph Cruger........ GRY Ae wa J.& M.| 24 08 3 a 
ETIED I ete eres TEN CH een eee eee CRATER ee. Sloop | 22.00 3 iL, YG, 
Myrtle. .......4 fore PEC OOrere sian nea Ei Yara ere Cat 18.06 9 
My rtlek ar. Ye iss Wim, Phinney............ Mon. Beach, Cat 24.08 2 é 
Nn MAS Peel ece nia eee Pe ate aie tines CP CEeY Guns. one aos 27-32 2 nT 
IN AIC Ye Aeon cures Je PAGPOSSE). venues sae’ Ws Vice Gatlssaene Cat 17.00 2. ae 
Narrioch .,........ CG. W, Voltz,.....5..2 ARS Oren Chae Cat | 21.0514! 5 1 
Nautilus Kanpoiptones as pret. s ae Sh ae Sloop | 45.00 2 |SByYvO 
Nellie J. M, Donahue,........... sal deh oes Ge os Schr. | 56.09 5 2 
NOU 2 cgte Sy sae eee er ee ee ee UT, Southern Y. C ies -00 2 1 
Nellie G. W. 4H. Martin............. SY, Oran ee Sehr, 43.00 1 1 
Nellie R TAs Vien OWI Gi. soe ates wee. I CRB Ie 4 2s Cat 8.038 | - 5 3 
Nettle Te Sarcent.)) 0) ys. ee S. Bay Y.C..... Schr 25.08 2 |S ByYO 
Nettie JISARUMNBEYj eee ae aie LE tee eee nee coulee ts ist 2 a 
NevervPell 3. es: sl Acree ashe a Pe nee Mobile Y. C....: Schr. 36.00 2 Ss 
Nimbus ip veniGy rites en o. ¥. .+--| Sloop | 33.03 | 4 1 
Niobe F, L. Dunne ard, 201 t 19.06 | 16 1 
NOSN a MeN ce ten Bek yt Le, ne ; 1 “5 
Nokomis Louis Willis Z 1 
Nonpareil eH) aa ees eee eae 3 “ 

h Rv elt Belin saat sacar 3 3 
Oberon L. Mathias. . - 2 = 
O’Brien, Peter H. C. Tufts.. 3 1 
GriAstaran ston Gacy) ApaehAn aie d 1 
Oriya Cape eer. - 4 
Our Own B. Sherwood 2 
Parole SI SAS IIL) The digreh meee CIBER - 1 
Pearce; ORM UP Isat) eee cee ence hens cet 5 2 
dary ps ec DECHEAE. Ge. eet AES ‘ iL, 
PGOTMESS ass crus asic || Ltn dene enlne teen aunts eens : 1 
fey Mee poe ee Henry Parkman 3 |S. Bay 

Perts 212-3 pees Pik LASEOofting 2) uses sues 1 1% 
VE ce etete Mode pie J. W, MeFarlane......... 9 Q. 1 
Peirel, pee esc: BH. A, Stevens. .... 502.0565 1 
TRE CDG ary orem tant IE VERIO ele eogs a S ; 1 
Phenes, O. R ..... John Webster. .........- A 2 
Pierson, WAKO | ven scan ee ert nies or : “4 
PITRE iwedecwetscl) 5 cece mras cieee eee or ie Ere 5 
Pirate oe asees anes G. Cried. ins cactne'bessrer: fe ie - “f 
Lolly: + a § - 5 sient Pj teres gB Wares eee ye =a t New ¥' 6 Bloag $305 2 
‘oyen r ierce OPP OM a meas ets SO Ce P ne 

Prope, Tedecoe MUD. B. 1Camiecer anes ae Q. 0. ¥. G...... ML. 227 | 4 2 
UNF rets Signs racrens t| teats Sot oe eh wheeer eet PR SyowOr eee Cat Ae p 
PeyOnG: see oe TEA DRrettsiy se eee By Voc he theee Cat 17.00 ne 

Queen Mab........ Burwell & Litchfield..... a8 ges | OR aes Cat 21.06 | 13 Q.¥.06 

Bayo oe oe che iiere J. G. Beechert........-4--- Uys oO a Cutter] 32.00 2 1 
: pA is ALES Sl yemcrceey seadeeceas Newark ¥.C,...| J.&M.| 24.02 6 1 

GSVE.Oule Mei Ryeten eds S. FB. Y¥. © 37.00 | 1 Jn 
UMeeoryy icant tee Heync : : BSve0) 
Rs Nh Ee tht ie IGP are £0! 3 
Geo. H. Williams......... B. Y.C 3 | wih 
RU Steinbeck.) cxreass enn W.L, Y. € 1 in 
W. W. Tompkins......... Spiwetoke ay » a 
Jas La treat eee Sea a San BCS : z 
AY 2. Mowtoar 22. di.-s , ats 
Fe AE ae cel aes G 8 2, 
H. B. Richardson..,.-.-.| B. ¥. C.. 2 pas 
DRE, S@yvMOMW ss: ses Se | Am. Y. C ; : 
acon? (OOPS Te acatece osha let- SOXAOL Ro. oye tele 
Bek! Bassi ocr Q. Y. C : ra 
W. R. Vermil.yea a 
G. W. Linnell. ... B.H. ¥.€ 1 n 
a pe eS ade ae Cley. Y. Ass 2 A. 

ev eadenere CUP IAR CEU S ae Lals cet | MODOC Vaz 2 2 
Tyee OF Sey eee) 1 ig) eee er S$. Bay Y. C i ae ed 
John E. Peabody......... -x. C “2 

.| Geo. R. Hobby .......... K, ¥,_¢ 3 
Wika WOM.) finte ne cokes Bo. Y. C 8 ho 

Sassacus.,......... B. Griffin. ..... $e SS oes C.A.Y¥.C i : if 
Scamp...-.. bee rere TAN KNGEAY nese, eee! Di Vues. ka Ls 
Schemer,........-. A. Monroe.._.. PRT ane Larch. ¥. ©.;. 4 
Seicaes, woenl ee Cert on Cece ee thee omits Tol. Y. Bo.4 

Seabird............ Geo. S. Forbush......... JeBDeve Cle, Nl jaye, 
Sea Robin......... iM de Walteraias... overees TOW an A Lire : 2 2 
Seraphine..,.,...... Borden & Temple........| 8B. Y, C,,.,,.] Cat 19.06 = 

CE ar 

weet! Ft 

5th 

; = 2 ee = a ee 

4th 

4th 

4th 

bth 
2 

4th 
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Raye Boye a 
Name. Owner. Club or Port. | Rig. | W.L, 8 = 7 Ps Pe Name. Oumer, Club or Port. | Rig. | W. L. &8 eo Ts 28 Ze 

Lo al a LES es Seo] R* 18 8 ass! & Tae GS aad, ‘ 
a 5 

Otel) ade ae Fe | ce SRA, Eee Boeiias a Shelter Island... 1 hs death oon a Undine ,..........| Benj. Dean............--- Bo. Y. C 1 a oo 
Shadow...........- John Bryant............. BY 14. | HYG) 54), Unknown.......... Ambrose Martin.,........ Tints Nae as See 4 we + 
Shadow........,... Bush & Frazer........... Newark Y. C... 5 | ire i. Veddlesn ee ats SW. tA SB DAL Vg fs steed weds © LE GO 4 hel ee z 
Shadow........ $343.0] sou opinerecee ears waar Ganonoque 1 +s 1 VanVoorhis,Carrie| S. Pinckney.............. MYO rae 2 LM RSet rote 
Sheerwater........ IVs Mi Merrill Sonor. asa. (oles Ba 7 1 Abn) eee Varuna..........06 Grete Bis ETI shi ven cane ~¥.C 4 Theale rs 

Wirt te oleae sVC OO.) vyons een oy. Penn, Y. 1 1 Varuna.... 2 Ag || GLO & ad bb mays ey Ve Re Larch. Y. C 2 Le ee ia 
SP Ubhos. cella sree e .| E.R. ¥. 3 1 Ventur ..| H. G, Peabody... 0 TAREE O I a. 2 uh “5 ect 

Sophia Or, OsSPooal ey 22 sche: Am. Y. 1 1 Venus .| Wm. McKenzie, CPA BYE. 1 ae 1 ae 
Sophia Emma.....| C. EB. Korff..... ......... N. J, Y. 1 1 Vera Everett Paine -| BLY. C..... 3 re) Sle 
Spider... Balt depen ey (CE, 11 ey, 2 Verve B. Cochrane | R. CY. Ct 5 1 1 2 
Spray.. HE Gitave ten 15 H. 2 1 Verve. a |SSOVER ere ons .| Chi, ¥Y, As 2 SA AP le 
Spray a lfitbh Ge Te: 2 mies 2 | Vesper .| Benner Bros... .| W.L. ¥. C, 5 |W. L, 3} .. ; 
Spray..... .| VW. ¥. RB. 1 1 Viking L. D. Shepherd. .| D. ¥. C.. 1 J dhe 4 
Stranger ap 1s CS, 5 4 Viola,. E. C, Smith,.... .| L. ¥. C.. 5 1 ot] ee 
Sunbeam ; Q. Cy! 1 1 Violet. .| Geo, H. Richards .| B. ¥. C.. Dy | eis Tie. | ae 
Supervisor A ee es 2 1 Violet... @. N. Roberts, ... .| Mon. ¥, C. haa 1 1 ne 
SULEOS a. A Di heel 2 1 Virginia Ho) eee AS eremecds 4 ..| Mobile Y. C..... Sehr. 40.00 2 2 ‘ 
Surprise. . | een er, 6 5 VENER ehilhe. Heenees Hutchings & Pryor....... SEBUYS ORNs Cat 18.06 | 10 |HYC1]} 1 ; 
Surprise... ... ; 1] BQ Yee 4 1 MAS CSS sr wi eo eee crear) F. C. Lawrence, Jr....... NOYES YAA0 Shee Sloop | 44.01 5 1 Ee ‘ 
Swiftsure... . .... .| Mon, Y. C...... See 1 i WAGES enemas EH. W. Grover............. Newark Y. C...| Sloop | 26.04 4 BE (Tee v 
Tantrutd .......0+. aw Ol a ee Cat 21.11 6 2 Warner, Lizzie.. DY Lutbargee wos) sees SoBe Cleonere. Sloop | 24.06 5 1 ne 
Reamer ee. ie Newark Y. C Cat 18.01 3 AL Re: - Wasp......!....... John Prindeville....... HeChigVenGyceee. Sloop | 64.00 2 1 - ; 
Tempest........... Pt..Clear ...... yaa 3d 1 > 1 a Weller, Sam....... annum ees Ss ee. Prov. Y¥; C...... hes 1 1 ie, = 
ERY Biee iwi her VaAY eh ARS. ofl) Wet oes 1 1 Wenonah.......... Jas. Stillman,............ N.Y, Y.C......| Cutter) 60.09 6 a 1 

JUVE Soe ae Amos Cotting..« ........ Te Ie Sloop | 28.00 4 2B. PVSRAEE Ts eee aree fale Fo, Bullard. .... 22.2022: Feed oN Seah Cs age Cat 15.09 3 a 1 : 
PHISDES ese kre Ses S. A. Freeman.?...5..... SSEAN Ws. sees Cat 20.05 9 3 1 1 Whimbral......... Krank Winnes........2..- on Oak Ces eee Sloop abeA 1 1 “3 . 
UT y tt [ee S. A, Freeman........... SUBS OTe ye Cat pat 1 t 1 Wiikey eee ees Edw. Burfield............ Newark Y.C....| Cat 18.10%| 3 1 2 r 
Thomas, M.S&...... Bs Marphyenannmeneeenes [Gi SCAN CEE aoe 30.06 3 3 WVDISHEr ess Ae tes F, W. Sargent...........- Do Teh ay OA eae Cat 24.04 3 fh 1 : 
PUROLI yee y essa 5 det8 1) GLY teas eta rier se Wy Cee ee &M.) 24.0644) 1 1 le s, Whisper.......... N. K. Fairbank........... Lake Geneva...| .... Ast 2 2 we ae 
Thorp, Nettie...... de Ne DRO pra) steer sae 15% 515-1 3 tay J.& M. 10 q 1 1 oe White Wing....... S. W. Allertin......... .. Lake Geneva...| .... 2d 2 f, 2 t 
Tidal Wave........ V. Siebert. .............05 AWillew ep Ocs ies yee J.&M,| 19.07 1 1 be is Wild Pigeon,...... F, Wheeler............. TERN Ve els Sloop | 38.00 2 eae 
Worpedos.cqacs tee DOSr a WALU Haters Th eiets/nt AAT EN IM Crp ord etic J.&M.| 28.08 1 1 Wildfire ........... FD AY EIGty esa accincmts OFY ACO. Cat 17.08 | 11 1 1 
BROWS lite alle nen ekbee Manisa elas: » Oceanic Y.C...| .... gh. 1 1 WAS teks e seen, DRS DEN br 8 Se ot cow per gorse 1 PEU AH WO yr Cat 18.03 4 De le 
Transit ..... be eee | HW, rials, ful ecsast eae aa Waa on Cee oy Sloop | 26.03 9 |HYC83| 4 WT a tansae Ae taes AT WOOGASE SeSeutteea. etre PBR Opens. Sloop Tnee 1 1 =, 
riGrns Settee tee i W.L. Cheney... ..s.e.2- NEYO ae Sloop | 15-25 1 1 Willis, Jennie...... dames CUNT eiae 15 Abarat INO ee es fee J.d¢M.| 25.04 1 2 1 : 
LU Ta REO re A egy ad ry Coe ee ee bee | OIG, “WeeAse- fell) 02.5 oe 1 ie Watelis, sia pssts23 B. B. Crowninshield...... IBD Castanos Cutter) 22.00 8 | BYC3; 1 
BETILOM shah cat ieok Ee WDOdReL ei css ese IAA Gal OF ay Ml Sehr. 64 00 2 2 i Zephyr Upie aip ata. eee F. B. H, Bonter...... _...-| Chi, ¥. ©... ...| Sloop | 18.10 1 1 Be 
pEritOn ee. eek ewe Ee Nels wi aes nance acess Newark Y. ©...| Cat 18.1014) 3 1 ° LOtbaisccee. «eves HOWE Bros senate iienehes A ee we ag Soeeie Sloop | 18.09 3 He 1 : 
BPruaiitia traits. Obs Kerker: (0c) fn... hen? Gamay, Cat 23.11 6 3 i Zig Zag...-..cc.ees Henry Goodwin.......... LO} dh Sr Ode 6 ole mara J. M.| 28.05 1 i AY 
PL UaliTe wien ceed es. | Gordon Dexter........... ef OEP Oe eee, Cat 16.04 4 |SByYC ( Zillah..... eee: 2 J JONNEY. eh bee -pulawee Marion.......... Cat bs 1 1 a 
wilight........... A. Ade eee ick35 cal W.L.Y.C....., Cat 18.01 2 a 1 FATT Peres oy |e ee | AERIS JNO GROSSE HBOS AGAah T.of H. Y.C...| J.&M 0.22 2 1 Hf 

ihe in ETA John Marno............ SnE EO}: gag a AVR Sloop | *#20.00 6 J PRU ES Soe ee tskegeell P58 Bt ces Ss ASRS SESS Rouen Y. ©..| Schr 31.00 2 2 ae 
PONE ie: tees. ese [ipa tot et Serato carta lala I. of H. ¥ 1 1 PAT ay ees ©: Bramany, 5) 3.035 Gr oy eS Sloop 2 a 1 
ONCING ea ee M. J. Greeley............. dE ASS, were. Beets Sloop | 34.10%} 6 2 

UM My REYS “THE IMBRIE” 

HOWPRINARY mg. BLACK BASS REEL, 
_OR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

HORSES,CATTLE, SHEEP DOGS, HOGS, 
and POULTRY, 

FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homeo- 
pane Ror maE ary Species ve been used Db; 
rere Stock Breeders, Livery Stable an 

PATENT COMPENSATING ACTION, 

By which more than one-half the friction (necessary to all other reels) 

urfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, is obviated. Multiplies twice and has adjustable click. 
Joal Mine Companies, Trav’¢ Mippodromes 
and Menageries, and others han g stock, 
with perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manaal, (83 pp.) 

sent free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
{- Pamphlets sent free on application, | 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO, 
109 Fulton Street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
yates Weakness and Pros- 
EAP A THil over-work or 

WE MAKE FOUR SIZES OF THIS REEL: 

. .200yds. NOLO olde dda dada 100yds. 
150yds. NOMA A erecta Sate tenet aes 80yds. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for 

you, send 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue. 

HUMPHRE C% radically 

and promptly Ri by it. None Genuine without the name of 
Been in use 20 tue 
=—is the most sucess! © 
Sit remedy En 1 per a ors 0, Isand 
pee vial of eit for 8, sent post-free on re- Pena post ee oe “ABBEY & IMBRIE, N. Y.,” ices rice. Humph Pray é 

ust, Catalogus frec,] 109 Fulton St.. N. ¥. FAC-SIMILE OF No. 4. Stamped on Disc. 

SILK WORM GUT. | EuURs. 
FF. LATASA, 85 Broadway, N. Y., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 9 
Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. e ° E R SS S ONS 

For price list address 9 

I84¢ FIFTH AVENUE, 
F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

| NEW !/ YORK. 
Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 

rs YW O CE’S 

MANUFACTURED BY Cloth a eran ia ee trimmed fur, $85, $100, $125, 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. E ? ee 2 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable x metal, with reinforced base; 5 are. adapted to either Seal Skin Coats at $225 » $275, $300, ete. 

ny 0: 6 thicker makes. Cos 
only about halt as much. Pyeight less than paper shells They shoot purenae’ and closer, ald pana A ys Gloves at $5 b) $6, $8, $ 10, $ 1 2 9 § 1 4, $ 1 6, $ 1 8. 

: e diameter is nea’ wo gauges lar EY 66 66 
same as any brass shells, using wads. sey two sizes larger than gauge of "shel. OF can ‘be effectually Hats and Caps, $8, $10, $1 2 9 $15, $20. 

ape when dischar. 6 crimping tool also « ~ 
ets as HA Peddders ah advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced SHoeeaaens Sample Black Bear Robes at $3 5 9 $45, $5 Ds $65 9 $75, $85, $100, 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the ee $ 1 2 5 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers ; . 

Borage wean Ono eens By, ; Black Japan Goat Robes at $15. 
HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, | Beaver, Buffalo, ’Coon and all other Fur Robes and Rugs. 

101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. Ladies’ Seal Skin Sacques and Cloaks. 
Muffs, Collars and Trimmings of all sorts. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

CELEBRATED LEFEVER HAMMERLESS GUNS, 
Orders by mail or information desired will receive special and prompt attention. Price 

lists sent on application. When customers are known to the house, or satisfactory references 
are furnished, goods will be sent on approval. 

‘WASSERSPORT. 
SPECIALLY DEVOTED TO 

Rowing and Yachting. 

GOOD NEWS: 
1 LADIES! « 

" Greatest inducements ever of: 
fered, Now’s your time to get up 

A. orders for our celebrated Teas 
APPEARS WEEKLY ON THURSDAY. ComPaNy. Miape hyip ae pocuine bene 

Price: 4.50 Marks ($1.06) per quarter; 17 Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated 
: Marks ($4) per year, postage prepaid. eon rated ToNce Sone Hor it parila a pane one 

csoand We esaaed Wiehe rea celemmeunian | YEG, Sort © “Stanton sh, Now toc 
stamps, postal orders or by draft on German bank. 
Publication office of WASSSERSPORT, 

Berlin, S. rhrrert aMie saa Germany. HILL ON THE DOG. 

Fishermen, send for THE STANDARD WORE ON THEIR 

circular. . J. MAR- 
w=— TIN, Rockville, Conn.,| MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

The only pun in the world with compensated action to take up wear in any direction. Used by the 
best trap shots in America. Winner of the Pierce Diamond Badge three times at the New York State 
‘Sportsmen’ s Convention, SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, SSS Man’?r of braided silt 

YERRINGTON & QUIMBY, AGENTS FOR NEW YORE CITY. business Asiiings of the best ‘quality, Dealers are Price 82.00. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., 18 E. Water St., Syracuse, N. Y. Seen igacunicee UE la as et aaa For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 
er ee 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
Ayma virumgue cane—‘ Arms and the man I sing.” And, indeed, it would take the genius 

of a Virgil and the rol] of Latin hexameters fitly to tell the deeds of this man, whose arms are 

shotgun and fishing rod, Go where you will, he is there. You run into him on the crowded city 

street, encounter him on cars and steamboats; he perches atop the country stage. bestrides the 

burro, and doubles up like a jacknife in the kanim. Seek out the most distant, most tortuous 

streams, his line has been wet in their waters; penetrate into the wilderness, the tin can of the 

sportsman’s camp is yel further on. He does for game—if the fates shall send anything within 

reach of his ammunition; for fish—if by good fortune a trout shall rise to his fly or descend to 

his worm. But, good luek or bad luck, game or no game, fish or no fish, fun always, fresh air, 

ozone, quicker pulse beat, brighter eye, more elastic step-—all the multitudinous rewards, which 

after all outweigh the biggest “bags,” and tip up the longest “‘strings.” Is is not trne that only 

a poet could tell his deeds as they ought to be told? Perhaps so. Perhaps not. He can usually 

tell them himself. And he does, with a thousand different pens, in a thousand different ways. 

You may read it in the ForEsT AND STREAM. 

And that, after all, is better than if it were put into verse between book covers. 

One who does not understand these things might imagine that after being told so often, this 

story of the man—the man with the rod and gun—might in the end become hackneyed, But it 

isnotso. Why? Well for pyetty much the same reason, we venture to say, that the fields and 

the woods and the lakes and the streams themselves never become hackneyed. However that 

may be, one thing is certain. Our columns every week, and month after month, give ampie 

proof that there is still an abundance to tell of what is seen and what is done afield and on 

angling waters; and that hosts of people still delight to read the telling, our subscription books 

show with ever increasing emphasis. 

The FOREST AND STREAM is in the best sense of the term 

A Journal of Recreation. 
It tells of the recreation founil by busy men, in out-door, open-air life. It zs recreation to 

these same men and to others. Explain it how you will, this recreation found in the pages of the 

ForEST AND STREAM is different from the diversion of other papers. Why? Because (it may be 

answered again) the recreations of field and stream are always ten times more potent for good than 

are those found in almost any other way. And now 

A Word About 1885. 
For fifty-two weeks of the year 1885 we pronose to publish the ForEsT AND STREAM, and 

to fill each number with the same rich abundance and variety of reading that may be found in 

this present number or in any one of the five hundred numbers before it. 

There will be the same delightful accounts of the adventures and misadventures of the 

Sportsman Tourist, and whether the ‘tour’ be across a continent or only across the pasture lot 

into the woods beyond, the story in either case will be well worth the time it takes to read it. 

We shall haye, now and then, a description of such excursions in foreign countries, but for the 

most part these columns will deal with what is seen and done in our own country, for that, after 

all, is what the readers of FOREST AND STREAM are rightly presumed to be most interested in. 

The Natural History columns will give attention to varied forms of animal life, more parti- 

cularly such as may come under the observation of sportsmen in their rambles. This department 

of the ForEST AND STREAM we believe to hold a place altogether unique, It is neither the 

dime-museum sort of un-natural history affected by the newspapers, nor the abstruse and fine-spun 

lucubrations of the scientific associations. It is intelligent talk about animal life, intended fot 

intelligent readers. . 

In the Shooting and Angling columns (we need hardly say it) will be accounts of hunting 

excursions and fishing trips, with luck, good, bad or indifferent; discussions about matters 

mechanical, ethical, sentimental, fanciful and practical; some, after much debating, will be 

settled; others will be left (and the reader with them) at the end just where they were at the 

beginning. 

The Kennel will give in 1885 (as it has given in 188.1) the earliest, most accurate and the 

only unbiased reports of shows and trials, and it will be the endeavor of the editors to maintain 

for the FOREST AND STREAM in this special branch the position it now holds away in advance 

of anything else published in this country. 

Though the Canoeizg interest of the country is of comparatively recent growth, the FoREST 

AND STREAM fully appreciating its importance, has provided for those who sail or paddle a (pretty 

generous) corner, which—but is it not known and read of all canoeists? Equal pains will be 

taken to maintain the high position of the paper with respect to its Yachting columns, now 

recognized—not only in this country, but abroad as well—as the leading department of the kind 

in the world, 
In a word—this is what we started out to say—in 1885 the FOREST AND STREAM will be 

newsy, bright, wholesome—a journal of out-door recreation. 

Terms:—$4 per year, $2 six mos,, Tocts. per copy. Sold everywhere. 
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Forrest anD Stream Pus. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 
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_A shows shel] in creaser. B shows creased shell. 

The Cheapest, the Simplest, the Handiest, the Easiest to Operate. 
Every opinion is that THE NYE CREASER is the best implement ever made for fastening 

loads es a er shells. Ask your dealer for it. Sent by mail on receipt of price. Copper finish, $1.00; 

Full nickel, $1.50. Circular free. 

THE NYE CREASER CO., Monmouth, Ill, 

18se55. The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 
published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
List of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 
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Black Bass Fishing, Henshall,...........-.++++ 3 00 | Frank Worester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2v.,ecloth 4 00 
British Angling’ Whiess eae prpess )\ sc veeee-b ones 2 00) Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching............. 1 50 | Frank Forester’s Fugitive S, Sketches, paper 75 
Fish and Wishing, Manly .........-........440. 5 25 | How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow........- 1 00 
Fishing, Bottom or Float...........s..2s cesses 50 | How I Became_a Sportsman............ ...... 2 40 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott.......,.... 8 50 | Hunting, Shooting and Fishing..... ......... « 250 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock..................+046: 2 00 | Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis .................++ 2 50 | Hurlingham Gun Club Rules..................: 25 
Ely fishing in Maine Lakes.............-...... 1 25 | Modern Breech-Loaders, Greener.. a 2 60 
Fly and Worm Fishing,...... Meets ern i Be ae 50 | Rifle Practice, Wingate........ : 150 
Fravk Forester's Fish and Fishing .......... 2 50 | Rod and Gun in California... .. 1 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line | Shooting ... ..... 50 
Fysshe and Fysshyne....... qn oe oer rnt 1 00 | Shooting, Dougall. . 3.00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium...,......... +.» _ 50 | Shooting on the Win 1 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .... 1 00 | Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth 410 00 
Modern Practieal angler, Pennell....,........ 2 00 Embossed leather ; 15 00 
Practical Trout Culture.............2. ..2s.0s 1 00 | Sporting Adventures in the Far West 150 
Practical Fisherman. .............0+.+e00005 4 20 | Still Hunter, Van Dyke 2 00 
Prime’s I Go a-Visning,......2...6..e.0e0ees eee x o0 | Stephens’ Lynx Hunting 1 25 
Scientific Angler ........ tnd (ee tte eh oe 1 50'| Stephens’ Fox Huntin: 1 25 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 1 50 
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The Genie Fish of the Northern Stat d e Game Fish of the Northern States an . 
British Provinces...... ...... PG oetget 00 Adi hia BOOKS AND MAPs. 

Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe........ i 50 . atte Me Seana HER Fente tees $1 00 
Walton, Izaak, fae simile of first edition...... vi Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

RIRDS. Lake oe sete ete ceases 50 
: j ! Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake 

Anierican Bird Fancier...... rept eees eteeecens 50 Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 

Baird’s Birds of North America...........,.++- 30 00 | Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 
Bechstem’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 1 50 | Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddar 
BirdaNObesiyssanj tas. <--|bemicteais pte aimeyi tan sty ated 75 | Map of Androscoggin Region... 4, 
Birds Nesting................- a ahepcasooseepen 1 25 | Map of Northern fitaine Steele, . 
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lage and Singing Birds, Adams............... 50 . 
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Coues’ Field Ornithology...................2.. 2 50 | Athletic Sports for Boys. bds. 75c.; cloth,...... 1 00 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... .-. 15-00 | Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, ete.. 2 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes........ 3 00 

ROosevelbss.. 3 ke eecies ore Pestle et ecesre ster 200m) Onoquets, ge. = 2. nee Set Fs Soh ec a beetent 20 
Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25c.; cloth 60 | Easy Whist.......... ae Sree Maths OE oS ierleperere es 50 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. ....... .. 800)! Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements $ 50 
Native Song Birds.,......... 75 | Hands: ab, Wiis. <5. We els eee 50 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynar 2.00 | Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise... 25 
Natural History of Birds..................00+- 8 00 | Laws and Principles of Whist, Cavendish. 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green..................55 1 80 | Quoits and Bowls 
Samuet's Birds of New Engiand.......... .... TI pis) 240 51) ume A nee yn 5 Ae AP ee es 2 Set 
f2UMny etd es tt 1c ke ghey aR SO at oe 15 | Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Water Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer and W_hish) for-Berinneiys pe aoe Me 50 
Ridgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., each..........- 30 # KENNEL, 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 yvols........ 18 American Kennel, Burges..................0: . 300 
Wood's Natural History of Birds.............. 600°) Doz sBitlen ones en ee earn ema 2 00 

Dog, Diseases of, Dalziely 7220 bo blak 
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Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... 3 00 | Dog Breaking, by Holabird.............. Merzte ence 
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Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s......... 250 | Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Cruises in Small Yachts ...........-.......05+ 2 50 Woy triOs:2 Sepa tr cea aera adem ein 2 00 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing............ .... 100] Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo........ 75 
Hints on Yachting, Buymg and Building, : Dogs, Points fOr Wud gins A ees uote ee 50 

Testa Gb tite oe ee eee ee ee Ane Pe 1 50 | Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.: cloth............... 60 
Model. Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor.... ...... 2.00 | Dogs and Their Ways, Williams, ............. 1 25 
Paddle and Portage... ... yt) GP rep ne a et 150 | Dogsand the Public .227) 22.0 s is. ee eens 5 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies.........-.....-. 2 00 | English Kennel C, S, Book, Vol. I.............. 5 00 
Practical Boat Building, Kem . 100] English K. C. 8. Book, Vols. III. to X., each.. 4 50 
The Sailing Boat .. ........ .. 50 | Our Friend the Dog 
Vaeation Cruising. Rothrick...,... .. 150} Practical Kennel Guide, Stables 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp............... a8 oH Bere cay GT pritia 
Yacht Designing, Kemp.,........-......--.+-.- nenenge, 

Fach}: Mestpning P The Dog, by Idstone < 
CAMPING AND TRAPPING. Vero Shaw's Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.40; 

Adventures in the Wilderness.........-..-.+:, oD |e OL OCCO lines niet sutciaretdit arsran arenas Uueaa 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.: bds.......... 7% Youatt on the Dog 
Three, in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gunn to MISCELLANEOUS 
IN OS WAY x. hs Sor etic a ABT SPAR eee 5 ° 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman............... 175 | Adventures of a Young Naturalist ........... 1% 
Camp Life in the Wilderness.................. 80 | Amateur Photographer........00. ccceeeeneeee 1 00 
Camping aud Cruismg in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50] animal Plagues, Fleming.... ... ............. 4 80 
Camping Outer. Sy desea seas cee a wielejeleeaeneepere vi) Antelope and Deer of America,... ........... 2 50 

Complete American Trapper, Gibson......... 100} Archer, Modern.......... .....c0sceeeeeee kt meen 
Fimits on Camapines. awe co ceehice ei estes tase 125] Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 50 
How to Camp Out, Gould... ss. eee eee 1 00 Black Pills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s .........-...- 150] Government Report.............. .eceea. a2, 2 80 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher...........-.... 75 | Common Objects of the Seashore. ............ 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies. ........-.+..1665 ase. 1500: }dahetwy ard BOON thay nee nel. «sat ney ele s+ 158 
The Adirondacks, Headley..........-......+-- 2 00 | Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer- 

_ Ses COAS tyres meek mae asta eerie ee ei 5 00 
HORSE, How to Make Photographs ... 1 00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses...., 5 00 | Humorous Sketches, Seymour,,............... 6 00 
Bits and Bearing Reins. ..........-....-..0s00e 50 | Insects Injurious to Vegetation................ 6 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship.......... 100} Keeping One Cow,... 22 ois. yes eee ee cons 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 yols......--....---1.+-: _, 80 00 | Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 250] per vol... 22.22. wees cence eee t ee eee twee es 150 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo........... 1 50 | Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy....... ..... 1 25 
Dwyer’s Horse BOOk,......... 000. ee sp seesceeee 1 25 | Manton’s Taxidern1y Without a Teacher..... . oo 
Horseback Riding, Durant,...-.............-+. 1 25 | Natural History Quadruped................... 15 
How to Ride and School a Horse.... ......... 1 00 | North American Insects. ..............-.....-. 1 50 
Horses and Hounds............... orcs eE: ret 80 | Packard’s Haif-Hours With Insects........... 1 50 
Horses, Famous American Race......... ea Whr Pistol, VEBOt. ee meth et ny ott ey eee nee ee = 50 
Horses, Famous American Trotting.,........, 75 | Photography for Amateurs........ BB be bees 60 
Horses, Famous. of America,........ ss... 1 50 | Practical Forestry, byetuller. .. Sse eee at!) 
Jenning’s Horse Training...........-..0+-62 ++ j 25 | Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Manual of the Horse)... o..0%0.giesins ss sx Saeemees OFM | om enih ee eee te dh OP AAE eee Sagat ae He 150 | 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor...........-+seesee++++ 3 00 | Practical Orange Culture............, Pe bs 100 
Muyhew’s Horse Management................- 3 00 | Practical Poultry seeping: os 24 veces 2 00 
NcOlure’s Stable Guide......-......+.+ cette 1 00 | Randall’s Practical Shepherd... ............ , 200, 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer.....--...---.esseueeees ,. 50] Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock................ 3 00 
Riding and Driving... 0.0.0... 0..c2-sesaseeees -20 | Studies in Animal Life, Lewis.........-....... 100 | 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s..,..., 3 00 | The Cream of Leicestershire......... ........ 3 50 
Stable Management, Meyrick... .......... ... 1.00| The Forester, by Brown........ ....... - ,.- 1000 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia....... 3 75 | The Northwest Coast of America. ........... . 20 00 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 8 50 | The Heart of Hurope......-....-+..2..:+0-e .. 875 
Stonehenge.on the Horse, American edition, The Botanical Atlas, 2 170) | Reyer ya or sees 13°00 
UDO ERE sare ee a Fae De woe 68 8 Beas 200 | The Zoological Atlas, 2 VolS....:.....-..0+++++- 10 00 

The Book of the Horse..-..,.....t..002-t reece 12 50 | The Book of the Rabbit............... esraigiacet 5 00 — 
The Saddle THorse,.+.).-5-cadasddeeeece, seas ees 1 G6 | The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown............ 1 00 
The Horse Owner's Safeguard..........-.....5 2 00 | Wild Flowers of Switzerland Py 5 FA eS 15 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going .............++.. 200] Wooderaft, “Nessmuk’...-..,...-4.+e-ee eee 100 
Wallace’s American Stud Book..... .. «..... 10 00 | Woods end Lakes of Maing.................... 3 U0 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 | Yellowstone Park, Ludlow, quarto, clot 4, Gov- 
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AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITIO 
TE WiCHoLtsS 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel — 
ence more than numbers. This is the highest nee awarded ta any American for Split Bamboo Rods, 

Manufactured by BE. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass, 
Send for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws, ' 
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THE RIFLE YEAR. 

fe oa the present month thus far has given us mag- 
nificent shooting weather, which has afforded opportunity 

for much capital practice on the ranges, yet the season may 

be considered as fairly closed with the Thanksgiving Day 
matches. Here and there on ranges where there are inclosed 

- shooting houses, trials of skill over the off-hand ranges up to 
200 yards may be kept up even through the entire winter; 

but formal practice on the part of organizations and clubs— 

military as well as civilian—has been generally suspended 
for the year 1884, and it is time to cast up the account and 

see where we stand and what the record of the year may be. 
On the whole, it has been a satisfactory season; quiet, in- 

deed, without any such rush of excitement as is brought on 

by an international match; but in almost every State of the 
Union the crack of the rifle has been heard on a score or 
more of ranges. The way is gradually clearing up to a point 

where it will be generally discovered how much we do not 

know in the matter of close marksmanship. Just what cer- 

tain makes of rifles will do over certain ranges, and the rela. 

tive merit of many of the contrivances now relied upon to 
bring about good scores, are questions which are being 
worked out here and there by many observant workers. 

Men who study the science and practice the art of marks 

manship without any preconceived notions of how things. 

must come out, are becoming more frequent on our ranges, 
and once they grow into an important body in the shooting 

world, then will the many faults of the present arms be done 
away with. There is too much respect for old-fashioned 
ways of doing things now hampering those who make, as 
well as those who use, rifles. The military habit has had 
mauch to do with this, and many who shoot with non-mili- 
tary clubs are really soldiers out of uniform and inclined to 

the military habit of respecting precedent and observing 

rule. 

The National Rifle Association has carried out its work 
on the most modest basis. The fall meeting called out a 
generous show of competition in answer to the efforts made 

by the directors in putling upa liberal prize list. It is 

pretty certain that if anything is to be done in a general 
meeting where a popular support is looked for, it must be 
brought about through a liberal prize list. It may be pos- 

sible for a small club of enthusiastic shooters to carry on 
matches for a long time, and with abundant pleasure in the 
contests, upon a merely nominal prize list. Where local 

feeling is aroused, contests may be had between counties 

in a State, and between States in a larger match, where the 

glory of winning is considered an ample return for the 

outlay of effort, but as a general rule the sport must be 

made attractive by such prize lists as will draw out the 

crowd, There must be the chance of winning something of 

value held out, even though the odds be more than cor- 

respondingly increased. 

There is room, too, in our prize meetings for new matches, 

Put under such conditions as would bring new talent to the 
front, many of the old-time matches would become attrac- 

tive. In place of forcing everything to bend to the making of 

good scores on paper, more attention should be paid to the 

simulation of real work with the rifle. When a man has 

learned to use a rifle well, the next thing is to learn to use it 

as he would in the field, or under such demands of rapidity 

and at such unknown distances as would be made in prac- 

tice before an enemy. 

NETTING DUCES ON LONG ISLAND. 

je another column will be found a communication from 
the game protector for the counties of Kings, Queens 

and Suffolk, relative to the netting of ducks on Long Island. 

This abominable practice, which was so much complained 

of last year, is still being carried on in Great South Bay, and 
is doing great injury to the shooting there. Mr. Whittaker 

states that it is impossible for him to seize the nets put out 
for the purpose of catching the birds. He informs us that 

he -has taken legal advice on the point, and no less an 

authority than Mr. Whitehead has warned him that he will 
expose himself to a suit for damages if he interferes with the 

netters, The statute made and provided in the case (Laws 

1879, Chap. 534) reads as follows: 

Src. 5. No person shall at any time kill any wild duck, goose or 

brant with any device or instrument known as a swivel or punt gun, 

or with any gun other than such guns as are habitually raised at 

arm’s length, and fired from the shoulder, or use any net, device or 
instrument, or gun other than aforesaid, with intent to capture or 

kill any such birds. 

The netters, we are told, spread their nets over the feed 

ing grounds of the ducks and capture them by this means, 
but if the nets are seized, even though the dead ducks are 

found entangled in them, they swear, and bring witnesses to 

support their statements, that the nets were put down for the 

purpose of taking bass. This throws the burden of proof 
upon the prosecutor, who is obliged to establish the fact that 
the nets were spread for the purpose of taking the birds and 

not the fish. Proof of this it would, of course, be impossible 

to obtain. 

It would seem, from this statement, that the fault lies with 

the law as it now stands, and this emphasizes once mere a 

point that we have frequently made against the New York 

law. In these statutes the conviction of any offender is 

made difficult, and often impossible, by throwing the bur- 

den of proof on the prosecution. In the present instance, 

the presence in the section of the words ‘‘with intent,” prac- 
tically nullifies the section. If those two words were omitted, 
and the capture of ducks by means of nets were simply pro- 

hibited, the finding of dead ducks in a net would be prima 
facie evidence of an intended violation of the law, and it 
would rest with the defendant to show that in setting his 
nets there was no intention to catch ducks. This an honest 
man would have no difficulty in proving, 

All such words as ‘“‘knowingly,” ‘‘wilfully,” “with intent” 
and similar phrases which have to do with the purposes of 

violators of the law, are out of place inour game laws. We 
presume that the criminal code does not say that any 

person who shall wilfully pick a pocket or break into a bank 

or rob a till ‘is guilty of a crime, and it would scarcely be 
held a good explanation if the thief who was caught with 
his hand in his neighbor’s pocket, should say that he put it 
there in search of a match. The public are supposed to 

know the law, and if offenders are ignorant of it, that is a 
misfortune of theirs, of which the law does not take 

cognizance. At all events, if men are found with stolen 
property in their possession, an explanation is demanded of 

them. So, if men are found taking up nets which have in 
them birds unlawfully captured, it should rest with them to 

show their innocence of guilty intent. The law has been 
violated, and through their agency; on them should rest the 

burden of proof to show that they are not responsible. 

Cases similar to the one indicated are numerous in these 
statutes, and are a disgrace to the State of New York, since 

they make its laws ridiculous. How absurd it is to say that! 

no person shall ‘‘wilfully sell or expose for sale” netted 

quail or grouse. It is the business of the dealer to know 

whether birds have or have not been netted, and an absolute 

prohibition of the sale of such birds is all that is required. 

The dealer may safely be trusted to look out for his own in- 

terests in this matter, and if the word ‘‘wilfully” were ex- 

punged, a single conviction would put an end to the sale of 
snared birds, and there would be no more advertising that a 

higher price would be paid. for trapped than for shot birds, 

Mek a meeting held last. Tuesday evening at Canton, Miss., 
the National American Kennel Club voted to change 

the name of the organization to the National Field Trials 

Club, and a committee was appointed to so revise the con- 
stitution as to remove everything that referred to other func- 
tions, The changes of name and constitution will in no wise 
alter the character of the club. It will do no more nor less 

with the new name than it did with the o/d. However 
broad may have been the field proposed by the founders of 

the club, practically, for some years it has done nothing 

more than to hold its annual field trials. The giving of bench 
shows has been left to local clubs, and any control that might 

be exercised over these exhibitions, has been assumed by an- 
other organization recently formed for this express purpose, 

The National American Kennel Club originally contemplated 
the publication of a stud book; but for some weason or other 

the financial burden proved too great for it to bear, andina 
moment of sadly misplaced confidence, it turned over the 

entries and fees received for the second volume to a concern 
which has since proved itself irresponsible in the matter. A 

stud book has fortunately been supplied by the publication 

of the now firmly established American Kennel Register, so 
that in reality there was no special reason why the National 
American Kennel Club should longer burden itself with a 

task which requires painstaking labor quite out of propor- 

tion to any tangible return made for it, 

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS CLUB. 

Tue Mianonetre Casp.—The survivors of the wrecked 
English yacht Mignonette, who saved themselves from star- 
vation by killing and eating cue of their companions, a boy, 

have been tried for murder, convicted and sentenced to be 

hanged. The decision of the court was, that the taking of 
human life could be justified only by a plea of self-defense, 

and that the deliberate killing of another for the preserva- 
tion of one’s own life was murder. Harsh as were the ex- 
traordinary circumstances of the case, this decision will be 

accepted as good law. These circumstances were urged by 

the convicted men in their plea for mercy, and according to 

the cable reports, it is probable that the sentence will not be 
executed. If the unforiunates should be pardoned, the 

clemency of the crown will meet with universal indorse- 
ment, for although strictly and technically the offense of the 
Mignonette crew was murder, no one can ascribe to them 

the motives that usually prompt a murderer. Nor is. the 

verdict likely to have very great influence upon other ship- 

wrecked men in like circumstances, for if they arrive at a 

point where they are ready to kill and eat a companion to 

save their lives, they will not be deterred from doing so by 
the very remote contingency of a trial for murder, in which 

they will be convicted, if at all, only by their own testimony. 

THe Marne Derr Law.—We print this week further 
letters on this subject whichis, it seems to us, well worth agi- 
taling. We shall be glad to hear from any correspondents 
who have anything to say on the matter, which is of such 
great importance to the people of the old Pine Tree State, 

We are anxious to hear all that can be said on the subject 
pro and con, and urge our readers to contribute their views 

and experiences, Let us accumulate the evidence now 

rather than wait until the Legislature is in session. 

AMATEUR CANOE BurILDING.—The papers on amateur 

canoe building, printed in the Forest AND STREAM, have 

been collected into book form and will shortly be issued 
from the press. Several additions have been made to the 
chapters that appeared in the paper, and the manual is the 

most complete ever published or for a long time likely to be 
published. The book will be ready for delivery in about a 
fortnight, and all orders will then be filled in their proper 

turn. 

Aprronpack DEER Hounprne.—Ought deer hounding to 
be forbidden throughout the entire Adirondack region? If 
it ought to be, canitbe? And if it is, can the law be enforced? 

These are questions that just now are calling for an answer. 
We should be glad to have the opinions of those whose 

knowledge of the subject gives them authority to speak, 
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CAROLINA QUAIL SHOOTING. 

Fo several months past I have been so engaged in other 
pursuits, and especially using my tongue instead of my 

pen as ameans of conveying my thoughts upon such sub- 
jects as were interesting to me and, as I thought, important 
to the country, that I have failed to communicate with the 
readers of Forest AND SrREAM. It does not become me to 
say whether the service I rendered to the general public was 
of much value, or whether the patrons of your paper suffered 
any loss by my silence. Nor is it my purpose to indicate 
whether I was one of that class of our people who rejoiced 
at the result of the late political struggle, in which I was an 
humble but somewhat zealous participant, or one of that 
class whose hearts were full of sorrow over the evils antici- 
pated from a change in the Federal Administration. ‘The 
election is over, the verdict of the people of the several 
States has been rendered, and I earnestly trust, for the 
country’s sake, that our public affairs will be so managed 
during the next four years as to advance “‘the general wel- 
fare” by the enactment of wise and just Jaws, the equal dis- 
tribution of the burdens of government, and the preservation 
of all national and individual rights. To speak thus of my 
wishes and hopes, I feel sure, cannot be regarded as treason, 
even though expressed in columns which know no partisan- 
ship, but are devoted to pursuits loved by men of all shades 
of political opinion. 
When our open season began, the weather was so dry that 

the field offered no temptation to the most ardent sportsman. 
Tt was peculiarly trying to the powers of any dog to range 
fields in which there was* not a drop of water to cool his 
tongue or body, and in an atmosphere so thoroughly desic- 
cated that his olfactory nerves were incapable of distinguish- 
ing, or eyen perceiving an odor. I made but few efforts 
after game, and in all of them not enly found no game of 
consequence, but had the misfortune to see my dog on sev- 
eral occasions drop down in a fit, produced, as I supposed, 
by an overtax of his physical powers. It may be that his 
troubles arose from a different cause, He appeared, how- 
ever, to be healthy, and had an excellent appetite. Having 
had no exercise for months, he was, no doubt, too tender for 
a hard range; and besides, he was too fat to stand mich ar- 
duous labor. Atall events, he had ‘‘fits,” and I often earn- 
estly wished that I possessed that marvellous skill professed 
by a quack, who alleged his ability to cure that disorder, 
even though ignorant of that part of the materta medica 
which was applicable to the other diseases ‘‘which flesh is 
heir to.” All I could do was to ‘‘possess my soul in 
patience,” and trust to the os medicatriz nature for his 
restoration. He invariably ‘‘came to” after a short while; 
but learned no wisdom from his experienge. We haye now 
had rain, and when the weather becomes colder, I trust he 
will be capable of withstanding some heavy draughts upon 
his powers of endurance, and show me many a covey on 
which te exercise all the skill with the gun which I possess. 

Last week, in company with my friend and kinsman, J. 
T. LeG., and my son, a boy. of *‘sweet sixteen,” but who 
thinks himself full of more learning than all his ancestors 
combined, a trait not peculiar to him, but too common with 
cigarettic young America all over the land. I went to the 
old ‘‘Leak Plantation” on the Pee Dee River, sixteen miles 
northwest of this place, in quest of Bob White. We hoped, 
notwithstanding the long drought, that we would find 
enough moisture for successful and pleasant hunting, But, 
alas, we were in error. My little pointer Argo, upon whom 
we mainly depended, very soon became overcome by the 
heat, had a fit which dazed him so that he took to the water, 
swam across a lagoon, and was with difficulty induced to 
return to me. Late in the afternoon he had another. In 
consequence of these mishaps, and some very poor shooting 
by me, our bag was unusually small. We had, however, 
enough for breakfast, next morning at the table of our 
hospitable friend, P. N. 8., who owns an adjoining estate, 
and to whom IJ have had frequently occasion to refer in the 
columns of the Fornst AND STREAM. To his house we 
drove up, just about night, and in a short while were 
seated at his board, paying our respects to such a supper as 
his guests always receive. The family had been advised of 
our coming by the youth already mentioned, who, tired of a 
sport at which he had no success, left the hunting grounds 
earlier than we did and heralded our approach. 
My kinsman, Teceel, nad gone with us to the plantation 

aforesaid, but left us with the view of trying other fields. 
He concluded not to stop at all, and accordingly, went di- 
rectly to the dwelling of our host and gave information before 
the boy had arrived, that we might be expected that night. 
He took a small tour in the bottoms and hillsides, but had 
about as poor success as that which came to us. 
Next morning it-was agreed that the party, now consisting 

of five persons, by the addition of our friend Tom, should 
divide, Teceel and Jim LeG., with their dogs Joe and Rex, 
were to hunt up the river, while Tom, my boy G. and my- 
self, with Lena—that wild bitch that 1 bought from a man in 
Virginia, and who gave me such a vivid idea of the meaning of 
the words ‘‘staunch and a good retricyer on land and water,” 
which are sometimes seen in advertisements, a description 
of which I gave in your paper soon after 1 became one of 
your correspondents (she has improved very much since that 
famous occasion)—and my dogs Argo and Sam, should try 
our fortunes the opposite way. Our squad had barely started 
in our course before we saw Wat. M. astride a mule, with a 
little dog: named Dot, full brother to Sam, and one of the 
progeny of Lena aforesaid, who had come out from Anson 
county, where he had been sojourning at the residence of 
his uncle, Col. W. M. P. (“Bishop Crickett’), So we 
divided again, but soon came together where Lena had found 
a large covey in sotae stubble. I had found one with Argo, 
but got only one shot, a successful one, the birds going to 
cover, where I did not choose to follow. 

The large covey escaped both barrels of Tom’s “Webley 
Field,” and settled ona ditch bank near the edge of some 
woods, At this place I got four shots, making two clear 

misses, which I ascribed at the time, to the fact that I was 

shooting 4 L 
eplindéh 28 inches, presented to me by my friend, A, L. G., 

of Philadelphia. After a while I came to the conclusion that 

the fault was with me. Soon after this we got up another 

covey, and I got three shots, all of which were successful, 

Taking down what is called the trunk ditch, we went to 

the river to get some water for ourselves and dogs. Betore 

reaching it, we saw quite a flock of geese pitch into the 

stream about five hundred yards below us. Reaching the 

water, we hallooed to some negroes in a boat near the oppo- 

new gun, a Williams & Powell hammerless, 14 | 

site shore, requested them to land, 
if possible, drive them toward us. Happening to have a few 
shells loaded with No. 1 buck, we inserted them and cau- 
pee! went down the stream about half the distance, and 
secreting ourselves, awaited events, It was not long before 
we heard the note which indicated their flight; but when 
we saw them, we noticed, to our disappointment, that they 
would pass us at least two hundred and fifty yards off. We 
concluded to shoot, thinking that by possibility we might 
get one. Accordingly, Wat. M. and I each gave them two 
salutes, and just after the last gun was fired (Wat.’s) we saw 
one waver and then go down into the water. One of the 
boatmen got it for us, Which killed it? Idonot know. 
But 1 got the goose, and to-day had it for dinner. It was not 
fat—there being so far but little food for them. With some 
additional adipose it was quite palatable, however. 
The boy had been left to hold the dogs, and very soon 

after we shot he started to us and got up a covey of birds, 
at which he wasted two shells without avail. Where they 
went he could not tell. Two hundred yards below we got 
up another covey, which took refuge in a pine thicket. I 
got in three shots and bagged two birds. The other I think 

killed, but we failed to find it. Then, in a very thick 
place, the dogs flushed a very large one, at which some of 
the others shot, without suecess. ‘[hese settled on a ditch 
bank, thickly set with cane, and though we started several 
of them we bagged none. Here Argo had another ‘‘fit”—a 
preceding one about an hour before this. He recovered, 
however, and joined me in about fifteen minutes, soon after 
which one of the hunters flushed a nice covey, at which I 
got tive shots, ‘‘grassinge” three of them. We got some of 
them up in a short while and I ‘‘feathered” one, while Wat 
M. killed one—this being his first trial during the day—and 
that bird was the only one so far which I had not* brought 
down. About this time poor Argo was ‘‘taken” again. We 
went on, however, and he rejoined us, pretty soon after 
which another covey was started, at which three harmless 
shots were fired by Tom and Wat. I got one chance, killed 
the bird, but failed to get him. And then Argo was ‘‘fitted” 
slightly. Just then we heard a gun on the opposite side of 
the swamp, and Jim LeG., who had been unsuccessful 
above, joined us. He reported that Teceel had become dis- 
gusted and gone home. Crossing the swamp our dogs set 
birds—doubtless a part of the covey we had been pursuing— 
and Jim got one bird and I got two. Turning our way 
homeward I had four shots, getting three birds. Jim killed 
five, Tom one and Wat one. When we reached the house, 
about nightfall, I had sixteen, Jim the same number, Wat 
two, the boy, whom I sometimes call Dumble, three, and 
oe two, each of the last sportsmen killing one sitting on a 
imb. 
Tt was pay purpose to have returned home the next day, 

but my kind friends urged me to stay over Sunday, and per- 
haps the circumstance might be accompanied, as was usual, 
with rain. I consented, and that night, sure enough, a light 
one did fall. 

The following morning there was every indication of con- 
tinual showers, but the clouds passed with only afew gentle 
droppings. We left soon after breakfast, and drove six 
miles, still up the river, to the home of N. LeG., a brother 
of my companion, and after night there was a little more 
tain, but still a very scant supply. Early after breakfast 
Jim and I set out one way with Argo and Rex, while N., his 
cousin Cansey LeG., E, 8. of Wadesboro, and Pumble, with 
Pelham, Joe and 8am, went another. They returned at 
night, reporting that they had killed twenty-four birds, Soon 
after we went to hunting my poordog Argo got another ‘‘fit,” 
and a very severe one. I had managed, however, to get 
three birds in nine shots, wounding two others, which es- 
caped going into my pockets, Jim bagged only one, he hay- 
ing failed to get the chances I had. When we got to Dumas’s 
Ferry on the Pee Dee, he had six birds and I only four. At 
this place we met by accident T. B. W. of Wadesboro, with 
his gun and young dog, which he calls Belton, that being 
his class. After dividing rations with him while we sat in 
the ‘‘flat,” we all proceeded down the river to try our luck. 
In a little while his dog got up a covey, and being called 

by him, we gave pursuit. From them Jim got five, W. got 
three and I four. Just below more birds were found by him 
on a ditch,and heand LeG, each killed one. I did not shoot. 
They settled in thick cover on the river bank, and LeG. and 
Leach got one. W. requested me to let his dog retrieve my 
bird. consented of course. Belton soon found him, but 
showed greater disposition to convert him to his own use than 
to bring him to me. For this reason I went to do the re- 
trieving myself. He refused to part with what he evidently 
regarded as his personal chattel, and a struggle ensued which 
ended in avampum partice—he getting the head, which he 
immediately swallowed. I told W. that Belton’s appetite 
was rather good—indced morbid—and that he needed some 
corrective. Later in the afternoon, when IJ had shot another, 
this hungry canine got to it before I could, and this time 
gave me the head and breast for my share, while he devoured 
the remainder. Weall did some good shooting during the 
trip, and when we reached the ferry the score of LeG. and 
“Wells” was 16 each and W.12. That night we all spent 
at the house of our friend, W., and the following day our 
party started home. About half way I missed Argo, but 
thinking he would overtake us, we hurried on, and crossed 
our own door-sills just about dark. Next day Argo was still 
missing, and I sent a messenger to hunt him. Hereturned 
on the 27th with the dog, haying found him at the house of 
P. N.S. Tom reported that two men passed the house the 
next day after we had gone home with the dog, alleging that 
they were taking him to his owner. This he emphatically 
denied, telling them that he knew Argo well and who his 
owner was. 
And thus this not entirely unsuccessful sporting tour ended. 

Next week I expect, if the spindles and looms over whose 
operations L have the general management, will not suffer 
by my absence, to visit Chatham county, where there ought 
to be plenty of game, in company with my friends Teceel, 
Mud and Bro, Duffrey. Bro. D. and I will use 14-bore guns, 
and Teceel and Mud 16’s, 
and we anticipate making the hills of that section resound 
with our fusilades, and make the occasion a green one in our 
sporting memories. I may find time and inclination to give 
ou some notes of what we do. It is probable that Mud and 

I will separate from the others and confine our operations 
chiefly to the fields round about Ore Hill, while the others 
will go to Hickory Mountain and try the birds on a part of 
the old Allston estate. We hope to be joined by some gentle- 
men from Fayetteville, who have expressed a. desire to com- 
pete with us in a trial of skill. Mud and 1 wiil make an 

earnest effort to keep the laurels we have from fading, even 

though we do no succeed in-giving them fresher and greener 

hues. At all events I feel sure that the peculiarities of my 

Each will have 250 loaded shells, | 

go below the geese and, | friend will afford me some amusement, and perhaps he may 
be of some service to a young untrained sctter dog I haye, 
and which I mean to force him to take along, he not owning 
adog. We shall see. WELLS, 

Slatuyal History. 

NOTES OF THE WOODS AND WATERS. 

II, 

ABOUT SOME DAMP AND SLIMY THINGS CALLED SEAWHEDS. 

“Not lost the time in seaside ramble spent; 

Braced is the frame, and mental health is gained, 

Knowledge obtained of Him who made the deep, 

And blissful loye acquired of Nature’s works.”’ 

Wee INUTILIS, exclaims an ancient poet; vilior alga 
& esi, he adds in a tone of bitter contempt; refunditor 

alga, repeats another very learned bard. “The sea itself 
spurns forth the nathless tang,” chips in still another pot- 
boiler. All this was many, very many years ago; still it is 
not more than thirty-five years since seaweeds were still the 
most despised of all this world’s beautiful flora, and were by 
very many professors and students of botany absolutely 
ignored and flung aside as so much useless trash cast out by 
the ocean, 

Fig, 1.—ructs Noposus. 

Along the base of the Battery wall extends a band or zone 
of marine vegetation of a dark or light olive-green color, 
according to the season of the year and the time of tide. This 
coarse-looking marine plant when handled during its fruit- 
ing time is damp and slimy, but don’t for an instant imagine 
that this unpretending, somber-looking yegetation which 
attaches itself so persistently to the rocks, is a nathless thing, 
spewed up by the sea, and of no possible value to any living 
creature. 0, no; this wouid be a great mistake, for withm 
its olive-colored stems, branches and fronds is contained one 
of the most subtle of substances known. ‘Then look upon it 
reverently, We will cut an extremely thin cross section of its 
stem and place it under the microscope; behold its exquisite 
and wonderful cell structure; cell upon cell in which the Great 
Master has caused to be stored up that most precious of 
remedies for suffering humanity—iodine. Yes, this is cun- 
ningly hidden in the unpretending, storm-beaten, despised 
‘hlack tang,” or Fucus, but brought out by the fires of the 
“kelp burners” of Ireland and Scotland. And do not the 
calotype, the ambrotype, the daguerreotype and photograph 
all owe their birth to this wonderful essence? Without 
which tne acecmpanying illustration (photo engraved) could 
not have been produced. 

Fig, 2.—FUCUS VESIOULOSUS. 

Fucus—Greek, a seaweed; a genus of very common mar- 

ine plants (Alge) On our North Atlantic and Pacific coasts 

are to be found in greater or less abundance some seyen 

varieties of Fuct, but the most common are the Fucus no- 

dosus (Fig, 1), and Fucus vesiewlosus (Fig. 2), and Ff. ser- 

patus. ‘They are all called ‘rock weed,” and are considered. 

of no great value, except as a fertilizer, and that to no very 

great or general extent. Occasionally fishermen pack their 

soft and hard crabs in rock weed, and dealers in oysters 

dress their baskets with it. In Europe Fucus is held in the 

highest estimation by the farmers, fishermen and peasantry 

of England, Scotland, Ireland and the Ghannel Islands, The 
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people of Guernsey and Jersey call it ‘‘vraic,” a corruption 
of verec, the French word tor seaweed. So important is the 
Matter, that the seasons for cutting and gathering it are 
appointed and limited by law, viz.. from the 10th of Febru- 
ary to the 15th of March, and from the 22d of July to the 
dist of August. Pur 
A great variety of names are given to these unpretending 

alg by the inhabitants of various localities where they 
grow, two being after the Virgin Mary, which also goes to 
prove the high estimation they have for it. - Here are a few 
of the common names: Our Lady’s wrack, kelp-ware, black 
tang, Lady wrack, sea ware, swine-tang, bladder-wrack, etc. 
The names Our Lady’s-wrack and Lady-wrack are on ac- 
count of the abundant crops of potatoes produced when the 
Fucus is used as a fertilizer, and swine-tang, when it is cut 
up and broiled with coarse meal or flour on which to fatten 
swine; bladder-rack is a name given to the F. vesiculosus 
(Fig, 1.) by children, who dry it and make whistles out of 
the bladders, and also amuse themselves in winter evenings 
by casting into the turf fires the bladders, which explode 
witha loud noise. Fishermen’s children on some parts of 
our coast call it “‘snap-weed.” In the town of Galway, car- 
goes of Mucus were brought from Slynehead, a distance of 
sixty miles, and was purchased by inland farmers, who con- 
veyed it to their farms, some thirty miles inland, and yet we 
money-loving Americans have almost entirely failed, up to 
the present time, to utilize it to any great extent, even for 
its iodine. 

On the Jersey and Guernsey coasts the farmer and the 
cottager vie with each other when collecting the Mucus from 
the often very stormy sea, and entire families sally forth 
from all parts of the islands. These are provided with 
sickles, forks and rakes, the legs being protected with strong 
shields of leather, the men and women wade as deep into 
the water ss they can, and from the rocks cut and pull the 
weed which is raked into carts, for it is a fact that the 
Guernsey horse knows how to swim to the shore with the 
cart load floating on the surface of the ocean. Boys and 
girls bring bings full (basket loads) to the shore, for which 
they obtain refreshments and rewards of ‘‘vraicking cakes,” 
with cold tea, gin or cider to help wash them down, Out of 
cutting season there is still much yraicking done on the 
shore after every heavy storm. It is raked up by women 
and children and spread out to dry, then stacked for winter 
fuel. The ashes of these fires are the best manure for field 
crops. Green yraic is used as a top dressing for fallow 
ground. 

In the Hebrides cheeses are dried by being covered with 
the ashes which abounds in salt. During the snowstorms in 
the Highlands when the red deer are unable to obtain a stif- 
ficiency of food, they come down to the shore from their 
mountain home to feed on the Aueus, Old medicine-wise 
Scotchwomen place great faith in the curative properties of 
the vesicles of the # nodosus, which contain a thick 
gelatinous material; these, when bottled in ram or alcohol 
and kept for two or three months, form a decoction the 
application of which is said to be a sure cure for rheumatic 
pains, rheumatic gout, and for rickety of bandy-legged 
children, 

In Scania it is used for fuel, thatch, and is given to cattle 
as a wholesome counteractant for costiveness, caused by 
fecding on straw and salt hay; and in some parts is used 
entirely as a winter fodder, the cattle being driven to the 
shore when the tide falls off from the rocks, 

In the year 1730 the manufacture of kelp was introduced 
into the Scotlish Isles from Ireland by Mr, Maccleod. This 
manufacture brought great prosperity to the shores of the 
Orkneys; small farms of $120 yearly rental speedily rose in 
value to $1,500, and it is said that Macdonald, Lord of the 
Asles, obtamed a revenue of $150,000 from his kelp shores 
alone, which had heretofore been to his ancestors an unpro- 
ductive, valueless possession. The demand for and profit on 
kelp was so great, that every expedient was devised to in- 
crease the growth and harvest of this valuable weed. In 
addition to the natural rocks on which it grew in great abun- 
dance above low water mark, and well up to high water 
mark, masses of rocks were rolled into the sea to encourage 
its growth on their surfaces so that the shore for miles upon 
miles consisted of numerous uci farms owned by the lords 
and gentry of the Isles, 

In 1812 in the Island ot North-Uist the profits from kelp 
clear of all expenses were 470,000, and fell but little short of 
that figure for several years after. The total product of 
kelp in the Hebrides in 1818 was 6,000 tons, which at $10 
per ton realized $60,000, At present there is reason to 
believe that not more than $80,000, after deducting the 
wages of the “‘kelpers” (persons who burn the Fucus after it 
is gathered in kilns) and expense of apparatus. This is 
owing to the fact that the Highlanders stubbornly persevere 
in manufacturing their kelp from the yellow wrack instead 
of from the blatk tang (#uews nodosus), which from grow- 
ing in shallow water and being Jess thoroughly a marine 
plant, yields much less kelp and consequently less iodine. 
The rise in the price of kelp which took place lately, after 
twenty years’ depression, is owing to the greatly increased 
demand for iodine. Todine is manufactured at Glaszow, 
Scotland, Donegal, Ireland, and Cherbourg, France, to 
Which places are sent Immense quantities of the half-vitri- 
fied ashes (‘‘kelp”) produced by the burning of Fuci col- 
lected on the English coasts. 

IODINE, 
Todine is useful as a test for starch, also as an ingredient 

of mavy and various chemical reagents; some of these are 
_ of very great importance in the photographie art. From the 

iodide of potassium is ptepared the iodide of silver, which 
constitutes the sensitive film on paper, Jodine has been em- 
ployed in medicine since 1819 and was discovered in the 
manufacture of saltpeter by Cortois of Paris in 1812, al- 
though burnt sponge, which depends upon iodine for its 
efficacy, had been used with advantage in the treatment of 
goitre (an enlargement of thyroid gland on the anterior part 
of the neck). A large number of preparations of iodine are 
employed both for internal and external application, partic- 

ularly iodoform, which is a sulphur-colored salt, having a 
strong saffron-like odor and sweet taste. It consists of 
hexayonal flat crystals, containing more than 96 per cent. 
of iodine, and is now in very general use in all hospitals 
in cases of diseased cavities, parlicularly those lined with 
serous or synovial membrane, as the joints, to excite adhe- 
sive inflammation. 

Who knows what virtues may yet be discovered in the 
drapery of the deep? The book of Nature is like the book 
of Grace, the wonders they contain must be “sought out.” 

A. W. Rogers. 

_Deer hunters should read Judge J, D, Caton’s “Antelope and Deer 
of America,’’ For sale at this office. Price $2,50.— Adv. 

NOTES ON THE CAPTURE OF SEA BIRDS 

BY CAPT. J, W. COLLINS. 

[From the ainual report of the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. | 

(Concluded.) 

Tue Jmorrs (Stercorariide). 

THE GREAT SKUA GULL (Megalestris skud). 

‘7 HIS is known to the fishermen as the sea-hen, and is, 
perhaps, one of the most interesting species that occurs 

on the fishing-banks, owing to its comparative scarcity in 
natural history collections, It is by no means abundant on 
any of the fishing grounds, but is, nevertheless, to be met 
with occasionally all the way from George’s to the Grand 
Banks, at least, and, doubtless, has a much wider distribu- 
tion. I have observed it from Nantucket Shoals to the east- 
ern side of the Grand Banks, It is difficult to say when and 
where it occurs in the greatest abundance; but, so far as I 
am able to judge, 1 should say that it is most plentiful on the 
Grand Banks in July, August and September, In the sum- 
mer and autumn of 1874 I shot seyeral specimens of this 
species which were used for bait, and I haye also obtained it 
for a similar purpose on other occasions, though it could 
rarely be taken by hook and line. I remember that it was 
more plentiful in 1874 than I have ever noticed it at any 
other time, 

In this connection an incident may be mentioned which 
occurred that year, that shows in a remarkable manner the 
tenacity of life which this bird sometimes exhibits. I was 
out a short distance from the yessel in a dory for the pur- 
pose of shooting birds for bait, We were then engaged in 
shack-fishing, and it was necessary to obtain as much ma- 
terial as possible with which to bait our hooks. Among 
other birds flying around were several skua gulls, which, on 
account of their large size, were more desirable than the 
smaller species. Having enticed one of them within gunshot, 
I fired at it, and knowing that I had taken good aim, I was 
very much astonished to see it fly away apparently unin- 
jured. I watched it, however, and soon noticed that it did 
not moye its wings, but seemed to have them fixed or rigid, 
and after going about half or three-quarters of a mile it fell 
into the water. I went in pursuit of it and without any 
trouble found it, lifeless on the surface. The most singular 
part of my narrative is that when the bird was cut up for 
bait by one of the crew, a single shot was found in the cen- 
ter of its heart. 

These birds usually appear singly, in pairs, or at times 
three of them may be seen together, and it is very rarely 
that half a dozen ormore are seen at the same time. They 
are yery shy, and seem to avoid a vessel, but when exceed- 
ingly hungry they show less reluctance in approaching a 
boat. It is a rare occurrence to catch them with hook and 
line, owing to their timidity in approaching a vessel or boat, 
as well as to their precaution in swallowing the liver used as 
a bait; hence few are caught in this manner, and the bait is 
taken by some other less cautious and more active birds. It 
is generally not difficult, however, to attract them within 
gunshot of a boat, and during a gale they do not hesitate to 
seek food near vessels lying at anchor. Their flight, like 
that of other large gulls, is heavy and moderate; but I have 
seen them make swift dashes of flight when chasing smaller 
birds which had secured pieces of liver. 

The following extracts from my journal may give an idea 
of the abundance of these birds as well as the seasons at 
which they occur on many of the fishing grounds. It is my 
opinion, however, as previously stated, that they are more 
common on the Grand Banks than on any other fishing 
grounds where I have noticed their presence, but since I be- 
pan to keep notes of birds I have not visited the Grand 
anks in the months when the skua is most likely to be seen 

there, The size of this species and the peculiar markings of 
its plumage renders it easy enough to distinguish it from any 
other bird found on the fishing grounds, none could be mis- 
taken for it unless it might be some of the jgers, and 
such a mistake could only be made by one who took little 
notice of the flight or size of the birds which came under his 
observation, 

Noy. 27, 1878.—Latitude 42° 49' N., longitude 62° 45! W. 
Two skua gulls—sea hens—came near the vessel My gun 
caps are damp and useless, therefore I could not get these 
birds, as they are shy and will not bite at a hook unless ex- 
tremely hungry. 

Feb, 3, 1879.—Latitude 44° 25' N., longitude 52° 58’ W, 
Western part of Grand Banks—during a northwest gale saw 
a sea hen which came near the yessel, but the wind blew 
too heavy to catch it on a line, and it was of no use to shoot 
it as it was impossible to pick it up. 

June 2, 1879.—Latitude 44° 36’ N., longitude 57° 12' W. 
Saw a sea hen (great skua) fly across our yessel’s stern but it 
did not approach close enough for me to shoot it. 

July 5, 1879.—Latitude 44° 08’ N., longitude 59° 10’ W. 
Had a shot at a sea hen which came near the vessel, but the 
Sea was so rough from a recent gale that my aim was 
goers by the schooner rolling, therefore I failed to kill 
the bird. . 

Oct. 11, 1883.—While on a cruise in the U. 8. Fish Com- 
mission steamer Albatross, and when the ship was just 
abreast of the Fishing Rip, Nantucket Shoals, steaming 
northwardly, a pair of great skuas passed across the vessel’s 
bow, about 200 yards off, flying southwestwardly. 

GULL-CHASERS (Genus Stercorarius). 
There are seyeral varieties of jeegers, of the genus Stercora- 

rus that frequent the fishine banks, and which sre known 
to the fishermen by the names. of ‘‘marlingspikes,” “Wulp- 
tails,” ete.* The former term being generally applied to the 
larger species, and the latter name to those that are smaller, 
both appellations haying a special reference to the two long 
central tail teathers which is a distinguishing feature of birds 
of these species. They usually are most abundant on the 
outer banks in spring and fall, are rarely seen in midwinter, 
and are comparatively scarce in midsummer. It is probable 
that in June and July the adult birds go in to the land to in- 
cubate, 1do not recollect of having seen a single individual 
of the smaller species in winter, and these are always much 
less abundant than the larger varieties. The following ex- 
tracts from notes in my journal on the appearance and 

*The name of ‘‘marlingspike” is generally applied to the larger 
species, such as the pomarine jeger(S. pomatorhinus) that was seen 
by Audubon at Labrador, and which is, perhaps, the most common 
species on the banks, and to Richardson's jzeger (8. parasiticus), 
which, so far as my observations extend, is not yery abundant on 
the northeastern banks, but is more commonly found in the Gulf of 
Maine. The Arctic jeger (8, buffonz), which is much smaller than 
the other two species mentioned above, is called a ‘whiptail,”’ because 
of the great length and flexibility of its two central tail feathers. 
This is said to oceur in greater abundance further uorth than it does 
on the Grand Banks and. adjacent fishing grounds, where it is com- 
paratively scarce and always timia, 

abundance of these birds on the fishing banks may perhaps 
be of interest. Before quoting these extracts, however, I will 
say that on the 29th of August, 1878, I sailed from Glou- 
cester on a fresh halibut trip to Banquereau. On this occa- 
sion Mr. Raymond L. Newcomb* went with me, having 
been sent by Professor Baird to collect birds for the Smith- 
sonian Institution. 
When afew miles to the eastward of Thatcher’s Island 

(Cape Ann) on the day of sailing, we saw several jegers of 
the more common varieties, most of them not having the 
long tail-feathers which are, generally speaking, the charac- 
teristic feature of these birds. 

On Sept. 3, some twenty miles eastward of Sable Island, 
Mr. Neweomb shot four jegers, besides birds of other species, 
Sept. 5 we saw a number of birds belonging to the jmger 
family flying near the vessel, too far off, however, to shoot; 
but the following day a marlingspike was killed and added 
to the collection. On the 8th jxgers were quite plenty, and 
three of the common varieties and a black one were killed. 
Two more marlingspikes and a whiptail were shot on the 
9th, and an Arctic jeeger was seen on the 10th, but kept too 
far off to be shot. A black jeger was killed on the 12th, 
which was the last of these birds killed on the trip, a8 on 
that date we sailed for home. Whena few miles west of 
Cape Ann, Sept. 17, we saw a jeger engaged in a fight with 
two herring culls. 

The foregoing notes, together with the extracts that fol- 
low, cover about eleven months’ time, nearly all of which I 
spent at sea on the fishing banks, or in making passages to 
and from them. The presence of the different kinds of sea 
birds was a matter of special interest to me, and their ap- 
pearance or absence was carefully noted, therefore it is 
probable that a general idea may be formed from a study of 
these notes, of the seasons when jegers are most abundant 
on the outer banks. 

Oct, 1, 1878.—Latitude 43° 54’ N., longitude 58° 82' W., 
“T shot a hag and a marlingspike.” 

Oct, 3, 1878.—‘‘I skinned a marlingspike this morning, a 
hag and 4 gull, Later in the day I shot three gulls and two 
jegers.” 

Oct. 4, 1878.—"‘Shot a black marlingspike to-day, and 
skinned one of the more common varieties.” + 

Nov. 13, 1878 —On Le Have Ridges, latitude 42° 49’ N Bi 
longitude 62° 55’ W. “Skinned four birds—three gulls and 
one jzeger.” 

April 13, 1879.—East end of Banquereau, latitude 40° 39! 
N,, longitude 57° 15’ W. ‘‘l saw a jeger or gull-chaser to- 
day, the first I have seen since last fall.” 

April 29, 1879.—Latitude 44° 28’ N., longitude 57° 12’ W. 
“Shot three jagers and one gull to-day. There has been 
quite a number of jegers around for the past few days.” 
May 1, 1879. —Same position as above. “Shot two whip- 

tails and three marlingspikes this morning. I shot two 
jegers in the afternoon; saw several Buffon’s jgers but did 
not get any,” 
May 29, 1879.—South of Sable Island, latitude 48° 36' N,, 

longitude 69° 47’ W. “I shot a hag at noon, and another 
later in the day; also a whiptail, marlingspike, and mackerel 
gull-[tern, |” 

June 2, 1879.—Latitude 44° 86', longitude 57° 12’ W. 
“Shot and skinned un Arctic jeger to-day.” 
July 29, 1879,—Latitude 44° 14’ N_, longitude 58° 03’ W. 

“I have seen no noddies this trip, and jeegers only twice.” t 
The time when jegers are most numerous on the fishing 

banks, as may be seen by the foregoing notes, is in the 
spring, late summer, and fall. They never approach the 
numbers of the hagdon; sometimes, perhaps, a hundred or 
more may be seen flying around a vessel when fish offal is 
being thrown out, but twenty-five or fifty birds of this genus 
are about as many as are generally scen at one time. 
Whenever they are near they quickly detect the presence - 

of food by any accumulation of other birds, such as petrels 
or gulls. The gathering ofa flock of petrels, or the first 
scream of a kittiwake, struggling for the possession of a 
piece of offal thrown over from a vessel, or pouncinge on a 
codfish liver cast out from a boat, brings the fierce jeger 
to the spot, sweeping down with tremendous speed and in- 
describable rapacity to rob the feebler birds of what they 
have obtained, aud so violent and persistent are its attacks 
that ib frequently compels the gulls to disgorge the contents 
of their stomachs in order that they may escape the perse- 
cutions of this pirate of the air. So fearful are the kitti- 
wakes of the jzger that invariably, so far as my observation 
extends, a flock of gulls that are sitting on the water will 
start up on a wing the instant that they are approached by 
either of the larger species, 

It may be said, however, that the jzeger rarely attacks the 
larger species of gulls, though I have seen the: common eull 
Lae eonorynchus—fercely chased by a jeeger when the gull 
was flying away with food inits beak. However predacious 
the marlingspike may be, so far as the gull is concerned, it 
never presumes to intimidate the hagdon; and there ig little 
doubt but that the latter would become the aggressor if it 
found the former in possession of any desirable tidhit. 
Though the flight of the jseger is rather deliberate, almost 

heavy, under ordinary circumstances, it is, nevertheless, ex- 
ceedingly swift when occasion calls for « display of its 
powers. As has been intimated it is very pugnacious, and 
its rapacity knows no bounds, but itis far less daring than 
the hagdon, neither is it so noisy as the latter. 

Jegers have been used to a great or less extent for bait by 
the ‘‘shack-fishermen,” generally being caught in the same 
manner as the hagdons are, with which they are usually 
taken, but, of course, in more limited numbers, as a rule. 
Sometimes they will bite quite freely at a hook covered with 
liver, and on several occusions I have seen a considerable 
number, perhaps twenty or more, caught from a vessel’s side 
or from a boat. Asa rule, however, they are too wary to be 
taken in any considerable numbers in this way, since they 
prefer to Yob other and more daring birds, especially the 
gulls. During the summer months, when hagdons are almost 
the only birds (of course, always excepting Carey chickens) 
on the bank they have less chance to commit their depreda- 
tions; therefore, they are generally compelled to take the 
same risk that puffinus does or else go hungry. It is at this 
season that they are more frequently caught. In biting ata 
hook, unless the immediate presence of other birds influences 
its actions, the jeger generally exhibits considerable acute- 
uess and dexterity in stripping the liver from the hook, and 
in this respect it is second only to the hagdon. Tt will take 
the liver in its beak, and, rising in the uir, will try to fly 

* The gentleman who afterward went as naturalist on the ill fated 
Jeannette, and who fortunately survived the hardships of the journey 
across the ice and up the Lena. 

+The position was the same for Oct. 3and4as that giyen for the 
st. 

+ We sailed from Gloucester. Mass,. June 19, 
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away to a distance with it before atlempting to swallow it. 
If it is pulled away by a dexterous jerk on tlie line it will re- 
turn and try it over again, but it is now doubly cautious, and 
the chances are it will get what it seeks and eseape capture, 
But when birds are plenty and all are ravenous for food, the 
marlingspike, in its struggle to be first, forgets its caution, 
and consequently becomes a victim to its greed. When 
hooked it almost always rises and tries 10 escape by flying; 
it rarely, if ever, splashcs along like the hagdon with its 
feet stuck out, striking against the water in a desperate 
effort to hold back. It is killed, when caught on a hook, in 
the same way as the hagdon: but, unlike the latter, it gener- 
ally stays killed, though it is by no means lacking in tenacity 
of life. When particularly difficult to catch on a hook it is 
often shot for bait. As a general thing, one or two dis- 
chargés of a musket causes these birds to be shy about ap- 
proaching a boat or vessel for some time afterward, and if 
imay he anywhere from a half hour to more than an hour be- 
fore one can again be enticed within gunshot, This being 
the case, it will readily be understood that only a limited 
number can be obtained in this way, and it may as well be 
said that whenever they are shot the sport and excitement in- 
cident to the shooting is as much of an inducement for kill- 
ing them as the procurement of the bodies for bait, though 
on some occasions I have myself found the supply of bait so 
obtained of considerable importance. 

I haye neyer, to my recollection, known of fishermen eat- 
ing marlingspikes, but 1 know of no reason why they 
should not be as palatuble as gulls or hagdons, which are 
frequently cooked and eaten, 

: GULLS (Laride), 
The largest species of culls, such, for instance, as the 

preat black-backed gull (Larus marinus); the herring guil 
(L. argentatus); the burgomaster (L. glaucus), Sabine’s cull 
or the forked-tail gull (Z, sabint), and some other varieties 
which frequent the fishing-banks in greater or less abund- 
ance—the ringbill (ZL. zonerynchus) being the most numerous 
—have rarely been used to any extent for bait. ‘The extreme 
shyness of the larger species; the fact that they, like the 
kittiwake, are absent from the fishing-grounds in summer 
(going and returning about the same time as the latter), and 
their comparative scarcity, even during the colder portion 
of the year, renders il difficult to effect their capture except 
by shooting them, as one discharge of a gun will generally 
frighten them so badly that they will not come near again 
for several hours, if for the day, it seldom happens that 
more than one or two individuals can be got in this way, an 
insignificant number when several thousand hooks have to 

I have never seen a burgomaster or L, murine 
On several occasions I have seen the 

Yingbill captured in this way, but rarely more than one or 

be baiteil. 
caught on a hook. 

two ata time. However hungry these large birds are (and 
they are generally very poor in tiesh and in half-famished 
condition), their extreme timidity generally prevents them 

But from approaching even within gunshot of a vessel. 
they will chase a kittiwake which is fying away with food 
with all the fierceness and persistence of a jezer, and their 
greater size and swiftness enables them to rob the smaller 
bird, though when there are several of the large gulls in 
pursuit of the same object—as is often the case—the result 
is generally a lively scrimmage in the air, which isa de- 
cidedly interesting scene to witness. 

The larger gulls subsist chiefly on the small] fish which 
they can pick up at the surface of the sea, but as they do 
not dive (so far, at least, as I have been able to observe) their 
ability to obtain food is more limited than that of the hag- 
don. J have rarely found any food in the stomachs of the 
large gulls that I bave shot or caught on a hook, except, 
perhaps, it might be the case that they had swallowed some 
offal that had heen thrown out from the vessel, 

It sometimes happens that the common gull (Z, zonoryn- 
chus) gathers in considerable numbers alongside of a vessel 
when fish are being dressed, and they are very active in se- 
curing their saare of the offal thrown out, but, as previouly 
slated, they depend more on watching and robbing the kit- 
tiwake than on venturing near enough the vessel to snatch 
the coveted morsels as they fallin the water, When they 
do attempt the latter feat it is interesting to note how skill- 
fully it ig performed, Its timidity prevents the ringbill from 
lighting to seize the food near the vessel; therefure, the in- 
stant his keen eye detects a piece of fish offal falling to the 
water, down he comes, swooping’ by with the speed of the 
wind. and so accurate is his flight that be rarely fails to 
snitch from the surface the object that he aimed at, and 
which he carries off in his beak to a safer distance where he 
ean swallow it unmolested by the fear of man. 

The large pulls are sometimes, though not often, eaten by 
the fishermen; the smaller, tenderer, and more easily caught 
kitliwakes are preferred. It may be of interest to mention 
in this connection that the coast fishermen of Newfoundland 
capture the young of the sea-gulls (wenerally of the larger 
species) while they are yet nestlings, and carefully rear them 
until they are full grown, feeding them chiefly on fish. A 
single family may have a dozen or twenty of these young 
birds. I have frequently seen ten or a dozen young gulls in 
asingle pen at Belloram, Fortune Bay, and there were a 
pumpber of such pens in the little village. Inmany places on 
the Newfoundland coast these birds, [have been told, oc- 
cupy the same place that with us is filled by the domestic 
fowls. 
the coast fisherman is satisfied with the young and fat gulls 
which he has reared. And the family is considered fortun- 
ate which has among iis members one or two enterprising 
boys who succeed in capturing several broods of young gulls 
on “off days,” when they are not engaved in fishing. 

THE BURGOMASTHR GULL (Larus glaucus). 
This large and beautiful species occurs on the Grand Banks 

in the winter season, especially when the weather is, unusu- 
ally severe, or when there is an abundance of drift-ice on or 
near the banks. Inthe winter of 1879 I noticed them on 
several occasions while anchored on the northwest part of 
the Grand Banks, and on Green Bank, but so far as my ex- 
perience extends, they are never abundant. Two or three 
times we Saw as many as ten or a dozen of them flying about 
the vessel, but they were 80 extremely shy that it was ex- 
ceedingly difficnlt to entice them withiu gunshot, In my 
journal, under date of March 14, 1879, I made the following 
enfry: ‘‘Almost every day since we have been here I have 
seen some of the burgomaster gulls.” On the same cruise I 
succceded in getting a specimen, the shot breaking one of 
its wings. I brought this bird home in good condition on 
ice, and gaye it to Mr. Raymond L Newcomb, of Salem, 
Maes. The weather at the time [saw this species on the 
Grand Banks was uoustally cold. §o far as I had an op- 
portunity of observing, these birds fly in pairs, and thus 
mated they will apparently keep together with much con- 
stancy, but they evidently have no disposition to go in 

Instead of the conventional turkey for the holidays 

ing the prevalence of a hea 
riding out at anchor: ‘Phe Is. 
near the stern of the vessel, occasionally rising on 48 wing to cleara 

flocks. Under date of March 13, 1879, is the following note 
in my journal: ‘‘Tsaw two beautiful great burgomaster 
gulls this forenoon; they were flying side by side to wind- 
ward.” Again, on March 15, I saw some splendid opportu- 
nities to shoot several burgomaster gulls, which came un- 
usually near the vessel, but the weather was too rough to 
get them even if I succeeded in killing them, therefore I did 
not try, Its flight resembles that of the herring gull (Larus 
argentatus), though it is perhaps less swift than the latter. 
Owing to the fact that the burgomaster is rarely or never 

seen in summer on the Grand Banks, and is so extremely 
timid about approaching man, it is not used for bait, since, 
for the reasons mentioned, it cannot be captured. 

THE KITTIWAKE GULL (Larus tridactylus). 
Of all the birds which visit the fishing banks the kitliwake 

gull (‘*winter gull,” ‘‘pinyole,” etc.; of the fishermen) is be- 
yond question the most abundant, with the exception, per- 
haps, of the petrels or Mother Carey chickens. These gulls 
have a very wide distribution along the Atlantic coast. I 
have seen them along the coast of New Jersey, and thence to 
the eastern coast of Newfoundland, and while at sea, in 
winter, I have met witb them all the way from Cape Cod to 
the Grand Banks. The species occur in great abundance on 
all the outer fishing banks in winter, and at the same time is 
also numerous about the harbors along the coast. It is ap- 
parently gregarious, but, though it is usually met with in 
large flocks, as has just been stated, yet sometimes one, two, 
or three of these birds may follow a vessel, which is making 
& passage in the deep water between the fishing banks, for 
several days, eagerly watching for any offal that may be 
thrown overboard, 
Though less daring and pugnacious than the hagdon, it is 

even niore noisy when food is obtainable. IJtis a constant 
companion of fishing schooners when anchored on the bunks, 
and especially when fish are being dressed, it comes in count- 
Jess numbers around the vessel ready to pounce upon the 
offal, At such times all of them join ina general shout 
whenever any of their companions succeed in getting a mor- 
sel of fond, and their screams are almost deafening. Should 
one of them get hold of a piece of codfish liver which it ean- 
not swallow, it immediately attempts to fly away with it, 
but it is pursued by hundreds of its screaming companions, 
who make every endeavor to steal the half-swallowed piece 
of food, This attempt frequently proves successful; but it 
does not follow that the thief profits by its enterprise, for if, 
in turn, is subject to the same annoyance, and perhaps may 
lose the food which it has so dexterously stolen. On the 
other hand, three or four birds may succeed in getting hold 
of the liver which is half swallowed by the tirst; but they 
do usually content themselves with having merely obtained 
a taste of the precious tidbit which may be finally torn into 
pieces and swallowed by a haif dozen of their more fortun- 
ate companions, The voracity with which the gluttonous 
kittiwake swallows the bait usually insures its capture with 
hook and line. 

This species does not, however, leave its breeding ground 
along the coast nor appear upon the fishing banks until late 
in autumn, and therefore the ‘‘shack-fishermen” cannot de- 
pend upon it for bait, as they do on the hagdon, for, by this 
time, they have generally nearly completcd their fares, and 
in some cases haye returoed to their home port. 

Some years ago, when the codfishermen used fo remain on 
the Grand Banks later in the season than they do now, 
sometimes staying as late as November, or possibly longer, 
large quantities of kittiwake gulls were used for bait. 

Some of the fishermen relish the bird, which, when 
properly cooked, makes a not unsayory dish at sea, Such a 
dish cannot, of course, be compared to a spring chicken; but 
a ‘pot pic’ made of kittiwake gulls would probably not be 
regarded with indifference even by the most fastidious, and 
us served in some instances which have passed under my own 
observation, it was 4 very good substitute for the conyen- 
tional turkey for a Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner.* 

The food of the kittiwake gull usually consists of small 
fish and crustacea, which it is able to obtain near the surface 
of the water; but on the fishing banks many of these birds 
procure a considerable portion, perhaps, of their food from 
the offal thrown overboard by the crews of the fishing ves- 
sels. its subsistence, however, at this season js excecdingly 
precarious, and it is generally found with little food in its 
stomach »nd very poor in flesh. Although the kittiwake 
approaches a vessel or boat with considerable boldness, com- 
ing as it often does within a few feet of the side of either, 
and recklessly darting{almost within arms’ length of a man 
engaged in throwing out a trawl, it nevertheless exhibits a 
remarkable timidity when a gan is fired. The most noisy 
and greedy gulls which have been screaming around the 
vessel are rendered cautious and comparatively quiet by one 
or two discharges of a musket, and for some time it is diffi- 
cult to entice them back. However, when one or two, bolder 
than the rest, have succeeded in possessing themselves of 
some coveted morsel, the rest take courage, and in a few 
minutes they have apparently recovered from their fright; 
but another discharge instantly demoralizes them again. 
During the violent gales which are so frequenf on the fish- 
ing banks in the winter, the little gulls, though fully able to 
breast the force of the fiercest gale, prefer to sit upon the 
water unless there is a prospect ot obtaining food. At such 
times they can almost always be seen in flocks near thestern 
of an anchored vessel, gracefully following the undulating 
upheaval of the agitated waves; one or more perhaps may 
be on the wing watching for the appearance of the offal 
which may be washed from the vessel's deck, The least in- 
dication of food instantly brings them all on the wing, and 
with their usual noisy scrambles in robbing one another, 
they go skurrying off before the wind, rising and falling 
over the crests of the breaking waves. It not only behooves 
the gulls at such times to keep a sharp lookout for food, but 
they must be equally watchful for their safety; for should 
they be caught heneath the crest of one of the huge, curling 
and toppling waves, they would be instantly crushed or torn 
to pieces. They are, therefore, constantly on the alert in a 
gale, and are ready to rise on the wing and to fly over the 
crest of'a breaking wave and immediately alight on the oppo- 
site side.+ 

* Capt. Henry O, Smith is authority for stating that kittiwake gulls, 
and oecasionally some of the larger species, are caught for food by 
the Newfoundland fishermen in winter, acommon rat trap being nsed 
to effect the capture, The trap is firmly secured toa piece of board, 
baited with a fish liver, and allowed to float down astern of the 
anchored boat on which the crew is engaged in fishing for cod or 
other species. The greedy gull sees the tempting morsel, makes a, 
dash to secure it, and snap fo the jaws of the trap, nipping the unfor- 

tunate bird in its grasp. ‘This is repeated over and over again. 

+ The following note I find in my journal under date of Feb. 11, dur- 
vy gale on the (srand Banks which I was 
little white gulls sit hovering on the water 

breaking wave, or to pick up any fish-oital that may be washed from 
the scuppers.”’ 

In the spring the kittiwake leaves the bank and goes in 
shore toits breeding grounds. Its nests are easily found 
upon the Newfoundland shores, and very likely at many 
other places along the coast.* 

TERNS. 
The common tern (Sterna hirunde) Linn., occurs during 

summer in limited numbers on the banks east of Sable 
Island. This species was taken by Newcomb when with 
me on Banquereau, The common mackerel gull of the 
fishermen, the Arctic tern (S. aretiea) is very abundant in 
summer on the fishing banks near Sable Island, where it is 
said to breed in great numbers, On Sept. 3, 1878, Newcomb 
shot one of these birds some twenty-five miles eastward of 
Sable Island. + 

Like the kittiwake, the terms are exceedingly noisy, and 
often gather in greater numbers about a vessel from which 
fish-offal is being thrown, but they are rarely abundant on 
the banks except in the immediate vicinity of Sable Island; 
they are somewhat difficult to catch on a hook, and also 
because of the smallness of their bodies, they are seldom if 
eyer used for bait. 

PETRELS OR MOTHER CAREY 8 CHICKENS (Genera Cymochorea 
and Oczanttes). 

There are seyeral varieties of the petrels commonly found 
in great abundance on the fishing banks from spring to fall, 
They usually make their first appearance in April, the date 
varying somewhat with different seasons—some springs, per- 
haps, being slightly warmer than others—and remain until 
after the first snow storms in the fall. Under the date of 
April 10, 1879, when on the eastern part of Banquerean, I 
noted that ‘‘petrels made their first appearance to day. These 
birds generally leave the bank late in October or early in 
November and come again early in April or May.” 

Just how many species of petrels occur on the fishing 
banks I am unable to say, but I believe there are at least 
three, and possibly more. Of these, I think Leach’s petrel 
(C. leucor7hod) is the most abundant on the Grand Banks, 
while the Wilson petrel (0. oceanicus) is also numerous. 

These birds are excessively fond of oily food, and may 
always be seen in great numbers around a vessel or boat 
from which particles of fish liver or other offal are being 
thrown out. In describing the hagdon, mention has been 
made of certain peculiarities which the Carey chickens ex- 
hibit in the matter of seeking and eating their food; such, 
for instance, as their supposed ability io follow up a scent, 
and the way they work together in a united effort to tear 
into fragments a section of liver which is so large that one 
bird cannot manage it, A favorite method of feeding which 
the petrels exhibit is to dance upon the water’s surface, 
picking up any oily particles that may be floating thereon, 
and which, though small in themselves, in the agurezate 
alford the birds much food. To them these bits are pa'ticu- 
larly attractive. As it frequeufly happens that fish oil or 
other fatty particles are being thrown out or washed from 
the deck of a fishing vessel, one who may be on board has a 
yery good opportunity of noting these habits of the petrel. 
When caught, it almost invariably ejects an oily, strong- 
smelling substance, and the contents of its stomach are 
thrown out, as a rule, the instant it is taken into a boat or 
on a vessel’s deck, Ina very few minutes after being caught 
its appearance changes wonderfully; and instead of its 
feathers looking clean and sleek, they become, almost imme- 
diately, damp and dirty, and have a decidedly bedraggled 
look, If, after being on a yessel’s deck for ten minutes or 
thereabouts, it is thrown overboard, the probabilities are that 
the petrel cannot fly at all, and it is only with the utmost 
difficulty that it can rise a few feet from the water, into 
which it soon falls again, If the bird’s strength is sufficient 
to sustain it in a contiuuous effort to dry its wings and 
feathers, it at last succeeds in supporting itself in the air, 
As soon, however, as it dares, it lights on the water and pro- 
ceeds to arrange its plumage. 

The natural position of the Carey chicken may be said to 
be that of constant motion and activity on the wing. Tt 
seems to be as uearly tireless as is possible for any living 
animal to be. So rarely, indeed, are they seen sitting at rest 
on the water, that sailors have acquire certain superstitions 
connected therewith, though these beliefs are not always the 
same, For instance, | have heard it said by some that to 
see Carey chickens sitting on the water was a sign of a long 
spell of calm weather, while others as firmly believed such 
an occurrence was a@ sure precursor of & storm, 
Whether petrels rest at night or not 1am unable to say 

positively, though there are strong reasons for believing they 
do not. Oa hundreds of occasiuns | have seen them flying 
about the yessel on moonlight nights, and nothing is more 
common than fora man on lookout on a dark foggy night 
to be startled by the chirp of a Carey chicken, which, at- 
tracted by the brilliancy of the riding light, suddenly finds 
himself over the yessel’s deck, and in too close proximity to 
quarters he prefers to avoid, 

Petrels have been used to some extent for bait, but because 
of the small size of their bodies, a single bird being scarcely 
large enough to bait two hooks, they have never been con- 
sidered an important source of bait supply. The fact that 
they are almost entirely indifferent to the presence of man, 
and that they will gather in creat numbers within a few feet 
of the side of a boat or vessel, renders fit an easy matter to 
kill them. This being the case some of the “shack-fisher- 
men,” when other sources of bait supply failed to afford the 
requisite quantity, often killed hundreds of petrels in a single 
day to make up the deficiency, though it is possible the 
slaughter of these birds was Jess than it would baye been, 
because of the superstition common among seafaring men, 
that it is “unlucky” to kill Mother Carey’s chickens, 

The most common and effective way of killing them was 
with a whip, which was made by tying several parts of cod- 
line—each part 6 to 8 feet long—to a staff 5 or 6 feef in 
length. The petrels were tolled up by throwing out a large 
piece of codfish liver, and when they had gathered in a dense 
muss, huddling over the object which attracted them, swish 
weni the thongs of the whip cutting their way through the 
crowded flock, and perhaps killing or maiming a score or 
more at asingle sweep. By the time these were picked up an- 
other flock was gathered, and the cruel. work went on until, 
may be, 400 or 500 birds were killed, though, perhaps, it was 
seldom that so great a Dumber was obtained at once, 

GUILLEMOTS. C : 
THE FOOLISH GUILLEMOT OR MURRE (Uria troile) Linn. 

In spring large flocks of murres are seen on the fishing 
banks migrating northwardly. 1 have noticed them in 

*In my journal, under date of April 29, 1879, I find the following 
note relative to the departure of the lis from the outer ter £u 1 
banks: “The little white gulls are growing scarce, they leaye for land 
about this time.’ } . 
+The specimen alluded to was called an Arctic tern by Mr, New- — 

comb, who is my authority in this matter, 



greatest abundance on Banquereau, ‘east of Sable Island, 
The flocks reach this locality in April, and from the 20th of 
that month to the middle of May are more numerous, 98 a 
rule, than at any other time. April 26, 1879, latitude 44° 
82' N., longitude 57° 12' W,, I “saw several flocks of mur- 
res,” and three days later there were ‘large numbers of 
murres.” : 
A single individual is sometimes seen in summer on the 

banks, but this is by no means a common occurrence. In 
the fall, however, they are more numerous, as at. this season 
they are performing their autumnal migration southwardly, 
but whatever the reason may be, they do not, I believe, ap- 
pear on the banks in such abundance at this season as dur- 
ing the spring months. They aresometimes kiled and eaten 
by the fishermen, but are never obtained in any considerable 
numbers. Ona few occasions I have shot one-or two indi- 
viduals, and they are sometimes knocked over with an oar 
by the men engaged in hauling a trawl, when the murres 
have approached closely enough to the boat to make such a 
feat possible, I have noted in my journal under date of 
Oct, 1, 1870. latitude 48° 54’ N., longitude 58° 32’ W., that 
‘one of the crew killed a murre while hauling his trawl, and 
I skinned it.” 

LITTLE GUILLEMOT OR SEA DOVE (Mergulus alle) Linn. 
The little guillemot, commonly called ‘‘ice bird” by the 

fishermen, is frequently seen on the banks in winter, more 
particularly in the vicinity of field ice, but I huve never ob- 
served it in any considerable numbers. It is fond of staying 
close to a fishing vessel at anchor, it being attracted by the 
offal that is thrown over, and which, when sinking, is se- 
cured and eaten by tlie little guillemot, which is an expert 
diver, I have often watched one of these birds dive beneath 
a schooner and taking in its beak a morsel of sinking food, 
rise on the opposite side of the vessel from that where it 
went down. It is seemingly almost unconscious that it is 
encountering danger when approaching a vessel or boat. I 
have seen it swimming within two fect of a schooner’s side 
without making an effort to go further off unless some one 
attempted to kill it. 

BIRD NOTES. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I notice in this week’s issue of Forest Anp STREAM that 
a Northern hooter had been killed by a Massachusetts farmer. 
I shot one two weeks ago, about four miles from this town, 
which measured four feet nine inches from tip to tip of the 
wings and stands twenty-two inches high. am having it 
set up by a taxidermist. W.#H.S. 
Inton, N. Y. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
On Thanksgiving Day a barn owl (Strix flammea) was 

killed one-half mile south of this city. It was flushed from 
a thicket bordering a swamp and shot. This is a very rare 
bird and is the fourth specimen captured in the State, of 
which there is any record. A great northern diver (Colym- 
bus tergquatus) was captured one mile south of town on the 
14th inst. They are seldom tound here so late in the sea- 
son. Both birds haye been mounted and placed among F. 
8. Case’s collection of birds. They are a valuable addition 
to his already large and beautiful collection, Have not 
noticed an English sparrow for over a month. Hope they 
are gone for good. Parson O’GATH. 
Logan, O 

Liditer Forest and Stream: 
On Noy. 25 we received from Montgomery county, N. 

Y., a fine specimen of American bittern (Botausus mugi- 
tama), and we thought it was rather late in the season for 
this bird to be so far north; but it evidently has not suffered 
for want of food, as I never saw one in better condition, and 
I was almost tempted to have it for dinner Thanksgiving Day. 
But as we went grouse hunting (I do not beg ‘‘Aliquis’s” 
pardon for using this expression), we concluded to defer it 
until another day; but eat it we will, also a pair of ruffed 
grouse that we secured while “hunting” on Thursday. Had 
“Aligius™ been with us and not acknowledged that it was 
more *‘hunting” than “‘shooting,” I should have been disap- 
pointed, We started at 8 o’clock A. M. and did not find a 
bird until after 2 o’clock, and then secured only two out of 
half a dozen we saw. But we are pretty well satisfied now- 
adays if we secure a brace of grouse in a day’s hunting. We 
remember the time when we have taken five before break- 
fast and were at our place of-business by 9 o’clock, but we, 
like our old ForEst AND SrREAM friend, ‘‘Nessmuk,” do not 
go infor slaughter any more. If we secure two or three 
grouse and half a dozen quail in a season we are content, 
We only care to test our game tooth once in awhile. From 
present appearances we shall have a good chance to do so 
during the coming week, for, besides the bittern and grouse, 
we haye a Bubo virginianus and Scops asio hung up by the feet, 
and a buteo borealis that we have been trying to fatten since 
July 4, but he don’t seem to take on flesh yery fast. As long 
as he ran with the hens and chickens he did well (a fact), 
but since he was deprived of their company he don’t fatten 
“worth a cent,” and 1 have about given up getting him in 
good condition for Christmas, in which case 1 shall fall back 
on a pair of mallard ducks a friend sent me last week. 
Loerport, N. ¥., Dec. 2. J, L, D. 

THE MIGRATORY QUAIL. 
Hditor Forest and Stream: 
A friend has sent me a copy of Forrst ann Srrwam, of 

Dee. 4, 1884, which has an editorial on ‘‘Importing Foreign 
Birds,” the other article is on, ‘‘Acclimation of Foreign 
Birds,” in which the writer claims the birds should be let 
loose in warmer climate and in time they would learn the 
way north. This view as applicable to song birds may be 
true, but the migratory quail or Sicily quail are hardy. Stock 
the fields north with them. A few facts. A club of gentle- 
men in Springfield, Mass., imported some migratory quail, 
and two years ago turned them loose in the town of Wilbra- 
ham, so said the papers. r 

The quail were imported because it was thought that they 
would breed bere, migrate south, return in the spring and on 
account of their known attachment to their old breeding 
grounds, would multiply in certain known places. 

About the 8th of November last, the gnringfield Daily 
VYnion called attention to these quail, and gave the opinion 
that they were lost. The writer of this replied, saying: 
“They are here, and here to stay.” Last August, Deacon 
Calvin Preston, walking in the grass, stepped on a young 
bird, and this proved to be a young one uf this species, A 
gentleman discovered two broods of a singular looking quail; 
we told him what they were. The agreement was to watch 
them, as they stayed near the same vicinity, Early in 

——— a 
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November there was a slight snow, William Bennett while 
hunting, discovered bird tracks; he soon found the birds and 
killed three. They were migratory quail. Since then he 
has killed one more. Noy. 9, Henry EH. Bennett, walking in 
the Jeaves, stepped on one. This bird got away from him 
and appeared to have been previously injured, The first 
one shot was by Louis Taylor, whose dog pointed on him. 

Description—Size, two-thirds of common quail or Bob 
Whites. They are slimmer when dressed; there is but little 
breast. In color their plumage is brownish, and not so pretty 
as common quail, They love to breed near the habitations 
of men. Generally they may be found under arail fence, 
While they are fleet of foot and swift of wing, they often 
hide, so that the hunter goes within ten or twelve feet of 
them, and they will keep themselves almost invisible; but 
not so when a dog is in the field. When shot into, a flock 
of about thirty, they would fly about thirty rods and start 
up a call, a long, plaintive note, to call the flock together; 
but when fired inio too often, they become frightened and 
ees This experience is based on hunting them without 
a dog, 
We have been particular about stating every fact known 

tous, as heir existence here is disputed by sportsmen abroad. 
We do not wish to flush them with a doy, On the appear- 
ance of the first light snow we shall try to get two specimens, 
and sball send them, if we are successful, to R. O, Morris, 
Esq., Clerk of Hampden county, Springfield, Mass. 

These birds were let loose here strangers to land and cli- 
mate. No bird has instinct nor intelligence enough to find 
the way south to a warmer climate; they must have a leader, 
one that has been over the path and winged his far journey 
by certain landmarks, something as the Mississippi River 
pilot steers his boat by certain defined marks. These land- 
marks are taught annually by birds of passage, and this 
teaching or leadership has not come to the new quail yet. 
Nor is it needed, for they are well feathered, and have a 
faculty of finding well sheltered homes or coverts. Hence, 
they will survive and multiplv, if so be the foxes and their 
worst euemy, man, will refrain from destroying them, 

IT am astonished that the California quail has not been 
largely introduced here, It is a beautiful bird, with its fine 
colors and symmetrical plume on its head. It is a plump, 
nice delicacy for the table—a prolific and hardy bird that 
will stand our climate. G. M. 8, 
Sours Hap.ey, Mass., Dec. 10. 

THE CRANBERRY BEAR. 
Hditor Forest and Stream: ; 

I have just reread your addenda on the ‘‘cranberry bear,” 
I am disposed to demur. You say he is mentioned by 
naturalists ‘‘vaguely.” And is thought to be a sub-variety of 
the cinnamon bear, So, I suppose, is the cinnamon a variety 
of the grizzly. And the chipmunk a sport of the fox-squirrel. 
And the woodsmole a variety of the woodchuck, It will not 
do. LIrespect Audubon, Wilson and others as much as you 
can. Butlam not going toignore my senses. The cran- 
berry bear has less relation to the cinnamon than the chip- 
munk has to the fox-squirrel. The cinnamon is, next to the 
grizzly, our heaviest bear. The cranberry bear is the lightest 
and lankest. The cinnamon has straight, fine hair and fur. 
The cranberry bear has light red and white hair, always 
curly and coarse. Only, on the approach of winter, he has 
a fine nndergrowth of short wool, or fur, as do the deer of 
the far north. He differs in shape, in size, in habits and in 
location. 
from the fox-squirrel, weighing 34 ounces, so does the cran- 
berry bear differ from the cinnamon; only more so. So does 
the cinnamon differ from the grizzly. Iwas brought up to 
believe in Audubon and Wilson, I have lost some faith in 
so-called science. Iam willing to imbibe any knowledge I 
can get, and impart any knowledge I have. 

But J am done with guesswork and deductions. If I were 
ten yeas younger and $500 richer, ] would start for North- 
ern Wisconsin next September, and make it a point to send 
you one or two specimens of the cranberry bear for mount- 
ing. But I go another way. And it dawns on my mind 
that I have spent more mouths in the woods than either 
Audubon or Wilson; and when I see a thing plainly 1 know 
if. 12x12—144; that’s science. The dormouse is a whart- 
rat. Thatis not science, The ratis a woodchuck. That 
is not science. We have no native rabbit; because our rab- 
bit has a slit in his upper lip, and being hare-lipped, he is a 
hare. That is the classification of modern naturalists. Is 
the classification correct? Is it logical? If it be, I am just 
knocked out of literature and science. For here come in 
‘Hlaine.” I have known her for twenty-five years, as a 
teacher, a writer, a poetess, and a fast friend. She quotes 
Shakespeare by the chapter and Burns by the page. And 
now she turns out only a hare, because she has a slit in her 
upper lip. And here is my friend the banker, John Rob- 
bins, to wit. He is my bauker. He has loaned me money 
that he will haye a nice time getting back. Why should he? 
His upper lip convicts him of being a hare. AmTI going to 
pay money toa hare? Not much. My two harriers, Jeff 
and Judy, are on their chains ready for a race. There is a 
light trackiug snow. To-morrow morning I will ‘‘start” 
Elaine and Robbins for a race. When they come around to 
the runways I will give them each a charge of buckshot, and 
a pay my debts. Science is science. Logic is logic. That's 
all I say. 

Seriously, is our gray rabbit a hare? Science says so. 
Science is mistaken. Our gray rabbit is a rabbit. Our 
long-legged white hare is a white hare in winter; he is gray 
in summer. All the same, he runs all day before hounds, 
has no burrow, and never goes to earth. The more I see of 
modern science the less respect I have for it. I am sorry to 
say it. But I cannot go back on facts. NESSMUK. 

Ow 1s ABuNDANT.—Bay Ridge, New York, Dec. 6.—One 
rainy day, a few weeks ago, I was in the vicinity of Coney 
Island, in search of snipe. I found no snipe, but I did start 
eight large owls within a short time and distance, getting 
shots at sixof them. I bagged five of them in good form, and 
the sixth few some one hundred yards and fell, but 1 was 
unable to find him. The other two rose high in air, and 
were soon lost to view over the southern horizon. The five 
0 wis bagged measured nearly five feet cach from tip to tip. 
— CRACKER CRUMBS. 

Reoent ARRIVALS AT THH PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN.—Twe 
African porcupises (Hystrin cristata), one otter (Lutra canadensis), 
two nonpareils ( ia Be ciris), one hawfinch (Coccothraustes vul- 
garis}, one gannet (9 bassanad) and two pine snakes (Pityophis 
menanoleucus). Purchased—One opossum (Didelphys virginiana). 
one red-tailed hawk (Buteo borealis), uvo red-winged blackbirds 
(Ageleus pheniceus), one cowbird (Molothrus pecoris), one great 
northern diyer (Colymbus torquatus), one screech owl (Scops asio). 
one yellow boa (Chilobothrus tnornatus), and one milk Shale (Colu- 
ber obsoleius conjinis). Presented—Four dingoes (Canis dingo), aud 
one crested ground parrakeet (Qalopsitta nove hollandic). 

Just as the chipmunk, weighing 2 ounces, differs. 
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Game Bag and Our. 

A THANKSGIVING DAY EXCURSION. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Some men never see anything worth writing about when 

out shooting, unless they have the good fortune to fill a game 
bag or meet with some adventure worthy of special note. 
But game has become so scarce in this part of the country 
that if one were to wait until he had a very successful day 
in the field before sending you a line, | am afraid that 
readers of Formst AND StRwAM would not hear from this 
region for a long time, As there has not been any good 
shooting here since the 1st of September, when a few fair 
bags of woodcock and ruffed grouse were secured, the inci- 
dents of a recent trip after wildfowl must serve as the basis 
of the present ‘‘Notes from Rochester.” 
On the afternoon preceding Thanksgiving when going 

home from the office, | was weighing the reasons for and 
against passing the evening at a dance or in a skating rink, 
when by chance I met a friend (a faithful employe of Uncle 
Sam), who remarked that he was going to Braddock’s Bay 
that night to shoot on the morrow, All thought of capering 
nimbly either to the music of Strauss or on the rollers was 
at once banished, for 1 had not had a chance during the fall 
to look at a bird over my gun, and, althongh the prospect 
for much sport on the marsh was not good, I took the chance 
of finding entertainment of some kind in the country, even 
though it should be no more than to stand on the sandbar 
and gaze at ducks out on the lake that have been so schooled 
by experience as to keep at a prudent distance from shore. 
A few minutes’ ransacking of closets brought out the 

necessary equipment of rubber boots, warm clothing, sedge- 
colored hat, gun, shells, and-in less than an hour from the 
time the agreement was made my friend and I were ona 
train for Charlotte, where, by taking another train on the 
R. W. and O. R. R., we quickly reached North Greece 
station, some two miles and a half, good measure, from the 
habitation on the lake beach, where we were to put up for 
the night. I had never been over the route before, and as 
there was no light to guide us but the faint beams of the 
moon which struggled through an overcast sky, I resigned 
myself wholly to the direction of my companion, and we set 
out afoot merrily for the bay. On approaching the scene of 
our expected sport, a damper was cast on our expectations 
by failure to hear a sound from the waves that should have 
been on the bay, for a brisk wind was blowing from it 
toward us. We had not given a thought to the possibility 
of ice forming on the bay until we reached its edge, and then. 
to our chagrin found a firm sheet covering the surface as 
far as we could see. There was no help for it, and we 
pushed on for the house which, like “‘virtue’s steely bones,” 
looked 

Uold in the bleak wind, 

that came in sharply off Lake Ontario, rolling breakers on 
the beach and whistling shrill among the dry flags of the 
marsh. Messrs. Waddell and Merchant, who make a living 
by shooting, fishing, trapping, and providing sportsmen with 
the usual accommodations of an inn, had not expected any 
guests at that hour and were in bed, but a tap on the window 
opened the door, and we were soon warming ourselves over 
a goo fire of drift wood. The usual questions were jput to 
the natives about the prospect for ducks, and we were some- 
what cheered with the information that although the bay 
was nearly all frozen over, Cranberry Pond, near by, was 
open and fairly supplied with ducks. Wedetermined on an 
immediate “‘change of base” from the bay to the pond, pur- 
posing to run a boat down the lake in the morning, push it 
over the bar, and attack the enemy in his intrenchments, 
After mapping out the plan of campaign, we sought the se- 
clusion of our sleeping apartments and were soon insensible. 
We awoke before sunrise, and on gazing through the haze 
out on the lake had our hopes of a great-day revived briefly, 
by mistaking the rolling crest of a comber for a line of ducks, 
We did not wait for breakfast but hastened out to get on 

the bar between Cranberry and the lake in time for the 
morning flight. Picture our disgust on reaching the pond 
to find that during the night it too had frozen over and that 
nothing but some gulls and a large bird, seemingly wn eagle, 
could be seen hovering over the ice. On the lake a few 
flocks of ducks were in sight, but we knew they would not 
come over the beach, and after getting a few shots at strag- 
gling single birds we gave up all hope of sport in that line 
and resolved to go in the brush for quail or rabbits, a few of 
which we were told could be found not far away. 

After breakfast we started for the woods, hut on our way 
saw some ducks on the bay at the mouth of the Buttonwood 
Creek and our thoughts were again turned toward their 
destruction, We had not thought of venturing on the ice, 
but on testing it we found it over two inches in thickness, 
We ran a skiff out on it and pushed for the open water, 
holding to the boat in case we broke through. The open 
water was reached, decoys put out, blind built and every- 
thing made ready to give the ducks a warm reception when 
they should come, as we expected they would in great, 
numbers, for it was the only open spot in view, and it was 
natural to think that if any birds came in from the lake they 
wouid seek the open water. Wedid our part but the birds 
failed to appear in any overwhelming quantity. We got 
some shooting, but bad to take most of our sport mentally, 
in calculating how many we would have shot if the several 
big flocks which came off the lake and rising high in the air 
appeared to start for Chesapeake Bay, had been so accom- 
modating as to pay us a visit, as well disposed ducks should 
have done. 
When we found that we could not fill our boat with ducks, 

it gave us no small satisfaction to persuade ourselves that 
nothing hut a poor variety of birds—sheldrakes, whistlers, 
butter balls, ete.—remained as late as Noy. 27. Wesaw 
some which | think would at best have been called redheads 
or blacks; perhaps mallards if they had been brought to 
bag, but as they kept well ont of range we are content to 
class them as of lower degree. This narrative, you may 
see, does not detail any alarming inroad on the feathered 
game of our glorious country. On the contrary, it is rather 
calculated to show that the birds of this part of the State 
have, through the process of evolution, natural selection, the 
survival ot the fittest, or what you will, arrived at such a 
state of sagacity that they outwit man, unless the latter has 
an unusually long head or a gun or other instrument of de- 
struction of such a far killing nature, as to throw in the 
shade everything yet produced. As we homeward wended 
our weary way that night, with long flocks of ducks tan- 
talizingly ont of gunshot on the lake, my companion hinted 
at the possibility of being driven to capturing them by some 
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other method than shooting, even if it was the Chinese 
mode of yanking them under water, which process, how- 
ever, he thought would not work well with the temperature 
below the freezing point, , 
Several parties of Rochester men have returned home 

within a week or two from shooting trips in the West. The 
travels of one party were extended to Kansas, where some 
good quail shooting was had. How suggestive of wanton 
waste of same is the fact that men had to cross the Mississippi 
from New York for a few weeks’ sport at small game? Other 
men went to Ohio and Indiana, and found that quail had 
been so thinned out by an unfavorable winter as to make it 
rather a toil than pleasure to follow the bevies, and they gave 
up shooting, having concluded that it was poor policy to 
leave no ‘‘seed,” 
A Rochester stockholder in one of the clubs owning a good 

marsh for dueks in Lake Erie, went up and had one day’s 
sport out of six at the redheads, but complains that the 
people out there are pursuing the unwise policy of allowing 
the ducks to be harassed night and day, and every day in 
the week. He suggests that the Chesapeake Bay plan of 
shooting only on alternate days should be enforced, unless 
the birds are to be driven away totally. 

I saw yesterday for the first time in this market some 
numbers of sharp-tailed grouse, for sale. They must have 
been killed hundreds of miles away, or perhaps thousands, 
and the fact indicates the relentless war waged for lucre 
against the game birds of America. I am very much 
enamored with the doctrine of free trade, but I think we 
might lave protected our game to a far greater extent than 
has been done. Protection in that line would have wronged 
nobody, E.R 
Rocwestmr, N, Y., Nov. 30. 

ADIRONDACK DEER HOUNDING. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
I have just come from the Adirondacks, where I have a 

summer cottage, and for fifteen years have spent from four 
to six months in the woods and before that had madea 
number of visits to that region, The year before Paul 
Smith’s house was built I camped for four months in that 
vicinity. Visitors to that part know the little strip of land 
between St. Regis and Spitfire Pond called ‘‘The Tongue.” 
In those days we could find seven or eight deer on the 
Tongue any morning. A party of four on Follansby, Jr., 
and Quebee ponds, killed ninety-two deer in six weeks, and 
“Old Arcoill,” by still-hunting, killed one hundred and five 
in two months that same year. We hear the statement often 
made that the deer are growing more plenty in the Adiron- 
dacks, But I think no une would dream of the possibility 
of killing that number of deer in one season now, I think 
from the fact that for three or four years there has been but 
little snow, the deer have not been slaughtered by crust- 
hunters, and in their yards and in some localities they may 
have increased somewhat. 

But, to my mind, the only way to save deer is to forbid the 
use of hounds at any season; and, at the same time, night- 
hunting should be stopped. ff the hounds were used only 
during the months of October and November there would 
not be so much harm done. But they are permitted to run 
hy themselves. all the spring and summer until the ‘‘city 
folks” begin to come into the woods. Then there is a pre- 
tense of keeping them chained. ‘The past summer—the day 
I arrived in the woods—one of the ‘‘natives” called me to 
see his new dog, and boasted, ‘‘He has run more than one 
deer this spring.” I learned later that quite a number had 
been either killed by the dogs or run till in all probability 
they died from exhaustion. One buck lay four hours in my 
door yard, too weak to get into the woods. 

J talked with many of the hunters who keep dogs in re- 
gard to a law forbidding the useof hounds. They all agreed 
that it would bea good thing, and most of them said they 
would sign a petition fer such a law; but as long as others 
kept them they shouid. Fifteen years ago, or even less than 
ten years, it was no unusual thing to see deer feeding about 
the edge of the woods and in the grain fields. But now with 
two hounds to every house, the ‘‘starters’” have to go four 
or five miles into the woeds to find a deer. 

I learned of the killing of a number of deer last June by 
jack-hunting. Ihad not the legal proof, or I should have 
made an effort to have had the law enforced. It is often 
next to impossible to get the proof of the killing of deer out 
of season by jack-hunters. Buta law against the use of 
hounds would be easily enforced. I think thefeis such a 
Jaw in one or two counties, but it should be made for the 
whole State. If it is not done soon, ten years hence the last 
deer will have been run toits death. If such a law is 
passed, in five years a sportsmen with any skill would have 
no difficulty in killing enough to satisfy his taste for venison, 
and of a different quality from that run till nearly black. 
If the sportsmen who are lovers of fair play will agitate this 
subject such alaw could be passed this winter, and we 
should soon see 4 great increase in the number of deer, 

AU SaBLe, 
Hanrtrorp, Dec. 5. 

Editor Forest and Stream: | 
Now that the sporting season is over, may it not be a good 

time to compare notes with former years. My annual hunt 
up in Herkimer county closed on the 24th ult. Notwith- 
standing the lack of snow, our party were successful in the 
capture of about 200 pounds of venison per man; all, in fact, 
that we desired or cared for. The deer were not plenty and 
the few found to hunt were shy and alert, having been jack- 
hunted and run by dogs until some of them would hardly 

make a shadow. 1 had heretofore camped north of the | 
Beayer River, which section used 1o be full of game. But 
for a few years past it has become the resort of a gang of 
hounders from near Croghan, who seem to spend most of the 
summer and fall months in the woods in parties numbering 

ag hich as thirty-five men, with fifteen or twenty dogs. So 
completely have they cleaned out the deer in the northern 

art of Herkimer county, as far east as the Red Horse chain, 

that the still-hunters have given up the locality, The same 

can be said of the eastern part of Lewis county, where but a 

few years since deer were plenty. . é ; 

L notice that the Maine game law is being agitated again; 

some wishing thai the open season be extended, while 

A. R, Fulier, of Meacham Lake, would like the season for 

hounding deer in this State extended until Noy. 15, “‘as it 

would give employment to many men in that locality at a 

time when yery little work is to be had.” 
I admit that the time for a guide to earn a competency to 

support him for the balance of the year is quite short, But 

when you extend the time to one you extend it to all, This 

same set of men that are annibilating the deer in the Beaver 

River country would undoubtedly like to have the time ex- 

ieee till the ist of December, or even later, for hounding 
cer. 
Judgiug from their every-day appearance and the sem- 

blance of dogs that accompany them, I can to some extent 
appreciate their desires. 11 does not appear to me, however, 
that the little game we have left should be exterminated for 
charity's sake, before trying other expedients, I hope we 
may soon haye a more rigid game law. Not by extending 
the open season, but by cutting off a portion of the time now 
allotted. Two months, viz., October and November, would 
give ample time for every sportsman to get a supply of first- 
Class venison, By the 1st of October the major part of the 
does have weaned their fawns, which could, after that date, 
care for themselves, Still some killed even the latter part of 
the month would be found with fresh milk in the udder. 

Parties in this section that went into Forest and McKean 
counties, Pennsylvania, after deer, have had fair luck, re- 
porting the deer, bear, grouse, etc., as being on the increase. 

Cap Lock. 
FRewsBure, N. ¥,, Dec. 8, 1884, 

WIRE CARTRIDGES. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
At the request of several of your correspondents, I send 

you a description of how I make wire cartridges for shot, 
premising by stating that wrilten instructions In such mat- 
ters convey but 1 meagre knowledge of any art, a few hours’ 
practical instruction being worth all of it, 

To make a good wire cartridge is a knack requiring ex- 
perience, like making artificial flies, the first attempts of the 
novice are anything but satisfactory. 

First the materials. Paper for the cases should be of a 
fine thin texture and at the same time strong; about the 
thickness and strength of that upon which our postal notes 
are printed would answer very well. There are some fine 
qualities of wrapping paper used in some of the trades which 
J have found to answer admirably. 

The wire should be about the size or thickness of No. 8 
spool cotton, of brass or copper. I prefer the brass as being 
fougher, One dollar to one dollar and fifty cents will pur- 
chase enough to make a thousand rounds. , 
Bone dust to fill in between the layers or interstices of the 

shot, isscarcely a purchasable commodity. 1 obtained what 
I use by applying to a bone turner, who kindly gaye me 
about a peck of bone turnings or chips, which I took to an 
accommodating miller who ground it for me; it need not be 
as fine as flour, about the fineness of what the millers term 
“shorts” will answer. 

Prepare some thin, stiff cardboard wads, say a couple of 
sizes smaller than your gun, or rather just small enough to 
drop inside of your paper cases over which to crimp or close 
the bottoms and tops neatly, Cut also with the same cutter 
some of paper to paste over the tops. and bottoms after crimp- 
ing or closing, asa finish, (if preferred the top can be fin- 
ished with a thin cardboard wad pasted on, the size of your 
gun.) Use good boiled flour paste. 

Also, have turned about three cylindrical pieces of well-sea- 
soned hard wood, about fourinches in length, the larger one of 
a gauge or diameter just sufficient to admit making the paper 
cases thereon, so they will goin your shells nicely without 
forcing; this piece should also have a small groove or chan- 
nel along the side, or a small hole through the center, either 
will answer, to admit air; so that in making the paper cases 
they can be withdrawn readily, 
The second piece should be about two sizes, or rather 

somewhat smaller in diameter, over which to weave your 
wire cage. 

The third piece still smaller to use as a rammer or loader. 
Cut the paper for the cases in strips about fives inches in 

length by twe inches in width, marking a line either in pencil 
or by folding, in the center of each strip. Apply paste to one- 
half of the strip as thus divided, then wind the unpasted end 
of the paper slip a turn around your cylindrical piece of 
wood, first described above, allowing the edge of the paper 
to project over the end of the same, say about $ of an inch 
and bringing the pasted portion on around evenly, neatly and 
smoothly; drop one of your smaller pasteboard wads in the 
projecting end of the hollow paper cylinder thus formed, 
apply a little paste and close the end by crimping the pro- 
jecting edge of the paper over the wad neatly, and lastly with 
a little paste apply one of the paper cuts or wads to the out- 
side of the end or whal I term the bottom, withdraw the 
wooden cylinder and the case is complete. You can make 
two or three dozen of these cases in ten or fifteen minutes. 
Set them aside to dry, 

Prepare the wire by cutting in lengths of about four inches, 
(an ordinary pair of scissors answers weil for cutting the fine 
wire used), double each length in the center, In shape re- 
sembling the top of a lady’s hairpin, half circle, bringing the 
two ends parallel and even and of such a space apart as you 
wish to make your mesh (the wire cages when complete 
resemble somewhat the meshes of a fishnet). If for buck- 
shot, for instance, allow a space just suflicient to permit the 
passage of a buckshot, for smaller shot make them smaller 
in same ratio, I have found that for a 10-gauge gun about 
seven wires, or what is the same thing, seven meshes com- 
plete the circle of the cage for No. 1 buckshot. 

The size I have here given is suitable for a 10-gauge gun; 
other bores will require a modification, to suit which a few 
practical trials will easily determine. 
Now suppose you wish to make a wire cage for buckshot. 

Take seven of the wires doubled in hair-pin shape, as de- 
scribed above, and properly spaced. All this spacing and 
size of mesh is determined to a nicety and with regularity 
simply by the eye, after a little practice, Take the second 
cylinder of wood, as described above, bore quite a small awl 
hole in one end anywhere, diagonally in from the circum- 
ference of the same, in which you can insert temporarily a 
common pin—this is for convenience in holding your first 
wire in position by bringing one end of the same over the 
pin; lay another wire alongside and parallel with the first, 
the top ends, or ends that are doubled, extending up in the 
wooden cylinder a space, then with a pair of small pliers 
(such as ave used by fly makers answer well) cross the ad- 
joining ends of each of said wires at the lower edge of the 
cylindrical piece of wood, that will be, as described above, 
just a space or mesh from top of wires, give them two sharp 
und close twists to the right. Take the third wire, lay it 
parallel ‘with and adjoining the second, with the top end 
projecting up even with the two first, as. described above, 
cross the adjoining ends with the pliers, give two sharp close 
twists to the right as before. Proceed with the fourth wire, 
fifth, sixth and seventh as described, and you will find, pro- 
viding your wires haye been properly spaced, that the sev- 
enth will then adjoin and lay parallel and even or nearly so 
with the first, the adjoining ends of which must be crossed 

and twisted, as before described; the first circle of m ‘hes od 
then complete. Withdraw the pin; you have no Fane 
use for it now. Shove the whole thing up oa the wooden 
cylinder the space of a mesh, cross the wires so as fo form 
a second row or circle of meshes, give each two twists to the 
right, as before described, and the second row or ¢irele of 
meshes is complete; shove it up another space and proceed 
as before until completion; the short ends of the wires re- 
maining after the completion of the Jast circle of meshes can 
be closed, doubled over or crimped squarely over the end of 
the wooden cylinder, which you then withdraw. Drop the 
completed wire cage into one of your prepared paper cases, 
and you are ready for loading. 

Say you can chamber four buckshot within your wire 
and paper cases. First drop in a thin leyer of bone dust, 
then a layer of shot, tapping down lightly with the rammer, 
a layer of bone dust, sufficient to fill interstices between the 
shot, another layer of shot. tapping down each layer lightly 
and smoothly, and lastly drop in one of the thin card-board 
wads, over which paste close and crimp down the top of the 
paper case, finishing as described above with respect to the 
bottom of the cases. The cartridge is then complete. If 
you prefer in finishing you can paste a card-board wad of 
the gauge of your gun on top; if the shell is crimped over 
then they can be used without the card-board wad on top— 
one good wad is sufficient between the charge of powder in 
the shell. 

If you have nimble fingers, two or three dozen cartridges 
can easily be made of an evening by the fireside and laid 
away to use upon an emergency where they will do the most 
good, BACKWOODS. 
Brverty, Randolph County, W.Va., Dec. 1, 1884, 

DAKOTA GAME. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Fort Buford is situated at the confluence of the Missouri 

and the Yellowstone rivers, and almost directly on the line 
between Montana and Dakota, a little north of the forty-° 
eighth degree of latitude, and I believe one of the coldest 
spots in the United States. The mercury went down to 
forty-five degrees below zero several times last winter, On 
either side of these magnificent rivers is a splendid wood of 
elm, cottonwood, black ash, etc., with a dense growth of 
underbrush, consisting of willows, elder, dock brier, and 
other hardy shrubs. These jungles are the retreat of thou- 
sands of red deer (Cervus lencwrus), commonly called the 
white-tailed deer. 1 am fully convinced that there is not a 
square yard for thirty miles from here on either side of these 
rivers that you will not find the tracks and signs of these 
animals. I went out for a hunt last week about six miles 
from here, and saw at least sixty deer within a radius of 
three acres. There is one great drawback in hunting through 
this thick underbrush; the deer will generally sce or hear you 
before you see or hear him, so that you can very rarely get 
a shot nearer than 100 yards and then you will haye to shoot 
the deer on the jump, Three men went out from here a 
few days ago to a place called the Twelve-mile Creek, and 
although gone but four days, returned with 24 deer, weigh- 
ing from 50 to 200 pounds each, and I have seen white-tailed 
deer that would turn the scales at 300 pounds, 

There are also black-tailed deer (Cervus macrotis) on the 
upland hills, but they are not so numerous as the white- 
tailed. Further up still on the hills and on rocky ledges are 
found small flocks of the big horn (Qots montana), commonly 
called the Rocky Mountain sheep. It requires the most 
skillful strategy to come within rifle range of this latter 
named animal, the slightest noise is sufficient to put them on 
the alert. The grizzly beat (Ursus horribilis) is found in the 
immediate vicinity, but nol to so great an extent as from 
forty to a hundred miles from here. Montana cattlemen are 
complaining of sad hayoe among their cattle, caused by 
“orizzlers’ as also by the large, gray timber wolf, commonly 
called the buffalo wolf (Canis Ihipus occidentalis). Tt is re- 
ported here that six yearlings were found dead in a cafion 
thirty miles up the Missouri, and the tracks of bears and 
wolves were seen around the carcasses, Hlk are found 
within a short distance from here also. Although I never 
ran across any, I have seen several of their antlers which, 
judging from their state of preservation, must have been 
shed within the period of one year, 

The buffalo will soon be a thing of the past, and another 
decade will know this noble animal, the king of American 
game, only by a written description found in the natural 
histories. When the writer first came out West, nine years 
ago, he saw the plains of Montana and Dakota covered with 
herds of buffalo, as numerous as the domestic cattle that 
cover a “thousand hills” to-day. But now you may travel 
hundreds of miles without seeing a herd of twenty. I have 
seen only four buffalo herds this season; these were at 
Glendive, Montana, about eighty miles from here, and were 
the property of a taxidermist, who was mounting them for 
a Chicago firm, Only a few more years and a buffalo robe 
will be worth from $100 to $200, and a buffalo coat will be 
almost as dear as a sealskin. 
You can scarcely walk a hundred yards on either wood- 

land or prairie here, but covey after covey of “prairie 
chickens” (sharp-tailed grouse) will rise before you. On 
frosty mornings they can be seen as numerous on the trees 
as blackbirds on an Hastern farm. Sportsmen in this section 
of the country will not waste ammunition on small game 
-such as “‘prairie chickens,” jack rabbits, cotton tails, etc. 
They will not even kill a fawn. ‘here are several small 
Jakes at short intervals from each other, these are the haunts 
of myriads of wild geese, white brant, ducks, plover, pelicans, 
ete. : 
A young man, call him Brown, bagged last night the 

largest white-tailed deer I haye seen this season. Brown 
fired four shots at him and came within a hair’s breadth of 
shooting himself into the bargain. He, a young man abont 
twenty-one, brought up on a farm in the backwoods of 
Indiana, tells the story himself, as follows: ‘With the first 
shot I bruk the critters fgreleg, still he kept gitting and git- 
ting. Lup an’ fired again and missed ‘em, After the third 
shotI saw him fall, 1 ruuned wp and found him on his 
back with his horns sticking in the ground, as I approached 
the critter he was piping me off from the corner of his left 
eye, an’ I thought he was dead and then again I thought he 
wasn’t, so I went up to poke him on the belly with the butt 
of my gun, which was loaded, when, great gum! gentlemen, 
he bounded up like lightning an’ was off as if shot from a 
cannon, I got so scared at this unexpected turn that my 
har stood on an end and I do not know whether J was stand- 
in’ on my head or feet and when 1 got so started Ipulled my 
gun off and the ball went a whistling by my ear. He was 
gone about 300 yards before I could think o’ what tulcplace, 
but I bruk his other leg this time.” A young man from the 
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Rastern States, Jones, who is quite a humorist, having heard 
Brown relate his adventure, stepped out quietly and told the 
adyeuture to the ‘‘bohoys” with the transformation saying, 
that instead of the deer running 300 yards, that Brown ran 

_ 800 yards before he looked back, and then stopped when he 
saw that the deer was not pursuing him. This caused much 
laughter at Brown’s expense; but he vehemently protests that 
it was the deer that ran, not him. 

Shortly before Christmas of last. year, Brown, Jones and 
myself went out fora short hunt. As well as I can remem- 
ber the mercury was down to 30° below zero. We kindled 
a fire in the woods so that we may warm ourselyes before 
starting homeward. Brown was sitting on the end of a log, 
when he leveled his gun at an imaginary object and said, 
“If a cinnamon bar should come marching along there now 
how I would make him dance a hornpipe.” Jones was stand- 
ing near the fire with hands and chin resting on his piece, 
watching Brown’s performance, when he said with a coun- 
tenance that betrayed not the remotest shadow of a jest, 
“But what would you do, Brown, if a saleratus bear should 
come there?” Brown looked at him with the unsuspecting 
candor of a rustic youth and said, ““Why? Is he bigger than 
a cinnamon?” 

If any of your readers want information respecting the 
game reserves of this country, I shall be glad to give une 

. M,N. 
Fort Burorp, Dakota, 

Hititor Forest and Stream: 
My vanch lies in the Bad Lands of extreme Western Da- 

kota. There is stilla good deal of game about it, and this 
year [have, on several occasions, when the cattle did not 
need attention, taken two or three days off and done fairly 
well with black-tail deer, white-tail deer and antelope. There 
are some mountain sheep about, too, and 1 intend to take a 
day after them as soon as I get time. 

This summer I made quite a long trip through the cattle 
country of Eastern Montana and Northern Wyoming, in 
company with my foreman, William Merrifield, who is an 
excellent rider, 4 first-class shot and a very keen sportsman, 
During the course of our trip I took. two weeks’ hunting in 
Big Horn Mountain. While there I killed three grizzlies— 
one of them a huge beast weighing close on twelve hundred 
pounds—and six elk, four of them having fine heads; Merri- 
field got two bear and four elk, I always taking first shot 
when we were together. The five bears were killed with 
seven bullets, three of them being struck ‘in the brain; we 
followed them up on foot, our buckskin suits and moccasins 
enabling us to go so noiselessly through the woods that we 
could get to very close quarters; the big one was but nine 
paces off when | fired, tuking him square between the two 
eyes. Only one of them—ashe bear with a large cub—had 
a chance to show fight, the others being killed almost as socn 
as they discovered us; she turned when struck in theside, but 
was killed with the second bullet when she had come a few 
steps toward us. 

The buffalo have disappeared forever; one of the last that 
was killed near my ranch was a fine bull which I shot near 
Pretty Buttes a year ago this fali. 

J am not a good shot, having very bad eyes, and should be 
ashamed to state the number of misses [ have made this 
summer; I made two or three good shots, however. Oncel 
killed an antelope at 300 yards (actual pacing), and by what 
I suppose must be regarded as merely a fortunate chance, 
on another occasion killed two fine blacktail bucks with one 
bullet at 431 paces. 

- Luse two rifles, both of them six-shot repeaters: one a .50- 
115 express, the other a .45-75; they are excellent weapons, 
LT notice that '‘Devil’s Ramrod” putsin a plea for the double- 
barreled express rifles, and sneers at repeating arms, The 
prejudice against the latter is, of course, sheer nonsense, like 
the old prejudice against breechloaders, I know nothing of 
game shooting in India or Africa, but for anything in the 
United States, from a grizzly bear down, a repeating rifle is 
as much ahead of a doublebarreled English express as the 
latter is ahead of a doublebarreled muzzleloader. 

There are a great many ducks, geese, sharptail grouse and 
sage grouse to be shot round my ranch; youny sage grouse, 
in August and September, are most delicious eating, fully as 
good as the sharptail, which is our common game bird. 

ODORE RoosEyELt. 
CaimNngey Butte Rancu, Little Missouri, Dakota, 

KENTUCKY GAME. 

jis unusual number of whistlers during nesting time en- 
couraged anticipations of rare quail shooting this season 

in Central and Southern Kentucky; but upto date disap- 
pointment has been nearly universal, The long tramps 
through most promising covers, between bevics, are one of 
the unaccountables. A propitious summer, no ‘‘drowning- 
oul” rains, abundant feed, no appreciable cause of migration, 
yet birds are scarce. The local savant (?) with ever-ready 
solution of the mysterious, consults last winter’s goose bone 
and refers cause to fall of mercury to 18° below zero, and 
cousequent (?) freezing out of the few birds left for seed, 
This is an exceptional instance of unsatisfactory explanation. 
Too many birds wintered well. Rabbits are so plentiful that 
the boys come in with a full bag of fur after failing of 
feathers. 

One of the boys yesterday referred me to-satisfactory cor- 
roboration that he bagged twenty-five quail without a miss 
last season. He added that it was in short cane cover and 
the warning which each bird gave on leaving cover rendered 
a miss unpardonable. Extraordinary shooting, neverthe- 
less, we count it. Another reported thirty-eight straight, 
but the other fellow, who can bear testimony, is a non- 
resident. 

Judge Berry, of Monticello, Ky., had the good fortune to 
bag a brace of deer at one shot recently, As they passed his 
stand he failed to observe that there were two, and was 
ignorant of his score till he stumbled over one which had fal- 
len of a broken neck, as he proceeded to the one which he 
saw wheel and fall after a few bounds. The Judge is a vet- 
eran, and few seasons pass without his enjoying venison 
which has fallen to his fire. He follows no small game. 
Several bunches of deer had been located in the mountains, 
and recent breezes having stripped foliage from the timber, 
we expect to hear of a few successful chases. Ruffed. grouse 
and turkeys are plentiful, but few bagged. ; 

Scarcity of mast concentrated squirrels about cornfields, 
and many mountaineers were compelled to stand picket a 
partof every day till crops were cribbed. — 

Present outlook for sport in Central Kentucky rather 
gloomy, eo ' a - KEenruertan. 

Lrncony County, Ky., Noy. 20, i884. 

THE MAINE GAME LAW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I am very giad to see that the majority of your cor- 

respondents are in feyor of the law as it now stands, though 
I don’t see how they could think otherwise. Tf there is to 
be any change in the season, it should be shortened. When 
they say that man wants little here below, they forget him 
who wants to combine shooting and fishing at the expense of 
the game, or else they might be inclined to think he wanted 
a good deal. Ifa person wants to fish, let him do it in 
season wlhien the fish are in proper condition; and the same 
with deer; but don’t let him arrange the laws to suit. his con- 
venience and enable him to kill everything within reach. 
He who can get only a few days off in Angust, very naturally 
wants to shoot deer or moose, and he whose vacation comes 
in Sept ember turns longing eyes onthe trout, but let each 
take the goods the gods provide, and think that but for the 
laws there would now be neither fish nor game. 
Nobody asks for vegetables 5ut of season, because there are 

none to be hud, and if we persist in taking deer out of what 
is Nature’s season, why we'll soon be without them alto- 
gether. Does in Sepiember, with or without fawns, are sure 
to be in poor condition, and my experience is that a quarter 
of the young are still unweaned on the 15th day of that 
month. Maine is the model State of the Union for its game 
laws, and it does seem a pity if all the good results are to be 
wiped ont at the very moment of their appearance. Mr. 
Wells says the residents of that part of the State need the 
money spent there by the tourists. That is true, and is the 
only argument for opening September. But if the gunner 
is 1o be permitted to kill game from the last day of August, 
would the money gained during the following three or four 
years be sufficient to support these people from the time the 
deer give out for the rest of their natural lives? Hardly, 
unless they can beat the Chinese on cheap living, al a 

Boston, Dec. 6. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your correspondent ““X.” in current number speaks ‘‘of 

the scarcity of deer in Maine, twenty-five years ago,” and 
‘this reminds me.’”’ In Bangor, thirty-four or thirty-five 
years ago, on a sweltering dayat just past noon, Tom M. 
sat in his brother's crockery store, with his chair tilted back, 
his feet on the desk, using a toothpick, and reading the 
Daily Whig and Courier. Suddenly his attention was ar- 
rested by a noble deer, which, entering by the west door, 
trotted through the store, went out by the Main street door, 
crossed the street and entered the store of Hemenway & 
Hersey, then newly fitled up with mirrors and show cases, 
ete. Jt was a fur store, and those who saw him conjectured 
thatthe deer might have gone in to inquire the price of pelts 
in particular. However that may be, he trotted the length 
of the store, took a good look at himself in the plate-glass 
mirror at the end, and turning about made for the street. 
By this time, as may be imagined, men and boys were on 
the gut vie. Arriving at the street, there was a Jumber- 
men’s supply wagon—a huge affair of ten or twelve feet in 
height—just passing. Pursued by the crowd he vaulted 
clear over the wagon at one bound, andran down to Market 
square, on the east side of which he caught sight of the 
Kenduskeag stream through the open windows and doors of 
a flour store. Hntering without ceremony, he attempted to 
jump through a window into the stream, but alas for his 
hopes, his bulk or his horns prevented; hestuck fast and was 
killed by Jus ruthless pursuers, It was conjectured that he 
had followed the stream down from the forest and struck off 
at the first obstacle met at Central street bridge. I was not 
aneye witness to this affair, being at dinner some little dis- 
ance from the street. 
My hope in writing this is to draw the fire of some of your 

Bangor readers, who may not only verify my story, but also 
be tempted to write some of their reminiscences, which 
could not fail to be interesting to your readers. The times I 
write of were when H. R. L—s kept the Hatch House, one 
of the most genial, sunny-faced landlords that ever sat with 
his face to the back of a chair, and made fun for every one 
within sound of his yoice. A practical joker, he did not 
forget in his last illness the ruling passion, for when Doctor 
Meck. told him, in answer to his question, ‘‘what the chances 
were for his life,” ‘‘One chance in twenty, Mr. L ;’ he said 
as quickly as his breath would permit, ‘I'll take that chance, 
Doctor,” Ben TENUTO. 
WoRcESTER, Mass. 

Hiditer Forest and Stream: 
Haye just read the communication in your paper of Noy. 

13 of Henry P. Wells, and your editorial comments thereon, 
regarding the preservation of deer in Maine. The thought 
struck me that the game law as now in force in California 
might be equally good in that State. Several years ago our 
Legislature passed a law to prohibit the killing of does and 
spotted fawns at any time within four years, The law was 
broken by a large number of hunters, but the deer increased 
in most places instead of diminished, so when the four years 
had expired the Legislature extended the time indefinitely. 
A better feeling has gradually come over the hunters, until 
now most of them feel extremely small if they happen to 
kill a doe or fawn, eyen by mistake, M. FS. 
PeraLtuma, California, 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Fish and Game Commissioner E. M, Stillwell, of Maine, 

has been in Boston lately, looking after the would-be sports- 
men who haye been down to Maine and stolen game, or 
killed it contrary to the laws of the State, which amounts 
to the same thing. It is Jearned through the lumbermen 
that a magnificent moose was killed in the neighborhood of 
Chemucook before the first day of October. The hunter, a 
Boston merchant, had no use for the meat and offered it to 
the Jumbermen for about a cent per pound more than beef 
would cost them, They would not take it and the moose 
was suffered to rot, wilh the exception of such choice bits 
as the guides and those in the secret desired. An indict- 
ment will be found against the bunter and he will be 
arrested, if ever he sets afoot on Maine soilagain. He is 
said to be a crack shot—killed but one moose himself, but 
encouraged one or two Indian guides to kill a moose a piece, 
thus evading the law against killing more than one moose 
in a season, 

The notorious moose poacher, who was indicted for killing 
a moose Out of season in Maine three years ago, refused to 
pay bis fines, has written or had his friends write a letter to 
the Commissioners asking the privilege of going into Maine 
to attend some sort of a teachers’ convention in that State, 
The letter sets forth that he is a good fellow, never killed 
any more moose out of season in that State than, than—in 
short, than he wanted io, and could not the Commissioners 

for these reasons, grant him permission to visit Maine just 
once, without being arrested? The answer he got was that 
he would be arrested as surely as he was caught in Maine, 
He has not been down there to attend the convention. 

Tt has been before stated in these columns that the great 
body of game coming from Maine into the Boston market 
had heen stopped by the admirable non-transportation sys- 
tem. Such is the fact. Not one-fiftieth part of the number 
of partridges or black ducks have reached the market here 
that came in the fall of 1882, previous to the passage of the 
law in Maine. As for yenison, there came through from 
Maine the season before the non-transportrtion law went into 
effect between 1,800 and 2,000 carcasses. They actually 
rotted outside the Boston markets. Thanks to the good work 
of the Commissioners and wardens, such barbarous and 
wicked waste of nable game has been stopped. Not more 
than 100 deer were smuggled through from Maine last year, 
and this fall probably one dozen carcasses will cover all 
received. But the great market interest is against all this. 
The chance to make a dollar is infringed upon, and Boston 
money is likely to be used in Maine at the forthcoming ses- 
sion of the Legislature for the harm of the law against the 
transportation of game. The Commissioners will say to the 
Legislature: ‘‘Gentlemen, you see what your laws have 
done. Boston and New York market-hunting has been, in 
a great measure. stopped. Deer have increased, so that there 
is now a breeding stock worth talking about. Four years 
more of such market-hunting as was carried on in 1881 would 
have destroyed every vestige of moose, deer and caribou in 
your State, Make such changes in your game and fish laws 
as you think best; but in absolute non-transportation is your 
only hope.” The Commissioners are repeatedly asked to 
frame some sort of a law whereby a non-resident of the State 
who kills a moose or deer fairly, in open season, can trans- 
port itto his home. At first it would seem that such a form 
of law would be just. But, alas! How easy it would be, 
under such a law, for every Boston runner on his return trip 
to become the owner of a deer, which he would run straight 
into the Boston market. 

Not a day passes but what the wardens at the iarger ship- 
ping points in Maine seize partridges, ducks, or saddles of 
venison, being smuggled through to Boston or New York. 
The tricks of the poachers are as curious as they are numer- 
ous, and the best of the wardens have become expert detec- 
tives. A list of the principal receivers of game in this mar- 
ket is in the warden’s pocket, and packages directed to such 
parties are objects of suspicion. In one case the warden 
noted an old box, projecting from under the cover of which 
was some old cotton cloth—the edge of an old bedquilt. The 
quick eye of the warden saw deer’s hair—only one or two— 
adhering to the box. He opened it, and two nice saddles of 
venison were found rolled up in the quilt. An enormous 
trunk was bundled into the baggage car at Bangor. It had 
a lady’s name on it, but the keen perceptions of the warden 
“saw signs,” The trunk was detained and opened. In it 
were sixty partridges and a lot of ducks. The lady’s uncle 
keeps a stall in one of the Boston markets probably. At 
least no such lady has been found. The warden opened a 
case of eggs directed to a weli-known Boston commission 
merchant. One layer of eggs with part boards came out all 
right, but the third layer was partridges, two dozen of them. 
The eggs have never been called for. The owner can have 
them, but he will be required to pay over $100 fines for at- 
tempting to forward partriulges. SPECIAL. 

me 
Boston, Mass., Dec, 8. 

REMARKABLE SHOTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
As you have asked your correspondents to give you a 

record of remarkable shots, Iam tempted to add one to the 
score. Mr. William Stoneburg, of this city, informs me, and 
is ready to make affidavit to the truth of his statement, that 
last year he killed a black duck, a mud hen and a crane at 
one shot, Mr. Stoneburg states that he saw a black duck 
feeding near the mouth of Mud Creek, where the water is 
shallow. ‘The shore being bordered by trees, with a thick 
underbrush, he succeeded in crawling within fifteen yards 
of the duck, which was about ten yards from the shore. 
Meantime the crane alighted beside a bunch of rushes some 
ten or fifteen yards further away, and a mud hen swam be- 
tween the duck and the shore. When it got in line with the 
duck, Mr. Stoneburg fired, killing both birds, as he intended; 
and, hearing a flapping among the rushes, he looked and 
found that he had fatally wounded the crane, which he 
secured. It is not very often, I should say, that three birds 
of different specics, and not consorting, are killed at one 
shot. R. 8. B 
BELLEVILLE, Ontario. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
IT was out hunting squirrels, and had fired four shots at a 

gray squirrel in a tree without seeming to affect it more than 
to make it jump af each shot. The animal finally started 
and traveled quite a distance, jumping from one tree to an- 
other until it reached a tall beech. All this time I was fol- 
lowing along waiting for the squirrel to stop and give me a 
chance to get a fair shot, When it got to the beech tree it 
started down a branch, going by jerks. I was just in the 
act of raising the gun, when I accidentally touched the trig- 
ger and fired. The barrel was pointing upward at an angle 
of about eighty degrees, and the hammer was just in front 
of my face, which was burnt by the powder from the tube. 
Irubbed the powder from my eyes as quickly as possible, 
and imagine my surprise to see the squirrel lying on the 
ground near me shot through the head. 8, W.5. 

Hidiior Korest and Stream: . 
My shot can hardly be called lucky, though it may be 

classed as remarkable. Armed with a rifle 1 was hunting 
for rabbits. All the rabbits I saw I overshot. I was behind 
a hill about a half-mile from a farmhouse, which was cut 
off from sight by the hill. Passing the house on my way 
home, I was edified by the farmer charging me with shoot- 
ing a fat cow. Sure enough, the cow was lying dead in the 
barnyard with a jagged hule in her side. The ball had eyvi- 
dently caromed on the frozen ground with a trajectory to 
clear the hill, and hit the cow, <A receipt from the farmer 
for $12 for prematurely making beef of his cow, is the only 
souvenir left, of my remarkable shot, C, C. §., 
MIDDLETOWN, Nova Scotia. 

Editor Forest and Stream: i 
On ove occasion I was hunting on a hill a hundred feet, 

above Tomales Bay, near the Pacific, armed with a .45-60 
Winchester. A '‘shag” was flying along over the bay, 
which, at this point, was about a mile wide. The bird was 
under the shadow of the hill‘on the opposite side, and as 
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well as I could judge, fully 1,200 yards distant, though it 
was all guess work. To see how near the ball would go, I 
threw up my rifle, elevated the muzzle to fully fifty feet 
above the bird and fired. The ball struck the water about 
200 yards short of its mark, glanced and killed the bird, sv it 
fell without a struggle. 

_ On another occasion, was hunting deer in Lake county, 
this State, A deer was started in the thick brush. A dozen 
shots failed to stop it, and it circled around with the dog 
after, Iwas standing in brush high as my head with gun 
under my arm, when suddenly I heard a rush and saw a 
brown object within six feet, coming at fullspeed. There 
was no time to raise the sun to my shoulder, but simply 
elevating the muzzle, I fired, and the deer fell in my arms 
witha bullet, down its throat, I had just time to grab it by 
the ear to save a fall. M. F. 8. 
PreraLuma, California, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Luck can account for the remarkable shots that kill, but 

what will satisfactorily account for those which miss. Here 
is a case in point. My companion and I were out after ducks, 
we had been over «a large marsh, had entereda creek and 
had shoved our boat near the bank among the rushes so that 
we could unobserved waich for any ducks which might be 
moving. While we were discussing the advantages of our 
location I saw in the distance down stream, what J knew to 
be a large flock of teal, They were flying low and and very 
rapidly, and were coming toward us upon our side of the 
creek. 1 said to my friend: ‘‘Here are some teal coming up 
the creek, keep down, get ready, and be sure and don’t let 
us fire until they have passed by us,’’ In less time than it 
takes to read these lines the ducks were upon us, when op- 
posite our boat where we could almost have touched them 
with our oars; we shot four barrels into what appeared to us 
to be a solid mass of ducks. Our surprise at not stopping a 
single duck or ruffle a feather can be_better imagined than 
described. 

I have seen my companion bring down many a single 
duck at long distances while in rapid flight, I have downed 
two single mallards one with each barrel, and have had two 
geese tumbling in mid-air at once,, and yet we both having 
plenty of time to get ready and having been cautioned to let 
the ducks pass by, shot through this flock and did not get a 
bird. Who can beat this for bad shooting? Docror. 
Osweao. N, Y. 

SMALL-BORE SHOTGUNS, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I saw with pleasure an editorial in a late numher of For- 
Est AND STREAM, in favor of small-gauge shotguns. I have 
watched the craze for large-bore guns with a good deal of 
amazement and amusement in the last twenty years, since 
the introduction of breechloading shotguns. The use of 
large bores, and recently of chokvbores has, to a great ex- 
tent, ‘‘befoggled” the question of the proper charges and 
proper execution of shotguns, and I wish to state a few 
points that are often lost sight of. Ido not desire to enter 
into any discussion on such a yexed matter, but what I state 
is the result of experience of a good many years, and is sus- 
ceptible of proof. What follows only applies to cylindrical 
bores, and not to chokebores. 
First—The smaller bore scatters less than the larger bore 

(with the same charge of shot). 
Second—The small charge of powder used in small-bore 

guns, shoots coarse shot better than too fine shot, This will 
appear paradoxical to the users of 10-bores, with big charges 
of powder and small charges of fine shot, but it is true, For 
instance, with the same amount of force a man can throw a 
handful of coarse gravel further than he can throw a hand- 
ful of sand; or it may be stated differently: More force is 
needed to throw a handful of fine sand a certain distance 
than a handful of coarse gravel. 

Third— With the small charge of powder used in small 
bores, coarser shot must be used to obtain force and pene- 
tration, than in a large bore. 
Fourth—We do not lose in pattern, 7. ¢,, the gun does not 

scatter too much when using coarse shot in small bores; but 
in large bores, with the big charge of powder, coarse shot 
containing but few pellets scatters too much, 
Fifth—The small powder charge of the small bore does 

not do well in large bores. There is more pressure exerted by 
the powder per square inch on the charge in a small bore 
than in the large. 

I take 10-gauge as the type of the large bore and 16- 
gauge as the type of the small bore in the foregoing. The 
tharge of powder for the 16-zgauge being 2% drams with 14 
ounces of shot. This may seem a large charge of shot to 
the users of 10-bores, but repeated experiments with 16-gauge 
guns have shown me it gives better pattern as well as pene. 
tration than smaller charges. 

It has been, unfortunately, fashionable to copy after the 
English in sporting matters, and this, to a great extent, 
accounts for the unreasoning craze for 10 and 12-bores in this 
country. But in France and other countries, especially 
among the Latin races, 16-gauge is as large a gun as is gen- 
erally used. In 1865 I was in Brazil, and wishing to get a gun 
in Rio, (a city of 275,000), 1 went through all the gun stores, 
and one gun of 14 gauge was the Jargest bore gun in the 
whole city, Mostof the guns were 20 and smaller, and yet 
in Brazil just as many ducks and geese are killed with those 
small gauges as with the ponderous cannon of 10-bore and 5 
drams of powder used in this country. Three things always 
strikes an American sportsman in countries where small bores 
are used. They use less powder, more shot, and coarser shot, 
than we are accustomed to. I have before me a catalogue 
and price list of one of the best (if not the best) gunmakers 
of Paris, France. He gives a table of the proper (approxi- 
mate) charges for his guns. He has tables for 12, 16, 20, 24 
and 28-gauge shotguns. (He only makes 10 and 8-bores 
specially as punt guns for ducking, where large numbers of 
ducks are killed out of flocks, 

The powder used in France is stronger than our American 
powder, so the charges of powder he gives are somewhat less 
than I would recommend in this country. 1 have reduced 
the charges from French weight to ours. He gives for 16- 
gauge, 24; drams powder, 14% ounces shot; for 2(-gauge, 
2,42 drams powder, 1;9%, ounces shot. ; 

I have a 16-gauge cylindrical bore, not choked in any Wat, 
which, loaded with 2? drams powder and 14 ounces Nv. 6 
shot, at 40 yards, put 21 pellets in a book 6x9 inches, with a 
penetration of the pasteboard cover and 81 leaves (162 pages). 
I mean by penetration that some of the shot went through, 
lodging in the back cover (not. merely breaking leaves). This 
wun carries close enough with No. § shot even for snipe, and 
I therefore see no reason for using finer shot, neither do I, I 
have made better penetration with the aboye load than a 10- 

bore gun using same size shot and 5 drams powder. I use 
No. 6 shot for the two kinds of quail we have here, The 
scaled quail (Cullipela squamata), and the Massena quail 
(Cyrtonyx massena) (not to be confounded with a very dif- 
ferent bird, the small European quail, imported in the east 
a few years ago, and called Messina, from Messina, in Italy, 
where they were obtained). 
A chokebore gun is not as good an ‘‘all around gun” as a 

cylindrical gun, for though the choke shoots the smaller 
sizes of shot well, they do not shoot larger sizes as well as 
cylindrical bores, Again, the chokebores are nearly worth- 
less for buckshot, as compared with a cylindrical bore. The 
small-bore gun shoots close enough, and nothing is gained 
by choking it; and on the other hand much is lost, as the 
choke prevents its shooting well the sizes of shot best adapted 
to small bores, 

It requires more skill to use a small bore than a large bore. 
as it carries much closer, and for this reason the small bore 
isnot popular among poor ~ving-shots. Many a man who 
does fairly well at birds flying with a 10-bore will miss right 
along with a 16-gauge, You have to hold on the bird with 
the small bores; there’s no trusting to luck and the scatter- 
ing of the charge to make up for shooting; therefore the use 
of the small bore gives more pleasure to the true sportsman, 
as it calls forth more skill on his part. I haye owned and 
shot many guns in my life, but the best and hardest shoot- 
ing gun I ever had was an 18-gauge gun that I used in the 
fall of 1866 in Illinois, for prairie chickens and ducks (mostly 
mallards), The shooting was late in the season, and much 
of the game killed at long range, but the gun did just as 
well as the large puns. 

I think the best dimensions fora 16-gauge gun are 7 
pounds weight, 31-inch barrels. Most of the 16-cauge guns 
imported from England are 28 inches, which ‘s too short to 
get the best results. I personally find No. 6 shot the best 
size for quail and even snipe, while No. 4 does for ducks, 
The charge of powder is 22 drams and 14 ouncesshot. Each 
gun though has itsown peculiarities, which have to be found 
out by repeated trials at the target. CYRTONYX. 
Fort Stanton, New Mexico. 

A CALL FOR A CREED, 

Eiditor Forest and Stream: 
I have noticed a great many articles in your paper from 

time to time, about ‘‘a true sportsman,” or what constitutes 
a “gentleman sportsman.” I must confess that I have failed, 
so far, in being able to judge of what really constitutes a 
sportsman in the sense entirely distinct from what we call a 
“sporting character.” We all admit that there is a wide and 
material difference between a sportsman and a sporting 
character. In fact, we do not consider that there is any 
similarity between them. Itis plain tomy mind that we 
.must either properly define our calling or change the nomen- 
clature. Some choose to adopt one standard, and others are 
disposed to supplement or detract therefrom. So that, in the 
general summing up, we have a kind of heterogeneous mass, 
that does not mean anything, or what is worse still, means 
too much. 

I propose, Mr. Editor, while I have the floor, to offer this 
resolution: That a committee of one from each State and 
Territory be appointed to draft a constitution and by-laws, 
together with a code of ethics to goyern the sportsmen of 
the United States. 

I know that it will be argued by some that the natural in- 
stincts of a gentleman isa sufficient guide in matters of 
ethics, and no attempt to make acreed will be tolerated 
where the moral sense is of Such a high standard. To this 
I will say, that a rule of conduct can only apply to violators, 
and will not operate to the prejudice of the innocent. It is 
not every one who may be fond of a dog and gun, especially 
when you furnish both, that can be admitted into the family 
of the true sportsman. 

Some men are exceptionally good shots, and may own a 
dog and gun, but still they will render themselves very un- 
pleasant in the field by popping away at every bird that 
may Tise, right and left, without any regard to the rights of 
others. Again, when birds are plenty, they neyer stop 
shooting as long as their dog will make a stand, and then 
depend upon chance to recover dead birds. Others, worse 
still, will meander themselves enough into your good graces 
until you offer them a seat in your rig atime or two, and 
then when you refuse to turn over your dog and gun to them 
for an independent hunt, you are simply damned for your 
pains. Another set claim every bird down, notwithstand- 
ing that three or four others may have shot at the same bird ; 
and if the contest becomes at all exciting, they will not hesi- 
tate to rush through hedges and climb staked and ridered 
fences, with their guns at full cock, and their comrades 
probably more numerous than the birds around them, 

Again, there are some who claim to be gentlemen sports- 
men who would fight ina minute if you would even inti- 
mate that they were not, who will, with their fine guns and 
well-trained dogs, bag from one to two hundred birds a day, 
two-thirds of which spoil; yet they do not think this ex- 
travagant or wasteful, leaving out altogether the ethical part 
of the subject. 

Again, other would-be sportsmen, who are: very fond of 
field sports, buf somehow or other never have a gun and 
dog at the same time, must depend upon a friend who takes 
a pride in keeping both gun and dog in good order for per- 
sonal use. Now, Mr. Editor, in view of all this I move you, 
sir, that a committee be appointed, OCGIDENT, 

Editor Forest and Stream: k 
There is necessarily a connection between the questions, 

What is a “true sportsman?” and How many birds may he 
shoot? 

As to some of the characteristics of the true sports- 
man all will concur, He hunts game solely for the pleasure 
derived from its pursuit and taking. Its cash value has not 
the slightest influence on his actions. His method of pur- 
suing and killing game is the one which affords the greatest 
ratio of sport to the quantity killed, He observes the spirit 
as well as the letter of the game Jaws, and is thoroughly 
awake to the cause of game preservation and every ready to 
do all in his power to further the cause. His conduct toward 
his fellow sportsmen and all others is generous and gentle- 
manly. The motive that sends a man afield with dog and gun 
is an important factor in determining whether he Is a true 
sportsman, The details of his style of hunting are of less 
consequence. ' . 

I think it is possible for a man to sell his game and yet 
be a true sportsman, though he is liable to the suspicion that 
the “returns” he expects to receive for his game are an incen: 
tive to his hunting. I believe that under certain circum- 
stances one may shoot a bird silting without forfeiting the 

- 

title of sportsman. As, for instance, if after hunting nearly — 
all day with poor success you happen to get sight of a sitting 
grouse, £0 surrounded that he will almost certainly escape if 
permitted to fly, it would be entircly permissible to knock 
it over (unless you take a pride in keeping your record clean 
of all sitting shots). 

Of the number of birds a man may properly shoot there is 
a limit. It would be ciearly wrong for sportsmen to wage a 
war of extermination on the birds, though they kill them 
ever so artistically. Of course, the limit varies in different 
localities according to the abundance of birds and the num- 
ber of shooters, To fix the number one may shoot, even for 
a particular locality, would be another case of ‘ine draw- 
ing,” and a matter of opinion, on which opinions would be 
pretty sure to differ, During a season’s shooting, every 
sportsman should judge for himself from his own obserya- 
tions, when the supply of game has been reduced as much as 
it will bear, and then forbear further shooting, Always 
taking care to stop in time, and allowing a liberal margin of 
birds for contingencies, in order that next year’s supply may 
show no diminution. 

Ilike large scores—that is, when I make them, and the 
enjoyment is proportionate to the quantity of..game killed, 
But to one accustomed to a scarcity of birds and to consider- 
ing a single ruffed grouse a prize, itis rather grinding to 
hear a sportsman of a more favored region bewailing his ill 
luck, and declaring a day in the woods a failure when he 
bags only a half dozen grouse or a paltry dozen woodcock. 
It makes one think there is being ‘‘sweetness wasted oa the 
desert air.” It is hard to repress a feeling of respect for the 
man who does not measure a day’s sport altogether by the 
number of birds killed, and who can enjoy glorious sport 
even when the weight of his game bag does not draw him 
out of the perpendicular. Equally repulsive is he whoshoots 
simply for count. 

With the game of all kinds in this country’ steadily ap- 
proaching extermination, all good sportsmen will join with 
“Nessmuk” in execrating the skin-butcher, the pot-hunter, 
and the grouse hog. J. M. BE. 

New Ornueans Sipu-Hont,—In the side-hunt of the New 
Orleans Gun Club the points allotted to each head of game 
killed were: Robin 1, dove 3, snipe 10, quail 10, duck 10, 
mallard 15, squirrel 1(), rabbit 25, woodcock 25. The fol- 
lowing were the scores: 

‘ LECHE’S TRAM. 
Capt. EH. T. Leche, 24 quail, 1 hawk, 4 doves.....-... ......cc00 2-207 
Mayor J. V. Guillotte, 29 quail, 2 doves,-... 2. 2.2... cece ycee cease 296 
Judge Buisson, 13 quail, 6 doves.._.-... web y Sew phir Lente tart eee 148 
W. T. Wingfield, 25 quail, 1 hawk........2...,...+-++ 
Jobn Stumpf, Jr., 50 quail, 6 hawks, 6 rabbits 
A. M, Aucoin, 32 snipe, 1 woodeock....,....-......... BAe 
N. D. Wallace, 24 quail, 1 hawk...................... eee ts. Be 365 
Walter Saxony 1744 snipe.208 io. non wecisemestlcet heels sep sucky oon 175 
Capt, J. L. Harris, 10 snipe, 6 doves, 1 hawk, 1 ’coon............... 148 
Hon. R. N. Ogden, 37 quail....... Be niclopee cee Oe Del fda lan ie eave 37 
Chas, H. Wood, 3 snipe, 3 quail, 8 doves........ af ANE SASS 4 awit) 
Judge Wm. Voorhies, | hawk (disappointed on deer)........... ..- an 
Chas: Ballejpjdidn'tchunt. Sy sis) sans poeeeewulumeeuourunmusnee es 
John G. Bach, failed to hunt. t. 22.2. ashes ethos e wees ck sees cone 

Total score.....,....4.. rrmres et pat utecclshes ha cae Aimee ee end 1. 3,219 

RENAUD’S TEAM. 
Capt. J. K. Renaud, 87 quail, 1 rabbit............ 0... .0.. cece eee ees 895 
LP Chandety 65-quiai lve. = uo teipeeeer sui saa) Djdcns meee tania ene 650 
Po2A Cousin; 50 snipes Teduck: -yarre,cec anu ee cia san dace tne cieiia me 510 
H, B. Febinger, 61 quail, 1 woodcock, 3 hawks..........-..........- 703 
A.M. Bickham, 28 quail, 4rabbits.................-4- susie Mees 380 
John 7, Grodnax, sick at home. .... 22.20. coke ype were reesactes Eis 
Chas, J. Lewis, 40 quail, 1 hawk, 3 doves 
WV Bry. QV y que dU. os cater emrere cde dee bole te ote Wintel eee gt A oe 
li Sctoler,.44 ducksiarid snipe ais eg woke eo aieetet bit cae ooo erguioare 345 
J.-Uy Payne, arr, 1b quail, 2 doves ray) hl Bee Lea 
Major.C. L. Walker, failed to himtys. 22 oe. a Iya 
Rene Sarrazin, 6 ducks.......,... . Net Meee ABA, ane te ee | 70 
Col. G. A. Williams, 23 green trout (n0 competitor on other side).. 
E. Wash Vinet, 6 hares, 4 hawks, 20 dueks.....,.......--,.008 veya 655 

otal SCOR 58 oo beter emma ene (ates few holm Carico, bee ets pene eee 4,907 

Mr. J. K. Renaud, who won the gold medal for best score 
last year, took it again this year. 

Lone IsuaAnp Duox ,Nertrinc.—Dec, 8,—Hditor Forest 
and Stream: 1 applied to the Board of Supervisors to enact 
some law that would give the game protector the power to 
seize nets containing ducks, and thereby supply a deficiency 
which the lawmakers no doubt intended. The law part of 
Section 5 reads thus, ‘‘or use any net device or instrument 
with intent to capture any such birds.” The nets are prop- 
erly called fish nets, but in reality are set to take ducks, the 
fishermen claiming the nets are set to catch bass and other 
fish. If the supervisors would declare that fiading a net 
containing ducks is sufficient intent, I could then seize the 
nets, and the burden of proof would fall upon the owners 
of the nets that they were set for fish only, Iam willing 
and anxious to seize the nets the moment I get the author- 
ity. Iam not put in office to infringe on private rights, 
whatever they may be, and I should not bé expected to do 
so. I see by the papers that a boy killed a deer out of sea- 
son near Sayville, L.I. I wish to correct this. The season 
for killing deer expired the 1st of December, and this deer 
was killed in November, If the hunters understood the act 
for killing deer ended the 15th of November, which I helieve 
to be the case, so much the better for the deer and all those 
who wish to see deer all over the island as they once were. 
No deer were killed before the Ist of November, when they 
could ouly be killed without hounds, which has prevented 
the total destruction of deer on the island.—G. W. Wuit- 
TAKER, Game Protector. 

Turkny SHoot ExrraoRDINARY.—Sanford, Fla,—On 
Thanksgiving Day, Judge Nolan lost a fine turkey, which 
has been seen about town several times since, until to-day it 
was found in the room over Loud & Barrett's store. All at- 
tempts to capture it failed. Mr. Draudy, one of Sanford’s 
crack shots, offered to bet $20 that he could kill it with a 
rifle, and if the ball struck below the head he was to lose the 
bet. His bet was taken at once, and he coolly brought out 
his .32 Remington, took a stand in the center of the street 
about fifty yards from the turkey, and blazed away. It is 
needless to say that Mr. Draudy won the money, as the fowl 
was hit squarely in the eye.—W oopcock. 

OnTARI0.—Belleville, Dec. 3.—Deer have been very plen- 
tiful in the northern townships this season. Upwurd of 
one hundred were killed in the townships of Dungannon and 
Faraday alone, A party of four local sportsmen secured fif- 
teen deer and two others got eight. The hounding system 
is followed, and the numbers of the deer do not seem to de- 
crease materially.—R. 8. B. 

FT te a see, 
« un in California,” by T..S. Van Dyke, is the best th 
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No, 8 for geese.—Aumo. 

He HAS HAD ENovcH.—Madisor, N, J,—Thanksgiving 
Day I was out a few hours, but failed to make anything of 
abag. Birds were hard to find, extremely so; in fact, I don’t 
believe there are enough birds around the whole country to 
make it anyway interesting for more than a day at most. 
If Lsaw one hunter ] saw a hundred; and in some fields I 
saw aS maby as seven men, some with hounds, others 
with bird dogs. Twenty men with guns and as many dogs, 
got off the cars here Wednesday night. I never before 
heard so much shooting here, Some ran into afew quail, 
some did not see anything laryer than a red squirrel, and 
some blazed away at sparrows all day, until their gun bar- 
rels were red hot, For my part I dont care to hunt around 
here another day this fall, as I have had sufficient to last me 
4 year.—SixTHEN-LBoRn. 

A Snarer’s Stctun.—Thomasten, Conn.—While out 
hunting last week I captured a ruffed grouse with a wire 
noosed around its neck just short of choking, with the other 
end wound twice around the right wing, The first circle 
had been drawn so tight as to cut to the bone and had 
healed over, leaving the wire through the flesh of the wing. 
The wire was drawn so tight as to render the wing almost 
useless. We drove a numberof miles expecting to find a 
good many birds, but tramped all the forenoon through 
splendid cover, without starting any, with the exception of 
the one mentioned. We did, however, find a good many 
brush fences, which accounts for the absence of birds re- 
pened to be plentiful in that vicinity early in the season,— 

SoutHweEst Mrssourrt.—North Springfield, Mo., Nov. 25. 
—Southwest Missouri has more game this fall than for many 
years, Quail, thanks to a reasonably enforced law against. 
netting, are exceedingly plentiful, and afford rare sport. 
Ducks are slow in coming in, but there is fair hunting for 
them. Deer are plenty, and are using the late cornfields ex- 
tensively. One farmer near the city shot four deer in his 
cornfield last week. Turkey are quite plentiful. The writer 
saw a fine flock of twenty-three within six miles of this 
place on the 2ist inst. Weather is superb, and the fates 
seem kindly inclined to the gentle hunter-—A. M. H. 

PpxNnsyLvAnra.—Supbury, Dec, 1,—The season is not 
a propitious one in our vicinity for quail. There seemed to 
be many birds bred, but as for several seasons past, so this, 
no birds when it came time to shoot, and what few are killed 
all old birds. What has become cf the young ones? My 
theory of it is, with both the quail and ruffed grouse, that an 
epidemic, perhaps of the nature of the pip, or gaps in chick- 
ens, has decimated them. I don’t think from observa- 
tion that the partridge fly theory will cover the wholesale 
destruction. Let us hear from some of our veterans on the 
subject.—A. F. CLArp. 

Oxnto.—Lovan, Dec, 2.—Since the last week in October, 
T have spent much time in the ficld. In the bottom lands of 
the Hock-Hocking River quail are plenty. On the highlands 
they are scarce. Grouse are more abundant than for years. 
Squirrels and rabbits without end. The flixht of wild ducks 
has been very light. Have not heard a wild goose since 
spring.—Parson O'GATH. 

FLorma.—Glencoe, Nov. 20.—Saw first robins pass over, 
going south, this morning. The past few days have been cool, 
With mercury at 48° at 6 A.M. Also saw a large black 
brant flying south some few days since. Ducks still coming 
in immense numbers.—REpD WInG. 

New Orteans.—The Shell Beach Hunting and Fishing 
Olub members have just opened their new house. The beau- 
tiful structure, comfortably furnished for the occupancy of 
the club, is twenty-eight miles from New Orleans, on Lake 
Borgne. 

Iuiinots.—Macomb.—Game is not very abundant. Was 
out all day yesterday and only bagged three rabbits, four 
quail and one squirrel. Would have had more quail if I had 
been @ better shot.—EN AMI, 

Monrecomery SHootine Crus,—The tenth annual game 
banquet of the Montgomery {Ala.) Shooting Club, will be 
held this evening. 

A Doc Caprurzs a Saumon.—Ziditor Forest aud Stream 
The following appears in the Carlisle (Eng.) Jowrnal, of Nov. 
7, and needs no comment.—Tuos. H. Batu: “Extraordin- 
ary Capture of a Salmon.—Major Gleig who, for some: years 
past, has regularly spent the fishing season in Appleby, is the 
owner of a Dandie Dinmont terrier which is his almost 
inseparable companion in his fishing excursions, and on Mon- 
day Jast, whilst salmon fishing in the Eamont, the Major 
had the good fortune to secure a fish, which was afterward 
fouud to bring down the balance at sixteen pounds, under 
the following curious circumstances. The salmon was fairly 
well hookcd, and promised to give some excellent play before 
being brought to book, No sooner did heshow himself in 
the water, however, than ‘Dandie’ plunged into the stream, 
and adroitly seized the fish by the dorsal fin. The Major’s 
line, entangled round the dog and fish, was soon broken, but 
the dog stuck to his fish, and at length succeeded in forcing 
his capture sufficiently near to the bank to enable the Major 
to Hake use of his gaff, and the fish and dog were both 
safely brought to land.” 

SEVENTEEN THoUsaxD Mey ip 1883 were paid cash benefits under 
accident pe ets! the Travelers, of Hartford, or 54 for ae eck 
ag day-—Adv, . 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sea and River Hishing. 

ON THE GRAND MESA. 

| Paar before the season opened, the details of our big 
hunt had been discussed, even to the disposal of the 

proceeds thereof. Our preparations were to be the most 
complete and as for success, why we were assured of it. 
Occasionally during the summer some additional precautions 
were registered and we were on the gud vive for the great 
event. The time only remained to be fixed and this we left 
to fate. While at Cimarron enjoying a lone fishing picnic 
among the big trout of the Gunnison, the matter slipped my 
mind until] one evening, upon my return to the hotel, I was 
eit by a message from Carl, saying, ‘‘Will be on 7 this 

. M., for Delta. Look out for us.” Here we were on the 
eve of the great eyent with only my rod and tackle in the 
way of preparation. Wiring to Salida for my shotgun and 
rifle, | calmly awaited the arrival of the train. After what 
seemed to be a month of waiting. it pulled in and I was 
warmly welcomed by my friends, There were Carl, the 
greatest trout enthusiast, who thirsted for glory among big 
game; Sheid, a genial comrade and old prospector, success- 
ful, too, by the way, who wus to show us how to slay the 
ferocious deer of the Mesa; Hodge, a thoroughly good 
fellow, who had lost no bear and wasn’t looking for any (he 
carried a .45-90 rifle, all the same); and to bring up a grace- 
ful rear, Kokomo. 

Arriving at Delta, we spread our blankets upon the depot 
floor, and slept the sleep of the innocent until morning, not 
far distant. Then came the hurry and excitement of 
departure, Casually inquiring of an inhabitant the distance 
to the lakes on the Grand Mesa, I was dismayed by the 
answer: ‘‘About forty miles, Ll reckon.” Ihad couuted on 
twenty. Carl shortly afterward turned up with the informa- 
tion that it was thirty miles to the lakes, and Sheid, coming 
around with the team, remarked that as if was twenty four 
miles to our destination, we had better be getting started. I 
said nothing, We slipped and slid around in Delta’s leading 
product, which is mud, and finally sailed slowly and 
majestically out of town, and succeeded in losing our way 
when half a mile out. 

Crossing the raging, turbulent Gunnison on a ferryboat, 
worked by the current with the assistance of a member from 
Missouri, we pointed for the adobe hills, and the mud en- 
compassed us roundabout. Hodge, on his calico pony, led 
the van and seemed to be known of all the natives, to our 
wonderment and edification. Inquiring at every wayside 
habitation and using the utmost caution, we arrived at 
Henry Kohler’s on the evening of the first duy. Here we 
stopped over night. Mr. Koilex’s ranch is one of the largest 
in this section of the country—his herds numbering some 
3,000 head. He is kindness and hospitality personified, and 
has the thanks and well wishes of the four. 
When within two miles of the lakes our team gave out, 

and we made camp for the night. Carl and Mr, K. had 
gone on ahead to the lake to catch trout for supper, and they 
now returned, Mr. K, starting for home atonce. Carl’s 
report was discouraging. ‘‘They pull out like snags,” 
he, ‘and there don’t seem to be many there anyhow.” 
gloomy silence we arranged our camp. 

It being only a temporary camp, and hastily constructed, 
our sleep was interrupted at short intervals during the night 
by the gentle zephers playing around our heads, and we 
were rather content when Hodge got up, saying it was 
morning. We heard him going down the frozen road to 
look after the stock, Returning, he startled us with, “Boys, 
we are in a deuce of a fix now, Flaxy (one of the horses) is 
too dead to skin.” This brought us out all ina heap. and 
consternation reigned supreme for a few moments. 

After having put our camp to rights we made our way 
toward the lake. After tramping what to us seemed five 
miles, we came in view of thelake. The lake consisted of 
about ten acres of water, and seemed to be abont two feet 
deep. In this we were deceived, however, the clearness of 
the water being very deceptive. We could see a few trout 
along the bottom, and Sheid, who had never caught a trout 
in his life, vowed we would clean them out in a couple of 
days. Well, we didn’t. 

Fishing trom shore, sinking our flies, we caught quite a 
number of the finest’ trout we had ever gazed upon. Deep 
red underneath, with black-red gill cover, and black backs 
and spots, they were indeed a sight to gladden the heart of an 
angler. Toward noon they ceased biting, and then, and not 
until then was our attention attracted to a mink, who had 
been as busy carrying away our fish as we had been catching 
them, Comparing notes, we found that the industrious thief 
had made off with eleven of our catch. Hodge, who had 
come to fish, vowed vengeance, and brought with him the 
next day his rifle. Carl and I now thought it time to ven- 
ture upon the lake, and to this end laboriously poled a pon- 
derous raft, some twenty-live feet long by ten feet wide, out 
into the center and then anchored. As our lines began to 
whistle through the air we felt happier, our spirits rising as 
our lines lengthened, twenty, thirty, forty feet were out 
when we had arise. A swirlin the water, and like a flash 
came an old timer, viciously snapping at our black palmer. 
Having had some experience with these old fellows, westrike 
him hard, and no sooner did he feel the hook than war was 
declared. His first rush was toward the raft, and in vain 
did we seek to keep up the slack, though our multiplier 
fairly shrieked. On he came until, secing the raft, he 
stopped undecided for a moment, then with a mighty spurt 
sped on out into the lake, the reel singing merrily the while; 
up he comes, shaking his sturdy head all to no purpose; he 
grows weak, and is soon drawn up to the raft, conquered. 
“Pull out like snags, say you, Carl. Pretty lively snag that.” 
But Carl answers not. His entire attention is absorbed in a 
struggle as spirited as any one could wish for, Shortly, with 
a sigh of relief, he drops a two-pounder into his creel. We 
exchange congratulations and go at it agaiu. They kept us 
busy, and the singing of the reels and whistling of our lines 
made right merry music, kept up until Sheid, who had been 
hunting, appeared upon the scene, reminding us of our poor 
accommodations for the night. Reluctantly we did up our 
tackle, and with a last lingering look at the pond, we de- 
parted to renew the contest in the morning. 

That evening, while Carl and Hodge cooked supper, 
Sheid and Kokomo fixed up the camp, taking particular 
care to close up all openings where the wind might enter, 
Around the camp fire the battles of the day were refought 
and a programme prepared for the morrow. Our pipes 
being empty and it growing late, we replenished the fire 
and got ready to turn in, Hodge meanwhile taking a look 
after the-stock, not caring to lose.another horse if we could 
help it. Upon his return we crawled under the blankets 
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and were soon asleep. In the wee ama’ hours we heard 
Hodge tramping down the already frozen road, and feeling 
that our remaining stock were safe in his hands, turned over 
and were soon asleep again, In the carly morning we arose, 
It was bitterly cold, and we shivered in the keen morning 
breeze until breakfast was cooked and eaten. Then we felt 
better, and the sun rising over the hill tops, soon thawed us 
out, Owing to our success of the previous day, Sheid de- 
cided to try his Juck at the lake, for, although he had never 
caught a fish with hook and line, he was not discouraged, 
and declared he would catch one or capsize the raft. By 
the time we were well on the way the road was thawed out 
and bottomless, That day we caught 146 trout, Sneid 
catching 12, much to his delight. One feature of the day’s 
sport was the catching of several triplets, while double- 
headers were quite common. To accomplish this, we let 
the first one struck run, trailing the flies. Like chickens, 
the others would follow, aid soon arumpus in the water 
would announce the fact of another pilsrim being taken 
in. We frequently hooked two on the first strike, however, 
Upon leaving the lake, we packed cur cateh on one of the 
horses, as we had more than we could carry. When about 
a half mile from the Jake we saw our first deer, out of range, 
of course. Carl and Kokomo started in pursuit, hoping by 
making a detour to get within range; but, alas for their 
hopes, it had vanished. 

The next morning the three Nimrods sallied forth with 
rifles, Hodge deciding that fishing was good enough for 
him. At noon Carl and Kokomo returned disgusted, and 
after having partaken of a hasty lunch, gathered up their 
tackle and joined Hodge at the lake. Shortly after their 
arrival came Sheid, also disgusted. He said that he had 
hired a horse to take us down and that all hands must be in 
camp by 3 o’clock, as we would have to be in Delta at 2 the 
next day. We had captured fifty-four fish when time was 
up, and when we arrived in camp found Sheid with every- 
thing packed, including a fine buck, which he claimed to 
have shot. Perhaps he had, but somehow when we passed 
a hunting outfit camped a short half mile below our camp, we 
thought of Sheii’s buck. We made seven miles that eyen- 
ing and were in Delta at noon the next day, after a very hot 
day’s drive. The horse we left on the Mesa cost us $100, 
and our trip was somewhat expensive. Bot our enjoyment 
was not to be reckoned by dollars and cenis; and while our 
hunt was a failure, our success with the trout was ample 
recompense, and then—ve do love to fish. Koxomo. 
CoLORADO, 

WILMURT LAKE, 

4Q much had been said and wriften of the large trout and 
) their great numbers in Wilmurt Lake, lying in the south- 
western portion of the Adirondacks, and of the beanties of 
its surrouncings, and of that portion of West Canada Creek 
which runs at the base of the mountain on which the lake 
nestles near the top, that when a business call brought me 
to Utica and I met Gen, R. U. Sherman of the N. Y. Fish 
Commission, who was about to call on Hon. O. B. Matteson, 
the owner of the lake, and he asked me to go with him, I 
had no idea that the call would extend to a supper and a 
visit to the lake. General Sherman had often written me 
of the wonderful fishing combined with ease of access to it, 
afforded by Wilmurt Lake, and although it was eariy in 
December, and no fishing was to be had, I had the time and 
went in. 

At the house of Mr. Matteson I met his business manager, 
Mr. W. G. Stimson, who went along. The Utica and Black 
River Railway landed us at Remsen, some twenty miles 
north of Utica, about 6 P. M., too late to go further, and a 
good supper, bed, and a venison chop in the moruing at the 
hotel of Mr. F. Bristol, himself an ardent sportsman, was 
agrecable to one who had much need of rest. In the morn- 
ing a teani drove up, and to my surprise, I learned that Mrs. 
Stimson proposed to enjoy the ride of twenty-seven miles on 
that clear, cool day. ‘The care of the “Mountain Home” 
during the past year had left a lingering love for the place, 
which only needed the prospect of a trip there to rekindle it, 
The roads were in good order, although frozen snow coy- 
ered them, and the team trotted all the way, with the excep- 
tion of one or two hills, and the Home was reached in less 
than five hours. In summer, the horses of Mr. Matteson do 
it in four, making the trip from Utica by rail and team in 
about five hours. I had been told before that one could 
leave New York at 11 P. M., and dine in this part of the 
wilderness next day, and now saw that it was possible, 
Much of the time the road ran along that beautiful river 

which our perverse ancestors named West Canada Creek, 
just as they called many a beautiful lake by the trifling 
name of pond. This “creek” is too well known to need 
description, and is still one of the famous trout streams of 
the country, It is possible to cast the fly on it for forty 
miles or more, and where we saw it it varied from 100 to 
300 feet in width, rapids and pools alternating. The scenery 
is fair, having been grand, but the devastating axe has 
scarred the hills in many places. A turn in the road brought 
to view a large white house with tower and outonildings, at 
the foot of the mountain, and was recognized as Mr. Matte- 
son’s ‘‘Mountain Home.” West Canada Creek lay within a 
stone’s throw of it and fifty feet below. Mr. Matteson’s 
property includes the northern half of the stream for 
some miles, and there is at least ten miles of the 
best trout fishing above the Home. He has some 
8,400 acres here in bulk, ‘including Wilmurt Lake 
and a half of Rock Lake, and his property is the key to other 
small lakes in this region, to reach which Wilmurt must be 
crossed. Mr. Matteson also owns three other tracts near 
here, containing about 1,400 acres, nearly 100 of which are 
under cultivation and the remainder is virgin forest. Here 
Horace Greeley loved to come and write enthusiastic letters 
about the healthfulness and enjoyments of the woods. The 
Home is 40x40 feet, with an addition 30x44 feet, and has 
some twenty rooms for the accommodation of such friends 
as may be invited, and is handsomely furnished throughout, 
hot and cold water, bath-room, ice house, ete. , for those who 
do not care for the more primitive life at the lodge. Bight 
huuilred and fifty feet above the Home, up a mountain path 
two miles long, lies the lake, some 2,000 feet above Bage’s 
Square, in Utica. 

After a good dinner prepared by the boys who are left in 
charge during the winter, we started up the hill to the 
lake. The snow had been about eight inches deep, but had 
settled to half that, and the boys had been up, so the track 
was partly broken, The tracks of deer were plenty, and 
about half way up we started two whose long jumps in the 
snow showed their alarm. Rabbif signs were also plenty, 
but nune were seen, and no birds were visible. Soon the - 
lake was reached, and on the south shore where we were, 2 
log lauding and stable first hoye in sight, and then across 
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the frozen water the comfortable lodge, with its ice house 
and boathouse was seen. Orossing on the ice the possibili- 
ties of summer beauty could eusily be recognized by any 
whose imagination can restore green leaves to winter limbs, 
and the view was a beautiful one even in winter. 

The lake is two miles long by One wide and is fringed 
with trees to the water’s edge, with no line of dead timber, 
which defaces all the Adirondack lakes which have been 
dammed to raise the water. It lays almost on a mountain top 
and I felt that it was worth the trip from Utica to see it, es- 
pecially as | was confident that beneath my feet lay princely 
trout of one to two pounds which would rise to my fly next 
spring, and that they were now growing fat and lusty in 
order to test the strength of the fine drawn leader. At the 
same time there was a feeling of regret that the owner of 
this great preserve of trout and deer should be detained by 
increasing age and infirmity from enjoying its pleasures, 
except in the satisfaction of knowing that he can allow 
friends to partake of them. 

Within easy distance of Wilmurt, which is 1x2 miles in 
dimensions, are Big Rock, Snag, Pine, Metcalf, Twin Rock, 
Little Rock, Morehouse, Canada, and other lakes, Indian 
River, Walton High Falls (where the water drops 500 feet 
in a perpendicular line), and other magnificent resorts. The 
new railroad from Little “Falls to Dolgeville will run very 
close to the Home, but the pleasures enjoyed in the over- 
land ride of twenty-six miles from Remsen or Prospect, or 
even the trip of forty miles from Utica via Trenton Falls, 
far exceed any form of railroad communication that will 
hurry one through the magnificent old woods. 

It is believed that no fish but trout live in Wilmurt, a singu- 
Jar thing, if true; but no attempts other than with hook and 
line have been made to prove ‘or disprove this belief, cer- 
tainly no other fish have been caught there, The lakes near 
by contain lake trout, shiners, etc, There are so many ways 
in which fishes are distributed without the aid of man that 
it is strange that a large body of water should lie for centu- 
ries near other lakes and not acquire some of its fishes through 
the transportation of adhesive ezgs on the legs of wading 
birds or wildfowl, tortoises, and such means. Still, it is pos- 
sible that the trout came there in some way not accessible by 
other fish, although trout eggs are not giutinous. 

Mr. Matteson has been besieged with applications from 
strangers who offer to pay for accommodations at his Moun- 
tain Home, but he is compelled to refuse them, as he also 
declines to sell the trout, and has declined offers for the lake 
itself. Next spring, when the ice is off the lake, a neat little 
fly called ‘‘the professor,” which is now hybernating between 
the leaves of my fly-book, may be seen, if you are there, 
flutfering above the waters of Wilmurt Lake, while a ruby- 
fiecked trout, toa impatient to allow it to rest on the water, 
willrush into the air to meet it. The very thought makes 
my recl-thumb twitch, and no doubt the fly has turned over 
in the book as I write. 

It was dark when we reached the Home, and after sup 
per, and an evening with Mr. and Mrs. Stimson, dreams of 
trout, chasing deer throush the forest, wandered over the 
pillow, sometimes in oneform, and then in no order at all. 
At eight the next morning we three left for Remsen, arriv- 
ing at noon, and taking the train for Utica an hour later, 
where we met arround Mr. Matteson’s table at two. At 
half past nine that night the train rolled out of Utica, and at 
6:30 next morning [ was in New York. 
Atdinner Mr, Matteson told stories of Horace Greeley, and 

of the heroism of his granddaughter in brining in a guest 
who was Jost in the woods at night, starting to seck him 
after dark, and lJanding him safely at midnight, until the 
lady begged him to desist. He ioves his forests and likes to 
haye others enjoy them. Before Jeaving he handed me the 
subjoined letter from Gen. Sherman, written some years ago, 
with leave iv print, and I left his hospitable roof with pleus- 
ant recollections, which years will not efface. 

Frep MstuEr. 

New HaArtrorp, N. Y., Nov. 20, 1882. 
Hon, O. B. Matteson: 
DEAR Str—In answer to your request that I should tell 

you what I know of Wilmurt Lake, I reply, that thirty- 
eight years ago, when passing through the town of More- 
house, in the county of Hamilton, on my way to Piseco— 
then the Mecca of sportsmen—a mountain to the left of 
the road was pointed out to meas the site of a lake which 
was said to swarm with speckled trout, and to contain only 
that kind of fish. This gave mea great interest to visit this 
lake (Wilmurt). But the opportunity did not occur till seyen 
years later, when, with a party of afew friends, I made a 
trip to it and ‘had an opportunity to test the marvelous 
reports [ had heard, Our party stayed at the lake two days, 
We caught speckled trout of weights from a quarter of a 
pound to one and a half pounds at any hour of the day, with 
ordinary tackle and bait. And when we left we had a 
champague basket full to take out, though our rustic table 
had been well supplied during our stay. 

Since that occasion | have made many visits to the lake, 
always with success and enjoyment. 1 haye taken pains to 
observe its features and to study its peculiarities. The lake 
lies, as it were, on the top of a mountain. Its altitude is 
2,800 feet above tide water, the last 800-feet rise being wilhin 
the two miles next the lake. The water is evidently the fil- 
tration of the adjoining water shed. The elevation is so 
great that the water, even at the surface, is always cool, and 
snow and ice are often found in the evergreen shades and in 
crevices of rock sometimes as lateas July. The water enters 
the lake almost wholly in cold springs from the sides and 
bottom. The Jake is shallow, and as it contains no other fish 
besides the speckled trout, and thefood of these is largely of 
the insect kind found on the top of the water, the favorite 
and most successful manner of taking them is with the arti- 
ficial fy. There is a constant supply also of insect and crus- 
taccous food at the bottom, which at certain hours and sea- 
sons gives good bait fishing in deep water. There is some- 
thing in the character of the food that, with its abundance, 
gives the trout not only a rapid growth, but a peculiar rich- 
ness and delicacy of flavor. 1 haye never known an ill- 
cunditioned fish taken from the Jake, and any one who has 
known much of the Wilmurt trout can recognize them at 
sight from their plump and symmetrical form and their bril- 
lianey of coloring. : 

The fact that so many springs rise in sandy shoals from 
the bottom of the lake, explains the continued abundance of 
the fish in the face of the almost constant fishing. These 
shoals are the best possible spawning beds. ‘They are never 
subject to the floods and consequent fouling that occurs in 
running streams, nor to the depradatory enemies to be found 
jn-such places, Consequently an unusually large proportion 
of the spawn hatches and a greater number of fry reach 
maturity. This, in my jndgment, taken in connection with 
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the abundance of the best natural food, is the reason why 
this lake, thouzh fished for the-last forty years with more 
persistence and success than any other lake of its size in the 
wilderness, still holds its supply in almost. primitive plenty, 

The virtues of this spot are not, however, all embraced in 
the fishing. The scenery is primitive. Man’s hand has 
done nothing to mar God’s beautiful work, and the charms 
of nature on every side attract the eye and enchant the 
spirit, The airis as pure as air can be, and the pleasure is 
so much greater in living in compliance with nature’s laws, 
that there is scarcely a temptation to violate them. The 
native conditions of health are here, and the invalid who 
fails to feel their rceuperative influence can haye but little 
hope of relief from any human means. 

The facility with which this spot may be approached 
from the outer world—a good wagon road leading to the 
very shores of the lake, and the great wilderness back- 
ground abounding in lakes, streams, and with the best fish 
and wild game—give it a commanding advantage as a rural 
resort. Jam-glad you have had the good taste and the good 
fortune to secure it as a possession for yourself and your 
posterity, and I hope the enjoyment by your family and 
their favored guests of its advantages may add to their hap- 
piness and to the length of their days on earth, 

R, U. Sapraran. 

EXPIRED REEL PATENTS. 

A DEVICE for attaching reels to fishing rods was de- 
signed by Thomas W. Cummings, the patent for which 

expired in 1881. 
The inyention consists essentially of a spring catch and 

hook arranged as shown in the drawings, 
The plate, B, to which the reel frame is secured, has a 

hook, ©, at its front end which projects forward and down- 
ward ane to the back part of the plate is attached a pendent 
eye, D. 

The metal plate, E, is fitted in a recess in the butt of the 
fishing rod. At the under side of this plate is a sliding 
spring bolt, ', the front end of which is beveled. A thumb 
piece, G, is attached to the bolt for operating it. 

In order to detach the reel from the rod, the bolt is shoved 
back out from the eye, when the back part of the reel plate 
is raised, drawing out the hook at the front end, 

Mr. Cummings seems to think his device far preferable to 
the ordinary band which slides on the front end of the reel 
plate. These bands frequently stick on account of the 
swelling of ihe rod from moisture, and cause considerable 
trouble in attaching and detaching the reel fo and from the 
pole, FP. B. Broce. 

WasuHineton, D. C, 

KILL FISH WHEN CAUGHT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The article quoted by ‘tthe able advocate of protection to 

game and fish,” in your issue of Noy. 18, from the Washing- 
ton Republic, and your “‘very instructive and amusing com- 
ments” thereon, seems to bave interested the fishermen. 
“Fritz Howard” writes to the Republic, Noy. 28: ‘May I 
ask if the bass referred to was not a present? I cannot be- 
lieve the Republic would do sucha thing, Whether fish 
bave feeling or not, they should be entitled to the benefit of 
the doubt. All true sportsmen should kill their fish when 
finally taken from the water, as they are aware, in addition to 
humanity, the fish are better for eating purposes than when 
allowed to die. I, too, have known instances of black bass 
living out of the water as long or longer than that you speak 
of, but am gladto say without my volition. Let us organize 
a society for prevention of cruelty to fish, as auxiliary to 
that for prevention of cruelty to animals.” 

In your issue of Noy. 27 appears a letter from ‘‘H, F.,” 
of Chicago, in which he says: ‘‘During the past summer 
T carried bass eight miles in a wagon, forty-five miles on the 
cars, and one mile in a street car. At the end of this 
journey several of the fish were alive. The fish were taken 
from a ‘live box’ and packed in a basket withice. On 
another occasion I put several bass in a paper flour bag, 
rolled them up and tied the package with string; after the 
above journey two of the fish were found to be alive. I 
think it would be more humane to kill the fish by bleeding 
them. In the above instances I was in a hurry to catch the 
train. Ido not enter my fish to beat the record made by 
the fish spoken of in your issue of the 13th. That fish has 
the ‘record’ for staying powerand distance. My fish, how- 
ever, were somewhat handicapped by not being wrapped in 
a copy of the Formst AND STREAM. I believe that by mak- 
ing frequent applications of Formst AND STREAM a fish 
could be kept alive indefinitely.” : 

This letter in turn is quoted by the Republic, with the 
remark that ‘‘the Republic, it seems, has started all the tellers 
of fish stories—to put it modestly and moderately.” Now, 
Mr. Editor, as the writer of the original article in the Repub- 
lic, | want to say that three black bass were presented to me, 
rolled up in a copy of Forms? AND STREAM as stated, two 
of which were dead, the smaller of the three showing signs 
of life. 

Placed in water it soon became lively. I rather desired 
comment upon the article, so as to cause fishermen in this 
section, as well as others, to consitler the propriety of 
killing their fish. I agree with ‘‘Fitz Howard” that a society 
for the prevention of cruelty to fish would be a consumma- 
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tion devoutly to be wished for. I see no reason to doubt 
that fish have feeling, ‘Whether they have or not, they 
should be entitled to the benefit of the doubt.” I have been 
surprised at the number of fishermen who bring their fish 
home alive. Let us all join the society for the prevention 
of cruelty to fish, and do so no more. 

In regard to the Forusr anp Strum, I only wonder all 
of the fish referred to were not alive, as it is certainly a live 
fish paper. I begin each week with ihe advertisements and 
read it through from cover to cover, devoting plenty of time 
to the cuts of all kinds. The next best thing to going fishing 
and shooting—catching the fish and killing the same—is to 
read of it in the Forrest anp STREAM. 

I trust that all who read the articles on the ‘Vitality of 
the Black Bass” will resolve to kill their fish when taken out 
of the water, and that the Forrst AnD STREAM will continue 
to ‘‘prosper and be happy.” W. H. M 
WASHINGTON, Dec, 1, 1884. 

if AWAKE with a start, and rub my eyes and wonder 
where I am, and why I awake so suddenly in the middle 

of the night. I look about me and in the dim light I see that 
I am in a comfortable farmhouse, and remember that I am 
out for a day’s fishing. Going to the window I see that 
dawn is just breaking, a mist is hanging oyer Swan Lake, 
the stars can just be seen in the gray sky. After a sniff of 
the morning air ] awake ‘‘Kewa,” who is sweetly snoring. I 
tell him it is time to get up, and that it will be daylight by 
the time we are dressed and have taken our ‘‘coid bite,” 
which has been left on the table for us over night. In half 
an hour we are at the lake, the airis slightly chilly, the mist 
is scudding across the lake as if retreating at our approach. 
We dip our feet daintily into the water to see if it is cold. It 
is cold, of course, as it always is early in the morning. We 
wade in, however, each taking a direction where he thinks 
his efforts will do the most good. I work my way tu a spot 
where an old boat has been sunk. I had marked the place 
by a tall elm on the shore. About forty yards from the 
shore I can see the little waves breaking over some dark 
object, and I know it is the bow post of the boat. The water 
has fallen since my last trip, as nothing could be seen of the 
boat above water at that time. 
Tam aware that an ancient and crafty bass is keeping 

house in this old ruin. Three several times has he been 
hooked and each time has he outwitted his enemies by rush- 
ing under the boat and fouling the line, orcutting the leader. 

As I wade carefully to within casting distance, I feel as 
if | was taking a mean advimtage of an enemy. I can sce 
into his camp and have control of its approaches. I haye 
information from spies of the strong and weak points in his 
defense. While thus thinking I have selected a favorite fly 
and looped it on my leader, which has been dragging behind 
mein the water. The fly has green wings (mallard) and 
hackle, and a yellow body. I get the wind from the most 
favorable quarter for my cast, There is a slight curl on the 
water. I make one or two casts to the right of the boat to 
get my hand in and to judge of the distance, J then drop 
my fly over the boat, my heart stops beating for a moment 
as ] watch the fly, the cast is a neat one, the fiy hovers in 
the air and then drops lazily on the water. There is no re- 
sponse from his bassship as I draw the lure across his house- 
top. 

I make another cast, a longer one, the result is a failure, 
At the third cast the leader drops over the bow post, which 
is an inch or so out of water, I draw the line away as 
quickly as if falls, and thus prevent the fly from catching. 
As the line comes home Tl feel a sharp tug, and just as I 
begin to think I have a rise, I recognize the familiar tug of 
the sunfish. I draw my fly away from him; and conclude 
that the bassis ouf on a spree or has been canght. I cast 
again with little hope. Almost before the fly touches the 
water it is seized with a firm grip; Ican see the fish’s side as 
he takes it. Although not expecting the rise, | instinctively 
carry out my preconcentrated plan of action. 

I give the rod and line all the strain I think they will 
stand and ‘‘advance backward” as rapidly as possible. Just 
as | think something is about to break, I find the fish is 
moving my way. I keep him moving, knowing that if he 
once gets his head turned in the direction of the boat I can- 
not stop him. Tsoon have him ata safe distance and take 
matters quietly. He makes one determined effort to regain 
his stronghold, but cannot stand the clinging strain of the 
rod for so longa run, When almost at the goal he hesitates, 
and is lost. 
Some men on the shore call to me and ask me if I have 

caught ‘‘the big bass.” lam aware, by this time, that the 
hero of so many fish stories is not nearly as large as he has 
been painted. His struggles are now becoming very weak, 
and he is virtually wearied out, I lead him to the sandy 
beach, and putting my Hngers in his gills, hold him up in 
the sunlight, J see that his weight is about four pounds. 

He was not as large as I expected him to be, but I was 
well pleased with the sport which he had afforded me. Had 
I not been armed with the knowledge of his peculiar style 
of warfare, J, too, would have iallen an easy victim to his 
cunning. i. F, 
CHICAGO, Nov, 22. 

THE ATTACK AT DAWN. 

SusqUEHANNA Bass.—Sunbury, Pa.—Fishing in the Sus- 
quehanna at this point, altboygh it began late for black bass, 
was remarkably satisfactory in size aud quality of fish, if 
uot up to previous seasonsin quantity, Especially was it a 
satisfactory one to the fly-fisherman during the month of 
October, and this year has developed a larger number of 
successful and enthusiastic disciples to that fascinating and 
refined mode of capture. I think there is also growing im the 
public mind a sense of the propriety of observing the pro- 
tective laws. Our coming Legislature will be asked to make 
some much needed changes and additions,—A, F. Cuarr. 

Susqupenanna Er~ Werrs,—t think the reason “‘Ness- 
muk” wants alight canoe is, that it is easier to carry over 
eel weirs. A person would need alight canoe now to go 
down the Susquehanna River, as there is a weir at nearly 
every riffle. A large one at the junction of the Chemung 
and Susquehanna rivers has a cabin built on it, while on 
the Chemung there are three within a half mile of each 
other, and two of them are not twenty rods apart.—PARK. 

Earuy SHap.—The first shad of the season arrived at Mr. 
Blackford’s in Fulion Market, New York, on the 8th of this 
month. There were sixteen in all, and fifteen of them came 
from the Savannah River, while the odd one came from 
North Carolina. 
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_Buack Bass Fisaine my Canapa,—Hditor Forest and 
Stream: Tn looking over my old note-bouks I find an account 
of a trip to the Otonabec River, in Canada, a river which is 
tather out of the beaten track and one which J do not remem- 
ber to have seen mentioned in Forest AnD StRpAM, Two 
friends were with me there in 1876, and we had fine sport. 
The fiver i8 a tributary of Rice Lake, in the county of 
Peterboro, and is about twenty miles in length and of a 
sluggish character. Its width varies:from 200 to 350 feet. 
We had canoes and were armed with minnow rods and 
used shiners for bait, and found the bass yery gamy and all 
of the small-monthed species. We averaged fifty fish a day 
for three days and then packed them up and sent them to 
friends in Peterboro. The fish ranged from one to four 
pounds, although we heard of larger ones. The merits of 
Rice Lake as a ducking and fishing ground is well known, 
but the Otonabec River seems unknown.—PoxE-o’-Moon- 
SHINE. 

Tue Most Kitiine Fr.y.—Sulida, Colo.—We seldom use 
less than three flies on a cast, out here. My favorite cast is 
a drab gnat, on a No 12 hook for the top, next to the line, 
Then a brown No. 10 fly, governor is very good, and at 
the end of the cast a No. 10 coachman, either royal or plain. 
1 “back” the coachman. Let us hear from the angling fra- 
ternity in this respect. Which is the most: killing fly, in 
your estimation, at all seasons.—Koxkomo, 

fishculture. 

THE ADIRONDACK HATCHERY. 

|e will be remembered thai at the last session of the Legisla- 
ture of New York, the Hon. William T, O’Niel introduced 

a bill providing for the erection of a aaa in the Adiron- 
dack forest, which was passed. The bill placed the whole 
matter in the hands of the State Fish Commission, which, on 
Aug. 27, by a resolution appointed Gen. R, U. Sherman, of 
the board, to make a personal selection of a suitable site. The 
details of this have appeared in our columns. At the meeting 
of the Commissioners held in New York on Tuesday last, Gen. 
Sherman submitted the report here given: 
The undersigned respectfully reports as follows: 
The law contemplates the establishment of a fish hatchery 

for the Adirondacks—by which term, it is presumed, was in- 
tended the whole wilderness country, from the grand peaks 
at the heart, to the base of the mountains, on every side. 
This is an extensive region, and one into which, in many 
places, access is more difficult than to many points thousands 
of miles off, It is a work of less hardship to perform a circuit 
all aroutd it oy the common modes of travel, than to go 
through by any of the routes considered available. To estab- 
lish a hatchery station, therefore, at any point in this wilder- 
néss from which distribution may be safely made to all, is not 
practicable by any system of roadway or water communica- 
tion now existing, or attainable without immense cost. A 
system of artificial stocking, directed to a general replenish- 
ment of all the waters in the wilderness, to be effectual, must 
embrace at least three principal stations—one for the eastern 
or Adirondack proper waters, one for the Moose, Beaver and 
Upper Raquette, and one for the Lake Pleasantregion. As the 
law provides for but one, the policy of my present examina- 
tions was obviously to ascertain which of these, other condi- 
tions being equal, should haye the preference. 

I commenced my examination at Lake Pleasant in the 
southern part of Hamilton county. Here lie four large lakes, 
viz.: Lake Pleasant, Round, Piseco and Lewey lakes, and 
within a day’s travel of these are at least twenty smaller lakes 
and ponds and other trout bearing waters. The ultimate flow 
of all these is into the North and Hudson rivers, An hundred 
years ago there were clearings about Lake Pleasant, off-shoots 
trom the extensive colony of Sir William Johnson at Johns- 
town, The country was formerly considered a good agricul- 
turalregion. At 1,500 feet above tide water, winter wheat 
andrye were produced which were teamed to Albany for a 
market, Even now it is counted good grass land, and cattle 
and sheep are profitably raised and kept. This rezion was the 
first to attract the attention of tourist sportsmen from the 
preat eastern cities. Organized clubs, embracing merchants, 
professional men and others of wealth and leisure, raided 
Piseco, which, when I first visited it forty years ago, was the 
best fishing ground in the accessible part of the wilderness, till 
abundance changed to scarcity, and fishermen for market, 
with their set lines, depleted Lake Pleasant, Round and 
Lewey Lakes, till such fishing became no longer profitable, 
and other and more distant waters were sought by the tourist 
and fisherman, Some years of comparative rest have effected 
a considerable replenishment of the natural stock. There 
would have heen greater replenishment if the local poachers 
had left the fish on their spawning beds, Artificial production 
is now the only means by which these waters may be made to 
yield of fish lite in former abundance. : 

In company with Messrs. H. N. Scidmore and George Hink- 
ley, a committee of the citizens of Northville interested in 
this subject, and whose courtesies I take pleasure in acknowl- 
edging, IJ left Northville, the terminus of the Fonda, Johns- 
_town & Gloversville Railroad, on the morning of Ocf, 7, and 
reached Lake Pleasant, distant py etiPyele ne miles, by a fair 
road, at 4 o’clock in the afternoon. Four miles further on, at 
Sageville, the county seat of Hamilton, a little hamlet consist- 
ing of a court house, jail and county clerk’s office, two hotels 
and less than a half dozen dwelling houses, I spent the night. 
The next morning, in company with the gentlemen named, I 
visited Mill Creek, a point which they thought a proper one 
as the site for a hatching station, The spo particularly ex- 
amined, is two miles north of the head of Lake Pleasant, on a 
dilapidated road leading to Lewey Lake, barely passable for 
horse travel. Here there was formerly a sawmill, and a 
clearing remains, of sufficient extent fot the buildings and 
other plant necessary for the station. The land belongs to 
the State, having, like much other land in the wilderness 
which has been stripped of its valuable timber, reverted for 
non-payment of taxes. Mill Creek is astream made up entirely 
from mountain springs, and is of abundant capacity for a 
three million hatchery. At the place examined the bed is 
rocky and the current ed a The temperature of the water 
was 48° Fahrenheit. A dam maybe cheaply constructed to 
give the requisite fall and furnish a capacious reservoir, 
Above the stream is alternate rapid and still water, It rises 
at the foot of Dug Mountain, and flows southerly into Round 
Lake, opposite Sageville. Brook trout of small size run far 
up the stream to spawn; but two miles below the road, at the 
head of still water, tert te mile from the lake, are exten- 
sive sand beds to which the brook trout of the lake are ac- 
customed to resort at the proper season to cast their spawn. 
Here, perhaps, is to be found a better site for a station than 
the one described, as the place may be easily reached by row 
boats in the open season and over the ice in the winter. “Lake 
trout, for spawning purposes, may be taken in all four of the 

means of gill nets. How far, however, 
this means of obtaining spawn supply may be made available 
can be ascertained only by trial. It has been practiced by the 
United States Commissioner in Maine and elsewhere, and 
doubtless can be successfully employed here. 

There are at Piseco Lake seyeral good sites for a hatchery 

of any lake in the wilderness. The law is still defied here, 
though notas openly as as formerly. The grand juries of 

Hamilton county are composed largely of veteran and unre- 
formed poachers. They will sometimes indict an outside 
offender, but they never find cause of action against ons of 
their own kidney, whatever may be the evidence, The ques- 
tion suggests itself whether it is worth while for the State to 
stock waters with fish, whichif allowed to grow beyond the 
stage of fingerlings are snared in gill-nets, impaled on spears 
or snatched by grapples from spawning beds, When these 
people shall furnish some reliable guarantee that they will 
obey the laws for the preservation and multiplication of fish— 
laws enacted as much for their benefit as for the henetit of 
others, it will be time enough to establish fish hatcheries for 
them. ; 
No further examinations were considered necessary in this 

section; and the waters lying northerly, commencing with 
Indian Lake and extending to Long Lake, Raquette River and 
Big Tupper, being literally infested with pickerel (Hsoa luctus), 
it was deemed a waste of time to examine them with refer- 
ence to establishing trout culture in such waters. 

I therefore decided to proceed to the Ausable, Saranac and 
St. Regis waters, where many desirable locations had been 
indicated. Two routes were presented, one by the back track 
to Fonda, and thence by the Central and Delaware & Hudson 
railroads to Ausable Station in Clinton county; the other by a 
comparatively short cut over rough roads, through mountain 
gorges, to Hhzabethtown, in Essex county, an eastern gate- 
way ot the wilderness. The former route, though involving 
greater distance, would take less time than the other; but I 
chose the latter, because it afforded me an opportunity to see 
parts of the wilderness I had never visited before. 
The first stage of the route chosen was from Wellstown, 

where I left the Northville and Lake Pleasant highway, up 
the east branch of the Sacondaga to the settlements in J. ohns- 
burg, and thence to Riverside on the North River, the last 
station but one on the north end of the Adirondack railway. 
The distance is thirty-two miles. 

The route up the Sacondaga affords a striking picture of the 
destructive influence of lumbering operations in this wilder- 
ness, For thirty years or more the timber butchering process 
has been going on. The pine, being the most valuable, was 
the first to fall. Then came the tanners to strip the hemlock, 
and leavetrunks, tops and limbs to the ravages of fire. And now 
there is but little left except the spruce and this is fast disap- 
pearing. The beautiful wooded hills, which bounded the 
view on each side of the gorge, through which the river flows, 
have been swept for miles and miles by fire, till now little re- 
mains but the bare and whitened rocks. And even where the 
poplar has tried to rear its timid head amid this desolation, it 
has been quickly swept away by the demand of wood pulp 
fibre. Alas, that there are not rags or straw or other waste 
material in the world, enough to furnish it with paper, with- 
out stripping the poor remains of the once dense and beauti- 
ful forest. 

The Sacondaga River, once a handsome and an abundant 
flowing stream, has become by the destruction of the forest 
a wild torrent in the spring and a fordable rivulet in the sum- 
mer. Its former population of trout has been driven out and 
exterminated by the action of thousands of sawlogs which 
every spring come rushing and tumbling down, tearing away 
rocks and plowing up the bottom so that the fish can no longer 
find shelter or refuge. 
From Riverside my route was by mail wagon twenty miles 

to the head of Schroon Lake. 
I made no examinations at this lake, for the reason that the 

presence of large numbers of black bass in its waters, is a bar 
to the restocking with trout. There isa private hatchery here, 
maintained by the hotel and cottage interest, that has the 
ower of solving the question whether infant trout and mature 

boat can live in harmony in the same waters. The trialisone 
the Commissioners cf Fisheries can hardly afford to make with 
their limited resources. 
From the head of Schroon Lake, I proceeded on the 1ith of 

October up the Schroon and down the Boquet valleys thirty- 
two miles, to Elizabethtown, the beautiful county seat of 
Hssex where, in the suinmer season, hundreds of people from 
the great cities wisely go, to breathe the pure air of this health- 
fulregion and feast their senses on scenery, the charms of 
which are beyond verbal description, Theroutefrom Schroon 
to Elizabethtown presents, in inany places, the same marks of 
desolation which characterize the road up the Sacondaga. For 
miles on a stretch, nothing but bare rocks are visible where, 
before the ravages of the luambermen and the fire which fol- 
lowed their path, there was beautiful forest. The Boquet 
River, which is naturally the rival of crystal in its clearness 
and purity, is choked {up with sawdust and other sawmill 
refuse, tillnow, what was once a joy and a health-giving ele- 
ment, threatens to become a breeder of malaria and fever. 

In the late presidential campaign, the rallying cry of one 
of the great contesting parties, was “protection;” ‘protection 
to manufacturers, to trade and to labor;” but what party 
raises a voice for the protection of our great forests—the 
source of our chief water supply, and the haven of rest and 
recuperation for the overworked, the weary and the debilitated 
of our people? 
A brief account of the watersI proposed to visit will be 

necessary toa better understanding of the situation. The 
sources of all are in the mountain gorges of the Adirondacks 
proper. The Ausable River has its rise near the foot of Mount 
Marey—the highest ground in the State. The east branch 
heads at the Ausable ponds, which lie in basins of rock 2,000 
feet above tide. The west branch rises near the north ex- 
tremity of the Indian pass, a mighty gap in the mountain of 
rock that forms the dividing ridge between the waters which 
flow southward tothe Hudson and those which flow north- 
erly into Lake Champlain. The two branches diverge to the 
right and left, and unite in the open country forty miles from 
their respective heads, at a place called Ausable Forks. In 
this distance there is a fall of 1,500 feet. Twenty-five miles 
further on, to the northeast, the stream enters Lake Cham- 
plain, a short distance north of Port Kent. Many small ponds 
enter the branches at different points; but Lake Placid is the 
only lake of considerable size that contributes to either 
branch. Between the two branches a mountain barrier rises, 
through which no wagon road has been found practicable ex- 
cept at a gap at the foot of Pitch Off Mountain, where lie, in 
a deep, dark gorge, the Edmunds ponds. The scenery all 
along the course of the branches is of the wildest and most 
Peciiresa ne description. That wondrous work of nature, the 
ndian pass, is at the head of the west branch, and Wallface 

and the Wilmington notch stand as grim sentinels over its 
wild beauty below, while on the main stream, but a few miles 
from its exibin Lake phe plan, lies the wonderful chasm 
where the waters of the great river are confined for two miles 
in a gorge 100 feet deep, over which a goad leaper could, in 
Many places, spring at a hound! The charm of the east 
branch is the beautiful Keene valley, where the softness of 
luxurious yerdure is framed in by grim and giant precipices, 
with lofty mountains in the still further background. This 
region has been fitly styled by tourists the “Switzerland of 
America.” 
The Saranac River hasits primary source in a network of 

ponds, thirty or more in number, that lie west and north of 
the Upper Saranac, and haye their Ultimate outlets in that 
lake. The great contributory waters are the Upper, the Mid- 
dle (or Round Lake as itis generally called) and the Lower 
Saranac. The Upper and Lower lakes have each an area of 
over six fhousand acres. The river, after leaving the Lower 
Lake flows first southerly, then east, and finally northeast, 
till it enters Lake Champlain at Plattsbnrz, 

The St. Regis River is made up from three branches, knawn 
respectively asthe East branch (usually called Deer River), 
the Middle branch.and the West branch. The St. Regis Lakes 
proper, yiz., the Upper and Lower ‘lakes, and Spitfire Pond, 
which lies intermediate, Meacham Lake and a number of 

smaller trout-bearing waters, form the chief source of the 
Middle Branch. The West Branch has a number of small 
onds at the head, but the East Branch has only its own 

Sivect springs and watershed to feedit, The St. Regis and 
Meacham Lake outlets form a junction a fey miles above St. 
Regis Falls in Franklin county. The Middle Branch then con- 
tinues on till it reaches Stockholm in St. Lawrence, where the 
Middle and West branches unite. 

The Hast branch enters at a Olas still further north, The 
main stream flows into the St. Lawrence River at Bombay on 
the Canada border, 
From Blizabethtown I proceeded on the 12th of October by 

the usual route westward toward the Saranacs, to examine 
the waters in that direction. ~~ 

The valley of the Little Boquet, through which the first part 
of my route passed, is overlooked by hills and_precipices, 
wooded to the top, showing a foliage of mingled evergreen, 
maple and poplar, and yet not seriously marred by the ravages 
of fire. The scenery is almost one of unequaled beauty, and it 
is no wonder it has attracted to this route so large a share of 
the tourists. But the wood pulpers haye already scented out 
the poplar and spruce, and it is only a question of time, and a 
short time at that, when desolation shall rear its head here. 

Thalted foraday at the Hdmunds ponds, eighteen miles 
west of Elizabethtown, where I had been informed were 
superior facilities for a hatching station. These ponds are 
situated at an elevation of 2,030 feet above tide, in the only 
practicable gap which lies between the east and the west 
branch of the Ausable River. The outlet flows into the east 
branch at Keene Center. In this gap, with dark gray rocks 
rising perpendicularly on each side, 1,000 feet high, he the two 
ponds, They contain an area of probably not over an hundred 
acres, and so fill the basin in which they lie as to leave room 
only at one point, within a distance of two miles or more, for 
a hotel and the necessary outbuildings. The roadway has been 
made atthe base of the west precipice, mainly out of the 
debris falling from above. These ponds contain no fish of any 
sort except brook trout, and they are in such numbers that 
during the open season an hundred guests are daily supplied 
with trout at meals once and sometimes twice or three times 
each day, This is the dining place for passengers en route 
from the Saranacs and Lake Placid. It is estimated that each 
season’s catch of trout amounts to 12,000in number of the 
aggregate weight of a ton or more. These trout neyer grow 
to any great size. They do not get a chance to do so, as they 
considerately permit themselves to be caught when they are 
in the best stage for eating, which is when they are from two 
to three years old. Moreover, their food being wholly of 
insect or crustacean kinds, they do not makethe great growths 
reached by those whose food is fish. 

Most of the land on which these ponds are situated belongs 
to the Hon. W. FF. Weston, manager of the iron works at 
Keene and Wilmington, There is a tract at the west end of 
the upper pond which belongs to the State and includes a part 
of this pond, A vacant spot between the ponds, just opposite 
the hotel, affords sufficient room for a hatching house, and the 
fall from the upper to the lower pond being seven feet in the 
space of a few rods, there is a convenient and sufficient water 
supply. While l was at these pondshe trout were running 
up in great numbers to their spawning grounds at the head of 
the two ponds, in the upper pond where a rill comes into it 
over the face of a precipice; and in the outlet of the lower 
pond, and I had opportunity to see that an abundance of 
spawn could be procured without difficulty. The temperature 
of the water I was surprised to find at 54 degrees. I am una- 
ble to account for this high temperature when the water is 
made up mainly of springs coming from the bases of great 
precipices, and where it could be but little affected by the 
action of the sun’srays. JI was informed, however, that im the 
winter it goes down to the freezing point and that ice forms 
on the ponds to the depth of three feet. That the water is 
well adapted to fish hatching is proved by the fact that not- 
withstanding the great number of trout annually taken there 
has been_no perceptible diminution of the stock for many 
years. While making examinations at the spawning grounds 
ere, [had an opportunity to obserye the mischief done by 

mink in trout waters, I saw lying on the bank of the inlet 
where the trout were making their beds, seven ripe spawners, 
which had been taken from the water, evidently, that day. 
A part of one only had been eaten, The others had been killed 
apparently merely for the love of destruction. rv 
There are no facilities here for obtaining spawn of the lake 

trout, This would have to be drawn from the State’s stock 
at Caledonia, or procured under circumstances of labor and 
hazard from the lakes farther backin the wilderness. Mr. 
Weston generously offered, in case the station should be 
located here, to donate the site and render other valuable aid. 
His courtesies to me, while making investigations at this point, 
I wish particularly to acknowledge. 
From the Edmunds ponds I proceeded on Oct. 14 to Lake 

Placid, a distance of nine miles, arriving in time to make a 
reconnoissance of the lake, by boat and guides, the same day. 
Lake Placid has been properly styled the gem of the Adiron- 
dack waters, and is visited probably by more tourists than any 
other lake in the wilderness. Two lakes, Mirror and Placid 
lie side by side, separated only by a narrow neck of land and 
flowing by different outlets into the west branch of the Ausable 
River, Mirror Lake is nearest to the main road, and oyer- 
looking the lake are seven large hotels and a considerable 
hamlet supported by their patronage. An intervening rise of 
ground shuts out the view of Lake Placid, except at one or 
two higher points and from the upper stories of the hotels, 
but when the eye rests upon its surface a scene is presented of 
surpassing beauty. The lake is four miles long by two and a 
halt broad, and three large islands interyene in the middle, so 
that at no point on the water can the whole surface be seen, 
The water is of remarkable purity. It is easy when it is still 
to see the pebbly bottom at twenty feet depth. Many of the 
great Mountain peaks are visible from its surface and the 
forest remains in its primitive beauty. I found seyen consid- 
erable inlets flowing into the lake all from spring sources. 
One called ‘‘Two Brooks,” entering from the west side, was 
particularly examined. Quantity, quality and fall were found 
sufficient for hatching purposes. The temperature of the water 
was 40°, None lowér than this wasfound anywhere during 
the trip. The facilities for obtaining spawn here are not of the 
best. A supply for hatching purposes would need to be pro- 
cured mostly from outsidesources, The land at ‘Two Broo zs,” 
pelauee to Mr. Brewster, one of the hotel keepers at Lake 

cid. 
The next place visited was the Ray brooks, eight miles west 

of Lake Placid, where I arrived at noon onthe 15th. Little 
Ray _Brook is tributary to Big Ray Brook. The latter flows 
into Miller’s Pond, and this has its outlet in the Saranac River 
afew miles from where this river leaves the lake. The Ray 
Brook House, which stands on the main road tothe lower 
Saranac, near the confluence of the two brooks, is a first-class 
hotel, owned and kept by Duncan Camieron, and is much re- 
sorted to by the best class of tourists and fishermen. Mr. 
Cameron courteously conyeyed me to all the points of inter- 
est in the neighborhood connected with my mission, and at 
nightfall landed me at Miller’s excellent hotel, at the foot of 
the lower Saranac. This is four miles west of the Ray Brook 
House. I found at Little Ray Brook, opposite to and only a 
few rods trom Mr, Cameron’s house, a good site for a hatch- 
ing station for brook trout. The water is very pure, abun- 
dant in quantity, and has a sufficient fall in a few rods dis- 
tance. The temperature is 40 degrees. I saw evidences of a 
good supply of brook trout spawnin the neighborhood, but 
there are no local facilities for obtaining spawn of the lake 
trout. The land here belongs to Mr. Cameron, His fishing 
grounds are reserved for the use of his guests. 

‘At the Lower Saranac Lake I employed the' services of a 
fuide and boat, and on the morning of the 16th proceeded 
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down the outlet three miles from where it leaves the lakes to 
the mouth of Cold Brook, a stream which has its rise at the 
foot of Ampersard Mountain, and flows in a northerly direc- 
tion into the Saranac River. ~f found here water of superior 
quality, temperature 40 degrees, volume and fall and facilities 
tora dam sufficient, There are spawning beds of brook trout 
hip the creek, hut for lake trout more distant sources must be 
sought, The land here belongs to Mr, M. B, Miller, of Sara- 
nac Lake village. 
From Cold Brook I proceeded by rowboat to the head of 

the lake into and through Round Lake, and by the Bartlett 
carry into the Upper Saranac, one of the largest and most 
beautiful of the Adirondack waters, reaching the Prospect 
House at the head of the lake at 4P.M. The distance from 
Cold Brook is 24 miles, and from the foot of the Lower Saranac 
32 miles. The next morning I examined the outlet of Little 
Clear Pond, two miles east of the Prospect House, and found 
here a place every way adapted to the needs of a large trout 
hatchery. The main stage road from Ausable station to the 
head of Upper Saranac crosses this outlet. The distance to 
Ausable station, the terminus of the Delaware and Hudson 
Coempany’s branch railroad from Plattsburgh, is 40 miles, A 
telegraph line connects with Plattsburgh and with the St. 
Regis waters. 
The water of the stream is sufficient in quantity, quality 

and fall, and has a temperature of 44 des, A few rods below 
the road are extensivespawnine beds of the brook trout which 
run up from Saranac Lake. The Jake itself is but three-quar- 
ters of a mile from the road, and Little Clear Pond less than a 
quarter of a mile above. This pond is excellent trout water, 
and may be made an admirable reservoir for stock fish, if 
needed. It hasan area of 230 acres. Hammond, who first 
visited this water more than thirty years ago, says of it: 
“This little lakelet, if | may be permitted to coin a word, is a 
pertect gem, lying there all alone, skirted by tall forest trees, 
and overlooked by the hills, its waters transparent and cold, 
undisturbed by a ripple, and revealing the white pebbles that 
zlisten away down in its quiet depths.” Two miles east of this 
pond, in sightof the road, is Big Clear Pond, a body of 370 
acres area, which isaccounted the best fishing ground for both 
Jake and brook trout, in this locality. The Big and Little 
Clear ponds, the Upper Saranac and other waters, of eas 
access from.1t, promise an abundant supply of spawn. Facili- 
ee or obtaining lumber and labor for brildine. are close at 
and. 
As a point of distribution, this site possesses obvious advan- 

tages ever any Other visited, as in addition to the great Sara- 
mac waters, any one of forty other lakes and ponds may be 
reached from it, in a day’s time, by water routes, or by roads 
‘or wood paths which may be easily kept open im the winter 
time. These waters cover an area, in the aggregate, of more 
than thirty thousand acres. There areas many more waters 
that may be reached the second day, and all need replenish- 
ing, The lakes smaller than the Saranacs embrace the whole 
het work of waters lying just west of the Upper Saranac, and 
also the St. Regis Lakes, Lake Placid, several lakes in the 
southwest part of Clinton county, and others even beyond the 
Raguette River, which by means of the Sweeney and Corey 
carries at the foot of the Upper Saranac, are brought, within 
easy distalice as regards time and conyenience. Points as ap- 
parently remote as Little Tupper, and the headwaters of 
Beaver River, may be reached from here easier than they 
could be from a station located in the southern part of the 
wilderness. The Chateaugay and Chazy lakes, in Clinton 
connty, can also, by means of the Northern Adirondack Rail- 
way, connected at the north with the Ogdenburg and Cham- 
plain road, and now completed southerly to within eight 
miles of Meacham Lake, be supplied with fry froma hatchery 
here in Jess time and with less risk than from either of the 
present State hatcheries. : 
Most of the land at Little Clear Pond belongs to the State, 
From this point I procesded, still with guide and boat, ten 

miles te the St. Regis waters. Therouteis by the Big Clear 
Pond, whence a good carry of a mile and a hali brings the 
tourist to the upper St, Kegis Lake, and through Spitfire 
Pond into the lower St. Ragis, where stands the famous host- 
lery of Paul Smith, the pioneer of Adirondack hotel keepers 
—a, class of men that do honor to their calling. I wasreceiyed 
by the genial ruler of this woodland realm with all the 
honor due to my mission, and shown the wonders of the 
lace, not the least of which is the hotel garden, Mr. Smith 
as Succeeded literally in making "‘the wilderness blossom as 

the rose.” He showed me with excusable pride crops of celery, 
onions from the seed, cabbages, beats, turnips, Hubbard 
squashes, mammoth radishes and other table vegetables raised 
here, that would have done credit to the latitude of Lons 
Island. Two hundred bushels of green peas had been icked ! killed every year on almost every mile of shore line along the 
the last season, and a succession of cucumbers from June to 
September. Thistoo has been accomplished at an elevation of 
sixteen hundred feet above tide water and on asoil supposed to 
be rich only in the elements of sterility. Enterprise, manure, 
and a liberal supply of water, which is raised by a ram from 
a stream near by to the four acre plateuu on which the gar- 
den is situatea, are what work the miracle. 

i made no examination of the waters at the St. Regis lakes, 
They need restocking, but this can be done almost as readily 
from a station at Little Clear Pond as from one on their own 
waters. Mr. Smith entered warmly ioto the spirit of our 
work, and promises valuable aid and co-operation, which none 
can give better than he, as his nameisa synonym for enter- 
prise and energy in all the wilderness country. 
My next point ot observation was Meacham Lake, to which 

place—a distance of twelve miles—Mr, Smith courteously con- 
veyedine with his spirited team, over a road which, though 
through forest, was good enough most of the way for a trot- 
ting course. This road, it hardly needs to be said, is another 
monument to his enterprise, The only settlement at Meacham 
Lake is the establishment of Mr. A, R. Fulle1, whose hotel, 
consisting of 4 range of tasteful and comfortable cottages, at 
the head of the Jake, is well known to the best class of tourists, 
The lake is a beantitul sheet of water, oval in form, two miles 
anda half long by a mile broad and surrounded by forests 
which have not yet been shorn of their beauty by ax or fire. 
From DeBar Mountain, a few miles northeast, may be counted 
in a clear day, thirty lakes, and the yiew to the north extends 
across the State border into Canada. 
Itound Mr. Fuller a gentleman well posted theoretically 

and practically in fisheulture, and received from him much 
interesting information in regard to his experiments and 
experience on this subject. He has for several years main- 
tained, at his own expense, hatching operations at Meacham 
Lake, whereby the integrity of the fishing in that lake has 
been preserved, and it is now the best of the St. Regis fishing 
waters. Mr. Fuller has been successful in hybridizing trout, 
and he has, furthermore, proved the problem that spawn of 
the lake or salmon trout may betaken in the Adirondack 
waters without harm to the parent fish, ; 

At Meacham Lake several sites may be found suitable, in 
respect of water and facilities for obtainin eB spawn, for a State 
hatching station; but the location is too far north to be an 
advantageous point for distribution. Below the foothills of 
the mountains on the north, the rivers are too much choked 
up with sawdust and other refuse from sawmills and tanneries 
to admit of successful restocking, The trout abhor such 
places, aud what are not killed outright by these poisons, 
which work both mechanically and chemically, flee from 
their presence as the inhabitants do from cities that are 
plague-infected. 

These: reasons made it unnecessary that Ishould make any 
examinations north of Meacham Lake. I heard, however, of 
a Spring of such an extraordinary character on the mainroad 
from Meacham to Malone, and seven miles south of the latter 

ped to see it on my way to Malone, which 1s lace, that1, ich J 
Rieter ot Bale mile from Meacham Lake. The spring is 

an underground stream coming out of a hill through a bed of 
sandstone pebbles, in a body of sufficient volime to fill an 
eight-inch pipe. It is of absolute purity, clear as crystal, and 
as itis not exposed to any open suiface, is never affected by 
rainfalls, Its temperature when I exainined it was 46 degrees, 
and it remains nearly the same simmor and winter. Ina dis- 
tance of fifty feet from its exit out of the hill, it has a fall of 
eight or ten feet, and in afew rods makes way into the Sal- 
mon River. In quantity, quality, and fall of water, thisexcels 
uny place I have ever seen as a site-for fish hatching; but it is 
too remote from spawn supply and from waters tobe stocked, 
to be advantageously employed for this purpose, Not half a 
dozen rods from this spring is another spring brook of similar 
character, bub haying itssource more remote and flowing a 
preater distance in the open ground. 
With the inspection of these streams, which are called re- 

spectively, ‘Horse Brook,” and “Cold Brook,” my official tour 
ended, and on the 20th of October, I tool the cars at Malone 
for home, by the way of Ogdensburg and the Black River 
Railroad, having, during my journey, “swung completely 
around the circle of the Adirondacks,” and penetrated at -vari- 
ous points their most interesting depths. I think I have 
gained from my trip much information of value to the work 
of the Commission, and IT know that at whatever point I 
touched, an interest was awakened in the science of fishcul- 
ture that promises useful results. 

I made no examination in the Moose or Beaver River coun- 
try. With the greater part of this region I have been so 
familiar for the past thirty years, that a new examination was 
not necessary with reference to the present object. The Moose 
River waters afford many sites where artificial fishculture 
may be established and conducted with advantage; but look- 
ing to the greater needs of the Adirondack country proper, I 
haye made my principal investigations there. For the pres- 
ent, the waters of the southern and western sections of the 
wilderness may be supplied from the State station at Cale- 
donia. Should the Legislature, in its wisdom, see fit to enlarge 
the scope of production in the wilderness, these sections will, 
doubtless, receive favorable consideration, 

In all my examinations I Leiria upon the assumption 
that the spawn supply should be procured from local sources, 
and that the expensive means employed at the’ Caledonia 
Meta, to keep up a supply, by the use of stock fish fed in 
artificial ponds, would not be necessary; and, consequently, 
the expense of maintaining a hatchery in the wilderness would 
be comparatively light. Should this calculation prove er- 
ronéous, there will be found at the place finally recommended, 
and, indeed, at all the plates examined, facilities for the con- 
tee este of sufficient artificial ponds for the storage of stock 
fish. 
Tam to report to the Board of Commissioners such a site as 

shall, all things considered, be the best. In view of my in- 
structions, I report that the outlet of Little Clear Pond, on lot 
four, township twenty, Macomb’s purchase, belonging to the 
State, and near the head of Upper Saranac Lake, in the 
county of Franklin, possesses in greater measure than any 
other the necessary qualifications, and i recommend its 
adoption, therefore, as the site of the Adirondack fish hatch- 
ery; and, furthermore, that steps be taken at the earliest 
practical period to establish the proper plant there. 

Respectfully submitted, 
RicHarD U. SHERMAN. 

New Hantrrorp, Noy, 6, 1884. 

WHITEFISH IN THE GREAT LAKES.—Year aiter year 
of late the State Fish Commissioners of Wisconsin and other 
States have freely stocked the waters of the lakes with young 
whitefish. Yet year by year the catch of whitefish diminishes, 
until now the extermination of this valuable species of food 
is threatened. Where do the whitefish goto? The answer is 
not far to find, Exhaustive experiments have been made and 
have proved that the artificial stocking of the lakes through 
the medium of State fish hatcheries is in itself successful. 
Healthy young fish by the millions—and more whitefish than 
fish of other varities—have been deposited in Lake Michigan 
and in spite of any adverse natural conditions they have lived 
and thriyen, But experiments have proved, too, that white- 
fish are exceptionally tender; and, unlike many other and 
hardier varieties, they hug close to the shore, where the water 
is shallow and warm. These shallow reaches of the lakes 
from Chicago to Buffalo are almost literally lined by trap 
nets, set by the dwellers along shore. In such nets. with fish 
of larger size, the partially grown whitefish are caught, en. 
the nets are pulled up these latter are taken out and—not 
reserved for food, but thrown back into the water dead, 
eing too small for use. Thus thousands upon thousands are 

lakes. Here, then, is the reason why the food stock of delicate 
whitefish is not increased but rather steadily diminshed year 
after year. There must be law and the rigid enforcement of 
law prohibiting the use of trap nets or the fish supply of the 
preat lakes will be exterminated. The law to be effective 
must be a law by Congress also, for no State laws and no 
combination of laws by different States adjacent to the lakes 
can meet the case. 

THE NEW YORE OYSTER COMMISSION.—Hugene G, 
Blackford, State Commissioner of Fisheries, visited City Island 
yesterday to conduct a hearing at the Court House there as to 
the grievances, if any, of oystermen in regard to the State 
and county laws affecting their business. He was accompanied 
by Prof. H, J. Rice, who has charge of the Fulton Market 
Laboratory. During the summer he and Mr. Blackford visited 
all the oyster ports in the State in the steam yacht Lookout, 
gathering facts for the basis of this inquiry. Subsequently a 
seb of 156 questions regarding the business was sent to about 
1,000 oystermen. Many replies have been received which will 
be utilized m the report to the coming Legislature. Mr. 
Blackford explained yesterday that he wanted to know the 
condition of the oyster business; if the field had increased or 
decreased of late years, and the causesthereof. He wanted to 
know, too, what were the enemies of oysters and what 
legislation might be necessary to insure protection or improye- 
ment for the trade, Mr. Blackford asked Justice Martin to 
indicate the men whose opinions ought to be asked, and the 
latter called upon Cen: Joshua Leviness, the oldest oyster- 
man on the island. Mr. Leviness said the business of epi atne 
shells on natural beds was bad, Ths beds from Captain’s 
Island to New London were all bought wu by rich men and 
monopolists, while the common oystermen_had to sit ashore 
until they went to the county house. ‘‘Our style is better,” 
continued the captain, “A man stakes off what he can get, 
and as long as Fe ceons staked up and looks out for his business 
his ground is his own and he can do what he likes with the 
oysters on it. If he dies it goes to his family.” ‘‘But suppose 
some one foes on staked ground and takes oysters from it 
without weet the man who staked it?’ ‘We don’t pretend 
to allow a preat many thieves around here.” said the witness 
sim Ly. “Do-you mean that you never have trouble of that 
kind?” “Not often. I am 77 years old, and was the first man 
to put a stake in the Hast River. I think we haye had two or 
three arrests in my day. Wesent the thieves to prison for 
two or three months, and that stopped it.” Capt. Leviness 
¥ecounted his happy experiences good humoredly until he 
spoke of the damage that the oyster beds had suffered from 
the city garbageand mud scows which had recklessly dumped 
their leeds wherever they pleased for ten or fifteen years back, 
The beds had flourishéd until that scovi'age came upon them, 
Since then some of them had been smothered and others had 
been damaged. Capt. Leviness thought that the beds in the 
North River ought to be opened for dredging, Millions of 
oysters welt aan there eve Loe ee thesSuper- 
visors of Westchester county contp. e digging in th 
North River territory to eid and tones, while the Rockland 

county arthorities forbade intrusion in any form by residents 
of other sounties. There ene to be a law, he thought, to 
open the State beds to dredgers living in the State, and to 
keep Connecticut and New Jersey oystermen out of New 
York waters, until the laws of those States, which koep their 
waters Sey for their own citizens,berepealed, Capt. Leviness 
also favored a law that would make from July 15 to Sept. 15 
a close season, in which the beds should not be disturb In 
response to an inquiry as to the advisability of limiting the 
possessions of an oysterman, Capt, Leyiness thought 200 acres 
ought to be the limit, for no man could care properly for 
more, and that was enough to raise all the oysters any one 
could market. This testimony was sustained by all the other 
oystermen whom Justice Martin presented 10 Mr. Blackford, 
Thomas Collins, , red-faced good-natured Ivishman, who in- 
formed Mr, Blackford that he was ‘the original Tom Collins, 
for whom you fellows were looking a few years ago,” was 
amusingly earnest in his allusion to the ‘parts of brick houses, 
cement, and hoopskirts that made harder pulling than 
oysters and ruined the natural beds.” Justice Martin 
was giyen a chance after dinner to express his 
opinion. He agreed with those who had preceded him, 
attributing the decrease of natural beds entirely to the illegal 
offal dumpings. The Connecticut law, in his opinion, gave too 
large opportunities to ‘‘farmers, shop girls, and monopolists,” 
who came in and crowded the poor oysterman out. The next 
hearing will probably be given to the oystermen at Prince's 
Bay, among whom the Arcadian happiness of City [sland does 
not prevail. 

The Aiennel. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

Dec. 16; 17, 18 and 19,—Third Bench Show of the Southein Massa- 
chusetts Poultry Association, Taunton, Mass. Wm. C. Davenport, 
Assistant Secitetary. f : ‘ J 

Dec, 30, 31 and Jan. 1, 2, 1885.—Bench Show of the Mériden Potiltty 
Association, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary. 

Jan; 10 to 14, 1885.—World’s Exposition Bench Shoiy, New Orleans, 
La. Mr. Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent, 

Jan, 27, 28,29 and 80,—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr. H, W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N. B. 

Feb. 1 to 11, 1885.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual Exhibi- 
tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Squaré 
eae Feb. 1 to 11, 1845. Ohas, Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
street. 

March 2, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Secend Annual Bench Show of the Cin- 
parti atiiacra Club, Cincinnati, O. Charles Lincoln, Superin- 

ndent, 
March 18, 19 and 20, 1885.—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

Kennel Club. #.S8. Porter, Secretary, New Haven, Conn. 
April 7 to 10, 1885.—First Annual Bench Show N. BH. Kennel Chub, 

Music Hall, Boston. J. A. Nickerson, Secretary, 159A Tremont streat, 
Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent. 

FIELD TRIALS, 

Dec. 15.—Southern Sportsmen's Association Trials, Canton, Miss, 
Mr, T. K. Renaud, Secretary, New Orleans, La. 

A, K. R. * 

HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, éte, (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 
lished every month. Entries close on the ist. Should be In early. 
Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subseription $1, Address 
“American Kennel Register,” P. 0, Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1Y0'7, Volume T., bound in cloth, sent 
postpaid, $1.5°. 

AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Will you kindly allow me to state tothe American Kennel 

Register subscribers that, in consequsnce of the rush of entries 
for the December number, there will be a few days’ delay 1 
publication. Two hundred entries have been received, the 
majority of them at the close of the month, and as the volume 
is complete with the December number, it is necessary that 
they should all appear, The total number of entries tothe close 
of the volume is 1,907, a fact which speaks louder than worda 
as to the value placed upon the Register, and this month’s en= 
tries have been received from all sections of the United States, 

Epitor A, K, R, 

THE FIRST TIME AFIELD. 

SPENT a most enjoyable Thanksgiving quail shooting, 
While my bag was rot large, my cup was iilled with joy 

overflowing by my dog, who from an apparent noyice deyvel- 
oped into as steady and staunch a dog on quail us one could 
desire, that is until I fired, when he certainly was not as steady 
as he might have been; in fact, he showed a decided He en- 
sity to race with the shotas soon asthe bird was flushed. 
However, I was mightily pleased, as he proved to my entire 
satisfaction that he possessed a nose, which fact until to-day 
[had great reason to doubt. Y 

T left the house at $8, and a walk of one mile brought me to 
the ground J decided tohunt, Itis a most curious combina- 
tion of ope and cover, bog and upland; cover so dense I cowld 
with difficulty crawl through it, bogs so high and so oyer- 
grown with grass that immediately your dog entered it he 
was lost to sight; but the upland was entirely the reverse, 
and I enjoyed it all the more by comparison, . 

Directly in the center of all this, and traversing it from end 
to end, flowed a brook just wide enough not to jump. On 
one side of this brook were the bogs and cover, on the other 
the uplands and clear, open woods, a most beautiful piece of 
ground for woodeock, and where a number haye been shot 
this season. There, after an unsuccessful beat of the bogs, we 
found the birds; that is they found us, for they all flushed 
wild, and were up and away before 1 could either shoot or 
mark themdown, Stilli had the general direction of their 
Hight, or supposed 1 had; so I carefully hunted the ground for 
at least half an hour, all the time keeping close enough to Rex 
so that if he scored a flush, as 1 expected he would, both he 
and the bird should receive instruction thereby—HKex not to 
flush the bird, the bird not so let Rex flush it, which instruc- 
tion I should seek to impart through the rod and gun. How- 
ever, all my pains to the contrary, we could not find the birds 
in the woods. j 

This surprised me very much, as I felt almost certain of 
finding them there. There was now but one place left where 
IT had any hope of finding them, this was entirely out of the 
woods in the open. While I hoped to find them there, I had 
no idea they would forsake such excellent cover as the woods 
afiorded for a comparatively open field. : 
After a short rest and a drink at a paring nace by some 

philanthropic person years ago by simply sinking a hollow log 
into the ground) whose clear water was very refreshing both 
to Rex and myself, we left the woods and struck into the 
field. At the very edge Rex made game and in half a minute 
Was pointing staunchly. This so delighted and surprised me 
that when I flushed the birds T missed them both in magnifi- 
cent shyle, while Rex, as if to SEIESUe retrievemy error, made 
another beautiful point, but had not recovered my equilib- 
rium, and I missedagam. leven missed the next pair, This 
thoroughly shamed me and completely disgusted Rex, who 
then and there decided he would cut me altogether and hunt 
for himself, but this did net suit my views and I prevailed, 

Tn all there were five birds, three Hew to the right and ty 
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returned tothe woods. The three to the Hehe bein 
open, we followed them, and in five minutes 

were very much li 
sprin 

birds, making in allthree. Not a large bag, certainly, Still 
I neyer enjoyed a day more thoroughly than I did ‘Thanks- 
giving. CHIK. 

A PROPOSED LINCOLN FUND. 

E understand that the family of the late Charles cow 
or 

Tt is pro- 
posed by some of Mr. Lincoln’s friends to raise by supseription 

fund for the 
benefit of these children. The members of the Westminster 
Kennel Club are the movers in the scheme, and this is an en- 
tirely sufficient guarantee of the proper management of the 
fund. The object is a worthy one, and taking intoaccount the 
services rendered by Mr. Lincoln to dog shows, and remem- 
hering the multitude of friends he had, there is no reason to 
doubt that the necessary amount can be raised. We will 
cheerfully receive such sums as may be sent for the purpose 
and transmit them to the committee of the Westminster Ken- 

are in needy circumstances. No means were left 
them support. There are four children, daughters, 

a sum of money sufficient to constitute a trust 

nel Club, 

JUDGING COLLIES. . 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
In looking over the back numbers of Forust Aanp STREAM 

oenmy return from England, [ observe Mr. Grenyille Hars- 
ton’s letter, in which he searifies the unfortunate judges who 
failed to think as highly of his dogs as he did himself, Mr. 
Harston makes the grieyous blunder inmy case of giving 
reasons for my incompetency, regardless of the maxim to give 

he had simply said I did not 
know a collie and left it, I should have passed it over, but he 
goes further, and I quote; ‘‘Mr. Watson, although painstak- 

, knowing the long-haired Highland collie, knows not the 
collie of the Cheviot Hills, Cumberland, etc., and Southern 
England, his knowledge being from books of ‘Stonehenge,’ so 
must only be See and therefore his decisions must fol- 

ooks. 

opinions without reasons. 

ins 

low his picture 
Allow metoinform Mr. Harston that I never was in the 

Highlands since I was carried therein my mother’s arms many 
long years ago, and ata time I could not tell acollie from a 

That my schoolboy days were spent within the sight of 
the Cheviot Hills, and after that I lived in the South of Bng- 
land, excepting a brief interval in South Wales and a year at 

That I never read “Stonehenge” on the callie, 
I have a copy of his book taken for a bad debt. but have only 

Probably [read Vero Shaw on 
the collie, as the parts sometimes came to me forreview. I 
am not going to make Mr, Harston’s mistake of saying where 
I got my knowledge, but be it little or great, I have yet to see 
such dogs as Mr. Harston shows and calls Cheyiot collies re- 
cognized in the show ring in a cullie class. Mr, Harston should 
recall what he told me himself respecting these dogs hefore I 

cow, 

Manchester. 

dipped in it here and there. 

began judging collies at Toronto last spring. 
Would it be asking too much of Mr. Harston to tell us who 

Mr, Stanly Thompson is and what he has developed as the re- 
sult of his practical experience. I have not got at my stud hooks 
yet to see howmany winners we owe to Mr. Stanly Thomp- 
son, but certainly I cannot recall his name, lamentably ignor- 
ant and forgetful as | may show myself to be by such an ad- 
mission, 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa,, Dec, 8. 

JAS. WATSON, 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

XIx,—(CONCLUDED), 

OU have no idea what a vain old fool is this ““Lillibulero,” 
he is as sensitive to praise and blame as a school girl in 

spite of the bold front it costs him so much to occasionally 
This confession arises out of a flattering letter full of 

as many sweet things as a southern city in carnival time, that 
“You do me 

proud,” Doctor and I thank you for the I seta so frankly ex- 
your noble profession 

and your traveled greeting reads cheerily, ‘‘T salute you, ‘Lilli- 
bulero,’ and may your facile pen continue to brighten the 
pages of the FoREST AND STREAM.” As it contains matters 
of interest. my readers will gain by my public reply and Dr, 
Twaddell I will ask to excuse my not answering his letter 

One is that there are a lot of 
uman moles blindly groping about in a naturally underland 

way to discover the writers of these notes and I am anxious 
to give them no clews; I have all confidence in my corres- 
pondent’s discretion, but uccidents will happen, you know. 
Another reason is that your dealers in defamation and ours are 
groping for hints to describe these notes as the fortnightly 
circular of a dog exporting firm, “Lillibulero & Co.” un- 

shall be told outright in 
hen I “know a good thing” 

1 will not cable it under cover like a Newmarket tout, but you 
shall all know it and my tips will be in the right direction, 

assume, 

T have received from Dr. L. Henry Twaddell. 

pressed, you have the winning tongue o 

rivately for several reasons. 

limited. Hence all I have to sa 
broad columns and bold type. 

giving, not receiving. 
But I hope my American friends will continue to gratify me 

: : A my 
editors and they will be sure of attention, and perhaps one 
day the Doctor's servant will stand half amusedly, half 
wonderingly, blocking the passage to a visitor who has given 

with communications of interest directed to the care o 

his name as ‘* *Lillibulero’ from the old countree.” 
The Doctor tells me he was at first mclined to think my com- 

ments (2d of October) on the beagle elub’s code a “bit of 
my hearty approval, to 

which I am now able to add congratulations to their author, 
I have already gathered from these columns that a definition 
minute and exhaustive was wanting to clear away misconcep- 
tions on the type of hound that can be correctly called a 

kindly satire,” but they expresse 

beagle. 
Does the American Beagle Club though admit the claims of 

the so-called ‘“bench-legged” beagles? [am sorry if I must 
tread upon somebody’s corns when Isay—I hope not. There 

my eye, and that is 
“straight” and firm. Leould stand no other; and further, in 
choosing young hounds I should exhibit a preference for those 
whose toes showed just an inclination to turn in, thatisa 
Sure sign of pace in a hound, and those of my readers who 
haye been out with some of our famous packs will remember 

is only one shape of the foreleg that fi 

what I mean. 
To me an “‘officer-toed” beagle is an abomination. 

worked up with terrier crosses. 
‘The Doctor tells me American doggy men are becoming 

weary of the one string that English writers have gotso many 
Beod tunes from, and it was this conviction, forced upon me 
long ago, that decided my tryingafew newairs. I yield to 
nobody in my admiration of our glorious setters and staunch. 
ointers, and to discourse on their beauties is a labor of love; 

aper are a wide constituency, and I wish but the readers of a 
to have a ward 

= 

, )  _ ho 

in the 
ex nailed one. 

The bird flushed wild before I came up, but by this time I had 
recovered myself, and killed at a good distance. After this 
we had some splendid ae with the remaining two birds. They 

ke the snipe which the man hunted all one 
e ex performed his part wonderfully well, not a flush 

or a false point all day. Hyentually we secured these two 

Nature 
has supplied the wants of the sportsmen who require a heavy, 
lumbering little hound with the bassets, who always make 
me laugh when I ses them gravely squatting on their benches 
in most approved ‘‘first position of dancing.” I think their 
solemn, wrinkled taces and long ears, that look like a judge’s 
wig, and their crooked legs and large paws a most mirth-stir- 
ring combination. I believe that a long time ago beagles and 
bassets Were very close relations. Iam quite conyinced that 
our modern fox-terrier was produced from beagle material 

ar ie 

_ Like myself, or. Twadell seems to bea loyer of more ani 

mals than dogs. A man who hasan eye fora good Jersey 
heifer, possesses the tastes to educate his judgment on dogs 
or horses, I donot wonder that an originator of an ‘‘Herd 
Book” grappled successfully with the pointsof adog. The 
Doctor tells me he visited the Channel [s'andsin pursuit of 
his cattle hobby. I wasin St. Heliers, but a very long time 
ago. I seateanioar making the acquaintance, in St. Aubyn’s 
Bay, of some very amiable bloodhounds who good-naturedly 
accepted my infantile company, and regularly completed my 
matutinal toilet by licking my hands and face when I came 
down fresh from the soap suds for a romp before breakfast. 
This friendly, well-intended practice led to a very serious re- 
sult, Wheninatemper 1 used to bite my lips till they bled, 
and they were in this condition one morning when the hounds, 
who had probably made a meal of some canine delicacy of an 
“offal” description, gave me their usual, ‘‘How are you, old 
chap,” The consequence was a poisoned lip that gave great 
concern to my anxious parents, and proportionate delight to 
relations of my own age, who were jealous of my four-footed 
playmates, and therefore rejoicedin my paintul disfigurement. 

I waslately shown a humorous letter from a native of the 
Islands. He was trying to get a good dog for a companion, 
and like many othersignorant on this point, thought all the 
good dogs of a breed must necessarily be entered in the ‘‘Ken- 
nel Club Stud Book,” but he gave a better reason than I have 
usually heard from the uninitiated. He wrote: ‘I should 
rather like to have a dog possessed of this canine order of 
knighthood, for then if I caught a boy throwing stones at him 
I could ask him if he knew that dog was a K, C, 8. B. he was 
throwing at, and he would think that was something terrible.” 

RUNAWAYS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have a fox-terrier six months old. He was presented to 

me about three weeks ago, and I let him have the run of my 
house. He seems tobe very fond of my children, taking 
every opportunity of getting on the bed with them at night 
and lying down with them during the day; but as soon as a 
door is open away he goes down the street, If we call him 
he quickens his pace. The only way we can catch him is to 
wait forhim to stop and then come up to him slyly or depend 
on some passer by to catch him. He isa finely bred dog, and 
I would liketo keep him; but I cannot take him outin the 
street unless on a lead for fear of losing him. In tha house he 
is very sluggish in coming when called, sometimes paying no 
attention; but when in the street on a lead is full of life and 
energy, tugging on the line almost all the time, 
Now can you tell me how to teach him to come when called, 

and cure him of running away at every opportunity? I am 
sure every one in my house is kind to him. PERPLEXED. 

(it will give you some little trouble and take some time and 
patience to cure your dog of his very bad habit, but it can be 
done. Begin by stopping his food. Then, when he is pretty 
hungry, take a bit of food and call him by name, at the same 
time showing him what you hold in your hand. When he ruus 
to you do not give him the food at once, but pat him and call 
him good dog for a few seconds, and then let him eatit. In 
a few moments repeat this or let some one else doit. Lethim 
have his food only in this way for a week or two, and let him 
understand that he must comeor go hungry, and you will 
find, we think, that he willsoon form the habit of always 
coming at call, While you are practicing this you should only 
take him on the street with a l@ad, but after he has got so he 
comes pretty well, take him out when he is hungry, and call- 
ing him to you now and then, reward him with a bit of bread 
or cracker. This method of teaching a doz to come is better 
on many accounts than the more common one by the use of 
the long cord, You will find it convenient sometimes to have 
your dog walk at heel at command, and can teach him to do 
so by the method recommended by Hammond in his “Train- 
ing vs. Breaking, page 28. - 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
[have a red Irish setter who has a mania for running away, 

andisso good-natured, that it seems asif he would always 
Temaina puppy. Can you tell meot any way, aside from 
keeping him chained all his life, that will keep him at home’ 
and make him a better watch dog? In all the booksI have 
read on dogs, not one ever mentioned a way of breaking a doz 
from running with other people.—J. S. M. 

FOOD FOR DOGS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have been reading, with much interest, some recent arti- 

cles by Dr, Billings, especially in reference to the question of 
the proper food for dogs. While, as a matter of course, I 
agree with the author that dogs are carnivorous from a theo- 
retical point of view, it seems to me that there are some prac- 
tical facts to be taken into consideration before accepting the 
conclusion at which he arrived, 7. ¢., that they should be fed 
entirely on meat, and chiefly on raw meat. In the first place, 
a dog in a domesticated condition is under very different 
influences than one who is wild and in a state of nature. 
What his method of life would be under the latter circum- 
stances is shown to us by the study of the habits, etc., of his 
relative, the wolf. He would probably not get a full meal 
oftener than eyery other day or so, and never except after a 
Jong and arduous chase, at the end of which he would gorge 
himself to repletion, To be thoroughly consistent, then, in 
following nature, we should feed our dogs at irregular inter- 
vals, only three or four times a week, and giye them all the 
Taw meat they can eat, but also we should see that they get 
runs, and are kept moving about out doors most of the time, 

It is this very matter of exercise thatis the great difficulty 
the dog owner has to contend against. In the case of sporting 
dogs during the season, it is easy, and for one who goes into 
the matter on a large seale, and has trainers and helpers it can 
also be provided for, but the individual who keeps a dog or 
two, and does net ride or drive cannot possibly give his pets 
as much exercise as they would get ina wild state, and it 
seems rational that these dogs at least should be fed more 
Hehtly and less heatingly than others who are constantly on 

& go. 
I regret to have to confess that 1 am not enough of a com- 

parative physiologist to undertake to argue.as to what pro- 
vision is made in the dog for the digestion and assimilation of 
farinaceous and starchy substances, but practically these 
substances are digested. That isto say, a doz fed chiefly on 
bread or meal, will thrive; and his foecal discharges will not 

ye any evidence of undigested matter passing through him, 
hat they do require some animal food mixed with the flour 

or meal l am well aware, and Lhaye no doubt but what a dog 
fed only on flour or meal would in time starve. 
The point, however, that I want to make is nota theoretical 

one, but one thatis practically of great importance to the 
sportsman. What would a man do who had fed his dog en- 
tirely on meat, when he was camping out, or living in farm- 
houses, anywhere in the interior of Maine or the provinces, or 
in the Southern States, where butcher's meat is only seen when 
they killa pig or re which happens about twice a year? 
I know that I have had a great deal of trouble with my own 
dogs in such places, and yet they have been accustomed to a 
diet which was chiefly farinaceous, but always had some meat 
boiled up with it. Hvery year when I go north, the deck bo 
on the steamer, in spite of my orders, will cram the dogs wi 
meat and bones, ond it is a full week before] can get them to 
return to their usval food. Iam peifectly aware that the ad- 
vocate of meat feeding will say that this is a strong proof that 
they should be fed on meat; but how can you give them meat, 
when it is not to be got for love or money, and such is the case 
where I go. 

In the Southern States it is the same. I know of 

two young men who took two dogs into North 
Carolina quail shooting, They fed them on corn pones and 
bread, and the first quail that dropped was bolted feathers 
and ail, and through their stay it was a race every time to see 
whether the quail should be bagged or bolted. One of the 
dogs was ruined by the trip. I have lately had much comfort 
by taking some of Von Lengerke & Detmold’s beef flour 
among my supplies. A handful of this boiled up with meal 
and leavings makes a food that my dogs relish and on which 
they thrive, but I think a dog who had been fed on clear meat 
would have to about starve before he would eat what my dogs 
grow fat on. Mic Mac. 
Boston, Noy. 27. 

[The dog in the wild state isa carnivore. The teeth are 
formed for tearing the food, the canine teeth being long and 
pointed. The food is swallowed with but litte mastication. 
The digestive fluids—the gastric, pancreatic, bile and_ in- 
testinal juices—are quite similar in general properties to those 
of the human species, but the digestive power of these fluids 
is greater than that of those in man. The food of the dog in 
his domesticated condition should be modified, as his life is a 
modified state. A properly regulated mixed diet of farinaceous 
and animal foods is called for. When a dog is working the 
processes of waste and repair are going on with abnormal 
quickness, and then the more concentrated nourishment, such 
as raw or slizhtly coooked meat is called for, When on chain 
or not actively at work the diet should be regulated accord- 
ingly.] 

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 
[Special to Forest and Stream.] 

CANTON, Miss., Dec. 8, 
HE field trials of the National American Kennel Club 
began here to-day with the All-Aged Stakes, The qudees 

are Hou. James M, Thompson of Covington, Maj. J. M. Taylor 
of Lexington, and F. J. Stoue, of Chattanooga, The weather 
is beautiful, and the work of the day has been good, Fourteen 
starters were drawn to run as follows: 

ALL-AGED DRAWING. 
Brssic A,—J. M, Avent’s (Hickory Valley, Tenn.) lemon 

and white Hneglish setter bitch Bessie A. (Dashing Lion— 
Armida), 

against 
RicHmonD.—J. E. Gill's (Lancaster, Pa.) lemon and white 

pointer dog Richmend (Don—Beulah). 

Mereor.—W. E. Hughes’s (St. Louis) liver and white pointer 
dog Meteor (Garnet—Jilt), 

against 
CLay.—W. T. Edwards’s (Varner, Ark.) red and white 

native setter dog Clay (Joe, Jr,—Fannie). 

Linzian.—P. H. & D. Bryson’s (Memphis, Tenn.) black, 
white and tan English setter bitch Lillian (Gladstone—Sue). 

against : 
Gus CAMPBELL.—J. lL. Valentine’s (Nashville, Tenn,) lemon 

and white native setter dog Gus Campbell (Joe, Jr.—annie). 

Lapy C.—B, M. Stephenson’s (La Grange, Tenn.) black, 
white and tan English setter bitch Lady C. (Coleman’s London 
—Belle of Hatchie), 

agaist 
Lapy Lrr,—W. B. Mallory’s (Memphis) black, white and 

tan English setter bitch Lady Lee (Gath—Juno IL.). 

PAUL GLADSTONE,—W, B. Gates’s (Memphis) black, white 
ae tan English setter dog Paul Gladstone (Gladstone—Lava- 
ette) 

, against 
Binuy Gates.—Dr, A. FP. McKinney’s (Forest Hill, Tenn.) 
ye ape, white English setter dog Billy Gates (Count Rapier 
—Kate B.). 

GLADSTONE Boy.—Dr, G. G. Ware’s (Stanton, Tenn.) black, 
white and tan English setter dog Gladstone Boy (Gladstone— 
Sue), 
a , against 
Mrpora.—W. B, Gates's (Memphis) black, white and tan 

English setter bitch Medora (Gladstone—Carrie J.). E 

Count Rapimr.—W. B. Gates’s (Memphis) black and white 
English setter dog Count Rapier (Druid—Magnolia), : 

against 
Sc. EimMo IV.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir’s (Brooklyn, N. ¥.) black, 
ee and tan Hnglish setter dog St. Elmo IV. (St. Eimo— 
io), 

Bessie A. beat Richmond, after an hour of first-class work 
by both dogs. 
Meteor beat Clay in one hour and ten minutes. Clay found 

more birds than his antagonist, but was beaten in style and 
pace. 

Lillian beat Gus Campbell after a long heat in which some 
capital work was shown by both, Gus haying the best of it 
except in style. 
Lady C. beat Lady Lee in a short, well won heat. 
Paul Gladstone beat Billy Gates after a half hour of excel- 

lent running. 
Gladstone Boy and Medora kept up the standard of per- 
cae set by the previous braces, but did not finish their 
eat, 
Birds are plenty and everything promises well for to- 

morrow, 

Duc, 9.—The quality of the work to-day was the best that 
has ever been seen at a public trial. Birds were plenty and 
scent was good. The unfinished heat was won by Gladstone's 
Boy, beating Medora in a very Close heat. 

ount Rapier beat St. Himo TY. in a short but very brilliant 
heat, in which only one mistake was made. ‘his ended the 
first series. 

Tn the second series Gladstone's Boy beat Meteor. Lady C. 
beat Lillian. Paul Gladstone beat Bessie A. Count Rapier 
a bye. 

Tn the third series Gladstone’s Boy beat Count Rapier; and 
the heat between Lady C. and Pail Gladstone was not finished. 

[Special to Forest and Stream.] 

Canton, Miss., Dec. 10. 
Paul Gladstone beat Lady C., ending the third series in the 

final tie for first money. Paul Gladstone beat Gladstone Boy, 
winning first. Lady C, beat Bess A. Lady ©. beat Gladstone 
Boy, and won second, Bess A, and Lillian are running to 
decide which shall run with Gladstone Boy for third place. 

The Derby has twenty-three entries, drawn as follows: 
THE DERBY DRAWING. 

Gum.—Dr. J. N. Maclin, Keeting, Tenn., lemon and white 
English setter bitch, April 16 (Gladstone—Gazelle), 

against 
LinrrAn.—P. H.-& D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 

and tan English setter bitch, Aug. 21 (Gladstone—Sue). 

Bruty Gares.—Dr. A. F. McKinney, Forest Hill, Tenn., 
black and white Hnglish setter dog, Aug. 21 (Count Rapier— 
Kate B.), 

t agains ‘ 
Lapy Bzessi.—J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn, lemon 

and white bitch, Oct. 5 (Gladstone—Beésie ae? a a 

Ricumonp.—E. M. Usher, Vincennes, Ind,, lemon and white 
dog, April 22 (Sergeant—Eva), 

. = ering 
Pavun JoNnESs,—Major J. - Renfroe, Atlanta, Ga,., black, 
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white and tan English setter dog, Dec, 
Royall). 

Lapy Ler.—W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black, whit 
and tan Wuglish setter bitch, June 10 (Gath—J. uno II.) x 

against 
AwNE BotEyn.—Roe Beising, Meadyille, Pa, black and 

white bitch, March 23 (Dash I1I,—Isabelle). - 

Jim Brepsor.—Major J. W. Renfroe, Atlanta, Ga., black, 
white eo tan English setter dog, Dec. 8 (Baden Baden—Daisy 

oyal), 
against 

-Ropprico.—Gates & Merriam, Memphis, Tenn., black, 
eae tan Hnglish setter dog, April 11 (Count Noble—Twin 

aud), 

RicHMonD.—John E. Gill, Franklin, Pa.. lemon and white 
dog, July 27, (Vandevort’s Don—Beulah), 

7 against 
SPortTsMAn.—J. W, Murnan, Keeling, Tenn., black, white 

and tan dog, Aug, 21 (Gladstone—Sue), i 

SuURRbY,—W. B, Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black, white and 
tan English setter dog, June 10 (Gath—Juno I1.), 

against 
Morsn,—Rogers & Dalton, N. Albany, Miss., black and 

white dog, Oct, 16 (Gladstone—Nellie), ~~ . 

Maun B.—Dr, Otto Moeber, Rowland, Ala., black, white 
and tan bitch, June 1 (Rollo—Morgo). 4 

against 
GLADSTONE’s Boy.—Dr. G, G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn., black, 

white and tan English setter dog, Jan. 10 (Gladstone—Sue. 

QnpEN Brss.—B. F. Price, Memphis, Tenn,, black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, June 28 (Gladstone—Donna J.) 

. against 
Annte Morcan,—J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., lemon 

and white bitch, Oct. 5 (Gladstome—Bessie A.), 

% 

Mupors.—Gates & Merriman, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
aud tan English setter bitch, July 20 (Gladstone—Carrioe J.) 

against 
tIypEx.—J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., black, white 

and tan dog, July 10 (Gladstone—Countess Druid). 

? 

LExIncTon.—W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan English setter dog, June 10 (@ath—Juno IL), 

against 
Buackstone.—lL. F. Patterson, Bainbridge, Ga,, black, white 

and tan dog, June 3 (Roy—Gretchen), 

Cau Coot,—Gates & Merriman, Memphis, Tenn., black, 
white and tan English setter dog, June 30 (Gath—Lit), a bye. 

At a meeting of the club last. night it was voted to change 
the name to the National Field Trials Club. 

SGUTHERN ASSOCIATION TRIALS. 

[Special to Forest and Stream] 

Canton, Miss., Dec, 0), 
HERE are nineteen entries in the All-Aged Stake of the 
Southern Trials, and the Members’ and Derby also prom- 

ise to ba well filled. 

THE MASTIFF PUPPIES, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The case of these animals, predestined to renown, may 

appear a trifling one, as it probably is, of itself, but it and the 
discussion on it, strike right home to the vital interests of dog 
show law (conspiciaus by its abscence in effect). 

Mr. Elliot Smith makes a decided mistake when he says 
“the amount paid by the exhibitor is of no concern to any 
but the managers.” It is a matter of concern to every 
eompetitor that every other one has paid the same that he 
has. Where the money goes to matters not to him, bute 
will object decidedly to any ‘‘ground floor” operations, and it 
is plainly contrary to all ideas of fairness that A.’s litter of 
half a dozen, who has paid $5 for the lot, should compete with 
B.’s one, who has paid $3 (or is it $54. This is too plain for 
argument. If it is none of the exhibitor’s concern that his 
competitors pay less than he does, what business is it of the 
club that the exhibitor of a litter with their dam, makes 
money by it? ‘The amount (made) by the exhibitor is of no 
concern to any but the (exhibitor).” And Mr. Smith is way 
aif in sneering at Mr. Gregy as taking advantage of a ‘‘narrow- 
minded technical objection.” A strict interpretation of rules 
may be narrow-mindedness, but if so, plenty of us are narrow- 
minded enough to demand it, No one can for an instant 
suspect any collusion between Mr. Smith, Mr, Stevenson and 
the judge; no evidence has been produced showing it, But 
this case is only another instance of the fundamentally wrong 
policy of show managers, fully justifying the term of 
“tyranny” I have often used in connection with them. They 
seem to forget that the exhibitor has just the same right to a 
strict logical interpretation of a rule, that the club has to the 
rule itself. Instead of this, managers seem to think they are 
autocrats and may construe the rule to please themselves, 
how this way, now that, or to enactanew post fucto one 
whenever they choose. This was notoriously the case at the 
Philadelphia Kennel Club's show, it was so at New York this 
spring, and seems to have been the same there this fall. 

The “Vanity” and allied cases, this mastiff puppy case and 
the refusal of the Philadelphia Kennel Club to allow a judge 
to award equal firsts, are all illustrations of the assumption of 
diyine rights by show managers. I honestly believe that Mr. 
Elliot Smith believes he is acting for the best interests of dog 
interests, but he forgets that the exhibitor has a right to his 
view of the case. We get lots of ‘rot’ to the effect that the 
interests of breeders, exhibitors, and show clubs are so 
dependant on each other that show clubs cannot afford to be 
unjust to the exhibitor, The short aud easy answer to such 
“poppy cock” is, that if nobody did things that they could 
not afford to do, there would be precious few bankruptcies. 
Now as to Rule 17, Snooks is a manager of a show club, 

He is sure that his dog Mudlark is the best in the country, 
but he isafraid that some obstinate judge Pees eas that 
Tom Collins’s dog Buster is better; so Snooks gets his show set 
early in the season, gets Tom Collins to enter Buster, and by 
hook or crook gets Buster beaten, or in some other way, gets 
Tom mad. ‘Thomas, in the innocence of tistispicion writes to 
the papers, giving Snooks’s club Hail Columbia, or perhaps he 
tells the judge in the ring that he don’t know a Bullfoundland 
from a spointer; anyhow, Snooks gets Tom on the line, and 
with a refreshing and admirable regard for dog interests 
informs Thomas: ‘‘Mr. Collins, POR have miscondticted your- 
self in regard to our show, and we disqualify you.” Tom is 
disqualified at all the ring shows, and Snooks and Mudlark 
sweep the board, Now will any observer of dog show events 
for the last two years, say thab the foregoing is so very 
unlikely to happen? But some one says, ‘Oh, but the exhibitor 
can appeal to the executive committee.” Appeal to your 
sranny. By the time the executiye committee has acted on 
the appeal, the season will be over, and Snooks has gained all 
he wanted. Besides, what isthe use of appealing from one 
Philip (drunk or sober) to a dozen Philips, all in one boat. 
Or suppose some club has a spite against some exhibitor, how 
easy to disqualify him and so work its revenge. Iam told 
that a well known exhibitor had his entries refused at the 
non-sporting show, and the only visible grounds were personal 
feeling, and refysing entries and disqualifying are much akin. 

3 (Baden Baden—Daisy | suppose somebody will quote the similar rule of the Field 
Trials Association as a age I must confess that I know 
as little about field trials ag I do of Sanserit, but I notice that 
there is yery little squabbling over their results. Why,I 
know. not, but if it is because this rule makes a competitor 
afraid to “kick” then the effect is worse than any amount of 
squabbling. 

Pray, what has the new association done so far? Tt has 
promulgated the Westminster Kennel Club's premium list as 
the dog show law of America, set up this iniquitous dis- 
qualification rule, and added the silly “extra” champion 
class, that you, Mr. Hditor, ridiculed our club for trying in 
1883, Now that the English Kennel Club, after seeing the 
evil of so many ‘‘champions,” are considering how to restore 
to the title its lost significance, we make it worse by adding 
an “extra” variety to the list. Why not haye “extras,” 
‘Double X Xs,” ‘‘superfines,” and “superlatives” as a cure for 
“‘superfiuous” champions, ‘The fact is, the new association‘has 
already done more mischief to doggy interests by proving to 
the exhibitor that he has no rights that a show committee are 
bound to respect, and in all sobermess and deliberation I would 
Say to every exhibitor, that he will best subserye kennel 
interests by refusing to exhibit his dogs at any ring show, 
where the associated rules preyail. Great would be the fuss 
and vast would be the flood of wrangle in consequence, but 
the end will be well, Niagara would purity the foulest sewage. 

W. WADE, 
Huuton, Pa.,, Dee. 5, 1884. 

DOGS FOR FOREIGN SHOOTING, 

T HAS become a fashion of'late years for Englishmen to 
seek for sport as well as adventure in foreign climes, and 

even the soulinspiring pastime of fox hunting has been 
relinquished by veritable Nestors of the chase so as to get a 
season of chance shooting abroad, T should bar in this remark 
the tiger and elephant shooters of India and Ceylon, as after 
entering upon such exploits they never care about leaving 
them, and are utterly spoilt for shooting accompanied by less 
excitement, Such sportsmen are to be pitied when they 
return to England, as nothing satisfies them, Battues are 
tame, fox hunting unreal without a dangerous animal in front 
of them, and what we call rough shooting unworthy of the 
term in comparison with the jungle hunt. A little of it 
suffices yery well for a casual visitor, but a Gordon Cumming 
or a Baker would no more enjoy home sports again than 
sparrow shooting ina hedge. Tha bulk of foreign shooting, 
however, is quite comparable with our own, only it is often a 
bit wilder and rougher. South Africa, where all the bother is 
now with the Boers, has been a fine field of sport, and sports- 
men have enjoyed there a mixture of big game shooting and 
small. The Cape lion and various species of panther have 
been brought to camp, and deer and antelopes of the most 
varied kinds. I haye had it related to me of late though that 
the partridge and quail shooting in many parts of Cape land 
is splendid, and that to shoot them over dogs makes up about 
as glorious a day’s sport as can be imagined. My friend has 
made lots of experiments in the dog way, and has consulted 
me on the occasion of two expeditions within the last five 
years. He told me they wanted wide rangers, as it was all 
over plains of stunted jungle grass, the ground sometimes a 
bit rough, but for the most part tolerably level, so there was 
plenty of room to see a wide range, only they should have 
good noses and be staunch, so as not to lead their owner all 
oyer the place after false points, etc. I was impressed as 
usual, with my favorite Laveracks for the job, and he bought 
three that were nearly pure out of Champiou Flame, two got 
by one dog and one by another. Then, as as my friend made 
a point to go to all the shows, he picked up for himself at 
Birmingham for £10, her catalogue price, a five or six year old 
pointer bitch. I tried this animal for him, and she was a 
ootterer, very slow, and she found rather by her caution than 
er nese. To this one he added a good, well-bred young 

pointer, eighteen months old, nicely broken and a tine ranger. 
This made up a team of five, and they arrived at their destina- 
tion at King Williamstown just as their quail shooting was 
beginning. After a short time to recover the voyage they 
were put upon active service, bub two of the young setters 
that had been worked on grouse made avery poor hand of it 
and were of scarcely any use. The setter bitch and the 
young pointer dog went in for their new work in splendid 
form, but before many weeks both took jaundice—very 
virulent in that country—and died in afew hours. The same 
thing happened to one of the other setters, and the other was 
given away as a house dog, while the old pointer bitch, 
although of no great use in the field, was never sick nor sorry 
through the hottest summer, and an old imported pointer dog 
being in the same quarter, they were bred together, and the 
result was a fine litter of puppies, whicn had lived, and were 
being broken the last time I heard from the Cape. My friend’s 
experience in this, his first yenture of dog importing to the 
Cape, was that dogs under three years old were sure to die 
from the climate, but those over that age will stand it very 
well; and that there is a fair chance of dogs that are born in 
the colony becoming habituated to the country. He also came 
to the conclusion, from the old pointer bitch doing so well, 
that pointers are much more suitable for the Cape than 
setters, though he was quite convinced that wide rangers and 
not anything like potterers are the genuine articles for the 
affair, On coming to England after another two years he 
consulted me again about the chance of getting a pretty good 
field trial pointer over three years old and not at too expensive 
a figure, considering the risk. Seyeral were thought of, but 
the prices asked were too heayy, and most of those at 
Aldridge’s went for more money than he was ielined to give. 
Sir Thomas Lennard’s Tramp was sent up in a draft, and was 
bought by a gentleman for 54 guineas. The new owner 
appeared to be somewhat of an invalid, and hardly the sort 
to do much tramping after Tramp; so it did not surprise me 
to see the dog advertised a month afterward, as the owner 
had no further requirement for him. limmediately made a 
cutting of this notice, and sent it to my Cape friend, and no 
sooner had it reached his hotel than he whipped off to Huston, 
and took train for the address given. On arriyal the gardener 
was charmed to see him, as Tramp had Shoe two very 
pretty flower-beds that morning, and, to make a quick deal 
of it, £15 was offered, and accepted by telegram that evening. 
This is more than twelve months ago, and the latest news is 
that Tramp stands the climate splendidly, went all through a 
geason’s shooting, and is looked upon by all sportsmen of the 
uarter as a long way the best pointer ever brought to the 
ape, This proves what I have always said about field trial 

dogs. They are always the best in actual field merits, or they 
would not have had expensive entries paid on their accounts 
for field trials, As a rule, though, they are a bit expensive 
for foreign travel, though lucky is the man who can get them 
and for any one going abroad for shooting it may be a 
suggestion, that nothing could beat a well-bred, highly broken 
brace of pointers, that haye been thoroughly seasoned by 
three or four years over them, so as to be likely to stand 
climate. is ‘ 
Thave had good accounts given me of Irish setters oceasion- 

ally for foreign work. A little wiry setter bitch of this breed 
that would have been passed over at any show for want of 
size did splendidly in South Africa for several seasons; and 
another of the same type 1 had a good account of from 
Mexico. Sportsmen, however, do not always go quite as far 
for their expeditions in search of arnusement, and there are 
-some novel and still almost undiscovered districts im the 
Buropean half of the world well worth the investigation of 
voyagers. An old sportsman now dead was sent toa place 
on the Hungarian frontier of Austria, with some racing stock, 
and his account of the sort of sport to be had there was enough 
to make any one’s mouth water, “What sorb of dogs,” T 

ngyuired, “would one want to explore the region?” ‘‘Well,” 
was the reply, “I should want all sorts, I should want those 
wire-haired terriers, as there is any amount of fun for them, 
and I should want five or six couple of steady old foxhounds,. 
beagles, and spaniels, for miles of thielk cover; and a brace of 
real good setters that would both retrieve and work low cover 
as well as on the plains.” Plenty of foxes, badgers, marten 
cats, polecats, wild boar, roe deer, hares, and pheasants were 
only waiting to be routed wp by a voyaging sportsman, and 
the old man who detailed it to me started in his chair, and 
with a pretty big oath, yowed he'd live there if he were only 
twenty years younger, This wild forest shooting has wonder- 
ful charms, as I can testify to; and if one can find an un- 
preserved or only partially preserved range to explore, with 
the dogs of one’s choice, it is a happy hunting ground, indeed, 
as the stillness is charming, and to fancy that animated 
nature in all its wildness lives here, the greater to prey on the 
lesser, just as more civilized beings do, adds an enchantment 
to the idea of finding such animals in our own way hardly 
sufficiently described in the word sport,—Leatherhead, in 
Kennel Gazette, ; 

THEY MET AGAIN.—A rare instance of canine intelligence 
and memory was observed on South Orange avenue on Tues- 
day. Afarmer named Struble came to Newark from some- 
where in Sussex county with a wagon load of turkeys, and 
while his team was standing in front of a grocery store an old 
hound ran up and began to lavish most extravagant marks of 
affection upon the horses. 
chains and licked their noses and cheeks, jumped around like 
a young puppy, and finally sat on his haunches in front of the 
wagon and bayed loud and long. The horses also manifested 
affection for the dog and held their heads down to him. When 
the dog gave tongue, the farmer, who was then in the store, 
picked his ears up and started for the door. He instantly 
recognized the dog as an old foxhound which was stolen from 
him in this city two years ago. The recognition was mutual, 
and when the farmer called the dog by name he showed his 
great pleasure by wagging his tail and whinine,—Newarks Call, 

ONE OF MANY.—Lynchburg, Va., Dee. 2.—dvtor Forest 
and Stream; Please allow me to congratulate you on the full, 
interesting and able way in which the High Point trials were 
reported in your paper. Such matter cannot but make the 
FOREST AND STREAM hecessary as well as interesting, Although 
J. am not an exhibitor of dogs, I still appreciate the fact that 
the gentleman, whoever he is, that reported the trials knew 
what he was about, and appreciated difficulties and differences 
that most men would overlook.—BEDRORD. 

LARGE BHAGLE LITTHR,—My beagle bitch Katie 
whelped on Noy. 28, 1884, by A. C. Krueger’s imported Banner- 
man, eight pups, which I consider without precedent, They 
are evenly and handsomely marked, all strong and healthy, 
both bitch and whelps doing well. If any breeder can dupli- 
cate or excel this, would be pleased to hear from him,— 
BUCKEYE (Pittsburgh,{Pa.). 

A. K. K,—Volume III. will begin with the January number. 
The subscription price is $1.50 per annum, and all subserip- 
tions must be paid invariably in advance, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

fs" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondéuts. 

Ciinestone®, Haverhill, Mass—aA setter bitch, one year of age, 
has a dry, hot nose, runs at the eyes, roaches her back, and is con- 
tinually biting her tail. Whatis the trouble with her, and how should 
she be treated? Ans. Please pive more détails. 
eats, sleeps, and condition of bowels. 
sages. 

Macau, Philadelphia, Pa.So far as can be gathered from youp 
description, it appears that your dogs haye had distemper in mild 
form, and are now recovering. The twitchmg may puss away in 
time. Look after the dogs’ general health, give strengthening food, 
and disinfect kennel by burning sulphur in it. 

Surrey Keynes, Hilicott City, Md.-t havea pointer biteh whieh 
will not come in coat or get fat. She has good appetite, eyes good, 
health good, hunts untiringly, but keeps in poor coat and thin; also 
bites her feetand legs continually, Has no sign of mange. Have 
dosed for worms, but see no sign. Fayor me with your adyice. Ans, 
Try Fowler's solution of arsenic, beginning with five drops night and 
morning in food. Do not feed on raw meat except when working. 

M., Philadelphia.—What rules and regulations should be adopted 
in quarantine of a dog just over the distemperand taken to anew 
kennel where there are young dogs neyer haying had distemper? 
When can it be truly said there is no longer any danger of contami- 
nation or contagion from distemper, and it be safe to take a dog just 
over distemper and put with other dogs at this season of the year, 
Ans, Keep dog quarantined until one week has elapsed after the dis- 
charge from eyes and nose has entively ceased, Wash him with car- 
bolic soap, taking care in the operation he doesnot take cold: and 
thoroughly disinfect kennel. 

H. J, 0., Laconia, N. H.—1, 1 have a bound pup aged twenty-one 
months, which was all right until last July, when he had the ¢lis- 
temper, but not very hard. Idoctored him the best I could, and he 
got oyerit without losing much flesh, and to all appearances was as 
well as ever, except that he was partly blind, or rather a part of tha 
time he could see, and then again he wouldrun against a lop or tree. 
He seems to be blind by short spells. 1 5 
what can I do for his eyes? 2. I have a nice beagle pup four months 

Look for worms in the pas- 

old, that when you are néar him he seems to rattle in histhroatashe © 
breathes, what can I do for that? Ans, Your dog is suffering from 
amaurosis, or blindness which comes and goes. 

1 

He jumped up against the pole- * 

me 

Tell us how she | 

Now, what shallI give him or 

Itis caused by some * 
temporary brain trouble, Get an ounce of the tincture of nux vomica — 
and five the dog ten drops daily in his food, 2. Get two ounces of the 
balsam of tolu, and 2lve your beazle pup a teaspoonful morning, noon 
and night, until the trouble disappears, 

R, L. K., New York,—Having been training my pup, ila Hammond, 
some two months, 1] am yéery desirous of finding what he would 
recommend in this case, When stilla very small pup tvo weeks old, 
I thoughtlessly allowed the servant to feed her some meat; either 
from this or subsequent over feeding, she shows all the symptoms of 
canker in the ear. I was at first alarmed, and then procured some 
nitrate of silyer solution twenty grains to ounce water, advised by 2 
neighbor, andsyringed the ears morning and night for a week, then 
once a day for another week. Nowshs sometimes scratches at the 
bases of her ears, but without any of the symptoms of pain she 
evinced at first, and has scratched all the hair from the bases of the 
ears. What canidoto help the hair grow, and what treatinent 
should I continue (if any) in regard tothecanker? Would you advise 
the bromo chloralline and laudsnum treatment or shall I let her gor 
T feed almost wholly on bread and milk diet, that is, hominy, farina, 
corn and the like, with a little soup and such once ina while, Ans, 
See treatment recommended in answer to “W. H. 8.**_ Get some blue 
ointment (Uny. hydregyn) and rub it in over the hairless spots, hav— 
ing firsb cleansed with warm water and soap. Do this night and 
morning. 
OLEATES,— Hditor Forest and Stream; Haying killed the lice, de- 

stroyed the parasitoid diseases, and, healed the sores, we now wish 
to make the hair grow again. And again the oleates, which have so 
recently been introduced to the medical profession, and proving 
themselves to be the most effectual means for treatment of a variely 
of diseases, 1am pleased to call your attention to, im conjunction, 
however, this time with another agent, The oleate of mercury with 
‘the oil of ergot will almost make hair grow on the palm of your hand. 
Oleate of mercury i to 2 parts, oil of ergot to 8 parts, mixed thor- 
oughly and applied has proven most efficacious in my hands in pro- 
moting the growth of hair, remoying the harsh and_ dry look, giving 
brightness and lustre to the new growth. Let me add that the anove 
application will be found equally as beneficial in the loss of hair of 
the human head as of the caniné parasitic diseases.—Sans Souci Ken- 
NELS. [The oleates ure now quite extensively used in the treatment 
of the parasitic skin troubles, and also in subacute and chronic in- 
flayamations of the skin. They consist of the combination of oleic 
acid and the oxides of zinc, mercury and. lead. Probably the oim!- 
ments of these drugs, as the zine oxide, lead iodide or the familiar 
hine ointment are just as effective. The oleates of mercury should 
not be of greater strength than 6 to 10 per cent, A salve made of 
vaseline or cosmoline and carbolic acid isamost excellent remedy, 
The strength should not exceed twoor three.grains to the ounce. 

‘The parts should always be first shaved and thoroughly cleanset 



with warm water and eastile soap. Whe ‘oil of ergot” is non-offici- 
nal, It probably has no further action on the skin than that derived 
‘through its astringent properties. The oleat of mercury and all 
preparalions of mereury have a selective action on glandular Stic: 
tures and so on the glands of the skin. Of moderate strength (6 to 10 
per cent.) the oleate is an excellent external application. Used. 
stronger than this itis absorbed sufficiently to produce symptoms of 
poisoning, early indicated by enlargement of the salivary glands, 
sore gums, salivyation and fetid breath. In the parasitic skin dis- 
eases and in most of the non-parasitic skin affections the hair follicles 
are not eevee and witli proper care as to cleanliness will send 
out the hairs themselves. The external applications are merely ad- 
viyants to a natural process. | * 
Wim, H.8., Carson City, Nevada.—tI desire information throngh 

the correspondents column of your paper. The caseis as follows: 
Town, a thoroughbred setter dog, aged nine months. This dog 
has not been trained to any extent worth reporting, has not been 
accustomed to enter the water, has been brought up on milk, bread, 
oatmeal and very little boiled meat. For two months last past, he 
has been troupled with irritation in one ear, causing an incessant 
stratcbing with the hindlez. An unpleasant odor comes from the 
ear. Some callit canker. Ihave used a wash of sugar of lead and 
carbolic acid, alternating with choride of lime, syringing the same 
out at night with warm castile soap and water. This treatment I 
coutinued for six weeks. The cracks in the ear have healed and it 
looks pale, white and clean, the redness haying disappeared, but the 
adorremains, Please state through your columns a remedy for this 
trouble. Ans, Your treatment of the ears is good, Better than this, 
however, isa wash asfollows: Monsell’s solution of 1ron. 2. ounces; of 
glycerine, 2drams. Apply with ear sponge night and morning after 
cleansing the part with warm water and castile soap. 

New Process Doc Biscurt,—''l have tried the New Process Dog 
Biscuits and find them very satisfactory. They do not disorder the 
stomach or cause scours. I have great pleasure in recommending 
them as a yery superior dog food.”’—Dr. Francis Briper, State 
Veterinary Surgeon of Pennsylvania. Hundreds of other testimoni- 
als from veterinary surgeons and breeders equally as strong as above. 
Phe New Process Meat Bisenits are made by an entirely new formula, 
and contain ingredients found inno other brand. The most delicate 
dogs eat them with relish. No starving down needed. A trial box 
of 50 1bs. sent prepaid for $5. Liberal discount to the trade.—Adv. 

Worms my Dogs.—One dose acure. ‘‘Scalford, near Melton Mow- 
bray; Jan, 7, 1872. Keeping as I do so many valuable mastiffis—prob- 
ably as many as any breeder in England—I have used Naldire’s 
Powders, and consider them an effectual, speedy, and safe remedy 
for dogs, W. B. Wynn.” Naldire’s Worm .Powders, the great British 
remedy, are sold by McKesson & Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York. 
Priee $1. Manufacturers: Wright & Holdsworth, 3 Spur street, Lon- 
don, England—Adv. 

Aifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

NEW YORK vs. BRIDGEPORT.—Dec. 4.—A match was shot at 
Bridgeport yesterday between tearas of five from the Bridgeport 
Rifle Ginb anil the New York Rifle Club, The original arrangement 
coutemplated a tean of eight men and two reserves, Our ten men 
had faithfully promised to be on hand, but as only five of them ap- 
peared the teams were necessarily limited to that number. The 
Goudilions of the match were: 15 shots per man, 200vds, off-hand, 
Massachusetts target; possible 180. There was a very annoying wind 
from § to 10 o'clock, which rendered close holding difficult. Most of 
the Bridgedort boys put up very creditable scores under the circum- 
stances, - 

Bridgeport. New York. 
bitobard yee kseecey ecu. 153 Dian ess coe co clasps ».-..140 
Beardsley... .,-<---+2+.4<: 153 TOG esa aaa oe whee poe 139 
Ws Wetl che See Oe eed A 148 Wet e socytcte ews ap ais 184 
Nothnagie..-....,.,.-- 1. 135 Herbert.... ... ites Se ners 181 
Origer. 0 42. . Eee ei-— p10) ove Innes nee a, ad 131—675 
While disclaiming any. intention of disparaging the signal victor 

After the match and the departure of the New York club, the home 
elub shot a feam match of four under the captainey of Messrs, Noth- 
nagle and Beardsley. The large score of Mr, Hubbard was the 
feature of the match, The score is eiven below: 

10 shots, Oras. 
MVOHOTIARIC, oo... ne -k,-- akan est 7 611 91710 611 10 11— 92 
MiRetTeen pescltrtbisass|e ssn tii x bat 1010 910 9 910 11 11 11—100 
TET Ens Ay 4 ORNs 4c aN ..8 9121010 6101010 8— 93 

MBBS GL SE la sote foley [ola lc ore (oteie ein jomie ei REA 710 9101010 6 72 10 11— 95—380 
PIGULCStSV peae «lee tec injan ene » 910 8 51010 711 9 10— 89 
iubpeatieu teen e ey) ews pon 11 41 10 11 11 41 72 11:11 «12—111 
LEGS 5 1545 54S BUS SSA Re pores ti 012 410 8 610 9 10— 79 
BURR ee es brs weve 0 9 & 9 9 Gail § 8 9 ~b8 —367 

MILTON, Mass.—At a regular meeting of the Berdan Rifle Associa- 
tion, Dec, 4, the award of prizes in the fall series of matches, shot at 
Kellevue Park Range, North Quincy, were as follows: Berdan trophy 
cup to M, A. Kine, 200yds. olf-hand, to be held until the first regular 
field day in October, 1885, when the cup will be again competed for, 
If won three consecutive times the winter of the same shali hold it 
as his own. If is gold lined, and supported by four crossed rifles, or- 
lamented with deer heads, quail. hounds, ete. The range is supplied 
With a fine shooting house, targets, and black dials, which indicate 
the value of each shot, A telephone is soon to be used in connection 
with the house and targets, making one of the best equipped ranges 
in the country: 

Berdan Trophy Cup. 
MA Kings. ....... + ---80 39 82-92 J Smith. .........:2.. 30 28 28—86 
GW Hlmore..........30 24 31-90 J Bunton.. , 25 27 27—79 
DB Ernst... 30 29 29-88 HA King... -.-.-nb 88 24—78 
Williams.) 220: 21) 20 28-86 W Godfrey ...... ... 23 22 25—70 

Special handicap prize match, five valuable prizes: 
MA King...,.... A2 24 22 2240-90 J Bunton........ 21 20 21 2144—87 
DS Ernst.....,.21 28 22 28310=99 HA King........19 20 20 22-4 =85 
J Williams...... 2] 21 29 4 =88 CW Elmore..... 21 21 21 21+0=—84 
N Godfrey. -.... 20 21 21 2+4=87 TSmith.......... 21 20 22 201 0—K3 

CANNELURED, 

Rest Match. 
MUTE CLG gue SUN OOD Tn OU et aleis ce ens 1010 81010 910 1 10 10—96 

ASE S 0) (71 Saas a Serr isatats ,-.. 910 § 10 10 10 10 10 10 10—93 
CS LIL Gye 10S oa ee aye Pee eee ewe 1010 910 9 8101010 8—94 
PR IPEABES Osis ed Ean cee ne aks a8 Sth 7 8101010 819 9 9 7—8K 
Bret sents 22g ee 910 8 81010 8 ¥ 7 6—8 

Victory Match. 4 
Ber heed oe jae Sesueoeee el) So b 8 of B10 ep ye 
ROShinoe en eet as BC Be? OO Bod (Ge CED 
eu) Pease... ..-:- Pyewa ff sell ao 0 6 b b fo72 
1 Practice Match, 
J Francis 55455 5 5 4 5 4-47 

ae ht o44 a4 44 5 4-48 
Albert Miller... _.. Oe eens eae 5545 53 44 4 4-48 
ae rt ON er so feet (enpete ets se tet 4 Fed 4 84 5 B40. 

| Creedmoor Prize Match. 
W--Ghartes, 11.0 -..-:: Mae AP RE RGS Ee 5565 5 & 4 5 5 549 
“EB Souther..._....... fecthaeec ties Ea ete ee oe be 4 4G 
PHASED An eels: a2ai su vevate nen ss: 4555445 5 5 4-45 
[EDR CIP prey Aker ep ype eornr neem 54545 4 4 4 5 4-45 
Bi) BE Baek., 5,22 22-42-25. he a 4444546 56 4 4-48 

PORTLAND, Me.. Noy. 2_—The shooting match between company 
teains from the Portland Mechanie Blues and the Biddeford Light 
infantry took place at the Deering range this afternoon, Following 
‘8 the score, distance 2U0yds,: > 

Portland Team. Biddeford Team. 
SePes 4444319 Sergt John Akley....54448—20 

md nets 4831317 Serst A Kimball ....4344—19 
sere B4434—18 Priy Chas Brown... ..43534—18 

he Shs 83843—-16 — Priv Miles Wyman, ..34833—i5 
iy EY alley... .. 32343—16—S5 Priv W G Parker..... 04045—13—85 
The tie was shot off by Sergt, Marsh of the Blues and Sergt. Akley 
f the Infantry, Score 19 to 17 in fayor of the Portland team, : 

NEW BEDFORD, Mass., Dec. 2.—At Riverside Range this afternoon 
4 number of the City Guards participated in a tifle shoot. <A strong 
wind was blowing. The scores, out of a possible 50, follow; 
Corp Barnum,... ..-.- 44444 4445 343Bdd—B8 9-444 Ad 4 37 
Privy Jordan, -....-=: 248343444435 3800324444 27 5459324443887 
Priv Nelson ..-.,,-)2:-).--.).:.----.--- 282444435536 4238234435833 
Priv Hutchins..-., 222,25 Fry tyeeron te 320333533429 §540343342—33 

The first prize, won hy Corporal Barnum, is a very exquisitely 
wrought sold medal, appropriately inscribed. 
MANCHESTER, N. H., Dec. 6.—Half a dozen local riflemen put in 

an hour and a half to two hours’ practice at the West Manchester 
range this afternoon, and did very fair service. Mr. Dodge excelled, 
and out of twenty-seven shots made eighteen bullseyes. The ap- 
pended summary shows the work accomplished, all at 200yds.: 

Creedmoor Target, Practice Match. . 
Rs WoyCh 42) soe dl ee ee 4445445 —30 HE James,... -..,,--,++- 4344433 —25 
BH JSEMeS: 4.2 4442533 —25 

Creedmoor Target, Match B, 
Three cards, seven shots each, possible 105. 

W BE Killey....-.,..,28 29 29-86 J Hodge............, 27 29 ..—5b 
J Lawrence ........ 29 29 ..—58 AB Dodge......-... aoe —33 

Creedmoor Target, Match C. 
Three cards, 10 shots each, possible 150, 

FJ Drake... ..-42 42 44—128 A BDodge......... 
Dubind eG. lw een 40 41 41—122 J Lawrence 43 

NEWARK, N. J.—The well-know rifie shot Louis Pahls, of the 
Essex Clnb, died on Wednesday, Dec. 3, at his home in Belmont 
avenue. He stood high, not only in the estimation of his club, but 
with all who knew him, and the Association loses a yaluable member. 
Mr. Pahis’ shooting qualities were seldom excelled, he being the 
youngest shot in the club, only twenty-two years of age, and had at- 
tained the highest average from year to year in clup shooting. The 
peers Rifle Club met on Friday evening last and adopted appropriate 
resolutions. 

THE TRAP, 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only, 

THE BEST GUN FOR CLAY-PIGEONS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
F. Li, Chamberlam, the inventor of the Chamberlain Cartridge 

Loader writes: ‘‘I prefer a full choked (both barrels) 10-gauge, one 
pound of gun to each fifteen pounds of shooter, 30to 82 barrel. I 
think the shooter should use a gun of Jess drop for clay-pigeon 
shooting than for field or boat work.” 
H, W. Eager, of Marlboro, Mass,, writes: ‘‘In regard to my views 

of clay-pigeon gun. I say 10-zauge without any question, 32-in, barrel, 
and my idea is 34in.; Ihave ordered one to be 34 sure and longer if 
they can getit. My reason is that you can hold a long gun ona small 
object like a ‘“‘clay’’ better than a short one. In regard to the choke 
I would like one barrel just as close as it can be made, the other just 
a little more open; because in double shooting one can’t take too 
much time on the first pigeon, and a larger patiern helps one a great 
deal sometimes, but the poorer the shooter the closer he wants his 
gun to shoot,asarule. You know enough about trap-shooting to 
know that a gun thatis a very, very close shooter, must be handled 
by one who has had much practice in the art, andja medium chokeis 
much better fora young shooter. As to weight, 1 think many make 
a mistake in buying light guns for trap-shooting. I like from 10 to 11 
pounds, because & person in shooting is very apt to be a little nervous, 
and with a heayy gun in your hands, 1 know it steadiesme, and the 
gun I can shoot best I call the best gun.” 
“Anonymous,” of New Orleans, writes as follows: ‘“‘As regards 

best gun for clay-pigeon shooting, I think 10-bore gun, weight nine to 
ten pounds (nine pounds preferred); both barrels bored alike, heayy 
choke, length, 30 to 32in. The gun Luse for clay-pigeons isa $125 gun, 
10-gauge, nine pounds two ounces, length, 32ins.; patterns, 652 right 
barrel, 640 left barrel, at 40yds. S0in. circle, using five drams powder, 
one and one-quarter ounces No.9 shot. Now, when this gun hits a 
clay-pigeon with No.8 chilled shot it is sent into atoms. Another 
great point to be observed is the manner and regularity of loading 
shells. Ifa man wants to do good shooting, or expects to do good 
shooting, he must load his gun with proper charge, lf he wants to 
do regular shooting he should use one charge, and be sure his shells 
all have ene even and exact load. I believe if he loads four drams 
and then five drams powder he will find the charges yary in pattern 
and penetration; if they vary in this manner they will necessarily 
notice it, A great many condemn a gun, my firm belief is, that it is 
either the man or the irregularity of the shell loading. Wor I have 
seen the worst guns made make the best scores when handled by a 
good shot. Jam not partialto any gun or any make of gun, I believe 
them all good if a man knows how to use them, I often heara man 
damn his gun on the charge because shot hit the pigeon and did not 
breakit, This Thave seen often. Why? One man you find shooting 
two and one-half drams powder three-quarter ounce shot, ons wad 
over powder, He expects to break a pigeon. Another happened not 
to center his sight well; the outside shot happened to graze the target 
and not break it, ‘Its the d—d gun don*t shoot close enough,’ says 
he. Lhaye found out that when they did geta gim that shot close 
enough, they could not bit a flock of barns.” 

NORTH SIDE GUN CLUB.—Regular monthly match for club medal, 
Woodside, Long Island, Dec. 3; Barlow 27yds., others 25yds.: 
RALIOW soe soe ek acy Sal's 11111—F ~Stokey.... ....... doapcted 1110110—5 
Krumbeak.: ..,,,.-...,1001101—4 HEberhardt............ _. .0110101—4 
Manning ....,,-. .-,....1000100—2 Grau........... - 
Dp hranze os eset at 0010101—8 Lyons..... ; 
Tapken .. .:-. beaeyahbers 1100111—5 Helmken......... Ls 
Duryea syaies3s.cbateas AMOI —5 Kroger. ..:21.2..2....2., 
Saunders _.....-:.--..-., 100,11—5 

Tie at three birds—Barlow, 29yds.. 1; Kroger, 27yds., 2. 

HARTFORD, Conn., Dec. 8.—Thursday afternoon clay-pigeons 
were broken by two gun clubs, the Spencer men being the guests of 
the home sbots. The Colt club’s weekly practice is attracting young 
men to the science of shooting on the wing. The scores were: 

Spencer Club. 
Mr Folsom. .... 11110111111111114 Mr Bull.......... 111100010111010—9 
Mr Miner....... 111111111101110—13 Mr Huntoon.. .. .110001110000010—6 
Mr Spencer... 100111101111001—10 

Qolt Club. 
EC Howe.,...- 011111111011101—12 
W Johnson...-,111111110111010—12 
A C Collins,.... 111101110111011—12 

fi J Church.,... 101000101 001011—7 
H Andrus, ......010100011110110—7 
A MeMullen,, . ,100000110011101—7 

George Best... ..111011101111001—11 J Gook.. ....... 000101001000011—5 
M Cook........5 111001110011100— 9 CH Smith, Jr... .011100011000000—5 
HM Jacobs... 110001110100111— 9 J White.. «= .100000100101000—4 
8 F Golt.... ..,000101111101101— 9 JP James...... 000000100001010—3 
F Green........ 001100111110001— 8 

MALDEN GUN CLUB.—Saturday afternoon, Dec. 6, witnessed 
some fine shooting at Wellington. Buffum challenged Pratt for the 
gold medal but did not capture it. The other events: 

i. we pigeons—Pratt first, Purington and Loring second. Snow 
irda, 

2. Hive pigeons—Snow and Loring first, DeRochmont and Ward- 
well second, ‘ 

3. Five pigeons, five traps—DeRochmont first, Wardwell second, 
Adams third, 

4, Three pair—Eyans and Shumway first, Nichols and DeRoch- 
mont second, Suow and Scott third. : 

5, Five pigeons—Pratt and Nichols first, Adatas and Snow second. 
6, Five pigeons—Snow first, Adams second. 

Pod cogs pigeons—Loring first, DeRochmont and Evans second, Snow 
ind. 
§. Five pigeons. five traps—Nichols and Evans first, Adams and 

DeRochmont seeond, Scott third. 
. 9. Three pair—Adams and Hyans first, Nichols and DeRochmont 
second, Scottethird. 
Pet Ten birds—DeRochmont first, Pratt second, Loring and Adams 

ivd. 
HARTFORD, Conn., Nov. 29.—The Colt Gun Club did but little 

shooting to-day, and even that poor, because of high winds, Six men, 
however, scored as follows: 
George Best. -. .101101011100101—9 J Gook,......... 000001001011010—5 
J J Peard,....... 111000000100011—4 HH Andrus_,,.... 010001000111 000—5 
EC Howe....... 001001000111000—5 EH Green.... -... 010000010101000—4 

_ NEW _DORP,§.1.—The second pigeon match between the Wash- 
ington Heights and Algonquin Gun Clubs took place at New Dorp, 
5. L., and resulted in a victory for the Washington Heirhts Club, who 
beat their opponents by 9 birds. Mr, Disbrow, of the victorious team, 
won the gold badge, killing 9 out of 10 birds, 

GUNS FOR CLAYS.—Hditor Forest and Stream: “C. M. 8.” is in 
favor of light guns and limiting the amount of powder. I don’t 
think the weiglit of the gun nor the amount of powder does the kill- 
ing, Limit the amount of shot, say to as smalla quantity as the 12- 
bores want, and then let a man shoot a gun of any weight or gauge. 
Tvannot see where the 12-gauge guns have the least chance to grum- 
ble, if the amount of shotis limited, I would as soon have an oppon- 
entin a match with a4 oré-bore as with alzif quantity of shotis 
limited anywhere from loz, to 13g, as the small-bore will shoot the 

best with that amount of shot. Let them use as big bore and heavy 
guns as they want and as much powder, but limit the shot.—HAmMER - 
LESS. 

NEW ENGLAND SHOOT.—The fact that the badge of the New 
England Trap Shooters’ Association was to be shot for at Walnut 
Hill on the 3d, combined with the splendid weather condition, caused 
alarge turnout of shooters, as well as interested friends, at the 
range. The badge was won by H. W. Eager, of the Worcester Asso- 
ciation, after a sharp and interesting contest. Following the badge 
match several team matches were shot as well as several sweepstalke 
matches, The winner of the challenge badge desires that no chal- 
lenges be sent to him to shoot fox the:badge until after Dec. 12, as his 
business is such that it would imconvenience him to accept. The 
records of the day are appended: 7 

First event (5 clay birds)—Dickey first, Adams, Bartlett, Webber 
and Nichols divided second, De Rochemonit third. 
Second event (7 clay birds)}—Stanton and Davis first, Bartlett and 

Allen divided second, De Rochemont and Evans divided third, 
Third eyent (3 pairs clay birds)—De Rochemont and Allen first, 

Dickey second, Webber and Nichols divided third. 
Fourth event (7 birds)—Dickey and Field first, DeRochemont sec- 

ond, Gray, Cooper, Holden and Cutting divided third, Webber and 
Tidsbury divided fourth. 

Fifth event (7 clay-birds)—Eager, Tidsbury and Allen first, Davis, 
Webber and Dickey divided second, Holden and Stanton divided 
third, DeRochemont fourth. ; 

Sixth event (3 pairs clay-birds)—Holden and Gilman first, Dickey, 
Gray and Davis divided second, Bartlett third, Cooper fourth. 
Seventh event (challenge match): 

H W Hager.. .... V4040000901110911191100111111111111101111011110110—45 
O'R Dickey:....,-. 1441011111414110 1111100111111119110111111411111010—44 
C H Gerrish....., 14411111011011100111111111101011111111111011011011—41 

i .01111110101107111111101011101011110111111100001101—36 
EW Law.....:.:. 14111111111010011110110111001011101100111100001100 —a3 
Highth event (10 single birds)—Cooper first, Hager second, Tidsbury, 

Holden and Lewis divided third, Field fourth. 
Ninth event (3 pars clay-birds)—DeRochemont and Gilman divided 

first, Bartlett, Cooper and Tidsbury divided second, Brown and 
Knowles divided third, Davis and Snow divided fourth. 
Tenth event (team match): 

Massachusetts First Team. 
Five 

Ten Three stright- 
pt BAUS WET 

Malden Team. 
ive 

Ten Three straight- 
singles. ae ae 

Dickey ........ Adams.,...... 
De Rochemont 9 6 5 Robinson..... 6 5 3 
Tidsbury ...... 0 5 3 Nichols....... 7 3 4 

24 17 13—56 1% 12 12—4] 
Worcester First Team. Independent Team. 

Hager ........ 9 5 3 TRA ie ds, Ww 
Davis... ...-. 8 E 5 Williams... .. 6 3 3 
Webber ....,. vi 4 3 HOM sees 5 4 

24 12 18—49 1 13 [39 
Broekton Team. Lowell First Team, 

Bartlettf...... vi 5 4 Bates......... 6 2 
Allen......... 9 3 4 Hrost......... 6 5 3 
Wilbur ....... 8 4 5 Knowles...... 8 4 0 

Q4 il 13—48 13 5—A8 
Exeter Team Massachusetts Second Teant. 

Gerrish....,... 7 4 5 Stanton,....... ) 3 3 
Cooper... ...: lo 5 5 Onrbig se 5 5 4 
Starks oy faves: 6 2 4 Lewis........,. 8 3 1 

Pa) 11 14—48 10 8—3T 
Worcester Second Team. Lowell Second Team. 

Holden........ 8 B 5 Faulkner,..... 6 4 1 
Gilman........ 7 6 3 Hartford...,.. 6 4 3 
Field. 2342332 <. q 3 3 Derby: /..5. 2 5 3 

22 12 11—45 18 (—34 
Narragansett Team. Middlesex Team. 

Tinker, J:: 222i: vi 4 4 STON fe ieee B é 2 
GEG). eee eae 9 4 1 Gore..... 3 4 4 
Browne, ): 34). 5 4 4 Schaeffer...... 3 6 Ww 

21 12 9—42 12 13 6—31 
Eleventh event (five single birds)—Adams, Gerrish, DeRochmont 

and Dickey diyided first, Stark and Gore divided second, Derby, Field 
and Stanton divided third, Bates and Snow divided fourth. 
Twelfth event (three pairs clay-birds)—DeRochmont, Eager and 

Cooper divided first, Gerrish, Sawyer and Stark divided second, Tids- 
bury third, Adams fourth, 

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 2.—The annual shoot of the O’Neal Gun 
Club of Stockton was held at Hank Mount’s place on Thanksgiving 
Day. The first match was made at 12 birds. 30yds, rise, Hurlingham 
rules, from ground traps. Entrance $5, and money divided into four 
purses. This shoot also included the club shoot for the medal, the 
first 10 birds counting. The scores were as follows; 
LI Huntley... ....110111011111—10 Tpimeti ss os. 11011011 w— 6 
C J Haas.... . .111111311111—_12_ BF, J Leffler...... -111111111100—10 
Cab RICHES 2, oir cit} 1100 withdn— 2 AH Meyers.......111011111111—11 - 
CA Merrill, ..,...110111111111—11 WN Lastreto...... 111111101011—11 
Frank Post........ 1111111111 —i0 Frank Smith...... 11100 wthdn— 3 
William Burnett...0101111111 —8 JS Dansam....... 110100 wdn— 3 
Fred Post.......... 01101011 w— 5 C Hohenshell..... 0000110 wdn— 2 
H Hohenshell..... 1101111110w— § HH Moore........ 11111011 — 7% 
Another match was made between seven of the ‘cracks,’ to shoot 

at 12 birds, 2lyds. rise, plunge traps, under State Sportsman Associa- 
tion rules, $5 entrance. The scores were as follows: C.J. Haas 10, 
C. E. Rich 11, FP. N. Lastredo 11, A. £, Meyer 11, F, J. Leiner 11, L, 'T. 
Huntley 10, D. A. Merrell 11, The four who took eleven birds each 
divided the pot. 

Hachting. 
A STEAM YACHT 

ON 
IN A GALE ON LAKE 
TARIO. 

4 iis cross Ontario on a summer night is one thing, but in an October 
gale itis avery different matter, as all on board the Ruth, a 

staunch little schooner-rigged steam yacht, 79ft. long, belonging to 
the Oswego Y. C,, realized on a stormy night last fall, At 2A, M. the 
Ruth steamed out into the darkness, against a heayy swell roiling in 
across the lake, A turn or two on deck to make sure that our sea 
legs were all right, and then we were glad to seek shelter in the cabin. 
There was no wind for some time, and the dead calm became oppres- 
sive. Finally the wind came from S. W. nearly astern, gaining in 
strength, until a thousand demons seemed to haye hold of the little 
boat, ratuling the rigging, howling and shrieking, and pulling and 
pushing at the hull, until it seemed as though they would turn her 
completely over. One blow on the port quarter heavier than the pre- 
ceding ones, threw jall to leeward except the master, who, held in 
his berth by a door hooked open, gazed gleefully on the boatswain at 
full length im a corner, the owner of the Katie Gray with the contents 
of an ice pitcher in his face, prone on” the floor beneath the “Attor- 
ney,’ while the first officer, opening his stateroom door, looked 
blandly out, and asked whether anything was the matter. The gale 
still Increased, the barometer going down like the hand on a clock, 
anditwas a long and trying three hours before False Duck Light 
appeared on our starboard bow. Our crew, who had brought the 
yacht from Florida, were all deep-water sailors, and it was amusing 
to note the surprise with which they gazed at such a storm on an in- 
Jand lake, With the loss of a boat from the davits, the masthead 
light, a thorough drenching of the eabin cushions from seas that had 
to pour themselves over the top of the house and through the joints 
of iron shutters, blinds and glass, we steamed across South Bay 
about daylight into the waters of the Bay of Quinte, safe at last, in 
Spite of a gale thab brought destruction to larger and stronger eraft, 

K, G. 

THE PRICE OF LEAD,—Yachtsmen who contemplate building, or 
who are making changes in their boats, will find it to their advantage 
to use lead ballast, as the price of late has been remarkably low. Ten 
years since lead sold in London for £24 4s., while to-day it is worth 
£10 5s.; and while in Jan., 1583, it was worth 4.80cts., now it is worth 
about 3.37i6cts. The production of lead in 1876 was 327,000 tons, while 
last year it reached 475,000, and promises to increase still furtner. Its 
value for ballast is now universally admitted, and it is now nearly as 
cheap as iron, as the latter will deteriorate in a few years und is then 
worthless, while the lead is as good after years of use as when new, 
and can always be recast. Its advantages over iron are so great, that 
at present prices there is little reason for preferring the latter. 

NEW CUTTERS.—Besides the two cutters building in Boston, two 
are now building by Fay of Southampton, Mr, Warren's 47-tonner, 
and a little 27ft. cutter for a Philadelphia yachtsman, The design is 
now ready for a new 20-tonner, 50ft. long, fora New York yachtsman, 
a 2-tonner on the lines of the Windward will be started svon in Chi- 
cago; and San Francisco, besides the 5-tonnor mentioned last week, 
will have # little 2-tonner from England via steamer, A pretty zood 
showing for the beginning of winter and the “dull times.’ 
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OSWEGO Y. O—This club has now six yachts of ten tons and over; 
Laura, Ethel, Cricket, Katie Gray, Fascination and Ella, besides the 
ateam yacht Ruth, On June 10, the owner of the Cricket received a 
dispateh from the Cyznet st Coourg, asking him fio meet the latter 
thatnight at Big Sodus, eighty miles from Cobourg. At 5:40 P. M. 
the Cricket was under way, and with a good breeze made the rendeéz- 
yous at 1145 P. M., just fifteen minutes after the Cygnet had 
anchored. Allof the yachts have Made cruises during the summer, 
snd most of them haye taken part in the races on the lake. 

AMY,.—Mr. H. D: Morgan, formerly owner of the schooner 
Wanderer, has purchased the steam yacht Amy from her former 
owner, Mr. W. N. Stewart, and left Southhampton on Nov, 22 for the 
Mediterranean. Amy was designed by Mr, St. Clare J. Byrne, and 
built at Port Glasgow, in 1880; of iron. She. is 187.5ft. long, 27,4ft. 
beam and 14.6ft. depth of hold, with cylinders 26 and 46x27ins., and is 
rated 100A. at Lloyds’, Sheis rigged as a schooner. 

AN ACCIDENT TO VANESSA.—The famous 20-tonner Vanessa, 
was run into on Noy. 8, about 7:3) P. M , when off St. Alban’s Head, 
by the mail steamer Don. The Jatter struck the yacht and knocked 
her counter off, carrying the dinghy off the deck, and throwing over- 
board the son of the captain, who was drowned, The two hands left 
on the yacht broug.it her safely into Swanage, and from there she 
was taken to Poole for repairs. 

LISTS OF WINNERS AND RACES,—In the list published. last 
week, Enimie C, should be credited with 4 races sailed, not 1; and 
Rita with 8 instead of 5, In the Hull Y, C. races of Jume 21, there 
were 5 starters in fifth class, Imogen winning, and in the sixth class 
@ starters, Mirage winning, Cruiser sailed 14 races, winning 10 firsts, 
instead of 9 as in the list. 

LLOYD'S YACHT REGISTER.—We have received the second 
supplement to the Yacht Register of 1884, containing alterations and 
additions to Noy.15. Among the new yachts classed are Genesta, 
74.73 tons register and Nourmahal 372.6 tous register, The latter is 
aiessed 100A. Nourmahal is now dismantled and laid up at City 
sland, 

THE NEW 47-TON CUTTER.—The lead keel, of abont 38 tons, 
is now ready, as is also the wooden one, and also her steel frames, as 
ghé will be of composite build. In the same yard Trex is hauled out 
for soraping and planing to put her in condition for next year. 

NEW YORK HARBOR,—The Secretary of the Treasury has recom- 
mended an appropriation of $25,000 for a new survey of the harbor. 

Ganacing. 

QANOEISTS ore tnviled to send usa notes and full reports of cruises 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and. other comma, 
nications of interest. 

CANOEING IN 1884. 

HE season just closed has been, as was predicted last spring, the 
most prosperous that canoeing has yet known, The ‘camp- 

fires” held Jast winter by the various clubs kept alive the general in- 
terest and stimuiated several branches of canoeing, especially that 
of building and fitting up; while the general interchange of idéas 
among eanoeists made them better acquainted. with each other. The 
subject of local meets was also discussed and plans laid which after- 
ward were fully carried out. Ibis due mainly to these meetings that 
the early spring found most of the canoes ready for use, overhauled, 
varnished, newly rigged; while in general excellence of model, fit- 
tings and ri¢ the feet was far ahead of any previous one. With the 
breaking up of winter the boats were afloat, their crews making the 
Most of the time allowed for practice before the spring meetings. 
During the winter the work of organizing new clubs also went on, 

and a number of members were added to the Association, Under the 
direction of Dr. Neidé the camp ground at Grindstone Island was 
located, all courses carefully surveyed and buoyed, and the bearings 
taken, so a8 to replace any lost marks, most of the worl: being done 
in & deep snow; while the numberless other details of the meet were 
arranged long in advance, the results of such care being evident to 
all when they finally met in August, 
The season really opened with the meets of May 3? on the Hudson 

and the Connecticut, The former was held on the site of the old fort 
just below Newburg, and was attended by fifLy canoeists from the 
neighborhoad of the Hudson River, from Albany to New York, The 
camp lasted three days, during which time a series of races were 
held. The main contest, a match between the Snake and the Dot, 
was not decided on account of the rough water, neither boat com- 
pleting the course after being out for several hours. The mect was 
attended by a number of new canoeists who had never visited the 
annual eamps. and resulted in an increased interest in canoeing along 
the entire length of the Hudson, 

On the same days a meet was held on the Connecticut River below 
Springfield, at which the Hartfordand Springfield clubs were present 
with some other canoeists,the occasion being a successin every 
way. Following these were the meets of the Hastern canoeists on 
the Merrimac River on June 14-16, andon Lake George July 24-27, 
the latter on the siie of the first A.C,A, meets. Besides these, several 
clubs have had short opening cruises, or meets of a purely local 
character, as the Rondout C. C., on July 4-7. 

The results of these meetings have been to promote good feeling 
and acquaintanceship among canoeists, as owing to the smaller 
number present, men become better acquainted than at a meet of 
three or four hundred, A healthy spirit of rivalry is also estalished 
among the various clubs, as 10 who shall have the best canoes, the 
most complete outfit, the most slnllful sailors, the most therough 
discipline, the neatest uniform, and who shall excelin camp cookery. 
Thier competition has already raisea the standard of excellence in all 
these departments of canoeing. The meets are also oceasions for an 
interchange of ideas, and as they are usually enlivened by more or 
less spirited debates over questions of sailing, cruising and camp 
economy among men from different localities and adherents of differ- 
ent branches of the sport, they are directly responsible for many im- 
provements. j A 

The Newhure meet, for instance, with the high wind and rough 
water, made apparent to many who had at first condemned her, the 
merits of Com. Whillock’s large canoe Guenn, and explained to those 
familiar only with up river work and light canoes, the value of several 
oinis in the New Youk boats, The locga] spring s.eets have proved 

in every way a success, and haye become a permanent and valuable 
feature of American canoeing. Being within the reach of many who 
have not leisure to travél 400 miles, or more perhaps, to the grand 
meet, they bring inmany who would not otherwise join, and each 
oue promotes the spread of canoeing over alargetract ot country. No 
definite plans are as yet laid for 85, but canoeists are all ready for 
such outings as those of last year, and are already discussing the 
subject amoug themselves. : 
OF eourse the main évent of the canoeist’s calendar was the annual 

meet in August, for which preparations had been going on for the 
previous year. The question of a meeung place was widely dis- 
cussed in the fall. many favoring the old camp at the Oanoe Islands 
in Lake George, while others were in favor of anew sile. The ques- 
tion also came up ns to Whether il was better to decide on a perma- 
nent location for the annual meet, either at Lake Geonge or else- 
where, or to change each year, The majority favored the former 
lan, as involving Jess 6xpense amd much less work for the secretary, 
ut. no definite decision was arrived at. It was felt that Lake George 

was too far to expect the large Canadian contingent to come, and to 
accommodate them a site was selected on Grindstone Island, in the 
St, Lawrence River, néar the boundary line of Canada and the United 
States. 

; 
Here all preparations were carefully made in advance, the camp 

site cleared up, courses buoyed, landing stages laid down, dock and 
mess-shed built, arrangements made with a caterer to supply pro- 
visions, and with steam launches to carry passengers and mails toand 
from Clayton »nd Gananoque, and a ladies’ camp located, some dis- 
tance away from the main camp,so that when the firsh canoeist 
arrived, all he had to do was to land and pitch bis tent. 
For over three weeks the quiet islanil was the scene of bustle and 

activity, Paces and short cruises by day, camp-fires and illuminations 
by night, songs on the water and by the fires, visits to Squaw Point, 
long-winded discussions of knotty points, such as all canoeists de- 
hight in, renewals of old friendshipsand the formation of new ones, 
under a glorious summer sky, and with a perfect freedom from all 
the care and worry of busine-s, ma,ing a time to he looked back to 
with pleasant regret, and forward to its return in 1885 with eager 

so abe were, a5 usual, a prominent feature of the meet, and 

while the calms that prevailed on several days interfered with the 
Bailiig progra me, on the whole they were yery successful. 

This meet was the occasion of the inauguration of the ‘average 
record’'system, an entirely new’ feature in catioe racing, which was 

devised by members of the New York C.C. The tendency of racin, 

is at NS toward the production of extreme types, and the devel- 

opment of aclass of semi-smateurs who devote more time to the 

sport than most canveists areab.e to do, with the sole aim of accumu- 

lating prizes, both very objectionable features. The attention of 

canoeists has long been drawn to the matter, partly by the condition 

of canoeing abroad, as compared with its progress here, and several 

schemes have been proposed to remedy the matter, but none have 

pees satisfactory. Under the rules, a man was allowed to bring as 

many boats as he wished to a meet, so that those who cared little 
forthe expense, or who could reach the camp easily, could bring: 
special boats for each race, practically excluding from the racas 
the eruiser who had trrayeled hundreds of miles in his cruising 
hoat. While this evil had neyer reached gérious Pigpetcns the 
danger was apparent, as rivalry between the different clubs in- 
ereased, even though the prizes offered were of nominal value, 
The new system, however, prevents all this, as the principal prizes 

are given to the five men having the best record for a series of races. 
The programme is 80 arranged as to include an equal number of sail- 
ing and paddling races, in all of which each man will presumably 
compete, A certain mark is etree to him in each raze according to 
his position atthe finish, and the first prize is awarded to the man 
who has the largest total for the entire series of races. Separate 
prizes for first and second in each race are also given, but as each 
man Can use but one boat for all races, there will be no tendency to 
build mere racing machines. Should aman, for instance, build an 
extreme paddling boat, in any class, hé could at most win only a first 
prize (a silk flag) in one, or perhaps two races, while the man in the 
al-round boat, entering a dozen mixed races, willin all probability 
capture several first or second face prizes, besides coming in with a 
biz score tor the average prizes; while the average canoeist, in ordin- 
arily good condition, and in a fair cruisiag boat, by going iuto all 
races and doing his best, although he may take no race prizes, will 
have as good a chance as any forthe average. Thus far the scheme 
has worked perfectly, and it really seems as though it would accom- 
plish the desired end of putting the honest criuser abead of the 
specially built racer. An inspection of the records of the races, which 
appeared in Forest AND STREAM last August, Will show that a laree 
number of the prizes went to Oanada, a fact due partly to the fast 
paddling of one Canadian, and the excellent all-around work of an- 
other, but also to the Jack of wind for the sailing races, the Canadiaus 
excelling at paddling, while the sailing prizés usually remain south of 
the boundary line; but this season the sailing classes were especiall 
unfortunate in the weather on race days, a state of affairs which, itis 
hoped, will be avoided by holding the meet 4 week earlier next year, 
at which time there is usually plenty of wind. 

Socially the meet was as ereat a success as in other ways, a8 aspirit 
of good fecling and camaraderie was apparent everywhere among 
the canoeists. The composition of the vathering was curious in 
many ways; georraphically, they came not only from all sections of 
the United States, but from Canada us well; all ages and classes were 
represented, from the young schoolboy to judges and ministers well 
up in the sixties. perhaps the larger number being business and pro- 
fessional men between the ages of twenty five and fifty; but in spite 
of the difference in age and position, there were no breaks in the gen- 
eral harmony, and with the exception of one or two briflinz matters 
the thirteen races of the programme went off without dispute or ill 
feeling. The presence of ladies added greatly to the pleasure of the 
camp, and the beach at Squaw Point was always crowded with a fleet 
of canoes, 
The business meeting of the year was held on the last day of the 

meéet, and although oceupying but little time, the necessary business 
of the Association was trausacted, The officers elected for the énsu- 
ing year were: Commodore, R. 8. Oliver, Mohican C. C.; Vice-Com- 
modore, RK. 8, Rathbun, Deseronto C, C.; ReaCommodore, F. F, An- 
drews, Rochester C. C,; Secretary and Treasurer, C. A. Neidé, Lake 
George ©. C.: Executive Committee—Messrs. Rand, of Boston, Wood, 
of Peterboro, and Vaux, of New York. 
The erowth of the Association during the year has been steady 

rather than rapid, the new members received being from all parts af 
the country, though less numerous than is desirable in the western 
part, where the Association is as yet not as strons as it should be. A 
strong effo t will be made this year to inaugurate a meet as far West 
as is possible, and to interest the large Baey of canoeists now unat- 
tached. The increase in membership over last year is but small, as 
many Canadians who joined in 1883 only did so in order to attend the 
camp at Stony Lake, and have since dropped out, 
While the Association races were the main events of the year in 

the racing world, nearly all of the clubs have held races during the 
season, most of them having races each week or two weeks during 
the time when the members are not cruising, as well as open re- 
gattas in the spring and fall. Racing has become 4 most important 
and valuable feature of canoeing, and under proper restriction it 
does more for the improvement of boats and rigs than any other 
agency. The tendency to build machines seems now well guarded 
against, and the result of future competition will be to give us better 
all around boats each year. 
There has been a general improvement in canoes during the year, 

largely due as stated before, to the discussions of last winter, Men 
are taking a greater interest in questions of model and rig, they are 
desirous of knowing more about their boats, and are less willing to 
trust all to the judgment of the builder. Both in model and con- 
struction the canoes of to-day are superior to their predecessors, and 
thera is still no end to further improvement. The majority are, of 
course, of wood, and of these the greater number, and the best boats, 
are of lapstreak build, although some very fine boats are turned ont 
by the new Canadian methods. 

In rig there is a marked improvement, the old favorite, the balance 
lug, being little altered, but canoes generally are more neatly canvased 
than formerly. The lateenis seen less often, but the year has pro- 
duced Com. Oliver's naw settee, known as the ‘Mohican sail,” a val- 
uable addition to the long list of rigs, This and the balance lug will 
probably divide the caude fraternity for some time to come, to the 
exclusion of Jateen, leg of mutton, and other olderrizs. Many new 
devises have also bean brought to the notice of canoeists at the vari- 
ous mépts, the racing seatof the Mohican C. C., their different de- 
vices of rig and filtings, the drop rudder, not new, buufor the first 
time generally introdaced. Mr, Barney, of the Springfleld C. C., has 
invented a new rudder and hanging gear, as well as a new deck til- 
ler; several of the N.Y, C, C. haye made additions to their lug rigs, 
giving a better set to the sail. Mr, Stephens, N. ¥, 0. C,, has devised 
several improvements in the way of rudder fittings, and a number of 
other improvements have been made. Perhaps one of the greatest 
improvements of the year is the new folding centerboard, now coming 
into general use, in which the trunk is entirely beneath the floor, 
with only a handle aboye it. This board promises to settle the ques- 
tion of keel yersus centerboar'd for canoes, 4s it permits the use of an 
efficient centerboard without materially decreasiog the sleeping and 
stowage room. ; Y 
The principal event of the fall was the meeting of the Executive 

Committee, at Albany, in October. Much business was transacted, 
the question of next year’s camp was decided in favor of Grindstone 
Island again, the date being set for the last week in July and the first 
in August. Some chatiges were made in the rules of measurement, 
to adapt them etter to the record, and to correct some points in 
which experience had shown them to ba déficient The Regatta Com- 
Inittee discussed aud outlined a programme for the next races, giving 
an equal chance to all classes, under sail ar paddle, and some new 
menibers were admitted. ‘he visitors were handsomely entertained 
by the Mohican © C©., who arranged a series of races, which, how- 
ever, were not entirely successful, owing to calms on the river. é 
While it is early yet to make plans for next season, the prospect is 

good for an active year. Canoeing has recovered from the disfavor 
with which it was rezarded in its earlier years by other boating men 
and the general public, and is now recognized by all as a healthy, 
manly and sensible outdoor sport, and the little craft win the ap- 
preval of sailormen of all classes who see them afloat, The ridicule 
and chaffing that the eanoeist unce met everywhere, has for the most 
part disappeared, and they are well received by nearly all. One great 
end obtained by the Association, is 4 partial recognition of canoeists 
by the railroads and steamers, who for the most pary make liberal 
terms for canoes going to and from the mee’s, and are more obliging: 
generally with canoeists than they once were. 
The prospects for new clubs and new members tor the A. O. A. are 

food, as the dim and scope of canoeing and the Association are be- 
coming better known, and asthe popularily of all outdoor sports is 
increasing, and theit necessity more generally utiderstood. Canoeing 
must grow rapidly, as ib offers stiractions that no other does, 
The prospects are for a good racing seagon in 1885, as this branch 

of the spo.t is becoming deservedly more popular, and those who 
once opposed it as detrimental to cruising, now understand that their 
interests nay be identical, and the average record will give an opper- 
tunity 10 eruisers which they have never before had, and will beyond 
doubt greatly increase the entries in elnb and association races. _ 
Because the year just closed has been marked by few long critises 

it must not be supposed that ervising is declining inany way. Cruises 
that a few years since would hayes been widely heralded in the 
papers, are now too much matters of course to attrach much atten- 
tion. The idea of covering long distances merely for noboriety, is 
little likely to bring discredit on canoeing, but instead practical 
traveling and camping are daily increasing. Cruises, long and short. 
are made on all water-, shortruns through the season, and a hight 
in camp once a week, are common matters in all clubs, and there is & 
healthy tone of sentiment in regard to cruising, discouraging danger- 
ous trips and unnecessary risks, and promoting that sorc of work 
whichis a rest and recreation wihout the unhealthy stimulus of 

covering so many miles. or traversing pecnlarly dangerous waters, 

‘The question of the danger of canoemg thay bas been brought up in 

consequence of several accidents Uhis season. has been met by canoe- 
iste, and irs agitation will result in greater care in the future on the 
part of those who have the care of novices. : " 
There is now every probability of a number of local meets in May, 

and a larger attendance than ever befora at the meet in July and 

August, as nearly all who are present ona year, come back with new 

recruits next season, The interest In racing, and especially sailing, 
is greatly increasing in Canada, as the features of the American 

canoes are better understood, and it is probable that their eances, 
now resembling closely in many respects the birch bark type. will 
gaanee xasterda lly in a few years, approaching more nearly the mod- 

The fisteneat of canoeists in improving their craft is no less than last 
year. and we may sepa a still greater improvement in all that per- 
tains to canoeing in the coming season. 

NEW YORK C, C. 

APY annual meeting of the New York CG. ©. was held at the resi” 
dence of Com, Whitlock, on Taursday, Dec. 4. The officers 

elected for the ensuing year were: Commodore, Wm, Whitlock; Vice- 
Commorore, C, K, Munroe; Secretary and Treasurer, J, F. Newman; 
Executive Committee, H. O. Bailey, C. J, Stevens, 
The report of the treasurer showed the club to be ina prosperous 

condition, with a balance of cash in hand, Although two regattas 
had been held during the year, and the needed repairs made on the 
chib house, the expenditures, under the carefial management of the 
secretary, haye been very small, The question of a new and larger 
club house was discussed, but it was decided that no action could be 
taken at present until the Rapid Transit Railroad was completed, and 
the pee for the improvement of the water front have fully deyel- 
oped. The present house will be moved outside of the tracks before 
spring. Messrs, Bailey, Stephens and Clapp were appointed a com- 
inittes to print a new edition of the constitution and Bela, and it 
was resolved that the treasurer's report be printed and sent to all 
iInembers. A committee was also tea to make arrangements 
for the annual dinner, which will take place this week. It is pro- 
posed to make a departure from the established custom, and that the 
club shall cook their own dinner, as all canoeists should. To this end 
atrangements haye been made with Miss Parloa forthe use of her 
kitchen and rooms. where a number of the clubmen will prepare the 
dinner under her direction. 

‘The club house being closed and the floats removed for the winter, 
many of the canoeists have moved their crait up the Kills, 
Esmeralda, Sipalong and Tramp are hauled up for the season— 
under the rafters of Marmalade Lodge—Mr. Stevens, the owner of the 
Tramp, being in Hogland. 
Surge is haying deckflaps removed, and well lengthened so as to 

allow the crew to sit one foot nearer the bow. She will be in com- 
mission all winter, as will Lark, Psyche, Jersey Blne, Pirate, Frealk, 
Mosquito and Jessica. Lark has been overhauled and varnished. 
Pirate has had 2in, more keel added and deckflaps removed. Mosquito 
will have new decks and well and new mast tubes, after her wreck 
last fall, and Jessica has been converted into a double canos, carry- 
ing two persons easily, while with her extreme diménsions, 14x24, she 
is yery fast. Mr, Vaux will have a new craft to succeed the Dob, and 
several other new boats will be added to the club during the winter. 

ROYAL C. C. 

GENERAL meeting of the Royal C. C. was held on Nov. 25, at 
which the following officers were elected for 1885: Commodore, 

H.R.H, the Prince of Wales; captain, J. Macgregor (Rob Roy); mates, 
J. W. Clayton and G. Herbert; secretary, T, G. f; Winser; committes, 
the Harl of Caithness, H. Hyans, A. B. Ingram, Dixon Kemp, the Hon, 
ne a: sar ea W. G, Kiein, E, B. Tredwen, Lambton Young, and 8, 

each, 
The principal question discussed was that of cruising canoes, as the 

English racing canoes have reached a state of perfection which can 
ouly be attained by an expenditure of time anid money, and an 
amount of skill, which excludes ali but a Tew from the races. To 
remedy this, and to encourage a class of ernising canoes, Mr. Baden- 
Powell proposed the system of average prizes and mixed races which 
was tried by the American Canoe’ Association this year, with such 
success, three prizes to be given for the best averages, and Mr, Clay- 
ton presented the prizes, of £15, £10 and £5, to be given to the first, 
second and third on the list. 
The limit of weight in the ernising class was increased from 150 to 

200 lbs. for total displacement, without crew. The rules were also 
amended so as to limit the minimum depth of Rob Roy canoes from 
level of topstreak to garboards, to 8in., and from inside of center 
of deck to garboards to llin. The programme of races proposed is as 
follows: Hendou—Sailing, first class; sailing, second class; paddling 
and sailing. first class. Teddingtun—Sailing. first class; sailing, 
second class; long paddling (second class paddling), Rerathe “Pad: 
dling and sailiny (first class); paddling (second class paddling); sail- 
ing (first class); running sailing (first clas:); sailing (secoud class). 
In eee the challenge cup races, novice, chase, four paddle and 
two paddle. 
The number of points given to the winner in each race will be that 

of the starters, the second scoring one less, and so on. Walkovers 
will count one, and in cases of ties, the number of times each boat has 
beaten the other, will decide, or if both have the same number of 
victories the prize will be divided. 

MORE COALS FOR NEWCASTLE. 

GG is generally admitted that canoeing, in its modern sense, owes 
its origin, as well as the main features of ils development, to Eng- 

Jand, Our first canoes were the Rob Roy and Nautilus, both im- 
orted models, and the vast improvements in boats and rigs of the 
ast few years, date from the valuable series of papers on canoeing in 
the Feld, 1879-80, and the revisions of the same, since published in 
“Yacht and Boat Sailing.” : 
These writings gave a stimulus to canoe design in America, which 

has resulted in the production of the finest miniature pleasure fleet 
that has ever existed. Probably some few of the English canoes ex- 
ce] the best of ours both in finish and completeness of equipment, 
but the average American boat is far ahead of the average on the 
other side, especially in weight. As our boats travel piuch preater 
distances by rail and steamer, and generally make longer cruises, a 
smaller and lighter craft than the English has grown up, but as far as 
ean be judged by tne performances of English model in our races, 
the American craft ave superior in spéed, portability, and the general 
requisiles of a canoe, Ss : 
The racing rules of the American Canoe Association were. in 1881, 

taken largely from those of the Royal C, C., but have since been 
earefully amended each year, until now there is no possibility of 
their leading to the results so apparent in England, where canoeing 
has developed to such an extreme of perfection that those who should 
make the best canoeists are debarred from it, and the growth of the 
sport is suspended. The danger of such a result has long been fore- 
seen here, and & means of preventing it has been eagerly sought for 
by American canoeists, with the result that last summer a plan for a 
series of mixed races was proposed by a member of the New York 0, 
C,, which was further improved by the suggestion by another mem- 
ber, of the plan now known as the average record, by which the prin- 
cipal prizes are given to the men and canoes who make the bestaver- 
age in a number of mixed races. This plan was worked out in all its 
détails and proposed to the Regatta Committees of the A. C. A, by its 
originator, who afterward compiléd the record of the races as pub- 
lished in Forest AND STREAM, of Aug, 25. The scheme has been a 
complete success thus far, and with afew alterations of the rules, 
which have sincé been made, thereis no doubt that ib will accom- 
plish its end, and preyent both the building of racing machines and 
the competition of professionals in our rages, while ib must promote 
the building of crui-ing canoes, : . 

In the London Field, of Nov, 22, appears a very interesting letter 
from Mr. Baden-Powell, widely known in this country from his 
Jvautilus canoes, lamenting the state into which British cunosing has 
fallen, due to the encouragement of extreme types, and proposing as 
a remedy an ‘‘ayerage record” plau shnilar to that used here last 
season. ‘This plan, as noted elsewhere, was brought before the Royal 
Canoe Club, on Noy. 25, and adopted, but neither in Mr. Baden- 

Powell's letter, nor in the published report of the proceedings, do we 
find yny allusion to the source whence it was derived. We con- 
eratulate the Royal Canoe Club on the action they have taken, as we 
feel confident that it will promote the growth of canoeing and the 
design and construction of canoes, and Amerivan canoeists will no 
doubt appreciate the compliment implied by the adoption of a 
peculiarly American feature into British canoeing, but it certainly 
would have been no more tham fair, on the part of the proposers of 
the scheme, to have given credit to the originators of the idea. 

THE NEW YORE C. 0, DINNER.—In the earlier years of its exist- 
ence, the New York O. 0, dined every year at Café Hungaria, where 

the advanced spirits of the club discussed gravely the degeneracy of 
those who used a paddle longer than MacGregor’s, orran to extremes 
on the question of ballast by carrying & twenty-five-pound shot baer. 

Later on the clb chose Marrinelli’s for a dining place where, in whi 
tie and dvess coat, a rig in itself a rebuke to anything so uuconven- 
tional as canoeing, they tried to keep up the illusion that they were 
enjoying themselves as canoeists should. A more intimate acquaint- 
ance with the real pleasures of camp life has brought a contempt for 

such vanities, and this year they will enjoy a dinner in every way 

worthy of canoeists. Un Saturday next, a number of the club mem- 

bers will meetat4 P. M., at Miss Parloa’s Coo School, No. 222 

Hast Seventeenth sireet, where they wall listen toa lecture on camp 

cookery, by Miss Parloa, and in connection with the lecture will pre 
pare, under her direction, a dinner which the club and their guests 
will partake of at 7:30 P.M. Allare expected to wear club uniforms 

or camp costume, and no one will be admitted in full dress, Members: 
may obtain wickets at $3 each of the committee, Messrs. Whitlock, — 
Munroe and Perrin, 

4 

. r 
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STEAM CANOE.—Mr, E, W. Gregory, the builder of the steam 
canoe described in Fornst ann Srream of Nov. 27, furnishes the fol- 
lowing additional particulars: The canoe was of canvas, 18x22, and 
the engine, with cylinder 144X2in., was purchased, second. hand, for 
$8. The lime shaft was i2in. long and iin. diameter, The steam 
pipe leads along the gunwale to the boiler, whichis so placed as to 
eave room for the engiueer abaft it and a passenger forward. The 
boiler was made by a tinsmith, of heavy ‘‘bath tub” copper, at a cost 
of $4. The stove had two large wicks to burn oil and cost $1.85, and 
is covered hy a sheet iron hood, also inclosing the boiler, which cost 
7 cents, making a total of $9.10, The exhaust pipe leads out at the 
stern above the watcrline. The engine was not fitted to reverse, or its 
cost would have been considerably greater. 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MBET.—We have received from Mr. L. 
W. Seavey, 216 Hast Ninth street, New York, a collection of very fine 
photos of the last meet. Mr. Seavey has compiled a key sheet to 
accompany the large group, giving the name of nearly every canoe- 
istin it. The photos of Squaw Point are particularly good. Those 
wishing to order by mail can obtain a sheet containing reductions of 
all the pictures by sending thirty cents. 

THE HUB C. C—The Hub ©. C. are holding meetings during the 
winter, the Jast being on Dec. 8. It was resolved to aitend the Hast- 
ern meet next spring ina body. The next meeting willbe on Jan. 7. 
at which the questions of the best club stoye for camp use, and 
whether itis better to have one large tent, or for each to use a small 
tent of his own, will be discussed. 

PERSONAL.—Mr. ©. J. Stevens, N. ¥. ©. C., sailed on Saturday 

A CANOE IN A FATR.-—The canoe is now taking a place in soctety 
alungside the gold-headed cane, the many-colored afghan, and the 
prizecake, One of the Diamond model has been presen to the fair 
of the Paulist Fathers, by F. Joyner & Son, and will be raffled for 
this week inthe new church corner of Ninth avenue and Fifty ninth 
street, New York. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
S. W. W., Canada.—You may sow the wild rice early in the spring: 

after the ice has disappeared. 

En Ami.—Try the gun-shyness cure, given in “Training vs. Break - 
ing,’ which was recently printed in our kennel columns. 

New READER.—There are half a dozen excellent makes of rifles 
which will answer your purpose. You can select any of them with 
confidence, 

C. 8., Atlantic City.—1. For shooting sizes of shot see article on 
small-bore guns, in another column. The age of the deer cannot be 
told by number of ‘‘snags* on the horns. 

C. L. §., Warwick, R. I.—We shoul judge from your description 
that the charge was a safe one for the guns. but you will probably 
find that with a lighter load of powder you can get better results. 

SHELDRAKE, Gilmanton Iron Works, N. H.—I send you inclosed 
three feathers plucked from a bird in every way like a partridge 

no reason to suppose that the bird is anything more than a pale, 
bleached specimen of the peetiiies Bonasa umbellus). We haye 
never seen one 60 pale, but have heard of those in which the mark- 
ings were still fainter than in this. 

CG. R.S., Philadelphia.—Can you furnish drafts, and at what price, 
for a catamaran suitable for the Delaware River, say thirty feet long? 
Avs. Write to Herreshoff Manufacturing Co., Bristol, R. I., for plans 
and specifications. 

K. T. B.—1. Woodcock shooting as usually practiced requires more 
skill than quail shooting. 2. Almost everybody who bas shot game 
knows that allowance must be made for the flight of birds, and the 
gun is held ahead of the game. The allowance depends upon dis- 
tance and the rapidity of flight. 

W.M. J., Glascow, Mo.—i. We have in preparation an edition of 
the bouk, in which wil! be given the instructions you ask for, There 
is no work on the subject at present. 2. The rate of exchange is 
twenty-four cents for one shilling and twocents forone penny. It 
can be sent by money order, which you can obtain at the post-otfice. 

Tacoma, W. T.—1. Which is the best target for long-range shooting 
to adopt by clubs, paper or iron targets? 2. Do you recommend pits 
for markers, or bullet proof bulkhead to left of target? 3. Which are 
used at Creedmoor, paper or iron, pits or bulkhead? 4. Is nota single 
shot rifle .40-60 or .40-70, with 380 grain bullet, 50-inch barrel, sufiici- 
ently largeto do good work up to 500yds. I ean a good maker? Ans. 
1. Iron. 2. Pit. 3. Iron target with covered pits. 4. Yes, 

WE call attention to the advertisement in another column of a new lastfor England. He will return in about six weeks. Messrs. Van 
Deusen of Rondout, and Storms of Rochester, called on us last week, 
ae Eat on his way to Florida, where he will do some canoeing this 

r. 

save the color of plumage. 

Please answer in your next- issue. 

Will yon please class the bird? The 
entire bird was of the same color plumage as the sample sent. 

seen one of this variety. It was a young female bird. Ans, There? 
used it. No one in this vicinity has ever t 
and effective, 

™| 

UMPHREYS 
| OP RINARY. 
TAT CIFICS 

_OR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 
,CATTLE, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS, 

BPR ERE Oe ae POULTRY, 
FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homeo- 

Pathic Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 

Turfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
oal Mine Companies, Trav’g Hippodromes 

and Menageries, and others han stock, 
with perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, ($39 pp.) 

sent free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
Pamphlets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO, 
109 Fulton Street, New York. 

indiscretion, 
HUMPHREYS" Sion famn‘overvont 
and promot HOMEOPATHIG cured bot 
Pastis mont asccaae, SPECIFIC No. 28 
fulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vials and 
large vial of powder for $5, sent post-free on re- 
cel head Hey Humphreys' Homeo. Med. 0 from Astor 

Dog Bread, which has received approbation from those who have 
It is said to contain new materials which make it nutritive 

See ady. of Austin & Graves, Boston, —4dv, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle 

Removed to 

18 VESEY STREET, N. Y. 
Fourth Door House. 

SILK WORM GUT. 
=. GOATASA, 385 Broadway, N. Y., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra Heavy Salmon 
Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to tine, $5.00. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y. 

— YMW oO cH ’s 

Patent Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost 
only about half asmuch. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 
of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal. inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. Load 
Bame as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually 
erimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an advantaze which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

BELTS. 
sis 

“19.10 

PBA SurMoys ‘BMG JNO apis se_T WO sulsq ynoyiM sTeys zcd¢ 

IO SSB1IQ SUTAIIGD IOI SI LOplOy siqy, -dns ‘ped 
- 
uvely prevent wads 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money re- 
Manufactured by R. E.. PUOLER, Serena, LaSalle Co., Ill. 

Send ten cents in silyer or currency for catalogue and sample cartridze holder, also a colored litho- 

The only practical cartridge holder in use. Will carry brass cartridges and pos. 
aioe A ped on shot. Suitable for either paper or brass shells. 
mmded. 

raph card of grouse shooting on the prairies. 

Sportsmen’s Wear. 
No. A 1, Barnard Canvas Shooting Coat, - 85 00 
No. 1, 6é 6s 26 ae 7 4 00 

No, 2, 6é ‘“< as as E 250 
No. 3, a6 st aé oe = 1 s75 

For sale by all gun and ape goods dealers. Ask for them; 
satan our trade mark is on the lining. They are the best; take no 

We also mannfacture Hats, Caps, Leggins, Pants, Vests, 
Waterp: oof Horsehide Boots and Shoes, Carryail Bags, 
Gun Cases, Cartridge Bag:, Shell Boxes, and every de- 
seriptien of goods used by sportsmen, made from canvas, 
Corduroy and Waterprocf Leather. 

Illustrated catalogue, sample and measurement blanks sent free 
upon application, 

GEORGE BARNARD & CO., 108 Madison St., Chicago 
EASTERN AGENOY: 47 Murray st.,.N.¥. F.N, Warre, Manager, 

Valparaiso, Ind. 

Write for our new Catalogue and Samples. 

Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag. Weighs but 15 ounces. 

Can be worn over or under an ordinary coat. Has seven 

pockets and game pockets. 

dead grass color, and will hold the game of a successfur 

day without losing a hair or feather. 

you. postage paid, for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

UP & MCS FISHING SUIT, 
DARK LEAD COLOR, 

AND THE 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterprooted Duck, Dead Grass Color, Irish 

Fustian and Imported Corduroy. 

ASSORTED COLORS. 

Unequaled in Convenience, Style or Workmanship. 

THIS 

lt is of strong material, 

We will mail it to 

JOSEPH PLUNKETT, 
(Successor to R. SHEPHERD,) 

Importer and Manufacturer of Eng- 
lish Brass and Lron Bed- 
steads, Adjustable Foliing Bh 
Chairs, Folding Beds, Baby & 
Carriages, Kte. Also : 
all kinds of Bedding 
and Mat- 
tresses \S 
constant- 
lyon hand 
and made = : 
fo order. SS i He 

112 West 14th Street, New York. 

THE 
BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. 
Successors to THz J. M. Brunswick & BALKE Co. 

and Tur H. W. CoLLENDER Co. 

WAREROOMS;: 
860 Broadway, New York. ‘ 

Market & Huron Streets, Northside, Chicago. 
211 Market Street, St. Louis. 

1134 Market Street, Philadelphia. 
867 West Baltimore St., Baltimore 

Indorsed by all the leading players, and awarded 
the highest prizes at avery. exposition where ex- 
hibited. TRIED AND PROVED 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins. 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, &c. 
They are easy to the feet, and very 

aN durable. Made to order in a 
variety of styles and warranted 

the genuine article. Send 
s~for price list. MARTIN 

S. HUTCHINGS, Dover, 
N. H., P. O. Box 868. 

Dame, Stopparp & Kennar., Boston; Henry v. 
SOUT, New York; Ff, Cuas, E1cHEn, Philadelphia, 

SPORTSMEN’S DELIGHT, 

Merino Elastic Felt Gun Wads. 
SOMETHING NEW! 

Ask your dealers for them. If he don’t have 
them send us 40 cents for sample box of 256. and 
we will send, postage prepaid. Greatly lessens the 
recoil, keeps gun cleaner, gives better pattern and 
penetration than any other wad. One box will load 
twice as many shells as a box of pink-edge. Just 
the wad to use over powder and fill up shells, as it 
is only half the ee of other felt wads. Manufac- 
tured only by THE MERINO ELASTIC FRLT GUN 
WAD CO., 106 South Charles st., Baltimore, Md. 

(MPROVED.) 

We are the Sole Owners d : 
and Manufacturers of the < 
Stover Pumping Windmills 
for Railroads, Villages, Suburban 
houses. Lawns, Dairies, Brick Yards, 
Draining, Irrigating, etc.. as well as 
Geared Windmills of ail sizes, for 
running Grinders, Shellers, Saws, etc. 
J. D. BROWER, 22 College Piace, N Y. — 
City, Agent for Pennsylvania, N. Y, and N. J. 
Freeport Machine Co., Freeport, i1l., U. 8. A. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price $2.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 
Sa 

Fishermen, send for 
ciicular. EH J. MAR- 

™ TIN, Rockville, Conn., 
f = Man't'r of braided sill 

business fishlines of the best quality, Dealers are 
invited to send for samples and prices before 
placing their orders, 
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Explanatory and Suggestive. 
FOR THE CASUAL READER. 

Aria virumgue cane—' Arms and the man I sing.’ And, indeed, it would take the genius 

of a Virgil and the roll of Latin hexameters fitly to tell the deeds of this man, whose arms are 

shotgun and fishing rod. Go where you will, he is there. You run into him on the crowded city 

street, encounter him on cars and steamboats; he perches atop the country stage, bestrides the 

burro, and doubles up like a jacknife in the kanim. Seek out the most distant, most tortuous 

streams, his line has been wet in their waters; penetrate into the wilderness, the tin can of the 

sportsman’s camp is yet further on. He goes for game—if the fates shall send anything within 

reach of his ammunition; for fish—if by good fortune a trout shall rise to his fly or descend to 

his worm, But, good luck or bad luck, game or no game, fish or no fish—fun always, fresh air, 

ozone, quicker pulse beat, brighter eye, more elastic step, all the multiludinous rewards, which, 

after all, outweigh the biggest “bags,” and tip up the longest ‘‘strings,” Is it not true that only 

a poet could tell his deeds as they ought to be told? Perhaps so. Perhapsnot. He can usually 

tell them himself. And he does, with a thousand different pens, in a thousand different ways. 

You may read it in the FoREST AND STREAM, 

And that is better than if it were put into verse between hook covers. 

One who does not understand these things might imagine that after being told so often, this 

story of the man—him with the rod and gun—might in the end become hackneyed. But it 

isnot so, Why? Well for pretty much the same reason, we venture to say, that the fields them- 

selves and the woods and the lakes and the streams never become hackneyed. However that 

may be, one thing is certain. Our columns every week, and month after month, give ampie 

proof that there is still an abundance to tell of what is seen and what is done afield and on 

angling waters; and that hosts of people still delight to read the telling, our subscription books 

show with eyer increasing emphasis. The FOREST AND STREAM is in the best sense 

A Journal of Recreation. 

Tt tells of the recreation found by busy men, in out-door, open-air life. It 2s recreation to 

these same men and to others. Explain it how you will, this recreation found in the pages of the 

ForEsT AND STREAM is different from the diversion afforded by other papers. Why? Because 

(it may be answered again) the recreations of field and stream are always ten times more potent 

for good than are those found in almost any other way. 

Look through the pages and you will see that the departments include a pretty large field. 

But if you look carefully you will see that the paper, from front 

There is not the mistake of 
Tt is a wide scope of subjects, 

cover to back cover is homogeneous, What is in it belongs in it. 

trying to foist upon the reader, who is interested in angling and shooting, a lot of stuff about 

horse racing or base ball or prize fights. There is no sawdust-ring odor. Everything is redolent 

of the woods, There are plenty of other papers devoted to the other subjects, If you are 

interested in them, you need hardly spend time to read the rest of this explanatory advertisement. 

The FoREST AND STREAM’s field is broad, but it is not broad enough to take in all creation. 

The editors are perfectly contented with the scope of the paper as it is at present. And now 

A Word About 1885. 

For fifty-two weeks of the year 1885 we propose to publish the ForEST AND STREAM, and 

to fill each number with the same rich abundance and variety of reading that may be found in 

this present number or in any one of the five hundred numbers that have gone before it. 

There will be the same delightful accounts of the adventures and misadventures of the 

Sportsman Tourist, and whether the “tour” be across a continent or only across the pasture lot 

into the woods beyond, the story in either case will be well worth the time it takes to read it,. 

We shall have, now and then, a description of such excursions in foréign lands, but for the 

most part these columns will deal with what is seen and done in our own country, for that, after 

all, is what the readers of FOREST AND STREAM are rightly presumed to be most interested in. 

The Matural History columns will give attention to varied forms of animal life, more parti- 

cularly such as may come under the observation of sportsmen in their rambles. This department 

of the ForEsT AND STREAM we believe to hold a place altogether unique. It is neither the 

dime-museum sort of un-natural history affected by the newspapers, nor the abstruse, fine-spun 

and terribly dry lucubrations of the scientific associations, It is intelligent talk about animal 

life, intended for intelligent readers. 

Tn the Shooting and Angling columns (we need hardly say it) will be accounts of hunting 

excursions and fishing trips—with luck, good, bad and indifferent; discussions about matters 

mechanical, ethical, sentimental, fanciful and practical; some, after much debating, will be 

settled; others will be left (and the reader with them) at the end just where they were at the 

beginning. 

The Kennel will give in 1885 (as it has given in 1884) the earliest, most accurate and the 

only unbiased reports of shows and trials, and it will be the endeavor of the editors to maintain 

for the FOREST AND STREAM in this special branch the position it now holds away in advance 

of anything else published in this country. 

The Vachting columns are in charge of an expert, whose highest ambition will be to keep 

these departments in the place already won for them in the recognized lead of journalism. 

Though the Canoeing interest of the country is of comparatively recent growth, the FoREsT 

AND STREAM fully appreciating its importance, has provided for those who sail or paddle a (pretty | 

generous) comer, which is so full of practical suggestions and recountings of cruising experi- 

ences, that a canoeist might almost as well try to get along without a paddle as without the paper 

in his mail every week. 

In a word—this is what we started out {o say—in 1885 the FoREST AND STREAM will be 

newsy, bright, wholesome—a journal of out-door recreation. 

Terms:—$4 per year, $2 six mos,, Iocts,per copy. Sold everywhere. 

Forest AND Stream Pus. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

Make orders payable, 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE eee = a : Gt GO D N E ws 

Ai EAT, ICA a 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES) “ateia. 1 LADIES! 
F 1 and breeeh-loadi indrical and| ‘ee Pee cea Mes 

e eecnh-loadin, ey lindarl . 

Saetore ahoneana Made ie just short of A ord Cotkeon, Seeecment beautis 
50, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great GOoMPANY. 
penetration; 10 and 12-gauge. Send for circular. d 

« ld Band Moss Rose Dinner Set, or Gold Band Moss 
Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. ey jet Set. For full particulars address , 

sey Sve, Deon OHEAT AMER 
H. H, SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, Nes isa tas ©, Box 289.  3l and 33 Vesey St,, New York, 

ful Gold Band or Moss Rose China 
Ten Set, or Handsome Decorated 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book — 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

. ] s Sportsman’s Library. 
aist of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on recetpt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING. HUNTING-SHOOTING. 
American Angler’s Book, Norris..............+ 6 50 | Across Country Wanderer............ y epergtn 5 00 
neler SNOUT mene s ny inatAde etches she fe 2 40 | American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long.... 2 00 
Angling Taike, foyer t oak itt ep ae Sportsman, The, Lewis........... as EEO 

Angling, a Book on, Francis..........+.+ss 2.00 (th NOME RIE A ie rea 125 
Angling Literature in England................ 1 25 | Field, Cover and Trap. Shooting. . 2 00 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall.................5 3 00 | Frank Forester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2v.,cloth 4 00 
Pee Angling Diese cases Gysshancrie eo .. 200) Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
ee Hatching and Fish Catehing...-......... 1 50 | Frank Yorester’s Fugitive 8. Sketches, paper 75 
Tehine Faves a y ae mabsteediis 5 ea noe : Became a Crack Shot, Parrow......... 1 00 

a Pe Fee a | 

Fishing in American Waters, Scott 3 50 Hunting, Shootine and Wohin ap te net eae 3 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock,....,.. 2 00 Hunting and Hunters of all Netione ‘Frost... 1 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis 250) Hurlingham Gun Club Rules.................-- _ 25 
ny es a ee 1 en rere Breech-Loaders, Greener.,.....-..... , 250 

Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing..........- 250| Rod and means Caitcrs pee Wir bewmal. <8 ; oh 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 | Shooting .... ..........s6....000 00s ceeeeee eee 50 
Fysshe and Fysshyne,... 2.2... 1s .ecesee eee e ses 1 00 | Shooting, Dougall... 0.0.0... ciseeeaecseeceee 3 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium............... 50 | Shoo neoott es With Efe fubs| diols Kiale OS PoC a oe 

Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .... 1 00 | Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth... ............ 10 00 
Modern Practical angler, Pennell............. 2 00 Embossed leather 5, Sana 3 55) age 15 00 
Practical Trout Culture............... .-..-.- 1 00 | Sporting Adventures in the Par West......... 150 
Practical Wisherman,..............0.++0---- . 420 | Still Hunter, Van Dyke Sige Ot 2g 3 00 

Prime’s I Go a-Fishing..........-..-+s.s0002eee 2 50 | Stephens’ Lynx Hunting..................... 1) 125 
Scientific Angler ........ .. Beye se iis Sots 1 50 | Stephens’ Fox Hunting. Peal pace nee eae 1 25 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters. ............ 150 
ie uae BOSEASS SOO R OBE RP Bie MR SRA BRAS 2 oe The Gun and Its Development, Greener....... 2 50 

neo Hee Fish of the Northern States and ote GUIDE BOOKS AND TAPS. 
ritis OVINCOS eeu asee ee hilonre tice: i 

Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe........ 1 50 FEO te. Ban eee pe eee $1 e 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition...... 375 Herat Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

LK Gra teoral ele eiasea ee tals ie facia ies ipa 50 
BIRDS. Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake ..., 50 

American Bird Fancier............... ssseesees 50 | Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Baird’s Birds of North America.............+ .. 80 00 | Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds. 1 50 ; Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard........ 25 
a eee SA as cae Ratner peeps ; Ss ‘3 es pe seme Se FOL IONI I Seal ae\ laa eer 50 
irds Nesting 25 ap of Northern Maine, Steele, , 00 

Birds of Hastern North America ..- 18 00 Map of the Thousand Islands.... : 50 
Be of Beer Opava * We Nae by Tourists’ Map of Maine....... ...... 1 00 
irds of the Northwest. .........:.....)--3 02% 4 ' . 

Birds and Their Haunts.... ....... .s.s.0+00+ 3 00 SPORTS AND GAMES. 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams.,............. 50 | American Boy’s Own Book, Sports andGames 2 00 
Gores Cheelalish:)ang.clen lune ele.eene neler 3 00 | Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth....... 1 00 
Coues’ Field Ornithology...............-..2005 2 50 | Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, ete.. 2 00 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... ... 15 00 | Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes........ 3 00 
Gone price Birds of the Atlantic Coast, eer st esecel Gaye nat hare epee EE Pee FETT oe 20 

OBPVELES. er eetarablle .pemene geae wn eee B00 SHAS vas hy Ss sme als erriatele ues dlmenn seen meee 50 
Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25c.; eloth....... 60 | Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 3 50 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds................. 300 | Hands ab Whists.. 0.0... soe et bee eee 50 
Native Song Birds....8 ~~. cae. cclerseoe ves ceevcanee 75 | Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise....... 25 
Ae etsaual se Mayaerd A A rewmwe 5s dca Noe 2 Me pate pn neues of Whist, Cayendish,.... 2 00 

atural History of Birds..............e.e+-+" 8 0 TIUGILS SLILULY ES OWES: oC UMiua cele ie eipls §. aie Piste ones ceara e 25 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green,.........-.--.+ Py GUESS an, BES CAC ARIS Sano se soopoes-s bouche 25 
Samuel's Birds of New Engiand.......... -... 4 00 | Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Begie Bae Baa Gi SO SEAS erst a TSA eWihistalor Bepinners a pene see eis 50 

ater Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer an 
Ridgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; : KENNEL, 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., each........... 80 00 | American Kennel, Burges............,........ 3.00 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 vols........ 18 00 | Dog, Butler on,.... Ue ag eae eee ae 2 00 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds.............. 6 00 | Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel.....................-. 80 

Dog Diseases GEM Wee ee ree 2 00 
BOATING AND YACHTING: Dog BEER Ey DY Helene Fo ope eee ob Stee 25 

0 the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... 3 og Brea , Butchinson,. 2. -1..5--.... sees 3 75 

Bont Racing Brick yoolae ses : beat 2 30 Bog, the Dinks, ney, ate ad Hutchinson. .... 3 00 
Boating ee. on sew England Rive 1 Me Doss raining vs. Breaking, Hammond........ 1 OE 
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Prazar’s Practical Boat Sailing...........----. 1 00 | jo8S Biche, Bae Nay eng: ACER eae ots 50 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor........-.- B00) eos te TELE SOU, DAs Ce ANAC ules se Het oden saa 60 
Paddle and Portage... 22. 2. ...eecrpeeeeees ":. 750 | Dogs and Their Ways, Williams, .............. 125 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies..,.............- 2 00 pees ae the ee TWARAUAI EIR aon % 
Practical Boat Building, Kemp............... SLU fee peat e arrtirtecnts a tet ape ae eR ee 
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CAMPING AND FRAPPING. nh Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.50; 

Adventures in the Wilderness.............-.-. 125 IMOLOCEO Se coe enone 92 50 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.; bds.......--. 75 | Youatt on the Dog. ......csseccccctesiecceces "2 50 
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Camps in the Rockies, Grohman...........--.. 1 7% | Adventures of a Young Naturalist . 1 7 
Camp Life in the Wilderness...............- as 30 | Amateur Photographer........... ihe 1 U0 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshali.. 1 50} Anima! Plagues, Fleming....... 4 80 
Camping; Ould cen nteecesen rs shonin claee 75 | Antelope and Deer of America, 9 50 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson......-.. 1 00} Archer, Modern.......... ......... ee .  B 
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Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols..........-..-.2.02--s 80 00 | Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 
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Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo........... 150 | Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy....... ..... 1 25 
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Horseback Riding, Durant................-..-. 1 25 | Natural History Quadruped.-................. % 
How to Ride and School a Horse.... .......-. 1 00 | North American Insects.....-..-..-........... 1 50 
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Mayhew’s Horse Management..,...,.......... 3 00 | Practical Poultry Keeping................-+-.. 2 00 

MecClure’s Stable Guide..........::... .... .s.. 100 | Randall’s Practical Shepherd.... ............ > 2 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer.......: 1.252245 .  50| Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock................ 3 00 

Riding and Driving............. . 20 | Studies in Animal Life, Lewis................. 1 00 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s 3 00 | The Cream of Leicestershire.................. 3 50 
Stable Management, Meyrick........... 1 00 | The Forester, by Brown........ ....... - ... 10 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia,...... 3 75 | The Northwest Coast of America,............. 20 00 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vyo 3 50 | ‘The Heart of Kurope......-.......seeeee senses 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, spt xe Beenie: aes seer easceeeeecebees bh 

Coa A Ae LS Silage kan epic oe. & 40010; a VOI sce e meen stab rcet eens 
The Book of the Horse....-. 51. ...sceeeee cess 12 50 | The Bookof the Kabbit,.............. eben eat etna 

The Saddle Horse........ a eler: BT ee ot 1 00 | The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown........... » 100 
The Horse Owner’s Safeguard............-..+. 2 00 | Wild Flowers of Switzerland..... - bt teteeeees 15 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going ..............-.. 2 00 | Wooderaft, Nessmuk”, .....-..s-2ee-ee sees 1 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book..... .. --.--- 10 00 | Woods end Lakes of Maine.................-.. 3 60 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 | Yellowstone Park, Ludlow, quarto, clot, Gov- 
Woodruft’s Trotting Horses of America...... 250] ernment Report. sec teneeeeaeeeeee lames 2 50 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse.... ... ...., 150] Youatt on Sheep,. : 1 00 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 
Cee WICH OLsS 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Kods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel 

ence more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded te any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Mass, 
Send for list with Massachusetts Wish and Game Laws, 
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NON-RESIDENT LAWS. 

HE dolorous narrative told by a correspondent of two 

sportsmen who had been shooting in North Carolina, 

can no doubt be matched in the experience of many of our 

readers. The special question as to the rights of non-resi- 
dents to shoot from batteries, is one about which the pub- 
lie mind is by no means clear, The points at issue are some- 
what complicated by being mixed up with other legal ques- 
tions bearing on riparian rights, a subject of very great 
difficulty. 

While the constitutionality of this particular law has 
neyer been brought up, proceedings have been taken against 

a club member for having violated this statute, The cir- 
cumstances were as follows: 

During the season of 1882 Mr. Lewis Edwards, of this 

city, a member of the Currituck Club, and now also of the 
Narrows Island Club, was shooting on the grounds of the 

former club, The fowl] were not flying near his point, but 

a native in a battery at no great distance was having good 
shooting. He therefore went-over to this man and arranged 
with him to occupy his battery, where, for two hours, he 
had good shooting. During this time one of the natives 
sailed by him, and then going away, returned with another 
man in his boat, evidently as a witness. The next morning 
on leaving the club house, Mr. Edwards left word with the 

steward to accept any papers that might be served on him, 

and to send word to the justice that he would present him- 

self whenever wanted. The papers were served that day, as 

anticipated, and the next the defendant appeared before the 

justice of the peace and offered bail, which was accepted. 

In due time the case came on and was held before a judge 
from Newbern. Mr, Edwards conducted his own case, and 

decision was rendered in his favor, on the ground that the 
law under which he had been sued was passed by a Legis- 
lature convened by the Governor for the especial purpose of 

selling the Norfolk and Western Railroad, and that having 
been brought together for this purpose, they had no right to 
consider, or to legislate in regard to, any other matter. Sub- 
sequently, in conversation with legal authorities, the opinion 

was expressed that the members of clubs, being taxpayers, 

were sufficiently residents of the State to have the right to the 

same privileges in this matter as those whose domicile was in 

the State. 

Quite apart from anything touched on in the above deci- 

sion is the general question as to whether such a law, dis- 

criminating against non-residents, is in violation of the Con- 
stitution of the United States. 

The subject is of great importance, and is one which 
presents many difficulties to the lay mind, since the principles 

involved are by no means generally understood. The ques- 

tion turns wholly upon the police power of the State in re- 

gard to game. Those who regard it as unconstitutional 

argue that it is a law discriminating against the citizens of 

another State; others believe that the State has the right to 

legislate as it pleases in regard to the game within its borders. 

There are decisions which appear to show that the latter 
are in the right, The matter has been brought up is the 

United States’ Court, and opinions have been given which 

fully establish the right of the State to legislate against non- 

residents in regard to animals ferw nature found within 

its limits. As we have already demonstrated (ForEST AND 

Stream, Aug. 16, 1883, p. 41, et seg.), the property enjoyed 

in such animals ratione soli is only a limited or qualitied 

property, but the State would be justified in legislating about 
them for the common good of its citizens, even if it had no 

such property in these living and unappropriated animals, 

In the case of Corfield ys. Coryell, 4, Washington, 380 

(U. 8. Circuit Court, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, April, 
1823), opinion by Washington, J., this principle is clearly 

laid down. This was an action for trespass, for seizing, 

taking and carrying away, and converting to the defendant's 

use, a certain vessel, which had been taken from a man who 

was gathering oysters in Maurice River Cove in New Jersey. 
The defendant plead not guilty, with leave to justify. In 
justification he plead the act of June 9, 1820, of the State of 
New Jersey, which act, among other things, declares in its 

sixth section, ‘‘that it shall not be lawful for any person who 

is not at the time an actual inhabitant and resident in this 

State [New Jersey] to rake or gather clams, oysters or shells 

in any of the rivers, bays or waters in this State, on board of 
any canoe, flat scow, boat or other vessel not wholly owned 
by some person inhabitant of and actually residing in this 
State;’ and then recites the penalties for the same. On this 

point the counsel for plaintiff contended that the sixth sec- 
tion of this act is contrary to the second section of the 

fourth article of the constitution of the United States, by 
denying to the citizens of other States rights and privileges 
enjoyed by those of New Jersey. 

As to this point, Judge Washington said: ‘2. The next 

question is, whether this act infringes that section of the 

Constitution which declares that ‘the citizens of each State 

shall be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of citi- 

zens in the several States?’” He then cites some of these 

privileges and goes on to say: ‘‘But we cannot accede to the 
proposition which was insisted on by the counsel, that under 
this provision of the Constitution the citizens of the several 
States are permitted to participate in all the*rights which be- 

long exclusively to the citizens of any other particular State, 

merely upon the ground that they are enjoyed by those citi- 
zens; much less that in regulating the use of the common 

property of the citizens of such State the Legislature is 
bound to extend to the citizens of all the other Siates the 
same advantages as are secured to tneir own citizens. 

‘‘A several fishery, either as the right to it respects running 
fish, or such as are stationary, such as oysters, clams, and the 

like, is as much the property of the individual to whom it 

belongs as dry land, or land covered by water; and is equally 
protected by the laws of the State against the aggressions of 
others, whether citizens or strangers. Where those private 
rights do not exist to the exclusion of the common right, 
that of fishing belongs to all the citizens or subjects of the 
State. Itis the property of all, to be enjoyed by them in 
subordination to the laws which regulate itsuse. They may 

be considered as tenants in common of this property; and 

they are so exclusively entitled to the use of it that it-cannot 

be enjoyed by others without the tacit consent or the express 

permission of the sovereign who has the power to regulate 
its use. 

“This power in the Legislature of New Jersey to exclude 

the citizens of other States from a participation in the 

right of taking oysters within the waters of that State, was 

denied by the plaintiff_’s counsel, upon principles of public 
law, independent of the provision of the constitution which 
we are considering, upon the ground that they are incapable 
of being appropriated until they are caught. This argument 

is unsupported, we think, by authority. Rutherforth, b. 1, 

ch. 5, sect. 4and 5, who quotes Grotius as his authority, 

lays it down that, although wild beasts, birds, and fishes 

which have not been caught, have never in fact been appro- 

priated, so as to separate them from the common stock to 
which all men are equally entitled, yet where the exclusive 

right in the water and soil which a person has occasion to 

use in taking is vested in others, no other person can claim 
the liberty of hunting, fishing or fowling, on lands or waters, 

which are so appropriated. ‘The sovereign,’ says Grotius, 

ities ch. 2, sect. 5, “who has dominion over the land, or 

waters, in which the fish are, may prohibit foreigners [by 

which expression we understand him to mean others than 

subjects or citizens of the State] from taking them.’ 

‘*That this exclusive right of taking oysters in the waters of 

New Jersey has never been ceded by that State, in express 
terms, to the United States, is admitted by the counsel for 

the plaintiff; and having shown, as we think we have, that 

this right is a right of property, vested either in certain in- 
dividuals, or in the State, for the use of the citizens thereof, 

it would, in our opinion, be going quite too fur to construe 

the grant of privileges and immunities of citizens as amount- 

ing to a grant of a co-tenancy in the common property of 
the State to the citizens of all the other States. Such a con- 

struction would, in many instances, be productive of the 

most serious public inconvenience and injury, particularly 

in regard to those kinds of fish, which, by being exposed to 
too general use, may be exhausted. The oyster beds belong- 
ing to a State may be abundantly sufficient for the use of the 

citizens of that State, but might be totally exhausted and 
destroyed if the Legislature could not so regulate the use of 
them as to exclude the citizens of the other States from 

taking them, except under such limitations and restrictions 

as the laws may prescribe.” 

Other decisions in recent times have been to the same 
effect, so that there appears to be little doubt as to the rights 

of the different States, not only to-protect their animals 
Jere nature from their own citizens and from non-residents, 
but also to grant to their own citizens special privileges, as 

to the pursuit and taking of such animals, in which priy- 

ileges non-residents, even though they be citizens of the 

United States, may not share. 

Fissine Laws.—In another column we give a resumé of the 

new fishing law of Vermont, as amended by the last Legis- 

lature. The principal changes have been in the penalties, 

the extension of the close time for black bass and the for- 
bidding of the capture of black bass below a certain size. 

Formerly fish were merely confiscated when found to be 
illegally taken, but the imposing of a fine subjects the 

offender to a term in the House of Correction at hard labor 
at the rate of three days for every dollar, in case he does not 

pay. The making of the close season for black bass, and 

some other fishes, to June 15, nearly covers the spawning 

season. The old law permitted their capture with hook and 

line at all seasons and was entirely too liberal. ‘The clause 

requiring all black bass less than ten inches in length to be 
returned to the water is a good one and might be adopted 

with profit by other States. A ten-inch black bass, if the 

caudal fin is included, will not much exceed a half pound 

and may sometimes fall below that weight, and it is small 
enough to kill. 

Tar MArmne Commissioners have presented their annual 

report, and that portion of it relating to game is printed else- 

where. The report is a most encouraging one. It shows 

progress. That portion of it which will be read with the 
greatest interest is the reference to the proposed change in 

the deer shooting season. This change is emphatically dis- 
countenanced. The Commissioners are strongly opposed to 

it. Irrespective of the arguments which have been adduced 
or which may be adduced, pro or con, this expression of the 

Commissioners should be accepted as a sufficient objection 
to any change from the present law, 

Fieup Tria JupGmne.—We were astonished to learn 
from Canton, Miss,, that in the absence of Dr. Jarvis, the 

Southern Sportsmen’s Association had appointed as judge, in 
place of that gentleman, an individual with such an unsavory 

field trial record as C. B, Whitford. Dr. Jarvis must have 
felt highly complimented when he heard of it. 

Tue MicNoNETTE CREW, whose conviction of murder 

for having killed and eaten a companion, was reported in 

our columns last week, have been sentenced to six months 

imprisonment. That is to say, shipwrecked yachtsmen who 
kill and eat a companion are guilty of murder, but it is not 
hanging murder, 
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THEODATUS GARLICK. 

A REMARKABLE life was closed when, in the early morn- 
ing of Tuesday, Dec. 9, Theodatus Garlick died at his 

home in Bedford, Ohio. Death came to him not unexpected, 

nor, we believe, unwelcomed, for it meant final release from 

intense physical suffering, which had been borne with extra- 

ordinary fortitude for nearly twenty-one years. In 1864, being 

then on a yisit to his boyhood home in Middlebury, Vt., Dr. 

Garlick was stricken down with a sub-acute attack of the 
spinal nerves, a disease from which he never recovered, His 
age was seventy-nine years. 

Dr. Garlick wasa man of many-sided genius; excelling in a 

dificult profession, he was also an artist and a naturalist. 

Socially, and in private life he was beloved by innumerable 

friends, and because of his boundless charity, revered by 

scores who knew him only as their benefactor, A sketch of 

Dr. Garlick’s career was published in our issue of Jan, 8, 1881 

(accompanying a portrait), and from it we reprint the follow- 
ing paragraphs; : 

Theodatus Garlick was born March 30, 1805, in Middlebury, 

Addison county, Vt. Hisfather was Daniel Garlick, a farmer, 
who married Sabra Starkweather Kirby, daughter of Abra- 
ham Kirby, of Litchfield, Conn., and sister of thé Hon. 

Ephraim Kirby, who in 1804 was appointed by President 

Jeiterson United States Judge for the Territorial District of 

Louisiana, ' 
In 1816 young Garlick, then but a mere boy, eleven years 

old, left his home for the West, trudging on foot and carrying 

a knapsack, At Elk Creek, now Girard, in Hrie county, Penn- 

sylvania, he tarried two years, and then went on to Cleve- 

Jand, O., where he had a brother who was by trade a stone- 

cutter. Here he spent some years and became proficient in 

the art of-carying and lettering on stone, afterward going 

back to his Vermont home to finish his education, which had 

been irreguiarly received at the common schools and under 

private tutors, In 1823 he again returned to Ohio, accom- 

panied by his father and mother. 

Tn 1829, when at the age of twenty-four, he entered the 

office of Dr. Ezra W, Glezen as a medical student, afterward 

continuing these studies under the direction of Dr. Elijah 
Flower, then a prominent physician and surgeon at Brook- 

field. After some years of assiduous study, and after attend- 
ing full courses of medical and clinical lectures, he graduated 

at the University of Maryland, in the city of Baltimore, in 
1834. For many months thereafter he had the benefit of close 

socia] and professional relations with Prof. N. R. Smith, who 

at that date occupied the chair of Surgery in the Maryland 

University. Declining flattering inducements to remain in 

Baltimore, Dr. Garlick returned to Ohio and settled in what 

became the city of Youngstowny where he engaged in the 

practice of medicine and surgery ; and following his tastes and 

talents he made of the latter a specialty, He spent eighteen 
years here, his fame as a skillful surgeon growing all this 

while, and then removed to Cleveland, O., where he formed a 
partnership with Prof. Horace A. Ackley, Here he was 

elected a member of the Board of Censors of the Cleveland 
Academy of Natural Sciences, : 

Asa surgeon Dr. Garlick soon took high rank among the 

profession in that city, and of the country. He probably had 

no superior in that most superior branch of the art, plastic 
surgery. He performed numerous and most skillful ‘opera- 

tions of this class, both in the Cleveland and Medical College 
and elsewhere. One of the most important of these was in 

+he case of a young lady who had lost nearly all of one side of 
her face and two-thirds of the upper and lower lips by 
“sloughing” of the parts. The whole side of the face was 

restored and the deformity removed by the perfect fitting of 
flaps which were cut up to supply the lost parts. Professor 

John Delemater declared that there was not a more difficult 

ora more successful case of plastic surgery on record, and 

placed its value in money at $10,000, He performed the 
operation of lithotomy with unusual skill and success, in one 
case fracturing first and then extracting a stone which meas- 

ured three and ahalf by four and a half inches; in shape 
like a cocoanut. He successfully removed the half of the 
under jaw twice, disarticulating in each case, and twice tied 

successfully the carotid artery. He made some valuable im- 
provements in the methods of operation for harelip, and for 

fistula in ano; introduced new splints and dressings for frac- 

tures, and applied the principle of anatomical models to 
animals and parts of animals, and especially to fishes. 

Dr. Garlick had early developed a taste for art, and pos- 

sessed much talent for sculpture. He began his work in this 

while in college, and subsequently made most creditable ad- 

ditions to this branch of American art. While at the Mary- 
land Medical University he produced bas-reliefs in wax of five 

of the professors of the college, which were pronounced ex- 

cellent likenesses, The statuettes in basso-relievo of General 

Jackson and Henry Clay, both of whom gave him sittings, 
were soon after completed. A life-size bust of Judge George 

Tod, of Ohio, was another of his productions, admired for 

accuracy and artistic merit. 
His last work of artis probably his masterpiece, and has a 

peculiar interest because of the circumstances under which it 
was completed. Itis a life-size bust of Professor J. Kirtland, 
at the age of sixty, made in 1874, A disease of the spinal 

nerves of more than ten years duration, and which incapaci- 
tated him from standing without the aid of crutches, kept him 

closely confined to a lounge, and in a recumbent position, and 
while suffering acute pain, he modeled this admirable bust. 
The bust was modeled partly from an alto-relieyo which he 

produced in 1850, and partly from sittings by the Professor, 

Tt was most truly a labor of love. No pecuniary recompense 
would have induced Dr. Garlick to undertake it. His deep 

affection for Professor Kirtland enabled him to persevere in it 

until its completion. 

This talent as a sculptor was applied in a most useful way 

to the construction of anatomical models. He also made 

many valuable pathological models, which represented rare 

forms of disease. These models were duplicated, and are to 

be found in the medical colleges of Cleveland, Cincimuati, 

Buffalo, Charleston, Toronto and elsewhere. They are con- 
sidered to be superior to the works of the celebrated Auzoux 
of Paris. 

Dr. Garlick made the first daguerreotype picture (a land- 
scape) taken in the United States, and himself constructed the 

instrument and apparatus to take it in December, 1839; be- 

side making in 1840 the first daguerreotype likeness ever 

taken anywhere without requiring the rays of the sun to fall 
directly upon the sitter’s face—in other words, in the shade. 

It is as the pioneer in American fishculture that Dr, Gar- 
lick’s name willhaye the most enduring fame. Attracted by 

the reports of the experiments of Gehen and Remy in France, 
he at once recognized the practicability of artificially increas- 
ing some of our more valuable species; and, being an angler, 

naturally selected the brook trout to begin with. Associating 

himself in this enterprise with Prof. H. A. Ackley, Dr, Garlick 

started for the Sault Ste. Marie to obtain adult fish for this 
purpose, in the month of August, 1853, while Prof. Ackley pre- 
pared a pond for their reception by making a dam below a 

spring on his farm, which was some two miles from Cleve- 
land. The first attempt at transporting fish from the Sault 

Ste. Marie, nearly 500 miles, was a failure; but three subse- 
quent attempts resulted in placing 150 trout inthe pond. In 

September he made a trip to Port Stanley, Canada, and 

brought more. It was supposed that the journey would inter- 

fere with their spawning the same year, but in this the ex- 

perimenters were agreeably mistaken, On the 20th of No- 
vember the fish had so far progressed in nest making as to be 

ready to occupy the beds scooped in the gravel; and on the 

following day the Doctor caught and stripped the first pair of 
fishes so treated on the continent of North America, All the 

details of development, which are now so familiar to fishcul- 

turists, were then veiledand unknown. Were the little eggs 
impregnated? Would they hatch? It was forty-eight days, 

or not until Jan. 9, 1854, when the Doc‘or placed one of the 

eggs under the microscope and saw an unmistakable embryo. 

Thirteen days later a fish emerged from the egg, and the 
triumph was complete. Onthe 14th of February Dr. Garlick 

described these experiments and their success in a paper read 

before the Academy of Natural Sciences of Cleveland, O., 
which was published in its proceedings, and from which the 

above facts are taken. In December, 1856, he exhibited mi- 

croscopic views of the embryo trout before the same Academy 
at three different meetings, and showed the changes in the 

structure of the embryo at different ages, 

In 1857 he published a book entitled ‘‘Fish Culture,” which 
was for years the standard authority on the subject; a second 

edition, revised and enlarged, appeared in 1880, and was 

reviewed in FOREST AND STREAM of Sept, 16, 1880. 

Dr, Gariick’s early experiments in fishculture were published 

inthe Ohio Farmer and at that time did not attract much 

attention outside of his own circle of acquaintances, nor did 

his experiments and successes strike the public as having any 

practical pearing upon the every day concerns of life in the 

way of increasing the food supply, which was in no way scant 

in his State. Indeed they were rather yiewed as a curious 

recreation of a gentleman addicted to scientific experiments, 
and as a harmless way of spending: his time and money. 

Unfortunately for trout culture the Doctor was possessed of 
an ample income and therefore felt no necessity to enter into 
the breeding of fish as a business yenture, nor to pushit. He 

had demonstrated the fact that it was practicable to breed 

fish, and proved it to his own satisfaction, as well as that of 

his neighbors; he had published the result of his work in both 

scientific and popular papers; and there the matter rested. 

Had he been a poor man his natural enthusiasm, added to his 
native energy, which in other things showed his great powers 

of pushing things to their furthest limits, would, even in that 
early day, have awakened an interest in the cultureof fish 
which would have given itthe start that it did not acquire 
until fifteen years later. 
Although he saw in the artificial breeding of fish a new and 

important industry, he had no conception of the proportions 

that he has been spared to see if assume. He has seen it pass 
from the stage of scientific experiment to an industrial pur- 
suit, and from that to become animportant department in the 

internal economy of nearly every State in the Union by the 

appointment of Fishery Commissioners with State and 
National appropriations, more or less ample, for the propaga- 

tion of food fishes. He has watched the interchange of fish 

eges with foreign countries and the safe shipment of ova to 
the antipodes. He has seen the salmon restored to the Con- 

necticut River; the shad successfully planted and grown on 
the Pacific coast, where they were unknown, until fresh shad 

are no novelty in the markets of San Francisco. He has seen 
the fishes of the West firmly established in the East, until the 

trout of California has been perfectly acclimated there. He 

has noted the fact that the sea fishes also have been propa- 
gated, and that the cod and the Spanish mackerel can be in- 
creased by artificial means. Truly a grand retrospect for the 
pioneer in American fishculture, and a glorious record with 

which to close a busy and a useful life, 

During the past years of physical suffering with which Dr. 

Garlick has been prostrated, his mind has been clear; and now 

in his seventy-sixth year, he watches the FoREsT AND STREAM 

for new movements in fishculture. He has been an occasional 

contributor to its columns, and has lately been much inter- 

ested in the culture of carp, of which he hasa pond and hopes 

to see them increase. He was a diligent student of natural 

history and other kindred sciences. Prof. J. P. Kirtland 

was his first and only preceptor in natural history, and was 

his intimate friend and associate for more than forty years. 

In 1857 the Doctor described the large-mouthed black bass of 

Ohio waters as Grystes megastoma, its specific name being his 

own and descriptive of its large mouth, a name so appropri- 

ate that it is unfortunate that it has to give way to the law of 

priority and be passed into the realms of synonomy. 

The brief outline of his life given above is the record of 

a busy, well-spent career, well rounded by notable achieye- 

ments in different spheres of work; itis the sketch of a re- 

markable man. 

Che Sportsman Tourist. 

THE BEST FISHING. 

es VEEN Swinging, swaying, swinging, 

Ocean heaying, white gulls winging: 

Lazy rolling, gentle plashing, 
Mirrored sun from smooth waves flashing; 
Burnished faces, merry laughter, 

Swimming first and luncheon after; 

Not the faintest sign or rumor 

Of a fin to spoil our humor. 

Sport like that is worth the wishing, 

That’s the way to go a-fishing. 

—H. G. Dutoc, 

LES CHENEUX. 

EW of the summer visitors to Mackinaw Island know 
of the rare piscatorial sport to be had at the Cheneux 

Islands, only eighteen miles away, and very few of the grand 
army of hay fever sufferers, cool weather and health seek- 
ers know of the existence of such a group. Nevertheless, all 
well+egulated maps show them to lie northeast of Macki- 
naw and Bois Blanc islands; they are conspicuous on the 
mariner’s chart as “Les Cheneux:” county papers spealk 
of the ‘‘Scheneaux;” the U. §. Land Office maps designate 
them as ‘“‘Oheneux Islands;” French fishermen set their nets 
at the “‘Schnows,” and after you have seen the sights at 
Mackinaw you are asked, ‘‘Are you going to the Snows?” 

It would seem that the French settlers should agree on the 
pronunciation of this word, but as they charmingly dis- 
agree, and generally concur in mispronouncing Bois Blanc 
Bob-a-lo, I will merely say that a pilgrim to these shores 
could make himself ‘‘opaque” by lisping plain ‘‘Snows.” 

Unfortunately for visitors, the present accommodations at 
the Cheneux are poor, there being besides a few fishermen 
and Indians but one genuine white settler upon the islands, 
viz., Mr, Wm. Patrick, a very courteous and accommodat- 
ing gentleman, who is engaged in lumbering, and with his 
family has lived upon Marquette, the largest of the islands, 
for the past six years. Harly next summer he purposes 
erecting a hotel to accommodate people desiring plain fare, a 
healthful climate and good fishing every day, To those 
wishing to camp, I will say, there are many suitable spots on 
nearly every island, Mackinaw Island is the nearest outfit- 
ting point from which excursion steamers run twice a week 
and fish tugs daily; round trip fare one dollar, 
A delightful and independent way to gois to charter one of 

the many Mackinaw sailboats, pointed at both ends, famous 
for withstanding turbulent seas, and very fast sailing crafts. 
Five dollars a day is the usual charge. We were advised to 
get Captain Jerome Gulpin, who owns such a boat, and had 
no cause to regret our choice. The Captain is a character 
that will bear inspection. When fairly afloat he prefaces his 
remarks with the statement that he is tongue-tied and a 
wretched talker; but were he to remark instead, ‘‘] am lame 
and a poor walker,” he would come nearer following that 
biblical road, which in this case leads to his idol—‘my 
boat.” His furrowed face was the picture of contentment 
as, with one hand on the tiller and the other on his short 
pipe, he sat in the stern of ‘his boat” on the morning of the 
second day of last August and permitted Mackinaw Island 
to sink slowly into the lake, while the Cheneux as gradually ~ 
came up in our front under the favorable breeze which filled 
our sails and drew from the Captain many laughable personal 
yarns and much praise for his good boat Lucy. But sud- 
denly there was a calm, and the Captain frowned inauspici- 
ously and predicted a storm from all the cardinal points, 
while his three passengers ate their dinners and contemplated 
with satisfaction the pile of camp equipage that seemed 
capable of sustaining them forever, providing the boat 
proved as seaworthy as represented. There is a charm in 
experiencing a culm—a very short calm, such as we had, 
We measured the depth of water and found just 195 feet of 
the cold blue fluid between us and terra firma. We tried 
bobbing for lake trout with a large spoon hook, hoping that 
some indiscreet monster would establish a precedent for his 
more wary kindred; but half an hour of this vigorous exer- 
cise convinced us that the unwary one sought did not desire 
to advance the cause of science. 

Goose Island lay ahead and to our right. We interrupted 
the commander, who was speaking of a terrible midnight 
gale which he and his frightened nephew once outrode on 
this coast (in his boat the Lucy), to ask how so uncouth a 
name had been given so pretty anisland. He knew of but 
two reasons. There had never been any geese around it to 
his knowledge, and a tourist once fished there two days with- 
out getting a bite. The Captain now invoked the aid of the 
zephyrs in the following language; ‘‘Come on! Come on 
now! Where you are now?” And very soon we were struck 
by a squall that forced us into one of the intricate channels 
for which the Cheneux are famous. Here we weresafe, and 
between trolling for grass pike and chasing flocks of young 
ducks, the time passed quickly until Patrick’s was reached, 
where we went into camp and bade good by to ourvoyageur, 
who hoped to see us again in the “‘sweet subsequently.” He 
very ingeniously cemented the contract for a return passage 
by telling a disparaging anecdote on his pompous and most 
formidable rival, The Captain says that when the lake is 
rough, ‘‘like a flour barrel,” his rival becomes unduly excited, 
and when under the éspionage of a crowd he never fails to 
show his eccentricities by virtue of his authority as com- 
mander. One day while passing a crowded dock, be was 
hailed and informed that a number would like to take asail. 
The commander did not lose his right eye, but his wits de- 
parted in the brief mental squabble that followed, and he 
forgot that the anchor or “hank” (which was a box filled 
with stones) had no cable attached. Promptness being one 
of his virtues, he gave the order, “‘Frow de hank.” 

-~ “But we have no cable, Captain,” wus the rejoinder of the 
sou, who acted as mate and crew. This was rank mutiny, 
and the reply came quickly: ‘‘Nevaire mind; frow de hank; 
he hold some anyhow.” The hank was thrown and the 
stones went through the bottom of the box. , 
“What ail de hank? De hank float,” excitedly exclaimed 

the Captain, and rushing for the tiller he banged the boat 
against the dock so hard that it took the rest of the day to 
yepair damages. _ . ‘ 

Opposite Patrick's, on the main land, will be found the 
old Pather Pierre farm, now a fine stretch of undulatin 
meadow, with two dilapidated log barns on one side, and 
the Chippewa cemetery among the trees on the other. The 
sun was low down in the west when we visited the burying 
eround so sacred to the Chippewas. It is only a small, 
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grassy space in the edge of the woods, containing some 
fifteen graves surmounted by Catholic crosses. Nearly all 
are decorated with red, white and blue rosettes, made of 
paper, cloth and birch bark, which are thickly fastened to a 
willow wand bent in the form of 8 snow shoe, The coffins 
are of birch bark, which does not ret as soon as wood, The 
graves are lined with boards, and many of them have a roof- 
like coyerins, those of the chiefs being double, with an 
aperture in the top for food which sustains the soul on its 
journey to the land of the hereafter, Eyery burial is conse- 
erated by a funeral feast, which takes place at lhe grave. 
Variety of food rather than quantity is the desideratum, and 
every one invited is expected to furnish something. One 
may visit the Cheneux a dozen times in a summer and not 
see a dozen Indians, but when a death occurs swift boatmen 
are dispatched to the different settlements, and it is nothing 
unusual to see two hundred at _a funeral, many of them 
haying paddled twenty miles. The last death, a very sad 
one, was ihat of a young and heautiful squaw, who had 
been married but six months, Mrs, Patrick, in speaking 
touchingly of the event, said; '“As I sat beside her she raised 
herself in bed, smiled brightly, and extending her arms, said, 
‘I see two women in a boat; oh, how beautiful they are; and 
they are coming for me,’ and fell back dead.” ; 

1 stood a long time beside this grave, and many very curi- 
ous thoughts came up that tarried obstinately for weeks, for 
I believed every word that had been told me about this poor 
girl, now grown to 

“A daughter of the gods. divinely tall 
And most divinely fair.” 

After our first supper st the Cheneux, we passed a very 
pleasant evening at the Patrick mansion, being formally in- 
troduced to old Jack Do-skin-no and wife by Mr, P.’s 
daughter, Maud, who acted as interpreter, Ostensibly, 
Jack had come to make a social call, but the presumption is 
that he came for something more substantial than words of 
welcome. In either case he was not disappointed, for he 
went his way rich in pork and flour, with a kind invitation 
to come again, Jack is said to be one hundred years old— 
more or less—has a pleasant and intelligent face, fine eyes, 
and a beautiful head of snow white hair. Two months 
before we met him he had fallen and broken an arm, but 
this did not prevent him and his aged wife paddling an 
unwieldy canoe fourteen miles to pay their respects to the 
Patrick family. Being the leading medicine man in the 
community, | afterward consulted him regarding my little 
girl, who had been poisoned with wild parsley, He pre- 
seritbed oil taken from the head of a sturgeon, which had 
the desired effect. Mr. White Loon, another celebrity, fur- 
nished the specific at ruling prices. 
A few of the Chippewas have farms on the islands, but 

most of {hem depend on fishing and odd jobs for a liveli- 
hood. They make a good quality of grained maple sugar, 
which is put up in small packages with a fancy birch bark 
covering and the whole styled a mo-eoc. They dispute the 
slander that the caked sugar is congealed and squeezed into 
shape in any article of cast-off clothing that comes handy. 
Elaborate matting is woven of rushes which are first boiled 
in some unknown decoction to make them pliable, tough 
and yellow. 
From 100 to 200 of the males are employed by Mr, P. in 

winter, who is authority for the statement that they are 
strictly honest at all times, and faithful workers when there 
is a dearth of whisky. In one sense the same can be said 
of their army of lank, yellow dogs—they are always faithful 
to their stomachs, but domot possess that fine discrimination 
of ownership of their masters when anything catable or 
moyable is to be discussed, They are constantly moying 
from one island to another seeking whom they may deyour, 
Mr. J. Matsh, of Chicago, is of the opinion that their 
ambition would Jead them to capture a red hot stove, if given 
half a chance, as his party lost the dish cloth, a large ham 
and all the bacon they possessed the first night they camped. 
Laboring under the delusion that a panther had been thus 
sacrilegious, it was reported (maliciously, I fear) by the 
ladies in the party, that their Nimrod valiantly stood guard 
the rest of the night, armed with a revolver minus the cylin- 
der, Selah. It can easily he proven that these Indian curs 
are expert berry pickers, and live almost exclusively upon 
red raspberries during August when their owners are away 
after huckleberries. They are said to be excellent deer dogs, 
If they are as good for deer as they are for swill pails they 
must be very valuable, and a good place to hunt decr would 
be about 1,000 miles from an Indian encampment. 

There are a number of fair violinists among the dusky 
islanders who furnish dance music gratuitously every time 
there is a gathering at one of the more pretentious cabins, 
and it is safe to say they will never retire for want of prac- 
tice, for the old-fashioned cotillion is danced oyer and over 
at their frequent meetings, each time with astonishing zeal. 
But of all their enjoyments no one is so heartily entered 
into as the célebration of the New Year, About Christmas 
the entire band, women and children included, assemble at 
the house of some white settler who is usually aroused from 
his morning nap by a volley of musketry intended to be con- 
ciliating, but if regnrded for atime by an occasional new 
comer as apvressive, the greater the fun when matters are 
explained, Fora morning appetizer each member of the 
family receives a kiss and embrace from every person in this 
motley throng, trifling presents are bestowed, ‘Happy New 
Years” are in order, a shake bag is held open to receive any 
edible the settler may see fit to give, a parting volley is fired 
and the procession moyes on. By New Years morning the 
circuit of the remote settlements on the mainland has been 
completed, a grand volley is fired at sunrise, the shake bag 
opened and the day and following night given to intense re- 
joicing. 
’ Although there are only about a dozen islands in the 
group, it will take a good oursman four weeks to thoroughly 
explore the many channels and inlets about them and deter- 
mine to his satisfaction where the best fishing is 10 be had. 
I rowed from five to twenty miles nearly every day and did 
not go over all the inviting ground, but my experience 
went to show that from Aug. 1 to Sept, 15, the best bass, 
cat, perch and pike fishing will be found in and about the 
bay, one mile southeast of the Pierre farm. A gentleman 
from Detroit has a summer cottage and dock on one of the 
points extending into this bay, where black bass love to con- 
gregate, but inquiry there revenled the strange fact that the 
best fishing grounds were distant four or fiye miles in all 
directions, _ 

Late in Se, “ember lake trout may be taken with the spoon 
near fhe open . ter, and brook trout are reported plentiful 
in the streams nt wat hand on the main land, Good duck 
shooting can be had in October. Having my wife and little 
girl with me it was necessary to do some perch fishing every 
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day, as half a pound a minute looked better on their ledger 
than one ten-pounder an hour. WNine-tenths of all we caught 
were returned to the water and we made no effort to sec 
what could be done in any one day. An expert angler, by 
working five hours a day, could equal our score, which was 
as follows: “Aug. 2,4 pike. Aug. 4, 6 pike, 6 black bass, 
50 perch, rainy, Aug, 5, ¥ pike, 72 perch, 1 18-pound mas- 
kallonge, cloudy. Aug. 6, rainy, catch minnows. Aug, 7, 
45 perch, 4 pike, 3 bass, 22 catfish, pleasant. Aug. 8,1 12- 
pound pike, 16 perch, pleasant. Aug, 9, 1 cat, 33 perch, 1 
bass, 4 pike, pleasant. Aug. 11, cold and windy. Aug. 12, 
30 perch, 2 bass, 4 pike, 1 16-pound maskallonge, pleasant. 
Aug. 13, 56 perch, 5 bass (one a 5 pounder), 5 pike, pleasant. 
Aug. 14, 22 perch, 3 pike, cloudy and windy. Aug, 15, go 
to Prentis Bay, 5 pike, pleasant. Aug, 16, fish two hours, 
67 perch, 3 pike, 1 4 pound bass, cloudy. Aug 17, my 
birthday, fish an hour, 1 15-pound pike. Aug, 18, 4 bass, 
118 perch, 3 pike, 1 wall-eye 9 pounds, cloudy. Aug. 19, 
5 bass, one weighs 54, 6 pike, 58 perch, pleasant, Aug, 20, 
very windy. Aug, 21, 77 perch, 8 bass, 2 pike. Aug. 22, 
17 bass, 3 pike, 1 trout, 18-pounder, pleasant, see fine mirage. 
Ang. 28, 105 perch, 2 pike, 1 bass, cloudy. Aug. 25, fish 
alone, 36 black bass, cloudy.” Bass caught with minnow 
bait, lake trout, pike and maskallonge with spoon and rod 
and reel. Worms can be dug near the old barns on the 
Pierre farm but are very small. C. A. ©. 
Totepo, O, 

A LEGEND OF CRAZY WOMAN’S FORK. 

EE the journey through that grand mountainous region of 
Northern Wyoming, one of the most favored camping 

spots is on the banks of the pretty little stream of water 
which issues from the mountains at a distance of about a 
league from the trail, known as Crazy Woman’s Fork. 

This camp on the fork was formerly noted for its danger 
from Indian attacks, as an abundance of game being found 
in the yalley, brought the redskins there fo replenish their 
supplies of meat. Notwithstanding this, the beautiful and 
diversified yiews of lovely scenery hastened, and still do 
hasten the parties traveling in that region to camp for a 
night, at least, on the banks of the limpid stream that re- 
freshes man and beast with its cool waters from its never- 
failing source in the range. The hanks are diversified with 
clumps of cottonwood trees, and to the west you behold the 
tall spurs of the Divide rising up, as from your very feet, 
their summits covered with snow, while the haze that sur- 
rounds them gives them an appearance of mystery, and 
causes one to experience, perhaps, some such feeling as did 
the Romans of old when they looked at the white pinnacles 
of the Alps and wondered what was beyond. 

At the close of a beautiful day in September, in company 
with an Indian of the Crow nation named Little Wolf, [ 
reached the fork, and as we had traveled far, and were con- 
siderably fatigued, we turned our ponies up the north bank 
of the stream, and after going about a mile came to a beauti- 
ful little glade, where we uncinched and removed the packs 
from the mnles and picketed the four animals in the open, 
after which we made our camp in the edge of the cotton- 
wood grove which surrounded us. 

After disposing of our evening meal, while the Indian was 
gathering a supply of night wood, I walked through the 
grove until I reached the broad, open plain beyond. and was 
just in time to behold one of the most beautiful sunsets if 
has ever been my fortune to see. The sun was just sinking 
behind the mountains, and the rays, being retlected by the 
heavy mists, clothed the summits with that glorious crimson 
to be seen only in mountainous districts. After the last rays 
had died away I returned to our camp in the edge of the 
motte, The Indian was sitting cross-legged in front of the 
fire, smoking his pipe, and I soon joined him, After smok- 
ing for a short time in silence, Little Wolf suddenly asked 
me if I had ever heard how the stream on which we were 
encamped obtained its name. As | replied in the negative, 
he then related the following legend of Crazy Woman’s 
Fork: 

‘Two hundred years ago,” said he, ‘‘when the moon was 
brighter and there were more stars,* the Absarakas, or Crow 
Nation, were a great people and they roamed all over this 
country, from the Missouri to the west of the Yellowstone, 
and no dog of a Dacotah dare show himself here. 

“But the people had been wicked, and the Great Spirit 
darkened the heavens; and there was a great heat, so that 
the streams were dried up, and the snow disappeared from 
the highest peaks of the mountains. The buffalo, the elk, 
the big-horn and the antelope all disappeared and died away, 
so that there was a great famine’in the land, and the warrior 
saw his squaw and children die for the want of food which 
he could not find on all the plain nor on the mountain sides; 
so that the whole nation grieved, and mourned in sorrow of 
heart, 

*Stillthey kept up their wars with the Dacotahs,and fought 
many a bloody battle with them, while they were suffering 
most, and the game had entirely vanished. 

“One day the great medicine man called a council, and 
when the chiefs and elders were assembled, he told them a 
wouderful dream which he had had, in which he was bidden 
by the Great Spirit to gather the chiefs of the tribe at the 
fork of the stream by which they dwelt. 

“The ponics having all been eaten, they were obliged to 
make t!e journey on foot to the place of meeting. 
‘When they arrived at the bluffs on the edge of the valley 

they were surprised to see a bountiful supply of food spread 
on the bank of the stream near the forks, and a white woman 
standing up, making signs for them to descend from the 
bluffs. As they had never before seen a while squaw, they 
were greatly astonished. The medicine man descended to 
the valley, and the woman told him that the Great Spirit 
would talk through her to the councii. She then told him 
that the wars of the tribe were displeasing to the Great 
Spirit, and that they must make peace with the Dacotah 
nation. When that was done, the great chief Bear-that- 
grabs should return to her. So they dispatched runners to 
the Dacotahs, and peace was declared between the tribes for 
the first time in one hundred years. 

‘‘When Bear-that-grabs returned to her, she told him to 
follow her to the mountains, and when they came to the 
Big Horn, where the rock was perpendicular, directed him 
to shuot three arrows. The first one struck the rock, the 
second flew over the mountain. The third was discharged, 
and a terrible noise followed: the heavens were aglow with 
lightning; the thunder shook the mountains; the earth 
trembled, and the rock was rent asunder, and out of the 
fissure came countless herds of buffalo, filling the valleys 
and covering the hills. The hearts of the people were glad, 

_*This expression in his figurative language means, ‘‘When the In- 
dian‘s lot was happier and game as plentiful as the stars,” 

and they ate and were merry, and returned thanks to the 
Great Spirit and to the good white woman. 

“To this day when anything of rote is about to befall the 
tribe, the spirit of the white woman is seen hovering over 
the mountain at Crazy Woman’s Fork. The great fissure 
in the rock is the cafion of the Big Horn River.” 

Such was the legend, or at least such is a synopsis of it, 
for Little Wolf was nearly three hours in relating it, 

“The Crows,” said he, “‘have always been friendly to the 
whites, and my people know that they are imposed upon by 
the Government agents in a worse manner than the tribes 
who make all the trouble, For they know it is not neces- 
sary to buy us off with presents to keep the peace as they do 
the others. Moreover, the Government has taken away some 
of our Jands and given them to the Dacotahs, who are fight- 
ing and murdering the whites as often as possible.” 

he Indians are not all bad, as those who have had any 
intercourse with them well know, I have lived and hunted 
with different bands of the northern tribes for months at a 
time, and can say thatif the officials who have had control 
of Indian affairs had understood their business and pursued 
an upright and honest policy, there would have been no 
such troubles as have occurred, 

The responsibility of the various massacres of Okiboji, 
Fort Phil Kearney, the Little Big Horn and many others, 
does not rest with the Indians, and if carefully investigated 
they will be found to have resulted from broken treaties and 
the non-observance of what were to the Indians solemn 
promises, al] to the end that a ring of pusillanimous office 
holders might be satiated. I speak feelingly and_ intelli- 
gently, as I have witnessed such suffering among the Indians 
as would make one doubt the justice of God, and would be 
cause for universal assistance among civilized natiors, 
With the advent of settlers in Indian lands, the game dis- 

appears. Then comes starvation or war; for if they leave 
their reservations to hunt in some region where game is to 
be had (for the deer and other animals migrate regularly, 
and the Indians were formerly free to follow them) a great 
ery is raised and troops are sent to drive the wretched stary- 
ing people back. 

Some of us know how much the Indians have endured he- 
fore breaking their parts of the treaties. 

Derviu’s RAMROD. 

OVERHAULING THE DITTY-BAG. 

NE of the ‘‘dark days before Christmas,” cold, steady 
rain all day. No temptation to go out o’ doors. Strong 

inducement to stay inside and practice on bright fires, cook- 
ery, gossip, etc. An old sailor, when he has a pleasant Sun- 
day to himself, and there is no call to make or take in sail, 
is morally certain to overhaul his ‘‘chist” from till to keelson, 
An old hunter is just as certain to overhaul his ditty-bag 
and dufile. 
Whereby it may be understood that, on this stormiest of 

winter Sundays, | go through a small tin box and a little 
doeskin bag, containing souvenirs of some fifty years, 
largely devoted to the woods. 

Firstly, here is a little muslin bag containing a specimen 
bullet fitting every favorite rifle I have ever used or owned. 
About one dozen of the bullets are enveloped in parchment, 
and carefully but briefly marked. Each of these has a his- 
tory; and I am too glad that I had the forethought to do it, 
For instance; here is the ragged, flattened, round ball, with 
which I killed the best and fattest short-legged black bear 
I have ever seen. Alas! How long ago? I killed him on 
the 10th of November, 1857. Tempus fugit. The ball 
is a sixty to the pound, round. And here are the two round 
balls with which I killed the largest buck I have ever shot 
in my life. One went in 6n the right side, the other on the 
left. Each ball lodged against the skin on the opposite side. 
And both are nearly round. The buck weighed 222 pounds. 
And here is the ball ! am looking for, the conical bullet 

that my gentlemanly critic, ‘J. J. M.,” objects to as too 
light. I send you the bullet, just as it was cut out of a big 
doe, thirty-seven or thirty-eight years ago last month. In a 
former article I called it eighty round to the pound, That 
meant with a heavy patch. ‘To-day I test it by the modern 
caliber, and find that it stands for just sixty-four to the 
pound, 7. ¢., nitked ball. In other words, and in modern 
parlance, .40.caliber Maynard. The shot was made as the 
doe jumped from a spring-bed, and her ladyship was obliged 
to make three or four open jumps before she could get a 
heavy tree trunk between her tail and the rifle; consequence 
was she was struck on the inside of the starboard hip.- Bul- 
let ranged forward ‘to the brisket, and was cut out lying butt 
end foremost against the skin. It was nearly perfect in 
form; and the doe fell in sight dead. I killed sixteen deer 
with these bullets in Eaton county, Mich., and this is the 
only bullet I cut ouf of a deer that was not sprawled, spread 
or spattered in some way. 

Isend you another conical bullet, a .50-caliber. I send it 
because it was shot through a yearling doe, almost precisely 
as the other. The doe ran a mile and wasthen pulled down 
by a couple of sharp deer dogs. I send you a third, a long, 
club-like chunk of lead. It weighs just four times as much 
as the little hollow-pointed bullet that killed the big doe— 
.45-caliber, 1-dare say such bullets have killed, or may kill, 
dead loads of deer, but I have not seen them. Away with 
such bullets. What is the good? A fool can’t shoot 
anyhow, and a good shot does not need such a leaden terror, 
And here area couple of additional specimens—two strings 

of rattles, from our mountain rattlesnakes. The first string 
did consist of eighteen perfect rattles, from a large yellow 
rattlesnake, A fool spoiled the string. All the same there 
are seventeen rattles left. The snake measured 5 feet 34 
inches. The other string, consisting of ten rattles, I have a 
high regard for. The owner was lively, sharp and game, 
She was heavier and more gamy than the old yellow. Best 
of all, she bit the meanest boy on Pine Creek. Why in 
Gehenna the snake should be dead while the boy is alive 
and well, can only be accounted for by the advantage de- 
rived from cousins and hickory clubs. Somebody once said 
in FOREST AND STREAM that the yellow rattlesnake was the 
female, the black was the male. At the time I thought so 
myself. Subsequently I saw on Asoph Run a fine, large, 
well-colored black rattlesnake, lying supinely stretched out, 
ona log, while twenty-one young rattlers ran down her 
throat. I want uo more instructions on the sex of rattle- 
snakes, 

I will haye a few pages to add on ‘‘Woodcraft” in the 
near future. NESSMUE. 

Duc. 7, 1884, 

Ow1s on Lone Isuanp.—Hditor Forest and Stream: Can 
the correspondent who, in your last issue, noted shooting of 
owls at Bay Ridge, give me the species of the birds?—D, 
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dlatuyal History. 

NOTES OF THE WOODS AND WATERS. 
Y. 

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS. 
(eee now general custom of decorating our homes, 

churches, and Sunday schools during Christmas times 
with evergreens, originated with that ancisnt and mystical 
people, the Druids, With them the mistletoe, holly, ivy, 
rosemary, bay and laurel, were considered sacred plants, 
possessed of great medicinal properties as well as powerful 
agencies for good fortune and prosperity, and as charms 
against evil powers, from the fact that the good spirits, elves 
and fairies of the woods took refuge in these evergreens dur- 
ing the cold winter months, and by their beneficent and 
powerful influences brought health, good fortune, and hap- 
piness to every household so adorned; but when spring time 
came, they again sought their sylvan homes, In England, 
the holly, ivy, and mistletoe are still the most prized and 
eagerly sought after of all the evergreens used for Christmas 
decorations; but with us, all vegetation of pleasing colors, 
form and habit are used, be they wild or cultivated, and 
every year new materials are introduced, which are eagerly 
sought after, both by the rich and those of modest means, 
who can but just afford to purchase a simple wreath or cross 
of holly. 
When one visits the large markets he wonders where the 

hundreds and hundreds of little and big Christmas trees 
come from, nor does he imagine that special steamers are 
chartered to convey loads of them from Maine to the Boston 
and New York markets, where they are distributed to all 
parts of the Eastern and Middle States. 

OF late years many of our leading nurserymen have made 
a specialty of raising Christmas trees of unusual size and 
beauty. These bring very high prices, according to their 
height, as for instance a perfect tree thirty feet high will cost 
a dollar a foot, and for all over that height the price as a rule 
inereases. These immense Christmas trees are for Sunday 
schools and charitable institutions, and a tree for a small 
family of one baby can be had as Jow asten cents. We are 
indehted to the Germaus for this Innocent and joyous cus- 
tom of the gathering of old and young around the family 
Christmas tree. 

This year the shipment of English mistletoe will be more 
exteusive than on auy previous year, from the fact that the 
system of handling and packing it for the American 
market has become better understood on the other side. 
It is pleasant to be able to state that the demand for the 
Southern mistletoe, which, however, is not as handsome 
a mistletoe as the English, is steadily on the increase, and 
that in very many Northern and Southern homes the boys in 
blue and the boys in gray will sit under an American mistle- 
toe bough this Christmas and tell over their achievements of 
many years ago with rifle and cannon. The mistletoe is a 
true parasite and feeds on the sap on which it grows. The 
fruit of this most interesting and curious of all Christmas ever- 
greens consists of a semi-transparent berry, the flesh of which 
is very sticky, and containsa singleseed. The favorite trees 
of the mistletoe are the oak and the apple, So much is this 
the case that in some parts of HKngland, where they are culti 
vated extensively, the mistletoe has become a great pest, and 
often destroys valuable orchards in a few years if not closely 
watched. But the most curious fact isthe planting 
of the mistletoe, which is entirely due to the birds of 
England that remain in that Country during the winter 
months, and becoming hard pressed for food, are forced to 
eat the sticky berries of the mistletoe, the seeds of which 
are left clinging to the branches of the tree on which the 
mistletoe is growing. These seeds in course ef time germin- 
ate, and the radicle penetrating the bark, the young plant 
sustains itself onthe sap of the tree. 

To the Southern States we are also indebted for another 
beautiful plant, the Spanish moss (Zillandsia usneoides), 
which is bez more extensively used every Christmas. This 
so-called Spanish moss (though it is not a moss at all, but be- 
longs to the pineapple family) is gathered mostly in Florida, 
whence it is sent North carefully packed in-barrels, through 
the sides and ends of which numerous holes are bored for 
the purpose of obtaining a thorough circulation of air, with- 
out which the moss would become heated and rot before it 
reaches its destination, This moss is also extensively used 
as.a soft and dry packing for the oranges of Florida, and is 
afterward sold by the dealers in fruits for Christmas decora- 
tions. The cool, grayish-green color of this moss forms a 
yery pleasant and harmonious contrast when combined with 
the rich and dark greens of our Northern evergreens. This 
Spanish moss has also a considerable economic value, it 
being used very extensively by upholsterers for stuffing 
matiresses, sofas and beds, 

The method of preparing the moss to rid the inner, woody, 
horse hair like fibre of its soft outer coating of ‘‘bark,”’ is a 
very slow and tedious one. After gathering it from the 
branches of the live oak on which it grows (for like the 
mistletoe it isa parasite, though it does not live on the sap of 
the tree, but obtains its support from its surroundings and 
the atssosphere), it is buried in the ground, or is placed in 
running water, where it is allowed to remain till the outer 
covering or “bark” is more or less rotted, it is then sent 
North to be ginned. The ginning removes all the small 
particles of bark that still remain attached to the fibre, and 
at the same time clearsit of dirt and other foreign substances. 
Tt now looks very much like coarse and black horse hair, 
and when in a mass has great spring to it, almost equal to 
curled horse hair, so that you would never recognize it as 
the once beautiful and graceful Spanish moss of Florida. 
Its value has now increased to fifteen cents per pound. 

Our Northern wood mosses come next to the Spanish 
moss for Christmas work. When using growing plants or 
flowers, the unsightly flower pots should be kept out of 
sight. There is no material that is so well adapted for this 
purpose as the fine mosses that grow on rocks and on old 
stumps. These, as a rule, can be secured in sheets, W hen 

covering the pois with this material a sheet of it is fastened 

to the pot by means of fine wire (such as florists use) 
which is wound three or four times around the pot. It is 
best to draw the wire rather tight, so as to allow for the de- 

crease in thickness of the sheet of moss when it becomes dry, 

and also to imbed the wire so that it may not be seen; if fine 
wire is not obtainable green thread will answer nearly as 
well. In old woods, small and large hummocks of light and 

dark green mosses are to be found, these are admirable for 
building up masses and groups for both pot and cut flowers, 

and for banking against a butter tub sawn in half and filled 

with earth, in which the Christmas tree is planted. In this 

- 

‘ported for the 

bank of damp moss can be inserted irailing sprays of the 
partridge berry, also wintergreen und small masses of the 
finer evergreen ferns, cut flowers, etc. 
A person having only a moderate amount of taste for color 

effects, grouping and massing, can really perform wonders 
with the most common materials that are to be obtained in 
the woods a few weeks before Christmas. When using the 
short, light gray mosses and lichens that are to be found in 
dry and sandy locations, they must be thoroughly dampened 
to make them soft and pliable, or else they will be found to 
be so brittle that the slightest pressure will cause them to 
break and fall apart. The long gray, beard-like lichen found 
erowing on old cedars and spruce trees, when draped on the 
branches of a Christmas tree, gives it an ancient look, This 
lichen also becomes yery pliable after it has had a drink of 
water, otherwise itis exceedingly apt to go to pieces on the 
slightest familiarity, 

ones, burs and catkins, attached to branches or stemmed, 
and the empty seed vessels of many of our wild flowers 
(asters and golden rod), when used in masses, all help to 
lighten and break the monotony and somberness of many of 
the Christmas greens of our Northern climate, and are all 
suggestive of the Jong winter’s sleep into which Nature has 
retired, and are so many signs and promises left to us that 
she will return again in her many-colored and swect-scented 
robes of leaves and flowers. 

One of our most common of wild flowers, the cud-weed or 
pearly everlasting (Aniennaria margaritacea) may be used, as 
well as the Gnaphalium—a Greek word, meaning a lock of 
wool in allusion to the downy character of the leaves and 
stems—which is closely related to the well-known immortelle 
of France and the much-treasured and sought after edelweiss 
of the Alps (Gnaphalinwn leontopodiwm), to obtain which both 
American and English Alpine climbers often risk their lives, 
as if is often found growing on the yery edge of some yawn- 
ing precipice, This curious-looking Alpine flower is now 
sold by our leading florists in a dry state, it having been im- 

ermsns, Swedes and Swiss, who use it 
extensively for Christmas decorations, 

The eud-weed has of late years been much used in Christ- 
mas wreaths and crosses as a substitute for the imported im- 
mortelles. Some years ago, in a very handsomely decorated 
parlor, the crimson pompons of the common sumach (Rhws 
glabra) and autumn leaves were used to a very considerable 
extent, and with surprisingly happy results. The sumach 
pompons were not used entire, but were broken apart, the 
interior parts having retained all their rich crimson color- 
ing. Stuffed birds, birds’ nests and mounted buttertlies 
were also introduced in the masses of greenery. 
Now is the time, while this present open weather lasts, to 

lay in a stock of wood berries, for after the first severe frost 
they will have lost their brilliant colors. These will be 
found of great yaluc, and are easily kept till Christmas time 
by hanging them in bunches in some coo] room, or, what is 
much better, placing them in wet sand or jars of water, 
where they will retain all their brilliancy and plumpness. 

Next come the cattails with which wonderful bold effects 
can be produced, But I hear you say they will fluff out and 
the flock will stick to everything in the room. That is yery 
true if they are not fixed with varnish in the following way: 
To two-thirds of any cheap and quick drying varnish add 
one-third of spirits of turpentine; after the turpentine has 
thoroughly cut or dissolyed the varnish, it is placed ina 
large meat platter. The cattails having been thoroughly dried, 
are, one at a time. rolled in the mixture till each bas taken 
up all that itcan hold. It is then placed head down in an 
old wash basin, the cut end of the stem to lean against some 
stationary object. After all the mixture has been used up, 
and the cattails are in the wash basin, they are allowed to 
drain off for six hours; they are then bunched and hung up 
to dry with their heads down in awarm room, care being 
taken to place five or six thicknesses of paper beneath them 
for the purpose of catching any of the mixture that may still 
drain off. Cattails when prepared in this way will retain 
their colors for many years, and will never fluff out, as the 
yarnish with which they are saturated holds the fluffy seed 
vessels together in an almost solid mass. 
The holly (ller opaca) with its beautifully-shaped leaves 

and clusters of bright crimson berries, is undoubtedly one 
of our most attractive evergreens. Most of the holly to be 
seen in our markets a few weeks before Christmas comes 
from Maryland and Southern New Jersey. Thousands of 
young holly trees are manufactured into walking canes eyery 
year. These are stained a deep black in imitation of ebony, 
and the wood being close grained and heavy, very few 
people know the difference when highly polished. 

The climbing fern, or Hartford fern (Lygodium palmatum) 
is one of the most beautiful of all our native ferns. The 
striking delicacy, beauty of foliage, and graceful habit of 
this exquisite fern, adapt it to decorative purposes in its 
green siate, or when dried, it is formed into graceful fes- 
toons and attached to lace curtains, or ‘draped around pic- 
tures, Thousands of sprays of this fern are gathered every 
year to be disposed of by florists during Christ- 
mas times. So great became the demand for it 
that there was danger of its becoming extinct in 
the locality of East Windsor Hill, Connecticut, where it 
grows in great abundance. So large were the quantities 
taken away yearly, that by an act of the Legislature of 
1869 a special law was passed for its protection. This 
law has since been codified in the revision of tne statute 
of 1875, and under the title XX., IV., Section 22, it is 
made an offense punishable by a fine not exceeding one 
hundred dollars, or intprisonment for not more than 
twelve months, or both, to wilfully cut, destroy, or take 
away from the land-of another person any cranberries, 
or ‘creeping fern” (climbing fern, Lyyodium palmatum) 
crops, shrubs, fruits, or other vegetable productions. 
This is probably the only krown instance in State law 
where a plant has received special legal protection solely 
on account of its great beauty. There are two methods of 
drying this fern, one is known as the ‘“‘dry pressed” and the 
other as the ‘‘hot pressed;”’ the ‘‘dry pressed” is where the 
ferns are placed between paper dryers and are then placed 
in a botanical press till dry, the “‘hot pressed” is where hot 
flat-irons are used. ‘The dry pressed ferns are greatly 
superior both in color and durability. 

The next most important fern, and of which immense 

quantities are used during Christmas, is the Christmas fern, 

Aspidium acrosticoides. This beautiful evergreen fern is very 

common in the Hastern and Middle States, the frond often 

attains a length of two feet and five inches in breadth, This 

fern is gathered seyeral weeks before Christmas by dealers, 

who pack it between layers of straw in cool and slightly 

damp cellars; but great care must be taken to gather the 

fronds during clear, sunny days, as the slightest moisture 

on the leaves causes them to turn brown, and in course of 

time mildew. ‘This and the Hartford fern are the best for — 
decorating purposes, for the reason that both of them are 
strong stemmed and woody, so that when exposed to the 
effects of highly heated parlors they do not curl as do the 
more delicate ferns. A. W. Rowerts. 

MOOSE, CARIBOU AND BEAR. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have a bone to pick with ‘‘Nessmuk,” I had been 

thinking of writing a few friendly criticisms on some of the 
articles which crowd your columns, for the delectation of 
sportsmen, when, behold, he dives into the same subject, 
an takes the wind out of my sails; but I shall tack and 
sail on. 

In Mr. Phelps’s entertaining article on the moose, some of 
his deductions and observations are so different from mine 
that a comparison may be interesting. And first, in regard 
to the ‘‘bell” which hangs below the throat. In the old bull 
it is over a foot in length, and instead of being a “‘tuft of 
hair,” is a veritable ‘‘pouch” of yery thick skin, whose 
cayity contains a yellowish substance, with e pungent smell, 
So far as I am aware no naturalist has attempted to define 
its use, but it undoubtedly fills some point in the domestic 
economy of the animal. As for their neyer running, I haye 
seen one run a third of a mile, jumping about sixteen feet at 
the furthest, and showing all four feet sprawled out, exacily 
like a cow. The stride of sixteen feet through three feet of 
snow, which Mr. Phelps gives to the moose of the Adiron- 
dacks, ‘lays over” anything in this State “by a large major- 
ity.” Ten feet on level ground, with just snow enough to 
steady his feet, is about the outside figure for our moose. It 
is quite true that the scent of the moose is more keen and 
far-reaching than that of the deer; so much so that it is of 
very little use to follow one down the wind, no matter how 
fine the still-hunting is. But their hearing is greatly inferior; 
indeed, I believe that there is no animal on this coast whose 
hearing is more acute than that of the Virginia deer, Mr, 
Phelps’s observations in regard to their getting away at the 
first glimpse of the hunter is so totally the reverse of my 
experience that I am fain to believe that his moose hunting 
has been confined to snowshoes and dcep snows; then the 
animal instinctively tries to save himself by flight on the 
first appearance of danger; but on light snow, the moose 
shows very little fear at the mere sight of the hunter, if it 
cannot scent him, It is no nncommon thing for a bull moose 
to stand and urinate in his bed while a man is standing in 
full view; and.they will sometimes slowly trot a semi-circle 
in order to catch the scent; but 1 doubt if they ever do this 
out of mere curiosity, like the caribou. 

The carihou has one trait, which 1 have neyer observed 
in any other of the deer family. It will turn its head from 
side to side, or move it up and down, after looking intently 
at any one in sight, and then stare again earnestly as before, 
I can’t think of anything that surprised me more than this, 
the first time I saw it, Some sportsmen seem to have the 
impression that all female caribou haye antlers, I have 
never yet seen a living female carrying them; and I have had 
several opportunites to inspect bands of six and eight ani 
mals. The last I ever saw was a herd of eight, and being 
armed with nothing more deadly than a lumberman’s axe, L 
walked to within thirty paces of where they stood, und 
gazed at themto my heart’s content. Only two of them 
carried antlers, and two more were young ones, but O 
heayens! what a glorious set of antlers one of those old fel- 
lows (the leader) did have! Thirty-two points, as near as I 
could count. I tore back to the settlement, borrowed a 
nondescript arm, with a skeleton stock, a barrel ten inches 
long and one and an eighth in diameter; muzzleloading, one 
hundred to the pound. The owner proudly declared as he 
handed it to me: ‘“‘She shoots awfully” (Alas! how true!). IL 
dreamed of that caribou about all night, and started after 
him an hour be fore daybreak the next morning. 

After a twenty-mile tramp, on rounding a thick point, I 
came suddenly upon them digging moss in an open hog, and 
not forty paces distant, the old leader a little in advance, 
He caught sight of me instantly, and perhaps recognized me 
as the harmless creature of yesterday, as he seemed not at 
all frightened, How noble he looked with his antlers tow- 
ering aloft, the brow tines almost completely hiding his face; 
how gray he was; how handy to get out, being not far north 
of Ship Pond; and how the boys would stare at that head! 
All these things rushed through my mind as I leyeled that 
‘‘awful shooter’ well down, where the foreleg enters the 
body. A crack, like that of a coach whip, followed the 
pressure of my finger on the trigger, and U horrors, there 

stood the old leader untouched and unmoved, and 1 could 

almost fancy that a sardonic grin pervaded his usually 
somewhat expressionless features; but it might have been 
the effect of light and shade on the brow tes, What a 
helpless idiot I felt myself to be when, on attempting to 
reload, I found that the bullets were so large that they could 
not be forced into the muzzle without a hammer or a tree to 
pound them against, neither of which wereat hand, As the 
band struck out, in their peculiar and graceful trot, as if 
every leg was a steel spring, I started in a direction diamet- 
rically opposite, dangling the infernal nondescript in my 
hand, in a state of desperation no language can describe nor 

J have since ascribed the azure hue which 
pervaded the atmosphere of that bog, as I left it, to a super- 

Thanks to a full moon | reached my 

—_ 

boarding place at a little after midnight, and the next day 

found by experimenting that the delectable arm shot over | 

argument, 

they do, 
haye a cry, 
reflection I 
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never heard the ery of the fisher, and know of no one who 
has. 

“Nessmuk” wants to know if anybody has eyer been 
drowned three times, Well, I can come very near answer- 
ing that in the affirmative. Like him I haye been drowned 
thoroughly twice, and for a third experience, went over a 
sixteen-foot pitch, was shot like a catapult off a thirty-foot 
apron, on to ragged ledges, ten feet below the surface, which 
pounded me (so that for two days I could not stand), then 
through an undertow, by a miracle, where huge mill logs 
would sometimes be tossed for an hour, and it was a very 
limp and helpless specimen of humanity that strong but 
tender hands carried up the bank, a quarter of a mile below. 
Still I was not quite drowned, as I remembered seeing, like 
ole in a dream, the wild excitement of the hundred meu on 
the bank, My triends have oftened encouraged me by 
quoting a well-known adage which will doubtless at_once 
recur to ‘‘Nessmuk.” With this proverb asa benison I will 
close this ‘‘crazy quilt” communication, PENOBSCOT, 
MAINE. 

HORNS OF THE FEMALE CARIBOU, 
Eiditor Forest and Stream: 

During February or March last I noticed a letter in your 
columns from Mr. Geo. Bird Grinuell, with the same head- 
ing as above, in which it was affirmed that ‘the female car- 

“ibou is always or nearly always provided with horns,” and a 
theory was advanced that the especial use of these horns 
was to protect the female from the male during the winter 
season, when the stronger of the herd attempt to force the 
weaker away from the patches of moss from which they 
have scraped the snow—the moss forming their principal 
food at this season. As I write froma brief memo., not 
haying the paper before me, I may have madesome mistake, 
in which case [ shall be pleased to be corrected. 

I find written under this memo. in my notebook: “This 
does not agree with what I have observed in New Bruns- 
wick. Ihave seen exceedingly few female caribou (I think 
only three) with horns, and have never seen the males inter- 
fere with the female while feeding iu ~vinter,” 
Not considering that my own observations had been 

sufficiently extensive to warrant me in basing any theory 
upon them, nor in contradicting the statement of so weil 
known an authority as Mr. Grinnell, [ asked for the opinion 
of several gentlemen, residing in different portions of the 
country, whom I knew took an interest in such matters; I 
also talked upon the subject with several hunters, Indians 
and whites, and all have indorsed my opinions. I will 
gnote from the letters of two gentlemen who have studied 
the herds in widely separated sections of this country. One 
who has hunted principally on the upper St. John, Says: 
*‘My opinion is that it is a yery uncommon thing for the 
female caribou to haye horns. I haye heard of one that 
carried her horns for three years without shedding, The 
female'has ample protection when carrying her young, as 
the male at that time is helpless, or nearly so.” 

Another close observer, who has made considerable study 
of the deer of Eastern New Brunswick and the adjoining 
districts of Nova Scotia, writes: 

“Tt is not a fact that the female caribou, as a rule, have 
horns; it is only a rare cccurrence, and I can conceive 
of no reason for such provision. One might as well advance 
a theory to explain why female sheep occasionally have 
horns. I consider it simply a matter of reprogeniture. I 

*.@an conceive of a time when both males and females were 
equally endowed with antlers; that through ‘sexual selec- 
tion’ the females. always chose the males haying the largest 
antlers, and they, haying to use them in battle and in defend- 

_ ing their does and young, would naturally in the course of 
years develop an enlarged growth. Now, the same holds 
good in an opposite sense when considering the female’s 
horns, for by constant disuse they would gradually deteri- 
orate until some were without, and to-day a female caribou 
haying horns is simply a case of reprogeniture, I think this 
matter is fully discussed by Mr. Darwin when treating of 
horned animals, * * * 

“I have never yet seen caribou in any way molest one an- 
other in their labor to obtain food. Persons reporting such 
haye not fully understood that it was only the old males 
keeping the young bucks at a distance, which they invariably 
do long after the rutting season is ove7, even sometimes after 
they have dropped their horns. In this latter case the old 
bucks usually get the worst of it, as the youngsters still have 
their horns and use them, 

lf the horns were for defense while procuring food, -then 
the older males would be without them when most needed— 
when the snow lies deep. I find that all female caribou after 
the fourth year haye rudimentary horns. I have one head 
on my table asl write that exhibits them very plainly, 
though this doe never had a pair of antlers developed, and 
she was at least five years old. * * * During the last 
twelve years I have shot a great many caribou, and of them 
all only one female carried horns.” 

Perhaps, Mr. Editor, that observers in other parts of Can- 
ada may have found matters different from what has come 
under our notice in this eastern section. I should like to 
hear from some other district regarding this. 

ONTAGUE CHAMBHRLAIN, 
Sr. Joun, N. B., Dec. 2, 1884. 

SHARP-TAILED AND SEASIDE FincnEs.—Portland, Me., 
Noy. 25.—The more modern writers upon North American 
ornithology have named the State of Maine as the north- 
eastern limit of the range of the sharp-tailed finch (Amino- 
dromus caudacutus), and my attention has been recently 
called to this fact by a request to publish some notes of my 
personal observations. Finches of this species are common 
in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and indeed abundant 
in some localities, a fact known to me by the repeated obser- 
vations of many years, and perhaps of interest to collectors 
and those who deyote their studies to the literary part of 
ornithology, Upon some portions of the extensive Tantremar 
marshes, neat the head of the Bay of Fundy, these finches 
may be found in numbers by one familiar with their habits, 
Yet the collector who is unacquainted with their life history, 
and knows not when, where and how io find these birds, 
Inay visit the region named and report none found, I have 
found the species yet further north, and very abundant on 
the Tantremar marshes during the first half of October. 
The seaside finch (Ammodromus maritimus) does not have the 
Same range, and was omitted from my ‘‘Catalogue of the 
Birds of Maine” becanse of the lack of evidence of any oc- 
ceurrence of this species here; but it may now be added 
thereto. 1 found a singlespecimen, an immature bird, upon 
a treeless, grassy islet, known as Shark Island, on the coast 

of Maine, Aug. 18, 1884,—Everert Santa. 

; ; 

A Remarxaste Lopster.—Portland, Me,, Noy, 25,—A 
few days since a fisherman brought to me a lobster that was 
of the normal greenish color one side, and of a bright scarlet 

The division of color was the longitu- 
dinal median line, and was clearly defined without any shad- 
ing, not only on the back, but alsoon the belly, And through 
the semi-transparent covering below it could be seen that the 
division of color pertained to the flesh, which appeared to be 
white, with a pink line on one side, and darker with a green- 

red the other side. 

ish hue on the other side. This lobster was alive, well-formed, 
and about twenty inches in length. It has been sent to the 
National Museum at Washington, and ought to be kept alive 
in an aquarium and further developments observed.—EVER- 
ETT SMITH, 

Game Bag and Gun. 

COLORADO LARGE AND SMALL GAME. 

DeEnver, Col., Dec. 10, 1884, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I propose only to give you a few random notes upon vari- 
ous subjects which you may use in any way you deem best, 
or not at all. 
Game generally: In looking through the markets and 

butchers’ stalls, the conclusion is reached that the offerings 
of wild game are not nearly so large at present as is usual at 
this season of the year. This may be more apparent than 
real, but if such is not the fact the trade must have changed 
its channel somewhat—left the retailers and gone into the 
hands of the commission men, who sell by the quarter, the 
saddle, or carcass, orin larger quantity. One prominent 
dealer who handles only upon commission, tells me that he 
sells fully as many deer and antelope this wintcr asin any 
former season. He gets very few elk—a great change even 
from last winter. Deer and antelope come froma much 
wider range and greater distances than formerly. The 
former are mostly killed in the western and northwestern 
portions of the State. He has an offer of any quantity of 
venison from the Territory of Idaho, and acceptable freight 
rate on the railway, but as yet has ordered none, the State 
supply being thus far ample for the demand, As our open 
season ends with this month, he thinks he may later order 
from Idaho. He mentioned one notable fact in connection 
with this winter's deer hunting. A certain hunter who con- 
signs to him, went into a new field in the extreme north- 
western corner of the State, where he found the game very 
plentiful and in superior condition, He has already sent in 
about one hundred carcasses, many of wuich weighed, when 
received, with entrails out and legs off at the. knees, over 300 
pounds each. He says he can send 400 more carcasses. Best 
venison saddles bring eléyen and twelve cents per pound; if 
injured by bullet or otherwise, about ten cents, mr 

Antelope are mostly killed on the plains from fifty to one 
hundred and fifty miles east of the mountains, but Consider- 
able numbers come also from North Park. And respecting 
this animal our dealer notes a curious fact. Those from the 
plains are this winter in much better condition than those 
from the Park, The latter are poor and the flesh blue; the 
best of them are suckling does. How can this be accounted 
for? Haying been through North Park but a few weeks 
since 1 have formed my conclusion, but it may be only 
theory. The feed was excellent—could not possibly be better 
—all over the Park, Antelope were fairly plentiful, but ex- 
ceedingly wild. At first sight they would be seen scurrying 
away across the plains as though running for life, "The 
whole country was overrun with hunters. Half the residents 
seemed to beso employed, while there were scores from 
other parts of the country. I think they kept the antelope 
80 incessantly upon the jump, or on the watch, that they had 
not time to feed and keep fat. The does, on the contrary, 
that were raising fawns were not with the herds in the open 
country, but hidden away in the little valleys and parks 
upon the side of the mountains around the rim of the Park, 
and despite their maternal tax they managed to accumulate 
or retain more flesh and fat than their kindred below, who 
were obliged to dance daily to the music of repeating rifles. 
The best antelope saddles bring ten cents per pound, North 
Park saddles seven to eight cents. 

The market for elk meat is even worse than the supply. 
In fact, there is hardly any demand at all for it, and prices 
are hardly quotable. There are two reasons why but few 
have been killed this winter; first, their reduced numbers 
because of the great slaughter in former years, and second, 
alate open fall with unusually-mild weather, and hardly 
any snow. The elk have remained very high up on the 
mountains, and in places difficult of access by the common 
game butcher. As usual, a very large percentage of all the 
large game killed is lost by the spoiling of the meat before 
it reaches market, 
No buffalo meat has reached Denver this winter, One 

dealer, above quoted, says he heard of a small band of buf- 
falo—reported about one hundred—on the headwaters of the 
Republican some weeks ago, and sent two parties of hunters 
to look for them, Both came back unsuccessful. Three 
buifalo—a cow, calf and yearling—were seen in the south- 
ern edge of North Park last summer. My informant was a 
gentleman who was hunting elk'calves for pets. He found 
the tracks of the buffalo and followed up, hoping to capture 
the calf, which he said he might have done by killing the 
cow, but this he would not do, and she would not let his 
dogs get near the calf. He called them mountain bison, 
A lenge bear was brought ina few days ago from North 

Park. Ii is a “‘silver-tip” grizzly, and is said to weigh about 
650 pounds. The market firm who now own it publish, as 
an advertisement, avery heroic story about how it was 
killed by a hunter named Ish. (It is possible the killing 
was as heroic as the story.) ‘That reminds me” of two 
bear stories that came to my knowledge not long ago, One 
occurred in Kgeria Park. An old gentleman named Chris- 
topher, who began life with, and has just managed to keep 
even years with the present century, was down there visit- 
ing a daughter. When time hung heayy on his hands he 
went a-fishing. One day he sauntered out as usual along 
the valley of the Timponis Creek with only his rod and a 
walking-cane, The country is open, smooth prairie, with 
the exception of a fringe of willows along the stream. Our 
fisherman was walking along a trail that kept the general 
course of the stream without following all its meanders, 
Passing an elbow of the willow curtain, he saw coming at 
some distance across the ox-bow bend a médnstrons bear, 
They were both in the same trail or path. The old gentle- 
man said he thought to himself; “‘Now I'll scare that bear 
awfully, and seea nice race. across this meadow; that’s just 
what l’ye been wanting to see ever since I came over here hh 

and then he laughed quietly to himself at the fun he was 
going to haye at the bear’s expense. 
Both pursued their course, and in due time came within 

speaking distance. The bear’s head was down, and his atten- 
tion appeared to be entirely upon the path before him, Mr. 
C, began to think it time to give the word ‘“‘go” for the race, 
He thought that would be all that was necessary and then he 
could Jaugh, When about seventy-five yurds apart he gaye 
a small Indian war whoop. The bear stopped, looked up, 
said ‘“woof,” dropped his head and renewed his journey. Mr. 
C. stood still, When the bear had advanced another twenty- 
five steps, he yelled again, and this time he tried to eclipse a 
locomotive, The bear again stopped, looked up, remarked 
“woof, woof,” dropped his head to the old position, and 
came right along at the same old steady gait. Mr. C. said 
he knew it was then time for the race, and there could be 
“no postponement on account of the weather.” The race 
took place—a single heat. The bear was the spectator. He 
kept the trail and went on about his business—didn’t seem 
to realize the panic at all. I got this from one of the parties 
—it was not the bear—a few days later. 2 

The hero of the other story was Mr. W. W. Cook, and 
the scene was on the headwaters of Corral Creek, in Middle 
Park, Cook had been fora couple of years past in South- 
ern California, where they claim to have the biggest prizzlies 
to be found anywhere. About two months ago he returned 
to the Park and resumed hunting—a business that he had 
followed in that section more or less years ago. He went 
up toward timber line to look for deer, and in the course of 
his ramble came toa little prairie: opening, or park, sur- 
rounded by thick brush and trees. At the edge, and before 
exposing himself to view, he stopped to scan the ground for 
game, Nothing was visible, but there was an ominous 
crackling in the brush, and the sounds appeared to be ap- 
proaching the opening from another direction. He waited, 
and soon the brush parted and a large “‘silver-tip” bear ap- 
peared. Another followed, and then others, until six had 
filed outinto the opening. The first two and last two were 
ordinarily large animals; the middle two were monsters. 
Cook didn’t shoot. He wasn’t hunting bears. He looked 
for a handy tree, and having measured the distance care- 
fully, he gave a yell. The ‘flock of bears” yaised their 
heads, looked him over, gave a few ‘‘woofs,” and scattered 
into the brush. Cook scattered also—to Hot Sulphur 
Springs, and told his story. 

Geese and ducks are less plentiful this winter than last, 
doubtless because of its mildness. We have to-day our first 
snow—about three inches—that seems like winter. There 
haye been squalls before that melted almost as it came down. 
Quail.—Thanks to the liberality and thoughtfulness of a 

few citizens, who ten or twelve years ago brought in some 
hundreds of quail, and secured their protection by law, the 
agricultural portions of Colorado, where they were turned 
loose, are now very fairly stocked with that elegant game 
bird, “Bob White” enlivens every grain field in its season 
throughout this section of the State. The whole year is yet 
a close season for him by our laws, but unfortunately pro- 
vection does not always protect. Some are killed, and at 
long intervals a poacher is punished for the killing. The 
Califorzia quail, planted here at the same time, failed or 
disappeared, Iocan hear of none, Probably if the moun- 
tain variety had been secured from that State, ey ve 

W.N.B. have adapted thémselves to our climate. 

—— 

LOUISIANA PLOVER SHOOTING. 

DD” you ever go a shooting in a buggy? This isthe way 
we do it in Louisiana, About the month of August 

the upland plover (or “‘papabottes” as they are called by the 
Creoles) arrive here on their southern migration. Ina very 
short time they become very fat from feeding on the smail 
beetles, Spanish flies and other insects that abound on our. 
prairies and their flavor becomes greatly improved by the 
food they obtain in such abundance, 

Having loaded up a lot of shells beforehand -with No. 6 or 
§ shot, on a cool pleasant morning in August, such as we 
are just now having, we hitch up a pair of fast stepping 
Attokopas ponies to a light buggy, with a top, to keep off 
sun or rain if required; and as soon as breakfast is over we 
put in a basket of lunch and a bottle of milk into the buggy, 
also a box to hold our loaded shells and another for our 
empty ones, and then our Scott or Greener 12 or 16-bore, 
and lastly get in ourselves, with a companion—one to drive 
and one to shoot—and we are off for the feeding grounds of 
the plover. The morning is delightful, and the cool inyigor- 
ating breezes from the Gulf of Mexico are wafted gently 
over the undulating prairie as our little ponies almost fly 
over its smooth surface. On, on, they ZO with tireless feet 
until the distant grove of timber which a little while ago 
seemed on the verge of the horizon is now almost gained, 
and the great opening in the prairie where sky and grass at 
first seemed to meet, now shows far off a long and beautiful 
skirt of forest. That beautiful stretch of timber away on the 
west is on the Bayou Vermilion, and that green curtain on 
the east that shuts out our vision in that direction is the 
woods along the Bayou Teche. That lofty eminence that 
suddenly rises from the level prairie to the northeast of us 
and raise its tree-crowned summit far above the surround- 
ing plain is La Butte Peigneur, and to the north of it, at its 
base, is the beautiful Lake Peigneur, and that other eleva- 
tion away to the southwest, just like the first, one is Petite 
Anse Island, the seat of the salt mine; and that timber away 
off to the south on the verge of the horizon is on Vermilion 
Bay. To the north rises the Cote Gelee hills, and all this 
broad stretch of prairie covered with rich grass and many 
herds of cattle is interspersed with small farms and cottages 
surrounded with small groves of China tree or catolpa red 
oak. Nothing can be more delightful to the eye than this 
view of fresh green interspersed with ripening corn and 
rice, here and there, even in mid-summer, 
Away off to our left flows a coulée through the prairie, 

and a long ridge of undulating prairie just beyond it. On 
that ridge are the plovers. We soon cross the coulée and 
begin to ascend the ridge; look out now for game. There is 
one, two, three just ahead. They are busy catching beetles 
in the close cropped grass. 'The nearest one stretches up his 
neck and takes a look at us; but he sees a beetle just now, 
and after it he goes, forgetful of danger. Now drive slowly 
off to one side and in a circle like, getting a little nearer all 
the while; but do not attempt to go straight toward him or 
he will be off. Now halt; we are near enough; and ag the 
bogey stops he takes wing; but our charge of one ounce of 
No. 8 stops him, and he is picked up and deposited in the 
buggy. Just down there are two more; drive around them 
in the same way, and we will take one on the ground and 
the other on the wing, or both on the wing if we are expert 
enough, Our light gun comes up quickly, and we have them 

——-— — 
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both down, if we hold well on, for it takes a hard hit to stop 
& fat plover. ‘Almo’s” No, 10 shot at a bundred yards 
won't doit. We will now keep along on the top of this ridge, 
for the plover is to be found on the highest parts of the 
prairie where the grass is short, closely cropped by the cat- 
tle. Here his foodis most plenty and most easily found. 
When the season is very dry, however, they will be found 
more plenty on the lower flat places and along the coulées, 
where there is water. If you have a well-trained retriever 
he will bring the birds to .you, rear up on the wheel and 
deliver the bird to you without your rising from your seat 
in the buggy. But mark south! Right down there, a bun- 
dred yards away, a half dozen lit. Now drive down as 
before and we will bag a brace. When these are finished 
plenty of others will be found to keep up the fun until noon. 
Then we drive to some friendly shade and eat our lunch, and 
lie on the velvet grass an hour or two, when we feel like 
going at the sport again. Having obtained all we wish, and 
to spare, we drive home in the cool of the evening, where 
ae arrive fresh and not worn out with hard tramping all 
day. 

While the plover season lasts they are very abundant gen- 
erally, and one gun often brings seventy-five or one hundred 
in a day’s shooting. About the middle or 20th of September 
the birds move on to Mexico. and I know not how much 
further they go south for winter quarters. By the time they 
are gone Bob White begins to get ripe for the gun, and so the 
sport goes on, 
Asa game country, I think Southwestern Louisiana is 

hard to beat. As to its fishing advantages, I think it is about 
the same as on the western coast of Florida, 

PAPABOTTE. 
PARISH OF VERMILION, La,, Sept. 1, 1884, 

DEER IN THE ADIRONDACKS. 

Haditoy Forest and Stream. 

I will contribute my mite to the hounding question. I am 
of the opinion that it should be prohibited. I have hunted 
deer in the Adirondacks in various ways for several years. 
During most of this time I have been accustomed to visit a 
locality where hounding was unknown, and | have found 
deer plenty and approachable, so that one need have no 
trouble in getting a shot at any time. Moreover, all of our 
party are of the opinion that the deer haye increased and 
multiplied, 

This year our party divided; one went to the old region, 
was out for deer tive times, and killed four; the rest thought 
we would go further into the woods, so we pushed on till 
we reached what we supposed were almost unvisited wilds, 
but alas! we found that sportsmen from the ‘‘other side” 
visited the region all the year. around. We found on the 
mountains and in the deep, almost impassable valleys, 
plenty of sign—enough to convince us that we were in a 
aradise of deer—but we could not get one, We iried still- 
mnting and floating, rifle and shotgun, but to no effect. 

Three weeks we were there, surrounded by deer, but we 
neyer pulled a trigger on one. During all this time, though 
we worked faithfully and well, we saw only three deer, and 
they far out of ranze—were impossible to approach, One 
day a party from the other side arrived. They- prought a 
hound. They put him out, and in a very fey minutes he 
had a deer in the lake, in a few more thé venison was in 
the larder. No trouble about it, they could get all they 

warltea ana atore too. 
Then we asked some questions, and found that the way to 

et a deer was to bring a dog; that early in the season, be- 
ore they were hounded, there had been plenty of them at 
the lake shores every day, but since the hounding began 
they had become so wild that without a dog no one but a 
yery skillful woodsman could get a shot. 

This was the unanimous testimony of the guides we met 
(four of them), and they were as intelligent a lot of guides 
as it was ever my fortune to meet, and, moreover, were the 
very men (some of them) who brought in the dogs. 

This is about all. I won’t draw conclusions, but I will 
add, I have not the least doubt that during the same three 
weeks we could have killed, on our old grounds, at least 
a dozen deer, had we been so disposed; but here we did not 
get a single shot. Teh ashe 
Drica, N. ¥., Dee. 12, 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

AN open winter in 1884 and 1885, following this very 
favorable breeding season the quail have had this year, 

would in a very great measure increase the supply of coveys 
for the shooting of next year. Owing to the great dryness of 
October, November and a part of the present month, com- 
paratively few quail have been found and killed, and the 
supply as the year closes is much greater than it was at the 
‘end of 1880. It is hoped, therefore, that the present propt- 
tious season and open weather may continue. 

Should there be heavy falls of snow and crusts on the sur- 
face, all the good that has happened to Bob White will end 
in disaster. Itis too early yet to surmise, but there are indi- 
cations that we may have an open winter. We certainly can- 
not have a long one. 

Should our game protective societies wish quail for re- 
stocking: depopulated sections, I have learned of a section of 
country where they can be purchased at very low figures, and 
would advise a correspondence with Mr. John §. Boyd, 
Morganton, N. C., who tells me he can buy them at a cent 
or two apiece, from the natives around him who take them 
in nets. No birds have been ever shipped from Morgantoa, 
N, C. to the North, and the country people donot know they 
are in demand for the purpose of planting; so it would be 
necessary to give directions how they should be cooped, etc. 
About Morganton it is quite mountainous, and this region 
yet contains many wild turkeys. 

Deer also abound in the spur of the Blue Ridge, which 
crosses North Carolina at this point of the State from north- 
east to southwest; but the ‘accommodations for man and 
beast” are villainous, and unless one can put up with the 
yery roughest fare, it would not be advisable to select this 
country for a shooting ground. Hounds for driving deer 
would have to be taken along, as I am told there are none 
there. ‘‘Driving’ is allowed, but from the absence of hounds, 
still-hunting is practiced. There are few negroes in the 
region (a fact which speaks volumes for the presence of 
much game), and the poor whites are all kept busy at the 
gold mines of this section, where they eke out a meagre 
living of forty to sixty cents per day washing the scarcely 
paying earth for ‘‘gold flour.” > Tat 
Around Morganton is a region which, if may be_safely 

said, few if any city sportsmen have yet reached. How to 

get there I did not ask, but it is eight or ten miles from a 
railroad, = 

The snow geese in Delaware Bay got a shaking up last 
week by some oystermen, who made two shots into a flock 
with a big shoulder gun, and killed fifteen or twenty. These 
fowl were sold in Philadelphia and brought good prices. 
There are many sooty-plumaged birds in the flocks this year, 
showing that there are more than a usual quantity of young 
ones in the number, and it may be that for this season our 
friends the oystermen were allowed to get nearer than is gen- 
erally the case to the flocks, Homo, 

THE MAINE GAME LAWS. 
Fiditor Forest and. Stream: 

Judging from the communications of ‘‘Special” and ‘‘Old 
Tug” in your columns, the impression seems to be general 
that the game laws of this State forbid the carrying of veni- 
son out of it. This is the reverse of the truth. There is not 
one word in our statutes prohibiting the free transportation 
of the carcasses of moose, caribou, or deer, anywhere 
during the open season, provided the number is limited to 
one, two and three respectively of the animals named, 
found in possession of any one person. During the close 
seasons persons having any of the above named carcasses, or 
any portion of them in their possession, shall not bedebarred 
from furnishing proof that they were lawfully killed during 
the open season. But if more than the specified number are 
found, at any time, it shall be deemed proof of guilt. This 
latter restriction, the railroad and express companies hold, 
prevents them from carrying more than the limited number 
named during any one season; and they consequently refuse 
to take them. From this circumstance has arisen the wide 
misapprehension which exists in regard to our game laws, 

In regard to the time that does drop their fawns, my ob- 
servations correspond with those of your natural history 
editor. I have seen fawns in the middle of May, and haye 
picked them up, a few hours old, the first week in June. I 
believe that nineteen-twentieths of them are dropped within 
the period named, Asfor the time that does leave their 
hiding places—which “‘Old Tug” has correctly stated, and 
which he holds is inconsistent with the period named for 
dropping their fawns—he should know that does leave their 
retreats at the close, and not at the beginning of the rutting 
season, So also in regard to the fawn’s attachment to its 
mother, late in the season. Every experienced hunter 
knows that the fawns remain with their dam throughout 
the entire winter; that during all this period she shows the 
utmost care and affection for them; that even when cruelly 
chased with dogs, in March, she wiii return to her fawns, if 
left alive, as soon-as she recavers power to do so. When the 
time arrives, the following spring, for her to drop her next 
fawns, and not til] then, she secretes herself from her off- 
spring, now 2 year old. Even this is notinyariable; young 
does, which seldom have but one fawn at the time they are 
one year old, will frequently allow it (if a female) to remain 
in (aeir company during the second parturition; and then, 
if nothing prevents, they willremain together throughout 
the season, and yard in company the following winter, 

As for the period during which the fawns are nursed by 
their dams—all your correspondents seem to take the ground 
that they cannot support themselves until they are weaned; 
but this is wide of the mark. Any farmer would laugh to 
be told that his Jambs could not take care of themselves 
until weaned by the ewes, for he would know that they could 
readily do so weeks before that time; and the same is true 
with regard tofawns. Let me relate a case in point. Once 
while walking through a small patch of new burnt land sur- 
rounded by green timber, I heard the piteous bleating of a 
pair of fawns concealed in a green copse close to the burnt 
land. By cautious stalking, I succeeded in getting a full 
view of them, This was the last week in July, and I judged 
them to be about two months old, altogether too old to at- 
tempt to catch. Their continuous bleating was very painful 
to hear, and I could guess at the cause of their bereavement. 
Within a mile of where I stood was a large natural meadow, 
a famed resort for deer throughout the summer, Some reck- 
less hunter, who cared not for age or sex, as long as he could 
gratify his killing propensities, had doubtless shot the untor- 
tunate dam there the evening before, where she had gone for 
nutritious food, after concealing her fawns. Some lumber- 
ing operations took me by that place many times during the 
next two months. I found that the little fawns had adopted 
the little burnt clearing for their feeding ground, it being 
filled with the tenderest of herbage, which had sprung up 
after the fire. I had carefully kept the knowledge of their 
existence a secret, for bitter experience has taught me 
to distrust the whole human family where deer 
are concerned. I had taken a lively interest in 
the fate of the little orphans, and although I car- 
ried my rife by them often in the month of October, I 
never dreamed of using it on them. The second week in 
November, while trying to follow the tracks of a big buck 
not far from the fawns’ retreat, a light flurry of snow having 
fallen the night before, I caught sight of a patch of blue 
coat, and fired on the instant. A single small-sized fawn 
bounded off through the woods like a rubber ball, and I felt 
a presentiment that I should find the other dead. And sure 
enough, on going up I found that I had slain one of my 
pets. He was in good condition, but very much under-sized, 
and although apparently in his blue coat, a row of spots 
could still be seen along each side of the spine. Two weeks 
afterward by a singular fatality [shot the mate, just at dusk, 
when traveling rapidly along an old logging road, two 
miles from there, mistaking ii in the fading light for a very 
large deer, I judge from the above facts that fawns become 
self-sustaining when quite young; but it must not be in- 
ferred from this that I am in favor of shooting nursing does, 
nor of adding the month of September to the open season, 
to which I am earnestly opposed, believing that too much 
venison rots in the woods during the hot weather already, 
without adding to the facilities for killing. 

I abominate jack-shooting, and consider it, as far as sport 
is concerned, about equal to going to an abbattoir and 
shooting the builocks penned up for slaughter, Killing deer 
in the water comes under the same head; but shooting them 
on their runways, with mellow-throated hounds in full cry, 
is royal sport, : ; 
My idea of a game law is this; Deer, from Oct. 1 till Dee. 

15, moose till Jan, 1, and caribou till Feb. 1. I have valid 
reasons to support it; but this communication is already too 
long. . PENOBSCOT. 

Messrs. E. M. Stilwell and Henry O. Stanley, Fish and 
Game Commissioners of Maine, have presented their annual 
report. The portion relating to game is as follows: 
Th presenting this, our annual report, we have the plea- 

sure to record continued success in our work and most grati-! 

fying ten in the public estimate of its benefit to the 
State, From the varie opinions and criticisms upon the 
laws passed for our department by the last Legislature, dif- 
fering, as they necessarily must, according to the diversified 
interests of their authors, one great and important fact is 
deduced, that the object aimed at by the Legislature has 
been attained in a most marked increase in the game of the 
State, and an equally marked decrease in its exportation. To 
entirely guard one’s house when a neighbor State allows laws 
to be enacted to encourage theft by bribes of purchase of 
stolen property is difficult. Maine has so framed her own 
laws as to protect her sister States, even to game that is not 
indigenous to her own soil. Prairie fowl and quail can find 
no market here during the close time of those birds in their 
respective breeding places or States, Black salmon reeking 
with slime, that an Indian’s dog would reject, were cut up 
and offered for sale in Quincy Market, Boston, in October. 

The work of the last two years has been effective, Tt has 
demanded all our time, and heen limited only by our means, 
There is no law that our Legislature will enact that resolute 
men cannot enforce. The laws are framed by representa- 
tives who have the confidence of their fellow citizens, they 
are elected for the express purpose of making and correct- 
ing our laws. How can we judge but by the demonstration 
of positive enforcement of the wisdom or efficacy of those 
Jaws? We can unmake or repeal as easily as enact. The 
error of the past has been in resting satisfied with putting 
good Jaws upon our statute books, anticipating that citizens » 
whose time is required for the support of their families, 
would jeopardize their means of subsistence, incur animosi- 
ties, by voluntarily enforcing laws that were abandoned 
without a definite executive so soon as set up by the printer. 
It should be the special duty of some one designated dis- 
tinctly by the Legislature to enforce every law, and proper 
provision should be made for it. Do our moral guides, the 
ministers of the gospel, serve without pay? Will simple 
philanthropy support a special constable or a fish and game 
warden better than a minister of the gospel? 
Under the able management of our distinguished prede- 

cessor, Mr, Atkins, sustained and advanced by the succeed- 
ing Commissioners to the best of their ability and power, fish- 
culture and protection has become a great and popular inter- 
esi, and adds millions of dollars annually to the earnings of 
the people. The care of the game, enforcing such laws as 
enable the farmer to increase and derive profit from his 
domestic stock; the care of the fish, in extending kindred 
laws protecting them while breeding and so long as they are 
unfit for food, has lengthened out the season of attraction to 
our visitors and added other millions, distributed among our 
people through our railroads, our livery stables, our stages, 
our steamboats, our villages, our hotels and our lakeside 
homes, 

The Department of Fish and Game has developed and 
grown so rapidly, that its crude and careless organization, 
devised ata time when it was new and but little understood, 
is entirely Inadequate to its present requirements. 
now become one of the most important interests of our Com- 
monwealth—of more value to the people, we may say, than 

Tt has 

any other, for the simple reason that its earnings, instead of 
filling the coffers of one individual or corporate company, is 
divided equally among the whole people, from Georgia to 
Maine, or from any point from whence the travel starts to 
the great summer resorts of our beautiful home. Public 
journals of our sister States already speak of Maine as being 
the only future hope of the lover of field sports; the only 
protected field where the destruction that has made desolate 
the Western plains and now threatens the Government Re- 
serve of Yellowstone Park, bids fair, by the enforcement of 
our timely laws, to be checked. It has eyen been suggested 
that the United States Government give her aid in presery- 
ing Maine as an attractive home and refuge for our native 
wild game and fishes. 

When the law was passed for biennial sessions. of our Leg- 
islature, a corresponding change was not made for rendering 
the reports from the different departments of our State 
Government, Hence our last year’s report records the expe- 
rience of but one year’s working of the new game laws passed 
at the last session, as well as but one year’s record of the 
transactions of the Commisioners. This places us under the 
necessity of repeating so much of last year’s experiences as 
is substantiated by the occurrences of the present. No 
better comment can be rendered to the new game Jaws than 
the fact of the steady increase of the game of the State. 
This has arisen as much from the sanctuary afforded by the 
enforcement of the law against the use of dogs in hunt- 
ing, as from the natural increase by breeding. Many hundred 
head of game have undoubtedly migrated into the State, 
simply for the shelter it has afforded from continual hunting 
and hounding. Even if all the moose, caribou and deer 
could be confined to the boundaries of the State by impass- 
able barriers, the simple fact of hounding would aifect their 
fecundity, All the severity of remark that the Commission- 
ers felt warranted in uttering last year in relation to the acts 
of summer visitors, has been more than borne out, more than 
confirmed by the experiences of the year. Subornation of 
poor, ignorant Indian guides by whiskey and money, to con- 
ceal and bring out in the period of legal hunting, trophies of 
game killed in close time, where the Indians were hired to 
lie, and ready even to commit perjury, when the names’ of 
the real owners and killers of the property were borne upon 
the property seized. We again repeat, the meanness and 
intamy of the acts seem to be in almost direct ratio to social 
position, education and profession. Allow us here to quote 
these few lines from Forest AND STREAM: 

PROFESSIONAL MEN AND GAME. 

Tt is a most mortifying and disheartenIng factthat among the sum- 
mer yisitors in the Maine woods detected in breaking the game laws 
there are many individuals of high professional standing, men who 
occupy a recognized place in the community where they live, persons 
ol infiverice, leading citizens. They are the persons whom we should 
expect to be most careful of their good fame, soiicitous to conduct 
themselves as gentlemen and law-respecting citizens; wary of giving 
offense by a bad example, But if, on the contrary, such men of 
learning, culture and influence persist in ignoring both the irreyo- 
cable laws of natureand the explicit statutes of the State, what are we 
to expect from others in humbler walks of lite? 

The game of Maine, fish, fur and feather, has been placed 
by the government of the State in charge ot the Commis- 
sioners. Understanding the habits of their charge, they have 
asked and received from their Legislature such Jaws as a 
judicious farmer enforces for the most profitable manage- 
ment of his breeding stock, and are absclutely essential to 
their preservation. The Commissioners have the will to 
enforce our laws to the bitter end upon all offenders, but 
have not the power, both from restricted means and from 
other causes of which we propose to speak. The efficacy of 
alllaws in correcting the habits of a people is dependent 
upon the facilities of enforcement afforded by speedy and 
prompt justice. All new laws, as we have before stated, 
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like those given us at the last session of the Legislature, 
should be accompanied by a special appropriation for their 
enforcement. We should haye been enabled to station a 
competent warden and assistants at certain portions of our 
State, to make prompt arrests of persons, weapons and out- 
fits. Toa limited extent we have done this, but were only 
enabled so to do by withdrawing funds and expending money 
that should have been devoted to other branches of service. 
We again here reiterate our recommendations of last year. 

Our wardens are to look for their pay chiefly to one-half 
the penalty against convicted persons, At present, through 
the means afforded us, from the SSH trial justice to the 
bench, the enforcement of the laws and the punishment of 
crime is as uncertain and precarious asa venture by lot- 
tery. The jurisdiction of a trial justice is limited to twenty 
dollars. he penalty for killing a moose illegally is one 
hundred dollars; a caribou or deer,forty dollars, All these 
cases must goto a higher court. We are there met by a 
grand jury at best unsympathetic from indifference, Our 
county attorneys are elected by the votes of the people. 
Their salaries, as a rule, are entirely inadequate to the severe 
and important duties required of them, They are the ad- 
visers of the grand jury; a heavy docket of criminal cases 
does not render to the county attorney the pay that the 
most puny shyster can earn in the purlieus of a police court. 
Might we be allowed most respectfully to suggest whether 

it would not be an improvement on our present system, both 
in economy and justice, that the county attorneys be ap- 
pointed by the Governor and Council, and hold office during 
good behavior? Let them have a good salary for the talent 
and work they are to devote to the duties of the office, and 
thus have protection in the fearless performance of their 
duty, independent of popular caprice. We most earnestly, 
emphatically desire to impress upon our Legislature the 
necessity that final jurisdiction be conferred upon our trial 
justices for all violations of our game laws, regardless of the 
amount of the penalty, Weeould then obtain speedy trial 
and justice, while the parties would be protected against 
the great expense of delay before our county courts, almost 
equal to the penalty, even when the defendant is successful, 

The moose of Maine have increased in numbers in sections 
of the State remote from the borders. The law has been 
better observed by our own citizens than by visitors from 
other States. The most serious pest and outrage is by the 
Tobigue and St, Francis Indians, and whites from New 
Brunswick and Canada, crust-hunting for skins. 

It is said, and ihe information comes from reliable sources, 
that upward of one thousand moose hides were marketed in 
Toronto this last spring, from animals killed in the State of 
Maine, It creates a great deal of bitter feeling among our 
Own citizens, as aliens are beyond our jurisdiction unless 
caught in the act on our territory. Four good wardens 
stationed on our border could atop all this, had we the means, 
If the Dominion of Canada and the associated provinces 
would pass laws co-operative with ours, forbidding the kill- 
ing of moose, caribou and deer, excepting from October 1 to 
January 1, and grouse from September 1 to December 1, 
and their exportation from the Dominion or Provinces at 
any time, an effective and positive remedy would be ap- 
plied. The Maine game laws were enacted entirely from a 
desire of our own citizens to protect and preserve the indi- 
genous game of the State. The Legislature has at the same 
time generously so framed ber laws as to shut out poached 
or stolen game from other States, 
Even the Provinces, and the Dominion, and Massachusetts 

are so protected. The citizens of Maine willingly, freely, 
liberally pay for the care and protection of the game of their 
State, that they may indulge—in their yearly vacation, in 
their own forests—their love of field sports. The United 
States laws do not permit us to shut out even aliens from 
sharing with us. We are taxed and pay the expense of 
legislation and protection; the least our visitors can do, if 
deserving the name of men, is to obey our laws. Maine 
owns all the game of the State, and has the right to dictate 
the terms upon which the same may be killed, and the ex- 
tent of the title to the property when killed. If the game of 
Maine is to be preserved, so that her citizens may indulge in 
their favorite pastime, no future exportation of it must be 
permilted. Let the law be so amended, if possible without 
letting in the market-liunter, that a man who has legally 
killed his quota of game may be allowed to take it to his 
own home within the boundaries of the State, but in all and 
every instance strictly accompanying it himself and haying 
it in his own possession. 

The same Jaw should apply to all our game, ducks, wood- 
cock, plover, partridge. Every class of men coming to our 
State, in the pure spirit of selfishness, to participate in our 
field sports, toward which they haye paid and pay not one 
cent, deem themselves qualified to demand an alteration of 
the law to meet their own wishes. If their business require 
them to take their vacation in August, they modestly ask 
that they may be allowed to take, after they have dishonestly 
taken, so much of our immature and breeding and nursing 
game as will eke out the scant fare of their camp. Others 
desire September added, etc., ete., etc,, cach presenting a 
treason for the desired change, In reply, Jet us state that 
every penny expended by our visitors is upon themselves, in 
pure selfishness. and in an indulgence of license they would 
not care to exhibit elsewhere. 

Our venison is not done nursing in September, and still 
comes down to the water in our usually hot and dry autumn. 
The cover is too thick for the most skillful of still-hunters 
to secure fairly a head of game, The real object sought is a 
ehange that will permit moose calling when it is as fair and 
noble and sportsman-like as to spear fish on their spawning 
beds. It is also equally sought for the noble sport of shin- 
ing or jack hunting the wretched deer in the water, No! 
no change there! From the prominent men of our own 
State, of all parts and professions, comes the request for a 
close time for all our venison for five years. When we ap- 
plied fer the relief which our Legislature so generously and 
promptly granted but two years since, had it not been ex- 
tended to us there would not be a head of game left to raise 
an argument over now. It is true it has inereased beyond 
our most sanguine expectations, but jt is not up to the 
desired standard; far below the capabilities of our territory. 
Let the present law, as a modified close time, remain un- 
touched, in full force for two years longer. That will give 
us time to correct our laws understandingly, and take the 
osition we intend to hold for all the future. The State of 
aine owns all the game of Maine. and alone has the power 

to leyislate and give the right to kill, and the title to property 
when killed, and its disposal. 

Three thousand copies of the fish and game laws of the 
State of Maine, and two thousand posters containing 
abstracts from tlie lawsas to dates of close and open times, 
penalties, etc., have been printed by the Commissioners and 
- 

a 

distributed at all the principal hotels, railroad stations, etc., 
throughout the State. Notwithstanding this large number 
circulated, it has not met the demand, and a further edition 
was withheld, simply from our want of funds. 

To the poachers’ ery of wolf, the Commissioners have re- 
sponded by the offer of a double bounty for every wolf 
scalp. No claims have been presented. 

NON-RESIDENTS IN NORTH CAROLINA. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Two gentlemen from Philadelphia have just passed 

through here on their way home. Their experience has 
been a dear one. I give a synopsis of it, and ask for some 
explanation, They went to Currituck Sound, North Caro- 
lina, for duck shooting. When they reached there they 
found that they could not shoot from. batteries, not being 
residents of the State. They tried point shooting, but as 
there were three batteries within some 500 yards of their 
point they got one duck, while each battery averaged (they 
think) near 100, They inform me also that even the mem- 
bers of clubs, with charters from the State, are not allowed 
to shoot from batteries, but can only shoot from the shore. 
Having in mind the article in Forest AND STRHAM of a few 
weeks ago, relative to the Narrows Island Club and the 
great expense they have been to fit up their club house, also 
the quotation ($5,000) of the price of shares, I write to ask 
if these gentlemen are restricted to the shore also, and if 
they are, is the law restricting them legally right? Of 
course | mean is the law constitutional? If it is, persons 
going there from another State will probably have the same 
experience as the two gentlemen I have reterred.to. 

But the ill luck of these gentlemen did not end there. 
They left the old North State in disgust and came up to 
Cobb’s Island. There were neither ducks, brant nor geese 
there, so they kept on up to Paramore’s Island, walking 
through heavy sand four miles to the pounds where they shot, 
from the house at which they were staying, twice a day for 
two days. They got one black duck. They left yesterday 
for Ocean City. 

The completion of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk 
road brings the counties of the eastern shore of Virginia in 
close communication with the North. Years ago this would 
have opened up to the sportsman a country abounding in 
game, but those happy days have gone. The bays are filled 
with oyster boats that shoot and shoot at every unfortunate 
duck, trash or otherwise, that comes within two hundred 
yards. This, with the constant presence of the oystermen 
at the low tides, has driven wildfowl away. This has been 
so for years, and accounts, I believe, for their great increase 
in Currituck. 

So much for the water shooting, on laud it is even worse, 
The high price of sweet potatoes, and the adaptability of 
the soil to their culture has led the farmers to neglect other 
erops for this. No oats are sown, wheat never was. In 
consequence there is no stubble, and the few birds that are 
raised live in the swamps. If they come out to sun or dust, 
as soon as they get up they fly back into these impenetrable 
recesses. Seven birds is the largest bag I have heard of for 
three men this season. I understand the same experience 
holds in the lower eastern shore counties of Maryland. 

The fishing here is excellent. for weakfish trom May until 
August, and from September until November. Shore bird 
shooting isa thing of the past. Every Fifteenth Amend- 
ment has a gun and blazes away at everything. They scare 
more than they kill, but what is stranger, the guns never 
seem to burst. I haye trespassed on your space long enough, 
and haye wandered far from my subject. Is the Jaw of 
North Carolina, forbidding non-residents shooting from bat- 
teries, constitutional or not, and what effect bas it on organ- 
ized clubs? ' 
Accomac County, Va. 

CANADIAN GAME LAW, 

fee sportsmen of Canada are taking measures to haye 
the game law changed. Last week a deputation con- 

sisting of Mayor Boswell, 8. Downer, J. B. Henderson, W. 
H. Mathews, C. G. Harstone, C. A. Johnson, and C. H. 
Nelson waited upon the Hon. T. B, Pardee, Commissioner 
of Crown Lands. Mayor Boswell explained that on the 22d 
of March last a meeting of the leading Canadian sportsmen 
was held, when the amendments were discussed. The sec- 
ond clause in “'The Protection of Game Laws,” if the pro- 
posed amendments were ratified by the Legislature, would 
read as follows: ; 
None of the animals or_birds hereafter mentioned shall be 

hunted, taken, or killed within the periods hereinafter lim- 
ited; (1) deer, elk, moose, reindeer, or caribou between the 
fifteenth day of Decernber and the fifteenth day of October; 
(2) grouse, pheasant, prairie fowl, partridge, woodcock, 
snipe, waterfowl, known as mallard, gray duck, black duck, 
wood or summer duck, other ducks, swans or peese between 
the first day of January and the first day of September; (3) wild 
turkey and prairie fowl be protected for three years; (4) quail, 
between the first day of January and the first day of Octo- 
ber; (5) hares, between the first day of March and the first 
day of September. 

No person shall at any time anchor or place decoy ducks 
in open water, lakes, or bays, at a greater distance than fifty 
yards from the beach or shore of such open water, lakes or 
bays. And in case of swampy shores or where rushes or 
other natural growth in the water is sufficient to form a 
natural place of concealment for the sportsman then not 
more than fifty yards’ from such natural place of conceal- 
ment. 
No shooting of ducks of any kind shall take place after 

sunset in the evening or before daybreak in the morning, 
The Commissioner of Crown Lands has the power of ap- 

pointing officers to see to the observance of this Act and any 
other Aet which may hereafter be passed relating to game in 
this Province. — 

Tn future no person except farmers can, at any time, shoot 
within the meahing of this Act without being authorized 
thereto by a license to that effect, 

Such permit may, upon payment of a fee of $25 (twenty- 
five dollars), be granted by the Commissioner of Orown 
Lands to any person not domiciled in the Province, and 
upon payment of the sum of $2 by any person domiciled in 
the Province, other than farmers, who apply to him there- 
for, and shall be valid for the whole of one season’s shooting. 
Tt must be countersigned by the Game Superintendent. 
Every wood ranger, appointed by the Commissioner of 

Crown Lands, is, while in office, as such, ex-officio game in- 
spector for the division under his superintendence, and he ts 
not entitled to any additional salary for such services, 
The Commissioner of Crown Landa may also appoint as 

game inspectors any other persons besides the wood rangers, 
and assign to them such territory or division as he may think 
proper under the circumstances. 
Every game inspector shall, during the last days of the 

month, forward to the Crown Lands Department a report of 
his proceedings during the month and of the infringements 
of the law which have come to his knowledge during the 
same period. 

It shall be the duty of every such game inspector appointed 
as aforesaid, forthwith to seize all peltries and animals, or 
portions of animals, in the possession of any person contrary 
to the provisions of this Act, and to bring the person in pos- 
session of the same before a Justice of the Peace to answer 
for such illegal possessions, 

Tt shall also be the duty of every such game inspector to 
institute prosecutions against all persons found infringing 
the provisions of this Act or any of them, and every such in- 
spector may cause to be opened, or may himself open in case 
of refusal, any bag, parcel, chest, box, trunk, or receptacle, 
in which he has reason to believe that game killed or taken 
during the close season, or peltries out of season, are hidden. 

SOME REMARKABLE SHOTS. 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 
The shot on which I pride myself most, as being the result . 

of skill as well as chance, occurred in this wise: Hight 
inches of soft snow had fallen during the night, and I started 
out in the morning feeling that | ought to seore a successful 
day’s hunt. A fine buck, killed after following him but 
little over an hour, justified my expectations; and about 11 
o’clock I took up the track of a doe, with a single very 
large fawn. The wariness of this doe was wonderful. In 
spite of the splendid hunting, she baffled me st every turn, 
She never seemed to lose sight of the fact that she was being 
followed, and seemed to depend wholly on her cunning; 
running but very little. In spite of my determination to get 
a shot at her, which had increased as the day wore on! I 
followed her till sunset, without haying obtained anything 
like the merest glimpse of my game. I wus fast losing hope, 
as but afew moments of daylight were left me, when, on 
coming to the edge of a flat, covered by heavy yellow birch 
timber, and terminated on the further side by an abrupt 
bank, like that of a river, I saw the old doe standing half 
Way up the bank, broadside to; the fawn below her, its 
slender neck upstretched exactly in line with its mother’s 
shoulder. At that distance (96 very long paces) the neck 
looked about the size of a hoe handle; but 1 took a quick 
look through the double sights, and fired. The fawn went 
down like a stone, the doe gave one convulsive bound, nearly 
twenty feet, to the top of the bank, dropped dead in her 
tracks, and rolled back across her fawn, 
My next shot, purely one of chance, I think can be classed 

as wonderful. I had finished my season’s hunting and gone 
into a lumber camp to work the balance of the winter. ‘The 
cook was an artist in his line, and was distressed because he 
had no yenison to make mince pies, none of the crew being 
adepts in the art of still-honting. The snow at that time waa 
very noisy, but I agreed to furnish the necessary pie material 
at the yery first opportunity. This occurred on the next 
Sunday morning, when, on rising very late—according to 
camp etiquelte on that day—I found that five inches of soft 
snow had just fallen, and it was still lazily coming down. 
I hastily swallowed the regulation quantity of pork and 
beans, and taking my trusty rifle, which had honestly earned 
its title of ‘‘The Deerslayer,” plunged in among the snow- 
laden boughs. Almost within sight of camp I came upon 
the faint imprint of deer tracks in the new-fallen snow, evi- 
dently those of a doe and fawn, made in the earlier part of 
the storm (if the quiet snowfall could be called such). This 
suited me, as does and fawns were then in their best condi- 
tion, while the bucks were frightfully thin. True to the 
still-hunter’s instincts, 1 began creeping on the iracks, as if 
the deer were surely within gunshot; and it was well 1 did, for 
within twenty rods of where Istruck the tracks I suddenly 
saw half the neck and the head of the fawn, which was lying 
down, partly turned from me, placidly chewing its cud. A 
shot through its neck stretched it lifeless, and with my rifle 
held ready for a second shot, I advanced cautiously, expect- 
ing to see the doe; but nothing stirring, | concluded that she 
had got away unobserved in the thick spruce growth, So 
setting away my rifle, I began to dress the fawn, which 
proved to be a very large and fat one. In doing this I had 
changed my position, so that on rising I caught full sight of 
the doe lying dead, twenty feet away to the left, and at right 
angles with the line of fire. Half stupified with amazement, 
I walked up to her, and found the warm blood still trickling 
from a bullet hole in the center of her belly, and saw that 
she had died in her bed without a kick. On going back to 
the fawn to investigate, I found that the bullet (a pointed 
one), about fourfeet beyond the neck of the fawn, had passed 
through a hackmatack sapling two inches through, a little to 
the left of the center, tearing the left side out and cutting the 
tree nearly half down, then turning at a right angle, it had 
struck the doe as mentioned, passed directly upward be- 
tween the kidneys, cutting off the big artery and burying 
itself in the spine, The deer was as safe from a direct shot 
as though the Rocky Mountains had interposed between us. 

At another time, when following a big, fat doe in a feath- 
ery snow, which adiered to everything, on coming to an 
alder run, about eighty yards across, filled with these bushes 
from the size of a knitting needle to over an inch through, I 
caught sight of her black tail hanging down motionless. 
There was about one chance in a thousand of getting a bullet 
through, but J always took all such chances, and fired with- 
out a moment’s hesitation. The tail disappeared instantane- 
ously, and fixing my eyes on an object in range, so as to ad- 
vance in a direct line, I followed the path of the bullet. 
Half way across [ found an alder about as big as a pipe stem 
cut off clean; half way from there, to where the déer stood, 
and fully ten feet to the right of the line, I saw another 
alder, fuily an inch in diameter, cut off not more than a foot 
above the ground, and thrown three feet from its stump. 
“That settles it,” I said to myself, and started rapidly for- 
ward to take up the track again. On reaching the spot, I 
found some black hairs lying on the snow exactly as if cut 
out by a bullet, and the first bound of the deer was nearly 
twenty feet. This looked like a wounded deer, but smiling 
at the absurdity of the idea, I pressed forward, and within 
ten rods came Upon my game stone dead, with a bullet ex- 
actly through the center of its tail. To have struck the 

| deer at all after being deflected ten feet out of its course 
would have been sufficiently remarkable, but to go exactly 
to the spot aimed at was a singular chance. 

One shot with a “scatter” gun and I have done. Duck 
shooting one fallin Fish Lake Valley, Southwestern Nevada, 

I found a place a few sores in extent, where innumerable 
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warm springs broke out, the ground being frozen in other 
places. On this spot there were a number of Wilson’s snipe, 
and getting tired of crawling after mallards and gadwalls, 
half the time on my breast, I loaded up with No. 10, and 
started out to interview the snipe, I had scarcely set foot 
on the ground when five snipe rose simultaneously, close to- 
gether, and sounding their note of alarm, swept round in a 
semi-circle, giving mea long cross shot. I pulled the right- 
hand barrel and grassed three of them, which surprised _me 
so that I forgot to give the survivors the other barrel, This 
may not be an extraordinary shot, but it is the best one I 
ever made with a shotgun. If any of the others seem in- 
credible to any readers of Forrest AND StrReEAM, I can only 
gay that they are simple and exact truths. PENOBSCOT. 
MAINE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your correspondent ‘‘M. F. §.,” of Petaluma, Cal., who 

contributes his mite (?) to “Remarkable Shots,” must be the 
pes who, one day during the autumn of 1878, in the 
jai Valley, Cal., told me of a still more remarkable shot at 

a deer. Why he should not have recountcd this with his 
other I cannot imagine; unless, indeed, it be that his native 
modesty forbade his seeming to tell too much about himself. 
Respecting this delicacy of sentiment, and yet fecling sure 
that it isdue to your readers that they should know all he 
has done, I venture to repeat the story as nearly as possible 
in his own words: ‘‘One day, when out deer shooting, I saw 
one standing at the top of a high ridge fully 500 yards dis- 
tant, his figure clearly marked against thesky. Between the 
deer and myself lay a wide lake. Of course it was impossi- 
ble to go around the Jake, it would take too much time, and 
the sun shone so directly in my eyes as I raised my rifle to 
my shoulder, that to shoot with any degree of Suny “was 
out of the question. Now, what do you suppose I did? 
Well, I saw the image of the deer reflected from the quiet 
surface of the water, and I fired at it with this wonderful re- 
sult, the ball bounded from the water and struck the deer 
just behind the shoulder, killing him instantly.” 

Tf I am wrong in attributing this feat to “M. F. 8.” 1 am 
sure that his love of the truth will not allow him to appro- 
priate to himself that which is not his just due. And in 
case I am mistaken as to the identity of the narrator of the 
two stories, 1 bez pardon of him to whom credit should be 
given for the ingenuity and skill which enabled him {to 
accomplish such an unusual feat. Z 

As for myself I never did any shooting that was remark- 
able, except indeed for badness. True, 1 once killed with 
No, 4shot a jack rabbit at exactly seventy-nine yards dis- 
tance. Once killed a quail at sixty-three yards with No. 
8 shot, and once, in that same Ojai valley, asi threw up 
my gun to shoot a straight-away quail I saw another coming 
from the right and at aright angle to the line of flight of 
the first, I waited an instant, till they were together, and 
fired, killing both. Many are the right and left shots I have 
made, Often have killed game of various kinds under ad- 
verse circumstances and at long range; but in spite of all 
these things I maintain that as a rule my shooting has been 
remarkable for badness, Why, sir, ] have blazed away at 
rabbits crossing a level and almost grassless field and never 
harmed a hair. Weary miles have I trudged after grouse, 
and left them just as able to go off with their alarming, 
thunderous noise as they were before I started out, Cart- 
loads of shot have I sent after pretty Bob White without 
meterially diminishing his numbers, To make an adapta- 
tion of Moore, I may truly say: 

Imay aim, I may shoot, at the bird if I will, 

Bui the feathers are sure to carry it off still. 

SARATOGA SPrines, N. Y. M, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
fT once made a remarkable shot. I fired at a woodcock and 

missed it, which was not remarkable for me, but down tum- 
bled a ruffed grouse which had been sitting in a cedar tree 
in my line of fire. 

LTalso saw a friend of mine shoot a woodcock and rabbit 
at one shot. The woodcock was fiying along a side hill at 
the time. C. C. R. 

Simcor, Ontario. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Sitting on a Jog with my back against the woodshed, with 

double-barreled rifle in hand, I fired at an inch and a quarter 
auger hole in a log saddle, which leaned against an apple tree 
some one hundred feet, more or less, from me. ‘he first 
bullet went through without touching, the second struck the 
bottom of the hole, glanced upward, and by being flattened 
took such a course as to come down where | was sitting, 
striking my hat rim and then on my knee quite sharply. 

HEADLIGHT. 
Erie, Pa, 

THE BEST BULLETS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Apropos of ‘‘Nessmuk’s” article on ‘The Choice of 

Weapons,” in Forust anp Stream for Noy. 27, and the 
description of the form of bullet which he uses, the follow- 
ing method of making the same, which I learned from an old 
and experienced English sportsman who has hunted in 
pearly every portion of the world, may prove interesting and 
useful to those of your readers who use small calibers for 
large game, 

First—Melt sufficient lead to make nine bullets, and mould 
them without any special care as to accuracy. 

Second—Clean the ladle out, put the nine bullets therein, 
and place over a moderate fire. 
Third—W hile they are melting fill the mould with quick- 

silver, and as soon as the bullets are melted pour the quick- 
silyer into the ladle and stir rapidly with a piece of clean 
iron. 
Fourth—Remove from the fire and mould nine bullets 

from this alloy. Pour the remainder into a tin pan or upon 
apiece of wood. . Repeat the process until you have the 
desired number of bullets, pouring out the residue as above 
directed, each time; for if it is allowed to remain in the 

ladle,the proportion of quicksilver will be gradually increased 
and ununiform shooting will result. When you are through, 
take this residue, place in the ladle, melt and use. The lead 
must not be allowed to get too hot, as quicksilver volatilizes 
rapidly when exposed to red heat. : 

The result of these directions will be a bullet of slightly 
greater weight than one of pure lead, and not lighter, as 
when alloyed with tin, and besides possessing a fine degree of 
hardness, will retain its shape better when fired through 
hard substances, and naturally has better penetration. 

The following simple pleeeiae formula, will give the 
weight of a bullet made of the above mixture: 

Sp. grav. of lead— 11. Sp. grav. of quicksilver = 14. 
Let a= weight in grains of bullet made of pure lead, 

6. = weight of the mould full of quicksilver, and c = weight 
of resultant bullet. 

Then: b= axl, and e=xet? 10 —.09x10. 

Dryin's RAMROD, 

GULF CITY GUN CLUB. 

Editor Forest and Stream: . 
‘The long talked-of side-hunt by the members of the Gulf 

City Gun Club is now a thing of the past. The polls closed 
at 4 o’clock yesterday evening, and showed a large mujority 
of points for F. 8. Ward’s team, Capt. L. C, Fry, of the 
losing team, and several others, had failed to report when 
the official count was made, consequently they were barred 
out. The largest score was made by J. H. Duke, of Ward’s 
team, being 1,669 points, This score is said to be ahead of 
the largest made by the New Orleans Gun Club at its recent 
hunt, ‘The only deer killed was brought in by R. H, Moore, 
also of Ward’s team, The following is the yalue in points 
of all game, and the final score; Bear 1,000, wildcat 150, 
deer 300, rabbit 12, squirrel 7, goose 100, turkey 300, chicken 
hawk 25, sparrow hawk 10, owl 25, foxes when caught in a 
sportsmanlike manner 100, foxes when killed in any other 
manner 25, woodcock 20, curlew 20, quail 15, wild pigeon 
10, Wilson’s snipe 10, plover 10, dove 5, robin 8, lark 3, rail 
2, poule d’eau 1, king rail 5, gallinule 5, canvas-back 25, 
black mallard 25, mallard 20, cadnall 20, pintail 10, widgeon 
10, redhead 10, teal 7, all other ducks 6. 

The following is the list of game secured by each indi- 
vidual, and the total of value in the contest: 

F, 8. WARD’S TEAM, 
F. 5. Ward—1 rabbit, 1 chicken hawk, 7 sparrow hawks, 17 quail, 

4 doves, 1OTARER, so. 2.4 bro ere att np re tecedsnace tain ate 
EK, Carre—4 rabbits, 1 sparrow hawk, 86 quail, 8 doves, 11 larks.. 
J. H. Duke—6 rabbits, 14 squirrels, 2 sparrow hawks, 1 owl, 92 

coe teh Ea Ete CoN Zener 22 toh ue Gal ae eee gee Ue arya ty SE HSE 
J. H. Stewart—1 squirrel, 1 chicken hawk, 1 sparrow hawk, 28 

quail, 1 dove, 3 robins, 8 larks. 2... 2.2.2... eee ee nee e eee e eens 
D. Levi—30 squirrels, 1 owl, 6doves 
R. G. Fountain—i rabbit, 15 squirrels, 1 turkey, 1 chicken hawk, 8 

wre VA Ger RS Se er ee a at il ch to taror ec rks 
T. HE, Spotswood—4 squirrels, 4 quail, 1 dove, llark... ........... 
C. A. Harris—2 squirrel, 1 chicken hawk, 4 sparrow hawks, 1 owl, 

Jeplowers 4s GO VCN pai gli. ns interes ie ore Biesries nlays/ maha anh minisis aeoatls 16 
R. BE, Wilson—i rabbit, 2 squirrels, 2 chicken hawks, 4 sparrow 

hawks 4 GOves sR IArES Sc se watseateea es ewiye ce scesiee seb etree 16: 
SV AIC SWEETIE Oly tam bets oN ents pee inte, antes Atta eS ary on ‘ 
B.. Ly. Cowart—benobins, 41ADKS 5 cca tee crane ty ars seein «clara iime 

671 

1,669 

Ea Gb DPOGIRO Ye no rct ate Rett slag Men ins belecehe a Belo pa an ie 0 
W.H. Sheffield—1 squirrel, 8 quails, 2 doves, 5larks,2ducks..... 87 
Bs HE ASIEMIFIOERGIIN Spy sanls sytem eoiete ectertieny beitrh caw SON z 9 moe Sry, Sele ais 0 
E. R. Weems—il\squirrels, 1 owl, 1 dove, 11 robins, 1 lark........ 143 
A. O. Danne—1 squirrel, 5robins.....--. 2.1... ecco eee seen esse eae 22. 
T. P, Brewer—1 sparrow hawk, 2 robins, 2 larks..........-.css00s 22 
AQT. Pallinfenro-—b-TODHIS, coe vie tikes tlie p hove sg ap wale meee ore 15 
Rie VEO Le —1 WOR fas tere hy edots Leeie tv at ie folk ech eae tester, 300 

Foti edo rd a Oe en et oe one Sac 5 SES hos 5,120 

did not hunt, 
L. GC. FRY’S TEAM. 

T. S. Scales—_1 poule d’eau, 3 gadwalls, 3 pintails, 1 widgeon, 2 
teal, 1 duck 

Joseph Stein—b snipe... 2.22 2. oes seg eee ee eect eee eens 
F, P. Andrews—2 widgeon, 5ducks..........---0v2ssseneeseeeee eee 45 

T, Dorman— 7 squirrels, 1 chicken hawk, 4 sparrow hawks, 1 
owl, 1 dove, 1 lark 
Spencer—1 rabbit, 2 sparrow hawks, 1 dove, 4 larks.......... 
K. Hale—5 owls, 1 dove, 1 robin, 7 larks... ........-.-...--...- 
ue ogi pe rabbits, 2 chicken hawks, 7 quail, 31 doves, 20 

rg) teen ee Rn bat ty i bday teal: abet ACD ei ea ass ot as 

BONS SONNS Oe 

Q iv) jas is!) Lr | o t a tl g oC Sc. st w wa 2 2. 

AW TSE pao tect ohne arson abt ptestey poy s tee ae OOM 1 Soo OR 

Of the gentlemen of Captain Fry’s team above mentioned 
as scoring zero, the following were barred out because they 
reported ‘‘after the polls were closed:” L. C, Fry, 1 
turkey, 1 chicken hawk, 1 owl, 1 quail—365; F. H. Lums- 
den, i turkey, 1 squirrel, 1 duck—812; D, BE, Huger, robin 
score 14; H. Austill, robin score 14. The breaking of the 
valve spring of the steamer Spray at Twelve-mile Island, 
about 2 o’clock, was the cause of the delay. The following 
is a summary of the score by teams: 

WARD'S TEAM. FRY’S TEAM. 
IRIS ene eadn yes Uo. 800. YiwRabbitsitisasese eet + oes 84 
ABURADDIES oiler cece = suse ee THC ie SAUALTOIS See ees hts seein 49 
81 Squirrels ......-.. sobs 34 567 6 Chicken hawks............ 150 
1 Turkey,.......... .... 300 16 Sparrow hawks........... 160 
§ Chicken hawks......,.... 125 1 OWl..-.-.,---ceeeeseesseee 25 

92 Sparrow hawks.....,....- POND A PEO TE ETSY toa ag se ec 1,260 
ASU WIS Bi cdeclt mats L2c), ser 100 46 Snipe 4 

WS OL) ME emcee nn cle cilsietebel-ieet 
_ 1 Plover 
83 Doves, 
81 Robins as ste 2 
(SOY Gyrhel cee oA me ree 
SADUCKS A Sates ldcies “eho, 

Total.» sas Me Hieeenoeepaac of. 65120! (2 Redheads: oop ansg.- since 
ERIE Wns Sewgawlel talcaa ett Tite OE 

11 Ducks..,..... mare iia taltens 55 

TOR too. eesesieas sees 2,592 

NOTES AND COMMENTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
‘Rambling over hills and through valleys, beeathine. Gas 

life-giving air.” So writes ‘‘M. D.” in your issue of the 4th, 
With such a preface it was with pleasure I read his article 
‘Experience and Advice.” I have no doubt that there are 
many who with the Doctor and myself enjoy these glorious 
autumn days and the rambles, not working so much for 
well-filled bags as seeking that eniay ets which is found 
nowhere else but in the quiet, still forest; where the air 
comes to you spiced with. frost and the odor of the pines; 
where you stand upon the moss, softer, more beautiful than 
any Persian rug, and watch the sunlight as sifting through 
the hemlocks mixes its gold with the green and crimson of 
the wintergreens, while the soft wind weaves a more beauti- 
ful carpet than the richest iapestry. There are many such 
places where we can rest; where in these few weeks we can 
gather yigor and new life to take up our burdens; where 
weary hands and tired brain forget their work, and resting, 
thank God for the blue sky, pure air and the sunshine. 

“Although my hair may be turning gray, and the years 

50 | from the thick cover and take a southerly course. 

dereep on apace,” still I am not too old to learn; so woul 
ask “M. D.” if he is not mistaken in saying that 1} ounces 
of shot is the right weight for 24 drams of powder? Is not 
4 drams too much for a 12-gauge? Is not this last charge 
of powder with 1} ounces of shot a better proportion for a 
10-bore, and 3 drams and i ounce the load we should use 
for our 12 bores? Let us have the experience of others too 
on this question. 
Now another question for ““M. D.” Is it good advice to 

tell your ‘‘young friends” to carry their guns with “hammers 
up?” In my opinion you would not be very safe in that 
friend’s company. No! no! Tell him to carry a gun in that 
way but with thumb resting on the hammer at half cock; as 
you raise to the shoulder to fire only then bring it to full 
cock, Perhaps I am needlessly timid, but I would not hunt 
in company with one who made this a practice. Then too, 
there is no necessity for any such risk of an accidental dis- 
charge. You need not carry your gun in that way to be 
ready for the quickest bird. The trouble is to get it to your 
shoulder in time; you can cock it while making this motion, 
Try it! I make a good many snap shots and always find my 
gun ready to fire when it is in its place; the lifting to the 
shoulder is not hindered at all by this motion which is done 
intuitively. To all else of his ‘‘advice” I would say a loud 
amen, 

As I reported some time ago the coveys of quail are un- © 
usually small; who can give a reason for this? Grouse are 
in fair numbers, so are the turkeys, the latter wild and shy 
as eyer, as a half day’s chase without a shot convinced me. 

SPICE WOOD. 
CENTRALIA, Pa,, Dee, 8. 

IOWA GAME NOTES. 

PEAR chicken shooting has not been so good as 
was expected throughout this section owing to the yast 

crop of corn. Birds were tolerably plenty, but they could 
not be found in the stubble, except in the early morning and 
late inthe evening, Dr. H.M. Logan and P, W, Smith of 
Oxford, Ohio, were here the second week in September and ° 
we hunted this country pretty well over. The general opin- 
ion of the party was that chickens could be found on nearly 
every farm, yet we brought very few to bag. 

e visited the Mascotine Slough (or lake) and found it 
the prettiest sheet of water I have seen since coming to the 
State. There were a Bond many wood-ducks and a fair num- 
ber of bluewings, and we were fortunate enough to bag some 
of them, The lower end of Mascotun Island must certainly 
be a good place for duck shooting later in the year, and 1 
should like sometime in future to camp there. Smith be- 
came much excited over seeing so many ducks in one of the 
timber ponds and said he would be back when the ducks 
come down from the North, but he has not put in his ap- 
pearance. 

I had the pleasure of bagging a couple of ruffed grouse the 
other day. They are quite rare in this immediate neighbor- 
hood, but I understand more common further north in the 
county. I went down into the brush to kill two or three 
rabbits, had both of my dogs and a couple of boys to drive 
for me, and as there is no snow I shoot with a shotgun, The 
dogs went into the thicket and presently I heard the well- 
known 06-7-7-7-r-r hurrying forward. I saw a grouse spring 

On com- 
ing up found the dogs very much excited, told the boys to 
stay where they were, and I went in with the dogs and 
hadn't gone fifty yards until a grand old cock bounded out 
of a tree. Bang went the right barrel; missed ‘‘sure as a 
gun.” Knowing there must be more around, I immediately 
dropped the gun barrels to throw out the empty shells, when 
b-r-r-r-7-r about thirty feet to the right out went another. 
Slamming my gun shut I threw on to her, and touched the 
trigger just before she went behind a thick clump of black- 
jack, She didn’t pass that blackjack, and I was confident I 
had dropped her. Took the dogs over and old Snip soon 0 

0} brought her to bag. Then, going back to where the one 
flushed from the tree, I followed on the line he had taken, 
It took me into about the thickest patch of hazel and black- 
berry bushes there is on the farm. Crossing aravine I found 
Snip on a point near an open space, and I got into that open 
space pretty quick, I tell you. Had just time to get a good 
position when out he went, right through the thick top of a 
little blackjack. Bang went the right barrel, and in- 
stinctively my trigger finger slipped back to the other trigger, 
At the crack of the left he rolls over end over end, and I see 
nothing but a brown ball drop through the openings between 
the leaves of that tree yonder. Plunket retrieves, and I find 
him to be just as grand and far more beautiful to me than 
any game bird I ever had the pleasure to bring to bag. 

MARK. 
Morntiv@ Sun, Ia. 

SNIPE SHOOTING, 
“Snipoo, snipeter, Philander go meet her, 

Snipoo.”* 

ie is late in August. You are staying in the last farm- 
house, by the bay side, on the way to the ocean beach, 

The nights are cold, the days are very hot. Set your alarm 
clock and daily rise at 8:30 A.M. Is it not chilly? Fill 
your half-pint cup and set it on your little kerosene stove; by 
the time your toilet is well performed the water will boil and 

* | you can pour it in your ‘‘Boss”’ coffee pot, and after a peach 
and a cracker you can take your demi-tasse of café noir. Now 
buckle on your belt full of loaded paper shells, light your 
pipe, pick up your bag of decoys, and with your gun in the 
other hand start out into the dark for your mile tramp to 
the long rushes on the bay side of the ocean shore. Fortu- 
nately the road is perfectly level and there are no stones to 
cause you to stumble on your dark path. Weighted as you 
are with heavy corduroy suit and flannels, gun and ammu- 
nition, it takes a good half hour to plod that mile through 
the uncertain footing of the sand. When you reach the 
half-acre clump of rushes you are glad that you have put on 
your rubber boots as you wade through a foot or so of water 
to reach the little spot of higher ground in the midst of the 
reeds, where you intend to hide yourself for the next three 
hours. Now you trample down sufficient space in which to 
rest comitorialys and just outside the edge of the reeds, a 
couple of rods away, on the sandspit, you plant your stools 
on their single legs, carefully turning their heads from the 
wind so that they will not seem to be just ready to fly, and 
thus scare the real snipe when they come along. 
You pick up one bit of driftwood on which to rest the. 

barrels of your gun, already rusty with the morning damp- 
ness, although carefully cleaned and polished the night be- 
fore, and you laboriously lug into your den another old 
block, upon the sharp corners of which you may occasion 
ally take a little fancied rest when you get tiredand crampe 

= 
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with sitting on your hunkies, for you cannot sit down or 
kneel pn these wet rushes, each one of which is thickly 
studded on all sides with great drops of sea fog or of dew. 
But expericnce has taucht you that you may take continual 
comfort from your dear old pipe without alarming the wild- 
fowl, and you do thoroughly enjoy the dawn, the daybreak 
and the sunrise, of all of which you get the full benefit and 
effect in this level, quiet, lonesome situation. And while 
you are drinking in, absorbing, the freshness and beauty of 

_ the air and sky, suddenly, from vacant space, bearing down 
toward you, appear a score or more of dark points, which 
rapidly increase in size as they come nearer, until a few rods 
distant a thick bunch of yellowlegs or of dowitch, or of 
other bay birds, hover for a moment, eyeing curiously your 
stolid wooden decoys, and then sweep in a lovely curve, a 
true Hogarth’s line of beauty, down within reach of your 
double-barrel. Keep cool, do not hurry, but be very, very 
quick, and as the sight comes in line with the double curve 
where the birds are thickest, let them have it. Now do not 
jump up; keep cool. Whip out the empty shells of your 
breechloader and slip in two more, and whistle for all you 
are worth; peep and pipe, ind tweet and twitter, just like a 
wounded bird—like a chicken if you cannot imitate any 
other bird—and those which escaped your first discharge will 
again sweep around to inspect their injured comrades, and 
at the right instant you may give them the second volley 
with good effect. Now you may go out and pick up your 
teward, you have forgotten the chill and the wet. 

Hide yourself again. How slowly the time passes; bow 
long it seems before anything more comes to disturb your 
quiet and relieve your cramp. But what is that soft whistle? 
And from right among your decoys, too! There they sit, 
unconscious of your proximity, two robin snipe that have, 
come on wings so silent that you heard them not. Give 
them the right and the left barrel (they ure too far apart to 
be taken by one alone), and go pick them up and stretch 
yourself, After another Jong wait you may find a jack 
curlew in the same place, but the probabilities are that 
you will not; and my opinion is that jack curlew can either 
smell tobacco or else distinguish a thin line of smoke from 
the spear point of a bullrush in the morning haze. A few 
more flights of ringnecks or of ployer, a snap shot or two 
at some bird too wary to come near your stools, and the 
broad sun is drying up the dew, and you are hungry, With 
the detachable muslin pockets of your hunting coat fairly 
filled with game, you wearily tramp home to a sponge bath 
and a breakfast of fish fresh from the salt water, and then 
you are ready to sail to the beach for your daily dip in the 
ocean surf. In the afternoon a delightfnl nap makes up for 
the rest that you have lost. This is the way to enjoy your 
summer vacalion—and to get a good square attack of chills 
and fever, JACK CURLEW, 

Vermont Game Nortes,—Highgate, Vt., Dec. 10, 1884. 
The season for shooting duck, snipe, woodcock and wild 
geese is now virtually over in this vicinity. This class of 
game has been quite plenty, and some good bags have 
been made on the M, G, C. grounds. The native bred birds 
were early in the season very plentiful, which shows the 
good effect of protection, Mr, Leach, the manager of the 
club, has handled the poachers and pot-hunters without 
gloves, and several of them have been fined to the fullest ex- 
tent of the law, Foxes, hares and grouse are claiming the 
attention of our sportsmen now, and some poodsportis being 
had. Two important amendments to the game laws were 
ubfortunately, through neglect, lost. The first prohibited 
spring shooting of wild duck and other water fowl by mak- 
ing tie close season extend from Feb. 1 until Sept. 1, The 
second amendment forbade night shooting at wild ducks and 
geese, These amendments passed the House by a vote of 
one hundred and eight to nincteen, and when carried to the 
Senate, the Senator who was instructed to look after the bill. 
there was suddenly called home by sickness in his family 
during the last days of the session, and the bill was allowed 
to lie unnoticed and cyerlooked. There were quite a number 
of less important fish and game laws passed, which will be 
forwarded you in our Fish Commissioners’ report,—STAN- 
STEAD, 

Tue OLD Story.—Some time since I thought I’d have a]_ 
day’s recreation and go down on the shore of Long Island 
below Long Beach, and interview the bay snipe, As luck 
generally has it with me 1 selected a day which turned out a 
scorcher, Plodding around in the sand all day withouta 
sign of anything, I at last noticed a slight ridge of sand 
some distance ahead, and immediately beyond I caught a 
slight glimpse of four Wilson’s snipe. I dropped in my 
tracks, and as previous circumstances made me desperate 
for game, I proceeded along on all fours, knowing that if I 
showed myself over two feet above the ground I would be 
seen. After | had managed to crawl along a good hundred 
yards up to the ridge of sand, and with the sweat rolling out 
of me in great beads, imagine my disgust when I rose up 
suddenly, exultingly and with blood in my eye on what— 
on four wood stools planted in the sand, My first impulse 
was to break them to pieces, but 1 found a little revenge and 
consolation in leaving them as I found them, thinking 
possibly. ae one else might get the juke played on them- 
sclyes,—H. 

Se 

Satem, Mass., Dec, 18,—Shooting ruus very quiet just now, 
even barred owls being less common than a week or two 
aso, The quail seasonis about over, It has not been the 
best ever known by considerable. The Wakefield Sports- 
‘men’s Ciub are to have a shoot Christmas morning, clay- 
pigeons being the game intended. This is a lively associ- 
ation and a good timeisexpected. Herring gulls are numer- 
ous about here now. There are also some other winter 
visitants, as buffle-heads, golden eyes, and mergansers, or as 
named, the sheldrakes.—X. Y, Z, 

AN ORCHARD OwnER ty Distress.—Sharon, Pa., Dec. 
8.—Any one who wants rabbits can go out ten miles from 
here und get “‘loads” of them. There isa young orchard out 
there and the rabbits have started to eatit up, There are 
some 250 or 300 young apple irees, and the owner has to bind 
them to keep rabbits trom eating them.—(@xME.tin, 

Live RourreD GRousn WantTEeD.—An Ohio gentleman is 
anxious to procure a pair of ruffed grouse, wild birds, cap- 
tured this winter, preferred. He would make a desirable 
exchange of other birds, and a line to him through Formsr 
AND STREAM would reach him. 

$200,000 was paid lastivear for claims under the life policies of the 
Travelers. of Hartf Sit Conn,, and $1,164,000 to life and accident 

1er,— cu, 

Dien 

Sea and River Mishing. 

THAT TWENTY-FOUR POUND TROUT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your readers may recall that in August last Lwrote to you 

from the Rangeley Lakes, and in one of my letters I referred 
to the fact that many years ago a twenty-four pound trout 
was caught up this way. If I recollect, I did not specify 
any particular lake, nor did I intend to say that the fish had 
been taken in any one of this chain of waters, I wrote 
generally of the forest region of Maine. But two of your 
correspondents, one & gentleman who writes as ‘‘Piseco,” 
and the other as J, P. Whitney, saw fit to question the truth 
of the story. I have been at some trouble to still further in- 
vestigate the mutter, and give below copies of letters I have 
received from persons who knew of the facts. The size of 
the fish made it an interesting point in natural history, as 1 
haye neyer heard of any larger trout being caught. Yeiy, 
there is no good reason why a brook trout should not grow 
to this weight, as they are a yery long-lived fish. 
A well authenticated case is known of one living for sixty 

years in a well, and still another for twenty-eight years in a 
well at Dunbarton, England. (See Brown’s ‘‘American 
Angler’s Guide,” p, 33). The ‘‘North Country Angler” says 
that a pond examined some ten months after trout were put 
in it measuring fifteen inches, showed that the fish had in- 
creased to twenty-two inches (Brown, p. 72). The Hucho 
trout has been known to grow to a length of four feet. This 
trout is known to exist in the waters of Maine. (Smith, 
‘Fist. Fishes of Mass.”). 

Prof. Agassiz once said that there was nothing tothe con- 
trary to show that the brook trout might not grow to the 
weight of the very heaviest ever claimed. Mr. Page, of the 
Elmwood House, at Phillips, caught a Salmo fontinalis 
which is figured in the guide books as weighing eleven and 
one-half pounds. We all recoliect how long Barnum offered 
one hundred dollars as a reward for a four pound trout, 
which, in the Gays of his aquarium, was considered a big 
fish. But as soon as the way was open to the waters of the 
north, a much larger trout very soou claimed the reward, 
and was exhibited alive for along time. Whether he gained 
in weight or not I do not know, but as trout in wells grow 
very slowly from lack of food, this leviathan of those times 
probably did not increase very much. 
Many years ago a quantity of brook trout were put back 

in Kennebago, each furnished with a metal tag showing the 
weight of the fish individually. Some two years after one 
of these victims of fate was again caught, and when weighed 
showed a growth of about one BON a year since his first 
capture. This was, however, but a small specimen. The 
facts were given in Seribner’s Monthly some years ago. 

I fear I have trespassed too much upon your space 
already or I should be glad to quote more at length: Many 
of the old writers speak of the trout, and with a greater 
stretch of your courtesy I could give you extracts from Aris- 
totle down, until you should ery, ‘‘Hold, enough!” I will 
only append the letters, and those still doubting can cun- 
sult the writers, who are all gentlemen of truth. 

KNICKERBOCKER, 
LAKE KENNEBAGO, September, 1884.—I saw caught in or 

near 1850, in a pond near this lake, a brook trout weighing 
twenty-four pounds. It was taken by a boy who had left 
his hook baited over night.—C. T. RicHARDSON. 
KENNEBAGO LAKE, Oct. 4, 1884.—Dear Sir—Yours of 

Sept, 29 received. Glad to hear from you. The trout was 
not taken from the Rangeley lakes, but from a pond in the 
town of Mt. Vernon. Since you were here I was out with 
a man who saw the trout, and if [had known any one would 
have disputed your story, I would have taken his name. An 
officer (now in the United States Army) also saw it, and 
helped eat it up. His name is Gilbreth; his address I do not 
know, but will get itif Ican. Also 1 will get what inform- 
ation Ican from the town where the trout was caught. 
Should be pleased to call on you. Hope to see you here an- 
other season, when you can make a longerstay. Yours very 
truly, C. T. RicHARDSON, 

Mr. Vernon, Maine, Oct. 29,'1884.—My Dear Sir—Yovrs 
inquiring about a trout caught in this town is received. In 
answer will say it was caught as I understood at the time in 
what was known then as Bishop’s Pond, My store in which 
I then traded was, I should say, three rods from said pond. 
The length of the pond is about one mile by nearly a half 
mile, some portion of the way, in width. I knew the boy 
who caught it, though I did not see him, and all who were 
here (whom I have seen) at the time it was caught say he was 
Henry C. Heath, now in California. I saw it, as did nearly 
the whole village, as it created a great excitement on ac- 
count of its great size. I remember distinctly it did not 
vary in weight more than half a pound from twenty-four 
pounds. I think it may have weighed a half pound more, 
but.am not sure. My memory is we called it asalmon trout. 
H. ©. Heath sold it to Waldo A, Blossom, who was keepin 
a hotel in this place at thattime, for $1.50 as I understoo 
the price. 

Mr. Blossom invited the editor to come out and dine with 
him upon the trout. Its fame spread through this region. 
Mr, Blossom occupied this place from 1847 to 1850, and it 
must have been caught near 1849, but surely within these 
dates. Yours, etc., CAnvin Horns. 

Mr. Vernon, Me,, Nov. 10.—Dear Sir—Yours of Oct. 30 
received. In reply to your several questions will say, first, 
the line a good hemp one. The hook, a common hook such 
as we used to fish with fifty years ago. The hook was 
baited with a small fish, called here aroach. The line was 
fastened to a fishpole 16 or 18 feet long; and was set at 
night at the end of a plank walk, running out into the pond 
some twenty or twenty-five feet, for boats to come alongside. 
There were iron fastenings made for the purpose of setting 
fishpoles, ‘The hook was baited and pole set by J. H. Morse, 
who was born and brought up in this town, and lived here 
at that time, but is now a resident’ of Augusta, Me. arly 
the next morning a brother-in-law, a boy some thirteen or 
fourteen years old, went to the place, as he was in the habit 
of doing, when he found this big fish. The fish had been on 
the hook Jong enough to be partially drowned or benumbed 
that he could be easily handled; yet the boy could not pull 
him out of the walter. At this time the boy called a gentle- 
man, who was passing by, by the name of D. M. Teague, 
who, seeing the situation of things, waded out in the pond 
where the water was 24 feet deep, and gently towed the fish in 
by the line near enough and, keeping the line tight, he grappled 
the fish by getting his hands in the gills of the fish, and took 
him out in that way. There was another trout caught the 
Same season by Dr. Adams weighing 172 pounds; another 

by Mr. J, Lothrup, 94 pounds, in the same pond. They 
were out in the pond in a boat. At the place where the big 
fish was caught, the shore of the pond is very abrupt, 25 
feet from the edge of the water it is from 10 to 12 feet deep. 
Yours truly, GEo. McGarrry, 

San Francisco, Nov. 12, 1884.—Dear Sir—Your letter is 
received. You wish me to give you some facts about a brook 
trout I caught in Mount Vernon, Maine. You ask me 
several questions which I will answer the best Ican. First, 
bait, what we called there a ‘‘chub,” silver white. Second, 
the hook and line was the same kind used then for pickerel 
fishing, do not know the number. Third, season of the year, 
March. Now about the fish. Length, from tip to tip. 
37 inches. Girth, just back of gill, 24 inches. Weight 24% 
pounds. The fish was baked whole. I sat down at the 
second table, and at that time the fish had not been turned 
over, only the upper half having been carved. The names 
of the parties spoken of in your letter, I know very well. I 
was just seventeen years of age when I caught the fish. It 
was caught in a pond about a mile long, yery deep water, 
A fish like that could not live in a brook, but it is safe to 
say that he belonged to the brook trout family.—Henry C. 

ATH, 

ECHOES FROM THE TOURNAMENT. 

N THE Forest Anp Stream of Dec. 4 is an ‘‘echo” 
from my old friend, Ira Wood, giving his views on the 

tules governing the last tournament and comparing them 
with the rules for fly-casting at the New York State Sports- 
men’s contests. Some of Mr, Wood’s views I agree with 
and others I do not. As he quotes me in his article I will 
say: 
The National Rod and Reel Association based its rules on 

that of the State Sportsmen’s Association and modified them 
where they thought them faulty. The R. and R. Associa- 
tion has held three tournaments, and each year the Com- 
mittee of Arrangements, composed of twenty-cight members, 
of which twenty are trout and salmon anglers, have altered 
and amended the rules of the previous tournament when 
found at fault, and no doubt will change sonmie things in the 
rules for 1885. The State Association is mainly a grand 
pigeon shooting organization with a little side show of fly- 
casting and rifle shooting. Usually they have one class in 
trout casting and one in salmon, and the Association itself 
took no interest in these whatever, and had it not been fora 
few lovers of the art like the Hon. James Geddes, Ira Wood 
and his late brother Reuben, there would have been no fly- 
casting, These contests extend back some ten years, more 
or less, and as Mr. Wood has always engaged in and 
help organize them he naturally feels a fatherly interest 
in them, but the feeling in the Rod.and Reel Association is 
that we have improved on the old rules and it is well known 
in the Association that Mr. Wood and I differ radically on 
many points concerning not only the rules but the objects of 
a tournainent, Mr. Wood seeks to educate anglers at tour- 
naments while I am content to make fly-casters, claiming 
that it is impossible to teach angling except in actual 
practice, while fly-casting can be learned at a tournamentand 
the angler’s education finished on the stream. 

Mr. Wood says: ‘The introduction of his peculiar style 
of casting, by Mr. H. L. Leonard, in the fly-casting tourna- 
ment, held under the auspices of the State Sportsmens’ 
Association, at Niagara Falls, in 1882, and since generally 
followed in the fiy-casting tournaments by his pupils and 
his pupils’ pupils, has had a tendency, and I may say, has 
completely revolutionized the real objects, aims and rules of 
the tournaments as conducted under the rules of that associa- 
tion.” This may be true, but not haying the reverence for 
the State Association that Mr. Wvod has, I am not as con- 
servative in this matter. In 1881 that Association asked me 
to manage their tournament on Coney Island. J did so and ~ 
it was said by Reuben Wood and others that up to that time 
it was the most complete one held. It was the only tourna- 
ment, before or since, which gives the record of the 
direction of the wind and its force both in miles per hour 
and pressure to the square foot during the casting of each 
man, (See Forest AnD SrrREAM, vol. XV1., p. 429). 

If such records hadbeen kept for a series of years, they 
would be of value in showing the influences which helped or 
hindered a cast. The State Association did not appreciate 
the labor and it was never undertaken again, for as an asso- 
ciation it cares little for fly-casting. 

Concerning the rule requiring the buoy to be struck when 
contesting for accuracy, Mr. Wood is correct. That rule 
was @ new one, was tried and found to work badly, and no 
doubt the next committee will change it. In distance cast- 
ing Mr. Wood recommends: ‘‘Time five minutes; time to 
be taken when contestant steps to the mark and says he is 
ready. Rod and flies shall then be in hand, and no allow- 
ance of time shall be given for untangling line or other 
pauses, except in the minds of the judges the delay is caused 
by pure accident, and not caused by the unskillfulness of the 
contestant, or from the fact that he has more line out than 
he can control.” Perhaps this might work well and it is 
worth considering by the Association, it would expedite 
matters but might curtail the scores. His suggestion of a 
floating object for accuracy does not seem so good because 
the swirl of a trout does not float. Tests of delicacy he 
would have made at the same time and judged by the light- 
ness, not only of the flies lighting on the water, but also by 
the manner in which they are taken from the water, a most 
excellent plan. 

The Rod and Reel Association dropped ‘‘style” as a factor 
in contests which Mr. Wood thinks should be retained. I 
have held that the most awkward and ungainly man should 
not have these things registered against him if he drops his 
flies delicately, and that the style of the man, no matter how 
angular, should not count, and that the judges should watch 
the flies and not the man. Neither does the Association 
agree with Mr. Wood that a handicap for length of rods is 
desirable. It holds that if 2 man cannot cast as well with a 
10-foot rod as with one of eleven feet, then he has learned 
the proper length of a rod and should use it. He says: 
“The angler has his rod, or probably rods, to suit himself, 
and adapted to his heigth and strength; the rods he uses for 
fishing. He cannot afford to have one set for fishing and 
one for tournaments; so, perforce, he must enter with the 
one he has, and unless he is a large man with a heavy bass 
rod, he cannot hope to contest with any prospect of success 
against a rod made for that purpose alone. So that, asa 
rule, the angler must enter a contest handicapped or stay 
away; and it is evident from the list of entries for the past 
two years that they, as a rule, stay out. I have always 
thought the allowance of five feet to the foot excessive. In 
testing rods of different lengths and weights I have come to 
the conclusion that a proper and fair handicap would he 
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three feet to the foot, and two feet to the ounce, 'The judges 
to haye power to rule out all rods evidently made light in the 
butt or handle to obtain unfair advantage in the handicap 
for weight, How many of the light weight rods that have 
been used in the tournaments for the past two years have 
been practical fishing rods?) The whole reduction in weight 
has been ‘taken from the handle; in fact, nearly all of the 
light rods have been made to win in long casting, and not 
for angling. The rods have the body and stiffness of an 
eight-ounce rod, with a liandle just long enough for the reel 
and hand, and that in some instances made of cork, and in 
all cases so small that no man could swing them for an 
hour on stream or lake, for the lack of weight at the butt 
would tire his arm, and the smallness of the handie would 
cramp his hand,” 

If a rod made tight in the handle has an adyantage, then 
it isa good thing to know and we will all have our rods so 
made, certainly the grip can be made Jarge enough not to 
cramp the hand, but I do not think that the rods used are 
made expressly for tournaments, and if they are, then, as 1 
say, we will learn the best length and weight of rod, Many 
of the rods used last October were those that had done a 
summer's work on the stream, one at least I can vouch for, 
for it was my own which was loaned toa friend. If Mr, 
Wood had said anything of lines made for this purpose I 
would agree with him, 

I sincerely hope to see Mr, Wood still taking an active 
part in the tournaments, for no man works harder than he to 
assist contestants in untangling lines and lending a hand 
where needed than Ira Wood, We differ as to the value of 
the old State rules, and the Committee of Arrangements has 
differed with him also, but we don’t quarrel over it. 

: FreD MATHER, 

ONEIDA LAKE. 

Hdiior Forest and Stream: 
Your favorable notice in your issue of the 4th inst. of My. 

Wm. H. Lindley, State game protector of the Tenth Dis- 
trict, is a just tribute to a faithful, cool and intrepid officer, 
whose efforts in suppressing illegal fishing in Oneida Lake 
more particularly, and also in other waters, is commendable 
in the highest degree and worthy of emulation by all other 
State game protectors, and every good citizen who desires 
that their rights shall be maintained and just laws be en- 
forced for the benefit of the public, 
To better understand the difficulties that Mr. Lindley las 

had to meet, and toa great extent has overcome, I beg to 
state that Oneida Lake is some thirty miles in length aud 
covers some 58,000 acres of land, has numerous buys und 
inlets, reefs aud shoals suilable for producing and maintain- 
ing a great quantity and variety of desirable fish, and has 
been for years the happy, unmolested resort and abiding 
place of men fishing with nets forthe market, in and out of 
season, without the least regard for law, the supply of fish, 
or the rights of the public, It is a magnificent body of 
water, and in itself, if not depleted by nets, can furnish 
more fish than any other similar water within this State, It 
needs no artificial stocking. 
With such conditions, and abundant food for young fish, 

it is not a wonder that this lake has been accepted and 
adopted by men netting for the market, many of whom, it 
is a matter of regret to state, are respectable citizens, owning 
productive farms or otherwise engaged in business that 
should preclude such illegal and unnecessary acts as fishing 
with nets. You can, therefore, see that to suppress this 
wholesale destruction in this lake is no ordinary nor easy 
undertaking, and can only be done by great daring and ¢ool- 
ness, 2nd good judgment and untiring effort; and Mr, Lind- 
ley ig the man who, to a greater extent than ever before, has 
accomplished it. ; 

Like many other State game protectors, he has been sub- 
ject to expenses that his limited salary really would not war- 
rant, yet, notwithstanding, has fearlessly and faithfully done 
his duty so far as possible for any one man todo. Consid- 
ering the necessity of laws protecting game and fish, and the 
consequent greater necessity of having such laws enforced 
and the State not exceeding its present expenditures for such 
purpose, it seems to me a larger appropriation should he 
made for these officers in performing their duties and less 
for the artificial propagation of fish and the erection and 
maintaining of State hatching houses, which, while essential 
under certain circumstances, have received all the appropri- 
ations that the necessity of the cuse demand, 

The artificial rearing of trout and salmon, and other like 
fish, the supply of which can only be maintained by like 
process, and at great expense, is a useless and unnecessary 
expenditure of public funds that should be used in the more 
practical way of protecting fish that do not need to be 
“brought up on a bottle,” and that inhabit waters that cau 
be reached with limited expense of time and money and by 
the public generally. I beg leave therefore through your 
columns to call the particular attention of the Commissioner 
of Fisheries to this very important question, and most re- 
spectfully ask that the services of our State game protectors, 
encountering as they do one of the most reckless class of 
meu, shall receive the remuneration they fully deserve. 

SYRACUSE, 

FISHING LAWS FOR LAKE CHAMPLAIN. 
Slee Legislature of Vermont has very materially modified 

the laws relating to fishing in that portion of Lake 
Champlain lying within the borders of the State. The 
essence of the new law is as follows: 

Section 8867. The Governor may appoint two Fish 
Commissioners, who shall confer with the Fish Commission 
ers of the New England States and Canada, direct and super- 
intend the coustruction of fishways, and introduce shad and 
salmon, ot other fish, and adopt measures to haye executed 
all laws relating to the protection of fish; but the expense 
incurred under this secfion shall not exceed two thopsand 
dollars anoually. 
. Sec. 3871. The selectmen of each town shall appoint and 
remove at pleasure a fish warden who may arrest on any of 
the waters, public or private, of this State, or on Lake 
Champlain, or on the shores thereof, any person found vio- 
lating the provisions of Chapter 170, Revised Laws, or any 
amendment thereof, and prosecute such offender. Any pet- 
son refusing to aid such fish warden, on demand in the 
name of the State, shall be liable to the penalties provided 
for in Section 4285, Chapter 200, Revised Laws: 

See. 3873. A person who takes or catches a black bass, or 
has in his possession any such fish captured in the waters of 
the State, between the first oe of February and the fifteenth 
day of June in any year, shall pay a fine of five dollars for 
each fish so taken, caught or possessed, and the costs of 
prosecution, 

Sec, 4. A person who at any time takes or catches a black 
bass less than ten inches in length shall immediately return 
such fish to the waters from which it was taken, and set it 
free therein. And fora failure so to do shall pay a fine of 
five dollars for every such fish so caught and not returned, 
together with the costs of prosecution. 
Sec. 3875. A person who takes or catches a wall-eyed 

pike or pike-perch, or has in his possession any such fish, 
taken in ihe waters of this State, between the first day of 
February and the fifteenth day of June in any year, shall pay 
a fine of five dollars for each fish so taken, caught or pos- 
sessed, with the costs of prosecution. 

Sec. 6, Section thirty-eight hundred and seventy-seven 
(3877) is hereby repealed. ‘ 

Sec, 8880. All pound-net, trap-net, gillnet, set-net and 
fyke fishing, or any other device for entrapping or ensnaring 
fish in the waters of Lake Champlain or the tributaries 
thereof are hereby prohibited; and any person or persons 
Wao shall fish in said waters with any such pound-nets, trap- 
nets, gill-nets, set-nets, fykes, or any other device for ensnar- 
ing or trapping fish, shall pay to the State a fine of $100, 
and the costs of prosecution. Any person discoverin® any 
such net or nets or devices for ensnaring fish set or being 
used in the waters hereinbefore described, or on the shores 
thereof, contrary to the provisions of Chapter 170 of the Re- 
vised Laws, or any amendment thereof, may seize and 
destroy the same, Provided, however, that seine fishing 
shall be allowed during the months of October and Noyem- 
ber in each year, and fishing with hook and line between the 
fifteenth day of June and the first day of February next 
after, and nothing contained in this section shall prohibit the 
capture of minnows for bait. Any person who takes or 
catches any black bass, pike, wall-eyed pike, shad or pond 
pickerel from any of the waters, public or private, of this 
State, or from the waters of Lake Champlain, or has any of 
said fish in his possession, between the first day of February 
and the fifteenth day of June in any year, shall pay to the 
State a fine of #5 for each fish so caught, taken or possessed, 
with the costs of prosecution. 

Sec, 8. Possession of any black bass, pike, wall-eyed pike, 
or shad, by any person in this State, between the first day of 
February and the fifteenth day of June in any year, shall be 
presumptive evidence that the person took or caught such 
fish in violation of the laws of this State. 

Sec. 9. Between the first day of February and the fifteenth 
day of June in any vear, any fish warden may cause to be 
opened, or in case the party huving the custody or posses- 
sion thereof refuse, may himself open any parcel, box, trunk, 
barrel or other receptacle, found in any wagon, car, or oiker 
vehicle of transportation, or on any wharf, railroad platform, 
or in any storehouse of any transportation company, or in 
any other place not the dwelling house or immediate depen- 
dencies thereof of the person or party haying possession, 
control, or authority of such parcel, chest, box, trunk, bar- 
rel, and if said fish warden is satisfied that the same were 
caught in any of the waters of this State, or of Lake Cham 
plain, in violation of law, he may sell the same, and pay the 
proceeds arising from such sale to the county clerk of ihe 
county in which such seizure is made, one-half to go to the 
person making such seizure and sale and one-half to the 
State. 

SNELLING AND GIMPING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I want to get some help through your columns from some 

of the anglers who form part of your Clientele. Who can 
give ine points on the snelling and gimping of hooks, the 
best kind of silk and wax to use, manipulation of the gui, 
wrapping, knotting, etc.? Also, about the barbless hooks; 
are they worth anything? Also who can ‘‘put me on to” a 
good place for a month’s camping and fishing next summer 
in the lake region of Minnesota? If ‘‘Nessniuk,” ‘*Piscco,” 
‘“‘Wawayanda,” ‘‘Truthful James,” Kingfisher,” ef a/, will 
hear my cry and respond, they shall have the thanks of 

H. P. Urrorp. 
CASsSELEON, Dakota. 

A DAY WITH THE SPONGERS. 

HAs a curiosity to learn something of the modus 
operandi of “‘sponging,” I started one bright morning 

for the mouth of the Anclote. The air was soft and balmy, 
the surroundings were all that an enthusiastic lover of Florida 
could wish, the canoe sped merrily along on the strong ebb 
tide, the air vocal with the songs of birds, the water fretted 
with the leaping fish. Nearing the mouth of the river I 
caught sight of the spongers’ fleet, some forty odd sail in all 
and all hailing from Key West; trim, jaunty craft they were, 
too, all schooner rigged and varying in size from five to twent 
tons. Some were painted black, some green, but the preyail- 
ing color was white with a narrow red stripe. Singling out 
the tautest one of the fleet, the “General Hancock,” I laid a 
course to bring me alongside. It was evident the crew had 
never seen a canoe and double blade before, but 1 found their 
hospitality even greater than their curiosity. I was soon 
alongside, and accepting the hearty invitation of genial 
Captain Sawyer, I stepped on board, the canoe was hauled on 
deck and critically examined, Captain Sawyer propounding 
the question, “‘Do you take that ‘thing’ to bed with you?” 
“No,” 1 replied, “but I make my bed in that ‘thing’ quite 
often.” 

T found the ‘‘General Hancock” a very tidy craft, and well 
adapted to the work she was engagedin. The crew, all told, 
consisted of nine men, and she was fitted out for a three 
mouths’ cruise. Sponging has been a lucrative business, but 
of late years competition has been high, and consequently not 
s0 many chances for a good strike. The vessels fit owt on 
shares, half to the ship, half tothe men, Off the Anclote Keys 
is considered the best sponging ground on the coast, although 
it is good anywhere between here and the Suwanee River. 
The work is done in calm weather when the water is com- 

paratively smooth. The small boats (each vessel has from 
two to four) supplied with poles, grapnels and water glass, 
and manned with two and sometimes three men, drift along 
with wind and tide, all the time keeping a bright lookout on 
the bottom. The water glass is simply a bucket with a piece 
of common window glass setinthe bottom. By setting this 
contrivance in the water with the glass just below the surface, 
one can see quite plainly to a depth of thirty or forty feet, 
the vibrations from ripples, swell, etc,, being entirely over- 
come, and nothing to obstruct the vision save the density or 
color of the water. When sponge is discovered, the grapnel 
is brought in use, the sponge torn from its hold and deposited 
in the boat, . 

The grapnel is simply a bunch of strong hooks at the end of 
a long pole; let the reader half close his hand with the fingers 
slightly separated, and he will have a fair idea of a sponge 
grapnel. The boat, when full, is pulled to the vessel, the 
sponge is then thrown on the Geck where itis leit to die. At 
this stage of the proceedings the spenge looks like a lump of 
semi-transparent jelly; it is left on the deck of the vessel from 
four to eight hours. then taken to the rendezvous, and thrown 
into the crawl.—(Kraal, from the Dutch), The 

of a palisade of ten or twelye yards in diameter, and is mada 
in shoal water, After the sponge has lain in the crawl for 
some fiye days, the men get in with bare feet, and tread and 
squeeze the sponge until it is comparatively clean, when it is 
taken to the ship and stowed below. 

I spent a very pleasant day on the Hancock, in the after- 
noon visiting the Keys, inspecting the crawls, ete. As night 
approached, it brought a fine breeze from the westward, and 
with a sponge and a branch of coral as souvenirs of the trip 
I made sail, and with a hearty ‘good bye” from all hands, 
swung off for the mouth of the river. In two hours I was at 
home, so well satisfied with my trip that I decided to write it 
out for my friends of ForresT AND STREAM. Hoping soon to 
send you the details of a longer cruise, I will say, good night. 

TARPON, 
Tarpon SPRinGs, Nov. 16, 1885. 

SHap TAKH THE Fuy my OrEcon.—The Portland Oregon- 
tan says: ‘It is nearly fourteen years since the United States 
Fish Commission planted its first ustallment of young shad 
in the Sacramento River, a short distance below Colusa, 
Since that time the young shad have been taken in nets and 
fykes, not only in the bay of San Francisco and its estuaries, 
but in the Sacramento River as far north as Red Bluff, and 
in the San Joaquin near the mouth of the Tuolumne. But 
the migratory habits of the fish, its fondness for seeking cool 
northern waters in the summer nionths and returning south- 
ward during the antumn days, has led it to go into other 
sireains than its original seat of acclimatization. About six 
years ago a few small specimens of shad were taken in nets 
at the mouth of Hel River, near Humboldt Bay; and for the 
past two months the salmon nets of the Columbia River 
fishermen haye caught numerous specimens of the Alvsa 
prestabilis, which is the largest variety of the herring family. 
It is a rare thing for shad-to be taken with hook and line, 
save in the very headwaters of rivers frequented by them. 
They are occasionally taken at Lansingburg, on the Hudson, 
and Springfield, on the Connecticut, with 2 bait composed 
of salmon spawn pounded up with bread dough or rye flour 
paste. And there are instances of these fish being taken 
with the fly in Eastern waters, But it is also an established 
fact that they have gone into others than the Sacramento or 
Columbia, and have been taken both with fly and with bait 
Along in April of the current year an employe of this office 
was fishing for trout in the Elokomon in company with the 
bookkeeper in a large wholesale Front street house. They 
had taken about thirty trout apiece when 4 loud cry of sur- 
prise from the accountant caused the newspaper man to go 
to his assistance. On reaching the spot he found that his 
friend had caught a young shad ten inches in length. And 
last week, On the Wynoochie River, a small and switt tribu- 
tary of the Chehalis, two shad were taken with hook and 
line, with salmon spawn for bait. One of these was nearly 
fourteen inches in length, and the other about eight inches, 
Both were female fish and the larger one had already cast its 
spawn.” 

Wasuinaton, b. C., Dec, 15.—This city is probably as 
well supplied with game and fish as any of its size in the 
country. The markets, which are excellent, abound with 
all kinds. Venison, wild turkeys, grouse, quail, ducks, 
squirrels, rabbits, and the different salt and fresh water 
fishes can be obtained in season in large quantities. The 
Potomac Riyer, Chesapeake Bay, the marshes of both, and 
the mountains of Virginia and Maryland; are very prolific, 
considering the fact that they are in the oldest part. of the 
country, where game has been hunted and fishes caught, from 
the colonial days to the present. The localities named are 
exccllent preserves, and with ordinary care could be for all 
time. The catches of fishes in the bay and river, however, 
bear no comparison to those of former years, and the busi- 
ness bids fair to be almost entirely destroyed by the short- 
sighted policy that prevails, Trap-nets, gill-nets, seines, and 
other devices of the fishermen, catch nearly every living 
thing, and nothing but an eel or a catfish can reach the head- 
waters to spawn in the spring. The immense seines that are 
used from hundreds of yards tou mile or so in length, bring 
up great qnantitics of spawn and small fry, which are 
destroyed utterly. It is amazing that men will be so heed- 
less and foolish, but they are, and no argument or experience 
can arouse them from their destructive cupidity. The fish- 
ermen see 45 well as men can the folly of their work, which 
is rapidly ruining their own means of livelihood, but they 
go on as if their sole ambition was to destroy every fin, and 
slory in the dreary result.—J. ©, B. 

Hishculture. 
—— 

AMERICAN FISHES IN GERMANY. 

BY C. G. ATKINS, 

[Translated from Circular of ths Fischerei Verein, dated Nov. 18, 1884. ] 

‘OHH American fishculturist, Marshall McDonald, commu- 
nicates the information that success has not attended the 

efforts to avclimatize the California salmon in the tributaries 
of the Atlantic Ocean and of the Mississippi, but that the Sac- 
ramento River yields, in consequence of artificial culture, twice 
as Many salinon as formerly, and that the annual product of 
the fisheries has incréased about $300,000. The cause of this 
henomenon seems to be that the water of the rivers of the 

West coastis colder, while that of the Hastern and Southern 
rivers is warmer than that of the ocean. In France this fish 
appears to haye been successfully naturalized in the Aube 
River at Narbonne, and to return thither from the Mediterran- 
ean Sea, 
A California salmon weighing five pounds, was caught by 

Mr. yon Ealkreuth at Obragérziv, in the Lake of Kurzig. This 
specimen was, ab an earlier stage of growth, in an aquarium 
of Mayor Schuster, at the International Mishery Exhibition at 
Berlin. 
At Szomolany, Hungary, the California salmon died in con- 

sequence of the taking of the eggs, and therefore His Excel- 
Jeney, Count Palffy, had the stock still on hand planted in the 
Waag, with the expectation that the fish would descend tothe 
Black Sea, and eventually stock the Danube, In the autumn 
of 1882, there were 109 fish on hand, weighing intheaggregate 
52 pounds. F ; 
The Baroness von Wattmann of Cieszanoro, Galicia, reports 

that at her breeding establishment the California salmon 
were at the end of a year twice the size of domestic salmon 
trout. 
The American brook trout (Salmo fontinalis) is alrearly so 

far naturalized that 21,684 impreenated eggs could be sent irom 
Céslin and 12,630 from Bottzenburg, and that Count Migazzy 
of Arranyos Maroth, impregnated 17,000 eggs. In addition to 
these there was a fresh importation of 18,776 eggs from Amer- 
ica, When the water does not get yery Warm in the summer 
this fish thrives wonderfully. At Cleysingen, a part of the 
brook trout of last year have got to weigh 2 third of a pound; 
at Scheibe and Zwatzen the brood of 1885 has grown aston- 

crawl consists | ishingly; at Woschetita and Wasterbarth the fish of ‘1883 
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ave attained a length of 17 centimeters (6 7-10 inches). From ! 
Starnberg it is reported that the brook trout in the waters of 
Upper Bavaria, of which several werestocked with it, appears 

_ to be making itself well at home. At Georgenbach near Starm- 
berg very well grown specimens of this handsome fish have 
seyeral times been taken with the hook. In the society’s 
hatchery ars three broods, those of 1882, 1883 and 1884, and eggs 
have already been taken from the oldest. The same observa- 
tion was made here as at Hiiningen, that the fish does not 
stand the expressing of the eggs well, Nevertheless it appears 
to be a very valuable acquisition. | } 

The rainbow trout (Salmo iridea), from the tributaries of 
the Pacific, strongly recommended by Director Haack, of 
Hiningep, has received the most careful attention of the 
society, and thanks to the generous friendship of the American 
fisheulturists we haye again been able to importa greater 
number of eggs. Thisis all the more gratifying since the 
transfer of the eggs of the fish is involved in special difficul- 
ties in thatit spawns in the spring, and the eggs must per- 
force be transported in warm weather, Mr. Blackford, of 
New York, from whom, along with the consignment of Prof, 
Baird, we have received a number of rainbow trout eggs in 
exchange for German trout eggs, informed us that in the 
Eastern States the rainbow trout had changed their habits 
and occasionally begun to spawn in winter, so that he would 
perhaps be able to send eggs as early as December. However, 
we did not receive the consignments from him and Prof. 
Baird until early spring. At three several times in April and 
May were eggs sent from New York to Bremen, and our 
faithful helper, F. Busse, of Geestemiinde, performed the un- 
packing, division and despatch most carefully aud excellently, 
his worthy member of our society has always most kindly 

and disinterestedly looked out for the numerous cousignments 
of fish eggs which we have received from America, and there- 
by placed our work under great obligations. 

_ Director Haack, of Hiiningen, as I have remarked, considers 
the rainbow trout the most yaluable gift that America has 
sentus. In April, 1584. it was shown that of the fishes that 
were a year and nine months old and weighed from half to 
three-quarters of a pound, not one had been lost. Ten thou- 
sand ones and 1,500 fish were obtained. The two-and-a-half 
year-old fishes weighed in August of this year from tbree- 
a to a pound. At Szomolany, in 1883, Count von 
alffy had 434 still left out of 443 rainbow trout put in the 

year before. Mayor Schuster, of Freiburg, writes that the 
fry obtained from the first consignment of eggs are very 
beautitul, and that the stock is ample for the permanent estab- 
lishment of the fishin Germany. In Starnberg the American 
brook tront has deyeloped still better than the rainbow trout. 
Mr. Eekhardt. of Liibbinchen, got 500 fry from 526 rainbow 
trout eggs, and they have thriyen extraordinarily in a small 
pond. egimental-Auditor Zenk, of Seewiese, believes that 
the rainbow trout will prove especially well adapted to cul- 
ture in trout ponds. 

The American landlocked salmon has grown very well at 
Oliva since 1888. In the Wuerm Lake, near Starnberg, a fish 
of this species, twenty-four centemeters (947 inches long was 
caught. and a well-grown specimen inthe Teger Lake. At 
Friedrichshuld. Pommerania, these fish play actively in a pond. 
The Bavarian Fischerei Zeitung reports (page 231), that for 

three years the German and Bavarian Fishery Societies haye 
been trying to introduce the American whiteiish (Coregonus 
albus) in the Ammer, Tegern, Walchen and other South Bava- 
Tian lakes. There are strong hopes of success, for early in 
July of this year the Bavarian Superintendent of Fisheries, 
Mr. Hépplinger, a capable and intelligent man, caught in the 
Tegern Lake'so great a quantity of young American whitetish 
that he was obliged to submerge the net again to free them. 
Some well-grown specimens have since been taken. 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.—A meeting of 
the full board of Commissioners was held at the office of the 
President, Hon. R. B. Roosevelt, in New York, on Thursday, 
Dec. 9, at noon. Im our last issue we gave a full report of 
Gen, R. U. Sherman’s trip to locate a hatchery in the Adiron- 
dacks. The selection of the site by Gen. Sherman, at the out- 
let of Clear Pond, near Upper Saranac Lake. was adopted, 
his plans for a hatchery were approved, and he was author- 
ized to contract for its erection. Mr. Bowman reported that 
the difficulty between the men at the Caledonia hatchery and 
Mr, Annin, concerning the taking of trout in the stream, had 
been settled to the satisfaction of all parties, and the rizhts 
of each had been defined. This trouble was caused by the 
men in the employ of the State netting trout on waters be- 
longing to Mr. Annin, who owns the privates hatchery and 
stream above the works and the stream owned by the State. 
In view of the increased work and the establishment of new 
hatcheries, if was decided to ask the Legislature for a sum of 
$25,000 for the next year. The work is extending in all direc- 
tions, and the appropriations should be sufficient to cover it 
all in order to doit thoroughly. Last winter the Legislature 
made an appropriation for the building of the new Adiron- 
dack hatchery, and directed-the Commissioners to locate and 
build it, but gave them no fznds with which to carry it on. 

Che Zennel. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

_ Dee. 16, 17, 18 and 19.—Third Bench Show of the Southern Massa- 
chusetts Poultry Association, Taunton, Mass, Wm.C. Davenport, 
Assistant Secretary. 

Dec, 30, 31 and Jan. 1, 2, 1885.—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 
Association, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary. 

Jan. 10 to 14, 1885.—World’s Expomtion Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La. Mr. Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent. 

Jan. 27, 28, 29 and 30,—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 
Sey and Pet Stock Association. Mr. H. W_ Wisson, Secretary, 

ohns. 
Feb. 1 

.N. B. 
to 11, 1885.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual Exhibi- 

tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Square 
Garden, Feb. 1 to 11, 1885. Chas, Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
street. 
March 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1885.—Second Annual Besch Show of the Cin- 

PACA e ROSES BeLe Club, Cincinnati, O. Charles Lincoln, Superin- 
ent. ; 

Marcb 18, 19 and 20, 1885.—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Club, E.S. Porter, Secretary, New Haven, Conn, 

April 7 to 10, 1885.—First Annual Bench Show N. KE. Kennel Club, 
Music Halil, Boston. J. A. Nickerson, Secretary, 159A Tremont street, 
Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. 

ILLINOIS RETRIEVER TRIALS.—Editer Forest and 
Stream; Ata meeting of the Illinois Kennel Club, held Dec. 
8, 1884, it was decided to further ask for suggestions on the 
retrieving trials, land and water, which the Illinois Kennel 
Club contemplate holding atthe time of their annual bench 
show in 1885, I therefore invite any and all gentlemen to 
write me any suggestions they may have to make on rules, or 
any ideas hee can offer which they think would. be of assist- 
ance to the club in gove such trials, that the club may 
go to work, inbcT Rey and make the trials a pleasant and 
eran success, It was also the intention of the lois Kennel 

lub to include Canada in their previous call for suggestions. 
So that none may go away dissatisfied, they now open the 
trials to the world, and suggestions will be gladly received 
from sportsmen on the other side of the water. Address all 
communications to Joan H, Naytor, Secretary Mlinois Ken- 
nel Club (3182 Archer avenue, Chicago, Hlingis), 
- 

THE MASTIFF PUPPIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Tt is hardly surprising to learn from Mr. Smith’s letter in 
last week's FOREST AND STREAM, that his idea of what 
constitutes a “proper entry” does not accord with mine. Had 
I thought it did [should not have considered it necessary to 
elicit the statement of his views which, with the admissions 
made by him, must have astonished some of your readers a 
little. He starts off with the assertion that the *‘amount paid 
by the exhibitor is a matter of no concern to any but the 
managers!” Does he really think so? if don’t. 
A committe proposes to hold a dog show, the managers 

publish the rules under which it is to be held, and among the 
number one regulating the amount of the entrance fees. 
These rules form the basis of the agreement so to speak 
between the managers and the exhibitors, and I think it is not 

*| too much to expect that they shall be equally binding on, and 
have the same meaning for, all parties interested. The 
exhibitors cannot take Jiberties with them, the managers 
should not; neyertheless, where a rule is drawn up in ambig- 
uous terms and the interpretation to be put upon those terms 
rests with the managers, it is clear that a power is placed in 
their hands which may be exercised fairly or unfairly accord- 
ing to the bent of their inclinations, To deal with principles 
first, facts afterward; Is it equitable to allow an exhibitor who 
owns a litter of say eight puppies, on payment of five dollars 
only to bring each and all of them into competition against 
another exhibitor, who, owning an equal number belonging to 
different litters, has to pay twenty-four dollars to enter all his 
pups separately? Orisitfairin principle to charge one man 
six dollars for the entry of two pups and allow another to 
enter eight for less money? Is this a ‘matter of no concern to 
the exhibitor?” : 
Now for facts, a-_statement of which will explain something 

of the ‘‘true inwardness” of this controyersey, and what Mr. 
Smith calls my “narrow-minded technical objection.” I went 
to the office of the managers to make my entries, and having 
stated that I had only two left out of my litter, asked whether 
I could enter them as a litter on payment of $5. Mr. 
Lincoln (whose sudden demise I heard of with much regret) 
informed me that I could not, as the clause in Rule 20 relating 
to litters applied only to very young pups which could be 
placed together in one pen. I said that my pups had been 
accustomed to be kept together and could without inconven- 
ience occupy the same pen, and asked whether they could 
compete separately and take separate prizes if entered 
as a litter, to which also Mr. Lincoln replied 
in the negative. I accepted his decision.as that of one 
thoroughly conyersant with the rules and practice, and 
accordingly paid $6 and entered my two pups separately. 
Mr, Smith, as manager of the show, and consequently to that 
extent an authority on the point, now says that ‘‘each and 
every pup of a litter is as much entitled to compete (i. e., 
when entered under the $5 clause of Rule 20) as is a grown dog 
on payment of $3. Can he explain why the rule means one 
thing in my case, and bears quite a different interpretation in 
Mr. Stevenson's? He says also that the entrance fee ‘‘is 
intended to cover cost of kennel, feeding, etc.” Why then 
was I charged $6 for two pups when Mr. Stevenson was 
allowed to enter a whole litter five months old consisting of 
four at least (and I think six or eight) for $5? Was it because 
his litter occupied less space, required less care, or consumed 
less food than my two pups? Perhaps there was a ‘‘clerical 
error” somewhere. Or the little spirit of favoritism, who is 
commonly supposed to preside over so many wires, happened 
this time to be on the side of the litter. Ifso, [hope my 
‘narrow-minded technical objection” (as the precursor of 
more of a like nature) has made the sprite begin to feel uneasy 
as to the quiet tenure of his office, which was created at a 
time gone by avhen managers could over-ride exhibitors to 
their heart’s content, That can’t be done with impunity now, 
and for my own part, while sincerely grateful to Mr. Elliot 
Smith for wishing to saye me the trouble of ‘‘framing any 
more categories,” | beg to assure him of my intention to 
continue doing so and asking just as many questions as appear 
expedient in the interests of dogs and dog lovers. In the next 
paragraph of his letter, he states that “formerly puppies were 
either charged $3 each or permitted, when so small as to 
occupy with their dam but one kennel, to be exhibited without 
charge. In the latter case the puppies were not entered nor 
allowed to co.npete.” This rule he says was altered because 
‘we (meaning the managers I presume) were frequently 
imposed upon by dealers,” who did what? Why they actually 
entered a dam and litter of pups, paying therefor only the 
prescribed fee of $5, in the hope of selling some of the pups ‘ ‘at 
a handsome profit.” What a dreadf iece of imposition! 
The managers, however, were not going Fe let such practices 
slide, so they amended the rule by providing that “litters of 
puppies may be entered on payment of $5.” Before the 
passing of this amendment litters of puppies could not compete 
at all, and though the amendment provides that they may be 
entered, I find no proyision in it that the puppies are to be 
allowed to compete separately, The amendment was made, 
according to Mr. Smith, with the view of preventing dealers 
from imposing on the managers by sending their pups to the 
show for sale, and therefore not for the purpose of giving the 
pups 4a right to compete which hitherto did not belong to 
them. The right to enter litters originated with the amend- 
ment referred to, and litters have no status whatever in the 
shows of the Westminster Kennel Club, except such as is 
conferred by the same amendment. Where then is the 
authority for the pups to compete separately? Is it to be 
found in Mr, Smith’s ipse dixit now published for the first 
time? That is not a part of the rules, though it may be 
considered a decision of the managers, and as such is fairly 
entitled to be considered a peculiar one. Shall we apply the 
maxim ‘‘ea uno disce omnes?” 

Mr, Smith’s statement of what occurred when Mr, Stevenson 
called at the show office to enter his litter, serves only to 
fasten on the managers the responsibility of having taken 
what in deference to the ruling in my own case may fairly be 
considered an informal entry. He accuses me of an attempt 
to deprive Mr. Stevenson of the right to compete through a 
narrow-minded ‘technical objection.” In answer to this I 
have only to say that I did not and do not owe the very 
slightest grudge to Mr. Stevenson or any of the other exhibi- 
tors, nor did I wish to prevent him or any other person from 
competing, provided the competition was equal, but I hold 
that a spirit of honor and fair play should predominate in the 
management of our dog shows as well as elsewhere, and the 
eXistence of an opposite condition of affairs appears to me to 
be a sufficient reason for framing a whole series of categories 
and an unlimited number of so-called technical objections 
provided they can be of any service in eliciting the truth as in 
the present case. Mr. Smith says “the managers gave him 
[myself] and his protest all the attention deserved.” Perhaps 
they thought so, and for their condescension in giving any 
attention to the matter, of course 1 feel deeply indebied to 
them, Unlesslam very much mistaken, however, the time 
is not very far distant when the managers will have to give 
exhibitors and their protests sufficient attention to satisfy 
them that everything is fair, square, and as it should be. 

I have occupied more of your space than ] had intended to 
do, but cannot conclude without expressing what I believe to 
be a well founded hope that the popular New Haven Kennel 
Club will set the ball rolling in the right direction by appoint- 
ing prmipenend uae at their next show. The managers have 
already gamed for themselyes golden opinions by their 
courtesy and willingness to oblige exhibitors, and there is 
little doubt ae will continue to merit the good things said 
about them and deserve more, Their letter asking the opinion 
of exhibitors*before adopting the sweepstakes system in the 
champion classes, compares more than favorably with that of 

Mr, Smith, wlio, m yery high horse style pretended to consider 

certain disagreeable insinuations as “beneath contempt.” 
That summary mode of dismissal will not, however, dispose 
of a case Sarees by stubborn facts, J. A. 8S. Greea. 
ForpHAM, Dec, 9, 1884. 

Ne K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE, 

HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 
pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month. Entries close on the ist. Should be in early, 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed enyelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry, No entries 

inserted unless paid inadvanece. Yearly subscription $1.50. Address 

‘American Kennel Register,’’ P, O. Box 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 1907. 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

Tes sixth annual meeting of the National American Kennel 
Club began Monday, Dec, 8, at Canton, Miss., on the 

same ground that was used last year for the trials of the 
Southern Sportsmen’s Association. The Madison County Gun 
Club are entitled to great credit forthe very excellent ar- 
rangements that were made for the accommodation of the 
visiting sportsmen. The gentlemen composing the club have 
spared no labor nor expense that would tend to the comfort 
or pleasure of their guests, and those.who were so fortunate 
as to be present will long retain pleasant recollections of this 
most enjoyable reunion. Birds were plenty, although they 
were not so abundant as last year, The weather conditions 
were very favorable; the rain of the previous week had soit- 
ened the ground, and the scent appeared to be all that could 
be desired. The attendance was not so good as usual, although 
there were a fair number present. The judges appointed 
were Messrs. J. M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky.; Judge J. M. 
Thompson, Covington, La., and Mr. I. R. Stayton, Pittsburg, 
Pa. Mr. Stayton was absent, and Mr. I. I. Stone, of Chatta- 
nooga, Tenn., was chosen to fill his place. The weather on 
Monday and Tuesday was delightful, on Wednesday it was 
cloudy in the morning and it commenced to rain at noon, 
The All-Aged Stake was finished on that day, however, and 
two heats of the Derby were run. 

THE ALL-AGED STAKE. 

Fourteen of the twenty-one entries in the All-Aged Stake 
putin an appearance. Nearly all of the work was first-class; 
indeed, we do not believe that at any previous trial has the 
average quality of the work been so good. Nearly every dog 
in the stake was fit to run in any company, and it is more 
than an even chance that were they to run again, many of 
the yanquishd would become the victors. They were drawn 
to run as follows: 

RicHmMonyd.—J. E, Gill, Lancaster, Pa., white and lemon 
pointer dog (Don—Buelah), handled by H, M. Short, Middle- 
ton, Tenn., 

against 
Bessiz A,—J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., white and 

lemon English setter bitch (Dashing Lion—Armida), handled 
by owner. 

Cuay.—W. T, Edwards, Varner, Ark., red and white native 
setter dog (Joe, Jr.—Fannie), handled by J. McKay, Carter's 
Creek, Tenn., 

against 
MetTnor,—W. E. Hughes, St. Louis, Mo., liver and white 

pointer dog (Garnet—ZJiit), handled by H. M. Short, 

Litwian.—P. H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan English setter bitch (Gladstone—Sue), handled by H, 
M, Short, 

against 
Gus CAMPBELL.—J. lL, Valentine, Nashville, Tenn., white 

Sug lenion tative setter dog (Joe, Jr.—Fannie), handled by J. 
cKay, 

Lavy Ler.—W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan English setter bitch (Gath—Juno II.), handled by H. 
M. Short, 

against s 
Lavy C.—B. M, Stephenson, La Grange, Tenn., black, white 

and tan English setter bitch (Coleman’s London—Belle of 
Hatchie), handled by owner, 

PavuL GuLADSTONE.—W,. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black, 
white and tan English setter dog (Gladstone—Lavyalette), 
handled by Charles Tucker, Stanton, Tenn., 

against 
Binty Gares.—Dr. A. F. McKinney, Forest Hill, Tenn., 

black and white Euglish setter dog (Count Rapier—Kate B.), 
handled by H. M. Short, 

GLADSTONE’s Boy.—Dr. G. G, Ware, Stanton, Tenn,, black, 
white and tan English setter dog (Gladstone—Sue), handled 
by Charles Tucker, 

against 
MrpoRs.—W, B. Gates, Memphis, 'Tenn,, black, white and 
eae setter bitch (Gladstone—Carrie J.), handled by H, 

. Short. 

Count Raprer.—W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black and 
qriite Huglish setter dog (Druid—Magnolia), handled by H. 

. Short, 
against 

St, Etmo IV.—Dr. §, Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., black, 
white and tan English setter dog (St. Elmo—Clio), handled by 
HE. H. Height, Allaire, N. J 

RICHMOND AND BESSIE A. 

had the honor of opening the ball. Richmond is a light 
weight pointer of good form and considerable speed, he also 
appears to have a good nose and is stylish when on game. 
Bessie A. ran at Grand Junction two years ago and attracted 
considerable attention by her gamy way of going. She has 
lost none of her speed, and although she did not get a place, 
she made it very interesting for her competitors. They were 
cast off In some sedge and weeds at 8:48 and worked up wind 
for quite a distance. Bess was the first to find the birds, but 
she got lost at the same time in some heavy bull grass, and 
was located by the birds which flushed at the noise of the 
horses. A few of the birds settled in the same sort of cover 
and the rest went into some sedge. The dogs were sent into 
the tall grass, but it was next to impossible for them to do 
anything there. Bessie dropped on point near where one had 
been marked down, but the bird ran and she could not follow 
it. A little further on Richmond made a nice point, but the 
bird had run, and in roading it out hescored a flush, He 
then half pointed and Bessise backed him, bub nothing’ was 
found. Turning west we beat down to a branch where Bessie 
challenged in a cornfield, and getting the course she made a 
cast toward the branch and located her birds in capital style, 
and held them while Richmond was brought up to back, but 
before he could see her he caught a little scent and half 
poutied, Avent was then ordered to put up the birds which 
é dia, but failed to kill. A part of the bevy flew but a short 

distance and Bessie soon had one fast, and Avent, to order 
scored a kill, which Bessie'retrieved very prettily. Richmond 
then got in a couple of nice points to singles, which Short 
flushed to order and missed, Bessie then nailed one which 
flushed wild before the judges came up, and then seyeral more 
gat up; following them up, Bessie half pointed and drew a 
short distance, but soon leftit. Richmond then made a nice 
point and Bessie was called upto back, but the bird flushed 
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close to Short before she got there, She soon had one of her 
owh, however, but Avent failed to bring it to bag. The judges 
then compared notes and awarded the heat to Bessie A. at 
9:48. Down one hour. 

CLAY AND METEOR 

were the next brace. Clay is a yery well-formed dog of 
medium size, est h peat of bone and muscle, without a par- 
ticle of limber. e has a fair amount of speed, a good nose, 
and lots of hunting sense; he lacks style, and was not under 
good control. He is a finder, however, and gets rouod to the 
birds ina manner that but few can equal. Meteor disap- 
pointed us, his courage appeared to have been broken; he was 
Stale and went at only a moderate pace. He showed consid- 
erable style when on game, but was far from the good form 
in which he ran at the chicken trials two years ago; his nose 
appeared to be all ean and we presume that overwork was 
accountable for the falling off. Such a dog should be brought 
to the postin the best possible condition of body and spirit, 
taking thé risk that the brilliant style in which he gets in his 
good work, will blind the eyes of the judges to any venial 
faults that he may commit through excess of spirits. They 
were cast off on a knoll in the sedge at 10:08 Both went at a 
fair rate of speed, Clay at a busy, all-day lope, while Meteor, 
although he moved easily and gracefully, appeared to have no 
heart. Working down to a branch, Clay ran into some tall 
frass and was lost fora few minutes. He was found on point 
by some one, and as the judge came up a single bird flushed, 
but Clay held his point and McKay put up one in front of him 
and missed it, A large beyy then flushed wild, and as we 
went on afew scattered birds also got up. A little further on 
one flushed near Clay in the tall grass and two or three got 
up near Meteor and Short, who scored amiss, Clay then 
went on and made a point, but soon drew on, and as Short 
came round a beyy flushed down wind behind Clay, One then 
gotup near Meteor, but it wasin heavy cover and nothing 
could be seen, Meteor soon after dropped very nicely to a 
single, and Clay was brought up to back, but did not appear 
to notice the other dog. Short, to order, then put up the bird, 
and several more flushed wild, Meteor went on and pointed, 
but soon drew onatew yards and again pointed in elegant 
style. Clay came up but refused to back, eteor then went 
on and located his bird nicely, Clay came up and dropped on 
ore Short went in and put up the bird, but did not shoot. 
We then left the thicket and beat through a cornfield, where 
both dogs pointed but soon went on. Working up toa small 
piece of woods, ashort halt was made, while McKay went 
back for Gus Campbell, who had broken away from his 
keeper. We then went into the woods, and Short walked up 
a bevy just as Clay dropped tothem. Walking toward them, 
Meteor made an elegant point to another bevy, and as Clay 
came up, he also pointed or backed, we could not determine 
which. Short flushed the birds to order and killed one, and 
Meteor retrieved it well. Clay soon after flushed a brace and 
at the same instant dropped on point to another one that got 
upas the handlers cameup. Clay had marked down some 
birds, and swung out for them regardless of whistle and com- 
mand, and disappeared in some grass and bushes. Meantime 
Meteor half pointed and drew on and picked up a crippled 
bird, and soon after he went out of sight in a thicket, ace as 
Short was looking for him he walked into a large bevy. He 
then found Meteor on point to a single that he held until it 
was ordered flushed, This was a very creditable piece of 
word, Clay, meantime, was found on point by the spectators, 
who flushed his bird. The judges then compared notes, and 
awarded the heat to Meteor at 11:18. Down one hour and ten 
minutes, « 

LILLIAN AND GUS CAMPBELL. 

Both of these dogs are youngsters af great promise. Lillian 
is & yery nice moving animal with a great deal of style. She 
appears to have a good nose and if nothing befalls her we 
shall expect preat things of her next year. Gus is not re- 
ae for beauty nor style, but he has lots of hunting 
sense and will make a very killing dog; his nose did not a 
ear to be first-class as he flushed some birds that he should 
ave pointed; this may have been owing to condition, as his 

handler assured us that he is not lacking in thisrespect. They 
were cast off in the woods at 11:26 and given a turn to the 
upper end, Lillian having the best of it in speed and style. 
Turning back Gus ran into three or four, but as the wind was 
not in his favor he wasnot to blame. He then swung back 
and flushed a bird that he should have pointed, and at once 
stopped to wing, and catching scent he pointed the rest of the 
beyy, which flushed as the handlers came up. A little further 
on he made a nice point which Lillian backed in good style, 
McKay, to order, put up the birds and both fired and managed 
to get a bird that Gus retrieved fairly well. He soon pinned 
another one but the handlers were close up and the bird went. 
We then worked along the edge of the woods and one was 
fiu=hed by Lillian, down wind. We then crossed a fence to 
some sedge where Gus dropped on point just as a bevy rose in 
front of him, This was a close shave between a flush and a 
point, and as the wind was partly in his fayor we were in- 
clined to score bim to blame. Following up the birds Gus 
scored a flush and then got in a nice point to a single that 
MeKay flushed to order and missed. Lill then made a point 
and was indifferently backed by Gus. Short put up the bird 
and winged it and it was not retrieved, Gus then put up a 
bird, and soon after he made three nice points in succession 
and was backed by Lilleach time, McKay killed the last one 
and Gus retrieved it. Lill then flushed one and they were 
ordered up while the judges compared notes. We thought 
that Gus had won, as notwithstanding his flushes and lack of 
style he had clearly the best of her in finding, but Bex were 
sent on again and Lill soon made a point which Gus backed 
nicely, Gus then pointed and Lill backed him, but nothing 
wasfound, Thespectators then put up a bevy which was 
followed, and both dogs pointed, Short flushed the birds and 
killed one and Lill retrieved it. Gus then scored a good point 
and Lilla flush, Gus soon made another point but the bird 
had gone. They were then taken up for lunch and put down 
again at 1:55. After several flushes by each and a point by 
Gus to a bird that he soon flushed, the judges again consulted 
but failed to agrees, and the dogs were again ordered on, when 
Gus got in a nice pomt which Lill backed, Lill then made a 
point but went on and left her birds, which were flushed by 
Short when he came up. Gus then half pointed but went on 
and a bird was flushed near the place by the spectators, Lill 
then scored a flush and Gus came yery near doing the same 
but he dropped just before the bird rose. Lill then made a 
point and Gus a flush and they were ordered up and the heat 
was given to Lillian. Down altogether two hours and four- 
teen minutes. We could not agree with the judges in this 
decision and ieee Gus an easy winner. He wasnearly her 
equa) in speed and except in this and in style he was far ahead 
of her, making nearly two points to her one, 

LADY C, AND LADY LEH 

were put down in the woods at 2:35. Both dogs moved off well, 
Lady C. having the advantage in speed, ranging and style. 
She soon ran into a beyy of birds and flushed, but immediately 
afterward both dogs scored a point, a bird was killed by both 
handlers and both dogs retrieved, Lady C. in nice style. She is 
agay little bitch and proved a dark horse, being well broken 
and under admirable command, Moving on Lady C, pomted 
a single bird, which was flushed by her handler and killed and 
retrieved by Lady C. Ordered on, Lady C. pointed. Moving 
on out into the open field a bevy was flushed and marked 
down, Then Lady C. pointedin thesedge. When ordered on 
she again scored a point. Then on over the hill Lady C. 
pointed and Lady Lee coming up dropped to a nice back, but 
no birds were flushed. We then worked on into tall sedge 
when Lady C. pronpee to anice point and Lady Lee, called 
up to back, flushed the birds, They were then ordered up and 

the heat awarded to Lady C, at 3:10. Down thirty-five 
minutes, 

PAUL GLADSTONE AND BILLY GATES 

ware cast off at 3:20 in the sedge. Paul went off at a rattling 
gait and it was soon seen that Billy Gates was no match for 
him. Heranup the field and swung around and came to a 
point in the pee of tall grass. Before the handlers got up the 
birds flushed. Ordered on Paul pointed a single bird, and then 
Billy pointed a single bird, and soon afterward flushed a bird 
and soon after he pointed false. Moving on Billy scored a 
flush, and Panl pointed false in a pee of meadow, which had 
been mowed, and he was backed by Billy. Moving on Paul 
flushed a single bird. We then worked on to an old railroad 
bed where Paul scored a false point in thick briers, and alittle 
further on he pointed in some sedge, Afterward both dogs 
scored a false point. Up the drain Paul pointed and was 
backed by Billy. We then swung round to where the birds 
had been marked down. When Paul pointed, the bird was 
flushed and killed by Tucker and retrieved by Paul. Moving 
on Paul scored a flush and soon afterward a point. They 
were then ordered up and the heat awarded to Paul Gladstone 
at 3:57, Down thirty-seyen minutes. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND MEDORA 

were put down at 4 in astubble field. A good bit of ground 
was worked over without a find, when Medora pointed a 
bevy, which were flushed to order and one killed by Short. 
Moying on over the ditch and working to the right both dogs 
scored a point. Ordered on, Gladstone’s Boy found and re- 
trieved a bird which was killed by Tucker, On over the ditch 
Medora false pointed. Working on around the fence both 
dogs came to a point on a beyy, which were flushed to order, 
and one was killed by Short and retrieved by Medora. Or- 
dered on over the ditch, both dogs made a point where the 
birds had been flushed. Medora afterward pointed, the birds 
were flushed and one winged by Short, which Gladstone's 
Boy roaded for some distance and retrieved. Both dogs 
scored a point, and in the sedge Medora pointed a single bird 
and in rapid succession scored two other points, a flush and a 
false point. They were then ordered up at 5:12. Put down 
again on Tuesday morning at 8:42, a good deal of ground was 
drawn blank, when Medora pointed a single bire. Working on 
over the ditch into a cornfield, a bevy was flushed by the 
judges and marked down. Ordered on, Gladstone’s Boy 
pointed ina ditch, He soon pointed again and several birds 
were flushed. Across the ditch Medora false pointed, backed 
by Gladstone’s Boy. Working on, Gladstone’s Boy challenged 
but moved on. Soon afterward Medora pointed and a bevy 
were flushed, Then Gladstone’s Boy flushed two birds, but it 
was not seen by the judges. We then worked up the ditch in 
very thick cover, when Medora flushed. Then both dogs 
scored a flush. They were ordered up and the heat awarded 
to Gladstone’s Boy at 10:07, Down two hours and thirty-seven 
minutes. 

COUNT RAPIER AND ST. ELMO IV, 
were put down at 10:12 in a large, open cornfield. St. Elmo, 
in consequence of a cut on his left hind foot, was in bad shape 
and did not do the work he generally does, being out-speeded 
and out-ranged by Count Rapier, Over the fence, down into 
the ravine, Count Rapier pointed and was backed by St. Elmo. 
A nice bevy was flushed and marked down in an adjoining 
piece of pin oaks. A bird was shot at and killed by Short 
and retrieved by Count. Over the fence Count pointed a 
single bird, which was flushed to order and killed by Short 
Batt nicely retrieved by St. Elmo, Soon afterward a rabbit 
was jumped and chased for a short distance by both dogs, 
Count pointed a single bird, which was killed by Short and 
retrieved by Count. In the woods St. Elmo flushed a single 
bird; soon afterward he pointed a bird, which was killed by 
Height and retrieved by 8t. Elmo, They were then ordered 
up and the heat was awarded to Count Rapierat 11. Down 
forty-eight minutes. This ended the first series. Following 
is a Summary: 

Bessie A, beat Richmond. 
Meteor beat Clay. 
Lillian beat Gus Campbell. 
Lady OC, beat Lady Lee. 
Paul Gladstone beat Billy Gates. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Medora. 
Count Rapier beat St. Elmo IV. 

Second Series. 

METEOR AND GLADSTONE’S BOY 

were put down in an open field at 11:25. Working eae ra- 
vine Gladstone's Boy pointed a bevy, backed by Meteor 
some distance off. The birds were flushed to order and one 
killed by Tucker, which dropped on Meteor, striking him on 
the shoulder, and he remained perfectly steady until the bird 
was picked up by Short. Moving on up the hill Glad flushed 
asingle bird. Ordered on he pointed, and soon after Meteor 
pointed. The bird was flushed to order and killed by Short 
and retrieved by Meteor. Ordered on Meteor again pointed, 
and was backed by Gladstone’s Boy. Working on Meteor 
ointed on the side of a ditch. Ordered in over the ditch 
ladstoue’s Boy pointed and was backed by Meteor. Soon 

afterward he scored another point backed by Meteor, Or- 
dered on Glad pointed, backed by Meteor. He moved on, but 
the bird was afterward flushed. Working on into the woods 
Glad pointed in handsome stylealarge bevy. Working on 
he again pointed. Ordered on he flushed a single bird and 
dropped to point, but moved on and scored another flush. 
Working on Meteor false pointed, and soon afterward Glad 
scored a point. They were then ordered up and the heat 
awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 12:15. Down fifty minutes, 

LILLIAN AND LADY C. 

were cast off in the open field at 1:05. Working around to the 
woods Lillian flushed a bevy, and soon afterward she scored 
a point anda flush. Working on Lady C. pointed a single 
bird; ordered on, Lillian pointed, but gave up the point and 
moved on, and the birds were flushed by the horses. Working 
on Lady C. pointed one, when Lillian flushed. Soon after- 
ward Lady C. flushed twice in rapid succession, and Lillian 
scored aflush. Ordered on Lady C. pointed where a single 
bird had just flushed. Working on Lady C. pointed on side 
of a ditch. We then swung round into the woods, when Lady 
C. pointed a bevy; Lillian coming up did not see her, and 
pointed the same bevy. Moving on, Lady C. running down a 
ath in the woods, dropped on a nice point, prompily, backed 
y Lillian. They were then ordered up and he heat awarded 

to Lady C..at1:50. Down forty-five minutes. 
BUSSIE A. AND PAUL GLADSTONE 

were cast off at 1:55 in the open field on the edge of the woods 
and worked down a ditch and around the hill into the woods, 
where Bessie A, pointed a bevy, which were flushed to order 
and one killed by Avent. vue on Bessie A. pointed a 
single bird, when Paul pointed, the birds were flushed to 
order and one killed by Tucker and retrieved by Paul; a bird 
was also killed by Avent and retrieved by Bessie. Moying on 
Bessie false pointed and soon afterward scored a flush. 
Ordered on Bessie pointed twice. Ordered on she flushed, and 
both dogs pointed where some birds had been put up. Work- 
ing on Paul scored a point and flush, and soon aiterward Bes- 
sie A. scored a false point. Workingon she pointed a single 
bird, which was flushed and killed by Avent aud retrieved by 
Bessie A. Ordered on out into the open field Paul Gladstone 
flushed, and soon afterward Bessie A. finshed a single bird in 
some bushes near the fence. Swinging back she pointed the 
rest of the bevy. We then worked on into the woods where 
Paul Gladstone pointed a nice bevy near a wire fence, Bessie 
A. was ordered up to back, but her handler worked her on 
and secured oné or two points, for which she was allowed no 
credit. We then moved on to where the birds had been 
marked down, when both dogs scored a point. Moving om 

they both scored a point again, Ordered on Bessie A. flushed, 
Moving on Paul Gladstone pointed and soon afterward Bessie 
A. Pee Ordered on Paul Gladstone pointed and Bessie 
A. flushed a single bird and in rapid succession scored a bad 
flush and a point, They were then ordered up and the heat 
awarded to Paul Gladstone at 3:42. Down one hour and forty 
seyen minutes. Summary: 

Second Series. 
Gladstone's Boy beat Meteor. 
Lady C. beat Lillian. 
Paul Gladstone beat Bessie A, 
Count Rapier a bye, 

Third Series. 

GLADSTONE’S. BOY AND COUNT RAPIER 

were put down at 4:05, when after a beautiful piece of road- 
ing Gladstone’s Boy flushed a single bird, but dropped toa 
beautiful point on the rest of the bevy, and in a ravine below 
Count Rapeir pointed another bevy, Moving on Gladstoné’s 
Boy pointed a single bird, and im quick succession made two 
other points, in one of which he was handsomely backed by 
Count Rapier, Working on Gladstone’s Boy flushed. Ordered 
on Count Rapier pointed, backed by Gladstone’s Boy, The bird 
was flushed to order and killed by Short and retrieyed by 
Count Rapier. Gladstone’s Boy flushed and Count Rapier 
flushed, Soon. afterward Gladstone’s Boy pointed, and moving 
on scored another point. In the ditch Glad pointed. They 
were then ordered up and heat awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 
4:30, Down twenty-five minutes, 

PAUL GLADSTONE AND LADY C, 

were cast off in a large bottom at 4:42. The character of the 
work done by Lady C. in this heat was good, and she proved 
herself to be one of the most brilliant dogs in the stake. She 
needs no praise from us, as she beat the crack dog, Gladstone's 
Boy, Lillian and Bessie, and the character of the work done 
by these dogs is a sufficient indorsement of her own. She was 
beaten only once in therace, Working on across a hill and 
down into a cornfield, Paul Gladstone pointed on the side of a 
ditch and readed out into the sedge, and located a bevy, 
which was flushed to order, Soon after Lady C. pointed a 
single bird, which was killed by Stephenson and retrieved in 
handsome style by Lady C. Then Paul Gladstone pointed, 
and was backed by Lady C. We then worked on, when Paul 
Gladstone flushed, and soon afterward Lady ©, pointed a 
single bird, and a little further on pointed a rabbit. They 
were ordered up for the day at 5:10. Put down again at 8:50 
in the morning in large sedge and stubble field, Paul Glad- 
stone going down wind flushed a bevy, which were marked 
down. Both dogs afterward false pointed, and further on 
Lady C, flushed and Paul Gladstone pointed a single bird; soon 
afterward Lady C, again flushed, and Paul Gladstone scored 
a point. They were then ordered up at 9:25, and heat awarded 
to Paul Gladstone. Down sixty-five minutes. Summary: 

Gladstone’s Boy beat Count Rapier. 
Paul Gladstone beat Lady C, 

Fourth Series. 

PAUL GLADSTONE AND GUADSTONR’S BOY 

were put down at 9:42 to decide the heat for first money, in a 
field where the last brace was taken up and worked on up the 
hill, When Paul Gladstone pointed backed by Gladstone's Boy, 
the bird was flushed to order. Moving on Gladstone’s Boy 
flushed a single bird. Then Paul Gladstone flushed. Going 
round the hill toa piece of high grass, Paul Gladstone pointed, 
backed by Gladstone's Boy, and the bird was flushed to order. 
Then Paul Gladstone pointed a single bird, and soon afterward 
Gladstone’s Boy flushed. They were then ordered up and the 
heat was awarded to Paul Gladstone, and he was declared 
winner of the first prize. Down thirty-three minutes. 

TIES FOR SECOND PRIZE. - 

BESSIE A. AND LADY C. 

were selected by the judges as the best dogs beaten by Paul 
Gladstone to run to decide which should contest with Glad- 
stone’s Boy for second prize. They were cast off at 10:30 in a 
sedge field, when Lady C, pointed and was backed by Bessie 
A, The bird was flushed to order. Down the hedge Lady C. 
pointed a single bird, and afterward Lady C. flushed another. 
Bessie A. pointed. The bird was flushed to order, and shot 
at and missed. Lady C. scored a flush, and soon afterward 
ointed a single bird. Ordered up and Lady C. awarded the 

Feat at 10:40. Down twenty minutes. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND LADY ©. 
were put down at 10:55 to run for second prize. A beyy was 
flushed by the judges. Working to where the birds had been 
marked down, Gladstone’s Boy ‘potated a single bird and Lady 
C. scored a flush, Both dogs made game where some birds ha 
flushed, and moved on. We then swung round up a gully, 
when Gladstone's Boy flushed a single bird. Lady C. flushed a 
bird in the hedgerow. Ordered on, Gladstone’s Boy flushed, 
and Lady C. soon afterward scored a point on a single bird, 
Lady C. pointed in a_ cotton field; the bird was flushed to 
order. Ordered on, Lady C. scored a point on a single bird. 
Gladstone’s Boy .commenced ruading, but the birds were 
flushed before he located them; but soon afterward he 
pointed a single bird and was backed by Lady C, Movin 
on, Lady C. flushed a single bird, and in a few steps droppe 
on a point. Several birds were flushed. She was nicely 
bageee by Gladstone’s Boy. They were then ordered up, and 
the heat was awarded to Lady C., and she was declared win- 
ner of second prize. Down tiftytiye minutes. 

BESSIE A. AND LILLIAN 

were then selected by the judges as the best dogs beaten by 
Lady C. to contest with Gladstone’s Boy for third prize. 
They were cast off in a cornfield at 12:02, when Bessie A. 
ointed;the bird was flushed to order. Soon atterward Lil- 

fian pointed; the bird was flushed to order and shot at and 
missed. Bessie A. pointed a single bird. Over the ditch Lil- 
lian pointed, and the bird was flushed to order. Lillian after- 
ward scored a false point in the woods. We then worked on 
over a wire fence, when Lillian roaded down wind, and, get- 
ting too close, flushed a be We then worked on down the 
ravine, when Lillian pointed a single bird. They were then 
ordered up at 12:45, and the heat was awarded to Lillian, 
Soon after the commencement of the heat Bessie A. ran 
against a stump and made considerable fuss over it, as if hurt; 
but we could not see that it made any difference in her run- 
ning. Down forty minutes. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND LILLIAN 

were then called to run for third prize, and the handlers hav- 
ing agreed to divide, the third prize and honors were equally 
divided between Gladstone’s Boy and Lillian, and this ended 
the All-Aged Stake. 

Following is a complete 
SUMMARY, 
First Series. 

Bessie A. beat Richmond, 
Meteor beat Clay. 
Lillian beat Gus Campbell. 
Lady C. beat Lady Lee. 
Paul Gladstone beat Billy Gates. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Medora. 
Count Rapier beat St. Elmo IY. 

Second Series. 

Gladstone’s Boy beat Meteor. 
Lady ©, beat Lillian, _ 
Paul Gladstone beat Bessie A, 
Count Rapier a bye. 

— 
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Third Series. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Count Rapier. 
Paul Gladstone beat Lady C. 

' Final Tie for First Prize, 
Paul Gladstone beat Gladstone’s Boy and won first prize. 

Ties for Second Prize. 

Lady C, beat Bessie A. 
Final Tie for Second Prize. 

Lady C. beat Gladstone’s Boy and won second prize. 

~ Ties for Third Prize. 
Lillian beat Bessie A. and divided third prize with Glad- 

stone’s Boy. 

THE DERBY, 
The National Derby was commenced on Wednesday even- 

ing after the finish of the All-Aged Stake and two heats were 
decided on Thursday. Although it was showery, good pro- 
gress was made and eight heats were run. Following is a 
summary of the work, 

First Series. 
Lillian beat Gem. 
Lady Bessie beat Billy Gates. 
Richmond (setter) beat Paul Jones. 
Lady Lee beat Anne Boleyn. 
Roderigo beat Jim Bludso, 
Sportsman beat Richmond (pointer). 

orse beat Surrey. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Maud B. 
Queen Bess beat Annie Morgan. 
Medora beat Index. 
This finished the work for the day. On Friday the Derby 

was continued. 
Blackstone beat Lexington. 
Col. Cool, a bye. 
Before the commencement of the second series Queen Bess, 

who had won her heat, was withdrawn, 
Second Series. 

Lady Bessie beat Cal Cool. 
Lillian beat Richmond (setter). 
Sportsman beat Lady Lee, 
Roderigo beat Morse. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Medora. 
Blackstone, a bye. 

Third Series. 
Blackstone beat Lady Bessie. 
Sportsman beat Lillian. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Roderigo, 

Fourth Series. 
Sportsman beat Blackstone. 
Gladstone’s Boy a bye. 

Final Vie for First Prize. , 
Sportsman beat Gladstone’s Boy, and won first prize. _ 

Final Tie for Second Money, \ 
Gladstone's Boy beat Lillian, and won second prize. 
Third prize was divided, by agreement of owners and hand- 

lers, between Lillian and Medora. 

THE COLLIE CLASSES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I must begin by apologizing for having evidently written 

my last letter to you so badly, that your printer could not 
read it, which accounts for the mistakes I appear to make 
therein that must be patent to any collie man, so I need not 
enumerate them; but I will try and write better in future. 
When I said that ‘‘Mr. John Dayidson is the only practical 

judge in America” I only meant so far as has appeared. I 
verily believe that both in the United States and Canada you 
could find dozens of canny old Scotch farmers, especially low- 
land Scotch, who (to use a common expression) ‘“‘have for- 
gotton more than most of our bench show judges ever knew.” 

The chief fault of our so-called judges is that they are all 
for color and coat and nothing for breed, I have frequently 
seen a dog with a heayy setterish head or setterish ears of a 
pretty color, and long silk coat given the prize over a pure 
bred, good serviceable collie of not such a fancy color, I will 
always maintain that no dog with unmistakable flat setterish 
ears, such as Hiram, should have a prize, or even a 
“commend,” because ef his unmistakable strain of setter 
blood. I contend, far better give the card to a prick-eared 
dos, because there are hundreds of pure prick-eared collies 
although I do not like them. Again, there is the dome-shape 
head, I believe I am borne out by every authority when I 
say no such dog should even get acard. Mr.S. EH, Smiley 
says: ‘‘Hars set high on the head, not dropping like a fox- 
terrier’s but semi-erect, and as small as possible.” Mr, W. W. 
Thompson says: ‘‘Head long and sharp, but not snipy in 
the muzzle or domed in the skull, ears small and semi-erect.” 
Byven some of our writers on dogs do not seem to be aware of 
the variety of strains of collies. 

There is the Highland collie,a dog sometimes standing 
twenty inches in the loin, witha rough, heavy, servicable coat 
not wooly as some of our judges seem to think, but thick an 
varying in color generally between black, white, tan, red, etc. 
Then there is the Lowland collie, such as are so plentiful in the 
Cheviot Hills,in my opinion the most servicable dog of all, 
generally standing from twelve to sixteen inches, with a 
medium but serviceable coat, thick but not so long and heavy 
as his Highland compeer, but a dog that looks like ever- 
lasting go and spring, strong active legs and a perfect 
symmetrical body, in color generally sandy or red, or a golden 
tan, but to be found of almost any color and shade. Then the 
smooth bob-tailed English drover’s dog, with its prick ears 
and terrier-like coat, Then there is that pretty little Nor- 
wegian collie,so hardy and active, that looks like a cross 
between a Highland and a Lowland collie. Then there is that 
rough-coated English shepherd dog with its coarse shaggy 
oat, and head so shaggy that at first glance it looks almost 
round, Then again there is the German collie, very like its 
English brother, and many other strains. I would like to ask 
our booky judges how many of these strains they have seen or 
even node oi, and again [assert that only a practical man 
can judge collies. To see an old Scot like John Davidson 
surrounded by half a score of dogs of these different strains 
and to see his eye brighten as it picks out the best for work, 
and then to hear him handle his separate dogs and point out to a 
booky man, point for point, where his choice beats hollow 
that pretty colored dog, is a treat, and those booky men who 
rely upon coat and color soon find their true value—not that I 
would under ratecoat, but I would like to see universally 
adopted Mr. Shirley’s standard. 

Points. 
dE Peat A ne he ols pant te Stee Se ae 15 
GLa lela. ane Citanen easels ote estat oy Beene ee 10 
Coates te welt tee be AIM sp x3 ec Bee ee ee 15 
(OR BSGe macy bits Oe OLS pean 2 oe 10 
Shoulders......-......6:. bee Sate a Ge al tas » 10 
SOU apa badbces cps oie meen ney hoe 2 yi oor etre ates 15 

SSS ee Sere ied ecw) ae a te Leese een ao att) 
ea eG tee Sait ote ile: 3 ale bela bevenr ke bt Ry 10 
Galore ey Sed renee essere 5 Se 5 
UNI Rep ars ee RAST neck eevee tie ict came Pareles Ba 5 

1 
The only change I would make is coat 10 and feet 10, as 

the feet are a most important point. 
C, GREVILLE HARsToN,. 

Toronto, Ontario, Dec. 12. 

Toronto, Dec, 13,—I_ hardly know whether any one is ex- 
pected to notice Mr, Watson’s letter on judging collies, of 8th 

inst., but I think the letter [ wrote you on the 8th, answers 
any points that are worth answering, except that he tried to 
lead your readers to believe thatlam writing up my own 
dogs, whichis not so. I may simply say my own dogs are far 
too old to show, and anywhere they have been exhibited lately 
haye been simply to fill up classes, and to oblige people who 
don't like to see a show without the veterans. At the Toronto 
D, C. K. C., [returned the money won in the form of a cup, 
and at the Toronto O. C. C., I turned the money into the club. 

If Mr. Watson was raised in the Cheviot Hi , itis curious 
that he does not know the Lowland collies. As for Mr. Wat- 
son’s great point as to who Mr. Stanley Thompson is, I really 
can’t inform him. I thought any man of common sense would 
haye understood so plain a printer’s error. I wrote ‘‘Messrs. 
Shirley & Thompson,” wherein I put a ‘‘p”? too much, 

C. GREVILLE HARSTON. 

THE SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS. 

| Bas second annual meeting of the Southern Sportsmen’s 
Association began last Monday with the AH-Aged Stake, 

nei which there were nineteen entries. The drawing was as 
ollows: 
Mrpora,—W. B. Gates’s (Memphis, Tenn.) black, white and 

tan English setter bitch Medora (Gladstone—Carrie J.), 
: agamst 

Loypon.—J. H, Coleman’s (New Orleans) black, white and 
tan dog London (Gladstone—UClip). 

Buy Gares.—Dr. A. F, McKinney’s (Forest Hill, Tenn,} 
black and white English setter dog Billy Gates (Count Rapier 
—Kate B.), dae 

ains ag 
Bessie A.—J. M. Avent’s (Hickory Valley, Tenn.) white 

and lemon English setter bitch Bessie A. (Dashing Lion— 
Armida), 

Mrreor.—W. E. Hughes's (St. Louis) liver and white pointer 
dog Meteor (Garne ilt), 

against . 
LApy C.—B. M. Stephenson’s (La Grange, Tenn.) black, 

white and tan English setter bitch Lady C. (Coleman’s London 
—Belle of Hatchie). 

Counr Rarizr.—W, B. Gates’s (Memphis) black and white 
English setter dog Count Rapier (Druid—Magnolia), 

against 
Gun. ArnTHUR.—Dr. 8, Fleet Speir’s (Brooklyn, N. Y.) setter 

dog Gen. Arthur (Emperor Fred—Wanda). 

CoLonEL Coot.—W. B. Gates’s (Memphis, Tenn.) black, white 
and tan English setter dog ree Cool (Gath—Lit), 

against 
Rur.--Bayard Thayer’s (Boston, Mass.) lemon and white 

pointer bitch Rue, A,K.R. 401 (Snapshot—Ruby) 

CLiay.—W. T. Hdwards’s (Varner, Ark,) red and white 
native setter dog Clay (Joe, Jr.—Fannie), 

a gainst 
Ress.—J. M. Avent’s (Hickory Valley, Tenn.) black English 

setter bitch Ress (Mask—Vic). 

St. Enmo V.—Dr. S. Fleet Speir’s ee N. Y.) black, 
white and tan English setter dog St. HImo V. (St. Elmo IV,— 
Countess Lonise), 

against 
SPoRTSMAN.—J. W. Murnan’s (Keeling, Tenn.) black, white 

and tan English setter dog Sportsman (Gladstone—Sue). 

Stocum.—Bayard Thayer’s (Boston, Mass.) Gordon setter 
dog Slocum (Thayer's Turk—Beauty), 

against 
PavuL GLADSTONE.—W. B. Gates’s (Memphis, Tenn.) black, 

white and tan English setter dog Paul Gladstone (Gladstone— 
Lavalette). 

RicomMonD.—J. E. Gills (Lancaster, Pa.) lemon and white 
pointer dog Richmend (Don—Beulah). 

against 
St. Ermo IV.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir’s (Brooklyn, N. Y.) black, 

Otek and tan English setter dog St. Elmo IV. (St. Eimo— 
io). 

Lintian.—P. H. & D. Bryson’s (Memphis, Tenn.) black, 
white and tan English setter bitch Lillian (Gladstone—Sue) 

against 
GLADSTONE’s Boy.—Dr. G. G. Ware’s (Stanton,Tenn,) black, 

white and tan English setter dog Gladstone’s Boy (Gladstone— 
Sue). 

W. Mallory’s Lady Lee and J. K. Renaud’s Flossy did 
not start. 

THE DERBY DRAWING, 
CANTON, Miss., Dec. 15, 

The Derby drawing resulted as follows: 
Liniian,—P. H. & D. Bryson’s (Memphis, Tenn.) black, 
PES and tan English setter bitch Lillian, Aug. 21 (Gladstone 
—Sue 

’ against ; 
TRINKET BANG.—Mr, Tillington’s liver and white dog Trin- 

ket Bang (Croxteth—Trinket), 

RicomMonp.—E, M. Ushgr’s (Vincennes, Ind.) lemon and 
white dog Richmond, Ap mperecant TaN) 

. . ins x OL 

Fannig.—H. Fontaine’s black, white and tan setter bitch 
Fannie (Gladstone—Ossa). 

MErporsa.—Gates & Merriman’s (rem ea, Tenn.) black, white 
anatan English setter bitch Medora, July 20 (Gladstone—Car- 
rie J. 

: against 
ANNIE MoreGan,—J. M. Avent’s (Hickory Valley, Tenn.) 

lemon and white bitch Annie Morgan, (Gladstone—Bessie A.). 

InpEx.—J. M. Avent’s (Hickory Valley, Teun.) black, white 
and tan dog Index, July 10 (Gladstone—Countess Druid), 

against 
GLADSTONE's Boy.—Dr, G. G. Ware’s (Stanton, Tenn.) black, 

white and tun English setter dog Gladstone’s Boy, Jan. 10 
(Gladstone—Sue). 

Bitty Gates.—Dr. A, F, McKinney’s (Forest Hill, Tenn.) 
black and white English setter dog Billy Gates, Aug. 21 
(Count Rapier—Eazte B.), 

against 
Lapby Brssiz.—J. M. Avyent’s (Hickory Valley, Tenn.) lemon 

and white bitch Lady Bessie, Oct. 5 (Gladstone—Bessie A,). 

Cot. Coou.—Gates & Merriman’s (Memphis, Tenn.) black, 
Vin) a Bnd tan English setter dog Col, Cool, June 30 (Gath— 

it) a bye. 

The running began this morning, the weather being fine and 
the birds plentiful. Dr. Jarvis, one of the judges, did not 
arrive and C, B, Whitford was chosen to act in his place as 
judge of the Derby; Mr.B, Waters to judge the All-Aged Stake 
in case he does not arrive to-night. ‘lhe running for to-day is 
as follows: Lilian beat Trinket Bang, Richmond beat 
Fannie. Medora beat Annie Morgan, Gladstone’s Boy beat 
Index. Billy Gates beat Lady Bessie. Col. Cool a bye. 
Second Series—Gladstone’s Boy beat Col. Cool. Medora beat 

Richmond, 

A LARGE LITTER OF BEAGLES.—‘‘Buckeye” is to be 
congratulated on his Katie’s litter of eight whelps, but even 
that is not extraordinary. It has been my pleasant lot on two 
occasions to see my friend Elmore’s Lucy (a fine pestle bitch) 
giving suck to ten whelps, all herown. She is a good mother, 
and has repeatedly reared each whelp of these large litters, 
In the summer of 1882 it was my good fortune to see one of 
Lucy’s teu-whelp litters when about two months old, and it 
was a sight not to be forgotten. The whelps were all in good 
care, and very evenly and seiner marked, and they formed 
a pretty picture either in their play or at rest. In my fre- 
quent “‘rounds” of my friend’s large kennel, I was wont te 
pause at Lucy’s pen often and make “long tarrying,” and to 
forecast the future of each wWhelp. It seemed a pity to sepa- 
rate the happy, pay en family, remarkable for number and 
fine breeding. Such large litters are exceptional, and still 
more so is the successful rearing and shipment to purchasers, 
with not a poor or sickly one in the lot.—O. W. R. 
Dover, N. H., Dec. 15.—On the 18th day of March, my beagle 

bitch Belle whelped seven fine, strong and healthy pups (and 
they are all living and doing well), and on the 18th day of 
September, 1884, she whelped eight, four dogs and four bitches, 
and they are all living and are very good specimens of the 
beagle. Sheis only 114g inches high and will be three years 
old next March.—H, JAcKSson. 
Rockland, Me., Dec. 15.—On July 4, 1882, my beagle bitch 

Thorn (Victor—Lucy), now owned by N. Hlmore, whelped 
eight strong, healthy puppies, of which six were males, to 
Jarvis Williams’s beagle Sport (Mint—Jubet).—LIMEROCK. 

The beagle bitch Gipsy, owned by Mr. A. C. Krueger, of 
Wrightsville, Pa., whelped a litter of eight strong and healthy 
puppies.—RAzor. : 

ST, BERNARD IMPORTATION,—Mr. Alex. Taylor, Jr., 
New York, has recently imported ti St. Bernard bitch Em- 
a bred by T. McPherson, Engl, Whelped June 2, 1884, 

er breeding is as follows: Sire—K€g, brother of champion 
Bayard, by Mr. King’s Bosco, by Mr. Garnett’s Bruno, Mr. 
MacKillop’s Silverhorn, Juno by Wonder, Mr. Baylie’s Juno. 
Dam—Flora, by Barry VII., Mr. Hall’s Dido (K.P.R. 178%), by 
Mr. 8. W. Smith’s champion Barry (H.K.C.S.B. 6414), Mr. 
Hill’s Juno, g. 8s. by Mr. Fisher’s Bellair, his Venus, g. d. by 
Mr. F, Cooper’s Barry, imported, and winner first, Berne, 
1875, his Dido. 

THE LATE CHARLES LINCOLN.—Resolutions of respect 
for the late Charles Lincoln, and of condolence with his family 
have been passed by the Illinois Kennel Club, the New Eng- 
land Kennel Club, and the National Field Trials Club. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed, buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire. 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10. Owner of dam. 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

= See instructions at head of this column. 

Dr. Prim. By Mr. D.B. Wheeler, West Haven, Conn., for black, 
white and tan setter dog, whelped Sept. 27, 1884, by Pride of the West 
out of Dashing Primrcse. 
Dashing Pride. By Mr. O. Washburn, Norwich, Conn., for black, 

white and tan setter dog, whelped Sept. 27, 1884, by Pride of the West 
out of Dashing Primrose. 
Dashing Count. By Mr. O. Washburn, Norwich, Conn,, for lemon 

belton setter dog, whelped Sept. 27, 1884, by Pride of the West out of 
Dashing Primrose. - 
Dashing Vic. By Mr. R, Henry, Centreville, Conn., for black.white 

and tan setter bitch, whelped Sept. 27, 1884, by Pride of the West out 
of Dashing Primrose, 
Dashing Asteroid. By Mr. A. Hills,West Haven, Conn., for lemon 

and white setter dog, whelped Sept. 27, 1884, by Pride of the West out 
of Dashing Primrose. 
Dashing Nick. By Mr.§. Thompson, New Haven, Conn., for lemon 

belton setter dog, whelped Sept. 27, 1884, by Pride of the West out of 
Dashing Primrose. 
Bianca, By the Oakdale Kennels, Hudson, N. Y., for chestnut 

cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 1, 1884, by Click (A.K. 2. 133) out of 
Fidget (A. K.R. 308). 

Trix. By Mr, Wm. F. Tolley, Kingston, N. Y., for liver, with white 
breast, cocker spaniel dog, whelped Oct. 1, 1884, by Click (A,K.R, 183) 
out of Fidget (A.K.R. 308). 
Game. By Mr, Henry Van Hoesen, Hudson, N, Y., for liver, with 

white breast, cocker spaniel dog, whelped Oct. 1, 1884, by Click 
(A.K.R. 183) out of Fidget (A.K.R. 308). 
Wanda. By the Sans Souci Kennels, Balledelplig, Pa., for golden 

sable, white chest, dark sable tail, collie bitch, whelped May, 1884, by 
champion Rex (A.K.R. 149) out of Lindsay’s imported Jennie Nettles 
(A. K.R. 1224), 

Lillibulero. By the Sans Souci Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa., for 
black, tan and white collie dog, whelped April, 1884, by Drive out of 
Purt Gart. 

Prince. By Mr, H, Jackson, Dover, N. H., for beagle dog, by Min- 
strel ont of Nellie, : 

Twilight. By the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., for stone 
fawn, with: black mask, ears, trace, dark nails, pug bitch, whelped 
4s 17, 1884, by champion Treasure out of imported Pudgie, 
Trump. By the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., for stone 

fawn, with black mask, ears, trace, dark nails, pug dog, whelped 
Sept. 17, 1884, by champion Treasure out of imported Pudgie. 

Treasure I, By the Chequasset Kennels. Lancaster, Mass., for 
apricot fawn, with black mask, ears, nails, pug dog, whelped Oct, 5, 
1884, by champion Treasure out of imported Toodles. 

Countess Molly. By Mr. H. M. Wilson, Baltimore, Md., for English 
setter bitch, by Count Noble out of Spark. 

Slick. By Mr. T. H. Wyman, Sebec, Me., for black, with white 
breast, cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Dec. 80, 1883, by champion Silk 
out of Gracie. 
White Ranger, Drake Ranger, Jessie Ranger and Queen Ranger. 

By Mr. S. B. Dilley, Rosendale, Wis., for pointers, two liver and white 
dogs and two liver, white and ticked bitches, whelped Oct. 23, 1884, 
by his Ranger Croxteth out of Fanny Faust. 

ST. BERNARD KENNELS. By Mr. Henry Miller for his kennel of 
St, Bernards, at Clifton, Staten Island, 

BRED. 

(LE See instructions at head of this column, 

Bridget—President. Mr. KE. W. Bennett's (Blandford, Mass.) bull- 
rote bitch Bridget (Paddy—Mona) to Mr, B, 8. Porter's President, 

ec, 2. 
Victoria-—President. Mr. E, 8S, Porter's (New Haven, Conn.) im- 

ported bull-terrier bitch Victoria (Randal—Floss) to his imported 
resident (Randal—Minnie), Nov. 20. 
Scarlet UI.—President. Mr, Frank F. Dele’s (New Haven, Conn.) 

bull-terrier bitch Scarlet II. (Scarlet If1.—Young Royal) to Mr. E. 8. 
Porter’s President (Randal—Minnie), Nov. 14. 

Wallkill Blanch—Hornell Silk, Mr. A. Gordon's (Middletown, N. 
¥.) cocker spaniel bitch Wallkill Blanch (A.K.R. 1201) to champion 
Hornell Siik, Nov, 15, 
Maud Rete: Mr, Max Wenzel's red Irish setter bitch Maud §. 

(Larry—Gussie Il.) to his Chief (Berkley—Duck), Oct. 15. 
Ruby—Chief. Mr. Max Wenzél’s Ruby (Elcho—Rose) to his Chief 

(Berkley— Duck), Nov. 13. 
Noreen I7.—Chief, Mr. J. F. Dwight’s (South Boston, Mass.) bitch 
x oreee If, (Elecho—Noreen) to Mr. Max Wenzel’s Chief (Berkley— 
ck), 
May—Bon Ton. Mr, J. E. Decker’s (Newark, N. J.) pointer bitch 

May to Dr. A. McCollom’s Bon Ton (A.K.R. 1486), Dec. 6, 
Dot—Diamond. Mr, W. H. R. DuBois’s (Westfield, N. J.) pug bitch 

Dot to Mr. A. Avent’s Diamond, Dec. 10. 
_ Belle—Dash. Mr. E. Schalk’s setter bitch Belle to Mr. W. H, R. 
DuBois’s Dash. 
Pigeon—Banunerman. Mr. A. C. Krueger’s white, black and tan 

beagle bitch Pigeon (Ringwoad I..—Fan II.) to his imported Sanner- 
man (champion ee ae age te a Dec. 5. 
Floss—Bannerman, Mr, A, 0. Krueger’s white, black and tan 
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ticked beagle bitch Moss (Ringwood—champion Belle) to his imported | will find worms. Ti you do find them by watching pussages, try the 
Bannerman (chanipion Marchboy—Dewdrop), Dec. 7. 

WHELPS. 

S— See instructions at head of this column. 
Madam Llewelin, Mr. H. EB. Hamilton's (New York) bitch Madam 

Dieweilin, Nov, i4, seven (six dogs), by W. Coster’s Buekellew; four 
black, white and tan, three orange and white. 
Kuby. Mr, H, B. Hamilton's setter bitch Ruby, Nov. 25, eight, by 

Druid; two dogs und one bitch living. 
Vic. Mx, A. Gordon's (Middletown, N. Y.) spaniel bitch Vie (Brage 

—Princess), Nov, 7, seven (four dogs). by Black Pete. 
Lady Fay. Mr, Wm, G. Bramman's (New York) English setter 

bitch Lady Way (Prince Jim—Duck), Nov. 22, eight (four dogs), by Mr. 
MeCullongh's Bruce, 
Gem, Mr, Geo. L. V. Tyler's (West Newton, Mass.) liver and white 

ticked cocker spaniel bitch Gem (champion Snip—Feather), Nov, 21, 
six (one dog). by Mr. J. P. Willey’s champion Obo II; all black. 
Calypso. Mr. 4, E. Barkmar’s (Rockland, Me.) fawn greyhound 
Bee Calypso, Novy. 10, seven (six dogs), by Seth 0. Rogers's imported 

on 
Gipsy. Mr. A, C, Krueger's (Wrightsville, Pa.) black and tan beagle 

biteh Gipsy, Dec. 6, eight (five dogs), by his imported Banner= an 
(champion Marchboy—Dewdrop), 

SALES. 
(= See instructions at head of this column. 
Glenmark--Girl whelps, Liver and white dog8, whelped June 12, 

1884, by the Knickerbocker Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J., one to 
Mr, J, A. Nickerson, Boston, Mass,; one each to Mr. J. F. Greene, 
and Mr. J.G. Jacobus, Jersey City, N. J., and a lemon and white dog 
to Mr. H. B, Topping. i 
Jimmie—Yule whelps, whelped Oct. 16,1884, By the Knickerbocker 

Kennel Club, Jersey City, N, J,, liver and white bitch to Mr. W. Heps- 
ley, Jersey City, N.J.; all liver bitch to Mr. C, J. Peshall, Bound 
Brook, N. J., and a liver and white dog to Mr, L. Livesey, same 
place. 

Floss, Countess and Queen. Beagle bitches, by Mr. N, Elmore, 
Granby, Conn., to Mr. A.C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa, 
dilute. Bengle dog, by Mr, N. Elmore, Granby, Conn,, to Mr, C, T. 

Brooks, Birmingham, Conn, 
Dr. Prim, Dashing Pride, Dashing Count and Dashing Vie. Bug- 

lish setters (Pride of the West—Dashing Primrose), by Mr. G. R. 
Nichols, New Haven. Conn., to Mr, D. B.Wheeler, West Haven, Conn,, 
Mr. O. Washburn, Norwich, Conn.; Mr. C. N. Worthen, Bridgeport, 
Conn., and Mr. R. Henry. Centreville, Conn 
Teddy Barr—Vic whelps. Giver and white cocker spaniel bitches, 

by Mr. A. Gordon, Middletown, N.Y¥., one to Mr. A. Langdon, Auburn, 
N. Y., and one to Mr. E. Ricketts, Middletown, N. Y. 
Wanda. Golden sable collie bitch (champion Rex, A.K.R. 14)—im- 

ported Jennie Nettles, A.K.R. 1224) by Mr. Wm. Lindsay, Elizabeth, 
N.J.. to the Sans Souci Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Jack— Spotter whelps. Black and tan collies (Capt. Boyd’s Jack— 

Spotter, A.K.R, 1576), by Mr. Wim. Lindsay, Elizabeth, N.J..to Mr. 8. 
B. we Hoboken, N. J.; also a brace to Dr. Harry Johnson, Kintners- 
ville, Pa. 

Fisher. Stone fawn, black points, dog, whelped Sept. 19, 184 (un- 
known—Latly Flossie), by the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., 
to Mr. Geo, H. Davis, Worcester, Mass. 
Pudgie. Apricot fawn, black points, pug bitch, whelped Jan. 4, 

1880, (Wilson's Tony—Cross’s Judy), imported from Mr. John Cross, 
Southwick, Birmingham, Eng., by Mr. Geo. W. Dixon, Worcester, 
Mass.. to the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. 

Pudgie. Apricot fawn, black points, pug bitch, whelped Jan. 4, 
1680 (Wilson’s Tony—Cross’s Judy), by the Chequasset Kennels, Lan- 
ouster, Mass,, to the Ashmont Kennels, Boston, Mass. ‘ 

Twilight and Trump. Biteh and dog, whelped Sept. 17, 1884 (‘T'reas- 
ure—Pudgie), by Mr, Geo. W. Dixon, Worcester, Mass., to the Che- 
quasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass, 

Treasure IJ, Apricot fawn, black points, pug dog, whelped Oct 5, 
1884, (chanipion Treasure—imported Toodles), by Mr. Geo. W, Dixon, 
Worcester, Mass., to the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass, 
Sovereign. White, black and tawny rough-coated St. Bernard dog, 

whelped January, 1883 (Hearn’s Monk—Thorn's Sheila), by the Che- 
quasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass,, to Mr. John Henry, New Orleans, 
La. 

Tory. Orange and tawny and white smooth-coated St. Bernard dog, 
Whelped March, 1884 (Cessar—Brunhilde), by the Chequasset Kennels, 
Lancaster, Mass., to Mr. I, C. B, Smith, Worcester, Mass. 

Guidi, Italian greyhound dog (A.K,.R’ 1582), by the Strawberry 
Hill Kennels, Leicester, Mass., to Mr. Fred. Sloan, same place. 

Minstrel. Imported white, black and tan beagle dog, by Mr. A. C, 
Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa,, to Mr, J, C, Drayton, New York, 

PRESENTATIONS. 
fs—- See instructions at head of this column. ) 
Dashing Asteroid and Dashing Nick. Whelped Sept. 27, 1884 (Pride 

of the West—Dashing Primrose), by Mr. E. R. Nichols, New Haven, 
Conn., to Mr. A. Hills, West Haven, Conn,, and Mr. S, Thompson, 
New Haven, Conn, 

DEATHS. 
= See instructions at head of this colunin. 

Wallkill Obo. Black cocker spaniel (A.K.R. 1203), owned by Mr, A. 
Gordon, Middletown, N. ¥. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

cs No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

Dp. 8., Bayonne, N. J.—A young pointer’s hair is falling off, He is 
only one month old. I think it isthe mange, but am not sure. I am 
giving him pagan Ts that goow? Ans, Sulphuris good but will not 
cure mange. You do not give sufficient facts. You may wash your 
dog carefully once a week with carbolie soap, and feed but onee daily 
on Indian meal boiled with a few seraps of meat. 

C. G., Jr,, Elmira, N. Y.—My setter dog, a year old, is very thin and 
has no appetite, walks rather stiffened and hunched up. His head 
and nosé are hot, his passages are hard, limy, hair mixed with them. 
Ans. Your dog's liver is out of order. Give him a dose of castor oil 
one tablespoonful, and follow this up with flye grain doses of calomel 
onee a day for three or four days. Your druggist will make you five 
grain powders, and as it is tasteless ibmay he sprinkled in with the 
food. Do not.feed too highly while under treatment. 

. H. W., Denver, Col,—My dog constantly seratches himself, 
although I see no eruption on him. He has been given sulphur until 
the cords of one side of his neck became contracted and caused great 
pain, so Lstopped giving it. The dogisapet and has been confined 
to the house most of the time and has very little exercise. Hxcepting 
thé above symptoms he seems to ba well, Ans. Your description is 
too meagre. Has your dog fleas?’ A good medicine to improve the 
general condition is either Fowler's or Donovan's solution of arsenic 
given in ten drop doses once a day in the food. 

J, W, P.—My deerhound dog, two years and a half old, has an 
almost continuous running of clear water discharge from the nose. I 
haye had him since the latter part of October. At the time he was 
thin and in very poor condition from lack of exercise and from 
almost coustant showing during the preceding five or six weeks, He 
has improved constantly since then, has gained five pounds, and is 
now in excellent general health, Can you account for the discharge 
and suggest aremedy? Ans. The discharge is likely to pass off as his 
condition improves, but you might give him ten drops tincture chlor- 
jle of iron in his food twice a day, Continue for three weeks and then 
report condition. 

Jd. H. C., Washington, D, C.—An Irish setter bitch, three years old, 
has scab or small sores from ears to root of tail, Hyes somewhat 
watery, scratches very little, and seems a little deaf, Some 
time ago she had poor appetite, but has good appetite now, and 
is fat as a hog. Has no exercise, is kept, not tied, in a small 
yard; hairis thin and seems coming ont all the time; shé is feda 
great deal of meat; had pups one year ago and lost them all from 
some disease. and had thésame herself, and I almostlosther. the 
don’t seem in any trouble or misery, but don’t look right. Nose cold 
all the time, and she is playful. Ans, From what you say we do not 
wonder that your dog is sick. Give the dog little or no meat, or if 
meat is given let it be cooked with mush, Feed butonceaday. Give 
her plenty of exercise. Wash her back thoroughly every day with 
‘warm water and carbolic soap. : A 

H. E. W., Baltimore.—_I have a Chesapeake bitch twenty-two 
_ months old, of lively, affectionate disposition. About June had the 
Imange quite badly. I gave seedy. of sulphur, and rubbed her with 
Sulphur mixed to thick paste with lard. Got all right, and has been 
perfectly well until lately, Took her tothe shore this season four 
times. Had very little shooting, consequently but httle work for her 
in the water. I kept her in the house when atthe shore. On the 
second trip, and at intervals at home, [have observed her when lying 
down to moan, and to be apparently in great pap rising with quite 
an effort, and very stiff and sore in the loins, is it rheumatism, kid- 
ney affection, effects of sulphur, or can it be from some accident? 
Ang, It may be any one of the three troubles you nmiention, or 
worms, If rheumatism, the pain would persist whether lyiug or 
standing. If kidney trouble her water would show it, It you could 
collect alittle of this and boil it ih a glass tube, you would find a 
white precipitate of albumen if kidney diseags were present. The 
sulpbur is prooably not the cause, It would be easy to satisty your~ 
self of this by purging thoroughly with cagtor oil, We vhink yoy 

areca nut or oil of wormseed, Of the latter, ten drops daily while 
fasting, and after purging, Give on lump of sugar, 

Worms i Dogs.—One dose acure, ‘Sealford, near Melton Mow- 
bray, Jan. 7, 1872, Keeping as I do so many valuable mastifis—prob- 
ably as many as any breeder in England—I have used Naldire’s 
Powders, and consider them an effectual, speedy and safe remed 
for dogs, W. B. Wynn.” Naldire’s Worm Powders, the great British 
remedy, are sold by McKesson & Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York. 
Price $1, Manufacturers: Wright & Holdsworth, 8 Spur street, Lon- 
dou, England,—4dv. 

Bifle and Crap Shaoting. 

REVOLVER TARGET SHOOTING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A year or so ago there were published in ForEst AND STREAM a 

number of communications from various persons regarding target 
shooting with reyolvers. As far as 1 am aware there appears to have 
resulted no benefit from this ventilation of ideas. Several writers 
who, like myself, find much pleasure in target practice with a pistol, 
advocated cartridges containing lighter charges than those ordinarily 
made, This was 4 good enough suggestion, but the cartridge manu- 
facturers do not appearto haye been impressed by it ag they still 
produce the old sizes of ammunition. As for myself, I think that the 
.82 short rim-fire cartridge is about the right sorb of ammunition for 
pistol practice; but a revolver, different from any of those now made 
is needed to give food results. 

Messrs. Smith & Wesson used to make a 6-shot .32 caliber rim-fire 
reyolyer with 5 and 6in. barrels, The front sights upon them were 
too low for the length of barrel, bnt nevertheless, very good target 
practice could be done with the pistols as long as the barrel joint re- 
mained firm. This joint was their weak spot, as it proved to bein all 
the old styles of Smith & Wesson pistols. These weapons gave the 
best results with a short .32 cartridge, as the long cartridge contained 
a superfiuity of powder, which was only wasted by being blown out 
of the muzzle of the pistol without increasing the force of the ball. 
Thus having observed these facts. and having experimented with 

divers end sundry revolvers of various makes, ineludine the latest 
production of the Smith & Wesson and Colt factories, I have come 
to the conclusion that the best revolver for target practice would be 
a six-shot pistol of .32 caliber, chambered to shoot the short rim-fire 
cartridge of that bore and made exactly on niodel of the Colt's .45 
army reyolver, but of course smaller and with a 44¢ or 5-inch barrel. 
Such a weapon would bea gun for target work. The solid frame 
would make a perfectly firm weapon; which the old §. & W. was not, 
andthe Colt midel lock would insure perfect action and sure fire. 
The pistol should weigh at least 16 ounces, which is no more than the 
weight of the 8..& W. center-fire .38. , 
Cannot the Colt Fire Arms Manufacturing Company be induced to 

turn out such a weapon as I have described? Surely every one who 
knows what constitutes a serviceable revolver, large enough for shoot- 
ing at a mark, but not too bulky to carry in the pocket would welcome 
such a pistol. Nine-tenths of all the pocket revolyers now made are 
utterly worthless for target shooting. One fault with many 32-cali- 
ber pistols is that the handles are too slender to be firmly grasped. 
For pistols under .44 or .45-caliber I deem center-fire cartridges a 

nuisance; they are too small to pay to reload (not to speak of the in- 
eonvenience -of the work) and they are too expensive to use other- 
wise. These are my reasons for advocating a rim-fire pistol, 
Although inclined to be tenacious of my ideas as to what would 

constitutes a perfect revolver, I should like te read in your journal 
the ideas of other persons. . THIRtTY-TWwo SHORT. 

[Our correspondent is entirely correct in saying that a large per- 
centage of the ‘pocket reyolyers now made are utterly worthless,”’ 
They are not intended for accurate target practice, but insteau are 
meant to catch the loose cash of that large class who would not be 
content without the fancied security of a weapon in the hip pocket, 
Kyerything is sacrificed to cheapness, which is the great demand of 
the buyers of this sort of weapon. If one wishes to enjoy the capital 
sport of pistol practice, suitable weapons mu t be secured, and no 
maker as yet succeeded in satisfactorily uniting compactness of 
make-up and accuracy of execution in the same revolver, } 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

NEW ORLEANS, Dee 18.—The following good scores were made 
by a ae experts at Clinton’s gallery during the week at S0yds., 
ossible 
BAW RISS boast ipecei-ek vee sia re 18 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14167 

Wy ane EMO Ln re orate ein ig 13 13 14 14 13 14 14 14 14 14 13 13—163 
AOS RE) BER Bar RoR eae saa .13 14 14 18 13 14 14 14 12 14 14 14-168 
HW MeConnell................ 13 13 14 14 13 14 14 14 14 14 18 138-162 
W W Chapman................. 13 14 14 18 14 12 14 13 13 13 13 14-160 
WritmMertinve netess scenes ence 18 13 13 14 14 18 14 12 13 14 14 14160 
CW. Tackaberry............... 12 13 33 14 12 14 14 12 14 14 14 12-157 

| Jas Thompson................-. 13 18 13 12 14 18 18 14 12 14 13 18-157 
WOK SCOLUN ees se arte eeetys 13 12 12 14 12 14 18 18-14 14 13 12—157 

Pistol, 10yds., possible 380. 
Wiad Weisiit oye as fete eee fe lnm tie one 5 5 5 6b 5b 5—30 
ASHORICHt Leenat tine Sak r tui uiatipbentiee te en 65 5 & 5 530 
Jas PHOMpsOn? 7... ss 5433-2 wales Lali 5 b Bb 4 6 5—29 
W #H Rolling..... Soe Laer ey ET reek Sok ef oe 645 5 5 4—29 
PEVite Connells etnies tak eae, ew eke eee 46 c¢ 6 4 5—28 

BOSTON, Dec. 18.—On account of the disagreeable weather to-day, 
the attendance of the riflemen at Walnnt Hill wassmall. The light 
was good, but the snow on the ground made it very difficult to hold 
the “bull.” In the military matcn ©. F, Sargent of Company M, 
Kighth Regiment, M, V. M., secured a medal, making the excellent 
score of 24 out of a possible 25.- Below are the records of the day: 

Creedmoor Practice Match, Oreedmoor Prize Match. 
8 H Sturgis.. .,.0455454445—45 J Hrancis,,....-,...5544555555 —48 
J Francis, .. , 454554554445 W Jenkins,. 4555444555—46 
C EBerry...- ...445544dd45—43 CH Andrews, . .5645444555—46 
W HoOler ...,...... 4454444554 43 BL Blossom,.,_,.,.4445555554—46 
CS Packard,....... 6544444544 45 

Decima] Matab. 
Oi ORS TE aa are ad aoc aaa ses Sue as 8 8 5 91110 510 7% 10—82 
WaH OED Se shar Lon pee clas kyr sme ort 10899 %7 97 8 7 781 
George Perking.... ... . -....--.ssusu 9588 8877 9 5-74 

TLS Rl, eee eee rite eR 5 8 56 8 8 8 5 9 8-73 
Rest Match, 

oii) HCG Colaba Bb AeA ire AAR ....1010 5101010 810 9 10—93 

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. ¥., Dec. 15.-The Saratoga Rifle Club 
has two regular shooting days (Wednesday and Saturday) m each 
week, The range is located at Glen Mitchell, and the conditions are: 
Massachusetts target, 200yds, off-hand, possible 120. The following 
are the highest scores for each competitor for the past week: 
PAP ELL (5 ob ae pad cre overt stocked die pra 4 11 12 11 11 11 12 «9 11 10 11—109 
gfpR Pat Ee Me yas tb mero tLe ee cre: WiILI21, 11 911 98 12 18-108 
WalbiGarees fee hi toc us aaecee ete teat 10 91211 10 10 11 11 12 9—105 
TEAS CG cate Sata olayet fits-7 oleae arts »..,.10 11 10 10 11 11 11 10 10 10—104 
EE Wellinetoniii issn. sas pase reeds 711101011 11 7 10 12 12—101 
IV lel CHE Se ecrieeetost= tetas aspera hace , 910 9111012 11 8 10 10—100 
A-¥ Mitchell,.........., SEREEES. saee-, 910 9 9 911 11 11 12 7— 98 
BIA CORON ined oseeeia eh Pell tatters dead 12 8 61211 $1011 9 10— 98 
TAS CMEULCI Dale 0. Sein a aisitetstin oases tie ances «-..101011 1011 1111 7 7 G—94 
MEDEA tafoyo Pe ee BSR ERG RRA oE 7 91010 9 911 910 9— 93 
W EF Howard......-...... 0.1... se cess 10 6 56 911 910 9 8 5— Re 

WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 14.—The Woodland Gun Club haye 
elected 1he following officers: President, George Mc Aleer; Vice-Presi- 
dent, J. B. Garland; Secretary and Treasurer, A. S. Newcomh, 

WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 11.—At the meet to-day of the rifle elub 
at Pine Grove range, with the Creedmoor target, the following scores 
were made: J ¢ 
AO Brown............. —3¢4 T Leighton ........... 0454445—81 
ATPRICe, 25. 5. 5): .. .4555854—22 CA Allen ....-...- a 31 
SLOWPks 20 Cees 5445445—81 A Mills..... 22.2.2... -8884545—30 

GAKDNER, Mass., Dec. 10,—The weekly meet of the Gardner Rite 
The American decimal target was used. Dis- 

tance 200yds., with a possible score of 100, shooting off-hand. The 
following were the totals: W. O. Loyeland 87, I. N. Dodge 86, A. Mat- 
thews 86, G. F, Ellsworth 86, G. C. Goodale 80, W, Lewis %5, W. Austia 
67. 

Club oceurred to-day. 

POWDER WORKS EXPLOSION.—On Tuesday night last, the en- 
tire metropolis anda good deal of the surrounding country, was 
shaken aa considerably alarmed by the explosion of the drying 
house of the American Wood Powder Works, located at Secaucus, on 
the line of the Erie road, a few miles back of Jersey City. Fortun- 
ately there was no loss of life, as at the time of the mishap the watch- 
man was in the boiler house near by, and escaped with a few bruises 
and braken ribs. No) catise has been assigned for the accident, as 
nothing Hmusual had been noted, and iis the expressed belief of 
those in Gharge of the works that the airair was of incendiary origin, 
There were, of course, the usual number of curious experiences” 

Which are always found in eonnection with such an event, Thos 
who heard the sharp report located it in all four quarters of the com- 
pass, and under the atmospherie conditions prevailing, the sound 
traveled much further in certain directions than in others, The works 
will be put in order immediately. 

ZETTLER RIFLE CLUB,—At it regalar meeting the following 
officers were elected for 18:5: Daniel Patterson, Pres.; J, H. Brown, 
Vice-Pres.; N. D. Ward; Sec.; C. G. Zettler, Treas.; B. Zettler. Shoot- 
ing Master; Executive Committee—M. Dorre], D. Miller, G. Zinmmer- 
man. At the Zettler rifle gallery the Reinlander Schuetzen Company, 
Capt, P. Preesh, held their regular shoot, and the following scores 
were made: pie P. Preesh 59, Shmit 57, Kable 55, Hill 53, Lantz,50, 
Rathfalde 50, Marz 48, Holz 48, Neant 46, Hoffmann 45, His Kan°43, 
Bolz 42, Rathfalde, Jr 39, Gehart 39, Vogler 38, Shen 38, Heft 37, Leh- 
mann 87, Kimish 27, Weibel 20, . 

INDEPENDENT NEW YORK SCHUETZEN.—The Independent 
New York Schuetzen, Captain J. J, Diehl, numbering 110 members 
and comprising some of the leading German residents in this and 
neighboring cities, have chartered the steamship Suevia at a cost of 
$15,000, for a trip to Germany. The main object of the excursion is 
to celebrate the anniversary of the Declaration of American Inde- 
pendence, July 4, 1885, at Bingen, on the Rhine. They will leave this 
city in the firsy week of June next, sailing directly for Hamburg. 
Here the pervs will separate andits members will visié the places of 
their birth. On the Peurth of July, 1885, all will meet in Bingen when 
the residents of that little town will be treated toa genuine American 
“blow out,” after which a ‘‘Schuetzenfest” will be held, in which the 
subjects of H. R, H, Kaiser William will be invited to take part. This 
Schuetzen corps takes a yearly excursion, at the last of which, held 
at Lake George last spring, Mr. Franz Wacker, of this city, was 
crowned king, and won the gold medal from all competitors. It 
remains to be seen whether the Germans or Americans will carry off 
the honors at Bingen, Hach participant in the excursion can return 
to New York at any time within a year, The committee in charge of 
the exeursion are: Captain Diehl, H. H. Hoenack, Louis Berndt, 
Wm. V. Weber, editor of Der Freischutz, and Herman Weber. At a 
meeting held lastnight in Beethoven Mrannerchor Hall Judgé Charles 
H, Nehrbas, G. G. Wolfrom, J, H. Haar and Christopher Huepfel 
were proposed and unanimously elected members of the Schuetzen, 

A QUESTION OF CLUBS.—Bridgeport, Coun., Dec, 1.—We wish 
to be informed ona little question as to the shooting for our State 
badge. We have won the badge fourtimes this season but the other 
clubs say only three times, as the first time we entered as the Bridge- 
port Gun Olub, and the other three times as the Waldemeres, of 
Bridgeport, Now do you consider the first time no good? The same 
meén shot for it eyery time except one man, who was sick, and the 
other teams of four changed men or pub in new ones each time. 
—Hakrry Nicsors, W. G. Club, [The question of our correspondent 
is an interesting one and shows the importance of exactness and 
thoroughness in the drawing up of conditions of all matches, or at 
least the reference to some general code where all such questions are 
covered. The shoot was a club one, and the only quéstion to con- 
sider is whether the Bridgeport club became the Waldmere club. It 
could do this by formal action as a club just as any individual may 
change hisname, ‘he fact that the same men made up the team in 
each case does not affect the question at all. The firstelub may have 
died and the second may havé organized without any relationship to 
it. Insucha case the two elubs would be entirely distinct, even 
though the same men made up each. If both were mere snap” 
clubs organized for the shoot then there could be no relationship 
between them, Such questions are ska rhe Mh eoyered by clauses in 
the conditions of the match, and by ueglect the managers have 
brought this confusion upon themselves. | 

THE TRAP, 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re - 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

SECOND INTERNATIONAL CLAY PIGEON TOURNAMENT. — 
Railroad rates to New Orleans, La., and return. The following is the 
action of the Trunk Line Commissioners: Resolved, that for round 
trip tickets from New York and New Orleans, going and returning by 
the same route, the fare be $45; and for tickets going by one route 
and returning by another, the fare be $54, and that the rates from 
local points be made generally on the basis of one and one-quarter the 
regular first-class limited rates, for tickets going and returning by 
the same route, and one and one-half sich regular fares for tiekets 
going and returning by jdifferent routes. From the foregoing 
sportsmen will be able to arrive at an approximate estimate as to 
fares from their homes to New Orleans and return, as far as we can 
ascertain at the present time. We are of the opinion, however, that 
a material reduction will still be made—especially for periodical 
excursion trains from the larger cities of the country, From official 
data, kindly furnished us by the general passenger agents, we cull 
the following tariff of rates, the tickets being good for from 15 to 40 
days: Baltimore. Washington, Winchester, Martinsburg, Hagerston, 
Harper's Ferry, $40; Philadelphia, $42; New York, $45: Norfolk, Rich- 
mond, Petersburg, $87; Leadyille, $57.50; Salt. Lake pay $92.75; 
Topeka, Kan., $25.40; Denver, Col., $52.75; Cairo, Ill., $14; Galena, Il., 
$23.45; Dubuque, ITa,, $24.23; Utiea, N. Y., $42.50: Boston (yia Air 
Line), $56.50; Boston (Norwich Line), $51; Cincinnati, $18; Omaha, 
$27.50; Kansas City, $22.75; St. Joseph, $24.25; Cleveland, O., $25.25; 
Springfield, O,, $20.40,—L. C, P, Ca. 

NEW BEDFORD, Mass., Dec. 9.—Hditor F oreitand Stream: Third 
match between the’ New Bedford and Fall River Gun elubs, First 
match won by Fall Rivers, by a score of 1 to.., Second by the New 
Bedfords, score 124 vs. 120, the third also by the New Bedfords, score 
110 vs, 109, making the total number broken by each club 220 in a pos- 
sible 510. Hach club think they can make a better record than this, 
and doubtless there will bé some interesting matches hebween them 
in the future. Condition:, 15 glass ballsand 15 clay-pigeons per man: 

. New Bedfords., 
Balls, Birds, 

BIGGS ace lleelae ead 121111101101171—138 111001111110111—12 —25 
SlochmMe.. seek ek anet 101119111111110—13 }~=—«111010010001010— 7—20 
SITU ee Pgeaee Rais +e 101011011110110—10 = 011000071011101— 8—18 
Bryant. Soe 116110060101001— 7  000101111711111—21—18 
Barness ia it , .411100010011110— 9 001001001111000— 6—15 
POStacue mom tee ee tans 100000011000111— 6 001111110010010— 8—i4—7110 

- Fall Rivers. 
Balls. Birds. 

Jatt le Ames bos cob bier oe 101011101001111—10 = 410111111110011 —12—92 
Néeug teste fas 110111010010010— 8 011011011111111—12—20 
Braley we eee yveet11101000111101—10 = 110001110111100— 9—19 
Chace. f vrais? 101101111100110—10  110011011710000— 8—i8 
awccrete hs WP) ae eee 110101101011110—10 010011110000010— 6—16 
Mam sana eee ae 010011001010011— 7  001101100100110— 7—14—109 

MERIDEN, Conn.,Dec.10.—The last shoot for the State clay-pigeon 
medal took place on the grounds of the Parker Gun Club, and was 
won by the Waldemere Club, of Bridgeport, Conn. Teams of four 
men fron the different clubs throughout the State contested, Score 
of Bridgeport team; 
Adams, ....... Ie eee ee eecoreeday 1110411011119111111111110—22 
AW ayafe7t (00) alpen aoe wecnyetce ence ea ee 1111011111011100111010011—18 
Tousey .....-.... errs meock pict 0110191111111101111110111—21 
Smith......- yaar ie eke tet eon 011001111100010101111011 1—16—77 
Spencer team 73, Parker team 64, New Hayen team 60. The indi- 

vidual medal was awarded to Mr. E. A. Folsom, who haying won it 
seven times, is without doubt the best wing shot in the State.—J.F.1. 

NEW BEDFORD, Mass., Dec, 9.—The Fall River Gun Club visited 
this city yesterday and contested with the home club in the after- 
noon, The latter were victorious, winning by a single point, thus 
defeating the Fall Riversin two out of three contests. There was a 
fair attendance of spectators. The match commenced at 2 o’clack. 
The eloudy sky and the darlmess later in the afternoon interfered 
with good scores, but the match was closely contested throughout, 
and the result hung at the last on the final shot, made by Mr. Bryuit. 
which won the contest for the home team. The latter hardly aniei- 

ted success in the absence of L. A, Plummer, Jr., and H, H. Pierce. 
he New Bedford Team wascomposed of Messrs. A. 1). Smith, P. D. 

Slocum, J. A. Barnes, A. P, Bryant, Butts, and a gentleman who pre- 
ferred to have the name Potts appear in print rather than his own, 
The scores follow; 

New Bedfords. : 
Balls, Pigeons, 

Sieoh Nene See ee, .101011011110101—10 011000011011101— § 
PORE it ds can aeue el 100000011000111— 6 001111110100100— & 
BaAIN@Si., <sccee corp eens .111100010011110— 9 001001007111000— 6 
DBGGR Try ee ena 111111101101111—13 111001111110111 -12 
Sloenme ies Sea, 101411111111110—18 117010010091010— 7 
Bivens, see ee eee 116110000101001— 7 000101311111713—11—110 

Fall Rivers. 
Balls. igeons. 

Wangam...,..........4 010011001010011— 7 001101100100110— 7 
AA ao ah eee 110101101011110—10 010011110000010— 6 
Ghase..,,...,-...--....10110191110011/0—10 110017019110000— & 
Nepuss.s.. ey ea 110111010010010— # 011011011111111—12 
Hall ....,,-....,,..) -..101013100111110—10 110192147410011—18 
Braloy... -- <. )- s.-ALWMOLOO0LITO1—10—14.0001110111100— 910g ; bes, - ; ? 

77 ‘ i 

lg 
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CLEVELAND.—The championship badge of Cuyahoga county is 
now in the hands of G. A. Calhoun, of the Cleveland Club, The 
badge is shot for every four months and is open to any member of a 
county gun clubin good standing, The conditions of shooting are 60 
glass balls thrown from one Bogardus rotary trap, at 18yds, rise, $5 
entrance. Owing to field shooting being on, but seven entries con- 
tested at the last match, Messrs. Calhoun, Powers and Millard of the 
Clevelands, and Roof and Olosse of the Kirtlands, and Behlen and 
Phare of the Bast Ends. The total stood: QC. A. Calhoun 47, W, H. 
Millard 44, Daniel ©. Powers 42, C. M. Roof 41,T, A. Closse 40. H, 
Phare 40, H. Behlen 40. Since the badge has existed, March 2, 1882, 
its winners have been as follows: D. 0. Powers, Cleveland Olub; John 
Prechtel, Kirtland Club; ©. M. Koof, Kirtland Club; J, J. White, C. 
A, Calhoun (8), R. E. Sheldon (2), of the Cleveland Club, 

OCOLUB SCORES.—Oorrespondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
ase. or publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

MALDEN GUN CLUB.—The club held its weekly shoot at We lling 
ton on the 18th. The events were as follows: 

1. Five clay-pigeons—Eager first, 
2. Five birds, ye traps—Sampson first, Dickey second. 
8 Three pair clay-pigeons—Hager first, Adams second, 
4, Three siugles, three pair doubles—Hager first, Dickey second. 
5. Five clay-pigeons, 25yds.—Eager first, Adams second. 
6. Seven singles, five traps—Dickey first, Sampson second, 
%. Three pair—Adamse first, Snow second. 

ph poe pair clay-pigeons—Nichols first, Dickey second, Sampson 
ird. 
9. Seven birds, five traps—Dickey first, Sampson second, Adams 

and Eager divided third. 
ares pigeons, five traps—Nichols first, Dickey second, Snow 

ra. - 

11. Five blackbirds—Eager first, De Rochemont and Law divided 
second, Dickey and Short divided third, 

12, Seven clay-pigeons—Dickey and Hager divided first, De Roch- 
mont and Law divided second, Adams third. ' . 

18. Six clay-pizeons—Dickey and Sampson divided first, Nichols 
second, De Rochemont third, ; 

14, Wive clay pigeons, five traps—Dickey first, Draper and Law di- 
vided second, De Rochemont and Draper divided third, > 

15, Three pair clay pigeons—Dickey and De Rochemont divided 
first, Sampson second, Adams third, ‘ 

16, Seyen clay pigeons, five traps—Adams first. Dickey second, 
Nichols third. 

17. Five birds, straight arm—Dickey first, De Rochemont second, 
Adams third, 

18. Five clay pigeons—De Rochemont first, Sampson second, | 
19, Five clay pigeons—Law first, Adams second, Sampson third. 
The club gold badge was won by Buffum from Pratt, He was then 

challenged by Nichols, whom he defeated also. 
The challenge match for the State clay-pigeon badge, between J. 

Buffum, of Melrose, end 0. R, Dickey, of Boston, five clay-pigeons, 
was won by Dickey, who broke 43 birds, Buffum breaking 41, 

Canoeing. 

CANOEISTS are invited to send us nates and full reports of cruises 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other comm 
nications af interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested tosend to Foresr AND 
Srream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interes in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest anp STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, Tzaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport, 

NEW YORK Cc. C. ANNUAL DINNER, DEC. 13. 
HE dwellers on East Seventeenth street are accustomed to see 
sweet young ladies of advanced ideas and high ambitions in the 

culinary line tripinand out of No. 222, where Miss Parloa presides 
over aglittering array of pots and pans; but their curiosity was ex- 
cited on Saturday last as, at intervals throughout the afternoon, a 
number of staid and respectable-looking gentlemen strolled up the 
street, singly orin groups of two or three, looked carefully for the 
number, and disappeared inside of the door whose whose plate bore 
the inseription “School of Cookery,’ Ifthey could have looked in- 
side, their curiosity would haye given place to much amusement at 
the novel scene. The second floor was arranged as in many New 
York houses—a front parlor, back parlor, and a square hall between, 
Each of the parlors was fitted up with a large cooking stove, with a 
tank at the backfor hot water, and a capacious iron sink with water 
faucets, the wall above being coyered with ornamental! tiling. In the 
front room were two large tables, with chairs, and in the rear room 
were Several dressers and cases for dishes, two small tables, a refrig- 
erator, and an endless aisles of pots and pans; while outside of each 
of the windows was a wide shelf. 
Seated at one table were three gentlemen of dignified aspect busily 

engaged over a large dish of sweet potatoes, cutting them into 
“squares the size of dice.’ At the same table was an elderly gentle- 
man, whose kindly and benevolent countenance was belied by a pair 
of gory hands, fresh from deeds of blood, Opposite to him, armed 
with a ferocious butcher knife, was a well known literary man, who 
With the help of a young artist, mone the trio deputed to pre- 
pare a dozen use for the table. Neat by two lawyers quarreled 
over a bowl of striped bass they were trying to convert into filets, 
while the united efforts of a broker, a doctor and an editor to lard 
@ haunch of yenison af the same time poly resulted in each ially 
transfixing the other two onthe point of his larding needle. The 
fact that nearly every one present was addressed, not by his name 
but by some such appellation as Daisy, Siren, ¥reak, Psyche, Whim 
or Quenn, would have probably increased the wonder of any chance 
spectator, unless he had been informed that when off together it is 

the custom for canoeists to call each obher by the names of their 
boats rather than by their proper appellatives, 
The occasion was the fourteenth annual dinner of the New York 

Canoe Club, who had departed for once from the stereotyped restau- 
rant dinners, and, with the aid of Miss Parloa, were doing in thecity 
as they would in camp, The general order designated club uniform, 
and the green Norfolk jacket and knickerbockers for once outnum- 
bered the customary dinner dress. In addition each was provided 
with a huge white apron, which he draped in such a manner as 
pleased him best. One tall individual enyeloped himself in its folds 
after the manner of the ancient Roman, and might have passed for 
Barrett as Brutus, while another tied his about his neck, the ends 
in front making a graceful bow, and with the belt of his jacket con- 
fining the lower end looked like a prim young miss in a pinafore. 
Another draped his like a Spanish mantilla, and a fourth girded him- 
ae with a towel neatly fastened at the back with an icepick in lieu 
of a pin, 
When all were ready and assembled in the kitchen, Miss Parloa took 

up one of a dozen grouse lying in a big bowl on the table and began 
her lecture. First the bird which was already plucked, was exam- 
ined and the tail and all the remaining feathers removed, then be- 
ginning forward the lecturer dexterously amputated the neck and 
both wings—cut off close, as in a game bird they are always tough— 
then going aft both legs were cut off at the first joint. Now for’ard 
again and the ney was emptied and the entire membrane carefully re- 
moved, as it would give astrong taste to the bird. Then all hands were 
piped aft, and the heart, lungs, and the entire contents of the hold 
were removed and thrown overboard. Next. proceeding still further 
aif to that part which would have been the taffrail. if it had been 
a boat instead of bird, a little sack of oil, supposed to be provided for 
the purpose of calming the troubled waters. was found and carefully 
removed. After this a lashing was put around both legs and the 
taffrail, and fidded with a little marlinspike. 
The next process was that of larding. The pork, which must be 

firm aud solid, is cut into slices 3-Itin; thick and din. long. Only 
about lin. in thickness, directiy under the skin,is used, and the 
slices are cut parallel with the skin. Each slice is again cut into 
small! strips, 3-16in, square and 3in. long. The larding needles are 
curious affairs, each about 8in. long, sharp at one end, but in. 
diameter at the other. They are hollow for almost the entire length, 
and are used without a palm. A strip of pork, which must be first laid 
in ice and water, is pushed into thé after end of the needle, and the 
entire affair is drawn through the sides of the fowl; the strip of pork 
is left in the flesh with its ends projecting. These are afterward 
worked into Turks’ heads, or Matty Walker , or a herring-bone stitch 
May be used, giving a neat effect. 

ittiwake, Guenn and two others were left to strive with the fowls, 
Daisy displaying great dexterity in the matter. of larding, while the 
rest proceeded to the preparation of the fish, 

These, which were striped bass, were already scaled and cleaned— 
the condition in which they usually comie into the canoeist’s hands— 
so Miss Parloa began by removing the fins, skinning, cutting carefully 
down the back and removing the backbone, then each of the sides 
was cutinto three’ pieces, to be aflerward fried in a pot of boilin 
fat. A party was detailed to finish the fish, and the rest proceede 
to the venison. This was first seraped.very clean, a proceeding that 
would probably be omitted in camp, and under the artistic manipula- 
tion of the owner of the Kazoo, assisted by Jersey Blue, a portion of 
the bone was removed, the edges trimmed up, and the same larding 
proces: gone through with. ~After this it was turned over to the 
Doctor, who placed itin a pan withalittle water, and devoted the 
rest of the evening to the operations of watching and pane 
By this time another division were well under way with the sauce 

tartare and head sauce, while ssyeral more were busily engaged with 
the salad and dressing, and in breaking and beating eggs. 

“Potatoes must be cooked for thirty minutes in boiling water,"’ 
said Miss Parloa, “the salt being added after the first fifteen minutes,” 
and straightway a stalwart canoeist and wheelman had‘a kettle on 
the fire, and was preparing the fruit, while Miss Parloa dispatched 
Mosquito and Jersey Blue for two large bowls of soup stock, 

This, she explained, was prepared by boiling the meat in water 
making a jelly-like mass. From the top of this Miss Parloa skimmed 
alayer of fat, then the stock was ladled into the soup kettle, with 
great care not to disturb the sediment in the bottom. It was then 
left to boil, while the bouquet was prepared, A few sprigs of celery 
was taken, with minute twigs of sage, thyme, and tarragon, and 
tied in a bunch which, was put in the soup, with salt and pepper, 
When it was boiled sufficiently the kettle was set back on the stove, 
while the other operations went on, after which the soup was strained 
through a napkin, and the vegetables, of the canned variety, were 
also strained and added. 

The canoeists contented theniselyes with preparing the substantial 
ortion of the feast, the duff, ices and manavelins being concocted by 
iss Parloa’s regular pupils in the lower story of her house. By the 

time that the roast was well under way, all hands were more than 
ready, but first the potatoes had to be finished. Two sturdy canoeists, 
the most skillful paddlers of the club, were selected to wield the 
potatoe mashers, which they did with the grace and skill that has 
won them reputations afloat, while Guenn, Freak and Jersey Blue 
put the sweet potatoes, previously cut. into shallow pans, salted and 
peppered them, and coyered them beautifully with butter, after 
which they were browned in the oven. 
At last came the joyful summons. Aprons were removed, and all 

filed, into the dining-room, which had been decorated with flags of 
the club. The tables had been tastefully arranged, the menu being 
folded to represent an A tent, tha artistic portion being the work of 
one of the club. Guenn and Psyche graced the hedds of the tables, 
while Whim and Surge were placed at the lower ends, each man’s 
place bemg designated by the name of hiscanoe on acard, At the 
conclusion of each course, the cooks who had prepared it were called 
on to dish and serve it. assisted by two colored gentlemen. The usual 
rule, that after cooking 4 meal, one does not care to eatit, certainly 
did not hold good in this case, as soup followed oysters; fish, soup, 
and so on down the bill of fare. Thanks to Miss Parloa's care every- 
thing was well cooked, so not at allin camp style 
The only rear ee seer to the general harmony were caused by Dot 

trying quietly to boilthe handles off half a dozen of Miss Parloa’s 
best knives; a surreptitious attempt on the part of Freak to cook one 
of his favorite omelettes in @ silver dish cover, and Friday's desire to 
teach Miss Parloa how to make really good coffee in a tin pail; but 
none of these well-meant efforts were attended with serious results, 
Siren, who was appointed to beat the eggs, was also detected in his 
sfforts to lighten the labor by oiling the gears of the egg beater, as a 
stream of black grease ran down inte the eggs, and he was at once 
eent to the foot of the class. 

The dinner, as far as those directly concerned, was a decided suc 
cess. The canoeists learned much about civilized cookery ot which 
they were previously ignorant, and Miss Parloa also learned some- 
thing new of the methods of camp cookery, though it is doubtful if 
she was as much edified as surprised. Whether the wives of those 
Benedicts who were present will profit as much as their husbands re- 
mains to be seen. Of eourse; they are all used to long lectures in 
masculine style, on ‘‘my grandmother’s crullers,’’ *'my mother’s 
squash pies,”’ etc., and now anew standard of culinary excellence 
will be set up for them in the form of ‘Miss Parloa’s soup, fish, or 
roast," as the case may be, Let us hope that they attain it. 

The Father of American Canoeing, being a resident of Garden 
City, and consequently under the paternal care of the estate, is not 
allowed to be out by night, and thus was unable to be present at the 
late dinner of his club. In spite of his absence, howeyer, he ven- 
tures on the following criticism of the affair, which we copy from 
the columns of the New York Times. It is very evident that he is 
not up to the refinements of modern camp cookery, but is familiar 
only with the crude and barbarous methods in vogue among the 
savages of the Richelieu River and the Great South Bay, in which 
regions he is said to have cruised: . 

“The annual dinner of the New York Canoe Club last Saturday 
night was a new departure in club dinners. Instead of sitting down 
in evening dress, at a table furnished by some eminent caterer, the 
club cooked its own dinner and wore ‘camp dress’—as blue flannel 
shirts and trousers are delicately called—while cooking and eating, 
Miss Parloa kindly undertook to supervise the cooking and to do 
what ee in her power to permeate maseuline cooking with feminine 
principles. ; 

“Ordinarily the work of cooking for a company of cruising canoe- 
ists is done by one man, in consideration of exemption from the duties 
of going for milk, gathering firewood, and washing dishes. Obvi- 
ously this symstem was not adopted on Saturday, since it was an- 
nounced that all the assembled members of the club were to cook. 
In such case it would have been the height of absurdity for thirty or 
forty men to unite in trying to cook a joint dinner. They would not 
only spoil the broth but everything else, and Miss Parloa could by no 
possibility have consented to such culinary anarchy. It follows that 
each canoeist must haye cooked his private dinner—and itis be hoped 
he enjoyed it. 

“There is no difficulty in imagining what the ayerage dinner was, 
and there could have been little difficulty in cooking it. Most of the 
canoeists probably dined on canned meat warmed over. A few enter- 
prising spirits may have calcined a slice of ham, and others doubtless 
added eggs to their bill of fare. Coffee was of course made by 
every one, by boiling, and, as a desert, the more luxurious canoeist 
enjoyed canned peaches, After dining we may suppose that the 
members of the club stretched themselves wn the floor for an after- 
dinner pipe, but that they must have washed their dishes the same 
evening instead of postponing that ceremony until the next morning 
and would not have been permitted to leave their dishes unwashed, is 
evident from the fact that they all went home before morning. 
“One can imagine the horror of Miss Parloa when she saw a 

canoeist boil his eggs with his coffee in order to economize water and 
dishes. She might have been able to overlook, as a masculine eccen- 
tricity, the carying of corned beef with a. sheath knife and the use of 
& common spoon for ladling out condensed milk and sugar; but she 
could never have pardoned the canoeist who fried his eggs in one cor- 
ner of the frying pan while he heated his corned beef in the other. 
The amiable instructor of the canoeists must have expected them to 
cook after the feminine manner, with a multiplicity of pans and pots 
and a scrupulous regard for neatness accordilig to the feminine stan- 
dard. The probabilities are that she gained more new ideas from her 
pupils than they gained from her. If one of the canoeists had the 
forethought to bring with him a large box of sand to represent the 
usual sandbank so useful in camp cooking, the device of cleaning 
Enives and forks by ‘jabbing’ them into the sand, must have struck 
Miss Parloa as something altogether new, and she must have been 
somewhat astonished when the man whose duty 11 was to wash the 
frying pan clamored for a little sand wherewith to scour it. 

“Tt is doubtful if the praiseworthy attempt to modify camp cook 
ing in accordance with feminine prejudices can be made successful. 
A woman when engaged in cooking in a kitchen has plenty of fire and 
endless pots and pans at her command, but the canoeist is limited in _ 
all these respects, and if heis cruising on salt water he is frequently 
compelled to be extremely economical in his use of fresh water. He 
has room in his canoe for nothing that is not strictly necessary, and 
hence his cooking ADRALATHS usually consists of a coffee pot, a frying 
pan, and a tin pail that can be used to hold water or milk, and also 
as a pot in which to boil rice or potatoes. How, in these circumstan- 
ces, he can adopt feminine methods of cooking is «ot clear. For ex- 
ample, a woman regards a mince pie as a very simple affair, and Miss 
Parloa would doubtless think it easy for canoeists to make mince 
pies, She would tell him to chop up his scraps of meat and apples; 
but he has no chopping bowl and no chopping knife. She would in- 
struct him to stone his raisins and carefully mix his spices: but rais- 
ins and spices do not grow in the wilderness, She would teach him 
how to roll out his pie crust; but he has noroller. And she would 
give him careful directions as to how hot his oven should be made; 
but he has no oven. It is useless fora canoeist to learn cooking at 
the feet of a woman, Let him monkey with his frying pan by the 
hight of nature, and he will achieve all the successin cooking that is 
possible to him as a male animal and a canoeist.” 

CALIFORNIA.—Canoeing is attracting more attention in San Fran- 
cisco, and new converts arecoming in. A new canyas canoe, the 
work of an amateur, has been added to the fleet, and several new 
canoeists are about to join italso, This time of year, when we are 
compelled for the most part to lay up, is the season in San Francisco, 
and the canoes are afloat all winter. 

SPORT FOR CANOHISTS IN WINTER.—As canoeing has stopped 
for several months throughout Canada and the Northern States, and 
canoeists must devole their time to some other form of outdoor sport, 
we suggest an iceboat of sree construction. As therigis already 
at hand, and a canoeist will be content with a small craft, the ex- 
pense will ba but trifling, The ice-boat men of the Hudson are now 
excited oyer the invention (7) of a new sail, the same, in fact, that 
was described in Formst AnD Stream of Aug. 7, 1884, and it would be 
as well suited for small craft as for larger ones, The crew of the 
Helena built a good and simple iceboat last winter, perhaps he will 
tell canoeists how he didit, 

- 
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Hachting. 
ORIVA AND PENGUIN. 

if is usual after a race to hear many and weighty reasons from the 
losers, accounting for their defeat, which statements, as a rule, 

we do not publish, This fall, after the race of the Seawanhaka (. Y. 
C., we received a letter, accompanied by tha writer's name, but 
signed ‘‘Subscriber,”’ making several assertions as to the position of 
Penguin in the race, which letter we inserted in order to syoid any 
appearance of prejudice toward the losing side. These statements 
have sinee been positively denied by the owner of the Oriva and sev- 
éral of her crew, 
As the judges’ tug was af the time several miles distant, those 

aboard saw nothing of the portion of the race in dispute; but the 
record of what Oriya has done with Vixen and other sloops, as pood 
or better than Penguin, and in weather even less favorable to the cut- 
ter, is pretty conclusive evidence, if ay were needed, of the correct- 
mess of Mr, Lee's assertion; and as ‘‘Subseriber” has not replied to 
Mr. Lee’s challenge to repeat his statement over his own name, he" 
Tmust not expectit to carry more weight with our readers than usu- 
ally attaches to an anonymous communication contradicted upon 
good authority. 

CUTTERS ON THE 

A last San Francisco, affer watching the fray from afar, is to 
; take a hand in the fight and try the cutter, The dose is a mild 
one at first, a little 2-tonner to be imported from England, anda5 
to be builtin California, and although the cutters will be praised or 
condemned by Western yachtsmen, according to the success of these 
two, the trial will hardly be a fairone. A 2-tonneris too small to be 
a thorough racing cutter, and will probably be a boat of 84 te 4 
beams, and but a poor sample of a large cutter. The 5-tonner will 
be built on Clear Lake, 60 mile from San Francisco, and if suecessful 
she will be brought down by rail, Nothing is said of her design or 
proportion, but as much will depend on her suecess, we hope thase 
interested will secure a design from some competent designer who 
has made a sindy of the cutter, As many heré can testify, something 
more is needed to make a successful cutter, than narrow beam, lead 
keel, and double head rig. Tho whole character of the design is 
totally different from that of the sloop, and those familiar only with 
the latter often fail entirely in their attempts to design the narrow 
and déeper boat, even though the main dimensions and elements 
may be correct. Ibis desirable in the interests of yechune that the 
first cutter in San Francisco shall be the best of her kind, and we 
hope that the gentleman who is about to put some time and money 
- the experiment, will secure asa starting pointa thoroughly good 
esign, 

PACIFIC. 

MIZZEN FOR A YAWL. 

Ov correspondent, Mr. Dayid Hall Rice, of the yawl Whitecap, 
whose writings in fayor of the rig have previously appeared in 

our columns, has made a number of experiments in order i 
the working of the aiter sail. 
After atrial of a mizzen rigged in the English fashion, Mr. Hall 

discarded it, as he was unable to make it sit on a wind. The yard of 
the lug sail sagged off on one tack, and the strain of the loose-footed 
fail caused the boom to buckle and spring away, spilling the wind. 
To obviate these objections, the mast was first stayed very strongly, 
the loose-footed mainsail abandoned, and in its place the boom was 
fitted with slideways, or jackstays well riveted to it, in which small 
‘T-shaped slides, sewn to the foot of the sail, could run easily, 
The ways being slushed, the sail can be run out with an out-haul. 

The strain being distributed along the entire length of the boom, the 
latter can be trimmed in as flat as is desirable, without springing off. 
The yard his also been replaced by a gaff, with which the sail sits 

equally well on éither tack, and much flatter than before, With this 
Tie Mr, Hall claims that the yawl can lie almost as close as @ cutter or 
sloop, 
The yawl rig is as yet unknown here, andits advantages over the 

sloop, especially on the numerous crulsing craft that never race, and 
are sLow under any rig, as it can be easily handled, the arrangement 
of masts is far more convenient than in the schooner rig so common 
on our coast for small vessels, and in reefing, while the center of 
effort is kept low, the after sail is not reduced as in a sloop, 

Mr. Hall's experiments have proved much in favor of the 
and we hope by next season that more of the cruisers at 
benefit by them, 

improve 

awl rig, 
east will 

BOSTON CUTTERS. 

wy CaS larger of the two cutters now building by Messrs. Lawley, is 
for Mr, Horace Binney, owner of the keel sloop Moya, also built 

by Messrs, Lawley. The new cutter is 86ft. on loadline, 43ft. over all, 
10ft. beam, with a Hush deck, and nine and one-half tons of iron on 
the keel, Herframeis of oak, wlth alternate timbers double, sided 
2in., moulded 444 at heel and 244 at head, between each pair being a 
steamed timber 2144118, after the Hnglish fashion. The plankin 
will be of yellow pine 14in. thick. The deck will be laid.straight, o. 
i}g2in. white pine, and the stanchions will be of locust with mahog- 
any bulwarks. ; 

he other yacht is for Mr. C. W. Jones, who has’ lately sold his 
schooner Lorelei to Mr. G. H. Williams. She will be a wider boat, 
having 12{t. beam to 85ft. loadline and 44ft. on deck, and will carr 
twelve tons of iron outside, All her frames will be double moulded, 
4\éin, at heel and 214 at head, sided 2)4in. : 
he planking will also be iin. thick, and the deck and bulwarks 

asintheformer boat. At the same yard, Adrienne, Com, Pfaff's 
schooner, built there in 1883, has had her iron keel removed and re- 
placed by one of lead, twenty tons in place of eight and one-half, 
which will, no doubt, improve her already excellent record. 
The Tempest is also having five tons, half her ballast, on her keel, 

all of it haying formerly been inside, and the little sloop Meerschaum 
is also having a two-ton keel added, her ballast formerly consisting: of 
5,000 pounds inside. The steam yacht Herald is now receiving her 
machinery, but will not leave until spring. The companion boat 
Telegram, is ready for her engines, but they have not yet arrive 
from England, ~ 

SIGNS OF THE TIMES. 

HAT the whole drift of eae tion in the yachting world is in the 
direction so long pointed out by Formsr snp STREAM, is shown 

by the items of news that are heard daily now that active racing has 
ceased and building and repairs are inorder. From Boston we hear 
of Adrienne changing 844 tons of iron for 20 tons of Jead on keel; 
Tempest, besides shitting her foremast forward, adding a 5 ton iron 
keel, or half her inside ballast changed to-outside; the sloop Jessie 
adding 114 tons of iron to keel, the sloop Meerschaum adding 2 tons 
to keel in place of 244 tous inside, and two new cutters with 9% and 
12 tons on keel, 
From Roslyn comes the news of another step on the part of the 

sharpie toward the despised cutter, 50ft. waterline, narrow beam, 
With 4 tons of lead, only think of it, in her keel, and drawing aay 
4ft. Schooner Republic nut only bas changed her board for a keel, 
but has been lengthened greatly on waterline, Cutter Huron, in 
Boston, adds 8ft, to her length this winter, and even Elisworth’s new 
sloop will be much narrower and deeper than any of his former boats. 
Thistle will also have her keel dropped 2it. deeper. 
Now the Herald comes out, cautiously but surely, infavor of less 

beam. Speaking of the new steam yacht building at Greenpoint, a 
f-beam boat, it says: “It is béyond all controversy, too, that the 
elimination of this abominable buoyancy by the contraction of a sea- 
going craft's breadth in uaval design is directly conducive to her 
speed, all other things being equal.” : 
Writing to the Field on the condition of yacht racing, Captain 

Henry 4. Bayly, an old yachtsman, and for a long time owner of 
the Buceaneer, a 3)4-beam cutter of the old type, ddft. waterline, a 
boat resembling somewhat our pilot boat model, and finally sold for 
a, pilot boat, speaks as follows in fayor of the present type of yacht: 
“Correspondents may say what they please about their being only 
racing machines, but cut down their spars and reduce their sail 
spread, and they make better, faster and abler cruisers than any box 
that can be designed. I speak from experience. I built a 344-ton 
hull, in every respectas far as regards the hull, a racer pure and 
slmple, with a lead keel of about 6G tous, but equipped her with a 
cruiser’s rig, This summer she beat down from Salcombe to 
Plymouth in 2 breeze and sea which caused one of the Plymouth 
pilot cutters toreef, * * * The wee ship weathermg the Mewstone 
as the other passed the Breakwater, and that in spite of the seas 
twice filling her punt, and the wind blowing the clew of the mainsail 
oub of the reef cringle. Tam quite certain that my old 12ton Buc- 
canéer would not have looked at ib, in pee of her having 4ft. din. 
more beam, and 4ft, piore length. Mo: Hl: Which of the two boats 
is the ervizer, the 12-tonner or the d-tonner?” ; 
The change is constantly going on, some coming out openly in favor 

Of modern ideas, as they see their value, others obstinately proclaim- 
ing the old theories and beliefs, even while in their practice they 
avail themselves quietly of more depth, less beam, lower ballast and 
Similar ta a aves little what they may say, when their prac- 
tice contradicts it all flatly, 4 ] 
We commend these and similar facts to all who intend to build or 

alter their boats this season, as a careful consideration of the present 
practice in the yachting world, and of the lategt ideas, will save ox- 

pensive alterations in a season ortwo, Every season men are seen 
who are dissatisfied with their boats and desirous of improving them, 
but who ignore everything outside of their own limibed experience, 
and instead of ayailing themselves of what others know, waste 
time and money jn proying facts Jone since known, Knowing that 
low ballast is largely the rule, they muster courage to put half a ton 
of iron under their new boat, only to change next season fora greater 

iby, Tn beam they are willing to take 
off six inches from what would once have been considered necessary, 
only to add six feet of length in a season or two, and so on through 

weight, and another year for lead. 

the list, 
Before making any plans for new work or alterations, the first 

things to study are the signs of the times, what has already been done 
and what is now doing, and on these, as a 

basis, plans may be matured with at least a reasonable certainty that 
successfully by others, 

all will not have to be done overagain next season. 

CRUISING ON LAKE ONTARIO. 

[Concluded from Page 375]. 

S already mentioned, we found on coming out from behind Nich- 
olas Island that the sea, although considerably less violent, was 

still heavy and the wind quite fresh, but not so free as on the previous 
night, as it was now blowing from the south, which brought it a little 
before the beam. Under a close-reefed mainsail and single-reefed 
Inizzen and jib, we had, until abreast of Salmon Point, all the wind 
we wanted; but it was fated not to last, and when close to Long Point 
we were entirely becalmed and lay rolling in the trough of a big swell 
under a broiling sun, with all the crew trying to get under theshadow 
of the sails (which is rather a difficult jee about noon), and to make 
matters worse, our stock of ice was exhausted. 
One or two tried to sleépin the cabin, but as the temperature 

there was about 110° Fahr. this was not a success. A Swim was next 
suggested and immediately acted upon, but the water was too cold to 
remain in more than a few minutes. A game of cards was tried, but 
the jerking of the sails and rigging proved unpleasant to the players, 
and this was abandoned. Toward evening a light southerly breeze 
sprang up, and about 6 P, M. we met the Mischief, of the T. Y. C., re- 
irae from the races at Kingston; rounded up, exchanged notes, and 
passed on, 
The False Duck's Light was passed shortly after dark and about 

the same time the steamer Passport bound up. The wind now 
freshened, and not being anxious to meet the fleet of vessels coming 
out from the river, we stood over toward Pigeon Island, and when 
nearing these the Simcoe Light became visible, and then Snake Island 
Light, and erent the illuminated clock tower in Kingston (which 
does duty for a lighthouse); but not being acquainted with this port, 
and the chart being rather misty on the subject, canvas was reduced, 
the lead got out, and about 2 o’clock in the morning we fetched up 
alongside of a propeller, only to haye to “move ou,” and about day 
lizht, after being shunted from pillar to post, found a quiet little slip 
alongside of an elevator at the foot of Princess street. 
A stay of a couple of days was made at this port to repair canvas, 

replenish the larder, and allow the dudes to havea run around town 
and view the old limestone city, with its quaint, massive fortifications, 
which are only surpassed in Canada by those of Quebec, 
On the morning of the 8th eyerything was ready for a start down 

the river, except that we were minus a chart of this very difficult 
stream, and a careful canvass of all the stores in town failed to find 
oue, But finally the skipper went to Capt. Taylor, marine inspector, 
who kindly volunteered to draw an impromptu chart from memory, 
whieh wonld see us through, And so thorough was his work, that 
we were able to beat through the wretched, narrow, rocky channel 
above Gananoque without accident, arriving there in the evening. 
Unfortunately our chart did not show anything below Gananoque, 

and next morning we enlisted the services of two canoeists as pilots 
and started for Grindstone Island, where the A.C. A, meet was in 
full session; but alas, canoeists are not accustomed to deep yachts, 
and our pilots endeavored to take us over areef with about three 
feet of water on it, near the Jackstraw Lighthouse. Itis needless to 
say the experiment failed dismally, and our craft after climbing as 
high as she conveniently could, refused to go anyfurther. Fortu- 
nately the wind had been light and fair, so that our boat had 
up on an éyen keel. 

‘The skipper now 

main boom was run out on the starboard side, topped up to an angle 
of about 15° and then lashed to the shrouds, and part of the crew 
sent out to the end of it. Those remaining on board provided thein- 
selves with poles, and when the yacht, owing to the weight on the 
end of the boom, heeled over, pushed her off stern first, and thus a 
fresh start was made for the Grindstone, which was reached in good 
order before noon, and we cast anchor in front of the A. C. A, cay Z 
about three hundred yards from fand, 

All went ashore to visit our numerous friends and to make new 
ones; and, indeed, it would be hard to find a finer and more genial 
set of men than the members of the A. C. A. as represented at the 
meet of '84, and but for lack of time we should have prolonged our, 
visit to this really beautiful spot. } 

I must not forget to mention that the crew visited Squaw Point, 
where they were cordially received and invited to come again, which Y 
they doubtless did. for they were’ missing frequently. , 

In the evening Com, Neilson, Secretary Tyson, Librarian Nichol- 
son of the T. C. C.,and many other canoeists, Canadian and Amer- 
ican, came out to visit us, came aboard, enyied or sympathized with 
us, smoked the Pia of peace, and when the bugle sounded lights 
out, silently slid to their respective camps, 
Sunday, 10 4. M.—Withont waiting to attend church, we starved 

for the Thousand Island Park, but when about half way, finding the 
water very shoal, decided to heaye to and tow down with the first 
steamer that passed. Ina short time a steam yacht came alongside, 
took hold, and in half an hour we were sounding for an anchorage in 
the picturesque little bay overlooked by the Thousand Island Houre, 
where we let ¢o, and remained until Tuesday, the 12th, then ran over 
to Clayton, N. ¥., and on the following day set sail for home, But 
we reckoned without our host, for the wind, after piving us a lift up 
the river about three-quarters of a mile, died away, and we grace- 
fully drifted, stern first, back to our starting point; and this perform- 
ance, being repeated more than once, became monotonous, and we 
tied up to a private wharf a short distance above Clayton, known as 
Partener’s Point, our record for the day beingentered in the log as 
one mile. 
Swimming and fishing for rock bass helped to fill in the balance of 

the day, an not being inclined to risk night navigation in narrow 
water, we remained where we were until about 10 A. M. next day, at 
whieh time a lively breeze sprang up dead ahead, under which before 
night we made Cape Vincent, being greatly delayed i the care re- 
quired in beating through the shoals about Carleton Island, At this 
stage of our proceedings, the crew was reduced to one watch (three), 
owing to the holidays ot the others terminating and necessitating 
their return by raul. " 

Friday, Aug. 15.—We started for Oswego with the wind ahead and 
yery light, When about twenty miles out found that our purveyor 
had neglected to lay in supplies, and were reduced to hard tack and 
a few miscellaneous scraps. Numerous threats of cannibalism were 
thrown at the aforesaid purveyor, and had we been becalmed for w 
couple of days it’s difficult to say what nught have happened; but 
about 6 P.M. the wind shifted te the west and freshened. At this 
time we were off the Galloo Light, distant from Oswego thirty miles, 
to within a short distance of which port we madea slashing run under 
whole canvas, arriving close te shore about 9;30 P. M., and here the 
wind, playing a shabby trick on the hungry crew, actually died away 
entirely, and as we were all yery sleepy, we lowered all the canvas, 
hung up a riding light, left one man on deck (who fell asleep), and 
retired for the night. } 
At daybreaka light air carried us into the harbor where supplies 

were hurried aboard, for we were now behind time, and being short- 
handed knew that night sailing must be curtailed, in fact hoped to 
beable to make a harbor every night if the winds were anything like 
favorable. : 
We loft Oswego in the afternoon and made abreast of Big Sodus 

Bay about midnight, and gotin after an inflnite amount of trouble, 
caused by @ recent change in the lights, of which we were not aware. 
(To enter now, range bi babe pei whitelight with the red one, both 
of these lights being on the west pier.) 
DAylight spain saw us under way for Charlotte (port of Rochester), 

but being becalmed most of the day, only reached there at two 
o'clock on the following morning, at which time asplendid laud breeze 
was blowing, but all hands were so pleepy. that it was with difficulty 
we kept awake long enough to pull up between the-piers and tie up. 

In the morning there was no wind until eleven, when we started, 
but the calm streak that had been following us for days was sill 
hanging around, and by night we had only made thirty miles, and as 
we were now much pressed for time, agreed to stand on all mght, 
for as yet no one was showing signs of going to sleep at his post (a 
syroptom which bad been exhibited on numerous occasions latery), 
About 8 P.M., abreast-of Oak Orchard, we were doing about six 

miles an hour, whith was refreshing after the flab calms we had been 
in. At midnight the wind freshened until we had to double reef all 
around, and were tearing through at a splendid rate; but asthe night 
was hazy we held a long way out from Shore, probably eight or ten 
miles, which kept usin quite a little jump of asea, About 3in the 
morning the man at the-helia, after cautioning the wateh forward to 
keep a bright lookout, found himself getting very sleepy, in fact he 
WAS 800n snoring, and wakened with a start to find the bead canvas 
shaking. After putting her away again, he shouted up forward to 

gone|| 

haying lost faith in pilots, took charge himsdtee 
and ordered down all the canyas preparatory to getting off, then the 

the watch to in uire if they were on the lookout, and receiving no 
answer, shouted again and again, It at last became apparent that 
the others also had gone to sleep . 
A vigorous lecture on the dangers of sleeping when in the track of 

yessels straightened up the crew, as also the lecturer (whose lapse 
frorn duty had not been obseryed), and as the wind was dying down 
reefs were shaken out, breakfast seryed, although il, was not yet day- 
ght, and we stood in toward shore and found ourselves passing’ 
eee just as the early fishermen were going ont to examine their 

Auother flat calm, a light breeze dead ahead, and we drifted into 
Niagara in time to go up to town and have a sivell dinner, get intro- 
duced to the pleasure-seekers at this quiet little watering place, and 
then have asleep, Tb was decided that we should turn in and snooze 
until 10 P, M. and then strike across for Toronto; but at 10 P, M. the 
gentleman who lectured on “the dangers of going to sleep’? could not 
be wakened, and it was after midnisht before he could be hauled on 
deck, to find the canvas all set and everything ready to cast off, 

The sky was anything but promising, as black ax the ace of spades, 
lightning was flashing, and thunderconld be heard growling in the 
distance, but from what we had seen of our boat, it would take par- 
ticularly had weather to trouble her, and we started, first taking the 
precaution not to haye a very heavy spread of canyas, which, indeed, 
was not required, for the wind was fresh and steady, and the clouds 
soon broke away. Unluckily the wind went with them but not the 
sea, and what an unearthly rolling we got lying in the trough, and 
What a tough job cooking breakfast was, for our cook's weak stom- 
ach had gone back on him, but the others only seemed hungrier on 
account of the heavy roll and flapping of the idle canvas, 
The meal was at last cooked, and it proyed to be the final one of fhe 

cruise, Tor before the dishes had been stowed a light southwest breeze 
caught us, which increased, as we went, to such an extent, that when 
we entered the hay and laid for the club house we were running races 
with the steamers, and hangmg on to them bravely, Thus finished 
an eighteen day cruise of 600 miles in as fine weather as any yachts- 
man could wish for, with the one exception that there was an un- 
usual scarcity of wind, and we discovered too late to be of much 
practical use, that the right time to sailin warm weather is at night. 
and take advantage of the fresh land breezes thatusually prevail 
afcer dark, Derr DRAUGHT, 

SCHOONERS IN 1884, 

A SEARCH through a pile of old papers a few days since brought 
to light a little book, worn and dirty, which bore on ils dingy 

red cover the seal of the New York Y. C., and the date 1866. 
Although less than twenty years, it covers a long step in yachting; 

then Mr, E. A. Stevens owned Maria; Hvya was just beginning her 
career—as a Sloop; ind the steam fleet was composed of one vessel, 
the Wave of 100 tons. The club hased their measurement on the pro- 
duct of the loadline and extreme beam, in square feet, and the book 
also contained the number of men allowed to each yacht, and the 
size of boat which she should carry. The list comprised a fleet of 
41 yachts, 29 schooners, 11 sloops (in those good old times there were 
no cutters), and the single steamer mentioned. 
We Jooked through the list of schooners with almost the same feel- 

ing which one would experience in stepping aside from the bustle of 
Broadway into the quiet of Trinity churchyard and deciphering the 
inscriptions on the stones there, Not only has the generation of 
yachts there listed, for the most part passed away, but a second 
generation has been launched, has sailed its course, and as far at 
least as racing is concerned, has also had its day. 
Two periods of our yachting history are particularly noticeable by 

the number of large schooners built. One iu 1865-66, when yachting 
started anew after the close of the war, and the other in 1871-72 when 
the impulse given by the cupraces, in which American schooners 
took such # successful part, resulted in the construction 
of a fleet of large schooners, It is difficult to trace throngh the many 
changes of name, ownership and rig the first fleet, but lesides many 
that have disappeared entirely (old Actes, Maria, Calypso, Henrietta, 
Escort, Haze and Widgeon), and the three perennials, Silvie, Julia 
and Nettie, all in their youthful bloom then, and still to all appeéar- 
ance _ge@odfor another twenty years, were a bost of new boats— 
Alarm, _Biettwing, Dauntless, Idler, Juniata, Palmer, Halcyon, 
Juliet, Josephine, Vesta, Phantom and others Jess uoted. Of these 
Fleetwingand Halcyon still are among the racers, but most of the 
bherg have lowered their flags forever. 

“The second fleet was the finest in point of numbers and tonnage we 
have eyer mustered, and the names will long be famous in our yacht- 
ing amials. Columbia, Sappho, Mohawk, Tidal Wave, Meta, Made- 
line, Enchantress, Resolute, Magic, Tarolinta, Rambler, Atalanta, 
Clio, Triton, Dreadnaught, and Wanderer, nearly all dating from 
1870-78. Of this fleet, too, but few still are found at the starting line 
of late years. Columbia, in new hands, has shown no desire to claim 
her old place; Sappho lies “in the mud" abroad, waiting a purchaser; 
Mohawk has been for some years in the Coast Curvey, Hnchantress 
is in English waters; some are still racing, but the glory of the old 
fieet has departed forever, The building of large schooners culmin- 
ated in the Mohawk, and since that time size, as 4 standardin yauht- 
ing, has virtually disappeared, The old ideas of lavish hospitality and 
ostentatious display haye largely given place to Corinthian princi- 
ples, a higher standard of desizn and seamanship, and a better ap- 
preciation of what really constitutes true yachting. It would be too 
much to say that the ignorance and total disregard of the plainest 
principles of naval science that culminated in the lamentable disas- 
ter to the Mohawk, stopped there; but that was the means of awak- 
ening yachtsmen to the necessity of a reform, and paved the way for 
the improvements that have since been madein our yaehts, Since 
Mohawk, we have had one very large schooner, Ambassadress; but 
she is not in the racing fleet, and in fact has not even been in com- 
Mission for some time. 
The past ten years have added to the fleet Intrepid, Norna, Norse- 

man, Fortuna, Montauk, Gitana, Clytie, Grayling, Crusader, Adri- 
enne and a few others, and the present season has seen afloat far- 
binger, a handsome little centerboard boat, Speranza, a keel schooner 
of the old type, and Mohican, also keel, the latter two not haying 
raced as yet, and, in fact, most of the fleet igure more as cruisers 
than as racers, ; . 
The first race of the season, that of the Atlantic Y. C, on June 10, 

brought out Grayling, Crusader and Clytie in the larger class, and 
Triton, Haze, Agnes and Leona in the smaller. The weather was 
yariable, starting with a drift and ending with a fresh blow, Gray- 
ling and Triton winning easily in their respective classes. Two days 
later came the New York Y, C. race, in which Montauk, Grayling, 
Crusader, Hstelle aud Clytie made up the larger or second class, with 
Clio and Triton in the third. Between fogs and calms, the race was 
a failure, and was resailed on the following day, on which occasion 
allthe winds were out, making one of the liveliesf races New York 
had seen for years, Crusader and Triton were not in, leaving four tn 
the second class and Clio to sail over in the third. Montauk came in 
winner, with Grayling second and Clytie far astern, the others hay- 
ing all withdrawn. , ee 
on the following day, in the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. 0, races, 

the schooners were represented by two boats, Ray umd Clytie, the 
former, one of the oldest yachts on the list, & keel boat of Georges 
Steers’s build, being the only schooner to go over the course. Pol- 
lowing closely on these races came the race around Long Island, on 
June 16, a contest in which a largeturnout of two-stickers might haye 
been expected, as it was the first long race in seyeral years; but only 
six boats started—Fortuna, Grayling, Montauk, Ruth, Estelle and 
Fleetwing. As far as a test of the boats was concerned, the sail 
amounted to nothing, for agreat part of the time it being 4 mere drift. 
The sailing time over the course was at a slower rate than the usual 
limit of eight hours over the New York Y, C. course. The leading 
yacht at one time was in a few hours lying idly astern, while some of 
the rear guard miles away, CEE a little breeze, were now the 
leaders, and so on fromi the start to the end, where all but Fleetwing 
and Ruth finished this notable race in an appropriate manner by 
drifting over the line in a thick mist and almost acalm, The results 
were worthless for the purpose of comparison, and although dubbed 
an ‘ocean race,” as far as wind of water was concerned it might as 
well have been confined entirely to the Sound. 7 

In Bastern waters the first race was that of the Hastern Y, C,, off 
Marblehead, on June 27, where only Fortuna appeared in the larger 
class, with Adrienne, Clio, Rebecca, Sylph, Tempest and Harbinger 
in the second. the latter being the only new boat, In a light weather 
day and smooth water Fortuna was handsomely beaten by the cutter 
Bedonin, ay well as Wenonah and Huron, and Clio won in her class 
with Harbinger second, For the next month, matters were very 
quietin the racing world, but yachting took a new start with the 
athering at Newport, Virst came the race of July 28 at New Bed- 
ord, again under the flag of the Eastern Y. C., when Haleyon won 
the first prize from a fleet of eizht—Halcyon, Harbinger, Kehecea, 
Fortuua, Meteor, Ruth, Wanderer and Gitana, the Jatter two uot 
finishing. Bedouin beat Haleyon on actual tima, and Maggie beat 
Harbinger. Next day Fortuna led im the run to Newport, followed 
ploae by Gitana, The cruise of the Atlantic Y. C, at the same time 
brought out a display of only five schooners. 
The grand oceasion of the yachting year—the week ati Newport— 
roemised this year to be an unusually brilliant affair, as the Commo- 

sone was to be present with big Namouna, and the prizes were numer- 
ous, A large ticet of schooners was present todo honor to the occa- 
sion, but only in numbers did it approach the glories of the olden 
time. Some famous names were ontheir sterns, but they did litte 
to add to their old records, the honors for the most patt going to the 
singlesticker Bedouin. The first day's race not. only landed the 
Goelet sloop cup easily in her locker, but saw her home long ahead 
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FOREST AND STREAM. AAT 

of any schooner, in the latterclass being Dauntless, Wanderer, Tidal 
Wave, Gitana, Fortuna, Montauk, Ruth, Varuna, Grayling, Estelle, 
Haleyon, Nirvana (once Julia) and Clio. 
Next day the big ones fared a little better, and in the run to Oak 

Bluffs, Montauk was only beaten by three minutes by Bedouin, while 
Grayling and Fortuna were sandwiched in between their larger sister 
and Mischief. Madeline joined the feet on Monday's run back, in 
which Fortuna was first in on even time, but under the consolation 
handicap, Clio took the prize, as did Athlon in the sloop class. In 
the last race, the triangular course, was grand fight to windward at 
the finish, Mischief and Bedouin coming in together, with Montauk 
third. Fortuna came in among the pack of sloops, the third schooner, 
Dauntless, having withdrawn, and Varuna had a sail over in the 
second elass, These contests wound up the schooner racing for the 
year as far as the larger boats were concerned, The following sum- 
mary showing the winners in 1884: 

ist 2d 
Starts. Prizes. Prizes. 

Adrienne...., = 
Apnes...... 
GClia=..=, : 
Fortuna .,, 
Grayling 
AB Y OM, as sacssa0ssee 0s a 
Harbinger, ..., 
Montauk ........., 
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Of all the famous old racers but one, Halcyon, has a place on the 

an event. 
If schooner racing were an index of the condition of yachting, there 

would be much cause for regret in the present state of the sport, but 
this is far from being the case, Boats of small tonnage have muiti- 
plied in all our waters and with the best possible results to yachting. 
A higher standard of seamanship, a moré thorough knowledge of all 
that belongs to the desien, construction, and handling of yachts, and 
ambition to be master of one’s own craft, however small, are becom- 
ing more and more matters of course among yachtsmen. A big 
schooner adds to the list of yachtsmen her owner and those of his 
guests who sail with him regularly, with no guarantee that any of 
them are of necessiby sailoru.en; but the two orthree-tonner in every 
case is owned and sailed by an enthusiast, with the aid of one or two 
choren mates of similar tastes, thus adding two or three valuable 
members to the great body of yachtsmen. 
On the Pacific coast schooners of 50 to 70ft. still represent a large 

portior of the total tonnage, the balance being composed of yawls, 
as better adapted to their peculiar local conditions, and the sloop is 
little used and the cutter unknown, The last addition to the fleet, the 
Carmelita, now in New York, nearly ready for her trip around the 
Horn, is a departure from the models in vogue in the West, having 
less beam, much more deadrise, and a heavy lead keel, and if at all 
snecessful, her advent will pave the way for the same reforms in 
model, ballast and rig that are so general in our Hastern yachting. 

———— 

ALARMING SPREAD OF THE “CUTTER CRAZE.” 

HGINNING in the columns of Forest anp Stream, the itation 
in favor of deeper, narrower and safer boats found its first re- 

sults in the keel sloops of Boston, and a little later in t} e fine fieet of 
cutters hailing from New York. From these points it has spread 
first to Lake Ontario, where Verve and Aileen have conclusively 
demonstrated the merits of the type with great results, as shown in 
the constantly increasing fleet of deep boats of all sizes. This sea- 
son Lake Michigan was invaded by a foreign craft, a second Verve, 
that has already impressed the lessons of ForEsT AND STREAM on 
Chicago yachtsmen. Last year the cutter Surf appeared in the 
Knickerbocker Y.(C., and occasioned much unfavorable comment 
among the faithful; this year her performances have caused a 
complete change of sentiment in fayor of less beam and keels. 
Wherever the cutters go, they stay, and like the dead flies, several 
more come to the funeral—of shoal draft, great beam and lubberly 
rigs. California is a long distance off, even in these days of rail and 
wire. but the idea has struck there at last. Besides the two cutters 
elsewhere mentioned in FormsT AND STREAM, we learn that another 
small cruiser isnow in framé at Oakland, and will soon be ready. 
She is a little cutter of Hastern model, intended mainly for single- 
handed cruising. San Francisco is going slowly into cutters, but we 
know what the West is when a matter is once fairly taken in hand, 
and may expect soon to see a fleet there that willrival some of our 
Eastero ones. That yachtsmen there are waking up to those facts 
long accepted here is shown by the following clipping from the San 
Francisco Morning Call: ‘ 
“What is wanted on this bay to make yachting matters ‘lively is 

- a fieet of single-handed yachts—little fellows from 20 to 35ft. long. 
in Hurope and in the Hast, wherever yachting is lively, these boats 
predominate. A class of young men own and handle them who are 

active, enthusiastic and in for fun, and they keep yachting matters 
te the fore. The big yachts areso expensive to maintain that few 
ean indulge in them, and most of those who do, have to hire some 
one to sail the yachts for them. Much enthusiasm cannot be ex- 
pected from this kind of yachtsmen, The owners of small yachts 
who sail their own craft bring others into the sport and keep up the 
excitement. Weought to start in on a fleet of three-tonners here.” 

YACHT DESIGNS. 

E call attention to the advertisement in another column of Mr. 
Win. Evans Paton, N. A., the designer of the 3-tonner Cuny- 

tush and 5-tonner Olga, each the fastest in her class abroad, Mr. 
Paton, who has made the subject of yacht design a special study, is 
an expert in the latest methods of scientific designing, and the suc- 
cess of his boats proves not only the yalue of such methods, but his 
thorough acquaintance with them, as shown also in the elaborate 
stability curves of Olga and Cunytush, which lately appeared in the 
Field, The dimensions of Cunytush, as given in the same paper, 
are: 

Length on waterline ......-...-...+:- mens eee 28.53f6. 
Breath Wise sete ta cme ees gree kere 4,70Ft. 
DASE OF Water esses beep ee remap pep ae teen seh 5. 50ft. 
DIGATE GMAT es Wi tet Astrea as na deecess apes BARB yt 4, 00£t. 
Area of loadwater plane..... 0 ......-522--08e 97sq ft. 
C. B. aft center of length............... Wovens) -OSEG: 
C. B. below waterline..........-.-.--.--2.00e- 1.63ft. 
C. L. R. below L. W. L..... PE eke eer oo 2.31ft. 
Displacement. o,--2. 6. et ecee cee te nei eeneses . @ tons. 
Area of immersed surface..........-+0ceseees 260sq. ft. 
0 ae rite ee eo ren eee 612ft. 

Me Ty eee avNeue ares tee ee gies SEL, 
Angle at which deck enters water..........-. 45° 3/ 
Statical stability at that angle ........... ... 11.1ft. tons, 
Angle of maximum stability... .5...........- 102° 
Stability at that angle... .. ser aeee 22. 0£6, TONS, 
Angie of vanishing stability. -..............-. 180° 
Area of three lower sails............-s-sen ers 750sq. ft. 
C, BE. above L. W.L..... OO eee dat Vie ee 14.38f6. 
Sail per foot of wetted surface ............. + ao 

INTERNATIONAL RACES. 

HE rumors of the intention of an English yacht to challenge for 
the America Cup, that prevail each year when other items of in- 

terest fail, are current this season in full force. and whilenothing cer- 
tain is yet known, the possibilities are such that if not too late, itis 
at least full time that we looked the question square in the face, if 
we are to make a fight for the retention of the trophy. Two 
questions arise at the outset, what yacht will come? the answer to 
which we can at present only guess at; and what will we meet her 
with? which can be answered more definitely if not satisfactorily. 
There is little prospect of a schooner coming over, as Miranda is 

now for sale. Should she come, we have to meet her either Mon- 
tauk, Grayling or Fortuna, and the result would in all probability be 
a surprise to those who base their ideas of the relative merits of En- 
glish and American schooners on the races of the America, or those 
of eyen fifteen years oe: Of the other ‘two-stickers, the yawls are 
the famous Wendur, Watson’s steel beauty, and the ‘Lorna by Rich- 
ardson, the former of which has scored six firsts and three second 
prizes out of sixteen starts with £355 cash, and the latter nine firsts 
and seven seconds to twenty-two starts, with £905. While it is 
hardly probable that either will come out, they would prove worthy 
antagonists to Bpy EDs we could put against them, 
The rest of the list is soon numbered, for the flyers of 1884 were not 

numerous. Samcena, Vanduara and Hrycina need not be considered, 
as the former has not raced this year, and the two latter have done 
nothing that would justify their selection, and although none of these 
are yet old boats, we must look among a still newer set for the favor- 
ites. Of these the smallest is Mr. Webb’s famous 40-ton Tara, This 
cutter is of composite build, steel frames and wood planking, and is 
similar to our Ileen in proportions, being 66f£t. on waterline with 11.55 
ft. beam. In the past season she has sailed 39 races, winning 19 firsts 
and 4 seconds, and a pot of £867. There is little reason to doubt that 
a boat of her dimensions would beat Bedouin, and those familiar with 
Ileep are firm in the belief that with proper handling she too will 
prove amateh forthe beamier cutter, and as the latter has beaten 
the sloops fairly off the field, itis hardly probable that the center- 
boards would beableto do anything with the fighting 40. Good as 
Tara is, however, ihe chances willbe still better with a larger boat 
which can more than save her allowance over the 70ft. sloops. 
Next on the list is the new 60-tonner Marguerite, designed by Rich- 

ardson, and built at Inman’s yard, in Lymington, this year. Like 
Tara she has a steel frame, planked with 2in. pitch pine and teak, 
with a steadier of 51 tons beneath and 6 tonsinside. Her length on 
waterline is 74ft., beam 13ft. 6in., and she draws 12ft. Gin. Her per- 
formances this season have been very poor, netting but 2 firsts to 19 
starts, with £165, and there is no reason to suppose that her keel will 
part the waters of the western ocean this season. 

Next in size to her comes Marjorie, 68 tons, successor to and near 
relative of Madge of glorious memory, and, like her, designed by 
Watson for Mr. James Coates. He length is 79.1ft.; beam, 14.5. In 
addition to her victories of last season, she scores 10 firsts, 5 seconds 
out of 35, with £922. Marjorie has been mentioned before1n connec- 
tion with the Cup, and the well-known spirit of her owner makes her 
selection possible, in which event the reappearance of Captain Dun- 
can in our waters would no doubt bring joy to the hearts of our 
yachtsmen who remember him and his tricks of old, 
From the Scotch boat to the next is a jump in size, as the last two 

on the list are the big ones, Genesta 80 and Irex 85 tons. The former 
is an enlarged edition of the Tara, by the same designer, and was 
built this year for Sir Richard Sutton, by Messrs, Henderson, of Par- 
tick J.ike the Tara, she is of composite build, steel and wood, with 
a waterline of 8ift, beam of 15ft., and 18ft. 6in. draft, her keel 
weighing 60 tons. She has been,in the main, the moat successful 
boat of, the season, winning 7 firsts, 10 seconds, to 34 starts, with £775, 
and in all probability will be in better form im her second season. 
Much of her suceessis no doubt due to her designer, Mr, Beavor 
Webb, and the active interest that he has taken in the question of the 

international races makes it extremely ee that Genesta will 
be the next champion in the lists, and judging from such records as 
are obtainable here, the selection will be the best possible, as although 
the allowance of time to a smaller boat may be heavy in light winds, 
the challenging yacht may be called on to meet a new sloop longer 
than any of the old ones, 
The last boat is Irex, the possessor of the largest lead keel ever 

cast—72 tons. She was designed for Mr. John Jameson by Richard- 
son, and was built by Fay, of Southampton, last winter, Her length 
is 84ft., with 15ft, beam, In prizes she falls behind Genesta, having 8 
firsts and 2 seconds for 29 starts, with a purse of £590. Besides these 
boats already tried, a new 47-tonner is now being built by Fay for 
Mr. George Warren, of Boston, owner of Maggie, Her wood and lead 
keels are now ready, and she will doubtless be finished in good time 
for the season; but the permances of a new yacht are uncertain mat- 
ters, and it would notbe altogether safe to challenge with an untried 
boat and before she is in proper trim. Whichever of these is selected, 
the question of what we shall meet her with is a most unsatisfactory 
one. 
We have heard so much for along time of the superiority of the 

American sloop that one would suppose there was a fine fleet read 
to maintain their side of the question, but a look about New Yor 
dispels the idea. Arrow and Vision haye long since had their day, 
Pocahontas begun and ended her career in the same week, and but 
four are left to consider—Hildegarde, Mischief, Gracie and Wanny. 
Of course it is out of the question that Bedouin should be selected to 
meet the coming boat, although an honor to which her record fully 
entitles her as the fastest single-sticker in America, as such a proceed- 
ing would be a complete surrender by the sloop men of the entire 
aes Hon; and would decide nothing as to type, The issue between 
sloop and cutter has been fought fairly from the time Madge first 
sailed here, and although now decided, the last battle must be for the 
Cup next year if challenged. 
Of the four sloops now in actual racing, Hildegarde has done little 

during the past two years to sustain her reputation, or to justify her 
selection, and she is virtually out of the question. Mischief, the best 
of the pack, is too small with her 6fft. length to haye any chance 
against the flyers from abroad, and big Gracie seems from this sea- 
son's performance to be in worse trim than in previous years, She. 
has won but one race to five starts this year, and has been beaten so 
often by Bedouin in the past two seasons, that her chances against a 
still faster cutter would not be worth considering. Her day has been 
a long one, but she is near the end of it, and itis not likely that she 
will ever add many more victories to her long string, 
Besides her there remains but Fanny, and on her the task will im all 

probability fall in the event of accident. She is the largest sloop 
except Gracie, and the best we can show in point of size, but hke the 
others, her races with Bedouin do not give much promise of her 
beating bigger and probably better boats than the latter. 
There comes now from Bayonne and regions beyond the rumor of 

anew sloop, of some 80ft. loadline and of 4 beams, thus narrower as 
well as deeper than the old ones. This craft will in all probability be 
buili this winter, and make her appearance in the spring, but under © 
all the disadvantages incident to.a first season, we cannot rely on 
what she can do. 

If British yachtsmen are anxious to take home the Cup, now is their 
time. Yachting in the larger class of sloops isat a very low ebb, and 
we are in astate of transition from which, in a few years, some pow- 
erful boats will be evolved. Now we have a few old time sloops and 
one cruising cutter, if they wait much longer, they may find an 
American cutter in no way inferior to their own to meet them, or 
that long expected and unaccountably delayed sloop, of which so 
much has been heard since the weakness of our older boats has been 
made apparent, may at last be forthcoming, 
Eyen now the ‘representative American sloop” hardly exists in 

our racing fleet. The contamination of foreign ideas, double jibs, 
lead ballast, and other features, has broken down the broad dlstine- 
tion a few years since existing between sloop and cutter, until now 
we have centerboard sloops with heavy lead keels and half cutter 
rig, and the line of demarkation once so clearly drawn between the 
shoal, wide, low-waisted. oyer-rigged sloop with iron or stone ballast, 
and single jib and the six-beam racing cutter, is now a series of very 
short steps; Vision, Fanny, Mischief, Athlon, Vallcyr, Thetis, Huron, 
Bedouin, een; the first and last are far apart, bub from one to the 
other is but a little way. This year the question will be between a 
sloop and a cutter, next year, if delayed, it will be between American 
and English cutters. 

YACHT BUILDING AT RYE.—Mr. David Kirby, best known as the 
builder of large sloops, has lately devoted some study to the smaller 
boats for cruising, especially those in which light draftis a prime 
necessity, and has turned out several new models. He has in hand 
now a cabin sloop 27£t. on loadline, and 3114 on deck, with moredepth 
than is usual with boats of her class. She is intended mainly for 
cruising. He has also completed the models fora sloop of 2544ft. 
loadline, and one of 238ft. 

MODEL YACHT BUILDING.—A monthly paper devoted to the 
building and sailing of model yachts is now published at Hull, Eng - 
land, the subscription being one shilling and sixpence per year. 

HELEN.—The owner of this schooner yacht has enrolled her in the 
Quaker City Y. 0., whose signal she will fly in the future. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
J, N. G.—A very fair gun can be bought for the price, or by adding 

$5 you can get one of the arms advertised in this issue. 

H. R. H.—Please inform me where I can procure one or two pairs 
of large steer’s horns for an ornament to a club room and method of 
finishing them? Ans. You had better write to J. Wallace, of 16 North 
William street, New York city. 

G. L., Clayton, Berkshire county, Mass.—Will you please inform 
me where an M. von Culin spike dog collar with instruction book can 
be bought? Can you furnish one for me, and can you recommend it 
for breaking dogs? If not, what is the best book Icanget on break- 
ing the setter and the price? Ans. We do not recommend the force 
collar except sometimes for old and headstrong dogs, Get Ham- 
mond’s ‘‘Training vs. Breaking,"’ and jrain your dog by kindness. 
Price $1. Forest and Stream Publishing Company. 
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i Tnuse 30 years:—Special Prescriptions of 
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Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathin 
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Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains... 
Fever and Ague, Chills, Malaria..... 
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s'lWeakness .50 
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CAS AT a Dt os 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle 

Ftemoved to 

18 VESEY STREET, N. Y. 

Fourth Door frem Astor House. 
, 

SILK WORM GUT. 
EF. LATASA, 85 Broadway, N. ¥Y., 

Calls the attention of the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his extensive assortment of 
Valencia Silk Worm Gut in all grades, long and extra long, and from Extra 
Gut to Extra Fine. Sample thousand, 10 different grades, from extra heavy to fine, $5.00. 

For price list address 

F. LATASA, 81 New St., Rooms 43 & 45, N. Y¥. 

Heavy Salmon 

DOG TRAINING; 

oe 

S, T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE PRICH $1.00. 



418 FOREST AND STREAM. 

Explanatory and Suggestive, 
FOR THE CASUAL READER. 

Arma virumque cane—‘Arms and the man I sing.” And, indeed, it would take the genius 

of a Virgil and the roll of Latin hexameters fitly to tell the deeds of this man, whose arms are 

shotgun and fishing rod. Go where you will, he is there. You run into him on the crowded city 

street, encounter him on cars and steamboats; he perches atop the country stage, bestrides the 

burro, and doubles up like a jacknife in the kanim. Seek out the most distant, most tortuous 

streams, his line has been wet in their waters} penetrate into the wilderness, the tin can of the 

sportsman’s camp is yet further on. He goes for game—if the fates shall send anything within 

reach of his ammunition; for fish—if by good fortune a trout shall rise to his fly or descend to 

his worm. But, good luck or bad luck, game or no game, fish or no fish—fun always, fresh air, 

ozone, quicker pulse beat, brighter eye, more elastic step, all the multiltudinous rewards, which, 

after all, outweigh the biggest “bags,” and tip up the longest ‘‘strings.” Is it not true that only 

a poet could tell his deeds as they ought to be told? Perhapsso, Perhapsnot. He can usually 

tell them himself. And hé does, with a thousand different pens, in a thousand different ways. 

You may read it in the FoREST AND STREAM. 

And thal is better than if it were put into verse between book covers. 

One who does not understand these things might imagine that alter being told so often, this 

story of the man—him with the rod and gun—might in the end become hackneyed. But it 

isnotso. Why? Well for pretty much the same reason, we venture to say, that the fields them- 

selves and the woods and the lakes and the streams never become hackneyed. However that 

may be, one thing is certain. 

proof that there is still an abundance to tell of what is seen and what is done afield and on 

angling waters; and that hosts of people still delight to read the telling, our subscription books 

show with ever increasing emphasis. The ForREsT AND STREAM is in the best sense 

A Journal of Recreation. 
It tells of the recreation found by busy men, in out-door, open-air life. It 7s recreation to 

these same men and to others. Explain it how you will, this recreation found in the pages of the 

FoREST AND STREAM is different from the diversion afforded by other papers. Why? Because 

(it ‘may be answered again) the recreations of field and stream are always ten times more potent 

for good than are those found in almost any other way. 

Look through the pages and you will see that the departments include a pretty large field. 

It is a wide scope of subjects, But if you look carefully you will see that the paper, from front 

cover to Lack cover is homogeneous, What is in it belongs in it, There is not the mistake of 

trying to foist upon the reader, who is interested in angling and shooting, a lot of stuff about 

horse racing or base ball or prize fights. There is no sawdust-ring odor. Everything is redolent 

of the woods. There are plenty of other papers devoted to the other subjects.. If you are 

interested in them, you need hardly spend time to read the rest of this explanatory advertisement. 

The Forest AND STREAM’s field is broad, but it is not broad enough to take in all creation. 

The editors are perfectly contented with the scope of the paper as it is at present. And now 

. A Word About 13885. 
. For fifty-two weeks of the year 1885 we propose to publish the FoREST AND STREAM, and 

to fill each number with the same rich abundance and variety of reading that may be found in 

this present number or in any one of the five hundred numbers that have gone before it. 

There will be the same delightful accounts of the adventures and misadventures of the 

Sportsman Tourist, and whether the “‘tour” be across a continent or only across, the pasture lot 

into the woods beyond, the story in either case will be well worth the time it takes to read it. 

We shall have, now and then, a description of such excursions in foreign lands, but for the 

most part these columns will deal with what is seen and done in our own country, for that, after 

all, ig what the readers of FOREST AND STREAM are rightly presumed to be most interested in. 

The Natural History columns will give attention to varied forms of animal life, more parti- 

cu’arly such as may come under the observation of sportsmen in their rambles, This department 

of the ForEST AND STREAM we believe to hold a place altogether unique. It is neither the 

dime-museum sort of un-natural history affected by the newspapers, nor the abstruse, fine-spun 

and terribly dry lucubrations of the scientific associations. It is intelligent talk about animal 

life, intended for intelligent readers. 

In the Shooting aud Angling columns(we need hardly say it) will be accounts of hunting 

excursions and fishing trips—with lick, good, bad and indifferent; discussions about matters 

mechanical, ethical, sentimental, fanciful and practical; some, after much debating, will be 

settled; others will he Jeft (and the reader with them) at the end just where they were at the 

beginning. : 

The Kennel will givesin 1885 (as it has given in 1884) the earliest, most accurate ani the 

only unbiased reports of shows and trials, and it wili be the endeavor of the editors to maintain 

for the FOREST AND STREAM in this special branch the position it now holds away in advance 

of anything else published in this country. 

The Yachting columns are in charge of an expert, whose highest ambition will be to keep 

these departments in the place already won for them in the recognized lead of journalism. 

Though the Canoeing interest of the country is of comparatively recent growth, the FOREST 

AND STREAM fully appreciating its importance, has provided for those who sail or paddle a (pretty 

generous) corner, which is so full of practical suggestions and recountings of cruising experi- 

ences, that a canoeist might almost as well try to get along without a paddle as without the paper 

in his mail every week. 

In a word—this is what we started out to say—in 1885 the ForEST AND STREAM will be 

newsy, bright, wholesome —a journal of out-door recreation. , 

Terms:—$4 per year, $2 six mos,, Tocts. per copy. Sold everywhere. Make orders payable. 

Forest AND SrreaM Pus. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 
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THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE GooD NEWS 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES T? LADIES! 
i 4 é Sear yee etkes pian oe 

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical an ered, Now’s your time et up 

choke-hore shotguns. Made to open just short of enters ws our colchr ates. Sar 

50, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great and Coffees, and secure a 

penetration; 10 and 1%-gauge. Send for circular. 
ful Gold Band or Moss Rose China 
Ten Set, or Handsome Decorated 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. ¥ 

THE B 
GREATAMERICAN. 

ComMPANY. 

Gold and Mase eee ne Behe RES elt Moss 
e ‘or fill particulars 83 

Decorated REA T AMERICAN TEA 
RB ©. Box 289. dl and 33 Vesey St., New York. 

Our columns every week, and month after month, give ample 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
Eaist of Sportsman ’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING. HUNTING—-SHOOTING. 

American Angler’s Book, Norris............++: 5 50 | Across Country Wanderer 
Asiz1ers Note BOOK. or tec <rinae ene sone 2 40 | American Bodeeruet The, Lewis. ..........+. 3 a 
ATIPHNS photos aaeta meee bs Reiemaley dal cleste gene 50 | Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan........ ; 1 00 
Angling pales aa LE Bsa tegaieeets 50 | Crack Shot.... i Sore her. untae 

gling, a Book on, Francis...........+.e0+. 7 5€ | Field, Cover and Trap Shooting...... .... ... P 
Angling Literature in England................ 1 25 | Frank Forester’s Fugitive Sketshes “2 v., cloth 2 0 
aes Fishing, Henshall.................- 3 00 | Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sports men 2 00 

ritish Angling Flies. ...-......-.-..-++..-+. 200 | Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 75 
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching............. 150 | How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow.. 1 00 
Fish and Fishing, Manly .........-...++.s++0-+ 5 25 | HowI Became a Sportsman..........-. --.+.- 2 40 
Fishing, Bottom or Ploat..........-..s0s-s++0s 50 | Hunting, Shooting and Fishing..... .......... 5 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott............ 8 50 | Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock.....,.......+.++.s.+45 2 00 | Hurlingham Gun Club Rules i “Es aoe 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis .,....-.-+-+.+.+0+. _ 2 50°| Modern Breech-Loaders, Greener.............. 2 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes..............+.... 1 25 | Rifie Practice, Wingate IST Sor ee Mee A Gr reo 
Fly and Worm Fishing.......-.......+.0+00002s 50 | Rod and Gun in California i 50 
Frark Forester’s Fish and Fishing........... 250 | Shooting .... .. 50 
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook and Line _ 25 | Shooting, Dougall.. 3 00 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. ......,.....c0ceeeesees se 1 00 | Shooting on the Win 5 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium............... 50 | Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth 410 00 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt. 100! “Embossed leather , 45 00 
Modern Practical Angler, Pennell 2 00 | Sporting Adventures in the Far West 150 
Practical Trout Culture..,... 1 00 | Still Hunter, Van Dyke..............2..00s000- 2 00 
Practical wasneeinalit ook Se. 4 20 | Stephena’ Lynx Hunting... occu, 188 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing.......... 2 50 | Stephens’ Fox Hunting...0 00.0.0. cecsseseee 125 
Scientific Angler ........ .. Poi asene bSe0 eset 1 50 | Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters ............ 150 
aie a Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 2 99 | 1a® Gun and Its Development, Greener....... 2 50 

EON ee Nera teases ale toc aioe Be Amar? ARRAS 50 
ns Pea Ee of the Northern States and pati, GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS. 

ritish Provinees...... .... He ee Fe ae dirondacks, Map of, Stoddard .. ........ 
Trout Wishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe........ 1 50 | Farrar’s Guide to Mooeebontt Fake pt heh r Py 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition...... 3 75 tae Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

; Oos etaja aA te del eee eel ee bytanes - 50 
_ BIRDS. Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake 50 

: : Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley LakeRegion 50 
American Bird Fancier,...........22. eeessseee 50 | Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Baird's Birds of North America............. ;.- 30 00 ; Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard::...... 25 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 1 50 | Map of Androscoggin Region.................. 50 
Bird Notes...........- Sab pe lcdcn steal, WiMer tetede 75 | Map of Northern Maine, Steele .............. 1 00 
Birds Nesting | hs 2s ses c< wee tale aide nem sine 1 25 | Map of the Thousand Islands.... ....  ..... 50 
Birds of Eastern North America.............. 18 00 | Tourists? Map of Maine.,..... ...... ..... 1 00 
ae oe peel reiek Pee ASAE <6 oF 685 Be 4 uh 9 
irds of the Northwest. ............22. «+e. r 

pins aE pee saat cen 4 phe its 3 Sy yee ieee TS AND GAMES. 
‘age and Singing Birds, Adams............... merican Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Gam 

Comes! Check Dist. 28 2. ta. ois ees tleecetecs 8 00-| Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75¢.: cloth..... si ; ” 
Coues’ Field Ornithology.................s00+ 2 50 | Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... ... 15 00 | Cassell’s Book of Sporis and Pastimes........ 3 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, CYOQUGE 5.0 os cyte nls whrdess ag 3b ora chew eee bat > 20 
OURS = aoe Ce ceei RMR Cas 2 y aeey ieee PR ae ON aN eee See 50 
olden’s Book of Birds, pa.........,...+++: os 5 | Every Boy's Book of Sports and Amuseme: 3 50 

Minot’s Land and Game Birds. .............-+ 3 00 | Hands at Whist...... ids ee oe ae S " ap 
Native Song Birds,..............- dee Sel ahees .. _ %5 } Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise....... 25 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard..................- 2 00 | Laws and Principles of Whist, Cavendish..... 2-00 
Natural Seis s GESEINS sy. ocd aes om 8 00 Olth-and “Bowls x 00 Fea tennn ener i RS 
Narr on ee ie Breen enn atte ' a ane ELR eA Baeble Gd eee ete eta 25 

muel's Birds of New Engiand.......... -... onehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Shere: Birdss).. 9) yh. ne ee Pen aon 15 | Whist for Begiitens tad oa. aa PERE 50 
yee Birds or N. Be by Scoreaptte sae, 

idgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., each........... 30 00 eis 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 vols.. .. 18 00 -3 00 

Wood’s Natural History of Birds............-. 6 00 80 

- 200 

BGATING AND YACHTING; ee Es 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam .... 8 00 . 800 

Boat Racing, Brickwood.... ..........++++++++ 2 50 1 00 

Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ 125 | D ag 

Canoemg in Kanuckia. ...........20+-+ee0-ee 1 26 
Canoe and Cameras >). o ek. cen eteo ene e'= - 150 2 00 

Canoe. Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s......... 2 50 | Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo........ 15 
Cruises in Small Yachts ..,......------++2+-0s 2 50 | Dogs, Points for Judgimg...................... 50 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing.....--. ARB Ate 1 00 | Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; cloth............ ti. pe 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosyenor,.......... 200 | Dogs and Their Ways, Williams, ............. 125 
Paddle and Portage... ... 2 2. .e+-sseeeeee oe 1 50 | Dogs and the Public ................-..-..... %5 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies.............-.-. 2 00 | English Kennel C. S, Book, Vol.1.,............ 500 
Practical Boat Building, Kemp..............- 1 00 | English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill. to X., each.. 4 50 
The Sailing BOs wea hanes Se er 50 | Our Friend the Dog... .... 0.0.5 7.-+.--4 2400s ee 3] 
Vacation Cruising. Rothrick.................-- 1 50 | Practical Kennel Guide, Stables............... 150 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp............-.. 10 00 | Setter Dog, the, Laverack..... ........,...... 3% 
Yacht Designing, Kemp....... Dane) octets ee oe 25 00 | Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands........... 750 

The Dog, by Tdstones S. sk en tae ee 1 25 
CAMPING AND TRAPPING. Nigro 8 a s Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.50; Sa) 

Adventures in the Wilderness..............--+ 1 25 | Youatt on the Dog...............2+00+ seeeame ca ee 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.: bds..... .-.. 75 
saree in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in MISCELLANEOUS, 

ORITAVS, saute Neues, rnc. hs pemcenau tae 
Camps in the Rockies, Grohman...........-... 1 7% | A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott, 1 50 

Camp Life in the Wilderness........,..-...:.- Adventures of a Young Naturalist ........... 1% 

Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 | Amateur PHGtOLTA DNS ee Se enme eee teas 1 00 
Camping Ont... 0202. ogt ene esesees tect ree ners % | Animal Plagues, Fleming......., .......s...05 4 80 
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CHRISTMAS. 
pA TEER year has passed. Christmas with all its holy 

memories, ifs deeds of love, its open handed chari- 

ties, and its hearty merry-makings has come, and the great 

heart of the Christian world is warm with the impress 
of its blessed season, By it men and women are every- 

where made better, and more like thal model toward whose 

ideal excellence we should all strive. 

We know that the day is not that of the birth of Him whose 
name it bears; we know thatin truth it is the old Roman 

holiday of the Saturnalia, and the Anglo-Saxon Yule-tide 

festival, and that if is chosen by Christian people only as a 

fixed date and season at which all may unite in rejoicing 
over the birth of the Savior of Mankind. But what do we 
care for its origin? Whether it be a survival of the pagan 

Tiles of luxurious Rome, or a re-enacting of the merry- 

makings of Oak-worshipping Druids, or typify the natal day 

of the Ohrist-child who was to die that men might live— 
whether it represent any or all of these—the day is one of 
blessed influences, 

Merriment and rejoicing are a part of Christmas time, but 

beyond and beneath all this there is something far deeper. 
Throughout the civilized world on this day man’s love for 
his fellow man is the prevailing sentiment; a good will toward 

all his kind, which is never so sincere, never so univer: 

sal and never so touchingly and eloquently expressed ag 
on Christmas Day. This widespread kindliness makes itself 
evident in deed #s* self-abnegation, which cost the doer real 
effort. The thronged streets, the busy shops, the earnest 

work in the home circle, hastily put aside at the entrance of 
some member of the family, all bear witness to the exertion 

made to give happiness on this day. It is the season at 

which all men become more like Christ, for it is the day of 
the sacrifice of self. Its merriment is for the young and 
the thoughtless. They rejoice at Christmas-tide, and we 
love to witness their innocent mirth. But those who look 

beneath the surface, realize that the Christmas season exer- 
cises an unconscious influence for good, so blessed and so 
widespread that we may not measure it in words. In its 
very unconsciousness lies its chief loveliness. The great 
army of workers are unaware of their own self-denial. 
The father, who after a day of fatiguing labor, spends 

his eyening hours in selecting the presents for the wife at 
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home and each member of his little brood; the toil-worn 

mother, calculating with exactest care, in order that the 

scanty sum saved up for Christmas may be so expended as 

to bring the greatest amount of pleasure to ber babes; the 

neat-handed daughter, whose will is great, but whose means 
are slender, and who by her own ingenuity and skill, fashions 
into tasteful ornaments for father and the boys a few inex- 

pensive trifies of silk and thread; the country boy, wio does 

chores for the neighbor, that. he may earn money for a pres- 

ent for mother and the girls; all these are missionaries, whose 

works speak to him whose ears are opened with an earnest- 

yess and a pathos which language could never equal. 
And can any one believe that all this is wasted; that such 

deeds of sacrifice are without their influence? That this 
thought and care and work, andthe love from which it 

springs are without their effect on the human race? It is 
isnot so, The planning and the toil, and the sacrifices made 

each year in anticipation of this festival have surely an eleva- 
ting and ennobling effect on those who make them and for 

whom they are made» Their power for good is great. 

Writers may talk as they please of the Christ myth, may 
strive to break down the religious faith of to-day, but this 

birthday festival, with all its tender associations and benefi- 

cent influences, will outlast men’s changing creeds and 
theories, and will do more to elevate and purify mankind 

than doctors’ dogmas or preachers’ fulminations, 
There is another thought which in every home comes up 

at Christmas time with special force. At this season’ of 

merry-making it is not often mentioned, but it is always 
present. 

It is in the early morning, long before the household is 
astir, and eyen before the children have found their stock- 

ings, that the mother, half awake, her thoughts turned back 

to other days, listens once more for the ‘“Merry Christmas” 

from lips that will never speak again, or waits for the patter 

on the floor of the rosy bare feet, which were long since taid 
away for their eternal rest beneath the little mound, whose 

outlines are now hidden by wreaths of the winter’s snow; 

and the sense that voice and touch so dear to her loving 

heart haye passed away from earth dims the sight and renews 

the bitterness of past sorrow. Thoughts such as these throng 

upon us now as at no otheranniversary. Father and mother, 

son and daughter, sister and brother, in every house in the 

land, have each some remembrance, sad—but ah, how sweet 

—which is to them the dearest and the most sacred of those of 
the Christmas time. With the recollection of former Christ- 

mas days comesrushing back the old feeling of bereavement, 

the inexpressible yearning for the meeting again our beloved 

dead; and memories of the dear ones gone before, warm and 
breathing as if they were with us still, come to us to-day, 

filling our souls with longing and with love. 
The sacred influences of Christmas do uot pass away with 

the day. In each life is aroused some worthier sentiment 
which the dull round of every-day care does not at once 
harden, The effort made by each loving heart, like the 

fragrance of some hidden flower, has an influence which 
extends far beyond its immediate neighborhood. How far- 

reaching this is no one may know, for we cannot trace 

the ultimate effect of our lightest action, The word or 
deed of the humblest of us all may perhaps sink deep into 

the heart of a wise man and teach him some great lesson. 
And from seed thus sown may spring a tree whose fruit shall 

bring relief to many a weary fellow mortal. 

DEER ON LONG ISLAND. 

Dee law passed in 1879, which absolutely forbade the 
killing of deer on Long Island for five years, went out 

of force this fall. During this close time scarcely any deer 

were killed and as a consequence the scrub oak and pine 
woods of Eastern Long Island are well supplied with deer. 

Moreover these animals, owing to their long protection, are 

very tame and easily approached, and therefore many have 
been killed. Their abundance shows how much good may 
be done by a law which is observed, and it is to be hoped 

that the legislative wisdom at Albany may be induced to 
enact a law again closing the season on Long Island for five 
years, and then opening it for the first fifteen days of 

November. Surely one season of good hunting in six years 
ought to satisfy the Long Islanders, and it is only in some 
such way as this that the supply of deer can be kept up 

there. It must be remembered that the eastern end of Long 

Island is less than one hundred miles from the great city of 
New York, and unles the deer are carefully protected it will 

take but a short time to exterminate them. The cover which 
has so long afforded them protection is being cut away, and 

each year a considerable area is being added tothe farming 

land, Ultimately the deer must be driven from here as they 

haye been from so many other localities which were once 
abundantly supdlied with them. Let us put off this evil 
day as long as possible, It is no small thing to have wild 

deer within a short distance of New York, and it is worth 

our while to preserve this stock as long as we may. 

ARE WH RHADY FOR A CHALLENGE? 

\ HILD it is too early as yet to state exactly what yacht 
we may be called upon to meetin defense of the 

America Cup, the news of two preliminary challenges should 

awaken our yachtsmen to a full sense of the situation. The 
question of what was done in 1851, or even twenty years 

ago, has not the slightest bearing on the present issue, and 

a false confidence in past results can only result in disaster 
to American interests. To-day American yachtsmen are 

called on to meet a totally different type of boat from any 

against which we have previously contended, and arguments 

based on cratt of the past decade are but treacherous guides. 

The capabilities of the probable contestant can he gauged 

with sufficient accuracy to make apparent the necessity of 

immediate action on our part. One of the few courses open 

to us—the selection of an old yacht, the construction of a 

new one, or a further trial ofj the latest compromise—must 

be decided on soon, as but a few months remain, and in 

either case much must be done to meet the coming cutter 

with even a reasonable show of success. The fact that we 

have thus far been successful in all contests for the Cup is of 
little importance in view of the altered conditions of yacht- 

ing, and may well be Jaid aside for the present, while we 
consider what our best sloops have done in this and the pre- 

vious season against two or three cruising cutters, and the 
still more important question of what they can do against 

the pick of the Huglish racing fleet. 

Justice ror InprAns.—Last week a delegation from the 
Indian Rights Association appeared betore the sub-com= 

mittee of the House, which has charge of the Indian appro- 
priation bill. The delegation consisted of Herbert Welsh, 

secretary; Clement McBiddle, Robert Frazer, C. C. Painter 

and §. C. Armstrong. They urged the appropriation of 
$50,000, to be used by the Indian Commissioner for the.. 

relief of the Indians in Montana, and maintained that 

immediate action was required to prevent actual starvation. 
They also urged the importance of adequate provision for 

the support of Indian schools, and said that first-class 

industrial training might be furnished at the rate of $176 
and transportation per pupil. They also recommended an 

increase of agents’ salaries, so as to make it possible to 
obtain competent men for agents; increased pay for Indian 

police and judges of courts of Indian offenses, and more 

stringent measures for the suppression of the whisky traffic 

among the Indian tribes. It isa little encouragement for 
the friends of right and justice that at last some one is found 

to say a word for the Indians. 

Wire Sixty Years BerTwEEN.—The express brought to 

the Formst anp StREAM office from Tennessee last week a 
pair of deer’s antlers, anda note that came with them told 

us that we were to accept them asa ‘‘token of amity” from 
our correspondent “Antler,” They were the latest trophy 

of his skill with the rifle. ‘‘From the fact that deer have 

become so scarce here,” the note continues, ‘‘I seldom hunt 

them of late, and it is more seldom that I succeed in killing 

one; and circumstances strongly indicate that I may have 
killed my last deer. That I have lived to see the frosts and 
snows of seventy-three winters is to me presumptive evi-. 

dence that my hunting days are nearly over. Still-hunting 

has been a favorite pastime from my youth up; and some 
sixty years have elapsed between the killing of my first deet 

and this last one.” 

A Curtovus Compuiication.—Some genius up in New 
Hampshire has conceived the brilliant notion that if the State 
wants to control the game on his land it must prove property 
and remove it. He has posted a notice which reads: ‘‘Notice 

is hereby given to the State of New Hampshire, and to the 

town of New Ipswich, and also to the Fish and Game Ward- 

ens of New Ipswich, to proceed at once, if they have any 
fish or game on my premises, to prove property and pay 

charges, and take them away.—DanieEt Farwewn. P, 8. — 
Beware of trespass.” Mr. Farwell might profit by reading 

the numbers of the ForEst anp STREAM, which explain the 

nature of property in game. Meanwhile, there are doubt- 

legs scores of men in New Hampshire who will, free of 

charge, devote their leisure in taking an imventory of the 
game in question, 
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At the early settlement of any wholly or well-wooded 
~“—™ country, the heaviest timbered lowlands are soon found 
to be the most productive, but their yalue is much impaired 
in the eyes of the settlers, by the cost of clearing away the 
timber, Every acre cleared is regarded as a triumph of 

man oyer nature; another step in the conversion of the wild- 
erness inte a garden, and it takes men along time to learn 

that the immediate richness of the soil and climatic condi- 
tions of fertility are as much the consequence as the cause of 

its past vegetation. Every generation of forest, every tree, 
in the chemical process of organic life, draws its food supply 
from soil and atmosphere, eliminating organic compounds 
of much greater efficacy as plant food than the original ele- 
ments from which they were elaborated; and converting the 
inorganic earths and alkalies into soluble salts immediately 
available as food supply- 

The axiom that forest land is worth a unit of value minus 

the cost of clearing the timber on it, isin time supplanted 
by the axiom that forest land is worth a unit of value plus 

the value of the timber on it, but long after the changed 
conditions haye stamped the second axiom with truth the 

traditions of the first ccntinue to influence conduct. The 

gradual decrease of the timber supply all over the country is 

not appreciated by the community individually, as long as 

they severally have no difficulty in supplying their immedi- 

ate needs. When at length the scarcity of timber makes 
itself felt, as it does in all cases where the public foresight 

has not been directed to the impending calamity in time, 
the costs and delay involved in the growth of fresh forest 

make the task appear so formidable that it has frequently 

been given up in despair. The immediate consequences 

have been a generally degenerate style of buildings, of im- 

plements, of everything in fact, for which timber is used; 

a permanent check is given to the progress of civilization, 

and slowly but surely the total destruction of the forests is 
followed by changed climatic conditions, the rainfall is pre- 

carious and diminished in quantity, agriculture is at length 

restricted to the low valleys, the once fertile fields are de- 

voted 1o pasture lands, a growing civilization is first arrested 

and then imperceptibly merges back to the pastoral stage. 

Such is, in faint outline, the history of the once vigorous 

civilization of Central Asia. 
Recent exceptionally destructive floods in the Mississippi, 

the Ohio and other rivers of this continent have been 
attributed by writers, who have studied the subject, to the 
wholesale (lenudation of forest areas over extensive regions 
drained by these rivers, and although precise local knowl- 
edge is necessary to determine to what extent these floods, or 

any of them, are attributable to the cause assigned, the 

problem is as susceptible of as exact determination as a 

problem in mathematics. The floods are duc either to a 
greater tain or snowfall over the region drained by the rivers 

in which they occur, or to the greater facility with which 

the melting snow or falling rain reaches the rivers; but what- 

ever the precise cause of recent destructive floods, the 

asserted influence of forest clearance in determining irregu- 

Jarities in river flow, has long been transferred from the 

region of speculation to that of exact science. European 

nations plant forests for the express purpose of regulating 

river flow, with as full confidence in the result as the farmer 

feels when he drains a swampy meadow. The Swiss Govy- 
ernment has just made a large appropriation for this object. 

We have not merely the evidence that wholesale forest. clear- 

ance is invariably followed by irregularity of flow in all the 

streams and rivers of the region, exhibiting destructive floods 

at one season, followed by dry beds or a sluggish flow at 

another season; but we have the positive evidence afforded 

py the reafforesting of the slopes bordering the Rhone and 

other European rivers, that with the growth of the forests 

the rivers are restored to their original regularity of flow; 

and the fact of the supposed connection having been thus 

demonstrated by experience, the mode in which forests exert 

their influence in this direction has been investigated and 

rendered familiar to all who have made the subject their 

study. 

Forests are far more essential to the general welfare and 

progress of a nation than is apt to be readily appreciated by 

a people whose growth hitherto is measurable by the area 

of forest cleared for cultivation, The maintenance of a per- 

manent supply of timber is essential to material progress. 

The regulation of river flow, freedom from excessive floods 

and maintenance of an approximately uniform depth of water 

throughout the year, are all matters of vast economic im- 

portance and directly dependent on the absorblive and 

retentive capacity of the forest floor. Forests, moreover, 

exercise important hygienic functions from their quality of 

absorbing carbonic acid gas, a substance generated by 

humanity in large-cities in quantities sufficient to vitiate the 

atmosphere, were it not borne away by winds and absorbed 

- py trees which decompose it, convert the carbon into solid 

wood and give back to the atmosphere the oxygen so neces- 

sary to the support of animal life. 

To say, as has been already implied, thut the destruction 

of our forests would be the deathblow to all the important 

industries in which timber is the raw material; that it would 

cripple our national progress by its direct action; that indi- 

rectly it would prejudice the agricultural future of the 

country by depreciation of the rainfall in the great interior 

asin of the country, and at the same time devastate the river 

valleys by excessive spring floods, and to add to this that the 
salubrity of the climate would be more or less impaired, is 

to advance a powerful array of arguments for the adoption 

of conservative measures, or at least of giving to the problem 

that immediate and serious consideration which its accepted 

importance demands, 

And this is not all. The material well-being of a nation, 
as of an individual, is the first consideration—the animal 

needs must be provided for before man has leisure or incli- 

nation to cultivate his distinctive human faculties, his 

moral sense, his intellectual grasp ot abstract problems, his 

sentiment of the beautiful. And while it is just and proper, 
in urging the nation to spare and perpetuate the grand old 
forests, the glory of our country, that the greatest stress 

should be laid upon their importance as a prime element of 

material progress and well-being, there is not an American, 

worthy of the name, so dead to every patriotic sentiment, so 

callous to the sense of the beautiful in nature, that he could 

stand by unmoved and see the picturesque fastnesses of the 
forest-clad mountains stripped of all that renders them at- 
tractive, and reduced to desolate wastes producing nothing 
for the support of man or beast. 

Some forest is directly essential to material prosperity, 

which is to a considerable extent dependent on forest pro- 

ducts. Some forest is necessary for the maintenance of the 
climatic conditions essential to agriculture. in all but the 

coast regions of the country. The average citizen who 
aspires to something higher than the mere gratification of 
his animal needs, wants some forests in whose calm recesses 

he may at times seek health and peace, and respite from the 

cares and toils of city life; and the patriotic citizen desires 

that his fatherland shall compete with the countries of the 

old world in the beauty of its scenery, in its facilities for 

healthy field sports, and in all those nameless but appreci- 

able influences which bind man to inanimate nature and 

give birth to the passionate sentiment of patriotism, always 
found in its greatest intensity among people at home with 
nature. 

Tn spite of the enormous importance of forests to our 

material and general well-being, recent inquiry has elicited 

the startling fact, not merely that the remaining area of 
forest is unequal to the permanent supply of our timber 

needs, but thatit is already verging to nearly an extinction. 
that we have not even a ten years’ supply of pine timber at 

present rate of consumption. 
Nevertheless, in the face of an impending calamity, the 

immediate and remote consequences of which it were hard 

to realize, the nation is rapidly drifting toward the inevit- 

able without an effort to avert, or even to mitigate, the worst 

consequences. 
The Government is still offering timber land at a dollar 

and a quarter an acre, which it will be impossible to replace 
ten years hence at fifty dollars an acre. To the intelligent 

foreigner it would appear, that the Government is without 
sense of responsibility, the people indifferent to the future 

of their country, Asa matter of fact, the industrial activity 

of the American people, resulting, as it does, in «a minute 

division of labor and concentration of the individual intel- 

lectual energy on special objects, is unfavorable to the care- 

ful consideration of questions affecting the general well- 

being. The great body of our citizens have no leisure to 

study the general or specially locai climatic influences of 
forests, no leisure to sit down and calculate the area neces- 

sary to the maintenance of a permanent timber supply, no 

leisure to collect statistics to enable them to determine 
whether the country possesses a forest area equal to its per- 

manent maintenance cr not. Every intelligent citizen knows 
very well that the maintenance of a forest area equal to the 
permanent supply of the national timber requirements is 
essential to our permanent prosperity, but he leaves the 

adjustment of the problem to the government of his election, 

whose special province it is to relieve him of responsibility 

in such matters. But the fact appears to be, that the danger 

has announced itself so unexpectedly, the problem is so com- 

plicated, that the Government, legislative and executive, is 

completely paralyzed in the face of it. 

Itis now four years since Professor Sargent, of the Bureau of 

Statistics at Washington, estimated the standing reserve of pine 

timber in the United States at aboul, two hundred and sixty bil- 

lions, leaving us now eight or ten years’ supply at present rate of 

cutting; yet grave as are the consequences involved in the 

threatened almost immediate extinction of this necessity of 

national progress, no remedial measures are being taken or 

even suggested. The fact is, the responsibility is too heavy 

for one man or one body of men, opposed as they necessarily 

would be by powerful cliques in possession of the forests, 

and fearing that their interests might in some sort suffer from 

measures designed for the national well being. The threat- 

ened calamity is as patent to the generalfpublic as to the 

Legislature, and if the people at large fail to respond to the 

movement set on foot by the New York Forest League and 

other associations for the same object, they afford evidence 

ofa national indifference to the future well-being of the 

country—of such an utter absence of the sentiment of patri- 

otism, that the Government may well be excused from put- 

ting its hand to the herculean task, which can only be 

accomplished by a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull alto- 

gether. No popular government can or dare attempt to 

grapple with so sweeping a Measure as is involved in the set- 

ilement of the forest question on a sound basis, without the 

assurance of public support, The direct sufferers from the 

st 

evils of reckless forest clearance in the past, the settlers in 

the valleys of the Mississippi, the Ohio, and other rivers, the 
merchants and steamboat owners, whose interests are 

imperiled by the growing difficulties of river navi- 
gation, should take the lead; but the evils in- 
yolyed in the neglect of the forest question are 

confined to no one class or classes. Setting climatic con- 
siderations aside, the mere annihilation of our pine timber, 
which, on the best available statistics, may be looked for 

eight years hence, constitutes a calamity of such wide-spread 

national importance, as to involve all other interests in its 
consequence, and from Maine to California the national 

voice should be unanimous in its expressed determination 

to support the national and State legislatures, in well-con- 

sidered, comprehensive measures to investigate the forest 
problem, and place the forest administration on a permanent 

sound footing. The Government at Washington has pub 

licly announced an impending national calamity, it was 
announced without coloring, without comment; the bare 

facts were submitted to the sovereign decision of the people. 
The Government has done its duty, it is now fer the people’ 
to announce its sovereign will, that this impending calamity 
must be met by comprehensive measures to avert its worst 

consequences, remedy the causes which have led to it, and 

to furnish the Government with the strongest assurances of 
its support in all well-considered efforts for the inauguration 

of remedial measures, It is no question of Class interest, 

the welfare of the nation is at stake, and whatever action is 

taken in the matter must be the outcome of openly an- 
nounced public sentiment. This question stands out 
prominently as a crucial test of the merits of representative 

government. Despotic governments have confronted the 

preblem more or less boldly—Germany and France with 

eminent success, and it remains for the United States to 

demonstrate, that the people at large possess as high intelli- 
gence, as rare foresight, and as strong 2 sense of national 
responsibility as the ruling classes of the old world. 

The evil has been neglected too lonz—is tco deep seated to 
be remedied by any act of the Legislature. Nine-tenths of 
the forest property of the country has been squandered 
away, the other tenth is for the most part in the hands of 
private individuals, who claim their right to complete the 

ruin within the next decade. No act of the Legislature can 
redeem the lost nine-tenths for this generation; no act of 

Legislature, no scientific system of forest administration, can 
permanently maintain the present output. The nation has 

been spendthrift of its forests, and all that legislation 

can do is to provide for a prudent administration of the 

spendthrift estate. The keynote of reform in such a case 
is necessarily retrenchment—the adjustment of the output 

to the yield. Let the last ten per cent, be sacrificed, and 
the outlook will be a gloomy one, Oanada is at least as near 

the end of her resources in pine timber as we are, and 

although the Baltic provinces of Russia and the Scandi- 

navian countries are still producing a surplus above their 

home requirements, that surplus falls below the require- 
ments of England. There is no foreign source from which 

America can supply herself, and her supplies once exhausted, 

-she will not only have to face the necessity of growing fresh 
forests; but her resources will be taxed to the utmost, and 

her material progress be seriously checked by her dependence 

on high-priced and ‘less suitable foreign timber, while her 

own plantations are growing. 

Atmost CiLos—e ENoucH.—There appears to be a tendency 

just now to discuss the old and much mooted question of 
just what sort of a being that ideal creature the “‘true’ 
sportsmen may be. The consideration now engaging atten- 

tion is of how many birdsa man may legitimately bring to 

bag. Aside from all ethical points of view, it is certain that 
sometimes an empty game bag affords more satisfaction than 

one which bulges out with the trophies of good fortune 

and skill. .A dead buck will never again thrill the heart of 

the man on the runway, but the buck that gets away to-day 
may do his share in affording more sport to-morrow. In 

some parts of the country a deer or a wild turkey or some 
other like sought game is hunted year after year, and the 
sportsman who is fortunate enough to get. within range for 

ashot, even though it be unsuccessful, finds more satisfac- 

tion in that than he would in securing another deer or 

turkey. §o, too, some shooters have a special desire to bag 

some partieular species of game, and to send a shot after 

this is a deal more gratification than to fill up the game bag 

with other more common game. A well-known gentleman, 

writing the other day, expressed this when he said: “I have 

done but little shooting, as I take my gun and just loaf 

through the fields and woods and enjoy myself. I generally 

kill enough for my breakfast and a few to spare. The best 

day’s sport that 1 have had I did not fire a shot, but I came 

near getting close enough to a turkey to shoot.” 

Aprronpack Drnr Hounprne.—We have been obliged 

to defer until next week the publication of several commu 

nications relating to the hounding of deer in the Adiron- 

dacks. I is extremely probable that this subject will come 

up before the Legislature at the next session, and it is there- 

fore greatly to be desired that as much information about it 

be made available as may serve for a basis for sensible argu- 

ments. We repeat the request already made in these col- 

umns, that those who are cognizant of the facts will lay 

them before our readers. : 
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HOW THEY KILLED A DEER. 

bb \ \ J ® haye had such good practice with that air gun 
that 1am sure we could do it! And Helen you are 

You hit the bullseye five times this morn- a yery good shot. 
nig.’ 

“Yes, out of fifty shots, I don’t think my target looked 
as well as yours, Meg.”’ 

“Still, on the whole, I think we made rather the best shots 
of the day, don’t you, Mr. Furman?’ 
An odd little smile crept into the face of the gentleman 

who lay on the grass at their feet, and he pulled his soft hat 
lower over the laugh in his eyes before he answered. 

“You are both good shots, young ladies, and I will gladly 
take you out to-night if you will only consent to go. I think 
it very likely you may get a shot, as the deer seem more than 
plentiful about here.” 

“Oh I should like it of all things, But what will your 
mother say, Helen? And my sister? Will they let us go?” 

“T think I can manage that,” interposed the diplomatic 
Furman, ‘Wear the thickest gowns you have with you, 
take plenty of wraps, and a flask of whisky in case you get 
chilled. and be ready at 8 o’clock.” 

“Oh, won’t it be perfectly delivhtful!” exclaimed Meg with 
a little quiver of ecstacy as she and Helen Heath walked off 
toward the house. ‘‘Meacham is always lovely, but to think 
of going on a genuine deer hunt with Mr. Furman! Isn’t it 
just too good of him to take us? Do you think he can man- 
age it with your mother and Kate? And what are we to do 
for suns?” 

‘Meg Davenport, hush! You’ye asked me three questions 
and haven’t given mea chance to answer one. I protest, 
Isn’i it too good of Mr. Furman? No, for he will enjoy it 
as much as we, or he wouldn’t have asked us. Do I think 
we shall be allowed to go by the powers. that be? Yes, Ido. 
For mamma and Mrs. Carter both like Mr. Furman, and 
know he is quite competent to take care of us. What shall 
wedofor guns? Well, [think we may safely leave that 
detail in our escort’s hands. He knows we can’t shoot with 
walking sticks or umbrellas, and as he has invited us to go 
he will probably get rifles for us somewhere.” 

“Helen, vou are so superior! Do you really think we may 
get a deer?” 
“Why not? It never seemed to mea very difficult thing 

to rew up to a deer and put a bullet in him somewhere. But 
you mustn’t get the buck fever, Mey.” 

“What's that? Oh,I know. You mean I mustn’t get ex- 
cited just aslam going to fire, and Jet my hand tremble. 
No, indeed. Ishall be as coolas any cucumber. You will 
see, I feel in my bones that we are going to get one deer. 
How do you suppose they look when one first catches sight 
of them in the night?” 

‘Well, I believe one only sees the eyes, and they look like 
balls of fire. Isun’t that what they told us?” ; 

‘Yes, soitis, Just fancy aiming in the darkness at two 
halls of fire, Helen! We must keep very cool!” 
Meacham Lake is one of the loveliest of the Adirondack 

sheets of water, Nestled down between the thickly-clad old 
mountains, its blue waves are forever restlessly whispering 
the secrets of the wood-creatures that inhabit the side forests, 
betraying them, or so it seemed, to the cruel knowledge of 
the lucky hunters, who counted their “bags” each day, and 
their frequent bucks with uever a thought of pity. 

All summer a merry party had been gathered at the old- 
fashioned and comfortable little inn at the end of the lake, 

' and when the deer season opened it found them familiar 
enough with each other to feel like one big family in the 
comparative isolation of the woods’ life, with only an occa- 
sional mail bringing news from the outside world, Helen 
Heath and Meg Davenport were two schoolgirl friends who 
had induced their respective chaperons to take them to the 
same summer resort, that their friendship begun in school 
might continue in the mountains.) They were bright, attrac- 
tive girls, with all the vyivacity of seventeen years and always 
ready for what they called a lark. Mr. Wallis and Mr. 
Rodgers, two juniors from Harvard College, and Mr. Fur- 
man, a student of the Harvard Law School, evidently found 
it worth their while to devise amusement for these compliant 
young ladies, and the five soon became the center of much 
sport, which was continued through the long, lazy summer 
days and moonlit evenings, But when the deer season be- 
gan the girls found themselves deserted, even their bright 
faces sinking into insignificance before the huntsman’s in- 
stinct, For four nights now every Nimrod bad been seek- 
ing deer, and as yet none had been shot. The return of the 
gentlemen in the morning had, therefore, become the signal 
for many jeers aud gibes from the feminine part of the 
household, and Miss Davenport had been heard to observe 
derisively that last morning that if the ladies could but get 
an opportunity to go out the long-talked-of buck would be 
secured and venison would be provided for the table, his 
was too much for the gallantry of the young collegians, and 
after a short consultation together Mr. Kurman was chosen 
eed the invitation, which was accepted, as has been 
told. 

The day wore on, and evening came at last. No moon- 
light, but clear and starlit. The girls were ready promptly, 
and the trio started off in high spirits, having been accom- 
panied to the little wharf by the entire party, anxious Mrs, 
Heath adding an extra shawl] to the boat load already there, 
laughing Mrs. Carter tying a third silk handkerchief about 
Meg's throat, which had a reputation for delicacy, and a 
third friend administering good advice in large quantities, 

“Are your guns loaded?” shouted Mr, Wallis as the boat 
pushed off. 

“All right,” answered Mr. Furman; and Mr. Rodgers 
could not resist one parting flmg. ‘Remember, we shall 
expect a buck at the very least, perhaps two. Don’t fail to 
fire just as soon as you see the eyes, Miss Helen !” 

“Are we to fire together, Mr. Furman?” asked Meg, as 
the increasing distance made any further comments from 
the wharf useless. 

“Yes, I think so. One of you will wear the jack-lantern, 
and both can be ready to shoot. That will give you a 
double chance at the deer.” 

“Oh, how Lhope we shall see one! Do you think we 
will?” cried enthusiastic Meg, giving a little start of delight 
from among her shawls. 
“Not a doubt of it. You know there havé been at least 

a half dozen seen this week, Only we haven't been able to 
pet a good shot at any.” 

“Pooh! That's only an excuse. Own up, now, Mr, Fur- 
man, that you are all yery poor shots anyway!” 
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Mr. Furman laughed. ‘Well, we are quite willing to 
give you the honor if you earn it, Miss Meg.” , 

“The worst of it is we must keep so dreadfully still,” 
added Meg sadly. 

“Yes, that is a trial for you,” answered Helen. 
On reaching the mouth of the winding inlet the boat was 

run upon the shore and the long oars exchanged for a more 
easily wielded paddle, Then Helen, who was supposed to 
be the cooler of the two Dianas and least likely to become 
nervous, allowed Mr. Furman to fasten the lighted jack 
firmly on her head before she took her place in the bow of 
the boat. Then their guide took his place in the stern, put- 
ting Meg between ona pile of shawls. Each girl had her 
tifle lying across her lap, but grasped in both hands to be 
ready on the instant, Thus they started up the inlet in the 
silence and the darkness, the former broken only by an occa- 
sional hoarse-voice bullfrog, and the latter by the single 
gleaming thread of light thrown forward on the water by 
the odd little lantern, which felt so heavy and queer on 
Helen’s head, but which enabled Mr. Furman to steer so 
quietly up the narrow twisting stream. How ghostly the 
half-closed water lilies looked as the light fell on them for 
an instant. How queer and unreal the low bushes where an 
occasional bird chirped sleepily, How the wind sighed 
through the tops of the tall pine trees near by, and hark! 
What was that? A deer whistling in the distance? No, 
only a hermit-thrush piping his high single note far away. 
Suddenly a loud “‘Who-00-00” close to them on the bank 
makes Meg start violently and raise her rifle, until a low 
whisper behind her says, “An owl,” and she sinks back 
chagrined, for she is sure she hears Mr. Furman laughing, 
and Helen has been too wise to stir. On again into the dark- 
ness, not too much startled even by the lusty water rat who 
makes a tremendous splash just under their bows, and after 
that the silence remains so long unbroken that Meg’s eyes 
begin to fall sleepily together, and even Helen thinks regret- 
fully of bed, when the promised signal wakes them both 
instantly and decidedly, Itis one shake of the light boat 
which the girls well understand to mean, ‘“‘Look to. the 
right!” They are just rounding a little point. Can it be 
that their hunt is to be successful at last? And two hearts 
beat like trip-hammers, so loud they seem audible to the 
excited owners, : 
A rustle in the grass—the jack-light is turned by Helen’s 

steady gaze toward the slight noise, and there—yes there are 
the two burning eyes of the deer! 1 

Neither Helen nor Meg will ever know how they got their 
rifles to their shoulders and fired, but they did almost simul- 
taneously and the shots were followed by a violent trampling, 
a startled snort, and the instant disappearance of the eyes. 

“We've hit him!” shouted Meg, no longer able to keep 
silent, ‘I know we've hit him! Oh, let us go ashore and see, 
quick, Mr. Furman!” 

‘Not a doubt about it,” said their guide. ‘‘No deer ever 
makes a noise like that unless he is hit. He’s probably back 
in the bushes a little way.” 

So saying he ran the boat on to the marshy bank and bor- 
rowing Helen’s jack dashed into the bushes. 45te 

His absence seemed an age to the breathless girls in the 
boat who sat congratulating each other in low tones upon 
their success and prowess, and each repeating for the 
hundredth time an account of just how she felt at the 
critical moment. 

“But didn’t we aim well, Helen, in spite of our excite- 
ment? Oh, lam so proud of us!” 

‘Wait till we hear if we have really killed him, Meg,” 
added her more cautious friend. ‘‘Don’t crow too soon.”’ 

“Oh, 1am sure we must have hit him! You know—but 
here he comes!” With an entire disregard of pronouns. 
Then addressing her questions eagerly to Mr. Furman who 
now appeared. ; 

“Ts he dead? Did you get him? Where is he?” 
Mr. Furman returned the jack light to Miss Heath and 

answered in a disappointed tone; 
“TJ am confident that he must have been killed. But it’s 

so dark and the brush so thick in there,that I can’t find him 
in the night. He has, perhaps been able to creep a little way 
before dying, and I willcome back with the guides in the 
morning and get him,” 

“Poor thing!” {can’t bear to think we must leave him 
perhaps wounded and suffering! I would rather never haye 
shot him.” 

There was a slight pause which neither of the excited 
girls noticed before the gentleman replied. ‘‘You need not 
feel badly about that, Miss Davenport. He is sure to be dead 
by this time or I should have heard him, We'll haye him in 
the morning.” 

Their last doubt set at rest, and they themselves only 
anxious to hasten home and relate their adventures and suc- 
cess, Meg and Helen were in wild spirits all the way, and 
covered Mr. Furman with admiring thanks for his aid, be- 
sides calling upon him to witness that the ladies were evi- 
dently better shots and possessed of stronger nerves than 
the gentlemen who had failed so often to get the deer. 

“Yes,” said their meek guide, ‘‘you shall have all the 
credit of the first buck.” 

“TY hope it isa buck! Who'll have the horns? You may, 
Helen, and I'll take the feet for a fishing-rod rack; they are 
so pretty.” 
And so aided by wind and current and hastened by the 

occupants’ strong desire to get home and be praised, the 
light canoe flew over the dark water. But the exultant 
party reached the house at midnight, only to find that those 
who had heen left to wait had not been cager enough to sit 
up two hours beyond the primitive retirmg time in the 
mountains in order to hear the result of the expedition. 

But this little disappointing delay only added to their plea- 
sure on the following morning, when they found themselves 
the center of an admiring group, all listening to the detailed 
account of how the deer appeared, was shot, and disap- 
peared; and congratulations were generously showered upon 
them by the unsuccessful gentlemen. ‘‘Where was it?” in- 
quired Mr. Wailis, with marked eagerness. ‘‘Let’s go there 
ourselves to-night,” added Mr. Rodgers, quickly. 

“Ah, you’ll not get another!” cried Meg, and Helen said, 
‘“No, we have killed the whole family. He was a widower.” 

“Well, at least,” was the humble answer, “I suppose we 
may go with Furman to bring home your buck,” 

“Oh, certainly! And the sooner the better. We are crazy 
to see him. I wonder where he was shot?” 

“In the head, probably, You know we only saw his 
eyes.” 

“‘That’s all they ever see, I understand, and the deer is 
often wounded in the legs, Meg! You seem to think we are 
‘regular Creedmoor shots!” 

But poor Meg’s pride and delight were destined to have a 
very serious tall, for when the three gentlemen returned from 
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the inlet just before dinner, instead of a triumphal procession 
bearing a huge buck with them, they appeared empty-handed 
to report to the crestfallen amazons that they had hunted far 
and wide but found no deer. 

“But we saw where the grass was trampled down, and 
Where some heavy body had lain. You must have either 
wounded or killed him, and perhaps he has been dragged off 
by bears. They say there are lots of them around here, and 
they're only too glad to get a chance at a dead or wounded 
buck.” 

Thus Mr. Furman consoled them, but Helen and Meg 
were deeply chagrined for the whole afternoon, at the end 
of which time they agreed to adopt the consoling theory, and 
went back to New York in the fall confidently announcing 
to all their friends that they had had the honor of killing the 
first buck of the season. (‘I think if must haye been a 
buck,” said Meg to Helen. ‘‘And you know that sounds so 
much grander.”) That the bears and not they had en- 
joyed that venison they did not consider a fact worth men- 
tioning, 

The spring holidays found Helen and Meg paying a visit 
to the latter’s aunt in Boston, who kindly included both the 
girls in the invitation; and the delights of the historic and 
beautiful old city were more keenly appreciated because the 
two girls enjoyed them together. 

Mrs. Maynard’s warm and old-fashioned hospitality brougk 
many peopleto meet her young guests, and among them all 
the girls fancied none so much as a certain young and 
charming Mrs. Ashworth, who was so beautiful, so accom- 
plished, so much of a social light, that Helen and Meg con- 
ceived a real schoolgirl’s admiration for her and were content 
to sit in admiring silence whenever an opportunity offered to 
listen to her conversation. 
On one occasion the idle talk of a morning visit turned 

upon summer life in the woods, and the young ladies were 
just about to tell of their experiences at Meacham, when 
their attention wascalled to a newly-arrived note of invita- 
tion demanding an immediate reply and for which they were 
obliged to excuse themselves for a few moments’ consulta- 
tion, On their return to the room Mrs. Ashworth was say- 
ing: 

‘‘And the best of it all is that the whole thing was a prac- 
tical joke. Jack’s friends, Mr, Wallis and Mr. Rodgers, 
had determined to give these boastful little girls a lesson 
because they had laughed so much at them for their ill-luck 
with the deer. So when the boat started from the house 
those two absurd fellows went round by the road, and at 
some point—the Inlet I believe they call it—pre-arranged 
with Jack, they stood with their lighted cigars in their 
mouths and their heads and faces covered with dark veils, 
so that all the light of the little lantern revealed were these 
two sparks of fire. These the poor, deluded girls took for 
deer’s eyes, having ben previously told to watch tor just 
such an apparition, and then you know they went back 
boasting of their buck!” 

“But { should think, Mrs. Ashworth, it would hardly 
have been safe to let them fire, though of course I don’t sup- 
pose they could have hit anything.” 

“Oh, the gentlemen arranged all that. The rifles were 
loaded with blank cartridges before the party left the house, 
so there was no question of shooting, you see, at all, And 
Jack said it was so funny to hear these girls telling how 
they felt when they heard their bullets hissing through the 
air, and knew that they had really killed a deer! He said 
too that he was almost sorry for the joke at one time. when 
one of the young deer slayers began to pity tle ‘‘poor 
wounded creature.” I believe if it had not been tor spoiling 
the others’ joke he might have told them then. But he did 
not, and they never knew and never will. Quite a good 
practical joke, wasn’t it, young ladies?” turning to Meg and 
Helen, who had suddenly become strangely interested in 
their embroidery. 
Meg did not raise her flushed face, but after an instant of 

hesitation Helen looked up calmly and replied: “Excellent. 
Did the young men share their joke wilh all the others at 
this place? Were the girls laughed at by everybody?” 

“Oh, no, indeed! Jack said they were such nice girls, | 
only a little vain on afew points, and this joke was kept 
entirely among the three gentlemen.” 
“Tam glad to hear that, for the sake of the poor foolish 

girls. Perhaps they will learn in time not to be vain any 
more of that deer they killed in the Adirondacks.” 
Meg and Helen never relate the story of their deer hunt to 

any more admiring audiences, They are ro longer vain of 
being ‘‘good shots.” And they both decline venison on 
principle. Gene H. UNDER Woop, 

OrraAwA Firetp Natrorauists’ Cuus.—The winter pro- 
sramme of the Ottawa Field Naturalists’ Club for the season 
of 1884-5 has just been issued. The arrangement for after: 
noon lectures, to be held in the Museum of the Ottawa Lit- 
erary and Scientific Society, every Monday afternoon at 
4:15, is as follows: Jan, 12, 19 and 26, Prof. J. Macoun 
will lecture on botany; on Feb. 2, 9 and 15, Mr. Willimott 
will speak on mineralogy; Feb. 23 Mr. W. L. Scott will 
devote to ornithology; March 1 Mr. Harrington will lecture 
on entomology; March 8 conchology will be treated by Mr. 
Latchford, and March 15 zoology by Mr. Small, These 
lectures are open to the general public on payment of ten 
cents, and are free to members of the club and of the Ottawa 
Literary and Scientific Society. Atthe meetings for the 
winter the following topics will be brought up: Dee. 4, 
1884, Report of Entomological Branch of the Society by 
Messrs. Fletcher and Harrington as leaders. Dec. 18, the 
Canadian Otter, by Mr. Lett, and report of botanical branch 
by Mr. R. B. Whyte and Prof. Macoun, Jan. 15, 1885, Mr. 
Willimott will read a paper on the Minerals of the Ottawa 
District, and Messrs. Scott and G. R. White will give the 
Report of the Ornithological Branch; Feb. 5, Mr. Latch- 
ford will speak on Our Terrestrial Mollusca, and Messrs. 
Small and Lett will read the Report of the Zoological Branch; 
Feb. 19, Mr. W. Scott will lecture on Wheat, and Messrs. 
Willimott and Anderson will report on mineralogy, and Mr, 
Billings on geology, March 4 Mr. Harrington will read a 
paper on Our Sawflies and Horktails, Mr. Billings one on 
Our Trenton Fossils, and Messrs. Latchford and Poirier will 
read the Report of the Conchological Branch. The annual 
meeting will be held March 16 at4 P.M. The meetings 
above referred to, except when otherwise stated, will be 
held in the Museum of the Ottawa Literary and Scientific 
Society on the above dates, commencing at 8 P. M. pune- 
tually. In addition to the papers advertised, notes for pub- 
lication, upon all subjects connected with the work of tle 
club, may be read by members at any of the above meetings, 
There will also be specimens on exhibition and microscopes 
for the examination of special structures and minute organ- 
isms. 
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A CHRISTMAS DAY IN CEYLON. 

ie is Christmas, the day set apart the Christian world over, 
for fun, frolic and feasting. And here am I, cribbed, 

cabined and confined, with no prospect of any of these good 
things, for outside it is raining, and sleeting and blowing, 
and chilling the very marrow bones, as only a northeast 
storm can, 

I feel restless, discontented and disappointed, too, for if, 
when the option was presented me afew days ago, I had 
but. selected duck shooting instead of quail shouting, for my 
holiday’s amusement, I might at this minute have been en- 
sconced behind a blind, and perhaps warming canvasbacks 
while cooling myself, for this is glorious weather for Cur- 
rituck work. But the quail are lying snug in the woods, 
and if I knew of a dozen bevies within a mile, [ would 
hardly care to go for them, and if I did, and found them, I 
couldn’t hit them in this weather. So after all, it’s just as 
well as it is; and as my cabin is warm and cosy, my dinner 
i good one, and my pipe going well, I'll content myself with 
less exciting pastime, 

I have, when tired of study or reading, aseldom failing 
resource, my charts and my journals; the former, especially 
one on which, in a space of five feet by four, the entire 
world is depicted, are not sightly; ink blots, sea water and 
coffee stains and others which indicate the former existence 
of candle grease, adorn them, and faintly remind me of the 
rough times they have been through; and nearly every 
ocean is more or less speckled with various colored dots 
(each dot dated) from and to which radiate connecting lines, 
in some places in most confusing network. Each dot and 
the adjacent liue represents a day of my life; a day in many 
cases so completely lost that I can but say, **1 evidently was 
here then,” And some of them were undoubtedly lone days, 
too long to lose so many out of one short life. Toa certain 
extent the journals supply the deficiency, for in them I haye 
from time to time for thirty years jotted down something 
in regard to the countries i have visited, people 1 have 
known, and adventures I have met with daring the wander- 
ing life which it has been my good fortune to live. And 
the impulse has come to me to review the many—too many 
—anniversaries of this day whose history is embraced in that 
pile of weather-beaten, time-worn and soiled volumes, and 
to see where I was and what I was doing on the many 
Christmas days between 1850 and 1888, 
Two hours have now gone by unnoticed, and the time has 

not been lost. for 1 have found plenty to set me to thinking 
and remembering. There are histories of the day spent at 
sea and in port, in storms of the Atlantic and calms of the 
Equator, among the pagodas of China, and the temples of 
Japan and India; of others in South America, West Indies 
and Europe; and one in particular stands out conspicuously, 
for it began with an earthquake, which droyefrom my side, 
screaming, ‘‘Madre de Jesu, tiembla!” the prettiest Mezti- 
zoe girl in Manila (so 1 thought, and a poetic friend de- 
scribed her as an ‘‘ox-eyed houri”’), with whom I was in ex- 
ultant happiness, going trough the evolutions of the haden- 
ero. Iwas but a middy then, and such emotions as most 
probably influenced my pen, in the record of that pleasant, 
although rather too warm night, have grown sluggish, and I 
cannot hope to convey to my friends of the Forest AND 
STRHAM a realizing sense of that which I find myself no 
longer able to fully depict even in memory, of the jolly good 
time I was having (before the earthquake, I mean, that broke 
us all up); so I will not attempt it. 

I select another Christmas and some of the preceding and 
succeeding days, for it is the ‘old, old story,” and from the 
day when, over ten years ago, I first overhauled these log 
books, that 1 might make good my promise to Hallock, and 
extracted from them a story of fishing on the African coast, 
until the present, the same cause has produced the same 
effect, a letter to my friends of the Forrest anp STREAM. 
A former letter, after describing the attempt made in a little 
gunboat to wrestle in the winter tame, with the ‘‘roaring for- 
ties,” the inglorious abandonment of this wild attempt, and 
subsequent pleasant consequences which followed in the 
Island of Johana, left us sufely anchored in the harbor of 
Point de Galle, Ceylon. That occurred come fifteen years 
azo, nearly as many before, for it was in 1857, on Christmas 
Day, I bad sailed from this same harbor, and in this letter, 
after I shal} have golten fairly outside, and with a-good off- 
ing, take the back track, and tell you of a passagein which 
the ‘‘forties” were successfully encountered, and their winds 
made to work for us on our voyage from Table Bay to Cey- 
lon. They worked well, too well for the interests of the gun- 
boat, forin forming plans for her voyage, the incidents of 
the previous one had had their weight. But old time ships 
and “‘ninety-day gunboats” differ widely in their sea-going 
uulities, and when the sloop-of-war Germantown, that 
jnristmas morning, sailed out of Galle, a good portion of 

the Aroostook was still growing in the Maine forests, At 
early daylight our anchor came up, and in a very few min- 
utes the beautiful ship was fanning her way out of the har- 
bor. Isay beautiful advisedly, for she was a rare, combina- 
tion of the beauties of a yacht, a clipper aud a man of-war, 
good for eleven knots on a taut bowline. But, alas, she has 
long ceased to be ‘‘u thing of beauty;” one of the earliest 
victims of the civil war, she was buroed at this navy yard, 
hardly a stone’s throw from where | now sit and recall her, 
and there, no doubt, some of her charred timbers still lie 
submerged, . 

The anchors stowed, sails all set and yards trimmed, and 
the watch below piped down. I still lingered and sought 
my favorite lounging place, the jib netting, where very soon 
my thoughts were disconnected trom, and steadily chased by 
the ship, now dipping her stem into the waves till the dolphin 
striker touched, then lifting ind rearing uoti) the ever-bright 
copper far below the load-line rose glistening and giving 
issue to thousands of Jittle rillg and cascades; or looking 
aloft, the eye would take in and appreciate the trim taunt- 
ness of the spars, the gracefal pyramid showing white ia the 
sunshine of the sails, and the polished rows of guns, whose 
muzzles and part of chase appeared, now in line, then in 
echelon, as*we rose and dipped. Andthere, too, even in a 
calm, there was always 2 bit of a breeze, for at the calmest 
such canvas as was set, becume a great fan, and were we 
but crawling ahead, we made tien our own breeze. 

This morning that brecze was particularly grateful; it was 
the ‘morning afier,” I cared little for breakfast that morn- 

ing, and less for its following smoke and chat. My journal 
is not copious in notes, but what few there are serve to 
indicate the cause of this melancholy condition. Refer- 
ences to the songs sung, yarns spun, and lo Basses ale, 

pawne, etc., consumed the previous evening (Christmas Eve, 

mind, and the ‘first luff” on shore) in the midshipmen’s 
steerage, give me the key. How different things must have 

jooked then and now! I presume 1 must haye thought 

well of an answer I made to a toast, for I have it down yer- 
batim, but it don’t strike me that way now. 
That day, though, had been to mé one to be marked with 

a white stone, for I had enjoyed eyery minute of it; and 
sma]! wonder—it had been my first ‘liberty day” for nearly 
two months, and my fourth in nearly five. We had left 
Norfolk, Va., on the 4th of August, 1857 reached Madeira 
on the 29th, sailed Sept. 11, reached Table Bay Nov. 1, 
sailed thence Noy. 7, aad reached Galle Dec. 22; thus, out 
of 140 days, spending but eleven in port. Going to sea was 
something different in those days from in these of steam. 
With our well-appointed ship the ‘‘forties” had no terrors for 
us, and as soon as well clear of Table Bay we had struck to 
the southward, for through the peculiarities in which navi- 
gation differs from mathematics and agrees with an old- 
Hee saying, “the longest way around was our shortest way 
ome.” 
Although Ceylon, our first objective point, Jay in a 

straight steamer line about 5,000 miles N. E., we bad to 
traverse two sides of the triangle of which that line was the 
hypothenuse, to reach it. In the area of that triangle the 
S E. trade winds and equatorial calms, and then the N, BE. 
monsoons, were to be encountered, and it was nof to be in- 
vaded with safety by yessels dependent upon canyas alone; 
for the ‘southeast trades” have an uncomfortable way of 
being occasionwlly E. §. EB. and B. by S. trades, and such a 
vagary necessitates 2 long and tiresome beat to windward. 
An English clipper, the Ocean Monarch, whose skipper 
knew all about it, and was sure he would give the Yankee 
ship a rare beating, started from Table Bay the same day we 
did, bound also to Bombay. He tried the direct route, and 
reached Bombay two weeks after we did, in spite of our 
three days’ visit to Ceylon, He came in nearly empty, too, 
for his cargo of horses, to be used by the cavalry regiments 
in India, had eaten all of their fodder, and then starved to 
death and fed the sharks. 
We ran down to 39° south (the Capeisin 34° approx.), 

then due east over 2,000 miles, then, seventeen days out, and 
with Ceylon about N.N.E., and still 3,000 miles away, we 
yielded to the persuasion of a southeast gale, turned her head 
toward the Equator, and on Nov. 24 began running down 
our northing. Our gale lasted five days. It was our only 
one, but it was one to remember, I quote, Nov. 27, 
“Through carelessness of helmsman a tremendous sea struck 
ns, smashing in the starboard waist and hammock nettings, 
from fore-rigging aft. * * * Jower deck flooded over a 
foot deep, and a promiscuous pile of midshipmen, lieuten- 
ants, dishes, boots, tables, chairs and everything movable 
banked up to leeward; many contusions, but no one seriously 
injured.”’ 

Soon warm weather began to come, and Dec. 6, after days 
of baffling winds, where the trades ought to have been doing 
us fine service, they came, put our royals to sleep, and as 
we drew north they strengthened into a twelve-knot breeze; 
which, however for the Germantown, did not haye to be so 
very strong. For I find on this voyage a number of entries 
of runs exceeding 250 miles in the twenty-four hours, several 
of over 260, and one between the noons of Noy. 20 and 21 
of 278 miles from obseryation. And here I may say that 
during the two years’ cruise which followed, the German- 
town had many a lively race, notably with English and 
American clippers, and she neyer was beaten. Among the 
latter I will mention the Sonora, the Uriel and the Levanter, 
and one fine day in the December following Captain Thorn- 
dyke, of the Live Yankee, feeling sure that he could show 
us his stern windows, invited a party on board, and getting 
underway with us at Hong Kong, ran out with us through 
the Lena Channel. We deep laden with stores, he flying 
light, and at first with the light wind he crawled ahead, but 
as we cleared the land the breeze freshened, and in an hour, 
both being close-hauled, the Liye Yankee’s position was 
shifted from our weather bow to our lee quarter. Then we 
went onto Manila, and Thorndyke and party J hope enjoyed 
their dinner and the race as much as we did, 

Bui I’ve jumped an entire year, and that might be fairly 
called a digression, 

Five days of the trades ran us up to 8° south, and left us 
in the “doldrums.” 1 wonder if many of my Foknst anp 
Srream friends realize what this means? A few extracts 
from my log may show what I thought of them: ‘Dec. 12 
—We have lost the trades; run forty-three miles; hot and 
uncomfortable. Dec. 13—Hot, calm, sea like glass; run 
seventeen miles, Dec, 14—Worse and worse; fourteen 
miles flapped ahead; drinking water, and such water, but 
Increases thirst; how long, oh, Lord, how long? Dec, 15— 
A breeze at last; to be sure ‘it’s but'a very little one,’ but it 
puts new life in us.” From this improvement, and from 6° 
south we averaged over 150 miles per day, crossing the line 
with a seven-knot breeze, and on the 22d of December the 
‘spicy breezes” wafted us ito Ceylou’s best harbor, which 
haying safely reached again, I will say something about; 
that is, about the brightest reraembrance I have of it—my 
liberty day. : 

This did not occur till the 24th, for my first two days 
were busy ones. Our captain was one of thcse old-time, 
good souls, who on 8unday when reading service advocated 
doing to our fellow men as we would be done by, and all 
that sort of thing, but who on week days seemed to enjoy 
making everybody unhappy. So he took it into his kind 
old head and heart the holds needed breaking out and re- 
stowing, and as I was the master the duty fell on me to 
squat on barrels and coils of rope, and dance around bare- 
foot on water tanks, enjoying Ceylon as seen from the depths 
of the fore hold, amid variations of whitewash and coal tar; 
but early in the morning of the 24th our worthy and slightly 
beloved chief being absent ashore, visiling the mission- 
aries, I believe, the first lieutenant kindly sect some one else 
to stowing a lot of wood and water, and gave me my liberty. 
By special permission I had gone ashore at daylight in the 

market boat, for ] had then a taste I have never Jost, and en- 
joyed strolling about the stalls and observing the new, aud 
to me, strange specimens of fin, fur, feathers, and—I am 
writing in Norfolk, and must use the yernacular—“‘truck,” 
But that most all I saw was novel the stroll would not have 
paid, for the market was small and scantily provided, still 
the sight of the great sprawling turtles, strange fish and ani- 
mals, and the heaps of cocoanuts, bananas, and other tropical 
fruit, had its charm, after many days of salt horse. 

Some magnificently colored and very large fish, which I 
was told could be caught by trolling, decided me as to the 
use I should make of my afternoon. Had I known as much 
then as I do now, 1 would never have wasted any time any- 
where except over a coral bank with a hand line, expecting 
to take any fish of such gorgeous hues, After doing the 
murket, I enjoyed a short stroll about the streets, taking in 
the oddities, Oddest of all was the to me, for the iirst time 
in any country, difficulty in distinguishing the sexes; both 

wore garments of nearly the same pattern, and hair done up 
in round waterfalls, that is, the Cinghalese proper; and the 
surest distinguishing mark was that the men were the most 
effeminate and best-looking. The streets were filled with 
Malays, Parsees, Hindvos, Chinese and foreigners, by which 
term all not Indians are known. The houses were mostl 
bungalow pattern, and built of bamboo with tiled roofs. n 
wall encircles the town. 

After the stroll, a drive, and for four hours two of us had a 
grand one, We struck back into the country and on good 
roads, with agood open carriage, enjoyed the scenery, Our 
route took us through nutmeg and cinnamon plantations and 
in one of these, at a breezy cufé which surmounted a hill, we 
had a most exceilent tiffin of dishes peculiar to the Tand, 
and from our seat on the verandah, had in one direction a 
fine sea, and in the other a rural view. 

The natives of Ceylon may well be pardoned their belief, 
that in this fertile island, where the hills teem with precious 
stones, the yalleys with luxuriant vegation, and the seas with 
pearls, was the Garden of Hden; that a singular mark on 
the top of Adam’s Peak, is the trace of Adam’s first foot 
step, and that by “‘Adam’s bridge” he crossed to the continent 
of India, after expulsion from Paradise. This ‘*Adam’s 
bridge” is a continuous reef, which, extending from ihe 
northern point of Ceylon to the southern point of India, 
across the Gulf of Manaar, makes a complete barrier to all 
navigation, except by small boats, between the Arabian Sea 
and the Gulf of Bengal, with here and there a jutting rock, 
for Adam to step on. 
We drove some way into a dense forest, where we kept a 

bright but unrewarded lookout for some one of the many 
quadrupeds, such as elephants, chetahs, leopards, ete., etc., 
said to mhabit it. Then back to town for a round of shop- 
ping, of which, however, I did but liltle, although most 
tempting bargains in jewelry, sandal wood, tortoise shell and 
ivory boxes, card cases, writing desks, ete., vampoo-ched- 
dar and other shawls were offered. On our first arrival T 
had expended nearly all of my ayailalle funds, and I could 
but look and Jong. 

Hardly was our anchor down and sails furled, when the 
ship swarmed with peddlers, mostly of ‘‘precious stones,” 
whose value contrasted most strongly with the costumes of 
the men which, in niost cases, were simply a turban and a 
cummerbund, which costume has but slight advantages over 
the fig-leaf style. ‘Che stone peddlers took possession of us; 
rubies, emeralds, sapphires, catseyes, all of inestimable 
value, were displayed, and tremendous was the competition. 
In my notes made that evening I find this: ‘‘I feel convinced 
that whatever else they may be, the stones which are sold at 
such ridiculously low prices cannot be genuine, so instead 
of buying a lot of probably glass imitation, | have contented 
myself with the purchase of two very pretty and undoubt- 
ably genuine sapphires for which I paid (?)”’ And thus I 
mude that bargain: 

‘*You wish very fine stones, sar, very fine?” said my friend, 
the party of the other part. 

“No, .get out; your stones are glass, and I’ve got no 
money.” 

“Oh, no, sar; my stones genuine, sar, I can show plenty 
man got false stones, sar; my name Cheap Jack, sir; I got 
good paper, I never cheaty you. American Consul he know 
me, sar.” 

“T’ve got no money, but I'll look af them.” 
And out from his cummerbund he drew a bag, and from 

it several paper parcels, each containing “precious” stones. 
“How much for these?”’ 
“T can give you good Vargains, sar; I Bombay man, I 

want to go home to-morrow steamer. You take all, I sell you 
fifty dollar.” 

“T told you [ had no money.” : 
‘All right, sar; spose you got handkerchief, sar, litty 

knife, umbrella, tobac; can bargain all same.” 
The offer was a tempting one, but I felt sure they were 

imitations, although so perfect that had he charged me ten 
times the price 1 might not have thought so. 
He saw I suspected, and suddenly rolled up and put away 

his package; then, with a mysterious, cautious sir, looking 
all around to be sure we were unobserved, he, while saying, 
“You good judge, sar, that stones not so No, 1; you un- 
derstandy business; now | show you good thing,” and again 
from the mysterious recesses of the cummerbund came treas- 
ure; this time a little sandulwood box, in which, on velvet, 
lay two very pretty and, beyond doubt, genuine sapphires, 
They were not large, and were within my means; that is, 
when said means were pieced out with a somewhat worn 
gripsack, a lot of tobacco and my spare umbrella, 

] have no further memoranda about those stones; but if 
my memory is correct, I some months after, having on 
Chinese New Year’s Day received from my Sampan girl at 
Macao a ‘‘cumshaw” of a dozen cheap rice paper paintings, 
worth say fifty cents, returned the compliment with these 
sapphires, which, set in silver, eventually made—for a boat 
woman—u very fine pair of earrings. But I had not got 
them at so low a figure, hence my temporary embarass- 
ments. 

As afternoon adyanced, I became tired of sight-seeing, 
and I have but one singular thing to relate, and that is, that 
neither on this nor on two other visits Il have made to 
Ceylon, in one of them going to Culombo, did I see an ele- 
phant, and 1 had expected to see them as common as horses 
on Broadway. I have often since heard young men who 
had made the India tour, discourse of the quantities of these 
animals they had seen-in Ceylon. If they went to Kandy, 
they probably did; if not, they probably—hed, 
About 8 P. M. I repaired on board to get ready for my 

fishing trip, and about two hours before sunset I started 
trolling. ButI didn’t get a strike, though I trolled faith 
fully for over two hours, my line an ordinary cod line, my 
oak a cod hook, and my bait a strip of whitefish skin; but 
I did have some sensationsand thrills, and so forth, for all 
of thut. 
My boat wasa genuine catamaran. It was built of two 

logs lying parallel, and connected by three curved beams 
about fiye feet in length at right angles, the larger Icg, the 
canoe part, was about fiftven inches in diameter and hollowed 
out, leaving sides about two to three inches thick, and an 
inner capacity of about ten inches, Lhe sides being built up, 
so that while drawing about a foot there was nearly two feet 
of freeboard, This log was about twenty feet long, the outer 
log was of about half these dimensions except in length, 
which was nearer two-thirds, was sohd, and slightly arched 
ou the under side, the ends projecting upward like the horns 
of acrescent. She carried a large, eusily reefed bamboo lug 
sail nearly amidships, and would sail either end first, al- 
though generally the outrigger log was kept to windward. 
When the wind was fresh and squally, one of the boatmen 
(there were two) swarmed outon to itandtrimmedship. whe 
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was steered by a paddle, and made very good speed. The 
sensations were certainly odd, sitting squatted on a candle 
box, which was contributed by myself, and no part of her 
original outfit, for like my friend ‘‘Nessmuk," the islanders 
have become adepts in sitting on their own heels, and still 
more odd, when in a fresh puff, it would be, it seemed to me, 
aclose match between the capsizing force of the wind and 
the keel evening weight on the outrigger; odd enough, but 
not comfortable, and by sunset I had had enough of it, and 
was glad to get again on board, and join the midshipmen in 
celebrating Christmas eve. ; 
And now, Mr. Editor, safe back to the ship, and’she with 

a good offing, I'll bid you praschicha, which is Sitka Oreole 
Russian for au renovr, or in our ir “Pl see you later. 
And next week I will ask your readers to finish the yoyage 
with me, one which will take them across the Gulf of Manar, 
up the Malabar coast into the Arabian Sea, give you a peep 
at Bombay, and another at the wonderful Cave Temple of 
Hlephanta, with good weather and most of the way a fair 
wind, PIsEco, 
Curistmas Day, 1883. 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 

VIl.—HIBING TO THE LAND OF “‘PERENNIAL BASS.” 

ere old camp was reorganized for quite an extended 
outing in the summer of 1884. While the earth was 

yet white with winter, the details of a long proposed cam- 
paign among Canadian lakes were perfected. The chosen 
place was three hundred miles away, and the transportation 
thitherward of tents and all the paraphenalia of a camp 
seemed no light task, But what toil will not the angler 
camper undergo for those annual summer days of barbaric 
life, far from the tides of commerce and the sound of the 
ceaseless tread of humanity, in the pursuit of its golden bub- 
bles. There was to be an abandonment of the old fished-out 
places with their throng of anglers; a new crusade had been 
preached, and we were to set out on a path which had neyer 
been trodden by the feet of a camper. 

So while ‘‘Woodcraft” was still damp from the press, and 
its precepts fresh in our minds, we hardened our hearts and 
followed the dispensation which had been delivered to us on 
mountain heights through twenty years, amid storm and 
tempest, and set out on our rebellious way. In our carnal 
minds we ignored the teachings of the book, and deliber- 
ately packed three barrels with two wall tents, a table fly 
and a camp stove, and forwarded them in advance to King- 
ston, Ont. This done, and it only remained for the party, 
with the necessary clothing for a two months’ camp, and 
rods and tackle for the campalen, to follow by such routes 
as might seem best to each. There were to he five in the 
company; all were more or less experienced in the ways of 
camp and forest life. Three of the number were veterans, 
and of these, one was a lady who, since her marriage, had 
accompanied her husband in most of his annual camps, 
There was Truthful James, who had already been to spy out 
the promised land, and had returned, bedring trophies finer 
to our eyes than all the pomegranates, or the grapes, or figs 
of Hschol. He was about to Jay aside the cares of office, 
vacate, for a time, the white building at the intersection of 
Broadway and Park Row, and make his fourth pilgrimage 
to Canada. here, too, was the Reformer, a companion in 
three former camps, and an enthusiast over a rod. The 
Madame, who in those other camps had always managed to 
score the largest fish, and the writer, who humbly aspired 
to work himself under the edge, at least, of the cloud of 
glory in which the party expecied to return euyeloped, The 
fifth, and by no means the least important member, was 
George, the colored factotum of the camp that was to be. 
An old salt, who had sailed every ocean during years of 
service on 4 whalerand in the navy, a graduate of a city 
restaurant, he had taken a post-graduate course in camp in 
other years with us, and was skilled in camp cooking and 
in the performance of camp duty. 
We were of the grand army of outers; sve were bent on 

an eight or ten-weeks camp, aud we were not going to 
rough it, but to smooth it, How far we departed—from 
the way Jaid down in “Woodcratt’—will become apparent 
as the history of our ouling progresses. Weset out with two 
arlicles under anathema—the wall tent and the camp stove— 
of their advantages we will speak later. 

As a vade mecum for the lone camper or for 4 party of two 
or three on a tramp, ‘* Woodcraft” is withouta peer, but with 
parties of five or six aud with ladies among them, difficulties 
will arise, for which it gives no solution; in short makes 
camping for these an impossibility, or at least a miserable 
affair and dangerous to the health. We will discuss this 
more fully when we come to speak of the camp stove. 

At the final moment Truthful James was detained by a 
new rush of official duties, and the balance of the party 
were forced off with the promise of being soon joined by 
that worthy. Theseveral members agreed on one route— 
that by the West Shore & Buffalo Railroad to Middletown, 
and thence by the N. Y., Ontario & Western to Oswego. 

To one shaking off the dust of the city and going a-fish’ 
ing, whether it be for trout or the beayerkill or for the sport 
to be had on the Great Lakes or among the Thousand Islands, 
when he is full of enthusiasm as every angler is on such 
occasions, no route is more seductive than the one above 
named. The journey for hours along the N. Y., Ontario & 
‘Western is amid scenery sufficient to keep him in a ferment; 
along streams which rush among the rocks; with here a 
pool and a riffle where he is willing to swear he could raise 
a two-pounder; there, just under the ruins of an old log dam, 
another for allthe world like the one where last summer he 
took eight beauties, meanwhile steadily climbing the moun- 
tain ranges of Sullivan with a wall of rock on one hand and 
dashing waters on the other, the angler is carried through as 
picturesque scenery as ever unfolded before his vision, and 
his hand tightens involuntarily upon his rod, and he longs 
for the hour which is to bring him his first cast. 

All this we experienced and enjoyed in our journey over 
the Ontario & Western. Before starting we had expected to 
connect with the steamer of the above-named road at Oswego 
for Kingston, but, it being early in the season, the steamer 
had not yet begun her trips, The tickets we had purchased 
were promptly exchanged yal agent at Oswego in obedi- 
ence to a telegram from Mr, J. C. Anderson, the general 
passenger agent, and we were furnished transportation via 
Cape Vincent. The angler bound for Canadian waters or 
the St. Lawrence will not regret his selection of the Ontario & 
Western route, Its line of boats, which run in connection 
wilh its trains in the summer season to the Thousand Islands, 
offers extra inducements to all fishermen who wish to cast a 
line in these famous waters at small expense, Running 

_ through the celebrated trout region of Sullivan and Delaware 
_ counties, within easy reach of the Willewemoc and Beaver- 
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kill, and extending to waters abounding in black bass and 
maskelonge, it is fairly entitled to be called ‘‘the fishing line 
of New York State. 

At 11 o’clock P. M. our long davy’s journey was ended, 
the route arranged for the morrow, and we sought a few 
hours’ hurried rest. In the gray of the dawn we were 
aroused and were soon gliding out past the old fort on our 
way tothe North. At one of the stations a party, whose 
array of rods and baskets betokened that they were on the 
Same errand as ourselves, boarded the train. They were 
barely seated when the mystic sign of the craft was passed 
between us and the destination of each inquired into and 
iven. They were out for afew days of bass fishing at 
Texico Point, on Lake Ontario, and in a few minutes so 

enthused the Reformer that he was almost ready to lay off 
and jointhem. But their good-natured envy over our pros- 
pective camp and the prediction that we would have grand 
sport made him content. We were soon at Watertown 
Junction, mingled with the crowd of drummers, tourists 
and local travelers in the hubbub attending a change of 
cars. Many of these were on their way to Clayton, and 
rods were visible everywhere. It seemed as if nearly every- 
body was going a-fishing, Yet there was a host of young 
people with satchels just up from New York, and old ladies 
with bandboxes, who ran men cown in their efforts to find 
seats. We were glad when the Cape was reached and the 
‘throng turned toward the steamer which was bound down 
the river. We mounted the little boat which runs to Kings- 
ton, and felt rejoiced that we were fast getting beyond the 
jurisdiction of Uncle Sam, The first convention at Chicago 
had just been held, and our joy was enhanced by the thought 
that in Jess than two hours we would be where Stalwarts 
and Half-breeds would cease from troubling, and we would 
be at rest. There were few on board, and we took posses- 
sion of the forward deck with our luggage. Here, as noon 
approached, we spread our Junch and spoke aloud the 
thought that within the next twenty-four hours we would 
regale ourselves among the odors arising from the camp-fire. 

By the time we had finished our lunch we were in sight 
of Kingston, where a team had heen engaged to transport 
the luggage over to Battersea, a hamlet sixteen miles to the 
north, and at the outlet of Loughbridge Lake, on one of the 
islands of which, to be located somewhere in its expanse of 
twenty-three miles of water, we had determined to set our 
tents. Custem inspection over, the party disembarked and 
a committee on frying pans, pots and kettles set forth in 
search of those indispensables. Leaving them to deal with 
the practical we sauntered off to the point—the Tete Du 
Pont—to recall the events which have made the spot his- 
toric. Here in the old days the view was unbroken, and 
one could look far over the waters tothe east and south. 
Here we traced the lines of old Fort Frontenac, the ancient 
triangular walls of which, laid more than two hundred 
years ago, still crop out and are discernible in the middle of 
the otherwise smooth parade ground of the modern barracks. 
What dreams of empire in this Western world filled the 
brains of the old statesmen of the seventeenth century, and 
of which these old walls form apart. Yonder on the rock 
of Quebec, on the river above, with Frontenac here, Erie 
there beyond, and Du Quesne on the far-off Ohio, stretched 
that line of posts, even to the mouths of the Mississippi, 
which was to make French dominion sure. But the hand on 
the dial of human progress was not to be turned backward: 
the continent was a blackboard which was to be kept clear for 
the solution of the problem of seli-government. The dream 
was dispelled, but at whatcost! Wolfe in victory at Quebec, 
Braddock in the gloom of defeat before DuQuesne, and the 
walls of old Fort Frontenac, which Bradstreet and his New 
York men carried on that August day a hundred and thirty- 
six years ago, haye crumbled into the same dust as the brains 
which conceived them and the hands whose might disturbed 
the peace of the world. Yet what names were lifted into 
history, and none of them are brighter than that of the young 
commandant, Gen. Montcalm. From these old walls he 
went forth to the capture of Forth Ontario, at Oswego, in 
1756; the next year Fort William Henry fell before him, in 
the next he repulsed Abercrombie from before tie walls of 
old ‘‘Ti,” and the next saw him standing face to face with 
the avenger on the Heights of Abraham, where he went 
down with a lost cause, and the dream of a French empire 
on the Western Continent was over forever, From the 
shadows of a century earlier emerged the doughty Count 
Frontenac, that genius who ruled here so long and well for 
his master, and in whose fertile brain was planned that ex- 
pedition of French and Indians, which, under the leader- 
ship of 8t. Helene, made the ‘noche triste” for ancient Schen- 
ectady and left that old town in ashes and in blood. It was 
in fitting recognition of his services, his loyalty and his ener- 
getic administration, that his name was given to the town 
and fort, But with English supremacy the fort disappeared, 
the name Kingston was bestowed on the town, and all that 
remains in honor of the old Governor-General is the inscrip- 
tion ‘‘Fort Frontenac, 1672,” over the arched gateway which 
opens into the barracks. 

While we talked with a young lieutenant and listened to 
a bit of history, George came to tellus that the committee 
on camp hardware had completed their purchases and that 
the teamster was waiting for us, so with a hurried farewell 
to officer and fort, we started to rejoin the party. The bar- 
rels containing the tents were at the express office, and we 
found that a permit from the Custom House was necessary 
before they could be delivered to us, So tothe Custom 
House we went, where we were informed that our canvas 
was liable to duty, the only relief from the payment of 
which was the deposit of a sum equal to about half the value 
of the tents, which was to be refunded when we should take 
those articles from the Dominion. The custom ofticer, in 
explaining the reason for the duty, strack the marrow of 
protection when he said: ‘It is because you can buy them 
here.” As those same tents cost in Canada more than double 
the price which we paid for them in New York, we could 
see the point, and also how, without the duty, a modest 
profit might have been made on them to the disadvantage of 
Canadian home industry, We made the depesit, and after 
seeing our traps safely loaded, we boarded an ancient tally- 
ho which was crammed with rural passengers, and began 
our lumbering way over the last division of our journey. 
For awhile the old stone houses scattered along the road 
served to interest us, but these were soon left behind, and 
after two or three miles we were traversing a monotonous 
region, along fields burned with the drouth, with houses far 
apart, and ledges and boulders of rock on either side, denot- 
ing an approach toa God-forsaken region. Tired of the 
scenery, we turned to interview the passengers. Soon we 
found one who was from Battersea, and him we plied with 
anxious inquiries concerning the sport to be had onthe lake. 
He “never fished,” but the scant information which we 

gleaned from him, imparted in five words, was far more 
alluring than an hour’s narration by an angler of his exploits 
there would have been; it was; ‘You can get fish enough.” - 

For three or four hours we toiled on with a single stop; 
this was made for the purpose of feeding the horses and 
watering the driver, in which latter ceremony we all took 
part. Then our high-born thoughts turned to what the lone 
*“Kinetisher’ wouldfhave done under like circumstances, so 
thronging around the wooden pump we drank cup after cup 
of the sparkling water in silence and standing. Darkness 
was fast coming on when we plunged down a steep hill and 
found ourselves on the border of a morass, which was over- 
grown with water-flag, bulrushes, and heaven knows what 
else, and on one side of which was a sluggish Stygian stream 
bordering with mud and ooze. This was the outlet of 
Loughborough Lake. The perfume from rotting bogs, de- 
caying vegetation and stagnant pools saluted our olfactories. 
The malaria-inelined member of the company shuddered— 
had his trip to escape chills ended thus? A short distance 
on was Battersea which, stretching along the miry stream, 
rendered ifs appearance still more dismal. Here at the door 
of an extremely modest wayside inn we alighted. Over our 
heads @ sign with the inscription ‘‘Queen’s Own,” reminded 
us that we were aliens, Never were anglers more cordially 
greeted and sought to be made comfortable than were we by 
the host, ‘‘Alec.” Van Alstyne, and his better half. The 
supper of ham and eggs was promptly dispatched and then, 
anxious for rest, knowing that the morning would bring the 
double labor of searching for a camping place and, when 
the same should be found perhaps miles away, the double 
labor of camp building and carrying luggage thither, we 
prepared to tum in, not, however, without first taking 
the precaution to order George to secure a boat against an 
early morning exploring expedition, 

This dene we sank on the feathers with a sigh of relief, 
haunted somewhat though with the thoughts of that marsh 
across the creek, not twenty rods away. We were fast drift- 
ing into slumber, when through the open window came a 
faint, far-off strain of music, like that from a string instru- 
ment or on Afolian harp. We listened eagerly for a 
moment, wondering whether culture had touched this re- 
mote hamlet with her scepter, when nearer it came, a soft, 
almost spiritual note—bi-i-s-z-i-p. A mosquito, another and 
another. Holy Moses! a band of butchers! The room was 
filled with them, outdoors there were more, with a reserve 
in the marsh. Under the sheets, head and ears, we went: 
the mosquitoes too. Out] we came and they were there to 
welcome us. We tried a blanket but they were experts and 
Were soon in with us. Then we formed in line of battle, 
and there were charges and counter charges far into the 
night. At last, the deep concentration of mind—of pur- 
pose, as it were—with the gentle exercise of the combat, 
brought drowsiness, and ‘‘the balm of hurt minds” at last 
made us insensible and oblivious of it all, but not until we 
had fully determined to ship our luggage back to the Bb. 
Lawrence and try less bloody and more promising fields. 

WAWAYANDA, 

alatuyal History. 

HORNS OF THE FEMALE CARIBOU, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Iwas greatly interested in Mr. Montague Onamberlain’s 

letter on this subject in your issue of Dec, 18, and as my 
name appears in it you will, perhaps, give me the space in 
which to reply. If Mr. Chamberlain had quoted from my 
note he would have seen that it was not written from the ~ 
standpoint of an observer. The statement was made that 
“during a recent visit to the home of the woodland caribou, 
I received some information which, perhaps, gives a hint as 
to one use of the antlers to the female Rangifer,” and I then 
went on to state what this possible use might be. I cannot 
think, therefore, that the implied charge of carelessness of 
observation made in Mr. Chamberlain’s note is altogether 
deserved. |. 

The “information” alluded to was given by three intelli- 
gent Canadians, the Eden brothers, who had for many years 
devoted a portion of the winter to caribou hunting. They 
stated that if was a common thing for the larger and stronger 
deer to driye away the less powerful ones from the pits which 
they had dug in the snow for the purpose of reaching the 
moss below, and from what we know of the habits of many 
of the deer family, the statement is on its face a probable 
one. Moreover, one of the gentlemen quoted by Mr. Cham- 
berlain says himself that the old bucks do try to drive the 
smaller ones in winter and that the latter do defend them- 
selves with their horns; and if the young bucks why not 
sometimes the females? 

The savage, bullying way in which the elk, male and 
female, treat those weaker than themselves, is well known to 
all observers, When herding the cows during the rutting 
season, the bulls make savage lunges at the latter with their 
horns; and I have frequently seen a large cow drive a smaller 
oue out of her way by lowering her head and bunting at her 
as if about to pred her with horns, Ina private letter to 
me, written after the appearance of my note of Feb. 18, 1884, 
Judge Caton says: ‘‘You might have enlarged on the 
brutal disposition of the entire deer tribe. There is an 
utter want of sympathy by the old and strong for the young 
and feeble. In this the hog is vastly its superior. If one ig 
in distress the rest all make a fuss,” 

It is not worth while, however, to argue about the ques- 
tion as to whether the explanation suggested as one of the 
uses of the horns in the female caribou is or is not a probable 
one. This will be determined by future observation, and 
can take care of itself. A far more important question is 
brought up by Mr. Chamberlain, namely, do the female car- 
ibou, orreindeer, usually have horns? My knowledge on this 
subject amounts to nothing from personal observation, and I 
am therefore unable to add anything to what has already 
been published about it. I may, however, suggest to Mr. 
Chamberlain that if he can show that they are not usually 
furnished with these weapons he has made an interesting 
discovefy. I did not know that this had ever been ques- 
tioned, and the testimony of writers on the subject is unani- 
mous that in this genus alone among the Cervide the females 
are so armed. The testimony of the two gentlemen quoted 
by Mr, Chamberlain is yery good so far as it goes, but it is 
very far from being conchisive. 

The statement ‘‘that the female caribou is always or nearly 
always provided with horns” wasmade by me on the assump- 
tion that writers on this deer, from Sir John Richardson down, 
were to be trusted. If they have all been wrong, and if 
horns are seldom seen on the head of the female caribou, it 
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is quite time that the mistake should be corrected and zoolo- 
gists set right. I shall, therefore, await with a great deal of 
interest the evidence which Mr, Chamberlain may bring for- 
ward to confute them, 

I give below a few citations from authors to which I could 
most readily turn, to show that, if I have blundered in 
making the statement criticized, 1 haye at least done so in 
good company. These citations are, with one exception, 
from standard scientific works. 

Richardson says (‘Fauna Boreali Americana,” p, 241, 
London, 1829): *‘The old males have, in general, the largest 
and most palmated horns, while the young ones and females 
have them less branched and more cylindrical and pointed; 
but this is not uniformly the case, and the variety of forms 
assumed by the horns of the caribou is indeed so great that 
it is difficult to comprehend them all in a general descrip- 
tion.” He further says (7. ¢.): ‘‘By the end of November 
most of the old bucks have shed their horns. The young 
males retain theirs much longer, and the females do not lose 
their horns until they are about to drop their young in the 
month of May.” The implication from this seems clear that 
the females usually bear horns. 

Audubon and Bachman (‘‘Quadrupeds of North America,” 
Vol. IIL, page 111, New York, 1856), in giving a diagnosis 
of the genus Aangifer, say; “Horns in both sexes, irregularly 
palmated, bifurcated, and rather long, canine teeth in both 
sexes, muzzle small.” Further on in the same article occurs 
the following statement; ‘The female caribou has horns as 
well as the male, but they are smaller.” And again (page 
116): ‘The female of this species has also horns, which are 
not dropped until near the month of May,” 

Professor 8. F. Baird (‘‘Explorations and Surveys for the 
Pacific Railroad,” Vol. VIII, page 633, Washington, 1857) 
quotes “‘Gray’s Knowsley Magazine” of 1850, in giving his 
diagnosis of the genus Hangifer. The portion relating to 
the horns inthis genus is as follows: ‘‘Horns in both sexes, 
elongate, subcylindrical, with the basal branches and tip 
dilated and palmated; of the females, smaller.” 
Owen (‘‘Anatomy of Vertebrates,” Vol. II., page 478, 

London, 1860) says: ‘‘The chief peculiarity in the skull of 
the deer tribe is the annual development, from the frontals, of 
the solid deciduous exostoses, which seryeas weapons during 
a portion of the year, in the males of all kinds, and in both 
sexes of the reindeer,”’ 

Captain Campbell Hardy (‘‘Forest. Life in Acadie,” New 
York, 1879, p. 120) quotes Dr. Gray’s article on the Ru- 
minantin in the ‘‘Knowsley Magazine” in giving the diagno- 
sis of the genus Rangifer. As he refers more than once to 
the horns of the doe, I may give some extracts from his chap- 
ters on caribou hunting. He says (p. 128): ‘‘Except in the 
case of the does and young bucks which retain theirs tillspring, 
itis seldom that horns are seen in a herd of caribouafter 
Christmas, The reason to which the retention of the horns 
by the female reindeer during wiuter has been attributed by 
some speculative writers, namely, in order to clear away the 
deep incrusted snow, and enable her fawns to get at the 
moss beneath, is simply wrong. The animal never uses any 
other means than its hoofs to scrape for its moss; while the 
thin, sharp prongs of the doe would prove anything but an 
efficient shovel. The latter and true mode of proceeding I 
haye often watched when worming through the bushes 
round the edge of a barren to get a shot. Both Mr. Barnard 
and the author of ‘‘'Ten Years in Sweden,” allude to the 
female reindeer using her horns in winter to protect the 
fawns from the males, thus rightly accounting for this sin- 
gular proyision of nature in the case of a gregarious species 
in which the males, females and young herd together at all 
seasons.’ Speaking of a caribou hunt which he made in 
the neighborhood of Parsboro, Nova Scotia, and of the first 
animal he had kille€d—a doe—he says (p. 155): ‘Though it 
was still early in December, we had only as yet seen one 
buck who retained his horns; the does still wore theirs. The 
one IT had just killed had an exceedingly neat little pair, 
which, but for her untimely end, would have graced her 
until the ensuing March,” 

In Judge Caton’s work on the “Antelope and Deer of Amer- 
ica,’ allusions to the antlers of the female caribou are fre- 
quent, and in his description of the woodland caribou he 
says: ‘‘Antlers of male curved, long and slender, with 
branches more or less palmated and very irregular in. form. 
Antlers on female smaller and less palmated.” Again on 
p. 89 occurs the following sentence: ‘The reindeer branch 
of the family present extraordinary peculiarities in their 
cornute appendages. The most striking is the fact that the 
females have antlers, though of less size thanin the males.” 
Again he says: “The old males shed their antlers usually 
before Christmas, but the young males carry them later; the 
yearlings till spring, and the females later stiil, and until 
after they have dropped their young.” It seems scarcely 
worth while to multiply quotations, so I will conclude with 
avery brief one from ‘‘Packard’s Zoology” (New York, 
1879), p. 609, In which. speaking of the deer family, it is 
stated that, ‘‘with the exception of the reindeer, the females 
or does are without antlers.” 

The Hden brothers, to whom I haye above referred, spoke 
of the horns of the does in the same way that they did of 
those of the bucks, and as if these appendages were com- 
mouly borne by the females. 
My note was written in the hope of eliciting some new 

facts, some fuller information than we now have, on the sub- 
ject of the caribou. Until Tread Mr. Chamberlain’s letter 
nothing of the kind had appeared in answer to it, though 1 
did receiye a single pseudonymous letter on the subject, 
which, if it had been signed witha name, I should have asked 
you to print. I still hope that the discussion of the matter 
may bring out some new facts, and I shall feel extremely 
indebted to Mr. Chamberlain or any one else who can con- 
tribute anything to my very slight knowledge of this inter- 
esting species. Gro. BrrD GRINNELL, 
New Yore, Dec, 19, 1884. 

QuATL 1n ConrinEMENT,—New York, Dec. 15, 1884.— 
Fiditer Forest and Stream: Being asked frequently by letter 
if quail will hatch and raise their young in a domestic life, 
will you kindly inform your readers through your valuable 
paper, that such is a fact, as we know of two instances where 
a brood of five and seventeen hatched last season are still 
living and in fine condition.—_TEnny & Woopwarp. 

Importation cr Forrian Brrps.—It was suggested in a 
recent number that foreign birds might he successfully in- 
troduced into the United States, if insteadjof being put out at 
the North, they were liberated in the South, where they 
would not have to contend against the winter’s cold, The 
same correspoudent proposes that an experiment of the kind 
be made, and suggests that a fund be provided for the same. 

THE HYDRA. 
i Ibe hydra is a very curious and interesting animal, which 

lives in streams and pools, attached to the stems and 
the under sides of the leaves of water plants. If one of these 
plants—as a duckweed, for example—is put in a glass of 
water and then placed in a window having a good light, but 
not directly exposed to the sun, in a few hours quite a num- 
ber of hydra will be likely to be found attached to the side 
of the glass, turned toward the light.” If one of them near 
the surface be carefully and gently scraped loose from the 
glass with a knife blade and then floated out into a shallow 
vessel, as a watch glass, it will be in a good position for ex- 
amination. It is quite visible to the naked eye, but of course 
can be studied to much better advantage with a microscope. 
A common hand magnifying glass will do very well, how- 
ever, The animal is yery curious, indeed, to look at. At 
first sight it appears rather like a plant, There is a cylin- 

drical trunk, fastened at one end tothe glass by a sucker-like 
disc and at the other end having six or eight branches run- 
ning out like the rays of a star, The resemblance to a plant 
is much more striking if you happen to be looking at a 
ereen-colored hydra; for they are of two colors, green and 
brown. But one does not have to look very long before 
discovering some marks of behavior that make it pretty clear 
that its kinship is with animals and not with plants. For 
presently it will be seen swaying itself about upon its long, 
flexible trunk, and thrusting out its arms as if it were search- 
ing for something—food, perhaps, And itis very likely that 
this is just what the creature is doing, for if some small ani- 
mal, as, for example, the water flea, happens to come within 
reach of its arms, it is pretty sure to be seized and eaten. 
One use, then, of these arms, or tentacles, as they are called, 
is to seize food and conyey it to the animal’s mouth, that 
organ being situated just at the base of the tentacles and 
forming the open end of the trunk, But the tentacles are 
not the only organs with which the animal is provided for 
capturing its prey. Imbedded in the ouier surface of its 
body are many yery minute cells, each one having coiled 
within it a long, barbed thread, and the animal has the 
power of suddenly uncoiling and throwing out these threads 
for the capture of its prey. The manner in which it does 
this is very much as herdsmen capture wild cattle with the 
lasso, and for this reason these cells have very appropriately 
been named ‘‘lasso cells.” As we have said, they are very 
small and it is only with a high power of the microscope and 
under favorable circumstances that they can be seen, Yis- 
itors at the seaside are familiar with the fact that jelly fishes 
liave the power of stinging pretty severely when taken hold 
of withthe hand, They do this by means of cells identical 
in structure with those of the hydra. 
Having thus noticed the general form of our animal, and 

haying observed how it gets its food, let us look at it a little 
more closely, It can readily be seen that its trunk is hollow, 
the cavily extending from the mouth through the entire 
length of the body and also into the tentacles, We may say 
then either that the animal has no stomach or that its stomach 
is identical with the general cavity of the body, At any 
rate it is in this cavity that the food swallowed by the ani- 
mal undergoes a kind of digestion. As the walls of the 
body are transparent it is easy to see what happens to the 
food after it has been received into this cavity. By a kind 
of dissolving process the nutritious parts are separated from 
that which is indigestible, and the iatter is expelled from the 
body by the same path it entered it—the mouth. ~The par- 
ticles of food may be seen to float about in what appears to 
be a thick fluid, and a little careful observation will show 
that this fluid has a definite motion, that it is constantly 
moving upward or downward erpueh the whole length of 
the body and even into the arms. It is by this means that 
the food is conveyed to all parts of the body, and it therefore 
answers to the circu..tion of the blood in the higher animals, 
It used to be a question of much dispute as to what causes 
this movement of the fluid. For a long, long time this ques- 
tion remained unanswered, but now it is well known that 
the movement is due to the vibrations of little hairs, called 
cilia, which project out from the inner surface of the body 
into the fluid, These little hairs are constantly in motion, 
and by moving more rapidly in one direction than the other, 
propel the fluid along. It is precisely the same wave-like 
motion observed ina field of grain when blown by a strong 
wind; the movemetts of the stems of the plants correspond- 
ing tothe movements of the cilia, It may be interesting to 
note in this connection that ciliary movement is very com- 
mon in all forms of animal life, and is even found in some 
of the lower plants. Perhaps it may not be generally known 
that in the human body the exudation of the mucous mem- 
brane which lines the cavity of the nose is propelled forward 
to the opening of the nostrils by means of cilia, _ 

Looking again at the hydra, with a little care it can be 
seen that the body wall of the animal is made up of two 
coats, an inner and an outer, and if it is a green hydra we 
are examining, it will be noticed that the coloring matter is 
confined entirely to the inner coat. This coloring matter is 
chlorophyll, the very same substance that gives to plants 
their green color. It used to be thought that chlorophyll 
was confined entirely to the vegetable kingdom, and for a 
long time its presence or absence was used as a hasis of sep- 
arating plants from animals, But we see that this rule does 
not apply in the case of the hydra. " . 

If while one is looking at a hydra the glass containing it 
be given a sudden jar, a very remarkable change will occur 
in the appearance of the animal, Very quickly and very 

suddenly the arms will be drawn in until they are reduced to 
merely little knobs forming a row about the mouth, and at 
the same time the entire body of the animal is contracted so 
that it has the appearance of a rounded tubercle or button 
lying at the bottom of the vessel, 1f left: perfectly quiet, in 
a short time it begins to expand, and soon attains its original 
size and form. When fully extended, its trunk is from one- 
fourth to one-half an inch in length, and its tentacles about 
half the length of the trunk. 
_ Doubtless the most wonderful quality of the hydra 
is its power of resisting injury or mutilation. As long 
ago as 1774, Trembley, a naturalist of Geneva, Switzerland, 
found that he could cut a hdyra in two, or even slice it 
across Into quite thin rings, and each piece would grow 
into a new and perfect animal. He found also that it could 
be divided lengthwise and each piece would become a new 
hydra, or that, if shortly after division the two parts were 
united, they would grow together again, And most won- 
derful of all, he found that a hydra could be turned inside 
out and appeared to suffer no inconvenience from the 
inversion. It is also said on good authority that if the 
lower part of the body of one hydra be inserted into the 
mouth of another the two will grow together into one 
animal, Itis remarkable, too, how quickly the creature re- 
coyers from such mutilation. Not more than a few minutes 
elapse before tentacles begin to appear on the cut end, and 
when divided lengthwise and the parts united, in an honr 
or two the animal will take and retain food. 

The hydra appears to be a yery voracious animal. It 
feeds only on animal organisms, such as small worms, erus- 
tacen and insects, Sometimes two hydre seize the same 
worm, and a very amusing struggle ensues. It will also 
devour bits of meat given il, 
Another interesting feature of the hydra is the manner in 

which it produces its young, If a hydra be watched for a 
few days in summer, there will be seen to appear on the side 
of its body a knob or tubercle. This will continue to grow, 
and in a short time will he a perfect animal. Meanwhile 
other knobs haye made their appearance, so that young 
hydras in all stages of growth and all attached to the same 
parent can be seen at the same time. After a while the 
young hydré detach themselves, and fastening their sucker 
to the stem or leaf of some plant, begin a career of their 
own. It very commonly happens that before detaching 
themselves another young hydra has bezun to grow from 
their own body, so that for a time three generations of 
hydre have a common body. While united in this way, 
the body-cayity of the main or parent hydra communicates 
with those of the young animals, and food caught by any 
one member of the family is shared with all. The method 
of reproduction is called gemmation or budding, and is very 
common among the lower forms of animal life. .The hydra 
also has the power of reproducing itself by a sexual process, 

Ifa hydra is examined witha very high power of the 
microscope, both the inner and outer layers of its body will 
be seen to be made up of cells; so that the entire animal, in 
point of structure, is simply an aggregation of cells, very 
much as a honeycomb is. Now each of these cells is very 
much, if not precisely, like an ameeba, a deseription of which 
lately appeared in these columns. Like an amceba, each cell 
is capable of assimilating food and throwing off waste mater- 
ial from itself; it shows irritation when touched, is capable 
of dividing itself and so producing others, for it is in just 
this way that a hydra grows; and finally, if a single cell is 
separated from the others, it will throw out pseudopodia just 
as an ama@ba does. «A hydra then may be regarded as a col- 
lection of ameebs. But the animal, as a whole, is more 
highly organized than the amceba, for it has several sets of 
cells set apart to do special work and thereby form organs. 
Thus come cells are especially employed in grasping, others 
form a mouth, and still others serve to propel the fluid con- 
tained in the body-cavity. 

This setting apart of cells to do a special work is what is 
called differentiation. 5. 
Jouns Horxins University, Noy. 22, 

Game Bag and Gun. 

THE MYSTERIOUS ’COON. 
HIS§ is one of the coldest and most disagrecable days of 

the whole year, The north wind, as it comes howl 
ing down Mission street, brings with it clouds of sand from 
the dunes north and west of the city that fills the air like dry 
fine snow, and collects in drifts upon the plank sidewalls 
several inches deepin afew hours. The few pedestrians 
seen upon the streets haye their overcoats buttoned Close 
under their chins, and with hats drawn down and heads 
bent forward, are hurrying along, vainly attempting to keep 
the sand out of their eyes and from under their shirt collars. 
Climate is one of our favorite hobbies on the Pacific coast, 
but. we draw it very mild upon occasions like the present, 

Sitting in a comfortable chair by a coal fire this mornin & 
I was meditating upon the best way to put in the day. It 
was too unpleasant for a ramble, and some in-door occupa- 
tion, therefore, seemed to be the only available means by 
wich to kill time in the most satisfactory manner. While 
in this dilemma my eyes fell upon a Forest AND STREAM 
lying on the table, and the enigma was immediately solved; 
so here goes for a little chat with your readers. 

It was a happy thought of brave old ‘“‘Nessmuk” and other 
admirable writers of your journal when they suggested that 
each of us give some account of the curious incidents and 
remarkable shots that now and then occur in the experience 
of all those who spend a large or even a small portion of 
their leisure hours with the rifle and shotgun, either on the 
broad prairies of the West, the swamps and tangled forests 
of the South, or the cloud-capped peaks of the Rocky Moun- 
tains and the Sierra Nevadas. Every old hunter can bring 
to mind incidents so curious in their nature that they are 
forever after indelibly impressed upon his memory; and off- 
times they are of a class so inexplicable and mysterious that 
unless fully explained by later developments or a more ma- 
ture experience, they ever remain a source of wonder and 
conjecture. I remember a little incident that occurred to 
me several years ago, which although trifling in itself and 
almost ridiculously simple when its trne character was re- 
vealed, is nevertheless a good illustration of what I have 
said; and with the hope that it will stimulate others to relate 
their experience, I give it for what it is worth. 

The fall of 1866 found me in Portland, Oregon, where I 
had gone with the intention of spending a few weeks, before 
the winter rains set in, hunting, fishing and camping in the 
Coast and Cascade ranges, Our party, with the exception 
of myself, was composed entirely of old residents of Port- 
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Inad, many or all of whom are still living there, and who 
will probably recall the incident I am about to relate, should 
it come beneath their notice. There were six in all—'Old 
man’ Knott, who owned and ran the chin ferry over to 
what is now East Portland; his son Jack; Charley Greene, 
who ran an establishment for packing dry goods intended 
for transportation on pack animals fo the Idaho mines; 
Charley Curley, and another whose name I have forgotten, 
with the writer. The party rode out of town one glorious 
September morning, surrounded by an atmosphere and 
fcenery such as can be found only in the far Northwest. 
Tlie outfit consisted of six horses and a light wagon con- 
taining the blinkets and provisions for the trip, including 
What seemed to me to be an inordinate supply of what your 
genial correspondent ‘‘Al Fresco” terms “‘snake antidote,” 
which *‘Old Man Knott’? considered an indispensable ad- 
junct to all enterprises of this description. Four or five 
dogs, most of whom were of dubious lineage but invaluable 
in the chase of almost any kind of ‘‘varmint,” brought up 
the rear or ranged through the tall firs on either side, as 
eager to strike a fresh trail as the most enthusiastic biped of 
our party. Time was no particular object to any of us, and 
we slowly rode along the narrow trail that had been hewn 
through the dense forest of Clackamas county, and the pure 
air with its resinous perfume came duwn in a great ocean 
upon us from the mountains, until to me, who for many 
months had been toiling in the quartz mills of the Comstock 
Lode, it seemed the very elixir of life. 
Nothing of a very exciting nature occurred during the 

first day’s travel. Wewere still too near the settlements to 
find large game very abundant in the vicinity of the road; 
and we restrained every attempt of the dogs to range far 
into the forest Just as the sun went down we reached a 
small stream with steep banks, fifteen or twenty feet high, 
Whose brawling waters were nearly hidden by the thick 
willows that grew luxuriantly on either side. Here we dis- 
mounted for the night, and while a portion of the party 
made preparations for supper, the remainder attended to the 
horses, Ourley, who carried a shotgun, had secured a 

couple of blue grouse on the road, which, with bacon, 
bread and coffee, made a substantial meal. This being dis- 
posed of we gathered around the fire to smoke and get a few 
points from the experience of the elder Knott, who had spent 
his whole life upon the front. Jack, his son, had just re- 

_ turned from along expedition into the Spokane country, 
and his description of that wild, and in those days but 

- little-known, region, also added to the entertainment of the 
' evening, until it was nearly ten o’clock, and the moon was 
_ high in the heavens before we sought our couches of blank- 

ets and boughs. Conversation, which was continued a short 
time after we lay down, had gradually ceased, and the slill-: 
ness of the night and of the forest was closing in about us 
for the first time since our arrival, when a faint noise, as if 
some animal were splashing in the water a short distance 
below us, struck upon the ear of some one of the party; and 
his exclamation of “Hark” brought most of us to a sitting 
position. All listened for two or three minutes, when the 
Hoise was repeated, sounding exactly as though some animal 

had dashed into the water and instantly run out again, ‘It’s 
a coon,” said Jack, speaking below his breath; ‘‘he is catch- 

ing frogs.” 
Curley jumped up, and pulling on his boots (which were 

about the only part of his apparel he had removed) started 
for the edge of the bank with his shotgun, closely followed 
by the writer with a rifle, Looking cautiously over the 
bank near the spot from which the sound proceeded, we 
waited patiently for further developments, The stream was 
Tunning rapidly, making considerable noise, and the oppo- 
sile bank, where the animal was supposed to be, was shaded 
by the willows, but about half the width of the stream lay 
below us plainly visible in the moonlight, and in a moment 
more a dark object sprang into the water just within the 
shadow, ave three or four rapid jumps that threw the rip- 
ples fur out upon the moon-lighted waters, and returned 
Instantly to the bank, ‘There he is,’ whispered Curley, 
“it’s a ‘coon after frogs, sure.” Silently we cocked our guns, 
waiting for another demonstration, and hoping that his next 
dash would bring him owt into the moonlight. We waited 
some lime, and had begun to think that the ‘coon had wan- 

| dered off down stream, when there was another splash und 
more jumps, coming this time close to the edge of the 
shadow, but nat quite out of it. ‘‘Ldun’t want to stand here 
all nieht, and the next break he makes I’m going to shoot 
and take the chances,” said Curley. This time we only had 
f0 wail about half as long as before, when hie made the next 
dash, and instantly the roar of the shotgun awoke the mid- 
night echoes of that lonely forest. The dogs, which all this 
time had been quiefly snoozing near the fire, unconscious of 
all that fine sport that was going on, now sprang up, and 
dashing excitedly down the bank, began nosing around in 
the willows after the ‘coon, while we encouraged them from 
above. To our disgust, however, they soon began to stand 
stupidly around, as if wondering what they had got excited 
over; and failing signally in ourefforts to enthuse them, we 
went down ourselves and searched the willows as carefully 
as the situation and darkness would permit. All to no pur- 
pose; nothing could be found; and we returned to the fre 
to sheepishly endure the jeers of our comrades. Once more 
quiet settled over the camp, and we were dropping to sleep, 
When the same noise, apparently in the same place, smote 
once more upon our ears, Jack burst into a laugh, exclaim- 
ing. ‘‘l tell you what, boys, when a ’coon gets struck after 
frogs he ain’t going to be seared off by a few dogs and a shot 
or two.” Curley and [ both maintained a dignified silence, 
but mentally determined that if there was any more *coon 
bunting to be done that night somebody else would have to 
do it, and covering up our heads we were soon fast asleep. 

The next morning, while breakfast was being prepared, 
the subject of the mysterious ’coon was again broached, and 
I observed Jack quietly leave the fire and disappear down 
the bank near ibe scene of our exploit the night, before. 
Shortly afterward he reappeared on top, and beckoning to 
us, shouted, ‘Boys, I found your ’coon,” Curiosity over- 
came all other considerations, and, hastening to the bank, we 
‘descended to the water's edge, where the mystery was at 
once elucidated. A long, slender willow, having very few 
leaves upon it, except on the extreme end, where there was 
40 enormous bunch. hing over the water, bent down like a 
how by the weight of the foliage. The water in the stream 
was probably a little above its usual level, and the swaying 
top of the willow would occasionally be caught by one of its 
urges, which sucked it rapidly under and carried it down 
ream, the top, of course, descriding a segment of a circle 

3 if approached the shore below the point where it grew. 

’ 

athe 

tural position, not being quite strong enough to lift itself 
» ae 2 

y i if ‘- 

clear of the water, it went splashing up stream in the man- 
ner already described; and as its movements both in regard 
to time and motion were erratic, the completeness of our 
deception will be apparent. Forxep Darr. 
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 7. 

SOME REMARKABLE SHOTS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
As accounts of remarkable shots seem of late to be in 

order, | will give you an item of this sort, The occurrence 
took place some four miles from this place late in November. 

Alf Gearv and Pat Sweeney were hunting on the eastern 
side of Centra] Lake, when Alf shot at a doe; but having a 
lighter vifle than he usually carries, he overshot the mark. 
The doe ran for some distance and took refuge in a dense 
cedar swamp. The hunters followed on the track, and 
When near the swamp, Pat went around to head off the 
game, while Alf proceeded through the thicket on his hands 
and knees. Seeing 4 patch of deer’s hair among the roots 
and brushwood some forty yards- ahead, he leveled his 
rifle and fired. The doe sprang from her couch, and in an 
instant disappeared from view. The hunter followed, and 
stumbled upon the carcass of a prickhorn, which lay dead a 
few yards beyond the couch of the doe, After breaking him 
up, they took up the track, and a short distance further on 
found the doe lying dead, Had the smaller deer been a 
suckling fawn, it would not have been as strange; but still, 
to killtwo deer with one bullet is, to say the least, uncom- 
mon. KELPra, 
CENTRAL LAKE, Mich., Dee, 11, 1884, 

Editor Horest and Stream: 
In the line of remarkable shots I wish to contribute my 

moiety, and although the incident I am about to relate oc- 
curred when asa boy of twelve or thirteen I wandered 
through the woods of my native State with a cur dog and a 
#3 zun, | remember nothing in all my later experience (which 
has been tolerably extensive with both rifle and shotgun), 
that struck me as being its equal in all its extraordinary fea 
(ures, 

There was a large shallow pond a few miles from the town 
where I was born which was full of pickerel in the summer, 
and was a favorite resort of wild ducks in the fall, 1 often 
visited it in my hunting excursions, accompanied by a black 
cur, whose strong suit was bringing out muskrats after I 
had shot them, and who would occasionally—when very 
good-natured—bring out a duck, It is fair to observe, how- 
eyer, that he was rarely in a good-natured streak at the times 
when [ needed his seryices most, snd upon such occasions 
I had to retrieve the ducks myself, An old disused cart 
path ran along through tall and very thick alders on one side 
of the pond, I usually availed myself of this road in going 
around the west side, where the ducks most frequently were 
found. One day as lentered this path, with the dog trot- 
ting a few yards in advance, I was startled by the whirr of 
aruffed grouse, which I then only knew as a partridge. 
Now these birds were even then in that locality very scarce 
and wild, and to secure one was to get a prize of the first 
magnitude; so I was instantly upon the alert, and straining 
my eyes to catch a glimpse of him through the alders. The 
bird had been flushed by the dog or at least by the sight of 
the dog in the road, for] don’t think he was aware of its 
presence until it arose, when he stopped and stood looking 
in the direction whence the bird had flown. All at once the 
whirr suddenly ceased, as if the partridge had treed on one 
of the alders, about twenty yards in at right angles from the 
cart path. Stepping up to where the dog stood I peered 
cautiously through the leaves, which were still as thick as 
ever, in hopes of discovering his whereabouts, but all in 
vain, Iwas not eyen sure that he had stopped; the whirr 
had ceased suddenly, but then he might have ‘‘scaled” off, 
as they sometimes do. I did not dare to take one step 
out of the path into the alders, for I knew if I did so 
the bird would be off like a rocket. I thought I could locate 
by the sound the exact spot where he had stopped, but I 
could not see him, and | had not seen even a leaf move in 
his flight. Two or three times I raised my gun to fire at 
random, and each time drew it back. I could not afford to 
waste much powder and lead in those days, but then there 
was a chance, just a faint chance, of securing a prize that 
would make me the envy of all my companions. I must 
have been two or three minules weighing in my boyish 
mind the pro and con of the case, and then I took careful 
aim at the spot where the noise had ceased, and fired. As 
the report died away I listened, expecting to hear the bird 
go hurtling away; but all was still, and I heard not the 
slightest sound, 1 then made up my mind that I had been 
mistaken in supposing that the bird had stopped, and that it 
had scaled away out of danger. 1 waited a moment, uncer- 
tain whether to go in the aluers and investigate, or continue 
my journey; and then choosing the former, slowly working 
my way through the alders until 1 reached a point near 
where [ had fancied the bird had stopped, I began to look 
around, and there he lay dead. One of the large No, 4 shot 
lL used had struck him just at the base of the skull, on the 
back of the neck. 1 heard no death struggle, and don’t 
think he moved after I fired, except to fall the six or eight 
feet to the ground. I did not hear him strike, he dropped 
so silently; and finally, the first time my eyes rested upon 
him was when I saw him dead at my feet, 

FORKED DEER. 
SAWN Francisco, Dec, 7, 1884. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I ask an opportunity to contribute my mite to the list of 

remarkable shots. Allow me to premise by stating that I 
have been an actual hunter for five years or more, as may 
have been judged by my letters to Forest AnD Stream. [ 
am a poor shot on quail, an average one on geese, good on 
ducks and chickens, and first-rate on snipe. Last October a 
party of five of us were quartered at old man Foote’s, on 
the Platte River, about eight miles north of Kenesaw, on the 
B. & M. Railroad. Foote's house is on the bank of the 
tiyer, and our blinds stretched up and down the river three- 
quarters of a mile away, mine being the nearest and just 
back of the house. The flight of geese being always insig- 
nificant about noon, we went into the house for dinner when 
that hour arrived. usually timing our departure from the 
several blinds so as ‘to meet near the point where we left the 
river and passed into the prove back of the house. 

One day, about the time we met, some one called atten- 
tion to a goose that was sailing in the air beyond my blind, 
and acting in a way not common to a wild goose sound in 
mindand body, After circling round a few moments, ap- 
proaching nearer the earth all the time, it finally struck on a 
sandbar with a thud similar to a wounded fowl no longer 

able to control its motions. Game being scarce, I at once 
made up my mind that that goose was my meat, and laying 
off my heavy coat and taking an extra cartridge with me, 1 
started back for my fowl, distant nearly half a mile. I had 
had experience in often seeing this game rise and fly when 
approached, and when I got within range of this one I held 
my gun ready to knock it over if it should attempt the com- 
mon trick, It was standing up, apparently unhurt, with its 
back toward me and turning its head from side to side as I 
approached, as if trying to look at me. When within ten 
yards of it | saw that it was blind in both eyes from a recent 
wound, Then I was doubly sure it was my goose; but as I 
came nearer it grew more restless, and as I put out my hand 
to grasp it around the neck it rose and flew away. I stood 
there in my trecks and emptied both barrels of my gun at 
the departizg Towl, and as it rose over me, trying to breast a 
strong wind, I had time to put in the extra cartridge and get 
in the third shot at fair range. I knocked outa few feathers 
with this last discharge, but did not bring down the goose. 
On the contrary it whirled around, turned down the wind 
and sailed away beyond the opposite shore, and when over a 
cornfield began again its maneuvers to alight, when an im- 
mense eagle pounced upon its back and both went down in 
the corn together. And that’s the history of a blind 
goose. A want of prudence allowed me to relate it on my 
return to the house to my comrades seated around the 
table, and the chances are that I will never hear the last of it. 

Burr H. Porr. 

“HUNTING” AND 

Liditor Forest and Stream: 
Among the articles which have of Jale attracted my atten- 

tion in the columns of the Forrst anp STREAM, was one in 
the issue of Noy. 20, signed ‘‘Aligins.” The author seems 
to be a sort of cross between ‘‘Frank Forester” and the Ven- 
erable Bede, and lam glad that he has given you the text 
for an authoritative editorial, giving good and sufficient rea- 
sons why American sportsmen need not feel bound in every 
case to adhere strictly to the usages or nomenclature of 
Britain, or of any other country. Iam reminded by this 
writer of Mr. Herbert, because of the intensely dogmatic and 
self-assured tone of his communication. Frank Forester 
was, in his way, a very good fellow; but he had the pecu- 
liarity, not perhaps to be wondered at, considering his 
nationality, of imagining that the concentrated wisdom of 
the British islands rested beneath his skull cap. When I was 
a boy I thought him a most wonderful man, and knew many 
of his works by heart; but I think that they are seldom ~ 
quoted now. If he rendered any real service to the cause of 
natural science or of American sportsmanship, it was, I im- 
agine, in calling attention to the urgent need for sound and 
effective measures looking to the preservation of American 
rame. 
: ‘‘Aligius” “wants your readers to know” certain things, 
and proceeds to expound accordingly. The dear old fossil, 
We do know a whole lot of things; among the rest, that 
what are called “quail,” “‘partridges” and “pheasants” in 
America are not like the English birds bearing those names; 
but we do not feel certain what bird was referred to by your 
correspondent, when he spoke of a detachment of armed 
men going forth in belt and mail (or whatever the supposi- 
tious outfit may have been), and slaying “‘robins.” Did he 
speak of English sport? or is there @ true, ‘“‘robin” in 
America? 

As to ‘Hunting vs. Shooting,” let us see if you or he are 
right. When of yore I found myself, as was often the case, 
stealthily moving, rifle in hand, through a mountain pass, 
uncertain whether the next shot would be at a grouse, a deer, 
bear, moose or caribou, was I shooting? I certainly thought 
I was hunting, and the lapse of time has served to confirm 
mein this opinion, But when we—three good shots with 
three stanch pointers, made the Grand Prairie ring with the 
quick repeated shots of our muzzleloaders (as I once before 
remarked in your columns, we loaded quickly in those days), 
and knocked dowa—I shouldn’t dare to say just how many 
grouse, before the dogs broke point, or we attempted to bring 
one bird to bag—then, indeed, I rather thought I was 
shooting. 

I, in my turn, want “‘Aligius”’ and his brethren to know 
that the game is pursued in this country under very different 
conditions, for the most part, from those which obtain in 
the Old World; and there is probably no man in England, 
who has neyer shot elsewhere, who could kill one in five of 
our game birds when flushed in our densest coyerts, There 
are those among us who feel able to do better than this, yet 
who sometimes, not less from motives of humanity than 
from a desire to fill the bag, prefer to shoot grouse sitting 
in such covers, and not to risk the maiming of the bird by a 
snap shot after the object of the aim has passed out of sight 
among the cedar boughs, 

As to squirrels—are they or are they not to be classed as 
game? What are the requisites which should entitle a bird 
or animal to be placed within this category? First of all, I 
am of the opinion that a ‘‘game’’ creature should be one 
which requires the exercise of more than ordinary skill for 
its successful pursuit. It should, in addition, possess a cer- 
tain value to the sportsman, either as food or to supply some 
need of humanity, be it what it may, else it is not game, 
There are no fox squirrels in Hngland, and but few ele- 
phants; yet British sportsmen have repeatedly been seen 
pursuing these creatures in their native wilds, and the skill 
required to make a good bag of fox squirrels is not inferior 
to that usually displayed in the capture of an elephant. Both 
are useful, both are eaten, 
Lam not writing all this for the exclusive benefit of ‘‘Al- 

igius,”’ for I realize that there may be many who would in- 
dorse his views, but to relieve my mind of a few thoughts 
which have chanced to come uppermost this evening. 
The fact is that Americans are not averse to learning from 

those whom they regard as qualified to teach. sas are 
glad to sit under the teachings of that class of Englishmen 
who are recognized by their own countrymen as competent 
instructors. They like to know all that is known of foreign 
customs, ancient or modern; and our sportsmen rejoice to 
know the way in which Edward the Fourth, Pedro the Cruel, 
or Juliana Berners have hallooed to their hounds, however 
antique the phraseology. 

Nevertheless, if one of us happens to be sitting in a Min- 
nesota cornfield in October, he does not ordinarily say to his 
helper: ‘‘Is that a gang of brent or a gaggle of geese?” Be- 
cause, among other objections, one result of the question 
would be an indistinct muttering from the helper aforesaid, 
which, when rendered into the Hoosier vernacular, would 
read somewhat like this: “What's that doggoned no-’count 
foo] a-talkin’ on?” 

Just here I will venture to express an opinion whichis foun- 

“SHOOTING.” 
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ded upon the reading and experience of a good many years, 
namely, that as a guide to a thorough practical knuwledge 
of field sports in America, whether with horse or hound, or 
with gun, rod or rifle, a single volume—I had almost said a 
single number—of the ForEst AND StREAM is worth all the 
books that ever issued from the English press. 
L offer no comment upon the advice given by ‘“Aligius” 

as to the best methods of taking fish. I see, however, in 
my mind’s eye, old Izaak Walton seated upon a Florida 
sandbank, from which ‘‘Al Fresco” had charitably re- 
moved ihe sand spurs, and instructing that gentleman as to 
the best method or capturing a tarpon. 

I see that ‘‘Nessmuk” is bound for Florida this winter, I 
would like to meet him there, but this is not likely. Yea, 
verily; 1 would that I might once more dip my paddle in 
the waters of the broad St. John, I have not seen it in al- 
most twenty years. Would that 1 could once more inhale 
the fragrance of the magnolias while flying past the dazzling 
saudbanks and the glossy green of the water-oaks before an 
eyening breeze from the Atlantic, with the straining canvas 
white above and the rushing keel below. KELPin, 

BLACK DUCK SHOOTING. 

NE November day, with the keen wind blowing down 
the bay, and the sky as blue as a maiden’s eyes, our 

party of four duck shooters stood shivering on the deck of 
the good ship Breakwater, bound for Lewes, Del. Despite 
the cold we enjoyed the sail down to the Hook, and strange 
to say, alter going outside the vessel was as steady as a river 
steamboat. There was not a particle of motion, the north 
wind most effectually driving the big rollers down to the 
smallest ripples. The sunset was magnificent, and so we 
glided down past. Long Branch, Ocean Grove, and the tiny 
villages between—we could almost throw a line ashore, so 
close in were we. Hundreds of coots, old squaws and 
broadbills rose lazily before us; and I could have stopped a 
dozen or more easily enough as they flew northward, show- 
ing darkly against the crimson sky. I felt in my bones that 
their appearance was a sign of good luck. A sentiment in 
which all agreed, 

At 6 o’clock the next morning I awoke to find the ship 
alongside of her dock, at the queer little town of Lewes. 
The wind was howling like'a million of hungry wolves, and 
the bay was one mass of foam, Very little breakfast was 
indulged in, as the old Breakwater reared and pitched at her 
moorings like a ten-foot catboat, and the passengers were 
only too glad to pet ashore. We started at last. The cars 
as cold as an ice box, and all hands stamping and talking to 
keep warm. Such a poky old train it was, and Iso glad to 
arrive at Georgetown. We had several hours to await the 
next ‘‘express,” and wandered over the city, quaint and old 
fashioned to the last degree. I inspected the whipping post 
and failed to see anything remarkable about it, saye the im- 
mense bands or loops of iron which dangle from the sides, 
to hold the yictims’ wrists, I tried them on, and upon my 
soul, if the folks that are whipped in Georgetown fit those 
bands they must be a race of giants. I am six feet in my 
stockings and built on fair proportion, but the bands would 
haye gone to my elbows. The ground was stamped hard at 
the foot of the post, and the coart house looming sternly 
within twenty yards, gave a solemn aspect to the surround- 
ings, even to my not too viyid imagination. The time hung 
heavily until finally the express came puffing in, car after 
car, filled with sheep, boxes, and heayen only knows what, 
and down in the rear was our ‘‘Pullman.” Such backing 
and jolting, yelling and swearing I never heard, a dozen 
coal-black youngsters contributing to the generalrow. And 
what a start! Ithouglit the old car would surely go intoa 
thousand splinters. 1 listened until, for a wonder, I fell fast 
asleep; and awoke to greet the little town of Berlin, way 
down in the southeast corner of Maryland. Our good friend, 
Jim Powell, was on hand, and we bundled in among the 
furs for our long ride to the sea, and to hishome. He gaye 
us the usual news in regard to the birds. Yes. Some birds 
were trading. The bay very low. Weather a trifle too 
warm, Geese just beginning to show on the flats. 
Point shooting only is permissible here. The bay seemed 

at Jeast six miles wide to me, and Jim said the best shooting, 
of course, was across under the beach. He had a big sloop 
especially designed for gunners, with galley, etc. Of course 
we would live aboard, In no time Messrs, D, and O. gaye 
their consent, rather doubtfully at first, as the beds and 
good things to eal at Mrs. P.’s rather overtopped my des- 
cription of the fare aboard the Ark; but in short order we 
had the guns, decoys, live geese, provisions, etc., snugly in 
their places, and with a good breeze from the westward, 
Charley steered us out into the bay. A pleasant sail and we 
dropped anchor under the lee of au island, on the best 
ground, to quote our skipper, on the ‘‘Yeast side ob de 
yarth.” A grand good supper that night diversified with the 
most delicious oysters right out of the water alongside, and 
we turned in to dream of ducks innumerable. The hour of 
3 A. M. found a sleepy lot of fellows trying to eat more 
oysters and to swallow more coffee, ‘The daylight was 
“awfully wanting” when we pulled away from the old Ark. 
Not a dozen strokes did I make and she was swallowed up, 
mast and all. Charley, who seemed a veritable cat in the 
darkness, sang cheerily an old darkey song, and led the way 
with D, and O.; I followed as best I could. A wee bit of a 
breeze did not fill my soul with much joy at the prospect of 
killing many birds; but I could hear them going overhead, 
their sharp wings whistling whee. whee, whee, and the deep 
bass notes of the old drakes asthey jumped up ahead of us 
made the blood tingle in my veins, and 1 fairly ‘‘lifted” the 
boat in my excitement. 

| must haye rowed a mile when Charley sang out: ‘Go 
over to that point, you will find a good blind there, and put 
out your decoys to suit yourself.” In less than half an hour 
Doc and I were seated on the rubbers, and had everything 
ready for the first “‘blacky” that should come along, As the 
first streaks of light came over the water, my heart and eyes 
brightened likewise. Hush! from Doc. Mark east—whish! 
into the stool from over our heads, and still too dark to 
distinguish him. To save me I could not find him, §o0 
rising to my knees, he jumped and an ounce of chilled 5s 
sent bim sprawling. ‘Then a pair came whizzing by, just 
out of range; then a single one, who at the report of 
Doc’s Greener, turned more than a dozen flip-fiaps and 
finally spurted the water a half a mile out inthe bay. No 
time to go after him now! Mark east, here’s a big bunch 
coming. The leaders see the stooland swerve in. The tail 
birds do not like the looks of things, and sheer off. Only 
three set their wings, and I miss the first one beautifully, 
and just scratch the second well enough to make him quack 
and skip like a bullet for New Mexico; Docsettled the third 
one calmly. Now a dainty pair of greenwing teal settle 

among the stool, and the blood-thirsty disciple of the saw 
murders them in the water. <A single old sprigtail receives 
the contents of four imported barrels at about seventy-five 
yards, and merely cocks his eye at us in disdain; a moment 
later and I wheel and cut an old drake trying to steal by 
behind, us and Doc praises the little 12-bore. 

So the sport goes on, It would be tiresome to tell of every 
shot—indeed an impossibility—so many good ones, and how 
many poor ones go to make up the sum total of aday’s duck 
shooting; but lef them be good or bad, the enjoyment never 
lessens to the true simon-pure sportsman. That peaceful 
evening, as we smoked our after dinner pipes, the goodly 
pile gladdened our hearts, and we shot them over again, 
Great big lusty fellows, with the deep green beaksand glossy 
plumage. Whatasplendid bag, Looking over the respec- 
tive bags, I noticed that Mr. D. had secured several ‘‘dip- 
pers,” and i thought it strange that we did not even sce one 
the entire day. Iloveto stop them, especially when going 
with the wind. It is difficult work and requires nice judg- 
ment. Besides, they are as tough as hickory, and die game. 
A single sprigtail and a few teal were the exceptions, All 
the rest were black dueks, and the finest, I ever saw, I made 
up my mind then that the latter would constitute the major- 
ity of the flight birds, and so thought of ‘‘live decoys” imme- 
diately, To my mind, a pair of well-trained domestic black 
ducks—mated, of course—are worth a hundred wooden or 
cork stools, and Charley soon procured a pair forme, They 
worked to a charm, though not trained, and I had only to 
hide the drake behind us in the sedge to make his wife 
quack her heart out at his absence. He was noways silent 
during the separation, and made Rome howl also. 1t issim- 
ply astonishing with what confidence a wary, much shot at 
old bird will then come in to stool. When shot at a good 
deal, black ducks soon learn to distinguish even the color of 
one’s decoys if you have out mallards and teal with your 
blacks, and you cannot get them to approach within a hund- 
red yards, although they desire to do so very much. But a 
single live decoy will disarm suspicion in an instant, I have 
often taken up my entire rig of floaters, and had splendid 
success over my poor little single bird. This manner of de- 
coying is not much practiced on Long Island, where I found 
it the only thing to do. I believe it is a favorite trick of the 
gunners on the St. Lawrence and lakes of the North, to not 
oniy use live decoys, but to train them so as to fly up and 
circle around the blind, and return to hand. ‘This I cannot 
vouch for, but the idea is a good one. How many times, my 
sporting friend, have you thrown up your cap or shook your 
boots over the edge of the blind, in the vain desire to attract 
the attention of the passing flock? -I well remember rolling 
over backward into a delightful pool of soft slush and ice, 
once trying the same game, and have fished my cap out of 
ice water many atime. lt seems to me the trick of the 
Northern gunners will bear investigation and practice. 

The next morning proyed warm as June, ‘There was not 
a ripple, and the glassy bosom of the great bay shimmered 
and sparkled like molten silver, reflecting the glorious banks 
of snow white clouds and the glitter and twinkle of the far- 
away sails, that seemed for hours to poise and float on a 
dreamy, golden haze. A stupid, exasperating morning to a 
gunner’s heart, if ever so beautiful, is it not? Away out in 
the center of the bay long, dark lines of birds were lazily 
floating and sunning themselves to their heart’s content, 
The decoys before us barely moved. Their gaudy colors and 
ill-shapen forms looked actually brazen in their deceit. The 
flies buzzed lazily around our lunch basket, and the leather 
coats and beavy rubber boots. became decidedly uncomfort- 
able. Lalmost gave up in despair. Toward noon Doc fell 
sound asleep; sweetly, nay; gently, the rich tones of his 
‘‘clarionette” rumbled over the quiet waters. It must have 
reached the ears of the bed of ducks above mentioned, and, 
whether through curiosity or a desire to investigate, or to 
become better acquainted with the bird producing such 
an infernal noise, they rose with many a quack and headed 
inshore. I silently cocked my Greener and bad the extreme 
satisfaction of killing a nice pair. You can imagine the 
change in the good Doctor’s position, to say nothing of the 
rude shock to his tender nerves; but when he saw the glossy 
beauties he forgave me heartily, and soon killed a fine bird, 
in fact not five minuter later. 
The day wore slowly on. Occasionally we had a long— 

terrible long—shot, but I hate to strain my pet gun; and at 
3 o’clock we could boast of but nine birds, A bitof a breeze 
from the north now kicked up alittle swash, and the decoys 
seemed to awaken to a sense of their duty and importance, 
In turning to speak to Doe my eyes caught the glint or re- 
flection of a body of large birds away tothe north, L watched 
them attentively; we both did, when, like an electric shock 
to our straining ears, came the inspiring honk-e-honke-e-honk 
of a flock of wild geese. Like madmen we changed the 
shells for BB’s and lower in the grass did we lide our ex- 
cited faces, On they came, as steady as soldiers! 1 counted 
fourteen, They were lazily flying not two feet from the 
surface and must come within range if they would but hold 
their course. As they swung in closerto our point, the old 
gander evidently smelling mischief, sheered off, which 
brought the taii end of the long string within goodrange. I 
yelled to Doc to take the last one and we Jet them have four 
barrels ‘‘to once.” Such a splashing and rumpus, one great 
fellow came down like a castaway windmill; another hard 
hit with stiffened wings sailed away outa few hundred yards 
and made the water fairly boil when he struck; another, also 
hard hit, with feathers streaming, fell somewhere in the 
direction of the Ark, never to be found, What a revolution 
in our feelings to be sure! If Jumbo himself had been our 
prey I doubt very much-if we could -have felt more elated. 
The bag that night looked grand, not so much in quantity, 
but in quality. 

We wasted the following day. The weather grew warmer 
and warmer; so on returning that night we prepared to 
leave early in the morning. Another summers day, With 
the boom well over to port and the jib poled out to catch 
eyery breath, we drifted for hours, But despite the sunny 
weather, a jolly crew made the tedious hours ily by. 

One good joke on the Doctor will bear repeating; doubly 
so, ag 1 remember the night on board of the old sloop, when 
the villain deliberately placed his mouth close to my ear and 
squeaked like a rat or mouse. In my horror I struck out 
like Sullivan, fully expecting to smash the horrid thing, 
and bruising my poor band badly for the trouble. A roar 
went up from the other culprits, fairly raising the roof, and 
they joked me almost continuously afterward, Now, while 
we were drifting, I was busily engaged trying to invent a 
handy sort of “hobble” for the tame duck decoys, on which 
Doc and the rest of the crew gave no end of sage advice. 
Charley, seeing our distress, offered to help us out, if some 
one would steer. Up jumped the festive M. D. and took 
the tiller, Nota particle of breeze filled the sails and the 

work was easy enough, so easy, in fact, that I gave nota 
tiene to the possible chances of an upset or anything 
else. 
We were all kneeling down trying our best to bold the 

flapping duck, and to rig him in the right fashion, when 
clear above the din rose Doc's cheery voice. ‘Whoa! haw! 
Where the tarnation [blue fire] are ye. goin’! whoa, haw, 
hold on! By gum, there she goes!” Slam-bank-rippy-ter- 
-slim-slam-bang-blunk-ker-swash, came with rattling of tiller 
blocks and swishing of sheets, and the jangle of tin ware. 
We scared mortals rushed on deck, falling over each other 
in panic-stricken haste, to find that the celebrated M.D. 
had jibed our noble craft (mind you, not a particle of breeze 
at the time), and with tiller stock in hand and profound 
amazement depicted upon every feature, stood looking 
blankly around upon the disaster he had occasioned. Evyery 
decoy was swept overboard, also the ducks just cleaned for 
dinner, also the entire seryice of tin, no end of buckets, and 
last but not least, our portable chimney piece, without which 
the stove could not be made to do its work. If ever I yelled 
I did that sunny day. It was good as a play to see Doc’s 
face, What a time we had retrieving things, but alas, the 
tin things were gone forever. ‘‘Whoa!l Haw!’ lingered 
sweetly, even in the still calm air. It lingers yet in my 
memory and always will. Wedubbed him the ‘Ellsworth 
of the Bay,” and always addressed him as skipper after- 
ward, The shooting did not improve during the remainder 
of our stay, and the jolly party of four were soon at home 
again. J. Asad. 

THE MAINE GAME LAWS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

To call the attention of the proper authorities to a most 
serious defect in the enforcement of the Maine game laws, 
rather than to discuss when the open season should begin, is 
the purpose of this communication, 

But while upon the subject, a word or two in reference to 
the Jatter point may not be amiss, 

Not one among the many and able correspondents who in 
your columns have opposed opening the season on Sept. 1 
instead of Oct. 1, have questioned that such change would 
benefit those dependent on that wilderness for their liveli- 
hood, at least temporarily; nor can 1 see how this can well be 
doubted. Of course all would rejoice in, and must desire 
the increased welfare of these most deserving people, unless 
the sacrifice of greater and more important interests be 
necessarily involved. Jt seems to me the wishes and profit 
of these people alone, should govern in this matter. Still it 
may well be that they are ignorant of their real interests; 
and in the hope of immediate profit, lose sight of the future, 
as did the couple who killed the goose that laid the golden 
eggs. Such cases are not unknown. No duty nor obligation 
of a legislator is more important than to foresee the future, 
and to resist the clamor of those who call for legislation to 
their own real detriment. 

Some of your correspondents virtually assume that ihe 
addition of this one single month to the open season, would 
annihilate the game of the Maine wilderness. 

This is tip-top dialetics, but not well calculated to further 
the result we have in yiew, viz,: a sound answer to the ques- 
tion what should be done in the premises. Is not the prob- 
able effect of the change, the pith of the whole matter? If 
so, it should not be disposed of by mere assertion of opinion, 
but by careful, and dispassionate consideration of how much 
it will really add to the present death rate, and © comparison 
of that death rate with the present rate of increase. If the 
then death rate would exceed the rate of increase, the change 
should not be made, But I repeat this matter should be 
weighed in a judicial spirit, by the light of reason, and not 
of sentiment or prejudice. 

In a former letter [ gaye the reasons which lead me to 
believe that the change would but slightly increase the death 
rate, and by no means sufficiently to approximate to the 
present rate of increase; nor dol see how one who is pe7- 
sonally and practically acquainted with the region tn question 
at that season of the year, and with the forms of hunting 
then practicable, can arrive at any other conclusion. 

Tho proof of the pudding is however in the eating. The 
season has opened on Sept. 1 in New Hampshire for years, 
and I am recently informed by what I cannot but regard as 
the very best authority, that, notwithstanding, deer haye 
there constantly increased in number. 

But enough of this, which was not the purpose of this 
letter. 

To many of your readers, and to at least one of the Maine 
Game Commissioners, any statement made by the justly cele-. 
brated guide John S. Danforth, will have great weight. 
These know that in mental capacity and sound judgment, 
as wellas in moral rectitude, he stands second to no guide 
in that, or any other region; while his opportunities of ob- 
servation, passing as he does the whole year in the woods, 
are equaled by few. 

It is folly to exercise ourselves over a prospective worm 
hole in the side of a bucket, out of which half the bottom is 
already lost. John writes me, omitting personal matter, as 
follows, under date of Dec, 8, from Parmacheene Lake. 

“T claim that the people generally know nothing ahout 
the observance of the game and fish Jaws, except on the 
porder of the wilderness in winter, and a little more in sum- 
mer, All the game wardens can well do in summer is to 
watch the owners of camps and hotels, the yery persons 
whose interest is to keep the game on the increase, because 
they know when the game is gone their money will go with 
it. In the winter the lumbering companies are located in 
the very center of the fish and game, and each year their 
employees become more bold, and are unmolested, The 
largest part of the crews are made up of French Canadians, 
who can be hired at from $12 to $15 a month. These 
Frenchmen are all hardy meu, and instead of resting Sun- 
days, are either hunting or fishing, and during the long 
winters kill more game and fish than all the sportsmen who 
come here in summer put together. A sportsman will throw 
back the trout he cannot eat, but a ‘‘pea-souper” will not 
throw back the chub even, If the Legislature would puta 
stop to this crust-hunting and fishing through the ice, they 
could let sportsmen kill all they could after July 15 and 
the increase would be double what it is now.” 

Tt would be unjust to the writer of this letter, should any 
part of it be construed to imply the slightest imputation of 
dereliction on the part of the Maine Game Commissioners. 
He has so often spoken in praise of their work, that | know 
he would at once repudiate anything of the kind. 
Though foreign to the matter in hand, 1 may perhaps be 

excused if I quote another passage from the same letter, 
since it shows to some extent what kind of a life these men 
really lead, and how justly they are entitled to our symp3- 
thies in every proper case, | 
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“To-day a man was brought here by two Frenchmen who 
found him in the woods, He is frozen very badly. He is 
from Pittsburgh [near Connecticut Second Lake] and we 
must get his friends to carry him out. He will lose both his 
feet lam sure. When I took his boots off, and [ cut them 
all I could, the flesh came with them, It is a herd sight to 
look at, His hands are bad, bui I guess they will not come 
off. He lay out two nights without any fire.” 

Gut to return to our subject, These Frenchmen come 
over the boundary from Cunda, and return the same way 
through the woods, ‘They can never be caught in nor near 
a Maine settlement. Screened by a dense forest blocked 
with impassable snow, they continue the work of slaughter 
among the trout and game year after year, and without the 
knowledge of any, except those who like Danforth, make 
the woods their home the year round, The remoteness and 
inaccessibility of the locality either prevents the approach 
of the officer of the law, or renders him powerless to enforce 
it in the face of such saperior force, and so far from aid, 
Tam not of those who would add one iota to the burden 

of any worthy public official (and such are the Maine Com- 
missioners), and then leave him tostruggle against an adverse 
ublic opinion so aroused, and to surmonnt the difficulty at 

his peril. Such knowledge as I have of the circumstances, 
leads me to believe that proper proof of the offense, to be 
followed by a raid on the lumber camps and the arrest of 
the leaders, is utterly impracticable. Could I see no other 
possible remedy, I should have preserved silence, crying as 
the evil is. 

The lnmber companies have their headquarters in Maine, 
From personal intercourse with the officers of one of these 
large corporations, I have little doubt that upon proper rep- 
resentations they could all be readily induced to co operate 
with the Commissioners, and to issue positive instructions to 
their agents who employ these men, that an agreement to 
abstuin from illegal hunting and fishing while in their em- 
ploy, should be 4 condition precedent to the hiring; and that 
a violation of the agreement should be followed by immedi- 
ate discharge. It may possibly be too late to apply this 
remedy during the present season, but unless a better method 
sugeests itself to the superior wisdom of the Commissioners, 
it might be tried next fall. 

As far as I can see, the remedy, if any, must be applied by 
those who hire these men, The Commissioners, aided solely 
by the authority of the law, are powerless under the circum- 
stances. The laws of nature confront those of man, with 
the usual result, A fair example is here presented of what 
IT endeavored to emphasize in my last communication—that 
is, how hopeless is a practically efficient enforcement of even 
the best of game Jaws in the face of a hostile public opinion. 
If the laws themselves, and the method in which they have 
been administered, command the approval of the officials of 
these Gumpanies, as 1 believe is the fact, this greatest of evils 
ean be reached, and promptly and easily brought to an end— 
otherwise I fear it is hopeless. Does it not then behoove 
every friend of game protection lo use caution, that he ad- 
vocate nothing that will not bear the closest scrutiny of cold 
and impartial common sense, 
Tothrow aman upon bis back, pinion hisarms and legs, hold 

his nose, and force a dose of medicine down his throat, may 
be for his good; but it is little likely to excite his gratitude, 
or make him a willing and efficient ally in the future, should 
his services be required. These, and similar considerations, 
have induced me to adyocate adding the month of Septem- 
ber to the open season In Maine, Personally 1 am quite in- 
different in the matter. Those dependent on that wilderness 
are practically a unit in advocating the change. They 
believe it will work no appreciable injury to any person or 
thing, while it will do them great good, 

As far as a somewhat extended personal experience per- 
mits me to judge, [ believe their position to be both reason- 
able and just. But however this may be, Iam convinced 
that it is politic to heed their request, and to accede to their 
wishes Wemay give an inch, but we will thereby gain a 
foot. The hearty co-operation of these people would ac- 
complish more toward enforcing the game laws, than all that 
the Commissioners can by any possibility accomplish. It 
would at once and permanently insure the detection and 
punishment of offenders. The prospective gain would then 
no longer warrant the risk incident to a violation of the law, 
and efforts in that direction would naturally almost wholly 
cease, Nor is this result altogether hupeless, since nature 
has not denied these people a fair share of common sense, 
nor are they blind to self interest. But it cannou be had by 
flouting what seems to them a reasonable request, nor by 
refusing concession for insufficient cause, Sound political 
wisdom demands that they receive a patient hearing; and 
that either their request be granted, or that reasons appeal- 
ing to their self interest, and which are satisfactory to their 
common sense, and nol in antagonism to facts with which 
they are so thoroughly familiar, be given for a refusal. The 
well known character of the Maine Legislature leaves littlc 
room to question that it will. act in this spirit, and 1o it, it 
seeins to me, we May as well leave the question without 
further discussion. . 

I was induced to touch upon this subject at all only be- 
cause it appeared to me undesirable that a paper so widely 
read as is yours in that community, and so ivfluential for 
good, should take a position contrary to their interests upon 
what seemed to me, and I knew would seem to them, insuf- 
ficient grounds. The geneial principles which governed the 
action of the paper therein, are believed in there as firmly as 
here. But in this particular case peculiar loval circum- 
stances rendered them, as I thought and as | was certain 
they would think, inapplicable, Henry P. WELLE. 
New YorE, Dee, 17, 1884. 

MAINE GAME COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT. 

Hiditoy Forest and Stream: 

Since writing the above I have read the report of the 
Maine Commissioners as it appears in your issue of the 18th, 
us well as ‘‘Penobscot’s” communication. 

The latter pleases me more than the former, and fully 
_accords with what I believe, and haye believed to be the 
facts, 

isee the Commissioners oppose any change in the open 
season, for two years longer at least. I do uot say they are 
wrovg; but 1 do wish they had assigned a little more reason, 
and a little less rhapsody as the basis of their action. May 
not the wicked allege this to be due to necessity, rather than 

-choice? I believe | amas firm a friend of protection in that 
Biate as either of these gentlemen. But it must not be for- 
gotten that protection isin the nature of missionary labor, 
where one ounce of persuasion is worth a ton of coercion, 
Moderation is good in all things, even in official reports, lest 
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-this connection the people of Maine, 

the lukewarm suspect fanaticism, and a possible friend be 
changed to an active enemy. 

Surely those who like myself have visited the Maine 
wilderness for years, cannot but view with extreme surprise 
and displeasure the wholsale manner in which they arc de- 
nounced in this report, knowing as they do how utterly 
unwarranted il is by the facts. To charge upon a class the 
misdeeds of a few, is about as reasonable as to call these 
Commissioners thieves and assassins, because an occasional 
robbery and murder is committed by some citizen of their 
State. We pay roundly, yet cheerfully, for all we get in 
Maine; and though it is true we pay for our own amuse- 
ment, that imparts no taint to the dollars we disburse, nor 
does it lessen the benefit the citizens of Maine receive there- 
by. It may be that the Commissioners, and possibly the 
residents of the more gettled portions of the State, despise 
this source of revenue, since their share therein is small; but 
so do not a very large and deserving class of Maine people, 
to whom if is literally as the manna in the wilderness. 

The report admits the importance of this revenue, stating 
that ‘it adds millions of dollars annually to the earnings of 
the people.” ‘‘ Millions of dollars!” ‘These be big words,” 
and imply enormous possibilities of comfort and happiness 
to the sparse population who reap this harvest. Has it ever 
occurred to these gentlemen that possibly some effort may 
be wise to retain this? Are they aware that other sections of 
the country are competing for the whole or part of this vast 
sum, with constantly increasing avidity? 

The Maine trip we all recognize is one of the most expen- 
sive a sportsman can take; and permit me to inform these 
gentlemen it is not so much the result in ihe way of sport 
that has retained our allegiance, as the assiduity and high 
personal character of the guides. Do these gentlemen real- 
ize the fact that trout ishing—the sole attraction during the 
only season when ninety-nine one hundreths of those who 
contribute to these ‘‘mi!lions” can be absent from their busi- 
ness—for the three seasons last past has greatly deteriorated 
throughout a large portion of the Maine wilderness? I as- 
sign no reason for this. 1 hope and believe the change is due 
merely to fortuitous, and not permanent causes. I but as- 
sert a fact recognized by all, guides and sportsmen alike. 
Ave they aware that anew fishing country to be visited at far 
less expense, and with less sacrifice of personal comfort, has 
been recently opened up—a virgin country where trout are 
much more abundant, and average considerably larger than 
in Maine? Zealis anexcellent thing, but a little business 
common sense has some good points about it too. 

The report bristles with antagonism to visiting sportsmen, 
This seems to me utterly gratuitous, certainly unless with 
great qualification; and 1 find none. In apparent answer to 
an imaginary challenge on their part, it. says ‘‘the State of 
Maine owns all the game of Maine, and alone has the power 
to legislate and give the right to kill.” True, most true! 
And has any one pad the hardihood to controvert this most 
self-evident proposition, or would he gain anything but ridi- 
cule if he did? The ‘‘State of Maine,” I take it, means in 

I say again, as I have 
said befure, no sanc visiting sportsman would claim for a 
moment that his wishes or interests were entitled as of right 
to the slightest weight in the matter. Butif their whims, 
their caprices, their ‘‘pure selfishness,” “the license they 
would not care to exhibit elsewhere,” if any folly or weak- 
ness you will on their part, sives offense neither to the citi- 
zen nor his property, and yet can be turned to the advantage 
of a large and deserving part of the ‘‘State of Maine” in good 
solid dollars—‘“‘the millions” added ‘‘annually to the earn- 
ings of the people’—may not some of these people (whose 
interest we suggest with the utmost humility itis the duty 
of these gentlemen to study and advance), think the matter 
worthy of a little more care in ils consideration, and consid- 
erably less acrimony in its determination. 

To dismiss ‘‘millions” with a wave of the hand in a spirit 
of firm adherence to principle, especially when that prin- 
ciple involves a question of expediency merely, reaches a 
height of sublimity as great as itis unusual. But of what 
kind is this sublimity? ‘‘Ay, there’s the rub!” Will those 
whose pockets suffer in the process find consolation in its 
contemplation, be it never So monumental? 
“From the prominent men of our State, of all parts and 

professions, comes the request for a close time for all our 
venison for five years.” So this is the source of your in- 
spiration. 1 admit, as will all, that infew of the affairs of 
life could you haye anywhere found a safer guide. But is 
it so in this ense? Let us see. 
Though the one has the right and the power to be heard 

ani the other has not, do not sportsmen, whether from 
Portland or New York, all stand on pretty much the same 
footing in many aspects of this matter? Whether the hunt- 
ing of either be attended with greater or less success, their 
hearth-stones glow with ano less hospitable welcome, and 
the happy greeting of their wives and children brings 
with it no taint of diminished comfort or opportunity to 
these loved ones. It is purely a question of amusement, 
more important than a disappointment at the theatre, only 
in that it has cost more of time and money. 

Turn now to the little clearing torn with how much bitter 
toil from the grasp of the wilderness. Look upon the 
humble cabin half buried in the winter snow, the sule pro- 
tection of the owner and his little ones from ithe pitiless 
cold. The facts which should form the basis of action 
herein, are a part of this man’s every day experience. To 
him this is no mere matler of amusement, but an important 
factor in the bitter struggle for life. He has considered the 
matter long and carefully, weighing every phase of the case, 
as his narrow resources aud great necessities compel him to 
do those of every possible means of income. What does 
thisman say? Youware silent—you do not know? Forif you 
did know you could not have the heart to ignore his appeal 
without at least a kind and encouraging word. True he 
knows not how to assert himself in the arena of political 
strife; but he is none the less a man, none the less one of 
your constituents. And though fortune has bestowed its 
bounty upon him with but a niggard hand, still the little 
that he has is dear to him, The margin for loss is small; 
and the prospect of such an eyent cannot but entail a pang 
at least as bilter fo him as that felt by ‘‘the prominent men 
of our State,” as they sit by their happy firesides, and relate 
Be a hunt has not been quite as successful ,as they had 
oped, 
Listen then to what one of them says to me, a man whose 

superior in courage, fortitude, energy, sound discretion, 
personal honor, a generosity that uever spares himself to 
succor another.—in every quality which goes to make a 
man, except money, a city-tailor, and the polish of the 
dancing muster,—I have yet to meet; and also one of your 
constituents, gentlemen. _ 
He writes me, “If 1 could talk in public what I know on 

this subject I would be there and explain matters, but as I 
cannot, I must like the patient ox submit to the yoke.” 

“For they bind heavy burdens and grieyous to be borne, 
and Jay them on men’s shoulders; but they themselves will 
not move them with one of their fingers.” When the in- 
clinations of the rich and powerful encounter the interests of 
the poor and lowly, we may all take this lesson to heart, lest 
through inadvertence we fall into the condemnation of the 
pharisee. 
When you pose, gentlemen, as the sole barrier between 

the people of your State, and a horde of vandals swooping 
down like yultures to destroy the possessions of your con- 
stituents, the great tribunal of public opinion, to which you 
have appealed, will not grant you the honor you claim solely 
upon your own plea. It will weigh your title by the light 
of no single candle, but under the broad glare of day wherein 
the illumination proceeds from every side. No one will ac- 
cuse you of willful wrong doing, I least of any. But if the 
stern eye of impartial justice finds that through inadyert- 
ence you haye done those things you ought not to have 
done, and left undone those things you ought to have done, 
it may deny you that commendation which should be the 
dearest wish of every public official. 

“Get the present Jaw, asa modified close time, remain 
untouched, in full force for two years longer, That will 
five us time to correct our Jaws understandingly, and take 
the position we intend to hold in the future.” 

This has a strangely familiar sound. Am I deceived in 
thinking I heard something in the same key at the last 
session of the Legislature? 
Did you ever read that remarkable book ‘‘Alice in Won- 

derland?” Here is 4 scene from it: 

“Tm sure I'll take you with pleasure!” the Queen said, 
“Two pence a week, and jam every other day.” 
Alice could not help laughing, as she said, “I don’t want 

you to hire me—and I don’t care for jam.” 
“Tt's very good jam,” said the Queen. 
“Well, I don’t want any to-day, at any rate.” 
“You couldn't have it to-day if you did want it,” the Queen 

said. “The ruleis, jam to-morrow and jam yesterday —but 
never jam to-day.” 

“It must come some time to ‘jam-to-day,’” Alice objected. 
“No it can’t,” said the Queen. “‘It’s jam every other day; 

to-day isn’t any other day, you know.” 

Jack-hunting occupies but a low place in my esteem, still 
there are many to whom it affords excitement and pleasure. 
Tf they are willing to pay freely for the privilege to the citi- 
zens of Maine, may they not at least be tolerated in the 
open season? <A jack-hunter isnot necessarily on a par with 
him who robs the widow and orphan; and the judicious 
may possibly regard with distrust any conclusion or recom- 
mendation of one, who characterizes both even in approxi- 
mately the same terms. The deer isa noble animal; but 
whether aman, who by the utmost diligence can scratch 
but a precarious subsistence from an ungrateful soil, shall be — 
able to clothe and educate his children in decency, or be 
compelled to raise them in squalor and force them to manual 
labor at the earliest possible moment, is also worthy of some 
consideration. 

I have always supposed that hunting was sraded somewhat 
by the skill, patience, courage and endurance it required. 
Tf in addition the incident destruction fell solely upon the 
males, I have supposed all these entitled the method to some 
little respect. But I now shrink with horror from the abyss 
of my ignorance, when I see the Maine Commissioners 
(regard for whom, and for whose work, long habit has in- 
grained within my nature), declare that moose-calling ‘‘is 
as fair and noble and sportsmanlike as to spear fish on their 
spawning-beds.” 

Well we live and learn! We never know how totally 
depraved we are, until some kind friend holds the mirror 
up before us, and dwells upon the hideous deformity which 
appears therein. Would that zeal too’ would learn that 
there is an intemperance other than that which emanates 
from the whishy bottle; and that if the eye be oceasionally 
raised from the narrow groove of duty and a conmyprehensive 
view of the whole horizen be taken, its subsequent useful- 
ness will not thereby be impaired. 

Permit me again to say that whether the recommendations 
of this extraordinary document are followed or not, is to me 
personally a matter of absolute indifference, For reasons 
which ao alteration of the law would effect, I have been in 
the habit of doing my hunting without the borders of that 
State—a custom I should not change in any possible event 
connected therewith, short of forbidding non-residents accéss 
to New Hampshire and Canada through its territory, But 
should it be followed, I shall regret it for the sake of a large 
number of friends and acquaintances, citizens of Maine, who, 
whether their wishes were heeded or not, deserved, as it 
seemed to me, something a little better than to be totally 
ignored in a matter, in which they had more at stake many 
times over than all the rest of the inhabitants of that State 
added together. 

The report goes on to say, “‘there is no Jaw that our Legis- 
lature will enact that resolute men cannot enforce.” It is 
well! Considering the unbridled. license not unfrequently 
exhibited on the annual drive by the lumbermen within the 
confines of the settlements themselves, [had thought that it 
was unreasonable to expect an officer of the law to intrude 
into their midst with hostile intent, when they were banded 
together in the wilderness, and he was far from succor. For 
my part I would about as soon venture into a den of tigers. ~ 
But Lam gled the Commis:ioners view the matter in a difter- 
ent light—or is this another flower of rhetoric? There is the 
nut tocrack gentlemen, go for it! Ishould smile to see the 
effort, but sol fear would not the unhappy man who made it. 

I began this in anger, 1 admit. It was doubtless wrong; 
but I plead in extenuation the sentiments which the follow- 
ing words of the report could hardly fail to excite: ‘“‘Eyery 
penny expended by our visitors is upon themselves, in pure 
selfishness, and im an indulgence of license they would not 
care to exhibit elsewhere.” The italics are my own. 

But if I began in anger, I conclude in sorrow. I recall 
the thousand kindnesses and attentions I have so long and 
so frequently reccived from so many of those whose inter- 
ests [ have adyocated,—kindnesses and attentions for which 
no money return was asked or expected, and rendered in a 
spirit of which no pecuniary reeompense could wipe out the 
memory of the obligation. The still small voice of these 
people, unheeded by their natural and legal protectors, falls 
upon my ear, and 1 picture to myself the bitter disappoint- 
ment which threatens them, 

Gentlemen of the Maine Legislature, forgetting all that is 
distasteful in the report of your Commissioners, and with 
no personal interest whatever in view, 1 appeal to you. 
May not some measure of relief, not inconsistent with their 
future welfare, be granted to these poor people? 
NEw Yor, Dec. 20, 1884, Henry P. Waits, 
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INDIANA THREE YEARS’ LAW. 
Hdiiar Forest and Stream: 

It is currently reported that an effort will be made to pro- 
cure the passage of a bill by the next Legislature to prohibit 
the killing of quail in Indiana for a period of three years. 

The movement originated with the Marion County Horti- 
cultural Society, and will be vigorously pushed by influential 
men. 

It behooves the sportsmen throughout the State to resist 
the proposed legislation, and a plan of action should be 
agreed upon without delay, Will those interested in the 
matter write me immediately, giving in full their views ax to 
the best course to be pursued, Rovau Ropryson, 
INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana. 

Wire tHe Conrs.—Mr. A. G. MeAusland, formerly with 
the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, takes the road 
early in January for the Colts Patent Firearms Company, 
of Hartford, Conn, Mr. McAusland will travel through the 
West and Northwest and on the Pacific coast, and will be 
absent three or four months. He has a wide acquaintance 
throughout the region into which he is going, and bis many 
old friends will be glad to see him again. He carries with 
him samples of the four styles of shotguns, the pistols and 
the new lightning repeater manufactured by this company. 

Long Island pond and I will show them that they don’t 
know anything about fishing, That may be putting it 
strong, but I mean it. Should one of these wonderful short 
casters like to take a lesson in accuracy, I will take pleasure 
in showing him what accuracy really is, for few of them 
understand it. 

Perhaps some of the short casters may consider this as 
brag, but itis an old adage that ‘the longest pole knocks the 
persimmons,” and there is no doubt but long casting ‘takes 
the cake’—that is, the fish. If this is doubted, let the 
doubters come and fish with me for fun or anything else, 

_ Sirver LAxn, Mass.—There has been some tip top shoot- Harry PRICHARD: 
ing this fall within thirty miles of Boston, at the gunning 
stand of H. MeLauthlin at Silver Lake, Plympton, Mass, 
The score so far is 120, mostly Canada honkers. He uses 
about forty tamed decoy and can handle them 80 as to 
draw most any flock, although there are four other stands at 
the Lake, The second flight has not amounted to much this 
fall, so far, but there is still a chance yet, as it is so near 
Boston it would be a good place for city sportsmen to take 
in.—Sovure Sor. 

No, 90 Fuuvon Street, New York, 

Hisheulture. 

SALMON AND TROUT OF MAINE, 

ees the report of the Comissioner of Fisheries and 
Game of the State of Maine for 1884 we take the follow- 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

HE West Jersey Game and Protective Society are doing 
good work. For some time large quantities of game 

had been shipped from Bridgeton, Cumberland county, 
which the organization had reason to believe was illegally 
taken by snares and traps. 

Detectives Ore and Pratt were therefore sent to the region 
named on a scout, and also to the Milleville section on the 
same railroad, They succeeded in finding and destroying 
one thousand devices for capturing game, among which 
were horsehair and wire snoods, box traps, figure 4 traps, etc. 
Ai Bridgeton they engaged a pilot who was familiar with a 
tract known as ‘‘White Marsh Swamp,” near which one 
Murray dwelt, whom it was suspected was shipping many 
*‘pheasants” or ruffed grouse to Philadelphia, all of which 
were not killed according to law. 

Coming to the shanty occupied by the sable poacher Mur- 
ray, they found he had escaped them. They took up their 
abode in this cabin for the night, hoping Murray might re- 
turn, and as they were. armed with the proper documents, 
he would haye been taken prisoner on his return; but the 
atm g negro evidently smelled arat, for he would not show 

meself. 

ing: 
At the date of the? first appointment’of Fish Commissioners 

in Maine, the Kennebec still yielded quite a large number of 
salmon. The period of the building of the dam at Augusta 
was the final blow to the destruction of the far-famed ‘‘salmon 
of the Kennebec.” The fish were slaughtered at the dam; the 
fish were slaughtered in the canalor sluice-way or outlet of 
the factory by closing the gates and stranding them; no breed- 
ing fish could ascend the riyer to their spawning grounds, 
The Commissioners were forbidden to enforce the law by en- 
actments obtained from the Legislature, After eight years of 
hard fighting the Commissioners were enabled to defeat a 
renewed attempt to suspend their action through the Legis- 
lature, and were able to enforce an order to build the present 
fishway. The salmon were virtually exterminated, hardly a 
remnant left. The people, knowing nothing of the habits 
of fishes, had supposed that by opening the fishway myriads 
of salmon would rush in like birds seeking a new rest- 
ing place. The fish that are bred in a river will return there, 
but none others.. Salmon, after depositing their spawn, 

Wasarneron, D. C., Dec. 16.—Quail, rabbits and squirrel 
have been in great abundance thisseason. Last week Messrs. 
W. Wools, of Alexandria, and Thos. Taylor, of Four Mile 
Run, having Tom’s old Drift and youngster Don, made 4 
trip of about sixty miles down the riyer (Potomac), leaving 
Alexandria on Tuesday about 10 A.M., on board the Mat- 
tano and returning Friday about 3 P. M,, bagging on their 
trip 80 quail, 15 rabbits and 18 squirrels—quite a success. 
Let us hear from Maryland now.—Sror, 

BARNEGAT,—Perth Amboy, N. J., Dec. 20.—Jn a letter 
just received from Barnegat Bay, lower part, the writer 
says: ‘‘Ducks are yery plenty, but few killed, Decoys of 
no use; rather a hindrance, asthe fow] move in large bodies 
and have good feeding everywhere on the flals, There will 
not be good gunning until we have ice sufficient to drive 
them off the flats.”—K. 

Yn this cabin they found fifty or sixty muskrat skins hung 
up to dry, and tied in bundles a hundred or so of rabbit 
skins which, not being perforated with shot holes, showed 
snares had been used in their capture. All of last Thursday 
was taken up in search of Murray, vul without success. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

remain for a given period in the river and then return on the 
spring fioods to the ocean, to again revisit the place of their 
birth when the instinet of breeding recurs and points it out. 
This period is now supposed to be every two years. Jf in 
the meantime a dam be erected and theit pathway inter- 
rupted, they will not seek a new spawning place, but continue 

Detectives Ore and Pratt have not yet given the poacher up, 
and further search will be made until be is captured, as he 
is considered a dangerous enemy to the game of South New 
Jersey, and is doing much damage. It is hoped he will be 
taken and his depredations stopped. 

The West Jersey Game Protective Society is a pattern for 
the many societies who, under the name of game protec- 
tionists, haye occupied their time and funds shooting 
matches, when a movement or two of the nature of the above- 
mentioned would do more to end this illegal suaring and 
trapping of game than column upon column of newspaper 
articles, 

The cold snap of this week has frozen up the marsh feed- 
ing grounds of the ducks on our rivers, and the fowl are 
frequenting the open water entirely. Many varieties will- 
now go South. There are many brant at Tuckerton and 
Barnegat Bay, but few are being killed. They seem to have 
learned every ‘‘hide,” and keep clear of them, no matter how 
enticing the bunch of decoys may be. These fowl will in a 
short time make their way South, especially if we are to 
haye continued freezing weather, 

There remains now but about a weck of open season for 
quail and ruffed grouse in the North. Many more birds 
will be left over this year than last, as the dry season passed 
has done much to protect both species. It is to be hoped 
we will have the balance of the winter free from heayy and 

to make fruitless attempts to reach the river where they were 
hatched until they are exterminated, That river is then 
vacant to salmon until a new family of salmon fry are planted 
there. Fish rarely make any mistales; unlike birds, they 
will mot seek a new nesting river when that in which they 
were born is shut to them, There are too few salmon now in 
the Kennebec River to breed from. If the river is to be re- 
stocked, if the destruction caused bythe dam and the too 
amiable Legislature is to be remedied, the Commissioners 
must be allowed the means to plant not less than a million of 
salmon try in the Kennebec for the next five years. There is 
no other remedy. ‘lo stock a river requires many fish, Will 
100,000 grains of wheat prove sufficient to sow a prairie and 
send a day’s food to Augusta? Will 100,000 salmon fry restore 
the work of centuries destroyed on the Kennebec? 

Dennysville River. Here is a tield, a scene of senseless wan- 
ton waste andruin, This river is naturally one of the most 
productive salmon rivers in the State. It is not within the 
jurisdiction of the State Commissioners, always excepting 
their right to order fishways, The fishways are simply used 
as traps, and persons are allowed to stand upon them and dip 
out the unfortunate fish that attempt to pass up. At the 
mouth of the river there are five weirs constructed in such 
positions as to intercept and catch, as far as possible, all sal- 
mon passing up on the tide. A few fish do succeed in escap- 
ing up the stream, and rise readily to the anglev’s fly, and 
might afford some inducements to visiting sportsmen, were 
not all the waste and slabs and drift of the sawmills thrown 
into the river bed, where it fouls the line of the angler and 

ECHOES FROM THE TOURNAMENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I wish to say a few words about the value of long casting 

I have cast but three times in tournaments, but have been a 
fisher for trout and salmon for over half a century, therefore 
I may speak on this subject from the standpoint of personal 
experience. 

In fishing 1 haye found thatthe more water I could cover 
the greater would be the success, in other words the longer 
cast8 the more fish, and usually larger ones, for the latter do 
not approach the shore or boat. In trout fishing I have seen 
waters where a cast of less than eighty feet was useless, and 
T have caught hundreds with the fly at that distance, while 
in salmon fishing J have seen pools where a cast of less 
than one-hundred feet would not come within the sight of 
fish, What could be done on such waters by men who can 
only cast forty-five feet witha trout rod or eighty feet with 
a salmon rod? ’ 

I am satisfied that the tournaments have done more 
toward making anglers than is generally belieyd, and long 
casting is, in my opinion, of more importance than either 
delicacy or accuracy, for an angler who saw a trout rise 
eighty feet away would naturally wish to reach it, and 
would feel badly if he could only cast half that distance. 
As for delicacy, I believe it to be a delusion, to speak 

4 ; . E : 5 : i t from this beautiful village. 
continued snows, with crust. Homo. | plainly, a humbug, for my experience has been that in anor fhe lest tao eau fhe Colnueanens pels supplied Mr. Dec, 20. - throwing a fly, either for salmon ortrout, sharply and clearly Benjamin Lincoln with 40,000 salmon eggs, who has hatched 

in the water I could take five fish per one cast delicately. I 
have often thought that if some movement of the reel could 
be inyented which would make the fly dance on the water it 
would take ten for one. Some writers in ForREST AND 
SrreAM have doubted the practical use of casting eigthty 
feet for trout, claiming that there is not one trout caught in 
a thousand casts at a distance of seventy feet. The fact is 
that not one fly-fisherman in five hundred can cast seventy 
feet, therefore they never had the pleasure of reaching a 
trout at that distance. 

1 have fished beside hundreds of gentlemen who could 
cast but sixty feet, and have filled my creel with fish taken 
at eighty teet while they took ne’er a fish. There are many 
gentlemen now in New York city who will vouch for the 
value of long casting, having seen what I state above. In 
fishing for either salmon, trout, or even tomcods, the man 
who has his ereel full has the Jaugh, while those who catch 
nothing feel sorry that the other fellow has to carry such a 
heavy basket, 
While fishing out of a canoe on the Restigouche River, 

where some fifty-eight men who considered themselyes the 
greatest salmon fishers in the world were fishing, I found 
that they ridiculed the idea of a New Yorker, who had no 
salmon river near him, coming there to fish. They were 
Canadians, Hnglish, Irish and Scotch, and did not see how 
a man not brought up on a salmon river could hope to take 
a salmon, and I hadn’t anchored in the Restigouche over 
five minutes before I hooked the finest salmon I ever 
saw, while an English gentleman of sixty years’ experience 
in salmon fishing, who had been casting over the same 
water, had not been favored with a rise. Just before I 
struck the fish this gentleman offered me the gratuitous 
advice that the way I was casting would never take a fish, 
and before the words were fairly out of his mouth I had the 
salmon fast. He then said that this upset his whole sixty years’ 
experience, and I think that those old forty-five-foot trout 
casters are in the same boat with him. Should any person 
doubt. this statement they may write to Mr. Frazier, at Mate- 
pedia Station, Province of Quebec, who will give them in- 
formation on this pomt. In fishing with dozens of expert 
trout fishermen—and I took my first lessons from as good a 
salmon and trout fisher as ever lived—they have all agreed 
that, as I have said, delicacy was a humbug, to speak 
lainly. 

F Often in fishing from the shore or dam of a pond, the 
trout have risen further than I could cast, and if I could 
have cast as far when a boy, fishing the Wye River in Eng- 
land, as [now do, I could have taken ten trout to the one 
that was caught, and of larger size, too. Then I was only a 
60-foot caster. ; 

I would like to advise young anglers to throw their 
flies on the water as sharply as possible, and they will have 
better success than those who try to imitate the falling of a 
snowflake; that’s bosh. 1 would like to have some of these 
40-foot, snowflake casters come with me next spring on a 

them and turned the fry into Denny’s River. Could all fsh- 
ing on this stream, excepting with baited hook or fly, be pro- 
hibited, the throwing of drift into the river forbidden, an 
efficient warden be commissioned, Dennysville would become 
one of the most frequented and fashionable places of summer 
resort in the State, 
The St. Croix is another productive salmon river. Here 

also, the Commissioners haye no jurisdiction, excepting of 
fishways on the American side of the stream. The dividing 
line between Maine and New Brunswick is the middle of the 
vhannel. Some 500,000 salmon eggs have been contributed 
to this river by the Maine Commissioners; 380,000 of these 
were hatched and distributedin those waters at the expense 
of Mr. Frank Todd, the efficient Dominion officer at St. 
Stephen. A very fine large fishway has been built on the 
Dominion side of the river at the extensive new cotton mills, 
the plans and engineer work furnished by theState ot Maine. 
This river has great capabilities, is full ot salmon that rise 
readily to the fly, and may be made of much value to both 
New Brunswick and Maine. Under the present system, or 
rather no system, it had better be abandoned as at Dennysyille. 
If deemed worthy of preservation by the respective govern- 
ments that own it, it should be placed under a co-operative 
code of laws, viz: No salmon fishing in tide waters after Jul 
15; no nets used above tide waters at any time; fishing wit 
baited hook or artiticial flies until Ist of September; an equal 
number of wardens to be furnished on the respective sides of 
the river. _ j 

Saco River is deemed by the local inhabitants worthy of 
being restored to its original place among the productive 
salmon rivers vf Maine. Good fishways have jbeen built after 
plans furnished by Mr, Harry Buck of Orland. The stock 
of salmon fry is now only required. The Legislature will 
please remember that stocking a river 1s like seeding a section 
ofa State, Estimate its area, or its number of acres, and 
then decide if 100,000 grass seeds will prove sufficient. Gen- 
erous seeding for several years is requisite if a good crop is | 
expected. — 

n the Androscoggin, our poverty of resource has ever pre- 
yented our properly stocking those waters. We haye two 
yery important and valuable fishways at the mouth of the 
river ApBriviswides Obstructions multiply on the river more 
rapidly than our ability to cope with them, Manufacturing 
enterprise not only obstructs the river with its monstrous 
dams, but, by the criminal neglect of the Legislature in pro- 

viding no restrictive laws, the bed of the river is covered with 

waste matter that destroys both the spawning ground of the 

fish as well as the productive field of fish food. Poisonous 

matter from the Brunswick factories destroyed the spawning 
ground of the shad and drove them away, ; 

The Penobscot is the only River now left on the Atlantic 

coast of the United States where there is sufficieut number of 

salmon to supply the requisite fish for the works at Orland, 

where the eggs are taken for distribution, both for the 
United States and the several associated States that sub- 
seribe. - 4 P 

Maine’s subscription to the works at Orland in 1883, for 
salmon eggs to be hatched and distributed to her rivers in 
1884, was $1,000, Our return from this sum was ee ees, 
Professor Baird, the United States Commissioner of Fisheries 
at Washington, afterward gave us 20,000. By letter of Feb- 

ruary 15, he gave 340,000 more eggs, upon condition that the 

Monrteomery SHootine Cius.—The hunt of the Montgo- 
mery Shooting Club was from “daylight to dark” on Tues- 
day, and extended into nine different counties, and one party 
went to a neighboring State. Quite a number of hawks 
were killed, and as each counted tive points they materially 
increased the score, which wasas follows: 8. 'T. Westcott, 
captain, 82 points; FP. C. Randolph 29, H. H. Barnes 96, H. 
B. Metcalf 47, BH. D. Long 59, W. R. Taylor 81, T. E, Han- 
non 44, C. T, Pollard, Jr., 28, J. R. Adams 29, J. H. Leigh 
65, John Crommelin 41, Henry Crommelin 89, W, D. Brown 
20, W. W. Hill 55, L. B. Hallonquist 30, G. H. Todd 10, 
W. L. Brage 100, C. EH, Wallin 39, 8. T, Alexander 14, J. 
P, Armstrong 16, Dan Frazer 9, B. Holt 6, C. Gabbett 7, A. 
T. Cunningham 15, W. B. Armistead 21,H R. King 13— 
979. EK. D. Ledyard, captain, 538 points; G. M. Marks 39, 
W. K. Jones 10, C. P. Ball 18, W. 8. Reese 77, J. T. Holtz- 
claw 9, Chas. Spear 17, T. D. Wilkenson 14, F. A. Hall 15, 
H. ©. Davidson 34, J. lL. Cobbs 34, H. Gunter 14, R. HH, 
Molton 59, W. L. Hutchings 20, H. Graham 17, ©. L. 
Mathews 2, ©. L. Ruth 23, W.L. Chambers 20, T. 8. 
pee 6, M. O, Scott 10, John Metealf 5, J. T. May 6—507. 

Missournr Hepoens.—High Point, Dec. 18.—There has 
been six inches ef snow on the ground for the past three 
days, and an army of men, boys and dogs have been besieg- 
ing the hedges and calling on “bre’r rabbit” to surrender; 
and, judging by the number I have seen in the hands of the 
besiegers, poor bunny evidently succumbs without a struggle 
and goes to swell the score of the rabbit murderer; for to 
shoot rabbits while sitting in the hedge is certainly murder 
in the first degree. The yelping, howling and beating of 
hedges has nearly frightened the quail out of the county, 
aud scattered them so that it is hard to get up more than two 
or three in a bunch. The large amount of hedge fence in 
this vicinity makes bird hunting hard work, unless there are 
two in the party, one for each side of the hedge, and even 
then a number of the wounded birds are lost in the hedge, 
My dog hates hedge-hunting more than I do myself, but 
some days I can find hirds only in the hedges.—Osace, 

GoLtbpEN GATE Guy CiuB.—San Francisco, Dec. 11.—At 
a meeting of the Golden Gate Gun Club, held Dee, 9, the 
following officers were elected: Edgar L. Forster, President; 
Henry Mangles, Vice-President; Edwin L. Forster, Secre- 
tary; Rudolph Schleuter, Treasurer; John Foley, Sergeant- 
at-Arms. "The club was organized July 17, 1884. The 
members are composed of young men from 19 to 22 years of 
age. A series of glass balland clay-pigeon matches have been 
arranged for next season, and are looked forward to with 
great interest by the members. It is hoped that hefore long 
the Golden Gate Gun Club will be ranked among the lead- 
ing sporting clubs of the State.—H. L. F., Sec’y G. G. G. C, 
(626 Shotwell street, San Francisco, Cal.). 
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; | 
hatched product be all putinto Penobscot waters. Tt will be 
perceived that our whole stock of eggs to be hatched and dis- 

tributed this year of 1884, was 1,242,000. 
These were distributed as follows: 702,000 at Enfield, con- 

signed to Penobscot and tributary streams; 500,000 at Norway, 
for Penobscot and Saco waters: 200,000 at Weld, tor Andros- 
coggin and Kennebec waters; 40,000 to Mr. Benjamin Lincoln, 
ati Dennysvile, for Denny’s River. The run of salmon on the 
Penohscot River this year is reported to tis as exceeding in 
number that of last year, the size of the fish as less, Good 
judges were of the opinion that, owing to the long continued 
high stage of water this last spring, an unusual number of the 
fish made their way directly to the upper waters of the river. 
As netting above tide water is forbidden by law, we have 
been unable to ascertain any facts from loval residents, That 
the upper waters of the riyer are yery full of young salmon of 
various sizes seems to be the universal testimony. The Ouis- 
saticook, a small tributary, isevery yearinfested by miscreants, 
taking the saltion on their spawning beds. 

hard labor, 

were left that it did not pay longer to set their nets or traps, 
the Jast venture yielding as a dividend but one salmon for the 

Now thatsalmon have been again restored to 
the river, the work of destruction has been prosecuted on the 
east branch and on the Ouissaticook with renewed vigor and 

Traps have been used, set-nets 
have been used, dynamite has been used. It is for the Legis- 
lature to answer the question of the destruction of the breed- 
ing salmon of the great salmon river of Maine by a few aban- 

At Rockland they 
they are anact- 

ive blight, and curse, and canker upon industry and pros- 

whole year. 

to a greater extent than ever, 

doned scoundrels on the upper Penobscot, 
may be of some service to the State; at large 

perity. 
Other destructive influences are at work on the Penobscot, 

New dams, new industries, poisonous 
chemicals turned into the river; river bottomed with waste; 
decreased volume of water in the river, caused by destruction 
of forests; long continued droughts, necessitating economy of 
water by dams to the numerous mills and factories, leaving 

lace of descent to the young fishes but through the 
There is no nore sense 

or justice to the people in allowing the product of our waters 

as on other rivers, 

no 
machinery, where they are crushed. 

g There seems to 
be no remedy for this destructive method of taking salmon 
but by inereasing the penalty, by adding imprisonment at 

At one period all methods of fishing for salmon 
on the east branch of the Penobscot River were abandoned, 
not from any spirit of reform on the part of the local inhabi- 
tants, but simply that there were no fish to be caught. So few 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Falls in New Brunswick,” We refer to this because numer- 
ous complaints are made to us from the local residents, 
of the inhabitants of the neighboring Province coming oyer 
into our State and sweeping the trout from their spawning 
beds and carrying the plunder back to their homes in the 
Dominion. We can afford no redress. Such protection as we 
have been able to afford within our own defined limits has led 
to increase of our stock and Jessened exportation to Boston 
markets, The fifty-pound law of the last Legislature, and al- 
lowing no transportation of fish but when accompanied by the 
erson who captured them, has proved of great benefit to the 

Rtate, The fame of the two great angling centers, Moosehead 
and Rangeley, now require the protection of new laws to pre- 
vent their being depleted by the monstrous number of fisher- 
men from the whole Union, indeed from every quarter of the 
globe. As we have before stated, no amount of fair angling 
caneyer entirely exhaust a lake, pond, or stream, for the in- 
stinct of fishes can be educated to the verge of reason, and is 
coeval with the cunning devices of anglers. But ovr open sea- 
son for catching trout extends too far into the spawning sea- 
son. As it approaches, the fish begin to crowd up into certain 
streams and are slaughtered when in a semi-stupid state, ob- 
livious to all surroundings, to fear, to all but the instinct of 
breeding. There are other streams to which the young fry 
resort, away from the danger of the larger fishes that feed on 
them, These also should be protected from being angled on 
atany time. The saccatien and Misery rivers, at Moosehead, 
should be closed by law for at least five years. The outlet of 
Moosehead Lake should also be protected for a distance to be 
decided upon and staked out, from the first day of September 
until the following May. 
should be provided and paid to’see the law rigidly enforced. 
No fishing should be allowed at any time on the outlet of 
Rangeley Lake, from the dam on the outlet to a line running 
directly across the stream atits point of junction with the 
Kennebago, near Indian Rock, and the samelaw should be ex- 
tended over the Kennebago Stream, These two streamsshould 
be held sacred as nurseries of that splendid breed of monster 
brook trout to which the world has yet shown no equal. We 
also ask protective laws from Sept. 1 to all the spawning 
grounds below the respective dams of communication between 
the several lakes, to be defined hereafter, At all these places 
provision should be made for the services of tried and faithful 
men to enforce the law at all times. There is too much money 
in these great places of resort to allow the sources of attrac- 
tion to be destroyed by either the Anglo Saxon love of butch- 
ery, or the rum and tobacco craze of the poaching slouch, 

Good, true and faithful wardens, 

to be destroyed by the waste of factories turned into our 
rivers and brooks, than giving other industries the same 
rights to cover our roads and pastures or cultivated fields 
with their refuse,and thus destroy agricultural crops and 
impede transportation, We are constantly receiving com- 
plaints from Lincoln and Ola-uon and other sources, of chemi- 
cals from the pulp mills killing the fish; from Aroostook of 

The Ziennel. 

FIXTURES. the starch factory waste and washing destroying the trout and 
other fishes, 

LANDLOCKED SALMON. 

This fine fish is Indigenous to several lakes of the State, for 
instance, the Grandor Schoodic lakes, Sebaec Lake and tribu- 
tary ponds and streams; Reed's Pond, a tributary of Union 
River; Sebago Lake and tributary streams, headwaters of 

The salmon of Keed’s Pond and of Se- Presumpscot River. 
bago Lake, both in the vicinity of the ocean, are of large size. 
Those of Grand and Schoodic lakes, more remote, are smaller, 
averaging about one-half the weight of the former, and are 

The salmon of all these 
lakes, without any distinction, have been very rapidly dimin- 
ishing in numbers, and mostly from like causes, the persistent 
use of net and spear on the spawning ground, and pune fe 

€ 

more readily taken with the fly. 

all times without regard to season, whenever accessible. 
increased number of mouths to feed adds to the demand for 
fish, and the inducement to poachers, but not to the area of 
roduction. On the Grand and Schoodic lakes the number of 
sh has very much fallen off since the establishment of the 

tanneries on Grand Lake Stream, 
The stream is now bottomed with hair and tan bark, and 

produces no food for young or old fish, and is now but sparsely 
frequented by them, Much nonsense is talked and written 
about the United States Works on Grand Lake Stream being 
the cause of diminution, by squeezing the eggs out of the fish 
(we use the local term of the poachers in philosophically dis- 
cussing this question), and causing the death of the parent 

fish. The same number of squeezed fish may be found in pro- 
portion to the nnmber of fish taken in any pond where these 
fish are bred. The facts are that these fish, like the sea gsal- 
mon, spawn every second year. The spent fish of the sea 
salmon return to the sea and are not caught. The spent fish 
ofthe land-locked salmon remain in what to them is their 
ocean home, the lake, and are caught before they are in con- 
dition, and are supposed to be squeezed fish that are 
sick and pining away. While fishing this last spriug 
at Sebago Lake, where no fish are squeezed for eggs, as 
Inany squeezed fish were taken as of the class of fish 
that were in perfect condition, and that would not be ready 
to spawn until the next season or in the autumn of 1884. 
Other and destructive causes are of course working and add- 
ing their mite to the diminution of our fishes. The clearing 
away of forests from the banks of our rivers and brooks, 
which, amongz other things, destroy the black ily that has so 
much profanity to answer for. The incipient black fly is the 
main dependence of the baby trout and other young fishes; 
it is the milk that nurses their infancy. Pulp mills, shingle 
taills, tannaries, starch mills, etc., ete., ete., are all destroy- 
ing ourfish nurseries. The idle talk about the diseased or 
weak progeny of artificially-taken eggs; about the want of 
worldly wisdom of the young fry, making them too easy prey 
to other fishes or to starvation, is silly nonsense. The plant- 
ing of landlocked salmon, hatched from the eggs taken by 
Mr. C. G. Atkins, at Grand Lake Stream, has been a marked 
success in Maine. The fish are yearly taken at Moosehead 
Lake of from two to four pounds weight, the result of the very 
sparse contribution we haye thus far been enabled to make to 
that inland sea, At Webb’s Pond, in the town of Weld, fish of 
from two to nine pounds have been taken within the last two 
years. At Rangeley, salmon have been taken for several 
years past of yaried weight, from two to bine pounds, Salmon 
of ten pounds were taken this autumn while the trout for 
spawning pur oses were being seimed, At Auburn, like suc- 
cess has attended our work with this invaluable fish, Mr, 
Luther Hayes, of New Hampshire, reports a fish of ten pounds 
taken in a lake of his State stocked with Schoodic salmon fry, 
From other States equally favorably reports are received, 
Our subscription to Grand Lake Stream Works in 1883 for this 
‘year, 1884, distribution, was $500. Our return from this sum 
was 153,500 eggs. Professor Baird, with his usual liberality to 
our State, gave us 50,000 more, making a sum total of 183,500. 
The supply of spawning fish at Grand Lake Stream is 
as limited as its waters, hence the greater cost of 
the eggs. At the Orland Sea Salmon Works the supply 
of fish is only limited by our means of purchase, A part 
of these eggs were intended for Moosehead Lake, that we 
have been engaged in Byodising as rapidly as our slender re- 
sources would permit for the last five years. The burning of 
the Kineo House prevented Mr. Dennen giving any attention 
to the fine fish hatchery that he has fit up, and we made 
the assignment for the State as follows, omitting Moosehead 
his year: 55,000 to Rangeley; 75,000 to Webb’s Pond in the 
town of Weld; 55,000 sent to Hnfield and the fry divided be- 

een Cold Stream Pond, Nicatous Lake and Island Falls. 
TROUT. 

Nearly one-half of the State is removed by special law trom 

John's River and its tributaries lying aboye Grand 
jhe jurisdiction of the Commissioners, viz.: ‘‘ all that part of 

BENCH SHOWS. 

bee. 30, 31 and Jan. 1, 2, 1885.—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 
Association, Meriden, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary. 

Jan. 1U to 14, 1485.—World’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La. Mr, Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent. 

Jan, 27, 28, 29 and 30.—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr, H. W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N. B. 
_Feb. 1 to 11, 185.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual Exhibi- 

tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Square 
gardens Feb. 1 to 11, 1885. Chas, Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
street. 
March 3, 4, 5 and §, 1885,—Seconad Annual Bench Show of the Cin- 
Peeerrouran = Club, Cincinnati, O. Charles Lincoln, Superia- 

dent. 
Marcb 18, 19 and 2), 1885.—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

Kennel Club. EH, S. Porter, Secretary, New Hayen, Conn. 
April 7 to 10, 1885.—First Annual Bench Show N, £. Kennel Club, 

Musie Hall, Boston. J. A. Nickerson, Secretary, 159A Tremont street, 
Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent, 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

Ae AMERICAN KWNNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 

lished eyery month, Entries close on the ist. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on reccipt of stamped and addressed enyelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1,50, Address 

“American Kennel Register,’ P. O. Box 2832, New York, Number 

of entries already printed 1907. 

TAUNTON BENCH SHOW. 

d] eae Southern Massachusetts Poultry Association held their 
third bench show at Taunton, Mass., Dec. 16 to 19. There 

were 110 entries, comprising a large number of bench 
show winners. The superintendent, Mr. Chas. T. Brow- 
nell, was as successful as usual in the by no means easy task 
of pleasing both exhibitors and spectators, everything being 
clean, orderly and comfortable throughout the hall, All 
classes were Judged by Dr. Geo, Walton, of Boston, We give 
below the 

AWARDS, 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CHAmpron—Blackstone Kennels (Horeman), 
—Oprmn—Dor; 1st, Blackstone Kennels (Mack B.); 2d and 3d, H. B. 
Richmond (Pindee and Sport). Bitches; 1st, Blackstone Kennels (For 
est Dora); 2d, H. F. Rose (Belle Berwyn); 8d, W. E. June (Star), Lp - 
pies: 1st, G. W. Lovell (Bill); 2d, H. 5. Hart (Prince); 8d, E. Bcsi 
(Prince). 

TRISH SETTERS.—Dogs: Ist, C. W. Roedenburg (Chip); 2d, Mrs. H. 
Edwards (Dash). Bifches. 1st. G. T. Lincoln (Juno). 

GORON SETTERS.—Cuampion—Hillside Kennels (Argus).—_Opsn— 
Dogs: Quinnebaug Kennels (Gem); 2d, EK. A, Pratt (Ben Butler), 
Bitches: 1st, WA. Pratt (Rhoda); 2d, Quinnebaug Kennels (Gypsy. 
Puppies: 2d, Quinnebaug Kennels (Bobolink), 

POINTERS.—Dogs: ist, J. B. Woodward (Pug): 2d, GL Smith 
(Coronet); 8d, 8S, A. Lincoln (Bingo). Bitches: 1st, Blackstone Ken- 
nels (Dora); 2d, J. B. Smith (Bessie); 3d,S. A. Lincoln (Fan). Puppies: 
ist, G. F, Lincoln (Trim). 

SPANIBLS.—OrHER THAN BLAcK—OvyER 261BS.—Ist and 2d, G. W. 
Lovell (Romp and Jockey).—UNpmr 28uns, —1st, W. H. Moore (Daisy). 
—BLAcK—Over 28nns.—1st, W. A. Partridge (Qritic). -Unpur 28nns.— 
ist, W. A. Pa:tridge (Helen); 2d, B. Pardom (Young Bob). 

FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs: ist, A. F. Sprague (Royer); 2d and 3d, A. H. 
Dore (Spot and Pilot). Bitches: ist, J. W. Paine (Belle); 2d, W. West 
gate (Plora). Puppies: 1st and 2d, Pike & Fuller (Captain and Pilot); 
bd, W. H. C. Pike (om). 

' BEAGLES.—ist, G. Bosi (Rock). 
FOX-TERRIERS.—Ist and 21, Hillside Kennels (Raby Tyrant and 

Jaunty); 31, J. O. Dean (Basil). 

GREYHOUNDS,—ist, F. S. Keith (Scott); 2d, J. Welch (Bill); 84, H. 
A. Woodward. 

SCOTCH DEERHOUNDS.—ist, 21 and 34, Hillside Kennels (Bran, 
Lorna and Lance). 

MASTIFPS.—Dogs; 1st, Shaw & Baves (Duke of Kent). 
ist, Shaw & Bates (Delph Viva). 
tor). 

8ST. BERNARDS.—Rovex-Coatep—ist, Chequasset Kennels (Her 
mit). 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—ist, J. H. McCool (Prince); 2d, A. Dexter 
(Jeff); ad, E. W. Morris (Pink), 

COLLITES.—Dogs: ist, F, L, Fish (Laddie); 2d, A. B, Wordell (Ros- 
coe). Bitches: Ist, W. K. Tallman (Queen); 2d and 3d, A. B. Wordell 
Fanny and Jennie). Puppies: 1st, J, H. Wordell (Captain); 2d, J. 

. Falconer (Maida). ' 
BULLDOGS.—1st and 2d, Hillside Kennels (Tippoo and Romulus), 

Bitches: ist and 2d, Hillside Kennels (Bellissima and Juno). 

BULL-TERRIERS.—Dogs; ist, T. R. Varick (Dutch, Jr.). Pitches; 
ist, 8. Withers (Reel). 

PUGS.— Ox Aurron—Chequasset Kennels (Treasure), Oprn—Dags- 
ist, Chequasset Kennels (Young Toby), Bitches; ist, G. A, Pratt 

Bitches: 
Puppies: ist, Shaw & Bates (Dicta- 
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4Vido); 2, Forest City Kennels (Dolly); 34, Chequasset Kennels (‘Tan- 
rums). Puppies; 1st, Forest City Kennels (Almah); 2d, Chequasset 
Kennels (T ra la-la). 

SKYE TERRIERS.—ist, W. J. Comstock (Souter Johnnie). 

YORKSHIRE THRRIERS.—Over 5n5s.—ist, D. H. Rothweil (Dan ) 

ROUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS.—1st, A. Priestly (Sir Garnet). 
TERRIERS.—Excerr YoRESHIRES.—UNDER 51Ln8s.—iIst, A. G. Fran- 

cis (Prince). : 

ae CHARLES OR BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—ist, W. Mason” 
(Dotlet). ! 

POODLES.—Ist, EH. P. Motley (Imp). 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 
Best setter of any breed, Foreman, ’ 
Best setter dog in open class, Mark B.; bitch, Forest Dora. 
Best Iennel of English setters, Blackstone Kennels. 
Best Irish setter dog, Chip; biteh, Juno. 3 
Best Gordon setter dog in open class, Gem; bitch, Rhoda; puppy, 

Bobolink. f 
Best pointer dog, Pug; bitch, Dora; puppy, Trim. 
Best spaniel over 28lbs., Romp. Under 28lbs., Helen, _ 
Best foxhound dog, Rover; bitch, Belle; puppy, Captain, 
Best beagle, Rock. 
Best fox-terrier, Raby Tyrant. 
Best greyhound, Scott. 
Best deerhound. Bran. 
Best mastiff dog, Duke of Kent; bitch, Delph Viva; puppy, Dictator. 
Best rough coated St, Bernard, Hermit, 
Best Newfoundland, Prince. 
Best collie dog, Laddie; bitch, Queen; puppy, Captain. . 
Best bulldog, Bellissima, 
Best bull-terrier, Dutch, Jr. 
Best pug dog, Treasure; bitch, Dido; puppy, Almah, 
Best Sicye terrier, Souter Johnnie, 
Best Yorkshire terrier, Dan. 
Best reugh-haired terrier, Sir Garnet. 
Best King Charles spaniel, Dotlet. 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

THH DERBY. 

fee National Kennel Club Derby commenced on Wednesday 
evening, and was concluded on Friday evening. The 

running throughout was good and some of the heats were 
very close and exciting. There were twenty-three entries, 
twenty-two setters and one pointer. 

THE DERBY DRAWING. 

Gem.—Dr. J. N. Maclin, Keeting, Tenn., lemon and white 
English setter bitch, April 16 (Gladstone—Gazelle), 

against 
Livuran.—P. H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, 

white and tan English setter bitch, Aug. 21 (Gladstone—Sue), 

Bitty GAtTres.—Dr, A. F, McKinney, Forest Hill, Tenn., 
black and white English setter dog, Aug. 21 (Count Rapier— 
Kate B.), 

against 
Lavy Bussin.—J. M. Avent, hickory Valley, Tenn., lemon 

and white bitch, Oct. 5 (Gladstone—Bessie A.). 

RicumonD.—E. M. Usher, Vincennes, Ind., lemon and white 
setter dog, April 22 (Sergeant—Hya), 

against 
PAavuL JonEs.—Major J. W. Renfroe, Atlanta, Ga., black, 

roe and tan English setter doz, Dec. 3 (Baden Baden—Daisy 
Royal). 

Lapy Lrz.—W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, June 10 (Gath—Juno II.j, 

against 
ANNE BoLEYN,—Roe pare Meadville, Pa., black and 

white bitch, March 50 (Dash IIf.—Isabelle). 

Jim BLEDSoE.—Major J, W. Renfroe, Atlanta, Ga., black, 
white and tan English setter dog, Dec, 6 (Baden Baden—Daisy 
Royal 

va) against 
RopERico.—Gates & Merriam, Memphis, Tenn., black, 

white and tan English setter dog, April 11 (Count Noble—Twin 
Maud). 

RicumMonpd.—John KH. Gill, Franklin, Pa., lemon and white 
pointer dog, July 27 (Vandevort’s Don—Beulah), 

against 
SpoktsmMAN.—J. W. Murnan, Keeling, Tenn., black, white 

and tan dog, Aug. 21 (Gladstone—Sue). 

SuRREY.—W. B, Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black, white and 
tan English setter dog, June 10 (Gath—Juno I1.), 

agaist : 
Morse,—Rogers & Dalton, N. Albany, Miss., black and 

white dog, Oct, 10 (Gladstone—Nellie), 

Maup C.—Dr. Otto Moeber, Rowland, Ala., black, white 
and tan bitch, June 1 (Rollo—Morgo), 

against 
Guapstone’s Boy.—Dr. G. G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn., black, 

white and tan English setter dog, Jan. 10 (Gladstone—Sue), 

Q@upen Buss.—B. F. Price, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, J se 28 (Gladstone—Donna J.), 

agains 
ANNIE Morncan.—J. M, Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., lemon 

and white bitch, Oct. 5 (Gladstone—Bessie A.). 

Mrpora.—Gates & Merriman, Mom, Tenn., black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, J uly RY (Gladstone—Carrie J.), 

agains 
Inpex.—J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., black, white 

and tan dog, July 10 (Gladstone—Countess Druid), 

Lexineton.—W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan English setter dog, June 10 (Gath—Juno IL), 

against 
BLACKsSTONE,—L.F, Patterson, Bainbridge, Ga., black, white 

and tan dog, June 3 (Roy—Gretchen), 

Cou. Coou.—Gates & Merriman, Memphis, Tenn., black, 
white and tan English setter dog, June 30 (Gath—Lit) a bye. 

Gem was handled by owner, Lillian by H. M. Short, Mid- 
dleton, Tenn.; Billy Gates by Short, Lady Bessie by J. M. 
Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn.; Richmond (setter) by B. 
Waters, La Monson; Paul Jones by Chas. Tucker, Staunton, 
Tenn. ; Lady Lee by Short, Anne Boleyn by B. Waters, Jim 
Bledsoe by Chas. Tucker, Roderigo and Richmond by Short, 
Spore aE by Tucker, Surrey by Short, Morse by A. W.Titus, 
Cherry Creek, Miss., Maud C, by Titus, Gladstone’s Boy by 
Tucker, Queen Bess by N. B, Nesbit, Cedar Grove, Miss.; 
Annie Morgan by Avent, Medora b Short, Index by Avent, 
Lexington by Short, Blackstone by Titus, Col. Cool by Short. 

Wednesday. 

GEM AND LILLIAN 

were put down at 1:30in the open. In pace, style and speed 
the advantage was decidedly in favor of Lillian, who showed 
to much better advantage than in the heats she ran in the 
All-Aged Stake. <A good bit of ground was drawn blank, and 
we then worked over to a thicketof briers and small trees, 
when Lillian pointed an old hen setting. Sent on around the 
edge of the woods and across a ditch, Lillian flushed a single 
bird and afterward pointed a single bird in the sedge, which 
was flushed to order and killed by Short and retrieved by Lil- 
lian, Gem scored a false point, and then down the drain 
pointed, and two birds were flushed to order, Gem pointed a 
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single bird and was backed by Lillian. Lillian scored two 
flushes and Gem one. We then worked over to a piece of 
woods, where Gem flushed, and a little further Lillian pointed. 
To order the birds were flushed and two were killed by Short 
and one of them was retrieved by Gem, Lillian scored two 
flushes in the edge of the woods, and soon afterward made a 
beautiful point on a large bevy. "Tn the cornfield Gem pointed 
a Single bird, and was backed by Lillian. Gem flushed a single 
bird, and soon afterward scored a point, then flushed a single 
bird inthe ditch. Over the ditch false pointed, but soon 
afterward got a nice point on a single bird; afterward insome 
plum bushes pointed a single bire. They were then ordered 
up, and Gem should have had the heat, in our judgment, 
They were, however, put down again, when Lillian pointed a 
single bird. Some distance up the drain Gem commenced 
roading down wind onthe side of the hillina gully. Lillian 
Swung round ahead of her and pointed at the head of the 

. Gem roading up the gully flushed the bevy, They 
were then ordered up at 8:35 and the heat was awarded to 
Lillian. Down two hours and fiye minutes. 

BILLY GATES AND LADY BESSIE 

Were put down in the open field at 3:45. They moved off 
briskly, Lady Bessie in the lead, and soon both scored a false 
point, A bevy was flushed and marked down, and the dogs 
were worked on toward them, when Lady Bessie pointed a 
single bird and was backed by ‘Billy Gates. Both dogs soon 
after scored a flush. Up the hollow Billy Gates ointed, and 
was honored by Lady Bessie in a nice back, Working on Billy 
Gates false pointed. Up near the head of the hollow Lady 
Bessie pointed and a large beyy was flushed and marked 
down over the fence and road. We then crossed over into 
the adjoining field, when Bessie pointed, neatly backed by 
Billy Gates, and the bird was flushed to order. Soon after- 
ward Billy Gates scored a point and a false point, backed by 
Lady Bessie. They were then ordered up at 4:25, and the 
heat was awarded to Lady Bessie. Down forty minutes. 

Thursday. 

RICHMOND (SETTER) AND PAUL JONES 

were put down at 9:30 on Thursday morning in a large open 
field, Richmond runs in these trials for the first time, and is 
large for his age. Paul Jones is an inexperienced puppy and 
was easily beaten by Richmond, who scored two points and 
two finshes, while Paul Jones failed to get in a point, but 
made two bad flushes. They were ordered up at 9:55, and the 
heat was awarded to Richmond. Down twenty-five minutes. 

LADY LEE AND ANNE BOLEYN, 
the next brace, were cast off at 10 o'clock in the open, and 
worked over to a piece of woods. Lady Lee was greatly 
superior in speed, size and pace, Anne Boleyn scarcely leaving 
her handler, She seemed to be very timid, and appeared in 
ublie in these trials for the first time. After a short and un- 

interesting heat, Anne Boleyn having done no work, Lady 
Lee was declared the winner of the heat at 10:30. Down 
thirty minutes. 

JIM BLEDSOE AND RODERIGO 

were cast off in open sedge field at 10:35. Roderigo is a very 
fast and stylish dog, ranging and quartering his gr round well, 
while Jim Bledsoe is a heayy moving, awkward puppy of little 
experience, Neither of them have been run before. We 
worked over into a piece of woods, where Roderigo pointed 
false. Moving on out into the open, Roderigo pointed, The 
bird was flushed to order and_ killed by Short. Ordered on, 
Jim Bledsoe false pointed and was backed by Roderigo, who 
a little further on, pointed and to order roaded on, but "railed 
to locate the bird, which was afterward flushed. His point 
was neatly honor ed by Jim ina back. Jim Bledsoe pointed 
in the branch a single bird. They were then ordered up, and 
at 11:30 the heat was awarded to Roderigo. Down fifty-five 
minutes. 

RICHMOND (POINTER) AND SPORTSMAN 
were cast off in the open field, where the last brace was taken 
up. Richmond ran in the All- ’Aced Stake, but was not placed. 
Sportsman appears in these trials for the first time, and was 

eatly the superior of Richmond in both style and speed; 
Malcine their way up a hedge, Sportsman false pointed and 
was neatly backed by Richmond, and soon afterward scored 
two more points, both of which Richmond honored. Ordered 
on, Sportsman pointed through the fence, but failed to locate 
the bird, which was afterward flushed. ‘We then went down 
into a ravine, where some birds had been marked down, when 
Richmond flushed. Sportsman then pointed. The bird was 
flushed to order and killed by Tucker, and retrieved by Rich- 
mond. We have seldom seen a neater retriever than Rich- 
mond, Sportsman pointed, and then roaded on to some Hail 
tance, when Richmond coming up, both took the point, and a | 
nice bevy was raised; one was killed by Tucker and retrieved 
by Richmond. They were then ordered up, and the heat 
awarded to Snartaten at 12:15, Down thirty minutes, 

SURRHY AND MORSE 
were put down at 12:20 in the open and worked over a large 
tract of greund without finding anygame. Surrey peels the 
lead in speed, they tired down and were taken up at 1;20, 
[Gladstone’s Boy and Maud C,, the next brace, were then put 
down, and after their heat was finished]. At 2;22 they were 
again "cast off in the open, Working over toa fence Surrey 
pointed; to order three or four birds were flushed. Morse 
pointed; and a little further on, both dogs scored a doubtful 
flush. Soon afterward Surr ey scored two bad fiushes and 
Morse a point on a single bird. They were then ordered up 
and the heat was awarded to Morse at 2:50, Down in all one 
hour and twenty-eight minutes. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND MAUD C, 
were put down in a rayine at 1:20. Moving across the field 
ena ©. flushed a single bird down wind. A large bevy was 
ut up by Avent with one of his dogs and marked down. 

Working to them Gladstone’s Bay pointed false on the edge of 
some brush, and a little further he flushed a single bird; then 
he pointed, ‘and to order two birds were flushed. He again 
pointed. and was backed by Mand C. Both dogs then scored 
a false point. We moved into the woods, when Maud C, 
pointed and Gladstone’s Boy scored a false point; and a little 
further on Maud C. scored a false point. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Gladstone’s Boy. 
Down fifty-five minutes. 

QUEEN BESS AND ANNIE MORGAN 
were cast off at 3;47 in a large field. A bevy was soon fiushed 
by the judges and the dogs worked up to where they had 
been marked down. When Queen Bess pointed, the bird was 
flushed to order and killed. Annie Morgan flushed a single 
bird; over a ditch she again flushed. We then swung round 
over the hill into a patch of sedge. Queen Bess pointed a 
single bird, and soon afterward flushed a bird and scored a 
nice point. Neither dogs had ever appeared in public before, 
and the heat was over before Annie Morgan seemed to be 
aware of what was wanted of her. They were ordered up at 
4:28 and the heat awarded to Queen Bess. Down forty-two 
minutes. Queen Bess was then withdrawn by her handler. 

INDEX AND MEDORA 
were put down ina cotton field at 4:30 and worked around 
the hill into the woods, when Medora pointed. The bird 
was fiushed to order. -Ordered on over the. fence into a 
iece of corn, Medora pointed a single bird. We then swung 

Fact into the woods, where Medora came to a point and 
broke in and was punished by her handler. Fortunately the 
birds had been flushed or she would have scored a flush and 
robably a chase. They were then ordered up at 4:55 and the 

fea was awarded to Medora. Down twenty-five minutes. 

Friday. 

LEXINGTON AND BLACKSTONE 
were put down at 840ina field near the mill, and worked 
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down into a ravine, where Blackstone pointed a large bevy. 
backed by Lexington. We then worked up an old railro 
bed, where the birds had been marked down, when Black- 
stone scored a false point, and soon afterward a flush. In 
the tall grass Lexington scored two flushes. We then crossed 
over into the open field, where some birds had been marked 
down, when both dogs scored a doubtful flush. After drawing 
a good deal of ground blank, they were ordered up, and the 
heat was awarded to Blackstone at 9:20, Down forty minutes. 
This ended the first series. Summary as follows: 

Lillian beat Gem. 
Lady Bessie beat Billy Gates. 
Richmond (setter) bent Paul Jones. 
Lady Lee beat Anne Boleyn. 
Hederieo beat Jim Bledsoe, 
epee tsman beat Richmond (pointer), 

orse beat Surrey, 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Maud C. 
Queen Bess beat Annie Morgan. 
Medora beat Index, 
Blackstone beat Lexington, 
Col, Cool, a bye. 

Second Series. 
CoOL, COOL AND LADY BESSIE 

were cast off at 9:35 in the sabe field, when Lady Bessie 
pointed false, backed by Col. Cool, where some birds had been 
marked down by the spectators. Col, Cool pointed a single 
bird, and then Lady Bessie pointed a single bird, backed by 
Col. Cool, who coming to another bird | finshed, and a little 
furthes on Lady Bessie pointed a single bird. Col. Cool false 
pointed, and soon afterward scored a point, backed by Lady 
Bessie. Ordered on, Col. Cool false pointed and Lady Bessie 
scored two points. They were then ordered up and the heat 
was awarded to Lady Bessie at 10:55. Down twenty minutes. 

LILLIAN AND RICHMOND 

were he down at 11:00 in the woods, where Richmond 
flushed, and a few paces further on flushed again, Ordered 
on, Lillian pointed neatly a single bird. She again pointed 
and soon after flushed a lar ge bevy. Ordered on, Richmon 
seored two flushes and Lillian pointed a single bird. They 
were then ordered up and the heat was awar ‘ded to Lillian, 
Down twelve minutes. 

SPORTSMAN AND LADY LEE 

were put down at 11:25 in the woods, and Sportsman pointed 
a single bird, Lady Lee refusing to back. They were then 
worked out into the open field, where Lady Lee made two 
flushes, and working down to a branch, Sportsman pointed. 
They were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to 
Sportsman at 11:55, Down thirty minutes. 

RODERIGO AND MORSE 

were cast off at 12:00 in a cotton field, when Roderigo pointed, 
and Morse coming up, flushed a bevy. Ordered on, oderigo 
pointed a single bird, and soon afterward scored two more 
points on single birds. Ordered up and heat awarded to 
Roderigo at 12:20. Down twenty minutes. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND MEDORA 

were put down at 2:25 in a ravine. Up the hillGladstone’s Boy 
swung off to the right, and when found was pane staunchly 
in a plum thicket on the side of a gully, He had evidently 
got the scent as he climbed up the bank, and pointed with his 
hindlegs hanging over the gully, If he had moved any 
further on he would have flushed the birds, and a few inches 
back would have thrown him in the ditch. A large bevy 
was flushed and marked down. We swung around to the 
ravine, where the other dog was working. He again pointed 
a bird in the sedge. Both dogs pointed a single bird. edora 
false pointed, and ina few minutes scored two more false 
points. Both dogs scored a point each on single birds. Glad- 
stone’s Boy flushed and dropped to wing. Both pointed; the 
birds were flushed to order. Then Medora pointed false, and 
a little further on Gladstone’s Boy pointed, and at the same 
time Medora dropped toa point. Both dogs were unsteady 
to wing, Gladstone’s Boy scored a point, and soon afterward 
a flush, They were then ordered up, and the heat was 
awarded to Gladstone's Boy at 1;00, Bown thirty-five min- 
utes. Summa 
Lady Bessie beat Col. Cool. 
Lillian beat Richmond (setter), 
Sportsman beat Lady Lee. 
Roderigo beat Morse. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Medora, 
Blackstone, a bye, 

Third Series. 

LADY BESSIE AND BLACKSTONE 

were put down at1:50-in the open field, where Blackstone 
soon found and pointed a bevy, and was backed by Lady 
Bessie. Lady Bessie pointed a single bird, and Blackstone 
failed to back and flushed, Ordered on, Blackstone pointed; 
the bird was flushed and he turned and pointed again. They 
were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to Black 
stone at 1;57, Down seven minutes, 

LILLIAN AND SPORTSMAN 

were put down at 1:40 near a branch, where Lillian flushed a 
single bird. Sportsman pointed a singlejbira, and soon after 
scored another point on a large beyy, and was backed by Lil- 
lian. Lillian scored a bad flush. Sportsman pointed, and the 
bird was flushed to order, Lillian pointed, and was backed 
by Sportsman. Up the hill pointed a single bird, They were 
then ordered up, and the heat awarded to Sportsman at 1: 5d. 
Down fifteen minutes. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND RODERIGO 

were then cast off in open field at 2:00, when Gladstone's Bo 
flushed a single bird. the woods Roderigo false pointed, 
and afterward he pointed true; and a little further on Glad 
stone’s Boy pointed. Soon afterward Roderi igo scored another 
point, and Gladstone’s Boy coming up, flushed the birds. 
Roderigo pointed, but was ordered on, and the bird was after- 
ward flushed. Gladstone's Boy pointed, and Roderigo scored 
a false point, We then worked into the woods, when Glad- 
stone’s Boy rapidly scored two points on single birds and one 
on a bevy, and Roderigo scored a point on asingle bird. They 
were then ordered up,and the heat was awarded to Glad- 
stone’s Boy at 2:44. own forty-four minutes, Summary: 

Blackstone beat Lady Bessie, 
Sportsman beat Lilhan. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Roderigo. 

Fourth Series. 

SPORTSMAN AND BLACKSTONE 

were then put down at 2:50 in open field, when Blackstone 
pointed, The birds were flushed to order. Over the ditch, 
both dogs scored a point; and soon after Blackstone false 
pointed, then pointed a single bird, and was backed by Sports- 
man, Ordered on, Sportsman pointed in the edge of the 
woods, and the bird was flushed to order, Moving across & 
ditch into an adjoining piece of woods, Sportsman pointed a 
single bird, which was flushed to order. They were then 
ordered up, and the heat awarded to Sportsman at 3:20. 
Down thirty minutes. 

FINAL TIE FOR FIRST PRIZE. 
SPORTSMAN AND GLADSTONE’S BOY 

were put down to run for second money at 3:40, and after a 
short heat in which Sportsman scored four points and no 
errors, and Gladstone’s Boy four bad flushes, they were 
orderea up at 3:50 and the heat and first prize awarded to 
Sportsman, Down ten minutes. 

Tin FOR SECOND PRIZE. 
Lillian being selected as the hest dog beaten by Gladstone’s 

Sn 
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spinor am ious tgp Mlmad SERS, cach thas asses SETS LRU ER, La Boy, to run with him for second prize, they were cast off in 
the woods at 4, when 
in the edge of the woods and moved up and the birds flushed, 
for which he should haye had a flush. Lillian backed in nice 
style, and working on up the hedge row, Gladstone's Boy 
polubed but again moved in and flushed. Moving on Gladstone's 
oy scored three points. but for some reason had become very 

unsteady. Lillian pointed a single bird. We then swung 
round into a rayine and across into a piece of woods and out 
into an adjoining field, when Gladstone’s Boy flushed and was 
followed by Lillian, Ordered up the hill, Gladstone’s Boy 
poured in otis sedge. They were then ordered up and the 
eat and second prize awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 4:30, 

Down thirty minutes, 

Tie ror T'HIRD PRize. 

Medora was then ealled as the best dog beaten by Lillian to 
contest with her for third prize, and the handlers and owners 
having agreed to divide the third prize, the honors were 
divided between Lillian and Medora, and thus ended the 
National American Kennel] Club field trials. 

SUMMARY. 

First Series. 

Lillian heat Gem, 
Lady Bessie beat Billy Gates. 
Richmond (setter) beat Paul Jones. 
Lady Lee beat Annie Boleyn. 
odeniey beat Jim Bledsoe, 
pale ei beat Richmond (pointer), 

orse beat Surrey. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Maud C. 
Queen Bess beat Annie Morgan. 
Medora beat Index. 
Blackstone beat; Lexington. 
Col. Cool, a bye. 

Second Series. 

Lady Bessie beat Col. Cool. 
Lillian beat Richmond. 
Sportsman beat Lady Lee. 
Roderigo beat Morse. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Medora. 
Blackstone, a bye, 

Third Series, 

Blackstone beat Lady Bessie. 
Sportsman beat Lillian. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Roderigo. 

Fourth Series, 

Sportsman beat Blackstone, 
Gladstone’s Boy a bye. 

Final Tie for First Prize, 

Sportsman beat Gladstone’s Boy, and won. 
Final Tie for Second Prize. 

Gladstone’s Boy beat Lillian, and won. 
Third prize was divided between Lillian and Medora. 

SOUTHERN SPORTSMEN’S FIELD TRIALS, 

HE Southern Spor tsmen’s Field Trial Association's trials 
commenced at Canton, Mississippi, on the 16th of De- 

cember, 1884. The sky was bright and everything promised 
well for a good week’s sport. The interest in the trials, how- 
ever, had decreased very much, and very few persons besides 
the handlers and owners of dogs and the judges and reporters 
were present. 

THE DERBY. 

Jarvis, one of the judges, not having arrived, C, B. 
Witton, of Chicago, Ill., was elected by the handlers to take 
his place and judge the Derby. -There were eleven dogs 
started in the Derby, nine setters and two pointers. The run- 
ning was as follows: 

LILLIAN AND TRINKET BANG. 

P. H. and D. Bryson’s black, white and tan setter bitch 
Lillian, handled by H. M. Short, and Tillington’s Trinket 
Bang, liver and white pointer dog. . by Croxteth ait of Trinket, 
handled by N. B. Nesbit. and now run in public for the first 
time, were cast off in an open field of weeds and sedge grass 
at 9:20. Considerable ground was drawn blank, when ina 
hedgerow Lillian pointed false. We then swun round into a 
cornfield, when Bang pointed a bevy, neatly backed by 
Lillian. "They were then ordered on to where the birds had 
been marked down, when Bang flushed a single bird, and a 
little further on Lillian pointed; the bird was flushed to order 
and killed by Short, and retrieved by Lillian. Passing over 
the hill, Bang pointed » bevy in the side of a gully; keeping 
on down the gully Lillian flushed a bird, and dropped to wing. 
Moving on both dogs scored a flush; ordered on around the 
hill both scored a false point. We next proceeded up a 
branch, where a bevy was flushed, and marked down, and 
the dogs worked on to them when Lillian flushed, and soon 
afterward scored a point. A little further on, Short walked 
up some birds near the head of a gully in some plum bushes, 
and claimed a point for Lillian, who had stepped in front of 
him at the head of the gully, but she had simply stopped as 
he came up and had not caught the scent ofthe birds, but 
dropped to wing. Working up the rayine, Bang pointed 
staunchly, A bevy was flushed and the dogs worked in the 
direction they took, when each dog scored a point on single 
birds, one of which Short shot at and killed. In pace, ranging 
and quartering the advantage was greatly in favor of the 
pointer and he should haye had the heat. They were then 
ordered up at 10:40, and the heat awarded to Lillian. Down 
eighty minutes. 

RICHMOND AND TANNIE, 
Richmond, a lemon and white pointer, handled by Short, 

and Tannie, a black, white and tan setter bitch, by Gladsome 
ou of Flossy, owned and handled by H, Fontaine, Magnolia, 
Miss., were next called, and put down at 10:45 in the field 
where some birds had been marked down. In speed the latter 
was greatly superior to Richmond, but she has had little 
experience, and worked without much judgment. Richmond 
soon scored a point, backed by Tannie. The bird was fiushed 
to order, and killed and retrieved by Richmond. Ordered on 
up a ditch, Richmond false poimted, and soon ae Sa 
seored a flush on the side of the hill, gamg down wind 
and immediately atterward a bevy rosé and were marked 
down. Soon afterward Richmond pointed, and the bird was 
flushed to order. He then flushed a single bird, and a little 
further on pointed one and soon afterward pointed where some 
birds had just been flushed. When ordered on across a gully 
Tannie pointed, and, moving up a little, Richmond roaded on 
and pointed the same birds which were flushed to order. 
Working up to a hedgerow on the top of the hill, Richmond 
pointed a single bird, and soon afterward he false pointed, 
and in rapid Succession Tannie scored three flushes. They 
were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to Richmond 
at 11:37. Down fifty-two roinutes. 

MEDORA AND ANNIZ MORGAN. 

Medora, handled by Short, and Annie Morgan by Ayent, 
were next called, and put ST a at 11:46 ina sedge field. 
Both of these dogs ran in the N.A,K.C. Derby. 
and style the advantage was in favor of Annie 
Working up into a piece of woods, Annie Morgan pointed, 
backed by Medora. hen ordered on Annie Morgan flushed. 
Moying through the thickets Medora pointed, and then broke 
her point, but dropped to order. The bird was flushed to 
order, shot at and missed. <A little further on, Medora 
pointed a single bird, and soon piper iced on the edge of the 
thicket scored a a point, a flush, and a false point, 
crossing a field, Annie flushed a, bevy in some plum bt 

Morgan, 

Gladstone’s Boy pointed a bevy of birds 

n speed 

While 

a 
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and in a short time Medora pointed a single bird. They were 
then ordered up at one o'clock, and the heat was awarded to 
Medora. Down one hour and fifteen minutes, 

~ INDEX AND GLADSTONE’S BOY. 

Index, handled by J, M, Avent, and Gladstone's Boy by 
Chas. Tucker, were put down at 1:45 in an open field. Both 
of these dogs ran in the N.A.K.C. Derby, and Gladstone’s Boy 
won first, and divided third in the All-Aged Stake, Working 
across the field to a piece of woods, Index pointed false, and 
soon afterward Gladstone’s boy pointed a large bevy. A 
little later _Gladstone’s Boy pointed a single bird, and soon 
afterward Index flushed, Ordered on Gladstone’s Boy pointed 
a bevy, and Index broke shot but dropped to order. The 
were then ordered up, and the heat awarded to Gladstone’s 
Boy at 2:20. Down thirty-five minutes. 

LADY BESSIN AND BILLY GATES. 

Bessie, handled by Avent, and Billy by Short, were put 
down at 2:30. Both ran in the N.A,K,C. Derby, and in pace, 
style and ranging there was not much to choose between 
them, Passing down into a hollow, Billy Gates pointed a 
large bevy, which were flushed to order and marked down. 
Soon afterward Larly Bessie scored two points, backed both 
times in nice style by Billy Gates. They were ordered on and 
Billy Gates false pointed, backed by Lady Bessie, and in a 
short time Lady Bessie flushed a single bird, and a little 
further on both dogs scored a point. Lady Bessie next 
pointed, and Billy Gates coming up and not seeing her also 
pointed the same birds, which were flushed to order. Soon 
afterward in a piece of woods, near the edge, Billy Gates 
pointed, and in a short time scored two more points. They 
were then ordered up at 2;55, and the heat was awarded to 
Billy Gates. Down twenty-five minutes. Summary; 

Lillian beat Trinket Bang. 
Richmond beat Tannis, 
Medora beat Annie Morgan, 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Index. 
Billy Gates beat Lady Bessie. 
Col. Cool a bye. 
. Second Series. 

COL, COOL AND GLADSTONE’S BOY 

were put down at 3;50 in sedge field, and worked over a hil 
across a ditch, when Gladstone’s Boy pointed, and the birds 
were flushed to order. Soon after this Col. Cool flushed a 
bird in a gully, and when wey, were ordered on, Gladstone’s 
Boy pointed a single bird, which was-killed by Tucker. We 
then swung round the hill and up a ravine, when Gladstone 
pointed a bevy, and soon afterward scored a fiush, and then a 
oint on a single bird. They were then ordered up and the 
eat was awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 3:40. Down thirty 

minutes, 
RICHMOND AED MEDORA 

were put down at 3:50 in a thicket and worked through and 
over a piece of woods, where Richmond scored a false point. 
Moving on, Medora false pointed, and a little further on she 
pointed a single bird, and soon afterward scored two points 
on single birds and a false point, When ordered on, Rich- 
mond pointed a single bird, backed by Medora. We then 
worked across a cotton patch, where Medora fiushed a single 
bird. Moving on into the woods, both dozs going down wind, 
fiushed several birds. Richmond did a pretty piece of road- 
ing up a path on running birds, but failed to locate them, and 
Medora soon afterward scored two false points. It being very 
late, they were ordered up at 5:10, and after consultation that 
night, the heat was awarded by the judges to Medora, Down 
one hour and twenty minutes, 

LILLIAN AND BILLY GATES 

were cast off on Tuesday morning in a large field at 9:10, 
where Billy Gates pointed a bevy in a patch of weeds, neatly 
backed by Lillian. Crossing the fence to where the birds had 
settled in a ditch, Billy Gates, going down wind, flushed a 
bird, and soon afterward Lillian pointed and two birds were 
fiushed to order. We then worked across the hill to a branch, 
where Lillian pointed, nicely backed by Billy Gates, and a 
little further on both dogs scored a point, and soon afterward 
Lillian again pointed a single bird, backed b Billy Gates. 
When ordered on, Billy Gates pointed a single bird, backed 
by Lillian, and some distance further on he scored two more 
stylish points, and they were ordered up, and the heat was 
awarded to Billy Gates at 10:07. Down fifty-seven minutes, 
Summary: 

Gladstone’s Boy beat Col, Cool. 
Medora beat Richmond. 
Billy Gates beat Lillian. 

Third Series, 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND MEDORA 

were put down at10:20in an open sedge field, and consider- 
able ground worked over, when Gladstone’s Boy pointed a 
bevy, which flushed some distance off, Ordered on, Glad- 
stone’s Boy pointed in a ditch; and soon afterward both dogs 
flushed, and a little further on Gladstone’s Boy scored another 
finsh. After beating over considerable ground, Gladstone’s 
Boy pointed a bevy on the side of a gully. They were then 
orderet up, and the heat was awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 
11:00. Down forty minutes, Summary: 

Gladstone’s Boy beat Medora, 
Billy Gates a bye. 

Fourth Series, 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND BILLY GATES 

were put down at 11:25 in the open, and worked over a hill, 
when Gladstone’s Boy pointed a beyy, backed by Billy Gates. 
The birds were flushed, and Tucker killed three. Going on. 
Billy Gates pointed, and then both dogs roaded and pointed 
false. Ordered on, Gladstone’s Boy pointed and was unsteady 
to wing. Working over the hill, Gladstone's Boy pointed a 
bevy on the side of agully, They were then ordered up at 
11:45, and the heat and first prize was awarded to Gladstone's 
Boy. Down twenty minutes, 

TIES FOR SECOND PRIZE, 

MEDORA AND GOL. COOL 

were put down to decide which should contest with Billy 
Gates for second prize, and after a short run Col. Cool was 
selected by the judges. 

BILLY GATES AND COL. COOL 

were cast off at 12:50, and Col, Cool soon scored a false point, 
backed by Billy Gates. Then Billy Gates pointed, backed by 
Col, Cool, and the birds were flushed to order. A little further 
on Billy Gates pointed a single bird, backed by Col. Cool, and 
soon afterward Co]. Cool pointed, backed by Billy Gates. The 
bird was flushed to order, shot and Inlled by Short, and re- 
trieved by Col. Cool. Soon afterward Billy Gates pointed a 
single bird. They were then ordered up and the heat and 
second prize was awarded to Billy Gates at 1:40. Down fifty 
minutes. 

; LILLIAN AND COL. COOL 

were then called to run for third prize, when the handler an- 
nounced that he would divide, and third prize and honors 
were equally divided between Lillian and Col, Cool. 

FINAL SUMMARY, 

First Series, 

Lillian beat Trinket Bang. 
Richmond beat Fannie. 
Medora beat Annie Morgan, 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Index, 
Billy Gates beat Lady Bessie, 
Col. Coola bye. 

- Second Series, - 

Gladstone’s Boy beatCol. Cool, 

Medora beat Richmond. 
Billy Gales beat Lillian. 

Third Series, 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Medora, 
Billy Gates a bye. 

Fourth Series. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Billy Gates and won first prize. 

Tie for Second Prize. 
Col, Cool beat Medora. 
Billy Gates beat Col. Cool and won second prize. 

Third Prize. 
Diyided equally between Lillian and Billy Gates. 

SUMMARY ALL-AGED. 
. Fist Series. 

Medora beat Coleman’s London (absent). 
Billy Gates beat Bessie A. 
Ress beat Clay. 
Sportsman beat St. Elmo V. 
Paul Gladstone beat Slocum. 
Lady C. beat Meteor. 
Gen. Arthur beat Count Rapier. 
Col. Cool beat Rue. 
St, Elmo IV. beat Richmond. 
Gladstone Boy beat Lillian. 

Second Series. 
Ress beat Medora. 
Billy Gates beat Sportsman. 
Paul Gladstone beat Lady C. 
Gen. Arthur beat Col. Cool. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat St. Himo IV. 

Third Series. 
Ress beat Billy Gates. 
Paul Gladstone beat Gen. Arthur. 
Gladstone’s Boy a bye. 

Fourth Series. 
Ress beat Gladstone’s Boy. 
Paul Gladstone beat Ress, and took first prize. 

drawn after heat was partly run.) 

Fifth Series. 

Gladstone’s Boy beat Billy Gates, 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Lady C.. and took second prize. 
Billy Gates and Lady C. divide third. 
Amateur Races, Lady C, beat Gladstone’s Boy. 

(Ress with- 

THE LINCOLN FUND. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The following subscriptions have been received for the Lin- 

coln fund to date: 
Edward Dexter.......... eRe Te oko Ans $ 25 
Geo) BiB. eet ek Aides exter swe tet nelaary raw 
Turf, Bieldcand POrM «6 oon eee ves ne essnee 25 
F. B. Greenough, M. D....... Lt Sore ea 15 
Members Westminster Kennel Club....,. vee oe ALO 

PO GEL aces decprenha) seid Vesines Wa acabt sin Cudualt 4s os 8s Fee (a /i-s $485 
ELLIO? SMITH. 

No. 59 Wau STREET, New York, Dec, 22, 

DEERHOUNDS.—Editor Forest and Stream: Seeing some 
time ago an inquiry about deerhounds in ForEsT AND STREAM, 
I beg to inform your readers that I know of no one in the old 
country who knows better where to lay his hands on the real 
article than Mr, Rotherham, V,8., Royal Canine Surgery, 55 
South Molton street, London, I haye known him for over 
twenty years as a gentleman of honor, and any American 
sportsman calling at the above address will receive every 
kindness and information regarding any breed of the canine. 
—A Rovine HIGHLANDER. 

LARGE BEAGLE LITTERS.—Granby, Conn., Dec. 19.— 
Lucy has had larger litters than the ones mentioned, once 
having eleyen and once thirteen, by Flute. Her daughter 
Queen has whelped ten.—N. HLMORE. 4 

BIRMINGHAM SHOW.—Owing to the pressure on our 
kennel columns this week, we are compelled to defer our 
special report of the Birmingham (Eng.) Dog Show. 

CHARLES LINCOLN.—The Baltimore Bench Show Asso- 
ciation has adoped resolutions of respect for the late Chas. 
Lincoln, and condolence with his family. 

Worms in Doas.—One dose acure. ‘‘Scalford, near Melton Mow- 
bray, Jan. 7, 1872, Keeping as I do so many valuable mastiffs—prob- 
ably as many as any breeder in England—I have used Naldire’s 
Powders, and consider them an effectual, speedy, and safe remedy 
for dogs. W. B. Wynn.”’ Naldire’s Worm Powders, the great British 
remedy, are sold by McKesson & Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York. 
Price $1. Manufacturers: Wright & Holdsworth, 3 Spur street, Lon- 
don, England.—Adv. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

‘BREECHLOADER TESTS. 

BOUT a year ago, during the muzzle ys. breechloader contro- 
versy, Lrequested that tests of the two systems be made with a 

view to the determination of the comparative trajectories at 200yds. 
The friends of the muzzleloading system had attempted to ridicule 
those who defended the breechloader, on account of its alleged high 
curve at 200yds. A number of tests have been made and reported in 
your columns. In no case has the muzzleloader shown the superiority 
claimed forit. I wish to call attention to the very careful tests made 
by Mr. M. H. Cryder, of Morris, Jl. Three breechloaders and one 
muzzleloader were used, and all showed practically the same curve. 
The muzzleloader with a proportion of powder and lead of one to 
3.234 made a curve of 10%4in.,while the Maynard with a proportion of 
one, to 444+ made a curve 10}gin. The breechloader, with 11 grains 
less powder and 30 grains more lead, shows a curve only one-quarter 
of an inch higher than the muzzleloader. The Sharps and Ballard 
rifles with proportions of one to 4 07-++,Jand one to 4,884, showed about 
the same Curves, If the muzzleloader is capableof making a flatter 
trajectory, the friends of the system haye had ample time to test and 
reportit. The other question, that of accuracy, Ithink has been 
pretty thoroughly discussed, but I have a very interesting target 
which I think will be very instructive. Itwas shot by L. C. Tolles, 
M.D., of Central City, Col,, Dec. 20, 1868. Ihave had it in my pos- 
session for the past ten months,and make it public now partly for 
reasons which will appear further on. 
The most important thing about an alleged champion target is its 

reliability. Ihave taken pains to inyestigate this matter, and will 
say that I have not the shadow of a doubt thatit is not an accurate 
record of an actual performance. The skill of Dr. Tolles is well 
known, and this target is only one of many good ones sbot by him. 
It was shot with a Maynard .35-cal. breechloading rifle, at i00yds, 
range, Weigkt of rifle eight pounds, length of barrel thirty-two 
inches. The standard ammunition, such as is furnished by the manu- 
facturers of the gun, was used. The bullets were not patched, and 
the rifle was not cleaned during the firing of the ten shots. It was 
shot from a dead rest, nota machine rest, but simply a plank with 
one eod raised to a convenient angle to support the body of the 
shooter; a notch being cut in the upper end of the plank in which to 
rest the muzzle of the rifle. The fourth shot is in the geometrical 
center of the bullseye. Its string measurement in the order in which 
the shots were fired is as follows; 45, ,80, .36, .00, .63, .24, 54, .62, .26, 
17, total string 3.57 inches. é 
The muzzleloader target, published in yourissue of July 12, 1883, 

hasa total string of 4.02in, It was shot with a rifle weighing 45 
pounds, built expressly for target shooting. The author of the arti- 
ele in question says: ‘‘Now I will give the breechloader the balance of 
the year 1483 to surpass this target."’ It was Sunpeee ee nearly sixteen 
ears ago, I wish tosay a few wordsin regard to the recent small- 
ore craze, Irefer more particularly to the .32-caliber rifle, I am 

not convinced that the ,32-caliber is as accurrate as the larger bores, 

even at short range. I have a settled conviction that it willnot win 
at 100yds. Some one has said that experience is the best teacher, and 
my experience has taught me that extreme small bores are not cal- 
culated to win at 100yds. Of course, a mass of testimony to the con- 
trary might convince me; but it must be of a different characterirom 
what has appeared in Forsst AnD Stream during the past year or 
more. The targets published are mostly ‘‘dude” targets, according 

to Major Merrill’s description of the term, which I heartily indorse. 
They have no mark showing the center of the bullseye, and no string, 
The test of excellency of any target is its string. This kind of meas- 
urement does not snit some targets, because the bullets did not strike 
where they were intended to strike, The object in shooting is to hit 
something, In hunting, the expert marksman does not fire carelessly 
into a flock of turkeys or other animals, depending on chance to hit 
one of them in a yital part. He seleets a vital part and uses his best 
skillto hit that part. In target shooting he endeavors to strike’ the 
center of the bullseye. Failing in this, the string measure will exactly 
show the extent of this failure. 
The published targets are calculated to deceive the uninitiated, who 

would naturally suppose that the center of the group exactly coin- 
cided with the center of the bullseye shot at. It is a comparatively 
easy thing to make a group of shots in a target, especially if the 
target be a large one. It is manifestly unjust to take such a group 
and draw a circle around it, whose center does not correspond wit 
the center of the bullseye, and present it as an illustration of the ac- 
curacy of the rifle and ammunition and the skill of the shooter, and 
make no mention of the fact that.the bullets did not strike whers 
they were intended. Iam explicit on this point,as more than one- 
half of the diagrams of targets which have graced the pages of 
FOREST AND STREAM recently are decidedly ‘‘dude.”? 1would not haye 
it understood that I class the shooters as dudes. I am speaking of 
the targets only, not the shooters, who no doubt did the best they 
could. Now, in regard to the small bores, I would like to hayea 
record of the experience of those who have used the improved .32 
caliber. How does its accuracy compare with the larger bores? Let 
us have afaithful and unbiased record of its performance. String 
measurements are always to be preferred if they can be obtained. I 
believe the small bores are sufficiently accurate for off-hand target 
shooting at 100 and 200yds in good weather, but will they win in 
ordinary weather at 100yds. when shot from a dead rest or in the back 
position without artificial rest. As Isaid before,I believe they will 
not. E, A. LEOPOLD, 
Norristown, Pa., Nov, 22. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

DENVER, Col., Dec. 16 —The rifie team of the Breckenridge Mili- 
tary Company are entitled to the claim of the best military marks- 
men in the State. The contest for the championship lay between 
that team and Routt Rifies, of this city, and the final contest took 
lace Saturday, Dec. 14, and was won by the Breckenridge team. The 
rophy was the Lower prize rifle, presented by John P. Lower. Each 
team had previously won it twice; and the match Saturday was the 
deciding one. The following are the official scores: b 

Breckenridge Team. Routt Rifles, 
AG Schaefer....... 4454444445 — 42 Je PR Ruders iu haa 4335 145854—40 

S Jones. :........22. 343345454438 CJ Kelley........... 4544434454 47 
EK Campbell....... 454444444542 J Anderson... ..... 4455454554—45 

DEVOl sete ie 3354444544—40 CS Robbins........ 4404234525—33 
JC Eeckland......-. 445345424339 W Anderson....... 444454444441 
BY @Oan ste sesrnses 434444534439 PM Lessley. ... ...4445485854—41 
EW Scott.-.....:2:. 845444354440 George Still......... 455433434439 
E Thompson....... 454444444037 William McGuire. . .3445444344—39 
R Hamilton......... 5445444555- 45 A W Peterson....... 45445435384—41 
G Bressler....,..... 354454545544 Thomas Stone.......54444544d4—49 

404. 404 
M.5. Noah, Judge for Routt Rifles. 

enridge Rifles. —THat Orricr Boy, 

NEWARK, N..J.—At a recent meeting of the Newark Rifle Associ- 
ation it was decided to change the shooting in the coming winter tour- 
nament. The following rules will be strictly observed: 1, The teams 
will consist of five men each. 1. Clubs may enter as many teams as 
they see fit; providing a man does not shoot in more than one team 
during the match, 3. The prizes will be for average shooting, 50 per 
cent. for all twelves made, 25 per cent. for all elevens, 10 per cent. for 
alltens. 4. The shooting will be on the Zettler ring target. 5. The 
tournament to commence on Monday evening, Jan. 5, at the Freling- 
huysen Range. Entrance, 50 cents. Time for shooting not to exceed 
one hour and twenty-five minutes per team, Clubs will furnish 
scorers and referees as heretofore. Clubs shooling two or three teams 
may shoot in one night. A suggestion is offered by the N. R. A. that 
all amateurs use the Zettler ring target for practice durimg the tour- 
nament, New clubs now organizing may enter the match at any 
time by notifying the secretary. Clubs will referee and score as fol- 
lows: Domestic—Referee for Western, score for Celluloid; Celluloid 
—Referee for Domestic, score for Plymouth; Plymouth—Referee for 
Celluloid, score for Hssex; Essex—Referee for Plymouth, score for 
Warren; Warren—Referee for Essex, score for Frelinghuysen; Fre- 
linghuysen—Referee for Warren, score for Western: Western—Ref- 
eree for Frelinghuysen, score for Domestic. 

RIBS ON RIFLE BARRELS.—E£ditor Forest and Stream; Why 
can we not haye ribs on our rifie barrels as well as the English on 
theirs. I lately saw an English single-barrel rifle with a rib on top of 
the barrel something like a Smith & Wesson revolyer barrel, and it 
beat anything I ever saw or had hold of for quick and fine sighting. 
The back sight was so arranged as to slide on the rib, and could be 
set so as to fit the eye of the shooter. The barrel was a round one 
with the rib soldered on, Iwould like to hear an expression of 
opinion about rifle barrels and ribs from older readers of the Forrest 
AND STREAM, and with more experience. I think the rib an improve- 
ment.—R1. 

BOSTON, Dec. 20.—The attendance at the Walnut Hill Range to-day 
was too small to warrant contest. J. Halsey, of Lowell, made 77 in 
the decimal match, and H. Cushing a 76 in the victory medal match. 

BULLSHEAD RIFLE CLUB, Dec. 18.—Twelve-ting target, possible 
120: G, Zimmerman, 120; H. Gunther, 109; J. Sherdian, 108; §. F. G, 
Weber, 105; J. Campbell, 98; J. Louitzki, 96: H. Miller, 96; H. Zubil- 
ler, 94; G. Wendelkin, 88; J.jWettje, §88.—A. Loner, Sec’y. 

J.S. Sullivan, Judge for Breck- 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re - 
guested to write on one side of the paper only. 

THE SPANGLER ARM. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
One of our local trap shooters, A. E. Spangler, has inyented a meri- 

torious device for throwing the tongueless Ligowsky tlay-pigeon. 
The invention consists in a simple lever arm suitably constructed to 
throw birds of various sizes; it can be attached to any Ligowsky trap 
now in use, being interchangeable with the projecting arm; does not 
require any attention and can be readily understood by a study of 
the arm itself. 
For the reason that the Ligowsky bird rarely breaks when it strikes 



4B4 FOREST AND STREAM. [Drc, 25, 1884. 

he ground, with this device it can be used over and over again, until 
broxen by the shot. The total absence of tensions. nuts, ete,, pot 
only adds ease in trapping, but entirely dispenses with the careful 
adjustment necessary in the old leyer. This will at once be recog- 
nized as an important feature, The momentum of delivery is ob- 
tained by a Simple vibratory movement, no releasing mechanism is 
employed, thereby insuring a perfect fhgob without the birds being 
broken in the trap. Ligowsky cliy-pigeons which have had the 
tongues torh off, can readily be thrown with this device and in a 
most satisfactory manner, The Lizowsky Clay-Pigeon Company has 
Hicenses this attachment for use with the Ligowsky trap and use of 
Ligowsky elay-pigeons only, 

There 1s stil] a doubt in the minds of the officers of the company as to 
whether the old clay-pigeon with tongue (which they hereafter term 
elay-pigeon No, 1) will be displaced by the same clay-pigeonwithout the 
tongue (which form of tongueless bird they hereafter term clay pigeon 
No, 2). Itwill require the experience of the coming season to settle 

_ this question. The comipany propose by éarly spring tosupply both 
Varieties. The Spangler arm being especially useful for the present, 
1o enable shooters to utilze the clay-pigeons from which the tongues 
have been torn. Wor many months [ haye carefully noted Mr. Spang- 
les expenments, and Iam confident he has finally inyented a per- 
fect device for the purpose. 

Au extensive tial wilh the arm has shown that the presenttrap will 
throw the clay-pigeon with tongue about ten yards further and with 
aswifter velocity than the Spangler arm throws the clay-pizeon with- 
out the tongue. We are therefore inclined to think that the for- 
mer will remain the standard target for tournaments and expert 
marksmen, the latter being preferable for the beginners. The expe- 
rience of next season will doubtless tell the tale. J. E. Broom, 

SECOND INTERNATIONAL CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: The following has been received by us; 
“LL. G. P. Co.—With reference to board at New Orleans, you quoted 
meé as saying, ‘F1.60 to $2 per day, with board.’ If Imentioned with 
board, it was an error, asitisonlyfor reom, IT will to-day geta list 
of rooms and their prices. Board here is at all prices, but there are 
places here where you can get a good meal at 50 cents, I would ad- 
vise any one coming here to take a room two together and beard at a 
restaurant, as there are but few who furnish room and meals outside 
of our hotels, and where they do, they charge exorbitant prices; 
whereas, any one doing as mentioned above would save at least 40 
percent. Mr. Leon Marth, at No. 19 St. Charles street, has tendered 
fo me a very nice room for the headquarters of the sportsmen during 
the shoot. It isin the yrandest location mn the city. If they wish to 
make this their meeting headquarters, they are welcome. They can 
have all their mail directed in my care to this address.—A. Carpona, 
Jn.” [A canvass of the city has beén made and a list of every board- 
ing and lodging house and hotel has been secured. A contract has 
been made with each of them that they will charge a certain price as 
a Maximum during the entire period of the Exposition. These con 
tracts are on file in the department. A stranger goes to the office, 
which is directly opposite the St. Charles Hotel, examines one of 
them, finds exactly what sort of a house it is, how many rooms in it, 
how mahy beds in a room, which way the rooms front, how many 
meals a day, and at what price. He selects hi. boarding house, is 
fiven a ticket, goes to it, and is protected thoroughly against extor- 
lionale charges by the contract made between the owner of the house 
and the Exhibition Company, These prices are very low. Furnished 
rooms will be from 75 cents a day to $1.50 a day. Board and Jodging 
Will be from $1.50 to $3 per day. The hotels will charge their regular 
rates, the St, Charles $4, and the others from $2 to $3. The new 
Hotel Royal, conducted on the European plan, will accommodate its 
guests with rooms from $1 per day up to $8 and $10. The new hotels 
in course of erection in the yicinity of the Exposition grounds will 
also charge from $2 to $38 per day. The rates will be maintained all 
through the Exposition, and there may be no fear of extortion or 
oyer-crowding, There will beroom enough for all, and the humblest 
yisitor will receive the same attention as the most exalted.] 

SYRACUSE, Dec. 16.—This afternoon the members of the Onon- 
daga Sportsmen’s Club met at the Driving Park, and sides chosen by 
Messrs, Prettie and Lodder respectively had a shooting match in 
which the stake was a dinner, After the match, in which Captain 
Prettie’s team was victorious, beating their antagonists by three 
birds on shooting off the tie, the sportsmen ate a splendid repast at 
“Bob” Dugard’s, 

Captain Preftie’s Team, Captain Lodder’s Team. 
Courtney ...... 1J1111011011111—14 Chapman..... 1111111011011011—12 
Baler... wl 111111100101131—12 Kirk............ 111110011100101—10 
MeChesney.... 111111011000101--10 Lefever........ 101191101111111—18 
Walters....,..~,0011711011101101—10 Smith....... ,.+111101100017010— 9 
Rowley. .-.....111111011111111—14 Campbell ....111011101110100—10 
Aylipg......:- 101000100001111— 7 Carrol.......... 111101111011011—12 

66 68 
ENOXVILLE GUN CLUB.—Shoot Dee. 12, gold medal match, 

blackbird targets used; 
J W Slocum. -..111111011011010—11 TC Hebbard.. .010100100010111— 7 
F Armstrong. .010111111111010—1l1 TH Post....... 010101010000011— 6 
Townsend..... 011101111011010—10 . . .000001110010100— 5 

Lh: 001010011100000— 5 John M. Ross. .000110111011111—10 
Jacques........ 100101000100001— 5 © M Woodbury.0110111001 11001— 9 

JO Dunean....010101111101100— 9 TN Hodge...,. 000010110010000— 4 
MO French. ..091111110011001 — 9 Wr Jenkins.. .000011010000000— 3 
Al Hebbard....001110110110110— 9 Chase.......... 000000100100100— 3 
Slocum and Armstrong tied for the medaland Slocum won on the 

shoot off. 
Qlay-Pizeon March. 

T C Bldridge .-.111111111110111—44 FA Post... ,....101000011000101—7 
JW Slocum ..,111110101111111—-18 Wm Jenkins... ,100101110100001—7 
JG Duncan... 111110111110110—-12 MO French,.,..000001101011011—7 
Jacgues,....... 101110101331110—11 CM Woodbnry.110199900100101—6 
F WArmstrong.001011111110110—10 GW Woods. | -..000000111110100— 6 
Joho M Ross.. .010001101111111—-10 FN Hodge...., 101000100000011—5, 
Townsend. .....011111990011101— 9 110000000101 000—4 
Al Hebbard ..,011110011110001— 9 ©, M. Woopzury, Sec’y. 

BOSTON, Mass., Dec. 20.—In the second contest fora massive 
silver tankard, at Melrose Rifle Club, on Thursday evening last, Mr. 
Fielding svored 21% out of a possible 220, Mr. Shaw 217 and Mr. 
Marshall 216. The Ballard was used and is a favorite rifle with every 
member, Sime excellent shooting was done by each and all. The 
above are the highest scores made so far in two weekly contests, 
with two more to hear from, when you may possibly hear from me 
in tet meat future that the above figures huve reached the possible 
220:—T, C.F. 

Answers to Correspondents. 

{= No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

§., Philadelphia.—We are not at liberty to give you “‘Lillibulero’s 
address. 
S1snta, Bradford, Pa.—Can you tell me to whom to remit subsecrip- 

tion to the Aw, and when the yolumes commence? Ans, Volumes 
commence January. Send to Hstes & Lauriat, Boston, Mass. 

J.—The dog Bruce of the Fylde is black, white and tan, 4dyrs. 
(Mamie—Lucy), Hewon first and special alt Philadelphia Kennel 
Club show, 1884, and first at New York non-sporting. He is owned by 
the Kilmarnock Collie Kennels, P.O. Box 1463, Boston. 

N. K. H., Jefferson City, Mo.—For the origin of the Laverack and 
its poimts, you might read ‘‘The Setter.” by Layerack, price $3.75. The 
Liewellyns are merely dogs or the descendantsof dogs bred by Mr. 
Liewellyn, aud we cannot refer you to any work treating of them. 

J. B., Mizabethtown, Pa,—l. For grouse, shooting which is consid- 
ered the best dog, a spaniel, setter or pointer? 2. Has the color any- 
thing to do with making the grouse lie well? §. Is the rifie 
a first-class arm for hunting and the target, and does it compare in 
accuracy and finish with other first-class rifles? Ans. 1. Use setter 
or pointer, 2. No. @. The rifle named compares favorably with 
others of same’ price. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

THE WILLIAMSBURG ATHLETIC CLUB has opened a skating rink (real 
ice) at DeKalb and Classun avenues and Graham street, Brooklyn. 
The grounds are lighted at night by electric lights. The admission Is 
25 cents. 
Se was a remarkably sensible young lady who made the request 

of ther friends that, after her decease, she should not be buried by the 
side ofa brook, where babbling lovers would wake her trom her 
dreams, nor in any grand cemetery, where sightseers, conning over 
épitaphs, might distract her; but be laid away to take her last sleep 
under the counter of some merchant who did not advertise in the 
néwspapers. There, she said, was to be found peace passing all un- 
derstanding—a depth of quiet slumber on which neither the sound of 
the buoyant foot of youth nor the weary shuffle of old aze would ever 
jnbrude.—Lowell Times. . | from shore, with the wind (whic 

Caneeing. 

CANOE MEASUREMENT RULES. 

4 ft following copy of a letter sent to the Canoeist was sent us by 
Mr. R. W. Gibson, chairman of the Regatta Committee. The 

correction is an important one, und we call the attention of all canoe- 
ists to it: 

[Copy,] 
Thave just noticed an error in the Canoezst’s report of Executive 

Committee meeting. 
Ttis stated that the Regatta Committee reported and obtained 

change inthe measurement rules to allow a half-inch latitude each 
way in measuring beam of classes A IT. and BTY., when canoes are 
built for the same beam in paddling and sailing classes, This should 
bea quarter-inch each way, as reported in Worust anp STREAM Oct, 
9. It was so recommend by the Regatta Committees und so carried 
by the Executive Committee. 
Please give this correction proper publicity as soon as possible, or 

the error may mislead some members of the Association. 
Yours obediently, 

Roserr W. Grasox, Chairman Regatta Committee, 

THE SPRING MEET OF 1885. 

A? this early date it may seem a little premature to bring forward 
the question of the local meet next May, but asl believe that 

the matter will bear much discussion before a final decision as to 
locality is reached. I beg to submit my ideas on the subject, with the 
hope of eliciting those of other canoeists. 
Isuppose that it may be accepted as a setiled fact that there is to 

be 4a méet at some point on the Hudson River easily accessible to all, 
and would therefore suggest reference to the map knownas “Hudson 
River by Daylight,” by William F, Link. In 1885 Decoration Day 
will be on Saturday, and it is probable that many canoeists will be 
able to givethat day only to the meet. But for those who can take 
several days’ vacation, 1 would suggest a combination of cruise and 
meet, At Hudson the river widens considerably, affording ample 
room for a good triangular racing course of a mile and a half 
or more, A good cee ground can be had on the west shore near 
the mouth of Murder Creek, a mile above Athens, All canoeists able 
to give the time could assemble at Albany and cruise some thirty 
miles south to the spot mentioned, campmg one night on the way 
below New Baltimore, 
The race could be held on Saturday and the cruise continued Sun- 

day down the riyer to the most available point permissible by wind 
and tide; thus giving those members able to come to Hudson for 
Saturday only an enjoyable run through a very picturesque part of 
theriver, This species vf cruise would give admirable opportunities 
for paddling and sailing races in full cruising rig, and test the all- 
round canoé very satisfactorily. In case the cruising idea is nob 
acceptable I would suggest the following points for meet only: New- 
burgh Bay isan admirable point; butit is hardly fair to our New- 
burgh brethren 1o tresspass on their hospitality so soon again. Camp 
sites may be had on either east or west shore of Croton Point, with 
course in Croton Bay; or Haverstraw Bay in cove below Groton 
Station. A camp just below Peekskill witha good course in bay is 
practicable. Still another spotisnear Esopus Lighthouse, several 
miles below Rondout, And again on the west shore opposite Ger- 
mantown, afew miles below Catskill, with course in what is known 
as the Olover Reach, All the points mentioned offer camping facili- 
ties and good racing courses, and are easily accessible by all steam- 
boat lines. [If our Connecticut brethren, could only be induced to 
join us next year, I think they would find it very easy to reach any 
of the northern points mentioned. Ihopse that my suggestions may 
be thoroughly discussed by all interested, and that they may lead to 
the selection of a spot satisfactory to all. 

RoBERT SHAW OLIVER, Com. A, ©. A, 
[Although the present season inclines one to think more of warm 

fires and snug SeeNerS indoors, it is none too soun to discuss the 
coming meetsin May, The suggestion of Com. Oliver of a cruising 
meet is an excellent one, and we will be glad to haye the opinions of 
canoeists in regard to it. Wecan state that Mr. Verplank will allow 
the canoeists to use his grounds 2gain if they desire, and the arrange- 
ments for Jandiug the boats would be better next year in all proha- 
bility, Let us hear from all who are interested, whether they prefer 
a movable meet or a fixed camp like last year. Itis also time for 
canoeists at a distance to Consider the question of their local meets, 
of which we hope to see hilf a dozen this year at Pittsburgh, Chicago, 
on the Merrimac and Lake George and other places. No other method 
of opening the canoeing séason is 48 appropriate as a general outing 
at as early a date as possible, and no other will produce such good 
results in extending canoeing, and promoting good feeling among 
canoeists. | 

THE LOG BOOK. 

CRUISE OF THE NONSUCH AND MYSTIC. 

W a certain Monday evening in last September, a friend and my- 
O self started ont for a short cruise up the Delaware River in can- 
yas canoer, said canoes being the Mystic and Nonsuch (the Jatter 
mine), As we had only planned the cruise on the preceding Friday, 
our preparations were, of course, somewhat hurriedly carried out, 
especially as this was our first cruise. 

After some delays and other vexations, a man with a wagon was 
found, who carted us and our boats to a pier onthe river front where, 
after a little more trouble, we succeeded in launching our canoes and 
starting. We paddled gaily out of the dock, followed by the cheerful 
assurances of a speedy upset from the usual crowd. 
As our candes were “home made,” and mine as yet untried, my 

faith in their staunchness was somewhat shaky, and was not 
strengthened by leakiness, and a seeming desire of my canoe to point 
in every direction but the right one. Therefore I was somewhat sur- 
prised when, after about an hour or so of easy paddling, we landed 
safely near “Pea Shore,’’ on the Jers-y side of theriver, Here we 
had our first and only adventure on the cruise (if adventure it was), 
We landed, and after clearing the Nonsuch of water, werepacked the 
canoes, and were about to paddle out again, when two of a party of 
young gentlemen (7) who were lounging a little way below us, came 
up to us and inquired if we had seen anything of a hat which they had 
lost. After we had assured them several tinies that we had not, they 
demanded a search of the boats. 
Protestations were in vain, for we readily saw that their object, 

whatever it was, was nol what if appeared to be; namely, to proye 
that we had not stolen the hat. So we grumblingly submitted to the 
indignity of haying on, boats roughiy overhauled, after which we 
were allowed to depart. But when we were about a quarter of a mile 
away, we looked back and beheld them pulling vigorously after us in 
a Towboat. We prepared for war; I placed a reyolvyor in my hip 
pocket, while Mystic watched them through a Spyglass. But we 
prudently paddies on, and presently our pursuers, finding they could 
not overtake us, gave up the chase, when we were permitted to make 
shore in peace near ‘*7ishtown,”” where we prepared to camp for the 
night. 
iter a supper of bread, coffee, fried bacon and potatoes, we rigged 

2, cover Over our canoes, and turned in; Mystic to sleep pretty easily. 
but l to lie awake, disturbed by mosquitoes, by an occasional passing 
train on the railroad above us, by loud voices about midnight, which 
caused me to star) up and look about, and presently to see a row- 
boat, with two or three men and a lantern in it, coming through the 
reeds close to shore, which, to my sleepy eyes, looked very much like 
the one which had chased us in the afternoon; and by a heavy rain 
toward morning, a few big drops of which, from the tree above us, 
managed to find their way in and pay their regards by wetting our 
blankets. 

The next morning we were uD prlehy and early, and began the task 
of trying to start a fire to cook the breakfast on, with wet wood, which 
experiment was at length given up asa failure; we contenting our- 
selves with raw tomatoes, dry bread and adrmk of water from the 
river, after which we launched the canoes, and paddled up stream. 
Wealways found the mornings the pleasantest part of the day, and 

this one was no exceplion to the rule, the weather being all that one 
eould wish it to be. After paddling about a mile or so, we headed 
out into mid-stream to catch therollers of the steamer Twilight, the 
sensation of riding over them being very pleasant, When the last 
one had passed wé headed for the Pennsylvaniajshore as the Nonsuch 
had some water in her which might wet the provisions. No suitable 
landing place was found; instead, I caught the odor of a boné-boiling 
establishment, and as Mystie’s plaintive query of ‘What the dickens 
is that smell comin’ from?” came over the water, I turned about, and 
we paddled over to and alongside the Jersey shore, where skirting a 
feat of reeds, we tried in vain to hiv reedbirds with reyolver buliets, 
About noon we paddled over to Bridesburg, where we bought and 

ate a lunch of bréad and milk, Seeing an inviting-looking pebbly 
shore about half a mile or so up the river, we paddledup aud had a 
good substantial dinner, after which we took a rest, and then, as 
there was a good breeze blowing, we decided to try the sailing quali- 
ties of our canoes, . , vs 
The Mystic was rigged with a leg of mutton sail, and the Nonsuch 

was provided with a small sprit sail. : 
Stepping the mast, and paige Ee sail of the latter, I headed out 

was from up river) on the portside 

iniending to get ont far enough and then run down before it, and if 
Possible, camp at the same place we had stopped at the night before. 
Hverything went well until, bemg far enotesh ouf from shore, I at- 
tempted to slack away the sheet So asto get before the wind, but to 
My surprise the boom refused to budge. On examination, 1 found 
that a line which [I used instead of the ordinary loop on mast to hoist 
the foot of the sprit was in the way, whieh prevented the boom from 
Swiuging out, and the boat kept on its way across the river, By dint 
of paddling T suceeeded in bringing the canoe about, and sailing back 
to shore, when after removing the cause of my trouble I startad out 
again. But this tine] fared worse than at first, for in trying to co 
about, I got the sheet entangled round my neck, and after getting it 
undone! Jost it, 
For the third time I tried it, but after again performing the difficult 

feat of sailing with the sheet belayed tomy neck, I gave up the idea 
of sailing. Thoroughly disgusted with such a risky mode of travyel- 
ing, | “yanked” that mast and sail out, and witha wish for their wel- 
fare (?) [ flung them on the shore, in any way but a gentle one. Stow- 
ing the sail and resuming the paddle, I followed Mystic down to 
Brideburg where we bought some bread. 
As it was now getting late, and the wind increasing toa gale, we 

concluded to paddle back to our noon camping place, and stop there 
for the night. The Mystic being the faster boat, 1 was soon paddling 
alone against the wind, which I found pretty hard work; so on com- 
ing to a stretch of pebbly shore, being tired and fearing an upset, [ 
got along all right until coming to where the pebbles were succeeded 
by large rocks, which made a return to the paddle necessary; so I 
attempted to get into the canoe again, but was instantly pitched ont 
by a large wave which at that moment struck her, Wortunately the 
shallow depth of the water saved mefroma complete ducking; but 
all desire to further continue the contest, was now completely knocked 
outofme. Hauling my canoe up out of the reach of the water, I 
started up the shore to notify Mystic of my trouble. 
On reaching campT found that hungry young gentleman busily 

engaged in throwing wood on the fire, confidently expecting my 
speedy arrival with the Nonsuch, which carried the main portion of 
the provisions. When I had made known to him my mishap, he 
started down after her, leaving me to dry myself and keep up the 
fire, and as supper depended on the safe arrival of the truant craft, 
he soon came up with her. After we had supped we prepared our 
beds to spend our second night out, and turned in. Vor a while 
“silence reigned supreme,’ but was presently broken by buzz-z-z— 
slap, and *‘Consarn that skeeter,”’ followed by “T——, are you 
awake?” “Yés, are you?’ “Yes; wouder what timeitis?” ‘Give 
it up; ask me an easier one.” And then the stillness of sleep settled 
once more upon the camp, 

After a good night's rest we made an early start dawn river, with 
the intention of reaching home that afternoon if possible. When we 
first started there had been little or ne wind blowing, but as we ad- 
yanced down the river it sprung up, and kept on increasing in force 
nntilin the afternoon, as on the day AAMT it blew a regular gale, 
But getting over on the Jersey side of the river we paddled down in 
comparatively calm water to our first canmping place. Here we en- 
joyed a luxury in the shape of unripe chestuts, after which we 
paddled down to the water works. where we considered it prudent to 
take a resting spell of an hour or so before starting out on our long 
paddle home. 
We found the water rough enough under the lee of the land. bub 

much more so out in the channel, where 1b was very difficult eyen to 
keep the boats heads’ to the wind (which was from down river), much 
less to paddle against it; instead of which we shortly found ourselyes 
being driven into the reeds on Petty’s Island. Thinking that if we 
could but weather the southern point of the island it would be an 
easy matter to paddle across river and so home, and with this object 
in mind, we began wading through the mud and towing our boats 
toward the desired point. But we were destined to have our trouble 
for our pains, for when almost in reach of our destination, we found 
it impossible to go any further, and after once more vainly trying to 
paddle against the wird we wended (or waded) our,weary (and muddy) 
way back to our starting point, and having made up our minds that 
we would have to spend another night out, we Sccordin ey paddled 
over to the Jersey shore, where, leaving Mystic to start a fire, I sue- 
ceeded, after some hunting, in finding a country grocery store, where 
T bought some bread. and returning to camp, we prepared a supper 
of coffee and bread, with the welcome addition of roast sweet potatoes 
and boiled corn, the latter two articles pilfered from adjoining fields. 
After supper we placed the canoes in the lee of Some trees, and rig- 
ging Our covers over them, we crawled into our coffin-like beds, and 
were soon sleeping soundly, 
The next morning, we found to our satisfaction only an ordinary 

breeze blowing, which made paddling all the more enjoyable, Shortly 
aiter the factory whistle of the city had proclaimed the time to be 
7 o'clock, we paddled into the same dock from whence we had started. 
Leaving Mystic to nund the canoas, I started out to find a wagon, 
which i at length succeeded in doing, and driving back to the dock, 
we placed ourselves avid our canoes on board, and were soon bump- 
ing aud rattling homeward, and before noon the cruise of the Non- 
such and Mystic were a thing of the past. s 

I hope the reader will see nothing in this to prejudice him 
against Canvas canoes, as on the whole we think they did splendidly, 
so much so that we arealready planning another cruise next summer, 
in the same kind of boats, but of better construction. T. W.B 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. 

THH CANOE CAMP ON THE HUDSON.—The December number 
of Outing contains a very interesting article by Mr. C. K. Munroe, of 
the New York U. C., on the Highlands of the Hudson and the canoe 
camp of last May. Mr. Munroe bas tramped over the ground which 
he describes until he is thoroughly familiar with it, and as he takes 
the reader with him down one bank and up the other, every notable 
feature of the landscape is pointed out, The illustrations, which are 
also excellent, are by Messrs. Seavey aud Fitler, of the Kit Kat Club, 
aod Mr, W. A. Rogers. N. Y. C.C., also canoeists, and the whole 
makes a valuable souvenir of the meet to all who were present. 

HARTFORD GC. C.—Mrs. Munroe was last week the guest of Mr. 
and Mrs. Parmalee, of Hartford, for a night, and the occasion was 
seized by the Hartford ©. C.for a surprise party in honor of the 
guest, They gathered early in the evening at Dr, Parmalee’s house, 
a number of the Springtiel| C. C. also being present, and the evening 
was spent very pleasantly with music from the banjo team of the 
H. c. C. and songs by the choir of the 8. C. C. 

OSHKOSH C. GC —The annual election of officers of the Oshkosh 
C. C., held on the 17th inst., resulted as follows: A.M. V. Kaas, Com- 
moudore; R. P, Finney, Vice-Commodore; F. H. Gary, Sacretary and 
Treasurer. The commodore appointed W. A, Radford, J. A, Hinman 
and L. F. Gates as a committee to prepare plans and secure a site for 
a boat house, 

PERSONAL.—Mr. C, K. Munroeand wife left on Friday for Florida, 
where they will remain until May. Psyche of course went too, her 
fourth trip to Florida. 

iachting. 

THE AMERICA’S CUP. 

R, BEAVOR WEBB has seut a preliminary challenge on behalf 
of Genesta for a race this coming season, and another has also 

been received from Lieutenant Henn, R. N., in behalf of a new steel 
cutter, Galatea, now building. Neither challenge can yet be form- 
ally considered by the N. ¥. Y. C., but they set at rest all doubt of 
the intention of at least one yacht to try for the trophy in 1885, , 

TOWING THE DINGHY. 

Editor Forest and Stream; ‘ ; 
Judging from the cruise of the Helena in January Outing, the 

owners of smal yachts seem still to be troubled towing their dinghies 
in a rough sea, The flelena lost her boat in the usual fashion. 
Painter parted and away went the yawl ou her own hook, There isa 
simple remedy for such troubles, by the use of an intermediate 
rubber spring which cushions all shocks and the sudden tension 
which is bound to part any painter in time or pull the stem from the 
boat, A spring or buffer to ease fhe snub when riding in a heayy sea 
is ap old institution, and bee boat can be done on ths same prin- 
ciples. Ihave used a stoutrubber strap or grummet lashed to the 
traveler. The bight of a long painter is hitched to this grummet and 
the end also belayed aga preventer in case the rubber strap should 
giveaway, Such a simple arrangement I found to answer admirably, 
But why do yacthsmen not Ty sonie style of collapsable boat, to stow 
snugly in the gangway or on the cabin floor? A variety of such boats 
Babe the market. and only a want of enterprise in trymg something 
new interferes with their becoming generally recognized asa boon to 
the owners of small yachts. lfthesa be not fancied, then build the 
tender or skiff in such fashion as to stow on deck in someway. There 
is a wide field for experiment janyway in this matter of yacht 
tenders. The boats now so conimonly in use are about the worst 
which could be devised, cranky, poor carriers, easily swamped in 
rough water, heavy and costly. Hor $10 a better boatin every way 
can be built than the $40 copy of the Whitehall wherry. . P. K. 

ae 
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OPEN CENTERBOARD BOAT “CRUISER.” 

CRUISER. 

4 pete long warfare which Forrest AND STREAM has waged against 
the blind worship of the sandbag model that has so long pre- 

yailed among American yachtsmen.is well known to our readers. 
This model, the joint outeome of local surrounding in the shape of 
mud flats, and the narrow and illogical rule of length measurement, 
has made its influence felt throughout the entire yacht fleet, many 
even of the boats of greatest tonnage being simply enlarged cari- 
catures of the 16 to 20ft. open boats in model, ballast, and as nearly 
as possible in rig. Almost all types of boats, however, have some use 
for which they are specially fitted, some purpose, usually the one for 
which they were first designed, which they fill better than any other 
eraft can, and it is only when diverted from this end to one for which 
they were never intended, that the harm begins. 
Thus it has been with the type inquestion. Intended first for speed 

in shoal water, regardless of an occasional capsize or of the size of 
erew reguired to man them, they have won a placeamong the fastest 
light-weather craft in the world, being widely known in England 
under the name of Una boats, and on the Continent by the curious, 

~ but appropriate title of ‘‘Bobfish."’ They are special machines, as 

, 

much so as 4 trotting sulky or racing bicycle, and as such haye a 
well-earned place; but when they are, as they long have been, 
adapted to other uses. the trouble begins. In the hands of any but 
experts, or as a boat for family use or pleasure parties, she is a most 
dangerous trap; and for all the purposes of a cruising craft sheis en- 
tirely unfitted, the défects being increased, rather than diminished, 
as she adyances iu size, Asa model on which to build large yachts, 
the shoal, open boat has worked an injury to yachtdesign in America 
which it will take years to repair, while the type is directly responsi- 
ble for the absurd ideas on displacement, weight and depth even now 
prevalent in many s uarters. 
The boat whose lines are reproduced herewith is one of the be 

£ 

samples of the type of open racing boat, as her record for the past 
fourteen years proves, She was built in 1868, by C. A. Willis of Cow 
Bay, for Mr. 0. S. Lee, who, after sailing her successfully for several 
seasons, sold her to Mr. W.S. Alley, now owner of the Schemer, who 
in turn disposed of her to Mr, A. B, Alley, her present owner. In Mr. 
Alley's hands she has fully sustained her previous reputation, win- 
ning most of the races in her class in both the Seawanhaka and Larch- 
mont clubs. Several seasons since, the Boston cat Fancy was brought 
to New York to beat the local boats, but was defeated by Cruiser, and 
this season Mr. Alley determined to repay the visit, and try the East- 
ern boats in their home waters, - . 

Cruiser had already begun a successful season here, having won 
first prize in both the Larchmont and Seawanhaka matches, and in 
July, Mr. Alley sent challenges to eleven Boston yachts: Rebie, J. S. 
Poyen, Jr., Hoiden, Hornet, Black Cloud, Thisbe, Viva. Queen Mab, 
Amy, Spider and Seabird. Six of these accepted the challenge, and 
early in August Cruiser was taken to Boston, Messrs. W. T. Alley, 
Seott and Fisher accompanying her owner. The first race was on 
Aug. 16, that of the Hull Y. ©., in which Cruiser was beaten by Black 
Cloud one minute, but took second prize from a fleet of fourteen. Two 
days later she met Viva in the morning, in a very light wind, and beat 
her six minutes over a course of 514 miles. On the afternoon of the 
same day she met Thisbe for the second time, and beat her in a light 
wind. In the Hull race, Cruiser was rigged as a jib and mainsail boat, 
but in the other two races was catrigged. Wednesday, Aug. 20, was 
set for a match with Hornet in the morning and Hoiden in the after- 
noon, both catrigged; but a dense fog prevented the first race. Inthe 
afternoon she met Hoiden in very light weather and defeated her, 
the latter giving up, as the latter part of the race was a mere drift. 
On the next morning the race with Hornet was sailed ina strong 

S. W. wind and rough water, with the result that Cruiser won by 
twelve minutes. Thematch with Queen Mab was also to have been 
*Ziled this morning, but a disagreement in regard to the course made 

some delay, Finally Mr. Alley agreed to sail the course selected by 
Queen Mab’s owners, and the race was started, but not until the wind 
had gone down toa mere breath, and Queen Mab decided to forfeit the 
race. The finest race of the series was on Aug. 22, when Cruiser, 
under jib and mainsail, met the sloop Seabird in astrong wind. The 
race was sailed with stationary ballast, under the New England Y. 
R. A. rules, boats to carry mainsail, ji and topsail, Cruiser of course 
not being able to set the latter sail, having only the usual open rig 
of jib and mainsail without topmast. Seabird led over the course, 
but was beaten by one and one-quarter minutes on corrected time, 
she being ift. 3%in. longer than Cruiser. 
On Aug. 28 Cruiser sailed in the Beverly regatta, at Nahant, against 

Cricket, Countess, Bessie, Rita, Hornet and Spider, she being rigged 
with a jib, while some of her opponents were catrigged. Cruiser 
won again, taking first prize and one leg of the pennant. On Aug. 
30 Cruiser entered again in the Beverley sweepstakes, the wind being 
strong from §8. W. She was, however, overpowered and only 
captured fifth prize, there being 16 boats in her class. On Sept. 
6 she was home again, at Larchmont, and in a very light wind, 
beat Ada, Helipse, Fairy, Skibbereen, and Nymph, winning the class 
pennant, and Commodore Munroe’s cup. On Oct. 9 she was in the 
regatta of the New Jersey Y. C., on New York Bay, defeating 11 boats 
in her class, and winning easily, making a total of 14 races sailed in 
1884, with 10 prizes. 

While much of Cruisers’ success niust be ascribed to the boat, it is 
largely due to the thorough mannerin which she is handled, to the 
skill of her owner and the care taken in picking and drilling her 
crew. Mr. Alley has this season set an example which we hope to 
see followed by the owners of large yachts, in not being content with 
a few races at home, but putting his boat into allthe contests about 
New York, and also taking her into new waters, with well deserved 
success. The custom of making the rounds and taking part in all the 
matches possible is one which we are glad to see is growing among 
our yachtsmen, and its influence will be of the greatest benefit, 
widening the field of competition, doing away with many local preju- 
dices and ideas as boats of different types, and from different locali- 
ties, are brought into competition. 

Cruisers’ dimensions are as follows: 

Length on deck and waterline................... 20ft. 10in. 
Beam (extremreyia yf ela. s cages sateen leieitele dee > 9ft, Sin. 
Besin (waterline): ete fh 2-8. cane ey rae dean 8ft. 6in, 
sDSTIEELS ete GU cp ee eka Leas tirwe ee ecg Ae 2Qft, 

HELIS, ate, ete aie gam Och per nd nd Ep hee Ane Ae 1ft. 4in 
Draft (with board)..... ........ 1.0... sec eens 6ft. 

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS IN 1884. 

HE two decisive victeries of Bedouin over Gracie at the end of 
the season of 1883. following after the brilliant performances of 

Wenonah, and Oriva’s victories, served to convince all but the most 
extreme sloop men of the superiority of the cutter, and even forced 
unwilling confessions from the latter; but a badly sitting mainsail on 
Bedouin in the third race of the series, gave them an excuse for still 
prolonging the controversy, and a peg on which to hang absurd 
claims of the sloop’s supremacy. Though the question was not finally 
set at rest by the results of the season’s racing, the performance of 
four cutters against the entire fleet of American sloops, was such as 
to leave no doubt as to whatit would be when the odds were less 
uneven, and the season of 1884 was looked forward to for a final 
settlement of the lengthy dispute in favor of the cutter. 
» The building of large sloops has stopped, none haying been atded 
to the fleet sinc e Mischief’s advent in 1879, except Pocahontas. whose 
career was more brief than brilliant, and last winter no one was in- 
clined to put money in such a venture. The advocates of the com- 
Dee however, had more faith in their theories, and three new 
oats were built during the winter to test them. The first and least 

extreme was Dr. Barron’s racing sloop Athlon, built by Mumm at 
Bay Ridge, a deep centerboard boat of relatively large displacement. 
Her length on waterline was 52ft., beam 17ft, 4in,, and draft 6ft., with 
plumb stem, high round bowsprit and high side, but with the ugly 
sawed-off stern necessary under the Atlantic Y. C. measurement, 
The second new boat was built by Smith, of Boston, for Mr. Henry 
Bryant, and was a radical departure from the orthodox sloop. Her 
dimensions were 72ft. over all, 64ft. waterline, 19ft. beam, 8ft, 6in. 
draft, and with board, 18ft. 6in,, mixed rig, and a lead keel of 15 tons, 
making the most progressive compromise yet tried, 
The third yacht was really a cutter of moderate beam, the design 

of her owner, an amateur, and was built at Poillon’sin Brooklyn. 
With 62ft. over all. 51ft. on waterline, 13ft. beam, 9ft, draft, anda 
keel of 16 tons, the new boat might well be classed as a cruising cut- 
ter, in spite of her laced mainsail and American bowsprit. Ileen also, 
although launched late in the previous fall, wasto make her first 
essay as a racer this season, and much interest was felt in her per- 
formance compared with the different type of cutter represented by 
Bedouin and Wenonah. Little change was made in the old boats dur- 
ing the winter, except that Bedouin and Wenonah both had morelead 
added to their keels, and the former increased her sail area, adding 
214ft. to mast and hoist. Thistle was altered and rebuilt, and Maggie 
had more lead added to her keel. 
The opening sails on Decoration Day served to inaugurate the sea- 

son and nothing more, as there was no wind for racie and the first 
race, the ladies’ day of the Atlantic Y.C., on June 2, amounted to 
little as a trial. Athlon scored her first victory, however, beating 
Thistle, her only competitor, ina light wind, and on the next Satur- 
day, in similar weather, she was beaten by Hclipse 2}4 minutes over the 
22 miles of the Larchmont course, the latter winning the class pen- 
nant. The real work of the season did not begin until regatta week, 
which opened with the races of the Atlantic Y. C.,on June10. The 
weather was very light in the morning, with some wind as the yachts 
came outside the Hook, and blowing a good breeze when they ran 
home under spinnakers. Mischief took the laurels, beating Fanny 
by five minutes, with Athlon one minute later, both Thistle and 
Gracie being a quarter of an hour astern, and Fanita beating Roamer 
and Enterprise in her class. Two days later all the big ones except 
Thistle were in again for the New York Y. C. regatta, with Ileen, Hil- 
degarde, and Whileaway besides in the first class, and Vixen, Oriva, 
Keclipse, Isis, and Espirito, with Fanita in the second class, 
The race opened with a drift, in which Ileen went to the fore, taking 

first place until off Coney Isiand Point, where a shift of wind, the 
breeze having by this time come up, made her the leeward boat. For 
the next two or three hours flukes were inorder. The day finished as 
it begun, with fogs and calms, the result being that the finish was not 
reached within the time limit of eight hours, so there was no race. 

All but three—Isis, Whileaway and Espirito—were ready in the rain 
next morning to try again, and off they went with a light breeze that 
soon, however, proved to be all that was wanted. Outside the Hook 
was a lively sea and a tearing blow, and with it Ileen started off for 
the Lightship, which she turned at 3:06:28, ahead of her class; all but 
Fanny, Gracie, Oriva, Vixen, Wenonah, Hildegarde and Eclipse hay- 
ing turned back, Mischief losing achainplate. Ileenled home as far 
as Buoy 10, but her crew, bi ng shorthanded, were not able to get her 
sheet in promptly, and both Fanny and Gracie passed her, the former 
taking first prize and also the Bennett Cup. In the second class 
Oriva beat Vixen, Wenonah retired, having parted her shroudson the 
return; no others finishing. 
The day was one of the hard-weather ones of the year, and only 

nine out of sixteen starters finished, four giving up and running for 
home and three others being disabled. On the part of the cutters, 
Ileen did some spJendid work for a time, but was hindered by not 
having a regular racing crew; Wenonah was disabled, and Oriva, 
sailed of course by her owner and his Corinthian crew, defeated 
Vixen. 

Nearly all were entered for the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. races next day, 
as well as for the Long Island race on Monday, but on Saturday 
morning, with gear slack, crews tired and plenty of work to do for 
Monday, few were disposed to risk their spars in a beat to the Light- 
ship against the stiff gale blowing. Only Gracie and Athlon started in 
the first class, and Oriva and Isis in the second, both the new boats 
giving up when once outside the Hook and in the thick of it. Grarie, 
behind at the start, was stilltwo minutes behind Oriva at Buoy 10, 
but here the cutter stopped for a reef, and wasnot under way again 
until the sloop had rounded the point of the Hook, and held a lead of 
several minutes. From here to the Lightship was a grand battle, both 
vessels well manned and handled, a steady wind, equal for both, no 
flukes; accidents or chances of any kind, but hard windward work. 
Fifty feet against 70, narrow beam against wide, keel against center- 
board, While the flat sloop tossed about on the sea, the litule cutter 
went steadily about her work, gaining on every tack, until at 2:40 she 
had the big fellow under her lee, and at 3:06 she rounded the Light- 
ship one minute ahead, Unfortunately the times at which both 
passed the Hook going out were not noted, and thetime at Buoy 10 is 
deceptive, as Oriva, although she passed there first. laid to, as stated, 
to reef, and Gracie went on, gaining at least three or four minutes’ 
lead. so that Oriva’s time over the seven miles from the Hook to the 
Lightship was fully four minutes faster than the larger poat’s, and 
the statement lately made that Gracie beat her on actual time from 
Buoy 10 to the Lightship gives a very false idea of the race, as the 
latter passed the Hook first. Home with free sheet, lengta, of course, 
told more, and Gracie led by three minutes at Buoy 10, and nine 
minutes at the finish. Taken all in all Oriva’s work was remarkable, 
and a conclusive proof of what a cutter can do when properly han- 
dled, her elapsed time over the course being but nine nmiinutes more 
than Gracie. 

It was expected thatthe race around Long Island on June 16 wouid 
be a test of the various boats, and eight of the single stickers started, 
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Fanny, Gracie, Hildegarde, Wenonah and Tleenin one class, with 
Vixen, Athlon and Oriva in the other. 
Had the race besn two days earlier, few would have cared to start, 

but Monday was a perfect June day, except so far as yachting is con- 
cerned, for there was hardly any wind atd P. M., when the fleet passed 
the forts, Oriva, Wenonah, Grayling and Vixen going over almost 
together. 
_As the story of therace has been told before in PormsT AnD STREAM. 

there is no need to eee it here, hut the results have been construed 
into a sloop victory, the claims to which will bear looking into, Fanny 
won the race; secured the first prize (Vixen taking first in her class), 
and deserves the credit, such as it is, for the vietory, but without any 
desire to rob her of her laurels, we claim thatthe contest proved 
absolutely nothing, and has no value except as an extra point on the 
record of prizes. 
The race began ina very light wind and ended in almost a Hat 

calm, and during the entire time (47 hours) theré was nothing like a 
fair breeze for the fleet. Some had the wind for a time, taking the 
lead while others were becalmed, and then the situations would be 
reversed. 

Cutters, sloops and schooners, big and little, were mixed up with- 
out regard to size or merit. The distance, about 240 miles, was sailed 
inan average time of 46 hours, or abouts5!4 miles per hour, and no 
windward work in the entire race; arate tbat would be slower than 
the limit of 8 honrs over the New York Y. OC. course, necessary to 
makearace. No deductions can he made from individual perform- 
ances under such circumstances, and if therecord of times be taken, 
the result is no more satisfactory. These times for the entire fleet 
were: 

H. M. 5 H. M. Ss. 
BAM vette ot 43 a9 08 <Athlon........... 46 30 25 
Grayling,..._... 43 39 44 Wortuna......... 46 35 i} 
Gracie...........:44 12 45 Montauk........ 46 bia 40 
Hildegarde...... 45 56 OW) Oriya eevee ne 08 30 
CS bat) (ea aa AG 06 67 Bstelle........... 47 47 40 
Teen ect 46 16 23 Wenonah........ 4 53 59 

The absurdity of any conclusions is at onee apparent, when it is 
remembered that these times are not on allowance (@o quibbling can 
be made over rules favoring the cutters, ete.', but they are the actual 
sailing times, If they be taken as proving that Wanny and Gracie are 
faster than Neen and Wenonah, they at the same time prove just as 
conclusively that Vixen and Athlon are faster than Montauk and For- 
tuna, and as we Enow that is not so, the other conclusion is forced on 
us, that such a drift shows nothing, and that those whoseek to bolster 
up the 5loops’ record by such a burlesque of a yucht race, must be 
very hard up for material. 

This race ended up the spring work, with the net result that we 
knew lithle more than before, and with the popular mind the question 
was Still unsettled. Mischief had beaten Panny once, Fanny had won 
the N. Y. Y. C, race including the Bennett Cup, in which Mischief 
was disabled. besides the plorious Long Island race just mentioned, 
and one second prize; and Grarie had taken one first, a walk over. 
Athlon and Vixen had as yet done little,and Hildezarde had won 
nothing. Of the eutters, Oriva had captured two firsts by dint of hard 
sailing in heavy weather, while Deen and Wenonah had scored noth- 
ing. On the strength of this, the sloop men were triumphant; cruel 
and unkind things were said about eutters in general and Ileen in 
particular, but the cutter men were content to wait for further de- 
yelopments, remembering the past record of Wenonah in 88, Oriva's 
splendid duel with Gracie on Juné i4, aud the indications Ileen had 
shown of what was in herif only it could be got out, and also that. 
there was anotuer State to hear from. 
OF the three large cutters only two had yet been seen afloat, for 

Bedouin was kept out of all the early races on account of a death in 
her owner's family, aud on the principle that the absent are always 
wrong. it was proved, at least to their own satisfaction, by some 
Wiseacres, that had she been In, she would have been beaten around 
Long Island, and also in the N.Y. Y. GC, race. Such claims require 
no votice in yiew of Bedouin’s grand record of eight first prizes out of 
nine starts, and of the interesting fact that by the end of the season 
all her old adversaries were well coutent to Jeave the field to her, and 
none cared to enter against her: i 
Her first race in ‘84 was sailed in Boston waters, in the summer 

regatta of the Eastern Y. C. at Marblehead, on June 287. Besides the 
schooners Fortuna, Harbinger, Tempest. Rebeccs, Sylph, Clio and 
Adrienne were entered Bedouin, Wenonah, Ileen, Huron, Hesper and 
old Addie, a rather curious assortment of types—Tleen extreme eut- 
ter, Bedouin and Wenonah moderate cutters, Huron wide cutter, 
Hesper deep centerboard, and Addie, better known once as Addie 
Voorhis, built by Kirby in 67, a centerboard boat with but 4ft. draft 
to 59ft, water line; so all kinds were represented, Of the smaller 
boats were Maggie, Shadow, Clytie, Lapwing and Hera. Down the 
wind for six miles Portuna led, but on the beat of seven miles Bedouin 
overhauled her and finally weathered her off Half Way Rock, and 
from there to the finish she had ifall her own way, beating the big 
schooner 15min. on even time and 25min. corrected, while Wenonah 
mads a good third to Fortuna. 
The water was perfectly smooth all day, the wind light but steady, 

with little or no fiuking, and the course was down the wind six miles, 
to windward seven miles, and with wind nearly abeam for the re- 
maining seven miles. Leen did fairly well, but was beaten by Huron, 
the order of the types at the finish being moderate cutter, wide cut- 
ter, extreme cutter. compromise, with the old sloop withdrawn, Un- 
fortunately none of the New York sloops ventured around Cape Cod 
for this race, and & rare opportunity for trial was lost, as the Marble- 
head course, a triangular one, is far ahead of the New York for a test 
race, and the weather ws a sloop day rather than cutter. 
Wor the next month there was little doing but SeuRtaes and 16 was 

not until July 20 that the mid-summer races began with the race of 
the Eastern Y. ©., at New Bedford. A fleet of fourteen, eight schoon- 
ers and six singlestickers started, jhe latter being Bedouin, Maggie, 
Hesper, Huron, Windward, Rover. The course was 27 miles triangn- 
lar, with smooth water anda calm at the start, with a whole sail 
breeze in the afternoon. Bedouin, starting fourth, was soon to wind- 
ward of the entire fleet. leading the way all day, and finishing easily 
in 4:43;18 elapsed time, 13 minutes ahead of Halcyon, the firstschooner. 
Maggie was second, and the two sloops nowhere in particular. Next 
day, in the scrub sail to Dp por tt Bedouin led all the sloops, and two 
days later, on the race from Newport to New London, she led the en- 
tire fleet in, taking the prize offered by Commodore Hovey. 

Of course, the grand gathering of the season was at Newport, and 
all the fleet of New York and Hastern hoats were there except Hilde: 
arde and Oriva, the latter arriving in time todo good work with 

Gisen in the final race. The programme arranged was a generous 
one, and prizes were plenty, Tuesday, Aug. 8, Goelet cups, 45-mile 
triangular course, with N. ¥Y. Y. 0, allowance, schooner prize $1,000, 
sloops and cutters $500, Cups were also presented by the Commo- 
dore for a race from Newport to Martha's Vineyard, and others for a 
race home on the followmg day; and four cups, two for schooners 
and two for singlestickers, were offered hy the Commodore for arace 
from Brenton’s Reef to Sandy Hook Lightship and return. The 
weather, however, was a complete disappointment to the yachtsmen, 
as three days of rain, fog and calms prevented all racing, and caused 
a change in the programme, The first race sailed was on Aug. 8, for 
the Goelet Gups, bringing out fourteen schooners, and nine sloops and 
cutters, the largest fleet of the season, In the latter class were Gracie, 
Mischief, Whileaway, Athlon. Wclipse, Isis, lean, Bedouin, and We- 
nonah, The wind was very light all day, with some roll to the sea, 
Bedouin again outran the fleet, finishing in 10:16:40, wilh Tleen second 
in 10:23:57, Wenonah third in 10754:49, and Athlon 11:40:54, all cor- 
rected times. Grayling won in the schooner class, long behind the 
sloops, and besides YVarnua no others were timed, as it was then 
midnight. - ; : 
The sloops had entered the spring races bravely, Bedouin being ab- 

sent, and they had an excuse in the distance for not meeti her at 
Marblehead; but now that all the yachting worla of New York and 
the Hast were met, it seemed only probable that all should have a try 
at their formidable tival. Of the four large sloops, however, Hilde- 
garde kept out of the way entirely, preferring cruising to racing; 
Fanny, though on hand in full trini, declined to enter; Gracie made 
oné attempt and gave up for the season, and only Mischief was found 
to enter the lists for the sloups. Athlon, though so small, keeping her 
company and showing an amount of pluck in keeping up the fight 
against odds all the season that should have inspired her larger sis- 
ters to stand by her, i. 
Although it was long after midnight before the racers were at an- 

chor, they were ready early the next morning for a race to Oak Bluffs 
for the cups offered by the Commodore. Fifteen started, ten being 
schooners. There was a good breeze all day and some sea on, The 
prizes were awarded on elapsed time, without allowance. Bedouin 
again beat the fleet, her time being 6:80:50, or 2min. 4sec, less 
than Montauk, : 

An attempt was made to cover this defeat and secure the credit 
for Montauk by a glowing anmouncement of her arrival first, she 
being in 50sec. ahead of Bedotiin, and her taking the cup in the 
schooner class gaye some color to the claim; butthe fact that Bedouin 
started 2min. 54sec, later than the schooner was entirely ignored. 
The race was a fair one from stari to finish; wou on its'merits, with- 
out flukes, and the credit for it helongs:entirely to the big cutter. Of 
the other four in her class, Mischief's time was 7:09:04; Ileen's, 
7A%:32; Wenonah, 7:40:56, and Athlon’s, fortunately for her, 8:14:53. 
The fact that in a fairly sailed race Bedouin beat Mischief nearly 

40 minutes, while the latter beat Wenonah 30: minutes, has proyed 2 
uzzler to those who have sought to draw conclusions from the 
ures, butit must be remembered that both Bedouin and Mischief 

are mauned and sailed ax very few American yachts are, their owners 

both being racing men, and that they haye sailed this year up to or 
ahead of their previous record, while Wenonah, for some unéxplained 
reason, has beén far behind her record of 1883. 
The terms of the race home on Monday, also for more of the Com- 

modore’s cups, were that time should bé allowed on the basis of the 
previous Tace, thus SS Ee the winners of Saturday, being 
really a consolation prize for the losers. Under such aruling, Athlon 
in drawing 4 blank on Saturday, at the same time made sure of Mon- 
day's prize, as she received a proportionate allowance. As usual 
Bedouin was first, holding that place until within a few miles of the 
finish, when she ran into a calm, and laid there until those astern 
came up, All drifted together, so close, according to au eye witness, 
that at one time a man could have leaped from one to another of five 
yachts, and when the breeze finally came up, Bedouin was Jast of all 
to get it. Athlon won the cup, her corrected time being 5:04:11, 
Vixen 5:13:53. Mischief 5:19:16, Wenonah 5:26:10, Tleen §:28:48, and 
Bedouin 5:56:48, Win dward not timed. This was Bedouin’s only de- 
feat in nine races this season, and while her record can stand of itself, 
without any ifs, buts, or claims of flukes, it is butfair to note that her 
position in this race is entirely af variance with eight other races, 
and is evidently due to some outside cause. 

Instead of the Sandy Hook race, oné over a, 60-mile triangular course, 
starting from Brenton's Reef, was substituted, the prizes being cups 
valued at $500, one for each class of schooners, one for each class of 
sloops and cutters without allowance, and one for the first yacht in 
with time allowance. The wind was light all day, and the fleet ot 
thirteen were scattered. Montauk came in first in 9;14:43 elapsed 
time, Bedouin second, in 9.22.87, and Mischief in 9.31,57,the latter beat- 
ing Bedouin one second on time allowance, thus taking the cup for best 
corrected time. The times of the others were Ileen 9.88.50, Oriya 
10.23.11, Vixen 10,47,00, Athlon 10.54,00, Regina, and Hesper not timed. 
Oriva again beat Vixen, both flat and with allowance, besides beating 
Athlon still worse. This race ended the series, the proposed race 
from Newport to Marblehead being abamdoned and the fleet parted 
company. 
On September 8, a match for sloops and cutters was sailed off Mar- 

blehead for prizes of $300 fer first class and $200 for second class over 
& course of 28 miles. The list of entriesis rather interesting, asnearly 
all types were represented, Ileen, extreme cutter: Oriva and Maggie, 
medium cutters; Huron and Isis, wide cutters; Valkyr, compromise; 
Shadow, deep centerboard sloop. The day was clear with little wind, 
and some calms thrown in. Ileen won easily, with Oriva, Maggie, 
Huron, Valkyr, Shadow and Isis in order, the last being 45 minutes 
astern of the first. Somehow the order seems to bein favor of lead 
though in a light wind. 
From this outno more racing was done until the fall races of the 

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. in October. These races of late years 
have been only second in interest to the spring contests, and usua 
bring out the best sloops and cutters about New York. Wenonah ha 
laid up, as well as Oriva, and Ileen had gone out fof commission in 
consequence of the loss of her mast, and only Bedouin was left to 
take care of the interests of her class; so it might have been supposed 
that the sloops would give battle, as only one cutter was opposed to 
them, The members of the Regatta Committee and the officers of 
the club endeayored personally to secure the entries of the sloops, 
but in vain. Hildegarde was out of commission; of the others, Gracie 
towed eastward through the Gate two days before therace, bound on 
@ ‘‘cruise,”’ Mischief had left for Chesapeake Bay, and Fanny, in com- 
mission and read . for sea, declined to enter. The honors of the 
sloops were again left in the hands of Athlon, who alone was ready to 
do battle in their behalf. In order to fill out the entries, although 
there was nothing in his class, Hx-Commodore Lee decided to enter 
Oriva, after she had been laid up at the S.C. Y. C. Basin, The 
first race was set for Wednesday. On Hriday the Oriva’s skipper was 
ordered to get ler ready, although she-was stripped and all gear 
stuwed away; on Saturday she was towed up to the serew dock at 
New York and ber bottom cleaned; Monday she was towed back to 
the basin, gear was rove off and sails bent, and on Wednesday she 
was ready with her Corinthian crew. After the final race on Satur- 
day she was again laid up, and by Tuesday was stripped again for 
the winter, 
Wednesday, Oct. 15, was an ideal day for a race, clear, just a touch 

of frost in the early morning air, a long swell outside the Hook, that 
in no way impeded the boats, and wind enough to make a race, 
though never too heivy for topsails. Only three of the Jarger boats 
started, Bedouin, Athlon and Oriva. Down the wind for 20 miles the 
cutters outran the sloop, Bedouin turning the buoy 534 minutes ahead 
of Oriva, and 914 minutes ahead of Athlon, which distances she in- 
creased on the beat home, making the course in 6:27:24, with Oriva 
in 6:27:25, corrected time, and Athlon 6:46:12) The boats sailed in 
company all day and benefited equally by the changes of the wind, 
the sea was smooth, and breeze of about topsail strength; and the 
cutter of 50ft. beat the sloop 5ift. by over 15 minutes, even time. 
Oriva haying no competitor in the second class, had entered the first 
at an allowance of 55ft., which handigatnd her some 46 seconds, but 
as ib was, she finished within one second of Bedouin on allowed time. 
The d was asloop one, as faras wind and water went, and they 
ae a favorable opportunity to prove their claims by their refusal to 
enter, 
Saturday was fun of a different order, a race which ranks with the 

two in June, with a gale from northwest and a heavy sea, especially 
inside the Hook, Bedouin, Oriva, Athlon, and Penguin werethe only 
entries in the larger classes, Down the wind to the Lightship, 
Bedouin, of course led, Athlon turning four minutes astern of her, 
and Oriva three minutes later, The fact that Athlon was within her 
time allowance on the run down has been twisted into a sort of argu- 
ment that she was faster than Bedouin, and woul) have beaten the 
latter except for an accident; but a look at the records of the two 
boats for this Beason shows the utter absurdity of any such claim. 
Both of the sloops were beaten, not only by Bedonin, but by Oriva, 
before they were disabled, and Athlon’s performance three days be- 
fore in light weather, shows her place in the trio. At the finish, when 
Bedouin ended her single leg from Buoy 10 to Buoy 15, Oriva was the 
only one behind her, the others being disabled and running into the 
Horseshoe; thus the end of the season saw a refusal of all but two 
sloops to take up the gage thrown down by Bedouin and Oriva, and 
these two, though deserving a better fate, woefully beaten. 
The record for the season shows the following prizes: 

starts. 1st, 2d. 
Bedouing iso gtaen ed ieee goto ert oie Se 9 8 = 
SENT Pe ake eae tae te any Poenomee asd shee: 3 a 1 
OLIVA 4 Si4 see Bade oes eae s fare Sees ea It 4 = 
REVAL GE Sit an de eee cone Sir ea eine eerste 3 2 = 
Mischierg oe Pek tet a Rear s fi 2 — 
ACH Oe ee eee ce BAe oo ieiae cia vere 14 z — 
Magpie ee ee ent eeatis Te ieee sos 5 2 _ 
Aron ete tee 4345 Ses sce 5 1 — 
GIBCO eee abe Bente dell iieiistere erie niet as ° 1 - 
AVE GY bes VR oon reneged? ce deblaet leet seb ek inc: Sak 5 1 — 
TPS Oe Bis Annem BERS eager et od 6 1 — 
Winona; Wind... cee hr hiekelmee iace 6 _ 1 
TLR ee RABE Seer & eRe ts Se! Ce 8 1 — 

Thus the score stands for the 6 cutters, 40 starts,16 first and ij 
second prize; 7 sloops, 40 starts, 12 first and 1 second prize. Apropos 
of which is the fact that early this season a bet of a hat was made 
betweén & sloop man and a cutter man on the number of races to 
be won, and the cutter man iow wears the hat, . 
Bedouin's record deseryes special mention, standing out, as it does, 

beyond all the others in number and amount. of prizes. 
June 27). ove. Marblehead) uate). be eee senile eee nk $175 
duly 28; H, ¥.-'C., New Bedford....... 002.22. te ee ey 150 
July 30, B. ¥. C., Newport to New London........-.-.-.-1....-.-. 100 
Ang. §,N. ¥. ¥. C,, Newport, Goelet Cup. ../... 0... eee ., 600 
Aug. 9, N, ¥. G,, Newport to Martha’s Vinyard, Bennett Cup. ... 500 
Aap. dso e Ce erebitiin seine ete heons “Earp en aed 3 a 
Aug. 12, N, Y. Y. C., Brenton's Reef, Baunett Cup.... ... .--.-.. 500 
Oct. 15, 8. C. ¥. G., twenty miles and return..-.....c.:22-- esse ease 160 
Oct, 18, 8. GC. ¥. C., Club Course.......-. me ye Bee ee ase .» 150 

$2,225 

These figures do not tell all the story, as in nearly every race she 
headed the fleet, big and little, sloops, cutters and schooners, over 
the entire course, winning without allowance of time from the larger 
boats. Beyond this she has sailed the entire séason without accident 
ofany kind to hull, spars or gear, except a bobstay parted in the 
last race at Newport, Itis also worthy of note in this connection 
that while the sloops entered freely enongh-in her absence, Fanny 
declined any trial with her, Gracie retired after one Realings and 
wanted no more, and Mischief, after a brave fight at Newport, had 
no desire to renew the contest in the fall,so that Bedouin may fairly 
claim the championship of American waters,in the year of erace, 
1€84, or five years after ths keel of the first modern cutter was laid at 
Greenpoint. ' 

If the order on the list depended on the pluck and perseverance of 
the owner, instead of the prizes won, Athlon should take the first 
lace for the way in which she has persistently foane a losing fight 

for the sloop, with little help from the others. To her belongs alone 
the credit of meeting Bedouin this fall, in spite of the difference m 
size, and it seems 4 pity that the yachting spirit and enthusiasm of 
her owner is not displayed at the tiller of a racing cutter rather than 
at the wheel of a sloon. 
While Athlon’s performances may improve with further trial, it, 

is pretty evident that thattgnis pers the compromise which is to 
beat sloop and cutter, has eluded her modeler as well as many others, 
Speaking of compromises brings to mind Thetis, naturally overlooked 
in this hasty review, as she has done nothing all this season, and 

the feast, 

little has been seen or heard of her, and all that is known thus £ar is 
that she has not yet proved a suceess, Isis likewise has done lilile as 
4 racer, Or as a proof of the value of beam ina cutrer. The brunt of 
the battle on the part of the cutters has fallen on Bedouin and Oriya, 
and the Jatter no less than her larger sister, has done her share in « 
way that is creditable both to her owner and herself. The record of 
these two boats throughout the season from June to October com- 
pletely gir of the old objection that cutters are not sinted to our 
weather, edouin has won one race in June, two in July, three in 
August and two in October, in weather varying from a gale to a drift, 
and Oriva’s races coyer June, August and October. Wenonah has 
this year done little to sustain her portion of the battle, or to back 
up last year’s splendid record, but neither she nor Ileen has bean 
ea in the thorough manner that has broucht yictory to the other 
wo. 

Those who are competent to decide, still maintain Ileen’s ability if 
properly handled to beat the wider Bedonin, and she has at times 
throughout thé season given a promise which justified their belief, 
but to realize it she must be raced in a different manner from this 
season, The probability of a challenge for the America’s Cup makes 
the record of the sloops for the pastjyear a matter of the first im- 
portance, but there is little im it either brilliant or encouraging. 
Gracie has certainly Jost her old form, and il is doubtful whether 

she ever regains ib. Misehief has kept up the fight until the latter part 
but it unable to cope with Bedouin, she will haye little show against . 
the probable challenger. Fanny's performance consists of the Long 
Island drift, 4 race won in heuvy weather from all her class except 
Bedouin (ia which she took two prizes) and a second prize won in the 
Atlantic race, but throughout the season she has declined a contest 
with the big cutter. While Bedouin’s position ab the head of our sin- 
@le-stick fleet would entitle her to enter the lists against any comer, 
of course such a surrender of the main point at issue as the defense 
of the Cup by an English eutter would amount to, is notto be thought 
of, and the champion must be sought amoung the three sloops named 
above, the unknown Thetis or a new one yet to be built, in eisher of 
which cases there will be much to be done to insure even a réasonable 
chance of the retention of the trophy on this side of the water. 

FATTEN UP THE VICTIMS, 
Liditor Forest and Stream: 
Oh, how I did chuckle when Tread ina recent Herald an ‘“inter- 

view” with a “prominent yachtsman” interested in that lone. long 
romised wonderful sloop, which has always been “‘soing to be 
uilt,””and has not yet got further than preliminary threats on paper. 

And the sublime complaceney of the interviewed man as ha 
graciously youchsafed the Delphic utterance: *‘We are in no hurry 
to build the sloop. Wedo not think the Englishmen will venture to 
challenge. The i geneee of one of their lead mines erossing the 
ocean is a mooted question, in spite of what their advocates may say. 
Syke ae gotspare buoyancy enough to withstand an ocean swell,” 
etc., etc, 
Oh, that such bosh should find its way into print at this late day as 

the judgment of an American yachtsman, and a‘*prominent” one ab 
that! Have not gob spare buoyancy enough for an ocean syell, 
indeed! Did you ever hear a more worthless estimate made, so com- 
pletely at variance with facts well attested? Now, that not one, but 
several, challenges for ‘‘the Cup” are in hand, only a few days after 
the sage person interviewed went on record. we know how far he 
has missed the mark and a true gauge of his enemy’s courage and 
intentions. And he knows as little about a cutter, and the ocean 
swells as well. I venture to state he has no conception of the sea, or 
he would appreciate that yachts which outlive the worst of weather 
in the Channel Chops and Irish Sea, will tackle the longer and easier 
rollof the majestic Atlantic like a child’s job im comparison. He 
would know that the driest and ablest of vessels afloat is the narrow 
Jullanar of six beams to her loadline, just half abeam narrower than 
the challenging Genesta and her kindred. Had this “promment 
misrepresentative’ of American yachtsman the faintest experience 
in cutters, he scarce would have put himself dowu a prejudiced 
yachting Knowknothing, 
Thave sailed m cutters of about five beams to loadline, and struck 

into pretty coarse weather while crnising, I found such eutters to be 
wonderfully dry and full of life like a corked hottle, lifung to each 
sea quicker and more readily than any sloop afloat, And they doso 
forsimple enough reasons, which ought to be grasped even by such 
slow thinkers as the interviewed “prominent” yachtsman, The nar- 
row cutters haye very fine runs and no overhanging quarters. Hence 
their after end is easily depressed and the bow rises to the slightest 
of pressure. A beamy sloop in spiteof her beam will not do as well, 
because of jher clumsy round stern and squalty haunches which 
tend to drive her nose under when sliding down into the hollow and 
meeting an onrushing mountain of salt water. As for spare buoyancy, 
eyen the extreme cutter has more than enough. She has, asa@fule, - 
double the fresaboard of a sloop and makes up in topsidés the yolume 
she lacks in her scant width, But has the “prominent” in question 
heard and seen nothing of Bedouin and Oriya this season and 
Yolande and Mona and others in the Seawanhaka weather which 
wiped the sloops out of the race? Is he aware that Bedouin, Oriva, 
and hundreds of “lead mines” catch it in nasty weather often enough 
and work through all, when shodler, beamier yachts are of no avail? 
Let him read Capt. Bayly’s letter in your issue last week, in which 
the narrow $14-ton Spankadillo is extolled as an abler and drier boat 
for hard work than his former Buccaneer of 12 tons, with a body much 
like that of our deeper sloops. Ileen, as narrow as the narrowest, is 
notably a dry and powerful ship, and so close-winded and weatherly 
that she earned the unfeizned admiration of our pilots, who found 
themselves dropping astern and to leeward in their schooners, famed 
all the world over for just those qualities which Heen was found to 
possess to a much greater degree. Madge made our sloops look 
foolish in the jump crossing Sandy Hook bar. Vixen, nor Fanita, nor 
any other sloop in our waters can make it race with Oriva im stiff 
weather, and lanny and Gracie are helpless, leewardly hulks in com- 
parison with Bedouin. ; 
To such a pass haye things come that, with the cutters ab the line, 

the sloops decline to appear. The owner of the Yixen has given ib up 
as a bad job and proposes to haye a new boat with which he hopes to 
be more successful in fighting Oriva, if courage enough can be 
mustered to fiy in the face uf fate which has decreed tha new Thetis 
of Boston a failure, and the new Athlon a stern chaser all season, 
Verve, on the Jakes, wins by hours in her class, beats the sloops in 
the class above, and puls to sea in weather which other yachts in the 
fleet, five and ten times her tonnage, do not care to try. With 17 
wins from the sloops satan 7 races lost, the New York cutters have 
yarquished the old style machine until the season wound up in the 
utter rout and disappearance of the sloop from the line, driven to 
earth as completely as Miranda has sent all schooners into oblivion 
on the other side of the water. But pile facts upontacts as high as a 
steeple and yourzirreconcilable would never be convinced, simply be- 
cause he does not want to besand won't. Lopine the time is now nigh 
when the like of the “prominent” yachtsman interviewed by the 
Herald will sing low, very low, and hide their heads, while the rest of 
the world keeps moving along on a new tack, oblivious that these 
false oracles ever existed and pretended to speak for American 
yachtsmen in general with a benighted verdancy which libels us all as 
an ignorant pack given to brag instead of reflection. 
The intelligent American knows three things well: That the nar 

rowest cutters yet built have been demonstrated infact the gablest 
and finest of sea boats. That they are the fastest of craft afloatin a 
sea or in light airs. That they are buoyant and lively to a degree not 
equaled by any other style of vessel, The ignorant American, the 
green yokel who has never been beyond his front garden gate, is the 
one who loftily pooh-poohs the coming of the cufter, who detects @ 
want of buoyancy in the Hnglish yacht and a lack of backbone in the 
English tar to take her to sea, and while closing his eyes to our im- 
pending disaster, howls patriotism in answer to his self-sufficient 
conceit and vanity. His doom is fortunately soon at hand, With 
Genesta, Galatea and the Warren vessel on the berth for these climes, 
the Herald's “‘prominent”’ yachtsman will have to come to the fore 
and shoulder the slugging suchas he has invited by fooling away 
time bowing to false gods, and inveigling others to continue their 
fealty to such ignoble specimens of marine architecture as our shoal 
centerboard sloops, i ; i 

So, gentlemen of the ancien regime, yesterday ‘“‘you were in no 
hurry to build that new sloop!” And to day you are quaking in your 
boots, and I fear you may back out in earnest, as good seuse returns 
and counsels the saying of your shekels froma losing game, Bul by 
all means heave ahead wilh that sloop, build a score of the things. 
To you Thetis, Athlon, Vixen, Wanita, Fanny, Gracie and Mischief, 
beaten, driven from the line, conveys no lesson. So let it be; learn 
then through a bad investment. Collect your kindling wood and ten- 
enny nails, tall wise with old Chip’s acrossthe Hast River, aud sling 

the apparatus together in time. Muster your bold clam diggers from 
the Great South Bay, and with Beenie at the wheel, let us see you 
stand by your colors to the last and go down with theslooptorise and 
pester the new generation no more with the tiresome brag and shat- 
tered dogmas to which you haye adhered with a faith childlike and 
bland throughout all adversity, and with a divinely coniplacent con- 
tempt for- fe lessons experimental carried out right under your 
noses. Victims the cutters must have, so victims lst Us fatten up tor 

Build the new sloops, gentlemen; do not falter, For, have you nob 
everything on your side? Is nob the cutter ‘-all wrong”? Is she not 
‘impossible’? Does she nob ‘Ing lead’? Heel over so frig tfully 
ag to ‘just let the wind blow right over her”? And will she not ‘just 

| slide right off toleeward"? And is she not “too heayy” te sail ‘in 
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our light summer weather”? And her keel “it ain’t so good as a 
board nohow’’ And then she has not got all her headsail ‘in one.” 
And there is no room on her decks “for to manage her sails.’? And, 
goodness gracious, only to think of it, she has ‘‘got no bottom for to 
sail on,” and she has got *‘no beam for to stand up to or for to carry 
‘sail onto her.” Awful! And still worse, she goes down deep,sleep 
into the water, ‘‘where more resistance is found.”” And in a sea ‘‘she 
ain*t got n0 buoyancy for to rise over ib,’’ and the poor thing has to 

_ go the submarine passage. And to topit all,she is an invention of 
the naughty fellows across the water, bucking along in their bull- 
headed way without once asking our permission! ae 
Do not falter, gentlemen. Build “that” sloop, bring on Fanny, 

Gracie, Thetis and the whole family to the funeral. Your flat-bottom 
lighters, whittled at the ends; your half-hearted half-breeds which 
would like to be cutters, but didn’t dare to. The whole tribe of traps 
and hermaphrodites should be on hand for the slaughter. And pray, 
what have ye to fear? Is not the sloop of light weight ‘‘for our light 
winds?” Does-she not ‘sit on top of the water’’ and ‘‘skim along the 
surface,’ where “the least resistance is found?’ Has she not all her 
headsail “in one,’ And a centerboard ‘for to hang on better with”? 
And a waste of beam and a whole pasture of bottom ‘for to stand up 
with and forto carry sail onto her’’? And big sails too? Aud she doesn’t 
heel oyer and ‘therefore’? does'nt “just slide off to leeward’? and 
there is no chance for the wind “just to blow over her.” And she 
“rides” over the seesso beautifully with lots of “spare buoyancy.** And 
any quantity of room—on top of her bara roof—“for to manage her 
sails’? And then is not your sloop ‘patriotic.’ Real up and down 
Yankee? That alone is enough to secure your side the victory. 
Then why falter, gentlemen? Heave ahead with your vaunted 

traps. The cutters will be there. Show up “that” new sloop. We 
all want to see just one real good sloop, She does not exist. Never 
has according to your own proclamations. Let us have her now. Let 
us.ses how many miles a ‘real sloop” can take out of such a well- 
nown “failure” asthe Fanny for example. I will put shekels on 

the Fanny, you can back your new contraption. Stick to the “real 
sloop.”’ Give us no half-breed, more cutter than sloop. Go the 
whole bnsiness while you are at it. gentlemen. If you are right, the 
wholer you go the business the righter of course you willbe. Throw 
her together in the good old style with the ‘‘choicest of material,” 
nice sappy, heavy yellow pine, fresh from way down in Georgia. 
Build her good and strong. ‘l'ons of cross-grain wooden knees. Spike 
down the beams and huge wooden floors with great big nails. But 
don’t, don’t let the galley interfere with the stepping of the mast! 
Let the cooking ‘‘for a large party of guests’ go for the nonce. The 
chances are the sloop will do all the cooking of your goose that need 
be, Give her slack rigging so that she may be ‘‘elastic.’’ A-cockpit 
to hold all the showers of spray from forward and the suckling tars 
who groan for ‘‘comfort.*’ A tenement shanty to occupy the decks 
and cut the hullin twain. Nice light gossamer for sails, you used to 
tell us, was best in our light winds. Tie them down tight all round to 
sticks and booms, and whiskers, and like clamboat devices. And, 
entlemen, don’t forget to win all her races on paper before she is 
aunched, for she will never do it afterward. 

_ _ You who have in hand the saving of our country with a trap, don’t 
falter now, don’t disappoint an expectant public. Let them seé for 
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once what a sloop is like anyway, though she be the last of the Mo- 
hicans. You ‘were notin a hurry to build that sloup.’’ Now let us 
hope you have been aroused by the challenges received, and that the 
preliminary blowing of the ‘‘prominent’’ yachtsman im the Herald 
may be followed ‘tin a hurry” with something more truthfulin fact 
and more creditable to the great body of American yachtsmen. 

Since your spokesman has gone on record, let me do likewise. Bar 
fluke and accident, with the barely possible exception of a nice top- 
sail breeze and a great deal of reaching over the course, put your 
shining ducats on the coming cutter every time. And in the excep- 
tion above noted, don’t be very much afvaid to do the same thing. 

C. P, Kunnarpt. 

HOW THE WIND BLOWS. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
All good yachtsmen thank you kindly for the neat way you put 

things last week as to the general trend of the ideas now making 
their way throughout the world of yachting in America. Viore depth, 
more draft, more lead keel, in short, *‘more cutter’ at every step. 
This seems to be the war-cry of the times, and to this all sailormen 
will heartily grunt ‘amen.’ The play daysin imitation of the sport 
are coming to an end, and a healthier, manlier, and more dignified 
pastime is gathering strength, 10 be measured by the rapid increase 
in cutters and the general modification of our sloops in the same 
direction. Let me add to your evidence still another little para- 
graph, bearing upon the tendencies of the times. In a nice little 
sketch of acruiss from Boston to ‘The Shoals,’ in the January 
number of Outing, occurs this passage, fuil of meaning, as an 
index of the sentiments now prevailing and percolating even the 
conservative old salts and long-shore relics originally brought up 
under the fallacious light draft dogmas of the now antiquated school. 

*Ye’ve a good boat there an’ a safe one....what*llshe draw?” _ 
“Hive feet.” (The boat was only thirty feetlong. Just fancy the 

sensation and adverse predictions the announcement of such dratt 
would have made upon the mind of an old shellback fiye or six years 
ago! Now he has learnt to value drattin the true light and extolls 
the possession thereof). 
‘How much have ye on her keel?’ continues the old-time tar. Here 

again imagine any of his class approvingly asking such a question 
before the cutter agitation in your columns! Why, the old-style 
nautical critic would have been taken fiat aback, perfectly aghast, 
and biessed his eyes if he would go to sea in a boat with ballast out- 
side. Not so the same individual to-day. For the answer comes 
back: ‘'Twenty-four hundred.” 
And the sea dog of fifty years exposure to the winds and hard 

knocks of his profession smiles willing approyal and pronounces his 
dictum: ‘‘A man that knows his vusiness need never fear for him- 
self in her.” 

So the American yachting world progresses, and steadily ap- 
proaches that mark of perfectionim the planning of our pleasure 
vessels which yon first had the good sense and courage t» promul- 
gate through FoREST AND STREAM in the face of the fircest opposition. 
And when the tide has come in atits full, I venture the prediction 
that the sloop will have entirely disappeared by a change so gradual 

that her replacement by the out-and-out cutter will have been quicstly 
accomplished, without wren 7h or jar upon our natural and excusable 
national sensibilities. We will be able to delude ourselves pleasantly 
with the notion that we have not copied from abroad, but that we 
have all by ourselves made a discovery in yacht building parallel 
with the outcome of our British cousins’ experience. May you carry 
on your good missiou in the future as you have in the past, is the 
wish of all level-headed yachtersin this country. Happy-Go-Lucky. 

ORIVA AND PENGUIN. 

Me following statement makes it evident that one side or the other 
is very much mistaken as to the relative positions of the yachts, 

as their statements are diametrically opposite. Only the crew of the 
three vachts witnessed the portion of the race in dispute, and in cor- 
roboration of the testimony of any one of them there is but the 
knowledge of what the two boats have done previously, which cer- 
tainly favors the side of Oriva: 

Hditor Forest and Stream: ‘ ; 
As Tam the authority for the statement by ‘‘Subscriber” in your 

paper concerning late race of 8. C. Y. C., I hereby certify that the 
said statement is correct. The Penguin did outsail Oriva at least one 
mile to windward in that race upon one tack, and until] her sails gave 
out, the harder the breeze, the faster she gained upon her, and did 
place her under her lee before breaking down. I was on board the 
Penguin and know when a boat is outsailed. The Penguin tacked for 
Athlon before Oriva had overtaken Athlon. The time of rounding 
Lightship by the three boats can be taken from the record of race. 
New York, Dec, 17, 1884. PHItip HLSwWoRTH. 

A SHOAL DRAFT STEAM YACHT.—Messrs. Poillon will shortly 
lay the keel of a new steam -yacht. modeled by Mr. Phillip Elsworth, 
for Mr. John A, Morris, to be used about New Orleans. Her dimen- 
sions will be, length on waterline 122ft.,on deck 137ft. 6in., beam 
23ft., depth of hold 11ft. 2in., draft 7ft. She will be built of wood, 
with frames of white oak and chestnut, the planking of yellow pine. 
The engines will be compound, 15 and 24 by 18in., and steam will be 
supplied by two steel boilers, The yacht has just been laid down, 
and the keel will shortly be in place. 

CARMELITA,.—Mr. Coleman’s schooner was run down on the ways 
on Saturday last, but the water was too low to float her, so'she will 
lay until next spring tides. Her spars are on end and her rigging set 
ioe ae joiners are now at work in her cabin which is nearly com- 
pleted. 
STEAM LAUNCH FOR THE ATALANTA.—A very fast steam 

launch has lately been completed by the Herreshofis, for Mr. 
Jay Gould’s steam yacht Atalanta. Her length is 36ft., beam 74éft., 
and she has shown very high speed on her trial trip. 

Some OTHER Man is always the one you think will get hurt by acci- 
dent, and the ‘other man” thinks it will be you! Ifheis right, } ou 
will be sorry you didn’t insure in the Travelers, of Hartford—or your 
family will.—Adv. 
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Explanatory and Suggestive. 
FOR THE CASUAL READER. 

Arma virumgue cana—*Arms and the man I sing.” And, indeed, it would take the genius 

of a Virgil and the roll of Latin hexameters fitly to tell the deeds of this man, whose arms aré 

shotgun and fishing rod. Go where you will, he is there. You run into him on the crowded city 

street, encounter him on cars and steamboats; he perches atop the country stage. bestrides the 

burro, and doubles up like a jacknife in the kanim. Seek out the most distant, most tortuous 

streams, his line has been wet in their waters; penetrate into the wilderness, the tin can of the 

sportsman’s camp is yet further on, He goes for game—if the fates shall send anything within 

reach of his ammunition; for fish—if by good fortune a trout shall rise to his fly or descend to 

his worm, But, good Iuck or bad luck, game or no game, fish or no fish—fun always, fresh air, 

ozone, quicker pulse beat, brighter eye, more elastic step, all the multiludinous rewards, which, 

after all, outweigh the biggest ‘‘bags,” and tip up the longest ‘‘strings.” Is it not true that only 

a poet could tell his deeds as they ought to be told? Perhaps so. Perhapsnot. He can usually 

tell them himself. And he does, with a thousand different pens, im a thousand different ways. 

You may read it in the ForEsT AND STREAM. 

And that is better than if it were put into verse between book covers. 

One who dces not understand these things might imagine that after being told so often, this 

story of the man—him with the rod and gun—might in the end become hackneyed. But it 

isnot so. Why? Well for pretty much the same reason, we venture to say, that the fields them- 

selves and the woods and the lakes and the streams never become hackneyed. However that 

may be, one thing is certain. Our columns eyery week, and month after month, give ampie 

proof that there is still an abundance to tell of what is seen and what is done afield and on 

angling waters; and that hosts of people still delight to read the telling, our subscription books 

show with ever increasing emphasis. The FOREST AND STREAM is in the best sense 

A Journal of Recreation. 
It tells of the recreation found by busy men, in out-door, open-air life. It zs recreation to 

these same men and to others, Explain it how you will, this recreation found in the pages of the 

FoREST AND STREAM is different from the diversion afforded by other papers. Why? Because 

(it may be ansWered again) the recreations of field and stream are always ten times more potent 

for good than are those found in almost any other way. 

Look through the pages and you will see that the departments include a pretty large field. 

It is a wide scope of subjects, But if you look carefully you will see that the paper, from front 

cover to back cover is homogeneous. What is in it belongs init. There is not the mistake of 

trying to foist upon the reader, who is interested in angling and shooting, a lot of stuff about 

horse racing or base ball or prize fights, There is no sawdust-ring odor, Everything is redolent 

of the woods. There are plenty of other papers devoted to the other subjects. If you are 

interested in them, you need hardly spend time to read the rest of this explanatory advertisement. 

The ForEsT AND STREAM’S field is broad, but it is not broad enough to take in all creation. 

The editors are perfectly contented with the scope of the paper as it is at present. And now 

A Word About 1885. 
For fifty-two weeks of the year 1885 we propose to publish the ForEsT AND STREAM, and 

to fill each number with the same rich abundance and variety of reading that may be found in 

this present number or in any one of the five hundred numbers that have gone before it. 

There will be the same delightful accounts of the adventures and misadventures of the 

Sportsman Tourist, and whether the ‘‘tour’”’ be across a continent or only across the pasture lot 

into the woods beyond, the story in either case will be well worth the time it takes to read it. 

We shall have, now and then, a description of such excursions in foreign lands, but for the 

most part these columns will deal with what is seen and done in our own country, for that, after 

all, is what the readers of FoREST AND STREAM are rightly presumed to be most interested in. 

The Watural History columns will give attention to varied forms of animal life, more parti- 
cularly such as may come under the observation of sportsmen in their rambles. This department 

of the ForEsT AND STREAM we believe to hold a place altogether unique. It is neither the 

dime-museum sort of un-natural history affected by the newspapers, nor the abstruse, fine-spun 

and terribly dry lucubrations of the scientific associations. It is intelligent talk about animal 

life, intended for intelligent readers. 
In the Shooting and Angling columns(we need hardly say it) will he accounts of hunting 

excursions and fishing trips—with luck, good, bad and indifferent; discussions about matters 

mechanical, ethical, sentimental, fanciful and practical; some, after much debating, will be 

settled; others will be left (and the reader with them) at the end just where they were at the 

beginning. 
The Kennel will give in 1885 (as it has given in 1884) the earliest, most accurate and the 

only unbiased reports of shows and trials, and it will be the endeavor of the editors to maintain 

for the FOREST AND STREAM in this special branch the position it now holds away in advance 

of anything else published in this country, 
The Yachting columns are in charge of an expert, whose highest ambition will be to keep 

these departments in the place already won for them in the recognized lead of journalism. 

Though the Canoeing interest of the country is of comparatively recent growth, the ForEsT 

AND STREAM fully appreciating its importance, has provided for those who sail or paddle a (pretty 

generous) corner, which is so full of practical suggestions and recountings of cruising experi- 

ences, that a canveist might almost as well try to get along without a paddle as without the paper 

in his mail eyery week. 
In a word—this is what we started out to say—in 1885 the FoREST AND STREAM will be 

newsy, bright, wholesome —a journal of out-door recreation. 

Terms:—$4 per year, $2 six mos,, Tocts. per copy. Sold everywhere. Make orders payable, 

Forest anD StreAM Pus. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 
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THE 
GREATAMERICAN 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price, 

Sportsman’s Library. 
isist of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 
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American Angler’s Book, Norris...........++-: 5 50 
AnpPleris NovesBOOkerews pease ss. totna sae oe 2 40 
AMIENS es te sca oe ne, Senet ws 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson...........5 -e+essenete 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis..... SE aria ae 
Angling literature in England...,............ 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall,. 
British Angling Flies........,. 
Wish Hatching and Fish Catching 
lish and Fishing, Manly ........ 
Fishing, Bottom or Float... 
Fishing in American Waters, 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock,.... ; 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis 
Fty Fishing in Maine Lakes ne 
Ely and Worm Fishing,........................ 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishin 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 
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Fysshe and Fysshyne..........2......eeeeee eee 1 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium............... 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .... 1 
Modern Practical Angler, Pennell............. 2 
Practical Trout Culture.............+. -+-ee-: i 00 
Practical Fisherman..........5....eeceseaes . 420 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing..........-...2+0seeesees 2 60 
Scientific Angler ........ 200-025 .25 sees areas 1 50 
pe dee Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 08 

OCLC a veomibe Tie Ke biara ie fh actions ox toreuarstens) Re 
ERT OMIM PO Te tele feiele cutee weitere aes rey enacts 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

BritishiProvinCes: ae: sofa) oe hel Hartaetes 2 00 
Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe........ 1 50 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition....., 8 75 
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AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 

Tae WiCHOoO1L:s 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Noted for excel 
ence more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded tc any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by 5. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, Maas. 
_ $end for list with Massachusetts Fish and Game Laws, 
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BATTERY SHOOTING. 

NE of the commonest and most successful methods of 
killing fowl along the seaboard is from battcries, The 

box which holds the shooter is invisible at a short distance, 

and as it is anchored over the fayorite feeding resorts, it is 

directly in the line of the birds’ flight, and the decoys are 
thus sure to attract their attention and they are brought 
within range. 

Sooner or later, however, the use of these engines will drive 
off and render wary the birds from any grounds where they are 

much used. This has been exemplified on the south shore of 
Long Island, where, although fowl are often abundant, there 

is no such shooting as there was before the use of batteries be- 

came so general. Thesame cause has played its part in the Vir- 
ginia broad waters, where now, asrelated by a correspondent 
within a short time, there is but little shooting compared 
with what was once to be had. It is stated that in the 
Chesapeake waters this cause has had much to do with the 
diminished flights of birds, and it was only by reducing the 
bumber of shooting days here to three each week that the 

alarming reduction in numbers was checked. South of the 
Chesapeake the first great body of water met with is Curri- 

tuck Sound, and here the birds are still found in great num- 
bers. But they are shot there from batteries by residents at 

such a rate that it does not seem that the supply could long 

endure this drain. It is for the interest of every one that 

this methed of killing birds should cease, and we believe 

that the day is not very far distant when every one who uses 

the gun will see this. . 
The practice of shooting fowl from batteries has an un- 

doubted tendency to break up the birds, and, because the 

batterius are always anchored over the feeding grounds, 
where they chiefly congregate, the result is to drive them 

away from any locality where it is much practiced. It 
would be a good thing for the State of North Carolina, 

and for every other Statein the Union, if they would pass 
and enforce laws forbidding the shooting of fowl from bat- 

teries by any one. The constant harassing and driving 
away of the birds does vastly more harm than what. killing : 

* 

is done, and if those who gun in Currituck Sound expect to 

keep the shooting there as good as it is at present, they 

should see to it that the batteries are abolished. 
Those who have the deepest and most immediate interest 

on the subject are the people whose homes are in the neigh- 

borhood of grounds where. fow] are still numerous. They 
derive a reyenue from the birds sold, but especially from the 

money spent by men who come from other sections of the 

country to obtain here the sport that they cannot find nearer 

home, The money thus brought into a section amounts each 

year to a considerable sum, but whatever it is, it will be cut off 

as soon as those who spend it find that they can no longer 

receive an equivalent in the shape of good shooting for the 

time and money which they are quite willing to expend for 

this pleasure. It would probably be regarded as a misfor- 

tune by those who dwell on the shores of —let us say—Cur- 

rituck Sound if all the members of the various ducking 
clubs should cease to yisit that region in winter, for the 

amount of money which they spend there is probably quite 

equal to the value of the birds killed and sold by the home 

gunners. 
It should not be a difficult matter to show the residents of 

the shores of this Sound who, to a great extent, get their liv- 
ing from its waters, that it is more for their interest than for 

that of any other class that the fowl should be protected here, 

and that when they are killed it should be in such a way as 

would be least likely to cause the others to desert the locality. 

The services of the residents once enlisted, the work of pro- 

tection would be made much more easy, and Currituck 

Sound would long remain what it has been for centuries, the 

winter home of a great body of our wildfowl. 
If, however, something of this kind is not done, it is appar- 

ent that other means of protection must be sought for. A 

“three days’ law” would be unwelcome to all gunners, 

whether residents, club men, or transient visitors, but it 

would give the birds some rest, and that is what they need. 

It would be far better, however, to decide upon some pian 

of action by which battery shooting should be wholly done 

away with. This can only be accomplished by the con- 

certed action of those must nearly interested, and it is to be 

hoped that movements in this direction may before long be 

inaugurated by the residents of several of the Southern 

States along the Atlantic. 
What we have said applies to all waters along our South- 

ern seaboard, and should be considered by all who reside 

near them. 
The matter is one which should be taken in hand before 

long, and pushed through with vigor. We believe that the 

entire prohibition of shooting from batteries and would 

relieve the birds and answer all present purposes. 

THE WITHDRAWAL OF RESS. 

qe withdrawal of Ress fora pecuniary consideration 

while running off the final tie for first prize in the All- 

Aged Stake of the Southern Sportsman’s Association Field 
Trials, at Canton, was the cause of considerable comment. 

Unfortunately, therules of the National Association, under 

which the trials were run, are faulty in this respect, and there 

was noremedy. The rules of the Eastern Field Trials Club 
cover this point, and provide that in such case both dogs 
shall forfeit all prizes won. 

The rule should go further, and make it obligatory on the 

judges to order both dogs out of the race when it is proved 
to their satisfaction that the owner of a dog, or his represent- 

ative, has induced a competitor to withdraw for a consider- 

ation or bribe of any nature. 

Field trials were instituted mainly for the purpose of test- 

ing the actual merits of different dogs by competitive trials, 

in order that we may have a guide to assist us in the im- 

provement of the different breeds and strains. Money 
prizes, while necessary in order to stimulate a com- 
petition and bring out the best work of handlers, are in 

reality but secondary rewards in these contests, and the true 

prize tothe owner of the winning dog is the glory of the 

record. It canreadily be seen that unless our field trials are 

kept free from the taint of money getting and gambling, 

they will soon sink into disrepute, and every effort should 

be made to keep them what they haye usually been up to 

this time, races between the dogs. No blame attaches to the 

handler who withdrew Ress, for he was doing what the rules 

did not forbid, and with him it was merely a matter of busi- 

ness, but no dealing of this kind can be countenanced. May 

the best dog win is the motto of every one who has the true 
interests of field sports at heart, and we trust that those who 

have the matter in charge will see-to it that in the future the 

buying and selling of field trial honors shall be impossible, 

FORESTS AND FORESTEY. 

II. 

Spee regulation of the rivers’ flow, freedom from excessive 
floods, and maintenance of an approximately uniform 

depth of water throughout the year, are all matters of vast 

economic importance and directly dependent on the absorp- 

tive and retentive power of the forest floor; and over the great 

continental areas lying between the Hastern and Western 

coast regions forests exercise an important, although not as 

generally well understood an influence, upon the amount of 

rainfall. 
The mere fact that once fertile regions have been rendered 

arid by the destruction of their forests has been verified by 
an abundance of evidence; but many authorities, attributing 

rainfall solely to its primary source—the oceanic moisture- 

laden currents—have been slow to commit themselves to the 
decided expression of opinion, that the creation of fresh 

forests would restore the original rainfall. The action of 

forests in this direction is nevertheless clearly traceable; 

they do not operate in the direction of attracting more mois- 

ture from the ocean, but they economize the rainfall from 

primary sources, store it up in their retentive floor, utilize 

and evaporate it to be reprecipitated locally as rain or dew, 

instead of allowing it to be at once borne back to the ocean 

by the rivers, as it would be in the absence of forests. It is 

a wonderful provision of nature that every plant, every ani- 

mal drawing its nourishment from the earth, both in life 

and death, returns to the soil all that it draws from it, with 

liberal interest. There must be a certain amount of plant 

food in the soil and moisture in the air to originate forests, 

but the forests, once startled, create food and economize 

moisture to provide for their expansion. 

Some plants appear to want little more from the soil than 

the mechanical conditions favorable to the penetration of 

their roots, and support of their trunks in an upright position. 

Among forest trees the pines are especially notable for their 

capacity to flourish on the bare rock or barren sand. All 

plants and animals derive almost the whole of their substance 

directly or indirectly from the atmosphere. The bones of 

animals consisting mainly of phosphate of lime, are derived 

primarily from inorganic nature, but the trunks of trees, and, 

in fact, the whole cellular substance of the vegetable world, 

is derived from the atmosphere. Decaying vegetable matter 

presents the atmospheric or organic elements, in combina- 

tions much more readily assimilable by plants, than the 

original uncombined elements; and soils covered with humus 

or decaying vegetable matter, are capable of supporting 

cereals, and other food crops, incapable of drawing their 

sustenance directly from the air. Forests are hence on 

certain soils an essential preliminary to agriculture, and of 

essential benefit on all soils. Their function is to elaborate 

the organic elements in compounds readily assimilable by 

plants, which cannot draw them directly from the atmos- 

phere; and to decompose certain insoluble forms of lime and 

potash into soluble salts, the presence of which in the cereals 

is necessary to the support of man and beast. 

Forests, too, afford food supplies for myriads of insects, 

which in life and death return to the soil not only all they 
take from the forest as food, but they return it in higher 

combinations, enriched with nitrogeneous compounds of high 

value as plant food for the cereals. 

As regards the influence of forests on rainfall. The 
primary sources are oceans, seas and Jakes, from the surface 

of which water is being constantly evaporated by the sun’s 

rays—the annual measure of evaporation is estimated to 
vary from two or three feet in high latitudes to eight or ten 

feet in the tropics. This yapor, borne along by ocean cur- 
rents in their preseribed courses, is in;part precipitated as 

rain on the ocean, in part borne landward, where the extent, 

locality and direction of the mountain chains, are mainly 

instrumental in determining the distribution of the rainfall 

over the Jand. Islands of no great area, and free from high 
mountain chaips, are uniformly well watered, but even on 

islands having a high mountain chain, the eastern slopes of 

the mountain are invariably visited with a more liberal rain- 
fall than the western; this is because the eastern currents, 

sweeping up from the tropics, pass through a region of 

greater evaporation than the western currents, which sweep 
down from the north. 

The great bulk of the moisture borne in by ocean currents 

on this continent is stopped by the Appalachian coast 

range in the East, and the Sierra Nevadas in the West, 

and precipitated as rain or snow along their respective 
sea faces. Comparatively little passes on to the great inter- 

nal basin of the continent, which would be an arid region if 

its rainfall were not supplemented by other sources; an 
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important but still inadequate source, is the water evaporated 
from the great lakes, the needful balance is contributed by 
the evaporation of the moisture from the forest-clad coast 

region, and by direct contribution of the yegetation within 
the region, or the economy of the Jatter in maintaining in 
constant use the moisture already there. 

The influence of yegetation in contributing to the rainfall 
needs only a \jttle explanation to render it apparent. Taking 

first the forest belt of the coast ranges; these are covered in 
Winter with snow to a depth equal to from one to two feet 

of water, and in consequence of the spongy character of the 

Inass constituting the forest floor—a mass made up of the 
decomposing leaves, branches and trunks of untold genera- 

tions of past trees—the melting snow, instead of being imme- 

diately carried away by the streams to the river, sinks gently 
into the floor, and in part slowly percolates away to the 

streams which it maintains in perennial flow; the other por- 

tion is being constantly pumped up by the tree roots, and 

evaporated from their foliage, with precisely the same effect 

as if evaporated from the ocean, the spring and summer 

showegs inborne by the sea serving to maintain the spongy 

floor in a greater or less degree of saturation all through the 

summer, Whenever the slightest breeze is borne inland, and 

fhe greater heat of the interior basin tends of itself to create 

a breeze inland, there is a constant inward flow of vapor 

which in lime condenses as rain, Within the basin, we haye 

first the evaporation from the whole river system, which 
alone covers a considerable area, and wherever the banks of 

the river or other low lands, with the subsoil water at easy 

depth, are clothed with forest, the trees by means of their 

roots pump up the subsoil water, and appreciably—if the 

area of such forest is considerable—enlarge the surface of 

continuous evaporation, with a proportionate increase of 

rain; finally, the whole vegetation of the central region, even 

although its roots do not penetrate to the subsoil waters, 

pumps up the water from the soil and subsoil, evaporates, 
and receives it afresh as rain or dew in continuous succes- 

sion. From this it will be seen that the fertility of the great 
central zone of this continent may be due, in small measure 

only, to the moisture inborne by oceanic current, and that 

by no means the least important source of its fertility is the 
economy exercised by its vegetation in maintaining a con- 

stant circulation of the moisture proper to the region, and 
preventing its being drained off by the rivers as if falls. It 

will hence be readily inferred that an existing vegeta- 
tion can maintain itself in vigorous growth, with an amount 

of extrancous aid, in the matter of rain supply, that would 

be unequal to the origination of a new vegetation, if the old 
were cleared away. 

This continent in the progress of its upheaval was 

accompanied with exceptionally favorable conditions for the 

establishment of an interior vegetation. Long after its gen- 

eral features were outlined by the upheaval of its mountain 

chains to near their present height, the great interior basin 

was an inland sea; an extension of the present Gulf of 

Mexico, a condition which secured to the whole region all 

the advantages of insular climate. But for this reason this 

continent could hardly have failed to have its great interior 

desert region, similar to those in Asia, Africa and Australia, 
Having now seen the importance of the forests as subsidi- 

ary aids to oceanic currents in increasing the amount of rain- 
fall, and their special function in economizing and redistri- 

buting it, there will be little difficulty in appreciating the 

consequences which would necessarily flow from their com- 

plete destruction. 

As regards the coast regions of the continent, the destruc- 

tion of the forests would exercise no appreciable influence 

on the rainfall, and consequently but little on its fertility; 

the measure would nevertheless be followed with some very 
appreciable and important consequences. The mere felling 

of the timber does not necessarily involve the destruction of 

the forest, excepting on steep hill slopes. In such localities 
a clean sweep, by leaving the forest floor exposed to the un- 

broken force of the rain, results in its being completely 
carried away down to the bare rock or compact subsoil, 

which becomes baked in the sun. The falling rain or melt- 

ing snow now rushes off at once, swells the brooks and 
rivers, creating floods, devastating in proportion to the area 

laid bare. When the slopes are less precipitous the capacity 
of the land to reafforest itself depends on many conditions. 

lf the forest fioor is open to the light it will generally be 
stocked with a young growth, which will spring up imme- 

diately after the clearance. Sometimes the floor of a pine 
forest will be found occupied with hardwood seedlings, 

which die down and send up fresh shoots year after year, 

until a clean sweep of the pine timber gives them the start 
and changes the succession. In compact pine forests the 

seedlings die almost as fast as they germinate for want of 

sufficient light for their development, and the prospects of 

the forest restocking itself after a clean sweep, depends in~ 

great measure upon whether the felling follows a good, bad, 

or indifferent seed year. 

The general consequences of reckless felling over a moun- 

tain region are that the steep slopes are rendered valueless 
for all further purposes; of the gentler slopes and plateaux, 

some portion is thoroughly restocked, some partially, with 
fhe same or other class of timber, and some remains bare, 

losing its soil and haying its subsoil s0 baked that the rain 
runs off it as it falls, When whole forest regions are cleared 
for agricultural settlement, as in the Hastern States, the re- 

tentive character of the soil is impaired to an extent that ne- 

cessarily involves sharp alternations of flood and drought 

in the streams and rivers, for which the only corrective is re- 
planting of the heights and deep ploughing of the cultivated 
lands, 

Hiyen on the Eastern seaboard the wholesale forest clear- 
ance renders the summer showers somewhat precarious and 

dries up the once perennial streams, but the evil under this 
head is trifling compared to the consequences of similar 
action in the interior basin of the continent. The great 

rivers of this region drain enormous areas, proportioned to 
their respective lengths, and flow through rich valleys in 
great part but little aboye the level of the rivers at normal 
flood. The destruction of the forests along their course, 

facilitating the flow of rain and melting snow toward the 
rivers, would, even if confined to their head waters, result 

in heavy floods; and when these conditions are multiplied all 

along their course, the destructive character of the floods is 

augmented to an extent, Which in the absence of proper rem- 

edies can hardly fail to render the lowest and richest valleys 
unsafe for human habitation. What has occurred once 
will continue to occur periodically, as long as the causes are 
in active operation. 

And this is not the whole of the evil. The very consider- 

able subsidence of the rivers after the floods have been borne 

off, is accompanied by a steady drainage of the water in the 

subsoil drifts; the great internal reservoir which, under the 

influence of vegetation, is continuously utilized in supple- 

menting the rainfall due to external causes, recedes further 

and further from the surface. The tendency of the gradual 
exhaustion of the subsoil reservoirs in broad valleys is cer- 

tainly, at first, to temper the violence of floods by providing 
for the lateral expansion of the rivers underground; but 

while this one eyil is being redeemed, the gradual diminution 

of rainfall over the whole region will slowly, but surely, 

render it unfit for cultivation. A few figures will render the 

influence of forests in the maintenance of rainfall over the 

great central region of this continent strikingly apparent. 

Supposing the rainfall of this region dependent directly on 

ocean currents, amounts to a general average of twenty 

inches; if there were no forests nor other vegetation creating 

a retentive soil, the rivers would annually discharge a yolume 

of water equal to the rainfall; but if it were dotted with for- 

est, the floor of which retained only one inch of the twenty, 

the river discharge would be reduced to nineteen inches, a 

saving which, if it could be maintained, would be equal to 
more than eight feet of water over the whole region in a cen- 

tury. Of the water thus retained by vegetation, a portion is 

employed in keeping the soil constantly moist, and another 

portion is constantly suspended in the atmosphere, falling as 

rain or dew, and being continuously reévaporated and repre- 

cipated. Forests may thus raise the rainfall to double or 

three times the amount due to ocean currents, and following 

their destruction, the whole surplus is borne into the rivers, 

which overflow their banks in their efforts to discharge it 

into the sea. Every great flood reduces the interior reservoir, 
thus inducing a gradually diminishing rainfall with a erad- 

ual diminution in the violence of the floods, until finally the 

region is dependent on ocean currents only for its moisture, 

and it may be safely argued that when the great region lying 

between the Appalachian and Rocky Mountain chains, shall 
have its rainfall limited to the supply inborne by ocean eur- 

rents, it will cease to be an agricultural country. 

Che Sportsman Canrist. 

CEYLON TO BOMBAY. 

ROM Point de Galle to Bombay is but a thousand miles, 
and on the schedules of the fast passenger and mail 

steamers of the Peninsular, and Oriental, and Messageries 
Impériales lines, less than three days are allowed for the 
voyage. But the Germantown, clipper as she was, more 
than trebled the time, although making but little over the 
distance; for after we got fairly started, such winds as we 
had, namely, the alternate land and sea breeze, were fair; 
but they were never very strong, and the intervals between 
them were sometimes long, and always dead calm. 
We placed our dependence upon the land and sea breeze, 

and when fairly by Cape Comorin, the southernmost point 
of India, it was not misplaced; but for some forty-eight 
hours after we got clear of the harbor, it seemed somewhat 
roblematical whether we would ever get out of the Gulf of 
fanaar, into which a northeasterly current had drifted us. 

For with open sea on both sides, to the westward the Gulf 
of Hindostan, to the eastward the Bay of Bengal, there was 
no starting point for a land breeze, and the light sea breezes 
neutralized each other and caused calms. 

lt was pleasant enough for those who, with no care or re- 
sponsibility, had but to exist and enjoy the delightful 
weather; but to the navigator it was oto cosa. About here 
the pages of my journal are disfigured (no pun intended) by 
problems in navigation, time sights, and equal altitudes of 
the sun by day, and of Capella, Betelgeuse and Jupiter by 
night, all results agreeing, and all showing an inward set. 
Tacking or wearing to every favorable puff, we at last, just 
as we were expecting, as a possibility, an interview between 
our keel and one of the stepping stones by which Father 
Adam crossed oyer from Ceylon (one of the original gardens 
of Eden) to the mainland, we caught, close in to Cape Co- 
morin side of the gulf, a nice little land breeze which, with 
our starboard studdingsails full, soon carried us out of the 
gulf and of danger. vet 

The voyage up the Malabar Coast was from the beginning 
io the end a season of yninterrupted enjoyment. Hyen dur- 
ing the calms, generally so very tiresome and productive of 
ennui, we hud abundant resources. Hardly « watch passed 
that the word was not pasaed that some odd fish or other 
denizen of the deep was to be seen; sharks were caught, a 
whale shot at, @ porpoise harpooned, and great turtles, devil- 

fish and drumfish seen Howng or swimming near—near 
enough to make us accept with bad grace the refusal of the 
permission we asked, to lower away and try for them; and 
at all times we had in company native craft of all deserip- 
tions, junks, dhows, prahus, catamaransand canoes. And as 
we jogged along over and past the many fishing banks of the 
Laccadiye Archipelago and others, fleets of anchored boats 
were encountered, and as many more in pairs, dragging a 
net between them. And we had many a treat, first in the 
spectacle of exciting and well-contested canoe races from 
the native craft, the goal being our ship, the prize our trade, 
and then in choice fresh fish and turtles, sold to us at 
prices that seemed wonderfully low, especially when paid in 
trade of tobacco, rice or hard tack, two or three cents’ worth 
of the latter buying a good-sized fish. Closer in to the land 
the interest was even more varied. In the background, the 
high peaks of the Ghaut Mountains, which as a single range 
borders the sea coast for over a thousand miles, nearly north 
and south, then in the Central Provinces, to the northward 
of Bombay, radiating and spreading out like a fan from 
N. E. to §. E. in many minor ranges, between which lie the 
fertile valleys of Malwa, Patna and others, where grow, 
shielded from the north winds, millions of acres of poppiés. 
In the foreground, long stretches of grassy beach, dense 
forests and denser jungles, from which at night issued 
strange sounds, which in the morning, however they may 
have differed, were all credited to tigers. There were many 
small fishing villages, and several towns of more importance, 
Of one—I think it was Mysore—we had a most beautiful 
view, for we passed it as the sun rose, and shining full upon 
it, gilded every minaret and spire, and turned the mosque 
cupolas into domes of flaming gold. And over the water, 
from many of the spires came the sound of sweet-toned 
bells, calling upon the faithful to adore—the Musselman 
with his face toward Mecca, the fire-worshiping Parsee to 
turn to the greatest symbol of their god, the Sun, the 
Hindoo to prostrate himself before his god, and, in short, 
every human being of that “‘benighted land’ to spend in 
devotion to his idea of the Deity a portion of time thatin 
Christian nations is, to a great extent, consolidated into one 
weekly event. 

That voyage has left upon my mind a remembrance like 
that of a pleasant dream. 

On the fourth day of January, 1858, we cntered and 
anchored in the spacious harbor of Bombay, spacious but 
crowded to its utmost capacity, for at that day the great 
Indian mutiny was at its height, and in addition to the or- 
dinary fleet of traders, a squadron of English war vessels 
flying the St. George’s cross, many more there of transport 
and store ships with English ensigns, and scattered among 
them the cruisers of various nationalities, French, Russian, 
Austrian, Holland, Spanish, and with our own, the United 
States. War makes sometimes gay scenes as well as ghastly, 

“There was a sound of revelry by night’ 

when Belgium’s capital had gathered on the eve of Water- 
loo, and in this harbor all was life, gayety and bustle, From 
the various ships the guns thundered in salutes to arriving 
or departing admirals and generals. Three transports were 
disembarking troops, and long lines of cutters, launches and 
barges loaded down with the soldiers, whose scarlet jackets, 
snow-white belts, and polished black knapsacks gave a lively 
bit of color to the scene, which harmonized well with the 
inspiring music of the bands of the various frigates, and 
cheered them until they landed on the Apollo. Bunder and 
formed for inspection, when, with their bands and colors 
flying, they were marched off to the barracks for a Jiltle rest, 
or in some cases direct to the railway stations, to be hurried 
cif to the interior or ‘‘up country.” 
Busy little steamers flitted about in all directions, and 

great house boats passed by filled with natives in holiday 
array, who were out for an evening’s sail and sight-seeing, 
Everything seemed to proclaim a gala day rather than what 
it really was—the preliminary of war; and it was hard to 
realize that, we were on the outer edge of a whirlpool whose 
center was so deadly. But during our stay there was. but 
little to remind us of the great struggle that was going on £0 
near us. 

Our flag was a novelty, for many years had elapsed since 
last a United States Government vessel had displayed it in 
this harbor, and we became the recipients of most distin- 
guished attentions. The Governor gave us a ball and a din- 
ner, the Ceylon Rifles, the 81st Royal Irish, and the Hussars 
each a dinner ‘‘at the mess,”” and the officers of the English 
war ships vied with each other in hospitality. Unaccus- 
tomed as we were to ‘‘pegs,” champagne punch and late 
hours, it became soon a question to be decided only by lot 
in the morning as to which of us, and how many, should 
represent the mess that night, each and every one having a 
good excuse for claiming a night’s rest. And “pegs” * be- 
fore breakfast became quite fashionable on board the Ger- 
mantown, for in those days they had not as yet 

‘Raised our pay, 

Five cents a day, 

And stopped our grog forever.”” 

Two events, however, which impressed me very unpleas- 
antly, served to remind me that all of this gayety was but a 
thin crust covering hot fires. The first of these occurred 
when, on my first trip ashore, I witnessed a review of the 
iroops in the square, when four brass field pieces were 
pointed out to me, standing on the same spot where, but a 
week before, four mutineer Sepoys had been blown to atoms 
from their muzzles. Standing by them, my informant, an 
eye witness of the tragedy, described to me how they, stand- 
ing back to and against the muzzles, were bound to wheels 
and trunnious: how the men met their fate, and how it met 
them. Then and there I revolted at the deed, But later, 
before I left Bombay, I was firmly convinced of the propri- 
ety and necessity of the act, which I have often since heard 
criticised and condemned as cruel and barbarous. Simple 
death had no terror for these men, Their religion taught 
them that dying for its sake was but a speedier entrance into 
paradise, where they would again inhabit the body which 
they temporarily left, and this body would be identical in 
condition, Without this body the spirit would wander 
homeless and unblessed. Hence to them, this death which 
shattered the body into fragments, was a most terrible one, 
worse by far than annihilation; and an execution of this 
nature spread terror throughout the country, and undoubt- 
edly prevented the necessity of numberless executions. As 
for the victims, it is probable that the destruction was so 1n- 
stantaneous and complete, that they did not suffer a physical 
pang. 

* Page, which word I have twice used, in Hast Indla parlance means, 
primarily, brandy and soda, and in general terms anyt of that 
nathire taken before breakfast, it being a shortening in of the phrase, 
‘\Peg in your coffin,” which is supposed to be furnis hed by the act, 



The other incident was of a most painful nature. Sitting 
in the billiard room of the principal hotel, the Bombay 
House, I was watching a game of pool played by Hoglish 
army officers, and chatting with a young captain of cavalry 
who sat by me, 

Naturally the conversation drifted into the engrossing 
subject of the day, the mutiny, and some items that had ap- 
peared in the daily paper in regard to a massacre of English, 
Suddenly, without warning, beyond that, which afterward 
I remembered, evidences of intense excitement, the young fel- 
low sprang at me, seized me by the throat, and ‘began shaking 
me violently. I naturally resisted, but the fight was quickly 
interrupted by the pool players, some of whom hurried 
him out of the room, while others restrained me, by a story 
quickly told, that turned my anger into pity and chagrin, 
IT had unw itting| y fired a mine, and the profuse apologies of 
the brother officers were not necessary, except to excuse 
their own neglect of duty, or rather that of one of them, a 
surgeon, who had been detailed to escort the young eaptain 
to Bombay, and thence to his home in England. They had 
heen two weeks in Bombay, and the young fellow had so far 
recovered from acute mania, that the doctor had grown 
somewhat careless, insanity ‘developing itself only when 
allusions were made to the tragedies incident to the mutiny. 
This subject would at once drive him wild. And no wonder. 
But a few weeks before, held bound and helpless, a prisoner 
to a gang of Sepoy mutineers, he had seen his young wife 
subjected to nameless suffering, and her throat cut; and his 
child tossed into the air and caught on spears and bayonets. 
He had escaped the clutches of the Sepoys, he could not tell 
how, nor what he had done between that dreadful day and 
the time when a body of British soldiers, on their route to 
relieve the beleaguered post to which he was attached, found 
him naked in a tank (large ponds are so called in India), en- 
deavoring to hide under the great lily pads—a maniac, 

While at Bombay we were Snot altogether dependent upon 
the resources ashore for enjoyment. There were American 
clippers in the harbor, and on several of them the families 
of the captains were living. I remember now only the Fly- 
ing Scud and Captains and Madams Condon and Dey, Tea 
parties and little home-made dances were very pleasant. 
And one evening, on board the French frigate Catinat, there 

were hich doings. Until 11 P. M. we witnessed amateur 
theatricals by officers and sailors which were intensely good. 
After the play came supper, and at 1 A, M., the cavalry 
charge took place. 

“And then arose as wild a yell, 
As though the very fiends of heil,” ete. 

The First Lieutenant stood in the ward-room door with a 
bugle sounding the charge. Astride of every available chair, 
the arms of many proken off for the occasion, some forty 
tight men went galloping forward, around the foremast and 
back, each and every cavalryman giving out all of the noise 
of which he was capable, and some, as they went down 
wounded and others charged over them, yelling if possible 
a little stronger. 
During our stay the Governor invited quite a party of the 

Catinat’s and our officers to make a visit to the famed Cave 
Temples of Elephanta; and on the morning of the 15th of 
January the Governor’s steam yacht, the Gulnare, steamed 
out and took us all aboard, The distance to Hlephanta 
Tsland is but seven or eight miles, and would have been 
quickly run over but for delay at Beecher’s Island, where, 
under the command of a one-legged retired lieutenant, an 
artillery school was located. The sailors were called toman 
a gun, and didsome firing at a target moored about a mile 
off, which was so abeminably poor that the lieutenant, much 
mortified, apologized to our party in general and toa post cap- 
tain, who was with us, in particular, assuring us of the ex- 
cellent character and good conduct of the captain of the 
gun, and his mortification was not lessened at the laugh 
which the captain’s answer produced. ‘‘All right, old boy, 
don’t worry yourself. I’ve no doubt but he’s a “perfect gen- 
tleman, but you must admit he's a poor shot,”’ 
About 1 P! M. we reached Elephanta, our time on board 

having been again prolonged by a sumptuous tiffin, arranged 
during our yisit ashore, and which most of the party, who 
had been there before, ‘did not scem inclined to leave, We 
anchored some fifty yards from the beach, and the water 
was so shoal that we had first to avail ourselves of the ser- 
vices of old Hassan, a boatman, and then to be carried on 
the shoulders of natives picturesquely and airily attired in 
turbans and strings. Safely landed, our troubles began. 
The sun was broiling, and before us to be surmounted was 
a long vista of white stone steps, actually half a mile in 
length, apparently unending. 

At last reaching the summit, a sharp turn to the left 
brought us to the first cave, but we wasted no time examin- 
ing it, for alarge tree outside furnished us with a shady 
rest, and there was still a mile of tramping toreach the 
great temple. 
My description of this temple in my note book is embraced 

between quotation marks and credited to ‘‘encyclopzdia;” 
therefore if any one recognize a passage or sol stand ac- 
quitted of plagiarism. My first impression was that the 
term ‘‘caye” was misapplied and deceiving, for there was no 
gloom nor descent into the earth, no torches nor candles 
required, except to explore one small inner dark room, in 
which there was a large basin or tank hewed into the rock 
floor, and a large flat-surfaced stone, in the top of which 
were cut grooves, from which fact legend pronounces it a 
sacrificial altar. In the basin, which contains fresh water, 
seyeral women, who fled at our apDrOHeH: were washing 
either themselves or garments. 

“The preat temple is an excavation in the side of the hill, 
183 by 130 feet, thus nearly square, the ceiling flat, and 
about 16 feet in height, supported by 26 pillars and 16 
pilasters, There are three entrances, one each on the north, 
east and west sides; that on the north bsing the principal. 
ening Immediately fronting this entrance stands a re- 
markable three-headed, gigantic bust fifteen feet in height, 
the center face having a placid expression; that on the left, 
apparently that of a female, with pleasant features; the one 
on the right haying an angry, repulsive aspect. The figure 
had originally six arms, each hand holding some object, - but 
all are now greatly mutilated.” 
However mutilated they may haye been at the date when 

the encyclopedia man saw them, all were not gone when I 
saw them; for in one hand of the figure on the right, is held 
an unmistakable cobra—as you may judge from the inclosed 
sketch. Nor did the encyclopedia writer mention that this 
fisure was possessed of three eyes, as was also the center 
one. 

I was told that the three represent Brahma, the Creator 
(in center); Vishnu, the Preseryer (the left); and Siya, the 
Destroyer (on the right). — 

STREAM. FOREST AND 

Our French friends did not seem at all awed by the | white sand on its southern edge. As eee rue en mnURUN Meter tori tits upland tc sill sual hyochel| white cand ot-fideouthain edo, Ax viewed tiger hewmen from the water, 
grandeur of this triad; for in a yery few moments they had 
scrambled to its summit, and hanging in grotesque attitudes 
to the head of Brahma, the nose of Vishnu and the neck of 
Siva’s snake, they chanted airs from an opera comique, 
and drank our healths i in a bottle of wine they had taken up, ; 
coolly inviting us to join. 
A great number of the pillars were broken, and I was told 

that this had been done by the shot from English gunboats 
practicing. All were covered with carvings of figures, and 
must once have been very beautiful. 

While one of our party was making some drawings I 
strolled outside, and started on a little tramp through the 
surrounding woods or jungle, following a trail which was 
somewhat overgrown, and showed signs ‘of little trayel. 

But a short distance from the caye I was startled enough 
by seeing flash up directly in front of me, not. more than five 
yards away, a snake, which I at once recognized as a cobra 
de Capello, the most dangerous of all Indian reptiles. It 
seemed that its head and its curiously marked neck stood at 
least a yard above its coil on the ground; undoubtedly they 
did at least half of that height. By instinct I almost imme- 
diately and with hardly an aim, fired at it with my revol- 
vet as fast as I could pull trigger, for it was an old-fashioned 
self-cocker, and at one of my shots—1 think my very first— 
ib dropped its head and squirmed away into the bushes, 
leaving behind it a bloody spot and trail, and a thoroughly 
excited young man. This was, and still i is, the first and 
only time during my life that I have (hunting and fishing 
included) encountered a dangerous snake, and this adyen- 
ture, now that I write it, doesn’t seem, in comparison with 
some snake stories, much of a one, but I can assure you 
that it was to me a very interesting one after it was all over, 

On our return from the cave we made a side trip to see the» 
remains of a colossal stone elephant, from which the isiand 
received its name, Although once a remarkable sight, for 
it was over forty feet high, and large in proportion, we 
werv but poorly paid for our trip, in seeing but two large, 
ee stones, which we were told were once part of the 
egs 
“A sleepy trip back to Bombay by starlight, a good-night 

and good-bye to our friends and the next day we were “oft 
again for China, PISECO. 

THE END OF THE YEAR. 

A® a life-weary pilgrim sinks to his last repose, 

The old year, pale and pulseless, swoons o’er the drifting snows; 

He’s gone to join the ages, in the past years laid away, 

To sleep in time’s mausoleum, until the judgment day. 

When he wav’'d his fairy spring wand, the airs grew balmy sweet, 

There op’d the blue-ey’d violets, in every dusk retreat, 

‘Then snow white bloom of orchards, and floral offerings rare, 

Iumin’d all the landscape, and perfum” d all the air. 

His magie wand touch’d tree and shrub, touch*d arbor, sprig and 

spray, 

And quick, suffusing smiles of green would o’er the tendrils play, 

They blush’d with joy, as all their buds thei folded lips unclos’d, 

And their virgin pearly leaves, and petals red disclos’d, 

Then all the painted butterflies enjoy'd their little hour, 

They flew like winged blossoms, from floweret to flower, 

In honeysuckles dipt the bees, to sip from hidden wells 

The sweet, ambrosial nectar, and bear it to their cells. 

We saw thee in thy summer prime, in all thy bravery drest, 

Thy woods in wealth of foliage, by gentle airs caress’d, 

Thy limpid lakes reflecting the colors of the skies, 

And all the dales and mountains made gay with flowery dyes. 

Ah, pleasant the wide landscape, in your bright summer prime, 

The clear, swift, shaded brooks, with their unceasing chime, 

Where droop’d the birch and alder, the willow’s tresses green, 

And oaks and elms on upland slopes, a pastoral, fair scene. 

Thy luminous day-skies, the moonlit shades of night, 

When sweetest sounds of nature are a blessing and delight; 

When chants and bynins of bird life, of blackbird and of thrush, 

Entrance with soothing melodies the universal hush. 

We welcom'd thee in autumn, o’er all the harvest plain, 

Thy forehead thick enwreath’d with chaplets of the grain, 

When the orehards drop the fruit, and purple grapes hang sweet, 

And the sportsman’s shots are ringing in field and wood retreat. 

And in this winter season, when icicles, like gems, 

Adorn each twig and bush with twinkling diadems, 

We welcome the New Year, for o’er the falling snow, 

The sounds of merry laughter and jocund carels flow. 

To ull who loye the transports of forest and the stream, 

To hunt the deer, to take the fish that in the waters gleam, 

To seek the duck and partridge, the ywoodcock and the quail, 

We send a New Year’s greeting, we say to them ‘‘Ali hail!’ 

May the New Year rejoice you, with all delights of life, 

Prosperities, endearments , of home and child and wife, 

May the lights of love and friendship, burn ever pure and clear, 

No household glooms, no shades of death, to darken o’er the year. 

GREENPORT, L, I. Isaac McLELLAN, 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 

VILE.—CAMP BUILDING VERSUS WOODCRAFT, 

ote the night spent at the hamlet yclept Battersea, 
we rose with the proud consciousness of being yictors. 

We had fought our Armageddon and bad won a famous 
victory. The foe had retreated with all his cohorts to ‘‘the 
mash,’’ and we were in possession of the field. It was 4 
o'clock when we awoke, but we found George already astir 
and engaged in examining the tents, which had arrived 
sometime during the night. Our pluck had returned with 
daylight, and we determined to see something of the lake 
before deciding on a return to the St. Lawrence. 

The boat which George had secured over night was 
housed some forty rods away, and it was but the work of 
a few minutes for him to put her in the water and bring her 
up at the landing, when we embarked, and with the old tar 
at the oars, started up the stream, On either side the shore 
was low and miry, and fringed with tall flags, but within 
and along the edge of these the long white waterlilies lay in 
beds before and around us, almost closing the channel in 
places and making the morning fragrant, After half a 
dozen turns up the windings of the stream for nearly half a 
mile we entered the lake. Here the marsh and fen came to 
an end, and low rocky shores on either hand broke upon our 
gaze, stretching away in front and to the right, with a back 
ground of high granite hills. A half mile distant in front 
lay a charming island of some six acres in extent, well 
wooded with young timber, and having a beautiful beach of 

it seemed almost the counterpart of another island far away 
to the south in the States, where through summer nights for 
years in the past, the pines had thrown 1 back the radiance of 
the camp-fire on bronzed and stalwart anglers, on fair and 
peerless women, and from which, in this year of grace, the 
song of the siren, in the form of Truthful James, had 
allured us with promises of such sport as our brains had 
never conceived. We put the helm to starboard and ran 
upon the beach. We found a fair spot for a camp, but there 
was hardly enough shade, and the island was rather low, so 
after exploring it thoroughly we again embarked and 
pushed toward the west. Before us a chain of islands with 
high rocky shores and narrow channels between completely 
shut out the view up the lake, and gave the portion over 
which we had passed the appearance of a rock-bound lake 
by itself. 
On a point of the mainland on our port side, we spied a 

low, rudely constructed cabin, toward which we turned, 
prompted by curiosity to learn who its occupants might be, 
and to gather what information we might asto a good camp- 
ing place. Upon the beach was an Indian dugout, and be- 
side it an old heavy skiff. A large box was floating in the 
water a couple of rods from the shore, and kept in place by 
stakes driyenin the mud. As we approached, a tall, un- 
kempt, long-bearded native made his appearance, and after 
a single glance at us, stepped in the dugout and pushed out 
to the box. We pulled alongside the latter, and holding on 
to the stakes, invoked him to tell us what he knew of camp- 
ing places. He named McLain’s Point, a bluff a mile and a 
half up the lake, and remarked it as being well shaded, hay- 
ing a good landing and a good spring. Then we broached 
the subject nearest our hearts—the ‘fishing, ‘The fishing, 
ah, yes, the fishing was good; here were some he caught 
yesterday,’ "he said, and he lifted the top of the box. We 
jeaned over and took a look. Great Washington and—Truth- 
ful James, the boy who could not, and the angler who did 
not, tell a lie! their faces ought to look down from the walls 
of every three dollars a day—boat, bait and guide extra— 
house at every fishing resort in this broad land. In that box 
were more than forty bass, of which there were at least a 
dozen four-pounders, with lots of them of three pounds 
weight, and but few under a pound anda half. The bass 
were mostly small-mouths, and had been taken on perch bait. 
Just then we were sorely tempted to let the party on shore 
enjoy the hospitality of the ‘‘Queen’s Own’ for the day, 
while we ‘‘played hookey” and went a-fishing; but the 
thoughts of another Aceldema, which the legions in ‘‘the 
mash” might give us, should we pass the night on shore, 
made us hasten off. So after engaging Sabattis—the reason 
for cognomen we will shortly explain—to meet us at Batter- 
sea at noon, and help transport the luggage to the place 
which we should select for a camp, we started for the point. 

As we rounded the headland beyond the cabin, the 
lake opened into a broad expanse some four miles in length, 
Islands were on every side, reminding us of the natural 
scenery, of ten years ago, between Clayton and Alexandria 
Bay. Passing under the lee of Griffin Island for a mile, we 
headed off to “port and were soon at the point, Here we 
found the shore well wooded, but too open back from the 
water, with no protection from the afternoon sun. Thenwe 
turned to the north, and after scouring two more islands, con- 
cluded ‘to settle on the one which we ~ had first visited. So 
back we pulled, steering for the side opposile, and across 
the island from where we had landed, When a quarter of a 
mile from its northerly shore we caught sight of a white 
sandy beach at the foot of a bluff on our left. It looked in- 
viting and we pulled toit and Janded, It was in a broad 
cove and we could see the sandy bottom a hundred feet away 
from the shore; besides, there was a good landing. Upon 
the bluff we found a smooth spot well” shaded, with an out- 
look of a couple of miles across the water to the south. A 
group of pines were moaning in the breeze, hard by, and- 
remembering our nightly music about the old camp of the 
past ten years, we cried, “‘A/abama—here werest.” An hour 
brought us back to the starting of the morning. When we 
arrived it was 10 o'clock, and we had not tasted food, but 
Yan Alstyne’s larder withstood the shock, 
By the time we had finished breakfast our friend of the 

morning was on hand, prepared to boat our baggage to the 
camping place. His son, a half-breed, accompanied him, — 
and we loaded their boats with sufficient Jumber for floorins 
the tents and building a table, added the tents to the cargo 
and started them off. After they had gone we learned that 
the father was married to an Indian woman, and with her 
and their four children, occupied the cabin on the point 
where we bad seen him that mor ning. We followed our 
employees and were soon at camp. There is no great mys- 
tery attached to the pitching of a wall tent. Our two were 
soon up, the flooring laid four or five inches from the ground, 
and we were secure against any kind of weather. The bed 
making was next in or der. Foreach bed four pieces of wood, 
three feet or so in length, were cut for bed-posts; to these side-, 
head- and foot-boards were nailed about eighteen inches from 
the bottom, and we had a frame which would stand alone. 
Across the head and foot, on the inside of this frame, a strip 
was nailed about fourteen inches from the floor to support 
the slats. The latter were cut and fitted in a few minutes, 
and we had a spring bedstead. An empty tick in our luggage 
was filled with straw from the shore, the blankets were 
spread and our sleeping arrangements were complete. Such 
a bedstead can be constructed in the woods with the aid of 
an axe and nails; the latter can be dispensed with and bark 
lashings used instead. Straw, hay or dried grass can usually 
be obtained, if not, the tick can be filled with browse, 
thick layer of the latter upon the slats under the tick is an 
addition in the way of luxury. If the bed-tick forms no 
part of the impedimenta, a bed of browse can be built on the 
frame. If the tent is without a floor, the bed-posts can be. 
cut longer and their ends sharpened and driven firmly in the 
grou nd. With such a bed you are secure from the dampness 
of the earth, the air can circulate freely underneath, there is 
a place below to stow away loose articles, and you are not 
liable to awake with a rattler or other reptile at your elbow. 
Had ‘“‘Nessmuk” built his bunk with four bed-posts driven 
in the ground that night on the Tiadaghton, he would not 
have lain a prisoner, with guard- mounting performed over 
him by a crawler. 
We will speak right here of the superior advantages of 

what is called in ‘Woodcraft? the worst kind of a tent— 
the wall tent. For tramps through the woods and over — 
carries, slopping where night overtakes one, the less there is 
to carry the better. “The Indian camp,” the “brush 
shanty” or the ‘‘shanty tent” is undcubtedly the best for 
tha sort of business. But the majority of the grand army 
of outers will be foundin camps. located for a stay of from 
ten days to three weeks, where ample space and a home-like 
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air within are, to.a certain extent, desirable, Besides, par- 
ties of four or five are the rule, and often a wife among 
these. For such the “shanty tent,” pronounced ‘the per- 
fect camp” by ‘““Nessmuk,” will hardly answer. 
We write from the standpoint of the average outer—from 

the ranks of that grand army in which we have so long 
served—from the standpoint of Fornsr anp SrRBAM, which 
has hitherto stood alone in its proud devotion to the ‘“‘incul- 
cation In men and women of 2 healthy interest in outdoor 
recreation,” and in whose free parliament we venture to 
assert that, in any form of camp other than a wall tent, the 
average woman will find camp life unendurable. The wall 
tent, with its flaps thrown back at each end, is cool and 
comfortable in the hottest weather, by day or night. In 
cool weather, with one end closed anda camp-fire at the 
open end, the interior is kept warm, dry and cheerful, 
There are no dark corners, no openings which cannot be 
closed; in wind or storms one can stand upright and walk 
about, and there is plenty of room. ‘True, they are a little 
bulky to transport, and useless on a tramp, but the average 
outer, especially if there be a lady or two in the party, goes 
In camp to stay, But we imagine that the genial author of 
“Woodcraft” did not give much thought to these in the 
preparation of his book. To him the camper is a man, per- 
haps one or two, here to-day, there to-morrow, but always 
on the move. For such an one, lightness of baggage is, 
above all things, essential, But for him whom we ¢all the 
average outer—and we include woman—the ‘‘shanty tent” 
Will not answer for a fixed camp. One or two hardy men 
may get along in it, though with much discomfort, through 
a four days’ nor’easter, We haye undergone such weather 
in camp, when to keep upafire in the driving rain was 
almost impossible, and when cooking outside was out of the 
question. Undersuch circumstances, and a ‘‘shanty tent,” 
were a woman added to the camp, we opine that ‘‘Nessmuk” 
wonld feel like shouldering his knapsack and striking out 
for the clearing; we should. 

With a wall tent a party, include ladies if you will, can 
weather a week’s storm in comfort and with much of enjoy- 
ment, As narrating the how will call for the description of 
a little *‘sheet-iron fiend” called a camp stove, we will speak 
of thisalong with cur experience during a rainy day in camp. 

After the tents had received a finishing touch we turned 
our attention to the construction of a dining room and 
kitchen, A table was soon built. the fly stretched over it, 
and we had a lounging, talking and- writing place around 
the dining-room table, another table for the cook was built, 
and it only lacked the range to make the camp complete. 
As to this latter important adjunct we have tried all sorts. 
We modestly offer the following described as the best for a 
fixed camp: The top of an abandoned cooking stove, hav- 
ing four holes with lids, though if a couple of the latter be 
wanting they will be little missed, is laid upon a foundation 
of stones built to a proper height under the sides and back 
end. ‘The interstices between the stones are filled with wet 
clay or by banking up the earth around the stone work, A 
single length of pipe or a stone chimney, to give a draft, and 
the cooking range is complete. On such a range you can 
boil coffee, potatoes, fry, have a kettle of hot water always 
ready, and broil over the coals below—all at the same time. 
All your dishes can be served together and hot. The only 
objection to this kind of a range is that it is somewhat cum- 
bersome to transport, but for partics intending a two or 
three weeks’ stay In a fixed camp it will repay all the incon- 
venience it causes. Such an article can be found, as a gen- 
eral rule, at the last village or farmhouse on the way to 
camp. We found the necessary stove-top on shore and built 
such a range. 

It was now 5 o'clock and the camp was, in all its essen- 
tials, complete. A few et ceterasin the shape of a bench 
without for toilet purposes, and a table within, some seats, 

_and we were settled for a two months’ camp, The fire was 
soon burning brightly in the range, the coffee and bacon 
were blending their fragrant odors, and the water was bub- 
bling in the potato kettle. By the time dinner was over it 
was getting dark, and lighting the lanterns, all assembled in 
high conclaye in the test of the Madame, where the camp 
journal was opened in due form. It lies before us as we 
write. We turn to the last entry and read, ‘‘Sixty-second 
day, Monday, Sept. 1, 1884.” A few reminiscences of last 
year’s camp were beingindulged in, when some one started 
the subject of the fishing. When we described our visit to 
the point, made that morning, and the sight which had met: 
our eyes in the fish box, there was a sensation which threat- 
ened a sleepless night. All turned in, and soon everything 
Was quiet and still, saye when the silence was broken by the 
call of a whip-poor-will behind the tent, the alternate shrieks 
of two or three loons upon the Jake, and the bark of Sabat- 
tis’s dog on the point below. And here comes the explana- 
tion of that individual’s cognomen. While we were build- 
ing the camp, we spoke of Long Lake and its famous guide, 
and he broke in with “Mitchell Sabattis! Why, he’s an 
uncle to my woman,” and so, in honor of his wife and the 
name she bore in her maiden home on the St. Regis, he was 
dubbed Sabattis, and from that time so called by all save 
George, who always called him ‘“‘Santiago.” For some 
reason he took no offense at the liberty we indulged in of 
christening him anew, but bore his new name with meek- 
ness. We were fortunate in securing his good will, and 
many and liberal were the supplies of perch bait with which 
we were furnished by him and his son David, and the inter- 
change of courtesies between the cabin and the camp were 
frequent, WAWAYANDA, 

Hscarep,—The little ground squirrel(Spermophilus tridecim- 
lineotus) of which | wrote you some time ago, after sleep- 
ing from Sept. 20 until the middle of January did not once 
thereafter pass into a dormant condition, and now I have to 
report that he has escaped. The little creature had been un- 
usually restless for a week or two, trying in every possible 
way to make its escape by gnawing, and I hardly know 
whether 1 was glad or sorry when, ove bright beautiful day 
in June I found his cage empty, the open door of which told 
plainly the manner of his exit. 1 was sorry because I should 
never again sée the pretty creature which I had cared for so 
long, and to which I had become insensibly attached, but 
glad for its own sake that it was once more at. liberty to 
sport with its mates in the bright sunshine.—Viotm? 8. 
WiLLEAMs. 

Oxp Brink Repnacep.—l have recently added a fine 
specimen of Bubo virgintanus to my collection which, to all 
appearance, is Old Blink to the life. These birds are quite 
numerous here. Not long since a daring old fellow made us 
a visit in the ““wee sma’ hours,” and alighting on the roof of 
the house gave us a delightful (?) serenade.—Vionnr 5. 
Wuttams (Coralville, Iowa). 

Aatujal History, 

BIRD MIGRATION IN THE MISSISSIPPI 
VALLEY. 

WINTHR BIRDS OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
As the present winter promises to be rather mild, it is 

probable that many species of birds will, throughout the 
cold months, remain somewhat further north than is their 
usual custom. Such occurrences are always interesting to 
note and record, but in addition to this they have another 
and more valuable use in the present connéction. In order 
to understand more intelligently their movements in migra- 
tion next spring, we should know which species have been 
influenced by the warm weather to stay north of their 
customary limits, 

The systematic study of ‘‘Bird Migration in the Mississippi 
Valley,” as also throughout the United States, will be con- 
tinued the coming spring, being, for the Mississippi Valley, 
the fourth year of these observations. As in former years, a 
large corps of observers is the prime requisite to success, 
and it is both hoped and expected that the many observers, 
who last ycar contributed the most voluminous and valuable 
set of notes that have ever been gathered on this subject, 
will. again give us their aid, and even surpass their last year’s 
good record, 

One can always make fuller, better and more interesting 
notes when he has the experience of others to guide him, 
Should one wish to make notes ou winter birds, he stands a 
much better chance of success if he knows what species 
others have found in his yicinity, and later, when he has 
completed lis work, a comparison with the work of others 
will enable him to tell which of his notes are new; which 
old, which are every-day occurrences, and which from their 
uncommonness are worthy of special mention, 

For the study of the winter habits of birds, few places in 
the United States are better adapted than the bottom lands of 
Southern Illinois, He who studies birds during the winter 
in Florida, Mexico, or the West Indies, studies them in a 
warm climate, where food is plentiful, and the struggle for 
existence is scarcely if at all greater than the same birds had 
experienced the previous summer; but the birds which spend 
the winter in Southern Illinois are brought face to face with 
cold, hardships, and almost starvation; many must materially 
change the nature of their diet, and nearly all desert the up- 
lands and prairies, and crowd together in the thickets of the 
bottom lands. 

It might naturally be asked why do they not pass further 
south; and to this no perfectly satisfactory answer can be 
given. We may say that birds dislike to go any further 
than necessary from their breeding grounds, which are to 
them their real homes, or we might say that the ots dnertie 
would naturally maie their migrations as short as possible, 
but neither answer would be complete. Still the fact re- 
mains, that large numbers of birds habitually pass the 
winter in Southern Illinois, while it takes but a little extra 
warmth in a winter to more than double the usual number, 
Hence, the records of this region will furnish an excellent 
basis for comparison with winter avifauna of other districts. 
Fortunately, we are in possession of very full notes from this 
part of Illinois, furnished by Mr, Cyrus W. Butler, supple- 
mented from those viven by Mr. Ridgway in his excellent 
“List of the Birds of Illinois’ (1881). Mr. Butler says of 
his own opportunities for observation: ‘“During the past 
winter, 188283, I have been in the woods at least one-third 
of the time, and haye been surprised to see how many small 
birds winter on the thickety ridges that abound in the bot- 
tom lands, These thickets are a great protection during cold 
weather,” 

In the following list, those species preceded by a star 
have been observed by Mr. Butler during the months of 
December and January in the vicinity of Anna, IL, latitude 
37° 80’, mostly in the bottom lands of the Mississippi. The 
rest of the species ure included on the authority of Mr. Ridg- 
way as haying been taken in the southern part of the State. 
The biographical notes under the starred species are taken 
from Mr. Butler’s notes. 

The number before each species is its Smithsonian Cata- 
logue number. 

5b, *Hermit Thrush.—During the past winter Lrepeatedly 
found this bird wintering in thickety ridges on the Missis- 
sippi bottom lands. Saw from five to twenty per day every 
day that 1 was collecting in said thickets, regardlesss of the 
weather. 

7. *American Robin,—Although this bird winters here 
in far greater numbers than it breeds, they will sometimes 
disappear for a week or two ata time. They confine them- 
selves mainly to the bottom lands, where their favorite 
winter food (wild grapes) is to be found in abundance 
throughout the winter. In the hills I have occasionally seen 
them cating sumac berries. I haye passed days in the woods 
without secing a single specimen, while again I would meet 
with thousands in a single flock. 

11. Mockingbird.—This species is growing more abun- 
dant every year, but I saw only one specimen during the 
months of December and January, and he was sitting in a 
brush heap with his feathers on end, evidently trying hard 
to keep warm, when everything was covered with sleet and 
the ice was two inches thick. 

12, *Catbird.—Occurs very rarely as a winter species in 
mild winters, but I have never seen it until spring really 
began; and the people in general consider its presenee to 
indicate the approach of spring. 

13. *Brown Thrush.—A few remain in winter, but they 
are very uncertain, and are never numerous during cold 
weather. 

22. *Bluebird,—Is sometimes absent for a week or 50, 
hut is likely to be met with any week during the winter, and 
in far greater numbers than during the summer months. 
When the ground is soft large numbers of them may be 
found in meadows picking around the roots of grass as if 
searching for hidden ansects. Sometimes they eat sumac 
berries, 

30. Ruby-crowned Kinglet.— ‘Winters in Southern 
Tilinois.”’ : 

83. *Golden-crowned Kinglet.—I met this little fellow 
almost every day that I was in the bottom lands. I would 
see on an average twenty-five per day; often associated with 
the tufted titmouse. No weather seemed cool enough to 
cool his spirit. ¥ 

36. *Tufted Titmouse.—One of our most abundant birds 
during the winter, Often see them picking away at an 
acorn, They occur in scattered groups of ten to fifteen 
individuals. 

41, *Black-capped Chickadee.—Common in winter, but 
I do not know whether or not it is a resident. 

42. *Carolina Chickadee.—Common and resident. _ 
51. *White-bellied Nuthatch.—Resident; saw from five 

to ten per day. 
52. *Red-bellied Nuthatch.—A winter resident: saw from 

twenty to fifty per day. 
55. *Brown Creeper.—Winter resident; saw from none 

to ten per day. 
60, *Carolina Wren.—Resident; most common around 

brush piles and fallen timber; always present in about the 
same numbers. I usually see about twelve per day. They 
sing throughout the year, their song somewhat resembling 
that of the cardinal grosbeak. 

61. *Bewick’s Wren.—Resident; not nearly so common 
as the last, 

67. Long-billed Marsh Wren.—‘‘Occasionally winters in 
Southern Mlinois.” 

68. Short-billed Marsh Wren.—‘‘Winters in Southern 
Tlinois.” 

95. *Yellow-rump Warbler.—Scattered over the bottom- 
lands in large numbers throughout the winter, Plumage 
much plainer than in spring. Usually hunting around the 
bark of large trees as if looking for insects. 

1i1, Pine-creeping Warbler.—‘‘A summer sojourner in 
Ijlinois, occasionally wintering in Southern Illinois.” 

113. Red-poll Warbler.—‘‘Sometimes winters in South- 
ern Ilinois.” * 

116. Small-billed Water Thrush.—‘‘Winters sometimes 
in Southern Iinois,” 

149. “Loggerhead Shrike.—Not very common here. Do 
not see more than one per week. 

151, *Cedar Waxwiog.— Winter resident and remains un- 
tiLJune. 

168. Purple Finch.—‘‘Winter resident in Southern Tli- 
nois; breeds sparingly in Northern [linois,” 

172, American Crossbill.—‘‘Occasional winter visitant,”’ 
173. White-winged Crossbill—‘‘Occasional winter vis- 

itant.” 
179. *Common Redpoll.—Rare winter visitant. Tsai but 

one flock during the past winter. 
181. *American Goldfinch,—Resident; I saw them but 

twice during the winter, the first time about the middlé of 
December, and the second time about the last ot that month; 
weather cold; ice two inches thick; saw about twenty each 
time; plumage very plain. 

185. Pine Goldfinch.—‘‘Oceasional winter visitant.” 
186. Snow Bunting.—‘*Very rare winter visitant.” 
187, Lapland Longspur,—‘‘ Winter visitant.” 

1930, SavannasSparrow.—‘‘Resident.”—= 
197, Grass Finch.— Resident.” 

198. Yellow-winged Sparrow.—‘‘A few winter in South- 
ern Illinois.” 

199. Henslow’s Sparrow. —- ‘‘Sometines wintering in 
Southern Illinois.” 

206. *White-crowned Sparrow.—Winter visitant; com- 
mon throughout the winter; usually twenty to forty per 
day. 

209. *White-throated Sparrow.—Winter visitant; about 
as common as the preceding and usually associated with it, 

_ 210, *Tree Sparrow.— Winter yvisitant; about as numerous 
as the last. 

211. *Chipping Sparrow.—Resident; 
haps twenty during the winter. 

214. “Field Sparrow.—Resident; quite common, but haye 
never counted them. 

217. *Black Snowbird.—Our most common bird during 
the winter. 

231. *Song Sparrow.—Winter resident; saw from 
fifty per day. 

233. *Swamp Sparrow.—Winter resident; common; saw 
from ten to fifty per day. 

284, Lincoln’s Finch.—‘“‘Sometimes winter in consider- 
able numbers in Southern Iliinois.” 

235. *Fox-colored Sparrow.— Winter visitant; saw from 
one to ten per day. 

237. *Chewink.—Resident; common throughout the year. 
Saw from five to twenty per day, almost every day that I 
was in a suitable locality. 

242. *Cardinal Grosbeak.—Resident; always here regard- 
less of weather; usually see about a dozen per day. 

258. Cowbird.—‘*Resident.” 
260, Yellow headed Blackbird.—‘‘Oceasionally winters 

in Southern Illinois.” 
261. Red-winged Blackbird.—‘‘Resident in Southern Tli- 

nois.” 
263. *Meadow Lark.—Resident; met them in flocks of 

from ten to one hundred. 
973. Rusty Blackbird.—“‘Sometimes winters in Southern 

Ulinois.” 
278). *Purple Grackle.—Resident; in flocks ranging from 

fifty to one thousand, 
282. *Common Crow.—Resident; spending the winter in 

the bottom lands, and especially in the vicinity of swampy 
Jakes. While [was camping out last winter, every morn- 
ing long straggling flocks would go over camp, that would 
take an hour to pass over. ‘They were feeding largely at 
that time ou pecan nuts. 

289, *Blue Jay.—Resident; one of our most familiar birds, 
both around civilization and in the woods. Like the crow, 
they are foud of pecans and 1 think that they sometimes 
store up food in crevices in bark and im old trees. They 
pick open large numbers of acorns, to get both the kernel 
and the worms which so often are within. 

300. *Shore Lark.—Resident; sometimes occurring in im- 
mense numbers, but most commonly in flocks of from ten 
to twenty, 

#15. Phcebe.—‘‘ Winters in Southern I]linois.” 
360. *Hairy Woodpecker.—Resident. Like all of the 

family quite evenly distributed over the woods; saw trom 
ten to twenty per day. During the past winter most kinds 
of our winter birds have been unusually abundant, and the 
ever busy woodpeckers seemed to be more busy than usual, 
storing up food in the cracks and crevices. In the hills that 
adjoin the bottoms, they were so numerous that their yari- 
ous noises were almost continuous, until darkness gaye both 
them and us a rest. They not only store up mast, but 
where corsa is planted in a ‘‘deadening” they do considerable 
damage to the corn, as the old trees afford convenient store- 
houses. ; 

361. “Downy Woodpecker.—Resident, rather more com- 
mon than the preceding. : 

369. Yellow-bellied Woodpecker.—‘‘ Winters in Southern 
Illinois. Not known to breed in the State.” [In summer 
of 1884 was found breeding near Danville, Il.) 

$71. *Pileated Woodpecker.—Resident; saw from five te 
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fifteen per day. Stomachs of most that I killed were filled 
with ants. 

372. *Red-hellied Woodpecker.—Resident; less numerous 
han the preceding. 
874. *led-Leaded Woodpecker.—Resident, the most com- 

mon of the family and a great enemy of the squirrel, who 
often steals his stures. 

(3738. *Yellow-shafted Flicker.—Resident, excepting the 
‘the last, the most numerous of the family, occurring in 
flocks of from ten to thirty. Feeds largely ou ants and 
mash, 

682. Kingefisher.—Resident; common throughout the year, 
W. W. Oooxs, 

Moorugap, Minn., Dee, 17, 1884. 

[ro BE CONCLUDED, | 

ADVANCE OF THE FOREIGN HORDES. 

dior Forest and Stream: 
A little flock of birds has been staying about my place for 

several weeks, There were aboutfive at the start, but they 
are now, I think, fur whatever reason, reduced to two, 

I believe that they are English sparrows, as they resemble 
those which | haye had pointed out to me in Massachusetts; 
‘except that these have on, of course, their winter dress. 
hey are the first I haye observedin this town. Remember- 
ang the universal clamor against these foreigners, I realize 
that I muy yet find it advisable to destroy them, but ut 
present I feed them, as | cannot see them starve. In view of 
the possible necessity of turning my batteries against these 
birds, I would ask of your correspondents, first, what are the 
leading grounds of complaint against them; and second, what 
sort of artillery is best adapted to their destruction. Ido 
not think that I at present possess any weapon specially fitted 
for this purpose. At any rate, if I must kill them-1 wish to 
compass their destruction with as little racket as possible. 

Last summer I first observed meadow larks in this region, 
and the small song birds appear yearly in greater numbers 
than before. They are welcome. KELIIR. 
 CentRaL Laren, Mich., Dec. 19, 1884, 

_ [There is a very extensive and complete bibhography of 
Passer domesticus im America, but to publish all the 
etters would fill several pages of Forrest AND STRwAM. 
Back files of this journal contain charges and specifications 
against this species which appear to be proven, but the fiat 
‘of extermination has not yet gone Forth. | 

OTES OF THE WOODS AND WATERS. 

VI. 

COLLECTING ON CONHY ISLAND, 
HEN taking an outing, one of my fayorite grounds 

’ for collecting marine specimens during the winter 
“months is the outer shore of Coney Island from Norton’s 

Point to the iron tower. After a heavy storm such as oc- 
curred last winter, when the marine life of the ocean was 
piled up on the beach to the depth of two and some places 
three feet, collections of thirty and forty varieties can be 

ade. The great advantage of visiting the island during the 
winter aba is that what is thrown up by the sea remains 
undisturbed by the visitors, who, during the summer time, 
flock there by thousands, thouehtlessly walking over and 
crushing with tlcir feet many very interesting and often 
rare specimens, or else carry them to their homes and cast 
them ont as soon as they begin to take ona hig. odor, 
for as arule very few of these collectors know or care 
to learn the method of preserving them. Among the most 
‘common, and at the same time the most puzzling, of marine aa 

| objects cast upon the shores of Coney Island are the ‘‘sea- 
ruiiles” and *‘sea-necklaces,”’ which are strings of egg capsules 
of the two largest shells fonnd on the Eastern coast of North 
America, and which haye received various names by fish- 
Permen on the different parts of the American coast, such as 
Winkle, wrinkle, periwinkle, smooth winkle, rough winkle, 
conch, and ladle shell; but the scientist and uaturalists know 
them by the names of Mulgws' carica (the rough winkle) and 
Sycotypus canahiculate of (the smooth winkle). As a rule the 
latter is the larger of the two shells, and by many of our fish- 
‘ermen is known as the ‘bull” winkle. 
- These shells often measure from eight to ten inchés in 
length, and are pear-shaped, bemg provided with wide open- 

Bivgs which, in the case of the smooth winkle (Fig, 1) is 
Jengthened out into a narrow channel or spout. Fishermen 
have taken advantage of the peculiar shape of this shell, and 
utilize it when running hot tar into the seams of their boats 
when calking them, from which fact they ate often cailed 
Jadle shells. The strings of eg@ capsules of both these shells 

very curious, dnd if is not to be wondered that to the 
al observer they are suggestive of the vertebra of some 

rine monster, so nearly Uo they resemble the articulations 
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of the backbone of some huge fish. (Wig. 2.) The eggs are 
contained in leathery or parchinentlike translucent capsules 
ofa light yellow color, varying in size from a nickle to 
an old-fashioned cent. These are united together by a 
continuous ligamentous string from two to three feet in 
length. Hach capsule contains from twenty to thirty eggs. 
At the point of each of the capsules is a small circular spot 
of lighter colored material than that of the capsule. This 
the young winkles cut through with their lingual tongues 
when strong enough to make their escape. The winkles that 
are earliest out of the era feed on a thick gelatinous sub- 
stance contained in the capsule, and when this is exhausted 
they turn their attention to their iénder brothers and sisters 
who were borne later; tliese having none of the jelly-like 
food on which to exist, become impoverished and weak, in 
which condition they fall an easy prey to their stronger re- 
lations. 

Thus it rarely happens that more than twenty from 2 single 
capsule, and very often considerably less, ever enter the 

AAS 

muck thicker than of the smooth winkle. During the spawn- 
ing season in sutnmer time, the winkles leave the deep water 
and betake themselves to the bars and shallow tide pools to 
deposil their eee cases, the females being unaccompanied by 
the males, but during the winter mouths they spawn in deep 
water. I know it to be a fact that clean and bright-colored, 
newly laid strings of eggs can be obtained throughout the 
entire year on the Coney Island beach, which goes far to 
prove that these two shellfish have no particular season for 
spawning. 

The inhabitants of these two shells are seldom eaten, 
though [ have seen the common or smooth winkle (Fig. 1) 
sold in the poorer quarters of New York city, but the 
foreizn born inhabitants looked at them very suspiciously, 
while the denizens of the negro quarters eagerly purchased 
them at three cents a piece. 

On the back outskirts of Keyport, N. J., is a locality 
known as ‘“‘Winkletown,” which is populated by nesro 
fishermen that work on the oyster and clam vessels of Prin- 

ce’s Bay. ‘To these negro fish- 
ermen fall all the winkles that 
come up in the dredges and 
rakes, who pronounce these 
tough winkles toothsome and 
highly nutritious, I haye 
eaten thein, but 1 was very, 
very hungry at the time, and 
there was nothing else to fall 
upon. First 1 boiled them 

Pig. 1.—Smoorn Winkie (Sycotypus Ounaliculata). 

ocean world. As soon as they touch the soft and shifting 
sand they immediately bury themselves beneath it, and move 
about in search of minute marine life. It is not known 
what length of time is required by the winkle to exude the 
Jong string of capsules, but the great wonder is where or how 
so larze a quantity of material can be coutained in so small 
an animal, and when one considers the Jarge muscular 
foot which has also to be taken into the shell house 
of the winkle and securely packed away, the mystery 
becomes still greater, Professor Coues states that the string 
of capsules is gradually projected upward as fast as formed 
by the winkle, which all the while remains buried in the 
sand, but he docs not give any idea as to the length of time 
required to form and exude the string of capsules. Even 
should the capsules become buried in the sand a few inches 

Fig, 2,—Hac CApsuuEs oF SMooTH WINELE (Sycotypus Canaliculata). 

below the surface, the eggs will hatch out and the young 
winkles will make their escape. This L know from experi- 
ments that I have made when connected with several public 
aquaria, Thongh | was never able to raise them, this was 
probably due to the fact that the sand in the bottoms of the 
ee was entirely deficient in either animal or veretable 

e, 

The first few capsules ab the beginning of the string are 
small, imperfect, and barren, But the size gradually in- 
creases fill the middle of the necklace, when they begin to 
diminish in size till the end is reached, which is terminated 
with several abortive capsules, These capsules, when placed 
in a flame, give off an odor exactly like that of burnt horn 
or hair, thongh in all probability they consist of the same 
material as the beard of the mussel, which is known as bys- 
sus. 

There are two forms of these strings of capsules found on 
the Coney Island beach, those of the smooth winkle being 
the Most numerous and Jargest in size, but not so thick as 
those of the rough winkle, and having thin, sharp outer 
edges. Their sidés have radiating ridges or raised lines, 
while those of the rough winkle are nearly smooth and are 

for an hour, after which they 
were removed from the shells 
without any trouble, then 1 
boiled them again in fresh 
water in which two onions 
were sliced to improve their 
flavor. After cooking, the 
foot of this snail is very sug- 
cestive of crude India rubber. 
This part of the animal I 
grated on a coarse grater, the 
rest of the body, being soft, 
was chopped fine, and dressed 
with melted butter, was very 
palatable, perhaps because I 
was so very hungry, The 
flesh of these two sbellfish is 
largely used by cod fishermen, 
and also for chumming blue 
fish; and from the shells the 
North American Indian used 
lo make bis white wampum. 

In the cottages of Zetland, a 
closely-related variety of the 
winkle is used for a lamp by 
being suspended horizontally 

by two strings, the cavity of the shell is filled with oil, and 
the lighting end of the wick is passed along and rests in the 
spout or canal of the shell, 

The young shells of the smooth winkle, when empty, are 
favorite homes for the little hermit crab, and the full-grown 
smooth winkle shell when empty for that of the large hermit 
crab, though the #ulgur or rongh winkle shell is never in- 
habited by these interesting crustaceans, on account of its 
being too heavy to carry about. I know of a friend who has 
had several very fine cameo portraits of the sea-horse and 
other oddly-shaped fish carved on the shell material of the 
winkles, Of all the abominable uses to which these shells 
bave been put, that of combining them with tlie shells af 
fhe surf clams for borderings of flower beds is perhaps the 
worst, For this they are entirely out of place, and out of 
harmony with all nature. 

The vange of these two shellfish is from the Hastern coast, 
and southward to Northern and Western Florida. As fossils 
they are found in the Post-Pliocene of Virginia, North and 
South Carolina and Northern Florida, also in the Pliocene 
of South Carolina and Miocene of Maryland. 

A, W. Ropers. 

Puruars NEsT AND Eaes or Recutus SATRAPA.—In the 
spring of 1879 L found anest near Lennoxyille, Canada, which 
J am confident belonged to this species, although I did not 
capture the bird. I have neyer before written anything con- 
cerning it, and would like very much to have this printed, 
and hear the opinions of some of our ornitbologists concern- 
ing it. While returning home through an open pine woods, 
one day in the first part of June, I found the nest. It was 
placed ina black spruce tree about twenty feet from the 
ground, When my companion ascended the tree, the bird 
darted out from the nest. It was very small, and as far as 
I could see was of this species, as it was exactly the same 
size, etc. The nest was placed at the extreme end of a 
slender spruce bough. It was pensile and small, hanging 
from the under side of the limb, and shaded by several sprays 
of spruce needles. Outwardly 1t was composed of beautiful 
grecn moss, shaped into a round ball, and was lined warmly 
Toside with a thick bed of fluffy white down, From the 
outside the nest looked like a large round ball of mosses with 
alittic holéin the top. In the warm bed of salt white 
down eight extremely small eggs were cosily Jaid and one 
cowbird’s, They were almost exactly the same size as those 
of Trochilus colubris. The color of the eggs was a dirty 
white, marked with a fine ring of light red dots around the 
larger end, but so taint as to hardly be discernible. The 
eggs were perfectly fresh, I have carefully looked the sub- 
ject up and have come to the conclusion that it can be 
nothing else than that of the golden crested or ruby crowned 
kinglet, The plate representing the nest and eges of Regulus 
sutrapa in Gentry’s ‘Nest and Eggs of Birds of the United 
States,” is the image of the nest which I found in shape, 
construction, ete,, and the description also agroes with my 
nest to the letter, except as to the height from the ground, 
which he gives as only afew feet, but for that matter chicka- 
dees usually build within ten feet of the gronnd. But Ihave 
met with their nests as much as thirty-five feet high, so I 
don’t think that that has anything to do with it. Moreover, 
I presented the nest and eggs to Mr. F. W. Richie, of 
Ottawa, Canada, who bas had great experience with Cana- 
dian birds, and he, after looking it up carefully and censult- 
ing several naturalists concerning it, has come to the same 
conclusion. 1 would be deeply obliged to any ornithologist 
if he would give hiz opinion on the subject through your 
paper.—W, T. HmMuer (Concord, N. H,, Dee, 14), 

“Rod and Gun in California,” by T.§. Van Dyke, is the best thing 
on the gaiwe of that ¢ountry, For sale at this office, Price $1,60,— 
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Gane Bag and Gun. 

THE BEAVER DAM CLUB. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The following comprises the organization and complete 
list to date of the members of the Beaver Dam Duck and 
Vishing Club: 

R. W. Mitchell, M. D., President; W. B. Mallory, Vice- 
President; W. A. Wheatley, Secretary and Treasurer; Mr. 
Hutchison, Club House Keeper; James Phelan, Sam P. 
Walker, D. H. Poston, Dr. D. D. Saunders, R. D. Jordan, 
W. H, Carroll, W. L. Clapp, Chas. F. Farnsworth, Jobn 
Overton, Jr., Bun I. Price, J. 8. Menken, W. A, Williams, 
D. W, Lake, John T. Willins, W. D. Bethel, E. F, Adams, 
H. L. Guion, George Gillham, Robert Galloway, George 
Mitchell, L. B. McFarland, A. C. Treadwell, F. T, Edmond- 
son, T. 8. Davant, W. F. Bowdre, C. P. Stewart, W. M. 
Sneed, M. L. Selden, Dr. G. W. Overall, U. W. Miller, W. 
J, Crawford, R. T. Cooper, Dabney M. Scales, Minter 
Parker, W. W. Alsobrook. Honorary Members—Capt. 
Sam T. Carnes, Lieut. John Kerr, Hon. Holmes Cummins, 
Dr, Richard J, Owen, John D. Ussery, J, M, Edwards, 
Charles W. Reagan, Capt. J. A. Grant, C.H., E. P, McNeal, 
Judge A. M. Clayton, James 8. Dayant, John Bradley, Dan 
Shelby, Tom Devine. 

Limited to thirty-eight active members; the list is now full, 
and five applications on file, 

The president of this club, Dr. R. W. Mitchell, has been 
identified with sportsmen’s clubs and matters in this section 
during the last twenty-five years. During the past fourteen 
years he has been president of the Arkansas Prairie Club, 
the famous records of which have a world-round name. The 
Doctor has always been an earnest and enthusiastic worker 
in these matters, and is as bright and full of vigor and energy 
as he was when he first pulled trigger and bagyved game. 

The gentlemen whose names comprise this organization, 
are among the first and most prominent business and profes- 
sional mén in this city. Hence its personelle alone would 
make it remarkable for the singular worth and Tame of the 
individuals in the lists of social and business life, if they had 
no other prominent feiture to make them notable. But as 
hunters and excellent shots, many of them have made records 
that any sportsman may well be proud of. With the prestige 
of good name for hospitality, generosity, and fondness for 
field sports that these gentlemen have exhibited and enjoyed 
for a long time, their kinship of disposition and habits have 
led them to form this club, in whose genial ranks and pleas- 
ant associations there is more pleasure to a true sportsman 
than we have found in any other organization of the kind in 
the West, The club has leased a vast preserve for hunting 
and fishing, at a point on the Memphis & New Orleans Rail- 
way, forty-five miles south of this city. There they have 
erected a handsome, large, roomy club house, and provided 
if with every convenience and appliance that luxurious and 
sesthetic taste can desire, It is really more than a comfort- 
able place, for it has the details of fine hotel arrangements, 
elegant camp equipage, storage and kitchen rooms, large and 
well provided pantry, extensive commissary stores, the best 
of cooking apparatus, and in every detail of attention to the 
wants and enjoyment of the members and visitors, it is com- 
pletely provided. The station is a private platform for the 
club only. 

The location of the house is on the edge of Beaver Dam 
Lake, At the front of the house there is a large platform, 
to which are moored in safe pockets the numerous boats 
which belong to the club. The beautiful sheet of water ex- 
tends westward about seven miles, and its clear and wide 
bosom presents so placid and safe an appearance that vast 
multitudes of ducks, geese, brant, swans and all sorts of 
water fowl are tempted to stop and harbor there. For many 
years the place has been famous among hunters for the large 
quantity, fine quality and variety of game found on these 
witers andin the vicinity, and hence, when the new club 
went into organization, the members promptly contracted 
for a lease to continue during ten years, and longer if de- 
sired after the lapse of that period, at the pleasure of the 
parties mutually interested. 

At the western end of the large lake there is a bayou 
passageway leading to a smaller lake, and in the sharp and 
rapid current of this connecting stream there is found the 
largest quantity and variety of fish of which we have any 
knowledge inthe South, The fishing members of the club 
are among the most famous anglers in the West, and they 
report such marvelous catches that LT will not attempt a 
record for the present, but can promise that it will be hard 
to beat. The feeding grounds of the fish in these waters 
are inexhaustible, and hence there will always be unsur- 
passed sport here in this line. 

The present season has thus far proved remarkably enticing 
to the ducks and shooters, and large bays of luscious fat 
fowls have been bagged by the members. The food area is 
provided with unlimited supplies of native materials, but to 
make everything as sure as possible the club sowed a Jarge 
quantity of wild rice on the rich feeding grounds of the 
lake, and thus provide very luxurious and luxuriant incen-: 
tives to the wildfow] that harbor in vast numbers in these 
preserves. There is also a large areca of wild mast and grass 
nuts, floating moss and other vegetation, the assimilation of 
which gives remarkable flavor to the meat of the game, 
The club also controls several thousand acres of forest 

bordering on these lakes, in the recesses of which there are 
large numbers of bear, wild turkeys, squirrels, deer, beaver, 
quail, etc., in sufficient yariety and quantity to gratify the 
wishes and ambition of hunters of every kind and degree, 
There is a very considerable area of open plantation land iu 
the vicinity, so that those who desire to shoot in the fields 
and thickets can find variety to their satisfaction. My own 
decision with regard to the Beaver Dam Club preserves is 
that the place is hardly equalled and not excelled by any 
other on this continent, 

Capt. W. A. Wheatley, the secretary and treasurer of the 
Beaver Dam Club, has a famous name for his fondness for 
sport with dog and gun. He is one of the most enthusiastic 
gentlemen in the lists of sportsmen, aud with his affable, 
genial and generous ways, is justly entitled to the reputa- 
tion he bears. Those who are entitled fo the courtesies and 
kindly attentions of the club will find treatment such as a 
royal host always accords a favored guest. 

With regard to new shooting grounds, there are several 
lately-developed places where the game is just too enticing 
for a description to do justice to the subject. In North Ala- 
bama, in the vicinity of Tuscumbia and for seventy-five miles 
west along the line of the Memphis & Charleston Railroad, 
the country lying along the Tennessee River and the hills on 
the south of the line, abound with all kinds of field and water 

game. Throughout all of that region there are immense 
quantities of mast and food, and quails, ducks, turkeys, 
wolves, squirrels, pigeons, etc., haye accumulated during 
the past few years in vast quantitics, that invite sportsmen 
to make the biggest kind of bags of a variety of game. The 
people of the country arc hospitable, and the young men are 
generally very genial and welcome strangers who are fond 
of hunting, and disposed to show themevery kind of courtesy 
and kindly attentions. 

On the battlefields of Shiloh a wonderful large amount of 
various kinds of game attracts those who are fond of sport 
that. requires quick sight and sharp attention in shooting 
among the thickets and sedge grasses of those old fields. 
From Memphis the best shooting grounds in the South and 

West are those lately opened and made accessible by the 
Louisville, New Orleans and Texas Railway, which goes 
through the rich bottom Jands lying along the Mississippi 
River. A few miles south of the lodge of the Beaver Dam 
Olub, which is located on this new line of railway, there is 
game of all kinds incident to this country. Several officers 
of the road are members of the Beaver Dam Club, and as 
they are a most enthusiastic erganization, those who go down 
that line to hunt will find very sympathetic men to deal with. 
very facility that is within reasonable bounds is extended 
to hunters, and those parties who desire to try their quality 
and capacity in slaying bears, wildcat, catamounts, deer, 
turkeys and smaller same will find all they want all along 
the line, so they will not go astray by stopping off at any 
point on the road, There are numerous stations along the 
line down through Sunflower and Yazoo county, such as 
Clarkesdale, Yazoo; Pass. Greenyille and Swan Lake, where 
hunters can be accommodated, housed and furnished with 
cooking apparatus, or stop with the planters, whose hospi- 
tality is proverbial, or parties can take camp equipage and 
find easy access to shooting grounds where the supply of 
fame is inexhaustible. The railway furnishes quick trans- 
portation, and at low rates to those who wish to send their 
game to the North. 

In the vicinity of Vicksburg and Natchez there are illim- 
itable quantities of small game, the working of which in the 
fields will test the best qualities of amateur shooters. Club 
men and shots who have reputation will find genial com- 
panions and hearty welcome at all points in this line hunting 
region. Ido not know of any otlier section that offers so 
many pleasant inducements to those who love field sports 
than those places which I have mentioned. 
Mempxts, Tenn., Dec, 10. Dr. J. E. NaGue. 

EXPERIENCE AND ADVICE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
As the season has been unusually favorable for late shoot- 

ing, and having a young doz which I was anxious to develop 
as far as possible this fall, lextended my shooting rambles 
a little beyond my customary limit, and have only to-day 
cleaned and put away my guns for the year. I look with 
pleasure at the three as they stand side ty side, and recall 
the past season’s work done with the little 12-cauge 28-inch 
cylinder bore, and wondered if “M. D.” is so very wild in 
his suggestion regarding a gun for early shooting, as set forth 
in your issue of Dec, 4. I think not. 
My next gun is a 12-80, 72 pounds, full choke, and I have 

only used it twice this season, and for no other reason than 
because I have fallen very much in favor of a 28-inch cylin- 
der bore. The next gun is a 10-32, 102 pounds, is only used 
in duck shooting and has been aired but once this fall, con- 
sequently it has but a small record for this season—tive blue- 
winged teal and two yellowlegs. I have used the cylinder 
bore gun in all my field shooting the past season, and | have 
come to believe that for our game bird shooting we have 
no use for chokebored guns, In three clay-pigecon matches 
(the only ones in which I have ever participated) I held my 
own against chokebores at 24 yards rise. J also killed with 
this gun eleven out of twelve live pigeons at 21 yards rise, 
using 1 ounce No, 8 shot. The wind was blowing a gale 
from the shooters, and some of the birds were killed at 65 
yards. I have also killed many ducks with this gun, and 
give these little experiences merely as points in favor of 
cylinder guns for field purposes. The recoil is also less from 
a cylinder bore than from a chekebore, and it also does not 
clad at the muzzle, making it much more easily cleaned. 

I load with 3 drams powder, 1 ounce No. 9 shot, for early 
shooting; later in the fall 83} drams and 14 ounces No. 8 or 
No, 7, After trying a preat many experiments in loading 
shells, [have found none more simple or effective than to 
usé the first grades or powder (the higher brands of any of 
the manufacturers are good), | use Orange, as itis conyeni- 
ent for me to get and gives good satisfaction; put a paste- 
board and two pink-edge wads over powder, and a pasteboard 
wad oyer shot, The cardboard wads I cut myself. Lalways 
use chilled shot, as they give better penetration and do not 
lead the barrels as much as the soft. 

[think cylinder guns are gaining in favor every season, 
and I know of several sportsmen about here who have dis- 
carded chokebores entirely. 

For five seasons I used a full choke gun in field shooting, 
and am not sorry I did so, for it taught me to ‘‘hold on” my 
birds more closely, and Iam much the better shot for it, 
“M. D.” made a good record, and J have also had some of 
my most pleasant and successful days’ shooting in the New 
England States, where 1 have hunted and fished nearly every 
season until the present, when business matters prevented me 
from leaving home for any length of time, so I was forced to 
take my outings nearer home, in Dutchess and adjacent 
counties. Perhaps the bags were notso large, but game 
was much more abundant about here than usual, and agood 
bag was often the result of a day’s tramp, and the rambles 
through forest and field were as enjoyable as ever, 

“M. D.” has given some very good advice, and although I 
should puta little more than 24+ drams powder behind 12 
ounces shot, and prefer shooting game birds over a dog, 1 
shall not dispute anytoing in his most interesting little 
sketch, for *‘M, D.”’ has had more experience than myself, 
and evidently knows of what he is writing. 
As I said before, I have three guns, two with laminated 

steel barrels and one with Damascus; two I have used seyen 
years and one two years, and to-day they are all as bright 
and free from rust as the day they came from the factory, 
and never have they had a particle ot rust on them, Ihave 
used them on the salt marshes duck shooting, and in rain 
and snow, and when away from home having run short of 
Joaded shells, have used the most inferior ammunition. 

I never use anything fora rust preventer but plenty of 
soft, dry rags and the best sperm oil, which I buy by the 
quart, When I hear of the trouble others are always having 
With their guns rusting, I can’t but think they are not 
properly cleaned. If all the foulness is not first remoyed, a 

pint of oil will not prevent the rust spots from making their 
appearance. I always clean my gun after a day’s shooting, 
first wiping out the barrels with 4 soft, dry rag, then with a 
yag dampened with a little cool water, This will take all 
the burnt powder which may be caked to the barrels out: 
then wipe dry with soft rags made to fit the barrels tightly, 
and changed two or three times until you are sure there is 
no dampness left; then with another rag and a little oil wipe 
them out and they are finished, In a chokebore the barrels 
will often lead at the muzzle after firing many shots, as in 
clay-pigeon and other matches, Then the wire brush used 
with plenty of oil, and used only at the muzzle will remove 
the lead without any injury whateyer to the gun. The locks 
I only take off once a year, unless the gun has in some way 
become so wet as to damage them. In taking apart the 
locks, have a spring clamp and a screw driver that exactly 
fits the small screws, and use it for nothing else; clean each 
part with benzine and an old tooth brush (kerosene will do 
in place of benzine), then wipe with a soft cloth. Now take 
another cloth with a little sperm oil and wipe each piece, 
and as you put the lock together, oil the working parts, and 
where there is any friction with a very little watchmaker’s 
oil, and your lock is good fora year. All this can be done 
in a very few minutes, and after once baying become accus- 
tomed to cleaning a gun thoroughly, itcan be done as quickly 
and as easily as to half do it. Your gun will then Jast 
longer; shoot better and be a pleasure to look at. G. F. A, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Pye read a great deal on the cheice of guns in your col. 

umns lately, and as I said once before there, I believe the 
craze for high-priced foreign made guns has about run its 
length. I used for two years a fifty dollar 12 hore Colt, with 
all the new improvements. When in Virginia last season I 
loaned it to a young and ardent sportsman to go out after 
quail. It pleased him so much that he gave me no rest until 
he bought it. The following paragraph from the Warrenton 
True Index, of Dec. 18, relates to the same gun and sports- 
man: 

“Jas. K. Maddux killed 28 partridges on the wing in 26 
shots one day this week and wants the veteran sportsman, 
Col. Judson, to know that the reputation of his gun is being 
kept up,” 
When one knows the rough, hard cover they hayeto shoot 

through in that section, no better proof of gun and good 
shooting can be had. J own an English gun now, but Pl 
part with it the first chance I get. Nep BuNTuLINn, 

“SOME REMARKABLE SHOTS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Colonel Alexander’s article, ‘“‘A Lousiana Deer Drive,” 
brought to my mind an experience that once happened to 
myself and a friend, some twenty miles north otf Minden, 
La, The home of old Col. F,, whose hospitable residence: 
stood on the main road, nearly midway between Minden 
and Magnolia, was a general rendezvous of all the noted) 
huntersin that section of the country, He was the owner: 
of a pack of some of the best deer dogs that ever answered : 
the long, shrill blast of a huntsman’s horn, while the old. 
gentleman, who had been born and raised in the mountains) 
and glens (valleys) of the Cherokee purchase in Northern 
Georgia, was one of the best marksmen in that section of) 
the State, and the owner of as fine a rifle as falls to the lot 
of man. He had become so skilled in the use of his pet 
rifle that he could place his bullet in any desired spot of a 
squirrel, a turkey or a deer, generally nickiug the latter in 
the back of the head so as to cut the cord behind the ears, 
when he could get a side shot. Turkeys invariably came| 
home minus the head—he always contended that it spoiled| 
the flayor of the meat to shoot them through the body. 

For years it had been the height of my ambition—in 4 
sporisman sense—to be as good a marksman as my old 
friend; and he, knowing my desire, had taken much care” 
and pains to teach me the secrets of the rifle, and many 
were the leisure hours we spent in the woods tovether, 
snufilng off the heads of the squirrels, from their perches 
on the tall hickory trees of Horsehead Bottom. His rule} 
was to count out ten, fifteen or twenty bullets for each of us, 
so that there could be no dodging when the spoils of the; 
hunt were reckoned. This made me very careful not to 
waste ammunition, as the merits depended wholly on the) 
number of successful shots, not on the amount of game; 80° 
that if I had received ten bullets, and brought home three 
squirrels minus their heads, and seven bullets, that was. 
satisfactory, and gave me a full score; while his ten equi 
rels proved that he had sharper eyes than mine. : 

Thus the years passed on until I was—under his instruc- 
tions—considered a fair shot. One day, while spending a 
month’s vacation at the old plantation, 1 had started with 
my rifle to hunt around the cornfieid that bordered the edge 
of the creek bottom. Moving slowly along the outside of 
the fence, I started the finest gang of turkeys | ever saw in 
a wild state; they were feeding in the edge of a field, and) 
being disturbed, took wing and flew in every direction, two 
alighting on a dead tree a hundred and fifty yards from: 
where [ stood, To approach nearer was impossible, and I: 
hesitated to risk a bullet, as the old man knew how many I: 
had in my pouch, but the shot was so tempting that I 
touched the hair-trigger; when, to my surprise and pleasure, 
the bird fell, the other craning its neck and looking after its 
fallen comrade. I reloaded slowly, drew a bead on it, and, 
beyond all expectation, it fell to the ground. Returning to 
the house in time for breakfast, displaying my trophies, I 
noticed that the old gentleman eyed me with a jealous 
glance when I told him the spot where I stood and the tree, 
which he knew well. After counting my bullets, he grunted, 
*‘Ahem; good shots,” and turned off apparently dissatistied. 
For ten days after this his actions were full of mystery; 

he would slip quietly off with rifle in hand, dirceling hig 
steps toward the cornfield and bottom, without as much as 
‘‘Alex, my boy, get your gun and let us go to the woods,” 
his usual hearty salutation; and day after day he came home 
empty-handed, hung up his gun, bis sour face precluding 
questioning. Taking grandmother into my confidence, I 
queried the cause, when that good old soul said: ‘Let 
father alone; he feels sore at you killing those turkeys, and 
fears you are going to beat him,” 

I kept my own counsel, but determined to follow him the 
next day, keeping well out of his sight, but near enough t& 
observe his movements. 

Sure enough, the next morning found him on the move by 
the first peep of day. Watching his course from the win- 
dow, I was soon on the trail, down around the cornfield 
fence, then off on a tangent into the bottom, bere 
stealthily close after him, along a hog path for a hupdrec 
yards, atJast [ spied him safely ensconced bebind a br 
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blind built right in the path, rifle in hand, intently gazing 
through the narrow opening in front, Posting myself 
behind « large tree at one side, determined to see it out, I 
watched him for three long hours, during which lime he 
hardly moved; and getting weary myself, I fell aslecp, sit- 
ting us I was, my head resting on the tree, dreaming of 
deerand turkey, ambushes and a thousand other wild things, 
when a hand was laid on my shoulder and the query, ‘‘You 
here?” aroused me from my slumbers. AsI had found his 
lair, mutual explanations followed, which were these: He 
had determined to kill some of the turkeys I had found in 
the cornfield, but they were wary and had eluded him every 
time. He finally set to baiting them, selecting a straight 

_ piece of the hog path that led to the field. He had strewn 
corn for one hundred yards along the path, built his blind, 
and had been watching it for the past week, all to no pur- 
pose, The bait was regularly eaten and replaced, turkey 
tracks and signs plenty, but not a shot could he get; they 
were too wide awake for him, and he was in the dumps over 
his bad luck. I proposed a partnership with him, which he 
readily agreed to. 
“No fine shots about that!” I think I hear some impatient 

reader exclaim, and down goes the paper with a thump, 
Patience, my dear friend, and you will hear of two of the 
most remarkable shots ever fired. Fact! The Forest anp 
STREAM Wants the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth in this ‘‘Wonderful Shot” business, and I propose 
fo give it. 

After holding a council of war, it was settled that I was 
to devote a few days to watching the movements of the tur- 
keys, and no shot was to be fired until they were located 
and their habits accurately marked. Procuring a lunch, I 
selected a couyenient tree, in whose branches I held watch 
and ward for the next three days. On the evening of the 
second day my eyes were gladdened with the pleasant sight 
of seventeen full-grown, sleek, fat turkeys strewn in a 
straight line along the patch, picking np the corn. How my 
fingers twitched to single out that large gobbler and bag him; 
but I had promised, and so I forebore. The second day, 
about the same hour in the evening, they were on time 
again; they were permitted to pass unmolested both times, 
and the bait renewed. Now was our time, and the third 
evening found Col. F. and myself lodged behind the blind, 
our two rifles so arranged as to sweep the path, confidently 
valeulating to bag every bird. We had not long to wait, 
when cluck, cluck, clack announced the approach of the 
birds. Wewere both perfectly cool, our nerves calm, our 
eyes clear, and both rifies carefully loaded. I was to take 
the first bird, calculating to bore through at least half of 
them, while the Colonel was to take them about the center 
and take in the balance, I was prone on my face, my rifle 
resting on a chink, the Colonel resting on one knee, his gun 
in a fork. Both took deliberate aim, I never was more 
deliberate in my life, the nearest bird less than twenty feet 
distant. At the word ‘‘ready,” the birds raised their heads, 
and were still as mice, when ‘‘fire!” both guns belched forth 
at the same instant, and we kept still until the smoke lifted: 
and what a sight! We looked at cach other in speechless 
amazement; not a bird was to be seen; we had both missed. 
I consider these the most wonderful shots I know of, and 
cannot account for them to this day. CAPE Rock. 

CAPE GIRARQEAU, Mo. 

a 

Editar Forest and Stream: 
One of your ‘‘Remarkable Shots’ reminds me of the fol- 

lowing circumstance: My brother and I were in our boat, 
behind a lind, when I heard a pair of greater yellowleg 
plover going by, and getting up on my knees, I began to try 
and whistle them in near enough to get a shot at them. 
They began to circle around, and when they started 

straight toward us, | brought my gun up, and just as I was 
intending to pull on one of them | saw, off to the right and 
just within the circle of vision, a large bunch of what I at 
first thought were lesser yellowlegs, that were possibly at- 
tracted by the whistling. I turned to give them a reception, 
and saw they were blue-winged teal, and just in the act of 
lighting among our live decoys. When | turned they saw 
me move, and of course wheeled all in a bunch to leave, 
making a beautiful chance, as they were within twenty-five 
yards. Wegave them four barrels, and killed none—not 
even a feather, Saw Brun. 
Lennox, Ontario, 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
When a lad, I made a shot with a rifle at a woodchuck, 

sitting at the mouth of his hole, and on picking up my game 
was surprised to see another ‘chuck lying just behind him, 
both having been bagged by the same bullet. A friend, 
while aiming at a pigeos on a low tree, near a stream, saw a 
bittern rise from the reeds, and holding his arm till both 
were in line, let go, and got them both, (Gem ikss 

Derrrort, Dec, 15, 1884. 

MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
A special meeting of the Michigan State Sportsman’s 

Association was held at Jackson on Dec. 9 and 10, 1884. 
The attendance was not large, but ‘‘business” was the motto. 
Mr. E. 8, Rogers, the secretary of the Association, haying 
tendered his resignation and the same having been accepted, 
the undersigned was elected in his stead, The meeting: was 
called to take action, in the name of the Association, as to 
amendments to the game and fish laws of the State, to be 
obtained from the coming (1885) session of the Legislature, 
and also to direct the efforts of the Association toward ob- 
taining the passage of a law appointing u game and fish 
warden fur the State. 

Dr. J, ©. Parker, one of our Fish Commissioners, Mr. C, 
_ W. Higby, of Jackson, and the subscriber, were appointed a 

committee to draft a bill for the appointment of the game 
and fish warden, and we now have the same in preparation. 

It was further resolved that the Association endeavor to 
have the present game and fish laws amended so as— 

1. To prevent the use of explosives, spearsand continuous 
nets in the waters of the State, 

%, To make possession of same or fish out of season prima 
Jacie evidence of a violation of the law in all cases. (lt isso 
now in some cases). 
3. To make the close season for deer from Dec. 15 to Oct. 

15 in both peninsulas; to make ‘‘shining” illegal; and to 
prevent the employment of special hunters by lumber camps. 

_ 4. To repeal the present law protecting English sparrows. 
The president was authorized to employ an agent to attend 

the session of the Legislature for the purpose of laboring 
_ With the members in favor of the passage of the acts recom. 

mended by the Association, and funds were appropriated for 
the purpuse of paying him. 

Resolutions of respect for the memory of Mr. A. H, 
Mershon, a prominent member of the Association, recently 
deceased, were adopted. The meeting then adjourned. 
The annual meeting of the Association will be held in 

January, 1885. Marx Norrts, Secretary. 

MAINE DEER LAW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Recently kind fortune placed in my way several copies, in 

which was discussed the proposed change of the game law, 
allowing deer to be hunted from Sept. 1. The writer has 
studied the habits and characteristics of deer and caribou, 
and believes all fawns are dropped by May 20; and at three 
months will thrive without sustenance from the aam, The 
young of all herbivorous animals in a domestic state do well 
weaned at that age; and none I think can doubt that wild 
animals are hardiest. Does no doubt give suck longer than 
three months, but it does not follow that it is necessary to 
the existence of the young. It is true the young of deer, 
moose and caribou remain with the dam until about a year 
old, and doubtless their presence, through the maternal in- 
stinet, stimulates secretion of milk after weaning. Instances 
are known of does shot in October with milk in the udder, 
yet the dugs were filled with a waxy secretion indicating 
long cessation from suckling, It requires no little courage 
(‘‘gall” if you will) to state the foregoing in the face of edito- 
rials and other ably-written articles on the opposite side of the 
question, I can well understand and appreciate the laud- 
able motive, which, I think, prompts that course; for, with- 
out a conservative power to check, public opinion would ex- 
act too great license. Giye us the change, for game is plen- 
tiful, and as neither heat nor flies in September drive deer 
to water, they will be in no dauger of jack-shooters by night 
or ambush gunners by day. The change will not decimate 
the game perceptibly, but will add a spice to the enjoyment 
of legitimate sport, UmcuLcus, 

RELOADED SHELLS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I believe most makers of shells incline to caution the users 

of the same overmuch. 1 shoot a shotgun, and I shoot a 
-38-caliber rifle. 
To reload a paper shell, first I decap and recap. To ac- 

complish the former I use a dentist’s excavator, the point of 
which had been broken off, and which I afterward ground 
to a smooth blunt point. To decap I set the shell mouth up 
on @ countersunk block of lead, of the proper size, and set- 
ting the tool mentioned against the primer, a quick blow 
with a small hammer drives the primer out. 

To recap, I inyert the shell over a stick of pine wood, so 
shaped as to fit the bottom of the shell, and a single blow 
with the same hammer seats the primer. I use Wesson 
copper primers. As to reloaded rifle shells, the claim is 
made by all the manufacturers that no cast bullet can be as 
perfect as their bullets swedged by heavy machinery. I 
fully grant that no pure lead bullet can be cast perfect. Lead 
contracts on covling, and hence every man who has cast 
many bullets has also cast many defective ones, so defective 
that they were recast. As I cast my bullets very often, it 
became @ point with me to find a material that would either 
expand a little, or at least not contract on cooling. Tin and 
lead were fully as bad as lead, I recently thought of type 
metal. I went to a friend, proprietor of a paper, and asked 
him if he could sell me half a pound of broken stock. He 
replied: ‘‘No, but you can go to the hell box and get all you 
want free of charge.” I went to the ‘‘hell box.” saw one 
“devil,” a very small one, too, and came away with what I 
wanted. . 
The first bullet I cast of pure type metal. It was so hard 

that the necker of the Winchester bullet mould broke the 
neck off down into the bullet. Isaw this would never do. 
1 took this hard bullet and melted it with five others, and I 
obtained what I wanted, an alloy that does not shrink from 
the mould, and that is hard enough, I then weighed ten 
ounces of pure lead, and two ounces of the broken type, and 
cast bullets. I found one difficulty that I could not over- 
come, viz., the bullets cast when the run was nearly ex- 
hausted were a little harder than those first cast. 

Another difficulty in reloading shells is, that one cannot 
place the ball so that it and the shell be concentric, and I 
claim that no reloading tool which is worked by pressing 
together levers can perfectly reload a shell. 

J had a gunsmith make me a set of reloading tools out of 
cast steel rods. The cartridge is set in a countersunk base, 
and I drive a hollow rod down to a shoulder with a mallet, 
The driven rod contains a die of the exact size of a Win- 
chester shell that fits my rifle. I have no trouble with 
swelled shells. I decap my rifle shells in the same manner 
as I decap shot shells. But I recap with the company’s tool 
for the purpose. 

I recently had a round bullet mould made, the bullets 
being just enough elongated so that they would not roll in 
more than one direction. I mean they would roll like eggs, 
not like billiard balls. 

T loaded shells with these bullets and fired them, using my 
gun as a single breechloader. I tried them simply greased, 
patched with new fine muslin, greased and patched with 
leather cut from an old kid glove forming the ontside of the 
patch ungreased, Iregret that I cannot send you targets, 
but if any difference was discernible if was in fayor of the 
muslin. I think a round ball preferable to 200 yards, while 
the same length of shell gives a greater ratio of powder to 
Jead. Special shells could be made to work through the 
magaziue, giving still more powder, as they would be longer. 

AMATEUR. 
SomerRsET, Pa., Dec. 13, 1884. - 

A New SHeiu,—The new brass paper-lined sbells, now 
manufactured by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company, 
are said to comprise in many respects the advantages of both 
brass and paper shells. The objection most commonly 
urged against the brass shell is that it is too heavy and does 
not hold its wad fast, while the paper ones too often allow 
an escape of gas at the base, and if exposed to moisture get 
wet and swell, ¢ither sticking in the gun or failing to enter 
the chamber. By a happy combination of brass with paper 
it is claimed that all these objections are overcome. These 
new shells are gastight and have the shooting qualities of 
the old-fashioned brass shells, while they can be crimped 
like a paper shell and yet are perfectly waterproof, and will 
never swell or stick in the chamber. They are also very 
light in weight, and can be reloaded many times. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH. 
THE JOURNEY. 

A TRAIN stood near the wharf where the steamer landed, 
and it was quite well filled when Jack and I got on 

board, He found a seat with an elderly lady, while I shared 
the cushion with a fat man who chewed tobacco and flooded 
the floor with the juice. Heseemed toenjoy it; they all do; 
but whether the taste of the weed or the delights of expec- 
toration pleased him most was impossible to tell. He seemed 
to be following some geographical thought, and was evi- 
dently forming a large sea with surrounding lakes, and then 
connecting them by rivers. I thought at first that he might 
be M. de Lesseps, and that I recognized the Mediterranean, 
the Red Sea and the Suez Canal, but the knowledge that a 
Frenchman has better manners than to spit in the presence 
of others dismissed the thought. I envied Jack his seat by 
an elderly lady, for she certainly would not offend in this 
way, and turned my head so as not to witness the disgusting 
exhibition. Good grief! The man on the other side of the 
car was spitting over the aisle toward me, and I went to the 
rear end of the car and sat on the wood box near the stove. 
Opposite sat a poor German with his wife and child. He 
did not spit, and therefore his company was enjoyable. 
Jack missed his companion, and came aft to know why a 
seat On an uncomfortable wood box was preferable on a 
warm day to one in the center of the car, and I told him 
that at White Oak Junction I proposed to haye some break- 
fast without being so thoroughly nauseated that it could not 
be retained. “Jack,” said I, “there are some forms of 
ignorance that are worse than crimes. I would prefer to 
share my seat with a respectable and self-respecting burglar 
to sitting with a man who did not know that he was offend- 
ing his better bred neighbors by hawking and spitting.” 

“This is necessary at limes,” said Jack, ‘‘and few or none 
can get along without it,” 

“Certainly, but there are some other things which are 
equally necessary that no one would think of doing in pub- 
lic or in the presence of others. This is peculiarly an Amer- 
ican vice, and some day a missionary will arise who will de- 
claim against it, If at the next election an anti-spitting can- 
didate isin the field he will have my vote, a drunken man 
is preferable to a spitting one.” i 

“Well,” said Jack, “this may be so, but how about the 
man who whistles in the car, the man who eats peanuts and 
gives lis neighbors the fragrance, the man who has decided 
opinions on politics, religion, temperance, or other questions 
and loudly vents them so thaf, all may be instructed in what 
he believes to be right, or the idiot who, on the eve of a 
presidential election, goes through the car gathering votes 
which be publishes as ‘straws’ if they favor his own side?” 

“Petty annoyances, Jack, mere annoyances that do not 
disgust. The men you name should be mildly thrown 
through the car window, if any humanitarian would volun- 
teer to do it, but the spitter should be tied hand and foot and 
placed under the wheels in front of the engine. That is the 
class of spitters, for there are classes, who don’t know any 
better, but those who know better should be let off by merely 
being thrown into the engine furnace.” 
“How do you tell who knows better than to defile a place 

where others sit or to disgust them by expectorating in their 
presence?” 

“Jack, my boy,” said I, ‘‘some one has said that ‘a hole is 
the accident of a day and excusable in any gentleman, but a 
patch shows an act of premeditated poverty,’ and verily IL 
say unto you that when you ride in an American street car 
and see a man spit where men walk and ladies’ dresses trail 
and then rub his foot in it to obliterate it, mark him, Jack, 
he knows better. Get out at the next corner after he does, 
to throw the police off the scent, and hurry around the 
block and kill him at the first opportunity, and if you are 
not hanged for it then a grateful people will rise up and call 
you blessed.” 

“Fiver killed many yourself?” asked he. 
“No, Jack, not one; the thought that the offender might 

be somebody’s darling, if not mine, hassaved many a man. 
We are apatient and long-suffering people, witness how the 
passengers in this car bear with that train-boy who insists 
on their buying preparations of plaster of Paris, which he 
calls lozenges. Here is Sandwich Junction, with twenty 
minutes for pie and four hours for indigestion afterward. 
We will get off and forage for a broiled chicken and cup of 
coftee. The latter is sure to be bad but warm, while the 
ehicken will no doubt be good though not gigantic, The 
railway sandwich has furnished the journalistic funny man 
with food for jokes in almost as great a degree as the goat, 
the plumber, the mother-in-law, and the stovepipe. Let’s 
leave it to him and take chicken or oysters. If Connecticut 
and Vermont is ‘the region of perpetual pie,’ then we may 
eall Indiana the land of unceasing hot biscuit, and the rail- 
way restaurant the oasis of perennial sandwich. Leave 
your satchel in your seat to secure it while we go.” 

To our surprise the chicken actually had flesh belween 
the skin and bone, the coffee was good, and by some mistake 
the strawberries were of some variety other than the sour 
Wilson’s seedlings so popular with market gardners, because 
of its bearing qualities and its hardness of flesh, which ad- 
mits of severe transportation. The conductor shouted ‘‘All 
aboard,” the bell rang; the whistle tooted, and away we 
went without 1 pang of indigestion because the proprietor of 
the restaurant was not in league with the doctors, 

Nothing of note occurred until we reached Smithtown, 
where we took a stage for Innovation, a distance of fourteen 
miles. Theso-called stage was a two-seated covered spring 
wagon and carried the mail, when there was any to carry. 
A lady already occupied the right hand of the back seat and 
Jack took a place beside her while 1 mounted with the driver. 
The latter had been at the station for two hours before, but 
before gathering wp the reins lit his pipe, utterly ignoring 
the question whether the lady immediately behind him en- 
joyed it as much as he. I, in a monient of Quixotic lunacy, 
turned and asked herif the smoke disagreed with her, 
thinking that it might convey a hint to the driver, and jr- 
abile dictu, she did not support me, Jack said afterward that 
she “went back” on me, whatever that may mean, but 
she said ‘‘not at all,” and the driver smoked on. This is en- 
tirely characteristic of the rural driver, who will refrain 
from smoking until he gets passengers behind him and then 
he enjoys his pipe or cigar. Why people submit to it is a 
mystery. 
The road soon entered a valley through which ran a riot - 

ous stream known as the west fork of the Dugong, a pretty 
brook, but containing only suckers and small cyprinoids. 
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Jack ventured the opinion that suckers were only good for 
hogs to eat, or bait for better fish, but the driver held that 
they were quite good in the spring of the year, while the 
water was cold and were ‘‘a heap better than no fish.” [ 
tather agreed to the latter proposition but did not consider it 
worth arguing. We crossed the stream at a good ford, and 
while the horses were drinking a kingfisher dashed headlong 
into the water within a few feet.of them and tooka ‘‘red-fin” 
almost under our noses. The bird did not sound his click- 
reel as it few up toa limb with its prey, and this afforded 
me food for wonder if that sound is an indication of dis- 
appointment, and only made to score a miss. This is a mat- 
ter on which I have been undecided for many years. ‘The 
bird is so quick that it does not often happen that one can 
tell whether its dive has been successful or not. 

To Jack it seemed proof positive that the kingfisher ex- 
pressed its sentiments in Halcyonic profamty when it failed 
to strike his prey, because he had seen one go to a limb with 
an empty bill and give vent to its feelings after a miss, while 
this one, as he said, ‘‘had his mouth full and couldn’t chirr.” 
Very true,” said I, but is it an absolute rule? One or two 
instances will do to form a theory on, but it takes many to 
prove it.” The driver was appealed to buf said he ‘didn’t 
neyer take no notice of them kind of things,” and intimated 
that such questions were below the range of his thought. 
He gave the off horse a flick with the whip, remarking that 
“that there roan would stand and drink all day out of pure 
laziness,” and we rolled on to the little settlement called Inno- 
vation, where we knew a warm supper and a good bed 
awaited weary travelers. FrReD Matus. 

‘LANDLOCKED SALMON. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I find an article from a Bridgton correspondent, in Forrnsr 

AND STREAM, going ithe rounds in our Maine. papers, giving 
such a dreary outlook for the future of “the royal fish,” that 
a few facts on the subject may not come amiss at this time, 
for I do not feel reconciled to having such a wholesale 
slaughter with pen and ink go on without a remonstrance, 
1 think if the correspondent referred to had waited a few 
days he might haye softened down some of his closing para- 
Graphs: or, if he had heen more familiar with the habits of 
the Salmo sebago, this might not haye been written at all. 
Ido not doubt that ‘‘six salmon” got away from him, but 

from what I can learn of the facts, and what I knew of them 
at the time, 1 am of the opinion that the fish are safe to-day. 
For some reason that gentleman has interested himself in 
salmon this season. Tt seems that he visited the brook for 
several days with different results. One day he found in 
certain pools thirteen salmon, which, I think, he says were 
nearly all females. The next day he found seven only, and 
1 believe the third day only four. I was knowing to some 
of his visits to the brook from other sources, and awaited 
results, About the fourth day a friend of his came to me, 
with a discouraged look in his face, and informed me that 
somebody was stealing the salmon, and gave me the result: 
of their researches. I told him that the fish had probably 
yvone up or down the stream, as they are in the habit of 
doing—most likely up stream. The next-day | saw said 
correspondent and a companion coming down the street, 
armed with a tin wash boiler and a dip-net, and to my in- 
quiry if they were ‘‘going a-fishing,” replied that they were 
going to the brook to pnt back into the pond what salmon 
they could find, to keep them from being stolen. I smiled in- 
wardly and joined the procession, when, arriving at the 
brook, but 1wo salmon were to be found. These were netted 
and duly conyeyed to the pond, The correspoudent gave a 
sigh of relief, and said, ‘“I'wo of them at least are safe.” 
Lremarked that there was danger that the fish would come- 
back the first warm day, and that I thought it worth some 
risk to have them spawn in the stream. Finding no more 
fish to conquer we came home. 

Within a day or iwo L went, to a section of the brook some 
distance above where the ‘‘lost tribe’ had been seen, and 
found a goodly number of salmon on their spawning 
grounds, paired off, and apparently happy and contented, 
None had been found in the lower section for a day or two, 
and only a few at this time. And I conclude that the 
females that so mysteriously disappeared were on their 
way to joiu the males; which I understand usually, if not 
invariably, take the lead by several days. These pools serve 
as resting places tor the fish as they pass up and down the 
stream, and during the spawning period the tenants are as 
changeable as the lodgers at a wayside inn. As the fish do 
not all go to their beds at the same time, passengers from 
both up and down trains may occupy one pool at the same 
time, The number of fish in any stream will yary, or seem 
to, from day today. I doubtif any two persons following 
that brook carefully, within one hour of each other, would 
record the same number of fish. Twenty-two salmon, 
ranging from one and a half to twelve or fifteen poundseach, 
were counted in that little brook, in a single day, and that 
since the article in question was written. So it seems that 
they are not all dead yet. The stock does not appear to me 
so limited, that the loss of “six salmon” of any given weight, 
would materially endanger the whole family, even if there 
Was good evidence that any had been taken, I found plenty 
of spawning beds far up the brook, and haye watched the 
fish on them by the hour. One fine pair of ten or twelve 
ponnders had their bed where it was so shallow that the 
backs of the fish and part of the caudals were out of water. 
Such a rubbing of sides, rolling and twisting as they made 
was curious to witness. Some of the fish are as wild as 
Comanches, others perfectly stupid. I found them in the 
eddies, apparently as stiffas a stale, with little or no per- 
ceptable motion to gills or fins, and perhaps asleep, and 
would tickle their sides roughly with a stick before they 
would move; but when they did start it was like a flush, and 
as though they had ‘‘just waked up.” 

The poacher is the hane of the business, and it puts our 
Commissioners to much trouble and expense to guard our 
sireams properly, or as well as they do. Few wardens get 
sufficient compensation to put in all their time, even when it 
is all needed. So the work goes on, the best we can do, and 
the fish continue to thrive, and are increasing in numbers 
from year to year, as I can testify after nine years’ service 
on our local streams. 
The fact that. a doz collar was found by the stream, though 

indicating that some fisherman’s bark had gone to pieces on 
that shore, is hardly sufficient evidence that six salmon 
weighing fifty pounds had been taken by the owner in a 
single night. Nor can any facts be sustained to show that 
“the time is not far distant when not a landiccked salmon 
will be found in these lakes.” ~The contrary would, I think, 
receive the unanimous vote of those best able to judge. 
Each year more people are getting interested in the matter 

of protection, and I can see no reason why our landlocked 
salmon have nof a bright future before them. And may 
their shadow never be legs, 

If one goes away and carelessly leaves both ends of a 
brook open, he should not be too much surprised if he finds 
that any salmon that he may have left in a certain pool has 
availed itself of the opportunity to start out on business, in 
whichever way that may call him, is the moral I drew from 
the latest sensational chapter on this wily fish. 

Nor is it best to be over hasty about arraigning everybody 
and the cook on “‘the matter of protection,’ when there is 
no law in ihe State to prevent our Satmo sebago from running 
up or down stream at his own sweet will and pleasure, for 
you may get left. Jno, MEAD. 
Norra Briperon, Me., Dec, 18, 1884. 

PECULIARITIES OF RAINBOW TROUT. 

|NLIKE Eastern trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), the 
McCloud River trout of California (Salmo irid@) feeds 

off the bottom of the stream, Their method of looking for 
food is peculiar and wholly unlike that of their Bastern 
cousins. Eyery trout fisherman in the Eastern States has 
noticed that the speckled Pontinalis is always looking up- 
ward for food, as if expecting, as he really does, that his 
food will come from aboye. He is also generally evenly 
poised in the water, and sits in it like a well-trimmed ship 
on a quiet day at sea. The California trout, on the contrary, 
roams about bis watery hunting grounds partly on his side 
with one eye directed to the bottom. He is quite as depend- 
ent, and probably more so, upon the supply of food that is 
beneath, as for the supply that falls from above or floats on 
the surface. Consequently he spends as much of his time 
looking down for food as he does looking up for it. He has 
another peculiarity also about feeding. When he sees any 
food on the bottom that looks to him out of place, or has 
from any Cause a suspicious appearance, he wheels past it, 
and as he passes the suspicious object he strikes it a vigor- 
ous blow with his tail and then turns to observe its move- 
ments. If there appears to be anything ‘‘crooked” about it 
he will not touch it, and will, after striking it once or twice 
more, perhaps, with his tail, abandon it altogether. This we 
have occasion to notice yery often on our fishing grounds, 
because before setting the lines at any particular spot we 
“salt” the ground for two or three days before, by freely 
strewing bait about the place where the lines are to be set 
When the trout first come up and see the bait—usually sal- 
mon eges—scattered about so lavishly in such an unusual 
place, they seem to suspect at once that there is something 
wrong about it, and they knock the eggs about vigorously 
with their tails, and watch the bait yery cautiously and 
suspiciously, and it often lappens that they will repeat this 
a day or two before they will decide to swallow this unex- 
pected but tempting food; and unless the trout had had their 
suspicions set at rest by this false and harmless bait, they 
sometimes could not be persuaded, except with difficulty, to 
take the real bait in which is concealed the fatal hook, 
‘From this last mentioned peculiarity of the California 

trout 1 have been led to think that possibly the speckled 
trout of the Hastern States bas the same end in view when 
he strikes with his tail the fly-hook that he sees lying on the 
surface of the water. I do not think that he tries to toss the 
bait Inte his mouth with his tail, as was held by some in the 
much-written about controversy on the subject, but it seems 
to me that the cautious fish hits the snspicious-looking thing 
a vap with his tailto see if it is allright. If he thinks it 
acts as a harmless piece of food on the water ought to act 
on being rapped, he undoubtedly takes it with his mouth 
when he feels satisfied that itis safe. On the other hand, if 
the result confirms his suspicions, he doubtless abandons it, 
or returns to some sheltered nook to watch it at his leisure. 

Livyineston Stone. 

FISHING THROUGH THE -ICE. 

HAYE too much age on my shoulders and, I hope, too 
much sense in my head to fish through the ice at any 

time, If there is sport in it, I am too blind to see it, 
Yet, yesterday (Dec. 20) three members of our gun club, 

three of our best wing-shots, and two or fhree other citizens, 
went out on Tanner’s Pond and in the Delaware River, near 
Eagle's Nest, to catch suckers through the ice. 

The thermometer was 12° below zero and a northwest gale 
was blowing fresh and sharp. The ice was clear as crystal 
and about four or five inches thick, 
The modus operand: of catching suckers through the ice is 

novel, if not comfortable. The party cut boles every rod or 
two, in as straight a line as possible, along the channel. To 
every hole a man is stationed, with a hook fastened to a stick 
about three feet long. Men strike the ice above and below 
these holes heavily with the back of the axe. The jar or the 
noise, if fish have ears, scare all the fish in the vicinity, and 
they swim past the holes. Bass dart past thé holes soswiftly 
it would be impossible to hook them, Trout the same, even 
if they were in season. But the suckers are a lazy fish; they 
take the scare easy and are captured—hooked out by the 
hundred without trouble, ‘so far as getting at them is 
counted. 

But in such a cold snap every drop of water from axe, or 
hook, or fish freezes when it touches you. In half an hour 
these fishermen were a sheet of ice from head to foot, but 
they had a bushel basket full of large white suckers, and 
felt happy. All but one, ‘Handsome Ben.” He froze his 
hand, and the probability is he will losc one finger and long 
be a sufferer. 
And this is fishing through the ice as in yogue just now, 

By and bye, with live bait, thesame parties will go for pick- 
evel in deeper waters, and I may talk about that. 

Nep Bunriine, 
The Hartford Times reports: The ponds are frozen over 

and pickerel fishing will bein order within a few days, 
Several Hartford gentlemen are well prepared for business. 
A tobacco dealer has several thousand minnows for bait in 
the cellar of his State street store. Captain Sherman g‘ener- 
ally has a good supply, <A north end gentleman has 10,000 
at least in tanks in his cellar, captured out in the Blue Hill 
road section. The little fish sell at $1 per hundred usually. 
Mr. Lane, ‘‘Ted” Naedele and several other gen(lemen have’ 
fine lots of tip-ups of improved models. A well known den- 
tist has had fifty new ones made this winter. Favorite places 
in this section for pickerel fishing through the ice are Weth- 
ersfield Cove, Bolton Reservoir, Snipsic Lake, Shuttle Meadow 
Lake, Cranberry Pond and Farmington River, P*ckerel 
will not bite on Sundays. Down New London way there is 
good sport ‘jigging’ frost fish on the Thames. The fisher- 
man uses no bait. He takes a couple of sticks two feet in 
length, Upon the end of one he ties a cluster of oak Jeayes 

and at the end of the other a sharp hook, making a minia- 
ture gaff. Hetakeshis ‘‘bushed” stick and puts it down in 
from eight inches to a foot and a half of water, and 
begins to oscillate it patiently, and ihe frost fish come 
toit. They swim slowly beneath it, robbing against the 
leaves, when the ‘‘jig” is lowered, and they are jerked out 
With a suddenness that must astonish the fish. The fish do not 
seem to get frightened, but continue to swarm beneath the 
leaves and be ‘hooked up” as long as the jigger has patience 
to pull them, 

THE MOST KILLING FLY. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
“Kokomo” asks, in the Formst AND Stream for Dec. 11, 

what is the best fly at all seasons for trout. Ihave kept an 
accurate account for several years of the fly with which I 
have caught each trout, and T agree with ‘‘Kokomo” that the 
coachman is the fly for the Colorado trout (Salmo virginulis). 
My fishing was done in Colorado and New Mexico. I find 
the coachman to be by far the best fly at all times of the 
day and in all weathers. Out of all the trout caught by me 
in five seasons’ fishing (up to date) 58 per cent. were caught 
by the coachman, The next best fly was the black hackle 
with peacock body, which caught 14 per cent. (The com- 
mon black hackle with black body was way down the list, 
catching only seven-tenths of one per cent.) The list is a 
long one, as I have tried a vast number of flies and haye 
pushed my inquiries as to flies to what may seem to some 
anglers the verge of folly; for I haye often, when the trout 
were rising freely to a fly, changed it merely to experiment 
with another, 

In most books on fishing the coachman is recommended 
for the Eastern brook trout (so-called, as it is not a trout but 
acharr), Swvelinus fontinalis, toward nightfall, and after 
dark, But I find for the Colorado tront, that it is the best, 
fly ut any time of day, morning, noon or evening. We haye 
but few cloudy days in this section, The sun is generally 
shining, but it never gets too bright for the trout to rige to a 
coachman. The coachman I refer to is the plain coachmian, 
not the royal, 

I use larger flics (No. 8) than “Kokomo,” and only two on 
a cast, The majority of the trout are caught on the stretcher 
or end fly. OCyRTONYS. 
Fort Stanton, New Mexico. 

ADIRONDACK FISHING. 

UR reports from different parts of the Adirondacks 
show that the past season was a very fair one in those 

parts where there are trout left. In the Brown Tract the 
trouting was good about the ulton Chain, and very fair in 
parts of Raquette, in spite of the black bass. North, 
the fishing varied much, the St. Regis waters haye not 
yielded many fish for years, the Saranacs gave the usual 
amount of sport, while the fishing at Meacham improves 
yearly by reason of the hatching operations of Mr, Fuller 
and his enforcement of the fish and game laws. The Blue 
Mountain region shows no sigu of improvement, but on the 
southwest side the trout brooks of Oneida county have fur- 
nished as much sport as usual, if not more. The West 
Canada Creek has giyen better fishing than in years before. 
The lakes owned or protected by clubs will always give the 
members of the club good fishing, for they are protected 
from unreasonable fishing. 

Speaking of trout protection, Gen. R. U. Sherman, of 
New Hartford, Secretary of the New York State Fishery 
Commission, said: ‘'The destruction of small trout injures 
the fishing probably more than any other one thing. Men 
g0 into the woods and fish the little brooks, and of course 
catch nothing but very small trout, These young trout 
when fried crisp are yery palatable, but it takes a hundred 
or more of them to make a meal for a hungry man. They 
are, however, about the only ones served at many 
of the hotels, and when we consider the number thus con- 
sumed, it is no wonder that the fishing is not improving very 
rapidly. There have probably been enough small trout con- 
sumed at Trenton Palls alone to stock all the waters of the 
country.” 

Of the fishing at the Bisby lakes, General Sherman gaid: 
“The fishing last season was better than any previous year 
since the club took charge of them. Previous to 1877 there 
were no brook trout in the Bisby Jakes, but in that year 
5,000 young fry were placed in the waters by the club, and 
others have been put in every year since. This year 100,000 
brook trout spawn were taken from the spawning beds with- 
in a few rods of the hatching house. These were put in the 
troughs, and as soon as the young trout are large enough to 
lake care of themselves they will be returned to the lake,” 
The Geueral says he does not know of a more marked in- 
stance of successful hatching and stocking. Only seven 
or eight years ago there were no trout in the lakes, whereas 
now there are tons of them, 

Tue Restigoucne Saumon Crius.—The famous Resti- 
gouche Salmon Club, whose membership comprises Gen. 
Chester A. Arthur and many of the eminent fishermen of the 
country, held a meeting last week, at which the annual re- 
ports of the treasurer, superintendent and board of direc- 
tors were presented. The board of directors reported that 
in March Messrs, Daniel T. Worden and Oliver K. King, the 
secretary, yisited Fredericton and took a lease for three 
years of twenty-two miles of the Upper Restigouche, and a 
lease of the Patapedia Branch for one year. New leases 
were also taken above and below the club house, the latter 
controlling the fishing on Willie Belle Island, for- terms of 
three and five years, so that at present there 1s fishing in that 
neighborhood for from nine to eleven rods, while the upper 
waters, Including Indian House and Tom’s Brook, and ex- 
clusive of the Patapedia Branch and Cross Point, will afford 
angling for from eight to nine rods. The board also re- 
ported that Messrs, Sage, Lawrence, Rogersand Drummond 
had very kindly given the club the use of their waters «ur- 
ing the latter half of the past two seasons, and that about 
fifteen members and guests availed themselves of these privi- 
leges during the last summer. The board recommended the 
purchase of that portion of the Restigouche River in New 
Brunswick between Toad’s Brook and Tom’s Brook, in- 
cluding the Kedgwick and Patapedia rivers, which will 
probably be offered by the New Brunswick Government for 
sale next spring, if it can be purchased fora reasonable sum, 
Tt was anuounced that a reciprocal arrangement had been 
made with Sandford Fieming for next year that will allow 
members of the club to fish in his waters, thus affording ad- 
ditional angling for four additional rods, Steps are now 
being taken to purchiat, if possible, Mr. Drummond's valu- 
able waters at the mouth of the Patapedia with one.er two — 
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pools lower down, and if this negotiation is successful the 
board is of the opinion that there will be waters for angling 
for all members who visit the river next season. The num- 
ber of members who visiled the club house last season was 
twenty-six, and the angling guests numbered twenty-two. 
These killed 322 salmon and 124 grilse. During last wiuter 
an act was passed by the New Brunswick Legislature, at the 
request of the club, authorizing the club to hold real estate 
in that Proyince. Resolutions were adopted that the direc- 
‘tors be authorized to make such purchases of lands and fish- 
ing privileges and make such leases as shall, in their opinion, 
be advantazeous to the club, and ihat the annual assessnient 
he placed at $250, The following directors were elected for 
the coming year; Chester A, Arthur, A. Lawrence Mason, 
John lL. Cadwalader, George B. Pollock, Oliver K, King, 
James O, McAndrew, Wirt Dexter, Henry W. De Forest, 
William Iall Penfold, Daniel'T. Worden. The directors 
elected the following officers: President, Chester A. Arthur; 
Vice-President, A. Lawrence Mason; Secretary and Treas- 
urer, Oliver K. King; Executive Committee—John L. Cad- 
wilader, A. Lawrence Mason, George A, Pollock and Henry 
W. De Forest. 

THav Twenty-Four-Pounp Trour.—Indiana Univer- 
sity, Bloomington, Ind., Dec. 22.—Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Permit me a word in regard to the twenty four-pound trout 
mentioned by ‘‘Knickerbocker,” While it is true, as Pro- 
fessor Agassiz is alleged to have said, that there is ‘nothing 
to the contrary to show that the brook trout will not grow 
to the weight of the very heaviest ever claimed,” I know of 
no positive record exceeding the eleven und a half pounds of 
Mr. Page. There is nothing in the Jetters published to show 
that the big trout caught by Mr. Heath at Mount Vernon 
was @ brook trout and not a lake trout or fogue. The latter 
is found in Maine, and often reaches twenty-four pounds. I 
nay also note that your correspondent confuses another fish 
in his English references. There is nothing much like our 
brook trout in Bngland; the fish referred to being about as 
different from ours xs a prairie chicken is from a partridge, 
The great Hucho trout lives not in Maine, but only in the 
Danube, Jerome Yan Crowninshield Smith’s ‘‘Fishes of 
Massachusetts,” ranks as a scientific work much as the 
“Travels of Baron Munchausen,” among treatises on Geog- 
raphy. We will admit the size and edible qualities of the 
Mount Vernon trout. Now let us have a word as 10 the 
species.—Dayip 8. JoRDAN. 

Insunips to TRotT,—Patergson, N. J., Dec. 23.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: Yo the Forest AND STREAM issue of Oct. 
16, 1884, your correspondent ‘*W. G.” asks the tollowing 
questions: *‘How inuch of au injury from a hook will a 
troub ordinarily recover from? Ig a wound in the gills 
necessarily fatal?’ In reply you say that the dry hand 
touching the trout ever so gently ix fatal. Your correspon- 
dent “‘Knickerbocker” states, last week, that many years 
ago a quantity of brook trout were put back in Kennebago, 
each furnished with a metal tag showing the weight in- 
dividually, Some two years after one of these victims of 
faie was again caught, ete. When fishing I always return 
to the water such trout that are under weight, thinking that 
they would again recover, increase in siz and multiply, but 
was sorry to learn that a dry hand is the only hindrauce. 
What are we going to do about the luckless fingerling which 
vets hooked?—G, A.M. [Fishculturists always wet their 
hands when either stripping trout or aftixing metal tags to 
them. The remoyal of the slime from the fish is followed 
by a fungus growth after afew days, and this is fatal, A 
clean cut easily heals, but a bruise will not. Hooking is 
seldom fatal, but the fish should not be handled with dry 
hands, } 

Hishculture, 

RE-STOCKING THE ST. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The question of restocking the St. Lawrence River is one 

that is deserving of immediate consideration. How shall it 
be done? With what shall it be done? When we consider the 
unknown amount of fish annually taken from this, the noblest 
of North American rivers, which forms one of our most noted 
simmer resorts, we should look forward to some plan of 
replenishing these waters, not only wth black bass, but with 
such other game fish as are adapted to its waters. Doing 
away with nets will assist to a certain degree, and throwing 
back small fish that are taken is, of course, something in the 
right direction, but the important point is how to keep up a 
supply forthe many thousand visitors of this region. From 
my observation and experience I feel safe in saying that 
unless artificial hatching is resorted to and proper protection 
pen to the young during their infant stages, the St. Lawrence 

iyer will soon be deprived of its most agreeable feature, 
devoid of all game fish, 
As a rule, the public know little or nothing of artificial 

Propagat: Some may ask, why not allow the fish to 
atch themselves, and Jet the river stock itself. It is not 

sufficient to supply the coming demand, because the enemies 
of tish life are numerous. They devour the eggs and young 
with equal yoracity, and in the natural way but a small per 
cent of spawn get vitalized, the sperms being washed away 
by the current before they haye time to enter the spawn, 
and of the few that receive life, a large portion are destroyed. 
before they have sufficient time to hatch. The time required 
for hatching ranges from thirty days to three months, accord- 
ing to the temperature of the water and variety of spawn. 
When the young fry make their appearance they are nearly 
helpless and a prey to every passing spoiler. They are encum- 
bered with the ege-sack ou which they subsist for nearly 
forty days. At this stage of development every shiner, dace 
and minnow is his master. Cruelty is the superiority 
exercised, for mercy does not exist in the watery kingdom. 
The predacious insects are also on the alert, mee gratified 
at his increased size. They attack suddenly by thousands, 
These ate the perils which surround our fish on the way to 
development. Jn the natural method they have full scope 
and free exercise. 

Ts it astonishing then that not one in five hundred ever 
reaches a marketable size or attains the dignity of parentage? 
Moreover, at this point, man steps in with net, hook and spear, 
making yearly larger demands as the human race increases, 
extending his machinery asthe fish diminish, So the whole 
system of nature is disarranged. In the aboye I have given a 
true illustration of the natural inerease of tish, now I will 

LAWRENCE. 

give a correct account of my experience in the artificial 

oo” 

method, The first point in fishculture is to obtain the 
spawning fishin proper condition, When in a perfectly ripe 
condition the eges lie free in the ovaries and may be extruded 
by a gentle pressure downward, along the sides of the fish. I 
take the spawn in an earbhen dish, or a bright tin pan. 
‘The spawn are vitalized by stripping the milk of the males 
over them, The dish is dipped in water before the operation. 

“water must be left in the dish, as dry impregnation is 

a 

much superior to the old way. On the earlierFplan not more 
than forty per cent. were yitalized, whereas now ninety-live 
-per cent, are capable of producing fish and out of this number 
I can save nearly ninety per cent. eyery time. In the natural 
method not more than one in five hundred spavn, hateh and 
mature. By the artificial plan and at lowest calculation fully 
eighty-five per cent, are saved and deyeloped. Here is the 
gain in fishculture, It is in the primary stages that the 
advantages are secured, See the enormous difference in its 
fayor. Yet these are facts, for I speak from a practical know- 
ledge and other good authority. The results indicated above 
can be obtained with reasonable ceitainty by fishculturists 
who understand their business. 

Twill now give my ideas and experience with the California 
mountain trout, which I consider the coming fish for the St, 
Lawrence River. My reasons for this opinion are briefly 
these: They will live and thrive in any waters where black 
bass will live; they grow larger than the black bass; they are 
very hardy and easy to propagate; they possess better game 
qualities than any fish of their size; they will rise to the fly or 
‘trolling spoon readily; they are not excelled by the brook 
trout as food; they have mottled rainbow stripes and are 
pertectly beautiful; they also grow very fast. I haye them 
two years old that are eighteen inches long and will weigh 
nearly two pounds, They are the tish for our bright running 
waters, and preter rather deep water; they will live where 
water is shallow, but will not grow so large. 

I have tested the California trout in vats with black bass, 
and in every case they stood as high a temperature as the 
bass and generally the bass would suffer first and jump out of 
the vat, which most fish will attempt when the temperature 
gets too high. J have kept them with bass all summer where 
a brook troub would die in five minntes if compelled to remain 
in the yat. These are practical tests and there are no doubts 
about the California moutain trout thriving and increasing if 
suitable numbers are planted in the St. Lawrence River, 

M, B. HIn1. 
Crayton, N.Y, 

SALMON CULTURE IN MAINE. 

SCHOODIC SALMON EGG CROP OF 1584. 

Ce work performed at Grand Lake Stream this season 
has been almost wholly of a routine character. The nets 

Were placed in the stream as usual in September to preyent the 
escape of the breeding fish from the Jake,and late in October the 
pounds were arranged for capture. The manipulation of the 
fish began October 31 and was completed November 22. The 
total catch was 1,179 Schoodic salmon, of which 378 were males 
and 801 females. The eggs taken from T75 of the latter 
weighed in the aggregate 775 pounds 3 ounces, and are 
estimated to count about 1,727,000. 

In number of fish taken,in their size and in the fecundity of 
the females, this season leads 1883, he gain in size of both 
sexes during the past nine years is extraordinary. In 1875 
the average weight of the males was 1.6 ib., and of the females 
1.9 lb. ; in 1854 it is 4.06 lbs. for the males, and 3.98 lbs. for the 
females, a gain of 150 per cent, on the part of the males and 110 
per cent, on the part of the females. The increase in fecundity 
is still greater, the yield per fish being 755 eggs in 1875 and 
2,228 in 1884, a gain of 196 per cent. Possibly some allowance 
should be made for the greater waste of eggs that occurred in 
1575, the arrangements for prompt capture and manipulation 
of the fish seeking the spawning grounds being much better 
now than at that time, but after all such allowances are made 
the feeundity of the female salmzon will still appear to be 
175 or 180 per cent. greater than in the early days of these 
operations. The gain, moreover, has been gradual and almost 
constant. The increased size of the tish is a fact familiar to 
the sportsmen who frequent Grand Lake Stream in spring 
and summer, and has been not a little discussed. The cause 
of such a phenomenon isnot evident. I think it most reason- 
able to connect it with the food supply. The fish probably 
grow larger because they are better fed. But why are they 
better fed? Well, we do not know hovw this has happened, 
because we do not know all the essential facts about the food 
supply, what it consists of, whether any species composing it 
have become more abundant, whether any competiting 
deyourer has become scarcer, etc., but it might come about in 
such a way as this. If some other predatory fish, the togue, 
for instance, shoulé by overfishing be thinned out, the small 
fish upon which they feed would increase, and if the salmon 
eat the same species they would thus have a larger supply 
than formerly, and would grow faster. Some maintain the 
view that the decrease in the numbers of the salmon them- 
selves accounts for the increase in size, While this may 
possibly be the case, there are some considerations against it. 
Should the inerease of numbers from 1583 to 1884 be main- 
tained in the future, it will be very interesting to observe 
whether the fish decrease again in size, 

Last year some of the lots of fry hatched from the Schoodie 
eges in the West and South perished utterly before the allvin 
stage Was passed, and in other years there have sometimes 
been at certain stations similar great mortalities in fry from 
eres transported long distances, while those hatched at the 
Grand Lake and other not yery distant stations from eses 
taken at the same time and subjected to the same treatment 
have come through without loss, The practice has preyailed for 
several seasous of developing those egps to be sent to warmer 
climates in the comparatively warm water of the main house at 
Grand Lake Stream, that they might be shipped early enough 
to secure their hatching and distribuation ata favorable date in 
the spring, This year the entire stock of eggs has been placed 
in another house which is fed exclusively by water taken 
from the streams immediately after it leaves the lake. This 
water is very cold, and the eggs will not be ready to ship so 
early as usual, but it is hoped that when sent south and west 
they will hatch healthy iry. Should such be the result, it 
erik add another to the indictments against spring water, 
though the water used in the main house at Grand Lake 
Stream is exceptionally aerated, thanks to the favorable 
location of the house. ‘This house is used for the hatching out 
and developing of the fry destined for Grand Lake, but in the 
spring of the year the character of the water is wholly 
changed by the melting snows and spring rains, which 
inerease its volume many fold and lower its temperature 
many degrees. 

PENOBSCOT SALMON HGG CROP OF 1884. 

The large percentage of deaths among the salmon 
impounded at the Buckport-Orland establishmens, which 
amounted in 1885 to 58 per cent., led to an experiment this 
season, looking toward a larger inclosure.. Eastern River (or 
Nayramissic, the aborigines called it) to which Dead Brook, 
the site of the main inclosure, is immediately tributary, is a 
small stream draining perhaps 200 square miles of country. 
At the head of the tide, at Orland village, isa dam with a 
lock. Some two miles further up, at Orland Falls, is another 
dam. The stretch of water between the two damis is quiet 
and deep, with a muddy bottom, wholly destitute of spawn- 
ing ground except for a few rods near thefalls. The only 
oints of egress for fish are at the lower dam, and at Dead 
rook which is commanded by the inclosure. Barriers at the 

dams, which, owing to the extensive lake suriace of the valley 
would be nearly safe against serious treshets, rendered this 
basin a tolerably safe inclosure for salmon, At the spawning 
season ib was held they would move up stream in search of 
spawmog ground and would then easily fall into our traps 
either at the falls or in Dead Brook, With a more extensive 
range, greater depth of water, and consequently access to 
lower temperature, it was hoped that a Jarger proportion 
of them would survive the summer season. Accordingly 
50 salmon were placed herein June, The result answered 
the anticipations but indifferently. Out of the 50 there 
were found dead during the summer 6, and 39 were re- 

captured ih the fall, leaving 5 to be accounted for; total loss 
22 per cent. Known to have died 12 per cent. In the Dead 
Brook inclosure out of 472 inclosed 66 were found dead and. 15 
were not accounted for, Total loss 17 per cent. Known to 
have died 14 per cent. The watching over fish in so large an 
inclosure and the recapture in the fall involved a good deal of 
work, so that if a second experiment does not give better 
results the fish will hereafter as heretofore be confined in 
Dead Brook. ‘The aggregate losses were little more than half 
PeNELeRy as in 1883, possibly owing to the smaller size of the 
sh. 
One interesting fact in connection with this experiment 

was the greater relative number of males among the fish 
received at the end of the season, It has been a matiter of 
theory that among the salmon caught early, say from April to 
the middie of June, females were in preater proportion than at 
a later date, but there has been no opportunity of obtaming 
data af the establishment until this year. ‘The salmon 
inelosed at Dead Brook were received between May 21 and 
July 1; those placed in the river between June 30 and July 5. 
The survivors of the former were 42 per cent. males,38 per cent. 
females, Of the latter 62 per cent. males, 88 per cent, fe- 
males. These data, it will be seen. strongly confirm the theory 
which finds its practieal application in the purchase of breed- 
ing salmon early in the season, so. as to secure a large propor- 
ion of females. No attempt has ever been made at this 
establishment to distinguish the sexes at the time of purchas- 
ing. They resemble each other so closely that ib wouid be 
clearly impracticable to do so. All that are caught by the 
fishermen engaged to furnish salmon are receiyed at the 
inclosure. Yet it has always turned out that the majority 
are females, though there is some fluctuation in the propor- _ 
tions. In 1883 there were 78 per cent. females, a very unusual 
proportion, in fact the greatest in our experience. In 1684 
there were but 55 per cent, females, which is less than the 
usual proportion, 
Another observation, which it would have been pleasanter 

not to have made, was that the salmon were very much 
smaller than in 1883. In that year they were the largest ever 
known in the Penobscot River; such was the universal 
testimony of the fishermen. ‘The average of those bought in 
for breeders was 18.28 Ibs. This year they ayeraged 12.53 
lbs. The latter is about ordinary size for Penobscot salmon, 
pat es the experlence of 1883 they seemed very small 
indeed. 

The fish were mannipulated between Oct. 27 and Noy. 11. 
Eggs were taken from 240 female fish and 817 pounds 2 ounces 
obtained, estimated to count out 1,880,000, Thisis an average 
of 7,833 per fish—three and one-half times as many as the 
landlocked salmon yielded. _ Another comparison is sug- 
gested by the weights recorded. The landlocked eges count 
out about 2,254 per pound of eggs, and the sea-going salmon 
2,621 per pound—the latter being thus a good deal smaller 
though the fish is so much larger, two and a half times as 
large at the spawning season this year. 
The stock of eggs haye had warmer water for their deyel- 

opment than usual, and will be ready for shipment in Janu- 
ary probably, CHAS, G, ATKINS, 

THE UNITED STATES WORK IN MICHIGAN. 

HE stations of the United States Fish Commission in 
Michigan, in charge of Mr, Frank WN. Clark, are now in 

full operation. The receipts of eggs at the Northville and 
Alpena stations thus far this season, in round numbers, are as 
follows: Whitefish, 150,000,000; lake or salmon trout, 425,000; 
brook trout, 400,000, 
About 50,000,000 of the whitefish were taken from Lake 

Huron fisheries and placed in the Alpena hatchery, and 
100,000,000 from Lake Erie for the Northyille house. The 
brook trout eges were taken from the breeding stock at the 
Northville station, and the lake trout from the trout fisheries 
off Alpena. The latter were forwarded to Northville, as the 
hatchery at Alpena is equipped only for whitefish work. 
On the American side of Lake Huron the cateh of whitefish 

during the spawning season was rather light, owing to the 
heavy northeast gale which washed the entire west shore 
from November 4 to 6, and damaged or destroyed a large 
amount of twine and drove the runs off the coast reefs. On 
Lake Erie, however, the weather was more favorable, and 
the catch larger than for several years. 
The water used atthe Alpena hatchery is drawn from Lake 

Huron; temperature during the hatching season, from 55 to 
30 dex, At Northyille the trout eggs are held in spring water 
varying in temperature during the season from 53 to 44 deg.; 
and the whitefish eggs are kept in river water of a mean tem- 
perrture of 34 to 35 deg. 

McCLOUD RIVER. 

THe heavy blasting operations of the Central Pacific Rail- 
road Company, at the mouth of Pit River, during the 

summer and fall of 1888, almost entirely preyented the salmon 
froin coming up the McCloud River, which is a tributary of 
the Pit. One of the results of this was that only one million 
salmon eggs were taken by the U. S. Fish Commission on the 
McCloud River that season, against an annual average of 
eight millions during the preceding ten years. In consequence 
of this Prof. Baird concluded to intermit the salmon breeding 
operations on the river this year (1884) and accordingly 
nothing was done there by the U. 8. F. C. in taking salmon 
eggs. 
ron the other hand, ths trout breeding station four miles 

further up the river, gave a good account of itself in 1883 and 
has been kept in uninterrupted operation ever since. The 
time for taking and distributing the rainbow trout eggs from 
this station is close at hand, and those desiring to secure any 
of these eggs should make applivation at once to Prof. Baird, 
U. 8. Commissioner of Fisheries, at Washington, D. C. The 
trout will probably begin to deposit their eggs in a week or 
two, and it is hoped that nearly half a million willl be taken. 

NEW YORK OYSTER COMMISSION.—The fourth exam- 
ination of eystermen before Commissioner Hugene G, Black- 
ford, was held in Stevens Hall, Northport, L. I., at 12 o’clock, 
Dec. 22. The general drift of the testimony given seemed to 
be in favor of some control of the property by either the State 
or town in the direction of deeding the land to the oystermen 
for oyster purposes, and thus making the industry permanent 
and of more valne than under the present irregular system of 
leasing. lt was shown that the oysters in this locality take 
from three to five years to grow to a marketable size, and, 
with this time required for the growth of the oysters, an en- 
larged territory seemed to be necessary in order that the 
oystermen may have sufficient land to keep them fully 
occupied, Since it seems necessary to “‘rotate the crops” 
more, it is claimed that an oysterman here should have from 
four to fivesections upon which to plant his oysters; one sec- 
tion for the spat, and an additional section for each year’s 
growth up to marketable size. This, then, would necessitate 
at least ten acres or more, in proportion to the ability of the 
individual to work hisland. The principal points upon which 
any legislation is desired by the Nortuport oystermen, besides 
what has already been mentioned, are, that no natural ground 
should be leased; that no working shall take place upon the 
beds from sunset to sunrise, and that there should be a closed 
season in which no oysters should betaken during the months 
ot August, September and October. 

WAntep.—500 black bass’ for stocking purposes. Address Russell 
Thayer, Superintendent, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia.—Adv, 
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FIXTURES. 

BENOH SHOWS. 
Dee, 30, 31. and Jan. 1, 2, 1885.—Bench Show of the Meriden Poultry 

Association, Meriden, Conn, Joshua Shite, Secretary. 
Jan, 27, 28, 29 and 30.—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 

Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr. H. W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St, Johns, N. B. 

Feb. 1 to 11, 1885.—New York Panciers’ Club, Third Annual Hxhibi- 
tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Square 
Garden, Feb. ito 1, 1885. Chas. Harker, Seeretary, 62 Cortlandt 
Sireet. 

Peh. 10 to 14, 1885.—World's Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La. Entries close Jam. 81. 
March 18, 19 and 20, 1885.—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

Kennel Club. E, 8. Porter, es New Haven, Conn. 
April 7 to 10, 1885,—First Annual Bench Show N, B®. Kennel Club, 

Music Hall, Boston. J. A, Nickerson. Secretary, 159A Tremont street, 
May 5, 6.7 and 8, 1885,—Second Annuat Bench Show of the Cin- 

cinnati Sportsman’s Club, Cincinnati, O. 

A. K, R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

(ie AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and. trials), is pub- 

lished every month, Entries close on the ist. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) mush accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid inadyanes. Yearly subscription $1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. 0. Box 2632, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 190'7, 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

XX. 

[ NOTICE that the Field takes the same view of the Henley 
case as Ido, not that I think much of its opinion, except 

when it happens to agree with my own. If a show committee 
imake a rule that all exhibits should be in their places at acer- 
tain hour, the rule should be enforced; the penalty is close at 
hand and it is a sharp one—no admission | 

The great mastiff sale that has been awaited by the fancy 
with such interest, took place at Dr. Forbes Winslow’s house 
on the 20thinst. It was a great event, and I felt bitterly dis- 
appointed at not being ableto attend. 1 got the prices the 
dogs fetched from the Shooting Times, whichI can again 
felicitate on its enterprise. One is sure of finding in its col- 
timns the very latest news up to the time it goes to press, This 
is accounted for by the fact that the editor is a man of his 
business, a journalist. That the prices were not published in 
the Live Stock Journal goes without saying, althoughthe two 
papers goto pressat the same time, I wonder how much 
longer Messrs, Gilbey & Thornton will be content to have this 
important department of their journal so slovenly neglected. 

I haye before mentioned the name of the man who, when he 
was tormerly kennel editor of the Live Stock Journal, worked 
up his department to such a degree of interest that do 
men forgot to renew their subscriptions for other papers, Me 
Vero Shaw, for of course it is of him Tam writing, also started 
a Yegister which, | dare swear, supplied the Kennel Club with 
some ideas, and they can do with a few. 

There are not many kennel organs at all, and we should be 
glad when we mect at the various shows to be able to discuss 
news. We are sick of repeating: “There's nothing in the Live 
Stock Journal,” but we shall search in yain for news, enter- 
tainment or instruction in its pages, solong as they are framed 
by a man whose dense ignorance of kennelsubjects and incom- 
petence to keep pace with the times, prove him pitiably unfit 
for the post. 
A friend of mine has shown me a letter in which the writer 

fives him # description of the sale and a humorous account of 
its surroundings. The letter haying been put at my service, I 
prefer to give it intact, omitting names. 
My Dear —— 1 did go to Winslow's sale, solam able to tell 

you all about it. My going was quite an accident. —— called 
for meon his way, and as he knows everybody and everything 
thatis doggy I thought I should be sure to amuse myself. 
— seemed sorry for Doctor Winslow, and from the conversa- 
tion | overheard it seems to me he must have been a pleasant 
gentleman, and not at all the ogre [have pictured to myself 
from the newspaper reports. He was everywhere spoken of 
as a “good fancier.” he auction took place in the grounds of 
the Doctor's private asylum, I couldn't resist a little shudder 
as I passed through the heavy gates from the road into the 
garden. A long dreary lawn with some sadlooking tennis 
courts, and then we came to the kennels where an auctioneers 
stand has been improvised with a plank and two garden seats, 
Weare early it seems, and to add to our dismal feeling, it be- 
gins to rain. J wish T had gone tothe elub instead of this, 
—— points out to me some of the men by name as they arrive. 
“That little chap leaning against the palings,” he says, ‘‘is 
Billy Graham; nobody knows how old he is, but he's awfully 
wise. ‘How are you?” he cries, as the little Irishman smiles 
atus with a curious twinkle in his quick terrier-like eyés, ‘‘Is 
hea mastifi-man” lask., “No,” replies ——. “I suppose he is 
attending the sale with some American commissions: but 
we shall see,” Healso points out Dr. Turner and Mr. Thorn- 
ton, who afterward makes some purchases. Mr, Beaufoy was 
also there intent on finding a tenant for his vacant kennel. 
Here comes Mr, Nicholls, called Coaly Nicholls by his pals; 
that is little Mr. Whittle, a smart man, probably once a gen- 
tleman’s coachman, then a fox-terrier breeder. He has man- 
aged a show or two, His first, tells me, was at East- 
bourne, and then he managed a Crystal Palace for Mr, 
Stephens, when the latter was honorary manager, which 
generally means you get the money and t’ other chap does the 
work, Mr. Whittle now calls himself a veterinary surgeon, 
and [ dare say knows a good deal more about the ailments of 
dogs than those who havea claim to the title; for he has none, 
Anybody over here can call himself a veterinary surgeon and 
adiminister bread pills, but he nrust not add the Jettiers M. R. 
C. V.S. to his name—that’s the difference. It is, however, no 
distinction to find old maids who can’t be expected to 
strain their eyes, to catch these letters over the small 
practitioner’s shop. Ladies and gentlemen with their 
wheezing, overfed pets are the vet.’s best customers, 
[if I were writing for Hnglish readers I should expect a re- 
monsbtrance next week from one of the profession for calling 
his “clients” customers. There are no customers now: tlie 
tinker and the tailor and the cat’s meat man all speak of their 
‘elients.” Of course it isn’t Hnglish, but “it’s nice,” they say. 
Pardon my interiupting the letter, so close me in witha 
bracket, Mr, Printer.] Mr, Whittle is probably here on the 
same errand as Mr. Graham, and their judgments of a dog are 
about equal. Among other celebrities, 1am shown Mr. Lee, 
the Mield reporter; Mr, Ralf, the owner of the collie Sly Fox: 
Mr, Pirie, Mr, Krehl, and Mr, Stephen, the secretary; also Mr, 
Thomson, the collie judge, besides these, —— says among the 
crowd are a few of the Doctor’s harmless patients, but I posi- 
tively could not distinguish them from the others. The 
auctioneer how arrives, a Mr. Cook, ——says he was on the 
inashiff inquiry, Mr. Cook makes me savage by keeping us 
shivering while he doles out commonplace observations pre- 
pared for the oceasion. He at last puts up the first lot, which 
is a collie, and not a bad little beast, [ thought. In fact, Iwas 
on the point of starting him at a sovereign for the fun of the 
the thing, when one of the collie men offered five shillings. 
That quite crabbed the sale; there was no advance, so poor 
King Clyde, who seemed to be better known here even than 
“in Wales,” was led away with his tail between his legs, 

Buyers seemed a littie ashamed of themselves over this, and 
made up for their neglect by running an Hsquimau, Liying- 
stone Franklin, up to twenty guineas, He is a Crystal Palace 
first prize winner, so perhaps he was hot too dear. The first 
mastiff put on the board was Lord Byron, breeder and pédi- 
gree unknown, but, for all that, the voluble salesman got 
thirty guineas for him—a first-rate yard dog, nothing more. 
Bal Gal, a roomy bitch, was meekly disposed of to Mr. Gra- 
ham, who, as proyed later on, secured in her the bargain of 
the sale; she will realize ‘a thumping big profit on £8 10s, The 
same buyer also secured a very fair St. Bernard bitch, Viola, 
by Bonivard, for £4 10s, The brindle, Vaga, fetched two 
gwneas, which cannot be its value, as Vaga has won a first 
rize at Bristol, and ‘is the dam of several prize winners.” 
lack Peter, a big black and tan dog, found a hone at £9 10s, 

Mr. Thornton bought the next lot, Prussian Princess, 
and got her cheap for twenty-six gcuineas. She has 
won two first prizes, and is by Crown Prince. She 
is a beautiful bitch and a most worthy daughter 
of this illustrious sire, I noticed a stiffness in her gait and the 
same peciliarity in the next lot, Prussian Prince, which was 
to me suspiciously like rheumatism, Mr. Beaufoy made a 
most judicious purchase when he obtained Prussian Prince 
for £52, Heis the fashionable strain, a winner and a proved 
stock getter; his appearance is thick and he lacks size, but 
thereis tremendous substance about him. The auetioneer 
grew indiscreetly eloquent in his points, and assured us he 
had “legs like bars of iron and hindquarters like a Dutch- 
man’s—er, ship!” 

Champion Maximilian now offered himself for bidders? com- 
petition. * This was the biggest dog of the sale, a magnificent 
animal, though perhaps with less mtastift character than some 
of the others. He advanced briskly to £65, at which price he 
was knocked down to—nobody. In fact, I don’t think the 
price was bid. Mr, Cook heard what hisinclination told him. 
There was no other course bub to put him up again, on which 
nothing further could be obtained than £50, at least three 
bids below the first knock-down. This was unaccountable, 
Still the buyer, a Mr, Portier, had no reason to rue sticking to 
his price, for before he quitted the ground he made a “pony” 
out of him in selling him to a lady who was faint-hearted diur- 
ing the bidding, but plucked up courage and paid £25 for her 
indecision. Nota bad day’s work for Mr. Portier. I don’t 
think the dog was dear even at his ultimate price of £75. Now 
we all closed np to see the beau of the fancy, The champion 
was not in show-fettle, and suffered in size by comparison 
with the previous lot, Crown Prince was also patched up a 
bit, and showed a few of the kennel sores that disfigured most 
of his mates, He was not long im reaching three figures. Tt 
was anticipated that he would reach £300, but after a hun- 
dred had been offered Mr. Cook had to “talk up” every tiver. 
A less energetic and able auctioneer would have failed to get 
even the prices that were realized out of such an apathetic 
audience. He gradually advanced to £150, and by this time 
it had become clear that there was one determined bidder 
who did not mean to be stalled off; this was a Mr. West, said 
to have come from the United States to take away our mon- 
archic mastifi. It wasnouse; he would not be shaken off, and 
at last, after a prolonged delay, the auctioneer knocked Crown 
Prince off the English showboard at £180. This fisure must 
have caused a pang in Dr. Winslow’s breast if the auctioneer’s 
taleis true, that he was once, when crossing the Atlantic, 
offered £600 for this dog. Several of the onlookers now went 
home, feeling the interest has been exhausted, but they were 
under a delusion, for all the fun was to come. Four pups in 
succession were now put up for sale, and realized respectively, 
amid the astonishment of the bystanders, 10, 20, 35 and 10 
guineas exch, One buyer secured the lot, and that was the 
Yankee again, Mr. West. Evidently he had expected to give 
more for Crown Prince, and so freely expended the difference, 
‘The pup that was knocked down at the marvellous price of 
49 guineas was certainly a most promising bitch, but it is 
money indeed for a three months old puppy, They were by 
Prussian Prince, so Mr. Beaufoy had reason to congratulate 
himself en owning the sire who thus got the best and cheapest 
of stud advertisements. But imagine the delight of Mr, Gra- 
ham, who had boughtthe dam Bal Gal for £8 10s., 80 shillings 
less than her cheapest puppy. i should think he would put 
her again to Prussian Frince. —— tells me the Doctor was 
not on the scene. 1 can appreciate the feelings that prompted 
his absence, As soon asit was over I was off. —— laughed 
at my anxiety to geb away, and could hardly keep up with 
meas I hurried down the path, past the ominous house, out 
of the gates, and into freellom again, but you know what a 
nervous chap [ am, and you Have no right to ridicule me after 
my writing you all this. My tingers ache, so good bye; how's 
my pup; don't sell it, you know? Write me your opinion of 
the sale, and tell me how you get on in the North. 

Yours truly, 
* 

Thank you, Mr. Blank Blank, fora few not inconsequential 
pages of ‘‘copy,” if ever Mr.— should disregard your admo- 
nition not to “sell your pup,” Lillibulero will present you with 
a Manx kitten, but it will not cometo you trom its birthplace 
no clues, Mr. Blank Blank. 

I have a few remarks to make on this important sale, Firstly, 
should any of my readers wish for particulars not published, I 
have no doubt inquiries will receiye polite attention from the 
auctioneer, Mr, Cook, 1 Adelaide Building, London Bridge, HB, 
C, Mr. Cook being a member of the Mastiff Club, will have 
more than a professional interest in obliging. Another inei- 
dent of the sale mentioned to me by a correspondent and not 
referred to by Mr. Blank Blank, may haye added a double in- 
citement to the latter’s departure. I am told that the sec- 
retary of the Mastiff Club after the sale was over, announced 
to those present that the Mastiff Club had vacancies for a few 
more members, and if anybody wanted to join, now was their 
time, but nobody held up his hand in response to this noyel 
form of touting. 
There is so much of his stock in this country that ! think the 

breed will not much miss Crown Prince, but he will be agreat 
acquisition to breeders your side of the pond. Tor pity’s sake 
please take all the surroundings and belongings with him, 
take his nese and take his paternity, don’t drink the wine 
and leave us the pigskin. 

I should like to know what ‘‘the difference” in the price 
was that Mr, West was prepared to give. Will you oblige 
Mr. West, it can’t do you any harm, you know, now you've 
ot him. 

F Two well-known dogs have joined the majority; Mr. Dock- 
rell’s collie bitch Wlurry and Bean, the mastiff. Triumph, Mr, 
Royle’s bloodhound, I am glad to learn, is pulling through, 

AS another example of lihe careless editing of the Live Stock 
Journal, I must point to a letter in its colunims headed: “An 
Appeal to the Canine World.” This heading, which is editor- 
ial, seems to suggest that the subject of the appeal is a friend 
of the editor, which is not unlikely. He has reason to be proud 
of his “high connections.” ‘The letter relates that ‘William 
(better Known as Bill) Page, late of Leadenhall Market,” is 
about to leaye England, and the writer is most solicitous for 
Bill’s health, and seeks subscriptions to enable him to stop at 
home, Mr, Ellis, who keeps bulldogs, and lives in the Hack- 
ney Road, will probably be disappointed in his philanthropie 
purpose. My recollection of Bill Page (some six years azo, 
when | lived ina London suburb) does not fill me wilh any 
wish for that person’s presence in our midst. Why this inter- 
est in 4 person who, during the honestest period of hislite was 
adog dealer, and at a later period carried his admiration of 
another taan’s dog to an Ulegal excess. Why should not Mr, 
Page go abroad? Has he not been before? True, it was not. 
for his health, and though he was not aided eS pe ea 
subscriptions, the trip cost him nothing, Her Majesty, Queen 
Victoria, I think paid his traveling expenses that time. I re- 

member when this occurred, Some wrong-headed but well- 
meaning members of the Stock Exchange signed a petition on 
Page’s behalf; but the evidence was too strong for it to have 
any effect. I also remember that the complainant himself, a 
coachman, was accounted “no better than he should be:” but 
still that was no reason why Mr. Page should have ‘‘conveyed” 
away his dog. The animal was a rough-coated St. Bernard, 
named Avalanche, a son of Thor, Mr, Ellis may not he cog- 
nizant of these particulars in the career of his protésé; I hope 
he may discover the imprudence of his advocacy, and atone 
for his initial error by removing allitnpediments to Mr, Page’s 
intended cruise in search of position.” 
May toe proprietors of the Live Stock Jowrnal also have their 

eyes opened to the fact that the man who admits appeals of 
such a nature in their columnusis lowering the tone of their 
own journal and degrading the character of the press, Lead- 
enhall Market is the haunt of the dog-stealer. When a Lon- 
doner loses his dog that is the first spot the detective visits to 
make his inquiries. It would be repugnant to subscribers to 
ee tae Live Stock Jowrnal made thé organ of Leadenhall 

arket. 
A letter is published this week on ‘Ordinary Veterinary 

Surgeons,” by which I imagine those who have no right to 
the name are intended, This letter is signed ‘“h, W, G.”, but 
the author is a tomfool, He devotes a whole paragraph to 
misquotations from Pope, The joke is that ‘‘f, W. G.” repri- 
mands an opponent for his little leaming, and has himself 
only sufficient to misquote. Thisis his version of the hack 
neyed lines, 

“ # © shallow draughts intoxicate the brain, 
Whilst largely drinking sohers us again,” 

Meter is of no coasequence to “F, W. G.”” Leave it alone, 
“F. W. G.;” you'll be in good company. King George “hated 
boetry and bainting.” Meanwhile, here are two more lines 
from your favorite poet; they seem to fit you: 

“The bookful blockhead, ignorantly read, 

With loads of Jearned lumber in his head.” 

The Scottish Faneier has issued a special show (Dundee) 
number. It gives the origin and history of the undertaking, 
and portraits of the promoters, If they are likenesses, I trust 
I may never meet any of them in the dark, It contains 
also a gushing letter from Mr. H. Wyndham Carter. He 
seems to be hugely delighted that the committee deliberately 
broke their rules to oblige him. I wonder if the other ex- 
hibitors shared his satisfaction. Altogether the arrangements 
seem to have met with this gsentleman’s entire approval, a 
fact that must have inspired intense relief and gratification, 
I wonder if Mr, Carter’s compliments extend to Scotch print- 
ers, because, ashe isa man of education, I eannot believe 
him guilty of bon camaraderie, 

Bravo, ‘‘Wildfowler;” I take your word for it that the St. 
Bernard Club have secured a club house for themselves, 
though the news has not been confirmed to me; but bravo to 
your sentiment, ‘What a pity it is there should not be a 
club house for all.” I haye already expressed my opinion ait 
considerable lenyth in these columns to this same effect. 
Our Stock Keeper maintains its viyaciousness, Mr. R. 

Erskine, the Belfast show secretary, seems to be freely advyer- 
tising himself in its columns. He “trusts there is eiough of 
the gentleman about him,” ete., ete, It has to be taken on 
trust, as neither his manners nor his language ean be said to 
proye it. 

In the same paper I read a very sensible letter on worms in 
puppies. Old Turk” states that all puppies haye worms from 
their birth, and it is the truth. He advises us to treut for 
them before the pups are weaned; [ agree with him, and I 
swear by one treatment—Spratt’s, 
The Stock Keeper often does me the honor to quote Lilli- 

bulero’s” notes, hence his partiality. The Stock Keeper is gen- 
erally the medium of Mr. Hugh Dalziel’s thoughts on dogs 
and their owners, and as he is the only writer left with any 
courage or ‘‘go” in him, hence my admiration, 

Birmingham dog show opened triumphantly yesterday. The 
committee consitlerately benched only ag many dogs as they 
could accommodate. 
The show was inconveniently crowded in the afternoon 

with visitors, but Mr. Geo, Beech, thesecretary and factotum, 
did not seem displeased with the crush. It represented halt 
crowns. 

The dogs were, as usual, judged privately, and whatever 
exhibitors may think about this custom, the jpdges themselves 
certainly prefer it to public performance. It is only a few 
short-sighted, selfish exhibitors who object, but this opens up 
a large subject that 1 prefer to deal with more copiously on 
another occasion. 

This year’s success is a renewed popularity due to the com- 
mittee’s wise concession of publishing the names of the judges 
before the close of entries. There is one desirable step still 
left to take, and that is registration, on a fair footing to Birm- 
ingham. ‘This will be possilbe when the Kennel Club are pre- 
pared to divide the turkeys equally; up till now they have 
offered Brum the turkey buzzard, 

All the old faces were at the hotels and on Monday in the 
show. It was like old time again, running up against familiar 
forms at every step. The Southern division of the fancy this 
time showed up as prominently as the broad-tongued North- 
erners. I put up at a friend's house a little way out of the 
town. My friend tells me that he heard from residents in 
the town that some of the exbibitors enjoyed themselves im- 
measurably, especially a festive group from the south, who 
facetiously described themselves as the variety class. These 
gentlemen appear to have formed the impression that Bir- 
mingham stands on the site of an old Saxon city, and so they 
devoted a whole day toa Schliemann sort of search for remains 
of the cakes that were allowed to burn throuch the careless- 
ness of that king whose thankful subjects surnamed him the 
Great. 

I passed Monday afternoon in the poultry show, where the 
judging does notseem to have given as much satisfaction as 
in the dog exhibition. I am, therefore, not ready with an, 
particulars for this letter, but shall spend all Wednesday wit 
the dogs to collect materials for my next batch. of notes. 
With regard to the Wyndham Carter and Kennel Club sec- 

retary adfair, I hear that the latter brought the objectionable 
article under the notice of his committee, I don’t know what 
they did in the matter, it does not appear in the account of 
the meeting, As no public steps have been taken, I presume 
they did nothing, and if Mr. Stephen is satisfied with that I 
don’t suppose anybody else has a right to complain, Thisis a 
form of dignified inaction that seams to be coming in yozue, 
but if such charges had been printed against me it 1s not quite 
the course that would have satisfied LILLIBULERO, 
Noy, 2, 1884, ; 
P.S, Erratum in Notes No, XVILIL.—When writing about 

the fox-terrier Result, I described him as “that wonderfully 
luek dog.” TI have not forgotten that ‘adverbs modify verbs, 
adjectives, or other adverbs.” The schoolmaster is not abroad. 

a 

THE CINCINNATI 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Will you kindly give notice that the bench show of dogs, to 

be given under the auspices of this club, is postponed from 
March 3, 4, 5 and 6, to May 5, 6, 7 and 8, 1885, This isrendered 
necessary in order to secure a stiitable hall. Theshow willbe 
held in ‘\Power Hall,” of the exposition buildings, This hall 
is one of the best in the country for this ieedanes Tt is on the 
ground floor and ‘is 92 feet front by about 275 feet deep, cen- 
trally located, well lighted and ventilated. This exhibition 
will, without doubt, be one of the best ever given in this coun- 
try. Premium list and full details will be published as soon 
as practicable. C. W, PARIS, Sec’y and Treasurer, 
CINCINNATI, O., Deg. 27, 1884, : 

DOG SHOW. 
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BIRMINGHAM BENCH SHOW. 
Apae National Dog Show Society held their twenty-fifth 

_ annual exhibition of sporting and non-sporting dogs in 
the Curzon Hall, Birmingham, Dee. 1, 2,3 and 4, the total 
entry being 966, which was in our opinion a considerable 
numben aver what there is sufficient room for. However, 
taken altogether, it was as a show one of the most successful 
ever held, and as nsual at Birmingham the management was 
all that could be desired; in fact the management of Birming- 
ham shows has always been much superior to any other it 
has been our lot to attend. The quality of the setters, point- 
ers and spaniels were about the best classes of these varieties 
we have ever seen together, while bull, white, and black and 
tan terriers madea good show; and Airedales were a good lot, 
one of which was claimed at £50, a pretty high figure for an 
Airedale terrier; £300 was refused forthe black spaniel dog 
Solus, and we believe the spaniel bitch Coy changed hands at 
£120, while Carol, her own sister, was claimed at catalogue 
price. Tu collies Mr. Bodington’s Matchless, by Rutland, was 
claimed at £100, certainly a long price for a nine-months 
Uppy. 

ie Ulsodhounds as a collection were moderate and few in num- 
ber, only six in three classes. : 

In champion deerhounds Mr. Hickman had three entries, 
Lord of the Isles winning. He was rather light in flesh, but 
is a good dog, very deep in chest, but short of neck and 
straight in shoulder, arwick, first in dogs, a good speci- 
men, Second prize, Corrie II,, another good one, a trifle light 
in color. Wethink Gunnar, ¢,, ought to have been further up, 
First in bitches, like the winner in the Hes Aen was bred by 
the Rey, G. F. Hodson, and a credit to her breeder, second 
rize going to Mr. Hickman’s Barra, rather fine and legry. 

This class was a very large one, but contained a lot of very 
moderate animals, the majority of which were five-months 
uppies. 

. fy one entry in greyhound champion class and it was re- 
moved by the veterinary surreon. Memnon, well-known, won 
in the open dog class, a black and white coming second, with 
Cassells, unnoticed, which certainly seemed strange. ashe was 
in grand formand a well-known good one, Acalia won in 
bitches, Lancashire Witch, c., rather hard lines. Rose Maria, 
vhe. reserve. This bitch keeps up well, considering the num- 
ber of puppies she has reared, and no doubt either as a show 
bitch or a brood bitch, she has few equals. Duchess of Albany 
was absent. 

Beagles, four entries, only two turning up, Abigail winning 
easy. 

Five entries in champion fox-terriers; Brokenhurst Rally 
once more winning, with Lady Grace yhe. reserve. Rally 
was looking in his best form, but were it not for Lady Grace 
being rather short in coat, we don’t know one we fancy more, 
always looking well and such a good one to show her- 
self. Large-sized fox-terriers were a poor Jot. Fox-ter- 
riers, under 18 pounds weight; first, Raby Nailor, which we 
have reported on before. We consider Mr, Clarke’s Reckoner 
and Forest ought to have been mentioned here, but what 
sSeenis strange, Reckoner won first in puppies, and after won 
special cup for best in show, beating all the dogs in the class 
where he was unnoticed. eis a good stamp, hisappear.nce 
being a little interfered with owing to his head being all black, 
We also think Raby Mixture should have been noticed, as he 
is one of the best of terriers, bar his head which, when exam- 
ined closely, is much better than it appears at the first look. 
In the next class, Meersbrook Model, which in our opinion is 
one of the best bitches liying, won first and cup, closely pressed 
by Richmond Patchwork, who was looking well. This bitch 
is heayily marked hound tan in color which, to our mind, does 
not give her the character derived from a properly-marked 
black and tan head. Wire-haired fox-terriers moderate. A 
brindle-marked dog, rather full in cheek, first, and was after- 
ward beaten by the first prize bitch, which we think was not 
correct. As a class they were very deficient in coat, difficult 
to find two with the same kind of coat. 

Pointers, as usnal ab Birmingham, a grand display, never- 
theless we believe the English setter classes really excelled 
the pointers, However, we seldom see such a collection of 
sporting dogs as we do at Birmingham, and we consider the 
gathering of 1884 the best yet brought together. Champion 
pointers, four entries, two of which were absent. Graphic, 
often reported upon, winning, his opponent being too short 
and thick of head, otherwise a good dog. Open class, dogs, 
Duke, uunoticed, is a good liver and white, rather fine of bone, 
but we prefered him to the thick-headed Joe, vhe. Don 
Pedro was badly shown, but he ought to have been mentioned. 
Lake, second prize, a very handsome dog, might show more 
quality inhead. Don IX., first, isa dirty lemon ticked dog, 
which gives him anything but a taking appearance; neverthe- 
less, when he is reckoned up he is certainly a grand made dog, 
standing on extraordinary feet and legs, with a good skull and. 
well set on ears, but might be better before the eye. Wecon- 
sider, if he was a well-marked liver and white, he would be 
most dificult to beat, Zeus, vhe., is another good specimen. 
Large size bitches, Belle of Bow, well-known, a grand bitch, 
looking her best. Second to Mr, Norrish’s lemon and white 
bitch champion Beryl. Small-sized dogs brought out no new 
ones. Dick, plain in face, Devon Sam, a heavily marked liver 
and white, came third, and we preferred him to the second 
prize, Romp, which struck us as being light of body and alto- 
gethera plain specimen, Small bitches, Flotsam and Jetsam, 
two blacks, show quality, and shown in wretched condition, 
Negress, ¢., another black. Jenny of Homestay, third, a very 
nice, sweet little bitch, and certainly a bargain at catalogue 
price, £10. First, Beau ldeal, we have reported on former 
occasions, and was improved since we saw her last, Puppies; 
nothing good in the class; the winner was catalogued at 
Seven guineas and sold, In the class for field trial winners, 
Bow Bells, looking well, won. 

Tn setters the field trial winners made a show. BHleyen 
entries, no less than ten of which were the property of Mr. 
Llewellin, while he was actually the’ breeder of them all, 
Count Wind’em was awarded first, which position he was 
certainly entitled to; while the others were all good dogs and 
shown in good coat and condition. Count Wind’em also won 
in the champion class, beating Royal Rock, Novelty and Roy- 
alty. Inthe open dog class the first and second prize winners 
were good, well-made dogs, rather large of ear and lack 
character about head. Wepreferred Mr. Frane’s Young Rock 
to either of the winners, while we considered Mr. Liewellin’s 
Moss Wind’em equal to any in the class; this dog was heavily 
marked on one side of the head. However, there was scarcely 
a dog in the class that did not possess merit enough to win in 
any ordinary company. The bitches were, as a class, not so 
xed as the dogs, Novel and Novelette, both in wretched con- 
ition. Third prize a sweet, pleasant face, good in body, etc., 

and shown in-good coat and condition; if anything, rather 
heavy in flesh, 

In black and tan setters, champions, Czarina won, haying no 
opponent, but good enough to win even in the keenest com- 
petition, In open dogs we noticed the judge went in for dogs 
more of the ald type, and selected dogs possessing substance 
and stronger in head than what we have been in the habit of 
seeing in Scotland lately—where dogs more of the type of Irish 
setter (for color) have been winning. Beaumont’s appearance 
was more or Jess spoiled by his ears being too high op his 
head, while the second prize winner was broad in skull and as 
largein the earasa spaniel, Third, dark in color and wavy 
in coat, In bitches Weather Beauty won. She was here 
looking better than when we saw her at Dublin. 

In Irish setters Garryowen won, and as usual in the pink 
of condition, Bob possesses a good head of the true Palmerston 
type, but is showing age, and his quarters were always his 
weak point, Open dog class, Roden, vhe., wants bone, Samuel, 
second prize, a good, strong, useful dog not possessing enough 
ef quality. King Billy, he., might haye been further up; he 

— 

isa good color, good head, stands well up on his legs but 
shown rather thin, which gaye him a leggy appearance. 
Lismore, the winner, is goud in body, feet, legs and coat, but 
would be improved by being darker in colorand ears being 
set a little lower down. Bitches, Frog, second prize, rather 
coarse, Wee Kate looking well and won correctly; we 
reported upon her at Dublin. Setter puppies contained 
nothing good, nor likely to be heard of again. 

Tn Trish water spaniels, dogs, Young Larry Doolan, second 
at Dublin, won: and in bitches we preferred the well-known 
Young Hilda to the winner. ; 

Tn champion Clumbers, only one entry, and she was looking 
well for her years. In open class, dogs, we think the vhe., 
should have been second, and Barney yvhe,, Physcho being 
properly first, but his condition was not quite up to the mark. 
Tn bitches we consider the winner the worst in the class, bad 
in head and ears, also color. We consider Hilda, c,, and the 
second prize winner by «# long way the best in the class. The 
Duke of Portland exhibited his Clumbers not for competition. 

Tn Sussex and liyer-colored spaniels we would have placed 
Guy first, the winner being bad in eye and expression, while 
the second prize was leggy and very short of coat. Bitches, 
Brida IJ. won, the other prizes being withheld for want of 
¢ompetition. She was shown too fat but won easily, 
In spaniels, black and other than black Squaw and Solus 

were again placed equal first. We cannot see how they are 
equal, a8 wé consider Solus ought to win and especially upon 
this occasion, for by the same judges they were placed equal 
first at the Crystal Palace, both dogs looking well, while 
here Solus was looking better than weever saw him and 
Squaw not near her old form, However, we saw £800 refused 
for Solus. In open elass black spaniel dogs all the winners 
were well known, and we would have placed Roysterer first, 
the winner being sour in head and crooked of his legs. 
Bitches were the best class we have yet seen. The winner is 
rather strong in head, but for lowness of leg and length of 
body she is extraordinary. Coy, second, is another good one 
and might besweeterin head, however, we believe she changed 
hands at £120, while her sister Carol, yhe. reserye, was 
claimed at her catalogue price £36 5s, Of the two we consider 
the latter about equally as good as the former, being better 
in head if not so low in leg, as at present we have rather more 
low-legged spaniels than we have good headed ones. In other 
colored spaniels equal firsts were Sir Garnet and Hasten’s 
Bruce, both well known and often reported upon, In bitches 
the pretty colored Fanciful, also well known, first. Mr. Lort’s 
cup was won by Mr. Jacob’s team of seven, 

In champion mastiffs only Crown Princess entered, Open 
dogs, Montgomery, still improving, first; yet he will never be 
on his legs what we would wish him, and he is certainly too 
much undershot. King Canute, lame, removed from the 
show. Bismark, brother to lhe Prince, ought,in our opinion, 
either to have been first or second. He is a large, powerfui 
dog, good body and good skull, not so short in face as the 
winner, but squarer in muzzle and larger, with better quarters. 
Only one bitch put in an appearance; good body and very 
plain head. 
Champion St. Bernards, three entries, Bayard winning and 

looking well, Open dogs not so good as what we see at the 
Crystal Palace, but yet the winners are well-known good ones. 
Valentine, first, reported on several times; while the second 
prize went to his kennel dompanion, Merchant Prince, who is 
a large young dog; white, with orange markings. Although 
he wants the strength and squareness of muzzle possessed by 
Valentine, he is a dog possessing considerable head qualities, 
First in bitches also went. to the same kennel, followed by a 
very moderate lot, the he., St, Bride, just as good as either the 
second or third prize winners. In smooth-coated dogs, the 
well-known Pedro won easy. Except being a size or two on 
the small side, Pedro is one of our best, Only & second was 
awarded in the bitch class. 
In Newfoundland dogs, King Bruce, first, is a trifle large of 

ear, but so good in body, legs, feet, size and coat, in fact such 
quality all round, that we consider him one of the best going. 
ourtier, smaller, of more pleasing type, but size and coat 

was so much in favor of King Bruce we quite indorse the 
decision. In bitches, champion Lady Mayoress, second prize; 
we understand the judge withheld first for want of merit, 
seems strange and her a champion, however, she was certainly 
much out of coat. Im Landseers, Charlemagne had no oppo- 
nents, he was looking well and fit to win even in good com- 
pany. 
Sheepdogs commenced with Charlemagne taking first in 

champion class. Then came bob-tailed sheepdogs, the winner 
being quite too large in ear and wanted character in head. 
Tn the bitch class we preferred the unnoticed, Gweullian, to 
any in the class, Open class sheepdogs, Time, vhe., black, 
white and tan, large of his ear. Scotch Laddie, black and 
white, very little tan, this dog carries a deal of coat, looks the 
worse of his age, and also seems deaf, We think Glencoe, un- 
noticed, might have had a card. Rutland, looking well, won. 
Romulus, vhe. reserve, small red dog, very little white, trifle 
large of ear, Clover, he., might have been further up. 
Sandy, a good collie, color, dark sable, not in good bloom. 
Charlatan, yvhe., too fine. Bob Bruce not quite Mr. Bissell’s 
form; his coat is getting too wavy and open. Bitches: Match- 
less, by Rutland, won first, but was afterward beaten in the 
puppy class, However, she was afterward claimed at £100, 
catalogue price. She is a most beautiful bitch, black and tan 
in color, good coat, etc,, yet we can’t see that she can improve, 
and owing to her age, no doubt she will alter; if so, the ques- 
tion arises, willit be for the better or worse? Matchless was 
second in puppy class. Bertha second in open bitches and third 
in puppies, isa grand upstanding young bitch, looking well, 
and with plenty of room for improvement; in fact, we con- 
sidered ber the best bitch in the show, and expect to see her 
again. Daisy, a daughter of Helipse, was successful in win- 
ning first in puppies, beating both Matchless and Bertha, first 
and second in open class. Daisy is a small red bitch, beauti- 
ful head and ears. good Goat, etc., but shown so fat that she 
looked more the stamp of a shorthorn than a collie. 

In two classes for Dalmatians, only six entries, Mr. Fawdry 
sending four, and as usual, taking the money. 
Bend Or, without an opponent, was first inchampion bull- 

dogs. Open class, first. Rustie King, not quite in the condition 
he ought to be in, and we consider he was closely pressed by 
Black Prince, who, although long of his back, is a yery good 
allround dog. Third, white dog, marked face, about the best 
bodied dog in the class, but falls off before the eyes. Lord 
Nelson, vihe., often reported upon. Frincess Ida, first in 
bitches, another daughter of Bend Or’s, is a good brindle and 
white, good bone, head, etc., and cheap at her catalogne 
price, £20, second prize falling to a moderate red bitch with 
no wrinkle. Monarch III., well known, won in small-sized 
dogs. White Ridotto, full sister to Rustic Eme, won in small- 
sized bifches, The cup for best bulldog in the show was won 
by Mr. Raper’s Rustic King, who we think ought to have 
stood aside in favor of his father, Bend Or, who in our opinion 
is still equal to his son, and on this occasion his condition was 
very much superior. 

Bull-terriers were the best classes we have seen for some 
years, The winners in large-size dogs are well known, and 
we quite agree with the position of the three first—Cairo, 
Max Marx and Count. The same may be said of the large- 
sized bitches. Nevertheless we think Magsie May II, worth 
more than he., and no doubt she is equal all round to the sec- 
ond prize winner, Kettering Magzie, who is decidedly thick 
and short of face, although her body is really good. Little 
Victor won well in small-sized dogs, as also did Florence in 
bitcheg. The latter is about the best we Enow, but we would 
prefer her better before the eye, 
Leading Stat won once more in a good class of white English 

terriers. Tha second prize is also well known, but too fine all 
over. The winner in the bitch class is a fair good one, and is 

sired by the same dog as Florence, winner in small bull-ter- 
riers, 

In champion black and tan terriers Burke once more heat 
Wheel of Fortune and Hmpress. His head, we believe, is bet- 
ter than when we saw him first. The first and second prize 
dogs in the open class, Ben and Sir Edward, are both sired by 
him; the former isa clinker, might be better in eye, while 
the Jatter is well known, He and Debonair, vhc. and reserve, 
might be betterin shotilders. Very little to choose between 
first and second prizein bitches; both good ones and well 
marked. No less than seyenteen entries in the small-sized 
class, first going to a very handsome little bitch, uncropped, 
who also won the special cup offered by the Black and Tan 
Terrier’s Glib. She is very good in marking, good body, legs 
and feet; might be better below the eyes, in which point the 
second prize winner beats her, while the latter is not so good 
in quarters or general make-up. : 
Skye terriers, prick-eared dogs, first to Kingston Roy, well 

known, and in the bitch class, Kingston Queen, from the same 
kennel, won. Scottish Queen being absent. The winner in the 
drop-eared division wasreported upon at Hdinburgh, where 
he was second, and we were not surprised to see him turn up 
first bere or anywhere he may be shown. 

In Scotch terriers, Capt. Mackie, as ustial, won all before 
him, No denying his exhibits. 
We heard considerable amount of grumbling in the Bed- 

lington classes, and no doubt the judge was heavily handi- 
capped in giving his awards, as we consider this a most diffi- 
cult doz to judge except where there is plenty of room and a 
large ring is never to be had at Birmingham, 

Irish terriers, yery moderate classes, and except in bitches, 
the quality was net up to what we expect to see at Birming- 
ham. However, the bitch class was remarkable for quality, 
the three at the head being all well-known good ones, Pretty 
Lass locking better than we have seen her for a long while. 
Yorkshire terriers, Conqueror one more first; second to a 

small-sized one, the property of Mr. Foster, whose well-known 
Bradford Hero was vhe. reserve; the latter’s color is going 
away, otherwise he is looking as well as ever. 
Only three Pomeranians put in an appearance, two white 

and a black, the latter winning, and we believe was afterward. 
disqualitied for being deaf. 
Poodles as a class indifferent, aud we noticed most of them 

changed hands during the show. No entries in Maltese, 
Italian greyhounds were a good lot, the winner looking as 

well as when we saw her first here about five years ago; sec- 
ond, another good one, showing age. 
Blenheim spaniels, about the best class of this variety we 

have seen for years. The winner is a good dog with a very 
distinet spot and not much markings on body, his eyes are too 
small, and he might be better in nose. We preferred the 
second prize, Flossie I!., to anything in the class. True, she 
has no spot, but what a face and skull for a bitch. 
King Charles, first to Jumbo II., well-known, Mr. Baggs out 

of the way this time. The second and third are both good 
specimens, good coat and color hut quite too large. 
Smooth-haired toys, We see Sybil entered here in Mr. 

Swinburn’s name and, of course, absent, having died suddenly 
at Hull, where she was cqual first with a Yorkshire. Not 
much to choose between Dolly and Dinah, first and second 
here. 

In broken-haired toys Lady Bective had no opposition; yet 
wesee the Conqueror entered and marked absent, although 
he won first in Yorkshires. 
We print the principal awards as follows: 

BLOODHOUNDS.—Cxrampion—Prize, J. C. Tinker (Duncan).—_OPrEn 
—Dogs: 1st, J. Harrison (Dorset). Bitches: 1st, 0. Hulton (Helen II.). 
DEERHOUNDS.—CHampion—ist and Spratiss cup, G. W, Hiek- 

man (champion Lord of the Isles).—-OpEn— Dogs: ist, Mrs.A,A.Corder 
(Warwick); 2d, F. Dugdale (Corrie IL.). Bitches: ist, W, Gordon 
(Beatrice); 2d, G. W. Hickman (Barra), 

GREYHOUNDS.—Opren—Dogs: 1st, H. P. and P. J. Charles (Mem- 
non); 2d, 4. T. Clark (Colonist). Bitches, 1st and hotel proprietors’ 
cup, H, P. and P. J. Charles (Acalia); 2d, R Lloyd (Chancery), 

OTTERHOUNDS—tst, J. C. Carrick (Danger); 2d, HE. H. Wilson 
(Bugleman), 

BEAGLES,—Dogs; No entry. Bitches: Prize, C. H. Beck (Abigail) 

FOX-TERRIERS.— SmootH—CuHAmMPIoN—Prize, A.H.Clarke (Broken- 
hurst Rally),—Oren—Excrrpine 18LBs.—LARGE Sizm—Dogs: ist and 
2d withheld; ad, J. H.Shore (Whatley Viper).—Hxcrrpine 16LRs.— 
Bitches: 1st, G. C. Edwardes-Ker (Fernyhurst Venom); 2d, A. H. 
Clarke (Rarity): 3d, G, Sollory (Milkmaid).— Nor excrrpineg 18LBs.— 
Dogs: 1st, J. T. Openshaw (Raby Nailer): 2d, Miss A. ¥. Serrell 
(Danube); 3d, J. Parkin (Marsden Bitters); 4th, Hill and Ashton 
(Meersbrook Manager).—NovT EXCEHDING 16LBs.— Bitches: 1st and Hon. 
T. W. Vitazwilliam’s cup, H'll and Ashton (Meersbrook Model); 2d, J, 
T. Openshaw (Richmond Patchwork); 3d, J. Terry (Belle 11.); 4th, A. 
H. Clarke (Rosebloom).—WiIr5 HAIRED—-Dogs,; Ist, W. Carrick, Jr. 
(Carlisle Bruce); 2d, H. F. de Trafford (Gingle); 3d, C. H. Mathews 
(Mack). Bitches; 1st and Lord lartmouth’s collar, E. Powell, Jr. 
(Finish); 2d,A F. Moor (Water Li(y, late Water Lily IL.); 3d, M. P. 
Lucas (Warwickshire Gipsey, late Carlisle Gipsey), - Prprizs—ist and 
Mr. O’Grady’s cup. A. H. Clarke (Reckonvr), ist, J. Terry (Alice); 
equal 2d, I. Everitt (Musa) and J. Terry (Little Biz). 
POINTEHS,—CuHAmpion—Prize and Spratt's cup, E. C. Norrish 

(champion Grapbic) —OPpEN—5oLBS. AND UPWARD.—Dogs: ist. Mrs. 
Graham (Don TX ); 2d and 3d, B, Field (Lake and Young Dick).—d0nzs, 
AND UPWARD—Sitches; ist, B. Field (Belle of Bow); 2d and 3d, E.G 
Norrish (champion Beryl and Revel IIJ.)—Novr ExceErpine 55LBs,— 
Dogs: 1st. P. Field (Dick I11.); 2d, B. Lewis (Romp); 3d, J. L. Bulled 
(Devon Sam).—No? ExcrEpine 50L8s.- Bitches: ist, BE. ©, Norrish 
(Beau Ideal); 2d, B. Field (Pardon); 3d, T. B. Is ard (Jenny of Home- 
stay), Puppies: Ist, W. C. Whiskin (Ruke); 2d, R. L. Aslin and H. 
Bowman (Bunks I1.). 

FIELD TRIAL WINNERS.—Pointers—Prize, R. J. L. Price (Bow 
Bells), Serters—Prize and J. H. Whitehouse’s cup, R. L, P, Liewel- 
jin (Count Wind’em), 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—OCnampion—Prize, BR. L. P. Lieweilin (Count 
Wind’em). Reserve, J. Shorthose (Noyelty).—Opmen—Dogs: ist and | 
2d, J. B. Cockerton (Birket Foster and Sir Stafford); 3d, J. Freme 
(Young Rock). Bitches: 1st, R. L. P. Liewellin (Dashing Beauty); 2d, 
2h epee (Novel); 3d, W. Foster (Dipple Duisv, late Dapple 

aisy, 

GORDON SETTERS.—CyHampion: Frize, T. Jacobs (champion 
Ozarina).—OPmn—Dogs. Ist, H. L. Parsons (Beaumont); 2d, P, Bullock 
(Shot); 8d, R. Parnell (Satan), itches: ist, R. Chapman (Heather 
Beauty); 2d, A. R. C. Richings (Kate XI.) 8d, J. Shorthose ‘ Nell), 

IRISH SETTERS. — Coamptons— Prize, J. J, Giltrap (champion Gar- 
ryowen),—Open—Dogs: Ist, P. A. Beek (Lismore); 2d, BE. &. Snow 
Samuel, late Carlo): 3d, J. Yates (Nob). Atiches: ist, L. FP. Perrin 
(Wee Kate); 2d, C, Macdona (Frog); 3d, J. Kennedy (Bella Kate of 
Omagb). Puppies: Ist, G. Ryall (Young Tam o" Shanter; 2d, J. Short- 
hose (Prince Victor), 

RETRIBVYERS—Ca4mpion: Prize, J, Freme (Young King Koffee),— 
Oren—CurnLyY—Dogs: ist and Spratt’s Cup, §. Darbey (champion 
Wonder); 2d, H. Skipworth (Smikes), Stitches; ist, withheld; 2d, R. 
Chapman (champion Blaci: Pear!).—Smoora on WAvyY-coATED —Dogs- 
ist and 2d, Lord Brook, M. P. (Chelmer and Friday); 3d, Col. GC. J. 
Cotes (Monk). Bitches; 1st, W. Downes (Belle II1.); 2d, R. J. L, 
Price (Rbiwlas); 3d, Capt. G. Mousely (Bramble). 

SPANIBLS.—IriseH Water—Dogs: 1st, ©, J, Doyle (Young Larry 
Doolan); 2d, withheld. Bitches; ist und 2d, G. 8, Hockey (Colleen 
Bawn, late Kate. and Young Hilda). (uumpers.—CHsamPlon—FPrize, 
kK. §, Holford (Ruby).—OrEn—Dogs; 1st, H. P. and P, J. Charles 
(Psycho); 2d, R. Chapman \Barney). Bitches: ist, J. Allen (Doll); 2d, 
R. 5. Holford (Phyllis).—ussex axp Livyer-CoLoren—Dogs; 1Ze, 
1. Jacobs (champion Bachelor III.) 2d, Holley brothers (Horatio); 3d, 
Capt. §. M. Thomas (Guy). Bitches; 1st, J. Partridge (Brida IT); 2d, 
withheld.—CHAmprions: Equal ist, T. Jacobs (champion Squaw) and 
J. Royle (Solus).—Opes—Brace—Dogs; 1st, J. Jacobs (Newton Abbot 
Nigger); 2d, H. B. Spurgin (Roysterer,: 3d, J. H. Hussey (Lord Bute). 
Bitches: 1st, R.C. Haworth (Sensation); 2U, H. O. Spurgin (Coy): 3d, 
A.H. Basten (Easten’s Busy).—Any OruER VarRipTy—Dogs: Bqual 
Istand 2d,A,H Basten and T. Jacobs (Kasten’s Bruce and Sit Gar- 
nét); 3d, T. Jacobs (Newton Abbot Boss), Fvtehes: 1st and 2d, H.B. 
Spurgin (fanciful and Wreda); 34, T. Jacobs (Newton Abbot Lassie), 
—TEAms; Prize, 1, Jacobs (field spaniels, champion Squaw, Newton 
Abpot Nigger, Newbon Abbot Negress, Newton Abbot Bess, Newton 
Abbot Boss, Sir Garnet, Newton Abbot Lassie), 

DACHSHUNDE.—Cuampion—Prize, W. BH, Lith (Olympian),—Open 
—Dogs; ist, H, Jones (champion Jabin); 2d, Capt. 8. M, Thomas (Boo 
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dles), Bitches: ist, H, Jones (Grafinn 11.); 2d, A. Homfray (Zinnia). 
Very high cor. and reserve, W. B. Litt (Iuyra). 
BASSET HOUNDS.—Cuampron—Prize, G. R, Krehl (Pallas IL).— 

Opry—Dogs: ist, F. W. Blain (Bourbon); 2d, @. B, Northcote (Fino). 
Bitches: 1st and 2d, G. R. Krebl (Artemis and Pallas). The Bas- 
set Hound Club prize, W, B, Shepard (¥Ygerne), 

BOARHOUNDS.—Dogs; Prize, F. Friedrichsen (eo). Bitches; 
Prize, &, Wriedrichsen (Lady Whelan). 

FORHIGN SPORTING DOGS.—C. Macdona (Russian wolf hound 
Czar), Miss A. Bodley (Pyrenean wolf hound Bruno), Rey. A. G. Brooke 
(Russian spaniel Charhe). 

MASTIVFS.—CHampton—Prize and Spratt’s cup, J. Royle (Crown 
Princess), Dogs: ist, T. W. Allen (Montgomery); 2d, D, lL. Buchanan 
(Spattaeus); 38d, J. Shaw (Bismarck). Bitches: A. H. Taylor 
(Hilda TU.), 

ST. BERNARDS.—Crampron—ist and Mr. J. H. Dawes’s cup, GC, 
Macdona (champion Bayard),—Roveus._—Opry—Dogs- Istand 2d, S. 
W. Smith (Valentihe an? Merchant Prince); 8d, A. Ward (Landgrave). 
Bitches: 1st, 8. W. Smith (Duchess of Leeds); 2d, C. E. Shrive (Lady 
Jane); 3a, Mrs, King-Patten (Lady Winmarleigh).—SmooTH—Doags: ist, 
G, 5, Ball (Pedro):2d, W. Nixon (King Victor). Bitehes; Ist, withheld; 
2d, C. Maedona (Beulah). 

NEW FOUNDLANDS.—Buack—Dogs; 1st, R. W. Moll (King Bruce); 
2d, T. HW, Mansfield (champion Courtier). Bitches: 2d, T. EH. Mansfield 
(champion Lady Mayoress). OrHER THAN BLuAcK—Dogs: Prize, M. W. 
Moll (Charlemagne). : 

SHERPDOGS.—Cuampton: Prize aud Mayor's cup, J. Bissell (Charle- 
magne. OPEN, — ENGLISH OLD-FASHIONED SHORT-TAILED — Dogs: 
Prize and Mr. Bagnall’s prize, G. O. Hdwardes-Ker (Sir Lucifer), 
Bitches; Prize, R. J. L. Price (Belle of Ranelagh).—RouscH— Dogs; ist, 
A. H. Megson (Rutland); 2d, H. Skipworth (Scotch Laddie); 3d, J. 
Hreme (Sandy); 4th, W. W. Thomson (Prince Charming); oth, J. Bis- 
sél (Bob Bruce). Bitches; ist, S. Boddington (Matchless); 2d, J and 
W. H, Charles (Bertha); 8d, B. Collmgs (Lady Eva); 4th, A. H. Kasten 
(Frill); 5th, G, B. Mills (Gypsy) —SmootTa—Dogs;: ist,G. Raper (Rector); 
W. ‘silbert (Scot). Bitches: Ist,& Boddington (Sweetbread); 20, Dr. 
W. A. G. James (Lady Helo).—Puerras—Dogs: Ist,D. Mitchell (Byron); 
2d. Mrs. R. S. Sadler (Bruee); 84, O. Reeling (Lancashire Hero), 
Bitehes: 1st, H. C. While (Daisy); 2d,S. Boddington (Matchless); 3d, 
J. and W, H. Charles (Bertha). 

DALMATIANS.—Dogs; 1st and 2d, J. Fawdry (Nelson and Bogs). 
Brfches; 1st, J. Fawdry (Treasure), 20, withheld, 

BULLDOGS. Cuampion—Prize, J. Henshall (Bend Or),—Opry—Ex- 
CKEDING 40L88.—Dogs; ist and Spratt’s cup, G. Raper (Rustic King); 
2d, 0, R. OC King (The Birel Prince): 3d, Capt. W. W. Mackie (Jem 
Mace, late Tom Sayers),—ExcHepine 35uns.— Bitches- 1st, GW. Rich- 
ards (Princess Ida): 2d, R, J. Price (Princess of Penllyn); 3d, @. Gol- 
lins (Corrie Roy).—Nor excEepine 40LBs,—Dogs: isi, C. BE. Bartlett 
(Monareh JIL); 2d, J, Henshall (Caste).—Nor EXCEEDING 85LBS.— 
Bitches; Ist, G. Raper (Ridotto); 2d, withheld, 

BULL-THRRIERS.—lExcrrpine 25uBs.—Dogs,; 1st, A. George (cham- 
pion Cairo); 2), R. C Haworth (Max Marx).—Hxcerpine 20i58.— 
Bitches: ist, A, George (champion Mistress of the Robes); 2d, T. 
Wright (Kettering Maggie)—Novt EXCEEDING 25nRs.—Dogs; 1st, F. 
Allen (Little Victor); 2d, H. A, Burley (Shréwsbury).—Nor EXCEEDING 
20uBs,—Bifches; ist, A. George (Florence); 2d, C. F. Copeman 
(Pearley). 
SMOOTH-HAIRED THRRIERS—Excerr BuAck Anp TAN,—Dogs’ 

ist, C. f. Copeman (Leading Star); 2d, Mrs, M, A, Toughear (North 
Star); 3d, ©. FP. Copeman (Lueky Star), Bitches; Ist, @. Darby (Puss); 
2d, J. Rickards (Min); 8d, W, Bruton (Floss), 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—CHampron—Prize, J. Royle (Burke). 
—HxcEEDING 15nBSs.—Dogs; 1st, J. Royle (Ben); 2d, W. Fenton (Sir 
Edward), Very high com, and reserve, G. Lodge (Lebonair), Bitches; 
ist, J. Royle (Florence I1.); 2d, #. Steade (Kenwood Qneen).—Nor 
Exctepine 15LBbs —lst, and Black and Tan Terrier Club prize: G. 
Lodge (Lustrura Lady); 2d, 0. Whitehouse (Witch). Very high com. 
and reserve, Hill and Ashton (Meersbrook Ross). 

SKYE TERRIERS—Prick-rARED.—Dogs: Prize and silyer collar. 
Rev. Tl. Nolan (Kingston Roy). Bttches: Prize, Rev. T. Nolan (Kings- 
ton Qiieen),—OTHER THAN PRICK-EARED—Dogs: Prize, W. W. Mackie 
(Strathmore), Very high com. and reserve, H. H, Holmes (1ke). 
Bitches; No competition. 

DANDLIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—Dogs; ist, W. A. F. B. Coupland 
(Border Prince): 2d, Mrs, A. FP: G@. Tooth (Silver King). Bitches; 1st, 
Wz. Carrick, Jr., (Alma); 2d, W. H. Hasten (Border Queen). Very high 
com, and reserve, J. Paterson (Zephyr), 

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—CHaAmpron: Ist, D. Ross (Clansman). 
—Oprn—Dogs: istand Bedlington Terrier Club Prize, A, N, Dodds 
(Hairdresser); 2d, J. Cornforth (Sentinel); §d,D. Paton (Flint of 7Kil- 
marnock). Btiches; ist. J, A. Baty (champion Diana); 2d, J. Corn- 
forth (Violet); 8d, A, Armstrong (Topsey IIT), 

IRISH TER t1ERS.—Dogs; ist, C. M. Nicholson (Nobbler), Bitches: 
ist, C. M. Nicholson (Poppy); 2d, W. Graihum (Gaily),—Wira Uncur 
Hars—Dogs: 1st, H. A. Graves (Play Boy). Bitches: Prize, A, B, Park 
(Nell). 

AIREDALE OR WATERSIDE TERRIDRS.—Doys: ist, W, Tatham 
(Pritz); 2d, B. Snekling (Joek). Bitches; Prize, W. Tatham (Lanca- 
shire Lass, late Lucy). 

SCOTCH TEERIERS.—HArpD-wAIRED. Dogs: Prize, W. W. Mackie 
(Dundee). Bitches; Prize, W. W. Mackie (Glengogo), 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS —1st, Mrs, M. A. Troughear (champion 
Conqueror); 2d, Mrs. M. A, Foster (Effis), 

POMERANIANS, —ist, J. Hinks (Pride of Germany). 

POODLES.—ist, Mrs. C. J. Paget (Brigand); 2d, 5, Forbes (Sabot). 

PUGS,—Cuampion— Prize. Mrs. L. Booth (champion Boffin),—Orrn 
—Dogs: 1st. W. L. Sheffield (champion Stingo Sniffies); 2d, Mrs. M. 
A. Foster (Bradford Ruby): 3d, Mrs. M. A, Troughear (Lord Nelson), 
Bitches: Ist, Mrs. M. A. Foster (Magele); 2d, J. Drew (Darey); 8d, 
Mrs. PF. W. lopham (Aunt Dina). 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—ist. J, Royle (Bankside Daisy); 2d, G. 
Wellings (Minnie); 3d, W. Bruce (Bankside Flower). 

BLENH ERIM SPANTELS.—ist, Mrs. L. Booth (Earlof Chester); 2d, 
Mrs, L. B. Jenkins (Flossie IL); 8d, F. Keeliner (Sir Garnet), 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS—1st, Mrs. W. Forder (Jumbo 11,); 2d 
aud 3d, Mrs. Finch (Grand Duke and Oliyette). 

TOY THRRIERS.—Smoorn-Coarmp —ist, Mrs, M, A, Foster (Dolly); 
2d, Mrs. A. FY. G. Tooth (Dinah); 3d, W. N, Last (Prince).—Broken 
Hatrep—ist, Mrs. M. A. Poster (Lady Bective). 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS CLUB.’ 

A’ a meeting of the National American Kennel Club, held 
on the 8th of December, 1884, in Canton, Miss., Col, 

Tresevant, vice-president, in ;the chair, the following resolu- 
ion was adopted; ‘‘Whereas, the National American Kennel 
Club was formed for the general improvement of all kennel 
Interests as provided in its constitution; and, whereas, a part 
of the work which came within the province of the National 
American Kennel Clnb, when it was formed, has since been 
successfully carried on by associations tormed especially for 
such purpose; and, whereas, there is no further need for 
minuch of the present constitution; Resulved, that its by-laws 
and conatitution be revised to conform to the requirements 
of a field trial association, and all sections relating to other 
functions be stricken out, and that’ the club be known in the 
future as the National Field Trials Club, and that all mem- 
bers of the National American Kennel Club be recognized as 
members of the new elub.” 
The following committee was appointed to revise the con- 

stitution and by-laws: Maj. J. M. Taylor, P, H. Bryson, Maj. 
Renfran, W. B. Gates and #. I. Stone. 

The following new members were elected: Dr. Otto Moe- 
bes, Rowland, Ala.; T. H. Venable, Atlanta, T. M. Brumby, 
Marietta, E. 8. Gay, T. A. Robinson, Atlanta, Ga.: Chas. 
Tucker, eae Moody and W. A. Dent, Staunton, Tenn.; W, 
peter, Horn Lake, Miss.; Dr. W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, 

a, 
C, B, Whitford, 8. T. Hammond and Maj. Taylor were 

appointed a committee to draft suitable resolutions on the 
death of Chas. Lincoln and D. C. Sanborn. 
Adjourned to night of the 9th, 
The elub met again on the night of Dec. 9, 1884, W. B. Gates 

in the chair. 
_ Keport of committees on constitution and by-laws received 
apdadopted, Striking out all matters in the old by-laws and 
constitution not pertaining to field trials, ; 
Committee on resolutions on death of Messrs. Lincoln and 

Sanborn granted further time to report. 
On motion ordered that 500 copies of the by-laws and tield- 

apa nee be printed for the use of the clyb, Adjourned to 
ec, 1, - 

Club met on night of the 10th, Major Renfrew in the chair, 
The following-named gentlemen were elected members: 

Judge J, M. Thompson, Coyington, La.; J. H. Renaud, New 
Orleans, La.; G. R, Kemp, Canton, Miss.; T, Priestley, Can- 
ton, Miss.; Samtel Devine, Canton, Miss.; N. D. Wallace, New 
Orleans, La.;B. Waters, Lamar, Miss. 
Committee on resolutions on death of Messrs, Lincoln and 

Sanborn reported suitable resolutions, which were ordered to 
be spread on. the record of the club and printed in the sport- 
ing papers. 

The by-law in regard to the payment of dues was suspended, 
and the following officers elected: Gen. W. B. Shattuc, Cin- 
cinnati, O., President; J. W. Rentiau, Atlanta, Ga., and N. 
D, Wallace, New Orleans, La., Vice-Presidents; J. K, Renaud, 
New Orleans, La., Secretary and Treasurer; Hxecutive Com- 
mittee—Judge J. M. Thompson, G. R. Kemp, EH, 8. Gay and P, 
H. Bryson; Board of Appeals—Luther Adams, Boston; Patrick 
Henry, Clarksville, Tenn.; J. M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky. ; E. 
2 Pa ED Dayton, O., and Dr, Wm. Jarvis, Claremont, 

Resolved, that the Executive Committee be empowered to 
arrange for suitable and proper grounds on which to hold the 
next trials to be held on the first Monday in December, 1885, 
and to arrange the several stakes, 
On motion the president was empowered to a ply far the 

adimission of this club into the American Kennel Club. 
On motion, the thanks of the club was voted Mr, D, Bryson 

for his faithful service as secretary and treasurer, and to the 
Madison County Gun Clib for the many courtesies extended 
to this club during its trials. 

Resolved, that no member shall be allowed to enter his dogs 
in the stakes of the field trials whois in arrears to the club 
for entrance money, unless said arrears are paid, and that no 
person shall run a dog in these trials unless the entrance money 
is paid, 
Adjourned til] Friday night, 
At the adjourned meeting on Friday night, a committee was 

appointed to notify N. Rowe that unless the contract for 
the publication of the second yolume of the American Kennel 
Club Stud Book be fulfilled im ninety days, that the same 
shall be considered forfeited, and the committee authorized to 
let the same to some other party. 
jee club then adjourned to the first Monday in December, 
885, 

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS. 

iat All-Aged Stake of the Southern Sportsman’s Field 
Trials Association was commenced after lunch on 

Tuesday. Mr, B. Waters, of Lamar, Miss., had been elected 
by the handlers on Monday night, to judge in place of Dr, 
Jarvis, who had not arrived; and Mr. Humphries, another 
judge appointed by the Association, was taken sick and Mr, 
R. M. Brown, Jr., of Amherst Court House, Va,, was elected 
by the handlers to judge diving his indisposition. There were 
twenty starters in the AlL Aged Stake, seventeen setters and 
three pointers. “he running was as follows: 

MEDORA AND COLBMAN’S LONDON. 

_This brace being called, and London not being present, Mr. 
H. Fontaine stated that he was authorized to withdraw him 
from the race, and the heat was awarded to Medora, 

BILLY GATES AND BESSTE A. 

Billy Gates, handled by H. M. Short, and Bessie A., owed 
and handled by J. M. Avent, were cast off in a weed and 
sedge field, Both these dogs ran in the National Field Trials 
for 1854, They went off at about an even gait as to pace, 
quartering and ranging, but Bessie A. soon showed that she 
was not herself. Working into a piece of sedge with scatter- 
ing oak trees, Bessie pointed, backed by Billy. The birds 
were flushed to order and Avent killed one which Bessie 
retrieved. Ordered on Bessie scored a flush, and soon after- 
ward in a thicket Billy Gates scored two points, backed by 
Bessie. The birds were flushed to order, shot at and missed 
by Short. We then worked over a large field without finding 
game and swung round the hill to an old orchard where both 
dogs commeuced making game, but before they located the 
birds they were flushed and marked down. Movine on over 
to a fence Billy pointed, backed by Bessie. Short flushed to 
order and killed the bird, which was indifferently retrieved 
by Billy. Moving on Billy flushed, and a little further on 
Bessie pointed indifferently and soon afterward scored a flush. 
We then worked up to the top of the hill when both dogs 
made game but the birds were flushed by the judges and 
handlers before they established a point, They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Billy Gates at3. Down 
one hour and fifteen minutes. 

CLAY AND RHSS. 

Clay, handled by Mr. McKay, and Ress, a black setter bitch 
handled by J, M. Avent, were put down at 3:10 in the sedge 
near some plum bushes, where the birds had been marked 
down, but they failed to find them and they were flushed 
by the spestators. [ni speed and ranging they were about 
equal but neither showed any style. Ordered on over the hill 
Ress pointed three birds, which Avent flushed to order and 
killed one which was retrieyed by Ress. We then swung 
round over the hill, when Clay was found dropped on a point, 
Ordered on both he and Ress roaded tor some distance and 
located the bevy at about the fame time; they were marked 
down in a ditch bordered by thick bull grass and cane. 
Moving on Clay flushed two birds in quick suecession in the 
tall grass, and a little further on scored a point on a single 
bird. Working on Ress pointed in cane, the bird was flushed 
to order and soon afterward she scored another nice point. 
The bird was flushed, shot at and missed. They were then 
moved on over the hill and down the branch, when Clay was 
found dropped on a point. Ress brought up, backed, and 
then boh roaded on but fatied to locate the birds. They were 
then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Ress at 4. 
Down fifty minutes. 

5T. BLMO VY. AND SPORTSMAN. 

St, Elmo Y.. a black, white and tan setter dog owned by 
Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, and handled by HB. H. Haight,and Sportsman, 
a black, white and tan setter dog, by Gladstone out of Sue, 
and handled by Chas, Tucker, and owned by Maj. J. W. New- 
man, were put down m the open flats near a ditch at 4:10, 
Crossing the ditch we swung round to the right, when Sporis- 
man dropped to a beautiful point, but in a few minutes broke 
his point, swung round to the left and put up the birds, and 
broke in, but stopped to order, Moving up the ditch Sports- 
tan pointed a single bird, and soon afterward both dogs 
scored a flush. Ordered on, St. Elmo in the hollow pointed a 
bevy; Sportsman coming up swung over the ditch and pointed 
the same beyy. They were flushed to order by Haicht and 
one killed which was indifferently retrieved by St. Elmo, 
Ordered on up the hill, where each dog scored a point. They 
were then ordered up for the day at 5:10. They were put 
down again at 9:10 on Wednesday morning, in a large rag 
weed field. Both went off well, Sportsman taking the lead in 
pace, style, range and quartering, which advantage he 
maintained to the end of the heat, A considerable extent of 
ground was drawn blank when on the edge of the woods St, 
Elmo pointed a small beyy, which were flushed to order. 
Then working on toward the branch where the birds had been 
marked down, Sportsman made a beautiful point on a single 
bird across a wide ditch. Ordered on St. Elmo flushed a 
bird between himself and his handler. Moving on up the 
drain St. Elmo pointed a single bird, which was shot at and 
missed; he dropped to shot. Wethen crossed the branch and 
worked up the hill where both dogs roaded but, failed to 
locate the birds, 
then working out into a cornfield Sportsman swung roun 
into the sedge and was found on a point. St, Elmo being” 

Ordered on St. Elmo pointed a single bird ze 

ordered up to back; came up on the opposite side of the hedga 
and pointed, Tucker failed to find the birds, and Haisht to 
order flushed a bevy in front of St. Elmo. 
further Sportsman pointed a single bird. 
ordered wp and the heat awarded 
Down in all seventy minutes. 

SLOCUM AND PAUL GLADSTONE, 

_B. Thayer's Gordon setter Slocum, handled by T. M, Ald- 
rich, and Paul Gladstone, handled by Chas, Tucker, were pub 
down at 10 in sedge on some scattered birds. Slocum soon 
scored a flush and dropped to wine. Moving on in the sedge 
erass Paul Gladstone pointed and the bird flushed wild before 
his handler got to him, Moving on Paail false pointed and 
was backed by Slocum. We then worked on through a corn- 
field into a thicket, where Paul pointed a hevy, He was held 
some time for Slocum to come up and back, and the birds ran, 
He roaded on and pointed again, and Slocum coming up, 
flushed the bevy. We then swung oyer into an open field, 
where Paul showed wonderful speed and style, while Slocum 
pottered along in front of his handler. Paul was seen some 
distance ahead, pointing a bevy near a wite fence, but they: 
flushed wild before the handlers cameup. Working on down 
the fence, Slocum pointed and roaded behind his handler for 
some distance, Aldrich finding and putting up the bevy 
in front of him, he shot and missed, Ordered on over 
the fence into the woods, Paul pointed a single bird; 
Slocum coming wp, flushed a bird near the judges. Paul 
roaded on and pointed again; to order the bird was fushed 
and killed by Tucker and retrieved by Paul, Ordered on, 
Slocum pointed a single bird in the woods. Panl swung 
around in the woods and also pointed a bird. Moying on, 
Slocum pointed a bird which Aldrich killed and Slocum re- 
trieved nicely. Soon afterward Paul pointed and Slocum 
refused to back and was dropped by his handler, The birdran 
and Paulroaded onand pointed again. The bird was flushed 
to order, They were then ordered wp at 10:32 and the heat 
was awarded to Paul Gladstone, Down thirty-two minutes. 

METHOR AND LADY C. 

Lady U., winner of second in the National American Kennel 
Club Free-for-All, owned and handled by B. M, Stephenson, 
of La Grange, Tenn., and W. H. Hughes’s pointer dog Meteor, 
handled by H. M. Short, were cast off at 10:50 in a large 
sedge field; both dogs showed up well, Lady C. rather the 
faster and more stylish, Considerable ground was drawn 
blank, and we worked into the woods, where some birds had 
been scattered, and Lady C. was found dropped on point, but 
no birds were flushed. Ordered on, Lady C. after roading in 
nice style for some distance, pointed a lotiof chickens near a 
cabin. Moving on into the field and down a ditch Lady C, 
pointed a bevy on the side of the ditch in some high grass, 
backed by Meteor, They were then flushed and marked down 
near a hedge row. Moving on over the ditch Lady C. pointed 
and Meteor coming up backed, caught the scent and turned 
and pointed. Stephenson, to order. flushed and shot, and 
wiuged it. Sent to retrieve Lady C. could iot find the bird; 
ordered on Lady C. flushed, and a little further on Meteor 
flushed, Moving on down the hedge Meteor poilted a single 
bird and Lady C, backed. Down the hedge Lady ©, pointed, 
then roaded on and flushed the bird, broke in and dropped 
to order. A little further on Meteor pointed, roaded 
on and pointed avain, Short toa order flushed the 
bird. Lady C, flushed down wind, and seyeral binds were 
flushed by the handlers, and the dogs ordered on into a large 
field which was drawn blank. They were then ordered up ab 
12:05, and aiter lunch put down again at 1;20in sedge field, 
and worked over to the woods, where Meteor made a wids 
cast, and was found on a point; before the handlers and judges 
came up the birds flushed wild. Moving on in the woods, 
Meteor pointed a single bird, which was flushed to order and 
killed by Short, and retrieved by Meteor in a very slovenly 
manner, Ordered on again, Meteor pointed, the bird was 
flushed to order. Moving on, both dogs were found pointing 
alarge beyy. Working on in the high grass, Lady C, pointed, 
aud her handler ordered her on and she flushed the bird, They 
were then ordered up at 2;50, while the judges consulted, ani 
were ordered on again at 2:48 and a field drawn blank, and 
they were again ordered up, and after a few minutes’ con- 
sultation, ordered on again, and ina short time ordered up, 
and by consent of the handlers a bird was thrown and shot at, 
aud nicely retrieved by Lady C. They were then ordered up 
at 3:50, and the heat awarded to Lady C, Down three hours 
and seven minutes, Mr. Short, on behalf of Mr. Hughes, the 
owner of Meteor, entered a protest against the decision of the 
judges. 

They were then 
to Sportsman at 9:30, 

COUNT RAPIER AND GEN. ARTHUR. 
Count Rapier, owned by W. B, Gates, of Memphis, and 

handled by H. M, Short, and Gen. Arthur, owned by Dr. 8. 
Fleet Speir, and handled by BE. H. Haight, were put down at 
3:40 in the woods, Count Rapier ran in the All-Aged Stake of 
the National American Kennel Club's trials, and Gen, Arthur 
wou first in the Robins Island trials of this year, They both 
went off well, about equal im speed, style, quartering and 
ranging. Running on in thick woods Count Rapier pointed 
and the handlers coming up down wind, flushed the birds 
before the judges got up, and both shot. A bird was killed 
and retrieved by Gen. Arthur. Then down the branch Gen. 
Arthur pointed, backed by Count Rapier; the bird was flushed 
to erder and killed by Haight, and by consent of the handlers 
was retrieved by Count Rapier. Ordered on, Gen, Arthur 
ointed and the bird was flushed to order, Moving on, Count 
apier, going around a brier patch, commenced drawing 

toward Short, who moved in and flushed the birds and shot 
but missed, Count Rapier steady to shot and wing. Ordered 
on, Gen. Arthur pointed a single bird and a little further on 
Count Rapier pointed a single bird. Ordered on, both dogs 
pointed and roaded on, and the handlers flushed two birds. 
Soon afterward Count Rapier false pointed on the edge of the 
diteh. Swinging round on the side of the hillin sedge grass, 
Count Rapier made a beautiful point; Gen. Arthur coming up 
backed, and ordered on by the handlers Count Rapier held his 
point and Gen, Arthur roaded on and flushed the bird near his 
handler. Working in on the edge of the woods Count Rapier 
flushed, and in the edge of a cotton patch Gen. Arthur pointed 
and Count Rapier backed, Gen, Arthur commenced roading, 
and Count Rapier roading in front of him flushed the bird, 
which was killed by Haight and retrieved nicely by Gen. 
Arthur. Moving on, Gen. Arthur scored a false point; 
ordered on, Gen, Arthur pointed but roaded on, Haight 
claimed a rabbit. We then moved on over the hill, and the 
handlers stopped and requested the judges to take up the dogs 
ald decide the heat. Their request was granted, and at 4:05 
the heat was awarded to Gen. Arthur. Down twenty-five 
MUinwtes, 

COL. COOL, AND RUE. f 
Col. Cool, who divided third m the Derby, owned by W, B. 

Gates, and handled by H, M. Short, and Bayard Thayer's 
lemon and white pointer Rue, handled by 1. M. Aldrich, were 
put downinasedge field at 4:10 and worked over the hill, 
when Col, Cool false pointed. Ordered on Col. Cool showed 
fair speec, style and range while Rue showed poor speed and 
range buf more style than Col. Cool. Crossing the ditch Rue 
false pointed; ordered on to where some birds had been 
marked down, Col. Cool pointed, Rue coming up reiused to 

Moving on a little ~ 

back, roaded on and was dropped by her handler, the bird 
was flushed to order and killed by Short, when Rue broke 
shot and did not stop till she passed the bird and was stopped 
by her handler seizing her jy the collar, carrying her back 
and severely whipping her. Col, Cool, to order, retrieved tha 
bird well. They were then ordered up and the heat awarded 
tio Col, Cool at 4:20. Down ten minutes. 

RICHMOND AND 87. ELMO Iy, ‘ ‘ 
Richmond, a lemon and Srhite Poe handled by Short, 

and St. Elmo lY,, handled by B, H, Haight, ware cast ast off at Pe 
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4:25. Both these dogs ran in the National American Kennel 
Clib Free-for-All, and Richmond in the Derby of both trials. 
Soon after they were put down a severe storm came up, and 
they were ordered up for the night at 4;30, They were put 
down again Thursday morning at 11:41 ina sedgetield. Con- 
siderable ground was worked over, when a bevy was flushed 
and marked down. The dogs were worked down to where 
they had settled, when St. Elmo pointed, and the bird was 
flushed to order. Ordered on, St. Kimo again pointed a single 
bird which was killed by Haight and retrieved by St. Elmo. 
Moying on St. Elmo scored a nice point down wind in some 
tall grass, and the bird was flushed to order. Working on 
across the hill and up a ravine, both dogs pointed a bevy, one 
of which Short shot and killed, and Richmond retrieved it 
well, Moying on Richmond pointed; the bird was flushed to 
order and killed, and retrieved by Richmond. Ordered on 
St. Elmo pointed a single bird. They were then ordered up 
at 12:50 and the heat was awarded to St. Klmo IV, Down 
seventy-four minutes. 

LILLIAN AND GLADSTONE’S BOY. 

P._H, and D. Bryson’s black, white and tan setter bitch 
Lillian, handled by Short, and Dr, G. G. Ware’s black, white 
and tan setter dog Gladstone’s Boy, were put down at 1. 

- Lillian was placed in both the Free-for-Alland Derby in the 
National trials, and in the Derby of the Southern trials, 
dividing third mm each case. Gladstone’s Boy won the Derby 
at High Point, N, C,, divided third in the Free-for-All at the 
National trials, and was firstin the Derby at the same trials, 
arid was first in the Derby of the Southern trials. They were 
cast off in the woods, when going down wind Gladstone’s Boy 
flushed a bird, and Lillian also flushed one, Moving on Glad- 
stone’s Boy pointed, backed by Lillian. The bird was flushed 
to order and killed by Tucker and retrieved by Gladstone’s 
Boy. Ordered on Lillian pointed, backed by Glad. Working 
on both dogs pointed single birds, and one was killed by Short 
and retrieved by Lillian. Ordered on Lillian pointed a single 
bird, and a little further on she false pointed, backed by 
Glad. Working on both dogs scored a point, and soon after- 
ward Lillian false poimted, backed by Glad. Moving on in 
the edge of the woods Glad pointed a single bird, and soon 
aiterward Lillian pointed a woodcock, which was shot and 
killed by Short. Ordered on Lillian flushed on the side of the 
branchin a ditch. They were then ordered up at 2:10 and 
the heat awarded to Gladsione’s Boy. Down one hour and 
ten minutes. This finished the first series. Wollowing is the 
summary: 
Medora beat London (withdrawn), 
Billy Gates beat Bessie A, 
Ress beat Clay, 
Sportsman beat St. Hlmo V, 
Paul Gladstone beat Slocum. 
Lady ©. beat Meteor, 
Gen. Arthur beat Count Rapier. 
Col. Cool beat Rue. 
St. Elmo 1V. beat Richmond. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Lillian. 

Second, Series. 

MEDORA AND RHESS 

were put down at 3, and worked over the hill where some 
birds had been flushed and marked down near a ditch. Ress 
made game but moyed on, and Medora flushed. Working on 
into a patch of rag weeds both dogs pointed; the birds were 
flushed to order and one killed by Ayent, and retrieved b 
Ress, Ordered on in the woods, both dogs commenced road- 
ing, and Medora roaded to a flush and soon afterward ointed, 
and a little further on both dogs scored a point. Working on 
in the woods, Ress false pointed, backed by Medora. Work- 
ing on, Ress pointed, and the birds were flushed to order, They 
were then ordered up and the heat awarded to Ress at 3:35. 
Down thirty-five minutes. 

BILLY GATES AND SPORTSMAN 

were put down at 5:40 in the woods and worked out into a 
pie of corn, when Billy Gates mate a nice point on a bevy, 
acked by Sportsman. The birds were shot at and missed, 

Moving on Sportsman pointed, backed by Billy Gates. Or- 
dered on, m quick succession Sportsman scored two points, 
and Billy Gates, after some beautiful roading, established a 
epi The bird was flushed to order. Moying on in woods, 
oth dogs pointed single birds. Short shotand killed a bird 

over Billy Gates, and to order he retrieved it nicely. Working 
on in the woods Billy pointed, backed by Sportsman. The 
bird was flushed to order, but not shotat. We then swung 
round through a cotton patch to a piece of wood, where 
Sportsman flushed. Moving on some distance, Billy pointed a 
bevy, which were flushed after he had roaded past them and 
pointed ‘another bevy. Ordered on, Billy flushed ‘and soon 
afterward Sportsman roaded up and pomted a bevy. Work- 
ing on, Billy Gates scored a point. They were then ordered 
up at 4:55, and upon consultation that night the judges 
awarded the heat to Sportsman, Down seventy-five minutes, 

LADY C, AND PAUL GLADSTONE. 
Priday morning was clear and cold witha fresh breeze from 

the northeast, We did not geta very carly start and it was 
9:45 when then dogs were put down. They were east off in 
an open field about two miles from town, and worked south, 
Paul had the legs of the Lady and also ranged the widest. 
Both went at a clipping gait and beat out a large extent of 
country without a tind, finally at a hedge row along a fence 
Lady dropped on a point, and a second later Paul, who was 
further up the fence, also pointed. Stephenson, to order, put 
up a bevy in front of Lady and scored a miss. ‘We then went 
to Paul but his bird had run away, he raaded it out, however, 
and Tucker, to order, flushed and killed it, and Paul retrieved 
itnicely, Wethen crossed a branch to where they settled, 
Lady dropped on point but nothing was found, a little further 
on she flushed one going down wind. They were then taken 
round to set the wind and Lady again dropped nicely toa 
single which Stephenson flushed to order and killed, and Lady 
retrieved it well. Paul and his handler coming up flushed a 
bind, and one got up near Lady, but as they were not under 
judgment these did not count. We then went on anda single 
bird was tushed by a spectator and marked down, Worlang 
the dogs toward it both of them threw their heads in the air 
and turned back to where it had got up, Lady was called 
back but Paul went oa and made a nice point to the rest of 
the beyy, and Lady came round and backed him. Tucker, to 
order, put up the birds and killed one that Paul retrieved. 
We then turned back to the single bird which Paul pointed, 
but horses and handlers were close up and the bird would not 
he. The dogs were then worked toward the bevy where Paul 
got in three nice Bae in quick suecession, and Lady made 
an excusable flush, They were then ordered up just as Paul 
pinned another one, and the heat was awarded to Paul Glad- 
stone. Down one hour and two minutes. This was a capital 
heat with scarcely a mistake. 

GENERAL ARTHUR AND COLONEL COOL. 
This brace was put down at 10:58 and given a spinin the 

open, and then worked back to where the last brace were 
taken up, They were nearly equal in speed, although near 
the finish Col, Cool had a trifle the best of it. None of the last 
birds were found, except one that was flushed by Haight. 
We then turned upa branch, and the General pointed where 
a bird had been marked down in some sedge, but it had run 
and he failed to find it. A bird was flushed by the handlers, 
and. it settled near a feuce, when General dropped on a point 
to it, and Haight to order flushed and Killed it, and General 
retfieved it nicely. The Colonel then pointed and General 
backed him, but was not steady, and he was dropped to order, 
Nothing was found, however, and Colonel ested afalsé point. 
The jue ces flushed a bird some distance behind him, which 
may ave been the one that he pointed, butas be did not road | 

in that direction, we thought it very doubtful. We then 
worked over considerable sround without result, except that 
Colonel pointed where a quail had been eaten by ahawk, and 
General refused to back, and was dropped to order. Soon 
after General dropped where a lark had got up. We then 
went into some woods where General made a nice point to 
abeyy. Colonel came up put could not see him, and went a 
few feet in advance of him and also pointed. Short flushed 
the birds and killed one, but it fell in thick briers and was 
not retrieved. Following them up, one gob up near Haight 
and his dog, and then Colonel made three flushes in quick suc- 
cession, although one of them was excusable. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to General Arthur. 
Down fifty minutes, This heat was not very satisfactory, and 
no brilliant work was done, 

ST, ELMO IV. AND GLADSTONH’S BOY, 

This brace was put down at 12:12, and given a turn in the 
open. St, went ata fair rate of speed, but not nearly so fast 
as his competitor, Turning back, Glad made a wide cast out 
of sight over a knoll and found a beyy, which he pointed and 
held until found by his handler. When the judge came up 
the birds had run, but Glad drew on about thirty yards and 
again pointed in grand style. Tucker, to order, flushed them 
and killed one that Glad retrieved. ‘The dogs were then 
worked toward the birds, and St, found onein a deep gully 
and pointed itin capital style, and Glad backed him nicely. 
Haight, to order, flushed and killed the bird, and St. retrieved 
it in good form, This was avery pretty piece of work. We 
then worked down to a branch, where Glad flushed one, and 
then gotin a good point to a single, which Tucker flushed to 
order but did not shoot. Then turning back, both dogs ran 
through the rest of the scattered bevy, which flushed as the 
judges came up. Following them up St. made a point to a 
single, that Haight to order flushed, but did not shoot. Soon 
after St. again pointed, but nothing was found. We then went 
into some woods, where Glad made a very stylish point to a 
large bevy, which ran away from him, but he drew on and 
located them in capital style. Tucker flushed them to order 
and missed. They were then ordered up, and the heat was 
awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 1:04. Down fifty-two minutes. 
Wethen went to lunch. This ended the second series, with 
the following result: 

Second Series. 

Billy Gates beat Medora. 
Ress beat Sportsman. 
Paul Gladstone beat Lady C, 
General Arthur beat Colonel Cool. 
Gladstone’s Boy beat St. Elmo IV. 

Third Series. 

RESS AND BILLY GATES, 

This brace was put down at 1:44 in a cornfield. Both started 
off well and were very evenly matched as to speed, Billy hay- 
ing the best of itin style. We beat out a large tract of open 
field without result until we came toa branch, which Ress 
crossed and went out of sight. Just then Billy ran up the 
branch and made a stylish point some distance from a hevy. 
When we came up Ress was found under the bank pointing 
the same bevy. The birds were flushed, and both handlers 
shot. One fell to Short and Avent scored a miss. Billy re- 
trieved the bird nicely, Following them up, Ress made a 
Jong point to a single that flushed as the handlers came up. 
One then got up near Billy, Wethen crossed the branch and 
worked toward a part of the bevy which had settle@in some 
tall grass. One flushed near Ress, and then Billy put up one 
and Ress dropped just as the rest rose. Working toward 
them, Ress pinned one that Avent to order flushed and killed 
and Ress retrieved it. She soon had another one fast that 
Avent, to order, flushed. One or two were then put up by 
the handlers, and then Ress again pointed a single that was 
flushedto order. She then scored a false point, Billy then 
pointed where a hawk had eaten a®*bird, and soon after he 
flushed one near a fence that he should have pointed. They 
were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to Ress at 
2:51, Down forty-seven minutes, 

PAUL GLADSTONE AND GENERAL ARTHUR, 

This brace were cast off at 2:38 in the open. Paul had the 
best of it in speed and style. Working down toa thicket, 
Paul flushed a single bird and stopped to wing, and as the 
judges came up a part of a scattered bevy gotup. Paul went 
a short distance and made a point to a single that Tucker, to 
order, flushed and missed, when the rest of the bevy got up 
singly. Wethen worked up the run, where General scored a 
false point. We then crossed a branch and beat out some 
likely looking ground without result, except that both dogs 
halt pointed and made game two or three times, but nothing 
was found. Winally Paul poinyed a single at the edge of a 
thicket, and Tucker, to order, fushed it, but did not shoot. 
Wethen beat toward some woods, where Paul was lost, but 
soon found on point to a bird that Tucker flushed to order and 
killed, and Paul retrieved it, They were then ordered up, and 
the heat was awarded to Paul Gladstone. Down fifty-five 
minutes. This ended the third series, with the following 
result: 

Third Series. 
Ress beat Billy Gates. 
Paul Gladstone beat General Arthur. 
Gladstone’s Boy a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

GLADSTONHE’S BOY AND RESS 

were cast off in some sedge at 3:36 and worked along a hedge 
and through a cotton field. Glad had the best of it in speed 
and range, although Ress putin her best licks and went better 
than in the previous heats. Working through tosome woods, 
Glad found and pointed a large beyy, and as Ress came up on 
the other side of the thicket she also pointed the same birds, 
which were flushed to order. They settled in the woods, 
Glad was the first to tind, pointing a single bird just in front 
of and facing the horses, which were so close that the bird 
soon flushed itself, Ress then pointed and Glad backed her 
nicely. Ayent, to order, killed the bird, and Kess retrieved 
it well. Shesoon had another one, which flushed as Avent 
went.to her. Both then pointed one that flushed as the 
handlers came up. Glad then madea good point toa single 
that Tucker, to order, killed, and Glad retrieved it. Both 
then pointed where birds had been, but soon wenton. Ress 
then pointed and Glad backed her, but nothing was found. 
She soon had another point, which Glad honored in fine style. 
Avent flushed to order, but did not shoot. Ress then pointed 
another one at the edge of the woods, which was put up to 
order. Wethen beat out a thicket, where both dogs chal- 
lenged, but the handlers were close up, and the birds flushed 
before the dogs had a chance to locate them. One then got 
up hear each dog, and soon after Ress pointed one that flushed 
as the handlers came up, Glad then pointed and Ress came 
up and also pointed the same bird, which was flushed to order. 
A part of the beyy settled in a cotton field on the bare 
ground, Glad went there and stopped and half pointed, 
either at sight or to order, we could not tell which, Ress 
forged ahead and made a capital point, and Avent, to order, 
putup the birds. She then went on, and one got up near her. 
She then turned into the thicket and nailed one in capital style, 
They were then ordered up at 4:22, and we started for town. 
In the evening the judges announced that they had awarded 
the heat to Ress. Down forty-six minutes, This was a rat- 
tling good heat, and Ress showed that on single birds she is a 
very hard one to beat, This ended the fourth series, with the 
following result: 

y Fowrth Series. 
Ress beat Gladstone’s Boy. 
Fal Gladstone a bye, 

FINAL Tin FoR Pirsr PRiz#H, 

BESS AND PAUL GLADSTONE 

were put down at 10:00 in a large field of weeds and sedze, 
and worked over to the woods, where Paul, swinging off at a 
tremendous pace, pointed a bevy in a thicket, which were 
flushed to order. Ress coming up, they were ordered on, and 
both dogs pointed single birds, one of which was shot and 
killed by Avent and retrieved by Ress. At 10:10 Mr. Avent 
withdrew Ress, and the heat and first prize was awarded to 
Paul Gladstone. Down ten minutes. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND BILLY GATES 

were put down at 10:30to decide which should run with Lady 
C. for second prize, They were cast off in a sedge field, which 
was drawn blank, and we worked into the woods, where a 
large bevy flushed wild, and Glad coming up, pointed where 
the birds had been put up. A little further on Glad pointed 
a single bird, and Billy being brought up to back, pointed on 
the other side of the brush heap. Moving on, both dogs 
pointed a rabbit. We then swung round into the brush, 
where Billy pointed a single bird, backed by Glad. Ordered 
on, Glad pointed, broke in and flushed. Moving on, Glad 
persed, backed by Billy. The birds were fiushed to order. 
inate on, Billy pointed a single bird, backed by Glad, and a 

little further on Glad pointed, backed by Billy, but moved 
on as Tucker came up. Soon afterward he pointed, backed 
by Billy. The bird was fiushed to order, shot at and missed. 
They were then ordered up while the judges consulted as to 
the rules, and put down again ina large field and worked 
down to where some- birds had been marked doyn, when 
Glad pointed in the sedge, backed by Billy. Working on 
down the rayine, Glad pointed a large bevy and was nicely 
backed by Billy. They were then ordered up, and the heat 
was awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 11:55. Down one hour 
and twenty-tive minutes. 

FINAL TIz FOR SECOND PRIZE. 

GLADSTONE’S BOY AND LADY GC. 

were next called and put down in a sedge field at 11;45 to de- 
cide second prize, when Glad pointed and Lady coming up, 
also pointed, and the birds were shot at and one killed by 
Tucker and retrived by Glad. Moving on, Lady false pointed, 
backed by Glad. Ordered on, Glad made a beantitul point 
on the side of a gully in some plum bushes, backed hand- 
somely -by Lady. The birds were flushed to order. On a 
litte further, Glad again pointed a single bird, backed by 
Lady, We then worked on across a ditch and up the hill, 
where Glad made a sensational peint on a lark. Moving ona 
little further, a bevy flushed at the head of a gully, both dogs 
being out of sight of the judges. Ordered on to where they 
had been marked down across the ditch, (slad pointed on the 
side of the ditch, when several birds flushed wild. On up the 
ditch Stephenson called a point for Lady, but failed to put up 
the bird. A little further on Giad pointed a single bird. 
They were then ordered up, and the heat and second prize 
was awarded to Gladstone’s Boy at 12:10, Down twenty-five 
minutes. 

LADY ©. AND BILLY GATES 

were then called to contest for third money, and the handlers 
having agreed to divide, the honors and third prize were 
equally divided between Lady C, and Billy Gatss, This fin- 
ished the All-Aged Stake. 
Following is a complete 

SUMMARY, 
First Series. 

Medora beat London (withdrawn). 
Billy Gates beat Bessie A. 
Ress beat Clay. 
Sportsman beat St. Hho V. 
Paul Gladstone beat Slocum. 
Lady C, beat Meteor. 
Geu. Arthur beat Count Rapier. 
Col. Cool beat Rite. 
St. Himo IV. beat Richmond, 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Lillian, 

Second Series. 
Billy Gates beat Medora, 
Ress beat Sportsman. 
Paul Gladstone beat Lady C. 
Gen. Arthur beat Col. Cool. 
Gladstone's Boy beat St. Himo IV. 

Third Series. 
Ress beat Billy Gates. . 
Paul Gladstone beat Gen, Arthur. 
Gladstone’s Boy a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

Ress beat Gladstone's Boy. 
Paul Gladstone a bye. 

Final Tie for Furst Prize. 

Paul Gladstone beat Ress (withdrawn) and took first prize. 
Ties for Second Prize. 

Gladstone’s Boy beat Billy Gates. 

Final Tie for Second Prize. 
Gladstone's Boy beav Lady C., and won second prize, 

Final Tie for Third Prize. 

Lady C. and Billy Gates divided third prize, 

THE AMATEUR STAKE. 

There were only two entries in this stake, B. M. Stephen- 
son’s Lady C, and Dr. G. G. Ware’s Gladstone’s Boy, They 
were handled by their owners, and it was decided by the 
judges to runthem one hour. They were cast off at 1:30 ina 
large sedge field, and were soon both lost, and Lady was 
after some little time found by one of the judges on a point. 
The birds flushed as he came up. Working on into the woods, 
Lady pointed and the birds flushed wild. Moving on, Glad 
pointed and the bird was finshed to order, shot at and missed. 
Moving on, Lady C. pointed, but moved on. Ordered on 
around the edge of the woods, both dogs pointed in tall sedge 
grass. To order, Dr. Ware flushed a bird and killed it, and it 
was handsomely retrieved by Glad. Working on, both dogs, 
after a beautiful piece of roading, scored a flush each. Work- 
ing on, Lady pointed, backed by Glad. The bird was flushed 
by Stephenson and killed, and, to order, Lady retrieved it m 
handsome style. We then swung round across a large field of 
sedge and weeds, when, near a hedgerow, Lady dropped to a 
point, backed by Glad. The birds were on the opposite side 
of the hedge, and the dogs were worked around the hedge, 
when, after a good deal of roading, several scattered birds 
gotup. Wethen swung down a ravine and across the hill 
and up a deep gully. Both dogs disappeared around a plum 
thicket at the head of the gully, when a large bevy rose, pre- 
sumably flushed by the dogs, They were worked down to 
where the birds had settled, when both dogs pointed a bird 
each. Dr. Ware shot one, which Glad retrieved. The time 
haying expired, they were ordered up, and the heat and Ama- 
teur Cup awarded to Lady C. Down one hour. This ended 
the trials of the Southern Sportsman’s Association, 

THE NHW YORK FANOIERS CLUB'S SHOW.—The an- 
nual exhibition of the New York Fanciers Club will be held at 
Madison Square Garden Feb. 4to ll. There will be eighteen 
classes for pet dogs, with prizes of $10, $5, and club certiticate 
ineach. Dr. George Walton, of Boston, will judge the dogs. 
Entry blanks may be had by addressing Mr. Chas. Harker, 
62 Cortlandt street, New York. 
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BENCH SHOW ENTRIES. 

Aiitor Forest and Stream: 
I have received numerous letters inquizing as to proper con- 

struction of A, K. C. rules 8 and 9, and how to make entries 
in coming bench shows. 4 : 

All dogs. of whatever breed, that have won ‘‘first prize” in 
the open class, at the bench shows of any organization now 
recognized as a member of the American Kennel Club, should 
be entered in the champion class,and dogs having won two 
first prizes in the champion class, regardless of former compe- 
tition, should be entered in the extra champion class, 

This will properly adjust the status of past winners accord- 
ing to intention of A. K. C. ‘ . 

In future winnings dogs will be advanced strictly in accord- 
ance with rules 8 and 9, and no awards will be recognized ex- 
cept those made by members of this Association. 

ii is desired that all persons making entries will state when 
and where their entries won first prizes, in open or champion 
classes, as it will prevent confusion and fix a reeord for, or 
against, their entries. Entry blanks should set apart space 
for this purpose to call attention of all making entries, 

J. M, Taytor, President A. K, C, 
Lexineron, Ky., Dec. 25, 1884. 

THE HANDLERS’ ASSOCIATION.—Canton, Miss., Dec. 
16.—Hditor Forest and Stream; The handlers held an informal 
meeting Dee, 10, at 8 o’clock, for the purpose of organizing a 
handlers’ association for the purpose of supporting, promot- 
ing and perpetuating field trials to the extent of the ability of 
the members; to establish and maintain a strict performauce 
of all contracts bebween handlers of the Association and dog 
owners, and, also, that it might be known to all members if a 
handler was unjustly dealt with in connection with dogs by 
any owner; to establish a uniform and correct method of 
handling dogs at field trials, the aira being to eliminate all 
jockeying and erroneous methods; and to promote good fel- 
Jowship and courteous deportment at alltimes. The mecting 
then adjourned until the following night at § o’clock, At the 
appointed time the handlers met and organized with the fol- 
lowing membership, namely; N. B. Nesbitt, HE. H. Haight, W. 
B. McKay, H. M. Short, W. A. Hllison, J. M. Avent, J. N, 
Maclin, W. W. Titusand B. Waters. EH. H, Haight was elected 
President, J. M. Avent Vice-President, and B. Waters Secre- 
tary and Treasurer, Executive Committee—H. M. Short, W- 
A. Ellison, J. N, Maclin, N. B. Nesbitt and W. W. Titus, The 
organization adopted the name of The National Association 
of Field Trial Handlers. J. M. Avent, N. B, Nesbitt and B. 
Waters were appointed a committee to draft a constitution 
and by-laws, to be submitted at an adjourned meeting of the 
Association to be held on the following Tuesday. At the 
time appointed the committee submitted a draft of the con- 
stitution and by-laws drawn in accordance with the purposes 
of the Association, and which, with some alteration and 
amendment, was accepted. The meeting then adjourned 
Sine die.—RECOIL PAD. 

DOG LOST.—On Saturday, Dec. 3, my young setter dog 
was stolen from me, and I would be glad to have any brother 
sportsman who may come across him to notify me. He is an 
Ivish setter; color of body, orange or lemon, has white face 
and breast, all four feet are white, small patch of white on 
back of neck, end of tail is also tipped with white. The dog 
is six months old, answers to the name Dan and stands sixteen’ 
or seventeen inches high at the shoulders. I bought him 
through the FoREST AND STREAM and consider this the best 
inedium 0 find him again, as he has been shipped on the rail- 
road from this point to some other part of the State. Any 
one knowing of him will please address G, M. Tarr, 61 Sturges 
ayenue, Mansfield, Ohio, 

THE NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW.—Special dispatch to 
Forest and Siream.—On account of the death of Mr. Charles 
Lincoln, the New Orleans Dog Show has been postponed until 
Feb, 10. The entries will close Jan. 31,—S. 8. McCumn. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of gach animal; 
1, Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed, buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or §. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 6, Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death 10. Owner of dam. 
All names must be plainly written, Communication on one side of 

Paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

25" See instructions at head of this column. 
Count Wind’em IIT. By J. Lewis, Cannonsburg, Pa., for black and 

white blue belton setter dog, whelped Nov, 3, 1844, by Count Noble 
out of Nellie. 
Count Dick IT, By J. Lewis, Cannonsburg, Pa., for black, white 

ce tan setter dog, whelped Noy. 3, 1884, by Connt Noble out of 
ellie. 
Count Rattler. By J. Lewis, Cannonsburg, Pa., for black and 

white setter doz, whelped Nov, 3, 1884, by Count Noble out of Nellie, 
Netlie Bly. By J. Lewis, Cannonsburg, Pa.. for black and white 

setter bitch, whelped Nov. 3, 1884, by Count Noble out of Nellie, 

BRED. 

be See instructions at head of this column. 
Althea—Ober, Herbert Hlint’s (Hayerhill, Mass ) black cocker bitch 
are Gk: 842) to the Cummings Cocker Spaniel Kennels’ Ober 
KR. 85), 
Lily—Guillermo. 'T. W. Mills's bull bitch Lily (Jack—Venus) to his 

Guillermo (A.K,R. 671), Oct. 27. 
Dashing Belle—cilen Rock. BH, W. Jester’s (St. George's, Del.) Bng- 

Mabe setter bitch Dashing Belle (A.K.R, 814) to his Glen Rock (A.K.R. 
)e 

Faun—Galleard. HH. Dain’s (Baltimore, Md.) Irish setter bitch 
Fawn (Elecho—Noreen) to his Galleard (Snap—Vic). 
Rihona—Otho. E.R. Hearn’s (Hermitage Kennels) St. Bernard bitch 

Robna to Mr. Fred. W. Rothera’s champion Otho. 

WHELPS. 

(E> See instructions at head of this column. 
(fretchen. Mignon Kennels’ (Cortland, N. ¥.) bitch Gretchen, Ocb. 

20, <i five (four dogs), by Chief (Bob I11.—Mignon); the bitch since 
ead, 
Kale. E. Bond's (Lincoln, Neb.) lemon and white setter bitch Kate 

(Yorick—Daisy), Dec. 2, nine (six dogs), by his Guido (Sweepstakes— 
Missouri), 

SALES. 
(es See instructions at head of this column. 
Lorrie. Black, tan and white Scotch collie dog (champion Lorne— 

champion Lassie), by Fred. W. Rothera, Simcoe, Ont., to H. Ward, 
Cambridge, Hag. 
Loura, Black, tan and white Scotch collie bitch (champion Lorne 

—champion Lassie), by Fred. W. Rothera, Simcoe, Ont,, to Mr. Cow- 
dry, Regina, Northwest Territory. 
Dumps. Apricot fawn, black oints, pug dog, whelped Sept. 17. 

1884 (Treasure—Pudgie), by Geo, - Dixon, Worceéster, Mass., to Geo. 
Sutton, same place. 
Smut IT, Stone fawn, black points, pug dog, whelped Sept. 17, 

1884 (Treasure—Pudgie), by Geo. W. Dixon, Worcester, Mass., to W. 
H, Grisdel, same place. 

Betend. Stone fawn, black points, pug bitch, whelped Oct. 5, 1884 
(champion Treasure—imported Toodles), by Geo. W. ixon, Worces- 
ter, Mass., to Miss May Schofield, same place, 

Gloss. Black field ‘spaniel dog (Bub—Jenny), by the Mignon Ken- 
nels, Cortland, N. Y., to R. Hotchkiss, New Haven, Conn. 

Chisp. Black and white ticked spaniel dog, whelped April 13, 1682 
(Bob Lil.—Mignon), by the Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N. Y.,to Miss 
5B. Gardner, New Hayen, Conn, 

Gretchen IJ. Spaniel bitch, whelped April 16, 1884 (Gloss—Gret- 
chen), by the Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N, ¥., to F, H. Howe, New 
Haven, Conn. 
_Moud, Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Aug. 16, 1834 (Gloss— 
Gretehen), by the Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N. Y., to W, J, Rainey, 
Cleveland, 0. 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

WORCESTHER, Mass., Nov. 25.—Editor Forest and Stream; Tsend herewith a copy of a target, which, should you transfer itjto your columns, might awaken a passing interest in'some of your readers, 
So far as T know it is equal to the best reported scores made under the same conditions, AS an elderly man’s contribution to the apRp ESF 0u of young marksmen,let it pass for what it is worth,— 

Pat. Liver cocker spaniel, whelped April 16, 1884 (Gloss—Gret- 
chen), by the Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N. Y., to 8. Bullard, same 
lace. 

2 Dash Ifl.,Jr. Black and white English setter dog (Dash II.— 
Roberto Laverack, A.K.R. 1071), by Dr, J, R. Housel, Watsontown, 
Pa,, to Fred. Luce, Schooleraft. Mich, 

Wilson’s Don. Black and white English setter dog, whelped July 
21, 1884 (Dash Ifl.—Roberto Laverack, A.K.R. 1081), by Dr. J, R. 
Housel, Watsontown, Pa.. to Thos. Blyth, Peale, Pa, 
Tipton—Gyp whelps. Red Irish setters, doz and bitch, whelped 

July 24, 1884 (Tipton, A.K.R, 1098—Gyp), by Dr. J. R. Housel, Watson- 
town, Pa., dog to H. CO. Payne, Beechwood, Pa., and bitch to Thos. 
Blyth, Peale, Pa. 

Worms my Dogs.—One dose acure. ‘‘Scalford, near Melton Mow- 
bray, Jan. 7, 1872. Keeping as I do so many valuable mastiffs—prob- 
ably as many as any breeder in England—I have used Naldire’s 
Powders, and consider them an effectual, Es Doe and safe remedy 
for dogs, W.B. Wynn.” WNaldire’s Worm Powders, the great British 
remedy, are sold by McKesson & Robbins, 91 Fulton street, New York. 
Price $1. Manufacturers: Wright & Holdsworth, 8 Spur street, Lon. 
don, England,—Ady, 

Aifle and Gray Shooting. 

REVOLVER SHOOTING. 

Uditor Forest and Stream: 
Tam glad that “Thirty-two Short” brings up the subject, and agree 

with him, and wait and long for the proper weapon. I would want 
no heavier cartridge than the .82 shorb, but find all .22 and .32 re- 
yolvers which I had the chance to shoot, much too shortm the barrel, 
and the .38 caliber too light, EBERTS. 
BELLEVUE, Ohio, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The letter of ‘Thirty-two Short,’ in yourissue of Dec. 13, in regard 

to revolver target shooting, meets my views exactly. N early all 
whom I know agree in saying that accurate shooting cannot be done 
with the revolvers generally made. I have experimented some with 
pistols and find the difficulty to lie in the excessive amount of the 
powder charge in connection with the lightness of of the weapon and 
the uncomfortable handles, As to whether rim or center fire car- 
tridge is best Ihave not knowledge enough to express an opinion, but 
if the manufacturers continue to use as much powder as they have 
heretofore done I would advocate center fire, as then one could load 
to suit his individual taste. 
There are mauy men who are good shots with a gallery pistol, but 

tew of them ean do work with the revolver which is at ali satisfactory 
The reason of this is, ( think, correctly stated by ‘‘Thirty- 

two Short."’ He says that “the pistol should weigh at least 16 ounces.” 
or 5-inch barrel and a 

handle of sufficient size should, in my estimation, weizh not less thana 

to him. 

In that opinion 1 differ. <A pistol with 4 

pound anda half. This may seem heayy to those who are accus- 
tomed to carry a pistol for protection, but they rarely if ever shoot a 
pistol, and in all hkelihood this matter of weight as to revolvers for 
target use won't trouble them any. Like ‘Thirty-two Short” I should 
be pleased if any of your readers would five us their views about 
this, whether they agree in what has been said or not. 
ACHExECTADY, N. Y., Dec. 19. EVERETT? SMITH, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Im your issue of Dee. 18 there appears a communication from 

**,32 Short” in reference to arevolver best adapted to tarzet shooting, 
and as T have owned some forty odd revolvers, I could not withstand 
the temptation to say a word. 
I fully agree with "'.32 Short”’ that. as yet, there is no perfect re- 

yolver made, 
shape that it is liable to slip through the fingers in cocking the arm, 
and the extractor is too complicated; but for workmanship and gen- 
eral get up, as well as for acecuracy, it is perfect. Ihave taken the 
meee clean off a catbird at 32 measured feet with a .82-cal. Smith & 

esson. 
in regard to the Colt, would say that I think the rear sight, as now 

made, is a very objectionable feature, it being nothing more than a 
groove cutin the top strap oyer the cylinder, and through which it is 
difficult to catch a clear sight. 7 

I think if the Colt Company would make a rear sight similar to the 
Smith & Wesson, and make the revolver to take the same kind of am- 
munition as the .32-cal. center-fire Smith & Wesson, with a 4-inch 
barrel and extractor, it would be nearly perfect. 

In regard to the .42 short rim-fire cartridge, advocated by your 
worthy correspondent, aliow me to say that 1 most emphatically dis- 
agree with him. I think a rim-fire cartridge, of whatever caliber, isa 
delusion and a snare, and is only a shade better than loose powder 
and ball, The charge of powder ina rim-fire cartridge will often vary 
several grains, which would make a very appreciate difference in 
the shooting, to say nothing of the vexation of spirit when, asis often 
the case, they miss fire. 
They are so exceedingly bad thata shooting gallery in this city 

which has several thousand on hand will not use them, and offered 
them for sale cheap and no takers. 
Surely “.32 Short” makes a fears mistake when he asserts that 

there is no more power in a .82 long than ina short, on aceount of 
ae unburned powder, I thought that that theory had been exploded 
ong ago, 
Allow me to suggest to Mr, ‘.32 Short’ that he take a long and 

short cartridge and fire them from the same arm, and he will find 
that there is a very considerable difference in the penetration in favor 
of the longer cartridge, though may be it will be at the expense of 
accuracy; at least such has been my experience, 
Ido not see how the .32 Smith & Wesson can be improved upon 

very much, The charge of powder can hardly be called excessive, as 
it is about 8 or 10 grains, as nearly as I can remember, and they are 
very sure fire (I’ve fired over 2,000, and as yet have not had a miss 
fire); and if they had beén rim fire they would haye averaged five or 
ten miss fires to the hundred. 

No, surely we don’t want to go back but forward. Tf ‘'.82 Short’ 
will take the trouble to compare the prices of the center and rim fire 
he will find that there is comparatively little difference in the price, 
which to my mind is more than counterbalanced by the superiority 
of the center fire. 

I hope to hear from others who are better informed on the subject 
than is CENTER Fire. 
PHILADELPHIA, Dee, 22. 

WESTERN RIFLE RANGES. 

Editor Horest and Stream: 
Referring to your recent editorial in regard to covered ranges, and 

the remarks of correspondents from time to time of the difficulty in 
obtaining suitable ground for ranges in the Kast, the question natur- 
ally suggests itself; Why is there not more interest taken in long- 
range shooting here in the West, where no such trouble exists? 
Ranges can be had in almost any locality. Ido not reer to Califor- 
nia or Nevada, for in both of those States a lively interest is taken, 
and each year the interstate militia match is shot, and they are the 
only States represented in the competition for the “Pacific Coast 
Trophy.’ The result has been the bringing out of some of the best, 
if not the best_ military shots of the United States, especially at 200 
and 500yds. In Oregon they have several military companies, but 
target practice is neglected. and no shots of any note in the State, 
One club existsin Portland, Oregon, among which area few good 
shots, the average being poor. In this Territory not asinglerifie club 
exists, and I doubtif a long-range match ever took place in the Terri- 
tory (I except, of course, the rezular army practice at military posts), 
Here, where every third man is the owner Of a rifle. no effort is made 
to establish clubs and ranges. The old style of our grandfathers is 
stili in vogue, viz.: 40 to 50yds. off-hand, or 60 with a rest at some V- 
shaped mark, no rules or regulations to govern, 
Taking into consideration the interest taken all over the Hast and 

in California and Nevada in the international matches, ete., why 1s it 
not so here, where the mild climate permits of practice nearly all the 
year round, where no high winds prevail, where ranges can be had 
anywhere wilh but litile trouble? This place with a population of 
over 6,000 cannot claim a shooting club of any kind, yet nearly every 
One shoots. Seattle, with a population of over 7.000, has I believe 
one shooting club, but no rifis club. I sincerely hope that it will be 
taken up this winter, ranges established, and by next fall our local 
military companies be able to send a team to San Francisco to com- 
pete in the Pacific Coast interstate match. Oregon with four or five 
conrpanies should certainly be able to doso. Game is abundant here, 
deer, bear, elk, grouse, pheasants, ducks are in abundance, and per- 
haps herein lies the secret of the non-establishment of shooting 
clubs and ranges, Those who have a few days to spare occupy the 
time in hunting, still they should not neglect 11, especially the militia, 
who should remember that rifle practice is perhaps of more import- 
ance than drilling, Should any of your readers in this Territory 
Chance to read this I hope it may have the desired effect, The writer 
has tried repeatedly to establish a shooting or rifle club, but without 
success, Perhaps coming. through your valuable and influential 
journal more attention will be paid to the matter, x, 
Nw TAcoms, W, T. .— 

The hammer on the Smith & Wesson being of such a 

Shot by J. J, Putnam, Worcester, Mass., Novy, 22. 1884, Whole 
number of shots fired 19, from rest, 200yds. Remington-Hepburn 
rifle, .40.cal,, 50 grains powder, 330-grain bullet, actual diameter of 
bullseye 3iéin. 
SARATOGA SPRINGS.—Dec. 22,—The Saratoga Rifle Club is this 

winter ina better condition, both as regards numbers and money 
matters. There are about twenty active members and total member- 
ship of about thirty-five including honorary members. We haye 
pleasant club rooms, with a range ninety feet long, also billiard and 
card rooms. Two shoots were held last week, butthe attendance was 
small, chiefly on account of the bad weather. On Wednessday the 
wind blew a gale, and the snow storm at times made the target in- 
visible. On Saturday the conditions were more favorable, and good 
Scores were made. The Massachusetts target was used, distance 
200yds., off-hand. The following are the highest scores of éach com- 
petitor forthe week: - 
DDE Vise? pees en ayy kane ieeet ee ee 12 11 10 11 12 12: 12 9 9 10—109 
REZENLD ye: Tene e ny poeta eerie 12 11 11 11 101212 9 9 10—i07 

BONS ONS Sono banter SBE 8 9 12 11 12 12 11 12 10 10—106 
Resco ry nassau en ee en eee 1 9121010 10 111210 9—1i04 

TLOWielligetons: 2.5. ee. nen pr 1010 $11 9 11 11 11 10 10-101 
REO LV insets Sin Fed tales leanne Ii $1011 1011 9 9 11 11—101 

WetlsGibbstet. ite song, Perna anen eeen 10 912 91010 8 12 411 10—101 
Ieee dude ake ee -1012 912 9 911 9 9 10—100 

A ¥ Mitchell.......... -10 91111 811 9 9 9 10- 97 
DEROGAS ess oht, perl meee pepe ieee ad § 9 9 9 9101011 B= 92 

WORCESTER, Mass., Dec, 25.—The series of matches at Pine Grove 
Range ended to-day with the following results: 

Creedmoor. 
C A Allen... 82 34 33— 96+ 6=105 JN Freeman,29 32 29—90444=101 
IC BSmith.32 32 82— 96+ 8=1.4 T Leighton,..31 31 31—98-+ B=101 
KB French.32' 82 32— 96+ 8=104 $0 Ulark... 32 81 3i—94 5= 49 
AL Rice....33 32 883— 984- 5=103 M Garter..... 32 82 2—93+- b= 98 
A C White, .34 34 34—102+-..=102 Arthur Mills.30 24 80—S9+ #= 97 

A © White. ..64 63 65—1024-..=192 IC B Smith,49 54 62 -165-18—178 
AL Rice... 50 54 £21631 9—172 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Dec. 13.—The shooting at the Lake Lookout 
range to-day showed some excellent work. The contest for the bronze 
placque was waged by members wno haye joined the Rod and Gun 
Rifie Club since September, and had not previously been used to rifle 
shooting. George H. Day was the winner, the scores being as follows, 
60 is the possible score: 
George E Day...12 10 1111 65—49 John Neeson....910 9 8 7—43 
S H Hindley..... 910 912 10—4%7 James Fisher... 6 5 11 10 6—38 
TT Cartwright..10 8 9 7 10—44 WE Morse......40 0 2 2 721 
Only four entered for the first-class marksmen’s record match 

which, after a close contest between Talbot and Knox, was won by 
the former with a score of 106 out of a possible 120, as follows: 
AiO Tal bGti sen” vee cst ee eect ee 111010 9 9 12 11 11 12 11—106 
SWF ROS esc etcrs wn. cnte eee eee 1011101211 811 9 ii 12-105 
en (is BE ae entry Piece desc os 1210 1111 511 91090 8— 97 
Skerindleygen. a vie iee tow oaks - 610 91219 56 9 8 6 7— #2 

WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 11.—The following scores were ma ‘e by 
the members of the Rifle Club at the Pine Grove range to-day, 
Oreedmoor target: ; 
A © Brown..- ...p045055—34 T Leighton.... ....-.. 545 t445—31 
AL Rice... .. 4555355—82 CA Allen......, teen. . 5445454—31 
DiGlanke Gewese. wiceye 5445445—81 A Mills....... fee ok TA 4534545—39 

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 21.—The final shoot of the year of the Gali- 
fornia Schuetzen Club took place atthe park at Alameda to-day. 
The competition was for the five class prizes, valued at $125. The 
champion prize was won by Philo Jacoby with 420 rings, A. Stretcher 
following close with 415. The first class was won by 1. Mreeze, with 
885 rings; second class, by M. Krahman, 870 rings: third, George 
Helm, Jr., 400; fourth; O. Bremer, 345. The shooting of all the mem- 
bers of the club was excellent, and, notwithstanding the rain, the 
attendance was large. 

BOSTON, Dee. 27._There was a very good attendance of riflemen 
at Walnut Hill to day and some good scores were made. The duy 
was a fine one for shooting, the bulls standing out prominently in the 
gray light and the wind not being troublesome, During the day one 
of the gentlemen had the misfortune to get his cleaning rod, a small, 
wooden hickory stick, about one-third of an inch in diameter and 
about thirty inches long, fouled in the barrelof his gup, Mr? J. 
Francis, and experienced shooter took the gun, and putting in a shell 
containing about fifteen grains of powder, took aim at a spruce post, 
two and a halfinches square, discharged the gun, and the rod was 
sent through the post and projected at least six inches on the other 
side, where it now remains, The best s¢ores of the day are given 
below: 
Creedmoor Practice Match (possible 60, 200yds.).—A, J. Kempton 

44, H. A. Lewis 28, 5. W. Hale 38. 
Decimal Match (possible 100, 200yds.).—R. Reed 78, EH. B. Souther 

71, T. Barton 70, J. Fried 70, G. Marshall 69, J. Kinsman 63. 
Rest Match (possible 100, 200yds.),—H, Cushing 96, C. Andrews 95, 

G. T. Peck 94, 5. Wilder 91, H. Compton 91,5. Sylvester 91, C. T. Bout- 
well 91, J, Burd 91, A. Knowlton 89, E, Knowles $4, B. B. Souther 82. 

CHRISTMAS SHOOTING. 

Aree CH, Mass.—The prize shoot of the Lawrence Rifle Club 
was held at the range in Riverside Grove, and was well attended, 

Two matches were open, a military match for members of the local 
militia, divided into three classes, and a Creedmoor handicap match, 
open to allcomers. The weather was clear and cold witha strong 
wind blowing across the range, and this, togetLer with the dazzling 
light caused by the snow, made high scores very difficult to obtain, A 
total of 106 entries were made in both matches. » 
The matches were shot at 200yds., five shots. In the military match 

three scores were shot to count as one, while in the Creedmoor 
match four scores were necessary. Competitors in the military match 
were divided into three classes, according to scores previously made, 

They were WON ae i allows: and one prize was offered to each class. seis 
bee eerdtcere = First class—M. W, Daulton.... ..,, --... rete 

Second class—L. N. Duecnesney,.........,..--..,- -------19 11 12-42 
Third class—H. B. Dennett,,.---.,.20-.----.2---+e+-----d5 16 1d—% 
The Creedmoor match was open to all comers, with any rifle, There 

was considerable competition in this match, and the following were 
‘ the best scores made, the first four being prize winners; 
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JW Frost... ..22 22 23 24-91 WN Payson.....,.21 22 16 18—77 
Wm Fisher.. . 22 22 28 29-89 FW M Palmer....... 18 19 18 2i—76 
Lewi- Sammders....21 21 22 23-87 DM Smith ..,,..,,20 20 17 18—75 
AW Howland...... 22 21 21 21—87 AP WNeal........... 19 18 17 17—71 

BOSTON.—The attendance at the range at Walnut Hill was very 
large. During the day a strong northwest wind prevailed, and the 
bene was very dazzling. Among those present was George Harrison 
ot Minneapolis, Minn., who was on his first visit to the East, and ex- 
pressed himself as very much pleased with the shooting facilihes at 
the range. Below are the best records of the day: 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
PON Pe gees ae ddddd5dddd 4) J © Darmody (mil.).2448444444—87 
TD Stewart. ee. ses 4344433564- 39 ST King......-..... 3444543442—87 
8. Dinkbam.... ...- A4dpdd4a4d4—_ 38° CP Chapman (mil.) 433444444236 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
hf cia) ae ee Weel che tony 4 565 6 6b 5b 5 4-47 

Decimal] Match. 
(ops SG fas Oe ce (ie dinates SBR MS Bo To Ged it by 7—E8 

95674410 7 9 4 7-67 
Victory Match. 

UE CUCUST S12) ) 7) a a eave Pep acre Cre 884977 9 6 910-7 
Rest Match 

SSMU MLTR Soro g-5 sncksosed <1) Spa seddapS EE ts Peaster 8 8 9 9 8 9 9 9 8 10—87 
MMV LOR DEL se ty5, 5} ove peek eskids tale Sey 10 9 81010 6 7 8 8 9—85 
BG Warren...,..-. seabe eck eeet ow 478 9 9 71010 7 9—80 
H Newton,..,... nee teenie sexed chets 410 810 6 6 8 5 5 10-72 
George Harrison,.,.........,- AAS oy cat 28 110 4 3 7 4 6 5-49 

WAKEFIELD.—The Wakefield Sportsman’s Club held a prize shoot 
at the range on Salmon street. open to all comers. The first match, 
for a prize of $10, was won by George H, Towle, Second match, fora 
prize of $10, was won by Alexander Turnbull. The other events re- 
sulted as follows: 

1, Seven clay-birds—A. Smith first, C, 1. Goodale second, George H. 
Towle third. 
ras qe birds—Albert Smith first, C, I. Goodale second, §, S. White 

ird. 
3, Ten birds—Albert Smith first, Alexander Turnbull second, J. W. 

Babbitt third. 
reece birds—C, I. Goodale first, Albert Smith second, S, 8. While 

ird. 
5, Five birds—C I, Goodale first, A. Smith second, Alexander Turn- 

bull third. 
The Dutton gold badge was won by C, I, Goodale. 

SUPFOLE CLUEB,—The members of the Suffolk Spartsman’s Club 
met at their range at Powder Horn Hill. Fifteen sweeps were shot. 
FVollowing are the winners: First, Robinson first; second, George A; 
Libby, first; third, H. F. Libby, first; fourth, Hateh, first; fifth, R. 
Jones, first; sixth, Perry and Symmes divided first; seventh, Pratt, 
first; eighth, Goodnow and Dickey divided first, ninth, Pratt first; 
tenth, Dickey, first; eleventh, Dickey, first, twelfth, Draper, first; 
peas Dickey, first; fourteenth, Draper, first; fifteenth, Samp- 
son, first, 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re - 
guested to write on one side of the paper only. 

CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT.—Editor Forest and Stream: In 
regard to hotel rates at New Orleans, we haye received the following 
additional item: ‘At the Deneshand Hotel prices are $3.50 per day, 
three meals and room: this is special price for our sportsmen only. 
He will also make reduction on the price if two or more sleep in one 
room, Mr. Deneshand told me that on this occasion he will furnish 
dinnerat any hour shooters may desire in case they should be late. 
This hotel is as fine a placeas there isin New Orleans, equal to the 
best; their restaurant can’t be excelled. They do not have Huropean 
plan, Cassidy, of the Cassidy Hotel, makes figures for us, viz., rooms 
$1 per day, meals fifty cents each. his is a good hotel and the price 
is very reasonable: the restaurant is passable; of course there are 
better. There are other hotels, but they are very highin price. The 
two mentioned are in a fine locality, but neither of them will secure 
rooms unless money is sent in advance. I would ask that all coming 
write mein plenty of time, because rooms will be very scarce, that 
is, there will be enough rooni, but the prices are exorbitant, and I do 
not wish that any brother sportsmen be imposed upon when they can 
be sayed from the imposition, also they should write how long they 

_ would remain. I willforward you prices of other places as soon as I 
get answers, as [have asked for special prices from all hotels and 
roomers.—A. CARDONA, JR., 165 Enterprise street, New Orleans, La,” 
The United States Cartridge Company, of Lowell, Mass., has donated 
2,000 Star brand paper shot shells to be awarded as special prizes at 
the second mternational clay-pigeon tournament at New Orleans. 
Any manufacturer of uns, ammunition or implements desiring to 
imitate this exainple, will please address the undersigned at once in 
order to obtain méntion in the programme for distribution on the 
grounds.—L. ©. P. Co., Cincinnati. 

BULLETS OR SHOT.—Roxbury, Mass., Dec. 22.—Editor Forest 
and Stream; In your issue of Dee, 4, you say several investigations 
have seemingly verified the claim that a bullet only is used by Buffalo 
Bill ia breaking glass balls while riding at full speed on horseback. 
My reasous for cere contrary are as follows: First, why does 
Mr. Cody use a 50-cal, Winchester rifie? The cartridge, if I remem- 
bered rightly, takes 95 grains powder; by reducing the charge of 
poses say one-half, there would be space left for quite a respecta- 
le amount of shot, Something in the shape of a bullet must be in- 

serted in the shell in order for the breech pin to place cartridge in the 
barrel. Second, why is not the 32, 38, or even 44-calibers preferred to 
8 50-cal,? Possibly there is no room for shot in the former. I 
neglected to state that the above cartridge (50-cal.) was picked up in 
front of the grand stand immediately after shots were fired. A friend 
also procured another, same caliber, Third, where do all the bullets 
go to which it ie claimed are used? Would we not hear of them, 
especially where there are houses in the immediate vicinity? The 
claim may be made that light charges are used. Still, why is a 50- 
eal. used? Judging by the report of the rifie I should think the bullet 
would go half a mile at least, Let us have the views of some of your 
many correspondents.—f, ¥'. Lewis, 

BOSTON GUN CLUB.—Clay-pigeon tournament, will be held at 
Wellington, Mass., Jan. 7 and 21. Shooting begins at 9 o'clock, Prizes: 
40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Ties on singles, 3 birds; on doubles, 1 pair, 
Matches and sweepstakes open to all. Nxtra prizes each day will be 
given for best averages, Noticeis also given to members that any 
member challenging for the Individual Challenge Match for the New 
England Trap Shooter’s Association medal, and winning same, shalJl 
receive $10 fram the above club. If a team of 5 of above club chal- 
lenge and win, they shall receive $25. Time table.—B. & M. depot, 
‘To Wellington, 8:00, 9:35, 11:00, 12:45, 1:45, 2:45. From Wellington, 
12:08, 1:28, 2:20, 3:48, 4:48, 5:58. For further particulars, address, D. 
Kirgwoob, Boson, Sec’y B. G. GC, 

EASTERN SHOTS.—To-morrow at Worcester will be an important 
day as there is to be a shoot on the grounds of the Worcester Sports- 
man's Club, to which the shotgun men are directing their attention, 
for on that day there will be two interesting contests, one for the 
team badge, and one for the individual badge of the New England 
Trap Shooter's Association, In the former match there will be teams 
from the Worcester club and the Massachusetts Rifle Association and 
such other clubs as may challenge, and in the other contest Messrs. 
Perry and Holden of the Worcester club, Dickey of the M.R. A., 
Gerrish of the Exeter club, and Stack and Kirkwood of the Boston 
Gun Club will shoot against Mr. Eager, of Marlboro, the present 
holder of the badge. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

P. D., Havana, Schuyler county, N. Y.—1. Is there any law against 
fishing for pickerel aOR ER the ice with what we eall “tip ups’? ¥. 
Is it lawful te kill pickerel by striking the ice above them withanaxe? 
8. Why do you not vive weekly quotatious of the prices of furs and 
skins? 4. What will the back numbers of Forrsr anb Srream from 
May 15, 1888, to the first number in 1854 cost? Ans, 1. No, 2. Yes, 
there is no law in New York protecting pickerel. 8, We give occa- 
sional quotations. 4. Two dollars anda half. 

GRAEME, Tazewell CO. H,, Va.—December 81 shot a bird of the fol- 
lowing description, and as I never saw the like before, please tell me 
whatitis? I feel satisfied itis of petrel family. Itis about the size 
of the wild pigeon, and resembles it more in form than any bird of 
which I know, It is about 18 inches from {ip of beak to tip of tail, 1514 
inches from where wing joins body to tip of same, First three front 
feathers on wing white with black tips. the next four blueish 
or dove color with black tips, making in all seven black tipped. 
The first front feather black io quill, Tail, breast and under 
throat white and neck whitish. Top of back and butt of wings soft 
blueish or dove color. Head fluffy, and top of doye or blueish. Web- 
footed. three toes and 4 very small hind tor, Itsat high on water 
and floated gracefully and as light as a feather ball. fi was alone, 
and preceded 4 storm which sank the mercury in one night to 6° 
below zero, Ans. Your bird was not one of the petrels, but belonged 
to the Laride (gull family) and was probably Bonaparte’s ros pull 
(Larus philadelphia) or sometimes Chroticocephalus ‘philadelp ia, 

is, during migrations, abundant both on the coast and in the 
anterior. It breeds in the tar north. 

“a1 fe 

to catch and foul any lines nearit. Many 4 
make it more portable without lesseving its efficiency, the latest, and 

Hachting. 

A NEW FOLDING ANCHOR. 

i zee ordinary anchor isso much in the way. and of such an inconve- 
nient form to stow, that it is, when not iu actiial use, one of the 

reatest nuisances that yex the yachtsman. Hyen when stowed ana 
ashed it takes np much useful room in the bows, and is al ways ready 

Many plans have been devised ta 

one of the best of which is the one now described, the invention of 
Capt. H. C. Chester, U. 8. N.,a member of the United States Fish 
Commission, The shank of this anchor is perfectly straight, as shown 
in the cuts, and at the lower end are four Jugs, cast solid with the 
shank, to cach of which an arm is hinged, When in use the four 
arms are extended until each makes an angle of about 60 degrees 
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with the shank, beyond which they cannot open. <A ring, sliding on 
the shank, is dropped down on the arms and held by a pin through 
the shank, thus locking the arms open. In this shape, it is claimed, 
the anchor is or superior to the ordinary styles in holding 
power, the 6lb. being equal to an 8lb. anchor of the ordinary 
pattern, and the. 16lb to a 25lb. of any other make, When not in use 
the ring is released and slid up. the arms folded in and the ring 
slipped down over their points, thus holding them together, as 
shown in the second figure. In this shape the anchor occupies 
hardly any rooni, and may be stowed along the bulwarks in 
a small yacht, alongside the house, or down below, while in 
@ canoe or rowboat, it can be laid almost anywhere, the smallest, or 
canoe size, made of brass, being about 1ft. long and 244im. diameter at 
the head when closed, and weighing but 234ibs, 

CUTTERS AND SHARPIES, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In issue No. 21 of your paper J note, among other editorial re- 

marks, headed ‘Signs of the Times,”’ the following: ‘'From Roslyn 
comes the news of another step on the part of the sharpie toward 
the despised cutter, 50ft. waterline, narrow beam, with 4 tons of lead,” 
only think of it, on ber keel, and drawing nearly 4ft. of water!” 
Now, ‘‘fair play is a jewel.” Therefore give us fair play, and per- 

mit me to say that the Roslyn sharpie has not caught the cutter in- 
fection. Further than this, let me add thatI have never, in“all my 
yachting experience, met any two gentlemen more absolutely 
opposed to the heavy displacement principle inherent to the cutter 
than the parties for whom lam building the Nonpareil sharpie you 
refer to. The cutter will sink like a plumb-bob if she be wounded 
between wind and water. She throws ‘‘the briny’’ all over herself 
and everybody else in a tumble to windward, and if she be 591éft. in 
length, as is the sharpie yacht you are trying to put into bad com- 
pany, she would draw say 10ft. of water. These gentlemen, my 
customers, want nothing of that kind, would not accept it as a gift. 
But they do want a sensible yacht, a light-draft keel boat, mind you. 
One that can neither capsize nor sink—not a mere racing machine, 
They have ordered a strong, safe, weatherly, dry yacht, and they are 
going to have a sharpie, not because she resembles a cutter, but be- 
cause she differs from that style of craft in everything. 
The sharpie in question is not an extremely narrow one. In fact, 

ker beam, as relative to her length, is the same that Lhave always 
recommended as being proper for these boats. She carries one ton 
more ballast than some other yachts of same length, which I have 
built, because her hullis somewhat deeper, in order to obtain ample 
head room without a high house, The extra weight is added chiefly 
to reduce her freeboard. THOMAS CLAPHAM. 
Rostyn, L, I., Dec. 23, 1884. 
[Mr. Clapham does not dispute our assertion that in this boat he is 

tending further from the original sharpie and nearer to the cutter, as 
the boat, already as narrow as a cutter (five beams), is made deeper 
in body, with more displacement, a draft of 5ft. (mstead of 4, as we 
printed), and alead keel, She may still bea sharpie, but is 1 marked 
departure from the sharpie of afew years since. We have heard it 
mentioned before that the cutters throw showers of spray, but haye 
yet to see it proved ihat they are as wet as the slovps when it comes 
to hammering into it. Mr. Claphain does not give the draftand beam 
of the sharpie, but we understand through one of the owners that the 
figures are 5 and 10ft. respectively. Oriva. a racing cutter, bas 9ft. 
Gin. draft. on G60ft. length; but a cruising cutter of the same length 
need not have over 6ft. 6in, to be superior in every way to the sharpie. 
lf Mr. Clapham had merely deslred to reduce the freeboard, the 
natural way would haye been to build the boat with less topside, and 
it certainly looks as if his object in adding weight had been to in- 
crease the displacement. ] 

RACING CUTTERS AS CRUISERS. 

4 [eens prospect of a contest for the Cup next season brings again to 
the fore the Herald’s ‘prominent’ but anonymous yachtsman, 

with some new and interesting information on the subject of racing 
yachts, as follows: 

“The modern Brilish racing craft are not yachts, for neither pleas- 
ure nor comfort can be had when sailing in them. Their owners do 
not live aboard of them, and they are sailed only by professionals 
from place to place where prizes are to be won. Our yachts, how- 
ever, whatever may be their model and design, are specially fitted 
for the pleasure and comfort of their owners. Yacht racing is an ex- 
pensive ppure for which there is no adequate return on this side of 
the Atlantic, let the yachtsmen win or !ose. Consequently neither 
our vessels in their model, design and rig, nor our crews have arrived 
at that degree of practical excellence which the British haye.” 
We have had in our waters for a year past, an extreme *‘modern 

British racing eraft,’’ of 40 tons, the Neen, whose owner went aboard 
of her a year ago last fall, and has lived aboard ¢yer since, until the 
closing of the season this year. He has eruised in her through the 
West Indies, up and down our coast in winter and summer, has made 
the rounds this season and sailed in all the races of his class but one, 
and has made the yacht his home forayear. Can any of the sloops 
show as good a record as cruisers, and yet we are told that neither 
Uiadrelnee nor comfort are possible in such craft. The other cutters 
ere have been used in much the same way, the owners living aboard 

the greatest part of the season. 
Abroad, where a season’s racing means twenty-five to thirty-five 

starts instead of five or six, as here, there is no time for cruising, and 
‘pleasure and comfort” in the shape of fine carpets and furniture, 
and a disproportionate amount of space allotted to stewards and cooks, 
must give way to the requirements of hard sailing; but once the rac- 
ing season over, it is no unusual thing for the yacht to be putin cruis- 
ing trim for a winter in the South. Again, after the racer has been 
surpassed in speed by a newer rival, with reduced spars she at once 
becomes a cruiser, such as are found in all Huropean waters from 
Norway to Turkey, 
Yacht racing is an expensive sport, but we have never heard before 

that there were not plenty of men among us possessed both of 
the wealth and spirit to race their boats for the sake of sport, and not 
as implied, for the sake of pecuniary gain; and who find an adequate 
return for their outlay in the honor of leading the fleet for a season. 
Mug-chasers may complain of the comparatively small money prizes 
offered by many of our clubs, but the true yachtman values much 
more highly the string of flags showing a season's battles fought and 
won. The “prominentyachtsman”™ has probably been misled by read- 
ing of sums of three to five thousand dollars won by English yachtsina 
season, but if he supposes that the owners aré anything in pocket 
financially after the expenses of a season’s hard ig are detrayed 

heis greatly mistaken. Racing large yachts isand always will be 
an expensive sport, and those, either here or abroad, who go into 1b 
as means of making money, had better inyestia some other form of 
marine property. We lately quoted a letter of Mr, Henry E. Bayly 
to the Field in regard to the cruising qualities of his 414ton Spanka— 
dillo. The questions of herroomand general accommodations has 
been disputed by a correspondent to whom Captain Bayy replies 
as follows. j 

“Her sides, nside and out, were as ronnd as an apple, was a phrase 
often to be met within the old nautical novels uf one’s youth, when 
describing some dreaded and blood-stained skimmer of the seas, and 
to one’s boyish fancy what wonderful ideas of speed and fearful 
beauty were conyeyed by ‘round as an apple’; but handsome is as 
handsome does, and where are the round-sided vessels of a like size 
that would have the ghost of a chance to windward with Olga or 
Currytush, wall-sided as they are, and the fresher the breeze and the 
bigger the lop, the poorer the show of the swelling ones. A. U., 
while fully admitting the power and speed of my perfect racing 
machine, as he terms her, is skeptical of her comfort for cruising. 
Of course, comfort is relative, and you cannot expect very much out 
of a small craft; but, dating my yachting experience as | do back te 
1845, the result derived is, that one of the yery first essentials to com- 
fort lies in the power of being able to stand erect and walk abent 
without the fear of bringing your head in yiolent contact with your 
deck beams a §overy inconsiderate moyement, My 316-tonner has 
5ft. Jin. head room, and though her cabin is merely a narrow passage 
barely 5ft, wide, still there is room enough for a sofa 7{t. long on the 
starboard side, with a flap table opposite at which three can comfort- 
ably dine; a rack for glasses and a netting for odds and ends over it, 
Above the sofa a cot 2i4ft. wide turns up, and another rather nar~ 
rower is fixed on the other side, in rear of the table and clear of the 
first; a w. ¢., pan and wash stand abaft the sofa. A friend and myself 
have forthe last three seasons lived ov board for three weeks at a 
streteh, and we have been decently comfortable and thoroughly dry, 
Atall times there is a forecastle 12ft, long, with a cot on one side, a 
locker on the other, and a cooking stoye aud boatswain locker in the 
forepeak, Such is my cruising racing machine below. Where could 
you have got such room iaa 5 or eyena 10-tonner of the real old type? 
Width, unless combined with height, isa delusion. What is the use 
of haying a cabin even 20ft.- wide if one is obliged to grope about 
doubled up, as though in extremis from colic. 
Exmoursg, Dec. 8. “Henry H, Bayuy.” 

Capt. Bayly has struck the true standard of size for a boat in 
which one intends to live. Length and height are indispensable, a 
man must stand eréct, and must sleep at full length, or he cannot be 
comfortable for any length of time, These he can do in the narrow 
and deep boat, and he cannot do in the ayerage centerboard craft, 
uuless of large size, Given headroom, sleeping length, and room for- 
ward and aft for man, galley and stores, extra width is of no benefit, 
while it necessitates a form inferior in all sea-going qualities to the 
modern cutter. 

YACHTING IN CLEVELAND. 

ACHTING at this port has mot been very brisk for the last two or 
three years, owing to not having a good anchorage ground, 

The bay formed by the Government breakwater has been used the 
last year, but being incomplete on the east side, a blow from the 
northeast has full sweep across it and the boats are in danger of 
dragging their anchors. When it is complete I think we will have a 
fair harbor. Our club is in good condition, and quite a lively interest 
is taken by the younger members. There are a few new boats being 
built and will be out next season. and some of the old ones are being 
repaired and improved for fresh laurels. The Lyman Bros, are build- 
ing a deep centerboard sloop, and, judging from her lines and finish, 
she willbe very fine as weilas speedy. She is 34ft. din. L, W. L., 42fb. 
over all, 12ft. heam, 4ft. 6in. draftand will have about 6ft, head room 
in cabin, and, as her centerboard is cut off aft, will haye a very com- 
fortable one. She will have a 3-ton shoe as outside ballast and 4 tons 
inside; will have double head sails, which will be a new feature here, 
and [think wil! be used on a number of boats nextseason. She is 
very strongly built, of oak, and one of the best jobs turned out here. 
A smaller boat is being built somewhat after the plans given in the 
ForREST AND StrEAM from time to time. She will be 25ft. L. W. L., 
30ft. over all, 7ft, beam, 4f6. draft, flush deck, and most of her ballast 
in a shoe outside. The Lulu, one of the finest boats we have in our 
elub, and her record of the last year shows her one of the fastest on 
the lake, is undergoing extensive repairs and improvements under the 
supervision of her owner, which, no doubt, will put her in the front 
rank nextseason. Her centerboard has been cut off aft, which will 
give more room in cabin. The cockpit floor is being raised, so as to 
make it Ber Ataoe: and some outside ballast will be put on. She will 
also discard the old jib and have double head sails. There are several 
parties who talk of building new boats next season. So, judging 
from the interest taken at present, our club will havea good showing 
next season, DECKHAND. 
CLEVELAND, O., Dec. 22. 

A CRUISE IN THE FLYAWAY,. 

i\' Y Friend—so called because he never could remember any one’s 
name, and often, I believe, forgot his own—leaped on board the 

yacht Flyaway, on the eve of Nov. 5, just as we cast off the last line 
at Cooper’s Point for a month’s cruise. He struck the cabin top with 
the toe of a 1din. gum boot, and disappeared over the side with all his 
luggage. As he called every one his friend, of course he had many, 
and well he deserved them, for heisarealgood fellow. Fished him 
out and made sail, wind west, double reefed allaround. Morris W. 
Clark and son Winfield, Robert White, Will West, my Friend aud 
writer made up the crew. Shook out reefs at the ‘Shoe;” while 
casting off clew plat, White, who was temporary helmsman, jibed 
the boat, throwing me up over the boom and across the lift. Came 
to at Chester, and were under way again at daylight, wind blowing 
hard 8. W., heavy sea. Split jib and came to off Brandywine Light, 
A strange vessel sailed around us all night. Sometimes she had four 
masts, and again none at all, was overus and under us, wasred, 
black and white alternately, and sometimes intensely ‘‘blew,” My 
Friend watched her through my night glass, and pronounced it a 
phantom ship, The sun rose clear, bringing the wind with it from 
N. W.; repaired jib and bentiton the stay as we went. Off Ship, 
Jobn had to board the skiffs and swing the yaw] to the dayits; flood 
tide had made, anda short tumble of asea got up. Our yacht had 
been behaving herself like a lady, but just here a heayy sea struck 
her under her port quarter, and she took a sheer for theiron pile, and 
was not checked until it partially becalmed her mainsail. 
Ran down to Egg Island, jibed over and set full jib at ten minutes to 

1P.M. We fairly flew from here to Morris River. Beating mto the 
river the northwester gaye one mighty puff before going ont, as you 
know it frequently does. Thirteen tons of ballast was not a pound to 
much, for the lee side of her house was nearly all the time under 
water, But she just stuck her nose down into it and went about her 
business, The harbor was full of yachts and working vessels, and to 
beat through them against wind and tide was no trifling matter, 
especially under so much head sail, double-reefed mainsail, whole 
jib. My friend who had been rolled out of his berth a dozen times. 
during the day, and had seen all kinds of ships floating in the air, 
managed to get his head above deck, and asked how soon he would 
be drowned. 
The Flyaway is 40ft. long, 12ft, beam, draft 7ft.,in keel, built iron 

Boston for outside work, Is non-capsizeable as I know, and a more 
Weatherly boat in rough water I never handled. We met several par- 
ties here, allot whom complained of the scarcity of birds. Stayed 
on the river three days; crossed the bay to Mispillior; no shooting 
worth while mentioning. Left for the ‘‘Hammocks,”? to Mahon’s 
ditch, the hogpen, crosscut, etc., poor shooting, Concluded to cross 
the bay again to our old favorite resort, Back Creel, and do better, 
By this time the days had gotten mixed up in a medly of the past. 
We must have had two or three Sundays in the week, I think so, 
because on Suudays we did not shoot, making it a day of feasting 
and lay off. Yet my Friend insists that we have lost four Sundays, 
One day the wind dropped down southeast and showed signs of a 
storm, and for the first time during the trip we had splendid shcot- 
ing; the birds came in rapidly, and as night shut ion the sport became 
Serv Seon E. No one seemed tu heed the darkness and the approach- 
ing storm. 

Clark had already downed fifteen black duck before the sun went 
down, but the hght had now become very uncertain. He had placed 
a single decoy in the pond he was usmg to accustom him to cover 
quick in the dark. During a lullin the flight of ducks, hé had be- 
come careless and had forgotten about the decoy. Looking up sud- 
denly he saw it, took quick aim and fired. Nothing moved, but 
going to the other side of the pond he picked up five ducks, besides 
the remains of his unfortunate decoy, The ducks had stooled while 
filling his pipe, and must have been close together, just beyond and 
in range of the decoy, My friend had killed a wonutled mallard, that 
had crawled out of the grass into the pond. We heard his joyful 
shouts half a mileaway, Went to him, begged him to be quiet, and 
at last modestly suggested that he was nob acting quite up to the 
standard of a sportsmen and great duck hunter, 
Soon after the storm came down on us in great fury. It was yery 

dark; so much so we could seareely find our skiffs, besides the tide 
was rapidly covering the marsh. Fortunately we ran into.a salt hay 
bungalo and made fast toit, Crawledin through the window, The 
shanty offered some little protection from the storm, although threat- 
ening every minute to topple over or be washed away, It was cer- 
tainly a bad night, and unless the wind shifted, our position was 
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precarions. But the change came before morning. Tt blew a living 
gale from N. W., the rain fellin torrents. Inever saw more vivid 
Hashes of lightning, and the fhunder shook the entiré earth. After 
4 time vhe rain ceased, but the wind increased and it became very 
cold, My friend had been standing in & coraer, knee-deep in water, 
wel to the skin, and covered to the eyes in salt hay. He had not 
spoken a word smes we entered the shanty. Hé was asleep. At last 
the water beran to subside, the wind lulled somewhat, and best of 
all, day bezan to break. Ho forthe yacht, Yeho, ye-ho, It was a 
hard pull and troublesome to keep the skifis free. Attiyéd on board 
at 9:30. A.M. Home, sweet home, ete, The Viyaway never looked 
her best before, Ihave been in some pretty severe storms, fought 
the ice and been cut through, have passed the night in sali marshes 
before, but I shall ever remember this night as the most appalling of 
all my experience, And yet my Friend calls it a most delightful 
event, We have had two Sundays in succession smce then, and 
arrived home the next day. Rh. G. 

IS LEAD A “BAD CARGO”? 

RENCH after trench has been taken from the enemy, and now we 
find liiin gasping his last breath in the only diteh remaining be- 

fore the fihal submissioh set down to occur next spring. T opened 
this firht with thé first gun and from the Bourbon has peen wrenched 
point after point as fast as opportunity has been offered in the actual 
trial of yachts to substantiate each and every claim set forth in be- 
halt of the cutter and sailor yachting. With the echo of the first fire, 
a few years ago, came the verdict from the unprogressive majority 
that [and the tew of my thinking were ‘cranks’ to presume that 
auglit afoat could rival ot vaunted hebt deafts in the items of 
speed, beauty, accommodation, equipment, rig, comfort or seazome 
qualities, Aud now bow does the tally stand at this hour? What a 
reversal of former doctrines and rubbishy opitions! Wor it is admit- 
ted on all sides thas the svore foots up on every countin favor of the 
Bedouin as the titest specimen of design and build in American 
waters. Noone bub who chants loud praise in behalf of her style, 
élan, beautiful pose. and her impressive and noble appearance. No 
oné who would any longer lift his voice against her perfection in rig 
aud all her belongings. No one who has notgfranted her more liberal 
deck and accommodations below than Fanny or Gracie, of same 
length. No one who does not concede the noble cutter by far the 
aljlest and most powerful in a sea, sate and hugely comfortable from 
the standpoint of the regular cruiser, And last, though not least, 
the Bedouin’s speed in our winds and waters has been put beyond the 
realm of speculation or controversy by her brilliant career last sea- 
son, which has seen the euemy vanquished and put to fight from the 
line, All the predictions concerning such yachts haye been ruth- 
lessly demolished by the indisputable evidence of cold facts to the 
contrary. It has been discovered by the verdants in the yacht club 
rooms, by the ilinformed nautical critics, by the great million in gen- 
eral, that the Bedouin and her sisters refuse with a most dis- 
agreeable perversity to slide off when they heel, or to dive 
through the seas, or to be slow because heayy in hght winds, 
Tt has been discovered that such vessels are stiff as need be in moder- 
ate weather and even stiffer than the sloop in streng winds. Tt has 
fradually dawned upon the masses that depth contributes to comfort 
and accommodations more rapidly and to better advantage than a 
lselegs extravagance in beam, That double headsail and the peculiar 
arrangements of the cutter’s riz in detail are “complications” most 
deyoutedly to be wished and that the nearer you approach them in 
your copy, the nearer perfection your own vessel will be. It has at 
last soaked through the meanest intelligence that all the dogmas 
upon which we bad pinned onr faith in the construction of shoal 
sloops, were, without one exception, the worst lot of rubbish and 
insipid rot, which ever held sway in this generation and that the pro- 
tTiulgators and promotors of tue sloop heresies were the most ignor- 
ant pretenders and the champions of cant and quackery now classed 
as positively grotesque. It has been discoyered, piecemeal as fast as 
the averaze yachtsman aud yacht builder in Auierica could grasp a 
new thing, that, sofarfrom being a “crank,” the undersigned was 
first to publicly turn on the bright light of common sense and experi- 
ence, to expose in allits nakedness the wild absurdity, the evil in- 
fiueneces and the baneful tendencies in practics of the ridiculous 
balderdash in behalf of light weight, light draft, beam, bottom, board, 
Single jibs, laced sails. cotton duck, and the whole chapter of sloop 
Glaptrap which had bloomed into rank luxuriance with the ignorant 
eluss in the ascendency on all topics connected with yachting, and 
which, in consequence, had obtained sway over the young and verdant 
yachting people of this country as completely as snakes conjured 
up by the toper bereft of his own proper reason in answer to the 
insiduous jnroads of bad whisky. So far froni continuing to remain 
“cranks, 1 and my few coadjutors now have the supreme satis- 
faction of finding in the fulfilment of ull we had guaranteed for the 
cutter, in the recognized ascendency of the Bedouin as the smartést 
singlestickerin these waters,a change in poptlar sentiment, and 
with it a changé in the programme which shifts us to the head in the 
race, no longer the defenders of a defamed class of vessels, but the 
leaders in a potent widespread reform and the avengers whose venge- 
ance upon the Bourbons will fall with a killmg hand the instant the 
smoke clears from the gun which sends grand Genesta, narrowest, 
deepest, heaviest, most ultra and “utterly utter” of eutters, flying on 
the dash for vietory and the championship bauble whose loss ta us 
roinds up forever the era of the ancient m naval architecture the 
world over. : 

Driyén from their stronghold in regard to cutters in general, 
thrashed on every particular the issue hus offered, whatare the Bour- 
bonsnow doing tosave their yanity yet awhile on paper? Wahy! 
catching on strawslike the drowning man, to besure. Straws are 
few und hard to find any more; but to hunt up some kind of consola- 
tion, airy, mythical, fraudulent though it be, you can depend upon 
your Bourbon blue through to the eleventh hour and fifty-ningh min- 
ute. With cutters of 44 to 484 beams to loadline no longer open to 
attack, the Old Guard which never surrenders and knows not .when 
it. has died real dead, now concentrates its lasishots upon a trifling 
difference of atew inchesin beam. The truly loyal are beguiling 
themselves into the belief that Bedouin and _Orivaare vessels of great, 
reat beam, immensely wide yessely, and the difference of a few 

inches, which would biting them down to narrow five-beam vessels, 
is wrought into the pleasing deception that the triumphant cutters in 
our waters are no-entiers at all, while the real Simon pure, like Gen- 
esta, Tara, and their tribe, are animals ofa very different breed, to 
he judged by 4 separate standard altogether. Gentlemen, you are 
doomed to asad disappointment. If you board such a silly notion, 
that perfect, buoysnt, and full of life as Kedouin may be, a few inches 
off her beam wipes out her typical qualifivationus and causes the pro- 
duction of a reverse, a downfall of the noble erniser you now see in 
the Bedouin to an execrable “racing machine” of Tara or Genesta 
stripe, wet, uncomfortable, without room, and possibly incapable of 
crossing the Atlantic for lack of enough buoyaiey in hull, you are 
building castles upon the slipperiest of slipping quicksand. You, who 
have been found exactly and radically wrong in all your original esti- 
mation of such cutters as we now haye im our waters; you, who haye 
80 recently been obliged to fly around on the other tack, and take 
back every item in your first bill of indictment drawn up against 
Bedouin, Oriva, and their sisters, what right, pray, im your own 
Minds even, hayé you to condenin in adyanee thatot whicn you know 
absolutely nothing? That which you have possibly never seen? That 
which you deny eyin ahearing? How can you yenture to prate 
about Genesta’s probable performance in asea? You, when most 
of your kind haye not even faced the sea off soundings? Yon, who 
have not set foot aboard cutter of any kind? You, green as the green- 
ect grass, who know Jess than nothing, for you drink in, you swallow 
with ayidi y tlie poisonous fabricatious dealt out by newspaper serib- 
blers and club tattlers as \erdant as yourselves? You, who talk of 
the back end and front of your vessels, whose heads are not yet clear 
upon the two tacks you have been sailing while listlessly dawdling np 
phe Sound, then back again? 

So tow you put forth your profound judzment, boiled down from 
trivial club gossip, that ‘lad is a bad cargo,” and *‘therefore” 1 is 
doubtful in your little inexperienced pates whether Genesta, Galatea, 
and the others who thr aten the rourine of your elegant self-sufficient 
¢omposure and the selling value of the old boxes and traps you hap- 
pen fo have on hand, can cross old ocean to disturb you in your dull 
lumber! 

" T know how hard and difficult the task of bringing about convic- 
tion on anything technical from men who lack the rudivents of accu- 
nate training, and whose logical bumps may scarce be pers eH tes 
But, none the less, once more let me harneys tothe job. A short 
time only remains for skirmishing inink. Six months, and the whole 
issue becomes & contest of the past. ’ 
You deem “lead a bad cargo,” and with that dictum would fain 

Tull yourselyes into a false sense of security from the cutter’s visit 
you instioctiyely dread, You think it doubtful if Genesta can accom- 
plish the passage. You will be startled at my proposition, which is 
nothing less than this: A finer, abler, more buoyant type of yacht 
than Genesta does net exist] Thatis putting 1 plain e.ough to go 
on record without reservation Iam bold io meet your vations, be- 
ciuse on my sidé Lhave to back meé experience in narrow yessels 
and # vast Aniount of unimpeachable evidence to boot, besides infer- 
ences of logical derivation, 

Lhave sailed in a modern five-beam cutter enough to form correct 
judgment. Ihave also sailed in yachts of every kind. Thaye never 
met a drier, easier, wore buoyant eraft than the self-same five-beam 
eutter, She rose to every sea and not a green one did she board. 
She exhibited life beyond all expectation, fairly jumped herself high 
out clear of all, and gaye evidence of buoyancy to spare in any quan 

tity to suit the most exacting. Tustinetively I realized my safety 
from any such dire disaster as being “swallowed up” by turbulent 
waters, the fate you predict for the Genesta, It is true that this 
statement relabes to a design of “only” fiye beams, while the class of 
cutters we are expecting count about fiys and one-half. If you choose 
to quibble on this difference, I cannot offer personal experience as an 
offset. But, if you eccnsider an imaginary vessel of five beams, say 
5OFt. by 10Ft., you will see at a glance that scant Gin. off each side 
will reduce your éxample to a 514-beam craft, and surely, if 50 by 10 
be a success, then 50 by 9, compensated, perhaps, a trifle in free- 
board, cannot, in common logic, be hounded down as a “bathing: 
machine,’ and the nian who névertheless would ascribe to her radi- 
cully different qualities as a seabout, and go so far as to predict her 
incapable of accomplishing what such boats have, in full equivalent, 
ab leas, already accomplished thousands of fimes in Muropean 
Waters, 1s—well, I set him down ag not worth contradicting. 

As to testimony from reliable sources, not mere anonymous par- 
agrapns in newspapers, L have personal letters from Mr. Dixon 
Kemp, in which the Saniosna of 5 beams is deseribéd as an able and 
dry yessel in a reefing breeze. T have a letter from Lieutenant 
Saefkow, naval architect at the great German yards of Kiel, a gentle- 
man of mpe scientific attaimments and avery extensive experience 
in building and sailing yachls of @very ediiceivyable kind. In this 
letter he explicitly mentions his 614 beam cutter Anta, as by far the 
easiest, driest and best seaboat he ever constructed, haying put her 
through one of the worst storms in the Baltic with the greatest success 
and satisfaction, I have letters (rom the owner and passengers 
aboard the Tleen of 584 beams, in which her dryness and ability asa 
Staboat is extolled, Inhumetable communications over the signa- 
tures of owners of narrow yessels hayes been published from time to 
tine, all protesting against the erroneous views current and giving 
authentic information, invariably strongly in fayor of the modern 
idea. And these gentlemen are nob the mere green club loungers 
and gossip miougers as with us, but hardy marinéi's who know a good 
boat and have no axés to grind by misrepresentation and no pol- 
house patriotism to air, The history of Mnglish yachting bristles 
with favorable notices of the hard weather passages and qualities of 
the Jullanars, Seabelles. Vanduaras, Fredas, and even the Chitty wees, 
Snarleyows, Amies and like, of the two and three tons only. 
Likewise are numerous sea passages on record in the public prints. 
Passages across the Channel, across the Bay of Kiseay, up the Baltic, 
etc., brought to successful finish by big and little cutters of racin 
dimensions, in which all the risks of heavy weather are anConbed 
without the faimbest missiving as to want of buoyaney to carry their 
lead through all im safety. 
Now let me make an admission. These racing cutters are wet, very 

wet at times, butibisin wind and weather which no other type of 
yacht could face to any advantage. When the séa is so high that 
your beamy craft of chubby mien shirks her work and snappingly 
tugs at her chains in a harbor awaiting a shift in the wind for a fair 
run. or until an unruly séa has quieted down, thenis the time your cut 
ter puts in her grand licks to windward. Then is the time of all others 
when you learn to appreciate the value ef big displacement, the mo- 
mentum if engenders, and then you admire at her best the narro\ 
beamed ship which takes her cue therefrom like unto the engine 
taught uniform motion by the controlling infiuence of the balance 
wheel. And then the cutter may likewise be wet and get a washing 
fore and aft with nearly eyery sea. But this is no fanit of her form. 
It is the natural consequence of driving in trying times under the 
most adverse of circumstances. And it ig better to haye a ship which 
will go and get somewhere in good shape, even though half under 
water, than a toy and an object of compassion which has to taize it 
out in looking on from a place of refuge. As the modern cutter is 
often found forcing a passage which other types shirk, so, too, a 
refiex of their performance in contemporaneous publications affords 
us the picture of a wet boat. swept fore and aft, reaching her 
destination upon passing through a terrible battle with the elements. 
From this we are apt to conclude such craft inherently wanting in 
buoyancy and divers of first quality, forgetting the while that itis a 
5-ton narrow beam essaying what an old-fashioned 15 or 20 would not 
care to attempt, or a modern 20 put at it where a 40 of the good old 
times would have plugged into the same hole so often and jumped 
off to leeward at such a rate that nothing but squaring away tor port 
saved her from threatened jeopardy. Yes, the lean racer of the day is 
a wet boat, but only when tie sloop twice her size collapses altogether 
and is no boat at all, but a hulk sulking it out at an anchor. 
Once J looked out the companion of a much maligned narrow beam 

in these waters and found it blowing great guns, with a tumble in the 
open, doubly harrassing by a weather-going tide. The owner was 
obliged to fetch tie city that day, and we faced what we would not 
have dreamed of undertaking in a sloop, The cutter made most ex- 
cellent work, and under reefed mainand second jib clawed out [rom 
a leé shore in wondrous shape. Our professional crew had seen much 
service aboa dasloop about half the length again of our cutter, and 
was a smart and knowing hand. He confessed his surprise, adding 
that the big sloop he used to haye in charge could have done nothing 
in the jump acd her owners would have gone home by vail. This was 
a case where time was money, and the cutter established herself par- 
ticularly suited to the requisites of busiiess men, 

Granting all this, you may say, is it not true that dissension and 
reyolt against the modern idea crops ont eyer and anon in the Eng- 
lish journals given to yachting affairs? True enough, answer. But 
the change from the old to the new has been so rapid that we cannot 
Wonder if some of our British cousins, always slawer and more con- 
servative than onrselves, should hesitate to cast off from one loyeand 
gobble another without the growling and gruntng every elfort 
toward a change iscertain to bring forth. Besides, vested mferests 
fancy they detect a pecuniary loss in the revolution and refuse to ad- 
just themselves readily to a fresh order of dancing. There are people 
in England as little familiar with the merits of the narrow beam and 
quite 4s prejudiced agaist them in their bhudness as any people in 
this country, and a mighty slow team the two lots make to drive up 
to the latest developments. Of this, though, you may rest assured. 
Not one soul who has ever tried the narrow beam who ever falls back 
to his old-time, round-sided bouncer. Notone but who confesses lis 
unbounded joy at the possession at last of a vessel of fhe highest 
order of naval design, a tool which can more fully accomplish the 
ends of true yachting than any other yet devised, 
That narrow beam is not merely an adjunct of the out-and-out 

racer, but a most desirable feature in every good vessel intended for 
eruising, can be inferred from the very pronounced tendency in the 
practice of the period abroad, Ont-buile racers, onee dubbed 
machines, unfit for yachting purposes, are eagerly bought up, rig 
sometimes cut down, and then blossom forth all of a suddén as staid 
cruisers with ample beam, though they may differ from the latest 
edition of the ‘‘machine,”* only by the trifle of afew inehes. Thus, 
ouce upon a time, everything of 444 beams was described as ‘‘noth- 
ing but a machine.”’ Then 6 beams came into vogue and the 4144 
fellows were shelved, but quickly gobbled as “fast eruisers,” and 
ranked a little better for cruising than the old4. Then 544 beams 
came to the fore, whereupon the 5 at once received recognition as 
the best kind of a cruiser, away and ahead of the tubby 414, which 
was relegated to the tolerably antique. Andso the story goes, Just 
as fast as a fam trial is vouchsafed, less beam is accepted by the 
eruiser, as a step in adyance, just as with the racer, one boat before 
him. And now your genuine e:uising man, scouting all notions of 
racing, deliberately lays down his ‘comfortable cruiser” with 514 
and 5144 beams without the least compunction, convinced that he 1s 
to have a more serviceable and effective boat than anything wider 
can be, learning at last what I have often put forward, that ‘the best 
racer is alno the best eruiser.”’ when gauged by her performance as 
asauer and not with the oblique vision of old women, who confound 
a floating hotel kept for the edification of landsmen, who are every- 
thing first and yachtsmen last, with a rezular yacht in their identity. 
Vor the truth of the foregiong, vide the last London Field, in which 
détails of a new cruiser are given, said vessel being laid down as the 
outcome of trial and experience of a genuine cruising owner, who 
proposes to ballast the new eraft withiron at that, There will be 
no more wide beam “tin his’n,’* and his Conclusion all hands are work: 
ing up to as fast as they get a chance to find out for themselves 
That chance we will have with the appearance of Genesta in these 
waters, One thing more in this connection, The Mageie in the Hast 
is very nearly a 544-beam vessel. Willany Hastern man who has fol- 
lowed her doings aver she is a wet boat, deficientim huoyancy? IT 
fancy the nnanimous verdict from “around the Cape” will be to quite 
contrary effect. On the other hand, has not the sloop Vixen been 
“raised upon” because she squatted and threatened to run herself 
under? 

Let me bring this testimony of fact to a close. A volume in sub- 
stantiation might be written, but the foregoing is quice enough to 
establish my point by actual example, than the modern narrow beam 
is a seaboat of sreat power and plenty of buoyancy to boot, so that 
her outside ballast of lead “is uot a bad cargo.” I will new endeayor 
to make thesame thing clear upon theoretic investigation, confining 
the exposition to popular form within the comprehension of every 
reader without his being versed in naval science. 
When a broad, shoal hoat keels she alters her form under water 

very rapidly by immersing much width on the lee side and talking 
outless to windward. The center of herimmersed body, called the 
Center of Buoyancy, shifts outboard a great deal in the altered form 
in consequence. <A vertical drawn through this puint until it culs 
the inclined mast indicates at the intersection the location of a point 
known as the Meta Oenter, snificiently correch for my present pur- 
pose, About this last named the yacht revolves iu heeling further 
down. The distance between this center and the general center of 
weight of hull, ballast and equipment, called the Center of Gravity, 
and found usually below the loadline, and always, of course, in the 

vertical middle plane bisecting the vessel fore and aft, is denomin- - 
ated the Metacentric Height. The desire of the boat to return to the 
uprightis brought about by the upward Dressure of the bnoyancy af 
the water acting vertically through the Center of Booyaney, and the 
drag of the yessel’s weight acting downward thiough the Center of 
Gravity. The further spa these two points are in a horizontal 
direction, the greater will the leyérage be with which they fores 
the yacht to xeturn to the plumb, Wurthermore, the Metacentric 
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Height atfords a measure of this leverage, for the further to leeward 
the Center of Buoyancy is, the higher will the Meta Center cimb up 
the mast, and the reverse, the nearer the Canter of Buoyaney ap- 
proaches the Center of Gravity, the lower the Meta Center will drap 
on the mast, Hence, a yessel known to have a high Meta Center has 
along jever upon the ends of which the two righting forces act, as 
the accompanying sketch will make clear, A boat with a long lever 
will haye a stronger tendency to right herself thay another with a 
shorter arm, Such a boat will fly back quickly. She wili ba com- 
paratively quick, shart, jerky, hard inher motions, and known as a 
“stiff boat,” 
On the other hand, a narrow boablike the modern cutter, when 

heeled over, will shift her Center of Buoyancy only astmall distance, 
because she scarcely immerges more width and only a little yoluma 
to leeward, and the state of affairs when upright is less disturbed. A 
vertical through the Center of Buoyancy when shifted to the Genter of 
the body heeled down, will cut the mast low; that is to say, her Meta 
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Center is low, and the distance between that and the Center of Gravity 
will be small, She will have a small Metacentrie Height by compari- 
sou with the first example. The lever upon thé ends of which the 
two righting forces act, will be short, aud her tendency to tly back 
correspondingly moderate, She will be easy, measured and compla- 
cent in her behavior, and known asa ‘tender or cranky boat,?' at 
ea at the beginning of her heeling as long as the leyer remains 
short. 

This manifest that like results can be produced in both the cases 
cited. if we conceive small forces acting at the ends of the long léver 
in the sloop, and large forces at the ends ef the short lever in the tar- 
row boat. But we have seen that these forces consist of the boat's 
weight at one end and the buoyancy of the displaced water ar the 
other, this latter’being also exactly equal to the boat's weight, as we 
know from very familiar laws in physics. Hence. the heavy displace- 
ment of a cutter, brought about by large amounts of Jead ballast 
operating upon a short righting lever, will bring about just the same 
results as the light displacement of a sloop working upon her long 
lever, so that the same behavior can be expected from both types at 
sea to the degree that this equality exists. 
Now turning to practice, we find that broadly speaking the modern 

racing cutter carries near enough thesameé area of canvas as a racing 
sloop, but she also heéls down to a greater angle in moderate breezes 
before finding stability enough to equal the sloop. Irom, this if fol- 
lows thatin spite of her excess in weight the moderh entteris not as 
hard and quick as the sloop in the character of her stability. Inter- 
preted in relation to the question before us, this means that the cut- 
ter will carry her large cargo of lead with less violence at sea than 
the sloop will pull through with a much smaller dose of lead in her 
bottom, Thatis the point I have been seeking to demonstrate by in- 
duction. To those who have sailed in the two types the truth of all 
this is self-evident, as such persons know that the easier behavior of 
the cutter, with all her lead cargo, is one of her chief recoammenda- 
tions as a ‘‘comfortable” cruiser, for a very decided comfort such 
ease really is. ; 
The foregoing includes only a consideration of thwartship stability 

and behavior, “Precisely the same train of reasoning applies iu fore 
and aft motion. The sloop has a round full water line plane of large 
area and a wide body above. flaring forward, and with heavy quar- 
ters aftto aggravate the eyil. Asshe pitches either end below the 
normal level a large volume of boat is immersed at the end, and the 
fore and aff lever is long and the Metacentric Height is very preat, 
This the reader can elearin his own mind by Seana fore and aft 
section, and remembering that the volume immersed by the pitching 
of a wide light displacement boat bears a mueh larger proportion to 
the whole immersed body than the volume of a narrow boat of biz 
displacement ata like angle of pitch. Hence the Center of Buoyancy 
will shift forward or afb further in the sloop than in the cutter, and 
the effort of the former to return would bein excess of thar of the 
latter. Again the sloop would be much quicker and shorter andi 
jerkier than her sister. This is. however, in part made up by the 
Eero weight and displacement at the ends of the cutter’s fore aud 
att lever, 
To expert critics, 1 need not point ont that the above involves only 

a consideration of statical stability. Ihavenot referred to dynamical 
effect, to avoid mixing up the reader and also becattse the key to 
behavior at the moderate angles we have to reyiew is Lo be found in 
statical stiffness. The use vf lead and wide kecls enables us to ¢on- 
centrate ballast to. such an entent asto render its dynamic effecr of 
minor account and though it will to some degree affect a cutter’s per- 
formanee, practice demonstrates that ordinary care in lorating 
ballast; obyiates what otherwise would deserve serious attention. 

The general conclusions the argument leads up to are these: ; 
As you decrease Metacentric Height, so, 100, you can afford fo in 

crease displacement without incurring penalvy m the behavior of the 
result, 
To the narrowest of boats properly belongs ths greatest aisplace 

ment and to the widest the smallest weight. : 
It is impossible to ballast a wide boat heavily. expecting like ease, 

speed and excellence at sea as in a boat of bean reduced to meet the 
addition of displacemenf. The Boston keel slaops ave evidence of 
the truth of this, They do not attain the speed of centerbosrds of 
like length, because they seek to reconcile beam and weight, which 
cannot be made to hitch. The King Philip, about as deepand wide 
as she is loug, with tremendous displacement and nearly all ballast 
outside, is © pronounced failure in every respect, ay a tyro might 
have foreseen. Hence the present cry for ‘““heayy sloops’ with to 
reduclion in bear is a cry for the futile and a waste of funds. And 
continuing the corollary leads us to this: A heavy sloop with beam 
decreased to meet the addition to weight is nothing but casting an 
eye askance atthe cutter. Sheis but the ‘compromise’ which has 
already been tested and promises nothing for the future. More 
weight and a further clipping of beam at once ensues, and so you are 
destined after imumerable tailures, disappointment and the loss of 
your funds to land at last in spite of yourselves on the decks of that 
very combination you now seek in your ignorance to decry, the 
greatest weight coupled with the least of beam on suitable form, 
the acme and end of all naval architecture. i 
No, if Genesta fails to turn up here in spring iv will not be for any 

i 



ack of buoyaney or bad behavior at sea, for a “earzo of lead’ in 
ch a vessel is hot a “bad cargo.” Suppose, for example, we added 

Bedouin’s lead keel outside the Gracie and raised her topsides as re- 
‘guired, where would the poor sloop be in rough water? Wretched 
enough as she now is and ineffective in a hollow sea. she would pound 
herself into splinters and run that very risk of heing “swallowed up” 
in spite of bear and topsides, a danger with which superficial critics 
would inyest-a finé type so well and thoroughly tied as the modern 
British tlyers elosely approaching the principles I have set forth as 
the highest attainable. What Gracie could not lug to good purpose 
on her keel, we find Bedonim carrying suceessfully with dry decks 
and buoyant oscillation through a heavy sea. What would be suicide 
on the part of the sloop is the secret of the Bedouin’s great record 
Which has placed her at the head of the pack as our smartest vessel 

intumbling waters and eminently fits her for coast cruising, 
_ And this, cited from the log of practice, I quote in substantiation 

of the conclysions itemized aboye from my argument, 
GO. P, Kunwarpr, 

A NEW CRUISER ON THE LAKES. 

v. L. W. WARNER, of Ford River, Mich,, is naw building for his 
4vt own ure, and has nearly completed, a fine little cruising cutter 
of the following dimensions: Length on deck, 80ft., water line 26ft., 
beam) 8ft, Gis,, hold 5ft,, draft 4ft.8in. She has a ‘*rockered" oak 

keel 26in, deep ab deenest place, and having pocketed into keel an 
ion easting of 2,800 pounds, besides which she will carry about 2,000 

| Pounds insile, Pull cutter rig, loose-footed mainsail, and jibs set 
flying. Wainsail, 15ft, Gin. luff, 11ft. head, -0ft, leach, and I8fv. Gin. 
foot; staysail, 14ft, Gin. luff, 16ft. leach, 12ft. on foot: No. 1 jib, 27ft. 

half, 26ff. leach, 16%. fin. foot; No. 2 jib, 16ft. luff, lif. leach and 10ft. 
foot; topsail (sets flying from deck), 22fb. luff, 16ft. 9in. leach and 
Idft, foot; 11ft. acrosstrom clew ra hit. As she is intended for eruis- 
dig only, no spinnaker is carriad, hut No. 1 jibis used instead. Her 
main enbin is 11ft, bin, long, with 5fn. head room, entered throuzh a 
tliding companion way on calvin roof; solid bulkhead between cabin 
and cockpit. Below sheis cut up into two regular bunks and two 
folding buniks, sail locker, three proyision loclrers, one locker for 
fishing and shooting tackle racks for dishes, ete., besides thé ealley 
df, long forward of cabins. The halliards and sheets all lead aft to 
the cockpit, for singlehanded work. The dimensions show a fine 

No. 1 and No. 2 jibs, the former full size and of lighter stuff, the latter 
smaller and of heavier stuff, and also an ordinary staysail and bal- 
loon staysail and @ gaff storm trysail. 

who is now abroad, but no steps will be laken to meet the coming 
yacht until a formal challenge is received. Mr. Richardson, the de- 
signer of Mr. Warren's 47-ton cutter, denies that her owner intends 
to challenge for the Cup. 

FOREST AND STREAM. tae 

Association by one of the flag officers being chosen from them each 
year, who would bein command at the meet. In those years when 
the commodore is chosen from them, the Western meets might be 
made the principal camp of the year, all the officers meeting there 
and all business being transacted; the Bastern meet, of course, being 
held as usual. : 

Tn the matter of finances, each division could pay a portion of the 
dues into the general treasury for such purposes as the club book and 
Seerelary’s expenses; bul the balance could be devoted by each to 
its local wants. such as the preparation of the camp grounds. In this 
way no one would feel that he was paying for something he could 
notuse, ashas been sometimes urged by Western men who cannot 
attend a meet in the East. 
As a locality for such a meet, we suggest the group of islands about 

fifty miles east of Cleveland in Lake Hrie, These are easily reached 
by steamer from all the lake ports, the line between Chicago and 
Montreal passing near, and eood landings. with waver being at hand. 
The winds are favorable in summer, excellent camp sites can be 
found on the islands, and permission to use them would be granted 
by some ofthe owners. Wecommend the idea to the canoeists of 
the West, and invite suggestions from them in regard to lhe site 
mentioned, or to ary cther available ones, and also as to such other 
details of the scheme as may occur on furpher consideration. 

The news of the expected challenge was cabled to Com. Bennett, 

SCIENCE, OR RULE OF THUMB. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

[ haye read with much interest your article upon the psrformance 
of the cutter, Also the communication of Mr. G.P. Kunhardt, your 
former yachting editor. 1 suppose I must plead guilty to being 
spokesman of the “light disp acement talent’’ to which he refers: 
also as inyentor of the ‘cook's galley formula,” of which he speaks 
so contemptuously, This formula I have not patented, and he or 
others are at liberty to use it should they ever design other than a 
scientific vessel, Tis yalue has been thoroughly tested in placing the. 
masts of the schooners Coniet, Moutauk and Grayling. as well as 
sloops Fanita, Crocodile and Elephant. Speaking of the Grayling, 
the thorough manner in which she lowered the colors of his pet sci- 
entific schooner Fortuna, especially in strong breezes, demonstrates 
the value of this formula combined with exceeding light displace 
ment. As forthe America’s Cup, the New York Y. ©, gaye it away 
when they adopted a tneasurement which was ecribbed bod ily without 
credit by an Englishman from an Hnglishman, Dixon Kemp, and I 
am surprised that our Huglish friends have delayed so loug in coming 
for it, When it passes into their hands, there are other yacht clubs 
in this country which can retake it and properly défend it when in 
their care. As for (he strictures upon the build of our yachts by Mr. 
Kunhardt, Ido not consider his opinion of any yalue whatever. The 
tanner In which the racing cutters are built in this country and 
copied by some of our yacht designers in other vessels is not only ex- 
ceedingly expensive, but a delusion anda snare, as will be found 
when necessary to rebuild. It isingenious and conducive to speed, the 
construction being exceedingly light, without which the cutter would 
be a failure;itis of little service to a light displacement vessel. I am 
simple enough to be satisfied with a workmanlike job, being a prac- 
tic, nota scientific man, As to heralding anew sloop, do not be 

“CANOE AND BOAT BUILDING FOR AMA- 
TEURS.” 

OR the benefit of the large number of boating Men, especially 
canoeists, among its readers, the Formst Ayp StREAM began a 

year ago the publication of a series of papers on canoe coustruction, 
by Mr, W. P. Stephens, of the New York C. C., widely known as au 
expert on canoe design and building, These papers, haymg appeared 
through the year in our columns, have since been rewritten, and with 
numerous additions are now published in a bandsome volume under 
the title of “Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs.”’ Mr, Stephens 
is peculiarly fitted for the preparation of such a work, beginning as 
an amateur, and baying atter a long experience of the difficulties 
attending a learner, taken a prominent place among canoe buil ers, 
due both to the model and workmanship of bis canoes. Realizing 
fully the difficulty of explaining to a novice an art in itself far from 
easy, and with which he is entirely unf millar,the book begins with 

alarined; if built, she will be fast enough for the cutters, since I am 
sure the cook's formula will be used in her design which, in my opin- 
lon, heures success Tremain, yours of “ancien regime,?* 
New Yorn, Dec. 27, 1834. JOHN G, PRAGUE, 

 toomy little ship, safe, comfortable, and all thata yachtsman can 
Wish in the way of small tonbage on moderate draft, ahd others like 
‘her will no doubt follow in her yvivitity. 

YACHT BUILDING IN ENGLAND. 

R, N. B. STEWART, of Torquay, wha lately sold his steam yacht 
Amy to Mr. ¥. D. Morgan, is now building « new steamer of 

over 600 tons from Mr, G, lL. Watson’s desizus. Tinis vessel, which 
will be built by Henderson of Partick, is expected to be very fast, Mr. 
Watsou will superintend her construction. 

Lieut. Henn’s new yacht willbe of 100 tons, yawlrigged, and de- 
signed by Mr, Beavor Webb. 

_ Work is progressing at Pay’s on Mr. Warren’s cutter. A new ves- 
sel of the ‘fast cruiser” type, is now nearly completed at the 
same yard, from designs by Mr. Richardson. Her length on 
joadline is G8Ft., beam extreme 12ft. din., drafh11ft., forty tons Y, R.A. 
This vessel, the Challenge, is of composite build, steel frame, with 
planking of elm and teak, and has an iron keel. The aceommoda- 
lions comprise a forecastle with good room for crew, pantry with 
staleroom opposite, saloon 11ft. long, owner’s stateroom with w. c. 
and lavatory opening from it, sofa berth opposite companion stair, 
ladies? cabin alt 7ft. Gin, long. with w. c. and lavatories aft, in a sepa- 
Tate room with skylight. In the floor of the ladies’? cabin is also a 
bathtub. The inierior is finished in teak, birch and pitchpine, French 
polished. The yacht is intended solely as a cruiser, and will carry a 
erew of fivealitold. Such a craft will compare favorably with any- 
thing of equivalent size among American cruisers, and isa type we 
‘should like to see represented in our fleet. A fine sample of a smaller 
cruiser is now building for Mr, A. Underhill, of London, former 

" owner of the little 16ft. cruiser Wulfruna. She will be 257 on water- 
dine, 33ft. over all, with clipper bow, yawlrigged, with ballast all on 

keel. Asher headroom will be 5fb. bin., there will be ample accom- 
miodatious inside for two or three. 

fas put in a well-drawn sketch of what is labeled ‘‘Our Yacht,”’ and 

Ha., Y. C,, has made his cruises of archmological exploration, 

THE USE OF OIL ON WAYES.—The Danish steamer Thingyalla, 

were stopped, and the ship rode to a drag for 19 hours. 

tried, after which no more water came on board. 

ACUIDENT TO A SAN FRANCISCO YACHT.—The Annie, once a 

Francisco, for repairs. 

AND STRBAM, in February, 1881. She will be 17it. on waterline, 2ift. 

ballast. 
sloop rigged. 

HUDSON RIVER Y. C.—The officers elected for 1885, are as follows: 

\ THE AMERICA’S CUP, 

Fy HE letter from Mr: J. Beavor Webb tothe New York ¥. CG. is as 
follows: 

tary, Edward R. Wilson; Treasurer, Richard V. Freeman; Measurer, 
Conrad Rath; Steward, John T, Hufnagle, 

ANOTHER CUTTER.—The plans of still another small cutter have 
Loxpon, Dec. 6, 1884. been ordered from England by a yachtsman of San Francisco. Flush 

To Charles Minton, Esq., Secretary New York Yacht Club: 
Srr—Lam instructed by Sir Richard Sutton, Bart., and Lieutenant | POM™tS im the design. 

THE SEMINOLE.—The current Harper's Magazine has a pleas- 
aitly-writlen account, by Mr, Barnet Phillips, of a cruise on the west 
coast of Plorida, in a schooner called Wallowy. The Harper's artist 

tight therefore be presumed by the reader to be the Wallowy—save 
what the craft shown is a yawl-rigged sharpie, Itis, m fact, the Sen- 
inole, in which Mr. A, E. Douglass, Commodore of the St. Augustine, 

which artivedin New Yorkon Monday, reports that on Dec. 22, a 
hurricane was encountered which lasted for 22 hours, with a yery 
heavy sea, which did considerable damage, After a time the engines 

r When in this 
condition, the experiment of hangiig bags of oil over the side was 

New York sloop, and now the flagship of the Pacific Y. C., dragged 
her moorings late!y in a norther, when anchored in Mission Bay, and 
collided with a wharf and also with a ship lymg at anchor. Her side 
and rail were stove in, and mainboom and topmast carried away, the 
damage amounting to $500. She has been hauled up at South San 

A TWO-TONNER FOR CLEVELAND.—A singlehander is now 
building in Cleveland, Obio, from the designs published in Forrest 

6in, over all, and 7ft. extreme beam, with an iron keel and cast inside 
She will have a small cabin and tight cockpit, and will be 

Commodore, Joseph Stilzer; Vice-Comniodore, John BE, Drew; Secre- 

deck, head room below, and rough water qualities are the prominent 

a description of the various classes of canoes in general use, with 
their main features and dimensions, and definitions of tne terms used 
in connection with them. Nimerous examples of canoes are given, 
and in connection with them, such plain instructions in designing as 
will enable the beginner to select intellizen-ly the proper craft for his 
purpose, aud to plan her dimensions, details and fittings. To this end 
designs of all classes of canoes are given, with full dimensions and 
details. The object has been not merely to enable the tyro to build 
one boat as deseribed, but to teach him the principles of designing 
and building in such a way that he may construct such a crattas he 
desires, Following the chapters on designing, the construction of a 
canoe is taken up in detail, the tools and appliances being first clearly 
described, as well as the yarious materials, after which follows the 
actual work of building. Hvery operation is taken up in order, fron 
the selection of the keel to the varnishing of the finished boat, and 
illustrated with numerous diagrams. ; - 
A chapter on sails describes all the varieties in use by canoeists, 

down to the new Mohican settee, with directions for making, rigging 
and measuring them, while the method of proportioning the sails to 
the boat is clearly explained, all the calculations being worked out 
in detail. The many minor points of a canoe, paddles, steering 
gears, rudders, aprons, and camp outfit are also described at length, 
while a chapter is devoted to canvas canoes. 
The subject of boat building is fully treated, a rowboat of the usual 

consti uction being tuken as an example, and described in all its paris 
in Such a manner as t make clear the principles involved, and their 
application to any form of boat, either lapstreak or caryel build. Hach 
of the numerous technical terms belonging to the subject is defined 
clearly when it first occurs, and as the index is full and complete, the 
book is in itself a glossary. 

In addition to the numerous diagrams in the body of the work, 
twenty-four large plates are printed on heavy bond paper, containing 
the working drawings of canoes for paddling, sailing, cruising and 
racing, with their sail plans, rowing sailing beats, large canoe yawis, 
and various boats fo1 special purposes, such as gunning boats, yacht 
boats, and the widely known sneakbox. 
The canoe yawl, 4 boat between a canoe and a yacht, is Mlustrated 

by examples of various craft from 17 to 20ft. long, and suitable for a 
crew of two or three ona cruise. This class of boat, while little 
known among usas yet, is admirably fitted for cruismg, and will 
meet the wants of many who object toa canoe as being too small, 
and yet desire a boat with the same excellent qualities. The hoats 
and canoes illustrated are in all cases among the best of their class, 
the list of canoes including English, Scotch and American craft, and W. Henn, R. N., as owners of the yachts Genesta and Galatea respee- 

tively, to challenge the New York Yacht Club for the possession of 
the America’s Cup. 

Club nominations for hoth yessels, as well as the other certificates 
specified in the conditions for the said Cup, will be forwarded in due 
‘course, 

This letter is written for the purpose of securing the premier right 
of challenge to the two vessels as aboye named. Iam, sir, yours 
respectfully, J. BEAvVoR WEBB. 

P. §.—The Galatea is anew yacht building for the purpose named 
above. an Bi We 

This, it will be seen, isnot a challenge in due form, as 1b does not 
come from a recognized yacht club, but is merely a notice of an in- 

tention to challenge, and nothing definite can be done unlil the 
- formal challenge arrives, which will probably be in about two weeks. 
Amesting of the New York Y. C, was held on Friday last, at which 
the question of the probable contest was discussed. Mr. J. F. Tams 
réad 4 yery interesting paper on American sloops, the following 
abstract of which we copy from the Herald; 

“One type to be consillered is the deep, sharp centerboard cutter. 
the so-called ‘compromise,’ This type, in my opinion, is deslined to 
become the national type of vessel, and combines, without claiming 
more for it, the qualities of safety and seagoing ability and a moder- 
ate rig, which the other two types mentioned do not possess, and an 
adaptability 10 the peculiarities of our coasts and harbors which the 

' deep keel does not possess. Im schooners this type stands pre-emi- 
“nent, as illustrated in the Idler and Palmer and in the smaller Magic, 
‘once already a winner in a contest for the America’s Cup. 

_ “Another type is the ‘large displacement taunt rig’ (ype which 
“might be called half way between the last mentioned and the ‘beamy- 
) shallow boats’ and which has sprung up within the last few years, 
and is distinguished by the very high riz and great spread of canvas 

it is compelled to carry, and it has shown great speed in average 
weather and particularly in light winds. 

“We finally come to the regular, acceptedly national type of 
‘beamy-shallow’ ¢ nterboard vessels, our long time friend. Tb is need- 
Tess to describe them. From the Sylvie, Maria, Eva, ana Seud, 
: among the large ones, down to the Pannies, Gracies, Mischiefs, Mad- 
taps, and Vixens, we know them well and what they have done, but 

“what sucha type can dono man knows; for no vessel of the type 
has yet been constructed exclusively for racing, as is done in Great 
Britain. And this is also true of the othertypes mentionsd. This 
type (‘oean. y-shaliow’) also carries a large rig, but not so large as the 
previously mentioned one, uot haying to force as much boat through 
the water on account of her smaller displacement. 
In miy opinion one of the boatsto meet the English challengers 

should undoubtedly be of this type, and the other of one or the other 
of the twopreviously mentioned types, 5 
_ “There will not be the slightest difficulty in rigging or constructing 
such a vessel of the requisite size, Wetalk about our sloops of the 
present day being too large; cur predecessors of twenty years back 
d thereabouts would taye considered them moderate i size, and 
those days the appliances and materia] eutering into rig and con- 

struction were comparatively primitive; but notwithstanding, we find 
| the Sylvie crossing the Atlantic and cruising alung the coasts of Nor- 
way and other Huropean countriés and returning safely. and, 1 am 

informed, comparatively comfortable, and under one big jib wb that." 
Regarding the greaf strains on hull and rig that so larze and power- 

ful a craft would generate, and which have neyer been provided tor 
tu American yachting practice and alsom summation, Mr. Tamssays: 
| “Given the strairs aud svience can always provide the required 
‘Strength. and if it was deemed necessary to buildatall, 1 would build 

@ vessel of the Vixen, Mischief, Gracie. Fanny type, say 80 to 85ft. in 
length, with a flush deek, no house, and when being desisned and con- 
structed, provision could be ade for ber ultimate conversion into a 
chooner. This type could be constructed of wood, wi h light frames 
and double planking, so as to combine lightness with strength, as her 

ability is Principally due to ber form, aud there is not the same 
Gessily Tor having the ballast at the lowest possible point; but she 
ould be constructed of the lightest material, whether of wood or 

metal. Peniops astel frame aud centerboard trunk, with wooden 
anising:, would be STS (the so called ‘comporive’ construction), 
she migné be built of all steel or irom, whichever proyed the lieht- 
i and strongest (simple calculations by an exp-rt would dévide these 
estions), or she could be built of steel with light sueaphiug of woord 
rthe steel pluting, so thatin all cases she could be coppered if 
Reg ” 

” These vondilions apply to all the variations in this type or in the 
tee displacement tawot rig type,” but the “compromise” type 
tbe bulb with steel or iron frame, as ib is of paramount import- 
that ballast should be placed as low as possible. rv 
three of these vessels should havea. doublebead rig to consist of 

the officers of the Association would do all in their power in further- 

mest. 

CARMELIVA,—Mr. Coleman’s schooner was successfully launched 
on Dee, 30, and now lies in Piepgrass’s Basin. Her joiner work is 
nearly completed, and she will probably sail about Feb. 1, 

YACHTS FOR TRINIDAD.—Mr, Harvey is at work on the designs 
for 4 deep catboat, and also for a small cruiser, 21x6ft., for the island 
of Trinidad. 

OSWEGO Y. C.—We have received from the Oswego Y, ©. an in- 
vitation to their annual meeting, ou Dec. 80, at Riverside Rink. 

are all drawn to scale, so as to be available as working drawings, The 
plates, for conveniénce in using, are. sewn together and placed in a 
pocket in the covey of the book. The price is $1.50, 

A CANOE TRIP OF THE OLDEN TIME.— In 1820, while Mr. John B. 
Jeryis, the well-known civil engineer and railroad man, was in charge 
of the enlargement of the Erie Canal, he and his assistant, Mr. Jas. 
5. McEntee, another engineer, made a trip of 100 miles, from Utica to 
Montezuma, in a dugout, accompanied by a third man to assist io 
Managing the boat. They were employed in putting up mile boards, 
and the boat carried nearly 100 of these, besides the party of three, 
Mr. MeEntee walked a great part of the way, being engaged in chain- 
ing off the distance. On the completion of the ta-k he started back 
alone in the dugout, varying his task by sometimes poling or walking 
on the towpath and towing the canoe, Finally, however, the journey 
becamé so tiresome that he tied her up to the bank and abandoned 
her, finishing the distance on foot. Mr. Jeryis is still aliye and prac- 
ticing his profession in Rome, N, Y., at the age of eighty-nine, while 
Mr, McEntee, four years his junior, is living in Rondout. 

ROOBE-THR C. C.—At the annual meeting last week, Mr. Matt 
Angle was elected Captain; H. M. Stewart, Mate; G. H. Iarris, Puc. 
ser; and Messrs. F. H. Reor, S. C. Haton and ©. H. Moody, Executive 
Committee. Twenty-eight of the club members were present at the 
dinner, besides the members of the Remus C. C., also of Rochester, 
and other guests. On ihe table was a large modelof a birch canoe 
laden with flowers and manned by the club frog, and a model of Iron- 
dequoit Bay, the club's sailing ground, with the club houses, was also 
on exhibition, Ibis but two years since canoeing was first introduced 
in Rochester by the four original members of the R. GC. C., and now 
there are two prosperous clubs, both oceupying houses on the bay, 
and the sport is becoming more popular each year. Last season the 
club was well represented at Grindstone, going and returning ina 
Steamer specially chartered by themselves, and this year they expect 
to make a still better showing. - : 

HARTFORD C. C.—The Hartford 0. C had its beginning five years 
ago, when a fleet of canvas canoes was built by the five onginul 
members of the club, Year by year the club has grown, until it now 
numbers twenty-five active, besides the associate and honorary mem- 
bers, and a fleet of fine cedar canoes, numbering boats by the best 
builders. The club have done a good deal of cruising durine the past 
season, their Saturday camps having been a yery pleasing feature, 
while they also joined with the Springfield C, Cin the Connecticut 
River meet of last year. Although the season has closed, the club is 
sull active, and will probably give some entertainments during the 
winter similar to that of last year. A committee was appointed at 
the last meeting to obtain plans and estimates for a floating boat 
house on the Connecticut River, which the club proposes to erect, 
their present quarters being unsuited to their wants. 

MOHICAN C. C.—M7, Gibson of the regatta committee, writes that 
the programme for 1885 is nearly ready. The club haye secured a 
large, pleasant room fora winter rendezvous, and will inangurate it 
on Jan, 6, after which date meetings willbe held regularly to diseuss 
all questions of interest to camoeists. As the boats are necessarily 
laid up, inany of the ‘Turtles’ are spendiug their time on rollers and 
runners, - 

RONDOUT C. C.—Although work afioat is suspended, the interest 
in Canoeing is still kept up among the canoemen and plans ore being 
laid for a busy season, EKx-Com. Vaux, N, ¥. GC. G,, has been elected 
an honorary member in recognition of his g ant rescue of a mem- 
her of the R, O, @. at Newburg last year, one of the requisites to the 
Se of honorary membership being that a man must have saved 
a. life. 

PERSONAL.—Dr. Neidé writes that the exhibition at New Orleans 
is aS yeh very incomplete, and not ready to open yet, as everything 
is in coufmsion. On Saturday (9th) the weather was very cold, and 
ice furmed during the night. 

Canoeing. 

A CANOE MEET IN WESTERN WATERS. 

4 ess American Canoe Association was intended by its original pro- 
jectors to be, as its name indicates, an international organiza- 

tion, embracing both the United States and Canada, and confined to 
no particular locality. Naturally, however, the bulk of the men are 
drawn from the older and more densely populated portions of the 
country, or that portion north and east of New York and Penrsy)l- 
yania and from that portion of Canada nearest to New England; con- 
sequently ihe meets haye been held in places accessible 1o the 
majority of canoeists, and the strength of the Association has been in 
the Hast. An effort has been made each year to avoid the tendencies 
to localization by chosing the officers from various parts of the 
COULIEY Goth Canada and the West being fully represented. In 
spite of this, however, the membership from west of the Allezhanies 
has been comparatively small. and Western canoeists have not shown 
that interest that is necessary to make the Association truly national 
inits scope. Being at a great distance canocists cannot attend a 
meetin the Hastern States, and knaw little of the aims of the Asso- 
elation and of the work it has actually done for canoeing; and, on the 
other hand, the majority of the members being-m the Hast, cannot 
fo to Ohio or Ninos for a couple of weeks. 
The nutural way out of this diffcuity would seem to be another 

meet, a suggestion that has been made several times beforein our 
columns. Local meets have became common throughout the East, 
and promise to be among the most popular features of canoeing, and 
their introduction in the West would undoubtedly add many recruits 
to the various clubs, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Minneapolis, 
in each of whichcities a canoe club is located, would be Zood points 
to begin, the local club taking the initiative, and inviting all canoeists, 
whetuer club members or unattached, to meet with them in a spring 
camp, A good feature to add to such a meet would be to set apart 
one day for visitors, and to invite all who areinterested in canoeing 
to visio the camp on that day, a reception conimitte being appomted 
to attend to the guests, explaining to all just what canoeing is, and 
exhibiting the boats and camp equipage. Such a meet, if properly 
managed, follnotice being given In advance, would probably attract 
all canoeists within a radius of 700 miles, and further would interest 
a large number who know little about canoes and have no means of 
learning, Iv any such effert the local chib could court on the assist- 
ance both of the Association and of Bastin clubs,who have had some 
experience in such matters, A meet like this vouldawakenan inter- 
esl in Canoeing over a large territory, which would increase each 
year. 
The main question, however, is the annual meet. The present loca- 

tion at Grinastoue Island is practically central for the great’ body of 
canoeists, and to move further west would be unfair to the members 
from the East, while to reach the bulk of the Western members it 
would have to go so far west as to be inateessible to many who now 
attend. If is obyious thal in so largea country as ours one such meet 
is not enough, but we must kave one in the Mash as now, oue in the 
Ohio Valley, andin time othersin the Routh. It does not follow, 
however, that any new organization is necessary, ar that_other asso- 
ciations should be formed in these centers. There is now room for a. 
Western nieet to take place next summer, at some point accessible to 
Ohio, Minos, Indiana and adjoining States, iu which there are many 
canoeists. 
The Association meet will take place in the last week in July and 

first week of August, and we suggest that the leading Western clubs 
and cavovists tale steps at once tu hull a meetin there waters during 
the preceding fortnight, so that those wlro choose can visit it first, 
afterward proceeding to Grindstone Island. We ean proniise that 

A Dertsire Amount or InsurRAncE, lowest cash rates, plain con 
tract, ample securiby—such are the special advantages olfered by tlie 
Travelers, of Haiiford. Conn,—Adv. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 
° Tam “Vanity Parr’ Manuracrum rs (Wim. 8. Kimball & Co., Rach- 
ester, WW. Y.) have seit theirannual Christmas box to the edicorg of the 
couutry, and to day some thousands of sanctims are redolent of 
“Three Kings,’ “Fragrant Vanity Pair,” ‘Cloth of Gold, Casino” 
and “Little Jockey.’’ Whe diifercnt brands are put op in the dainti- 
est packages imaginable, as of course they ought to be. 

4nce of such a scheme, aid if possible they and someof the leading 
Eastern clubs would be represented at the first Western meet, 
An pippneaanr might be effected for the Management of the first 

er which the Western canoeists would be represented in the 
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+THE MILD POWER CURES..- 
ST 

UMPHREYS’ 

The manufacture of fishing tackle particularly adapted to angling in Florida has long been a special feature 

Loh CES 
Dyspepsi 
Suppvresse 

OMEOPATHIC 
Crou 
Salt 

in our business. Those anglers who intend spending the winter or spring in Florida, will find it to their adyantage 

abere 

Violent Coughs 
Phys'l Weakness 

eeeenes 

PEaIC GS: ABBEY & IMBRIE, : 
Sold by Druggists, or sent postpaid on 

oe of price.—Send for Dr. Humphreys’ 
Book on Disease, &c. (144 pages); also, Cata= 
logue, free, — Address, HUMPHREYS? 
Medicine Co., 109 ‘ulton St., New York. 

PIPER'S PATENT B.Lt. G@UNS 
LEAD THE MARKET? 

THE SHOOTING QUALITIES 

recei: 

48 and 50 Maiden Lane, New York City. 

The Large Demand Proves Their 

POPULARITY : 
; ARE REMARKABLE. 

ADVANTAGES OFFERED: Bonu FOR 
<= REGULARITY 

CHEAPNESS. 
AND 

STRENGTH. ACCURACY. | 
1 

SYMMETRY. 

DURABILITY The Parts are Inter- 
e 

= 

: == changeable. ; 

("This is the best COMPLETE gun in the market for the money. There is no other gun that can com- TOP SNAP—NOT EXTENSION RIB. . | 

pare with it. The sales during the past season have been unprecedented. I ’ ‘ bol re iz. fee | 

No. 600—Ribbon twist barrels, Scott action, double bolt, fine quality steel-freed locks. ex- 12g. 10g. No. 588—Stub twist barrels. back action, steel rebounding locks, double bolt, scroll fence, ee | 

tension rib, scroll fence breech, French walnut selected, pistol grip stock, pistol grip, patent fore end, rubber butt ..........-4. sees see sere eee eenee ere ceee es oH sy ee on 

finely chequered, artistically ornamented rubber butt plate, with figure of the 598—Damascus barrels, rest same as No, 588. ........--+--se seer sneer etenenercereee .g ; 

PONSA SAMTON GTO Ra ae een Fw eg) tte chelcatameepet tole tnlefa]a etm dla.» win.ciatae som ole cfeiainallla ere oteleny tists $57 00 $60 00 589—Siub twist barrels, bar rebounding locks, rest same as No. 588 ated BP vede a eases toe eet ra 00 a ie 

605—Same, with good Damascus barrels, engraved locks and mountings............... 7000 7% 00 599—Damaseus ‘ sd i Be eat ey atin Coch ia euIae te 00 re 

t10—Same, with fine Damaseus barrels, and fine finish, extra selected stocks.......... 100 00 105 00 5881—Rifle and shot, blued barrels, B. A. locks, 12-bore and 4a WalCihs fe, scala teas = a 

615—The best quality in every particular...... --...---21-5- cece eee eee eee steer eee eee 125 00 130 00 5882—Rifle and shot, blued barrels, bar locks.......-.--+-+++ Ate foo eee: panosAS eckealss 

Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chambers St., N.Y. 
FOR SALE BY ALL THE DEALERS HANDLING GOOD GUNS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. 

If your dealer has none in stock, don’t purchase until you see it. Get him to send for one on approval. 

| THE 8S. D. & G. SPECIALTIHS ARE: 
CHARLES DALY Hammer and Hammerless Guns. The Celebrated PIEPER Guns. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON Hammerless; 

Guns. MARLIN & BALLARD Rifles—Don’t forget the new Marlin combined tool for reloading magazine rifle cartridges. 

COLT’S Guns, Rifles and Pistols. PARKER BROS.’ Guns. STANDARD Revolvers. AMERICAN 

ARMS CO. Extracting Revolvers. L. M. C. Breech-Loading Implements. 

THE INTERNATIONAL. 
(REGISTERED TRADE MARK. ) 

cose 

Soe 

se: \ 
i ty i 

LATEST IMPROVED MACHINE-MADE GUNS. 

SW APS,—Fine Twist Barrels, Rebounding Locks, Pistol Grip Stock, Patent Fore End, Double | TOP SNAPS,—(As per cut). Fine Twist Barrels, Rebounding Locks, Pistol Grip Stock, Patent Fore 

eee But a Extended Rib, Iron Heel Plate, reht barrel erlinderbcned left barrel choke-bored. nd, Double Bolt, Hxtended Rib, Handsome Rubber Heel Plate, both barrels choke-bored. 

re i = 12-cauge, 30 or 32 inches, 8 to 9 pounds weight, a 
1z-gntige: 20 or 39 inches, # to peundawiight + | PRICE, 30/00 | 10 “32 inches, 9 to 10}6 pounds weight, ' - — - }PRICE, 636 00 

Every component part of these guns is made by gauge. They are handsome, safe and very durable, shooting qualities excellent, and are superior in every way to any ever before offered, 

at such prices, FOR SALE BY THE TRADE GENHRALLY, 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y., Manufacturers’ Sole Agents 
Also Sole Agents for PIFFARD’S ELASTIC RUBBER HEEL PLATES and KYNOCH’S BRASS SHELLS. | 

DOG TRAINING; Ik Ek¥unting Ei nife. 
The only P cket hunting knifi] 

worth a sou. ul sized knife, 94gin 
long open, and 5igin. long shut 
Blade 1in, wide, and equal to the best 
razors, but not so hard. If yor 
want one by mail, send plain a@ 

dress to GEO. ROCKWOOD, Wellsboro, Tioga Co., Pa., with postal note for $1.50. P,.5.—See Forest ant 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE PRICE $1,090, Stream for Sept. 18, page 147, 

—BY— 

&. T, HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM, 
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Explanatory and Suggestive. 
FOR THE CASUAL READER. 

Arma virumgue cane—' Arms and the man I sing.” And, indeed, it would take the genius 
of a Virgil and the roll of Latin hexameters fitly to tell the deeds of this man, whose arms are 

shotgun and fishing rod, Go where you will, he is there. You run into him on the crowded city 

street, encounter him on cars and steamboats; he perches atop the country stage. bestrides the 

burro, and doubles up like a jacknife in the kanim, Seek out the most distant, most tortuous 

streams, his liue has been wet in their waters; penetrate into the wilderness, the tin can of the 

sportsman’s camp is yet further on, He goes for game—if the fates shall send anything within 

reach of his ammunition; for fish—if by good fortune a trout shall rise to his fy or descend to 

his worm. But, good luck or bad luck, ganie or no game, fish or no fish—fun always, fresh air, 

ozone, quicker pulse beat, brighter eye, more elastic step, all the multitudinous rewards, which, 

after all, outweigh the biggest “bags,” and tip up the longest ‘‘strings,’”’ Is it not true that only 

a poet could tell his deeds as they ought to be told? Perhapsso. Perhapsnot. He can usually 

tell them himself. And he does, with a thousand different pens, in a thousand different ways. 

You may read it in the FoREsT AND STREAM. 
And that is better than if it were put into verse between book coyers. 

One who dees not understand these things might imagine that after being told so often, this 

story of the man—him with the rod and gun—might in the end become hackneyed. But it 

isnotso, Why? Well for pretty much the same reason, we venture to say, that the fields them- 

selves and the woods and the lakes and the streams never hecome hackneyed. However that 
may be, one thing,is certain. Our columns every week, and month after month, give ampie 

proof that there is still an abundance to tell of what is seen and what is done afield and on 

angling waters; and that hosts of people still delight to read the telling, our subscription books 

show with ever increasing emphasis, The FOREST AND STREAM is in the best sense 

A Journal of Recreation. 

It tells of the recreation found by busy men, in out-door, open-air life. It zs recreation to 

these same men and to others. Explain it how you will, this recreation found in the pages of the 

FOREST AND S®REAM is different from the diversion afforded by other papers. Why? Because 

(it may be answered again) the recreations of field and stream are always ten times more potent 

for good than are those found in almost any other way. 

Look through the pages and you will see that the departments include a pretty large field. 

It is a wide scope of subjects, But if you look carefully you will see that the paper, from front 

cover to back cover is homogeneous, What is init belongsinit. There is not the mistake of 

trying to foist upon the reader, who is interested in angling and shooting, a lot of stuff about 

horse racing or base ball or prize fights. There is no sawdust-ring odor, Everything is redolent 

of the woods. There are plenty of other papers devoted to the other subjects. If you are 

interested in them, you need hardly spend time to read the rest of this explanatory advertisement. 

The FOREST AND STREAM’S field is broad, but it is not broad enough to take in all creation. 

The editors are perfectly contented with the scope of the paper as it is at present. And now 

A Word About 1885. 
For fifty-Lwo weeks of the year 1885 we pronose to publish the ForEsST AND STREAM, and 

to fill each number with the same rich abundance and variety of reading that may be found in 

this present number or in any one of the five hundred numbers that have gone before it. 

There will be the same delightful accounts of the adventures and misadventures of the 

Sportsman Tourist, and whether the ‘tour” be across a continent or only across the pasture lot 

into the woods beyond, the story in either case will be well worth the time it takes to read it, 

We shall have, now and then, a description of such excursions in foreign Jands, but for the 

most part these columns will deal with what is seen and done in our own country, for that, after 

all, is what the readers of FOREST AND STREAM are rightly presumed to be most interested in, 

The Watural [istery columns will give attention to varied forms of animal life, more parti- 

cularly such as may come/under the observation of sportsmen in their rambles. This department 

of the FoREST AND STREAM we believe to hold a place altogether unique. It is neither the 

dime-musenm sort of un-natural history affected by the newspapers, nor the abstruse, fine-spun 

and terribly dry lucubrations of the scientific associations. It is intelligent talk about animal 

life, intended for intelligent readers. 

In the Shooting and Angling columns(we need hardly say it) will be accounts of hunting 

excursions and fishing trips—with luck, good, bad and indifferent; discussions about matters 

mechanical, ethical, sentimental, fanciful and practical; some, after much debating, will be 

settled; others will be left (and the reader with them) at the end just where they were at the 

beginning, . 

The eznel will give in 1885 (as it has given in 1884) the earliest, most accurate and the 

only unbiased reports of shows and trials, and it wili be the endeavor of the editors to maintain 

for the FOREST AND STREAM in this special branch the position it now holds away in advance 
of anything else published in this country. 

The Yachizmg columns are in charge of an expert, whose highest ambition will be to keep 

these departments in the place already won for them in the recognized lead of journalism. 

Though the Cazeermg interest of the country is of comparatively recent growth, the Forest 

AND 5TREAM fully appreciating ils importance, has provided for those who sail or paddle a (pretty 

generous) corner, which is so full of practical suggestions and recountings of cruising experi- 

ences, that 2 canveist might almost as well try to get along without a paddle as without the paper 
in his mail every week. 

In a word—this is what we started out to say—in 1885 the ForEST AND STREAM will be 

newsy, bright, wholesome—a journal of out-door recreation, 

Terms:—$4 per year, $2 six mos,, Iocts. per copy. Sold everywhere. Make orders payable, 

Forest aND StreEAM Pus. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to opén just short of 
50, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12-gange, Send for cireular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N, Y ; 

THE 22 
GREATAMERICAN- _T LADIES! 

SS 

Greatest inducements ever of 
fered, Now’s your time to get up 
orders for car celebruted 'Teag 
and Coffees, and secures beautic 
ful Gold Band or Mors Rose China 

= ~- Dea Set, or Handsome Decorated 
Gold Band Moss Rose Dinner Set, or Gold Band Mosg 
Decorate wobtek S ee For fu}] particulars address 
. i T ARE CAN co. 
va Ob, Box wo. “al ead oO Vesey Btw Now York 

‘COMPANY: 

— « - 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt of publisher’s price, 

Sportsman’s Library. 
Eaist of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by marl, postpaid, on receipt of srice. 

No beoks sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING. 

American Angler’s Book, Norris........... vere 5 50 
Angler’s Note Book......--..-2- ccc y ee sane oe 2 40 
AUPE G ae eee edie ane Gone Sakae RAPA 50 
Angling Talks, Dawsom....-.--.... isssssusses 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis.........-..s0s« Soo fetal 
Angling Literature in Hngland...........- Fader ot bh 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall.................: 8 00 
BritisheANeling ei les ooecetiideretah sce scae 2 00 
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching............. 1 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly .....-.........--++s.- 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float...............+0: 2-60: 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott............ 8 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock.............+ses-eeses 2 00 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis ...,..--..........- 2 50 
Fiy Fishing in Maine Lakes........,...-.--.+-. I 25 
Fly and Worm Fishing..... 2.2.2.4 erenpeeneee 50 
Frank Yorester’s Fish and Fishing ........ ~~) & 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hookand Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne..............-. Peaae tetas 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium............... 50 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .... 1 00 
Modern Practical Angler, Pennell............. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture...........--.. sss 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. .........620.00e-sse08 Ne 420 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing,............eseeseeeseee 2 50 
Scientific Angler ........ .. ntesnes eit he te tte 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, sa 
CO sia tease tates Ronee: be Ae agrtat eer, as 

U Maroy Vi bo bess 6 RAE ried Seether rs ee IS ER a ed 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provinces...... ...--....-- yi eesmiy en 2 00 
Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe........ 1 50 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition....,. 3 75 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier............--. sse+ss--- 50 
Baird’s Birds of North America........ . 30 00 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds. 
BInABNGteKR, soe n tree nu nee odes 95 
Birds: Nesting... 5.0.2. eee eens 1 25 
Birds of Eastern North America. 18 00 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania... 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest. ....... 4 50 
Birds and Their Haunts.... ...... 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. . 446 50 
Q@oues’ Check List.............-...-. ... 3800 
Coues’ Field Ornithology........ Baaiarerr cApas- 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... _--. 15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 

REOSEVOIES taste hin as ates «cl, cise poate < cial 00 
Holden’s Book of Birds, pa,.............- 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds 
INSOLE SOD EPIL Ns  mrece ine settiaa nase ere sisislalsiate "5 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard...........-...--4. 
Natural History of Birds.....................: 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green...........-+--.-+.+ 
Samuel's Birds of New Engiand.......... .... 
SioreiBinds ts Se aeons Wee asad sees to, 15 
Water Birds of N, A., by Baird, Brewer and 
Ridgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., each........... 

Wilson's American Ornithology, 3 vols........ 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds.............. 

BOATING AND YVACHTING;: 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... 
Boat Racing, Brickwood : 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ 
Canoemg in Kanuckia. ..... By eN ges Sd nto sccncote 
Canoe and Camera,.....- 6642 vissesceseceras : 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s......... 
Cruises in Small Yachts 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing.............--. 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor,....-.--.. 
Paddle and Portage... ... - ..:eceeeesneene ae 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies................. 
Practical Boat Building, Kemp............... 
WNitsderilsbip eet eea: Poles goes oa ensdoeecand 
Vacation Cruising. Rothrick................... 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp............... 1 
Yacht Designing, Kemp,............-..+-..--: 25 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

oo 
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on 

Three in Norway, or 
Norway 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman.....,....-.... 
Camp Life in the Wilderness.........-........ 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 
CATED AO Ute nee eee tec ae ae Sita voe anon (W5 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson......... 
Hints: on) Campings ea ss ee 
How to Camp Out, Gould 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher................ 
Rustlings in the Rockies.................. reso gle 
The Adirondacks, Headley.................... P 

HORSE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses..... 
Bits and Bearing Reins.....:............-..68- 
Boucher's Method of Horsemanship.......... 
Bruce’s Std Book, 8, vols... 2... ...2 020-0250 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo........... 
Dwyer’s Horse Book 
Horseback Riding, Durant................00005 
How to Ride and School a Horse..-. ......... 
Horses and HOUNGS w- -nce es tet tere! Lee 
Horses, Famous American Race............... 
Horses, Famous American Trotting........... 
Horses, Famous, of Americ&.........  -..... 
Jenning’s Horse Training.................4. 4. 
Manual of the Horse. - 2.6.2. e ee ci cece ences 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor...:..........0.ses-00- 
Mayhew’s Horse Management................. 
McClure’s Stable Guide................. san SBS 
Rareyis Ors: Lamers: v.10 ceo tas woe veee nee pie 
Ridine ane (Driving peers sae wt) oe le eh une 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melyille’s........ 
Stabile Manes Celene: Meyrick.-...... LEAT AE 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia....... 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 
SoneBenES on the Horse, American edition, 

Ged ait iy eee NEES Liulcditclts Gilani s 

Mie maddiGdtTomser Se nn choco eee de vee ee 
The Horse Owner’s Safeguard......,,..... vaise 
Veterinary Dictionary. Going ........,........ 
Wallace’s American Stud Book..... .. ...... 
Wallace's American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 
Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of America...... 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse.... SISSSSSBsS SHSSRSSSSNRSARSSRNSSSSSS Ssxgs 
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HUNTING—-SHOOTING. 
Across Country Wanderer,............---..¢ .. 500 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis........ tose. 2 5D 
Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan................ 1 00 
OLACEO STNG ne Sn een ts Bre petra ere eee ole 1 26 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting...... .... ... 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2 v.,cloth 4 00 
Frank Forester’s Manualfor Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive $. Sketches, paper , is 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow.....-... 
How I Became a Sportsman.........-.. ...-.. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing..... -... eye 2 50 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules.........-...-.-+0+ 25 
Modern Breech-Loaders, Greener.............. 2 50 
Rifie Practice, Wingate..........0.5.2..5..0% rae i 
Rod and Gun in California..................-.- 1 50 
peJAVOTE)G Web ee eC ae cae Pe R ee ReMRE eer cn 50 
SHOOTIN POUL ALE in sect hel a paeied. vcs aed Ads bree 3 00. 
Shooting on the Wing,.........-..6.¢-se5e-e25 75 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth... ..,.,....... 10 00 
HKmbossed leather. (0. 2.0. sc. <2. eee ms eee eees 15 00 

Sporting Adventures in the Far West......... 1 50 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke................ Nnties « #00 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunting...........2.2+-2eseee- 125 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting...... aaa OC: cana oa 1 25 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters, ..........., 1 50 
The Gun and Its Development, Greener..,.... 2 50 

GUIDE BOOKS AND WAPS,. 

Adirondacks, Map of, Stoddard .............. $1 00 
Parrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50; clo. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 
Lake. paper, 50; cloth, .............. cet a 00 

Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake..... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50. 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. ana 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region... 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands... 50 
Tourists’ Map of Maine........ -..,.. ...-. 1 00 

SPORTS AND GADIES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports andGames 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds, 75c.; cloth....... 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes........ 3 00 
Croquet ...... 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 3 50 
EL En OSTA aiStiy ae renee ee een enn 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise....... 25 
Laws and Principles of Whist, Cavendish..... 2 00 
wolts-and (Bowls s222 4.05 sete: s lor ees 25 
QOLIP ade pl debinceela oe Ae selec ain tepe seh a ete 25. 

Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist tor Beginners... 2500.0.) o.. snc. sce 60 

KENNEL. 
American Kennel, Burges..................... 3 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel.............,......... 80 
Dog, Diseases of, Hill... 0. .2cc0. 000 bese cccs ce 2 00 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird................ whee 25. Dog ipa daaee aera! St A Kee A dai 3 5 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..,.. 3 00 
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond........ 1 00 
OP Bs tant aati ead an wate a al ee ene eee 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other ® 
ORIEL LISLON tere sonst tt oo ee a 2 00 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, i6mo........ V5 
Dogs, Points fori Judeiniee.. 4 ee, cee eee 50 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30, wi ClOtHyeaeers Amare 60 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. ........_... 125 
Dopsiandethe Publice:. een ea ne 5 English Kennel O, 8. Book, Vol. I............7° 500 English K. C, S. Book, Vols. III. to X., each... 4 50 
Our Hriend the Dog... J tess ccs lek toe 3 00 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stables............... 1 50 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack..... : ERE eke Wee 3 45 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands........... 7 50 
The Dog, by Wistone avy sence eee ae 1 25 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.50; 
TA OLOUCO somal trtcletat ride Ate pete ee 22 50 

WOUntL On bHemDOR re... cc chee scene ek ene . 250 

MISCELLANEOUS; 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott, 1 50 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist......_..... 1 %5 
Amateur Photographer.................-...... 1 00 
Animal Plagues, Fleming........ ............. 4 80 
Antelope and Deér of America.... .......... » 250 
FAL CHET MLOCLTERI toon: ener es oat, © pwn iaes Aons 25 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 
Government Report... .-) 000. 2 50 

Common Objects of the Seashore. ..........., 50 
Bastward Ore. one tcatwoce clue se lak oe. .. 160 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer 
SOYeCUAR cana inde el sues saees dx Lae. oy canine 5 00 

How to Make Photographs............ 1 00 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour................. 6 00 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation ort eye ere 5 50 
Keepins¢One)| COW so. 4a aio ene ee eae 1 00 
Life and Writimgs of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 
DBE VOI @ ts cet ed EL ten eerie Fat lecd + 150 

Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy....... .. nis emmarony 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher....,. 50 
Natural History Quadruped.................. vis) 
North American Insects..............-......., 1 50 
Packard’s Haif-Hours With Insects....,...... 1 50 
Pistol CDG? Beet oredr acne ee tees : 50 
Photography for Amateurs................. 7 60 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller......... .. wos ces yl OU 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
SAD Vaca deaice cece eA hota lem Ss oe ene ee Hse ale 

Practical Orange Culture...................... 1 00 
Practicai Poultry Keeping,...............,-... 2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd.... ..........., . 200 
Sportsman's Gazetter, Hallock................ 3 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis...............,. 1 00 
The Cream of Leicestershire.................. 8 50 
The Forester, by Brown....,... ....... : 10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America.............. 20 00 
Whe Heart of Hurope..........c.ccecscewesscee 8 75 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols,....-....cceceeeucee 12 00 
The Zoological Atlas, 2 vols..............2- ..-.- 10 00 
The Bookof the Rabbit..... 00... eel eascceece 5 00 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown............ 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland..... .......... .. 15 00 
Woodcraft, *“Nessmuk™ s,s. ccs space eenerse 1 00 
Woods end Lakes of Maine.................... 3 60 
Yellowstone Park, Ludlow, quarto, clot4, Goy- 
ernment Report.: .... 2... .2. cc. se eaes deen 2 50 

Youatt onSheep..... -- ........ 7 1 00 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 
Cee WICHoOorL:s 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded Three Silver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns, Noted for exce 
ence more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded t¢ any American for Split Bamboo Rods. 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Street, Boston, } 
Send for list with Massachysetts Fish and Game Laas. det 
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Whitney--Kennedy Repeating Rife. 

’ 

The Strongest and Best. 
Many thotsands in use. Greatly superior to any other Magazine Rifle yet made. The solid metal 

in line of fire at time of discharge renders the Kennedy ABSOLUTELY SAFE. 

These rifles are made .38-cal. 40 gr., .44-cal. 40 gr., .45-cal. 60 gr., .45-cal. 75 gr., and .50-cal. 95 gr, (Express), using the same ammunition 
as other magazine rifles. Catalogues and price lists on application to the manufacturers. 

WHITNEY ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn. 

FERGUSON’S 

Rust Preventer 
For FIREARMS, CUTLERY, TOOLS, SKATES, Ete. 

Send for Circular. 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 

Office, 65 Fulton st., New York. (With T. J. Conroy.) 

Fishermen, send for 
= ee peat J Parra 
‘ees TIN, Rockville, Conn. 

swt — an’f’r of braided silk 
business fishlines of the best quality. Dealers are 
invited to send for samples and prices before 
placing their orders. 

Schwatka’s Search. 
Sledging in the Arctic in quest of the 

FRANKLIN RECORDS, 

—BY— 

WILLIAM H. GUILDER 

Second in Command. 

1 Volume, 8vo., with Maps and Illustrations. 

Price, 3.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 

avanted. 

AMERA WANTED.—TO COST NOT OVER $15. 
Address JOS. G. WALTON, Sherbrooke, Que., 

Canada. janl,it 

Sor Sule. 

SALMON ANGLING. 
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC. 

them, will be furnished on application to the under- 
signed. W. W. LYNCH, Commissioner of Crown 
Lands. 
Quebec, December 13, 1884. dee25,4t 

ime QUATL FOR SALE, BY JNO. T. LED- 
BETTER, Shelbyville, Tenn., at $3 Pe Rome 

ee25, 

NE OF THE FINEST SHARPS CREEDMOOR 
rifles complete ever made, ata bargain, Will 

exchange for good B. L. gun. Address P. O. Box 
168, Norwalk, Conn. janl,1t 

( Bae QUAIL IN FINE CONDITION FOR 
sale. Pennsylvania and West Virginia birds, 

No Tennessee birds. TENNEY & WOODWARD, 
Commission Merchants, 174 Chambers pppoe ie 

DoOVR7, 

p 
Shelbyville, Tenn. jani,it 

Ferrets For Sale. 
The finest ratters and hunters in the world. All 

trained to the whistle. For sale at ADOLPH 
ISAACSEN, 92 Fulton street, N. Y. jani,1t 

OR SALE.—_WILD DECOY GEESE AND 
black and Mallard duck decoys. All these 

birds were raised and trained by myself; they are 
first-class birds. B.C. BRADFORD, P. O. Box 153, 
Rockland, Mass. jan1,2t 

WHITE HARES. 

J.G. RICH, 
nove?,t£ 

ACK NUMBERS OF FOREST AND STREAM 
for sale, All but the first volume. The best 

offer accepted. W.H. BRUMMITT, Hontogs Den. 
ecil, 

PORTRAITS OF GAME FISHES. 
On gray-tinted Bristol board, at the following 
rices, Postpaid: Single copies, 10cts.; Fresh Water 
g 3) at $2; Salt Water Series (87), $8.50; Whole 

$5; a half-Russian port-folio holding 

THE SETTER, 
—BY— 

LAVERACK. 
With colored illustrations, Price, postpaid, $3.76 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 
39 Park Row, N. Y. 

LEFEVER ARMS CoO. 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

LEFRKEVER 

AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS: GUNS. 

This improvement is the only hammerless gun 
in the world with compensated action, to take up 
wear in every direction. The safety is automatic 
both in locking and releasing. Used bv the best 
trap shots in America, Winner of the Pierce 
Diamond Badge three times at the New York State Convention, Send for illustrated catalogue. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., 73 Eact Water Street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

NEW YORK SALES ROOMS: VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 14 Murray St. 

“Forest and Stream” Books 
ANTELOPE AND DEER 

OF AMERICA. | 
By JOHN DEAN CATON, LL.D. 

This is a book written by a sportsman for sportsmen, and by a naturalist for naturalists. 

It gives a full history of the Pronghorn Antelope and of every species of American Deer, 

from the giant Moose down to the tiny Acapulco deer; recounts deer-hunting experiences and 

adventures, and describes the different hunting methods adopted by sportsmen. Pages, 426, 

large octavo, cloth, beveled edges; more than fifty illustrations, A superb work. Price $2.50, 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
By Ss. T. HAMMOND. 

This is a book for dog owners, who by its directions can successfully train their hunting 

dogs. It teaches how to bring out the wonderful intelligence of the dog by an entirely novel 

method, in which kindness is substituted for the whip. It is humane, sensible, practical, and 

will develop whatever ‘thunting sense” there is in the animal. 

Thirty-five years’ experience led to the production of the volume. Primarily written for 

those who wish to train their pointers and setters for the field, it yet lays down rules by which 

one can teach a toy dog or a huge St. Bernard, how to do almost everything but speak. To 

make your dog your intelligent, willing friend, one who obeys you because he Joves you, not 

because he fears you, is the end secured by the methods. of TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 

Octavo, cloth, 100 pp. Price $1.00. 

CANOE AND Boat BUILDING 
FOR AMATEURS. 

The series of papers on canoe building, printed in the Forest and Stream, haye been col- 

lected into book form. Chapters have been added, as well as plans and working drawings. 

The manual is complete. It is plainly written. By studying the directions here laid down 

any one with ordinary gumption can build a canoe, rowboat or sneakbox for himself. 

Pages, 166. Profusely illustrated. ‘Twenty-four plates in envelope. Price $1.50, 

READY IMMEDIATELY, 

SHORE BIRDS. 
A pamphlet for those who “gun” along the shore. 

TELLS OF 
I, Haunts and Habits—Where the bay birds live and what they do at home. 

II. Range and Migration—Where they go to breed and where to spend the winter. 

III. A Morning Without the Birds—An episode of shore shooting. 

IV. Nomenclature—A list of our American species of Zimicole, with a description of 

each species. 
V. Localities—Where to go to shoot them. 

VI. Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot them after you have reached the grounds, 
45 pp., paper. Price 15 cents. 

Address: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, New York, 

SPORTSMEN’S DELIGHT. 

Merino Elastic Felt Gun Wads. 
SOMETHING NEW! 

Ask your dealers for them, If he don’t have 
them send us 40 cents for sample box of 256, and 
we will send, postage prepaid. Greatly lessens the 
recoil, keeps gun cleaner, gives better pattern and 
penetration than any other wad. One box will load 
twice as many shells as abox of pink-edge. Just 
the wad to use over powder and fill up shells, as it 
is only half the price of other felt wads. Manufac- 
tured only by THE MERINO ELASTIC FELT GUN 
WAD CO., 106 South Charles st., Baltimore, Md. 

Hu the Stud. 

Hillside Kennel. 
Gordon Setter “ARGUS.” 

Stud Fee, $25.00. 

STUD FOX-TERRIER 

Champion Raby Tyrant, 
(K.C.8.B, 11,179.) 

Pupped October, 1880. Weight 1614 pounds, 

ea Tyrant is a white dog, with an even marked 
rich black and tan head. Heisa thoroughly game 
and stylish terrier, pees ee, a beautifully shaped 
long punishing head, with perfect drop ears, small 
eye, rare neck and shoulders, deep chest, well rib- 
bed and muscwlar quarters, short, straight legs, 
excellent feet, great bone and substance, with an 
exceptionally hard and dense coat. 

Raby Tyrant is without doubt one of the most 
successful terriers of the present day. He has 
been exhibited 67 times, 33 different judges haying 
adjudicated upon him, and has won 4%. First 10 
cups and specials; 12second and 2 third prizes. His 
breeding is undeniable, combining as he does the 
choicest and most valuable blood that can be ob- 
tained. At the stud Raby Tyrant is proving him- 
self eminently successful. 

Fee, $15.00. 
ve OHN E, THAYER, Hillside Kennels, Lancaster, 

ass. 

MAINSPRING. 
IN THE STUD. FEE $50. 

Mainspring is 4n imported pointer, by Mike (win 
ner of more field trials than any dog in England), 
and he by old champion Bang, whose reputation is 
world wide. Mainspring’s dam (Salter’s Romp) 
also his litter sisters Malt and Hops, are field trial 
winners, and he divided second prize in pointer 
stakes at H. F, Trials, 1884.- 
For Sale—Two Mainspring—Chic pups, 4 mos. old, 

dogs. Also Dirk, a handsome liver and white dog, 
by Croxteth ex Chie (Dexter’s) 17 mos. old, well 
trained. Address CAPT. McMURDO, Charlottes- 
ville, Va. dec11,t£ 

Scotland Kennel Collies. 
STUD DOGS. 

Champion Robin Adair and Champion Tweed II, 

BITCHES. 

ae 

Champion Zulu Princess, champion Lassie, cham- 
pion Lass o’ Gowrie, champion Meg. Lilac, Bigg and 
other imported and prize winning bitches. 
Puppies for sale from the above stock. 
For further euler and stud fee of dogs ad- 

dress THOS. H. TERRY, P. O. Box 2,017, N. Y. 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB, 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION SENSATION, - - FEE, $50 
BANG BANG, - - 
TRAMP (Sensation—Psyche), 

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt., Babylon, L. I. 
janl,tf 

ae te $25 

K. K. C. POINTER 
CHAMPION KNICKERBOCKER (A.K.R. 19), liver 
and white, in the stud, Fee, $25. Young stock for 
sale. GHO, L, WILMS, Sec’y, 142 Monticello ave., 
Jersey City, N. J, 

CHITE SE". 
Will serye red Irish setter bitches of pure blood 
and guaranteed field quality. Fee, $25. 
For Sale—Puppies, by Chief. Stock and _ field 
uality of dams guaranteed. MAX WENZEL, 89 
‘eurth street, Hoboken, N. J- 

Vandeverts Don in the Stud. 
To a limited number of approved bitches. For 

particulars and pedigree address R. T. VANDE- 
VORT, Homewood avenue, Hast End, Pittsburgh 
Pa. Fee $50. 

he Keuel, 

OR SALE,—ONE VERY NICHE BLACK AND 
white English setter dog, 1 yr. old. Has been 

shot over this season. For full particulars address 
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. jani,2t 

ei ae ce CLUMBERS FOR SALB 
from prize stock. Address CLUMBER, 7% 

O’Connor street, Ottawa, Can. jand,26 

joni, it j 
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ANSWERE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

Withits compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 

amount of jirst-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, yachting, canoeing, and kindred subjects, than is con- 

tained tn all other American publications put together. 

LAST SHASON IN THE PARK. 

O ae daily papers contain an interview with the new sup- 
erintendent of the Yellowstone National Park. The 

substance of it is, on the whole, rather favorable. 

The superintendent said that the Park had been visited 
during the past season by a large number of tourists, but not 
by as many as had been expected. There had been several 
causes which had tended to keep visitors away—the Presi- 

dential year, the hard times and the lack of hotel accom- 
modation. The Improvement Company’s hotel had been 
open during the season, but the financial embarrassments of 
the company had interfered with its complete success, A 
great many foreigners, mainly English and German, had 

been attracted to the reservation, and its beauties and won- 

ders were becoming famous abroad. The Park Branch 

Railroad, running from Livingston, on the Northern Pacific, 

has been completed to Cinnabar, a distance of fifty-three 
miles, the latter poiut being distant from the hotel but seven 
miles. Lieutenant Kingman, United States Army, with a 

force of about one hundred men, had been working on the 
roads and trails, and had about finished the road to the lower 

geysers so that wagons could pass in. 

There had been some little trouble with squatters and 

trespassers, but all except two or three of the former had 

been ejected, and the latter had been kept off by the patrol, 
consisting of a force of ten men, who maintained a strict 

watch on intruders of that character. Under the system of 
game preservation, the smaller game is increasing in number, 
and the same may be said of the larger, though owing to the. 

migratory character of the latter, wandering out of the 

boundaries and seeking lower latitudes during the cold 
season, it could not be equally guarded. Cinnamon and 

black bears, elk, deer and antelope and Rocky Mountain. 

sheep are numerous in the Park, anda small herd of buffa- 
loes, about a hundred in number, has passed the summer 

within its borders. Tle season closed about the 16th of 
October, There is now about a foot of snow in the valleys 

Future Interstate Tournaments: 

and from two to three feet in the mountains. An appropria- 

tion of $100,000 will be asked of Congress this winter to 

continue the improvements and keep Lieutenant Kingman 

in the field. 
Most of this reported statement is no doubt true, though 

the assertion that smaller game is increasing in the Park is 
somewhat amusing. There never has been any lack of small 

game there, and probably there is just about as much now in 

the Park as there always has been, Thelaw in relation to 

shooting this small game is not enforeed—cannot be with the 

present force of game protectors—and people kill hares, 

squirrels and birds whenever they can. We know that 

there was considerable goose shooting done last summer on 

the lake, not far from the mouth of Pelican Creek. 

That portion of the public which is especially interested in 

the Park will watch with a great deal of interest the course 

of the new superintendent, Mr. R. E. Carpenter. He is a 

man as yet essentially untried, though he appears to have 

manifested considerable energy in expelling squatters and 
trespassers from the reservation, We hope that he may 

prove to be the right man in the right place. 

FIREARM IMPROVEMENTS.—The patent office reports for 

the year just closed, show that in these quiet times of peace 

there are many ingenious minds pondering over the problem 

of how best to remedy some of the many points of confessed 

inferiority in our present makes of small arms. In both 
sporting and military weapons may be seen the evidence of 

this thought directed toward the production of the coming 

arm. In the large makes of machine guns the changes haye 

been within a very short time past of a most interesting 

character, and with a gun in which the recoil from the first 
cartridge sets the second in place and brings down the strik- 

ing pin, making really an automatic weapon, would leave, 

it would seem, but little more to be done. Of course, much 

that is sought after in the light mitrailleuse is not at all desir- 

able in the class of sporting or personal arms. Yet there are 

points of similarity on which ingenuity might fairly be ex- 

pended. There is an immense amount of encumbering re- 
spect for old notiens which must be swept away before the 

small arm gets to be what it should be. The general plan ig 

to work upon an improvement of an already existing model 

rather than start out with only a ciear notion of the results 
to be reached, with such guidance as may be derived from a 

thorough knowledge of the then existing arms. It would 
seem as though some of the later inventors were indeed 

working in this direction. A tour through the model room 

of the patent office, or a careful perusal of the reports made 

from time to time, and an examinatior of the plates of detail 

would bring ample payment to a trained mind in the sugges- 
tions from efforts made by workers of the past. The newer 

models which we have seen of improved weapons, opens up 

the prospect that the near future will see a marked change 
in the character of weapons used, and that in accuracy, cost 

and ease of transport, the coming arm will be in every way 

more desirable than any now in use. 

SHocTineg CHALLENGES.—For some weeks past the air has 

been full of challenges and paper defiances have been rush- 

ing back and forth in liberal clouds. Champion No. 1, in 
New Orleans, is very anxious to do all sorts of wonderful 

things with the gun before the trap, while champion No. 2, 

away off in the New England section, is equally anxious but 

with a difference in some trifling point, and so the pair never 

meet, Hach goes off with an untrodden coat tail and full of 

the notion that he is the champion shot of the world, and so 

announces himself in and out of season. In fact there are 

so many sorts and styles of shooting that it is difficult to say 
what shall stand as the measuring scale of a good marksman. 

In instituting a comparison between two feats of shooting, 

every detail and condition under which the work was done 
should be considered. If in one essential there is a difference 
ever so slight, proper allowance must be made for it in reach- 

ing a final verdict. It is just here that the difficulty comes in, 

for no man can say as yet precisely what weight should be 
given to each and every variation. So it happens that No. 1 

and No. 2 may go on each after his own heart piling up 
startling records in fair and trick shooting, and yet meeting 
on no common ground where comparison would be possible. 
It is then after all a sort of farce to have these paper ceclar- 
ations of war sent back and forth, each man knows his own 
strong points and his weak points as well, and this knowl- 
edge shows itself in the guarded wording of the challenges. 
If there were an honest desire to have a contest, a meeting 
would be quickly arranged, but so long as there is more 
profit in talk than in fight so Jong will the present style of 
warfare continue... 

FORESTS AND FORESTRY. 

iil. 

HE timber trade of this country has grown to gigantic 

proportions. The pine timber cut alone is estimated at 

twenty billion feet of lumber per annum. Then we have 

shingles, staves, headings, etc., etc., running up to nearly ten 

billion more, representing a. total value of approximately two 

hundred and fifty million dollars. Then comes the fuel con- 

sumption, computed by Prof. Sargent for 1880 at one hun- 
dred and forty-five million cords, with a market value of 

three hundred and twenty-two million dollars, besides char- 

coal to the value of over five millions. These are very sug- 

gestive figures. It is not too much to say that very few 

people have any intelligent conception of billions; of the 

enormous area of land which it would be necessary to con- 

serve as forest for the permunent maintenance of this enorm- 

ous output, or of the shock which the nation would experience 

by the sudden extinction of all the industries depending on 

timber, the raw material of which amounts to six hundred 

million dollars annually. 

On the continent of Europe, where forest culture is an 

industry recognized as scarcely secondary in importance to 

agriculture, it is found that an acre of closely stocked pine 
forest, thinned out as required, and systematically and scien- 

tifically treated for the promotion of its growth, will under 

fair average conditions produce three thousand cubic feet of 

timber—say thirty thousand feet of lumber in a century. 
This is equal to three hundred feet of lumber per acre per 

annum, or two hundred thousand feet per square mile. 

These are well-ascertained data, and safe figures to base our 

calculations on, and at this rate it will be seen that we re- 

quire a hundred thousand square miles of well-stocked pine 

forest under systematic management for the permanent 

maintenance of the present annual output of twenty billion 

feet of timber. For the supply of this vast mass of material 

it would be necessary to effect a total clearance of one 

thousand sqfiare miles of well-stocked pine forest annually, 

and when we consider that over all the pine forests of the 
country (excepting on the Pacific coast) the average crop 

falls below five thousand feet—that is one-sixth of a full 
crop—we reach the conclusion that six thousand square 

miles of country is being stripped annually to keep ‘our 

mills going, and no steps whatever taken to restock it. 

The available stock on which tuese heavy annual drafts 

are being made was computed by Prof. Sargent in 1880 at 
two hundred and sixty billion, of which more than eighty 

billion was Southern pine, thus leaving about one hundred 

and eighty billion of white pine subject toan annual drain 

of twenty billion; and this was four years ago. 

The question suggests itself here, If so large an area of 

country is being stripped annually, does it not restock itself 

with young timber which will be ready for the axe ten, 
twenty and thirty years hence, as required? To this we 

answer, twenty-five or thirty years ago the national stock of 

pine timber was assumably a thousand _ billion feet of lum- 

ber, counting timber of all ages. Since pine timber requires 

a century to reach maturity, such a capital stock could have 

borne a drain of ten billion feet annually without prejudice, 

providing the felling had been conducted systematically, 

and that the necessary measures were taken to secure re- 

stocking of the stripped area. As a matter of fact a system- 

atically managed forest with a capital stock of a thousand 

billion is equal to an annual drain of twenty billions, be- 

cause in such a forest we are able to cut out not only one 
per cent. of all we see before us, but an additional one per 
cent, of the growth of the century, which is or should be 

equal to the original stock, The forests of twenty-five or 
thirty years ago were not equal to the strain of twenty bil- 
lions per annum, because for want of systematic manage- 
ment, gradation in age classes, and requisite thinning, the 

loss from decay generally counterbalances the gain by incre- 
ment. The stock of twenty-five or thirty years ago would 

have borne an anrual drain of ten billion foracentury. If 

during that century the forests had been brought under sys- 

tematic treatment, and reproduction provided for, they would 

have been rendered thereafter permanently equal to the 

strain of twenty billions. The opportunity has bees lost; 

the nation has been blindly spendthrift of its grand inherit- 

ance. 
It is an elementary axiom among foresters, that if a forest 

be subjected to double the strain it is capable of maintaining 
permanently, it will be exhausted in about two-fifths the 
period of rotation. If the area is conseryed and reproduc- 
tion secured, it will recover itself at the close of the rotation, 

but for the latter three-fifths it must have rest. In our case un- 
fortunately the forest area has been contracted, reproduction 
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maintain the industries of casks, barrels, and other wooden | A dose or two of pills, followed with quinine, restored the unprovided for, and we haye to confront a moreiformidable 
difficulty than a temporary hiatus, ; 

Pure pine forests are found almost invariably on poor 
soils, not because the pine will not flourish in rich soils, but 

because from the moment it has enriched the soil with 
humus to an extent sufficient for the support of hardwood 

trees, the seeds of those trees will assuredly be borne in from 

somewhere, trees of all classes will dispute the floor with the 

pine,coming up in openings made by fallen trees, crowding out 

the young pine seedlings, which make slower growth the first 
few years, until in the course of centuries the last of the pine 

giants pass to decay, leaving the floor in possession of the 

hardwoods, which enrich the soil at a much more rapid rate 

than the pines did. 
Asa consequence, whenever the lumberman strips a pure 

pine forest, he leaves a floor which has every chance of re- 
stocking itself, because the soil is too poor to tempt the settler 
to bring it under cultivation. 

But the great bulk of the white pine is distributed through 

hardwood forests, and following the removal of the pine, the 

settler comes in and clears up the land for cultivation. In 

stony, gravelly and sandy regions the humus, or decaying 

vegetable matter, gets used up in a few years, to the impoy- 
erishment alike of soil and settler, but this does not prevent 

its occupancy, and the consequent contraction of the forest 
area from which the timber of the last thirty years has been 
drawn. 

Pure pine forests, when stripped and left to nature, do not 

restock themselves with the same vigor as birch, maple and 
a host of other trees, among which may be enumerated the 

worthless jack pine of Northern Michigan, which only too 

generally usurps the pine area laid bare by lumbermen or 
forest fires. In the first place, the pines have only an occa- 

sional good seed year; in the next, their seed is edible and 
greedily carried away by squirrels in the cone before it is ripe. 
There is, moreover, a measure of irregularity in the natural 

reproduction of both the white and Norway pines for which 
it would be difiicut to assign a reason. The writer has been 

through whole townships of pine forest open enough for the 

growth of a young forest ou the floor at their feet—in fact, 

presenting exactly the conditions which the forester would 

produce by thinning for the purpose of fostering a fresh 

growth—and scarcely a plant of any age was to be seen, 

while other townships, a few miles removed, had their floor 

thickly stocked with young plants ready to spring into vig- 
orous growth on the removal of the old forest. 

Fires are a further obstacle to the restocking of pine clear- 

anees. The floor is left strewn with branches and trunks, 
and if a fire encroaches on it, the heat generated by such a 
mass of dead fuel dried in the sun entirely destroys the young 

crop. Maple and other hardwood seedlings may be burned 
down year after year and will send up fresh shoots; but 

although after a light fire creeping along the floor with little 

to support it, a young pine seedling from five to ten years 

old if scorched above ground will sometimes send up fresh 

shoots from the axes of the lower branches below ground, 
the general experience is that fires destroy the whole crop, 
leaving the ground bare until a few stray seed get wafted in 
on the wind, take root, and at a later period scatter their seed 

over the desert around them. Of the thousands of square 
* miles which have been stripped of their pine within the last 

twenty-five years, probably less than 10 per cent. is restocked 
with young forest, and of this a large proportion has been 

too thinly and unevenly stocked to admit of the trees grow- 
ing to tall, clear timber. 

The pine forests of twenty-five or thirty years ago were un- 

equal to the strain that has been imposed on them, If they 
lad been reserved and improved, they could haye been ren- 

dered equal to the support of such a strain; but now that the 
greater portion and the best of the area has been diverted to 
agriculture, and the remaining cleared area left to restock 
itself as it best, could under unfavorable conditions, the sec- 

ond growth, as it is called, may suffice to delay the evil day 

a year, perhaps, after the removal of the last of the old tim- 
ber, but can hardly be taken into account as a source of 
future supply. 

It is sometimes argued that after the destruction of the 

pine forests, the nation must manage to rub along with other 

timbers ag substitutes. The only tolerable substitutes for the 

general purposes to which pine is applied, are the other coni- 

fers, hemlock, spruce, tamarac, balsam, etc., and of these 

the supply is avery limited one—probably short of fifty 

billions—even the hardwood forests are fast passing to ex- 
tinction. 

A hundred and fifty million cords of fuel annually, repre- 

sents seven millions of acres of land cleared for cultivation; 

for nearly all the fuel sent to market is produced by settlers 
in clearing land. This estimate of Prof. Sargent’s, reaching 

to a consumption of three cords per capita of the population, 

appears a high one; but the timber burnt on the ground to 
get rid of it must be fully equal to three times the amount 
sent to market. 

An acre of fair hardwood forest will grow twenty cords of 
fuel in sixty years—say one-third of a cord per annum, on 
which calculation nearly four hundred and fifty million 
acres, or seven hundred thousand square miles would be re- 

quired forthe permanent maintenance. Fortunately in the 
present fuel consumption, we have coal to take the place of 
wood iyel as the supply becomes contracted; but when to 
this rapid clearance of forest, estimated by the amount of 

wood fuel sent to market, we add the drain necessary to 

ware, we must be prepared to see the timbers most in demand 

—walnut, hickory, butternut, oak, ash, elm—disappear one 

after the other, until at no distant day a hardwood log will 
possess more value in the Atlantic States than it ever has on 
the prairies, 

It is quite true that over all the Atlantic States there is a 

great deal of hilly or stony land, which will never be taken 
up for settlement, or which, if taken up, will be abandoned 

in a few years; and this area, amounting to severa hundred 

square miles in the aggregate, may be relied on for a supply 

of timber of some sort. Some of these areas may be con- 

served and administered at trifling expense; but without 

some sort of systematic conservancy, the yield will decrease 
and the soil be impoverished, until it is incapable of support- 

ing anything but stunted types. From such neglected areas 

the nation can never draw a permanent supply of necessary 

hardwoods for all the many industries depending on it, For- 

ests can only be kept in condition by maintaining them fully 
stocked with growing trees. 

REVOLYER PRacticn.—Recent attention to the subject in 
the newspapers would seem to indicate that more than usual 

attention was being paid to the use of pistols as weapons of 

accuracy. Hvery year secs the crowding out of sight of the 

“guns formerly so proudly carried by the braggart and 

rowdy of the West. In the Hast there is still a tremendous 
battery of mischief carried about in the aggregate hip pocket 

of the foolish minority of the male population. It is safe to 

say, however, that this is not a growing habit, and that in 

the near future we shall sce the pistol put to its proper use, 

as a weapon of sport in times of peace, and in times of war 

a weapon whose uses have never yet been fairly appreciated 

by military men. There are now most interesting matches 

going on in the city in this line of marksmanship, and the 

rather over-confident French pistol experts had better beware. 

Mrixnesota VENISON is shipped to the Chicago market in 
great quantities, and we presume much of it finds its way to 
New York, The shippers are confirmed in their systematic 

eyasion of the non-export law, aud the Chicago marketmen 

encourage the dishonesty. Why does not Minnesota take 
pattern after Maine, and organize a game detective force? 

So long as the enforcement of the law is left to private and 

unofficial activity, it will not accomplish its end, 

Tae Micutean Assoctatron will hold its annual meeting 
at Lansing February 3. We hope to chronicle a full at- 
tendance. 

Che Sportsman Caurist. 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 
IX,— FISHING BY PROXY. 

Ww. slept until it was quite late in the morning of the 
second day in camp and were roused by the rapping 

of George on the tent pole at the door. His greeting was 
“Well, Captain, they’re here,” at the same time holding up 
a string of bass averaging two pounds apiece. He had taken 
them in an hour's time just in front of the tents with a spoon. 
The camp turned out to inspect them, and while breakfast 
was being prepared and the fish were cooking, there was an 
unpacking of tackle boxes and a jointing of rods. It was 
the only vent to the excitement, as fishing wasout of the ques 
tion without bait, and no one would use the spoon. We 
longed to try the fly, but a six-ounce rod ordered of Mitchell 
was unfinished at our departure and we would use nothing 
else, preferring to await its arrival, which we expected that 
day. So the camp subsided and took breakfast with a nor- 
mal pulse. No one seemed in a hurry to fish, but all turned 
in to put some extra touches to the camp by clearing a lawn 
in front of the tents. Then some letters were written, a 
cigar indulged in and after that some loafing. 

The camp was setting about ifs enjoyment in a very leis- 
urely sort of a way, and really there was no reason for haste, 
We had some weeks before us and we knew that whenever 
we felt inclined to take a fish we had only to pull out from 
shore and cast, and besides, there was an individual in the 
party who positively declined to begin his record with any 
rod save his Mitchell, and the rest were waiting for him. 
The day glided away to our 3 o’clock dinner, when every 
one answered to the roll call. After dinner we all went 
down to the outlet hoping to get the last isssue of Fornst 
AND STRBAM, which the office of that publication bad been 
notified to forward tous here, and to bring the expected rod. 
We found neither, and at nightfall returned despondent. 
We pulled up the creek through the dark shadows, getting 
aground a couple of times, and then burst into the flood 
ot moonlight which lay in rippling splendor upon the lake, 
lighting up islet and cove, and through which, more than a 
mile away, we could see the tents standing out in sepulchral 
whiteness against the black background of forest which cov- 
ered the hill behind. We sat long before the tents enjoying 
the dim far off landseape, until each had burned his fourth 
pipe into ashes, when we said good night, 

The next morning, with a dogged determination not to 
fish without that rod, we set out to cruise among the islands 
and ended by turning in at Sabattis’s. Having seen that we 
were heading for the point, he stood awaiting us by his 
canoe. A half-breed girl of eighteen peered at us from 
around the corner of the cabin, while a pretty doe-cycd, 
brown-skinned child of ten rap down to the water’s edge for 
a closer view of the strangers. The Indian mother was sick, 
and the Madame, who was with us, landed and entered the 
cabin to perform what kind offices she might. The sick 
woman, with all the stoicism and taciturnity of her race, 
would not speak; but at last, touched by the kindness uf her 
white sister, turned on her rude pallet with her face to the 
wall to conceal her tears. She had a high fever, and the 
Madame, returning to the boat, told David to come with us 
to the camp for some medicine. Sabattis, with puileless fear 
ofa doctor’s bill, mildly protested, saying; ‘““We are short 
of money down here.” But David followed usin the canoe. 

patient after a few days. During the remainder of the camp 
court was paid to the Madame. David brought her birds of 
beautiful plumage for their wings, and skins of minks which 
he had killed; the mother made her quaint and delicate bas- 
kets, while to us David and his young brother Alonzo 
brought live minnows by the hundred, 

Another day and another trip to the outlet followed, still 
no rod. Our bait can was alive with fine perch, a grand 
ripple was on the water, the Madame was anxious to fish, 
the rest were aching for a tussle, So we reluctantly yielded 
to their entreaties, and consented to go out for ‘only an 
hour” and show them how to strike and play the fish the 
correct way by taking two or three and then leavine them to 
get along alone, At tbe end of an hour wereturned to camp 
with eight large bass. These the Madame took, while we 
aided her by coaxing the fish about the boat. We did this 
by dangling a lively bait on a hook in the water, first on one 
side of the boat and then on the other. As we watched her 
draw in one after another, we resolved more firmly than be- 
fore to wait for the new rod before taking a hand in the 
fame. 
On our return to the camp we found a native, from a 

couple of miles.down the lake, who was awaiting our arri- 
yal to contract for some supplies. He had brought a jaz of 
fie sweet butter and half a dozen spring chickens nearly 
full grown. These were soon disposed of, and the latter 
turned loose to forage about the tents, where they soon be- 
came accustomed to their new surroundings, As night 
came on, the selection of a roost seemed for a time to be a 
matter of serious deliberation, The senior rooster called 
the group to order and a discussion began at once. Three 
were in favor of a small oak, upon one of the lower branches 
of which these perched themselves, but there was a bolting 
delegation, of which one was in favor of the adoption of the 
cook’s table, but the Madame interposed a veto. Then one 
left the tree and joined the rest, and an independent party 
seemed about being formed, but the minority came oyer, the 
split was healed, und all mounted into another tree. During 
the brief lives of those roosters we were awakened every 
morning before daylight by their attempts at crowing, and 
many a time, when roused from our slumbers, we wished 
them ¢/ masse on the gridiron, but relented with the day- 
break, for their doom was fast approaching. 
Whether viewed in the light of economy, luxury or socia- 

bility, every camp should haye its poultry yard, ‘There will 
come times when every one is tired of fish, ham, bacon and 
salt pork; at such times a ‘‘briler” or two will fill the gap 
most wonderfully, The game is always at the door, keeps 
until needed, and is well nigh self-supporting, The member 
who sometimes gets tired of fishing and stays into keep 
camp, soon learns to appreciate the company of the bright- 
eyed cacklers, which are always scratching about the tents. 
And now came the first Sunday in camp. Who that has 

passed a summer in the woods cannot recall one by one those 
beautiful quict days, when guns and rods were left un- 
touched and nature held sway over all; when in her yast 
cathedral of moving trees and boughs and sun-lit waters, 
and amid her eternal rocks the great Mother opened her 
arms in benediction over her children and breathed upon a 
peace, like unto that greater one, which passeth all under- 
standing, Every camp takes with it some sort of literature; 
the sort depends on the tastes of its individual members. 
Our library consisted of Tennyson, a volume of Dickens 
and ‘‘Woodcraft.” On that Sunday morning we drew the 
latter from our camp kit, and leaving the rest to write and 
gossip, we set out to follow the blazes which marked the 
path that the old woodsman has laid out for the children of 
the summer. ‘‘Woodcraft” is itself the yospel of relaxation, 
the apostle of a new life; but it is the voice of one crying in 
the wilderness; it is the enthusiasm of the hermit and the 
song of the recluse. Fora party embarked on an extended 
outing its precepts areincomplete. Its methods of camp 
construction are for the few, The enchanting picture 
of a night in camp and that resumé of the five days’ outing 
of the party of four with the old woodsman are the experi- 
ences on the one hand of a lone camper, and on the other of 
a company occupying a shanty for a few days in the woods. 
The out-of-door methods are, in every wey, worthy of all 
acceptation for a fair weather camp, but of the indoor life 
of the camper through a week of storm—which every outer 
some time will encounter—when it is useless to try fly or 
bait, when there is no place of enjoyment or comfort other 
than the camp, of this part of the outcr’s experienca we find 
nothing in “‘Wooderaft.” tis a phuse of camp life which 
has, doubtless, often fallen to the lot of ‘“Nessmuk,” and it 
is a matter of no little curiosity to know just how he man- 
ages it with his open shanty tent. ; 

The recipes given in *‘Woodcraft” are a revelation to 
many who go into the woods expecting to do their own 
cooking. We modestly offer a suggestion on the subject of 
camp bread. We never carry yest powder with us into 
camp, but cream-tartar and soda instead. Stir one teaspoon- 
ful of soda and two of cream-tartar in a pint of milk; pour 
this into sufficient wheat flour to make a light, not very stiff 
dough; add a lump of butter half the size of a hen’s eg with 
a half teaspoonful of salt, mix lightly and flatten ont on the 
griddle to about a half inch in thickness; bake until one side 
is brown and thea turn. When done you will have a light, 
delicious short-cake, which will be almost daily in demand 
by your companions. Jf no milk be at hand, condensed 
milk thinned with water is as good as the fresh article, 

‘“Nessmuk” has rendered an invaluable service to every 
one who camps, be he a veteran or a tenderfoot, and ‘‘Wood- 
craft” should have a place in eyery camp library. Many 
have been the thoughts concerning the old woodsman which 
have crowded the brains of the toilers while building their 
summer camps. In our camp hung a pair of tongs—a new 
“kink” to us—constructed after his model, an ever present 
reminder of the veteran outer who wields the hatchet, the 
paddle and the pen with the same masterly skill, 
Sunday is never a lone day in camp, and the camper who 

passes its hours in fishing makes a great mistake. Those 
days of blissful rest are fraught with hours of peace and 
dreamy meditation which come not at other times, and he 
who loves the woods and waters will hail the day which 
brings more to him than all the rest, The next day was one 
destined to be the red-letter day of the camp. The long ex- 
pected rod reached us from its maker, and the camp 
pated about to inspect the treasure. It was a thing of 
eauty, an artistic conception, a masterpiece of the cunning 

hand that had fashioned it. A lithe and lively rod of lance- 
wood, with extry joints of shad-blow and a patent butt, 
without which no rod is arod, it was passed around, handled 
in mimic casting and pronounced perfection. It weizhed 
just seven ounces, and after that number of weeks of almost 
daily use, and after heing caught once pr twice in a short 
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corner through carelessness, when nothing but its own in- 
herent strength saved it from being smashed, we brought it 
home intact and without haying had occasion to use any of 
its extra parts. After its summer test we will put it, as its 
veteran maker, William Mitchell, said we might, without 
fear as to the result, we will put it ‘‘ounce for ounce and 
foot for foot against any split bamboo rod in the hands of 
any man,” Of its adventures we will tell hereafter. When 
Truthful James had seen and handled it its duplicate was 
forthwith ordered and soon arrived, and often we watched 
with admiring eyes the perfect arch and nearly completed 
circle made by the other’s rod while holding in check a large 
and vigorous fighting small-mouth. There only remained 
certain expectant deeds to be performed to enshrond our 
camp in @ halo which through coming winter nights would 
gleam from afar and make the aurora brighter as we imag- 
ined it flashing over the scene of our triumphs. Sofrof the 
ancient Sabattis we extorted a promise to guide us on the 
morrow to his favorite bass ground, six miles to the west- 
ward from camp, WAWAYANDA. 

ONLY A DREAM. 

| ate night I dreamed I walked with three very gentle- 
manly strangers to the bank of a lake in Northern 

Michigan. 
“The skies they were ashen and sober, 
The leaves they were crisped and sere; 

It was night in the lonesome October 

Of my most immemorial year, 
Pa * # % * x 

‘And now as the night was senescent, 

And the star dials pointed to morn, 

At the end of our path a liquescent 

And nebulous lustre was born.” 

And LI asked the cause of this strange luminary, and one 
of my companions, answering in alow voice, said, ‘“That is 
our Nimrod with a bullseye lantern, and he seeketh the un- 
suspecting deer,” and while we gazed a doe and two fawns 
passed in front of the nebulous light and disappeared as 
quietly as they had come; and while I wondered much, my 
companions, speaking together, said, “‘He desired a large 

quantity of meat, but while waiting for them to get in range 
waited until they were out of range.” 
When the light had disappeared around a projecting point 

of land, I asked why others in the party did not hunt in the 
same manner, and again, speaking in one Voice, they sorrow- 
fully answered, ‘‘We have but one lantern fit for such 
heavenly sport, and our friend of the nebulous lustre has 
nightly appropriated it since he broke his own.” ‘‘But,” 
said I, ‘‘does he do all of the shooting and none of the pad- 
dling?” And they said, ‘Yes, he considers it satisfactory to 
the others to see him wound one occasionally.” Much in- 
terested, I inquired if he willingly divided the spoils when a 
deer actually insisted upon being impaled on the gun barrel, 
and they replied in chorus, ‘‘Never; no, never; it is sufficient 
honor for us to help carry it to camp.” 
While yet we lingered, a loud report was borne to us from 

across the waters, and presently a radiant form came from 
the mists and deposited af our feet an empty shell; simply 
an empty shell, 

Then the scene changed; it was morning in camp. Forms 
were biiskly moving about preparing breakfast, mending 
oar locks, moving luggage, etc., but nowhere could I seethe 
radiant form of the night before. Noticing my look of in- 
quiry the others paused, and pointed to a placard which had 
escaped my notice over a couch. It read: 

Sree rr ee ee er ee i ee ioe ea ey 

* 

Then the forbearance and humility of this man rushed 
upon me, and I prostrated myself and bumped my head 
three times upon the hard ground to do him homaye, While 
yet I bumped the scene again changed, and down a pleasant 
vista I saw four stalwart forms, buoyant and in Indian file, 
With the Knight of the Firefly Lamp at the head. I was 
told they were proceeding to a district known to only a few 
mighty hunters who, having discarded firearms, walked care- 
lessly through the woods in search of deer, with afew grains 
of salt in the left hand and a club in the right. On all such 
excursions, the much abused Knight of the Nasal Headlight 
always took the lead to secure the first shot andi charm the 
game until the others could arrive. J meekly asked if their 
thoughtful Nimrod never missad his aim, and was told with 
much spirit: '‘Neyer—when alone,” It was ouly when with 
company that be took a standing shot, forty rods and run- 
ning was his favorite shot. 

Then | was transported to the shores of that lake where 
there is said to be room for only one more fish; and 
the irrepressible knight was there with the same halo of 
glory about him I had noticed elsewhere. He held a spear 
and a form that I recognized a paddie. When four-fifths 
of the circuit of the lake had been made and the shallow 
water of the inlets left behind, he of the trident, being 
weary, generously traded places with the plebeian at the 
stern, and through the fos, which now floated on the water, 
Tsaw the plebeian had no use tor the spear; but he made no 
comment, 

- And when I had again traversed the path which led to 
camp I asked why the plebeian made no protest, and was 
told that he was a gentleman in disguise and did not wish to 
break the peace of the camp, and that his ageressor was a 
thumper who had pulverized more men in the far West than 
ever Sullivan in the East, the noticeable difference being 
that Mr. Sullivan’s subjects were usually able to walk home 
after the discussion. 

Noticing two antlered monarchs, hanging a little apart 
from the others, [ unwisely asked the nebulous hero if they 
were also the fruits of his skill. In frigid tones of sarcasm 
he replied that they were two fools that had tricd to run 
over one of the other boys, and had been killed in self- 
defense, Looking to the others for a reply, I saw they were 
pointing to a transparency near the tent which read: 

“Think you we look for headed wheat 

From a small plot of garden ground?” 

Just as | was about to inquire why so disagreeable a per- 
son had been permitted to join the party, I saw that the four 
had withdrawn to a distance fruin the lustrous figure, and 
were singing: 

“Well I know now this dim lake of Auber, 
This misty mid region of Weir.” 

And then the breakfast bell broke in upon my dream, and 
Tremembered {[ hud read ‘‘Ulalume” before Tearing i 

* * Cc. 
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Blatnyal History. 

NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS. 

WATER BIRDS, VOL. I, 

we months ago the first volume of the ‘‘Water Birds of 
kJ North America” was issued from the press, and recently 
the second volume has appeared. This is in fact, though 
not in name, the fifth and concluding volume of the great 
work on North American birds by Baird, Brewer and Ridg- 
way, # portion of which made its appearance in 1874, more 
than ten years ago, In our notice of the first volume of the 
‘‘Water Birds” we spoke of the history of the work, the 
difficulties, and the consequent long delays, encountered in 
bringing it out, and said that the work was monumental in 
character. It has enguged the attention of our first ornithol- 
ogists; it is the best that we can do. Dr. Brewer's death left 
the biographical notices of the species in very incomplete 
shape, for they were by no means brought down to date; but 
except as regards this portion of the work, it may be re- 
garded as representing the best effort of American workers 
in this science. Taking this view of the completed work, 
we may ask ourselves if it is satisfactory; are American 
ornithologists contented with the production and willing to 
be represented hy the work? ‘To these questions an affirma- 
tive answer must be returned. The second volume of the 
“Water Birds” carries out the promise of the first. It be- 
ins with the green-winged teal and concludes the subject. 
he descriptions and comparisons of the different species 

are remarkably full and clear, and aj] questions of season- 
able difference, or those pertaining to age or sex are treated 
in great detail. This detailed and systematic study of the 
characters of the species isan important feature of the work. 

Tt is well known that the collection of North American 
birds brought together during many years by the Smithsonian 
Institution is unequaled for completeness by any other col- 
lectionin the world, and Mr. Ridgway’s entire familiarity 
with this collection, and with North American birds in gen- 
eral, not only in collections but in the field as well, is equally 
well understood. Qualified by his experience and study for 
the task he undertook, he has now given us the result of his 
labors upon this superb series of our birds, a result which 
is quite what we should have looked for. 

As a critical study of North American birds, based upon 
the collections of the National Museum, the work is, in all 
respects, what might be expected from a gentleman of Mr. 
Ridgway’s well-known attainments, It isin this that the 
preat value of the work lies, and in this respect it must 
long stand without a rival. Sinee there is nowhere any 
collection of North American birds at all comparable to that 
in the National Museum, and only one or two men in the 
world so well acquainted with them as Mr. Ridgway, this 
work may fairly be considered to represent very nearly the 
sum of our knowledge on this subject. 

The biographies of the species are unsatisfactory, partly 
because of the untimely death of Dr. Brewer, who had them in 
charge, and also from the fact that this author lacked the 
faculty of writing of the life of our birds in the free and 
spirited style that has distinguished those whose histories of 
bird life have been most attractive. Dr. Brewer's biogra- 
phies, while extremely interesting and valuable, as bringing 
together all that was known about the different species up 
to the time they were written, are still nothing more than 
compilations, which give succintly the observations of yari- 
ous authors on the species under consideration, but are 
themselves without life or animation. They are like the 
stuffed specimens in a museum case rather than the living 
bird which we see moving among the treetops, or winging 
its way over the waves of the sea. 

The number and beauty of the illustrations in this yolume 
are deserving of high praise. Each genus has a full length 
figure of one of its species, and almost every species two or 
more figures of some characteristic part, usually the head. 
The value of these drawings to eyery student is very great; 
for no description can ever supply the place of a picture—ot 
something that appeals directly to the eye—and the plan 
adopted in ‘““Water Birds” of having the drawings accom- 
pany the articles on the different species is a great improve- 
ment on the old one where all the illustrations were collected 
together at the end of the book. 

The two yolumes of this work deyoted to the water birds 
recommend themselves strongly to all sportsmen. No intel- 
ligent man engages in the pursuit of any wild animal with- 
out a desire to know as much as possible about it. Such 
knowledge is interesting and valuable in itself, and besides 
this, the closer one’s acquaintance with any creature the 
greater the probability of success in its pursuit. The two 
volumes on the water birds comprehend most of the species 
of birds sought for by those who use the gun, and it would 
seem that a large proportion of the men who take their 
recreation in this way should find pleasure and reap protit 
by a study of this work. 

The appearance of this yolume marks the completion of 
the greatest modern work on the North American ornithol- 
ogy, @ work which in its epoch far excels in importance 
all others. 

ARIZONA QUAIL IN OHIO. 

W HEN I received two pair of the Arizona quail (Zo- 
phoriyx gambell) in October last, I confess to feeling 

not a little apprehension regarding theirability to endure our 
vigorous climate. If any one will glance at the map he will 
see that the difference between Southern Arizona and the 
northern border of Ohio is more than half as great as between 
Lake Erie and the Gulf of Mexico, although the difference 
in elevation will without doubt effect some modification of 
the difference in latitude. But immediately on their arrival 
the quail were given an outdoor coop, three-fourths of which 
has no other covering than a coarse wire netting. The last 
two weeks they have been subject to a temperature ranging 
from zero to 12° or 14° below, with an accompanying six 
inches of snow. So far they appear to enjoy the situation, 
and have every appearance of vigorous health and appetite. 
It may be that I am premature in expressing an opinion, but 
from what I have seen, 1 incline to tne belief that the 
Lophertyz will go through any climate, per se, that our 
native quail can endure, The only qualification of such an 
opinion might arise from such a difference in the food and 
habits of feeding of the Arizona birds, as would make it dif- 
ficult for them to adapt themselves tu the situation in this 
latitude, But assuming that this test of which I write is 4 
reasonably fair one, there seems to be sufficient encourage- 
ment to warrant a more extended attempt to introduce this 
dashing cavalier of the West into Ohio and latitudes to the 

southward. Perhaps it might be treason to say that they 
could hardly fail to prove more desireble for stocking and 
sporting purposes than their Messina cousins. B. 
Tormpo, O., Dec. 23, 1884, 

j|BIRD MIGRATION IN THE MISSISSIPPI 
VALLEY. 

WINTER BIRDS OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS—(CONCLUDED), 

394. Barn Ow].—‘‘Probably resident, but very rare.” 
395. Long-eared Owl.—‘‘Resident.” 
396. Short-eared Ow!,—‘‘In Illinois chiefly a winter vis- 

itant, but breeds in the northern counties.” 
397, *Barred Owl.—Resident; our most common owl; 

found mainly in the bottom Jands, especially around water. 
401. Saw-whet Owl.—‘'Common resident in Northern 

Mlinois; rare winter visitant in the rest of the State,” 
402. *Screech Owl.—Resident, common. 

). *Great Horned Owl,—Resident; not very common, 
414, Duck Hawk.—[{Probably resident]. 
417. Pigeon Hawk.—‘‘Resident,” 
420. *Sparrow Hawk.—Resident, common. 

. *Fish Hawk,—Resident, but rare. 
Marsh Hawk.—[Resident]. 

- *Cooper’s Hawk.—Resident, common, 
. *Sharp-shinned Hawk.—Resident, common. 
. *Red-tailed Hawk.—Resident, common. 
. *Red-shouldered Hawk.—Resident, and more com- 

mon than the last. 
449. *Golden Eagle.—Winter visitant and I think resident, 

rare. 
451. *Bald HBagle.—Resident, not uncommon. TI have 

killed three during the past year. 
454, *Turkey Buzzard.—Resident, very abundant. 
455, *Carrion Crow.—Resident, but local and rare. Isaw 

my first one in the State last year. 
459. *Passenger Pigeon.—Resident, but irregular. 
460. *Mourning Dovye.—Resident. 
470¢.* Wild Turkey.—This noble game bird has held its 

own in numbers in this and adjoining counties for the past 
twelve years. The last day of the open season I brought 
down a fine old gobbler on the wing with a rifle. They 
feed on acorns, beech nuts and corns. 

473. *Ruffed Grouse.—Resident, but rare. I occasionally 
hear of their being seen in this county, but have neyer seen 
one myself. 

480. *Quail.—Resident; not very numerous this spring. 
4800, Florida Quail—According to Mr, Ridgway, this 

species is resident here, but I have failed to find it in spite of 
prolonged efforts under favorable opportunities. 

487. *Great Blue Heron.—Resident; remain only in mild 
winters, 

495, Black-crowned Night Heron.—‘‘ Winters in Southern 
Ilinois in mild winters.” 

497. American Bittern.—‘‘Resident in mild winters.” 
516. Killdeer.—‘‘Winters in Southern Mlinois,” 
525. *Woodcock.—Resident. 
526a.*Wilson’s Snipe.—Resident, but. irrecular. 
569. *King Rail.— Resident, but uncertain. 
572. Virginia Rail.— Resident.” 
574. Carolina Rail.—‘‘Resident in Southern Tlinois.” 
575. Little Yellow Rail.—‘‘Resident in all of Illinois ex- 

cept the northern parts.” 
576 —Little Black Rail,—‘‘Resident in all of Illinois except 

the northern part.” 
579, Florida Gallinule-—According to Mr. Ridgway, 

this species is resident in Southern Illinois, but Lhave failed 
to see or hear of it during the winter in fourteen years of 
hunting and collecting in places suitable for it. 

580. *Coot. Winter resident in this county, but nesting 
fifty miles north of this place. 

588. Whistling Swan.—‘‘Occasional winter resident in 
Illinois.” 

589. *Trumpeter Swan,—Wicrter visitant. 
590. Blue-winged Goose.—‘‘Winters in mild seasons in 

Illinois.” 
591. Snow Goose.—‘‘ Winters occasionally in linois,” 
591a. Lesser Snow Goose.—“‘Also occurs in [llinois with 

the typical.” 
593. W hite-fronted Goose.—‘‘Winters in mild seasons in 

Illinois.” ° 
594, *Oanada Goose.—As much asI have hunted ducks 

the past winter, 1 can say very little of the geese, as I have 
killed none but this species, and was not able to identify the 
others at the height at which they usually fly. The Canada 
geese were here all winter, and when the lakes were frozen 
over to the depth of four inches, flocks of fifty or more 
moilc be standing on the ice, when not feeding on the wheat 

elds. 
595. Brant.—‘“'A rare winter visitant in Illinois, 
601, *Mallard.—A winter visitant. It arrives here shortly 

after our first frost and remains until about the first of April. 
Feeds on wild rice when obtainable, and ifs next choice 
seems to be acorns, with which they sometimes fill their 
crops 80 full as to cause them to extend half way to their 
heads. They also eat many kinds of aquatic plants and 
roots. They are our most common duck. 

602. *Black Duck.—Winter visitant in company, with the 
last, but rare. J have never seen more than one uta time 
except once when | saw a flock of ten. 

604. *Gadwall.— Winter visitant, but does not occur dur- 
ing cold weather, and this year was not at all common until 
after the middle of March. 

605. *Pintail_— Winter visitant, about the same as the 
ast. 

607. *Widgeon.—Sometimes winter, though I myself have 
sean them only during their migrations; almost always in 
flocks of twenty-five to one hundred. 

608. *Shoveller.—Winter visitor; is usually found around 
ee mouths of creeks, outlets or lakes, etc., associated with 
teal. 

609. *Blue-winged Teal.— Winter visitant. 
612. *Green-winged Teal.— Winter visitant. 
613. *Wood Duck-—Resident; in about the same numbers 

the year round. They mate and begin searching suitable 
places for nesting by the first of March. The young live 
largely upon aquatic hemipters; the old on acorns, etc. 

614. Scaup Duck.—‘“‘ Winter resident in Southern Minois; 
transient in Northern Mlinois,” I have never killed any 
mnyself south of the northern part of the State. 

615. *Little Blackhead.— Winter visitant, common. 
616. Ring-billed Blackhead.—‘‘Winters in Southern 

Illinois.” 
617. *Canvas-back.— Winter resident, rare, 

; 618. *Redhead.— Winter resident, more common than the 
ast. 
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620. Golden Eye.—‘‘In Illinois only in winter.” 
621. *Butter-ball.— Winter visitant, nof uncommon in 

spring. : 
622. Harlequin Duck.—‘TIn Illinois, only in winler 

throughout the State.” 
623. Long-tailed Duck.—‘‘In Illinois only in winter, 

occurs throughout the State.” 
634. Ruddy Dueck.—‘“‘Resident in Southern Tlinois.” 
686, *Sheldrake.— Winter visitant, rare. 
637. Red-breasted Sheldrake, —‘*Winters in the whole of 

Illinois.” 
658, “Hooded Sheldrake.—More common than either of 

the two preceding, 
643. *Double-crested Cormorant.—Very rare in winter, and 

I haye only seen them as migrants, coming during the month 
of Mareh and remaining three or four weeks. 

6662 Herring Gull.—‘‘In Illinois a winter sojourner 
throughout the State.” 

669. Ring-billed Gull.—‘‘In [inois mainly transient, but 
a winter sojourner southward.” 

674, Bonaparie’s Gull.—'‘In Illinois chiefly transient, but 
sometimes winters,” 

782, Horned Grebe.—‘‘In Southern Illinois winters.” 
733a. Eared Grebe.—‘‘In Illinois a winter sojourner.” 
735, *Thick-billed Grebe.—Resident, common as long as 

the water remains open. : 
736. Loon.—''In Illinois chiefly winter sojourner.” 
The above list contains the names of one hundred and 

forty-one species which have been taken by various persons 
in Southern Illinois during the winter. One of the most 

‘valuable uses of such a list is as a basis of comparison he- 
tween different localities, and as sucl we desire that it be 
used the present winter. Especially desirable is this for the 
country west of Illinsis, The winter notes, so far as eon- 
tributed, and these which I collected myself while in the 
southern part of Indian Territory last winter, indicate very 
strongly that for many ot the migratory species the winter 
Tange tends rapidly southward as we go west. In some 
other species no difference is apparent; so that we can for- 
mulate no general rule, and it becomes highly important to 
know which species are influenced and to what extent. 

The gist of the matter is, then, that we desire each one 
who is interested in the study of birds to note those species 
which are seen this winter, with their relative abundance, 
ete., that by a comparison and compilation of these notes we 
may judge accurately of the winter range of our birds. 
These records may be sent to me here, and the writer may 
use either Latin or English names or Smithsonian numbers. 
We are also in need of new observers for next spring’s 

migration, especially in Arkansas, Louisiana and South- 
eastern Texas. All who are willing to aid will please send 
their address and I will forward circulars of instruction. 

W. W. Cooxrs. 
MoorHEAD, Minn., Dec. 17, 1884. 

HORNS OF FEMALE CARIBOU. 
Hiditor Forest and Stream: 

In your issue of Dec 25 Mr. Grinnell has cited a most 
formidable array of writers, and given extracts from their 
works, to prove that he had good authority for stating that 
“the female caribou is always, or nearly always, provided 
with horns.” I will not presume to say that these writers 
have blundered, but I will repeat that this does not apply to 
the caribou found in New Brunswick; here it is theexception 
and not the rule to find the female with horns, and I have 
the very best authority for making this statement—the 
caribou themselves, 
Nor will it be so difficult, as Mr. Grinnell seems to thmk 

it, to reconcile these apparently conflicting statements, when 
we take into consideration the possibility of ‘‘geographical 
variation,” accounting for the discrepancy, for it is quite 
probable that most of the observations upon which ihe 
opinions of the book men haye been based, were made in the 
more northern and western sections of the continent where 
the facts may justify the conclusions arrived at. Sir John 
Richardson is quoted by most writers on the subject, and it 
is obyious that he did not frame his diagnosis from southern 
specimens, Professor Baird copies from the “Knowsley 
Menagerie” and from Dr. King’s ‘‘Narrative,” and adds 
(page 635) that he has not the means of presenting any satis- 
factory diagnosis of the genus Rangifer, Just where Dr. 
Gray obtained his information I cannot say, but Dr. King’s 
examples were taken in the far north. Judge Caton adinits 
that his ‘‘opportunities for a personal study of this species 
has been very limited” and quotes from Richardson, I 
haye not access to Audubon and Bachman’s work and cannot 
tell where they studied the species. Perhaps Mr, Grinnell 
will kindly throw some light upon this. 

The published testimony of several gentlemen who have 
written of the caribou of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia 
is, [have to confess, adyerse to my opinion. Mr. Grinnell 
has mentioned Capt, Hardy’s “Forest Lite in Acadia,” and, 
as lam more anxious to get at the facts of the case than to 
prove myself right, I will add to the list Dr. Gilpin’s ‘‘Mam- 
mals of Nova Scotia,” Rowan’s “Emigrant and Sportsman 
io Canada,” and Dr. A, Leith Adams's ‘‘Wield and Forest 
Rambles,” Mr, Rowan and Dr. Adams liyed in New Bruns- 
wick a short time, and did considerable hunting here. They 
both make mention of the female caribou carrying horns as 
if it was the rule and not the exception; but they refer to it 
merely incidentally and in a general way, and it is open to 
question whether this opinion was based upon their own 
observations or was derived from Richardson’s work, from 
which both of these authors make quotations, 

But opposed to all these writers I haye the evidence of my 
own eyes and the testimony of some twenty persons who 
have had extensive opportunities for becoming informed 
upon the subject, and who are unanimous in the opinion 
that itisthe exception and not the rule to find a female 
earibou with horns, 

In my previous letter I gave extracts from letters received 
from two gentlemen who are students as well as sportsmen. 
I regret that I have not permission to give their names, but 
I may say that one is a leading railway official and the other 
a mining engineer and manager of a coal mine, and I have 
reason to know that they are close and careful observers, 

The professional huniers agree with the sportsmen natur- 
alists on this sabject. Mr, Henry Braithwaite, of Freder- 
icton, a man of superior intelligence and exceedingly well 
informed, who, from loye of a hunter’s life, has spent sey- 
eral years as a professional trapper, and who has killed 
between 300 and 400 caribou, and examined a great many 
more, considers that not more than ong of every twenty-five 
females he has seen haye had horns. Gabe, an old Melicete, 
the best hunter in his tribe, and of such intelligence and re- 
liability that he was selected to take charge of the Indian 

department in the Canadian section of the Fisheries Wxhibi- 
tion in London, has told me that ‘female caribou sometimes 
carry horns, but not often.” Joe Martin, an old French- 
Canadian trapper, used a similar expression, and several 
other hunters I have talked with on the subject spoke in 
much the same terms, 

Nor am J the only one who, in the columns of Forest 
AND STREAM, has dissented from the opinion of the books. 
in your issue of Dec. 18, on page 404, ‘‘Penobscot” writes: 
‘Some sportsmen seem to have the impression that, all female 
caribou have antlers. Ihave never yet seen a living female 
carry them, and I have had several opportunities to inspect 
bands of six and eicht animals.” 

I hope other readers of this journal will publish the result 
of their observations, that we may discover over what ex- 
tent of country this deviation from the general rule may 
occur, MonTaGurE CHAMBERLAIN, 

Sv. Joun, N, B., Dee. 29, 1884. 

Hypra ASA Fisn Eater.—ditor Forest and Stream: The 
article on the hydra in your issue of Dec. 25 calls to mind 
an incident related by Prof, Parker of the University of 
Pennsylvania which may be of interest, as it bears upon the 
question of fish propagation. Having placed some of the 
common green hydra (H, viridis) in an aquarium containing 
recently hatched goldfish, he soon found the latter were dis- 
appearing in a remarkable manner. Close examination 
showed that each little polyp had secured a prize. The 
fish, though quite young, wetestrong, free swimmers and 
could not have been clasped in that tentacular embrace, but 
for the numbing or paralyzing effect, which hydra cuuse by 
shooting out the fine barbed darts from their thread cells. 
A man who has suffered from a jelly fish sting will appre- 
ciate the power of this weapon. As your correspondent 
“§.° states, these hydra are present in all streams ard 
pools, and if generally feeding upon such large game might 
be quite a factor in the question of fishculture, It is possible 
that in their free state they prefer the minute animal organ- 
isms assigned them by the text books, only taking toa fish 
diet under stress of cireumstances.—T. M. W. (Philadelphia, 
Dec, 29, 1884). 

QUEER PLACE FoR A Brrp’s Nusr.—In the spring of ’82, 
as | was passing through an orchard in search of birds’ 
eggs, my attention was attracted by a fluttering in the grass 
about a yard in advance of me. I followed yery cautiously, 
and whenever I stopped the fluttering also discontinued, On 
entering a field of short grass I saw that the bird which pro- 
duced the sound was a little chipping sparrow, which wus 
endeavoring to entice me away from its nest, after the man- 
ner of a quail or woodcock, by pretending to be wounded, 
The bird’s cunning failed in this instance. Returning to the 
orchard I retraced my steps, the grass being quite long, and 
found the chipping sparrow’s nest, with three eggs in it, 
built directly on top of a field mouse’s nest, which was also 
inhabited, as the little paths leading im different directions 
showed. A week later, as I chanced to pass the same 
orchard, | bethought myself of the nest, and on visiting the 
place I saw the field mouse’s nest, and about two yards from 
it I found the chipping sparrow’s, with two young birds. 
How one nest became separated from the other I cannot tell, 
except by supposing that the wind had something to do with 
it.—Cuas. O. TRUESDELL (Syracuse, N. Y.), 

WHAT IS THE ““BLACKCAT.”—In your issue of Dec. 18, 
page 404, ‘“‘Penobscot,” in speaking of the cry of panthers, 
etc., says he has never heard the cry of the fisher. Don’t 
he make a mistake in classing it among the cats and lynxes, 
being, perhaps, misled by its common name of ‘‘blackcat.” 
I supposed it belonged to the weasel family. Am I right or 
wrong?—H, H. N. (Litchfield Co., Conn.), [You are right. 
The fisher or blackcat is a true weasel, and has no special 
relations with the Fede | 

Camp Lire Slicherings. 
“That reminds me.”’ 

144. 
YOUNG man was telling a friend how well he was get- 
ting along with training a young pointer, His friend 

said he would like to see the young Croxteth perform. So 
the young man took from the kennel his pup, saying, 
“Charge! Hold up! Come to heel!” and then drew from 
his pocket a leather money pouch. Fromit he took two 
bills, a $5 and $10, saying to his friend, ‘‘l guess I won’t let 
him put his teeth through these, as he isa little hard- 
mouthed yet.” He then threw the pouch about fifteen 
yards and spoke to the pup: ‘“‘Hie on, Steady, steady. 
Whoa. Fetch.” All this was done as well as could be 
wished for, Asthe pup came in with the pouch he told 
him to ‘‘sit,” then told him to ‘‘drop il,” but the pup re- 
fused, and shut his jaws onit. The youth proceeded to 
open the pup’s jaws. After a tussle he gotit opened, but 
there was no pouch there. The young man turned to his 
friend: ‘‘What in the Old Harry did he do with it?” 
“Tropped it,” said his friend. ‘But where did he drop it?” 
‘Down his throat.” The young trainer then made the re- 
mark he wasabout $15in by takmg the bills out of the 
pouch, and was about thirty-five cents out by leaving some 
silver pieces in the pouch. When asked what he would 
have done with the pup if he had swallowed the $15, the 
amateur trainer's answer was, ‘‘I would not kill him for the 
sake of getting the pouch and money, but I would value 
him $15 higher.” LIMEROCK, 
RooKLaND, Me., Dec. 15. 

145. 
Some fifteen years ago there lived in Bedford county, 

Va., a character knownas “Simple John Crawford.” In 
his wanderings about the country among relatives and 
friends he always carried a loaded gun, but was never known 
to ‘‘fire it off. Being much in ihe forest, he would give 
many accounts of the amount and kinds of game seen, but 
when asked why he did not shoot it always made some 
excuse. One spring evening, while stopping with a brother, 
he went out to the orchard—which bordered on the wood— 
and concealed himself behind the fence to watch pheasants as 
they came to feed on the apple buds. Shortly afterward he 
was aroused by a heavy thump, and looking about him saw 
a deer standing within fifty feet, Taking in the situation 
for a few minutes, he broke for the house on a run, and 
commenced giving his brother an excited description of 
what had occurred. When Bill saw through the ‘‘mist,” he 

said; ‘John, why didn’t you shoot it?” John suddenly 
cooled down, considered a moment, and then looked and 
said: ‘Why, Bill, I was afraid the gun would snap.” 

J. L. BR, 
Hancoor, Md. 

146. 
Twenty years ago we were living in I[Ilinois. The coun- 

iry was pretty wild, with small game abundant and com- 
paratively tame, Father owned a light double muzzle- 
loader, with one nipple broken off. It was a lovely Sunday 
morning, and father, who, though a deacon in the church 
was not over conservative, was at home, when a flock of 
prairie chickens lit in the grass right in the yard. Wather 
saw them, and unmindful of the fact that it was the pre- 
scribed day of rest and that the chickens considered them- 
selves safe anywhere that day, took down his gun and gallied 
forth. He didn’t read the Forms anp Srrwam: besides 
meat Was scarce at our house then, and seeing what he sup- 
posed were fuur or five prairie chickens in the tall grass, he 
got in line and gave them the contents of the only barrel 
that he could fire. With a rush and roar the flock departed, 
and father walked up to pick up—no, not the birds, but an 
old knotty log that was doing better in the way of game pro- 
tection than many of our constables do now. The roar of 
laughter that greeted bim from the rest of the family made 
that day the saddest of his life. Cnoxe AND CYLINDER, 
WATERBURY, Conn. 

lew Publications. 

“OLD SAINT AUGUSTINE.?* 

Neri and eyentful are the scenes depicted in this ‘Story of 
Three Centuries.” Old Saint Augustine has a history more 

varied and changing than many a city of far older date, and itis with ~ 
no ordinary interest that we look back upon those scenes and actions 
now so far away in the past. From the first landing of the Spaniards 
in Florida, down through the years whenit was possessed by the 
French and English, and on almost to our own times, there has been 
a succession of fierce struggles and bloody warfares around the old 
town. 

The book opens with a hrief account of the efforts made by the 
Spaniards to penetrate into the wildernesses of the New World, and 
their determination, after repeated failures, to return oncé more and 
rescue their possessions from the hands of heretics and heathen. The 
heretics, whom they found on their arrival in Florida, were the trench 
Huguenots who, for little more than a year, had lived in peace in the 
land. Then comes the founding of San Augustin, the dark story of 
the bloody massacre, and the return of the Spaniards to their en- 
campment. Once more the French revisit Florida, and accomplish 
a mission of revenge. A short account of the execution of the Span- 
ish prisoners is taken from the old black-letter chronicle of Hakluyt, 
and 1s very interesting, 

Saint Augustine enjoyed twenty years of quiet before the arrival of 
the English Seakings, Then Francis Drake and Martine Frobisher 
visited the city, destined to pass into the hands of so many nations. 
Thev follow the sad story of the Franciscan Fathers and the stirring 
tale of the bold Boucaniers; and after many years, the British, 
through a treaty with Spain, obtain possession of Saint Augustine. 
‘rhe chapter recounting the history of the Minorcan colonists, and 
their sufferings and final release from servitude, is followed by one 
entitled ‘‘Rangers and Dery Boys,” and tells of the loyalty of the 
city to the king during the Revolu ionary War. But nothing was 
gained by this fidelity, and soon afterward Saint augustine passed 
again into the hands of the Spanish. Then at lastcome years of 
peace, and in 1621 Florida is ceded to the United States, 
The next chapter is perhaps the most pathetic in the book. I tells 

of the struggle of the Seminolesto retain possession of the land, 
which for generations had been their home. This story excites our 
strongest indignation at the Injustice, treachery, and cruelty, which 
was constantly practiced toward this tribe, and our admiration for 
the chiefs Osceola and Coacoochee, struggling to the last to preserye 
the inheritance of their fathers. Wenext read of years of quiet for 
the ancient citadel. Then comes the War of the Rebellion, which dis- 
turbs but little the venerable city by the sea, 
The final chapter of the beok is a description of Fort Marion, with 

its parapets, bastions, and dungeons. Could they but speak, what 
tales of deepest sadness and profoundest interest would these walls 
reveal, 
The book presents throughout evidence of close study and research, 

and the author shows an enthusiasm for his subject that is not with- 
out its effect upon his readers. As he relates the deeds of those days, 
we are carried along with him, and can almost see the grim old fort- 
ress as it holds its own against flerce assaults and heavy cannonad- 
ings. 
The story is toldin a simple, straightforward way, which is very 

impressive. It is not intended to be a detailed history of the city, but 
each chapter represents some phase of its eventful past. The style 
in which it is written is clear, graphic, and very forcible, It brings 
vividly before us each event that is portrayed. It is concise and 
strong. There isno Horid language, but in few words the author tells 
his story, and we are impressed with it and his manner of narration, 
The illustrations are very attractive; some of them are from drayw- 
ings by artists who were present at the scenes they depicted, and 
these are most quaint and curious. The later ones, artotypes from 
photograph negatives, show the town as it is now, and the massive 
wall of the old fort with plants and vines clinging to its gray sides, 
The garden overlooking the plaza, and the ancient cathedral, assure 
us that thereis much that is beautiful and attractive in the Saint 
Augustine of to-day. . 
The mechanical execution of the book is excellent. L. G. G. 

* Old Saint Augustine. A Story of Three Centuries. By Charles 
B, Reynolds. BE Ananeide: Florida: E, H. Reynolds, 1885. Pp. 144, 
fif.een illustrations. Price, $1.50, 

Tue FLoripA ANNUAL FOR 1885. Impartial and unsectional, with 
large, new township map, reyised to date, Edited by C. K. Munroe, 
Published at 140 Nassau street, New York, 1585. Price, 50 cents; by 
mail, 60 cents.—We have examined this admirable handbook with 
great care, and take pleasure in very cordially commending it to 
those seeking information about Florida lands, mdustries, resources, 
and pleasure and health resorts, There is a surprismg store of facts 
between its covers; the plan is comprehensive and the details bave 
been prepared with an evident conscientious endeavor to tell the 
truth about Florida, ‘-AJ Fresco” contributes a chapter on hunting 
and fishing. Mr, Munroe writes a compact guide to Florida travel, 
which, with the map, is amply full; and R. C. Long describes the sey- 
eral sections of the State in relation to agriculture and other indus- 
tries. There are all sorts of directions, statistics, legal hints, and 
edds and ends enough to answer almost any sensible question one 
can ask about the subject. 

Tue Cruise or Toe Monraur.—Nearly a year ago the schooner 
yacht Montauk, N. Y. Y. ©., lett New York for a cruise, haying 
on board her owner, the late Rear-Commodore §. R. Platt, his 
brother, Mr. John R. Platt, Mr. Thomas B. Asten and Gen, James 
McQuade, the latter haying written the account of the eruise now 
published. A three months’ yachting cruise in the West Indies should 
have afforded material for a volumethat would commend itself to all 
yachtsmen to whom Montauk is so well known, but the yachting por- 
tion of this book consists of the design on the cover, a paragraph 
giving the dimensions of the yacht, and a page devoted lo a description 
of the sideboards, chandeliers, cut glass, silverware and electric bells 
in her cabin. The route taken was from New Ycrk to Bermuda, call- 
ing at 8t. Kitts, St. Pierre, Martinique, Trinidad, Jamaica, Cuba and 
Florida, and while the descriptions of the places visited are interest- 
ing, the main portion of the book is devoted to the doings and sayin 
of the party of four in the cabin, and as far as yachting is concerned, 
it might have been written as wellin Utica as on the Atlantic. The 
publishers, Messrs. Thos. R. Knox & Oo., have done allin their power 
for the book, making a handsome octavo volume of some 400 pages, 
illustrated with views of the yacht and of many of the places visited. 
The book will haye special interesb for the many friends of the 
Jamented owner of the Montauk, 

BOOKS RECEIVED. r 
ORNAMENTAL GARDENING roR AMpRiIcaNs.—A treatise on beautifying 

homes, rural districts, and eemeéteries. By Hlias A. Long. Illustrated, 
New York: Orange Judd Co, Price $2. 4 

Tur Brrvish AND AMeRIcAN AssoctaTions.—Reports of the meetings 
of the Svientific Associations recently held in Montreal and Philadel- 
phia, as given in Science, Cambridge, Mass. The Science Company, 
1 
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Game Bag ayd Gur. 

SOME REMARKABLE SHOTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Most of your readers have probably heard the yarn, among 

many miraculous stories, related bya certain hunter, how he 
had shot a deer through the foot and heart with a single 
bullet from his rifle. 
to know how such a thing could be possible. The hunter 
turned to his old servant and said, “Pompey, -do you 
remember how I made that shot?’ ‘‘Yes, massa, de deer 
was scratching his ear. But for heaven’s sake put your 
bullet holes a little closer together de next time,” he added 
in an undertone. «I record a shot quite as remarkable, but 
requiring no such ingenious explanation. I once shot a 
four-prong buck in the right hind leg, about six inches 
above the foot, and the ball Jodged under the left ear, close 
i0 the skin. The deer was in air, jumping a pile of brush 
with outstretched limbs, while I was kneeling and below the 
maik. The ball struck the bind Jeg, entering the flesh close 
to the joint, passing through the ham, the entire body, and 
lodging as I have said. The deer showed no signs of being 
hit, and it required another shot fifteen minutes later to 
bring him to bag, SYCAMORE. 
BALTIMORE. 

Editor Korest and Stream: 
At the age of thirteen I “treed” with a cur a red squirrel 

in a tall tree in the “open,” which I wished to kill with a 
flint cavalry pistol, the property of the State of Vermont. 
Holding the arm, loaded with shot, in one hand, 1 threw a 
stone into the tree wilh tie other, The red sprang from 
the treetop, and I fired. The pistol recoiled againt my 
head, felling me to the ground. Things seemed to have 
turned to smoke. Recovering soon I found a large gray 
squirrel on the ground, killed by that shot, and saw the cur 
chasing the red, which was on a distant stone fence. 
Though bleeding, I was happy over my surcess, and 
confident that I should by practice become a crack shot, 

ATHEN. 

Fiditor Forest and Stream: 
I was hunting ruffed grouse, The foliage was very thick. 

My setter ran a gray squirrel up a densely thick foliaged 
maple tree, The squirrel sat on alimbin plain sight. I 
fired at him, and down he came dead, While [ was slipping 
another shell in my gun, another gray squirrel fell dead -at 
my feet. At another time I drove a black squirrel up a 
very dense foliaged tree. I could not see the squirrel any- 
where in the tree, so 1 got right under the tree, and shot 
almozt straight up even with the body of the tree, to see if 
T couldn’t drive him out. Imagine my surprise when two 
fat black squirrels fell almost on tome. One was dead, the 
other wounded,—I. 5. W. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
This occurrence actually happened. Two friends of mine 

were hunting woodcock on the west bank of the Hudson. 
One was in a vale while the other worked along the ridge. 
The former fiushed a longbill which, as it Hew directly 
toward No. 2, he did noi fire at. No. 2 raised his gun when 
the bird was very near to him, so as to take it when it went 
past. The woodcock struck the muzzle of his gun and 
dropped dead at his feet, his may seem to be a remarkable 
story, but is perfectly reliable in every respect. 

Nicur Hawk, 
Hupson, N, Y. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A friend of mine was hunting squirrels one day this fall, 

and saw a black squirrel feeding in the top of a hickory tree. 
He pulled up his gun and fired, and down came a gray squir- 
rel. Somewhat surprised he picked it up to see if it had 
turned white from fright, and ag he stood, a large black 
squirrel fell at his feet. PARK, 

. Aruns, Pa. 

Biditor Forest and Stream: 
Here is another ‘‘Remarkable Shot” for your columns, and 

may they continue to come, as they are quite interesting read- 
ing. 

Some years ago, when shooting from a blind on Hanlon’s 
Point, Toronto Island, I saw a flock of merganser or sawbill 
ducks flying about in the bay. Shortly they took a turn and 
came directly toward me, lighting among my decoys. Not 
caring much whether I shot such ducks or not, | watched 
them fora time, but several coming together in a bunch, I 
could not resist the temptation for a pot shot, so turned loose 
my right hand barrel among them, and when the smoke 
cleared away there were six lying on the water to all appear- 
ances dead. One that had been off to my right was a little 
tardy in getting away, flew across in front of me, and it be- 
ing a nice shot. I gave him the other barrel, bringing it 
down; but immediately on striking the water it dove, as did 
all the other dead (?) ones, and | never as much as saw a 
feather again. Me. 

Hditor Forest and Strean: 
I went one evening in October from Terre Haute, Ind., to 

Charleston, Ill, to spend a day quail shooting, my father-in- 
law of sacred memory saying as | started: “‘Send me some 
quail, old boy.” Next morning early I set out with a young 
pointer. There was a fresh two inches of snow on the 
ground, and [had hardly reached the first fields when my 
dog came toa pretty point at a small bush covered with 
snow. Peering cautiously ahead, I caught sight of one quail 
sitting on a twig just over a bunch of dead leaves. Af the 
same moment I'saw a town dog, a setter that followed every 
man who carried a guu, coming blunderingly up to my dog. 
Fearing he would make him break his point, | fired at the 
sitting quail, and lo! the two dogs plunged into the bush 
and brought out thirteen quail, which went by the 9 o'clock 
express to Terre Haute, and were served up for dinner that 
ay. 
At another time, while hunting ducks in the Wabash bot- 

toms, I shot at a sandhill crane at the end of a small pond, 
where [had erept behind a log, when to my great surprise, 
Isaw a white crane tumble at the further end of the pond, 
200 yards away, Both were killed. 

Once while standing in a marsh under the cover of some 
dead trees, near the Kankakee River in Northern Indiana, I 
drew on a mallard that came sailing by, and fired. At the 
same instant a flock of blue-winged teal came from the 
opposite direction, passing at the exact line of aim, and I 
got four of them, also the mallard. The same day I fired 
ata duck that rose from the swampy shore of a bayou, and 

His incredulous listeners demanded. 

besides getting that, killed two woodducks that were sitting 
on the branch of a fallen tree that lay in the water a few 
yards beyond. 

Once while hunting quailin a cornfield where the stalks 
were still standing, I fired at a covey that rose near the fence, 
and to my great alarm shot a tramp who was sunning him- 
self in a corner. Inasmuch as I used No. 10 shot there was 
no great damage done, but I apologized and gave him a quar- 
ter, whereupon he said I could blaze away again for another 
contribution of that nature. J.C. B. 
WASHINGTON Curry. 

Hiitor Forest and Stream: : 
A foot of light snow had fallen in the night—the first In 

the season—but the ponds were all frozen over. I started in 
the morning on a three mile tramp to Metalluk Pond, to 
tend otter and lynx traps, and took my gun along. Arriving 
at the outlet of the pond which ran through an open bog, I 
found there were open places in the brook, and ona has- 
sock near the water I saw asingle black duck. I crept 
within range, under cover of the short brush, and fired No. 
6 shot from a muzzleloader and saw three ducks fly away. I 
made up my mind I had missed my bird, but what was my 
surprise on going to the spot to find five large black ducks 
dead on the other side of the hassock. On a critical exam- 
ination I found I had undershot the bird aimed at, and the 
shot going through the snow, struck the main flock, which 
were huddled together in an open hole beyond. J, G.R 
Boras, Me, 

ILLINOIS NOTES. 

eke has been a flock of geese hanging about since 
October, flying into and out of Lake Michigan to and 

from their feeding grounds on the prairie twice a day, but 
about two weeks ago they left for the south, and since then 
the weather las tarned very cold. Indeed, up to that time 
the farmers were plowing, but all the plowing that is being 
done now is with a snow plow, 

One miid winter a flock of sixty geese remained here until 
spring, and perhaps these are theix descendants or the old 
flock, for I don’t know how long they live. I wonder if the 
waterfowl, like some fishes, return year by year to the old 
nesting places. It has long been my belief, and that they 
pursue the same route going and coming, and have the same 
resting places and feeding grounds, only changing them for 
cause, and that wilh great reluctance. No doubt they take 
up the same old winter quarters south year by year. But 
how do they find their way, tlying, as they do, mostly at 
night, and how do they know the old places? What we are 
pleased to call instinct in the lower animals is certainly a 
wouderful thing. 

Rabbit shooting is good, or rather was until it became too 
cold for the comfort of the shooter; but there are few part- 
ridges and no quail, Foxes are numerous and troublesome 
to the farmers, and I propose to make a raid on them when 
this weather lets up. 
A party of seven have just returned from Northern Michi- 

gan, bringing home twenty-one deer. One gentleman was 
so unfortuntte as to get lost in a cedar swamp, where he 
spent torty-cight hours without food and came near perish- 
ing with the cold. Isn’t it funny how a man will get rat- 
tled sometimes and forget whether it is the blue or the bright 
end of his compass needle that points north? 

I expect to read old ‘‘Nessmuk’s” obituary notice in some 
Florida newspaper before spring. He can rustle around in 
a canoe made of chair splints if he wauts to, but you bet I 
don’t want any of itin mine. A good sneakbox, with air- 
tight compartments in each end, will do me. 
Two or three of your correspondents want to make us 

come down to small-bore guns, but a 10-gauge will answer 
my turn. The smallest bore ] ever owned was a 14, and it 
was a good shooter, but I prefer a 10, and one that weighs 
10dJbs, at that, and then I am ready for anything that comes 
along—4 drams of powdsr and 1 ounce of shot for wood- 
cock, snipe, etc., 44 and 14 for grouse, and 44 and 14 for 
ducks and geese. One of my friends—until he had used 
shells of my loading—claimed my charges were too light. 
There is powder and powder, 

For cleaning a gun I use no water, either hot or cold, but 
two parts of olive or cottonseed oil and one of kerosene. If 
this mixture is used and the gun kept in adry place, the 
barrels will show no rust or “measles,” and will be as bright 
in ten years as the day they left the maker’s hands. 

Harry Hunter. 
HIGHLAND PARK, UI., Christmas, 

NOTES FROM GEORGIA. 

Qe to a very open season and drouth of nearly one 
hundred days’ duration, we had a very fair supply of 

quail, many coyeys being very late, Everything was so 
parched up, and frost falling so late, the birds were mostly 
fully grown before many of them could be killed. Idid not 
attempt any shooting till after Oct. 15, and have had some 
very fair sport. I have been eight times with company, and 
killed respectively 7, 45, 25, 32, 26, 29, 14 and 28, Out of 
this number I secured 188, or two-thirds of the birds. A 
brother sportsman says l always select the poorest shots to 
take along with me, so that I can come out ahead, I enjoy 
hunting with a congenial companion and generally give my 
friends the advantage in the shooting, but must admit, that 
those with whom | have shot this fall can’t shoot as well as 
I. J usually bag, on the average, half of my shots, and as 
we have so much brush shooting in our section we think this 
very good shooting. I have had two other shoots besides 
the ones mentioned, hunting alone. 

J have a very finely bred young setter, Irish and Laverack, 
aud took him out for the first time in company with my old 
dog. The youngster ranges well and will make a very fine 
dog if properly handled, but is a little gunshy, though I 
think he will get over that. Greatly to my disappointment, 
I had to send him in the country in charge of a friend who 
could break him for me, I killed only seven birds on the 
aforesaid hunt. On December 91 took the 7 A. M. train, 
rau over to first station in an adjoining county, and walked 
six miles to Clinton to spend the night with my brother 
(Judge R. J.), who lives at the homestead, the place of my 
birth. The Judge has had the misfortune, in the last several 
years, to lose two fine dogs, one by poisoning, a red Irish 
abd the other Gordon and Irish, and as finea brace of sct- 
ters as I have ever shot over. The last named was hanged 
by jumping over a picket fence, having on a block at tle 
lime, ‘Ihe loss of these dogs has had a very unhappy effect 
ou my brother, and he is temporarily off on possessing one 
of the canine family. I had a quiet walk over to Clinton, 
and bagged twenty-one quail, killing my last five shots in 

sight of the Judge’s home. I had sent some shells ahead of 
‘me and family were looking for me. 

After avery pleasant evening with the family I retired, 
and getting an early breakfast, I took a buggy, drove part 
of the way to second station on railroad, by agreement with 
my eldest brother, sent the buggy to station after him, and 
awaited his coming. We entered the fields about 9 o’clock 
and walked through the country by circuitous route to the 
station, having had a very pleasant day, and bagging twenty- 
seven quail, one woodcock, one lark and two rabbits. Brother 
killed only six quail and the lark, the rest falling to me, 
Brother has not shot any birds in ten years until this fall, 
and being rusty, together with having a very close-shooting 
gun, it is natural that he should not shoot as well asI. My 
friend and partner in business killed recently one wild tur- 
key across the river and in hearing of our city clock (the 
wind being favorable), and having baited the turkeys regu- 
larly for a week afterward, went early one morning in com- 
pany with a friend, and succeeded in killing four more. It 
seems strange that we should have turkeys so near us, but 
below the city the swamps are extensive, and afford a safe 
retreat for most of the year. We anticipate some more shoot- 
ing during the season, and will likely take a duck hunt down 
the Oconee. 1. J 
Macon, Ga. 

A SHOT FROM EVERY HILLTOP. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The sporting season has fully opened here in Western 

Texas, and our markets are being continually supplied with 
an endless variety of wild game. The country tributary to 
Colorado City (the queen city of the West), and great graz- 
ing belt of West Texas, abounds in wild gume, and the 
sportsman finds this a rich field for those in search of pleas- 
ure. 

Of the feathered tribe we have in great abundance the wild 
turkey, duck, goose, Bob White and Mexican quail, prairie 
snipe, plover, curlew and Mexican pea fowl, besides innum- 
erable birds of smaller yaricty; in fact, everything the sports- 
man could wish, Of the animal kingdom we find in easy 
access of our cily, deer, antelope, jack rabbit, badger, beaver, 
wildcat, catamount, Mexican lion, cougar, panther, coyote 
loafer wolf, and black bear. One hundred miles north of 
this city on the plains may be found in great numbers the 
buffalo, and the buffalo hunters keep the murket well sup- 
plied with juicy steaks. 
Hunting parties are very numerous this season, and the 

supply of game, such as birds, antelope and deer, are greater 
than usuaJ. In addition to our market supply, from fifty to 
seventy-five antelope are shipped Hast by express from this 
place. For the pleasure seeker who delights in roaming over 
the many hills and valleys, getting a shot from every hilltop, 
we know of no country in America offering so many good 
inducements as the country about here. Pro 
CoLoRAbDo Crty, Mitchell County, Texas. 

ADIRONDACK DEER HUNTING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
You ask ought deer hounding to be forbidden throughout 

the entire Adirondack region. In my opinion it both ought 
to be and can be done; and if done now future generations 
will be able to shoot deer in those woods. 

If, however, the passage and enforcement of such a law is 
long delayed, the men who come after us will find nothing 
left in thatterritory which may be called game larger than a 
hedge-hog. 

Since 1865 I have made whenever possible annual trips to 
some part of the mountains, varying my journeys from Aug. 
1 to Dec. 1, and I am obliged to note each year that the deer 
are steadily growing less in numbers. ; 

It is not that the hounds drive them away or worry the © 
bulk of them to death, though they kill more than many 
people will believe, but those hunting with the dogs shoot 
them, 

I personaly know a goodly number of guides in one sec- 
tion, and they are by all odds the best of those living there, 
who just as soon as it grows cold enough to ship the meat, 
take their dogs and start for the woods, and there they stay 
just as long as a hound can run, and the worst of it all is 
that as long as they stay they will average a deer killed a 
day for each man of the crowd, and often do much better 
than that. The number of the deer killed also is not the 
only bad feature about it, The proportion of does to the 
bucks among those killed in this way is more than double 
that of a hke number killed in any other, and more than ten 
times greater than that killed in the manner some of your 
readers seem to despise—floating. Any hunter is well aware 
of this fact, and when you commence as they now do, Aug. 
1, with their hounds, aoes and fawns are peculiarly liable 
to suffer. 

Tsay Aug. 1, for each year of late I have found dogs in 
the woods on that date, put out, not, of course, then for the 
benefit of the market-hunter, but to help out the tourist 
who has not patience, skill, or eyesight enough to kill one 
by floating, but thinks he can succeed in his high ambition 
if he can have his game driven into some pond and be him- 
self paddled up to within fifteen feet of the head of his poor 
victim, whose agonizing struggle for life under such circum- 
stances has always, when I have witnessed it, chilled my 
ambition to kill so effectually, as to destroy all pleasure in 
such so-called hunting. : 
Add to all this the fact that the meat after you get it in 

this way is, in most cases, unfit to eat, and it would seem 
to me that you have reasons enough why hounding should 
be stopped. There would be less difficulty in enforcing a 
statute which should have this for its object, than in causing 
peopie to live up to any other game law. 

In St. Lawrence county, as far as J have been able to 
learn, there are no dogs used and the local law on that sub- 
ject is universally respected. Yet in a trip through that 
section of the country three years ago, during the second 
week in August, | found plenty of evidences of the presence 
of successful hunting parties fully two months before my 
advent upon the streams and ponds which I visited, and 
learned from the natives whom I met that at least one 
hundred deer had been killed in the vicinity during June 
and July, and I have often heard peopleliving there speak of 
having been in the woods as early as the middle of May, 
and at that time no man comes out without bringing meat. 
In fact it is the only time when some of them are able to 
kill a deer at all, unless it be when the dogs are on hand, 

I have talked with many guides about the matter, and 
they all agree in wishing there-was not a dog in the woods, 
but excuse themselves for using them by suyinog that if they 
don’t Some one else will, and they might as well take the 
deer while they are going; and going they are. Let the 
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Legislature of the State of New York pass a law prohibiting 
hounding, and I don’t know of a guide in the woods who 
would not assist in its enforcement; and if enforced along 
with the other Jaws now on the statute books of the State on 
that subject, in less than five years there would be four deer 
where there is one now, and in less than ten, twenty would 
stand in their tracks. f 

I say enforce the present law, for in many localities where 
IT am acquainted the bulk of all the deer that are not killed 
before the dog, are killed in June and July, and that, too, 
not by visiting sportsmen, but by people living in the sur- 
rounding towns. Stop this and drive out the dogs, and deer 
would he plenty enough, 
Much has been said about floating, but I haye never seen 

anything to warrant the belief that that is a very destruc- 
tive method of hunting if practiced only after Aug. 1. In 
the first place, the average tourist doesn’t care for a great 
while to undergo the fatigue necessary in order to get a shot; 
and in the second place, if he does, after he gets it the 
chances are at least stx to one that he will score a clean miss. 
Then, too, there is another fact which seems to be lost sight 
of almost altogether by all who have expressed views upon 
the subject—very few of the deer so killed are does; certainly 
not one in ten if the shooting is done in August, and not a 
much larger percentage in September. 

The reason for this is perfectly obyious, While caring for 
their young the does are more than usually cautious and 
withdraw to some little swamp hoie or bog, where there is 
no danger of being interrupted either by their natural foes 
or the big bucks, who ought to be their friends, but with 
whom they they are not on the best of terms at that time. 
These then haye a monopoly of the open streams and lakes 
where the floating is done. 
A word as to the Maine question. In common with 

hundreds of others who take but one vacation in the summer 
I don’t go there any more. Not because fish are not plenty 
and deer too, but because I can’t get both on the same trip 
without breaking the law. Would I go there if the law were 
changed so as to allow both in September ? Certainly. And 
s0 would my many friends. Would we kill off all of the 
deer? Ithink not, but if we are so very destructive and 
deadly, take off the last month on the present Jaw, for I 
Enow that I pay more for every deer I kill to the inhabitants 
of the State where it falls, three times over, than they can 
realize ovt of one slain by themselves. Should I slay the 
maternal doe with her udder distended with milk and her 
little ones bleating in their starvation upon the adjacent hill 
side? In my judgment for ten years we might float up and 
down the best of her rivers for each night of our annual 
two weeks of summer outing, and never paddle our boat over 
a drop of water that had at any time during the two months 
immediately preceding wet a single teat which was moist 
from the mouth of its owner’s offspring, unless perhaps some 
maternal muskrat had postponed her family cares some 
mouths later than she ought to haye done. 

This would be especially true in the early part of the 
month, for the nearer you hunt to the time now allowed 
by Jaw in the State of Maine the greater your chance to kill 
the future hundreds with the single shot from your rifle. 

But the nearer you get to Oct. 1, the better your chances 
of counting the does among your slain, for there comes a 
time when her maternal cares cease to be the pleasure to her 
that they once were. The gentle tender-mouthed fawn of 
early June has grown into the sharp-teethed aggressive 
youngster of September, 

She dissolves the partnership between them not before his 
appetite for the good things of this life has increased rather 
than grown less with the added weeks. 
He isn’t contented now to remain behind some old log, 

where in the early summer she Jeft him covered up in the 
bushes while she took the hasty meal which the thick grass 
of the bog, near which she always locates at that time, 
affords; but he follows after her, and the moment she at- 
tempts to lower her head for a bite, he attacks the receptaele 
from which he formerly fed so peaceably with teeth like 
chopping-knives and butts from his head like unto those 
delivered in olden times from the classic battering-ram, 
Does she admire this kind of attention? If you could see 
the way in which she retaliates by wheeling right about face 
and rolling him oyer on his back in the bushes with a 
yicious butt from her hard pate, you would hardly think 
so. After a little of this kind of intercourse she tolerates 
him, certainly if he will keep a respectful distance and give 
up a mill diet, but she ceases to be filled with that high 
solicitude for his welfare which controlled her every step in 
July, and she too then takes herself to the country about 
the open rivers and fords, whose tender feed has been mo- 
nopolized up to this time by the yearlings and bucks, 

The time when she ordinarily does this is not far from the 
commencement of the open season as it now exists in Maine, 
and from this time on, either with the hounds, or later on 
the snow, hides without horns will be in the great majority 
in the hunters’ camps. 

It is the death of does that lessens the future supply, and 
whether she falls in June or December the result is at the 
worst only different by one or two deer the less or more. So 
long as a time is chosen to hunt, in which the bulk of deer 
killed are does, and so long as you employ methods which 
will bring them rather than bucks to your rifle, so long will 
the deer find themselves waging an unequal struggle for ex- 
istenece with the daily increasing army of hunters, 

If your doe is shot in August, howeyer, I doubt if in the 
vast majority of cases you haye done any more harm than 
the same shot would have caused in November. It is true 
thal the chances will be that the fawn is suckling, but he 
doesn’t die because compelled to shift for himself at the age 
which he will then have reached, Deer are like our domes- 
tic cattle in this respect. Both will allow their young to 
suckle just as long as it can be done without too much pain 
and discomfort to themselves, and this will be long after the 
youngsters are able to live without it. 

The calf will willingly follow the cow for four and even 
five months before she will wean it herself; but nobody 
thinks of accusing the farmer of infanticide when, at the ex- 
piration of three weeks, he steals half of the milk, and at 
the end of six takes the mother away entirely, Jeaying the 
younger chip of the old block toa couple of days of bleat- 
ing and his own resources in the future for a means of pick- 
ing up a living. The calf don’t die by any means unless the 
butcher gets hold of him, and neither will the fawn after the 
same length of time. 
He will perhaps be a trifle smaller the next spring than he 

otherwise would have been at that time, and the hunter will 
perhaps have a trifle less fat to pick from the bones of the 
tuother when he chances to catch her at that time than he 
would have had if he had waited until November, but what 
there is of it will be worth three times the like amount taken 

| from her hide during the latter month after she has been run 
j to her death by the hounds, or even after she bad spent a 
week leading the bucks a chase up and down the hillsides. 
Now I say in conclusion, if your object is to protect the 

deer, make the open season two months, and let those two 
be August and September, and keep out the dogs. Then 
you will kill bucks almost entirely, You will attract the 
tourist who is ordinarily not very dangerous to the game, but 
generally free with his money. You will destroy the market 
to a large extent, as it will be too warm a good share of the 
time when you get out of the woods to ship your meat, and 
you will give the local hunters just the same show in the 
woods that others who live a little further away have,” 
instead of leaving to them almost alone the month of Novem- 
ber with its deadly tracking snows. Not that I don’t for 
my own part enjoy the excitement of the particular style of 
hunting then in vogue, but in common with the bulk of others 
living out of the woods, I can’t be there often at that time, 
and the month is practically left to the market-hunter, who 
spares neither age nor sex. 

Horns with him don’t count, meat is all that he cares for, 
and he is much more apt to outwit the fawn or mother 
doe in this style of hunting than he is to get a shot at the 
wary old buck. This in my judgment is the conclusion of 
the whole matter, that system of hunting and that season in 
which to do it that bring down the smallest number of does 
among the slain is the only one which the advocates for game 
protection ought to demand. . 

The countries across the water understand this and do 
what we cannot enforce—legislation which spares the females. 
All that we can do is to fix upon an open season when the 
chances are against the bucks and forbid asystem of hunting 
which carries the balance the other way. 
August and September are the months when does are least 

likely to be found, unless the dogs are used. So I say give 
us these two months and keep out the dogs. If the reform 
is a little too sweeping and can’t be carried out in the cut- 
ting off of the last two months, leave the law as it now is in 
the Adirondacks in respect to time, and even then with the 
hounds out and Aug. 1 observed as the time to commence 
hunting, I think the deer will not materially decrease in 
numbers for a long time to come. THREE-BARRELS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
During the past three years, I have spent my summer 

vacation in the same locality on a certain watershed in John 
Brown’s tract. And after the four or five weeks of freedom 
from desk, dust and digesis, I have never failed to return 
with a feeling of profound gratitude that this beautiful 
region, with all its possibilities, Las yet been spared to those 
whose spirits so frequently rebel against the everlasting 
brick and mortar. Three times 1 have built my little shanty 
and prepared my camp fire, in perfect confidence that sooner 
or later a good fat saddle should be hanging hard by. But 
in view of what I heard and saw (as Well as what I didn’t 
see) last August, together with the supine indifference of 
the law makers at Albany as to the fish, flesh and feather 
in the woods, it was with but comparatively slight regret 
that I readin a letter from my guide two days ago: “Our 
friend Babcock has torn down our shanty, to build him one 
further up, in drivin’ time.” 
reusons thereof: 
Two years ago, in the region of which [ speak, deer were 

fairly plentiful. One year later, I counted thirteen deer in 
four weeks, during the month of August, and. killed enough 
to supply four hungry men, During the same month of the 
present year I saw only three deer and as many fawns—of 
which latter I shall speak again—although my opportunities 
for seeing game were much better during this season than 
during that of the year before. Of the many different parties 
with whom | conversed in the woods, none had secured 
more than a single deer up to the 15th of August; only one 
man had had a daylight shot; all reported venison to be very 
scarce; all agreed that ‘‘ hounding ” did most of the work—- 
and anything that remained was cared for by the jack in 
June and July. 

The daughter ef one of my guides—an intelligent young 
girl—told me last June that she had ‘' kept count up to four 

And these are a few of the 

hundrd deer that were killed ahead of the dogs on 
River in the fall of 1883. One gentleman (?) who some 
weeks before had descanted in glowing terms 10 a friend of 
mine on the beauties of nature and the primeval forest, and 
the shame and outrage of desecrating it with axe and rail- 
road, had passed out with thirteen noble animals in a wagon. 
They were sold in a market at the place where he lived on 
an income of three or four thousand a year. 

Scarcely half a mile from my camp is the shanty ofan old 
hunter who pusses fully one half of his time in the woods. 
His forte is still-hunting, which he considers to be the only 
satisfactory way of killing a deer. When I reached my 
little paradise [ found him on the ground, but although a 
week had passed since his coming, he had not seen a deer. 
He remained four weeks in camp, and during that time saw 
one deer, which was crouching in the water, half dead with 
fatigue (dogs), After an exciting tussel the deer escaped 
him! Last year on the same ground he killed two or three 
in as many weeks, without any difficulty. This time he 
wes glad to share my buck, in order to take a little jerked 
meat *' to the children.” 

One afternoon my guide and I paid a visit to old C, H., 
who has lived in the wilderness over sixty years. <A skillful 
hunter and thorough woodsman, he is in every way compe- 
tent to speak intelligently upon the question in interest. In 
answer to my inquiries he made the following statements: 

‘Prom ten to fifteen years ago, you could come up here 
and kill your venison by daylight with arifle; now you 
must either hunt at night, carly in the summer, or haye a 
dog, if you want meat, Six years ago, when I first built 
this shanty, you could walk out uny evening and see eight or 
ten deer on this ‘burning; this season I saw only one deer 
in three weeks. There is not one deer now to ten that there 
were six years ago, and it is only by chance now that a deer 
is killed in the open season without dogs, or at least a jack. 
What has done it? Well, the dogs mostly. One party up 
here last fall killed some forty deer, They had a lot of dogs, 
and brought in three or four deer—mostly yearlings—every 
day. If they keep on hounding at this rate, three years more 
at most, will kill every deer in the woods,” 

These are the words and ideas of a man whois, and always 
has been, on the ground, and has watched the progress of 
this thing all his life. 
weight? 

One morning while I was on the river within a quarter of 
a mile of my camp, two beautiful fawns stepped out of the 
woods and down to the water just below where we were 
casting. Under Charlie’s skillful management of the paddle, 

Are not his opinions entitled to 

touched them with my fly-rod. They were well grown— 
dropped in April, as Charlie thought—and apparently well 
able to care for themselves if they had a fair chance, For 
five minutes we watched them, and as the timid little things 
curiously turned their great liquid eyes upon us, and halt in 
fear, half in frolic, stamped the mud with their small hoofs, 
every now and then moving away a few steps, but invariably 
turning back for another look, | wondered if there could 
be found a man who, in my place, would have taken advan- 
tage of their innocence, and cut them down as they stood 
there. A sudden clap of the hands, a flash from two little 
white tails, a twinkle of small hoofs, and they were sone, 

A. day or two later, while enjoying our post-prandial loaf, 
we heard a dog running in the woods to the east, and in a 
few moments I saw a deer coming down the river. Just 
before we had noticed a boat, containing two men, below 
the bend, and putting two and two together, we made up 
our minds that the little deer—it was a fawn, somewhat 
smaller than the two we had seen—should escape. When it 
came opposite our landing, I stepped down to the shore, 
shouting and waving my hat, whereupon it made for the 
opposite bank, and creeping half way out of the water, 
crouched beneath a small shrub, The river was only thirty 
feet wide, and I could plainly see that the little thing was 
tired out. A plunge in the water above announced that the 
enemy was at hand. The animal could not stir, however, 
until, in desperation, I jumped into the boat and pushed out 
into the river, when it crawled up the bank and disappeared 
in the woods, When the dog came down 1 caught and tied 
her. In the course of the day a message came from below: 
“The old dog has broken loose; please send her home.” 
This was on the 12th of August, 

One week later, after a few days’ absence from camp, I 
returned with my wife, to initiate her into the delichts of 
perfect freedom. From the still-hunter I learned that a 
party of five who had been camping on a small pond in the 
vicinity had killed two spotted fawns, and a third had been 
killed in the river—all driven in by dogs. When I thought 
of the tired. creature whose life 1 had saved, and of the 
beautiful picture of ten days before, which I had fondly 
hoped to conjure up again for the delectation of the little 
enthusiast who was then with me, and then thought of 
these slaughtered innocents—hunted to death by five brawny 
men and as many yelling, cluh-nosed degs—I[ prayed for 
vengeance upon both kinds of brutes. 

On the second day we took a long journey through a lovely 
chain of lakes, to a spot where a white woman had neyer 
been before. Crossing a carry some four miles from camp, 
we stumbled upon a large fawn lying in the trail, with its 
legs tied. It was pitiful to witness its struggles when we 
approached, and the tears which dropped from its eyes were 
not the only ones which fell that day. ‘Dogs again,” I mut- 
tered, and just then came the report of a gun, When we 
reached the landing we found four men, two huge dogs, and 
a magnificent buck, which latter, after a long and gallant 
race for life, had at last met an ignominious death in the 
water. 

“Charlie,” said I, “how much longer will this last?” 
“QO, not long,” said he. ‘'Two or three years more and 

there won’t be any bucks left, or fawns either,” 
“*Unless—” I ventured, 
“Unless,” he replied emphatically, ‘‘dogs are shut out of 

the woods altogether—at least, for some years. Why, dogs 
are running in these woods every month in the year. One 
look a doe right through the sugar camp last April. (Nice 
thing for a doe at that time!) And it ain’t only what they 
drive in and kill, but it?s what run themselves to death in 
hot weather (they'll run ten times as far in August as they 
will in October before they take water), and what they driye 
away from sucking fawns. J picked up one little fayn on 
Burnt Creek that was just starved to death; it died in my 
arms.” 

“What is your idea of a law for protection?” said I. 
“No doggin’ to begin with, no takin’ venison out of the 

woods, a big fine for killin’ out of season, and sock it right 
to ’em for killin’ or ketchin’ a fawn.” 
‘How about the jack?” said I. i 
“Well,” said he, ‘‘the most harm done with a jack is in 

June and July, when the deer are tame, and anybody can 
kall one, with any old gun, If the dogs were out, and no 
floating done until August, there would be venison enough, 
but no shotguns ought to be allowed behind the jack.” 

Judge Caton, in his interesting work on the deer, confesses 
to a personal and repeated knowledge of floating, or “jack” 
hunting. Iam another. And I want to say right here that 
all these stories about slipping up to within six feet of a deer 
behind a fire pan, and butchering them so that they fall rishi 
into the boat, are fables to me, at least as applied to our 
Adirondack region to-day. In June or July, as Charlie in- 
timates, 3t may be possible. My experience does notinclude 
killing a deer out of season. Butin the months of August 
and September, when the nights are cold and foggy, the 
deer wary, and the lily pads so thick and tough that it re- 
quires a cunning hand at the paddle to bring the boat within 
range or sight, at least, without alarming the quarry, if is 
another matter. I know a guide who has paddled two sea- 
sons, without a deer having been killed from his boat. I 
myself have heard many more deer go out than I haye had 
an opportunity to shoot at. The last time that “I was there,” 
as Judge Caton puts it, the jack light was completely 
swallowed up in a combination of moon and fog, which 
latter came rolling up in clouds, as we approached the spot 
where two deer where feeding. The ileer that I was obliged 
to take was standing head on, and althought the moonlight 
enabled me to see his outline at six rods, 1 could not find 
the sights of my gun, 2 .40-60 Marlin, and the first shot was 
a clean miss, but the second broke him down in the midst of 
ajump, Oneineh higher and the ball would have gone 
clear. He was a fine three year old buck. 
Now if there are those who think that any tyro can kill a 

deer with a rifle al all time behind a jack, let them try it. 
After sitting for five or six hours al] cramped up in the baw 
of a boat unfil one fairly shivers with cold and fatigue, it is 
no easy matter to calculate the vital spot in an indistinct 
gray patch almost on a level with the water, cover with the 
front sight, guess at the back one—which can never be seen 
—or hold directly between two small red spots, and do exe- 
cution, especially if the deer be run upon suddenly and the 
man’s neryes tried by that startling hub-hub-hub, before 
anything can be seen. 

Still 1 confess tbat floating is held in bad repute by many, 
and although with me a fuvorite and perhaps the most ex- 
citing mode of hunting, I will cheerfully give way to the 
opinions of others and indorse a law prohibiting jack hunting 
at any time and with any weapon, if ouly the dogs too are 
eliminated. As it stands to-day, however, and speakin 

we dropped down the current until 1 could have almost '! only as to the strictly open s¢ason inregard to each, from 
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that I can gather from my own experience, as well as from 
those whe ought to know, I consider that in the matter o 
destructiveness floating isto driving as one isto six. In 

June or July the jack unquestionably is far the deadliest; 
but those who,‘‘jack” thea would undoubtedly continue their 
nefarious warfare at those times, even if strictly prohibited 
altogether. 

Finally, if the dogs must run, keep them in . the kennels 

six weeks or two months longer—when the crying evil will 
be much mitigated. Perhaps, after all this is 1 more feasible 
plan, In discussing this subject last summer with two gen- 
flemen who, between them, control about 125,000 acres of 
Jand in the locality of which 1 have written, I learned that 
an effort had already been made to secure legislative relief. 
One of these gentlemen (who had labored personally at the 
Capitol in this behalf) remarked their arguments could not 
prevail against those of a gentleman who is opposed to them 

and described in eloquent language the delights of hearing 
“the silvery tones of the hound’s voice when he roused the 
noble quarry from his hiding place in the forest a rhe 
gentleman was right; it és a delight and a most inspiring 
one, but humanity—as well as policy—demand that the de- 
light be either foregone entirely or be less frequently expert- 
enced, otherwise the dogs will very soon be kept out of the 
woods in a way that their owners and abettors have not ap- 
parently considered—by the complete destruction of that 
which now tempts them there. 

SEYMOUR YAN SANTVOORD. 
Troy, N. ¥.- Dec, 25, 1884, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Our law asit now stands is some means of game protection, 

but not near what it ought to be, and the enforcing of the 
present law is almost a dead letter. It also givesone month 
in the year it should not. That is August; it might as well 
give June and July. The fawns are not all large enough in 
this month to support and protect themselves, and are not 
weaned by the does. I have found plenty of milk in their 
udders in October, which proved to me that the fawns are 
not weaned at that late date, and this month, August, also 
gives the jack or night-hunter a chance to pepper their hams, 
legs and neck iull of buckshot. Limit the time to October 
and November 15 or December 1 only, and make a penalty 
larse enough to amount to something, say $300 for killing a 
deer out of season, $200 to be given to the complainant and 
$100, the remainder, to county treasurer to be used for the 
protection of all kinds of game birds, animalsand fish. Kill- 
ing of fawrs, spotted coat or not, should be unlawful. 
Traps, spring or set guns, salt licks and hounding deer 
should be unlawful the year round, with heavy penalties 
attached, 

Jack or night-hunting has long been practiced among all 
classes from the ist of June to September, and is one of the 
meanest kinds of slaughter of our deer, It is done for pri- 
vate use as well as for the table of some of our summer 
hotels tu please the palates of city boarders and to gratify 
their desire to killa deer, ‘The result is not only sure death 
to the doe, but death also to the fawns that are not strong 
énough to sustain or protect themselves. I have been told 
by more than one good hunter and guide that not more than 
one in five deer shot at nizht-hunting are ever taken or 
killed outright, and I have come to the conclusion that one- 
half of those fired at night hunting are mortally wounded 
and go back into the woods to die, fawns and all. About 
three years ago I was fishing at Ragged Lake in Franklin 
county ; it was the 4th of July; and smelling a strong stench 
near there, I landed and found about four or five rods from 
the shore a fine large doe with two fawns, dead. and one of 
them with its nose at the udder of the doe. The doe’s neck 
was full of buckshot and showed signs of great agony in 
death, This is only one of mauy such examples of night- 
hunting slaughter or peppering deer with buckshot. A 
friend of mine, a guide and hunter, who I know would tell 
the truth, went fishing to Plumadore Pond, if I remember 
right it was in June last. Hesaid, ‘‘I went down to the 
outlet of the pond to fish at the lily pads, and on the shore 
among the woods I found the paunches and intestines of 
seven full grown deer and one-half of a deer left on the 
ground to rot; and its shoulder and breast were riddled with 
buckshot.” For night-hunting the gun generally used is the 
shotgun with loads of buckshot; and I have often heard of 
finding deer with their bodies full of shot from this kind of 
hunting. I was hunting with a party one fall in October 
and one. of our party shot a very nice doe, which was found 
to have a charge of buckshot in her ham and udder. She 
had been wounded some time in the summer, and the wound 
had not healed up entirely. We had to throw away a 
uarter of what would have been the best of steak in season. 
‘his kind of hunting is going to exterminate our deer and 

that soon. [hope every sportsman will take up this matter 
at once and try and get laws passed this winter with penal- 
ties large enough to make it a give-away to any man that 
breaks it, I might say something about hounding, but will 
let some one open the case. But I will say I hope it will be 
stopped entirely, for itis death to deer. Let us use the 
hound on fox and hare. And spare the deer with all our 
vare. Fam Puay. 
ADIRONDACKS. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Beginning with November, 1879, I have still-hunted deer 

in the Adirondacks each fall since. Prior to that time I had 
hunted in Poiter, McKean and Cameron counties, just south 
of us in Pennsylvania, where, up to 1860, deer were yery 
plenty, but with still-hunting and hounding they had m 1878 
nearly disappeared. Having a brother hving in Lewis 
county, N. Y., [concluded best to join him and his friends 
in the Adirondacks, and have hunted there since. 

Our party consists of four, two guides and hunters who 
were raised in Lewis county, their father being a guide and 
hunter before them, my brother and self, both haying hunted 
with shotgun and rifle since pence 

In 1879 we camped on Independence River; in 1880 we 
had a log house built at Sunday Lake in the Beaver River 
Valley, and hunted there two falls. Then we had another 
log house built at Fifth Creek Lake, cutting a road five miles 
through the woods to it, and have hunted there three falls. 
We go into camp right after election, and come out gener- 
ally aun the last week in November, and at latest on 

ec. 1. 
_ Below I give table showing the number of days in camp, 
including going im and coming out each year, the number of 
guns, the number of deer killed, showing the proportion of 

pucks and does, after which I wish to state some facts as 
regards the running of deer by dogs out of season, and also 
some matters that from information 1 believe to be true. 
Also some information relative to the increase of deer in 

ahh i 
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Potter, McKean and Cameron counties, Pa,, the past five 

that section. 

| 

Year. | Days. | Guus. Bucks. Does. Total. 
i] | 

Re 4 6 1 7 
21 4 9 2 i 
4 4 8 1 9 
24 4 10 2 12 
17 4 4 1 5 
23 3 9 2 aul 

I 

A total of fifty five deer, of which seven were fawns, and 
the bucks forty-six against nine does, including old and 
young, Why so many more bucks than does? Simply be- 
cause there are many more bucks than does left. How came 
this to be so? One reason, because of hounding, does fre- 
quent the rivers and lakes from spring until into the winter, 
nearly all hounds are started around the lakes where, as a 
rule, more does than bucks remain from Sept. 15 to Noy, 1. 
The bucks are further back on the ridges and mountains, 
consequently from two to three does are run in by dogs and 
killed to one buck. 

I think hounding should be prohibited in the State of New 
York for the following reasons: 1. It is brutal, 2. Itresults 
in the killing of many more does than bucks, thus doubly 
augmenting the decrease. 38. Venison so killed is wholly 
unfit for eating. 4. Dogs are not only used for killing deer 
during the six weeks allowed by law, but are used nearly 
every month in the year. 5. Unless driving deer with dogs 
is stopped, ten years will see the woods destitute of game 
During the summer months a show is madeof keeping the 

dogs chained, but from Sept. 1 until April 1 dogs are used 
in the Adirondacks to kill deer to a more or less extent. I 
know that deer have been run by dogs up to the very last of 
November the past six years in the Beaver River section, 
when the law does nof allow it after Oct. 31, and am in- 
formed by parties who have a chance to know, that for each 
deer killed in that section still-hunting, there are from five to 
six killed by dogging. I also know that deer are decreasing 
very fast in that section. What venison our party gets is 
for the use of our friends and ourselves, and we would not 
take a “‘run” deer as a gift, as it is not fit to eat. 

I still fish for trout in Potter, McKean and Cameron coun- 
ties, Pennsylvania (open season closes Aug. 1), and am in- 
formed by old hunters that the deer are as plenty there now 
as in 1860, and the increase is wholly attributed to the fact 
that dogging is not allowed and has not been for five years 
past, 

I know that our markets have been more than supplied 
with venison the past two years; also am informed that more 
yenison has been killed during the past two years than had 
been during the ten preceding years in those counties. The 
open season in Pennsylvania is from Sept.1 to July 1. 
Thus, with four open months for still-hunting, the deer 
have increased very fast; still I think the open season should 
close Noy. 80, the same as in New York. from talking 
with guides, hunters and hote) men in the Adirondacks, 1 
am satisfied that the most of them are in favor of a non- 
hounding law, that they would kill their dogsand do their 
best to enforce such a Jaw, because they see the deer are 
decreasing very rapidly, and know that their occupation 
decreases in proportion. 
Make a law so there is no excuse for keeping dogs, and I 

think the deer will increase. C, L. PARKER. 
WELLSVILLE, N. Y., Dec. 29, 1884. 

Editor Forest and Stream. 
You cali for suggestions, etc., in regard to game laws, 

more especially referring to hounding deer. It is the old 
story, and ever will be—much talk, many suggestions, and 
nothing accomplished, for there is too much of politics and 
red tape mixed up even in what ought to be a clean record 
from this curse. Facts, pro bono publico, for and in behalf 
of the ‘‘dear old woods,” as a friend has appropriately named 
the Adirondacks, speak for themselves. Our game laws are 
well enough, with very slight alterations, 1f they were 
strictly eutorced, but they are not, and cannot be with an 
inadequate force of game protectors. We need at least fifteen 
or twenty game protectors, distributed in appointment resi- 
dent near the woods, and whose sworn duty would compel 
them every fortnight to visit different sections, taking turns, 
and by appointment in these different sections, from May 1 
to Dec. 1, when sportsmen are in the woods, and have 
authority to make arrests on the spot, and to be required to 
report to some chief officer the result of every trip; and if 
arrests are made, to give names, places, what for arrested, 
and to deal summarily with offenders, and to be dealt sum- 
marily with if they are derelict in duty. By the above re- 
quirements guides and sportsmen would not dare eyen to 
seek remote ponds for slaughtering deer and trout. 

As to hounding, I would allow only one month, say Octo- 
ber, and no transportation of venison or trout from the 
woods for the next five years, under a very heavy penalty. 
Guides are very oftentimes at fault for transgressing the 
laws, but in many cases they are induced to transgress by 
special liberal offers. During August, 1881, a so-called 
sportsman from our city killed five deer in one day on Hitch- 
ing’s Pond, all driven im the water by dogs. I have talked 
with Dr, Romeyn and Messrs. Winant at Bartletts, Thomp- 
son Smith at Smith’s, all well-known and esteemed as thor- 
ough sportsmen and with many years experience, and Lthink 
they would corroborate what | have written. Jack-hunting 
ought to be forbidden under a heayier penalty. Ihave seen 
venison on tables at the hotels in June and July for the past 
three years. Parties even taking bounds in camp ought to 
be liable to arrest as it would be prima facte evidence of in- 
tent to run them. I do trustihere willbe no misguided 
tinkering with the game laws unless for the better, and 
decidedly so. * 
New YorsE. 

WeexstTER, Mass., Dec. 27.—As a well-known Webster 
hunter was hunting near ‘“‘Long Branch,” close to the Con- 
necticut State line, a day or so ago, he noticed a large 
black hawk swooping down to earth. He fired at his auda- 
cious fou, but never touched a feather, the monster fellow 
lighting near by. He carefully advanced toward the hawk 
and discharged his rifle, this time killing the hawk. Upon 
eer aia 3 the unexpected visitor he found a partridge 
beneath the hawk with his head picked just enough to kill 
it, though the bird was quite warm, It seems that this 
hawk had caught the bird, fastened it in ils talons, and flew 
to his death with it, and was eating it when killed, 

THE MAINE DEER LAW. 
f | years, during which time hounding has not been allowed 10 | poy» Horest and Stream: 

T ani one of the interested ones wishing for a change in 
the law, for I believe it will make more business, circulate 
more money, be au advantage to the whole State in general, 
and not decrease the game. This region has always been 
my home. With a strong passion for the woods from my 
| earliest remembrance and with but little home restraint, as 
soon as I was large enough to do anything I worked in the 
woods, For some years I passed most of my time hunting, 
trapping, fishing through the ice, logging, driving and guid- 
ing. As the Rangeley Lake trout began to attract attention 
and bring more sportsmen, warranting a business in that 
line, I began to invest the little that I had saved up, and now 
after fifteen years have passed I have many dollars invested, 
which I know, haying worked for them, are worth one 
hundred cents apiece, Naturally I want to see all the 
inducements that the region contains held up; and quite 
likely I know by this time about what color the goose is that 
is expected to ‘lay the golden egg,” and about what she can 
do if she gets the chance. 

While the deer in this region are very plenty, and would 
be very valuable were the law changed so that they could be 
sold when there was 2 demand forthem, but almost worthless 
as it now stands, is it unreasonable that we should ask for 
the change, especially when we are almost certain that the 
change will work as a protection? A longer open season 
suggests to some who are not thoroughly acquainted with 
the deer as they are in the woods and man as he is in the 
woods, that a great many more deer are to be killed; 
that men and boys are going to rush in from all 
sides, and without trouble indiscriminately shoot down 
everything that looks like a deer. This is not the case. 
Getting adeerin this region by a sportsman will mean 
work; it will mean the employment of a skilled guide. The 
guide handles his man, and self-interest, common sentiment 
of the other guides, hotel keepers and all interested, handle 
the guide, while honor goes a good way with both sports- 
man and guide. Itis for the guide’s interest that his man 
gets a deer, and but one, unless more are actually needed. 
No guide wants to be looked upon as a game waster, and 
they understand their interests too well to be such. Let any 
one who has lived or been familiar with the Rangeley re- 
gion, since it was found out that there was money in the 
trout and that it was for our interest for the sportsmen to 
come here and catch them, see how it has worked. The 
men that used to find pleasure and profit in using the spear 
and gig on the spawning beds in the fall and fishing through 
the ice in winter have forgotten all about it. Why should 
it not be the same with the deer? After all the best way to 
make a man of a man is to treat him likea man. You can 
coax 4 woodsman much better than you can drive him. 
How would it work to try to cure a “‘cruster” by treating 
him well? Leta hotel or camp keeper give him a good job 
guiding (most woodsmen remember a favor as long as au 
injury), then when he had got his money and was feeling 
well, talk to him a little; tell him the advantage of letfing 
the sportsmen have the deer, both to himself as well as 
others interested in the business. Would notthis be a better 
way than to put a warden on his track and haye him taken 
down riyer and fined? By the first way you not only 
awaken his self-interest and reason, but you bring out his 
honor. By the last way you deaden his honor, blind his 
reason, and send him back into the woods swearing venge- 
ance on both law and game. With deer in the woods all 
around him he sees no justice in the law that says he cannot 
have one except at just sucha time. Perhaps that meat 
that you say is not fit to eat may taste very sweet fo his 
scantily-fed family. 

I think that a great many writers on the habits of deer 
create wrong impressions by their limited knowledge of 
what they are writing about. Having had some experience 
with deer in one section of the country, they tell their story, 
giving one to understand that the habits of all deer are the 
same and all should be hunted in the same way. This is a 
great mistake. Three of the senses, namely, hearing, seeing 
and smelling, were surely not denied the deer; but these vary 
in their keenness according to circumstances. There is as 
much difference in deer, according to their surroundings, as 
there is in the dumpish steer that the small boy teams 
around in the State of Maine and the wild steer of the Far 
West that never heard the cowboy’s voice. Take the deer 
in Southeastern Maine, born and reared in a level, open 
country, within the sound of the woodsman’s axe, the bark- 
ing of dogs, the sound of human voices and the rumbling of 
passing wagons. He grows up to look at the main read 
running through the woods as his beaten path, the cattle and 
sheep in the back pasture as his friends, and the back field as 
a place he has a perfect right to jump into, tread down the 
mowing and lie down in the oats at his own sweet will, or 
till the farmer's dog gets after him; even then he makes sure 
that he is the one wanted before he does much heavy run- 
ning, and as soon as the chase is given up, back he goes into 
the oats if he feels so disposed. That same deer, reared 
among the mountains and densely wooded country of North- 
western Maine, would be a very different animal. 

The so-called sportsmanlike ways of getting deer may be 
yaried a good deal in my-estimation according to the natural 
advantages or disadvantages of the region, where they are to 
be hunted. If it requires work, patience and skill to get one 
with a jack, (and that is about the only way of getting one 
when they are wanted in Northwestern Maine) | fail to see 
why it is not just as sportsmanlike as it is to stand in the 
main road, or pasture, or open ground of Southeastern 
Maine and shoot them down, It seems a pity that two 
sections of country so differently situated as regards interest: 
as we are, cannot be governed by different laws, though I fail 
tosee why making September an open month would seriously 
affect that part of the State accessible from about all points 
by good roads. The local hunter and sportsman drives his 
team into the heart of the hunting country, he does not care 
to go until cool weather, when he can get his deer home 
or to market. Then they go at it with a vengeance. Looking 
over quite a portion of that country the other day from a tall 
tree on the top of Picked Mountain, between the head waters 
of the Machias and Mopang rivers, and a day later another 
ortion on the Narraqnagus River from the top of old Hump 

Back, and judging from the sights I saw in the wood and 
what the hunters told me of the numbers being killed and 
what had been killed in years back, I should say that the 
stock was up to the full extent of the pasturage and was 
standing the drainage well. Should sportsmen from without 
the State kill as many deer yearly in the whole State of 
Maine as are yearly killed in that one country by local sports- 
men and hunters, the State would realize more henefit from 
them than any one is aware of, 

As far as fawns being dependent on the motherin Septem- 
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ber is concerned, of course this is sometimes the case. There 
are exceptions to every general rule, even in nature; while 
the fawn is depending on its mother for its sustenance it is 
not looking elsewhere for it. By September, with us, 
the forest herbage has ripened and withered, and is it prob- 
able that nature intends for the tender fawn to go from its 
mother’s milk on to the illmourishing twigs and buds, and 
meet our early and severe winters in its spotted coat; | think 
itis much oftener the case that there are both late and early 
fawns born in a warmer climate or where the temperature is 
more uneyen, as it is near the coast. I also believe that the 
deerin the southeastern part of this State mate as a general 
thing not less than two weeks later than they are with us, 
and are much more irregular in their heats. 

In writing this article, I have an eye on my own interest, 
it istrue, but I have tried to tell it as I believe it is; and Jet it 
be remembered that what is for my interest, is for the interest 
of every railroad, stage linc, hotel and camp, farmer and 
mechanic, and in fact not of a small portion, but the whole 
State of Maine. If Maine could but show her southeastern 
fall hunters a better price for fewer deer, and keep down 
dogs and crusters, even with no deer Jaw at all, her forests 
would not be thinned of deer by visiting and local sports- 
men combined. Carr. i. C. BARKER. 

P. §.—Dec. 27.—Your issue of the 18th inst. is at hand, 
and the extract from our Fish and Game Commissioners’ 
report read with interest and much surprise. f 
Tam not going to attempt to overhaul it; it speaks loudly 

for itself, and since it is written I hope it will be carefully 
and impartially read by all parties—men who haye hearts 
ana common sense, and understand the nature of the game 
in question as well as the selfishness of men, and the difier- 
ence of circumstances between the ones asking forthe change 
and the ‘‘prominent men.” 

Ts the tone of this report to be the ruling power in hand- 
ling an interest as important as the sporting travel to Maine 
is getting to be? The game laws of Maine have been broken 
no doubt by the visiting sportsman; but very few indeed 
are the cases but what they were aided and not discouraged, 
if not encouraged, by a citizen of our State, who received a 
good price for his services. Then accuse the guilty party and 
not a benefactor. . F.C. B. 
Bemis CAmps, Rangeley Lakes, Me. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A recent item of attraction in the Boston market was the 

arrival Saturday of two moose. Both were cows, but one 
was large enough to have weighed some 500 pounds when alive. 
It seems almost shameful to kill such noble game animals 
for a purpose so mercenary and trivial as obtaining less than 
$50 per head, especially when we consider the great danger 
that the moose may yet follow the bison to utter extinction. 
The receivers of these moose are honorable marketmen, and 
they claim that the animals were not from Maine, but from 
the Provinces. They came by St. John steamer, and the 
parties claim that they paid duties on the venison. It is for- 
tnnate for the steamboat company that it is out of the juris- 
diction of Maine, else the law of that State forbidding the 
ee of more than one moose in a season, would be en- 
forced. 

Your correspondent ‘Penobscot’ claims that there is no 
Jaw on the Maine statute books against the transportation of 
venison from that State. Im his statement of a fact in the 
absiract he is correct, but the law forbidding the possession 
of more than one moose, two caribou or three deer in a 
season has been decided to apply to transportation com- 
panies as well as individuals, hence the effect has been the 
same as a positive statute forbidding transportation. It is 
well understood in Maine that ‘“Penobscot” or any other man 
could take his three deer, two caribou or one moose in his 
own sicigh and drive out of the State of Maine with them, 
but transportation companies will not take them; for, fol- 
lowing the admirable example of Mr, Puyson Tucker, 
superintendent of the Maine Central Railroad, they have, 
the most of them, issued positive orders to their employees 
not to take and forward game at all. This construction of 
the law has kept a flood of game out of the Boston market at 
least. But very few Maine deer have yet been received here 
this season, which ends on Jan, 1, and last year there were 
yery few. 

jt such writers as ‘‘Penobscol” and Mr, Wells would 
turn their talents toward aiding the most worthy efforts of 
the Maine Commissioners and friends of game protection, 
they would accomplish more of good for themsclves and 
their fellow sportsmen than they can by picking flaws and 
showing up to those who would kill game out of season or 
unlawfully some loopholes or methods of escape, If the 
Maine Commisioners have been successfullin even starting a 
system of game protection which is likely, if carried out, to 
preserve moose, caribou and deer—almost exterminated in 
other sections of the country—to a single corner of this great 
domain, then let them have their way [or ten years instead 
of two, as they so modestly ask for in their admirable report, 
The season has been very favorable for the preservation 

of the larger game in Maine thus far. There has been little 
snow as yet, and up to the very cold weather of the 19th 
and 20th of December the larger ponds, lakes and streams 
were not frozen over, In this relation moose, deer and cari- 
bou have certainly gained a month’s respite from the hunter, 
who waits for snow and the Jakes to be frozen. It is often 
that the grouad is covered with snow in Northern Maine as 
early as the 15th of November, and then the luting most, 
deadly to moose and deer begins. Ii is also well understood 
by hunters that the caribou delights in the early frozen sur- 
face of the lakes. This year he has not found theice to 
play on, and has saved his skin thereby. Parties from all 
sections of Maine, and even Massachusetts and Connecticut, 
have put off their deer hunting trips till the present time; 
and now it is probable that they will fall through altogether, 
the season is so late and the annual close time—January 1— 
1s very near. The gain to the larger game of Maine can 
only be estimated in thousands. 
_ The deer houuders, or rather their poor dogs, have fared 
hard this year. The Maine game law not only forbids 
hounding, but provides for the destruction of the dogs. By 
the game wardens a war to the death has been waged. A 
great number of poor dogs—or perhaps good dogs with un- 
worthy masters—have been destroyed. If one apothecary 
would tell his story, pounds of poison would be accounted 
for. Repeating ritles have also been employed by the 
wardens, A pack of four valuable hounds were taken by 
their owner from a Massachusetts town to Maine the other 
day. At his hotel, near the backwoods, he made consider- 
able brag and bluster, He was going to “hound some deer 
in spite of the law.” His bluster was quickly conveyed to 
the local warden’s ear, That functionary learned the course 
the dog-hunter proposed to take from his guide, and he was 

early on the ground, armed with repeating rifle. Two of 
the dogs fell before its bullets. The hunter himself came up, 
saw the state of affairs, and drew his revolver upon the war- 
den, with a ‘“D——n you, I'll teach you how to shoot my 
dogs!” The warden raised his rifle in response. The hunter 
put down his reyolver. Heswore he would lick the warden 
before he left the State. He would call off his dogs and 
leave. On second thought—‘‘No! 1’ll be d——nd if I will! 
Til run a deer, and you may shoot another dog if you dare.” 
The warden called the attention of his assistant to the fel- 
low’s statement, which was a confession from his own lips 
that he was hounding deer. The hunter saw the trap into 
which he had fallen, and concluded to give up the hunt. 
Before he got out of the State a warrant was served upon 
him for hounding deer, and he concluded to settle: but it 
was a hard blow to bear when he was obliged to surrender 
his two remaining dogs to the merciless warden. He goes 
back home a humbled man, with a wholesome respect for 
the Maine game laws. The baying of hounds is dangerous 
music for the poor creatures in Maine. SPECIAL. 

Kiditor Forest and Stream: 
We expect at the next session of our Legislature an at- 

tempt to repeal, or to so change our fish and game Jaws that 
it will amount to the same, and it is proper for us to give 
at this time our views freely, especially as you have so gen- 
erously opened your columns to us. One reason why J avail 
myself of this privilege is because your paper is so generally 
read in Maine, 

Facts are stubborn, and I intend to show by them that 
we shall not be justified in changing our laws that are now 
doing so much to replenish our depleted forests and streams. 
We know that poachers once had their way, and destroyed 
in a few years all our moose, caribou, and nearly all the 
deer, as well assmall game. Jam now talkitg of the central 
part of Washington county, or that which is drained by the 
St. Croix, Denby’s, East Machias, Machias,"Chandler’s Pleas- 
ant and Narraquagus rivers. 

At the close of the war small game, as ducks and grouse, 
was plenty, and large game was giving indications of slight 
increase, but crust-hunting was doing its work. It was 
evident that unless crust-hunting and the use of dogs could 
be stopped, it was useless to talk of restocking our forests, 
Laws were enacted forbidding the use of dogs and ecrust- 
hunting; poachers opposed them, and visiting sportsmen 
continued to come with their hounds, giving no heed what- 
ever to our efforts at protection. Laws were chanped from 
year to year, insufficient money was appropriated to enforce 
them, and what was worse, our wardens were worthless, 
nor could they have been else, for the courts would not sus- 
tain them in the performance of their duty. The country 
swarmed with dogs, from the meanest cur to the blood- 
hound, all trained for one purpose, the hunting of deer, 
regardless of Jaw or season, the little mean cur upon the 
crust and the hound to drive. 

Thus the destruction continued until the just indignation 
of the better part of the community was aroused, and then 
commenced the growth of game protection in Hastern Maine, 
The dog was taxed and legislated against for hunting pur- 
poses, but to no benefit to the game, for the poachers and 
visiting sportsmen still persisted in setting at defiance all 
laws. In this portion of the country other means were used, 
perhaps not commendable, but the true sportsmen and 
hunters were determined to stop the slaughter. Then com- 
menced the war of extermination—the farmers to save their 
sheep, the sportmen to save the game, and the hunters to 
restock for the market. Our best hunters shot, poisoned and 
destroyed the worthless curs and unlucky hounds, whose 
masters and not the poor brutes deserved punishment. It was 
soon found that deer were rapidly on the increase, not only 
from the natural multiplication, but by immicration from the 
surrounding country, which was infested by dogs, Market 
hunting began and there was a chance in it for a large num- 
ber of idle men, who were only living from hand to mouth, 
and cared less for the future; in short, the improyident 
in this community are as dependent upon their employers as 
children upon their parents. Middlemen saw their chance, 
and then another and more certain destructive agent threat- 
ened the extermination of all the gain of years of hard work 
in trying to restock our natural game region. 
We then petitioned our Legislature and had the anti-ship- 

ping law passed, and then came the how! abou. ‘‘the poor 
man’s Tights, the robbing children of bread,” etc., but the 
enemies of the law found a chance to evade it, on the ground 
of claimed unconstitutionality, and it was changed. Mar- 
ket-hunting increased tenfold each year, and our preserve 
swarmed with market-hunters from all parts of the State. 
Tt was evident that two more years would settle the question 
of the extermination of the deer, and we asked for relief and 
obtained our present fish and game laws; und the astonish- 
ing gain during the last two years in our large game, deer 
in particular, proves their worth. 

ladmit there are imperfections; one 1 would like to see 
changed, if it could be done without opening the way for 
the market-hunters, and that is to allow our friends the right 
to take home their game by the usual means of conveyance, 
steamboats and railroads, We who live near the bunting 
grounds do not feel this deprivation, for we can take our 
own teams into the very center of the game region. Let the 
friends who are lawyers help us out of this dilemma. 

Tt must not be supposed for a moment that this good work 
goes on without much hard work and cost. The poacher is 
the same to-day ag he was years ago, and isto be found 
plentifully among the market-hunters, The market-hunters 
and middlemen comprise all the enemies of game protection 
in this State. Our guides, enemies of the law, may kick at 
this, but I do believe, deep down, this is the truth even 
with them, 

Public opinion is changing in favor of the present laws 
rapidly, and our wardens can do at the present time what 
could not be done a few years ago. The most important 
requisite is an appropriation sufficient to enable the 
commissioners and wardens to carry out their work, for 
to depend upon the fines of law breakers is sheer nonsense; 
the law can been forced in no sueh way, I know it from 
years of experience. One great reason why the wardens 
have beén so efficient during the last two peers isthat the appro- 
priation made at the session of the last Legislature was more 
ample than usual. 

It is found in Maine that in order to restock our forests 
and keep them up to a certain standard with the yearly 
increase of hunterg and sportsmen, we must have restrictions, 
the most important I will enumerate. Natural laws must be 
observed; dogs are not to be used for any purpose where 
deer abound; market-hunting and jacking must be strictly 
prohibited; still-hunting is the only legitimate method, and 
the length of season restricted to suit the amount of 

destruction so as to insure increase rather than a decrease, 
The great abomination, crust-hunting, is one of the worst 
evils and most difficult to stop, Now that hounding is 
checked the deer are near the settlements and yard near the 
dwellings of these improvident people, who can in a few 
minutes go into their yards, shoot or more often with dogs 
and snowshoes, destroy the whole herd and hide them away 
in the night before the wardens even suspect mischief, This 
miserable business is continually going ou every spring in 
spite of the best efforts of our wardens. Ii would astonish 
the citizens of Maine not residents of the game regions to 
know the amount of destruction of deer in this way, and the 
cussedness of this class of poachers, Here comes in the use 
of the miserable curs, for nine out of every ten deer killed 
during crust time in Maine are killed by dogs or with their 
ad the smaller and lighter the dog, the better if he will only 
ollow. : 
For the future we must not step to the tear buf must econ- 

tinue to expose a bold front, We know that nothing short of 
a repeal of our present laws will suit the market-iunters. 
Not a single deer has been unsold in this town that has been 
for sale. This has been so for the last two years, nor can I 
learn of a single instance in any other town in this county, 
but the middleman has Jost his profit. The limitation of 
numbers of deer to each man would be a dead letter if ship- 
ping was allowed, for dummy shooting would take care of 
the “‘one moose, two caribou or three deer” clause. The re- 
fusal of the transportation companies to convey game is the 
teeth of the law, and is just what we must not change. The 
market hunters can market their three deer and three times 
three if allowed to kill at home. We all, every citizen of 
Maine, claim a share of our gume, and we do feel that a few 
market-hunters and middlemen have no right to demand or 
expect more than an even snare, which we claim should be 
limited about as at present. We all pay taxes, we all protect 
and our friends in our cities and large towns have the game 
rights a8 we, and we intend to give them the first chance for 
their vacations, and more, we are willing to share with our 
friends from other States provided they agree to eat what is 
set before them and not dictate to the cook or grumble at 
the proprietor, 
We understand that we have one of the besi health resorts 

on the coast of the U, 8. We expect some day the whole 
coast from Quoddy Head to Old Orchard, will be dotted 
with cottages for summer visitors, and that one of the great 
inducements, hoth for our own people and those of sister 
States to remain into the autumn and fall, is the game we 
intend to preserve. Can we afford to pass laws the coming 
winter that will insure the extermination of our game? Is 
it in guod taste for our friends from other States to dictate 
our legislation? We are not fools, and when our visiting 
friends threaten to leave for others and more congenial ‘‘play 
grounds” because we will not kill the goose that lays the 
golden egg, we are pleased, knowing well when our grounds 
are well restocked they will come back with their jacks. 

Another important point, should our present laws be re- 
pealed, protection would be dead and nothing would save the 
utter extermination of the whole. Ispeak advisedly, for I 
know the feeling of game protectionists as well as any 
man in the State of Mainc. That the deterioration of trout 
fishing in this State is due in great measure to over fishing IL 
believe and know, tor I have been satisfied for several years 
that September should be a close mouth. 
Ido not wish what I have said to be construed as a thrust 

at visiting sportsmen. - I hope all our friends in all parts of 
the State will see, we must have laws and money to enforce 
them—that laws to benefit a few cannot be enforeed—that 
market-bunting cannot be allowed in any shape. The inter- 
ests of the whole State require strict protection of both fish 
and game. ‘There must be a strong will to enforce the laws 
in the game regions which we now have, and is increasing, 
A step back at this time would be suicidal to the interests of 
game. Let us all be reasonable the coming winter, for let 
us remember that, had the Legislature of 1852 not enacted 
our present laws, we should have no game to quarrel over 
this winter. Let us preserve the fish and game as Jong as 
possible; but its utter extermination is not far in future. 

Onp Tue. 
Macurag, Dee, 30, 1884, 

Kiditor Forest and Stream: 
Having been born and reared in Maine, having spent more 

years in traversing her forests than Mr, Wells has spent 
months, numbering hundreds of her guides and hunters as 
my acquaintances, among them many of the best friends I 
have, my business interests being closely connected with 
their interests, it would seem natural that I should be as 
much concerned for the welfare of my native State as one 
belonging to another State who has only occasionally visited 
it. 

In his article of Nov. 15, Mr, Wells tells us in speaking of 
the northwestern corner of the State: “It groans under the 
burden of a climate not inaptly described as nine mouths of 
winter, and three months of very late in the fall, Except 
in a few favored localities, the most careful farming will 
produce only the barest necessaries of life, On lumbering 
in the winter, and on the money left by visitin® sportsmen 
at other times, the very existence of those humble dwellings 
which dot the margin of the wilderness depend, and on the 
latter far more than on the former.” Never having visited 
that remote corner of the State, | cannot speak from personal 
knowledge of its productions, but if Mr. Wells has visited 
any large portion of our State he ought to know that all 
through that large region which les north of the tract he 
describes, the climate is sufficiently mild to produce every- 
thing the inhabitants need, Should he visit Aroostook 
county, where but little, if any of ithe sporting money has 
ever been left, he wil! find thousands of homes on the edges 
of this wilderness, where the people haye not only the 
necéssaries but abundance of the comforts of life, His 
statement that the inhabitants of the remote portions of the 
State depend more on the money left by visiting sportsmen 
than on that obtained by lumbering is entirely at variance 
with the facts. The thousands of visitors who annually 
throng our seaside resorts as well as the many who visil our 
inland Jakes for fishing or recreation, leave a great deal of 
money which to some extent benefits others besides railroads 
and hotels. But the sportsman who comes here to iil 
large game, except the small amount he pays the hotel, 
literally benefits no one but the guide, His business is — 
beyoud the settlements, and he makes as short a stop as 
possible; most of his outfit and provisions he brings’ with 
him. To prove this take Mr. Wells own statement of 
expenses. ‘Staying at hotel—in and out—where guide — 
meets him, five dollars. Wages of guide, seventcen and a 
half dollars, Board of self and guide while absent (which 
board he furnishes himself and the materials for which come 
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from outside the State) twenty-one dollars,” Now every one 
knows that not one man in ten in our remote settlements 
eyen, is a guide or is in any way benefitted by this; but 
from long acquaintaince with guides I am convinced that 
the guide himself is not benefitted. There may be a few 
exceptions where men save their money, but the majority of 
guides while waiting at hotels between jobs, and in loss of 
time before they go at anv steady employment, are not as 
well off as they would be to worl steadily at one dollar per 
day. Ihave a good many times had to lend some of our 
very best guides who had been receiving three dollars a day, 
money enough to get them into the woods for their fall 
hunt. One who stands as high and has as much employment 
as any guide in this State, was for twenty years never able 
to leave Bangor without borrowing money of the writer, 

The main object of Mr, Wells in writing his articles, 
though he has tried hard to conceal it, is evidently to have 
the month of September left open for killing of deer and 
moose. Besides the reasons given by the editor of Forest 
AND SrrBAm and our Game Commissioners—which I believe 
to be valid and sufficient—there is what I regard as a much 
stronger reason why this should not be done, the fact that 
almost all of the iarge game killed in September will from 
necessity have to be wasted. I believe that Mr, Wells and 
others greatly overstate the amount of game in Maine. If 
the game ever increases so as to be an impediment to travel, 
or to be dangerous, the great majority of the people in our 
State would greatly prefer to haye January instead of 
Steptember added, as every potind would then be saved. 
Whether the opening of September would materially 

detrease the deer or not, it is certain it would soon extermin- 
ate our moose, as the Canadian French and Indians would 
have the same rights as other strangers, and with every one 
killing them for the hides, as they used to thirty years ago, 
the end of the moose it a few years would be a fixed fact, 
Having handled more than half of the hides of moose kilied 
in Maine for the last forty years, which have been brought 
into Maine for a market, and knowing when and how they 
were killed, I consider that to open the month of September 
for moose would be nearly as disastrous as to open the 
month of March for crust-hunting. Certainly much more 
Pesce, for much of the meat taken in March would he 
used. 

Mr. Wells quotes a letter from John 8. Danforth who 
says; ‘In the winter the lumbering companies are located in 
the very center of the fish and game, and each year their 
empioyees become moreubold, and are unmolested, The 
largest part of the crews are made up of French Canadians, 
who can be hired at from iwelve to fifteen dollars a month, 
These #renchmen are all hardy men, and instead of resting 
Sundays are either hunting or fishing, and during the long 
winters kill more game and fish than all the sportsmen who 
come here in summer put together.” 
My ow» observation has been far different from this. In 

all the time I have been in Maine lumber camps | have never 
tasted fresh fish or game of any kind. But not wishing to 
give my Own experience merely, I have taken pains to see a 
large number of our principal lumbermen, and those who 
have worked for many years as headmen in the camps. 
Mr, QO, A, Green reports having been in twenty-eight winters, 
mostly in Penobseot and Aroostook; never knew but one 
moose killed by any lumbermen; thinks half a bushel of fish 
would be as many as seen in all taken by his crews. Rodney 
Sutherland has been in some twenty-five winters; a few fish 
and one caribou are all he has ever known to he taken; his 
two crews of sixty men last winter did not catch a fish. Mr. 
Hben Thissell says his crew last winter had no gun, caught 
no fish; never in all his operations knew of a moose being 
killed by his men. Mr. Buzzell of Lincoln, who employs 
large numbers of mien, says three deer and perhaps fifty fish 
would cover all ever taken by his crews. Mr. John Ross, 
who has charge of more men, in the woods and on drives, 
than any other man in Maine, states that he has known but 
very few moose killed by lumbermen in all his life. In his 
judgment lumber crews do not, on an average, have enough 
fish for a mess once in 4 winter. Had seventy-five men last 
winter; killed no game and caught few fish; has not known 
a moose killed by any lumbermen for ten years. He now 
has eighty men, Yankees, French and Indians; they have 
not killed even a rabbit this year. Many others whom I 
have seen, made essentially the same statements. Lastly, to 
be certain how it was on the exact ground from which Mr. 
Danforth writes, I saw Mr. E. 5, Coe, who is well known as 
one of the largest timber owners in that region, and a gentle- 
man who personally visits his operations, He states that his 
men operating on his lands kill very little or no game, and 
catch very few fish. It will be remembered that the 
experience of most of these men covers from twenty to 
thirty years each and till within ten years there has been no 
attempt made to enforce game Jaws, so that their not killing 
fame was simply because they took no interest in the matter. 
Most of these men have bought for their crews some game 
kilied mainly by hunters who have acted as guides in the 
summer time. As Mr. Wells’s article refers entirely to 
camps in the remote wilderness, I have made no reference 
to camps near the settlements, in which it has usually beeu 
customary to killa few deer for camp use. Almost every 
one of the above mentioned gentlemen before answering my 
questions said: ‘‘Our men are too tired Sundays to want to 
hunt, It would be no object to them either if they did, as 
they would get nothing for it. They have all they can do 
Sunday to wash clothes, shave, mend clothes, mittens, 
Moccasins, etc., without doing any hunting. In all the 
hides I have ever bought, amounting sometimes to five 
hundred in a season, I have never bought one that | knew 
was killed by a lumberman while he was employed by the 
month. Most of these gentlemen speak of the great 
destruction 3f timberland, caused by visiting sportsmen who 
go beyond the settlements. They estimate this destruction 
to amount to more than all the money paid out by this class. 
Tf Mr. Danforth and Mr. Wells knew of any such destruction 
of game by lumbermen, why in the name of common sense 
have they kept silence all these years instead of notifying 
Commissioner Stanley of Dixfield, or Detective Wormwell 
of Bethel, who were close by them? 

Mr. Wells states in his article of Noy. 13 in speaking of 
trout; ‘This change would work an injury to the human 
residents of that region out of all proportion to the slight 
reduction in number of the trout which the proposed change 
would save—a saving by no means necessary as yet, at least 
since the supply is still superabundant.” In his letter of 
Dec. 20 he says: ‘‘Do these gentlemen realize the fact that 
trout fishing * * for the three seasons last past has 
greatly deteriorated throughout a large portion of the Muine 
wilderness? J assign no reason forthis I hope and believe 
the change is due merely to fortiitous, and not permanent 
causes.” I do not attempt to reconcile his two statements 

ee _ 

which seem to be at variance with each other, but will speak 
of the latter, which is the truth. Our trout fishing in many 
places has deteriorated, and it has been due mostly to the 
manner in which they have been wasted for a long series of 
years by visitors from outside the State, As far back as 
1858 L saw two gentlemen waste fully three hundred pounds 
in one day at Kineo. The keeper of the house ou being 
asked how many he thought were wasted at his house in a 
year gave his estimate as two and a half tons. He said it 
was an everyday occurrence for two to three hundred pounds 
of fish to be wasted. If space permitted I could give pages 
of evidence, giving names and dates to prove how our fish 
haye been wasted, Many guides even do not consider it for 
their self-interest to check this waste even if they could, 
which is very doubtful. J overheard a lot of guides dis- 
cussing the waste of fish about as follows. Said one: “At 
this rate the fish soon will all be gone aud we shall have 
nothing to do,” Another rejoined: ‘*The sooner they are 
gone here the better, as now we only get short jobs, but 
thesc men will haye fish, and after they are all gone here, 
they must ¢o further for them and it will be better for us,” 

This waste has heen made mainly by non-residents, as_ the 
greater part of the fish caught by the people of our State 
are caught to eat. Among our numerous Visitors are many 
who will not catch to waste, but who unhook and let go all 
uninjured fish for which they have no use. And in this 
connection let me say, speaking of what visiting sportsmen 
do, I do not, as Mr. Wells has very unfairly charged our 
Fish Commissioners with doing, include all who visit us in 
one class, While we have many of all professions who come 
both to hunt and fish, who are strictly temperate, do not 
waste our game, and who observe our laws, it is a painful 
fact that we have those of most professions who visit us, 
who conduct themselves in a very different manner. 
Mr. Wells takes exception to what our Commissioners 
have said respecting the conduct of this class. I would say 
squarely that they are justified in every word that they have 
said. If this statement is challenged a large amount of proof, 
with names and dates of those who have violated our laws, 
and particulars of the manner in which it was done, can be 
siven. Mr. Wells also takes occasion to speak of our lum- 
bermen in the following manner: ‘‘Considering the un- 
bridled license not unfrequently exhibited on the annual 
drive by the lumbermen within the confines of the settle- 
ments themselves, | had thought that it was unreasonable to 
expect an officer of the law to intrude into their midst with 
hostile intent, when they were banded together in the wil- 
derness and he was far from succor. For my part, 1 would 
about as. soon venture into a den of tigers.” Considering the 
outrageous statements he has made about them, I scarcely 
wonder that he feels so, and would dread being seen 
alone by the many be has slandered. Jt is true 
that when the drives are near settlements where rum 
can be obtained, our river drivers are often disorderly; but 
in all I have been among these men when in this condition, 
I have never received an uncivil word, which is more than I 
can say for visiting sportsmen, When in the woods, where 
no liquor can be obtained, there is no more peaceable and 
well behaved set of men in the United States than an aver- 
age lumber crew. An officer going into a crew to arrest a 
man for cause, would have no more reason to fear violence 
in taking or carrying out a prisoner, except from the pris- 
oner himself, than he would in doing the same in any church 
in our jand. LEyery lumberman I have conversed with has 
laughed at the idea of a man’s being afraid to go into a lum- 
ber crew. 

Speaking of men when under the influence of liquor, let 
me say I haye met with a much greater proportion of drunk- 
enness among sportsmen outside of the settlements than I 
ever did of lumbermen inside. Lumbermen rarely carry 
liquor into the woods; a great many of our visiting 
sportsmen do, in lJarge quantities. I have a copy of 
the kinds and quantity of liquor—amounting to three 
gallons—drank by three men in three days of Septem 
ber, 1882, at Gassabeis Lake. On the same trip I met 
with two men ana three guides who, by their own state- 
ment. had started with four gallons of liquorand used it 
up in nine days. The trip before I met four men 
who said that with the aid of a shanty keeper whom they 
had met, they had drank a gallon of rumin one night, [ 
have seen worse actions by men who, when sober, were per- 
fect gentlemen, than ever I saw among any Penobscot lum- 
bermen. Names and particulars given if requested. Mr. 
Wells gives a touching picture of the sorrow of wives and 
children of guides if the month of September is closed. If 
he had seen the sorrow occasioned by the intemperance of 
guides who had iearned it from visiting sportsmen, and had 
seep his best friends, as | have, degenerate from the best of 
men to common drunkards from the same cause, he would 
draw a very different, though not a less pathetic picture. 

Mr, Wells represents that the larger part of our State 
favors such a change. Speaking in behalf, and at the re- 
quest, of a large number of our citizens of al] classes, includ- 
ing hunters, 1 will say that the only changes I have ever 
heard asked for in this section are that the time on caribou 
and perhaps moose may be extended; that people be allowed 
to catch fish at legal time in winter, with set lines, under the 
same restrictions in quantity as in summer; thut those hay- 
ing killed game in legal time be allowed to remove the same 
by railroad to their homes. Those changes we hope in time 
to see made. Many Harpy. 

A Fox AstrEp.—Swanton, Vt., Jan, 1.—One October 
day Iwas hunting squirrels along a rocky ridge, covered 
with timber, when I saw something red on a rock. On 
nearing it I concluded it was a fox curled up fast asleep, I 
fired and killed a fine large red fox. The wind was blowing 
quite strong directly from where the fox lay toward me, or 
I should not have caught him napping. This was nota 
yery sportsmanlike way of shooting game. But there are 
some kinds of game 1 feel justified in shooting if one can 
catch them asleep, such, for instance, as foxes and weasels. 
I would like to know if any pne else has ever caught a fox 
asleep and killed him.—WN. D. 

Two Por SHots.—Macon, Ga., Dec. 30,—While out 
turkey hunting on Dec. 26, in company with two friends 
(R. H, B, and R, H, K.), we found several coveys of quail, 
The day was very damp, cold and disagreeable, and the birds 
were little disposed to run, H, K. having an opportunity 
to potshot a covey, killed cight on the ground and one more 
as the residue rose to fly. Having found acovey afterward, 
und no turkeys haying been bagged, I took occasion to out- 
shoot my friend, and followed his unsportsmanlike example, 
but killed only six. I have never known two more success- 
ful shots in one day, and this is the first ground shot for me 
this season.—I. H, J. 

‘protect the gun against mist and rain. 

THe New Suenzt,—Poughkeepsie, Jan. 3, 1884,—My 
attention has been called to the U. M. C. Co.’s ‘‘combination 
shot shell, paper lined.” Being favorably impressed by what 
I read of the shell I obtained samples for examination and 
trial, 'The proper trial 1 cannot give for some time to come, 
owing to circumstances. But Iam pleased with the exami- 
nation I have given it in every particular except one, and 
that may prove to be a decided benefit in guns of a certain 
make. Its interior diameter being less than that of ordinary 
brass or paper shells, may in a measure destroy the effect of 
chokebore in the gun, which to my mind would be a ereat 
gain. I am no friend to chokebored suns, except when 
they are kept as curiosities, to be used on rare occasions, and 
am glad to see that this creze has about had its run, My 
fear of the new shell is that it may injure the shooting of the 
good old-fashioned cylinder gun, causing it to shoot too 
scattering, thus destroying the ‘‘happy medium” it possesses 
between the ancient blunderbuss and the ‘‘too too” modern 
chokebore. Therefore I hope the new shell may have a fair 
target trial by severa] disinterested parties as to pattern and 
penctration, and that they will report through the Fornst 
AND STREAM.—d@, H. D. 

PHILADELPHIA Notrres.—Our river is full of floating ice, 
and duck shooters below Wilmington are taking advantage 
of its presence, and can paddle very close to the small flocks 
of fowl] that remain with great success. The ducks that are 
being sent to the Philadelphia markets from this bay are in 
poor condition owing to the scarcity of food, as the marshes 
are frozen up. Asthe 15th of January draws near, after 
which date it will be illegal to offer quail or ruffed grouse 
for sale, many birds are being put upon the market. Good 
quail can be now purchased at $1.75 to $2 per dozen. Rufted 
grouse are correspondingly low, and a good supply of both 
pinnated and sbarp-tailed grouse are awaiting purchasers. 
Notwithstanding the law expires Jan. 165, all varieties of 
game can be readily procured until spring, and the bills of 
fare of the leading hotels and restaurants will openly offer it 
to their patrons even though it is finable to do so, We 
sadly miss the active work of the once flourishing Philadel- 
phia Game Protective Society, and it is hoped that the Phil- 
adelphia Kennel Club willin the near future extend its 
work, procure the old charter of the Game Protective 
Society, and protect the game interests of our State.—Homo. 

- West Virerta.—Beverly.—Hditor Horest and Stream: 
Deer have been rather scarce the past season, hunters meet- 
ing with but limited success. Wild turkeys are plentiful, 
yet, strange to say, but few indeed have been killed. They 
are by far the most difficult game to approach in the moun- 
tain ridges, for upon the least alarm they will fly from one 
ridge to another. The ground has been either dry or frozen 
or both most of the season, the worst possible condition for 
still-hunting. Small game is not so plentiful as formerly, 
grouse especially being scarce where they formerly swarmed. 
They have not been killed off by the hunters. I can only _ 
account for the scarcity upon the ground of the alarming 
increase for a year or two of foxes, hawks and other ‘‘var- 
mint.” My eldest boy, who is just large enough to begin 
to swing a single B. L. 12-bore this season, has a great tact 
for outgeneraling these prowling gentry, and the way he 
has decimated their ranks about home is quite refreshing.— 
BAGKWOODS. 

Usk ror THE Trn Can.—A. large black cat, a pet in the 
house where I live, was found dead this morning frozen stiff, 
with 2 common tin salmon can drawn tightly over his head. 
A small quantity of salmon remaining in the bottom of the 
can, the marks of numerous scratches on the sides of the 
can, and a swollen head told the story of temptation and 
ruin plainer than any amount of eloquence. He had- evi- 
dently been attracted, during his nocturnal wanderings, by 
the smell of the remaining fish in the can. Thrusting his 
head, with no thought of the ‘“‘spring locks” in the shape of 
inverted ragged edges of the tin, and being unable to with- 
draw that very uecessary feline appendage, strangulation 
and this obituary were the result. Perhaps this may suggest 
a plan which might with profit be introduced into more than 
one cat-haunted back yard, as well as a way of utilizing the 
omnipresent tin can.—C, H, I. 

SQuIRREL AND Woopoeruck Or ror Guns.—OF the eight 
fox squirrels which we killed in November last during our 
two days’ hunt on Spoon River, Fulton county, Illinois, two 
af them weighed two pounds six ounces each, and gave over 
an ounce each of tried oil, of which there is none better to 

Woodchuck oil is 
also very superior for this purpose. Both of these oils have 
great body, and gum just enough, when well laid on, to 
form an impervious coating to rain or moisture. They give 
a fine gloss to the wood or metal, and this remains til worn 
off by use. The best investment a hunter can make is to 
kill a fat cloyer-fed woodchuck, from which he can get near 
a pint of tried oil, and if into this a charge of shot or some 
pieces of lead be thrown and left, the oil will become very 
pure indeed; none equals it for durability in guns, as it does 
not evaporate away like other oils, but sticks.—H. W. 
MERRILL. 

ReywaRp In Town.—While out squirrel hunting a few 
days ago, Mr. G. P. Morosini, Jr., spied a fox near the top 
of a tall cedar, and gave him the contents of his shofgun in 
the side of his head. Reynard tumbled to the ground, but 
led the hunter a lively chase before being captured, and not 
till one of his legs was disabled by another shot did he sur- 
render. The animal was found near Mr. Morosini’s resi- 
dence, on the bank of the Hudson River, a few hundred 
yards north of the dividing line between New York city 
and Yonkers.—O. L. 8. 

Carreou in New Hampsurre.—Colebrook, N. H., Dec. 
29,—I reported no caribou killed in the State this year. The 

reason is not on account of the absence olf the animal, as 
eight or nine made Second Lake a visit recently.. Four of 
them seeing a team crossing the lake turned from their 
course and followed it some distance, giving the driver play 

ful exhibitions of their curiosity. The winter is a 1apid suc- 
cession of changes ot over 70 degrees in this valley.—Nup 
Norton. 

Wirnetron, N. C., isto havea gun club. A commit- 
tee, consisting of W. R. French, J. ©, Lodor, B. G. Empie 
and Wm. H. Bernard has been appointed to prepare a con- 
stitution and by-laws and report at a meeting to be called by 
the committee. Much interest is manifested by the sports- 
tien, and the prospects of the club are highly encouraging. 
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A Costiy Brrp —Mr. Kramer, a shoe dealer in Iowa 
City, obtained a ruffed grouse recently, which cost him some 
$45. He was standing in the front of his store, when the 
frightened bird came dashing against one of the plate glass 
windows, shivering it to atoms, and fell dead on the side- 
walk. The glass was five-sixteenths of an inch thick, some 
forty Inches broad, aud nine feet long. The bird struck it 
about twenty inches from the top and near the center of the 
width. Mr. K.’s store is in the central business portion of 
the city.—YioLEetT 8. WinurtAms (Coralville, lowa). 

Lovrwoop, N. Y., Dec. 12.—Rabbits are killed in large 
numbers. One party killed eighteen the other day in a few 
hours. While out by a cornfield a few days ago ten grouse 
were flushed; they were the largest sized birds of any covey 
seen in years, Fire and the Jumberman have taken all of 
the large timber; and the thick growth of bushes is the 
natural abode of the grouse and a hindrance to the sports- 
man, therefore the birds increase every year.—J. H. A, 

PENNSYLVANIA Win~pcat —Athens, Pa,, Dec. 26. 1884. 
-——Frank Hoose, while hunting foxes on Christmas Day, 
about three miles from here, found the tracks of a wildcat, 
which he proceeded to follow up and kill. It measured 38 
inches in length. I have it mounted, and it attracts con- 
siderable attention, as it is the first one killed here in a great 
many years. There is still another in the yicinity.—PArx. 

HOoRNELLSVILLE, N. Y., Dec. 27.—Deer have been quite 
plentiful here this season; 1 Have a record of sixteen killed 
within five miles of here. When after grouse Dec. 2, I saw 
two fine ones, a large buck and doe. I believe there is a 
strain of large foxes here, one was killed last season that 
weighed twenty and a half pounds, one the 18th that weighed 
nineteen pounds.—J. Orrs FELLOWS. 

Micuiesn Assocration.—Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan, 1, 
1855,—Please notice that the next annual session of the 
Michigan Sportsmen's Association will be held at Lansing, 
commencing on Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1885, and accept the com- 
pliments of the season from yours truly, E. §. Houmegs. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

THE MOST KILLING FLIES. 

Eiditer Forest and Stream: 
As any fisherman’s experience may be of some value, I 

give mine regarding trout flies. 
I have fished the John Brown’s Tract—that is, the south- 

western partof the New York Wilderness—for many years, 
and a large majority of my trout have been taken with four 
flies, im about this order: Red ibis, B. A. G., grizzly king 
and golden spinner. 

J have fixhed largely in the small mud-bottom lakes or 
ponds of this region, where the water is very dark, and have 
almost inyariably found the ibis the most takingfly. Though 
Thave kept no accurate account, I have no doubt that at 
least three fifths of the trout I have taken in these ponds 
were taken on this fly. 
& Regarding the B. A. G.; It was partly to introduce this 
fly to your readers that [ commenced this letter. It was in- 
vented in this part of the country, and as it had no name, 
one of our tackle dealers, who first kept it in stock, gave it 
one. 

It has white wings, dark red hackle legs and a red body; 
in fact, a coachman with a red body, if such a thing is 
possible. 

I haye found it very taking when used as a stretcher in 
the West Canada Creek and similar streams, and strongly 
recommend your fishing readers to try it, especially if they 
have a large, clear, rapid stream to fish, » BA. G. 

Urioa, N, Y. 

ECHOES FROM THE TOURNAMENT. 

y HILE the tournament was in progress Mr. W. Goold 
Levison, director of the Cooper Union Chemical 

Laboratory, took a series of instantaneous photographs of 
the contestants by means of the new Brainerd hand cameras 
of which two sizes were used. Some of the pictures wire 
taken from the shore and some from a boat anchored off the 
stage. Owing to the poor quality of the lights, partly be- 
cause of hazy weather and partly because of the lateness 
of the season, the pictures are not evenly good and the 
small ones average the best. They illustrate in a very inter- 
esting way the characteristic styles of thecontestants. Two 
sizes of pictures were made, 2x3 inches and 5x7 inches, only 
three of the latter, however. The negatives were given to 
Mr. W. T. Gregg, optician, 77 Fulton street, New York, 
who has printed from them. The pictures include the 
following: 

1, Building the platform, President Endicott giving 
directions; 2, measuring the line, Mr. James Benkard in the 
foreground. 

Class A.—Amateur single handed fly-casting, small pic- 
tures taken from a boat, looking toward the shore: 3, Samuel 
Polhamus at the score; 4, Wallace Blackford casting with 
his left hand; 5, ©, A. Rauch, forward throw; 6, C. G. 
Levison, delivering his fies; 7, taking a photo from shore. 

Cluss B.—Amateur single handed fly-casting, small pic- 
tures taken from the shore: 8, O. G. Levison recovering the 
line; 9, the same on the forward stroke; 10, the same delivering 
the flies; Dr. A. D. Leonard recovering, with rud curved back 
at an angle of 45 degrees; 12, E. G. Blackford sitting on 
box watching his son cast; 18, F. Mather and E. G. Black- 
ford in foreground of audience looking at the casting; 14, 
Prof, A. M, Mayer, Rev. H. L. Ziegenfuss and M, Bissett, 
discussing the situation. 

Class D.—Expert single-handed fly-casting, small pictures 
from shore; 15, R. C. Leonard at beginning of forward 
cast, with rod straight at angle of 45 behind; 16, Tom 
Prichard in the rolling or “Wye” cast, with rod well behind 
and hand above the head; 17, the same delivering the flies 
with tip of rod on water; 18, Thos. J. Conroy, heginning of 
cast with rod curved far behind and hand in front and above 
the hat; 19, the same reeling off more line before recover- 
ing; 20, the same starting the line from the water, James 
Ramsbottom kneeling behind him; 21 (large picture), W. 
W, Abbott reeling off line before retrieving; 22, Thomas 
Prichard with hand above head and tip of rod on the water 
behind; 23, the same leaning forward with tip of rod in 
water in front. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

ering the minnow; 25, Prof. A. M, Mayer practicing from 
: be ; 35 (large picture), Prof. yMayer practicing from 
ridge, : 
Salmon a 26, Thos. B. Mills raising the flies from 

the water, with Ira Wood crouched behind him. 27, H. W. 
Hawes making the cast; 28, a stranger in the foreground on 
bench, next him F. Mather and Mr, J, ©, McAndrew mak- 
ing up the score, EF. G. Blackford and F. A. Walters‘stand- 
ing near; 29, President Endicott talking to a group; 30, Mr. 
Endicott putting the gold medal on Mr. Hawes; 31, ‘‘Two 
of the Finest.” 
Heavy bass casting: 82, Thos, B, Mills checking the run; 

33, Mr, J. A. Roosevelt, ‘away she goes;” 34 (large picture), 
the same with group among whom is the yeteran, William 
Mitchell, watching the flight. 

The pictures are instructive, and they show one of two 
thiugs, either the rule laid down to stop the rod when it is 
about perpendicular on the recovery is not a good one, or 
that our crack casters do not belieye in it, That they do not 
follow it the photograph shows. It also shows some very 
ungraceful positions, which naturally follow attempts at 
long casting, This latter is not at all important, but some 
of the casters threw the rod further back than either the 
spectators or themselves were aware of. In fact, several of 
the photographs show a total disregard of all the rules Jaid 
down for handling the rod. It is to be remembered, how- 
ever, that all the pictures were taken when the men were ex- 
erting themselves to cast to the greatest distance, They are 
curious und instructive in a certain way, but we do not care 
to reproduce them to show the youthful caster how to handle 
his rod, There are some exceptions to the general back 
slashing, but as the photographing process was instantaneous, 
itis impossible to say but what a second later would have 
seen the tip of the rod in the water behind. To the youth- 
ful angler some of the views might serve as ‘‘awful exam- 
ples” of back slashing, 

Wii1ram Buarrk Lorp,—Many of our readers will be 
pained to learn of the death of Mr. William Blair Lord in 
this city on Sunday, Dec. 21. Mr. Lord was a well-known 
angler, and a member of the National Rod and Reel Associa- 
tion. He was about sixty years of age, @nd thirty years ago 
went to Washington as a stenographic reporter. Until the 
Congressional Globe was started, in 1858, he reported the 
House proceedings for the Union, a newspaper of that day 
which published verbatim reports. With the determination 
of Congress to give official weight to the reports, for which 
purpose the Globe was started, Mr. Lord was attached to the 
House corps of stenographers, retaining that connection 
until his death. The work of these men, in comparison 
with which the demands on ordinary court or speech-taking 
stenographers are trifling, brings them into frequent and in- 
timate contact with members of the House, und makes 
friendships that are not often paraded, but which stand on a 
basis of sincere respect. Such relations existed between Mr. 
Lord and bluff Ben Wade. He was on cordial terms also 
with Stephen A. Douglas, Garfield, Blaine, Fernando Wood, 
Samuel J, Randall, and hosts of others, uring his yaca- 
tion seasons he met friends whom he had made at Washing- 
ton, wherever he went, and his trayels, official and unofficial, 
took him to wll parts of the country. Possessing in a high 
degree the faculty of anecdote and reminiscenec, Mr. Lord 
had intended to put in book form many of the incidents that 
had come to his notice in connection with public men, but 
he never found time to do it. 

Hooxs on Givp.—Sing Sing, N. Y., Dec. 22.—Hdtior 
Forest and Stream: Ina late issue Mr. H. P. Ufford asked 
if some of your clientele could give him some points on tying 
the snell to the hook, and what were the best materials, I 
have had some experience, and will tell him what I use. In 
buying gut get moderate size, and judge it more by the 
quality than by the size. [use shoemaker’s wax in prefer- 
ence to beeswax, as 1f holds much better. In winding heavy 
hooks J use button-bole twist, and light hooks common sew- 
ing silk; and in buying hooks [ buy Limerick Sproat hooks 
(I think that’s the name). Commence winding about a quar- 
ter of an inch from the bend and wind toward the top; 
fasten with three simaple knots and varnish with shellac. 
The color of the silk makes very little difference, but I think 
alight buff is the best. Barbless hooks are not worth a 
cent, for you lose your fish every time if the line should get 
slack. I cannot inform him of any good hunting place in 
Minnesota, as 1 always go to Canada for mine; but if he 
will go to Montreal, and go up the river on the northern side 
till he comes to a small town by the name of Yamacleiche, 
and yo directly north, he will find good bear, grouse, cari- 
bou and moose shooting in season.—PrrE, 

Proressor DAvip STARR JORDAN, well-known through 
the country for his extensive works on ichthyology, has been 
unanimously chosen president of the Indiana State Univer- 
sity, at Bloomington, of which he has occupied the chair of 
professor of zoology for some three years. The honor came 
entirely unsonght, as at the time he was desirous that Dr. 
Coulter, of Wabash College, should be selected to the posi- 
tion, and there were forty other distinguished names pre- 
sented for the position. For some time past there have been 
rumors that Prof. Jordan was about to spend a year in Lon- 
don to rearrange and classify the collection of American 
fishes in the British Museum at the request of Dr. Guenther, 
the ichthyologist of the museum. rof. Jordan is now 
thirty-five years old, and a graduate of Cornell University in 
the class of 1871. While his reputation as an ichthyologist 
is world-wide, he is distinguished in many other brauches of 
learning. We congratulate Prof. Jordan on his promotion, 
and also congratulate the Indiana State University on its 
selection of so thorough a scholar for its president. 

STE. MARGUERITE SALMON RiyER.—The season for leas- 
ing salmon rivers has come round, and the Canadian streams 
now offered are numerous, The Ste. Marguerite is said to 
be one of the best of these in the number and size of its sh. 
Of this stream Mr. J. M. LeMoine says in his ‘Chronicles 
of the Lower St. Lawrence;” ‘This river has all the tugged 
beauty of the Saguenay ona smaller scale. Hidden amidst 
the silence of the forest primeval, far away from the haunts 
of civilized man, it rejoices in some of the most magnifi- 
cent scenery on the continent—its eddies and roaring rapids, 
wheeling occasionally around perpendicular capes as lofty 
as those of capes Eternity and Trinity, are varied by a suc- 
cession of deep, quiet pools, in which the lordly salmon, 
fresh from the briny billows of St, Lawrence, disports him- 
self at leisure, carefully guarded from poachers by vigilant: 

Minnow casting for black bass: 24, H. W. Hawes deliv- } overseers,” 
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THE Late Lawrence §, Kann, the financial editor of 
The Times, who died at No. 172 Garfield place, Brooklyn, 
on the 24th ultimo, was a keen and fair sportsman, one of 
a class that is unfortunately rare. In moments of leisure 
and in the strict line of journalistic duty he wrote many sen- 
sible and faithful articles on sporting matters, and he had a 
general and correct knowledge of sporting dogs, He wrote 
several exhaustive and agreeable reports of the bench shows 
of the Westminster Kennel Club. He was an enthusiastic 
fly-fisher, and the waters of New York State and North- 
eastern Pennsylvania can bear testimony to his skill and suc- 
cess as a fly-caster. He was aw fait in Florida fishing and 
did his angling for black bass at Henderson Harbor on Lake 
Ontario, Mr. Kane was a charming, unaffected and whole- 
souled companion in the field and by the water, and those 
who this year will visit the haunts he loved so well will miss 
him,—AMATEUR. 

LHishenlture, 

LOCH LEVEN TROUT EGGS IN AMERICA. 

es steamer Furnessia, of the Anchor line, arrived on Jan, 
1, with six cases containing 100,000 eggs of the famous 

Loch Leven trout for Prof. 8. F. Baird, Commissioner of Fish- 
eries for the United States, The eggs were taken to the Cold 
Sprins Harbor hatchery, on Long Island, and were there re- 
acked, 10,000 being Bp pes to the Bisby Club, inthe Adiron- 

Raabe, of which Gen. RK, U. Sherman, of the N. Y, F. C., is 
president, and the remainder to the U. 8. hatchery at North- 
ville, Mich., care Mr. ¥. N. Clark. The packages were made 
with great care, and the moss packing was fitted by 
machinery and arranged with a tray forice ontop. The eggs 
arrived in excellent condition. few dead or indented. 
The Loch Leven trout are famous throughout Scotland and 

England, and are deseribed by Dr. Guenther, Catalogue of 
Fishes mm the British Museum, as Salmo levenensis, and their 
dental formation is figured to show the differences between 
them and the Kuropean brook trout (8S. fario). We are not 
familiar enough with the fish to express an opinion on this 
matter, and have never heard that there had been any doubts 
cast on the validity of S. levenensis as a species. Therefore, 
we read the following from the London Fishing Gazette with 
aupHee: 

“The Loch Leven trout is a pure Salmo fario, and one of the 
yery best strains that can be obtained for stocking purposes. 
We have had ample proof that it has done well when trans- 
planted to our slow South of England trout streams, though, 
of course, it loses somewhat of the superb flavor of the fish 
which are bred in Loch Leven.” 

Tf this is the case, then the fish will be a valuable addition 
to our streams as well as lakes, for we believe that the fario is 
not second to any trout, either for sport or table. : 

THE MENHADEN QUESTION. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I wish to present a few more facts in regard to our coast 

fishery. 
Fires —It is well known that menhaden migrate to our coast 

for food and proper places for reproduction, and many other 
kinds of fish follow, feeding on them, 
Second.—Menhaden as mackerel bait and feed. I will cite 

what I have seen while fishing for mackerel on George’s Banks 
in the year 1852, When approaching the tishing sround we 
inet a school of menhaden going a westerly course and it took 
the vessel five hours to sail through it, estimated by the 
skipper to be twenty-five miles in length, Feeding on these 
fish at the surface were whales, sharks, and swordfish; hover- 
ing oyer the school were thousands of sea birds gathering the 
bits that floated on the surface. After passing through this 
body of fish, to the east the vessel was luffed to for mackerel 
by lowering the jib and foresail, and guying off the mainsail, 
and if the wind was west the drift was due east. Salted 
menhaden was ground fine and thrown into the water, as 
this bait sinks. If there are any mackerel near they soon come 
to the surface and side of the yessel. At this tial they were 
soon alongside, sixteen men were in position with two lines 
each. The catch was from five to ten fish of the largest size 
to each man, ‘hen the fish left, and this was the average 
of many trials that day, in the rear of that large school of 
menhaden. ‘The splitting knife proved that they were feeding 
on the pieces that sunk from the massacre at the surface, and 
they preferred fresh menhaden to the salt. Follow this great 
boa@y of tish for a few days and you would find it divided into 
many schools and they would be found along the shores and 
in the bays and rivers, from Cape Cod to Hastport, Maine, 
other large schools being off shore at the same time, and a 
large portion of these filling the water with their spawn that 
will soon fll these waters with live feed that ail of the haok 
fish eagerly scek, from the fry to the full grown fish. There 
could be seen more large mackerel then in one week’s cruise 
than can now be found in a whole season. The hook fish and 
lobsters haye disappeared seventy-five per cent, from these 
shores since the menhaden has been gra iually used up and 
annihilated fromthese waters. The bluetish have disappeared 
from Vineyard Sound to Rhode Island fifty per cent, since 
the menhaden have been crowded off shore. 
With a gradual decrease of hook fish, and a growing demand 

for the same, the shore fishermen have adopted trap-tishine 
till nearly every favorable locality along our coast is occupied 
with the most improved traps. For weeks together these 
traps will hardly catch fish enough to pay for their care, then 
there may be a rush of fish to the shores and all get good 
hauls and all ship them to market at once, when there may 
be a glut in the market. The consumer gets no benefit from 
this rush of fish, for the next week the dealer pays double its 
value it he gets any at all. rar 
Third,—In 1875 Mr. E, M. Stilwell, Fish Commissioner of 

Maine, wrote to Prof. Baird, asking his opinion as to the 
robable cause of the rapid diminution of the supply of feod_ 

Hatiss on the coast of New England, and especially of Maine. 
Extract from Prof. Baird’s reply; ‘‘In the early spring the 
alewives formerly made their appearance on the coast, 
crowding along our shores and ascending the rivers in order 
to deposit their spawn, being followed later in the season b: 
the shad and salmon, returning when their eggs were laid. 
These tish spend the summer aiong the coast, and in the 
course of a few months were joined by their young which 
formed immense schools in every direction, extending outward 
in some instances for many miles. It was in pursuit of these 
and other summer tish that the cod and other species referred 
to, come to the shores, but with the decrease of the former in 
numbers the attraction became less and less and the deep sea 
fishing has now, we may say, almost dissapeared along the 
coast. It is therefore perfectly safe to assume that the 
improvement of the line fishing along the coast of Maine is 
closely connected with the increase in alewives, shad and 
salmon, All of these fish were but ‘a drop in the bucket’ 
compared with the mighty host of menhaden that existed im 
these waters thirty years ago It is my opinion that if this 
fish had not been used up for its oil, it would have become so 
numerous long before (his that it would have crowded itself 
along the North Atlantic till it reached the Gulf of St, 
Lawrence, and migrating southward in the fall of each year 
it would have fiooded most of the New England shores with 
line fish from these waters, _ Te te ee 
Fourth.—How large bodies of fish are cared for on the 

European coast. ‘The herring fishery has been protected by 



; 
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Parliament, from Edward L., 612 years ago, to the present time 
The pilchard or gypsy herring comes on the coast near the 
straits of Gibraltar and some of them go as far north as 
Scotland. The catching of this fish is protected by law the 
whole length of this coast. Fish these schools with equal 
energy and skill, with no law to protect them, and they would 
soon be calight and driven from the shores. There would be 
@ scarcity of all kinds of fish that new follows feeding on 

em. 
Fiith.—Steam power has a monopoly of the menhaden 

fishery to the great injury of the North Atlantic coast States, 
and it has no respect for the rights of others. From the 
growth of population. and the increase of consumption of fish, 
the public rights should be Ue ian without any regard to 
“the price of porgies in the New York market.” Asthe public 
ship goes on the off shore tack for the next four years with 
new officers, it is my opmion that a commission will be 
Seas to investigate this subject and report to Congress 
that the menhaden should be protected. FISHERMAN, 
WESTPORT HARBOR, Mass. 

FISHCULTURE IN SCOTLAND.—We learn from a paper 
recently Bie by Mr. J. Barker Duncan, Secretary of 
the Scotch Fisheries Improvement Association, that there are 
seven important hatcheries now in operation in Scotland. 
These are the Howietoun Fishery, Sir J. R. Gibson Maitland, 
Bart.; the Solway Fishery, Mr. Joseph J Hrmistead; the 
Stormontficld Ponds; the Dupplin Aatchery, Tay District 
Board; the Loch Leven Hatchery, Loch Leven Angling Associa- 
tion; the Linlithgow Palace Loch Fishery, Mr. A.G. Anderson; 
andthe Marquis of Ailsa’s Hatchery at Culzean, in Ayrshire. 

SHAD IN THE UPPER HUDSON.—Last June the U, 8. 
Fish Commission planted a million shad at Glens Falls, a 
point far above the reach of spawning shad, which seldom get 
above Albany, and cannot pass the dam at Troy. The plant 
was made high up in order that the young might find feeding 
grounds not foraged on by vther young shad. Harly in De- 
cember the workmen engaged in cleaning the rack in the 
flume of the paper mill at Glens Falls found ashad four and a 
half inches long. This was eyidently one of the fish planted 
there last June, 

SALMONIN AUSTRALIA,—The experiment of introducing 
salmon into Australia has been watched with interest by fish- 
culturists in all parts of the world. After weary waiting the 
Australians have at last succeeded in raising salmon in their 
rivers, thanks to the persistent energy of Sir Samuel Wilson. 
A number of fish have lately been caught in the river Yarra. 
neal Melbourne, which are believed to be some of the Cali- 
fornia salmon introduced by him several years ago, 

The Fennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS, 
Jan, 27, 29, 29 and 80.—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 

Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr, H. W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N- B. 

Feb. 1 to 11, 1885.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual Exbibi- 
tien of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Square 
Caren, Feb. 1to 11, 1885. Chas, Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
street, 

Feb, 1U to 14, 1885.,—World’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, 
La. Entries close Jan. 31. 
Mareh 18, 19 and 2\). 1885.—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

Kennel Club. E.5. Porter, Secretary. New Haven, Conn. 
April 7 to 10, 1885._first Annual Bench Show N. E. Kennel Club, 

Musie Hall, Boston. J.A, Nickerson, Secretary 1594 Tremont street. 
May 5, 6,7 and 8, 1855.—Second Annual Bench Show of the Gin- 

cinnati Sportsman’s Club, Cincinnati, O. W. A. Coster, Supt. 

A. K, R.—SPECIAL NOTICE: 

HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 
lished every month. Entries close on the ist. Should be in early, 

Entry blanks sent on receipt) of stamped and addressed enyelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid inadvance. Yearly subscription $1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,”’ P. O. Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 190'7. 

THE ST. JOHN DOG SHOW. 

HE list of rules, regulations and prizes for the proposed 
bench show at this place is now out, and all interested 

may receive a copy of it, and obtain all other information 
required by addressing the secretary, H. W. Wilson, St. John, 
N. B. From present indications the show will prove the most 
successful yet held. Mr, James Mortimer, of New York, will 
oiliciate as judge. The show will be held Jan. 27, 28, 20, 30 
1885. The rules as ea by the National Kennel Club will 
govern this show, which willbe the first held under them, No 
cash prizes are offered in the regular premium list, but there 
is a large and yaluable collection of special prizes offered. The 
competition is open to all, and arrangements have been made 
with the Customs Departnient to allow all dogs fromthe 
United Statesin free of duty. The American Express Co. has 
consented to return free all dogs exhibited, as there is astrong 
and growing interest in the breeding of good dogs at this 
place. We thmkit would pay if some of the principal exhibi- 
tors in the United States would make an exhibit at this show. 
From a show of seventy-three dogs three years ago at this 
pice, iti had inereased to such an extent, that at the show 
ast year there were two hundred and seyenteen dogs, The 
entries close on Jan. 20. W. 

THE COLLIE CLASSES. - 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
1 beg to state that I entirely coincide with your correspond- 

ent, Mr. Harston, in his description of what a collie ought to 
be, and he quotes a very good man as an authority, Mr. W. 
W. Thomson, of Morden, in Surrey, than whom a more hon- 
orable or cousistent judge does not exist, but let me inform 
your readers and Mr. Harston (for he has made a slight mis- 
take about the Highland collie) that the Highland collie is 
almost always of a pepper and salt color, dark gray or nearly 
black, with a long, s agsy coatabout six inches in length; his 
eyes are covered with long hair also, and he has an under 
jacket of short, fine hair which completely rotects him from 
the cold, Some years ago an engraving of a Glenlevit collie 
appeared in the London Live Stock Journal, perhaps our 
editor recollects it, if so, he will be able to state the difference 
*twixtit and the black and tan collie. Lsaw two splendid 

' animals of this breed some years ago when shooting at Bal- 
_dorney Castle in Aberdeenshire, and this year, when travel- 
ing throngh the Highlands of ;Scotland, [came across several 
ot the good old breed in the possession of Highland shepherds. 
Tf Mr, Harston will consult his friend John Dayidson, he will 
find Lam correct. In judging collies, or in fact, any breed of 
dog, the show committees ought to makeit a sine qua non 
that the judge had a practical knowledge of the breeds he was 

Unfo: tunately this is not always the case, 
5 hit the nail on the 

ade,” or a heading 
"O88 Incapacity 

and a correspondent of your's some time a 
head in an article “‘How Dog Judges are 
fo that effect, I, too. coulda tale unfold of 

_ and perhaps of something worse, but such oufspoken honesty 
fenera rings a nest Soest teue b of hornets about one’s ears, yet, your 

correspondent was right to the letter, I have been one of the 
best-abused men living on Scotch, Skyes, Dandies and others 
of my native breeds, but I have lived to see those who were 
most virulent in attacking me, at last come round to my way 
of thinking. Letus only haye thoroughly qualified judges, 
men who have made a speciality of the breeds they profess 
to judge, and I'll show you some Scotch dogs on the American 
benches. A Roving HIGHLANDER, 

THE BULL-TERRIER CLUB. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 
A meeting of gentlemen interested in the breeding and im- 

provement of bull-terriers, was held at the Winthrop Hotel, 
Meriden, Conn., on Friday afternoon, Jan. 2, 1885, and a club 
was organized to be known as the Bull-Terrier Club, ‘The fol- 
lowing gentlemen were elected officers of the club: 

President, ; Vice-President, Mr. Frank F’, Dole of New 
Haven, Conn.; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. T, R. Varick of 
Cambridge, Mass. Hxecutive Committee—Mr, E. 8. Porter of 
New Haven, and Mr, Livingston of New York, acting in con- 
junction with the other officers. It was suggested by the gen- 
tlemen present that a cup be offered for the best bull-terrier 
puppy bred in the United States in 1885 by a member of the 

-Terrier Club; the breeder to be the owner of the bitch at 
the time of whelping. It was yoted to adopt Stonehenge’s 
scale of points as the standard. THos. R. VARICK, Sec, 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES, 

XXI, 

Ho yery soon the best of news gets stale. The Bir- 
mingham dog show seems .to me to have taken place 

months ago instead of only a few short days. I have just 
experienced a most provoking disappointment. I got up 
from my desk to reach down the Birmingham catalogue, 
which is full of my notesfrom class 1 to the last, and saw that 
it was not on theshelf with the others. I haye just recol- 
lected having lentit to a friend early in the week, ‘You 
shall have it back this evening, old chap,” said the fiend (No, 
Thave not made a slip, printer; I mean fiend, not friend!) as 
he put it inhis pocket. The next thrifty cur who begs the 
loan of a catalogue will probably feel astonished at the for- 
cible if unpolished tone of my reply. Oh, Edgar Allan Poe, 
whatever may be the hidden meaning of your weird poem, 
that raven’s one idea is good enough for me, ‘Wanted, a 
bust of Pallas, damaged or second-hand not objected to. Also 
avraven that can croaly ‘Nevermore! and nothing else; age 
and pedigree no object. Further particulars and price to be 
forwarded to ‘Lillibulero,’ care of the editor of ForEst anp 
Stream,” My Hooky Beak U,, if I get him, shall have two 
cues, ‘‘Lend” and “Oh, I say,” for whenever the book fiend 
comes on borrowing intent he commonly preludes his requests 
with “Oh, I say” (‘‘can you lend me—?”) 
Well, I must get along as best I can with only the prize list 

before me and my Merapry to serve. 
{n addition to the wise innovation of publishing the names 

of judges before close of entries, it was said the committee 
intended to make another concession to public opinion this 
year by haying the dogs exercised daily. I heard that a yard 
adjoining the building was hired for this purpose, but that 
these good intentions were frustrated by the dreadful weather. 
Tt could not have benetited the dogs to take them out of the 
warm hall into a cold slushy yard. That the decisions of the 
judges in some classes were far from correct [am disposed to 
attribute less to incapacity than to the unfavorable circum- 
stances under which the judges were constrained toact, It 
seems tome as desirable that the judge should haye a fair 
chance as that the dogs should receive justice. It is impos- 
sible for a man to perform his duties even to his own satisfac- 
tion unless he can have all the exhibits of one class around 
him at the same time. This is not feasible at Birmingham 
within the building. The authorities, 1am aware, guarantee 
that each dog is taken off the bench, but they are unable to 
assure us that the whole class is taken off at the same time. 
With well-filled classes I understand that the process is as 

follows: The judge walks down the bench, notebook in hand, 
accompanied by keepers, who take down five or six dogs at 
a@ time and run them between the benches. In skillful com- 
parison lies the artof judging. It will be seen that this plan 
offers but a half and half opportunity for practicing the art, 
and the difficulty is increased tenfold in the case of ‘‘double” 
entries, which means that when you are judging the open class 
one of the entries has to be fetched up from the puppy bench, 
There was a marked falling off in the numbers of some 

breeds, and my beagle friends will be sorry to learn that their 
hobby has dwindled down to four entries, two of which were 
absent. This is most lamentable, and presages a not distant 
extinction. If Englishmen are so callous to the merits of one 
of our most Shane home breeds, I trust that the inherited 
sporting instincts of our American cousins may insure the 
merry beagle an appreciated future. Of the two that were 
sent, Abigail, a well-kmown winner, easily took the prize from 
her shelly competitor. 

There was little to note in the bloodhounds. The winner in 
the open class, named Dorset, is unfortunate in being such a 
bad color, as he isall a hound, and a credit to his noble 
breeder, Lord Wolverton who, it will be remembered, used to 
hunt a pack of these grand creatures. I believe his lordship 
found the best bench type of hound rather heavy and slow for 
hunting, I remember seeing his pack, and the hounds did 
not possess enough substance and showed too much daylight 
to satisfy a fancier. 
The Scotch deerhonnd formed a noble sight. Iam reluctant 

to stigmatize off-hand the decisions, because I had not the 
advantage enjoyed by the judge of seeing them off the bench, 
and I might easily commit an injustice by forming conclusions 
at variance with Col, Cowen’s awards from even the most 
careful bench serutiny. 1 will only say, therefore, that as far 
as I could see, the judge was very successful in misplacing the 
dogs in the open class. I must also confess my aversion to the 
washed-out fawn colors. I don’t think these colors are ever 
so hard as the sandy or steel-blue, the last named being in my 
opinion far the most typical of all. There was a fine class of 
ups, all belonging to one litter: they were the colorI don’t 
Ke, but promise to make up into noble animals. I cannot 

give their exhibitor’s name, not having my catalogue. 
Danger won again in otter hounds, but not so easily asusual, 

as the rest in the class were the best I have ever seen, even 
here, and one expects to see otter hounds at Birmingham. I 
haye often been amused at the ignorance of the non-doggy 
pablic on the appearance of this breed. They imagine them ta 
e short-legged and long-bodied dogs. I can only suppose that 

they have hatched the fallacy out of this line of reasoning: 
The dachshund they now know well by sight, they are com- 
mon enough in the streets of large towns, The public have 
found out that the word means badger dog (they pronounce it 
dash-hond instead of dackshoond; this pronunciation has been 
intent to me by a native, so please don’t jump on me, you 
earned linguists). They say ‘‘the dog is shaped like a weasel, 
and then, of course, badgers. weasels, stoats and otters are 
allthe same, don’t you see? Soan otter hound is something 
like a German turnspit, there you are!” 

: ck’s noble hounds impress one as having far more 
substance than our sburdiest bloodhound; though built on the 
same lines, the harsh, broken coat seems specially designed to 
protect the body from cold and the after-effects of long immer 
sion in water. The grizzly head, with its low-hanging ears, 
makes an ey eae picture tothesportsman. I have nunted 
with most shapesand breeds of dogs, but I can compare no 
form of sport to otter hunting. You are so absolutely depend- 
ent pen nobody and nothing but yourself. Ibis your own 
legs that must carry you, your own pluck inspire you, your 
own constitution support you. Fora healthy, invigoratin 
jung-opening, inexpensive sport none compares to a day wit 
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the otter hounds, I must confess that a blank day is depress- 
ing; but less so than it is to the fox hunter, who never heark- 
ens for the view-halloa! with the same strained intensity of 
feeling that we scan the surface of the water for the pearls 
that float up from our breathing quarry. 

There was, I 4m surprised to say, a division of opinion on 
the award in the fox-terrier champion class. Lady Grace is a 
great favorite of mine, she is par excellence the perfection of 
neatness: but I must concede the winner, Brokenhurst Rally, 
more terrier character. In fact, when the two are side by 
side, I think he makes the little lady look toylike, There was 
some bitter grumbling with the action of the judges in with- 
holding first and second prizes for want of merit in the big doz 
class. I have seen classes that almost deserved the snub, but 
itis a serious step and one that should not be taken without 
the very strongest grounds in its fayor, It almost always 
breeds vexation, and this time the ‘‘disappointed exhibitors” 
seemed to have reason on their side, for among them were 
winners at this show on former occasions. essrs. Fitz- 
william and O’Grady seem to haye muddled up firmness and 
bravado, and made a regular Irish mess of it when they came 
to the puppy class, 
Graphie had no trouble in securing the pointer champion- 

ship and cup for best of all classes. dog that I liked very 
well, looking at him for the purpose I should use him, was 
Grandee, in the large-sized class, I can understand shownien 
saying he is coarse, but a workman withal. Lake was well- 
placed; though he pressed the winner very hard, his throati- 
ness turned the scale against him. There was a good deal of 
fuss nade about the win of Bunks I!., because he has a black 
nose. Perhaps it is a little unsightly for a lemon and white 
pointer to have a black nose, but it is also trifling to attach so 
much importance to sucha pointinafield dog. The field-trial 
winners were labeled by the judges ‘‘a grand class,” and I en- 
thusiastically indorse that sentiment. It was a treat to walk 
up and down a bench of dogs that had all distinguished them- 
selves as workmen, Everybody seemed pleased with the 
success of Bow Bells; old age cannot disturb her harmony. 
The judges were not in accord over this award; in fact they 
disagreed whenever they saw a chance. Thatis the result of 
dual judging. Myr, Lort was the referee in each case. 

The field trial setters made another magnificent class. I 
should like to have had them photographed for my gun-room. 
With one exception they all came from Mr, Liewllyn’s kennel. 
People may prattls about pedigrees and relate obscure 
rumors of the “collie taint,” but where was the sporting dog 
in the show fit to run with the yeteran hero Count Wind’em? 
Sir Alister must be litters ahead the most successful stud-dog 
of the breed, two of his produce were among the winners in 
the open class. Birket Foster is a grand dog, it is mincing 
criticism to quibble about his bone and coior; they are nearly 
as good as they can be, and beyond his spaniel ears there was 
little to cavil at in himor his blue belton brother. Birket 
Foster has an uncommonly well-formed body. Mr. Llewel- 
lyn’s Dashing Beauty beat Mr. Shorthose’s well-lmown Novel. 
My particular attention was drawn to the Gordon setter Beau- 
mont; it will not be aneasy job to lower hiscolors. One of the 
most promising pups I have seenis young Tam o’,Shanter; 
blood will out and he'll rumple the coats of the best when 
he is “made up.” The little bit of excitement with the setters 
came in when Wee Kate was chosen before Garryowen to 
compete for the cup. Mr. (late the Rev.) Macdona showed a 
nice bitch in the Ivish division and won a second prize with 
her, but where did he get the name Hrog from? The would- 
be-learned ex-clergyman was a great feature in the building; 
from his robust appearance I should suppose that he had 
already started ‘eating his dinners.” He was as usual in 
‘fancy dress,” a curious cross between a black poodle and an 
obese hussar. 

I enjoyed a long look at Mr. Jacob’s level team of spaniels, 
T should not hesitate in my choice if I were offered his lot or 
the Duke of Portland’s Clumbers. [heard of several import- 
ant sales in the spaniel fancy, but I received no particulars. 
Figures were mentioned in my hearing that a few years ago 
would have raised my hair. 
Bayard easily led the St. Bernards. Landgrave, of whom I 

have already spoken well, should not be disheartened; the 
dog that ousted him out of second honors will make a great: 
name. L would sooner have Merchant Prince now, green as 
he-is, than Valentine. 
The collies were a pleasing sight, I am sorry I can’t go 

into details, being without notes. My present impression is 
they were all good. [know [had serious thoughts of claim- 
ing a very handsome black and tan dog that looked as if he 
could gallop behind me till the horse stopped. I know his 
coat was silky, but such a lot of it, and his eye was too large; 
but it is curious how in a show of 600 dogs, and say 200 
human beings, two of you will fall in love at first sight. The 
moment our eyes caught we understood one another, and he 
turned his nose round to me and leaned to one side as he 
gracefully pawed at my book. Hvery time I came round 
that way he jumped to the end of his chain and shouted to 
me, 

Great wagging of heads and cackling of toupees prevail in 
the bulldog world over the cup decision. I believe shat more 
breeders approve the award than care to speak their minds. 
I hope to see the three celebrities together again at the 
Palace, where, I suspect, however. the order will not again be 
Rustic King, Bend Or, Monarch IT. 

Upon my life this is all I have to say about the great 
Birmingham show that the whole kennel world looks for- 
ward to each year. Looks forward to with widely different 
feelings, of course. I, and many others, I am glad to state, 
look forward to its arrival with feelings akin to affection, the 
attachment that I as a good old Tory bear to Birmingham—its 
dog show, be it understood, not its caucus—is founded upon a 
feeling of respect for existing institutions. In polities we do 
not care to see old forces abolished until we have offered to 
us something better to putin their place. The Kennel Club is 
so fatuous as to suppose that they are ‘‘something better,” but 
thank you, Cleveland Row, your measures may be good but 
your men want weeding. The kennel world is not yet edu- 
cated up to the ethereal truthfulness of your Murchisons, the 
honest English love of fair play that illuminates your Percy 
Reids, the Chesterfieldian manners of your Longmores, ete. 
There are, of course, among you some who have not joined 

your ranks for the sake of gaining a spurious respectability, 
for the sake of using your note paper, for the sake of increas- 
ing their trade in dogs, but how constrained and uncomfort- 
able they must feel at times in your chaste companionship. 
There are also a few men on the press who have not ae 

swaggered out of their independence, witness thereto the 
following extract from the Birmingham report in the Field: 
On going down the prize list, one cannot fail to remark the 
absence of animals belonging to members of the Kennel Club, 
but when in their places come the grand setters, pointers 
and spaniels, belonging to such good sportsmen as the president, 
the Duke of Portjand, Mr. Barclay-Field, Mr. Lloyd Price, 
Mr. Llewellyn, and others, the public suffer little from such 
small-minded absenteeism.” It is also an act of justice to 
offer a word of congratulation to the few, not inconsequential, 
members of the Kennel Club who manfully asserted their in= 
dependence by exhibiting and judging at Birmingham, This, 
no doubt, shocked the smug black frocks m the Row, but a 
few more such healthy shocks might have a beneficial effect 
upon the Kennel Club’s unhealthy system. 

ive me “old friends, old times, clad manners, and old 
HOME. and let me pass pinchbeck on the other side of the 
road, 

In the club room, the hotel, smoke room and the show 
ground, good men and trne are complaining of the attempted 
tyranny of the nose-led few, who seek to suffocate the strug- 

ing specialist clubs with their impudent condescension, 
Phere is 4 great body in the dog world wholly unrepresented; 
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but that only waits for organization to make a move that 
would be irresistible. 

Tt is seldom that I find myself at variance with the generally 
practical ideas of Ma. Hugh Dalziel, but his suggestion that 
judges should be compelled to give the reasons for their deci- 
sions would very soon land us in a hopeless muddle, and set 
the whole exhibiting community by the ears. Oh, no! Itis 
bad enough at times to have to put_up with their idiotic 
awards, but saveus trom their puddle-pated explanations! 
There is already a gentleman writing to The Mield wanting to 
know the reasons that induced two judges to pass totally dif- 
ferent opinions on his dogs, f 

The “latest” is that the mastiff Crown Prince has been re- 
sold, and remains in his native country, haying been purchased 
by his breeder, Mr. Woolmore. : 

The question of his paternity is very far from being settled, 
no further light has yet been thrown upon the subject in the 
angry letters that are appearing in the papers. “Methinks 
the Mastiff Club doth protest too much,” and I am still in- 
clined to back Mr. Dalziel. he club is trying to bully the in- 
quiring division. This tack has not created a good impression. 

THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL FUND. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The Lincoln Fund— 

Amounts previously acknowledged........... $485 
FORHST AND STREAM...,...-.. ales i ety 25 
Member Wa Ky Gs. Fic canst ti ener es et) 

$550 
_ ELLror SMITH. 

JAN, 8, 1885. * 

GREYHOUND JUDGING AT NEW YORE. — Editor 
Forest and Stream: The peculiurities of tbe judging of the 
ereyhounds at the last October show of the Westminster 
Kenne! Club havine been noticed in your able criticism as 
well as by myself, 1 would ask Mr. Pierson, who acted as 
judge on that occasion, to kindly state the grounds which 
caused the reversion of his decision from the sprmg show, In 
order to refresh Mr. Pierson’s memory, I would state I refer 
to the fact that at New York, May. 1884, my Bouncing Boy, 
after a two weeks’ ocean trip, in vank bad condition, poor 
coat, a slight skin surfeit, and no muscular development, beat 
Friday Nicht, who was shown in the very pink of condition. 
At New York, October, 1584, this decision was reversed, when 
Bouncing Boy was well shown. Again, atthe May show, the sec- 
ond prize was withheld from my Begonia for ‘‘want of quality,” 
first prize going to my School Girl, At New York, October, 
1884, School Girl, in good show form, was placed behind 
Begonia who. in May, 1884, possessed ‘no quality.” I have 
waited patiently for two months for an answer, and no reply 
having been made to the FoREST AND STREAM'’S queries, I can- 
not see the occasion for further delay. Construing Mr. Pier- 
son’s silence into the interpretation that such awards are to 
be continued under his judging, I wish to state that I seri- 
ously contemplate withdrawing my entire kennel of some 
eighteen dogs from such inconsistency of judging until a sat- 
isfactory explanation is given,—H. W. HUNTINGTON. 

THE BEST GREYHOUND.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Not long ago, Dr. Van Hummell, of Denver, in his sketch en- 
titled ‘‘Greyhounds in the West,” says that he hopes that 
Messrs. Smith and Huntington will bring their greyhounds to 
Chicago in the spring. As there will probably be no Chicago 
show, I should like to offer, in order that Dr. Van Hummell 
and all other greyhound breeders may prove the superiority 
of their greyhounds, silver plate, value $50, to be given for the 
best greyhound in the show to be held at Boston in April, by 
the Now England Kennel Club, the plate to he awarded by 
the judge of greyhounds at that show.—H. W. Smits (W or- 
cester, Mass,, Dec, 28). 

STYLE VS, POINTS.—Nashville, Tenn., Dec, 21.—ditor 
Forest and Stream: In reading the reports of the field trials 
just closed at Canton, Miss.,I am prompted to make a sug- 
gestion to the gentlemen who manipulated matters on the 
oceasion of said trials, to wit, that in their future announce- 
ments of their proposed trials they will offer the first pre- 
mium to the dog possessing, in their opinion, the most ‘‘style” 
and show in doing nothing in the way of finding game, and 
give the dog finding game a back seat, notwithstanding he 
possesses all of the other qualities required of a grand field 
dog except the “grand style,” as they term it,—FiavT JUSTITTA, 

BISMARCK.—One of the Prince's characteristics is his love 
for some large dog, which he makes his constant companion, 
and feeds himself—a dog, for instance, like the one that so 
terrified Prince Gortchakoff, The dog follows the Chancellor 
into his dining room and stretches itself on the carpet. In 
the course of the meal the butler brings a large piece of boiled 
beef on one plate and bits of soaked bread on another, The 
Prince in person cuts up the beef and prepares the food for the 
dog, which stands by, grave and attentive, pending the sol- 
émn preparation of its food. ‘The Princs’s dog is never fed in 
any other way. 

KENNEL KEEPER.—The gentleman who advertises this 
week for a situation as kennel keeper, comes well recom- 
mended by prominent persons in Great Britain as to his fitness 
for the place. He has had a large experience with dogs both 
in the kennel and field, and if a suitable engagement offers he 
will devote his whole time to the care of a kennel, 

CINCINNATI DOG SHOW.—Cincinnati, O., Jan. 5.—Editor 
Forest and Stream; lam glad to inform you that this club 
has made arrangements with Mr. Washington A, Coster to 
superintend the show which will be given under the auspices 
& ae club in Cincinnati, May 5, 6, 7 and 8, current year,—W. 

. SHATTUC, 

A MASTIFE CLUB.—We are requested by a breeder of the 
mastifi to suggest to owners of this noble dog that measures 
be taken to forin a mastiff club. We should be pleased to hear 
from those interested in the matter, and will render all the 
assistance in our power to forward the good work. 

IMPORTATIONS.—The Cloyernook Kennel hasrecently im- 
ported two deerhound bitches, two fox-terrier bitches, a bull- 
dog and apug puppy. All of them are well bred, and their 
owners expect them to give a good account of themselves at 
the spring shows. 

“Fh. AND 8.” AND “A. K. R.”—The Formst anp STREAM 
and the Americun Kennel Register are two distinct publica- 
tions. Correspondents, who may desire tieir kennel notes 
to appear in both, are informed that it will be necessary for 
them to address each separately- 

PEDIGREES WANTED.—Can any one send us the pedigree 
of the dam of the setter dog Yorick? He is about five years 
old and was sired by Coin, Also that of the liver and white 
aeter dog Clipper, once owned by Mr. Frank Curtis, of Port- 
and, Me. ; 

NELULIE.—Mr, Jos. BH. Lewis writes us that his English 
setter bitch Nellis, through mistake of the printer, was put 
in the catalogue of the Philadelphia Kennel Club’s show as 
Mollie, She was winner of he. and the special prize G. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

KENNEL WOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To insure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller. 
3, Sex, %, Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or 8, Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name: 

NAMES CLAIMED, 
= See instructions at head of this column. 
Peg. By Thomas F. Russell, Calvert, Tex., for English setter bitch, 

8yrs. old (Felton—Jessie Turner). 
Flourish. By W. A, Faxon, Dorchester, Mass., for black, tan and 

white collie bitch, whelped May 7, 1884, by Kilmarnock Kennels’ Rat- 
tler (Tweed Tl —Lassie) out of Annie Laurie (A.K.R. 1218). 
Flug. By W, A. Faxon, Dorchester, Mass., for black, tan and 

Fee porns dog, whelped Nov. 28, 1884 (Bruce of the Fylde—Annie 
aurie). 
Tony Sensation and Countess Bang, By F, 2. Fengar, New London, 

Conn,, for lemon and white pointers, dog and bitch, agenot given, by 
Craft (Bang—Jean) out of Countess Helen (Sensation—Lass). 

Wanitla. By Millbrook Kennels, New York, for smooth-coated St, 
Bernard bitch, 2yrs. old, pedigree not given. 

Clerk. By W. P. Kelly, Corsicana, Tex.,for black and white puinter 
dog, age not given (Tony—Vick). 

Peer, Prince, Paris.and Puritan. By Riverview Kennels, Clinton, 
Mass., for mastifi dogs, whelped Dec. 10, 1884, by their Agrippa 
(A. K.R, 449) out of their Pride (A K.R. 1516), 
Hubert and Helena, By Riverview Kennels, Clinton, Mass., for 

mastiffs, dog and bitch, whetped November, 1884, by Duke of Kent 
(A. KR, 1507) out of Hilda V. (A. K.R. 1433), 
Brunie. By Lucian T, Chapman, Angelica, N, Y,, for black and 

tawny, with white markings, collie bitch, whelped October, 1884, by 
Brnno (Anvus—Brunette) ont of Lassie (Scott—Wait). 

Var, Vire, Royalist I., Venus, Vashti, Velveteen and Valetta. By 
Millbrook Kennels, New York, for smooth coated St, Bernards, three 
dogs and four bitches, whelped Dec. 5, 1884, by Royalist (A,K.R. 580) 
out of Snowball (A E.R. 416). 
Yanna, By the Hornell Spaniel Chub, for black cocker spaniel dog, 

whelped May 20, 1884 (Hornell Rattler—Tiby). 
Obo IT, By Mrs. R, L, Bowers, Saco, Me,, for black cocker spaniel 

dog, whelped Oct, 17, 1884, by Obo IL, (A.K.R, 482) outof Daisy Zulu 
(A.K.R. 381). 
Rhona G. By D, A. Goodwin. Jr., Newburyport, Mass, for Gordon 

setter biceh, whelped Jun» 12, 1884, by Lock (Bailey's Tom—Pansy) out 
of Nell (Rupert—Rhona), 
Rock Bondhu. By D. A. Goodwin, Jr., Newburyport, Mass., for 

black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped Feb. 27, 1884. by 
Gus Bondnu (Dashing Bondhu—Novel) out of Countess Mollie (Count 
Noble—Spark). ! 

Rock Wind'em. By D. A. Goodwin, Newburyport, Mass., for 
black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped December, 1882, 
by Roderick I. (Roderick—Norna) out of Jennie (Carlowitz—- Rose), 

Cliloe, By Geo. D. Macdougall, New York, for bluck pointer bitch, 
whelped June, 1684 (Peter Black—Maud 8.). 
Spice. By! Charles G. Kendall, Brooklyn, N. Y., for black spaniel 

dog, whelped Aug. 30, 1884, by Jock (Dandy—Spider) out of Nancy 8. 
(Dash—Madge). ‘ 

Chip, Bido, Style, Pet and Garnet. By VJ. Mills, North Attleboro, 
Mass., for red Irish setrers, three dogs aitd two bitches, whelped Novy. 
te 1844, by champion Nimrod (A K.R. 631) ouv of his Romaine (A. K.R, 
638). 

Gail Hamilton. By H. D. Ward, Newton, N.C., for red Irish setter 
bitch, age not given, by Rory O’More out of Gay, 
Harry T. By H. B. Topping, Green Village, N,J., for lemon ticked 

pointer dog, whelped June 12, 1884, by Glenmark (Rush—Romp) out 
of Girl (A.K.R, 697), 
Ruby If. By L. K. Mason, Hastings, Ia., for Chesapeake Bay bitch, 

whelped Oct. 31, 1884 (Foam—Ruby II., A.K.R. 143)’ 
Sir John. By Bernard Peyton, Richmond, Va., and Birmingham, 

Ala., for mastiff dog, whelped April 9, 1884, by Major (Lee—Leona) 
out of Nellie (Jack—Clio),. 
Ideal Kennels. By Irving M. Dewey, New Haven, Conn,, for his 

private kennels. 

Doc and Muse. By Edmund Orgill, Bond’s, Tenn., for black and 
tan beagle dog and bitch, whelped Aug, 14, 1884, by imported Rambler 
out of Beauty (Briton—Waxy), 

Jet. By Wm. H, Hawkins, Fail River, Mass., for black pointer 
pe Ta July 10, 1884, by Nat (Pete—Mab) out of Daisy (Pete. 
r —Kate). 
Braun. By W. St. John Jones, Cincinnati, O., for mastiff dog, 

ypelned July 28, 1884, by Hero II. (A.K.R. 545) ont of Madge (A.K.R. 
548). 

Arabella. By C, L, Hanson, Charleston, 8. C., for liver and white 
pointer bitch, whelped April 1, i884 (Thomas's imported Arab—Skin- 
ner’s Old Belle). 

NAMES CHANGED, 

ES" See instructions at head of this colunin. 
Orta to Miss Otho. Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, whelped Novy. 

7, 1884 (champion Otho—Novice), owned by Fred. W. Rothera, Sim- 
coe, Ont. 

BRED. 

T=" See instructions at head of this column. 
Chica—Dashing Berwyn. W. B. Peck’s (Centrall Falls, R. I.) Eng- 

pee ee bitch Chica (Royal Blue—Diana) to Dashing Berwyn, Oct, 
1, 1884. 

" Spinanay—Crowteth. BH, F. Stoddard’s pointer bitch Spinaway to 
A, E, Godeffroy’s Croxteth, Dec. 10, 1884, 
Queen Alice—Count Noble, Howard Hartley’s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) 

English setter bitch Queen Alice (Druid—Cubas) to Count Noble 
(Count Wind’em—Nora), Nov. 28, 1884, 
Daisy Queen—Royal Ranger. Howard Hartley’s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) 

English setter bitch Daisy Queen (Rock—Meg) to his champion Royal 
Ranger, Dec. 22, 1884. 
Dashing Jest—Rock. FH. W. Jester's (St. George's, Del.) ene 

setter bitch Dashing Jest (A.K.R, 1614) to his Rock (A.K.R. 1616), Dec. 
21, 1884, 
Liddersdale—Dick Luverack. T. G. Davey’s (London,Ont.) English 

setter bitch Liddersdale (A.K.R. 592) to champion Dick Laverack 
(Thunder—Peeress). 
Genevieve—Prince Phebus. T.G, Davey'’s (London, Ont.) English 

setter bitch Genevieve (London—Dawn) to his Prince Phoebus (A. KR. 
97). 
Ruby—Turk, Charles 8. Fitch’s (Fort Washington, N, Y.) Gordon 
Sera Ruby (A.K.R. 1625) to champion Turk (A.K.R, 717), Dec. 
29, 1884, 
Pearl—Puck, 1. W. Jester’s (St. George's, Del) Italian greyhound 

bitch Pearl (A,K.R. 758) to his Puck (Silk Socks—Naughty), Dec. 26, 
1884 
Beauty—Napoleon. The City View Kennels’ (New Hayen, Conn.) 

pug bitch Beauty (A.K.R. 1360) to their Napoleon, Jan, 2. 
fan Fan—Bang Bang. J. O. Donner’s (New York) imported 

pointer bitch Fan Fan to the Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang 
(A. K,R. 394), Jan. 3. 
Mereia—Mac. The Cloyernook Kennels’ (New York) deerhound 

pita Mens (Warwiek—Minnie) to their Mac (Paddie—Lassie), Dec. 
19, 1884. 
Critic—Obo I. W. ©, Portridge’s (Boston, Mass,) black spaniel 

bitch Critic (A.K.R. 308) to J. P. Willey’s chas.pion Obo II, (A.K,R. 
432), Nov. 17, 1884. F 
Helen—Obo, Jv. W. O,. Partridge’s (Boston, Mass.) black spaniel 

ion Helen (A.K.R. 654) to J. P. Willey’s Obo, Jr, (A,EK.R, 1481), Dee. 
9, in4. 

” Miss Nance—Obo. Jy. 8.RB. Hemingway's (New Haven, Conn.) black 
cocker spaniel bitch Miss Nance (A,K.R. 1813) to J. P. Willey’s Obo, 
Jr. (A.K.R. 1481), Dec. 5, 1854. ; 
Black Gem—Obo, Jr, G. H. Haseltine’s (Boston, Mass.) black 
eT bitch Black Gem to J. P, Willey’s Obo, Jr. (A,K.&, 1481), 

eG. 4 5 
Juno W.—Obo I, J. P, Willey’s (Salmon Falls, N. H.)_black 

CORK eT epautel bitch Juno W, to his champion Obo 11. (A,K.R. 432), 
ec. 17, 1ebd, 
Smut—Obo Il H. ©, Bronsdon’s (Boston, Mass.) black cocker 

spaniel bitch Smut (A.K.R. 858) to J. P. Willey’s champion Obo I, 
(A. K.R, 482), Dec. 19, 1884, 

WHELPS, 

[ee*> See instructions at head of this column, ; 
Daisy. G. T. Wells’s (Boston, Mass.) English setter bitch Daisy 

Lelaps—Jessie), Dec. 5, 1834, eight (three dog-), by Dexter (Pindee— 
Nina); five black and white and three orange and white. F 
Rena. A.C, Krueger’s (Wrightsville, Pa.) beagle biteh Rena (Ring- 

wood II.—Spider), Deg. 15, 1834, four (one doy), by his imported Ban- 
nerman (Marchboy — Dew Drop); Rena and two puppies since dead. 
Romaine. F. J. Miil’s (North Attleboro, Mass.) red Ivish setter 

bitch kKomaine (A-K.R, 638), Noy. 26, 1884, five (three dogs), by cham- 
pion Nimrod (Hleho—Lorna), . 
Suwanee. A, C, Wilmerding’s er York) black spaniel bitch 

Suwanee (A.K.R. 658), Dec. 19, 1884, ten (three dogs), by his Black 
Prince (A.K,R, 62); eight black and two liver, 

(Jan. 8, 1885. 

Snowball, The Millbrook Kennels’ (New York) smooth-coated St. 
Bernard bitch Snowball (A.K.R. 416), Dec. 5, 1884, seyen (three dogs) 
by Royalist (A.K.R, 580). . ‘ 
Susan. Samuel Thorne’s Buinkee biteh Susan (Sensation—Whiskey), 

Tec, 18, 1884, seyen (four dogs), by the Westminster Kennel Club's 
Pane veer Geese 394); a ne aoe white. 

vide. 6 Riverview Kennels’ (Clinton, Mass.) mastiff bitch Pride 
rahe 1816), Dec. 10, 1884, eight (five dogs), by their Agrippa (A.K.R. 

Clio. Irving M. Dewey’s (New Haven, Conn.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Olio (A, K.R, 429), Noy. 14, 1884, four (two dogs), by bg P. Willey’s 
champion Obo Il, (A.KR. 432). 
Leah If, §. B. Woard’s (Elkton, Md.) English setter bitch Leah IL., 

Jan. 1, five (two dogs), by H. W. Jester’s Glen Rock (A.K.R. 1616). 
Daisy IT. The City View Kennels’ (New Hayen, Conn.) pus bitch 

Daisy 11, (A.K.R. 1861), Jan. 3, six (four dogs), by their Napoleon. 
June I, Kdmpnd Orgill's (Bond’s, Tenn.) pointer bitch Juno II, 

Ee gee atte) ten (nine dogs), by his champion Rush (A.K,R. 

Melody, Kdmund Orgill’s (Bond's, Tenn.) beagle ‘bitch Melody 
Sa ee tadl Oct. 5, 1884, six (three dogs), by his Charley, Jr. (Charley 

y): 
Jet W. J. P, Willey's (Salmon Falls, N H,) blaek cocker spaniel 

bitch Jet W. (Qbo Il.—Darkey II. )Dec. 28, 1884, five (two dogs), By. his 
Oho, Jr, (A.K.R. 1481); all black. 

; SALES, 

GS — See instructions at head of this column. 

Pete, Jr.—Daisey whelp. Black pointer dog, whelped Sept. 19, 
1884. by E, GC Alden, Dedham, Mass., to T, F. Duryant, New York. 

Mack B. II. Lemon belton English setter dog (Mack B,—Chiea), 
py We B. Peck, Central Falis, R.1., to Theodora Reibe, Providence, 

Horeman—Pet Berwynwhelps. English setter dogs, age not given, 
by W. B. Peck, Central Falls, R.1,, one to C. Fred. Crawford, Paw- 
tucket, R. I,, and one to J, A, Rockwood, West Medford, Mass, 

Herzog. Rough-coated St. Bernard deg. whelped March, 1864 (Crasar, 
A.K.R. 22—Nun, A.K.R, 24). by Millbrook Kennels, New York, to Lewis 
C. Cassidy, Philadelphia, Pa. ; y ; 

Julien, Rough-coated St. Bernard dog,whelped March, 1884 (César, 
A,K.R. 28—Theon, A.K.R, 94), by Millbrook Kennels, New Yorls, to Li. 
M. Palmer, Brooklyn, N. ¥. a: - 

Oourage. Rough-coated St. Bernard dog, whelped May, 1884 (Boni= 
vard, A,K.R. 8i—Abbess), by Millbrook Kenhels, New York, to Wal: 
ter Hatfield, Philadelphia, Pa,_ ee 
Nankin. Rough coated St. Bernard dog, whelped May, 1884 (Boni- 

vard, A.K.lt. 3861—Abbess), by Millbrook Kennels, New York, to H, 
W. Dutton, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Bertha. Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, age not given (Boniyard, 
A.K,R. 361—Tbeon, A.K R. 94), by Millbrook Kennels, New York, to 
Geo W. #chenk. Burlington, Ia, 
Joyeux. Rough-coated St. Bernard dF: 

(Ceasar, A.K.R. 22—Theon, 94), by Millbrook Ke 
H. Husted, Brooklyn, N, ¥. 

Joris. Rough-coated St. Bernard dog, whelped March, 1884 (Caasar, 
A.K.R, 22—Theon, A.K.R. 94), by Millbrook Kenuels, New York, to W- 
Parsons, same place. ; 
Royalist. Smooth-coated St. Bernard dog (A.K.R.3 80), by Millbrok 

Kennels, New York, to J. S. Clarkson, Des Moines, Ta, 
Mentor. Smooth-coated St. Bernard dog, by Millbrook Kennels, 

New York, to J. N. Robbins, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Rajah, Smooth-coated St, Bernard dog, whelped June, 1884 (Prince, 

A.K.R. 1058—Snowhall, A.K.R. 416), by Millbrools Kennels, New York, 
to P. DeWitt Cuyler, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Duncan—Rosy whelps. Collies, whelped September, 1884, by Mill- 

brook Kennels, New York, a dog each to Geo. B. McClasley and Chas. 
R. Harker, and a bitch to BH. T. Hopkins, same place, and one dog and 
two bitches to L. P. Haviland, Wydoff, N. J. 
Duncan—Lassie whelp. Collie bitch (spayed), whelped June, 1884, 

by Millbrook Kennels, New York, to R. O. Morse, same place. 
Bete Collie bitch, imported, by Millbrook Kennels, New York, to 

u. P. Haviland, Wydoff, N. J. 
Jon. Smooth-coated St, Bernard dog, whelped March, 1884 (Ogesar, 

A.K.R, 22—Brunhild), by Millbrook Kennels, New York, to E. Harley, 
same place. i ; 
Jumbo—Cassie whelps. Cocker spaniel bitches, whelped Aug. 8 

1884, by Sterling M, Allen, Peelsskill, N. Y,, one black, one liver an 
one black, white and tan to Wm, Dunphy, same place. 
Jersey Belle. English setter bitch (AJE.R. 15389), by F. E. Wengar, 

New London, Conn., to J.S. Brown, Montclair, N. J 
Countess Helen. Pointer bitch, age and color not given (Sensa- 

tion—Lass), by J. 8. Brown, Montcluir, N. J., to F. E. Fengar, New 
London, Conn. ’ ji 
Crafi—Countess Helen whelps, Pointers, age, color and sex not 

given, by J. 8. Brown, Montclair, N, J., tof. E. Fengar, New London, 
Conn. 

T. B. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped vee 17, 1884 (Tory— 
Belle), by W. P. Kelly, Corsicana, Tex., to J. BE. Whitesell, same 

whelped March, 1834 
nnels, New York, to W. 

ace. ; 
R Match—Belle whelp, Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped Sept. 
18, 1884, by the Westminster Kennel Club to Spencer Kellogg, Buffalo, 
ee 
Donald. Mastiff dog (A.K.R. 1505), by Riverview Kennel, Clinton, 

Mass., to Alex. Olcott, Corning. N. Y. 
Kaiser. Black and tan dachshund dog, whelped May 27, 1884 

(Waldman II,—Gretchen), by Wm, Loefiier, Preston, Minn., to John 
Lukas, Jefferson, Wis. 

Cora, Black and tan dachshund bitch, Bie ta July 6. 1884 (Wald- 
man II,—Babette), by Wm. Loeffler, Preston, Minn., to Joseph Wer- 
fel, Ithaca, N.Y. 
Brunette. Chestnut and tan dachshund bitch, are not given (Wald- 

mann K.—Wally), by Wm. Loeffler, Preston, Minn., to J. H. Van 
Norden, New York. — 

Queen. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped August, 1833 (Don—Kesmid), 
by Wm. Loeffler, Preston, Minn., to frank Sintes, New Orleans, La. 

Yanna, Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped May 20, 1884 (Hornell 
Rattler—Tiny), by the Hornell Spaniel Club, Hornellsville, N. Y., to 
David W, Blanchard, Buston, Mass. 

Obo I,—Daisy Lulu whelps. Black cocker spaniels, whelped Oct. 
17, 1884, by I. M. Dewey, New Haven. Conn., a dog to Geo. J, Metzger, 
Buffalo, N. ¥.; a dog to H, W, Fuller, Hartford, Conn.; a dog to Mrs, 
R. L. Bowers, Saco, Me., and a bitch to CG, A, Hazletine, Haverhill, 
Mass, 

Obo I.—Cliowhelp, Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Nov. 14, 
1884, by ine M, Dewey, New Haven, Conn,, to J. P. Willey, Salmon 
Falls, N. H. 

Clio. Liver and white cocker spaniel bitch (A.K.R. 429) by J. P. 
Willey, Salmon Falls, N. H., to Irving M. Dewey, New Haven, Conn. 
Rock Bondhu. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped 

Feb. 27, 1844 (Gus Bondhu—Countess Mollie), by D. A. Goodwin, Jr., 
Newburyport, Mass., to Gen, John T. Richards, Gardiner, Me, 

Gus Bondhu. Black, white and tan English setter dog (Dashing 
Bondhu—Novel), by J. W. Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., to Luther Adams, 
Boston, Mass. j 
Rory O'More—Gay whelp. Red Iiish setter bitch, age nob given, 

by W. N. Callender, Albany, N. Y.. to H. D, Ward, Newton, N. C. 
Miss Otho Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, whelped Noy, 7, 1884 

(champion Otho—Novice), by Fred. W. Rothera, Simcoe, Ont., to 
Forest City Kennels, Portland, Me. : : 4 

Othello. Mastiff dog, age and gevnree not given, by the City View 
Kennels, New Haven, Conn., to Geo. W. Rice, Springfield, Mass. — 

Sir John. Mastiff dog, whelped April 19, 1884, by Major (Leo— 
Lena) out of Nellie (Jack—Clio), by Fred, Grant, Boston, Mass., to 
Bernard Peyton, Richmond, Va., and Birmingham, Ala. 4 
Don Gladstone—Bessie T. ceca Black, white and tan English 

setter bitches, whelped Noy. 2, 1884, by E. 5, Hawks, Ashfield, Mass., 
one to H. J. Sawyer, Shelburne Falls, Mass.: one to C, H. Sage, Great 
Barrington, Mass., and one tof’. M. Fuller, Uniontown. Pa. 

Seth. Red trish setter dog (A.K.R. 1862), by Major Lovejcy, Bethel, 
Me., to Dr. F. A. Mitchell, Bridgton, Me. é 
Goodwin, Red Irish setter dog (A.K.R. 1846), by Major Lovejoy, 

Bethel, Me., to Philip Hoyt, North Rumford, Me. ‘ 
Dick, Black, white and tan English setver dog (A.K.R. 1815), by 

Major Lovejoy, Betbel, Me., to Atwood Collins, Hartford, Conn. 
Count Oberon— Queen Maud whelps. English setters, whelped June 

22, 1884, by E. S. Hawks, Ashfield, s., a black, white and tan dog 
to N. K. Lincoln, Nelson, Pa.; a black and white dog to I. B. Curtis, 
Danbury, Conn. ; a black and white dog to P. A. Foster, Boston, Mass. ; 
a black and white dog to CG. H. Merrick, Rockville, Conn,; a black, 
white and tan bitch to ©, H. Sage, and a black and white bitch to 
Shephard Cone, Great Barrington, Mass. ; ; 
Crown Prinze. Black and tan dacbshund dog, whelped May 26,1884 

(Waldmann Il.—Gretchen), by Wm. Loeiiler, Preston, Minn., to Fred. 
Sigmund, Washington, Mo. , 
Martha. Chestnut and tan dachshund biteh, whelped June 6, 1884 

(Waldmann Il,—Babette), by Wm, Loeffler, Preston, Minn., to Fred, 
Sigmund, Washington, Mo. 

Lisette. Chestnut and tan dachshund bitch, whelped Oct. 8, 1884 
(Bergmann—Brunette), by Win. Loeffler, Preston, Minn., to John 

given (Sensation 
Lucas, Jefferson, Wis. : 
Countess Helen, Pointer bitch, color and age not 

—Lass), by F.. HB. Fengar, New London, Conn., to 
Kennel Club, New York. 

PRESENTATIONS, 
S= See instructions at head of this colum 
Tall, Box-terrier bitch, whelped Aug. 11, 

he Westminster 

ns 7 
‘694 (Jake—Nettle 11), 



= i 
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‘Pay-Director G. BE. Thornton, U, 8. N., to MissTIda @. White, Navy 
ard, Boston, Mass, 
Brunie. Black and tawny, with white markings, collie bitch, 

whelped October, 1884 (Bruno—Lassie). by A. EH, Godeffroy, Guymard, 
N. ¥., to L. F. Chapman, Angelica. N.Y. 

Sir John. Mastiff doz, whelped April 9, 1884 (Major—Nellie), by 
Bernard Peyton, Richmond, Va., and Birmingham, Ala., to Miss 
Anne W. Carter, Pampatike, Va. ; 
=Jet, Bnglish setter doz, whelped Sept. 20, 1884 (Nigger—Nellie), by 
Q. A. Wortendyke to A.J, Corsa, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Doc dnd Muse, Black and tan beagle dog and bitch, whelped Aug. 

6, 1884 (Rambler—Beauty). by Col. Rowett, Quincy, Il., to Edmund 
Orgill, Bond's, Tenn. 
Dot. Lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped July 26, 1884 (Rush 

—Nan), mee P. Swain, Jr., Bronxville, N. ¥., to Hdmund Orgill, 
Bond's, Tenn, 
Jack, Liver retriever, whelped Dec. 30, 1888, by F. H. Horsfall, 

Liverpool, Eng., to Hdnrund Orzill, Bond's, Tenn. 

DBHATHS. 
Ee" See instructions at lead of this cohumn. 
fiend, Beagle hitth (A.K.R, 1727), owned by A. C. Krueger, Wrights- 

ville, Pa, Dec. 15, in parturition. 
Dell, Jr. Beagle dog (A.K R. 1714), owned by W. H. Deane, Som- 

erset, Mass., Dee. 16: 
Walkill Obo. Black cocker spaniel dog (A.K.R, 1208), owned by 

Archibald Gordon, Middletown, N. Y., by drowning. 
Fragan. White. with tan ears, fox-terrier, whelped Oct. 25, 1883 

(Corinthian—Pearl), owned by Clovernook Kennels, New Y ork. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

("> No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

PF. W. F., Westboro, Mass.—My Hneglish setter dog is greatly 
troubled with lice. Ans. Wash your dog thoroughly with carbolic 
soap, and continue to do so until the vermin disappear. 

J. A, B,, Flatlands, L. 1—A pointer puppy bas byo claws on his 
hind legs abouta half inch above his feet. What shall Ido about 
them? Ans. Yon may leave them or cut them off close to the skin. 
They are unusnalin pointers but willdo no harm. They are called 
double dew claws. 

A. §., Ogdensburg, N. ¥.—A deerhonnd puppy is mich troubled 
with lies, Sheis kept clean and has good airy quarters and clean 
food, Bed. straw, changed twice a week. Have washed her with 1n- 
fusion of quassia which don’t seem to have any effect on them. Ans. 
Wash your dog thoroughly twice a week with carbolic soap and scrub 
the kennel with a fiyé per cent. solution of carbolic acid, 

M. M., Nesquehoning, Pa,—A foxhound is continually annoyed 
with some sori, of an iteh on herlegs and her whole belly, It first 
appeared about six weeks azo on the elbows in raw red spots and 
then spread back along her whole belly and on the inside of her hind 
legs. and itis now down to her knees on the outside. She is continu- 
ally scratching herself until the blood runs, Whatshall I do? Ans. 
Wash all the atfected parts with warm water and castile or sulphur 
soap, then dry the parts and rub in some ointment of the oxide of 
zine which you can procure at any druggist’s. Continue this treat- 
ment at least once a day and you will soon see an improyement. 

E. 8. L., Danvers, Mass.—The end of a setter’s tail has the hair all 
off, and itia raw all the time. Heleeps licking it, I have washed it 
off with ecastile soap and water, then put mutton tallow on a cloth 
and done it up in cloth to keep bim from licking it, but it dors not 
seem to do itany good. Ans. After cleansing the partcarefully with 
warm water and castile orsulphur soap, and having clipped the hair 
for an inch or more beyond the sore, apply some ointment of the bal- 
sam of Pern, which is made of vaseline and the balsam. You can 
protect the part with the thumb of a leather or buckskin glove, with 
tape or strings attached on either side. See that the dog does not 
bite or serateh it off during the day, and you may hobble and muzzle 
him at night. 

L. A, K., Philadetphia.—A setter dog, fifteen months old, is so thin 
that you can count the bones of his body; hair yery rough, nose hot 
and dry; runs at the eyes; has no appetite, but drinks a little milk; 
bas had worms, but is rid of them now: has small passages, takes 
short naps, and breathes heavily while asleep, Ans. Your dog prob- 
ably has distemper. Giye him a tablespoonful of castor oil and re- 
peat until he has two or three free movements of the bowels. Mix a 
teaspoonful of salt with the food night and morning. Feed on mush 
with a little cooked lean meat mixed through it. Keep dog alone in 
eoo] dry place, and still watch for worms, You may also pet some 
three-grain quinine pillsand give the dog one thrse times daily. 
Please report result, 

_ Worcester, Mass.—A pointer bitch, seven months old, sometimes 
has to be coased to eat anything. I feed cakes made of oat, rye, 
Indian and wheat flour alternately, also give milk and water, and oc- 
casionally a little cooked meat, potato and other vegetables. The 
bitch is poor and don’t seem to grow as large as she ought. Sheis 
lively and aside from her poor appetite and thinness is well. [thought 
she might have worms but tried remedies withoubreward. Ans. Your 
method of feeding is excellent and the poor appetite of the bitch is 
most lixely dependent at this time upon the approach of puberty and 
the development of the generative powers, Give her tonic and stim- 
ulating diet. You might try five-drop doses of Fowler’s solution of 
arsenic in the food twice daily. 

W. P. K., Corsicana, Texas.—I have a smajl-sized kennel and would 
like to have you make mention of my distemper cure, as it will be of 
freat benefit to all breeders and owners of fine dogs. I have cured 
fourteen cases this fall and seven last season and have neyer lost a 
single pup ordog. Fora dog I give a tablespoonful of fine table salt 
once a day for three days and it will cure the worst case on record, 
and for pups half the quantity. Ans, The chloride of sodium is anti- 
septic and slightly astringent and a good local application in all cases 
of catarrh, Distemper being a specific disease and affecting the 
constitution more than an ordinary catarrh, should be treated not 
only with local remedies, such as salt, powdered alum, or powdered 
sulphate of quinine, but also with tonics and alteratives, as iron, 
arsenic, and so on, and with bland diet and absolute cleanliness. See 
next issue of paper, 

A. 0. K., Wrizhtsville, Pa.—A bitch between four and five years 
old had a slight ease of mange, also seemed troubled with canker, I 
first cured her of the mange and then upon examining her ears, | 
found no inflammation, no soreness to the touch, nor the least erup- 
tion, yet she shook her head asif suffering from real canker, and 
would seratch her ears. I washed ears carefully and applied bromo 
ehloralline, laudanum and water, but failed to relieve her. She still 
strikes and scratches her ears, but they are as before—clean, notscre 
orinflamed, She has voracious appetite, but keeps rather poor in 
tiesh. She was very much out of condition when I purchased her, 
and has picked up some, but not enough to make her look in as good 
a condition as some of my other dogs. Ans. Geb an ear sponge, and 
after cleansing part, apply on sponge some glycerite of tannin of the 
strength of one-half a dram of tannin‘to the ounce of glycerine. Do 
this night and morning: as a tonic we would recommend Fowler's 
solution of arsenic, five drops night and morning with the food, 

F. H., Brattleboro, Vermont.—A hound now eight years old, until 
within three months has been in perfect health. When I go into the 
woods to hunt him, after trailing a hare from three to five hours, he 
will have a fit which lasts from three to five minutes,and when he 
comes to himself is so weak be cannot stand, his eyes are green and 
he foams at the mouth more or less. He has a running sore in his 
head which makes him very deaf and it discharges a black matter 
and has a bad smell, About three years ago he was hit by a man 
across the small of his back but was lame for a short time and from 
all appearances was allright. Ans. You probably keep the dog in 
chain during the close season, and very likely you feed him well and 
he becomes fat, perhaps constipated. Then you start out to hunt for 
some hours and feed the doz raw meat. At his age this is too much 
for him and he has snecessive attacks of apoplexy or congestion of 
the brain, We have observed it often under the above conditions. If 
this is the case with your hound, you must feed him less raw meat 
and not. work him too hard, At eight years of e a dog is past his 
prime. If your dog is very fat this is doubtless the trouble. During 
the time he is not working feed on very little cooked meat but give 
him mush, milk, a few bones, andso on, Wash the sore with warm 
ane and castilesoap, and dress with ointment of the balsam of 
eru 
B. Z.S., Portland, Me.—A pug suckling seven puppies (now twelve 

days old has caught the distemper by contact with a seven months 
old pup, that caught it at the doz show recently. She coughs quite 
violently (without throwing up her food), and hasa diarrhosa, for 
which lam giving her an anodyne of laudumn, chalk, gum arabic, 
aromatic confection and water. Hasnotlost her appetite, but I fear 
ues moment the pups get affected Ishalllose themall, Sheis fed on 
strong meat gravy with a little rice for thickening. with an occasional 
change of milk, She has an abundance of milk, and has not shown 
any fever yel. My fears are all for the pups, expecting te see some 
signs of itin them every few maments. ‘he mother does not run at 
the nose or seem badly affected except with the congh and diarrhca, 
which has lasted now three days. She is in a warm room witha 
‘solution of carbolic acid on surrounding floor. Ans. The question ta 
decide is as to which chance is the best for the pups, viz., Separating 
them from the mother and bringing them up on the b 

5 
a 

I consider the powder effectual.—R, 
Powders, the great British remedy, are sold by McKesson & Robbins, 
$1 Fulton street, New York, 

otile, or taking | 

the risk of their catching the distemper from the mother, Your 
treatment of the mother as to diet and medicines is excellent, We 
should adyise leayin 
tind a foster mother for them. . 
advise a discontinuance of the aconite and belladonna, as ib will tend 
to keep up the diarrhcea which the opium should control. 

the puppies with the mother unless 
niless suffering from marke 

ou can 
fever, 

Worms 1x Dogs.—One dose acure, ‘Rhiwlas, Bala, North Wales, 
ept. 21,1874, I gave a Naldire’s Powder to a collie on Saturday last, 
aR in ten minutes he evacuated a tapeworm 30 yards 2 feet in length, 

LOYD Prick.” Waldire’s Worm 

Price $1.00. Manufacturers: Wright & 
Holdsworth, 8 Spur street, London, England,— Adv, 

Hifle and rap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

WORCESTER, Muss., fan. 1.—Atthe regular meet at Pine Grove 
range to-day the Massachusetts target wasused, Hach man had 10 
shots with a possible 120, The following was the results: 
CO AGA TS Tey sis ot wae ma sadicce pec) -11 1212 811 9 10 12 10 10—105 
Thomas Leighton.is..ssceeeceesteeeee 11 91210111110 9 it 10—104 

99 8 7 

GARDNER, Mass,, Dec, 31.—At the regular meet to-day of the 
Gardner Rifie Club at Hackmatack range Messrs H. 0, French and 
H. ¥, Clark of Brattleboro, Vt., were present as guests. The shoot- 
ing was off-hand, distance 200yds. The American decimal target 
with a possible score of 100 was used. The totals were as follows: 
A. Mathews 98, M. Atherton 91, G. FP. Ellsworth 89, G. Fordyce 87, G. 
(. Goodale 86. T, Cameron 84, H, OC, French 82. H. F. Clark 81. 

BOSTON, Jan. 3.—A small number of rilemen at Walnut Hill to-da 
made things lively. On the whole the weather conditions were good. 
The records are appended: 

Greedmoor Practice Match, 
HT Cushing. ......,.. b5b5554455—48 HS Sennott ....... 445544455444 
E B Souther. .......- 654555545447 DAH Homer.......... 54444445541—43 
BB Carr............5545454445—46 BE} BC Erricsson (mil)48334154444—38 
HD Hibbard....... 45545445 45 —46 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
Pos sIONee 5664655455—4d8 W Charles,.......,..5454556545—47 

Decimal Mateli—Prize Winners. 
87 8685 8 —343 KG Warren...73 73 71 70-+24—311 

CO B Berry e4 82 82 8112-340 JB Fellows...838 76 75 74 3806 
EB Souther...73 77 71 664+40—327 R Davis,...... 77 68 60 47-+28—270 
R Read ....... 78 ‘74 70 T0-+29—310 

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. ¥., Dec. 29.—The Saratoga Rifle Club 
held threé shots last week, on Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday. 
The conditions were not fayorable on Wednesday, but were good on 
the other two days. Massachusetts target, 200yd=-., off-hand. The 
following are the highest scores of each competitor for the week: 
SUPA Ce ee ce itesiet see 1011 12.11 9 12°12 12 11 11—110 
W B Gage..-...- otras bt anttedddocd, 10 9 10 10 10 10 12 12 11 11—105 

J Francis 

W Charles... 

WVBR See ss eee eon Sr esatetgeteins 9111012101111 9 8 12—108 
BAAS WHIbG ret aarti tet ate see eeer es 12111110 9 910 8 11 10—101 
ETAL TOT receipts eer crem tere ete otras 12111112 810 91010 8—101 
WeAllergiuG soe, sn1aescs-ay tree tence 12 6111211) 91011 7 8—100 
Soh Gory os ee Sea ~912 910 712 9 9 9 11— 97 
Wit HOwmsrdiwel. vino ss toes thee tel 10 71110 9 6 % 5 12 10— 87 
Meshbemakers inca ee e-ttsduwerares hs BO ie a OO 6079, 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re - 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

THE BEST BORE FOR CLAY-PIGEONS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I haye been interested in the remarks on the best ‘“‘bore for clays” 

in the Jate numbers of the Porrst AND STREAM, and as the 10-bore 
men have pretty well advocated their favorite weapon, I thinka 
word for the 12 gauge will not be amiss. J have been pleased to note 
a general inclination toward smaller bores for game shooting, but in 
trap-shooting, in New Hngland at least,there has been a decided 
movement in the other direction. The cause for this is very plain. 
When the trap-shooting was confined to glass balls as it was a year 
or two ago, you would have seen as many 12’s in the gunracks at the 
tournaments as there were 10’s, but with the advent of the clay- 
pigeon came a change, the birds were harder to break than glass, and 
besides they were thrown all outgoers or nearly so, while the balls 
were thrown from rotary traps; those few owning cannons now were 
happy, while the light gun men, seeing themselves at a disadvantage, 
also went in for cannons, so at the tournament of the N. H. Trap 
Shooters Association last month, held at Boston, a 12-bore was 
an exception, and they were conspicuous by their absence. 
My gun, an 84 pound i2?-gauge, looked like a baby in the 
rack with the 1044 and 11-pound guns, although it seemed heavy 
enough to me, and I have been shooting in the brush all the fall with 
a 614- pound, 16-gauge. Now I think that a 12-gauge gun, if itis held 
straight, will break as many clay-pigeons asa 1g proviging the weight 
is there to stand heavy charges of powder, and [ believe it nonsense 
to handicap the bore of guns without limiting the weight. Tf the bore 
of a fun alone is handicapped, it will be no rare sight to see 16 gauge 
guns weighing 10 pounds at the traps loaded with 5 drams of powder, 
which would scarcely be any improvement over the present rules, 

T hope, however, to see the trap-shooters of this country agree upon 
some common standard of weight of gunsfor trap-shooting, say 8 
pounds or #4 pounds; then if a man wished to shoot. occasionally 
from the trap, he would not need a special gun for that purpose. [ 
think if guns were limited to 8 pounds, thatthere would benofurther 
need of limiting the bores or the charge of powder, as these would 
limit themselves. In conclusion, if I have not trespassed too far upon 
your valuable space, [ would say that I do not think that a poor shot 
using 4 heavy gun can always beat a good shot using a light one, but 
if the skill is even the big guns will come out ahead. 
Proyiwence, R. 1. TWELVE-Gauan. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them im as soon as possible after the matches 
described, We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
Re For pubisueion. should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

FUTURE INTERSTATE TOURNAMENTS. 

Editor Forest and Streair: 
As previously announced through the press, the Ligowsky Clay- 

Pigeon Company will notin future organize any large annual inter- 
national clay-pigeon tournament, though they will cheerfully and act- 
ively aid any organization which may undertake to do so, It is 
hoped that at the second international clay-pigeon tournament, New 
Orleans, La., Feb. 11 to 16, 1885,'a National Association may beformed 
whase objects it shall be— 
First—To adopt standard rules for al! manner of shooting live 

pigeons, clay-pizeons, glass balls, etc. 
Second—To organize future annual tournaments. 
It has been suggested that such an association could be formed 

and kept alive by opening same to all clubs and individual sportsmen, 
initiation fee for former $5 and for the latter (where net a member of 
clubs that haye joined) $1, annual dues to be $1 for each member of 
club or individual sportsman, All shooters in favor of this plan, 
whether adopted at New Orleans or not, are requested to send their 
addressto the undersigned, Should this simple plan prove a failure, 
the following suggestions are submitted, yiz.; To organize a small in- 
eorporated stock company with a capital stock of about $2,500, whose 
pasa shall be, in addition to the above mentioned fwo— 

hird—To organize in addition, three or more interstate tourna- 
ments ab yarious principal cities annually. Said company to be or- 
ganized under the laws of Kentucky (no liability beyond the amonut 
originally subscribed). The capital stock to be divided into 500 
shares, bar value $5 each. 
The subscription books to be opened at New Orleans, La., Feb. 10, 

1885, at room of the undersigned, St, Charles Hotel; 10 per cent or 50 
cents per share, must be paid at time of subscription, the balance 
whien the shares are issued, All parties desiring to subscribe and 
who cannot be present, please notify and remit to the under- 
signed. If the organization is not completed, the said ten per cent, 
will be returned. Atleast one-half the stock must be subscribed or 
else fhe orzanization will not be completed, There shall be five di- 
rectors elected annually by the stockholders and who shall serva 
without salary. Ssid directors shall have full power to elect all sal- 
ayied officers and to carry out the objectsof the company, J. Bar- 
bour of Louisville, and the undersigned will be among the original in- 
corporators. Itis expected to interest many prominent sportsmen 

in different sections of the country, who willl be enabled to activel 
assist in organizing the interstate tournament in their section. All 
sportsmen are Praeked to communicate their yiews to the press or 
tothe undersigned. J. E. BLoom, 
CINGINNATY, O., Box 1292, 
Mr. D. Kirkwood, of Boston, will be the chief executive officer at 

the grounds during the Second International Clay-Pigeon Tourna- 
ment at New Orleans. He has the reputation of being the bestin tha 
country in this line. The Nye Creaser Company, of Monmouth, Ill. 
have kindly donated as special prizes four of theiy creasers, 4 10s and 
412s, half of them nickle plated, 

ROOMS AT THE CLAY-PIGHON TOURNAMENT, N. © —The 
Ligowsky Olay-Pigeon Company have received the following letier; 
sportsmen, tale note: *‘T have a number of people who are writing 
me to engage rooms for them, they want rooms only on 4 visit to the 
exposition, They are taking adyantage of my offer to our shooters 
(to procure rooms), I would like to have mentioned that I cannot 
spare the time in running around for any one and every one comme 
here on a visit. My offers are strictly to the shooters and sportsmen 
coming hereto visit our tournament. Jam im receipt of at least 
twenty letters a day from people wishing to come here to visit our 
exposition. I say I will not notice their correspondence unless they 
will be connected with the tournament as shooters or visitors of the 
tournament. T have received at least 200 queries already by outsid- 
ers for rooms, etc, Also mention to shooters and sportsmen ta ad- 
dress me, 19 8t. Charles street, or 126 Euterpe street. I haye received 
some queries that were delayed owing to improper address. Very 
truly yours, A, Carpona, Jr. (New Orleans, Dec. 27, 1884)” 

COLT HAMMBERLESS GUN CLUB.—Jan. i, 1885. Fifteen clay- 
pigeons, 18yds, rise: 
HJ CGhurch,...101001110010011— 8 JH Howland,.111110101100111—d1 
JJ Peatd... .. 101000000010000— 3 H M Jacobs. ...011010000000001— 4 
Geo Best....... 109000111001011— 7 D Seymour....111100100110110— 9 
WC Howe...... 101110101011000— 9 

§—22yds. rise: H. C. Howe, 1; D. Seymour, 0.—E. C. H. 

BOSTON, Dec. 31.—lhere was a large attendance of trap-shooters 
at Walnut Hill to-day, most of the organizitions of the State bein 
represented. The principal interest centered in the team match an 
the shoot for the individual badge. The conditions for the team 
match for the champion badge were that it should be finally won by 
the team making the best agzregat+ of three winning seores. The 
result gave the badge to the team representing the Massachusetts 
Rifie Assoviation, The individual badge was to go to the shooter win- 
ning it the greatest number of times. Dickey and Black had won it 
twice, and on the shoot off to-day the medal was finally awarded to 
Dickey. The second medal had been won by De Rochemont, Souther 
and Black, on the shoot-off Black won. The results of events stood: 
First event (five clay-birds)—(errish first, Second event (five clay- 
birds)—Henry and Cutting divided first. Third event (three pair 
doubles)—Snow first, Mourth event (seven bircds)—Gerrish first. Wifth 
event (three pair doubles)—Tidsbury first. Sixth event (five single 
birds)—Dickey and Tidsbury divided first. Seventh event (three pair 
doubles)—Gerrish and Black divided first. Highth event (ten single 
birds)—Dodd first, Ninth event (three pair doubles)—Dickey and 
Adams divided first. The team matches stood: 

Malden Team. Massachusetts First Team, 
Ten Three Five _Yen Three Five 

singles, pair. straight. singles. pair, straight, 
Adams......8 6 5 Dickey... ...8 iy 5 
Nichols. ....8 3 3 D’Rochnv ats 5 2 
Gerrish..... 9—229 3-12 4—12—46 Tidsbury...7—-18 4—15 5—12—45 
Massachusetts Second Team, Lynn Central Team. 

9 3 3 Stanton ....6 5 5 
Souther....6 Bs] 4 
Johnson....8—20 2-10 2—11—a1 

Harvard Team. : 
3 

7 4 3 
Curtis....., 4—20 5—12 4—10—42 

St sane Henry...... 7 
Sampsen...,7 4 4 Bradley....6 4 1 
Draper..... 6—18 4—12 1—9—39 Boylston...5—18 1— 8 38— 7—288 

Boston Team. 
GOEL CTT cla garrettes en nee eine er aacyree rere se 6 a. 1 
HO Wee Paneth peree Phere ean nati nos eater et: vi 1 4 

NE WiEO Te tae yrs needed inne trie ieeid as Vatiacay 38—16 3—5 5—10—31 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in_as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

WORCESTER, Mass., Jan. 2.—To-day has been a special field day 
at Coal Mine Brook Range, the headquarters of the Worcester Sports- 
man's Club. The weather clear, but the air decidedly cold and, brac- 
ing, with the temperature some 15° of 18° below freezing. The prin- 
cipal events were for the team and individual badges of the New 
England Trap Association, held by the Worcester Club. Among the 
visitors were O, R. Dickey, J. M. Frye, C. H. DeRochmont, EK. W. Law, 
J. $, Sawyer, C. M. Stark, David Kirkwood, Thomas Curtis, ©. A. Orr 
of Boston, and G. G. Tidsbury of Ashland, menibers of the Massachu- 
setts Rifle Association or the Boston Gun Club. The rules of the New 
England Association were observed in the contest. In the individual 
match there was a possible 50, in the team match a possible 20; the 
balls were thrown on an i8yds. rise. The judges for the individnal 
match were Henry W. Webber of Worcester, and John Faulkner of 
Lowell, G, H. Orr, Secretary of the New England Association, was 
referee. H, W. Eager of Worcester, held the badge; he won it at 
Walnut Hill, Nov. 7. The challenge was from O.R. Dickey, of Boston, 
who with Perry, Stark, Tidsbury and Kirkwood, contested for it to- — 
day. They shot in strings of fiye balls each in the following order 
and result. 
PE eT rn Sasa stsre sins 444554544941 Tidsbury....,. ete 45434351388—85 
BERR Vice renee Baliaies 435445154442 Dickey........errees 2505454455—d4 
bark pqdiuedd waning 3334552684—35 Kirkwood..._. -,... 4434523323 32 

referee. 
Massachusetts Rifle Association. 
DeRochnn1’ti1010111101111011110—17 
Law.......11010111110111111101—16 
Tidsbury, .10111101011010001010—11 
Curtis..... 00111101111101011110—14 

Perry... .,.10001110111111111101—15 Dickey , -.,10010101111111110001—i13 

74 69 

JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS.—The following match took place on the 
grounds of the J. C. H. G. C. on the 27th inst, for $100 a side: 
Match between J. H. Gutwater (of the J. C. H.) and Richard 

Dwines; 25 birds, 25yds. rise; one ground trap, one barrel, gun below 
elbow until bird is on the wing. The birds, furnished by Al Heri- 
tage, were an exceptional good lot. 
Those marked with an * fell dead out of bounds. 

OUbWATOM. 5 cee re ee ee PD Pet Pit 11s e008 a lag 
DWINGSie le ees eee pees 110 0*112110*1 0010112117 OFF 0-18 

It ig but just to remark that this was Mc. Dwines’s first attempt in 
apublic match and againstan old veteran pigeon shooter, and he 
might, with the large crowd assembled, have been more or less 
nervous. The contestants have both high reputations in fleld sports. 
Atthe regulation election of officersfor the year of the J. ©. H. 

G. G., held at their club rooms’ the second Wednesday inst., the fol- 
lowing were elected and installed; C. H. Yerrington, President; W. 
D. Reynolds, Vice-President; Al Heritage, Secretary and Treasurer; 
J, J, Maher, ¥. D. Crouse, Geo. B. Haston, Executive Committee. 
Speeches were made by outgoing and incoming presidents, Al Heri- 
tage, J. J. Maher, Dr. Burdett and others, the Doctor making several 
in his usual characteristic yein. The club is ina very flourishing 
condition.—JACGOBSTAFF. 

NEW HAVEN, Conn., Dec, 27.—Christmas was spent in our quiet 
city by the “boys” in shooting clay-pigeons, etc. Very few were in 
the wonds, the snow being too deep. At the grounds of the New ~ 
Haven Gun Club the members had their annual shoot. Dr. Carver, 
who is staying in the city, was present, and consented to take partin 
the match and was placed on both sides. As usual with the Doctor, 
il seemed asif he took no pains to sither aim or hit, but broke the 
pigeons just the same. Several times he flred one barrel in the air 
und broke with the other. The wind was very strong and cold, and 
the scores made were not as good as usual. Below we give them: 

First Team—C. B. Bristol, captain, 14, Dr. Carver 2), C. Longdon 
12, R. B. Penn 19, R. T. Smith 15, Geo. Saulsbury 28, C. G. Rupert 10, 
Wm. Kent 20, A. E. Bradley 15, Henry Cowell 15, Burr Nichols 20, J. 
E, Stetson 19, CG. W, Adams 20, Total, 233. Second Team—N. D, Fol- 
som, captain, 17, Dr, Carver 24, E. A. Folsom 24, T. J. Nash 18, C. W. 
Foster 21, Wm. Hanson 20, H. A. Sanford 16, J. A. Blake 16, W. A, 
Fulton 17, Frank Sherman 15, J. E. Clarke 6, R, T. Smith 17, Wm, H. 
Sparks 15. Total, 225. 

In the individual prize shoot, Wm. Hanson won the first prize, a 
card reciver from T. J. Moffatt, by a score of 8 ont of a possibls 10; 
second was won by Charles Longdon, W. T, Smith and Wm, Kent, 
each haying 7, The prize, a set of loading tools from N. D, Folsom & 
Son, was nt awarded. H, A. Sanford won the third prize. an ink- 
stand presented T, J. Moffatt, by a score of 6; R. B. Penn the fourth, 
100 brass shells from A, L. Howard, by a score of 5, and the fifth was 
won by Folsom & Son, a football from C,H, Longdon. In the sweep- 
stakes, 7 pizeons, R. Meacham scored 6, C. H, Longdon 5, ©, W. Fos- 
ter 4, and Wm. Hanson 2. In tae 10-pizoon sweepstakes, Wm, Hanson 
scored 10, Dr, Carver and B, A. Folsom 9 each, and C, Adams &. 

Worcester Team, 
Hager..... 01141111111010111411—17 
Davis...... 01111110110111111111—17 
Webber... .10011010101110111000—11 
Aolden., ..10010111001111111010—14 
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LOADING FOR CLAY-PIGEONS.—I have used the shotgun about 
twenty years, and have always supposed I held ahead if I hit the bird 
or pigeon; but lam ready to be convinced if I am inerror. After 
‘trying both 12 and 10-gauge guns, varying from 744 to 10 pounds, I 
am convinced that a 10-gauge, 30in., full-echoked gun, weighing 9 to 12 
pounds, is best for the clays; but Ido not use “6 or 7 drams of pow- 
der” My load is 4 drams of powder aud 134 ounces shot No. 7. With 
this load I have made a score of 48 out of a possible 50 (an account of 
which appeared in Formst AND SrreAM of Aug. 7, 1884). With a 934- 
pound gun, I can?fire 50 or 100 shots without any unpleasant effect 
from the recoil, and the aim is steadier than with a light gun.—sS. §8. 
W. (Osborn Hollow, N. Y.). 

CARVER AT NEW HAVEN.—Next week Dr. Wm. F. Carver pro- 
poses to attempt the herculean feat of breaking with a rifle sixty 
thousand glass balls thrown in the air in six days. It will readily be 
seen what a tremendous effort will be required to accomplish this 
feat, as he willbe required to shoot ten thousand balls a day and to 
lift with his left arm several tons. The enormous recoil for this 
number of shots and the great amount of ammunition used are also 
‘worthy of consideration. As an evidence of the amount of ammuni- 
tion used by Carver in his contests, we may mention that the Merino 
Elastic Felt Wad Company have just shipped him asa first order 
for the year 36.864 wads. 

Hachting. 
THE BARNEGAT SNEAKBOX. 

4) ae various requirements of hunters, fishermen, surfmen, and 
others who dwell along the great Atlantic sea coast, have brought 

into existence a number of curious craft, some of local use only. 
while others have become popular in many places. The dory of the 
Eastern fishermen, the sharpie of the New Haven oystermen, the 
oyster skiffs used about Staten Island, the sneakbox of Barnegat Bay, 
the duck skiff of the Lower Delaware River, and the peculiar canoes 
of the oystermen of Chesapeake Bay are all examples of such craft. 
As arule, each is marked by its adaptibility for the purpose for which 
it was designed, and, while crude and unfinished in many respects, 
has some noteworthy points. The origin of the boat here illustrated, 
the sneak-box of Barnegat Bay, may be traced back easily to the 
“‘sinkboxes” or sinkboats, These were at first mere boxes sunk in 
the marsh and covered with a blind, from which the hunters shot at 
the flocks of ducks for which the bay is famous. The box was im- 
proved into a scow, or floating blind, and in course of time the boat 
shown in our illustration was evolved. In order to float in little water 
a fiat bottom was necessary, and asthe boat had often to be beached 
and dragged through the marsh, the end was well rounded up, until 
the bottcm was nearly the shape of a spoon. This form also proved 
€asy and buoyant in the reugh water often met with on the bay, and, 
coupled with a well-cambered deck. the little boats were found to be 
excellent for sailing and fishing, as well as for ducking, being fast, 
stiff and weatherly, At present they are used in many places besides 
the Jersey coast, and are general favorites with the duck hunter, the 
fisherman and the pleasure sailor. 
When used for hunting. they may be drawn up onshore, as a sneak 

pox, being covered with brush or sedge; or hidden in the same man- 
ner, they may be sculled elose to a flock of ducks. The stern is usu- 
ally provided with a rack to hold the decoys, of which forty or fifty 
are sometimes carried; therefore they are made wide and full aft. 
The centerboard is either of the usual pivoted type, or else what is 

ealleda “dagger” board, narrow and long, curved somewhat like a 
scimeter, and sliding in a narrow trunk, as a sword in its sheath” Of 
course, the board is not hinged in any way, but is slid into the trunk, 
projecting down and aft, and giving a good hold on the water. When 
not in use, ibis withdrawn entirely, and laid flat on the floor boards. 
The usual rig is a small sprit sail, and an oar is used for steering and 
also for sculling; but when used entirely for sailing, the boat is fitted 
with a rudder and tiller. Several of these boats, used in the vicinity 
of New York, are rigged witha balance lug the same as a canoe, 
which sailis much superior to the old rig. The boat shown in the 
drawing was built for pleasure sailing only, by J. Kilpatrick, of Bar- 
negat, and is larger than the size used for gunning. being 16X<5ft., 
while the latter are usually about 12x4ft. The cockpit is large 
enough for three or four persons, all sitting on the floor, as no thwarts 
are used; and below deck, and atthe sides of the well, is room for 
stores and cruising outfit. In cruising, a bed for two can easily be 
made up on the floor, the latter being nearly flat. 

The dimensions of this boat are: 
HCH OLIMNOVEL etl let eter chs reeetsn, ne eg Aaa hs F 
Length on waterline ; 
IS(ENGOE Pep aN TEN SY em ee ed a PO yA Roe Mee ee 
Beam at waterline 

Depth amidships 
Sheer, forward.. 
SIREN aC es ee ala tay RES AMAA AY ik RA aye i 
Growin hcl we wie cl, fet dnen ee ths 8in 
Mast from fore side of stem...................... 3ft. 
Centerb’d trunk, fore end, from fore side of stem, 3ft. 5in 
Centerb’d trunk,after end, from fore side of stem. 7ft. 11in 
Fore end of well, from fore side of stem ........ 6ft. 8in 
After end of well, from fore side of stem........ 13ft, 
AWARE Ota elles fa me en ie Ned Sere 3ft. 
Height of coaming above deck........ .. ... ...- 2in. 
BLEACTN OL MAMAS © os 5 otek tos lelewletatoe tas sls « 2ft. 

The keel is one piece of oak, 5in. wide amidships, and ilgin. deep, 
turned up atthe fore end. The slot for the centerboard is qin. 
and the board ins she latter being of oak, through bolted. The 

Wx 
d in 

3in. 

2in, 
2iu. 
iin. 

. Gin, 
. vin. 
. Sin. 

The sail is hoisted by a halliard, with a parrel on the yard to hold 
t in to the mast. Instead of the tack, as used in canoes, a line 

is fastened to the fore end of the boom, leading down to an eyebolt 
in the deck just abaft the mast, thus Pier enne the tack of the sail 
from falling forward, The sheet may be made fast to one quarter, 
leading through a block on the boom, and one on the other quarter, 
to hand, thus being out of the wr of the tiller. 
The Barnegat Bay boats usually have a canvas apron or screen 

forward, fastened to the deck, so as to keep off all spray. Being 
very stiff, the sneakbox is an excellent boat for young sailors, and 
also Aer pleasure sailing on the shoal bays that abound along our 
coasts, 
The prices given in another column are for the best boats built to 

order, but for ordinary hunting purposes a cheaper boat may be 
found at Barnegat, for about half the price there given. 

A VISIT TO A SNEAKBOX BUILDER. 
gf Paes builder of the best sneakboxes found in Ocean county, N.J.. 

is Capt. George Bogart, who has turned out, during the past 
twenty years, many successful specimens of this class of ducking 
boats. Capt. Bogart has been employed for eleyen years as captain 
of 4 life-saving crew, located on Long Beach, opposite Manahawken, 
Ocean county, N, J. This severe service results in rheumatism, and 
the pay is very small when the great risk to health and life is consid- 
ered. Capt. Bogart having left the life-saving service of the govern- 
ment, has built himself a shop one mile south of the village of Mana- 
hawkcn, and under the encouragement of the Single-Hand Cruising 
Club ot Ocean county, proposes to give his whole time to perfecting 

. Sin, = 

L.W.L 

= = = = 
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and adapting the suealkbox for the use of single-hand cruising, Bo~ 
art’s model of the sneakbox is considered to be the best _we have, 
hese boats have hitherto been built for ducking and fishing pur- 

Poses The stern has been made very broad to support the great 
oad of wooden decuy ducks and geese which are carried on the after 
deck by the gunner. The “nose or bow of tha sneakbox has fre- 
uently been constructed with great depression of deck lines from 

thw cockpit forward. for the purpose of being easily ‘*biinded”’ and 
fo give an unobstructed range for the wildfow! shooter. Capt. Bo- 
gart has improved the sailing and rowing lines so as to adapt the 
craft for better sailing, There is more rise or “turn up” to the bow 
of the best boxes” than was found in them ten yearsago. In addi- 
fion to the apron, which yoided the water from the forward deck 
while sailing in a_h sea, a ‘‘shelving’' or washboard six inches 
high is now placed along the edges or sides.of the box as well as 
across the stern, which can easily be removed and stowed inside the 
boat. This bulyark increases the power of the craft to cope with 
the sea, and also serves to secute oars, spars, lines, ete., resting on 
the conyex deck of the box. With the washboard and apron this 
low-lying craft can resist the rough waves of our bays, and can and 
does cross four-mile “stretches” of open waters during gales of wind 
that drive our 2iff. catboata into harbor. The safety of the boat 
will be acknowledged whenitis known thai boys from ten to four- 
Teeu years old nse these boats in rough weather without accident. 
As @ tow the sneakbox, without a keel or stem, and with its spoon- 

Shaped bottom and bow,rons easily in the wake of a small yacht; 
hence, many of our shooting and fishing yachtsmen have discarded 
gizs, punts, and canvas folding boats for this strong, serviceable and 
easily towed craft, which can be sailed as well as rowed. Last sum- 
mer the canorists prevailed HBG Mr. Rushton, the celebrated canoe 
and boat builder, to construct and send to the A. C. A. Meet, on the 
St. Lawrence River. at considerable expense to that good-natured 
gentlemen, 4 12x4ft, sueakbox constructed on the lines of the Centen- 
nial Republic, in which Mr, N, H Bishop made the 2,600 miles’ cruise 
described in his ‘Hour Months ina Sneakbox.” This little craft was 
built by Bogart in 1875, and Mx, Bishop rowed it during his four 
months’ cruise tothe Gulf of Mexics, He never sailed the crafh until 
three years ago on Lake George. He finds her sailing powers excel- 
Jent, an 1 uses her when he cannot cross jhe lake during heavy winds 
in any of his other boats, Judge Longworth, the second commedore 
ofthe A. C, A.. had this sneakbox duplicated by Mr, Rushton; fitted 
itwith a triangular sail 10ft. on a side, tested it, and wrote to Mr. Bishop 
thet this sneakbox was, if properly used, “practically uneapsiz- 
able.” It is well known that when a cangeist who had never used a 
sieakbox (though one of our best sailors and paddlers) was intrusted 
wilh Mr, Rushton’s sneskbox at the last canoe meet, and sailed her, 
the fieet of canoes ran away from her, and sneakbox stock in the 
Tninds of the inexperienced fell to zero. 

ifthe many A. O.A. ernisérs who have desired to see trials between 
this rough-weather cruising boat and canoes. wish bottom facts, let 
them purehase an excursion ticket ah the Pennsylvania Railroad 
stabion in New York or Philadelphia for Manahawken (onthe Tuck- 
érton Railroad) and by leaving on the morning train, reach their des- 
tination by noon of the same day. Let them visit Oapb. Bogart, who 
is a walking encyclopedia on all that pertains to sneakboxes. Let 
them go with bim on the broad bays and witness the evolutions of 
thirty or forty sneakboxes in a single fieet, Let them note how easily 
these hoats fo over every sea, how stift they are, and how well they 
£0 about and reach ahead in rough water, Bogart will tell them that 
such a trial of sneakbox ys. canoe as was made at the ,A. ©. A. meet 
is simply 4 farce; that a narrow 15 or 16ft. canoe should sail faster 
than a. short 12ft, sneakbox, but that the same little box will “drown” 
even a Pearl canoe if she will sail like the shenkbox, with open cock- 
if in our heayy seas in the neighborhood of Barnegat or Little Keg 

Paanen inlets. He mizht alsoask them if there was a single cruiser 
among all those present at the “trial of the sneakbox”* who was 
aware that all sneakboxes on these bays carry only as much sail as 
spars cut short enengh to be stowed under the decks willallow? In 
other words, to test the sail-carrying capacity of a sneakbox you 
Toust cut your mast and boom longer than the stowing capacity of 
the craft will admit, which, as yet, is not the custom on these bays— 
the home of the sneakbox, 
Before me is 4 i2ft. sneakbox. The sailismadeof twilled muslin 

29in. wide, There are seven yards in length in this sail, because her 
length of mast and boom is adapted for stowing under thé deck of 
the craft. This 50at can easily carry a sail containing twelve run- 
ning yards of this muslin. 
The sneakbox has upto this time been used for szonvenient shoot- 

ing and fishing purposes only. The best builder on our New Jersey 
coast now intends to devote the results of his long experience as & 
snealbox builder, bo adapting his favorite craft to the wants of cruis- 
ers. to those who desire a small sort of yacht, more burdensome than 
atrue and typical canoe, The 14ft.x52in, sneakbox, just completed 
by Capt, Bogart fora member of the Singlehand Cruising Club, has 
an innovation in its construction of novel character. In the deck, aft 
the cockpit, is a. small batch which, when taken off, exposes to view 
asmall galley, large enough to hold one of the Adams & Westlake 
coal oil stoves with its wire gauze wind protector. The skipper of 
this craft informs me that it is contrary to rule for club members to 
publish theories; but he promises ta send to Worust Anp Strmam the 
results of his Jabors when his ‘‘zalley”’ has been tested in cruising and 
has been perfected. This 14ft. box is the best ever built by Bogart. 
it will carry two men conveniently. and will serve most comfortably 
as a home, during wet'and windy weather, for one occupant. It can 
be duplicated by its builder, and furnished with leathered oars, spars, 
sail and hatch covers, forthe low price of $&5, while the 12/b. box, 
completed in like manner (without the galley), can bewuilt and placed 
pen the cars for shipment for about $65, 

he larger box is, however, the cheapest craft, when we consider 
its caparityand power. These boxes, as they are improved for cruis- 
ing purposes, will probably be increased in cost, Ag they now stand 
they are the most economical of boats, They are the safest crafts, 
with the same sailing power, that I have met in searching through six 
maritime nations. 
Sueakboxes will not compete with the canoe and paddle. The 

canoe has its peculiar cruising ground. Sneakboxes are not canoes, 
but just the npposite. Stiff where the canoe is cranky; short where 
the canoe is long; broad where the canoe is narrow. The 12ft. boxes 
carry the dageer” centerboard. The 14ft. boxesnow have the swing 
or yacht centerboard, and also have the two ice-runner strips of oak 
Screwed to the bottom. about a foot apart, These strips serve to pro- 
tect the hottom of the boat from injury, and also develop windward 
qualities in the sailing of the craft. Three members of the A. C. A, 
expect fo have 1dft. boxes built next season, 

I have received more letters of inquiry regarding sneakboxes dur- 
ing the last two years than I can conveniently answer, and my object 
in sending this communication to you is to open a source of informa- 
tion to your readers, The sneakbox builders are few in numer and 
many are not reliable. They do not keep a stock of material on hand 
for boatbuilding. Vhey donot work steadily at their trade, There 
is an inborn feeling along the coast that every day spent at hard work 
on land is s0 much lost time, and every day spent in gunning, fishing, 
Glamming and loafing in the bay is amesns of e. Hence itis diffi- 
cult to get a sneakbox builder to push your order to completion, A 
ood yacht builder never builds a good sneakbox. A sneakbox 
uilder must be born with the lines of his imagination as crooked as 

an axe-handle or as Wavy and irregular as those of a perfect sneak- 
box. Bogart is a conscientious builder, and is ready to accept any 
sugfestious as to improving the accommodations, spars, sails and 
other details. His model, however, should be let aloné, at least for 
the present. SEIPPER. 

LEAD, BEAM AND DEPTH. 
Editor Forest ard Stream: 
T was gluddened to-day by rhe sight of my old friend Kunhardt’s 

“hand of write**oa the wall. Bravisimo! Tt is the best paper [ 
have seen from his pen, not even excepting the exhaustive article on 
yachtiug in -‘Hamersly’s Naval Hneyclop#dia."* His ship is always 
On an sven keel, whether the wind blow high or low. Iwish hima 
happy new year and many returns of the thanks he deserves for 
championing a peculiarly difficuli but perfectly accurate theory— 
one which he alone at first dared to discuss and demonstrate. 
Long ago lI was satisfied that not only our yachts but our coastin 

vessels and sea-going steamers were too shallow, baying an excess o 
freeboard and a corresponding lack of immersed midship section. 
Any vessel, for whatever purpoxedesigned, handles better and sails 
or steams taster for having the old rulefor beam cut in two, adding 
the excess wrere it belongs, and giving to stability, displacement 
and power the additional impetus thns urilized. Some of the old 
“kid glove watermen’’ reasoned this out, having discovered that lead 
was an element of great consequence when put outside where it be- 
dGHBEU, which was the secret of adding it to the keel of the old 

aria. 

The idea that a yacht’s decks bught always to be dry, no matter 
what kind of a sea is on or how sevore a gale is blowing, is about as 
sensible as it would be to maintain that the roof ot a house must not 
ger wel during a storm, Lookat our best, swiftest ard safest sea 
oats. Do they not combine the essential features of the modern cut- 

ter? The steamer which stows her cargo lowesh makes the best 
weather and quickest passage, other requisites being equal, All this 
is Dow acknowledged by every skilled “architect de marine,” nomat- 
ter what his early training or natnral predilections may have been, 
We are theretore on the eve of a great revolution in modeling, especi- 
ae if, as now seems probable, electricity supercedes steam as a pro- 
pulsive forea, Indeed, the terrific speed imparted toa marine bor- 
pedols of itselfau unanswerable argument in favor of greater dis- 

at all. 

havé sought success jn improving the 
lines of our light sloops, 

haye learned to value the inherent immediate drawback of 
the sophistry of light weight, 
vessels and reduced it to a minimum practically possible, and at the 
same time haye added as much weig)t as they could in the way of 
big displacement.in full ap 

perenP a &inee no such velocity would be possible were the torpedo | with additional weight and she fails to go. 
on 
thniab (hand) builders will deny this fact; but itis, nevertheless, dem- 
onstrated every day this tine of year, and the deep pilot boat, under 
a reduced spread of canvas and barely 5ft, extreme freeboa 
er ente windward faster than any of theice barge modeled steamers 
whie 

half immersed, I know that a great many ‘practical’ rule of 

, edges 

ossess three times her relative power, : 
Thank Mr, Kunhardt for his able paper in my behalf, and tel] him 

the time is not far distant when yested interests and ignorant obstin- 
ac 
ority of in 
sincere evidence in fayor of deep keels, I may be allowed to add that 
considerable experience of my own in fresh as well as salt water, con- 
firms the accuracy of Kunhardt’s application in the matter of concen- 
trating weight and displacement, especially when s0 placed as te unite 
these two vital factors with the pivotal point of the keel. 

musi Se up the unequal fight and acknowledge the vast superi— 
intelligent reasoning. And in contributing my unasked, but 

Syracousn, Jan, 1, 1885, G. J. Deva. 

IN THE MATTER OF WEIGHT. 

id Ree most astonishing and to me utterly inexplicable perversity 
of the human mind which refuses to accept a commonplace 

truth, but prefers te surround itself with all manner of imaginary 
elaptrap, is fittingly illustrated in the tenacity with which amateur 
yachtsmen adhere to the Hepes which attributes to weight what 
really belongs to form. I do no 
7 ache. should be aw fait in the intricacies of naval architecture, 

ask that every ove interested in 

ut I do think ita positive reflection upon their intelligence and or- 
dinar'y sense, if they constantly insish upon shutting their eyes to 
the most palpable proofs and demonstrations afforded by practice 
and experience to which they themselves are parties and witnesses. 
It completely surpasses a, comprehension, how a gentleman having 
had the opportunities of 
deliberataly refnse to recognize certain most elementary and wholly 
uncontrovertibleé deductions from the numerous races which have 
taken place in our waters the past few seasons, in most of which Mr, 
Tams has himself figured very ereditabl 
the vessels entered, Ido not select Mr, 
but because he certainly dces Ee pteseny that class among our ama- 
teurs who are earnestly seeking for the truth and working to promote 
a more thorough appreciation of all matters at issue. If, then, Mr. 
Tanis can £0 so BOVEY astray, not in minor details, but upon the 
very eardinal praocip 
promoted, what then are we to expect from those less perfectly 
posted in every respect, but whose voice, vote and example has 
equal influerce upon the future of our customs and preferences in 
build? The prospect would be indeed almost hopeless if we had to 
depend upon the theoretic conclusions of our yachtsmen for the 
trend of coming predilections in the popular mind. 

c, J. Frederick Tams, as an example, can 

as the handler of some of 
ams for personal reasons, 

68 upon which correct naval design must be 

Fortunately the practical lessons which the loss of the America 
Cup will conyey are certain to so far outweigh all the illogical pro- 
ductions which originate from yachtsmen themselves in their free 
and easy tallc and print, thatno fear for the future need be enter- 
tained, When Genesta has landed the Cup, the people will know how 
to interpret the disaster, and no “papers” like that recently read 
before the New York Y. ©, can obscure the horizon of a truthful 
estimate of the principles involved in successful naval architecture, 
The intentions of the ‘‘paper’’ recently read by Mr. Tams before 

the New York Y, C. were good and proper enough, but. in the light 
of truth the papergwas sorely misleading to the audience, 
this audience, by the way, there does not seem to have been one 
single person with the required modicum of common sense to rise in 
opposition and show Mr. 

Among 

‘ams the crucial defect of all his derivations. 
Not to bother with minor questions, the ‘paper’ was based through- 

out its course of reasoning upon thea notorious, the ancient, the oft 
capsized, the totally unsubstantiated assumption that ‘resistance?’ 
yaries with weight, and that weight is a measure of resistance. The 
nieanest powers of observation should have taught the Jowest order 
of conception the utter fallacy upon which Mr, Tams was proceeding. 
“This beamy-shallow type,’ says Mr. Tams, ‘also 
rig, but not as large as the one previously mentioned, 
mark, ‘because she has not to force so much boat through the water 
on account of her smaller displacement!" 
Could anything more mistaken, more positively illogical and 

thoroughly at variance with experience be uttered? And this by a 
fentleman otherwise well informed and justly accorded to be one of 

uires a large 

the leuders inthe yachting community? Surely, it is difficult to re- 
strain one’s patience and write in moderate language when such a 
red rag of misconception is flaunted defiantly and even triumphantly 
in one’s face, 
is beyond me. Itfloorsme. Had a Bay Ridge or Bayonne builder 
given forth the notion, I should have shrugged my shoulders and 
passed on. “Poor fellow, he knows no better. It is no use reasoning 
with such ashe. Let him die in his erring faith.’ But from Mr. 
Tams! Ttis too bad. Oh! that I must go over stale, stale ground for 
the hundredth time. That yachtsmen will do none of the thinking 
themselves, but fo on with their superficial empty words of sound 
and no meaning! If some one had only called the attention of Mr. 
Tams tomany well known races. I give that gentleman credit for 
enough sound sense to have reealled or qualified his deceiying-asser- 
tion, Bub little use to look for any accurate reflection in the particu- 
lar audience listenmg to his “paper.” They Iswallowed greedily 
anything in favor ot the ight displacement sloop, Anything to con- 
tinue along undisturbed in the present dreamy inaction. Anything 
to pull the wool over our eyes. Anything to win the America Cup 
on paper for six months more before it takes wings for its flight from 
our shores! I fancy I know at leastone club in America where such 
wild steering would haye promptly been checked with the ery to 
‘“mind your helm." 
Tam impatient. I cannot helpit, There is cause enough for get- 

ting angry with nothing but the best wishes for thé progress of yacht- 
ing in America. How can I look on and write in complacence when 
hundreds of times before I have pointed out the fallacy of the dogma 
once again reiterated by Mr. Tams? And such a simple, self-evident 
thing it is, too, which is coustantly distorted by men who seem to be 
posses:ed of an incomprehensible perversity the instant they touch 
upon anything related to the design of our yachts. What on earth 
can if be that so blinds the majority, and men of Mr. Tams’s intelli- 
gence, toe? Thisis positively inexcusable, this confounding of the 
causes Of “resistance.”’ Mr. Tams and his following know just as 
well as I do that Bedouin drives about 104 tons at the-amespeed with 
less area of sail than Gracie and Fannie driye.60 and 50 tons each, He 
knows as well as [ do that Oriva drives a displacement nearly double 
that of Vixen and Fanita, that countless cases can be cited in which 
large, notoriously large displacement is driyen at the same speed 
with the same sailas boats of much lighter weight. He knows that 
this has been done down wind when no questions of superior equip- 
ment could be urged in explanation. He knows that the heavy boats 
generally dragged their deep keels while the lighter boats triced up 
their boards. He knows that no vital superivrity in the mere shaping 
of lines can be named, nor anything else as an offset in elucidation, 
other than the striking difference in. Form, And that he knows is re- 
duced to a comparison of beam, since no one will advance that addi- 
tional depth of body in itself can contribute tospeed, He knows that 
all this has been done in smooth water time and again when heavy 
boats did not gain by their steadiness or by their swing in a sea. That 
it has been done in steady breezes when they did not gain by passing 
through flaws in response to greater momentum, 

No, Weignt, taken simply as weight,is not a measure of resist- 
ance. It has noehne to do with ‘resistance.’ Tt is the form of a 
vessel which passes through the water and has to clear a passage, In 
the light of facts itis, or ought to be, easily enough seen and con- 
ceded that & heavy boat of suitable form can be driven at less expense 
in power than a light boat of unsuitable form. Practice—I am not 
now talking theory—practics has demonstrated that heavy cutters 
can be driyen as economically as light sloops, and that only because 
they possess the better form of the two types; because less effort is 
required to part the waterand aid its passage with the least disturb- 
ance around narrow beam than around a wideand uncongenial body, 
That is the only rational explanation why the cutters are able to win 
races or make it a matter of trivial margin when pitted against lighter 
sloops carrying more sail. 
Weight in itself is not a hindrance, but a positive advantage, to 

speed. When once the inertia at the start has been overcome, weizht 
in itself is a conservator of speed and pos<essés no retarding influence 

Hence, in flawy breeze and in a sea Mr. Tams has himself 
found the heayy cutter the most papeecous in ¢ompetition. We 

i 1 aipness and beauty of the 
9 z ignoring the checking effect of beam and 

ascribing to weight a false character. The English have not yet suc- 
ceeded im imparting to their lines as great perfection of race, but 

eam and 
They have corrected the beam of their 

reciation of its powerful advantage. 
While we have been deyoted to the ontline, the ghost of the ques- 
tion, they haye tackled the body in its flesh, 
On these lines the coming international batile is te be fought, Un- 

fi] Genesta sails off with the Cup, prattle away, gentlemen, and read 
ww papers.” Confoundto your hiking weizht and form. When you os) 

tava been thrashed in the fight you will be through, and the public 
will quickly discover what false and perverse counsel has held sway, 

QO, P, Konpagpr. 
P. §.—One example in explanation. Given the sloop Gracie. She 

has attained a certain degree of speed, Now load her down one foot 

faction. 
which has killed Gracie’s speed, but the additional beam you are 
trying to drive through. Now goto work and alter the form, 

ecause,”’ now 

To comprehend such an utterance from such a2 source 

“There.” exclaims yout! 
tyro, ‘I told youso, Sheis toa heavy. Itis the weight. which has 
killed her. The weight is the cause of her additional resistance, 
Plain as day, and you cannot get round it.” | 

All yery well, Mr, Tyro, but Tean get around it to your own satis: 
Maintain boldly it is nwt the additional weight in itself 

Turn 
Gracie into a cutter, and you know that other cutters with no more 
sail carry successfully all the weight you have added. Upon the 
presumption that you have imparted to your new culter Gracie as 
good lines as may be required, she will perform as well as the other 
cutters whose speed you do not question, There, you are now carry- 
ing with success the very weight you first condemned as inconrpall- 
ible with speed. You have accomplished this by altering Gracie’s 
form, in doing which you got around the real cause of her failure, 
the immersion of additional beam. How can the weight be charged 
With the sin when you nevertheless are able to carry it upon.a change 
in the form? Is not form, the bad form of the Gracie when sunk an 
extra foot, to be indicted as the real souree of failure and not the 
weight which does goin another? I commend this simple process of 
logic to those of a contrary mind | ed spy 

[Our correspondent's criticism is based on the report of Mr. Tams 
speech, given in a daily paper, We understand, however, that the 
report did not do justice to the liberal manner in which the subject 
was handled by Mr. Tams, but only gaye the portions most favorable 
to the sloop.] 

THE AMERICA CUP. 

Fiditor Forest and Stream: 
An article of mine recently appeared in the London Wield, in which 

the following passage occurs: 
“Or in the event of & series of trials, the club may conclude to grant 

each one an opportunity to measure the bold Briton, as the club per- 
sists in claiming the right to bring toe the line a different vessel each 
race day.”’ ' 
Further on occurs this passage: 
“Itis enough to know that the club has refused to modify its inter- 

pretation of the rules governing a challenge. * * * Fortunately 
meee need be little account taken of this privilege the N. Y, Y. C. 
claims. 

I learn that the foregoing quotations haye been objected to, as 
putting the N, Y. Y,C. ina false light in the matter. My article was 
addressed to persons of ordinary intellizence. who probably under- 
stand that space is valuable in any liye newspaper. and that windy 
circumlocution is not a thing desired. Hence an ellipsis in the lan- 
gnuagre used, which, while not at all yitiating the moral truth of ary 
statements, can by perverse persons be contorted into at least a tech- 
nical lapse. 
The simple insertion of the words ‘‘nnder the deed of trust”? after 

the words ‘the club persists in claiming the right,” will make my 
language in the first clatise sufficiently exact to suit even the dullest 
comprehension, though I did expect that even stupid persons could 
haye exercised themselves te make that addition without help from 
me. 

Similarly, in the second clause fill out the ellipsis by reading, “It is 
enough to know that the club has refused under the deed of gift, 
ete,,”’ and also, ‘There need be little account taken of this privilege 
the N, Y, Y. C, claims under the deed of trust.” 

In some quarters it 1s advanced that the unfair and decidedly un- 
sportsmanlike clause in the deed of trust, giving our side the right to 
defer nominating our yessel until gunfire on the day of the race, 
ought not to be objected to at al], because in some of the past races 
the club has not enforced the clause and because special terms asree- 
able to both parties have been arranged under another clause gprant- 
ing that permission. 

I fail to see any logic in such argument. For one thing, the club is 
not bound to concedé in the future what it may haye volantariy 
given up in the past when meeting manifestly inferior vessels. Por 
another, the fault in failing to agree to Special terms may resh with 
the stranger and not with the N. Y. Y ©, at all,im which case both 
parties would have to abide by the deed of trust as it stands, inelud- 
ing the unfair clause, Finally, whit the club may praupose to con- 
cede is, as yet, only a matter of idle speculation, and in the forth- 
coming race with forebodings of defeat in the air, the club would 
have the technical right to refuse to concede anything, 2 course 
which it is quite possible the club will adopt or be forced to adopt 
by the stranger’s action in the premises, 
certainly Tam right in referring to the actual deed of trust as my 

guide, in the absence of any official declaration that the club intends 
to forego its right to adhere to any or all of the stipulations the deed 
contains. Jn common with all fair-minded persons, I hope and be- 
lieve the N. Y. Y¥. €., should a special agreement fail, will not iweist 
upon deferring the choice of our represeutative until the day of the 
race in the event of one match only being sailed, and also that it will 
nominate but one vessel for a series, and not select according to the 
weather. It is just possible we may lose the Cup, in which event 
those who now seek to justify the unfair clause in question will be 
vie igudest in behalf of ibs repeal, or rather its observance as a dead 
etter. 
My remarks in the London Field referred as a matter of Course to 

the written law in the case and not to speculation as to what conces- 
sions the club may see fit to make, and in this light my remarks were 
perfectly in accordance with the facts, If a proper exposition of.the 
unfairness of the objectionable clause shall lead to its abandonment 
by the clubin the coming races, my end will haye been attained, 
The contest must be won or lost in eyen battle, not by a handicap or 
hair splitting upon the technicalities of the deed of trust. ©. P. K, 

THE LENGTH AND SAIL AREA RULE. 

Editor Forest and Streain- 
Your issue of Jan.1 contains a letter signed John G. Prague, in 

which he makes the following statement: ‘‘As for the America? 
Cup, the New York Y. ©. gave ib away when they adopted w measure - 
ment which was cribbed bodily without credit, by an Englishman. 
from an Englishman (Dixon Kemp),’’ Iam not a member of the New 
York Club, and cannot claim the honor of being its champion in 
defending it from the aspersion of haymg been made the yictim of 
an imposition detrimental to its interests. 

As, however, we have only a bare assertion for it, and moreover, 
as the author of the statement has given us the advanlage of append - 
ing his name toit, all who feel interested in the matter will beensbled 
to attach due importance to it, and to ask of him such corroborative 
proof as they may think it worth while to inquire for, As the Engiish- 
man who is evidently alluded to as haying ‘‘cribbed” Mr. Kemp's rule 
“bodily aud without credit,” let me assure the yachting public of my 
disinchination to impart bereonanies into the discussion of yachtine 
matters. Next let me tell them that such members of the Netw Yor 
¥. C,as were duly appointed to look into the subject of measure- 
ment, and who recommended the present rule, knew all ab mt Mr, 
Kemp’s rule, and this rule was not first brought to their knowledge 
by me, nor have I sought to receive the eredib of it. 
They know furthermore what Mr. Prague ought to have acquainted 

himself with before making his reckless and untruthful statements, 

that the rule proposed by Mr. Kemp -o2 th xSail “Area 7,000 =tons, and 

2L+ 758, A. 

3 
=Length; differ not only in the formula, and in the fact 

that the results are expressed in one case in tons and in the other in 
feet; butin the first case sail area is given an importance yastly 
greater than is assigned toit in the latter, I findin Webster that 
“crib” means ‘'a hteral translation of a classic author," and if there 
are ally yachting Classics, I shall not deny that Mr. Kemp’s writings 
are entitled to be included among them. 

It will uow be quite in order for Mr. Prague to tell us in which part 
of bis writings we shall find the rule for measurement whieh is now 
in use im the New York Y. ©. Tf Mr. Pracue is not accurate in his 
Statement of ascertainable fact, he at least assumes to gauce future 
yachting eyents with great closeness when he tells us (in effect) that 
if we fail to keep the Cup it will be on account of the adoption of the 
present rule of Measurement. Now whatis the effect of this meas- 
urement, and to what extent does it modify a measure of the siniple 
waterline length of our large racing sloops and cutters? 
The Gracie's waterline length of (9.30ft. hecomes 71,02, or receives 

an addition of about Ift. Yins. 
The Bedouin 70.16ft., becomes 72,15, or 2ft. lonrer. 
The Leen 65,12ft., be¢omes 65.8, or Sin. Jonger than the waterline, 
As to the Genesta 1 do not know what she will measure, but it does 

not seem likely that she will receive much adyantage, if any, from a 
rule which produces such a small deviation from waterline length, 
and which jn the case of our present large racers will ehange the 
allowance oyer the course from that due to difference in waterliae 
by only an inconsiderable number of seconds. Lam nob an advo- 
cate of the extreme features to be found in the moder Huslish eut- 
ters, and should like to see the Genesta or any-other yacht which 
may come over confronted by the best that can be produced, but the 
Genesta is not the product of any such rules as those of the New 
York or Seawanhaka yacht clubs, On the contrary, lo those who 
have watched the disappearances of yachts from the racine fleet in 
English waters after two or three seasons and the advent of new 
boats, the conspicuous features have been the increased length and 
Sail area which the rules permitted and fayored. The numerous let 
ters that may be read in the Field seem to show a widespread dis- 
content with the present rule, aud an increasing démand for a rule 
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n which sail area shall be an element, but the opposition appears to 
come Jargely from the modern racers. 

If it is conceded that the rule favors a certain ascertained or 
ascertainable type of yacht, or character of rig, and if the challeng- 
ing yacht was not designed to take advantage of the rules’ provisions, 
and if, furthermore, it is allowed that a fit competitor for the coming 
vessel does not now exist here, but that one must be built or changed 
to fit her for the contest, perhaps Mr, Prague will tell us why the 
advantage should not be with the yacht which is expressly filted to 
the rules’ conditions. It may be, however, that the rule of thumb 
which he contends for, is not adapted to this style of work. This I can 
believe more readily than that it requires its advocates to indulge 
wantonly and without provocation or use, in a calumnious and 
unwarranted attack, which, as far as it affects me personally, may 
be regarded with the utmost complaisance, but which in the interest 
of yachting and the verities I must resent. 
As to the deprecation of what Mr. Prague calls science in yacht 

designing, it would appear idle and unuecessary to answer such 
assaults. It may well be allowed that respectable results have been 
attained by individuals in various branches of architecture and art 
as the result of individual experience, and with little aid from rules 
and methods formulated upon a common observation; but why 
single out yacht architecture as the one thing that can dispense with 
“science?” Mr. Prague will surely not claim that our large build- 
ings and bridges can be put up without advantage from a knowledge 
of Senne) principles governing form, and the proper disposition of 
weight, strength and materia). If a man does not find it convenient 
and practicable to use a feot rule or other accurate measure, let him 
use his thumb, or if he prefer it, a piece of the galley stovepipe, and 
if the practical results are all right they can speak for themselves, 
and willdoubtless be appreciated at their just value. Itis tobe hoped, 
however, that his promises of speed to be obtained by some sloop to 
be built on his favorite method, to defend the America’s Cup, have 
some better warrant than his detractions in respect to, yours truly, 

JAN. 5, 1885. J. HysLop. 

MEASUREMENT AND CLASSIFICATION ABROAD.—The discus- 
sion over the present condition of yacht racing and of a changein the 
Tules still continues in Hngland, many being in favor of the adoption 
of the sail area and length rule. Ata meeting of the Council of the 
Yacht Yacing Association, held on Dec. 18, a scheme was proposed 
for classifying existing yachts as racers, ex-racers, and cruisers, ac- 
cording to the areas of their mainsails. Tables were presented show- 
ing the actual areas of mainsails of existing yachts in all three 
classes, for the various sizes from which a maximum area for any 
elass can be computed. After discussion a committee was appointed 
to report on the rule at the next meeting, on Jan, 28, 1885. 

RACING CUTTERS AS CRUISERS.—The 40-ton Sleuthhound is now 
fitting outin the Solent for an extensive winter cruise to the Mediter- 
ranean. This cutter is very much like the Tleen in proportions and 
style, and is another instance in which the modern narrow beam racer 
is being drawn upon for sea cruising. In the meantime, no one in 
England is predicting all sorts of terrible catastrophies to the Sleuti- 
hound for want of enough buoyancy, but on the contrary, her proposed 
voyage across stormy Biscay islooked upon as an ordinary matter, 
searce deserving notice. 

BOUND FOR A CRUISE.—Mr, Arthur Clarke Jeryoise has pur- 
chased the cutter Cythera, 117 tons, from her former owner, Mr, 
David Richardson, and is now fitting her out for a three months’ cruise 
in the Mediterranean, after which she will proceed to the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, where hér owner proposes to do some fishing, and from 
there she will return to mngland, visiting New York on the way, this 
fall, Cythera is 87.8ft. registered length and 17.7ft. beam, and was de- 
signed and built by the elder Fife, 

CRUISING YAWL.—Mr. Dixon Kemp has lately designed a cruis- 
ing yawl for Mr. C, W. Prescott Westcar, which willbe built by Alfred 
Payne & Son. This vessel, of 106 tous, will be 83ft. on waterline, 18fb. 
beam, and will draw 12ft., with a keel of 15 tons. Although intended 
for a cruiser, she will have nearly 434 beams, in fact, will be of ex- 
actly the proportions as Bedouin, 

THE AMERICA’S CUP.—The London Field of Dec. 20 contains a 
long and exhaustive letter from Mr. C. P. Kunhardt, reviewing the 
changes in American yachts and their present condition, and summing 
up the chances on each side. 

GITANA.—Mr, Weid’s schooner is now at anchor off Stapleton, but 
Will sail in a few days for the Wést Indies, 

a 

Ganocing. 

CaANoEIstTs are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu 
nications of interest, 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forms# anpD 
STREAM their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Formst AND STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

THE RUSHTON CANOES. 

O better index of the growth of canoeing can be given than the 
fact that while in 1871 the newly founded New York C. ©. had 

some trouble to find any one to build their boats from the lines sent 
them by Mr. Baden Powell, there are now (besides a number of small 
builders and amateurs, who build many boats each year) several large 
establishments devoted. largely or entirely to canoe building, The 
rincipal one of these, and the one best known to canoeists, is that of 
r. J. H. Rushton, at Canton, N. Y. Starting in 1875 asa builder of 

light boats in a small loft, Mr. Rushton now occupies a large building 
erected specially for boat building. From this shop 4 fleet of boats, 
of all varieties, rowboats, canoes, sporting boats, sneakboxes, to- 
gether with equipments of all kinds, is sent out every year to all parts 
of the country. Besides the method of building employed by Mr. 
Rushton, and whichis peculiarly his own, he has madea special 
study of the many requirements of canoes, and has now a list of 
models comprising craft for every sort of canoeing, and in which are 
incorporated the ideas of our leading canoeists. ; ; 
The claims of sucha business on 4 man’s time make it impossible 

for him to try personally all canoes and all the different localities 
where canoeing is followed; but to compensate for this, Mr. Rushton 
has availed himself of the experience of canoeists of all classes, for 
whom he has built boatsand altered them, with the result that he has 
now a selection of representative models of all dimensions and styles. 
The lines of these boats have never been published, but we give for 
the first time those of some of the best known craft. Of the smaller 
boats the most popular is the Grayling, an improvement on the well- 
known Stella Maris model, a Class A boat, 14ft. long, 27in. beam, 
depth amidships 9in., sheer at bow 6in., ditto at stern 5in. Load at 
4in, draft, 1?5lbs. She is fitted with a folding centerboard, of the 
Childs or Atwood pattern, so placed as to permit the crew to sleep on 
board. This model is well adapted for river cruising, especially with 
a light crew. The Marion, of the Mohican C.C., isa Grayling, and has 
made a creditable record, both as a cruiser and racer. 
The tendency of canoeists at present, especially under the present 

A. CG. A. rules, is toward the average or all-round boat, the lighter 
Class B canoe, in which class is the Ellard; designed by Mr. Rushton 
for Mr. George B. Ellard, Cincinnati C. C.,from dimensions given 
by the latter. As first built the beam was about 28in., but it has been 
increased to 80in., the length being 14ft. Gin. The depth of iin. isa 
little greater than common, and an improvement over similar boats of 
afew years since, The sheer forward is 64¢in., and aft 494in. with a 
draft of bin,, about 270lbs., and with a draft of Gin, 385lbs, can be carried. 
As usually built the stem and stern are both curved, but when desired the 
latter is made straight, the model being then known as Mohican No. 1, 
after the Snake, owned and sailed by Mr. R.W. Gibson of the Mohican 
C.C. Bemg flat in the fioor, and having no projecting keel, this 
model and the preceding one are well adapted for river work, rapids 
and camping, as the canoe will set level without chocking the bilges. 
She is also fitted, if desired, with a Childsboard, which may be nearly 
underneath the floor. The rig carried on the Snake, which we will 
illustrate in another article, consists of a mainsail, mizzén and jib. 

Mr, Rushton also builds the old Shadow, 14x30; depth, 10}gin.; sheer 
forward, 8in., aft 714, and the St. Lawrence, of similar dimensions 
and model, but without the tumble home to topsides. OF the larger 
craft, the favorite is the Princess model, designed by ex-Commodore 
Longworth. This canoe is 15ft. long, 3134in. beam, 10}gin. depth, with 
10in. sheer forward, and 7i4in, aft. She is built up to the limits of 
class B, and is a fine boat for long cruises and open water, the 
Aurora, in which Dr, Neidé made his long cruise, being built on this 

model in 1882. She will carry a large load, drawing but 6in. 
| with 480 pounds. We also illustrate two other boats, an open hunt- 
| ing canoe, 13ft, long by 30in, beam, and 12in. deep, and weighing from 
82 to 45 pounds. This canoe will also be built very light and decked 
over, making a fine boat for ladies, or for those who paddle entirely. 
The name of this new boat will be the Daisy. 1 
Besides these boats Mr. Rushton builds some 40 different sizes and 

models of rowboats, of all classes, from the plainly built and painted 
craft of the guide or hunter to,the elegantly finished pleasure boat, 
all being built after his method of light siding and many ribs. We 
shall give shortly the results of a number of experiments made at 
the factory, to test the floating power of boats and canoes. 

“CANOE BUILDING FOR AMATEURS” is now ready, and can be 
had at the office of the Forest and Stream, or will be sent by mail 
on receipt of $1.50. 

PROGRAMME OF THE A. C. A. REGATTA, 1885. 

A: submitting the following draft programme, the result of careful 
deliberation, the Regatta Committee make the following intro- 

ductory remarks: 
First—This draft is not yet to be taken as final in all details, 
Second—The principal changes from former programmes are the 

introduction of a new set of paddling races in “‘eruising trim” (viz.. 
loaded) to give a paddling canoe a better chance on the record as 
compared with a sailing canoe. If this were not done the former 
would be eligible for only one race as compared with three for the 
latter, The new races will also give decked canoes an opportunity to 
compare with the lighter open ones, the weights being equalized. 
The upset race is put on the record as being a test tor a valuable 
qualification for an ‘all round” catioe and thus every classified canoe 
has the same greatest possible record, and a paddling canoe which 
does not sail has the same possible record us a sailing canoe which 
does not paddle, viz., 80 points as first in three races, while the all- 
round canoe has a possible record of 70 points is first in seven races, 
and a mean, of course, of 35 which is a little above the highest of 
either of the special types. 
Third—-The increase in length of programmeis more apparent than 

real. Every event is separately numbered and much confusion 
thereby dispelled. If this be done on the 1884 programme there will 
be found 19 events, and the 1883 (Stony Lake) programme, so counted, 
has 27 events, so that for 1885 with 21 events, is notat all immoderate. 
The possibility of delay on account of weather is recognized in the 
appointment of Monday as the first day and provision 1s made for 
postponement of the second day without confusion of the programme, 
but of course we may have to fall back upon the bulletin board if last 
ears calms are repeated. The order in which the races are called 
as been carefuily studied to give paddlers time to rest and sailors 

time to rig. A short swim has deen introduced in the hurry scurry 
race (not to be on record). This will save the canoes the rough usage 
in launching and will give additional interest to the race. Fouls 
Souls. no) be claimed in the race unless wilfully caused to influence 
the result, 

This draft has been submitted to Commodore R, S. Oliver and meets 
with his ready approval. 
The Regatta Committee trust that this result of their labors will be 

received by the A. C. A. as an earnest effort to meet the yiews of the 
greatest number with a conservative regard for the already estab. 
lished rules and customs. 

Rosert W. Gisson, ) Regatta Com. 
R. J. WIUEIN, A.C, A, 
J. 5, WELLER, 1884-5. 

DRAFT OF PROGRAMME, SUBJECT TO REVISION. 

First day, Monday Avg. 3. 

Paddling Class ITI., i mile, 9:30 A. M. 5 
9:45 A.M. No. 2, Paddling Class IT., 1 mile. 

10:30 A.M. No. 8. Novice sailing, any classified canoe, no limits 
trim or rig, 1144 miles. 

11:20 A.M. No. 4. Paddling Class IV., i mile. 
11:45 A.M. No. 6. Paddling OlassI.,i mile. — 
1:50P.M. No. 6. Sailing Class B, no limits (trim or rig), 3 miles. 
2:00 P.M. No. 7, Sailing Class A, no limits (trim or rig), 3 miles. 
8:00 P.M. No. 8, Combined paddling and sailing, on sailing 

course, 3 miles. 
4,00P.M, Wo, 9, Tandem Paddling Classes II, and IV, decked, 
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mile. 
length at least. i 

4:15 P.M. No, 10. Tandem Paddling Classes IIL. and IV. open, 
and for canoes with short decked ends, 1 mile. 

4:30, P.M, No, 11. Upset, any cruising canoe, 200ft. No special 
appliances to be allowed unless usually carried in cruising. 

Second Day. 

9:30 A.M. No, 12. Paddling Class IV., cruising trim, canoe and 
load without crew to weigh 200lbs, or more, 1 mile. 

9:45 A.M. No. 18. Paddling Class1., cruising trim, canoe and 
load to weigh 80 pounds or move, 1 mile. 

10:30 A, M. No. 14. Sailing Class B, no ballast, 3 miles, 
10:40 A, M. No. 15, Sailing Class A, no ballast, 3 miles. 
11:40 A.M. No. 16. Paddling Class Il., cruising trim, canoe and 

load to weigh 120lbs., 1 mile. 
2:00P.M. No. 17. Sailing Class B, cruising rig, sail limited to 

V5ft., any ballast, 3 miles. 
2:10 P.M. No. 18. Sailing Class A, cruising rig, sail limited to 

50ft., any ballast, 3 miles. 
8:00 P.M. No. 19. Paddling Class IIL., cruising trim, canoe and 

load to weight 160lbs. or more, 1 mile. 
ee P.M. No. 20, Sailing, unciassified canoes, any ballast, 3 

miles. 
4:15 P.M. No. 21. Hurry seurry, with swim, 100yds. run, canoes 

moored 50ft. from shore, 200yds. paddle. 
4:30 P.M. Gymnastics. ! 
Second day of this programme will be Tuesday the 4th if weather 
ermits. and if none of Monday's races are postponed, in which case 
onday’s programme will be finished and the remainder of the day 

devoted to special races, and the second day of programme races 
will be Wednesday the 5th. In the absence of wind the paddling 
races will be called at their appointed times. 
Punctuality will be insisted ou.. No race will wait for any member, 
All A, C. A. rules will be enforced. 
The record with five prizes will be based upon all races in this pro- 

gramme except events No. 3, 9, 10, 20, 21, 22, that is, upon 9 paddling, 
6 sailing and 1 combined, every classified canoe being eligible alike 
for 3 paddling, 3 sailing and 1combined. Any canoe finishmg very 
late must report to judges if they are engaged upou another event, 
and the competitor wants to insure being recorded, 

First and second prizes in all events (except gymnastics), see Rule 
V. The Committee recommend as desirable subjects for specia 
prizes under Rule VY. long distance races both in sailing and paddlingl 
sailing races for open canoes and paddling races fo- decked canoes, 
and portage or obstruction races to encourage portability. 3 

R. W. GIBSON, prises Com. 
R, J. WILE, A.C. A. 
J. 8. WELLER, } 1884-5. 

THE SPRING MEET. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Ihave read with much interest the excellent suggestion made by 

Commodore Oliver regarding tne spring local meet on the Hudson, 
and having thought over it, this question presents itself to me, viz.: 
Will a movable or stationary camp invite the attendance of a larger 
body of canoeists? It seems to me that thereis but one answer to 
this and that is in favor of the latter, and to carry that idea out, can- 
oeing will make a greater advance than with the former. Another 
thought suggests itself: Will it not be very hard to find suitable 
camping places for forty or fifty canoeists each night? 3 
Commodore Oliver in his suggestion proposes, as I understand it, 

. 
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Decked canoes for this race must be decked on one-half their for one day a stationary camp and the following two or three days 
cruising camps. Thattakesup say four days. How would it be to 
inake Friday, Saturday and Sunday stationary and then Monday, 
Tuesday and et other days for those who wish to cruise. 

It strikes me that very few men can leave business for more than 
Friday and Saturday (May 29 and 30) and while many of us older 
“canoers”’ could manage yery nicely, [think a movable camp, ex- 
cept as suggested, would deter many from attending, and thus one of 
the best features of the meet—converts—would be neglected. J am in 
favor of acampon Plum Point or in Peekskill Bay on onde and 
Saturday, and then possibly a cruise up or down the river on the fol- 
lowing days. tam, however, with the majority and wlli endeavor to 
attend wherever the meet may be held. 

Ropert J. WILKIN, Knickerbocker C. C. 

Broogtyy, N. Y., Jan. 3, 1885. 

"CANOE BUILDING FOR AMATEURS” is now ready, and can be 
had at the office of the Forest and Stream, or will be sent by mail on 
receipt of $1.50. 

A TIMELY HINT TC CANORISTS.—About 3;30 on Christmas 
morning the bells of West Troy rang out on the frosty air, but not to 
tell of glad tidings. Oh, no. The peal was too wild and fast for that; 
misinterpretation was impossible, for the fieree peal was supple- 
mented by a bright glare in the sky which told too plainly: Fire. 
The club house of the Watervliet Boat Club, which on Christmas 
eve had been the scene of a hop, was now enveloped in flame trom 
cellar to roof, and in a short time eyerything—house, boats and fur- 
niture—was entirely demolished by the fiery element, and nothing 
remained but a blackened wreck. The fire, which is supposed to have 
originated on the ground floor, through a lighted cigar parcleasyy, 
thrown away, had gained great headway before being discovered, 
and the only occupant of the building had to jump for his life from 
one of the lower windows, a@ distance of about ten feet, to the ground. 
The logs to the club is partly covered by insurance on the house and 
boats. The canoe Dandie Dinmont, in her winter quarters in the club 
house, shared the fate of the club boats, but by want of forethought 
on the part of her owner she was not insured, and is thereby a dead 
loss. The only satisfaction derived being an opportunity to warn 
fellow canoeists, and a de ermination by the crew never again to be 
caught unawares by a mishap similar to that of—Tar Danpie Din- 
MONT. 
DESERONTO C.C,.—Vice-Commodore f'. 5. Rathbun gave a dinner to 

the Deseronto C. C. at his home, on Vec. 19, at which fourteen members 
were present, The table was ornamented with seyeral small virch 
bark canoes filled with flowers. the A. C. A., club and Vice-Commo- 
dore’s flags being hoisted on each, while the club flag, on white satin, 
was laid by each plate. Vice-Commodore Rathbun gave a brief his- 
tory of canoeing in Canada and the United States, and of the forma- 
tion of the A. C. A. and also the Deseronto C. C . after which other 
speeches and toasts followed. The club will be present at Grindstone 
this year in full foree. We have received from Vice Commodore 
Rathbun the words of the French Canadian song sung by the cook of 
the Deseronto camp last summer. Mr. R. also writes us that he has 
been out ou skates with a canoe mizzen set, but failed to work well to 
windward. 

THE WESTERN MEET.—The location suggested last week should 
have been west of Cleveland, instead of east. The islands mentioned 
vary in size froiu one or two acres up to seven or eight thousand, and 
are situated from one-half to twelve miles apart, camp sites and all 
necessary conveniences being found on all of them, 

SAILING DIRECTIONS.—‘‘Now,”’ said I, as we stepped into the 
boat at the Lead of Sisson’s River, on che Intermediate Chain, ‘it’s 
growing dark, andI am going down this river in a hurry. Suppose 
you act as pilot, and tell me how to steer,’’ “‘O! yes,’’ said she, as we 
seated ourselves, and I assumed the oars. Down we went past the 
snags and ‘:sweepers.”’ ‘This chair seat in a boat is perfectly lovely. 
Turn a little more to the right.”” “Dou you mean your right or my 
right?” ‘I mean my right, of course. Now a little to the left—a little 
more—there’s an o!d log right ahead of the boat—there—you’ve just 
missed it.” ‘‘Suppose you should say ‘port’ and ‘starboard,’ then I 
should the more easily catch your meaning.’ ‘But I can’t remember 
which is which. Now pull toward Caleb Green’s—there — that’s right.’’ 
“Very good; we'll call ‘Caleb Green’s’ for ‘port’ and ‘John Jackson's’ 
for ‘starboard.’”’ ‘But we’ve passed Caleb Green’s now. Steer more 
toward Phil Tyler's.” “Ay, ay, sir.” ‘‘Now toward John Jackson’s 
—no—Thomas Rushton’s—now head for thenew church—John Green’s 
—Bobby Hastings’—here we are—safe.”’ (Unanimous vote of thanks 
to the pilot).—_KE.LpPiz. 

DEATH OF FREDERICK SHERMAN.—Dec. 29.—EHditor Forest 
and Stream. I feel great regret in announcing the death of Freder- 
ick Sherman, a member of the Knickerbocker ©. C., who died on the 
i4th inst, in the 37th year of hisage. Mr. Sherman had lately become 
one of us, and his amiable and manly disposition had endeared him 
to all his friends.—E. Fowbur, Secretary Knickerbocker C. C, 

“CANOE BUILDING FOR AMATEURS” ts now ready, and can be 
had at the office of the Forest and Stream, or will be sent by mail an 
receipt of $1.50, 

Auswers to Correspondents. 

fee" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

af . H. W.—The open season for rabbits (hares) in New York closes 
eb. 1. 

F, H. D., Providence, R.1.—We know of no such book. May pub- 
lish article on the subject. 

T. X. S., Muskegon, Mich.—Make canoe 10l4in. deep at gunwale and 
i3igin. at center of deck, You can use paint in-seanis, but it is not 
usually done. 

—————————————————  ———  —————_—— ee ee 

E R.. Dubuque, Ia.—The sieeping bag is deseribed in ‘‘Amateur 
Canoe Building.” You can obtain the aleohol lamp from dealers in 
sporting goods in any large city. For mhhogany, write to Geo. Reed 
& Co,, Sixth and Lewis streets, New York. 

Cras Aprie, Sharon, Pa.—The law of your State relating to ferrets 
is as follows: ‘No person shall hunt, or cause or permit the hunting 
ot hares or rabbits with a ferret or ferrets, under a penalty of ten 
dollars for cach and every hare or rabbit caught or killed by means 
of a ferret or ferrets. 

A SURPLUS OF NEARLY $2,000,000 is the solid guaranty offered by 
| the Travelers, of Hartford, Coun., that all just claims will be paid in 
full, as they always have been.— Adu. 

UMPHREYS 
GMEOPATHC RY 

VETERINAICS 
For the Cure of all diseases of 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep 
DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

Osed successfully for 20 years by Fats 

mers, Stockbreeders, Horse R.R., Ke. 

Endorsed & used by the U.S.Governm’t. 
Pamphlets & Charts sent free.-ey 

HUMPHREYS’ MEDICINE €O., 
108 Fulton St., New York. 

Humphreys’ Homeopathic 

specific No.28 
use 30 years. Theonly successful remedy for 

Nervous Bebility, Vital Weakness, 
Prostration, from” oyer-work or other causes. 

$1 per vial, or 6 yials and Jarge via powder, for $5. 
S0LD BY DRuGaisTs, or sent postpaid on receipt of 
rice. Address, Humphreys’ Homeo MtRIG 

Medicine Co., 109 Fulton St,, New Yorks 

in our business. Those anglers who intend spending 

FLORIDA FISHING. 

The manufacture of fishing tackle particularly adapted to angling in Florida has long been a special feature 

the winter or spring in Florida, will find it to their advantage 

to callonus. If not thoroughly posted in regard to what they require in our line, under our advice they can provide 

themselves with what they do need, and save themselves from purchasing what they do not want. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

18 Vesey Street (Fifth door from Astor House), New York City. 

rym Oo cH’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 

Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes, 
only about half asmuch. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and admit 

in metal, inside diameter is nearly two gauges larger. 
ells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. 

crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 
acts as a reducer, an adyantaze which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. 
shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2, 

Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. 

of a heavier charge, as owing to the 
Same as any brass s. 

not less than one dozen, by 

Stream for Sept. 18, page 147. 
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ar way. [obese 
A Splendid Dog Whistle, Pe 
Water-Tight Match Box, | 2222: 

—AND— 28304 | 
Reliable Compass “abes S 

OCSMBINED. 

_ Nickel-plated metal. Sold by dealers in Sports- 
men’s goods, or sent by nail on receipt of price $i. 

UR & O0O., Box 2,882, N. Y. P. 0. 
& He -T. 
Send for catalo 
Forty years esta 

worth a son, 
loa: 
Blade lin. wide, and equal to the best 
razors, but not so 
want one by mail, send plain ad- 

dress to GEO. ROCK WOOD, Wellsboro, Tioga Co., Pa., with postal note for $1,50, P.S.—See Forest and 
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NOW COMPLETE. 

History of North American Birds. 
With Illustrations drawn from nature ex- 

pressly for the work. 

Cost | 8. F. BAIRD, T. M. BREWER, and R. RIDGWAY. 

The English “ Fishing Gazette.” 
Devoted to angling, river, lake and sea fishing, and 

fishcultures. 
Every Friday, 16 pages, folio, price 2d. 

Volume VI. commenced with the number for 
January 7, 1882. 

Epitor—R, B. MARSTON 

Free by post for one year for 12s. 6d. (say $3.20) to 
‘any address in the United States. 

Load 
Or can be effectuaHy 

Sample 

), and erimpers 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,, Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

& Es mife. 
The only pocket hunting knife 

] sized knife, 91Zin. 
open, and 5gin. long shut. 

ard. If you 

PHOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY. 

the negatives may all be developed on 
your return home, 
The lightest, most complete and practical of 

A taateur Ramipeients, Price {10 and upward. E, 
THONY & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y. 

Book of instructions free e. 
blished tn this line af business, 

I, THe WatTER BIRDS or NoRTH AMERICA, 
In two volumes, 

If. Toe Lanp Birps of NortH AMERICA, 
In three yolumes, 

After a long period of careful preparation, the 
publishers are enabled to present in these five 
yolumes a complete and invaluable work on Ameri- 
can ornithology, embodying the fullest and most 
accurate accounts of the birds of the whole of 
North America north of Mexico, arranged accord- 
ing to the most approved system of modern class- 
ification. 
The exact rank of each bird is given, whether a 

distinct species or a sinple variety. The descrip- 
tions are all prepared by analytical and synoptical 
tables, intended to dimmish as much as possible 
the labor of identification. 

PRICE OF THE WORE. 
WATER BIRDS. 2 vols., 4to. Cloth. $24.00. 

Illustrated with 323 illustrations of heads and 184 
full-length figures, beautifully engraved on wood. 
The same, with the illustrations of heads exquis 
itely executed in water colors, hand painted. $60. 

LAND BIRDS. 8yols,4to. Cloth. $30.00. Mlus- 
trated with 545 heads and 593 woodcuts. ‘lhe 
same, with 545 heads printed in colors, and 36 
plates of full-length figures, colored by hand, $60. 

LITTLE, BROWN & CO., Fublishers, 
254 Washington Street, Boston. 

FERGUSON’S 

Rust Preventer 
For FIREARMS, CUTLERY, TOOLS, SKATES, Ete, 

Send for Gi cular. 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 

Office, 65 Fulton st., New York, (With T. J. Conroy.) 

Sent direct from the office for any portion of a 
year atthe above rate. U.S. postage stamps can 
e remitted, or money order payable to Sampson, 

Low, Marston & Co., the proprietors. 
Contams specia) articles on all fresh and salt 

water fish and fishing; reports of the state of the 
rivers; reports from angling clubs; fishculture and 
natural history; where to fish; angling notes and 
ueries; angling exchange column; notices of 

ing tackle, books, &c., and other features. 
A copy of the current number can be had (post 

free by sending six cents in stamps to R. B. Mars- 
ton, the FISHING GAZETTE office, 12 and 13, 
Fetter-iane, London. 
The FISHING GAZETTE circulates extensively 

among anglers and country gentlemen in all partg 
of the Empire. 

“There is a large public interestin fishmg, . . 
An excellent class organ.’’— World. 
‘One of the best authorities on these and kindred 

Tee prighter and littl is not 4 righter and gayer little paper is not pub- 
lished.”’— Mayfair. ti . 

The FISHING GAZETTE is quoted by the Times 
and all the best papers. 

One of the best mediums for 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
of fishing tackle makers, fisheulturists, hotels ana 
fishing quarters, whisky, waterproof fishing goods, 
cigars and tobacco, books of angling, and all other 
requirements of anglers; also for all general adver 
tisements addressed to a well-to-do class in all parts 
of the country and abroad. 
Office—12 and 13. Fe**er-lane London 

Fishermen, send for 
circular. E. J. M 

: =, TIN, Rockville, Conn., 
& Saas Man’f’r of braided silk 

business fishlines of the best quality. Dealers are 
invited to send for samples and prices before 
placing their orders, 

=: Ss Ea 
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PIEPER’S PATENT B.1.. GUNS 

The Large Demand Proves Their 

POPULARITY. 

ADVANTAGES OFFERED: 

CHEAPNESS. 

STRENGTH. 

SYMMETRY. 

DURABILITY. 

LEAD THMmE MARE: = 1? 

i22-This is the best COMPLETE gun in the market for the money. There is no other gun that can com- 
pare with it. The sales during the 

No. 600—Ribbon twist barrels, Scott action, double 
ast season haye been unprecedented. 
olt, fine quality steel-freed locks, ex- 12g. 10g. 

tension rib, scroll fence breech, French walnut selected, pistol grip stock, 
finely chequered, artistically ornamented rubber butt plate, with figure of the 
SOddesS itn POHEL Se ess ue eee ces Ue aot 

605—Same, with good Damascus barrels, en: 
610—Same, with fine Damaseus barrels, and 
615._The best quality in every particular...... . 

Peg cog oe ea er steceesesses.s. $57 00 $60 00 
aved locks and mountings............... 7000 % 00 
é finish, extra selected stocks.........- 100 00 105 00 

Ae Set An feast Bo moras SSN Fook e me 125 00 180 00 

The “DIANA.” 

THE SHOOTING QUALITIES 
ARE REMARKABLE. 

BOTH FOR 

REGULARITY 
AND 

ACCURACY. 

SSS 

—=< ss 

The Parts are Inter- 
changeable. 

TOP SNAP—NOT EXTENSION RIB. 

No, 588—Stub twist barrels. back action, steel rebounding locks, double bolt, scroll fence, 
12g, 

pistol grip. patent fore end, rubber butt.... .. FES eta os vas pov seer Teoh $37 00 $38 00 
598—Damascus barrels, rest same as NO; 588. 1... J. cee e eee e eeepc ee eeeeeavsenennes 4000 41 00 
589—Siub twist barrels, bar rebounding locks, rest same as No. 588...............-.. =. 4700 48 00 
599—Damascus > Sy oH ? ry 4. * To a sce Scien 5000 52 00 

5881—Rifle and shot, blued barrels, B. A. locks, 12-bore and .44W.C.F. ... ........... 40 00 
5882—Rifle and shot, blued barrels, bar lOCKS..... 22.2... cece ecw eene ane erceetes senecnee 50 00 

Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chambers St., N. Y. 
FOR SALE BY ALL THE DEALERS HANDLING GOOD GUNS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. 

if your dealer has nene in stock, don’t purchase until you see it. Get him to send for one on approval. 

CHARLES DALY Hammer and Hammerless Guns. 
Gus. 

COLT’S Guns, Rifles and Pistols. 
ARMS CO. Extracting Revolvers. 

PARKER ho ler 
te 

THEH 8. D. & G. SPECIALTIES ARH: 
The Celebrated PIEPER Guns. 

Guns. 
M. C. Breech-Loading 

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON Hammerless 
MARLIN & BALLARD Rifles—Don’t forget the new Marlin combined tool for reloading magazine rifle cartridges. 

STANDARD RHevolvers. 
Implements. 

AMERICAN 

TEE INTERNATION Atk... 
(REGISTERED TRADE MARE.) 

LATEST IMPROVED MACHINE-MADE GUNS. 

SIDE SNAPS.—Fine Twist Barrels, Rebounding Locks, Pistol Grip Stock, Patent Fore End, Double 
Bolt, not Extended Rib, bron Heel Plate, right barrel! cylinder-bored, left barrel choke-bored. 

12-gauge, 30 or 32 inches, § to 9 pounds w: ight, - 
32 inches, 9 to 1014 pounds weight, = 10 “6 

Hyery component part of these 
such prices. FOR SALE BY TH 

| PRICE, #30 00 
| 
| 
TOP SNAPS.—(As per cut), 

1e-BaUge, 30 or 3% inches, 8 to 9 
1 . 

Fine Twist Barrels, Henoondie Locks, Pistol Gri 
End, Double Bolt. Extended Rib, Handsome Rubber Hee 

pounds wright, - 
32 inches, 9 to 104% pounds weight, - 

ns is made by gauge. They are handsome, safe and very durable, shooting qualities excellent, and are superior in every way to any ever before offerea 
TRADE GENERALLY. r g , Pp y way j 

POON? 

Ry . a 
Ue 

: 

Stock, Patent Fore 
choke-bored, Plate, both varre 

| PRICE, #36 00 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y., Manufacturers’ Sole Agents. 
Also Sole Agents for PIFFARD’S ELASTIC RUBBER HEEL PLATES and KYNOCH’S BRASS SHELLS. 

ently KON ae, whys, “w 

> f Haat 
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LEATHER JACKETS! 
Flannel-lined Leather Jackets, the great- 

est protectors against cold and wind ever 
devised. Jackeis, #8. Wests, #4. Send for 
samp-es and rules for measure. Agents wanted m 
every city of the West. G. W. SIVMUNS & CO., 
Boston, Mass., sole Manufacturers. ToSports- 
men, Professional Men, Drivers, and all who are 
exposed to the wind they are indispensable. 

THE 

BRUNS WICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. 
Successors to Ton J. M, Brunswick & BaLxu Co, 

and Tar H. W. CoLLENDER Co. 

SSS 

WARERCOMS: 
860 Broadway, New York. 

Market & Huron Streets, Northside, Chicago 
211 Market Street, St Louis. 

1184 Market Street, Philadelphia. _ 
267 West Baltimore 8t., Baltimore 

Tndorsed by all the leading players, and awarded 
the highest prizes at eve: exposition where ex- 
hibited” TRIED AND PROVED, 

EVERY PERSON WHO INTENDS VISITING 

The Sporting Wilds of Maine 
Needs one of the following books, 

EASTW4KRD, HO! or Adventures at Range- 
ley Lakes. Handsomely bound in cloth, 37¢ 
paces; 5 illustrations. By mail, $1.25. 

WILD W0O:;DS LIFE; A Trip to Parmache- 
nee. Handsomely bound in cloth, 400 pages, 15 
illustrations. By mail, $1.25. 

FARRAR’S Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake, 
and the North Maine Wilderneszg, a valuable 
pea el for the Sportsman Tourist. Bound in 
Cloth. By rail, 50 cents, 

MOCSEHEAD LAKE and the North Maine 
Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete 
and comprehensive Guide Book to Northern 
Maine, 256 pagesandlargemap. By mail, 50 cts. 

OAMP LIFE in the Wilderness. Second edition 
now ready. This story treats of ‘camp life” in- 
doors and out, is amusing, instructive and inter- 
esting: 224 pages, 12ills. By mail, 30 cenis, 

FARRAR’S Pocket Map of the pndrosoggin 
Lakes Region, including the head waters of the 
Connecticut River, Connecticut and Parmachense 
Lakes, etc. Cloth bound, By mail, 50 cents. 

Richardson and Rangley Lakes Ilustrated. 
A thorough and complete guide to the Andros- 
coggin Lakes region. 360 pages, 60 ills., anda 
large map. By mail, 50 cents. CHARLES A. J, 
FARRAR. Jamaica Plain. Mass , or APPLETON 
& LITCHFIELD, 304 Washington st., Boston, 

SPOKRTSMEN’S DELIGHT. 

Merino Elastic Felt Gun Wads. 
SOMETHING NEW! 

Ask your dealers for them. If he don’t have 
them send us 40 cents for sample box of 256, and 
we will send, postage prepaid. Ereatly lessens the 
recoil, keeps pau cleaner, gives better pattern and 
peretration than any other wad, One box will load 
twice as many sheils asa box of pmk-edge. Just 
the wad to use over powder and fill up shells, as it 
is only half the price of other felt wads. Manufac- 
tured only by THE MERINO ELASTIC FELT GUN 
WAD CO., 106 South Charles st., Baltimore, Md. 

GUNNING COATS 
Of superior construction and devices, with eight 
pockets outside, and large game pocket the full size 
of skirts, with inside and outside openings thereto, 
and with net bottoms, permitting dripping, disten- 
sion and yentilation. Each, 

Corduroy Coats. .$12 00 
MacIntosh Coats.. 10 00 

Duck Coats........ 

* Duck Vests....:... 2 00 

Ny Corduroy Vests... 4 00 
‘) Corduroy Pants... 6 00 

/ Corduroy Caps...$1 to 2 
Duck Caps....... $1 to 2 

Shell Vests.....--. 5 00 

Leather Gaiters... 3 00 

Duck Gaiters...... 2 00 

Pin Cneck Coats... 1 75. 

Pin Check Pants... 1 25 

Frieze Ulsters,.... 25 00 

Blue Ulsters....... 35 00 

Duck Pants,,....... 2 50 

These last have double fronts, a feature sports- 
men will appreciate. 

Articles delivered, carriage paid, when goods are 
paid for in advance. Address 

HENNING, CLOTHIER, 
410 SEVENTH STREET, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Write freely for anything. 

Beantify the Walls of Your Homes with the 

three NEW HUNTING SCENES 

IN WATER COLORS. 

By the author of ‘Tight-Shell”’ and “‘Double,”’ yiz.: 
A SIDE SHOT (over Decoys),,.., ...Size 1522 in 
STOPPING AN INCOMER.....,-...., ‘+ Hx14" 
A LOST OPPORTUNITY.......... pers sie Gah 
The entire set ready for framing sent post-paid 

for $5,00, Address ©. A. ZIMMERMAN : 
St. Paul, Minn. 

2 

WILSON 
PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

Al p With thirty changes 
7, ositions. Parlor. 

F I Li rary, Invalid 
Chair, Child’s Crib, Bed or Lounge 
combining ape he lightness, 
strength, COMEORT, sim- 
plicity. Everything to an exact 

. science.Orders by mail at. 
=a tended to promptly. Goods 

shippedC.0.D. WilsonAdjust- 
able Chair Manufacturing Co., 
9 Weat 14th st. N. Y. 

READING POKITION 

per. *~ = 
Send stamp for Ill, Circular. 

4&4 Isr: AZzE? 

Are you bound for the woods? Do you know the 

way? No? Then follow the blazes ‘‘Nessmuk” has 
made with his little hatchet. In other words (lest. 

you may not understand figurative language) buy, 

study and be guided by ‘*‘Nessmuk’s” book on 
Wooverart. Its author has forgotten more about 
the woods and camp life than most book writers on: 
that topic ever knew. Woopcrarris compact, clear, 

concise, comprehensive, and full of sconce and — 
gumption. Its price is $1.00. L 
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Explanatory and Suggestive, 
FOR THE CASUAL READER. 

Arma virumgue cano—‘Arms and the man I sing.” And, indeed, it would take the genius 

of a Virgil and the roll of Latin hexameters fitly to tell the deeds of this man, whose arms are 

shotgun and fishing rod. Go where you will, he is there. You run into him on the crowded city 

street, encounter him on cars and steamboats; he perches atop the country stage, bestrides the 

burro, and doubles up like a jacknife in the kanim. Seek out*the most distant, most tortuous 

streams, his line has been wet in their waters; penetrate into the wilderness, the tin can of the 

sportsman’s camp is yet further on. He goes for game—if the fates shall send anything within 

reach of his ammunition; for fish—if by good fortune a trout shall rise to his fly or descend to 

his worm. But, good luck or bad luck, game or no game, fish or no fish—fun always, fresh air, 

ozone, quicker pulse beat, brighter eye, more elastic step, all the multitudinous rewards, which, 

after all, outweigh the biggest “bags,” and tip up the longest “‘strings.” Is it not true that only 

a poet could tell his deeds as they ought to be told? Perhaps so. Perhapsnot. He can usually 

tell them himself. And he does, with a thousand different pens, in a thousand different ways. 

You may read it in the FoREsT AND STREAM. 

And that is better than if it were put into verse between book covers. 

One who does not understand these things might imagine that after being told so often, this 

story of the man—him with the rod and gun—might in the end become hackneyed. But it 

isnotso. Why? Well for pretty much the same reason, we venture to say, that the fields them- 

selves and the woods and the lakes.and the streams never become hackneyed. However that 
may be, one thing is certain. Our columns every week, and month after month, give ampie 

proof that there is stiJl an abundance to tell of what is seen and what is done afield and on 

angling waters; and that hosts of people still delight to read the telling, our subscription books 

show with ever increasing emphasis. The FOREST AND STREAM is in the best sense 

A Journal of Recreation. 

It felis of the recreation found by busy men, in out-door, open-air life. It zs recreation to 

these same men and to others. Explain it how you will, this recreation found in the pages of the 

ForEST AND STREAM is different from the diversion afforded by other papers. Why? Because 

(it may be answered again) the recreations of field and stream are always ten times more potent 

for good than are those found in almost any other way, 

Look through the pages and you will see that the departments include a pretty large field. 

{t is a wide scope of subjects, But if you look carefully you will see that the paper, from front 

cover to back coyer is homogeneous. What is in it belongs init, There is not the mistake of 

trying to foist upon the reader, who is interested in angling and shooting, a lot of stuff about 

horse racing or base ball or prize fights. There is no sawdust-ring odor. Everything is redolent 

of the woods. There are plenty of other papers devoted to the other subjects. If you are 

interested in them, you need hardly spend time to read the rest of this explanatory advertisement. 

The FoREST AND STREAM’S field is broad, but it is not broad enough to take in all creation. 

The editors are perfectly contented with the scope of the paper as it is at present, And now 

A Word About 1885. 
For fifty-two weeks of the year 1885 we propose to publish the FoREST AND STREAM, and 

to fill each number with the same rich abundance and variety of reading that may be found in 

this present number or in any one of the five hundred numbers that have gone before it, 

There will be the same delightful accounts of the adventures and misadventures of the 

Sportsman Tourist, and whether the *‘tour” be across a continent or only across the pasture lot 

into the woods beyond, the story in either case will be well worth the time it takes to read it. 

We shall have, now and then, a description of such excursions in foreign lands, but for the 

most part these columns will deal with what is seen and done in our own country, for that, after 

all, is what the readers of NOREST AND STREAM are rightly presumed to be most interested in. 

The Natural History columns will give attention to varied forms of animal life, more parti- 

cularly such as may coine under the observation of sportsmen in their rambles. This department 

of the Forrest AND STREAM we believe to hold a place altogether unique. It is neither the 

-dime-museum sort of un-natural history affected by the newspapers, nor the abstruse, fine-spun 

and terribly dry lucubrations of tbe scientific associations. It is intelligent talk about animal 
lite, intended for intelligent readers. 

In the Shooting and Angling columns(we need hardly say it) will he accounts of hunting 

excursions and fishing trips—with luck, good, bad and indifferent; discussions about matters 

mechanical, ethical, sentimental, fanciful and practical; some, after much debating, will be 

settled; others will be left (and the reader with them) at the end just where they were at the 

beginning. 
The Aenne/ will give im 1885 (as it has given in 1884) the earliest, most accurate and the 

only unbiased reports of shows and trials, and it wili be the endeavor of the editors to maintain 

for the FOREST AND STREAM in this special branch the position it now holds away in advance 

of anything else published in this country. 

The Yachting columns are in charge of an expert, whose highest ambition will be to keep 

these departments in the place already won for them in the recognized lead of journalism, 

Though the Canoeiwg interest of the country is of comparatively recent growth, the Forest 

AND STREAM fully appreciating its importance, has provided for those who sail or paddle a (pretty 

generous) corner, which is so full of practical suggestions and recountings of cruising experi- 
ences, that a canoeist might almost as jell try to get along without a paddle as without the paper 

in his mail every week, 

In a word—this is what we started out to say—in 1885 the ForEST AND STREAM will be 
newsy, bright, wholesome—a journal of out-door recreation. 

Terms:—$q per year, $2 six mos,, Iocts, per copy. Sold everywhere. Make orders payable, 

Forest AND STREAM Pus. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrieal and 
ehoke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
50, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 

+ penetration; 10 and 12-gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. Y 

THE 2 
GREATAMERICAN™ 1? LADIES! 
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Greatest inducements ever of 
fered.- Now's your time to get up 
orders for our celebrated Teas 
and Coffees, and secure a beanti- 

_ ful Gold Band or Moss Rose China 
Ten Set, or Handsome Decorated 

Gold Band Moss Rose Dinner Set, or Gold Band Mosg 
Decorated Toilet Set. For fnll particulars address . 

THE GREAT puke IA aS ‘TEA CO. 
"PLO, Box 28%  31and 33 Vesey St., New York. 

LS 
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COMPANY 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library. 
Eaist of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING, 

American Angler's Book, Norris............+++ 5 50 
Angler’s Note Book. 02.0.0. .ccnicaseceesese pe 2 40 
ATS ES. ceo cet es cemacne er teas oop hatte vicisyne <0 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson............ sssessbecs 4 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis........... Rees 7 5G 
Angling Literature in England................ 1 2 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall.................- 3 00 
British An pling, Piles. eee ies ao he ott Ui s mia 2 00 
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching............. 1 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly ............... Viiaed 5 20 
Fishing, Bottom or Float.............s000005 ra, 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott............ 8 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock.....,....... Pee en 2 00 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis ......---......+++. 2 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes..............-..+5- 1 25 
Fly and Worm Fishing,........2...-..+0206.053 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing........... 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne........-...seseeseeseeses 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aguarium............ Ape 50 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt........ chee 0 
Modern Practical Angler, Pennell............. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture............... ..-.. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. .........c00seseeeereee . £20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing...............0.0000.000 2 50 
SelontieGrA Melony GAG Who eeh sce eeeiewenes 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
EP id uy tae cle Phe ciclata adit gikie efeie. and ey. 2,00 

WT Lia ee: Ln Dele BRT ont SURO at SAAS SSF ee 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British’ Provinces,...... 2.2.4.0 Be ig sa earn 2 00 
Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe........ 1 50 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition.,.... 375 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier..............- sseereess 50 
Baird’s Birds of North America............0055 30 00 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 1 50 
Bing N Obes ett tye ae tae pace Serre eee onIR cee 75 
Birds) Nestinie ss eer ee eens ss ne hag eed oe 1 25 
Birds of Eastern North America.........-.... 18 00 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania..............-- 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest. ............0.. sees 450 
Birds and Their Haunts.... ....... .......05-- 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams......:........ 50 
Coues’ Check List... 0... cece cece ets e reece ee 3 00 
Coues’ Field Ornithology.........-.......,+++- 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... ... 15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
IRGOSE VENTE. i oecins Sines ens 66clh te ete ee sels 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa@..............s.000 20 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds................. 3 00 
Native Song Birds, +. .0..00-..cccedassee's aes (i) 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard................... 2 00 
Natural History of Birds............... aoe ee 8 00 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green..........-.+-.-.-.- i 80 
Samuei's Birds of New Engiand.......... .... 4 00 
POLO ESS ete ete eee se vctaaie ene sata oe 45 
Water Birds of N..A., by Baird, Brewer and 
Ridgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., Bach s tea 30 00 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 vols........ 18 00 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds.............. 6 00 

BOATING AND YACHTING; 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... 8 00 
Boat/Racing, Brickwood...............+-+++-+- 2% 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ 1 25 
Canoeing In Kanuckia. ........ccseeeeveescees 1 25 
Ganoerdnd! Camera s05. 2g secede. essere aoe. - 1650 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s.,....... 2 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts .............. ccs. cses 2 50 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing................ 1 00 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor........... 2 00 
Paddiée anadsPOrtage. va he sn ek cements sme oe 1 50 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies................. 2 00 
Practical Boat Building, Kemp............... 1 00 
MheSawineaBost oes le 2s een) eres ekg aera 50 
Vacation Cruising, Rothriek............-..,-:. 1 50 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp,.............. 10 00 
Yacht Designing, Kemp......-.........s00-055 25 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING, 

Adventures in the Wilderness.,............... 1-25 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds........... 75 
Three in Norway, or Hifle, Rod and Gun in 
IN GRA Yim eaa eee eo tesa atlcn ber aene rans 1 %5 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman,.............. 1 75 
Camp Life in the Wilderness........,......... 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 
SATA PONE MITA. er vetstttame ie areas sisre tn nitssetseie ae. ef ee 75 | 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson......... 1 00 
Hints on Camping............ any Ba kias ote 12 
How toCamp Out, Gould... .....-. 2 eee. 1 00 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s .............- 1 50 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher................ 7 
Rustlings in the Rockies.................. Wr. 00 
The Adirondacks, Headley..................., 2 00 

HORSE. . 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses..... 5 00 
Bits and Bearing Reins..............2...2..00+ 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship.......... 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols.................... .. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 50 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo........... 50 
Dwyer’s Horse BOOK... e022... secs eee e eer eeecens 1 2% 
Horseback Riding, Durant.....................- 1 25 
How to Ride and School a Horse.... ......... 1 00 
Horses and Hounds.................. Sontedcrae 80 
Horses, Famous American Race............... 15 
Horses, Famous American Trotting........... 75 
Horses, Famous, of America..,...... ....0. 1 50 
Jenning’s Horse Training,.............-20.. 0. 1 25 
Manual of the- Horses. - fie. e icv en ce nes teceen 25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor....................4., 8 00 
Muyhew’s Horse Management................. 3 00 
McOlure’s Stable Guide,.............5.0.. see 1 00 
RANG 2 Se OPRGTAIAED. 25 sald fiewarch ec ashen 50 
Ridinesand+Drivinige yoy paevevcantrevigreccues 20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville's........ 3 00 
Stable Management, Meyrick.............. eaeraee 218 OG 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia....... 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
SiOkenETee on the Horse, American edition, 

pad Fares en ops RS eo eee 
The Book of the Horse,.................20002- 
The’ Sadd lei GES... as Se ate eee eee tc eeees 
The Horse Owner’s Safeguard............ ne 
Veterinary Dictionary. Going .......... 
Wallace’s American Stud Book 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 
Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of America...... 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse.... 

SSSSSSsS 
1-50 

HUNTING—-SHOOTING. 
Across Country Wanderer...:..........-2:.0s- 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis.......... ae 
Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan...,....... veoee 
Chacl! SHOGE Ts. tls aot ea es ere 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.,.... .... ... 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2 v., cloth 
Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow.......-. 
How I Became a Sportsman............ .-.... 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing..... .......... 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules,...............-55 
Modern Breech-Loaders, Greener.............. 2 
Rifle Practice, Wingate...............2.208. Aspe 
Rod and Gun in California............. 2.22.06, a 
HAGA Lae seen le merap ats AP eae 
Shooting, DOUGH lin oak wk de fsa ee sinpemecdnna des 
Shooting on the Wing......... 20... ese eeeeeceee 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth... ............ 
Embossed leather, --. oJ. sc ce es ees 20 

Sporting Adventures in the Far West......... 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke 
Stephens’ Lynx Huntang............... Po ee 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting........... aad itmlees pane 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters ............ 
The Gun and Its Development, Greener....... 

GUIDE BOOKS AND TAPS. 
Adirondacks, Map of, Stoddard 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50; clo. 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

oo RPmne whos edwon 
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Guide Book and May of the Dead River Region 
Guide to Adirondac. ‘ 

Map of Northern Maine, Steele. .............. 
Map of the Thousand Islands.......... AOS 
Tourists’ Map of Maine........ ...... 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

— 

eo reeeewe 

Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 
Hands at Whist 

co 
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Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural S orts... 
Whist for eeniAcrEe. eee EE x et iie . serie coh 
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MISCELLANEODS; 

A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist 
Amateur Photographer........... ....., 
Anima! Plagues, Fleming 

i 

7 WitORETY, of, Maurice Thompson.... 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 
Government Report... -...... 002.0500 

Common Objects of the Seashore, .. 
astward Hole Ss: ee 
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fey-Coastl. i.) Goes ad Sete ie. ee 
How to Make Photographs ........... 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour... 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. . 
Keeping One Cow...............5 Hao or 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

Per svOleese ee ee eee ae 
Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy....... . 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher 
Natural History Quadruped......... 
North American Insects,...... £ 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
PISLOLS LUG. ne ae anee ete ae ee ee 
Photography for Amateurs.. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller......... .. aibiatae's 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 

bt 
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y 
Practical Orange Culture.. 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 
Randall's Practical Shepherd.. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 
The Cream of Leicestershire. . 
The Forester, by Brown........ .. 
The Northwest Coast of America. 
The Heart of Europe...... 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols 
The Zoological Atlas, 2 vols 
The Book of the Rabbit............ 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown.. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland 
Woodcraft, ‘‘Nessmuk™...........2.2+eseceees 
Woods end Lakes of Maine..................25 
Yellowstone Park, Ludlow, quarto, clot, Goy- 
ernment Report............ bes 
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EGROVE & McLELLAN, 
Valparaiso, Ind. 

Mnfrs., Shooting and Fishing Suits. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 
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Whitney--Kennedy Repeating 

The Strongest and Best. 
Many thousands in use. Greatly superior to any other Magazine Rifle yet made. The solid metal 

in line of fire at time of discharge renders the Kennedy ABSOLUTELY SAFE. 

These rifles are made .38-cal. 40 gr., .44-cal. 40 gr., .45-cal, 60 gr., .45-cal. 75 gr,, and .50-cal. 95 gr. (Express), using the same ammunition 

as other magazine rifles. Catalogues and price lists on application to the manufacturers. 

WARNING! 
As parties in the Hast have put on the market a 

horrible-toued imitation of my Duck Caller, this is 
to notify all sportsmen and gun dealers that none 
are of my make unless stamped “F. A. “ALLEN, 
Monmouth, I.” And I will prosecute a!l parties 
selling such villainous goods as of my manufacture. 

F. Ae ALLEN, Monmouth, Ill. 

avanted. | 

WANTED. 

Lioht-Welcht Jockey Riders, 

First-Class Experienced Jockeys, 
To ride thoroughbred horses in racing contests 

During the Tenting Season of 1835, 

Commencing about March and ending about 
November. 
None but competent, painstaking, earnest, sober 

and reliable men over 21 years of age, and not over 
120 pounds weight are wanted. 
To those fulfilling the above requirements, and 

who contract for the entire season, good salaries 
will be paid, together with a defrayal of their 
traveling expenses. 
Address or call at once, 

BARNUM, BAILEY & HUTCHINSON, 
Madison Square Garden, 

Fourth avenue and Twenty-seventh st., New York. 

ANTED.—FOR SPECIAL USE, A 12-GAUGE 
Lefever hammerless; must be yery cheap. 

No matter how much used or bruised, if breech 
action suund. G,S. B., 510 Thirteenth st., N. W. 
Washington, D. C. jan8,1t 

for Sale. 

FOR SALE. 
The ever reliable river St. Marguerite, the chief 

tributary of the Saguenay, descending from a jake 
far north of Chicoutimi, and famous for its salmon 
and sea trout fisheries, with all the proprietor’s 
riparian rights, is now offered for sale. The St. 

arguerite is di-tant 15 miles from Tadousac by 
water, or 10 miles over land. The riparian rights 
cover a distance of 30 mites, which is sub-divided 
into six sections, 5 miles apart. At each section are 
erected one commodious Gothic cottage, men's 
house, ice house, etc., etc. Each section has the 
control-of six to eight salmon pools. Parties desir- 
ous of formmg a club té'secure the rights of the 
above valuable salmon stream, can s0 arrange it 
whereby twenty-four rods could have equal rights 
and splendid sport. For further particulars apply 

TLLIS RUSSELL, Proprietor, Quebev, Canada, 
or to Messrs. GRANT BROS., 2 Exchange Court, 
New York City. jang, 7 

SALMON ANGLING. 
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC. 

= 

dec?5,46 

-LB. 
10 Lyman rear sight, nearly new. Cover, tools, 

Ferrets For Sale. 
The finest ratters and huntersin the world. All 

trained to the whistle. For sale at ADOLPH 
ISAACSEN, 92 Fulton street, N. Y. jan8,1t 

LFS QUAIL FOR SALH —PENNSYLVANIA 
and West Virginia birds. Consignments of 

Furs, Skins, Game, etc. solicited. Established 1838. 
TENNEY & WOODWARD, Commission Merchants, 
174 Chambers street, N. Y. jang,3t 

ae QUAIL FOR SALE. BY JNO. T, LED- 
BETTER, Sheloyville, Tenn., at $3 per dozen. 

dee25, tf 

OR SALE.—WILD DECOY GEESE AND 
black and Mallard duck decoys. 

birds were raised and trained by myself: : 
first-class birds. B.C. BRADFORD, P, 0. Box 153 
Rockland, Mass. jani,2t 

| eee NUMBERS OF FOREST AND STREAM 
_ for sale, All but the first volume. The best 

offer accepted. W. H. BRUMMITT, smuligen tuck, 
ecll.tt 

PORTRAITS OF GAME FISHES, 

es = a SL LT 

WHITNEY ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn. 

“Forest and Stream” Books 
ANTELOPE AND DEER 

OF AMERICA. 
By JOHN DEAN CATON, LL.D. 

This is a book written by a sportsman for sportsmen, and by a naturalist for naturalists. 

It gives a full history of the Pronghorn Antelope and of every species of American Deer, 

from the giant Moose down to the tiny Acapulco deer; recounts deer-hunting experiences and 

adventures, and describes the different hunting methods adopted by sportsmen. Pages, 426. 

large octavo, cloth, beveled edges; more than fifty illustrations, A superb work, Price $2.50. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 
By Ss. T. HAMMOND. 

This is a book for dog owners, who by its directions can successfully train their hunting 

dogs. It teaches how to bring out the wonderful intelligence of the dog by an entirely novel 

method, in which kindness is substituted for the whip. It is humane, sensible, practical, and 

will deyelop whatever ‘‘hunting sense’’ there is in the animal, 

Thirty-five years’ experience led to the production of the volume, Primarily written for 

those who wish to train their pointers and setters for the field, it yet-lays down rules by which 

one can teach a toy dog or a huge St. Bernard, how to do almost everything but speak. To 

make your dog your intelligent, willing friend, one who obeys you because he Joves you, not 

because he fears you, is the end secured by the methods, of TRAINING Vs. BREAKING. 

Octayo, cloth, 100 pp. Price $I.00. 

CANOE AND Boat BUILDING 
FOR AMATEURS. 

The series of papers on canoe building, printed in the Forest and Stream, have been col- 

lected into book form. Chapters have been added, as well as plans and working drawings. 

The manual is complete, It is plainly written. By studying the directions here laid down 

any one with ordinary gumption can build a canoe, rowboat or sneakbox for himself. 

Pages, 166, Profusely illustrated. “Twenty-four plates in envelope. Price $1 50. 

READY IMMEDIATELY. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
A pamphlet for those who “gun” along the shore. 

TELLS OF 

J. Haunts and Habits—Where the bay hirds live and what they do at home. - 

II. Range and Migration—Where they go to breed and where to spend the winter. 

III. A Morning Without the Birds—An episode of shore shooting. 

IV. Nomenclature—A list of our American species of Zimécole, with a description of 

each species. 
V. Localities —Where to go to shoot them. 

VI. Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot them after you have reached the grounds. 

45 pp., paper, Price 15 cents. 

WOODCRAFT. 
BY 

“NESSMUK.” 

A book written for the instruction and guidance of those who go for pleasure to the 

woods. Its author, having had a great deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admir- 

ably in putting the wisdom so acquired into plain and intelligible English, The chapters 

are written to teach the traveler how to journey through the wilderness with ease; 

To sleep on a fragrant elastic bed and pillow at night, instead of abrading his vertebra 

against roots and stubs; 

To go light; to keep warm and dry; 

To cook plain, wholesome meals; 
To come out of the woods refreshed and comforted; 

To get a dollar’s worth of recreation and rest for every dollar spent. 

It is just the thing that thousands of novices. are looking for, and gives them just the 
advice and ptactical information they want. Then there are hints as well for older campers, 
who will be.surprised to see how much ‘‘Nessmuk” can tell them; and stories, anecdotes, and 

a never-failing supply of mother-wit for the entertainment of ali who can appreciate a good 

thing told in camp or in print. Cloth, illustrated, 16mo., pp. 160. Price $1. 

Address: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, New York, 

Rifle. | SPECIALTIES 
Russian Water Proof. 

Price 25 Cents. 

The best article known for keeping out wet and 
preserying the leather. 

-GUN OIDE. 
Price 50 Cents. 

_ The only non-oxydizer made that will prevent 
iron, steel and metal from rusting when exposed to 
salt water. The contents of one bottle will keep a 
gun in good condition one year. 

Powdered Areca Nut. 
Price 50 Cents. 

A safe and infallible remedy for WORMS in DOGS, 

Imperial Flea Powder. 
Price 50 Cents. 

For the destruction of Fleas and vermin on dogs 
and other animals. 

The above are put up unde my supervision by 
one of the best chemists in the United States, and 
each is guaranteed as a isch a Sample con- 
taining one package of each sent on receipt of $1.50 
in stamps or postal note. 
T keep in stock a full line of 

Spratt’s Medicines for Dogs. 

HENRY ©. SQUIRES, 
No. 178 Broadway, N. Y. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 

They are easy to the feet, and very 
durable. Made to order in a 
variety of styles and warranted 

the genume article. Send 
for price list. MARTIN 

Hu the Stud. 

Hillside Kennel. 
Gordon Setter * ARGUS.” 
Argus is thoroughly trained for field work; has 

an excellent nose and great endurance. The fol- 
lowing are his bench show winnings: ist prize in 
Toronto, puppy class, 1880; 2d prize, London, 1881; 
1st prize, Cleveland, also special for best Gordon 
setter exhibited, 188%, Ist prize, champion, Uttawa, 

For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, &c. ~ 

1883; ist prize, champion, Chicago, 1883; 1st prize, 
Montreal, and special for best Gordon setter F, 
1883; Ist, champion, Loudon, also special for best 
Gordon setter dog in show, and special for best 
Gordon setter doz or bitch, 1883, 
_ Argus has been awarded prizes under the follow- 
ing judges:—John Davidson, en J. M. Taylor, 
Harry Malcolm, James Watson, W. J. Munson. 

Stud Fee, $25.00. 

STUD FOX-TERRIER 

Champion Raby Tyrant, 
(K.C.S.B. 11,179.) 

Pupped October, 1880. Weight 1644 pounds, 

Rey, Tyrant is a white dog, with an even marked 
rich black and tan head. Heis a thoroughly game 
and stylish terrier, ea ag a beautifully shaped 
long punishing head, with perfect. drop ears, small 
eye, rare neck and shoulders, deep chest, well rib- 
bed and muscular quarters, short, straight legs, 
excellent feet, great bone and substance, with an 
exceptionally hard and dense coat. 
Raby Tyrant is without doubt one of the most 

successful terriers of the present day. He has 
been exhibited 67 times, 33 different judges having 
adjudicated upon him, and has won 47, First 10 
cups and specials; 12second and 2 third prizes. His 
breedmg is undeniable, combining as he does the 
choicest and most valuable blood that can be ob- 
tained. At the stud Raby Tyrant is proving him- 
self eminently successful, 

Fee, $15.00. 
ee OHN E. THAYER, Hillside Kennels, Lancaster, 
ass. : 

Scotland Kennel Collies. 
STUD DOGS. 

Champion Robin Adair and Champion Tweed II. 

BITCHES. 
Champion Zulu Princess, champion Lassie, cham- 

pion Lass 0’ Gowrie, champion Meg, Lilac, Higg and 
other imported and prize winning bitches. 
Puppies for sale from the above stock. 
For further particulars and stud fee of dogs ad- 

dress THOS. H. TERRY, P. O. Box 2,017, N. Y. 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB, 
THE STUD. 

CHAMPION SENSATION, - - FEB, $50 

* BANG BANG, - - “$50 

af TRAMP (Sensation—Psyche), ‘ $25 — 

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt., Babylon, L. 1. - 
jani,tf 

K. K. C. POINTER 
CHAMPION KNICKERBOCKER (A.K.R. 19), liver 
aud white,in the stud. Fee, $25. Young stock for 
sale. GEO. L. WILMS, Sec’y, 142 Monticello ave,, 
Jersey City, N. J. i 

CEALTEE. 
Will serve red_Irish setter bitches of pure blood 
and guaranteed field quality. Fee, $25.” 
For Sale—Puppies, by Chief. Stock and field 

uality of dams guaranteed. MAX WENZEL, 69 
ourth street. Hoboken, N. J. +3 

7 ™ es = 

Vandevert’s Don in the Stud. 
To a limited eee of ap aaceh sles aC 

RT" Homewood avenue, Hast Bnd, Pittsburgh ial; ay ORT, Homewood 
Pa. Fee $00. 
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A NATIONAL SHOOTING CLUB. 

NOTHER effort has started in the Southwest toward the 
formation of an association which shall embrace all 

the trap-shooters of the country. The main idea is a good 
one, but is not new, and the practical difficulty lies in the 
preparation of such a schedule of work, such a plan of or- 
ganization, as shal] not strangle the body by too much law, 
nor allow it to drift away into nothingness through a too 
flimsy constitution and working code of laws. 

Those who love the exhilarating and manly sport of trap- 

shooting ought to give an hearty support to any such effo rt 
as this last, showing as if does an earnest desire to reach the 

objects aimed at. There is no doubt that such an organiza- 
tion would lead to a largely increased popular appreciation 
of this special line of sport, and not only at the score, but 

among the ranks of spectators, large accessions to the present 
showing would he had. 

The plan for the new organization is niuiiotentty outlined 

in the circular issued by its suggestors to be open for popu- 
lar discussion, and this we: invite through our columns. 

Many of our readers have practical general acquaintance 
with the growth and failure of similar efforts in the past, 

and can contribute of their experience in the way of warn- 

ings against the particularly dangerous snags liable to be met. 
It is certain that the body should be of the most democratic 

type, with the minimum of dictation from managers, and the 
entire absence of anything like a ring. Those who support 

it Must manageit, which means that the control must be in 

the hands of the shooters, and to keep it there as little as 

possible of routine work should be put upon thoge whose 
first and final aim is to have a good time before the trap. 

Large attention should be given to the encouragement of 
local clubs and the development of local pride in the out- 
come of the matches. A big pot of money in the way of 
tempting individual prizes will bring a big crowd of shoot- 

ers, each expert in all the little tricks and dodges which will | 

‘lature will readily agree to it. 

such a company soon shoots itself out, unless a carefully 

devised scheme of handicap be fixed. On the other hand, 
prizes for the best display of skill from this or that locality 
will often bring out a fine class of shooters, provoke an in- 
terest in people and press over the matches, and place the 

competitions on a more enduring basis than possible by any 

other plan. It will bring an entirely different set of men to 
the front, and a very desiratle set, too, and the two dif- 

ferent classes of matches might readily be combined with a 
very successful meeting. It is certainly true that a rivalry 

must be exeited, and the best and healthiest is that which 

sptings from some other motive than a sole wish to get pos- 

session of the stakes. It is, of course, absurd to think fora 

moment that such a national body can be run on a Capital of 
glory only; there must be cash prizes, and liberal ones, too, 
and there would be, we think, no trouble in raising them, 

but the effort should not begin and end there. Some men 

think they are best paid when they hear the jingle of coin 

in their pockets, others are far better paid in the satisfaction 

of carrying off a championship against ‘a field of worthy 

competitors. 

Such a national organization may do good in fixing upon a 
set of rules broad enough to take in all varieties of matches, 

and exactenough to meet every possible complication which 
may arise. The experience has already been had, all that 

the association needs to dois to gather up hints from all 
quarters, take all the existing sets of rules and codify them 

into a working system, short, plain and just. At present there 

is a continuous wrangle over every possible interpretation of 

the existing shooting regulations, ‘and there is no central 

board whose authority would be recognized, to whom the 
disputed questions may be sent for adjudication. Thesporting 

press does something in this line, but it would be as well 

done and better by a board springing from and constituted 
by the sportsmen themselves. 

FOREST FIRE LEGISLATION, 

| (siteoe one or two things the advocates of forestry and 
the lumbermen are agreed, One of them is that to cut 

such trees as have reached a certain maximum growth does 

not of itself hurt, buf on the contrary, it benefits a forest. 

Trees which fall from age are apt to breed destruetive 

insects, and sometimes make very inviting tinder for fires, 

If only these fires could be kept out, cutting would soon, in 

most cases, be followed by new growth that would store 

rainfall and help to prevent floods and climatic extremes, 

though not always as well as larger trees. 

All are agreed, then, that it is not so much the lumbering 

as the fire that is so apt to follow it that threatens to destroy 
the forests, lt seems clear, then, that a good fire-prevention 

act should be pushed through the New York Legislature as 
early as possible, and to make sure of its. passing without 

avoidable delay, it should, perhaps, only cover those causes 

of fire and those means of prevention which those conversant 

with the subject are agreed are most important and most 

practicable. 

It is net denied that certain prolific causes of these fires 

can, without seriously interfering with any lawful industry, 

be done away with. One such prolific cause is the burning 

of brush, etc., in clearing land which lies near the woods. 

In this way was started some of the worst of the fires that 

raged in Pennsylvania last season. It is an easy matter to 

burn brush in sich ways and at such times that it will not 

be dangerous, Another such cause, conceded by all to be at 

the same time very prolific and very needless, is carelessness 

in leaving camp fires that are not thoroughly extinguished. 

There might be difference of opinion as to the most efficient 

means of preventing this, as well as the occasional practice 

of burning over the woods to improve the feed of cattle. 
Many thiok that the only thorough means in the Adirondack 

region will be for the State to license the guides, and then 

allow none to gointo the woods without a licensed guide, 

allowing no others than those licensed to practice the calling. 

Such guides might be employed by the State as patrols, and 
the continuation of their’ license and employment be made 

contingent on their fidelity and efficiency in discovering and 

extinguishing fires, and in furnishing evidence against any 

who had set or caused them. 

It is not clear, however, that such an organization of the 

guides as a fire patrol is practicable, at least at present; and 

even if that is the best plan, it is not certain that the Legis- 
If not, let us secure as good 

alaw as we can, and as soon as wecan, This is a ‘‘Sena- 
torial year,” and all experience shows that at such times a 

small and compact minority have peculiar opportunities, by 
help him to get into possession of the purse before him; but | deals en log-roiling, to prevent legislation which they do 

Pe wr 

not like. An act passed this year can be amended after- 

ward, as experience and the growth of public opinion may 

demand. What appears adequate now may not be found 

satisfactory in practice. 

THE GAME DEALERS ORGANIZH. 

HE marketmen of this city who deal in game have 

formed an organization called the ‘‘American Associ- 

ation for the Protection of Game, Game Dealers and Con- 

sumers.” The object of the movement is to secure legislation 
which will extend the lawful time for the sale of game that 

has been killed in the open season, and ‘‘to enfore the laws 

for the protection of game.” This last clause is either idiocy 

or else it is meant for a blind. AJ] that. the dealers want is 

permission to sell game all the year around. 

It is hardly necessary at this time to say what everybody 
clearly understands, that when these men pretend to desire 

the protection of game, they are making false pretenses. 

They know, as everybody knows, that an open market ail 
through the year means 4 game killing all through the year. 

Nor is it necessary to consider at any length these argu- 

ments. The market isnow gluited with game, they say. 

Unless they have more time to sell it, it will spoil. The 
answer to this is that they ought not to have so much game. 

To the plea that the hunters said snarers persist in sending it 

in to them, the answer is that the game comes only because 

they seek it. They have the full control of the traffic in 
their own hands, and are perfectly able to conform it to the 

law without any ioss, and they can do this without incurring 

any hardship whatever. If they can sell only so many thou- 

sand dozens of quailin the time now allowed by law, let 

them stop receiving quail when they have that supply. If 

only so many tons of venison can be disposed of, let them 
refuse to buy an over stock. The argument that they are 

compelled to take more than they can sell is simply a dis- 

honest pretext. 
The market is the bane and curse of American game. All 

other agencies put together are trifling in comparison with the 

persistent, unsparing, universal slaughter for the market stalls. 

Thisis well understood ; and the combining of these men to ex- 

tend the selling season ougkt to be a signal for public action, 
not only in New York, but in every other State of the Union, 

whose game is sent to the insatiable New York market. The 
dealers have money and influence, and they mean business. 

To defeat their attempt will require something besides blow 

and bluster and idle talk. Talk is cheap, but it won’t pro- 

tect the game; and the occasion «(lemands something efficient. 

ADIRONDACK DHER HOUNDING. 

C is pretty well understood that the hounding of deer, as 
practiced in the Adirondacks, is destructive, unsports- 

manlike and brutal. And it is high time that it were abol- 
ished. Visiting sportsmen and Adirondack residents are 

agreed on that point. The guides would be glad to see every 
hound killed or driven out from the woods; as it is now, one 

man will dog deer because every one else does. But once 

let a non-hounding law be passed, and there would be found 

no more earnest supporters of it than these very guides. 

The time has come for a change. The necessary amend- 

ments ought to be made this winter. The sooner the en- 

deavor is made the better will be the chance of success. 
The proposed amendment has friends at Albany; one of the 

members of the Senate is pledged to make an effort to secure 

the change asked for, There will be opposition. It will 

come from the game butchers of low degree. It will come 

from the game butchers of high degree. But with energetic 

action by the friends of proper game preservation and of 
decency the day may be won. Each man must do his share. 

Every legitimate means must be brought to bear on the 

Assemblymen and Senators to give their support to the 
measure. One way of working is to secure signatures to the 

petition which we have printed on blank forms. It reads. 

To the Honorable, the Legislature of the State of New York; 
We, the undersigned, residents of the county of 

N. Y., respectfully petition that Chapter 543 of Laws of 1974, 
entitled “An act forthe preservation of moose, wild deer, 
birds, fish and other game,” be so amended as to absolutely 

prohibit the chasing, running and hunting of moose and wild 

deer with dogs, at any season of the year, on the ground that 
such chasing, running and hunting with dogs is very destruc- 

tive to such game and is rapidly destroying the same. 

This petition has already been largely signed. It ought to 
go to Albany with thousands of names. We will supply the 
blank forms to any one upon receipt of addressed envelopes. 

Prompt action, with a very slight amount of individual 
effort, will. secure for the billan indication of public sentir 
ment that will carry it through, 
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SPARE THE FORESTS, 

ly. 
deg is nOW some years since sportsmen, tourists and others 

finding the area of the sylvan glades contracting from 

year to year, endeavored to startle the nation with the warn- 
ing that our forests were rapidly and hopelessly disappear- 

ing. The public aroused itself at the first note, inquired of 

the lumbermen as to the truth; were told that most of them 

had twenty or thirty years’ timber in sight, and that when 
that was exhausted there would probably be more timber 
grown up to take its place. The people then turned them- 

selves once more to the development of the resources of the 

country, and turned a deaf ear to all subsequent reiteration 

of the warning, But at the seat of government there were 
some good men and true (all honor to them) who determined 

to ascertain if there was any foundation for the warning. 
They set to work to collect statistics of the remaining avyail- 
able timber stock all over the country, The result of their 

labors was the publication of Professor Sargent’s illustrated 

report of 1880, a small document, but perhaps the most im- 

portant that has been issued from the Government press 
Within the last twenty years. In this report we have an 

outline of the remaining timber area, with not absolutely 

exact, but approximate and fairly reliable estimates of the 

pine timber on it, and these estimates compared with the 

current output indicated a thirteen years’ supply in 1880. 
The donothings said this was very satisfactory, as it showed 
an improvement on the estimates of ten years’ supply which 

had been announced and widely re echoed for some years 

previously, but the report set many men a thinking, 

Since that date the matter has been taken up by all sorts 

and conditions of men; by some in the interests of the gen- 
eral public, by others with the idea that the advancement 

of the interests of the individual is an adyancement to a 

limited extent of the interests of the whole. There is aloud 

demand that something should be done to spare the forests 

from annihilation, and every leader of the movement is fired 

with patriotic sentiments, although some of course have 

their own axes to grind. To cvery man the advancement of 

his personal welfare is a necessay part and evidence of the 

advancement of the general welfare, 
There are lumbermen, who have cut out their forests, loud 

in their assertion that the government ought to buy up the 

waters and restock them. They are loud in their demand 

for immediate action, for they are determined not to give 

up their lands until some conclusion shall have been arrived 
at, and meantime they are burdened with taxation. Other 

men who have timberlands for sale denounce the suggestion 
of resumption by law of eminent domain as iniquitous, but 

they are just as active in fanning the discussion into a blaze; 

they have noidea of impeding a great national movement, 

they only seek to place the recognition of their own claims 
to compensation on a satisfactory basis. Others again are con- 

scious of the will and capacity to render the nation good 
service in the administration of the State forests, and these 

too display a lively anxiety to urge forward a movement 

which promises them an opportunity of serving their coun- 
try. 

We, too, have our axe to grind. We stand forward as 

representative and mouthpiece of a, by no means, incon- 

siderable section of the public, of a host of practical, 

energetic citizens, who seek their diversion in forest and 
stream, Destroy the last vestige of the forest, and their 

occupation will be gone and ourselyes with it. But it would 
be wrong to infer that because we have our own axe to grind 

we are animated by no broader motives, In common with 

every citizen worthy of the name, we desire to preserve to 

our country the evergreen pines which adorn our mountain 

crests with « glorious halo, and cast their somber shadows 
in the glassy Jakes. In common with every citizen worthy 

of the name, we deprecate the extinction of one of the 

chief sources of the nation’s wealth and progress, and hold 

the man who fails to raise his voice to avert so great an im- 
pending calamity a traitor to his conntry, and the Govern- 
ment untrue to its responsibility that would sit by supinely 

and allow matters to drift. 

But, as we have said before, it is a matter the solution of 

which rests with no goyernment, no individual, no clique, 

It is a question for the people at large. It rests with the 

people to decide whether the ship of state shall be allowed 

to drift on to an inevitable commercial crisis, so widespread 
that none may hope to escape its consequences, or whether 

energetic measures shall at once be taken to steer clear of it. 

There are statesmen at the helm, and no statesman would 

recklessly imperil the ship’s safety, but the crew command 

—the ship bears their fortunes and the final responsibility is 
theirs. But it is the duty of statesmen to indicate the dan- 

ger and seek public support for remedial measures, 

And what is to be done? Giving to the economic aspect 
of the question the prominent place, we want, at least, an 

assured supply of twenty billions of pine lumber besides 
hardwood, in perpetuity. The nation’s forests are unable to 
sustain such a drain or any approximate to it, and no foreign 
countries are in a position to eke out the deficiency perma- 

nently. Twenty-five years ago we had forests which, pru_ 
dently administered, might, with economy, have covered the 

current national requirements, while being improved up to 
their full capacity. The bulk of those forests are destroyed; 
their area diverted to agriculture, or partially restocked with 
inferior timber, There is more or less of a timber famine 
‘ahead, which the nation mus tmeet as it best can, No cun- 

hands and placed under prudent administration. 

determining to preserve that, at least, intact, the output should 

be immediately reduced to the capabilities of the forests— 
say four billions annually. Natural forests are not fully 

equal to a drain of 2 per cent. per annum, but there is a 

in the estimates, 

niag statesmanship, no skilled forest administration, no leger- 

demain can enable us to avoid it, but by prudent measures 
the worst consequences may be averted, and the ship of 

State tided over in safety. This can be achieved by no 

small tinkering or half measures. The threatened evil can 

only be met by broad comprehensive measures, measures 80 

broad and sweeping that no statesman could undertake them 
unless assured of universal and energetic support. There is 

a baukrupt estate to be udministered in such wise that the 

balanee shall be secured, the lost area redeemed, and the whole 

property restored to its original value and capacity. This 
has been done in private life, and can be done with the State 

forest, but it never has been und never can be done without 

some present sacrifice, without retrenchment. Above all, it 

can never be done unless it is taken out of the spendthrifts’ 

The man 

who raises money on post obits at twenty per, cent com- 

pound interest is no more chargeable with recklessness than 
the State that alienates its forests at one-hundredth part of 

the sum it would cost to reproduce them. 
To indicate the most prudent line of action for adoption 

in this matter, it will be convenient to regard the whole forest 

property of the country as the monopoly of an individual or 

corporation, for such an individual or corporation, unham- 

pered by competition, would see at a glance that the present 

market price of timber in this country is not its intrinsic 

value, but an arbitrary price imposed by purchasers in an 

overstocked murket. The real value of an article of national 

necessity is not determined by the price at which it was ob- 

tained (our forests were a free inheritance), but by the cost 

at which it can be reproduced, tempered by competition 

with supplies from foreign sources. 

Accepting Prof. Sargent’s estimates of available stock, and 

considerable second growth, especially in the New England 

States, which were earliest cut over, which is not included 

We have, moreover, 2 considerable area 

of forest, which, if thinned out systematically instead of 

being ruthlessly laid low, would keep the forest in produc- 

tive activity. 

Under prudent and careful management we may assume 

that four billions a year could be taken from our forests 

without materially lowering their capacity, This reduction 

of expenditure to income would create such an active demand 
for Canadian pine as to divest the whole of her exports to 
this country, prices would rise with the demand, and North- 

ern Kurope, relieved from American and Canadian competi- 

tion in the English and other foreign markets, would be able 

to command prices rising in sympathy with ours, Ags re- 

gards the hypothetical monopolist of our forests, he would 

be gratified to recognize that the whole rise in value was a 
rise in value of stumpage—his costs of sending his timber to 
market would be the same, and arise of twenty dollars a 

thousand would mean that his timber in the forest, instead 

of being worth two dollars and a half a thousand, as at pres- 
ent, would be worth twenty-two and a half dollars, a price 

offering every inducement to devote a portion of the pro- 

ceeds of his annual four billions to the growth of fresh for- 

est. We believe it may be concluded safely that on the re- 

duction of the American output to four billions, there would 

be a rise in value of which twenty dollars a thousand would 

be but the beginning. 

As the Canadian supply tended to exhaustion, Northern 

Europe, aware that large areas had been restocked in this 

country, and tempted by high prices which could not be 

expected to prevail after their forests had begun to come to 

the axe in rotation, might be induced to deplete her forests, 

to minister to our needs, and such supplement to our home 

supplies proving izadequate, there would be an active de- 
mand for hemlock, maple and every species of hard and 

soft wood, which would command a good price. The ex- 

haustion of the Canadian timber, when it occurs, would 

make itself sensibly felt, but our absolute necessities in pine 
tiniber could still be met by Northern Europe at a price, and 

with a home supply of four billions, supplemented by 

hardwoods and an adequate area of growing forest yearly 

added to, the nation would tide over the difficulty without 

pavic—possibly at the sacrifice of two or three hundred 
millions a year. 

Would it be a piece of wise slatesmanship, of prudent 

policy for the people, to become the monopolists of their 

forests, as the governing power in other countries has done? 

Would it be wise to stop the sales of timber lands in the 

pine regions, fo buy up all the available standing stock of 
timber at present market value, and to administer the forests 

thus monopolized in the public interest? 

We say uvhesitatingly that if a corporation could secure 
all the forests of the country, at current rates, it might be 

made the most protitable speculation that ever corporation 

or individual embarked on. The actual value of the timber, 
the cost at which it could be reproduced, is moderately esti- 

mated at twenty dollars a thousand on the ground. A mon- 
opolist would bave no difficulty in realizing it. Present 
holders cannot put up prices for want of co-operation. 

Let us look now at the consequences of leaving the prob- 
lem to solve itself, of standing by with folded hands and 
letting the ship drift. We have ten, perhaps twelve, per- 

haps with second growth timber, fifteen years’ supply. 

When this would be cut out, there is every ground to believe 
that Canada’s supplies would be already exhausted. There 
is only Northern Europe to appeal to, we compete with Eng- 
land and other nations for her surplus, and if we are pre- 

pared to pay high enough, she will spare us what she can, 
but she cannot spare us twenty billions at any price. She 
has no such surplus to dispose of. 

The standing forests of America, estimated at two hundred 
billions of timber, consist in great part of southern pine in 

the hands of the State, and the balance could be bought up 

at an average of say three dollars a thousand. 
An ontlay of five hundred millions would probably secure 

the monopoly. If this measure resulted as we confidently 
anticipate, in a rise of twenty dollars per thousand on the 
value of the timber in the forest, then would result a net 
revenue of eighty millions as a return upon the outlay—a 
revenue more than sufficient to justify the anual restocking 
of an area proportioned to future requirements. 

Nor would there be any injury inflicted on any one by the 
acquisition of the forests by law of eminent domain liberally 

carried out. A private corporation could go into the market 

and buy up the State forests and the great bulk of those in 

priyate hands at lower figures than here indicated, or at 

least could have done if such a gigantic corner had not been 

discussed or suspected. The State should operate this eor- 
ner in the people’s interest, and the assured results of the 

measure would justify it in dealing liberally. 

Che Sportsman CGonvrist, 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 

X.—WHERE SABATTIS LED US. 
r pee camp was astir bright and early the next morning, 

breakfast was had and the lunch prepared and packed, 
for our cruise would, in all probability in thought, detain us 
abroad until nightfall. 
aboard and the whole party, including the Madame, with 
rods in hand, embarked. 
Montreal and a Lord Baltimore were adjusted and we set 
about trying the virtues of the newrod. Following the 
trend of the island its whole length, then across the passage 
which separated it from the next, and along the rocky shore 
of the latter to its upper point, whe drew the flies over every 
foot of the water without a rise. 
followed and cast over and along aledge which was three 
feet under water and ran some four hundred feet out into the 
bay. 
of v acre in extent, and worked over every pari of its sur- 
face. 
we found Sabattis and David, each with a skiff, waiting to 
lead us to the promised fishing ground. Jn the boat of the 
former, resting across the gunwales, was a rudely constructed 
box about three feet square and a foot deep, the car in which 
he kept his captured fish alive by setting it afloat alongside. 

The bait and Janding nets were seen 

A cast consisting of a searlet ibis, 

Then, leaving the land, we 

Next we tried a large shoul, something like a quarter 

From this we went up toward Knapp’s Point, where 

Our party was broken up and distributed in the two skifis, 
and then while David led the way up the lake with the rest, 
we ran over to Griffin Island midway of the lake, which was 
here about a mile and a half wide, to try our flies along its 
southern shore. It was a peerless morning, and as we 
rounded the point we caught the gentle breeze fromthe west 
which was sending a glorious ripple over the lake and 
among the islands which stood out aboye, below and in front 
with their gray rocky shores backed with a ground of 
living green. On the further shore, a range of barren 
cliffs loomed up against the sky which, with an occa- 
sional dead pine from which the limbs had been stripped 
on their summits, looked like some deserted stronghold 
whose flag had been lowered to an enemy which it could 
not withstand The bold and well-wooded shores of Griffin 
Island soon shut out the view, and following along a full 
mile without sight of a scale, we came to the upper point, 
on the very extremity of which stood a venerable and ma- 
jestic pine. Here we found Sabattis awaiting our arrival, 
and, thinking it was time to change the flies, we halted to re- 
place the Montreal and Lord Bualtimore-with a Canada and 
great king, While rearranging the cast we listened to the 
legend of the island and its pine tree, It was not a tale of 
the love of an Indian maiden nor an Algonquin myth, 
through which could be traced the thread leading back to 
the common nursery of world separated races, but a simple 
prosaic tale too commonplace to be deserving of a page in 
history. It was that of Griffin, a minor chief in some tribe, 
who had become a steadfast friend to the few palefaces 
who had penetrated here into the wilderness. The kindly 
oftices done the old man by these roused the ire and jealousy 
ot his people, by whom he was branded as a traitor to his 
race. Whether doomed in open council or by some secret 
tribunal was never known, but the dead body of the chief 
was found one day by a couple of hunters here on the point, 
where he had been shot to death. Inquiry was useless, and 
retaliation, at the time, impossible; but the white men made 
the grave of Griffin under the pine tree and laid him to rest 
among the boulders which, granite though they were, yet 
were less hard than the hearts of his people. ‘These latter 
have passed away to other hunting grounds and to death, 
while the old chief remains to possess the land, whose title 
none disputes with him, and to live in the memories which 
the island name brings up. 

Leaving the island we crossed to the southern shore, and 
followed its windings around another point without success, 
and after casting through the channel between the Twin 
Brothers and along the shores of these, we reeled in. Four 
miles of steady casting had brought something of weariness, 
so arrauging a comfortable seat low down in the stern, with 
its rounded end for a back, we settled down to rest. At the 
extremity of a wooded point, which projected into the lake, 

a pile of five blackened stones and the remains of a table 
marked the spot where some native had been in camp, With 
what an interest are these vestiges regarded by those of the 
craft, who come upon them in the solitude of the forest and 
on lonely lake or river. With what curiosity is read the 
history of that camp and the lives of its members, for these 
are written in everything that is left behind. The score of 
empty tin cans scattered about tell that the art of cookin 
was little practiced, and that meals of corned beef, canned 

salmon, turkey and chicken made camp life a burden. Here 

the east away poles denote that to some sport was a matter 
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of secondary importance, and that to these the generous 
number of empty bottles piled under a bush near by now 
probably constitute the chief memory of their summer 
camp, Sometimes a stray leaf or two from a magazine tells 
that all has not been roystering and bibulous conviviality, 
while the enormous head of a pickerel, nailed to a tree, with 
mouth wide agape, marks what will be theme of many a 
tale at home, when the camp shall be lived over again by 
the fireside of winter. Once we found on a deserted camp- 
ing ground a leaf, which had dropped from a volume, in the 
original of Aischylus. Tt was the tale of the messenger told 
to the sorrowing mother of Xerxes, bearing the news of 
Persian disaster and the woeful defeat of her son at *‘sea 
born Salamis.” Tt was a hopeful sign this, that some one 
had carried with him into the woods a love for the gloom 
and intensity of the father of Attic tragedy. Would that 
signs of the same sort were more abundant among the debris 
of our camps. It invested the heap of ashes that marked 
the site of the camp fire with « glamour, and made us wish 
that we too had been permitted to see its nightly flashings, 
and in such goodly fellowship to watch its embers grow gray, 
Beyond the point, a deep, broad cleft in the hills inclosed 

Oady’s Bay, A quarter cf a mile further on and within the 
bay, we found Sabattis at anchor on his favorite ground. 
It looked fishy enough, but we were not in the humor for 
still-fishing, so telling him to await our return we pulled on 
up the Jake to find the bridge of which he had told us, a mile 
and a half above. The truth is, we were determined that 
the first victim of the new rod should be taken on a fly. 
Leaving the party under the guidance of Sabattis to revel in 
bait-fishing, we turned a bend in the shore which shut them 
from our sight, and a broad sheet of water opened once 
more in front. We could see the bottom, or rather a heavy 
growth of moss and water plants, not more than three feet 
from the surface all about us. It did not strike us as being 
Inviting ground, nevertheless we took up the rod for another 
trial. Three times the great king fell lightly on the surface, 
once more, and there came a tug and a rush asa three-pound 
bass took the dropper, and, feeling the prick, went down 
into the moss and weeds beneath. In quick answer to our 
call George stopped the headway of the boat, backed a little, 
and, while there was a cessation of hostilities, we looked 
over the ground. The outlook was not promising, if was 
doubtful whether the single gut leader would stand the 
strain of lifting a peck or two of moss, a task which it seemed 
highly probable it would have to perform or break. An un- 
steady pull quickly brought the fish from the weeds, and 
fortunately near the opening where he had entered, so the 
leader caught nothing. Away went the fish through the 
open water until he was checked by the strain of the nearly 
doubled rod. Now entered a new factor to render the issue 
of the contest over the deep weed bed more doubtful still. 
A pound and a half small-mouth, probably thinking that his 
big brother had struck a good thing, jommed in the venture 
by taking the red fly and and to the weeds at the same time. 
But the rushes of the other brought him out and we soon 
found that we had gained an important auxiliary. There 
seemed to be a want of unanimity us to the proper time to 
take to the weeds, whenever one made the attempt he was 
sure to be baulked in his plans by the other. Thus with the 
aid of the rod we overcame the smaller by pitting the larger 
against him and vice versa, until we brought the pair, tired 
out, within reach of the net and landed them. The pocket 
scales showed them to be of the weights respectively given 
above. 

Tt, was a good place to test a rod right over that weed bed, 
so atit we went again. The first cast brought up another 
smallmouth, a mate to the last, to the front, and we deter- 
mined that he should not nose the weeds unless he first 
smashed the rod. With the strike we gaye him the full 
strain of the rod, and kept the reel taking in the line as 
rapidly as possible. It might have been a trifie foolhardy, 
but if the rod was going to fail us, we wanted it settled right 
there. Twice George shouted, ‘‘Look out, Captain,” and 
then, as under the strain of a fresh dash the tip came over 
and passed a couple of feet beyond the butt, he gave a whoop 
and an exultant cry of ‘‘Mitchell to the front.” Under such 
vigorous tactics the fish was brought to the net before the 
fight was half out of him. Casting over that immense weed 
bed and keeping on a straight course, out of a dozen strikes 
we took nine small-mouth bass. We were now approaching 
the bridge, alog structure some three hundred feet long, 
which spanned a narrow neck inthelake. Abovethe bridge 
the lake widened into a sheet of water three miles wide, in 
the depths of which, Sabattis afterward informed us, he had 
taken salmon (&. ncmcyeush). 

Tt was ow past noon, the sun was hot, and we were tired 
and hungry, so we landed on a mudbank at the north end of 
the bridge, and taking the lunch basket made our way up 
the steep road to a structure called a hotel, which stood a 
quarter of a mile from the water. In the corner of a large 
room was a scantily furnished bar, on two sides long rough 
benches were arranged for the convenience of guests, while 
on the walls, pictures of two pugilistic heroes in the various 
positions common to a slugging match, eut from some sport- 
ing paper, and a horse bill, were the only things suggestive 
of art decorative. Through an open inner door we could see 
across a couple of rooms, bui no signs of life were visible. 
Our tramping, however, soon brought a boy from some- 
where within, who proceeded to do the honors. With his 
permission we spread our lunch on one of the benches, and 
to it was added by him a pitcher of fresh buttermill, cold 
from the rock-hewn cellar beneath. While quafting the 
delicious beverage, we thought with an inward chuckle 
that we were scoring a point on the kindly King- 
fisher and his cold spring water. Our entertainment was 
generous, and before our departure we were greeted by a 
son of the house, a junior at the University of Kingston. 
We were not a little surprised to find in this isolated spot the 
young man of books, the scholar of Horace and Xenophon, 
and we lounged away a pleasant hour upon the benches 
while exchanging tales of American and Canadian student 
life. He was fresh from the recitation room and his stu- 
dent pranks, and we queried, as we looked into his clear 
hazel eyes, what will have been accomplished by him in his 
grapple with the sterner realities, when the faint, far off 
tones of the college bell sounds to him across the memories 
of half a life. He saw us to the boat, and accepting our in- 
Vitation to visit the camp, which he afterward did, bade us 
good-bye. : 

It was now well on in the afternoon, and after casting 
once more over the weed bed, by which we added four bass 
to our score, we hastened to join the rest of the party. We 
found them ai the anchorage of the morning, sun-browned 
and blistered, but with more than sixty bass, among which 
was a fair sprinkling of 4-pounders, We cast in their neigh- 
horhood for an hour withowt a strike, while they added a 
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dozen to their catch. The methods of Sabattis were of a 
very ancient kind, His poles were of hickory and about 
half an inch in diameter at the small end, while his hooks 
and lines were in due proportion. He landed his fish into 
the boat with a single jerk and lift. Sometimes he would 
look ina kind of pitying way at our rods, but never once 
offered a criticism. The boys never laughed at the old man 
though, for he was always in the lead, both in numbers and 
in weight, and, no doubt he thought, in sport too. - 

It was getting late and we suggested a-moye in the direc- 
tion of camp, As the towing homeward of the huge fish 
car would be a tedious task over the five-mile course, we 
relieved Sabattis of his passengers, and with two pairs of 
oars and a man at the wheel, soon left him out of sight. It 
was a tiresome ride, but we got to camp with enough of 
daylight left to prepare a supper equal to the demands of the 
hungry fishermen. That night there was none of the usual 
lounging by the camp-fire. Four noses glistening with 
vaseline were soon peeping out from beneath the blankets, 
and adding their notes to the chorus of the voices of the 
night. WAWAYANDA, 

UNDER THE BALSAMS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reply to ‘“Nessmuk’s” question in your paper of Noy. 

27, [have not read the account of the cruise of the Sairy 
Gamp, having only commenced taking Forrst AND STREAM 
last March, but 1 read with much interest the ‘‘Log of the 
Bucktail” and some other articles by ‘‘Nessmuk,” and will 
be glad to meet the writer if ever so fortunate as to find my- 
self again under the bright skies of America. TI sincerely 
trust that his experiments in reducing the size of canoes will 
not result in anything worse than a capsize. For myself, 
being 164 pounds weight, 1 must draw the line at the heavi- 
est canoe described in ‘* Woodcraft,” and its size will give the 
advantage of allowing me to twist in any position for a shot 
.at a duck without being troubled about keeping the balance, 

“Nessmuk’s” account of the physician's advice to himself 
reminds me of an instance in my own experience of the heal- 
ing effects of forest life. About nineteen years ago I spent 
the months of August and September in the bush to the 
north of Lake Simcoe. On returning from a week's solitary 
cruise in my Lirch canoe to the little village of Orillia on 
Lake Couchiching, I found two friends, 8. and B., lieuten 
ants in the British forces then stationed at Toronto. B. said 
he had been sent there for ten days by the doctors of his 
regiment, while they made up their minds about ordering 
him home to England to dic, as they believed, from con- 
sumption, He certainly was in a bad state, coughing fear- 
fully, scarcely able to eat, wasting away rapidly, and so 
weak that a walk of fifty yards caused him to pant for 
breath. 

I remembered reading of consumption having been cured 
by encamping for a year in the Rocky Mountains, and knew 
of an English gentleman recovering after his physician had 
lost all hope, by leading-a very similar life in.a wild part of 
the British Islands, so a lucky idea struckme. I said to B., 
“Tf you will throw away that beastly medicine that the doc- 
tors are giving you and liye with me in the bush, you will 
get well.” He reflected fora short time and replied, ‘‘T 
must die if Ido not go and can only die if I do go, so I will 
try your remedy.” 

I paddled across the lake to an Indian village, and hired 
an Indian with a good birch canoe to carry B. §. went in 
my canoe and we started the next day. 

The provisions consisted of tea and sugar, flour and fat 
salt pork, with a stone bottle of whisky. For cooking pur- 
poses we had my frying pan and three oval potsof block tin, 
one fitting inside the other. Each of us also indulged in the 
luxury of a tin cup and plate, a knife, fork and spoon. 

At night we made a bed of hemlock or balsam fir, turned a 
canoe bottom upward, rested some poles from the gunwale 
slanting toward the fire, and covered them with a sheet of 
tarpaulin so as to keep off the dew or rain. Rolied in 
blankets, we slept under this with heads inside the canoe 
and feet to the fire. Of course, such an arrangement will be 
familiar to woodsmen, but I mention it in order toshow that 
the consumptive patient had no unusual shelter. 
We went to Muskoka Lake, which then had only one clear- 

ing and log house on its shores, and amused ourselves for a 
month, living upon ducks, ruffed grouse, venison and fish, 
all being cooked with a portion of the fat pork. The 
scenery was exquisite, and the sport. althoush not what 
would be called good by mere game slaughterers, was always 
enough to keep us supplied with plenty of food. 
Now for the results. From the first night that B. slept in 

the open air his cough began to get better, He soon had a 
fair appetite, and in a few days was able to help a little 
with the paddle. Atthe end of the month he carried for 
his own amusement a load of thirty pounds over a three- 
mile portage. On returning to ‘‘civilization” I advised him 
to use pleniy of warm clothing on his bed, but to sleep with 
the window open in winter as well as summer. He remained 
in the army for years afterward, and I believe is still alive. 
He always attributed his recovery to that month spent in 
the bush. 

If this rambling narrative be considered worthy a space 
in your paper, it may perhaps induce some unfortunate, 
condemned to early death by that terrible plazue consump- 
tion, to try nature’s remedies, 7. e., pure air, brilliant sun- 
shine, beautiful scenery, and rich, plam food, all to be 
obtained in the fullest degree by wandering through forests 
and streams. J.J. M. 
Lowpon, Dec. 18, 1864. 

Tue Mysrery or Iv.—Oak Shade, Ohio.—Hditor Forest 
and Stream: What is the secret of wing-shooting? I have 
made some remarkable misses and some good shots. For 
instance, flushed a bevy of quail, covered one and waited 
until two more merged in line and killed three; then fired 
ihree careful shots at a single quail standing on the ground, 
the last shot only taking effect. At another time my dog 
flushed a quail, which perched on a fence near dense cover, 
so I shot right at it with great care, and that quail flew as 
though it were going to the top of the Lickskiddle Moun- 
tains. Then as I stood pondering on the uncertainty of bird 
shooting, I heard a quail get up behind me, and as it flew 
down a fence bordered by trees, I failed to see it until fully 
seventy-five yards off, but dropped it and my dog retrieved 
it, Why dol and others miss some of our best shots when 
birds rise and fly straight away, and we cover them and sight 
with the utmost care? I haye asked old sportsmen about it. 
One says: “Command yourself, get it right on to ’em, don’t 
shoot too quick,” etc. And still my anxious spirit cries, 
Why can’t I shoot him as he flies?—Boucenyn, 

ahatiyal History. 

THE BIRDS OF MICHIGAN. 

BY DR. MORRIS GIBBS, 

Prefatory Note. 

Y reasons for presenting a new list of the birds of Mich- 
gan so soon after the publication of 1879 are threefold. 

Several species were then embraced which were not well es- 
tablished as Michigan birds. There are now about fifty 
species to be added to the old list, Lastly, repeated requests 
have been made that more complete annotations be given, 
especially as regards the breeding habits of many species 
little Known in the State. 

It is hardly necessary to refer to a criticism on the list of 
1879 relative to its completion; but I would say that the issue 
of 1879, as well as the present list, are compiled from the 
best of authorities, in addition to my own observations, 

I am especially under obligation to Benjamin F. Syke, 
Esq., for valuable information, also to Dr. H. A, Atkins, C. 
W. Gunn, W.'A. Gunn, Jason E, Nichols, W. H. Collins, 
J. B, Steere, F. H. Chapin, N. A. Eddy, A, H, Baies, J, 
B. Trombley, A. B. Covert and others. In all cases of aid 
credit is duly acknowledged. 
My own observations extend into Wexford, Lake, Mont- 

calm, Newaygo, Kent, Ottawa, Barry, Allegan, Washtenaw 
and Yan Buren counties, and cover my trips or places of 
residence in the last eighteen years. My principal observa- 
tions, however, are the result of work accomplished at my 
oldhome, Kalamazoo county. 

In addition to the above sources of information, access has 
been accorded to many valuable lists ranging back to 1889, 
and coyering every portion of the State, from the extreme 
northern point of the Upper Peninsula to the most southern 
portion of the State. 

Michigan, nearly surrcunded by water asshe is—the great 
lakes aggregating one-fifth of the fresh water of the globe— 
offers an extensive and varied territory. Her shore line ex- 
ceeds that of any other State in the Union. In area almost 
equal to New England, reaching further north than the State 
of Maine and about as far south as Rhode Island. In extent 
over five hundred miles from northwest to southeast, and of 
diversified character, our State presents a territory certainly 
not surpassed and probably not equalled by any other State, 
excepting, perhaps, Texas, California or Florida. 
Michigan extends through six degrees of latitude and over 

eight degrees of longitude, and her avian fauna must be ex- 
ceedingly varied. The variety of surface is not so diversi- 
fied as is founda in many other States, still prairies, high and 
dry sections, low swampy localities, heavy forests of both 
pine and hardwood, river flats in abundance, marshy lakes, 
and in the northern portions rocky sections are found within 
her boundaries. 
Michigan lies within those degrees of latitude that permit 

of the visitation of nearly all of the northern forms of birds, 
while southern visitants and stragglers are found within our 
southern boundary, and migrants pass through the State in 
myriads. Many species of maritime and littoral birds fre- 
quent the lakes in vast flocks unknown to more sterile and 
less watered localities. A marked variation exists in the 
temperalure of the extreme northern portion and our southern 
confines, and vegetation in the Upper Peninsula is at least 
four weeks later than in the southern counties, As an 
illustration of the meeting of the southern and northern 
species of birds, the instance of the finding of the A. vesper- 
tind and Z. ludoviciana frequenting the same woods in the 
spring of 1879 is a peculiar one. ‘T'wo species of birds of the 
same family, which, in theirrange of migration are separated 
to the extent of four thousand miles at. least, the evening 
grosbeak breeding in the far north, while the rose-breasted 
grosbeak frequently winters in South America. It is 
thought best that this slight sketch of Michigan’s topography 
should be given in order that the nature of the country in 
relation to her bird life may be more fully understood. 

Aylocichla mustelina (Gmel.) Baird—Wood thrush, song 
thrush. 
Who that is a lover of our feathered friends, in walking 

in the budding woods during the month of May, has not heard 
the clear resonant notes of this charming singer? The air 
is full of the joyous notes of myriads of happy songsters, 
and by careful attention a practiced ear can detect the songs 
of twenty well-known species. Even the faint chirping 
notes or an occasional burst of song can be heard from the 
migrating warblers as they pass from tree to tree above us,’ 
or the cheerful songs of the little vireos deeper in the 
sylvan shades. But at regular intervals the ringing bell-ike 
notes of the wood thrush rise above the harmonious babble, 
penetrating to us mm veritable sound waves of liquid melody 
as we rest on the decayed log or grassy bank. 
The song varies apparently in its source, the singer being 

ashy bird at this season of the year, and easily made anxious 
by our presence, is circling around our seat witha view of 
closer inspection. frequently one comes so near us that we 
see it for a moment as it hastily leaves a branch and drops 
terrified into the brush uttering a cry of alarm as it disap- 
pears, and then after a few gutteral sounds like chuck, chuck, 
it dashes off and its beautiful song can be heard again a hun- 
yards away. 

I shall not attempt descriptions of the songs of birds, for 
though a few notes are uttered so plainly that they can’ be 
described on paper, still the true music issuing from the 
throats of most singers is above comparison or criticism, and 
the songs of the thrushes are especially fine in harmonious 
blending. It would indeed be ridiculous to attempt a de- 
scription of the songs of the mocker and thrasher. 

In Kalamazoo county the wood thrush has appeared during 
a dozen years from April 24, the earliest date, to May 4. 
Soon after reaching our boundary it spreads over the entire 
Lower Peninsula, and bursting into full song begins deciding 
on a partner for the season and a suitable nesting place. 
We are inclined to think, contrary to the upinions of most 

writers, that the thrushes secure new mates each season, at 
least pitched battles occur between the males of this species 
soon after arriving from the south, as is also the case with 
the robins, catbirds, and brown thrushes. It takes same 
time for affairs to be settled, although Iam happy to say 
that encounters between birds are seldom severe, and resem- 
ble the boyish squabbles of school urchins, in which a little 
¢xtra effrontery is more than equal to puerile blows, and after 
a few flappings of the wings and pursuits in which both ap- 
pear to have equal victories, the vanquished give way. 

That some thrushes are mated on reaching us is certain, 
for repeated observations have shown that the same pair has 
sometimes occupied the same site for years during the nest- 
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ing season, but in such cases the old birds are frequently seen 
to go through with the vernal courtship preparatory to build- 
ing or repuiring the old nest, : 

After mating, the pair at once begins the construction of 
anest. The site usually chosen isa small tree in a beech 
and maple woods, not too deep or dense, but oak woods are 
frequented, and I have often found nests in pineries in cen- 
tral and northern Michigan. Nests are also built in low 
tracts of sparsely covered land, or attheedges of deep woods 
near Jakes and rivers. However, in my experience, beech 
and maple woods are generally preferred, and I think that 
more nests have been found in beech trees during my trips 
than in all other trees together. The nest is placed from 
five to torty feet from the ground, and generally next the 
body of the tree, a beech, white oak, small maple, or rarely 
anelm. On June first of the present year, a number of nests 
were observed and the heights from the ground taken. One 
nest was seven feet from the ground, and others ten, fifteen, 
eight and twenty-five feet up respectively. The average 
height may reasonably be placed at from eight to ten feet. 
The nest isa compactly built structure, composed almost 
entirely of mud, dead leayes of the previous season, and 
some grass. A few small twigs are occasionally found in its 
makeup. The nest, withstanding the storms of the season, 
is sometimes reoccupied the following spring. d 

The nest approaches in construction that of the robin, but 
has less mud in its body and lacks the rags and string so 
commonly used by our familar bird, though the dead leaves 
are an addition 1o the material used by the civilized redbreast. 

The eves are usually laid from the 20th to the 25th of 
May: sets are taken, however, by the 15th of the month. 
In color the eggs are similar to the robin eggs, but in size 
are considerably smaller, approaching in this respect those 
of the catbird, from which they may be readily distinguished, 
however, the eggs of the latter being of a decided green 
shade, Three eggs seems to be the number usually Jaid, 
but many nests are found containing four. The finding’ of 
five young in nests at various periods caused me to think 
that occasionally five ege@s were laid, but never having dis- 
coyered five egv's at one time, the conviction became estab- 
lished that the odd young one was that of the cowbird, and 
the finding of so many nests of this thrush containing one 
and in some instances two eggs of Molothrus, only strength- 
ened the belief. 

If the nest is approached, the old bird only leaves when 
the hand of the despoiler is very nesr it. Frequently one 
may climb to the branch on which the nest is built and 
shake it before the parent will fy. After leaying the nest 
the old bird usually flies to some distance and then returns 
and makes a great fuss, but many pairs are in no way demon- 
strative. 

It is quite probable that two broods are reared in a season, 
as fresh eggs may be foundin July. After the vesting sea- 
son is over the singing ceases, and the birds are so silent that 
one can scarcely find an individual. In late sammer a few 
may be heard scratching among the dead leaves on the 
ground, and if disturbed will silently flit to the nearest 
thicket. 
By September 15 most of the wood thrushes have de- 

parted for the south. This species is, next to the robin, cat- 
bird and thrasher, the best known member of the family 
that visits our State, and is very common during the breed- 
ing season, A dozen nests can be found in a day’s tramp. 
Hardly a schoulboy’s collection but contains the mutilated 
epes of this interesting thrush, and I am sorry to say that 
yearly many eggs of the song thrush, as well as eggs of others 
of our common birds, are festooned on strings and adorn (?) 
walls to gratify the caprice of amateur collectors, very few 
of whom know the names of half the eggs in their miserable 
collections. 
KaLamazoo, Oct, 12, 1834. 

MOOSE AND BEAR NOTES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have been much interested in the articles of you corres- 

pondents ‘‘Nessmuk” and *‘Penobscot,” and while my ex- 
perience in the main agrees with theirs, there are some points 
in which it differs. I agree with ‘‘Penobscot” in his state- 
ments of moose running, and also that our Maine moose are 
not capable of taking any such strides as Mr. Phelps 
describes. If they had been I should not have been writing 
this today. In regard to scent I have never observed the 
acuteness that | have in deer, I remember five different 
moose which I approached with moccasins, on bare ground 
within thirty feet or less, in one instance being so near that 
I could almost touch an old bull which stood in the thicket 
rubbing his horns, I have had cne when shot at by another 
person come directly toward me when I was standing iu 
fair sight, and showed no sign of either seeing or smelling 
me till, finding she would run over me, I shot her when not 
over ten feet distant. It is very often the case that when 
feeding in the water on a dark night, or when called in, 
they will allow a canoe to come within a paddle’s lensth. I 
haye known a hunter on a bright moonlight night to lay a 
long time under the shade of the bank listening for moose 
in the water, and then have one of whose presence he had 
not been aware, spring entirely over his canoe into the water 
beyond. 

In regard to the ‘‘bell,” as “Penobscot” calls it, or ‘‘tas- 
sel,” as it is more commonly called, it has been my fortune 
in my business to handle some thousands of moose hides, 
and while Ihave seen them in the shape of a pouch, as de- 
scribed by ‘‘Penobseot,” the cases haye been very rare, 
Usually it is simply a tassel hanging from the throat with- 
out any enlargement whatever at the base: itis, when the 
hair has been shaved from it, merely an appendage of skin, 
as though a piece of green hide an inch wide had been folded 
and united at the edges. The hair can be erected at the 
animal’s pleasure, and is always so when he is enraged. It 
seems like the tassel on a turkey, intended for ornament. I 
have opened a great many, have neyet noticed that they 
contained anything, but they were wet on the inside as are 
all green skins, ‘The beil-shaped ones are like a pouch of 
two thicknesses of skin, which can be easily separated, and 
lhaye seen one so large Lhave pulled it on my head for a 
cap when green, Cases of this kind, however, are very un- 
common. Ihave known one to have a second tassel below 
the first, but much shorter. An extremely long one meas- 
ured to-day (Dec. 22) measures sixteen inches to the end of 
the hair and starts directly from the skin of the neck. Much 
to my surprise it was only eight inches by measure from the 
lower corner of the mouth, being almost under the jaw; 
without measuring I should have said they were much fur- 
ther down on the neck. 

“Penobscot” is right about bears hibernating. It depends 
almost entirely on food supply, A few years ago when there 
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Were no beechnuts nor berries, bears, which were very 
plenty, denned early in October. Taking pains to write 
acquaintances, I found that they disappeared at about the 
same time all over Penobscot, St. Johns and Tobique waters, 
also in Nova Scotia and on the Gaspé coast in Canada east, 
This year, sofar as I haye been able to learn, few have been 
heard from since Nov, 1, and they are seldom plentier in 
this State than at present. In beechnut years it is very 
common for them to be out as late as this date. Of course, 
as all hunters know, there are exceptions to general rules, 
as there is now and then a bear that does not den regularly, 
but comes out at any time in thawing weather, when not 
hindered by deep snow. 

Last season, after seeing inquiries about white-breasted 
bears. I tried to ascertain the proportion by actual count. 
Most of my skins had been shipped, but an examination of 
thirty-seven, coming from yarious points between Range- 
ley Lake and Baie de Chaleur, showed eleven with white 
breasts. Those coming from east of here showed a greater 
proportion, though it might not always be so. One lot of 
five from Breadalbane, N. B,, contained three white breasts. 
Usually it is simply a straight mark of while three to six 
inches in length and one to two in breadth, sometimes it 
is in the shape of a Y, occasionally in @ perfect crescent with 
the horns pointing upward, as in one which the writer sup- 
plied to the Boston Natural History Rooms. 1 have seen 
them with a heart-shaped white spot. It may be safely said 
the much-talked-of whiteface bear exists only in imagination, 
as in many thousand skins handled, I have only in one in- 
stance seen anything approaching this. In this one excep- 
tion the face was thickly sprinkled with silver hairs, but not 
white. We occasionally get skins in this State or New Bruns- 
wick, which, if they came trom the Rocky Mountains, would 
be called brown bear, and I received one last year which 
was as good a cinnamon as I have ever seen. These were 
undoubtedly freaks of nature,as the last mentioned had 
white claws. Have seen one partial albino, the wool being 
mostly white, the long hairs black. 

“Nessmuk,” in your issue of Nov. 20, page 323, asks: 
“And is the short-lezged glossy black bear the same as the 
dingy, long-legged brown bear?” On page 381, Vol. V., 
“Standard Natural History,” just issued by 8, If. Cassino, it 
is said; “‘Speaking of two tame black bears cubbed by the 
same dam, says Henry Clapp, ‘One was what is called the 
“ranger bear,” that is, it was long-legged and Jong-bodied, 
and not so black, with a little coarser fur than the other 
variety. The other was what was called the ‘‘hoe bear,” and 
was shorter-legoed and blacker. So lam sure the hog bear 
and the ranger are one species.’” 

The writer of the present article was intimately ac- 
quainted with Mr. Clapp, and also saw the bears above men- 
tioned from the time they were cubs till they grew up, and 
knows the statement to be true. I have had scores of sets of 
eubs brought in to me which were killed with the mother. 
Sometimes both are like the mother,, sometimes one, some- 
times neither. They neither invariably follow the mother 
either in stature or color of hair. It is just as correct to 
talk of a class of long-legwed, red-haired men as to speak 
of brown-nosed, long-legged bears. To proye the thing I 
have just sorted over a large number of skins, throwing the 
long-legged ones into one pile, and the short-legged into 
another, and then looked at them with reference to the noses 
and fineness of fur. There were in both those that had 
brown noses and those that had not; ibere were fine, soft- 
furred, short-legged, and others which were coarser: there 
were also the same differences among the long-legged. As 
a rule the long-legged are the coarsest haired, hut they are 
all of one breed, as ‘‘Nessmuk,” if he were to examine a 
large pile of skins in any furrier’s store, would be convinced. 
Many hunters hold the same opinion that ‘‘Nessmuk” does, 
but the positive proof that the two cubs of one mother can 
belong to both the so-called varieties, and haying many 
times seen the skins of cuds differing from the parent, 
obliges me to differ from one with whom I should prefer 

“to agree. MAINe, 

A Mun Brrp,—tlt was the good fortune of Mr, Herbert 
Brown, on Dec, 14, while collecting birds in the vicinity of 
Tucson, especially the gilded woodpecker (Colaptes chiryso- 
ides), to kill a bird which, while alive, he believed to be an 
individual of the aboye species, On picking up the bird, 
however, he at once noticed that while there were certain 
characteristics of that species apparent, yet on the whole the 
bird in question more closely resembled the Mexican, or red- 
shafted woodpecker (Colaptes mevicanus), an allied species. 
In fact, the bird had all the characteristics of an adult male 
Mexican wootlpecker, except that two of the secondary 
quills in one wing and four in the other, as well as the three 
outer tail feathers on each side of the tail, were identical in 
coloration and general character with those of the gilded 
woodpecker. There seems no reason to doubi that this bird 
isatrue bybrid between the gilded woodpecker and the 
Mexican woodpecker, ‘There are several reasons why it 
seems probable that this is the case, rather than to refer the 
bird in question to the so-called hybrid woodpecker (Colap- 
tes hybridus). First, the juxtaposition of chrysoides and 
mecvicanus during the breeding season, both species breeding 
in the giant cactus on the high mesas about Tucson. Second, 
the specimen in question has no tendency to fusion of color 
on the quills or tail featbers, and there is no admixture of 
black feather in the cheek patch which is so characteristic 
of hAybridus. The few feathers mentioned as being like 
those of chrysoides in the wings and tail are as clear and 
bright yellow as can be found, while the rest of the feathers 
of the wings and tail are typically those of menicanus, being 
reddish pink, with no tendency to an orange or yellowish 
cast. Curiously, too, the feathers of the chrysoides portion 
of the bird are in size like those of chryseides, and thus in 
strong contrast to the feathers with which they are associated 
which are so much larger. It is possible that the feathers 
spoken of are not full grown, though it is improbable, the rest 
of the moult being perfect and the season so far advanced. 
The rest of the plumage, even to the shading of the head, is 
typically that of mexteanus. The above notes are made from 
a careful comparison ot 4 number of each of the two species 
found here.— WW" E. D. Scott, in Arizona Daily Star, Tueson, 
Dee. 16, 1884. 

RECENT ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GAREDN.—Pur- 
chased—One male wildeat (Lana rufus), ome opossum (Didelpliys vir- 
gini), one bald eagle ((Haliaetus leucocephalus), two pairs of bull- 
finches (Pyrrhula rubicilla), one mountain inch (#ringilla monti- 
fringitla), one starling (Sturnus vulgaris), one red-throated diver 
(Colymbus septentrionalis), and one Canada goose |.Bernicla cana- 
denis), Presented—Three capybaras (Hydrochw@rus capybara), one 
hairy armadillo (Dasypus villosus), one raceoon (Procyon lolor), one 
screech owl (Scops asio), oné herring gull (Larus argentatus), one 
red-tailed hawk (Buteo borealis), one song thrush (Yurdus musicus), 
one white crow (Corvus americanus), and one water snake (Troepido- 
notus fusciaius), Bredin the Garden—One moor macaque ears 
meurus), and four male dingos (Canis dingo). 

Game Bag and Gui. 

IDEAS OF A QUAIL HUNTER. 
fiditor Forest and Stream: 
When our splendid Virginia autumn came, I dotted you 

down in rhyme 4 woodcock hunt, and the scenes and sur- 
roundings incidental, as nearly truthful as a little fancy 
would permit. I have not seen it since—found the waste 
basket, perhaps—but you have treated us to worse many a 
time. I concluded likely the piece (‘A Southland Autumn 
Hunt”) was not practical enough, especially for your lati- 
tude. Ishall now give you a rugged, practical sketch of a 
Southwest Virginia partridge (quail) hunter with dogs and 
fun in action in the field, 
My home is in the Clinch Valley, where we have sharp, 

straight, high mountains and beautiful valleys between, 
covered with indigenous blue grass, the mountains when 
cleared being clothed with grass to their very tops. To-day 
is the 13th of December, and while we see snow sometimes 
in the hish mountains, none to this day has been in our val- 
leys. Our country being strictly deyoted to grazing, we 
have no extensive grain fields, but partridges (quail) are 
nevertheless very plentiful in the !cover we have. They are 
strong, large, lightning-flying fellows, and when pursued do 
not tamely hang around the smooth, open ground. Sol 
have to deal with these birds just as we all do in briery 
wooded countries, shoot at them once or twice in the open, 
then in red brush, briers, briery fence rows, hedge, rose 
patches, saw grass and the like, This is “Bod White” as 
he is. 

I haye two dogs, about like other BeOp as dogs, or a little 
worse trained than newspaper dogs, ne about six years 
old, a rip-slashing, liver and white dog, hard-headed, and a 
dog of hisown head; never tires from morning till night; 
goes right where he knows birds stay; believes that he can 
go like the wind-and his nose never fail him; and will hang 
to a point as long as you want him, and in a day take every 
position, from a high-headed stand to a dead drop point, 
and now and then try his pluck on catching a bird I miss. 
He’s not perfection, The other is a puppy of the old dog; 
cross on a red Irish bitch [purchasedin Northern New York, 
now seyen months old and trained from the essays of Mr, 
Hammond—a staunch large fellow and beautiful retriever. I 
never trained the old dog, and no one else ever did. IJ storm 
at. these dogs and thrash them just as all truthful men do 
their dogs. They are both dreaming at my feet now about 
my slapping them for wanting to chase the ‘‘cotton tail” 
starling under their nose. 

Tuse aJ. Manton & Co. 74 pounds, 12-gauge, 30-inch 
double breechloading shotgun. It is a side lever, too. It is 
a beautiful gun and looks to me that it ought not to be so 
cheap, as it seems this make is now selling for. Now 4s 
this is a cheap make of gun, no one will accuse me of affec- 
tation; but I simply want to tell how a backwoods “‘hunter” 
goes armed. Bul this gun shoots, lei me assure you, in 
earnest. 

In my ups and downs I have acquired brass shells of the 
foliowing make, Remington, Parker and Winchester, Of 
these I prefer the Winchester, because the base is solid and 
strong and the primer is simply perfection, having its own 
anyil, and do not believe I ever had one to fail fire. See 
no difference in the shooting qualities. There is no question 
but what the brass shells far exceed the paper ones in shoot- 
ing qualities. They take a number larger wad, are thinner 
and suve the gas better, by properly fitting shell chamber, 
and are at last cheaper. I find the best shooting of my gun 
is had by 8} drams of No. 2 Latlin & Rand’s eagle ducking 
powder. Over this two wads are put. 1 pnt the wads oyer 
the powder with a rammer with convex end, which makes 
the face of wad, receiving shot, concaye, throwing them con- 
centric. ‘This I caught from a correspondent of your paper. 
The single wad on shot is sent home with smooth-faced 
rammer. The Ely pink-edge or Winchester felt wad pre- 
ferred, and just one kind used, for who wants to bother with 
different kinds in one shell? The inside of shell should 
never be cleaned, the better fo hold wad, which wad should 
be two sizes larger than shell, One ounce of No, 8 chilled 
shot is just the load. It is predicted that in afew years none 
other than chilled shot will be used. They break neck, 
wings and bone, and your dog finds the bird where it falls, 
It is astonishing what variety of game this load will kill and 
yet not tear up the smallest. I have actually seen gentle- 
men use the Barclay loader in loading brass shells. I don’t 
suppose it was made for this, since the springs inside so 
compress the wad as to render it liable to be loose in shell. 
It is perfection on paper shells, 

Let it be understood that I have to pay like the mischief 
for all ihe above described ammunition, am under obliga- 
tions to none of the makers, never saw them and advertise 
for none, and mean nothing of the sort, just give actual ex- 
perience, 

In apparel in the field I would teach as the elocutionist— 
be natural, Make as little change as possible, as it impedes 
walking, action and shooting. Corduroy pants of the best 
quality, brown color, are preferable. They completely resist 
briers, thorns and burrs, A pair of gaiters of best leather, 
that have been worn to the easy old shoe, with canvas- 
buckled leggings. are perfection tor the tramp. The busi- 
ness, old, well-worn, close-fitting, cutaway pattern of coat, 
Haye some pockets sewed below the cartridge belt to put 
empty shells in; have pockets larger at base than top to keep 
from losing contents. I use the cloth-woven cartridge belf 
that will safely hold cartridge without being stuck far in; 
shoulder straps. This beats pockets, which are in the way 
of quick handling of gun. Did you ever have full pockets 
on the breast, or just under arm, derange the breach moye- 
ment of your gun? Have all pockets below belt. Did you 
ever have your hips worn sore by pocket full of loaded cart- 
ridges? Did you ever walk with asthetic chap—tight-but- 
toned white corduroy breeches, heavy boots, cold nevk, 
chafing canvas coat, wholly new all over, and see him bang 
and miss—eurse his powder, lead, gun, and finally himself 
and wilt? See the heel blisters, the red, chafed neck, and 
badly done up fellow. Give me the old-fashioned network 
game bag; leather next you, partition in it, a place for game 
and lunch and—well, just anything. If you have this bag 
you can very frequently have some youngster along who 
can carry; and while I neyer owned the cout with game bag 
worked in, it dors not seem ‘‘hunter like” or agreeable, I 
want the low-crowned black slouch hat worn by us in the 
South, as it both screens the eyes and keeps off rain, while 
the cap inviles the latter down the back of your neck, is. not 
easily knocked off. : : 

I have truthfully aimed this for a practical sketch, tellmg 
our bunter friends that the every-day dog is not always the 
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perfection we see described in newspapers, that a man can 
haye a pretty and good gun without costing him a fortune, 
and can shoot better in his common apparel than he can in 
the costume of the sporting dude. However, I can searcely 
handle the pen in field sports, and simmer down as dry as 
you scem to prefer. The great enjoyment at last of the 
sportsman is in the imaginative and fancy part. To simply 
shoot and kill is not the enjoyable. Bright anticipations; 
the indtseribable influence of crisp, autumn air; the rich, 
golden hue of the receding sun, rolling low in the clear blue 
sky; the richesf of perfumes distilled from fading plants 
and melting frost; the blustering whirr of the winged 
pheasant; ‘he weird whistle of the selfish woodcock’s flight; 
the flashy dart of the startled quail; the fluttering, foaming 
Splash of the ducks in the river, their rise higher and higher 
until they become dotted strings far against the sky; the 
praceful, gamy gallop of your laborious setter; the twirling 
downfalling leaf. What a pity to grow old! GRAEMA, 

DEER IN THE ADIRONDACKS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
My personal knowledge of this subject extends back only 

to the year 1870. Previous to that time, I am eredibly in- 
formed by men born and brought up in that country and 
who made hunting and trapping throughout the winter 
season a specialty, there was seemingly no end to the num- 
bers of deer and fur-bearing animals all through that locality. 
One of my informants—a gentleman of unquestioned 
veracity, who has always resided in the eastern part of Lewis 
county, and whose father was one of the earliest settlers— 
informs me that he used to kill as high as fifty or sixty 
deer during the fall and fore part of winter by still-hunting, 
shipping the same to Albany for a market, and that the deer 
continued equally plenty, notwithstanding those killed by 
still-hunters, until they commenced hounding. This same 
gentleman, last fall, undertook to supply himself with a 
quantity of yenison for winter’s use, and succeeded in bring- 
ing to bag during the entire month of November Jast the total 
number* of four deer. This feat was accomplished upon 
ground so well stocked with deer four years ago last fali 
that he would not have considered it worth boasting of had 
he killed that number in a single day. 
Two of his neighbors living near have for years past acted 

as guides through the summer season, and still-hunted later 
on in the fall, but since the introduction of dogs have each 
heen led into*using them in driving deer. In talking with 
these men, I learned that they did not approve of hounding; 
were conyinced that it was annibilating the game of the 
whole country; both were sure that it had already caused 
such havoc with deer in their section that it was nearly use- 
less for them to devote any more time to still-hunting, and 
also confessed that it was only a question of a few years 
longer at best, unless the law was changed, before the whole 
deer family would be exterminated. Why, then, do you 
follow hounding, I inquired? Because so long asit is law- 
ful and every one else follows it, we must fallin while they 
last and try and get our share. This was their reply, although 
they each would sign a petition to have the law changed, 
knowing full well that they were helping to **kill the goose 
that laid the golden ezg.” Now, I believe this to be the 
case with most of the hotel men, guides and hunters through- 
out that whole wilderness. They can but see the steady 
decrease of game, and must realize that when it is gone one 
great inducement to the tourist, invalid and sportsman to 
make their annual sojourns to the woods has thus been cut 
off. 

Of course, we ever have and aJways will find a class of 
men styling themselves sportsmen that love the music of the 
hound. J cannot say that it is unpleasant to my ear when I 
know that reynard is being put to his trumps to evade the 
pack, Buttouse them on game as harmless and innocent 
as the deer, especially when its flesh is to be used as food, at 
a time when they are out of condition, bestowing their atten- 
tion and care upon their helpless young, at a season when 
the game thus killed must be rapidly disposed of if it ever 
leaves the forest untainted; at a season when shipments to 
the central part of the State and much less to any of the 
southern half (hereof, are completely out of the question; at 
a time when but a very few out of the great mass of our citi- 
zens can or would ever think of participating either in its 
capture or the fruits thereof is, to say the least, sanctioning 
a law a8 ungenerous asit is odious, Man may argue until 
the Jast dcer is exterminated of the fuir show it gives the 
game by running it down before the hound, that it thrives 
by dogging. That hounding does not scare, injure, nor 
materially Jessen the numbers; and that the country is too 
full of brush, rocks, or something else that retards the sus- 
ceseiul hunting of them in any other manner. But I have 
seen aseclion of country filled with deer signs as was that 
portion of Herkimer county lying north of the Beaver River 
ouly four years ago lastfall. Valleys that contained hundreds 
of acres where the deer had congregated tu winter, where 
the tripshin and other low brush had all been trimmed 
up like a sheep yard, where the tracks were so plenty 
that one could not tollow out a single deer after 
the snow had laid upon the yround twenty-four 
hours, where the hunter could start ten or twenty in a day 
and frequently Lalf that number in a single drove, all of this 
upon ground which I know that the still-hunters have not 
for the past four years killed and taken from the section to 
exceed fifteen or twenty deer per year, and where last fall 
they had become so scarce that a man on good snow failed 
some days in striking a single track to follow, and succeeded 
only in baging four deer during the month of last Novem- 
ber, the same man who used to kill as high as sixty in a 
winter; knowing all of this to be a fact, how do [ solve the 
mystery? Simply by saying that for three summers past 
there has been a constant scouring of that locality with dogs, 
not only all summer long, but covering a good share of tle 
month of November each year, and principally by one set of 
Dutch that came in from Crogan, This company having 
cut trails from Crooked Lake over to the Mosier Ponds of 

~ sufficient width to carry in boats, built seyeral camps along 
its route, erusted, floated, hounded and fished tlie whole 
section toits utter ruin. Seuth of the Beaver River and 
along the highway leading easterly from Lewis county 
through Herkimer, also north to Albany and Smith’s lakes, 
including the Red Horse chain, may be found camps and 
trails ju all directions. In passing along that road one 
usually meets loads of venison on its way out and other par- 
ties going in, hears the baying of hounds and the constant 
report in volleys of guns in the distance on either side of the 
road any day during the open seasun that he may choose to 
travel over it, untilhe wonders to himself how it can be pos- 
sible thut a single head of game can escape the fusilade. 
To my mind, the fatal mistake was in passing a law to 
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suit the convenience of men that wished to combine hunting 
with trout fishing and other amusements, entirely overlook- 
ing the more essential points necessary for reserving an 
ample stock of game for future wants. Unless the law can 
soon be materially chanved in regard to length of open season 
for hunting, cutting off crusting, floating, driving with dogs, 
watching of salt logs or licks, natural or artificial, and per- 
haps a clause limiting the number to be killed by any one 
person during the year, the last of the deer family left in the 
Adirondacks can be counted as doomed. 

It is not unreasonable to expect that, should the subject 
come before the Legislature for amendment, a class friendly 
to hounding may argue, in connection with other redeeming 
qualities as heretofore, that if driving with dogs were en- 
lirely prohibited many of that class would be cut off both 
from participaling in its capture or their just share of the 
game, and for this reason strenuously contend for a short 
space of time to be allowed them, lest the still-hunters 
would monopolize the whole trade. Such, however, to my 
own personal knowledge, would not be the case, for the 
ssimple reason that this same company of men referred to 
above, notwithstanding all they have accomplished by hound- 
ing and floating for three summers past, were not satisfied, 
neither were those who followed it south of Beaver River, as 
all the deer killed up to Noy, 1 were gathered in and sent 
out of the woods to the nearest market, disposed of for what 
they would bring, 

After the first snow fell in November, where did we find 
these hounders? Right back again, occupying their old 
camps or new ones built upon more fayorable grounds. My 
camp wus surrounded upon three sides this last November 
by men that hounded all summer long and had taken out of 
the woods several loads of deer driven to water by their dogs 
and killed. But they all stayed and still-hunted through the 
last month just the same for all that. They came to kill 
some that they could hang up and cut from during the 
winter, Did they succeed without dogs? Why, certainly, 
I found out they were good still-hunters and bagged as many 
deer as the best of hunters. -That is just the mode adopted 
by the hounding fraternity years ago by those that followed 
it in the State of Pennsylvania. They always hounded 
through the summer and fall months, claiming that it was 
the only way to get a deer, but they also came in for their 
share of the balance left upon snow, and usually succeeded 
in obtaining it. The little game we now have left should be 
guarded and protected by a law similar te that in force in 
the State of Maine, Cap Lock. 
FREWSBURG, Jan. 4, 1885. 

Hditer Forest and Stream: 
I think more than one-half the deer killed each year in the 

Adirondacks are killed by hounding, and many are also 
killed each winter by dogs on the crust, when deer are unfit 
for eating, Quite a portion of this poor venison is ‘‘jerked,” 
brought out and sold for 25 cenis per pound. Of the deer 
killed with dogs in season allowed by Jaw much is wasted; 
the foreparts of many being skinned out and thrown away, 
especially if they are killed where it requires much work to 
get them to a road, in such cases only the saddles and hides 
being saved, I know of one instance wherea party of four 
killed eighteen deer in a few days on a_ back lake, and only 
brought out the saddles and skins. This year on the last 
day of the hounding season eight deer were driven into 
Beaver River at No. 4 and killed. The estimate of good 
men, who are in a position to know, for last year is that three 
hundred deer were killed by hounding or driving on the 
Beaver River alone and two hundred were killed in the same 
way in the same section this year; and when to this you add 
the number of deer which escape so nearly run to death that 
they crawl away and die, the slaughter is great. I know of 
two instances the last fall when deer have been found dead 
and spoilt, which undoubtedly bad been run by dogs. Of 
the deer driven in by dogs and killed, I think three does to 
two bucks is about the average. 

There is hardly a lake in the woods where deer are left 
but what is hunted around in this way. The usual way of 
hounding or driving is for one man to take the dogs away 
from the lake and put them on deer tracks, the rest of the 
men remaining at the lake, two in each boat, at points 
where, with the aid of a field vlass, the whole lake can be 
watched. When a deer enters the water to escape from the 
dogs, it is allowed to swim out, and then the nearest boat is 
rowed so as to cut the deer off from shore, and as it swims 
for some landing, the boat is generally run so as to force the 
deer’s head under water, and when it comes to the surface, 
half strangled, a charge of buckshot or bullets from a re- 
peating rifle soon finishes the brutal work; and this is called 
sport, which good hunters and sportsmen can only condemn. 

Deer are run from two to five hours, and when they enter 
the water it is their last resort, and they are so heated and 
tired that the venison is wholly unfit for eating, The water 
is cold; the deer are chilled before they are got out; hardly a 
drop of blood will run from them, and the meat is stiff and 
black within a very short time, and if the weather is warm, 
will spoil even for market in forty-eight hours. I would not 
eat venison so killed. Would any one buy and eat beef or 
muttou that was killed after having been worried by dogs 
even for one hour? Would a butcher be allowed to sell 
such meat? 

I am of the opinion decidedly that hounding ought to be 
whiolly abolished, and if it is not done the deer will be nearly 
or quite exterminated inside of six or eight years. I am 
satisfivd that there is not one deer now where there were three 
ten years ago, and I think the decrease is due mainly to 
hounding. More dogs were taken into the woods this fall 
than one year ago and less deer by thirty per cent. were 
killed with them than the year before, which indicates a 
large decrease. Still-hunting is only done through a portion 
of November, and the estimate is that from fifty to sixty 
a were killed by still-himting this season on the Beaver 

iver, 
I am informed that hounding hag been prohibited in Potter 

county, Pa., for the past five years, that the increase in deer 
has been very marked and that the number is estimated to 
be as great as it was twenty years ago. 

I decidedly think a non-hounding law practicable, as the 
guides, bunters and hotel men through this section, asa rule, 
desire it, and while many of them keep dogs and drive deer 
for market, they generally say, “I know it is ruining {our 
busivess and I would kill my dogs and help keep them out 
of the woods, but as long as the law allows it and others 
hound deer I must also and gt my share while they last.” 

Besides this, dogs are used up to Dec, 1 for market veni- 
son, When the law only allows it up to Oct. 31. ThisI know, 
as I have guided and still-hunted each November for many 
years, and I saw on the Ist inst. when coming out of the 
woods, six places in nine miles where dogs had run deer 

across our camp trail, and they were made that day, as snow 
had fallen the day before, 

I would have a law prohibiting the use of dogs at any 
time, with a $50 penalty to be paid by the owner of the dog, 
or in default of payment, 30 days’ imprisonment; any one 
catching a dog running deer to have the right to shoot the dog, 
and the dog’s carcass when produced in court, to be evidence 
as against itsowner. Deer are killed by dogs eight months out 
of the year. Make the law so there is no excuse tor keeping 
dogs and many deer will be saved that the present law 
attempts in vain to protect. Irom my talk with guides and 
hunters I think they would see that no doe lived long in the 
woods if the law gave them a right to shoot dogs running 
deer, and that they would also take the trouble to see that 
the owners of the dogs were properly prosecuted according 
to law. C. W, Purrer. 
WatEins, New York. 

[See notice of petition elsewhere. | 

NOTES FROM WORCESTER. 

ea EY the sportsmen hereabouts cannot complain of the 
shooting season of 1884. The season just closed has 

been one long to be remembered on account of the abundant 
supply of game, and the delightful weather extending half 
through the month of December. 

If we could hayea fall of snow deep enough to render 
bird shooting impossible a month earlier than the time pre- 
scribed by law, I think if would be better for all concerned, 
for we all know that bare ground and pleasant, weather in 
the month of December means fearful havoc withthe grouse. 
There is something peculiar about late grouse shooting 
which I do not understand and which I wish could be ex- 
plained. Why is it that a much larger proportion of hen 
birds are killed than in the earlier months of the shooting 
season? This is not only my own experience, but is the 
subject of common remark among our shooters. Some of 
the members of our club were inclined to believein the early 
part of the season that grouse had not bred as well, and 
were not as numerous as a year ago, but their aggregate 
scores and also their average per day does not confirm this 
belief, and if is a fact beyond dispute that we have enjoyed 
the best grouse season that has been known in this séction 
for many years. The two previous years had passed with 
no woodcock te speak of, and we had almost come to believe 
that good flight shooting was a thing of the past, when this 
year we had a splendid flight covering a period of about ten 
days, from Oct. 18 to 28. Those who could attend to them 
had rare sport and many fine bags were made. I doubt if 
we see the like again for some years to come. There are 
never quail enough in this part of the State to consider them 
of much account, but 1 think we have had the usual quan- 
tity. 
The “fur company’ commenced operations as usual Oct. 

1, and have had fair success. This time-honored company 
of sportsmen is composed of men of all ages and almost every 
station in life. Gentlemen of wealth, professional men, 
business men and working men, all meet at the rendezvous 
on common ground and talk over the events of a foxhunt 
like a band of brothers, The harmony that exists and tiie 
discipline that is maintained, is really refreshing. Any little 
matters of dispute that arise are generally referred to ‘‘Uncle 
Nathan,” whose decision is considered final. 
A man must kill a fox in a legitimate manner before he 

can become a member, and to be eligible to office must be the 
owner of a well bred foxhound. While there is a peculiar 
fraternal feeling existing among sportsman generally, I 
think it is a little more marked among fox hunters than any 
other class. The individual scores to Jan, 1 are: N. §. Har- 
rington 2, John M. White 7, Henry Locke 2, Leonard Rand 
5, John Slocum 2, Horace Adums 2, A. P. Cutting 1, A, H, 
Perry 1, tota] 22. The season closes on the last day of Feb- 
ruary, when I will endeavor to give the readers of the Forzsr 
AND STREAM the season’s score complete. 

With the close of the bird season trap-shooting reyives and 
it is again lively at the club house on Thursday afternoons, 
Several members contemplate attending the international 
tournament at New Orleans and are looking forward to that 
event with pleasant anticipations. 

One of the newly electid members of the ‘‘fur company,” 
who shot his first fox the present season, is under indictment 
for a misdemeanor, and the case is to be tried at the rendez- 
vous on Saturday evening, Jan. 10. It is expected that 
Alderman ———, one of our most prominent lawyers, 
will appear for the plaintiff. The offense isa grave one, but 
as the youthful detendant has hardly had sufficient time to 
get “read up,” it is barely possible that ‘‘Shattuck’s” best 
cigars fur the company may settle it. Raresport is expected 
at the trial. EH. SPRAGUE KnNow1es. 
Worcester, Mass., Jan. 9, 1885. 

SMALL-BORE SHOTGUNS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

In looking over the article on small-bore shotguns, in F'on- 
EST AND STREAM for Dee. 11, I find that ] forgot to give the 
charges of shot larger than No. 4 for 16-gauge guns. As the 
whole gist of my article was to refute the error, common in’ 
this country, in relation to small-bores and the proper loads 
for them, it may not be necessary to add anything more io 
what I have said, but the error is such a prevalent one that 
| will give in detail the charges 1 have found best for the 
16 gauge cylindrical bore. J use for wild turkey BB shot, 
for ducks No. 4and somelimes No, 3, for quail and snipe 
Wo. 6, The powder charge is 22 drams; 14 ounces of Nos. 
6 and 4, 14 ounces No. 38, 12 ounces BB. 

J cannot insist too often, however, that to get good results 
out of a 16-gauge not more than 2% drams powder must be 
used, as in the small-bore this gives force enough, more pene- 
tration than 5 drams in a 10-bore, and a larger charge scat- 
ters the shot foo much. 

Of course every gun differs more or less, even when of 
the same gauge, and to get the exact load suited toa pun 
requires much patient shooting atatarget. One cause of 
the errors prevalent in reference to smatl-bores is that users 
of large-bores, finding that big charges of powder were abso- 
lutely necessary to get any penetration out of their cannon, 
had to use very fine shot, the coarse sizes containing too few 
pellets, and seattering too much with their big powder loads. 
Then by the falsest method of reasoning, ‘‘reasouing by 
analogy,” they jumped at the conclusion that as coarse shot 
was inefficient in their guns it would be still more so in the 
small-bores. For instance, witness the following idiotic 
twaddle from a standard book on shooting, published a few 
years ago: 

“With a 14-cauge gun, the heaviest shot that could be 
used with any degree of good judgment would be No, 2,” 
lam aware that many of my statements are in direct con: 
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tradiction to the received opinion among sportsmen in this 
country, but my experience is the result of over twenty years 
use of the shotgun in the United States and South America, 
and of very many different guns at game and the target. I 
have known a deer to be killed by a 24-gauge muzzleloading 
shotgun at 80 yards, and a couple of years ago a wildcat 
(Lynx rufus) was killed near this place with a 20-gauge shot- 
gun, at 65 yards, and any one who has hunted them knows 
the tenacity of life of a wildcat. In using buckshot out of a 
small-bore, it is imperative to get sizes that chamber, and if 
the intersizes between the shot are packed solid with bone 
dust, or bismuth or even dust shot, much better shooting is 

obtained than with loose buckshot. 
A typographical error makes me say in the article referred 

to, ‘the best length for a 16-gauge is 81inches.” I wrote 82. 
For good shooting I would even prefer 34 inches to the 28 of 
most of the 16-gauge guns imported from England. The 
statement that short guns shoot as well as long ones, which 
is found in most moderp works on shooting, is another error 
following in the wake of the big-bore heresy. It is often 
said that long barrels are unfit for wing-shooting, on account 
of their unhandiness. This isnot true. It is a mere matter 
of practiceand education, 1 have used a 34-inch, and found I 
could throw it on a bird just as well as I could the ordinary 
short barrels. Thereis one more fallacy I wish to call atten- 
tion to, that is, that small shot penetrate further than coarse 
shot, as it has less resisting surface. This is as mistaken a 
statement as could well be composed. A few practical trials 
will prove its falsity to any one, and I refer te Long’s 
“American Wildfowl Shooting” for some good remarks on 
this very subject, page 31-32, Chapter LI. d 

Prejudice is hard to overcome, and there has been an un- 
reasonable amount of prejudice in favor of the large-bores 
since the introduction of breechloaders in this country, but— 

“Truth crushed to earth will rise again,* 

and I am confident that sportsmen who try the small-bores, 
and load them intelligently, will soon be convinced that they 
are much more sportsmanlike weapons to use than 10 or 12 
bores, as they require greater skill to hold on the bird, while 
at the same time having equal killing power and range. 
Much of the prejudice against small-bores is due entirely to 
ignorance, and it is for the purpose of throwing some hight 
en the subject that 1] have written these articles. 

CYRTONYX. 
Fort Stanton, New Mexico. 

A SHOT WITH BOTH EYES SHUT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Tam fearful you will think that in putting out the fire in 
iny cabinet last summer, your humble servant was also ‘‘ex- 
tinguished,” and I write fo say he still kicks with every 
prospect of continuing the exercise for some time to come. 
J must acknowledge, however, that to see so much of a life 
work so up in smoke, is one of the toughest strains human 
fiber is called to endure. There is one comfort left, no other 
person will ever know what I have lost. 

Dr. Johnson once said: ‘‘That the man who so purposes 
should make haste to give while he has power to do so, that 
his gift may be enjoyed.” You will doubtless appreciate 
my regret that the black racer (C7. ewrsor) was not given 
while I had possession and the will to send it to you; now 
both reptiles, with two ground snakes, are gone, the oppor- 
tunity is forever lost, because another like possession who 
can insure me? 

1 spent the summer, as I have done the past ten years, at 
my birthplace far up the Connecticut River, sporting and 
gathering reminiscences of early life. Here the white pine 
grows at its best, and here Turdus imperiahs pours out a 
fiood of song inimitable and unapproachable by any other 
living bird. During the month of October I was out every 
day with my gun (except Sundays), and, although not going 
a mile from the house, we feasted on fifty grouse (partridge) 
without sensible diminution of the stock, a dozen Northern 
hares, gray squirrels without number; while hawks, jays, 
owls, pileated woodpecker, porcupine and smaller animals 
were added to preserved specimens of natural history, 

Partridges were never so abundant in New England as at 
present. Never before had the birds such ‘‘protection” as 
the white pine covers afford and will afford m coming cen- 
turies, The whole Connecticut Valley is being filled again 
with that tree as it wasoue hundred yearsago. The natural 
history of the white pine, its growth in just a century, the 
profit of that growth on two acres of ground I have gathered 
from actual survey and figures. The grove was not a rifle 
shot from my birthplace, and consequently under my eye all 
through early and middle life. 

There has been occasional discussion in the Fores? AND 
StTrREAM on the propriety or possibility of shooting with both 
eyes open as against shooting with one eye closed. 1 do 
not know that any one has recommended shooting with both 
eyes shut, hut the facts I relate go to show the thing has 
been done. I never tried the experiment myself, 1 wanted, 
as I have a thousand times done, to see the shot ruffle the 
feathers of the game, First an instance of shooting with 
both eyes open. I have read somewhere that ‘‘an honest 
man's the noblest work of God,” whatever that meant in 
olden times, it is little used at the present day. At any rate, 
T assume that my grandfather was an honest man (presum- 
ing you have studied logic). When the region was first set- 
iled, betwixt bears, wolves, catamounts and Indians, the 
scattered settlers had rather skittish times, and the few sheep 
they possessed were hardly safe, although penned against the 
house. One night my grandfather was awakened by trouble 
in the sheep pen. He stepped to the door and uttered such 
words of disapprobation at the proceedings, that an old bear 
gathered herself out of the pen with the least possible delay. 
He went back saying, “‘Hestar [giving Hsther the true church 
aceent| Eestar, Tl give that bear a shot if he comes here 
again,” took down an old Queen Anne, a relic of the French 
war, loaded it with a handful of powder and two balls, and 
went to bed. Soon there was another disturbance in the 
pen; he stepped lightly to the door, thrust the muzzle of the 
zun between the logs, then looking over the fence, let drive 
at some dark object inside. 
We ali know the deliberate proceedings of the flintlock. 

There was a click, a whisk, and this was followed immedi- 
ately by a whang, which a mountain just back of the house 
sent broadside against one across the river, and which in 
turn re-echoed the sound with change and interchange, until 
it finally died away in the distance. 
out of the pen, my grandfather returned the gun to the 
hooks, went again to bed, and was undisturbed till morning. 
The bear walked afew steps and ‘‘passed in her checks,” 
where she lay at daylight in the morning. A fatal shot, 

yon will see, with both eyes wide open, and some two feet 
from the gun. 

those boyish, timid men ‘‘afraid of everything,” 
believe he ever rode a horse at gallop, certainly in a lifetime 
IT never saw nor heard of his doing so, 
manhood he one morning discovered in a pond of backwater 
from the river, just beyond the barnyard, a pair of black 

-on our farms, and also at ‘ambering. When at the latter 

plenty of’ lumber camps even now located in the Maine 

The bear again mounted 

His son, contemporary with my own father, was one of 
1 dont 

After growing to 

ducks, Wishing to do something worthy of record, he took 
down the old gun, already loaded, crept across the yard, 
et the ordnance between the logs, and took aim at the 
ucks, 

direction, he shut both eyes and pulled, There were the 
same preliminaries, followed soon after by an explosion, 
which, as on a former occasion, shook the hills and finally 
died out. 
then the other, and then looked around. The ducks lay 
dead, as would a dozen had they been in the neighborhood. 
This | had from his own mouth while living. 

Then turning his face clear around in an opposite 

After all was quiet my uncle opened one eye, 

B. HorsForp. 
NorvTs THETFORD, Vi. 

THE MAINE DEER LAW, 
Editer Horest and Stream: 
A word in answer to the communications of Mr. Henry 

P. Wells in your issue of Dec, 25 may be timely. The 
praises bestowed upon John Danforth no one, to my know- 
ledge, has any wish to controvert. 
tising, however, and utterly foreign to the subject. Im poimt 
of personal honor, courage, and both intellectual and physi- 
cal strength, I would give all credit to the two leading suides 
of the Parinachenee region, but one of them favors jack- 
shooting out of season, and the other hunting with dogs; 
and in fact every other guide has his own pet ideas and 
urgent wishes. 
one as of another, and to grant all would be simply to exter- 
minate, 

They are public adver- 

It would be as just to grant the requests of 

Says Mr. Wells, ‘‘Some of your correspondents virtually 
assume that the addition of this single month [meaning Sep- 
tember] to the open season would annihilate the game of the 
Maine wilderness.” 
only assumption of those who denounce the addition of the 
month of September, is that the general tendency is toward 
annihilation now, and that we need greater restriction and 
not greater license. 

No one has said any such thing. The 

In the quotations from Mr. Danforth’s letters as given by 
Mr. Wells there is some truth. The charge is made in the 
quotations mentioned, that the French Canadians employed 
as lumbermen kill more game and fish than all the sports- 
men put together. Ji this be true it certainly behooves the 
authorities to be on the watch, and the author of this state- 
ment can give his evidence just as well without the month 
of September being an open month, and he would be just as 
likely to do so. But Mr. Wells, in his comments on Mr. 
Danforth’s statement, goes an to say “these Frenchmen come 
over the boundary from Canada and return the same way 
through the woods. They can never be caught in.or near a 
Maine settlement, Screened by the dense forest, blocked by 
impassable snow, they continue the work of slaughter among 
the game and fish, year after year.” Does the gentleman 
stop to think that the French as a class are neither hunters 
nor inclined to a solitary life? They come from Canada into 
Maine, it is true, but they come by a few well-traveled routes, 
and rarely, if ever, stray into the wilderness alone. They 
settle in Our cities and towns and laber in our factories and 

employment, they are neither experts in the art of game 
destruction, nor greatly inclined that way. There are a 

woods that will be supplied with fish and yenison during the 
present winter, but it is not the Frenchman who will furnish 
the supply, It is rather the live Yankee who is employed 
by the lumbering company at better wages as a head man, 
and who delights in hunting. He is the one who combines 
the business of a guide for sportsmen in the summer and 
fall, with that of a lmmberman in winter and a river driver 
in the spring. There are many such. Don‘t swallow the 
camel with a single gulp and yet strain so hard at the little 
gnat of a Frenchman. All that may be said in charity for 
the poor of any race may be said of him. 

The same writer asserts that the season has opened in New 
Hampshire on Sept. 1 for severul years, and yet he is in- 
formed on the very best authority that the deer there have con- 
stantly increased in number. What does that prove? The gen- 
tleman is probably aware that whatever forests there may be 
in New Hampshire are but a supplement fo those of Maine, 
and with no natural or marked divisions. As long as deer 
are well protected in Maine, New Hampshire will still have 
them to some extent, no maiter how poorly the Granite 
State may make and enforce its laws. 

In another paragraph of Mr, Wells's article we find the 
assertion that the Maine trip is one of the most expensive 
that a sportsman can take, that the fishing for the last three 
seasons has greatly deteriorated, and that it is not the sport 
but the character of the guides that brings ‘*the millions” 
into Maine. Cana trip be called expensive when thirteen 
dollars will cover all the expenses of travel from Boston to 
the very center of the Maine fishing ground and back to 
Boston again? Or will he in any way benefit those very 
guides whose cause he presumes to defend, by crying up the 
expense and the deterioration of the sport tobe obtained? 
Besides the fishing in the Androscoggin region has been 
better for the last three years than in the three years preced- 
ing, and the same may be said of all places: where the Com- 
missioners have been supported passably. 

Another statement is that there has been recently opened 
up a new country, where the trout are much larger and more 
abundant than they are in Maine, and which can be visited 
at far less expense and with less sacrifice of personal com- 
fort. Where is this paradise of the sportsman, so cheap, 80 
convenient? Again, are the interests of those guides greatly 
adyanced by such assertions as the above, even if true? 

The scene of the little. clearing and humble cabin of the 
guide, and. his little ones to be fed. clothed and educated, 
may exist in the writer’s imagination, but very rarely else- 
where, The guides of the Maine forests as a class are men 
of energy, often well educated and living in the villages, and 
with comfortable means. Mr. J, G. Rich is perhaps the old- 
est and most widely known of them, He isa hale old man 
of eighty years, and though remoyed recently from the woods 
and a member of the school committee of the town in which 
he lives, he retaivs all his old love of a forest life. He has 
a comfortable and happy home aud a family of grown up 
children, all well educated and occupying honorable and 
prominent positions. The life of this man is but an illustra- 
tion of what the lives of many younger men who are DOW 
employed as guides will be. especially if they shun the temp- 

tations to dissipation presented to them by too'marly of the 
parties whom they accompany. 
would claim for many of the gnides—who does not?—thal 

I admit all Mr. Wells 

they are men in every quality that goes to make up a man. 
The same writer displays indignation at the sentence he 

quotes from the Maine Game Commissioners’ report: ‘“Hyery 
penny expended by our visitors is upon themselyes in pure 
selfishness, and in the indulgence of a license they would not 
care to exhibit elsewhere.” The words of the Commission- 
ers but portray the truth, The actions of too many in the 
years past have given ample provocation for the expression 
of the Commissioners. When legislators of high rank, col- 
lege professors, principals of schools, and professional men: 
of every grade, not excepting the clergy, break the laws of 
a commonwealth at their caprice, it is time that they were 
reminded of it. 

It is yet to be shown in what way the addition of the month 
of September to the opeu season will benefit any class of 
men. The business man who wishes to indulge in deer 
shooting can do so in October as well as in September. As 
far as any good to the guides from such a change is con- 
cerned, or of any more money being turned into the State, 
it would be just the reverse, Under the present law the sea- 
son is longer; for many, after the September fishing, stay 
into October for the sake of the hunting. Make September 
an open month for shooting deer and it is easy to see that 
the season would be shortened which gives the guides em- 
ployment, On the other hand, every license that is given 
adds one to the list of dangers that are already too great for 
a variety of game that hold at present too short a lease of 
life. I can but state again what Ihave before stated in 
these columns: it is greater protection that is needed and not 
greater license to destroy. 
From a personal acquaintance with many of the members 

of the present Legislature, 1 haye no doubt but that the acts 
of that body will be governed by reason, and tha all classes 
will have a fair and impartial hearing, The best ood of the 
public as a whole will, of course, receive the preference in 
these matters. If it should happen that the interests of a few, 
whether such interests are fancied or real, are at variance 
with all others, then such interests must of a necessity be 
sacrificed, Nort Brington. 

A SHY AT A BUFFALO. 
Heiter Forest und Stream: 
Among the many remarkable shots recorded in the col- 

umns of ForEsT AND SrrEAM, I would like fo record one 
of the most singular occurrences, whereby three yery san- 
guine hunters were terribly disappointed, A few years ago 
a party of three determined upon a buffalo hunt on the 
plains, north of the Arkansas River, on what is known as 
the White Woman. Our base of supplies was to be Lakin, 
Kansas, about eighteen miles from the Colorado line, on the 
A. P.and Santa Fe Railroad. We secured a noted feuide 
and two teams to transport our camp equipage, and the 
necessary rations for a week’s outing. The weather was of 
that peculiar hazy, sunless days that proclaim approaching 
storm in the States, but for our latitude ‘ould not be taken 
to mean anything during these first days of November, Our 
first night out was rather pleasant, except as day came on 
we were decidedly chilled, but as we had brought 
with us a few old barrel stayes and pieces of pine 
boxes, we managed to warm up and make some 
coffee, which put us all into good humor, About noon 
of the second day the wind commenced to blow a perfect 
tornado, and when we arrived at White Woman we con- 
cluded to go into camp and wait for the storm to blow over. 
During the afternoon, the wind having ceased somewhat, 
we pulled ont down stream about fifteen miles and put up 
our tent in a low piece of ground sheltered somewhat by a 
sandhill. The night was fearfully cold, and Dr. P. and 
myself got up and tried to keep warm by pulling up and 
burning some coarse marsh grass, as all our fuel was 
exhausted, and no buifalo chips were to be had. The next 
day dawned with the appearance of milder weather. We 
soon had our coffee, and after being assured by our guide 
that we were right in the buffalo range, we all chereed up, 
and soon pulled out in search of game. 

After traveling about three or four miles our driver dis- 
covered a herd of wild horses off to our right, and notwith- 
standing the distance between our party and the herd of 
horses could not have been less than five miles, the herd be- 
gan to show uneasiness and soon moved off to our rear at a 
good speed. In peering over the plains one of the party 

espied some black object ahead of the teams, and not to ex- 

ceed six hundred yards distant. Our guide mounted the 

seat and soon jumped down as though he was shot, and in a 

loud whisper said, ‘Buffalo, boys.” The rifles were 

soon out, and the guide forming us in line, all abreast, 

told us that we must walk straight forward until within 
shooting distance, when we must all be ready at the word 
“Fire,” to give them a volley, We had no sooner reached 
the top of the rise than away scampered the buffalo, six im 
number, all old bulls, and I thought that I never saw such 
fleet-footed animals in my life; and before we got back to 

our teams, it seemed as though these old bulls were at least 

twenty miles off and still going for all that was up. “Well,” 
says we, ‘What next?” “Follow right on,” said the guide, 
“and they'll soon get tired and let us get up with them.” 

So we followed on, all day, no stepping, no eating, the wind 

blowing a regular Arctie winter, and the sky completely 

overcast with dark clouds. About 4 o’clock the herd began 

to stop at short intervals and turn and look after us. Finally 

we suggested to the guide that, as the distance could nof ex- 

ceed four hundred yards, and ag we were all armed with 

heavy guns, we could do no better than give them 4 shot 

anyway. So we got in Jine again and had the teams wait 

until we would try a shot, One old fellow was standing 

broadside; we elevated our sights and at the word fire let 

drive, and of aJl the kicking up you ever saw, that old bull 

did it, It seemed to me that he had the regular broucho 

straddle, and as to running, far outstripped his companions. 

This caused the herd to separate, and one wounded one, 

with.one other, started in a circle back the way we had 

come. The remainder of the herd started for the setting 

sun, This excitement warmed up our blood, and while 

standing watching the fast receeding game, our guide called 

out, “Look, boys, to your left.” Turning we saw 4 buffalo 

calf about a mile off coming up the swale. “‘Now, boys,” 

said the guide, ‘“‘g0 out about three hundred yards and lie 

flat down and wait, and that calf will come right up to you.” 

We did as ordered, and sure enough Mr. Calf came right on 

to within fifty or sixty yards. Dr. P. says, ‘‘It’s a pity to 

shoot that calf.” Mr. H. said that he had come out to kill 

buffalo, and he was going to shoot. ‘‘Hold on,” says Dr. Pe 

‘if you shoot we will all shoot,” So I was to give the 

word, and at the word ‘“‘three” bang went all three gene 
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The calf raised its tail gently over its back and turned off 
at right angles without being touched. Dr. P. jumped to 
this feet, and by the time that the calf had got fairly under 
way ashot from Dr. P.’s .50-caliber rifle broke its neck. 
We cannot account to this day how it came that we all 

ithree missed that calf the first volley. OCCIDENT. 
-SEDAULIA, Jan. 6, 

CAMP TENTS. 

Siditor Forest and Stream: 
Quite an interest is now being shown in camp building, 

A great deal of ingenuity was exhibited by the soldiers of 
the late war, and many of them could furnish the campers- 
‘out of to-day with points and details of different camps 
occupied by them. During the active operations of both the 
Nortnern and Southern armies the soldiers seldom occupied 
a canvas tent. 

IT have built the camp described by ‘‘Nessmuk,” and, 
like him, had a snake for a bed-fellow. One crawled 
‘across my hand, but I had not the nerve to lie still, and 
retreated in bad order. His camp is first-class. One camp 
occupied by my messmate and self was built of chestnut 
bark. In spring the bark peels off like sheets of leather. A 
very convenient, roomy camp was built by us whenever we 
were long enough at rest, by using the two parts of a shelter 
tent for the roof and using burlap for ends and sides, form- 
ing a wall tent. The shelter tent is a piece of heavy drilling 
about seven feet square. When no burlap was to be had we 
wove sides and ends of evergreen boughs, 

The camp was about seyen feet long by ten feet wide. On 
each side was built a cot by driving two crotched sticks at 
the head and two at the foot of each cot, and resting four 
sides of the cot poles in the crotches. Across these we 
placed barrel staves. They curve just enough te make an 
easy bed, and serve well to use asa seat. ‘The room beneath 
can be utilized for dunnage room. The space between the 
cots is enough to stand and move about in, and being in the 
highest part, affords ample room to stand erect. When a bar- 
rel eagle not be obtained we made the berths of small poles. 

The weight of the shelter tent is so small that it is easily 
carried, and in case one does not wish to build a camp, fur- 
nishes, with the rubber blanket, enough to roll up in beside 
the fire. 
When in winter quarters we built log houses the size of a 

wedge tent, about seven feet square, and fastened the tent 
to it for a roof. The winter tents were of duck, and, in fact, 
the regular wedge tent of to-day. A shelter tent was not 
strong enough for a winter roof. Hockomocg. 

CALIFORNIA WILDFOWL. 
Editor Forest and Stream: : 

In your issue of November 13, ‘*Alki.”’ of Seattle, W. 
T., bas an interesting letter concerning the black brant 
(of which I wrote a description which was published in 
Forest AND STREAM of Oct. 16), and in which ‘‘Alki” 
excuses himself for correcting an assertion of mine, viz. : 
“The black brant isfound from Octeber to May solely in 
San Dicgo Bay.” 
My letter was written more with the desire that it would 

‘awaken just such a man as ‘‘Alki,” and that the many read- 
ers of your valuable journal; would be enlightened upon 
a point which I am glad I have at last found some light 
myself. 
it has been a sorely discussed question here for many 

years as to the feeding grounds of our favorite bird, and 
while I, for one, have searched far and near in our Pacific 
Coast journals for some information relating to them, I was 
always disappointed. Never a word concerning the black 
brant could I tind. 

Tt was with delight that I read “Alki’s” letter, and this 
- morning I took Forest anp STREAM of Noy. 18 down town 
and showed it to its many friends, who are always on the 
alert for anything new. And many were the comments 
on the subject, and 1 want to express my thanks to ‘‘Alki” 
for settling a point long disputed among our local sports- 
men. 

While at once congratulating ‘Alki’ upon having the 
amount of game he claims at home, I am in the same box 
with himself. I don’t want him to monopolize all the hunt- 
ing in Washington Territory and Oregon, for 1 am an old 
“webfoot”’ myself, have dug ‘‘razor clams,” lived on “‘olallies” 
and ‘‘camas” root, and can ‘“‘cumtux chinook waw-waw” 
along with the best of them. Im other words, ‘‘I’ve been 
thar,” and while [ agree with ‘‘Alki” that he has one of the 
finest countries under the sun to hunt and fish in, he must 
not throw ‘‘semi-tropical California” in the shade. ‘‘Alki” 
claims that outside of the yicinity of Puget Sound in winter, 
the snow goose, or lesser snow goose or Ross’s goose (which- 
ever he means) is quite rare. Both the snow goose and lesser 
snow goose and Ross’s goose are quite common lere, much 
more so than any other goose we have, and they are so 
plentiful and easy to procure that they command lesser 
prices in the market than any other. 

Our most common ducks are shovellers or broadbills, all 
the varieties of teal, widgeon or baldpate, gadwall, pintail, 
blackjacks, with a sprinkling of redheads, canvas-backs and 
mallard, About a month ago | killed a fulvous tree duck, 
the first I ever saw, and we had quite a discussion until we 
hunted up Dr; Coues’s book and located our bird. That 
beautiful duck, the summer or wood duck, is occasionally 
killed here. 

Our family of Fuliguline, or sea ducks, is varied. Almost 
every variety is common here, and many are the discussions 
as to the different names of ditferent birds we have. Of the 
family of Rallide# we have the clapper rail, Virginia rail, 
black rail and corn crake. Of the sub-family of Gallinuline 
we have killed one specimen of the Florida gallinule. 
The surf duck or sea coot isso common here as to be a 

nuisance, and any one sailing on the bay is kept continually 
_ wondering what makes the peculiar drumming sound that 
fhe coot makes when taking flight from the surface of the 
water. The little ruddy duck puzzled us all for quite a 
while, but we finally located him, and as we formerly knew 
him by the name of ‘hard head,” ‘‘stinker,” etc,, the change 
of names is quite agreeable. 

Five trumpeter swans have been killed here in the past five 
years, of which I secured one. They area very rare bird, 
and it seems strange that so beautiful a bird, the most beau- 
tiful of all waterfowl, should be so worthless for the table. 
The trumpeters seem to be the only variety of swan here, 

at least, that is the only variety I have ever heard of in this 
vicinity. 
a Can any California reader of FoREsr AnD STREAM name 

iny variety of ducks common to our State that I have over- 
_ I forgot to include in my description of our water- 
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fowl several varieties of geese, among which the American | fore; quail very scarce, and have had to succumb ia ie 
white-fronted goose, and the Canada goose and Hutchins’s 
goose, the last rather scarce. 
We also havea few Wilson’s snipe, or ‘‘English Jack 

snipe,” as many of the boys erroneously call them. 
The family of plover is large, and so numerous I shall not 

attempt to describe them. Next? A. B, PEARSON. 
San Dreeo, Cal,, Noy. 21, 1884. 

FROM THE FAR NORTHWEST. 
[es is with much pleasure that I read the letters written to 

your valuable and eagerly looked for journal. A man 
who sees and recognizes the glorious beauty of the handi- 
work of the Creator, who picks up a leaf or a pebble, who 
stoops over a tiny blossom to admire its wondrous beauty 
and perfection, who loves the woods and all their sweet per- 
fumes, who feels a sense of rest when listening to the melody 
of running waters, who loves to feel the spray dash against 
his face; such a one lam sure is always welcomed by the 
choice spirits who form the circle around the fire of the 
FOREST AND STREAM. From all quarters of the Union 
they come, and eyen from across the water, but almost 
always are they found to bear the stamp of the true gentle- 
man, 
How I would like to grasp some of these dear fellows by 

the hand, look into their faces, and I am afraid I could not 
rest easy until I had examined their whole outfit—guns, 
dogs, shooting rig, all, There is some subtle charm for me 
in the sight of an old brown shooting coat; I wonder if there 
are others who have the same feeling. 

IT write you from the northwest corner of Uncle Sam’s 
domain, on the banks of the mighty Columbia, within sound 
of the roar of the surf as it breaks over the bar at its mouth. 
I have my gun, a boat, a dog, and at present, as my busi- 
ness duties are light, almost every day finds me taking a 
pull on the river, or a run in the woods. If at home, ten to 
one | am skimming the cream from the pages of Forest 
AND STREAM, 

Small game is not very plentiful in this immediate vicinity, 
but by going into the interior a few miles and following up 
the small rivers, wildfowl of all kinds are found. Elk and 
bear have been found within a short distance of this place. 
During the months of June and July the latter come down 
to the water attracted by the enticing odor of salmon heads. 

I set a trap of logs for bear the past season and caught one 
successfully, but as I had to cross a strip of water and then 
climb a steep bluff in order to reach the trap, I neglected to 
visit it regularly. I went up to it one morning after an in- 
terval of about thirty-six hours, and found to my chagrin 
that a black bear had been fairly caught, but had gnawed, 
clawed and torn his way out and escaped. The trap was a 
pen made of logs of about eight inches in diameter, notched 
at the end and laid closely together, the top of course 
being also inclosed and weighted. A sliding door of two 
inch plank held up by a cord running’ up over and back to 
a sliding spindle of about one inch in diameter, said spindle 
running through a hole to the inside, and had fastened to it 
securely a large piece of raw beef. The logs, however, 
were somewhat spongy and soft from the winter rains, the 
trap having been built a season or two previous. The only 
cota that he deigned to leave was a tuft of long black 
air. 
At another time I had a shot at one not more than fifty 

yards distant. Most of your readers would think that you 
could hit a bear at fifty yards, wouldn’t you? Well, I am 
inclined to think that 1 did touch him, but not to hold him. 
But talk of bruin being clumsy and slow! He gave one 
turn as though on a pivot, struck his forelegs out like a 
greyhound in full leap, and like a flash disappeared in the 
forest. 

Tt is growing late, my blankets look inviting, so to all 
good night. TAM 0’ SHANTER, 

Dec, 2, 1884. 

SOME REMARKABLE SHOTS. 
Kiditor Forest and. Stream: 

The many accounts of ‘‘Remarkable Shots” as recounted 
by your contributors, remind me of a most unusual shot 
made by me some fifteen years ago, when on an autumn's 
afternoon, in company with another boy, I was out with my 
muzZleloading rifle after squirrels. My dog treed one up a 
good-sized pine tree, and seeing the squirrel on a limb, I 
fired off-hand, when, to our surprise, the animal began a 
series of antics which, to say the least, amused us. It 
seemed to be unhurt and anxious to escape, yet unable to 
get away from the spot, though springing clear of the limb. 
At last we saw that the squirrel was fast to the limb, and 
my friend being a ‘‘climber,” immediately ‘‘ran out” of his 
shoes and stockings, and, cat-like, went up to investigate. 
Upon reaching the spot he found the squirrel perfectly 
lively, but as secure as though he had-been shot through 
the head, for the ballet had split the limb and carried the 
tail through, thus fastening the game after the fashion of 
the Virginia negro in securing opossums, viz., ‘‘putting his 
tailin a stick.” I had not seen the boy who was with me 
at the time for several years until last summer, when I met 
him at the seaside, and his first question was to know if I 
remembered that squirrel which was ‘‘shot at and secured 
without being hit.” A. E.R. 
BELVIDERE, N. Y. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The following not so remarkable as to be incredible: [ 

was in the inner bay at Nantucket, Mass., which runs up in 
the direction of Great Head Light, sailing with a party in a 
smali yacht. Rounding a point I saw, about two hundred 
yards away, a pair of shell ducks. I saw by the course we 
were taking that soon the two heads would come into line, 
and raising my rifle to my shoulder, I waited for that 
moment, while my companions, one with a glass to his eyes, 
watched. I fired and brought down both with a center 
through the heads. Our skipper went wild over it and 
nearly ran his craft aground in his anxiety to prove the shot 
by. securing the birds, - B. G. W, 

OSTON, 

Editor Forest. and Strewm: 
Last winter 1 was out hunting with atriend. We were 

walking one on each side of a hedge, and as we approached 
the terminus, I, looking ahead, saw a rabbit start from the 
hedge. I covered him and shot, but just as I pulled trigger 
two more rabbits started, and the consequence was three, 
instead of one rabbit, came toa sudden death. I have also 
at two different times killed two jack snipe at one shot, they 
flushing and crossing just in fime to meet the charge from 
gun as I fired. ' 
Game is not so plenty in this section as it has been hereto- 

8s, 

cold weather in large numbers, 
Tuscona, Il. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
If Thad time I would teli you how I killed over one hundred 

crows in one clatter. The most remarkable shot I ever made 
was when I missed a snipe and killed another that happened 
to be in line over sixty yards away. The nicest. double shot 
Tever got was a duck with right and a pigeon with left 
barrel in month of September. H. E. W, 
LA Orosse, Wis. I 

A REMAKABLE COINCIDENCE. 

Hiditior Forest and Stream: 
T was sitting at the famous sycamore crossing, West Vir- 

ginia, with two others in November, and had just killed a 
four-pronged buck with a rifle, when a much larger one 
came in over a hundred yards below us. My first shot went 
through behindthe shoulder and struck the smooth water 100 
yards below. The deer sprang into deep water, and I again 
fired at his neck. At the crack of the rifle he turned over 
and floated down the river—dead. Upon examination there 
was found ahole through the body in a vital place and 
also in the nec kK at the identical spot I had aimed at, but the 
ball was cut out and found to be from some still-hunter’s 
rifle, lodged against the skin on the opposite side of eutry, 
where it had been several days,and the wound was beginning 
to heal, This was considered a remarkable eae by 
the old hunters present. 
BALTIMORE, Md. 

MAINE WOODCOCK. 

N Maine woodcock put in an appearance with the robins in 
March, occasionally during the latter part of February. 

Sometimes first learn of them by being found dead under 
telegraph wires. Two years since a woodcock was caught 
in June by hand and brought to town, with one wing 
reversed, pointed forward. Had been broken, perhaps as 
above, and the wing bone was firmly knitted together in the 
reversed position. Could not fly forward, only roundabout. 
Woodcock appeared as usual in numbers. Were noticed 

all through the summer, and throve well, This is usually 
the vase, unless the season is too dry, and then they 
disappear, as in the moulting season, from their feeding 
grounds, fo the wonder of young hunters, and then annually, 
““where are the woodcock?” Moist lands pick them up in 
dry times, but in the moulting season they must be looked 
for in the woods and under the pines and spruces. 

Our legal shooting season commences in September. The 
past season haying been fair for the birds, there were some 
shot, but not large bags during the month. Many gunners 
appreciate good birds, as well as good sport, and wait for 
October. One gunner, three miles from Cortland, bagged 
eighty-five woodcock, besides fifteen grouse, for the Boston 
market, where they are sent underground. One can noi 
distinguish by taste a poor woodcock from a poor robin or 
yellow-hammer. No other woodcocker about here shot so 
many. Do not think that our gunners averaged over two to 
@ man a day for the month. Our woodcock are in good 
condition in October, and the shooting for birds in good 
condition is only from first of October to first of November, 
when they leave for better feed further south. Remain in 
Southern New England during November. Scattering ones 
are usually found here throughout November. Ten years 
since one was shot December 20. Woodcock are moving in 
their migrations as early as Oct. 10, when snipe begin to 
come. But the principai migration is gencrally during the 
last week of October, Owing to the dry weather during 
the latter part of September, woodecock were scare in early 
October. Not through moulting and scattered. 

Four gunners from Boston, who annually locate in 
Readfield for a few weeks and scour the adjoining towns, 
could not supply their own table and postponed further 
efforts for two weeks, preferring in the mean time to try 
landlocked salmon on Grand Lake streams. 

The last and principal flight of woodcock, the plump, 
small male birds, occurred on October 30 (rather during the 
night of the 29th) and a few bags of fifteen and sixteen were 
made by sportsmen who were willing to brave unpropitious 
weather on the 30th, The last flight of 1888 occurred also 
on the night of October 29. Twenty years since we had but 
a very few who affected woodcocking. Now there are 
forty in Cortland, and as many more throughout Cumber- 
land county. I have a record of 1,100 woodcoek shot in 
Cumberland county in 1869, 500 of them by two market 
gunners, good fellows and good shots. They resided in 
Saccarappa, a village in Westbrook, five miles from Cortland. 
The shooting season then was from July 1, allowing four 
months. Most of the birds were miserably poor, but brought 
a good price in Boston. Their covers were mostly in Gorham 
and Standish, probably the best of any two towns in Maine. 
Cumberland county is perhaps superior to any other in 
Maine for the number of woodcock, and it is severely 
hunted. ‘Two thousand woodcock could have been shot in 
Cumberland county twenty years since by our present 
number of gunners, and with their zeal and persistence, 
But for the past five years 500 will cover the number brought 
to hag. 
Hardly a day but every coyer in the county is gone over 

by one or more hunters. No wonder game isscarce, The 
birds are too closely hunted to afford even a chance for 
existence, much less for increase. Grouse were compara- 
tively plentiful. Woodcockers would bring in one grouse to 
four or five woodeocks. Three years since, from the yet 
unknown cause—parasites, snow or foxes—grouse were 
nearly extinguished in this section, as well as in some other 
pert of the State, especially the Rangeley and Moosehead 
ake sections, For the past two years they are largely on 

the increase, but we have not such shooting as your New 
Hampshire and Vermont correspondents report. 

I do not like to close without expressing the gratification 
of your Maine reader for your commendation of our game 
laws. We intend to protect our game and fish for the 
equal interest of our own people and of those who enjoy it in 
common with us, and we claim and take no privilege that 
we do not grant to others. Our worthy commissioners 
Messrs. Stillwell and Stanley thoroughly understand their 
business and are in earnest in season and out of season to 
protect our interests. 

Col. George, of Concord, four years since, estimated that 
the amount expended for travel by people of the United 
States to New England, principally to New Hampshire and 
Maine, to pleasure resorts and for fish and game amounts to 
$5,000,000 annually. It is estimated that Maine’s share is 
2,000,000. We are not unmindful of this benefit, the 
money value of our wild treasures. During the winter of 
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1882-83, 1,500 carcasses of deer were shipped to Boston 
from Maxine, principally trom the Machias section, Mr. 
Stillwell notified Supt. Tucker, of the Maine Central Rail- 
road, of this fact, and he at once issued orders to stop all 
illegal transportation. Itwas stopped. The superintendent 
appreciated the damage to railroad travel by the destruction 
of fish and game by wholesale out of season. 

Our commissioners have just seized a lot of black ducks 
which had been netted. The heads and necks had been 
punched uniformally, with holes to represent shot holes. 
No: holes in the body. The crops contained fresh corn. 
The commissioners have had most trouble with men of 
means from Massachusetts, principally Boston, who have no 
regard for the laws of God or man, and care not for expense, 
proyided they can shoot a few deer or caribou, but especially 
moose. One such citizen, a few weeks since, shot four 
moose, entitled to but one, The detectives were after him, 
and he departed hastily with neither head nor horns. The 
commissioners hold the trophies and hope to know when 
the gentleman sportsman comes into the State again. The 
Indian murder at Moosehead was by one of this party’s 
enides, AUSTIN, 

INDIANA NOTES. 

| FX HE quail season in this State closed Dec. 20, with plenty 
of birds left, We have had some snow and very cold 

weather, but not enough to diminish the supply. Under 
favorable conditions next year’s crop of quail will be the 
largest known for six years, , 

Partial albinoism is becoming quite common among the 
English sparrows in this city. 

While quail hunting, Oct. 28, I saw violets in bloom, and 
on Dec. 9, after the earth had been frozen and covered with 
snow for a week, I killed a small snake in a meadow. 
A friend, whose word cannot be doubted, informs me that 

several times during the summer he saw a nest containing 
twenty-seven quail eggs, and that all were hatched. 

Hoosier. 
TNDIANAPOLIS, Dec, 31. 

THE GAME DEALERS. 

HERE was a meeting of game dealers in this city last 
Thursday at the New York Mercantile Exchange, No. 

186 Reade street. Among the firms represented were M. 
Travis & Co., C. Maly & Co., Phillips, Henry & Co., Drohan 
& Powell, Gilman & Go., French & Oo., Shimer & Laing, 
H. Dowin & Co., H. Josephy, A. & M. Robbins, Knapp & 
Yan Nostrand, Chamberlain, Hartman & Co,, Thurston & 
Moore, R. B. Poucher, Henry Combe’s Sons and N. Dur- 
ham, A temporary organization was formed by the election 
of N. R, French as chairman, and Theodore P. Gilman, sec- 
revary. Mr, French said: 
Twenty-five years ago, when I was in business in Barclay street, 

game dealers found that doing business within the law was almost as 
hazardous (for it was almost impossible fo make money) as doing it 
in defiance of the law. Combined effort enabled us to have the law 
modified. In some respects the game laws of the State are all right. 
In others they are unjust and absurd. The killing of venison is 
allowed in August and September, when nobody wants it, when it 
ean’t well be brought to market and when much of what is killed is 
allowed torotin the woods. After Dec, 1 deer cannot be shot and 
after Jan. 1 venison can’t be sold—just when itis wanted, The same 
may be saidot quail. Ths sale ci quail is prohibited after Jan. 31, 
The supply may be greater thanthe (emand. There may be thous- 
ands of dozens in the market on Jan. 31. What is to become of them? 
According to law, they must be destroyed in some manner. Accord- 
ing to the law, if a man buys a dozen quail on Jan. 31, he must cook 
them aud eat them on the same day. If he keeps six of them for din- 
ner on the next day, he is liable to be fined $6 and imprisoned for six 
days. Now this can’t be right. Lam in favor of protecting our game, 
This association desires to work in harmony with those who have 
labored to protect our game. It is more to our interests than to the 
interest of sportsmen that game should be protected. The food ques- 
tion is far more serious than the question of sport, and all we wantis 
protection for ourselves as well as real protection for our game. 

Mr. Durham said that the game laws of the State were 
made ‘for the pleasure of dudes who spend their vacation in 
the Adirondacks in Angust, and shoot does with uaders full 
of milk and fawns running by their sides.” .A number of 
others spoke of ‘‘the urgent necessity that exists for amend- 
ing the game laws.” Several expressed the opinion that not only 
would all the game dealers of the city jnin the organization, 
but that hotel and restaurant keepers would also be glud to 
juin bands in the movement. 

N. R. French, Jacob Shaffer, John Drohan, J. V. Inglee 
and N, Durham were appointed a committee to draft a con- 
stitution and by-laws. ‘They were instructed to inform all 
game dealers and others whose interests were identical of the 
action taken. 

{t is not the intention of the Game Dealers’ Association to 
limit membership in it to the city. Mr. Shaffer and others 
thought that it would be better to extend the associution 
throughout the Union, This idea gained ground quickly 
and will be put in operation without much loss of time. The 
membership fee will probably be $10. 

The game dealers of the Mercantile Exchange met yester- 
day to the number of about fifty, at the rooms of the Hx- 
change, for the purpose of further completing the arrange- 
ments for the formation of an American Association for the 
Protection of Game, Game Dealers and Consumers. Hyery- 
thing was cut and dried inadvance of the meeting, and after 
the reading of the minutes a list of half a dozen or more 
vice-presidents were read and accepted. Mr. N. R. French, 
the chairman, read an address defending the aims and objects 
of theembryo association, and charging that the present 
laws were for the ostensible protection of game at theexpense 
of the legitimate dealers in the same, the result being that 
the State of New York suffers for the profit of surrounding 
States. Deer, he claimed, was legally killed when it was 
mot wanted and while the does were in milk, while in Janu- 
ary, when the meat was yet good and no reason of a breeding 
sort to be alleged. Under pretense of protecting prairie 
chickens which did not exist as a game bird in the State of 
New York, alaw was passed making game dealers felons. 
The possession of quail even from Keypt was regarded as a 
menace against the birds yet remaining in this State. The 
way of administering the law is almost as erratic as the law 
itself, and after a long lapse of time there was a sudden show 
of energy. Mr. French instanced the quail-eating feat of 
last season, when quail was eaten publicly outof season, and 
yet a search warrant found in February a number of barrels 
of qnail, and for them a judgment of $63,500 at first 
sought, though it was at a later date reduced to $6,000, and 
so secured. In one case there was an open violation, while 
in the other, a consignee having no ownership in the bird, 
was brought into court and severely punished. 

Secretary Gilman read a draft of a constitution providing 
a corps of officers and an annual meeting each January, with 
initiation fee of $10, and yearly fee of $5. This was adopted 
and a nominating committee made up of Messrs. Powers, Me- 
Dougall and Okie to name permanent officers. The follow, 

ing were reported and made permanent officers for the cur- 
rent year: President, N, R. French; Vice-President, John 
Drohan; Secretary, Thos, P, Gilman; Treasurer, W. J. 
Phillip. Executive Committee, J, V. Inglee, Jas. B Laing, 
G. Higley, N. Durham, John Elsey. Judy & Co. of St. 
Louis wrote advocating the enactment of a nafional game 
law, and a similar letter was read from Boston. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

ae West Jersey Game Protective.Society held its annual 
meeting last week at Gloucester City, The report 

of the treasurer shows that expenditures have been made 
during the past year amounting to $1,034, and that there is 
in the treasury the snug amount of $1,399.60, The game 
committee appointed for the ensuing year.is composed of FP. 
Klenitz, Esq., and Messrs. W. Weber and Chas. Foster, 
$1,000 will be expended this year for the purchase of quail, 
to be liberated in the spring in Camden, Gloucester, Cum- 
berland, Salem, Atlantic and Cape May counties, which are 
the districts over which the society has jurisdiction. 

It was decided at this meeting to offer and pay a reward 
of fifty cents for every hawk killed in either of the aboye 
named counties. The report of game detectives Ore and 
Platt was a yery interesting one, and showed that during 
the months of September and October (the rail and reedbird 
season) they had overhauled two hundred boats, and arrested 
five persons for shooting without a license. Nearly twelve 
hundred snoods had been destroyed, and several pheasant 
fences torn down, They reported that the woods near 
Clayton, Glassboro, Malaga and Franklinyille had been the 
field of work of numerous poachers, which had given them 
much trouble, A resolution was passed dispensing with the 
special officers after the 17th of January. 
Game was reported very plentiful still in the six named 

counties of New Jersey, aud much will be left over for 
breeding purposes. 
tective Society is ina most flourishing condition, and the 
organization is keeping up its reputation as that of a live 
association for protection of game. 

The flats at Havre de Grace, Md., are coyered with 
stranded ice which has come from the Susquehanna River 
since the break up of the gorge up the stream, and conse: 
quently duck shooting is not inviting there, Fowl are scarce 
in our Delaware River, and local gunners’ have about quit 
until March. 

Your correspondent learned during a late trip to Baltimore 
that many point shooters are discarding the old-fashioned 
blinds of brush and are adopting a box built much after the 
model of a battery blind. These boxes are moored within 
the distance from land prescribed by law, the shooter being 
taken to them by boat aud the decoys put out. It is said to 
be but little less destructive to ihe fowl than the ordinary 
sinkbox, and is but ‘the beating of the devil round the 
stump” in waters where the sinkbox is not allowed by law. 

It really looks as if we were to have an open winter, 
Here it is almost the middle of the season, and uo snow of 
any account has thus far fallen. Let us hepe it may con- 
tinue so. Homo, 

New Jersphy.—At a mecting of the Passaic County Fish 
and Game Protective Association, at Paterson, last week, 
the draft of a new game bill was presented, no change being 
made in the periods of time in which game can be shot and 
fish caught, but giving jurisdiction in all cases to justices of 
the peace, police magistrates or justices, recorders and judges 
of district courts; the penalty provided for violations of the 
law is a fine of $25 for each and every offense. As the law 
stands now it is impossible to tell whether the proper pro- 
cedure would be by indictments—which are hard to secure 
—or before some justice of the peace, It is expected that 
the Legislature will pass this bill, as it only provides for 
scme manner of enforcing already existing Inws. Another 
bill submitted was for the preservation of song and insect- 
ivorous birds. It has been discovered that the State law 
which once protected song and insectiyorous birds had been 
repealed and that there was actuully no protection whatever 
for song birds in this State, although prosecutions have re- 
sulted in conviction under this law, The bill imposes a fine 
of $10 for every bird caught or killed and every nest robbed 
or eggs stolen or offered for sale or bird or eggs had in pos- 
session. A third bill was to protect pike, pickerel and perch, 
The biJ] prohibits the capture of these fish during the months 
of March, April and May, the three principal spawning 
months. This will allow a continuance of winter fishing 
through the ice, of which a number of persons are very 
fond. The Association has been promised the hearty co- 
operation of similar organizations and of sportsmen in other 
parts of the State in its efforts to have the laws properly pre- 
pared and then enforced. Considerable quantities of game 
are still offered for sale in the Paterson markets. The Asso- 
ciation resolved to notify the dealers that they are violating 
the law, and that they will be prosecuted unless they dis- 
pose of their stock at once. Now that the season for shoot- 
ing quail has passed it is time to purchase birds for stocking. 
As the treasury of the Association was rather run down— 
there being only about $80 left—and as this might be called 
for at any moment in looking after offenders, it was resolved 
that an independent subscription list be started. This was 
at once done and in five minutes about fifty dollars had been 
secured, This list will be passed around among the sports- 
men of the county and the birds purchased will be released 
in time for their breeding season. If shooting is not good 
in Passaic county next seuson it will not be the fault of the 
Passaic County ish and Game Protective Association. 

In Toe Curtiy Norrawnst.—A private letter from My, 
J, L. Rooney, of Spink county, Dakota, says: ‘I have just 
returned from a hunting trip on the Missouri River, where 
we found the weather too cold for sport. Wectmped ina 
tent, while the thermometer ranged from thirty-seyen to 
forty degrees below zero, We rode in a wagon over five- 
hundred miles through an open, treeless country where there 
were no settlers, and did very little shooting.” <A slip from 
a local paper says: ‘“Messrs. Mariner, Miller, Rooney and 
Hoellein returned Monday morning from their Missouri 
River hunting expedition, The party was Jaden with the 
spoils of the chase, said spoils consisting for the most part 
of frozen noses and experience. But despite the unfavorable 
weather the hunters each and all assert that they enjoyed 
the trip, They struck the Big Muddy nearly directly west 
of here and followed the course of the stream as nearly as 
practicuble, almost to the north tine of Campbell county, 
In the latter county they found extensive river flats heavily 
timbered and well stocked with game, Here they saw 
several deer and any quantity of deer tracks, but, did not 
succeed in capturing anything larger than rabbits and grouse. 

Altogether, the West Jersey Game Pro- | 

One who has lived two or three years on these treeless 
prairies can readily believe that they enjoyed camping out 
in the heavy timber where the good shelter and abundaucé 
of fuel enabled them to keep comfortable despite the extreme 
cold, The stories they tell and their descriptions of the 
country they traversed make a person feel like undertaking 
the same trip earlier in the season.” 

Tok AmMprican Forresrry Coneress has undertaken to 
issue a bi-monthly bulletin. The first regular number con- 
tains a full account of the annual meeting of the Association 
and other forestry matters, a statistical paper by Dr, Hough, 
on the lumber interests of the State of New York. Thesub- 
scription price has been fixed at $1 per year. The secretary 
is Mr. B, KE. Fernow, 18 Burling Slip, New York, 

Haein's Nest, Stamford, N. ¥.—The gun elub of Stam- 
ford, N. Y., have purchased a fine consignment of liye quail, 
which they will let loose early in March preparatory to 
stocking our section with the same. Ruffed grouse have 
been fairly plenty in the season; woodcock and snipe few 
and far between. —NrpD BUNTLINE. 

Rirne on Raperts.—I shot a rabbit, 100 yards, with my 
Stevens (.22-caliber) off-hand, short cartridge; killed him 
deader than a door nail, Who saysa.22 won’t shoot or 
kill?—C, A. J. (Richmond, Ind.). 

CaRoLina GAME ABUNDANT.—Greensboro, N. C., Jan. 5. 
—Our country is filled with quail, turkey and other game,— 
W. D. McApoo. 

Vurmont,.—Ii is reported that a deer was recently killed 
on Sutton Mountain, near Richford. 

Sea and River ishing. 

TROUT BROOKS, 

LIVE in one of the earliest settled parts of Pennsylvania, 
and the work of the enterprising farmer has long since 

driven “way all native trout. Therefore, when a neighbor 
told me a few seasons ago that there Were trout in a certain 
brook near his place, I received the information courteously; 
but with entire skepticism. I knew that trout had been 
introduced into another brook, flowing into the same stream, 
as did the brook now in question, and I supposed some 
ancient remnant of those fish had been caught there. But 
again the report of fish in the stream came from two other 
quarters, Still 1 was incredulons. At last my neighbor 
sent further word that some one had just caught four trout, 
This roused me. It certainly meant business, Before many 
days I was on the bank of the stream, and my lively worm 
was floating down the rippling current, into the deep holes 
and under the overhanging banks. My informants bad been 
correct. Trout were here without doubt, for | allured four 
of them from their hiding-places: My delight was un- 
bounded, Here were trout within 1 mile of my house, and 
I had never caught more than a dozen betore in my hfe. 
Auother visit was made a lew days later and seven were 
secured. They ranged from seven to nine inches in Jength, 
The first lot were all caught near the mouth of the stream, 
The second catch were mostly made further up, Other 
visits followed, and altovether about sixty fish were caught, 
The largest was eleven and three quarter inches in length, 
and few were under seven inches. 

The season was a very short one, for the grass completely 
overgrew the water before hot weather fairly began. 

The next fishing season was awaited with much interest, 
as I was anxious to see whether the supply would be main- 
tained. When the time came around again | was soon on 
the ground, but the numbers were much reduced. 1 only 
1ook about twenty altogether. The next season produced 
about a similar number, though the size kept up to the 
previous average. During this coming spring I propose to 
Jet. the stream entirely alone, lest the stock muy become 
altogether cxhausted, I did not confine myself to this 
stream. All the others in the neighborhood were carefully 
fished, but in none were trout found, 
Now the interesting questions are, how did the 1rout get in 

the stream o.iginally? And why do they live there and not 
in the others? 

The first question is easily answered. About twenty years 
ago a trout hatching establishment was started on one small 
branch. It soon was abandoned and the escaped fish made 
their homes in the neighboring brooks. My neighbors tell 
me that all the brooks around there abounded in trout. But 
they evidently only thrived in this one stream. Why was 
it? The probable answer is that in this stream alone was 
the water cold enough. ‘Various circumstances combine to 
secure this. Most of the springs are in woods, and ou 
northern slopes. The general course of the stream is easterly, 
across the line of the hottest sun. The meadow through 
which it flows is never pastured, and the rank swamp grass 
completely hides the water before the hot summer weather 
begins. The stream is quite a small one, its furthest spring 
being only about two miles from its mouth, in most parts it 
can be stepped across. lt is unbroken by any dams, and the 
creek into which it empties has a mile or two of unobstructed 
course in both directions from the mouth. 
The trout spend the winter in the larger creek. Here food 

of all kinds is abundant, When spring comes they make 
their way toward the little brook. They are now as fat and 
plump, and altogether excellent, as any trout can be, At first 
they frequent the lower part of the brook, then they go 
further up, By the time hot weather comes they are all up 
in the grass, where the water runs in a hidden tunnel, Here 
they live thoroughly protected from everything. Here they 
spawn, and then they drop down to the creek again. Thus 
they kept up their numbers for fifteen years, and so they 
will continue, if too many people do not find them out. 

T suppose the stream contained 150 trout when I first vis- 
ited it. Of these I secured 60. This was toomany; but I 
believe that 40 fish could be annually taken without dimin- 
ishing the supply. 

If ever trout are to be found again in the waters of the 
long settled parts of the country, it will bein the small 
brooks. The large streams are hopelessly open to the sun; 
but there are many brooks which are, or might be, as shel- 
tered as the one I have fished. As it supperts trout, so may 
hundreds of similar ones, if the fish are only started in them. 
The requisites are shaded springs, sheltered course, and un- 
broken access to larger water: j 
When our land was first cleared, the swamps were gener- 

a 
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ally Jeft covered. Into the streams leading in these the trout 
found their last refuge. Then the swamps were cut off, and 
the stn blazed down on the spring heads. The water was 
warmed before it had really seen the light. The trout had 
nothing left to do except die. But the improved methods of 
farming are briuging their own remedy; hundreds of stew- 
ing swamps have been made dry ground by under drains. 
These are pouring out the steady supply of cold spring 
water. If the ditch which receives the water be deep an 
narrow, instead of broad and shallow, and if cattle can be 
prevented from trampling it up, there is a trout brook ready 
made, If the ditch be not more than an eighth of a mile 
long, it will support a hundred trout; if it have open com- 
munication with larger water, the supply will be maintained. 
If the drains open into a stream too large for them to cool, 
let deep pools be made between the mouths of the drain and 
the stream. 
Many persons might object to putting trout in such places 

for fear that they would wander off into adjacent waters 
and be lost. But my observation leads me to believe that 
the fish will not go down streain to warm water till cold 
weather comes on, and when they return in the spring will 
go back to the place whence they came. There were half a 
dozen brooks to which the trout of my neighborhood might 
have traveled, but ihey stuck to the one stream. 
During nine months of the year any Pennsylvania water 

is cold enough for trout. What remains to be done is to 
provide for them for the remaining three, or this time 
they will accept very limited quarters if the temperature is 
low. I have taken nine-inch trout from places where a nDine- 
inch square would have dammed the whole stream. The 
fish will range through two miles of stream during the fall 
and winter and spring, if they can find an eighth of a mile 
of cold water fora retreat in summer. As they come up 
stream in spring they may be caught in the larger part of 
the stream by any means which the fisherman chooses to 
adopt. In the narrow parts bait only is available, but in 
these places the fish should be left pretty much undisturbed, 

Of course it is essential that the fishing of such streams 
should be restricted to the amount which experience shows 
the stream to bear. The general public must be kept off. 
Hence one person must own the whole stream, or two or 
three neighbors must join in protecting the water, There 
are hundreds of brooks in the older parts of the country 
which are the counterparts, naturally, of my little stream. 
Jn nearly all of these trout should be found. The main ob- 
ject of this article is to encourage the owners or neighbors 
ot such streams to shelter them as much as possible, to keep 
them open for the periodical migrations of the fish, and to 
try the experiment of stocking them, A few fish will do 
for the trial. 

If as much effort were putin this direction as is being 
made in the raising of German carp, the result would be 
better, both for the angler and the epicure. PENN. 

THE BEST PANFISH 

[* a letter sent you last spring I gaye you an account of 
some fishing in Texas waters, not in any way remark- 

able for fine sport only as a pleasant trip, sufficiently suc- 
cessful ta be enjoyable to me and my companions. Now I 
wish to say a few words to my brother fishermen about the 
best panfish in the West, a fish not sufficiently appreciated 
probably because it has no game qualities and is so easy to 
catch, 

I haye caught, cooked and eaten this same fish in four 
States, and bearing four names. My boyhood days were 
spent upon the banks of Elkhorn Creek, one of the prettiest 
streams In Central Kentucky, The fish was there called the 
‘newlight,” so called from the fact that it made its appear- 
ance there about the same time that Alexander Campbell, 
Barton W. Stone, and others of those noble, srand old men 
started the religious sect called by themselyes Christians, but 
by their opponents “‘Campbellites,” or ‘‘Newlights.” The 
next place I found this fish was in Drennon Creek, in Henry 
county, Ky., where they were called ‘‘calico perch.” They 
were very abundant in Drennon Creek, and a few miles 
above where it emptied into the Kentucky River [ caught 
some grand strings. This was quite near the home of Dr. 
Norvin Green, whom I often saw passing to and from his 
comfortable Kentucky home, He was always pleasant and 
kind and was a great favorite in his vicinity. That was 
thirty-six years ago, and I often wonder if the wealth and 
fame that has come to him has changed that kindly noble 
nature or when seated at Delmonico’s before turtle soup, 
brouled shad, canyasbacks, venison, oysters, Cliquot, etc., he 
enjoys it more than the broiled squirrel, the calico perch, the 
home-made ham and turkey of those good old days. 

The next place of my finding my favorite pantish was in 
Grand Lake, Arkansas; here, as the first settlers were from 
“my old home in Kentucky, it was again called the ‘“‘new- 
livht,” and being in a fine large body of water, the fish were 
found of fine size, often taking them weighing from one to two 
and a halt pounds. After the war, hearing of the fine bass 
fishing at St, Mary’s reservoir, about half way between Cin- 
cinnati and Toledo, Ohio, we formed a pleasant party of 
choice spirits (a0 pun intended) in Kentucky, and taking our 
camping outfit we spent a most delightful week upon its 
banks. We found the reports not af all exaggerated, as we 
never failed in taking fine strings weighing from one to four 
pounds, I made two trips to this place; wassuccessful and 
pleased on each; here again I found my. old friend, but 
called rock bass. In 1848 I came to Missouri to live and 
found my oid favorite very plentiful in all the lakes and 
streams, but here called ‘‘croppie.” Several years since a 
party of us camped for a week on the banks of Sugar Lake, 
we averaged about two hundred fish a day, mostly fine crop- 
pie with some fine bass. 
Now you will see from the above that [ have beeu familiar 

with this fish for forty years, I have cooked them in camp, 
have had them cooked at home, and Ido not think I am 
wrong to declare if the best fish in the West and not sufli- 
ciently appreciated. The meat is very white and firm and 
of fine flavor. Take onc, say-trom three-quarters to a pound 
and a half; remove scales, cnt down the back, draw it, 
sprinkle with meal und salt, and fry in hot bacon grease. L 
have given it a fair trial upon the banks of St, Mary’s and 
Sugar Lake, and declare thei preferable to bass taken from 
sane walters. Ido not contend they are better than bass 
taken from cold, running water. In our Western lakes the 
bass have a woody taste, while the croppie does not. I sup- 
pose the reason fishermen think so little of them is because 
they are so easily caught, biting freely at red worms, min- 
now or craw tail and coming to hand without a struggle as 
soon as hooked. 
-Lhope my brothers of the rod will not think me gluttonish 

or accuse me of thinking more of eating than of catching 
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my fish, for such is far from the fact. I think the more 
letters we have from each other about our fishing trips in 
the ForresT AND STREAM will bring out many things that 
will be pleasant and profitable for us to know. I propose 
soon to give you an account of some very fine bass fishing 
lately discovered in the bed of an old river within tweaty 
miles of here, where the catch is fine, the place easy of ac- 
cess and the accommodations fine. When Senator Vest 
sees that letter he will never think of going to the Yellow- 
stone for fishing, JAY. 

St, JosEPH, Mo. 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH.,. 

AT THE “HOTEL.” 

Ya boyhood days there were both inns and taverns in the 
land, they now exist in the dictionaries alone, and 

another generation will stumble on them there marked ‘‘obs.” 
In that process of evolution which developed the bar into a 
“sample room,” the ale house into a ‘‘beer saloon,” and only 
left the porter house in our yocabulary connected with a 
beef steak, the country tavern blossomed into a hotel with 
no trace of an intermediate stage left for the student to fol- 
low the transformation by. We know the caterpillar and 
behoid the butterfly, but the pupa-case and the cocoon, if they 
existed, are not to be found. Whether we lodge in a great 
cosmopolitan caravansary where ove neyer sees the pro- 
prietor, and the diamonds on the chief clerk dim the electric 
lights, or in a wayside hostel where the landlord makes the 
fires, tends bar, sweeps out, and has three beds for travelers, it 
is a ‘‘hotel” all the same. While the general tendency is to- 
ward the grandilogtent in names, there are those who, perhaps 
wishing to protest against this tendency, go to the other ex- 
treme, or, in a spirit of what they mistake for humor, seek 
to degrade certain words ant phrases, such ag calling an 
angler a “‘rodster,” and when speaking of castinga fly call it 
“chucking a bug.” If these terms were of humorous de- 
rivation in the originator they haye staled by tedious repe- 
tition until they mark the man who tries to be funny without 
originality, 
When we drove up to the ‘Innovation Hotel,” which 

caused all the moralizing in the foregoing paragraph, the 
landlord and his wife were on the porch to meet us. The 
smiling faces they wore were receipts for last year’s bills 
and, better yet, assurances of cordial welcome and of the 
best in the house. I sampled the best while Jack was secing 
to the luggage. 
A good supper, tastefully served by jhe landlady in person, 

banished the memories of the disagreeable persons encouu- 
tered in the cars, and the pipe of a stage driver troubled us 
no more. We read the weekly journals on the tables and 
tried 10 take interest in events no longer fresh, and then ad- 
journed to the front porch, where a trio of residents were re- 
clining in arm chairs tilted back against the house, appar- 
ently enjoying life undisturbed by cares of business, politics, 
or other matters that excite the world outside their village. 
Perhaps they had been discussing our arrival and wondering 
why we eame so far to capture a few trout; but if so, they 
dropped the subject when we came out. A doctor’s gig 
drove by, and a stout, elderly man, with the appearance of a 
country butcher, exclaimed: “Hello, Doc. Simmons ’s got 
anew horse!” 

“Why, don’t you know that mare?” asked a spare, farmer- 
looking young man, “‘that’s the mare Sol. Jenkins used to 
own down on the flats, she used to be mighty fast and ain’t 
slow now.” 

*<7Tain’t nother,” chimed in an old man in trousers of blue 
jean and a hickory shirt, ‘‘the mare you mean had a chest 
founder and died Jast fall. This hoss that Doc. Simmons is 
a drivin’ he traded for with young Jake Peters and gin him 
the old sorrel with the bone spavin and nineteen dollars to 
boot. You know that old sorrel, Si., that Doc. trotted agin 
Bill Jackson’s colt five years ago on the Fourth of July; 
well, that colt was a rattler, and Doc. wouldn’t ha’ beat him 
only he had the inside track and Bill didn’t know how to 
drive. He sold him to some fellow who took him off to 
Baltimore or some place, and they say he beats ’em all now, 
they give him aname as long as your arm, | disremember 
what it is now.” 

“Well, where did Jake Peters get the mare that he just 
traded to the Doctor?” asked the butcher, ‘‘I neyer seed him 
drivin’ no sich hoss.” 

“fe swopped for her with a peddler,” answered the old 
man; “he gin him that old bay hoss with the white nose and 
his off hind foot white, and eleyen bushels of beans and his 
old single harness to boot, The beans was wuth mor'n the 
rest of the lot, hoss and all, [reckon. The old bay was a 
good hoss once when Ike Summers owned him; let’s see, 
that was eight years ago and he must have been about nine 
then, yes, he’s all of seventeen. Ike Summers got the bay in 
a trade with Deacon Higgins, over to Smithtown, and 1 
don’t know where the Deacon did get him. But this mare 
that Doc, Simmons just got of Jake Peters looks like the 
Simpkins mare, only this one ain’t got no white fore foot. I 
tell you that mare of Jo Simpkinses ain't no slouch, and if 
Jo knew how to handle her she would make ’em all take her 
dust. You know Simpkinses mare, don’t you, Si, the one 
he drove oyer here last summer when he was looking at them 
calves?” 

Jack here proposed that we take a walk and we started, 
therefore I do not know to this day whether old “‘Si” knows 
Jo Simpkins’s mare or not. That's always the way with 
Jack. As soon as a man gets telling a story in which 1 am 
absorbed, he wants to go off somewhere and walk, fish, or 
row, and says he is ‘‘tired.” He is a good boy, and I sacri- 
fice my own pleasures in order that he may enjoy life, there- 
fore we went. We walked on in the starlight beyond the 
line of houses that constituted the village and listened to the 
night sounds of bird and insect without speaking. Finally 
Jack said, ‘I suppose you would have stayed and listened 
to that idiotic drivel all) the evening if you hadn’t been 
called off... I was getting too weary to yawn, it was worse 
than twenty-four hours travel,” 

“Jack,” said I, ‘tthe horse is a noble animal, and one of 
the most useful servants we have—” 

‘Infants’ Second Primer, page 10.” said Jack. ‘‘Tell us 
the story of the Arab’s love for his horse some time, not 
now, for I am sick and disgusted with the whole subject. I 
would rather listen to that whippoorwill on the hill yonder. 
That’s the same bird we call a night hawk, when it ‘peeps,’ 
isn’t it?” 

‘No: they are two different birds, but closely allicd. The 
night hawk, or bull-bat, as it is called South, flies more in 
{he open country at evening than the whippoorwill. Both have 
the short bill and wide mouth peculiar to birds which catch 
insects on the wing, but the whippoorwill bas the longest bill 
and it is fringed with elastic bristles, which are very promi- 
nent, and there is no large, white spot on the wings, which 

the night hawk has, Many people believe them to be the 
same bird, but they are different.” 
We turned and walked back toward the hotel, enjoying 

the night air, which some think unwholesome; as though it 
was not the proper air to breathe at night, and talking on 
natural history subjects, of which all boys are fond and 
which has always made me a favorite with boys. I like a 
boy if he is bright and wants to know things, and Jack came 
within the category. We neared the house and he was tell- 
ing how he had seen a pond tortoise dig its hole to lay its 
eggs in, when we heard old ‘‘Si’ say, “‘She was just a-comin’ 
round the quarter pole when she throwed the shoe off her 
n:gh forefoot and—” 
“Come in,” said Jack, ‘‘and let’s go to bed,” and we went, 

FRepD MATHER, 

ECHOES FROM THE TOURNAMENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your article on the photographs of the contestants in the 

last tournament, with the remarks on the *‘back slashing” of 
the rods, brings to mind a circumstance which I will relate. 
This was the first contest of the kind which I have had the 
pleasure of seeing and as I sat with a friend nearly opposite 
the stand while a famous fly-caster was trying for distance, 
I remarked how far he threw his rod behind him and called 
the attention of my friend to it. Itis rather difficult to tell 
just how far back the top of a rcd does go under such cir- 
cumstances, and we tried the experiment of holding up a 
score book so that it entirely hid the man in order to see the 
rod as it appeared behind the vertical edge of the book. This 
was quite successful and showed that it went far behind an 
angle of forty-five degrees, in fact it often reached nearly to 
a horizontal. 
We were both much surprised at this, for we were famil- 

iar with therule laid down to stop the rod at or near the 
perpendicular on retrieving the line. Of course, when the 
hand stops the rod at that point the weight of the line will 
carry the tip back still further, perhaps to 45 degrees, but 
not so far as in the case mentioned. In ordinary trout fish- 
ing I have followed this rule; but as I never tried to make a 
very long cast beside a measuring line, it is impossible to 
say whether the rule would work as well asin actual fish- 
ing. Ialso noticed that most, if not all, the contestants used 
the shoulder as much as the elbow, while I was taught fo 
keep the elbow near the body, and to bring the hand near 
the lower part of the ear. The contestants raised the hand 
to the top of the head, and in many cases above it, they 
seemed to exert the upper arm more than the wrist. 
No doubt they are right, for they practice what experi- 

ence has shown them will accomplish what they are seeking, 
to cast a fly the furthest distance possible; yet I have heard 
it said that the Jate Reuben Wood could cast as far while 
sitting in a boat and keeping his elbow on his knee as be 
could while standing. If this statement is true then it de- 
stroys the theory, held by some, that a foot or lwo in eleva- 
tion of platform will increase the distance cast, or that a tall 
man has an advantage by reason of his height, which prac- 
tically adds tothe length of hisrod. These are questions on 
which I would like to hear an expression of opinion from 
experts, having none to offer myself, not being familiar with 
fiy-casting for distance, I readily see the value of reaching 
long distances in certain situations, and why one who can 
add ten feet to an ordinary cast may often find it of advan- 
tage. 

Il was particularly impressed with the exact time observed 
by Mr. Hawes, whose hand moved with the regularity of a 
pendulum, forward and backward in the same time, never 
allowing his flies to more than touch the water. He evi- 
dently counted the time each way, for his hand moyed for- 
ward at the instant the flies were «straightened behind him, 
thus avoiding strain on the leader.and the snapping of flies, 

It would be very interesting to know from experienced 
men whether, as you suggest, the rule to stop the rod near 
the perpendicularis a good one, or whether the experts do 
not believe in it. Buack HAcKLE, 

THE MOST KILLING FLIES. 

Hdtior Forest and Stream: 
In the last issue of Fornst AnD STREAM I notice a com- 

munication with this heading, signed ‘‘B. A.G.” In this he 
mentions a fly which he claims was originated in Utica, N. 
Y., and called the B. A. G. From his description, which 
says, ‘‘It has white wings, dark red hackle legs, and a red 
body; in fact, a coachman with a red body, if such a thing 
is possible,” it appears that some one has invented the royal 
coachman oyer again and given it a new and outlandish 
name. The difference between the coachman and the royal 
coachman, taking Hvulberton’s plate as a standard, lies in 
the tip of red on the body. 

There is no law to prevent any person taking any well- 
known fly, like the one named, and by tying on it an infin- 
itessimal thread of a different color, which a trout would 
never see, and christening it anew. Nevertheless it is not 
fair to lumber up our brains with the knowledge of half a 
dozen names for one fly in different parts to please the 
vagaries of flymakers. Perhaps, now that tbe Rod and Reel 
Association have adopted a standard for reel-plates and 
seats, they may turn their attention to the evils of fly nomen- 
clature. I will yenture to assert that, outside of red ibis, 
white miller, coachman, royal coachman, queen of the 
water, professor and Montreal, there are not over three more 
that bear the same name in the different tackle stores, If L 
send to one dealer for a certain fly and give him the name 
that I learned from another tackle man, it is ten to one that 
Ido not get what I want, unless it is one of the names in 
the above list, It seems that every fly-tyer or dealer has a 
fly which he calls by a name which other dealers do not 
recognize. Probably all the flies possible baye been “‘in- 
vented,” if not, they ought to be. We have enough, while 
the names are too many. PoxKe-0’-MooNsHINE. 

fiditor Forest and Stream: 
To-day received my first Forest AND STREAM for six 

weeks, having just returned from a camping trip through 
the wildest and most unfrequented paths of New Mexico, 
where no mail gould reach me; I suppose the back numbers 
are at the Post Office in Crested Butte. You may well 
imagine my pleasure in once more seeing the familiar and 
best of papers, and it was literally devoured from cover to 
cover, ‘‘ads.” and all, The article by “Cyrtonyx” on ‘*The 
Most Killing Fly,” is so true to my experience, both in Colo- 
yado and New Mexico fishing, that [ feel 1 must add my 
humble testimony to his. In an experience of three years 
fishing for that king of fish, the Salmo virginalis, 1 found 
with “Cyrtonyx” thatthe coachman was by far the most kill- 
ing fly. The royal coachman is also good, and a black 
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hackle, black body, ribbed with silt tinsel and with small 
red tail, 1 have fond most excellent, It has proved itself 
ulmost, 1f not quite, equal tothe coachman, I trust ‘‘Cyr- 
tonyx’ will try it and let us know the result. There is no 
doubt that all Colorado trout show, as a rule, a preference 
for a peacock-bodied fly. Though here my experience 
differs a little from *‘Cyrtonyx,” as I never had any success 
with a black hackle with peacock body, or in fact, with any 
black hackle, save the one I hayce described. However, 1 
have known these trout to refuse a brown hackle, with red, 
yellow or other colored bodies, and to immediately afterward 
take the same fly with a peacock body. Right here 1 must 
confess to being a great crank on the subject of trout and 
bass flies, and I think every kind of fly or bug ever made or 
thought of could be found in some of my books, and though 
many of them get very little use, stilll have found them to 
be all important, as I think if any gentle angler would have 
the patience to go through his fly books, he will often find 
the most unlikely looking fiy will strike the festive trout’s 
appetite when the old standbyes will not raise a ripple, at 
Jeast such has been the experience of SPORT, 
Ontcaso, Ml., Jan. 8, 1885. 

SNELL, SNOOD, GIMP. 
HE above caption gives rise 10 a question that exercises 
many of your readers, and when, a few weeks since, 

your corespondent asked for light on this much-vexed sub- 
ject, I hoped for a full answer from Mr, Wells, or some 
other good angler learned and expericnced in the art. 
But, so far, I have not been gratified. I and my companions 
have spent thought and money on the matter, Why are 
straight shanks marked and tapered ones not marked? 
This question is often asked, and I have not yet heard an 
answer. Cements, with alcohol as a solvent, are sure to 
dissolve. Gutta percha is porous, and thus not impervious to 
water. Wax does not long protect the winding thread from 
moisture—the thread, it is said, then contracts, and when it 
dries expands and no longer holds the snellin place. And so 
difficulties 0 on ad infinitum. Shall we orshall wenot ‘‘singe”’ 
the end of the gut snell? How shall we prevent the wire on 
the gimp from slipping its hold? Who will give us a remedy 
for all this sea of troubles? It is not a small matter, The 
point of contact between a round snelland around, smooth, 
tapered shank is small; but when the gamy bass is in ques- 
tion, we want a sure thing. Dealers, anglers, all ask for 
light; who wil! give it? J. W. T. 

THE RED BAND ON RAINBOW TROUT. 

WV UCH is said about the red-banded trout of the mountain 
ly regions of the McCloud River, California, as if they 
Were a distinct variety of trout from the others, and one 
often hears sportsmen inquire whether they cun catch the 
red-handed trout at a specified place, as if they thought that 
the trout with the red band was not only different, but much 
better than the other trout. Thisis a mistnke. The red 
band is not a mark of a better variety, nor, as far as I have 
been able to learn, a sign of anything in particular except 
age, IJtis a badge of maturity, and that is all. 

It is not found on trout less than a year old, but I think I 
am authorized to say that it is constant or nearly so in very 
old trout. At all events, the absence of the band is not 
known to be a sign of anything except youth. Neither does 
the band, nor the absence of the band, appear to be a mark 
of any special season with the fish, for at all seasons of the 
year, summer and winter, in the spawning season and out of 
the spawning season, when prime and not prime, you will 
find trout with the red band and trout without it, side by 
side and looking otherwise just alike, and this is true of all 
ages and of both sexes, except, as just remarked, with trout 
Jess than a year old, which never have the red band, and 
with very old trout, which, I think, always have it. 

Perhaps it is also safe to say that the older the trout the 
more likely it is 10 have the red band, and the move pro- 
nounced it is likely to be. I may add here that very old 
trout have other distinguishing marks. Their heads and 
shoulders are very large, compared to the rest of their bodies. 
Their bodies are not symmetrical, like those of younger fish, 
but seem to taper almost steadily from the shoulder to the 
caudal fin. Their mouths will open much wider than those 
of young trout, and their tails, when stretched, will be less 
forked; indeed, in very old trout they are almost perfectly 
square or straight-edged when stretched, instead of forked, 
as it isin young fish. Oldfish also have, in general, a gaunt. 
ill-fayored look, and their flesh is usually a dusky white. 

LIvINGsron STONE, 

Tue New York Association FOR THE PROTECTION OF 
FisH AND GAMB had its annual meeting last Monday. It was 
voted to accept an offerfrom Middleton & Co. to compro- 
mise a judgment against them for having speckled trout in 
their posession out of season. The judgment was for §2,000. 
The compromise wasfor $500, provided it be paid before 
Monday next. A discussion ensued over a proposition to 
reduce the initiation fee from $50 to $25. Mr. James Meyer 
thought that the club was in excellent condition. The treas- 
urer had reported $9,041.96 in his possession, and that he 
did not think others should be allowed to come in cheaply 
and enjoy the fruit of their past labor. Mr. Corbin said he 
knew of 100 men who would come inif the fee was reduced, 
The proposition to reduce the fee was laid over, and the fol- 
lowing were re-elected officers to serve for the ensuing year: 
Robert B. Roosevelt, President; B. L. Ludington, Vice- 
President; Thomas N. Cuthbert, Secretary and Treasurer; 
Charles E. Whitehead, Counsel; §, A. Main, Alfred Wag- 
staff and Henry N. Munn, Hxecutive Committee. 

_EAGim’s Nest, Stamford, N. Y.—Mr. A. M. Warner, of 
the club, went fishing through the icé for pickerel and had 
fair success last week, But his best lack was cutting out an 
old tip-up that had been set some two weeks before and for- 
gotten. There was six inches of new ice over it, and under 
it, fast to the line, was a very large pickerel. He had been 
hooked through the upper lip and couldn’t tear loose from 
his anchor. Sam Stevens’s two little sons went out on 

- Odell’s Lake, with the thermometer below zero, and caught 
twenty-eight pounds of pickerel the other day.—Nrp Bunt- 
LINE. 

PRANKLIN & Meganric Rawroap.—l see by the Lewis- 
ton (Me.) Journal and also learn from a private source that 
the Franklin & Megantic Railroad is so nearly completed 
that passenger trains are running to Kingfield. his leaves 
but twenty-seven miles by stage or private team to Smith’s 
farmhouse in Eustis.—J. W- ci 

Wantep.—a00 black bass for stocking purposes. Address Russell 
Thayer, Superintendent, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,—Adv. 

A Monster Sturcron.—According to the Oakland, Cal., 
Tribune, the head of the largest sturgeon ever caught on the 
Pacific coast is on exhibition at the fsh stall of Camillioni & 
Company, in the city market. The fish in its entirety 
weighed 600 pounds, and the head as it lies on the block 
weighs ninety-four pounds, It is a hideous frontpiece, the 
gape of its mouth stretching twenty-four mches from corner 
to corner, and the space across the back of the head being 
twenty-eight inches at its broadest expansion. Were the 
sturgeon so inclined, being alive and in its native element, 
it could easily swallow the head of a man, and, if his 
Shoulders were not too broad, it might possibly stow the 
greater part of him in its hold, as he measured ten fect from 
snout to tail. This sturgeon, which is a genuine Acipenser 
oryrhynchus, ‘wes captured by Italian fishermen at the 
mouth of the Sacramento River in the shoal water, where 
his efforts to escape from the net were hampered by the 
shoal water. As it was, he broke the net as if it had been a 
yee and broke three ribs of the boat with a lash of 

is tail. 

A REMARKABLE Carcu.—H. Jerolaman, the well-known 
strawberry grower of Hilton, Essex county, N. J., went 
fishing on Tuesday of last week, at Lake Hopatcong. Ar- 
riving there about noon, he put in three lines, attached to 
long poles, at a place called Sharp’s Rock. The hooks were 
baited with small liye fish. After watching them until near 
night, and not getting a bite, although the day was cloudy, 
Jerolaman came to the conclusion that he was as apt to be 
struck by lightning as he was to catch a fish. Leaving his 
lines in the water, he went to his boarding house, and was 
out gunning the next day until near night. Then he went 
to see what luck he had fishing. He found a live wild duck 
fast to one line, to the next line he had a muskrat, and to 
the other line a catfish. He was disappointed then, that he 
did not put in more lines, but he defies any one to catch a 
greater variety upon three lines, 

A Marrer or Moonspine.—Fditor Forest and Stream: Tt 
is with pleasure that I Jearn that the Sultan of Turkey has 
conferred the Order of the Crescent on that genial salmon 
angler, Mr, William J. Florence. Whether it was for his 
excellence in salmon angling, his faithful portrayal of the 
“Hon. Bardwell Slote,” or his diplomatic services, I do not 
know, Ocrtain it is that Florence has the decoration, and 
all who have fished with him or have seen him portray the 
incorruptible senator, in the ‘‘Mighty Dollar,” will, like 
myself, rejoice that he has been thus honored, without 
care whether as angler or actor. Some carping critic may 
say that the Order of the Orescent is all moonshine, but 
eyen so it is then a thing of beauty, therefore a joy forever. 
— PoKE-0’-MoonsHiIne. 

Lishculture. 

A PREPARED FISH FOOD, 

A WRITER in The Angler's Note Book and Naturalists 
: Record (London) makes a suggestion that the flesh of 

fish be prepared for keeping and transportation by converting 
it into meal and then into cakes. The fact that in transport- 
ing fresh fish the greater portion is water and offal is dwelt 
upon, and it seems to us that here might be made some 
applications of the investigations of Prof. W. O. Atwater into 
the nutrients contained in the flesh of different fishes, which 
have appeared in these columns. The nearest attempt at this 
suggested mode of preparing fish is the “boneless codfish” put 
up in America, and which being made into small pieces might 
contain the flesh of other fishes. The writer referred to says: 

‘“* ‘Man cannot sensibly diminish the fish in the sea by all his 
efforts to catch them,’” Such, in effect, were Professor 
Huxley’s words at South Kensington last year, and they are 
for the writer, the sole outcome of the Fisheries Exhibition. 
It is enough. With net and hook then we may gather the 
harvest of the sea without fear of diminishing it, but gather 
as fash as we may, we cannot under present conditions, add 
very much to the food supply of the people. The fishing 
grounds are distant. Fresh fish travels badly. It comes 
more than half water and offal. The cooking of it is an art 
beyond the reach of the poor. Plain boiled, eyen work-house 
paupers, by overwhelming vote, reject. Fish can only be 
rendered palatable by cook or condiment. Burgess and Perry 
are as far from the working classes as garwim and alec from 
the modern Tamisius. The fried fish of the shops is held an 
appetizing viand, but as food, is a luxury, an indulgence. 
Fish dried, smoked, salted, tinned, hardly escapes the same 
category. The humble bloater stands alone. It abounds in 
nutriment and makes with bread a palatable and nourishing 
meal. Tinned salmon perhaps stands next. The rest are 
nowhere. Have we exhausted every means of making fish, 
not simply a shoeing-horn of food, but in itself a cheap article 
of ordinary diet? Scarcely, Let the ancients furnish a hint 
as to the modus, An old author tells us that a people of Syria 
dried and ground their fish into meal, made this meal into 
bread, and thereon fed themselves and their cattle. In 
yarious forms the practice has continued to the present. The 
Spaniards and Portuguese use meal made of the conger, 
sometimes in the shape of porridge; sometimes to thicken 
their soups. Cornwall was once the chief source of the supply. 
With our modern appliances something much better might be 
effected, Can we not have a fish cake or bread—prepared 
where our fish are landed from the sea? The flesh of fish, 
cooked, dried, pounded, mixed with a few simple condiments 
and compressed in biscuit form. Such cakes would travel 
cheaply. They could be retailed without waste or trouble. 
With bread they could be eaten at once like cheese by the 
laborer; soaked and softened by bis wife or child. This would 
really be food—with bread a complete diet—wholesome and 
nourishing. The blending of the different kinds of fish, 
tending to increase the digestibility and nutritiveness and 
flavor of the cakes, and the addition, may be, of farinaceous 
substances, are matters to be determined by experiment. 
Mies possessing adequate appliances, will make the experi- 
ment?’ 

EGGS FOR EUCROPE.—On Saturday Jan. 10, the North 
German Lloyd steamer Salier took out 1,000,000 whitefish eggs 
for Herr von Behr, President of the Deutschen Fischerei Verein, 
Berlin. On Wednesday, 14th, the General Transatlantic 
Company’s. steamer Amerigue took half a million whitefish 
eggs to Inspector Coaz, Berne, Switzerland. On the same day 
the Cunard steamer Gallia took thirty thousand lake trout 
eggs, and a quarter of a million whitefish eggs to the National 
Fishculture Association, South Kensington, London. Atl 
these lots were sent by Prof. §. F. Baird, U. 8. Commissioner 
of Fisheries. They came from the station at Northyille, 
Mich., and were repacked at Cold Spring Harbor, Long 
Island, In each case the steamship companies carried the 
eges free of charge. 

_ No Mepica Examination is reqnired to take out an accident policy 
in the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn., guarantecing a sum of money 
weekly while disabled from accidental injury, and principal sum in 
case of death resulting therefrom—aAdu, 
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FIXTURES, 

BENCH SHOWS, 
Jan, 27, 28, 29 and 80.—Annual Bench Show of the New Brunswick 

Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr. H, W. Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N. B. 

_ Feb, 1 to 11, 1885.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual Exhibi- 
tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Square 
Garden, Feb. 1to 11, 1888. 
street, 

Feb. 15, 1885.—Worid’s Exposition Bench Show, New Orleans, La. 
Entries close Jan. 31. 
March 18, 19 and 20, 1885.—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

Kennel Club. 1B. 8. Porter, Secretary, New Hayen, Conn, 
April 7 to 10, 1885.—First Annual Bench Show N, E. Kennel Club, 

Music Hall, Boston. J, A. Nickerson, Secretary. 159A Tremont street, 
May 5, 6.7 and 8, 1885.—Secona Annual! Bench Show of the Cin- 

cinnati Sportsman's Club, Cincinnafa, O. W. A. Coster, Supt. 
May 13, 14 and 15.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Toronto Dog 

Show Association. W. 58. Jackson, Secretary, Toronto, Ont. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

ps AMBRICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc, (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub- 
lished eyery Month. Entries close on the ist. Should he in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of slamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted ynless paid in adyance, Yearly subscription $1.50, Address 
“American Kennel Register,’ P. O. Box 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 198'7., 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES, 
XXI.— (CONCLUDED), 

N -Y readers willremember that I expressed amused surprise 
at the astuteness of a Mr. Nutt, who, after his fox-terrier 

had been claimed for his catalogue price, removed him in the 
evening, paying the pound deposit, and did not return the 
dog next day, by which he lost a sovereign and saved his dog, 
It struck me as very sharp practice—audi alferam partem— 
it appears that Mr. Nutt instructed the secretary of the show 
to enter his dogs for him. By some mistake one of them was 
catalogued in Mr, Nutt’s daughter’s name. As a challenge 
cup was to be given for the best brace in the show belonging 
to one owner, Mr, Nutt pointed out the mistake, as he wished 
this particular dog to compete. One of the members replied, 
“Oh, that’s all right,” upon which this dog, Pulborough Mimbo, 
was led into the ring, and with his kennel mate won the cup. 
An objection was lodged on the grounds that Jumbo was not 
Mr. Nutt’s property, and Mr. Nutt complains that the com- 
mittee tried the case with closed doors and refused to hear 
him, their decision was disqualification, and Mr, Nutt then, to 
“dish them,” remoyed his dog under the circumstances related. 
The weak part in his defense, however, when he brings it 
before the ‘competent tribunal” will be that he has only oral 
evidence to offer. 

I suppose we may consider this the dead reason, but it is 
not so defunct as to justify the puerile discussion our Field 
has opened its columns to, “Can a dog become imbecile?’ It 
is a compliment in a way to the dogs that we should be ask- 
ing if a state of mind is possible to them that we have long 
been acquainted with in their masters. 

The Live Stock Jowrnal, too, in its futile effort to keep pace 
with the times, has unearthed an old subject that was abso- 
lutely settled and decently buried many years ago, “Dogs 
born with short tails.” Such cases are of frequent occurrence 
in breeds that have been docked for generations, such as 
spaniels and fox-terriers. If the sapient director of that 
journal's literary (!) pages bereally anxious to debate a curious 
possibility of nature, let him open his columns to calculations 
haying for their purpose the showing how long it will take to 
reproduce “‘like and like” by breeding trom a dog with a 
wooden leg. 
No introduction is necessary for a quotation from an 

authority like the British Medical Journal on such an awfully 
interesting subject as hydrophobia; ‘‘Something should be 
done to disabuse the public mind of a groundless, or greatly 
exaggerated terror. It would be amusing if it were not 
grimly sad, to observe, not unfrequently, the insane evidence 
of a purely mimetic morbid state set up by the misery and 
apprehension caused by the consciousness of having been 
bitten by a mad dog. As a matter of sober medical fact, it is 
by no means necessary or inevitable that the bite of a dog 
with rabies should give a man or woman hydrophobia; and if 
the element of fear could be eliminated, it is highly probable 
that the proportion of instances in which the dreaded disease 
supervened from a bite would be greatly reduced.” Cut that 
out my readers and paste it in your scrapbook, you don’t 
know when it may bein your power to comfort, with these 
soothing sentences, a harrassed mind well nigh distranght 
with fear. 

ib appears that the question of champion classes and the 
title of champion has for some time engaged the attention of 
the Kennel Club. A sub-committee was appointed to give the 
subject concentrated attention, and they have issued the fol- 
lowing cireular. It will be obseryed that the Kennel Club 
have acted with usual absence of tact in selecting for their 
mouthpiece a man whose name will for a long time conjure 
up feelings of indignation in the minds of all fair-play loving 
Englishmen. Mr. Percy Heid is the aggressive person who 
took such an unworthy part in the Lochinyar business. It 
was he who, though a member of the Hertford committee, 
exercised his right as a K. C. committeeman to sit in judg- 
ment on the case in which he was one of the defendants. He 
further acquired puke contempt from his bullying and in- 
sulting manner to Mr. Joachirn, whom he endeavored to throw 
out of his line of argument by taunting sneers at his foreign 
nationality. He possibly hopes, with the aid of this circular, 
to earn a little cheap and nasty notoriety. 

[coPy.] 
FErErRInG Bury, Kebredon. 

Sir—The committee of the Kenuel Club having for some 
time had under their considerations the madequacy of the 
present rules qualifying dogs for competition in champion 
classes, and entitling them to be called champions (Rules 15 
and 16, K. C. Code, 1884), have appointed a sub-committee 
to consider the question, with an instruction to obtain thereon 
the opinion of exhibitors generally. The points in which the 
present rules are felt to fail are: J 
Firstly—That owing to so many shows being now held under 

K. G. rules, exhibitors who own dogs good enough to win at 
local shows, but not of the very highest quality, are often de- 
terred from competing, lesb, by winning three first prizes at 
the smaller shows, these should become qualified for compe- 
tition in a champion class in which they have only @ slight 
chance of success; and, rer , 
Secondly—In making the qualification necessary to obtain 

the title of champion too easy, so that dogs of mferior merit 
obtain it. This point is especially noticeable now that so many 
shows provide champion classes on the sweepstake principle, 
in which there is generally little or no competition. The al- 
terations which have been suggested are of two kinds: 

(1} Those which propose that a greater number of prizes 
should be won (e, g., six) before a dog shall be qualified to 
compete in a champion class; and, < 

(2) Those which would distinguish between the larger and 
smaller shows, either (a) by the amount of prize money, (6) 
by the number of classes in the schedule, or (c) by the total 
number of entries ai the show. 

In these cases, of course, only prizes wou at the larger shows — 
ss 

Chas, Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 



= 

aa count toward the qualifications for the champion 
classes. It is further suggested that no dog should gain the 
title of champion that has only won in a sweepstakes cham- 
ion class. 
i The sub-committee would be glad to hear from you if you 
would kindly let them know, at your earliest convenience, 
your Sone with reference to these proposals, or to any other 
plan that may occur to you. Kindly address your reply to 
myself at the above address. ; 

Tam, sir, yours faithfully, 
Percy C. Retp, 

Hon. Sec. to the Sub-Committee, 
This question is likely to interest American breeders sooner 

or later, so I may tell you the result of my inquiries. The 
opinions sifted would come to a very simple solution—it is 
this: No dog or bitch shall be qualified for the champion class 

until it has won three first prizes at shows in which there 
were oyer 400 entries. A dog may win a champion prize in a 

_elass where he is the only entry, but he shall not be accorded 
the title of champion until he has won ina champion class 
with one or more entries present, 4 7 
Our Daily Telegraph is helping out the silly season with an 

appropriately foolish correspondence on the reasoning powers 
of dogs. Letters are appearing from un-doggy though dog- 
loving writers relating the most impossible canine feats, or, 
to doggy men, the most transparent. Those who know most 

seldom trouble the papers about it. We are quite satisfied 
with the dog as he is without befooling ourselves with maud- 

lin pictures. ‘‘What an unbelieving Jew you are,” said a 
friend to me with whom I was laughingly dissecting the anec- 
dotes. “Can you believe this tale that I lately read in a book 
of anecdotes of dogs? A man had taught his animal to fetch 
his hat when he asked for it. One day he was with a friend 
to whom he had communicated his dog’s intelligence. They 
walked from the house into the garden, first of all indicating 
their two hats to the dog, whom they from the road ‘hied’ 
back tothe house to ‘fetch the hats.’ The dog tore back 
picked up one hat and saw the other, picked that up and 
dropped the first—like the clown inthe pantomime, you know. 
This he repeated three or four times, and then an idea striking 
him, he put one hatin the other and so brought both to his 
master. Now was that reason?’ ‘Well, no,” [ replied, ‘‘I 
must confess I don’t think that action showed any extraor- 
dinary intelligence, Nowii this dog had taken one hat in his 
mouth and put the other on his head, then I—” But my 
friend was already knocking the coals about with the poker 
and calling me names, ; 

The amusing individual who signs himself ‘Setter, Philadel- 
phia U,S.A.,” has another “little go” at ‘Lillibulero.” Go to, 
“Setter,” I prefer to cross my sword with finer mettle than you 
can handle. But a word with you, cousin, why do you call my 
notes “his lucubrations?’ ‘‘Here will be an abusing of the 
King’s English.” Do you think it sounds big and impressive, 
more imposing than letters, paragraphs or notes, eh? Yes, 
certainly; well, 1 grant that, but then, “Setter,” the meaning 
isnot the same. Get thee a dictionary good ‘‘Setter,” or refer 
again to the source where you have since discovered the signi- 
fication of “‘occult,” Lam puzzled toimagine why you are 

_ anxious to convict me of ‘‘working the ropes on the strict Q. 
T.” Who are you yourself when at home, I wonder? Dear 
mes, perhaps that’s so, I see, well, be comforted, ‘‘Lilluberlo” 
and his collaborators shall not interfere with your business. 
My editors will smile a sickly smole and esteem it an un- 
tncky shot when [tell them you have hinted my ‘‘contribu- 
tions are unpaid.” Why, you have helped te put money into 

~_— vurse, “Setter,” and given me subject for copy, think of 
that, and moreover in the handsomest manner possible you 
have certified that ‘‘As to the witand pungency of ‘Lillibu- 
lero’s’ letters there can be but one opinion.” Give this thine 
ear, sweet editorial sirs, and ‘‘Setter,” with countenance beam- 
ing and hat on my heart, I incline toward thee, and am, sir, 
thy obliged and most humble to command, LILLIBULERO. 

Dec. 16, 1884. 

(Signed) 

The A, K. R, pedigree registration fee ts 50 cents. 

A FALSE PROPHET. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A careful study of the bench show and field trial records of 

the past year leads me to the conclusion that Mr, Charles H. 
Mason is a false prophet. Several yearsago Mr. Mason cameto 
this country, bringing with hima number of dogs, among them 
several pointers; at least he said they were pointers. The great 
field trial champion, Chancellor, was one of them, if [remember 
rightly. After attending several bench shows, and having a 
walkover for the honors with his invincibles, Mr. Mason be- 
came tired of such easy victories, and longed for new worlds 
to conquer, and for a change he proposed to tell the sports- 
men of America what he knew about pointers. He first told 
us how ignorant we are; could not find a single man in 
America, besides himself, that knew a pointer when he saw 
one, and that the dogs we had imported were nothing but 
scrubs and mongrels and unfit to breed to. Then Mr. Mason 
selected Croxteth as the worst specimen in a bad lot. and pre- 
dicted that if bred to he would beget worthless, ill-fayored 
brutes, worse than himself, It is needless to repeat what Mr. 
Mason said of this grand old dog. Almost every reader of this 
journal will remember the controversy between Mr. Mason 
and the owner of Croxteth, and how Mr. Mason challenged 
Mr. Godeffroy to name a single good-looking pointer sired by 
Croxteth. 
_Now let us lock at the record of the past year. At the Cin- 

cinnati show, in a large and very strong class of pointers, there 
were entered three that were sired by Croxteth. They won 
one first and two second prizes. At Cleveland, four of the en- 
tries were sired by Croxteth. They won two first, one second 
and two special prizes. At St. Louis, two entries, one second 

_ prize. At the New York show there were entered one hundred 
and twenty-six pointers, the get of Croxteth competing were 
ten. These won two first, one second, and one vhe. prizes, 

and some of these same bench show winners ran in the late 
Eastern Field Trials, and there also Croxteth’s get came to 
the front. Drake won first, and Scout divided second in the 
samestake. Wor additional evidence that pointers cam be bred 
from Croxteth, I will quote Mr. Mason’s own words just after 
the New York show in his critique on the pointers exhibited, 
he says among other things: ‘Silt was the best bitch in the 
show.” at proof does the man want more? 
Croxteth ran in the field trials, doing a pointer’s work in 

such a brilliant style that he won a place. Then he sires pro- 
_ duce that does the same thing, besides winning first honors on 
the bench wherever shown alongside the best; yet in the face 
of all this evidence, and after saying he had nob thought it 

possible for Croxteth to beget such superior stock, Mr. 
ason says, ‘My opmion of Croxteth is well known,” and 

Intimates that he is of that opinion stiil. In other words, he 
_ still declares that Croxteth is no pointer, and asks the sports- 
men of America to believe him. At one time Mr. Mason 

_ tried to cast a doubt on the purity of Croxteth’s blood by say- 
ing, “Who is the dam of Croxteth’s sire?” Well, he got his 
auswer, iiseems, when a gentleman imformed him that the 
granddam of Croxteth was the dam of Bow, the sire of Mr. 

_Mason’s Beaufort. Since Mr. Mason came into the possession 
of Beaufort, we have heard no more insinuations affecting the 

_ pedigree of Croxteth, 
_ Myr. Mason says Vanity, Meteor and Maxim are no pointers 
(what are they. Faust, Bow, and Keswick were pointers 
Bee excellence, old Bow was by Bang, the sire of Vanity. Will 
Vn, Mason say that Pride, the dam of Vanity, is no pointer 
pees she is not as well bred as Beulah, the dam of his Beau- 
fort? Again, if there isa dog that is built on the model of 
old Faust, that dog is Maxim; he is known all over the West 

. : — 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

as Little Faust. Mr. Mason should be fair in his statements 
concerning the excellencies of his own and other people’s 
dogs, and not distort or exaggerate the faults of dogs, to which 
he happens to take a dislike; then his statements would have 
some weight with the mass of the sportsmen of America. As 
it is, his wild and intemperate denunciations of men and dogs 
that haye incurred his displeasure, but gain him the ill will 
and contempt of thousands of sportsmen who love a good dog, 
but who love fair play more. . Mason tellsus that Beau- 
fort is not only the best looking large pointer living, but that 
he is also a great sire. Where is the evidence? The writer 
knows of but one dog sired by Beaufort that has won a bench 
show prize, and as far as heard from, not one of his get has 
been considered good enough in the field, to start in a field 
trial; while Croxteth is not only a bench show and field trial 
winner himself, the record proves that he is the most 
successful sire in America, Mr. Mason must do something 
besides abusing American sportsmen and their dogs before his 
words will have any influence with SAXON, 

The A, K. R. pedigree registration fee is 50 cents. 

THE MERIDEN DOG SHOW. 

4 ieee eighth annual show of the Meriden Poultry Associa- 
tion was held here at the tovn hall, on Dec. 30, 51, and 

Jan. land 2. The display of poultry and pigeons was very 
fine, The dog show was one of the best that has been given 
here. There were about sixty dogs shown, and nearly all of 
them were fine animals. Dr. Walton, of Boston, judged them 
very well, | thought, although some of the exhibitors found 
fault with some of the awards. I suppose that a dog show 
would not be considered a good one without some Kicking. 
The attendance was good, but] did not seesomany Meriden 
people present as there should have been. There was a good 
deal of talk that the show would not be held here next year, 
but I believe that it was finally concluded to continue at least 
one year more. Below is a list of the 

AWARDS, 
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dogs; Ist, G. Edward Osborn’s Brant; 2d, 

F. A. Cannon’s Yale Belton. Very high com., J. Thomas’s Karl. 
Biiches: ist, G. Edward Osborn’s Desdemona; 2d, F. A. Cannon’s 
@lara. Very high com., W. Hall’s Bell. Puppies: Ist, W. BH. Miller’s 
Speck; 2d, L, J. Gaines’s Nimrod. ; 

TRISH SHTTERS.— Dogs: ist, J. G. Griswold’s Major. 

GORDON SETTERS,—Dogs: ist. C. R. Taylor’s Gem, Bitches: 1st 
and 2d, ©, R. Taylor’s Rhoda and Rose. Puppies: ist, C. R. Taylor's 
Topsy. 

POINTERS.—Dogs: 1st, J. F. Ives’s Pete; 2d, D. C. Burrows’s Buif. 
Bitches: ist, F, Stevenson’s Minstrel; 2d, W. J. Rematti‘’s Fairest. 
Very high com., O. B. Dale’s Susan. Puppies: Ist, J. Li, Baker’s Shot. 

FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs: ist and 2d, E. A. Birdsey’s Music and Sport. 
Very high com., C. Rockwell’s Guess. Bitches; 1st, BE. C. Bingham’s 
Fan. 

BHAGLES.—Dogs: ist, BE. J. Perkins’s Gyp. 

GREY HOUNDS.—Dogs: 1st, Dr, O. F. Coe’s Paris; 2d, J. A. Doolit- 
tle’s Dan. 

COCKER SPANIELS.—Bitches; 1st, W. O. Partridge’s Helen. 

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Dogs; Ist, G. W. Lovell’s Jock, Bitches: 
Ist, G, W. Lovell’s Romp. 
BULL-TERRIERS.—Dogs; 1st, T. R. Varick’s Dutch, Jr.; 2d, F. F. 

Dole’s Young Bill. Pitches; ist, ¥. F. Dole’s Scarlet IW. Puppies; 
ist, R. &. W. Livingston’s Criterion; 2d, F. F. Dole’s Scarlet TIT. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—ist, T. W. B. Batten’s Tiny; 2d, R. 
& W. Livingston’s Daisy. 

ROUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS.—I1st, A, Priestley’s Sir Garnet, 
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—ist, withheld; 2d, A, F. Hall’s Fanny. 

FOX-TERRIERS.—1st, Dr, A. Bland’s Pepper. 

PUGS.—ist, G. Jepson’s Nip: 2d, R. V. Clark’s Charcoal. 

COLLIES.—Puppies: ist and 2d, W, C. Powell’s Lassie and Sandy. 
Very high com., J. A. Doolittle’s Lelia. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

Best dog. G. Edward Osborn’s Brant. 
Best bitch, F. Stevenson's Minstrel. 
Best pointer dog, J. F. Ives’s Pete. 
Best pointer bitch, Ff. Stevenson’s Minstrel. 
Best pointer puppy, J. L. Baker’s Shot. 
Best setter dog, G. Edward Osborn’s Brant 
Best setter bitch, G, Edward Osborn’s Desdemona. 
Best setter puppy, W. E. Miiler’s Speck. 
Best setter puppy in Meriden, W. E. Miller’s Speck, 
Best bull-terrier, T. R. Varick’s Dutch, Jr- 
Best collie, W. C. Powell’s Lassie. 
Best greyhound, Dr. O. F. Coe’s Paris. 
Best spaniel, W. 0. Partridge’s Helen. 
Best black and tan terrier, T. W. B. Batten’s Tiny. 
Best fox-terrier, Dr. A. Bland’s Pepper. 
Best beagle, H. J. Perkin’s Gyp. 
Best foxhound, E, A. Birdsey’s Music. 
Best pug, G. Jepson’s Nip. 

The A, K, R, pedigree registration fee is 50 cents. 

THE SCOTCH TERRIER ROSIE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Tbeg to differ with your reporter on the comment of the 

pueien terrier Rosie, in calling her a mongrel at the New York 
show, 
Atthe Philadelphia Kennel Club show, Rosie is reported a 

typical specimen of her breed. At the New York show, Rosie 
is reported a mongrel, but a typical specimen of a breed a 
great deal thought of in some parts of Scotland. [ quite agree 
with your report of the Philadelphia show, Rosie is a typical 
Scotch terrier. I am of the opinion the reporter of the New 
York show and the Montreal show are one and the same, At 
the Montreal show your reporter speaks of some dogs in a cer- 
tain class as specimens of the die-hard breed, while at New 
York he passes over Rosie, a proper die-hard, and those at 
Montreal were not die-hards. This shows distinctly to me 
that your correspondent don’t know a die-hard when he sees 
one. The name die-hard is a byname given to the Scotch ter- 
rier of exactly the same type as Rosie, just exactly as the 
name “'‘Never say die” is given to the Skye terrier, Rosie is 
not a mongrel but a typical Scotch terrier, and the only type 
now recognized as such by standard, and on the show bench 
in England and Scotland, and is no more a mongrel than your 
finest setters. This breed of terriers has been bred for ages 
in Scotland in parts where bench shows were unknown until 
of late years, or so far away from shows that specimens of 
this breed were never seen under these circumstances on the 
bench, and especially in England until of late years, 

I can understand your reporter not understanding this 
breed, for he never had the pleasure of seeing this, the Scotch 
terrier, in their native home, and therefore should not be con- 
sidered a competent critic to pass on the breeding of the dogs. 
Scotchmen are now showing the Scotch terrier proper, both 
in their own couniry and in England: ad, can your 
reporter name a noted winner on the English or Scottish 
bench whose blood cannot be traced down to Rosie and also 
my Heather and the late Tam Glen? And the blood is still 
being kept pure and more winners are growing. 

Rosie was good enough to win second in a strong open class 
at Aberdeen when only six months old. beating some of the 
past cup winners and judged by a competent judge like Mr. 
James Locke, who understands the breed too well to give a 
pai toa mongrel, especiallyin such company as was then 

own. 
The Live Stock Journal says of her: ‘Second prize went to 

a promising puppy with excellent head and ears,” but nota 
word on a mongre]. Scottish Fancier says: “Second in 
bitches a promising young one,” but not a word on a mongrel. 
Your reports on the National Breeders’ show says, ‘A man 

to be a judge of collies must have owned and bred them, or 
how can he judge them.” Hefurther says: ‘‘Notwithstand- 
ing this, men presume to judge them who have neyer so much 
as seen a first-class specimen.” If this is the verdict of FOREST 
AND STREAM it isa poor rule that don’t work both ways. And 
say a man must have owned and bred Scotch terriers to be able 
to speak on their good and bad points, or he must haye seen 
some fine specimens of the breed, 

If this is a fact, a reporter of a sporting paper must work w 
to this rule before he is competent to pass on the merits an 
demerits of adog. And where is the reporter in America who 
has seen better specimens of the good old Scotch terrier 
than Tam Glen, Heather, or Rosie? Rosie was not in good 
coat when shown in New York, as she was shedding and had 
just had a litter of puppies, but that grand head and ears, nice 
length of body on good legs, with powerful hindquarters, her 
sweet expression and general appearance, and her pure Scotch 
terrier blood, was quite sufficient to carry her to yictory over 
far more powerful opponents. JOHN H. NAYLOR. 

CxHicaco, Il. 

[We cheerfully publish the above letter. Our reporter is 
not entirely unacquainted with the various strains of dogs 
that are called and misealled Scotch terriers, That Rosie is 
not a purely bred Scotch terrier of the old ‘‘die-hard” type we 
unhesitatingly affirm. True, she closely resembles dogs that 
are exhibited in Scotland as such, but we venture to say that 
were Captain McDonald, of Waternish, Isle of Skye, to see her 
he would at once claim her as closely related to his famous 
kennel, and not the most captious critic would for an instant 
dare to insinuate that they are other than worthy representa- 
tives of the stock that for so many years has borne the name 
of its native Isle. George, first Hari of Dumbarton, gave to the 
Scotch terrier the suggestive andjappropriate name of ‘‘die- 
hard,” and paid his regiment, the First Scots Royal, the com- 
pliment of naming them after his famous pets, and they were 
better known as the ‘“‘Dumbarton die-hards” than by their 
distinctive title. Mr. Locke, who gave Hosie her award at 
Aberdeen, is undoubtedly a good judge of Dandie Dinmonts; 
his winnings inthe best of company show this, but we are 
not aware that he has made a specialty of the Scotch terrier. 
Indeed we remember that two years.ago he got it hot and 
heavy from well-known fanciers of the breed by his awards 
in these classes at the Crystal Palace show. No one, however, 
impugned his honesty in the case, but found fault with him 
for ignoring the old Scotch terrier and placing atthe front 
animals of the strain that Rosie so well represents. At the 
Alexandra Palace show in 1879 Mr. Morison was severely 
criticised for doing the same thing. Mr. Hugh Dalziel classes 
these dogs as ‘the Aberdeen terrier,” a name, it seems to Us, 
that should be adopted by dog show committees, for the 
strain has now been betore the public for a sufficient length 
of time to entitle it to a distinctive name. We meant no dis- 
respect to Rosie by using the term objected to. We believe 
her to be a cross-bred Skye and Scotch, and used the word as 
expressive of ow meaning, and not as a reproach.] 

The A. K. R. pedigree registration fee is 50 cents, 

THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL FUND. 

Hditov Forest and Stream: 
The Lincoln Fund— 

Amounts previously acknowledged..........-$550 
Ri Go Ws Livinestonew cia bey seis eae 25 
Doh gehye ll Sell Kgs Pageant eters Ge eee eres ees 25 

PavAl TO GATE Ga. cise sus Soe a aes tees eager $600 
ELLIOT SMITH. 

JAN. 10, 1885. 

The A. K. R, pedigree registration fee is 50 cents. 

THE NEW HAVEN KENNEL CLUB are getting ready for 
their spring show, and promise to give even a better one than 
last year, the managers haying had more experience in the 
business. They have the promise of a great many noted dogs 
of all breeds, and if the promises are kept there will be the 
hottest classes in cockers, setters, pointers, as well as others, 
ever shown in this country. The club intend if possible to 
haye the best list of judges that have ever had the misfortune 
to be made targets of by the usual “kickers.” The managers 
will do their best to have all classes judged the first day, and 
thus giye the exhibitors a chance to show their dogs while 
fresh. Woodcock, partridge and quail have either been killed 
or have left, so the boys now gather around the stove and kill 
more birds in one evening than an army of shooters could in 
amonth. Bub then you Know thatthe ‘‘boys” must kill birds, 
even if they have to do it with the tongue; and it is remark- 
able how good a dog each man has, now that the snow is so 
deep that they are not afraid to be challenged to a match, but 
aman who does not think his own crow the blackest is not 
good for muchnowadays. A great nany new dogs have been 
purchased by New Haven parties this last year, all future 
first prize winners of course. Wehaveall got the fever bad, 
but will probably recover very fast after our first exhibit, 
when we get thesame luck and advice that I had with my 
first exhibits. My bitch was quietly passed oyer at the W. 
K. GC. show, and when feeling rather down inthe mouth I 
was stopped in my walk by the genial Charley Lincoln, who 
smiled at my crestfallen appearance. and remarked, ‘‘Don’t 
be discouraged, my boy, there’s a lot more in the same box, 
but who have been atit for years and have not won yet. 
There’s lots of time yet. Keep atit;” and I have, with good 
success. So I give the same advice to those who ‘‘get left.”— 
ROSECRAFT, 

The A. K. Ki. pedigree registration fee is 50 cents. 

TORONTO DOG SHOW ASSOCIATION.—At the annual 
meeting of the Toronto Dog Show Association last Friday, the 
following officers were elected forthe ensuing year: President, 
His Honor, L. G. Robinson; Vice-Presidents, Hon. G. W. Allan 
and Major Boswell; Directors, R. 8. Cassels, Major Draper, 
H. C. Hammond, W. Grindlay, C. H. Oooderham, Jas. BE. Mil- 
lett, Ald, Mitchell, Ald. Maughan, W. S. Lee, H. Pellatt, C. 
Robinson, Q. C., Dr, Ross, Sr.; Committee, A. G. C. Bates, R. 
W. Boyle, C. G. Harston, J. Henderson, J. F. Kirk, A. H, Mal- 
loch, C, W. Postlethwaite, C. E. Robinson, R. Tinning, Jr., 
Jno, Wilson, A. Wyness, J. Young. Messrs. Massey and Jack- 
son were reélected treasurer and secretary. The date for the 
bench show was fixed at May 13 to 15. The committee will 
meet every Monday afternoon until the show. 

The A, K, R. pedigree registration fee is 50 cents. 

A MASTIFF CLUB,—Clinton, Mass., Jan. 9.—Hditor Forest, 
and Stream; Noticing in your last issue an article relating to 
the formation of a mastiff club, permit me to say that Tam 
heartily in favor of such an organization. Some time ago] ~ 
wrote to a gentleman prominent among mastiff men, suggest- 
ing such a club. I could arouse no enthusiasm, howeyer, and. 
so let the matter drop. Iam glad ta see that some one else 
is interested now, and consider me as one of his supporters in 
anything leading to the improvement and popularity of the 
English mastiff, If such an organization is formed and [ am 
permitted to be a member, I have several little points to 
bring up, which I think will interest all hands and make our 
fey ontes take a step forward at the bench shows.—CHAs, H, 
HAW. 

The A, K, R, pedigree registration fee is 50 cents, 

’ 
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THE NEW YORK FANCIERS CLUB'S SHOW.—The 
third annual show of the New York Fanciers Club, to be held 
at Madison Square Garden Feb. 4 to 11, provides eighteen 
classes for dogs, as follows: Champion pug dogs, certiticate ; 
bitches the same. Open, dogs, $10, $5 and certificate; bitches 
the same. Puppies, $8, $4 and certificate, Yorkshire terriers, 
doss or bitches, $10, $5 and certificate; under 5lbs. the same; 
bull-terriers under 10lbs., King Charles spaniels (black and 
tan), Blenheim or Japanese spaniels, other toy spaniels, Ital- 
ian greyhounds, poodles, Skye terriers, Irish or Dandie Din- 
mont terriers, trick dogs and cross bred dogs not exceeding 
16lbs., black and tan and smooth-coated terriers not excevd- 
ing $lbs., and litters of puppies, the same. In addition to the 
recular prizes there will be a number of special prizes given. 
The dogs will be benched in the large hall at the Madison 
avenue end of the garden. Entries close Jan. 3]. Chas. R, 
Harker, secretary, 62 Cortlandt street, New York. 

The A. K. R, pedigree registration fee is 50 cents, 

GLADSTONE'S BOY.-In describing the heat between Lillian 
and Gladstone’s Boy inthe All-Aged Stake of the Southern 
Field Trials, our reporter inadvertently stated that the Boy 
wou first in the National Derby. As may be seen by the record 
jn ForEst AnD STREAM of Dec. 25, Sportsman won first and 
Gladstone’s Boy second. 

The A. K, R, pedigree registration fee is 50 cents. 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW.—Special to Forest and 
Stream: Mr. Lb, F. Whitman, assistant to Charles Lincoln at 
the Chicago dog shows of 1855 and 1884, has been appointed 
superintendent of the World’s Exposition bench show, which 
will open Feb. 15. Hmntries close Feb, 5.—Geo. T. JoHNSoN, 
Supt. 

The A. Kk. R. pedigree regisiration fee ts 50 cents, 

BASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.—The annual mecting 
of the Eastern Field Trials Club for the choice of officers for 
the ensuing year will be held at the St. James Hotel, cor- 
ner Broadway and twenty-sixth street, New York, on Thurs- 
day evening, Jan. 22, at8 P.M. <A full attendance is desired. 

The A. K, R. pedigree registration fee ts 50 cents. 

GLADSTONE, RUE, and other field trial winners are in- 
cluded in the series of canine portraits for sale at this offee at 
25 cents each, or the set of 24 for $3. 

The A, K. R. pedigree registration fee is 50 cents. 

“AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER.”—The second yolume 
of the A,K.R. isnow ready, boundin cloth, price $2. Vols. 
IT, and II, bound together, $3.50. 

The A, K. R. pedigree registration fee ts 50 cents, 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed _ buyer or seller, 
3, Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire, 
4, Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10. Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on oné side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

[— See instructions at head of this column, 
Obie. By <A. W. Griffiths, New Market, N. H., for black cocker 

spaniel dog, whelped Aug. 19, 1884, by champion Obo IL (A.K.R. 432) 
out of Rube (A.K,.R. 734) 
Bang. By John A. Bush, Flatlands, L. 1., for pointer dog, whelped 

Sept. 18. 1684, by Mateh (A.K.R. 210) out of Belle (Plake—Lilly). 
Bessie T. I. By H. J. Sawyer and T.S. Conlin, Shelburne Falls, 

Mass.. for black, white and tan English setter hitch, whelped Noy 2, 
ae by Don Gladstone (Gladstone—Juno) out of Bessie T. (Gladstone 
—HFiny). 

Wing. By Irving L. Atwood, Waterbury, Conn., for black and | 
white pointer dog, whelped Sept. 22, 1884, by Sensation’s Son (Sensa- 
tion—Flirt) out of Zoe (A.K.R. 1444). 

Flip, By W.L. Crouch, Thomaston, Conn., for liver and white 
pointer dog, whelped Sept. 22, 1884, by Seusation’s Son (Sensation— 
Flirt) out of Zoe (A.K.R. 1444). 
Fanny. By Wm. H. Stevens, Plymouth, Conn., for lemon and 

white pointer bitch. whelped Sept. 22, 1884, by Sensation’s Son (Sen- 
sation—Plirt) owt of Zoe (A.K.R. 1444). 
Jachin and Boaz. By HE, M. Crouch, Thomaston. Conn., for white 

and lemon and white pointer dogs, whelped Sept 22, 1884, by Sensa- 
tion’s Son ( sensation — Flirt) out of Zoe (A.K,R. 1444). 
Noreen IV. By W. Hoyt, Cleveland, O., for red Irish setter biteh, 

whelped Sept. 28, 1884, hy champion Hlcho (A.K.R. 295) out of cham- 
pion Noreen (A.K.R. 297). 

Gladstone’s Lad. By H. ¥. Amsden, Boston, Mass., for white, 
piace aun tan English setter dog, whelped July 18, 1884 (Gladstone— 
onna J.). 
Young Royal Prince and Scarlet Princess. By J.W. Newman. 

Boston, Mass., for white bull-terrier dog and bitch, whelped Feb. 26, 
1884 (Young Roya!—scarlet IL.), 

BRED. 

== See instructions at head ef this column. 
Girl—Jimmie, The Knickerbocker Kennels’ (Jersey City, N. J.) 
outer Kh Girl (A.K.R. 697) to Louis Livesey’s Jimmie (A.K.R. 1589), 
Be. 25, ; d 
Cowntess—Hero IT, E. H, Moore’s (Melrose, Mass.) mastiff biteh 

Countess (Turk—Jule) to the Ashmont Kennels’ Hero II. (A. K.R. 545), 
Dec, 24, 1884. 
fyda Belle—Nimrod. EK. A. Sarkey's (Brattleboro, Vt.) red Irish 

setter bitch Lyda Belle (A.K.R. 626) 1a the Ashmont Kennels’ cham- 
pion Nimrod \A.K.R. 631), Dec. 30, 1884. 
Floss—Tug. Sans Souci Kennels’ (Philadelphia, Pa.) white and 

lemon English setter bitch Floss (A.K.R. 1816) to Wm. Yewdell’s Tug 
(Thunder Peg), Noy. 22, 1884. 
Scarlet Princess—Youn g Royal Prince. J.W. Newman's (Boston, 

Mass.) white bull-terrier bitch Scarlet Princess (Young Royal—Scarlet, 
ens his Young Royal Prince (Young Royal--Searlet I1.), Nov. 10, 

WHELPS. 
=~ See instructions at head of this column, 
Lilly. Ward & Eveletto’s (Boston, Mass.) English setter bitch Lilly 

(Carlowitz—Princess Nelly), Dec. 2, 1884, six (two dogs), by their Tem 
pest (Pontiac—Fairy IT.). 
Rend. The Riverview Kennels’ (Clinton, Mass.) mastiff bitch Rena 

(A KR, 262), Dec. 31, 1884, five (two dogs), by Hero Il. (A.K.R. 545); all 
since dead. 
Delph Viva, The Riverview Kennels’ (Clinton, Mass.) mastiff bitch 

Delpii Viva (A.K.R. 1482), Dee. 31, 1884, five (three dogs), by Hero IT. 
(A. E.R. 545); two dogs since dead. 
loss, U, A, R. Dimon’s (Lowell, Mass.) English setter bitch Floss, 

eight (four dogs), by Dash Ill, : 
Lilie Langtry. Thos, W. Mills's (Montreal, Can.) bull bitch Lillie 

Langtry (Jack—Venus), Jan, 9, four (all dogs), by his Guillermo 
(AVK.R. G71); all white, with brindle = arkings. : 
Scarlet Princess. J.W, Newman’s (Boston, Mass.) white bull-terrier 

bitch Searlet Princess Ponte Boval scarlet Il.), Jan, 12, two bitches, 
by bis Young Royal Prince (Young Royal—Scarlet I1,). 

SALES, 
(=~ See instructions at head of this column. 
Obie. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Aug, 19, 1884 (champion 

Obo I1., A.K.R, 432—Rube, A.K.R. 784), by Samuel H. Greene, New 
Market, N. H., to A. W. Griffiths, same place. 4 
Benedict's Boy (A.K.R. 180)—Lady Bub (A. K.R, 998) whelps. Cocker 

spaniels, whelped Oct, 1884, by Herman F, Schellhass, Brooklyn, N, 

Y., a black dog to James Queen, a black dog to F. J, Oakes. a black | Springfield muskets: Cavalry team used carbines and muskets; Citi- 
dog to F. J, Washburn, a liver dog to Fred. Bollett and a black bitch 
to G, O. Tracy, sims place; a Jiver doz to F.S, Jordan, New York, 
and a black biteh to Geo, Martin, Washington, D. C. : 
Mainsprtng—Chie whelps Liver and white pointers, age and sex 

not given, by the Field Trial Kennels, Charlottesville, Va., one to F. 
R. Hitchcock, New York, and one to D, Beaumont. West Chester, Pa. 
Gladstone—Donna J, whelp. Blue belton English setter dog, 

whelped July 18, 1884, by D, C, Jones, Memphis, Tenn., to H. ¥, Ams- 
den, Boston, Mass, 
Dash ITl—Floss whelp, Wnglish setter, sex, color and age not 

given, by C. A.R. Dimon, Lowell, Mass., to HB. P. Cutter, Boston, 
Mags. 
Yolunde. Mastift bitch, whelped July 28, 1884 (Hero IT., A.K.R, 545 

—Madge, A.K.R. 548), by the Ashmont Kennels, Boston, Mass., to Dr. 
H. T. Groesbeck, Cincinnati, O. 

Kent. Mastiff dog, whelped July 28, 1584 (Hero Ii., A.K.R. 545— 
Madge, A,K.R. 548), by the Ashmont Kennels, Boston, Mass.,to Dr. H. 
T. Groesbeck, Cincinnati, O. 
Braun, Mastiff dog, whelped July 28, 1884 (Hero II., A.K.R. 545— 

Madge, A_K.R, 548), by the Ashmont Kennels, Boston, Mass. , to Walter 
St. John Jones, Cincinnati, O. 
Jack—Spotier whelps. Black and tan collies, whelped Noy. 1, 1884, 

by Sans Souci Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa., a dog and bitch to Dr, 
RY Johnson, Kintersyille, Pa,, and a dog to S. B. Dod, Hoboken, 

Flip. Liyer and white eporer dog, whelped Sept. 22, 1884 (Sensa- 
tion’s Son—Zoe), by H. M, Crouch, Thomaston, Conn., to W. L. Crouch, 
same place. 

Wing. Black and white pointer dog, whelped Sept. 22, 1884 (Sensa- 
tion’s Sou—Zioe), by EH. M. Crouch, Thomaston, Conn., to Irving L, At- 
wood, Waterbury, Conn. 
Fanny. Lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped Sept. 22, 1884 

Sensation’s Son—Zoe), by B. M. Crouch, Thomaston, Conn., io Wm. 
H. Steyens, Plymouth, Cotn. 
Sensation’s Son—Zoe whelp, Lemon and waite pointer dog,whelped 

Sept. 22, 1884, by E. M. Crouch, Thomaston, Conn., to J. B. Blakes- 
lee, Watertown, Conn. 
Rena, Imported Newfoundland bitch, by C, HE. Lewis, Suspension 

Bridge, N. Y., to the St. Bernard Kennel, Clifton, Staten Island, N. Y. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

ts" See instructions at head of this ealummn. 
Bertha. Smooth-coated St, Bernard biteh (A.K.R. 486), by Hon. 

BHugene Stevenson, Paterson, N. J., to Millbrook Kennels, New York. 

DEATHS. 

hs" See instructions at head of this column. 
Good Princess. Black, white aud tan English setter biteh (A.K.R, 

820), owned by Wm. H. Child, Germantown, Pa., Jan, 9, from dis- 
temper. 

The A, K, Rs pedigree registration fee is 50 cents. y Y i 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

be" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

C, B. M_, Madison, Georgia.—A young setter pup nine months old 
large for his age and stillgrowing, appetite good, seems to be afflicted 
in small of back, when lying down he gets near the walland lies upon 
his back, in which position he appears comfortable. Can only stand 
short hunts, after a long hunt next day appears to be in great pain. 
Ans. It looks as though your dog had some spinal trouble, probably 
congestion of the cord on membranes, the result of cold or injury. 
Get a “‘fiy-blister’’ (Hmplastrun: cantharidis) two inches square, and 
apply to spinal column at the small of the back, having first shaved 
the hair from the skin over a spot three inches sqnare. Tie or band- 
age the blister on and let it remain for six or eight hours, until a blis- 
ter has formed, This may be punctured and the surface dressed 
with vaseline. If the trouble is muscular rheumatism the same 
treatment is recommended. 

J. W.38., Liberty, R. 1.—A hound pup about six months old. There 
are many small spots, like blisters, with matter in them, on theunder 
side of his body and the skin isa bluish purple. On the head the 
skin swelled in wrinkles and now bas broken and there is a bloody 
matter in them. He has a bad smell about him. When he was about 
three months old I put some old mustard stalks in for his bed. Do 
you think that is what is the matter with him or has the dog distem- 
er? There were no mustard seeds on the stalks, I haye been giving 

him burnt oyster shells in his food and occasionally sulphur. Ans. 
Wash your dog carefully with sulphur soap or carbolic soap and 
having dried the surface rub gently with vaseline. Do this once or 
twice daily. Your dog has probably poisoned his head and belly. 

Worms tn Does.—One dose a cure, ‘‘Rhiwlas. Bala, North Wales, 
Sept. 21, 1874. I gave a Naldire’s Powder to a collie on Saturday last, 
and in ten minutes he evacuated a tapeworm 80 yards 2 teet in length. 
I consider the powder effectual.—R. Lioyp Prics.” Naldire’s Worm 
Powders, the great British remedy, are sold by McKesson & Robbins, 
91 Fulton street, New York. Price $1.00. Manufacturers: Wright & 
Holdsworth, 83 Spur street, London, Hnugland,—aAdv. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

THE REVOLVER DISCUSSION. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I wish to brieHy state my views in regard to revolvers and their 

ammunition, haying seen the subject bought up in recent issues of 
your much-appreciated paper. Your correspondent ‘'Thirty-Two 
Short” has, in my estimation, a goodidea of how a revolver should be 
made as rerards shape. for as I widerstand him, he wishes an arm 
with a square handle similar to a Colt’s Army .45, but I do not see 
why it should have a slide ejectar, for all of us know the superiority 
ot the Smith & Wesson system of ejecting exploded shells. aud I have 
never found the new style of Smith & Wesson's underjomnt to become 
shaky, as was the case in their old mode] with the top hinge. The 
accuracy of Smith & Wesson’s arms is so well known, thatl deem 
it unnecessary for me to say anything on that subject. 

As regards weight, I think the pistol should, if a thirty-two, weigh 
one and one-half pounds. Iam an advocate of the rim-fire caruridge 
for small calibers, as I have had a different experience in regard to 
them than our friend ‘Center Fire,’ I have used a number of 
thirty-two R. F. cartridges in the old style Smith & Wesson revolver, 
and haye found those of the U. M. C. and Winchester factories to gi ve 
good results, the per cent. of miss fires being too smal! to calculate 
(possibly two defective cartridges in 510). I have fired the long and 
short .82 cartridges from a Smith & Wesson revolver (6-shooter, 
§-inch barrel) at twelve paces into a piece of yellow pine scantling, 
and found the short cartridge gaye from one-quarter co three-eighths 
of an inch better penetration. I hope some reliable fire-arms manu- 
facturing firm may be induced to manufacture a good serviceable 
target revolver. Nayy Sr. 
Battimore, Jan. 77, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Seeing the remarks on revolvers, I thought I would put my say in. 

“Center Fire” says that rim-fire cartridges missfire. I have shob a 
great many thousand, but never had a Winchester rim-fire cartridge 
miss; but can’t say the same of the U. M. C. shells. If ‘Center Wire” 
will try them he will find this out. My idea of a revolver is a pistol of 
the size of the Smith & Wesson .82, made to use the .22 long cartridge 
and we would get good results, 
Ihave usea all makes of revolvers, but never found but one, the 

Standard .22 and manufactured by J. M. Marline, that was good for 
fine SHOOHRE, ft shot just where 1 held it. 

The trouble with revolver cartridges is that the bullet is in all cases 
too heavy for the powder. If this was remedied we would not have 
so much shooting oyer, Iam a great lover of the .22-cal. both for re- 
volver and rifle, as it is eheap and I can have just as much sport with 
a.e2aslcan witha 45cal, Besides thereis less danger and more 
skill required, and not so much danger. I shall probably write to 
more length on this subject when J have more time. .22-LiONG. 
MiInyEAPOLIS, Jan. 5. 

A CHRISTMAS MILITARY SHOO'T.—Fort Bidwell, Dec, 27,—It 
may prove interestin 1 to some of your readers, inasmuch ag it shows 
what troops in the field actually do; how much suceessfil game shots 
score af the target; and also bow the genuine thoroughbred “Lo” 
cont en ge in marksmansbip with his white brother. The contest was 
for $76 first prize, $25 second. Any team of 6, 10 shots per man, U. 
5. military regulation target, open sights, any weight trigger, hair or 
set triggers not excepted, 2u0y ds, off hand, No entrance fee. The 
match was shot over the military range, the weather being very un- 
favorable for good scores, A hard wind blew from fhe south while 
the first teams were shooting, succeeded by a pe RE aNe. rain storm, 
during which the remainder of the teams shot, fantiry team used. 

zens teams used sporting rifles, Winchester .45-75 and Marlin .45-/0, 
Indians used Springfield muskets, one Spencer and one Winchester 
45-60 

Piute Indian Team. Co, FP, 8th Infantry Team. 
George........, B034444444 — 34 Maj Burt....... 433444455440 
Petey une hone 8333434843—33 Corp Stewart ..5344435434— 39 
Noiipies. eyo 48023 14222—24 Pyt Cowsen. ., 8428343844—33 
Witchile Bett §493483454—86- Pyt Lowe. ....,4044844444—95 
AOE a. ety ee 8433584883—34 Pyt Myles...... 8484483445 —37 
Mel irs tyere geome 2032220023 —19—180 Pvt Strefeler. , .4484454434—40_— 224 

Troop ©, 2d Cavalry Team. First Citizen Team. 
Lt Huntington 344034434435 Lowell....,....4448354445—40 
Corp Pord.....- 239548534488 Ha eee 4444 5ddd44— 47 
Pvt Bramer .-. 654424242335 Buchen ....... 4333434433—34 
Pvt Riley........ 3139344544 —37 Neasham....... 5544443454 —4]1 
Pvt O’Brien... 3404433333—30 Rinn.. ., ......,.2838448344—33 
Pyt Foley....... 834544544549 915 Buchanan,. ...3284444442—34 999 

Second Citizin Team, 
Brow esa recat 845344443488 Anderson..... .4334544333—36 
Herrington.......... 344333434435 Poindexter... . 4844444444 —39 
Bachelder.... ...... 8443443043—82 Sites,. ........, 2444445. Sie ea orig 

TE. 
SPRINGFIELD, O., Jan. 1.—The rifle match held to-day between 

the Springfield and Cincinnati teams to decide the rifle cham- 
pionship of the State resulted in the Cincinnati Club wiuning by 25 
points, The match was for $50 a side, 200yds. range, at a Massa- 
chusetts target. Neither club shot up to its best average, through 
neryousness or some other cause, The match took place at 4 fine 
rifle Yange in Perkins’s Woods. The day was an ideal day for shoot- 
ing as far as the weather was concerned. The sun was not shinin, 
to dazzle the eyes of the shooters, but the light was sufficiently brigh 
for aiming purposes The total score of the Cincinnati team was 
1,445 and that of the Springfield team 1,420. The clubs are now even, 
the Springfield team having defeated the Cincinnati team last-winter, 
A return match will be held at Cincinnati in the spring. The pros- 
pect of the recently formed union of Western clubs is very flattering. 
The union is very much on the basis of the baseball league, with a $6 
fee from each club, There is to be a six-day shoot at Indianapolis in 
July, open to members of the united clubs only. 

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. ¥,, Jan, 5.—The Saratoga Rifle Club, had 
two shoots last week, on New Year's day and Saturday Jan. 8. Wind 
and light were both good. Massachusetts target was used and the 
distance was 200yds., off-hand The following are the highest scores 
of each competitor for the week: 
TIL FHODMS Ce ass Slee nee nie eh hele 11 11 11 10 12 12 10 9 12 12110 
W BGage, 22.2.0... 5... eee eee ee le 8 11 11 11 1010 12 42 12—109 
As CREA TILL Geese os sere see tee) eee ae eee 12 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 = 9-108 
Sie! Wells etit 2005 Cenacle seamen \oassas 1211111011 11 91110 9—105 
Ash Mitehell: ©: "oy. 25 ance ee Seen 812 9121011 9 10 10 17—112 
ALOT RIGH ete + S554 Habe Hes Les 10 911 9 91010 9 11 11— 99 
He ASW Nita: seas ta psec yceserett ten 101010 91110 9 912 9 99 
Re COREY. can to en eine oa A011 7101010 9 11 10 10— 98 
RV Stevensy 52.22 ebsites fone wp2 8 FINI 9 9 9 dd Te oF 
HL Waterbury .......6.:.5:e24720r8a8 10 7 8°59 6 § 73212 8— 56 

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 8.—There was considerable life at the butts 
to-day at the final shoot of the year. Company ©, Second Artillery 
Regiment, or, as it is better and more popularly known, the Gatling 
Battery, held its;monthly medal shoot at Shell Mound Park, on which 
occasion the best scores made were as follows: First class-- Lieu- 
tenant J. P. Warren, 200yds., 45; 500yds., 44; total. 69. Serzeant 
Adams, 200yds., 40; 500yds,, 30; total, 78. Sergeant Seaman, 200yds., 
39; 500yds,, 33; total, 77. Second class—Private Martin, 200yds., 38; 
500yds,, 36; total. 74. Third class—Private Powers, 200yds., 89. Private 
Aveher, 20byds. , a¢. On the same day above mentioned, Company Q, 
of the Second Artillery Regiment, favorably known and composed of 
the former members of the San Francisco Fusiliers, also had its 
monthly shoot. The bitter cold and accompanying heavy northwest 
wind tnilitated so much against the shooters that no better scores 
than the following weremade. Wirst class—C. Friedbach, 200yds., 25; 
500yvds., 28; total, 53. Second class—I. Koch, 200yds., 21; 500yds., 21; 
total, 42. Third class—Charles Baxton, 200yds., 26. Cummings and 
Perks, pitted against Klein and Carson, shot a 100-shot match at 
200;vds., and for the same reasons given above, did not come up to 
their average in the following scores; ; 
Opin mings: Ges sales oprah oes 42 45 47 45 45 88 44 45 45 48—4d1 
Perkins Deicke pees, pecenideee sees 44 45 dd 42 44 48 42 43 35 22—495—S69 
TK GUUS 3 s,m aps siecle ticle 8a es on ae 44 44 44 45 45 43 41 48 dd dd—487 
OaERoID pases. 8 niet Es on pp teee ees 43°45 46 46 45 48 48 41 di 86—826—763 

Charles and Smith Carr and Hovey had a three-sided mateh at 
200yds., 50shois each, Charles Carr winniug and the scores being: 
Charles Carr....43 44 44 d4 45-220 Hovey..... s... 43 44 43 45 41 —216 
Smith Carr..... 39 d4 43 48 40—209 
WORCESTER, Mass , Jan, 8.—The Massachusetts target was used 

at the weekly meet at Pine Grove Range to-day. Strings of 10 with a 
possible 120 were shot, resulting as follows: 
CUA+AT er: BE ee eee er in ateee 8 11 11 10 10 12 11 12 11 11-107 
SIBUntOn Se eg yee a sees eee: 111112 911 9101211 9—105 
MGriitlers er ere un ee eee eek 8114111 7 12 10 11 11 12-104 
ASEH RICBRS Mc recli oh elie ictee ee eth | 11 7 B11 11 1% 910 8 12 99 
A Williams........... ey OGRE eee 1111 9 9 $101012 8 9— 94 
Arthur Mills....,.- eo eee ee 71010 6 91112 8 & 9— M0 

GARDNER, Mass., Jan. 7.—There was nota large number present 
at the regular meet to-day of the Gardner Rifle Club at Hackmatack 
Range. The American decimal target was used, distance 200yds., 
shooting off-hand, with a possible score of 100. The result was as 
follows: G. F. Ellsworth 89, A. Mathews 83, M. Atherton 86, I, N, 
Dodge 82, Fred Parker 79. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor ws with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
TH BKEL for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest, 

was good. The detailed results in the challenge match, as well asin 
the regular contests, are appended: ‘ 

Challenge Match, 
Capt Garey... ...., 222.2200, Pipi aee 17 911 22191216 9 16 24—145 
CM Gueth,. 0.2.2, = (Custis Sere ae 0 22 9201215 9 10 12 14—128 

Ring Target Match. 
COVE GGL OMe se pes fees ote 181718 9 18 21 18 24 24 12—1'79 
Cai AIG Vpn eet tiers oe ane 22 17 22:19 12 22 19 0 22 21—175 
GariWaltertise west Mars Code Coes 19 2020 019 16:5 0 19 22100 
SELES Sabiyleybye eee nay © eed ep aera 1718 920 9 25 1417 18 11—158 
IN’ W OOODARY je .c se beg ge ol ee eyes eGlee = 2417 121415 01824 9 9-148 
Ba Bammer. i.2.0s7 2h.) iadiuie eee 2515 20171019 017 9 10—142 
DI SATIEN yoy guise dees yc che pe yey nee 911 16 2019 281117 0 19—185 
GUM MS ket Cl eel Nictateliererdu: he sean tae tees 14 0 0 9 1019 19 10 17 24—122 

Man Target. 
EB Bennett,..... 19 18 16 16 18—85 fF Allen,........ 14101117 8—60 
OM Gneth...... 19 11 2015 10—75 EJ Bauer...... li 2 2 13 5-41 
Uapt Garney._,.20 10 14 14 16-74 : 

BOSTON, Jan, 10,—The attendance at Walnut Hill to-day was very 
slim, the intense cold keeping many riflemen away. A strong north- 
west wind prevailed since, and poor scores were the result. The 
SCOres: , 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
CE Berry...........4453554544-438- P CO Willard........ 4345353434—B6 
CU Parker... ..... 44444ddddd 40 DO Ball ............ 347193433485 

Seat ae kie 7 710 5 810 710 9-8 W Berry :..... SES EP OO PECRA me aUOn fp 
S wilder. TE Ne CEs PRN erg 8 9 51010 8 510 9 88a 
S VATamawe ee EePee Eon cease 910 5 8 5 8 910 8 9-85 
GL Moody 2c oan eer e RUSE Gare 589719 7 9 710 %% 
BG Warven.....,-...++++-- ease 6 51010 8 8 9 9 8 6-7 
A.C alta ae wn Ee enw ecreae 8 810969 89 9 6% 
an MS open ke Mee Cee ee 8% 5 9 7 8 8 810 BR 
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. ¥,, Jan. 12.—The Saratoga Rifle Club 

held their two regular shoots last week, on Wednesday and Saturday. 
The attendance was better than usual, owing doubtless to its being 
the last week of the first of two tournaments we are haying, On 
Wednesday the wind was fair, but the light bad, On Saturday 
things were reversed, the light being excellent with a aa blowing, 
The Massachusetts target was used, distance 200yds,, -hand. The 
following are the highest scores of each competitor for the week: 
AIS eee Pine ial) etel ie tchalat oa 12 11 11 10 17 1 19 11 12 10-110 
SANG RED Soph otiee oh enee eae otertiel ..11 11:10 12:10 17 12:11 11 10- 108 
Niels Git Boece Lone see aA 12 10 10 11 10 10 141 12 11 11—108 
Wea lGrai Cen ors st Ere east sale . 12 8 10 12 12 12,10 10 10 10—106 
AC Rich seu (1210712 911 121212 9-106 

10 914 9 B11 10 12 19 12-105 
.10 10 11 12.10 9 10 8 11 10103 
10 14 910 11 11:10 9 1010-101 
42610 1 19 9 1040 B98 

oe Pio B80 3 B10 
oon 

sete erereeeeh 

FA White... 
A Mitchell....... 
fate Genus. Rube 

a 
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MELROSE RIFLE CLUB.—The four weekly contests at Melrose, 
‘Mass., RifleClub for the handsome silver tankard ended on Jan. 8, 
Me. Wielding seared a fortnight azo 219 out of a possible 220, and has 
not contested for it since, as none of the riflemen succeeded in tying 
his. score. Mr. Shaw, of the Highlands, came very near with the ad- 
mirable 218 and Mr. Marshall with an excellent 216. Mr, Fielding feels 
proud in having won the beautiful a and will treasure it as 
@ souvenir indeéd, especially when sipping therefrom a little of that 
good old mulberry tea, 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club seores ure particularly ve - 
Quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

NATIONAL TRAP-SHOOTERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

A CIRCULAR has been issued giving the details of the proposed 
National Association. The prospectus says: 

Por some yéars the question o organizing a National Association 
among the shooting fraternity has been extensively agitated. The 
main objects to be attained thereby are; first, the adoption of a na- 
tional code of shooting rules, whether for live birds, clay-pigeons, 
glass balls or whatnot; and secondly, the organization in different 
cities of interstate and international tournaments. The advantages 
of having such an association with such objects are manifest. Two 
questions have arisen in this connection: first, how best to effect the 
oreanization; and secondly, how to keep the Association alive when 
once organized. Many plans haye been suggested; some tried and 
discarded. A number of reliable ‘‘workers,’’ such as J, M, Barbour, 
of Louisville, Ky., J. B. Bloom, of Cincinnati, O,, John Whetstone, of 
Cincinnati, O., have resolved to attempt a plan which they think will 
auswer these queries satisfactorily, and which should actively inter- 
est every trap-sbooter, eet sportsman's paper, and every dealer in 
guns, ammunition, ete.; infact every interest in any way connected 
with the en. 

This plan is briefly outlined as follows: To incorporate a stock 
company undér the laws of the State of Kentucky (where there is no 
liability beyond the amount originally subscribed), whose name shall 
be The National Trap-Shooters’ Association.”’ The capital stock to 
he $1,000, $2,500 or $5,000, tepending on number of subscribers, divided 
into shares of $5 each. The objects of the Association shall be: 
First—To adopt national standard of rules for live pigeon, clay- 

pigeon, glass-ball shooting, ete. 
ce ees) organize annually an international shooting tourna- 

mant. 
Third—To organize annually two or more interstate tonrnaments. 
Fourth—To organize proprietary gun clubs in various cities, the 

principal one to be located with the main office of the Association. 
Fifth—To publish an annual report, giving list of members, rules, 

reports of the years, principal shooting events, etc., announcements 
fur the future, etc. 
The affairs of the company shall be managed by a board of five 

directors, elected annually by the shareholders, and who shall serve 
without salary, and who shall have full power to appoint an execu- 
ilve commiitee and salaried officers to carry out the objects of the 
company; though no such salaries shall be taken from the above 
capital, which can only be used for other and necessary expenses 
ineurred in carrying out the objects of the company, 
Any reputable citizen can become an aotive member of the Associ- 

fition (subject to the vote of the Hxecutive Committee); initiation fee 
5, annual dues $1. Any one subscribing to an orginal share of the 

company, viz. $5, need not pay any initiation fee to become a mem- 
bers he becomes an active member by paying $1 annually, though he 
dovs notlose his stock by failing to pay his annual dues, in which 
event he becomes an inactive stockholder merely. 
Whien the original shares are all subscribed the initiation fee of $5, 

required from subsequent subscribers, is forfeited when the annual 
dues are net paid. 
The board of directors, by unanimous vote, can confer honorary 

life membersbip upon any one. 
Every individuai holder of five shares ($25) of stock shall be a life 

member of the Association, free from all further dues. 
Lifs members and active members of the Association and invited 

guests only shall be allowed to compete at its tournaments. 
Life members and active members of the Association shaJl be al- 

lowed all the priviliges of the members of the proprietary gun clubs 
(established by the Association) on the grounds and club rooms of the 
latter. (Thatis, if a member from Louisville, etc., visits New York, 
he would receive the hospitality of the club there, use of grounds. 
club rooms, ete.). - 
The officers of the Association shall be: A President, three First 

Vice-Presidents and Second Vice-Presidents, one for each State and 
Yerritory in the United States, al-o a Treasurer and Secretary. 
Subscriptions will be received by either of the above named parties. 

The subseription books will be opened Feb. 10, 1885, at 8 P, M., at No. 
19st. Charles street, New Orleans, La., and remain open there until 
Feb. 17, after which date, subsuriptions can be sent to the main office 
pro tem., in care of J. E, Bloom. Box 1,292, Cincinnati, O. 

Ten per cent. or fif:y cents a share shall be made payable at the 
time of subseribi-g, the balance being payable in monthly instalments 
of $1 per share, or where more than one share is subscribed in 
mouthly installments of 10 per cent. until paid in full. 

This project is ¢onfidently presented to the shuoting world, with 
the as urance that the SbIECS will thus be practically attained, and 
that the subscriptions will prove a good investment; for the reason 
that all net profits made at the various tournaments will be divided 
aunually (about January), among the subscribers or shareholders of 
the Association. 

didilor Forest and Stream: 
The incorpor ition of the above Association, outlined in the last issue, 

seems to meet the approval of many sportsmen, The following, 
among other letters, has been read: 

SPRISGEIELD, O., Jan. 8, 1885. 
The circular at hand and contents carefully noted. It meets my 

full approval. Iam quite enthusiastic about seeing such a scheme 
in vogue. Last year I formed what we called our Oentral Ohio Shoot- 
ing Assnciation and we held monthly snoots at Kenton, Bellefontaine, 
Greenville. Urbana and Springfield; we always had a good attend- 
ance, We charged $3 admission, and at any shoot we allowed a 
shooter the privilege of becoming a member by payment in advance 
of action of association. We charged five cents each for live birds. 
We always made a nice little profit from each tournament. The 
original twenty in the scheme, haye seen their stock double—that is 
to say one $2 share worth $4—and are only in our first year. We 
charge $1 yearly dues, always payable in advance, and before a 
shooier is allowed any privilege in the tournament. Go on with the 
scheme, it will receive the support of our boys. 

L, E, Russeu, M. D., Pres. Central Ohio Shooting Association. 
Tt is hoped that every club will send us the name of an active 

“worker” to add to the committee list, by mail or by telegraph, so as 
to reach me before Jan. 20, to enable us to publish same on programme 
of the New Orleans tournament, where final action will be taken. 

For the Committee, J, E. Broon. 

TRAP AND FIELD SHOOTING. 

Editor Forest ond Stream: 
il claim that after one season of practice at the trap for a new be- 

pinier, further practice is a hindrance rather than an advantage to 
become a go0d wing-shot in the brush. I haye come to this conclu- 
sioh from My own experience, and from what I have seen in others. 
iclaimif aman isa fair wing-shot in the brush, he is not benefited 
by shooting during the summer months once or twice a week at clay- 
pigeons or glass balls, The two best wing-shots [ know of in this 
country ave men under fifty years old, andI never heard of their 
shooting at the trap; while one of the v, ry best men at the trap that 
Tam acquainted with in this vicinity told me recently he had not 
idlleéd a bird this season, and [ know he has been out hunting several 
times, and those who hunt with him say he misses the easiest kind of 
shots to make. If this is so, why is it? S. H. 

' THE NEW ORLEANS TOURNAMENT.—Mr. J. F. Ives, of Meriden, 
Conn., has kindly donated one leather ammunition case to be 
awarded as a special prize at tournament. F. L. Chameerlain, of 
Cleveland, Ohio, writes: ‘‘I hope to be wi h several of our club at the 
N. O- shoot,” ete. W. H. Shawhan, of Petersburg, Ind., writes: 
“About eight or ten of our club will attend the tournament,” etc. 
Besides those previously announced there will be also a team from 
Cincinnati and one from Kenton County Gun Club, Ky. Fred Erb, of 
Kansas City; J. F, Ives, of Meriden, Conn.; J. Stice, of Jacksonville, 
Ill., besides numerous others, have lately announced their intention 

of attending the tournament, Dr. L. H, Russell, of Springfield, 0., 
writes: ‘*We shall have a team at New Orleans.*—L, 0, P.Co. In 
consequence of the following letter the meeting called at St. Charles 
Hotel 3 hereby adjourned to the office of Leon Marthe, 19 Charles 
street, where sportsmen are reaestad, ta meet nightly, beginning 
Web. 10; New Orleans, Jan. 2, 1885. J. E, Bloom, Esq, Dear Sir: Jn 
reply to your favor of Dec. 30 will say at the time you mention it will 
be impossibls to promise any parlor as cots will be used in all rooms, 

=k. z. Rivers, Proprietor St, Charles Hotel. 
_ OLAY-PIGEON PATENT.—The Ligowsky vs, Fischer suit in. re 
fueetarects before the Commissioner of Patents has been decided 

P tae former, 

BOSTON GUN CLUB.—Wellington, Mass., Jan, 7.—The wind blow 
ing in every conceivable direction, did not prevent a-spirited attend- 
ance of the best trap-shooters belonging to all surroundiog shooting 
clubs at the above tournament. Wull scores were the exception, the 
birds were terrible drivers, and tested thoroughly the powers of the 
different makesof guns. This shoot and the next one on the zist, 
are looked upon as being the best ae for New Orleans. We 
think three elubs from the New England Trap-Shooters’ Association 
will attend at that meeting; if so, om Southern friends will find foe- 
men worthy of their steel. 

First event, 7 singles, 18yds. Prizes, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.: 
H W Eager........ Site Wiiii0—6 JW Hart.... ..-...,.,-.0000001—1 
GH Gerrish........... »10TI—6 WES Perry. -..-. 2... ,.1111011—6 
GREW bUbe AS ree. sa542 5: 1100010—3 CW Sieele............5 1100010—3 
WE Davis.: oes eceeas 0111101—5 “RR Hurifer..... 2.6 .25583 0100000 —1 
We Ft Adie ii4.t4 sie 1111110—6 CIGoodale...........- 0000100—1 
EW Tinker .:: 22.0... 1110011—5 ~DWirkwood............. 1110011—5 
Ask @ooper.: sos). 201 ,.1010111—5 
Bager first, Kirkwood second, Wilbur third, 
Second eyent, 3 pair doubles, idyds. rise! 

ennycn: salts ae ed Li MORASS TKN, eens nr yeea, 10 1 1i—5 
Gerrishy oy. tees: 10 11 13—5 Cooper.... _..11 11 11—6 
HACE o. Vlaecowen sas 10 10 11—3 Kirkwood. 10 10 00—2 
PN NOT lk et A eed ..10 10 0O1—3 Ateéle ........ --....., 11 11 11—6 
AAT 6 aT a 90s aks 4 5 4 Peres 11° 1) tt 6 © Elite ints eee es 00 11 10—3 
UF AAG As MBO ENe BGS Lon BEE 11 11 11—6 

Third event, 5 birds, 5 ese 
RAZOR, evi cevctsand poeta dilld——69 AULeD eae ae Furritas teed 1000w— 
GELrIigh Se uti ee ae: Otiii—4  Goodale...............-<,- 10011—3 
Devise ee NE oe OOS) Enter ee ae: ees 1010i—3 
ALCS 5 pete oe pee O10 —8 WETAPG h o-oo ae eee ene 00101—2 
Berrys Sey eh beety tae ,01010—2 Gooper.............-.ceees 11101—4 
Biealavsap lap eer gees C100 Tiiticelnn cee eRe .10110—3 
WEIPEWOOU™.. 0). adie t sien 1111—4 
Hager and Kirkwood first, Gerrish and Cooper second, Tinker third. 
Fourth event, 6 birds; 1 trap; 

Wilbur 11110—4 

ete et twee tw epee eng eee 

Hager 

POLK Ys Selene eh er Our | Se Aa | Se eee tone sca 10 11 11—5 
UeSMOW, Janta ewer ee ets 1010 10—8 Steele. si... cc. eee eee 1 11 01—5 
Gerrish, open ees eee 0010 11—8 Cooper..:........ ...-- 10 14 01—4 
ape’: 2) Sea eee oe ee DL OL 104" Dodd 220333 ears a os «11 00 01—3 
Tinker........ Cte ad 3 11 10 1I—5, (Hap be, ets eat tees 10 11 11—5 
Allen......,...-.... . -.00 11 11—4 Kirkwood. ......,.,... 11 11 11—6 
TWiilb tis mae ok OP NONE HY Oi 11 10—4 

Hager AP ee A po ne oe ali 1111 110—6 10 11 11—4 
PED Yb terse ooo ee ee en ae 116010i—4—_10 11 11 11—6—11—21 
Garris sas cmeree ses crete Goes 0101110—4. 00 10 10—2 
GOOG ris creche ee pete ee 1101101—5— 9 11 10 10—4— 6—15 
DOW Sr eersts ays sa tas ey PE ee gees 1111001—5 11 10 10—4 
IM 54} as) ity feats eee oases fies eer dee eh ae EEE LET O00vOOI—1— 6 11 11 10—4— R—14 
DOGUA cast sees ae seen evans 1111010—5 di 10 11—5 
Wilbur....%.- 011011 —5—10 11 11 11—6—11—21 
Albany 4 0011101—4 10 01 11—4 
EW Law 1110111—6—10 11 11 11—6—10—20 
ps and Perry first, Allen and Law second, Gerrish and Cooper 

third. 
Seventh event, 7 singles. 5 traps: 

Lf yeas) Dany heeteree MEP re eee TONE myst es petty hv Ecanes | eee eee 0111011—5 
Kirkwood ........----.-- OOO Willow es 0011111—5 
Genrishe 7) inet OO01IO—3. WO ices esc) eeeetd 1011111—6 
Bent tyacy cen ee bietaners DIMO00 ae DAyEsep cletene. tee eeant 0111110—5 
COOPETy lone erases ...1001101—4 Allen ......, .1..-...- 5 1000110—2 

wood fourth. 
Hizhth event, 5 pair doubles, 5 traps: 

ADEPT EV eae aya ess Bly 110 11—5 DP Williams. ..2.......% 10 10 10—3 
GHEDTISH oie... oe ietostin lod TOC OT —4— SHOW at syene tag poe parte 11 10 10—4 
HRW at Poet chattel hohaos)= chen toe 10 31 10—4 Kirkwood ...-.2....0.., 01 11 00—3 
ME ae Apne ae etl 11 1110—5 W FP Robinson.....,...10 01 11—4 
WALID HICSS ce Beary a cust 1111 10—5 Dodd .......,.:. ...,..00 00 00—0 
SOOPED 2 2-2. ee ween 1111 11—6 J Nichols.............. -10 10 11—4 
BRIS Oca sb ob wetter hl oon ii ji 11.6 

Davis. and Gooper first, Perry second, Robinson third, Kirkwood 
and Williams fourth. 
Ninth event, 20 singles: 

~ .,-10111010014111011111—15 Cooper... .11111110011111100111—16 
rm oS, 010110 010100; 00011U— 7 Gerrish....10011010110111010110—12 
.....1110100111111111111117 Dayis..... -11010111101111010100—13 
Tot 00110019111101110010—11 

Perry first, Cooper second, Eager third. 
Tenth event, 7 singles, 18yds. rise: 

RibkeyroGds aw eee W1:10J1—6 ~~ Hager..........5. wuceees 1°19010—8 
Ay ale aeons achat Serco fede ee TWIOONO— 3° “Perry... ee ce ee 1110111- 6 
IOLA NTSOST Hepes ko Leer OPO Spy DaAVIs 2). 0101110—4 
BOG ene et eter tackle (000110—2 Arkerson........-.. .,.. 00V00V0—0 
BLD Wet sete etbe see 0001110—3 Cooper........ -.. ..... 1101111—6 
Gerrishy tu Gower eros 0001101i—8 Williams................ 0001000—1 
Veal halk See et oe OLO0LI— FS Alben Sb 3111110—6 
Perry first, Robinson second, Wilbur and Dayis third, Snow and 

Eager fourth, 
Eleventh event, 3 Daly ee 

POLLypncnant hh of rete) casi GTO Se PSION S 2 ees ame eh ts 00 11 11—3 
MAPS ee es aeese es Pha Ol 11 11—5 Gérrish........4......2.. o1 10 11—4 
OAUES. Aut ppc ee O01 10 00—2. Day: --22-..+.2es5-0 wes 11 11 10—5 
NV iLO ween eee eee 10 10 10—8 Robmson...,. .,....... 11 10 11—5 
Karkwood.......-..-.«. 10 10 00—2 Winker,,...... -.-..-...10 10 10—2 
DaAvisewe Seon wely ee en OULO) Ol? Nichols. E50. lias se oe 10 10 10—3 
Cooper... -11 10 00—8 
~ Perry and Law. first, Gerrish second, Snow third, Dodd, Kirkwood 
and Davis fourth. 
Twelfth event, 5 singles: 

Hager,..... . EE es Sat 10000—1  Williams,...........,...... QU111- 3 
EOL aT Se orale erstotalyiotuts dsb srascters 11100—3 
O0000—O ‘Tinker.............+--..55- 11011—4 
PT oe EAC tee kas hee 0G000—O 

Kirkwood., 
Allen ... 
DAVISes Coil oda se ete Pt 

11011—4 
Gooner first, Kirkwood and Nichols second, Gerrish, Davis and Allen 

third, Wilbur fourth, 
Thirteenth event, 3 pair doubles: 

IBEEEY tee. bepster thie ele 11 10 10—5 Robinson.......-...... 01 11 11—5 
DAVIS pel foe 4 10 00 0O—1 Kirkwood ......,...... 11 01 10-4 
Wager. i. 10 10 }1—4 Wilbur,,....-.-.2...5:, 10 11 11—5 
(OiToyuie los fem ge ale 1011 J1—5 Gerrish.,-..........-..., i1 11 10—5 
1 UT AS) es GeO bbe 00 00 00—0 Allen......, i eater Peay 01 00 11-38 
Brigwocrer mt. sste nner o 11 00 10—3 Dodd......-,...-..-..., 00 10 00—1 

Fourteenth event, 5 singles—Law and Perry first, Dayis second, 
Kirkwood and Hager third, 

Fifteenth event, 5 singles—Hager first, Kirkwood second. 
ea event, 8 singles, straightaways—Dodd first, Kirkwood 

second. 
Seventeenth event, terms same as in fifteenth event—Kirkwood 

first, Perry second. 
These lastevents were shot while nature was drawing closer the 

curtain for the day, and darkness had well set in before the last 
shooter left the cosy structure. All expressed approval that a similar 
shoot will be repeated on the 21st. There will then be a match be- 
tween H. W, Eager of Marlboro, Mass., and C. M. Stark, Dunbarton, 
N.A.., fifty singles and twenty-five pair doubles each shooter. It will 
take place about 12 o'clock. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
Hy sei ws ty ad should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

UNENOWN GUN CLUB.—_The annual meeting of the Unknown 
Gun Club of Brooklyn was held ab 715 Myrtle avenue January 5. 
The following officers were elected: President, H. Knebel, Vice-Presi- 
capes Chichester; Secretary, E. Layton; Treasurer, H. Van Sta- 
en, Sr. 
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 6,—In his exhibition shoot at Oakland Park 

to-day, Capt. Bogardus broke 100 clay-pigeons in five minutes and 
thirty-three seconds. On account of the cold weather the bat match 
has been postponed to during the clay-pigeon tournamentin Febru- 
ary, He will then also undertake1o break 1,000 clay-pigeons in an 
hour from siz traps, and load hisown gun. He is trying to get three 
hundred pigeons so as to Ret up a sweepstake maich to shoot at half 
bats and half pigeons. He also intends giving « silver cup to be 

shot for by the New Orleang Gun Club, the conditions of the match 
béing thata man has to win it three times before it becomes his 
personal property, 

RPGR ED EE i sorrento os .1101010—4 Tappken....., fee Spateticns yee 0101010—3 
AVA toe ee eer eere 0100111—4. Barlow,....-.... Deets 1110001—4 
Krumbeclk ............. 1110100—4 Dr Franz...,.,.......... 0111101 —5 
(RnEN ly Stes aPrets sare 0001011—3 Helmken.... ...-....... 1110101—5 
Bullwinkle... 2.2.2... 50: 100101—3 Manning .......... an Wee 1100101—4 
Lyons.......: siaaeeane ,. 1111016 -_ Eberhardt 0110111—5 
@hevyallier, .....--..,...- 1111110—6 Skelton,........... ... 0100110—2 
Seis es. .s sees ee te ..1110000-3 Stokey .. 1001011 —4 

Ties, 27yds._Lyons, 010; Chevallier, 140,—J. N. Kiker, Referee. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor ws with scores are 
requested to send them im as soon us possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; wid it is necessary that 
Moa EAS publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

SOLOMON GITY, Kas., Jan. 5.—The Solomon City Gun Ohib is 
now in its second year, and is presided oyer by Mr, H. B. Aldrich, 
late of Lycoming Gun Club, Pa, This club. I believe, is made up of 
food sportsmen and nob of pot-hunters, which our county has had to 
suffer trom during this past season. Yollowing are scores made by 
the Solomon Gun Club at theirlast meeting, shooting glass balls, 
screened, 18yds., Mole’s rotary trap: 
HB Aldrich. .......,111111011—9 Jno Krumi.... .. 4011011010—6 
TJ Hdworthy........ 111101131—9 P Haline...... . .1001010001—4 
T Robertson......... 0110110111—% GC H Dewar.,-..,....; 1111010111 —8 
@ WP Dewar....... .. 1110101111—¥ M Wall........., ,-..0001000011—3 

AGENDA. 

CLUB SUORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in_as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

OGOHARLESTOWN VS. PRINCIPIO.—Charlestown, Md., Jan. 12.— 
The Principio and Charlestown Gun Clubs shot a match atthe latter 
place, losers to pay for oysier supper; 15 glass balls, 2lyds. Weather 
was fine and attendance good. Richardson made the only clean score. 
A return match will be shot next week: 

Charlestown Team. Principio Team. 
H Richardson, .111111111111111—15 J Wright..... .014110011111411—12 
PK Barnes._...110011111111111—138 A H Rutter ...,.1111011101111i—18 
RK Barnes.,,.101100110111111—11_ J Rutter....,... 011110111101111—12 
RB Gibson..... 011111100111101—11 HM Sentmen. .010111011011101—10 

O Sentman,.... 11110101110101¢0—10 
A P Jackson. ...011111111111101—12 
V sentmen:....11101111100011—12 
W T Jackson. ..011000100110111— 8 
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W Heyerin.... 110101011111111—12 
W Wilson. . ..111111111001111—13 
J Graham...... 11111201111141—13 
W H Graham. .101000110110111— 9 
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Canocing. 

CaANOEISTs are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises 
club meets, information about canceable waters, and other commu 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested tosend to Pormsr AND 
SrREAM their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubs, and also noticesin adyance of mestings and races, aud 
reports of the same, Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest anp S1rReam their addresses, with 
logs of crnises, taaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the spurt. 

THE SOCIAL SIDE OF CANOEING, 

LIVE and always have lived in a large city. Whether that city is 
Chacagzo, Boston, New York, San Francisco or Philadelphia does 

not concern you. Moreoveramla canorist. Not one of my fellow 
elub members did I know or ever met socially before I joined the 
canoe club. Not one of them even now belongs to—what it I may be 
allowed so to call—my social set. This regret. Lalso know thatnot 
more than any two of my fellow members knew each other or moved 
in the same set before they jomed the club. Yet have we done well, 
and as a club hold a recoznized place in the A, ©. A. The members 
who have pushed the cluo’s interests and formed its nucleus of 
workers, have constituted themselves into 1 little social club of their 
own—and are really Bohrmians—if that term can be applied to indi- 
yiduais who really do not go very far from home, but who are preity 
much, canoeically speaking, at home whereyer they are, They are 
the ones “ho plan new rigs. new cruises, new rules. and improve with 
new devices their old canoes. Without them the club would be a 
conglomeration of widely differeat molecules and not the unit that it- 
is, And yet the forces are at work all the time to separate these 
working bees—business engagements, society ties, family duties, 
political affiliations, and many other forms of pressure exerted on 
each one differently than on his associates. The canoe brought them 
together and the canoe holds them together—almost nothing else. 
Thus it isin the city. Let him lose for atime his burning interest in 
the canoe, and that member is lost to the club and his club associates, 
ahs is the great disadvantage the canoeist experiences in the large 
city. 

In the smaller cities as a rule the canoe clubs are formed of men 
already fast friends and having like interests other than those of the 
canoe The Cincinnati club was forined of asocial set of men of long 
standing and close intimacy; likewise the Albany and Rochester 
elubs he members of nearly all such clubs, and the members who 
are best known in them and who govern them. are firm friends, and 
have been for years before they ever saw a canoe—as a rule. 
Without some strong inducement the city club member never sees 

afellow member, or his club house, for five or six months of the 
year, and he must be an enthusiast indeed to keep up his interes 
nhabated during all this time. The social wheels within wheels of 
the large cities move almost independently of each other, and rarely 
touch more than ata single point. Therefore ye wise metropolitan 
wielder of the paddle, if ye be really in earnest, will you seek out the 
kindred spirit that may dwell even af the other end of the town from 
yourself and commune with him as to how and when you can meet 
and affiliate wich him and his hke amid congenial surroundings, and 
that as often as once a week too, if it be possible, through these long 
months of short and chill days. 

Can you but do this, and together cook the last supper of the week 
aud thereafter wash the platters and tidy up a bit, and then sit down 
toalong chat with the pipe of peace to soothe; meanwhile feet on 
stove or before the embersin front of the hissme and ruddy back 
log, then indéed will the long evening seem short; and you need never 
fear for the club’s welfare or the canoeists ardor, they will be thar* 
when wanted. Try it as I have, and turn up Monday morning al the 
office with a warm heart for your brother of the paddle, and plenty 
of energy for the trials of the week to follow. CockENsyY. 

THE HUDSON RIVER MEET. 

Heitor Horest and Stream: 
The question of a spring meet on the Hudson haying been raised In 

a letter from the Commodore, recently printed in your columns, fur- 
ther communications on the subject are now in order. It is time that 
some definite action was taken, in order that the courses may be 
marked out whiie the ice is on the river, 
With all due deference to the riper judgment of the Commodore, LI 

cannot think that a cruising meet would best meet the object for 
which the local meet was adopted, which seems to me to be the bring- 
ing together of the canoeists of a certain section of the country for a 
few days’ canoeing sociabilities, and the exhibition of new wrinkles 
in rig and outfit; for which purpose nothing can be better than the 
meet of two or three days in one place. Here you have time for a 
fair amount of sailing or paddling, for lounging about the camp, 
studying up new featuresin rig, and for forming hew acquaintances 
with brothers of the craft. Unless I am mistaken, too large a num 
ber spoils a cruise, to say nothing of the difficulty of finding suitable 
camping grounds for thirty or forty cangeists. 
For these reasons, therefore, I vote for a local meet of two or three 

days, with a sufficient number of races to make it interesting, but not 
enough to make it a mere regitta. 
The place is a matter of secondary importance. Any of the leeali- 

ties mentioned by the Commodore are suitable, but at the risk of 
incurring the imputation of selfishness, 1 will candidly confess that 
my own preference is for the old camp ground on Plum Point, but let 
no one imagine that the Newburg boys would feel imposed upon to 
have the meet held here. Farfromit. We like that kind of imposi- 
tion; we would like nothing beétter than to have our friends impose 
upon us inthat way every spring. In fact, it would bea blessing to 
us to wake us up out of our winter’s sleep by a rousing meet here in 
the spring. The Dock Rats havyé no winter festivities like the Ron- 
deuc boys, no camp-tires like the members of the Turtle tribe; bi. 
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the prospect of a meet here in the spring would keep our hearts warm 
during all the cold days that lie between this and Decoration Day, 
and every Rab would have a hearty welcome for as Many as chose to 
come. 
The old camp site can he secured: I will be personally responsible 

for that, and evetything done to insure 9 successful meet. 
New Winpsor, N. Y., Jan. 4, 1885, Tae DoMININ, 
[We know that those who visited Newburg last year will all gladly 

accept *The Dominie’s’’ invitation. Ib has been felt that another 
meet there would impose too much work on, our friends, the Dock 
Rats, and for that reason other points were named. If, however, 
they wish it, no doubt all will be glad too meet at Plum Point again. 
After the meet.a cruise can be arranged down the river for all who 
ean spare the time.] 

“CANOH BUILDING FOR AMATEURS” is neu rend. ard. cain be 
hid ot the office of the Forest and Stream, or will be sent by mail on 
reterpt of $1.50, 

PAINT FOR CANVAS CANOES. 

fititor Horest und Streaie; 
In *‘Amateur Canoe Building.” eighteenth paper, the writer gives 

instructions about painting canvas canoes, The following plan is 
one that T have found successful: One gallon boiled linseed oil, two 
pounds of beeswax, ane quart of benzine, Cut the wax in the ben- 
zine, add io the oil; heat quite warm, and apply as long as the can- 
vas will takeit, Itadds very little to the weight of the canoe, and 
one coat will last a long time. 
Tbuilt a canvas canoe overa year ago, and painted it with the 

above; it has been in daily use since, and is still perfectly tight, 
Color can be added if so desired. 
Lthink No. 10 duel ig better than heavier canyas; the mixture will 

Keep it yery sott and pliable, and will stand some pretty hard knocks. 
5. D. KenpDAbn, 

(This preparation should make a goo paint both for canoes and 
aprons, Oan any of our readers who have investigated the subject, 
giye any other réceipts for a waterproof paint?) 

A HINT TO CRUISERS. 

Raditor Worest and Strean: 
ltake the ForRusr AND STREAM, and on its arrival eagerly turn to 

ths eanoeist’s department, and I must say Lam often disappointed at 
finding no more canoeing matter. 
Surely the several hundred gentlemen who tock part im the sport 

during the past summer, must have something of interest to relate, 
if they would only do sa. 
Home may think their experience isnot worth relating, but I can 

assure them their articles would be eagerly read by their fellow 
Sportsmen; I can vouch for one. 
Another thing that would be of interest to amateurs, is a descrip- 

tion of outfit, both with pen and pencil. and I doubt not older canoe- 
ists would look them over. 
1 have noticed your invitation to canoeists to give accounts of 

eruises, and intend soon to send an account of a five weeks’ ernise of 
the Golden Saw C. ©, through the Belgrade lakes overland to the 
Kennebec River and down that stream to Booth Bay. also a descrip- 
tion of club outfit, SENORITA. 
West SoMBRYILLE, Mass. 

MOHICAN C. C. 

A’ THE annua) meeting of the M. C.C,, held Jan, 7, the following 
Officers were elected: Onptain, Geo. H, Thacher, Jr., canoe 

Lasca: Mate. H. C. Cushman, canoe Arno; Secretary. B. Fernow, 
canoe Piordalice; Purser, 8. H. Babcock. canoe Tienuderrah: Member 
of Executive Committee, R. W. Gibson, cance Snake. The secretary, 
reviewing the doings of the club during the past year. in ‘his annual 
report, stated that the club now numbered thirty members. including 
the honorary members, the offiters of the A, C. A., with 19 canoes, 
against 16 menibers with 9 canoes in January 1884. Three members, 
not canoe owners, resigned during the year. In their races with other 
canoeists, the Mohicans had heen fairly successful, the Thetis (1), 
Marion (2) and Amnie O. (1) winning four prizes at the local spring 
méetin Newburgh Bay, and the Lasca carrying off again the novices’ 
prize atthe A.C, A. meet; another Mohican, the Tarantula, coming 
im second. and the Snake winning two prizes in other sailing races. 
The races in home waters were nine in number, two of them paddling 
Traces aud five essentially club races, uo outsider being allowed to 
participate. These fiye races were either for the silyer cup offered by 
Commodore Oliver. twice won by the Thetis and now held by the 
Snake, or for the club championship badge and pennant. once won 
by the Annie O, and now held by the Thetis. The first paddling race 
was wou by the Thetis: prize, a Waterbury watch, warranted not ta 
Z0 when buriedin the water. In the second paddlingrace and in the 
Sailing race for all comers on Oct. 4, Messrs. Gibson, Thomas, Wacker- 
hagen and Oliver were respectively winners. 
The cruising record of the club is also a good one. Five canoes— 

the Marion, Snake, Uneas, Fiordalice and Arno—tried the Delaware 
and Walkill waters, the Dudine and Gipsy eruised for eight days 
dew the Hudson, the Golubka and Tienuderrah made the waters of 
Lake George insecure, the Snake cruised home from the A.C. A. 
meet, and Mohican Mather hoisted the turtle fag on Lake Champlain. 
The A. C. A. meet was attended under the same flag by the Snake, 

Tarantula, Annie O.. Lasca, Nan and Henrietta, 
The monthly meetings were attended by an average of ten mem- 

bers. Besides these constitutional meetings the club held two special 
meetings and three camp-fires. 
Only bona fide canoe owners are now eligible as members of the 

Mohican C. ©, The initiation fee has been raised to $10, for which 
the new member is also provided with a certificate of membership in 
the A. C. A, ‘ 
The purser reported the club out of debt, all dues collected, an 

the finances satisfactory. 
The meeting was held in the newly acquired winter quarters of the 

aluhb, 44 State street, a room high and large enough to hoist a Mohican 
settee sail and experiment with new eleats, etc. 
Any cahosist will know what followed after the business meeting 

was adjourned, Seeing a battery, no, a brizade, of bottles with Apol- 
linaris, ete., and moanntains of food made the Annie Os drawing 
table groan. 
Commodore Oliver expects his new Marion B. in a few days, F. G. 

Mather has ordered ber sister, and Secretary Fernow only waits for 
the complete return of his strength before doing likewise. 

Fior DA Lice, 

THE WESTERN CANOE MEET. 

Fiditor Borest and Strean: 
Your article in Jast issue ona ‘Western Canoe Meet” is exactly 

right. For several year: I haye been identified in an official capacity 
with the League of American Wheelmen, and find that comparatively 
little interest is taken in the national meet. In fact, the national 
meetis simply a local meet atter all, attractin= only the wheelmen 
living within a few hundred miles of its place of meeting, 

State divisions are being organized. These are all part of the 
National League, with constitution and by-laws which shall not con- 
flict with the National League, A chief consulis elected for each 
State, and representatives tor each fifty members of the League in 
the State. These officers constitute an executive board who have 
charge of the League workin the State, and represent the State in the 
annual national business meeting. 
Once a year there is held a State meet, with business meeting, races, 

hanguet, etc. Experience has shown that these State meets are much 
preferred by wheelmen to the national meet, The distance is short, 
ineurring only a trifling eapenduure of time and money, fewer wheel- 
men are present, and they become better acquainted, friendships are 
formed, knowing that we shall meet regularly year after year we 
form acyuaintances who are in a measure our neighbors. The sooner 
the A. C, A, organizes on this basis the better, in my opinion. That 
it will Work well T am in a position to know. 
Now, as to a meebin Lake Erie. The islands you mean are west of 

Cleveland, not ast. You no doubt refer to Put-in-Bay. No finer 
place for such a meet could befound. A goad hotel is at hand; a 
telegraph cable connects with the mainland; daily lines of boats 
from Oleveland, Sandusky and Toledo afford ready communication; 
mails arrivetwice a day. The hoating is all that could be desired, as 
within the bay quiet paddling can be had, while ontside the adven- 
turous canoeist can find all the sport he wants. If the meet be held 
the latter part of May or early part of June, the finest bass fishing in 
this country can be had on the reefs off Point Pelée, twenty-five or 
thirty miles north of the island on the Canadian shore. 
I would suggest that the Cleveland Club take the matter in hand, 

With the co-operation of the Cincinnati and Toledo clubs, A few 
canoeists are scattered over the State who would jend their aid and 
présence, and & week or ten days could he spent there with nntold 
pleasure. The Buffalo and Indianapolis clubs could also be present 
at little expenditure of time and labor. 
Our club, the Jabberwock, has but two menibers, but we will try to 

make a fullteam it the Lake @rie meet is undertaken. CoRINNE. 

Ntitor Horest and Strean: 
Ts if not possible to secure more unity anionp the members of the 

American Canoe Association, and to attain more nearly to the object 

and aim of our organization? Many of our members in the West 
will be preventéd from attending the local meet in the Hast, With 
proper organization each district might haye a successful meet of its 
own, and the feeling of isolation be greatly diminished. 
Might not this be accomplished without in any way interfering with 

the present organization of the Association as follows: 
Let the executive committee, under sections 7,8 and 9 of the con- 

stitution, pass a law providing for the formation of three divisions: 
First—Thé eastern division. Second—The northern division (Canada), 
Three—The western division. Let each of our commodores haye 
command of one of these districts, the commodore, in addition to 
his command, remaining commander-in-chief. Let each division 
commander appoint from his division a fleet captain, to act as his 
lieutenant, and a corresponding secretary, whose duty it shall be to 
communicale, af least once a year, with each elub secretary, and 
each active member of the A, C.-A., not a member of a club in his 
district, and obtaining information in regard to cruises, canoes, etr., 
arrange the same into a report to be forwarded to the general secre 
tary of the Association, 
Tam of the opinion that such an arranvement would be a benefit to 

many members and to the Association at large. L, 

“CANOE BUILDING FOR AMATEURS" is now ready, and con be 
had at the office of the Forest and Stream, or will be sent by mul 
on receint of $1,50. 

CANOE INSURANCE. 

Editor Forest and Streaint: 
“The Knickerbockers who seldom, if ever, get left, 
Practicing wisely their ancient traditional thrift 
Which they from Dutch ancestors had duly derived, 
Had pre-enipted the claim and the honey had hiyed.”* 

Mx, Editor, the letter of warning of Dandie Dinmont in last 
week's Formst AND STREAM is timely and pertinent, and to follow 
that idea out let me tell what arrangements our club members had 
made in this direction. We had some difficulty in finding any insur- 
ance company who would take the risk on canoes, but at last met 
one which has insured our boats under a yery good arrangement. 
The Queen Insurance Company, whose New York offices are at 

Nos.. 37 and 39 Wall street, will issue a policy on a canoe or canoes for 
$200 or more at the rate of one per cent, for three years, or one-third 
per cent, for one year. A large number of our men have obtained 
policies, and in the hope of seconding Dandie Dinmont’s sugges- 
tion and benefiting other uninsured canoeists, I] haye written the 
above. R. J. Winery, Knickerbocker CC. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Jan, 12, 1885. 

SPRINGFIELD C. €.—A member of the cluh, the owner of the Ibis; 
has prepared a neat little souvenir of the past season, in the Shape of 
alist of the club races, the cover being decorated with the A.C. A. 
and club flags, The number of firsts won by each boat in the series 
is as follows: Sailng—Girofla, 54; This, 44; Gluck, 24; Sylph, 2; Topsy, 
4, Paddling—Gluck, 30; Sylph, 26; Nereid, 60; Laura, 6, Nereid has 
the greatest number of points, and also wins the paddling badge, while 
Ibis holds the sailmg badge. 

NEW BURGH.—The Dockrats report that canoeing is still Hourish- 
ing at Newburgh, and that they will haye eight canoes this season. 
They are anxious to have the local meet at Plum Point. <A better 
Sailing course could be laid out this year, beginning at the northern 
end of the beach, the apex of the triangle heing to the north, thus 
Securing more open water and better wind, ! 

SPRINGFIELD C. G.—Mr. George Barney has sold his canoe to Mr, 
Goodwin, of the Hartford GC, C., and has a new light-weight paddling 
canoe from Rushton, Several canoes will be built this winter, mostly 
of the Springfield model, lengthened Gin. The Mohican sail will also 
be common on the Connecticut this season, 

STONINGTON C. C.—This clnb was organized last season and held 
several races, besides a club eruise of three days. 

“CANOE BUILDING FOR AMATEURS” is now ready, und can be 
had at the office of the Forest and Stream, or will be sent by mail on 
receipt of $1,50. 

Aachting. 

THE MARINE CAVALRY FOUL OF THE TRY- 
SAIL. 

HAT unclassifiable ‘fourth estate,” the marine trooper, attached 
in ‘‘reportorial” capacity to the New York daily papers and to 

sundry would-be yachting publications of nominal draft, has recently 
encountered the trysail in due course of events with his pen, and 
comes out of the fray in battered condition as usual, the peculiar 
sail evidently being still a cut above the reportorial nautical mind. 
Hence this article in the hope that I may clear the kinks now existing 
concerning the object and the use of the trysail, and so prevent 
knights of the qvill ambitious to pass as nautical critics from writing 
rE ES down resplendent examples of the seagoing cayalry in- 
stead. 
There be trysails and trysails. Your reporter hunts up his ‘‘Web- 

ster Unabridged,” or rather borrows one from an over-confiding in- 
dividual, and gleans something thiswise: ‘A trysail is a very small 
triangular sail set only in a howling hurricane.’ Slamming the cum- 
berseme yolume and wildly flourishing his inky tomahawk overhead, 
he exclaims in a transport of joy: Aha! I have the cutters on the 
hip! Genesta and another announced to race across the Atlantic 
under trysails, only to think! Why, it’s a clear case against the 
machine. Can‘’h carry sail, you know. Got to comeover under a 
jury (“‘jury”’ is very salty to the reportorial ear and he plays upon 
the word with glee). And then he proceeds to dash off occasional 
columns in which the cutter is mangled and sliced up fore and aft as 
a coneern unable to fill the first functions of a sea-zoing yacht, and 
his brilliant essays upon what a fool does not know about English 
yachting custom go the rounds of junior amateur tars in this coun- 
try, working the same lead for allitis worth, So let the curtaim be 
lifted that the reporter’s fightly bounce may be seen in its nakedness, 

Trysails may be separated in two great classes; the storm trysail, a 
Smull patch for use in heavy weather, and the regular cruising trysail 
which is simply a snug mainsail, haying a lug foot instead of a boom. 
The latter is not a jibheaded or triangular sail at ail, but is supplied 
with quite a long gaff. It is a sail of great practical value to cruisers 
and an economical device by which racers save their big mainsails 
for festive occasions, In truth itis the general custom abroad to 
lift fine clippers from port to port under the maligned trysail with 
the object of saving the racing mainsail from inordinate stretching 
and pulling the muslin out of shape, bousing reef cringles homie by the 
earings. The trysailis not called into service from any stress or in- 
ability on the part of the yacht to carry boom mainsail at all, as ver- 
dant critics infer on this side of the Atlantic. Racing abroad is a fine 
art and your English skipper would not dream of taking the gun 
with pudding bags slack in the bunt and yanked into nigger heels at 
the elew. To our pastoral clam-digging captains all thismay bea 
distinction without much difference, but then we are still so free and 
easy in our greenness, while close and smart competition abroad has 
taught skippers to look atwirt and between with a keen eye to wind- 
ward for every advantage in racing equipment. 
Now, Genesta and the prospective Galatea are coming across for 

no infant’s play, but with a contract on hand they know enough to 
estimate at its real weight. What more rational and politic than an 
agreement Lo drive over under big trysails with the boom mainsail 
in gaskets, so that when the band begins to play, with sloop and 
cutter about to fight it out in dead earnest, the fine art of Ratsey and 
Lapthorne can be spread to the breeze, eliciting a shout of admiration? 
Skippers abroad are not the fools their eritics in this counpry be. 
Little likelihood then that they will pull their Gosport beauties out of 
shape in a preliminary rough and tumble on the yoyage hither. Just 
imagine a Diaper or an O'Neil with his boom sail all out of kelter 
aiter the passage, cruising up South street to accept one of our home 
built dough bags of 802. duck to replace his gorgeous flaxen fit. He 
would faint dead away at the sight, blessing his eyes if ever he would 
bend a South street conception to the clipper im bis charge. 
The assumption that Wuglishmen are forced to hoist trysail for 

cruising or making their passages owing to inherent fault in their 
vessels is hugely preposterous in the light of the knowledge we pos- 
Sess as to what cutters can carry. Even the beginner in these mat- 
ters knows well that the cutters outcarry our sloops. and that the 
narrower and heavier the cutter be the longer is she able to stick to 
ber duds. With plenty of evidence right at hand in owr own 
home practice, the nautical cavalry ought to be thoroughly 
ashamed to 60 on record as they have against the sail-carrying 
powers of the cutters expected. But the more foolish and 
wildly absurd the statement, the readier your horse marine is pre 
pared to scribble willing adhesion to the dviveling bosh, So much 
for the reasons why English racers are ofton found looking out to 
Sea under trysail, A sensible choice for economy and policy sake, 
and not from any inability to show big mainsail, were it an object. 
And now as to cruisers doing the same thing. It needs no old 

sailor, buh simply anybody who has once tried knocking aboubin 

rough water, to appreciate the nuisance and danger of a sloop’s long 
boom and the benign complacente engendered by any arrangement 
which gets rid of 1ts riotous antics and capacity for destruction, The 
use of the trysail for cruising is simply the sailorman’s method of 
escaping what only lubbers would put up with by choice and-aboard 
cutters a commendable convenience and not at alla necessity forced 
through the type of the boat. Now how do we proceed in America? 
Ina clumsy, roundabout way. and at great expense, we Gut down 
smooth water or facing spars, and have an entire new suil oi sails of 
smal] area bent forthe occasion. Vide the case of the Fortuna, Mon- 
tauk and countless others of our fleet, Your Hnglishman, however, 
with sound practical sense and economy, does not go to a tithe of the 
trouble or outlay, He sticks to his usnal spars, Bout they be pro- 
portioned for long-shore racing, He orders mainsail stowed, passes 
quarter Jashings to the uncanny boom, hoists a snug lug gail in its 
stead, proceeds to sea. a jovial dog of the deep, ready ata moment's 
notice to shift for large acreage in mild weather or when the sea has 
fone down, or when he comes across ganie worthy the chase, 

Im short, from the eruiser’s point of view, the trysail is nothing 
more nor Jess then the cut-down rig we always supply to our craft 
when going foreign, minus the swaggering mainboom, a minus of 
considerable practical import. There may be irréconcilablés and 
freenborns attached to newspapers, and loafing about the labs who 
still think the stupid and expensive transmogvrification from racing 
canvas to a cut-down display, to which we are accustomed in Amer- 
ica, is the preferable mode of procedure. But, as a sailorman, I am 
quite certain the food sense of persons not blinded hy curbstoné 
“patriotism” will accept the Englishman's practice of roughing it 
under trysail as far more rational and available in its conveption. 
The cutter bas come to stay. She is here. And in due course of 
time I expect to sea SRS as critics fling round and chant praise 
to the manifest and manifold advantages of the trysail they now try 
to deride in their stupidity, They will learn to appreciate itas a 
ready substitute for a racing sail, and not as they think now, a dire 
concomitant of a type which, in reality, has long ago established 
for itself the name of being the best sail-carrier the world has yet 
seen. ©, P. KUNHARDT, 

KEEL SHARPIES. 

Kditor Forest and Streanv: 
Tt being an unquestionable fact that your paper has done « really 

good work in the way of encouraging a manlier style of yachting, 
and better methods of ane yachts together than the slipshod 
ways our yachismen and builders were allowing themselves to drift 
into, there seems, therefore, all the more reason why the statements, 
as to yachting matters, appearing in your columns should be abso- 
lutely correct. 

In your issue of to-day Jan. 1, 1885) you say; ‘Mr, Clapham does 
not dispute our assertion, thatin this boat he is tending further from 
the original sharpie and nearer to the cutter, as the boat, already 
as narrow as a cutter (6 beams) is made deeper in body, with mora 
displacement, a draft of 5ft. (instead of 4, as we printed) and « lead 
keel, She may bea sharpie. but is a marked departure from the 
sharpie of a few years since,” ete. 
Now, without splitting hairs, [do most emphatically dispute your 

assertion in so far‘as it tries to show that this particular sharpie, or 
any othersharpieT have yet built, ever approaches the cutter principle 
in model, rig or displacement, It seems to me incredible that fhe 
owner of the yacht you speak ef could have named her beam as being 
10ft. In point of fact, my contract calls for a breadth of 1314ft., and 
that is the correct figure, Her depth of hull is 546ft,, and the actual 
draft of water of her hull is 30in, 
Her keel is built entirely separate, and will be bolted to the hull 

atter the latter is finished. This keel may therefore be regarded as 
asort of stationary centerboard, made strong enough to carry the 
four tons of ballast which would haye been carried inside the yacht. 
The keel is 24in. in depth, but neither the shape nor the displacement 
of the sharpie are changed because the keel is applied. Our san- 
guine friend, Mr. C. P. Kunhardt, will tell you that keel sharpies are 
nothing new in Roslyn. The first experimental sharpie I built had 
two keels, and that fact is recorded in forusT AND STREAM. T am 
yery willmg to admib that I would never build a sharpie yacht for 
cruising purposes with a centerboard if Providence had only made 
our harbors and bayous deep enough to use a fixed keel with comfort, 
but for speed alone I should carry both keel and centerboard. 
Two or three years ago | told the yachting editor of the Forrest ann 

StREAM that a sharpie with very deep keel could be made to ontsail. 
especially in rough water, any other wale of yacht. Nothing has yet 
occurred to change my opinion. itis the opinion of many very intel- 
ligent yachting men that the sharpie will In future occupy a promi- 
nent position as a sea-poing yacht, and it seems therefore important 
that she should be known for exactly what sheis, and I do not choose 
that my boat shall fly as the tail to anybody’s kite. The only radical 
change I have made in her design during five years has been in matk- 
ing her narrower on the bottom while retaining her ordinary width on 
deck, and at the same time [have given her more freeboard. This 
narrowing of the bottom does nob increase her displacement, but it 
causes her to draw afew inches more water. <A cutter of 59fb. length 
carries say 20 to 25 tons of lead. My 59ft. sharpie carries 4 tons. 
Neither of them can capsize. The sharpie cannot sink, 
Rostyn, OL. 1., Jan. 1, 1885. THOMAS OLAPHAM. 

THE COST OF MODERN 

i ae subject of cost has become a yery interesting one to yacht 
owners, both here and abroad, as with the higher standard of 

excellence in all classes of yachts, the cost of successful racing has 
increased, Itis seeperal’ believed, espacially: in America, that toe 
present type of deep keel yacht is much more expensive to build than 
he ordinary American sloop, and that to this is mainly due the in- 
creased cost of racing. : 4 
The cost of the few cutters built here is ROpUlarly placed at enor- 

mous figures, and comparisons detrimental to the former are made 
with the purely American boats. The present discussion of the con- 
dition of yacht racing in England has brought out some facts as ta 
the cost of new and old yachts there, which fend to show that size 
and quality considered, the former cost no more than the latter. The 
cost of Tara, a 40-tonner, similar to Teen, 66>%11.5ft. on waterline, 
11.5ft. draft and 38.5 tons on keel, is given at 12,500, a figure consia- 
erably below the $25,000 to $30,000 placed by some as Neen’s cost, 
Such a boat would cost here, allowing for the difference in labor and 
material, about $17,000, and if she exceeds this, the excess must be 
laid to the builder and not the character of the yacht. The price per 
ton has indeed increased in England the last few years, but at the 
game time, the size per ton has increased just as rapidly, or in other 
words, with the new proportions and model, a yacht of much greater 
bulk, rates as no larger fhan an old yacht of different model. Tara, 
for instance, is of 40 tons, but really she is as large as a 60-ton yacht 
of 20 years since. The two would compare about as follows: 

YACHTS. 

60 Tons, 40 Tons, 
Length on W. L............4. . 64 66 
BRAM COXUPCING. stabs elecssatae 11.5 
Drahte a ee a eee 11.5 
Area of midship section. A 72.2 sq. Ft 
Lead on keel. ....-..suy20s 38.5 tons 
Lead inside .._..- helstedniee 22 pest ins j 1.5 tons, 
Ballast total..... Pedie ernst ,. 86 tons 40 tons. 
Displacement ........,.,,-. ,. 75 tons 76 tens. 
Mast, deck to hounds .....-... 41ft. 42. 
Mainhboom....-..,-.-. .,)-++--,. 52: 7£b. Bart. 
Gaines cee te ey ce tee 80.800. aft. 
Bowsprit outboard........-..... 27. S£b. BOLE. 
Topmast, fld to honnds........ 35. 5£t, A0EL, 
Area lowersails....../......... 3,010 Bq. ft. 3,450 sq. Fb. 
Oustom House bulk, tons...... 44 40 

The 60-ton yacht cost in 1872 $15,000, while the 40 in 1883 cost $12,500. 
The newer yacht would have superior accommodations below, and 
would perform better in a seaway; and while in comparing prices tt 
may be urged that lead and copper as well as other items aie lower 
than they were twenty years ago, il must also be considered that the 
new hwat would be much more complete in her equipment, that great 
improvements have been made in all varieties of gear and fittings, 
which of course are more or less expensive. Jn an able letter on this 
subject to the Meld, Mr. C. P. Clayton, an old aie yachtsman, 
states that a racer of 40 to 80 tons of composite build can beset afloat 
vom plete, her cabins tinished in hard wood, for £260 per Y. R. A. ton. 
or in our Money, which would make the cost of a 40 $12,000. A 
wooden yacht would cost $250 per ton or $10,000, and this not for soit 
wood and spike building, but for the finest construction. 

Mr. Clayton also alludes to the completeness of the inventory of 
the modern yacht, especially the smaller sizes, in which almost every 
article is designed with the greatest vare and made of the best ma~ 
terials. Lamps, anchors, signals, binnacles and compass, blocks, 
windlass, buffers, that are a matter of course to-day, were bub a few 
year's since either unobtainable or of inferior quality. In the use of 
lead and copper, of better woods, and in sails, yachtsmen are to-day 
far in advance of twenty years ago, while their craft, size for size, 
are superior, both in accommodation and ability. Ivis true that the 
cutters built here have cost more than sloops of the same length, but 
to make any fair comparison it is necessary to consider the great 
difference in quality of material and workmanship, the relative ac- 
commodations, and the cone eee and excellence of rig of the 
Somer eoinbared with the faulty and slipshod outfit only too common 
wi 2 latter e 
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= CARMELITA. 

PAHIS schooner, whose lines are reproduced on this page, is now 
nearly ready for her long voyage from New York to San Fran- 

cisco. She was designed by Mr. A. Cary Smith for Mr. James V. Cole- 
man, of the Pacific Y. C. of the latter city. This little craft is a fine 
specimen of a seagoing cruiser, being intended for use on San Fran- 
cisco Bay, and along the Pacific coast. Mr. Smith has endeavored to 
combine the good seagoing features of a cruiser with the greatest 
possible accommodation, in which he has been very successful, as a 
look below will testify. The new boat differs from her future com- 
petitors, being of moderate beam and deep draft, while they are 
mostly wide and shoal with centerboards and inside ballast, the few 
keel yachts in San Francisco also being wider and shoaler than she. 
The deck is broken by a low house over the main cabin, and a 

large cockpit aft. Below is a handsome cabin, forward of which 
is the owner’s stateroom. FHorward of these on each side are two 
of more staterooms, thesmaller, to port, being the captain’s. Forward 
these is the galley. very conveniently fitted up, and in the bows a good 
forecastle. Oneachside of the companion is also a stateroom opening 
into the cabin. The latter is roomy and cemfortable and very 
neatly finished. On deck forward is one of Thayer’s patent wind- 
lasses, for chain and rope. The yacht will be steered with a wheel, 
but a strong iron tiller also forms part of her equipment. . 

Mr. Driscoll, her builder, has turned out a strong, substantial and 
finely finished craft in every particular. Her wood keel of white oak 
is 10i4in. deep and 20in. wide, to admit of as great a weight as possi- 
ble outside. The lead keel of 11.5 gross tons, is bolted up with compo- 
sition bolts, The floors, which are sided 414in., are of hackmatack 
knees, doubled and bolted to the wood keel with galvanized iron bolts 
in addition to the metal keel bolts. Theframes are of double sawn 
white oak spaced 20in., except at the bow, where they are single and 
of hackmatack. They are sided 334in., and moulded 6in. at heels and 
3in, at heads. The keelsonis of yellow pine, 8X9in., in one length, 
and the shelf, also of yellow pine, is 5X5, tapering to 3x3. The 
clamps are 26in., the deck beams 55, and partner beams 5>6in., 
with 4in, hanging knees at each beam. The yachtis planked with 
white oak, 2 to 214in., with deck of white pine 244x214. Her sail plan 
will appear next week. 

ELEMENTS OF SCHOONER YACHT Cae 

t. Th. 
HE z Uy OVER ale ee pee ons 5 cadences Agedan ee 79 10% 
ene th Onawater limes sey geese guk aes eer sce 65 ef 
BGaily CXUEMIO Ss vint sees hsletgth oineetontees 4 sete 16 5 
IRCA IM OULCEC Sees Me prea mecrartecan sat a. Laisp a= 16 1 
Draft of water, extreme.............-..-.-+-+-- 10 
Rake of sternpost in 4ft..........5..0--.+20+-05 1 3 
Midship section abaft center of L. W.L. ..... 6 2 
CentenombuOVAney nein Botte ancres ach menes 2 8 
Center of buoyancy below L. W.L...... LS x 9 
Meta center above C. B........ ..... ee 
Ballast outside, grosstons............ ... flit) 
Ballast total, gross tons... 2.2.0 .-c.ss-seisace 3 he 
Repister tonnage)... sasse.t+ 0: ness est iwtetns 41 78-100 

POCAHONTAS. 

ee question of Pocahontas’s failure was thoroughly discussed 
long ago, and we cannot give space for any renewal of the con- 

troversy; but as she has been mentioned as an available champion of 
the Cup, we publish the following letter from her builder. Hven ad- 
mitting that she was equal to or a little better than the other sloops, 
she would be no match for a boat 13ft. longer, and superior to her in 
rig and equipment: 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
In Forrest AND STREAM Of Dec. 18, 1884,T notice you give a list of 

yachts, available or otherwise, for the defense of the America Cup, 
in which you say, ‘‘Pocahontas began and ended her career in the 
same week,” which is entirely too true. After but two trial trips 
within the week, and under the most adverse circumstances and con- 
ditions, she was cut down and abandoned, after shivering around & 
little, with but little, if any more than a reefed sail. The cutting down 
was done without consulting her designer and builder, and without 
his knowing of it until an account was seen in the public prints. Now 
I ask you and all who understand this business, how long it takes to 
get everything about a large sloop yacht in trim and in fit condition 
to sail in races with other boats that ithas taken years to perfect? 
Let us see how long it has taken to get some of them to do the best 
they have done. It took about four years to get the Hildegarde to go 
right, Mischief two, Gracie six or eight, Fanny six or eight, Orivatwo, 
Arrow one, and so one may go through a long list, and not find one 
that was made perfect short of one year’s training, yet Pocahentas 
was pitted against the fastest of these sloops in these two trial trips, 
and was expected to beat them. 
Now, before[I say anything about Pocahontas’s condition and per- 

formances in those two trial trips, I appeal to all fair-minded yachts- 
men to know if, in their judgment, such treatment was fair, either to 
Pocahontas or her designer and builder, and if they think there was 
given her a fair chance and time to show what she could do with two 
trial trips, both in one week? But what were the circumstances 
under which these trial trips were made? What her condition and 
performances in them? After being completed she was allowed 
to liein the creek for two months and grow a fine crop of young oys- 
ters, barnacles and grass on her bottom, which she effectually did. 
Then a lot of lead was pitched into her, no one knows how much or 
how little; her sails bent on, when a week or more of along, drizzling 
rain setin. Butshe was put on trial on one of theserainy days. She 
had all of that two months of marine crop on her bottem, her sails 
were soaking wet, so they could not be stretched out, and her center- 
board was found to be so light that it could not be kept down. In 
this condition she was pitted against two of the fastest sloops, Hilde- 
garde and Mischief. It rained all day, wind light, with occasional 
fresh squalls from the southwest. It was claimed that Hildegarde’s 
bottom was not very clean, but Mischief had just come off the ways, 
after the others had started, with her bottom potleaded. The trial 
was made, up and down the upper New York Bay a number of times, 
to windward and back. When the wind was light there seemed to be 
little or no difference between the three, either on or off the wind; 
but when the fresh squalls came it was found that neither of the 
other sloops were any match for Pocahontas to windward. 
A few days later came the second trial trip, when she was pitted 

against Gracie, also with the ether two sloops. In the meantime 
Pocahontas was hauled out, scraped and some potlead put ou her 
bottom, and some more lead putin her, but as the wet weather con- 
tinued, nothing could be done to her sails. The other three sloops 
were also potleaded. This time it was decided that they should go 
around the lightship and back. The morning they were to start was 
still cloudy and damp, but cleared off after the start, and the sun ~ 
came out bright. The four started with the wind southwest. In afew 
minutes after the start a fresh flaw struck Gracie and carried away 
her topmast. Pocahontas being to leeward of Gracie was struck a 
few seconds later by the same flaw and had her topmast taken out. 
Of course they were then out of the race with the other two sloops, 
but had a tussel between themselves. By the time they had got down 
to the fort the wreck had been cleared away, and as Gracie’s top- 
mast was broken about half way up, she commenced torig up a pole 
so as to set her topsail again. But Pocahontas’s topmast was broken 
close down to the cap, and so no topsail could be set. As soon as 
they cleared the high bluffs of Staten Island the wind struck them so 
much’ahead that they had to close haul, Pocahontas was then on 
Gracie’s leeward. quarter, and close to her, Inafew minutes she 
luffed up across Gracie’s stern, and quickly passed her to windward, 
outfooting her and running several points closer to the wind. About 
half way to the Spit buoy Gracie got her topsail up. The wind then 
shifted free, and both boats had to start sheet, Pocahontas thus loos- 
ing all she had made to windward of Gracie, having left only what 
she had outfooted her. Gracie then, as soon as she had her topsail 
up and the wind free, began to gain on Pocahontas, yet Pocahontas 
got to the Spit buoy 744 minutes ahead of her antagonist. All this 
and more was gained while on the wind and footing only, and in 
going about half way to the Spit buoy. Pocahontas’s sail did not bag 
much when it was wet, but was full of wrinkles, having never been 
used when dry. But now the sun had been shining bright for some 
time, her sail had began to get get dry, and bag accordingly. ‘ 
The wind was directly astern, and Gracie still gaining. She passed 

Pocahontas in rounding the lightship. By this time the canvas in 
Pocahontas’s sail having dried out much morethan the rope, became 
nothing but agreat bag. Yet with that and without a topsail she 
held her own with Gracie as farin as Sandy Hook, when Gracie got 
away from her, beating her in about seven minutes. In this trial 
Pocahontas seemed to have entirely too much weight in her, as she 
was very low in the water, but no one knows how much she had 
in. Now, Mischief and Hildegarde beat the other two sloops in, over 
an hour, which was of course due solely to their topsails. Then it 
follows, as Gracie “had her topsail seven-eighths of the distance 
sailed while Pocahontas had none, she would, if as fast as Pocahon- 
tas, have beaten her more than forty minutes, or more than five times 
as much as she did. All this time Pocahontas’s centerboard could 
not be kept down where it belonged, as if had not weight enough in 
it to sink it. Now 1 insist upon if that these two trial trips proved 
that neither of the other sloops, Gracie, Mischief or Hildegarde was 
any match for Pocahontas to windward, notwithstanding the bad 
condition she wasin, They may, perhaps, have been as fast witha 
free wind, but thatis uncertain. What then could they have done 
with Pocahontas had she been trained long enough to get everything 
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in proper trim? But immediately affer this second trial Pocahontas’s 
sail was cut down, unril it was only just the size of the Arrow’s sail 
when that was new, while the Pocahontas is twenty-two tons the 
largest, Any trials shé may have had after being cut down are of 
no value whatever, unlessit bé to show that shecould go almost as 
fast with but little, if any, more than a reefed sail. The true inward- 
nessiof this cutting dewn business I haye neyer yet been able to 
obtain, The talk of some that she could not carry sail is sheer non- 
sense. There wasnothing in those trial trips to indicate in the least 
that she could notearry if To the best of my recollection she did 
not once wet her Scuppers in either of those trials. She appeared to 
be much nore able than Arrow or any other of the Jarge sloops I 
have built, for the first year. : 

Th is a well known fact that no wooden boat will carry sail the first 
year as she will after that, because the bottom is getting heavier, 
wiile the top and spars are gebting lighter all the while, Pocahontas 
would have carried that sail as long as the other sloops would have 
carried theirs, Then why was she cut down until something more 
was known about her? Verily there isa mystery about it. But rig 
her up as she was, get her in proner trim, and she will be yery much 
ihe fas.est sloop in New York waters to-day, in gommg to windward 
and back. It need not be expected that she will go with that cut 
down rig. for she has not sail enough to drive her. Give her the 
chance and the training the other sloops have had, and she will be 
much better able to defend the America Cup than any of them, 

This is not iutended as any reflection on the other sloops, but is 
only to show that Pocahontas has mwever heen piven any chance 
whatever to show what she can do, andis wrongly condemned, That 
what little trials she had pave indications that were entirely in her 
favor, 7 D, KIRBY, 
Rye, N. Y., Jan. 6, 1885. 

TIMELY PREPARATIONS. 

HE blind self-confidence and the belief that any American sloop 
was inore than a mateh for a cutter which prevailed in certain 

quarters at the time of Madge’s advent, bas now disappeared under 
the light of recent events, although the bluster still is heard. The 
evidence of what the cutter can do hus at length shaken the firm 
belict of the faithful and awakened them to the immediats necessity 
of same preparation to meet the expected challengers. Tue tirststep 
in such a direction would seem to be to measure the power of our 
probabie opponents, and Jook about at once for something new or 
old, capable of meeting them. Such an open and common sensé 
course has little to commend if, however, to a certain class of our 
yachtsmen, and instead of earnest work and a careful consideration 
of the subject, they have chosen an entirely different tack, as is 
shown in various interviews in the daily papers, Their first eftort is 
to mix up the entire subject of measurement to such an extent as 
ereate an opinion in the mind of the general reader that the odds are 
entirely in favor of the English boat, to do which they stop neither af 
open falsehood. misrepresentation nor personal abuse. 
The statement is publicly made that the measurement rules of the 

New York Y. C.. as well as the Seawanhaka ©, Y. C., were not only 
based on, but stolen without credit from Mr. Dixon Kemp’s proposed 
sail aréa. and length rule, for the purpose of allowing the cutters to 
win, and only by this ruledid Madge defeat her rivais, while it is 
claimed that the present rule of the New York Y.C. is “greatly in 
favor of the long, narrow cutters.”’ The statement that Madge won 
only under the sail area rule is entirely false, as she raced under the 
rule in vopuein the Seawanhaka C. Y, C.in 1881, length multiplied 
by beam, a rule adopted by the club years before acuiter was even 
talked of, and when their fieet consisted of small open boats, This 
measurement was taken from the New York Y. C., who were 
using ital the time. Madge won her races, however. without nsing 
the time allowed her, beating Schemer by min, 4isec.; Wave, 1Imin, 
disec.; Mistral overpowered and gave up; Schemer again 5min. 7sec. ; 
Schemer forfeited the fifth race; Shadow, 9min. 3sec., and Wave 
again 2min.; while on the other side Shadow took one race by 22min, 
All of these times are *‘flat,’’ the elapsed time from start to finish, in- 
dependent of any system of measurement, and by them Madge won 
7 oub of 8 races, most of them from larger boats. As to the rating of 
Wive and Sehemer, they had always been prize winners, and consid- 
ered fast boats, and were sparred, canvassed, ballasted and sailed in 
the same manner asallour sloops, Thesource of these misstate- 
ments concerning Madge is betrayed by the continual allusion to 
mean length which always appears in connection with them, showing 
the handiwork of a certain clique whose ideal of measurement seems 
to be to measure overhang only, to the exclusion of everything else. 

As to the perfect fairness of Madge’s victories, we need only quote 
from the New York World of Oct. 1, 1881, the bitterest opponent that 
the cutter has ever had. ““The last of the chib races between the 
feotch cutter Madge and the sloops of the Seawanhaka Y. C. was 
sailed yesterday, and was as fait and square & contest as was ever 
witnessed. The weather and wind were as favorable for the Schemer 
as they could have been,and shewas beaten Smin. fsec, without 
allowance of time, To-day the Madge will race again with the 
Schemer, under the rulesof the New York Y. O0., by which itis said 
the Madge has to allow the American boat about two minutes,’ The 
effect of the present rule of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. on the measnre- 
ments of Madge, Wave and Schemer, would be to increase the leneth 
on waterline 11 per cent. 104 per cent, and 14 per cent. respectivey, 
making Maoge the larger of the three. 

After the Madge races it was deemed advisable to alter the rule 
so long in use, a8 it favored too much the narrow deep yacht, and 
another was adopted, being practically length, including one-fifth 
overhang, muliplied by sail area, with such a divisor as would make 
the nominal tennage nearly approximate to that under the old rule. 
The following year, 1885, the New York and Seawanhaka clubs both 
took up the subject again and discu>sed itthoronghly, with the result 
that both changed their rules, adopted new onés of nearly similar 
tenor. The bulk rule of the New York Y. C, was abandoned in favor 
of twice the waterline length plus the square root of sail area, divided 
by three, or practically a length measurement with a correct tive in 
the case of extreme oversparriog. This rule is harder onthe cutter 
than the aliernative length and sail area rule proposed by Mr, Kemp 
and adopted by the Yacht Racing Association Gength*sail area 
divided ty 6,000) and under it, the cutters would receive less time 
than yonder the Er glish rule. 
The Seawanhaka Y. ©. was desirous of adopting a rule which 

would find favor with other clubs, as they realized the importance 
of a uniform system of measurement, and to this end they settled 
onlength multiplied by square root of sail area, divided by two, thus 
iying the latter a greater value than under the New York rule. 
oth of these rules were adop ed af the time when there was no im- 

Mmeliate prospect of a challenge for the Cup, and in consequence of 
the demand for a reform in the ratings then in use, and bhe changes 
made have been approy d of generally by the most intelligent 
yachtsmen, both here and abroad. While the rule proposed by Mr. 
Kemp bad long been known here, ib was not copied, but so altered as 
to favor American yachts, and that Mr, Kemp himself has never con- 
sidered thatit was “‘cribhed,” ‘pillaged’ or stolen, is proved by his 
comments in the Field at the time of the adoption of both of the 
new rules, as follows: “By 4 singular comecidence the committee of 
the American yacht clubs called together by the New Youk Y. 0, 
haye decided to recommend the adoption of a rule for the rating of 
yachts which is practically identical with the alternative rule +e- 
cently put iuto the appendix of Ine ¥, KR. A. code, * * * * + # 
Weare bound to take into consideration the fact that the commit- 
tee of the New York Y. C. was composed of men of svientifie iram- 
ing as uaval architects, and of picked men who haye tweated yacht 
racing as a scientific pursuit. With an exception or two, we liave no 
men on this side of the Atlantic who have handled the subject in 
an equally comprehensive manner, and feeling this. as betore said, 
We Ought to pay a liberal respect to the work of the New York ¥, U. 
coninitlee. This we tiink has already undesignedly been done by 
the ¥. RK. A, in bringing the rule forward for disecretional use: and it 
is to be hoped that suilig committees will boldly use the rule when 
opportunities permit, id order to justify the closing words of the re- 
port of the New York Y. GC, committee.” 

This commendation, coniing from the source it does, is a suffieient 
answer to the charges of theft, as wellas to the aitacks on the pro- 
féssional standing of the gentlemen concerned. 
As noticed last week, Gracie’s waterline is increased ift. 9in,. while 

Bedouin's is made 2ft, longer, In the case of Mischief, 6'tt., and 
Leen, 65.4f1,, the former is comp+lled to pay for an area of canvas 
admitted both by her owner and designer to be foo much for her, 
though she has raced successfully for five seasons with ib, and with 
reduced sails she would receive time from Ileen and still he as fast a 
boat. Of the effect on length of the New York rule, the Wield spealrs 
as follows: “The tendency of the New York Y.C. rule, it caw be 
Seen, as againstthe &. C. ¥. O, rule or the Y¥. R. A. rule, would be to 
check the building of extremely long vessels judged in relation to a 
function of ihe sail spread,” and again, speaking of a clause. in the 
report, “The meaning of this apparently is that the committee would 
nob recommend 2 rating, which, in their opinion, treated length as 
favorably as sail area x length, or ;/sail area X length does,” “We 
mus recollect that the Americans are still wedded to the beamy 
type of boat, and any rule thatapparently puts a narrow type ona 
much better fanting than itis at present in America, ought not to be 
encouraged,” Again, in the last issue of the same paper we find the 
following statements: “The New York Y. C. rule was avowedly 
framed for the purpose of penalizing length more than the Y¥. R, A. 
rule dors. <Atter the pertormances of Madge and Maggie, some 
change in the New York Y. C. rule seemed necessary, as their whole 
bulk rule (outside measurement) favored yachts of the Hneglish type, 

with small aboye water bulk compared with the under water bulk, 
The ¥.R A. sail area rule apparently met the difficulty, but was 
still considered too favorable to yachts of the English type. Hence, 
length was used twice.” ; 
These extracts clearly show the opinion abroad concerning the 

action of th» New York Y.C in adopting the rule, and also of its 
probable effect on English yacht-, and should of themselves be suf- 
ficient answer to the style of defense we have noted. Another point 
in favur of the Ameri¢an yacht, if one be built, is that the challeng- 
ing boat is already built under certain rules, and must come bre to 
race under conditions she was never degizned for, while a boat com- 
menced now to defend the Cup may be planned to obtain the great- 
est possible advaniage under the rule, If, as many contend, cutters 
of the Bedoum type are better than the narrow ones necessitated by 
the ¥. R, A, rule, then Genesta is deprived of certain advantages to 
be had by extra beam, for which she would have had to pay nothing 
here under the N, ¥, ¥. C. rule, while her opponent can use those 
advantages to the fullést extent. 

[tis 100 late now for any such tactics to avail, Our yachtsmen as 
a body understand too well the points involved to have their eyes 
blinded by any such dust. The battle must be fought afloat next 
summer, and must be won or lost squarely, and without any erying 
over any unfair rules of measurement, 

SASSACUS, 

npBis little sloop, the property of Commodore Bennett Griffin, of 
Jape Ann Y. C,, for whom she was built, by Messrs. Higgins & 

Gifford, has made a most successiul record, haying sailed in 23 races, 
winnme 22, or 13 first, 3secoud and 6 third prizes, besides one not 
placed. The full list is as follows: 

Date. Where Sailed. Tithe Prizes. 

July 4, 1878. .|* Gloucester Harbor.,........,...| 9 |First. 
Aug. 10 1878. /** Hssex River and Ispwich Bay..| 18 |Second. 
June 23, 1879 |** "Squam Riyerand Ipswich Bay.| 9 (First. 
July 4, 1879. ..** Ipswich Bay @ (\Wirst. 
Aug. 25, 1879. )** Ipswich Bay 10 | First. 
July 4, 1880. .|** Gloucester Harbor ............ 6 |Third, 
Aug. 5,1880../** Newburyport................... 18 |Second. 
May 30, 1881,./*** Gloucester Harbor............ 10 |Hirst, 
June 30, 1581, |*** Gloucester Harbor ........-.. 8 |Tbird boat in. 
July 4, 1881... /** Ipswich Bay... as 6 |Third. 
Sept. 9,1881..|** Ipswich Bay..............2...-- | 6 |ifirst. 
July 16, 1882..)** Ipswich Bay...-........... 4. | 1 | Third. 
Aug..2, 1882...|** Gloucester Harbor,...,...-.... 10 | First. 
Aug. 11, 1882.|** Annisquam River..........-... 5 |First. 
Aug. 27,1882.) = Marblehead. ...02. 22.2222... ee 27 \Second. 
July 4, 1888..|** Ipswich Bay.................... Third. 
July 27, 1883,,)** Ipswich Bay.... 2... 0... cs ee eee § |First. 
Aug, 18, 1843. /a** Marblehead .-.............. _.| 47 
Aug, 81, 1883.|** Gloucester Harbor ............ 6 | First. 
June 16, 1884. |** Rockport............. 005. eee oe | 9 |First; 
July 4, 1884. .|** Ipswich Bay. 15 | Third. 
Aug, 30, 1884. \}e** Marblehead li |First, 
Sept. 13, 1884, |/b* Rockport. .......2.. 0.0.0.0... ee 3 |First. 

* Gloucester Y. C, and Gloncester boats only. ** Open regatta to 
any boats, *** Champion regatta of Cape Aun Y. OC. (pennant for 
prize), ¢ Grand Union regatia, ¢ In this race the famous yacht 
Criuser, of New York, sailed over the same course (bul in a higher 
class), and was only a few seconds ahead of the Sassacus. 6 The 
other two boats competing, one was 26ft, and the other 23ft. a** 
Was one of the leading boats, bub was run into and disabled. 
The Sassacus is sloop rigged; length over all, 18ft. 4in.; beam, 7ff.; 

area of sails, 390 sq. ft.; ballasted with lead; Gaffney & Norwood’s 
patent reef attached to the mainsail, reefing and setting the sail in 
five seconds, 

SCIENCE AND RULE OF THUMB. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T see in your paper of last week my letter to you is headed as above, 

why I cannot imagine. 
As Earas science in yacht designing in thie country is concerned, 

whatis it? We hear of wave displacement theories (cribbed from 
“Archer”) upon which something wonderful, betterand faster than 
anything afloat is tobe produced. Not having the model of a fast 
yacht on hand, this theory develops itself into a disappointed owner 
whose mouey has been put intoa yessel in which everything has 
heen sacrificed to speed, but which laiter, nnfortunately, has been 
left out, This theory, however. may be further developed when some- 
thing exceedingly good is wanted to go tu England for America’s Cup, 

Other designers tell of what can be done by ascicntific vessel, com- 
pletely finished, of course, scientifically, from keel to truck. This 
science, after many opportunities, produces vessels which have the 
disagreeable habit when in good company of bringing up the rear. in 
fact, science as Tar as speed is concerned isleft ont. These so-called 
scientific designers, however, bave exceedingly buoyant, qualities 
within themselves, and will almost immediately after a distnal failure 
tell of the wonderful and beautiful vessel of mild steel or composite 
build they have in their scientific eyes, whieh they will design for 
speed only, and astonish the yachting public, 
The fact is gradually dawning upon yachtsmen that these designers 

either display too much scientific, ¢. ¢., ‘Dixon Kemp” theory, or that 
their scientific attainments were acquired foo late in life, and will 
perhaps be only ceyeloped by a future generation. As regards the 
so-called rule of thumb, can you mention a prominent American 
yessel noted for its speed designed by a s0-called scientiflic designer? 
The America, Julia, Magic, Sappho and Vixen were built from whittl- 
ings, so was the Comet, Montauk, Grayling, Fanita, Crocodile and 
Hiepbant. The last six vessels have no rivals upon any fair measure- 
ment in these waters, a fact, I believe, acknowleaged by all yachts- 
men about New York. These vessels,to my mind, from their per- 
formance, are the ouly ones produced of late years by any American 
designer which attain the end intended in their conception. Itseems 
to me that owners cf vessels care butlitile how much so called science 
has entered into their design, since the chief end of science is 
attained, Not that I consider these by any means perfect vessels 
(since perfectinn is rarely altained), but only by comparison with 
so called scientific vessels cau they be compared. They certainly by 
no means equal the yachts which will probably be designed in his eye 
by some of our scientific or amateur yavht designers, which will 
always leave the Elsworth boats and tlum diggers out of sight 
behind, have large seagome accommodations, yery little sail, cost 
little or nothing to buitd. and amateur erews will man them. 
NEw YorK, Jan. 3, 1585. JOHN G. PRAGUE. 

(Mr. Prague’s statement that the wave-form theory was ‘‘cribbed 
from Archer’ is totally at variance with well known facts. The 
credit for its discovery and practical Bp ieancy belongs to Mr. John 
Hyslop, who fifteen vea's ago made a thorough investigation of the 
subject, as the result of which he propounded the theory 1m its present 
form and built successful boats in accordance with it long before Mr, 
Aveher’s researches were made public. While the main points of 
both are the same and corroborate each other, the minor details 
differ sufficiently to show that neither is a mere copy of the other, 
Scientific designing, by which we understand not merely fanciful 
theories or elaborate calculations, but the planning m advance of all 
the details ot a yacht, aided by a careful study of the elements of 
known yachts and che knowledge and researchés of others, has only 
wi hin afew years been recognized in America, and as yet we have 
but two or three designers who follow it. The contrary method has 
heen, as all Jmow, to whittle a model by the eye, give her plenty of 
sail, fo be eut down afterward, toss in rocks, iron or lead, as the case 
inay be (no one knows or cares how much), and then by dint of change 
after change to Secure some result in two orthree Seasons As ex- 
amples of this class of work are Sappho, widenéd Idin,, as she would 
notstand upat first; Montauk, 18in, out from her estimated loadline on 
launching, and with a ton of lead afterward cast in her after dead- 
woods, to litt her bow; Gracie, altered season afler season; Vixen, 
built up 9in. amidships before she attained her present excellence; 
Grayling, with 7 tons of lead more than was first estimated necessary 
to keep her right side up. and all spars and iron work reduced; 
Wizard, slow and sluggish and radically altered in her first season; 
and Wanita that jould not steer at first, but was alterad to 
make her de so, and whose rigging and sails had to he replaced 
entirely by heavier wire and canvas. Both Mr. Prague and Mr. Fish 
could give us instructive figures of the cosh if not the value of rule 
of thumb” work, after the amounts they have spent on Wanita and 
Grayling to make them sail, after they were delivered by their 
builders. Of the comparatively few American yachts designed 
on the opposite plan, the first, of course, is Mischief, head of 
our sloop fleet, and wuw, after her fifth season, substantialiy what. 
she was in her first; Madcap has also been a very successful 
sloop; Fortuna, whether or no she is quite as fast as Montaulc, has 
certainly proved a firstrale boat; the Shadow, fastest sloop of her size, 
and the little Petrel, a practical demonstration of Mr. Hyslop’s theories, 
has nob yet met her eqital of the same size, If further illustrations 
are needed, there are the Harvey cutters, Bedonin, Wenonah, Oriva, 
all at the head of theirclasses. while abroad the ‘rule of thumb” is 

entirely a thing of the pet aS far as yachts are concerned. One 
American modeler, Mr. Philip Elsworth, has certainly a wonderful 
appreciation of the qualities that so to make a successful boat, and 
in his case the successes far outnumber the failures, but of how 
many more can the same be said? Here and there a Vixen or Gracie, 
successful only after years of tinkering and alteration, stands out 
beside a host of forgotten failures. Because Mr, Blsworrh turns outa 
fast boat by his peculiar method, does not prove that athers can do 
80, or that with such a thorough scientific trainime as is now consid- 
ered necessary in any pursuit, his yachts would not haye heen much 
better craft. ‘The elements of scientific yacht desizn are the same as 
those followed inall other trades to-day. A knowledge of the natural 
laws governiug the subject, a thorough understanding of all its pris- 
ciples, a familiarity with the materials used and their qualities, a 
knowledge of what others have done, comparisons of results in 
known cases, and a careful planning in advance of all, downto th: 
minutest detail, These are the tools employéd by the successful 
engineer in all departments of engineering, shipbuilding, bridge and 
engine building, and papell in Mr. Pragne’s own profession of 
architecture. Certainly he will not contend that the problem of pro- 
ducing a suecesstul yachtis any less difficult than that of building a 
store, church or dwelling, but the architect ayails himself of care- 
fully worked out plans, calculations of strength of materials, and of 
the vast aid extended to him by the literature of his profession, in 
the form not only of tables and treatises, bub of nuolished desipus, 
while Mr. Prague denies to the poor yacht designer all similar aids 
in his no less difficult task.] 

THE NARROWEST THE BEST. 

goun people think my letter in your paper two weeks ago perhaps 
a little rash, and my unreserved predilection for narrow boats 

taken a little “out of hand.’ That I am correct in my estimate of the 
superior power and ability of narrow beam in rough water is substan- 
tiated by the following extract from a letter written by Captain H. EB. 
Bayly to the London Meld, of Dec. 20. Ib runs as under: 
“Now if ‘L. W.’ will turn to the Held of the 14th of June, of this 

year, he will find in the report of the Dover Regatta, of the 10tb of 
that month, an account of the respective performances of the 3-ton 
OCurrytush, and the 30ft. Eclipse, far and away the best boat of the 
length classes yet built, when racing together to wimdward in what 
was to craft of their size a heavy swell. The latter host has 10ft. 
beam, the former, besides being ift. bin. shorter, is what ‘W.L. 
would probably term Huclid’s definition of a line, and yet the result 
of the bout to windward was not altogether to the adyantage of the 
wider and far bigger boat.” 
Testimony like this is good, as it retails facts, not flights of fancy 

or play upon sympathetic prejudice. The Eclipse measures, aceard- 
ing to Lioyd’s Register. 36x10,2x7.4, and the Currytush 41,7x4,6x5, 
consider this enormous difference. In point of size the two boats 
compare as 2,264 and 655 or roughly as 444 and 1, Yet the narrow 
eutter, but 4ft. fin. beam, proved more than a match fora boat oyer 
twice the beam and probably three times the size. Anideais current 
herein America that the wide Itehen length boats are superior, 
length for length, to the narrow cutters in heavy weather. The race 
in question seems to prove the contrary. It may be added that the 
narrow cutter has practically the same available or useful stowaze 
room inside and is as smart in a breeze upon little more than half the 
first cost and also with much smaller rig to work, Giye me the nar- 
row boat every time. OVP. Ky 

IN TROUBLE. 

UR Canadian neighbors haye evidently not yet forgotten the Ata- 
lanta races, and now are looking across the lakes with 4 broad 

prin at the alarm of the sloop men over the coming of Genesta, Un- 
der the above heading the Belleville Intelligencer sums up the matter 
as follows; 
Our neighbors of the United States arein trouble. Their supremacy 

in yachting is“threatened. Two of those “consarued Britishers,” 
namely Sir Richard Sutton and Lieut. Henn, owners respectively of 
the cutters Genesta of 80 tons and Galatea of 100 tons, haye chal- 
lenged for the America’s Cup—that bauble which the Yankee 
schooner America won from thé British thirty-three years azo, and 
which was for many years emblematic of the yachung championship 
of the world, but ig now typical of the championship of salt water, 
These challenges bave sent the hearts of our usually plueky neigh- 
hors down into their boots, because, as they have been driven to ac- 
knowledge, the New York Y. C. have not a vessel in their fleet which 
would have any chance of defeating either of the cutters whese 
owners have thrown down the gauntlet, 
Alas ! how have the mighty fallen! Buta little more than three 

years ago, our neighbors would have been hugely delighted by the 
receipt of a challenge on behalf of a cutter. That type of vessel was 
by them considered slow in all kinds of weather and totally unfit to 
compete with the skimming dish, She was derided as a “plank on 
edge,” a lead mine,” * with no bottom for to sail on,’ * totally un- 
suited for our wind and waters,’ and one self opmniated genius even 
made himself so ridiculous as to assert, in face of all received experi- 
ence elsewhere, that if a certain narrow cutter then building in New 
York from a design by an Hoglish naval architect proved fast, he 
would eat her, The cutter did prove to be a good one, but this apostle 
of an almost defunct faith has not as yet either acknowledged his 
error or attempted to make his boast good, The advent of the littie 
Scotch cutter Matge in American waters and her easy yictories over 
the pick of the centerboarders somewhat larger than herself, opened 
the eyes of the more intelligent of Ameérican yachtsmen to the fach 
that their day of supremacy had passed. The -ubsequent defeat of 
their larger sloops by two cutters of cruising dimentions builtin their 
own yards from English designs, showed to the great body of them 
that the cutter is the fastest type of yacht taking all sorts of weather 
into account, and to-day there are oly afew—a very few—amonge 
the yachtsmen of America, and those of the “spread eagle stamp, 
who still glorify the sloop and refuse to accept as correct the results 
which have been achieved under their very noses, Hence we have 
the candid acknowledgment from leaders in yachting circles in the 
United States that the sloopsof the New York Yacht Club, which, be- 
fore the coming of the Madge, and even long after, their admirers 
thought could * whip all creation,” that they could have no hops of 
success against the much abused “lead mines” with their former 
idols as their representatives in the forthcoming contests. 
Under the circumstances it is creditable to those of the American 

yachtsmen who were interviewed on the subject, that not one of 
them expressed himself in favor of building a cutter to match the 
challengers. AJ] seemed resolved, as a point of honor, to ight the 
battle of the types out to the bitter end, by constructing a sloop 
larger than any vessel of the kind afloat to represent the United 
States in the contest, provided the new craft proves faster than the 
old ones. and in case she proves 4 failure to fall back upon one of 
those now in existence, This may be more chivalrous than wise, but 
our neighbors deserve credit for the spirit they have shown in cir- 
cumstances so untoward. +, 
Wetrust that the New York Y, C. will prove equally fair in refus- 

ing to accede to the ¢lamorings of tho-e sea lawyers who are urging 
them to so alter their rule of measurement as to discriminate against 
the challengers. Heretofore the club bas been tolerably fair in their 
dealings with contestants for the Cup, and we cannot believe that 
they will now stoop Lo anything which that portion of the community 
who admire manly sports would consider mean or dishonorable, 

THE AMERICA OUP.—'The longer the discussion as to the chal- 
lenge for the Cup proceeds, the more evident does it become that 
our yachtsmen are utterly unable to retain the trophy in this coun- 
try. All of the makeshifts proposed, such as the altering of the 
Grayling or the Comet to enable an American vessel to meet English 
invaders are useless. American yachtsmen must bear this in mind— 
that yachting in Mogland bas undergone a complete revolution, The 
racing craft there is an entirely different structure from the pleasure 
boat. Here we try to ecombine both. Yachting bas got to be con- 
ducted on the same principle as horse-rating. A man would no more 
atbempb to use a saddlehorse is a racehorse, or vice versa, than wear 
his dress stub by day, and if yachtsmen in this country want to be up 
with the times and hold their own in aquatic spurt, the sooner they 
renlize this the better for them. Uniler existing circumstances, it 
would bea positive benefin to the yachting mterests of the country 
if the America’s Cup were won by a British boat, as then speeial 
efforts would be madé to win it back.”—N. Y. Mail anid Bopress, 
Jan, 9. 

SEAWANHAKA C, Y. C.—The annual meeting of the Seawanhaka 
G, ¥, C. was held at Delmonico’s on Monday, Jan. 12, with Com, 
Rogers in the chair. The following otficers were elected: Uommio- 
dore, Archibald Rogers; Vice Commodore, W. A, Stewart; Kear 
Commodore, A, Bryan Alley; Secretary, L. F. D'Oremieulx; Meas- 
uret, John Hyslop; Fleet Surgeon, J. M. Woodbury, M, D.; Chap‘ain, 
Rev. Geo. H. Vandewater; Sailing Committee, L. P. Bayard, f O- 
De Luze, §, Nelsen White, Robert Centre, J. W. Beekman; Foanes, 
J,¥. Tams. A molion was mMiade fo eg yachts by loadline 
length, of course retaining the same system of time allowance as at 
present. It was also proposed to grant discretionary powers to sail- 
ing committees, allowing them) to class different rigs together to 
avoid sailing over, with an allowance of time to the schooners or 
yawils. ‘The Seawanbaka Q. Y, ©, has now a Steph se Seae eoantt “a 
more yachts than éyer before, and is second only tothe New York 
Y. C, in these waters, " 
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AGRUISER'S CABIN.—The Godolphinis a cutter built on the eas 
eoast of Scotland, and measures seven tons. Sheis 82ft. long by Sft. 
beam, is fully decked, with small watertight well, and draws about 
6ft. of water. * * * * The cabin is 14ft. long, having the sine qua 
non of a comfortable cruiser, a perfectly watertight deck; there are 
two folding iron hammocks in the after part, and broad bunks for- 
ward, making four comfortable beds: there are also plenty of lockers 
for grub and clothes. The forecastle is latge with good head room, 
and hasan iron-framed hammock for cook or crew when such is 
carried. The cooking (a,most important element for eruising) is 
done very handily with a large paraffin onl stove, having twofour and 
oné quarter inch burners, and an oven capable of roasting a four- 
pound joint.—Aunt?s Yachting Magazine, 

FAILURE OF A SHIPBUILDING FIRM.—Messrs. Ward & Stan- 
ton, of Newburg, N. Y., lately made an assignment to Mr, Jas. Begg, 
of New York, their liabilities being about $100,000. The firm, which 
was established in 1872, have a yard just below Newburg, and for 
some years past have built iron vessels, the yachts Polymia and 
Namouna being constructed by them. They also built the Rhada, 
Vedette and Henriette, besides many tugs and ferryboats. Two years 
ago a fire occurred in the yard by which the firm lost heavily, 
which was the cause of their present embarrassment. The work at 
present under way will be completed by the assignee, and the firm 
will probably be able to resume, 
MISCHIEF IN THE CUP RACES.—Several small lithographs of 

Mischief in one of her races with Atalanta in 1881 have been published, 
showing her balloon jib set witha pole on the foot, and one has 
lately been sent to us with the inquiry whether the pole was ever 
carried in the manner shown, In this race a watch tackle was made 
fast to the stay, about 6ft. above the bowsprit end, by which tackle 
the fore end of the booming ont pole was hauled out, so that its 
position was not, as shown in the pictures, at the bowsprit end, but 
on the stay, about six feet up. 

MR. WARREN'S 40-TONNER.—The Shipping World again states in 
the February number that Mr. Warren will challenge for the Cup, as 
follows: ‘‘lt will be with considerable interest, and deep expressed 
hopes of success, that we shall follow the fifth attempt to recover 
the America Oup. to which the well-known Liverpool yachtsmen Mr, 
Warren has pledged himself.” 

YONKERS Y. C.—At the meeting on Jan. 8, Commodore A. J. 
Prime was reélected, but declined to serve, although ballotted for 
three times, Mr. Jas. Martin was elected Vice-Commodore; John 
Dickson, Fleet Captain; Gabriel Reevs, Secretary; Join Nesbitt. 
Treasurer; J, Howard Clapp, Measurer: A. W. Serrell, Trustee; W. H. 
Veitch, Steward. 

ECLIPSE Y. C.—The annual meeting of the Eclipse Y, C. was held 
on the 5th inst., and the officers chosen forthe coming year were 
Peter Krumeich for Commodore; Joseph Strobbell, Vice-Commodore; 
Edward Hammer, Rear Commodore; James MeClymont, Secretary; 
Thomas Calvert, Treasurer, and John Calvert, Measurer, 

ANOTHER CUTTER FOR AMBRIGA,—Mr. G, L. Watson has just 
contracted with the Culzean Shipbuilding and Hngineering Co. for the 
construction of a 20-ton fast cruiser to be built of wood. She will be 
sent to America on the deck of a steamer, a mould for her keel going 
with her, to be cast and boited on here. 

REMOVAL.—Mr. BH. L. Williams, late of Lowell, Mass., removes 
this week to South Boston, foot of Hast Ninth street, where he has a 
new shop. Mr, Williams will devote himself mainly to sm all cruisers. 
We will publish soon the lines of a craft of the Fendeur type, built by 
him last season. 

SAN FRANCISCO.—The Pacific yachtsmen have had greatness 
thrust upon them in the shape of a double page cartoon in the local 
eomic journal The Wasp. The fleet are represented as starting to 
recapture Honolulu. 

HARLEM Y. C.—The second annual reception of the Harlem Y. C. 
will be held at Lexington Avenue Opera House on Jan. 20, The com- 

lin. 

AMY.—Mr. E. D. Morgan’s steam yacht Amy arrived at Bombay, 
after a run of seven days from Aden, on Friday last, and was to leave 
on Monday for Columbo and Singapore. 

MIGNONDETTEH.—The capital sentence passed on Captain Dudley 
and Stephens has been commuted to six months imprisonment with- 
out hard labor, 

CRUISER.—We have received from Mr. Alley the sail drafts of 
Cruiser, and will publish them shortly. 

Answers to Correspondents. 

2" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

A_N,, Baltimore.—We expect to publish the sail plan shortly, 

J, L., New York.—The lighter sample is strong enough. The other 
seems heavier than the ‘'yaeht drill’> mentioned. 

W.5., Toronto.—The safety of the yacht would depend on her 
model and ballast. She might be safe with the dimensions named, 

SEEKING,—l would like some hints on black bass rods, flies and 
fishing. Ans, Get ‘‘The Book of the Black Bass,” by Dr. Henshall, 
We can furnish it. Price 3,00, 

G. P.—The term “‘sportsman”’ as now used refers to those who 
practice field sports. ‘he other expression “sporting man*’ means 
everything from a turfman 10 a prize-fighter and bunco steerer, 

Hi. P., Columbus, O— With a companion I spent last July, August 
and September in the Territories of Wyoming, Washington and Idaho, 
We caught five varieties of trout, but no brook trout. I claim that 
there is a species or brook trout whicn has no scales. I claim that 
the trout in the tribut ries of Cheat River, West Virginia, have no 
scales visible to the naked eye. Am TI correct? Ans All trout have 
seales. Those on the charrs, to which the eastern brook and lake 
trouts belong, are very sinall, but are plainly visible when the skin is 
dry, They can also be seen in certain lights. but are not only small 
but so covered with mucus thai they are not readily seen- 

H. &: F., Jn., New York.—1. Did not Mr. Harry Prichard make bis 
cast of ninety feet with a rod over a foot shorter and considerably 
lighter than any other rod used? 2. Did not, at the last tournament, 
Mr. Thomas Prichard do his casting after dusk? 3. Was there, after 
the tournament, some amount of money placed, or ready to ve, on 
Mr. Thomas Prichard, to throw against any certain pariy or parties, 
and whether these did not back out? Ans. 1, His rod was 10ft. 444in, 
and weighed eight ounces. All the other rods were 11ft. 6in. and 
weighed as follows: One of 844 ounces, two of 884 ounces, and one of 
10% ounces, 2. No. 3. We have never seen any money wagered at a 

committee are Messrs, Pitzgerrald, Parker, Austin, Baxter and Con- 
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tournament, nor haye we ever known of any being “placed or ready 
to be,’’ on any person, we know nothing of any such transaction. 

A.S§., Troy, N. Y.—The specimen of fresh-water fish sent us arrived, 
but with no indication of the locality where it was caught. The fish 
is well known in some parts of the country. It is frequent in the 
Great Lakes and the Atlantic streams of Virginia. Jts systematic 
name is amia calva. I the Great Lakes it is known as the dogfish 
and mudfish, in the South it is called bowfin, grindle, John A. Grindle, 
and John A. Itis a ganoid and worthless for food, but it is a fierce, 
destructive fish. 

Reaper, New York.—While net-fishing last summer at flood tide, 
in Peconic Bay, we hauled our seine in a creek communicating with 
the sea in which the tide runs at a rate of four or five miles an hour, 
We caught thirteen chequit or wealknsh, the largest of which weighed 
ten pounds. No onein the vicinity eyer caught one of the size men- 
tioned with hook and line. Since reading your paper I am convinced 
that this can be done, Will you be so kind as to inform me as to the 
baifi to be used, the size of line and red, and oblige? Ans, Light bass 
tacide is aboul the proper thing, say an 8-foot bass rod, a reel with a 
hundred yards of fine linen line, 12-thread or smaller; use a leader 
of single gut, a swivel sinker and hooks on gut. For small fish use 
shrimp for bait and menhaden for large ones. 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 

Fiy-I'isHine ror SALMoN, TRouT AND GRAYLING.—The author of 
this work* dares to dispute some of the generaily accepted notions, 
avdin some of his departures from accepted rules we agree with 
him, He writes evidently from experience, and not from memory of 
what he has read on the subject. Although bearing an American im- 
print on the title page, the book is entirely English. The author has 
decided yiews on the habits of fish and of angling, and does not hesi- 
tate to express them, and whether we agree with him on some point 
or not we know that be believes what he says. On the whole, it is a 
good little work, and well worth reading. 

* Recollections of Fly-Fishing for Salmon, Trout aud Grayling, with 
notes on their haunts, habits and history. By Hdward Hamilton, 
ee F\L.S., ete. Ulustrated. New York: Orange Judd Company, 
1885, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Deer hunters should read Judge J. D. Caton's ‘“‘Antelope and Deer 
of Amerieca,”? For sale at this office. Price $2.50._Adv. . 

N. W. Aver & Son, of Philadelphia, publish a yery complete, use- 
ful and well arranged directory of American newspapers. We have 
had occasion to use it ourselves and can testify to its merits, 

AnTHONY’s PHOTOGRAPHIC BULLETIN is now edited by Prof, Chas. F. 
Chandler, of Columbia College, and is issued semi-monthly. The 
Jan. 10 number appears with a handsome colored cover and contains 
a portrait of Prof. Chandler. The Bulletin is published at $2 per 
year by Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony, 591 Broadway, New York. 

PANTHERS ON THE McCLOUD RIVER. 

Editor Forest and Stream: . 
A panther which for seyeral weeks had made himself par- 

ticularly obnoxious as well as familiar about both the 
McCloud fishery stations, California, was shot in the month 
of September, 1882, After the killing of this panther the 
rest kept away from the settlements to some extent, and we 
did not see much of them till about midsummer of this year 

| (1883), when they began to come around again. In the lat- 
ter part of July of this year (1883) Mr. Radcliff came sud- 
denly upon three panthers not far from the fishery, on the 
Copper City trail. Not long after a large panther crossed 
the same trail in the daytime, just after Mr. Barber had 
passed along on horseback; and about the middle of August 
“Short Jim,” one of our Indians, saw a panther in the midst 
of a herd of cows trying to carry off a calf, but the cows 
‘horned at it” so, to use the Indian’s expression, that the 
pauther had to give up the undertaking. Jim had his rifle 
with him, but said that he could not shoot at the panther 
without endangering the cows, A day or two after a pan- 
ther came down to Mr. Barber’s house in the evening, and 
being chased by his dogs, ran about the vicinity for a con- 
siderable time, and crossed the garden twice with the dogs 
after him. He cuffed one of the dows finally, and soon after 
disappeared. This was peculiar conduct on the part of the 
panther, for usually when chased by dogs they will almost 
immediately take to a tree. We have not yet ascertained 
for a certainty whether the panthers ever have or ever would 
molest the trout in the trot ponds, though the presumption 
is that if they thought they could take the trout with safety 
they would do it, as they will, notwithstanding the cat’s 
proverbial dislike to wetting its feet, frequently get into the 
water of their own accord, and it is not an unusual thing 
for them to swim the McCloud River. We think it best, at 
all events, to be on the lookout for them, as well as for wild- 
cats, lynxes, ’coons, minks, otters and other fish-loving ani- 
mals. We were not troubled much with panthers again 
until the following spring, when Mr. Barber treed three at 
one time close tu his house. ‘Treeing three panthers at once 
is such an unusual citcumstance that 1 yenture to send you 
the following very interesting account of it, written by Mr. 
Loren W. Green, superintendent of the United States trout 
ponds on the McCloud River, and next-door neighbor of Mr, 
Barhour: 

“The farmhouse of Mr. and Mrs, A. J. Barber was a few 
nights since the scene of wild excitement. Their residence 
is situated half a mile above and across the river from the 
U. 5. salmon fishery. 
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“Tt was about 10 0’clockin the evening—the family had 
not yet retired—when they were somewhat startled by what 
sounded like the heavy tramping of feet. Mr. Barber re- 
marked to his wife that the cattle had probably come down 
from the mountains, and went to the door. The dogs rushed 
out in a terrific manner, and he could plainly see by the dim 
light of the moon three huge California lions; they were 
skipping and leaping around playfully until the three dogs 
came upon the scene when, taken completely by surprise, 
they started for the bills, making two or three leaps, and all 
three ascended a large oak tree standing about thirty yards 
from the door. With the exception of the small children, 
Mr. and Mrs. Barber were alone; but something must be 
done, and for Mr. Barber to go out alone with his torch and 
rifle seemed useless, so Mrs. B. bravely proposed taking the 
torch, and getting onein readiness, Mr. B. examined his 
faithful old rifle, and finding it cocked and primed, staried 
for the scene. The dogs were under the tree, barking and 
biting the bark in a furious manner. It was a live oak tree, 
the trunk large with heavy limbs, but not very high. The 
leaves and darkness prevented the monsters being seen read- 
ily, and it was necessary for both to get up close, when Mrs. 
B., looking up, plainly saw three pair of eyes some twenty 
feet above and directly over her, and which shone like balls 
of fire. Mr. B. caught sight of them about the same time, 
and also saw that one of them was about to spring upon his 
wife; but quicker than it takes to tell it, he raised his rifle 
and gent a leaden messenger of death crushing through the 
animal’s back, and he fell a helpless mass at Mrs. Barber’s 
feet, and the faithful old dog, Hunter, was soon at his throat. 
The firing and flash of the rifle excited the remaining two, 
and one of them, before Mr. B. could shoot again, made a wild 
spring at his wife, missing her by about two feet, and strik- 
ing the ground with such force as to jar the very earth. He 
stopped for a moment, but the old dog Hunter was upon 
him, and he fled to the hills with lightning rapidity, the dogs 
following. The third and last one jumped from the tree in 
another direction and made good his escape. The dogs 
brought to bay the one they followed, in a thicket of chap- 
parel, at the base of the lime rocks, and Mr, Barber and 
wife concluded to follow. Arriving at the scene, they found 
the brush so thick that it was impossible to see him. He was 
fighting the dogs, and the brave old Hunter ventured too 
near, and soon returned with some fearful wounds. Mr. B. 
made a large fire, which drove the animal from the brush 
and down toward the river, with the dogsin pursuit. He 
was again brought to bay, this time where the brush was 
not so thick, and while the dogs kept him busy, Barber 
crawled on his hands and knees to within about eight feet of 
him, and as Mrs. B. held the torch, he fired, when the lion 
and dogs went rolling down the hill together. Thinking 
that he had fatally wounded the animal, Barber concluded 
to leave him until daylight, and with his wife repaired to 
his home, which they reached about two o’clock in the 
morning, At daybreak Barber returned to the scene of con- 
flict, but the dogs were so badly wounded that they refused 
to follow. He found the lion dead within a few feet of 
where he had shot him, and dragged him to the house. He 
weighed 150 pounds and measured about nine feet. The 
other, which was a kitten, weighed 120 pounds. The one 
that escaped came around the next evening, but the dogs 
had lost no more lions, and he was allowed to go his way in 
peace and safety.” LIVINGSTON STONE. 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

The Supreme Court of Tennessee has decided that a domestic 
canary bird is property and may be subject of larceny. The 
learned court was, of course, not ignorant of the Jaw; the 
court erred as to the facts. Judging from his sad bachelor 
condition, Judge Cooper has never chased, at the bidding of 
fair damsel, the vagrant canary through field and forest, 
There are Benedicks on the bench, however, and some one of 
these ought to haye known that there is not a bird or beast 
kept as a pet or for profit or use so absolutely lacking in the 
animus revertendi. We have suspected its small corpus of 
being moved and instigated by thedevil. ltis painful to seea 
learned court fully up in the law thus slipping up on a matter 
of fact.—Memphis (Tenn.) Avalanche. 

‘James Hogan, of Danbury, Conn.,” says the News of that 
town, ‘is the owner of a Mexican terrier. The peculiarity of 
this breed ot dogs is that their bodies are not covered with 
hair, but are smooth and much the color of arat. Winnie, 
for such is her name, possesses the most beautiful eyes 
imaginable. being a peculiar shade of green. She is prepared 
to swim, for duck-like she is web-footed. But the strangest 
part of this animal is her appetite and love for fruit. She will 
eat watermelons, tomatoes, apples, pears, oranges, dates, etc., 
and seems to relish them all equally well, with perhaps a 
preference for watermelons. Althongh constantiy in the 
fruit store of her master, she will not touch anything till 
given to her out of her master’s hand.” 

But of all books be sure to read ‘‘Wooderaft.” 
elsewhere. —Adv. 

See advertisement 

+THE MILD POWER CURES. 

UNPHREYS’ 
SS ee ee 

BS Inuse 30 years.—Special Prescriptions of 
aneminent Physician. Simple, Safe and Sure. 
LIST OF PRINCIPAL Nos, CURES. PRICE. 

Fevers, Congestion, Inflammations.. 
Orns ym Perel, aealt c. 7 

olic. or Teething o s 
& Diarries o£Children or Adults, 
5] Disentery. Griping, Bilious Coli 
6] Cholera Morbus, Vomiting. 
%| Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis..,.... : 
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache.... .2 
Headaches, Sick Headacho, Vertizo 

0] Dyspepsia, BiliousStomach......... : 
1 Suppressed or Painful Periods 

OMEOPATHIC 
12) Whites 25 
13ic B 6 Sale 

too Profuse Periods...,...... 

Ca 
20) Whos 

150 
3) Diseases of the Heart, Palpitation 1,00 

PECIFICS: 
i Sold by Dru) tpai seoipt of price Rent for Dr. tiabep heey 

ook on Disease, dc, (144 A ‘Cata= 
me, free. 08 ae xs? 

‘Medicine Co 109 Fulton St,, New Xork, 

selves with proper artificial baits, 

mended by expert Florida anglers: 

Trout, Kte., Htc. 

TO FLORIDA ANQCGLERS. 

Keeping fully abreast with the times, we have the last few seasons given particular attention to the manufac- 

ture and introduction of a large variety of tackle specially adapted to the needs of Florida anglers. 

of obtaining natural bait at some of the best fishing grounds renders it very desirable for anglers to provide them- 

The difficulty 

Wehave an unusually fine assortment of the following goods, used and recom- 

Pearl Florida Spinners, Mottled Pearl Spoons, Pearl Squids, Pearl Mullet, Florida 

Bass Flies, Tackle for Channel Bass, Red Snappers, Sheepshead, Salt Water 

Also a New and Special Hoek for Tarpum. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, . 

(8 Vesey Street (Fifth door from Astor House), New York City, 
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PIEPER’S PATENT B.L. GUNES 
LEAD TEE WAR Es EE"? 

The Large Demand Proves Their THE SHOOTING QUALITIES 
POPULARITY. ARE REMARKABLE. 

ADVANTAGES OFFERED: BOTH FOR 

CHEAPNESS. AND 
NEMRED GEST, 

STRENGTH. ACCURACY. | 
SYMMETRY. 

DURABILITY. The Parts are Inter- 
: changeable, 

{2=-This is the best COMPLETE gun in the market for the money. Theré is no other gun that can com- TOP SNAP—NOT EXTENSION RIB, 
pare with if. The sales during the past season have been unprecedented. 12g. 10g. 

No. 600—Ribbon twist barrels, Scott action, double bolt, fine quality steel-freed locks, ex- 12¢. 10¢. No. 588—Stub twist barrels. back action, steel rebounding locks, double bolt, scroll fence, 
tension rib, scroll fence breech, French walnut selected, pistol grip stock, pistol grip, patent fore end} rubber butt 2.4 oie. e lis ea eke $37 00 $38 00 
finely chequered, artistically ornamented rubber butt plate, with figure of the 598—Damascus barrels, rest Same aS No, 588. 2. 0... eee ee cent ene rt ent ennteeneres 4000 41 00 
rag itelssGon sivas Vel cpg en ad ean) SSSA Sb Lashes Wise Soo Aka er Ginn Ree boy Bret $57 00 $60 00 589—Stub twist barrels, bar rebounding locks, rest same as No, 588,..........-...-. soo 49.00, .48°00 

605—Same, with good Damascus barrels, engraved locks and mountings..... +. 7000 7% 00 599—Damascus ‘ ts i ie ae | o Shed Eich aia pie ncctet eh =e, § 50 00 52 00 
610—Sameé, with fine Damaseus barrels, and fine finish, extra selected stocks .. 100 00 105 00 5881—Rifle and shot, blued barrels, B. A. locks, 12-bore and .44W. C.F. ... ........... 40 00 
615—The best quality in every particular...... 1... --sss sce see cece eee eee ee -. 12500 130 00 5882—Rifle and shot, blued barrels, bar locks.........-..0...0ccececeesncceecees sanceees 50 00 

Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chambers St., N. Y. 
FOR SALE BY ALL THE DEALERS HANDLING GOOD GUNS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. 

if your dealer has none in stock, don’t purchase until you see it. Get him to send for one on approval. 

THH 8. D. & G SPECIALTIES ARE: 
CHARLES DALY Hammer and Hammerless Guns. The Celebrated PIEPER Guns. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON Hammerless 

Guns. MARLIN & BALLARD Rifles—Don’t forget the new Marlin combined tool for reloading magazine rifle cartridges. 
COLT’S Guns, Rifles and Pistols. PARKER BROS.’ Guns. STANDARD Revolvers. AMERICAN 

ARMS CQO. Extracting Revolvers. L. M. C. Breech-Loading Implements. 

ree INTERNATION AT... 
(REGISTHRED TRADE MARK.) 

SS 
Ss 

3S 

25 

ratatsee: b 

Sosepetetettsseseee. 

: seo 

Sree. 

= 

LATEST IMPROVED MACHINE-MADE GUNS. 

SIDE SNAPS.—Fine Twist Barrels, Rebounding Locks, Pistol Grip Stock, Patent Fore End, Double | TOP SNAPS.—(As per cut). Fine Twist Barrels, Rebounding Locks, Pistol Grip Stock, Patent Fore 
ae not ee Ne oe Heel Plate, nD eae cylinder-bored, left barrel choke-bored. 7 end page Bolts ended Rib, Handsorses ee Heel Plate, both barrels choke-bored. 

-gauge or nches, 8 to 9 pounds we ight, - -gauge. or 32 inches, 8 to 9 pounds weight ~ 
10. “ '32 inches, 9 to 10% pounds weight, © -  - | PRICE, 850,00 | 10. “ ’ 32 inches, 9 to 10% pounds weight, = -  - \ PRIOE, B36 06 

Every component part of these guns is made by gauge. They are handsome, safe and very durable shooting qualities excellent, and are superior in every way to any ever before offerea stich prices. FOR SALE BY THE TRADE GENERALLY. : ‘ 4 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y., Manufacturers’ Sole Agents. — 
Also Sole Agents for PIFFARD’S ELASTIC RUBBER HEEL PLATES and KYNOCH’S BRASS SHELLS. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY. es BV rR oOo CEL’ ss 
BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER C0. | p2z¢ 3 ; = <6 3 
Successors to Tue J, M. Brunswick & Bake Co, | S848" ey oe et P . t f= rt t S h | i 

and Tae H. W. CoLuEnpER Co. 2o aA a e nN e ec rass e S, | : Bae 
Zope MANUFACTURED BY 
On Ee s s 

Beas. KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
oF, oe These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced base; are adapted to either 
Ha vos Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be reloaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Oost 
BSaE = a - : only about Halt as much. wert Sane PADED shoe whey shoot stronger and closer and ae 

i of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameteris nearly two gauges larger. EA 
—— H strand ee CRAM EE eID Be clap eam same as any brass shells, using wads say two sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effeetually 
WAREROOMS: The lightest, most complete and practical of | crimped with tool and straighten out to original shape when discharged. The crimping tool also 

860 Broadway, New York. Amateur Equipments. Price $10 and upward. H, | 2¢tSs as a reducer, an advantage which will be appreciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample 
Market & Huron Streets, Northside, Chicago. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y. , Shells will be mailed (without charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 

only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots only, (2,000), and crimpers 
not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO.,, Sole American Agents, 
101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

211 Market Street, St. Louis. Send for catalogue. Book of instructions free 
11384 Market Street, Philadelphia. F vs established in this li j L 367 West Baltimore St. Baltimore orty years established in this line of business. 

Indorsed by all the leading players, and awarded 
the highest prizes at eyery exposition where ex- 
ibited TRIED AND PROVED. 

the genuine article. Send 
Schwatka’s Search. 

Zp ior rice list. MARTIN 
———— 

Sledging in the Arctic in quest of the Re ear 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, &c. 
They are easy to the feet, and very 

durable. Made to oder im a| Wessimuk Fiunting Esimnife. 
The only pocket hunting knife 

©) worth a sou, Full sized knife, 914in. 
UTCHINGS, Dover, long open, and 5lgin. long shut. 

N. H., P. O. Box 368, Blade Tin. wide, and equal to the best 
Dame, StoppaRD & Kenpary, Boston; Henry U. razors, but not so hard. If you FRANKLIN RECORDS, Squires, New York; F. Cxas. Ercuen, Philadelphia, j 4 want one by mail, send plain ads * Agents. dress to GEO. ROCK WOOD, Wellsboro, Tioga Co., Pa., with postal note for $1.50. P.S.—See Forest and —BY— ; Stream for Sept. 18, page 147. : 

WILLIAM H. GUILDER FERGUSON’S 

Second in Command. DOG TRAINING; 
—By Rust Preventer 

1 Volume, Svo., with Maps and Illustrations. Yor FIREARMS, CUTLERY, TOOLS, SKATES, Hic. 
Price, 3.00. Send for Circular, S. T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM, 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 
For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, Office, 65 Fulton st., New York, (With T. J; Conroy.) . FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE PRICE $1.00. rr 
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Explanatory and Suggestive. 
FOR THE CASUAL READER. 

Arma virumgue cano—Arms and the man I sing.” And, indeed, it would take the genius 

of a Virgil and the roll of Latin hexameters fitly to tell the deeds of this man, whose arms are 

shotgun and fishing rod, Go where you will, he is there. You rin into him on the crowded city 

street, encounter him on cars and steamboats; he perches atop the country stage, bestrides the 

burro, and doubles up like a jacknife in the kanim. Seek out the most distant, most tortuous 

streams, his liue has been wet in their waters; penetrate into the wilderness, the tin can of the 

sportsman’s camp is yet further on. He goes for game—if the fates shall send anything within 

reach of his ammunition; for fish—if by good fortune a trout shall rise to his fly or descend to 

his worm. But, good luck or bad luck, game or no game, fish or no fish—fun always, fresh air, 

ozone, quicker pulse beat, brighter eye, more elastic step, all the multitudinous rewards, which, 

after all, outweigh the biggest “bags,” and tip up the longest ‘‘strings.”’ Is it not true that only 

a poet could tell his deeds as they ought to be told? Perhaps so. Perhapsnot. He can usually 

tell them himself. And he does, with a thousand different pens, in a thousand different ways. 

You may read it in the FoREST AND STREAM, 
And that is better than if it were put into verse between book covers. 

One who dees not understand these things might imagine that after being told so often, this 

story of the man—him with the rod and gun—might in the end became hackneyed. But it 

isnotso. Why? Well for pretty much the same reason, we venture to say, that the fields them- 

selves and the woods and the lakes and the streams never become hackneyed. However that 

may be, one thing is certain, Our columns every week, and month after month, give ampie 

proof that there is still an abundance to tell of what is seen and what is done afield and on 

angling waters; and that hosts of people still delight to read the telling, our subscription books 

show with ever increasing emphasis. The FOREST AND STREAM is in the best sense 

A Journal of Recreation. 

It tells of the recreation found by busy men, in ott-door, open-air life. It zs recreation to 

these same men and to others. Explain it how you will, this recreation found in the pages of the 

FoREST AND STREAM is different from the diversion afforded by other papers. Why? Because 

(it may be answered again) the recreations of field and stream are always ten times more potent 
for good than are those found in almost any other way. 

Look through the pages and you will see that the departments include a pretty large field, 

It is a wide scope of subjects, But if you look carefully you will see that the paper, from front 
cover to back cover is homogeneous, What is in it belongs init. There is not the mistake of 

trying to foist upon the reader, who is interested in angling and shooting, a lot of stuff about 

horse racing er base ball or prize fights. There is no sawdust-ring odor. Everything is redolent 

of the woods. There are plenty of other papers devoted to the other subjects. If you are 

interested in them, you need hardly spend time to read the rest of this explanatory advertisement. 

The FormsT AND STREAM’S field is broad, but it is not broad enough to take in all creation. 

The editors are perfectly contented with the scope of the paper as it is at present. And now 

A Word About 1885. 
For fifty-two weeks of the year 1885 we propose to publish the ForEST AND STREAM, and 

‘to fill each number with the same rich abundance and yariety of reading that may be found in 

this present number or in any one of the five hundred numbers that have gone before it. 

There wili be the same delightful accounts of the adventures and misadyentures of the 

Sportsman Tourist, and whether the ‘‘tour” be across a continent or only across the pasture lot 

into the woods beyond, the story in either case will be well worth the time it takes to read it. 

We shall have, now and then, a description ef such excursions in foreign Jands, but for the 

most part these columns will deal with what is seen and done in our own country, for that, after 

all, is what the readers of FOREST AND STREAM are rightly presumed to be most interested in. 
The Watural Aistory columns will give attention to varied forms of animal life, more parti- 

culatly such as may come under the observation of sportsmen in their rambles. This department 

of the ForREST AND STREAM we believe to hold a place altogether unique. It is neither the 

dime-museum sort of un-natural history affected by the newspapers, nor the abstruse, fine-spun 

and terribly dry lucubrations of the scientific associations. It is intelligent talk about animal 
life, intended for intelligent readers. 

In the Skeotixg and Angling columns(we need hardly say it) will be accounts of hunting 

excursions and fishing trips—with luck, good, bad and indifferent; discussions about matters 

mechanical, ethical, sentimental, fanciful and practical; some, after much debating, will be 

settled; others will he left (and fhe reader with them) at the end just where they were at the 
beginning. 

The Aenae/l will give in 1885 (as it has given in 1884) the earliest, most accurate and the 

only unbiased reports of shows and trials, and it will be the endeavor of the editors to maintain 

for the FOREST AND STREAM in this special branch the position it now holds away in advance 
of anything else published in this country. 

The Yachting columns are in charge of an expert, whose highest ambition will be to keep 

these departments in the place already won for them in the recognized lead of journalism. 

Though the Camoeiwg interest of the country is of comparatively recent growth, the FOREST 

AND STREAM fully appreciating its importance, has provided for those who sail or paddle a (pretty 

generous) corner, which is so full of practical suggestions and recountings of cruising experi- 

ences, that a canoeist might almost as well try to get along without a paddle as without the paper 
in his mail every week, 

In a word—this is what we started out to say—in 1885 the Forest AND STREAM will be 

newsy, bright, wholesome—a journal of out-door recreation. 

Terms:—$4 per year, 52 six mos,, Iocts, per copy. Sold everywhere. Make orders payable, 

Forest AND STREAM Pus. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
- For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and 
ehoke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of | 
50, 70 and 90 Fae giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12-gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 

GuéD NEWS 
70 LADIES! 

ee ET 

Greatest inducements ever of: 
fered, Now’s your time to getup 
orders for our celebrated Teas 
and Coffees, and secure a beauti- 
ful Gold Band or Moss Rose China 

i : Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated 
cory epi a aos an ower Se OF a Moss 

ecorated Toilet Se ‘ov full particulars a " THE GREAT AMPERIDAN TEA 00, 
1p. O. Box 2% “81 and 33 Vesey St., Naw York. 

Company. 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 

Esist of Sportsman’s Hooks 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpadd, on recetpt of price, 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING. HUNTING—-SHOOTING. 

American Angler’s Book, Norris..........,.-+- 5 50 | Across Country Wanderer..............0+0+--- 5 00 
Angler’s Note Book, .-....:,...56+,-...s.0y > 2 40 | American Sportsman, The, Lewis,............ 2 50 

ANQIING.. 2 oes cee ese seeee ence eee teeeeees «+++ 50) Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan.....-..----+-« . 100 
Angling Talks, Dawson.......-.... sss+-sse+9s DUE itacivshot.l 2 of Whole ctits cur hele ae eee 1 2% 
Angling. a Book on, Francis........... seneenes 7 50 | Field, Cover and Trap Shooting...... ....... 200 
Angling Literature in England...........+. +. 1 25 | Prank Forester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2y.,cloth 4 00 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall.............-...- 3 00 | Frank forester’s Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
British Angling” Flies... 2... 2-..2sehesedesees 200 | frank Forester's Fugitive 8. Sketches, paper 75 

Fish Hatching and Fish Catching.......-..... 1 50 | How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow......... 1 00 
Fish and Fishing, Manly ..........-...+ sess 5 20 | HowI Became a Sportsman. ........... ss.s.- 2 40 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. .........-..+++.ss+s+ 5 4 Hunting, Shooting and Fishing..... .......... 2 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott............ ¢ 50 | Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock, .......+....-++eeee0 es 2 00 | Hurlingham Gun Club Rules................-+- 25 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis ..............-.++. 2 50 | Rifle Practice, Wingate..............sscsssses 1 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes..........-......... 125 | Rod and Gun in California.............,...06.- 150 
Fly and Worm Fishing,......... EpereslaloPlaieierats eet 0s Shooting: Wes eyes sate Wl oe 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing........... 2 50 Shodtine Dougall ah.) Lime ow) meee ens 3 00 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 | Shootmg’on the Wing......................00.. 
Fysshe and Fysshyne,........0..0.+-seeeeee es 1 00 | Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth... 1..22222221 10 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium.......... reese _ 60 | “Embossed leather.,......:.s2.0.0s0seses eens 15 00 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt......... .... 1 00 | Sporting Adventures in the Far West......... 1 50 
Modern Practical angler, Pennell............. 2 00 | Still Hunter, Van Dykens attra 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture.......-..4..5. ssceees 1 00 Stephens’ Lynx Fontaine Mosc ee Ray 
Practical Fishermamn,............-+-+s-++++++ . 420) Stephens’ Fox Hunting........... i paw e Ob 
sees \ Ge peu erin maeee tee aue sgen ae 2 a ene. Young Moose Hunters. ............ 150 

09) a i ar 7 Superior Kicking orthe Striped Bake, Trott, su 6 Gun and Its Development, Greener.,,.... 2 50 

TEATRO GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS. 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and Adirondacks, Map of, Stoddard $1 00 

British Provinees...... ...... BE rere nN Ss 2 00 | Parrar’s Guide te Moeactana Lake. pa. 50 clo. 
Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe........ 1 50 | Parrar’s Guide to Richardson pagan ales A 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition...... 3 75 Lake. paper, 60; cloth ......... ......., 1 00 

RIRDS Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake..... 50 
; . Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 

American Bird Fancier.,............- sseeeeeee 50 | Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Baird’s Birds of North America...........-...- 30 00 | Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard 25 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 1 50 | Map of Androscoggin Reg‘on........ 50 
BirdtNotesc ceo t ta tiadie scans denice) secpuieelaie 75 | Map of Northern Maine, Steele, 1 00 
Birds. Nesting?......--....---- he aU sopsgsce- ae: 1 25 | Map of the Thousand Islands... 50 
Birds of Eastern North America.............. 18 00 | Tourists’ Map of Maine....... ...... ..... 1 00 
Birds BE sal in Hone eva yete ptt oe hee 4 oh 
Birds of the Northwest. ....0....5.....5 se eeee ' 
Birds end Their Haunts... 122... 2022000005 3 00 ee Eres i ORL 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams............... 50 2 00 
Cowes) Chéek List 22. 2 eee. oe vas tide 3 00 1 00 
Coues’ Field Ornithology......-..........-:.-. 2 50 2 00 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... ... 15 00 8 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 20 

ROOSGVEIG, rag emes o2-t =e 2 e Hetst cats npeeres 2 00 50. 
Holden’s Book of Birds, pa......... e205. --. 0s 25 3 50 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds 3 00 |, W. 50 
Native Song Birds., ~ ....... fs 75 os 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard.. 2 00 2 00 
Natural History of Birds..... 3-00 25 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green..... 1 80 of 
Samuei’s Birds of New Hngiand.......... .... 4 00 7 50 
RNOLes ALES ss. tsi 4 loca Ocbs Seki A= io Geen 15 50 
Myaicr Birds Ae N. am by ett irate pas 
Ridgway ain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
ata polared edition, 2 vols., each........... 30 00 : ENE 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 vols........ 18 00 | American Kennel, Burges....................- 3 00 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds.............. 6 00 | Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel.............2......... 80 

Dog Diseases of, Hill)))).. 4260) oh ee 2 00 
BOATING AND YACHTING; Bor Pace EME y oy geo epird Die tact Salonen as 25 - 

3 4, og Breaking, Hutchinson..................... 
pan UR ae Yacht Sunbeam..... i wE Dog, fhe Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..... 3 60 

5 ICH WOOU.s 52) cen ecw nev en erences T i amm 

Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ 1 25 Toes: eat Bresane, 3s my, Oud ea Z ot 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. Dogs of Great Britain, America and other — 
Stephens........ “hdd eo Gah oe pie. eae 1 50 OUNIT IOS A Nee yt NR fate “aeege is 2 00 

Canoeing M Kanuckia. ..........ctet cece saees 1 25 Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo........ %5 
Canoe and Camera....... .... cect detec seals . 150) Dogs, Pomts for Judging.................. 50 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s......... 2 50) Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; cloth,......./7771"' 
Cruises in Small Yachts ....................85 2 50 | Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. ............. 125 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing.........,...... 1 00 ors And uheienblic 48 e. Sal eee rs 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor,..,....... 2 English Kennel C. S. Book, Vol.L............. 5 00 
Paddlewmnusb ortaee 2 eae oe dehene peda 1 50 | English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill. to X. each.. 4 50 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies................. 2 00 | Our Friend the Dope eae LS : eet Practical Boat Building, Kemp,.............. 100) Practical Kennel Guide, Stables. 111121227277) 150 The Sailing Boat ..... aposee st © Ea ohsnoice sg 50 | Setter Dog, the, Laverack..... es ya5 PTR) age 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick.,...............:. i 50 Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands 7 50 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp............... 10 00 | The Ieee Ley sls eee Aen ey den 25, 
Yacht Designing, Kemp......,......2..cseece- 25 00 | Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $12.50: 

TROROCCOS Ss onsen CAMPING AND TRAPPING. Youatt on the Dog... I: 2 30 
Adventures in the Wilderness................. 1 25 
Tiere Traber ey ae Bes Bes As 15 MISCELLANEOUS; 

UNOPWAY cee eescsase sscusrss sevseess 125 | 4 Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 50 
Camps in the Rockies, Grohman............... 1 75 | Adventures of a Young Naturalist .........., 1 75 
Camp Life in the Wilderness............. 5 ae 39 | Amateur Photographer........... .........2.. i 00 
Camping aud Cruismg in Florida, Henshali,. 1 50 Animal Plagues, Fleming ... 2... 22... .....5.. 4 80 

Warn pinseOUs sal eee dey tiny os ty 75 | Antelope and Deer of America... ........... 2 50 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson......... 1 00 Archer, Modern Stare. oe papas slelnle sn atalalu wieleseqninte 25 

Hints on-Campiie ene keen vier cine 125 | Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 50 
Howto Camp Out,Gould =... ......2... 0. { 00 | Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s .............. 156 Government Report,.................0005 sgeee 322 50 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher................ 75 | Common Objects of the Seashore. ............ 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies..,............... 2... 1 00 | Hastward Ho!........... Foe sas mais pelea sa pete 1 50 
The Adirondacks, Headley..................0. 2 00 ae eg: Biographical Atlas of New Jer- an 

HORSE. How to Make Photographs ........... F 1 00 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour,................ 6 00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses..... 5 00 | Insects Injurious to Vegetation................ 6 50 
Bits and Bearing Reing.................sse000- 50) Reépines. OnetCow uot Ne! cco heen en ae een 1 00 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship.......... 1 00 ; Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols.........-...+-+-00005 30 00 per vol..... AN EAS PIAS SURE SPR se nee 5 50 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 50 | Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy....... ..... 1 25 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo,.......... 1 50 | Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher...... 50 
Dwweris Horse BOOK. oi. Mcla<e clad toeis/c eo tae 1 25 | Natural History Quadruped................... % 
Horseback Riding, Durant..................... 125} North American Insects.........0ccsccleuaese 1 Su 
How to Ride and School a Horse.... ......... 1001 Old Sb ATSNStine >, be. sckots 4 kad he ee, 1 50 
Horses and Hounds) 5.2... secs e cet ecseesls 80 | Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects.........., 1 50 
Horses, Famous American Race..........,.. at 75y| RIRtOly new en not snes ree eee ae tel en 5g 
Horses, Famous American Trotting....,....., %5 | Photography for Amateurs.,................ : 60 
Horses, Famous, of America,........  -..... 1 50 | Practical Forestry, by Fuller......... ........ 1 50 
Jenning’s Horse Training.............0.2-05 5 1 25 Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Manual of the Horse. 20... eee tee eacecenaes 26s | BAItYS seuss eecrw ieee wena cines oleae ets 1 50 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor..............00e2es00- 8 00 | Practical Orange Culture.................. +. 100 
Mayhew's Horse Management............,.... 8 00 | Practical Poultry Keeping..................... 2 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide................... .205 1 G0 | Randall's Practical Shepherd.... ............, 2 06 
Rarey'’s Horse Tamer........ ..esscsssseseesee 50 | Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock................ 3 00 
Riding and Driving..............0...2..see003> 20 | Studies in Animal Life, Lewis................. 1 00 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s,....... 3 00 | The Cream of Leicestershire......... ........ 3 50 
Stable plates as Vineet Mev Ck hs FANG airy, .... 100) The Forester, by Brown,....... ....... Pre UR: 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia. ...... 3 75 | The Northwest Coast of America.............. 20 00 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 8 50| The Heart of Europe.................--....445 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols................. so.- 12 00 

LOTTE Ee Sheu SP i tela ee eee a Re . 200] The Zoological Atlas, 2 Vols.................00, 10 00 
The Book of the Horse; .. ccc. se. cece cesses 12 50 | The Book of the Rabbit............... eh eres ie 5 00 
The faddis Hones, sce seea oo nonk Geen. we 1 00 | The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown....,....... 1 00 
The Horse Owner's Safeguard. .............. .. 200] Wild Flowers of Switzerland..... . .......... 16 60 
Veterinary Dictionary. Going ....,...... phen 2 00 | Woodcraft, ‘‘Nessmuk”™................-0000 ce 1 00 
Wallace’s AmericanStud Book..... .. ...... 10 00 | Woods end Lakes of Maine............0....... 3 60 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols, 20 00 | Yellowstone Park, Ludlow. quarto, clot 4, Goy- 
Woodruft’s Trotting Horses of America..... ee pot | ernment Heport..,.,-........-.08 Ldn Pies oats tirtes ae 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse.... ...,.... 1 50! Youatt on Bheep., ......... ...,. Wee 9 Ut, 
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2 p tney--Kennedy Repeating Rifle. 

The Strongest and Best. 
Many thousands in use, Greatly superior to any other Magazine Rifle yet made. 

in line of fire at time of discharge renders the Kennedy ABSOLUTELY SAFE. 
The solid metal 

These rifles are made .38-cal. 40 gr,, .44-cal. 40 gr., .45 cal. 60 gr,, .45-cal. 75 er., and .50-cal. 95 gr. (Express), using the same aramunition 
as other magazine mfles. Catalogues and price lists on application to the manulacturers, 

WHITNEY ARMS CO... New Haver, Conn. 

SPECIALTIES! WARNING! 
Russian Water Proof. 

Price 25 Cents. 

The best article known for keeping out wet and 
preserving the leather. 

GUN OIDE. 
Price 50 Ceuts. 

The only non-oxydizer made that will prevent 
on; steel aud metal frem rusting when exposed to 

Salt water. The cortents of one bottle will keep a 
gun in good corcition one year. 

Powdered Areca Nut. 
Price 50 Cents. 

A safe and infallible remedy for WORMS in DOGS. 

Imperial Flea Powder. 
Price 50 Cents. 

For the destruction of Fleas and yermin on dogs 
and other avimals, 

The above are put up unde mwysupervision br 
One of the best chemists jn the United States, anc 
each 18 guaranteed as representea, Sample con- 
taining one package of each sent on receipt of $1.50 
in_stanips or posta! note. 

I keep in stock a full line of 

Spratt’s Medicines for Dogs, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
No, 178 Broadway, N. Y. 

GUNNING COATS 
Of superior construction and devices, with eight 
pockets outside, ant! large game pocket the full size 
Of skirts, with inside and outside openings thereto, 
and with net bottoms, permituing drippmg, disten- 
sion and ventilation. Hach. 

: Corduroy Coats. .$12 00 
MacIntosh Coats., 10 01 

. Duck Coaig........ 4 00 
4 Dueck Vests -...-., 2 00 

Corduroy Vests... 4 (0 

Corduroy Pants 6 00 

Corduroy Caps...$1 to 2 
Duck Caps...-... $1 to 2 
Shell Vests..... Sn aby) 

Leather Gaiters... 3 00 

——<S= Duck Gaiters...... 2 00 

Pin Creck Coats... 1 75 

Pin Check Pants.., 1 25 

Frieze Ulsters..... 25 00 

Blue Ulsters, ..-. .» Bb 00 

Duek Pants.... -... 2 50 

These last have double fronts, a feature sports- 
men will appreciate. 

Articles delivered, carriage paid, when goods are 
paid for in advance. Address 

HENNING, CLOTHTER, 
410 SEVES TH STREET, WASHINGTON, D, C. 

Write freely for anything. 

NOW COMPLETE, 

THER 

History of North American Birds. 
With Illustrations drawn from nature ex- 

pressly for the work. 

BY 

8. F. BAIRD, T. M BREWER, and R. RIDGWAY. 

I. Toe WATER Birps or NoRTH AMERICA, 
Iu two volumes, 

i, Tue LAnp Birps of Nornts Amprios, 
In three volumes. 

After 4 long period of careful preparation, the 
publishers are enabled to present in these five 
volumes a complete aud invaluable work on A meti- 
can ornithology, embodying the fullest and mo-t 
accurate accounts of the birds of the whole of 
North America north of Mexico, arranzed accord- 
ing to the most approved system of modein class- 
ification, 
The exact rank of each bird is given, whether a 

distinet. species or a sinple variety, he desciip- 
tions are all prepared by analytical and sy:-opucai 
tables, intended to diminish as much as possible 
the labor of ident:fication. 

PRICE OF THE WORK. 

WATER BIER! S 2 vols, 4to. Cloth, $24.00. 
Iilu-trated with 3:3 illustrations of heads and 184 
full-length figures, brautilully er graved on wood, 
Tae sume, wilh the illustrations of heads exqus 
ively executed in water colo.s, hand painted. $60. 

LAS!) BIRKS, 2 yols, 40. Clotn. $30.00. Ilus- 
trated with 545 h ads and 598 woodcuts. ‘Ihe 
same, with 545 heads printed in colors, and 36 
plates of fuil-ength figures, colored by hand, $60. 

LIT: LF, BROWN & CO, Fublishers, 
254 Washineton Street, Boston. 

MARTIN'S Braided 
“Business” Silk Lines; 

four sizes, practically 
S waterproof, $1.25, 

1,60, $1.75, $2.00 per 100 yards. Send your address 
or sampl-s and circular. BE. J, MARTIN, Rock- 

vile, Gonn. . 

As parties in the Hast have put on the market a 
borrible-toned imitation of my Duck Caller, this is 
to notify all sportsmen and gun dealers that none 
are of my make unless siamped “'F. A. ALLEN, 
Monmouth, Ti.” And I will prosecute al parties 
selling such villainous goods as of my manufacture. 

¥F, As ALLEN, Monmouth, Il). 

NEW. 

A Splendid Dog Whistle, 
Water-Tight Match Box, 

—AND— 

Reliable Compass 
COMBINED. 

Nickel-plated metal, Sold hy dealers in Sports- 
men’s gouds, or sent by nail on receipt of prite $1, 

WILBUR & CO., Box 2,882, N. Y. P. O. 

For Sale, 

FOR SALE, 
The ever reliable river St. Marguerite, the chief 

tributary of the Saguenay, descending from a sake 
far north of (‘hicoutimi, and faivous for is talon 
and ‘6a trout fisheries, with all the proprietor’s 
tiparian right=, is now offered for sale. The &t. 
Marguerite is di tant15 miles fom Tadousac by 
water, or 10 miles over land. The riparian rights 
cover a distance ot 89 owes, wiich is sub-divided 
into six sec:ions, 56 miles apart. At each section are 
erecied one commouious Gothic cottage, men’s 
house, ice house, ete,, etc. Haca section has the 
coutrol of six to eizht salmon pools, Parties desir- 
ous of forming 2 elub to secure the rights of the 
aboye yaluable salmon stream, can so arrange it 
whereby twenty-four rods could have equal rights 
and splendid sport For further perticuiars apply 
to WILLIS RUSSELL, P:oprietor, Quebev, Canada, 
or to Messrs. GRaNi BROs., 2 Exchange Court, 
New York City. Jangs,7t 

SALMON ANGLING. 
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC. 

Leases for five years of the angling privileges per- 
taining to the usera: ted lands bordering on certain 
rivers in the Province of Qiiebee, containing salmon 
and trout, will be offered to public competition at 

Lands, Quebec, on 

Quebec. December 13. 1884. dec25,4t 

OR SALE CHEAP.—WINCHESTER REPEAT- 
ing- rifle, 40 €0 perfectly new; never discoarged. 

Drawer 281, Coroing. N, Y. jan15,2t 

10% , 3J-IN., .45-CAL., HEPBURN, WITH 
Lyman rear sight, nearly new. { over, 1ools, 

iuld and shells. $24. A. B.U., Frankford P.O, 
Philadelphia, Pa. janib,ic 

Ferrets For Saie. 
The finest ratters and hunters in the world. All 

trained to the whistle. For sale at ADOLPH 
ISAAOSEN, 92 Fultun street, N.Y. jan 15,16 

IVE QUAIL YOR SALE —PENNSYLVANIA 
and Wcst Virginia birds. Consiznments of 

Furs, Skin=, Game, ete. solicited. HEstablishe:) 1838. 
TENNEY & WOODWARD, Commission Merchants, 
174 Ciuambers street, N. Y. jans,3i 

| Pee QUAIL FOR SALE. BY JNO, T. LED- 
BETTER, Sheloyville, Tenn., at $3 De 

eos, 

ACK NUMBERS OF FOREST AND STREAM 
for sale, All but the first volume. The best 

ofter accepted. W. H. BuUMMIT, HORNS ae ea 
ecll.t 

PORTRAITS OF GAME FISHES, 
On gray-tinted Bristol board, at the following 

prices, postpaid: Single c: pies, 10 cts.; Fresh Water 
Ser es (23) at $2; Salt Water S=ries (37), $3.50; Whole 
Series (60), $5: a half Russian port folio holding 
whole series, $1.25. Among the portraits are: Black 
bass large and simall-mouth), trout, graylivg, Cali 
fornia mount in trout, landlocked and sea salmon, 
pike, mascalonge, strawberry bass. striped bass, 
tarpum, ete. Size of beards, 7<9in. Descriptive 
‘ircular sent free. Address W. CO. HARRIS, 252 
Broadway, New York, 
AR AMOS WRT r 

gu the Stud. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Onampion Bow—Beulah.) 

The hesitookivg polnier dog living and a great 
stud doz. CHAS. H. MASON, 255 West Twenty- 
second street, New York City. 

K K.C Liver and White PoOIrTER 

CHAMITIOUN RNICSER Of KER (4.E-R.19) 
Inthe Stud. Young stock for sale, 

GEO, L. WILMS, Sec’y, 142 Monticello avenue, 
Jersey City, N, J. 
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‘Stream office. 

Ou the Stud. 

Hillside Kennel. 
Gordon Setter “ARGUS.” 
Argus is thoroughly trained for field work; has 

an excellent nose and great endurance, The fol- 
lowing are his bench show winnings: 1st prize in 
Toronto, punpy class, 1880; 2d prize, London, 1881; 
ist prize, Cleveland, also special for best Gordon 
setter exhibited, 1882, 1st prize, champion, Ottawa, 
1883; 1st prize, champion, Chicago, 1883; 1st prize, 
Montreal, and special for best Gordon setter F, 
1883; 1st, champion, Londen, also special for best 
Gerdon setter dog in show, and special for best 
Gordon setter dog or bitch, 1883. 
Argus has been awarded prizes under the follow. 

ing judges:—John Davidson, Major J. M. Taylor, 
Harry Malcolm, James Watson, W. J. Munson, 

Stud Fee, $25.00. 

STUD FOX-TERRIER 

Champion Raby Tyrant, 
(K.C.8.B. 11,179.) 

Pupped October, 1880, Weight 141% pounds. 

Ra by Tyrant is a white dog. with an even marked 
meh black ard tan head. Heisa \horonghly game 
and ttylish ter ier, pp ans estas a beautifully shaped 
long punishing head, with perf=ct drap ears, small 
ey, Tare neck and shoulders, deep chest, well rib- 
bed and muscular quarters, short, straight legs. 
excellent feet, great bone and substance, with an 
exceptionally hard and dense coat. 
Raby Tyrant 1s withont deubt one of the most 

successful terriers of the present day. He has 
been exhibited 67 times, 33 different judges having 
adjudivated upon him, and has won 47, First 10 
cups and specials; 12~econd and 2 third prizes. His 
breeding is undeniable, combining as he does the 
choicest and most valuable blood that can be ob- 
tained, At the stud Raby Tyrant 1s proving him- 
self eminently suceessful, 

Fee, $15.00. 
va OHN E, THAYER, Hillside Kennels, Lancaster. 

ass. 

Stud Bull-Terrier Duteh, dr, 
This grand young dog, imported in November. 
4, possesses every r+guisive necessary for a most 

valuable stud dog. He uas been 8 own but twice 
in this country, winni ig: Ist and special at Taunton, 
Mass. Dec., 1884; ist and silver cup at Meriden, 
Conn, Jan,, 1885. Stud fee $20, For further in- 
formation, stud can, etc,, app’y to owner, J- 
VARICK, Cambriuge, Mass, jan8g,tf 

Scotland Kennel Collies. 
STUD DOGS 

Champion Robin Adair and Champion Tweed II. 

BiTCHES, 
Champion Zuln Princess. champion Lassie, cham- 

pion Lass 0’ Gowrie, cnampion Meg, Lilac, Bigg and 
other imported and prize wizning hitches, 
Puppies for sale from the above stovk, 
For further Dr and stud fee of dogs ad- 

dres: THOS. H. TERRY, P. O. Box 2,017, N. Y 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB, 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION SENSATION, - - 

ve BANG BANG, . - 

TRAM? (Sensation—Psyche), 

JAMES MORTIMER, Supt., Babylon, L. T. 
jani,tf 

= oO 

# 

FEE, $50 

as ce 

CELT EE". 
Will serve red Irish setter bitches of pure blood 
and guaranteed field quality. Fee, $25 
For Sale—Puppies, by Chief Stock and field 

quality ef dams guaranteed. MAX WENZEL, 89 
wurt street. Hoboken, N..T. 

Vandevart’s Bon in the Stud. 
To a limited number of approved bitches. For 

particulars and pedigree address R. 1, VANDE- 
VORT, Homewood avenue, East End, Pittsburgh 
Pa. Hee $50. 

TT A 

ACME RUST PREVENTATIVE 
Guaranteed to be the best article yet discovered 

for the prevention of rust on fire arms, tools and 
all metal surfaces when directions are followed. 
Specially adapted to puns used near the salt water. 
Samples mailed to any paltof the United States 
and Canada on receipt of price, 15 and 25 cents. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or noey refunded. Ad- 
dress BH. VANDERWEREKEN & CO., Stamford, Ct. 

Ge Renal. 

q OR SALH.—A HANDSOME NEWFOUNDLAND 
biteh,4 yrs old, pure breed. Has t vice taken 

1-t prize 4t Montreal exhibitions. Price $40. 8. a. 
RO:S, 149 Laval Avenue. Montreal. jani5,1b 

b ILL EXCHANGE MASTIFF BITCH, 7 MOS. 
old, best pedigree, for inastilff bitch, Object 

to avoid in-breeding. Aduress C. 0, M., es eae 
: Jandy, Lt 

OR SALE,—POINTER DOG LENNOX (A.E-R, 
1045), Address 26 Hlm st., bi ae srg 

ARB, 

| The Fennel, 

The Great Fanciers’ Show. 
10,000 CHICKENS, PIGHONS, DOGS, CATS. SHET- 

LAND PONIES, GOATS, 

The Greatest Shaw ever seen in New York. 

THIRD ANNUAL EXHIBITION 

OF THE 

New York Fanciers’ Club, 
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, ONE WEEK, 

February 4 to 11, 1885, 
For prize list address 

CHAS. R. HARKER, 62 Cortlandt street. 

Winlawn Kennel. 
Several fine mastiff puppies from prize dogs for 

sale, Address W. P.STEVENSON, 17 , 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc., 
any destination. Kennel Cluhs, Sportsmen and 
others, intending to import dogs from Europe, 
should haye their stock consigned to him, Infor- 
mation furnished in regard to the best methods of 
importing, shipping, etc. 

POINTERS FOR SALE. 

s 

49015,2t 

Chequasset Kennels. 

Forest City Kennels, 
P. O, Box 1815, Portland, Me. 

PURE BRED ST. BERNARDS AND PUGS. 

In the Stud.—Champion rough coated St. Bernard 
Ceasar (E. 10,605—A_ 1K. R. 22). 
Pug pups by Young Tobey out of Judy now for 

sale. 

For Sale Cheap. 
A setter, broken. Also some B. B. R. game cocks 

and B. B, KR, game bantams. O. M, PRATT. West- 
brook Conn. nov20,tf 

\NGLISH BEAGLE HOUND PUPPIE+,—FOR 
Sale— Extra five puppies (either sex) at from 

$10 to $15, according to agr and quality; some 
several months old, Adaress N. ELMORE, Granby, 
Conn. nov13,t 

OR SALE —A THOROUGHBRED RED TRISH 
setter bitch, 5 mos, old, having one cross of 

Hicho and two of Plunket. Address E. J, ROB- 
BINS, Wethersfield, Conn, 

NUR SAbs, A NUMBER UH WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters. also do 

ooarded and broken sati-faction guaranteed. Ad- 
iress H. B. RICHMOND. Lakeville Mass. Sept22.tf 

lew 

NGLISH MASTIFFS.—ALWAYS ON HAND, 
fashionably bred choice mastiff pups, repre- 

senting the best known blood, viz.: Lyme 
Eivaston\‘astle. and Lord Stamford’s strains, ccr- 
rect in coat, color, mask and disposition, and de- 
livered with well authenticated pedigree, FRED. 
GRANT, Clearance Office. Custom Huuse, Boston, 

and Chicago, 1583, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second aud one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

NOR SALF.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
trom imported stock. HENRY ©. BURDICK, 

160 Bridge st., Springfield, Mass, nos 27 3r 

HOICE IRISH KED PUPS FOR SALE, 
whelped July 5, 18k4; two dogs and two bifenes, 

by champion Glercho out of Lulu IT, (champion 
Berkley ex Lulu). The above pups will be sold 
cheap if taken at once, Address J, J, SCANL*N, 
Fall River, Mass, jank,3b 

WANTED. 

a 

Foe SALE CHEAP —¥INE LAVERACK AND 
Gordon setter Victor. For pedigree and price 

address WM. B. MASON, JR., Marietta, O. jan15,2t 

OR SALE.—HANDSOME CHESTNUT AND 
white cucker spaniel dog, 2 yrs. old, by Col. 

Simbbs ex Pansy B, Fine companion for children 
and a good hunter, Also for sale solid black young 
cocker dog. Lock sox 287, Suspension Sea 7 

gani0, 

pes BOARDED AND BEST OF CARB GIVEN, 
Address HOWARD KAYNOR, Dem-rest New 

Jersey. Jani5,imo 

OR SALE.BROWN AND WAITP ENGLISH 
setter Bruce, by Dash III. ex Katydid, whelped 

Dec. 4, 1888, is very promising and sure to make a 
fine field dog, Also black and white dog pulp, 2 
mos. old and very handsome. Pedigrees of the 
very best. Will sell cheap as I cannot take cure of 
‘em, Address B. @. FISHER, JR,, New hedtord, 

Mass, Box 235. 4n15,tt 
cs 

SUPERB RE!) IRISH SETTER, 2 \RS. OLD, 
thoroughly broken, will be exchanged for 

5100/ora Harrineton & Richardson iapertee ae 
rovespondence solicied. ARIHUR CHRISTIAN, 

186 Genesee street, Utica, N, ¥, Jani 6, 

“e 
: 
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THH SALH OF GAME. 

| peers dealers ot this city ave attempting to make it appear 

that under the present law they undergo great hard- 

ship. They complain that the season for the sale of game 

isnot sufficient to dispose of what they have on hand, and 

that they incur severe loss because compelled to get rid of 

the game. They profess to be anxious to see the game pro- 

tected, and protest that they observe the several statutes for 

that end, Their complaints, professions and protestations 

are alike unfounded and untrue,’ They are no more sensible 

nor honest than they were in 1859. Then in 4 paper, 

almost similar to that read by Mr, French last week before 

the dealers, was delivered by a gentleman of the same 

name before another meeting of like character. 

What reason is there in the argument that the market is 

glutted with game? It is perfectly within the power of the 

dealers to regulate their receipts of birds and venison, Their 
cry that the game is sent to them and they are compelled to 

receive it, is all bosh. If in the lawful season a commission 

merchant can dispose of only one hundred carcasses of ven- 

ison from a given source, let him advise his correspondent 
not to send two hundred instead, If he can sell only one 
thousand dozens of quail, let him refuse to take two thousand 

dozens. It is a very plain, simple and practicable rule of 

demand and supply. The dealers are not forced to receive 

more game than they want, no more than a pewspaper pub- 

lisher is foreed to take from his paper manufacturer ten 
thousand reams of paper more than he can use. 

The season is now ample for the sale of game lawfully 

sent to market. 

stalls and in the storage rooms of game which has been killed 

unlawfully or shipped unlawfully. The dealers know this. 

They advertise for snared birds, They encourage pot-hun- 
ters to transgress the law by offering to them a better price 

for birds illegally snared than for birds that have been shot. 
The great stores of venison are on hand only because men 
have been induced to evade the laws in shipping it. In fact 

the glut in the market is a glut of contraband goods. The 
plea for an extension of time is a plea for greater license to 
carry on an illicit traffic. While game associations and 
State Legislatures are devising means to suppress the trade 

The glut is caused by the piling up on the. 

of the grouse snarers and the deer butchers, these market 

men are seeking to stimulate that very trade. 
It is a rule perfectly well understood, that an extension of 

the open season for the sale of game means a continued 
killing of game after the date when such killing is forbid- 

den. The sale of game all the year around means that birds 

and deer will be killed all the year around. 

The market dealers’ plea is the plea of the pot-hunter and 

the snarer. 

‘“Nssmok” found his way into the ForEsT aND STREAM 

last week. He was on his way to Florida, and accepted the 

shelter of atin roof during arain storm in the city and 

pending the arrival of the Bucktail canoe. Putting into 
practice the preaching of “Woodcraft,” he was “going 

light.”. The ‘‘ditty-bag” and four jack-knives completed the 

equipment. The hatchet had been stowed in his sea-chest, 

somewhat unfortunately, too, for, lost among the devious 

ways and intricacies of the stairways and hall passages by 
which this office is reached, the old woodsman’s instinct was 

strong to blaze a trail, The muzzleloader, too, was stowed 

in the chest, but we had the pleasure of inspecting the pow- 

der horn, the loading tools and other duffle of the ‘“‘ditty- 

bag,” a receptacle that proved to be wonderfully capacious. 

“Nessmuk” is brimful of mother-wit and wisdom. His story 

magazine is set with a hair-trigger, and never a misfire; and 

St. Paul’s had sounded out the midnight hour long before 
the last “That reminds me” had been told, and the FornstT 

AND STREAM meeting broke up. We take this first oppor- 

tunity of declaring that the portrait in ‘Woodcraft’ is a 

libel; the wrinkles there shown are not to be discovered in 

“Nessmuk’s” countenance, and may they not be put there 

by his Florida cruisings. What the Bucktail skipper finds 

this winter will be toid in our columns. 

THR Carver SHoo?T.—For some reason of no special con- 

sequence, Dr. Carver feit called upon to make a test of en- 

durance in the shooting line, and according to report, and 

more or less accurate scoring, has fired at an immense num- 

ber of small objects thrown up by trained assistants, and 

within six days hit 60,016 of these moving targets. It wasa 
magnificent example of what will power may enable a man 

to accomplish in the way of getting through a great feat. of 

endurance; as a shooting spectacle it was not so great. 

There is not much marksmanship over a range of five yards 
or less, and with everything carefully arranged in advance, 

there was not much of interest on the purely technical side 

of the struggle. It was interesting in many ways; in show- 
ing where the strain of gun handling falls in a Jong pro- 

tracted trial; in drawing the attention of the general pub- 

lic 1o the somewhat neglected subject of snap-shooting, and 

in demonstrating to what accuracy and reliability the art of 

gun-making has advanced. Dr. Carver has indeed capped 

the record for wholesale marksmanship, and it is not at all 
likely that any one will care to add anything to such a per- 

formance, or even to equal it, 

MaAssaceusnmrts Fish AND GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCI- 

ATIon.—The annual meeting of the society will be held at 

the Parker Jouse, Boston, this evening. These occasions 

are always most pleasant reunions of the New England gen- 

tlemen interested in the preservation of game. ‘Lhe election 

of officers for the current year was held last week and 

resulted as follows: President, Edward A. Samuels; Vice- 

Presidents—Hon. Thomas Talhot, Hon. Daniel Needham, 
Walter M. Brackett, Charles W. Stevens, Horace T. Rock- 

well, John T. Stetson, H. H. Kimball; Treasurer, Frederick 

R. Shattuck; Secretary, Henry J. Thayer; Librarian, John 

Fottler, Jr.; Executive Committee—Charles Levi Woodbury, 
Warren Hapeood) Wm. 8. Hills, Walton C. Taft, Edward 

S. Tobey, Jr., Edward E. Small, John P. Woodbury, Joseph 
W. Smith, John Fottler, Jr., Benjamin F. Nichols, Henry 

C. Litchfield, Charles Whittier. 

Tue TRAP-SHOOTERS are organizing an association, and 

we are assured that the details will be arranged at the New 

Orleans tournament. We notice in the prospectus that 

there is some talk of attempting to combine the interests of 

trap-shooters and dog show clubs. As we have repeatedly 

said, it is a wise course to confine the scope of the proposed 

association to the single sport of trap-shooting. Other move- 

ments have failed because the promoters tried to cover too 

much ground. There is nothing in common between the 
two classes if is proposed to combine. If the trap-shooting 

society succeeds at all, it will find all it can profitably gtgued 
Ai in the shooting interest alone, 

FORESTS AND FORESTRY. 

Y. 
1 Ree our last issue we suggested the heroic measure of the 

resumption by the State of all the remaining forests, 

cutting down the extravagant annual output of twenty bil- 
lion feet of lumber to four billions, the estimated capacity of 

the forests under proper management. ‘This measure we en- 

deavored to support by taking up the position which we 

hold to be unassailable, that the withdrawal from the market 

of the whole or great bulk of this country’s enormous timber 

supply, whether by exhaustion or monopoly of stocks, would 

create such a revolution in the world’s timber markets that 

an advance of twenty dollars a thousand in prices would be 

but the beginning of the rise which might be confidently 
looked for. That the existing forest area under skilled man- 

agement could be maintained permanently stocked, and im- 

proyed while yielding a revenue so large, that after reduc- 

tion of a legitimate interest on the outlay, there would be a 

surplus sufficient to plant up a forest area equal to the last- 

ing requirements of the country. 

If the State were to temporize with the problem until the 

existing standing stock should have been cut out, the neces- 

gary enterprise of planting up seventy million acres of forest 

(the area necessary to insure a return to existing annual 

timber requirements) would be a sorry uphill task. On 
the shortest admissible rotation of seventy years, there 

would be an annual outlay which cannot safely be put at 

below ten millions, accumulating at compound interest to 

the ead of the rotation, with nothing to set off against it but 

the proceeds of the thinnings between the fiftieth and seyen- 

tieth years. But if our suggestion were adopted the first 

outlay of five hundred willions would give a remunerative 

return immediately. If we assume, for purposes af illustra- 

tion, that the curtailment of supplies resulted in an advance 

of ten dollars per thousand only, there would still be a return 

of forty millions annually on the four billions of lumber ex- 

plcited, which, after deducting ten millions for planting up 

fresh forests, would still return a very large interest to the 

treasury; an interest, in fact, so large that the States haying 

forests could advantageously borrow the funds necessary for 

their resumption from the Central Government, or raise 

them on bonds, and still render their forests an important 

source of revenue, while restoring them to their original 
capacity. There is no legerdemain about this, no dreamer’s 

fallacy. The whole argument rests on the indisputable fact 

that in consequence of excessive competition, and the short- 

sightedness of the Government in surrendering its timber 

lands at a nominal price, standing timber is valued at a frac- 

tion of the cost of production. 

The cut of tbis country in pine timber is a very consider- 

able fraction of the world’s cut, and-in excess of the world’s 

available surplus. When the forests of this country shall 

have been eradicated, and the day is drawing near, the supply 

being far short of the demand, sellers will control prices, 

and will certainly fix them ata profit on costs of produc- 
tion, which is about fifteen dollars a thousand for standing 

timber in the European forests on the short rotation of 

seventy years, and for first-class large timber on a long rota- 

tion of a hundred and twenty to a hundred and fifty years the 

costs exceed twenty dollars a thousand, ‘The cost of plant- 

ing a forest is inconsiderable, but swollen by compound 
interest for fifty years before there is any material return 

from thinnings, it amounts to eight or twelve or twenty or 

more times its first cost before the forest comes to the axe. 

Will it pay to grow forests is a very pertinent question 

which may well be considered here. The general reply is 

that many governments have spent hundreds of thousands 

of dollars before they had hundreds of acres of well-stocked 

plantation to show for it, but every State that has taken up 

forest planting has eventually got down to skilled manage- 

ment with economic measures and made it pay. For this, 
as for every other necessary of life, the price is regulated by 

cost of production. In this country labor being higher, cost 

of production will be higher than in Europe, but since 

Europe has no available surplus stock to send us, and no 
available area on which to raise increased stocks, our future 

home prices will be regulated by home costs of production, 

To descend to details, the most perfect and at the same time 

the most costly system of stocking is by nursery-raised plauts, 

and on this method it would be unsafe to figure on less than 

tenortwelve dollarg an acre. The forest should be thinned at 

thirty years, and in this country it is very questionableif the 

small poles thinned out would find a market. Compound 
interest would consequently accumulate on first costs of 

planting, of supervision, on price of land, and on taxes for 

fifty years before there would beany remarkable return from 
thinnings. Reckoning compound interest at five per cent, 
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on fifteen dollars for fifty years, we find the costs have ex- 
ceeded two hundred dollars, At this stage there should be 
a stock of from twelve to fifteen thousand feet of lumber, 

which, at a valuation of twenty dollars per thousand stand- 

ing, would show two hundred and forty to three hundred 
dollars, The thinnings sold at eighty or one hundred dol- 
lars would leave from a hundred and sixty to two hundred 
dollars to accumulate at compound interest for another 
twenty years, the lowest advantageous period of rotation. 

The costs again accumulate to from three hundred and fifty 
to five hundred dollars an acre, when the crop of eighteen to 
twenty thousand of good marketable timber would have to 

realize twenty-five dollars a thousand standing to cover 

costs. Five per cent. is the lowest rate at which a merchant 

could be expected to lock up his money, but a government 

can well invest money at two and one-half or three per cent. 

for works of public utility, and with the first cost accumu- 

lating at these lower rates of interest, a selling price of 
twenty dollars a thousand stumpage would leave a large 

margin to cover insurance against windfall, blight, fires and 

other casualties, and still show a fair profit. 

Planting with nursery-raised stock is not the only means 

of growing forests. In Europe natural reproduction is still 

largely resorted to. The nearly mature forest has about 

one-fourth of its trees removed to let in light and prepare 
the ground. At the first good seed year, perhaps four or 

five years later, another fourth is cut out to afford the seed- 
lings light enough for development; three or four years 
later another cutting to foster the young growth, the last 

remnant being allowed to stand to seed gaps, or in some 

eases during the whole growing period of the young forest, 

to admit of its attaining to first-class timber. On this 

method of allowing the forest to seed itself ihe costs appear 

to be nothing, As amaiter of fact they represent the incon- 
venience and consequent loss of cutting out the forest in 

instalments instead of atoneswoop. The method isresorted 

to in Europe, because their pine seedlings cannot withstand 

the sharp northwest winds without forest shelter, but as far 

as the writer's experience goes, our white pine seedlings 

flourish as freely in the open as under forest shelter, and if 

this were found to be the rule the stripped area could be 

sown broadcast with collected seed, first steeped in some 

nauseous liquid to render it distasteful to the squirrels which 

store it up for winter supplies. The fundamental principles 
of forest management are the same in all countries, but the 

trees of every country have their individual habits and pecu- 
liarities which have to be studied and turned to account by 

the forester. 

The system of reproduction, as of every other detail of 
forest management, including the all-important measure of 

suppressing forest fires, must be left to the discretion of the 
Forest Department, it is hence of first-class importance that 

the officers of this department should be competent, recog- 

nizing what ought to be done, and knowing thoroughly how 
to doit. Like the forest officers of France and Germany, 

they should be men of broad, liberal education, not slaves to 

routine and system, as the subordinates of the department 
may be expected to be, but men capable of adapting general 

principles to changed conditions. If forest operations are to 
be conducted on a scale commensurate with the requirements 

of the country, it would in the highest degree inexpedient 

to vest the control of the vast expenditure in the hands of 

any but thoroughly experienced men; and pending the theo- 

retical and practical training of young Americans who will 

réquire tento fifteen years to fit them for the responsible 

posts of the service, such skilled management can only be 
procured from abroad. 

To husband the existing timber stock and make provision 

for our future timber requirements is of the first importance, 

and in using the term timber we mean not only pine, but 

timber of all kinds. It is false economy to transport timber 

from the Atlantic or Pacific to the Central States. Every 
State should grow at least a proportion of its own forest at 
home—private enterprise cannot be relied on to carry out the 
enterprise on an adequate scale, while the measureis a finan- 

cially sound one for the State or Government to embark in. 

Scarcely second in importance to this is the restoration and 
maintenance under efficient control, of the denuded moun- 

tain tracts on which forests are of first-class importance in 

regulating river flow, and of all those tracts on which the 
destruction of the forests threatens to influence rainfall and 
general climatic conditions prejudicially. With regard to 

the wrecked Adirondack forests in this State, the public in- 
terest is aroused and its preservation demarded, if only on 

zsthetic and sentimental grounds, The report of the com- 

mittee of inquiry will come before the local Legislature at 
its next sitting, and probably one or more New York bills 

will be introduced to replace the last year’s compromise bill, 

very properly rejected by the Governor, presumably because 

it was altogether too vague and inadequate. It would be a 
national shame if the wealthy Empire State, owning one of 

the most picturesque regions of mountain, forest and lake 
in the world—a popular summer resort, patronized by thou- 
sands from all over the country—a region unsuited to agri- 
culture, but producing excellent timber, should allow it to be 

and remain denuded of its forests. There are some parts of 

it which have escaped the axe only because at present prices 

the timber will not bear the cost of getting out; but in the 

nof distant future, every acre of such forest will be a valua- 

ble acquisition, and we may hope that, urged on by popular 

sentiment, the Government will take adequate measures to 

render the region what it should be, a well-clothed, econom- 
ically administered timber reserve, an important source of 
revenue to the State, a scene of beauty for the tourist, of 
healthy, pleasurable excitement for the sportsman, and of 

pride to the people who possess if, 
The Republican party came into power with a national 

timber estate, which required only prudent administration 
to render it equal to the permanent needs of the nation, 

They have squandered it away and thereby invited national 

calamity, but they have lefiin the Treasury an amount of 

money sufficient to remedy the consequences of their 

neglect, excepting that the country will have to spend 

millions for its timber before stocks now planted can be 

brought on the market. Will the Democrats remedy thie 

consequences of the shortsightedness of their predecessors in 
office, and appropriate the surplus in the Treasury, or as 
much of it as may be necessary to this great work of 

humanity and progress, a work justified both by its financial 

prospects and by every consideration of patriotism and ex- 

pediency, or will they allow the last remnant of our forests 
to be destroyed, and content themselves with spending a 

few score thousand dollars, not in planting forests, but in 

collecting data as to how much per tree it would cost to raise 

forests by unskilled agency. 

Che Sportsman Gamist, 

AT ANCHOR. 

AM going a journey, brother. Or wouldit be better to say, 

Iam just ending up a long voyage, and dropping my kedge in the I 
bay- 

Coming home: and in debt to the purser, with never a dollar to pay. 

fix decades. ‘Twas a wearisome voyage, made over a mystical sea, 

In a poorly rigged, plebeian lugger, that always was drifting alee; 

And where are the lofty square-riggers that started the voyage with 

me? 

They passed mefar upto the windward, with stunsails aloft and 

alow, 

Some heading for tropical islands, some bound for the islands of 

snow. 

And where are the weatherly clippers the merchants delighted to 

know? 

Some drowsily swing to their anchors, as the meandering tides go by; 

Some battle in frozen oceans, where the northerly gales are high; 

Some drift in the seething tropics, with keels upturned to the sky. 

Oh, grand is the lofty clipper, as she dashes the yeasty brine 

From the crest of the midnight billow, where the waters flash and 

shine. . 

But I love the plebeian lugger—the little luggeris mine, 

And lofty clipper or lugger, it comes to the same at last, 

Or whether we count as wreckage, or hold to our moorings fast, 
When we swing to # final anchor, and the voyage of life is past. 

WELLSBoRO. Pa., October, 1884. NESSMUK. 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 

XI.—A DOGMA. 

pee and sore the camp slumbered well into the morn- 
ing. They who on the preceding day had passed ten 

hours in the boat, were willing to forego the pleasure of an 
hour’s fishing before breakfast, and when we arose no sound 
of any one stirring about the camp could be heard. All was 
silent as midnight. We passed out at the landward end of 
the tent into the open air and turned the corner to cast an 
eye to the boats. There, below us on the water within a 
short stone’s throw, sat a pair of loons, sailing majestically 
about, unconscious of the presence of man. Haying no de- 
sire to killor maim the graceful creatures, though a rifle 
stood within reach, we gave a whoop which startled them, 
and with a quick turn of their heads toward us and a glimpse 
ot the figure on the bluff, they disappeared like a flash be- 
neath the water. We scanned the bay in front long and 
carefully, watching for them to reappear, woudering mean- 
while whether they would be able to keep each ofher’s 
company in their flight under the water. When they came 
to the surface it was at the same moment, side by side and 
full four hundred yards away. 

Our whoop had aroused the camp, and in a few minutes 
all were astir and gathered under the table fly watching the 
process of getting breakfast. No one was in the mood to 
suggest a programme forthe day, and after the morning 
meal had been dispatched, there was a manifest inclination 
on the part of some to go to bed again. One of the loafers 
found just beyond the dining table, the nest of a whippoor- 
will, or rather the place where a nest would haye been, had 
the parent bird provided sneb a luxury for herself. Ona 
bed of brown leaves a little and almost featherless bird was 
lying as motionless as though it were dead. At a touch it 
lifted its head and opened its mouth forfood. The mother bird 
was flitting about uttering sharp querulous cries. From that 
time daily visits were nade to our novel neighbor until one 
morning when we found it gone. 

During the forenoon the camp was thoroughly swept and 
put into shipshape. The mossy knoll under the big pine 
had become the favorite lounging place; here one could lie 
and watch the flashing water, hear the ripples on the beach 
below, and drowse into forgetfulness, lulled by the low 
moan from the branches overhead. How many cars have 
been thus gladdened by the song of summer; how many 
tired souls have thus found rest and peace; but alas, how 
many more there are to whom all this has been denied; of 
the latter, the most wistful, perhaps, have been the wives 
and daughters of those who, while themselves enjoying the 
health-giving outing, hold the dogma that ‘‘a camp is no 
place for a woman,” and so leave that portion of the house- 
hold to pass the days at home as best they can. And s0 it 
comes that the views of the woman camper has no place in 
the columus of ForRPst AND STREAM, and all from an old- 
fogy notion that somehow woman and the camp are unfitted 
to.each other. It isa great mistake. In every camp which 
goes out to smooth it, the comforts are or should be such 
that the most delicate woman can enjoy its life. Many a 
camp would be elevated, many a heart made glad, and 
strength, appetite and rosy cheeks brought back to many a 
languid, pale-faced woman, were she permitted to join her 
husband or father in those outings, which she would soon 

long for and dream of with the veriest veteran of us all. If 
she had no taste for angling, she would soon acquire it, while 
her penchant for botany, sketching or anything that pertains 
to out-door life can be fully gratified, while an attack of 
camp feyer would be certain to add a pound a day to her 
avoirdupois. Let every lady reader insist upon joining the 
camp of her lord, and if she be denied, let her make her 
plaint in the open court of Forrsr anp STREAM, and shé 
will find a champion. 
The camp had gone to housekeeping with a larder insuf- 

ficient for the needs of the campaign, and an order had been 
sent to Kingston for a liberal supply of hominy, bacon, 
coffee and flour. A call for volunteers to go to Battersea to 
see if these had arrived brought every member to the front, 
and accordingly tents were tied up, the boats manned, and 
we were soon winding down the tortuous channel of the 
muddy creek to the no less muddy landing. Onur supplies 
had arrived and also a mail, which brought the long-looked- 
for Forres anpD SrreaM, There were tear stains on the 
wrapper, and we regretted that we had abused the editor by 
postal for its long delay. The shaft had evidently gone to 
the mark, and we feared lest the sad-hearted author of the 
Pipes papers had somehow become involved in the catas- 
rophe, : 
While on shore we made the acquaintance of two or three 

deer hunters, native sportsmen, who despised such small 
game as woodcock and ruffed grouse, which were plenty. 
One of these told us of a day’s shooting last fall, with a 
single companion, in which three deer and a bear had fallen 
to his lot and tour deer to that of his mate. Another party 
of four, of which he was one, in a single week shot twenty- 
three deer, We were informed, however, that owing to the 
stringency of the game law, Americans who came over for 
deer had a sorry time of it, and their visits for that purpose 
did not seem to be encouraged, With deer and fox talk 
mingled, we sat most of the afternoon out in the shade of a 
building, near which a couple of fine deerhounds were 
lying, whose good points were discussed and their exploits 
narrated by their respective owners with no little pride. 
When we were ready to return, the Madame, with a fondness 
for the canine, easily induced Dan, one of the hounds, to ac- 
company us, not, however, without the warning from his owner 
that the dog was a ‘‘born thief” and would steal everything 
incamp. Dan slept that night on the floor of the tent ina 
state of bliss. The next morning, the absence of three 
pounds of bacon and five pounds of salt pork, which had 
been placed on the cupboard for safe keeping, at least eight 
feet from the ground, forced us to recognize the ability of 
Dan asa gymnast, and his predilection for cold lunches, 
of which he had evidently partaken liberally and frequently 
during the night. He was escorted home early in the day, 
and his master said: ‘‘I told you so.” Before noon the dog 
was back in camp, having accomplished the journey by go- 
ing a couple of miles along shore and then swimming from 
island to island until he came to our own. His apparent 
fondness for us won him forgiveness and he was allowed to 
remain, That afternoon, while fishing about eighty rods 
away, a crash was heard in camp which caused some uneasi- 
ness, and we hurried in to learn the cause. It was Dan 
again. In one of the tents some crackers and cheese had 
been left on the table which, enticed, by the odor, Dan had 
mounted and overturned, and we found paper, ink, medi- 
cine, field glasses, books and a box of cartridges well mixed 
in with a jar of preserves on the floor, The crackers and 
cheese and a box of sardines had made a light lunch. Dan 
was forthwith tried before Judge Lynch and led to the bluff 
for execution, when the appeals of the Madame saved him, 
and he was taken to his master under sentence of death, 
which we promised to carry out if he was again found on 
the island. After that he was kept at home chained. 

Tn our fishing of the afternoon we encountered a genial 
native fisherman in pursuit of '’swegoes.”” We watched 
the ‘‘bobbers’ and discoursed of men, things and fishing, 
At last the conversation turned on fish nomenclature, and no- 
where did we ever find the same more terribly out of joint. 
The small-mouth bass was known as black bass, but the big- 
mouth was called by every one yellow bass. Oswego bass, 
or ‘’swegoes,” was the only name by which the strawberry 
bass (P. sparoides) was known, Canada pickerel was the 
name for the pike (Z, luctus), while trout (8. namaycush) 
were salmon. ‘There was another variety known as pickerel, 
but was described to us as wanting the long jaws and form 
of the family Hsectdw, and haying an adipose fin. Of this 
latter variety we were unable to find a specimen, but believe 
it to be the whitefish (Coregonus).* ‘The aforesaid native 
was very anxious to be set right on the common names for his 
fish, indeed, we find everywhere among anglers a growin 
interest in this subject of fish nomenclature. The labors o 
Jordan, Cope, Gilbert and others are being appreciated by 
most of those who go into the woods, and the ‘‘Manual of 
the Vertebrates,” by the first named, is fast becoming a 
classic and an inilispensable companion to the outer. 

For the next few days the camp was in a state of unrest. 
The Reformer had been summoned home, and we were pre- 
paring to speed the parting, and to hail the coming member, 
for a postal gave notice that Truthful. James was about 
setting out to join us, The morning of the departure of the 
former broke sad and dismal. The early breakfast was dis- 
patched in haste, and, under a lowering sky, the ™mourn- 
ful camp accompanied him to Battersea to bid him God 
speed. We were somewhat tardy, and the lumbering stage 
had been awaiting our arrival for twenty minutes, the driver 
was in a pet, so farewells were quickly said, the stage was 
out of sight in a moment, and the camp life of the Reformer 
was a memory. i ; 
Breaking camp at the appointed lime is generally an ex- 

asperating piece of business, but to be snatched out of camp 
before your time is unbearable. We have long made it a 
point io go into camp without having the time fixed for 
breaking up. When the time comes—as it will—let it be like 
a thief in the night. The Reformer had been fortunate in 
this respect, at least. ; 

On the afternoon of his departure, with a bucket of perch 
bait, we essayed the bass once more. A strong wind from 
the southwest was blowing, and we rau before it to the lower 
point of the island, where we cast anchor over the outer 
edge of a weed bed. The first bait was barely in the water 
before it was taken by a two-pound bass, the second bait, 
was seized by its mate, and the sport grew lively. For two 
hours there was no cessation in the strikes, and when we 
lifted anchor we had thirty-eight bass in the car. : 
When we set out on our return the wind had shifted, a 

line of dark clouds were lying close te the horizon, and 
signs of a storm were apparent. There was nothing of dis- 
comfort to be apprehended. We were well prepared, as 

a 
"# Most likely the pike perch, Stizostedion.—Bp. 
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every camp should be, to meet anything that was likely to 
come in the way of wind or rain, A guy rope was attached 
to the tent poles and the end made fast to a tree as a matter 
of precaution should a gale come on; the tent stakes were 
driven a little deeper toinsure against their drawing in case 
the ground should become soaked, and lastly, straw was 
Blnced around the edges of the tent to keep out the wind and 
rip. 
There was a vacant place by the camp-fire, and our 

thoughts went after the lonely Reformer who was rushing 
along through the darkness and whom another day would 
bring into the roar and bustle of Broadway, and the dust 
and heat of the early August days. In imagination we con- 
trasted his-disappointment and half-satisfied longings with 
the enthusiasm and ardor of Truthful James, who likely at 
this very hour was being whirled hitherward, full of eager- 
ness and dreams of the joyous vacation which had come to 
him at last. We knew that the thoughts of two busy lirains 
were centered here in the dancing light of the camp-fire, one 
full of regrets the other of anticipation. 

Suddenly there came the sound of a single pat on the can- 
vas behind us, in the darkness beyond and on the lake in 
front, an audible simultaneous drop everywhere, and then 
there was a silence, Then came another pat and another, 
then a sound, at first as though tiny light-footed squadrons 
were marching through the forest to rapid, countless beats, 
and then hurrying to the charge, and finally breaking from 
the coverts on all sides and the storm was fairly upon us, 
We retreated before it into the tent and there sat and listened 
to the far-away roar up the lake, which was every moment 
growing louder as the storm swept toward us, In a moment 
the walls of the tent bagged and the frail structure quivered 
as though about to be torn from its fastenings. After a few 
minutes the gale passed and the heavy fall of the rain on the 
roof drowned all other sounds. We rolled ourselves in the 
blankets and were soon lost in sleep while listening to the 
patter overhead, a music sweeter to the camper by far than 
all the melody ever born under the touch of a Strauss or a 
Beethoven, WAWAYANDA. 

Blatuyal History. 

NOTES OF A YEAR. 

8 I sit in my study the north wind rattles the windows; 
it is snowing sideways, and the mercury is hobnobbing 

with the bulb. By way of contrast, memory brings back 
some of the pleasant experiences of the last year with rod 
and gun along the streams and in the woods. 
A huge nest of the social wasp (Polistes fuscata) hangs on 

the other side of the room as the only remaining trophy of 
one of the many days that are recalled with pleasure. I 
allowed my boat to drift very cautiously under the willow 
where it was hanging over the water. A charge from a 
flying squadron of the possible occupants was not to be 
courted. A gentle shake of the tree, then a virgorous jerk 
or two was sufficient to prove that that colony of paper 
makers had moved out; perhaps it was because some hunter, 
who couldn’t hit anything else, had let fly at the balloon-like 
domicile, tearing open the top, thus letting in the rain; at 
any rate making a good window, through which I could 
look down into what had evidently once been a populous 
tenement. There were four combs within, one above the 
other, containing perhaps 200 empty cells. It was in the late 
autumn, and I was not sure but that a hibernating female 
might have taken up winter quarters somewhere in the inner 
apartments. 1 therefore, on the way home, kindly left the 
paper house with a friend for a few days, hanging it near 
the glowing grate. The family were all alive four or five 
days after, so I concluded nothing had thawed out in my 
Wwasp’s nest, nor would, and it was brought on home. 

I had several odd experiences with the yellow~jacket ( Vespa 
maculata) during the summer, One day, with rod and min- 
now bucket, I had toiled through the weeds and woods to a 
point where I had before caught the biggest black bass I had 
seen for many a day. Of course I was expecting to get 
several more like him. You always do expect something of 
the sort. But the bass did not seem hungry. They had 
evidently just dined, A few feet away there was a terrible 
fluttering and floundering in the grass, which 1 proceeded to 
investigate. A huge specimen of Opthoptera, I could not 
determine its exact species then, was struggling impotently 
against the attacks of an insignificant little yellow-jacket. 
It had possibly been in the tree above when attacked by its 
active little adversary, which was stinging it with might 
and main. The big insect was plainly getting faint. All at 
once it flashed across my mind that the little yellow-coat 
and I were out on about the same mission, both after game, 
he heing the more successful one of the two He had come 
upon his prey, and with his swift lance was giving him a 
hundred wounds, which must cventually prove fatal, I 
have never since forgiven myself for not capturing the 
hunter and his quarry. My failure to bag the bageer and 
the bagged was probably owing to the profound respect 
which I had just then for the fighting force of the yellow- 
coat. 

Yellow-jackots seem to feed indiscriminately upon fiesh or 
vegetable. A fish thrown out on the bank will soon attract 
a swarm of them. On several occasions a piscatorial friend 
and I had some difficulty m eating dinner so impertinent 
were these little fellows. Pie and meat and bread were yei- 
low with them, and they tumbled into the jelly cup by the 
dozen. One day the bass and croppy had taken a notion to 
bite just a little before dinner time, After catching a dozen 
or so, 5. said he must have something to eat. We threw 
down our rods, with the bait in the water for stragglers, 
Dinner was eaten with a lot of yellow-jackets as self-invited 
guests. At last 8. started back to his rod, with a substantial 
piece of bologna sausage in his hand; but a yellow-jacket 
had his eye upon that bologna asa shining prize. By dex- 
terous management, 8. managed to get an occasional bite 
and miss the yellow-jacket. Presently the floater on his line 
shot under the wafer as a bass gulped down the minnow on 
the hook. §. forgot his greedy little competitor, thrust the 
sausage pell mell into his mouth, and madea grab for his 
rod. But he suddenly changed his mind about the rod and 
dropped it, The yellow-jacket had followed the sausage 
into his mouth, and had then gone into ‘‘executive session,” 
5. now says that he doesn't like sausage with yellow-jacket 
sauce, it is ‘‘a little too hot.” The moral of this story is that 
the yellow-jacket is a very greedy feeder. 
_The space that may be occupied by these remembrances is 

already more than filled, and scores of curious things seen in 
the water and the woods during the old year have not been 
mentioned, They must be put aside for the present. 
Quinoy, Ill,, Jan,‘i, 1885, Ricw#arp Guar Hozzs, 
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THE VORTICELLA. 
(Ee very beautiful little animal lives, like the hydra, 

attached to the leaves and stems of water plants 1m 
slow-running streams and pools. It was called by the olden 
observers the bell-animaicule, from the marked resemblance 
of the shape of its body to a bell. A large number of them 
grouped together on a leaf or stem looks somewhat like a 
patch of white mould, and from this appearance it is gener- 
ally quite easy to find them. If a hit of the leaf to which 
they are attached is torn off and placed in water in a watch- 
glass, they may readily be examined with a hand magnify- 
ing glass or a low power of the microscope. 

The body of the animal resembles an inverted bell, or, 
perhaps a little more closely, a wine glass. 
What answers to the rim of the glass is con- 
siderably thickened and turned outward a 
little, and in one place is bent into the form 
of a mouth—very much like that of a beaker, 
The wine glass is also provided with a cover, 
which is capable of being opened and shut 
very much as if turning upona hinge. The 
coyer it nearly round, and so does not fit into 
the bent-out mouth of the rim, and in this 
way an aperture is left by which the inte- 
rior of the body is put in communication 
with the exterior. This aperture is the 
mouth of the animal. A rather short tube 
runs inward from the mouth and opens into 
the general body cavity. This tube, of 
course, answers to the gullet or cesophagus 
of the higher animals. The wine-glass 
shaped body thus far described is mounted 
upon « long, slender stalk, the foot of which 
is attached to the leaf or stem, The stalk 
is quite flexible, so that the animal is able to 
sway itself about upon it in the water. 

There are some other very interesting points of structure 
in the yorticella, but a high power of the microscope is 
needed in order to see them. In the first place, perhaps, it 
will be noticed that both the rim of the glass and the edge 
of the coyer are fringed with circles of cilia, which are 
almost constantly in a state of rapid vibration, These 
vibrations give rise to a current in the water which flows 
either into or from the body-cayity through the aperture of 
the mouth, the direction of the current being determined by 
the inward or outward movement of the cilia, It is in this 
way the animal geis its food. The small organisms upon 
which it lives are caught in the current and drawn through 
the mouth and gullet (the latter also being lined with cilia) 
into the interior of the body. By introducing some finely 
divided carmine or indigo into the water, not only the 
movements of these currents may be watched, but also the 
yery interesting process of digestion. As the particles of 
colored matter reach the free end of the gullet, which is 
here expanded a little into a kind of crop, they are rolled 
up into little balls or pellets, and these from time to time are 
discharged into the interior. They then circulate about in 
the body, moving down on one side and up on the other, If 
they are pellets of food-matter they continue this circulation 
until all the nutritious matter in them has been extracted, 
The indigestible remainder is extruded from the body 
through the mouth; but the passage it takes to the mouth is 
not quite the same as that by which it entered. Instead of 
passing back through the open end of the gullet, a second 
aperture is made in this organ at alittle distance from the 
first, and through this the particle passes. As soon as it has 
gone through the aperture closes and remains shut until 
again needed, 

Of course it often happens that bodies too large to be 
swallowed or not at all fit for food are caught in the current 
and carried to the mouth. In that case the animal has a 
very curious way of ridding itself of them. It ceases vibrat- 
ing its cilia, draws in its cover and rolls the rim inward, so 
that the whole body assumes a somewhat spherical shape, 
It then very suddenly and very rapidly throws its long 
stall into the form of a spiral and thus draws itself com- 
pletely away from the offending object. One can see the 
creature go through the same movements if the yessel in 
which it is contained is given aslight jar. After remaining 
in this contracted state for a few minutes the stalk slowly 
straightens, the cover raises, the rim becomes everted again, 
the cilia begin to vibrate, and the animal has regained its 
former appearance. 

In the upper part of the body of a yorticella there appears 
from time to time a rather large transparent space, When 
first seen it is very small, gradually it enlarges to its full 
size and then, after remaining visible for perhaps twenty or 
thirty seconds, it very suddenly disappears. This space is 
called the contractile vesicle. [t is believed to perform the 
function of a heart. Some observers haye thought they 
could make out channels radiating out from it, and it is be- 
lieved that when the vesicle contracts its contents are forced 
into these channels and thus a circulation of the contents of 
the body cavity kept up. Sometimes several of these vessels 
are present in the same animal, 

There is still one other structure present in the body of a 
yorticella, Itis quite large, somewhat elongated, and bent 
upon itself somewhat in the shape of a horseshoe. It is 
called the nucleus. Its function is probably connected with 
the reproduction of the animal. Nuclei are almost univer- 
sally present in the lower animals and plants; but in general, 
unlike that of the vorticella, they are round or ovalin shape. 

The vorticella has several ways of multiplying itself. One 
of these is by what is called fis- 
sion. In this case the animal 
splits itself into two like and 
equal parts; the fissure being 
made in the direction of its 
length. Hach of these parts en- 
larges and becomes exactly like 
the parent animal, The stalk, 
howeyer, splits only a little way 
down, and the two new ani- 
mals are therefore supported by 
asingle stem. Hach of these 
may again divide into two 
parts, and then in their turn 
again divide, and so a very 

large number of verticelle may become associated into a 
communily, all being supported by a single stalk. A zroun 
formed in this way is sometimes called a colony. In this 
multiplication by fission the nucleus seems to play an import- 
ant part. Previous to the division it becumes somewhat 
larger, and assumes anew position, the direction of its length 
becoming at right angles to the stalk; finally, when the divi- 
sion occurs, the nucleus separates into two parts, one going 
to each of the new avimals, 
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Another method by which the vorticella multiplies itself 
is that of gemmation or budding. This is a similar process 
to that which occursin the hydra, except that in the case of 
the yorticella the bud grows on the side of the body of the 
parent and not on the stalk. A new animal formed in this 
way does not long remain attached to the parent. Before 
loosening itself, curiously enough, it develops an extra fringe 
of cilia. This fringe vows at the base of the body, and so 
the creature is now provided with a circle of cilia at both 
ends of its body. By somewhat violent movements of these 
wreaths of cilia it loosens itself and swims away aftfree 
animal. It then undergoes another change and a very re- 
markable one. It loses the older wreath of cilia, and the 
rim from which they have been taken folds inward until the 
end of the body is entirely closed. It retains the cilia at the 
opposite end of the body, and by means of them continues 
toswim about. But after a time it attaches itself by what 
was originally its upper end—the end from which the cilia 
have been lost—to the side of the body of an ordinary fixed 
vorticella. A process now occurs which is perhaps more 
wonderful than any yet described. The two animals slowly 
and gradually unite by a kind of fusion into a single being. 
The creature thus formed is exactly like an ordinary vorti- 
cella, and when its turn comes to multiply will do so by the 
process of fission. 

The vorticella has still another way of multiplying itself, 
Sometimes an animal will ro]l its body up into a ball in the 
manner already described, and by a process of secretion 
surround itself with a hard case or cyst. It has now passed 
into what is called the ‘‘still” condition, there being little or 
no movement of either body or stalk. But after remaining 
in this state for a while, an activity begins to show itself in 
the interior of the body. Eight or ten dark spots appear and 
gradually increase in size until the whole interior is pretty 
well filled with them. The cyst now thins away on one side, 
and by and by bursts, allowing the bodies which haye been 
formed inside to escape. They swim about in the water, 
and are in fact a generation of young yorticelle, butas yet 
ina rudimentary stage of development. In a short time, 
however, they become full grown animals of the ordinary 
type, To this method of multiplication the term cell-division 
has been given. 

Vorticella have, therefore, four ways by which they may 
reproduce themselves, viz.: fission, gemmation, fusion and 
cell-division. 

There are several species of animals closely allied to the 
vorticella, One of these, the slentor, differs principally in 
being able to detach itself at will and swim about in a free 
state. Another, the cothurnia, has only a very short stalk, 
but is provided with a cup or envelope, into which the body 
can beretracted, The epistylis closely resembles the vorti- 
cella, but unlike the latter is not able to contract its stall. 
Some of these forms, curiously enough, are often found at- 
tached to the backs of water beetles and other aquatic ani- 
mals. It is not probable that this peculiar location is made 
by choice. More likely it is altogether a matter of chance 
to what objects they attach themselves; but moving bodies, 
as animals, are more favorable that stationary ones, since in 
this way a greater quantity of food is likely to be caught in 
the currents formed by the cilia. 
Union CoLLEece. 

THE CRANBERRY BEAR. 

Editor Forest and Stream: , 
“Eureka! here is ‘Nessmuk’s’ cranberry swamp bear,” 

thought J on entering onr city market house to-day. On a 
butche1’s table, surrounded by a group of interested specta- 
tors, lay a veritable red bear. It is only a few weeks since 
“Nessmuk” threatened to scour the wilds of Minnesota and 
half a dozen other States to secure this bear, and now it is 
shot in the northern part of Lycoming county, Pa., perhaps 
forty miles from ‘‘Nessmuk’s” home as the crow flies. Can- 
he have been on his way to deliver himself up to the old 
hunter to help him prove the scientific men wrong on the 
bear question? But to be serious, the bear was a beautiful 
animal with a pelt as red as that of any fox. There were 
no markings nor varying shades of color, but the same uni- 
form red all over its body, excepting from the eyes forward 
to nose, where the color was somewhat lighter. The nose 
proper was the “olor often seenin liver-colored dogs. 

Tbe bear was apparently about two years old (incisor 
teeth somewhat worn), was in moderate condition, and 
weighed ninety pounds, There was no perceptible differ- 
ence in its shape, length of limbs, ete., from ordinary black 
bears of the same size. If I may venture an opinion with- 
out any scientific knowledge on the subject, I would call it 
a case of albinoism (or rufus-ism) of the ordinary black bear. 
It was purchased by a gentleman of this city, who sent it 
away as a present 10 a friend. Whether it is to be mounted 
or not I have not learned; it would be a desirable acquisition 
for one of the first-class museums. 
A local paper says: ‘‘The red bear of which brief mention 

was made in yesterday’s Gazelie and Bulletin, was killed at 
Laurel Hill, this county, by Peter O’Brien. Mr. William 
Fry purchased it for Mr. Hiram A. Merriman, who shipped 
it last evening to a friend in Philadelphia, The animal is a 
curiosity, being of a bright red color, with head like that of 
a fox, and fur as soft as the wool of the sheep, At least one 
thousand persons visited the market house yesterday to see 
this bear, and old hunters said they never saw anything like 
it beiore,”’ BOBOLINK, 
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. 

SOME CHRISTMAS BIRD NOTES. 

(Cee LY the hand of Nature had a elear page to 
/ write on the night before Christmas, and if he who has 

studied her ways went out early in the morning, the record 
of the night was made plain. 

Here a rabbit industriously searching for food, selects from 
a thousand the sapling whose root is nourishing and digs 
down to it, Then going on, he passes by hundreds of others, 
until again selecting the righf one, he scratches the snow 
from it and takes his moonlight meal, not a very hearty one 
for Christmas eve; but a little further on he finds an apple, 
frozen, to be sure, still to him a dessert unapproachable, 
Down in the woods a flock of quail had roosted. Rather 

chilly, one would think; but they had huddled close to- 
gether, and undoubtedly were warm, for they all started 
early to a little unfrozen pool and took their morning bath, 
each one showering his neighbor and wishing him a merry 
Christmas probably, for they were a right lively set of 
fellows, and po sooner was the morning toilet finished, than 
each one started on a hunt for his breakfast, as the lines in 
the snow show, till startled by some unknown sound, they 
all took wing together, and flew into the thicket beyond. 
Many other signs are left to the uninitiated; not simply 
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“tracks,” but each a story in itself to him who knows and 
thinks. Now asquirrel, out perhaps to make his neighbor a 
present of nuts; again a flock of snowbirds, as the sun was 
rising, haye chirped a merry Christmas to each other, as 
they shook the seeds from the grasses left uncovered by the 
snow. 
The day was bright, and in my ramble I saw these birds: 
Winter chippy. S. manticola, 
Snowbird, J. hiemalis, 
Chickadee, P. atricapillus. 
Yellow-rumped warbler, D. coronata, 
Bluebird, 8. sialés. 
Bluejay, C cristata. 
Butcher bird, Z. derealis. 
Golden-winged woodpecker, ©. auratus. 
Downy woodpecker, P. pubescens, 
Orow, C. americanus. 
Wild pigeon, H migratorcus. 
Quail, O. virginiana. 
I heard a blackbird and fancied T heard a robin, but a 

flock of pigeons pas-ing, my attention was distracted, and I 
lost track of hin. There was only one quail; they are very 
scarce and are hunted continually. CHIP, 
ENGLEWooD, N. J. 

Game Bag and Guy. 

DUCK SHOOTING ON LAKE BISTEREAU. 
BY COL. GEO. D, ALEXANDER. 

f bane night, the 29th of October, 1884, my friend 
McHElliott came to my residence to tell me he thought 

it was just the proper time to go to Lake Bistereau for a duck 
hunt. He was ready to go the next morning if I could 
accompany him. His proposal was immediately accepted, 
as he had a good buggy and had made himself the nicest 
and most convenient litle boat, to be used as a body to take 
us to the lake, and then to be taken off and used for carrying 
us to an island celebrated for being the best point for shoot- 
ing ducks. 

The beautiful little boat did not exceed fifty pounds in 
weight, was capable of conveniently seating and carrying 
three persons, and was so nicely fitted to the bugey that it 
could be put on or taken off in oneminute. It was arranged 
on the inside for having bushes inserted for forming a bind 
to approach the wary ducks, and it could be easily moved 
by sculling, so as not to attract their attention. 
We left Minden quite early, full of bright anticipations of 

bringing back a boatload of mallards. A fleet pair of horses 
took us to Mercer’s store in three hours, the distance being 
eighteen miles. There it was our expectation to get Mr. 
William Mercer and Mr. Dan Cole to accompany us, Un- 
fortunately the former was not at home, but Cole proffered 
to go. He reported the ducks as being more numerous than 
he had ever seen them on the lake. Jt was only some three 
miles from the store to the point we desired to reach. The 
report made Mac and myself so eager to get there that we 
could not wait for Cole, but requested him to follow on as 
speedily as possible. Jt was not often that l was as much 
excited in getting to the desired place to commence shooting 
as I wason this occasion. The horsesdid not go fast enough, 
I wanted a speed of a mile a minute, and when we came to 
a log across the road, and had to be delayed some time in 
getting by it, the delay was almost insupportable. When 
we reached the bluff bank of this lovely sheet of water our 
eyes were gladdened by the sight of countless ducks. From 
various points we could see puffs of smoke and then hear the 
boom of two heavy guns, showing many others were, like 
ourselves, taking advantage of the great number of ducks to 
have an enjoyable hunt. 

There were numerous flocks with many thousands in them 
to be seen in every part of the lake, some lighting, some 
rising, and others flying from point to point. As each gun 
was heard the flocks on the water engaged in eating the 
water parsley, would rise with a roar like distant thunder 
and fly to some other place, while another would light in 
the same place. There was one incessant quacking, quack, 
quack, that quickened the desire to. be among them to such 
an extent that the minutes seemed hours before we got the 
horses unhitebed, the boat put on the water, ammunition 
stored away, and our rubber boots drawn on. 

At last Mac with his Pieper, and I with my Greener, took 
our seats and prepared to row about half a mile to’ Peggy’s 
Island, our proposed rendezvous, But we soon found there 
was no rowing, the water was not eight inches deep, except 
in the channel, which was not over fifty yards wide. Noth- 
ing was left but to wade and push the boat ahead of us. The 
mud was over a foot, to two feet sometimes, in depth, and as 
sticky as pitch. I thought we never would get to the feeding 
places of the ducks. The air was aliye with them, buf all 
taking good care either to fly too high to be reached by our 
guns or to give us a wide berth. The nearer we approached 
the island the more impatient I got, and when we rowed 
across the channel I could stand it no longer, but put on the 
ammunition bag and shouldering my fine Greener, struck olf 
to the nearest feeding poini, leaving McHIliott to come on 
and select a point for putting out his decoy ducks. He had 
brought with him a pair of live gentle puddle ducks, which 
he intended to fie to stakes, and giving them each a bundle 
of oats to let them feed, quack, dive, and cut as many antics 
as they pleased and thus allure many an unsuspecting sreen- 
head tothem, As I approached the flocks they would rise 
and fly off lung before | could get in shooting distance. 
My India rubber boots were too large for me. I could not 

stand steady in them, and eyery time I turned around [ 
would come near falling. Finally [ selected a place in the 
grassy part where the ducks were feeding, and waited for a 
duck to fly near me. In afew minutes over came a flock, 
Bang! bang! went both barrels without rumpling a feather. 
For an hour I continued shooting at every duck that came, 
as IT thought, in slooting distance, but not a duck rewarded 
my shots. I was more discouraged than I ever recollected 
to have been in all my life. MeHlliott had selected his posi- 
tion fur out in the water, his decoy ducks were tied, and 
soon I saw him cut down three fine ducks in successive 
shots. Cole arrived at this time, taking his position further 
into the Jake than that of McHiliott. Pretty soon a duck 
flew over him which he cut down in fine style. Again and 
again I shot without getting a duck. Cole signaled to me to 
come into his place, which I did. He told me I was shoot- 
ing at distances far too high to kill; that where I was stand- 
ing they flew much higher then at bis position. Taking my 
stand by the side of a cypress stump, around which the 
water was full knee deep, with mud a foot deep, I patiently 

waited the approach of a duck. ‘Look out,” said Cole, 
and just then seyeraleame over, Bang went my gun, and 
dewn came a fine drake, 1 was then convinced that I had 
been wasting my ammunition at distances beyond the reach 
of any 12-bore gun, and of 74 pounds weight. 

I had barely time 1o put in another shell when I saw three 
coming directly tome. ‘Too high,” sang out Cole, but. I 
thought differently. There was a report, and almost at my 
feet down came a magnificent greenhead, The reports of 
McEllioti’s and Cole’s guns were incessant, and constantly 
eould I see or hear a duck fall. Before night a flock of some 
large while fowls came flying over Cole, He fired both bar- 
rels with the success of seeing a magnificent pelican come 
down with an awfulswoop. We had noticed this flock all 
the evening at a distant part-of the island, taking them to be 
a flock of sheep. This pelican measured nearly eight feet 
across from tip to tip of wings, and was nearly six feet high. 
It was white as snow, except the lower edge of wings were 
black as those of a crow, In the sack below the hill were 
many minnows not devoured. We shot until 8 o'clock at 
night, and found asthe result of our evenine’s work that I 
had bagged eleven, McElliott sixteen, and Cole thirty-one. 
Mr. Cole bad the advantage of us in haying a freedman to 
collect his ducks when shot down. Few better shots than 
Dan Cole, either at deer or small game. MeHiott isa good 
shot, and one of the most agreeable companions to have in a 
hunt. He is one of the handiest and most useful gentlemen 
Lever had along on a hunting expedition. 
By half past 9 o’clock we had returned to the store, fed 

our borses, and haying been the recipients of a nice supper 
from Mr. Cole, we got into our boat and drove back to Min- 
den, getting home by 1 o'clock in the morning. 

It was a most enjoyable hunt, not to he soon forgotton; 
but would have been doubly so to me had I shot as well as 
usual, and had J not fallen on one knee in the mud and 
water and gotten my bout full of water. But for this mis- 
hap [should have been tempted to have spent another day 
on thelake, The decoy ducks looked the next morning in 
fine spirits, asif they would have no objection to guing 
again. 
“On the following Saturday I was compelled to make a trip 

to Red River, We went by Mercer's store, and finding Mr. 
Cole willing to take a jaunt again to the Jake, I loaned him 
my Greener with plenty ot ammunition, and requested him 
to kill me some ducks. Returning the next morning, he had 
twelve fat mallards for me, and stated he had killed seven- 
teen out of thirty shots, at ducks flying much higher than he 
shot them when I was along. He was wonderfully delighted 
with the shooting of my gun, stating he killed a duck sitting 
fully a hundred yards, and that several parties were shooting 
near him whose guns could not reach the ducks, and they 
did not succeed in bageing one. 

Of course, this was good news to me, Just as soon as the 
weather turns colder, I shall go again with strong hopes of 
doing wetter shooting. ! 
MINDEN, La. 

ABOUT HUNTERS AND A HUNT. 

N the columns of the Fornust anp Stream I have had 
. frequent occasion to allude to my sporting companions, 

and, most generally, have used nicknames to designate them. 
My dramatis persone, whatever the character of the play— 
farce or comedy—have consisted of Teceel, Bro. Duffrey, 
Mud, Jim LeG., Dit, Crickett and Tom, We all have our 
peculiarities, and each is a source of amusement to the 
others, All of us are ‘tnen of family,” and some of us are 
blessed with ‘‘quivers full” of the ‘heritage of the Lord.” 
‘In the course of human events,” it is not unnatural that 
even sporismen’s children should have a laudable ambition 
to add to the pleasurts of other’s households, and sometimes, 
even, to constitute the basis of a new one, The present, I 
believe, isa leap year, and in our section, at least, there is 
an idea that such years are not unfitted for matrimonial 
alliances. Occasionally, therefore, one of our boys or girls 
comes to the conclusion that it is wise to go to housekeep- 
ing, and begins to look around to see if he or she can ‘find 
an honest gander—or goose—for a mate.” The daughter of 
our friend Dit not long since found the ‘‘honest gander,” 
and on the 17th, in the presence of ‘‘a large and brilliant 
assemblage,” took those solemn vows which link together 
amanandawoman. The groom was a sportsman from the 
northern border of our State, and the rites of marriage were 
solemnized by Bro. Duffrey, assisted by Bro. W. T. J., who 
is also one of “‘Gideon’s band.” 
Amoug the guests were two brothers of our friend Dit, of 

whom I had long heard, but whose acquaintance I had not 
hitherto had an opportunity of making. We hardly needed 
an introduction. Joe and Bud were familiar names to me, 
and soon after we had met our conversation drifted into the 
subject of guns and dogs and game. I found both of then 
gentlemen, who had left their homes ‘‘on old Virginia’s 
shore” to he present at the marriage of their niece to a 
neighbor and friend of theirs, to be jovial, good-hearted 
fellows, and generous, a8 most of ardent sportsmen are. We 
endeavored to get them to remain awhile and try their skill 
on some of our birds; but the proximity of Christmas and 
the consequent demands of their business compelled them to 
lorego the pleasure. We were cordially invited to visit them 
at their homes, whenever it suited our convenience, und 
promised not only a hearty welcome to their firesides, but a 
hard struggle for the mustery in the field. We shall go, if 
possible, not hoping to defeat them in the contest, but only 
to make their victory an honorable one, Besides, we are 
anxious to enjoy their society, and that of theic families. 
We kuow who they are, J’ 
The week preceding the ‘society event’ to which I have 

referred, Teceel, Bro. Duffrey, Dr, Will and 1, with Joe, 
Bob, Arge and York, and over two hundred loaded shells 
each, left home to take our énnual hunt in the fields of Chat- 
ham. We missed connection at Sandford, and had to re- 
main at that place all day Tuesday, the 9th. But we were 
too Keen for hunting to sit about Bro. Page’s hotel, and, ac- 
cordingly, after a hearfy breakfast started for the ‘‘old 
McIver place,” on Buffalo Creek, We took the railway 
track for about two miles, and soon after we had crossed 
the trestle over Buffalo our dogs started a covey of birds and 
our first salute was given. We got only four birds out of it, 
and two of them fell before my little Lucy Green. Possi- 
bly we could haye gotten more of them, but thinking there 
were plenty ahead of us, we preferred to go on, Our parity 
separated at this point, and W. and I hurried on to the 
second bridge and got over into the plantation of which I 
have spoken. We could occasionally hear the guns of the 
others, and were well prepared to receive the report at lunch 
of our signal defeat. My companion and I did some yery 
poor shooting even at the birds we found, and only had 

seven when we stopped for rest and food at midday. The 
others doubled us, Rather tight boots haying made hunting 
anything but pleasant, Will and I concluded to wend our 
wiy back to Sandford, and rest for the next day’s sport. 
When we reached Page’s house I was exceedingly wearied 
and sought the quiet retreat of a room, where a bed afforded. 
me the much-desired luxury of a few hours’ sleep. About 
night Teceel and Bro. Duffrey returned, having more than 
thirty birds. All of them were left with Col. Page, our gen- 
erous host, when we departed from his house the following 
morning at 5 o’clock.on our way to Ore Hill. 
We reached the station about half past, six, where we 

were met by J. M. Foust, the proprietor of Motint Vernon 
Springs, which are situated a little over a mile west of the 
station, and were escorted to his house. Soon iatter reach- 
ing there, a substantial breakfast was spread before us, to 
which his guests paid the most devoted attention, The 
hunt was then arranged. Bro, D. and Teceel lad had a 
priyate consultation with the proprietor and learned from 
him the best grounds for sport. Of course they were anxious 
to avail themselves of the sport which they afforded. In 
order to assure thi mselyes of getting there, they deemed it 
wise to resort to strategy, not entirely free from hypocrisy. 
[ had related to them on an occasion Low I managed to get: 
anear kinsman to ride ‘‘an unbridled colt” from Brownsville, 
Ark., to my brother’s house on the river. In that case, 
Knowing he would refuse that mode of conveyance if the 
suggestion was directly made, I requested Dr. W. P. 8., 
who was our companion, to offer, so soon as the proposition 
was declined, his preference for that animal; telling him 
that it would produce a change of purpose, and we would 
thus succeed in getting him astride the stallion, The ruse 
had the desired effect. Bro. D. and Tom remembired it, 
and put it into practiceon me. Says Bro.D. to me, says he, 
“T. and [ have agreed to hunt the old Gowell farm, between 
this place and the depot, and you and Dr. W. can take down 
the creek.” Lvery quickly replie|, ‘Not much, Bro, D,; I 
have seiected that locality myself.’ After the trial of the 
fields, I saw 1 was ‘‘taken in,” and at night the case became 
too clear for further question, At the close of a hard day’s 
work, in which I did some good and sume poor shooting, [ 
emptied my pockets of 22 partridges (I cannot consent to 
call them quail, for they bear little resemblance to the quail 
in appearance and far more resemble the partridge of Europe), 
Dr. W. distinguished himself by very inferior marksmanship, 
and only got three birds. It is but just to say he did not 
shoot.as 1 did. Teceel pulled out the sealps of 85 and Bro, 
D, those of 19. All the consolation I had, was that I beat 
Bro. D. The next day, however, when I showed only 14 
and Dr W. 6, Teceel exhibited s7 and Bro, D. 25. These 
two days ended the aunt in that vicinity. and at12M. the 
following day we took the train for ‘‘the Gulf,” at which 
place we arrived at 1 P. M, 

Jt was agreed that. Bro. D. and I should put some shells 
in our pockets, and hunt the fields on the way to the resi- ~ 
dence of Mark Byrum, who lives five miles from the station, 
while the others should try the grounds nearer the depot, 
All were to meet there next duy and take the train for home. 
Accordingly, a few minutes after our arrival we were on 
our way, Leaving the public road after going about three- 
fourths of a mile, we turned to theleft and entered the fields 
lying along a tributary of Cedar Creek, which we knew had 
its rise about one mile from the place where we expected to 
spend the night. Justas we were about to cross the fence, 
and while our dogs were scouring the fields, I flushed a 
small covey of not more than six birds, They settled in the 
woods, where I got two shots, both of which were success- 
ful. Entering the inclosure and taking my dog across the 
rivulet he soon came to a stand, Notifying Bro. D. of the 
fact, he came over, We flushed the birds and I got one 
bird. He failed to get one. They took cover in thick 
woods. I had two shots and missed. He scored his bird 
after waving missed one. Leaving them we soon found 
another covey in a field. J got two shots and scored both 
birds. Bro. D. bagged two birds in three shots, It is use- 
less to give the details of the hunt. Suffice it, that when 
we reached Byrum’s at night I had twelye and Bro, D_ nine. 
They were all fat ones. 
We were hospitably received by Mr. Byrum, his wife, son 

and daughter, They were closely related to Bro. G., and 
are as kind and generous as heart could wish. We got an 
excellent supper and most comfortable treatment in all re 
spects. I want no better stopping place. When we left 
next morning an invitation to come again was cordially 
given, and I propose to do myself that honor before the sea- 
son has passed, if possible. 

On our return to the depot we followed the route of the 
preceding day. We found birds sufficiently plentiful, but 
discovered pretty soon that our stock of shells would become 
exhausted if we did much shooting. I had started with only 
forty, while Bro. D. had fifty. A hole in my pocket deprived 
me of several, so that when my dog Argo came to a stand 
less than one mile from the station, 1 héd but one shell 
remaining. With this I got one bird. Calling to Bro, D,, 
he soon made his appearance, and 1 communicated the fact 
that the “‘last shot in the locker” had been used. He kindly 
gave me four, keeping five for himself. Finding where the 
covey had settled, he walked up and flushed four or five of - 
them. It was understood that vach was to “‘shinny on his 
own side.” Being to the left, 1 picked out my bird and 
fired. Tt fell, Others then rose, and with the remaining 
barre] I killed another. Bro. D. claimed to have shot at the 
same bird 1 did when the first lot flew. If he did, he ought 
not to have done it, for it was the only one at which J could 
have shot. Had I been on the right 1 would not have 
selected that bird, Iwas now reduced to two shel!s. With 
one of those I got a bird and missed a most excellent chance 
with the remaining one. Bro. D. bagged another one and 
ihe hunt ended. When we reached the station I took nine 
out of my pocket and he pulled out six, including the one at 
which he ought not to have shot. 

The proprietor of the hotei at the Gulf was at the depot 
when we veached it, and told us that our friends had left, re- 
questing us to take charge of their baggage and they would 
zet.on the train at Heypt several miles below. This did not. 
surprise us. They did not join us, however, at the place 
named, and we saw them in the ‘‘old Mclyer place,” as We 
sned on our way to Sandford, where we had to remain until 
10 at night. Our friend Page had for dinner some of the 
twenty four birds which we had sent to him the preceding 
day. At nighf our companions made their appearance. 
Counting up our trophies, we found that we had bagged dur- 
ing the hunt 265 birds, Of this uumber we took home less 
than three dozen, haying given a large part of the others to 
the proprietors of the land upon which we had hunted, 
This plan is not only just, but highly politic, Ifasportsman 
ranges fields and offers none of the game to the owner, ha is 
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not apt to be a welcome visitor. y 
In consequence of our division of the spoils, we had free 
acc: ss to fields which are closed to most persons, and in case 
we visil that section azain, we shall find no trouble when we 
enter the territory of the owners of the soil. 

It is but proper that I say, of the 265 birds killed, Teceel 
got 108, Bro. D. 74, Wells 64. and Dr. Will 19. TT. used 
184 shells, Duffrey 178, Wells 128, and Dr. Will 69. 

If [ can so arrange it 1 will visit that county again durin 
the winter. In case [ do J expect to bag not less than seventy- 
five, withont using so many as 150 shes. One bird in two 
shots we regard as fair shooting, Many persons claim to be 
able to kill many more. I have thought that some of them 
are far better with the tongue than with the gun. 
Our friend Mud failed to go with us. His wife was not 

well and he could not accompany us This 1 very mueb re- 
pretied, for ou'side of the fact that he is an excellent com- 
panion, he has so many ways to afford amusement that his 
absence is regarded as quite a misfortune. He has the same 
little Scott which he did not swap off with Dr. Quint 
Worrin ton, : 

In some sections the birds are at present mainly in the 
woods in search of food. <A little later in the season they 
will come back to the fields, when better sport can be had. 

WELLS. 
Rockmewam, N. ©., Dec, 22, 1884. 

SOME REMARKABLE SHOTS. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
**Penobscot” tells of bagging three snipe at one shot. 

did the same thivg under almost the same circumstances. 
A friend and myself were hunt.og ducks, when, meeting 
with no success, we Janded near a mud hole on the borders 
of the marsh. Just as we did so, much to our astonishment, 
up went seven HWnglish snipe. Two of them settled a few 
yards distant, one of which I started up and secured at once, 
Five flew wild aod were now circling around, as though they 
meant to settle. But here they come, going as snipe in the 
early fall only can go, It was but the work of 2 moment. 
Two of the birds afe close together, while a third is ten feet 
away, and almost in range. Bang! and downdrop three, I 
am sure of this, for two oly are seen flying away, while | 
had a kind of indistinct vision that I saw one some distance 
from the others plunge into the marsh. We found them all. 
Among the 1ecollections of my boyhood is a circumstance 

that was considered quite singular at the time, It was the 
bageing of arabbit, a hawk and a partridge in two shots.. 
The way it happened was this: I was Jooking fur partridge, 
or properly speaking Lshould say ruffed grouse, when the 
dog started a rabbit not three yards from my feet. As it 
disappeared under a brush fence I fired and Ponto went off 
in pursuit. But just as [ was about to pull the trigger a 
partridve started only a little way from me, a spruce bush 
hiding it, and at the same instant ] saw a sharp-shinned 
hawk piss as a shadow before my eye, and heard something 
likea thud and a flop. Well. of course, | had to load (for 
this was'in the days that a boy considered himself happy if 
he had a single barrel muzzleloader), and while I was doing 
this the dog vrought me the rabbit. And now I would look 
for the partridge. I had only gone a few steps beyond the 
spruce bush, where he had started from, when what should 
I see but the hawk, as he glided up frum a log and lit upou 
a dead limb about thirty yards away. Here was a sbot and 
down he came. But now I must load ugain. And what is 
this that the dng is bringing me here? Why, it is tne part- 
ridge, warm and bleeding, a little piece of his breastis eaten 
off and his side torn out. 

So | once killed two gray squirrels under somewhat sin- 
gular circumsiauces, It was in the early morning, and I 
Wus among the nut trees almost as soou as the squirrels were. 
There is one feeding near me high up among tue branches; 
but now be is comiug down, seemingly to pass to another 
itmee. J must watch him and sight him along the branches 
until he is about to jump. Now he ison a long limh—take 
him just as lie gets to the end of it. | am following him 
With my eye along the gun barrel. Lut hus he stopped? for 
the sight leaves bis head and comes upon the head of one 
olnuting the other way, I see, I see, thy are smelling noses. 
ane, aud two squirrels at on; shot are mine. and m 

friends, who are so fond of the pretty creatures, will have a 
stuw for dinner, STILLABOY, 

Hilitor Forest and Stream: 
Sume twenty years ago I owned a long-barreled, fair- 

shooting, muzzlrloading rifle. One diy | saw two crows 10 
the corntield pulling the young corn, a trick they are pretty 
handy af, 1 took the rifle and crawled along a fence to get 
Dear enough to the crows for a shut, When not closer than 
150 yards the crows took alarm and rose on the wing. They 
flew high and irom me toward some woods. I stood a 
moment looking at them sailing away, then thought, as the 
rifle had been loaded two or three days, 1 would shoot it off 
aud clean it, 1 raised the breech of the rife to my hip, 
pointed the muzzle generally in the direction of the crows 
and fired, I shot one crow through the bouy and he fell 
dead about 600 yards from where 1 stood. G : . 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
_ Under the head of *‘Renarkable Shots” I think the follow- 
ing might be worthy of note: 

In 1872, being attached to the engineering force of the 
Northern Pacific Railroad, 1 was on the marsh across the 
wilderness that then lay between Fort Abercrombie, on the 
Red, and Fort Rice, on the Missouri rivers. I carried a 
.45-caliber rifle, chambered for the then Govt. cartridge, 70 
grains powder, 490 grains lead. Seeing a fiock of sandhill 
Craues standing in line on the prairie, at a long distance off, 
I raised my rifle to the shoulder and elevating the muzzle at 
about fifteen degrees or so. (lt was far above the ranges of 
my elevating rear sight.) J fired. The flock rose when the 
ound reached them, but in a moment one of the birds 

dropped ont of the string and fell to the ground. I found 
he had been shot through just below the wings. It was a 
large bird and proved a delicious addition to our camp fare 
next day. The distunce must haye been near half a mile. 

Knzorvr. Iowa. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I was skirting the edge of a large bush swamp on my right, 

: hill rising toa height of fifty or sixty feet on my left, my 
dog at heel, one pleasant afternoon, when I noticed a quail 

I know whereof I speak, | when sharp to my left and behind jumped two quails. 
Checking myself quickly, to my first barrel the bird fell dead 
at twenty yards; my second dropped the bird in the swamp 
after his holding up for short distance. My dog going, as I 
supposed, to retrieve the first bird, passed by and np the hill 
fully forty yards, returning to me with two quail that L had 
killed sitting, with the first on the wing. As none arose 
from that vicinity they were the only birds there. 

One morning when point shooting [ was lying low for a red- 
breasted merganser (or sheldrake, as locally known) that was 
coming up against the wind, when as I arose from my blind 
to shoot, another caught my eye coming across the point from 
behind me and before the wind. Thinkinginstantly to take the 
faster bird first and then throw back for the other, and hay- 
ing given him a liberal forclay and about to pull, I noticed 
the other on a crect line, but’ nearer. Holding my forelay 
for an instant, [ pulled, shooting both birds dead. 

While boat shooting one day on Vineyard Sound, I saw 
coming four or five white-winged coots (or velyet ducks), 
about fifty or sixty feet in the air, and following after at 
forty or fifty yards, just clear of the waler,.a single of the 
same. ‘The former passed out of shot, and as the latter 
commenced to cut in when nearly opposite, I let him get 
well past me, and when at about forty yards distant shot 
him dead. A more surprised sportsman never sat in a boat, 
for at eighty or one hundred yards distant, and fifty feet in 
the air, out tumbled one of those that had just passed. As 
he dove instantly upon striking the water he was probably 
winged and I could only account for it by a shot changing 
its flight from striking the water, which retained remarkable 

I | force for a No. 3 shot. 
I started out from St. Louis with a friend several years 

since for a day’s shooting on the Illinois side, and although it 
was late when our train dropped us, wwe started fo the lake 
for the evening’s shooting, HKeturning to the gunning house 
when too dark to shoot, I sat upon a fallen tree for a 
moment awailing my companion, when the rush of wings 
attracted me, and I saw what I took to be a bunch of ducks 
passing icto the Jake, and a dark object following, I threw 
up and shot at the Jatter, and altbough the shot struck, 
heard no fall, and thought no more of it. The next morn- 
ing we were out before it was light enough for ducks to fly, 
and as I stepped into my blind | noticed several objects 
which, from their rize, I took to be geese, cross a narrow 
band which the sun was vilding in the east and disappear, 
A ininute later, hearing wings, | looked up, and seeing a dark 
object. passing over, 1 shot, hearing my shot strike as the 
night before and no thud, About noon, having wounded a 
mallard that set his wings for a strip of timber about a 
quarter of a mile distant, I thought as ducks were not then 
woying, | would walk over and see if there was any water 
there. Just as I entered the timber before me lay a fine 
goose, still limp, with a single shot in his breast—the result 
.f my shot of the early morning. Finding neither water 
nor my duck, | returned, agrecing, however, with my friend 
that | had no reason for complaint, I then went a little 
way up the lake to a point that ducks frequently passed 
near, and after sitting there a few minutes a teal passed 
back of me and I shot him down into the grass. In going 
to pick him up I stumbled upon my goose of the wight 
previous, which, having been wounded, iad crawled ashore 
and died, 

On one occasion when out for a day’s coot shooting with 
my friend 5. A. F,, of Boston (one of the best shots Lever 
saw Taise a gun upon a duck), our best shot was at a large 
V-shaped flock, wnich we took in such a position as to rake 
one arm und across the otter, expecting a dozen to fall to 
our first barrels. Each shot at the same instant, but not a 
bird fell at first discharge; yel at the hotel we were told 
that we had the largest bay of the season, which was then 
past its height. At a similar snot with a compunion we 
biought down fourteen, using Nos. 12 and 15 Se a 

Fatmouru, Mass. 

Editor Forest and Stream: ; 
When 1 was a lad, in Vermont, 1 was one day walking 

along an old wood road with the brush very thick on either 
side. Looking through the bushes 1 saw a partridge sitting 
high up on a loga tew rods away Iwas too young to 
realize the enormity of a ‘pot .shot,” so | covered the bird 
euretully and fired. When the smoke cleared away I saw 
my partridge sitving in the same place. I was very much 
astquished and gave her the other barrel, I then walked 
over to the log, and there I found two dead partridges lying 
close together on tbe further side of the log. 

Pditor Forest and Stream: 
My experience with the gun, an old flintlock musket, com- 

menced further back than my memory runs clear. But my 
first partridge (ruffed grouse) und my first rabbit (in import- 
ance far outweighipg my first buck), were epochs of such 
interest that none of the attending circumstances are blotted 
from memory’s tablet, nor ever will be, while fond recollec- 
tion returns to the scenes of my childhood. 

Il made a remarkable shot more than fifty years ago. Cir- 
cumstances; Corn planted, Crows plenty and destructive to 
the sprouting corn. Scene: Cornfield; a single crow on 
fence stake, henhawk on next stake; country boy with big 
mutket creeping behind stoue wall ruuning at right angles 
to the rail fence on which the marauders were sitting. 
Favorable situation gained, arguments were weighed pro and 
con, crow or hawk, which shal! it be; hawks kill the chick- 
ens, crows pull the corn. Verdict: Gorn has 1t, crow must 
die. Noise und smoke. Smoke passes off. Crow and hawk 
both in their death struggles, though twelve feet apart and 
not 1n line while silting on the fence stake. 

One more. Lightning strikes a tall hemlock in the Adi- 
rondacks, and kills 4 porcupine sitting at its foot. Saw the 
lightning stroke and the dead porcupine, as did others. 

J. H. D. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Some years ago I had a rifle pistol, 13 inches long in the 

barrel, muzzleloader, globe sights, about 63 conical bullets 
to the pound, With this accurate little weapon, which did 
not weigh two pounds, I killed two pigeons at one shot at 
100 yards distance, a yellow-winged woodpecker at 120 
yards, 2 muskrat. at 140 yards, and squirrels continually 
from the tops of the highest trees. On one occasion I put 
seven bullets into a 6-inch ring at 220 yurds, and in the old 
days of turkey matches ] killed many a turkey at 150 yards 
with the same little gun, without even a skeleton stock. 

The last double shot I ever made with « smoothbore was 
at ducks, In an open place, covered by patches of low 
weeds, I saw three black ducks feeding. 1 paddled to within 
about 80 yards, not an inch less, and not being able to get 

any closer, I ‘‘let drive” at them. Just as the shot went off 
a flock of about fourteen blue-winged teal arose about 40 
yards off, and with the second barrel | brought down seven 
of thvir number. On going over to where the black ducks 
were when I fired at them, 1 found all three stone dead. 
The first barrel discharged was loaded with a No. 4 Bly wire 
cartridge. ALGONQUIN. 
Orrawa, Canada. 

Hidiior Forest and Stream; 
lam glad to see the boys are beginning to tell the truth 

about their shooting. In the first place, because it is always 
well to be good and George Washingtonian, and secondly, 
because it is just as well as not to be believed occasionally. 
Your teaders are spertsmen, and when contributors talk 
about killing every time or at a hundred yards, most of the 
former lay aside the articles of the latter, or mutter to them- 
selves a short, but uncomplimentary adjective implying want 
of veracity or intelligence. I was brought up as an upland 
shot, and acquired my education on quail, woodecock or par- 
tridge. When the scarcity of these reduced me to the infer- 
jor sport of the water, I made some queer work of it. Before 
this fall 1 used to read of the men who killed every quail 
that got up before them, and could produce a woodcock for 
every cap; but noticed that as a general thing I brought 
home as many birds as my companiuns, althongh I never 
pretended I could average over half my shots as kills. The 
men who kill every time are paper knights, or only shoot at 
about one bird out of three that rise, But to my contribu- 
tion of “‘wonderful shots.” 

J was once in my blind waiting for ducks when two mal- 
lards came along. They were evidently a pair, for the fore- 
most one wesa female and the rear one a male. They 
were flying at least ten feet apart and the second was two 
feet below the first. They were a long shot off, between 
forty and fifty yards—let your hundred yarders note my 
words —and I aimed’ deliberately at the head bird, intending 
to take the second with my other barrel. I fired, but the 
object of my evil intentions moved majestically onward, not 
suiticiently scared to hurry herself nor to dodge. She evi- 
dently did not know that there were any sportsmen abvut, 
did not seem to hear the report, and as for the shot they did 
not go her way. But the second bird, the male, ten feet behind 
the one I had fired at, doubled up, turned over and came 
down with a “swash” that drove the spray in a sheet toward 
high heaven. I was so sturtled at this unexpected result 
that I stood open-mouthed and did not even fire my second 
barrel, but a friend of mine who was in a blind a few hundred 
yards away, pushed out in his boat and came over to me to 
cone ieenate me on my “‘splendid shot.” “You killed him 
dead as could be,” he cried enthusiastically, ‘'one of 
the neatest things I ever saw, the other was too far off I 
suppose, although I did hope fer a minute that you were 
goiug to make a double of it.” I did not utter any exculpa- 
tions. J have made so many good shots without getting 
credit for them that I ought to have the benefit of an ocea- 
sional fluke. You see the wind was blowing hard and I was 
not up in the art of ‘‘holding ahead.” 
My other memorable shot was at a yelper. Mr. Francis, 

son of the famous life-boat mventor, was in the blind with 
me, and if he sees this he may recall the circumstances. He 
was out of the stand, which had been built on the meadow, 
and had left his gun, when a fine fat yelper came roaring 
into the stools as though he owned the world. Ou that day 
the wind was blowing a gale, so much so that the bird had 
all he could do to face it, and just hung over the stools, using 
nearly his entire strength to bold himself poised in the air. 
He rested thc-re practically motionless, as much so as though 
he were sitling on a branch, and was near enouch to kill 
easily. When I raised my gun and covered him I did so with 
the absolute certainty that be would come down heels over 
head into the grass. I pulled the trigger and dropped the 
butt from my shoulder sure there would be nothing more to 
do. ‘To my surprise the bird did not move; he remained in 
the same spot beating his wings, but no more affected by my 
efforts than though | had been at some other occupation, 80 
Iraised the *‘death-dealing tube” ouce more, and drew, if 
anything, a finer bead on his head. Why! if I had had a 
tific, I should have expected to cut his neck or knock his 
brains out, But again no result whatever followed. There 
he stood like some enchanted creature, or what they 
call among- gunners when the same happens wiin 
wildfow], “witch geese.” It seemed as though pow- 
der and shot ha lost their efficacy, and I felt 
as if the best thing tv do would be to fling the gun at him, 
But Mr. Francis, who had been cowering down in the grass 
both to keep out of sight and give me 4 fair chance, called 
lo me to tuke his gun which was lving beside me. This lL 
did, and fired botu barrels with precisely the same creditable 
consequences, and the fine fat yelper went off, hardly know- 
ing that he had been within peril of bis life, possibly un- 
aware that the fireworks had been gotten up for his especial 
benefit. The reason of all this was very simple, but not 
what an upland shooter would find out at once. I held 
straight enough in all cases, but did not allow for the wind. 
As every duck hunter uaderstands when the wind is strong 
enough to retard the flight of the bird, just as much allow- 
ance must be made for it as for his flight under full head- 

ay. 
I think those were the two most ‘‘wonderful shots’’ I ever 

made, and I describe {hem to your readers as a sort of en- 
couragement 1n telling the truth. Ropart B. Roosevext. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
An old lawyer friend of mine, Major Knapp, took a dead 

rest with au old long single-barre] shotgun at a chicken forty 
yards distant on a brush pile and banged away. About half 
way to the brush pile he picked up # chicken that walked 
into the line of fire just as he pulled trigger. Beyond the 
brush pile he found the chicken that he aimed at, and hear-— 
ing something rustling in the brush pile, he looked and saw 
a rabbit giying his last kick. Bang away again, oe “= 

CARROLLTON, Ill. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I wonder what sort of a cannon ‘‘Cape Rock” uses to kill 

squirrels and other small game with, that he cuts the head 
clean off every time; does he shoot it from the shoulder, or 
is it mounted on wheels? It seems to me if he could always 
“place his bullet in any desired spot,” such as cutting the 
cord behind a deer’s ear, etc., it would haye been better to 
have creased his squirrels at the base of the brain; there- 
by paralyzing them without mutilating the carcass. This 
method would have saved him the head for the table, the 
head being generally cousidered the choice part of a squirrel, 
Where he speaks of ‘“‘boring through” the half of seven- 

, 
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teen wild turkeys at one discharge of his rifle, reminds me 

of the man who, seeing a dozen Indians sitting in a circle 

round their camp-fire and wishing to kill them all at one 

shot, loaded with his ramrod as a projectile and then placed 

his gun in the fork of a tree, bent it to a half circle, and 

shooting at the nearest Indian, strung the whole outfit, ike 

so many sardines on a skewer. tt, 
J think ‘‘Cape Rock,” or his friend, ‘‘Old Col. F.,” must 

have been the party who, seeing a dozen turkeys sitting on 

a limb, split the limb with a bullet and Jet their toes drop 

in; then after ‘‘snuffing their heads off at his leisure, resplit 
the limb as in tbe first instance, thereby releasing their toes 
and allowing them to drop to the ground. : 
 Iflam right in attributing this latter exploit to “‘Cape 
Rock,” I hope he won't be too modest to acknowledge it 
HigH Porn, Mo., Jan. 13, : OSAaGE. 

THE GAME DEALERS. 

N conversation with a reporter on the work to be ac- 
I complished by the new association, Mr. French, 1ts 
president, said that there were no authentic statistics touch- 

‘ing the matter of game supplies in the New York market. 
Making a rough estimate, he placed the value of the entire 
game coming into the New York market at $1,500,009 per 

year. This was inclusive of all sorts, birds as well as four- 
footed same. It was, he said, largely from the West, New 
York State not furnishing more than five per cent,, while 
the export trade to Liverpool amounted to as much. With 
the wind up of the game season in New York, there was 
a rush of the game off to the Boston market, where it 
could be legally sold on the evidence of the New York 
pills of lading that it had come from beyond the borders 
ot the Massacnuseits commonwealth. The Mercantile Ex- 
change, made up of the provision and produce dealers of 
the metropolis, includes in its membership the majorily, if 
not all, of the commission men to whom gate is consigned. 
Tt is not unlikely that some sort of a system of reporting 
on the game receipts may be attempted in the future, 
though it is quite as certain that it will be entirely untrust- 
worthy, since there is such a strong temptation to confuse 
the record and prevent the gathering of statistics, which 
may be used at any time as evidence of law-breaking in 
other States, if not in this. The season for game selling 
is limited to the cold months. November sees the begin- 
ning of it, and during December the trade is brisk, fap- 
ering off again during January. During those months the 
game handled includes venison, grouse, quail, ducks, geese, 
snipe, woodcock, rabbits, bear and antelope, — 

That the position of the dealers may be fairly presented, 
we print in full the address delivered by Mr, French at the 
meeting last week: 

The game laws of the State of New York have, as we understand, 
been inspired and formulated by the Sportsmen’‘s Club, or as ifis now 
called, The Society for the Preservation of Game, With the avowed 
objects of that society we, as game dealers, game consumers, com- 
mon earriers, and cold-storage men, are in hearty accord. 
Our interests and out appetites prompt us to desire the enactment, 

and the efficient and impartial enforcement of suitable laws for the 
protection and perpetuation of food-bearing wild birds and animals. 
Wedo not wish to kill the goose—wild or tame—that lays the 

golden eg, and the reported allegation of one of the highest fune- 
fionaries of the above named society, that we would willingly strip 
the fields and foresis in our greed for present gain and imdulgence, 
were it not for their conservative oversight, is puerile and unworthy. 
Our motives may not, to these gentlemen, seem so high-toned, but is 
it not quite as needful and proper to preserve game for food as for 
Sport? 
We object to certain provisions of the New York law; they seem to 

us needless, tyrannical and oppressive, absurdly attempting, in a 
roundabout way, bo regulate the killing of gameat the expense of 
proper and legilimate trade, 
Yor instance, deer may be killed in August and September, when 

venison is not wanted and cannot well be brought to market in sound 
eondition, but this is in the interest of sport. The milk-bearing 
does may be shot, and their fawns, if not killed, must starve, Mr. 
Bergh should give attention to this, It is much more serious than the 
pigeon sport to which he objects. The killing of deer is permitted 
also in October and November, and possession and sale is prohibited 
after the thirty-first day of December, thus crowding into three 
months the sale and consumption of this desirable meat, and depriv- 
ing the community ofits use the balance of the cold season, when it 
is equally wholesome and palatable. 
We make no objection to any restrictions upon killing that are 

deemed needful to preserve the species, but in abundant seasons the 
supply of legally-killed venison cannot be sold and consumed at reas 
onabie prices before Jan, 1, and this law compels the destruction of 
any surplus of legally-killed venison, or its exportation to foreign 
countries or to States, like Massachusetts, where the laws are more 
reasonable, thus depriving us of the trade, and our citizens of this 
desirable food. 

State laws we have supposed were limited to State territory, and 
could not interfere with the freedom of trade in wholesome, unadul- 
ferated, natural products between citizens of different States. But 
this law makes the possession of venison after Dee. 31, whether it 
comes from Minnesota, Mexico or Great Britain a misdemeanor, and 
by the severity of iis penalties makes it rank asa crime. 
Hyery piece of this meat, from whatever State or foreign country, 

Subjects the possessor to a fine of $50 and fifty days’ imprisonment. 
The prairie chicken is, as its name imports, a bird of the prairies, 

and as exclusively so as is the partridge a bird of the woods. The 
prairie chicken, unlike the quail, will not remain in settled and culti- 
vated sections. It retires as the farmer advances, hovering wpon the 
borders of unbroken prairies and fattening upon the grain of adjoin- 
ing fields. To protectthem properly is well, and much to be desired, but 
what has New York, at a distance of 1,000 to 2,000 miles, to do abont 
it? Nevertheless this desirable bird, whether from a prairie State, 
from the Indian Territory, or from beyond the limits of any State, 
is, under cover of protecting the game of New York, excluded after 
the 31st day of January. 
_Queil flourish everywhere, and in some séctions their abundance at 
limes becomes a nuisance. This law, under pretense of protecting 
the quail of New York, excludes them from this great metropolis 
alter Jan. 31, whether imported from a distant State of this country 
ov from Egypt. 
These three varieties of game may he considered representative, 

and quite sufficientto illustrate the leading characteristivs of this law. 
Ten or fifteen years ago there might, upon sanitary grounds, have 

been some excuse for this wholesale proscription of lawfully killed 
and lawfully possessed game. Then there were no facilities for 71ts 
preservation under frost, and if kept long after the end of the killing 
season it would naturally become tainted and unwholesome. Now 
cold storage is £0 deyeloped and increased that large stocks of game 
can be held in perfect condition the year round. Were it not for this 
law, therefore, game, when superabundant, as isnow the tase with 
quail, could be stored and supplied in accordance with the laws of 
trade, without arbitrary limit as to time. 
The Highth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States 

reads; ‘“lixcéssive bail shall net be required, nor excessive fines im- 
posed, nor cruel and unugual punishment inflicted,” 
According to this game law of the State of New York, if a. barrel of 

quail, say 200 in number, killed in proper season, and consizned from 
the interior of the State, should through stress of weather or acci- 
dent not reach the consignee until the sale of pame had ceased on 
the dist day of January, he would haye to utterly destroy these birds 
ae midnight. or he liable to a fine of $5,000 and imprisonment 
Dy ays. . 
_Atone moment these birds are legal property, as they had been 
from the time they were shot, at the next moment, without change of 
locality, condition or ownership, they are contraband, involving 
heavy fines and long imprisonment as before stated, The unfortu- 
hate consignee cannot reliave himself by giving the birds away, ex- 
cept in so tar as the recipients of his bount:7 cam dress, cook and eat 
them before midnight. Under this law the predicament of this con- 
signee would haye been all the same. had the birds been imported in 
pertect condition from any{foreign country. 
Phe enforcement of this strange law had been practically in the 

hands of the Society for ihe Preservation of Game—formerly called 
the Sportsmen’s Club, and their action has bee as erratic and in- 
comprehensible as the law itself, 

never puts men in jail. 

Long periods have elapsed without any manifestation of their 
friendly supervision. Suddenly some dealer not specially f ayored will 
be pounced upon and unless very strong or very humble, his business 
and financial standing will be ruined. 
When the seascn prescribed for selling ends, large quantities of game 

suddenly disappear from view. Wither the game dealers and game 
consumers obey such an obnoxious law, with a fidelity unprecedented, 
or have remarkable facilities for evading search warrants, or else the 
seryitors of the law are remiss jn their duties, dull of perception, or 
wiley blind, Two instances will sufficiently illustrate these state- 
ments, 

After the close of the last quail season a remarkable feat in the 
consumption of quail was publicly undertaken, Day after day the 
champion quail eatar devoured his alloted number, and his wouder- 
ful achievements were daily chronicled in the publie prints. 
At least one morning paper specially called the attention of the 

Society for the Preservation of Game to this violation of the game 
laws, but the public gourmandizing of outla\yed game went on to the 
Successful end. ; 
Perhaps these refined, high-toned gentlemen considered this gusta- 

tory performance great sport, and so winked at the yiolation of their 
favorite lay, . . 
Soon afterward this society caused a search warrant to be issued 

against a cold-storage warehouse, and there discovered ten barrels of 
frozen quail, This lot of quail camefrom a Western State where they 
were lawfully killed; they reached the consignee, a commission meér- 
chant in this city, in January, and under instructions of the owner 
were placed in cold storage to await his orders, 
The consignee had no ownership in the birds, and during the lawful 

season sent them into cold storage. Suit was brought against this 
consignee upon the whole lot and judgment asked for $63,500, the 
quantity, at 4 fine of $25 per bird, no doubt being sufficient to make 
this sum. Afterward they amended their complaint to include only 
one barrel, on which they asked and obtained judgment against the 
consignee for $5,000 
Exceptions were taken to the rulings of the court and these have 

just been areued but the decision has not yet been rendered. 
Mr. Whitehead, the attorney of the association, is reported in last 

Saturday's Tribune as saying: ‘I believe this court will affirm the 
judgment. We bring prosecutions in the interests of the country’s 
game, which otherwise these people would extermmate, The asso- 
ciation does not press its judgments or ask for large ones.” From 
this we conclude that Mr. Whitehead considers $63,500 a large judg- 
ment which he concluded noi to press, and that $5,000 is a small one 
which he expects to have confirmed. 

Mr, Whitehead says further: ‘‘We want a hold on peopie who are 
liable to break the gamelaws. The association has been prosecut- 
ing such eases for ten years and spends twice as much as it makes. It 

il, People against whom we win cases throw 
themselyes on the mercy of the association and seldom make a mis- 
take in so doing,” 
We respectfuily object to doing business under such a law at the 

mercy of this association. Mr, Whitehead graciously adds: ‘‘There 
are some provisions in the game laws which would be better if modi- 
fied; but game dealers as a rule want the modification to be suffi- 
ciently radical to sweep the game of the country into their pockets.” 
We again protest againsbthis disparagement of our common sense 
as business men. We assure him that we thinkthe association he 
represents has donesome good work toward the preservation of 
game, and this we wish to support and defend. If the modifications 
he suggests will fairly remove the difficulties we have specified, and 
meet the reasonable requirements of trade under the changed condi- 
tions now existing, we will be glad to work in harmony with his asso- 
ciation for their speedy enactment. Jf not, we must of necessity 
labor in other ways for such changes as will enable us not only to 
scrupulously observe the law but to aid in its enforcement. To this 
end we invite game dealers and game consumers, common carriers 
and eold-storage men throughout the country to join us in this effort 
for proper law both here and elsewhere. 

DEER IN THE ADIRONDACKS. 
Fiditor Forest and Stream: 

All lovers of the woods and believers in the protection of 
our forests and game should keep agitating this question 
until we haye a radical change in the laws I agree with 
the great majority of your correspondents that hounding as 
now carried on in the Adirondacks, if not soon prohibited 
by law, will exterminate the comparatively few deer that 
now remain in those woods. Only a few years since we had 
in the woods of Cattaraugus county, and along the line of 
Chautauqua county, N. Y., a great many deer. The woods 
are there still, thousands of acres of unbroken forests, the 
nicest covers and abundant feeding ground, but not a deer 
in all these hills and woodlands. Need I state the cause? I 
could bring the solid men that live nearest those woods 
whose testimony is unimpeachable. They have in numerous 
instances witnessed the wanton slaughter of the innocents, 
run to their death by cruel dogs and sportsmen (?) so called. 
The settlers raised their protest against thismode of hunting 
in many instances, but when the law protects, moral suasion 
will not stop hounding even though the drive embraces the 
last and only deer in the wood. 

I know, as many of my acquaintances here do (by reputa- 
tion) of a hunter who has a log camp on one of the tribu- 
taries of the Clarion River, in Pennsylvania, who has still- 
hunted over the same ground for years, I might say beyond 
my remembrance, for so long a time that other hunters 
leave him in undisputed possession of that certain locality as 
by his priority. This old hunter says the deer do not dimin- 
ish on his ground, from year to yeur he kills about the same 
—a Jarge number, Now who fora moment would believe 
that had this hunter used hounds all these years, he could 
still find deer on the same ground and in the same quantity. 
Now, if we are to save what few deer we have left, give us 
a law that prohibits the use of dogs in hunting deer at all 
times and at all seasons of the year, and 1 would be glad to 
see the same Jaw include floating. Make the offenders in 
both or either punishable by imprisonment. We all know 
that a fine of fifty dollars or double that amount docs not 
keep many of the “‘tourist sportsmen”’ from defying the law, 
but say imprisonment for thirty or sixty days and I think 
the law would be respected hen we should see no more 
deer being hauled out of the woods or hanging around the 
ponds and lakes of the John Brown tract in a decaying con- 
dition, as I have seen even in October. Neither would we 
find, as many of the frequenters of those woods must have 
done, the putrid carcasses of those that died a lingering. 
death from the buckshot floater. 

If deer are only killed by the still-nunter they will increase 
is the judgment of the guides (and the men of Maine?) so 
far as I can learn, And if that is so why not give them the 
cool weather to do it in—cut off one of the warm months and 
extend the time to include December, Then if a doe is killed, 
there is no question abont the fawn being old enough to 
take care of itself. Then, t90, what deer are killed will be 
brought to our home and friends in as palatable condition as 
it is In camp. 

I enjoy the woods at all seasons of the year, and would be 
slad tosee the State take active steps for their preservation, 
especially of our Northern forests, and as a lover and fre- 
quenter of these woods I wish our Legislature to pass more 
stringent laws for the protection of its game, Allagree thatthe 
deer each year are growing more scarce; that to find a track 
on leaves or snow requires a great amount of walking as com- 
pared with even three or four years ago, and if we get no 
remedy soon the result will be their entire destruction, it 
will be too late, 

1 go into the North Woods from the west side and camp 
from four to six weeks each fall, While I may not kill as 
muny deeras some others, 1 may be as suceessful as the 
average, What bunting I do is strictly still-tunting, and 
all who enjoy that kind of sport I am sure will agree with 
my statement, that it is only afew days at most between. 

Noy. 1 and Dec, i that the still-thunter can follow a deer 
with any degree of success, and those days are when the 
ground 1s covered with wet leaves, or when the ground ig 
covered with light snow and upon leayes not frozen, and. 
those are the exceptional days. Still-hunterg, as far as my 
observation goes, do not killa large number per man, but 
from one, two or three, and, in rare instances, five or more 
deer to each gun or sportsman in camp, during the fall, 
But on the other hand the hounders—say three in a party 
with as many dogs—kill two or three deer each day, not 
being confined to particular days, The hounds will drive a 
deer on frozen leaves, in dry or hot or wet weather, all the 
same, Venison captured in that manner is black and none 
too wholesome when first killed, certainly unfit to eat after 
a few days, and in scores of instances fed to the dogs or 
thrown away in the woods. M, L, F, 
Jamnstown, N.Y. 

We have for distribution a printed petition to abolish deer 
hounding in the Adirondacks. It will be sent to any one 
who will secure signatures, The petition reads as follows 
To the Honorable, the Legislature of the State of New York: 

We, the undersigned, residents of the county of an 
ON; Wes respectfully petition that Chapter 548 of Laws of 1874, 
entitled “An act forthe preservation of moose, wild deer, 
birds, fish and other game,” be so amended as to absolutely 
prohibit the chasing, running and hunting of moose and wild - 
deer with dogs, at any season of the year, on the ground that 
such chasing, running and hunting with dogs is yery destruc- 
tive to such game and is rapidly destroying the same. 

GAME IN MANITOBA, 

Fiditor Forest and Stream: 
“T say, Captain, how many lies is true ‘bout this, rauntry- 

ov yourn bein’ jes a crawlin’ with game o’ all sorts® You've 
bin mos’ everywhere, an’ everywhere else througit; all this 
precious fine game land oy yourn; an’ say, is there.any game 
woth a feller’s steel er lead? Ain’t there nothim*either ag 
you go up agin the Rockies? Ef I ain't heard the wost 
snarl 0’ lies I'll be blowed.”’ 

The speaker breathed, He could afford to. breathe, for: 
he was rich. Being rich, however, was not his greatest, 
fault; being over credulous and impatient—bad faults in a: 
sportsman—wrought many of his troubles. Well, when he: 
breathed I tried to answer him by an assurance that reports: 
are nol always authentic, especially when the reports are: 
not veracious. A nervous haste to launch an opinion regard 
Jess of what waters it may sail upon or with what it may 
collide, and alike indifferent to the injury it may do, ac- 
counts for many inaceuracies of report, Again, lack of 
necessary data and an unwillingness to confess ignorance of 
game resorts and means of sport contribute to the game end. 1 
explained to Mr. Impatience that we have considerable game, 
but that game is not ‘jes a crawlin’ plenty,” The large game 
is not so frequently met as the ‘feathery fowl.” Throughout 
our land from east to west there are to be found moose, elk and 
‘Gumpers,” and in certain localities mule deer and caribou. 
Then file in our geese (Anser canadensis) and the ‘‘wavies.” 
The sandhill crane (our wild turkeys) caunot be overlooked, 
They are heavier than the Canada goose, and are fine eat- 
ing. Our duck family is very numerous; the canvas-back 
being the most rare, Mallard, pintail, blue and green-winged 
teal, gadwall; butterballs, woodduck, ring-necked and mer- 
ganser are frequently met, Indeed, we have specimens of 
sixteen well-marked varieties. The ruffed grouse are plenti- 
ful, as are the sharptail grouse, called ‘chickens’ through- 
out the country, An occasional pinnated grouse, with its 
unmistakable declinate curves or feathery tuft extending 
back from the head and neck, is to be met. The spruce 
grouse we have also in every mountain where the evergreens 
are to be found, Then follow the rabbits, quick and slow, 
which are ‘too numerous to mention.” They are declared | 
by some to be more than half hare in their nature. Again, 
we have ‘‘gsrub not game” in the fast and frisky pigeon; and | 
neither grub nor game in the black bear, and they are: 
abundant. Foxes we haye and wolves as well; both the - 
timber wolf and the prairie chap, the coyote. As we ap-- 
proach the Rockies, our list is supplemented by the addition: 
of grizzlies, an occasional buffalo or a small herd, antelope 
and mountain sheep. Martin ‘‘cats” and badger are indis- 
criminate as to locality. The water animals are the regular» 
bill of beaver, otter, mink and ‘‘rats.” 

Ways and means of capture are a larger question than) 
where to find .“‘some game.” The moose has a metallic 
formation located so as to aid his hearing, a means of much 
annoyance to the taxidermist, since the difficulty of drilling 
for the spike which must pass into the ear hole is so preaf, 
The formation resembles both glass and flint under the drill, 
That the exceedingly keen scent and acute hearing of the 
moose accounts largely for the difficulty we experience in 
approaching him is conceded by all. The first fact to be 
learned in moese hunting, I believe to be this, that the monse 
always travels against the wind and never feeds nor lies 
without having described a circle, or almost a circle, stopping 
to feed or lie a short distance to leeward of his track where- 
he crossed the wind. In following his track a careful 
circling at every point where a halt is likely to be called by 
the moose is an absolute necessity. It ueed not be stated! 
that if the hunter follows the track where the circle is de- 
scribed that the game will smel! him if not hear or see him - 
and be off at his three-minute trot, whichin a day willrather ° 
badly distance a hunter, Circling is a good scheme wheu 
following any kind of deer. How to hunt moose and eJk is - 
a question which every second man will assay to settle in. 
the briefest manner. The infrequency of meeting these. 
animals partly accounts for the difficulty of stating method, 
together with their marvelous celerity of movement and \ 
staying power, Itis but a short experience that one cau, 
get from a single interyiew, unless in such a case as that of | 
starting a moose in a thicket without its knowing where you! 
are, and upon your opening fire its circling around you: 
evidently more bewildered every shot. 

Whether a moose will condescend to jump or by any- 
means leave the trot is 4 question of which [should like tw 
hear something from one who really knows, It is believed 
by many that the elk travel—until the snows are somewhat 
deep—tor many miles, and then retrace across the valley and. 
‘over the hills and far away” fo another favorite haunt. If 
this is a fact, light gleams in upon many of the mysteries 
connected with *‘good runs” but no ‘‘hide or hair.” 
The methods of hunting the “‘jumping deer” are various, 

but not sufficiently retined upon, far as 1 know, to be reduced. 
toasystem. Some hunt them on ponies—in prairie country 
of course—surrounding the willow thickets in which shelter 
is often sought. Others try to run them by dogs, but the 
absence of distinct runways makes this method unsatisfac, 
tory. Stalking is what is most common. 

— ill 
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A half-breed who kills several jumpers every year, and 
‘who hunts them on horseback, states that one of these crea- 
‘tures will jump into a thicket and lie flat in the snow. He 
professes that he shoots most of his ‘jumpers’ while they 
are in this position, To come up with the jumpers is not 
most easy and satisfactory for the reason that they mix their 
tracks so much. The red deer of Michigan, Ontario and 
Quebec rarely mix their tracks unpursued until just before 
lying down. The elk, or wapiti, in my_experience, will 
walk directly up to the crest of a hill and in a thicket Tie 
with the body at tight angles with the trail, The moose’s 
plot is the most cunning, lying with head to track and to 
wind at the same time. A 

The jumpers are about a third larger than the ordinary red 
deer, Hearing them spoken of as the “‘ittle jumping deer, 
T have sized dozens or scores, and find that the does run 
from 120 to 160 pounds and the bucks from 190 to 240 
pounds, These are not the blacktail deer, which with us 
go up to 280: two of ours, bucks, weighing 567. A jumper 
is terrified by hounds beyond reconciliation, Moose and 
elk, when dogged by either hound or man, strike for the 
eae: a great distance from which they are not often 
‘ound, 
Thave not sought to teach anybody; but stated a few facts 

which I know, wishing that some one or many, either hy 
sway of friendly chat on the same line or by way of criticising 
what I havextated, may supplement from actual knowledge 
‘these few facts. The deer chat is what I most delight in 
in the Fexasr AnD StReAM. Let us have much more of it. 
At anétker time I shall give some of our camp narratives, 
in whisk. experience has preponderated over ae 

URON. 

WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA. 

Editor Forest and Strean; 
- Here is a section with as grand mountain scenery as is 
found anywhere in the United States, with countless streams 
running wilh translucent, pure and cold mountain water, 
teeming with thousands of mountain trout. Save these 
delicious fishes none other inhabit those streams.! Small 
game, such as turkeys, pheasants, partridges aud squirrels, 
are plentiful, while the opossum, raccoon and groundhog are 
numerous. Bears are found in the laurel beds near White- 
sides and Balsam mountains, while in Horse Cove, east of 
Lovers’ Leap, and Mt. Satula, deer are quite plentiful. A 
few days since nine were seen in one drove. These killed 
are in the finest condition, as the chestnut mast was good 
there. No ordinary animals will ever be found, where of 
the six lespedezas found in this State, the best of them all, 
the stviwla, grows. It is the finest grazing plant known, 
while its fattening qualities excel those of any other plant or 
grass, either cultivated or wild. Hence it produces animals 
of superior size and quality to those of less favored localities. 
Tn the center of this fine sporting region is the nine-year old 
town of Highlands, with its 300 inhabitants, on the summit 
of the Blue Ridge, at an elevation of 3,700 feet above the 
level of the sea, and at a greater altitude than any other town 
east of the Rocky Mountains. It was built as a health resort 
for consumptives, aud its business men and inhabitants are, 
with a single exception, those who come here for their health, 
many of whom claim to have regained it, while others are so 
much benefited as to be induced to remain with the hopefof 
ultimate and permanent relief. The old residents, when 
attacked with pulmonary affections, used to get a stopping 
place as near Mount Satula as possible, and there breathe the 
invigorating atraosphere, drink the pure cold water anda tea 
made from the bark of a certain tree that grows here, and 
marvelous are the tales they tell of cures thus effected, 

i J. W. WALKER, 
’ AigHuanns, N. C. 

MASSACHUSETTS GAME NOTES. 

OME good scores of partridge and woodcock have been 
made within fifty miles of Boston during’ the season 

just closed, Black, wood and teal ducks and a few Canada 
geese haye been shot from some of the large ponds where 
they stop for rest and food on their long journey to the 
South. The partridge is the staple game bird with us, as 
they can stand the cold and deep snow of winter, and are 
much better able to take care of themselves than Gob White 
or the migratory woodcock. 

The flight of woodcock arrived about the 9th of October, 
or soon after a snowstorm in Canada, and as the weather 
was mild here, they seemed to be coming for some two 
weeks. Ifthe weather is very cold they make a very short 
stay with us, and I have noticed that a snowstorm or frozen 
ground will frighten and hurry them off quickly at this 
season of the year, Very few breed here now compared 
with former years, and our gunners depend mostly on the 
flight birds, and they are fortunate if they find out when 
they come and what cover they are in, as the ground they 
stop over a day or two in one season may be deserted by 
them the next, A few years ago l was out with a friend 
about tle last of October and had hunted over most all the 
ground and in the cover where we had found them in 
previous years; but had started very few birds, although we 
had a good setter, when just before dark we came to the 
south side of a hill near a large pond covered with a sparse 
growth of scrub oak, pine and sweet ferns, when the dog 
came 10 a point, and as we moved up to flush what we sup- 
posed to be a partridge, three or four woodcock started up, 
which so surprised us that there was some wild shooting at 
first, for at almost every step they started up from all around 
us and the cover seemed to be full of them. 
We shot as long as we could see, which was not long, and 

bagged quite a number of fine birds, but were compelled to 
leaye a great many till morning, when we hoped for some 
fine sport; but the weather was growing colder, and when 
we returned to the cover in the morning, not a bird could we 
find. They had departed for their winter homes in the 
South, Ihave found it very difficult in some seasons to get 
More than one or two days, on account of the short stop, 
eaused by cold weather or a snowstorm coming on. 
My score has been small this year compared with other sea- 
sons; but [ have enjoyed the woods and the hunting as much 
as when I spent more time and found game more plenty, and 
made larger bags in former seasons, 

One singular fact in regard to the woodcock is that the 
female is larger than the male. If Lam not mistaken, it is 
the reyerse with all other birds except birds of prey. The 
heaviest woodcock I ever shot weighed eleven ounces, As 
the nverage weight of the woodcock is betweensix and seven 
ounces, if must haye been a large female. I think if corres- 
pondents would send in the weight of large game birds shot, 
it would interest many readers of the Forest ye eles 
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CatcHIne A Fox AsimEp.—Several years ago, while out 
still-hunting one November day for deer, I crept to the top 
of a sharp ridge. Looking over the ridge beyond, and some 
sixty yards below me, there on top of asmall knoll curled 
up like a ball, partially imbedded in the snow, lay a red fox 
fast asleep. Clapping my rifle to the side of a tree and hold- 
ing full low for the center I killed him. I have shot and 
trapped many before and since, but never caught any more 
napping. In answer to several inquiries regarding the attrac- 
tive qualities or charm supposed to attach by the use of 
asafcetida in trapping the fox, let me say that it is as much 
superior to gunpowder as the latter isto sawdust, one trial 
of either being sufficient to salisfy the most skeptical.—Cap 
Lock (Frewsburg, Jan. 12, 1885), 

Your correspondent, ‘‘N. D.,”’ of Swanton, Vt., wishes 
to know if any one’else ever caught a fox asleep. A gentle- 
man in this town was out fora stroll and came to a bowl- 
like formation several rods across, at the bottom of which 
was a fine red fox curled up and fast asleep. The man re- 
turned home, a distance of nearly half a mile, for his gun, and 
again returning shot and killed the fox.—C. (West Sterling, 

ass., Jan, 12). 

Foxus in Trees.—Franklin Falls, N. H., Jan. 12.—"C, 
L. 8.” tells of a fox being shot from the top of a tall cedar, 
The fox toclimb a tree must be a different species from 
what we find in New Hampshire, Two Franklin men had 
been into a neighboring town and were teeling pretty well 
on their return. When within about a mile of the village 
they espied an animal which they took forafox. Spring- 
ing from the buggy, one of them threw a stone, when rey- 
nard skipped up a tree. Without taking into account the 
fact that this was an unusual thing for a fox of the Granite 
State to do, they began to pelt it with stones and clubs, In 
a short time, however, a female yoice was heard asking 
them to ‘‘Let my cat alone.” As quickly as they had left 
their team they returned to it, and were mum about the 
matter. But “murder will out,” and if you wish to wake 
them up you have only to ask if they ‘‘ever knew a fox to 
climb a tree?”—O. A, T 

To Ba Pur THrovugH.—State Game Protector Leonard, 
of Ogdensburg, is in the city, and entered a complaint to the 
district-attorney against the parties who killed the deer near 
Chaumont last month, and will make an effort to have them 
indicted before the next grand jury.— Watertown Times. We 
hope the newspapers all over Northern New York will pub- 
lish the above item, and add this statement that there is at 
least one State game protector who has the courage to dis- 
charge his duty and enforce the laws of the State. Also, that 
he has the backing of the St. Lawrence Game Club, whose 
officers are wealthy, independent men, and are determined 
that all animals, fish and birds which come under the enum- 
eration of game shall have the season of rest which the law 
allows them. If the Franklin county people who complained 
of offenses down that way will furnish the evidence, there 
will be fewer violations, hereafter, in that direction.—Ogd. 
Journal. 

No Quzsrion of ConstriTuTIonALITY.—The Newark Cail 
reports that as the New Jersey game laws are now, ‘‘their 
constitutionality is frequently questioned, and few persons 
will attempt to push a case to conviction when they know 
that the yery ground-work of the law is weak, An in- 
stance of this exists in the law which forbids a man 
to catch fish or kill game on his own premises at any time 
he may incline todo so. The best tempered and ieast blood- 
thirsty farmer in the State will fight when he is told that he 
cannot have the birds and fish that are bred on his own land, 
and would go out and slay them needlessly rather than bow 
his head to a law which he deems unconstitutional and ag- 
gressive.” There is no better established principle than the 
State’s right to control the killing of game by individuals on 
their own lands; and it is full time that land owners in New 
Jersey and in every other State understood the principle. 

W tsconsry.—La Crosse.—Shooting has been good in this 
locality, still I have known parties to go out and hunt all 
day and not get afeather. One gun killed 205 mallards one 
afternoon; another man got 60 in a, short time, and said if he 
had been on the ground a couple of hours sooner he might 
have had some good shooting, Mallards have been brought 
in here by the wagon load and sold on the street for 15 
cents a head. My score is nil, as when it is the time to go 
for ducks my business is such I cannot get out. I did get 
out one day for partridges and killed three, and on Thanks- 
giving Day got three more.—H. E. W. 

‘Tae Micutean Assocration.—Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan., 
1885.—The tenth annual session of the Michigan Sports- 
men’s Association will be held af Lansing, commencing at 
7:30 P. M., on Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1885. Every club in the 
State is invited to send delegates, and every person interested 
in conserving the public property composed of the wild 
animals of the earth, air and waters, so as to continue to 
the present and future inhabitants this healthful supply of 
food and recreation, is earnestly solicited to be present.— 
Mark Norris, Secretary: 

SPRING WILDFOWL SHootine.—Haitor Forest and Stream: 
1 have done a great deal of duck shooting in the last twenty 
years, and I tind at present that our shooting grounds, where 
ducks were once so abundant, are now almost worthless, 
eae ina great measure to the incessant shooting carried 
on, think that unless spring shooting is abolished our 
shooting here will soon be a thing of the past. Our law, as 
it is, allows the killing of certain birds in the spring, which 
I consider is a loose way to protect.—§8. (Oshawa, Ont,), 

Wary Wiiprowr.—I have often noticed a peculiarity of 
the bluebill and redhead ducks, that is, their way of send- 
ing one of a large flock at rest out in the lake or open water 
to the feeding grounds or marshes and making a circuit, as 
if to see that no danger awaits them, and then return to the 
flock. If hunters are numerous they will repeat it wotil all 
is quiet.—8, (Oshawa, Ont.). 

STONEHAM SPORTSMEN’s CivuE.,—Stoneham, Mass., Jan. 
11,—At our annual meeting, Jan. 7, the following officers 
were elected: President, P. H, Home; First Vice-President, 
Elbridge Gerry: Second Vice-President, A. O. Emerson; 
Secretary and Treasurer, H. P. Brett; Trustees—F, M. 
Sweetser, A, O. Emerson, Frank Lamson.—H. P. Brett, 
Secretary. 

Nova 8corra.—New Glasgow, Dec. 27,—I killed a very 
fine moose early part of the month, largest killed for three 
years. Weighed 800 pounds; horns measured 4 feet 55 
inches, Sent head to my friend, L. B. Bell, of your city, 
L. B. B. and self leave here on the 3d prox. for a fortnight’s 
hunt.—GLoBeE Sient. ) 

A Turery-Two-Potnp ’Coon is reported from Ellenville, 
N. Y. Captured by Jack Deyo, 

Marine Woopcock.—In article on this subject in lastissue, 
for “Cortland,” read Portland. 

Sea and River Mishing. 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH. 

WE TRAMP, 

FTER a sound sleep in a good bed, in which, if the 
sheets did not smell of lavender like those where Wal- 

ton used to sleep, they were clean and wholesome, we arose 
and went below. The morning was bright and cool, and on 
the piazza, the only trace of Old “Si” and his comrades was 
the tobacco stains on the floor, Old John Naps of Greece, 
and Cicely Hacket were not as unreal to Christopher Sly on 
finding himself in the magnificent chamber of the nobleman, 
than was “Old Si” to us on that June morning; he was like 
a memory of long ago, and his eulogy on Ike Summers’s bay 
horse seemed like the faint exquisite music of a dream, if 
Fadladeen would allow the comparison. It was evident 
that Jack did not care to remember the conversation on the 
piazza and, as IT had annoyed him sufficiently the evening 
before by pretending to like it, there was no occasion to 
allude to it, After breakfast he asked what the programme 
would be, aud when he learned that I proposed to go over 
to the Bigosh he merely remarked; “Oh! 1 thought you 
would stay to find out if Old Si knew Simpkins’s mare,” 

The canned goods and camp equipage had arrived ahead 
of us, and we decided to take the rods and creels in order 
to fish before the Colonel and the Doctor came. As it was 
full fourteen miles to ‘‘Uncle Ben’s” through a winding 
path in the hills and at least twenty by the road, we nat- 
urally chose the shortest route. The landlord insisted 
that we could do the distance in four hours and arrive 
at Uncle Ben’s for dinner, and therefore there was no 
need of putting up a lunch. I insisted on a lunch, 
and a big one at that, for I knew that we both would 
find a hundred things to stop for, and that if we reached 
the house at sundown it would be about all we would do. 
Had Jack’s father, the Colonel, been there he would have 
covered the fourteen miles in less than four hours, for he 
would be walking to reach a trout stream and to wet his 
line af the earliest moment. The Doctor would haye taken 
more time, because he would stop to botanize and gather 
geological specimens, and then push on. We would travel 
slowly and enjoy seats on logs, by springs, excursions up 
hillsides to investigate whatever took our fancies, birds’ 
nests, and the many little things of interest. 

Time was made for slaves, we would take no note of ib 
save when certain symptoms should cause a suspicion that it 
was lunch time, therefore our creels were filled with pilot 
bread, sardines in mustard, canned baked beans, and bologna 
sausage. We merely took our rods and creels, leaving all 
the other impedimenta to be brought down by team. We 
stepped off lively for the first four miles, which brought us 
past the cleared fields and fences and to the foot of the 
mountain to the north of which lay the foot path which 
cut off several miles from the distance required if we fol- 
lowed the road to the south of the mountain, while nearly 
due west lay the Bigosh, with the mountain between us. 
Jack proposed that we take a straight line and cross the 
mountain, to go as the crow flies. as he said, ‘‘for,” argued 
he, ‘it can’t be over ten miles that way, possibly not five if 
there was a direct tunnel through the mountain.” 

‘Jack, my boy, have you ever climbed 4 mountain in an 
American wilderness where no axe has ever struck, and 
where there is no trail?” 

“No; but I’ve done a little Alpine climbing,” 
“A yery different affair. In the Alps it is mainly bare 

rock, and if you don’t break your neck you get through all 
right. Here there is no chance to break your neck, and no 
way io make over four miles a day with the hardest kind of 
work, climbing logs. The mountain itself is a small affair 
compared with the logs that lie on its sides, and it is nearly 
as hard to go down one side as it is to go up on the other.” 

“Well,” said he, ‘‘this ravine is not the smoothest traci 
in the world; it is crooked, and the trails lead up side ravines 
in such a way that one gets losteasily. Besides, we have to 
go around instead of in a straight line, as we could go by 
the compass.” 

I cut a long and slender twig, and holding one end in 
each hand, bowed the middle up. ‘Jack,” said 1, ‘how 
far is it from one hand to the other, following this twig?” 

‘*A bout three feet.” 
Then keeping the hands at the same distance I let the bow 

drop to a horizontal, and said; ‘‘Itis just as far now from 
one hand to another around the twig, and it is just as far to 
go over this mountain asto go around it; in one instance 
the curve is vertical and in the other horizontal, and we can 
go around it with comfort on this trail in four hours easy, 
and can take all day to do it and enjoy the trip, Ii we go 
over it we will work hard, and it will take two or three days, 
and if there is any fun in it I don’t see it. I will not trust 
you to go alone, but if you are hent on going oyer I will go 
along, but you start in and try it half an hour by the watch. 
while I sit on this stump, and if at the end of that time J 
hear you whoop for me I will follow. Never fear about 
side trails leading from this; I know them, and you were 
over them twice last year and should remember which is the 
right one.” 

“All right,” said Jack, and we branched off into the trail 
which was well beaten at the start, but later on was not so 
plain by reason of the numerous branches leading to streams, 
settler’s cabins and logging camps. 

It was very warm now that the timber shut out the air, 
and the sun was crawling higher, and the first spring of 
cool water tempted us to lie down near it and enjoy the 
eooloess. A great blundering bumble bee somehow took a 
fancy to climb up my shoulder and became entangled in the 
grass by my neck. Jack wanted to kill it but T told him 
that if he tried it 1 would probably be stung, while if he 
let if alone it would go away, It buzzed and droned for a 
moment and was gone, and to Jack’s astonishment it did not 
se its sting, they neyer do if unprovoked. We gat in silence 
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a few minutes when I attracted Jack’s attention by a 
_ motion of the hand and a signal to keep still. We hild our 
breaths, there was a cock ruffed grouse coming toward us. 
Tt was on the side bill and was occasionally hid by the under- 
brush. It mounted a loz and Jooked about, dressed its 
plumage, and once raised its wings in a manner that seemed 
as if it was about to drum, but it did not, and soon after it 
stepped down and was lost in the forest, unconscious that two 
pairs of human eyes had been upon it. I have gone into the 
woods mapy times for the pleasure of creeping through 
thickets and getting a glimpse of forest life when the objects 
of it were ignorant of the presence of one of the tribe of their 
arch enemy. Many a time when I[ have had agun and game 
was my object, have the things I looked for gone unharmed 
when they came before me without their knowing it, and 
my interest in their actions in a state of nature overbalanced 
the desire to kill, Jack’s interest in the bird showed that he 
had something of this feeling, for he hardly winked while it 
was near, After if was gone he drew a long breath, indica- 
tive of suppressed emotion, and asked, ‘‘Whut was that, a 
wild turkey?’ 

“No, Jack, it may have looked as big as a turkey to you, 
no doubt it did, but the seales would show that it would take 
many of them to equal a turkey in weight. It wasa ruffed 
grouse, called partridgein New York and East, and pheasant 
in Pennsylvania and South. It acted as if it was about to 
druni, but this is hardly the time of year for that.” 
“What is drumming?” 
“A call for its mate. The male bird gets on a log, and 

with its wings makes a noise like distant thunder, beginning 
slow, with a noise like ‘bump, bump; it increases the soun' 
until the strokes run together in a long roll. I don’t know 
whether it is made by the wings on the air or by striking the 
sides with them. I was once watching for ducks on a lake 
in Northern Minnesota, when a ‘black partridge,’ a very 
rare bird, drummed on a log within ten feet of me, and I 
watched the performance, which was repeated several times, 
before he went off unharmed.” 
“Why didn’t you shoot it?” 
‘‘Had no desireto. The bird was rare and would have 

gone into the pot, and I preferred to let it go and breed. 
Certainly I never saw it again, never expected to, because 
the chances are all against it; but it was a handsome bird, 
and if it had choice would have preferred to live. 1 think 
the so-called black partridge is not a species, but merely a 
melanistic form of the common ruffed grouse, just as the 
black squirrel is the same as the gray one; in some parts there 
are no lack squirrels and in others there are black and gray 
in one nest, I believe often in one litter.” 
We started on, but this portion of the {rip has been spun 

out so long that if it is of interest I will tell you how we got 
on ib another issue of FOREST AND STRHAM. 

FRED MaTHER. 

SNELLING OR GIMPING HOOKS. 

N reading up the back numbers of Formst AnD STRBAM 
I discovered the inquiry of Mr. H. P. Ufford regarding 

the caption of this letter, and in the last issue of the paper 
“J. W. T.” also asks that anglers throw such light upon the 
operation as experience has taught them, I gladly send my 
contribution, premising that for a score of years and more [ 

-have tied each year “‘dizzens on dizzens” of bass, pile and 
perch hooks, and lake trout gangs for my own use and the 
use of friends and guides, and I do not now remember 
that 1 have had to lament the loss of a fish through the de- 
fective whipping of a hook, It is pleasant work, and during 
the close season, when an angler has to live upon the hope 
of the future and the recollections of the past, many an 
evening can be spent not only pleasantly, but profitably. 
Not to take into the account the satisfaction one has of fish- 
ing with his own handiwork, the angler will secure more fish 
with his home-tied hooks than with those sold at some tackle 
shops. Tackle dealers cannot afford to devote the time to 
tying hooks for the “trade” that an angler will devote to the 
same purpose for hisown use. (ne dealer was frank enough 
to admit this to me. If one orders his hooks tied for him by 
a first-class dealer, and pays the price, they will be all that 
can be desired. 

Last summer, while fishing with a friend for black bass 
he put on anew snell taken from a package bearing the 
name of a wellknown wholesale tackle house. He hada 
bite, struck and found the gut length had pulled out from 
the whipping, I asked if he had soaked the gut before 
baiting, and he said he had. TJ offvred him my tackle book, 
but he wished to try another of his own snells, and declined. 
Jn a moment he Jost another fish in thesame manner, and he 
took my hooks. I examined his snells; the hooks were guod, 
and his gut round and smooth as one could wish. The whip- 
ping lovuked perfect, but I tied them all over in the evening 
and he had no more trouble with them. 
Why straight-shanked hooks are marked and the taper- 

shanked not, { cannot say. I have seen marked hooks used 
like the flattened hooks, ¢. ¢., fastened directly to the line by 
tying the end of the line midway of the shank, and then by 
a series of half hitches ‘‘knittine” the line up to the end of 
the shank, the free end of the line, left over after the knot, 
being confined under the half hitches, This description 
may not be very clear, but I trust fresh-water anglers will 
not be obliged to resort to it. 

One of the most important factors in making a well-tied 
hook is the wax, and this should be white wax, euch as is 
used by fly-tyeis. Owing to the kind offices of a fiy-maker 
Ino louger make my own wax, but when I did I used the 
colorless wax of Mr. H. Cholmondeley-Penuell, which is 
made from the following recipe: 

“Burgundy pitch 120 crains, white resin 60 grains, tallow 
20 grains. Powder and mix the pitch and resin and put into 
an oven in a pipkin, When melted add the tallow and stir 
all together Let the mixture stand twelve hours.” 

The following, which I cut from the English Fishing Ga- 
zette. | have never tried, but it reads gocd: 

“Take 2 ounces of the best resin and } ounce of beeswax, 
simmer together in a pipkin for ten minutes, add + ounce of 
tallow, continue to simmer for fifteen minutes, then pour 
the mass into a basin of water and work it with the fingers 
until it is perfectly pliable.” ? 

Pure beeswax is of no carthly account in tying hooks. 
The wax that | gct from my friend the fly-maker is fully as 
adhesive as shoemaker’s wax, is never brittle and always 
clean. In tying hooks to silkworm gut always use ‘-A” 
silk, Iuse red, but the color is of little moment, for when 
the whipping is completed the color is lost under sheliac. 
If the wax is not used frvquently it may become a trifle 
hard, but this will be overcome by working between the 
finsers. For the tackle trunk or tackle book only a small 
bit is required and is nicely kept in a piece of an old kid 

glove. I suppose no one will use anything but the best 
smooth, round gut, free from flat places, free from metallic | 
glitter, and free from a. harshness that is discovered by pass- 
ing the gut length between one’s fingers. When the gut is 
selected cut off the imperfect ends and place it in tepid 
water until it is thoroughly soaked and soft, then tiv the end 
loop by doubling one end of the sut length and making a 
common knot in the doubled portion. 

The hooks can now be tied on while the gut is soft—this 
is what I did for many years, and do now, occassionally—or 
the gut may, by making a knot in one end and using a pin 
in the loop, be stretched on a board to dry and then ticd. 
The whipping is the same in either case, butif the gut is 
whipped after it is dry, the parts to be covered by the silk 
must be nicked or dented, which is done between the teeth, 
care being taken not to bite so hard as to split the gut. I 
find that the whipping is equally secure whether the gut is 
either wet or dry. Another thing I haye found made no dif- 
ference, that is, whether the whipping began at the end of 
the shank and extended toward the bend of the hook or wiee 
versa. From tying reénforced snells, [have got into the 
habit of beginning the rounding at the end of the shank; but 
as Talways fasten the silk with an invisible knot, there is 
little danger of a fish cutting the knot with its teeth, as has 
been claimed they will do, A snelJ is quite apt to become 
weak or even break just at the end of the shank from con- 
tact with it. Some shanks terminate in a veritable point; 
‘such I cut off witha pair of cutting pliers and then file 
smooth with a fine file, but all hooks larger than No. 3 Dub- 
lin, Limerick (O’Shaughnessy) I ‘‘reénforce” by making the 
gut double for half or three-quarters of an inch above the 
end of shank. The easier way to do this is to make a long 
loop with 2 common knot similar to the loop made for at- 
taching the snell to the leader, If one’s gut lengths will not 
warrant this appropriation, ashort piece of gut may be 
wound onto the shank with the snell, and the free end of 
the extra piece fastened to the snell with a bit of waxed silk. 
Having gut-lengths, hooks, wax and silk, wax thoroughly 
a piece of silk by holding one end between the teeth and the 
other in the left hand. Holding the hook at the bend between 
the finger and thumb of the Jeft hand, lay the end of the 
waxed silk on the shank a little above the point of the hook 
and take four, five or six turns, according to the size of 
the hook, with the silk around the shank until the end is 
reached, 

Then make three or four turns of the silk close together, 
just at the ends, so as to completely cover it, as a cushion or 
shield against the wear of the stecl, should it come in direct 
contact with the gut. These first few turns of the silk 
mike a spiral ridge around the shank which acts like the 
marks ou the straight shanks when using soaked gut, and 
with dry gut act in combination with the dents made with 
the teeth to prevent the steel and gut pulling apart. 

When the end of the shank is covered, lav the gut length 
on the back of the shank and wind the silk closeiy and 
tightly to the point of beginning. Notice the siik as you 
wind to see that it 1s well wuxed, or wax as occasion de- 
mends. When the starting point is reached lay the free end 
of the silk on the winding with the end toward the end of 
shank, which makes a loop in the silk, then take the slack 
of the loop and continne winding for three or four turns, but 
wind over the free end of silk. The following diagram will 
show the manner: 

A A, free end of sil turned back on winding. Take 
slack of loop at Band wind over silk, A A. Then take free 
end of silk and draw tight and cut off closely. When the 
winding or whippise is finished it will be found that the 
wax his been equevzrd to the outside of the silk hy the pres- 
sure in winding, This must be rubbed smvoth with finger 
and thumb, when it will appear that the silk is nicely coated 
with the wax. With a camel’s hair brush go over the wind- 
ing with orange shellac and put aside to dry until the alcohol 
evaporates, leaving a smooth coating of shellac over the silk 
and wax. It may be necessary to renew the shellac after a 
time, but one will have had so much fishing with hooks tied 
in this manner before it is necessary, that it will be done 
with thanks for past services. 

Hooks are tied to gimp in the same way as above described, 
except black linen thread is used instead of silk, and the 
Joop in the end of the gimp snell must be made oy winding 
the doubled parts instead of tying. 

Snelled hooks onght not to be used until softened in water 
any more than a leader should. Hooks should always be 
filed at the points with a smull file; this I du to every hook 
[ use, whetuer a fly-hook or hook on gut or gimp. [ have 
touchrd up the same hook with a file two or three times in 
a day's fishing, and it puys, too. 

Some one recently said something in your columns about 
staining gimp. Gimp that I have gotten out from Eneland 
was stained, but 1 never discovered that it had any merit 
over bright silver gimp, Pike, 2. ductus, are, seemingly, 
not particular about a shade of color, and I have never uscd 
gimp for other fish. If “H. P. U.” and “J. W. T.” will 
tie th.ir hooks in the manner I have described, I feel eont- 
dent that they will have no reason to deplore the separation 
of hook and gut from de.ective winding. It may be alittle 
presumptuous for me to have given my mode of iying huvoks 
when the experience of my friend Mr Wells was called for, 
but as he never fishes with other than a fly, I ventured from 
cover, A, N. CHEney. 
Gurws Fabris, N. Y¥. 

Editor Fovest and Stream: ron” 
“J.W.T.” wants to know how to fasten hooks securely on | Joseph, M 

gutand gimp. He says: ‘Cements with alcohol as asolyent 
are sure to dissolve,” ‘gutta percha is porous,” ete. I think T 
can give him a receipt which will enuble him to makea wax 
that is waterproof and will hold a hook of any kind until : 
the snood breaks, The mode uf preparation is as follows: — 
Gef a common jum pot, and to two ounces of the best yellow 
rosin in powder, add one drachm of white beeswax sliced in 
minute pieces. Place the jar in asancepan of boiling water, 
taking care that no water getsin the jar, Stir thoroughly 
with a stick when melted. Add two and a half drachms of 
lard (without salt), und let the whole remain ten mivutes, 
stirring it the while. Pourit into cold water, and while 
warm pull and knead it, to give it toughness, until nearly 
cold. Witha pair of greased scissors cut it into twelve 
balls, Give vleven of these balls to your fri nds; the one 
which you keep for your own use will last you a year or 
more. Keep the wax in a cellar or other cool place. Extra 
heavy salmon gut makesa good snood. Soakit in warm 
water, bite the end flat for a distance of three-eighths of an 
inch. Tie on with heavy sewing silk well waxed. When 
Winding on the silk he careful to draw so tight that the 
wound part shows a glossy surface. This iscaused by the 
Wax oozing through the fibers. If the part thatis wound 
does not show this glossy surface, the work has not been 
properly done, Hither the thread was not waxed aufiiciently 
orit was not drawn tight and kept so until secured. If a 
fine finish is desired, yarnish with shellac dissolved’in alco- 
hol. This varnish may or may not hold throughout a whole 
season; it is asmall matter. The wax iy there to stay, and 
will do its work until the snood is worn out, I used this 
wax last season, tying all of my own hooks and a largenum- 
ber for my friends, and I have yet to hear of the first one to 
sive way in the binding. I have never used gimp, but I be- 
lieve it would hold on gimp, as it has never failed to hold on 
to anything with which I have seen it comein contact. It 
can easily be removed from the hands by Ee soap and 
warm water, . Lmoronp. 
NorRISTOWN, Pa., Jan. 17. 

HOOKS ON GIMP. 

WN a recent issue Mr, H. P, Ufford asks for information 
regarding the tying of the snell to the hook and the best 

material for the purpose, 
Il am nota fisherman in the common acceptation of the 

term, and yet I enjoy a day along the stréams catching 
nothing. I fully agree with vour correspondent, ‘‘Pile,” in 
saying that common shoemaker’s wax is the best ordinarily 
obiainable for the purpose. To tie take saddler's silk, any 
color, and wax thoroughly. lf your hook has been hammered 
into a flat head, cut it off by means of a file. Take the 
hook between the forefinger and thumb of the left hand, 
the point of the hook from and the shank toward yourself. 
Put the end of the waxed silk at the top of the shank of the 
hook, or very near it; then begin io wind at the hand—the 
left hand near the curve of the hook—winding over the 
thread which was placed at the top of the shank, and wind- 
ing evenly along the shank. When wilhin about three turns 
of the top, lay the gimp or gut along the shank of the hook 
and toward your own person from the piece of wrapping 
silk that you have covered (this may, perhaps, be made 
clearer by taking a hook and holding it between the thumb 
and forefinger of the left hand, keeping the top of the 
shank up and the point of the hook away from the body). 
If you use gut, dip itin boiling hot water while you are 
wrapping tbe hook as above. Then wrap from the top of 
the hook over the gut and the previously wrapped hook, 
drawing your silk tight as you proceed, and observing to 
keep the wrappings close together, and to rewax the silk as 
it may be removed by the leat and the frielion of the hand. 
When within a half-dozen turns of the bottom of what has 
been already wrapped, throw the silk along the shank of the 
hook toward your body from the covered gut, Ivaving a 
loop with which to complete the wrapping; this will 
cover a part of the thread and lcave you an end that you 
catch and draw tight. Thus you have no knot in the whole 
affair. 

It is very difficult to describe this matter in words. Ten 
minutes with a fisherman or an old sailor will show H, P; U. 
more of what I mean than pages of print 
As regards gut, fine gut is very bard to get; most is 

scraped. Usually it can be detectid by its frayed appear- 
ance, but I have known old fishermen deceived, A hook 
tied as I have mentioned will never pull off, but frequently 
they become worn. In such case a very good course is to 
paint them with genuine pine tree tar, and ht it dry. If this 
canvot be done rub them with shormaker’s wax. 
Gimp is usually silk covered with brass wire. The best 

gimp |’ve ever been able to procure was a bass violin string, | 
They cost, but they are strong, and may be fasiined ag 
ubuve. Oue trouble with gimp is that the metallic winding 
of the gimp will, throush contact with the steel huok, gever- 
ate maguetic currents and speedily rot the gut, or so corrode 
the shanks of the hcok as to render the fastening ineffective. 
This is especially the case in salt water, or in water contain- 
ing any greut amount of any mineralmatter. The following 
varnish may be of benefit tu others beside Mr. U.: 

AicObol (Absolute). thes sesce vs oe <= dy epaulaaes 6 parts 
Gumestiellae 2 LAS. Fon aoons aa asa) eulOe; 8 peris 
Gum Benjamin (or benzoin).... ... -..-. ...--5. i part 

Keep ina warm place fora fortnight before using, and 
apply to hooks, gimp or gut before tying, allowing time for 
the varnish to dry, ’ 

There is a knot—but itis not applicable to tying guts or 
hooks—so simple and of so frequent use that I give if here: 
Take two pieces of anything that will tie for practice, of 
pack thread or twine, place them parallel to cach other, 
make a simple knot, single, with the one next you, around the 
other, and with the one furthest from you around the first, 
then draw them together. Jf you want the kuot very strong, 
draw within a feurth inch of each other, and wrap the inter- 
vening space with waxed silk. AMATEUR, 
SOMERSET, Pa, 

A BuLust mw A Bass.—In the Forest AnD STREAM of 
Jan. 1 you have an article headed “Injutiesto Tront,”in which 
you say, ‘a clean cut easily heals but a bruise will not.” 
While camping out several years ago, enjoying a very suc- 
cessful fish in St. Mary’s Reservoir, Olio, 1 was preparing 
some bass for our supper, when, scaling a pound and a half 
bass, I noticed an indentation on the back about half way 
between the back fin and the tail; when I cut the fish down 
the back, as I always do for frying, I founda small bullet 
or buckshot imbedded in the flesh perfer tly healed wver, aud. 
the fiesh around not at ali discolored. Did you or any of 
my brother fishermen ever have a similar oase?—Jay (St. 

a. 7 
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TROUT AT MEACHAM LAKE. 
12 is gratifying to learn that the efforts of Mr, A, R. Fuller, 

owner and proprietor of the hotel on this lake in the 
Worthern Adirondacks, in stocking the lake from bis own 
private hatchery, have been very successful. For several 
neat he lias hatched and turned out thousands of fish in the 
ake, but this past winter his health did not permit him to do 

it as usual. The trout taken there are all consumed on the 
Jace, and the laws are strictly observed both in fishing and 
ooting, Mr, Fuller owns most of the land about the lake 

now, and this means the preservation of the timber. The 
past year he has bought 750 acres adjoining his property on 
the south, and now owns the entire north and west shores 
and most of the south shore, with the lands both sides the 
outlet, more than a mile wide. Mr, Fuller has had to forbid 
camping on the lake on account of the carelessness with 
which parties leave fires, which have destroyed much 
timber. 

Tn 2 private letter to a friend, who permits us to publish a 
portion of it, Mr. Fuller says: 

“Onur season began April 27 and closed Oct. 29, and was 
very busy. Twas vlad when it was over and I was alone, 
Our fishing season was an unusually good one and satisfac- 
tory to the trout fishers, We were not out of trout on the 
table a single day after opening while they were in season. 
The fish were taken in the Juke and not in the streams. 

‘T had a path cleared along the brook that comes in by 
the house, up to the pond, its head, aud on Aug. 2 sent two 
of the boys off to watch for deer, They heard seven deer 
and an old bear and two cubs crossed the pond after dark, 
but they could not get a shot at any of them. They rigged 
a rod of alder and caught 85 pounds of trout anc got home 
to dinner, A guide sent in another direction brought in a 
good buck, so that we had trout and venison. As the tramp 
to this pond, Wiunebagu, is three miles through the woods, 
very few of the guests try it; they like fishing in front of the 
house better. 

“On some daysas many as three hundred trout were caught 
by guests of the hotel, many of the ladies amusing them- 
sélves by trolling flies. I did no fishing or hunting after the 
house was open until the guests began to go, when I shot 
one buck that was running past the house, and caugbt one 
two-pound trout and one of my California trout, The 
catching of the latter did me more good than a basketful of 
other trout, because it settled the question whether any that 
I put in lived.” 

A JUNE DAY ON THE BLACK RIVER. 

[ was a June day in the year 1880, and although nearly 
five years have elapsed, the incidents of that day are as 

vivid before my mind’s eye as though they were the happen- 
ings of yesterday, It was the red-letter day of my trout 
angling, and partly for that reason and partly because of 
the contrast in the fishing between the ante-lumbering period 
and the age of saws and axes, I pnt this grain of sand into 
the kalcidoscope of forest life, the Formst AND §1RBAM, 

Our party had passed a pleasant week in camp at South 
Lake, but as this famous salmon water would not yield up 
any of its treasure at this advanced season of the year, we 
had decided. upon a change of base, and in the morning in 
question hid our boats, packed our camp outfit, and set out 
upon the ihree-mile carry. Before noon we had our camp 
re-established at the North Lake dam and disposed of an 
early and hastily prepared dinner, so as to be in readiness for 
the afternoon's conquests. The old guide and trapper, At- 
well Martin, who is indigenous to this region and who knows 
more of the woods thin of most other subjects, very kindly 
pave us the necessary pointers and suggestions on the route, 
but did not encourage us by giving any assurance that we 
would bring huck the coveted trout. We tramped down the 
rocky but dry basin of the North Fork (for it must be re- 
membered that the North Lake is but a reservoir, and the 
water is let out only at intervals) until we reached tle point 
where the South Point makesin. At this point we suppose 
the Black River proper begins. Proceeding a short distance 
further down we jointed our rods, for here the stream began 
to assume dimensions and it began to look unmistakably 
trouty. It would rest for a little stretch under the over- 
arching alders, and then with laugh and ripple chase down 
over the white pebbly incline and scoot with froth and 
bubbles out upon the surface of along, broad pool; now it 
would make a graceful curve along the base of an overhang- 
ing ledge aud the next moment be lost in a tangle of logs 
and fallen treetops This stream we knew full well had 
bemn made for an abiding place for trout. 
We began to reach out into the most promising pools and 

ripples just to see whether the inhabitants felt kindly dis- 
posed toward us or not, The larger ones were evidently sus- 
picious of thrir visitors, but the smaller ones soon began to 
send the electric current through our bones by dangling with 
spirit from our light tackle. We had not come prepared for 
wading, because we had not anticipated finding so much 
water; but we soon found that we could not dodge it. The 
Doctor evidently had no aversion for water, but his beauti- 
ful cordurey breeches would present a rather water-logeed 
appearance when he came up out of the crystal element, and 
his hunting shoes sent out jets of the spray in all directions 
like au old leaky pump log, But the Doctor had got inter- 
ested, and was just as happy as though he had had on his 
rubber wading pants. The Dentist followed in the wake of 
the Doctor, but I hung off until it came to: going back or 
wading, and then gave in and began soaking my shins with 
the others, 

As we proceeded downward the stream grew larger, the 
trout grew larger and bit fiercer, the mosquitoes became 
more intimate, the black flies ‘came and brought their families 

- with them to see the fun, and finally the clouds, which had 
been gathering for an attack, sent down their watcry mis- 
siles in such an unmerciful way that we came to the conclu- 
sion that all nature had combined against us to thwart our 
attack upon the beautiful inhabitants of the stream, But 
the fun grew fast and furious, and as greater grew the diffi- 
culties of the situation, the more eager were the sreat fero- 
cious fellows, the lords of the river, who tyrannized over 
theic weaker brothers, and before whom the fingerlings 
trembled and often disappeared. 

Pool and riffle alike yielded up its beautiful fruit. Our 
ercels grew heavy. At ove point where the stream was 
wide and still, the Doctor, who was upon the opposite shore, 
reeled in a noble fellow, which eluted lim so greatly that he 
sang out to us thut he bad captured the “grandfather.” At 
that instant | noticed the eye of the Dentist dilate; L noted 
the quick, sharp rattle of his reel; 1 noted the strain upon 

his reel and—al) the movements of my companion sank into 
oblivion, for a quick, strong tug, which was conveyed to my 
pervous system through the slender silk line, had vibrated 

through my body and produced a palpitation which threat- 
ened to upset me But my self-control returned, and aftera lit- 
tle persuading 1 had a three-quarter pounder safely in my 
basket. In the mean time, our friend of the forceps had 
been wrestling with a bigger snag than he ever had fastened 
to before, but he proyed himself equal to the occasion, and 
soon had his clutches on the handsomest specimen of the 
Salmo fontinalis my eyes had ever feasted on, But ‘‘there is 
many a slip,” etc., for as he was forcing his prize into his 
creel it gave a mighty flop for liberty, and landed with a 
sickening splash upon the surface of the water. My com- 
panion made an intuilive lunge into the current, and betore 
his troutship had sufficiently collected his scattered senses 
to swim off, the fingers of his pursucr had shut down upon 
him like a vice, and he was borne out of his native element 
triumphantly. That trout tipped the beam at sixteen ounces 
in camp that night, 

lt was nearly dark when we unjointed our rods and began 
to move up the swollenstream tuward camp, which we 
reached long after dark in a wet, hungry and exhausted 
condition, But the sight of our catch as the bright, plump 
fellows lay stretched out side by side in a long row was 
ample reward for all the hardships and discouragements of 
the trip. There were nearly one hundred, ranging in weight 
between three ounces and one pound, and darker or more 
brilliantly colored trout [ have never seen, I have not vis- 
ited the stream since, but I have learned that the ravages of 
the lumbermen hath wrought its ruin. This is only one of 
the many rich trout streams which the vandals have de- 
spoiled. Must this work go on until in that now grand 
and natural park, no tree or thing of life shall en ? 

BrRooxriewp, N. Y., Dec. 20, 1884, 

DRAG AND CLICK REELS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I think it was last winter that Mr. Wells furnished a series 

of very interesting articles concerning fishing rods, dowel 
pins, etc., for which he earned the thanks of all loversal the 
rod. In one of these articles he uttered a well-grounded 
complaint, that anglers do not write as much for their ait 
and its pursuit as they shonld do. That they do not do so 
is more for want of time than want of talent or inclination, 
for some of the most graceful writers of the country are 
anglers, When they do write, however, itis usually in the 
tone of genial gentleman; and hence the pages devoted to 
angling and kindred pursuits always afford the most delight- 
ful reading to be fouud in Fornsr anD STREAM, 
An excellent way to bring out correspondence is to ask 

questions, I have a number to ask, but will put only one at 
atime. Will Mr. Wells or any of your correspondents tell 
me what is the use of a drag and a click in the same reel? I 
have been an angler for upward of forty years, and during 
all that time have not been able to find it out. IL under- 
stand perfectly well the use of a drag or a click in a reel, but 
what is the reason for complicat'ng the movements and in- 
creasing the expense of a reel by adding both? Here, as it 
seems to me, is a chance for somebody to muke himself use- 
ful. PETRA, 
Mamaroneck, N, Y. 

BaRBLESS Hooxs.—Turning to page 470, I am puzzled to 
know what ‘‘Pete” mears by saying “‘Barbless hooks are 
not worth a cent, for you lose your fish every time, if the 
line should get slack.” Ido not see how the fish is going to 
eet off after he is once on. J have used the barbless hook 
for several years, and have never known a fish to get off 
unless the hook was torn from his month, I haye more 
than once let a fish play about the boat with aslack line to 
see if he could unhook himself; bul I have not yet seen a 
fish smart enough to doit. What kind of a barbless hook 
did you use, ‘Pete’? It could not have been like mine.— 
Petra (Mamaroneck, N. Y.). [We think there has been 
a misunderstanding between our correspondents regarding 
what is meant by a barbless hook until our correspondent 
‘Petra’ called onus, and in the course of conversation ex 
plained that he meant and used the patent ‘Edgar barbless 
hook,” which has a sort of snap attachment to it that makes 
it look tous like an implement which is adapted to those 
who do not care to take risks in landing a fish, and some- 
thing that we would hesitate to use lest we be mistaken for 
what we are not. We thought that all our correspondents re- 
ferred to an ordinary hook with the barb filed off, or in 
other words, a needle-pointed hook. This latter form is ad- 
vocated by some, and certainly it is a hook that has no 
fiavor of pot-fishing about it, We object to all snaps, ‘‘sock- 
dolagers”, ‘‘eagle’s claws”, and all forms of hook that tend 
to spring something on a fish to hold it after it is hooked, 
and we never suspected that the term ‘‘barbless’” meant one 
of these and must suppose that many of our readers did not. | 

LSisheulture. 

FISH FOR PENNSYLVANIA. 

ESTERDAY afternoon the United States Fish Commis- 
sion’s splendid car No. 2, passed through Mechanics- 

burg with Col. M. MacDonald of the U. 8. Commission on 
board. The car was in charge of Superintendent H. H. 
Moore, four assistants and a cook, Col. MacDonald is an in- 
seueent tall, elderly gentleman, a native of Winchester, Va,, 
and has been connected with the Commission for many years. 
Mr. Moore’s car ariived on the noon train from Wythe- 
yille, Va.,via the Cumberland Valley, having been delayed up 
the line in putting off a large number of German carp. the 
car yesterday, in large tin cans, were 5,000 rainbow trout, 
peprenied in the fresh waters of the Allegheny Mountains at 

ytheville, Va, They varied from two to five inches in size. 
A number of the largest, twenty months old, being five inches 
in length and as frisky as grasshoppers, These beautiful fish 
were the first consignment sent out and the fresh water 
streams of Northern and Western Pennsylvania, where the 
native trout flourish so well, will receive them, The spawn 
was extracted from fish captured among the ice cold streams 
of the Shasta Mountains in California, 150 miles or more from 
Santa Barbara, The eges extracted on the Pacific slops from 
fine large trout, were sent ina frozen state across the continent 
and succe-sfully hatched at Wytheville. 

In its native waters, said Col McDonald, the rainbow trout 
in the suniight presents ali the colors of the rainbow on its 
speckled sides, forming a beautiful object in the water, hence 
its name. hese valuable fish will be distributed as follows: 
1,00U go te Commissioner Duncan, in the Cumberland Valley; 
1,0U0 to Commissioner Spangler, m Philadelphia: 1,000 for 
Commissioner Gay, 0. Greensburg; 1,000 to the hatchery at 
Allentown, and 1,000 ta Commissioner McGinness, of Sullivan, 
They are all to be placed in private streams bo be watched for 

| two years and ted, Col. McDonald is the inventor of 

the say. bearing his name and of certain excellent appli- 
ances for fish-hatching purposes. 
The carp for the Cumberland Valley will_be placed in the 

Connodoguinet Creek, Yellow Breeches Creek and Silver 
Spring Dam, R. W. 8 
MrcHaniseure, Pa., Jan, 14, 

REPORT OF THE U, S. FISH COMMISSIONER, 

Ghee vast amount of work, both in scientific exploration 
and in fishculture, which has been accomplished by the 

U.S. Fish Commission, has tasked its clerical force to keep up 
with it, The annual reports have been supplemented with a 
“Bulletin,” into which the shorter papers, letters, etc., go, as 
atelief tothe annual report. Until the establishment of the 
Bulletin, in 1881, the reports fell behind from two to three 
years, but are now catching up. Within the present year the 
reports of 1881 and 1882 have been issued, and this is the first 
instance in which two reports haye appeared in the same 
year, except where they have been comprised in cne volume; 
those for 1881 and 1482 are in two large volumes, which have 
come so close together that it looks like an intention to make 
the reports keep up with the work. 

In the report for 1881 we learn that the most noteworthy 
features of the year haye been: The production and distribu- 
tion of German carp on a larger seale than before. The con- 
struction of an additional pond and of atransportation car. A 
change in the policy of distributing ay, larger plants being 
made in fewer localities. An increased distribution of shad. 
Hxperiments in hatching codfish. Hmbryological work, Ex- 
periments in oyster culture, and much other useful work. 
With the increased interest taken in the supplying of 
fish to the people, the business of the Fish Commission has 
augmented to an enormous extent. By careful methods and 
a thoroughly philosophical system the Commission has been 
enabled to carry out a work which is always expanding with 
scarcely any increase of staff. It has had the immense 
advantage of educating, as it were, its own body, and free 
from political disturbances, it really does present one of the 
tmost industrious, intelligent and painstaking organizations in 
the country. Uniting the best scientific acquirements with 
common sense practical work, the results obtained have been 
in the highest degree satisfactory. it may be asserted, with- 
out the least arrogance, that the United States stands first in 
the world for its knowledge in regard to fish, and it has given 
the greatest impulse to fishculture. After the whole matter 
was sifted down, the prime functions of the United States Fish 
Commission being to make fish on our coasts, lakes and rivers 
more plentiful, that vast amount of scientific knowledge 
which has been acquired has helped most directly in arriving 
at the desired end. 
The appendiges, as usual, are filled with most interesting 

material. In appendix B may be found one of the most im- 
portant contributions to the history of our edible fish, a com- 
prehensive study of the mackerel, the work of Messrs. G. 
Brown Goode, Joseph W. Collins, B. H. Earll, and A. Howard 
Clark. This contribution of over 400 pages is absolutely 
thorough, as it presents not only all that is Known of the natu- 
ral history of the fish, but contains the complete statistics of 
this fishery. Mr. Harrison writes of the early shad fisheries 
of the north branch of the Susquehanna River, Mr. Charles 
W. Smiley treats of the use of fish guano as a fertilizer, Mr. 
Frank N. Clark reports his experiments for determining the 
smallest amount of water in which young shad and eggs can 
be kept, while Messrs. Coutance, Ryder and Forbes contribute 
articles relating to scientific subjects. Messrs. Rice and Ryder 
treat of retarding the development of shad eggs, In appendix 
C Megsrs. Smiley. Clark, Stone, Atkins and McDonald report 
on the practical work under ther charge. 

In the report for 1882, Vol. 10, Prof, Baird gives a brief sum- 
mary of the work of the Commission. In its first year the only 
work intrusted to its care was the investigation of the facts 
as to the decrease of food fishes in American waters. It was in 
the second year that the Comyaission directed its attention to 
the propagation of food fishes, with ‘their tramsfer to, or 
multiplication in, the waters of the United States.” 

To accomplish this a most thorough scientitic investigation 
wasnhecessary. The vital question relating to the natural his- 
tory of both aquatic animals and plants had to be studied, 
and for the furthering of these researches a corps of specialists 
had to be created. If the educational advantages of such 
studies had their special value the practical results were 
equally great. Throughout the whole country ademanad arose 
at once for specimens for the use of colleges and schools, while 
at the same time, alive to the practical results, fishermen were 
anxious to derive benefit from such devices as the Fish Com- 
mission might furnish them. As an instance of the latter, it 
may be insisted upon that the United States Fish Commission, 
by its advice and instruction, had already added some millions 
of dollars to the New England fisheries. It has also revolu- 
tionized the winter codfishery industry of the North Atlantic 
States. At first gill-net fishing for cod was thought impossible, 
sven laughed at; but since it was brought to the notice of the 
Gloucester fishermen, these gillnets have come rapidly into 
use, ‘until ab the present time they represent the most im- 
portant element in the winter fisheries, the number of fish 
taken being not only much greater, but the fish themselves of 
finer quality.” Wot less important is the humanitarian en- 
deavors of the Commission. That terrible loss of life which 
occurs annually to fishermen, owing to the wreckage of their 
vessels, the Commission believes, could be much lessened, 
The tendency on the part of cod, and especially of mackerel, 
fishermen has been to give more attention to the speed of their 
craft than their safety. The Commission has been incessant in 
urging that more substantial and deeper vessels be built, 
resembling in model those constructed in England and Scot- 
land. One great object of the Cummission isto determine the 
extent and character of the old fishing localities and to dis- 
cover new ones, “There is no doubt,” writes Prof. Baird, 
“that there still remains many important areas, even in the 
best known seas, where the codfish and halibut may be found 
in their old abundance,” 

So far there has been no carefulinvestigation made, and the 
banks now fished over have been brought fo light by accident. 
Itis certain that by a systematic research the area of good 
fishing ground will be largely extended. On the Gulf and 
South Atlantic coast tish abound, but this wealth has not been 
localized. As a source of income to the fishermen of the Seuth 
the same chances are likely to be presented to them as to the 
men of New England. For the better prosecution of these re- 
searches the Commissioner advises that an pppronuaion be 
made for the building of a proper vessel, fully fitted with fish- 
ing implements, which shall proceed to Southern waters, and 
there practically determine the question, In an economic 
sense, the labors of the Commission haye been particularly 
directed toward the preparation, prevervation, and curing of 
fish, An industry already worth millions of dollars in the 
State of Maine can be carried out quite as successfully on 
other portions of the seaboard. This subject is receiving care- 
ful consideration, and numerous facts bearing upon it haye 
been published by the Commission. 

Tt is the effort to increase the stpaly of valuable fish in our 
waters which has to a great extent occupied the attention of 
the Commission. The difficulties of this work are really greater 
than is apparent at the first glance. ‘It must be remembered 
that the agencies which have tended to diminish the abund- 
ance of tish have been at work for many years and are in- 
creasing in an enormous ratio,” While fish do not increase, 
population does; or, in other words, between supply and de- 
Yaand no such thing as an equilibrium can exist. Hyery con- 
dition is changed, and these changes must increase, all tending 
toward a greater scarcity of fish. If the subject of the arti- 
ficial propagation of fresh-water fish seems to have been 
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solved in a large measure, the attention of the Commission has 
been of late more particularly directed toward sea fish. _ 

In the appendices of Yol. 10 we find an excellent article 
entitled, “A New System of Hishway Building,” illustrated 
with seven full page plates, by Marshall McDonald, <A list of 
1817 of the principal Jakes of the United States, with a desig- 
nation of their locations, by C, W. Smiley. A list of rivers, 
by the same, Interesting articles on the whale fishery, by 
Messrs. Sanford and Southwell. A history of the tile fish, by 
Capt. J. W. Collins. Naturalhistory and articles on biological 
research, by Messrs. Collins, Bean, Smith, Hensen, Ryder, 
Blake and Verrill. The oyster is treated of by M. Bouchon 
Brandely, M, Broechi, Lieut. Winslow, Prof. Ryder and M. 
Puységur, 

nder the head of propagation of food fishes is an account 
of the shipments of esgs abroad by Fred Mather. Operations 
at Northville, Mich., by Frank N. Clark, Reports on salmon 
breeding and trout breeding on the McCloud River, by Liv- 
ingston Stone. Reports on the propagation of Penobscot and 
Schoodic salmon in Maine, by Chas. G. Atkins, Report of 
hatching salmon and the distribution in 1882, by Fred Mather. 
Operations at the central station in 1882, by Col. McDonald. 
Shad hatching at the Navy Yard, by Lieut, Wood. Statistics 
of shad hatchiug, by C. W. Smiley. Distribution of carp, by 
McDonald and Smiley. The feeding of carp, by Carl Nick- 
las, Exploration of the .Chesapeake, by J, W. Collins, List 
of fishes distributed by the Commission, by Dr. J. H, Bean. 
Physical character of the continental border of the Gulf 
Stream, by Prof. K. A. Verrill, and an alphabetical list index 
to the principal rivers of the United States, by C. W. Smiley. 
These two volumes contain so much that is of interest, that 

we cannot more than give the titles of the articles which form 
the appendices. The reports of the Fish Commission have 
already reached tien large volumes, and are a complete library 
of fisheulture, and contain much valuable biological work. 
Those who wish to look up these matters are referred to the 
volumes themselves. 

HYBRIDIZING SALMONID.2.—As arule there is no prac- 
tical utility in hybrids among fishes. Ifa large, quick-grow- 
ing hybrid is produced, it will either be sterile or its progeny 
will go back to the type of one of its parents, with perhaps 
constitutional defects which will dwarfit. As a scientific ex- 
periment to see what can be done and to prove how near the 
relationships between fishes are, hybridizing hasits uses. Dr, 
Francis Day has discoyered in artificial breeding among the 
Salmonidce that, while all the hybrids between thesalmon and 
the trout had proyed sterile, the crosses between the salmon 
and the chars had proved fertile. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSION.—Mr. Seth Weeks, 
Superintendent of the Western Division of the Pennsylvania 
Fish Commission, has resigned, and Mr, Wm, Buller, an em- 
ploye of the Hastern Division for some years, has been 
appointed superintendent. This week 5,000 yearling rainbow 
trout wore received from the United States Fish Commission 
and planted in several streams. 

Che Zennel, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

Jan. 27, 28,29 and 30.—Annual Dog Show of the New Brunswick 
Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Mr, H, W, Wisson, Secretary, 
St. Johns, N. B. 

Feb. 1 to 11, 1685.—New York Fanciers’ Club, Third Annual Exhibi- 
tion of non-sporting dogs, poultry and pigeons at Madison Square 

P Sarees Web. lto 11, 1885. Chas. Harker, Secretary, 62 Cortlandt 
street. 
Mareh 5, 1555.—World’s Exposition Dog Show, New Orleans, La. 

Entries close Feb, 23. L.F. Whitman, Superintendent. 
March 16, 19 and 20, 1885—Second Annual Show of the New Haven 

iennel Club. E. §,. Porter, Secretary, New Haven, Conn. 
April ¢ to 10, 1885.—First Annual Dog Show N, HE. Kennel Club, 

Musie Hall, Boston, J, A, Nickerson, Secretary, 159A Tremont street. 
April 21, 22 and 28.—Annunal Dog Show of the Sb. Lonis Gun Club. 

W. A, Albright, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo. 
May 5, 6. 7 and 8, 1885.—Second Annual Deg Show of the Gincin- 

nati Sportsman’s Club, Cincinnati, O. W. A. Coster, Git ete gale 
May 13, 14 and 15,—Third Annual Dog Show of the Toronto Dog 

Show Association, W. 8S, Jackson, Secretary, Toronto, Ont. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

HE AMERICAN EHNNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc, (with prize lists of allshows and trials), is pub- 

lished every month, Entries close on the ist. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Régistration fee (60 cents) must accompany each entry, No entries 

inserted unless paid inadvance: Yearly subscription $1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,’’ P, O. Box 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 198'7. 

BEAGLES FOR FOXES. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
I have been intending to contribute my mite ever since sey- 

eral article appeared in your columns under the head of 
“Beagles for Foxes.” It would take several columns of your 
yaluable paper to make myself plainly understood and to do 
the subject justice; but I will condense what I haye to say in 
a very small space, and perhaps will appear in another paper 
ou the right size of beagles for work. 

1 don’t propose to go back to Queen Bess and tell the origin 
of the bsagle and give his history to the present day; sufficient 
to know that he is among us, and has been handed down with 
apure lineage, One of your correspondents claimed that his 
pack could catch a rabbit in a few minutes, another that he 
had never known his to catch cne and would not have them 
to doso, I belieye both gentlemen, and believe what they 
say to be true. Ihold that a beagle will run just as you train 
him, If you break him with some steady dog that depends 
on the gun, then in nearly every case you will have a steady 
beagle that will never catch; when, on the other hand, if you 
break him with a very fast dog, one that runs to Kill, then 
nearly every time you will have a fasu beagle and one that 
runs to kill, 
I think that every experienced lover of the hound will bear 

me out in this, This is the great reason why so many fox 
acks can't kill a fox, for they run just to run and not 10 kill, 
ow, don’t understand me to say that beagles can be trained 

to make first-class fox dogs (but I believe they can kill a fox), 
for that is something for which they are not intended; they 
were neyer bred for that kind of work. 
The one great seeret of beagles for rabbits is that a beagle 

trails entirely different from afoxhound. I have beagles, and 
have seen them trailas fast as any foxhound, in fact the most 
ot them do, but they trail altogether different. The beagle 
when he comes to a loss will go back to the place where he 
last caught the scent, and make it off and follow all the com- 
plicated doubles the rabbit hag made, but when the foxhound 
comes to a loss he circles one, two, or perhaps three hundred 
yards off, and takes wp the trail where the rabbit has gone 
off straight, agshe always does after making her doubles, 
which is a great advantage infox hunting, buta disadvantage 
in Yabbit bunting if you want a dog to shoot over, and again 
it depends much on the nature of the country. I have had 
mny beagles to run a rabbit four hours in this section and nob 
catch him, and have caught nine rabbits in six hours, just ten 
eae above here in the open country, and with the same 
pack, — ‘ é 7 
Now, in conclusion, I will say that T don’t believe beagle, 
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would make killing fox dogs asa whole. Of course there are 
exceptions, and take them as a whole, they will seldom catch 
rabbits, Now, brother lovers of the beagles, 1 think we 
should compare notes on this subject, for the beagle is coming 
and is bound to come into notice, for with the rapid decrease 
of other game the rabbit seems to become more numerous, 
and the day is not far distant when a pack of beagles and the 
rabbit will be our best recreation. 

Notes on this subject will be appreciated and eagerly read 
by many. HounpDrRy. 
Pine Vinw, Vi. 

DOG SHOW RULES. 

There must be government in all society — 

Bees have their Queen, and stag herds have their leader; 

Rome has her Consuls, Athens had her Archons, 

And we, sir, have our Managing Committee,—Scott, 

DBditor Forest and Stream: 
Not many months ago the very serious charge was brought 

against me of having stated that our dog show rules and a 
portion of the sporting press are“‘rotten.” What a shocking 
thing to have said in these days when little ‘family arrange- 
ments” and “deals” reign supreme, But, Mr. Hditor, I do not 
find thafthe word has ever been used by mein any of my 
letters to your paper, though I cheerfully confess to having 
written itin private correspondence, and there is no perceptible 
reason why | should retract it. Perhaps it is more expressive 
than polite, more emphatic than select, but on the other hand, 
it seems to be well adapted to the occasion, and the individul 
who objected to its introduction, will please note that it ex- 
presses the truth. Has somebody not proved conclusively 
that its application to a portion of the press (a small portion I 
admit) was perfectly in order? If uot, what further evidence 
is required? Pray, advise me, Mr, Wditor, if that already sup- 
plied was not sufiiciently substantial, as I haye some more up 
my sleeve and it’s just boiling to come down and run off by way 
of my pen, Beaufort looks me in the face and in the language 
of dogs says, *‘Let him haveit,” No, old man, the next time, 
or I may be accused by some anonymous scribbler of de- 
nouncing an American sportsman. (?), 
Was the little word (almost as ‘“‘unsavory” as a field trial 

record) misapplied to several of our dog show rules? I will 
endeavor to prove it was not, and I will support argument by 
evidence. Mere expression of thought is not evidence, and it 
is eyidence and evidence of a substantial kind that the public 
requires before they are willing to admit that during all these 
long years they most certainly have been—what, fooled? Mr, 
Grege’s sensible letters clearly demonstrated the absurdity 
and the injustice of one rule. They did something more 
than this, for they were the means of eliciting another 
illustration of the tyranical (that is the proper word) princi- 
ples that have been nursed and cherished in certain quarters 
until they have, it appears, been adopted. The temper of dog 
lovers is not such as will permit of much further abuse of their 
rights, and those who so foolishly entertain hope that things 
will be permitted to continue in the future as they have in the 
past, labor under an hallucination with which they will do 
well to sever theiy connection. Some of our dog clubs appear 
to be ignorant of the fact that at the present time there is a 
strong under-current running, and that what two years ago 
was but a tiny stream, will soon be fond to have developed 
itself into a veritable Niagara, sweeping all before it in its 
course, and engulfing those who are foolhardy enough to risk 
a passage through it. 

og shows are comparatively a new institution in this coun- 
try, and itis only recently people haye taken any interest in 
their management. So long as aman was able to show his 
dog and win the prize, or see somebody else win it, he never 
stopped to think what was going on behind the scenes. It 
was a matter of indifference to him who the managers were, 
or what they were, if his prize money was paid or he suc- 
eeeded in obtaining the one dollar silver medal, emblematical 
of honor and glory combined, It never occurred to him to 
ask whether the managers were experienced persons, and if 
those worthies won the prizes ab their own shows, under the 
judgment of men (qualified or unqualified) appointed by them- 
selves; he never thought it worth his while to complain, or 
perhaps he was not quite sure he understood the points of his 
own dog, and consequently could not tell whether the judges 
were acting fairly or unfairly, or whether they knew any- 
thing about the dogs they were judging or not. Such a con- 
dition of affairs was not destined to long life, and exhibitors 
soon began to open their eyes to what appeared to them to be 
an unsatisfactory state of things. A thick coating of white- 
wash was applied, but it soon wore off. Then the woodwork 
began to “split,” and the curious passers-by thought they 
would avail themselves of the opportunity to look through 
the fence, seeing they were not ‘‘tall” enough to look over it. 
They did look through, and a nice picture was for the first 
time presented to their yiew, Did yon, Mr, Editor, ever see 
Sir Edwin Landseer’s great picture ‘‘Laying Down the Law”? 
This was a fac-simile of it, Assembled together in congress 
were big dogs and little dogs, from the dignified Newfound- 
jJand down to the fragile but eraceful Italian greyhound, <All 
seemed to be in reverential fear of the chairman, who, with 
one foot on a piece of parchment, was laying down the law, 
IT expected to find the occupant of such an exalted position 
something that is great and noble and good among his breth- 
ten. Picture my surprise when I discovered that he was only 
a what—a poodle. Yes, Mr. Wditor, a trick dog making laws 
for pointers, setters, deerhounds, greyhounds, mastiffs, St. Ber- 
nards, Newroundlands, ete. What do you think of that? Sir 
Edwin Landseer has passed from among us. Had he been 
alive it was my intention to have written him to ascertain 
where he procured the subject for the performing chairman 
of his great work, as Lhave a firm conviction that he came 
from Chicago. 

Well, by and by somebody serewed up the pluck to com- 
plain, and after that somebody else had the “‘audacity” to 
lodge a solid protest, which, of course, was not entertamed., 
It was brought against too influential a person, and so the 
complainant was politely told to go to the deuce. What could 
he do? There was no tribunal before which to bring his case. 
The rules were amended, but so framed as to allow influential 
persons who might misconduct themselves, a loop hole 
through which to escape and avoid punishment. But the out- 
side, especially if he refused to knuckle down or be bullied, 
was held sate and sure by the selfsame rules. They were 
rules for the rich man and rules for the poor man, but only 
binding in their application to the poor man, or persons un- 
able to wield a certain amount of influence. Mr. Wade's 
allusion to Rule’ of the new club hits right honie and in the 
proper place. He has stated facts, The narrow-minded rule 
is the oifspring of a bitter personal feeling against myself, and 
was passed to exclude Beaufort from competition, in order 
that the public may not compare him with two animals owned 
by members of the club. I am told the little game is to ba 
R ayed as follows: §. and his club own a dog called Slang 
lang; M. owns a dog called Gas-Meter. 8. and M. are, mem- 

bers of the new ciub (American Kennel Club). 8. and his club 
refuse bo accept my entries for their show, and in accordance 
with the despotic rule, all other shows held under the elub’s 
rules must do likewise. I can appeal to the Hxecutive Com- 
mittee, which may be composed of 8., M., and a third party 
(A.). §S. and M, want my dog out of the way, because he can 
beat theirs; they, of course, agree that I ought not to be per- 
mitted to exhibit him. A, dissents from such business, which, 
however, does no good—tyo beat one. The club then an- 
nounce that as they cannot beat my dog, and seeing that lam 
continually exposing trickery and fraud in the public papers, 
my dogs are disqualified from ceca as at all shows held 
under the rules of the American Kennel Club. Funny, isn’t 
it? That this little plan has been laid out nobody doubts; it is 
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one of the leading topics in doggy circles, Let me tell Mr. 8. 
and his club that it is not in their power to bury my grand 
dog in oblivion, any more than it is in their power to stop me 
writing the truth in this journal. The W-. EC. made a good 
ofter for Beaufort ($500), I made a better ($1,000), The only 
way to geb rid of the dog is to find one to beat him, No other 
kind of business will the public tolerate. ButI didnotset out 
to discuss the rules of the new club. Sufficient for the day is 
the eyil thereof. 
How about Rule 12 of the W. K. ©.? Hereit is: “All pro- 

tests and Spee ey must be made in writing, and be delivered 
to the Board of Managers or the Superintendent immediately 
after the awards are made.” The absurdity of sucharule 
would appear to be apparent to an infantinswaddling clothes. 
A dog with a false pecligree wins a prize, Somebody discoy- 
ers the fraud, say an hour, a day, a week, or a month after 
the judge makes the award. A protest is lodged, and theclub 
vefer the complainant to their rule as aboye, <A nice thing, 
truly, for a man to send his dog to a show without any guar- 
antee that fraud is not to be perpetrated, and after that shel- 
tered under the weather-beaten wings of some weak-lmeed 
club, Are the risks en route to a show not sufficiently numer- 
ous without incurring others? Dogswith “crooked” pedigrees 
can be exhihited with impunity; several of the like were on 
exhibition at the New York show last spring. Stolen dogsare 
admitted, win the prizes, and take them, too, Judges can 
pass judgment on dogs in which they have an interest. Pup- 
piss can be exhibited in classes for aged dogs, and vice versa. 
n fact, almost anything can be done and is done, and unless 
somebody objects “immediately” after the awards are made, 
there can be no redress. The owner of a fraudulent entry 
leaves the show apparently as honest a man as those he 
has swindled, and not wunfrequently is his conduct 
indorsed by the club that accepts his entry. Yes, 
all protests must be lodged immediately after the 
awards are made, I you happen to be so thoughtless as 
to visit John Barleycorn, and you find you have been swindled. 
during your absence, you are requested totake it as a good 
joke. You ought to have sent in your protest immediatel 
after the awards were made, and you failed to comply wit 
the very intelligent rule No. 12. You are of course supposed to 
koow that immediately may mean anything from a few 
months down to a few seconds, and that itis usual to regulate 
the interpretation according to the position of the individual 
against whom the protest is lodged, Was the rule framed to 
protect the wicked or to deprive the innocent of their rights? 
The funny part of the business is that the rule was made by a 
club which, in a large measure, is made up of members of the 
legal profession, The other clubs, evidently cognizant of the 
fact that a thing being law is sufficient reason to insure its 
not being enforced, adopted the rule, Perhaps in the future 
they may prefer to strike out on an independent course of 
their own, seeing that imitations are seldom good, and that 
even thelayw is notimmaculate. Perhaps Mi. Smith will, in 
his usual practical manner, kindly demonstrate the justice, 
or eyen the common sense connected with such a Himsy rule, 
That it answers the purpose for which it was framed I firmly 
believe, and I am guided to such a conclusion by the follow- 
ing documentary evidence: 

TOMPRINSVILLE, 8. I., Sept, 12, 1884. 
Mr. R. OC. Cornell: 
Dpar Str—The rules of your last dog show having (it appears to 

me) been violated, I feel it to be my duty, as one interested in the im- 
provement of dogs and dog shows, to bring two cases under notice of 
the W. K. C., with a view to haying intelligent and just decisions ar- 
rived at thereon, 
First—Mr. John W. Munson, of St, Louis, Mo., has publicly stated, 

over his own signature, that he entered for competition (in the cham- 
pion light-weight pointer bitch class) an animal owned in part by 
himself and the judge, Mr. H, GC. Sterling, also of St. Louis, Mo. Rule 
No. 2 of your show is as follows: ‘‘Every person who enters a dog for 
exhibition must be the bona jide owner (or the duly authorized agent 
of the owner) at the time of closing the entries.’ Your prize list fur 
ther states, ‘This bench show will be held under the poll wie rules.” 
Was the entry referred to yalid? If so, why? If not, why is Mr. 
Munson aliowed to hold the prize? 
Second—Mr, John W. Munson retains special prize BB, which was 

offered as follows: ‘J, M. Tracy, Esq., artist, etc., offers a large 
framed photograph, from his picture of ‘The Hastern Field Trials,’ 
for the best pair of pointers, to be owned and entered by one individ- 
ual or club.?’ Mr. Munson admits the judge had a halfinterest in one 
of the dogs with which he wou the prize, atthe time the entry was 
made, and that a third party (Mr. Hughes) owned the other dog. Is 
Mr, Munson entitled to the prize? If he is, why? Is Mr. Sterling en- 
titled to the prize? If heis, why? Is Mr. Hughes entitled to the 
prize? If heis, why? If neither of them ts entitled to it, why is it 
not awarded to the owner of a valid entry? Are there legitimate rea- 
sons why Mx. Munson should not forfeit all prizes won by his and 
other people’s dogs entered for competition in his name. and be 
barred from exhibiting at future shows to be held underthe auspices 
of the W. K. C.? If such reasons exist, what are they? I shall esteent 
it a favor if you will kindly advise me what action, practical or other, 
itis the intention of your clubto take, , 

This letter is written in no antagonistic spirit, nether has it any 
connection with the questionable decisions in other classes, Waibh- 
fully yours, CHas. H. MAson. 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL Crun, 64 William street, Sept. 18, 1884. 
Dear Str—In reply to yours of the 12th inst,, [ refer you to Rule 

12, in the premium lists of W. K. C. shows, which reads as follows: 
“ATL protests and charges must be delivered te the Board of Mana- 
gers or the Superintendent immediately after the awards are made." 
Yours truly, (Signed) Ronenr C. Cornenn, See’y W. K. C. 

Mr. C. H. Mason. 

That looks well, Mr. Editor, does it not? But it jsn’b the 
worst part of the business; Mr. Munson says the club was 
aware of the joint ownership of the dogs at the time the 
entries were made. Further comment is winecessary. I 
wouder if this letter will be termed a denunciation of Ameri- 
can sportemen and their dogs. When aman does that which 
is ungentlemanly and unsportsmanlike he ceases to be either an 
American gentleman or an American sportsman. Am I right 
or wrong? If I state the truth in these columns, and support 
my statements by evidence of a substantial kind, is 16 de- 
nouncing American sportsmen and their dogs? Methinks not, 

Teall it protecting American sportsmen, protecting society, 
rotecting our dogs. “Saxon” may call it what he likes, Per- 
aps if he were not ashamed of his name he might agree with 

me. No doubt he is longing fora reply to his misleading 

statements and unpaid advertisement, and though it’s hard 
lines being compelled to shoot sparrows, I won't keep him 
long iu suspense, He must have been in a generous turn of 
mind when he admitted lamaman, CHAR LHS H. Mason, 

JAN. 19, 1885, 

THE COLLIE CLASSES. 

Editor Torest and Streanv: ; ; 

T was glad to see the letter of “A Roving Highlander.” My 

FOREST AND STREAM for 1884 is being bound, so | cannot refer, 

to my letter to see what I said about color; but if L remember 

right, it was that the color ‘was generally” black and white, 

etc, Lshould have expressed myself more correctly if I had 

said that the Highland collies are “almost any color under the 

sun except green.” But I certainly agree with A Roving 

Highlander” that the shepherd's dogs are nearl y always (what: 

he calls pepper and salt) what I called “gray, dark gray, or 

nearly blaelk. i oh: 

These colies have been nearly ruined because they became a 

fashionable breed, and at one’ time no other color would suit 
but a black and tan, and to get that color nnserupuleus breed-_ 
ers crossed in the Gordon setter and got the color but ruined 

the dog, You can always detect the setter strain, however 

tar back, by the heavy ears like Hiram’s, a 
Thope “A Roving Highlander” will cometo our show 

Toronto on 13th of May, and send his dogs, and if the Ontario” 
Collie Club has any influence, they will secure honest an 
thoroughly qualified judging = 
By the by, Mr. John 1 avidson is only airie of 
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far as I have closely watched and admired his honest and 
practical judging, and if he will let me call hima friend I 
shall feel very pleased. C. GREVILLE HARSTON, 

ToRONTO, Jan. 12. 

“ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 
aT. 

OW, dear reader, when by thine own cozy fireside, forget 
not the stranger at thy gate nor the dog within thy yard. 

T speak not of the sportsman’s kennels built upon, principles 
sound and robust, nor of the exhibitor’s housing, scientifically 
designed for the health and comfort of its valuable inhabit- 
ants, but of poor, solitary Don, chained up to his lonely hut. 
Poor Don, who shares the children’s out-door romps, but sel- 

dom their in-door ease, 
the season, remember that Don also should have more gener- 

ous food to help his constitution to resist the hard, cold day, 

and the sharp frost of night; when you add a blanket to your 

bed, give Don an extra armful of straw. When you stuft mp 

thé chinks in your window and the draughty space below the 

door, don’t forget that Don’s kennel is wide open at one end. 

You can make him happy at a very small cost; move his ken- 

nel from the middle of the yard to a corner, and let the open 

end face a wall, and then over the entrance tack a piece of 

old earpet that Don can push on one side to get out and in, i 

this has not been done before it was only thoughtlessness, 

and as you tuck the straw up, your face will glow with pleas- 

ure as Don comfortably grunts his satisfaction and thanks to 

you and “Lillibulero.” ‘ 

Your affluent breeders and exhibitors I would remind that 
piscuits of the eminent firm of Spratts and other excellent 
manufacturers are not in themselyes sufficient to maintain 
animal heat with the thermometer at freezing point, Well- 
scoured paunches, long-boiled sheepsheads, good horse flesh 
should be added with the warm broth. Tn winter I would 
always give food in the shape of messes made into a sort of 
pudding, and always warm. High-bred animals of delicate 
constitution should also have daily a tablespoonful of cod- 
liver oil in raw weather, Not the oil of the chemist, but the 
cheaper and more substantial codliver oil that. your fishmonger 
will sell you. 
The smaller smooth-haired breeds, such as Manchester and 

bull-terriers, toy-terriers and bulldogs also should be warmly 
rugged. The cloth should be of a porous woolen description, 
not close and thick. The cut and shape are of little conse- 
quence so long as the chest and loins be well covered. __ 
The feeling of regret that fills the hearts of American friends 

has found its echointhe land of his birth for the untimely 
decease of Mr. Charles Lincoln. Now that the organization 
of dog shows is familiar to you, it is not easy to realize the 
labor undertaken and difficulties ingeniously overcome by the 
plucky pioneer in these undertakings. 
The necessitous circumstances of his family adda fresh 

pang to the grief for his loss. May each worthy sportsman 
atthis charitable mystic season open his heart to ease their 
sad Christmas tidings, and emulate from his abundance the 
kind deeds of good Santa Clans. 

Turning over my last number (Dec. 11) of this paper I have 
caught sight of a letter from Mr. James Watson, reply- 
ing to Mr, Greville Harston’s charge of superficial and picture 
book knowledge of collies, Mr, Harston, I remember, in his 
letter disburdened himself with a very important air of a deal 
of impressive commonplace. He glibly prattled of the collie 
of the Cheyiots, etc., asif to the manner born. However, I 
repeat, that all that would-be learned talk is nonsense. e 
recognize on the show bench only three types of sheep- 
dogs. There is the rough collie, the smooth collie, and the old 
English bob-tailed sheepdog. The rough collie may be black 
and tan, black and white, sable, or merled, and whether he 
came irom Scotland or Wales, the Cheviots or Cumberland, he 
is only a rough collie, all other classifications are pedantic fid- 
dledee. After all, this is only another instance of the disap- 
pointed exhibitor’s feverish anxiety to rush into print, but he 
should contrive to blow off his superfluous steam without 
advancing pretensions he is unable to.support, When a man 
sends his dogs to ashow it is plainly enough his purpose to 
obtain the judge’s opinion of his animals, in that particular 
he is not likely to be disappointed, because whether it satisfies 
him or not the award will be made. If you imagine, or we 
will say you know, that your dogs are the best of their breed, 
why spend your money for the chance of getting your opinion 
indorsed or losing your temper. Anyhow this is not the way 
fo become a successful exhibitor, Ifthe dogs you have shown 
were not good enough to win, go home and breed better. You 
can’t expect the points to be altered to fit the pecuharities of 
each specimen. 

Mr. Harston depreciates book knowledge and yet parades 
an imposing list of collie varieties. I daresay all these classes 
exist, but it is of small consequence to modern exhibitors 
and judges whether they doornot. Of far more value than 
ancient editions of canine works are the catalogues of our 
great shows. How many types do the Kennel Club divide 
the classes into at Crystal Palace? Why, three—rough, smooth 
and English bobtails. Between the two first there is only the 
difference of coats; who cares whether that old Carlyle with 
his enormous coat. comes from the Highlands, the Lowlands, 
or the Cheviot Hills; who inquires for the birthplace of that 

and-bodied dog Highlander; would it detract one farthing 
rom Charlemagne’s value if his lucky owner could not tel 
you whether he was a High or Lowlander? Mr. Jas. Watson 
from his long residence in our midst is thoroughly imbued 
with Hneglish notions of a collie, and I don’t suppose your 
breeders yet imagine that they can teach us. 

Mr. Watson could give Mr. Harston a “throw” at his own 
game. The latter has made his strong point—thé various 
strains of collies—and has most effectively expressed his imper- 
fect stock of knowledge by unaccountably omitting all men- 
tion of the second great strain of collies, the Welsh, In coats, 
shape and character they resemble the Scotch, but there is 
one color that is almost peculiar to them, that is the merled or 
mottled. A very handsome specimen of this curious color is 
Mr, Villiers’s Hatton’s Blue Peter, so named in respect to his 
coat, 
The collies of the day are Charlemagne (sable and white), 

Highlander (black and tan), Chance (black and tan), Rutland 
black and tan), Helipse (sable), Monteith (sable), Scottish 
ero (gray); the bitches are Peggie Il., Lady of the Lake, 

Lorna Doone, Hastie, etc, etc. The judges are Messrs. Thom- 
son, Shirley, Radelitte, Pirie, Steward, etc, The most success- 
ful breeders are Messrs. Bissell, Ashwin, Boddington, Pirie, 
Charles, ete. The above isa list composed as the pen runs, 
50 of course not complete. 

Public opinion on the poe pion question Las now veered 
round into another quarter. There shall only be one cham- 
pion in each breed appears to be the present desire; the cham- 
pionship to be competed for once a year at one of the big 
shows. This plan would insure the existence of only one 
champion at a time, but we should soon have a goodly crop of 
dogs with the prefix ‘'ex-champion.” The watchful eye of the 
Shooting Times editor has caught the Field walking about in 
his coat, The S. 7. reprints side by side their own article on 
the champiouship question and that of the Field, to show its 
readers how highly the larger journal values its contempo- 
raiy’s opinions. 

The Crystal Palace schedule has attracted close upon 1,500 
entries. We hope for a liberal return from the ¢lub fer this 
splendid public support. There were many complaints the 
last time the show was held inthe galleries. The dogs’ con- 
-yenience lefi room for improvement, and it isto be hoped 
that on this occasion the accommodation of the visitors will 
be not overlooked. The elub will be taking up an inexcus- 
able and insolent position if “return” admission tickets are 
not granted this year. ‘ 

es 

When you are feasting in honor of |, 

The Stock Keeper inserted your leaderette on the identity of 
‘Lillibulero,” and in its gossip column gaily complimented the 
humble individual who has on more than one occasion been 
overpowered by his modesty into denying himself to the in- 
terrogating searcher after truth. My nom de plume is like a 
patent medicine, once the ingredients discovered my patients 
would take no more, belief in its efficacy would be dispersed, 
and the Berard & occupation gone, 

I see that it is asserted in one of your journals that the nose 
of the Irish terrier Garryowen was artificially colored by Mr. 
Wm. Graliatm, who is deseribed to the editor, with more 
humor than truth Jet us hope, as the “great faker.” On one 
point the editor is quite abroad; itis impossible for Garry- 
owen’s nose ever to have been white. <A red, self-colored dog 
is born with a black nose or sometimes a cherry-colored one, 
but an Irish terrier or Ivish setter with a white nose is almost 
an impossibility in nature. Similar insinuations were once 
eurrent about a famous UR a Trish setter; it was 
hinted that his red nose (which is a disqualification) had been 
tatooed with gunpowder, So holloa, boys, holloa! To the 
light, Guy Fawkes Graham. Your treason will not be forgot; 
the lantern of the press is on you; diyulge your plot, except 
you nobody knows as to Garryowen's nose, LILLIBULERO, 

Dec. 24, 1884, 

[Lillibulero” sent with the above letter a guinea for the 
Lincoln fund, which has been forwarded by us to the treas- 
urer. | 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW. 

[Special to Forest and Stream. ] 

Exposition Grounps, New Orleans, La. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

After a full consultation with Mr. L, F. Whitman, we have 
concluded that it is best to postpone opening the bench show 
until March 5, in order to give time for full arrangements, The 
entries will close Feb, 28, 

Gro. Y, Jounson, Sup't Dep’t Agriculture. 

GREYHOUND CHALLENGE.—Zditor Forest and Stream: 
Tn your issue of Jan. 8, Mr. H, W. Smith inyites me to the far- 
off town of Boston to compete for a silver plate, yalue $50. My 
bitch Twilight is due to whelp to Snowflight March1. The 
time between then and May 5 is rather short to wean pups and 
get her in shape for the Cincinnati show. But still with this 
disadvantage, I will meet Mr, Smith and Mr, Huntington at 
that show and compete for a champion cup, each to contri- 
bute his portion toward the purchase and have a voice in the 
selection of a judge. Ihaye attended nearly all the bench 
shows in the Hast since 1577, and thus far seen but two judges 
that knew a greyhound when they saw him. In fact, I don’t 
think there is a single native-born American east of the Mis- 
souri River capable of telling the points a greyhound shouid 
possess to win a champion cup. Simply hecause they have not 
been breeders norhad any opportunity to come in contact 
with these dogs sufficient to know their good points or tell 
their defects, The native-born English dog man has had 
every opportunity to study these dogs in the field as well as on 
the bench. Mr. Smith has made mean offer. Now I will 
make him one, I will match my dog Suowflight, winner of 
second at Chicago, against any dog he may bring, to run three 
tabbits for from $40 to as high a stake as he may name, the 
dog making the highest number of points to take the money, 
and if he will make the stakes high enough and run a series 
of races against other dogs I will name, I will agree to pay his 
entire expenses out here and back again. Thus he will be pro- 
tected against walking home after the races areover. If he 
accepts let him name the amount and I will send him a carti- 
fied check for expenses out.—Q. VAN HumMMELL, M.D. (Den- 
ver, Col., Jan. 15, 1585). 

MORE ABOUT POINTERS.—Ellicott City, Jan. 17,—Hditor 
Forest. and Stream: While I do not wish to enter into any 
controversy with “‘Saxon,” I can’t help thinking he reads your 
yaluable paper very carelessly. He says he only knows of 
one of Beaufort’s get who has won a bench show prize. I 
think Guy won first at Washington, under a judge who 
greatly admires Croxteth. Lady Nixon won first in puppy 
class at New Haven, and eyery one knows Fritz’s winnings. 
As regards field trials let me tell ‘Saxon’ that the majority 
of Beaufort's get are in the hands of gentlemen of moderate 
means, and as they are at present run, field trials mean that a 
man must own more ducats than dog. As regards his reason- 
ing about Vanity, itis fatally defective. Eyen good sires and 
dams throw poor offsprings now and then, and to say that her 
sire and dam are first-class is no proof of Vanity’s quality. If 
Maxim is like Faust why did he drop so far down at New 
York, undera judge certainly not prejudiced against him 
and how came Meteor to beat him? A dog “the yery model 
of Faust” ought to beat Meteor any day in the week, even 
under J. W. Munson, for does he not stand on record as say- 
ing, ‘‘No dog could beat Faust.” Tam not belittling Croxteth, 
and to show that J am not, let me tell “Saxon” that another 
of his get, Lady Croxteth, should have won the blue ribbon in 
her class at Philadelphia, in the opinion of nearly every man 
present at the judging who knew a pointer.—T. B. Dorsny. 

TO DRIVE AWAY LICH.—E£ditor Forest and Stream: I 
netice in this issue a communication from “‘A. §.” asking for 
directions for driving lice from his dog, My setter had them 
badly for a long time, but I finally succeeded in getting rid of 
them by using a solution of common table salt. I tried every 
kind of dog soap that I could buy, but the lice didn’t seem to 
object; on the contrary I believe they actually fattened on it. 
First let him comb his dog thoroughly with a fine comb, and 
he will get off most of them. Then wash him with soap and 
water, and before he is dry rub him ail over with a strong 
solution of common salt and water, to which a little saltpeter 
has been added, allowing the solution to dry on. It may be 
necessary to repeat this three or four times at intervals of 
about three days, but I yenture to say that it will effectually 
kill every louse and nif on the dog. ‘This is ons of the many 
homely directions given me by an old dog man, and it does 
not savor of the modern school of ‘‘yets." I have never 
known one of these recipes to fail, and while I have been 
laughed at on a number of occasions when I suggested a 
course of treatment, I have always had the pleasure of laugh- 
ing after it has been tried.—BusB. (Boston, Jan. 15), 

PEDIGREE OF BANNERMAN.—In recent issues of F'oR- 
Est AND STREAM I have noticed that the beagle Bannerman is 
still quoted as Mr. L, D. Sloan’s, This dog is no longer the 
property of Mr. Sloan, as 1 haye purchased him from that 
gentleman geveral months ago. In your issue of June 6 ap- 
peared a full description of Bannerman by ‘‘Rusticus,” to 
which I wish to refer all those who have lately written to me 
for a deseription of this dog. im the description the promise 
was made by the writer to give to your readers the full pedi- 
pree of this dog, but as he has so far failed to do this, I here- 
with offer youthe desired information: Bannerman is by 
champion Marchboy and out of J. Crane’s Dewdrop (Damper— 
Pleasant). Marchboy is by champion Barrister (Crane’s 
Damper—W anderer) and out of Primrose (Hotspur—Lilly).— 
A. ©. KRUEGER (Wrightsville, Pa.). 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA POULTRY SOCIETY.— 
Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 15.—ditor Forest and Stream: The 
Western Pennsylvania Poultry Socicty held their annual meet- 
ing, Monday, Jan. 12, and elected the tollowing officers for 
1885: President, Edward Gregg; Vice-Fresident, B. F. Wilson; 
Recaar ys C, B. Elben; Treasurer, C. A. Stevens. Directors 
—W. C. Meyer, Thos. Booth, Wm. Wade, Howard Hartley, 
W. W. Speer.—. B, Ensen, Sec'y.- - a 

DEATH OF DUANE'S CHANCH.—Mr. Arthur Duane, of 
Bergen Point, New Jersey, has met with a severe loss in the 
death of his handsome black setter Chance, which occurred 
last week near his home. The dog was struck by a train and 
had a leg broken; he might have survived the injury had not 
an officious policeman, probably pining to test his revolver, 
come up and dispatched him after firing seyen times, without 
considering whether the dog could have been saved or not, 
and without thinking of communicating with any of Mr. 
Duane’s friends or family, though he knew them and knew 
the dog, which was regularly licensed and wore a collar with 
the owner’s name on, Chance was known and loved by every 
one at ‘‘The Point;” his intelligence and field qualities were of 
the hichest order (he was trained by Tallman); and as a stud 
dog he excelled; many of his progeny being scattered through- 
out New Jersey, and all doing the old dog credit, His owner 
refused $500 for him at the Philadelphia show some years ago. 
His bench winnings consisted of one first and several notices 
and specials.—Tim BeRDOoDLm (Bergen Point, N.J., Jan. 19, 
1885), 

NEW HAVEN KENNEL CLUB.—£ditor Torest and 
Stream: At the meeting of the New Haven Kennel Club, held 
Wednesday, Jan. 14, J, B. Robertson, Jr., was elected Presi- 
dent; 8. R. Hemingway, Vice-President; EH. S. Porter, Secre- 
tary, and L, L, Morgan, Treasurer, for the ensuing year.— 
ROSHOROFT. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal, 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller, 
3, Sex. 7, Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or 8. Owner Of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 6. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death 10, Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

eS See instructions at head of this column. 
Count Blane, By H. W. Durgin, Bangor, Me., for white, with dark 

nose and eyes, English setter dog, whelped Aug. 1, 1884 (Count Paris 
—Daisy Starlight). ‘ 
Lady Frisk. By H. W. Durgin, Bangor, Me., for orange and white 

English setter bitch, whelped Aug, 1, 1884 (Count Paris—Daisy Star- 
light). 
ene By J. J. Phelps, New Haven, Conn., for red Irish setter 

dog, whelped April 12, 1884, by Rory O’More (Rufus—Friend) out of 
Gay (Elcho—Fire Fly). 
Laneaster Lass. By Jos. R. Trissler, Lancaster, Pa., for mastiff 

pitch. whelped July 25, 1884, by Hero IT, (A.K.R, 545) out of Madge 
(A.K.R, 648), 
- Topsy. By Dr, N. H. Church, Chicago, Ml., for black English setter 
bitch, whelped July, 1884, by Davidson’s Rake (Mark—Princess Bow 
Bell) out of Dido (Prince Royal—Nettie). 

St, Julien, Dora Thorn, Lucille and Musette. By the Detroit Ken- 
nei Club, Detroit, Mich., for black, white and tan English setter dog 
and three bitches, whelped July 22, 1684, by Nixey (A.K.R. 177) out of 
Princess Louise (A.K.R. 117). : 
Midlothian Lassie. By Scotch Collie Kennel Club, Stepuey, Conn., 

for sable and white collie bitch, whelped Oct. 1, 1884, by Hrnest (Rob 
Roy —Helen Macgregor) out of Tibbie (Tramp—Heather), 

Gessler, By Scotch Collie Kennel Club, Stepney, Conn., for black, 
tan and white collie dog, whelped Noy. 1, 1884, by Montrose (A. E.R. 
891) out of Fannie IL. (A.K R. 881). 

Black Jack. By Scotch Collie Kennel Club, Stepney, Conn., for 
black and tan collie dog, whelped Noy. 1, 1884, by Montrose (A.K.R. 
891) out of Fannie IT. (A.K.R. 681). 

Mollie O’More. By R, EH. Westlake, Olyphant, Pa., for red Irish 
getter bitch, age not given (Rory O’More—Lady Hrin). 
Prince Frost. By Dr. W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., for lemon 

and white Hnglish setter, dog, whelped Nov. 18, 1584 (Rebel Wind’em— 
Frost). 
ee Queen. By Scotch Collie Kennel Club, Stepney, Conn,, for 

sable collie bitch, whelped Oct. 1, 1884, by Ernest (Rob Roy—Helen 
Macgregor) out of Tibbie (Tramp—Heather). 
Rowett. By Edmund Orgill, Bond's, Tenn., for black, white and 

tan beagle dog, whelped July, 1834 (Rambler—Belle). 
Rebelle. By W. Henry Colquitt, Richmond, Va., for black and 

white Hnglish setter bitch, whelped Noy. 18, 1884, by Rebel Wind’em 
(Count Wind’em—Norna) out of Frost (Leicester—Victress), 

Bessie Vere. By R. E. Westlake, Olyphant, Pa., for pointer biteh, 
whelped Oct. 2, 1884, by champion Knickerbocker (A.K.R. 19) out of 
Lady Isabel (A.K.R.461). | i 
Lady Kate. By the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., for white 

and liver ticked pointer -bitch, whelped July 22, 1884, by King Bow 
(A.K.R. 83) out of Sue (Hindoo—Princess Bow). 
Lady Flash. By the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., for white, 

black and tan fox-terrier bitch. whelped July 22, 1854, by imported 
Belcher cut of Wannie. 
Gladrock and Gay Gladstone. By J. W. Murnan, Keeling, Tenn., 

for English setters, dog and bitch, whelped Dec, 26, 1884, by champion 
Gladstone out of Flounce (Drnid—Ruby). 

Oxford. By D. A. Goodwin, Jr., Newburyport, Mass., for black: 
and white English setter dog, whelped Feb. 14, 1884, by Dash IIT. out 
of Model Blue (Druid—Gussie). 

Zanita. By Chas. A. Hazeltine, Haverhill, Mass., for black cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 17, 1884, by champion Obo IT. (A.K.R, 432) 
out of Daisy Zulu (A.K,R. 381) 

NAMES CHANGED. 

= See instructions at head of this column. 
Maud to Moth. Irish setter bitch (A.K.R. 1195), owned by Max 

Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J. aah 

(=> See instructions at head of this column. 
Topsey—Glen II, G. E, Brown's (Dedham, Mass.) Gordon setter 

bitch Topsey (Bailey’s Tom—Fanny Rupert) to his Glen IT. (A.K.R. 
604), Jan. 11. 
Flora—Glen I. G. A. Colman’s Gordon setter hiteh Flora (Tom— 

Chloe) to G. BE. Brown’s Glen II, (A.K. 604), Jan. 16 
Queen Bow—Croxteth. Geo. Hoover’s pointer bitch Queen Bow toa 

A, B, Godeftroy’s Croxteth (Bang—Jane), 
Lady Abbess—Friam. FPred.W. Rothera’s (Simcoe, Ont.) champion 

St. Bernard bitch Lady Abbess (A.K.R. 482) to his champion Priam 
(A. K,R, 485), Jan. 9. 
Lassie—Lorne. Fred. W. Rothera’s (Simcoe, Ont.) champion 

cole bitch Lassie (A.K.R. 445) to his champion Lorne (A.KK,R, 446), 
an. 9. 
EBva—Rush. YWrank Rivers’s (Bridgeport, Conn ) pointer bitch Hva 

(Rake If,—Browny) to Hdmund Orgill’s champion Rush (A.K.R. 357), 
Noy. 24, 1884. 

Belle of Orange—Clifford. J, C. Vail’s English setter bitch Belle of 
Orange (Thunder—Bessie) to Clifford (Emperor Hred—Wairy Belle), 
van. 14. 
Leila—Doctor Duer, Capt. J. W. Poster’s (Leesburg, Va.) English 

setter bitch Leila (Leicester—Kirby) to Dr, W. A, Strother's Doctor 
Duer (Gladstone—Frost). 

Princess Louise—Doncaster, The Detroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit, 
Mich.) Bnglish setter bitch Princess Lonise (A.K.R. 117) to Doncaster 
(Druid—Nilsson). 
Reign—Doncaster. The Detroit Kennel Club's (Detroit, Mich.) 

English setter bitch Reign (A.K.R, 178) to Doncaster (Druid—Nilsson), 
Topsey—Mungo. The Detroip Kennel Clnb’s (Detroit, Mich.) im- 

ported pug bitch Topsey to Bradley’s Mungo. 
Toby—Mungo. The Detroit Kennel Cluh’s (Detroit, Mich.) pug bitch 

Toby to Bradley’s Mungo. : 
Bell—King Bou. A. Korner’s (Detroit, Mich.) pointer biteh Beil 

(A.K.R. 161) to champion King Bow (A.K.R. 88). 
Mary Belle—Harry S. W,D. Wilson's (Augusta, Ga.) Unelish setter 

piece ey Belle (A.K.R. 1873) to H. May's Harry 8. (A.K_R. 283), Dec. 
rE , 
Gun—Spovrtsman, Dr, J. N. Maclin’s Hnglish setter biteh Gun 
a eee ene sie) to J, W. Murnan’s Sportsman (Gladstone—§ue), 
Jan. 15. 
Spot—Toots. Frank W. Fitts’s (Manchester, N, H.) pointer bitch 

Spot (A.K.R, 1800) to J. E. Wilson's Toots (A.K.R. 21), Jan, 15, 
Queen Maud—Don Gladstone. The Highland Kennels’ Rnglish 

Setter bitch Queen Maud (Racket—Kelp) to Don Gladstone (Gladstone 
—Juno), Jan. 16, 

WHELBPS. 

(E=— See instructions at head of this columi. 
Moonstone. The Westminster Kennel Club’s pointer bitch Moon- 
ea He ie tect Jan. 8, ten (six dogs), by champion Sensation 
A.K.R. 217). 
- Flora. Josh W. Gross’s (Harrisburg, Pa.) beagle bitch Flora, Dec, 

gl, 1884, five, by Mark Anthony. 
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Kate. Josh W, Gross’s (Harrisburg, Pa.) beagle bitch Kate, Jan, 4, 
four, by Mark Anthony 

fuck. Josh W. Gross's (Harrisburg, Pa,) beagle bitch Turk, Jan. 8, 
five, hy Mark Anthony. 

Brenda, Dr, W. G, Bllzey’s English setter bitch Brenda (Pride of 
the Border—Kirby), Jan. 12, five (four dogs), by N, Jensen's Cossack 
(Dou—Fairy). 
Moth. Max Wenzel's (Hoboken, N. J,) Irish setter bitch Moth (for- 

merly Maud. A.K.R. 1195), Dec, 12, 1884, thirteen (seyen dogs), by his 
Chief (A.K.R 231). ‘ t 

Queen. D, Lauber's (Bradford, Pa.) red Irish setter bitch Queen 
(Rexford —Anne Boleyn), Jan. 2, ten (six dogs), by J. D. Smedley’s 
Joe (Ronald—WN llie B.) ; . 

Bertha. W. Wade's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) mastiff bileh Bertha (A.K.R 
151). Deu. 9, 1884, eight (four dogs, by his De Buch (A.K. R. 1502). 
Juno, The Forest City Kennels’ pug biteh Juno (A,K.R. 797), Dec. 

19, 1884, seven (three dogs), by imported Doctor. J 
Cruel. J, T. Heatley’s (B+ leville, Ont.) black and tan terrier bitch 

Cruel (A.K.R, 1882), Dec. 27,1884, seven (three dogs), by Teaser (A.K.R. 
06) 

Wellie Bird. Jos. R. Trissler’s (Laneaster, Pa.) pointer bitch Nellie 
Bird (Harry—Nell). Jan. 1, ten (seven dogs), by champion Beaufort 
(A. EK R, 194); two dozs lemon and white, the rest white and liver, 

| Critic, W. 0. Partridge's (Bost'n, Mass.) black spaniel bitch Critic 
(AIC R. 803), Jan. 16, seven (fwo dogs). by champion Obo IL. (A.K.R. 
4835: all black, two with white on chest. 

Flounce. J. W. Murnan's (Keeling, Tenn,) English setter bitch 
Fiounce (Druid—Ruby), Dec. 26, 1534, two (one dog), by champion 
Gladstone. 

SALES. 

t=" See instructions at head of this column, 
Jim Blaine. Gordon set er dog, agenot given (Glen TI.—Nellie). by 

G. 4. Browne, Dedham, Mass,, to R.. Merriany, Winter Hill, Mass. 
Jack Logan. Gordon selter dog, age not given (Glen T1.—Nellie). 

by G. EB. Browne, Dedham, Mass., to James L, Richards, Auberndale. 
Mass. 

Topsey’s Boy. Gordon setter dog, age not given (Jake—Topsey), by 
G. ©. Bro vne, Dedham, Miss.,to W. Drew, Cambridge, Mss. 
Croxteth—Lady Berwadine whelps. Pointers,whelped Oct, 14, 1884, 

by Neversink Lodge Kennels, Guymard. N. Y.. a doz to Spencer Kel- 
log. Buffalo. and a bitch to T. N. Bradway, Woodbury. N. J. 

Bessie Vere. Pointer bitch, whelped Oct..2. 1884 (champion Knick 
erbocker, A.K R 19—Lady Isabel, A. K.R. 461), by the Knickerbocker 
Kennel Ciub, Jersey City, N. J.,to R E. Westlake, Olyphant. Pa, 

Dolly Dutton. TWne_lish setter bitch, color and age not given (Robin 
Hood—Canadian Beauty), by W. E. Westlake, Olyphant, Pa., to the 
Knickerbocker Kennel Club, Jersey City, N. J. 

Rebelle. Black and white Enelish setter bitch, whelped Nov. 18, 
1884 (Rebel Wind’em—Frost). by Dr, W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., 
to W. Henry Colquitt. Richmond, Va. 

Gulliver. Mastiff dog, whelped Oc. 80. 1881, by Duke of Kent 
(A.K.R. 15°7) out of Duchess (A.K.R. 260), by the Riverview Kennels, 
‘Clinton, Mass,, to Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Aubert. Masiiif dog. whelped Nov. 10, 1£84, by Duke of Kent 
(A.K.R. 1507) out of Hilda (A K.R, 1483), by the Riverview Kennels, 
Clinton, Mass., to E. S. Porter, New Haven, Conn. 

Grim, Mostiff doz, whelped Oct. 80,1884, by Duke of Kent (A-K.R, 
1507) out of Duchess (A.K,R 260), by the Riverview Kennels, Clinton. 
Mass., to T, D. Ewen, Hast Saginaw, Mass. 
Nixey—Princess Louise whelps, Black. white and tan English set 

ters,whelped July 30, 1884, by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich.. 
a dog fo Jobn F. Campbell, Dayton, 0.; a bitch to George Ham- 
re A Windsor, Ill., and a bitch to Charles C, Lanham, Higgins- 
ville, O. 
King Bow—Sue whelp. Liver and white ticked pointer bitch, 

whelped July 22, 1884. by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich,, to 
¥. Grayham, Mineral Point, 0. 
Moonim. Pointer dog (A.K.R. 1794). by Chas. 8. Fitch, Fort Wash- 

ington, N. Y., to James Bloomfield, New York, 
Oxford. Black and whire English setter dog, whelped Feb. 14, 1884 

(Dash Ill.—Model Blue). by A. L. Garland, Ipswich, Mass., to D, A. 
Goodwin, Jr, Newburyport, Mass. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

fs" See instructions at head of this column. 
Croxteth—Lady Berwadine whelp. Pointer bitch, whelped Oct, 14, 

mee by A HE, Godeffroy, Guymard, N. Y,, to Bayard Thayer, Boston, 
a58, 
Rambler—Belle whelp. Black, white and tan beagle dog. whelped 

July, 1881, by Gen, Rowett, Quincy, Il., to Edmund Orgill, Bond’, , 
Tenn. 

DEATHS. 

e=— See instructions at head of this column. 
T. 8B. Liver and wite pointer dog, whelped April 17, 1884 (Tory— 

Belle). owned by J. E. Whitsell, Corsicana, Tex.; wantonly killed. 
Jotanthe. Lemon and white pointer biteh.4 months old (Fritz— 

LydaIl.), owned by J. Bardwell, Chicago, UL, Jan. 9, from chronic 
diarrhoea, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

=" No Notice Taken of Ancnymous Correspondents, 

W. D., Green Island, N. ¥.—See answer to E. W. A. in this issue, 

H. W. A., Marlboro, Mass.—A setter five years old breaks out 
under the flanks, the skin is red, the hair comes off, and he is continu - 
ally Iappingit. The skin is red as if burned; his ‘eyes water, and 
the hair comes off roimd the lower side of the eyes. Otherwise he 
seems as healthy and eats as wellas he everdid. Ans. Wash the 
parts carefully twice daily with warm water end carbolic soap, then 
rub in genily some oxide of zinc or lead omtment. You may at the 
Same time give your dog five to ten drops of Fowler's solution of 
arsenic in his food. 

EK. G,. P., Sacramento, Cal—I haye asetter dog. His ears are 
affected with something of which I hayeno knowledge. A dark-col- 
ored matter is continually coming and the smellis very bad. Can ir 
bp canker? Heis about seyen monthsold. (do not know exactly 
when this began, perhaps threeor fourmonthsago. Have been using 
Saloand water, cus'ile soap, etc , recommended by those who had 
similarly affected dogs, No good. Ans, After cleansing the ears 
carefully morning and evening, you may apply either the bromo 
chiorallum and laudanum, or slycerite of tannin twenty or thirty 
grainst;the ounce. You will find these drugs at ang drug store. 

A. B. C., Wilkesbarre.—A mastiff about eighteen months old had 
areca nut, as prescribed by you, three different times. She passed 
50m tapevorms each time, hut after all she had her coat looked as 
rough as ever. and she kept thin and looked miserable. About a 
month ago I gave her a dose of Naldire’s worm powder and thought, 
Suiely to fix them tnen. She passed same as usual, but she does not 
look a particle better than before, She will eat well sometimes at 
oteer tim+s hardly at all, Ans Purge your dog thoroughly with 
castor o1l, table poon doses, then try the oil uf wormseed. giving ten 
drops on small lump of sugar morving and ey+ening. Keep this treat 
Mat up for pares doy: giviag the doz only milk anil fluid food, and 
a; lit lc of this ss possible. After a week begin giving Fowler’s or 
Reuexanls solution of arsenic im ten drop doses in the food once 
aily. 

T. D. A., Boston, Mass.—Setter seven months old seems to have a 
humor on her face. A short time ago [ noticed the hair petting thin 
between the eyes and her mouth. One day I saw the hair was nearly 
all off a- though sie had heen scalded, It did not look inflamed or 
Taw bit pufied up and dry looking, the skin looking scaly. She 
seemed feverish, nose dry aud hot most of the time, and when damp 
it was nearly always warm instead of cold Tongue and mouth very 
hot and feverish, breath aot bad though hot, eyes bright most of the 
time, though du | at times as though she were sleepy. Seems Lively 
enough at times, though she wants to sleep a good deal, Coat looks 
4 little rusty and feels wiry in ee the has a trembling all over 
her i times, especially when I pet her or try tosoothe her. Bowelg 
seem to be regular as farasi can see. She don’t seem to grow thin 
atall, I feed her mostly on bread and milk which seem to have re- 
duced the fever somewhat, The scales seem to be spreading aguin 
and look as though they were going to completely surround her eye, 
She has a shghb (disenarge of yellowish matter froin the eye at 
present, this matter doesn’: seem to have any unpleasanc odor, though 
the odor from her face at times isnot very agreeable. Ans. Getfrom 
your drugrist eight ouuces of Goulard’s extract (solution of tne sub- 
acetate of lead), wash the parts carefully with warm water and eastile 
soup. aiid then apply the solution with a soft sponge on all parts that 
are scaly, Use tie balsam of Pern ointment upon the raw parts. 
Haye a presen tion mude up, containing a half ounce each, of tine- 
ture of bux yomica and tincture of the chloride of iron. and two 
ounces cach of simpla syrup and water. This inakes a five-ounce 
mixture, of whieh you may give your dog a tea _poonful night and 
mornuig. Feed doz on mush or rice and mush with a few bits of 
cooked meet chrowzh it. ‘ 

Worms tx Dogs.—One dose a eure. “Rhiwlas. Bala, North Wales, 
Sept. 21, 1874, Teave a Naldire’s Powder to a @ lie on Saturday last, 

atl 1 ten mumvtes he evacuated a tupesworm 80 yards 2 teet plength, 
[@ nswer the powder effectual.—R. Liuoyp Price.” Naldire’s Worm. 
Powders, tue great British remedy, are sold by McKesson & Robbins, 
91 fulton street, New York. Price $1.00. Manufacturers: Wright & 
Holdsworvb, Spur street, London, tngland,—Adu. 

Hide and Gray Shooting. 
TARGET TESTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Iam glad to see that the important subject of rest shooting has 

been reopened by Mr. Leopold in a recent issue of your prper. This 
style of shooting is our most reiiable source of information on the 
performance of different kinds of ammunition, and also of much of 
the data for calculating the element of the wa jectony. 
Thaye a considerable respect ior Mr. Leopold, both as a practical 

rifle shot, and as the author of & number of sound, common-sense 
articles on rifle shooting, but I differ from him materially in his esti 
mation of the so-called ‘“dude” target, which he assails so. unmerci- 
fOny 4 hope to conyince him that his strictures are not entirely 
merited. 
The main object of rest shooting may be stated to be as follows: 
Virst—To test the accuracy of the rifle 
Second—To test the accuracy and uniformity of the ammunition, 
Vhird—To test the skill of the marksman. 
This being admitted, let us tuke fur example the target made by 

Dr, Tolles, and published in the letter under discussion, and lat us 
assume that the distance between the sightson the gun was 36in. 
Now, if for instance the center of the group of shots ad been 4in 
above the center of the bullseye and 4in. to tne right, I presume the 
target would have been classed as a ‘dude, and treated with con- 
tempt acenrdingly, 
But if we study the target and the tools with which it was made, 

Mg shana thatitis far from being deserving of contempt. We 
shall find: 
First—That the gun was accurate, 
Second—That the ammunition was excellent and uniform, 
Third—That the marksman was <killful, and 
Fourth—That the sights were .04in, out of line, and that the eleva- 

tion was .04in, too great. 
Now, if the elevation were lowered .04in. and the front sight 

moved .04in. to the right, and the target shot over afain undér 
precisely the same conditions as before, we should haye Dr. Tolles’s 
target as actually made. and it would be no longer a *‘dude,” bit a 
creditable member of society. 

Still, I maintain that the ‘‘dude™ we have supposed fills our condi: 
tions as well as the bona fide article, and the same reasoning would 
apply if the deviation were eyen 4ft, instead of 4in, And in general. 
4 fine group of shots, no matter how jar from the bullseye, can only 
be made by combined accuracy in the gun, ammunition and man. 
some time ago I made a very fair target at 100yds., while shootine 
with 200yds. elevation for the sake of experiment. The center of the 
cluster 6f shots was 12)4in. above the center of the bill, and as thir 
is just about the tise due to the trajectory, I should have felt per- 
fectly qusnfice in making the center of the bull 1244in. higher than it 
actually was, and publishing the targetas atrue one. I send you a 
target | made Jan, 18, which I hope you will publish, asit is the best 
in one important respect that I have yet seen. . It was made under 
the following conditions: Sharps .40 cal rifle, 26in. barrel. 60 grains 
Hazard F.G. and 310-grain Remington canellured bullet. No clean 
ing. Muzzle and elbow rest. Range 20Uyds. Ten shots were fired. 
but through an unfortimate misunderstanding on the part of the 
marker, the first four shots were pasted before I discovered what he 
was doing, and as the target had been considerably ehot on, the exact 
location of these shots was a mati of considerable doubt. Un- 

Two HunprRep-YarD TARGET. 

fortunately the target isa little wider than your columns, but I sup- 
pose that it can be put in abright angles to ils true position. The 
exact center of the target 1s at the intersection of the cross lines. 
and the string is as follows: 

Shot..... 1 2 3 4 eb, 46 
String....2.98 0.77 1.49 1.82 .08 .43° Total, 7.02in. 

It will be ooticed ihat the extreme vertical deviation of the shots is 
only 07-in. Or 4 of the bullets will cut the same horizontal line, while 
the other 2 ave but 0.15in. above and below itrespectively. This would 
indicate a bullet of perfecily uniform weight, densiry and figura, pro- 
jected with a very uniform inilial velocity i believe that i this tar- 
get had been shot from a more perfect form of rest, that some of the 
experts would have had to “hump” themselves to beat it. Té our off- 
hard shots could be brought to believe that the naked bullet is capa- 
ble o£ #icing nearly, if not quite, as good results as the patched, they 
would cease handicapping themselves by lugging on to the range a 
bottle of water, a wet brash, wiping rods, rags, and all the cleaning 
paraphernalia now ir vogue. JAwes DUANE. 
Morr Haymn, Jan, 17, 1885. 

EKditor Forest and Stream: 4 
In a recent issue of the ForrsT AND STREAM, a communication from 

E. A, Leopold was published, wider the head of “Breechloader 
Tests,’ in which he call. for testimony regar' ing the acctiracy of ihe 
modern .32-cal_ rifie. and showing a target shot by Dr_ L. C. Tollas, 
The target shown is really a very fine one. and the infrequenecy of 

such targets is proved by the fact that so few are shown up te the 
public, ei her as made by muzzle or br echloaders, This target, as 
well asthe one furnished by Major Werrill, and published in Porn-7 
AND Stream of July 2, 1883. were shot in Colorado. where they have 
a very rarified almosphere, giving much flatter trajectories, aud gen- 
érally much more favorable weather for targeb shooting than we 
have here near the Allantic enast. Itis very donbilul if ime target 
in & thousand would prove to be as well balanced on ihe center of the 
bullseye as this one is marked, For this reason I differ with the opin- 
jon of Major Merrill, E. A. Leopold, and probably many others, re- 
garding the proper manner of testing 2 rifle to ascertain its accuracy. 
The wea her usually experienced is sucii as will deflect a nullet from 
its course to a considerable extent, and asa g: neral thing varies from 
hoon Beet sufficiently to alter the -tring measure of & target sev- 
eral inches. 
To illustrate this better, we will suppose the following test targets 

to be sho’, premisinog that T have seeu many targets shot that were 
fully as fine as T shall describe. . , 
Grant that the marksman is capable of doing fine work at reat 

shooting, alight breeze blowing across the range, allowing half a 
point on the wind gauge (which allowance on a 28 invh rifis will give 
about anich at 100yds,). After shooting a strins of bey shots Ma 
will be found grouped very closely, but the center of the group | wrist seemed to do its work with renewed 

be about three-eizhths of an inch from the center of the tarzet. Not quite enough allowance was made for the wind or else a true sight was prevented by the light coming obliquely across the rifle sights, 
We will allow a trifie more on the wind gauge and try again. The 
first few shots strike near the center of the bullseye, and it is not 0S- 
sible to sea at the start but what the sights are all right, but when 
they are all fired the center of the group of shots is found to be about 
half an inch off from the bullseye on the otiier side. The wind or 
light has changed during the shooting of the string a litile, and we 
find the amount added to the wind gauge was not wanted. Similar 
results will follow time and again; the smaller the circle necessa 
to cover the group of shots the more noticeable will be the fact that 
their center does not coincide with that of the bu Iseye shot at, 
whereas with a string of shots scattering over a two or three inch 
circle, a slight difference in the wind will not appear to alter tha 
center of their eroup. 
Now remove the bullseye from the white paper and inscribe a cir- 

cle about each group of ten shots; an inch cirele in each case will 
include or touch the outside shots; the first string would reobably 
measure about fivemches, and the second five and one-half to six 
inches, Counted from fhe center of the original bullseye thisis not a 
fine string in either case, but each group of ten shots, as they were 
fired in succession, show the accuracy of the rifle and the am muni- 
tion to be almost perfect for that distance; ihe fault of ti cir not 
seing located over the center of the target is the fault of the elements, 
not the rifle, although in the language of BH. A, Leopold and some 
others, ‘these are ‘dude targets, and of no value whatever as a test 
of the accuracy of the rifle’ or skill of the marksman. I contend 
chat tarzets made in this manner are a true test, and the smaller the 
sroup of sho's the more accurate the vifle, regardless of the distance 
they may strike on the target from the center of the bullseye shot at. 
Their position relative to the bullseye is a mather regulated by the 
judgment of the marksman, and not by the rifle or maker of it, 

It we wish to determine the skill of s marksman as compared with 
inother, he should know the exactlocation of each shot es mae, 
ind use h s judgment as to the position of his sizhts for the succeed 
ing shots as they are made, the target he makes to be measured from 
the center of the bullseye shot at, 
My advice to any one desiring to test a rifle is to have it shot from 

aTest, by a man who is used to vest-shooting, and have the sights set 
30 that the shots will strike under the bullseye, away from its edge, 
and do not have the sights changed at all until the whole string has 
been shot, If uhe shots strike in the bullseye it will disfigure it and 
change the point of aim to some extent. 
There is a class of targets exhibited by unscrupulous persons, 

which should never be tolerated or allowed to be published in any 
paper, they are simply frauds. They are made in this way: 20 to 50 
shots are fired at one target, and the closest group of 10 shots has a 
irele drawn around them, This gives an entirely wrong impression, 
fot the shots were not fired in succession. Targets made in this way 
might well be called ‘dude,” or *'fulse,”’ or made up,” as you like, 
and to guard against such tricks, there should he uhouehs of the 
original target paper about and outside of the circle to show that 
ouly 10 shots were fired at it. 
Thinking possibly a few facts regarding the modern .82-eal. target 

rifle might be of interest to other readers besides BH, A, Leopold, Tf will 
zivemy experience: In May last I coneluded to try off-handstarget 
shooting, and believing the .82 was large enough for all work up to 
200yds,, I ordered a Maynard of that caliber, which came to me in 
due time, with shells holding 35 grains of powder and bullets weighy 
ing 165 grains, together with assurances trom the manufacturers that 
the rifle was doing even finer work at 100yds, rest than the heavily 
charged long-range rifles. 

T have shot it off-hand since that time at the regular meetings of 
our club and in a few matches outside of our city. I find m looking 
over my score cards that I have mide during the season 1 card of 49, 
2 cards of 48, 6 cards cf 47, 13 cards of 46, 17 cards of 45, out of a pos- 
sible 50: 1 card of 35, 7 cards of 34, 19 cards of 38, out of a possible 35, 
besides 80 other cards recording 205 shots made at Walnut Hill, 
Greedmoor and other matches, 119 of which shots are bullseyes; 
making in all 95 scores, recording 50 per cent, and more of bullseyes, 
In the hands of an expert, I think the rifle woud have kept up with 
the larger bores. I willtry the rifle at a rest some day and give you 
the result. A. B. Dopes, 
Mancuester, N. H,, Jan. 12, 1885. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Being rather young, somewhat bashful and not wanting to speakin 

meeting first, [have waited, hopmg to see or hear of others who 
caught a ‘passing interest’’ fiom the target published in your paper 
Jan. 1, page 454, I did and have gotitbad, To be sure about i of 
in inch would add to first impressions as to size of target, still the 
bullets would show pretty thick for 19in all at 200yds. NowlIam 
fond of geod rifle scores and like to see *em do it; therefore hope Mr, 
Putnam will getup an exhibition and repeat his published score, 
Give notice in your paper, I will take one ticket at $5 and try to be 
im Worcester, Mass., at the show. Syrax, 

DR. CARVER’S SIX-DAY SHOOT. 

R. W. F. CARVER spent last week in a prolonged fusilade, and 
sustained his reputation as a marksman of exceptional ability, 

by winning his offer to hil sixty thousan‘l flying objects within six 
days’ time. The test took placein Lincoln’s Rink, New Haven, Conn., 
where ab midnight of Sunday the 11ih the electric lights blazed forth 
in all their glory, and knots of Dr, Carver's admirers stood about ihe 
building and discussed the marksman's chances of aeae as 
the destruction of thirteen tons of coal within six days. Nobody 
seemed greatly excited, but about the premises there was an air of 
expectancy. The only two things which seemed unaffected by the 
coming burning of powder were the floor and the heap of coal des- 
-tined io pulverization. 
Dr. Carver's battery of Winchester .22-cal, rifles was all ready and 

so was the Doctor, He was the hero of the bour and avery confident 
nero to boot. His leonine aspect had lost none of its ag-ressive 
f-rocity and he looked at the lumps of blackness with the calmsuperi 
ority of an assured victor. People, well meaning people too, meand 
ered up t) the man of fowing locks and off-hand shots and kindly ad- 
ised him that he was attempting an impossibihiy, that he coudn't 

doit. Nobody could. They couldn't themselves, 
Among those who watched the opening of the match were a large 

number of Yale students. As the hour approached Major Lincoln 
annuunced the judges, referees and scorers as follows: Judges—Gen, 
5. R. Smith, Maj. G. F, Holeomb, Gen. §. E. Mei win, Com. C. W. 
Scranton, Col. L. L. Morgan. Referees—Prof. John EH, Clark, Capt. 
Allen, Lieut. Robert Walker, Maj. H. W. Loomis, A, H, Kellam, 
Scorers—Lieut. A. F, Howard, T. J. Beers, F. A. Chase, R. W, Arm- 
strong, F. A. Waldron. The referée at the start was Piof. John #, 
Clark, of the Sheffield Scientific School. 
Dr. Carver, in a blue blouse and with his breeches tueked into high 

boot, witha small cap ob his head, stepped forward just before tne 
hour struck, He wes enthusiastically greeted and took his stand 
facing the heavy canyas screens, tiie judges, scorers, referees and 
reporters being stationed at tables beneath him, At 12 the referee 
eried “fo,” and instantly a lump of coal was \hrown into the air and 
smashed by a rifle bullet, Two men tossed up -he moying targets. 
Nineteen shots were fired in the first 80 seconds. The coul-heavers 
hecame bewildered bythe fiying bits of anthracite, and tossed wide, 
4 proceeding which caused many misses. Again the Doctor tried his 
luck with moderate success. At 1 o'clock he had fired 1,005 shots and 
missed 160 times, scoring 845 hits. Before the match he had stated 
his intention Of making 500 bits every hour. ; 
At 1:80, with 1,500 shots fired, 1,258 hits had heen seored, with 747 

misses. Thehits forthe hour were 98534. One boy now served tla 
Doctor with coal, and was relieved every 10 minutes. — 

At 2 o'clock 1,si4d shots liad been fired, with 1,522hits scored. At 
1:30 there was a delay of 10 minutes to remedy a defect in an electric 
light. 
The Doctor stands in the irclosure, about 15 feet away frem the 

ball tossers. whe do their work hike a pair of automatons. There are 
several relays of them, so that when they get tied they can be re- 
leased. : 3 
At % o’clock the Doctor dropped his rifle, and with a score of 4,680 

hits to his crevit, retired to his little apar.ment aud brealkias ed. He 
had made 995 misses, Abt 8 o'clock he siretched on the sofa and 
slumbered for about an hour. When he stepped into the inclocure 
shortly befure 10 o’elock he did not look much like & man who had 
been up ull nizht He wasas brignt aud chipperas when he started , 
Owing to the great amouut of dust and the annoyance to the spec- 

tators which the use of piec+s of coal as targets caused, as well as 
the damage the fiying particles would dv to the floor, wooden balls 
about the size of the common glass balls were substituted when the 
doctor began again a few minuies before 10, The li. ht was poor, and 
a vloud of smoke seemed to collect right in the space in which the 
balls were thrown. The wooden globes that had been substituted fur 
the coal were. not at all as satisfactory to the marksman as they 
mignt be, on account of their light color, Bfforis were made to qm- 
pi ove the light, without favorable results. During the first hour be 
sgored 1,005 bits aud 145 mis es. Adout 11 o'clock his left wrist whlch 
had begun to trouble him at 4 o'clock in the Morning, commenced to 
pain him intensely and he stopped shooting fora brief icterval, — 

lieutenant Howard, the svorer, bonnd a pape flannel tightl 
about a nants waist, and Ce aie ae Harehyent. a poe . 

gin. The automatons renewe Seif antigs the debilitated — Wrist 56 . Vigor. But alter a few 

—— 



finished at 2:30, he made only 58 
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shots were flred the missés commenced to be senred very rapidly. 
_ Jub t before 32 o'clock tLe decter threw dewn his rifle and walked 
over to the svorer’s table, 
The streng(h bad almost entirely leftthe left arm, and the Doctor 

looked discouraged. Since 11 o'clock he had fired 475 shots, 126 of 
whicen were misses. ‘This left the score atnoon as follows: Number 
of shots fired 8,771, hits 7.505, misses 1,266. This concluded the first 
twelve ours’ work. Dp. Carver returned into his apartment, ac- 
companied ty his wife, who arrived about this time. A pail of 
gcorehing hot water was fetched and the attendant spent some time 
in batning the marksman’s wrist. Dr. Carver's record of 4,630 shots 
in the first seven hours is the best ever made, either by himself or 
any of the other marksmen. 

Although his hand and wrist were still in a very bad condition, 
Dr. Carver resumed shooting at 1:80. At 2:30 he had scored 1,000 hits 
ani! 127 misses, As svon as he commenced to shoot his hand and 
wrist commenced to pain him trightfully, He is obliged to discharge 
tue rifle altogether with the third and fourth fingers, If the trouble 
eontimies it ix impossible to lell what the result will be. 
The wrist trouble wore away during the latter part of the after- 

neon. however, aud he made his best scores iu his tenth, eleventh, 
and thirteenth thousands, his poorest Leng in the second, third and 

abhth, 
- ‘The rink was crowded all dvy, and as soon as dustand dirt, caused 
by the coal shooting of the early morning, was swept up, rollerskates 
were in dejnand. ; . f 
The score up to 10:40 on Monday night was: Hits, 11,089; misses, 

This score places Dr. Carver 1,089 over the number heshould have 
had at midvieht to keep his average, and 1.92244 over the mumber 
for 10:40 o'clock, his average hits a minute being 11 177-992 insvead 
of 6 17-18 on the 10,000 a day call for. In this time he took one hour 
and twenty minutes rest, and shot fifteen hours and ten minuies, 
making lis average bit a mintte for his actual shooting time 
12 169-910, or nearly double the number required for the twenby-tour 
hours, 

Tuesday morning opened bight and found everybody within the 
smoky precinct of Dr. Carver's shooting pen at the Lincoln rink very 
weary. with the exception of thedoughty Doctor himself. The second 
day of the mai ksman’s aftempt to shoot 60,000 pieces of wood in six 
days and nights found the attendants on the champion pretty well 
tuckered out with their labor. ltis a difficult matterto fet the tar- 
gets up in the airto the perfect satisfaction of the Doctor, and the 
tossers offen threw very wildly, much to the discomfiture of the 
marksman. 

At 9:55 the rifle commenced to spit out its Hame again, and the 
Doctor setled downto splitting woodfor the day. He completed 
firing the first 1,000 shots at 11 o'clock, of these he made only 64 
Misses. The best record on 1,000so far. _ 

The Doctor shot a string of twenty-five in an average of 38 seconds. 
fie re ts 30 seconds between each gun, While shooting his fifteenth 
thousand shots to-day thie Doctor rested often and made poor time. 
He was frequently troubled with his eyes. Particles of ou-t and 
cartridge shells imbedded themselves aif, often in his right optic, 
and he stopped seyeral times to haye Lieutenant Allen remove the 
articles, 

Lave 12:25 the marksman fired his 15,000th shot. He had shot 1,000 
since 11 o’¢lock and made 1 misses. His eyes were becoming such 
an annoyance to him that he stopped, He made the score up to this 
time 12,954 hits. Someof the spent bullets played curious freaks 
within the inclosure. Several of them bounded back on to the 
scorers’ and reporters’ tabls, and Lieutenant Howard received a blow 
from one that lett a pete bruise. Some of the spectators expressed 
fhe opivion thatthe Doctor was using cartridges with shot in them. 
This was denied, and it was said that the regular ,22-caliber cartridge 
was the only thing used. At 7 o’clock the score was 20,000 shots fired 
with 16,519 hits and 3,481 misses. , 
By the time the Doctor was at work again the rink had become 

filled with skaters and spectators. Twenty-one thousand shots and 
17,455 hits with 8,544 misses was the 9 o’clock score. A florist: sent in 

a beautiful target made of flowers: and as the Doctor accepted the 
token there was tremendous applanse. At 10 o’élockthe score was 
92 00 shots, 18,864 hits and 2 635 misses. Shortly after 10 a rest of 20 
mines was forced on the Doctor. At 12:50 A, M, Dr. Carver re- 
tired with 21,831 hits to his credit. He had made 2,786 misses. 
Wednesday wasa severe one forthe plucky marksman, After a 

yery restless night, during which he obtamed but little healthful 
sleep, he arose Wednesday morning abouts o'clock and breakfasted, 
He went fo work again at 10 o'clock, Helooked worn and tired, and 
great red streaks were noticeable under his eyes. His wrist was 
annoying him terribly, but his eyes were much better. During the 
morning bis wrist seemed to limber oul, but in speaking of thir 
trouble, he said: "No one knows bow much Iam suffering with this 
wrist. I canfeel the pain Do wes Tay up in my shoulder.’ At 11 
o'clock the Doctor ha shot bis rifle 25,000 times since the start, and 
ontof these had scored 22,240 hits. At. 12:30 in the afternoon the 
score stood 26,000 shots fired und 23,150 hits. At the third thon-and 
ghot of Wednesday he only made 61 misses. This is the best he has 
done as yet ona standing of 1,000. At 1:3))27,125 shots fired and 24,- 
079 hits and 3,026 misses. At 2:45 he completed firing 28,125 cartridges 
Out of these he hit 25,017 and missed 3,008. A very large crowd of 
spectators were Aen and the excitement over the Doctor's effort 
to accomplish the great feat seemed to be growing every hour. 
Scorer and Dr. Howard said during the afternoon that the Doctor 
wasin splendid condition, and would uhdoubteuly succeed. He re- 
tired for a shot rest at 311d. 

Dr. Garver after a half hour’s rest resumed his occupation, and 
during the evening shot with regularity and precision, At midnight 
Dr. Carver stopped shooling. The day's score resulted in 10,500 
shots, 9.623 being hits and 677 misses, making the total number of hits 
thus far 31,152. 

Althoug!l Wednesday's score was 200 below Tuesday's, Dr. Carver 
was still over 1.000 above the average, and it was thought by many 
that he would accomp'ish the task. Wen he quit work he immedi- 
a ely wentio his room and Dr, Stetson gave him alittle nervine. He 
slepo very -oundJy until 4 o'clock, when he becime somewhat restless. 
At 8 o’eloed he arose feeling mush refreshed, and, under the cireum- 
sauces, in excellent condition. He breaktasted on the usual four 
boiled egps, several mutton chops, beefsteak, potatoes, dry toast atid 
milk and fea. At 9:45 he entered the rink attired in a fleat overcoat 
trimmed with sealskin, ready for the fourth day’s work. He looked 

_ bright ani cheertiil 
The Doctor fook up his rifle one minute before 11 o’clock Precisely 

one hou! later lie had fired 1 000 shots, making 933 hits and 67 misses, 
liis eyes werenot troubling him. At five minutes to 12 the Doctor 
finished his s cont thousand shots of the niornimeg. Ont of them he 
scored 944 lits and 56 niisses, This made the summary up to this 
time a- follows: Shots fired. 36,025; hits, 33,083; misses, 8,580, An 12 
odocek the Doctor tool a. rest, aid his shoulderand arm were rubhea 
down with liniment. “The pain from the wrist has worked up into 
miy neck now,” he said “It will reach uy head by and by, and 
then thah will settle it 
Tiere are niany interesting studies in humanity inside of the in- 

closure. One is & hnge specimen of mankood who is familiarly 
called “Mountain Bob,” because he isa guide in the Adirondacks in 
the season when guilles are in fashion. He wears a slouvhed hat and 
a daik plaid shirt, Ie lias only been heard to speak ounce since the 
match conmenced. aud tien 16 was discovered that his voice was a 
Sect soprano. Storer A L. Howard has a joke, and he fre- 
quently shoots it off. It is that the Doctor is trying to knock a 
yuemorial window through che brick wall of the rink against wiith 
heisshooting. It’s nat much of a joke. but Mr Hoard enjoys it 
Tmniens ly. Milk punch and beef tea had been ordered for tle 
mark man to driuk, Water woes notagret with him. Ib gives him 
the stoiiuch ache, 

Out of the third thousand which he shot on Thursday he missed 64, 
thus addine 286 hits to bis record, On the fourth thousand, which 

toisses, and added 942 hits to hig 
record. During the aft-rnoon the | ovtor smused himself by break- 
ing the tops ot a dozen ink bottles which stood up against the wall of 
the buildmg, He shot from his hip and broke tue taps of the bottles 
successively. The p in in his ueck bothered him greatly, and it was 
80 dark outside thaf the light in the rink waz complained of very 
often by the marksman. The Doctor made thiugs interesting during 
the afternoon by shooting very cla-e to the ball tos-ers’ heads and 
making those individuals think that their lives were hanging by a 
very slender thread indeed. ‘‘Mountain Bob” réesived a block of 
wood in the nose which caused that protuberance to bleed, Thus 
Oarver drew the first blood. 
At 12 o'clock the-seore was 26,625 shots with 3,590 misses and ?3,085 

hits, Sey re pain forved a short retirement ou the doctor at this 
Juneture, and he was rubbed by his attendant until12:30, when he 
avain wppeared. THis eyes and wrist had s'opped aching, and aside 
fom gains in his neck and shoulders he wasin better condition than 
onth-secondday. Shoonug rapidly and continuously until 7:08 the 
docter stopped to take a short rest and supper. He was runbed aud 
allowed tacool off and then ate a hearty meal. Shortly after 8 the 
wood and bullets began to Hy and very f-w misses were marked on 
the scares ’*s book, wh ch at 8.80 showed 42,625 sho s with a4,324 hits 
aud 4,001 misses. At 10,25 tle score was 43,025 shots with 39.470 hits. 
Tite iasi tnousand was shop wita only 20 misses, At 12:30 the secure 
Wes 4£(i25 shots, wiih 40,038 hits and 8957 misses, and the doctor 

P. showed no disp sition to stop, ‘the pains m bisneck continne to in- 

J 

ye 
_¢rease and he often run his 

ell, telled mi 
nd around the back of hishead. The 

dnight, aud ten milisutes later the doctor finished 
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his task for the day. His score was 45,125 shots, with 41,117 hits and 
4,005 misses. . 
He retired to bed after the usual bath and rubbing, with every 

priispert of compl ting his preat task succes-fully. He slumbered 
airly well until 8 o’clock, At nine he arose and breakfatted, He 
complained scmewkat of a severe Headache when he came into 
the rink, muffied up in his great coat, to resume work for the fiftn 
day, just before 10 o’vlock, His handsome face wore & weary air, 
and Le was a trite paler than usual. ‘“‘T rested pretty well last 
nizhi,’’ he said, ’ 
At 10 o’cloek the band commenced its music. the square blocks 

began to fiy through the air, and the sharp erack of the rifle an- 
nouneed that néxt to the last day of the great contest hau com- 
menéed, Owing to the gloomy weather without the light in the 
rink was very bad. The Doctor hashad hard Juck with the weather 
and the light since he entered upon lis great uncertaking, The 
rink was Warmer, much to the samsfaction of tiiose whose duties 
ealled them: within the shooting pen. The champiou’s wrist is still 
lame, although it does not trouble bim near so much as it did dur- 
ing the early part of the week. His eyes annoy him but little. 
Under all the circumstances the champion is in superb condition. 
At 11 o'clock the Doctor had fired his first 1,000 shots of the day, 
missing only 40, 16 of which he missed on the first 100. This was 
considered a remarkably fine opening of the day's work. His score 
at this time stood: Shots fired, 46,125; misses, 4.018; hits, 42,077. 

Dr. Stetson called on the Doctor during the mocrning, and ordered 
him to take three quiniue pus every five hours, and preseribed a 
soda mixture for the stomae He ik drinking hme wat:r and milk. 
At 12 o’¢lock Dr Carver completed his second thousand of the day, 
He missed 37 and added 968 hits to his score. His total number of hits 
at this hour was 48,040, out of 47.125 shots fired, It looken at this 
lime as though the doctor wassetting himself out to put in tae hest 
day's work of the week, The shooting pains that bothered bim 
Thursday did not worry him Friday moining, and he took fewer rests 
and attended more sttictly to business thenever. At1:16 the mar.s- 
man completed his third thousand, waking ouly 29 misses. ‘This was 
the best score made as yet. This leit the svore as follows: Shots 
fired, 48,125; hits, 44,001; mristes. 4,124, ’ 
When the Doctor entered the rink at 9:45 Saturday morning he was 

in exc lent spirits, and he had every reason to be, for when he re- 
tired trom the pen Friday night at 11:30, he Jeft this marvelous record 
behind him for his five day’s work! Shots fired, 55,625, hits, 51,130; 
misses, 4,495. Thus he was 1,180 ahead on his last day's work. The 
Doctor was in a talkative mood while he sat in the pen Saturday 
morning before going to work, and his appearance did not indicate 
the srext strain which had been upon him during the week. 
“How are you feeling this morning’ was asked bim. 
“Ah, pretty decently,” The pain in my neck bothers me consider- 

ably, and my right arm and wiist still pain me very much. Iteliyou 
T have suffered tenibly during the week, butI consider mnyself in ex- 
cellent condition fur the last day of the match.” 
“Tow did you rest last night?’ . 
“Very well until about 8 o'clock this morning when I woke up; 

after unat I was restless. I guess I will pull through today all right, 
however.’ 
‘What was your idea in undertaking this match? Merely to 

establish an unprecedented record?” es 
“Well, there is a consideration in this match which I am not at 

liberty to explain until afver the match is finished, Then I wanted 
to make a record with the rifle and Ithmk Ihave done it, The best 
record heretofore made was 5,000 hits, on glass balls, in 7 hours and 
49 minntes with a shotgun, by Captain Bogardus, several years azo, 
in New York. Nothing like this feat lam attempting to accomplish 
has ever before been attempted. As secon as I recover from the 

| affect of this week’s work I go to New Orleans where I am to 
shoot 10,000 flying bats in 1,000 minutes. , 
Promptly at 10 o’clock the marksman took up his rifle, The 

melodious brass band commenced its inspiring marches and waltzes 
and the last day’s wo: k was commenced. 
At 10:55 the Doctor had disposed of his first thousand. Out of this 

he only mi-sed 14, beating all previous records made during the 
match on strings of 1,000 by a large number of points. This was the 
best piece of work he had done and he was warmly congratulated. 
His aim at this timé was simply marvelous. This accomplishment 
left the record as follows; Shots fired 56,625. Hits 52116. Misses 
4.509, At 11 o'clock there was a yery large number of interested 
spectators present. eluding a large proportion of ladies. 
Owing to the fact that many of the flying targets are merely tipped 

by the Doctor’s bullets, many of the spectators were led imto the 
belief that some of the hits were misses and that consequently the 
scoring ald judging was not quite as correct asit might be, Some 
of these expressed their opmions on rhis subject so openly today 
(Saturday) in the rink that the scorer and judge heard them. Un- 
believing spectators were immediately brought inside the shooting 
pen and requested to stand in the jndge’s position After a string of 
25 shots had been fire, the gentlemen were convinced that as many 
bits were counted mistes, as misses were counted hits. It is often 
impossible to determine when one is standing outside the pen, 
whether the target is struck or not. Sometimes a little puff of blue 
smoke, or a little flying splint-r of weod is the only indication that 
shows that a hit has been secured. it is safe to say that tue great 
marksman is not credited with one more hil than le has made, and 
it is the opinion of those who have been in constant attendance 
during the week, that he 1s probably credited with more misses than 
he has made. : 

“T wish all who think this counting isn’t straight would come right 
in and watch the targets,” said Judge Bol Walker, “anu I think they 
will be convinced.” Several who accepted this invitation went ayvay 
perfecily satisfied. 

While shooting the second thousand shots of the morning, the 
champion ran 250 hits without a miss. At 12:05 he completed this 
thousand, having scored 985 hits and only twelve misses, thus 
surpassing ajl the previous records. If was a beautiful piece of 
work, and almost every block was struck squarely. 
“Tam doing splendid shooting here,” said tbe Doctor, well pleased 

with this score. “One of my best previous recorus was 1,03 glass 
balls out of 2,000.” 
When the Doctor was shooting this thousand he was obliged to 

stop and hsve his aims bathed. He is frequently troubled with 
eramns in his left arm and right wrist. 
The most peculiar thine about this new trouble,” he said, ‘‘is that 

when I have my left arm bathed to ease my sufferings. the pain 
shoots up into the neck and then down through my right aim *" 

Dr. Carver finshed bis ty ird thousand of the day soon after one 
o’elock, Only 31 misses were scored. This made the total score at 
this time as follows: Shots fired 58,625, bits 54,073, misses 4,552. The 
marksman Tested mitil two o'clock. He was rubbed down thoroughly 
und when be resumed work he was in-plendid trim, Whe skin on 
his face was commencing to peel off from the effects of the powder 
and smoke. 
At 2:40 the champion finished his fourth thousand, missing 34. 

ie left the score thus: Shots fired, 59,625; its, 55,089; missts 
4,557. 
“yhe end came with a good deal of enthusiasm on the part of the 

pu lic. and a seeming willingness to go on shootme forever on the 
part of the chief actor, His eyes were sui k back im his head, lis 
nair fell neglifxently about his shoulders, and his ccuntenauce was 
blackened and begrimed with powder. ; 
At twenty minutes past seven the shots numbered 62,625—misses 

4.773.; hits 57,862. At eight o'clock tle score stood—Shut, 638,125; 
mi-ses 4790; hits 53,835. At half past eight he had fied 63,626 
shots, with 4.06 misses and [t.819 hits. At twenty minutes past 
nine the score was—Shots 64,125; onsses 4,852; hits £9,293. Every 
one was now keeping tally. aod at twelve minutes to ten every one 
said, ‘‘Hnougi. euough.” The scorer shouted 60,016—4,865 misses 
ond 64.581 shots. The sixteen were thrown in for goou measure. 
The tinal tally stood: 

Shots fired. Misses, Hits. 
Monday,. -- aah woe. 18,017 yu 11,0+9 
TTHESG AG = 155 Bade ages) ee oe 11,108 £59 10,239 
Bm CBr ayo ve cecal ines ein ye ate yie urea OU 677 9823 
Thursday....- eee ha dieatee roe eeeny 10,500 Bat 9.955 
ARIMA Ve 0) ag cere he tae eee: 10,500 487 10,1718 
SAO 4 wet pee aee ees ee 9,256 byl 2480 

FOUR paseo yoy s 89 ess sins ose wae ey HOSE 4,565 60,016 

Sunday was for the victor a day of rest indeed. not yery tranquil 
Test, but a very easy time after the bu-y week. Toward evening he 
was found sitting up in bed and seemed quite cheerful. It would not 
have been suspected that he had just accoplished one of the most 
Temarkable feats of skill and endurance on record. ‘The Doctor was 
suifering from severe pains in his Deck anu shoulder, which are only 
relieved by the apphevation of anclectricbaitery. Troubles unforeseen 
beset the marksman on the firse duy. He had pl ced the wimost 
Teliance on his right arm and hand. The three fingers with which 
hs moved the lever became useless, and he was ovtiged to do the 
work with thunib and little finger, his greatest obstacle appeared to 
be the violent pains in his neck, which caused Lim to forget laceraved 
fingers aud a ~marting fave. ‘The Doctor had beéon contemplating a 
six duys’ shooting (Gurvament tor four or tive years, but ly the 
advive of his friends put it off from time to time, and up to the day 
be commenced to shoot be received letters und telegrams urgi ¢ 
jim to give up tue idea, but onee starled he determined to carry out 
his intentions. He said that with all bis hardships in trappiog on 
the plains, when he was ofien so tired that he would drop down and 
fall asleep in bis wracks, he never suffered sa much from. fatigue as 

he did in the last day or two of his match, As soon, he cays, as he 
recovers his health and sirengih ond Legins (o feel like bimcelf he 
willgo to New Orleans, He will make this journey in a week er ten 
days at the mest. Ee proposes to shiiot 10,L00 bats in 1,000 mimutés, 
aud for ihis he will reeceiye $3,000 and allexpenses, He thinks he 
will be one of the features of the Exposition. 

Dr. Carver says thet when he shot in England he was backed lo 
shoot against Scott, the champion ot England. by Bulkley, who lo-t 
£1,000. This sportsman has been satisfied that he could ontsboot 
anybody and bes ever since backed him in his »ndertakings. So 
Bulkley bavked bim for £4.000 and Carver gets half of this—#1C.0L0. 
That, he sajs,is why he shot and why he s .ceeeded. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON, Jan, 138.. The annual meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle 
Assoviation was held at the Quincy House this evening. Col Rock- 
well, the president, called the meeting 10 order, and Secretary Leach 
read hie report. The treasurer, Geo, R. Russell, followed with his re- 
port, which showed that the Association owed but $25, and had a 
balance ou hand of $1,194.05, The statistical report is eaten E 

1€84. 
Number of rife matehes shot in the range........, 21 17 
Number of Association match days for rifle shoot- “ aj 

dae ae er ve aekaas ees i Sates 7 
Number of Association match days for shotgun 

BUGOMHES CNR. fee dase bel sabe EU eee ae 26 
Numberofventriesss.) 342 tas) sith yecseke ed bore of 4,911 7 C62 
Tolal amount received in matehes....-......- .. $2,616.55 $3,124 00 
The icllowing are the amounts received for entries, clay-tirds, 

glass bails, ete.: 
T8838, 1884. 

Spring meeting......... “sadnqdasee saab Saat $411.90 $423.90 
Hall meeting. ..........,... Ss tee pee me oeacO 505 70 
Pract ce mateb,,...............,- fA Mirmiee 305.10 824.80 
Clay-pigeors and glass balls......-- 22.2. cc esses esse 554.85 170.03 
Vicloryarmied el Mia belin.. « ves cnen? cpemeesenuimomere et 112.10 
Other matches...,..........+.5 dnlalt ale’ atw ul ateagarr geet 857,00 588.04 

U Pry el FSR a recor air it Bod $ 516,65 $8,124.00 
C. W. Hinman, tor the range conmimiltee, reported the changes and 

improyements made during 1884, and stated that the range was now 
the bestin New England, J. N. Fiye, for the commiltee on glass- 
ball and clay-pigeon shooting, then read the report. during which he 
took oceasion tu present the association, by the kindness of the vin- 
ners, with the medal offered the 1rep-shooters of New England for 
competition by the Boston Gun Club, valned at $50, won by H. De- 
Rochemont, E. W. Law _and R. F. Schaefer; also a medal presented 
for competition by the Boston Gun Club tor teams of twomen, won 
by Messrs. Rowell and Tidsbury; also a medal presented by the 
Massachusetts Rifle Association 10 the trap-shooters of New England, 
won by ©. H. DeRochemont, ©. W. Law and 0. R, Dickey. The 
medals were accepted, and the secretary directed to thankthe donors 
personally for their gifts. Following this came the annual election of 
officers, which resulied as follows: Vice-Presidents, Salem Wilder, E, 
B. Parker; Secretary, James EH, Leach; Treasurer, George R. Russell, 
with a board of 15 directors, 
Afier the business meeting, those present adjourned to the supper 

room, whena fine menu was discussed, following which remaiks 
were made by Cul. Rockwell, during which he took occasion to say 
that he should not be a candidate for reélection; by Dr, Gerrish, Fxe- 
ter Gun Club; Gen, Dalton, Adjutant-General of thestate; J.P. Frost, 
J. A. Frye of the Harvard Gun Club, and EH. B, Souther. 

CLUB SCORES.—Correspondents who favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
ANS BOSSE puelscrutiat should te in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

WORCESTER, Mass., Jan, 12.—There was an interesting target 
practice at the Bigelow skating rink this eyen'ng. The object was to 
test the new Bullard rifie, made in Springfieldin this Srate, im the 
manufacturing of which Mr. H. H. Bigélow of the city, is largely in- 
terested. Therangeis constructed lengthwise of the rink, which is 
225 feet long and 100 feet wide. The range is 175 feetlong. The .88 
gun was used. The shell and ball was the same as would be used in 
the rifle at a 200, 300 or 500;ds. range; but instead of using frem 45 to 
10 grains of powder, only 7 grains was used. The object of this was 
to reduce the force at the butt, and at the same time ne able to use 
the same gun as when one is out bunting; the effect was good and 
the men could tee fle tureet as readily under the electric lizht as in 
an outdoor range by daylight. It demonstrated that men whio love 
to handie a gun could have an opportunity to practice evenings 
after the business of the day is out of the way, italso showed that 
such practice could be »biained ata much cheaper rate than at an 
outdoor range; there was but very little smoke or smeil from the 
burning of the wood powder which was used. The two teams were 
selected from mean in this city and Sprinfield. The following is the 
detailed score of each: 
DN Syed SSO Seem pee 444544545544 TB Wilson.......... 46544 44554—44 
J H bullard......... 654854444443 ME W Bull. .:...-..-.- 454443545449 
AO White.......0../ 4p44444445—49 Ti (' Talbet....-..... 44445444444] 
HL Rowe........... 4444354524—39 R A Mason...._...,. 44451 44443- 41 
ASERICG Tee 4Addpddi4d— 39 § Thomas......... 4344544444 — 39 
5 Clark._......,.....2844554344—38 § K Hindley......... 344444245335 

245 242 
SARATOGA £PRINGS, N. Y., Jan. 19—The usual two shoots were 

held Jast week by the Saratoga Rifle Club, and considering the con- 
ditions, some good scores were putup. The light was good on both 
days. but the wind blew very hard, especially on Saturday. Jan. 17, 
when it blew a gale, and from five to seven points of wind weré re- 
quired. The Massachusetts target was used, the distance being 
2v0yds,of hand. Tue following are the highest scores of seach man 
for the week: 
ISDE ye aed oy a eee 910 12 11 11 11 12 11 11 11—109 
ASG EEUU Rete eee 10 91011 121211 111% 9-107 
Waser cen peers eee ene epee 11 12 91214) 10 812 9 11—1f4 
UPAT AVY MIG s ye nish vias eaceeot eersleee oe 10 910 7 10 10 11 71 11 11—11L0 
BARREN TERY a He ctatarate terest te acto lenere a tore ae 910910 81110170 8 12 11— 95 
VOR Glia re Pee sere errs 111010 9 9 910 811 11— 98 
BWwWellingtony S275. bs) eee et 1? $12 9 911 10-9 11 “6-98 
WEAROGUS lp cenit ee once ee ee chee 12 8 911 7 9 #817 10: 10— 95 
WARS Stevenswi. s.ctie: uentptttsearve " 4 91110 810 9 9 9— 86 

CLVB sCORES.—Correspondents whu favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as svon ws possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesduy 
at the latest 

BULLSHHAV RIFLE CLUB.—Friday J n. 16.—Twelva ring target, 
possib ¢ 120: G. Zimimerman 119, M. Dorriet 118, C. Reim 117, C. Hoiz- 
man 117, A, Stolzenbérger 11(, J. Wéeize 1l8, J. F, Campbell 96, J, 
Shaw 95 D. Louilaiki 95, Db. Miller 101 

JAMESTOWN, N Y., Jan. 17 —Scores of the printers’ annual rifle 
match in Burus’ galliry, last evevi g, the Jounal wiuning again 
this year. Creedmoor count; 

Journal. Sun. Demoerat. 
Hyde....... 44555— 23 Cowden ..... 54545—23 Wletchber.... 55544—24 

} 45.dn—#3 1|.eRoy 4344522 Thayer...... 42445—19 
4444420 OQump........ 45354—21 Tinnt....... .34434-—18 

66 66 : 61 
GARDNER, Mass., Jan. 14—Atthe regular meet to-day of the 

Gardner Rifle Club at Hackmaiack Range, (the American decimal 
target was used, distance 200yUs.,si00.ing off-hand, with a possivle 
100. The +core was as foiluws: 
IGE MOUS WORE Oi. 2 scan e dace a: 999 9 9 21010 9 8—9 
A Mathews.:....-. AP ae A ite bdo AeA 9 910 9 6 930 810 9—89 
G By Rord yes, 2.2. ee cee gee .-.9 950," 6 910 710 9 HG 
WeAPHeMOnne on er eeatecan ee AEP AAR? WS 9 & 2 “Ss 6 9 980 
Migrate’ SrA) @ be em Bala EE RE 9 8 7 6 0 5 610 6 B— 
Wr Pagker TOS oe le a ee a G9 8 710 4 9 4% 8 B—s 

N. R. A. MENTING.—The annual meeting of the National Rifle 
Association, eld on the eveni g of Jan. 18, was afailiure so fat as 
numbers were coneermed, aud out of nearly *00 lie wembes, barely 
a baker’s doz-n were present. Gév. Wingate opeued with an address, 
follo wed by the reports of the secretary and ti'easurer, and an elec: 
tron for directors rrsulted in the choive of Major shorkley and Lieut, 
8. H. Allen, U.S, A.; Col, Chus. MW, Bridge md Lieut, J. S, shepherd, 
N.G,5S. N. Y¥., and James Duane. N. Y. Rifle Club. 

WORCESTER, Jan.12.—The first target match of a series took 
place at the rink totigut, The di-tauce was 17ath, anu tue sige of 
the target was such tuat its apparent size cori esponi.ed wih the wid- 
lange target, Teams were selecied trim iifle.en of this eity and 
Sprit egfiel, amoug them being M. W. Bull. of Sormegfield, o.e of the 
contestant at Lreednioor. ‘lhe fo.lowing is the score: 
A U White..........4544444445—42 MW Bull... .... 45444 85d54— 42 
Ro BOW 226. see, 4445445455—44 ZC Talpot ...... .. 441 4ndddad— 47 
5 Clark... ....... .ed5odadd— 38 Tb Wilson.._.......459d444t54—44 
EO Rowe...,......- d444554524—39 H A Macon..... .. .4345544443—47 
JH Bullard... ..-., 5.44544 dd—43 L Ti omas, ......... 43444444 4— 39 
AL Ries.....-....-. 444334 4i4d—39 § K Hindley......., 844444,.633—35, 

245 242 
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THE TRAP: 

* Correspondents who fovor us with club scores'are particularly re - 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

AMERICAN SHOTGUN ASSOCIATION. 

die plan of the proposed national association has already been 
printed in these columns. We learn from Mr, J. #, Bloom, that 

the project is meéting approval on all sides, and the New Orleans 
tourmament is likely to see the regular organization perfected, Itis 
proposed to adjourn from New Orléans to a meeting at rhe Cincin- 
nati bench showin May. A large number of clubs and individuals 
have given their indorsement of the undertaking, and haye con- 
sented to take ati active part init. Among them are the following: 
F. L. Chamberlain, Cleveland, 0.; F, M, Gilbert, the funny man of 
the Eyansyille (Ind,) 4irgus: Dr. l.. B. Russell, president Central Ohio 
Shooting Association; J, , Ives, Meriden, Gonn.; ©. M. Stark, Dun- 
barton, N. H.: Wm. G, Cooper, president Chatham Gun ulub, Sayan- 
nah, Ga.; G. PB. Richards, secretary Southern Ul. Sportsmen's As- 
Fociation, Du Quom; A. G. Flewellin, Bellville, Tll.; BE. $8. Holmes, 
resident Michigan State Sportsmen's Association; W. #, Limberg, 
imeinnati; W. W, Parker, Elizabeth, N.J.; BE. G. Torrington, Port- 

land, Me,; T. B. Davis, Portland. Me.; A. Kirkwood, Boston Gun 
Club; A. MeMurchy, Cincinnati, 0. 
Communications relating to membership should be addressed to 

Mr. J. B. Bloom, Cincinnati, 0. 

MAY BHES.—Brooklyn, Jan. 15.—At aimeeting of the Acme Rod 
and Gun Club, the name was change to the May Bee Gun Club, The 
following officers were elected for the ensuing year: M. Buchman. 
President; J. Link, Vice-President; C. Munk, Treasurer; T. Short, 
Secretary. Monthly shoot Jan. 14, at 20 glass balls each, from rotary 
wap, ey H, Knebel, Jr,, 15, T, Short 14, ©. Munk 13, M, Buchman 

,d. Link 11. 

BARRIB, Canada, Jan. 1f.—Pigeon tournament for $200 under the 
auspices of the Barrie Gun Club, The match was shot under Domin- 
ion rules, and at 15 birds each, which were exceptionally good; weather 
yery cold. Following are the full scores: 
Townsend...... 1111117111017110—48 Paseoe......... 4111114111111711—16 
IBTAPR: Welgeester els W11111110101141—13 MIrvine,.... .... 111111119111111--18 
Blong...-... . 111110110111111—15 Bell........ .. 1190111110101 —14 
Cummings,.... 011111110111310—12 Shanacy....... 111110111011111—13 
DL Rogers... .1101111711011110—42 - Grant.......... 141101111311111—14 
_ Pascoe and Irvine divided. Ties for third at 26yds.: Bell 1111—4; 
Grant 100, Ties for fifth: Shanacy, 26yds. 11i01—4, 8lyds. 011—2; 
Townsend, 11110—4, 001. Ties for seventh: Blong, 26yds., 01001; 
3lyds., 111. Blae, 00011; 101.—M. 8. 
WORCKSTER, Mass., Jan. 13.—The first of a series of handicap 

matches took place to-day at the South End range. Hach man shot 
a string of ten balls,.and only the number broken in excess of the 
handicap were counted. The hest. scores were as follows: E.§. Poore, 
handicap 6, score 3 points; ©..S, Day, handicap 6, score points; A. 
L, Gilman, handicap 8, score:2 pomts; W, Ll, Doris, handicap §, score 
2 points; H. W. Webber, handicap 8, score 1 point, 

THE CLAY-PIGHON TOURNAMENT AT NEW ORLEANS.—<Ad- 
flitional enities have been made. The Tekamah (Neb) Club will be 
represented. Two teams are expected from the Chatham (jun Club, 
of Savannah, Ga, Messrs. Wm. Childs (N, Y.) have donated one of 
their folding centerboards as special prize. 

dachting. 

PUT UNDER THE LEE. 

BK. HYSLOP has already taken Mr. Prague in hand for his distor- 
i tions in apreyious communication, and Il regzreted to find an- 
other assault last week from Mr. Prague in your columns, which 
ought not to go uncontradicted, in justice to the person attacked. It 
seems impolitic to waste your space with letters which contain neither 
information nor fact, and exhibit a total lack of familiarity with 
yachting affairs besides, Presumably you publish Mr. Prague’s mis- 
sives to avoid a charge of partiality in refusing him e hearing. When 
Thad the pleasure of steering your columns, letters of light caliber 
and mythicalin their allegations were tossed into the waste basket, 
and Teared nota tinker’s blessing what anybody thought in the mat- 
ter. Ii seems to me you owe the suppression of a letter like Mr. 
Prague’s last effort to the rest of your réaders and to those persons 
in particular who are made the target of his wild assertions, Some 
years ago I published in yourcolumns an account of Mr, Hyslop’s 
experiments and the wave-area theory he had formulated therefrom, 
ante-dating Mr, Colin Archer’s deductions, which were given pub- 
licity through the London #FY¥eld, It now suits Mr. Prague to accuse 
Mr, Hyslop of stealing bis thunder from Mr, Archer, 
The truth is this: Mr. Hyslop had given Scott Russell’s wave-line 

theory considerable study, and in 18/0 began a series of well-con- 
ducted experiments upon models, with a yiew to putting wave hne 
design into practical application, Aft that time he owned an 18ft. 
boat ealled Zephyr. By dropping her garboard and some padding 
she was brought to conform nearly to wave-area mould, and was 
found to be much improved. Thereupon Mr. Hyslop cut and built 
many models for his own use, and for members of the New York 
Model Y. C. upon wave-area principles. His own model was very 
successful, and he wears to-day a charm on his watch chain won in a 
match sailed in October, 1875. In 1876 he built the Petrel, closely 
following out the waye-area system he had deduced from the afore- 
said experiments. The Petrel has turned ont a boat of exceptional 
speed and ease, In 1874 Mr. Hyslop was asked by Mr. Cushing, then 
publisher of the Aquatic Monthly Magazine, to write up an article 
embodying his discoveries, but want of time prevented its consumma- 
tion. Jn 1878 and 1879 Mr, Hyslop did write an imierestine series of 
compositions on the topic for Mr. Tileston, editor of the Country. To 
all this witnesses can be had by the hundred, So far Mr, Hyslop had 
no knowledge of the existence of Colin Archer, In 1878 the latter ap- 
peared with a number of excellent papers in the London Field, m 
which he related precisely the same results as those previously 
arrived at by Mr. Hyslop, results which were obtamed partly from 
models almost identical with those brought into play here, but with- 
out knowledge of Mr. Hyslop’s previous success in the same direction. 

It has beéu shown that Mo. Prague is careless with the facts in 
atkerissies, In regard to the accusation that Mr. Hyslop stole from 
Mr. Archer he is equally wide of thetruth. He has likewise been found 
exactly wrong in his estimate, on record in your columns, as to what 
cutters could accomplish, Wrong on every point and in every, 
detail. And yet when 4 person convicted so flatly of incapacity 
anuduness that the strictures of the undersigned upon the build of 
American yachts are of no value whatever, boisterous hilarity wells 
forth ab Mr. Prague's pompous assumption, Tis much like the dusky 
artist who whitewashes a fence, passing judgement on Meissonier’s 
brush. Mr. Pragueis now seeking tu ailvertise himsell’ as a savior 
ot his country at about $25 a save for fairine up Phil, Hisworth's 
models, which is the milk in the cocoanut, I regret to ses such a 
genius as Hisworth playing ‘me too” at the coat tails of one who is 
not yet a master of arithmetic. C, P.K, 

SMALL YACHTS, 

* reply toa great) number of inquiries concerning the plans of 
Small yachts, we may say that a book treating of the subject is in 

preparation and will appear in about one month fromnow. This 
volume will contain over seventy plates superior in detail and finish 
to anything yet published, and covering the whole range of type in 
small yachts by numerous examples. ‘hese include many famous 
and well known baats by the jeading builders here and abroad. 

A NOTABLE CRAFT.—M?r. Goodwin is an honored member of the 
Hull ¥. C., of Boston, and the experiences of his yacht have been 
yery numerous. Tne vessel is named the Sinker, and it is justly con- 
sidered the most remarkable craft on the Atlantic coast. Whenever 
Mr. Goodwin seis sail in if his Beston friends buy pools on the 
chances of its never returning again. Tt is worthy of note that the 
ehances of never reinrning are invariably the fayorite in the pools. 
Mir. Gootwin tells us,and we are inclined to belieye him, that his 
np cal is the only sailing vessel in American waters that can jump a 
ence. He says Uhat whenever he leaves the Boston wharf and heads 

the Sinker for the mighty expanse of brine due east, every tug in the 
harbor gets up stsamiand gives chase, it seeming to be a triendly 
rivalry among the tugs to see who will earn the $10 and the honor of 

conveying the Sinker back into port when it staves a hole in its hold, 
or splitsits mizzenmast, or loosens its boom, or disables its rudder, 
or Deets with any one of the misfortunes which appear to be inevit- 
able when Mr, Goodwin isin practical command. “When I have my 
new yacht built,” says Mx. Goodwin, “I shall have it constructed on 
ingenious plans which are the result of a long and eventful experi- 
enee, It will be so deyised and built as to be capable of shutting up 
like an accordeon whenever it strikes a yacht or asandbar. In this 
way ail disaster will be averted, and I will be spared the humilitation 
and expense of liquidating the damages which now attend every 
cruise of the Sjnker..’—Chicago Herald. 

THE STEAM YACHT FALCON. 

THE CRUISE OF THE FALCON AMONG THE] decks. There was not much seasickness about, though some of us 

“BLUE NOSES.” 

THINE it was along in June when I got the following note; “Dear 
Croftut—The FPaleou will start on her summer’s cruise, July 3, 

and you are wanted to hold down one of the beds and keep the cook 
busy. You will make the eighth member of the party. We shall be 
gone three weeks or so. 1b willtone youup. You will, will you? R, 
T. Bush, 202 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn,” I jumped for joy. In 
five minutes I telegraphed in reply: “Yes, assuredly yes. Assign to 
an ack and grub. Yes, 1 willbe among you, Haven't strength to 
ecline,* 
Where toy friend's yacht was headed was a matter of slight con- 

sequence tome. She would skirt the cool sea somewhere, and that 
was enough for any mere guest to know, 
The afternoon of July 3 was pleasant, and I found the Falcon per- 

spiring and pufiing uneasily at a pier in Brooklyn near the Wall 
Street Perry, waiting for live freight. Captain Crosby was on ceck 
with his weather eye up the East River, and his crew of ten were 
swarming above and below, fore and aft, coiling rope and fetching 
wicker baskets of dry Monopole aboard, and fixing and fussing and 
pretending to be busy. Presently Mr, Bush, owner and commander, 
came driving down from his aerie on Columbia Heights with his 
family. and in half an honr we were all aboard. The ‘Commodore, 
as we have dubbed him for euphony's sake, fired a salute of P. P. C. 
to the friends we left behind, and the Falcon broke away from her 
moorings and started up the river, her satisfaction ab gétting away 
expressing itself in every Auitering flag. 

eS 

THuw FALCON In THE BAy oF FUNDY. 

The Falcon is a steam yachr of 120 tons burden, 106ft, long and 16ft, 
beam, drawing 7{b. of water. ‘She is five years old, having been built 
for President Garfield when le was a candidate for the Presidency, 
and having been owned in part by bim and used by him in excursions 
on the Potomac just before his assassination, All the room for 
oueae is above deck, ina spacious house fibished off like a Mann 
oudoir ear, a luxuriously-furnished cabin forward, then a dining- 

room spanning the hoat. then galley or kitchen, engine room, ice 
locker, and five double staterooms, a bath room and two clossts. The 
floors are of tesselated marble, and the bulwarks are finished in ma 
hogany and walnut with panels of Hungarian ash. large beyeled 
mirrors multiply the spaces fore and aft. The cabins and all the 
staterobms look out over the water through square windows, 4b. x2, 
and a party seated at dinner can see all the crath passing on either 
side, The main gangway of marble steps leads to the upper deck, 
which extends almost over the entire vessel, und furnishes an ample 
promenade and lounging place at all times. ; 
There were in the party Mr. Bush and his family and three others, 

including ladies, who were good singers, Instead of being off three 
weeks, ib was nine weeks or more before we rounded to again af the 
dock on Brooklyn's water front. 
Where did we cruise? Let me name some of the points we touched: 

New Haven, Shelter Island, Newport, Providence, Fall River, Block 
Island, Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket, Provincetown, Mavblehead, 
Boston, Portland, Bath, Bar Harbor, Grand Meuan, St. John, N. &., 
Windsor, Nova, Scotia, at the head of the Bay of Fundy. 

The Falcon behaved beautifully allsummer, Considermeg that she 
was constructed mainly for comforh and lisurty, she proved herself 
eminently staunch and steady inroush water, Several times we were 
out of sight of land, and more than once were caught by unexpected 
winds that flung the white caps high and tossed thent over our uppe 

were not “good sailors;” for when we felt a coming qualm wae flooded 
and flushed it with Dry Monopole, which we yoted, one and all, a per- 
fect panned against the terrors of an unsteady sea. At night we 
usually sought the seclusion which a harbor grants, or let the Falcom 
stick her nose up a conyenient river till the dawn. And this, we all 
voted, is the supreme adyantage of a steam yacht; the owner can go 
where and when he pleases without waiting for capricious winds and 
tides. And for coasting, I think it gives a steam yacht preference 
over any sailing yachtinthe world, | 
The marked incidents of the cruise were a social contab which we 

had with two enormous rightwkales (at least eighty feet loug each, 
the captain thought) at sea, off the Isle of Shoals, in which we re- 
peatedly got near enough to them to throw # biscuit upon their backs 
—near enough lo harpoon them it we had any way to capture them; 
the sight of & threshér in the Bay of Fundy, and the voquetry of the 
yacht with the sixty-foot tides. The thresher sprang outof the water 
repeatedly its entire length—some forty or fifty feet—straight up into 
the air, so that we mores see the horizon under the flukes of his tail, 
each time dropping back into the water with a great splash. This is 
the fellow that fights whales in partmership with a swordfish, falling 
upon the bulky monster above and preventing his breathing, while 
the smaller soldier plies his stiletto beneath. 
Another incident occurred of a very personal nature. I volunteered 

to instructour party in canoeing and I didit. They will all say so. 
Il never was in a eanoe before, but I managed it with great dexterity, 
sitting down, sitting up, kneeling, lying down, standing, and all con- 
celyable attitudes; and [ paddled it endways, sideways and flatways, 
right side up and bottom up. Iwas repeatedly cheered, especially 
when I skilfully disappeared for a minute or two under the buoyant 
craft. The most picturesque attitude, perhaps, was that attamed 
when Iciimbed up on the fractious creature after it turned summerset 
with me, It isn’t everybody that can paddle a tanos. In my pocket 
I thoughtfully carried my Higin “Raymond” watch that had varied 
only four seconds a month for twelve years; half an hourafter the 
exhibition I found it full of water but still going, This shows the 
force of habit, and it demonstrates the superiority of water to any 
other sort of liquor for the laboring classes. . A 
The Fundy tides were a source of never-ending surprise asd inter- 

est. When water drops beneath your keel at the rate of two inches 
a minute for six hours, you naturally feel some curiosity as to where 
the craft is to find a resting place, Windsor, where we moored the 
Falcon, is up the small river Avon, through which the tide rushes 
like a torrent four timesa day. As the tidal wave hurries from =pain 
and Norway at daybreak and dances into the broad mouth of Fundy 
with a. bubbling sound, it seems as if the promise given to Noah had 
been temporarily suspended; and when it dances down the Avon 
ad leaves it oné yast basinof yellow mud, it seems asif the earth 
were running dry, You ean't have mueh of a river without some 
water. 
At high tide the Falcon swung at the top of the green wharf, and 

half the population of the town surged around her, for this was the 
first yacht of any kind ever at the head of the Bay of Fundy: at low 
fide ghe had sunk to the foot of the wharf, and settled into a bed of 
oozy mud, and*eyery drop of water has run off down the slimy hill 0 
far that there was not enough to float her within six or eight miles! 
One of the passengers wrote a yachting song, and often we all as- 

sembled around the piano and madeé the cabin ring with the air of 
“Lauriger Horatius’’: 

Falcon fair, of pinion free, 
Bird of flight undaunted, 

By the surging of the sea. 
Be her praises chanted, 

Corvus; As the pleasant breezes fling 
Foamy fountains from her, 

We, beneath her drowsy wing, 
Dream away the summer. 

Drifting on from day to day 
Past the purple highlands, 

Through the shadow-haunted bay, 
Round the shining islands, 

Onorus: As the pleasant breezes, ete- 

Far away from eager crowds 
And the land’s commotion, 

Dancing with the dancing clouds 
Over the azure ocean. 

Corus: As the pleasant breezes fling 
Foamy fountains from her, 

We, beneath her drowsy wing, 
Dream away the summer, 

'W, A, CRorrur, 
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SNEAKBOXES. 

W page 474 isa very interesting article by ‘‘Skipper.”’ He pos— 
O sesses the faculty of communicating useful information m a 
very clear and pleasant manner. In reading his article J have 
learned more about the sneakbox than Leverknew before. Itseems 
to me that with some alterations in rig, it would make nearly a per- 
feet boat for the angler on riverand lake. Ihkeit much betterthan 
boats [T have had built after my own designs, and which I think very 
convenient. 4 . 
For the anfler the sneakbox should haye some kind of a lug:sail, 

with a short movable mast that could be easily stowed. T would have 
ortable thwarts that could be placed on the coamings while fishing, 
ee going down to examine one of ‘these boats, and shall then be 
better able to say what changes I think would be desirable. In the 
tean time, why will not some of the readers of Worst AND Sree Am 
who have used a sneakbox for fishing, tell us something about it? 
and why will not Fortsr AyD StREAM give usa design for one fitted 
for angling with some light and easy rig? The rig given on page lk 
is not the right thing for an angler’s boat. Perhaps “Skipper’’ or 
Captain Bosert can tellus something more about the sneakbox as 
adapted for fishing. Prerpa. 

Mamaronncr, N, ¥. ne 
[A small standing lug oy lateen sail would be handier for some pur- 

poses than the lanes balancelug. Boxes are sometimes carried lor 
lise a8 seats, as well as for stowagel. J 

— 
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SAIL PLAN OF THE CARMELITA. 

Pa above sail plan is that of the new schooner Carmelita, illus- 
trated last week, In addition to the sails shown, she will carry 

a spinnaker, and also a small squaresail to set when running up the 
Pacific coast. The principal elements, as furnished by her designer, 
Mr. A. Cary Smith, are as follows: 

Wee ob IO Nsd eG, SA 8c tac fat cee Seiehie ate cle Foes 78. (ft. 
Length-on: waterline... -.-..2....... ete eee eee 65ft. 
Beam ... ... Meas ora Gis tee Seta ae fete Ac 16.4 ft. 
LD ierhdimerey-q ngeyt Cy Re AR AR AR SARS WEBS a aca ay Oft. 
UDA STEW i pad ve (252) cA pe AD OAS PIAARS § SSO 1. 8.12ft. 
Displacement, gross tons .............--+--.-00 79.4 
Ballast, total gross toms,...........--..--e+ ees 36.00 
Ballast on keel, gross tons.,...-....-.--..-00+0+ 11.58 
Center of buoyancy aft center of W.L......... 2.7B£t. 
Center of buoyancy below W.L........ .....-- 2.05£6 
Center of lateral resistance aft of center W.L.. 2.9ft. 
Center of effort aft of center of W.L.... ...... 0.9ft. 
ALGAOF Jogdewaterling? so) ops. 0... weesce- aes 716.2 sq. ft. 
PoeM GION Jab osse er eas clase eo eds hss 0.676 
Center of gravity of L.W. plane from center... . 
AOA IMIS NPE SCCHONW. 0. Mlsey eee deat ta eet 38.2 sq. ft. 
GOStHCTOLt Mee mua ceteris 113)4-5 fovea te 0.48 

DIMENSIONS OF SPARS. 
Bowsprit, outboard ,........... seseeececes tenes 12ft. 
Jibboom, heel to gammon strap..............-. 12ft. 4in. 
JIGOOOMNS GULDORTOR ee = eee awe etki: oe wrltuce 13ft. 2in. 
Jibboom, diameter at gammom strap.......... in. 
LOTR yeaa p iol opal ec ee ey OR ew al aT ee 
Foremast, deck to houndS,.............-.-.-.-- 44ft. 
Moremastmasthead oe: io. sect. cstis Foire are se 
Foremast, diameter in partners..............-. 1ft. 
Foremast, diameter at hounds ................- 
Foretopmast, heel to hounds............-...... eatt, 
Foretopmast, heel to truck.........-...--....-- 27ft. 
Foretopmast, diameter at upper cap............ 
Foretopmast, diameter at hounds.............. 
RoOreboGInmicn mutes wars ssc nl ss, we). 1 See 19ft. 
HOTEHGOM, (OIGTELER A Wo ewe ee dee stern atin ee 
WOVE AT WON hile meee Aha eee nee oye nels | 18ft. 
Horecaih, (uaMerere cue eek cny akc oe aes secltes 
Spinnaker boom, length.....................+. 44ft. 
Spinnaker boom, diameter 
Mainmast, deck to hounds.................... 
Mainmast, masthead .....2.. 0... .cc ce ces ee ae eces 5ft. 10in. 
Mainmast, diameter in partners i 
Mainmast, diameter at hounds............ .. .. Ygin. 
Maintopmast, heel to hounds................... 25ft. 10in. 
Maintopmast, heel to truck :: 
Maintopmast, diameter at upper cap.... 
Maintopmast, diameter at hounds..... 
Mainboom, length .., ....¢22-es.e3-4- 
Mainboom, diameter 
Maingaff, length...... 
Mainpatteciameber, so uhscuky . sees «thas nce. 
Maintopsailyard, length. .... 0... cece eevee ee ess 34ft. 8 
Maintopsailyard, diameter....................05 
Mainjackyard, length........ Pra sed ee ts 20Ft. 
Mainjackyard, diameter................-00e0000 

See ee ee er 

Se ry 

ee ee es 

3in. 

Mainsail. 
‘Foot.. ..,.44ft. in. 
-Head.,....23ft. Gin. 
‘Luff....., .87ft. Sin. 
Leach, ....56£6, 

topsail, 
25ft, 8in. 84ft. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

ee oe fA ee . 

SAIL PLAN OF SCHOONER CARMELITA. 

Jib. Flyingjib, Jibtopsail. 
ONISUR VE ae PRAai sen nite nea here nea 44ft. 6in. 56ft. 71ft. 
LOTS yt Bete Sot a ees ae 86ft. 6in, 36£t. 37£t. 6in. 
Got yh. er Ge Ak Re EN, Sas 27ft, Gin. 26Ft, 6in. 48 ft. 
Spinnaker—Hoist, 68ft.; leach, 80ft.; foot, 48ft, 8in. 
Total area of lower sail, 2,923 sq. ft. 

A SAILOR’S YACHT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Let me call the attention of all interested in really meritorious 

work to the new schooner Carmelita. She is now lying at Piep- 
grass’s basin, Greenpoint, and is practically completed. This yacht 
will commend herself to sailormen at once upon inspection. She 
comes nearer to an ideal cruising vessel in model, rig, equipment and 
size than anything recent I can call to mind. Asto her “lines” for 
speed I refrain from positive judgment, the question not being per- 
tinent to my present object. But it may be said ina general way 
that the Carmelita’s lines are good, and that no radical exception 
ean be taken. I wish to refer to this vessel in regard to her type. 
She is handsome and smart to the eye; graceful yet bold, with a 
powerful look; sufficiently fine in the ends for ease and weatherliness 
at sea; highsided without a suspicion of being ‘“‘boxy’’ or topheavy; 
she has a deen waist capped with a stylish rail and a Jong, clean-cut 
overhang of the English pattern; just enough sheer to be in harmony 
with the fashioning of the vessel; a set of well-proportioned spars, 
and last, but not least, as fine a flush deck as a sailor cares to walk, 
with a perfect waste of room in every direction. No homely barn 
with its structural weakness. Broad gangways in which a mob can 
tail on to halliards and sheets. Ample passage athwart deck be- 
tween the skylights, and lots of room abaft the wheel to coil away 
mainsheet, with space enough along the quarters to accommodate a 
whole party. The cockpitis of pleasing elliptical round, large enough 
and yet not a bit too large in comparison with the size of the yacht, 
and does not cut into valuable deck area. : 
The finish is plain, but neat and honest, and above all, thoroughly 

shipshape fore and aft, Skylights are small but ample for the pur- 
pose of light and ventilation. Iron work and the rigger’s art are 
seea to perfection in this new vessel. HEyerything is strong and well- 
Sesh ae without being heavy. There is a wholesome, business- 
ike appearance to everything about deck and aloft which a sailor- 
man knows well how to admire. Jibboom and topmast are of course 
fitted to house, and house in fact, not merely as a distant possibility. 
The taffrail is not shut in, but supported by knees with a free water- 
course between, English fashion, so that a sea shipped forward will 
rush down the lee gangway and out over thé stern at the next ’scend, 
insuring a quicker clearing of the deck than by side scuppers only. 
The waist, it should be remarked, has been painted white inboard, 
but as itis of clear oak, it willbe scraped bright upon arrival at her 
destination, This done, there will nut be a brushful of paint in 
sight from on board, and the Carmelita’s deck will becomeéne of 
the handsomest in existence, and that without resort to extravagant 
moulding and meretricious artifice in decoration. 
Equal good sense and good taste is displayed in the cabins below. 

There is no lubber’s humbug about the finish. No loud gilding over 
head, lincrusta or rainbow decorations borrowed from the gin shops 
ashore. No effort to emulate the Hoffman House corridors in heavy, 
misplaced wealth of embellishments. No attempt to compete in 
trashy gaudiness of garnishment to advertise the owner's wealth. But 
in the place of the usual vulgar ostentation, we find neat and attrac- 
tive paneling, suitable to ship purpose, in coucert with the work and 
wear the yessel may expect to encounter. The most noticeable 
feature belowis the excellent planning and the exceedingly liberal 
space of the accommodations. Itis hard to realize that over 6ft. of 
headroom, a large saloon and six staterooms, all light and airy, have 
been bulkheaded off with such great success under the flush deck of 

a vessel only 65ft. on the loadline. Besides there is a galley, pantry, 
foreeastle and sailroom, and other requisites without stint. Her 
cabin will prove an agreeable revelation to those who want plenty of 
privacy on board without resorting to a huge and unwieldy vessel to 
attain such end. The Carmelita is large enough to cruise around the 
world in great comfort. Her depth, easy beam, and a 12-ton talker 
underneath the keel. make her a most desirable schooner for any and 
all purposes to which a yacht can be put. A 
Though she cost no more than the Gracie or Fanny, she is twice the 

boat and far and away ahead of the flat-floored traps hitherto ac- 
cepted as all that could be expected on such moderate length. Gen- 
tlemen from San Francisco who have examined this new yacht are 
loud in their praise, and assure me that the Carmelita will rank as the 
finest in the fleet at home. Her general grace, jaunty overhang, 
great room and workmanlike equipment, are certain to receive unre- 
served indorsement from all. To me sheis doubly attractive, because 
in her I discover the march of improvement of the times, a cutting 
adrift from the baby boats of smooth water, and the ready acquies- 
cence withthe standard a sailor would like to see quite general in our 
fleet. The schooner Ariel, of the old light displacement type, was 
seven months getting around the Horn, and came near passing in her 
checks to Davy Jones his locker. She proved a flat failure on the 
Pacific, for in spite of beam and floor she could not show sail, and now 
has been got rid of, I think for the paltry sum of $1,000, to carry loads 
for pay. I warrant Carmelita will make a fine passage and be worth 
a big fraction of her cost fifteen years hence. She is well built, just 
the right size for all-around sport, and need fear no weather nor sea, 
while as a smooth-water yacht she is equally well adapted. 
Her draft of 10ft. is much to her advantage, and but one or one. 

and a half in excess of the draft we now would give to a centerboard 
vessel of Athlon type of 65ft. on the line. In practice she would navi-. 
gate the same waters exactly as the centerboard could, and that on 
several feet less than the latter showing some board and without 
any danger of twisting the fin, of consequent leaking and the nuis- 
ance of a trunk below and a house on deck to make up for the scant 
height afforded in a boat of high bilge and “peak bottom,” like 
Athlon. Some foolish stuff has been written to San Francisco con- 
cerning the Carmelita. It has been heralded by superficial scribes 
that she would not stand up and that she had no room inside. The 
latter notion is fully gainsaid by the facts, and of that people in San 
Francisco will soon have ocular evidence, Our friends on the Pacific 
may rest assured that Carmelita will prove of extraordinary stiffness, 
and that in the strongest of winds it will be a physical impossibility 
to carry her rail under and a mighty hard thing to force her-eyen 
planksheer-to. Of course it is expected she will heel down some de-- 
grees more than wide, flat-footed scows to find her proper bearings. 
And all the better and more comfortable will she be for that very 
reason. Her weather side will shield from wind and spray, and her 
decks will afford a delightful lee without bringing the cockpit into 
requisition. When the beamy boats of San Francisco, with their 
scoopy sheer and low freeboard, will have gangways awash with the 
sea surging fore and aft in big lumps, Carmelita, though heeling fur- 
ther down, will go along dry and in able fashion, with the agreeable 
knowledge to boot that she may heel as she pleases and in the hardest 
of puffs sheets need not be started nor need the wheel be put down, 
for no capsize is in storefor such as she. Furthermore, those on 
board will not be able to experience the additional heel, and will find 
far more gratification in the easy recline to the body which the heel- 
ing affords than the constraint of a position more nearly upright. 
There may be slight differences of opinion concerning Carmelita’s 

lines for the highest rate of speed gauged by the exacting standard of 
close competition, but itis safe to predict that she will be no slouch 
if put through the pranks of a flyer by a spirited crew and competent 
skipper, who understand this new style of boat. But people in the 
East as well as on the Pacific will join me in my estimate of the type 
which Carmelita represents, and also in the astonishing room and 
cruising fitness of which such vessels are possessed, far in excess o £ 
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anything achieved by inordinate beam, flounder bottem, hixh bilge, 
and teatherweight disnlacement. The Carmetlitais thoroughly a sail- 
orman’s fancy, and as asailorman I write this ia admiration, and to 
give full credit to her (designer for his ineeption of the scheme, and the 
builder forthe splendid manner in which he has given enrily to the 
outline en paper. Carm-lita is expected to sail by the middl+ of next 
month, Yacutsmen will do themselves 4 good turn and escape the 
harrow prejudiced arguments of jack knife qiacks by climbing 
aboard the ew schooner and sezing for themseélyas. For seeing is 
believing, and believin= is to go and do likewise. 

CG, P. KunHArpDr. 

THE LENGTH AND SAIL AREA RULE. 

‘yee fillowing letfer from Mr. Colin Archer, the eminent Norwegian 
naval architect, to Mr. John Hyslop, of New York, was read by 

the latter gentleman hefore the last meeting of tha S-awanhalka Cor- 
inthian Y.C, Mr. Archer’s letter adds still further testimony to the 
#reat yalue to yachting of the work done by the Measurement Com- 
mibttees of the New York and Seawanhaka clubs, and especially of 
Mr. Hyslop’s part in the matter: 

Laurvra, Norway, Feb. 27, 1884. 
DEAR Sirn—Allow me to offer my yery best thanks for the great 

trouble you have tak nin giving me a full and clear an<wer to tke 
questions I yentured to put to the Seawanhaka Corinthian ¥. GC. on 
the subject of yacht measurement, and I beg thatyou willalso conyey 
to the members of the club my grateful acknowled=ment of the ecr- 
dial manner in which they hive received and acted upon my letter. 
While Leertainly could not haye expected or asked that you would 
bestow so much time and trouble on the subject, Tam confident that 
your exhaustive treatment of it will be of tie greatest value to the 
comonttes in making out their report, 
A club has lately been formed here which. it is hoped, will be able 

toassume somewhatof a uational characte, and form a band of 
mgjiim between the local clubs along the coast, and as none of the 
measurement rules now in use seem to have given unqualified satis- 
faction, 4 committee has been appointed to consider the matter, and 
this is the committee to which I have been nominated. 

Personally, I quite indorse the opinion you express in these words, 
“Tf adaptation to cruising fitness is not to be lost sight of. and if ex- 
eellence of model is to have any fair share in determining success in 
our races, [see no alternative but to take sail area into avcount,” 
and I sincerely hops our Norwegian Yachting Society wiil give the 
system a fair trial. ; 
No doubt there are practical difficulties connected with measuring 

the sail area fairly for different rigs, and also devising a rule which 
does not admit of being evaded by tmcouth sail plans; out if the prin- 
ciple is once acknowledg d to be right, these difficulties will no doubt 
be overconeintime. * * * 
Thariking you again for your letter, I shall only add that T take a 

Ereat interest In American yachting matters and watch with pleasure, 
andi hope profi’, the change now going on in your yacht fleet, and 
the expressions of opinion called forth by late events, 

lam, dear sir, very truly yours, 
CoLin ARCHER. 

John Hyslap, Esq., New York. 

THE AMSRICA’S CUP.—Kirby, of Rye, Westchester county, N,Y., 
has got out a new model for a yacht of sufficient size to compete in 
the prospective intel national vial. The builder writes that he has 
long becn 4 believer in weigzhr for speed and able qualities and in ali 
his boats has sought to combine good displacemeut with moderate 
draft as far as possible, The Arrow was a well Innown and success- 
ful illustration of this policy. He also states his conviction that the 
day Nas pa-sed for imitatiog the requirements of our coasting trade 
and that yachts shoul be produced «a specialty without regard to 
the features miost prominevt in trading vessels. This we deem sound 
logic, and also “nm additional remark, that the Huglish have long ago 
ent adrift in ti eir yacht building practice from the leading stri gs of 
the m rebant feet. The perfect yacht should be built 1o attain the 
highest sailing qualities independent of cramping coudiions ta meet 
Some minor or special consideration. Ihe time has gone by for 
building a bout arvund a cabin or around a woman's petticoat. Build 
the be-t style of boat and aecept such draft and such accommoda- 
tions as that kind of a boat way possess without further hesitition. 
Uatil that is conceded boats mast reniain compromises of antagon- 
istic demands and suffer pruportionately in their sailing. 

BROOKLYN BOATSAILORS.—We call the attention of the owners 
of small eratt wlio reside in Brooklyn to the notice im another eulumo 
of toe formation of a new boating association, the Brooklyn C. ©, 
While m stof the members thus far are canveists, the club wll! be 
devoted to the iuterests of sma.l cruising craft generally, and all are 
invited to attend the » eetings. A club house will probably be ob- 
tained near Bay Ridge, with a conimodations for canoes and boats, 
Shell rowing is on fT -€ Wene in Brooklyn. but there are many ol oars- 
men whose fondness for the water would still keep them afloat, if 
suitable craft and Louse facilities were available. We advise all of 
the:e to visit the canoeixts aud learn something of the various craft 
iii which t ey amuse thems: lves: \lahoes, siuglshanders, sncakboxes 
and obaer cruising 90403, Mr J. °. Newman, No. 19 Jobn street, New 
York, will gladiy answer any inquiries. 

THE CONCLUSIONS IN GERMANY.—Our able German contem- 
porary, Wassersport, announces the tolluwing as the result uF trial 
Deiween extreme cutter, compromise and shoal centerboard, It co- 
Iciles exactly with experiéneein Americdand elsewhere. “lt has 
beeu proven on the river Wibe. at Kiel and elsewhere, |hat the extreme 
etter wins against all other forms of boatin quiet or rough water. in 
light as well as in heavy breeze, Vhe middle type is powerless against 
the eutter, and the flat-bolttoms (flounders), can only accomplisi 
SoWething when sailed wilh suiftiny .allast in smooth water, Under 
ali miles of measurémcnt, the advantage -eems tu rest with the cuiter. 
The only formida which seems to fully rate the cutter is Lae length 
ani sail ared rule, wow being distussed in Englund, and already 
adopted by the plincipal eluvs of Ainerica,”* 

COaT OF YACHTs IN GeRMANY.—The celebrated narrow beam 
Lol y, a Baltic 10-tonner, buile im Kiel, 1882, from line; by the well- 
known engineer Saeticow, cust $3,000, piain finish. Built with oak 
frame, natural crook, iron Moore aud knees, lead ballast, teak hal ches, 
deck in bwo layers wit tarred fele between, ana very full equipment, 
The Loliy is ft. long, Vf. tiv, beam; wratt, Sct. 9in.; 18.7 tous dis- 
Placement, 11.25 of whica areip leau ballast; area lower sails, 1,330 
sq. 15,5 mas-t, deck to hounus, 27ib.; boom, suft.; gaff. 25ft.; bowsprib, 
Gubboard, 1$if. She isadry and very able yea boav, surpassing her 
Dbeaniiér sisters in these respects, Raced five times, winning five 
prizes, Is Spoken of ighly as a eruising boat, 

“LE YACHT.—This bright littla French paper celebrates its 
seventh birthday with & nev title piece.. The number contains an 
illustrated arucle on steam launeles, with designs of engines; an 
arliclé on the French toipedo boats, Bombe and Condor; also illus- 
tration and several sketches of a little 5-ton cutter, Tjamla. The later 
is 87i\t, Gin. over all, daft. din, on waterline, 6ft beam, and 6ft, 2m, 
draft; but hasa laree lorecastle with one bunk, roomy cabin with 
two lockers, snd also an after cabin, abaft which is a small cockpit, 

A YOUNG CORINTHIAN.—Editor Forest and Stream: Will you 
pleage give through PoREsT anpd STREAM the size of a hoist sail for 
miy boat, which | use in Lhe summer at Sea Isle City, N, J. She is a 
dead rise batteau, 14)4ft. long anil 4ft. beam, the sailon now is a sprit 
about 8yds,, and wheu it is low water I cannot beat up the thorouzh 
fare againss wind and tide. Please excuse this writiog as I am but 
eleven yeal's old and not in the grammar school yet, Papu says 1 
think o ore about boats than my lessons. 

HULL Y. C —This club held their annual mecting on Jan. 10, at 
which \he followiug officers were elected; Commodore, C. W. Whitten; 
Vice-Commodore, G. $. Morbush; Rear Commodore, G. R, Howe; 
Sceretary, Pelee Aborn; Assistanb Sevretury, F, ©. Brewer: 
Treasuver, C, C. Hutchinson; Measurer, W. H. Litchfield. Tne club 
has increased by 17 members over 1888, making 454, with 178 yachts. 

PREPARING FOR CARMELITA.—Mr, P, J. Donohue, of the 
schooner Neilie, has lately returned from Eurape,a.d has had his 
“cht hauled out ror alterations in order to fit her to meet the new 
Jarmelita. Nellie will have her cabm eut down, flush decks laid, tive 

feet added aft, and larger sails and spars, 

ENICKERBOCKER Y, C.—The following board of officers has been 
elected by the Kuiekerbocker Y,©, for 1885: Commodore, Geo, R. 
Hobby; Vice-Commodore, W,T Oaderdonk; secretary, W. R, Morse; 
Treasurer, C, W. Lamb; Measnrer, 2, P. Mowton; Fleet Surgeon, 1. 
Ringer, M. D.; Steward, J. GC. Mar, Jv. 

CUTIBR FOR SALE.—We call the attention of yachtsmen to Mr. 
A. Cary Suiiti’s advertisement of the cutter Daisy. for sale. This 
little Gay is already well known here and will be an aequisition to 
any of our yacht clubs. 

ROVAL CANADIAN Y. ©.—This club gave ballon the nizht of 
Jan. 15, ab the Horticultural Gardens Payilion,in Toronto, A large 
huhber of guests were present, and the aftair was a great success, 

A FRENCH CORINTHIAN.—Mr, Voizot, of the Paris Sailing Cirele, 
and owner of the Murre, has lately passed his examinations for a 
Master's certificate, at Southampton, 

THE SNAKE, 

Canaecing. 

A HISTORY OF THE SNAKE, 

J Ree steady and rapid rise ta prominence among American sports 
which canoeing has accomplished has been a cause for con- 

gratulation among men who. io these days of money getting and 
politics, have felf, with Spencer and Freeman and many another 
philosopher, that life gave time for other things. Especially is it 
ratifying to note that this form of relaxation and exercise is not 
allowed to dezenerate, as so many others have done, inta contests of 
highly frained professional skill, at which those who stand most in 
need of physical recreation find thems+lves relegated to the position 
of merely interested observers. Kvery beginning of sucn a aecline 
has been met and counteracted by wise regulation und enthusiasm 
on the part of tne American Canoe Assuciation, echoing. of course, 
the sou id common sense of its membership: so that canoeing now 
holds an enviable position in the pastimes of the country as one of 
the truest kind, enjoyed and controlled by amateurs, 
And this happy conservatism has not by any means checked prog- 

ress. There ognition that theevolntionof racing machines and pro- 
fessional sportsmen would destroy the aims of the sport has only 
diverted lis energies into amore profitable field, namely, that of ihe 
legitimate erui-ing, health-séeking, amateur cancveist eagerly contest- 
ing among his fellows for the plea-ure and honor of *all-ro;md” ex- 
cellence of his craft fo. these purposes. Naturaily in this movement, 
full of life and progress, many experiments have beeu tried and noy- 
elties have beeu vumerous; and also naturally, certain clubs and 
certain craft haye come to the front in the rivalries. 

Latterly the Mohican U. C., of Albany, haye maintained a decided 
supremacy iv the production of canoes and men equipped as well for 
the adventurous urnise as the nearly equally exciting race course. 
Not ouly one or two champions buia good even fleet enable the 
Mohicans to meet bobh pioneers of the brotherhood and novices with 
competitors who can carry their turtle and s‘ars to the front rank, 
One of these is the Snake, owned by Mr. R, W. Gibson. Although 
her recorc is brief compared bo some, ibis good, and itshows her to 
be essentially un “all-round” boat. Sie was built by My, J. H. Rush- 
ton in the fall of TS82. to an order given by Gen. R §, Oliver. At this 
time Mr. Rushton had already attained that exe: llence of light, deli- 
catrly-finished workmanship which he ean hardly hope to Surpass, 
although the questions of model and fittings are still getting much 
of his atten 10n, and no doubt will For sone time. 
The Snake is clinker pull, 14ft. Gin, lone. 80i4iu. beam and 1224in. 

deep, a. C, A. meusurement, She is 10M4in. deep from gunwale vo 
bottom of keel-on amiiships, 1sin, high at stem and 16)4in. at stern, 
having, therefore, a good sheer, She has no keel, only a flat keelson, 
very slightly rockered and fitted with an Atwood centerboard with 
five nickel-plated blades, I'he well is 5ft, 6m. long, the ends are of 
course alright, without hatches aud there is a small hoid with water- 
uiguthateh. She is asheht depariure from the Bliard m model, her 
ebief charact- ri-lic being a flat floor, carried well forward te a rather 
fw bow, ‘lhe entrance is fine, but the hollow wateyline by which 
her full bow is reacded is probably capable of improvement. Tne 
stem und stern were both rounded, but without much lessening her 
length on waterline, 

She was launched as the Acorn No, 2. and being then the bigzest 
boas, in the club, was cousilered alittle too big. Another canoe, the 
Marion, was therefore produced during the winter, and in April of 
83, Mr. R, W. Gibson purchased the Acorn, becams a Mouican, 
and painted Snake on her nameplates over the name she had so 
bnietly borne. 
The club held no regular regitoa or sailing races before the A. G. A. 

meetin that year, but a good deal of lively sailing was done in trips 
up and down the Hudson, and yery few were the evenings when three 
or four cinoes were not afloat for an hour or twoat least. Very soon 
the Snake began to show bnne weatherly qualities, which almost 
always put her to windward of the fleet when she wanted to go there, 
while before the wind she was to no disadvantage except fiom the 
inexperience of her master, and this fault lessened steadily. 
The first race, however, was a paddle. The M. GC. C, eommodore 

presented a challenge tlag tor paddling over a mile course, to be h+ld 
against all cumers in the Club, and on Aug, 18 the flest turned out in 
forve to see Annis O., Thetis and Snake compéte forthe honor, 
Aunie O,1s an Everson Snoidow, Thetis was a 28-inch Lansinghure 
smooth skin. It was.a hard strugele and very close indeed, but Snake 
secured the trophy, and has held it ever since, 

In August the Snake, in good company, made her way by road and 
rail, and steamer, to Lakefield, Ganada, and thence cruised by the 
river and Clear Lake to the meéct ab Stony Lake, arriving at camp a 
stranger and alone, for a few minutes that is, until the otter Mohi- 
caus Came up tointroduce her, She waa rigged with the two lateens 
originally fitted and a small jib, which her owner had added with 
very good eifect, the mast tubes being about 2ft, 6in. from stem and 
stern. Her mainsail area was d6ft., and total only 65, and she was 
habitually sailed without ballast, several experiments with it havinz 
always resulted in hér sulking or otherwise rebelling against any 
needless burden, for the Snake, though docile and willing enough at 
Most times, seers to have sume litile ch racter of her own, and one 
of her ideas is that ballash, whether forward, aft, or amidships, 
is unpleasanttoearry. Yet she likes to be kept upright and to be 
rimmed as evenly as if on a floor, and these and a few other things 
being arranged, she will behave well in any weather. Even if cap- 
sized, as she has been more than once through no fault of her own, 
she vonducts herself admirably; buoyant enuugh to ca ry a well full 
of water, She will often consent to gel up again and sail without in- 
sisting upon the ejection of the Jonah who cansed. the catastrophe. 
So she was well received af Stony Lace. 
One breezy afte;noon when she had run away from the Mohican 

Henrietta, 4 stranger in a lug-rigged Shadow challenged the Snake to 
a sail home, Ttwas glorious sajline weather, and a wind on which it 
was just possible to lay a course direct for the bay, where the camp 
teuts and flags gleamed in the sun. The lug-rigzed canoe had the 
best view of the rave all along, because both looked ahead, and when 
they got there the Snake stopped to see who the stranger might be, 
and made the acquaintance of the veteran Dob. Her captain pro 
tem, (Mr. Vanx did not go with his canoe to Stony Lake), conceded 
the victory, and the Snake grew ambitious, 
On Tuesday. Aug, 21, the second race called was the Novice Sailing 

Race, Hight siarced; the breeze was fresh enough to dake sajlin, 
6xciting, and the bepinners of ‘83 went off befora the wind in goo 
Spirits, The course was triangular, and on the beat to windward on 
the second side the Snake got so fur away from her competitors that 
she ran home and finished just as they appeured rounding the island, 
winning by neatly 4 mile, In that year the distinction between juni- 
ors and seniors was still muse, but the Snake went from the novice 
race into the senior, enteriug next the Ulass B, sailing limited weight. 
In these she bad to meet experienced opponents, The start was 
fairly even, the Dot, sailed by Wr, Whitlook, and some others were 
ahead of the Snake atthe end of the first run, bat on luffiug up after 
her rivals, she pointed closer than any of them and sailed the way she 
pointed, and finished firstagain, Theconsiderably bigger sails gained 
on her before the wind until the helm was put up, and with a jibe 

and luff as rapid as the movement of a weather yane, the Snake hauled 
me a and got away for home, winning, however, by only a slight 
ead. 
The next day brought more moderate weather, but the no ballast 

sailing race was very much like the limited race, : 
The Snake made a good start, and on the windward work stood out 

beyond a second island. losing sight of the fleet and finding 4 channel 
less favorable than the main one. On rejoining the fleet, however,, 
the Dot, who led them. passed astern of the Snake as they met on 
opposite tacks and thy slight lead of the latter was increased to the 
finish. On actual time the Snake won by 4 minute and 4 half, thoush 
her official time was considerably hetter, the Wot having starved 
badly, The Snake’s next event was the combined paddling and sail- 
ing race, Jt was contested in a very light wind, As she anticipated, 
two or three canoes of lesser beam gotaway from her on the paddling 
part of the race, but hoisting one lateen only the Snake slipped over 
the secoud round to moré advantage, passing the Jeaders and 
weathering the turning point without going about, which most of 
them failed todo. The Snake won easily. . 
The records do not give the numbers wf entries in these races, but 

as paely 48 can be remembered there were from 5 to 8 started io 
eac 
The Snake was entered in an upset paddling race against fhe re- 

doutable M F. Johnstone, simply to make a race of it, which she 
adinittedly aid. Of course fine racing ca.108 went far ahead, but upon 
capsizing one leap over the side re-established the crew of the Suake, 
while it was a tedious crawl over the stern into the ‘‘darning neeriJle,”’ 
but a is hopeless, the Snake was a good second though there was 
ne third. : 
The senior unlimited ballast race (sailing) inyolved the Snake in 

difficulties in common with others, It was started in a gale of wind 
such as canoes rarely face except for racing, Five eanoes pluoged 
and yawed before if fora few exciting minules, and then there were 
only jour. The Dot was down. A féw minutes more and anofher 
white sail slipped out of sight into the white caps. The Snake held 
on until near the first island (a half mile), tearing along and rolling 
gunwale under, but congratulating herself upon having parsed the 
worst. Then down with the board and helm for the windward work, 
Bul a waye that fhrew her stern and rudder out of the water and a 
gust that almost lifted the rest of her out, brought her roind abruptly 
on h+r beam ends, It was some distance froin shore, and by the time 
the paddler, who came to the reseue, arrived al the spot, the ~natre 
was righted and crew aboard and the well nearly dry again, but the 
sail had disappeared; the canoe drifting of course vapilly Lo lee- 
ward had left it away off in the wilderness of yer as to be picked 
up by another boat, Hailing was futile, the wind blew ane’s voice 
down one’s throat, and after a short struggle to overtake the salvave, 
the Suake ran into the les ofaroeck and spread herself out to dry ia 
the sun. Her hold yielded up a never-lorgotten flask and a stray 
lemon rolled out of her pocket. and philosop.\y got consolati n there- 
trom. Had her master not so carelessly Just the sail the Snuke was 
food to win that race after all, for not one of the tive escaped cap- 
size, anil few ¢ot out of it so well as she did. 

As will be rememher-d by soine, the paddling races at Stony Lake 
were not favorable to the “all-round” canoe, and the Snako was not 
entered for ‘ny except the pset race already mentio 6{!. Her repn- 
tation there was made as a sailor, yet at other times she proved to be 
sood wider the ‘spruce 'reeze” as well. From tae A. CG. A. camp the 
Wohicans erui ad back through Clear Lake and the Otoaahee River, 
and across Rive Like to Harwood, a delightful trip, and the Suake 
was 4 food boat to enjoy itiu. Thenee rail and steam conveyed her 
to Clayton anid she was launched for a few days im the Thovsand 
Islands, after which another trip (on afreight tram this time) brought 
her back sound and pretty as ever ta home. Duriig this excursion 
she Was transferied trom wagon tocar and car to wagon and steamer, 
ete,, nineteen times; so that her strength and portability were pr try 
weiltested. She weighrd about 100 pounds in piddJivg trim (iuclid- 
ing equipment) and about 140 in complete sailing trim, snd was ofren 
shipped loaded with 40 or 50 ponnds vf duffl+ besides, 
After the meet the Snake entered bhe Bsts at home with equal sue- 

cess. On Uct. 3 a sailing race was appointed for a prize eiyen by 
Commodore Thomas. Besides the Snake the starters were Marion 
(Rushton Grayling), Thetis, Hilton and Fleurietta, all Lansingburg 
boats. Ths course was three milés up ani down the river, with a 
beam wind from the west, squ«lly and cold. Theother. anoes pusned 
the tnake hard, she missed sadly that working to wmdward in whieh 
she exce led, Annie O. got a long lead, Henrietta next. Misbups 
befel nearly all, Henrieita got ber board jimmed on a sunken buoy, 
Annie O, had to dedge a ferryboat, Thetis broke a viller, and Sualke 
was nearly capsized when nvar home by an awkward back gust from 
the abutment in rushing under the railway bridge. At this time 
Annie Q., Henrietta and Spake were all less than a lengvh apart, the 
last-named a quarter full of water from her upset. ‘There was a most 
exciting dash over the last 00 yards. A good-sized room woild have 
held the group, so close were the three boats. But in some mystert- 
ous way the Snake pushed her nose some five feet ahead of thé o.hers 
and crussed the line winner 1m 37 minutes. 4 
One more paddling race closes the recerd for the year 1883. Thetis 

and Annie O. challenged again, and as no others offered the sume 
tussle was pone throuzh as before and with the sale resulf, The 
Snaks wou and was left to undisturbed Popeeesiee of the paddling 
challenge fag. Duting the auboom the Shake made some five or six 
thrée-day cruises in home waters, always hauled up ashore at nigh 
to serve as lodging for her crew, and never very tenderly hanelrd. 
sometimes, indeed, the heavy hands as-isting to board or launch 
from steamers put her in peril, but nothing more than a fewseratehes 
remain to snow ib. 4 

It was during the year 1883 that the Lansingburg boat came before 
the canoemg world, One, the Thetis, appeared in Lhe spring, but 
was not found very satisfactory in model, although she has since 
been altered into an excellent boat. The next Mohican order in this 
direction, howéver, was for a can ve reproducing as nearly as possilile 
the lines and model of the Snake by means of careful measurements. 
Thus originated the North River model, and the canoes (about a half 
dozen) which were built to it are all excellent in design, whatever 
may be their weaknesses in ofher respects. ‘ 
After a long spell of enforced idleness the Mohicans were once 

more afloat on {he freshets of 1884. During the winter a new rig had 
been prepared for the Suake and experimented with, and altered until 
it looktd old before it was used, It was like the previous one, a suit 
of three sails, but the main was made to re-f upon the newly adopted 
plan of battened settee. It had about 5ft., with dandy of 17 and jib 
of 18: total 80. Atthis time it seemad that the Snake’s prowess was 
lessening the intere-tin racing at Albany, and as she was now fiying 
the Hag of captain of the M, C. C,, she was content lo rest awhile on 
her laurels. But there was one event to be attended to. The Dot, by 
the hand of her own master, Mc, G. B. Vaus, challenged the Snake to 
single contest, and the match was arranged to tuke place av the 
spring meet at Newburgh-on-Hudson. hither many canoeists were 
congregateu af the delizhifully successtul camp “Nabe Smith,” and 
for three days the good time was kept up, - 
A programme of races was prepared, and Snake and Dot were ap- 

pointed to carry it out. Hence it-happened Se Ee 
(xcept in one race), both were willing to wait for th Se Te kcal’ 
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convenient strength. ee it roared out. from the gap between the Storm | ent, borrowed the Annié O,, another Hverson Shadow, and challenged 
King Mountain and tis vis-a-vis, raising asea which was the worst 
the Snake had at that time ever encoujitered,an1 making it scarcely 
possible to land or launch on the exposed beach withott getting a 
breaker aboard. Beside the two competitor:, the new Guenn was the 
only boat that ventured to hoist sail. The course was to be around 
Poliopel Island, leaving it to port, and back, about 8 miles. The 
island lay near the opposite shore of Néwburgh Bay. almost dead to 
windward, and a strong flood tide also opposed the advance. Those 
who doubt the ability of a canoe to work to windward would haye 
been astonished to see such a sail attempted. Both eraft crossed the 
line on the port tack under reefed mainsails, The Snake went about 
first on approaching the shallow bar at the mouth of Moodna, Creek, 
where her board was in danger of striking, while the Dot, haying a 
keel, only of much less draft, continued on over the bar into the eddy, 
gaining a slight lead, which she maintained throughout. Then both 
were in the tide and making innumerable tacks over several miles of 
walter, gaining 100yds, or so on each. With allthe care and skill ex- 
ercised, many a sea broke aboard, and as pee was only possibse by 
Sitting far out to windward, the well was flooded. The Snake kept 
the water down by using a big sponge, seized and emptied and thrown 
back at every opportunity; but the Dot carned the water she got, and 
it was a gooUly quaniity. So it continued for about two hours. when 
they reached tne lee of the island; but the race was hmited to 1% 
hours, audit was clear that another quarter at least would be con- 
sumed in strnggling up to windward of Pollopel through the white 
caps, So Snake hailed Dot as they crossed on Opposite tacks (the lat- 
ter still holding her slight lead), and bath dropped main and hoisting 
storm sails, fan for home. This was exciting, too, for many a@ coamer 
had to be dodged by luffing or bearing away, and it was getting disa- 
greeably cold in the wet clothing and boats. The final plunge ashore 
upon the crest of a good roller, though wet again, made them no wet- 
ter, and siter a welcome rub down and change of raiment, the rivals 
exchanged ficgs as mementoes of the indecisive struggle. 
The Snake’s only other race al Newburgh was a paddle against three 

competitors for the Class TV. prize, which she won. 
From the Hudson the Snake went overland to the Delaware, and 

from the upper waters where the five inches depth she wanted to 
fioat in was liard to find, down to the Water Gap and below it, she 
had some of the most trying experieuces 4 boat could live through, a 
succession of rapids among hard rocks where bumps and scrapings 
were oftimes unavoidable, and where swampings and capsizes were 
among the least feared of possibilities. The varnish disappeared, 
but the boat remained. Then another railroad trip and a cart ride 
which inflicted the usual damage upon one of the party, and the 
Wallkill Riyer was found and Snake and comrades commenced the 
exploration of a stream not wide enough to turn around in and 
abounding in such obstacles as an opposing army might build. 
Natural bridges and dams of fallen trees, some of which were 
chopped through, some hauled over, and some crawled under, while 
ot ers were so formidable that nothing ramained but to drag some 
hundred yards orso through the swampy wooils. Time was pressing 
in these malarious and mosquito-filled regions, especially when it 
was necessary to go ashore in the neighborhood of. certain half wild 
cattle who were not at ajl well disposed, and the boats were not 
treated well. Loaded as they were, they ran over the ground 
and the logs like sleighs, Then the alkaline water -of the swamps 
licked off what remained of the varnish as if it had been whitewash. 
But it was a glorious cruise and though the combimation tools, and 
boxes of screws, and bottles of shellac were brought. out of the hold 
mors than once in the early aa yet all the fleet kept afloat and 
got home whole from the memorable expedition and some of them 
ave written the log thereof. 
The Mohican raves af homein ‘$4 were all under “Inmited sail.”? 

The challenge sailing races with 75ft. of canvas, and the ‘Oliver 
Cup,”’ with G60ft,, the first named having been so offered by the cap- 
Tain with the purpose of handicapping the Snake to encourage 
euiries. This it did effectually, as her £0-foot rig could not be reduced 
to 75 withont going considerably smaller or else spoiling the balance, 
while several other canoes carried about 7aft. in their regular rig and 
trim. On July 80, three times around a mile triangle in a light wind 
resulted in Annie O, first, Thetis sec md, and Snake had third place, 
but surrendered her right of way to avoid a collision in crossing the 
line. Next came the Thousand Island eamp. when the Snake, though 
not repeating her brilliant pertormances of the previous year, made 
the best sailing record of her class, and beat her old opponent, the 
Dot, in two ont of three races in which they met, making 26.25 poinis 
on record to Dot's 23.00, In the sail across the Canadian Channel 
from camp to Gananoque, no regular start being made, the Snake 
overrook and passed several] others, and arrived third, far ahead of 
the fleet. A siniilar excursion to Clayton resulted in Dot, Henrietta 
and Katrina getting ahead of snake, but in both these trips the lat- 
ter carried only 50ft. of sail, her other canvas not haying arrived. 
Just beiore leaving home for the meet the Suake had her stern built 
out square aiid was fitted with a brass drop rudder, an arrangement 
eit was quickly adopted by most of the Mohicans with good 
result, 
Her performances in official A. GC. A. races were as follows: Aug, 

12, Class B, sailing unlimited, Venture, Dot, Henrietta, Annie O., 
Snake (fifth). Nivete@n finished. Aug. 14, Class B, sailing limited to 
%5tt., Gluck first, Snake second, Venture, Girofla, Jap, Katrina and 
Dot in the order named, Thirteen finished. On same day the Class 
B, sailing, without ballast, resuited Jap first, Siake second, and Dot, 
Gluck, Girofia, Henrietta, Katrina, ia the order named. Ten finished. 
Snake was entered forthe combined paddling and sailing, which was 
not raced, owing to the continued calms, A race round the course 
between Snake and a sneakbox carrying 100ft. sail, under the com 
mand of Secretary Neidé, resulted in an ¢asy victory for the canoe, 
although no doubt had the spoon eraft been manned by one more 
accustomed to her, the result would have been closer. 
When the camp broke up the Snake cruised in company with 

Aurora down the St. Lawrence to Brockville and Ogdensburgh, and 
after a railroad carry launched again in Lake Champlain at Addison 
Junction and made her way up the stream and road to Lase George, 
ernising in very varied weather and meeting many A.C. A. men 
afloat, until Crosbyside was reached. In the fall races at home the 
events contes(ed were: Sept. 12, Challenge badge, three miles, sail 
limited ti 75ft., Thetis first, Snake second, five finished; winu fitful, 
in sqhalls aud calms allernaiely. Another M. O C. race was called, 
without limit of sail, for a prize purchased with entrance fees, but of 
the seyen or éigiit entries only the Marion (Class A) offered to sail 
against the Snake, so the only unlimited race of the season was aban- 
duned, the two canoes named sailing over the course, with of course 
the larver boat leading, but the prize wasnot claimed. On Oct. 1 the 
Monthly race for the Oliver cup. sail limited to 6Uft,, was won by 
Snake (carrying 50ft.), Thetis second, Henrietta, Marion, Annie O. in 
order named. The A.Q. A, committee meeting closed the racing 
Season at Albany (Oct. 4). A sailiug race was started in a light wind, 
which dropped to almosta calm, Six or seven canoes fouled in 
rounding the buoy trom sheer lack of steerage way, Snake among 
them. The race was cut short at the second round, winners being 
Annie O,, Thetis and Ibis. In the paddling race same day Snake and 
Thetis were the only entries, and the finish was in the order named. 
The following day Mr. C. B, Vaux, whose canoe Dot was not pres- 
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Mr. Gibson to two races, the second to bein the same canoes ex= 
changed, Snake beat Annie O, easily in first race; the second (Vaux 
in the Snake, Gibson in the Annie O.) was started well enougn, but 
the wind failed again and the race was abandoned two-thirds fin- 
ished, the two can es being exactly abreast, : 
To summarize, the Snake hus started in 20 regular races against 

other canoes, of which she won 11, was second in 4, fifthin 1, and 
four were not finished on account of weather, We shall shortly pub- 
lish the lines of the Snake, with ler sail plan. 

KNICKERBOCKER C. C. 

T the rerular annual meeting of the Knickerbocker C. C., held at 
106 West Forty-second street, on Thursday evening Jan. 8, the 

following board of officers were elected: Commodore, James L, 
Greenleaf; Vice-Commodure, Prof. Edwin Fowler; Secretary, Edward 
W. Brown, 4 Bowling Green; Treasurer, Robert P. Martin; Measurer, 
EE, C, Griffin; Lay Member, H. A. Hoffman, Jr. , 
Com, Grernieaf appointed the two standing committees for the 
ee as follows: House Commit e, Prof. Fowler, chairman, ex officio; 
essrs. P, W. Foster and EH. W. Brown. Regatta Committee, Mr. H. 

A. Hofiman, Jr., chairman; Messrs. R. P. Martin and B. ©. Griffin. 
Ex Com, Brentano, in bis annual report on retiring, recalled the 

doings of the club for the past year. Our first step in the early spring 
was the remoyal from the old house at the foot of Bighty-sixtk street 
to our present commodious qnarters, formerly occupied by the 
Resolute Boat Club, at One Hundred and Fifty-second street and 
Hudson River, In our new building we have comfortable dressing 
rooms on the second floor, while on the first we have ample storage 
room for fifty canoes. During the year nineteen canoe owners have 
been added to our membership, showing now thirty-seven active 
members on our rull,and a dozen more honorary and correspondin 
members. The Treasurer’s report was very gratifying, showing tha 
during the year we have entirely paid for our new house and still 
have a creditable balance inthe treasury. Our racing record for the 
ear we admit we were not proud of and every effort will be made to 
mproye it in 1885, With thatidea in view we have arranged for a 
series of club camp-fires for the promotion of greater theoretical and 
practical knowledge of canoeing. We shall also, as early in the 
spring as possible, commence a series of scrub racés, to occur on 
Saturday afternoons; a full allround record being kept and a club 
trophy presented to the winner of the highest number of points, We 
are revising our constitution and by-laws; baye adopted a new uni- 
form, and and are to have a new sailing device. Indications are the 
Knickerduckers will have a larze representation at the Hudson River 
local meet and also the A. C, A. camp. Zip. 

TORONTO C. C.—In spite of cold weather the Toronto sailors are 
at work actively preparing for a busy time nextseason. They have 
moved int) the new house built by John Glendenning, their builder at 
ihe foot of Lorne street, and especially fitted for canoes. There is a 
large landing stage, from which a railway runs through the club 
hous6, where there are racks for 24 canoes. Up stairs is a neat club 
room with dressing room and lockser. Mr, Mason, a member of the 
Regatta Committee, has presented to the club a challenge cup to be 
raced for by Class 4 canors; and also three large flags, bearing the 
sailine signal of the club, to beused on buoys. An inside course 
will be laid out this winter on the bay, in addition to that around the 
island, The prograrame for rhe summer se s apart the first Saturday 
in each month for a cruise of the clib,on which days no races will 
be held. Two otner challenge cups will also be raced for (to be held 
by_first man who wins them five times); th+ all-around sailing cup, 
held by Mr. Kerr, and the challenge cup held by Mr, Neilson, are to 
be competed forin paddling and sailing races, The officers elected for 
the year are: Commodore, Robert Tyson; Vice-Commoedore, J. L 
Kerr; Secretary and Treasurer, F, M. Nicholson; Regatta Committee, 
N. B. Dick and Arthur Mason, the same fiye gentlemen forming the 
executive committee. 

CANOES AT NEW ORLEANS.—Dr., Neidé has secured one of the 
best positions in the main building of the New Orleans Hxposition 
for his exhibit of canoes and centerboards, He has in position two 
cauoes. an Bllard anda Stella Maris, and an open Rushton boat. 
The white lateen sails of the canoes rise above the adjacent exhibits 
and attract attention from a great distance. The Doctor has already 
sold tive canoes in New Orleans, one of these has been purchased by 
no less a personage than the ex-President of the Southern Confed- 
eracy for the use of his youngest doughter, In the handsome house 
of the St. Johns Rowing Cluabon Lake Ponchatrain Dr, N-idé keeps 
the beautiful Princess Ganoe Di Vernon, for his own use and that of 
the members of the rowing club who may become interested in the 
kindred sport of canoeing, for which their waters afford so splendid 
an opportunity. Lhe first Northern member of the A. C. A.to pay 
his respects to its secretary in his winter quarters at New Ovleans, 
was Vice-Commodore Munroe -f the New York C, UO. Besides the 
canoes that Dr. Neidé is exhibiting at the New Orleans Exposition, 
there are birch barks from Canada, Esquimaux kayaks, and a curi- 
ous pirogue or dugout from londuras. 

PERSONAL.—Dr. E. A. Guilbert ("'Camarada”) is now located in 
Jackson, Miss. We had the great pleasure last week of a visit from 
“Nessmuk." who passed through New York on his way to Florida, 
where he will visit Captain Kendall. Hewas, of course, accompanied 
by the Bucktail, bis beautiful little canoes, so well known to all 
readers of the Forgst AnD SrReAM. The Dot has started at last for 
Flo ida, leaving last week on the schooner B, F, Farnham for Jack- 
sonville, Messrs. Storms and Fox, of the Rochester ':. C , are cruis- 
ing onthe St, John’s River, Florida, with headquarters at Orange 
Park. They haye got the Piorida fever in its must virulent form, and 
contemplate purchasing land for an oravge grove. Thecanoe Daisy, 
Captain Geo. W. Haines, of Sayannah, will accompany Psyche on her 
cruise in search ot the Wakulla voleano this winter, Mr. L. W. 
Seavey, of the Kit Kat Club, is making preparations for a canoe trip 
in Florida, and itis possible that Hiawatha may also join the party. 
ee Cc. J Sbevens, canoe Tramp, N, Y¥. C. C,, returned from England 
this week. 

A FINE BOAT HOUSE._Mr Hemmenway, of Lowell, a canoeist 
and amateur photographer, has sent us a very handsome photo of 
the Vesper Boat Club house, the home of the Lowell canoes. This 
house, which is one of the handsomest in the country, is a two-story 
building, ia Queen Anue style. Below is a large room for boats, and 
areceplion room, while the second story contains a large hall, dress- 
ing rooms, ladies’ reception rooms, ete. The club, which is hmited to 
100 members, has a number of canoeists and canoes among them. 

THE MARIPOSA C. C. of Green Island, N. Y., organized last 
August, now has some $300 or $400 in the treasury and have fifteen 
active members. They have elected the following officers for 1885: 
Commodere, C. B. Smith; Vice-‘ommodore, Arthur M, Johnson ; 
Recording Secretary, Henry C. Schwali; Financial Sec: etary, Clarence 
C, Colt; Treasurer, Guy E. Cumner; Purser, Geo. I. Jolinson, 

ERINSICS 
For the Cure of all diseases of 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep 
DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY, 

Used successfully for 20 years by Fars 
mers, Stockbreeders, Horse R.R., &e. 
Endorsed & used by the U.S.Governm’t: 
#=Pamphlets & Charts sent free, 

HUMPHREYS’ MEDICINE C0, 
109 Fulton 8t., New York. 

Humphreys’ Homeopathic 

specific No.28 In B use 30 ‘Dehi lity only successful remedy for 

Nervous Dehility, Vital Weakness, $1 per vi da i 8, _ or 5 vials and lar: 
Soup By RUGGISTS. or sent powder, for 

i postpaid on receipt o 

ee ete 

No. 0207 

——————— sss a a 2.000 SS 

Ln SN 

{8 Vesey Street (Fourth door from Astor House), New York Gity, 

Answers ta Correspondents, 
=> No Notice Taken of Auonymous Correspondents, 

B,, Bangor.—The gun is safe and durable, 

J. W.—Write to R. T. Vandeyort, Pittsburgh. 

F. E. P., Peacham, Vt.—See our Kennel columns, 

T. T.—The shot are chilled or hardened by the addition of tin. 

Accomac.—You might get them of Allen, the duck-eall maker. 

H. A. ¥.—Thirteen are not an unusual nuimber for a setter litter. 

B, J. W., Kansas,—It is sate so far as we are at present informed. 

Harp Casu,— Young female caribou skin will be light and durable, 

A. W., Locust Valley, L. 1—Rodman’s Dash was a red Irish setter, 

P. D.S.. Philadelphia, Pa.—Try a sail with 1aft. on boom, éléfc. 
hoist and 74ft. gaff. 

K., Borton.—Treat your jerked yenison just as yeu would dried 
beef or picked-up codfish, 4 

C. CG. R., Simcoe, Ont.—We have not made the tests. Those who 
have used it report favorably. 

Ff. M. C.—There is no such paper in this city. The Auk, Boston, 
Mass., may be what you want. 

J.M.8., New Hampshire.—The powder measure is arbitrary and is 
not expressed in terins of weight, 

Suve.—‘Training vs, Breaking’? recommends training two puppies 
at once when it is practicable to do so, 

H. S., Salt Lake City.—Write to the leading rifle makers, whose ad- 
dressés you will find in our advertising columns, 

H, D., New Hampshire,—For glass-ball shooting use in 12 gauge 
three drains good powder, one ounce No. 8 shot. 

R. I, C.—The. biscuitis asgoodasany, For agency and also for 
name of dog-box makers see advertising columns. 

W. K. P.—We know of no coneern which makes barrels in this 
country. They are imported in the rough and bored here. 

W. D. K., Clarendon, Texas.—The gun is a success for repeated 
shots. Whether it will come into very general use or not remains to 
be seen. 
A.P., Louisiana.—If your 16-gauge be twenty eight inches, about 

es pounds, right cylinder, left modified choke, it will give satis- 
action, 

An ANGLER.—Quail that have been snared in this State may not be 
had in possession, but the law doesnot forbid the sale of gamesnared 
in other States, 

A, J. C., New Haven, Conn.—Jolly May is by Rob Roy (Fred— 
Rheebe), and out of Pocahontas (Rock—Dora). She was owned by H. 
E. MeMillan, Rock Rapids, Ta, 

Napopoean. New Brunswick.—The name on the gun is a trade name 
not that ofafirm. If the gum satisfies you, you should not be an* 
noyeéd by the criticisms of the dude sportsman, 

HE. A, M., Boston, Mass.—Nesbitt’s Belle was by Linder’s Don II and 
out of Metcall’s Nell, Call on Luther Adams, who will give you pedi- 
gree of Rock and may be able to inform you further about Belle, 

CANADIAN SUBSCRIBER,—The process of waterproofing ouskins is 
patented, and the details are kuown only to the makers. The com- 
Bee given Jast week for canvas canoes would probably answer 
we. ; 

F. 3, G—i, Back numbers are supplied, price ten cents, bound 
volumes, six nionths. $8. 2, Weight of iron is .26 pound per cubic 
inch; lead 41 pound per cubic inch, Creases are to hold lupricating 
material. 

J.P. Q., Philadelphia, Pa.—You can make the toppinglift fast to 
masthead, then lead through block or sheave on outer end of boom, 
and belay to cleat on boom. Have inquired about the reefing gear, 
and will publish result of the inquiry. 

ELz.—The spot will probably make no difference in shooting of gun. 
You ean have the barrels cut down, if cylinder bore, or1£ cooked cut 
down and re-choked. The gun would, we tamk, do as good shouting. 
The gunsmith you name can do it for you, 

L., Key West, Kla.—We do not know why the single barrels are 
made longer than the others. If your 382in¢en gunis not choked, it 
wil probably not hurt it, to cut off two inehes. If choked, is can be 
recnoked after the cutting. Try it and reyort. 

Constant READER.—1. The action is strong enough for the load, but 
we believe it will get shaky in lime. We.wonot know of sucha fun 
in usé by any of our acquamtunces, and should recommend a 10- 
gauge instead. 2, Some men who wear glasses are cupital quick 
shois. 

P. B., Arizona.—_l. Between the 8 and the 12 we shouli advise you 
to choose the latterfor your shooting. 2 Tue larger bore will per- 
init use of heavier charges. 3. Stub and twist barreis cook their oame 
because the stuus of horseshoe nails were used in muking them. 4, 
We know of uo cast iron barrels. a 

A.C. J—l. We canrecominend nothing unless you take your 
gun to the gunsmith and have the spot removed with the fest 
emory pwper (ordo it yourself) and then exercise the preabast visil- 
aue¢ in keeping it clean, 2%. ihe buckshot must be so loaded tuat the 
layers will chamwer in the choke. 

L, C.—1. To cure your friend of gun shyness, let him use very light. 
charges of powder. If he flinches from these, let him practice snup- 
ping caps, then begin with the lightest powder charges. 2. Lr you 
cannot practice on wame, the objects thrown in air ar good; but a 
clay-pigeon trap will be much move bencfivial. 3 Read B gai dus’s 
“Wing and Trap-Shooting.” We can supply it. 4. There is practi~ 
cally no differeuce in tne barrels, 

SUBSCRIBER.—1. Where can I obtain the complete game and fish 
laws of Minnesota? 2. Wihat is the address of the Protective Assovia- 
tion for Maine? 8. Whatis the best book \reatiug on generai fi hiugs 
in American waters, particularly in this part of the country? 4 
Which is the easiest way of catching minnows, to be used for buit, 
and keepiog them for any Jeagth of time? Ans. 1 and 2, state Spores- 
men’s Association, W. $. Timberlake, secretary, St. raul, Minn 38- 
The American Angler's Book, by vhad Norris, prive $5.50, we eau fur- 
ish it, 4. A minnow seine is uandiest and best in must waters. The 
fish can be kept in perforated boxes in ponds and streams. Crates 
made of lath are excellent, If pluced m streams veware of too strong 
curreuts, which deprive the fisii of rest. 

—————SSS 

ONE IN SEVEN of those insured under the accident policies of the 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn., in 1883, were killed or injured by acci- 
dent, and reeéived cash béenefits.—Ada. 

GUMPENSATING REEL, 
Patent January 17, 1882. 

QUADRUPLE MULTIPLYING. 

Nos. 0204 
Capacity 40 

0206 
60 

0207 
80 , Yards of Largest Size Bass 

Line. 

This is not the ‘coming quadruple reel.” but the reel already 
come. The only quadruple reel made on scientific principles. It 
is the smoothest and most perfect running reel in the world. With 
ordinary care it will last a Ffetime. The simplicity of its construc 
tion makes it hard to get out of order and easy to repair. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order 
them for you, send 50 cents for our 120-page illustrated catalogue, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of 

Every Description of Fine Fishing Tack'e. 
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PILEPER’sS 

The Large Demand Proves Their 

POPULARITY. 

ADVANTAGES OFFERED: 

FOREST AND STREAM. j _ {Jan. 28, 1885, 

PATENT B.L. GUNS 
LEAD THE WAKES Ex": 

THE SHOOTING QUALITIES 
ARE REMARKABLE. 

BOTH FOR 

REGULARITY 
CHEAPNESS. in 

MEMDEL Bhs, 7 

STRENGTH. ACCURACY. 
SYMMETRY. Th 66 A hh) 

DURABILITY. e u The Parts are Inter- 
' changeable, 

(25-This is the best COMPLETE: gun in the market for the money, There is no other gun that can com- TOP SNAP—NOT EXTENSION RIB. 
pare with it, The sales during the past season have been unprecedented. Re. 10g. 

No. 600—Ribbon twist barrels, Scott action, double bolt, fine quality steel-freed locks, ex- 12g. 10g. No. 588—Stub twist barrels, back action, steel rebounding locks, double bolt, scroll fence, 
tension rib, scroll fence breech, French walnut selected, pistol grip stock, pistol grip, patent fore end, rubber butt .... ...........-....... ia Ap aes pe eT Oe $37 00 $38 00 
finely chequered, artistically ornamented rubber butt plate, with figure of the 598—Damascus barrels, rest same as No, 588. 1.0. 01... e cee eee cee c ensues ASA Anno oh 4000 41 00 
Poddess im: ToleL a, Oto eM bn eeke os) peace se eene Shoe i INNS 3. eich oL $57 00 $60 00 589—Stub twist barrels, bar rebounding locks, rest same as No. 588.....,.....-,..... + 4700 48 00 

605—Same, with good Damascus barrels, engraved locks and mountings,.............. 7000 7% 00 599—Damascus “ a “e + beat 2 Hoe et Raed PrN 9 AO 50 00 52 00 
610—Same, with fine Damaseus barrels, and fine finish, extra selected stocks,......... 100 00 105 00 5881—Rifle and shot, blued barrels, B. A. locks, 12-bore and .44W, C.F. ... ........... 40 00 
615—The best quality in every particular..,... .0.s. cere seer ee ee tse peseate en seneeesteeees 125 00 180 00 5882—Rifle and shot, blued barrels, bar locks......-:..-.,.-..- Bie tei 8 booted 50 00 

Agents, SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 & 86 Chambers St., N.Y. 
FOR SALE BY ALL THE DEALERS HANDLING GOOD GUNS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. 

If your dealer has none in stock, don’t purchase until you see it. Get him to send for one on approval. 

THE S. D. & G. SPECIALTIES ARE: 
CHARLES DALY Hammer and Hammerless Guns. 

Guns. 
The Celebrated PIEPER Guns. 

MARLIN & BALLARD Rifles—Don’t forget the new Marlin combined tool for reloading magazine rifle cartridges. 
COLT’S Guns, Rifles and Pistols. PARKER BROS.’ 

ARMS CO. Extracting Revolvers. 

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON Hammerless 

Guns. STANDARD Revolvers. AMERICAN 
L. M, C. Breech-Loading Implements. 

Tree INTERNATION ArT... 
TRADE MARK.) (REGISTERED 

‘s 
i . 

LATEST IMPROVED MACHINE-MADE GUNS. 

oS 

SIDE SNAPS.—Fine Twist Barrels, Rebounding Locks, Pistol Grip Stock, Patent Fore End, Double 
Bolt, not Extended Rib, Iron Heel Plate, right barrel cylinder-bored, 

12-gauge, 30 or 32 inches, $ to 9 pounds wright, - 
10 6 

such prices. FOR SALE BY TH 

32 inches, 9 to 1044 pounds weight, - = f 

Every component part of these guns is made by gauge. 

left barrel choke-bored. | 

(PRICE, #30 00 

S53 

D 
hy 
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TOP SNAPS.—(As per cut). Fine Twist Barrels, Rebounding Locks, Pistol Grip Stock, Patent Fore 
End, Double Bolt, Extended Rib, Handsome Rubber Heel Plate, both barrels choke-bored. 

12-gauge, 30 or 32 inches, 8 te 9 pounds weight, - 
PRICE, $36 06 10 * 32% inches, 9 to 1044 pounds weight, - 

They are handsome, safe and very durable, shooting qualities excellent, and are superior in every way to ary ever before offerea 
TRADE GHENHRALLY. 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 101 & 103 Duane St., N. Y., Manufacturers’ Sole Agents. 
Also Sole Agents for PIFFARD’S ELASTIC RUBBER HEEL PLATES and KYNOCH’S BRASS SHELLS. 

WARNING! 
As parties in the East have put on the market a 

horrible-toned imitation of my Duck Caller, this is 
to notify all sportsmen and gun dealers that none 
are of my make unless stamped “EF. A. ALLEN, 
Monmouth, 1il."” And I will prosecute all parties 
selling such villainous goods as of my manufacture, 

F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Ii. 

NEW. 
A Splendid Doe Whistle, 
Water-Tight Match Box, 

—AND— 

Reliable Compass 
OOMBINED. 

Wickel-plated metal. Sold by dealers in Sports- 
men’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price $1. 

WILBUR & CO., Box 2,832, N. Y. P. O. 

PORTRAITS OF GAME FISHES. 
On gray-tinted Bristol board, at the following 

prices, postpaid: Single copies, 10 cts.; Fresh Water 
Series (23) at $2; Salt Water Series (37), $3.50; Whole 
Series (60), $5; a half-Russian port-folio holdin 
whole series, $1.25. Among the portraits are: Black 
bass (large and small-mouth), trout, grayling, Cali- 
fornia mountain trout, landlocked and sea salmon, 
pike, mascalonge, strawberry bass, striped bass, 
tarpum, ete. Size of boards, 7x9in, Descriptive 
circular sent free. Address W, C. HARRIS, 252 
Broadway, New Yori, 

PHOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY. 

The Tropicals (dry. 
plates) are the only ones thatcan be used succesfully in warm weather without ice 
Remember the negatives may all be developed on 

your return home.’ 
The lightest, most complete and practical of 

Amateur Equipments. Price $10 and upward. E. 
& H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y. 
Send for catalogue. Book of instructions free 
Forty years established in this line of business. 

JOSEPH PLUNKETT, 
(Successor to R. SHEPHERD,) 

constant- 
lyon hand 

a= |S 

112 West 141th Street, New York. 

Pollock’s Patent Sure Sight 
For shotguns; is specially intended for amateurs 

and nervous shooters. 6 guarantee it to work 
perfectly in any hands, as it is impossible to miss a 
shotif our directions are followed. Sent with full 
directions for use to any addréss on receipt of $2 
by JAMES Ht. POLLOOK, Inventor and Manufac- 
turer, Wakefield, R. I. 
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UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
Valparaiso, Ind. 

Mnfrs., Shooting and Fishing Suits. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

WessmukKk Huntings iemife. 
The only pocket hunting knife 

worth a sou. Full sized knife, 914in. 
long open, and 5lgin. long shnt, 
Blade lin, wide, and equal to the best 

eC razors, but not so hard. If you 
want one by mail, send plain ad- 

dress to GEO. ROCK WOOD, Wellsboro, Tioga Co., Pa., with postal note for $1.50. P,.S.—See Forest and 
Stream for Sept. 18, page 147. 

THE 
BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. 
Successors to THe J. M. BRUNSWicK & BALKE Uo. 

and Tar H. W. CoLLENDER Co. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins. 
A For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, &c. 

They are easy to the feet, and very 
\ durable. Made to order in a 

variety of styles and warranted 
the genuine article. Send 
for price list. MARTIN 
S. HUTCHINGS, Dover, 
N. H., PB. O. Box 368, 

Dame, StopparD & KenpauL, Boston; HEnry U. 
RauinEs) New York; F. Cuas. Ercuen, Philadelphia, 
gents. 

t 

FERGUSON’S 

Rust Preventer 
For FIREARMS, CUTLERY, TOOLS, SKATES, Ete. 

Send for Circular. 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 
Office, 65 Fulton st., New York. (With T. J. Conroy.) 

WAREROOMS: 
860 Broadway, New York, u x 

Market & Huron Streets, Northside, Chicago. 
211 Market Street, St, Louis. : 

1134 Market Street, Philadelphia. 
367 West Baltimore St., Baltimore 

Indorsed by all the leading players, and awarded 
the highest prizes at every exposition where ex-~ 
hibited, TRIED AND PROVED. 
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Explanatory and Suggestive. 
FOR THE CASUAL READER. 

Arma virumgue cano— ‘Arms and the man I sing.” And, indeed, it would take the genius 

of a Virgil and the roll of Latin hexameters fitly to tell the deeds of this man, whose arms are 

shotgun and fishing rod, Go where you will, he is there. You run into him on the crowded city 

street, encounter him on cars and steamboats; he perches atop the country stage, bestrides the 

burro, and doubles up like a jacknife in the kanim. Seek out the most distant, most tortuous 

streams, his line has been wet in their waters; penetrate into the wilderness, the tin can of the 

sportsman’s camp is yet further on. He goes for game—if the fates shall send anything within 

reach of his ammunition; for fish—af by good fortune a trout shall rise to his fly or descend to 

his worm. But, good luck or bad luck, game or no game, fish or no fish—fun always, fresh air, 

ozone, quicker pulse beat, brighter eye, more elastic step, all the multitudinous rewards, which, 

after all, outweigh the biggest ‘‘bags,” and tip up the longest ‘‘strings.” Is it not true that only 

a poet could tell his deeds as they ought to be told? Perhapsso, Perhapsnot. He can usually 

tell them himself. And he does, with a thousand different pens, in a thousand different ways. 

You may tread it in the FOREST AND STREAM, 

And that is better than if it were put into yerse between hook covers. 

One who dees not understand these things might imagine that after being told so often, this 

story of the man—him with the rod and gun—might in the end become hackneyed. But it 

is not so, Why? Well for pretty much the same reason, we yenture to say, that the fields them- 

selves and the woods and the lakes and the streams never become hackneyed. However that 

may be, one thing is certain. Our columns every week, and month after month, give ampie 

proof that there is still an abundance to tell of what is seen and what is done afield and on 

angling waters; and that hosts of people still delight to read the telling, our subscription books 

show with eyer increasing emphasis, The FoREsST AND STREAM is in the best sense 

A Journal of Recreation. 

It tells of the recreation found by busy men, in out-door, open-air life. It zs recreation to 

these same men and to others. Explain it how you will, this recreation found in the pages of the 

ForREST AND STREAM is different from the diversion afforded by other papers. Why? Because 
(it may be answered again) the recreations of field and stream are always ten times more potent 
for good than are those found in almost any other way. 

Look through the pages and you will see that the departments include a pretty large field. 

[t is a wide scope of subjects, But if you look carefully you will see that the paper, from front 
coyer to back cover is homogeneous. What is init belongs init. There is not the mistake of 

trying to foist upon the reader, who is interested in angling and shooting, a lot of stuff about 

horse racing or base ball or prize fights. There is no sawdust-ring odor. Everything is redolent 

of the woods. There are plenty of other papers devoted to the other subjects. If you are 

interested in them, you need hardly spend time te read the rest of this explanatory advertisement, 

The ForESr AND STREAM’s field is broad, but it is not broad enough to take in all creation, 

The editors are perfectly contented with the scope of the paper as it is at present. And now 

A Word About 1885. 
For fifty-two weeks of the year 1885 we propose to publish the FoREST AND STREAM, and 

to fill each number with the same rich abundance and variety of reading that may be found in 
this present number or in any one of the five hundred numbers that have gone before it. 

There will be the same delightful accounts of the adventures and misadventures of the 

Sportsman Tourist, and whether the ‘‘tour’”’ be across a continent or only across the pasture lot 

into the woods beyond, the story in either case will be well worth the time it takes to read it, 

We shall have, now and then, a description of such excursions in foreign lands, but for the 

most part these columns will deal with what is seen and done in our own country, for that, after 

all, is what the readers of FoREST AND STREAM are rightly presumed to be most interested in. 

The WMatural History columns will give attention to varied forms of animal life, more parti- 

cularly such as may come under the observation of sportsmen in their rambles. This department 

of the ForEST AND STREAM we believe to hold a place altogether unique. It is neither the 

dime-museum sort of un-natural history affected by the newspapers, nor the abstruse, fine-spun 

and terribly dry lucubrations of the scientific associations. It is intelligent talk about animal 
life, intended for intelligent readers. 

In the Shooting and Angling columns(we need hardly say it) will be accounts of hunting 

excursions and fishing trips—with luck, good, bad and indifferent; discussions about matters 

mechanical, ethical, sentimental, fanciful and practical; some, after much debating, will be 

settled; others will he left (and the reader with them) at the end Just where they were at the 

beginning. 

The Aenne/l will give in 1885 (as it has given in 1884) the earliest, most accurate and the 

only unbiased reports of shows and trials, and it will be the endeavor of the editors to maintain 

for tke FOREST AND STREAM in this special branch the position it now holds away in advance 
of anything else published in this country. ; 

The Yachting columns are in charge of an expert, whose highest ambition will be to keep 

these departments in the place already won for them in the recognized lead of journalism. 
Though the Cayoeing interest of the country is of comparatively recent growth, the FoREST 

AND STREAM fully appreciating its importance, has proyided for those who sail or paddle a (pretty 

generous) corner, which is so full of practical suggestions and recountings of cruising experi- 

ences, that a canoeist might almost as well try to get along without a paddle as without the paper 
in his mail every week. 

In a word—this is what we started out to say—in £885 the ForEsT AND 

newsy, bright, wholesome—a journal of out-door recreation. 

Terms:—$4 per year, 32 six mos,, Tocts. per copy. Sold everywhere. 

STREAM will be 

Make orders payable, 

Forest AND STREAM Pus. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breech-leading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
50, 70 and 90 (eras giving close pattern and great | 
penetration; 10and 12-gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 

THE = 
GREATAMERIGAN’ 

GG0D NEWS 
1 LADIES! 
Greatest inducements ever of: 

fered, Now's your time te getup 
orders foronr celebrated Teas 
and Coffees, and secure a beauti- 
Tul Gold Band or Moss Rose China 

A = Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated 
Gold Band Moss Rose Dinner Set, or Gold Band Mosg 

ee : eh GREAT AMERICAN THA Oa H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N.Y | 17256. Gox via “si and 38 Vesey St, New Yorks 

“aes 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library. 

Tsaist of Sportsman’s Books 

We will forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

ANGLING, 

American Angler’s Book, Norris.............++ & 50 
Angler’s Note Book,.-....,......00cs000e wets een 
ASHE pe caleba reise Lee eee Aer ie cociehg 50 

, Angling Talks, Dawson..,.......2. seer oaae 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis............5.¢..+. 750 
Angling Literature in Hngland..,.........,. -. 1 25 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall,...............+. 3 00 
British -Aneling WMC: Ftc. Oe ad seeps aetectesis 2 00 
Fish Hatching and Wish Catching,............ 1 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly ............-...-0-0.- 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float............+2...see05 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott............ 3 50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock...........s.-++s--. toay 2eL0d 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis ..... hod Fee oy nt bo 2 50 
Fiy Fishing in Maine Lakes.................+5+ 1 26 
Fly and Worm Fishing.................+-2++9.- 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing........... 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hookand Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne........2... cece ee ee pene se 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. a 50 
Goldfish and its Culture, Mulertt 100 
Modern Practical angler, Pennell. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture ...........0002 see eeen 1 00 
Practical Fisherman....,........ 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing.......... 2 50 
MON HAC AMPICT Ss; sofa) cu. vs lutnsos Ser eweee nent 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
BG tee se ie PanieaL asec Rep a seis he. 2 00 

LENT Oe eke Ae ame SE She aw RHE eo 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 
Bris WE COVINCOds areas) Eipsisicichtiiare ste. Heeleigiee 2 00 

Trout Fishing, Rapid Streams, Cutliffe.....,.. 1 50 
Walton, Izaak, fac simile of first edition..... . 3 75 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.......0...0004 cseseecee 50 
Baird’s Birds of North America............0008 30 00 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds.......... 1 50 
Bir N Obese tars otis a tase sdcens vatg nie pedal hee 75 
Birds Nesting eee rea ae erry Trees 1 25 
Birds of Eastern North America......-....... 18 00 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania..........-+.20 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest. .........:..0.. 2s.05: 450 
Birds and Their Hannts,.... ....... .s...se.00- 8 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams............... 50 
GouesCheekehisthys $54 2s... kc dek deck ncaeseste . 800 
Coues’ Field Ornithology.......+..........005- 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...... ... 15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
TR ODSEMEN Ut tatte etetalsctateio in siti slpitica 2 bce atc nla 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa..............-..00+ 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds................. 3 00 
Native Song Birds..2.-.. 0... ce cece cee eect Penn 45 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard................... 2 00 
Natural History of Birds,................20+5- 3 00 
Notes on Cage Birds, Green..............2.55- , 180 
Samuel's Birds of New HPngiand.......... .... 400 
BBORB IBIS: oe as oe cert ch cttw lta gh» one 15 
Water Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer and 
Ridgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., each..,........ 30 00 

Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 yols........ 18 00 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds.............. 6 00 

BOATING AND YACHTING: 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam..... 3 00 
Boat Racing, Brickwood...................00-- 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers........ 1 25 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W, P. 

SIRS QT aT RR, aay AeA ere om ‘1 50 
Canoeing In Kamuckia. ........0seseeeeeeeee be ales) 
Canoe and Camera....... .-.- BEL BeenqnotusT: - 150 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s,,...,... 2 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts: ...........0.. 2200-008 2 50. 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing................ 1 00 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor.,........ - 200 
Paddle and: Portage.) 4 6 iacsnck a cote res Spe la) 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies................. - 200 
Practical Boat Building, Kemp.............. - 100 
he Saline BOAGlle wae hc ated hed e eames e ae 50 
Vacation Crnising, Rothrick...............,.2. 1 50 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp.............. , 10 00 
Yacht Designing, Kemp............ Pa ibasteta seas 25 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING, 

Adventures in the Wilderness.........-....... 125 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50e.; bds........... 5 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in - 
SPN OUW AVA eo: teeta aa te - RSet retle: Bee oer OM 1 %5 
Camps in the Rockies, Grohman,...........,.. 1% 
Camp Life in the Wilderness.................. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 
(h@aimping Ome; o. verns sone. ook te foaneedtgagd ro 76 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson......... 1 00 
TEMPS OMEOADIDINES 5 fechas atten ares a ovare cee 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould 
How to Huntand Trap, Batty’s .......... Hoye: 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher................ 
Rustlings in the Rockies. ............2ce0¢-4eee 
The Adirondacks, Headley.........ceesssasees 

HORSE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses..... 
Bits and Bearing Reins.................. 

or 

Dadd‘s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo........... 
Dwyer’s Horse Book,.....,........ : 
Horseback Riding, Durant... 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 
Horses and Hounds.............. 
Horses, Famous American Rac 
Horses, Famous American Trottin 
Horses, Famous, of America..... 
Jenning’s Horse Training.... 
Manual of the Horse..... 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor.. 
Mayhew’s Horse Managemen 
MecClure’s Stable Guide...... 
Rarey'’s Horse Tamer.. 
Riding and Driving... 
Riding Recollections, yte Melville's 
Stable Management, Meyrick........... ae 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia....... 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vyo 
Baceenense on the Horse, American edition, 

WON os bates Pate ree a, f 
The Book of the Horse. 
The Saddle.Horse............. 
The Horse Owner’s Safe; d. 
Veterinary Dictionary. Going .. 

allace’s American tele ee Aeenae 
Wallace's American Trotting Register, 2 vols, 

America 

Hepes 

OOO Rt 

00 
50 
00 
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25 
25 
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HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer, ..,......... apes ene EOROO 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis..... santereten. yea pe, 
Breech Loader, Modern, Gloan...............- 1 00 
Crack SROGA AL. 0 on ap eee ees eee 1 25 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting...... .... ... 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive Sketches, 2v.,cloth 4 00 
Frank Forester’s Manualfor Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 75 
How I Became a Crack Shot, FParrow......... 00 
How I Became a Sportsman............ ....-. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing..... .......... 2 50 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules................ won ee 
Rifie Practice, Wingate.................+eeeees 1 50. 
Rod and Gun in California...............2..00. 50 
SHOOUNE Hote Mee. nee Eis nalePheetee ace nd 50 
HHOOLn Ee Dougall Verna a eeed ue Rees 8 00 
Shooting on the Wing,.............0.eceeeseeee % 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth... ............ 10 00 
Hmbossediléathen. sews ced eee eee 15 00 

Sporting Adventures in the Far West......... 1 50 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke ....... Ae ys era, esee 2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunting..........2.0.e.ere00- 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting. ........... 202. ....00: 1 26 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters ............ 1 50 
The Gun and Its Development, Greener....... 2 60 

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS. . 

Adirondacks, Map of, Stoddard .............. $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50; clo. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 
Lake. paper, 50; cloth......................- 1 00 

Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake..... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard........ 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region 50. 

1 00 
50 

1 00 

2 00. 
1 00 
2 00 
3 00 

20 
60 

8 50 

25 
Laws seme Le of Whist, Cavendish..... 2 00 
uoits and Bow: 25 
KALI GY eb uaee te perp cakes eee Le ee 25 

Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners...............ccse+ecees 50 

KENNEL. 

American Kennel, Burges..................... 8 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel............2..2.. 0004. 80 
Of) DIbGRSeS: Of, EI. Soke, eee dee: 2 00 

Dog Breaking, by Holabird................ coos EReOe 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson..................... 8 75 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchingon...., 8 00 
Dog Training vs, Breaking, Hammond....... . 100 
OSS tees edits Seca iee oa ete ee ee ee ees 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other @ 
Counities, a pine os ee ee ee eee 2 00 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo........ (Ge) 
Dogs, Points for Judging. :.................... 50 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.: cloth,.............. 60 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams, .............. 1 25 
Dogdandethe: PubiGAc sm, Oewe tis 2 cieennee 1 

5 00 
4 50 
8 00 
1 50 
8 5 
7 50 

| 1 26 

INOLOC COM sey ee The ae aye ieee - 
Youatt on the Dog.................008 Pia ieche % BO 

MISCELLANEOUS; 

A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. i 50 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist ........... 1 % 
Amateur Photographer................, 1 00 
Animal Plagues, Fleming........ .... 4 80 
Antelope and Deer of America.... wader Gopal 
Archer MOderi Jey. syns baile teas tee sr[halelei ete 25 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, eloth, 
Government Report......... ri tee AE EB are 2 50 

50 
12 

5 00 
1 00 
6 00 

4 6 50 
Keeping One Cow....... ziatt desttu ate Sets ae fee ete 1 00 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 
1 sya} aC) Fopety ce ne heute oh seg wuts See oe] NOM RACE cue 1 50 

Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy....... ..... 1 2% 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher...... 50 
Natural History Quadruped................... %B 
North American Insects...................... , 160 
OSb, Augustine) wes vessels coe yeas clase 1 50 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects......,.... 1 50 
ASLOLSDN@.: set Selene ade Pele b ores eo siela ate : 50 
Photography for Amateurs.................. ss 60 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller......... .. ordi. eh eDO 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 

Batvins test te id olelelcta to cad aie eivintteies cee ee see 150 
Practical Orange Culture..........-..eeces--ee 1 00 
Practical Poultry Keaping...........-;.s.0..0. 2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd.... ............. 2 00 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock................ 8 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis................. 1 00 
The Cream of Leicestershire.................. 3 50 
The Forester, by Brown....,.-. ....-.. - 2. 100 
The Northwest Coast of America.,........ ---- 2000 

. 875 

. 1200 
10.00 

k i 4 5 00 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown........ Veoee, 200 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland..... ............ 15 00 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar... .......0....- eee SiS 
Wooderaft, ‘‘Nessmuk™, ............-.00+ siden 100 
Woods and Lakes of Maing...............2..44 8 60 
Yellowstone Park, Ludlow, quarto, clot 4, Gov- 
ernment: Report... ..4.,04.--0- secs eeees oe aes 2 50 

Youatt on Sheep.. s.ccsusee.csecqceee « cree 100 
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Whitney--Kennedy Repeating Rifle. 

as other magazine rifles. Catalogues and price lists on application to the manufacturers. 

WHITNEY ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn. 

The Strongest and Best. 
Many thousands in use. Greatly superior to any other Magazine Rifle yet made. The solid metal 

in line of fire at time of discharge renders the Kennedy ABSOLUTELY SAPE. 

These rifles are made .38-val, 40 gr., .44-cal. 40 gr., .45-cal. 60 gr,, .45-cal. 75 gr,, and .50-cal. 95 gr. (Haxpress), using the same amniunition 

WILSON ADJUSTABLE 
CH Al R With Eiintyichanges 

ar Y, Ositions,. iy 
Farys Invalid 

Qhair,Child’s Crib, Bed or Loung? 
combining ey shines) 
strength, COM ‘OR iy SID 
plicity.uerything to an exact 

svience, Orders by mail at 
= tended to promptly. Goods 
phippedG,0.D. WilsonAdjust- 

able Chair Manufacturing Co., 
9 West 14th st. N. ¥. 

SPECIALTIES 
Russian Water Proof. 

Price 25 Cents. 

The best article known for keeping out wet and 
preserving the leather, 

GUN OIDE. 
Price 50 Cents. 

The only hon-oxydizer made that will prevent 
iron, steel and metal from rusting when exposed to 
salt water. The contents of one bottle will keep a 
gun in good condition one year, 

Powdered Areca Nut. 
Price 50 Cents. 

A safe and infallible remedy for WORMS in DOGS, 

READING PORITION 

aad 

Mention this paper.” 
Send stamp for [l.Circular, 

Imperial Flea Powder. 
Price 50 Cents. 

Wor the destruction of Fleas and vermin on dogs 
and other animals, 

The above are put up ulide my supervision by 
one of the best chemists in the United States, and 
each 1s guaranteed as represented. Sample con- 
taining one package of each sent on receipt of $1.50 
in stamps or postal note, 

I keep in stock a full line of 

Spratt’s Medicines for Dogs. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
No. 173 Broadway, N. Y. 

Art Culture for the People. 

THE ART JOURNAL 
for Hebruary, being Nuimber Two of the New Series, 
NOW READY, has the following contents: 

NAPOLEON ON BOARD THE BELLEROPHON. 
Line Engraving, By J. C. ARMYTAGHE after W. Q, 

ORCHARDSON, R. A. 

LADY HILDA’S TOWN. By Mrs. Alfred Hunt. 
Iilustrated. 

AN EASTERN PAINTHR. By H. Zimmerman, 
Tilustrated. 

THE ARTIST AND HIS PALETTEH. By H. C. 
Standage. 

GROTESQUKS. By Lewis F. Day. IMlustrated. 
ART TEACHING AT RUGBY SCHOOL, By T, M. 
Lindsay. Illustrated. 

THE EARLY MADONNAS OF RAPHAEL, By 
Henry Wallis, R. W.S. Illustrated. 

MODERN PROCESSES OF AUTOMATIC EN- 
GRAVING. By J.S. Hodson, Illustrated. 

ART NOTHS AND REVIEWS. 
The Arf Journal is admirably adapted at ounce to 

cultivate and to gratify the zsthetic faculty. Fine 
in conception, choice in execution, its illustrations 
and its tlustrated essays offer pleasure and profit 
to 656 4nd mind. 
This periodical has hitherto been sold by sub- 

scription only, bui may now be had by the single 
copy of booksellers and newsdealers. Price 50 
cents each. Hyery number complete in itself. $6.00 
per annum. 

The International News Company, 
General Agents, 29 & 81 Beekman street, New York. 

GUNNING COATS 
Of superior construction and devices, with eight 
pockets outside, and large game pocket the full size 
of skirts, with inside and outside openings thereto, 
and with net bottoms, permitting drippmg, disten- 
sion and ventilation. Hach 

Corduroy Coats. .$12 00 
MacIntosh Coats.. 10 00 

Duck Goats.....-.. 4 00 

Duck Vests........ 2.00 

Corduroy Vests... 4 00 

Corduroy Pants... 6 00 

Corduroy Caps...$1 to 2 
Duck Caps.-..... $1 to 2 
Shell Vests. ......- 5 00 

Leather Gaiters... 8 00 

Duck Gaiters...... 2 00 

Pin Check Coats... 1 75 

Pin Check Pants... 1 25 

Fiieze Ulsters...., 25 00 
Blue Ulsters....-.. 8b 00 

_ HENNING, CLOTHIER, 
410 SEVER TH STREET, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Write freely for anything. 

MARTIN'S Braided 
“Business”’ Silk Lines; 
four sizes, practically 

4 = wees waterproof. $1.25, 
$1.50, $1.75, $2.00 per 100 yards. Send your address 
for samples and circular, EH. J. MARTIN, Rock- 
ville, Conn. 

Hor Zale, 

FOR SALE. 
The ever reliable river St. Marguerite, the chief 

tributary of the Saguenay, descending from a lake 
far north of Chicoutimi, and famous for its salmon 
and sea trout fisheries, with all the proprietor’s 
riparian righis, is now offered for sale. The St. 
Meets is distant 15 miles from Tadousac by 
water, or 10 miles over land. The riparian rights 
cover a distance of 30 miles, which is sub-divided 
into six sections, 5 miles apart, At each section are 
erected one commodious Gothic cottage, men’s 
house, ice house, etc., ete. Hach section has the 
control of six to eight salmon pools. Parties desir- 
ous of forming a club to secure the rights of the 
aboye valuable salmon stream, Can so arrange it 
whereby twenty-four rods could have equal rights 
and splendid sport. For further particulars apply 
to WILLIS RUSSELL, Proprietor, Quebec, Canada, 
or to Messrs. GRANT BROS., 2 @xchange Court, 
New York City. jan&,7t 

Trained Ferrets For Sale. 
The finest rat and rabbit hunters in the world. 

Any size, weight or color; males or females, All 
trained to the whistle. For sale at ADOLPH 
ISAAUSEN’S, 92 Fulton street, N.Y. jan22,1t 

For Sale Cheap. 

OR SALE CHEAP.—WINCHESTER REPHAT- 
ing rifle, .40-60, perfectly new; never discharged, 

Drawer 281, Corning, N. Y. jani5,2t 

IVE QUAIL FOR SALE.—PENNSYLVANIA 
and West Virginia birds. Consignments of 

Furs, Skins, Game, ete. solicited. Ustablished 1838. 
TENNEY & WOODWARD, Commission Merchants, 
174 Chambers street, N, Y. jansst 

OR SALE.—A W. W. GREENER HAMMER- 
less B. L., Premier quality, 12-gauge, full choke, 

Y4lbs., 3lin. barrels; extra set of game barrels, 
28in. long; new. Cost $400; sell for $225. ED. 
MADISON, 564 Fulton st., Brooklyn. jan22,1¢ 

OR SALE.—A STEVENS .22-CALIBER RIFLE, 
chambered for long cartridges. As good as 

new; used but little. Will sell cheap, D, JOHN- 
SON, No. 5 Appleton avenue, Pittsfield, Mass. n 

Jane? 2b 

ees QUATL FOR SALE, BY JNO. T, LED- 
BETTER, Shelbyville, Tenn., av $8 per dozen. 

dee25, tt 

Hu the Stud. 

Scotland Kennel Collies. 
STUD DOGS. 

Champion Robin Adair and Champion Tweed I. 

BITCHES, 
Champion Zulu Princess, champion Lassie, cham- 

pion Lass 0’ Gowrie, champion Meg: Lilac, Higg and 
other imported and prize wirning bitches, 
Puppies for sale from the above stock. 
For further rere and stud fee of dogs ad- 

dress THOS: THRRY. P. O. Box 2,017, N. Y. 

Stud Bull-Terrier Dutch, Jr., 
(A.K.R. 1887), 

Conn, Jan., 1885. Stud fee $20. For further in- 
formation, stud carl, etc., apply to owner, J. R. 
VARICEK, Cambridge, Mass. jans8,té 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB, 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION SENSATION, - ~ FRE, $50 

4 BANG BANG, - - te “$50 
te TRAMP (Sensation—Psyche), ‘' $25 

JAMES MORTIMER, Eupt., Babylon, L. 1. 
janl tr 

CELT ETE. 
Will serve red Irish setter bitches of pure blood 
and guaranteed field quality. Fee, $25. 
For Sale—Puppies, by Chief. Stock and field 
tiality of dams guaranteed. MAX WENZEL, 89 
‘ourth street, Hoboken, N. J. 

Vandevert’s Jon in the Stud. 
To a limited number of approved bitches. 

particulars and pedigree address R..T. VANDH- 
VORT, Homewood avenue, East End, Pittsburgh 
Pa. Fee $50. 

K KC Liver and White POINTER 
QHAMPION KNICKER &OCKER (4.5.8. 19) 

Tn the Stud. Young stoci: for sale. 

GEO. Ll. WILMS, See*y, 142 Monticello avenue, 
Jersey Olty, N..T, 

| 

On the Stud. 

Hillside Kennel. 
Gordon Setter “ARGUS.” 
Argus is thoroughly trained for field work; has 

an excellent nose aud great endurance. The fol- 
lowing are his bench show winnings; ist prize in 
Toronto, puppy class, 1880; 2d prize, London, 1881; 
Ist prize, Cleveland, also special for best Gordon 
setter exhibited, 188%, ist prize, champion, Ottawa, 
1883; ist prize, champion, Chicago, 1853; ist prize, 
Montreal, and special for best Gordon setter F, 
1883; Ist, champion, London, also special for best 
Gordon setter dog in show, and special for best 
Gordon setter dog or bitch, 1883. 
Argus has been awarded prizes under the follow- 

ing ay Spies Davidson, Major J. M, Taylor, 
Harry Malcolm, James Watson, W. J. Munson, 

Stud Fee, $25.00. 

STUD FOX-TERRIER 

Champion Raby Tyrant, 
(K.0.8.B, 11,179.) 

Pupned October, 1880, Weight 1614 pounds. 

Raby Tyrant is a white dog, with an even marked 
rich black and tan head. Heis a thoroughly game 
and stylish terrier, possessing a beautifully shaped 
long punishing head, with perfect drop ears, small 
eye, rare neck and shoulders, deep chest, well rib- 
bed and muscular quarters, short, straight legs, 
excellent feet, great bone and substance, with an 
exceptionally hard and dense coat. 
Raby Tyrant is without doubt one of the most 

successful terriers of the present day. He has 
been exhibited 67 times, 33 different judges having 
adjudicated upon him, and has won 47, First 10 
cups and specials: 12second and 2 third prizes. His 
breeding is undeniable, combining as he does the 
choicest and most valuable blood that can be ob- 
tained. At the stud Raby Tyrant is proving him- 
self eminently successful. 

Fee, $15.00. 
Ae OHN E. THAYER, Hillside Kennels, Lancaster, 
lass. 

TED LLEWELLIN. 
Blue beltou (A, K.R. 599) Druid—Gessie. Gessie, 

by Dash IIT. ex Modjeska. Modjeska, by Leicester 
ex Peeress. A magnificent field dog and winner of 
2d in 18 mos. class, N. Y., 1883. Stud fee moderate. 
WALTER B. PEET, Station M., New York Vity. 

jan22,3mo 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah.) 

The best-looking pointer dog living and a great 
stud dog. CHAS, H: MASON, 255 West Twenty- 
second street. New York City, 

THE 

ACME RUST PREVENTATIVE 
Guaranteed to be the best article yet discovered 

for the prerendor Of rust on fire arms, tools and 
all metal surfaces when directions are followed. 
Specially adapted to guns used near the salt water. 
Samples mailed to any part of the United States 
and Canada on receipt of price, 15 and 25 cents. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Ad- 
dress E. VANDERWEREEN & CO., Stamford, Ct. 

he Benwel. 

Mountain Kennel Cocker Spaniels. 
W. A. SUTHERLAND, Proprietor, Cabin Hill, 

Del. Co., N.Y. jan22,1mo 

Best Toy Stud Dogs. 
PUG BOSTON SOOTEY, descendant of great 

Sootey, and related to Sootey UI., who recently 
defeated Sheffield’s Stingo for the championship. 
Also Yorkshire Blue Ben, direct descendant cham- 
pion Ben; also King Oharles spaniels and other cel- 
ebrated stud dogs. Puppies of above breeds for 
sale. BURLEIGH KENNELS, 73 Camden street, 
Boston, Mass. jJan22,1t 

Fo SALE AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE TO 
reduce stock, Queen Maud (Racket—Kelp), 

litter sister to Royal Sultan, for only $60. She is a 
fine fielder and bench winner, and a very extra 
breeder and mother. She was served by Don Glad- 
stone (Gladstone—Juno) on Jan. 16, 1885, 4H. 8. 
HAWKS, Highland Kennel, Ashtield, Mass. it 

ASTIFF DOG, BRINDLED, 2 YRS. OLD, 
large; also fawn mastiff bitch, 5 mos., good 

pedigree, Drawer 1003, Wellsville, N.Y. jan22,2t 

OR SALE.—YOUNG LLEWELLINS COUNT 
“Blane and Lady Frisk, white with orange ticks, 

dark nose and eyes, whelped Aug, 1, 1584, by Count 
Paris out of Daisy Starlight. Address for pedigree, 
etc,, H. W. DURGIN, Box 706, Bangor, Me.  jan22,1t 

OR SALE,—POINTER PUPPIES, BY CHAM. 
pion Beaufort (champion Bo ene ex 

my Nellie Bird. Color, lemon an! white and liver 
and white, Address JOS. R. TRISSLER, Lancaster, 
Pa. janz2,3t 

‘KR, 1502) ex Bertha (A.K.R. 151). 
nlton, Pa., or 

Conn. 

mpwo PAIR OF BLACK AND TAN FOXHOUNDS. 
‘A fine red fox for sale, or will exchange for a 

THOMAS VAN first-class breechloading shotgun 
ATTA, rae janggit NATTA, Bloomsburg, Pa. | Springfield, Mas< 

Ghe Rennes. 

The Great Fanciers’ Show. 
10,000 CHICKENS, PIGEONS, DOGS, CATS, SHET- 

LAND PONIES, GOATS. 

The Greatest Shaw ever seen in New York, 

THIRD ANNUAL EXHIBITION 

OF THE 

New York Fanciers’ Club, 
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, ONE WEEK, 

February 4 to 11, 1885. 
¥or prize list address 

CHAS. R. HARKER, 62 Cortlandt street. 

A Prize Winner For Sale. 
Newfoundland dog Major, winner of first and 

special, non-sporting show, New York, 1884. Apply 
to W. G, MARTIN, Maple Farm Kennels, Garrisons, 
N.Y. jan22.2t 

OR SALE OCHEAP.—TWO CHOICE IRISH 
setter pups, 6 mos, old, by Glencho ex Nora. 

Nora is a prize winner, and is also the dam of 
several prize winners, and is noted for her field 
qualities, A, A. SAMPSON, No. 86 Second street, 
Troy, N. ¥ jane2, tt 

Scotch Staghound Pups. 
Whelped Sept. 1, 1884; dark brindle in color, by 

Tramy ex Juno. Sire is 80in. high, length 70in., and 
weighs §2lbs. Dam nearly astall. Price the lowest 
Scotch staghounds of good breeding were eyer 
offered. ASSOCIATED PANCIERS, 2387 South 
Highth street, Philadelphia, janz2Jdt 

MASTIFES. 
A fine litter of pups. For pedigree, ete,, address 

THOS. L, POMEROY, Longview, Pittsfield, Mass, 
jan22,tF 

EAGLE HOUNDS WANTED.—I WILL BEX- 
change oné or more trained foxhounds, well 

bred, staunch dogs, for pure bred beagle hounds; 
must be first-class rabbit dogs. PHIL M. ROEDEL, 
White Cloud, Mich. jan22,1t 

Fine Dogs For Raffle. 
No. 1. The liver and white pointer bitch Belle- 

garde (A.K.R. 1520), champion Beaufort, Rush and 
Romp blood. Also lemon and white dog pup, by 
son of Beaufort -out of Viola. by Sensation—Lily. 
Forty chances at $2 each. Highest first choice, 
lowest second. 

No. % Fox-terrier Fhppant (A.K.R. 528), ist, 
Washington, 2d, Cincinnati, 3d, Philadelphia, 1884, 
and Surrey Ned (A.K.R. 1903, by Flippant ex Trix. 
Thirty-five chances at $2 each, Same terns. 
A chance to secure fine dogs for nothing. SUR- 

REY KENNELS, Ellicott City, Md. janz2.1t 

Winlawn Kennel. 
Several fine mastiff puppies from prize dogs for 

sale. Address W, P.STEVENSON, 17 Broad st., NY. 

POINTERS FOR SALE. 
Liver and white pointer bitch Flash, by Sensation, 

broken; took 2d at New York two seasons. Price 
$60. Liver and white pointer bitch Bells, by Spap- 
shot, dam by Sensation, broken. Price $50. Lemon 
and white pointer dog Game, by Orgill’s Rush, dam 
by Snapshot, grand dam by Sensation. Price $75, 
Lemon and white pointer bitch Daisy, litter sister 
te Game; unbroken, Price $40. Also three lemon 
and white puppies, by Game. Price $25 each. For 
further particulars address DAVID G, HARTT, 
Northport, L. 1., N. Y. janl5,2t 

For Sale Cheap. 

nov20,tf 

Fo SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also do; 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dress H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Mass. Septe2,tf 

Ashore MASTIFFS.—ALWAYS ON HAND, 
fashionably bred choice mastiff pups, repre- 

senting the best known blood, yiz.: Lyme Hall, 
Hlvaston Castle, and Lord Stamford’s strains, cor- 
rect in coat, color, mask and disposition, and de- 
livered with well authenticated pedigree. FRED. 
GRANT, Clearance Office, Custom House, Boston. 

wi GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST, 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

ogs purchased from him had the 

and Chicago, 1888, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. Av New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

NOR SALE.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
FE from imported stock, HENRY ©. BURDICK, 
150 Bridge st., Springfield, Mass. nove7.Bt 

WANTED. 
By 4 first-class head keeper from the old country a 

osition as kennel manager. The best of reference 

furnished. Address HEAD KEHPER. care of For- 

est and Stream. = At 

OR SALE CHEAP.—FINE LAVYERACK AND 
Gordon setter Victor. Vor pedigree and price 

address WM. B. MASON, JR., Marietta, O. janld,t 

S BOARDED AND BEST OF CARE GIVEN. 
pe aneee HOWARD RAYNOR, Demarest, New 

Jersey. janJ5,imo 

OR SALE.—BROWN AND WHITE ENGLISH 

setter Bruce, by Dash Il. ex Katydid, whelped 

Dec. 4, 1883, is very promising and sure to make a 

fine field dog. Also black and white dog pup, 2 

mos. old and Fery hangsones tient ot Ha 

yery best. Will sell cheap as | cann i 

teens Address E. A. PISHER, JR., New Bedford, 

Mass. Box 235. janl5,tf 

SALE, —IRISH SETTER BITCH MEG 
Renee yrs. old, out of Pee Resa ee) ee 
Elchol. Very rich color and good points. Sold for 

no fault, Pricelow. Address DR. A. S. McCLEAN. ry 
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